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Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 9:34 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Blaaaton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: AFR1266 assignments 

..... Forwarded message from dacrowde@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 14 May 2009 18:42:48 -0400 (EDT) 

From: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Reply-To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Subject: AFRI 266 assignments 

AFR1266 
Dr.Nyang’oro 
Each paper should be approximately 12-pp. in length. Both papers are 
due no later than the last day of class. Wikipedia is not an 
acceptable source. 

Paper I 

Critically discuss the proposition that high rates of urbanization 
are responsible for the rapid spread of AIDS in Africa. What 
steps, in terms of public policy, have African states taken to 
combat the spread of AIDS? In responding to this question, choose 
one country as a focus of your discussion. 

Paper II 

Deterioration of the environment has been cited as one of the 
basic causes of poverty in Africa. In what ways is this 
proposition correct? What evidence can be cited to argue the 
point? In responding to this question, please choose either a 
country, or an aspect of the environment, which could be used as 
evidence in this discussion. A good place to start would be to 
analyze poverty indicators in your country of choice, and to 
relate these indicators to the status of the environment. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbom(~uncaa.unc.edu ) 



Academic Counselors, 

Are any of you in possession of books that student-athletes have returned to you after dropping courses? Please let me 

know if you are. Student Stores is willing to work with us on bringing them back in a big group for a refund, but we will 

need to organize it if we’re going to take advantage of the opportunity. 

So let me know if you have any and we’ll go from there... 

Thanks, 

Amy 



This message only applies to those using Athletics Groupwise e-mail. 

coming soon...possibly this week. 
When the new archive system comes online, there will be some changes concerning e-mail: 

1) Once archiving is enabled, new incoming/outgoing messages can not be deleted until they have been 
archived. You can move a new received message to the trash but the system will not allow it to be deleted until 
it has been archived. If you send a message, the copy placed in your sent items folder can not be deleted until it 
has been archived. Archiving will occur after a message is 5 days old. 
2) Users will have the ability to recover deleted messages once archiving is online. This option will be 
available through GW webaccess. 

3) Messages will be archived for 10 years from the date they are received (which is the policy being adopted 
by the University some time in the future). After 10 years, messages will be deleted from the archive system 
and from your GW mailbox. Please NOTE, messages in your mailbox and/or in the archive will be deleted 
when it reaches the age of 10 years (assuming you even keep it that long in your mailbox). 

On a side note, you should always try to keep your inbox cleared out as much as possible. I recommend 
keeping it below 4,000 messages. This applies to the inbox only. Store messages in folders (for example, move 
all received messages from 2009 to a 2009 folder) or move to the trash if not needed. Especially for those who 
have cell phones using imap to connect to your inbox. There is no limit to the amount of messages you can 
store in folders in your cabinet. Some staff have asked where do they go to see their e-mail messages once they 
are archived. Simple! Your GW client will continue to show all your messages (archived or not) as they are 
currently listed in your inbox and cabinet folders. There will a new pin icon that will indicate a message has 
been archived. You can click on the archived mesage and it will open like a regular e-mail message and you 
can perform all the current actions: reply, forward, check properties, etc.Hope you enjoy this new service.Kent 
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Resea~ 



Dear students, 

1. For your conference, please be sure to bring along the sheet on which I wrote my reviews of your unit 1 
speech. We will need this in order to fill out the grading contract. 

2. Your homework is to use library resources to find and get a copy of a historical sage writing text (which 
meets the conditions described in the unit 3 prompt posted on Blackboard) and write me with the information 
about your choice by Sunday night. A mere quotation from a sage will not be enough; the text you choose must 
be a "reasonable" length (but no longer than a book chapter). Please exercise come care in your choice of 
historical text--remember that it needs to have relevance to a problem that we’re facing today. 

3. Students who do not write me by Sunday night with information about the historical sage writing text that 
you have found and copied will need to come to class on Monday morning at our usual meeting time. I will be 
glad to help you find a sage writing text at that time. Otherwise, because of conferences, the entire class is not 
meeting on Monday or Wednesday morning. In other words, the only people showing up to class at 8am on 
Monday are those who need/want help finding a historical sage writing text; and nobody should come to class 
on Wednesday. 

I look forward to receiving your emails by Sunday night, to helping some of you find texts on Monday morning, 
and to meeting each of you at your scheduled conference. The next time we will meet as an entire class will be 
next Friday, March 26, in order to workshop the first draft of your Feeder 3.1 persuasive essays. 

Sincerely, Marc Cohen 



The group fitness schedule will be modified Thursday, April 1. Please look online to see what is available. 

Special Events 

Fastest Tar Heel - Wednesday, April 7, 6pm & 7pm 
Each student will run a 40 yard dash which will be timed to determine the fastest Tar Heel. Three male and 
three female finalists will be selected to run against Varsity student athletes during the nationally televised 
ESPN Spring Football Game on April 10, 2010. Visit our special events page for additional information and to 
register. 

Gladiator Games - Wednesday, April 7, 6-8pm 
Come j oin us on Hooker Fields for the sixth annual Gladiator Challenge! The event will be limited to 40 CO- 
REC TEAMS so register early to guarantee your chance to compete against the greatest Gladiators of them all! 
The six challenges help determine strength, endurance, coordination and teamwork. Challenges include Tug-O- 
War, Joust, Wheel Barrel Crawl, Box Jump, Obstacle Course and Target Course. Get all the details and register 
online! 

Splash and Dash Triathlon - Sunday, April 25, 8am 
Test yourself with the Splash and Dash Triathlon! It’s the perfect event for the novice tri-athlete as well as an 
early season warm-up for the seasoned veteran. The distances for this event are a 250 yard swim, a 5K run and a 
10 mile bike ride. Registration opens Monday, April 5 and is limited to the first 100 people who sign up. 
After two weeks, registration will be open to non-UNC affiliates, so be sure to register early to reserve your 
spot! 

NC Back Roads Bicycle Tour - May 10-13, Chapel Hill to Carolina Beach 
Start your summer with a little outdoor adventure! Marty Pomerantz, director of Campus Recreation, is looking 
for people interested in j oining him on a 3-day leisurely bike ride. The trip will take you from Chapel Hill to the 
coast of North Carolina, with stops at Campbell University and White Lake. In addition to a 193 mile bike ride, 
the fee includes: 

* 3 breakfasts and dinners 
* camping equipment and site for 3 nights 
* 1/2 day at Carolina Beach 
* van ride home 
* full van support 
* weekly training tides 

The fee is $100 for students, $110 for other UNC affiliates and $125 for non-UNC affiliates. Go online for more 
information and to register. 

Facilities 

Aquatics Now Hiring! 
Interested in becoming a lifeguard or swim instructor at Kessing outdoor pool this summer? Full position 
descriptions are available online. 

Carolina Fitness 

Foam Rollers now available 
Present your One Card to the receptionist desk at the SRC and Rams Head to check out a foam roller. 
Consultants from Fitness Services are also available to assist anyone with questions or who wishes to learn 
more about foam rolling. Stop by SRC 110 during the drop in hours listed below.. 
Mon - Fri, 11:30am -1:30pm 



Mort - Thurs., 4-7pm 

Sport Clubs 

Click here to see a full list of events for the week and results from last week. 

Intramural Sports 

Intramurals opening this week: 

Co-Rec Kickball 
Registration: Mar 29 - Apt 6 

Badminton Doubles 
Registration: Mar 29 - Apt 6 

Outdoor Education 

Expedition Trips 
We added more trips for those seeking outdoor adventure! To register, go to the Campus Recreation Office 
located in 101 SRC. See the full schedule and find out additional information here. Upcoming trips are listed 
below: 

April 10: Raven Rock Revealed - Only 4 spots available! 
This unique park is situated along the fall line where the Cape Fear River breaks through the bedrock of the 
Piedmont and enters the Coastal Plain. Over the millennia, the river has carved Raven Rock, an impressive 
overhanging cliff that overlooks the river and thundering waterfalls below. Coastal Plain, Piedmont and 
Mountain ecosystems collide here and you will find plants representing all three of North Carolina’s distinct 
geographical regions. Spring wildflowers should be in full bloom for this trip! 
Pre-Trip: 7pro, Wednesday, April 7 at the COEC 
Fee: $35 

April 11: Fundamentals of Outdoor Climbing- Pilot Mountain - Only 6 spots available! 
The 60’ quartzite cliffs of Pilot Mountain provide the perfect introduction to outdoor top-rope climbing. Your 
team will learn knots, belaying, climbing technique and safety management. This climbing expedition always 
provides plenty of challenge and creates lasting friendships! 
Pre-Trip: 7pro, Wednesday, April 7 at the COEC 
Fee: $50 
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Name: 

Date: 

What type of.signals may help you notice an e .rnergency? 

a, Unusual noises, 

b, Unusual odors, 
c. Unusual appearances, orbehaviors. 

d, All of the above.                    : 

2. What should you do if tlie person does notgive consent? 

5. 

Give care and call 9-1-1 orthe Ioc~al emergency number, 

Give care and do not call 9-1-1.or the local emergency number, 

Do not give care butdocall 9-1-1 or thi~ local.emergency number, 

None of the ~bove, 

The steps to follow in an emergency are-- 

¯ a, Call--Check--Secure: 

b. Check--Care--D efibrillate, 

c. Check--Call’Care, 

d, Care--Call--Check, 

When Should you ca11.9-I-1 or the local emergency number? 

a, The person hasa cough and runny nose: - 

b,The person has a stomachache that goes away. 

c. The person has an ear.ache, 

d..The person has trouble breathing. 

Move an injured person onlyif-- 

a, The scene is or is becoming unsafe, 

b, You need to reach another person with a more serious injury or illness. 

�, You needto move a person to give emergency care, 

d, All of the above, 

By following stand.ard precautions to protect yourself and the .person, you can 

a, Minimize the risk of disease transmission, 
b, Reduce the number of times you need to wear gloves. 

c, Increase the risk of disease transmission, 

d. None ofthe above. 
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How should you check a conscious person? 

a. Get consentto give care. 

b. Ask questions. 

c. Do nottouch or move painful, injured areas on the body. 

d, .All of the above. 

t 

You determine that a person may be in shock. Do each of the following except-- 

a. Keep the person comfortable, 

b. Give the person water. 

�. Monitor the person’s ABCs. 

d. Raise the person’slegs 12 inches. 

The best way to check if a perso 

a. Liftthe person up.               - 

b. 6ire ~he.person CPR. 

c. Tap the person and shout, "Are you okay?" 

d: Look, listen.and feel for Signs of breathing. 

You see a woman collapse in front of you while entering the lobby of your office building. You check 

the Scene. and then check the victim for consciousness, but she does not ~espond. What should you 

do next?. 

a. Call or have someone else call EMS. 

b. Check for signs of.life. 

c. Drive the person to the ho.spital. 

d. 6ive 2 rescue breaths. 

252 I First Aid/CPR/AED for the Worl~pla.ce, Schools and the Community Instructor’s Manual 



Name: 

Date: 

Which of the following are signals of trouble breathing?.. 

a, Noisy0r painful.breathing,. . . 
b. Unusually deep or shallow breathing. 

c. Changes in skin color. 

d. All of the above. -. : 

what care shouid ~/ou give to a consciou~ adult who is choking and cannot cough, speak or 

breathe? 

a~. Give 2 slow rescue breaths. 
b. Do a foreign object look/removal. 

c. 6ive back blows and abdominal thrusts. 
d. Lower the person to the floor and. open the airway. 

Always. check for Signs of life for no more than--~ 

a. 1 second. 

b. 2 seconds.. 

�. 5 seconds. 

d. 10seconds.                                    " ’ 

When giving a rescue breath to.an adult yOu shOuld.give the breath over a period of about-,-- 

b. V~second. 

. c..3 seconds. 

d. 4 seconds.. 

If a person is suffering frompain or discomfort in the chest ~hat. lasts more than 3 to 5 minutes or 

that goes away and comes back, this person is roostSlikely-havingE.,, . ¯ 

a. A heat-related emergency. 

b. A cold-related emergency. , 

c. A heaK a~ack. 

d. A seizure; 
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About how many cycles of CPR should you perform for an adult in 2 minutes? 

a. 2 

d. 1 

7, .The cycle of compressions and breaths in CPR for an adult 

a. 15 compressions for every 3 breaths. 

b. 15 compressions for every 1 breath. 

c. 30 compressions for every 2 breaths. 
dl 30 compressions for every 1 breath. 

.9. 

About how often should you stop and check for signs of life when performing .CPR on an adult? 

a. After tl~e first minute, then every other minute thereafter. 

b. CPR should not be interrupted or stopped until an AED is-ready to use, another trained responder 

takes over or you se.e an obvious sign of life. 

~. After every minute..(or after every 4 cycles of compressions an~i bie~ths). 

d. After the first minute, then not again.until.EMS personnel arrive. 

Early CPR is an important.link in the Cardiac Chainof Survival because~ 

a. CPR preventsheart attacks. 

b. With early. CPR, most cardiac arrest victims do not need defibrillati.on.. 

c. It helps circulat~ blood that contains oxygen to the Vital organs until an AEDis ready to use or 

advanced medical personnel arrive. 

d. it helps restartth~ heart. 

10. You should continue CPR until~.                                    ~ 

a. The Scene is determined to be safe, 

b. The person’s condition worsens~-                             .. 

c-. You are too exhausted to continue, 

d. You need to call 9-1-1 or the local emergency number for advice on a nonlife-threatening 

condition. 
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Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Office: 919-843-2016 

Fax: 919-843-4737 



Because the Student-Athlete Academic Enhancement Programs (SAAEP) has a smaller staff, we 

work closely with the Office of Veteran & Disability Support Services. Additionally, we comply 

with their rules and policies on how to assist students with identified learning disabilities. 

Philosophy of working with at-risk group 
Mission Statement from Office of Veteran & Disability Support Services (VDSS) 

¯ To assist the student with his/her adjustment to university life. 

¯ To provide and promote the use of support services which address specific needs of the 

student 
¯ To advocate for and educate others regarding the needs and concerns of the students 

with disabilities 
¯ To monitor the university’s compliance with section .504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973 and the American with Disabilities Act, 1990 

How do you "flag" these students, SAT? 
All potential issues are identified in one of two ways; this process is the same for student- 

athletes as well as the general student population. The first (and the most convenient) way, is 

if the student has prior documentation regarding his or her learning disability. Second, all 

freshmen and new transfers are tested on their math and English skills during new student 

orientation. 

Do you do a screening tool to ’flag" these students for full battery of testing? 
Primarily all students have to voluntarily self-identify themselves. Once the students volunteer 

for services, they are administered tests to begin identifying their learning concerns. With 

student-athletes, the academic and coaching staffs work a little more closely to "influence" the 

student-athlete to volunteer for testing. 

If there is a red flag in screening, how is student notified, asked to do full battery of testing? 

All testing results, regardless of findings, are reviewed thru a follow up consultation between 

the student and NCAT’s Director of Counseling. Student-athletes must sign a waiver to have 

any information shared with the SAAEP. 

What is your full battery? What tests does it include? Who does it? How much does it cost? 
All testing takes place in VDSS; tests measure math, reading (the Woodcock-Johnson), ADD and 

ADHD. The students are also tested to measure I.Q. (the Adult Intelligence Scale). All testing is 

free of charge for all students currently enrolled in classes. 

Who gets the reports and actually tells the student of their learning issues? 

While the Dir. Of Counseling administers the test, the Dir. Of VDSS reviews the findings with the 

student. 



Is there a process for getting testing approved on campus? 

There is no process to get testing approved~ students only have to request testing. 

How does a student ’get" accommodations? Who follows up that they are using them? 
Once all the learning disabilities have been identified a Disability Verification Form is issued by 

VDSS. This form is sent to the student’s professors, who in turn sign the form agreeing to all 

accommodations. 

With student-athletes, the SAAEP and coaching staffs provide extra follow-up to ensure the 

student-athlete is properly using the services 

What is the rest of the process? Meeting with advisor/learning specialist/tutors and 

mentors? 

(For student-athletes) Once the testing results are reviewed with student-athlete~ his or her 

SAAEP academic advisor will sit down with the student-athlete and construct an "academic 

game plan". This plan will include any or all of the following: being assigned a mentor, 

constructing a tutoring schedule, supplemental instruction and additional study table hours. 

What/who does those services? 
Student-athletes will use all services as they are provided by the university and SAAEP. 

What are challenges/rewards unique to your campus and relationships with LD services on 
campus? 
Challenges...VDSS needs more staff which will allow for quicker follow up with the students 

requesting assistance. More staff will also allow for more one-on-one care. 

Rewards...watching the students succeed and ultimately graduate and begin their careers. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Tom Galperin" <tgalperin@arcoforange.org> 
Monday, April 26, 2010 1:03 PM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Arc of Orange Co.’s new Individual Services website 

TEXT.htm 

Care Providers, 

The Individual Services Dep’t of The Arc of Orange County has put together a 
website for our care providers, families, and others to use. Please take a 
look at the site, and tell us what you think. If you have ideas for the 
site, please let us know. If you find particular information useful, tell 
US. 

Please get in the habit of checking this website once a week. We will be 
posting updated information on a regular basis. You will continue to 
receive group emails from us for some stuff, though. 

https://sites.google.com/site/arco foran~eis 

Please bookmark this website in your favorites. The address is not easy to 
remember. At a later date, we may change the address to something easier to 
remember, but for now, this is what we’re using (’cause it’s free). 

Tom Galperin, MSW, QDDP 

Supervisor of Adult Services 

The Arc of Orange County 

tgalperin@arcoforange.org 

919.942.5119 ext. 112 

919.942.2119 (fax) 

208 N. Columbia St., Suite 100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of the sender and intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
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Newsletter 
Welcome to all Supporters of Pirate Softball 

cO~grat~latib~ to the following seniors who will be honored Hay 2 
prior to the Southern Hiss game: 
Charina Sumner, Kaui Tom, Vanessa Horeno, Harina Gusman-Brown, 
Christina Herrida, Cristen Aona, Nicole Jordan 

Click PICTURE to go to their senior tribute page which includes pictures and senior 

questionnaire. 



the follo wing m of the 2Ol 0 team (more a wards to 
come): 

2010AWA R D SAND RE C O G N I ~ O N S 
*Commissioner~Academic Medal Winners tive grade poin~ average of 3.75 
or be~er) during the 2OO9-:O academic year. 
C~isten~o~a 
Cha~i~aSu~e 
Kaui To 

*Corn er’s Honor Roll (cumulative grade point ~verage of 3. 0 or be~er) during 

C~ist~nAo~a 
EaiulaniCla~ 

Toni Pa 

Kaui To m 
P r iscil I a ~elaSq u e Z 

April 25~ 20 ~0 
The Pirates are now 31-16, 10-5 C-USA and sitting on top of the standings by 

the slimmest of margins with 6 conference games left before the C-USA 

Tournament in Houston May 13-15. 

April 20~ 20 ~0 

Toni Paisley (22-9) has been named Pitcher of the Week for the 5th time this 
year. 

After defeating UNC-W, East Carolina has a 9-0 mark against in-state opponents 
this season as it has outscored Campbell, N.C. Central, UNC Greensboro, N.C. 
State and UNC Wilmington 62-7. 

April ~ 7~ 20 ~0 

Congratulations to Coach Tracey Kee for reaching the 600 win milestone on 
April 17, 2010. 600 WINS 

ENJOY the latest technOl~Y as yOU follOW ECU Softball via LIVE CHATi 



P~RKiNGi~i~REH~N~DERi Baseball is also playing at home the weekend of May 1, 
therefore no parking in the lot between softball and baseball. The best parking 

will be at the Belk lot across Charles Street. There is a shuttle available if you 

need it. 

BLOGGER UPDATE: Thanks to the bloggers this year; It is always a great wayto 
keep up with the life of a student athlete, 
Senior Kaui Tom wrote the last of the blogsfor this season~ Click on the Softbal~l 
Bloq~ on the front page to get caught upi 

~i~i, eciui irates.com sorts w=isoRbli~ec÷rel/iO30910iaabihtmliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Iiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~ th~ ECU Edbcati~nal F~undbti~n (Pirbte 

n the rig h t dire~iO 

This newsletter is sent to you to be able to keep up with all that is going on with ECU 

Softball. If you want more, .just go to www.blackbeardsballers.com 

Please forward this newsletter to family and friends who might be interested. Thank 

you. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"ASPSA Intern" <aspsaintern@gw.ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, April 29, 2010 9:27 AM 

archilde@ncsu.edu; Turner, <Christi <christi turner@ncsu.edu>; jdrehder@ncsu.edu; 
lthemphi@ncsu 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NC State Drive-In Conference 

** High Priority ** 

Good Morning! 

We are so excited to see all of you tomorrow for the 9th Annual Drive-In Conference! We just wanted to send out a quick reminder 
that if you’re willing to share, please bring a copy of your tutor handbook, orientation syllabi, compliance reporting forms, and/or 
study hall best practices. We want the resource sessions to be as helpful to everyone as possible. Again, we look forward to seeing you 
all in the morning. Have a safe drive! 

-The Drive-In Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Wilson <marywils@UOGUELPH.CA> 

Thursday, April 29, 2010 5:26 PM 

List, Supplemental Instruction Discussion <SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Screen vs. Smartboard 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Susan and colleagues: 

Smartboard technology presents all sorts of opportunities for interactive 
learning in SI sessions, but it is true that smartboards can be rather 
expensive for increasingly modest budgets. 

There is an innovative work-around for creating your own whiteboard using a 
laptop, data projector, wii game remote and sensor described in this 5 
minute TED talk video ( 
http://www.ted.com!talks/johnny_ lee demos wii remote hacks.html). We have 
tested this with our Learning Technologies team at the University of Guelph 
and it works extremely well and is quite inexpensive. 

Best regards, 
Mary Wilson 

On Thu, Apr 29, 2010 at 12:09 PM, Aube, Susan <saube@occ.cccd.edu> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

In the past I have used smart boards at the elementary school level. 
Unfortunately, we do not have the funds for any type of projector or 
computer in any of our supplemental instruction rooms. I think that the 
smart board would be a very valuable tool in the supplemental instruction 
groups because the groups emphasize interaction and student involvement. 
The smart board lends itself nicely to both. 

1.Access internet and information with the touch of a finger 

2.Play video 

3. Scan worksheets and have the students take turns coming to the board 

4.It canbe used as a regular white board 

5.There are a lot of educational/fun activities the students are enthused 
about and have fun. Some examples are jeopardy and maps, anatomy etc. that 
quiz and test what you know. 

6.Charts and graphic organizers that students can interact with 

For whatever its worth, this is my opinion 

Susan Aube 

PASS Coordinator 



Instructional Associate 

Student Success Center 

saube@occ.cccd.edu 

(714)432-5053 

[image: PASS Logo] 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at 
http://groups.google.com/group/si-net 

To be removed from this mailing list, please go to 
htt~://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED 1= SINET&A= 1 <ht~://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED 1= SINET&A= 1 > 

or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.ulnkc.edu, with 
the text SIGNOFF &AMP;LISTNAME in the body of the message. 

&NI3SP; 

Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 

Dr. Mary Wilson 
Curriculum Development Associate 
Canadian National SI Representative 
207 Day Hall 
University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, N1G 2W1 
tel: 519-824-4120 ext. 56856 
http://www, siprograms.c~! 
www.tss.uoguelph.ca 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http.’//group~google~pm/group/si-net> 

To be removed from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. Problems 
or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 

bridgerb @UNCAA.UNC.EDU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Tom Galperin" <tgalperin@arcoforange.org> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 10:50 AM 

Beth Bridget; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IPRS time sheets 

TEXT.htm 

Care Providers, 

We have reminded you a few times already about this, but, here is one final 
reminder. All IPRS time sheets (Fee-For-Service, Developmental Therapy, 
LTVS) are due, as usual, on May 4th at 5pm. However, this time, any late 
IPRS time sheets will NEVER be paid. If you turn in a late IPRS time sheet 
this time, care providers will NEVER be paid for that service. This is 
because OPC (who pays us for doing IPRS work) has mandated all IPRS time 
sheets be in on-time, or they will NEVER pay The Arc of Orange County for 
those hours.which means, we cannot pay you. 

Any questions should be directed to your supervisor. 

Tom Galperin, MSW, QDDP 

Supervisor of Adult Services 

The Arc of Orange County 

tgalperin@arcoforange.org 

919.942.5119 ext.112 

919.942.2119 (fax) 

208 N. Columbia St., Suite 100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of the sender and intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Fitness World" <robin@fitnessworldnc.com> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 6:11 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fitness World News - May 2010 

TEXT.htm 

You are receiving this email because you are subscribed to our email list. 
Having trouble reading this email? View it on our [1]website. 

May 2010 Volume 3, 
Issue 2 

Fitness World 

News and 

Updates 

Work out and stay connected! 

Fitness World now offers free wireless internet access to all members! Grab a 
smoothie and catch up on work, or tell the world about your workout on Facebook 
while you enjoy some down time in the lobby. To log in, simply select []Fitness 
World Guest[] from your list of networks and type the password []Fitness World[]. 

Holiday Hours 

Memorial Day is Monday, May 31, 2010. The gym hours will be 8am-4pm. 

Group Exercise, "VBS" with Leigh Ann: 9:30-1 lam [2](see group exercise schedule 
for details) 

Group Cycling, Amanda: 9:30-1 lam 

Kid’s Room: Closed 

New Faces 

Fitness World is proud to welcome Bernie Conklin and Dave Visted to our 
management staff. Bernie has assumed the role of Operations Manager and Dave is 
taking over as our Membership Director. They have already brought about many 
positive changes to the club, and are a wonderful addition to the Fitness World 
community. 

The Skinny on TRX 

Fitness World is one of the only clubs in North Carolina to offer a TRX class 
to its members []but what is TRX exactly? 

The TRX apparatus is not your average group fitness tool []it was developed by US 
Navy Seals as a way of staying in shape in a confined space without access to 
standard gym equipment. 

Why does it work so well? The TRX improves balance, strength, and flexibility 
all at once by training the participant to perform functional exercises safely, 
with no undue stress on the joints. The TRX also leads to a stronger core, 
which is the foundation of improving posture and improving overall strength. 

What [] s more, the TRX can be used to train every muscle in the body, making it 



one of the most versatile pieces of equipment in the gym. All Fitness World 
personal trainers are TRX certified, and are happy to answer any questions you 
might have regarding the TRX. 

Want to give it a try? 

[3]TRX classes are held on Monday and Wednesday at 5:30pm and 6:30pm and are 
free of charge to Fitness World members. 

Refer a Friend - 

Get a Month on us ! 

Research shows working out with a friend increases exercise adherence. 

Know someone who wants to get fit? Refer them to Fitness World! 

When they join, we []11 give you and your friend a free month as our way of 
saying []thank you[] ! 

Upgrade Your 

Locker Room 

Experience 

Tired of lugging your gym clothes around town? Rent a full size private 
executive locker and conveniently store all of your work out gear here! Each 
locker is individually keyed, and rented on a membership term basis. Lockers 
are limited so see a manager today. 

Temporary [] lockers are available for daily use only by Fitness World members 
and guest. The locker must be emptied of all belongings including the lock 
after finishing working out in the facility. 

Locker Room Rules: 
No Cell Phones, Cameras, Or Video Devices Allowed. 
Food, Gum, beverages, And Glass Items Are Prohibited. 

Cell Phone use 

is restricted to the main lobby area only. 

Thank you. 

Children in the Locker Room: 

Parents, for the safety and privacy of all members please keep your child in 
the kid’s room or in a supervised class while at Fitness World. We ask that 
you be respectful of other members and do not bring children into the locker 
room unless it is absolutely necessary. Children must be supervised at all 
times. 

Kidzercise Class 

For safety reasons please pick up and sign your children out from the kid’s 
room and not from the Kidzercise class. Thank you 

Volleyball 

Interested in playing volleyball? Please speak to a Fitness World Manager to 
learn more and to be added to the interest list. 

Remember to Visit us on the Web: 



[4]www.fitnessworldnc.com 

Look up current schedules, find out about the equipment that you are using and 
much more. 

In This Issue: 

[] 8th Annual Fitness World 5K 

[] One month membership- FREE ! 

[] Personal training discounts 

[] The Skinny on TRX 

[] The facts on reshaping your body 

[] Fitness World news and updates 

[] How to secure an executive locker 

[] Brand new smoothies! 

[] Fitness World Athlete’s Comer 

8th Annual 

Fitness World 5K! 

Come help Fitness World to raise money for the Ronald McDonald House of Durham 
by becoming a sponsor, volunteer or participating in the annual Fitness World 
5k race ! 

The Ronald McDonald House provides a needed place for families to stay near 
Duke Medical Center while their child is in critical care at Duke Children[] s 
Hospital. All of the proceeds from this race go directly to help the Ronald 
McDonald House. 

Our goal this year is to raise $15,000 and we need your help! Become a sponsor 
and get your company [] s name on our Fitness World race t-shirt. Sponsor a team 
and raise money through people that you know in your community. Contributions 
are tax-deductible and will greatly help those in need. 

We also need lots of volunteers to make this work! If you or your community 
organization would like to volunteer a couple of hours on a Saturday morning, 
you can help make a big impact on the lives of critically ill children. 

For more information on how to become a sponsor, volunteer or start your own 
team, please contact Eric Greenley at [5]eric@fitnesswofldnc.comor (919) 
544-9000. 

That [] s a FACT 

To reshape the body and create a boost in metabolism, resistance training is 
essential. Resistance training includes bodyweight exercises, machine work, 
and free weight lifting. New to resistance exercise and need some help? Train 
for free with group exercise classes, taught by the experts: TRX training, 
Kettlebell training, Muscle Pump, and TBST [6](see group exercise schedule for 
class meeting times). 

Personal Training 

Promotion 

May2010 



Get into shape for the summer- and save some cash! 

8 sessions $360.00 

15 sessions $600.00 

New HYPERTRAINING 

Sessions 

Want EXTREME results? 

Get EXTREME training. 

Tuesdays 6:30pm 

Wednesdays 9:30am 

Thursdays 5:45am 
*See front desk for pricing information and enrollment details. 

New Smoothies 

and Shakes! 

Need proper nutrition on the go? 

Grab a shake or smoothie! 

Whatever your nutritional needs~ we’ve got you covered. 

New Menu Items: 

Power Meal - A true meal replacement with vitamins~ minerals and other 
nutrients your body needs to be its best. 

Carb Cutter - Our lowest carbohydrate protein shake~ perfect for those watching 
their sugar intake. 

Slim & Tone - A low-calorie protein shake created just for women with extra 
fiber and chromium to reduce sugar cravings. 

Don’t forget our other great shakes: 

Pure Protein~ Muscle Builder~ Fat Burner Energizer 

No cash? No problem. Open a smoothie charge account at the front desk! 

Fitness World 

Athlete’s Corner 

Dawn Franklin-Beaverdam Mile Swim~ April 10th 

Beth Polisson- NC State Bodybuilding Championship~ Figure Class C~ First Place 

Melanie Roth- NC State Bodybuilding Championship~ Fitness~ First Place 

Rachel Holloway- NC State Bodybuilding Championship~ Figure Class B~ Fourth 
Place 

Christina Slone - NC State Bodybuilding Championship~ Fitness~ Sixth Place 

Nate Pea- NC State Bodybuilding Championship~ Bodybuilding~ Fourth Place 



Kate Brumfield- Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:37:50 

Lee Souto - Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:37:51 

Myong Dunn- Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:18:59 

Luc LeBlanc- Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:26:36 

Gia Jones - Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:39:52 

Susan Chesser- Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:21:42 

Darren Womble - Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:28:00 

Tim Young - Tar Heel 10 Miler, 1:24:02 

Fitness World, Homestead Market Shopping Center 

105 W. NC HWY 54 Suite 271 Durham NC 27713 

919-544-9000 

Visit us on the web: [7]www.fitnessworldnc.com 

References 

1. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com!newsletter/newsletter.html 
2. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com!groupexmav 10.pdf 
3. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com!~roupexmay lO.pdf 
4. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com! 
5. mailto :eric~fitnessworldnc.com 
6. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com! 
7. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com! 
This message was sent by: Fitness World, 105 W. NC Hwy 54, Suite 271 
Homestead Market Shopping Center 
Website: http://www.fitnessworldnc.com, Durham, NC 27713 
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Dear Beth Bridger, 

Welcome to The National Assocation of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A). Thank you! We have received 
your payment and your membership is active now. Please log on with the username and password you were sent 
in a prior email from us and make sure all of your information is correct in your profile by clicking on "My 
Profile". 

There are a lot of features for the members. The best way to get an answer if you ever have a question is to 
check in the Forums first. There is a wealth of knowledge from other members, the staff and Board of Directors. 

Many more options including a Job Bank and Resume Builder will be rolling out soon as well as tools that 
allow you as a member to keep track of your activities within N4A. 

To log in, please visit the following url: http ://n4a. solacedev, com/index.php 

If you have any questions, require assistance, have suggesions on how we can improve things or find an error in 
the site, please contact IT@nfoura.oK~. 

This is an automated response, please do not reply. Thank you! 

- the n4a staff 
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Please read and give me any feedback regarding these topics. Please let me know if anything is unclear about each topic. They must choose 1 of the 3 topics. Should we push 
the due date before the last day of classes, or would that be pushing it? 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 
919-619-2077 c 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 



AFAM 474 

Key Issues in African and Afro-American Linkages 

*For advanced undergraduates and graduate students. This course is intended to explore theoretical 

and methodological issues concerning the historical linkages between African and African American 

peoples. 

*20 pa!tes due Friday, June 11 th, 2010 

Topics 

*please choose one from the following: 

Explain the significance of one nationalist movement in Africa to the struggle for civil rights 

in the United States. Compare/contrast two movements (one in an African country to one in 

the US) and explain the ideologies and goals of each one. Discuss issues of identity in the 

quest for civil rights. Focus on key leaders from each movement and compare/contrast their 

differences and similarities. For example, focus on the Civil Rights movement during the 

1950s in America and the ideologies of such leaders as Martin Luther King~ Jr. Compare 

these struggles with those of Nelson Mandela of South Africa and the quest to end Apartheid 

or Kwame Nkrumah, an influential 20th century advocate of Pan-Africanism, and the leader 

of Ghana and its predecessor state, the Gold Coast, from 1952 to 1966. 

Juxtapose economic development in Africa with the social/economical conditions of blacks 

in the United States. Make connections between African leaders and the efforts of the 

Sullivan Foundation. Focus on the African American Summit. Begin research using the 

following link: http:/!www.thesullivanfoundation.org/summit/summit:asp. Discuss African 

leaders and the initiatives being taken towards economic development in an African 

country of your choice, comparing them to the initiatives being taken by the Sullivan 

foundation. Are blacks in America (compared to the white majority) better or worse offthan 

Africans? Are blacks in America, overall, noticing any economic improvement?? What is 

being done to promote economic growth among blacks in the US? 

Compare/contrast the political thoughts of one African American leader to one African 

leader. Examples: 

a. Jomo Kenyatta (the first Prime Minister (1963-1964) and President of 

Kenya!founding father of the Kenyan nation) versus Malcom X, African American 

Civil Rights leader. 

b. Nelson Mandela versus Booker T. Washington 

c. .Iulius Kambarage Nyerere (one of Africa’s leading independence heroes and a 

leading l~ght behind the creation of the Organization of African Unity) versus Martin 

Lt~ther King, 
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AFAM 396 

Black Politics 

Independent study projects defined by student and faculty advisor for advanced undergraduate and 

graduate students. 

*Choose one of the following topics. 

*20 pages due Friday, June 11th, 2010 

Provide a critical analysis of black elected officials in the United States Congress. Pick one to two 

leaders and discuss their longevity and why they have been able to remain a political force 

throughout their careers. Have their political views changed over time? Why? What strides 

have they made within the African American community? What has been their major impact on 

politics in general, and are their initiatives focused on improvements for African Americans. 

Focus on current political figures like Congressman John Lewis, Congresswoman Maxine Waters, 

etc. 

Discuss the evolution of the Black Caucus in Congress and its significance to African Americans in 

society. Analyze the efforts of the Black Caucus and its effects on blacks and their social, 

political, and economic conditions in the US. 

Critically analyze the significance of Barack Obama’s presidential election and its impact on black 

politics in America. 
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It’s that time again! 

Hey ladies, 
It’s the 3rd Thursday this week!! Is everyone still able to make an outing of some sort on Thursday evening? 

This week is Triangle Restaurant Week, so a lot of restaurants are participating with special menus where you can get an appetizer, 
entree, & desert for $25 for dinner. Definitely have to pick and choose b/c it’s a deal some places and others not so much! Here’s the 
website with more info: http://www.trirestaumntweek.com/ 

I’m not as much concerned with where we go as long as get together, but just wanted to throw it out as an option! 

Maria 
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Open Shifts 
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Please visit our website page with open shifts. Let the corresponding 
person (Mike, Tom or Michelle) know if you are available to work any of the 
shifts. 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Take care, 

Michael Kirschner 
Transition Services Supervisor 

The Arc of Orange County 
208 North Columbia Street, Suite 100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-942-5119 ext. 121 
919-942-2119 (fax) 
<mailto :mkirschner~arcoforange.org> mkirschner@arcoforange.org 
<http://www.arcoforange.org> www.arcofomnge.org 

cid:image002.jpg@01 CADOC9.42DOE230 
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Open Shifts 
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Please visit our website page with open shifts. Let the corresponding 
person (Mike, Tom or Michelle) know if you are available to work any of the 
shifts. 

https ://sites .~oogle. com/site/arcoforan~eis/open-shift s 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Take care, 

Michael Kirschner 
Transition Services Supervisor 

The Arc of Orange County 
208 North Columbia Street, Suite 100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-942-5119 ext. 121 
919-942-2119 (fax) 
mkirschner@arcoforange.org 
www.arcofomnge.org 

cid:image002.jpg@01 CADOC9.42DOE230 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of the sender and intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
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Alternative ADHD Treatments 

Med-Free ADHD TreatmentsPrint Email ( http://www.aolhealth.com/condition-center/adhd/alternative-adhd-treatment? 
icid=mainlmainldl3 ]link3 lhttp%3 A%2F%2Fwww.a~~hea~th.c~m%2Fc~nditi~n-center%2Fadhd%2Fa~ternative-adhd-treatment# ) 
( http://www.addthis.c~m/b~~kmark.php?pub=a~~hea~th&v=25~&s~urce=tbx-25~&tt=~&s=faceb~~k&ur~=http%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.aolhealth.com%2Fcondition-center% 2Fadhd%2Falternative-adhd-treatment%3Ficid%3Dmain%7Cmain%7Cd13%7Clink3% 
7Chttp%253 A%252F%252Fwww.a~~hea~th.c~m%252Fc~nditi~n-center~/~252Fadhd%252Falternative-adhd- 
treatment&title=Alternative%20ADHD%20Treatments&content=&sms_ss= l&lng=en ) ( http://www.addthis.com/bookmark.php? 
pub=aolhealth&v=250&source=tbx-250&tt=0&s=twitter&url=http%3 A%2F%2Fwww.aolhealth.com%2Fcondition-center% 2Fadhd% 
2Falternative-adhd-treatment%3Ficid%3Dmain%7Cmain%7Cd13 %7Clink3 %7Chttp%253 A%252F%252Fwww.aolhealth.com% 
252Fcondition-center% 252Fadhd%252Falternative-adhd-treatment&title=Alternative%20ADHD% 
20Treatments&content=&sms_ss=l&lng=en ) ( http://www.addthis.com/bookmark.php?pub=aolhealth&v=250&source=tbx- 
250&tt=0&s=aim&url=http%3 A%2F%2Fwww.aolhealth.com%2Fcondition-center% 2Fadhd%2Falternative-adhd-treatment% 
3 F ic id%3 D main%7 Cmain%7 Cdl3 %7 Clink3 %7 Chttp%253 A%252F%252Fwww. ao lhealth, c om%252Fc onditio n-c enter% 252F adhd% 
252Fa~ternative-adhd-treatment&tit~e=A~ternative%2~ADHD%2~Treatments&c~ntent=&sms~ss= 1 &lng=en ) 
( http://www.addthis.c~m/b~~kmark.php?pub=a~~hea~th&v=25~&s~urce=tbx-25~&tt=~&s=myspace&ur~=http%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.aolhealth.com%2Fcondition-center% 2Fadhd%2Falternative-adhd-treatment%3Ficid%3Dmain%7Cmain%7Cd13%7Clink3% 
7Chttp%253 A%252F%252Fwww.a~~hea~th.c~m%252Fc~nditi~n-center~/~252Fadhd%252Falternative-adhd- 
treatment&title=Alternative%20ADHD%20Treatments&content=&sms_ss= l&lng=en )More ( http://www.aolhealth.com!condition- 
center/adhd/alternative-adhd-treatment?icid=mainlmainldl3 Ilink3 lhttp%3 A%2F%2Fwww.aolhealth.com%2Fcondition-center% 
2Fadhd%2Falternative-adhd-treatment# ) 

By Tina Pavane 
When parents learn their child has attention deficit hyperactivity disorder ( http://www.aolhealth.com/conditions/attention-deficit- 
hypemctivi _ty-disorder-adhd ), they often find themselves facing a mountain of treatment approaches to improve their child’s well- 
being. Most parents will find an element of control in one or more of the many psychosocial, behavioral or pharmaceutical treatments 
available for ADHD. Dr. Eugenia Chan, director of the ADHD program at Children’s Hospital Boston 
(http://www.childrenshospital.or~/) says there’s no "instant fix" for ADHD. 
"It takes a sustained effort by a team of people, including parents, teachers, doctors, and other health professionals," she says. 
There are as many approaches ( http://www.a~~hea~th.c~m/c~nditi~ns/attenti~n-de~cit-h~peractivity-dis~rder-adhd/treatment- 
overview ) to changing a child’s behavior as there are cable channels. Finding the right ones will require some creative strategizing and 
some trial and error before you are able to ttme in to a few effective methods. 
While many children and their families have found solace and support in drag treatments 
( http~//www.a~~hea~th.c~m/c~nditi~ns/attenti~n-de~cit-h~pemctivit~-dis~rder-adhd/medicati~ns ) for ADHD, other parents would 
prefer to not medicate their child and turn to nonmedicinal treatments instead. 
AOL Health explores seven med-free strategies that might help kids with ADHD gain focus and control. 
Be sure to discuss any new treatment approaches with your health-care provider ( http://www.aolhealth.com/conditions/attention- 
deficit-hyperactivitv-disorder-adhd/when-to-call-a-doctor ) before trying them with your kids. 

Get Beyond the Time-Out 
Be very clear and specific about what is expected from the outset. For example, instead of saying, "Clean your room," say, "Straighten 
your bed blankets and pillows." Working with just a few small, reachable goals is more manageable. And let your child help devise 
goals. 
Use charts, checklists and reminders to keep track of the progress and to look for patterns -- both negative and positive. 
Send in the Reinforcements 
Who doesn’t want to be rewarded for doing good work? If the result is a good one, show praise for the behavior by recognizing it with 
a reward -- a gold star, well-deserved privilege or other mutually agreed-upon prize. Chan says it is just as important to actively (and 
selectively) ignore undesirable behaviors as it is to recognize and reward the good ones. 
"One of the core problems in children with ADHD is the inability to keep themselves from doing something even though they know 
it’s wrong, says Chan. Some things are clearly not OK, such as aggression and threats to safety -- but other things can wait." 
Start Moving 
Sotmds counterintuitive to tell a child with ADHD to move more, but exercise has wide-reaching benefits to brain function. While 
straightforward exercise, such as walking (http://www.thatsfit.com/category/walking/) or cycling, helps to flood the brain with focus- 
sharpening neurochemicals, programmed exercise turns on higher centers of the brain that promote organizational functioning. 



Physical activities that require kids to pay close attention to where their bodies are in space are better at sustaining focus and 
concentration. Martial arts, ballet or gymnastics are good choices. And yoga is especially good because it incorporates controlled 
breathing techniques, posture and meditation that all work to improve concentration and reduce stress. Don’t dissuade a physical 
activity that your child likes, even if she doesn’t excel at it. 
Go Green 
Kids with ADHD often spend a lot of time indoors receiving therapy and extra help. But a few studies tout the benefits of exposing 
children with ADHD to natural environments and open space as a way to reduce "attention fatigue" that kids with ADHD experience 
after long periods of time spent concentrating indoors. A University of Illinois study published in the March 2009 issue of the Journal 
of Attention Disorders found that children with attention deficits concentrate better after a short 20-minute walk in a green park. 
Watch What They Eat 
When looking for reasons to explain behavior changes, diet is often in the line of fire. Sugar is the most maligned, but food coloring, 
preservatives and natural and artificial salicylates in foods have also been implicated. While the scientific evidence linking these foods 
and behavior is thin, eliminating foods with a high potential for allergies -- dairy products, wheat, corn, yeast, soy, citrus, eggs, 
chocolate and nuts -- might reduce ADHD symptoms in certain highly sensitive children. 
If you are planning to alter your child’s nutritional intake, consider working with a registered dietician to assure you maintain a well- 
balanced diet during the process of elimination. Keep a detailed food diary to see if there are any positive behavioral changes 
associated with removing or adding certain foods. 
Get Wired 
In biofeedback ( http://www.aolhealth.com/health-concem/biofeedback-special-1 ) sessions, which are led by a trained practitioner, 
your child would wear a cap connected to sensors that measure brain activity while she is engaged in a focus-promoting game 
displayed on a computer screen. If she loses focus, the game stops, encouraging her to regain focus in order to continue playing the 
game. The hope is that children will practice focused activity for increasing periods and will learn to sustain their attention outside of 
therapy. 
Put Them to Work 
Finding something that a child with ADHD enjoys and takes pride in can give him a sense of purpose and self-control while diffusing 
some negative behaviors and tension. 
"A lot of kids with ADHD have poor coordination, so finding a creative or service-oriented activity they genuinely enjoy is important 
for building self-esteem and self-confidence, says Chan. "And the child does not necessarily have to do the activity well for it to be 
effective." 
And while doing chores is, well, a chore, performing household tasks can be good work, too. Be specific about what is expected, give 
a deadline and tell them how they will be compensated -- extra TV time or other recognition of service. 
More on ADHD: 
Surprising ADHD Facts ( http://www.aolhealth.com/condition-center/adhd/surprising-adhd-facts ) 



Alternative ADHD Treatments 

Med-Free ADHD Treatments 

F~By Tina Pavane 

When parents learn their child has #-::--~#-[!-‘:-:i~L‘’~-c-~-~[-c-j-‘:-:~-~-1~:‘E4#-[A£-t:?zi!~!j~-%r--c-~-&r-~ they often find themselves facing a mountain of treatment approaches to improve their child’s well 

being. Most parents will find an element of control in one or more of the many psychosocial, behavioral or pharmaceutical treatments available for ADHD. Dr. Eugenia Chan, 

director of the ADHD program at ..r..ii![i~[~:~!:[:~i..~:J.~?.%,’.=.!A[..i~!~i!:.~K~ says there’s no "instant fix" for ADHD. 

"It takes a sustained effort by a team of people, including parents, teachers, doctors, and other health professionals," she says. 

There are as many ~)roa,’:l~,~s to changing a child’s behavior as there are cable channels. Finding the right ones will require some creative strategizing and some trial and 

error before you are able to tune in to a few effective methods. 

While many children and their families have found solace and support in ~ treatments for ADHD, other parents would prefer to not medicate their child and turn to 

nonmedicinal treatments instead. 

AOL Health explores seven med free strategies that might help kids with ADHD gain focus and control. 

Be sure to discuss any new treatment approaches with your heal~:h care ~)rovider before trying thern with your kids. 

6et Beyond the Time-Out 

Be very clear and specific about what is expected from the outset. For example, instead of sayin9, "Clean your room," say, "Straighten your bed blankets and pillows." 

Working with just a few small, reachable goals is more manageable. And let your child help devise goals. 

Use charts, checklists and reminders to keep track of the progress and to look for patterns both negative and positive. 

Send in the Reinforcements 

Who doesn’t want to be rewarded for doing good work? if the result is a good one, show praise for the behavior by recognizing it with a reward a gold star, well 

deserved privilege or other mutually agreed upon prize. Chan says it is just as important to actively (and selectively) ignore undesirable behaviors as it is to recognize and 

reward the good ones. 

"One of the core problems in children with ADHD is the inability to keep themselves from doing something even though they know it’s wrong, says Chan. Some things are 

clearly not OK, such as aggression and threats to safety but other things can wait." 

Start Moving 

Sounds counterintuitive to tell a child with ADHD to move more, but ~2~[~j~.~ has wide reaching benefits to brain function. While straightforward exercise, such as ~:~]jj~.(!)9 or 

cycling, helps to flood the brain with focus sharpening neurochemicals, programmed exercise turns on higher centers of the brain that promote organizational functioning. 

Physical activities that require kids to pay close attention to where their bodies are in space are better at sustaining focus and concentration. Martial arts, ballet or gymnastics 

are good choices. And ~ is especially good because it incorporates controlled breathing techniques, posture and meditatio[~ that all work to improve concentration and 

reduce stress. Don’t dissuade a physical activity that your child likes, even if she doesn’t excel at it. 

Go Green 
Kids with ADHD often spend a lot of time indoors receiving therapy and extra help. But a few studies tout the benefits of exposing children with ADHD to natural environments 

and open space as a way to reduce "attention fatigue" that kids with ADHD experience after long periods of time spent concentrating indoors. A University of Illinois study 

published in the March 2009 issue of the Journal of Attention Disorders found that children with attention deficits concentrate better after a short 20 minute walk in a green 

park. 

Watch What They Eat 
When looking for reasons to explain behavior changes, ~!J~’.i is often in the line of fire, Sugar is the most maligned, but food coloring, preservatives and natural and artificial 

salicylates in foods have also been implicated. While the scientific evidence linking these foods and behavior is thin, eliminating foods with a high potential for allergies 

dairy products, wheat, corn, yeast, Ii!?.~,~, citrus, eggs, chocolate and nuts might reduce ADHD symptoms in certain highly sensitive children, 

If you are planning to alter your ~b.i[£~:~..£t#:~:i}.~.9~:~#.i. intake, consider working with a registered dietician to assure you maintain a well balanced diet during the process of 

elimination. Keep a detailed food diary to see if there are any positive behavioral changes associated with removing or adding certain foods, 

Get Wired 
In biofeedback sessions, which are led by a trained practitioner, your child would wear a cap connected to sensors that measure brain activity while she is engaged in a focus 

promoting game displayed on a computer screen. If she loses focus, the game stops, encouraging her to regain focus in order to continue playing the game, The hope is 

that children will practice focused activity for increasing periods and will learn to sustain their attention outside of therapy. 

Put Them to Work 
Finding something that a child with ADHD enjoys and takes pride in can give him a sense of purpose and self control while diffusing some negative behaviors and tension. 

"A lot of kids with ADHD have poor coordination, so finding a creative or service oriented activity they genuinely enjoy is important for building self esteem and self 

confidence, says Chan. "And the child does not necessarily have to do the activity well for it to be effective." 



And while doing chores is, well, a chore, performing household tasks can be good work, too. Be specific about what is expected, give a deadline and tell them how they will 

be compensated extra TV time or other recognition of service, 

More on ADHD: 
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Hello Beth, 

I am sending you the writing assignments (*.docx) called "Journal 
Entries" for English    this summer. I ~vill divide these up 
separately when I post them to Blackboard, but I thought that these 
attachments (my course policies and schedule) ~vould give you and Ms 

an idea of the course. Please let me know if you have any 
questions, concerns or if you see something that raises a red flag. If 
you can’t open the documents, please let me know that as well. I am 
happy to resend in different formats. 

I can’t wait to start teaching what I know will be a wonderful group of 
young men and women 

Sincerely, 

Dept of English and Comparative Literature 



Writin~ Assignment# 1 

Read Rick Reilly’s article, "Putting It in Writing" from his Point After column in Sports Illustrated. In his 

article, Reilly lists the unwritten rules of conduct and behavior to which athletes in a variety of sports should 

adhere. These rules are unspoken; most players learn them implicitly by watching the example of other athletes 

and coaches. Because athletes are members of a unique discourse community, these rules need no explanation, 

particularly since Sports Illustrated is directed towards an audience of sports insiders. On the other hand, for 

outsiders who are not members of an athletic discourse community (non-athletes, beginners, and sometimes 

moderately-skilled amateurs), these rules are not self-evident. That is, they require explanation so that the 

outsider participant does not cause bad feeling or provoke others unnecessarily. 

First, brainstorm a list of five rules for an activity, sport, or group in which you are a regular participant. What 

rules does one need to know in order to get along with the other members of your group or team? Write each 

rule in a complete sentence. 

Now that you have the basic rules, add the explanations so that an outsider would understand the importance of 

following it or the consequences of not doing so. Note that Reilly does not explain his rules in his article. Re- 

read your rule. Are there specific terms (i.e. "newbies" or "scrubs") that you need to be explain? Why is 

following this rule important? What happens when it is not followed? Has a coach, peer, friend, or teammate 

said something that you can quote to explain why this rule matters? Can you think of an example from your 

own experience or from a sporting event you watched where this rule was followed appropriately or not? Write 

5 complete sentences that explain the importance for each rule. 



Now that you have done some pre-writing, you are now ready to start drafting your paper. Your job is to 

explain the rules of your sport or activity, club or group to your writing instructor. Assume she is clueless, 

especially if you chose an athletic team as your discourse community. 

A successful assignment will have the following parts. 

In your first paragraph you need: 

An introduction that sets the stage. Where are we (gym, weight room, recital hall, stage, field house, 

etc)? To what discourse community (group) are you introducing me? (1 or 2 sentences.) 

An argument. Why is it important that your writing instructor listen up? Are the rules you are 

introducing designed to keep her from making a fool of herself?. To keep you and others focused on the 

activity at hand? Are the rules designed to keep a coach, director, boss, or other authority figure from 

yelling at you? To keep your peers from asking questions? (Your argument is one sentence that answers 

the question, "Why should I pay attention to you?"). 

A road map. This is one sentence that previews the ideas you will cover and relates them back to your 

argument, it tells me what to expect in the rest of the paper. 

Now you need 5 paragraphs, one paragraph for each rule and its explanation. 

Each paragraph should state the rule in a complete sentence. Follow each rule with the explanation you 

wrote in your pre-wfiting Then make the connection between the rule and your argument sentence in 

your first paragraph. Do not assume your writing instructor can see the connection between your ideas. 

In your last paragraph, you conclude. 

A conclusion does more than rearrange or shuffle the words and ideas from your first paragraph. 

Imagine your instructor asks you the question, "So what?" This paragraph is your chance to explain one 

last time the reason these rules matter to you and to the other members of your group. How does 

following these rules make your sport, activity, or event easier, better, smoother, or less of a hassle for 

everyone involved? 

Format: Times New Roman, 12 pt. font, 1 inch margins, double-spaced, 1-2 pages. 



Writin~ Assignment# 2 

Think about your favorite piece of writing by someone besides yourself. Why does this piece speak to you? 

What makes it good? "Good writing" can be song lyrics, the back of a cereal box, a poem, a part of a short 

story, or novel, a magazine article, letter to the editor, editorial, etc. Your goal in this assignment is to introduce 

your reader to this piece and to explain why you think it is worthy of his or her consideration. The following 

questions are designed to help you in pre-writing and in organizing your entry. Answer each before you begin. 

Who is the writer? What is the title? What kind of writing is this? 

Why do you like this piece &writing? How does the writer connect to you as a reader? Do you have an 

experience in common? 

What is the author’s main argument? Write one sentence in your own words that summarizes the author’s main 

point. 

Explain why this point or idea speaks to you as a reader. Does it influence the way you think about the world 

and your place in it? How? How does it speak to the way you live your life? 

Is the author’s language, (visual imagery, word choice, sentence structure, rhythm, rhyme, repetition) important 

to your appreciation of this piece? Choose some key words and phrases that you find especially powerful to 

quote in the body of your entry. List them here, using quotation marks, (’"’) and the appropriate page number in 

parentheses (). 



Why do these sentences, phrases or questions stand out to you as a reader? 

Now review your notes from today’s in-class discussion of"good writing" As a class we brainstormed a list of 

descriptions of good writing. Which traits does your piece include? Are there characteristics we did not 

mention but which you think should be included based on your example? Explain why you think so. 

Write one or two sentences to sum up why you think a reader who is unfamiliar with this piece of writing 

should give it greater consideration. What does this writer do and why should we care? 

Use Rosen pp. 177-194 to create a "Works Cited" entry for this piece. 

Re-read your answers to the questions above. What can you add to what you have written? 



You are ready to start drafting your paper now. Your job in this paper is to convince the faculty of the UNC 

Writing Program that your selection should be included in the Student Handbook for all incoming first-year 

students to read. To do that you will need to write this paper in the form of a formal letter to Professor Jane 

Danielewicz, Ph.D, Writing Program Director. We will discuss how to set up a formal letter in class. 

Introduce yourself to Professor Danielewicz. Who are you and why are you writing? In one sentence, 

explain who you are and the purpose of your letter. This is your thesis statement and argument. Begin 

with it. 

Since your argument may come as a surprise to Professor Daniel~vicz, provide a few sentences of 

introduction. Name the author and the piece you are recommending. Specify why you find this piece of 

writing so compelling that you think it should be required of all first year students. 

Briefly explain the author’s main argument in your own words and explain why this argument is an 

important one for first-year UNC students to consider as they begin their college careers. This should be 

one sentence in which you set up your road map for the rest of your letter. 

Each body paragraph should develop one of the ideas in your road map. Each of these paragraphs needs 

to have a specific focus. All the sentences need to relate to the same idea. Each paragraph should also 

make the connection between your overall argument (the first sentence) and the more specific topic of 

the paragraph. 

A concluding paragraph in which you thank Professor Danielewicz for her time in reading your letter. 

Remind her what you hope future first-year-students at UNC-CH will gain from reading the selection 

you have chosen in next year’s student handbook. This paragraph should do more than repeat your 

thesis in words similar to those in your first sentence. It should answer the question "So what?" 

Format: Times New Roman, 12 pt. font, 1 inch margins, double-spaced, 1-2 pages. 



Writing Assignment #3 

Read Rick Reilly’s "Funny You Should Ask" article from his former "Point After" column in Sports Illustrated. 

In his essay, Reilly responds to one of the most fundamental questions in philosophy, "Why are we here?" It 

involves reflection on the purpose or meaning (telos) of life. First, answer the questions that accompany this 

essay. Answer each question in no less than 5 complete sentences and provide back-up for your answers by 

quoting the text of the article. 

1. What does Reilly say is important? Why do you think he makes the choices he does? Do his choices relate to 

his job as a sportswriter? To his role as a parent? 

2. What is Reilly’s argument? Write one sentence inyour own words’. 

3. Who is Reilly’s audience? How do you know? What words from the article give you a clue? 

4. How does Reilly’s message appeal to his audience? 

Does Reilly acknowledge potential counter-arguments or opinions that might be opposite his own? If so, quote 

it. How do you know this quotation is a counter-argument? (Sometimes counter-arguments are explicitly stated 

(e.g. "My opponents think..."), but they may be implicit as well. If you cannot find a counter-argument in the 

article, imagine an argument that is opposite to Reilly’s. What would such an argument look like and who 

might make it? 

6. Do you agree with Reilly? Why or why not? 



Now it is time to add your own voice to Reilly’s argument. Now that you know what Reilly’s argument is, 

decide whether you agree with him or not. If you agree with Reilly, you must find at least 1 other author who 

agrees with both of you, and use that person’s writing to strengthen your own argument. If you disagree with 

Reilly’s premise, then you must locate at least 1 other piece of writing by someone involved in sports whose 

argument will bolster your own. We will have day at the library for you to search for articles. When you find 

your second article, you must first clear it with me to make sure it is appropriate for this assignment. 

Write a 2-3 page letter to the editor of SI in which you reflect on the validity of Reilly’s argument. 

Here is what an effective paper will include: 

¯ Your introduction should set the scene. Who is Rick Reilly? When and where did his article appear? 

Why should we care about his opinion? Why is it important that we pay attention to your argument? 

¯ Your first paragraph must include a thesis that tells the reader whether or not you agree with Reilly’s 

premise and why your argument matters. In other words, your argument should answer the question, 

"So what?" in one sentence. 
¯ Your first paragraph must end with a road map that explains the topics that your body paragraphs will 

cover. 

¯ Each of your body paragraphs should focus on 1 specific part of Reilly’s argument. You need to include 

accurate and correct quotations from Reilly’s article to support your view or to argue against Reilly’s 

point of view. You must also use accurate, correct quotations from your second source. You must 

explain why these quotations are important in your own words. 

¯ Your conclusion needs to do more than summarize the paper and should avoid the 5 types of ineffective 

conclusions we covered in class. Remind your readers of your argument, Reilly’s argument and the 

argument made by your second source. In your own words, remind your reader of what is gained, lost 

or at stake by viewing athletic competition in such a way. 

¯ Your final draft should conform to the document guidelines listed in the course policy. It should be free 

of typos, spelling, and grammar errors that we have worked on individually or as a class. Length: 2-3 

pages. 

¯ A Works Cited Page listing Reilly’s article and your second article in MLA form. (See Rosen or 

Citation Builder on the UL website). 



Writin,, Assi,,nment# 4 

Choose a formative experience from your time in high school that has particular personal significance to you. 

A formative experience is an encounter (with a person, event, book,, conversation, class, etc.) that changedyou 

and from which you learned somethinlz new. Briefly describe that experience, but spend most of your entry 

explaining why that experience was important to you and how it has affected your life. How did this experience 

change you, your outlook, the way you think about or accomplish a task, or the way you interact with others? 

First, describe the experience: 

Who was there with you? 

What were you doing? What happened? 

When did this event occur? 

Where were you? 

Brainstorm 3 lists: 

reasons that this memory has What did you learn? How have you changed as a result? 
stayed with you 

Reread your list(s) above. Why is what you learned from this experience important? In other words, why 

should your reader care? What do you want your reader to get out of reading your paper? 



No~v begin your draft, using your notes as a guide. Here’s how: 

In your first paragraph: 

Your introduction should answer the first four questions (who, what, when, where). 

Your argument combines the strongest sentence from your list of reasons this memory is important and 

what you have learned from it in one complete sentence. 

Your road map should be 1 sentence that tells your reader 3 specific reasons that this experience is 

important. (If each idea is too similar, your body paragraphs will sound repetitive rather than 

cumulative.) 

In your 3 body paragraphs: 

Each body paragraph needs to relate back to one of the ideas in your road map. 

All the sentences in each paragraph should relate to the major idea or topic of the paragraph that you 

gave in your road map. Use your notes about what you learned and why your reader should care as you 

write, so that you flesh out these paragraphs with illustrations, anecdotes and details. 

In your last paragraph: 

Remind your reader why this experience has made you the person you are, the questions it has raised for 

you, or the ideas it has made you think more deeply about as a result. You learned something absolutely 

crucial here, fight? What was it? Now, why is it important that your reader understand what you 

learned as well? 

Format: Times New Roman, 12 pt. font, 1 inch margins, double-spaced, 2-3 pages. 



Writin~ Assignment #5 

In class, we discussed a clip from the movie Election, starring Matthew Broderick and Reese Witherspoon. 

We watched the speeches of three students ~-anning for class president at Carver High School, Tracy Flick 

(played by Reese Witherspoon), Paul Metzler and his sister, Tammy Metzler. Each of these speakers appealed 

to the Carver High audience using a combination of ethos, pathos and logos, the three primary appeals we have 

studied. 

Imagine that you are a student at Carver High School and that you are coveting this event for Carver High’s 

school newspaper. Your j ob is to write a 2 pa,~e editorial in which you evaluate the effectiveness of each 

speech. Your first paragraph should have a clear and persuasive thesis statement in which you specify which 

speaker was most persuasive and why the student body should vote for that person as opposed to the other 2 

candidates. In the body of your paper, you should have at least 3 paragraphs (one for each speaker) in which 

you discuss the content of each speaker’s talk, the type of appeals he or she used, the speaker’s style, and the 

speech’s overall effectiveness in terms of the audience reaction you observed. In your conclusion, remind your 

audience for whom they should cast their ballot. You may agree or disagree with the audience in the bleachers. 

Format: 2 complete pages, double spaced, Times New Roman 12 point font, I inch margins. 

Your essay will need the following elements: 

An introduction in which you set the scene. Where were you? What happened? Why was this school 

assembly memorable? 

A clear thesis or argument in your own words in which you persuade your fellow classmates to vote for 

a specific candidate. 

3 body paragraphs: 1 paragraph for Tracy, 1 for Paul and I for Tammy. In each paragraph, you should 

evaluate the content of the speech using direct quotations from the speech itself, the speaker’s appeal s 

(ethos, pathos or logos), and the speaker’s style. Each of these paragraphs must be more than a 

summary. Remind your readers of what they saw and heard, but the focus each paragraph should 

remind your audience why or why not this person would be a good candidate. 

A concluding paragraph that reminds your audience of why they should vote for a particular candidate. 

Your final draft should conform to the document guidelines listed in the course policy. It should be free 

of typos, spelling, and grammar errors that we have worked on individually or as a class. 



Writin~ Assignment # 6 
In class, we ~vatched Bono’s acceptance speech of the NAACP Chairman’s Award for lifetime achievement. 

We noted specific phrases Bono used to appeal to his audience, the types of appeals he used, and the 

progression of his ideas. Go to YouTube and watch Bono’s speech again. You will find a link to it on 

Blackboard under "Course Links." Write a 3-page essay in which you discuss Bono’s effectiveness as a 

speaker. The first paragraph of your essay must contain an argument in which you focus your writing on a 

specific component of Bono’s speech. You may focus your argument on Bono’s organization of his ideas, his 

use of ethos, pathos or logos, his use of quotations, his content, etc. from our class discussion. 

Format: 3 complete pages, double spaced, Times New Roman 12 point font, 1 inch margins. 

Your essay will need the following elements: 

An introduction in which you set the scene. Who is Bono? Why is he being given this award? What 

organization is awarding it? 

A thesis statement, in which you specify in your own words why Bono is an effective speaker to this 

particular audience. 

A road map, in which you explain to the reader what areas they can expect you to cover in the 

paragraphs that follow. 

Well-organized body paragraphs, each of which is focused on a specific component of the speech, and 

which have accurate quotations from the speech itself. After each quotation, you need to explain in your 

own words why this quote is important and how it relates to Bono’s effectiveness as a speaker. 

A conclusion in which you avoid the 5 types of ineffective conclusions we discussed in class and which 

summarizes your argument and pushes your reader to think critically about your argument and Bono’s 

speech. 

Your final draft should conform to the document guidelines listed in the course policy, it should be free 

of typos, spelling, and grammar errors that we have worked on individually or as a class. 



@email.unc.edu 
Office: DEY 341 
Office Hours: MTWRF 10:30-11:30 and 1:00-2:00 

ENGL 
Section: 001 
Classroom: Greenlaw 317 
Meeting Time: 

ENGLISH 

Required Materials 
¯ Student Guide to English 
¯ Leonard J. Rosen, The Academic Writer ~ Handbook, second edition 
¯ A folder, notebook or 3-ring binder in which to keep your class notes, drafts, journal 

entries, returned papers and all the writing you complete in this class. 

A folder in which to turn in each of your writing assignments (pre-writing to final draft) 

Course Description and Objectives: 
Welcome to English    ! This course is built on two main ideas. Idea Number One: writing 
doesn’t just happen from the time you sit down at your laptop to the time you print your 
document. Instead, this course works on the assumption that writing is a process. It is a skill 
that takes daily practice, feedback from your peers and your instructor, and lots of revision. This 
course is designed to give you daily practice and feedback as you develop your skills as a 
college-level writer. Idea Number Two: Being a college writer means j oining a conversation. 
it’s a social thing. Writing means finding out what’s been said by others about a particular topic, 
and learning to add your voice to that conversation. There are lots of ways to agree and to 
disagree with what has already been said and to make your voice count. We will start learning 
those ways together. 

The course has the following obj ectives: 

to help you develop your skills at each stage of the writing process (reading, prewriting, 
drafting, peer-editing and revising); 

to give you plenty of practice reading and responding to the arguments of other writers 
through daily writing assignments; 

to strengthen your oral communication skills by transforming one of your written 
arguments into a speech; 

to familiarize you with basic UNC classroom communication and course tools, included 
Webmail and Blackboard; 

to acquaint you with the staff and resources at the Undergraduate Library and develop 
your research skills; 

to introduce you to the basic principles for avoiding plagiarism and referring to other 
authors’ words and ideas properly in your own writing 
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What Can I Expect? 
You will write in class every day. As a result, you will strengthen the writing skills you already 
have, build new ones, and learn what areas of your writing to continue to work on in English 
and     I know of no professional athlete who rose to the top of his or her sport in 5 weeks (the 
length of this course). Building a skill takes time, energy, hard work and practice. The same is 
true of writing: the more you do it, the better you get. 

Many college students have a misconception that being asked to re-write an assignment is a sign 
that they are either poor writers or that the teacher does not like their work. Actually, neither of 
these statements is true. I will ask you to re-write assignments so that you will have the 
opportunity to strengthen, clarify, and think critically about your topic so that your writing is 
clear and persuasive to your readers. Successful college writers write every day. They also 
return to their writing in order to make it clearer, easier to read, and more convincing. They 
experiment, make messes, and start over again. I will ask you to do the same. 

How to Succeed in this Course 

Learning how to write more effectively requires you to write often and to gain feedback on your 
writing from your classmates and instructor. For the writing workshop is an important 
component of this class. You will be expected to participate in every class, whether through 
small group activities, peer review exercises, or in-class writing activities. 

If you want to do well in this course, you should: 

¯ Come to class every day prepared to work on your writing. 
¯ Make eye contact with your instructor, SI, and members of your peer group. 
¯ Prepare each assignment (written or assigned readings) in advance of class. 
¯ Write one question you have about the previous night’s reading and ask it in class. 
¯ Ask for good feedback on your writing assignments from your peers and provide good 

feedback in draft workshops. 
¯ Hand in all assignments on time. 
¯ Edit and proofread each assignment on paper--it is harder to notice mistakes when you 

are reading on a computer. 
¯ Come to my office hours to discuss your writing assignments or your progress in the 

course. If any of my comments or suggestions seem unclear to you, please ask for 
explanation and assistance. 

¯ Use other campus resources, like the Writing Center, UL RefDesk, and Athletic 
Advising, to help you develop your writing skills. 

¯ Most importantly, if you have a question, ask me! 

Attendance 
Attendance is required of all students. Because most of our work will be done in class, 6 
absences constitute an automatic failure of English     I will take roll at the beginning of each 
class period. I will only excuse an absence if you meet with me during my office hours to discuss 
your absence and bring a written statement explaining the reasons for it. You must arrange to 
meet with me prior the day you will be absent. Otherwise the absence is unexcused. Attendance 
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constitutes 10% of your course grade. Entering class after attendance has been taken will count 
as a tardy, and three tardies will count as an absence. Missing class for a verifiable illness, 

family emergency, participation in a university-sanctioned athletic event, or observing religious 
holidays will not result in a deduction from your final grade, but it is your responsibility to 
inform me in advance of your absence using the procedure above. You are still responsible to 
your peer group, and for getting their comments and sending them yours using Blackboard and 

the Review/Add Comments function in MS Word. 

Participation 

Participation constitutes 10 % of your final grade. Your final participation grade will 
reflect the quality of your contributions during class discussions, writing workshops, all in- 
class writing and homework assignments, and your level of engagement with classroom 
activities more generally. 

The following behaviors will have a detrimental impact on your participation grade: 

Reading the Daily Tar Heel in class. 
Instant Messaging, Texting, E-mailing or cell phone use. 
Listening to your iPod, surfing the web, visiting sites that are not related to this class. 
Completing the DTH sudoku or crossword puzzle in class. 
Eating your breakfast/lunch/dinner in class. 
Studying / preparing homework for another course in class. 
Sleeping. 

Participation in Draft Workshops 

This course will function primarily as a writing workshop. That is, you are expected to come to 
each class prepared to work on your own writing and to offer feedback to your peers. (See Draft 
Workshop Policy Below.) I am not solely responsible for ensuring that you receive quality 
feedback on your writing. I may supply checklists or criteria to aid in peer review activities, but 

you must also take responsibility to ensure your peers provide you with valuable input. If you do 
not understand what they tell you, ask them for clarification. 

Participation plays an integral role in the success of your workshop group and your progress as a 
writer. Students who routinely fail to engage in group discussions will be downgraded in their 
participation grade at the end of the semester. 

Assignments 

Course assignments include in-class writing and homework, both of which may include 
prewriting responses and written workshop evaluations, process letters, and reading 
assignments not directly related to your proj ects. You will write two "feeder" assignments 
that built toward each of your two unit proj ects. Late assignments will not be accepted. If 

you are scheduled to be absent, you must turn in a hard copy of your assignment before 
that class, during my daily office hours. Hard copies must be submitted to me in person. 

I do not accept final drafts of assignments electronically. 
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Guidelines for Assignments 

All assignments should be prepared according to the following specifications: 

¯ 12 point font 
¯ Times New Roman font face 
¯ Double-spaced 
¯ 1" margins (Top, Bottom, Left, Right) 
¯ Black ink, white paper 
¯ Numbered pages in the lower right corner of the page. 

Draft Workshops: 

Each paper we write is divided into 2 prewriting and drafting assignments that will prepare 
you for the final draft of the paper. When you read Draft Workshop on the Course 
Schedule, you must bring a hard copy of the completed assignment for your peers to 
critique. You must also post your draft to Blackboard. Incomplete drafts (missing major 
paragraphs, arguments, conclusions, or works cited pages) or hand-written drafts will not 
be accepted. You shouM treat a draft due date as seriously as a final due date. In between 
the draft workshop and the final due date, I will expect you to engage in serious reflection, 

revision and re-writing of your draft. If your peers or I have made suggestions for 
revisions, then those revisions should be evident in your final copy. Always keep your 
drafts from a workshop. I will periodically collect your drafts and/or your peers’ responses 
to your work with a final copy. 

Proofreading and editing: 
In both academic and professional writing contexts, mechanical errors (errors in spelling, 
grammar, format, etc.) count. Your credibility as a writer depends not only on the accuracy of 
information but also on its presentation. For this reason, I expect all of your assignments to be 
carefully proofread and edited for content, clarity, spelling and punctuation. 

Grading 
Assignment 

Writing Assignments 1-6 (10% each) 
Speech 
Homework (quizzes, readings, exercises) 
Attendance 
Participation 
Total 

Percent of final grade 
6O% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 

100% 

Grading Scale: 

A-/A (90-100) Work is exceptionally well-done. Work is complete, correctly formatted and 
shows serious attention to detail and the directions in the assignment prompt. Work shows 
serious attention to revision, re-writing and reorganization, proof-reading and editing. 

B-/B/B+ (80-89) Work is satisfactory. Work is complete in terms of required content, 
mostly correctly formatted, and shows attention to most of the details in the assignment 
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prompt. Work has some surface errors, but errors do not impede the reader from 
understanding the document. Work shows some evidence of revision, and re-writing, 
and/or attention to peer or instructor feedback. 

C-/C/C+ (70-79) Work is average. Work has some content gaps or does not show enough 
evidence of attention to the prompt or assignment instructions. Work shows minimal 
effort to re-write and revise. Work has surface errors in usage, grammar, spelling or 
punctuation that slow down the reader and impede the reader from fully understanding the 
document. 

D-/D/D+ (60-69) Work is below average. Work is incomplete and/or incorrectly formatted. 
It shows little or no attention to detail or directions. Work has multiple surface errors that 
impede reader’s comprehension. Work shows little or no attention to revision. 

F (59 and below) Work is unacceptable or of inferior quality. The document does not have 
enough information, does something other than the assignment required, or it contains maj or or 
excessive errors. 

Plagiarism/The Honor Code 
Plagiarism consists in the unattributed or unacknowledged use of another’s words or ideas 
and is a most serious breach of the Honor Code. Plagiarism is simply not acceptable. We will 
discuss the problem of plagiarism and ways to avoid it throughout the semester. You are required 

to abide by the UNC Honor Code. All assignments must represent your own work. For more 
information on plagiarism and on UNC’s Honor Code, to which all students must consent, please 
refer to the Student Guide to English 100, 101, and 102. The University’s Honor Code is in effect 
at all times and it is my responsibility to report all violations of the code. You will complete the 
mandatory plagiarism exercise to ensure that you know how to correctly cite reference 
information. Consequently, there will be no leniency for students who violate the honor code 
with acts of plagiarism. 

Office Hours 
I have office hours before and after class so that you can get my feedback on assignments or on 
your progress in the course. I will provide sign up sheets for office hour meetings. My regular 
weekly office hours are: 10:30-11:30 and 1:00-2:00 in DEY 341. You will meet with me each 
week to check on your progress. Missing a scheduled conference counts as an unexcused 
absence. 

E-mail policy 
You may also ask me questions over e-mail. I will attempt to answer your questions within 24 
hours. Please do not send me drafts of assignments over e-mail. If you have involved questions 
or want me to look over a draft with you in detail, you must meet with me during my office 
hours or schedule an appointment. You must bring a hard copy of your paper to meetings during 

office hours. 
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Internet/Blackboard/Technology in the Classroom 

Throughout the semester student assignments and important course documents will be 
available through Blackboard, our classroom website (www.blackboard.unc.edu). You are 
required to check the course website on a daily basis. Anyone having difficulties accessing 
Blackboard should contact ITS immediately. However, problems with Blackboard (or 
technology more generally) may not be used as an excuse for late or incomplete work. 
You will need your laptop for class, although I may ask you to use hard copies during 
some workshops. Cell phones should be turned off before entering class each day. You 
are required to check Webmail and Blackboard regularly for all official class 
correspondence, notifications and class announcements. 

The Writing Center 
The UNC Writing Center (http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/) offers free tutoring services for 
students. You may visit the writing center to ask for help with a specific paper, whether you are 
concerned with developing ideas and content, organizing your assignment, or working on style 
issues. The tutors in the writing center are graduate students who have experience teaching 
undergraduate courses. To make an appointment, browse the Writing Center’s online resources, 
or send a draft online, please go to the web page. The Writing Center is located in the basement 

of SASB (Student and Academic Services Building), at the corner of Manning Drive and Ridge 
Road and on the 2nd floor of GREENLAW Hall. To make best use of your time, bring a copy of 

your assignment and your draft with you. The Writing Center will not proofread papers or talk 
with you about grades. 

{PAGE } 



ENGL 
Summer Session II 

Course Schedule 

DATE 
Thursday, 

Friday, 

Mouday, 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

Thursday, 

IN CLASS 
What is this class and how 

does it work? 

Course Introduction 

Blackboard, Microsoft Word 

What is expected of me ? 

Course Expectations 
Syllabus Quiz 
Emailing Strategies 

Student Questionnaire DUE 
l!~7~at is plagiarism and how 

do I avoid it? 

What’s a discourse 
community? 

Pre-writing for Assignment 
#1. 

Plagiarism Exercise DUE 

How do I give my peers 

effec#ve feedback? 

Draft Workshop #1 

Thesis Statements and 
Arguments I 

Writing Assignment #1 is 
DUE. 

TO PREPARE for the next class: 
Read the Course Policies and Schedule. 

Course Policies quiz tomorrow. 

Complete the Student Questionnaire. 

Print Teacher/Student Expectations and bring 
your hard copy to class tomorrow. 
Read Student Handbook (paperback) on 
plagiarism. 

Send me an email to set up a meeting for next 
week. 

Complete the Student Plagiarism exercise in 
your student handbook. 

Read Rick Reilly, "Putting It in Writing." 

Bring a copy &Writing Assignment #1 and 
Reilly’s article to class tomorrow. 

Draft Writing Assignment # 1. 

Revisions to Writing Assignment # 1. 

Collect and order your pre-writing, drafting, 
peer feedback and final copy ofWA #1 
together with a grade page. 

Revise and correct your plagiarism exercise. 

Read Rosen, ch. 1. 

Print and sign your contract. 



ENGL 
Summer Session II 

Friday, 

Monday, 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

Thursday, 

Friday, 

How do I navigate the 
#brary? 

Library Introduction: Meet in 
UL. 

Contracts and revised 
plagiarism exercises DUE. 

What is good writing? 

Pre-writing workshop. 

Writing Assignment # 1 DUE. 

Draft Workshop Assignment 

#2. 

Thesis Statements and 
Arguments II 

Writing Assignment #2 DUE~ 

Writing Effective Body 
Paragraphs 

Using sources in your writing 

Draft Workshop Writing 
Assignment #3. 

Find a piece of"good writing" or writing that 
you really like. (Limit 3 pages). Read it and 
bring a copy of it to class tomorrow. 

Print WA #2. Read it, and bring a hard copy 
of the assignment to class tomorrow. 

Fourth of July Holiday 
No Class 
Writing Effective 

Introductions 

Complete the pre-writing portion of WA #2. 

Draft Writing Assignment #2. 

Revise Writing Assignment #2. 

Collect and order your pre-writing, drafting, 
peer feedback and final copy of WA #2 
together with a grade page. 

Print and read Writing Assignment # 3 and 
Rick Reilly’s "Funny You Should Ask" 

article. 

Answer prewriting questions 1-6 in WA#3. 

Read the Writing Center Handouts on 
Introductions and Conclusions. 

Prepare your draft of WA #3 for tomorrow’ s 
workshop. 
Writing Assignment #3 due Tuesday. Revise 
your notes and drafts, and prepare your final 
copy. 

Monday, 

Tuesday, Draft Writing Assignment #4. 

Wednesday, 

Writing Assignment #4 

Writing Assignment # 3 Due. 
Writing Effective Conclusions 

Draft Workshop Writing 
Assignment # 4. 

Print a hard copy of Writing Assignment #4 to 
bring to class. Read it in advance of class. 

See Friday, 7/2. 

Read the Writing Center Handouts on 

Introductions and Conclusions. 

Re-write and revise WA #4. 

Print a copy of Writing Assignment 5 for class 
tomorrow. Read it prior to class. 



ENGL 
Summer Session II 

Thursday, 

Friday, 

Monday, 
Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

Thursday, 

Friday, 

Monday, 

Tuesday, 

Effective Public Speaking I: 
Appeals 

Writing Assignment #4 Due. 

Effective Public Speaking II: 

Issues of Audience 

Draft Workshop WA # 5 

Effective Public Speaking III 
Putting it all together 

Writing Assignment 5 Due. 

Writing Assignment # 6 (in 
class). 

Speech Workshop 

Speeches 

Writing Assignment # 6 due 
for Monday’ s speakers. 
Speeches 

Writing Assignment #6 due 
for Friday’s speakers. 
Course Evaluations and 
Concluding Reflections 

Writing Assignment 6 Due. 

Use the pre-writing strategies we have 
discussed and your notes from class to 
generate a pros/cons list for Tracy, Paul and 
Tammy from today’s movie clip. This is your 
pre-writing assignment. 

Draft Writing Assignment #5. 

Revise Writing Assignment # 5. 

Read Writing Assignment # 6. 

Watch Bono’s Speech on YouTube through 

the "Course Links" site on Blackboard. 

Make an outline of Bono’s speech in your 
notes. What "order" of arguments does he 
make? What memorable phrases or 
quotations does he use? 

Review your writing assignments 1-4. 
Choose 1 that you feel would make a good 

speech to revise, adapt and re-write based on 
the comments you received. Prepare a draft of 
this speech for tomorrow’s workshop. 

Prepare your speeches. 
Monday’s speakers: Revise your draft of WA 
#6. 

Friday’ s speakers: Revi se your draft of WA 

#6. 

TBA 

Enjoy the rest of your summer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

<info@redfrogevents.com> 

Friday, May 28, 2010 9:09 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RegistratioNation Confirma’6on 

TENTI’.httn 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday June 3, 2010 10:49 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy FF 6.2.10 

TEXT.htm; Amy FF 6.2.10.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-593-3033 c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jon Harris" <jharris@athlife.com> 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 2:33 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

N4A 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hey, Beth. 

Any chance you will be in Salt Lake City for the N4A? 

Best, 

Jon 

Celebrating Five Years of Athlife! ! ! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 1:09 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

:) 
TEXT.htm; beth, crr, clark.JPG; beth-2.JPG; bethobcr.JPG 

Doesn’t it feel like forever ago????????????????????? ............ and a different "climate"? 



EXSS 260 Women and Sport 

Reaction Paper #4 

A reaction paper is not a research paper - it is your personal reaction to a particular 
question which is designed to relate the course materials more personally to your own life 
experience. You may write in the first person. You do not need to cite sources, but you 
are encouraged to make connections to the readings, videos, and class discussion 
whenever possible. 

Papers must be typed, double-spaced, in Times New Roman 12 font with 1" margins.. 
Write enough to answer the question (2-3 pages is generally enough.) Email your reaction 
paper to me as a Word attachment - I will read it, grade it, and post your grade on 
Blackboard. 

Make sure that you fully address each of the following questions in your answer! 
Think particularly about the lectures and readings this week on physiology, eating 
disorders/body image, gender identity, homophobia, and media. An answer that 
expresses only your opinion without support from the readings will earn an 8 max! 

Questions: 

How has your gender impacted your experience with sport? 
Imagine if you had been born the opposite sex (whatever you aren’t currently). 
For purposes of this question, assume that you keep all of your personality and 
traits, but are now the opposite sex. Would your experience with sport be the 
same or different? Explain! 

Due: before 8:00am on Tuesday, June 15 

LATE PAPERS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Maria Moreno-Pardo" <mmoreno@MAIL. SDSU.EDU> 

Thursday, June 17, 2010 8:28 PM 

Moreno-Pardo, Maria <mmoreno@MAIL. SDSU.EDU>; 
n4alcecommittee@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4alcecommittee] FW: question for the group 

LCEC Members please see the request below and respond to Dawn 
dawn.aulick@louisville.edu 

Thanks- 

Maria 

Maria Moreno-Pardo 
Learning Specialist 
San Diego State University Athletics 
(619)594-2498 office 
(619)594-2951 fax 
http://goaztecs.cstv.com/academics/sdsu-academics.html 
GO AZTECS ! 

Good morning! 

I hope everyone made it back from conference safely. I had a wonderful 
time, but now I have so many ideas and things to follow through on. 

For the first idea I could use your help. I am drafting a new consent form 
that students will sign to release psychological/mental heath testing 
reports. If you have a form you currently use, and feel is working well, I 
would love to have a copy. 

Thanks for the help! 

Dawn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<mmoreno@mail.sdsu.edu> 

Friday, June 18, 2010 6:16 PM 

mmoreno@mail, sdsu.edu; n4alcecommittee@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4alcecommittee] tutor coordinator job description 

Mail.msg 

LCEC Members please see Sheila’s message below and respond to her. 

Thanks- 

Maria 

Maria Moreno-Pardo 
Learning Specialist 
San Diego State University Athletics 
(619) 594-2498 office 
(619) 594-2951 fax 
mmoreno@mail.sdsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

jluckey <j luckey@memphis, edu> 

Tuesday, June 22, 2010 5:27 PM 

(jluckey), Joseph P Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 

Freeman-Patton, Dena <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; (kfmassey), Kimya Ford Massey 
<kfmassey@memphis.edu>; mdechausay@admin.fsu.edu; Scogin, Joseph M. 
<scoginj@missouri.edu>; Evans-Hunter, Teresa <teresa.evans-hunter@nfoura.org> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] N4A Committees 

N4A Committee Information Sheet.docx; Committee Mission Statements.docx 

N4A Members, 

In 2005, the N4A began a major organizational change. Since the change, we have continued to improve the communication, goals, 
and accountability in our organization. We want to continue this process with our committees now that we have a strategic plan in 
place for the N4A. We made tremendous progress this past year with the implementation of our committee action reports and we 
want to use that momentum to continue moving forward. 

Besides our members, committees are the most important piece of the N4A structure as almost the entire strategic plan consists of 
goals and objectives accomplished by the committees. Because of that focus, we want to support the committees but also clearly 
define the expectations. 

We have attached an information sheet to help begin a solid foundation for all committees and those who choose to participate in the 
committees. We have to establish solid communication up and down our organization structure and especially in our committees. 

Because of our strategic plan, committees now have goals outlined that involve more than just planning for the national convention. 
Also, due to economic issues hitting our institutions, committee chairs and members cannot attend every national convention but this 
should not stop our committees from moving forward, especially with technology like our N4A website. 

We need N4A members to step up and join committees. After being on a committee, then people can assume leadership roles as chair 
or chair-elect. But, to be fair to the N4A and the members on the committee, we need people to tmderstand the commitment involved. 
This is true for the core members of the committee who have to support the chair as well. Given the expectations, we also want to 
provide structure and support for the members of each committee. 

We also attached a quick summary of the committee mission statements to learn more about their roles within the organization. The 
time to join committees is now as the first deadline for action is August 1. 

If you are interested in joining a committee, please contact the national office using the following link 
http://nfoura.org/about/getInvolved.php or one of the three Division Directors who support the committees. 

Joe Scogin 
Professional Development 
scoginj @missouri.edu 

Marlon Dechausay 
Membership Services 
mdechausay@admin.fsu.edu 

Dena Freeman-Patton 
Student-Athlete Development 
dfpatton@gsu.edu 

Thank you again for your leadership and engagement as members of the N4A. 

Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 

President-Elect, N4A 
jluckey@memphis.edu 



N4A Committee Structure 

What are the expectations o,f the N4A Committees? 

N4A committees are expected to support and accomplish all goals as outlined in the N4A Strategic Plan. N4A committees are a vital 

part of the services offered to the N4A membership. 

What roles are available i,f I choose to participate in a N4A committee? 

Committees Chair -The Committee Chair shall be elected by his/her committee members and serve a minimum of two years as 

chair. The Committee Chair must be an N4A member in good standing. The Committee Chair is responsible for providing the 

leadership throughout the year for the committee. The chair must have been a member of the committee to be nominated. In 

order to move to a Division Director, one has to have served as a Committee Chair. 

Chair-Elect--The Chair-Elect serves in the role of Committee Chair when the chair is unavailable to represent the committee. The 

Chair-Elect is designated to assume the role of the Committee Chair once the individual has chosen to complete his/her term. 

Core Member--Core members are individuals who have agreed to assist the committee on a yearly basis. Core members are 

actively engaged in the communication and duties of the committee as outlined in the N4A Strategic Plan and the committee August 

action report. At least five core members must be identified to assist the chair and chair-elect. 

General Member--General members are individuals who are listed on email communication, attend committee meetings as able, 

and assist in committee projects at the national convention. 

What support will I have i,f l become a Committee Chair? 

A manual on the N4A website is available that outlines the duties of a committee chair. In addition, the Division Director will provide 

guidance and assistance. The Chair-Elect also has a responsibility to support the chair during the year so he/she can learn from the 

experience and then take over as Committee Chair. 

How is a committee member identi,fied? 

A committee member is identified by his/her interest through communication to the committee chair, communication to a N4A 

Board member, communication at a regional meeting or national convention, or attendance at a committee meeting. Once the 

member is identified, the Committee Chair designates the role of the member as core or general. Committee Chairs must identify at 

least one member from each region, preferably being at least one core member from each region. 

What is an action report and what are the timelines ,for submission? 

Action report is a template used by the committee to track the goals of the committee, the timeline to achieve the goals, the person 

in charge of leading the action, and a summary of the results of the goals. Action reports are due to the Division Director and N4A 

National Office by August 1, December 1, and May 1. All action reports must include the goals as outlined in the N4A Strategic Plan. 

The report may also include any new initiatives by the committee. 

Who am I responsible.for communicating with as committee chair? 

Committee Chairs are responsible for keeping all committee members informed. Committee Chairs are expected to communicate in 

preparation for the three action reports and for the national convention. All communication from the Committee Chair should be 

copied to his/her Division Director and to the Strategic Planning Committee Liaison assigned to the committee. The Committee 

Chair should communicate with the committee on an "appropriate" number of times throughout the year so that all members are 

informed of the actions of the committee and can clearly communicate the committee’s goals and actions. 

What is the purpose o,f the N4A website ,for committees ? 

The website is used for storing documents and communicating with members. The website is a place that all documents are to be 

stored so that all committee members can access the forms and also so future committee members can use the documents for 

reference purposes. The final action report for the year should remain on this website. Any other historical documents for the 

committee should remain on the website also. The Committee Chair can also use the website as a forum to send notes so that 

members would receive an email alerting them to check the website for new information. 

What meetings are committees responsible,for sharing updates ? 

Committee reports are communicated at: five regional meetings, any region meetings held at the national convention, and the 

actual committee meeting hosted at the national convention. The Committee Chair and Chair-Elect are expected to attend the 

national convention. 
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N4A Committees and Mission Statements 

Professional Development Division 

Research: To assist existing committees in research endeavors, to support 
graduate student research, to provide a forum for scholarly interaction and 
publication, to assist N4A leadership in collecting research from the membership, 
and to maintain an archive of academic research relevant to the work of N4A 
members. 

Strategic Planning: To develop the N4A strategic plan, to evaluate and monitor 
the progress of the plan, to assist committees in meeting the goals of the plan, 
and to advise N4A leadership on the timeline for developing a new plan. 

Model Practices: To assist in identifying policies, practices, and programs that 
can be used to enrich student-athlete support services programming in areas 
such as: Academic Advisement, Academic Integrity, Disability Resources, Life 
Skills, Target Populations, and Tutoring. 

Institutes: To develop and offer educational programming and development for 
the membership and to assist in the leadership of the N4A certification program. 

Membership Services Division 

Membership: To facilitate the orientation of new members, to coordinate 
activities that enhance the continuity of the membership, and to focus on 
retention and recruitment efforts for membership. 

Legislative Affairs: To provide an analysis of pending legislation which can 
affect N4A members and their student athletes; to develop new proposals, 
amendments, and concepts to be considered by the appropriate constituents 
within the NCAA. To serve as a liaison with these associations and to 
disseminate information on legislation to the N4A membership. 

Two-Year Colleges: To serve a diversified and changing school system and its 
student athletes through excellence in teaching and support systems. To 
communicate with the N4A membership about topics impacting two-year colleges 
and the students transferring from their institutions. 



115 

Student-Athlete Development Division 

Ethnic Concerns: To expand the awareness of N4A members of challenges 
facing ethnic minority student athletes as well as athletic/academic professionals. 
Also, to formulate a plan of action to increase the involvement of professionals 
from underrepresented programs and address the holistic nurturing of cultural, 
professional, and intellectual development of the membership. 

Life Skills: Life Skills: To support the efforts of members in their goal to provide 
student athletes with a well-rounded collegiate experience by becoming well- 
rounded professionals. 

Student-Athlete Recognition: To recognize student athletes who have made 
unique contributions to intercollegiate athletic programs. 

LGBTA: To explore ways to provide education, information, and training to the 
N4A members so that they can assist and support student athletes. To serve as 
an ally and resource to LGBTA professionals and the Association. 

Learning Concerns and Enhancement: To explore existing programs and 
service options available to student athletes with learning concerns and to 
educate the membership regarding techniques and strategies for learning 
enhancement; to encourage collaboration of all support services for the 
enhancement of student athletes; and to identify the unique issues of the field 
and provide communication and support for professionals. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Gretchen Bingham <gbingham@GWEMAIL.RYERSON.CA> 

Tuesday, June 29, 2010 8:41 PM 

List, Supplemental Instruction Discussion <SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI for math 

Hi all, 
Can folks please share experiences with SI in numeracy courses, the nature of the interaction between students and the SI leader: 
specifically Linear Algebra and Intro to Financial Accounting. 

Gretchen Bingham, Coordinator 
Learning Success Centre 
English Language Support 
Department of Student Services 
VIC B 14 (basement of Victoria Bldg) 
ext. 7933 
gbingham@gwemail.ryerson.ca 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.~oogle.com/group/si-net> 

To be removed from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. Problems 
or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 

bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maria Moreno-Pardo" <mmoreno@MAIL. SDSU.EDU> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 9:10 PM 

Moreno-Pardo, Maria <mmoreno@MAIL. SDSU.EDU>; 
n4alcecommittee@lists.ncsu.edu 

Freeman-Patton’, ’Dena <athdfp@langate.gsu.edu>; kgholston@scarletknights.com 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4alcecommittee] meeting notes 

TEXT.htm; nationalconvention2010notes.docx 

LCEC Members- 

I hope you are all having a good summer. Thank you to all who attended the 
committee meeting and learning specialist town hall at the National 
Convention in Salt Lake City, as usual we had a great turn out. 
Congratulations to our committee members who presented workshops in Salt 
Lake and to the PDI graduates. Attached are the minutes from our committee 
meeting, they have also been posted on our web page on the N4A website. 

I am looking forward to the upcoming year and continuing the great work that 
Corinne Corte did this past year. I hope that we can continue to make 
progress to the work that was begun with our various sub-committees. I will 
email the committee the information for our first conference call of the 
year later this summer. Please feel free to contact me if you have any 
questions. 

Maria 

Maria Moreno-Pardo 

Learning Specialist 

San Diego State University Athletics 

(619)594-2498 office 

(619)594-2951 fax 

http://goaztecs.cstv.com/academics/sdsu-academics.html 

GO AZTECS 



June 10, 2010-N4A National Convention Salt Lake City, Utah 

Learning Concerns and Enhancement Committee Meeting Notes 

Facilitated by Corinne Corte and Maria Moreno-Pardo 

¯ Corinne from Arizona State opened the meeting by asking all members in attendance to 

introduce themselves and an email listerve sign up sheet was passed around the meeting 

¯ Strategic plan goals review and updates on sub-committees: 

o Resource Website- Jennifer and Leah from LSU have been working on putting together a 

website of resources for learning specialists. They made a request that any "best 

practices" be emailed to them so it can be included in the website 

o Recruiting Learning Specialist to N4A- Goal has been dropped since Membership 

Committee is working on this goal. Some individuals from the LCEC committee have 

joined the Membership Committee to assist with this project. 

o Communicating to membership services we can provide- This subcommittee has not 

officially started on project; Oscar from UMASS suggested that a timeline be established 

for this goal. Mike from South Carolina and Sabrina from UCLA are interested in 

assisting with this goal. 

o How to recruit Learning Specialists into the field?- Oscar from UMASS is working on this 

goal. 

o Academic Integrity Guidelines- Corinne from Arizona State has been working with Marci 

Ridpath @ NCAA to create a document that aligns with NCAA bylaws. Sabrina from 

UCLA has also been assisting with this document. Corinne will email committee after 

national convention and solicit feedback. The goal is to have this document on the n4a 

and ncaa website. Leah from LSU suggested that we cite research that supports some of 

our best practices when we give feedback to Corinne for this document. 

¯ Maria from San Diego State officially took over as chair and announced that Mike from South 

Carolina was selected as committee chair-elect 

¯ Goals for year 

o Continue to make progress on the previous goals and establish timeline for sub- 

committees to accomplish goals 

o Outreach and support new learning specialist within N4A 

¯ Reminder was given regarding learning specialist town hall meeting on June 11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Osborne <b osbome@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 14, 2010 10:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Join my network on LinkedIn 

TEXT.htm 

LinkedIn 
............ Barbara Osborne hus indicated you are a Colleague at Ui~iversity of North Carolina: 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on Lfi~kedIn. 

- Barbara Osborne 

Accept invitation fiom Barbara Osborne 

h~p: //www.linkedin. com/e/-6gsO l l-gbmykpwn- 

6c&KUDiwexeEcCS AeFKe ncKb0K 2T1LaEA5/bl~I2195026912 2/~BpC5w~RL~ci~Zt5YCpN~t3~p~Mpmc~.SNBszY~8Nei~c3kVci99bR8TdCdLhDt9b~di~Tc~Sd34LrCBxb~YWrS~I/EML cc 

View invitation fiom Barbara Osborne 
h~p://~.li~e~n.com/e/-6~s011-~bm~kpvm-6c/kKUDiwexeEcCS AeFKe ncKb0K 2T1LaEA5/b~/I2195026912 2/39vcz4V~gMdiANc~LqnpPbOYW~Sil/svi/ 

DID YOU KNOW you can showcase your professional knowledge on Lfi~kedIn to receive job/coi~sulting oilers and enhance your professional reputation? Posti~lg replies to que stio~s on Lfi~kedIn Answers puts you in front 
of the world’s professioi~ul commtmity. 

(c) 2010, Lfi~kedIn Corporation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PrimePay <info@primepay.com> 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 1:04 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Important -- New PrimePay Pay Statements Available Online 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@sellingforcoaches.com> 

Tuesday, July 20, 2010 8:51 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; dan@sellingforcoaches.com 

"Organizing Your Coaching Stafffor Dominant Recruiting" - Selling for Coaches 

TEXT.him 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Selling for Coaches. 
Please c on filTtl 
h~p://visitor.constantcontact.com/c.jsp?t-llO3574981706.56116.2011376105.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
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if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
et-l103574981706&~56116&e 001Ue~Bm2pAhOUmvPL4GW~NIliDelm pPB4i8q¥~!hcHnidvr0PdihGs0v5e ~kKELunvl iqdlEWF8iS6fiKvbq vu4urMZoirt8tMObwVDr~bxH~ffvkR6LHICKF6 KYNMTxdgVHLbkhl 

College Recruiting Weekly 

July 20, 2010 

Vol 6, Issue 27 

Organizi~g Yore CoachiI~g Staff for Dominant Recruiti~lg 

OrgaulN~gyomstaff[h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?et-llO3574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOX8fqbT9W7R-MNHYi8-1MSBS r4ww2SqQswYMUOJUouO5VmKaF4zvYVHuR12FM-z41FCBV- 
IgCTuteYE_Z_¥JKTErGyaJz- EH2h3JNg0 sPTik8 -yixxe~v]There 
are a few precious times clmi~g each year as a coaching staffthat you actually 
have a chance to sit dow~, take a deep breath, and figm-e out what you want to do 
differently tile next season. 

I’m not talking about plays you should have called, or strategies you failed to 
execute dining competition. And, I’m not talking about tile way you coach together 
as a staf£ 
I’m talking about tile way you organize what you do as a staf£ 

It was one of the sessions we dedicated time to at this past weekend’s National 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-llO3574981706&~56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOU6SZQ8-k2GPpAxCJC30XqbERls0Xc2BGJMZOmDVd ~3~ATBBAzOxqE2KtOkZ6NDXX3nYAi- 
ztC5dyulbVVGutvXXCNmg4CSJw6Ohf5ki5kEEgUs-31MIDM ¥~!QNEKHHcVJGQegVjJi41pAmsWxasFhTAPZzYkgm-ixUKutZthslbHtiKOpnqp31AYEJflSJSjyA ] 
in Chicago. Surt~er is one of those ~nes of tile year that is usually ideal for 
organizatio~al planning for yotu- staf£ 

That kind of planul~g is especially important when it comes to rec~ting. 

Because "organizing" and "planul~lg" were big topics among tile a~endees, I wanted 
to share one key concept we discussed at tile Colfference. It’s a concept originally 
outlined by business autllor Michael Gerber in his best-selling book, The E-Myth 
Revisited: Wily Most Small Businesses Don’t Work and Wi~at To Do About It. 

Tile concept is tllat a small business - similarly to yore operation as a college 
coactfiI~g staff- won’t grow and prosper mtless it is organized in a very specific 
way. Gerber contends thut evely... 

Click here to continue [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-1103574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOXzVH7Bc~BAkW8fflspsRw9hwKKtkkY23da~srUv81ihvmWB6c6JZ0i0pLCUwTL5- 
BnfANgpT 1 t Jb3ZCCHdyDgrW2risqWqNGdPXpcrKboZ D0~] 

Front Rush [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e~ 1103574981706&~56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOXDMMlIJ4h8AGQFStqmG1JOcTyoBTR2pYY1Q54-grIAK50 J52gUB- 

aNI 1AHKTX1XxtcxUahWipwwTrKRsAGuz 13 KUGCQiFpyhinr2a~5 q JYdRgrANi OA51wSnTE8RiLOPodUtScgSCEHw~] 

Clickhere[h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-l103574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOXDMMIIJ4h8AGQFStqmG1JOcTyoBTR2pYY1Q54-grIAK50J52gUB- 
aNI~AHK7X1XxtcxUahWipww7rKRsAGuz~3KUGCQjFp~v~mr2.~5~JYdR9rANi-~A5~cySn7E8RiL~P~dUtSc9SCEHw~] 
for more info! 

Tile Thiee Motivators of EVERY Prospect 

Creati~g tile fight feelings in tile tulnd - and heart - of yore prospect. 

hnportant? 

You bet it is. Om-Clickheretocontinue[h~p://r20=rs6.net/tn.jsj2?et-llO3574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2~AhOUn~LRLYJ2i~_HYuDOftcLOJL9n~8p8Pal0hhl-5_K571jz0Z211~!IOoLoL21UTo- 
DO RKT3huvcNaz~Y~BS~TswcLl-Lw--5-i-c-Lx---~9--q.i-c-t9-QQQ~Y~kAE2D7L~St~c~8DnbMhIKhI5B~k3I 80rTUT6w~] 
revealed one solid fact that evely coach should be aware of when it comes to whut’s 
in~portant in developing a recmiti~lg strategy: Your prospects are tmsti~g their 
feelings. 

That’s tile feelings you create while you recruit ttlem, how effective yore letters 

and emails are at creati~g tile right feelings, and tile feelings they get when they 
visit you and your team dining a campus visit. 

Psychologists have identified three main emotions that center around your prospect’s 
emotiOllS and their motivation for making their final decision: 
Approach 

Wilen approach motivation kicks in, yore prospect wants to experience or discover 
more of somethii~g. Approach motivation involves positive desire, and tile perceived 
value of what you move toward always increases... 

Click here to continue [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.isp?et-1103574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOUn~LRLYJ2iqHYaDOiqOJL9n~8p8Pal0hIn-5 K571]z0Z211qnOoLoL21UTo-DO RKT3huvcNaz0Y1BSlfTswqhw5ic~x- 
rgqictoCQO1Y 1 kAE2DTL 1Suq8DnbMhIKhI5BOk3I 80rTUT6w~] 
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E3iK61SnTZ gHcdfX0wTG8 RfqkQEXpNL4inDdY C2vfO5¥KSI] 
The #1 coaching tool in the world. 
CLICK HERE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?et-1103574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOSh~-h28JLiatQE63J80Yi-cbWrHBgctR5hTwTrsY3QEUFIEQb4HgpPieuI- 
Fq27nV5zPo~179DQUX8F2z16pEPYR5~v8~f2 7cC5t0ZtW8A ] 
TO DISCOVER WHY 

Economy, Budget Thieaten Seven Sports at Cal 

Cal[htlp://r20.~6.net/tn~sp?et-llO3574981706&s 56116&e ~UegBm2pAh~Wr4fFrwW~xNrSbZ~QCT9V6~L4~cxiA5R3I7KaS6~2u~eV~bGTsH-Pf8wYuJC~HXeMuVDmLR~cb- 
ovjZ cnTcZPuBT cp0 Pij 7 S65tuzj 0 o00Q ]Courtesy 
of Bay Area News Group 

Cal’s cliuncellor is co~sideri~g major cutbacks in the school’s athletics depa~ment 
follovci~g the latest report criticizing out-of-control spending on the spots program. 

In a report released Monday, a committee of professors and alumna criticized what 
tt~ey called an explosion of the university’s spendii~g on intercollegiate athletics. 

The pressures of the intercollegiate athletics "am~s race" lius led to e~ravagant 
spendi~g on coachi~g salaries, recmiling and travel, the group said. 

Although the panel did not recommend specific cuts, it raised the possibility of 
trimmi~g coaching staff; and rosters. The group also noted that Cliuncellor Robert 
Birgeneau could cow,sider elimi~uting up to seven teams, but only as a last resort... 

Click here to continue [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-1103574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOWzeJ N AlkBCEQJ42- 
I~aWzmH¥ArDSnGIYKtJRMam~d~tM~KLFUbYATmC5ssEtIGU~J6rUUZavQF4Bn~YrZStviu~6~9xI~cN va-6RCoK09LwTfsm6L7477GC3N1WREPZWaGeZ-wn0TDtt2J5s4OSpDG6E4gFuQBnVSPCCJvw ] 

SFC Recmiti~g Workbook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-1103574981706&s 56116&e 001UegBm2pAhOVFigSfWXHHDpEM26IkPyToa-3JrOg- 
2s5kLCKHh697SiHp~wUfAGDitcib~I38M6LJA6pg3Nzfcuc9bzrQ~NvaRp~uAzVKk~A2u~iprU3e7r3DMEE 1 J8V6UcvevL1FbAY8xTVv6pwP~] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christian Keller <ckeller@arcoforange.org> 

Tuesday, July 20, 2010 2:18 PM 

Beth Bridget; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Arc Advance Newsletter 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope you are all doing well today ! 

The latest edition of the Arc Advance newsletter is now complete - Here is the link: 
http://www.arcoforange.org/pdfs/Arc_Advance_Spring-Summer_2010.pdf 

After reading the newsletter, please be sure to check out the new Individual Services’ webpage: 
https ://sites.google.com/site/arcoforangeis/ 

Have a super day - Thanks so much for all you do for The Arc and the individuals we support! 



Item    Page Page 
Number Number Letter Retail 
0005B 99 K $56 

5349BK 99 L $49 
A1554 39 M $29 
B1223 86 C $152 
B1323 66 E $75 
B1600 51 E $149 
B1631 8 G $174 
B1640 4 D $69 
B1655 92 E $49 
B1694 29 H $129 
B1699 46 A $56 
B1700 56 D $139 
B1704 54 C $59 
B1705 49 G $139 
B1775 32 E $49 
B1776 26 C $94 
B1777 64 C $127 
B1847 37 H $79 
B1868 45 D $84 
B1906 66 D $69 
B1946 44 C $84 
C1380 61 H $42 
11857 6 C $44 
N0197 70 E $54 
N0598 70 H $26 
N0673 70 B $39 
N1053 57 E $40 
N1296 58 B $134 
N1299 5 E $199 
N1336 79 H $65 
N1470 48 C $45 
N1481 82 A $62 
N1499 59 D $79 
N1504 92 A $139 
N1505 39 R $39 
N1567 53 G $119 
N1571 84 C $72 
N1671 26 D $39 
N1673 29 E $129 
N1692 93 F $69 
N1708 84 E $42 
N1713 20 B $119 
N1721 76 A $129 
N1723 35 H $99 
N1725 40 B $159 
N1726 68 C $56 
N1783 80 A $89 
N1785 52 A $109 
N1788 88 C $64 
N1802 44 A $89 
N1806 43 H $159 
N1818 42 D $64 

Sterling Vault 2010 by Item 

Item    Page Page 
Number Number Letter Retail 
N1823 49 E $129 
N1824 25 G $129 
N1825 28 A $89 
N1827 75 K $64 
N1830 63 E $89 
N1835 5 H $59 
N1837 36 C $109 
N1859 66 A $74 
N1877 75 G $32 
N1881 16 D $69 
N1882 17 J $59 
N1888 4 B $39 
N1911 78 C $39 
N1929 53 E $49 
N1942 80 D $69 
N1952 84 A $49 
01730 38 B $16 
P1234 90 A $29 
P1656 87 L $29 
P1669 72 F $49 
P1736 91 I $16 
P1780 10 B $29 
P1908 83 G $44 
P1944 21 I $54 
R1096 68 E $64 
R1318 27 H $79 
R1343 86 G $52 
R1463 15 H $52 
R1476 86 D $69 
R1618 46 B $49 
R1738 18 E $89 
R1790 17 L $64 
R1807 5 G $89 
R1810 26 E $79 
R1839 10 C $74 
R1852 25 H $79 
R1856 28 B $59 
R1869 50 B $64 
R1886 32 A $62 
R1927 51 H $82 
$1375 86 E $54 
$1515 87 I $79 
$1593 85 I $49 
$1622 74 E $44 
$1691 10 E $59 
$1693 29 F $59 
$1742 85 J $22 
$1748 85 K $49 
$1832 89 M $39 
Tl162 25 D $139 
T1415 79 E $115 

Item    Page Page 
Number Number Letter Retail 
T1854 93 I $119 
T1923 55 H $109 
W1236 66 B $22 
W1253 73 H $49 
W1281 50 C $36 
W1290 58 C $39 
W1352 35 J $39 
W1367 87 J $42 
W1426 78 B $49 
W1550 45 F $39 
W1577 53 H $39 
W1752 65 F $49 
W1753 62 D $49 
W1756 41 H $39 
W1763 12 C $32 
W1770 40 A $59 
W1778 76 C $42 
W1781 88 B $39 
W1795 43 F $39 
W1811 43 G $42 
W1812 28 C $39 
W1836 25 E $39 
W 1841 15 E $44 
W1843 63 H $39 
W1861 54 B $39 
W1862 46 C $39 
W1864 18 C $34 
W1880 10 A $42 
W1884 17 M $42 
W1905 55 E $49 
W1907 8 B $46 
W1912 78 D $26 
W1915 88 A $34 
W1916 43 I $42 
W1917 35 F $44 
W1920 74 C $34 
W1921 68 D $36 
W1930 53 F $39 
W1941 49 I $59 
W1945 80 C $39 
W1965 16 C $34 
Z9015 96 C $59 
Z9017 99 M $59 
Z9029 96 A $59 
Z9030 97 E $69 
Z9036 94 B $69 
Z9037 94 C $69 
Z9039 95 E $59 
Z9040 95 E $59 
Z9041 94 A $69 
Z9042 99 J $54 
Z9043 99 J $54 



Item    Page Page 
Number Number Letter Retail 
N1888 4 B $39 
B1640 4 D $69 
N1299 5 E $199 
R1807 5 G $89 
N1835 5 H $59 
11857 6 C $44 

W1907 8 B $46 
B1631 8 G $174 
W1880 10 A $42 
P1780 10 B $29 
R1839 10 C $74 
$1691 10 E $59 
W1763 12 C $32 
W1841 15 E $44 
R1463 15 H $52 
W1965 16 C $34 
N1881 16 D $69 
N1882 17 J $59 
R1790 17 L $64 
W1884 17 M $42 
W1864 18 C $34 
R1738 18 E $89 
N1713 20 B $119 
P1944 21 I $54 
Tl162 25 D $139 
W1836 25 E $39 
N1824 25 G $129 
R1852 25 H $79 
B1776 26 C $94 
N1671 26 D $39 
R1810 26 E $79 
R1318 27 H $79 
N1825 28 A $89 
R1856 28 B $59 
W1812 28 C $39 
N1673 29 E $129 
$1693 29 F $59 
B1694 29 H $129 
R1886 32 A $62 
B1775 32 E $49 
W1917 35 F $44 
N1723 35 H $99 
W1352 35 J $39 
N1837 36 C $109 
B1847 37 H $79 
01730 38 B $16 
A1554 39 M $29 
N1505 39 R $39 
W1770 40 A $59 
N1725 40 B $159 
W1756 41 H $39 
N1818 42 D $64 

Sterling Vault 2010 by Page 

Item    Page Page 
Number Number Letter Retail 
W1795 43 F $39 
W1811 43 G $42 
N1806 43 H $159 
W1916 43 I $42 
N1802 44 A $89 
B1946 44 C $84 
B1868 45 D $84 
W1550 45 F $39 
B1699 46 A $56 
R1618 46 B $49 
W1862 46 C $39 
N1470 48 C $45 
N1823 49 E $129 
B1705 49 G $139 
W1941 49 I $59 
R1869 50 B $64 
W1281 50 C $36 
B1600 51 E $149 
R1927 51 H $82 
N1785 52 A $109 
N1929 53 E $49 
W1930 53 F $39 
N1567 53 G $119 
W1577 53 H $39 
W1861 54 B $39 
B1704 54 C $59 
W1905 55 E $49 
T1923 55 H $109 
B1700 56 D $139 
N1053 57 E $40 
N1296 58 B $134 
W1290 58 C $39 
N1499 59 D $79 
C1380 61 H $42 
W1753 62 D $49 
N1830 63 E $89 
W1843 63 H $39 
B1777 64 C $127 
W1752 65 F $49 
N1859 66 A $74 
W1236 66 B $22 
B1906 66 D $69 
B1323 66 E $75 
N1726 68 C $56 
W1921 68 D $36 
R1096 68 E $64 
N0673 70 B $39 
N0197 70 E $54 
N0598 70 H $26 
P1669 72 F $49 
W1253 73 H $49 

Item    Page Page 
Number Number Letter Retail 
W1920 74 C $34 
$1622 74 E $44 
N1877 75 G $32 
N1827 75 K $64 
N1721 76 A $129 
W1778 76 C $42 
W1426 78 B $49 
N1911 78 C $39 
W1912 78 D $26 
T1415 79 E $115 
N1336 79 H $65 
N1783 80 A $89 
W1945 80 C $39 
N1942 80 D $69 
N1481 82 A $62 
P1908 83 G $44 
N1952 84 A $49 
N1571 84 C $72 
N1708 84 E $42 
$1593 85 I $49 
$1742 85 J $22 
$1748 85 K $49 
B1223 86 C $152 
R1476 86 D $69 
$1375 86 E $54 
R1343 86 G $52 
$1515 87 I $79 
W1367 87 J $42 
P1656 87 L $29 
W1915 88 A $34 
W1781 88 B $39 
N1788 88 C $64 
$1832 89 M $39 
P1234 90 A $29 
P1736 91 I $16 
N1504 92 A $139 
B1655 92 E $49 
N1692 93 F $69 
T1854 93 I $119 
Z9041 94 A $69 
Z9036 94 B $69 
Z9037 94 C $69 
Z9039 95 E $59 
Z9040 95 E $59 
Z9029 96 A $59 
Z9015 96 C $59 
Z9030 97 E $69 
Z9042 99 J $54 
Z9043 99 J $54 
0005B 99 K $56 

5349BK 99 L $49 
Z9017 99 M $59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stenross, Barbara <stenross@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 28, 2010 10:00 AM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@ad.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@ad.unc.edu>; mrcramer@email.unc.edu; Barbara Stenross 
<stenross@email.unc.edu> 
RE: FL and Math Substitution Lists 



BlackBerry® CurveTM 8530 smart.phone in Black 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ V CAST Apps 

¯ Skype Mobile 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $119.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$119.99 

Final Price: FREE 

BlackBerry,. CurveTM 8530 smartphone in Smoky. Violet 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ V CAST Apps 

¯ Skype Mobile 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

:!~;~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $119.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$119.99 

Final Price: FREE 

BlackBerry® TourTM 9630 smartphone without camera 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

V CAST Music with Rhapsody (subscription, wireless and PC 
downloads) 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ Push to Talk 

¯ Skype Mobile 

¯ Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $199.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$150.00 

Final Price: $49.99 



BlackBerry® TourTM 9630 smartphone 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

V CAST Music with Rhapsody (subscription, wireless and PC 

downloads) 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ Push to Talk 

¯ Skype Mobile 

¯ Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

:!~;~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $199.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$150.00 

Final Price: $49.99 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

¯ V CAST Media Manager 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ Push to Talk 

¯ Skype Mobile 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

!i~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $199.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$150.00 

Final Price: $49.99 

BlackBerry® BoldTM 9650 smartphone 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

¯ V CAST Media Manager 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ Push to Talk 

¯ Skype Mobile 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Your Price: $199.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$150.00 

Final Price: $49.99 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 

TM BlackBerry® Storm2 9550 smartphone 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ Quad Band GSM / 3G UMTS 

¯ V CAST Videos 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ Skype Mobile 

¯ V CAST Apps 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Your Price: $249.99 

Promotion Credit: - 

$150.00 

Final Price: $99.99 

:!~;~Compatible with your current Plan 



¯ Android 

¯ Camera 3.2 Megapixel 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ Social Networking 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $149.99 

Promotion Credit:-$149.99 

Final Price: FREE 

Palm® PreTM Plus 

¯ Palm webOS 

¯ Camera 3.0 Megapixel 

¯ Bluetooth 

¯ QWERTY Keyboard 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ 3G Mobile Hotspot 

¯ VZ Navigator 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 

HTC OzoneTM 

¯ Camera 2.0 Megapixel 

¯ Bluetooth 

¯ Mobile Broadband Capable 

¯ Removable Memory 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Your Price: $49.99 

Promotion Credit: -$49.99 

Final Price: FREE 

Your Price: $29.99 

Promotion Credit: -$29.99 

Final Price: FREE 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 



¯ Camera 2.0 Megapixel 

¯ Bluetooth 

¯ QWERTY Keyboard 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ Windows Mobile OS 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $24.99 

Promotion Credit: -$24.99 

Final Price: FREE 

Palm® PixiTM Plus 
......................................... Your Price: FREE 

¯ Palm webOS 

¯ Camera 2.0 Megapixel 

¯ Bluetooth 

¯ QWERTY Keyboard 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ 3G Mobile Hotspot 

¯ VZ Navigator 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

!~)Compatible with your current Plan 

MOTOROLA DEVOURTM with MOTOBLURTM 

¯ Android 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ DVD Quality Video Capture 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ Social Networking 

¯ Skype Mobile 

¯ Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $179.99 

Promotion Credit: -$150.00 

Final Price: $29.99 

HTC Imacj.ioTM 

¯ Camera 5.0 Megapixel 

¯ VZ Navigator 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ Global Ready 

¯ V CAST Mobile TV 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

!~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $199.99 

Promotion Credit: -$150.00 

Final Price: $49.99 



Samsunq Omnia® II 

¯ Camera 5.0 Megapixel 

¯ Bluetooth 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ V CAST Videos 

¯ Wi-Fi 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

~Cornpatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $199.99 

Promotion Credit:-$150.00 

Final Price: $49.99 

HTC Ozone with TALKSTM for Verizon Wireless 
Your Price: $224.98 

¯ Screen Reader-Enabled 

¯ Audio Feedback 

¯ Rate of Speech 

ETI Eloquence Text to Speech Software 

Geared for the Blind or Low Vision Customer 

¯ Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Promotion Credit: -$150.00 

Final Price: $74.98 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 

LG FathomTM 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ Bluetooth 

¯ Camera 3.2 Megapixel 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ VZ Navigator 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Your Price: $249.99 

Promotion Credit: -$150.00 

Final Price: $99.99 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 

DROID ~by. Motorola 

¯ Android 

¯ Touch Screen 

¯ Slider and Virtual Keyboard 

¯ Wi-Fi 

¯ Skype Mobile 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Your Price: $249.99 

Promotion Credit: -$150.00 

Final Price: $99.99 

!~Compatible with your current Plan 



DROID INCREDIBLE .b~y. HTC 

¯ Android 

¯ 1Ghz Snapdragon Processor 

¯ Camera 8.0 Megapixel 

¯ HTML Web Browser 

¯ Skype Mobile 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

¯ Touch Screen 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

C~Compatible with your current Plan 

Your Price: $299.99 

Promotion Credit:-$150.00 

Final Price: $149.99 

¯ Android 

¯ 3G Mobile Hotspot 

¯ Camera 8.0 Megapixel 

¯ Skype Mobile 

¯ Visual Voice Mail 

Requires data pkg $29.99 or higher 

Your Price: $299.99 

Promotion Credit: -$150.00 

Final Price: $149.99 

i~Compatible with your current Plan 



UNC ATHLETICS CELLULAR DEVICE 

ORDER FORM (UPGRADE) 

Individual Requesting Device: 

Cellular Phone Number: 

Cellular Device Requested: 

Purchase Insurance (Circle one): YES 

New Calling Plan Requested (Circle One): 

Voice: 450 900 2350 Unlimited 

Data: 25 MB 

Supervisor’s Name (Print): 

Supervisor’s Signature: 

Date of Request: 

NO 

YES NO 

Text Msg: 

Unlimited (Personal Email Access) 

(if yes, circle one of the following plans) 

250 500 5000 Unlimited 

Unlimited (University Email Access) 

Features Added/Removed 

Insurance ordered: Yes No 

New Calling Requested: 

Calling plan S. 

Yes No Calling Plan 

Text Plan S. 

Date Ordered: 

Account # 

If no, user upgrade available 

Device Cost S 

Accessories: 

Date Insurance ordered 

Data PlanS. 

Date Arrived: 

I am receiving my cellular device and understand it is the property of UNC Athletics. I have read 

and agree to the Cellular Device Policies for UNC Athletics. 

Signature Date: 

Available for Upgrade: 

Phone Model: 

Yes No 

Date Received in Business Office: 

Please return form to the Athletic Department Business Office. You will be contacted to verify 

the order. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 10:02 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

j oanna@unc, edu; Li ssa Broome <lbroome@email.unc. edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm 
<Leslie_Strohm@unc.edu> 

NCAA - AGENTS 

TEXT.htm; NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update.msg 

Colleagues: 

The attached information is from the NCAA NEWS. Five of the first seven articles relate to "hot topics" that are currently being 
vigorously addressed by the NCAA - AGENTS, FINANCIAL ADVISORS, "RUNNERS", and AMATEURISM. 

I strongly urge you to read this information as it contains matters and issues that we all face, especially our student-athletes and 
coaches, in intercollegiate athletics today. 

These above mentioned topics will continue to be a major point of educational emphasis for our Department’s entire staff, our student- 
athletes and their relatives/guardians, and athletics interests representatives (boosters)! There is no question that these topics are of a 
major concern to the NCAA and its membership - "they are not going away" and have to be addressed accordingly. 

I hope you also share this information with others whom you believe would benefit from being aware and "more in the know" about 
AGENTS, FINANCIAL ADVISORS, "RUNNERS," and AMATEURISM. 

Stay tuned ~ there will be more to come! "Be careful out there!" 

Thank you, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Durand <Duran&~}u.washiugton.edu> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 6:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.uuc.edu>; cschafe@umn.edu; djoseph@smu.edu; ebittle.2@osu.edu; hall2ta@jmu.edu; 

kscanlon@unm.edu; lisa.levine@unlv.edu; matthew.jordan@ttu.edu; scquarlbrl~h@vcu.edu 

2007 NP PDI class - where are they uow? 

TEJxfl’.htm; image001 .gif 

Hello 2007 PDI New- Practitioner Class; 

We hope everyone had a wonderful smnmer and are eager for the students to return! 

We are trying to develop a database of information on all PDI graduates, where they are, what positions they’ve held and whether or not they’ve held positions within the N4A! 

Attached is the information that we’ve been able to assemble on your class. I’m now asking 12~r your help in tracking down any missing inlk~rmation about any of your classmates. Please also 
correct any of your information that is incorrect. 

You will notice that I did not save your original PDI applications (victims of a spring cleaning) so please let me l,mow what position you held WHEN you attended PDI as well as what you 
are doing now. 

I look forward to reconnecung with most of your Thanks in advance for your helpt 

PlNlllIIIIIIIIlt t 

Kim 

PDI Participant Name 

Year 

Track 

School @ Time of PDI 

Campus Position @ PDI 

Current Campus 

Current Position 

Any N4A Position 

E-mail 

Meg Banahan 

2007 

NP 

Southern Methodist University 

Elaina Blffie 

2007 

NP 

Grand Valley State University 

The Ohio State University 

ebiffle 2@osu.edu<mailto :ebiffle.2@osu.edu> 

Beth Bridger 

2007 

NP 



University of North Carolina 

University of North Carolina 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :bridgerb(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leslie Busch 

2007 

NP 

North Central High School 

Kisha Calbert 

2007 

NP 

Univ. of California - Riverside 

Juilia Cappelli 

2007 

NP 

Cal State Univ - Fullerton 

Carrie I~ake 

2007 

NP 

Iowa State University 

Tiffany Hall 

2007 

NP 

James Madison University 



James Madison University 

hall2t a@j mu. edu<mailt o :hall2ta(~imu. edu> 

Christopher Hoppe 

2007 

NP 

San Diego State University 

Jonathan Howie 

2007 

NP 

College of South Malsqand 

Matthew Jordan 

2007 

NP 

Texas Tech University 

Texas Tech University 

matthew.jor&m@ttu.edu<mailto:matthew iordan@ttu.edu> 

Deidre Joseph 

2007 

NP 

University of North Texas 

Southern Methodist University 

dj oseph@smu, edu<mailto:dioseph,@,snm, ed~> 

Lisa Levine 

2007 

NP 

University of Nebraska 



Umversity of Nevada-Las Vegas 

Athletic Academic Counselor 

Convention Planner 

lisa.levine@unlv.edu<mailto:lisa.levine~unlv.edu> 

Lynlee ~hiIlips 

2007 

NP 

University of Louisville 

Scott Quarforth 

2007 

NP 

Virginia Cormnonwealth Univ. 

Virginia Commonwealth Univ 

scquarforth@cu, edu<mailto :scquarforth@vcu.edu> 

Katie Scanlon 

2007 

NP 

Universi~ of Dayton 

Universits’ of New Mexico 

Student Success Manager 

kscanlon@unm.edu<mailto: kscanlon(a)unm.edu> 

Chelsie Schafer 

2007 

NP 

University of Mannesota 

University of Mannesota 

Academic Counselor 

cschafer@ umn. edu< mailto :cschafer(~mnn edu> 

PDI Participant Name 

Year 

Track 

School @ Time of PDI 

Campus Position @ PDI 

Current Campus 



Cttrrent Position 

Any N4A Position 

F>mail 

Robert Simon 

2007 

NP 

North Carolina State Uni-,~ersity 

Victoria Simonof 

2007 

NP 

Texas Tech Universi~ 

Ahira Smith 

2007 

N~~ 

North Carolina A & T 

Danita Townsend 

2007 

NP 

University of Maryland - East. Sh 

Dawn Zahariades 

2007 

NP 

Arizona State Universib" 



[cid:image001 gif@01CB3240 F020I:AA0] 

K~n Durand 

Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 

University of Washington Athletics 

248 Conibear Shellhouse 

Bo× 354070 

Seattle, WA 98195-4070 

(206) 221-3551 

durand@u.washington, edu<mailto :duran d~u washington edu> 

GO PURPLE. BE 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Warrior Dash Gang <info@mdfrogevents.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 3, 2010 12:18 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; intb@redti~gevents.com 

The Face of a Warrior Volunteer 

’IEXTI’.httn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 4, 2010 10:57 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dr.Mario 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
Had a nice meeting with Dr.Mario this morning (super nice guy too). He confirmed that for students only requesting ADHD 
medication they are not requiring the full battery of testing (IQ test) unless a student is seeking academic accommodations. 
He also let me know that the new insurance policy all students are required to have, unless they are covered under their parents’ 

policy, has a $500 Wellness benefit which can be used toward ADHD testing. We may not want to require all students to use this 
benefit in that manner but it may be a good idea for those who want the full battery. 

Beth 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Durand <Duran&~}u.washiugton.edu> 

Sunday, August 8, 2010 4:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu~>; carried@iastate.edu; djoseph@smu.edu; ebiitle.2@osu.edu; ha]12ta@jmu.edu; 

lisa.levine@uulv.edu; matthew.jordan@ttu.edu; scqumti~rth@vcu.edu 

2007 NP PDI class - where are they uow? 

TEJxfl’.htm; image001 .gif 

Hello 2007 PDI New- Practitioner Class; 

We hope everyone had a wonderful smnmer and are eager for the students to return! 

We are trying to develop a database of information on all PDI graduates, where they are, what positions they’ve held and whether or not they’ve held positions within the N4A! 

Attached is the information that we’ve been able to assemble on your class. I’m now asking 12~r your help in tracking down any missing inlk~rmation about any of your classmates. Please also 
correct any of your information that is incorrect. 

You will notice that I did not save your original PDI applications (victims of a spring cleaning) so please let me l,mow what position you held WHEN you attended PDI as well as what you 
are doing now. 

I look forward to reconnecung with most of your Thanks in advance for your helpt 

PlNlllIIIIIIIIlt t 

Kim 

PDI Participant Name 

Year 

Track 

School @ Time of PDI 

Campus Position @ PDI 

Current Campus 

Current Position 

Any N4A Position 

E-mail 

Meg Banahan 

2007 

NP 

Southern Methodist University 

Elaina Btffie 

2007 

NP 

Grand Valley State University 

The Ohio State University 

ebiffle 2@osu.edu<mailto :ebiffle.2@osu.edu> 

Beth Bridger 

2007 

NP 



University of North Carolina 

University of North Carolina 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :bridgerb(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leslie Busch 

2007 

NP 

North Central High School 

Kisha Calbert 

2007 

NP 

Univ. of California - Riverside 

Juilia Cappelli 

2007 

NP 

Cal State Univ - Fullerton 

Carrie I~ake 

2007 

NP 

Iowa State University 

Iowa State University 

carried@iastate, edu<mailto:carried@iastate.edu> 

Tiffany Hall 

2007 

NP 

James Madison University 



James Madison University 

hall2t a@j mu. edu<mailt o :hall2ta(~imu. edu> 

Christopher Hoppe 

2007 

NP 

San Diego State University 

Jonathan Howie 

2007 

NP 

College of South Malsqand 

Matthew Jordan 

2007 

NP 

Texas Tech University 

Texas Tech University 

matthew.jor&m@ttu.edu<mailto:matthew iordan@ttu.edu> 

Deidre Joseph 

2007 

NP 

University of North Texas 

Southern Methodist University 

dj oseph@smu, edu<mailto:dioseph,@,snm, ed~> 

Lisa Levine 

2007 

NP 

University of Nebraska 



Umversity of Nevada-Las Vegas 

Athletic Academic Counselor 

Convention Planner 

lisa.levine@unlv.edu<mailto:lisa.levine~unlv.edu> 

Lynlee Phillips 

2007 

NP 

University of Louisville 

Scott Quarforth 

2007 

NP 

Virginia Cormnonwealth Univ. 

Virginia Commonwealth Univ 

scquarforth@cu, edu<mailto :scquarforth@vcu.edu> 

Katie Scanlon 

2007 

NP 

Universi~ of Dayton 

Academic Advising Intern 

Universit5’ of New Mexico 

Student Success Manager 

kscanlon@unm.edu<mailto: kscanlon(a)unm.edu> 

Chelsie Schafer 

2007 

NP 

University of Mannesota 

Academic Counselor 

University of Mannesota 

Academic Counselor 

Membership Committee Chair 

cschafer@ umn. edu< mailto :cschafer(~mnn edu> 

[cid:image001.gif@01CB3700.5EBEC780] 
Kim Durand 
Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 
University of Washington Athletics 
248 Conibear Shellhouse 
Box 354070 
Seattle, WA 98195-4070 



(206) 221-3551 

durand@u washington, ed u <mail to :durand(~ u. wash in ~ton. ed u> 

GO PURPLE BE GOLD 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 11:24 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tragic News - Coach Antonio Pettigrew 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Carolina Athletics Family, 

Yesterday was a difficult day for all of us, but particularly for the coaches, staff, and student-athletes of the Carolina Track and Field 
program. Antonio will be sorely missed by them and all of us. As we grieve our terrible, sudden, and tragic loss let’s be reminded of 
the need to get around each other and encourage our colleagues. Our relationships are what makes Carolina Athletics special. We are 
experiencing a challenging summer and we are going to persevere through these challenges and overcome them because of your 
character, work ethic, and integrity. I appreciate each one of you and look forward to the great work we will do with and for our 
student-athletes this coming year. 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"kleissle@emailamc.edu" <kleissle@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 9:50 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edw~; kleissle@email.unc.edu 

bridgerb, ldeissle@emml.unc.edu recommends that you use Google Calendax 

’I~37f.htm 

I’ve been using Google Calendar to organize my calendar, find interesting 
events, and share my schedule with friends and family members. I thought 
you might like to use Google Calendar, too. 

kleissle@emaihunc.edu recommends that you use Google Calendar. 

To accept this invitation and register for an account, please visit: 

[https:/i~vww~oo~lecom/calendar/render?cid amZtZWphaW5vaz~maD~wNmV2YiVrbW~NmtAZ3JvdXAuY2FsZW5kYXIuZ29vZ2x~LmNvb©&invEmai~Kev brid~el-b%40ua~caa uric edu% 

3A2f2582c2f662a00053e4aee7db 19fd2eee082954] 

Google Calendar helps you keep track of evewthing going on in 
your life and those of the important people around you, and also help 
you discover interesting things to do with your time. 
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¯ Passing the torch 

¯ Gridiron Gold 
¯ Martin’s decision-making paid off for USOC 

Industry vets see teaching as their next challenge 
The night school sports marketing class at Columbia 
University, populated by eight graduate students, six of them 
already working full time in sports, was early into its review of 
the week’s homework assignment when the instructor, Tony 
Ponturo, unlocked his vault. 

This Week’s Headlines 

WaI-Mart to climb aboard Gordon’s car? 
WaI-Mart’s potential move into NASCAR has led the retail 
giant deep into negotiations with Hendrick Motorsports over 
sponsorship of Jeff Gordon’s No. 24 Chevrolet next season. 

Associates note Jernstedt’s impact at NCAA 
News of Tom Jernstedt’s departure was delivered 
unceremoniously by the NCAA late on a Friday afternoon. 

NHL reaches retail, licensing deal with Canadian Tire 
The NHL last week announced its first hybrid retail and 
licensing partnership with one of Canada’s largest retailers. 

More Headlines 

WinCraft acquires McArthur Towel in combination of 
sports licensees 

Fuel TV to build on Money Cup 

Maloof says event poised for growth 

PGA Tour partners taking bigger swing at FedEx Cup 
playoffs 

Lockout fears prompt changes in rookie deals 

Owners may vote on Rams sale Wednesday 

What I Like ... 

Paul Griesemer, Principal & Architectural Director, 
Ellerbe Becket 

Paul Griesemer has spent 24 years designing sports venues, 
with an emphasis on pro and college football stadiums. 

8th Annual IMG Sports Marketing Symposium 
September 21 & 22 

12th Annual FSA Sports Media & Technology 
November 16 & 17 

11th Annual IndyCar Series Motorsports Marketing 
Forum 
November 30 & December 1 

9th Annual IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum 
December 8 & 9 

Forty Under 40 Awards 2011 
March 31 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Warrior Dash Gang <info@mdfrogevents.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 25, 2010 10:14 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; intb@redti~gevents.com 

Warrior Dash Volunteer Outreach 

’IEXFf.httn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Kirschner <mkirschner@arcoforange.org> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 4:26 PM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Teen Night Sign up September 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hello, 

Looking for care providers to work Teen Night on September 10th. Please let me know if you are able to work that day. 

Take care, 
Michael Kirschner 
Transition Services Supervisor 
The Arc of Orange County 
208 North Columbia Street, Suite 100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-942-5119 ext. 121 
919-942-2119 (fax) 
mkirschner@arcoforange.org<mailto :mkirschner@arcoforange.org> 

Check out the new Individual Services’ webpage: https://sites.google.com!site/arcoforangeis/ 
www.arcofomnge.org<http://www.arcoforange.org> 
[cid:image001.jpg@01CB4472.44BC9040] 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the sender and intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christian Keller <ckeller@arcoforange.org> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 3:54 PM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Arc Annual Meeting - Save The Date.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 

We hope you are all doing well today! 

Just a reminder that you are all invited to The Arc’s Annual Meeting on September 12th - Please see the attached "Save The Date" 
flier! 

While this is an Arc-sponsored event, your attendance is voluntary and thus will not be credited toward your wages/paycheck. 

*Please Note - If your regularly scheduled shift with your participant occurs during the hours of the Annual Meeting, please bring 
your participant and join us for the fun! 
(Those staff who are officially providing services while attending the Annual Meeting with their participant will be paid per their 
established service rate as with any other work shift) 

Thanks so much - Have a super day and we hope to see you on the 12th! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Best of SparkPeople" <mailer@sparkpeople.com> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 1:03 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Including water exercise in your fitness plan 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for choosing SparkPeople! Please enable HTML to see this message. 

You received this email because you signed up for one of SparkPeople’s email newsletters. To unsubscribe please click the link below 
or send a letter or postcard with your email address to: SparkPeople.com, 4392 Marburg, Cincinnati, OH 45209 

http://www.spaxkpeople.com/mYspark/email options.asp? 
email=BRIDGERB ~UNCAA.UNC.EDU&code=CBFD&spnum=5325784&daily=todays 



Exercising in Water 

Have you ever considered including water fitness in your 
exercise routine? This can be a great way to increase 
strength, flexibility and cardiovascular health. Plus, during 
the months of summer heat, you can stay cool while you 
work ouL 

Water has serious resistance power, allowing you to work 
o p posi n g m u scles at t h e sa me t i me. Fo r exa m pie, if yo u a re F~II!.I re~ ~ ,~:~r~~, J~:~ 
doing curls u nde~ater, pulling up will work the biceps, while ~:;:; ............................................................................................ 
pushin! down will build up th~ triceps. 

Another great feature about water is its buoyancy which ~s .... , Lying on a ball ~mproves coordlnahon 
simply the tendency or capacity to remain afloat in a liquid. ........................................................................................................ 
It reduces your weight, therefore putting significantly less 
stress on your joints, bones and muscles. Compared to 
other exercises such as running, there is no... 

and abdominal strength. 

.............................................. 



You get "~ S~r~Poi~t for 

reading today’s email. 

You received this email because you signed up for one of SparkPeople’s email 

newsletters. To unsubscribe please do not reply to this message: it was sent from an 

unattended mailbox. Instead, 

OR ~.~.~..~ ~L~..~,~. ~ ~ ~..~ ~. y~9.~ .~: :~:~L ~ ~.~: ~ ~ 

To remove yourself by postal mail, send a letter or postcard with your email address to: 

8parkPeople.com, 4392 ~arburg, Cincinnati, OH 45209 

SparkPeople offers a variety of other free email newsletters. 
Opt-in to new ones today for free~ 

<,~ Jo~e ~a~tf~ List 

: ..................................................................................................... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 10:40 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

TEXT.htm; Data from_ UNC_ Tutor Feedback.msg; Data from_ 
Feedback.msg; Data from_ UNC_ Tutor Feedback.msg 

UNC Tutor 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kraft Kitchens" <l, naft.kitchen@email.krafttbods.com> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 9:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kra£t Kitchens <kmfl.kitchens-ctg0aeb6uaaeha3ayeeuyfgitdhTapra@emaJd.kmflti~ods.com> 

lbod&tZamily: Join our teaJn to help light hunger! 

’IENTI’.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Apple <News@InsideApple.Apple.com> 

Friday, September 10, 2010 6:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meet the new iPod nano with Multi-Touch. 

TEXT.htm 

A new way to nano. 
http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3xpZTbN% 
2FBhEUFEUzEgc62VmOMTmpJUdvs2ovio 3 F3 %2FcQiw2YMDMsLDclLgn%2B C1NH%2B 1UcbhuF%2BDrm% 
2B s2xpds 1 wVJ19JmNpyEngB lnxYu14%2FQWkAq8%2BOFHVfl Lndpy4r0 sDRej SMIpiA%3D%3D 

The new iPod nano with Multi-Touch. 
Starting at $149. Pick one up today at your favorite Apple Retail Store or order online to get free engraving. 

Buy now 
http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3xpZTbN% 
2FAiP7hzJn¥IXrvsrNOdN 1JUdvs2ovio3F3 %2FcQiw2YMDMsLDqLgn%2B C1NH%2B 1UcbhuF%2BDrm% 
2B s2xpds lwVJ19JmNpyEngBlnxYu14%2FQWkAq8%2BOFHVflLndpy4r0sDRejSMIpiA%3D%3D 

Find a Store 

http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN6ppglD4dTCtXpxTzga% 
2FIsMoxF2nhvYkUJ%2BvYUAgOE7KnwRMw12 sTNT4MWj % 

2FBHhl20xRrsX lubIbXnqP64NEeq 18oG4PGt5ePFpHEx62gxpXLhB8RjXqFgfivTnajP4uQQ%3D%3D 

Multi-Touch comes to iPod nano. 
Tap, flick, and swipe your way through songs, artists, Genius playlists, radio stations, and more. 

Learn more 
httpl//insideapple:apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do? 
v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN7vG5hO8xXks9JFpnH9LjWNuOHOMmej~/KVjMNLcGphZKN%2FmgqhYDQC% 
2F5wD 90215 CP6YNiEwHX 1UBWpfNP8fGmR%2BA%2BeD%2B sHFhrqxGL8oda83yjVCLnbieND02%2F%2Bfj2JA0 lw%3D% 
3D 

Let Genius be the DJ. 
The Genius feature on iPod nano and in iTunes makes it easier than ever to create great music mixes you’ll love. 

Learn more 
http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN71MsBxgDWviPEyOImyXOE5% 
2Bbg2p ~NKL6tPLPekL~FWQrew~657YU2iPJssUc~98JMeab6saJ3~42BhrM~AwDiHhkm7k5Yke¥~%2B~9~RT~vNE~4wFxf5% 
2FjkGaMctWPUOUUDQ%3D%3D 

Tune in to FM radio. 
Listen to your favorite radio stations. And tap Live Pause to take a break and pick up right where you left off. 

Learn more 
httpi//insideapple~apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN07% 
2Bn4xGvxYXEI4bxKnGKgpuOHOMmeiyKViMNLcGphZKN%2FmgqhYDQC%2F5wD90215CP6YNiEwHX 1UBWpfNP8fGmR% 
2BA%2BeD%2BsHFhrqxGL8oda835~iVCLnbieND02%2F%2Bfi2JA0 lw%3D%3D 

Meet your fitness goals. 
The built-in pedometer keeps track of your steps. And with the Nike + iPod Sport Kit, iPod nano gives you real-time voice feedback.* 

Learn more 



http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S 50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbNy2PnONw% 
2FyLyY 1 ryTB1GxAFAp79UKTt61439PdteAa%2FA5%2FawUT 1 rgyA6cll~dY3 c4hKu 1LR52QJD St3 V0kHmOoA% 

2FkDe8YAALFCK9oVAJilU9d%2BuKe 19c7Rqd%2FVyVZe%2FMkAQ%3D%3D 

New and regrooved. 

Learn more about the new iPod touch, iPod nano, and iPod shuffle. 

http~//insideapple~apple, com!redir/cbx-cgi, do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN2 S4bOaI6ZA8f3R4KaeYQFXFE% 
2Br 19Q618ztELQm3417HdJPVGSkP7Lk0RrWSH7ewJf2R%2F2b0rJoY%2BWvQ1C2tdSiailNV8Bdo2d714UzFHv% 

2BMHbODXrA8KJWG70SQ9EOplg% 3D%3D 

Free engraving on iPod. 

Personalize your iPod only at the Apple Online Store. 

http://insideapple.apple.com!recfir/cbx-c~i.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN8eG98tdPBe4%2B2aG9cZz6ivFE% 

2Br 19Q618ztELQm3417HdJPVGSkP7Lk0RrWSH7ewJf2R%2F2b0rJoY%2BWvQ1C2tdSj aj INV8Bdo2d714UzFHv% 
2BMHbODXrA8KJWG70SQ9EOpl~% 3D%3D 

Only at the Apple Store. 

http ://insideapple.apple. com!redir/cbx-cgi, do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S 50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbNwpmXUqZvs 1Q%2BEh8PPa% 

2BilbX9%2FihsJiRcRj63%2FCZ%2B ~Q74i0DVtm2MxvwogU9ppe71ifqABT7nY6A4gFxlQIoQa4 SicY% 
2FxEt6m9t 1 Qw 1ETfaHPmlEUamHXMIwN3Zz2M8IKg%3D%3D 

Choose iPod nano (PRODUCT) RED Special Edition and join the fight. 

http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S 50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN2xEFCAfxX% 
2BgdnXH6Nvzofl uOHOMmejyKViMNLc GphZKN%2FmgqhYDQC%2F 5wD 90215 CP6YNiEwHX 1UB WpfNP8fGmR%2BA% 

2BeD%2B sHFhrqxGL8oda83yiVCLnbieND02%2F%2Bfi2JA0 lw%3D%3D 

Shop Online 
htto://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do? 
v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S 50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbNwiUrGDmaTXgBiNHZa2IYoNuOHOMmejyKVj MNLc GphZKN%2FmgqhYDQC% 
2F5wD 90215 CP6YNiEwHX 1UBWpfNP8fGmR%2BA%2BeD%2B sHFhrqxGL8oda83viVCLnbieND02%2F%2Bfi2JA0 lw%3D% 
3D 

Find a Store 

http://insideapple.apple.com!redir/cbx-cgi.do?v=2&la=en&lc=&a=L3 S50bLFfknulH3 xpZTbN7YVra0% 
2BR5HoLWsHDENYrQNuOHOMmejyKVjMNLc GphZKN%2FmgqhYDQC%2F5wD 90215 CP6YNiEwHX 1 UB WpfNP8fGmR% 
2BA%2BeD%2BsHFhrqxGL8oda83yiVCLnbieND02%2F%2Bfi2JA0 lw%3D%3D 

1-800-MY-APPLE 

*Nike + iPod Sport Kit is sold separately. 

Prices are as of September 1, 2010, do not include taxes or shipping, are subject to change, and are listed in U.S. dollars. 

Some products or promotions are not available outside the U.S. Product specifications are subject to change. 

The iTunes Store is available only to persons age 13 or older in the U.S. and many other countries; see 
http://www.apple.com/support/itunes/ww/for a list of countries. Requires iTunes, compatible hardware and software, and Internet 
access, broadband recommended (fees may apply). Terms apply. See http://www.apple.com!itunes/whats-on/for more information. 

Content sold separately. Available on iTunes. Title availability is subject to change. 

Messages engraved on iPod touch and iPod classic are limited to two lines, 29 characters each; on iPod nano and iPod shuffle, one 
line, 30 characters. Engraving and gift wrap are not available for refurbished iPod models. 

TM and copyright (c) 2010 Apple Inc. 1 Infinite Loop, MS 96-DM, Cupertino, CA 95014. 



All Rights Reserved 
http://www.apple.com/legal/default.html 

Keep Informed 
http://www.apple.com/enews/subscribe/ 

Privacy Policy 
http://www.apple~com/legal/privacy/ 

My Apple ID 
https ://appleid.apple.com 

If you prefer not to receive commercial email from Apple, or if you’ve changed your email address, please click here. 
http://mynews.apple.com!subscriptions?v=2&la=en us&a=eZiA4rV7rXDCSAIimMrO4tf3% 
2BKGwmJFxGPrf8Jn6BDt0iH4vfOzNI3Io5xvvJiYD7AVH 1ET4eCP%2FVnXOngOUYk% 
2B aETUBZMfnw2Xmu014ORmJacZpQzpy 8Xc 9~Ynlr3 lmq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wamor Dash <info@redfrogevems.com> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 7:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; intb@redti~gevents.com 

Wamor Dash - Registration Deadline 

’IEXTf.httn 

Forward email 
http:/Tui.constantcontactcom/sa/fwtEisp?llr x~/dp6~cab&m 1101891342103&ea brid~erb°~t0uncaa.unc.edu&a 1103708716849 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu by m[’o@redfrogevents.com 

Update Profile/Email Address 

http://visitor.r20constantcontact.com/disp?llr ×ydp6~cab&p oo&v 0()ls\V[gSkxl6JomXxKdi97cPFm9C5IOVl’thMZbAVf4GiCcT2VXmoiOoTUt;nONwBiD iseM4Uz~KgmnsW3f[3xG- 

QpOGQ%3D%3D 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com~d.isp?Hr xydp6acab&p un&v 001sWESkx16JomX×Kdi97cPFm9C5DVhhMZbAVf4(iiCcT2VXanoiOo’I~IFnONwBiD iseM4U~/\K~zmsW3fBx(i- 
QpO(IQ%3D%3D 

Privacy Policy: 
http://ui.constantcont act.com/r ovin~/CCPrivacyPolicv.i sp 

Email Marketing by 
Constant Contact(R) 
http://xvwav.constantcontact.com/home.isp?pn silverlinecreative&cc custom01 

Red Frog Events12551 N. Clark Streeti Suite 4001 Chicago I IL 160614 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cayce Crenshaw" <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 6:15 PM 

Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; n4a-region2@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a-region2] Region II Conference 

TEXT.htm 

The Region II Conference is less than two weeks away! If you are still 
contemplating whether to attend or not, the agenda and points of 
interest are attached. Please use the link below to register for the 
conference. 

http ://nfoura.org/regions/re~ion2/index.php 

Cayce R. Crenshaw, PhD 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support Services 

Elon University 

Campus Box 2500 

Elon, NC 27244 

336-278-6710 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 276584bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/988f3b40bbd04af9e7605b32f91adf7c 
File Name: image001.jpg 
Expiry Date: Mon, 03 Jan 2011 17:16:45 -0500 
Size: 18580bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/db04e69636851728a40609088077e62d 
File Name: N4A Region II Conference Program web 10-1-10.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 03 Jan 2011 17:16:45 -0500 
Size: 30128bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/c lf489eebbc4fb3 lde2bf5c726c91653 
File Name: N4A Region II points of interest.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 03 Jan 2011 17:16:45 -0500 
Size: 227876bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Fitness World" <robin@fitnessworldnc.com> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 4:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

October News - Maintenance in Group Ex Room 

TEXT.htm 

October 
2010 
Volume 10 

Aerobics Room Closed 

Saturday Oct. 16th - Thursday Oct. 21st 

In an effort to make Fitness World the best club possible for it’s members we 
will be screening and re-coating the wood Bowflex floor in the group exercise 
room. 

Expansion Update 

Construction is on schedule and the flooring will be layed this week. 

The plywood temporary wall has come down in anticipation of installing the 
new premium rubber flooring going into the Quiet Cardio area. Over the next 
couple of days the equipment will be moved in that room and the flooring will 
be put down. There will be short periods where the room is closed during the 
removal of existing flooring and the installation of the new. 

We are on schedule to unveil the new 3200 sq ft space around middle November 
2010. If you have a chance go over and peak in the window to see how much 
progress has been done so far! 

Group Exercise News! 

New Classes beginning in October: 

Friday Night Zumba 5:30pm with Tracy 

Yoga 6:30 pm with Jim E. 

View our schedule online: 

[ 1 ] http://www.fitnesswofldnc.com!~roupexercise.shtml 

Join us in the Multi-Purpose Room for one of these great classes: 

TRX Suspension Training: 

Monday & Wednesday night 5:30pm & 6:30pm. 

Small Group Kettlebells 

Tuesday & Thursday Evening at 5:30pm 

Hypertraining Program - NEW! 

Two Classes will be offered: 

Wednesdays 9am 

Fridays 12:30 (lunch time) 



$120.00/8 wks 

This is an 8 week program. Each class will consist of only 6 participants 
so contact Chris Erickson as soon as possible to save yourself a spot. 

Start date will be based on participation. 

To sign up for this class contact Chris at 544-9000 or email. 
[2]chris@fitnessworldnc.com 

Kid’s Room 

Reminders- 

* A Parent must remain on site at all times when children are in our kid’s 
room. 

* Parents can utilize the kid’s room one time per day for up to two hours for 
children 2 yrs. and over and one hour for children 1 yr. and under. 

* Flu and cold season are coming! We ask that you be considerate of all 
of the children and only bring your child when they are well. 

Personal Training Special for October 2010 

10% off 

all monthly 

PT payment Plans ! 

Ask a Manager for Details or 

email: [3]eric@fitnessworldnc.com 

call 544-9000 ask for Eric Greenley 

Reminders: 

No cell phones use in workout 

area or locker room. 

Workout towel required. 

No open containers allowed 

except in the lobby area. 

** IMPORTANT ALERT * * 

Members who are using Debit Cards for monthly Dues 

Due to tightening restrictions with Debit cards we will no longer be able to 
use these cards for your monthly dues and your bank will decline your dues in 
the future. 

If you currently are using your debit card for your monthly dues please bring 
in a voided check so that we can directly withdraw dues from your checking 
account instead of your Debit Card. 

Unfortunately we are unable to distinguish between a credit card and a debit 
card so it will be up to our members to update this information. 



Please bring in your voided check by October 20th to avoid any fees. 

call 544-9000 and ask for the manager or email 

[4] stormi@fitnessworldnc.com 

with any questions. 

Thanksgiving 

Thursday, November 25th 

Closed 

Friday, November 26th limited childcare & classes TBD 

Member Referral Program! 

WIN W1N WIN 

47" Flat Screen HDTV Giveaway 

Refer your friends, family or your neighbor and be entered into a drawing to 
win a 

47" Flat Screen TV 

Yes, that’s right we are giving away another 47" flat screen TV to one lucky 
member. Giveaway promotion will end January 1, 2011. 

As always you will also receive a free month on top of being entered into the 
drawing. 

So, if you need a pass to invite that special person in please ask a manager at 
the club. 

Passes are for first time visitors only, local residents and must be 18 years 
of age or older. Referring member must join for at least a one year 
commitment. 

Fitness World 

105 W. NC Hwy 54, Suite 271 - Homestead Market Shopping Center 

Durham, NC 27713 

919-544-9000 

Visit us on the web: [5]www.fitnessworldnc.com 

References 

1. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com!groupexercise, shtml 
2. mailto :chris@fitnessworldnc.com 
3. mailto :eric~fitnessworldnc.com 
4. mailto :stormi@fitnessworldnc.com 
5. http://www.fitnessworldnc.com! 
This message was sent by: Fitness World, 105 W. NC Hwy 54, Suite 271 
Homestead Market Shopping Center 
Website: http://www.fitnessworldnc.com, Durham, NC 27713 

Manage your subscription: 
http://app.icontact.com!icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r= 15014514&l= 10033&s=SOB9&m=333853&c= 198063 

Forward to a friend: 



http://app.icontact.com!icp/core/message/forward?m=333853&s= 15014514&c=SOB9&cid= 198063 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vistaprint<vistaprint@e.vistaprint.com> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 2:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vistaprint <support- 
bxsldzwal 8vtebau9q4eqaelhmp0tg@e.vistaprint.com> 

We need your feedback 

Labels Feedback 

Dear Valued, 

Thank you for your recent gistaprint order! 

I am writing you today to personally ask you to take just a few minutes to complete our Product Satisfaction Survey. 

Your feedback is valuable to us as we continually try to improve the quality of our products. 

http ://e.vistaprint. com/a/tBMuJgmAZdB OAB 8VN9uBhlj epKZ/vph 1 ? 
FIELD 30=1068075041&FIELD 29=Labels&SHOPPER KEY=25303532 

Thank you very much for taking the time to provide your feedback. 

Sincerely, 
Lori Holt 
Director of Customer Benefits 

If, for any reason, you do not want to receive e-mails concerning Vistaprint products, please email 
customerfeedback@vistaprint.com. Please do NOT click reply to this message as it is an unmonitored address. 

The products and services in this e-mail are provided by Vistaprint, the leading online design and print solution chosen by more than 
19 million people worldwide. 

To view our privacy and security policy visit: 
http://e.vistaprint.com/a/tBMuJgrnAZdBOAB 8VN9uBhljepKZ/vph2 

PC 886563 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Jessica Leigh" <j horto 17@utk.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:04 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Learning Specialist 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Beth! 

My name is Jessica Horton and I am the Learning Specialist at The 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville. I got this position back in July and 
am still relatively new to the field. As we are trying to continually 
improve our program here and I am trying to learn more about this field, 
I thought that I would reach out to some of the other Learning 
Specialists to see how your programs are ran. What are your day to day 
responsibilities? How long have you been in the position? What are some 
of the highlights of your program? 

I really appreciate any feedback you can give me and of course, I will 
answer any questions you have about our program! I think it would be 
really beneficial if we can all learn from each other and help to build 
our programs. 

Thanks for your time, 
Jessica Horton 

Jessica Horton 

Learning Specialist 

Thomton Athletics Student Life Center 

The University of Tennessee 

Knoxville, TN 37919 

Nine tenths of education is encouragement. 

-Auatole France 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"UFC Store" <UFCStore@UFCStore.p0.com> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 2:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
UFC Store.642c71151q.fp7y@UFC Store.p0. com 

Email Only Offer for the First 100 Lucky Holiday Buyers! 

TEXT.htm 

To view the HTML version of this message please click here: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/t.d?TYGqNEr--nSr-x=/~HTML 2PREVIEW 2L1NK 0a=diaDCesnPXnfq4GqNEr-- 
n&msgVersion=web 

Forward this message to a friend: 
http://email-ufcstore.com!ftaf-index.j sp?s=Y0ml&i= 1046970686485 

This message was sent by the UFC Store: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/u.d?k4GclNEr--nSr-x8xEOSC=500 

You can unsubscribe from UFC e-mails at any time: 
http://email-ufcstore.com!unsubscribe.j sp?s=Y0ml&i= 1046970686485 

Privacy Policy: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/u.d?24GqNEr--nSr-x8xEOSH=510 

Customer Service: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/u.d?6YGqNEr--nSr-x8xEOV8C=520 

UFC Store, ATTN: Customer Service, 300 California Street, 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Best of SparkPeople" <mailer@sparkpeople.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:51 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harness the heart-healthy benefits of exercise 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for choosing SparkPeople! Please enable HTML to see this message. 

You received this email because you signed up for one of SparkPeople’s email newsletters. To unsubscribe please click the link below 
or send a letter or postcard with your email address to: SparkPeople.com, 4392 Marburg, Cincinnati, OH 45209 

http://www.spaxkpeople.com/mYspark/email options.asp? 
email=BRIDGERB ~UNCAA.UNC.EDU&code=CBFD&spnum=5325784&daily=todays 



- November 5 

Heart-Healthy 
Benefits of Exercise 

How Your Body Benefits 
from Your Workouts 

"Exercise improves your 
health." You hear it all the 
time, but what does that 
really mean? How much 
of a difference can 
exercise make in your life, 
and how much do you 
really need to do? 

You’ll be happy to know that you don’t need to spend 
countless hours in the gym to achieve the heart-health 
benefits of getting active. 

Here are just some of the amazing health benefits you can 
acheive by adding just a few minutes of moderate physical 
activity to your days. 

Related Articles 

Wall Squats with Medicine and 
Stability Balls 
Two balls, one amazing exercise! 

Browse All Exercises 



SparkPeople Success .::~ii!~ii~:.. : Words To Detox By Chocolate Chip Cookies RECIPE 
Stories .:~:’:~ ~;~:::~:. " ............................................ Health y chocolate chip cookies? Yes. 
Countless members have .... ~iii~::: :::.~iii~ .... , you read correctly. Check this recipe 

health with SparkPeople. 
Discover what they did to reach their Month By SP COACH TANYA See This Recip.f~. 
goals and see their amazing before "~ .......... - - - 
and after photos. 

Destination 

You received this email because you signed up for one of SparkPeople’s email newsletters. 
To unsubscribe please do not reply to this message; it was sent from an unattended 

To remove yourself by postal mail, send a letter or postcard with your email address to: 
SparkPeople.com, 4392 Marburg, Cincinnati, OH 45209 

SparkPeople offers a variety of other free email newsletters. 

Food Showdown               Health Condition Newsletters - Diabetes ........ . ...... . ......... 

-t~t to Other N.ewsle~er ew ...... J~o.~r~ .e. t:i# st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"UFC Store" <UFCStore@UFCStore.p0.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 6:51 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
UFCStore.62ks6n871v.fp7y@UFCStore.p0.com 

Free Shipping Friday! Get Great Gifts Under $50. 

TEXT.htm 

To view the HTML version of this message please click here: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/t.d?T4Gq CKinR7 Sr- 
x=/@HTML 2PREVIEW 2LINK 0a=UiafMesnPXnfq4GqCKinR7&msgVersion=web 

Forward this message to a friend: 
http://email-ufcstore.com!ftaf-index.j sp?s=Y0ml&i= 1049450245037 

This message was sent by the UFC Store: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/u.d?0YGqCKinR7 Sr-x8xYASC=500 

You can unsubscribe from UFC e-mails at any time: 
http://email-ufcstore.com!unsubscribe.j sp?s=Y0ml&i= 1049450245037 

Privacy Policy: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/u.d?7YGqCKinR7 Sr-x8xYASH=510 

Customer Service: 
http://link.email-ufcstore.com/u.d?m4GqCKinR7 Sr-x8xYAV8C=520 

UFC Store, ATTN: Customer Service, 300 California Street, 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94104 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <~ggurney@on.edu;, 

Friday, November 5, 2010 9:38 AM 

Ashley ttagensick ~a.hagensick@ou.edu-~; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G.Sepulveda- 1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu-~; 

Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 1 @ou.edtr~; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edtr~; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 

brian@mml.utexas.edu; Annette I. Mora~ <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edtr~; Charles B. Elder 

<cbelde@ou.edt~-; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. TelD~ 

<cm@ou.edu>; CuNs W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; David Clough 

<David.Clough@colorado.edt~-; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylo@ou.edu>; Jay Zem~an 

~-ezeamma@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.marlin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.taanu.edu); Jamie 

Farmer <jamie.fanner@ou.edu~; Jaye E. Amnndson <jamnndson@ou.edu~; Jessica L. Eldridge <jessi222@ou.edn>; Jon Minks 

<jminks03@on.edu~; Josh B. Wolverton <~Josh.B.Wolverton- l@ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton --~Joshua.W.Hinton- l@ou.edu~; Kasie L. 

Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu~; Kathryn S. Drennen <katiedrem~en@ou.edu>; Kais Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry 

<kterry@ou.edn>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edn>; Bryan Maggaxd <IVlaggardB@miss~uri.edu~; 

Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-1 @ou.edu>; mselking@rco~lutions.com; Ma~lyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Rym~ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edtr~; Joe Scoggin 

(scogiN@mis~url.edu); Jill Shields <sNelds@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.e&~>; Stephen Porlier <sporlie@ou.edu>; 

Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou.edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edtr~; 

Tommy Powell --~tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tmrne@ou.edu>; ShaneM. Vernon <vernon@on.edu>; William Rowe 

<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdoln <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachm~" Hawldns <Zachary.R.Hawkins-1 @ou.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Frequent Flier: One Facnlly Athletic Rep’s Busy Schedule - Faculty - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http ://chronicle com/article/Frequent-Flier-One-Facult~’/125195i 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <~ggurney@on.edu;, 

Friday, November 5, 2010 9:40 AM 

Ashley ttagensick ~a.hagensick@ou.edu-~; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G.Sepulveda- 1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu-~; 

Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 1 @ou.edtr~; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edtr~; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 

brian@mml.utexas.edu; Annette I. Mora~ <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edtr~; Charles B. Elder 

<cbelde@ou.edt~-; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. TelD~ 

<cm@ou.edu>; CuNs W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); C~rla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc 

<dleblanc@hnskers.com>; DesireeM. Taylor <~ttaylo@ou.edt~-; Jay Zemnan <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia M~in 

<felicia.tnarfin@ttu.edu>; Gerdld S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <jmnie.fanne@ou.edu>; Jaye 

E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edtc,; Jessica L. Eldridge <~jessi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu~; Josh B. Wolverton 

<Josh.B.Wolverton- l@ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton --~Joshua.W.Hinton- l@ou.edtc,; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 

Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu~; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu~; Lacy Barnes 

<lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Brym~ Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu~; Mao~ F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 
l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; 

Randa Rym~ <raxyan@mail.utexas.edu>; Ran@ J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scogiN@mis~uri.edu); Jill Shields 

~<~hields@k- state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemme~ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlie@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers <tammy.fimbers- 

l@ou.edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B.Campbell-l@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edtr~; Tommy Powell 

<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tmrne@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu:>; William Rowe -~villrowe@ou.edu:>; 

Maris Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zacha131 Hawkins --~Zachary.R.Hawldns- 1 @on.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Audio: Facnlty AtNetics Reps Are Lia~sons Between 2 Worlds - Faculty - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http ://chronicle com/articl e/Audio-Faculty, -Athl eti cs-Reps/125208/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Uloop <no_return@uloopmail.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 11:15 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Uloop <no_return@uloopmail.com> 

Save money buying Textbooks from other students on Uloop 

TEXT.htm 

Save money buying Textbooks from other students on Uloop 

body,td { color: #000000; font-size: 1 lpx; line-height: 14px; font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; } 
p { font-size: 12px; margin-top : 5px; margin-bottom : 10px; line-height: 15px; font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
color: #333; } 
a { text-decoration: underline; color: #0062bd; } 
a:hover { text-decoration: none; } 
.dealTitle { color: #0158bc; font-size: 25px; font-weight: bold; margin-top:30px; padding-bottom:5px; margin-bottom: 20px; line- 
height: 100%; text-align:center; } 
.subscriptionTitle { color: #0158bc; font-size: 15px; font-weight: bold; margin-top:30px; padding-bottom:5px; margin-bottom: 20px; 
line-height: 100%; text-align:center; } 
.companyInfoTable { padding:20px 0px 0px 0px; } 
.dealRecapTable { padding: 10px 0px 0px 0px; } 
.dealRecap { font-size: 15px; font-weight: bold; text-align:center; padding:2px 4px 3px 4px; } 
.repeaterTitle { color: #0158bc; font-size: 14px; font-weight: bold; margin-top:30px; padding-bottom:5px; margin-bottom: 20px; 
border-bottom: lpx solid #d9d9d9; } 
.repeaterTitle a { text-decoration: none; } 
.footerText, .footerText a { color: #fff; } 
.topNote { font-size: 10px; color: #0a567e; padding: 10px 0 8px 0; } 
.topNote a { color: #023955; } 
.imgBorder { border: 5px solid #e2e2e2; } 
.subscriptionconfirmationButton { text-align: center; padding: 10px 0px 0px 0px; } 

UloopClick here to instantly unsubscribe. 

Having trouble reading this Daily Deal? Click here to view online. 



~@ve money buying Textbooks from other students on 

As the ~irst week o~ schoo~ approaches and it’s time to b~w the dreaded textbooks, ~et me 
encourage yot~ to use UIoop ~or textbooks. The average sit, dent saved $62 per textbook 
over the national bookstore price last school year= [f you’re taking a full load this quarter 

Sell your textbooks on Uloop 

~~~;, t,me to be posting because so many students w,~ be 

Have a great sta~~ to the qt~arter, 

Scott ~ the Uloop Ieam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Mary Brunk" <MBrunk@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Break is the second week in March for you guys... 

Spring Break is the second week in March for you guys... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christian Keller <ckeller@arcoforange.org> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:04 PM 

Beth Bridget; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fundraiser For The Arc of Orange County 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone, 

We hope you are all having a good afternoon! 

Just a reminder about the upcoming holiday shopping extravaganza at Twig (please see attached flier) - A portion of the proceeds 
received during the extravaganza will go to benefit The Arc ! 

Come out to do some holiday shopping at Twig and support The Arc at the same time ! ! 

Thanks so much! 

From: Christian Keller 
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:22 PM 
Subject: FW: Fundmiser For The Arc of Orange County 

Hi Everyone, 

We hope this message finds you well! 

Please see the attached flier regarding Twig’s upcoming holiday shopping extravaganza - A portion of the proceeds received during 
the extravaganza will go to benefit The Arc ! 

Come out to do some holiday shopping at Twig and support The Arc at the same time ! ! 

Thanks so much! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 180077bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5cc8e9a78b38cc2a91ecf8a95fbalcfa 
File Name: Twig Flier - The Arc of Orange County.pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2011 12:05:36 -0500 
Size: 180077bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Mary Brunk" <MBrunk@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Break is the second week in March for you guys... 

mo fo 

>>> <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/5/2010 1:28 PM >>> 
My issue will be spring ball game and when that is scheduled because it is a big recruiting weekend...ill check 

....... Original Message ...... 
From: Mary Bmnk 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: Spring Break is the second week in March for you guys... 
Sent: Nov 5, 2010 11:30 AM 

Spring Break is the second week in March for you guys... 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jodie Barchuk <~barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 2:09 PM 

-Football <- Football@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

The oNy change to this list is the office # tbr Brandell Lewis. 

Ken~ Football Center Staff- 5 - OCT-2010.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Barnes & Noble" <BarnesandNobleEmail@e.bn.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 3:10 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes & Noble <support- 
bxj su 19bfj m3 kfau9kkb4qwvj bkhx4@e.bn.com> 

Pre-order the New Diary of a Wimpy Kid -- Plus, Get an Exclusive 1 st Glimpse! 

TEXT.htm 

To ensure you receive your Barnes & Noble emails, please add BarnesandNobleEmail@e.bn.com to your address book. 

Having trouble viewing the email? Click Here: 

http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/hosted?t~oarams=EMAIL%3Dbridgerb%2540uncaa.unc.edu% 
26PAS SWORD%3DB8GcokNN8Zv4BM 1FRrsiOOcU4¥0JCk&EMAIL=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

-- GET THE LATEST BOOK IN THE DIARY OF A WIMPY KID SERIES -- 

THE UGLY TRUTH (Diary of a Wimpy Kid Series #5) by Jeff Kinney 
AVAILABLE NOV 9TH! 

Like any other middle-schooler, Greg Heffiey has always been in a 
hurry to grow up. But is growing up all it’s crocked up to be? Greg 
finds himself faced with the pressures of boy-girl parties and increased 
responsibilities--all without his best friend, Rowley, at his side. Can 
Greg make it on his own, or will he have to face the "ugly truth"? 

>PRE-ORDER AT BN.COM: 

http ://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8 GcokB 8VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/wimpv ?EMAIL=bridgerb ~,uncaa.unc.edu 

>RESERVE 1N STORE: 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/navloc?EMAIL=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu& 

GET A SNEAK PEEK OF THE ARTWORK! 

http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/othkidcoll?EMAIL=bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu 

>Watch an exclusive video with Jeff Kinney: 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/othkidcoll?EMAIL=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

STORYTIME WILL NEVER BE THE SAME 

From beloved kids’ classics to great new releases, storytime comes to 
life with fun, colorful illustrations. Choose to have NOOKcolor read 
aloud or let your little one take their turn to tell the story. 

>Watch our NOOK Kids video: 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/nookkids?EMAIL=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

All for $249 
PRE-ORDER NOW 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/navnoocol?EMAIL=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

NEW FOR PARENTS AT BN.COM 

B&N KIDS’ Expert Circle 
Parenting Tips & Articles from Trusted Experts 

>Learn More: 
http ://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1 FRrB 8 Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/kidsexpert?EMAIL=bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu 



NEW! Barnes & Noble Kids’ Club 
5 Great Reasons to Join 

1. $5 reward for every $100 you spend on Kids’ stuff.* 

2. 30% Off list price on any kids’ book or toy.** 

3. Special birthday presents for your kids. 

4. Bonus offers every month. 

5. All for FREE ! 

>SIGN UP IN STORE: 

http ://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1 FRrB 8 Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/navloc ?EMAIL=bridgerb(@~uncaa.unc.edu 

>JOIN NOW AT BN.COM: 
http ://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1 FRrB 8 Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/kidsclub ?EMAIL=bridgerb (&uncaa.unc. edu 

KEEP UP WITH BARNES & NOBLE 
Get all the latest info, updates, and more. 

Forward to a Friend: 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/raf?RAF TRACK=&email=brid~erb ~uncaa.unc.edu 

Facebook: 
http ://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1 FRrB 8 GcokB 8VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/facebook?EMAIL=brid~erb(@,uncaa.unc.edu 

Twitter: 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/twitter?EMAIL=bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu 

* Reward Applicable on Kids’ purchases only. Maximum 4 rewards issued per year. 

** Exclusions may apply. Valid on one future purchase only. 

Subject to availability. Prices are subject to change. 

Click below to unsubscribe. 
http://e.bn.com!a/tBM 1FRrB 8Gcold38VhPYNN8Zv4eZ/unsub? 
email=bridgerb@~uncaa.unc.edu&password=B8GcokNN8Zv4BM 1FRrsiOOcU4y0JCk 

(c) 2010 Barnes & Noble. All Rights Reserved. 
This email is an advertisement from Barnes & Noble, Inc. 
76 Ninth Avenue New York, NY 10011, Attn: Marketing Preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"TRI SPORTS Social Club" <TriSports@TriSSC.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 5:51 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Boogeyman Pics! Sports Openings! Paintball! 

TEXT.htm 

[1] 

In this Newsletter: 

FALL 2 SPORTS--STILL OPEN! REGISTER TODAY! 

SINGLES 20s & 30s NIGHTLIFE TOUR--11/20- REGISTRATION OPEN 
TURKEY SHOOT PAINTBALL!--Paintball War! Saturday 12/4 
BOOGEYMAN BAR CRAWL--EPIC Halloween Party! Video Posted! 

TWITTER-- Follow us!!! 

[21 
[31 

[4] 

[51 
[61 

You’ve asked for more sports and we’ve delivered!! 
Registration is STILL open for our new FALL 2 Season! 

Season Starts NEXT WEEK and ends before Christmas! 

REGISTER TODAY!! 

LATE FEES REFUNDED---THIS WEEKEND ONLY!!!! 
Sunday: 
[7]Dodgeball-- Teams Needed 
[8]Indoor Volleyball -- Males and Teams Needed 

Monday: 
[9]Flag Football - Males and Teams Needed 

Tuesday: 
[10]Kickball (Raleigh) --Individuals Needed 
Thursday: 
[11]Barcathlon --Teams Needed 
[12]Cornhole--Individuals and Teams Needed 

Last chance for you to get outside this Fall! 

SPACE IS LIMITED! REGISTRANTS ACCEPTED FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE! 

[13]Don’t Miss out on the FUN!!!! 

[14] 
[15]Singles 20s & 30s Nightlife Tour/Turkey Trot 

Hitting the bar scene only to find yourself at the same old places, seeing the 
same old types of people? 

Join us as we take you to the hottest places in Raleigh. 

The types of places you will be proud to take your friends to and recommend to 
your office mates. 



Best of all~ this event is for Singles Only! 

-Professionals in their 20s and 30s 

-Games at each stop to mix and mingle with Raleigh’s hottest singles 

-Prizes for game winners and Free Drinks for all 

The holidays are just around the corner~ so why not come on out 

& find a snuggle buddy to get you through those "harsh" North Carolina Winters! 

[16]REGISTRATION OPEN NOW! 

CHECK OUT PHOTOS FROM LAST YEAR’S TOUR 

[17] 
[18]"Turkey Shoot" Paintball 

Saturday~ December 4th 
We’ll take to the woods for a day of paint slinging fun and afterward spend 
some quality time reliving our sharpshooting moments...or for an unlucky 
few...reliving how that white shirt ended up tie-dyed!! 

Hide behind rocks~ trees~ teammates~ or ANYTHING you can squeeze between 
to be the last one standing in this ULTIMATE survival of the fittest! 
Your admission to our Paintball event gets you 
Xtreme Kombat’s $70 Paintball Package Deal for ONLY $40!!! 
This Premium Package Deal includes: 
- All day play 
- Gun 
- Mask 
- Vest 
- 2 pods 
- 500 paintballs 
- air tank with unlimited air 

[19]Check out the photos from our last trip 

[20]REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!! 

[2112010 Boogeyman Bar Crawl 10/30 

Epic doesn’t begin to describe this party... 

[22] 

[23]Click above for a Video of Photos from the Night 
(at least those that we could post!) 

See you all for our Santa Hat Crawl on 12/18 

[24]Twitter!--TRI SPORTS Tweets!--- 
[25]Our followers were the first to find out the Boogeyman was coming for them! 

Get more frequent updates on all things Sport and Social in the Triangle 

Following us is EASY! We’re at [26]twitter.com/MEETandCOMPETE 

You’ll be the first to know about sports, events, trips and discounts just for 
to Twitter followers! 
STILL not following us? Get on there and add us @MEETandCOMPETE! 

We hope to see you Soon! 



TRI SPORTS 

If you would prefer not to receive these e-mails in the future, please click 
the "To update/change your profile" link at the bottom. If you select "Do Not 
Contact", TRI SPORTS can never contact this e-mail address again with any info, 
including important future sports and event info. If you select "Unsubscribe", 
you will not receive our newsletter anymore, but will still continue to receive 
info on sports and events you sign-up for. Also, if you’d like to receive 
targeted e-mails for specific interests (i.e. ski trips, singles events, 
married & unmarried couples events, golf, scuba, impromptu happy hours, 
broomball, semi-formals, paintball, etc), [27]please tell us more 
about yourself by visiting our interests page. 

References 

1. http://www.trissc.com/ 
2. http ://trissc.com!FallSftblCoeddurham. htm 
3. http://trissc.com!Fall2Aftbl.htm 
4. http ://trissc.com!Fall2 Corn. htm 

5. http://trissc.com!Fall2Dodge.htm 
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Ill tiffs Newslett~: FALL 2 SPORTS--STIlL OPEN! REGISTER TODAY! 
SINGLES 20s & 30s NIGHTLIFE TOUR--ll/20- RE GI STRA33ON OPEN 
3]JRKEY SHOOTPAINTBALL[--P~intb~II War[ Satmday 12/4 
BOOGEYMAN BAR C]~AWL--EPIC H~II oween Pai~[ Video Posted[ 
...T~I_...~. _~-- Follow usH [ 

You’ve asked for more sports and we’ve delivered!! 
Registration is STILL open for our new FALL 2 Season! 

Season Starts NEXT WEEK and ends before Christmas! 

REGISTER TODAY!! 

LATE FEES REFUNDED---THIS WEEKEND ONLY! 

Sunday: 
Dodgeball-- Teams Needed 

Indoor Volleyball -- Males and Teams Needed 

Monday: 
Flag Football - Males and Teams Needed 

Tuesday: 
Kickball (Raleigh) --Individuals Needed 

Thursday: 

Barcathlon --Teams Needed 

Cornhole--Individuals and Teams Needed 

Last chance for you to get outside this Fall! 

SPACE IS LIMITED! REGISTRANTS ACCEPTED FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE! 

Don’t Miss out on the FUN!!!! 

Singles 20s & 30s Nightlife Tour/Turkey Trot 

Hitting the bar scene only to find yourself at the same old places, seefilg the same old lypes of people? 
Join us as we take you to the hottest places in Raleigh. 

The lypes of places you will be proud to take your fiiends to and recommend to your office mates. 

Best of all, this event is for Singles Only! 

-Professionals in their 20s and 30s 
-Games at each stop to mix and infilgle with Ruleigh’s hottest singles 

-Prizes for game wi]mers and Free Drfi~ks for all 

The holidays are just aromld the corner, so why not come on out 
& find a snuggle buddy to get you thi-ough those "harsh" North Carolfi~a Winters! 

REGISTRATION OPEN NOW! 

CHECK OUT PHOTOS FROM LAST YEAR’S TOUR 

"Turkey Shoot" Paintball 

Saturday, December 4th 

We’ll take to the woods for a dsy of paint slinging ftul and aftel~vard spend some quality ~ne reliving otu- shurpshooting moments...or for an tmlucky few...relivi]~g how that 
white shirt ended up fie-dyed!! 

Hide behind rocks, ttees, teammates, o1 ANYTHING you can squeeze between 
to be the last one standing fi~ tiffs ULTIMATE survival of the fittest! 

Your admission to our Paintball event gets you 
Xtreme Kombat’s $70 Paintball Package Deal for ONLY $40!!! 

This Premium Package Deal includes: 
- All day play 
- Gun 
- Mask 
- Vest 
- 2 pods 
- 500 paintballs 



- air tank with unlimited air 

Check out the photos from our last trip 
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!! 

Click above for a Video of Photos from the Nigh__[ 
(at least those that we could post!) 

See you all for our Santa Hat Crawl on 12/18 

Twitter!--TRI SPORTS Tweets!--- 

Our followers were the first to find out the Boogeyman was coming for them! 

Get more frequent updates on all things Sport and Social in the Triangle! 

Following us is EASY! We’re at twitter.com/MEETandCOMPETE 

You’ll be the firsl to know about sports, events, Irips and discounts jusi for to Twitier followers! 

STILL not follo~ving us. Get on there and add us @MEETandCOMPETE. 

we hope to see you Soon[ 

TRI SPORTS 

lIyou would prefer not to receive tllese e marls in tile futm’e, please click the "to update/change yore profile" link at the bottonl. I~’you select ’q3o Not C~ltact", TRI SPORTS can never c~ltact this e-nlail add~ ess again with ~ly info, including inlpoi [ant fuhn e sp OFLS ~ld event info. nyou 
select "Unsubscfibe", you will not recdve om newslett~ allynlore, but will still continue to recdve info on sports mid eyrir s you ~gn-up for. Also, if you’d like to receive tin’get ed e lilts [or s9 e eific illter ests (i.e. ski trips, sangles events, mmTied & UlmlmTied couples events, golf, scub a, 

[ulprolupm ll~ppy llours, br oonlb ~ll, senli [o1~1 ~ s, p alntb all, etc), please tell us nlore about yore’stir by visithl g our biter eg/s page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"TRI SPORTS Social Club" <TriSports@TriSSC.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 5:57 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Boogeyman Pics! Sports Openings! Paintball! 

TEXT.htm 

[1] 

In this Newsletter: 

FALL 2 SPORTS--STILL OPEN! REGISTER TODAY! 

SINGLES 20s & 30s NIGHTLIFE TOUR--11/20- REGISTRATION OPEN 
TURKEY SHOOT PAINTBALL!--Paintball War! Saturday 12/4 
BOOGEYMAN BAR CRAWL--EPIC Halloween Party! Video Posted! 

TWITTER-- Follow us!!! 

[21 
[31 

[4] 

[51 
[61 

You’ve asked for more sports and we’ve delivered!! 
Registration is STILL open for our new FALL 2 Season! 

Season Starts NEXT WEEK and ends before Christmas! 

REGISTER TODAY!! 

LATE FEES REFUNDED---THIS WEEKEND ONLY!!!! 
Sunday: 
[7]Dodgeball-- Teams Needed 
[8]Indoor Volleyball -- Males and Teams Needed 

Monday: 
[9]Flag Football - Males and Teams Needed 

Tuesday: 
[10]Kickball (Raleigh) --Individuals Needed 
Thursday: 
[11]Barcathlon --Teams Needed 
[12]Cornhole--Individuals and Teams Needed 

Last chance for you to get outside this Fall! 

SPACE IS LIMITED! REGISTRANTS ACCEPTED FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE! 

[13]Don’t Miss out on the FUN!!!! 

[14] 
[15]Singles 20s & 30s Nightlife Tour/Turkey Trot 

Hitting the bar scene only to find yourself at the same old places, seeing the 
same old types of people? 

Join us as we take you to the hottest places in Raleigh. 

The types of places you will be proud to take your friends to and recommend to 
your office mates. 



Best of all~ this event is for Singles Only! 

-Professionals in their 20s and 30s 

-Games at each stop to mix and mingle with Raleigh’s hottest singles 

-Prizes for game winners and Free Drinks for all 

The holidays are just around the corner~ so why not come on out 

& find a snuggle buddy to get you through those "harsh" North Carolina Winters! 

[16]REGISTRATION OPEN NOW! 

CHECK OUT PHOTOS FROM LAST YEAR’S TOUR 

[17] 
[18]"Turkey Shoot" Paintball 

Saturday~ December 4th 
We’ll take to the woods for a day of paint slinging fun and afterward spend 
some quality time reliving our sharpshooting moments...or for an unlucky 
few...reliving how that white shirt ended up tie-dyed!! 

Hide behind rocks~ trees~ teammates~ or ANYTHING you can squeeze between 
to be the last one standing in this ULTIMATE survival of the fittest! 
Your admission to our Paintball event gets you 
Xtreme Kombat’s $70 Paintball Package Deal for ONLY $40!!! 
This Premium Package Deal includes: 
- All day play 
- Gun 
- Mask 
- Vest 
- 2 pods 
- 500 paintballs 
- air tank with unlimited air 

[19]Check out the photos from our last trip 

[20]REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!! 

[2112010 Boogeyman Bar Crawl 10/30 

Epic doesn’t begin to describe this party... 

[22] 

[23]Click above for a Video of Photos from the Night 
(at least those that we could post!) 

See you all for our Santa Hat Crawl on 12/18 

[24]Twitter!--TRI SPORTS Tweets!--- 
[25]Our followers were the first to find out the Boogeyman was coming for them! 

Get more frequent updates on all things Sport and Social in the Triangle 

Following us is EASY! We’re at [26]twitter.com/MEETandCOMPETE 

You’ll be the first to know about sports, events, trips and discounts just for 
to Twitter followers! 
STILL not following us? Get on there and add us @MEETandCOMPETE! 

We hope to see you Soon! 



TRI SPORTS 

If you would prefer not to receive these e-mails in the future, please click 
the "To update/change your profile" link at the bottom. If you select "Do Not 
Contact", TRI SPORTS can never contact this e-mail address again with any info, 
including important future sports and event info. If you select "Unsubscribe", 
you will not receive our newsletter anymore, but will still continue to receive 
info on sports and events you sign-up for. Also, if you’d like to receive 
targeted e-mails for specific interests (i.e. ski trips, singles events, 
married & unmarried couples events, golf, scuba, impromptu happy hours, 
broomball, semi-formals, paintball, etc), [27]please tell us more 
about yourself by visiting our interests page. 
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Ill tiffs Newslett~: FALL 2 SPORTS--STIlL OPEN! REGISTER TODAY! 
SINGLES 20s & 30s NIGHTLIFE TOUR--ll/20- RE GI STRA33ON OPEN 
3]JRKEY SHOOTPAINTBALL[--P~intb~II War[ Satmday 12/4 
BOOGEYMAN BAR C]~AWL--EPIC H~II oween Pai~[ Video Posted[ 
...T~I_...~. _~-- Follow usH [ 

You’ve asked for more sports and we’ve delivered!! 
Registration is STILL open for our new FALL 2 Season! 

Season Starts NEXT WEEK and ends before Christmas! 

REGISTER TODAY!! 

LATE FEES REFUNDED---THIS WEEKEND ONLY! 

Sunday: 
Dodgeball-- Teams Needed 

Indoor Volleyball -- Males and Teams Needed 

Monday: 
Flag Football - Males and Teams Needed 

Tuesday: 
Kickball (Raleigh) --Individuals Needed 

Thursday: 

Barcathlon --Teams Needed 

Cornhole--Individuals and Teams Needed 

Last chance for you to get outside this Fall! 

SPACE IS LIMITED! REGISTRANTS ACCEPTED FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE! 

Don’t Miss out on the FUN!!!! 

Singles 20s & 30s Nightlife Tour/Turkey Trot 

Hitting the bar scene only to find yourself at the same old places, seefilg the same old lypes of people? 
Join us as we take you to the hottest places in Raleigh. 

The lypes of places you will be proud to take your fiiends to and recommend to your office mates. 

Best of all, this event is for Singles Only! 

-Professionals in their 20s and 30s 
-Games at each stop to mix and infilgle with Ruleigh’s hottest singles 

-Prizes for game wi]mers and Free Drfi~ks for all 

The holidays are just aromld the corner, so why not come on out 
& find a snuggle buddy to get you thi-ough those "harsh" North Carolfi~a Winters! 

REGISTRATION OPEN NOW! 

CHECK OUT PHOTOS FROM LAST YEAR’S TOUR 

"Turkey Shoot" Paintball 

Saturday, December 4th 

We’ll take to the woods for a dsy of paint slinging ftul and aftel~vard spend some quality ~ne reliving otu- shurpshooting moments...or for an tmlucky few...relivi]~g how that 
white shirt ended up fie-dyed!! 

Hide behind rocks, ttees, teammates, o1 ANYTHING you can squeeze between 
to be the last one standing fi~ tiffs ULTIMATE survival of the fittest! 

Your admission to our Paintball event gets you 
Xtreme Kombat’s $70 Paintball Package Deal for ONLY $40!!! 

This Premium Package Deal includes: 
- All day play 
- Gun 
- Mask 
- Vest 
- 2 pods 
- 500 paintballs 



- air tank with unlimited air 

Check out the photos from our last trip 
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!! 

Click above for a Video of Photos from the Nigh__[ 
(at least those that we could post!) 

See you all for our Santa Hat Crawl on 12/18 

Twitter!--TRI SPORTS Tweets!--- 

Our followers were the first to find out the Boogeyman was coming for them! 

Get more frequent updates on all things Sport and Social in the Triangle! 

Following us is EASY! We’re at twitter.com/MEETandCOMPETE 

You’ll be the firsl to know about sports, events, Irips and discounts jusi for to Twitier followers! 

STILL not follo~ving us. Get on there and add us @MEETandCOMPETE. 

we hope to see you Soon[ 

TRI SPORTS 

lIyou would prefer not to receive tllese e marls in tile futm’e, please click the "to update/change yore profile" link at the bottonl. I~’you select ’q3o Not C~ltact", TRI SPORTS can never c~ltact this e-nlail add~ ess again with ~ly info, including inlpoi [ant fuhn e sp OFLS ~ld event info. nyou 
select "Unsubscfibe", you will not recdve om newslett~ allynlore, but will still continue to recdve info on sports mid eyrir s you ~gn-up for. Also, if you’d like to receive tin’get ed e lilts [or s9 e eific illter ests (i.e. ski trips, sangles events, mmTied & UlmlmTied couples events, golf, scub a, 

[ulprolupm ll~ppy llours, br oonlb ~ll, senli [o1~1 ~ s, p alntb all, etc), please tell us nlore about yore’stir by visithl g our biter eg/s page. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Keadey, Stephen" <sckeade~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tuesday 

TEXTI’.httn 

B eth, 

That will work just fine. Thanks again. 

Safe travels, 

Steve 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, Nnv 5, 2010 6:36 pm 
Subject: Tuesday 
To: "Keadey, Stephen" <sckeadey@emaihunc.edu> 

930 would be perfect if we can wait until then. Just let me know. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Keadey, Stephen" <sckeadey@emaihunc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 5 Nov 2010 20:06:36 +0000 
To: Bridger, Beth<bridgerb@uncaa.unc edu> 
Subj ect: Tuesday 

Beth, 

As we discussed earlier this week, the NCAA would like to intep~iew you. Based on our talks, the interview is scheduled fi~r Tuesday at 9:00 a.m. in the Football Center[5]s fourth-f!oor 
conference room across from Andre [51s office. I hope this works for your schedule. If you have any questions, or if we need to adjust the time (to start at 9:30, for example, if that would be 
easier in light of registration), just let me know 

Thanks, 

Stcve Keadey 
Associate University Counsel 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Byn~un Hall 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Campus Box 9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
919.843.3630 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Education at SMART Technologies <donotreply@smarttech.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 10:51 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Education at SMART Technologies 
<donotreply@smarttech.com> 

Discover how to give early education students a head start 

TEXT.htm 



Job: us on Noven!b,ei ! 8 at 3:00 p.n!. {ETi for ou~ next 

com.oiimeuta:y SMART webi~!a~, v41eie weqi discuss 

i!;tegrated SMART producis i!;to eady aducafio!; ciassrooms 

v,,@; -n ........ 

the SMART ExchangeTM success for Mac 
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Exchange ~s your destmatien to find. a~d keep your students focused 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<Carolina Women’s Center> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 11:02 AM 

The Carolina Women’s Center general listserv <cwc@listserv.unc.edu>; cwc@unc.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[cwc] CWC Weekly Update 11/8/2010 

TEXT.htm; image001 .jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg 

The Carolina Women’s Center general mailing list 

[Carolina Women’s Center] 

Keep in touch with the Center! Visit our web page<~!z!i~: ~ omer?sce/~le~ mc e&~i>, read our blog<~!.!!£~:ii~~, omerlscerller~,mced~,~iblo~;.>, and become a fan of our Facebook 
page<~dj~: ~ww f~cebool comi;,           el-511-N( CaroJina-Womens-Ccn~cri ~ 4382~ 695~A3554 ~rcf~ m f>~ 

CWC News and Events 

Project Dinah’s Inte~ersonal Violence Awareness Campaign: November 8-12 

Dwing the week of November 8 -12, 2010, Project Dinah will sponsor multiple events for our campus, students and co~i~ to learn about the realities of interpersonal violence. Please 
participate and spread the word about the issue of violence in our communi~. A full calendar of events is available at: ~ess c m 20 ~ ()~ 03 ~ a~s areness-~ eek- 
ca~er~dari. 

Matt Ezzell, "Man Up"...Women Down?: Gender and Power in Everyday Life 
Wednesday, November 10 14:30-6 pm I Murphey 116 

Professor Ezzell will highlight how accepted practices-from fraternity pledge initiation rites to the mass media to daily conversation-reinforce gender inequality. Matt Ezzell is Assistant 
Professor of Sociology at James Madison University. After completing a B.A. in Women’s Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill, he worked for three years as a community educator and advocate at a 
rape crisis center. He received his Ph.D. in 2009 from UNC-Chapel Hill in sociology. He has given lectures and facilitated discussions on men’s violence against women for over a decade Co- 
sponsored by Feminist Students United, the Department of Sociology, the Social and Economic Justice Minor, the Department of Women’s Studies, and the Carolina Women’s Center. 

Women in Leadership Development Conference 
Saturday, November 20 I 9:30 am - 5 pm I Wake Technical Community College, Raleigh 

Join us for the 1 lth annual Women in Leadership Conference for Triangle-area college women. The mission of the WILD Conference is to inspire, develop, and empower a diverse 
community ofcollegiatewomen as leaders. Thisyear’s theme, "TheBest Me I CanBe," emphasizes the importance and benefits of cross-cultural dialogues for effective leadership. Broad 
topics we hope to cover include: celebrating diversity, leading across differences, and bridging divides through leadership. Registration forms available at 
<ncsu.edu/csleps/leadership/wild.htm>. For more information, contact Hillary Waugh at <hillary@unc.edu<~c~aill~ :hill~2~mc ed ~>> or 962-8305. The WILD conference is a collaboration 
between nine colleges and universities in the Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill area. 

[whattoexpect.jpg] 

"What to Expect When You’re Expecting @UNC" is a monthly orientation and information session for expectant parents that is open to UNC undergraduates, graduate & professional 
students, and postdoctoral scholars. (Note: only one parent-to-be needs to be affiliated with UNC, and partners are both welcome and encouraged to attend!) 

Join us on the third Friday of the month to learn everything you need to know about parental leave policies, health insurance questions, finding & paying for childcare, academic & career 
concerns, lactation resources, and where to find support on campus. Sessions will be held at the Carolina Women’s Center office at 215 W. Cameron Avenue at noon. Light refreshments will 
be served! 

Fall semester 2010 dates (choose one) are: 
November 19 
December 10 

Registration required: contact Ashley Fogle fogle@unc.edu<mailt~ :fi~j2.1~ ~,mc ed ~>. 

CAROLINA WOMENVS CENTER FACULTY SCHOLAR CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 
2011-2012 
The Carolina Women’s Center is accepting applications for its Fall 2011 and Spring 2012 Faculty 
Scholar. This program offers UNC-Chapel Hill faculty the opportunity to serve as a Faculty Scholar 
for the CWC for one semester. One Faculty Scholar will be chosen for each award semester. 
The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equity at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary research, we build bridges and enhance the 
intellectual life and public engagement mission of the university. The Faculty Scholar will be engaged 
in a project for publication, presentation, exhibition, composition or performance that is related 
to this mission. Projects that have the potential to engage other campus units and/or students will be 
especially favorably considered. 

Faculty Scholars are expected to make a public presentation about their project during the award semester, 
and have an opportunity to participate in CWC programs, events, and initiatives. One Faculty 
Scholar will be chosen for each of the two award semesters. The deadline for applications is Monday, 
November 15, 2010 no later than 5:00 p.m. 

Projects are welcome from full-time faculty (fixed-term, tenured, or tenure-track) in any department, 
center or school of the University with three or more years of service. To download the application 
form, visit the Carolina Women’s Center’s website in the "forms" section at: 

[b~d ~2 ://~, ~m er~scer~ler ~,m c ed ~.]. 

Please contact Dr. Donna M. Bickford, Director of the Carolina Women’s Center at 843-5620 or 
[dbickford@unc.edu] with any questions. 

Call for Nominations: 2011 University Awards for the Advancement of Women 
On behalf of the Offices of the Chancellor and the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost, the Carolina Women’s Center is pleased to announce the call for nominations for the 2011 
University Awards for the Advancement of Women. This award recognizes contributions to the advancement of women at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each year, three 



individuals-one faculty member, one staff member, and one undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar-may be selected to receive the award. The faculty and staff recipients each 
receive $5000 and the undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Awardees are honored in a ceremony during the Carolina Women’s Center’s annual 
Women’s Week Celebration. The 2011 ceremony will be held on Monday, February 14, 2011, at 3:30 p.m. in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room of the Campus Y. 

Please submit nominations for women and men who have contributed in one or more of the following ways: 

[] Elevated the status of women on campus in sustainable ways; 
[] Helped to improve campus policies affecting women; 
[] Promoted and advanced the recruitment, retention, and upward mobility of women; 
[] Participated in and assisted in the establishment of professional development opportunities for women; and/or 
[] Participated in and assisted in the establishment of academic mentoring for women. 

**To submit a nomination, please use the online form at: 

All faculty and staff nominees must be permanent employees. No self-nominations or posthumous nominations will be accepted. Carolina Women’s Center administrators and staff are not 
eligible for nomination. The deadline for nominations is Thursday, November 18, 2010, at 5:00 p.m. 

Previous award winners are: 
(2010) Laurie McNeil, Melinda Manning, Parastoo Hashemi 
(2009) Etta Pisano, Aimee Krans, Annie Clark 
(2008) Kay Lund, Cookie Newsora, Emily Joy Rothchild 
(2007) Barbara Harris, Annette Madden, Emily Durra, 
(2006) Jan Boxill, Terri Houston, Matt Ezzell 

Please contact Dr. Donna M. Bicld’ord, Director of the Carolina Women’s Center at dbickl’ord@unc.edu<maillo:dbicl fi~rd~!~> or (919) 843-5620 if you have questions about the 
awards or nomination process. The link to the nomination form is also available on website for the Office of the Provost at 

**Community Opportunities and Events are listed below** 

Other Campus Events 

Open House on Family-Friendly policies 

Monday, November 8 I 4:30-6 I Carolina Union West Lounge 

The Student Advisory Committee to the Chancellor is focusing this year on the idea of a "family-friendly UNC" and is seeking feedback on how to best serve the needs of student, staff, and 
faculty parents. 

The Chancellor is having an open house in the lounge next to Alpine Bagels on Monday November 8 from 4:30-6pm. One of the items on the agenda is family-friendly policies. Come out 
(and bring the kids!) and be ready to show that there is a mandate for family-friendly policies! Advancing new policies requires a mandate from the people. Bring the mandate! Your 
presence could make a real difference for families at UNC. 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY LECTURE SEP,1E S 
"Rethinking Race, Gender, and American Women’s History" 
The history department is hosting a lecture and discussion series on Latina history. The lecture series focuses on the cross-border and transnational experiences of Latinas as women, as 
workers, and as immigrants, and their role in shaping America’s past and present. Three Latina scholars will present their current research projects and share with us as well their thoughts 
on the broader field of U. S. Women’s history. 

LECTURE SCHEDULE: 

Monday 8 November, 2010--Carmen Whalen, Professor of History, Williams College 
"Intersecting Histories: Puerto Rican Women, the International Ladies’ Garment Workers Union, and the Globalization of the Garment Industry" 

Whalen examines the struggles of Puerto Rican women garment workers to gain political, economic, and social rights by looking at globalization from the perspective of Latina labor history 
and Latina labor history through the lens of globalization. By acknowledging divisions along gender, class, race, sexuality, and citizenship lines, Whalen is redefining the contours of 
Latina labor history and re-conceptualizing as well the Latina experience in a broader context. 

Thursday November 11, 2010--Isabela Quintana, UC President’s Post-Doctoral Fellow, University of California, Irvine 
"Spatial Imaginaries of Home: Residents, Reformers, and Los Angeles House Courts, 1900-1920" 

Quintana explores how ethnic, racial, and gender relations shifted with the rise of Los Angeles through the eyes of Mexicans and Chinese 
young women. Quintana compares how increasing mobility and the day-to-day relations of intimacy of young Mexican and Chinese women within and across racial boundaries and border 
control impacted the segregation of their larger communities. 

All lectures take place from 4:00-5:00 p.m. in 569 Hamilton Hall 
The lecture series is sponsored by the Department of History 

2010 Indian Heritage Month Activities: 

Lecture: Slavery in Indian Country 

Christina Snyder 

November 9, 2010 

4:30 p.m 

Donovan Lounge, Greenlaw Hall 

American Indians in 21 st Century North Carolina 



November 10, 2010 

5:00 Reception 

5:45 Panel Discussion 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

Environmental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 

Tuesday, November 9 I 5:30-7:30 pm I FedEx Global Education Center 

View a screening of the award winning documentary "Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Maathai" focusing on the work of the Green Belt Movement. A panel discussion following 
features Kamoji Wachiira, a leading botanist and former political prisoner, and UNC professors Bereket Selassie, Arturo Escobar, Mark Driscoll and Eunice Sahle. Hosted by the Department 
of African and Afro-American Studies, African Studies Center, Center for Global Initiatives, Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, and Curriculum in Global Studies. 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals presents Dr. Betty Winfield 

"The Role of Women in Politics" 

Wednesday, November 10 I 3:30-5 pm I Freedom Forum Conference Center in Carroll Hall 

BETTY HOUCHIN WINFIELD, PhD, is a specialist in political communication and mass media history. She is a visiting professor in the UNC School of Mass Communication and Journalism 

this year, and has been a member of the Missouri School of Journalism faculty since 1990. She also holds appointments in the Department of Political Science and the Harry S. Truman 

School of Public Affairs at the University of Missouri. 

Dr. Winfield is the recipient of many prestigious awards for her teaching and scholarship. Among Winfield’s publications are Journalism, 1908: Birth of a Profession (University of Missouri 
Press, 2008) and the award-winning FDR and the News Media (University of Illinois Press, 1990, and Columbia University Press, 1994). Winfield has given numerous scholarly lectures and 
competitive papers on mass media history and White House communication. Among them are analyses of the free expression conflicts with the Commander-in-Chief role of the President, 
the models of attorneys general during wartime, and first lady relationships with the public and the media. Her current vein of research involves how journalists use history in their stories. 

Eric Alva 

Thursday, November 11 ] 6 pm ] Chapman 101 

Join us on Veteran’s Day to hear an inspiring speech from Eric Alva, a former marine who shares his life experiences as someone who holds multiple marginalized identities. 

A powerful inspirational speaker, Eric Alva discusses his battle to overcome his injuries and the difficulties he encountered after leaving military life. From learning to walk with a prosthetic, 
to his desire to continue his education and get his degree, Alva shows audiences that it is important to never give up. He emphasizes that by doing the right thing, from studying hard and 
working hard and everything in between, obstacles can be conquered. 

Reception in the lobby after the lecture. 

Cosponsored by: Carolina Union Activities Board (CUAB), Carolina Leadership Development (CLD), Carolina Latindia Collaborative (CLC), the UNC Residence Hall Association (RHA) and 
the LGBTQ Center 

UNC’s Got Talent Show 

Thursday, November 11 I 7 pm I Carolina Union Great Hall 

Come see UNC’s most TALENTED performers! It will be a great night filled with entertaining acts, including: 

The Achordants, 
Tar Heel Raas, 
Catie King, 
Jonny Fung, 
UNC Chaalka, 
Zankiliwa, 
Group Mentality, 
Mighty Arms of Atlas and more! 

Suggested donations of $4 will go to S4Si’s fund raising campaign for increasing female access to education in Tanzania. 

Memory, Culture, and Organizing in Mexico" talk by HIJOS 
Friday, November 12 ] 5 pm] Gardner 309 
Speaker Edith L [~pez Ovalle will be joined by a representative from the Mexico Solidarity Network and both will discuss: 
- The historical and present-day context of the imprisonment, disappearance and assassination of political dissidents in Mexico. 
- The role of artistic and cultural interventions, as well as political organizing, in confronting human rights abuses. 

Sponsored by Feminist Students United 

www. feminist studentsunited, org <~ ://~,, ww ~m? i r~ i s Is I~,~derl Is ~,m i led or5> 

SAVE THE DATE!!! 
Human Trafficking Art Exhibit 
Friday, November 1916-8 pm I John and June Allcott Undergraduate Gallery, Hanes Art Center 

Please join us for the opening exhibit of an art project on human trafficking. Professor Beth Grabowski’s students will display the work they have created this semester with a specific focus 
on human trafficking. We are honored that NC Senator Ellie Kinnaird has agreed to say a few words about the exhibit and about human trafficking in North Carolina. 

Now Accepting Applications for WMST 290, Leadership and Violence Prevention Course 

This APPLES course is an examination of violence and violence prevention, with a particular focus on issues related to gender-based violence. We will examine violence from individual to 

structural levels, considering both perpetrators and victims. We will address questions such as: What kind of societal conditions enable violence? How are forms of oppression and 

violence related to each other? How are campuses and communities reacting to and working to prevent violence? Particular focus will be paid to strategies of intervention and prevention. 

Students will begin training as peer educators and learn from their classmates, providing each other with constructive feedback. At the end of this course, students will have developed a 

broad knowledge base about violence, practiced facilitation skills, identified skill areas of strength and those that need improvement, and identified opportunities for peer education, both 

formally and informally. 

As part of the service-learning component of the course, students will have placements in the community and on campus and/or train to facilitate One Act, a peer education program that 
deals with issues of interpersonal violence, particularly relationship violence, sexual assault, stalking, and the role of bystanders in working against violence. 



For questions, please email Bob Pleasants at bpleas@email.unc.edu<mailt~ :~.g~.ia~’email ~,mc ed ~>. 

The Department of Maternal and Child Health is pleased to announce a new one-credit course to be offered for the first time in Spring 2011. All students, graduate or undergraduate, are 
welcome to enroll in MHCH 740, Section 48, Global Sexual and Reproductive Health to be held on Mondays from 5:30 - 6:50 p.m. (room TBA). The class has no prerequisites and no student 
preparation will be required for the series of lectures, panel discussions, and debates featuring MCH adjunct faculty and other international experts from UNC and Triangle-based non- 
governmental organizations. The primary objective will be to inform students’ critical thinking on key public health issues in global sexual and reproductive health. Course instructors are 
Trude Bennett, DrPH, and Shalece Kofford, RN, MPH. 

SPRING 2011: WMST 111: Introduction to Sexuality Studies (Tue/Thurs: 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM) 
This course introduces students to a range of concepts, research, and implications for policy and activism emerging from the interdisciplinary field of Sexuality Studies. Students will 
discuss the history of the field and, with the assistance of several guest faculty from the Sexuality Studies program, become acquainted with a variety of perspectives particularly from 
women’s and feminist studies, anthropology, sociology, literature and history. We will touch on topics such as the construction of heterosexuality and heterosexism, queer histories in Asia, 
Africa, Latin America, Europe and the U.S., the politics of sex education, sexual rights as human rights at the global level, and transgender and intersex activism. The course has no 
prerequisites but enrollment preference will be given to Sexuality Studies minors. Instructor: Professor Karen Booth (Women’s Studies) 

**Community Opportunities and Events are listed below** 

Community Events 
Mar [] a Elena Cepeda 
Monday, November 8 I 3-4:30 pm 1107 Friedl Building, East Campus 

Dr. Mar[]a Elena Cepeda will be coming to Duke to give a talk on her exciting new book ImagiNation: U.S. Colombian Identity and the Latin Music Boom. In Musical ImagiNation, Mar[]a 
Elena Cepeda employs a cross-media analysis of popular music and media in her examination of internationally-known Colombian performer Shakira as a pan-Arab, pan-American symbol of 
the post 9/11 era. Specifically, she addressed the implications of a focus on Shakira and her double-volume Oral Fixation I and II recordings at this particular moment in the political and 
pedagogical trajectory of Latin America, American, Ethnic, and Middle Eastern Studies. 

Cepeda argues that Colombian popular music provides a common space for imagining and enacting Colombian identities outside of traditional national borders, and in ways not so overtly 
shaped by the scandal and shame of the drug-trafficking trade and violence with which contemporary Colombia is primarily associated. Simultaneously, her study engages current debates 
in American, Latin American, and U.S. Ethnic Studies regarding the academic location and institutional politics of transnational research. 

Mar[]a Elena Cepeda is Associate Professor and Chair of Latina/o Studies and Faculty Affiliate in American Studies at Williams College. Her research and teaching focuses on transnational 
Latina/o popular music and media, language politics, "New" Latina/o communities, Spanish for heritage speakers, and experiential pedagogies. 

For directions visit ~:iilam~aasd~leed~iab~,~lc~r?lacl~. For more info contact Monika Gosin at monika.gosin@duke.edu<maillo:m~ m] a ~s;i_d ~ke ed ~>. Free and open to the 
public. 
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Keep in touch with the Center! Visit our web page, read our blog, and become a fan of our Facebook page! 

CWC Newsand Events 

Project Dinah’s Interpersonal Violence Awareness 

Campaign: November 8-12 

D uring lhe week of N overnber 8 -12, 2010, Projecl Dinah will 

sponsor rnulliple evenls for our campus, sludenls and 

cornrnunily Io learn aboul lhe realilies of inlerpersonal violence. 

Please parlicipale and spread lhe word aboul lhe issue of 

violence in our cornrnunily. A full calendar of evenls is available 

al: hH p://pro iecldinah.w or d press.co rn/2010/10/31/aw ar en ess- 

week-calendar/. 

Matt Ezzell, "Man Up"...Women Down?t Gender and 
Power in Everyday Life 
Wednesday, November 10 I 4:30-6 pm I Murphey 116 

Professor Ezzell will highlighl how accepled praclices~frorn 
fralernily pledge inilialion riles Io lhe mass media Io daily 
conversalion~einforce gender inequalily. M all Ezzell is 
Assislanl Professor of Sociology al J~rnes Madison Universily. 
After cornpleling a B.A. in W omen’s Sludies al UN C-Chapel H ill, 
he worked for three years as a community educator and 
advocale al a rape crisis cenler. H e received his Ph.D. in 2009 
from UN C-Chapel Hill in sociology. H e has given leclures and 
facililaled discussions on men’s violence againsl women for over 
a decade Co-sponsored by Feminist Students United, the Department 
of Sociology, the Social and Economic J~stice M inor, the Department 

of Women’s Studies, and the Carolina Women’s Center. 

Women in Leadership Development Conference 
Saturday, November 20 I 9:30 am -5 pm I Wake 
Technical Community College, Raleigh 
Join us for lhe 111h annual W omen in Leadership Conference 
for Triangle-area college women. The mission of lhe W ILD 
Conference islo inspire, develop, and empower a diverse 
cornrnunily of collegiale worn en as leaders. This year’s lherne, 
"The Besl Me I Can Be," ernphasizeslhe irnporlance and benefils 
of cross-cullural dialogues for effeclive leadership. Broad lopics 
we hope Io cover include: celebraling diversily, leading across 
differences, and bridging divides lhrough leadership. Regishalion 
forms available al <ncsu.edu/csleps/leadership/wild.hlrn >. For 
more inforrnalion, conlacl H illary W augh al <hillary~ unc.edu> 

or 962-8305. The W ILD conference is a collaboration between nine 

colleges and universities in the Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill area. 
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Other Cam pus Events 

Open House on Family-Friendly policies 

Monday, November 8 I 4:30-6 I Carolina Union West Lounge 

The Sludenl Advisory Corn rnillee Io lhe Chancellor is focusing Ibis year on 

lhe idea of a "family-friendly UN C" and is seeking feedback on how to besl 

serve lhe needs of sludenl, slaff, and facully parenls. 

The Chancellor is having an open house in lhe lounge nexl Io Alpine Bagels 

on Monday November 8from 4:30-6pm. One oflhe ilerns on lhe 

agenda is farnily-friendly policies. Come oul (and bring lhe kids!) and be 

ready to show lhal lhere is a rnandale for family-friendly policies! Advancing 

new policies requires a rnandale from lhe people. Bring lhe rn andale! Your 

presence could make a real difference for families al UN C. 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY LECTURE SERIES 

"Rethinking Race, Gender, and American Women’s History" 

The hislory deparlrnenl is hosling a leclure and discussion series on Lalina 

hislory. The leclure series focuses on lhe cross-border and hansnalional 

experiences of Lalinas as women, as workers, and as irnrnigranls, and lheir 

role in shaping America’s pasl and presenl. Three Lalina scholars will 

presenl lheir currenl research projecls and share wilh us as well lheir 

lhoughls on lhe broader field of U .S. W omen’s hislory. 

LECTURE SCHEDULE: 

Monday 8 November, 2010-Carmen Whalen, Professor of 

H ist ory, W illiam s College 

"lnlersecling H islories: Puerlo Rican W omen, lhe Inlernalional Ladies’ 

G arrnenl W orkers Union, and lhe Globalizalion of lhe G arrnenl Indushy" 

W halen exarnineslhe slruggles of Puerlo Rican women garrn enl workerslo 

gain polilical, economic, and social righls by looking al globalizalion from 

lhe perspeclive of Lalina labor hislory and Lalina labor hislory lhrough lhe 

lens of globalizalion. By acknowledging divisions along gender, class, race, 

sexualily, and cilizenship lines, W halen is redefining lhe conlours of Lalina 

labor hislory and re-conceplualizing as well lhe Lalina experience in a 

broader conlexl. 

Thursday November 11, 2010-1sabela Quintana, UC President’s 

Post-Doctoral Fellow, University of California, Irvine 

"Spalial Irn aginaries of H orne: Residenls, Reformers, and Los Angeles H ouse 

C ourls, 1900-1920" 

Q uinlana explores how elhnic, racial, and gender relalions shifted wilh lhe 

rise of Los Angeles lhrough lhe eyes of M exicans and Chinese 

young women. Q uinlana compares how increasing rn obilily and lhe day-lo- 

day relalions of inlirnacy of young M exican and Chinese women wilhin and 

across racial boundaries and border conhol irnpacled lhe segregalion of 

lheir larger cornrnunilies. 

All lecturestake place from 4:00-5:00 p.m. in 569 Hamilton Hall 

The lecture series is sponsered by the Department of History 



"W hal Io Expecl W hen You’re Expecling @ UN C" is a 

monthly orientation and information session for 

expeclanl parenls lhal is open Io UN C undergraduales, 

graduale & professional sludenls, and posldocloral scholars. 

(N ole: only one parenl-lo-be needslo be affilialed wilh UN C, 

and parlners are bolh welcome and encouraged Io allend!) 

Join us on lhe lhird Friday oflhe monlh Io learn everylhing you 

need Io know aboul parenlal leave policies, heallh insurance 

queslions, finding & paying for childcare, academic & career 

concerns, laclalion resources, and where Io find supporl on 

campus. Sessions will be held al lhe Carolina W omen’s Cenler 

office al 215 W. Cameron Avenue al noon. Lighl refreshmenls 

will be served! 

Fall semester 2010 dates (choose one) are: 

November 19 

December 10 

Registration required: conlacl Ashley Fogle fogle@ unc.edu. 

CAROLINA WOMEN’S CENTER FACULTY SCHOLAR 

CALL FORAPPLICATIONS 

2Oll-2012 

The Carolina W omen’s Cenler is accepling applicalions for ils 

Fall 2011 and Spring 2012 Facully 

Scholar. This program offers U N C-Chapel Hill facully lhe 

opporlunily Io serve as a Facully Scholar 

for lhe CW C for one semesler. O ne Facully Scholar will be 

chosen for each award semesler. 

The Carolina W omen’s Cenler pursues gender equily al lhe 

U niversily of N orlh Carolina al Chapel 

H ill. Through educalion, advocacy, and inlerdisciplinary 

research, we build bridges and enhance lhe 

inlelleclual life and public engagement mission of lhe universily. 

The Facully Scholar will be engaged 

in a projecl for publicalion, presenlalion, exhibilion, 

composilion or performance lhal is relaled 

Io Ibis mission. Projecls lhal have lhe polenlial Io engage olher 

campus unils and/or sludenls will be 

especially favorably considered. 

Facully Scholars are expecled Io make a public presenlalion 

aboul lheir projecl during lhe award semesler, 

and have an opporlunily Io parlicipale in CW C programs, 

evenls, and inilialives. O ne Facully 

Scholar will be chosen for each of lhe lwo award semeslers. 

The deadline for applications isMonday, 

November 15, 2010 no later than 5:00 p.m. 

Projecls are welcome from full-time faculty (fixed-lerm, lenured, 

or lenure-lrack) in any deparlmenl, 

cenler or school of lhe U niversily wilh three or more years of 

service. To download lhe applicalion 

form, visil lhe Carolina W omen’s Cenler’s websile in lhe 

"forms" seclion al: 

[hllp://w o m enscenler .un c.ed u]. 

Please conlacl Dr. D onna M. Bickford, Direclor of lhe Carolina 

W omen’s Cenler al 843-5620 or 

[dbickford@ unc.edu] wilh any queslions. 

Call for Nominations: 2Oll University Awardsfor the 

Advancement of Women 

O n behalf of lhe Offices oflhe Chancellor and lhe Execulive 

Vice Chancellor and Provosl, lhe Carolina W omen’s Cenler is 

pleased Io announce lhe call for nom inalions for lhe 2011 

U niversily Awards for lhe A dvancem enl of W omen. This award 

recognizes conlribulionslo lhe advancemenl of women al lhe 

U niversily of N orlh Carolina al Chapel Hill. Each year, lhree 

individuals--one facully member, one slaff member, and one 

undergraduale/graduale sludenl/posldocloral scholar--may be 

selecled Io receive lhe award. The facully and slaff recipienls 

each receive $5000 and lhe undergraduale/graduale sludenl/ 

posldocloral scholar recipienl receives $2500. Awardees are 

honored in a ceremony during lhe Carolina W omen’s Cenler’s 

annual W omen’s W eek C elebralion. The 2011 ceremony will be 

held on Monday, February 14, 2011, al 3:30 p.m. in lhe Anne 

Queen FacullyCommonsRoom oflheCampusY. 

2010 Indian Heritage Month Activities: 

Leclure: Slavery in Indian Counlry 

C hrislina Snyder 

November 9, 2010 

4:30 p.m. 

Donovan Lounge, Greenlaw Hall 

American Indians in 21st Cenlury N orlh Carolina 

November 10, 2010 

5:00 Receplion 

5:45 Panel D iscussion 

Pleasanls Family Assembly Room, W ilson Library 

Environmental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa 

and Beyond" 

Tuesday, November 9 I 5:30-7:30 pm I FedEx Global Education 

Center 

View a screening of lhe award winning documentary "Taking Roof: The 

Vision of W angari M aalhai" focusing on lhe work of lhe Green Bell 

M ovem enl. A panel discussion following fealures Kam oji W achiira, a leading 

bolanisl and former polilical prisoner, and UN C professors Berekel Selassie, 

Arluro Escobar, M ark Driscoll and Eunice Sable. Hosted by the Department 

of African and Afro-American Studies, African Studies Center, Center for Global 

Initiatives, Office of Diversity and M ulticultural Affairs, and Curriculum in Global 

Studies. 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals presents 

Dr. Betty Winfield 

"The Role of Women in Polit ics" 

Wednesday, November 10 I 3:30-5 pm I Freedom Forum 

Conference Center in Carroll Hall 

BETTY H O U CHIN W IN FIELD, PhD, is a specialisl in polilical 

communicalion and mass media hislory. She is a visiling professor in lhe 

U N C School of Mass Communicalion and Journalism Ibis year, and has 

been a member of lhe Missouri School of Journalism facully since 1990. She 

also holds appoinlmenls in lhe D eparlmenl of Polilical Science and lhe 

H arty S. Truman School of Public Affairs al lhe U niversily of Missouri. 

Dr. W infield is lhe recipienl of many presligious awards for her leaching 

and scholarship. Among W infield’s publicalions are Journalism, 1908: Birlh 

of a Profession (Universily of Missouri Press, 2008) and lhe award-winning 

FD R and lhe N ews M edia (U niversily of Illinois Press, 1990, and Columbia 

U niversily Press, 1994). W infield has given numerous scholarly leclures and 

corn pelilive papers on mass media hislory and W bile H ouse 

communicalion. Among lhem are analyses of lhe free expression conflicls 

wilh lhe Commander-in-Chief role of lhe Presidenl, lhe models of allorneys 

general during warlime, and firsl lady relalionships wilh lhe public and lhe 

media. H er currenl vein of research involves how journalisls use hislory in 

lheir slories. 

Eric Alva 

Thursday, November 11 I 6 pm I Chapman IO! 

Join us on Veteran’s Day lo hear an inspiring speech from Eric Alva, a 

former marine who s~a[es h~s ~fe exper~eaces as someone who boNs 

mu~p~e marg~na~zed ~denl~l~es. 

A powe~fi~ ~sp#a~o~a~ speaker, E~c A~va d~scusses h~s barite ~o overcome 

h~s ~jur~es a~d ~he d~ificu~t~es he enco~ered a~e~ ~eav~g m~l~a~y ~ife. 

educa~o~ a~d ge~ h~s degree, A~va shows aud~ences~ha~ ~t ~s ~mpo~a~ ~o 

~eve~ g~ve up. M e emphasizes ~ha~ by doing ~he ~gh~ ~h~ng, from studying 

ha~d and working hard and every~hh~g ~ between, obstacles can be 

conquered. 

Recepiion in lhe lobby after 

Cosponsored by: Carolina U nior~ Aciiviiies Board (CUAB), Carolina 

Leadership D evelopm en~ (C LD}, Carolina Latinoia C ollabora~ive (C LC}, ~he 

UNC Residence H all Association (RHA} and the LGBTQ Cen~er 

UNC’sGot Talent Show 

Thursday, November 11 I 7 pm I Carolina Union Great Hall 

Come see UN C’s mosl TALEN TED performers! II will be a greal nighl filled 

wilh enlerlaining acls, including: 



Please submil nominalions for women and men who have 

conlribuled in one or more of lhe following ways: 

¯ Elevaled lhe slalus of women on campus in suslainable 

ways; 
¯ Helped Io improve campus policies affecling women; 

¯ Promoled and advanced lhe recruilmenl,relenlion, and 

upward mobilily of women; 
¯ Parlicipaled in and assisled in lhe eslablishmenl of 

professional developmenl opporlunilies for women; and/or 
¯ Parlicipaled in and assisled in lhe eslablishmenl of academic 

menloring for women. 

**To submil a nominalion, please use lhe online form al: 

hllp:/Iwww.unc.eduloiralpubliclwomen nominalion.hlml 
All [acully and sla[[ nominees musl be permanenl employees. 

No self-nominalions or poslhumous nominalions will be 

accepled. Carolina W omen’s Cenler adminislralors and sla[[ are 

nol eligible [or nominalion. The deadline [or nominalions is 

Thursday, November 18, 2010, at 5:00 p.m. 

Previous award winners are: 

(2010) Laurie McN eil, M elinda Manning, Parasloo H ashemi 

(2009) Ella Pisano, Aimee Krans, Annie Clark 

(2008) Kay Lund, Cookie N ewsom, Emily Joy Rolhchild 

(2007) Barbara Harris, Annelle Madden, Emily Dunn, 

(2006) J~n Box ill, Terri H ouslon, Mall Ezzell 

Please conlacl Dr. D onna M. Bickford, Direclor of lhe Carolina 

W omen’s Cenler al dbickferd@ unc.edu or (919) 843-5620 if 

you have queslions aboul lhe awards or nominalion process. 

The link Io lhe nominalion form is also available on websile for 

lhe 0 ffice of lhe Provosl al hllp://provosl.unc.edu/. 

**Community Opportunitiesand Eventsare listed 

below** 

The A chordanls, 

Tar Heel Raas, 

Calie King, 

Jenny Fung, 

UNC C haalka, 

Z ankiliwa, 

G re up M enlalily, 

Mighly Arms of Alias and more! 

Suggesled donalions of $4 will go Io S4Si’s fund raising campaign for 

increasing female accesslo educalion in Tanzania. 

Memory, Culture, and Organizing in Mexico" talk by HIJOS 

Friday, November 12 I 5 pm I Gardner 309 

Speaker Edil:h L6pez Ovalle will be joined by a represenl:adve from l:he 

M exico Solidarily N elwork and bolh will discuss: 

- The hislorical and presenl-day conlexl oflhe imprisonmenl, 

disappearance and assassinalion of polilical dissidenls in M exico. 

- The role of arlislic and cullural inlervenlions, as well as polilical 

organizing, in confronling human righls abuses. 

Sponsored by Fem inisl Sludenls U niled 

w w w.fem inis~slud enlsu niled.or g 

SAVE THE DATE!!! 

Human Trafficking Art Exhibit 

Friday, November 19 16-8 pm I John and June AIIcott 

Undergraduate Gallery, HanesArt Center 

Please join us for lhe opening exhibil of an arl projecl on human Irafficking. 

Professor Belh Grabowski’s sludenls will display lhe work lhey have crealed 

Ibis semesler wilh a specific focus on human Irafficking. W e are honored 

lhal N C Senalor Ellie Kinnaird has agreed to say a few words aboul lhe 

exhibil and aboul human Iraflicking in N orlh Carolina. 

Now Accepting Applications for WMST 290, Leadership and 

Violence Prevention Course 

This APPLES course is an examinalion of violence and violence prevenlion, 

wilh a parlicular focus on issues relaled Io gender-based violence. W e will 

examine violence from individual Io slruclural levels, considering bolh 

perpelralors and viclims. W e will address queslions such as: W hal kind of 

socielal condilions enable violence?H ow are forms of oppression and 

violence relaled Io each olher?How are campuses and communilies 

reacling Io and working Io prevenl violence? Parlicular focus will be paid Io 

slralegies of inlervenlion and prevenlion. Sludenls will begin Iraining as 

peer educalors and learn from lheir classmales, providing each olher wilh 

conslruclive feedback. AI lhe end of Ibis course, sludenls will have 

developed a broad knowledge base aboul violence, pracliced facililalion 

skills, idenlified skill areas of slrenglh and lhose lhal need improvemenl, and 

idenlified opporlunilies for peer educalion, bolh formally and informally. 

As parl oflhe service-learning componenl of lhe course, sludenls will have 

placemenls in lhe communily and on campus and/or Irain Io facililale One 

A cl, a peer educalion program lhal deals wilh issues of inlerpersonal 

violence, parlicularly relalionship violence, sexual assaull, slalking, and lhe 

role of byslanders in working againsl violence. 

For queslions, please email Bob Pleasanls al bpleas@ email.unc.edu. 

The D eparlmenl of M alernal and Child H eallh is pleased Io announce a 

new one-credil course Io be offered for lhe firsl lime in Spring 2011. All 

sludenls, graduale or undergraduale, are welcome Io enroll in MHCH 740, 

Section 48, Global Sexual and Reproductive Health Io be held on 

M ondays from 5:30 - 6:50 p.m. (room TBA). The class has no prerequisiles 

and no sludenl preparalion will be required for lhe series of leclures, panel 

discussions, and debales fealuring M CH adjuncl facully and olher 

inlernalional experls from U N C and Triangle-based non-governmenlal 

organizalions. The primary objeclive will be Io inform sludenls’ crilical 

lhinking on key public heallh issues in global sexual and reproduclive 

heallh. Course inslruclors are Trude Bennell, DrPH, and Shalece Kofford, 

RN, MPH. 

SPRING 2011: WMST 111: Introduction to Sexuality Studies 

(Tue/Thurs: 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM) 
This course inlroduces sludenls Io a range of concepls, research, and 

implicalions for policy and aclivism em erging from lhe inlerdisciplinary field 

of Sexualily Sludies. Sludenls will discuss lhe hislory of lhe field and, wilh 

lhe assislance of several guesl facully from lhe Sexualily Sludies program, 



become acquainled wilh a variely of perspeclives parlicularly from women’s 

and feminisl sludies, anlhropology, sociology, lileralure and hislory. W e will 

louch on lopics such aslhe conshuclion of helerosexualily and 

helerosexism, queer hislories in Asia, Africa, Lalin America, Europe and lhe 

U .S., lhe polilics of sex educalion, sexual righls as human righls al lhe 

global level, and hansgender and inlersex aclivism. The course has no 

prerequisiles bul enrollmenl preference will be given Io Sexualily Sludies 

minors. Inshuclor: Professor Karen Boolh (W omen’s Sludies) 

**Community Opportunitiesand Eventsare listed below** 

Com m unity Events 

Plarfa Elena Cepeda 

Monday, November 8I 3-4:30 pm I 107 Friedl Building, East Campus 

Dr. Maria Elena Cepeda will be coming to Duke to give a talk on her exciting new book ImagiNation: U.S. Colombian Identity and the Latin M osic Boom. In 

Musical ImagiNation, Maria Elena Cepeda employs a cross-media analysis of popular music and media in her examinalion of inlernalionally-known 

Colombian performer Shakira as a pan-Arab, pan-American symbol of lhe posl 9/11 era. Specifically, she addressed lhe implicalions of a focus on 

Shakira and her double-volume Oral Fixation I and II recordings al Ibis parlicular momenl in lhe polilical and pedagogical Irajeclory of Lalin America, 

American, Elhnic, and Middle Easlern Sludies. 

Cepeda argues lhal Colombian popular music provides a common space for imagining and enacling Colombian idenlilies oulside of hadilional nalional 

borders, and in ways nol so overfly shaped by lhe scandal and shame of lhe drug-hafficking hade and violence wilh which conlemporary Colombia is 

primarily associaled. Sim ullaneously, her sludy engages currenl debales in American, Lalin American, and U .S. Elhnic Sludies regarding lhe academic 

Iocalion and inslilulional polilics of hansnalional research. 

Maria Elena Cepeda is Associate Professor and Chair of Ladna/o Studies and Faculty Affiliate in American Studies at Williams College. Her research and 

leaching focuses on hansnalional Lalina/o popular music and media, language polilics, "N ew" Lalina/o communilies, Spanish for herilage speakers, and 

ex perienlial pedagogies. 

For direclions visil http:[/latino.aas.duke.edu/about/contact.php. For more info conlacl Monika Gosin al monika.gosin@duke.edu. Free and 

open Io lhe public. 

[] weekl~update2.jpg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Haggerty, Kayte" <Kayte.Haggerty@SDSTATE.EDU> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 11:12 AM 

Supplemental Instruction Discussion List <S1NET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Variations of SI 
TEXT.htm; image002.jpg 

Good morning! 

Our university currently runs a very small SI program but are looking to increase the program tremendously. I am on the committee 
that has been charged with this task. We have been asked to consider the official UMKC Supplemental Instruction model as well as 

look into other variations of it. 

Whether you use the UIVIKC model or your own, I am interested in hearing some of the pros & cons to each. 

Thank you for your input! 

Kayte Haggerty 
Retention Advisor 
TRiO Student Support Services 
South Dakota State University 
Phone: (605) 688-6653 
www.sdstate.edu/trio/ 
[cid:image002.jpg@01 CB7F2D.587883A0] 
TRiO SSS on Faceb~~k<http://www.faceb~~k.c~m/pages/Br~~kings-SD/TRi~-SSS-at-S~uth-Dak~ta-State- 
University/367477458670?ref=ts> 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http.’//~roup~goo~le~m/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.ulnkc.edu. 





THE NC STATE vs. CAROLINA FOOTBALL GAME ON SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2010 WILL I~CK AT 12:00 NOON 
AND WILL BE TELEVISED BY THE ACC NETWORK! 

LET’S BEAT THE HOKIES THIS SATURDAY!!! GO HEELS!!! 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Eat Smart, Move More NC" <newsletter@eatsmartmovemorenc.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 3:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; newsletter@eatsmartmovemorenc.com 

Eat Smart, Move More NC Needs Your Feedback 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having trouble viewing this email 
click here. 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr akreqicab&v 001Ak8mCirf2xzd0GxSgwZkpnP5fYfAGKzTys93H3C- 
WOgChqOVXG~’dQiW 1 fWGT9Bun08ybOXduOU8RD 1FW0zCjODouHrK8Eh6nXbVVnFc98 DwnY9FtFsg%3D%3D 

Eat Smart, Move More NC 

November 2010 

Greetings ! 
Eat Smart, Move More North Carolina needs your feedback. Please take a few- moments 
to help make Eat Smart, Move More NC even better. 

We want your feedback! 

Click on the following link to give us your input on 

Eat Smart Move More North Carolina 

aaad be entered for a chance to win a $25 Visa gift card. 

Clickhere [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001¥r4ka- 
mOrScbcs01X3wPiVoFVY5qLaSGkErbXSZCQL0iJAOB3UravdARrdKus- 
8IN4WhCmh7zKMBh o2h4bLON55OHLMnUX149B7XStcdfe8eoCEt p2RXhGnOosq5vYpCbtaAqC6ngaocaEGhMRzOK41Ttr8obW] 

It will only take about fifteen minutes and by participating, you will be helping 
people all around North Caxolina leaxn ways to live healthier and longer lives. 

Your feedback is important to us. So, please, take a few- minutes from your busy 
day and give us your opinion! 

Sign Up Now- 

Give the gift of Health 
Shaxe With Family and Friends 
If you haven’t already done so, sign up now- for the 

fifth annual Eat Smaxt, Move More...Maintain, don’t gain! Holiday Challenge. 

This free six-week challenge provides you with tips, tricks and ideas to help maintain 
your weight throughout the holiday season. 

On-line sign-up isnow open [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001,/r4ka- 
mOrScddQn 17L5UlWFAsT29MeJaAFAtRkUKcK 1UG~i5shB9OeakUJ2m4 7W_[PnONAgna6vFEwcY9qDwI- 
EPtzJqyUkScVzHWRfYmsAOWS1P96esGAtctY6aQQOKiv2vLOudxIi29JrM-~W24 GdDCtfC rZYJV01vJ6E62I ]. 
Only am email address is needed to join. All paxticipant information is kept confidential. 

The challenge will begin Nov. 22 and run through Dec. 31. People who sign up early 
aaad complete the pre-survey will receive bonus healthy holiday recipes aaad a shopping 
list. 

Each week, you will receive free weekly emailed newsletters with tips to maaaage 
holiday stress, ideas for fitting physical activity in during the busy season, aaad 
resources for cooking quick and easy meals when time is in short supply. 

In 2009, more than 5,200 people from all 100 North Carolina counties and 47 other 
states took part in the challenge. At the end of the program, 82 percent reported 
maintaining their weight. 

Join in the success andsign up [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr aXreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001,/r4ka- 
mOrScddQn 17L5UlWFAsT29MeJaAFAtRkUKcK 1UG8j 5shB9OeakUJ2m4 7Wj PnQNAgna6vFEwcY9qDwI- 
EPtzJq-YUkScVzHwRI~msA-QwS~96esGAtq-Y---6--a--Q-Q-~--K--~-v--2--v--L---QudxIi29JrM-g-w24 GdDCtfC rZYJV01vJ6E62I ] 



today! 

The Eat Smart, Move More NC Newsletter will be back in January 2011. If you would 
like to receive additional weekly newsletters during the six-week holiday season, 
sign up for the Eat Smaxt, Move More...Maintain, don’t gain! Holiday Challenge [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsl~?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001yr4ka- 
mOrScddQn 17L5UlWFAsT29MeJaAFAtRkUKcK 1UG8i5shB9OeakUJ2m4 7WiPnQNAgna6vFEwcY9qDwI- 
EPtzJqyUkScVzHWRfYmsAQWS1P96esGAtqY6aQQOKiv2vLQudxIi29JrM-gW24 GdDCtfC rZYJV01vJ6E62I ]. 
Have a wonderful holiday season, a happy New- Yeax and we’ll see you in 2011 ! 

Eat Smart, Move More NC is a statewide movement that promotes opportunity for healthy 
eating and physical activity wherever people live, leaxn, earn, play aaad pray. 

Find out more at www.MyEatSmartMoveMore.com [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j_sp?llr akreqjcab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001yr4ka- 
mOrScRYkn~DWSBR9VAU7zxlYYr f04EFzhFVJ84tFP~spZ9Xj0cMdazR50z0TYs9SMDVBR1YKIN7X6pWi5wCRfkQILIr AasIyXwhX3HuZyp9fhu3UPdmmaYN- 
41. 

Quick Links 

Resources [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001vr4ka-mOrScRD5IXCRcUQMMKjlIPjbT6uP 5o7D9 V2w6tP- 
mX3LVX2dfMsntlY6C67dsRdW-R94iSiAOFHLM6IUPDOJv4dEkgLYUd7xFMKWwCCQOzhlYSd7Yy lc8WCRdQAZu60i8nFLH8A1LrLIw ] 
Simple Tips [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001gr4ka- 
mOrSd~/oExov2kiI5qoKVzEFwlmbM6~iHd6elf4QdGD7qb692JoD~;fVKKeu u8wl9shO1XSLNYG-szT7MA~i7wQLNk WJwcbF L7qzkpHw7ON3Pf9014- 
yUoBvQdGiUiqXeYum9- S SyARgg ] 
More Recipes [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001,/r4ka-mOrScO9-9F Dc-re4fnlw40LwiJnq5-m7mUw,/hsI- 
~SNwq-9--X---R---V--y-v--4--v-j-n--Q-Qi2Gk24swL~43As9aAQEHki4iMG~awQ--Z--a--m---7-.-a-*-~-K--~-jMvEA9zn6dC9L6gu---6-P---c--w---Q-e-g98LMbCIJVVHs4 ] 
MyEatSmaxtMoveMore [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr akreqicab&et 1103890934900&s 686&e 001¥r4ka- 
mOr SfVDtKvEuZKto $3 M9ARkv8vwIhiPTgglZAgUXUmVs7XN20wEHe 19 fUFq 4gTEqUUA6wlIhvLhb 1 qX-ls6AQMU- 
Wd95kUFhKqVzm3 qZr9yCz Jjrf~B10PGRF5 IDmbexDHz g ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Brenda Denzler" <denzler@hughes.net> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 8:19 PM 

Brenda Denzler <denzler@hughes.net>; The forum mailing list 
<forum@li stserv.unc, edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: [forum] Free housecleaning for female chemotherapy patients 

TEXT.htm 

I was fortunate enough to be able to sign up for this service. It was a 
real blessing. I heartily endorse it. 

Brenda Denzler 

"I didn’t battle cancer; cancer battled me." 
From *The Bald-Headed Blues* 
at http://www.uppityblueswomen.com/, sung by 
Saffire, the Uppity Blues Women 

From: Stone, Cindy W. [mailto:cindy stone~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 7:01 PM 
To: The forum mailing list 
Subject: [forum] Free housecleaning for female chemotherapy patients 

Cleaning for a Reason 

If you know any woman currently undergoing chemotherapy, please pass the 
word to her that there is a cleaning service that provides FREE 
housecleaning - once per month for 4 months while she is in treatment. All 
she has to do is sign up and have her doctor fax a note confirming the 
treatment. Cleaning for a Reason will have a participating maid service in 
her zip code area arrange for the service. This organization serves the 
entire USA and currently has 547 partners to help these women. It’s our job 
to pass the word and let them know that there are people out there that 
care. Be a blessing to someone and pass this information along. 

<http://www.cleaningforareason.org/> http://www.cleanin~forareason.or~/ 

Great information. You may not know someone going through chemo, but someone 
on your email list might. Please forward! 

Cindy 

Cindy Stone 

ConnectCarolina, ITS 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Dr., CB #3420 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
forum as: <a href="mailto:denzler~hu~hes.net">denzler@hughes.net</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a 
href="mailto :leave-28079768-8118705.b47b50528646d28909653ac255c27fa7(~listser 
v.unc.edu">leave-28079768-8118705.b47b50528646d28909653ac255c27fa7@listserv. 
unc.edu</a> 

--- You are currently subscribed to forum as: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28080038-11961332.cafff81239728ecd643f7e767d290cf0@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maria Tyson" <maria tyson@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 12:30 PM 

Adrien S. Harraway <ah4nb@cms.mail.virginia.edu>; annh@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; 
bankspm@appstate.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
bvnlndgh@memphis.edu; chollomon@ncaa.org; cowherd@lsu.edu; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christina Wright <cwright@ncaa.org>; eawood@uark.edu; 
KATIE ETHRIDGE <ETHRIDMK@mailbox.sc.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Heather Ryan <hryan@duaa.duke.edu>; Idris Mayo 
<imayo@eagles.nccu. edu>; j fi sher@duaa, duke. edu; j luckey@memphi s. edu; 
j ulie.mclaughlin@cincinnatistate.edu; kbelden@mail.ucf, edu; 
Keithc@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; kford@ncaa.org; Ms. Kate Hickey 
<khickey@scarletknights.com>; lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu; Laura Hemphill 
<lhemphill@duaa.duke.edu>; Lawanda Wallace <lwallace@ncat.edu>; Mary Brunk 
<MBrunk@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>; Jaysen T. Spencer <spencerjt@missouri.edu> 

Position opening 

TEXT.htm 

Hi all, 
We have an opening for an Academic Coordinator working with football. The position will be posted until next Friday, Nov. 19th. 
Please pass along to anyone who may be interested in applying. It should also be posted on the N4A website tomorrow. Let me know 

ffyou have questions! 

https ://jobs.ncsu.edu/applicants/j sp/shared/frameset/Frameset.jsp?time= 1289321200894 

Thanks 
Maria 

Maria Tyson 
Assistant Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
310 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919/515-4503 (phone) 
919/515-1619 (fax) 
Maria_Tyson@ncsu.edu 
http://www.ncsu.edu/asps~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cohen, Maxc D" <cohenmd@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 5:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Reading two relatively difficult axticles: ENGL101.009.FALL2010 

TEXT.htm 

B eth, 

I’m starting the movie An Inconvenient Truth in class tomorrow but students are required to watch the rest of it on their own and write up the first draft of the feeder over the weekend for 
posting to Bb on Sunday night. I realize that this won’t be easy for the football guys to see the movie this weekend before Sunday night because of their game-related time commitments, but 
I don’t see how they could both watch the movie and write the draft in one night. 

The dvd is on hold in the MRC for viewing there; I might host a viewing in our usual classroom on Sunday afternoon; and people could always visit the video store if they want to watch it 
on their own. In a worst case scenario, I could give the guys a 1-day extension, but I don’t want to do that if I can avoid it--I don’t want to mess up the workshop on Monday and we’re on a 
tight schedule for the rest of the semester... I could also brainstorm other ideas with you for getting them a viewing before Sunday night... 

Best, Marc 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 11:50 AM 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: Re: Reading two relatively difficult articles: ENGL 101.009.FALL2010 

Thanks for this! 
We will start immediately! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c~ 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :bridgerb(aDuncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> Marc D Cohen <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 11/11/2010 10:43 AM >>> 
Dear class (and Beth), 

I’m looking forward to resuming class on Friday and starting our last unit on "Professional Communities." As you know from printing out the prompt sheet on Bb under Course Documents 
(which you will bring to class on Friday), we will be watching a documentary film about global warming called An Inconvenient Truth, and then we will be reading articles about the movie 
written by professors from a variety of disciplines/academic departments. The purpose of the unit, in general, is for you to get an introduction into the idea that different academic 
disciplines look at the same subject (in this case, a film about global warming) in different ways; they ask different questions about the subject; and they write up their findings in different 
ways. 

In brief, you will be writing about the global warming film for the first feeder; for the second feeder you will be writing about how a geography professor writes about the film; and for the 
unit project you will be writing about how a professor from a *second* discipline writes about the film in comparison to the geography professor. For the article written by a professor from a 
second discipline, you can choose between a professor of film, rhetoric, and psychology. There is more for you to know about the feeders and unit project--for that information you can read 
the prompts in detail--but for the purposes of this email, this is what you need to know. 

The reason why I am writing this email to you today is because I want to give you as much time as possible to invest substantial time reading the articles written by the two professors. 
These are not terribly difficult, but I think it is fair to say that they are *not easy. * For this reason I want to give you the opportunity to begin "close reading" them now. What I mean by 
close reading is that I want you to translate the articles for yourself, either in the margins or on separate paper. By "translate" I mean I want you to paraphrase and/or summarize each 
paragraph into words that make sense to you. If you don’t understand what certain words mean, look them up. In other words, *master* the articles. This time-consuming activity--close 
reading + translation--is the only way that you will fully grasp the articles. 

On Bb under Course Documents/Unit 3, you will find a pdf file that I have labeled "A Geography Professor on An Inconvenient Truth." ALL OF YOU will be writing a detailed examination 
of this article for Feeder 3.2, but since the close reading/translation will take a fair amount of time, I suggest that you print it out and begin the reading/translation asap...like tonight. To do a 
proper job will probably require multiple work sessions. 

Also on Bb under Course Documents/Unit 3, you will find some choices for your second article. Those include "A Film Professor on An Inconvenient Truth," "A Rhetoric Professor on An 
Inconvenient Truth," and "A Psychology Professor on An Inconvenient Truth." Pick whichever one interests you the most for a comparison with the article by the Geography professor 
that you will write up for Unit Project 3. Again, because close reading/translating the article into your own words is time consuming (if done properly), I think you should begin the process 
*immediately* after you close read/translate the geography professor’s article. 

Another way of looking at this email is as a friendly warning--that these articles are relatively difficult and you should probably begin close reading/translating them asap if you want to 
know the articles well enough in order to write papers worthy of the grading contract. Papers written by students who procrastinate and therefore do not give themselves enough time to 
*master* the articles or who breeze through the articles without mastering them will be easy for me to spot, and such papers will not qualify for the grading contract. 

Don’t delay--don’t procrastinate--read the articles by the professors closely--translate the articles into your own words: this is my message to you. I want everybody to earn the grading 
contract and if you begin now, you have an excellent chance of earning it! (All of the *other* requirements for the grading contract still apply). 

Best regards, Marc Cohen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Printing Services <EAFERGUSON@printing.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 8:27 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ticket for N.C. State Game 

TEXT.htm; image003.jpg 

Beth, 

Is it possible that you could get me a ticket to the NC State game Saturday? 

Arnold 

[cid:image003.jpg@01CB849E.D28AEBD0] 
Arnold Ferguson 
Customer Service Representative 

arnold ferguson@unc.edu<mailto:arnold ferguson~unc.edu> 

(919) 962-8801 - direct line 
(919) 962-5566 - main office 

(919) 962-0671 - fax line 

Physical Location 
Homestead Operations Center 
2700 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Mailing Address 
Campus Box 1110 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:52 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leave Report 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Beth 

The link below is your leave report through October 31, 2010. Please review this and if you have any questions or if any changes 
need to be made let me know. 

http s ://unctim. unc. edu/wfc/OpenRepo rl2 report= 1290523837735 .pdf&mime _type =pdf 

Thanks, 

K 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 10:50 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leave Report 

TEXT.htm 

Attached is your leave balance as of Oct. 31. Let me know if this doesn’t match up to what you have. 

Thanks, 
K 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 8143bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/84f7f5899fbb1599edc5eb88758783 ld 
File Name: Balance as of Oct. 31, 2010.pdf 

Expiry Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2011 10:49:55 -0500 
Size: 8143bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cassie Bichy <bichy@UMBC.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 2:45 PM 

Supplemental Instruction Discussion List <S1NET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Group Dynmnics 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; bichy.vcf 

Hello Susan, 

Are you looking [’or an exercise that demonstrates who is a leader, 
follower, imtiator, mediator? 

Cassie Bichy 
UMBC 

On 11/24/2010 1:55 PM; Aube, Susan wrote: 

Greetings, 

I am starting to plan our SI Leader training meeting for the Spring 
semester I would like to spend some time talking about group 
@namics. Does anybo~dy have ideas ]2~r discussion/activities on that 
topic? [ would be very grateful if you would be willing to share 
Thank you! 

Susan Aube, MS. 

Orange Coast College 

Student Success Center 

PASS Coordinator 

saube@occ.cccd.edu 

(714)432-5053 

PASS Logo 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at 
http://groups.google.comigroupisi-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http:iilistset~.umkc.ed~,~scripts/~va.exe?SL~BED1 SINET&A 1 

><http://listsel~’.umkc.edv.’scriptsiwa.exe?SUBED1 SINET&A l>> or send an 

email message to the address listsety@listserv.umkc.edu 
<mailto:listserv(~listserv.umkc.edu>. with the text SIGNOFF SINET in 
the bo@ of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as bichy@UMBC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu 
<mailto :manager@listserv.umkc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.google.com/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listse~,umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED1 SliX~T&A 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET m the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC EDU 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listser~, umkc edu. 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Cassie Lee Bichy 

Bichy 

Cassie Lee 

UMBC 

ACIV, B-wing, 348 Baltimore, MD 21250 

Business 

Phone: 

410-455-2447 

E-mail: bichy@umbc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cassie Bichy <bichy@UMBC.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:38 PM 

Supplemental Instruction Discussion List <S1NET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Position Am~ounce~nent for Coo~tina~or of Supplemental Instruction, UMBC 

bichy.vcf 

Good ~ftemoon, SI Discussion List members, 

The University of Maryland, Baltimore County, located in Catonsville, 
Maryland, announces a new position advertisement lk~r the Coordinator of 
Supplemental Instruction. Position is fall time with benefits 

The position description is attached. It is also available at: 
http://www.umbc.edu/hr/empl(wmenVmore.phtml?number 1870 

Sincerely, 
Cassie L. Bichy 
Interim Director, Learning 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://~roups~oo~[ecom/~roup/si-net> 

To add or remove fi~om this mailing list, please go to 
<http:i/listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED1 SIN~2~T&A 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listsep~.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF S]NET in the bo@ of the message 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listsel~.un~:c.edu. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31744bytes; 

Attachment Lirtk: http://archive02.ancaa.anc.edu/4a672a3d70332686f449e3aSc3631800 

File Name: Coordinator Supplementallnstruction-l.doc 

Expiry Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2011 15:39:16 -0500 

Size: 31744bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maria Moreno-Pardo" <mmoreno@MAIL. SDSU.EDU> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 10:47 PM 

Maria Moreno-Pardo <mmoreno@MAIL. SDSU.EDU>; 
n4alcecommittee@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4alcecommittee] Conference Call 

TEXT.htm 

Hello LCE Committee members: 

Our next conference call will be Friday December 3 at 10am pacific time/lpm 
eastern time. Please email me any agenda items. Sub-committee members if 
you have any updates please email me those as well. 

I look forward to talking to everyone. Below is the call-in information: 

Phone Number: 
Conference Dial-in Number: (605) 562-3000 
Participant Access Code: 1050668# 

Maria 

Maria Moreno-Pardo 

Learning Specialist 

San Diego State University Athletics 

(619)594-2498 office 

(619)594-2951 fax 

htto://~oaztecs.cstv.com/academics/sdsu-academics.html 

GO AZTECS 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cricket Lane" <iaafo@mailva evite.com~ 

Tuesday/, December 14, 2010 2:14 PM 

Beth B~dger <bridgerb@uncaa.uac.edu~; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fxite Invita’don: End of Semester 

TEXT.htln; Part.002 

Cricket Lane invites you to: "End of Semester" t~osted b’~~ Cricket Lane 
To vie~v the invitation, copy and paste this link into ye~r browser: http://new.evite.com/selnAces/links/2HG7VPFHUI 

Add il~’o@mailva.evite.com to ?,our address book toensure that yo~ receive Evite emails in your inbox. 
Note: Replies to this email will go directly to the person who sent tbAs message, not to Ev~te. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leea Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 1:56 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Pics 

TEXT.htm; IMG_0820.JPG; IMG_0823.JPG; IMG_0830.JPG; IMG_0835.JPG; 
IMG_0837.JPG; IMG_0844.JPG 

I’ll see if Kevin can get us the professional ones of the group! You guys rock, thanks for all you do for these guys 

Leea Murphy 
University of North Carolina 

Football Operations 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9168 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Evite" <info@mailva.evite.com~ 

Thursday, ,1:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridger~uncaa.unc.edu>; info@ma~lva.evite.com 

Fxent Reminder 

TEXT.httn; Part.002 

Hi bridgerb,            wanted to remind you that Yay! Finals are OVER :) is coming up on           at 07:00 PM. Your current reply to this invitation: not yet decided 

To vie~v this invitation, copy and paste this link into your browser: http://ne~v.evite com/services/links/2~PONYVC2vIB 







Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

N4A volunteers, leadership and staff are working together to 
develop a stellar program and convention experience for 
you. We need to know if you plan to attend. 

Please complete our ONE question survey to assist us with 
our convention planning. Click here to access the survey. 

Thank you for your support of N4A! 

Forward email 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu by teresa@nfoura.orq I 
Update Profile[Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I ~riva~y ~!!~y. 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics I NCSU Campus Box 8509 I Raleigh I NC I 27695 



The College of Arts and Sciences February calendar is packed with exciting presentations, including talks by New Yorker correspondents Jon Lee Anderson 
and Seymour Hersh, New York Times Jerusalem bureau chief Ethan Bonnet, Cardinal Roger Mahony on immigration reform, Nobel laureate Elinor Ostrom 
on climate change, Harvard’s first female engineering dean Cherry Murray on her path-breaking career, and Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times author 
Isabel Wilkerson on the massive post-WWll migration of African Americans. 
You will also find plenty of drama, art, literature and music on the calendar, including the annual Carolina Jazz Festival and Tony Kushner’s two-part Angels 
in America masterpiece at PlayMakers. 
See highlights and links below, followed by more links to UNC’s comprehensive calendar and our new UNC College You Tube channel. 
Feb. 1: African American Muslims in the Public Sphere, a discussion on mosque culture in Southern California by Zaid Adhami, Duke doctoral student in 
religious studies. 6 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Conference Room 1005. http:/i~lobakunc.edu 
Feb. 1: Faculty recital by clarinetist Edwin Riley, 7:30 pm, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 
Feb. 1-March 6: PlayMakers presents Angels in America, Parts 1 and 2, Tony Kushner’s acclaimed masterpiece exploring America and the first wave of the 
AIDS epidemic, against the backdrop of the Reagan era. $10-$45. http://www.playmakersrep.or~ 
Feb. 2: For Goodness Sake: Why America Needs Immigration Reform, a talk by Cardinal Roger Mahony, the highest ranking U.S. church official. 5:30 pm, 
FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. Seating is limited, with overflow in the atrium, http://tinyurl.com/6b6o7k6 
Feb. 3: Jon Lee Anderson, the Che Guevara biographer and New Yorker war correspondent, will discuss the long-term effects of violence shaping global 
interactions today. 5:30 pm, Carroll Hall. http://tinyurl.com/Ss575xu 

Feb. 3: In the Name of God? Interpreting Religious Law, an all-day symposium with UNC faculty and visiting scholars. 5125, discount to new participants, 

undergraduates are free. 9:15 am to 5:30 pm. Register at 962.1544. http://www.unc.edu/depts/human 

Feb. 3-4: Microfranchising in Emerging Markets: Innovation in Practice and Research, an interdisciplinary symposium. Details and RSVP ciber@unc.edu 

Feb. 4: Screenings of two films by Kamal Aljafari: The Roof and Visit Iraq. 5:30-8:00 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

http://giobal.u nc.edu 

Feb. 4: Elinor Ostrom, the first woman to receive the Nobel Prize in economics, will discuss climate change and environmental governance, A Polycentric 

Approach to Climate Change. 2 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. http://tinyurl.com/4wgm4mi 

Feb. 4: Sacred Circle...Drawing Closer, faculty recital by Timothy Holley, violoncello with pianist Ed Paolontonio. 8 pm, Person Hall. 962.1039. 

http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 6: Faculty chamber recital featuring the music of the Viennese Baroque. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 7: Dartmouth French and Comparative Literature Professor David LaGuardia will discuss Travel, Movement and the Mobile Identity of King Henri III of 

France, 4 pm, Dey Hall, Toy Lounge. hmelehv@unc.edu 

Feb. 8: UNC Southern literature scholar and author Minrose Gwin will discuss her current project, Mourning Medgar Evers. 4 pm, George Watts Hill Alumni 

Center. Ibeavers@unc.edu 

Feb. 8: Process Series, new works by student composers. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 10: N.C. Poet Laureate Cathy Smith Bowers will read and discuss her work. 3:30 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. http://en~lishcomplit.unc.edu/ 

Feb. 10: Furst Forum: Hollywood Horror and the Gothic Fly, with Shayne Legassie (English and Comparative Literature). 4 pm, Dey Hall, Toy Lounge. 

qgaronzi@email.unc.edu 

Feb. 10: Belgian political theorist Chantal Mouffee will present the Mary Stevens Reckford Memorial Lecture in European Studies. 7:30 pm, Hanes Art 

Center auditorium, http://iah.unc.edu/ 

Feb. 11: Women’s Choral Showcase, with the UNC Women’s Glee Club and area high school choruses. 8 pm, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 11: Local Histories: The Ground We Walk On, an exhibition of over 50 artists from across the U.S. exploring the idea that place cannot be global, 

curated by UNC artist elin o’Hara slavick and art historian Carol Magee, through April 29. Reception Feb. 11, 5-9 pm, 523 E. Franklin St. (former Chapel Hill 

Museum) http://Iocalhistories.word press.com 

Feb. 11-12: Music and Politics in the 20th Century, a symposium on the role of American jazz in the Weimar Republic. UNC experts and visiting scholars. 

5125. http:iiwww.unc.edu/depts/huma n 

Feb. 12: Guest artists Ken Davis, baritone, and Deborah Hollis, piano, will perform the music of Schubert and Winterreise. 8 pm, Person Hall. 

http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 13: Process Series, new works by student composers. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 15: Seymour Hersh, New Yorker contributor and Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative journalist (think My Lai massacre), will discuss U.S. foreign policy, 

national security, the war in Afghanistan and more. 4:30 pm, Gerrard Hall. sky@unc.edu http://tinyud.com/4m6xvyg 

Feb. 16: Sit in on master vocal class with Grammy Award-winning tenor Anthony Dean Griffey. 4 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 16: Walking the Border, photographs of possessions left behind by immigrants crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, by Susan Harbage Page, through 

March 12. Reception, Feb. 16 at 7 pm, FedEx Global Education Center. http://southphotography.blogspot.com 

Feb. 16-26: Carolina Jazz Festival - Eddie Palmieri Latin Jazz Band, Conrad Herwig, Joe Chambers, Marcus Printup, N.C. Jazz Repertory Orchestra, National 

Guard Jazz Patriots, UNC Faculty Jazz Quartet, UNC Jazz Band, UNC Jazz Combos, Charanga Carolina, Jazz After Hours and more. Complete schedule, ticket 

information and details: http://music.unc.edu/calendars/iazz-festival 

Feb. 16 : Dramatic art alumnus Mike Wiley will perform his one-man play, Freedom from the Rubble: A Colored Civil War Soldier Speaks, about African 

Americans and the Civil War. 7 pm, Stone Center. 962.9825. http://events.unc.edu 

Feb. 18: Pulitzer Prize winning NY Times author Isabel Wilkerson will discuss her new book, The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of American’s Great 

Migration, stories of African Americans who fled the South after World War II. 5:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

http://~lobal.u nc.edu 

Feb. 19-20: Composing, Creating, Communicating without Words, a seminar on the ways in which humans decipher and disseminate meaning without 

standard language or its clues. Featuring linguist David Mora-Marin, composer Stefan Litwin, speech pathologist Katarina Haley, and artist Juan Logan. 

5125. http://www.unc.edu/depts/huma n 

Feb. 20: Music on the Hill Emerging Artists Series with violinist Maia Cabeza and pianist Andrew Tyson. 515 general public; 510 for UNC one-card holders. 

3 pm, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 20: Carolina Wind Quintet, 7:30 p.m. Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 21-22: Yuriko Doi, a performer and director of Kyogen, the classical Japanese comic theatre form, will present a talk, demonstration and workshop, 

Center for Dramatic Art. izhuanlq@email.unc.edu 

Feb. 22: Poet and UNC English Professor Alan Shapiro will read from works in progress. 12:30 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. 

http:i/enlqlishcomplit.unc.edu/ 

Feb. 23: Cherry Murray, dean of Harvard University’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, will discuss Life in the Fast Lane, her career involving 

major leadership positions in science and technology at Bell Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Harvard. Working on Women in Science 



(WOWS) Lecture, 7 pm, Carroll Hall auditorium, http://snipurl.com/lxixwa 

Feb. 24: Cherry Murray [see above] will talk about Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Offshore Drilling. Murray is a member of the 

National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling. 4 pm, 265 Phillips Hall. http://snipurl.com/lxixwa 

Feb. 24: Furst Forum: Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics of Touch, with Pablo Maurette (English and Comparative Literature), 4 pm, Greenlaw Hall, 

Donovan Lounge. http://en~lishcomplit.unc.edu/ 

Feb. 23-28: Kind of Blue, an all African-American student production about men struggling with their identities and relationships, playing off the music of 

Miles Davis. Historic Playmakers Theatre. http://kindofblueathistoricplaymakers.weebly.com/index.html. 

Feb. 26: Literary Lions: Authors as National Icons, a seminar examining authors Goethe, Zola, Milosz and Hemingway. $125. Register at 962.1544. 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/human/ 

Feb. 27: UNC Symphony Orchestra, $15, $10.7:30 pm, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 28: Ethan Bronner, Jerusalem bureau chief for The New York Times, discusses the Israeli-Palestinian Dispute. 7:30 pm, Friday Center. 

http://www.unc.ed u/ccis/events.html 

### 

More events on UNC calendar 

http://events.unc.edu/calimain/showMain.rdo 

Facebook: 

htt p://www.facebook.com/U N C.ColleRe 

Twitter: 

htt p:i/twitter.com/unccollelqe 

College News: 

http:i/colleRe.unc.edu 

College in the Media: 

http://college.unc.edu/inthemedia 

¥ouTube Channel: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/U NCCollege 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of CoK~aunications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http ~//colleqe.unc. edu 

Faceboo k : htt~} : //www. faceboo k. com/UNC. Co ~ ~ eqe 

Twitter : http ~ //twitter. com/unccollege 

YouTube : http ~ //youtube. com/useriUNCColleqe 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-s~l’as: academic-ser~ices-staff(~listserv-.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

academic-services- s~affas: <a hre~"mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu">bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 6:32 AM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bobby Bonser <bonser@unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 
Ocwiej a <ocwiej a@email.unc, edu> 

Wednesday Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, 

We have a couple of things going on this Wednesday that I want you to be aware of in case there are issues and I need to make some 
adjustments. 

Vision Appts (in Ambulatory Care Center) 
1:30 PM: 
2:30 PM: 

3:30 PM: 
*Plan for 2 hot~rs appts and temporary vision disturbance as stated in previous email 

Concussion Baseline Testing (in _ ) 
2-3 PM: 

3-4 PM: i 

Nutrition Appts (in Kenan ATR) 
1:00     - " 
1:15 

1:30 

1:45 
2:15 
2:30 

2:45 

3:00 
3:15 

3:45 

Composite Freshmen Schedule 
’" 1:15 (Nutrition), 2:00-2:30 (Lift), 3-4 (Concussion Testing) 
1:30 (Nutrition), 2:00-2:30 (Lift), 3-4 (Concussion Testing) 

1:45 (Nutrition), 2-3 (Concussion Testing), 3:30-4 (Lift) 
2:00-2:30 (Lift), 3-4 (Concussion Testing) 
2-3 (Concussion Testing), 3:15 (Nutrition), 3:30-4 (Lift) 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-8519 (O) 

(c) 
919-843-9121 (F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 3,2011 3:04 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

(College Transition) 

TEXT.htm 

Beth, 

At your earliest convenience, can you please contact’ 
speak with Tia prior to placing this call. She can definitely catch you up to speed regarding the i 

Parent Information: 
Father Name: 
Mother Name: 

Home #:, 
Mobile #: 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

father to further discuss his transitional plan into Carolina? Please 
family request. 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 
(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 
awillliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

"Evite" <info@mailva.evite.comv 

Friday, February 4, 2011 3:08 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fxent Reminder 

TEXT.htln; Part.002 

Hi bridgerb, Cricket Lane wanted to remind you that Superbowl Party is coming up on 02/06/2011 at 05:00 PiVl. Your current reply to this invitation: 
To vie~v this invitation, copy and paste this link into your browser: http://new evite.com/services/links/{’key’:u’I~E3YHRZV’} 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CanesConnect" <WEBMAS TER@CAROLINAHURRICANE S .COM> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 11:15 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Playoff Position on line as Canes host Atlanta 

TEXT.htm 

Canes Host Atlanta Satm-d~y 

Tickets: 
h~p://s~r~-.mm.ticketmaster, corn: 80/tr ack? 
~ipe click&enid bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TEw~TQ~MDEmbWVzc2F~Zw~k~TEx~Dg~NDEmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~fN~cm~hbD~xMjI3NDUyNDg~JmVtYw~saWQ9YnJpZG~F~cmJAdW5jYwEudW5jLmVk’ 

Upper Deck giveaway and Valentine’s T-shirts: 
h~p://s~r~-.mm.ticketmaster, corn: 80/tr ack? 
~ipe click&enid bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TEw~TQ~MDEmbWVzc2F~Zw~k~TEx~Dg~NDEmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~fN~cm~hbD~xMjI3NDUyNDg~JmVtYw~saWQ9YnJpZG~F~cmJAdW5jYwEudW5jLmVk’ 

Thu~ks for readi~lg CanesConnect. Tiffs email was sent to you by the Carolfila Hurricanes, 1400 Edwards 
Mill Rd., Ruleigt~, NC 27607. You are receiving tiffs email because you subscribed or used tiffs email 
adch-ess for a ticket purchuse. Manage yore email preferences or unsubscribe by clicking here. 

h~ps://oss.ticketmaster.com/html/mm edit email prefs.htmI?l EN&team hunicanes&~EP&ID~iagaall~af~agcafcafgaf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 
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Sports Careers Recommends 
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Sports Careers Recommends... 

Now in an e-book format 

Be Prepared and Save Money 

Sports Careers Institute now offers the book Getting Hired In College Sports in 
an e-book format. 

Print Book Retails for $29.95 

E-book - Instant Download 

ONLY $24.95 

Order Now! 

To Purchase - Click Here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr=wj n5dxdab&et= 1104403232055&s=4134&e=001LncICUPwCdXhbUwAH3 WSIbQtGc5N6FTnOAZF Sm-zLzE- 
OOLYYMLWFrDxVIpcBzWMlpUnppoXj7pdvnvSU39ckKa9Qflb39NJ 1RBoRfuNQih02csl9bBnYbu5c kBBWlvoQeV1 LQw=] 

In Getting Hired In College Sports you will discover: 

* The types of jobs that exist in college sports 

* How to plan and navigate your career 

* How to create an effective job search campaign 

* The proper way to create an effective resume, cover letter, and sales pitch 

* How to properly brand yourself 

* Techniques and strategies to prepare you for an interview 

* How to properly prepare yourself for the five types of interview questions 

* How to properly follow-up after the interview in order to influence the decision 
of the hiring manager 

"I love this book. The concepts that Howard outlines in the book are straight 
from the world of college sports." 

-Dr. Kelly Higgins 

Athletics Director 



Ft. Lewis College 

"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 

-Greg McDermott 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach 

Creighton University 
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Buy tickets directly from Carolina Hurricanes Ticket Holders 

TEXT.htm 

TICKET EXCHANGE BY TICKETMASTER 

Season ticket holders are selling their tickets NOW on Ticketmasterm the Official Fan Resale Panner 
of the NHL. Check ’em out fast before they’re gone for good! 

It’s easy: 

1.) Go to the Hurricanes Fan Resale Page. 
2.) Choose a game and click BUY. 
3.) Pick the seats you want to purchase and click BUY TICKETS. 

Ticketmaster is your go-to site for great seats - even for sold-out games. 

Visit humcanes.com!ticketexchange today! 
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Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bobby Bonser <bonser@unc.edu> 

VISION: Eye Appts this Week 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, 

We have three eye appts this Wednesday, February 8th. There should be no conflicts with study hall or classes¯ Please let me know if 
you see any issues¯ 

¯ 1:30 

2:30 
¯ 3:30 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-8519 (O) 

(c) 
919-843-9121 (F) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-mail: tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Creating the Right "Beat" for Your Recruits 

TEXT.htm 
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The #1 Coachii~g Tool in the World 
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TO GET THE EDGE 

College Recruiting Weekly 

March 1,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 9 

Cieati~g the Right "Beat" for Yotu- Recruits 

Tappfi~g to the beat [htip://r20.rs6.netJti~[t~?lh- bwhectnbab&et-1104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-wEw~WHV¥"o-bjViUMBhw-hlOcs85mTFR[c-9rlgtkNL~piXyBQyKU9a3N- 
ovPqMviBX 1Hjt30uW7TbXQxiIw3jUkVERW2XOEZ GDPB1Ewb5 Dsw ]Ever 
listen to a song and start tapping your foot to the tm~e...even thongh you’ve never 
heard it before? 

It’s probably because its usfilg a beat that’s been used before in other songs. 
Dozens and dozens and dozens of other so~gs you’ve listed to in your life, and liuve 
probably forgotten about. 

You’ve just ~ollen for a secret tactic in the music liMustiT: They want to get 
you sucked-in to a new so~g by giving you a taste of somethii~g that you’re already 
f~miliar with. 

What I’d like to snggest to you today is that you employ the same subtle messagi~lg 
lil your commtmication with prospects. 

Here’s why it works... 

Otu brains (your temmge prospect’s brain, included) loves to be able to predict 
wliut’s comfi~g next. We do it all the time: Try to guess the end to a movie, guess 

the next play in a football game we’re watcNng...we love to be one step ahead. 
As I mentioned a moment ago, so do your teenage prospects. 

And, like us, they also want to be intiigued by new, exciting infom~ation. Actually, 
let me reptuase that: They don’t "want" it, they need it. 

The cliullenge, of cotu-se, is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJh~.isp?lh--bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-5q98vQD~6K0zxAp2Xhvi-I2KaPa-s2n-wGQmQ1YR6wqiPtlhx5i~OmHOYxgisu9 - 
EQSMNEHk8LnBzyTK33LoQIPLTYNoG6dVZYE4a4plz8IZg6oD ZekNzBdVlkKEIok M0zBwJ8BPMDRGGBX8GZ HQZxQJCTxlkQ ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp?lh--bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e ~BMCMGWe7JT-~t~Zz37ZML4SIxRjrsZL-v~KAdngG6~Fqv~Y~x~9Z~s3jHVsTPUIkQtT7~xV~9HW~U- 
L y0 D 1 c/G09 D gaq36EICxdJTH J l’oWuGvHWlJvoQWKvux0oCzuN SPj V4S-Tj Qti~VdDgRJYTPd-Gept 1WDz0PEbN6wPkK 1 LOF1Xm-MXqVdobZzxqR94hQ cOtCdYv8 fisxc41 T- 
ZffzpVMEpeTW5dUiKqek~cdt7m~m~yXVGqS3R~AJW~IW3b~xKd~Fav~pZ2F~TtgeAG9QDZ3-Tk~2hCw] 

Followus onTwitter [hgp://r20.i~6~p?llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWeTJTgv816ml22k3n6PtlfBODYA5Nu8MIcu61r3vT~PZNAQy- 
KExv D C ~biVzv~---D--B-~Ln--M--c-~-d--X--8--Y~L~--Rd--6~9-q-c-~--~--~--~--K--w--T-pw~xXViD ~ B aP 2 C S cwr ~___] 

Front Rush [hgp://r20.rs6.netJti~.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-wtzc3Ve3fSwBa72iPUpwfX4DHk6DOg8Koe6WDvCpF~kAcZK 0DCTr3Cno76do5iL0eKJraM1Jphe7BJs5xFdti- 
OaD3DpDmb-Pc5NBxVzyC -84voP6 SAmW RwXgNN6cb-tFRdLb JTAYN~] 

Using Facebook to Eilgage with Your Fans, Alu~mi... and Your Recruit!! 

by Mark Drosos, Lodestone Social Media [hgp://r20.rs6.netJti~.isp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT8QmpiFkUpTRk- 

qpB 1 skF2HioV2Ksc0 QsdEGTxLxET5N7sYPI9IwSB CipextEDEUapFSW3XGY quS 1 kt 10Wi6 VQCuGHYdoebQc9ucmekAnI JXic~ ] 

We have heard it hmlch-eds of times in our conversations with atliletic directors 
and coaches. How can we get more people interested in otu- teams and people coming 
to the games? 

In todays noisy, meclia evelTwhere, social connected world the old school methods 
just don’t work. Posters, Free Pizza Night, Free T-shirt Night, e-mails, Meclia 
Guides, raclio spots, etc. will not cut ttu-ough the noise and get you new l:ons or 
remind yotu- old ones that you are there. 

They will get you wliut you have always got and do nothi~g to spread the word to 
new people. So why not tiT somethi~g new? Somethi~g tliut is relevant! Sometliing 
that can allow you to target the ~ons you seek. 

Tliut somethi~g is using Facebook to target yotu- local f~n base, wliich is wliut we 
are helpfi~g college attflefic departments do across the comltiT [~p~/-/-r-2-~-~r-~-6-~-~b--w--~-~-e-9~-b-y-b--&--e--~--~-~-~-j-6-8-~2~-~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~-~-Q~T~-Q~j~p~-~ 

qpB 1 skF2Hj oV2Ksc0 QsdEGTx2xET5NTsYPIgI-C8B CipextEDEUapF8W3XGY quS 1 kt 10Wj 6 VQCuGHYdoebQcgucmekAnI JXic~ ]. 
Tliut lZon base is not just people who like yotu- college. You liuve people who... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJti~.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-D60jd5swUIwQCZkUS3cBzIDVsvC514Iq5xAAdZ0dKEJ7IJgqrio5eI8gpQKhnL6- 
D KIJ62 M81 ok fBuZncU 1 JiH Z0vsLwPphliujhgZ XXQfF5 Y KblT O-nuTcGssQiMnoB dTHD0-6MThe Y shJiAP SwUfR8gPpHB aE9 V0 dGI<Sn flKPgclit~i fsz6 yxT ] 



2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-LwXJGgyoEVk-dBvUa0XajZqxFaE6NMreymWTfreMmzIYbiXSZGEOtlb74y5FJv- 
KFXK1M7 xgANJ3G8~4duDTmDbF~JtTW-YJ7f~G~x6R~2XzsDgjg~X~xISAEK~EZeBsIdkJ6GyAfx~k~yGFCMxE3hGGSXuPdlwcl~IDJ3s~qwU2~47sjyHgsx4feErMrGSiY ]The 
Experts Teach YOU tile Latest Wi:ming Reclniting Techniques 
REGISTER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY[ [ _t_:_lLo://r 20 .r s 6 .he tJtn.j}’p_~9_ll_I___’_o_w__t!_e_c]nbab &et- 1104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWeTJT-GL3m8fji_v__R_: 
22ggWRuz6pGrw8QzWNk0181 F5 HuyZ0nwCW20WP5toChtn3Amkb4k4xvkTPxc6EN E6PQQ8mDbTCwHlwhC sUy5 B c gZT B 1ZyROJaggOkOP78N] 

New Recla:iting Tool for College Coaches Announced 

There was all important strategic pattnership annou:lced last week that has tile potential 
to revolutionize tile way college coaches find recruits, and then manage their contact 

hlfol:nation. 
Tile National Collegiate Scoutii:g Association [h~p://r 20.rs6.netJtn.isp? 
llr bwheoAlbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e ~BMCMGWe7JT9J~HTE6@6GrFsE~5Kz~HwyD&.4wKJ2g~dtX2HcVM~x~K~UpSB~2y8Bm4wLp5d~ANvzCv~7MTf78pk3Z7f~zNCfGulukdHQAC6au55HA~HQ~ 
tile leadiilg database for verified high school prospects, and Front Rust~, tile leader 
in web based contact management for college athietic depattments ilutionwide, have 
teamed-up to make recla:itii~g much more simplified. 
Now, when a Front Rush [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-1104686176036&s 56116&e ~BMCMGWe7JTb~Tpw7cZv2~BE~hiCYXCveemF4ZHySbgEqxrm.~z~-97vENC3FBaQr~S~hwK~ZeR2ZR- 
D8JpoQDqzfQzJ 2ilz5YqtZUitN3PazFpvRcllP KgrlJ2ToAlhin0gL6B2WwLDH&:nN4JQTL~] 
user scans tile NCSA database of more tilan 300,000 athlete profiles and finds prospects 
tilat match their criteria, all they have to do is click on tile new "Add to Front 
Rush" bu~on that is on tile NCSA search page. 

Are you using these two resources for you:- ongoii~g reclniting needs? 
More and more, we see these two organizatioi:s beii~g utilized in coaches offices 
aromld tile cou:ltiT. If you want to statt, it’s easy... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWeTJT8LUUt0JUczx:xkTMqFoKgLS1WsCzbM8S1 mk5FXVI- 
jw4JML2p3w4cV5X2ccLxAVgsVvrZPdoa0Wf5UqBoY6aLHUhFFQecSJplXRzL mArN5zrZHO37ES311TMmqQ VTUl2prgApyHMgRUFOLybE4kjGoNIuTQ6WhEKqP-TuWq8bDeHOKb6M1CGLCgXCDjvVFrBCH- 
WWFwyVA ] 

Lodestone Social Media [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?l11Jowheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT8QmpiFkUpTRk- 
qpB 1 skF2HioV2Ksc00sdEGTxLxET5N7sYPI9I~CSB CipextEDEUapFSW3XGY quS 1 ld 10Wi6 VOCuGHYdoebOc9ucmekAnI JXic~ ] 

Clickhere[hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT8QmpiFkUpTRk- 

qpB 1 skF2HioV2Ksc0 QsdEG:x2xET5NTsYPIgI~C8B CipextEDEUapF8W3XGY quS 1 kt 10Wi6 VQCuGHYdoebQcgucmekAnI JXic~ ] 
to fred you:- social media solution 

DanTudor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT 56IT7 mvM4Yi3BgXDqDYLfild~nZ~8bIVZTgsEbcs8tRw~I~RWVu:ns~r~QBpSQb~6EI82Cm2G74G~4dCaMkFq4AspbJZrL~XyZLK~he~N~VG5~ 
-bSZDRAiEMQ ] 

Tile Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

SEC Coaches Defend tile Practice of "Oversignii~g" Inco:ning Recruits 

It’s a growiilg practice tilat has tile media and NCAA askii~g, "Is this right?" Oversignii~g 
ailincomii~g prospect class is growing in popularity in college football, and now 
SEC coaches are goii~g on tile record as to wily they do it. 

For that story, plus a complete lihi-aly of our past featm-ed articles - as well 
ash.ail~ingvide~sfeatea~ngDanTud~r-justc~ickhere[h~p://r2~.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?~h_bwheqnbab&e~4686~76~36&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT9LN2EC1QTWjWoPSdAryoC4KeDrD3P XmOc60L- 
RnY ~xpU~Xd53BYfLCCCQJFdby iTdDLLJG868W5~ 8GWC5Lci96iDKDLhcKxGul~2cKQpQIpc~HX1lTi~6UCw~ e8kVGYJV~ ccm6zHYfJMpmeQ3JB-~qD3wmufWqnE fSu-~ YXL34~ hDkN6PbO]. 

Auddon’t forgetaboutourdailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.]sp?llr bwheqnbab&e~l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT81fl~3REizxTt04CW-Y672SVsT¥8YdF8S8k- 
52qbYCQLtPZ lcHHKkvz3hYldgi6FUBWvIQZtll-Tt36Y2vbEfqKTWLGibaTBdI -ZpRlucQiQO2xgLN8iq] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e ~BMCMGWe7JT-:~Zz37ZML4SIxRjrsZL-v~KAdngG6~Fqv~Y~x~9Z~s3jHVsTPUIkQtT7~xV~9HW~U- 
L y0 D 1 c/G09 D gaq36EICxdJTH J l’oWuGvHWUvoQWKv~x0oCzuN SPj V4S-Tj Q ttlVdDgRJYTPd-Gept 1WDz0PEbN6wPkK 1 LOF1Xm-MXqVdobZzxqR94hQ cOtCdYv8 fisxc41 T- 
ZffzpVMEpeTW5dUiKqek~cdt7m~m~yXVGqS3R~AJW~IW3hi~xKd~Fav~pZ2F~TtgeAG9QDZ3-Tk~2hCw] 

F~wus~nTwi~er[~-~--p.:/-/-r-2--~-~-6~-n-e-~:-.jN29~-~-b--w--I-Le-~nbab&et-~4686~76~36&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT9v816ml22k3n6PtlfBODYA5Nu8MIcu61r3vTj_P__Z__N__A__@.y: 
KExv D C LbiVzv~___D__B_~!_ILM__c_I_d__X__8__Y_I_I_I__Rd__6Xg_q:~p_~pwHxXViD ~ B aP 2 C S cwr ~___] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ilution’s top prospects for fiee. [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT9ECeUgZfuPYo,alYnDpoWScvCOY - 

W~?GPziSCbVqFqvY0wz0K7cY9f4JxwiiI~xHMnitLg4u4Dnsb9oebHI76EVVN3I zFJ2bedWTSi~pq960TRZ13qXoCHSXUsI3kataMY ] 

Tile hnportance of Sellii:g Your Vision 

Your visioi~, you:team [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?lk bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-wEvnWHV¥"o-biViUMBhw-hlOcs85mTFRic-9flghNLqpiXyBQyKU9a3N- 
9X _P_cLM_ _vj_B_ _ _X_ { _H_ j_t_3_ _0_u_ _W_ _ _ _Tl]_b_ _X_ _Qx~ I_ _w_ _3_i_U k VE RW 2 X O E Z G D P B 1E wb 5 Dsw ]by 
Mandy Green, University of South Dakota Women’s Soccer 

Coaching you:- team and developii~g leadership statts with huvii~g a vision statement, 
tilen developii~g a plan to achieve it. That’s tile starfiilg point for evelT business 
tilat wants to be successful, and it’s a must for college coaches who want to build 
a successful program. 

A vision statement answers tile questioi~, "What will our program look like 5 to 10 
years froin now?" 

A vision is more thun a destii:ution. It is an inspiratioi~, a motivator, and a rallying 
point for a team. Results ma~er, but they are often tile by-products of all effectively 
created and COlnmunicated vision. 

How does tile vision you have for you team apply to managii~g your time in tile office?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.isp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT9wzR17G14fyMO7- 

e486AGGRLcoLFYbrSLk8eLMlftlzLq0NUk8KaKHSADEFIMxrKPxV nitUMQSkkFBhX8p~Bt~tI4~FTt2ZmeHi~4p7v~8HwSw~nsBCpQ6GM5AI47~KZgsGUVHXG5~2si~cB5-~fQAp~qWg7xwI~UE ] 

Workbooks [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-MFBBQxBpMZ3RYKXeO4uFU43rB~/vPudYiztlxmiP72-8ZoHg6u3r ynr-U39oQfbsJXR- 
Ux2p9 HQMB gydROuvnufwpul uQ5 M J01iaStIM qw~] 

NASCAR’s Jeff Gordon Uses Same Strategy as Many College Coaches to Win Weekend Race 

YslEZ7QZdSq5cVG7AdvTIcSOFePUoilFXtlkOdFQQ ]’Tm 

pretty~pti~nistic.We~kedat~urDa~t~sh[h~p://r2~.rs6.ne~tt~.isp?~h_bwheqnbab&e~4686~76~36&s 56116&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-z971h5HJs2TyotZESPA2UvYJglhr- 
GNUqMIg92nqCGklPKJLJX1NgtqWZOMFJ3xtUW-YslEZ7QZd5q5cVG7AdyTIcSOFePUoilFXtlkOdFQQ ] 



and I feel like we’ve got a pretty good plan on where we needed speed for qualifying. 
I felt like we made some big gaines for the race so I wasn’t so concerned about the 
speed there when we swapped over into qualifying." 
Tt~ut was NASCAR chiver Jeff Gordon on Satm-dey as he prepared for the race in Phoe~ffx. 
The next day, he won it. 
To recap: His team consulted Da~fish (the same software college coaches are usi~lg 
arom~d the com~h3~) and he finds infom~ation tt~ut helps his team win the next dsy. 
Coincidence? No. Just sma~ preparation... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56116&e ~BMCMGWe7JT-z97~h5HJs2T~atZESPA2UvYJg~u.-GNUqMIg92nqCGk~PKJLJX~NgtqWZQMFJ3xtUW- 
YslEZTQZd5q5cVGTAdvTIcSOFePUoilFXt~kOdFQQ ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Fox,yard tiffs email to other coaches! 

h~p://ui.coi~stantcontact.com/sa/fwt£jsp?lh- bwheqnbab&m l101038493377&ea b~idgerb@uncaa.m~c.edu&~l104686176036 

This email was sent to b:4dgerb@uncaa.unc.edu by dsn@dsntudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Adch-ess 

h~p://visitor.co:~stantcontact.com/do?p oo&m 001¥~Vg3ci4cLm¥TQglwF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001075BtuZo2c4c%3D&~001BICjIulVUc3Zd3L3CnclBO%3D%3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&lh bwheqnbab 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubsc~ibe(TM) 
t_\~_p://visitor.coi~stantcontact.com/do?p~&m 001¥~Vg_3__c:L4__c_L__~p_y_’7_Q_9_l__w__F__4__w__e_F__Q%3D%3D&se ~75B~uZ~2c4c%3D&~BICj-Iu~VUc3Zd3L3Cnc~BQ-~/-~-3--D--~-/~-~e-.~-~-~-~-\--~-~--~-I-9-e--z~-Q-b-qEsU%3D&~h" bwhe~nbab 

Privacy Policy: 
h~p://ui.coi~stantcontact, com/rovi~N/CCP~ivacyPolic¥, jsp 

O~line Marketi~g by 
Co~stant Contact(R) 
h~p://www.constantcontact.com/home.jsp?pn marcomgroup&cc TEM News 216 

Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies 1455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafler I CA 193263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Julie Domina" <j domina@duaa.duke.edu> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 12:26 PM 

Dominator updates 

TEXT.htm 

hey team (hi to Garrett and Megan who are new to the listserve), 

on sunday we talked about having another practice on Sunday, March 13 at 
11:45 am at the same field (RTP #1 off East Institute Drive via 
intersection of Cornwallis & Davis Drive). Kerri - can you check on 
field availability? shirt update: we will have the Nosh logo on the 
front and the name Dominators spelled out on the back top, above our 
numbers, i’ll get you final pricing once we decide on a vendor, but 
i’ll go for the cheapest option. 

keep updating the missed games list as you figure out your plans. 
ideally we want 10 players minimum at each game, though we can play w/ 
9. fiat all possible, try to avoid missing April 10 or June 18/19 
since we are already down 3-4 players both dates. 

MIS SING GAMES: 
> SunApr3: 
> Sun Apr 10: Julie, Kristi, Holly, Garrett 1st game 
> Sun Apr 17: 
> Sat Apr 23, Rainout make up date if needed: Julie, Kristi 
> Sun May 1: Garrett 1st game 

> Sat May 7, Rainout make up date if needed: Betsy, Becca 

> Sun May 15: Julie, Kristi 
> Sun May 22: Garrett 1st game 
> Sun June 5: Beth 
> Sat June 11, Rainout make up date if needed: 
> Sun June 12: Garrett 1st game 

> Sat & Sun June 18-19, playoffs: Julie, Heather, Betsy, Kristi (June 
19) 

Julie Domina 
Assistant Coach 
Duke University Women’s Rowing 
919.681.9453 office 
919.681.7866 fax 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<MusicSpace@DatapakServices. com> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 5:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Order Status #004004909511000 

Thank you for your recent order with MusicSpace.com. 
Your order number 95110 was shipped on 03/02/11 via the U.S. Post Office. 
Your package should arrive within 3-5 business days (however, delivery may take up to 2 weeks). 
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact us 
at MusicSpace@DatapakServices.com or by calling (800) 581-4515. 

Please reference your order number on all correspondence. 
Once again, thank you for your order, from MusicSpace.com! 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Holliday, Corey 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Holliday, Corey 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



,=~ Replay Photos 

GAME PUSHED BACK TO 7 P.M. DUE TO RAIN IN THE AREA 
GREENVILLE, N.C.- East Carolina (17-6)plays its final non-league game Thursday against Maine (7-15) 

before entering Conference USA action this weekend The Pirates host the Black Bears for single contest, 

now-scheduled for a 7:00 p.m. start due to rain in the area. 

Softball will also host Memphis this weekend, with a doubleheader Saturday at l p.m., and a contest at 12 

p,m. Sunday. Tickets are $5 for adults (18+) and free to all youth (17-). 

Baseball will also host the Keith LeClair Classic this weekend, with participants including Liberty, 

Monmouth, and Rutgers. Tickets for the Classic can be purchased in advance at ecupirates.com or at the 

Clark-LeClair Ticket Office prior to each game. 

Renewing your season tickets and purchasing single game seats has never been easier! Just click TICKETS, find your seat, and enjoy the game! 

Send this messaqe to a friend 

To unsubscribe click here or send an email to: unsubscribe-31 @pacmail.em.marketinghq.net 
Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: athletictickets~,ecu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Confirmation Message" <no-reply@wufoo.com> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 3:08 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Certification Application 

TEXT.htm 



University of Louisville Alumni 

Latest: Discussions (1) 

Discussions (1) 

Comment or flaq 
Howto "right" staff your iT 

Like 

Latest News 

Comment or flaq 

Like 
UniversitV of Louisville Official Athletic Site - liilen’s Tennis 

The University of Louisville Official Athletic Site, partner of CBS College Sports. The most 
comprehensive coverage of Louisville Cardinals athletics on the web .... 

Comment or flaq >> 

uoflspol?scom ~ Meic~= 11 2011 

The University of Louisville Official Athletic Site, pa~ner of CBS College Spods. The most 
comprehensive coverage of Louisville Cardinals athletics on the web .... 

Comment or flag >> 
U~iversit~ of Louisville Official Athletic Site ~ Women’s Te~is 

Like )~ 

The UniveBity of Louisville Official Athletic Site, pa~ner of CBS College Spots, The most 
comprehensive coverage of Louisville Cardinals athletics on the web .... 

Comment or flaq )) 
University o~ Louisville Official Athletic Site = Swimmin~ ~ ~n9 

Like >> 

uot~spo~!.s ~,om ~ March ~ L 20~ ~ 

The UniveBity of Louisville Official Athletic Site, pa~ner of CBS College Spots. The most 
comprehensive coverage of Louisville Ca[dinals athletics on the web .... 

Stop ~epprop[bte conteat the nloRl¢~11. ~!. ~3 posted Send me an email for each new discussion ~ 

w~hos~ "~ou~ De~nl~ssbn .:9 20~ L L~nksdh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:10 PM 

April Mann <asmann@email.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
Jackie Copeland <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shandol Hoover <schoover@email.unc.edu>; Scarlett Jordan <slj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis 
Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante <craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Waldeck <swaldeck@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Athletics (;TOPS List (3.16.11) 

TEXT.htm; 3.16.11 .doc 

All, 

See attached. Names highlighted in yellow have been added since the last memo. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kristi Hall" <khall@duaa.duke.edu> 
Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:43 PM 

Re: skills clinic 

TEXT.htm 

I will be there. Thanks to kerri for taking care of field and thanks to julie for getting our t shirts taken care of. 
Kristi Hall, MS, ATC, LAT, EMT-B 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Duke University 

From: dominators-softball@googlegroups.com <dominators-softball@googlegroups.com> 
To: dominators-softball@googlegroups, com <dominators-softball@googlegroups.com> 
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:41:10 2011 
Subject: Re: skills clinic 

Hey Team, 

We have RTP field #1 reserved for March, 27th from 11:45am-2:45pm for practice. I hope to see most of you there since it will be 
our last practice before the season! 

Julie - thanks for taking care of the shirts! When do you need payment? 

Kerri 

On Wed, Mar 16, 2011 at 8:29 PM, Julie Domina <jdomina@duaa.duke.edu> wrote: 

hey team, 

this saturday and sunday from 12-2pm at Valley Springs park in Durham, the league is holding a skills clinic, it’s mainly for 
beginners, and they’ll rtm through batting and fielding, i’ll be at the sunday one to help out, so if any beginners are free, come on out 
(or go saturday if you can). 

can we do a team practice Sunday, March 27 at 11:45am at the same field (Kerri can you check into reserving?)? 

i ordered our shirts earlier this week, at a bargain price of $10 each. i hope they don’t fall off our backs the first time we wear 
them. we are kelly green just like last year, with a white logo and white numbers. 

you should have received an invite to the league kick off party on Sat, April 2. let’s get a group to go. 

last thing is the game schedule has been changing again so i’ll email when it is finally set for good. looking forward to the 
season! julie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"I-800-FLOWERS.COM" <1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.com> 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:53 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Stunning Lilies + Free Vase, just $29.99 

TEXT.htm 

Can’t see everything? Visit us here. 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNsgXTJXY/html-0?t~oarams=I_BANNER%3D0%26I CHECKITOUT% 
3D3%26I CORNER%3Dl%26I FRPOINTS%3Dl%26I GMAIL%3D0%26I GREETING%3Dl%26I HE~kDLINE%3D3% 
26I PAR~l%3D3%26I PROD~CTS%3Dl%26I SPEC~-AL%3D3%26I SUB-JECT%3D3%26I TERlV~S%3D0% 
26I-UPCOMING%3D l~26EMAIL%3Dbridgerb~2540uncaa.unc.edu%~6FNAME%3DFRAN~ES%26LNAME%3DBRIDGER% 
26POINT_BALANCE%3D50%26 SOURCE_CODE2%3Dfreshrewards&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you’ve received this e-mail as a forward, we invite 
you to subscribe. 
http ://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB 8ZuwoNs ~XTJXY/si~nup-0 ?email=brid~erb~,uncaa.unc.edu 

Send this email to a Friend. 

http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNsgXTJXY/raf-0? 
t=BNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNsgXTJXY&RAF TRACK=&email=bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu&email=bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu 

A special offer from 1-800-FLOWERS.COM(R) 

Send a Spring Stunner 

7 Pink, Yellow and White Lilies Plus Free Vase, just $29.99* 
Upgrade now for $10 more 

Earn 150 Fresh Rewards(R) Points 

>>SHOP NOW 

http ://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNsgXTJXY/coreoffer-0?email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hi Frances, 
The days are longer.., the sun is stronger.., and wait a minute: are 
those buds we see on the trees? Yes, Spring is making its first 
tentative appearance. So set out the welcome mat for the season with our 
big, beautiful Lilies, in shades of pink, yellow and white. It’s a 
show-stopper of a bouquet that will get them in the mood for the all the 
joys of Spring. 
http ://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNs~XTJXY/spring-0?email=bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu 
http ://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB 8ZuwoNs gXTJXY/coreoffer-0?email=brid~erb(@,uncaa.unc, edu 

Click here to view our full newsletter. 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNsgXTJXY/html-0?t~oarams=I_BANNER%3D0%26I CHECKITOUT% 

3D3%26I CORNER%3Dl%26I FRPOINTS%3Dl%26I GMAIL%3D0%26I GREETING%3Dl%26I HE~kDLINE%3D3% 
26I PAR~l%3D3%26I PROD~CTS%3Dl%26I SPEC~-AL%3D3%26I SUB-JECT%3D3%26I TERlV~S%3D0% 
26I-UPCOMING%3D l~26EMAIL%3Dbridgerb~2540uncaa.unc.edu%~6FNAME%3DFRAN~ES%26LNAME%3DBRIDGER% 

26POINT_BALANCE%3D50%26 SOURCE_CODE2%3Dfreshrewards&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

*Offer ends 3/24/2011. 
See Terms of Offer for further details. 
http ://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNsgXTJXY/terms-0?email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you prefer not to receive emails like this from 1-800-FLOWERS. COM(R) 



in the future, please click here. 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB8ZuwoNs~XTJXY/r)reference-0? 
t=BNhs 1 ~ApWT6fB8Zuw~NsP-~TJXY&emai~=bridgerb~’uncaa.unc.edu&emai~=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

(C)I-800-FLOWERS.COM, INC. Corporate Office [] One Old Country Road, Suite 
500 [] Carle Place, New York 11514-1801 

Terms of Offer 
http ://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBNhs 10ApWT6fB 8ZuwoNsgXTJXY/terms -0 ?email=bridgerb (,~,uncaa.unc. edu 



LiI-’4~ 
A special offer from 1-800-FLOWERS.COM®: 
.S..t.u...n..n. Ln. g..Lj ! i .e..s...+....E .r.e..e....V..a..s..e.., .Lu.~£ ~ ~ 9:9.~ ..V.i.e..w....a..s....w..e..b.p..a. ,.q .e. I .V..i..e..w....o..n....m..o...b.il#. 

March 21,2011 

Hi Frances, 

The days are longer.., the sun is stronger.., and 
wait a minute: are those buds we see on the trees? 
Yes, _S~_r__i_n_g is making its first tentative 
appearance. So set out the welcome mat for the 
season with our big, beautiful Lilies, in shades of 
pink, yellow and white. It’s a show-stopper of a 
bouquet that will get them in the mood for the all 
the joys of Spring. 

Passover- begins at sundown on 4/18 
Easter - 4/24 

shaped floral creation 
that will have them 
feeling like the most 
beloved member of 
your pack. 

Same-Day Delivery 
............... 

in a Vase adds a 
zesty surprise to any 
occasion with yellow 

and white blooms, 
complete with a twist 
of fresh lemons! 

Bestsellers Love & Romance Plants 1-800-Baskets.com® 

TM 

~_p__rj__n_g Gift Tower 



Send smiles with one dozen 
or 18 ..R....o..s...e.....E!..e.g.a...n...c...e..T.~ 
Premium Conq-Stem 

BONUS 100 POINTS 
Get 100 BONUS POINTS 
when you double their 
desire with two dozen Rose 
..E_!..e_.qanceTM Premium Lonq: 
Stem Assorted Roses. 



R~ster Now & Member Benefits I ~our E-Mail Address I Gift Cards I Store Locator I Unsubscribe I ~ I 
Securit & Privac I Terms of Offer 

*Offer ends 3/24/2011. 
See Terms of Offer for further details. 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you’ve received this e-mail as a forward, we invite you to subscribe. 

Add 1800FLOWERS@e.1800flowers.com to your Address Book to ensure that you receive our email in your Inbox. 

@I-800-FLOWERS.COM, INC. Corporate Office ¯ One Old Country Road, Suite 500 . Carle Place, New York 11514-1801 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Julie Domina" <j domina@duaa.duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:41 PM 

Team meeting via email 

Hey, 

T-shirts are in!! The # on the back feels a bit like it might bum off 
in the dryer, but besides that I think we are good :) I’ll bring them 
to the scrimmage Sunday. $10 if you want to keep it. 

I wanted to make sure everyone is aware of a few league rules: 
*you start every at bat with 1 ball, 1 strike (you get up to 4 balls and 
3 strikes) 
*if you have 2 strikes and you hit a foul ball, then you hit another 
foul, you are out 
*if we use a courtesy runner (if we sub a runner once someone gets on 
base), the runner has to be the last person who got out of the same 
gender 
*we have to bat girl!guy until we run out of guys 
*no stealing bases 
*bats have to have the ASA approval stamp 
*games last 70 minutes and no new inning can start after 65 minutes 
*the home team has to keep the official scorebook so whoever is sitting 
out is in charge of that 
*the home team provides the game balls 
*we can play 10 on the field and bat up to 12 

Here is my philosophy on playing time: we all pay the same league fee so 
we all get to play roughly the same amount. Everybody will take turns 
sitting out. If you aren’t at a game, it doesn’t count as your turn to 
sit out. There will be some games where we might be able to win having 
better players in the game, but we are in the rec division so unless the 
whole team agrees to try for the win, I’ll keep with giving everyone 
equal playing time. 

Let me know if there are any questions!! See most of you Sunday :) 

Julie Domina 
Assistant Coach 
Duke University Women’s Rowing 

919.681.9453 office 
919.681.7866 fax 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kristi Hall" <khall@duaa.duke.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:51 PM 

Re: scrimmage and 1 st wknd of games! 

TEXT.htm 

Doms 

I added susan’s names to the dates that she can’t make. If we are short on players she may be able to ask off as long as she doesn’t have 
too many sundays in a row. She gets time and a half for sundays. 

sun Apr 3, Durham, 1 l:15am & 1:45pm: Beth, Garrett 1st game, susan > 

Sun Apr 10, Durham, 10am & 12:30pm : Julie, Kristi, Holly, Garrett 1st game> 

Sun Apr 17, Raleigh, 10am & 1115am : Garrett, susan > 

Sat Apr 23, Rainout make up date if needed: Julie, Kristi, susan 

Sun May 1, Durham, ll:15am & l:45pm : Garrett 1st game, susan 

Sat May 7, Rainout make up date if needed: Betsy, Becca, susan 

Sun May 15, Durham, ll:15am & l:45pm: Julie, Kristi, Garrett 1st game 

Sun May 22, Raleigh, 10am & 11:15am: Garrett, susan 

Sun June 5, Durham, 10am, 11:15am, 1:45pm : Beth, Garrett (first 2 games) 

Sat June 11, Rainout make up date if needed:susan 

Sun June 12:, Durham, 11:15 am & 1: 45 pm: Garrett 1 st game > 

Sat & Sun June 18-19, playoffs: Julie, Heather, Betsy, Kristi (June 19) 
Kristi Hall, MS, ATC, LAT, EMT-B 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Duke University 

From: dominators-softball@googlegroups.com <dominators-softball@googlegroups.com> 
To: dominators-softball@googlegroups, com <dominators-softball@googlegroups.com> 
Sent: Tue Mar 29 13:22:21 2011 
Subject: scrimmage and 1st wknd of games! 

hey guys, 

we have a scrimmage set up against the Hot Tamales for this Thursday at Valley Springs on field #3. It will prob be around 630 or 7 
but I’ll find out for sure and email you. i’ll bring the shirts so bring $ if you can. if anyone besides holly, megan, garrett and kerri can’t 
come, please give me a heads up. 

please see the schedule below and fill in other dates you know you’ll miss. *right now it says we have 3 games June 5 but I think 
that’s a typo so I’ll let you know what Renee says. Garrett - the schedule isn’t being nice to you. i tried to fill in what i thought you 
would miss due to work but let me know if that’s wrong. 

for all of our games, please show up at least 15 minutes early to warm up. we learned last year that lots of quads are hurt if you don’t 
jog a little pre-game! 

MIS SING GAMES: 
> Sun Apr 3, Durham, ll:15am & l:45pm: Beth, Garrett 1st game 



> Sun Apr 10, Durham, 10am & 12:30pm : Julie, Kristi, Holly, Garrett 1st game 
> Sun Apr 17, Raleigh, 10am& lll5am : Garrett 

> Sat Apr 23, Rainout make up date if needed: Julie, Kfisti 
> Sun May 1, Durham, 1 l:15am & 1:45pm : Garrett 1st game 

> Sat May 7, Rainout make up date if needed: Betsy, Becca 

> Sun May 15, Durham, 11:15am & 1:45pm: Julie, Kristi, Garrett 1 st game 
> Sun May 22, Raleigh, 10am & 11:15am: Garrett 

> Sun June 5, Durham, 10am, 11:15am, 1:45pm : Beth, Garrett (first 2 games) 
> Sat June 11, Rainout make up date if needed: 
> Sun June 12:, Durham, ll:15am & l:45pm: Garrett 1st game 

> Sat & Sun June 18-19, playoffs: Julie, Heather, Betsy, Kristi (June 19) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gallup" <gallup@gallup3.com> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:45 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jenny Craig Client Engagement Survey Invitation 

TEXT.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

University of Louisville Alumni (houp Members -<group-digests@linkedin.com> 

Friday, April 1,2011 2:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

[1 ] new di~ussion on Linkedln 

’IENTI’.httn 

Universi~ of Louisville Alumni 
Today’s new discussions Iicom University of Louisville Alunmi group members. Change the frequency of this digest: 
http://w~.linkedin.colrde/-6~sOll-~lz~efvv-2s/ahs/52270/EMLtanetsettings/ 

Send me an emai[ ~2~r each new discussion &#187; http://www.linkedincom/e/-6~sOll-~174zefyv-2s/snp/52270/true/~rp email subscribe new posts/ 

Discussions ({0}) 
* luke michel Digital Blood Pressure Monitors 

View discussion &raquo; http:i/wwwlinkedincom/e/-6~sOll-~lz~efy~,-2siava/49021696/52270/EMLt anet qa ttle/ 

Most Active Articles 
* Track and Field Splits Squads This Weekend - University of Louisville Official Athletic Site 
> LOUISVILLE, Ky. - ’]’he University’ of Louisville track and :field teams 
> will split squads this weekend, with part of the team traveling south to 
> the Pepsi Florida Relays in Gainesville, Fla, and the rest of the squad 
> heading to.. 

{0} uoflsports corn, 3/31/2011 

Seemore: http://www.linkedin com/ei-6~s011-~lz~e[~yv-2s/avn/456151219i52270/EMLt anet nws title/ 

* No. 23 Baseball Hosts WVU in Weekend Series - University of Louisville Official Athletic Site 
> The 23rd-ranked Louisville baseball team will host West Virginia for a 
> three-game BIG EAST Cotfference series at Jiru Patterson Stadiuru starting 
> Friday at 6 p.m., ET. 

{0} uoflsports.com, 3/31/2011 

Seemore: http:/;’~wzw.lir~zedin.corrgei-6~s011-glzgefyv-2s/avrV456151322i52270/EMLt anet nws title/ 

* CardsTV - Baseball Coach’s Show - 03-31-11 - Univcrsi~" of Louisville Official Athletic Site 
> LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The University of Louisville baseball team opened BIG 
> EAST play- at Rutgers, taking two of three from the Knights before a big 
> mid-week win over Western Kentucky. The Cardinal Nine will host West 
> Virginia this... 

{0} uoflsports.com, 3/31/2011 

Seemore: http://wa~w.liukedin.com;e/-6gsO11-glzgefyv-2s/avpY456151326/52270/EMLt anet nws title,’ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCAA Publications Orders" <stores@sportg.com> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 11:02 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAA Publications Download Instructions 

TEXT.htm 



NCAA PUBLICATIONS DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS 

~ ~ ~ PLEASE PRINT THESE DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS AND RETAIN IT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 

Your download files for order #115843 are specified below: 

2010-2011 NCAA Division I Manual: 
https ://www.ncaapublications. com/productdownloads/D 111 .pdf 
URL=https://www.ncaapublications.com!productdownloads/D 111.pdf 

Thank you for your purchase. 

NCAA Publications 

http ://www.ncaapublications.com/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"George, Karen M (Ashland)" <karen.george@KCTCS.EDU> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 11:42 AM 

Re: Reading Program 

TEXT.htm 

Lisa, we use the Read Right system created by Dee Tadlok. Professor Barbara Nicholls 
(barbara.nicholls@kctcs.edu<mailto:barbara.nicholls~kctcs.edu>) can provide you with very specific information about this program 
that we have found to be very helpful for our students. 

Karen George 
Professor 
Title III Grant Activity Director 
ACTC 
606-326-2022 

From: Supplemental Instruction Discussion List [mailto: SINET~LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU] On Behalf Of Stout, M. Lisa 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 11:01 AM 
To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 
Subject: Reading Program 

Hi All, 

I am looking for guidance and suggestions related to starting a college reading improvement program. I know it is not an SI question, 
but I also know many of you work in academic support departments and thought you might have ideas. I would truly appreciate your 
help! 

Best, 
Lisa 

Lisa Stout, Ph.D. 
Center for Academic Development 

Email: stoutli@umkc, edu<mailto: stoutli@~umkc, edu> 
Phone: 816-235-1167 
Fax: 816-235-5156 
Website: www.umkc.edu/cad/<http://www.umkc.edu/cad/> 

University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Center for Academic Development 

5100 Rockhill Road, SASS 210 
Kansas City, MO 64110-2499 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://groups.google.com!group/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.umkc.edu>, with the text SIGNOFF S1NET in the 
body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as stoutli@UMKC.EDU<mailto:stoutli@UMKC.EDU>. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:manager@listserv.umkc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://groups.google.com!group/si-net 



To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:listserv~listserv.umkc.edu>, with the text SIGNOFF S1NET in the 
body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as karen.george@KCTCS.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:manager~listserv.umkc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.goo~le.com/~roup/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Crystal Edmonds <cedmonds@ROBESON.EDU> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 9:19 AM 

Re: Reading Program 

TEXT.htm 

Karen, 
I am not familiar with the Read Right program. Our college uses Pearson’s MyReadingLab. 

C. Edmonds, Chair 
Associate in Arts 
English and Humanities 
Robeson Community College 
PO Box 1420 
Lumberton, NC 28359 
(910) 272-3700 ext. 3362 
(910) 272-3328 (fax) 
cedmonds@robeson.edu 

RCC 4 R.E.A.L. Reading Engages Active Learning 
A Quality Enhancement Plan at Robeson Community College 
>>> On 4/11/2011 at 11:41 AM, in message 
<6237D2844DE5EB4BB76BDC8187178C3A2A5AC79B@KCTCSMBX02.messaging.ds.kctcs.edu>, "George, Karen M (Ashland)" 
<karen.george@KCTCS.EDU> wrote: 

Lisa, we use the Read Right system created by Dee Tadlok. Professor Barbara Nicholls (barbara.nicholls@kctcs.edu) can provide you 
with very specific information about this program that we have found to be very helpful for our students. 

Karen George 

Professor 
Title III Grant Activity Director 

ACTC 
606-326-2022 

From: Supplemental Instruction Discussion List [mailto: SINET(~,LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU] On Behalf Of Stout, M. Lisa 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 11:01 AM 
To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 
Subject: Reading Program 

Hi All, 

I am looking for guidance and suggestions related to starting a college reading improvement program. I know it is not an SI question, 
but I also know many of you work in academic support departments and thought you might have ideas. I would truly appreciate your 
help! 

Best, 
Lisa 

Lisa Stout, Ph.D. 
Center for Academic Development 

Email: stoutli@umkc.edu 
Phone: 816-235-1167 



Fax: 816-235-5156 
Website: www.ulnkc.edu/cad/ 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Center for Academic Development 
5100 Rockhill Road, SASS 210 
Kansas City, MO 64110-2499 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://groups.google.com!group/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as stoutli@UMKC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 
To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://~roups.~oo~le.com!~roup/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as karen.george@KCTCS.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.ulnkc.edu. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://groups.google.com!group/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as cedmonds@ROBESON.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to 
third parties by an authorized state official. (NCGS.Ch. 132) 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://~roups.~oo~le.com/~roup/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager~listserv.umkc.edu. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

WCPSS No Reply <noreply@wcpss.net> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 1:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

WCP S S Applicant Referral Request 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<wendy@duckbridgefarm.com> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

end of semester!! 

TEXT.htm 



University of Louisville Alumni 

Latest: Discussions (1) 

Discussions (1) 

Comment or flaq 
Obama chooses not to re~ease bi~ Laden photos 

Like 

Stop i~:{=ppropriste cont~tat the moi:~mt i~. is po~£ed Send me an email for each new discussion >~ 

L~nked~n va~L:es ~’ou~ p~,/sc’f A[ no t~ms has k~nksd~n ~sde you[ ems~ 8dd:sss 8va~bb~e ~o an~, o[her L~ksd~n sss[ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

University of Louisville Alumni (houp Members -<group-digests@linkedin.com> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 1:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

[1 ] new comment on LinkedIn 

’IEXFI’.httn 

Universi~ of Louisville Alurmai 
Today’s new discussions Iicom University of Louisville Alunmi group members. Change the frequency of this digest: 
http://ww~.linkedin.colrde/-6~sOll-~ndeI~Ol-1m/ahs/52270/EMLt anet settings/ 

Send me an emai[ ~2~r each new’ discussion &#187; http://www.linkedin com/e/-6~s011-~ndef901-1 m/snp/52270/trueigrp email subscribe new posts/ 

Active Discussion of the day 
* Michael Cummings started a discussion on a news article: 
Obama chooses not to release bin Laden photos (1) 

> I agree with the decision. Wwe are a better country because of that 
> choice 

View" discussion&raqu~;http://w~v.~inkedin.c~m/e/-6~s~l-~ndef9~-~m/vai/5227~/5287589~/member/E~‘/~‘t anet act disc/ 



University of Louisville Alumni 

Still Active Discussions (1) 

Oba~la chooses ~1ot to re~ease bin Lade~ photos 
1 comment 

Like 

I agree with the decision Wwe are a better country because of that choice 

8y Bryan 

Stop in.sppi~:pri~=te coqtentti~e 



This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this ernail, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Beth, 

Are you currently using the ACS iPhone application to log your phone calls and access your 

recruiting information? 

Apple recently released an upgrade for the iPhone Operating System that ACS users will 

need to download to assist with the call logging process. Without this upgrade, Apple 

iPhone users have experienced issues when making phone calls and accessing other 

applications on the device through the 3G network. We are asking that all of our ACS app 

users download this update to avoid any of these issues that may occur with older Apple 

iPhone Operating System versions. 

In order to place and log calls successfully through the ACS Athletics iPhone application, 

users must have the most recent operating system updated available through iTunes (4.3.1 

Please click here to download instructions for updating the Operating System on your 

iPhone. You will NOT need to reinstall your ACS app. 

For more information about the Apple iPhone update, click here: 

https:/t discussions.a pple.comt th read/2800673 .threadTD=2800673 

Thank you for all your continued support. We hope that your Spring has gone well and wish 

you the best of luck in the remainder of the school year! 

Sincerely, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 



you did noL wish t:o receive Lhis, please _u__rzs_.u_t.3__s_£_r~[~2_.e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Karen Wiman" <wiman@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 10, 2011 10:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[campusrec] Summer Announcements 

TEXT.htm 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rosemarie Woodruff <woodruff@HAWAII.EDU> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 5:00 PM 

Re: Staffing Lower Level Math Courses 

TEXT.htm 

Aloha Kakou, 

The only SI we offer in math is Math 100 that is more logic/philosphy than math. We have found math majors or students who have a 
strong science/math background who feel comfortable leading the study group since they sit in on the class. A different professor 
teaches it every semester, We have a former tutor who is in a graduate program in math who has volunteered to work with this course. 
He hopes to instill an appreciation for math in these students who will probably not be math majors. He thinks it’s a great course that 
all students should take. Of course, he is passionate about math. 

Rosie 

Rosemarie V. Woodruff, Ph.D. 
Director, Learning Assistance Center 
University of Hawai’i, M~noa Campus 
2425 Campus Road, Mezzanine 1 
Honolulu, HI 96822 
808-956-3456 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Sperandio, Jaime (spemnjs)" <speranjs@MAIL.UC.EDU> 
Date: Friday, May 20, 2011 5:37 am 

Subject: Staffing Lower Level Math Courses 

To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 

P { MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px } 

> To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://~roups.google.com!group/si-net 
> 
> To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/sc-ripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 

> You are subscribed to the SINET list as woodmff@HAWAII.EDU. 
> Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 

> Hello all, 

> I have a question for the group. We have received requests from our Math Dept to support their "Topics in Math" course (MATH 
155-157). The course desc-ription is as follows: 

> Management Science: Euler circuits, Hamiltonian circuits, traveling salesman problems, minimum-cost spanning trees, critical path 
analysis, scheduling tasks, bin packing, mixture problems, linear programming, collecting and describing data, probability, statistical 
inference, voting systems, fair division, and apportionment. 



> This course is typically for students who need Gen Ed math credits, but are noth math-minded. I am having trouble finding any 
applicants for the course, as those who have taken in previously typically struggled through it and are not confident in the subject. 
considered asking Math majors, but one of our Math tutors said they aren’t required to take the course and they aren’t really 
comfortable with the material (they say it’s more philosophy of math than actual math). 

> My question is, do you all typically support classes like this? If so how do you find SI Leaders? 

> Thanks in advance, 

> 

Jaime Sperandio > Coordinator- Supplemental Instruction and Tutoring > Learning Assistance Center > Academic Excellence and 
Support Services > French Hall West, Suite 2441 > University of Cincinnati > (513) 556-2888 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.~oogle.com/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 



Lyn Johnson, PhD 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

1703 Legion Road Steo 206 

Chapel Hill NC 27517 

(919) 918-1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 8:54 PM 

Northeast-20110602-00005 .j pg 

Northeast-20110602-00005.j pg 

Sere from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 8:54 PM 

IMG00810-20110604-2030.jpg 

IMG00810-20110604-2030.jpg 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 8:55 PM 

IMG00068-20110602-2208.jpg 

IMG00068-20110602-2208.jpg 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Hams <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 1:03 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb~ uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin ~<tgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

July Birthdays 

TEXT.htm; July Birthdays.doc; Tmcy Hams.vcf 

Tracy U. HalTis 
Emie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bo~vles Dr 
Chapel Hill ix,-C 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa unc.edu 
GO Ht’I~] 
"A life watered by the tears of trage@ and suffering often becomes the most fertile soi[ for spirima[ growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Julie Domina" <j domina@duaa.duke.edu> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 5:20 PM 

update 

hey gang, 

we will only have 10 tomorrow so please be on time. goooooo DOMS!! julie 



M Secu~eSto~ Sto~ed: tota 64000bytes; 

NCPA Best ~nd Worst Shortfalls in BCS Conferences.xls ~’4o~b Z~.2 t:~ep 203.1t 09:04:49 (}4gO 64000tsytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Kenneth O Miles" <komiles@lsu.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 1:46 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Greetings from Baton Rouge... 

Hello Beth, 
I am sorry that we did not catch up in Dallas. I do, however, have a favor to ask. Can you send me electronically a copy of your job 
description? I would be in debt to Tarheel. Please don’t tell my Cavalier compadres. :) Looking forward to chatting with you soon. KM 

Kenneth O. Miles 
Executive Director 
Cox Communications Academic 
Center for Student-Athletes 
100 Gym Armory 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
O (225) 578-5787 
F (225) 578-5790 
Www.acsa.lsu.edu 

It starts NOW! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carrie Leger" <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 8:26 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank you! 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Beth - 

Thanks for the note ... really appreciate it. Hope we will be able to chat more next week in Greensboro? I’d love to chat with you 
about professional development, opportunities, etc.., if not next week, let’s schedule dinner? 

Have a great week! 
Came 

Came Leger 
Associate AD/Academics & Student Services 
North Carolina State University 
318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-0332 (Phone) 
919-515-1619 (Fax) 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[National Listserv] N4A National 
<p>Hello,</p> <p>We are interested in learning more about utilizing an internship... 

Sent to you by The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) 
New Member Website located at http://n4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to manage subscriptions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to IT~nfoura.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 5:16 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
[n4a] N4A Presidential Speech (2011-12) 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Members, 
For those of you able to join us in Dallas, we had a record attendance and a tremendous program. 
We definitely need to thank Dr. Gerald Gurney, Teresa Evans-Hunter, Kim Dittman, Dan Brinkman, and Carla Winters for the 
speakers, programming, and logistical work at the convention. 

Dr. Gurney identified four goals for N4A in his speech in Salt Lake City and accomplished each of them during his Presidency. 
I thought it was important to share my speech with the membership for anyone who was not able to attend or had to leave on Sunday. 

I hope all of you have a great summer and look forward to another great year for N4A. 

Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu<maiFto ~iluck~’_~mempNs-edu> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 21446bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i!archiveO2.uncaa.ur~c.edt~i’4166aeg3de57ea202fcf3aabaTb50gb6 
File Name: N4A Speech.docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2011 17:18:25 -0400 
Size: 21446bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 2:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

May Leave 

If you haven’t done so already, please send me your leave for May. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, Jtme 22, 2011 10:29 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

[n4a] Academic Enhancement Ftmd 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Division I Members/Academic Directors, 

Please be aware of this NCAA memo so that you can be active on your campus in using this Academic Enhancement fund to assist your 
academic program and also be involved in validating its use via the "report of uses form". 

Joe Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President 

MEMORANDUM 

June 3,2011 

TO: Commissioners of Selected Division I Conferences. 

FROM: Keith E. Martin 
Managing Director of Finance and Operations. 

SUBJECT: Academic Enhancement Fund. 

In accordance with the plan approved by the Division I Board of Directors, $22,461,000 was set aside in the 2010-11 general operating 
budget for the Academic Enhancement Fund. We have been advised that your conference elected to have the academic enhancement 
monies of $66,649 per institution mailed directly to the conference office; accordingly, the check is being mailed to the conference office 
per these instructions. If your conference has elected to receive payments from the national office via electronic funds transfers, the 
distribution will be transmitted directly to the bank account previously provided. 

The Association is interested in knowing how each institution used the monies distributed in June 2010, which were earmarked for the 
2010-11 academic year. If you have not already completed the Report of Uses form on the NCAA Web site, please do so by July 8. The 
forms for each of the distributions are located on the NCAA Web site. The Web site address is www.ncaa.org<~o:/i~#ww~ncaa~org>. 
Once logged in to the NCAA Web site, the charts are located under Governance > Finance, Insurance, and Travel > Revenue Distribution 
Request/Reporting Forms. 

Questions regarding the academic enhancement fund or the reporting form should be directed to Tamara Gingerich, at the national office 
at 317/917-6439. 

KEM:cjc 

Enclosure (if applicable) 

cc (memorandum only): Chief Executive Officers ] of Selected 
Directors of Athletics ] Division I 
Senior Woman Administrators ] Insitutions 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by 
a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kobo <newsletter@kobo.com> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 9:57 AM 

Beth Bridget ~oridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Get 20% offyour next great read! 

~,XT.htm 

Kobo 
eReacliilg: anytime, anyplace. 

.... [ Get 20% Off Yore Next Great Read ] .... 

Come back to Kobo and get 
your next read! 

FIND THEM NOW [] 

h~p://www.k~b~b~ks.c~m/~ists/Save~nthesetit~es/CwZQFxv5XUSB-u~PQYRKP~-~.htm~?utm source 8020&utm medium Email&utm campaiCn iune23inactive-heavyUS 

Offer expires: June 26th, 2011. 
Discount code: ju~23us20 
One coupon per customer 

FOLLOW US: 
h~p://www.lZdcebook, com/kobo 
h~p://twitter, com/kobo 
h~p://blo~.kobobooks.com 

Legal 
Offer valid fiom June 23, 2011 at 12:00 AM thi-ough to June 26, 2011 at 11:59 PM. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other offer or promotion and cannot be used to adjust amount paid on previous purcliuses. 
Discount code is valid for 20% off anindividual eBook pmcliuse excluding Hachette Book Group USA, Harper Collins, Simon & Schuster, Pe~guin, Macmillan, Zoncle~ai~, Wiley, Random House and all respective 
subsidiary ~prints. Newspapers and magazines are excluded fiom tliis offer. Promotioi~ul code must be entered at ~ne ofpurcliuse to qualify for tliis discount. Discounts cannot be applied nor tile discount value refmlded 
once a purcliuse is complete. We reserve tile right to cliunge or end this offer at any time without notice. 

You are receivfi~g tliis message because you have signed up to receive email from Kobo at hiidgerb@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Unsubscribe - 

h~p://li~tks.emailikobo.col~/mcctrk/h2o/3b6c9809277cdbl 1 e e868acddTbdToal d927441 t~feTa24d5923f1639620cdb 149bd109911 e IIBf2dgdgdf5592cgef3c998817d081968858t~t~77e 1 dc3aabTd52677e3195044719c4864092a~ 
Contact Us - h~p://www.kobobooks.com/companyiiffo/contact.html 
Privacy Policy - h~p://www.kobobooks.com/privacypolic¥ 

Kobo Inc. 1135 Liberty St., Suite 101 I Toronto, ON M6K 1ATh~p://email.kobo.com/wfJunsubsc~ibe?~]) IgFRFBP~iA31T5sZdfilL125cfPNCUgLPTj9mdOLnlr20PjWvz9tIfigIHul 1KR%2FCz7f4nhLbEyvILWgI4huWg% 
3D%3D&up~kMjZ38 Fl14Q2 sQi5 JvXfeQvwbP~wwUgsQM Pal3B EjwB HsRVXc RT atasGJtAln0wOqoEwDNMFj 9dEzmlW 1 GUGLQ6a6WHToSyJG8GD%2BrB~mHxBmLDYh14%2FkwBZcMP% 
2BNpc4zLPH1Ave35uC SJYxXUYUDDnsd%2BNc4meDr8K04I S4i4U4kg4svSRllN51871 Hw% 
2FWfvABuqFucdVmYhuTySIcEH8hCmzWcTLcZHpwAIOGgoZH6PgxdzR8n2idWQnS2zg@&u uvNRqSxkSLGxHdt 7VyEdw%2Fut 



GIFT Ai~ APP ~ 

VIE~N 011 WEB >> 

ADD TO SAFE LIST 

] Get 20~ (~r! Your N’~-xl G~eat Resd 

Corne back to Kobo al~d get 
your next read! 

] FD"iD THEM N©VV 

Offer expires: June 26th, 2011. 

Discount code: jun23us20 

One coupon per customer 

Le~at Offer vatd from June 23, 2011 at 12:00 NV~ through to June 26~ 2011 at 11:59 PM. This offer is not 

vaUd h~ conjunction with any other offer or promotion and cannot be used to a~just amount paid 

on previous purchases. Discount code is vaUd fix 20% eft an individual egoek purchase exdudhN 

I-la~:heti:e Boer G~oup USA~ Harper Colins, Simon {t Schusi:er~ Pen~uirb Ma(:miUan~ Zonde~/an, 

*e~[ey~ Random House and aU respective subsidiaD’ imprints. Newspapers and magazines are 

exdu~e~ from this offer. P~omotiona~ code must be entere~ at time of purchase to quaUfy for 

t~is d%count. Discounts cannot ~e appted nor the discount value refunded once a purchase is 

complete. We rese~/e ~:he H~h~: to chan~e or end tMs offer at any ~Jme without notk:e . 

You are receivhN this message be~.:ause you have signed up to receive emai[ from Kobo at bridgerb@uncaa.um:.edu. 

Unsubscribe ] Contact Us 

Kobo h~c. I 135 Libe~y St., Suite 101 ] Toronto, ON Nt6K IA7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Schiferl <kschif@olemiss.edu> 

Thursday, June 23,2011 11:37 AM 

’N4A (n4a@lists.ncsu. edu)’ 

Re: [n4a] Academic Enhancement Fund 

Joe, 

I think this is great that you have sent this out. Far too many folks are unaware of the fund or how it works. 
Thanks for doing your leadership. 
Karen 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mai~to:~4aoowner(&lists.ncsu.ed~q On Behalf Of Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 9:29 AM 
To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: [n4a] Academic Enhancement Fund 
Importance: High 

N4A Division I Members/Academic Directors, 

Please be aware of this NCAA memo so that you can be active on your campus in using this Academic Enhancement fund to assist 
your academic program and also be involved in validating its use via the "report of uses form". 

Joe Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President 

MEMORANDUM 

June 3, 2011 

TO: Commissioners of Selected Division I Conferences. 

FROM: Keith E. Martin 
Managing Director of Finance and Operations. 

SUBJECT: Academic Enhancement Fund. 

In accordance with the plan approved by the Division I Board of Directors, $22,461,000 was set aside in the 2010-11 general 
operating budget for the Academic Enhancement Fund. We have been advised that your conference elected to have the academic 
enhancement monies of $66,649 per institution mailed directly to the conference office; accordingly, the check is being mailed to the 
conference office per these instructions. If your conference has elected to receive payments from the national office via electronic 
funds transfers, the distribution will be transmitted directly to the bank account previously provided. 

The Association is interested in knowing how each institution used the monies distributed in June 2010, which were earmarked for the 
2010-11 academic year. If you have not already completed the Report of Uses form on the NCAA Web site, please do so by July 8. 
The forms for each of the distributions are located on the NCAA Web site. The Web site address is 
www.ncaa.org<~:iiwww.r~caa.or~>. Once logged in to the NCAA Web site, the charts are located under Governance > Finance, 



Insurance, and Travel > Revenue Distribution RequesffReporting Forms. 

Questions regarding the academic enhancement fund or the reporting form should be directed to Tamara Gingerich, at the national 
office at 317/917-6439. 

KEM:cjc 

Enclosure (if applicable) 

cc (memorandum only): Chief Executive Officers ] of Selected 
Directors of Athletics ] Division I 
Senior Woman Administrators ] Insitutions 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Jessica Hammond" <hammond@umbc.edu> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 10:05 AM 

Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 

[n4a] Exam Proctoring Policy 

Thank you to everyone who responded to my call for exam proctoring 
policies. As promised, I’ve included the policies and documents received 
over the past week. Some are in the body of this email below and others 
are attached. Hope this is helpful to everyone as I know it has been for 
me. 

Thanks 
Jessica 

We do not allow proctoring by our academic staff or coaches, either on the 
road or in our study hall area. If the faculty/student-athletes have 
issues arranging a make-up test due to competition/travel then I 
coordinate with our Testing Center on campus to have the exams proctored 
through them. - UMKC 

Since Student Disability services on campus already handles proctoring 
test to students with learning disabilities we funnel those services 
through them. That takes us out of the middle of administering exams to 
our student athletes. - CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 

The University of Tulsa Athletic Department policy for test on the road 
will be: 

1. The Student-Athlete makes arrangements for the exam to be given on the 
road 
2. The Student-Athlete will have the instructor contact the Associate 
Athletic Director for Student Services who will work with the professor to 
obtain the exam in a sealed envelope/signed across the back 
3. The professor will also enclose directions 

If there is no one available to travel with the team at the time the 
tesl!exam needs to be administered, the Associate Athletic Director for 
Student Services will contact the host institution to arrange for 
proctoring of the exam. A coach never administers or sees a test(he/she 
may transport it in a signed/sealed envelope, but only if the professor 
has stipulated of agreed) - UNIVERSITY OF TULSA 

We do not have a policy per se, and arrangements are typically made 
between teacher and student. We offer our services in most cases by 
suggesting options that instructors may take, such as reschedule the exam 
before or after the scheduled exam; proctor the exam on the road; proctor 
the exam in our facilities; arrange for proctors via the academic support 
staff at the competitor institution etc. Our instructors are most 
concerned with exam security; they do not like to give makeup exams, and 
have the deciding role in what manner the exams may be taken. Typically 
they are gratified when we offer our assistance. 

On occasion we do (proctor exams), and have done so. On other occasions we 
have had them proctored at other institutions by staffs there. We have 
also proctored exams for other schools in our offices while they are here 



competing. At other times we have proctored exams in their hotels and have 
faxed the exams back, if agreed to by the professors. 
- UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 

Jessica Hammond 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Academic Services for Student-Athletes 
UMBC Dept. of Athletics 
1000 Hilltop Circle 
Baltimore, MD 21250 
410-455-2290 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 187411bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/avcl~ive02.m~caa.tmc.edtdce3 lf74213%45aaecOfa483a2c643f3 
File Name: Proctored Exam Approval Form-l.docx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 25 Sep 2011 10:07:43 -0400 
Size: 18533bytes 

Attachment Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.~mcaa.tmc.edt~/Ofgf66dl%567~clOc66fa6e364eab03 
File Name: Proctor Approval Form.doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 25 Sep 2011 10:07:43 -0400 
Size: 34816bytes 

Attachment Link: ~:i!archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edtdfTb750f72aeb6fa3c78ddea7317555~d 
File Name: Confidentiality & Academic Integrity Statement.doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 25 Sep 2011 10:07:43 -0400 
Size: 106496bytes 

Attachment Link: 
File Name: Letter 
Expiry Date: Sun, 
Size: 13155bytes 

~:/iarchive02.uncaa.ur~c.edu/S4c~7571109a917bc0945f~73b0bb232 
to Professors.docx 
25 Sep 2011 10:07:43 -0400 

Attachment Link: ~:i/ar~l~veO2.tmcaa.u~c.edtdgOO4c449b648263f3dfcfd12d436ffdO 
File Name: OSAD POLICY for Missed Exams.docx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 25 Sep 2011 10:07:43 -0400 
Size: 1441 lbytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Live Nation" <concertupdate@email.livenationent. com> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 10:46 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolinas Concert Update 

TEXT.htm 

Live Nation & House of Blues 
Set List 

Featured Shows 

David Gray 
Sat, Jul 2 
Ovens Auditorium, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580428 6580220 Z.htm 

Zac Brown Band with special guest Blackberry Smoke 
Sun, Jul 3 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580429 6580220 Z.htm 

Tim McGraw with special guests Luke Bryan & The Band Perry 
Fri, Jul 8 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580430 6580220 Z.htm 

This Week’s Shows 

Edwin McCain 
Sat, Jul 2 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580431 6580220 Z.htm 

Upcoming Shows 

Colt Ford 
Wed, Jul 6 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580432 6580220 Z.htm 

2011 Country Megaticket 
Thu, Jul 7 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580433 6580220 Z.htm 

An Evening with The Psychedelic Furs 
Mon, Jul 11 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580434 6580220 Z.htm 

Coca-Cola Presents Taking Back Sunday with Thursday, Colour Revolt and more 
Tue, Jul 12 



House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580435 6580220 Z.htm 

Motley Crue with Poison and New York Dolls 
Tue, Jul 12 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580436 6580220 Z.htm 

Natasha Bedingfield Tour Presented by Freschetta Simply...Inspired 
Wed, Jul 13 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580437 6580220 Z.htm 

O.A.R. with special guests SOJA & Kelley James 
Thu, Jul 14 
Raleigh Amphitheater, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580438 6580220 Z.htm 

Coca-Cola Presents Taking Back Sunday 
Thu, Jul 14 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580439 6580220 Z.htm 

Poison’d and Red, White & Crue - Tributes to Poison & Motley Crue 
Thu, Jul 14 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580440 6580220 Z.htm 

O.A.R. with special guests SOJA & Kelley James 
Fri, Jul 15 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580441 6580220 Z.htm 

Lil Wayne: I Am Still Music Tour 
Fri, Jul 15 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580442 6580220 Z.htm 

Jamey Johnson 
Fri, Jul 15 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580443 6580220 Z.htm 

O.A.R. with special guests SOJA & Kelley James 
Sat, Jul 16 
Family Circle Magazine Stadium, Charleston, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580444 6580220 Z.htm 

Rihalma: Loud Tour with special guest J. Cole 
Sat, Jul 16 
Greensboro Coliseum Complex, Greensboro, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580445 6580220 Z.htm 

Wiz Khalifa 
Mon, Jul 18 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580446 6580220 Z.htm 



An Evening With Peter Frampton 
Tue, Jul 19 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580447 6580220 Z.htm 

An Evening with A Perfect Circle 
Tue, Jul 19 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580448 6580220 Z.htm 

Wiz Khalifa with special guests Big Sean & Chevy Woods 
Wed, Jul 20 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580449 6580220 Z.htm 

John Butler Trio 
Thu, Jul 21 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580450 6580220 Z.htm 

Busch Light Presents Eric Church 
Thu, Jul 21 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580451 6580220 Z.htm 

LG Ones to Watch Presents 100 Monkeys 
Fri, Jul 22 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580452 6580220 Z.htm 

Toby Keith with Eric Church 
Fri, Jul 22 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580453 6580220 Z.htm 

Aaron Lewis 
Fri, Jul 22 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580454 6580220 Z.htm 

LG Ones to Watch Presents 100 Monkeys 
Sat, Jul 23 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580455 6580220 Z.htm 

Aaron Lewis 
Sat, Jul 23 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580456 6580220 Z.htm 

New Kids On The Block & Backstreet Boys with guest Matthew Morrison 
Sat, Jul 23 
Greensboro Coliseum Complex, Greensboro, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580457 6580220 Z.htm 



WKZQ Presents Awolnation 

Sun, Jul 24 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beacl~ SC 

http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580458 6580220 Z.htm 

Cinderella 
Tue, Jul 26 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580459 6580220 Z.htm 

Cinderella 
Wed, Jul 27 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580460 6580220 Z.htm 

2011 Vans Warped Tour 
Thu, Ju128 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580461 6580220 Z.htm 

Furthur 
Thu, Ju128 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580462 6580220 Z.htm 

Rascal Flatts with Sara Evans, Easton Corbin & Justin Moore 
Fri, Jul 29 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580463 6580220 Z.htm 

Bon Iver 
Fri, Jul 29 
Raleigh Amphitheater, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580464 6580220 Z.htm 

Brian McKnight "Just Me" Tour 2011 
Fri, Jul 29 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580465 6580220 Z.htm 

Rascal Flatts with Sara Evans, Easton Corbin & Justin Moore 
Sat, Jul 30 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580466 6580220 Z.htm 

Frontiers - A Tribute to Journey 
Sat, Jul 30 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580467 6580220 Z.htm 

Sade with very special guest John Legend 
Sun, Jul 31 
Time Warner Cable Arena - formerly Charlotte Bobcats Arena, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580468 6580220 Z.htm 

Unity Tour 2011: 311 and Sublime with Rome 
Mon, Aug 1 



Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580469 6580220 Z.htm 

Unity Tour 2011: 311 and Sublime with Rome 
Tue, Aug 2 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580470 6580220 Z.htm 

Maroon 5 and Train with special guest Gavin DeGraw 
Tue, Aug 2 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580471 6580220 Z.htm 

Rockstar Energy Drink Mayhem Festival 
Wed, Aug 3 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580472 6580220 Z.htm 

Goo Goo Dolls with Michelle Branch & Parachute 
Wed, Aug 3 
Raleigh Amphitheater, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580473 6580220 Z.htm 

Selena Gomez & The Scene 
Wed, Aug 3 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580474 6580220 Z.htm 

Reel Big Fish & Streetlight Manifesto 
Thu, Aug 4 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580475 6580220 Z.htm 

Kenny Chesney with Billy Currington and Uncle Kracker 
Fri, Aug 5 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580476 6580220 Z.htm 

Kings of Leon with special guest Band of Horses 
Fri, Aug 5 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580477 6580220 Z.htm 

Lil Wayne: I Am Still Music Tour 
Sun, Aug 7 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580478 6580220 Z.htm 

VOLBEAT Beyond Hell/Above Heaven Tour with Cold & Anchored 
Sun, Aug 7 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580479 6580220 Z.htm 

Goo Goo Dolls with Michelle Branch & Parachute 
Tue, Aug 9 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580480 6580220 Z.htm 



Ke$ha presents The Get Sleazy Tour with LMFAO & Spank Rock 
Tue, Aug 9 
Raleigh Amphitheater, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580481 6580220 Z.htm 

Ke$ha presents The Get Sleazy Tour with LMFAO & Spank Rock 
Wed, Aug 10 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580482 6580220 Z.htm 

Emotional Traffic Tour: Tim McGraw with Luke Bryan & The Band Perry 
Thu, Aug 11 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580483 6580220 Z.htm 

The AllStars Tour: Emmure, Alesana, Blessthefall and more 
Fri, Aug 12 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580484 6580220 Z.htm 

An Evening with Chicago 
Sat, Aug 13 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580485 6580220 Z.htm 

1NXS 
Sat, Aug 13 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580486 6580220 Z.htm 

30th Anniversary Tour: Queensryche 
Sun, Aug 14 
The Fillmore Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580487 6580220 Z.htm 

Skullcandy Presents IDENTITY 
Tue, Aug 16 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580488 6580220 Z.htm 

Guster & Jack’s Mannequin 
Wed, Aug 17 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580489 6580220 Z.htm 

Slightly Stoopid with Rebelution, Shwayze & Cisco Adler 
Thu, Aug 18 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580490 6580220 Z.htm 

Martin Lawrence - Doin’ Time Comedy Tour 
Thu, Aug 18 
Time Warner Cable Arena - formerly Charlotte Bobcats Arena, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580491 6580220 Z.htm 



Guster & Jack’s Mannequin 
Fri, Aug 19 

Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 

http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580492 6580220 Z.htm 

Martin Lawrence - Doin’ Time Comedy Tour 
Fri, Aug 19 
Greensboro Special Events Center, Greensboro, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580493 6580220 Z.htm 

Journey with special guests Foreigner and Night Ranger 
Sat, Aug 20 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580494 6580220 Z.htm 

Face 2 Face - Elton John 8L Billy Joel Tribute 
Sat, Aug 20 
House of Blues Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach, SC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580495 6580220 Z.htm 

Journey with special guests Foreigner and Night Ranger 
Sun, Aug 21 
Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580496 6580220 Z.htm 

My Morning Jacket with special guest Neko Case 
Sun, Aug 21 
Time Warner Cable Uptown Amphitheatre, Charlotte, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580497 6580220 Z.htm 

Kid Rock with special guest Sheryl Crow 
Thu, Aug 25 
Time Warner Cable Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580498 6580220 Z.htm 

Britney Spears 
Wed, Aug 24 
RBC Center, Raleigh, NC 
http://email.livenationent.com!LNPD/aY3853356342 6580499 6580220 Z.htm 

To make sure you continue to receive our emails in your inbox (not in your bulk or junk folders), please add 
concertupdate@email.livenationent.com to your address book or safe sender list. 

You have received this email because you are a member of the Live Nation mailing list, which you joined free of charge and without any 
obligation when you previously provided your email address to us (i) in connection with the purchase of tickets to a Live Nation event or (ii) 
when you registered on LiveNation.com (or one of the Live Nation websites) to receive these Concert Update emails. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://email.livenationent.com/ln40/imgs/LNPD/1/96/2/WOP/WOP.php? 
bi=3853356342&em=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu&cid=34149252&t=N or, you may write to us at Live Nation, 9348 Civic Center Drive, Beverly 
Hills, CA 90210 Attention: Email Unsubscribe, or contact us online. 



If you have any questions~ please email livenation@custhelp.com or go to livenation.com/help. Please do not respond 
directly to this email. 

[] Copyright 2011 Live Nation. All rights reserved. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nicole C Alderson <n.alders~n@louisville.edu,; 

Friday, July 8, 2011 11:37 AM 

Ails~ Allen <alle0433@umn.edu>; Audy Winkelm~Jm ~nd~w-winkelnmnn@ uiowa.e&~; Anna Colem~ 

~nnamafe.coleman@mmiu.ed~; Beth Bfdger ~bfdgerb@unc~.unc.e&~; A~metle Moran <bo,ntol 8@ou.ed~; BradyRourke 

<bwr119@psu.edw~; Came Leger <cameleger@ncsu.edu>; Cayce Creuslmw <ccrenshaw2@elon.ed~>; Chelsie Schafer 

~schafe~)umn.ed~>; Dena F~eeman-Pa~on -~dl~a~on@gsu.ed~>; Rachel Fine~rg <fine~rg@udel.ed~>; ~eg Bea~ 

<gbea~’@vt.ed~; U~ula Gumey < gumeyu@umkc.ed~>; Jean Boyd <je~.boy~asu.ed~; Jack ~vas <jfivas@lt~.ucsb.ed~>; Jessica 

Simmons <jsimmons@mail.~su.ed~; Kelly Brock <kjbrock@umn.ed~; Keisha Jones -~kjones95@gsu.ed~; Katie Scaulon 

<k~lon@unm.ed~; MarlonDechau~y <m~xlon.dechausay@~l.ed~; ma~ina.m~An@louisville.edu; Melis~ Dawson <melissa- 

~wson@u~lsa.edw~; Maria Moreno-Pardo <mmoreno@mail.sdsu.ed~; Jen Quirk ~uirk@fdu.ed~; Randy Kennedy 

~rm~dy.kennedy@e~.edu>; ~ise Svihla ~vihl~c@jmu.ed~; T~i D~mmond <td~mmon~admin.umass.edw~; Tamika Spivey 

~tspivev~csulb.edw~; Willi~ ~11 ~gill@ncat.edu> 

N4A Mentor Program 

Normal.dotra 0 0 1 316 1805 University of Louisville 15 3 2216 12.0 0 
false 18 pt 18 pt 0 0 false false false 

Dear Mentors, 

Once again, we are excited that you have agreed to participate in the 
N4A Mentor Program! We know those who mentor will gain a great deal 
tl~rough the relationships created through this program 

Following the Convention, each of you should have received the name and 
contact information of the person you have been assigned to mentor. If 
you have not had the opportunity to reach out to your ne;vly assigned 
mentee, please take a moment to do so in the upcoming days 

As a mentor, you can be a valuable resource to new- professionals by 
offering answers to questions about how to direct and manage academic 
support programs, how to communicate with coaches, work with facul~¢ and 
staIt; create evaluation tools, how to decipher and apply NCAA rules and 
regulations, promote involvement within the Association and much, much 
more. 

If you have attempted to email your assigned mentee and have not 
received a response, please take a moment to call if a phone number has 
been provided to you If you still have difficulties reaching your 
mentee please notify us immediately. Nicole and I will also attempt to 
reach out to him/her as well. Should we not get a response we will 
reassign you to a new mentee 

As we move ~2~rward, we will continue to send you monthly reminders and 
topics for conversation to help facilitate discussions with your mentee. 
However, if you have any questions or concerns related to the N4A Mentor 
Program please do not hesitate to contact Martina Martin at 

502-852-7934, or via emai[ at martina.martln@louisville.edu or Nicole 
Alderson at 502-852-7109, or via email at n.alderson@iouisviHe.edu. 
Also, please remember if you move and/or have a change in contact 
iN2~rmation please be sure to noti~ your mentee AN’[) the Mentor Program 
Coordinators so we are able to maintain an accurate contact listing ]2~r 
you. 

Thank you again. We look forward to touching base with each of you in 

August! 

Sincerely, 

Martina A. Martin & Nicole Alderson 

Nicole Alderson 
Vocational/Academic Counselor 
Academic Services for Athletics 
Student Activities Center, E202 
University of Louisville 
Louisville, KY 40292 

Phone: (502) 852-7109 
Fax: (502) 852-7924 
Email: n. alderson@louisville, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 10, 2011 11:23 AM 

lMG00886-20110709-2207.jpg 

1MG00886-20110709-2207.jpg 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Megan Albidrez" <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 2:45 PM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

[regionii] Good afternoon, 

TEXT.htm; Flyer - Final.pub 

Good afternoon, 
I hope you are all enjoying the heat :). I am writing to provide an update on the N4A Region II Conference. The Conference this year 
looks to be great! It will be October 16th-18th in Baton Rouge, LA with LSU being our hosts. LSU has lined up a great hotel 
(Embassy Suites) which you can book online by going to the following website: 
~:iTembassvsuites.hi~ton.comie~ffes        erso~a~ized/~B?BTRCSES-NAA-20111016imdex.ihtm~ 
You must book by September 1 lth to get the cheaper rate. 

You can register for the Conference itself on the N4A Region II website: 
# 

I have attached the Conference flyer with the Tentative Program. We will be asking for workshop proposals soon so start thinking 
about presenting if you are interested. If you have any questions about the Conference, please contact Walt Holliday at LSU: 
wholliday@lsu.edu 

Hope to see you all there! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
ht~tp:ih~csu.ed~iaspsai 



Region II 
Conference 

October 16-18, 2011 
"’Building Your Brand in the Bayou’" 

Baton Rouge, LA 

m the N.0. 
Night Out in New 0rlcans 

Monday 

Hosted by: 

Louisiana State University 

& 
Cox Communications 

Academic Center 

for Student-Athletes 

Reg istration Information" 
Deadline: September 16th 

(late fee appfies after date) 

For rates & to register online, 
please visit 

http:llnfoura.orglregionslregion2 

Featured Speakers: 
Reed Dickens 

CEO / Co-Owner of Marucci Sports 

Dr. Katrice A. Albert 
Vice Provost for Equity, Diversity, & 

Community Outreach at LSU 

Contact Information: 
Walter Holliday 
(225) 578-7758 

wholliday@lsu.edu 

Hotel Information: 
Embassy Suites 

4914 Constitution Avenue 
Baton Rouge, LA 70808 

(225) 924-6566 

Reservations: 
htt p://em bassysu ites. hilton, com/e n/es/ 

g ro u ps/pe rso n alized/B/BT RC S E S- NAA- 
20111016/i ndex.j htm I 



N4A Region II Conference 
Program- Tentative 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

October 16-18, 2011 

"Building Your Brand in the Bayou" 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 
Time 
3:00 pm- 6:00 pm 

4:00 pm- 5:00 pm 

6:30 pm 

7:00 pm -lO:OOpm 

Session 
Registration 

High School Presentation 

Tour of Cox Academic Center 

Dinner / Welcome 

Monday, October 17, 2011 
Time 
7:00 am 

7:00 am 

8:45 am - 9:45 am 

10:00 am- lO:45am 

11:00 am - ll:45am 

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm 

1:15 pm- 1:55 pm 

2:00 pm- 2:45 pm 

3 :OOpm - 4:00pm 

4:15 pm- 5:00 pm 

5:00pm - 7:00pm 

6:30 pm- 12am 

Session 
Registration Table Open 

Full Breakfast served 

Welcome/Business Meeting 

SPEAKER: REED DICKENS 

Concurrent Workshops I 

Lunch 

"SESSION TBA " 

Concurrent Workshop II/Round Table 

Vendor Demonstrations 

NCAA Update 

Hospitality 

N.O. in the N.O. 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 
Time 
7:00 am 

8:40 am- 9:10 am 

9:15 am- 10:15 am 

10:15 am- 11:00 am 

Session 
Full Breakfast Served 

Vendor Demonstrations 

SPEAKER: DR~ KA TRICE ALBERT 

"SESSION TBA " 

11:00 am - 12:00 pm N4A Closing Business Meeting 

New Orleans Lingo 
Andouille (An Doo E) - the traditional New Orleans style, spicy 
sausage. 

Bayou (Blyoo) - A sluggish stream, bigger than a creek and 
smaller than a river. 

Beignet (Ben Yeah) - French style donuts (square, no hole) that 
are drowned in powdered sugar and usually served with caf6 au 
lait. 

Car4 au Lait (Ca FayOOhOLay) - New Orleans 

traditional coffee. 

Cajun (CAYjun) - Slang for Acadians, French-speaking people 
who came to South Louisiana from Nova Scotia in the eighteenth 
centulT. The term now applies to the people, their cooking, and 
their culture. 

Crawfish (CRA Wfish) - Sometimes spelled "crayfish" but always 
pronounced cra~vfish. Look and taste like little lobsters. Served 
many ways, including boiled. 

Creole (CREE ol) - Refers to the French and Spanish 
descendants in New Orleans. The term also includes a type of 
cuisine and a style of architecture. 

Etoufee (A Two Fay) - There are many variations to this dish. 
Most etoufees start with a roux and consist rice, shell fish or meat 
and veggies. 

Gumbo - Comes from an African language that mean okra. It is a 
traditional southern soup like dish and start s with a rich roux and 
usually includes either seafood or sausage. 

Jambalaya (Jam Ba Lie Uh) - Is a spicy dish made with rice, 
tomato and either seafood or meat is added for flavor. 

Lagniappe (LANyap) - A little something extra. An unexpected 
nice surprise. 

Laissez les bon temps rouler (lay ZA Y lay bon ton rule ay) - Let 
the good times roll! 

Po’Boy - any sandwich made with loaf of French bread. It’s called 
a po’Boy because one sandwich can feed an entire family. 

Parish - A "county" in Louisiana. 

Second Line - CelebratolT dance accompanied by jazz and 
decorated umbrellas; a tradition in New Orleans, especially at 
weddings and jazz funerals. 

Voodoo - Mysterious religion involving charms and spells that 
came to Louisiana via the Caribbean. 

Zydeco (ZI de co) - A relatively new kind of dance music created 
by south Louisiana’s Creoles of Color and based on African blues, 
Cajun music, and R&B. Its identifying instrument is the frottoir 
(resembles a metal washboard with curved shoulder straps that 
hangs over the chest and is played with bottle openers and 
thimbles). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attacl~: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edn> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 8:33 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

[n4a] NCAA Presidential Retreat--August 9-10 

TEXT.htm 

See link below- for more information about the NCAA retreat being held by President Emmert. 

This will be important for our profession to follow-. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 

600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 

901/678-2714 

901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis, edu<r~!~ 

&t~tm source=delivra&utm medium=email&u’tm cam~-NC?,~A%20Ne~s%20Direc~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Thursday, July 21, 2011 11 : 15 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
[n4a] Academic Integrity on behalf of Memphis staff 

TEXT.htm 

Academic Integrity 
On behalf of the University of Memphis, and the Center of Athletic Academic Services staff, we are gathering information pertaining 
to academic integrity. We are investigating to see if schools have created internal policies regarding academic integrity (regardless of 
what happens on campus).We all have situations where students are penalized for academic integrity but professors handle the 
situation and don’t always submit through campus procedures. Essentially, outside your normal university system, does your athletic 
department and/or academic center address the issues in any way? 
Specifically, we are interested in issues of academic integrity pertaining to the following: 

1. Steps taken by staff when presented with integrity case 

2. Penalty structure for athletes when integrity is compromised 

3. Educational program!workshop material presented internally to student-athlete 
Thank you for your input. We will sort all feedback and post to N4A Lockerroom. 

Please send all responses to Jennifer Rowe on our staff: 

Jennifer L. Rowe, Ph.D. 
rowesport@aim.com 
Learning Specialist, Mentor Coordinator 
Center for Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152 
901-678-2714 (office) 
901-678-4695 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 3:29 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] website and video 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, N4A! I hope your summer is going great and those of you in the heat wave 
zone are staying cool and hydrated. :) 

Just wanted to forward on some information for all you STRAIGHT ALLIES out 
there! 

~:/iww.w.athletea1[v~ was created by Hudson Taylor, a former wrestler 
at the University of Maryland and now an assistant coach at Columbia 
University. 

Additionally, you can see a video of him discussing his role as a straight 
ally. 

latfom~.com dsiPvTSPbA ODMhit97 
QbNInvEETSj 3i31 

Megan Watson 

Athletic Academic Advisor 

Wright State University Athletics 

937-775-2384 

megan.watson@wright.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Megan Albidrez" <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 5:01 PM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

[regionii] Region II Conference- Call for Proposals 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
I hope that you are all considering attending the Regional Conference in Baton Rouge October 16th-18th. If you haven’t registered 
yet, here is the link to do so: http:i/nfoura.or           on2iindex~ 

We do have two sessions of Concurrent Workshops scheduled for the Conference and we need your expertise. If you and or your 
staff/colleagues are interested in doing a presentation, we are accepting nominations until August 12th. Please go to the following link 
and fill out the form ~s://n4a.wu[oo.comi~:om~s/region~ii-co~ference-call-for-~osals/ 
Let me know if you have any questions about the conference or the workshops. Hope to see you in Baton Rouge! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
ht~:iincsu.edulaspsai 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Broderbund" <Broderbund@replies.broderbund.com> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:29 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New! PrintMaster 2012 $27.99 This Week Only 

TEXT.htm 

$27.99 One Week Only 

PrintMaster 2012 is Available Now 
$27.99 (Regular Price $39.99) 
Two Weeks Only! 

Enter Offer Code PM2012 at Checkout 
Hurry! Offer Expires 8/10/11 

Get started today with one of 3,500+ inspiring templates or start from scratch to design a truly unique creation. Add flourish to any 
project with more than 150,000+ irresistible clip art elements. 

3,500+ Readymade Templates - PrintMaster includes ready-made templates by professional designers to make your project 
quickly and easily. 

150,000+ Clip Art images - Add pizzazz to your project by adding incredible clip art elements, including 50,000 new images 
Greeting Card Wizard- Finish your cards quickly and easily with the greeting card wizard that lays out your cards for easy 

printing 
New Avery(r) Templates - New ready-made and blank projects added to work easily with Avery(r) templates 
Improved Template Searching - Search for your next ready-made project by category and type to narrow down and meet your 

specific project needs. 
Iron-On Printing Capabilities - Now you can flip and mirror images and text to print your projects on iron-on transfers and 

personalize even more project types. 

Available Now! PrintMaster 2012 
$27.99 (Regular Price $39.99) 
Two Weeks Only 

Buy Now > http://click.replies.encore.com/?qs=ce 17ee98e440298a4b845ebe86806b92e04d97ca346ccaeaa873142566555fa8 

Enter Offer Code PM2012 at Checkout 
Hurry! Offer Expires 8/3/11 11:59 PM PST 

Plus, you’ll still find all of the features you know and love with the latest offering from PrintMaster. 
Easy to use Design, Text and Layout Tools - Drag-and-drop photos, text and design elements with incredible ease and quickness 
Matching Sets - Create consistency at events with matching sets 
One-click Photo Editing - Edit photos, add text and create stunning artistic effects 
3D Headline Tools - Add headlines that make an impact with depth, drop shadows, outlines, gradients and more 
Calendar Tools - Add images to appointments with annual and monthly calendars that make great gifts 
Perfect for Every Occasion - Choose from a gallery of spectacular designs to capture life’s special moments - birthdays, 

graduations, holidays, weddings, anniversaries and more 
Easy to Share - Print at home, email or publish your creation on the web 
Integrated Professional Printing - Directly order your project from an online photo site to get "store-quality" printed designs 

shipped right to your doorstep 
PC and Mac Compatible - Use the program on a PC or Mac and create, edit and share files seamlessly 

So, start designing your greeting cards, calendars, newsletters, banners, business cards, brochures, postcards.., there are millions of 
design possibilities! 

Available Now! PrintMaster 2012 



$27.99 (Regular Price $39.99) 
Two Weeks Only! 

Buy Now> http://c~ick.rep~ies.enc~re.c~m/?qs=ce~7ee98e44~298a4b845ebe868~6b92e~4d97ca346ccaeaa873142566555fa8 

Enter Offer Code PM2012 at Checkout 
Hurry! Offer Expires 8/10/11 11:59 PMPST 

Simplify your life with the Broderbund toolbar! 

Download the Broderbund toolbar and get the latest 
news, fun gadgets, online radio search and more ! 

FREE DOWNLOAD: http://click.replies.encore.com!? 
qs=ce 17ee98e440298a3fa933b731568689b32cdd4cebee46bb5997ee2320d7e52c 

P.S. We back all of our software products with a money-back guarantee. If you’re not completely satisfied, simply return your 
purchase within 30 days of receipt for a complete refund (excluding shipping and handling). 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, view it in your browser [http://click.replies.encore.com!? 
qs=ce 17ee98e440298ab9e 157ac4ec46e6c 16ffe47bb73b lf37e4edfab2100eee24]. 
If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click here [http://click.replies.encore.com!? 
qs=ce17ee98e440298aae2e349069ba5953804272e33e6c24ab27c3f73618e16567] to unsubscribe. 
Please add broderbund@replies.broderbund.com to your address book to ensure delivery to your inbox. 
Please Do Not Reply to this email. For Customer Service or Technical Support click here [http://support.encore.com] 

Would you rather receive emails from us at a different address? 
http://click.replies.encore.com/?qs=ce 17ee98e440298aae2e349069ba5953804272e33e6c24ab27c3f73618e 16567 
Change your email address in our database. 

This offer is valid for customers of Broderbund. We sent you this email because you asked for updates about new products and 
promotions. We value your privacy. If you choose not to receive these messages, simply 
http://click.replies.encore.com/?qs=ce 17ee98e440298aae2e349069ba5953804272e33e6c24ab27c3f73618e 16567 
unsubscribe and we’ll take you offthe list as quickly as possible. 

This email has been sent to BRIDGERB@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 

Questions? Please 
click here [http://support.encore.com] 

All prices are in U.S. dollars. Currently, online orders are processed exclusively in the United States, Canada, U.S. Virgin Islands, 
Guam and Puerto Rico. Please call for additional information regarding international orders. This offer is not valid with any other 
offer, prior purchase or upgrade price. Promotion can be canceled or changed at anytime without notice. Valid while supplies last. All 
times are Pacific Standard Time. 

(c) 2011 Encore Software, Inc., and its licensors. All rights reserved. Encore, Inc 999 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 700 E1 Segundo, CA 
90245 

Privacy & Security [http://www.broderbund.com!c-18-privacy-policy.aspx] 
Money-Back Guarantee [http://www.broderbund.com/c-5-customer-service.aspx] 
Terms & Conditions [http://www.broderbund.com!c-27-terms-conditions.aspx] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

02 Fitness Falconbridge <jpeters@o2fitnessclubs.com> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:39 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

02 Fitness Falconbridge 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, copy the link into your browser 
http://maill 1.datasafeserver.com!NewEmailHandler?action=showemail&Mm=V7vYVkfP5OP4rzKfBb 15Qg=&Mg=VH3 foBByaiU 
Be sure to add <a href="mailto:ip~ters~o2fitnessclubs.com">jpeters@o2fitnessclubs.com</a> to your address book or safe senders 
list to ensure future deliveries. 

plaintext 
If you prefer to no longer receive this type of email from us, please copy and paste the link below into your browser window. 
http://maill 1.datasafeserver.com!NewEmailHandler? 
handler=emailhandler&action=optout&hdnMemberId=V7vYVkfP50P4rzKfBb 15Qg= 

We are committed to best email practices, and have been accredited by the Institute for Spam and Internet Public Policy 
as meeting the requirements for listing in their SuretyMail IADB Email Accreditation Program. Our IADB registration number is 
20070314000475. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 11:43 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Quadriplegic Chic Kelly just wants money to pay for his care - The Bonus - SI.com 

hl~p:i/sportsil~t~straled.cm~.comi2011iwriters!lhe boimsi07/27icNc.kellyii~dex.laml?eref~sihp&scl=hp t13 a2&scl=cf t12 al 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Andrea LAURITZEN" <ALAURITZEN@weber.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 3:47 PM 

Alan Good <goody@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Sarabeth Pollock 
<spollock@sandiego. edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

If people could just respond to the person who sent the email and not "reply all" it would be most considerate, and save getting so 
many unnecessary emails. Please make this a general role. Thanks. 

>>> "Good, Alan" <goody@okstate.edu> 7/29/2011 1:30 PM >>> 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-ow~er~]ists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

Colleagues: 
USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thankyou! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 
Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 
Academic Counselor for M/W Basketball and Volleyball 
University of San Diego Athletics 
5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 
P: 619.260.5931 
F: 619.260.7899 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 9:53 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis 
Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Have we seen the end of NCAA death penalty? - College Football News ] FOX 
Sports on MSN 

~//msn.f~xs~?~ts.c~/c~1egef~tba~1/st~/ha~e°we°seen°the°er~d°~f°ncaa°death~°~72911 





R&B SUPERSTARS NEW WAVE’S GREATEST i "PURE BROADWAY GOLD" 
FEATURING FRANKIE BEVERLY HITMAKERS ~ -SPIN MAGAZINE 

MAZE BLONDIE ii ROCK OF AGES 
AUGUST 19 SEPTEMBER 21 i OCTOBER 25-30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"no reply" <no.mply@fdic.gov> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 1:19 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

FDIC message center 

TEXT.htm; FDIC infom~ation 

<img src "http://O2be375.netsolhostcon~/pd21d2.giI~’ alt "30833349730"> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"ADRIANNA Daniels" <adrianna.daniels@berndstolle.de> 

Wednesday, August 3,2011 1:58 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: Fw: Fw: Windows 7, Office 2010, Adobe CS5 ... 

Windows 7, Office 2010, Adobe CS5 ... 
All programs offered in many languages - English, German, French, over 15 languages!!! 
We also have a huge amount of soft for Macintosh 

Huge selection of software, Kaspersky, Corel, Nero, Maxon Cinema, NIK, Roxio .... 
Over 500 titles of popular software products 
A wide range of educational Lynda video-courses 

Please use code - "VTSA-2011 "and get 40% discount on all programs. 

http ://topdigitalsite.com.ua! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Barnes & Noble" <BarnesandNobleEmail@e.bn.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 3, 2011 9:35 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon for Kids -- New Tiger’s Curse, Big Nate, and More 

’I~NF.httn 

View Mobile Friendly Version 
http ://e.bn. com/a/tBOOU1 cB 8 GcokB 8cnksS.2x!SZv4TL/mobile?t~arams EMA~L%3Dbrid~erb%2540uncaa.unc.edu%26PAS SWORD% 
3I)BSGcokNNSZv4BOOU lc V4PFDfG VuCml&EMAIL~rid~erb(a)uncaa.unc.edu 

To ensure you receive your Barnes & Noble emails, 
please add BarnesandNobleEmail@e.bn.com to your address book 

Having trouble viewing the emai[? (;lick Here: 

http://e.bn.com/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/hosted?t params EM~.IL%3Dbrid~erb%2540uncaa.unc.edu%26PASSWORD% 
3DBSGcokNNSZv4BOOU1 cV4PFDfG VuCml&EMAIL brid~erb(@uncaa unc.edu 

Coming Soon 
Two Exciting New Kids’ & Teen Books 

Exclusive Cover Reveal 
Tiger’s Voyage (Tiger’s Curse Series 113)by Colleen ttouck 

Fans get the first look only at BN.C©M 

Resep~e in Store 

http:i/ebn.com/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnks]x’NSZv4TL/a2nrsl’?EMAIL bridgerb(a)uncaa unc edu 

Pre-Order at BNC©M 

http://e.bn.com/a/tBOOU1 cB 8 GcokB 8cnksNNSZv4~[Lia3nrbkteen?EMA]L bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

B&N Exclusive Edition 
Big Nate on a Roll by Lincoln Peirce 

Includes an exclusive locker poster. 

Resel~’e in Store 

http://e.bn.con~/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScaksi’~.-SZv4TL/a2nrsl?EMAIL br idgerb(~,unc aa.unc, edu 

Pre-Order at BN.COM 
http:i/e.bn.cop:da/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/a5nrbkteen?EM~L bridp.erb(~unc aa.unc, edu 

***** 

More Popular Pre-Orders Not to Miss 

The Power of SLx by Pitacus Lore - B&N Exclusive Edition 
http://e.bn.com/aitBOOU1 cB 8GcokB 8 cnksNNSZv4TL/aTnrbkchil?ENL~klL brid~erb(d~,,uncaa.unc, edu 

The Son of Neptune by Rick Riordan 
http:i/e.bn.com/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/aSnrbkchil?EMAIL brid~erb(~uncaa.unc.edu 

Inheritance by Christopher Paolini 
http ://e. bn. com/aitBOOU l cBSGcokBScnksNNS Zv4 TL /agnrbkchil ?EMAIL bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Wonder Struck by Brian Selznick 
http://e.bn.com/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/bOmbkchil?EMAIL bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 

Full Black by Brad Thor 
http://e bn.com/aitBOOU1 cB 8 GcokB 8cnksNNSZv4TL/b lnrbkchil?EMAIL bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 

Modelland by Tyra Banks 

http://e.bn.com/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/b2mbkchil?EMAIL bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 

The 39 Clues: The Medusa Plot by Gordon Korman 

http://e bn.com/aitBOOU1 cB 8 GcokB 8cnksNNSZv4TL/b3nrbkchil?EMAIL bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 

The Death Cure by James Dashner 
http://e.bn.comia/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/s2nroth?F~\lAIL bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

KEEP UP ;VITH BARNE~S & NOBLE 
Get all the latest info, updates, and more. 

Forward to a Friend 

http://e.bn.com/aitBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/blppbk?RAFTRACK &email brid~erb@uncaa.unc edu 

Like us on Facebook 
http://e.bn.com/a/tBOOU1 cB 8 GcokB 8cnksNNSZv4~[Lifacebook ? EMAIL brid~erb(~uncaa.unc.edu 

Follow us on Twitter 



http://e.bn, com/a/tB OOU1 cB 8GcokB 8cnksNNSZv4TL/twitter?EMAIL brid~erb(~r) uncaa.unc.edu 

***** 

>BAR]~7~S & NOBLE 
http:i/ebncom/a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScnksNNSZv4’IL/bnlozo?EMAIL bridzer b (~r)un caa unc. edu 

>NOOK Books 

http://e.bn.comJa/t[]OOUlcBSCJcokBScnksNNSZv4TL/navebooks?EMAIL bridger b@ uncaa.unc.edu 

>NOOK 
http:i/e.bn.comia/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScrJcsNNSZv4TL/navnook?EMAIL bridg erb,@,unc a a.unc, edu 

***** 

Subject to availabili%’. Prices are subject to change. 

Click below to unsubscribe. 
http:i/e.bn.cop:~a/tBOOUlcBSGcokBScaksNNSZv4TL/unsub?email bridgerb(~uncaa.unc.edu&password BSGcokNNSZ-,,4BOOUlcV4PFDfGVuCml 

(c) 2011 Barnes & Noble. All Rights Reserved. 
This email is an advertiseruent from Barnes & Noble, Inc., 
76 Ninth Avenue New York, NY 10011, Attn: Marketing Preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 10:02 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc 
<dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Julie K. Owen <j.owen@ou.edu>; Jaye E. 
Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Raxida Ryaxi 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; 
Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu> 
[n4a] News: Split Decision in Title IX Case - Inside Higher Ed 

t~,~p:i~,,wAnsidek~igk~ered.eominews/2011iOSiO4icoc~rt finds california davis viola~ed tittle ix bu*. did not discriminate ~a.~g~inst £~rnMe wrestlers 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, August 5, 2011 11:41 AM 

Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart 
Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran 
<bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Casey A. Partridge <cap@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis 
Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Debra Stuart <dstuart@osrhe.edu>; Desiree M. 
Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. 
Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Logan L. Lockhart <logan5687@ou.edu>; Bryan 
Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Airica A. Rollins <rollinsa@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Tatianna L. Proctor <tatianna@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

[n4a] News: The Remedial Ph.D. - Inside Higher Ed 

hl~p~/7www.inside~ighered.c~1~/news/2~11/~8/~5/~r~ersi~ie~_~create~-,d~ct~ra1~rams in remedial_edt~catior~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 11:26 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Beer a growing part of college football revenue streams - USATODAY.com 

hl~p:~iwww.usa~oda?,oCO~/sporlsicollegei~bolbalL!201 lo0%07obeerosalesorisingomocoHegeosmdmms n.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 1:42 PM 

’Brian Evans’ <brian.evans@usu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] 9 hour rule clarification for graduate students 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg 

Which bylaw is this under? I looked at the 11-12 ncaa guide and I’m not 
seeing it under 14.1.10.2 anyway. It should be on this year’s rules, 
correct, even if it’s actually APPLIED in 2012? 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncs~.ed~] On Behalf 
Of Brian Evans 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4a] 9 hour rule clarification for graduate students 

August greetings. 

I’ve made inquiries to the NCAA on this, but no response (shocking!). 

If a football SA is a graduate student fall 2011, and, per our institutional 
policy needs only 9 graduate credits to be considered full-time, must he 
pass all 9 credits to meet the new legislation and not be held out of 4 
contests fall 2012? I would presume the NCAA will answer "Yes - 9 hours is 
9 hours". However, my coaches want to know definitively. 

One could conjecture that an undergraduate student-athlete must be, of 
course, in 12 credits and need only pass 9; so if that same logic is applied 
a graduate student must be enrolled in 9 graduate credits, and pass. 

Not that it would be okay for them to not pass 9! 

Thoughts? 

Brian Evans, Ed.D. 

Associate Athletics Director 

Student-Athlete Services 

Utah State University 

435-797-1868 - p 435-797-1837 - f 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 10:41 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
1 @ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; BetsiBurns <b- 
burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham 
<bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; CayceCrenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Christine Jackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol 
L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; 
Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. 
Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer 
<j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson <j amundson@ou.edu>; Jerome C. Weber 
<j cweber@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Joshua.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; 
Jack Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marlon Dechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu. edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Nelson Gurney <ngurneyl00@gmail.com>; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim 
Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier 
<sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell 
<Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon 
<vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Maris Wisdom 
<wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins <Zachary.R.Hawkins-l@ou.edu> 

[n4a] You May Want to Hear This 

h~ :l~1~,ww. eriv2/mediaPla~er.h~ml?acfiorr= 1 &~= 1 &islist:false&id- 138919312&m: 138945303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 11:52 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Joshua.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] Despite what they say, NCAA officials don’t want change - College Football News 

I FOX Sports on MSN 

htt9 :/imsrt.foxsg)orts.com!collegefoofbal[l/stou iTmeoreformoisn%27 t-part-oF-N CAA-a£~.8...d~.k.-I~re side~t oMarkoEmmerto081111 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Carpenter Jr, James Albert" <j amecarp@iupui, edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 2:01 PM 

’Brian Evans’ <brian.evans@usu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] Re: Despite what they say, NCAA officials don’t want change - College Football 
News I FOX Sports on MSN 

UConn maybe, but Duke and UNC won’t have to worry about the 930 APR rule. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maillo:n4a-owner~lists.~cs~.edtO On Behalf Of Brian Evans 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 1:57 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4a] Re: Despite what they say, NCAA officials don’t want change - College Football News I FOX Sports on MSN 

I guess I can’t blame Jason Whitlock for being skeptical.., we will find out next March when Duke, or UCONN, or North Carolina, 
or ?? has a 920 multi-year and they are/are not kept out of the ’Madness’! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owrter(gkIists.ncsu.edR] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 9:52 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris 
Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, 
Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; 
Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L.; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, Kathryn S.; 
Eldridge, Jessica L.; Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; 
Hinton, Joshua W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, William; 
Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, Chad M.; Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; Winters, Carla A.; ! 
Wisdom, Marls; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay 
Subject: [n4a] Despite what they say, NCAA officials don’t want change - College Football News I FOX Sports on MSN 

ht~/msrt.~xs~r~s.c~m/c~11egef~ba~1/stoU/~Fme°ref~rm°is~%27t-~art-~-NCAA-a resider~-Mark-Emmer{o081111 



Lyn Johnson, PhD 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

1703 Legion Road Steo 206 

Chapel Hill NC 27517 

(919) 218-1459 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steven Girardot <steven.girardo~GATECH.EDU> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 5:50 PM 

Fall Semester Position at Georgia Tech’s Ctr. lbr Academic Success 

Part.001 

All: We have a tempora~z position available immediately for this fall semester here at Georgia Tech’s Center for Academic Success It is part-time (anywhere tlcom 20-35 hours per week) and 
available immediately The position ~vill work primarily ~vith our academic coaching, student success workshops, and other outreach programs- but there will be an opportunity to interact 
with tutoring and supplemental instruction programs as ~vell. In addition, our department is housed in a brand new- learning center opening for the first time this fall 

Best Regards, 
Steven Girardot 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://~roups~oo~iecom/~roup/si-net> 

To add or remuve from this mailing list, please go tu 
<http:i/listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED1 SI]x~2~T&A 1> 
or send an emai[ message to the address listserv@listsep~.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF S]NET in the bu@ of the message 
You are subscribed tu the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems ur questiuns shuuld be directed tu manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 

M ~ SecureStor Stored: rural 151094bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc.edu/4fcb92544538ff:43d3214f68778de6f0 
File Name: Courdinator for Academic Suppurt TECtt TE2/2P- Jub Description.pdf 
Exptry [)abe: \Veck 16 Nov 2011 16:50:56 -0500 
Size: 151094bytes 
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University of Louisville Alumni 

Latest: Discussions (1) 

New Discussions (1) 

Like 
Goi~g to a theme park, restaura~t, zoo or traveling somewhere? 

flaq 

Now you can protect your investment when you have to leave your stroller unattended. This new 

stroller accessory will lock your stroller.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Ipsos i-Say" <questions@i-say.com> 

Monday, September 5,2011 5:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ipsos i-Say Online Survey Invitation - p1177494356 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Beth, 

You are cordially invited to take part in a new survey with a unique design! 

It will take about 10 minutes to complete and will award 45 points. 

To access the survey, please click on the link below: 

http://survevs.ipsosinteractive.com/surveys/?pid=p 1177494356&id= 1083203041 

(If the link doesn’t work, please copy and paste the entire address into your web browser.) 

This survey will be online until September 7th, and we kindly invite you to respond as soon as possible. 

As always, all information that you provide will be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used for statistical purposes. 

We appreciate your continued participation and dedication to Ipsos i-Say. 

Thank you for your participation! 

Kind regards, 
Emily Martin 
Director of Research 

i-Say Panel 
1600 Stewart Avenue, Suite 500 
Westbury, NY 11590 

As always, all information provided is treated in the strictest confidence and is only used for statistical purposes 

[] 2009 



<p>Thank you for your recent order. 

<p> 

Your first digital issue of SportsBusiness Journal will arrive within 2-3 weeks from 

Zinio. 

<ip> 

<p>Your online access begins immediately, so feel free to go to 

<a href:"http:i/wwwoSportsBusinessJournal.com" title:"SportsBusiness 

Journal">www. SportsBusinessJournal.com<ia> 

and log in using the information below. 

<ip> 

<p>Your login is: <strong>bridgerb@uncaa.uncoedu</strong><br> 

Your password is: <strong>student<istrong><ip> 

<p>For any questions about your order, please call (800) 829-9839 or <a 

href~~~mai~t~:he~~@s~~rtsbusinessj~urnal.c~m">he~P@sP~rtsbusinessj~urna~°c~m</a></P> 

<p>Thank you,<br> 



Ted Hunt<br> 

College &amp; University Program Manager</p> 

<p>To change your account information click the <strong>My Account</strong> tab on the 

homepage after logging ino<ip> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"DeLay, Lauren E" <Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 12:51 PM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu>; 
jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; 
rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

N4A Task Force 

All, 

As we continue to think about new ideas for the code of ethics, mission statement, and possible name change I would like to ask two 
things. One, we would like to hear from each person either that you think these items should stay the same or any suggestions you 
have. Second, as you respond please "reply to all," so we can be on the same page as new ideas are coming in. Thank you for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren DeLay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 2:36 PM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; Lauren E DeLay 
<Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu>; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

RE: N4A Task Force 

Joe Luckey 
Open to new ideas 

Possible new names: 
1) National Association of Academic Administrators for Athletes (keeps N4A logo) with a tag line about student-athlete development 
2) Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA-New Logo and Tagline which could include--a national organization dedicated to 
the academic and personal development of student-athletes) 
3) National Association for Student-Athlete Academic Services (new logo required and tagline needed--Dedicated to the academic and 
personal development or welfare of student-athletes) 

**We are still working on a two-year college member to join this task force 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeLay, Lauren E [mailto:Lauren DeLay~baylor.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; 
ggurney@ou.edu; hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; 
rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: N4A Task Force 

All, 

As we continue to think about new ideas for the code of ethics, mission statement, and possible name change I would like to ask two 
things. One, we would like to hear from each person either that you think these items should stay the same or any suggestions you 
have. Second, as you respond please "reply to all," so we can be on the same page as new ideas are coming in. Thank you for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren DeLay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Meyer <skm2@psu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 3:04 PM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu>; 
j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; Lauren E DeLay 
<Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu>; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

RE: N4A Task Force 

Possible new "Mission Statement." 

The __ , a diverse organization of professionals dedicated to providing comprehensive support services for student-athlete welfare, 
promotes its membership’s professional integrity by providing a fortma to share information, resources and expertise in its 
comprehensive effort to empower student athletes-- through educational and personal development-- to become productive citizens in 
the global commtmity. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) [mailto:jlucke¥~memphis,edu! 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 2:36 PM 
To: DeLay, Lauren E; bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot0 l@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; Sandy Meyer; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: RE: N4A Task Force 

Joe Luckey 
Open to new ideas 

Possible new names: 
1) National Association of Academic Administrators for Athletes (keeps N4A logo) with a tag line about student-athlete development 
2) Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA-New Logo and Tagline which could include--a national organization dedicated to 
the academic and personal development of student-athletes) 

3) National Association for Student-Athlete Academic Services (new logo required and tagline needed--Dedicated to the academic and 
personal development or welfare of student-athletes) 

**We are still working on a two-year college member to join this task force 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeLay, Lauren E [mailto:Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; 
ggurney@ou.edu; hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; 



rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: N4A Task Force 

All, 

As we continue to think about new ideas for the code of ethics, mission statement, and possible name change I would like to ask two 
things. One, we would like to hear from each person either that you think these items should stay the same or any suggestions you 
have. Second, as you respond please "reply to all," so we can be on the same page as new ideas are coming in. Thank you for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren DeLay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Meyer <skm2@psu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 3:17 PM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu>; 
j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; Lauren E DeLay 
<Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu>; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

RE: N4A Task Force 

Joe et al, 

As we discussed on the conference call, we need to decide just who we are. 

#1 implies that we’re only academic support folks. "Administrator" (http://www.thefreedictionarv.com!administrator) isn’t the proper 
term for our positions--at least not for most of us. We don’t "administer" anything. 

#2 again highlights "academic services" and leaves out learning specialists, life skills people, etc. 

#3 Same at #1 and #2. 

We somehow need to incorporate everyone into the name. National Association (or Organization) of Student-Athlete Support 
Professionals? NASASP Something like that maybe? 

Just my two cents worth. 

Sandy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) [mailto:jluckev@memphis.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 2:36 PM 
To: DeLay, Lauren E; bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot0 l@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; Sandy Meyer; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: RE: N4A Task Force 

Joe Luckey 
Opento new ideas 

Possible new names: 
1) National Association of Academic Administrators for Athletes (keeps N4A logo) with a tag line about student-athlete development 
2) Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA-New Logo and Tagline which could include--a national organization dedicated to 
the academic and personal development of student-athletes) 
3) National Association for Student-Athlete Academic Services (new logo required and tagline needed--Dedicated to the academic and 
personal development or welfare of student-athletes) 

**We are still working on a two-year college member to join this task force 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeLay, Lauren E [mailto:Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; 
ggurney@ou.edu; hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; 
rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: N4A Task Force 

All, 

As we continue to think about new ideas for the code of ethics, mission statement, and possible name change I would like to ask two 
things. One, we would like to hear from each person either that you think these items should stay the same or any suggestions you 
have. Second, as you respond please "reply to all," so we can be on the same page as new ideas are coming in. Thank you for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren DeLay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

Beth Bfidger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Hello go to http:i/admissions.unc.edwApply/default.html and start completing your college application online. LOL! 
Seriously’. 

’IEXSf.htm 

Hello Beth, would you like to meet with the recruits next weekend together or separate? 
and would like to major in Sports Medicine. 

Tracey 

and she would like to major in Business Management and Accounting 
not arrive until 5 or 6 in the evening and      will come in thursday night, thanks 

>>> Beth Bridger        4:43 PM >>> 
Admissions changed their whole process! Under the sign in boxes, she can click on the link that says "never registered, click here". This should help her set up her username and password 
It shouldn’t need a P~D. I am following up with Barbara Polk in Admissions. 
Also, I wanted to tell you on Fridays I will be doing Swimming recruits from 1030-12 on                    I can meet with WBB recruits awtime be]l~re or after 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> ’]’race?" Williams         10:50 AM >>> 
Hello Beth, I had all of our committed players to go to the admissions website to start on their application,                  called me last night and said that when she got into the webs]re 
she was not sure what to click on. Is it common application and do they set up their own password or do they have to wait :[’or a P]D. Thanks, Tracey 

>>>           @aol.com> 
Okay I wilh Thank you :) 

6:39 PM >>> 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Trace,/- Williams <twilliams@uncaa.~mc.edu> 
To: @aol.com> 
S ent: Thu, 3:13 pm 
Subject: Hello go to http:i/adraissions.tmc.edu/Applyidefault.html and start completing yota college application online. LOL! Seriously! 

Hello go to http:/iadmissions.unc.edu/Apply/default.html and stalt completing your college application online. LOL! Seriously! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 9:01 AM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; Lauren E DeLay 
<Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu>; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

Julie McLaughlin <julie.mclaughlin@cincinnatistate.edu>; m_dechausay@nfoura.org; 
Teresa Evans-Hunter(teresa. evans-hunter@nfoura.org) 

RE: N4A Task Force 

Task Force Members, 
We have secured our last member of the task force representing a two-year college. 
Thank yous go to Julie McLaughlin at Cincinnati State and Sandy Meyer for the encouragement. 
Welcome Julie! 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeLay, Lauren E [mailto:Lauren DeLay@baylor,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; 
ggurney@ou.edu; hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; 
rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: N4A Task Force 

All, 

As we continue to think about new ideas for the code of ethics, mission statement, and possible name change I would like to ask two 
things. One, we would like to hear from each person either that you think these items should stay the same or any suggestions you 
have. Second, as you respond please "reply to all," so we can be on the same page as new ideas are coming in. Thank you for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren DeLay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jack Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 11:07 AM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridget 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu>; 
knwoot01 @louisville.edu; Lauren E DeLay <Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu>; 
morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; 
skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

Julie McLaughlin <julie.mclaughlin@cincinnatistate.edu>; m_dechausay@nfoura.org; 
Teresa Evans-Hunter(teresa. evans-hunter@nfoura.org) 

RE: N4A Task Force 

Welcome Julie 

> Task Force Members, 
> We have secured our last member of the task force representing a two-year 
> college. Thank yous go to Julie McLaughlin at Cincinnati State and Sandy 
> Meyer for the encouragement. Welcome Julie ! 
> 
> Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
> N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
> Director- Athletic Academic Services 
> University of Memphis 
> 600 Wilder Tower 
> Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
> 901/678-2714 
> 901/678-4695 (fax) 
> j luckey @memphis. edu 

Jack Rivas 
Academic Advisor, UCSB 
College of Letters & Science 
Phone: (805) 893-2948 
Fax: (805) 893-7654 
jrivas@LTSC.ucsb.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 11:22 AM 

Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; dafS@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; Lauren E DeLay 
<Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu>; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

Re: N4A Task Force 

I really like National Association for Student-Athlete Academic Services. Tagline possibly - Dedicated to student-athlete welfare. 

We’re slowly getting there with everyone’s ideas. Have a great weekend everyone. 

Jill Shields 
Associate Athletic Director/SWA 
Director of Student Services 
Kansas State University 
2201 Kimball Avenue 
Manhattan, KS 66502 
Office: 7851532-6620 
Fax: 7851532-5191 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 
To: "Lauren E DeLay" <Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu>, bennettm@fit.edu, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu, brw@athletics.wisc.edu, 
daf5@nyu.edu, ggurney@ou.edu, hvillega@unm.edu, jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu, knwoot0 l@louisville.edu, morenopardom@missouri.edu, 
rsimpki@clemson.edu, shields@ksu.edu, skm2@psu.edu, spadgett@olemiss.edu, "Bart Byrd" <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 7, 2011 1:36:29 PM 
Subject: RE: N4A Task Force 

Joe Luckey 
Open to new ideas 

Possible new names: 
1) National Association of Academic Administrators for Athletes (keeps N4A logo) with a tag line about student-athlete development 
2) Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA-New Logo and Tagline which could include--a national organization dedicated to 
the academic and personal development of student-athletes) 
3) National Association for Student-Athlete Academic Services (new logo required and tagline needed--Dedicated to the academic and 
personal development or welfare of student-athletes) 

**We are still working on a two-year college member to join this task force 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
9011678-2714 
9011678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeLay, Lauren E [mailto:Lauren DeLay~baylor.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; dafS@nyu.edu; 



ggurney@ou.edu; hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; 
rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu; Byrd, Bart 
Subject: N4A Task Force 

All, 

As we continue to think about new ideas for the code of ethics, mission statement, and possible name change I would like to ask two 
things. One, we would like to hear from each person either that you think these items should stay the same or any suggestions you 
have. Second, as you respond please "reply to all," so we can be on the same page as new ideas are coming in. Thank you for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren DeLay 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Michael Whitney, Change.org" <mail@change.org> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 10:49 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Troy will die on September 21 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Frances, 

Troy Davis has 10 days to live before he is executed by the State of Georgia. But 9 witnesses say Troy is innocent, and that another 
man committed the crime for which he will be killed. 

With just days left to save Troy [] s life, his sister Kim Davis started a petition on Change.org asking the Georgia Parole Board to stop 
his execution. Please add your name to Kim[] s petition now and save her brother [] s life: 

http://www, c ha nge. o rg/p e titio n s/c hairman-state-o f-ge o rgia-b o a rd- o f-p a rdo n s- and-p a ro 1 e s- grant- c 1 e me ncy-to- my-b ro the r-troy- d avi s ? 
utm source=action alert&utm medium=email&alert id=gEPEnLdCOc eXygrNANhi 

Evidence presented at Troy [] s trial was considered shaky at the time. Since then, seven witnesses have recanted their testimony, many 
saying they were pressured by police into false testimony. 

There [] s no physical evidence Troy committed the crime. And, according to Amnesty International, nine people have signed affidavits 
implicating another man. 

Georgia [] s Board of Parole and Pardons has said there should be "no doubt" about a person[] s guilt before he is executed. You can tell 
the Board there [] s simply too much doubt about Troy [] s guilt to kill him next week 

Please click here to add your name to Kim Davis’ petition asking the Georgia Parole Board to stop her brother[] s execution, then 
forward this email to everyone you know: 

http://www, c ha nge. o rg/p e titio n s/c hairman-state-o f-ge o rgia-b o a rd- o f-p a rdo n s- and-p a ro 1 e s- grant- c 1 e me ncy-to- my-b ro the r-troy- d avi s ? 
utm source=action alert&utm medium=email&alert id=gEPEnLdCOc eXygrNANhi 

Thanks for being a change-maker, 

- Michael and the Change.org team 

P.S. Kim has a goal of reaching 20,000 signatures by Tuesday. Once you sign, will you forward this email widely to help her reach 
that goal? 

You are receiving this action alert as a Change.org member. We send no more than 
one action alert per week. To stop receiving these important alerts on behalf of our 
organization sponsors, you can unsubscribe by copying the url below and pasting it into 
your browser: 

http://www.change.org/account settings/action alerts _opt_ out? 
email id=KGJVLOJEDBAXQYJZRRWA&utm source=action alert&utm medium=email&alert id=gEPEnLdCOc eXygrNANhi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:36 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Barnes 
<lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I think you should get your Groupon: Up to 72% Off’Fitness Classes at SYNCStudio 

TEXT.htm 

Okay, I realize that I totally have an addiction to buying fitness related classes and that I now have like four of them that I must use at 
one time. However, I bought a previous groupon to Sync Studio and loved it. They have great yoga and cycling classes and a really 
friendly staff. They also opened a new location in downtown Durham so they have even more offerings. This is a great deal whether 
you would be a first time user or a returner. 

And, no, I am not part of their sales team. 

One or Three Months of Unlimited Yoga, Cycling, TRX and Fitness Classes at SYNCStudio in Durham 
http://www.groupon.com!deals/sync-studio-l?utm campaign=UserReferral&utm medium=email&utm source=uu17520602 
(http~//www.groupon.com/deals/sync-studio-l?utm campaign=UserReferral&utm medium=email&utm source=uu17520602 ) 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 





Mini=Camp 
Oct. 14-17 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 

The X-Factor 

Colorado Springs, Colo. - June 8, 2010 

Unlike her father, Xylina McDaniel, a 6-1 fonNard from Blythewood, 
S.C., has a full head of hair and a perfect pair of eyebrows to match. 
Just like her father, 12-year NBA veteran Xavier McDaniel, Xylina 
also excels on the basketball court. 

As a sophomore in 2009-10, Xylina averaged 18.4 ppg., 9.0 rpg., 4.0 
bpg. and 3.0 apg. in helping Spring Valley High School to the South 
Carolina Class 4A championship game. In just her second varsity 
season, Xylina was named the Class 4A Player of the Year by the 
South Carolina Basketball Coaches Association and ESPN Rise 
listed her as a 2010 Underclass All-American. Even with her rapidly 
accumulating accolades and her early accomplishments, Xylina was 
humbled to be listed among the nation’s best 17-and-unders. 

-I was really surprised because I didn’t think that I was really known 
like that nationally," she said prior to the USA’s first trials session on 
Tuesday afternoon in Colorado Springs, Colo. -I knew I was known 
like that in South Carolina, but to be known like that nationally, I’m 
really proud of myself and the people who helped me get to where I 
am now." 

Fierce on the court, she is soft spoken off the court. The 2009 state 
champion in the shot put, Xylina is an admitted class clown, but loves 
school. She also is looking fowvard to facing off against 2009 FIBA 
Americas U16 Championship MVP Elizabeth Williams, who won the 
match-up the one time the two met on the court. 

(Steven Maikoski/USA Basketball) 

USABasketball.com had a chance to sit down with the X-Girl on Tuesday prior to and just after her first on- 
court session in a USA Basketball jersey. In just 10 minutes, we became a fan of the young woman from 
South Carolina and we bet that you will, too. 

Was there any hesitation about answering when yeu received your invitation from USA Basketball? 
No. It was right away ~"yes’ because this is an opportunity that you can’t go and turn down. 

Is there anyone out here that you’re looking forward te matching up against? 
Elizabeth Williams, she plays for Boo Williams. I played against her once, and she ate me up. 

She was on the 2009 USA U16 National Team and was named MVP of the FIBA Americas U16 National 
Team, 
She’s a really good player. I’m looking fowvard to playing against her again. I think it will push me to get better. 

Who were the people who helped you get to where you 
are now? 
My father, my high school coach and my AAU coach 
because he’s been working with me since I was nine. 
He helped work on my skills and stuff. 

Did yeu grow up with a basketball in your hand? 
Yes. I’ve been playing basketball as long as I can 
remember. 

Do you have any siblings? 
Yes. I have a younger brother who is nine and an older sister who is 19. 

De they beth play basketball? 
My sister played in high school, but she quit when she went to college. My brother also plays. 

Are they as good as yeu? 
My brother’s getting there, and I heard my sister was good. I never got to see her play because she lived in 
Alaska. 

Did yeu get any pointers from your dad? 
He told me I needed to drink a lot of water. I need to be in shape because the air is thinner here, and it would 
really bother me when I run. He told me to go at it hard and give it all I have. 

Hew did yeu get into competing in the shot put? 
I went out for track. I wanted to sprint, but they told me that if I wanted to sprint I had to throw, too. So I did 
that, and I ended up being good at it. 

Are there any aspects of each sport that help with the other? 
Power. Strength. Mental toughness. I do a lot of lifting in the weight room. 



What de yeu like te de when you’re net playing basketball? 
Hang out with family and friends. I just like to relax. 

Have yeu traveled overseas? 
When I was younger we lived in Greece when my dad was playing basketball over there. I was one, so I don’t 
remember a lot. 

What kind ef mevies de yeu like te watch? 
I like scary movies and comedies. I really like all the Scary Movies, and the F~day movies. Friday, F~day After 
Next, that kind of stuff. 

What kind ef beeks de yeu like te read? 
I like teen books, the ones that are actually about how a teenager lives. 

What kind ef student are yeu in school? 
I’m a silly student. I like to work with hands-on stuff, that’s how I learn. I’m not bad. I’m not a trouble student. I 
get my work done, and my teachers love me. 

What are your favorite classes? 
Right now they’re anatomy, physiology and algebra. 

De yeu know what yeu want te choose as a major in college? 
No, but I know that I want to work with babies. I don’t know what I want to do yet, but I know I want it to have 
something to do with babies. 

Have you narrowed down your college choices or are you keeping your options open ? 
Not really. I’m keeping things open right now. 

Were yeu able te watch any ef the 2008 Olympic basketball games? 
No, I was doing something with my AAU team. 

What about the 2010 Olympics in Vancouver? 
I watched a little bit, but I was so busy with volleyball and basketball, it was really hard to keep up. 

So with volleyball you’re a three-sport star? 
Yeah, I tried it out. It was fun. I did well, but I’m not going to do it again this year because I need to condition 
for basketball. I might do cross-country for conditioning. 

When yeu ar~ved here at the U.S. Olympic Training Center, did it hit yeu that this was where Lisa Leslie, 
Dawn Staley and Candace Parker trained when they were your age? 
I actually did think about that. I was like, ~’wow! I’m really here.’ It never really hit me that I actually was 
coming here to try out until I got here. 

New that you’ve gotten a practice under your belt, was your dad ~ght? Was it hard te breathe at this altitude? 
Yes, but my dad and my coaches kind of exaggerated a bit. I guess to make me want to get in shape, but it 
worked. It wasn’t that bad, but I still could have done better with my conditioning. 

Did yeu get te match up with Williams tonight? 
I did, but it was only for one possession. It reminded me of back when I played against her, and it did push me 
to do better. When we get to scrimmage more, I’m looking fonNard to having another chance. 

What was it like playing en the court fer the first time in a USA Basketball jersey? 
I was really excited, and it was really fun. The competition was really good. It’s better than the competition that 
I’m used to,and it’s pushing me to be better. 



Training/European Exhibition Tour 
Sept.-Oct, TBA 
Europe 

Imani Stafford 

As of May 25, 2011 

Position: Forward/Center 
Height: 6-7 ¯ 201 cms 
Weight: 185 Ibs ¯ 84 kgs 
School: Windward High School ’12 
Hometown: Los Angeles, California 

USA Basketball Notes 

¯ Gold Medals: 2010 FIBA U17 World Championship. 
¯ Named as a finalist for the 2011 USA Basketball 

U19 World Championship Team on May 25,2011. 
¯ Member of the 2010 USA U17 World Championship 

Team that posted a perfect 8-0 record in the 
inaugural FIBA U17 World Championship; averaged 
3.6 ppg. and a team third-best 5.3 rpg. in 9.8 mpg. 

¯ Helped the U.S. earn a 2-1 record to capture a pre- 
U17 World Championship tournament title in Spain 
against U17 national teams from Australia, Canada 
and Spain. 

High School Honors: 

¯ All-California Interscholastic Federation (CIF) first 
team (2010). 

¯ CIF Southern Section Division 4AA Co-Player of the 

Year (2011) and AII-CIF Southern Section Division 
4AA (2011) 

¯ CaI-Hi All-State second team (2011). 
¯ All-State first team (2010). 
¯ LosAngeles TimesAII-Area (2011). 
¯ MaxPreps All-State third team (2011). 
¯ Division IV MVP (2011). 

(Steven Maikoski/USA Basketball) 

High School Notes: 

¯ Attends Windward High School (Calif.), where as a junior she helped her team to the 2011 CIF Division, 
state championship; averaged 12.2 ppg., 12.1 rpg. and 4.3 bpg. 

¯ Lists a career game of 42 points, 15 rebounds, 10 blocks and five assists versus St. Bernard’s. 
¯ As a sophomore in 2009-10, averaged 14.0 ppg., 15.8 rpg., 1.3 spg. and 6.6 bpg. to help Windward to an 

18-11 record. 
¯ As a freshman in 2008-09, averaged 4.7 ppg., 6.4 rpg. and 3.7 bpg. to help her team to a 20-9 record. 
¯ Has played in the summers for Finest Basketball Club since 2007. 

Personal Notes: 

¯ Born Imani Trishawn Stafford on Oct. 11, 1994 in Los Angeles, Calif. 
¯ Daughter of Pamela McGee and Kevin Stafford; has one brother, JaVale McGee; and two sisters, 

Takehya and Torrey. 
¯ Cousin Jarron Gilbert currently plays for the Chicago Bears; brother currently plays for the Washington 

Wizards and participated in the 2010 USA World Championship Team training; mother played in the 
WNBA, won two national championships at Southern California and a gold medal in the 1984 Olympic 
Games; aunt, Trisha Stafford, played at California, in the WNBA and for USA Basketball in the 1990 U.S. 
Olympic Sports Festival and the 1993 World University Games. 

USA Basketball Statistics: 

2010 U17 8/0 13-25 .520    0-0 .--- 3-4 .750 42/5.3    29/3.6    2 4    4 

US Girls Get HonoraoZ Bronze At Youth 
WoMd Championship 

US Plays ~n Inaugural 3=On=3 Uouth [~asketball WoMd 
Championship 

Scoop Jardine on playin# in China 

~,lea,~ 8aske{b&i~ 0iympi~ ~iifyi~g 

DaM~s ~,~iller Talks aboat Playing for the USA 

Fennelly Returns From Gold Nedal Run With USA 

Totals 10/1 14- 29 .483 0- 0    .--    5- 6    .833    51/5.1 33/3.3 2 6 4 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Daniels, Stephanie" <danielss3@XAVIER.EDU> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 5:51 PM 

SI and tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, all, 
I am looking for some advice. Four years ago, we began supporting our General Biology, General Chemistry, Anatomy & 
Physiology, and Organic Chemistry courses with SI. We support all sections of the courses, and there are about 45-70 students in 
each section. Our office also offers free tutoring services to all students. Recently, the number of tutor requests for these courses have 
continued to increase []we received over 100 requests (for these courses) in the first 2 weeks of classes. We have encouraged the 
students to attend SI first and foremost, and then schedule tutoring after the 1st test. Does anyone have any advice or suggestions 
about how they have handled a similar situation? 
Thanks, 
Stephanie 

Stephanie Mosier Daniels, M.S. 
Assistant Director, Tutoring Services 
513-745-3214 (phone) 
513-745-3387 (fax) 
danielss3 @xavier.edu 

Learning Assistance Center 
Xavier University 
3800 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-1131 
http://www.xavier.edu/lac<http://www.xavier.edu/sss/> 

P Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.~oo~le.com/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as &*TO;. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Alison Ruff" <alison_ruff@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, September 15,2011 11:26 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Learning Specialist - UAB 

TEXT.htm 

Users Details 
Job Details 
Position Title:Reading and Writing Specialist 
Position Number:0 
Salary: 
Benefits :yes 
Date Posted:2011-08-16 
Institution:UAB 
Date Opened:2011-08-19 
Date Closed:2011-09-30 
Contact Name:Danez M. Marrable 
Contact Phone :205 -996-9972 
Contact Email:danezm@uab.edu 
Overview: 
Maj or/Essential Duties of Job: 
Incumbent is responsible for assessing student- athletes academic 
abilities specifically in the areas of reading and writing. This 
position ensures successful matriculation through the university course 
of study by developing and administering comprehensive plans to assist 
and accommodate student-athletes who are gifted learners or those who 
exhibit learning difficulties/disabilities specifically in the areas of 
reading and writing. This position will assist in coordinating aspects 
of the athletic academic tutoring program (specifically in the areas of 
reading and writing). Maintains confidential files for student-athlete 
diagnostic testing and academic performance.Required Education and 
Experiences: The Reading and Writing Specialist position requires a 
Bachelor[]s degree in English, education, psychology, sociology or 
related field and a minimum of two years working with students who have 
learning disabilities, or who are gifted learners specifically in the 
areas of reading and writing. Strong interpersonal skills required. 
Must be flexible to travel and work some nights and weekends. Preferred 
Education and Experiences: Master’s degree and at least one year 
experience preferred. Specific experience working student-athletes that 
have learning disabilities or are gifted learners specifically in the 
areas of reading and writing at the Division I, II or III level 
preferred. Additional Information:For additional information, contact 
Danez M. Marrable, Associate AD [] Student Services, at Danezm@uab.edu. 
For additional information on the HR process, please contact Anne 
Graham, HRM Consultant, at gmhamac@uab.edu. Additional Benefit Info: To 
Apply: 
Applicants are required to complete the online application with all 
applicable information. Applications must include work history and all 
education details (if applicable) even if attaching a resume. Apply 
online at: www.uab.edu (http://www.uab.edu/). 
The position will be listed as ’Learning Specialist’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Alison Ruff" <alison_ruff@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, September 15,2011 11:28 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Users Details 
Job Details 
Position Title:Director Academic Services, Olympic Sports 
Position Number:4505 
Salary:TBD 
Benefits :yes 
Date Posted:2011-08-26 
Institution:Indiana University Bloomington 
Date Opened:2011-08-25 
Date Closed:2011-09-15 
Contact Name:Kelly Noonan 
Contact Phone:812.855.0876 
Contact Email:kemnoona@indiana.edu 
Overview: 
Major/Essential Duties of Job: Manages the Olympic Sports Academic 
Services Program; supervises and manages the academic advisors; develops 
academic services programming; designs comprehensive learning 
initiatives programs for student-athletes; evaluates programs to 
determine effectiveness and makes changes if needed; and develops a plan 
to provide tutors and mentors. Provides advising, academic counseling 
and consultation to student-athletes on planning and carrying out a 
degree-oriented academic program; mentors at-risk student-athletes to 
foster academic independence; monitors and tracks academic progress; and 
manages difficult cases, intervening when necessary to assist with 
satisfactory degree progress. Works with coaches to monitor progress of 
assigned students, eliminate class conflicts with practice, and ensure 
the satisfactory academic progress of assigned student-athletes. Some 
evening and weekend work is required. Required Education and 
Experiences: Master[]s degree and three years academic advising 
experience. 

Ability to work with diverse populations, demonstrated leadership, and 
strong organizational and communication skills. High educational 
standards and must possess a solid commitment to academic integrity, the 
welfare of student-athletes, and full compliance with NCAA, Big Ten, and 
University regulations. Preferred Education and Experiences: Additional 
Information:Additional Benefit Info: To Apply: 
Only applications submitted via the Jobs at IU website will be 
considered for this position. Please submit your application via the 
following link: https://jobs.iu.edu/ 
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DeSelm 
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Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"PlayMakers Repertory Company" <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 3:00 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc. edu> 

The Vision Series 

TEXT.htm 

PERFORMANCES TICKETS CALENDAR VISITOR INFO SUPPORT US ABOUT US 

Come check out PlayMakers’ series of events that give you an insider’s look 
into the plays we put on stage - plus a little extra. The Vision Series 
invites you to join us in the Paul Green Theatre for a glass of wine and 
the chance to learn about a production in process. Join the directors and 
designers in conversation, get a behind-the-scenes look at the set as its 
being built, and learn about the artistic vision for our shows. Each 
evening in The Vision Series is sponsored by a local vendor so you will be 
able to experience the flavors of the Triangle while learning more about 
our upcoming productions. These events are free and begin at 6:30pm. 

Reservations are encouraged - please contact our box office at 919.962.PLAY 
(7529). 

Dates for 2011/12 
The Parchman Hour 
with playwright and director Mike Wiley 
October 19 

Edward Albee’s 
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
with director Wendy C. Goldberg 
November 22 

The Making of a King 
Henry IV & Hemy V in rotating repertory 
by William Shakespeare 
with co-directors Joseph Haj and Mike Donahue 
January 18 

Noises Off 
by Michael Frayn 
with director Michael Michetti 
March 28 

Click here on http://server 1. stre amsend, com/streamsend/unsub scribe.php ? 
cd=43102&md=4892&ud=ba4d0e3f0fe7a46169374771 dce6e4db <http://serverl.streamsend.com/streamsend/unsubscribe:php? 
cd=43102&md=4892&ud=ba4d0e3f0fe7a46169374771 dce6e4db> to update your profile or Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:07 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc. edu> 

I think you should get your Groupon: Up to 55% Office Skating for Two or Four 

Ice-Skating Outing for Two or Four at Raleigh Center Ice 

(null) ?utm_campaign=UserReferral&utm_medium=email&utm_source=uu28441970 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Last Name: 

First Name: 
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DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 
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966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 
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Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CORCORAN, JAMIE" <CORCORJA@mailbox.sc.edu> 

Sunday, October 2, 2011 6:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thought this might interest you! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Beth! 

I got wind of one of my boss’s dissertation and thought it might interest you! I doubt you have time to read it, but it’s about how 
faculty perceive college athletes/athletics. Also, down the road, I’m thinking of possibly writing an article about mentoring and what 
the mentor gets out of the experience. Do you think that would be a wise thing to write about given all that’s happened with mentoring 
and the football team in the last year or so or should I just let that topic go? 

I hope everything is going well! I talk about yall all the time down here! 

Jamie 

Jamie Corcoran 
Graduate Assistant for Academic Recovery Initiatives 
Academic Centers for Excellence 
University of South Carolina 
Phone I 803.777.1407 
Email I corcorja@mailbox.sc.edu 

From: FALLUCCA, AMBER 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 1:08 PM 
To: CORCORAN, JAMIE 
Subject: RE: dissertation 

Hi Jamie, 

Sure thing. Let me know if you want to chat more at a later time. 

Have a great weekend! 

Thanks, 
Amber 

Amber Fallucca, Ph.D. 
Director of Assessment 
University Housing 
University of South Carolina 
(803) 777-6708 
fallucca@mailbox, sc.edu 

From: CORCORAN, JAMIE 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 10:26 AM 
To: FALLUCCA, AMBER 
Subject: dissertation 

Hi Amber! 

If you have an electronic copy of your dissertation, I’d still love to read it! 

Have a good Friday! 

Jamie Corcoran 



Jamie Corcoran 
Graduate Assistant for Academic Recovery Initiatives 
Academic Centers for Excellence 
University of South Carolina 

Phone[ 803.777.1407 
Email [ corcorja@mailbox.sc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 4711394bytes; 
Attachmem Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/e617b9c6603fff65d2090aladbdc0081 
File Name: Amber’s Dissertation.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sat, 31 Dec 2011 17:36:14 -0500 
Size: 4711394bytes 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Alison Ruff" <alison_ruff@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 11:40 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Just thought of you ... 

TEXT.htm 

Love you both. 

http ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6w9hro6B ltQ 

ali 

Alison R. Ruff 
Assistant Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
http://ncsu.edu/aspsa/ 
North Carolina State University 
332 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-4502 
919-515-1619 Fax 
alison_ruff@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kraft Recipes I food&family" <kraft.kitchens@email.kraftfoods.com> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 9:39 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EASY One-Pot Dishes + HALLOWEEN Cakes! 

TEXT.htm 



] K~e!! F~x~ds i Fo~×! & Fam~lv                           ~ 

Bethb, [] 

©oat fall nights and a busy 

schedule h~ve me cooking more 

easy they are~and only a sh~gb 

d~sh to clean~ 

~ Oneop_~9_t wonde~s 

* Haftoween ideas 

[] Michele McAdoo, Kraft Kitchens         F~]                  [] 

read more 

i recipe :: r:utrition 

08~) 

recipe i r.gv:.gIWS i n~iriiior~ 

~ (31) 

hit" read more 



(34) (o) 

Se on~ of ti’=c fn-st to I-ate this recipe! 

apple-icious! 
Enjoy the celebration of ~tl things ~ppie duling National Apple 
Me~.h with ou~ caliectie~ of t~e ~as~es~ ~ec~pes ~rom sweet to 

savo~’y 

lasagna & more pasta favorites 
Pasta dist:es the ~,vi~ole famiiy t<wes, bubbli!~g with cheese 8rod 
~osded w~th flavor. 

cook’s helper 



We sent this email to brid~4erb¢&~lcaa ~r~c <,du 

Kraft Foods Global Inc., Consumer Relations Group, 1 Kraft Court, Glenview, IL 60025 











Women s Stud es Post Do~o,~ll Fellows 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kraft Recipes I food&family" <kraft.kitchens@email.kraftfoods.com> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:04 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SPOOKY Halloween Desserts 

TEXT.htm 



There’s so much to de, on 
Hatleweer~, youll want te plan 
ahead whe~e you ca~. These 
frightfully del~cieus desserts are 
pedeet far k~ds~a~x~ these whe 
are kids at heartt As a~ways, our 
easy d~er ideas a~e idea~ for 
any busy n~ghL 

* 20q~ute d~nner ~deas 

(639) 

Be ol:e of the first to rate this recipe! 



! [] 

~-}c or=e of the. first to rste this recipe! 

[] 

Add .:.-:_9}Ji!gJ:!£~:!i..!~£&!A:~.!.’,..!:!.%.’_9}.:£ ~o your lis: of ce..’~sfor~ food 

pk~s get i~ow.-to tips Ier preparing t-~is versatie vegetable. 

~ f~ice be o k.co m/k~@tfi ~:: 

ttsese ~:~_~ a:e s win (no mallei who yo:i~re ree~hsg 

+ Ctsicl(en BBQ "Siiders" 



Kraft Foods Global Inc., Consumer Relations Group, 1 Kraft Cour[, Glenview, IL 60025 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnell Moore" <editor@premierplayers.com> 

Sunday, October 23,2011 8:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Premier Players 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

<http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr=h8ax4ohab&v=001 zHmPEHN4w 
aMomAXuDT2qsYeXS_j GiSesOTSuiW1VGLAGvxKEYXTNfCQRwRq9dTAhYXIwEzuJ94g21hrFbj Efv 
e8mm7KmNq2Qnb_Cv-gucN NCyNQdwYWvA%3D%3D> 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=001 ld-0- 
NscQM2aAMrcGSdI-0XPyMbmVwcmOaHqmyl0WDWIyfmdLvZVYi7ameoB SvpQ 10N4UWK2dtgy36RxG 
62ArMihHzTyEJh6D3 cV0m73 qAPxQOGwG6Fj 8A==> 

Issue 5 

Top <https://imgssl. constantcontact.com/ui!image s 1/s.gjf> 

Oct. 20, 2011 

Why Vom? 

The Premier Players Sports Foundation provides orphanages with sports 
equipment, league sponsorships & financial assistance to help get their kids 
into the games. In addition, our charitable awards dinners are used as 
community fundraisers to help other nonprofits that serve children with 
diseases & disabilities. You can help us by just voting in the following 
polls: 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=001 ld-0- 
NscQM3 J-MaTx20io3 IZ020ikdSy 1XDfyLMofwspTxrEaAxhnqj4-fh-cd7YNNf rN18DvqQk27bE 

9xzbvZtzKwSd6Gw4Y0i-7TJJk5ZvmXau0KVrBIw lbHHaHJbx6D_b8JhoiVQ8i369hMDUu NZIQei 
sljx8fcxXYxuLVLNLqVuAEbx DErldOkgUHbfMEonTC0cad5eQNpQ9rpOpBUUQ fiPFqSCRKAK_h 
Q0-HMSKjDEAzYUT5f2hIhlj SkhP_qhqlPzLCtL0x8DKfiv80P23 dyBctDBxH3R9Du_hQchbo_jYF 
p9nyHkgG_0COs7F8b4NFbU3h516XPUdygrfbL-Nbc3urasvMHDGKbWnv7IMXGIIaA==> College 

Basketball 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=001 ld-0- 



NscQM2aAMrcGSdI-4qjUIGfxPftQb66KgLq_xbFHGbcI4-waZfaCfePq4VDuZXHDej 5ncyS7ce_b 
isfRgJkoj sggYPB WYrTdRU G9XgnCbhu9efC 8fsHVFCiZXWGzZu8j eahAIpOB TXJrhUYd-De6K_6T 
UxWQG12e-_RMd3 ayzks_dEaXUmPJw9nFG6GV84ivmQK83 QR55bmwcfSJLklhbLnsnrP> College 
Basketball (W) 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lh=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213&e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2vzmJVk7v2nJAgEv 1 Q-HNTc00ELpxuWBr-JaAx7syIkPtDEB_Xq0Ac6JHNj I7TTK8z6osev 
wneN-F3 tXIIRpNYOLArHCiw82eqt JhT20roZkgdiohuUjEoVRRuWVKxGZz_5 qknTf 10-10SS2qb 
8KMsXBgCq_JmdyPxNjLMhD9pI7yA YZ7LBoH78B6dfWgh89S7RnycSCkB5KmO4V-mmu> College 
Baseball 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM 1 JJYSP1GXjyMTnZ91YKKV-Rp8Ys7JLqjXMkObPRbanEoLA47JYTzTp069hWkyyXq0dcX7Fm 
x5MoWzsRgHK2os~vpJ29UHdyuqlk8FRokFt87XaV 0uAiSRRQBe91wiAD SVBK9nf-561ERA4jPr5 
GTnhFkTOZpxIMWAHPHfuft3 NMsYbcPiqNS s_zj UG2OpOG18I SnCVNATCfJqmalguxl7> College 
Football 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM 1 JJYSP1GXjyPA15faSc 1KoQCv2tAYdbdN9hVnyuatKzC_rR3 JduYOWw 1KkvCx5cvmBu57dq 
vU-xodRDWdbqGfcdVQEhgWXqrpRCwr-icmvj WWlt3 pHKB fv3j NFT5 GPTE lqmeQ4bNMikfzlSe 1 iM 
6xWh0hSVfnI~xKNBZJ37VtLsZ -15 szhbnTsenmZd6KXHy -FgaDrTtSYoO39uvgXZrrj f> College 
Hockey 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2E5RgMzRPZu-UyvKYFHmLVpahquN7WLynUV 1 Zt_ 1 gZyZYMYfuQ-JlmRX_OW5gychl WB sdNv 
EEM2QB~jm6qMwictANRR3v-y4xYkh2YLG3R8YQhNn L4HUP_01Sz6 llFOVfS0ppwjbzTmwbWZeB 8 
RYiBp2Ubl2txxkufd7eI9ibT uMsVjKg9RFzP13VsG2SfX81fkTqbZf7rEvB80ENqB9> College 
Softball 

Thank You For Your Vote 

Visit Cheerleaders 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2-DoVTEgmesth2XuDraHopT63 sjAEiNW-O9iglZYvEDgrjBO 1Zd 1R3 akTsyWWw51910_Zge 
nctYAM-IEggMi-t6 18e aSJgsufJQNAbcZAhLKm2QSIODt4vLUCaG14V10Tj7NIldeksG4-LHon 
ucqbb4wmjLKHLoTlp_33dPVrZ3 Je KQSMEB7EG4ZfEA-0MOR6ajCj2kHpiUjZhbxzy> 

Watch Player’s Anthem 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQMOFTwuePMZn8ssjDEng4FHcoOkQbPm7T5a215jREhHDdBEpulGYnlH3kOP2h9IRqzSiUP6Yx 
xR0tvqFNa25r905 GiSteewE8XhQjwLBfXmNwBDQmV2w4E_V0wnoy6XeRovzEt-DwOzKRRuIsMRFe 
pAQ> 

Read The Latest Issue of The Magazine 

Click On The Image 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lh=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 



NscQM2H5Fhrd71~,dmxcWH9 SNLEeJRxF8hDvPztbQ2A67Vag2 C4XnWRh8pWkasUq_ipf3 MEDmArCK 
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XDZ9uDyusUD2Xgl~x5LU73j hcV8cFH5yHIncfKwsdL8vFbnljq 125KeQe6TmZZHUm3Fh> October 
Issue 

THE 2011 PREMIER PLAYER of COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

Charitable Awards Dinner 

Friday, January 13th, 2012, 6 - 9 PM, USF Embassy Suites, Tampa, FL 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213&e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2MfHlokXwVfZxaugZYubmFb GHai4IYS Js71 SESXERJy-SsdgGtlVu0y2KIACjo SARo8s2vx 
COKRQ 19xRklycGj KFgJePxHUCOYrBD Cj BUD -~TBEFPlmrNfI5K-t9gZzhIbVgLj SHUEmSE1VLd- 
Bedz_WBj CFoc6IKR034xUOiSGEPaGVgF1XcWcqplATRYjiUFeA3w4eNQWaqyKERasaBZZPCUvm2h 
Fz2nsqNtf0DQHF lt3 J8FH-S46Nbov2u2kdCAyyEf7aRrr8U-TkIxiwNCMa_~_qH8hmFvqM2 S SVJt 
K5LWSUvw4QtZOKtNaXA_Vg usTcSSFHXOV-g2PVGA-Jk0mOYulnBoDL2L3EdIiyqCw==> Click 
Here For Ticket Information 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<info@tiedyeusa.com> 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 9:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Colortone Inc Order;/C0185968 

TENTI’.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"DeLay, Lauren E" <Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 1:31 PM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm, edu; j luckey@memphi s. edu; j rivas@ltsc.ucsb, edu; 
j ulie.mclaughlin@cincinnatistate.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; 
morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; 
shurtl@butlercc.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

N4A Task Force Conference Call 

All, 

I wanted to remind everyone about the Task Force conference call that will take place this week on Wednesday, October 26 at 1:00 
p.m. CST. Here is the call information: 

Conference Dial-in Number: (712) 775-7000 
Participant Access Code: 638038# 

The call will cover: 

1. Updates on the NACDA visit 
2. Feedback from other regionals 
3. Future website and branding under NACDA 
4. Future plans with the Task Force 

Thank you, 

Lauren DeLay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 11:23 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] 2011 Graduation Success Rate Public Announcement 

TEXT.htm 

MEMORANDUM 

October 24, 2011 

TO: Chancellors and Presidents 
Conference Commissioners 
Directors of Athletics 
Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Senior Compliance Administrators 
Senior Woman Administrators 

FROM: Erik Christianson 
Director of Public and Media Relations 

Jennifer Strawley 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: 2011 Graduation Success Rate Public Announcement. 

As a reminder, the NCAA national office will announce the Graduation Success Rate (GSR) and Federal Graduation Rate data for the 
2001-04 cohort for all Division I institutions as part of the annual NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program at 2:30 p.m., 
Eastern time, Tuesday, October 25. The NCAA will distribute and post online a press release with links to the graduation data and 
will host a national telephonic press conference at this time. 

The release will also include a searchable database that will allow member institutions, media and public to conduct searches by 
various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). In addition, conference level data will be made available at this time to 
member institutions and conferences only. 

The information that will be released October 25 may be found at the following links. Please note these data are considered 
confidential until they are released by the NCAA. 

GSR and Federal Graduation Rate: 

http://web 1.ncaa.org/GSRSearch/exec/homePage?p=gsr20110817 

http://web 1.ncaa.org/app data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/gsrPdf2011FfrendsGSRandFGR 10202011.pdf 

http://web 1.ncaa.org/app data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/gsrAggr2011/1 0.pdf 

http://web 1 .ncaa.org/app_data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/gsrAggr2011/l_l.pdf 

http ://web 1.ncaa.org/app_data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/gsrAggr2011/l_2.pdf 

http://webl.ncaa.org/app data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/gsrAggr2011/1 3.pdf 

http://webl.ncaa.org/app data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/instAggr2011/10.pdf 

http://web 1.ncaa.org/app_data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/instAggr2011/l_l.pdf 

http ://web 1. ncaa.org/app data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0 JR2/instAggr2011/l_2.pdf 



http://webl.ncaa.or~/app data/GSR/GkzMsx7ox0JR2/instAg~r2011/1 3.pdf 

As you prepare for the release of this information to the media and public, the NCAA public and media relations staff and academic 
team members are available to respond to local media questions. Please contact or direct media inquiries to: 

Erik Christianson 

Director of Public and Media Relations 

317/917-6115 
echristianson@ncaa.org<mailto :echristianson~ncaa.org> 

Please contact the following NCAA staff members if you have any questions regarding the release of any graduation rates data: 

Maria DeJulio 
Research Contractor 
913/397-7668 
mdejulio@ncaa.org<mailto :mdeiulio~,ncaa.orz> 

Binh Nguyen 

Associate Director of Academic 
and Membership Affairs 

317/917-6613 
bnguyen@ncaa.org<mailto:bnguven~ncaa.org> 

Jennifer Strawley 

Director of Academic 
and Membership Affairs 

317/917-6611 
j strawley@ncaa.org<mailto:istrawlev@ncaa.org> 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in supporting and implementing the NCAA’s academic 
reform efforts. 

BTN:hrc 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 6:23 PM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc. edu>; brw@athletics.wisc, edu; daf5 @nyu. edu; ggumey@ou, edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; julie.mclaughlin@cincinnatistate.edu; 
knwoot01 @louisville. edu; Lauren E DeLay <Lauren_DeLay@baylor. edu>; 
morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; 
shurtl@butlercc.edu; skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

N4A Task Force Conference Call 

Per tomorrow’s call: 

N4A BRAND discussion from Region 5: 
The overwhelming concensus amongst the REGION V’ers in attendance was that the N4A brand is not very strong "locally" - on 
campuses, nor is it very strong nationally. Perhaps this is a regional "vibe" as we know the perception is that west coast is less informed 
and less relevant (when it comes to national rankings in football and men’s basketball, etc.). The group also resoundingly stated that the 
categorization as "Academic Advisors in Athletics" is a pretty narrow description of the focus and the professionals in the field and that a 
"tagline" at minimum that is more expansive would be helpful. 

Region 2-- I can share verbally the discussion and let Mandi speak to it as well. There was consensus to change name but keep current 
logo. There were other suggestions for the word advisor also. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeLay, Lauren E [mailto :Lauren DeLayfa)’~oaylor,edul 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 12:31 PM 
To: bennettm@fit.edu; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; hvillega@unm.edu; Joseph P 
Luckey (iluckey); jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01 @louisville.edu; morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; 
shields@ksu.edu; shurtl@butlercc.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu; julie.mclaughlin@cincinnatistate.edu; Byrd, Bart; skm2@psu.edu 
Subject: N4A Task Force Conference Call 

All, 

I wanted to remind everyone about the Task Force conference call that will take place this week on Wednesday, October 26 at 1:00 p.m. 
CST. Here is the call information: 

Conference Dial-in Number: (712) 775-7000 Participant Access Code: 638038# 

The call will cover: 

1. Updates on the NACDA visit 
2. Feedback from other regionals 
3. Future website and branding under NACDA 4. Future plans with the Task Force 

Thankyou, 

Lauren DeLay 
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HAND CARRIED PROGRESS REPOR’! 
STUDENT SPORT RECEIVED SENT OUT 

1 baseball 1 4 

2 baseball 0 4 

5 3 baseball 0 4 

6 4 baseball 0 4 

7 5 w.soccer 0 4 

8 6 T&F 2 4 

9 7 T&F 0 4 

10 8 T&F 0 4 

11 9 wrestling 0 4 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 5:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; cyndem@email.unc.edu; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Phone interviews on Monday 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 

Here is the schedule for phone interviews on Monday afternoon: 

2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 

4:30 
5:00 

We will meet in Wally’s meeting room to conduct the interviews. I know that some of you cannot be there for the entire time; any 
participation would be great. I will send a list of questions on Sunday afternoon. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:47 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA Summary of recent Board of Director Changes 

TEXT.htm 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<http://www.nfoura.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey @memphis. edu<mailto.’jluckey @~memphis. edu> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31535 lbytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/53 lf9227828541e3aca088b01754e25f 
File Name: CAP BOD updated_2011Nov4.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sun, 05 Feb 2012 08:49:11 -0500 
Size: 315351bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The Picnic Basket <karl@tk~epicnicbasket.net> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 1:32 PM 

Betk~ Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Picnic Basket Catering Launches "Bull City Baskets" 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Click here 

http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr 5rry5rcab&v 0016rCg-GFQumgz0MTC1L- 

wqKfl5 D 5 ZUCNc 6Rj_ApAY JNbz lwAZK 4MMOxLW~FI~,~I~2yGMFuq) 6V6 q)Lfl tnsc5PIZz2cRqCvXSCME7C7hZ3 fktDBUY1Ke3UA6DWMOqZxRt2vIYBIgblIJlvMcuH0% 
3D 

The Picnic Basket Catering Announces 

The Launch Of "Bull City Baskets" 

Seasonal and Original Gift Baskets 

for Your Office or Home. 

We are proud to announce the launch of 

"Bull City Baskets" just in time for the Holidays. 

Our baskets are "chock full" of local farm products, local vineyards, "hand crafted" 

local breweries and local merchants from around the area and North Carolina. 

Bull City Baskets 

Our baskets are available for two or more persons. Great idea for the holidays, 

maternity leave,promotions,sweethearts and many other special occasions. Call us 

today or email us for pricing. Available for delivery or pick up. 

Karl Ritz 

Director of Marketing 

Picnic Basket & Maslow Event Design 

Karl@thepicnicbasket.net [http://www.thepicnicbasket.net] 

Likeus onFaeebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr-5rry5rcab&et 1108534927796&s 1258&e 001ETyH1- 

qSrpJZ CdldcWKde7HvIi8SQEeCXPiKiaSFk0BAea~ 2fwlbBCs0wR40itqrc- 

blvGtPQpnoNnqnwDnAv5M4shauOi2YOC3aer0QB7z194pNSWvgR59CkcC¥if LqsTDIENEdtt445IOMXGw ]Follow 
us on Twitter [httj~://r20.rs6.net/tn.islg?llr 5rr¥5rcab&et 1108534927796&s 1258&e 001ET}zH1- 

_q_S__w__I_l_l?_l__U_~_v__U__y_~_o__b__o__e__w_2_h__L_lp_b____H~__p fW 19Re 8 FV PbV Hfv s Kb ~j.URF lw4u o C k S W bEa 352ihF MiiY 491kf2L v o 1 - 

7DAiltVFC~GX iG1D4FbVeU8_[VeSclFdbY86DV7v12yBGIzR~] 

919.490.5796 

Fax 919.321.6265 

http://www.thepicnicbasket.net 

919.395.3626 

Cell 

The Picnic Basket 

919.490.5796 

2501 University Drive 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Forward email 

http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.isp?llr 5rry5rcab&m l102261798462&ea brid~erb~uncaa.unc.edu&a 1108534927796 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu by karl@thepicnicbasket.net. 

Update Profile/Email Address 

http://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p oo&mse 001vpPtP¥ii4VppNF10KPz IQSOfdwYxCnO&t 001edFTURZdzRqwx2X-S096qA%3D%3D&llr-5rry5rcab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 

http://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p un&mse 001vpPtP~ifi4Vj~j~NF10KPz IQSOfdwYxCnO&t 001edFTURZdzRctwx2X-S096qA%3D%3D&llr-5rry5rcab 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 8:51 PM 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 8:52 PM 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 8:52 PM 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:53 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 8:56 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:56 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:16 AM 

Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Casey A. Partridge <cap@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Elisa M. 
Smith <elisasmith@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. 
Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Logan L. Lockhart <logan5687@ou.edu>; Bryan 
Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe 
Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Tatianna L. Proctor 
<tatianna@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] College coaches cash in - USATODAY.com 

http://www.usatoda¥.com/sports/college/football!stol~/2011-11-17/cover-college-football-coaches-salaries-rise/51242232/1 
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Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 
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DeSelm 

Rich 
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Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 
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Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 





If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

N4A Members, 

I want to announce that Teresa Evans-Hunter, our N4A Executive Director, has formally 
resigned from her position effective November 30, 2011. On behalf of our Board of 

Directors, and our members as a whole, I would like to sincerely thank Teresa for her years 

of service to our organization. Teresa took over as Executive Director and hit the ground 

running. She educated our board on the realities and principles of a strong non-profit 
organization. She was also instrumental in helping us grow membership, promote N4A 

nationally, and solidify our national office operations in Raleigh, NC. 

Jessica Delaney was hired in July, 2011 at the National Office as an intern and will assume 
the majority of Teresa’s duties during our transition to NACDA. She will work in Raleigh until 

June, 2013 as we finalize all transitional activities with NACDA. Jessicaalong with Kim 

Dittman will continue to manage our National Office. ]essica’s email address is 

jessica delaney@nfoura.org. 

In addition, we have two other individuals who are assisting our organization in our 

transition to NACDA. We have Lauren DeLay who was hired as an intern on the campus of 

Baylor University to assist the N4Aandthe President Elect, Bart Byrd. The last individual 

involved in our transition is ]amie Bouyer, who is employed by NACDA and assigned to work 
with N4A. She recently visited our National Office in November and will also spend time 

with our Board of Directors at our January mid-year meeting. 

I want to thank all four of those individuals as they help N4A make a seamless transition to 

NACDA. Asa part of our transition, Jessica is working with Jamie to create a new website 
that will be a part of the NACDAwebsite. Ourwebsite is one of the most important items 

for communication of information for our membership. We have asked our Board to submit 

suggestions but we will continue to take thoughts by email to Jessica Delaney. 

Other reminders for members: 

Renew your membership for 2011 - 2012 now 

Submit concurrent workshop proposals for the Buffalo National Convention based 
on our tracks 

Review the legislative affairs committee link on the website for proposed NCAA 

legislation 

For those interested, submit your application for the PDI (Professional 
Development Institute) in Buffalo 

Check the N4A website for all N4A award programs with posted upcoming 

deadlines 

Members who have previously elected to earn their certification through 

obtaining 10 CEU’s (Continuing Education Unit’s) need to have all of their 

information submitted to the National Office no later than December 31, 2011 

Our N4A Board of Directors will be meeting at the end of January. If you feel there are 
pressing issues that our organization should be addressing, please feel free to email me. 

Good luck to everyone as the fall semester/quarter finalizes for each of you and your 
students. 

Joe Luckey 

N4A President 

jluckey@memphis.edu 

nfoura.or(~ 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 

27695 

This email was created and delivered using 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alison Ruff <aruff@ncsu.edu> 

Saturday, December 10, 2011 10:26 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chillin w your homies 

photo.JPG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"I-800-FLOWERS.COM" <1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.com> 

Saturday, December 10, 2011 1118 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Save 25%! Excite & Delight with Holiday Gift Baskets 

TEXT.htm 

Can’t see everything? Visit us below: 
http://e.1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB8e6wkNsgXTJaU/html-0?t params=I UNSUBBUTTON%3D0%26EMAIL% 
3Dbridgerb%2540uncaa.unc.edu%26SOURCE CODE2%3Dfrinla&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Add 1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.com to your Address Book to ensure that 
you receive our email in your Inbox. 

Send this email to a friend: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU/raf-0? 
t=BO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU&RAF TRACK=&email=bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu&email=bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 

1800Baskets.com(R) has a gift for you 

Email exclusive: Save 25% 

Send Gift baskets, towers, cookies and more from this collection and 
save 25% with Promotion Code HOLIDAY25. 

But hurry - this offer ends soon! 

Shop Now>> 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU/promo-0?email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

*Offer ends 12/11/2011 or while supplies last. 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU/terms-0?email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu on 12/10/2011 
If you’ve received this email as a forward, 
we invite you to subscribe below: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU/si~nup-0?email=brid~erb~uncaa.unc.edu 

If you prefer not to receive emails like this from 1-800-FLOWERS. COM(R) 
in the future, please click below: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU/preference-0? 
t=BO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

1-800-FLOWERS.COM, INC. Corporate Office - One Old Country Road, Suite 
500 - Carle Place, New York 11514-1801 

Terms of Offer 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO44MvApWT6fB 8e6wkNsgXTJaU/terms-0?email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Crocs" <email@crocs-email.com> 

Saturday, December 10, 2011 12:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Top 10 gifts + 25% off sitewide 

TEXT.htm 

Crocs(tm) Top Ten 

Crocs(tm) Top Ten 

_t_Llt.p://click.crocs-email.com/?fl.s c0954f85cc74322ba34b370fOe4fTc92b155f82ea8be5c16c694d21b87f40dSc 

view oi~line ] 

qs ~55~dcc~35ce5t°7484d6fe~ee~ea~987e~~2~db8bt°74b23733cbee5d4665~656bd5e7eadf28eb~2fcacde23ae48~78~e7765f84fe2b7d3a~6f~675adc2f278eacff7ded4~ad248~bfed9b2cd2e93ba~~ 
view mobile I shin-e: 
hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85ccTd322b95aOO272682cTaa8580dbgb501ac6fO65t°71beToaldca625 

hgp://pages.cr ocs-email.com/Publish.aspx? 
qs 7~b8883ce~6d~a8592~7c~~a2dbf8f823~2~9~f9e6~3c6~~~5723~3c23a7c32cbe~2c26b3a5~~65382df5~62fd7c7a~dc~~b~~a2~3e5aa5858ee6227~7772ba~56a6378d8~b~93b2b2~9~fd7e~83~3e6e7~25~dcf5b3e~2db9~ac~D~ 

Free Shipping, no minimum order 

t3_gp://click, cr o c s - em ail. c ore/?fl.s c0954f85ccTd322b21 d5a41216dadea0f73cd76fc 15068dl 25f3al 0cccfde 1 c5 

t_\l!_p://click.crocs-email.com/?cts c0954f85ccTd322bd2a26dceb5 5171cb9556f76d72763688f5bTdbaeacd6562b 

new arrivals 

hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bcDda56bf2e822066b83132a850a0c409b053868b5b587fSd 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bc210bdf6373379a227a504d2613ac18fTb51690eaTe46ef8 
men 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bgf73bf4334a46a84eg l ff279923d216afD968b6ccbe4670 
gifts 

_t_Llko://click.crocs-email.com/?q~ c0954f85cc74322b l16d86deO8c150fd96PgOc968Po583312925ebf278ebb3cb 
boys 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bll13fOa8ca7447d221frfi’O3To95bfi~60367f3b46d45egega 
sale 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322babd96f2623af73e57dadegOd75bTlbO750bO799cf0844871 
jibbitz(tm) 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b14988dfl d20201ad5 210190To3eb9507a8cgba99572e6eee 
ocean ~hinded(tm) 

t_\l!_p://click.crocs-email.com/?cts c0954f85cc74322bO31dea97de295e20138c3a26e55ad65c94305957894f020c 

YOU by crocs(tm) 

A SEASON FULL OF SURPRISES &#10052; GIVE GENEROUSLY. SHOP SMARTLY.CHECK DAILY! 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b22e09849912e6c8263a66ed596d58bad87e 174efl’ob892b0 

LAST FULL DAY! FREE ECONOMY SHIPPINGwith Ctuistmas delive~T, no minimtml order. 

wam~ toes, happy feet.leather he’ll love.slylish outside, wam~ inside. 

t3_~p://click, cr o c s - em ail. c ore/?fl.s c0954f85cc74322b661f40be54888623a86b59548fi~O228dgld2e6e4932bc137 

t_\l!_p://click.crocs-email.com/?cts c0954f85cc74322b526b53fe560d36c602182aO807630dd4ToOd983a03c44447 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b46710fed58fe597d3cgOOce82ca6742eO5dOlO539408a8e6 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b661f40be54888623a86b59548fi~O228dgld2e6e4932bc137 
kids’ blitzen polar > 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b526b53fe560d36c602182aO807630dd4ToOd983a03c44447 
ttmmpson mid > 
h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b46710fed58fe597d3cgOOce82ca6742eO5dOlO539408a8e6 
shop boots > 

t_\l!_p://click.crocs-email.com/?cts c0954f85cc74322bdl 6e4d82 fe3951 b72328bce286b53bd5377bc4635a21 dl 5a 

h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?q_s c0954f85cc74322bdl 6e4d82 fe3951 b72328bce286b53bd5377bc4635a21 dl 5a 
3,000,000 pairs of shoes donated &#8212; and comlti~lg. 
h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bdl 6e4d82 fe3951 b72328bce286b53bd5377bc4635a21 dl 5a 
Learn how you can help > 

yom local crocs(tm) store 

hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b6062153e535226128cbTeb50c36cTa3982c8efdebaOd7952 
set yore preferences > 
_t_Llt.p://click.crocs-email.com/?fl.s c0954f85cc74322bOa59Pgfbcgf1690dc99d4303aff7501f6349300986e6d5a7 
find a store > 

hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bbfe826486b012dbc8a8e55c3e lb45 lbb711556730 f984cdl 
gi~ cards / 
hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bagfd7262643aeO20038eed78edea856d44edbe48f1361dO1 
check order status / 
hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b6062153e535226128cbTeb50c36cTa3982c8efdebaOd7952 
update profile / 

hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322b2dfg86838085eT10f4f5672bl 4ee62c8efed08dl 1 a266b98 
mlsubscribe 

t_\l!_p://click.crocs-email.com/?cts c0954f85cc74322bf5b4e3d77458c970elldb6c3ef8a9496ea568ef40531d054 

email customer sei%ce or call 1-866-306-3179 / 
hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs c0954f85cc74322bO69d81390389cD16d12 46871967 dbc62ef68098173b92 72b 

hgp://click.crocs-email.com/?qs 22bblda467et°7d3cb4Pgf3ccdb8bb3bd50487a3fgelcTlbOea98cdOU5651405 



h~p://click.crocs-email.com/?qs 22bblda467e~d3c78282d77406870dc6cd479ddO759ed5eflc41b673a62082c 
stay colmected 
This email was sent by: Crocs Retail, Inc. 7477 Dry Creek Parkway Niwot Co 80503 

* Enter FRIEND 11 at checkout to receive discount. Offer excludes Crocs Ct~umeleons(tm) sNles and cannot be combined with other discounts or offers including Holiday Hot Picks. Expires 12/11/11 at 11:59 pm est. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bed Bath & Beyond" <bedbathandbeyond@bedbathandbeyond.eom> 

Saturday, December 10,2011 2:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Frances, Here’s 20% off just for you! 

TEXT.htm 

20% Off Just For You 

Having trouble vie~ving this email? View as a ~veb page: 

13_t_Vp://view.ed4.net/v/Y4RTF3/F5OMZ/SUJTHYX?RX8DM8/MAILACTION I&FORMAT H&utm sou*ce e&utm medium e&utm tem~ e&utm content headerfooter&utm ~lame ReactivationTouchl 

Bed Bath & Beyond(R) 

htvp://lh~k.bedbatlmndbeyond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/EM677/NlZ/t?a ReactivationTouchl 

We miss you. Here [] s a special offer just for you! 

20% off one single item in store. 

Don’t Delay! Lin~ited Tinge Offer! 

Click Below to Print You*- Savings Cel~ificate Now! 

~-~-t-~p-.:/-/-a-p-p-.’-~--e-t~-~--a-~--~-a-~-~-~-b-e-~-~-~-~g~p~J~g~2~9--~r~m~caa.~c.ec~u&n F5OMZ&o F23MI&~D SUJ?HYX&c RX8DM8&d M~_A_~_T__E_y__M___T___~_x_~_Q_~y__M___T___M____&__/_’~? 
utm source e&utm meditm~ e&utm tem~ e&utm content ReactivationTouchl&utm ~ame ReactivationTouchl 

Savings Certificate must be printed. 
Cam~ot be redeemed on a mobile device. 

Don’t miss out! Please verify or update you* email and holne 

addresses so you’ll be sure to get futm-e updates. Click Here. 

!~_t_t~://lmk.bedbathandb¢2ond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/UNIPK/NR/t?a bric!g_e_t~o_~@smcaa.u*~c.edu&b RX8DM8&c ReactivationTouchl 

Store Locator: 

13_t_vp://link.bedbathandbe_vond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/1HF8P/NR/t?a ReactivationTouchl 

This promotio,~al email was sent to you by Bed Bath & Beyond(R). 

Please add bedbathandbeyond@bedbathandbeyond.com to you* address book. 
htvp://link.bedbathandbeyond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/D764V/NR/t?a ReactivationTouchl 

If you received this email from a friend and would like to join out- email list, subscribe here. 

13_t_vp://link.bedbathandbe_vond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/UNIUJ/NR/t?a ReactivationTouchl 

If you prefer not to receive promotio*lal email messages from us, unsubscribe here. 

htvp://link.bedbathandbeyond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/LYT©K/NR/t?a bridgerb(~a)u*~caa.u*~c.edu&b RX8DM8&c ReactivationTouchl 

Please do not reply to this email, contact us here. 

http://link.bedbathandbeyond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/G4CK5/NR/t?a ReactivationTouchl 

Privacy Policy - You* Privacy Rights 
htvp://link.bedbathandbe¥ond.com/r/Y4RTF3/S81M6/3N4PS4/GT3KZU/JKAIK/NR/t?a ReactivationTouchl 

(C) 2011 Bed Bath & Beyond Inc. and its subsidiaries. All rights resmwed. 
Corporate Headqual~ers [] 650 Libe*~y Avenue, U,~ion, New Jersey 07083 

[[Y4RTF3-F5OMZ-S81M6-3N4PS4-GT3KZU-M-M2-20111210-fbb3e0233a26c6740]] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Crocs" <enlail@crocs-enlail.conl> 

Sunday, Decenlber 11,2011 8:19 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Only hours left! 25% off sitewide + Free Shipping 

TEXT .htnl 

Crocs(tnl) F1%nds mid Family - Oltly H oltrs Left 

Crocs(tnl) F1%nds mid Family - Oltly H oltrs Left 

litt p://click.crocs-email.con~J?q ~8 a56761 c 77de2844 de d4139 dc02160 lb6e376 Mff4d 1 ab fo62 fa544300c8 e24 a 

litt p://pa~e s.croc s-emall.con~pa~e.aspx?qs 1550dccf35ce5t°7452d5e6f5e66143 fc938b3939374ca8980dbgcb3cd5111a3c56928c3ad76bcTe6ae2979cbf5aT02b8bc333fbc 119e5c4764fd350aeee65f415c3548f6eb3b873b191e5c2a5b56ccgf 

view inobile I share: 

t_~_t_p://click.crocs-email.comJ?fl_s~8 a56761 c 77de2844 f5d235538 f06 dce4c46b4152d295ba9316346aad24 lbdb 15 

_qs 71b8883ce06d4a859217c00a2dbf3~2342090fge643c6fb 15723 f3c23aTc32cbe 12c26b3a5046539 lbfl c9533200e3cc315a3964e ldc3c59bTd67e4a699c3cfd66ab0044bddd50ed6d5c562a569492800acf569cccb0d6 f26ed57e97116ed8f 

Free Shippi~g, no ~nial~n,m~ order 

litt p://click.crocs-email.comJ?q ~8 a56761 c 77de28444602b8bda5cTb6 egd~a43 al 32e750 ddad8 dd2d4~3 a05 al 3 

_t~_t~://click.crocs-email.comJ?~t~8 a56761 c 77de284460315al 5c030 P3 c2e62ce35903a34c cd81605 faed396dcab 

new arrivals 

jibbitz(tm) 

http://click.crocs-email.com/?q~8a56761c77de284426d13866ab428c 12be93313dae4cd77dcb30c682b12bd3ba 
ocem~ minded(m0 

litt p://click.crocs-email.comJ?q ~8 a56761c77de28449469d0P3690e4190e4067f10290e2b9e7680 f4e2e f4e1955 
YOU by crocs(tnl) 

A SEASON FULL OF SURPRISES &#10052; GIVE GENEROUSLY. SHOP SMARTLY.CHECK DAILY! 

~-~-t-~?://c1ick.cr~cs-emai~.c~m/?~8a56761c77de2844737835e2a9e48199d95ce48366c8ada4bb4~f8e689e3e~8e 

lo~mge-wol~liy loafer.cozy as yo~tr ~aVOlite sweater. 

~-~-t-~://c~ick.cr~cs-emai~.c~m/?~--~8a56761c77de2844222~4~69654dc22e3a61d46b6568c~485d28f6894eb~c51 

h~tp://c~ick.cr~cs-emai~.c~m/?q~8a56761c77de2844c2~29db~a825c8b7~12b786I~54c6b69~ae7779~f5892af6 

http://click.crocs-email.com/?q~8a56761c77de2844eed883499034190cf605cad61823831d8d1911df403 fOaa4 

http://click.crocs-email.com/?q~8a56761c77de2844eed883499034190cf605cad61823831d8d1911df403 fOaa4 

3,000,000 pairs of slioes dm~aa ed &#8212; m~d cornering. 

_t~_t~://click.crocs-email.comJ?~t~8 a56761 c 77de2844 eed883499034190c f605c ad61823831 d8 dl 911 d f403 f0 aa4 

Lea~ lio~v you cm~ lielp > 

yorelocal crocs(tnl) store 

http://click.crocs-en~ail.conl/?q~8a56761 c 77de28448c4367c4057feb9e fd8 c6c ab94 fc7849 f652b58ab22~aa71 
set yore preferences > 
http://click.crocs-en~ail.conl/?q~8a5676 lc77de28448ea49c9c414d3 led6bbe652f5455al le9bce2352dO1Mc9c5 
fred a store > 

h~tp://c1ick.cr~cs-emai~.c~m/?q~8a56761c77de2844c38a4e99~e2b221687~a1fddf~3f5e2edaT~86e937c2172a 

girl cm-ds / 
h~tp://c~ick.cr~cs-en~ai~.c~n~/?q~8a5676~c77de284468ed3d35693b94fe6c2cfcba~308f2c6ff685a~542ffcec 

clieck order status / 

http://click.crocs-email.com/?q~8a5676 lc77de28448c4367c4057feb9efd8c6cab94fc7849 f652b58ab22~aaT1 

update profile / 

litt p://click.crocs-email.comJ?q ~8 a5676 lc77de2844e36dffc 14 eb783 ebf4558 ToerD 79163f0899c8bde78cb55e 

~msnbsclibe 

h~tp://c1ick.cr~cs-emai~.c~m/?q~8a56761c77de2844eecfe96~e148c81214466ee5888e3df~a635a2d~3948e854 

email customer sei~dce or call 1-866-306-3179 / 
h~tp://c~ick.cr~cs-emai~.c~m/?q~8a5676~c77de2844f4b5b4f653b7c5acebea~2d~64fe884f~05efe083a25f~fd 

t_~_t~://click, cro c s -e mail. c ore J? R_s~8 a56761c77de2844a0cd0d64b87914761bcf0cb69f5172b8 fl 8189d36bcfd3a5 

litt p://click.crocs-email.comJ?q ~8 a5676 lc77de284413e6d0aa02057a26c0 f519addc58c3c789449d4845bdf0b1 

stay cmmected 

Tiffs emall was sent by: Crocs Retail, Inc. 7477 Diy Creek Pm-kway Niwot Co 80503 

* E~t er FRIEND 11 at clie ckout to recalve disc omit. Offer excludes Crocs Chameleons(tm) styles mM c am~ot be combined witli otlier discom~t s or offers inclnUlmg Holiday Hot Picks. Expires 12/11/11 at 11:59 pm est. 

**For gnmm~teed Ctnistmas delively, flee economy stripping witli $50 order. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

1- 800-FLOWERS.COM<1800FLOWERS@email.800-11owers.com> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 1:26 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Red & White Holiday Tulips + Free Vase - $29.99 

TEXTI’.httn 

A special offer from 1-800-FLO;VFRS.COM~R): 
Red & ~aite Holiday Tulips + Free Vase - $2999 
http:L/email. 800-flowers.colr~ 1 d9f22c671avfou suahblzkwaaaa aaa612~wqooirnvvaaa aa 

View as webpage 
http:/~email. 800-flowers.corn/1 a7628403 layfousuahblxla aaaaaaa612gwqooimyyaaaaa/C? 
V bF~bmRleAEyNxcxMwFQL~9~19DTORFASAgA~yb2~pbGVfaWQ~M£ODkxMxMB emlw~2Nv~GUB\~ic3MTMB~ 1B~V~S VNU~01E~w~3NiUwMiU4AV9~QV~F~0~w~jExO~ 

Dehver Holiday Joy 

Buy 15 Holiday Tulips with Evergreens ~ Free Vase, just $29.99 

UPGRADE NOW 
Only $15 more 
30 Holiday Tulips + Free Red Ribbed Glass Vase, just $44.99 

SHOP NOW>> 
ht~p://email. 800-flowers.con’b, 14476b0571avfousuahbiTJiaaaaaaa612gwqooim,vyaaaaa 

*Offer ends ] 2/14/2011 or while supplies last 
See Terms of Offer for IErther details. 

Tenns of Offer 
htip://email.800-flowerscom/1 ba3 beaealay fousuahb lzlqaaaaaaa612~wq ooirm’yaaaaa 

Security & Privacy 

http://email. 800-flowers.comJ 1592fdebela’~,fousuahblzlyaaaaaaa612Awqooirnyyaaaaa 

’]7his email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa unc edu on 12/12/2011. 
If you’ve received this e-mail as a forward, 
we invite you to subscribe. 

http ://email. 800-flowers. con~,l 919014[’0 lay fousuahblzmnaaaaaaaa612gwqo oim~,~,aaaaa 

If you no longer wish to receive offers via email from 
1-800-FLO~J~rERS.COM(R) click here to unsubscribe. 
http:L~cmai~.8~-~wers.c~m;~72842~a4~ayf~usuahb~zmiaaaaaaa6~2gwq~imyyaaaaa/C? 
V bF9pbmRleAEyNzcx2~{wFQL2~91x~9DT0RFASAg~2~G3yb2ZpbC~V~aWQB~M2OD~c‘~‘~IzMBemh~X2NVZGL~BMjc3MTMBX~BMSVNL~0~EXwE3NjUwMjU4AV9XQVZFX~EXwExMjE×OE 

Add 1800FLOVgERS@emai1.800-flowers.com to your Address Book to ensure 
that you receive our email in your Inbox. 

(C)2011 1-800-FLOVVERS.COM. INC’. Corporate Office - One Old Comxtry Road, 
Suite 500 - Carle Place, New York 11514-1801 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

National MS Society <enews@nmss.org> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 9:00 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

eNEWS: Hot MS research in 2012? 

TEXT.htm 

eNews December 2011 - National MS Society 

On December 13, 2011, join moderator Dr. Timothy Coetzee, the Society’s chief research officer, and a panel of experts for a live 
nationwide webcast, "From the Frontlines: What’s New in MS Research for 2012." Topics include vitamin D, CCSVI, emerging 
therapies and more. 

Register now 

http://main.nationalmssocietv.org/site/R?i=NbH64tY 6qNswGO9Ff62Gw 

Meet social worker and MS activist Jackie Jackson 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=-WTrbxOtNirAbxakb2kv_g 

Apply Now - Become or support an MS Scholar 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=Lim03yYK8sI 1KuEK38Wi 8A 

Opexa Therapeutics announced that the FDA designated their experimental vaccine Tovaxin as a "Fast Track Product" for the 
treatment of secondary-progressive MS. The company is planning to begin a Phase IIb clinical trial "subject to securing the necessary 
resources," according to a recent press release. 

Get the full story 
http ://main. nationalms societ~.or~/site/R?i=73 rC 1 aiatw Sr8d~15Mz4fA 

Bring us closer to a world free of MS in 2012! Your donation will accelerate promising new reseach leads, fund life-changing 
programs and provide financial assistance for people with MS. Thank you for everything you do to help us keep moving toward a 
world free of MS. Please make your year-end, tax-deductible gift today ! 

Give Now! 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=f9BQF7-p4 lrxKBLh69VZwQ 

More MS News 

Dec 7: New clues to early disease activity may offer new avenues for 
stopping MS 

Nov 28: Researchers recruiting African-Americans with MS and family 
members across the U.S. for genetics studies 

Nov 15: Positive results announced from second phase III study of 
alemtuzumab in MS 

Read more about these and other recent reports 
http://main.nationalmssocietv.org/site/R?i=Bu9bmsgFiP4BWgc SBnrPmg 

Find us on Facebook 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=y7wiQKJL3KanJJ6Mx4QyPg 

YouTube 

http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=ZC821 C4NWY6GTgA63y39uA 

MySpace 
http ://main. nationalms societv.or~/site/R?i= 3 BmXxntwCT1Z~2egnsqPQ 

Twitter 
http ://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=15LjF3au6YsgZHRlaLr7IQ 



This communication is partially sponsored through the generous support of Biogen Idec; EMD Serono and Pfizer, Inc; Novartis 
Pharmaceuticals Corporation; and Teva Neuroscience, Inc. 

Join a Walk MS Event 
http ://main. nationalms society.org/site/R?i=lGkl6HzZNQE7XcETdnpLqQ 

Join a Bike MS Event 
http://main.nationalmssociePc.or~/site/R?i=WCbb5mToNF34iLNN aNnaA 

Shop at the Society Store 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=j2C4Au8I-A9y3yTrXu5whg 

National MS Society 
http://main.nationalmssociety.or~/site/R?i=ek94xWa3IFhCPWm189n9hA 

View as Web page 
htto ://main. nationalms society.org/site/R?i=QPBFxEmj 5NGCseXNbZ fMQ 

Subscribe 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=-Aq6YKQkluH40hAB GK 19Hg 

Legal Notice/Privacy Policy 
http ://main. nationalms societv.org/site/R?i=H DJEmHx~BZkXTfRZCInEQ 

Email Preferences 
http://main.nationalmssociePc.or~/site/R?i=VJv- 1ZpO5PQkvhfz 1 oWV6w 

Unsubscribe 
http://main.nationalmssociels.org/site/CO?i=4Kyal g-ZFFHsNS 1 rrS SutezQ9-3 QZ6ji&cid= 1083 

MS stops people from moving. The National MS Society exists to make sure it doesn’t. We are a collective of passionate individuals, 
moving together to create a world free of MS. JOIN THE MOVEMENT [] 

Please do not reply to this email as we are unable to quickly respond to messages sent to this address. To receive information about 
living with MS, Bike MS or Walk MS - or to contact National MS Society staff in your area - please 
visit our Web site at http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=ONo7qTaizPnoNinvOA762w 

Early and ongoing treatment with an FDA-approved therapy can make a difference for people with multiple sclerosis. Learn about 
your options by talking to your health care professional and contacting the National MS Society at 
http://main.nationalmssocietv.org/site/R?i=NlmcLbQbH3zkX-usWQCVpg or 1-800-344-4867. 

National Multiple Sclerosis Society 1 733 Third Avenue I New York, NY I 10017 

This message was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu. To ensure that you continue to receive our emails, please add us to your address 
book. 

National MS Society 
http ://main. uatioualms society.or~/site/R?i= 13-AKnzpyTlxrpOVb4tKCQ 

Donate Now: 
http ://main. nationalms society,org/site/R?i= 5 SQxbtRcDbzhQs7ZmLopA 

Forward to a Friend: 
http://main.nationalmssocieW.or~/site/R?i=YxmsAAk8 FxoznQXGvZy-Q 

MS stops people from moving. The National MS Society exists to make 
sure it doesn’t. 
We are a collective of passionate individuals, moving together to 
create a world free of MS. 
JOIN THE MOVEMENT 

Please do not reply to this email as we are unable to quickly respond to messages sent to this address. To receive information about 



living with MS, Bike MS or Walk MS -- or to contact National MS Society staff in your area -- please visit our Web site at 
http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=-v4U~2yLAs 8 FBtrSGKwg 

Early and ongoing treatment with an FDA-approved therapy can make a 
difference for people with 
multiple sclerosis. Learn about your options by talking to your health 
care professional and contacting 
the National MS Society at www.nationalmssociety.org 
http ://main. nationalms society.org/site/R?i=F7ES rMKcR99MUPEVkFft gA 

or 1-800-344-4867. 

National Multiple Sclerosis Society 1 733 Third Avenue I New York, NY 
110017 

This message was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To ensure that you continue to receive our emails, please add us to 
your address book. 

View as Web page 
http://main.nationalmssocietv.org/site/R?i=DBMK ZZ1WhcrFsthvszvcA 

Privacy Policy 

http://main.nationalmssociety.org/site/R?i=Tk l Q4aSW7880hUCyNv--CA 

Unsubscribe 
http ://main. nationalms societv.org/site/CO?i=hEgYN UzeaoCIXMGBwSEwdKLZZEZA7WN&cid= 1083 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"DeLay, Lauren E" <Lauren_DeLay@baylor.edu> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 9:30 AM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; bennettm@fit.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; brw@athletics.wisc.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
hvillega@unm.edu; jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu; knwoot01@louisville.edu; 
morenopardom@missouri.edu; rsimpki@clemson.edu; shields@ksu.edu; 
skm2@psu.edu; spadgett@olemiss.edu 

Email from Joe Luckey 

Task Force Members, 

I want to thank each of you for your thoughts and feedback this fall. 

Task Force Charge 
At the beginning I charged this committee with thinking outside the box about the future of the N4A. 
I want our organization to be in the best possible position as we move to NACDA in 2012. I also want us to make sure we are 
representing our profession through our name, mission, logo, code of ethics, and our strategic plan. 

Task Force Summary 
Our task force chair, Jack Rivas, shared this summary: []Judging from the feedback and lack of feedback regarding those items, I’d 
say we are fine with the Code and Mission. I think we are willing to accept a change or altering of the LOGO, but need some mockups 
to judge. We on the call seemed to have some affinity for the LOGO submitted by Bart [. 

I also took from our last call a charge to have an outside group assist us in marketing N4A. Essentially, that is more important than 
worrying about our name, mission or code of ethics. 
We need more people to know who we are and what we represent[people nationally, leaders within college athletics, professionals 
around the country who do what we do but aren[t current members of our organization, and any potential academic partners. 

Call for Action 
If you have any strong opinions about our fall phone calls or anything else we have not discussed that you have thought of, please 
share with Lauren by December 23, 2011 so she can put into a summary report along with this summary for our mid-year meeting 
with N4A Board of Directors. 

Thank you again for your creativity and time. 
Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<http://www.nfoura.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu<mailto :iluckey(&memphis.edu> 





































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wamor Dash <info@mdfrogevems.com> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 1:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Give the Gilt of Mud, Sweat, Beer! 

’IEX-f.httn 

Forward email 
http:/Tui.constantcontactcnm/sa/fwt[~isp?llr x~/dp6~cab&m l101891342103&ea brid~erb°~t0uncaa.unc.edu&a 1108952246058 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu by irffo@redfrogevents.com 

Update Profile/Email Address 
http://visitnrconstantcontact.com~do?p oo&mse 001sWESkxl6JomXxKdi97cPFm9C5[0VhhMZLXL7-L6YOh4%3D&t 001QKIHVLnyzuhtRkeEmNS~WA%3D%3D&I 001FCSs65SMrsI% 
3D&r 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr ×ydp6~cab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
ht*p://visitor.constantcontactcom/do’?p un&mse 0~1sWE8kx~6J~n~XxKdi97cPFm9C5I0VhhMZLXL7-L6Y~h4%3D&~001QK~IIVI~vzuhtRkeEmN8~WA%3D%3D&1 001FCSs65SMrsI% 

3D&r 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr xwdp6acab 

Privacy Policy: 
http://ui.constantcont act.com/r ovin~/CCPrivacyPolicy.i sp 

Online Marketing by 
Constant Contact(R) 
http:/iwxwz.constantcontact.comihome.jsp?pn silverlinecreative&cc custom01 

Red Frog Events 1320 West Ohio Street I Suite 500 I Chicago I IL 160654 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Verve Music Group" <vervemusicgroup@email.vervemusicgroup.com> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 7:02 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

12 Days of Verve: Sweepstakes & Free Daily Song 

TEXT.htm 

http://click.umusic-mail.conf?qs=ed2bd67307caOb0586657129236b23bO9053fad197abcd4d998a2deO8704a124 
View this email with images 

mailto:vervemusicgroup@email.vervemusicgroup.com 
Add to Address Book 

http://click.umusic-mail.com!?qs=ed2bd67307ca0b0561 lcbe lfabcb lcdb3a40f31611482896d13ab8db 13c0af38 

12 Days of Verve Sweepstakes & Free Track Giveaway 

>> ENTER HERE << 
http://click.umusic-mail.com!?qs=ed2bd67307ca0b0503ec62a02b6cc07 lcf2432d72047a3c 15f085918947be20e 

Each day between December 12 and December 23, Verve Music Group is giving away an iPod Nano and a $25 iTunes gift card to one 
lucky winner! 

Plus everyone who enters will receive an email with a free song download. 

Come back every day for a new chance to win a Nano & a gift card and for a brand new free download! There are 12 iPod Nanos & 
12 gift cards to be given away and 12 different downloads! 

>> ENTER HERE << 
http://click.umusic-mail.com!?qs=ed2bd67307ca0b0503ec62a02b6cc07 lcf2432d72047a3c 15f085918947be20e 

Happy Holidays from Verve! 

Note sweepstakes is only open to U.S. residents, 
but our international friends can still fill out the form below to receive the free daily download, http://click.umusic-mail.com/? 
qs=ed2bd67307ca0b0503 ec62a02b6cc071 cf2432d72047a3 c 15f085918947be20e 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu by Universal Music Group 

Manage Subscriptions (http://click.umusic-mail.com!? 
qs=ed2bd67307ca0b0512c805272ff3 lcd228210d63659 lc8aa376c63ab87b20821) 
View Privacy Policy (http://privacypolicy.umusic.com) 

If you have any questions, please write to: 
List Manager, Universal Music Companies 
2220 Colorado Avenue 
Santa Monica, CA 90404 













Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alison Ruff<aruff@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 9:35 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennit~r Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Ha! 

’I~XI’.httn 

http://w~vw.huffin~tonpost.com/mike-bender/awkward-holidag-photo b l149603.htm1?ref holidays&icid maing-grid7laimldl7lsecl lnkl%26pLid%3D120487#s544~.)9&title 1 Strike A 

What’s the plan for tonight? 

Alison R. Ruff 

Assistant Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

http ://ncsu.edu/aspsa/ 

North Carolina State University 

332 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 

Raleigh, NC 27695 

919-515-4502 

919-515-1619 Fax 

alison ruff@ncsu edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are 
sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records 
Law and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 9:47 AM 

IMG-20111217-00186.jpg 

IMG-20111217-00186.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 9:47 AM 

IMG-20111217-00185.jpg 

IMG-20111217-00185.jpg 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"I-800-FLOWERS.COM" <1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.com> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 3:58 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LAST CHANCE- Save 15% Sitewide Friends & Family SALE! 

TEXT.htm 

Can’t see everything? Visit us below: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8fIWaNs~XTJBK/html-0?t params=EMAIL%3Dbrid~erb%2540uncaa.unc.edu% 
26SOURCE CODE2%3Dfrinl a&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Add 1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.com to your Address Book to ensure that 
you receive our email in your Inbox. 

Send this email to a friend: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8fIWaNsgXTJBK/raf-0? 
t=BO8i8NApWT6fB 8fIWaNsgXTJBK&RAF TRACK=&email=bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu&email=bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 

A special offer from 1-800-FLOWERS.COM(R) 

Friends & Family Sale 

LAST CHANCE - Save 15% Sitewide Friends & Family SALE! 

Shop now >> 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8flWaNs~XTJBK/promo-0?email=brid~erb(&uncaa.unc.edu 

Share your savings with Friends & Family today! 

*Offer ends 12/22/2011 or while supplies last. 
See Terms of Offer for further details. 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8flWaNsgXTJBK/terms-0?email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu on 12/21/2011 
If you’ve received this email as a forward, 
we invite you to subscribe below: 
http://e. 1800flowers. com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8flWaNs ~XTJBK/signup-0 ?email=bridgerb (~uncaa.unc. edu 

If you prefer not to receive emails like this from 1-800-FLOWERS. COM(R) 
in the future, please click below: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8fIWaNs~XTJBK/preference-0? 
t=BO8i8NApWT6fB 8fIWaNsgXTJBK&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

1-800-FLOWERS.COM, INC. Corporate Office - One Old Country Road, Suite 
500 - Carle Place, New York 11514-1801 

Terms of Offer 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8i8NApWT6fB 8fIWaNsgXTJBK/terms-0?email=bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Janelle White" <jwhite@26fitness.com> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 4:37 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Life Fitness Cardio Sale! Treads & Ellipticals for $1999/ea! 

TEXT.htm 

For Treadmills and Ellipticals 

Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 

We can’t wait to hear from you... 

Email Us! JWhite@26Fitness.com or Richp@26Fitness.com 

26Fitness I 828.855.9215 l www.26Fitness.com 

This message was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
26Fitness I 2352 Heavner Road I Lincolnton, NC 28092 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http://app.icontact.com!icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?l=40528185&1=28513&s=305G&m=298134&c=956080 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"1800FLOWERS.COM Centerpiece Headquarters" 

< 1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.corn> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 12:21 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

48 HOURS ONLY: Save 20% on Holiday Centerpieces 

TEXT.htm 

Can’t see everything? Visit us below: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8rlTApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/html-0?t params=EMAIL%3Dbridgerb%2540uncaa.unc.edu% 
26SOURCE CODE2%3Dfrinl a&email=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Add 1800FLOWERS@e. 1800flowers.com to your Address Book to ensure that 
you receive our email in your Inbox. 

Send this email to a friend: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8rlTApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/raf-0? 
t=BO8rlTApWT6fB8fJsiNs~XTJYe&RAF TRACK=&email=brid~erb (&uncaa.unc. edu&email=brid~erb]&uncaa.unc, edu 

A special offer from 1-800-FLOWERS.COM(R) 

Save 20%* at our Holiday Centerpiece Headquarters 

Send truly original centerpieces and smiles all around! 
Use Pomotion Code Gift42 at checkout to save. 

>>SHOP NOW 

http://e. 18~~~~wers.c~m/a/tB~8r~TApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/pr~m~-~?emai~=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

*Offer ends 12/23/2011 or while supplies last 
See Terms of Offer for further details. 
http://e. 18~~~~wers.c~m/a/tB~8r~TApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/terms-~?emai~=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu on 12/22/2011 
If you’ve received this email as a forward, 
we invite you to subscribe below: 
http://e. 18~~~~wers.c~m/a/tB~8r~TApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/signup-~?emai~=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you prefer not to receive emails like this from 1-800-FLOWERS. COM(R) 
in the future, please click below: 
http://e. 1800flowers.com/a!tBO8rlTApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/preference-0? 
t=B~8r~TApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe&emai~=bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu&emai~=bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

1-800-FLOWERS.COM, INC. Corporate Office - One Old Country Road, Suite 
500 - Carle Place, New York 11514-1801 

Terms of Offer 
http://e. 18~wers.c~m/a/tB~8r~TApWT6fB8fJsiNsgXTJYe/terms-~?emai~=bridgerb~’uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ticketmaster <newsletter@reply.ticketmaster. corn> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 4:14 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Frances, See it Live: Tickets on Sale & Special Offers This Week 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"parking@unc.edu" <parking@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 6:15 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Parking Billing Statement 

Please see attachment for billing statement. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 56674bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/e964ff63767aa75 lfcelf40f4e918286 
File Name: CitationNotice_249679.pdf 
Expiry Date: Wed, 21 Mar 2012 07:15:40 -0400 
Size: 56674bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"TRI SPORTS Social Club" <TriSports@TriSSC.com> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 10:21 AM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu. 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Years Group Rates! Winter Sports! Pics! 

TEXT.htm 

[1] 

Welcome to the TRI SPORTS Newsletter 

In this Newsletter: 

[http://www.icontact-archive.com/jZx3PAHidMtTC481TRLt64uEGKTS8kgo?w=4#fblike] 

[http://twitter.com!share?url=http%3 A%2F%2Ficont.ac%2FNCtu&text=+New+Years+Group+Rates%21 +Winter+Sports%21 +Pics% 
21 &via=MEETandCOMPETE] 

ROCKIN’ NEW YEARS EVE! GROUP PRICING AVAILABLE! 
WINTER SPORTS-- NOW OPEN 

SANTA HAT PUB CRAWL PICS POSTED 
TWITTER--Discounts & Prizes 

[2] [header.jpg] 

YOU’RE INVITED TO 

[3]Rockin’ Raleigh New Year’s Eve 2012 

Origins of a Legendary Annual Event 

Hello Good People of TRI SPORTS, 

Another year has passed and the time has come to celebrate your good fortune 
and the good times, with good friends. For years, people have asked TRI SPORTS 
to organize a New Year’s Eve party, something like what the Sport & Social 
Clubs in the bigger cities do. And while it has always appealed to us, the 
idea of throwing a $150/head event just seemed a little too ’big league’ for 
Raleigh. But, when people discovered that Good New Year’s options last year 
were few and far between, we started receiving lots of requests to put on an 
event. And, we responded with The Most Rockin’ New Year’s Eve Raleigh has 
ever seen! We hope you’ll consider joining us as we Ring in 2012 with another 
Incredible Celebration! 

OVER 200 Revelers Already! 

70% SOLD OUT! - Price increase Soon 

[4]REGISTRATION NOW OPEN 

For groups of 10 or more, please [5]contact us for group rates! 



[6] [photo.j pg] 

Just Check Out the NYE Party Package to Right 

Additionally, we’ve added a VIP PARTY PACKAGE this year which includes your 
first 5 premium drinks and a Lavish VIP Hors D’Oeuvres Reception - MENU: Turkey 
Carving Station, Spiral Ham in Maple Sauce, Rolls, Shrimp Cocktail, Crab Dip & 
Pita Chips, Antipasto Platter, Vegetable Tray w/Dip, Cheese/Cracker/Fruit 
Display, Assorted Hummus w/Chips, Penne Pasta in Vodka Sauce, Assorted 
Desserts. 

Still not convinced? Have you seen the [7]Pics from Last Year? (Click Here) And 
the [8]Photo Booth pics? (Click Here) 

How much Fun was That!!! 

[9]Click Here for More info & to Register 

Can’t Wait to See you all on the 3 lst! 

Cheers, 

Danny Lefebvre 

President/CSO 

[10] [footer.jpg] 
Rockin’ Raleigh New Year’s Eve 2012 

[11 ] http://trissc.com!nye2012.htm 

TRI SPORTS SOCIAL CLUB, LLC 

MEETandCOMPETE.com 
919-293-0105 

Email: meet@TriSSC.com 

[12l[jpeg] 

Saturday 12.31.11, 8pm 

[13]The Union 

327 West Davie St. #114 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

[14][jpeg] 

YOUR PARTY PACKAGE INCLUDES 

First 3 Premium Drinks 

All Night Hors D’Oeuvres 
Midnight Champagne Toast 
Party Favors 
Raleigh’s Hottest Party DJs 
Heated & Furnished Tent 
Professional Photographer 

Complimentary Coat Check 
Midnight Pizza Buffet 
Midnight Balloon Drop 



Midnight Fireworks 

Midnight Sparklers 
FREE Photo Booth 

[ISl[jpegl 

"Let’s do this!" 

- Bill S. 

"Sounds like an Awesome Party!" 

- Amie G. 

"What a Wonderful Idea" 

- Jessica W. 

"I Can’t Wait!" 

-Tom W. 

[16][jpeg] 

[ 17] [dogeBallPic.jpg] 

[ 18] [bowlingPic.j pg] 

[191 [vballPic.jpgl 

[20]Winter Sports Open for Registration 

We’ve opened Registration for our Winter Leagues! 
Play begins Mid-January 2012 
The following sports are now open for Registxation: 

[21]Barcathlon (Bar Sports) NEW in ’12 FREE BEER EACH WEEK 

[22]Basketball (Men’s) WITH HS CERTIFIED REFEREES 

[23]Basketball (Coed) WITH HS CERTIFIED REFEREES 

[24]Beer SkeeBall (LowPrice !) 
[25]Bowling 

[26] Cornhole 
[27]Dodgeball 

[28]Indoor Volleyball Sunday 
[29]Indoor Volleyball Wednesday 

Leagues fill quickly, so individuals & teams are encouraged to get their 
registrations in early to avoid being waitlisted. We know everybody is going 
away for the holidays, so captains, please e-mail your teammates, today, so 
when the deadline rolls around, you don’t have to scramble to get a team 
together. 

LATE FEES WILL APPLY - WITHOUT EXCEPTION 

2011 Santa Hat Pub Crawl--Pics Posted 



Check out the pics from our Santa Hat Pub Crawl! Over 250 Crawlers! 
If you missed out on the party, you missed out on a GREAT ONE! Be sure to join 
us for our St. Pat’s Pub Crawl in March! 
[30] [SHBC%20(17).jpg] 

[31]Click above for Photos from the Night 
See you all for our [32]Rockin’ Raleigh Years Eve on 12/31 

[33] 

[34] 

Facebook & Twitter [http://www.icontact-archive.com/iZx3PAHidMtTC481TRLt64uEGKTS8k~o?w=4#fblike] 
[http://twitter.com!share?url=http%3 A%2F%2Ficont.ac%2FNCtu&text=+New+Years+Group+Rates%21 +Winter+Sports%21 +Pics% 
21 &via=MEETandCOMPETE] 

Friend us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter and you’ll be the first to know 
about upcoming events. We also love to give away movie passes and Hurricanes 
tickets to our followers! 

Following us is EASY! 

Join our [35]Facebook Page here 

& 

We’re @ [36]twitter.com!MEETandCOMPETE 

We hope to see you Soon! 

TRI SPORTS 

If you would prefer not to receive these e-mails in the future, please click 
the "Update Profile" link at the bottom left. If you select "Do Not Contact", 
TRI SPORTS can never contact this e-mail address again with any info, including 
important future sports and event info. If you select "Unsubscribe", you will 
not receive our newsletter anymore, but will still continue to receive info 
on sports and events you sign-up for. Also, if you’d like to receive targeted 
e-mails for specific interests (i.e. ski trips, singles events, married & 
unmarried couples events, golf, scuba, impromptu happy hours, broomball, 
semi-formals, paintball, etc), [37]please tell us more about yourself by 
visiting our interests page. 

References 

1. http://www.trissc.com/index.html 
2. http://trissc.com!nve2011.htm 
3. http://www.trissc.com/NYE2012.htm 
4. http://www.trissc.com/NYE2012.htm 
5. mailto:TriSports@TriSSC.com?subiect=NYE Group Rate Inqulry&bodv=I%20am%20interested%20in%20group%20rates% 
20for%20NYE.%20My%20group%20is%20%23 %23 %20people.%20%C2%AOPlease%20tell%20me%20the%20details%20of% 
20this%20special%20offer. 
6. http://trissc.com!nve2012.htm 
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19. http://www.trissc.com/WIVl3allS.htm 

20 http://www.trissc.com/wintersports.htm 
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This message was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu, from: 
TRI SPORTS Social Club I P.O. Box 80271 I Raleigh, NC 27623 

Update Profile: 
http ://app.icontact.com!icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=15 26 3 5 98&l=7 46 5&s=8SQG&m=411864&c=1954 95 

Forward To a Friend: 
http://app.icontact.com!icp/core/message/forward?m=411864&s=15263598&c=8SQG&cid=195495 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"TRI SPORTS Social Club" <TriSports@TriSSC.com> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 10:22 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Years Group Rates! Winter Sports! Pics! 

TEXT.htm 

[1] 

Welcome to the TRI SPORTS Newsletter 

In this Newsletter: 

[http://www.icontact-archive.com/jZx3PAHidMtTC481TRLt64uEGKTS8kgo?w=4#fblike] 

[http://twitter.com!share?url=http%3 A%2F%2Ficont.ac%2FNCtu&text=+New+Years+Group+Rates%21 +Winter+Sports%21 +Pics% 

21 &via=MEETandCOMPETE[ 

ROCKIN’ NEW YEARS EVE! GROUP PRICING AVAILABLE! 
WINTER SPORTS-- NOW OPEN 

SANTA HAT PUB CRAWL PICS POSTED 

TWITTER--Discounts & Prizes 

[2] [header.jpg] 

YOU’RE INVITED TO 

[3]Rockin’ Raleigh New Year’s Eve 2012 

Origins of a Legendary Annual Event 

Hello Good People of TRI SPORTS, 

Another year has passed and the time has come to celebrate your good fortune 
and the good times, with good friends. For years, people have asked TRI SPORTS 
to organize a New Year’s Eve party, something like what the Sport & Social 
Clubs in the bigger cities do. And while it has always appealed to us, the 
idea of throwing a $150/head event just seemed a little too ’big league’ for 
Raleigh. But, when people discovered that Good New Year’s options last year 
were few and far between, we started receiving lots of requests to put on an 
event. And, we responded with The Most Rockin’ New Year’s Eve Raleigh has 
ever seen! We hope you’ll consider joining us as we Ring in 2012 with another 
Incredible Celebration! 

OVER 200 Revelers Already! 

70% SOLD OUT! - Price increase Soon 

[4]REGISTRATION NOW OPEN 

For groups of 10 or more, please [5]contact us for group rates! 

[6] [photo.j pg] 



Just Check Out the NYE Party Package to Right 

Additionally, we’ve added a VIP PARTY PACKAGE this year which includes your 
first 5 premium drinks and a Lavish VIP Hors D’Oeuvres Reception - MENU: Turkey 
Carving Station, Spiral Ham in Maple Sauce, Rolls, Shrimp Cocktail, Crab Dip & 
Pita Chips, Antipasto Platter, Vegetable Tray w/Dip, Cheese/Cracker/Fruit 
Display, Assorted Hummus w/Chips, Penne Pasta in Vodka Sauce, Assorted 
Desserts. 

Still not convinced? Have you seen the [7]Pics from Last Year? (Click Here) And 
the [8]Photo Booth pics? (Click Here) 

How much Fun was That!!! 

[9]Click Here for More info & to Register 

Can’t Wait to See you all on the 3 lst! 

Cheers, 

Danny Lefebvre 

President/CSO 

[101 [footer.jpg] 
Rockin’ Raleigh New Year’s Eve 2012 

[11]http://trissc.com!nye2012.htm 

TRI SPORTS SOCIAL CLUB, LLC 

MEETandCOMPETE.com 
919-293-0105 

Email: meet@TriSSC.com 

[121[jpegl 

Saturday 12.31.11, 8pm 

[13]The Union 

327 West Davie St. #114 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

[14][jpeg] 

YOUR PARTY PACKAGE INCLUDES 

First 3 Premium Drinks 

All Night Hors D’Oeuvres 
Midnight Champagne Toast 
Party Favors 
Raleigh’s Hottest Party DJs 
Heated & Furnished Tent 
Professional Photographer 

Complimentary Coat Check 
Midnight Pizza Buffet 
Midnight Balloon Drop 

Midnight Fireworks 



Midnight Sparklers 
FREE Photo Booth 

[15][jpeg] 

"Let’s do this!" 

- Bill S. 

"Sounds like an Awesome Party!" 

- Amie G. 

"What a Wonderful Idea" 

- Jessica W. 

"I Can’t Wait!" 

-Tom W. 

[16][jpeg] 

[ 17] [dogeBallPic.jpg] 

[ 18] [bowlingPic.j pg] 

[191 [vballPic.jpgl 

[20]Winter Sports Open for Registration 

We’ve opened Registration for our Winter Leagues! 
Play begins Mid-January 2012 
The following sports are now open for Registxation: 

[21]Barcathlon (Bar Sports) NEW in ’12 FREE BEER EACH WEEK 

[22]Basketball (Men’s) WITH HS CERTIFIED REFEREES 

[23]Basketball (Coed) WITH HS CERTIFIED REFEREES 

[24]Beer SkeeBall (LowPrice !) 
[25]Bowling 

[26] Cornhole 
[27]Dodgeball 
[28]Indoor Volleyball Sunday 
[29]Indoor Volleyball Wednesday 

Leagues fill quickly, so individuals & teams are encouraged to get their 
registrations in early to avoid being waitlisted. We know everybody is going 
away for the holidays, so captains, please e-mail your teammates, today, so 
when the deadline rolls around, you don’t have to scramble to get a team 
together. 

LATE FEES WILL APPLY - WITHOUT EXCEPTION 

2011 Santa Hat Pub Crawl--Pics Posted 

Check out the pics from our Santa Hat Pub Crawl! Over 250 Crawlers! 
If you missed out on the party, you missed out on a GREAT ONE! Be sure to join 



us for our St. Pat’s Pub Crawl in March! 
[30] [SHBC%20(17).jpg] 

[31]Click above for Photos from the Night 
See you all for our [32]Rockin’ Raleigh Years Eve on 12/31 

[33] 

[34] 

Facebook & Twitter [http://www.icontact-archive.com/jZx3PAHidMtTC481TRLt64uEGKTS8kgo?w=4#fblike] 
[http://twitter.com!share?url=http%3 A%2F%2Ficont.ac%2FNCtu&text=+New+Years+Group+Rates%21 +Winter+Sports%21 +Pics% 
21 &via=MEETandCOMPETE] 

Friend us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter and you’ll be the first to know 
about upcoming events. We also love to give away movie passes and Hurricanes 
tickets to our followers! 

Following us is EASY! 

Join our [35]Facebook Page here 

& 

We’re @ [36]twitter.com!MEETandCOMPETE 

We hope to see you Soon! 

TRI SPORTS 

If you would prefer not to receive these e-mails in the future, please click 
the "Update Profile" link at the bottom left. If you select "Do Not Contact", 
TRI SPORTS can never contact this e-mail address again with any info, including 
important future sports and event info. If you select "Unsubscribe", you will 
not receive our newsletter anymore, but will still continue to receive info 
on sports and events you sign-up for. Also, if you’d like to receive targeted 
e-mails for specific interests (i.e. ski trips, singles events, married & 
unmarried couples events, golf, scuba, impromptu happy hours, broomball, 
semi-formals, paintball, etc), [37]please tell us more about yourself by 
visiting our interests page. 
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This message was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
TRI SPORTS Social Club I P.O. Box 80271 I Raleigh, NC 27623 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 2, 2012 8:49 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 2, 2012 8:50 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 2, 2012 8:50 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 2, 2012 8:51 PM 
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Lyn Johnson, PhD 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

102 Market Street Suite 103 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

(919) 218-1459 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 10:26 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA convention presentation says some athletes lack basic academic skills I Inside Higher Ed 

http://www.insidehighered.com/news/20 ~2/0~/~9/ncaa-c~nventi~n-presentati~n-savs-s~me-ath~etes-~ack-basic-academic-ski~~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 10:27 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] It’s Time for the NCAA to Get It Right - Commentary - The Chronicle of Higher 
Education 

http://chronicle.com/article/Its-Time-for-the-NCAA-to-Gel! 130237/ 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Krystal Martin <KMartin@UTTYLER.EDU> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 6:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TutorTrac & FERPA 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone: 

We are STILL talking about TutorTrac at my campus. I have purchased the sof~-are (in September) and set up the agreement for Redrock to host the server. However, I’ve hit a 
road block because my registrar’s office will not allow ANY identifiable information to be attached to a student’s final grade on the "Third party" Redrock server. Meaning I can’t 
use either names or ID numbers if they will be attached to final course grades. Additionally, my IT department refuses to install the sofa-are and house it on our own server. I have 

not been able to come to a consensus between my IT department and my registrar about who should host, our server or Redrock’s? 

So I have been asked to contact you all again for advice to see what other directors and campuses are doing. 

My director as requested that I write to you all once more for some more details concerning: 

1) The terms of the agreement you signed with TutorTrac. I have received their standard FERPA agreement, but this doesn’t seem to be enough to persuade Registrar’s of the 
confidentiality. 

2) Why you chose to host or not to host. 

3) Any technical difficulties experienced by either hosting or not hosting. 

4) Length of time you have been using this software. 

I’d like to have some contact information from you if possible, to discuss any further questions. Feel free to email or call me directly if that seems more efficient. 

Thanks in advance! 

Krystal Martin 
Student Development Specialist I, Supplemental Instruction 

The University of Texas at Tyler 
UC3115 

903.565.5567 
Krystalmartin@uttyler.edu<mailto :Krystal martin~utt~/ler.edu> 
www.uttyler.edu/si 

From: Supplemental Instruction Discussion List [mailto:SINET~LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU] On Behalf Of Krystal Martin 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 2:55 PM 

To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 
Subject: TutorTrac & FERPA 

Hi Everyone: 

We are in the process of getting TutorTrac sof~-are set up for our SI program. My IT department is very concerned about sending student grades out to a third party. However, they 
are also unwilling to host the program on our campus. Has anyone else experienced this issue? How did you resolve it? Are you hosting or is Red Rock hosting? I am particularly 
interested in hearing from any Texas public schools, but welcome feedback from anyone. 

Thanks in advance: 

Krystal Martin 

Student Development Specialist I, Supplemental Instruction 
The University of Texas at Tyler 
UC3115 

903.565.5567 
Krystalmartin@uttyler.edu<mailto :Kr,zstal martin(~utt~ler.edu> 
www.uttyler.edu/si<http ://www=uttyler.edu/si> 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://groups.google.com/Rroup/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBEDl=SINET&A= 1> or send an email message to the address 
listserv@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:listserv~listserv.umkc.edu>, with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as kmartin@UTTYLER.EDU<mailto:kmartin~UTTYLER.EDU>. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:mana~_er~Jistserv.umkc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://~roups.goo~le.com/~roup/si-ne~ 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 

<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED 1 =SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Winters, Carla A." <cwinters@ou.edu> 

Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:32 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Second Request: Motivation of Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Members, 
The following message is being sent on behalf of doctoral students at the University of Tennessee. Please forward any questions 
relating to their research to the address provided. 

Thank you, 
Carla Winters 
Chair, N4A Research Committee 

Dear Athletic Academic Advisors and Counselors, 

For those of you that assisted us by emailing your student-athletes after the first request, we cannot thank you enough for your 
participation! However, more student-athlete participation is needed for our study results. 

Researchers at the University of Tennessee are conducting a study that will examine the motivations of NCAA Division I walk-on 
(non-scholarship) student-athletes and Division I student-athletes who are receiving athletically-related financial aid. Due to the large 
number of Division I student-athletes (169,664), the researchers have enlisted the help of the N4A and its members in the distribution 
of this survey. 

The purpose of this research is to gain a better understanding of the factors that are motivating NCAA Division I student-athletes. The 
insight gained through this survey will assist athletic administrators to better attract, serve, develop (mental, emotional, social, 
spiritual, etc.), and retain their student-athletes. 

The survey consists of demographic questions and motivation questions that have been adapted from the Sport Motivation Scale. It is 
estimated that the survey can be completed within 5-8 minutes. Completion of the survey is optional, and ensuring the confidentiality 
of the student-athletes who will be participating in the study is a priority. 

The research team is requesting that you please forward the text on the following page as an email to your student-athletes (i.e., copy 
and paste the text on the following page into the body of an email message). This study has received IRB approval from the University 
of Tennessee. 

If you have questions about this study, please email the researchers at the University of Tennessee at the following email address: 
sport.mgmt, research@gmail.com<mailto: sport.mgmt.research@gmail.com>. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

University of Tennessee Sport Management Research Team 

NOTE: BELOW IS A PILOT STUDY LINK (IF YOU PREFER TO BROWSE THE QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE SENDING IT TO 
YOUR STUDENT-ATHLETES). PLEASE EMAIL THE MESSAGE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE TO YOUR STUDENT- 
ATHLETES, NOT THIS LINK! 

http://survev.utk.edu/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Proiect= STUDENTATHLETEMO&i.test= 1 

Dear NCAA Division I Student-Athlete, 

Researchers at the University of Tennessee are conducting a study that will examine the motivations of NCAA Division I student- 
athletes to participate in collegiate athletics. 



The purpose of this research is to gain a better understanding of what motivates you to participate in NCAA Division I athletics. The 
information gained through this survey will assist athletic administrators to better serve you and your needs as well as improving the 
quality of service for future student-athletes. 

The survey consists of demographic questions and motivation questions that have been adapted from the Sport Motivation Scale. It is 
estimated that the survey can be completed within 5-8 minutes. Completion of the survey is optional, and ensuring your confidentiality 
and anonymity is a priority. 

If you are will willing to assist in adding to the body of knowledge regarding the motivations of intercollegiate student-athletes, please 
complete the survey by clicking the link below. 

http://survey.utk.edu/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Project= STUDENTATHLETEMO 

If you have questions about this study, please email the researchers at the following email address: 
sport.mgmt, research@gmail.com<mailto: sport.m~mt.research(~gmail.com>. 

Thank you for your time and best of luck this season! 

University of Tennessee Sport Management Research Team 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 4:47 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Interesting article 

TEXT.htm 

Interesting article 

~:iiwww.n~,times.com!2012/01i22/edt~catioaled~ifeihowobi ortsoate°colle~eolife.hlmF?~ewa~ed- 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CourseSmart" <studentupdates@coursesmart.bwmta. com> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 2:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Yippee More and Save an Additional 10%! 

TEXT.htm 

Buy 2 or more eTextbooks and save an extra 10% with the coupon below! 
To view this as a web page, click here: http://click.bwmta.com/? 
qs=07bf172d14 lfeaab03a270e010fb652d024 lc9cad9f930d64c85eb9089 le9e 16 

YIPPEE MORE. 
******************************************************** 

Yippee for Mobile Access 

What are you going to get excited about if not for the fact that you can have CourseSmart right in the palm of your hand? That’s right, 
access your textbooks from any browser enabled mobile device in a matter of seconds. 

Learn More at http://click.bwmta.com!?qs=07bf172d14 lfeaab7e5f919499d236094ae66df112cd47660545cca0c83e7cad 
******************************************************** 

Buy 2 or More eTextbooks or eResources - and Save 10% More 

With Coupon Code: SAVE10BUY2 

Coupon expires 11:59 EST, 
January 31, 2012 

*Buy 2 or more eTextbooks, get 10% off offer expires 11:59 p.m. EST, January 31, 2012. Coupon SAVE10BUY2 must be entered at 
checkout and is valid for orders of 2 or more eTextbooks only. Offer excludes eResources and eTextbooks that include an eResource. 
Offer cannot be combined with any other coupons, sales or promotions and may change, be modified or cancelled at anytime without 
notice. 

Visit CourseSmart Today! http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=07bf172d141feaab7e5f919499d236094ae66df112cd47660545cca0c83e7cad 

Search more. Highlight more. Note more. All with CourseSmart. 

See all of our product features. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b4 lfdf355389dle5a1730471352d54620c 14al 5bdcd684b88d8b7e 

Share With Your Networks. 

Twitter. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b41 fdf32fb365656a73bf33 d8de5c313e59e87c8d9a05701479dd4 

Facebook. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b41 fdt’8c5f7f310e03626f540b6dt’87c7934c4da8e6e26b484ece6 

Share. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b4 lfdf50c lcd36276692bab00ad678d9dlf5790aa8f6a137019e8f 

Forward. 
http~//c~ick.bwmta.c~m/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b4~fdf74e49be~29e22e84ded5ae~32a23d688a~86496~a6~~5eef 

My Bookshelf. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=07bf172d 14 lfeaab6889f3b39eeaa823245b06e6608cc92b lc418fdcfc4 lf44d 

Sign In. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=07bf172d 14 lfeaab27ad68f8b7c63915ab384015fb4ef2ae72a89e0095a4d44e 



Unsubscribe. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b4 lfdflb6d3c6fd43 le3a9c664flb00bb092dldlb7d4c420002b97 

Update Your Profile. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b41 fdff6432cbd94e8e9764598735c20047ff4d4987bc3960a2fe5 

Copyright 2012 CourseSmart 
901 Mariners Island Blvd., Suite 545 San Mateo, CA 94404 

Privacy Policy. 
http://click.bwmta.com/?qs=d8c96bf6b6b41 fdf4977ad2ba 10 le7eb27ea2e72535f0434a110114c2d2 lb774 

This is a commercial message. 
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A                                    8 
iAuthor: 

Exposition: What is the background of the stow? How do you know about it? 

Exposition: for example: 

Sargent & policemen are searching for him 

Ireland at this time is divided between Catholics and Protestants 

, ,Setting: ’:name of town(s), descirbe the building or room the scenes are in 

’,a seaside quay or dock, in Ireland, just before the Irish Revolution 

there was a barrel at the center of the stage that the actors sat on 

. 
’,who is the protagonist (the character who undergoes a chan~e)? 

Characters: 

Ragged Man 

Policeman X 

Policeman B 

¯ . St.r.u.~.g!~..: ............................................................................................................................................................................. i~ w.h.a~..t.h~..~t0.[y...ab~?.u.t.? Wh. !.~ .t~.~. str.ug~.!.~ ..b.~.~.w~n.?. ............................................................................................................................................................ 

Struggle: 

Resolution of the story: 
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A                                  B 
iAuthor: 

Exposition: What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

Exposition: 

¯ .Setting: .......................................................................................................................................................................... ;~name oftown(s)~ descirbe the bui!ding o~ room the scenes are !n ............................................... 
’,is there a significant prop used at any time in the play? 

Setting: 

. .......................................................................... .......................... 
~g~Q !S t~ pc£t~gpn~ (th~ ~r~e~ u~derg0es ~ ~ng~)? ........ 

Characters: 

Laius 

Jocosta/Iokaste 

Creon 

Tieresius 

Struggle: what is the story about? Who is the struggle between? 

Struggle: 

Resolution of the story; 



Medea 
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A                                  B 
Author: 

Exposition: What is the background of the stow? How do you know about it? 

Exposition: 

, ,Setting: ’~name of town(s), descirbe the building or room the scenes are in 

, , is there a significant prop used (think machene)? 

Characters: 
Jason 

Medea 

Chorus 

Creon 

Glauce 

Aegeus 

Resolution of the story: 
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A                                  B 
iAuthor: 

Exposition: What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

Exposition: 

::is there a significant prop being used? 

Setting: 

Characters: 
L ysistrata 

Kinesius 

Kleonike 

Chorus of Old h~en 

Chorus of Old Women 

Struggle: ’,what is the story about? Who is the struggle between? 

Struggle: 

Resolution of the story: 



Eve ry rn a n 
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A 

Type of play: 

Type: 

¯ . S#~ing: 

¯ . S.ett.i.n g.: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 



Eve ry m a n 

B 
i Author: 

4 what was the purpose of this type of play in this time period? 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 ~r~_i~’~ a ~ysi~a! s~g ~ ~ u~ ~u~ ~£~ ~£u]~ ~9~ e~!~!9~ th~ §~i~ .................... 
12 

13 
14 
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18 ea.~h...o.f...t.h.#. ~.h.a ~£t.e is..ia...~.h.~.. £.!.#y...re.#.Ee.~# at .a..#~.~...9~ a... #e.~o.a~.@ .!if#..h i.#t£.E~ ................................................................................. 
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Eve ry m a n 

A 
41 Plot/conflict: 
42 

43 Plot: 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 Lesson or moral of the story: 



Eve ry m a n 

B 
41 what is the story about? 
42 
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Midsummer Night’s Dream 
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A                                       B 
Author: 

Language: describe Iambic pentameter; which characters speak in verse? Which in prose? 

Language: 

Setting: the city and the forest, the grey world vs. the green world 

Characters: 
King Thesus 

Hippolyta 

Egeus 

Hermia 

Demetrius 

Lysander 

Helena 

Oberon 

Titania 

Puck 

Nick Bottom 

Plot or Struggle: what is the story about? Who is the struggle between? 

Resolution of the story: 



A Doll House 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.i.n g.: .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmet 

Torva/d Helmer 

Krogs.tad .................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

. S~uggle: ................................................................................... 

Resolution of the story: 



A Doll House 
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B 
Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 

!s th~ st0rY a b0 ? Who 
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A 

Exposition: 

Exposition: 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Amanda Wingfield 

Laura wingfie!d .................................................................................................................. 

~Tom...Wingfie!d .................................................................................................................. 

Jim o’connor 

Plot: 

Plot: 

The Glass Menagerie 



The Glass Menagerie 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

it~ ~ptjyg~ ~i~tg[ig~ ~ i~ ....................................... 
,Who is an impoEtant person tha~ we nexer meet (! didn:t !ist his name be!ow~) ................................................................................................................................................. 

~h,a~, i,~ ~h,e,, a,,b,9, ,, W~a~,,~s,, e a~h,, ,a st,Eu~,~, !i,9,~ ,,~i~ h,~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



A 
Resolution of the story: 

The Glass Menagerie 



The Glass Menagerie 
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A 

Background: 

Background: 

. Sett.in g.: .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Willie Loman 

Linda Loman 

Biff Loman 

H~py Lo~an ....................................................................... 

Charley 

Bernard 

Ben 

Howard 

¯ ....................................................................................... 

. Struggle: ....................................................................................................................................................... 

Resolution of the story: 

Death of a Salesman 



Death of a Salesman 
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Author: 

This play is realism, but what kind? How does the audience learn about the backcjround of the characters? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 

. 
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Background: 

Background: 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Alceste 

Celimene 

Philinte 

Oron te 

Eliante 

Clitandre 

Arsinoe 

DuBois 

Struggle: 

, St~ugg!~ 

Resolution of the story: 
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Author: 

Describe the period of drama. 

.who is the PEotagonist (the character wh0 undergoes a change)? 

what is the story about? Who is the struggle between? 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmet 

Torva/d Helmet 

K Og  ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

¯ 

Resolution of the story: 

Mother Courage and Her Children 



Mother Courage and Her Children 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmet 

Torva/d Helmet 

K Og  ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

¯ 

Resolution of the story: 

The Importance of Being Earnest 



The Importance of Being Earnest 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmer 

Torvald Nelmer 

K Og ,ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

, 

Resolution of the story: 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmer 

Torvald Nelmer 

K Og ,ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

, 

Resolution of the story: 



True West 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0Emed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmet 

Torva/d Helmet 

K Og  ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

¯ 

Resolution of the story: 

How I Learned to Drive 



How I Learned to Drive 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmet 

Torva/d Helmet 

K Og  ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 

¯ 

Resolution of the story: 

A Raisin in the Sun 



A Raisin in the Sun 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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Exposition: 

Exposition: 

¯ . Setting: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

¯ . S.ett.in g.! .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Cha ra cte rs: 

Characters: 
Nora Helmet 

Torva/d Helmet 

K Og  ad 

Kristine Linde 

Dr.Rank 
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Resolution of the story: 
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Author: 

What is the background of the story? How do you know about it? 

.whe~e is the p!ay set? What kind 0f stage did this ha~e t0 be perf0rmed 0n? Why? ...................................................................................................................................................... 

what do they look like, age, motives, histories with one another? What kind of person are they? 

. 
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1. When and where in the world did theater first begin? 

2. What do the Ragged Man and the Sergeant sit on and walk around during the play? 

3. The title lhe Rising of the Moon comes from __ 

4. What makes a character the ’protagonist’? 

5. Define the action of the play: 

6. An explanation of what happens before the began is called the: 

7. Who was the author of The Rising of the Moon and where was she from? 

8. What was the name of the theater that the author began in Ireland? 

9. What do the Ragged Man and the Sergeant sit on and walk around during the play? 

10. The title 7he Rising of the Moon comes from __ 

11. What is the difference between discovery and complication? 

12. What do you think the theme of 7he Rising of the Moon was? 

13. What was a coregoi? 

14. Which god did Athenian theatrical performances celebrate? 

15. How often and why? 

16. Name one of the celebrations: 

17. Tell me four different things about the chorus: 
a. 

b. 
C. 

d. 



{PAGE } 

18. What is the difference between proskenion and periaktoi? 

19. In Medea, how was a mechane used? 

20. What is the difference between a Greek tragedy play and a satyr? 

21. How does Medea kill her children? 

22. Which play had more dialogue on stage, Medea and Lysistrata? 

23. In your own words, describe the character of Lysistrata: 

24. What are the two parts of her plan to end the war? 



Ancient Greek Drama 

Drama part of religious practice 

Plays written to celebrate the God Dionysis, 

God of Fertility, an agricultural god 

Celebrated Dionysis at festivals 4 times a 

year where they prayed for their crops to 

grow. 

One festival was called the "City Dionysia" 

in Athens 

Plays were tragedies 

A chorus that all dressed the same and 
wore the same masks; spoke or sang the 

same words. 

Only male actors; play female roles 

no violence on stage 

The chorus spoke the thoughts of the 

people or the audience. 

The first actor was Thespis, so now actors 

are called Thespians. 

Peripetia: Greek word for ’reversal of 
fortune’; a character wanted something 

desperately, spent the whole play trying to 

achieve it, but when they finally achieve it, 

it turns out to destroy them. 

Mimesis: imitation of an action 

Catharsis: emotional release an audience 
feels after watching a tragic play. 

Know the parts of the theater such as 

skene, koilon, amphitheatre, etc. 

Polis: the state (government) 

Epic poetry: very long poem that tells a 

story 

Dithyramb: a religious song that was sung 

by the chorus 

Deus ex machine: technique used in drama 

where a difficult problem is quickly solved 

Exposition: the backstory 

Middle Ages 

Drama part of religious practice of the 

Catholic Church 

Church used plays to get people interested 

in their religion - to evangelize them. 

Also known as ’liturgical drama", meaning 

’the word of God’ 

Actors were males in the church: priests, 

monks, choir boys 

Mystery play: told the stories of the Bible 

Miracle play: told @ lives of the saints 

Morality play: allegories, taught difficult to 

understand ideas about virtues and vices 

Later, the plays were performed by the 

Ruilds which are like our unions today. 

Each guild had their own play. 

The most famous cycles were Wakefield or 

Towneley Mystery Plays 

The guilds had the support of the Church 

when they performed these plays, but they 

were not doing for the church. This was 

the beginning of drama moving toward 

being to entertain 

In order to cover their costs, the guilds 

would ’pass the hat’ through the crowd for 

people watching the plays to put money 

into 

The most famous mystery play was The 

Second Shepherd’s Story 

The Castle of Perseverance was a mystery 

play that was not religious 

The plays were 20-30 minutes long 

Pageant cart 

Hell Mouth 

Spanish Golden Age 

Comedia 

took a moral story but told it with good 

humor and a bit of criticism 

the stories had adventure, romance and 

comedy 

Entertain the public 

Shareholding companies and licensed 

theaters 

Plays are allegory which means they are 

trying to represent an abstract idea, not tell 

an entertaining story. 

Catholic Church involved 

Women on stage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jane Neuburger <jneuburg@SYR.EDU> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 1:52 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Request for Info 

Hi - You may want to consider the list of best practices in the Teaching-Learning process available in the NADE Self-Evaluation 
Guides. While the remaining sections of the book are focused on best practices in developmental courses, tutoring services, and peer 
assisted programs (like SI), this chapter is devoted to teaching/learning. 

It would give you a great starting place. 

Jane Neuburger 
Director, Tutoring & Study Center 
Syracuse University 
111 Waverly Avenue Suite 220 
Syracuse NY 13244 
(315) 443-2005 
www.tutoring, syr.edu 
ineuburg@syr.edu 

From: Supplemental Instruction Discussion List [SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU] on behalf of Kirsten Patey-Hurd [kpatey- 
hurd@QCC.MAS S.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 
Subject: Request for Info 

Hello, 

I am somewhat new to this group and to SI. I am currently writing a grant proposal to fund a pilot program for some of our high- 
fail/high-repeat rate English courses. I am wondering if anyone can point me in the direction of some needed information. Basically, I 
am being asked to submit current best practices as well as existing evidence of success. I have a pile of articles that I am working 
through, but any specific suggestions would be greatly appreciated. And if there is anyone who has done a similar proposal and would 
like to share, I would be exceptionally grateful. 

Thankyou! 

Kirsten 

Kirsten Patey-Hurd 
Learning Manager 
Communication Skills Center 

Quinsigamond Community College 
670 W. Boylston St. 
Worcester, MA 01606 

kpatey-hurd@qcc.mass.edu 
508-854-4287 

www.qcc.mass.edu/csc/ 



To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://~roups.~oo~le.com!~roup/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.umkc.edu>, with the text SIGNOFF S1NET in the 
body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as JNeuburg@SYR.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:manager@listserv.umkc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.~oogle.com/~roup/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 
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The Model Practice Committee is seeking nominations for the Annual N4A Model Practice Award. Winners will be honored at the 2012 National Convention 
during the awards luncheon with a recognition plaque. 

Description of the Award: The N4A Model Practice Award is an award given annually to the university or college that displays best practices in their academic programming 
for student athletes (this includes, but is not limited to academic advising, academic integrity, disability services, target populations, learning specialists, tutoring, study 

hall/table, life skills, etc.). 
Institutions can submit one or more nominations in each category. 
Categories: Academic Advising (Includes: monitoring academic progress, major exploration, communication with professors, etc.) Life Skills (Includes: courses, speakers, 
career counseling, health and wellness education, etc.) Target Population Programs (Includes: at-risk, learning disabled, international, summer bridge, transfers, etc.) 
Tutoring (Includes: tutoring and mentoring programs) Academic Integrity (Includes: maintaining institutional academic standards) 
Eligibility: All universities or colleges affiliated with the N4A are encouraged to enter. Entries can be made by an individual, group, or an entire staff. Submissions must be 
able to demonstrate program Ionqevity (2-3 years) and program effectiveness. 
Criteria: The Model Practice Committee will rate each application on the following criteria: 

¯ Innovativeness and Use of C~eativity- What is new or unique about this program and how was it originated? What are the basic components of the Model Practice? 

¯ Recognizable, Effective and Measurable Results - How well did the Model Practice align with the programs overall goals and objectives? How did the implementation 

of the program impact the students? Institution? How were results measured? What did it cost (budget, time, and staff) to implement? 

¯ Applicability/Replicability of the Best Practice - How can this Model Practice be implemented in a program of a different size, different budget and different scope? 
What is the process for replicability in other organizations? 

Submission Procedures: Please go to https:lln4a.wufoo.comlformslmodel=practice~award~applicationl and complete the online nomination form. You will be asked to 
provide a response to each of the following prompts on the form. 

1. G~a~s and ~bjectiVes - ~dentify the ~vera~~ purp~se ~f the m~de~ practice~ what Were y~u speci~ca~~y trying t~ achieve? Was there a speci~c de~ciency~ pr~b~em~ ~r 

need that you were trying to address and improve (Examples: Increasing academic metrics such as GPA, APR, graduation rates; improving staff efficiency; providing 
enhanced services to specific populations; etc.)? Are these challenges potentially common at other institutions? Was this a newly created program or did it build 
upon something that was already in place? 

Program Description - Describe each staff member’s role and what if any collaboration existed with different departments on or off campus. Include month and year 
program was created, staff member(s) directly responsible for the implementation, and budget requirements. 

Program Evaluation - How did you measure the success of the program (quantitative and/or qualitative)? How were results measured? How did you know that it was 
effective? How did you collect feedback from your students, coaches, faculty, and/or administrators? What instruments did you use to measure success? (Retention 
Reports, GPA, APR, GSR, Surveys, other statistics) 

Program Outcomes - What were the specific outcomes? How well did you achieve the program objectives? How well did the Model Practice align with the programs 
overall goals and objectives? How did the implementation of the program impact the students? Impact the Institution? What did it cost (budget, time, and staff) to 
implement? How did you know that the program worked? Can you provide tangible results of the impact of your program? (GPA, APR, etc) Did you collect any data 
that shows you achieved your goals? Describe your institution’s commitment to the program’s continuation? 

Potential for adaptation by other institutions - How can your program be implemented at institutions of different sizes, budgets, scopes, etc.? Can your program 
be used "as is" or does it need to be scaled up or down depending upon the factors mentioned previously (size, budget, scope, etc.)? What essential aspects of your 
program must be in place in order to be effective at another institution? What recommendations do you have for an institution attempting to replicate your program? 
Please address initial startup phase, execution of the program, and measuring the program’s effectiveness. 

Challenges/Obstacles - Describe potential challenges (if any) that you may have encountered when implementing this program/service? How did you overcome the 
challenges/obstacles? What would you do differently in the future to avoid such issues? How do you plan to enhance the current program in the future? Are there 
other constituencies on campus or in their community that you would like to collaborate with in the future? 

Model Practice Example Narrative 
Entries must be submitted online to https://n4a.wufoo.com/forms/model-practice-award-application/prior to Friday, March 16th 2012. 

Please direct questions about submissions to: 
Travis Boyd 
Model Practices Committee Chair 
Director of Academic Services - Football 
Indiana University 

boydt(~,indiana.edu 
812-856-2756 
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[n4a] Vote on multiyear scholarships starts Monday -USATODAY.com 

http://www, usatoda¥ .com/sport s/college/story/2012 -02-12/vote-ncaa-multi-year-scholarships/53063860/1 



If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

I hope that everyone’s new year isofftoa great start. It is amazing how fast time flies in 

our profession. It seems like just yesterday that we were meeting in Dallas for one of the 

best conventions that our organization has ever had. Now we are only four short months 
away from another exciting convention in Buffalo!!! l wanted to let you know that our early 

bird rate is open and we hope that many of you will take advantage of our discounted rate 

for this year’s convention. We have some very exciting presentations lined up for you. One 

key item is that we have partnered with the NCAA to provide an insight into the new 
legislation and rules that have been implemented this year. Jennifer Strawley and Andy 

Cardamone will be delivering the updates about the new legislation that is coming out. We 

feel like this will be an excellent opportunity to get the same information that will be 

presented at the NCAA Regional Rules Workshops. Also, please remember that we are 

providing at no cost atripto Niagara Falls!!! We look forward toseeing you in Buffalo June 
7-10 for another outstanding convention. 

Click Here to see the proposed agenda or to register for the convention. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 

N4A President (www,nfoura,oro,) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 

600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 

901/678-2714 

901/678-4695 (fax) 
iluckey@memphis.edu 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 

27695 

This email was created and delivered using ~dAA~V IvlA[!#~ 
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<p>l hope that everyone’s new year is off to a great start. It is amazing how fast time flies in 
our profession. It seems like just yesterday that we were meeting in Dallas for one of the best 
conventions that our organization has ever had. Now we are only four short months away 
from another exciting convention in Buffalo!!! I wanted to let you know that our early bird rate 
is open and we hope that many of you will take advantage of our discounted rate for this 
year’s convention. We have some very exciting presentations lined up for you. One key item 
is that we have partnered with the NCAA to provide an insight into the new legislation and 
rules that have been implemented this year. Jennifer Strawley and Andy Cardamone will be 
delivering the updates about the new legislation that is coming out. We feel like this will be an 
excellent opportunity to get the same information that will be presented at the NCAA Regional 
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Director- Athletic Academic Services<br> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Tar Heel 10 Miler Race Crew" <race@endurancemag.com> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 6:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to WIN 2 TIX to UNC vs Maryland Men’s Basketball! 

TEXT.htm 

LAST CHANCE to Win 2 Tickets to UNC vs Maryland Men’s Basketball on February 29th! 

Just register for the Wells Fargo Tar Heel 10 Miler presented by CEP Compression and you will be automatically entered to win! 

You MUST register by TONIGHT at 11:59pm! ! 

Sign up today! 
http://www.Tarheel 10miler.com 

This message was sent to bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
SPORToften.comI 6815 Fayetteville St Studio 201 

I Durham, NC 27713 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http://app.icontact.com!icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r= 15294796&1= 15796&s=HRMD&m=241780&c=217007 

Forward To a Friend: 
http://app.icontact.com!icp/core/message/forward?m=241780&s= 15294796&c=HRMD&cid=217007 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hallowell Connections <modov@hallowellconnections.com> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 4:47 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Crazy Busy Tip - Delegate 

TEXT.htm 

Having houble viewfilg this email? 
Click liere 
li~p://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?lh-ks5xjrbab&v 0011YBAnLEoCq OSvZDwrTIi9N7WgkSIOv9tau2tgLN6SgliwzHPs 93Ptm zcDy9rYfBBYWpzPj T1YjF5Cas0CdGiTSAzPUrLj6H8qVxfeX81I- 
UvFBHjTJGg%3D%3D 

CrazyBusy Tip of tlie Week 

February 20, 2012 

Excerpts from CrazyBusy: Overshetched, Overbooked, and about to Silap! Sh-ategies 
for Handlfi~g Your Fast-Paced Life. [li~p://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp?et-llO9342926259&s 18362&e 001duC1ZEUCeflYMaXRITPkjZTcLxPszIiyhLOTGcJExNuV48TYr80BZqb~x01MWsm8ZRzqF- 
A BRZz3zT2uGC~licVSUQNLj~t72mEQYdG~waliNm9geB4K2aZib9YBrC26nWgEZFI4dySSQdhb3n~xXS~3I~nALAtcKcIIL~8zIx5~jJEycCb~hVBhCk8uw83RA~A3EaXRCdupeipe~uL5IprVp9Xpi~ka2mCZ~JAMx[ 

hinciple Tip #7 - Delegate 

Dr. Hallowell Encourages youto Take Back Conhol [li~p://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp?et-1109342926259&s 18362&e 001duC1ZEUCeflv~cH-ltYJC2iJ1XzJVrjjR1MvDqTTcjM-veZHSMi35Y¥~VlqOc6MzpkTdSdi6- 
QOO29uc4KY87pSaqaMpp~oBdk HQrF¢liTykeoh~-XPcmgWq8Zbi5Lmgr8o5cB~m-O6zgsdYillie~] 

Dr. Hallowell Encourages you to 
Take Back Conhol 

Delegate wliut you don’t like to do or are not good at. 
Tip #7 - Delegate. Your goal is not to be independent, but ratlier effectively 
htterdependent. For chilch-en and adults alike, learning how to be effectively interdependent 
is a major life skill. 
You do for me and I’ll do for you. No one does it all for himsel£ This is wliat 
makes life possible. 
Recap: Ten Key Principles to Managing Modem Life: 
Tip #1 - Do wliat ma~ers most to you. 
Tip #2 - Create a positive emotio~al enviro~ent wlierever you are. 
Tip #3 - Find yore rliythm. 
Tip #4 - Invest your time wisely so as to get maximum retm-n. 
Tip #5 - Don’t waste time screensuckfi~g. 
Tip #6 - Identify and conhol tlie somces of Gemmelsmerch. 

Quick Lfi~ks 

Hallowell Center, NYC [_h~ps_/_/_L2_0_:~_?_6_j3_e_g__tB_)~_p_?. 

et-llO9342926259&~18362&e 001 cluC1ZEUCefKs6aSh-TeOfi3Q8jui06G51KJwxi0UMKsM 1RC3E 1 s8VgsBCOTqfsATWk0NFVBH~t~GM~t~B JVOt0sXHBq8oIAvvtJRYBrgw5evD1065G3J76gDoPjzTQvrBEQP3k] 
Hallowell Center, MA [li~p://www.ch-liallowellsudbm~.com/] 

Dr. Hallowell’s Web Site and Sign-Up for Newsletter [li~p://r20.rs6.netJh~.isp? 
et-llO9342926259&~18362&e ~duC~ZEUCefJ9i85p2d7~wD~eHWhaFQ8SBqf~.44r2CLdcN~uG~e~hHmabZxubY~F5QiKTwS~xUNJQDevITnd~czzA3IUH2-cs~r2MbLYFedzU~eJkIzCcQ ] 

Like us onFacebook [li~p://r20.rs6.netJh~.isp?et-l109342926259&~18362&e 001duC1ZEUCefKErCeIXHsUsTfi-ASg-FA7gASNSma iOofilLgmzOl’oEnk7EGHUkwlmnL8 igMHkGNpzOs82zVQpGsUGym3FVTlf- 
AcKSK08HPkxFPUPLt~2 VKUrf2NDyZdNaosYXF9VtFpT55 fFBcQsqztRufqMI3T4i] 

Follow us on Twitter [li~p://r20.rs6.netJh~.isp? 
et-1109342926259&~18362&e ~duC~ZEUCefK~mq.CW8C~RDzAZsAK4~wFCDczCNSB--U-~5--U--7-p-c--G--w--B-~p-ird~F2SSWFK~FGNa9Fu~kwEvf~BDHDQ~-W--QS--~--M--~J-Y---M--S--c-3-z~-3-~6~K8A- 

View orevideos onYouTube [li~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-llO9342926259&s 18362&e O01duC1ZEUCefKYa-ICn-rG3zSie59PTxgFx- 
7RL39bssTJkEHZ~56B4pFjpt4V5R8gEXWan~sgk4~3NV~Rz~6rzyXI9D~Hu~Sg7Q~WILVssMRSxwYi4iVC3~YxsDMJw~vRUQq¥’tJVMZVJi~uNgkXGfFGHc~ ~t~-c2mglRwsiQut25waVolglgX tvaRhdCEiDFtTppRU 
-6vf5AHDpddnWZTKV4Pj OlqIwKO3DXHUIZ SLI~aT Sjb] 

Visit our blog [li~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?et-1109342926259&~18362&e 001duC1ZEUCefKoo42czfCV16E5ODVOH4 pOmQFYnxlgWKwmaYFY8usua6n-hEhgTp8L6YcA2Po23Pl fE6mu2aSsAV- 
I JbcpxestkN eDYeEvek34ZY 9NNvb 1 U~] 

email: morlov@hallowellc onnections.com 

plione: 508-545-2250 Hallowell Coimections; 978-287-0810 Hallowell Center (medical) 

web: ligp://www.drliallowell, com 
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3D&reason 001v5KaVIBn7 Y%3D&llr~s5xirbab 

hivacy Policy: 
li~p://ui.constantcontact, com/rovi~g/CCPrivacyPolicy, jsp 

Online Marketi~g by 
Constant Contact(R) 
vcarw, c oIlst ant c ont act. c oII1 

Hallowell Connections 14 Lfi~gley Lane I Wayland I MA 101778 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hallo~vell Cotmectiot~s <morlov@hallo~vellconnections.com> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 7:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Crazy Busy Tip - Slow Down 

TEXT .htm 

Having trouble vie~ving tiffs emaJl? 

Crick riere 

btt~://cmt~paiAgn.r20.constm~tcontact.com/render?lh--ks5xjrbab&~OOllYBPmLEoCq OSvZDwrTri6f6R WP2MzZ0dyeP9NgJC_lyAAgrMOaIOZ vv89ZP21aUBORVkdcxqA198eQ~flp~vA1VOJ~LR2vByP1EWN5OWQI5Ag~vk8C1BLmRA% 

3D%3D 

CmzyBusy Tip oftrie Week 

Feblxlary 27, 2012 

Excei]~ts from CrazyBusy: Ovelstretcrieck Overbooked, and about to Snap! Strategies 

for H andlfilg Yo~tr Fast-Paced Life. [rittp://r20.rs6.netJtndsp? 

e~l109343376653&s 18362&e ~mbzs4cjERib~AXc5ENLt~xUfDC~RZF~i6T~CA~q~v~Ee~3Nv~24a9ay~fXjbEG~tK~fDLm~98cpAgx6J~8s~JTdQvB8~evRn~W~EIc73~IULnQiw~aBLBvcT5s~rY~E~9~7G5~rtzrRN~rEW9TLaHe5p~ 

-oE46 sj eno6wi~29eNWXbq6UPalOZXaj eNh-QV4wI~-zsdPodJx-L 6 SJ-flqH skCtb, a-riWOKY ] 

Pi~lciple Tip #8 - Slo~v Do~vn 

Dr. H allo~vell Enco~trages you to Take Back C Ollti’ol 

e~l109343376653&s 18362&e 001mbzs4ciERia56Y4X qmCkvzHb3KeUxJ UWX~.bKI~.ITri~b~DSN~mz/DsYm2SDRiAFe¥3x4sEEWMTI~HriV~WSqpfXYGs~BxinCLdLZQUC7wg1vIzq8Q3xtDaiAwAkKAg1vIUZK~v~5~tEcri~ZsqM 

Dr. H allowell Enco~trages you to 

Take Back Cm~ti’ol 

Tile question: "Wily rim~y?" 

Yore- answer will probably be, "Because I ~nnst." 

But that is just not tree. 

Tip #8 - Slow Down. Weren’t labor-savhig devices supposed to give us more fiee 

trine? Well, triey have saved us labor. Remember tile manual type~vfit er, tile rotary 

teleprione, mul hmldWlitten letters? 

But oddly enough, we have less fiee time, not more. 

Find activities you can cut out or cut back, but don’t just fill in tiffs new-foruM 

trine witri new activities, htstea~k let tile rest ofwriat yon do proceed more leis~trely. 

By doing tiffs, yon can slow down. This will make you botri more effective and more 

Recap: Previous Principles to Managi~g Modem Life: 

Tip #1 - Do wriat matters most to yon. 

Tip #2 - Create a positive emotional envilmmlent wrierever you me. 

Tip #3 - Frild yo~tr rriythm. 

Tip #4 - Invest yore trine wisely so as to get mind,mini ret~l. 

Tip #5 - Don’t waste trine screensuckfl/g. 

Tip #6 - Identify and cm~ti-ol tile so~trces of Ge~rmmls~nerch. 

Q~ffckLi~tks 

M B 8B1Lx 1XRM~dq 6UUsxAKoY 17E4iB bx3NIGKTVLRsAQJe Q] 

Hallowell Center, MA [http://w~wv.~h-hallo~vellsndbm~.con~] 

Dr. Hallo~vell’s Web Site mM Sign-Up for Ne~vsletter [bttp://120.rs6.net/tn.isp?e~l109343376653&s 18362&e 001mbzs4ciERiYk PBCDJnwF~fl3CWkG5dTA07S9tfl3NIUmAi~vLiP S6JJWbbafld~c8s- 

pTyYOPC2m44Se3 a8isVfTolrTHPCZSHdBiklLZript2Jr Q5iBfikUQ ] 

Like us on Facebook [rittp://r20.rs6.net/m.isp? 
e~l109343376653&s 18362&e 001mbzs4ciERiagyvlcXMsPlzldVPmm~JrLXvlCECQU 3WMnG~LkYrbH~tK~t3FBViriqkHZM~G7SdCHHTvEgFNUGH1niQM95AeVsXiq94Ihi.5Ki4c3q3~5kcG~449cc4f~Fg6~zg/nNdRbLDqGd3xQuJ6- 

Follo~vus onT~vitter [bttp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et l109343376653&~18362&e 001mbzs4cjERiaSmjmDfDWMF704QfOf61~ZlI2Q~vYnGlvBRv4QYezWi6W4z fcR0~TGK-mX-JQSv9poltBHJIpDfat9P LTAEri- 
mXx2YucivriIcvgbkLN9 J8 ecNUEFFvMzWWnG9ZXpT~vttP8 ] 

Vie~vomvideos onYonTnbe [rittp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e~l109343376653&s 18362&e 00hnbzs4cjERiZvhkZ6HT4~4Qr22i8p~06Y6ZwvQv4w4wqFS~k3ZczYI~5Zr0B~U~AZJwpx8~ri~A3Z/MkJeaT~t3Iw~QnQ6UVBtF9MTj69s~lYp- 
aKq~vcM0fAthiXpI ~ffpTY2RNuq8XEWxCcEqIV5 KENSZ3vC2qnlG3cRnSJlcyGskreSzOgLSHDzcqsnl d3JtU-~AtzQutzbC4i4dg~ZfsTT~dLJ5Q~YzR50d~9MAjstxvMp~Qbc0n~h~la~l0q4U49G~2RS9gV4- 
bSahSV2QI RtlTACViycSDI~562r 1J0-rMFoXlolzKGzitmyc768d2K] 

o~wBVQ6oEVXZ8KPiAXic qK1YA2x33b32HdPm3arIN1UTBNYIavGcnq3ZLoGdQrDUcQ ] 

email: moflov@hallowellco~mecfions.com 

prione: 508-545-2250 Hallowell Connections; 978-287-0810 Hallowell Center Sudb~try, 

212 799-7777 Hallowell Cm~ter NYC web: rittp://www.rh-hallowell.com 

bttp://~ff.constantcoi~tact.com/sa/fwt£isp?lh--ks5xirbab&m l101166017098&ea bfid~erb(~mlcaa.lmc.edu&~l109343376653 

Tiffs email was sere to blidgerb@mlcaa.~mc.edn by moflov@hallowellcoime cti ons.com. 

Update Profile?EmaJl A&hess 

bttp://visitor.constmltco~tact.com/do?p~oo&mse O019NWEzw-UeHqCNDriu-EAARc bvDIsM-BXcpzxGZyD8s~%3D&~001-0WXLBO5nd pbDFrHVKY8~%3D%3D&lan~ 001FCSs65SMrsI%3D&reason 001y5KaVIBn7 Y% 

rilstant removal ~vith SafeUnsnbscribe(TM) 

bttp://visitor.constailtCOlltact.conl/do?p~m~&nlse 0019NWEzvrUeHqCNDriu-EAARc bvDIsM-BXcpzxGZyD8sg% 3D&~001-0WXLBO5nd pbDFrHVKY8g% 3D%3D&lang 001FCSs65SMrsI%3D&reason 001y5KaVIBn7 Y% 

3D &lh--ks5xirbab 

O~flfile Mm-keting by 

Constaqt Contact(R) 

ww~v. c OllSt aat c Ollt act. c onl 

Hallo~vell Connecfimts 14 Li~gley Lane I WaylmM I MA 101778 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kobo newsletter@kobo.chtah.com 

Monday, February 20, 2012 7:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

We miss you! Come back mad get 40% oft? 

TEXT.htxn 

Kobo eReading 

Read Freely 

.... [ Get 40% off] .... 

Kobo Misses You! 

Remember when we saw- each other often? 

To express how- much we have missed you, enjoy 40% off your next eBook purchase! 

Since you last visited us, we have added 1000s of eBooks to our store! 
Use c4auto40 coupon code and receive 30% off select eBook purchase! 

SHOP NOW [] 
http://kobo.chtah, com/a/t BPQuWKB8bGD4B8f0R6AACzCg50/kobo9 

Welcome Back! 

FOLLOW US: 
httg://kobo.chtah, com/a/t BPQuWKB8bGD4B8f0R6AACzC~50/kobo6 
http://kobo.chtah, com/a/t BPQuWKB8bGD4B8f0R6AACzCg50/kobo 5 
http://kobo.chtah, com/a/t BPQuWKB8bGD4B8f0R6AACzCg50/kobo 1 

Legal 
Oiler valid from February 20, 2012 at 12:00 AM through February 25, 2012 at 11:59 PM. This oiler is not valid in conjunction with any other oiler or promotion and 
cannot be used to adjust amount paid on previous purchases. Discount code is valid for one time 40% off any eBook purchase excluding those from the following 
publishers: In the UK - Hachette Book Group, HarperCollins, Penguin, Random House, Simon & Schuster, Wiley, and Zondervan, and all respective subsidiary 
imprints. In the US - Hachette Book Group, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin, Raaadom House, Simon & Schuster, Wiley, aaad Zondervan, and all respective 
subsidiary imprints. In CA - Hachette Book Group, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin, Simon & Schuster, Wiley, and Zondervan, and all respective subsidiary 
imprints. In NZ - Hachette Book Group, aaad Wiley, and all respective subsidiary imprints. In AU - Hachette Book Group, HarperCollins, Macmillan Australia, Simon 
& Schuster, Wiley, and Zondervaaa, and all respective subsidiary imprints. Newspapers aaad magazines are excluded from this oiler. Promotional code must be entered at 
time of purchase to qualify for this discount. Discounts caaanot be applied nor the discount value refunded once a purchase is complete. We reserve the right to change 
or end this oiler at any time without notice. 

You are receiving this message because you have signed up to receive email from Kobo at bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Unsubscribe - http://k~b~.chtah.c~m/a/tBPQuwKB8bGD4B8f~R6AACzCg5~/k~b~3?emai~=brid~erb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Contact Us - http://kobo.chtakl.com/a/tBPQuWKB8bGD4B8f0R6AACzCy,50/kobo8 
Privacy Policy - http://kobo.chtah.com/a/tBPQuWKB8bGD4B8f0R6AACzCg50/kobo 11 

Kobo Inc. I 135 Liberty St., Suite 101 I Toronto, ON M6K 1A7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Greensboro Coliseum Insider" <INFO@GREENSBORO-NC.GOV> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 1:43 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wofford vs. UNCG Men’s Basketball TON1TE! Tuesday for the TITTLE decides SoCon North Champion! 

TEXT.htm 

WOFFORD Temers VS. UNCG Spartans 
TONIGHT ! 
February 21, 7PM 
Greensboro Colisetml 

TUESDAY FOR THE TITLE ! 
Tonight’s game decides the SoCon North CHAMPION! 

FAMILY 4 PACK! 
4 for $44!* 

4 Tickets 
4 Pepsi Colas 
1 Family Sized Popcorn 

Please click here to purchuse tickets: 
h~p://s~r~-.mm.ticketmaster, corn: 80/tr ack? 
Npe click&enid ZWFz~TE~t1bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TE~MjUzNDM~t~bwVzc2F1uZW~k~TE~NTkyMjM~t~ZGF~YWJhc2¥’pZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~I~c~t~1bD~xNjgyMTA5NSZ~bWFpbG~k~WJyuWp~uZXJiQH¥’uY2F~L~¥’u5 

*Oiler not valid on previously purchased tickets. While supplies last. 

Season Sponsor: Cone Health 

For More Infom~ation on upcomfilg events visit: 
www.gn-ee~sborocolisetm~.c om 

Find Greensboro Colisetm~ On Twitter: h~p://smr.mm.tickettnaster.com:80/track? 
Npe click&enid ZWFz~TEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TE~MjUzNDMmbwVzc2FmZW~k~TE~NTkyMjMmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~N~cm~hbD~xNjgyMTA5NSZ~bWFpbG~k~WJyuWp~uZXJiQHVuY2FhLnVu5 

Find Greensboro Colisetm~ On youtube: h~p://smr.mm.tickettnaster.com:80/track? 
Npe click&enid ZWFz~TEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TE~MjUzNDMmbwVzc2FmZW~k~TE~NTkyMjMmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~N~cm~hbD~xNjgyMTA5NSZ~bWFpbG~k~WJyuWp~uZXJiQHVuY2FhLnVu5 

Find Greensboro Colisetm~ On Facebook: h~p://smr.mm.tickettnaster.com:80/track? 
Npe click&enid ZWFz~TEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TE~MjUzNDMmbwVzc2FmZW~k~TE~NTkyMjMmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~N~cm~hbD~xNjgyMTA5NSZ~bWFpbG~k~WJyuWp~uZXJiQHVuY2FhLnVu5 

Be The First To I<5~ow About Exclusive Oilers & Events Text "GCEVENTS" to 74499 *Standard Messaging 
Rutes Apply 

This email was sent to you by G~ee~sbo~o Coliseum Complex, 1921 W Lee St, G~eensbo~ o, NC 27403. You a~e ~eceiving this 

email advertisement because your email address was used for a ticket purchase or you signed up via 
our website. You may update your accom~t preferences by visiting 
htlp://mm.tickettnaster.com/brand/de~oult.aspx?b gree~sborocolisetm~&l 17. or contact us at 
h~fo~gree~sboro-nc.gov. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SportsBusiness Daily" <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily. com> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 2:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Countdown to the IMG World Congress of Sports: The Kick-Off Session on March 21 

TEXT.htm 

2012 IMG World Congress of Sports 
March 21-22, 2012 
The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel 
Dana Point, Calif. 
Where The Leaders In Sports Business Convene 

The Opening Session 

Wednesday, March 21, 8:30 [] 9:20 

Rapid-Fire Roundtable: Unscripted Opinions on the Headlines of the Day 

Every day brings a range of new headlines in sports. And this is your annual opportunity to hear opinions from a cross-section of 
sports executives and personalities who are behind many of the headlines. In addition to their commentary on top news items, you[]ll 
find out what trends some of the industry [] s leading executives are tracking and what they view as the top sports business issues over 
the next 12 months. 

Roundtable participants will include: 

Scott Boras, President, Boras Corporation 
Tim Brosnan, Executive Vice President, Business, MLB 
Peter Guber, Co-Executive Chairman & Alternate Governor, Golden State Warriors 
Joe Leccese, Chairman, Proskauer 
George Pyne, President, Sports and Entertainment, IMG 
Jeremy Schaap, Reporter/Hosl!E:60 Correspondent, ESPN 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and to REGISTER, please go to www.WoddCongressOfSports.com. 

Platinum Sponsor 
Ticketmaster 

Gold Sponsors 
DLA Piper 
Corporate Events, Inc. 

Competitor Group is the official exercise sponsor for the IMG World Congress of Sports 

Proskauer 

Signage Provider 
Bri~en 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

https ://forms. sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB @UNCAA.UNC.EDU/0AC4A697 



Rapid-Fire Roundtabte: Unsciripted Opinions 
on the Headi[in,es of the Day 

d;;2.!~ b~f"iIt~S a i~l~ ~:~i: ~l]~ ~~:~[i~[~S ~ii~ S~:t~S. ,A:~ t~i~; is y~ ~~u::~[ ~:~FI~I~~ tO 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and to REGISTER, 
please go to www,WorldCongressOfSports,com, 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference 



Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https ://forms.sportsbusinessdaily. com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB@UNC AA.UNC.EDU/O AC 4A697 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<Rebecca.MoonStone@RCC.EDU> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 3:14 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FEI~A & collection of SI attendance 

TEXT.htm; image004.jpg; image001.jpg 

Hello Linda, 

I have been told the same as well The way we gotten around the FERPA issue is that we use scantron’s to pass out to each student. The SI Leader will then collect each scantron from each 
student to turn them in every Friday 

’]7his has helped us tremendously. 

Hope this helps. 

Rebecca Moon-Stone 
Supplemental Instructional Coordinator 
Academic Support Quad 213A 
951-222-8854 

R ebecca.MoonS tone@rcc.edu 

[cid:image001.jpg@01 CCF092.5541F860] 

From: Supplemental Instruction Discussion List [mailto:SINET~I.ISTSERV.UN/ff-IC.EDU] On Behalf Of Standerford,Linda 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 7:45 AM 

To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC EDU 
Subject: FERPA & collection of SI atten&mce 

It has been suggested to me that passing around SI sign-in sheets and having students voluntarily list their name and unique student ID nmnber is a violation of FERPA 1.ales. 

1. YVhat is your interpretation? 
2. How is everyone else collecting attendance data at SI sessions? 

Linda Standerford i Coordinator 
Talent Development Center 
Making Good Minds Better for Over 25 Years 
Owens Library, 232 
Northwest Missouri State Universi _ty 

Ma13-,dlle, MO 64468 
660.562.1727 

Lstande@nwmissouri.edu<mailto:Lstande(~nwmissouri.edu> 
www.nwmissouri, edu/tdc<http :/iwww.nwmissouri. eduAdc> 
www.facebook, com/nwmissouritdc<http ://www.f acebook, cotr~’nwmissouritdc> 

[cid:image004.jpg@01 CCF092.44D912B0] 

"To produce excellence, you must study excellence." -~Donald O. Clifton 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http:i/groups.google.comigroupisi-net 

To add or remove ficom this mailing list, please go to <http://listselw.umkcedu/scripts/wa.exe?SU~3ED1 SINET&A 1> or send an email message to the address 
listsel-.z@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:listser~da)listsel-<un~c edu>, with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the bo@ of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as Rebecca.MoonStone@RCC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:manager@listserv.unakc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups google com/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SLrBED1 SliX.~ET&A 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.un~c.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body offlae message 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 







Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SportsBusiness Daily" <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily. com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 1:55 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Intersport Activation Summit: The Next Generation of Sponsorship Activation and Event 
Marketing 

TEXT.htm 

Intersport Activation Summit 
The Next Generation of Sponsorship Activation 

May 30-31, 2012 
The Westin Chicago River North 

Defining Activation: The Next Phase of Experiential Marketing and 
the Growing Role of Content, Online, Media and Social Media 

Never before, has there been more pressure on client-side marketers, agencies and media entities to deliver ROI on sports 
sponsorships. And, fortunately, never before have there been as many tools available to extend the reach of sponsorships and create a 
more impactful and memorable engagement with target audiences. In this session, some of the indnstry’s most forward thinking 
marketers will examine the brave new world of sponsorship activation, and the tactics they are deploying to multiply consumer and 
B2B touch points and increase the returns on sponsorship investments. 

During this session, you will hear insights from: 

Frank Golding, Director, Pro, College, High School Sports and Channels, Google/YouTube 
Dan Griffis, Vice President, Marketing, Target 
Dan Jones, Senior Vice President, Sponsorship and Event Marketing, Intersport 
Jon Levine, Vice President, Global Experiential Marketing, Xerox 
Jackie Woodward, Vice President, Marketing Services, MillerCoors 

REGISTER TODAY and SAVE $200 off the Regular Registration Fee! 

For INFORMATION or to REGISTER, visit www.ActivationSummit.com or call 866-576-3708 or 704-973-1400. 

Gold Sponsor: Chicago Cubs 
Signage Provider: Britten 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference Group, 120 West 
Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 
To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

https ://forms. sportsbusinessdailv.com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB ~UNCAA.UNC.EDU/0AC4A697 



THE WESTIN CHilCA60 R:tVE~. NORTH 

P~E S iDiEih~ T .......... GLO~I %q¢~E PR~:S!IDENI" 
E~E!I~I!EN~IAL 

REGISTER TODAY and SAVE $200 
Off the Regular Registration Fee! 

For more INFORMATION or to REGISTER, 
visit www.ActivationSummit.com or call 866-576-3708 or 704-973- 

1400. 



For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference 
Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https ://forms.sportsbusinessdailv. com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB~UNC AA.UNC.EDU/O AC 4A697 
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Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 
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966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 













Scholar All America Team 

NAIA Women 

Morningside College 
Union College 
Oklahoma Baptist University 

3.15 
3.09 
3.05 



























Hedda Gabler 

1. Who are the characters? 

2. Where and when does the play take place? 

3. Why does Hedda pretend to believe the hat is the maid’s? 

4. Why has Hedda married George? 

5. What is her relationship to Judge Breck and Lovborg? 

6. Who is Thea and what is her relationship to Hedda and Lovborg? 

7. What happens when Lovborg comes to Hedda’s home? Why does he agree to go 
drinking with George? 



8. What happens to the manuscript? 

9. What happens to Lovborg? 

10. What does George decide to do? 

11. Why does Hedda kill herself? 



t 9th Century Drama 

1. What two factors changed the cultural and political landscape of Europe? Why? 
How? 

2. Beside culture and politics, what else did the two revolutions change? 

3. What is Romanticism? 

4. What are closet dramas? 

5. What new innovations were created during this time period? 

6. What is melodrama? 

7. What is a well made play? 



8. What is nationalism and how did it affect the theater? 

9. What is the Gesamtkunstwerk? 

10. What was the Astor Place Riot? 

11. What is a minstrel show? 

12. What characterized modern drama? 

13. What is naturalism? 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Moormm~ <garym@3rdmilclassrooms.com> 

Wednesday, Maxch 7, 2012 8:50 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NASPA 2012 - See you t~ere? 

TEXT.htan 

To view-this email as a web page, go here.<http://cl.exct.net/?os a0df17983de23b2cafa741815755ae6980d7eddd37d287a8570c56f8d709e9f6> 

Prevention that Makes SenseTM 

[https : //image.e xactta~get.c~m/~ib/ f ef8 ~ c 73 7 c66~ 5/m/ ~/L~g~+ Lg +c~p ¥ + N AS P A. jpg] <http :/ /c~.e x ct.net/ ? 
qs a0df17983de23b2cae5e9f74220 lbe3966df9b646dc0c443a92ee99730618efc> 

Hello Beth, 

If you will be in Phoenix for the NASPA 2012 national meeting, we hope you have a chance to stop by our booth #212. 

We’ll be hosting some appetizers at the Sunday Fiesta Fun night. Our partners, eCHECKUP TO GO, will also be right across from our booth, so you can visit us at the 
same time. 

While you’re there, please enter to win one of two $500 gift cards. 

See you next week! 

Gary 

Gary Moorman 

3rd Millennium Classrooms 

210-687-1942 

This email was sent to: bridgerb@email.unc.edu 

This email was sent by: 3rd Millennium Classrooms 
15900 La Cantera Parkway, Suite 20235, San Antonio, TX, 78256, USA 

We respect your right to privacy - view our policy<http://cl.exct.net/?qs a0df17983de23b2c 1121 efd926fb9b0d23781 deb5995dbb4daff4eb7399cc904> 

Update Profile and Subscription Preferences<http://cl.exct.net/?qs a0df17983de23b2cb1916d82788873d7535145ef2b710b37cb65a129b55b9bf8> ] Unsubscribe From 
All Emails<http://cl.exct.net/?qs a0df17983de23b2cb72176f9dlcflcdf16e40d427bbe2e257e4e2c26500blc6b> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:35 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou, edu>; Julie Owen <j kowen@olemi ss. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Jason D. Leonard 
<leonardjd@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] (;alipari on NCAA: ’They’re Not Going to Be Around Long’ - Players - The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 

http ://chronicle.com/blogs/players/calipari-on-ncaa-theyre-not-going-to-be -around-long/29717 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <~ggumey@on.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:39 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademasms@ou.edu-~; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu-~; briand@mail.ntexas.edu; Annet’te I. Moran 

<bryntol8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edn>; Carol L. Ludvigson <clndvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 

(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Caxla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desiree~smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc ~<tleblanc@huskers.com>; 

Felicia Maxfin <felicia.Inartin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.t~xnu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson --~jamundson@ou.edu>; Julie Owen 

~-jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Kasie L. Tm~ayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colomdo.edu>; Bry, ~l Maggard 

<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Ma131 Ellen Jones <mj21 @txstate.edt~-; M~ilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@oks*ate.edu>; 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbusldrk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryml@Inail.utexas.edu>; Ran@J. Garibay <ijgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 

(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-s*ate.edu~; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert~ou.edu;,; Tern L. Moyer <tmoye@ou.edtc,; 

Tommy Powell <~tpowell@iastate.edu~; Teresa A. Turner <ttumer@on.edu;, 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

[n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not- So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

htt~://c~nic~e.c~m/b~s/~avers/h~w-t~-~v~-at-a~r-in-a-few-n~t-s~-easv-ste~s/297~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SportsBusiness Daily" <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, Maxch 7, 2012 9:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reserve Your Seat Today for the 2012 SBJ/SBD Forty Under 40 Awards 

TEXT.htxn 

SportsBusiness Journal/Daily 
Forty Under 40 Awards 
A great honor,a great tradition and great compaaay 

Honoring the Next Generation of Sports Leaders since 1999 

Join in the celebration of the Forty under 40 class of 2012. 

March 22, 2012 
The Ritz-Caxlton, Laguna Niguel 
Daaaa Point, Calif. 

The class of 2012 will be announced in the March 12 issue of SportsBusiness Journal. 

Reserve your seat for the once-a-year gala honoring the best young talent in sports business. 

For more INFORMATION aaad to RESERVE your seat, 
visit www.FortyUnder40Awaxds.com or call 704-973-1400. 

Forty under 40 Awards Partner: Tiffaaay & Co. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

https://fonns.sportsbusinessdail,/.com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB~UNCAA.UNC.EDU/OAC4A697 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:00 AM 

Amber’ ’Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; brim~d@mail.utexas.edu; Am~ette I.’ ’Mora~ 

<bryntol 8@ou.edtr~; Charles B.’ ’Elder <cbelder@on.edtr~; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu-~; ’Curtis W. Jones’ 

<cnrtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edtr~; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desiree@smn.edu; ’Dennis Lebla~c’ 

<dlebla~c@huskers.com>; ’Felicia M~stin’ <felicia.ma(tin@ttu.edu>; GeraJ~d S.’ ’Gurney --~ggnrney@ou.edt~-; ingrid@athletics.tmnu.edu; 

Jaye E.’ ’Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; ’Jnlie Owen’ <jkowen@olemiss.edu:>; Kasie L.’ ’Tmnayo <kasie@ou.edu>; ’Kris Livingston’ 

<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; ’B~y’m~ Maggaxd’ <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Ma~ Ellen’ ’Jones <mj2 l@txsmte.edu>; ’Mea~ilyn 

Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbnskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’ <rmyan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J.’ 
’Garibay <rjgaribay@on.edu;,; ’Joe Scoggin’ ~:scoginj@miss~uri.edu~; ’Jill Shields’ <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert 

<slemme~otLedu~; Terri L.’ ’Moyer <tmoye@ou.edtc,; ’Tommy Powell’ <tpowell@ias~te.edu~; Teresa A.’ ’Turner <tturne@ou.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bfidgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Does evelNone agree with these findings? I feel like it is probalqy more 
about an overall athletic department’s budget...I doubt nrore shoes and 
uniforms really help APR. I think it has more to do with the ratio of 
academic personnel to student-athletes and/or money available to pay quality 
tutors. I cannot believe the first bullet point is true either. Syracuse (a 
school I LOVE) has had problems with APR in the past and I find it hard to 
believe that they aren’t spending a LOT of money for that program. 

I am stare there are some "patterns" but I think there might be some 
weaknesses to the findings 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists ncsu.edu] OnBehalf 
Of Gumey, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wedaaesday, March 07, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: n4a@lists ncsu edu; Julie Owen; Jones, MaW Ellen; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis 
Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); 
Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku edu; Randa Ryan; Tonmay 
Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A; Ludvigson, 
Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amnndson, 
Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lenzmert. Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, 
Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] Ho~v to Win at APR, in a Fe~v (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http://chronicle com/blo~s/plavers/how-to-win-at-apr-in-a-few-not-so-easv-st 
eps/29709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Drew Barnette <drewb@uab.edu> 

Wednesday, Ma~ch 7, 2012 10:11 AM 

Amber’ ’Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; ’Bast Byrd’ <ba~t_byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I.’ 
’Moran <brynto 18@ou.edu>; Charles B.’ ’Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; 
’Curtis W. Jones’ <curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desireet@smu.edu; 
’Dennis Leblanc’ <dleblanc@huskers.com>; ’Felicia Martin’ <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S.’ ’Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Jaye E.’ ’Amundson <jaxnundson@ou.edu>; ’Julie Owen’ 
<jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Kasie L.’ ’Taxnayo <kasie@ou.edu>; ’KrisLivingston’ <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
’Bryma Maggard’ <Magga~dB@missouri.edu>; Megma Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu>; Mary Ellen’ ’Jones 
<mj21 @txstate.edu>; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; 
’Rax~da Ryaxf <raxyax~@mail.utexas.edu>; Rax~dy J.’ ’Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; ’Joe Scoggin’ 
<scoginj@missouri.edu>; ’Jill Shields’ <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L.’ 
’Moyer <txnoyer@ou.edu>; ’Tommy Powelr <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A.’ ’Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Not really. 

Based solely on the information provided, the study appears to be very limited in scope. For instance .... 

-ifa school is spending more money on coaching salary, it’s a sign they have more money to spend (with the new- CBS Turner deal, most FBS schools do have more 
money to spend on basketball). 

-If they have more money to spend, then chances are they’re spending it in other areas as well. PRESTO!!! It could be these "other areas" are what’s really making the 
impact. 

If you abuse statistics, you can get them to stay anything. I can conduct a study that concludes that waxm weather increases graduation rates. I mean...since more 
people graduate in the Spring than they do in the winter, it must be due to the weather....right?? (kidding, of course). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Watson 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Baxt Byrd’; briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggaxd’; 
’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Maxtin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy 
Powelr; ’Moran, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye 
E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How- to Win at APR, in a Few- (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Does everyone agree with these findings? I feel like it is probably more about an overall athletic depaxtment’s budget...I doubt more shoes and uniforms really help 
APR. I think it has more to do with the ratio of academic personnel to student-athletes aaad/or money available to pay quality tutors. I cannot believe the first bullet point 
is true either. Syracuse (a school I LOVE) has had problems with APR in the past and I find it hard to believe that they aren’t spending a LOT of money for that 
prograan. 

I am sure there are some "patterns" but I think there might be some weaknesses to the findings. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Julie Owen; Jones, Mary Ellen; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Baxt Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblaaac; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryaaa; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Caxla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; 
Gaxibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] How- to Win at APR, in a Few- (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http://chronicle.com/blo~s/players/how-to-win-at-apr-in- a-few-not-so-easy-st 
eps/29709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kane, John" <kanej@lasalle.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:46 AM 

Amber’ ’Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I.’ ’Moran 
<brynto 18@ou.edu>; Charles B.’ ’Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; ’Curtis W. Jones’ 
<curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desireet@smu.edu; ’Dennis Leblanc’ 
<dleblanc@huskers.com>; Drew Barnette <drewb@uab.edu>; ’Felicia Martin’ <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S.’ ’Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Jaye E.’ ’Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; ’Julie Owen’ <jkowen@olemiss.edu>; 
Kasie L.’ ’Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; ’KrisLivingston’ <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; ’Bryan Maggard’ 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu>; MaryEllen’ ’Jones <mj21@txstate.edu>; ’Marilyn 
Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy 
J.’ ’Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; ’Joe Scoggin’ <scoginj@missouri.edu>; ’Jill Shields’ <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L.’ ’Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; ’Tommy Powell’ <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A.’ ’Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

What about all the schools that have a good APR already without spending this money? 

Brother John Kane, FSC, Ed.D. 
La Salle Univeristy 
Director of Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
kanej@lasalle.edu 
215-951-1681 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Barnette 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 10:11 AM 

To: Megan Watson; ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; 
’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powell’; ’Moran, 
Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; 
’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Not really. 

Based solely on the information provided, the study appears to be very limited in scope. For instance .... 

-it" a school is spending more money on coaching salary, it’s a sign they have more money to spend (with the new CBS Turner deal, most FBS schools do have more money to spend 

on basketball). 

-If they have more money to spend, then chances are they’re spending it in other areas as well. PRESTO!!! It could be these "other areas" are what’s really making the impact. 

If you abuse statistics, you can get them to stay anything. I can conduct a study that concludes that warm weather increases graduation rates. I mean...since more people graduate in 
the Spring than they do in the winter, it must be due to the weather....right’?? (kidding, of course). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Watson 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; 

’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powell’; ’Moran, Annette I.’; ’Elder, 
Charles B.’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; 
’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Does everyone agree with these findings? I feel like it is probably more about an overall athletic department’s budget...I doubt more shoes and uniforms really help APR. I think it has 
more to do with the ratio of academic personnel to student-athletes and/or money available to pay quality tutors. I cannot believe the first bullet point is true either. Syracuse (a school 
I LOVE) has had problems with APR in the past and I find it hard to believe that they aren’t spending a LOT of money for that program. 

I am sure there are some "patterns" but I think there might be some weaknesses to the findings. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@Jists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Julie Owen; Jones, Mary Ellen; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; 
Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, 
Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/how-to-win-at-apr-in-a-few-not-so-easy-st 
eps/29709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

]Bee: 

Subject: 

Wayne K Hamberger <wkhambgr@uab.edn> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 1 l:l 5 AM 

Ambei ’Demastus <ademasms@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; brim~d@mail.utexas.edu; Am~ette I.’ ’Mora~ 

<bryntol 8@ou.edtr~; Charles B.’ ’Elder <cbelder@on.edtr~; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu-~; ’Curtis W. Jones’ 

<cnrtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edtr~; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desiree@smn.edu; ’Dennis Lebla~c’ 

<dleblmac@hnskers.com >; Drew B~rnette <drewb@uab.edu>; ’Felicia Ma(tiff <felicia.martin@tta.edu>; Gerald S.’ ’Gurney 

<ggurney@ou.edu>; ingfid@athletics.tatnu.edu; Jaye E.’ ’Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; ’Julie Owen’ --~jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Jolm 

Kane <kanej@lasalle.edu>; Kasie L.’ ’Tamayo <kasie@on.edu>; ’KrisLivingston’ <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; ’B~yan Maggard’ 

<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; MeganWatson --~mega~.watson@wright.edu>; Ma~~ Ellen’ ’Jones <tnj21 ~s~tate.edu>; ’Ma~lyn 

Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu~; Ma@lis~ts.ncsu.edu; pbnskirk~kn.edu; ’Randa Ryan’ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu~; Randy- J.’ 

’Garibay <~rjgaribay@on.edu;,; ’Joe Scoggin’ ~:scoginj@miss~uri.edu~; ’Jill Shields’ <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert 

<slemme~on.edu~; Terri L.’ ’Moyer <tmoye@ou.edtc,; ’Tommy Powell’ <tpowell@ias~te.edu~; Teresa A.’ ’Turner <tturne@ou.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Ultimately, it’s not the amurmt of money spent by the school, per se, but IT IS directly related to the amount of time students work at becoming better learners and the commitment of the 
staff in time and techniques to foster this skill. 

Wayne K. Hamberger, MS, LPC 
Learning Specialist-Mentor Coordinator 
UAB Student-Athlete Support Services 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Kane, John 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:46 ~vl 
To: Drew Barnette; Megan Watson; ’Gurney, Gerald S’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@mail utexas.edu; ’Bryan 
Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Ton~ay Po~vell’; ’Moran, 
Annette I’; ’Elder, Charles B’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desiree@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Ran@ J’; ’Amnndson, Jaye E’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; ’Lernmelt, Stacy 
L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

What about all the schools that have a good APR alrea@ without spending this money? 

Brother John Kane, FSC, Ed.D. 
La Salle Univeristy 
Director of Academic Support for Student-Athletes kanej@lasalle.edu 
215-951-1681 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-uwner(~r) lists ncsu.edu] On Behalf OfI)rew Barnette 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 10:11 AM 
Tu: Megan Watsun; ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists ncsu edu; ’Julie ()wen’; ’Junes, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@maihutexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. 
Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Jue Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingstun’; ’Marilyn ]Vhddlebruok’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powel[’; ’Moran, 2mnette I.’; ’Elder, 
Ch arles B.’; ’Winters, Carla A ’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’G aribay, Randy J ’; ’Amundsun, Jaye E ’; ’Tamayo, K asie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L ’; ’Turner, Teresa 
A.’; ’Mi~yer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Huw tu Win at APR, in a Few (Not-Su) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle ufHigher Education 

Not really. 

Based sulely un the infonnatiun provided, the study appears to be very limited in scope Fur instance .... 

-if a schoul is spending mure muney on cuaching salary, it’s a sign the?’ have more money to spend (with the new CBS Turner deal, most FBS schuols do have more money to spend on 
basketball) 

-If they have mure muney tu spend, then chances are they’re spending it in uther areas as well. PRESTO!!! It cuuld be these "other areas" are what’s really making the nnpact. 

If you abuse statistics, yuu can get them to stay anything I can cunduct a study that concludes that warm weather increases graduatiun rates I mean ..since more people graduate in the 
Spring than they do in the winter, it must be due tu the weather.., right?’? (kidding, uf course) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-uwner@lists ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu edu] On Behalf Of Megan Watsun 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: ’Gumcy, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@maihutexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis 
Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku, edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tonmay Powell’; ’Mot an, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; 
’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Am~dson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; ’Letr~ert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, 
Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Does everyone agree with these findings? I feel like it is probably more about an overall athletic department’s budget...I doubt more shoes and uniforms really help APR. I think it has more 
to do with the ratio of academic personnel to student-athletes and/or money available to pay- quali~" tutors. I cannot believe the first bullet point is true either. Syracuse (a school I LOVE) 
has had problems with APR in the past and I find it hard to believe that they- aren’t spending a LOT of money for that program. 

I am sure there are some "patterns" but I think there might be some weaknesses to the findings. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu, edu [g~ailto:n4a-owner(~list s.ncsu, edu] On Behalf Of Gmr~ey, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Julie Owen; Jones, Mary Ellen; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@maihutexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlehrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 



Ryan Tommy Powell; Moron, Annette [.; Eider, Charles E; Winters, Carla A.; Lud\’igson, Cat-o[ L.; Demastus, ~’~mber; desireet@smu.edu; Oaribay, Ran@ J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tama?’o 

Kasie L; Lemmert, Stacy L; Turner, Teresa A.; Mi~yer, Terri L. 
Sut~iect: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher EducaUon 

http://chronicle com/blo~s/plavers/how-to-win-at-apr-in-a-few-not-so-easy-s.t. 
eps/29709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Walter M Holliday" <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

Wednesday, Ma~ch 7, 2012 8:38 PM 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Walter M Holliday <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Region II Director mad Secretaxy 

TEXT.htxn 

Hey Megan! 

How- axe you doing? Great job on the news letter aaad thanks for the shout 
out! You were key in pulling off the conference! You must have been 
reading my mind because I was thinking about putting my name in for the 
Region II Director and a few- people on our sta£f suggested I think about 
it. I served as the Region I Director in 2000 while I was at Rutgers. I 
do want to ask you a few- questions, so if you can give me a call that 
would be great! 

Walt 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu, edu 
[mailto:regionii-owner~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megaaa Albidrez 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [regionii] Region II Director and Secretaxy 

Good afternoon, 
We will be voting for a new- Region II Director and Secretary at the June 
Conference in Butt:alo. These two individuals will not take over until 
June of 2013 atthe Jacksonville Conference. Each position is a 2 year 
term. Please let me know- if you would like to run for either of these 
positions or if you would like to nominate someone to run. If you have 
amy questions about the positions, please feel free to contact me. 

Megaaa C. Albidrez 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

North Carolina State University 

300 Case Academic Center 

Campus Box 7104 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 

919-515-4501 

919 -515-1619 (fax) 

megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 

http://ncsu, edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
axe sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law-. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



0f NORTlt CAROLINA 

344 I~.IDGE R.O.~SD 

CAMPUS BOX 

CHAPEl HIll.. NC 

T 9~9 962,.95.]7 



COURSE REGISTRATION PROXY FORM 
Semester/Year: 

Student Last Name First Name PID Sport Classification Signature Date 

Reason for Proxy: 

Courses to be rel~istered: 

Student Last Name First Name PID Sport Classification Signature Date 

Reason for Proxy: 

Courses to be rel~istered: 

Student Last Name First Name PID Sport Classification Signature Date 

Reason for Proxy: 

Courses to be rel~istered: 

Student Last Name First Name PID Sport Classification Signature Date 

Reason for Proxy: 

Courses to be rel~istered: 



Counselor Signature: 

Director Signature: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Nick Rushing" <nick.rushing@wolfpackclub.com> 

Saturday, March 24, 2012 1:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of Office AutoReply: Softball at High Noon this Sunday... 

Thank you for your email. I will be out of the office on Monday, March 26th and Tuesday, March 27th without access to email. 

I will respond to all emails as soon as possible. If you need immediate assistance, please call our office at 919-865-1500. 

Thank you for your continued support of the Wolfpack Club and NC State Athletics. Go PACK! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Alison Ruff" <aruff@ncsu.edu> 

Saturday, March 24, 2012 1:10 PM 

SRS0=9dZhUa=B7=uncaa.unc.edu=bridgerb@srs.bis6.us.blackberry.com 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of the Office until Monday, March 26th Re: Softball at High Noon this Sunday... 

Hello and thank you for your email. 

I am out of the office until Monday, March 26th with team travel and 
will respond to your email as quickly as possible upon my return to 
campus. 

Thank you. 

Go Pack! 

Alison R. Ruff 
Assistant Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
http://ncsu.edu/aspsa/ 
North Carolina State University 
332 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-4502 
919-515-1619 Fax 
alison_nfff@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are 
sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records 
Law and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Aygul Hoffman <anhoffman2@WISC.EDU> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 4:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Working with different learning styles 

TEXT.htm 

Good Afternoon, Colleagues. 

I wonder if anyone has any suggestions for working with students that have different learning styles in the same setting. I’ve had 
situations when students were trying to explain the material to each other, and were confusing each other even more, which resulted in 
a big chaos. In the end the leader had to separate students and had to work with them on the individual level. I wonder if anyone has 
had experience with this and has suggestions on how to help the leader in training to work through these situations. 

Thank you, 
Aygul 

Aygul Hoffman 

Tutorial Program Coordinator 
L&S, Center for Academic Excellence 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
B43 Bascom Hall, 500 Lincoln Drive 
Madison, WI 53706 
P: 608.263.5068 F:608.263.7126 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.google.com/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:03 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Wolverton 
<Bradley.Wolverton@chronicle.com>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] College athletics: In keeping Bill Carmody, Northwestern did the wrong thing for 
the right reason - chicagotribune.com 

http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/college/ct-spt-0325-haugh-northwestem-basketball--20120325,0~,4642459.column 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-mail: tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Trumbo, Mark" <mhtrumbo@bsu.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 2:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Learning Specialist 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Beth! 

One thing I will never regret is taking the time to get to know other professionals in Dallas because you never know when you may 
need some advice! How are you?! I emailed Jenn earlier this week about a job opening at UNC- Charlotte, and now I find myself 
looking through contacts that also hold the title of Learning Specialist for some information and voila (spelling? Haha) ! 

So not to take too much time here, our department currently has no LS, nor will there be any budget for one in the distant future. I 
see/interpret LASSI scores and try to notice obvious signs a student may have an LD. Also, I will use online sites (i.e. 
http://www.metamath.com/multiple/multiple choice questions.html ) to identify study skills. 

Without having the proper education or credentials, what can I do to grow in this area? I know there is a void that cannot physically 
be filled, but I am willing to educate myself to a point where I can offer good advice without blurring any lines if that makes sense? 

Thanks for looking out Beth! 

Take care - Mark 

Mark Trmnbo 
Assistant Coordinator 
Student Athlete Support Services 

Ball State University 

NQ 354 
765.285.3781 

mhtrumbo@bsu.edu<mailto :mhlrumbo~bsu.edu> 
Facebook us ! <http://www.facebook.com/bsuSAS S> 

Follow us on Twitter!<https://twitter.com/#!/BSU SASS> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 11:46 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Orwell and March Madness 

TEXT.htm 

Did you already send this out, Dr. Gumey? :) 

http://www.nytimes.com!2012/03/31/opinion/nocera-orwell-and-march-madness.ht 
ml? r=l 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/31/opinion/nocera-orwell-and-march-madness.h 
tml? r=l&emc=etal> &emc=etal 

Megan Watson 

Athletic Academic Advisor 

Wright State University Athletics 

937-775-2384 

megan.watson@wright.edu 



Student-Athlete Service Bingo 

April 2012 

My favorite cartoon 

character as a child 

was Snoopy. 

I am a big fan of 

Angry Birds. 

My general IQ score 

has been measured 

as 122. For me 

that’s pretty high! 

I won the Science 

Fair in 8th Grade. 

I spent a semester at 

sea. 

At Disney, I was an 

audience participant 

in the Indiana Jones 

stu nt show. 

I’m a wanna-be Brit. 

I was a feature writer 

for my HS 

newspaper. 

I worked the NCAA 

Men’s College Cup 

and NCAA Men’s 

College World Series. 

I met Spiderman as a 

youngster. 

l am afraid of the 

dark. 

I had my purse 

stolen in London. 

My dream is to write 

an Oscar-winning 

screenplay. 

I danced for 14 years 

(ballet, pointe, tap, 

modern & jazz) 

before randomly 

deciding to run track. 

I performed with the 

Alvin Ailey Dance 

Company 

Mr. (Fred) Rogers 

used to be my 

neighbor. 

I starred in an 

"Indiana Jones Stunt 

Spectacular". 

I won the essay 

contest for "DARE" in 

5th grade. 

Growing up, in a 6 

year span, I went to 

5 different schools. 

I have participated in 

4 men’s basketball 

national 

championship 

celebrations on 

Franklin Street. 

I used to tap dance 

and was in recitals. 

I was once 

interviewed by NPR’s 

"Face the Nation". 

I have never seen 

any of the "Star 

Wars" movies. 

I was homecoming 

queen in HS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 5:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CONFIDENTIAL: Student Athlete Progress Report 

CONFIDENTIAL Student Athlete Progress Report.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:47 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou, edu>; Julie Owen <j kowen@olemi ss. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Football and Swahili - NYTimes.com 

http://www.nTtimes.com!2012/04/lO/opinion/nocera-football-and-swahili.html? r= 1 &seid=auto&smid=tw-nytimessports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NADE<support@nade.net> 

Sunday, April 8, 2012 3:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NADE Webinar Series Available 

TEXT.htm 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
[1]View it in your browser. 
Hello NADE Members,_ 

¥ _Newsletter._ A new _[2]NADE Newsletter_ has been posted to the NADE 

website. Please take a moment to read the Winter 2012 NADE 
Newsletter_. It is full of information about what your SPINs, 
Committees, Conference Team, and Executive Board have been doing on 
behalf of members. 
* NADE is here to help. _If you have questions or concerns; if you need 
referrals to good speakers or sources on developmental education; if you 
are looking for resources to read or to find on the web, please [3]let 
us know. We are here to help. 
* _NADE 2012 Conference. _The February 22-25 conference is just around the 
corner. We are so excited and hope to see you there. Off-site 
registration ended January 14, but if you haven’t registered yet, 
remember that you may still register for the conference on-site in 
Orlando. For more information, visit the conference website at 
[4]www.nade2012.net. 
Sincerely, 
Jane Neuburger, President 
Links: 
1. http ://us2. campaign-archive 1. com/?u=8 f0f3728385 a85b79881 d7620&id=8b782862d7&e= 163812729c 
2. http ://nade.us2.1ist-manage 1 .com/track/click? 
u= 8 f0f3728385 a85b79881 d7620&id=f6122a2ef’T&e= 163812729c 

0 0 0 3. mailto:j neuburg@syr.edu?subj ect=Need ¼20Assistance ¼20from ¼20NADE 
4. http ://nade.us2.1ist-manage.com/track/click? 
u= 8 f0f3728385a85b79881 d7620&id=9a70b 18975&e= 163812729c 

NADE 2012 Has Gone Mobile! 

~Dear Attendees, 

This e-mail is to inform you that NADE 2012 has gone mobile using 
[5]Guidebook! 
Links: 
5. http ://nade.us2.1ist-manage.com/track/click? 
u= 8 f0f3728385 a85b79881 d7620&id=ebd338d299&e= 163812729c 

We strongly encourage you to download our mobile guide to enhance your 
experience at NADE 2012. You’ll be able to plan your day with a personalized 
schedule and browse exhibitors, maps and general show info. 

The app is compatible with iPhones, iPads, iPod Touches and Android devices. 
Windows Phone 7 and Blackberry users can access the same information via our 
mobile site at m.guidebook.com. 



To get the guide, choose one of the methods below:_ 
~-. Download _’Guidebook’_ from the Apple App Store or the Android 
Marketplace 
2. Visit http://nade.us2.1ist-manage.com/track/click? 
u=8f0f3728385a85b79881d7620&id=4d20eaeb3c&e=163812729c from your phone’s browser 
3. Scan the following image with your mobile phone (QR-Code reader 
required, e.g. ’Red Laser’, ’Barcode Scanner’ 

The guide will be listed under the "download guides" section of the 
application. 

See you in Orlando! 
[7]Janita Patrick and the NADE 2012 Planning Team 
Links: 
7. mailto:PATRICKJ@tcc.fl.edu? subj ect=About%20NADE%202012%20Mobile%20App 

_Copyright © 2012 NADE, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you are a I~ADE member. 
[8]unsubscribe from this list 
Links: 
8. mailto: support@nade.net? subj ect=Unsub scribe%20from%20NADE%20Email&body=Please%20remove% 
20my%20name%20from%20the%20NADE%20email%201ist. 

Sent to kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu -- [9]why did I get this? 
[10]unsubscribe from this list] [11]update subscription preferences 
NADE &middot; 500 N. Estrella Parkway &middot; Ste. B2, PMB 412 &middot; Goodyear, AZ 85388 Email 
Marketing Powered by MailChimp 
http://www.mailchimp.com/monkey-rewards/?aid=8f0f3728385a85b79881 d7620&afl= 1 
Links: 
9. http ://nade.us2.1ist-manage 1 .corn/about? 
u= 8 f0f3728385a85b79881 d7620&id=5495 ct’75bd&e= 163812729c&c=8b782862d7 
10. http ://nade.us2.1ist-manage2.com/unsub scribe? 
u= 8 f0f3728385a85b79881 d7620&id=5495 ct’75bd&e= 163812729c&c=8b782862d7 
11. http://nade.us2.1ist-manage.com/profile?u=8f0f3728385a85b7988 ld7620&id=5495ct’75bd&e=163812729c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Denise A Fergus Poole <denise.poole@nyu.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 4:05 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] It Gets Better Proj ect - NYU Athletics 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Colleagues, 

NYU Athletics released an official "It Gets Better" video yesterday and I 
wanted to share it with all of you. The NYU video, directed by one of our 
men’s volleyball student-athletes, highlights the supportive nature of our 
department and University while also directing viewers to support services 
both on and off-campus. As many of you are aware, "It Gets Better" videos 
have been made by a number of sports teams and celebrities around the 
country. They started after a series of LGBTQ youth suicides. The videos 
offer LGBTQ youth a message of hope and information about support services 
available. They also serve as an anti-bullying campaign. 

I’m so incredibly proud of our SAAC, community of athletes, coaches and 
staff for their support of this effort and am sending this to you to help 
spread this important message: IT GETS BETTER! 

http://nvulocal.com!on-campus/2012/~4/~9/nvu~v~~~~yba~~~captains~strugg~~s~as~a~gav~athl~te~inspire~an~it-gets-better-vide~/ 

http~//www.hnffingt~np~st.c~m/2~~2/~4/~~/it~g~ts-b~tt~r~n~w-v~rk-universitv-athletics n 1415845.html 

http://gonyuathletics.com/news/2012/4/9/GEN 0409125614.aspx 

Regards, 

Denise 

*Denise A. F. Poole* 
Coordinator of Academic Services & 
Compliance Officer 
Academic Affairs Office/NYU Athletics 
181 Mercer Street, New York, NY 10012 
denise.poole@nyu.edu <fergus@nyu.edu> 
212-998-2038 (phone) 
212-995-4105 (fax) 
http://www, gonvuathletics.com! 
*Go Violets! * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Banas, Mishelle" <MBANAS@MONMOUTHCOLLEGE.EDU> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 9:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: activities and checklist 

TEXT.htm; Observation form.docx; Good Phrases for Redirecting Questions.doc; 
Redirecting Questions - 2-6.doc; redirecting questions activity.docx 

I would welcome any observation checklists as well. However, I have attached the one I currently use for our SI observation sessions. 
In addition, before me, my predecessor used the attached activity for redirecting questions - bouncing it around a circle. I also attached 
some handouts she had on redirecting questions. 
Mishelle 

Dr. Mishelle Banas 
Director of Academic Support Programs 
Teaching and Learning Center 
Monmouth College 
2nd Floor Poling Hall 
309-457-2214 
mbanas@monmouthcollege.edu<mailto :mbanas@monmouthcollege.edu> 

From: Supplemental Instruction Discussion List [mailto: SINET~LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU] On Behalf Of Dine Du Pmez 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 8:28 AM 
To: SINET@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 
Subject: activities and checklist 

Hi Everyone 

I’m wondering if anyone will be willing to sham? 

I’m looking for 
1. activities / games to help my SI leaders practice redirecting questions 
2. a checklist which I can use to observe sessions 

Thank you very much. 

Dine du Pmez 
SI coordinator 
North-West University 
Vaal Triangle Campus 
South Africa 

Vrywaringsklousule / Disclaimer: http://www.nwu.ac.zaJit!gov-man/disclaimer.html 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at http://~roups.google,com!group/si-net 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=SINET&A=I> or send an 
email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:listserv~listserv.umkc.edu>, with the text SIGNOFF S1NET in the 
body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the SINET list as mbanas@MONMOUTHCOLLEGE.EDU<mailto:mbanas@~MONMOUTHCOLLEGE.EDU>. 



Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listserv.umkc.edu<mailto:manager@listserv.umkc.edu>. 

To search past discussions on the SI-Net, visit our archive at <http://groups.google.com/group/si-net> 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to 
<http://listserv.umkc.edu/scripts/wa.exe? SUBED 1 = SINET&A= 1> 
or send an email message to the address listserv@listserv.umkc.edu, 
with the text SIGNOFF SINET in the body of the message. 
You are subscribed to the SINET list as bridgerb@UNCAA.UNC.EDU. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager~listserv.ulnkc.edu. 



SI Leader: 

Date: 

Supplemental Instruction Session Observation 

Subject Area: 

Observation: 

SI Leader Skill Area 

1. Professionalism 
¯ On Time 
¯ Appropriate Dress 
¯ Respectful to Students 
¯ Organized & Prepared 
2. Communication 
¯ Uses active listening skills 
¯ Asks appropriate questions 
¯ Speaks clearly 
¯ Uses multiple modes of communication 
3. SI Skills 
¯ Checks for understanding in creative ways 
¯ Keeps student focused on task 
¯ Actively engages students in session; Does 

not lecture student 
4. Overall Session 
¯ Students were comfortable 
¯ Appropriate referrals were made as needed 

(including invitation to return) 
¯ Student’s needs were met 
¯ SI leader remained friendly, patient, and 

positive throughout session 
Comments: 

Overall: 
U S 
U S 
U S 
U S 
Overall: 
U S 
U S 
U S 
U S 
Overall: 
U S 
U S 
U S 

Overall: 
U S 
U S 

U S O 
U S O 

Performance Evaluation 
U=unsatisfactory S=satisfactory 

O=outstanding 
U S 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

U S 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

U S 0 

0 

0 

0 

u s o 
o 
o 

Areas for Improvement Areas that went exceptionally well 



Good Phrases for Redirectin~ Questions 

¯ If you had to guess, what would your best guess at the answer be7 

¯ Where could you look to see if you’re on the right track/have the right answer7 

¯ Why are you asking me that question7 

¯ How did you come to that answer7 

¯ What steps/thoughts have you had so far7 

¯ IfI wasn’t here, what would you try to do next7 

¯ Let’s review what we’ve done so far and see if an idea comes to you... 

¯ Can you tell me exactly what it is you don’t understand7 

¯ Can you tell me what part of that concept is where you’re confused7 

¯ (For group sessions) Does anybody else know the answer7 

¯ (For group sessions) Can anybody else help him/her out7 

¯ What was in the reading about this topic7 Anything helpful7 

¯ What is the last thing that you understood in leading up to this concept7 Can you 

go back and build off of your understanding thus far7 

¯ If you were teaching me how to do this problem/understand this concept, where 

would you start7 What would you say to me7 

¯ Can you come up with an analogy to relate to this material7 

¯ Pretend that you’re working on an exam, and get stuck. How would you try to 

proceed to at least earn partial credit7 



Redirecting Questions 

Do not ask 
Does everyone understand? Or Do you get that Jack? Because 

invariably the students will shake their heads indicating they understand 
when they might not. This situation is called The False Light Bulb. 

Do ask specific questions about the material, such as: 
¯ Joe, what is the first step in using the fundamental countingprinciple? 

o When the student begins to see that he is really learning his 
confidence will grow. 

o If the student sees that he is not, then he will study harder. 

Answer Questions with Questions 

¯ Ask a specific question 
¯ WAIT 7 SECONDS! 
¯ If silence follows, then say: Let’s all look in our notes (or texO and see if we can 

find the answer. 
¯ If the answer is incorrect, say: Let’s start with whatyou do know andgofrom 

there. 
¯ Repeat the Correct Answer: Yes, liberals" want a centralized government. 
¯ Follow with: Who can tell me more about that? 

When a student asks a question, respond in the following manner: 

¯ Repeat the Question: So you’re wondering about the difference between 
#berals and conservatives, is that right? 

¯ Redirect the Question: Who can make a comment on that question? 

If no one knows the answer, offer a hint or refer them to a page in their book 
to jumpstart their brains. 

If you do not know the answer, say: I think I will confer with Dr. So and So 
before I respond to that one. 

The most common question is often: Show me how to do number 5. You 
should respond: Show me what you have done so far. If the student has 
done nothing, redirect to other students. You are not a homework slave. 



What is the capital of the United States? 

How many states are there in the United States of America? 

Who is the current President of Monmouth College? 

What is Facebook? 

How do I access my Monmouth College e-mail? 

What is the best way to be successful in ILA? 

What did they serve for dinner tonight in the dining hall? 

Where can I go to for help in with my classes? 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 9:14 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Loaner Laptop Email to Graduating Seniors 



If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
ht~://www~indus~yma~ut‘c~m/~ndu~try~View~a~px?id=36~486&q=453691559&g~=51~5a2 

N4A Members, 

Click Here to read the latest edition of the N4A News. In this issue you will find: the 
President’s Corner, the National Convention highlights, a letter from the candidate for 

President-Elect, biographies on our Featured Speakers, descriptions on the two NCAA 

Educational Sessions, summaries about our sponsors and vendors, and convention 

announcements and reminders! 

To view the latest convention agenda, 

To review the proposed by-law changes, Click Here. 

We look forward to seeing you all in Buffalo! Remember that the registration rates change 

on May 12, 2012 to our on-site rates and that online registration closes on May 25, 2012. 

Also, be sure to book your hotel reservation early as the hotel is filling quickly. 

Visit us online at .[!~i#.~ZL[![-.£#.[g.,£EgZ~£[!~.~!~.[#.[]Z to register and book your hotel room. 

nfoura,orq 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This ernail was created and delivered using industry Maiiout 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https ://forms.sportsbusinessdailv. com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB@UNC AA.UNC.EDU/O AC 4A697 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

HaJlowell Connections <morlov@hallowellconneclions.com> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 4:52 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

May Newsletter 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campaign r20 constantcontact con~render? 
llr ks5xirbab&v 0018H6Jlk21hMlifVhcToesx tRQvwiVMUiraC kqz~A7QxAiS8r~RprQe5cbws~h~XWxsarqwGx~b~Q6bhV6KCANRqUaZw77r4n7Z~IeB5r-XLrbqtr9xM1w%3D%3D 

May 2012 Newsletter 

May 8, 2012 

HappyMay! It’s a time ofrebirth and the dash towards summer! This month we hope 
you’ll find our articles, such as the one on the importance of mindfulness training 
for both kids and their parents, or the fun reader’s tip for helping kids with ADHD 
learn to organize their homework useful and inspiring! 
Much (though not all) of what is highlighted this month is free, including a new 
app by Dr. Hallowell that will help you make your life less CrazyBusy and a working 

memory, executive function and CogMed memory training workshop in the Sudbury office. 
There are links to numerous articles we think may be of interest, as well. 

Keep sending us your tips about dealing with ADHD so we may share them with our 
readers! 
Melissa ©rlov 
Editor 

Quieting the Busy Mind.mp4 [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

e 0014XJ©3RCV0 EDDa3YDezPk91iCN5FIyPtwEcxWFiu6tv~fulSakEoTgDR7v2HfXKIIbcQWIQKyBOX6UplX 1CwiQhSVQH~x7U6Md-GS2aeIz66vJTI4Nip- 

7SfCnOAD501EwdkEJ8 G0iFSkyOEXkqrz3ZSG4XW7~VxhW97b5KYw ] 

Is busyness a coping mechanism? 
Advice by Dr. Hallowell 

Just Launched! 
CLICKHERE[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 H~mKgWao 90JyWoids9fmoKmsqJa7ff5ws~C0cLsoRmoYPdsz2RoqY - 
&’cNn~’cEK VkWNz5Z5Dt I s03 zoExY9 JEzXUsLxLo~P0z6FubK1H4hL 2DtBCnQ2C- 80RgevIGB 2wzJpbmDg 8 Y45 TPc5Zu ! PJg] 
TO DOWNLOAD [http:/!r20rs6.net/m.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Hltm~KgYVao 90JyWoids9fmoKmsqJa7fi~C0cLsoRmoYPdsz2RoqY - 
cL’cNI~’cEK VkWNz5Z5Dt 1 s03 zoExY9 JEzX’UsLxLo6P0z6FnbK1H4hL 2DiBCnQ2C- 80RgevIGB 2wz~lpbmDg 8 Y45 TPc5Zu 1PJ9] 
THEFREE CrazyBusy app[ [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 HIhmKgWao 90J¥¥VoidsgfmoKnasqJa7ff5wyC0cLsoRmoYPdsz2RoqY - 

&’cNI~’cEK VkWNz5Z5Dt 1 s03 zoExY9 JEzXUsLxLo6P0z6FubK1H4hL 2DtBCnQ2C- 80RgevIGB 2wzJpbmDg 8 Y45 TPc5Zu 1PJ9] 
Start living the life you want, and still get things done! 

FAQs 

Q: I have a 5th grade student with anxiety issues. It is testing season and that 
stresses him to the point that the tests are not considered valid. Do you have suggestions 
on how I can try to help him relax? I tried to get him into a counselor and was 
successful, but there have been some outside problems with that as well. 

A: Test anxiety can be addressed in a few different ways. I find it most helpful 

to: 

First, identify the cause of the anxiety: 

* Is the student prepared? 
* What are the study strategies; are they efficient? 
* What kind of preparation will give the student the best chance at scoring well? 

Next, determine how the student manages his/her anxiety overall. A combination of 
regular practice with physical exercise, relaxation exercises and biofeedback are 
often very helpful approaches. 

Q: My grandson was diagnosed with ADHD when he started school and is now 21. 
After watching the Revolution video and hearing Dr. Hallowell say it is good to 
know when you have ADHD, I am still very frustrated. He has been at a community 
college for 3 1/2 years and is still not going to graduate with a 2 year degree. 
He struggles and I don’t know how to help him. He knows he has ADHD and is on Adderall 

which helps immensely but he still seems to be in denial and won’t accept help. 
He won’t listen to advice on how to get on track and I am beside myself. What 
can I do? 
A: It’s frustrating to be in your position, but you can’t force him to come to terms 
with his ADHD. Many people fall into the trap of thinking that the medication is 
all they need for treatment, thereby missing many things that can help, such as 
ADHD-oriented study skills training, coaching and more. You might suggest that 
he request extra time for tests if he doesn’t yet have it - this can help him demonstrate 



what he has learned, without the time constraints. Position the idea as a fair way 
for someone who works more slowly to demonstrate what they’ve learned...nothing 
more. He would get this from the Resources Dept. at his college. 

Research suggests that those in their early 20s often don’t believe they need help 
for their ADHD...but then do realize it in their late twenties, as their friends 
move on with their lives and they themselves remain stuck. Your best bet is to 
continue to show him how much you love and support him and make yourselves available 
to him. Leave out a few books on ADHD (Delivered from Distraction [http:!/r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Eo7- 
uKkwPHmIZ Y3F JLxc51 BsWE88 oK5pshKHpI2dRReVhRuLLUGwDx95V9iaO Sc7Qnf4WL 912KzpnH-YFZbdDfgtrflZvGUynPDt YdBtkqwWq SiucFlaMS] 
is a good one) and remind him that when he is ready to get additional help, you’ll 
be there for him. As the saying goes, "you can lead a horse to water, but you can’t 
make it drink..." 

Diet and ADHD 
I am often times asked about the importance of diet on ADHD. I believe that our 
diet has a strong impact on our behavior and mood. I recommend that you eat whole 
grains and homemade foods and also limit artificial coloring, flavors and high fructose 
corn syrup. These changes are very important in managing ADHD symptoms. 
In addition to adding healthy food choices, I also recommend supplements, particularly 
fish oils. It is safe to advise that a child take up to 2.5 grams per day of an 
omega-3 supplement like fish oil, and an adult can take up to 5 grams per day, 
as long as the fish oil is free of toxins. I personally take Dr. Barry Sears brand 
and it is available at this website [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 GpgNdMFPOA32oBWVvJ-YcPxYzCxL’chka3Z6iBqbIJv5Y tha9t6vUAiJLsx2iPteHpNb5TiR- 
Nacb7xNAXz4LrSZ4kNA 1XV6oGK2OrhlKT3w ]. 
I cover supplements in greater detail in my book Delivered from Distraction. 
Equally important to what you add to your diet, is what you eliminate from your 
diet. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends the elimination of artificial 
colors, especially red and yellow, and food additives such as aspartame, MSG and 
nitrates. Sugars have not been proven to cause ADHD, but a healthy diet should 
include only a small amount of these calories per day. It is also recommended to 
avoid or limit the use of caffeine. Read about these suggestions and more in Dr. 

Hallowell’s ADHD Diet Menu [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Fqld~q~ra4pXew0LabAr2nvlkB9RoM]O3EYIz6uMXMJtJ C4hlSe~Y~xXLUmtLOzqUkbg9-J- 
l~x67flPtx3ZANDFYkFauiDwnOTHbNznbL- -5UAsu XsQMgzGKBZDGJGm2-eKG4MRY7OA ]. 
Effective treatment must also include regular exercise, sleep, possible medication 
and a strong interpersonal connectedness to friends and family. I truly believe 
that a comprehensive treatment plan, one that takes into account many and varied 
interventions, is the best treatment. Over time, it can help a person of any age 

who has ADHD find a new life. 
Edward M. Hallowell, M.D. 

&#xfeff;&#xfeff;&#xfeff;&#xfeff; Spring Cleaning 

If you tend to put off spring cleaning, or if you are overwhelmed by the prospect 
of tackling a large j ob, a more painless way is to approach it in chunks. You can 
get lots done by envisioning each step of your clean up action plan. If you imagine 
and speak aloud your action plan, the job is 50% completed! So take a deep breath, 
stand in front of the target space (garage, room or closet) and don’t lift a finger 
until you are able to answer all these questions: 
* What needs to be cleaned, tossed, etc? 
* How much time will it take from start to finish? 
* Do you need to purchase cleaning supplies? 
* Willyou need assistance? 
If you are planning to hire outside help for things like window washing, trash removal, 
or carpet cleaning, call now. These companies get very busy at the beginning of 
a new season. 
If you are not sure how long to keep documents, purchase a HomeFile system [http:~/r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 EPTmpVRUbQ7CBtuOD9KW4Di5elnkIEcFPCSaM18 s0GH2tR- 
DWSDeUZDoMX YWEN4rq 1 vPZ sAmqDZTbKSxFJKi eiWEH9-FCv0UzYEzr7GHX9duBZkbceFos]. 
It gives you guidelines for what to keep, what category to keep it in, and when 
you can toss it. Archive old tax document backup in storage boxes labeled with the 
tax year. 
Check out more cleaning tips here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Ft5EQzcqeIQbXiTHa9MpHlxhi3Gpi3-1plliWEtiaGhGF4PNrMR\~V85R0czX1Vgz747AG1Nn6hlc MSWBR5VV- 
TPxwisX024bYnG56901SdVormwekBGm4iOV7st -c5P4AX-71v!8 ci8 SiUv~e5 co4YQUXMe Y7tH-wn3x 1 vgrdaW4Q ]. 

Rebecca Shafir M.A.CCC (Clinician at the Hallowell Center) can be reached at the 
Sudbury Hallowell Center [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tnisp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 FOVo3Ii-00Vk6f0hvlqzuneFmSDpEfVqQwZTKF2Z3eIJ7igYg3IvpF3Nt-mENplpzvCvz- 
M4EQAlc JNg 8cKFGc SXGQWYvQmDF2FWU9RtmrH8 GWunhJGcLe] 
or at 978-287-0810 x117 

Resources 
Just Released! - Dr. Hallowell’s FREE CrazyBusy App Dr. Hallowell just launched 
the CrazyBusy App based on his best selling book CrazyBusy [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

e 0014XJO3RCV0 EMeSyeDbLDNnYtRgSYRoxAalflUOGX4tVFWgUqTZCo DmW03WNygHh0nCs2ArRW7c63KlrKk-6UwyMWKI09RVx- 
Kh87KkoyGFjmVj 8UuB2s9KoU’Xq9Qt05 VGfd2NUhmYKQkhV07ygyu4Ypfl-Exl3R0kCm3Knh4TQVrBGp7D3 Cj qkhMma- 
R09RPcjBgNQ3rLvCVVcsZrvfE7Y6AGyLtOnW87Lm24sdYfxVVa7VWvFArLkou7tCj462W 4PUK -A ]. 
This new app will help you determine how you spend your time and how you value each 
activity. Do you really spend your time doing what you want, or are you caught in 
the maze of busyness? Be sure to enter our CrazyBusy New Word Contest [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 HJ6FraG fnvblADDMnwRAqCSHKRvls XbTYk 8VPernMGI42x2 MJa6gbtO 0zdrUCJvZLiUqe-kO78USZP6qduzAl-a- 
gucdel hmMtrrQ2kCtm5NfP51~xgvltguc OeWETvQNNLRgdpkgfGgUMudvCCD]. 
Gemmelsmerch, Gigaguilt and Screensucking are words invented by Dr. Hallowell. Our 
latest creative submission was provided by Alison: Neurodiversity - a world where 
diversity of brain styles thrive. Join our contest and enter to win a Pro Version 
of the CrazyBusy app. Learn More at www.crazybusywithdrhallowell.com [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
e 0014XJ©3RCV0 HlhmKgWao 90JyWoids9fmoKmsqJa7ff5w~C0cLsoRmoYPdsz2RoqY -cLxNn~xEK VkWNz5Z5Dtls03zoExY9JEzXUsLxLo6P0z6FubK1H4hL2DfBCnQ2C- 
80RgevIGB2wzJpbmDg 8 Y45TPc5Zul P J9]. 



Free Teleseminar for Chiropractors - Shine for Doctors is a certification program 
that trains chiropractors on how to provide non-drug relief to patients with ADHD. 
If you are a D.C., and want to learn more, sign up for the May 15th free teleseminar 
at www.shinefordoctors.com [http://r20.rs6 net/tlr.isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 HnsPAwt8KDHGO0cD5WiF Oi97N3UwuOwiFi6AbdnEHSShlQOwMn4TVOggD~IDadLCe0C1p JChBPAJpMldliK3mihYF9ziZxkVSuQ6u3oU1OrT- 
wGUqlpEFWwkco5sgocVCbO4mY4 u6YQSRsMTeSzEzJp3G3Rx6i27Pudh2Dzsa7q-NxTHpiPU]. 
Free for Parents - Working Memory: Strengthening the Weak Link in ADD/ADHD/LD/Executive 
dysfunction - Please join us inour Sudbury office [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 EE5yJx2r869f3Oov4pOoe-6c VUGBSGW- 

O zPzdVEWm29hDgT2TlrvTGGmQfJVIIV4BrLxWLDaVZdRoIJkgOAIawCK9nJwkibiVI6DAIN2UoAKo JqR7yfbLT5FNq Jb7qLpb3Z Spexg ] 
from 7:00-8:30 on Thursday May 31, 2012. Researchers consider working memory to 
be the most powerful executive function and the weak link in children with ADHD 
and learning problems. Working memory is often considered to be a more significant 
indicator of academic success than IQ. The good news is that working memory can 
be improved with the right training. Parents will learn about the most robust program 
available - Cogmed Working Memory Training - and other strategies for helping your 
child succeed in academics and in their social life. Learn about, see and experience 
what Cogmed Working Memory Training can do for your child this summer. Presented 
by Rebecca Shafir M.A. CCC, author, Speech Pathologist and Cogmed coach. Registration 

is necessary, as seats are limited. 978 287 0810 x117. 

Own It Project - Adam Levine, Lead singer in the band Maroon 5, encourages young 
adults to "Own" their ADHD. Create a video depicting how you take responsibility 

for your ADHD and you might win a prize. Learn more at The Own It Project [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Fd0vZ2cmZe-giUHld>GhSOqxaEdOJGdWZLtgLJ01mRh4iMsXOJ8- 
znsLmSunERfqkYtNgeF2tSlx9OzSGOXmFaYx UpDGQ-R6EhdqAQyKwEHOqIWlpg xayHsDo2p40rbul~’cFbhDJcWazl3eMdKzzwscFXEMx519k ]. 

Hallowell Hawaii Family Retreat -Much more than a tropical vacation, families will 
explore and discover one of the most pristine, diverse and beautiful environments 
in the world - the north shore of Kauai. Families will enjoy fun and adventure with 
a goal in mind: removing obstacles, breaking-down barriers, and creating a more 
united family unit. The retreat will be a combination of wellness retreats and adventure 
programs. This unique approach to family treatment will provide the opportunity 
to improve and increase family communication, deepen relationships, and learn from 
other families’ experiences. If you are tired of treatment-a s-usual, and ready to 
see what adventure lies in store for your family, please contact: Denise Boline 
at 212-799-7777 x 100 or denise@hallowellcent er.org [mailto:denise(~,hallowellcenter.org] 
(space is limited to 5 families) 
ADHD Aware -This non-profit organization seeks to empower people with ADHD, and 
educate and enlighten others. Dr. Hallowell is on the Professional Advisory Board. 
Find out more at ADHD Aware [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 ENWw89c49u cwBV6Q1D6eOBd90ddi76b~dpIEyM4GerF4usu MNREL79XqbvYVRM5LwiECquqOR2iESe6v3X5MUZOV~VQmZ22t2qGoGI¥6RH57Q ] 
Resources for Children with Special Needs - Parents looking for information regarding 
their child with special needs will find this Resource very useful. Find it at www. specialneeds.com 
[http://r20rs6.netJtn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 HNbSIgcs6L7LFpmlxSrOTGaairuVC9HbI2tan2QaD-SV2¥7JkphRr76OJv2S9 a4hgUOY¥ hTN-oMiSez- 
olqDXLRpvGWQyHUc3RuV60SAkS7rhSCSybLs0Dh9w-5dSaiyKm5M 4G0zJ rVwV¥3LdT] 
Brain Games to Improve Mental Fitness -Mental acuity is critical, especially as 
we age. Crossword puzzles are initially helpful, but once we master the patterns 
and word associations, they no longer provide the same challenge. What can be done 

to promote optimal cognitive aging? Physical exercise is critical, as are mental 
exercises and Mindihl Listening. Rebecca Shaffir, a clinician at the Sudbury Hallowell 

Center, explores this topic in an article from Boston Brain Fitness [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 GcCczgQ184UlnwB9DqaOXP ~cMi6OaXYiu51ChlliNOK1981Y78qldgRg5 nMUfr9FaJMovskYrKIzT9Js4RVhotbPPBGQUNq-FrKK2FaScFXYRgCDzSVL7tLOP- 
T9W34qPVrxMnXOWYQqLgIqigMozafMX41Jrt aaAcV-SgvCwxuchoeiWW-iO Ji GC- 8 d6D JCZbIGfeMLu-z4A ]. 

National Children’s Mental Health Awareness Week - 
May 6 - 12, 2012 - This week celebrates and aims to promote positive well-being, 
mental health and social development for all children and youth. Learn more at 

here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 HQvQVTImCYdN8 tCNrWtFGB~X9fcTJvdZ4-L~Sb~52XcU~LXyCwaHD~-g~7JmfZuXiW4IFabetixn~ei~qRS87b7duWBphyD2qUq~u- 

r4wS TKAL’dVIYpzaxdn9iMDkvFRDrdARENg7q 1 dclT31SRvchUSkCkwew ]. 
Research Points to Benefits of Mindfulness Training - Relationships between the 
parent and a child with ADHD are often strained due to the ADHD behavior of the 
child and the reactions of the parent. The long-term effect of the child’s impulsivity 
creates automatic reactions from the parent based on predictive behavioral expectations, 
the parent’s own upbringing and the high likelihood of the ADHD trait in the parent. 
An 8 week study points to the effectiveness of Mindfulness Training for children 
with ADHD and Mindful Parenting for their parents. Read more in the Journal of 

Child and Family Studies [http:/!r20.rs6.net/tn isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 E-Q1741~NCvnp0t~IH2GPOvlG9ebRDJYmDvToxBkl XLxSmYXaGNgcrE6diSKzF4tahUxHbupUOwGHmPpACXL’~5MLcv- 

a9 sQr50itgrpkiBSZLOUkTpzDWUiT 5Y324DzSEquivJfn2V6JXb74vAQk 2]. 

Calm and Connected: Parenting Workshop **available via teleconference - MORNING 
(10-11:30 am) - begins Wednesday, June 6th; EVENING (7-8:30 pm) - begins Wednesday, 
July 1 lth. This six-session workshop provides practical education, tools, strategies 
and support for parenting children with ADHD. Cindy Goldrich Ed. M. will help you 
develop specific strategies to establish appropriate rules and expectations; increase 
your child’s cooperation; reduce homework stress, and bring back your joy and connection 
with your child. FEE: $600 for single registration $900 for a couple. For more information 
or to register contact Denise Boline at 212.799.7777 Denise@HallowellCenter.org 

[mailt o :Denise(~,HallowellCent er. org ] 

Free Webinar on ADHD and Anger - Melissa ©rlov and Zoe Kessler will be discussing 
ADHD and anger in adult relationships this Thursday, May 10 at 8pm eastern time. 
Learn more at Psych Central [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 H 7kTc4rOSbPb3S5KRzvcEn2 NE5ie3-v 0- 
8V1D332wgo33oEnlIc3UYRN7EwfvlNT0ex3HlnXukABY3KOWdY1WrEaAcTLaxthV Nbr7899nTU821fgMW7ivakXVts NqOq06iezr7g ]. 

CHADD REGIONAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE ON ADHD MAY 19, 2012 - Join the largest one-day 
conference on ADHD at the CHADD Regional Education Conference on May 19, in Baltimore, 
Maryland. Dr. Hallowell will present the opening keynote address: Strength Based 
Approach to ADHD. Learn the skills that will pay off immediately at home, at school, 
or at the office. For more information and to register, visit www.chadd.org [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 EJTp~nuUNvb~nLitahiTF7iHiKn2W9YvdE39MFHEBgIK~SZiI~ZWC~mi~xp~F5uFcKJBDg9nU7kGck3S~Hku7~gDi3nd~v~3k ] 
email: chaddconference@chadd.org [mailto:chaddconference(~,chadd.org]; Phone: 800-2334050 



In the News 

What Separates Successful from Frustrated Entrepreneurs? - The difference between 
the successful business owner and the frustrated one is the ability to harness and 
direct his or her mental powers. Entrepreneurs have what Dr. Hallowell calls "Pop": 
grit, combined with imagination and optimism. Interestingly, many of the tenacious 
assets that enable such creativity and ingenuity can also be vulnerabilities if 
not managed. An example of an asset is being tenacious and competitive, but the 
corresponding vulnerability is being stubborn. Check out this interesting list and 
learn how to gain a greater feeling of control in the May issue of Success Magazine 
[http:!/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Fs5xuut~QcMSgHVt¥VewrAJm~ggDNrv7Ka4X59z~Mq~pK~¥mJcmxfgQbMQC9iri~dhiID-WAYCGR4Gh66~J- 
RX2FRz s c9EOeWLGaa3fZOSzo6kHvXC1U9B713db22NIG7m0r024vkAkNtCUonrCwNSQEtvwHul 9 ApIYsexTagi58inCNsRCJqvTRhBPa92vWSsZhug ]. 

How Bubba Watson used ADHD to win the Masters Tournament - As a boy, Bubba Watson 
would practice hitting golf balls for hours in his backyard, learning to make them 
move as he envisioned they should. Combining this agility with his unique way of 
approaching problems enabled Bubba to win this year’s Masters Tournament. Dr. Hallowell 

comments on how ADHD worked to his advantage in this NPR article [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

e 0014XJ©3RCV0 E6pkqVfkMVxjjoAehLvWrKRjFVmNHc0TgHWnUX9qkcRRX9CvQ 4wghQvFIEHA7XyXXToK6FZgoko4bcmSFRlwWzjBz73NG bASE6xcrvOWGyz- 
IrhqB 8e3ZuSkG3 IPhTevjrC6h49KEVEx51 c4zxKh2Gb2g9Qt0uEVo0oEmDMP48XUszqno4k7Z-1XiJEhIT4Oy JjN6Hk74COteXB JYeJeyTc 9K7XtvkqzaxOd8 Th3A 1MmDBEZeQCT6mtCpe60- 

Fhac3 7juDDQ ]. 

Is your ADHD Affecting Your Work? - Losing your to-do list? Daydreaming about the 
weekend? Dr. Hallowell recommends that you share with your boss some specific strategies 
to help keep you on target. Read the list of recommendations in this ADDitude article 

[http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 EfILu-CCUgqWoXY9eqbNpgeQFOKPS3G-lneVBZdM16Era rO©BXomROVxiU a4vf6UWlIv00VHit07dvqwQtTLa Upxb0rYvFaJ- 
GMdoP1VizvTMgAZ Y-BNKaExGiGL 9aRAHvXi8 ot03IcrgNd9IzM]. 

Dr. Hallowell Praises the Teacher of the Year - Mrs. Eldredge, Dr. Hallowell’s first 
grade teacher, encouraged and supported him when the other students teased him about 
his reading difficulties. Teachers wield enormous power over students, and he believes 
that teachers who better understand learning disabilities, including ADHD, can have 
a dramatic impact on our children. Learn more at adhdteachers.com [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?e 0014XJ©3RCV0 Gt~WDOBchY-0MdPUiXWfovdeL- 
WOnZsfxCGaIu5tg S o2FbpLK6h9ZiSndRi¥I0tQiNui S TyBaZFLp YZa Svq 9H2PEE4sWiyLrbW023 aoGB osF4UQ zpKIpI6ndSM-TJBPYE ]. 

Don’t Miss an Opportunity to Praise a Child With ADHD Children with ADHD drink up 
praise because they generally receive very little of it. Praise helps them step 
up and out of the hole of self-doubt and into the light of confidence. Dr. Hallowell 
explains that the key to praise is knowing when and how to use it in this ADDitude 
Magazine [http :/ir20.rs6.net/tn.i sp ? 

e 0014XJO3RCV0 Ht BJXBhb95ei9~vLYrh~ZgB~s9Ru~t~Zfi3F8C7Tu3Wg58BIATWFRCJVJwAUD2ehWtURvNpH~b~wi8KNSfzXC2FWd KSr~x0POMvuQPZZY9Pzd9HWfTS1VvH9rA67clc~ 
article. 

ADHD and Controversy- Is ADHD "real", or are we trying to solve our over-stimulated 
and hectic lives with a pill? Read more on this topic in this Harvard College Conte 
Center blog. [http:!/r20.~6.netitn.isp?e 00!4XJO3RCV0 EYWfZ71NVGcDI2mSOH3pKOmSD06zpAKuYNxWg0fEbpqvo~D3EfeaSIG4- 
PvH3kms5VKQavB Hcp82AuEFXNcpQNz2BdhzdfInm~IzulXLVbivcGm-D~kPh7kl cGeN5muiu7U2fYNExqqULiwnkeYViu] 
The ABCs of ADD - In advance of Dr. Hallowell’s talk to the Conte Center at Harvard 
College, Sarah Andrew Roehrich addresses some common questions about ADHD. Read 

the article here [http:!/r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 E3ZoKEk94LFKZbWz6©SSYQQ-3g-lkXYTYtYVbpM5VioHiHtA77 zsb7X4ZR-bnYJibs\Vfo5VTXHzIGi- 
Rsb4pvUVY28Ow3Ge96VA!d6FzNYiiYYO1ByXxvKUv-45xKTHnEOLJ e6NHgdSzLEelklEsccq)b7fCOkukRtBnSABEdcyB6Y5Z7T03H-xuiTOwck3cY ]. 
Parenting Kids With ADHD - The toughest job you’ll ever love? No one said parenting 
a child with ADHD is easy.., from the messy rooms, to the homework assignments 
that last all night, your child with ADHD can at times push your buttons, and 
at other times, tug your heartstrings. Dr. Hallowell explains that parents need 
to hang in there, help their child build up their confidence, and manage the urge 

to react to others’ comments in this ADDitude article [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 FPX23NRvnLTLoRulNVBzckH-RI~’rXxgadtVws lv5mNbWngVc5Y2i3Zwc9E7Uo2T- 

Greetings From Vienna Austria[ - Sue and I went to Freud’s home at the famous No. 
19 Bergasse, and reveled in how many qualities Freud had in common with people who 
have the trait now called ADHD. He was fiercely independent and spoke his mind, 
even if it meant going totally against the grain of common wisdom. His ideas shocked 

the daylights out ofpeople....and they still do! I think this is why I so admire 
Freud, even though I disagree with much of what he wrote. The man was a true pioneer, 
a visionary, a seer, an innovator, and a consummate dreamer. He marched to the 
beat of his own drum, as do most people with ADHD. He loved to travel and did much 
of his best writing when he was on the move. He also couldn’t write without the 
stimulation of tobacco or cocaine. When he had to give up tobacco due to cancer, 

he complained he could no longer write. He was also extremely impatient, famous 
for tapping the couch, commanding his patients to get on with their associations 
and stop dawdling! Whether we want to say he had the trait we now so misleadingly 
call ADHD or not, it doesn’t matter. What matters is how much he had in common 
with those of us who do. 
People With ADHD Are Spicy - Carol Smaldino writes people with ADHD don’t blindly 
follow rules in this Huffington Post article. She compliments Dr. Hallowell for 
addressing the characteristics of people with ADHD honestly, and not trying to sugar-coat 
the ADHD dynamics. The Hallowell Center in New York (and MA) is also applauded for 
bringing effective ADHD evaluations to the community. Read more here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
e 0014XJ©3RCV0 Hc3GvX7x34dDa0DH0bnb2GRWBWKpROKLHKniIYOQalela6xZqYw09oeayNGlmHolcbom0HBuvvdtZ qMqNz2xemJc66~5CkdpiDyk3RcOfTs2w6JzhsXtrFU2mpGYkTkwkl 
Right Dosage is More Important Than The ADHD Medication Chosen - The importance 
of working with your doctor to make sure you are getting the right dosage of ADHD 
meds has been confirmed by recent research into Adderall and Focalin, which suggests 
that the right dose is more important to symptom management than the medication 
chosen. Read the story here [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 GSn-KiMHQcNg91L1XZ- 
zBpvbG5nJhv4OdiGDb5VV5¥VLqv1GUSHvVzVkKRtIHBBBNv2HIFao3 aOflUpRB d!4z0D7AS VSB YNWY-rk08KY9ICPJMgEKIq VuoQ ibEoPHrhfSvR70- 
oqCgWOtHuMHCxdqOhq¥iwR6Enzd4XQ5tY0bi9KSWvFzuG91Lxop QNx9E4xbtFW6KfnLGw ]. 
Angry and Frustrated at Your ADHD Partner? - Marriages in which one or both partners 
have ADHD often exhibit destructive patterns. This is especially true if the ADHD 
is not diagnosed. A symptom such as distraction can lead to a reaction of anger 



by the non-ADHD spouse, which in turn may lead to a reaction to the reaction. Melissa 
©rlov spells out some specific recommendations to help resolve the anger and frustration 
in this article at SpecialNeeds.com [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp? 

e 00!4XJO3RCV0 GV9Z4m kwsTeebO2WeX3OaomT9¥VMrgBoadcaqswzRG1Kf-’fvNmFhNzgkcEKzdmV vHOIvQKkFZdvbvhC46pXPNSed Pks88Ui- 
14hJUQYtiC Mk5vXX4imXG4D8QYbQLuNUbJYUvZUzS2K‘‘d~H-nwuQFaJ~uegW~CH~huDudE~3Hwb~GvsENu~KQAaHEpXpuYgZDaBidJYWRGw ]. 
Do Your Peers Think That Poor Parenting Causes ADHD? - An informal survey conducted 
by Parents Magazine confirms what many parents of children with ADHD already suspect; 
that our friends and peers think that ADHD is due to parenting deficiencies. The 
concern is that as long as family failure is perceived to be the cause of mental 

illness, children will not receive the support they need. Read more in this New 
York Times Magazine [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 0014XJ©3RCVOHXT0i o9P327OLxjIahTlr019Jqulz73T7cUyZcwzJWqGlbp6ccoUUS7JWWtN2HLE6fOMklRY- 
O 5UmWEKcPhkFOqQhcOj 36c- 
a7jAMyxj HadRcoZ421Jo0eKV7FfiULEvFqbEiXQZEnZoIOMitgH3DxaPdbPoobxd7FtFt QLndWrw7g YaKORRVYIsFQ5vp Ys 8Pbj rXqFSWQPxpNoPyeM6CO 8zj fSb 1A ] 
blog. 
Seeking Young Adults with ADHD - Researchers in the Iowa ADHD and Development Laboratory 
in the Department of Psychology are seeking young adults between the ages of 18 
and 35 for a study regarding the causes and correlates of ADHD. Participation requires 
a visit to the University of Iowa campus. Contact the research team at (319) 335-3519 
or at IowaADHD@gmail.com [mailto:IowaADHD(~,gynail.com] for more information. 

Coach’s Corner 
The Value of Classroom Observations 
As an Educational Consultant, I assist parents in navigating the special education 
process. I guide them in locating a new school placement, join them in school meetings 
with administrators and teachers, and I also perform classroom observations of their 
children if they express concern about their child’s performance or placement. 
Parents often ask me, "What will you learn from observing my child for 1-2 hours?" 
Although this is only a snapshot of time in relation to an entire school year, much 
valuable information can often be gained. Whether the child is in elementary, middle 
school or high school, I can gain a sense of the teaching style and often determine 
answers to the following questions: 
* Is the teacher utilizing different teaching approaches to reach children with 
ADHD or learning disabilities? 
* What is the pace of the instruction in the classroom? 
* How information and instructions are delivered to the child/class? 
* How is the child interacting socially in group work? 
* How is the teacher working with the child to correct behavior, for instance, 
if the student leaves their seat to walk about the room? 

If, in elementary school, the student’s instruction consists of written notes on 
the white board and completing worksheets as a means to learning, your child with 

ADHD may not be able to effectively process the information presented. Since my 
observation is solely focused on one child and their interactions, I have the opportunity 
to take detailed notes on everything the child says and does in the classroom. 
A classroom observation can often help reassure parents that their child is receiving 
the correct instruction and support. During the observation I occasionally see opportunities 
to improve elements of a child’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or Section 
504 Plan. I may also recommend to the parents to initiate a team meeting with the 
staff to determine if testing or any other adjustments should be made to their educational 
plan. Retaining an Educational Consultant or Advocate can greatly reassure parents 
that their children’s educational plans are being followed. My goal is to help parents 
be the best advocate they can be for their child! 
Christine L. Robinson, M.Ed. is a Certified ADHD Coach and Educational Consultant 
at the Hallowell Center in Sudbury, MA and New York. She focuses on coaching children 
and adults with organizational and time management challenges and those making business 
or personal transitions who are seeking optimal performance in their lives. Christine 
can be reached at 617-842-0634 or Christine@hallowellcenter.org [mailto:Christine~hallowellcenter.org]. 

Tips From Our Readers 
We want your ADHD Management Tips! Here are some tips from our readers: 
- I organize my day on a small scrap of paper. I first list things like meetings 
and phone calls I have to make, then add one or two small tasks that relate to my 
goals/dreams. I add 1-2 things to do if I have extra time. I’ve tried to use various 
types of calendars and books, but I lose them or they are not near me when I need 
them. I’ve learned that what I can fit on a small scrap of paper is as much as 
I can handle each day. This method has helped me get things done and become quite 
successful--I’m in Who’s Who for two different fields. And to think I was kicked 
out of a private school for being dumb. - Jim 
- When my son with ADHD was younger, I would look at his homework assignments, break 
it into manageable chunks, and write each little chunk on a post it note. He could 
then arrange his post it notes into any order he wanted. It worked so well that 
I started using a similar strategy mysehq When he completed a mini task, he would 
discard the post it note. Now, he manages his own homework really well independent 
from me and I am proud of him." - Karen on Facebook 
©ur Facebook community has been busy sharing and interacting on all kinds of topics. 
Be sure to join in and LIKE Dr. Hallowell at www.facebook.com/drhallowell [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 00!4XJ©3RCV0 FRirRPhVdaUT8272iiMo5VrQ- 
Y4kUSH4n dsi5CH9hyZEEGpQKNODLHmhfd3DWvCcKDDqRdQgKB muOJUhQDMWBSxlXEWtDQbmSyOitoxWuD2949Z3Pmh7] 

Upcoming Events 

First Tuesday of the Month, Free ADHD Adult Support Group Sudbury Hallowell Center. 
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm. Note: no classes until September 2012. 

Every Wednesday, Parenting the Challenging Child, New York Hallowell Center. 1 : 15 
- 2:00 pm, A Drop-in Parent Support Group, Gain positive, constructive support 
from parents who understand the challenges of raising a child with ADHD. Brainstorm 

helpful solutions to difficult parenting issues. Share resources and receive 



feedback and targeted advice to improve your parenting skills and help your child 
gain confidence and success. Facilitated by Cindy Goldrich, Ed.M.; Parent Coach 
Specializing in ADHD. For more information contact Denise B oline at 212 799 7777 

ext 100 email denise@adhdnewyork.com [mailto:denise~,,adhdnew~ork.com?]. 

May 10, Free Webinar on ADHD and Anger - Melissa Orlov and Zoe Kessler will be discussing 
ADHD and anger in adult relationships this Thursday, May 10 at 8pm eastern time. 
Learn more at Psych Central [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 H 7kTc4rOSbPb3S5KRz~cEn2 NE5ie3-v 0- 
8V1D332w~o33oEnlIc3UYRN7EwgzlNT0ex3HlnXukABY3KOWdY1WrEaAcTLaxthV Nbr7899nTU821fgMW7ivakXVts NqOq06iezr7~ ]. 
May 11, NFI Essex Vermont - The New Frontiers of ADD 
8:30am Registration; Morning Lecture: 8:30am - 11:45am - Delivered from Distraction, 
Afternoon Lecture: 12:45 pm - 4:00 pm - The management of ADD at home, school and 
in the community. Learn more at NFI Vermont [lrttp://r20.rs6net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 G3bwv0LMSW14-WvARYtLto3FS4hXkinCEVvERhozZYv-k0LAV7 CYVEDg3knqdUUu slz- 
HQZ0hnj fdUiblKLHu 6KiI~kU4Mi 8GAok-XPYVwN OHkgdvagKymoqwHhVI ! v26g S 8I~,QXqizwEl~O(TkoRu] 
May 15, Free Teleseminar for Chiropractors, 3pm EST. Find out how to provide non-drug 
relief for patients with ADHD. Register at ShineforDoctors.com [http://r20 rs6 net!tn isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 HnsPAwtSKDHGO0cD5WiF Oj97N3UwuOwiFi6AbdnEHSShlQOwIvln4TVOggDnlDadLCe0Clp JChBPAJpMldliK3mfhYF9zjZxkVSuQ6u3oU1OrT- 
wGUq lpNW-wkco5 sgocVCbO4mY4 u6 YQ 8RsMTe8 zEzJp3 G3P~x6i27Pudh2Dzsa7q -NxTHpiPU] 
May 19, CHADD Regional Education Conference on ADHD, Baltimore, MD. Dr. Hallowell 
will present the opening keynote address: Strength Based Approach to ADHD. For 
more information, or to register: www.chadd.org [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 0014XJO3RCVOFC7uNqPoDA06jkPFq28iR 34XPfDlzWsZvPiy2ps0bB-hVR3Ya59814az- 

wbncsOuvxXUm94fV 1 eXn 1SK2PjL7nB ox5j cO SRpc4WPAlch8 VQISd 1 -v7kC52hAK-BZNYEpAAoHicMeZ2 SMIj Lgl8 Sn~gQefUmOUwleOOyxAV9s 88 J 4JACPxBkw- 
evAv7BV JJONzKr3isxJNx6 EZUAxIBheMAaPCdXzB Kg35 qI9eY-1NW3 zb 1 j ]; 
email: chaddconference@chadd.org [mailto:chaddconference~,,chadd.org]; Phone: 800-2334050. 
May 31, Free for Parents - Working Memory: Strengthening the Weak Link in ADD/ADHD/LD/ 
Executive Dysfunction, Sudbury Hallowell Center - 7:00-8:30pm, Parents will learn 
about Cogmed Working Memory Training and other strategies for helping your child 
succeed in academics and in their social life. Presented by Rebecca Shafir M.A. 
CCC, author, Speech Pathologist and Cogmed coach. Registration is necessary, as 
seats are limited. Please register at 978 287 0810 x117 
Starting June 6, Calm and Connected: Parenting Workshop **available via teleconference 
- Wednesdays 10 - 11:30 a.m (begins June 6th), and 7 - 8:30p.m.(begins July 1 lth). 
This six-session workshop provides practical education, tools, strategies and 

support for parenting children with ADHD. Cindy Goldrich Ed. M. will help you develop 
specific strategies to establish appropriate rules and expectations; increase your 
child cooperation; reduce homework stress for you and your child, and bring back 
your joy and connection with your child. FEE: $600 for single registration $900 

for a couple. For more information and to register contact Denise Boline at 212-799-7777 
or email denise@adhdnewyork.com [mailto:denise~,,adhdnew~ork.com]. 

July 9 - 11, ADHD & Your Marriage, Chautauqua Institution, NY. 
Join Melissa Orlov and a small group of other couples for three afternoon sessions 
on how ADHD is impacting your marriage. Specific course registration will be 
posted when it becomes available. Learn more about the course at Chautauqua Institution 

[http:!/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 GBmwDp¥~vHkbTB8DCdFEM37 cEOV0wzMkLBzvFfGNJNFuFZ3BikJeSiTwSdJpzGAQJ0mdqGS 2NznkwvcS¥1cKK9iZpH Gt~x6YsLZJvmf- 
dzAt JSzVGao]fRm-miZunQo5x95 SHQH 1 - 8 S2LUGSWu0XzrngIlimaG]~], 
a wonderful place to vacation in western NY state. 

July 16-20 - Dr. Hallowell’s ADHD Summer Enrichment Camp @ Leelanau - Dr. Hallowell 
is pleased to announce his Summer Enrichment Camp @ Leelanau. The focus will be: 
"Super parenting for ADD - An Innovative Approach to Raising Your Distracted 

Child" It’s open to adults of all ages and professions and children entering 
grades 5 through 12. Learn more at Leelanau School [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 Fdu2IYMDBnL1C44ziVaCJDK acFusI~nH6AkCm8vZBcgsz~sV9CF~qst~8LN5Fq~uc~zH~nNU2X~‘dgEvc-uT6Mn~TBiJkY~aCLvhGE~hA5csAAY- 
sXSyrmxiHiVffq_nrIZ6PTTAy4iOAakKVOPHeV6YQQ~6xQW6 d3DZx2BTpizSduIumfURrxZMIAJCIp 7JsIJFoKIoL3xSA ]. 

August 6-10, Unwrapping the Gifts: A Strength-Based Approach to ADHD Across The 
Life Span, The Cape Cod Institute.The goal of diagnosis and treatment is to transform 
ADHD from a chronic liability into an overall asset in life. The purpose of this 
seminar is to show how to do precisely that and to present all the exciting new 

information we have learned about ADHD in the past decade. Learn more at The Cape 
Cod Institute [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 ERNv5d6qMBdiDXZidiCBvSGiZfMmoisWQSpLyWBDfzinF1Q9hnta4MbhThS7SM7hZq-QB6-LSr- 
vCXoiXHOuYyR0 tDzmvV9HvYo97rYPvZiTEisTBaGWifPtfrNiDgf~uUqkJNNGRG9g ]. 

Hallowell Centers’ Unique Philosophy: 

At The Hallowell Centers, we offer a variety of diagnostic and assessment tools 
to help us evaluate and understand your specific needs. Based on what we learn, 
we then suggest a customized treatment plan, drawing from a cross-section of treatment 
modalities that may be used individually, or in conjunction with one another. This 
strengths-based plan is designed to leverage each individual’s unique gifts to help 
overcome their cognitive and emotional problems. 
Getting started is easy. Simply place a call to one of our new patient specialists: 
New York: 212-799-7777       Sudbury: 978 287 0810 
The Hallowell Centers first search for what is good, strong and healthy in a person, 
then secondarily what is in need of remediation. 
On-Going Support Groups: 
Sudbury, MA [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 FOVo3Ii-00Vk6f0hvlqmmeFmSDpEfVqQwZTKF2Z3eIJ7igYg3IvpF3Nt-mENplpz~Cvz- 
M4EQAlcYN~ 8cKFGc SXGQWYvQmDF2FWU9RtmrH8 GWunhJGcLe]: 
Free ADHD Adult Support Group, First Tuesday of the Month, 7 - 8:30 pm. No registration 
necessary. 

Mindfulness Skills for Adults with ADHD, Develop mindfulness skills and explore 
how they are helpful for adults with ADHD. You will learn the basics of mindfulness 

meditation through ADHD friendly activities. Sarah Reiff-Hekkmg at 978 287 
0810 or Sarah@TrueFocusCoaching.com [mailto:Sarah~,,TrueFocusCoaching.com]. 

Business Goals Group, Connect with like-minded business people and: Establish a 
business baseline, clarify the business of your dreams, create goals for the next 



year and create a process to achieve those goals. Sarah Reiff-Hekkmg at 978 287 
0810 or Sarah@TrueFocusCoaching.com [mailto:Sarah(~,TrueFocusCoaching.com]. 

Parenting Your Child with ADHD, This 6 week education and support group offers positive, 
constructive support for parents who have children with ADHD. Shelley MacLeod 978 
287 0810x119 

New York City, NY [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 HEJ~V2bCpsyA~56onlFI--Wth-4UbFZLKDqOZw5zaTtE52KMd~dkNVmkBd671bK4Un- 

Gk~bi ThK S al~xwQXmtHrk3 i 9fB eiZkZyxw45L YDuR YzD9KmKGMD4]: 

For all classes, contact Denise Boline at 212-799-7777 or email denise@adhdnewyork.com. 
[mailto: denise(~,adhdnew7 ork. c om] 

Parenting the Challenging Child, a Drop-in Parent Support Group, Gain positive, 
constructive support from parents who understand the challenges of raising a 
child with ADHD. Brainstorm helpful solutions to difficult parenting issues. 

Share resources and receive feedback and targeted advice to improve your 
parenting skills and help your child gain confidence and success. 

Calm and Connected: Parenting your Child with ADHD, This highly acclaimed 6-Session 
workshop is an excellent program for parents of children who are newly diagnosed 
as well as parents who are struggling in parenting their challenging children. 
Using a combination of education and coaching, specific strategies are developed 

to help you reduce chaos, establish rules, improve your child’s self-esteem and 
bring back the joy and connection withyour child. 

Hallowell Center Header [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

e 0014XJO3RCV0 Ee~C~da~I~nawsh~B3Qki~Xm8kvrm‘~’~mCcULpWJTMidwYI~FCN8B~Uv~AhVGU~pzz~Iq~25zN,Rq6TsmQQ9AktDcwN-zznLC~GddQ~e6cni9i~Z~qFtnfFN7TWC8e~cPn~tF7~ 
Quick Links 
[] Hallowell Centers Sudbury, MA [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 FOVo3Ii-00Vk6f0hvlqzimeFmSDpEfVqQwZ~lU,2F2Z3eIJ7igY~3IvpF3Nt-raENplpzyCvz- 
M4EQAlc JNg 8cKFGc SXGQWYvOmDF2FVVT~J9RtmrH 8 GWunhJGcLe] 

Hallowell CenterNew York [http://r20 rs6 net/tnisp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 HEJYV2bCpss~A~56onlFI--Wth-4EVoFZLKDqOZw5zaTtE521#,ZMd~dkXWmkBd671bK4Un- 
Gks~i ThK S al~xavQXmtHrk3 i 9fB eiZkZ,~’xw45L YDuR YzD9KmKGJk~] 
[] ADHD Training for Teachers [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp?e 00!4XJO3RCV0 Ei7v0wlEvS-TgJnkO3Fm~vnJAGLpIJFCFDCKB6R5vq7I,,’tgAFoWwAkMpnIdYA4\V6FkoLW-2wv- 
PxFiP~fU~tB 0LH,,,Q G507OxI6kA0kh-Ox3iAW6 SrQcVQ] 

ADHD, Non-Medicinal Training for Chiropractors [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 GzKUWz6QsdIN~v2pS0cRJg9iPSrk2N~I7SmAR3v0iF2D72nEtYBC- 
ttkWMozdFvPeMmZiAiNQa3HZxsN1 hrLkri3tQkIMQ3 CBi4 HbExiG6cNMT9vOBIZ3 oUu] 

[] Dr. Hallowell’s website [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Ex7RJzD6TCqSEuLglgXneJ42iSTnWSClqH2Do7- 
CofXD3KJSxPsUkrW~fNVuCiQIcLDvegxapSt9U~VZbcHJDRU3vPeD1V xdD9xaa9ELd08S9daQ ] 

Get the Most out of Your Employees [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 EHFsofPvInmtfph-4Ei-k43IPaS-AqBg6mBvUsikC2,,’hGbHYXc6sO6sCYa~’- 
W6©H4HsUDkUThKaeV81 wiRw00LLKisDzWkvL4r3chqX6Ka7OiDxgBdJ9E] 

[] Schedule Dr. Hallowell to Speak at Your Next Event [ht~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Gelkvrh nld0 vk09VJNiZV98ax2BJpGGE9KTCSDbXVpq2niI 1 lhI30Vh- 
XLxF56OCNWBNSV5Fc4uRIfSktt2RK57ir-kI21kh14wBWrzvbfwNGsJqAklCLEk839igKlDfivQ KSPbsw ] 
Please Forward [http://ui.constantcontact.con~dsa/l)~’t£isp?m !!0!!66017098&a l!09944697036&ea bridgerb%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
this email to people who will benefit from this information. 
JOIN Us on Facebook [http://r20rs6net/tn.isp?e 00!4XJO3RCV0 FUCh ~9HJqXT2xQI~ZiI~wp~trmzdu~cR53x~tkFn99vQIQxHu~bCfY\rR~w~4CTHr9hJNa~hU3B~W~H1‘sqB~DDgmJXd- 
eSTE YUPsqZiI5FHD5eXOQhwLlgN7YI p-~] 
and Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 GEB~eTunJ8nd6hn~tirQ95~6nzZe6L7sgJsn-3B-t23sH4CC~Lx6r~pQDz~J~3¥V9v3D~Z4ZhZVEwYcbQ84Hv¥VahIQm¥Mi2a~ir- 
BUYo UR1QamOPAaYdnb3wsAz-RpQ ] 
to Communicate with 
Other People Just Like Your 
Like us on Facebook [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 
e 0014XJO3RCV0 GQJC9~S4sUi~3AVMm~76e7~bVbktYb~zTC~c~zCrrF84XcwIJF~a~v¥VnqceKw4NfceY~R~]n4gh2c~2viQeE7~fKHwKi7zxv~5PuquBY47~yER2VyZSM~McRGR~- 
kpyOEGaMhYv3 dTYfCpT7tRfdOW] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 GEB0eTunJSnd6hmAtir©9506nzZe6L7s~Jsn-3B- 
t23sH4CCILx6rO01pQDzoYlBW9v3D1Z4ZhZVEwYcbQ84HvWahIQmyMi2aPlir-BUYo UR1QamOPAaYdnb3wsAz-RpQ ] 

View our videos on YouTube [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 0014XJO3RCVOHC9ISOYTCKGE97ibnfsucdrxEDtWZKUcSEiYQr VAORbvUuRekYLs9sraecTs-7VzGdAYpW7HSQzW- 
16CoCGUbPL01hp6gwJ 1WfSOn@hDBp SL’cRQ Sm0sU10IJGQvI QNGsPREwj 55 GiEpZ2uK1- 
K63ngJqVCtpBZHdCnvjsREp ~Cye6HDTKaFEbQkvWd9t8k5j~~eT~a99FRzJg~2qv~8~M7hedZi7H~IY3~ZjzA~v4YZUy5cBbXi~zHpdMmgE~Z6tb86yWK~8NyUb~ZCfgYP~LzwTpJ98i 16Rc5vxC 
Visit our blog [http://r20 rs6.netJtn.isp?e 0014XJO3RCV0 Gvbl dIx~HVm6o3mDiTCmTNcAAYBsRGYVuRdLTBza- 

2 18OS0uHU6i0H sYPtUYrXQrvLNKSpCBpsUnJeO¥ hi4QLgQ~kZITrlvNMk6GU73LEA ] 

email: morlov@hallowellconnections.com [mailto:morlov(~,hal!owellconnections.com] 
phone: 508-545-2250 Hallowell Connections 
web: http:/iwww drhallowell.com [http:~/r20.rs6.net/tnisp?e 00!4XJO3RCV0 Ex7RJzD6TCqSEuLglgXneJ42iSTnWSClqH2Do7- 
CofXD3KJSxPsUkrWTWuCiQkLDye~xapSt9UVv-ZbcHJDRU3vPeD1V xdD9xn9ELd08S9daQ ] 

Forward email 

http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtl~isp?llr ks5xirbab&m l101166017098&ea bridgerb(~,uncaa.unc.edu&a 1109944697036 
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3D&lan~ 001FCSs65SMrsI%3D&reason 001y5KaV1Bn7 Y%3D&IIr ks5xirbab 
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http://visitorcunstantcontact.com/do?p un&mse 0019NWVEzvrUeHqCNDlnrEAARc bvDIsM-BXcpzxGZyDSsg%3D&t 001119WoB1OE3DwStbFO1OvAQ%3D% 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Moorman <garym@3rdmilclassrooms.com> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 1:31 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Personal Best Course for Student Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

To view this email as a web page, go here.<http://cl.exct.net/? 
qs=f25b38cc92e849d6fe le 142815637520cea62609d4d17b0d533667770ab2cbab> 

[3 rdMilHeaderPrevention] 

WHAT’S NEW 

May 2012 

Personal Best is an online course that provides student athletes with resources they need to succeed. We treat the student athlete as a 
"whole" and unique individual. Personal Best strengthens retention by demonslxating that the university cares about their college 
experience. 

Personal Best is co-authored by two authorities in the field of college retention. Marsha Weinberg is a member of the counseling 
faculty at San Diego State University. Amy Schmitz-Sciborski is a clinical psychologist at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 
Marsha and Amy are also co-authors of the Bounce Back Retention Program. 

Applications for Personal Best: 

* First year athletes in transition 
* Two year colleges with limited athletic budgets 
* Supplement to life skills and orientation classes 
* Individual athlete on academic probation 

[PersonalBestThumbnail] <http://cl.exct.net/?qs=f25b38cc92e849d69f288b9efl 125d5f44facf3076e0b0ebf99ae2162bae8 la0> 

Click image for 5-minute demo 

Additional Course Offerings: 

ALCOHOL-WISE<http://cl.exct.net!?qs=f25b38cc92e849d6c 163c2b7811 aada3 c684d893920f63 afd2514b96180bb6a8> 

UNDER THE INFLUENCE <http://c~.exct.net/?qs=f25b38cc92e849d6~~7f~f94~6a9c4273e5fb~~d~a82888b76f86dc6376~7738> 

MARIJUANA 101 <http://cl.exct.net/?q s=f25b38cc92e849d6b32806c lf9565bbc lf6025f810a01613c3102e7f74bbe055> 

www.3 rdmilclassrooms.com<http://cl.exct.net/?qs=f25b38cc92e849d6a7bbde 151876 lbd0e38cdf02d563675b3 d28f85a59959372> 

[facebook] <http://cl.exct.net/?qs=f25b38cc92e849d674458136b01015c6a68325049f7bbb9a2740dc3996bb5a21> 



[echeckup_logo_sm] <http://cl.exct.net/?qs=f25b38cc92e849d67ea3aab6a4d7924b9036feade2fd34a2bf93226b66f170da> 

More than 350 colleges and universities offer 3rd Millennium alcohol and marijuana education courses. Through our partnership with 
the eCHECKUP TO GO team at San Diego State University, we create evidence-based online programs that are proven to reduce 
high-risk drinking and substance abuse. 

We encourage you to review and consider how Personal Best can strengthen your athletic program and improve your student athletes’ 
chances for success. Please contact us for more information or to begin using Personal Best right away. 

Best Regards, 

Katie Church 
3rd Millennium Classrooms 

kchurch@3 rdmilclassrooms.com<mailto:kchurch(~3rdmilclassrooms.com> 
210-497-8205 Direct 
888-810-7990 Main 

This email was sent to: bridgerb@email.unc.edu 

This email was sent by: 3rd Millennium Classrooms 
15900 La Cantera Parkway, Suite 20235, San Antonio, TX, 78256, USA 

We respect your right to privacy - view our policy<http://cl.exct.nel!? 
qs=f25b38cc92e849d689b96cd9aa0857 lbfa7ee9853743dffe6dfd4d7d84852cb3> 

Update Profile and Subscription Preferences<http://cl.exct.nel!? 
qs=f25b38cc92e849d6215adf46d7b20b857d5eba6034d90e79cccb6a3 lb90145 le> I Unsubscribe From All Emails<http://cl.exct.nel!? 

qs=f25b38cc92e849d6c0 ld0d0372c922a9717262376334180f8e8df3ccbc 172f2f> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Moore <dmoore@workplaceanswers.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 9:45 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Thursday’s Event] Workplace Bullying & Violence - What HR Must Know 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Beth- 

Settlements in bullying cases have been in excess of 1 Million Dollars 
for each instance of bullying and the negative impact on the reputation 
of the organization can be significant and long term. HR professionals 
and front line supervisors often do not have the information necessary to 
curtail bullying and violence before damaging, or disastrous, results 
Occur. 

Stop bullying before it happens & protect your organization - 
Reserve your complimentary Webinar seat now. 

http://www2.w~rkp~aceanswers.c~m/e/8~72/e-inf~rmati~n-hr-needs-t~-kn~w/zw3sq/274 98 ~ 36 ~ 

You are invited to this complimentary webinar by Attorney Lynn Lieber, 
Esq. "Workplace Bullying & Violence - Information HR Needs to Know" on 
Thursday, May 17 at 10AM PST/1PM EST. We will discuss recent bullying 
case studies as well as practical ways to reduce bullying at work and on 
campus. Attendees will learn: 

http://www2.w~rkp~aceanswers.c~m/e/8~72/e-inf~rmati~n-hr-needs-to-kn~w/zw3sq/274 98 ~ 36 ~ 

Keys to bullying prevention 
Early warning signs of bullying and violence 
Ways to Stop inappropriate workplace aggression 
Policies organizations need on these topics 
Essential training subjects on these issues for HR, supervisors and all 
employees 

Space is limited - Click here to register. 

http~//www2.w~rkp~aceanswers.c~m/e/8~72/e-inf~rmati~n-hr-needs-t~-kn~w/zw3sq/274 98 ~ 36 ~ 

* DATE: 17 MAY, 2012 

* TIME: 10:00 - 11:00 AM PST / 1:00 - 2:00 PM EST 

* PRESENTER: Lynn Lieber - Attorney and well-known expert in 
employment law counseling, litigation and training. 
http : //www 2. workplaceanswers, com/e/807 2/lynn-d-lieber-esq/zw 3 t2/2 7 4 9813 61 

Sincerely, 

<p><strong>David Moore I Marketing Associate</strong><br/>Workplace 
Answers<br/>Phone: 707-927-1369<br/>Email: 
dmoore@workplaceanswers.com<br/><a 
href="http://www2.workplaceanswers.com/l!8072/2012-05-15/21 grl2" 
target="_selg’>www.WorkplaceAnswers.com</a></p> 

Workplace Answers 
3701 Executive Center Drive 
Suite 201 
Austin, TX 78731 



Manage the emails you receive from Workplace Answers 
http://www2.workplaceanswers.com/e/8072/1-8072-2011-06-30-MP9/zw3td/274981361 

Unsubscribe from email communications 
http://www2.workplaceanswers.com/unsubscribe/u/8072/0abad94cc37b lb47a785ddb095d02c22/274981361 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Thomas McCullough" <tmccullough@sportsbusinessj ournal.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 11:01 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SportsBusiness Journal: account update 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Beth, 

I hope you are having a good day! 

I know you had a paid student subscription with The SportsBusiness 
Journal in the past and I wanted to let you know about our special rate 
being offered this week (expires Friday 5/18). You are receiving this 
e-mail because you are a recent grad and qualify for deeply reduced 
rates to The SportsBusiness Journal (over $100 offthe annual rate of 
$259). 

I can offer you a rate of $155 for the year which comes with online 
access to www.sportsbusinessjournal.com and 12 plus years of archives. 
You can also break this $155 down into 3 monthly payments of $51.66. 

In the next few weeks we will be publishing our Athletic Director of The 
Year issue as well as The Olympic Preview and Social Media issues. 

If subscribing, be sure to mention promotion code SBMTGRAD to receive 
your discount. I will also send you out this week and the past 2 weeks 
issues in the mail once you sign up and resend your online username and 
password so you can have access today. You will not find this discount 
online or in the mail and after Friday the rate goes back to $259. 
Please respond to this e-mail to let me know either way. 

I look forward to hearing back from you very soon. Thanks and have a 
great day. 

Regards, 

T.J. Mccullough 
704-973-1422 

Email sent to: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

T.J. McCullough 

Circulation Sales Representative 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Journal 

p.704.973.1422 I f. 704.973.1401 

tmccullough@sportsbusinessjournal.com 

For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this 
email or write to: Client Services, SportsBusiness Journal, 120 West 
Morehead Street, Ste. 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. To notify us that you 



do not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us 
by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SportsBusiness Daily" <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily. com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 2:15 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Program Highlights for the Intersport Activation Summit: Goodell, Ricketts, Wrigley 
Field and More 

TEXT.htm 

Intersport Activation Summit 
The Next Generation of Sponsorship Activation 

May 30-31, 2012 
The Westin Chicago River North 

Program Highlights 
[] Featured Interviews 

[] Roger Goodell, Commissioner, NFL 

[] Tom Ricketts, Chairman, Chicago Cubs 

[] Blaise D’Sylva, Vice President, Media Sports and Entertainment Marketing, 
Anheuser-Busch 

[] A host of networking opportunities, including an [] Afternoon at Wrigley Field, [] featuring a ballgame and a ballpark tour. 

[] We will examine how the rules of engagement for sponsorship activation are dramatically changing. 

[] Best practices from more than 25 brand-side marketers who oversee the strategic vision and execution of their organization[] s 
sponsorship activation. 

[] And, we’ll take a close look at the growing role of original content, online, media, social media and new strategies for experiential 
marketing. 

[] Plus, much more! 

For the full PROGRAM AGENDA and SPEAKER FACULTY, 
please visit www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For information on SPONSORSHIP or EXHIBIT opportunities, please contact 
Julie Tuttle at jtuttle@sportsbusinessjournal.com. 

Gold Sponsor: Chicago Cubs 
Signage Provider: Britten 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference Group, 120 West 
Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 
To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

https ://forms. sportsbusinessdail¥.com/tmsub/1/BRIDGERB (a~UNCAA.UNC.EDU/0AC4A697 



THE WESTIN CHilCA60 RIVER. NORTH 

For the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and to REGISTER, visit 

www.ActivationSummit.com or call 866-576-3708 or 704-973-1400. 



For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s Conference 
Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https://forms.sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsub/1/BRIDGERB@UNCAA.UNC.EDU/0AC4A697 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shntton@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 2:09 PM 

The lbrum mailing list <forum@list~rv.unc.e&~> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[forum] FW: Fri. news ~ FW: ’][’he SEANC Scoop - Legislature returns 

TEXT.htm 

Bill Friday’s condition slightly improved after surgery 
http ://www. dailytarheel com/index, php/article/2012/0 5 /4fb 3eee l 8d0bb 

Editorial: Legislature must tackle problem ofUNC tmtion 

http:i/www2.iournalnow.com/news/opinior~’2012/may/17/wsopin01 -editorial-legislature-mus t-tack le-problem-ar-2285998/ 

House GOP eyes merit pay money for schools 
http://www.newsobserver corn/2012/05/18/2071288/house-~ op-eyes-merit-p av-moneg.htm[ 

Senate passes Medicaid fix 
http ://wva,< wral com/news/state/nccapitolistorgi11110014/ 

State jobless rate falls to 94 percent in April 
http ://www.newsobserver. corrd2012/05/18/2072412/state-i obless-rate-falls-t o-94.htrnl 

Preying on the Poor: How Government and Corporations Use the Poor as Piggy BarNs 
By Barbara ENenreich 
h ttp://~vww.michaelm~ore.c~m~words/mike-friends-b~g/pr~ving-p~r-h~w-g~Vernment-and-c~rp~rati~ns-use-p~r-piggv-banks 

Diamond Jubilee: Royals lm~ch with Queen at Windsor 
http : i/~vw~v.bbc, co. uk/news/uk-18099937 

IX] 

May 18, 2012 

[X]Legislature Returns to Raleigh for Short Session 
SEANC was on the ground to meet legislators as they returned to Raleigh for the short session Wednesday. The House and Senate intend to do their legislative work, including tweaks to 
the state budget, at a yew fast pace. SEANC is seeking a pay raise for state employees and a cost-of-living adjustment for retirees Other priorities include fighting privatization alrd 
maintaining S~ARights.Readm~reinthisweek~sLegis~ativeUpdate<http://c~ick.icptrack.c~icp/re~a~.php?r 10415578&msgid 944219&ac~OJSD&c 158412&destination http%3A% 
2F%2F~v,a~v.seanc or~%2Fdocs%2Flegupdate%2F3el alb4c-9148-4f13-abb2-fl 1872db273c.pdf>. 

[X]SEANC in the Ne~vs 
SEANC Executive Director Dana Cope and General Counsel Tom Harris were interviewed this week after ne~vs broke that NC. House Speaker Thorn Tillis paid two staff?rs a month ~s salaW 
after they resigned from his office in the ~vake of scandals with lobbyists. Cope was quoted in a column by News & Obsel~,’er columnist Barly 
Saunders<http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relag.php?r 10415578&ms~id 944219&act OJSD&c 158412&destination http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsobserver.com%2F2012%2F05%2F17% 
2F2069353%2Fsaunders-only-those-closest-to html%23stolNlink%3Dcpv> saying, ~I hope (Tillis) treats other state employees the ~vay he treats his political appointees." Hams, a former 
Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division guru, said "I am not aware of any rule that addresses pay for a resignation~ in another story in the 
N&O<http:L/clickicptrack.cona/icp/relav.php?r 10415578&msgid 944219&act QJSD&c 158412&destination http%3A%2F%2Fwwwnewsobservercom%2F2012%2F05%2F17% 
2F2069393%2Fspeakers-staffers-receive-a-month.html> 

[X]Membership Discount 
Take a break from the surmner heat and hit the waves at one of the waterparks offering discounts to SEANC members’. Members can get a deal on admission at Wet ~N Wild Emerald Pointe 
in Greensboro, Jungle Rapids Waterpark in Wilmington and Myrtle Waves in \~zrtle Beach by visiting a branch of the State Employees Credit Union<http://click.icptrack.co~rdicp/relav php? 
r 10415578&ms~id 944219&ac~OJSD&c 158412&destinatmn https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncsecu.org%2FLocator%2FLocator html%23> or by mailing in this form to 
SEANC<http://clickicptrack.co~rdicp/relav.php?r 10415578&msgid 944219&act QJSD&c 158412&destination http%3A%2F%2F~wseanc.or~%2Fdocs%2Fdiscounts%2FfebO26eg- 

0663-4e53 -9c20-6 lebfPoa lI3c.pdL~ 
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EXSS 181--Chapter 11 Study Guide 

1. What is the definition of race? 

2. What is the definition of ethnicity? 

3. What is racism? 

What is a minority group? Who are the minority groups in the US? How are 

demographics in the United States projected to shift over the next 40 

years? 

o Looking at the tables on pages 200 and 201, what are some of the patterns 

you see? What are the differences in participation among different racial 

groups between male and female athletes in college sports? What are the 

patterns in participation among different racial groups in professional 

sports? 

° What are some of the advances African-American athletes have made since 

1947? What are some of the areas where there are still opportunities for 

progress? 



What are three reasons why people believe there might be racial 

differences in sports participation and success? Describe each theory and 

how it can be proved or disproved. 

8. What is stacking? Give examples of how stacking occurs by position in 

different sports. 

o Looking at the table on page 205, what are some of the examples of 

stacking in the NFL? How did things change between 1998 and 2007? Are 

there still changes being made regarding stacking? Do you think it is still a 

significant issue? 

10.What are some of the ways minority athletes are exploited? Can you give 

examples of how African American women are especially exploited? 

11.What is the difference between Hispanics and Latinos/Latinas? What sports 

are more likely to have high Latino and Hispanic participation? 

12.What are some of the reasons why Asian American sports participation 

differs from other racial or ethnic groups? 



13.What are some of the special issues that Native Americans face regarding 

sport participation? Why is the use of Native American names and mascots 

an issue? How do you feel about their use? 

14. How is lacrosse related to Native Americans? 

15. What are some of the ways sports can be a negative force for equality? 

Can you give some specific examples? 

16.What are some of the ways sports can be a negative for positive force for 

equality? Can you give some specific examples? 

17. Looking at the table on page 218, how are minorities represented in 

college sports in administrative and coaching roles? Are professional sports 

any different? How can the percentages of minorities in these positions 

negatively impact minority athletes? 

18.Name some of the ways that diversity can be promoted in sports. 



EXSS 181--Chapter 12 Study Guide 

What was the historical role of women in sports before Title IX? Who were 

some of the more well-known female athletes and what did they 

accomplish? 

What were some of the reasons listed for why women did not or should not 

participate in sports? Have all of these attitudes about women’s 

participation in sports changed? 

What is Title IX? When was it passed? Describe the imbalance between 

male and female sport participation during the time period leading up to its 

passage. 

4. What are the three prongs of Title IX? How can schools meet each prong? 

5. How has women’s participation in sports changed since Title IX? Look at 

the tables on page 228. 

How has women’s involvement in sports changed in other ways besides 

being athletic participants? How has men’s involvement in women’s sports 

changed also? 



7. What are some of the benefits for females who are physically active and 

who participate in sports? 

8. Name three of the issues involving women in sports and their portrayal in 

the media. Can you give an example for each issue? 

What is the status of women’s participation in sports in other countries? 

Who gets to participate in sports globally? Has there been any 

improvement? 

10. What are some of the challenges that Title IX still poses for women’s sports 

participation? 

11. Describe the differences between genders in physical activity participation 

among different age groups. What do you think causes those differences? 

12. How are women represented in leadership roles in athletics? How do you 

think this impacts female athletes? 



13.What are some of the gender inequities among pay and spending at the 

professional and college level? Have there been any improvements in 

recent years? 

14.Where are there inequities among media coverage of women’s sports? Are 

the needs of female sports fans being met? 
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Tip: It is better to be a problem-solver 
than a problem-creator! 

All of us have created problems for ourselves and others at some time 
during our life. We probably dichft mean to, and hopefully we did 
everything we could to straighten it out once we realized our error. 
Learuing and growing includes making mistakes. If we do not learu from 
our mistakes, we are destined to repeat them. To keep creating problems 
for ourselves and others over and over again is painful. A little bit of 
thoughtfulness goes a long way in breaking that painful process. Maybe 
an example will help make nay point. 

In the process of growing up and learuing how to do tlfings, a child nmkes 
many mistakes. They are not only learning how to do their daily chores 
and other responsibilities assigned to tlaem at home and at school, but 
they are also learuing right from wrong. Isn’t it interesting tlaat you never 
have to teach a child how to do something wrong? They are bona knowing 
how to do that! It is our job as parents, teachers and other adults to teach 
them how to walk in the right direction in life. 

Because of their hnmaturity, children often create problems. If you have 
ever had children or grandchildren, you know exactly what I mean. This 
is not said ha a negative way; it is simply an observation that they are 
problem-creators until they mature enough to be problem-solvers, able to 
solve problems for themselves and help others as well. 

Unfortunately, I have observed that many children grow into adulthood 
without having gained that maturity. They leave behind a trail of 
problems that someone else must straighten out. They don’t know how to 
take responsibility for themselves and often have a poorly developed 
sense of character, integrity and honesty. That creates problems for 
everyone. 

When I was growing up, nay father always said, "If you tell the truth, you 
will never have to remember what you said." I have learued that is tlae 
best way to keep a problem from starting in the first place. Always tell the 
truth, be forth-fight and honest in your dealings with other people. 3rod, 
as soon as something begins to go wrong, do everything you can to 
resolve tlae problem, rather than letting it linger or get bigger. 

As I have said before, it is nay belief tlaat the key to being a problem-solver 
is learning to plan ahead and anticipate challenges. Waiting matil the last 
minute to do what needs to be done only raises your stress level. With 
just a little bit of planning and forethought, you can be a problem-solver 
rather thma waiting until a problem is created. 

The older I get, the more I see that this is becoming a bigger mad bigger 
issue with me. I do not mind working on any problem, regardless of what 
it is, in order to solve it mad learu how to do it better in the future. 
However, it drives me completely crazy when the stone problem arises 
over and over and over agaha, and no matter what I do, it just will not go 
away. That is when I ask myself, "3an I a problem-solver or have I become 
a problem-creator?" I suppose it boils down to the old saying, "Fool me 



once, shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me!" I want nay life to be 
filled with love, joy, and peace. Mad, I find tlaat the only way that will 
happen is if I learn how to live nay life as a problem-solver rather tlaan a 
problem-creator. 

What is the biggest challenge you are facing right now? Is it possible that 
you are the one who is either creating the problem or contributing to its 
on-going nature? Your maswer may be a hard pill to swallow. However, 
ask yourself how you can solve the problem and then create a system 
where it will continue to be solved in the future. That is when you will 
have become a problem-solver, not a problem-creator. 3rod, that is when 
you will find real happiness and success. 

If you will take a little time to meditate on this truth, it will change your 
life. It will work wonders on your schedule and it will bring more peace 
and happiness into your daily situation thma you ever thought possible. I 
give you nay word on that! 

Tip: It is better to be a problem-solver 
than a problem-creator! 

Usage Policy: 
You may reprint this "Tip of the Week" in your own hard copy print or electronic 
newsletter under the following conditions: 

1) You must notify Personality Insights via email at ~~h__t__%__c__o___m. 

2) The following paragraph must be included immediately after the Tip of the Week text 

and must be clearly visible: 
Reprinted with permission from the "Tip of the Week". To subscribe for the free "Tip of 
the Week" please go to h..t.t.p.j!~:p..e..r.s..o...n..a.J!t.y!.n..s.!g.h..t.s....c.9.~ and receive Dr. Rohm’s 

weekly Tip every Monday morning. 

Unsubscribe 
PersonaliLytnsights, Inc;PO Box 28592 ALlanLa, Georgia 30358 UniLed States (800) 
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Beth Bridger, 

Do you and your staff want to learn how to prevent critical mistakes and avoid 
costly overtime & classification traps? Then join us for this 60-minute webinar. 

"Exempt vs. Nonexempt in Higher Ed: Avoid Overtime Traps & Be Compliant" 
Thursday, June 28, 2012 - 1:00-2:00pm ET 

http://www, supertrainme.com/2BT/0/2/p8FS S Cc/p7YBEC9Qi/p0e 

Exempt or non-exempt - that is the question. FLSA issues are on DOL’s radar 
causing costly settlements to violators. Colleges and universities are looking 
for straightforward answers to apply FLSA tests to determine exempt or 
non-exempt status. Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your staff will 
learn: 

**Keys to determining the overtime status of university employees 
**What to look for when auditing university employee job descriptions 
**Most common overtime pitfalls colleges make & how to avoid them 
**FLSA overtime pay issues for staff in admissions, athletics & IT 
**Latest FLSA enforcement rules: Keys for total compliance 

PROGRAM BENEFITS 
In this live, 60-minute webinar, you and your staff will discover answers to 
your tricky questions regarding who at your university is exempt and who is not 
and what you need to do to ensure you are in compliance with FLSA rules. 

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
*Exempt vs. Non-exempt at Your College: Eliminate the Confusion 
**How to structure university job descriptions to protect your exemptions 
**When & how to legally dock an exempt employee’s pay 
**Keys to determine overtime status: straightforward explanations 
**Tips for calculating overtime pay for university employees 

*Hours Worked Issues: Guidelines to Correct Classification 
**What is the latest DOL clarification regarding student internships 
**IT Support, teacher exemptions & more - rules you need to know 
**How to calculate comp time, overtime, travel and on-call time 
**Ways to correct classification errors - without risking liability 

*The Most Common Classification "Gotchas" - and How to Avoid Them 
**Salaried doesn’t necessarily mean exempt - what you need to know 
**How to reclassify employees to minimize liability on your campus 
**What’s on the clock & what’s not - staying on the right side of the law 
**How heightened DOL enforcement of FLSA impacts your university 

*Question and Answer Session - Have your FLSA questions answered live by our 
expert speaker! 

Your Expert Presenter: 
Stacie Caraway is a partner with Miller & Martin PLLC. 
**Ms. Caraway concentrates her practice in the areas of labor and employment 



law. Ms. Caraway is currently part of a regional civil litigation team, which 
advises national franchises and other companies concerning general employment 
and labor law issues. 
**She also develops, reviews, and updates human resource policies, supporting 
contracts and materials; and represents these companies in all local, state and 
federal legal proceedings including labor arbitrations, EEOC and state human 
rights commission investigations, settlement mediations and lawsuits throughout 
the United States. 
**She is a frequent speaker on labor and employment issues. 
**Ms. Caraway received her B.A., summa cum laurie, at the University of Tennessee 
and her J.D., with Honors, at the University of Cincinnati College of Law. 

*Exempt vs. Nonexempt in Higher Ed: Avoid Overtime Traps & Be Compliant* 
*Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Thursday, June 28, 2012 - (l:00-2:00pm ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

http://www.supertraiume.com/2BT/O/2/p8FSSCc/p7YBEC9Qi/pOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

http://www.supertraiume.com/2BT/4C/2/p8FSSCc/p7YBEC9Qi!pOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 181047 

Contact ID#: -1565328984 
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Support PlayMakers Scholarship Fund 
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Dear Friends, 

I’m thrilled that PlayMakers Summer Youth Conservatory is back - and is 
better than ever! The SYC, considered the best theatre arts training in 
the Triangle, is now offering three different programs for young people of 
all ages and interests. PlayMakers has always been committed to offering 
financial assistance to any student in need who is accepted into SYC - and 
so we’re raising $20,000 for scholarships by June 30. I hope you’ll join 
us in helping our youth reach their dreams! 

I thank you for your support of PlayMakers - and the Summer Youth 
Conservatory Scholarship Fund! 

Yours, 

Joe 

PLAYMAKERS SUMMER YOUTH CONSERVATORY SCHOLARSHIP FUND&#8232; 
Join us in raising $20,000 for scholarships by June 30! 

Considered the Triangle’s premier theatre arts training program for youth, 
PlayMakers 
award-winning Summer Youth Conservatory offers three outstanding programs: 
Theatre Intensive, TheatreTech, and Theatre Quest. 

The Summer Youth Conservatory Scholarship Fund ensures all students 
accepted into these programs can participate. Your support allows a 
talented young artist with financial need the chance to train with 
acclaimed professionals in PlayMakers state-of-the-art facilities. 

Gifts of all sizes are welcome and tax deductible! 

Named Theatre Intensive Scholarship Available for $1,500 
Named TheatreTech Scholarship Available for $750 

CLICK HERE to make a gift. In the "Select a fund" drop down box choose 
"Other" and click on the "Search Funds" link to enter "Summer Youth 
Conservatory." 

Theatre Intensive 
Five weeks of intensive morning classwork for high school students in 
acting, movement and singing, combined with afternoon rehearsals of a 
musical or play culminating in a professionally realized production at 
PlayMakers. 

June 18-July 22 Tuition $1,500&#8232; 

TheatreTech 
This unique six week program offers high school students the chance to 

learn all aspects of technical theatre. Students are given the opportunity 

to apprentice in Scenery, Costumes, Lighting, Sound Design and Stage 
Management. 



June 11-July 22 Tuition $75 

&#8232;&#8232;&#8232;Theatre Quest 
New this summer, PlayMakers offers five exciting one-week camps to middle 
school students interested in exploring a wide range of theatrical styles. 
From Stage Combat to Acting for the Camera, join us for one week or all 
fiv!! Financial aid is not available for Theatre Quest. 

June 18-July 20 $300 per week 

For questions or more information, contact Kathryn Shefler at 
kshefter@email.unc.edu or 919.962.2481. 

Tickets to the Summer Youth Conservatory production of Urinetown are on 
sale now! CLICK HERE. Performances are July 19-21 at 7:30PM and July 22 at 

2:00PM. 

Adults - $15; Child - $10; PlayMakers Subscriber - $13 

Click here on http://serverl.streamsend.com!streamsend/unsubscribe.php? 
cd=43102&md=6022&ud=ea0cc26f2d99b8 la7c451339405e90be <http://serverl.streamsend.com!streamsend/unsubscribe.php? 
cd=43102&md=6022&ud=ea0cc26f2d99b8 la7c451339405e90be> to update your profile or Unsubscribe 







Whit !,ock 
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[n4alcecommittee] resources for website 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

If you have any resources that you would like to share with LCEC membership that fit in the categories below, 
please send them to Jennifer Timmer (jtimmer@lsu.edu<mailto:jtimmer@lsu.edu>) and Leah Saal 
(lsaal 1 @lsu.edu<mailto:lsaal 1 @lsu.edu>) ! 

Topic 

Content 

Student Assessment 

Educational Background Information, Pre-Diagnostic Screening, Formal PSYC-ED Testing, Classification 
Systems, etc. 

Reading 

Assessments and Strategies 

Writing 

Assessments and Strategies 

Math 

Assessments and Strategies 

Study Skills 

Assessment and Strategies (Exam Prep, Note-taking, Time Management, Study Strategies, Memory, etc.) 

Advocacy/Communication 

Student and Learning Specialist Strategies 

Program Evaluation 

Learning Unit Evaluation Systems 

Psychological/Behavioral Concerns 

Anxiety, Depression, ADD/ADHD, Personality Disorders, Eating Disorders, Addictions, etc. 

Each category will have its own module on the website. Included in each module will be a location for: 



* Relevant Research Articles 

* Training Information 

* Related Links 

* Discussion Forum 

They have been working hard as one of our sub-committees to develop a website for information we can share 
and would appreciate any information you can send!! 

Thanks 
[cid:image001.jpg@01CB03FB.4D41BEA0] 
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Marc 



Drama 116 Nov. 15 SI ~vorksheet {PAGE } 

1. Who coined the term ’theatre of the absurd’? 

2. What was the greatest influence on Samuel Beckett’s writing? 

3. Samuel Beckett and __ were the preeminent playwrights of the time. 

4. What was Beckett’s first big play? 

5. Describe the realism called for in Beckett’s plays. 

6. The Theatre of the Absurd shows the world as 

7. How did Bertholt Brecht feel about drama that was completely different 
from the well-made-play? 

8. "The may be no story, orplot, but youjblt somethingJ?om watching it. It 
makes you hurt (orJbel an emotion) and makes you think hard. In absurd 
theatre it does not f!)llow a linear plot or path. There is no fictitious story or 
plot, but the purpose is to make youJbel or think." What does this describe? 

9. Beckett saw the uset~lness, the or aliveness of theatre. 

10. Four characteristics of absurd theater are: 



Drama 116 Nov. 15 SI ~vorksheet {PAGE } 

A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansber~T 
1. In what city do the Youngers live? 

2. From whom are the Youngers awaiting a check? 

3. What does Ruth find out when she goes to the doctor? 

4. What does Walter’s employer call to say? 

5. What do each of the ~bur main characters want to do with the money? 

6. What do the Youngers give Mama on the day they move? 

7. What does Beneatha want to be? 

8. What does Karl Lindner want the Youngers to do? 

9. Which country does Joseph Asagai come from? 

10.When he is fooling around with Beneatha, what does Walter call 
himsel~ 

11.Who is the Yuongers’ next-door neighbor? 

12.Where does Mama keep her plant? 

13.Where does Travis sleep? 

14.What does Ruth buy in her excitement about the Youngers’ new 
home? 

15.What does Ruth tell Walter to do when he complains incessantly 
about his life? 

16.Where do Ruth and Walter go when they are becoming more hope[hl 
about the future? 

17.In what year was A Raisin in the Sun first performed? 

18.What does Ruth consider when she finds out that she is pregnant? 



Drama 116 Nov. 15 SI ~vorksheet {PAGE } 

19.Why do Ruth and Mama approve of George Murchison? 

20.Who is the last to leave the Younger apartment at the end of the play? 

21.Whom does Mrs. Johnson quote when she visits the Youngers’ 
apartment? 

22.At what point does Mama say that Walter has finally achieved his 
’manhood’? 

23.What happens to the money that Walter invests in the liquor store? 

24.Near the end of the play, what does Asagai leave Beneatha to think 
about? 

25.What does Travis do to make money? 

26.Where does Walter often go to escape the apartment? 

27.What happens to each of the four main character’s dreams for the 
money? 



Drama 116 Nov. 15 SI ~vorksheet, answers {PAGE } 

1. Who coined the term ’theatre of the absurd’? Martin Eslin 

2. What was the greatest influence on Samuel Beckett’s writing? During 
Wg,qI his time it~ the South of France where he went to escape the Nazi 
occupation of Paris. Observing the difficulties of life while working as a 
farm laborer. 

3. Samuel Beckett and 
Hearik Ibsen 

__ were the preeminent playwrights of the time. 

4. What was Beckett’s first big play? ~Vaitingjbr Godot 

5. Describe the realism called for in Beckett’s plays. His productions mast 
have everything i~ order i~ order for the absurdity of the play to come 
through 

6. The Theatre of the Absurd shows the world as 
incomprehet~sible place 

an 

7. How did Bertholt Brecht feel about drama that was completely different 
from the well-made-play? He felt that drama shotfl d infbrm and awaken 
sensibilities, not j ust entertain or anesthetize a~ audience. His plays 
concerned philosophical or political issues 

8. "The may be no story, or plot, but youjblt somethingj?om watching it. It 
makes you hurt (or Joel an emotion) and makes you think hard. In absurd 
theatre it does notjbllow a linearplot orpath. There is nojictitious story or 
plot, but the purpose is to make youJbel or think." What does this describe? 
Absurdist drama 

9. Beckett sa~v the usefulness, the or aliveness of theatre. Immediacy 

10. Four characteristics of absurd theater are: Unrecognizable plots, 
Mechanical characters, Situations resembling dreams and mghtmares, and 
Incohere~ dialogue 



Drama 116 Nov. 15 SI ~vorksheet, answers {PAGE } 

A Raisin in the Szm by Lorraine Hansber~T 
1. In what city do the Youngers live? Chicago 

2. From whom are the Youngers awaiting a check? An insurance coo 

3. What does Ruth find out when she goes to the doctor? She is 
pregnant 

4. What does Walter’s employer call to say? That he hasn’t bee~ to work 
in three days 

5. What do the Youngers give Mama on the day they move? Gardenit~g 

6. What does Beneatha want to be? A doctor 

7. What does Karl Lindner want the Youngers to do? Give up mo~i~g to 
C]yboume Park by selling their house to his homeowt~er’s assn. 

8. Which country does Joseph Asagai come from? Nigeria 

9. When he is fooling around with Beneatha, what does Walter call 
himself? A flaming spear 

10. Who is the Youngers’ next-door neighbor? Mrs. Johnson 

11.Where does Mama keep her plant? Outside the kitchen window 

12.Where does Travis sleep? O~ tt~e couch m the ]iving room 

13.What does Ruth buy in her excitemeut about the Youngers’ new 
home? curtains 

14.What does Ruth tell Walter to do when he complains incessantly 
about his life? Eat his eggs 

15.Where do Ruth and Walter go when they are becoming more hopeful 
about the future? To the movies 

16.In what year is A Raisin in the Sun set? I956 



Drama 116 Nov. 15 SI ~vorksheet, answers {PAGE } 

17.In what year was A Raisin in the Sun first perfomaed? 1959 

18.What does Ruth consider when she finds out that she is pregnant? 
Having an abortion 

19.Why do Ruth and Mama approve of George Murchison? He is 
handsome and wealthy 

20.Who is the last to leave the Younger apartment at the end of the play? 
mama 

21.Whom does Mrs. Johnson quote when she visits the Youngers’ 
apartment? Booker T. Washington 

22.At what point does Mama say that Walter has finally achieved his 
’manhood’? When he tells Mr. Lind~er that they will move to 
Clyboume Park :no mater what. 

23. What happens to the money that Walter invests in the liquor store? 
Willy Harris rut]s off with it 

24.Near the end of the play, ~vhat does Asagai leave Beneatha to think 
about? Whether she will marU him and move to Africa 

25.What does Travis do to make money? He carries bags at the groceu 
store 

26.Where does Walter often go to escape the apartment? To a bar 



GEOL 101 Spring 2008 {’PAGE } 

Vo ahtlar--y 

Chapter 1 
As~henosphere: the weak layer of soft but solid rock comprising the lower part of the 
upper mantle (below the lithosphere) and over which the plates slide. Movement in the 
asthenosphere occurs by plastic deformation. 

Climate system: a geosystem that includes all parts of the Earth system and all the 
interactions among these components needed to describe how climate behaves in space 
and time. 

Core: the central part of the Earth below a depth of 2900 kin, comprising a liquid 

outer core and a solid inner core. The core is composed of iron and nickel, with minor 
amounts of some lighter element, such as oxygen or sulfur. 

C~N: the thin outer layer of the Earth, averaging about 8 km thick under the oceans to 

about 40 l~ thick under the continents, consisting of relatively light materials that 

melt at low temperatures. Continental crust consists largely of granite and 
granodiorite. Ocean crust is mostly basalt. 

EaCh system: all the parts of our planet and all their interactions, taken together. 

Fossil: trace of an organism of past geologic ages that has been preserved in the crust. 

Geody-x~mo: the geosystem that sustains Earth’s magneO’c field, driven by convecO’on in 

the outer core. 

GeosyNem: a specialized subsystem of the Earth system that encompasses specific types 
of terrestrial behavior. Geosystems include the plate tectonic system~ the climate 

system, thegeodynamo, and other smaller subsystems. The Earth system can be 

thought of as the collection of all these open, interacting (and often 

Inner core: the central part of the Earth from a depth of 5150 to 6370 km, composed 
of iron and nickel. A solid metallic sphere with a radius of 1220 km about 2/3 the 

size of the Moon suspended within the liquid outer core. 

Lithosphere: the strong, rigid outer shell of the Earth that encases the asthenosphere 
and contains the crust and the upper-most part of the mantle down to an average depth 

of about 100 km and forms the rigid plates. 

Magnetic field: the region of influence of a magnetized body or an electric current. 

Mantle: the region that forms the main bulk of the solid Earth, between the crust and 
the core, ranging from depths of about 40 lcrn to 2900 lcm. It is composed of rocks of 

intermediate density, mostly compounds of oxygen with magnesium, iron and silicon. 

Outer ~ore: a liquid zone composed of iron, nickel, and minor amounts of some 
lighter element, such as oxygen or sulfur below the mantle, from a depth of 2890 km 
to 5190 1~, that surrounds a solid iron-nickcl inner core. 
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Plate teaatonie ~y~m: a geosystem that includes all parts of the Earth system and all the 
interactions among these components needed to describe how plate tectonics works in 
space and time. 

t’t~eiple of tmifotmitariattks~: the principle that the geologic processes we see in 
action today have worked in much the same way throughout geologic time; that is, "the 
present is the kcy to the past." 

Scientific method: a general research plan, based on methodical observations and 
experiments, by which scientists propose and test hypotheses that explain some aspect 
of how the universe works. 

Seismic wave: a ground vibration produced by earthquakes or explosions. 

Tolmgraphy: the general configuration of varying heights that gives shape to Earth’s 
surface. 

Chapter 2 
Continental drill: the large-scale motion of continents across Earth’s surface driven by 
plate tectonics. 

Geodesy: the ancient science of measuring the shape of the Earth and locating points 
on its surface. 

Island ar~: a linear or arc-shaped chain of volcanic island formed on the seafloor at a 
convergent plate boundary. The island are formed in the overriding plate from rising 
melt derived from tluid-induced meIting of the mantle wedge above the downgoing 
lithospheric slab. 

Is~altto~: a contour that connects points of equal age on the world’s ocean floors as 
determined by magnetic reversal data and foa5"ils from deep-sea drilling. 

Magnetic anomaly:, a pattern of long, narrow bands of high and low magnetic fields on 
the seafloor that are parallel to and almost perfcctly symmetrical with respect to the 

crest of a mid-ocean ridge. The detection of such patterns was one of the great 

discoveries that confirmed seafloor spreading and led to plate tectonics theory. 

Magnetic time ~ale: the detailed history of Earth’s magnefic field reversals going back 
into geologic time, as determined by measuring the thermoremanent magne~za~on of 
rock samples. 

Pangaea: a supercontinent that coalesced in the latest Paleozoic era and comprised all 
present continents. The breakup of Fangea began in Mesozoic time, as inferred from 

paleomagnetic and other data. 

Plate tectonics: the theory proposing that the lithosphere is brokcn into about a dozen 
large plates that move over Earth’s surface. Each plate acts as a distinct rigid unit that 
rides on the asthenosphere, which also is in motion. The theory attempts to explain 
seismicity, volcanism, mountain building, and evidence of paleomagnetism in terms of 
these plate motions. 
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Relative plate velocity: the velocity at which one plate moves relative to another plate. 

Rodir~: a supercontinent that formed about 1.1 Ga and gean to break up about 750 

Ga. 

SeMloor spreading: the mechanism by which new seafloor is created along the rift at 
the crust of a mid-ocean ridge as adjacent plates move apart. The crust seperates along 

the rift, and new seafloor forms as hot new crust upwells into these cracks. The new 

seafloor spreads laterally away from the rift and is replaced by even newer crust in a 
continuing process of plate creation. 

Spreading ee~tter: the region at the crest of a mid-ocean ridge, which new crust is 
being formed by seafloor spreading. 

Subdu~tiOll: the sinking of an oceanic plate beneath an overriding oceanic or 
continental plate at a convergent plate boundary. 

Trangorm fault: a plate margin at which the plates slide past each other and 
lithosphere is neither created nor destroyed. Rclafive displacement occurs along the 

fault as horizontal slip between the adjacent plates. 

Cha_~r ~ 
Anion: a negatively charged ion. 

Atom: the smallest unit of an element’s protons and neutrons. 

Atomic mass: the sum of an element’s protons and neutrons. 

Atomic number: The number of protonsin the nucleus of an atom. 

Bedding: the formation of parallel layers of sedimentas particles settle to the bottom of 

the sea, a ±Jvez; or a land surface. 

Cation: a positively charged ion. 

Chemieal alad bioohemioal sedimenIs: new chemical substances that form by 
precipitation when some of a rock’s components dissolve during weathering and are 

carried in river waters to the sea. 

Chemioal reaotioll: the interaction of the atomsof two or more chemical elements in 
certain fixed proportions that produce a new chemical substance. 

Cleavage: (1) the tendency of a crystalto break along flat planar surfaces (2) the 
geometric pattern produces by such breakage. 

Color: the property of a mineralimparted by light either transmitted through or 

reflected by crystals, irregular masses, or a s~’eak. 

Coxataet metamorphism: changes in the mineralogy and texture ofrock resulting form 
the heat and pressure in a small area, such as the rocks near and in contact with an 
igneous intrusion. 
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Covalent bond: a bond between atoms in which the outer electrons are shared. 

Ci3rstal: an ordered three-dimensional array of atoms in which the basic arrangement 
is repeated in all directions. 

Crystal habit: the shape in which a mineral’s individual crystals or aggregates of 
crystals grow. 

Crystallization: the growth of a solid from a gas or liquid whose constituent atoms 
come together in the proper chemical proportions and ordered three-dimensional 
arrangement. 

Density: the mass per unit volume of a substance, commonly expressed in grams per 
cubic centimeter (g/mc~). 

Electron: a negatively charged particle that moves around the nucleus of an atom. 

Electron shar~: the mechanism by which a covalent bond is formed between the 
elements in a chemical reaction. 

El~tron transfer: the mechanism by which an ionic bond is formed between the 
elements in a chemical reaction. 

Erosion: the set of processes that loosen soil and rock and move them downhill or 
downstream, where they are deposited as layers of sediment. 

Extrusive ~eous rock~ a fine-grained or glassy igneous rock formed from a rapidly 
cooled magma that erupts at the surface through a volcano. 

Foliation: a set of flat or waW parallel planes produced by deformation. 

lCYaeture: the tendency of a crystal to break along irregular surfaces other than 
cleavage planes. 

Hardness: a measure of the east with which the surface of a mineral can be scratched. 

Hydrolhei~r~al ~olution: a hot solution formed around bodies of molten rock when 
circulated groundwater comes into contact with a hot intrusion, reacts with it, and 
carries off significant qualities of elements and ions released by the reaction. These 
elements and their ions then interact with one another to deposit ore minerals, usually 
as the fluid cools. 

Igneous rook: a rock formed by the solidification of a magma, before or after it reaches 
the surface. 

Intrusive igneous rock: an igneous rock midway in composition between marie and 
felsic, neither as rich in silica as the felsic rocks nor as poor in it as the marie rocks. 

Ionic bond: a bond between atoms formed by electrical attraction between ions of the 
opposite charge. 
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Isotope: one of two or more species of atoms of the same atomic number that have 
differing atomic masses. 

Lithificaiion: the process that converts sediments into solid rock by compaction or 
cementation. 

L~asI~er: the way in which the surface of a mineral reflects light to produce the shine of 
its surface, described by such subjective terms as dull, glassy or metallic. 

Metallic bond: a covalent bond in which freely mobile electrons are shared and 
dispersed among ions of metallic elements, which have the tendency to lose electrons 
and pact together as cations. 

Metamorphi~ rock: a rock formed by the transformation of preexisting solid rocks 
under the influence of hi,~h pressure and temperature. 

Mineral: a naturally occurring, solid crystalline substance, generally inorganic, with a 
specific chemical composition. 

Mineralogy: (1) the branch of geology that studies the composition, structure, 
appearance, stability, occurrence, and associations of minerals. (2) the relative 
proportions of a rock’s constituent minerals. 

Mobs scale of hardness: an empirical, ascending scale of mineral hardness based on 
the ability of one mineral to scratch another. 

Neul-roxa: an electrically neutral elementary particle in the nucleus of an atom, having 
an atomic mass of 1. 

N~cle~s: the center of an atom, comprising protons and neutrons and containing 
virtually all the mass of the atom. 

Ore: a mineral deposit from which valuable metals can be recovered profitably. 

Polymorph: one of two or more alternative possible crystal structures for a single 
chemical compound; for example, the minerals quartz and cristobalite are polymorphs 
of silica (SiOz). 

Precipitate: (1) (verb) to drop out of a saturated solution as crystals. (2) (noun) the 
crystals that drop out of a saturated solution. 

Prolox~: an elementary particle in the nucleus of an atom, having an atomic mass of 1 
and a positive electrical charge of + 1. 

Regional metamorphism: metamorphism caused by high pressures and temperatures 
that extend over large regions, as happens where plates collide. 

Rock: a naturally occurring solid ay, y;regate of minerals or, in some cases, nonmineral 
solid matter. 
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Rock cycle: the set of geologic processes that convert each type of rock into the other 

two types. 

Sediment: a material deposited as Earth’s surface by physical agents (wind, air, water, 
and ice), chemical agents (precipitation from oceans, lakes, and rivers) or biological 

agents (organisms, living and dead). 

Sexlimen~try rock: a rock formed as the burial product of layers of sediments (such as 
sand, mud and calcium carbonate shells), whether they were laid down on the land or 
under the sea. 

$illciclastic sediments: clastic sediment produced by the weathering of rocks composed 

largely of silicate minerals. 

$1~cific gl~avity: the weight of a mineral in air divided by the weight of an equal 
volume of pure water at 4~C. 

$~ak: the color of the fine deposit of mineral dust left on an abrasive surface, such as 
a tile of unglazed porcelain, when a mineral is scraped across it. 

Texture: the sizes and shapes of a rock’s mineral crystals and the way they are put 

together. 

Veila deposit: a sheetlike deposit of minerals precipitated in fractures or joints that are 
foreign to the host rock. 

Weathering: the general process that breaks up rocks into fragments of various sizes 

by a combination of physical fracturing and chemical decomposition. 

Cl~l~er 4 
Andesite: a volcanic rock type immediate in composition between rhyolite and basalt. 

The extrusive equivalent of diorite. 

Basalt: a fine-grained, dark, mafic igneous rock composed largely of plagioclase 

feldspar and wrozene. The extrusive equivalent of gabbro. 

Batholith: a great irregular mass of coarse-grained igneous rock that covers at least 
100kin2; the largest pluton. 

Colacordalat ill~sioll: an intrusive igneous rock whose boundaries lie parallel to layers 
of preexisting bedded rock. 

Coma~j rock: the rock surrounding an intrusive igneous rock. 

Dacife: a light-colored, fine-grained extrusive igenous rock with the same general 
composition as andesite. The extrusive equivalent of grandoiorite. 

Decompressiox~ meltixag: melting that occurs when mantle material rises to an area of 
lower pressure at a mid-ocean ridge. As the mantle material rises and the pressure 

decreases below a critical point, solid rocks melt spontaneously, without the 
introduction of any additional heat. 
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Dike: a tabular igneous intrusion that cuts across layers of bedding in country rock. 

Diorite: a coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock with composition intermediate 
between granite and gabbro. The intrusive equivalent of an&site. 

Diseordartt int-rusion: an intrusive igneous rock that cuts across the layers o f the 
country rock that it intrudes. 

~trt~ive igneous rode a fine-grained or glass igneous rock formed from a rapidly 
cooled magma that erupts at the surface through a volcano. 

Felsie rock: a light-colored igneous rock that is poor in iron and magnesium and rich 
in high-silica minerals such as quartz, orthoclase feldspar, and plagioclase feldspar. 

Flttid~indtmed melting: melting that takes place when waterqaden sediments on a 
suducting oceanic plate are carried downward into the subduction zone. The increase 
in pressure squeezes water out of the minerals in the outer layers of the descending 
slab. The water rises buoyantly into the mantle wedge above the slab. Because water 
lowers the melting temperature or rock, it induces melting in the mantle wedge. 

Fractional erysta||i~,atiort: the process by which the crystals formed in a cooling magma 
are segregated from the remaining liquid at progressively lower temperatures. 

Gabbro: a dark gray, course-grained intrusive igneous rock with an abundance of 
mafic minerals, particularly pyrozene. The intrusive equivalent of basalt. 

Granite: a felsic, coarse-grained, intrusive igneous rock composed of quartz, orthoclase 
feldspar, sodium-rich plagioclase feldspar, and micas. The intrusive equivalent of 
rhyolite. 

Gra~todiorite: a light-colored, coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock similar to granite 
in having abundant quartz, but whose predominant feldspar is plagioclase, not 
orthoclase. The intrusive equivalent of dacite. 

Hydr~ttertt~l veitt: a vein filled with minerals that contain large amounts of 
chemically bound water and are known to crystallize from hot-water solutions. 

I~ttermedi~te ig~e, ous rook: an igneous rock midway in composition between mafic and 
felsic, neither as rich in silica as the felsic rocks nor as poor in it as the mafic rocks. 

Ilatt~sive igneous r~k: a coarse-grained igneous rock that crystallized slowly when 
magma intruded into country rock deep in Earth’s crust. 

Marie r~k: a dark-colored igneous rock containing minerals (such as pyrozenes and 
olivines) rich in iron and magnesium and relatively poor in silica. 

Magma chamber: a magma-filled cavity in the lithosphere that forms as ascending 
drops of melted rock push aside surrounding solid rock. 
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Magma~c dh~-fer~ni~alion: a process by which rocks of varying composition can arise 
from a uniform parent magma. Various minerals crystallize at different temperalures, 
and the composition of the magma changes as it is depleted of the chemical elements 
withdrawn to make the crystallized minerals. 

Obaidian: a dense, dark, glassy volcanic rock, usually of felsic composition. 

Ophiolite suite: an unusual assemblage of rocks, characteristic of the seafloor but 
found on land, consisting of deep-sea sediments, submarine sasaltic lavas, and mafic 
igneous intrusions. The assemblage comprises fragments of oceanic crust that were 
transported by seafloor spreading and then raised above sea level and thrust onto a 
continent in a later episode of plate collision. 

Partial melts: the incomplete melting of a rock that occurs because the minerals that 
compose it melt at different temperatures. 

Pegnmtite: a vein of extremely coarse grained granite, crystallized from a water-rich 
magma in the late stages of solidifaction, that cuts across a much finer grained country 
rock. Pegmatites provide ores of many rare-elements, such as lithium and beryllium. 

Peridotite: a coarse-grained ultramafic intrusive igneous rock composed of olivine with 
small amounts of pyrozene and amphibole. The dominant rock in Earth’s mantle and 
the source rock of basaltic melts. 

Pluton: a large igneous intrusion ranging in size from a cubic kilometer to hundreds of 
cubic kilometers, formed at depth if the crust. 

Porphyry:a: a lava mixed texture in which large crystals (phenocrysts) "float" in a 
predominantly fine crystalline matrix. 

1Mmice: a frothy mass of volcanic glass with a great number of holes (vesicles) that 
remain after trapped gas has escaped from the solidifying melt. 

PyroclaN: a volcanic rock fragment ejected into the air during an eruption. 

Phyllite: a foliated rock that is intermediate in grade between slate and schist. Small 
crystals of mica and chlorite give it a more or less glossy sheen. 

Sill: a sheetlike concordant intrusion formed by the injection of magma betwcen 
parallel layers of preexisting bedded rock. 

Stock: an irregular mass of coarse-grained igneous rock less than 100km2 in area. 

Tuff: any volcanic rock lithified from pyroclasts. 

Ultramafic rock: an igneous rock consisting primarily of mafic minerals and 
containing less than 10 percent feldspar. 

Vein: a sheetlikc deposit of minerals precipitated in fractures or joints that are foreign 
to the host rock. 
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Vi~osily: a measure of a fluid’s resistance to flow. 

Volcanic ash: extremely small fragments, usually of glass, that form when escaping 
gases force a fine spray of magma from a volcano. 
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Chapter 3 Earth Materials: Minerals and Rocks 

What is a mineral? Minerals, the building blocks of rocks, are naturally occurring, 
inorganic solids with specific crystal structures and chemical compositions that either are 
fixed or vary within a defined range. A mineral is constructed of atoms, the small units 
of matter that combine in chemical reactions. An atom is composed of a nucleus of 
protons and neutron, surrounded by electrons. The atomic number of a element is the 
number of protons in its nucleus, and its atomic mass is the sum &the massed of its 
protons and neutrons. 

How do atoms combine to form the crystal structures of minerals? Chemical substances 
react with one another to form compounds either by gaining or losing electrons to 
become ions or by sharing electrons. The ions in a chemical compound are held together 
by ionic bonds, which form by electrostatic attraction between positive ions (cations) and 
negative ions (anions). Atoms that share electrons to form a compound are held together 
by covalent bonds. When a mineral crystallizes, atoms or ions come together in the 
proper proportions to form a crystal structure - an orderly three-dimensional geometric 
array in which the basic arrangement is repeated in all directions. 

What are the maior rock forming minerals? Silicates, the most abundant minerals in 
Earth’s crust, are crystal structures built of silicate tetrahedral linked in various ways. 
Tetrahedra may be isolated (olivines) or in single chains (pyrozenes), double chains 
(amphiboles), sheets (micas), or frameworks (feldspars). Carbonate minerals are made of 
carbonate ions bonded to calcium or magnesium or both. Oxide minerals are compounds 

of oxygen and metallic elements. Sulfide and sulfate minerals are composed of sulfur 
atoms in combination with metallic elements. 

What are the physical properties of minerals? A mineral’s physical properties, which 
indicate its composition and structure, include hardness - the ease with which its surface 
is scratched; cleavage - its ability to split or break along flat surfaces; fracture - the way 
in which it breaks along irregular surfaces; luster - the nature of its reflection of light; 
color - imparted by transmitted or reflected light to crystals, irregular masses, or a streak 
(the color of a fine powder); density - the mass per unit volume; and crystal habit - the 
shapes of individual crystals and aggregates. 

What determines the properties of the various kinds of rocks that form in and on Earth’s 
surface? Mineralogy (the kinds and proportions of minerals that make up a rock) and 
texture (the sizes, shapes, and spatial arrangement of its crystals or grains) define a rock. 
The mineralogy and texture of a rock are determined by the geologic conditions, 
including chemical composition, under which it formed, either in the interior under 

various conditions of high temperature and pressure or at the surface, where temperatures 
and pressures are low. 

What are the three types of rock and how do they form? Igneous rocks form by the 
crystallization of magmas as they cool. Intrusive igneous rocks form in Earth’s interior 
and have large crystals. Extrusive igneous rocks, which form at the surface where lavas 
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and ash erupt from volcanoes, have a glassy or fine-grained texture. Sedimentary rocks 
form by the lithification of sediments after burial. Sediments are derived from the 

weathering and ersion of rocks exposed at Earth’s surface, l~letamorphic rocks form by 
alteration in the solid state of igneous, sedimentary or other metamorphic rocks as they 
are subj ected to high temperatures and pressures in Earth’s interior. 

How does the rock cycle describe the formation of rocks as the products of geologic 
processes? The rock cycle relates geologic processes to the formation of the three types 

of rocks from one another. We can view" the processes by starting at any point in the 
cycle. We began with the creation of new oceanic lithosphere at a mid-ocean ridge as 

two continents drift apart. The ocean gets wider until at some point the process reverses 
itself and the ocean closes. As the basin closes, igneous rocks created at the mid-ocean 

ridge eventually descent into a subduction zone beneath a continental plate. Ultimately, 
the two continents, which were once drifting apart, may now collide. As the igneous 
rocks and sediments that descend into the subduction zone go deeper and deeper into 
Earth’s interior, they begin to melt to form a new generation of igneous rocks. The great 
heat associated with the intrusion of these igneous rocks, coupled with the heat and 
pressure that comes with being pushed to levels deep in the Earth, transforms these 
igneous rocks - and other surrounding rocks - into metamorphic rocks. During the 
collision process, these igneous and metamorphic rocks are then uplifted into a high 
mountain chain as a section of Earth’s crust crumbles and deforms. Igneous and 
metamorphic rocks are then uplifted to the surface in the mountain-building process. The 
uplifted igneous and metamorphic rocks slowly weather. Plate tectonics is the 
mechanism by which the cycle operates. 

What is hvdrothermal mineral deposition? Hydrothermal deposits, which are some of the 
most important ore deposits, are formed by hot water emanates from igneous intrusions 
or by heated circulating groundwater or seawater. The heated water leaches soluble 
minerals in its path and transports them to cooler rocks, where they are precipitated in 
fractures, joints, and voids. These ores may be found in veins or in disseminated 
deposits, such as copper sulfides. 

How" do igneous ore deposits form? Igneous ore deposits typically form when minerals 
crystallize from molten magma, settle, and accumulate on the floor of a magma chamber. 
They are often found as layered accumulations of minerals. The rich ore body at 
Sudbury, Ontario, for example, is a mafic intrusion that contains great quantities of 
layered nickel, copper, and iron sulfides near its base. 
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Chapter 4 Igneous Rocks: Solids from Melts 

How are igneous rocks classified? All igneous rocks can be divided into two broad 
textural classes: (1) the coarsely crystalline rocks, which are intrusive and therefore 
cooled slowly; and (2) the finely crystalline rocks, which are extrusive and cooled 
rapidly. Within each of these broad categories, the rocks are classified chemically as 
felsic, mafic, or intermediate on the basis of their silica content, or mineralogically, based 
on their proportions of lighter-colored, felsic minerals and darker, mafic minerals. 

How and where do ma,~mas form? Magmas form at places in the lower crust and mantle 
where temperatures and pressures are high enough for at least partial melting of water- 
containing rock. Basalt can partially melt in the upper mantle, where convection currents 
bring hot rock upward at mid-ocean ridges. Mixtures of basalt and other igneous rocks 
with sedimentary rocks, which contain significant quantities of water, have lower melting 
points than dry igneous rocks. Thus, different source rocks may melt at different 
temperatures and thereby affect magma compositions. 

Another, simpler definition -~ 7here are three states of matter commonly found on 

earth: solid, #quid, and gas. When something changes j~om the so#d state to the #quid 
state, we say it has" melted. Ice melts’. Chocolate melts. 

2 Hot, molten rock is called magma. Magma is a mixture of#quid rock, minerals, and 

dissolved gases. It is formed by the melting of earth’s mantle. ~/lagma is found deep below 
the surface of the earth, lf you hold a chocolate bar in your hand, it will me#. Magma 
forms when rocks" reach temperatures high enough to melt them. Most rocks begin to melt 

at a temperature between 800 and 1200 degrees Celsius. We rarely find temperatures 
that hot at earth’s surjktce. (During a hot summer day, the air temperature is about 35 
degrees Celsius.) But remember, temperature increases the farther you go below the 

surface. 

~ Temperatures #ke these are found at the base of the #thosphere. This" is the so#d, 

outermost layer of the earth. It includes the crust and the upper mantle. Just below the 

#thosphere is the asthenosphere. 7his layer is partly molten rock Temperatures here are 
also very hot. 

~ Temperature is a major factor in the formation of magma. However there are other 

conditions that must be met in order for rocks" to melt. Pressure is one of these factors. 

How does magmatic differentiation account for the variety of igneous rocks? If a melt 
underwent fractional crystallization because the crystals were separated and therefore did 
not react with the melt, the final rocks may be more silicic than the earlier, more mafic 
crystals. Fractional crystallization can produce mafic igneous rocks from earlier stages of 
crystallization and differentiation and felsic rocks from later stages, but it does not 
adequately explain the abundance of granite. Magmatic differentiation of basalt does not 
explain the composition and abundance of igneous rocks. Different kinds of igneous 
rocks may be produced by variations in the compositions of mamas caused by the melting 

of different mixtures of sedimentary and other rocks and by mixing of magmas. 
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What are the forms of intrusive igneous rocks? Large igneous bodies are plutons. The 
largest plutons are batholiths, which are thick tabular masses with a central funnel. 
Stocks are smaller plutons. Less massive than plutons are sills, which are concordant 
with the intruded rock, lying parallel to its layering, and dikes, which are discordant with 
the layering, cutting across it. Hydrothermal veins form where water is abundant, either 
in the magma or in surrounding rock. 

How are igneous rocks related to plate tectonics? The two major magmatic geosystems 
are the mid-ocean ridges, where basalt wells up from the upper mantle and melts during 
decompression to form oceanic crust, and subduction zones, where subducting oceanic 
lithosphere partially melts by addition of fluid to generate differentiated magmas that rise 
through the crust and form island or continental volcanic arcs. 
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Chapter 1, The Earth System 

The goal of all science is to explain how the universe works. The scientific 
method, on which all scientists rely, is a general plan based on methodical 
observations and experiments. Scientists believe that physical events have 
physical explanations, even if they may be beyond our present ability to 
understand them. Scientists call their initial idea a                   . 
When this has accumulated enough support, it is then called a 
__. Eventually this will he,me a 

What is the PRINCIPLE OF UNIFORMITARIANISM? 

What from earthquakes gives us information about what is inside of the 
Earth, and how is it measured? 

Name the four layers of the Earth: 
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What are the COMPOSITIONAL LAYERS of the Earth? 

What are the MECHANICAL LAYERS of the Earth? 

How are the above two groupings of Earth layers different? 

What are the two types of CRUST? 

How do they differ? 

Which t3rpe of crust is more BUOYANT? Why? 
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What is the boundary between these two types of crust called? Describe it. 

What is the major chemical component of each of Earth’s major layers? 

90% of the Earth consists of what four elements? 

What does it mean that Earth is an OPEN SYSTEM? 

The Earth is comprised of these three systems: 

Name the spheres that comprise each of these systems: 

What is the difference between the LITHOSPHERE and the 
ASTHENOSPHERE? 

What is the MAGNETIC FIELD? 

How is the GEODYNAMO created? 
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Chapter 2, The Discovery of Hate Tectonics 

Review:. From chapter 1, think up at pneumonic to remember the different 
chemical compositions of the ATMONSPHERE, CRUST, MANTLE, OUTER 
CORE, AND INNER CORE: 

What is the theory of PANGAEA? 

How does CONTINENTAL DRIFT/P-LATE TECTONICS relate to PANGAEA? 

What is CONVECTION? 

Why does CONVECTION cause SEAFLOOR SPREADING7 

When did convincing evidence of SEAFLOOR SPREADING first emerge? 

What are the three types of PLATE BOUNDARIES7 What occurs at each? 
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What are the three types of CONVERGENT BOUNDARIES? What occurs at 
each? 
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The SAN ANDREAS FAULT is what kind of fault? This type of fault is also 
known as? 

What is happening here? 

What causes Earth’s MAGNETIC HELD? 

MAGNETIC REVERSALS are evidence of what? Where can they be seen? 
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What process is illustrated here? 

What are two types of MEASUREMENT OF PLATE MOTION by geodesy? 

Why did Alfred Wegener’s THEORY OF CONTINENTAL DRIFT fail? 

What drives PLATE MOVEMENT? 
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Geology 101, Spring 2008 
Chapter 3, Earth Materials 

CHAPTER 3: Earth materials: 
& Rocks 

Minerals 

MINERALS are: 

To qualify as a MINERAL, a substance must have 4 characteristics: 

An atom is the smallest unit of an element that retains the physical and 
chemical properties of that element. Label and describe the parts of an 
atom: 

Chemical compounds, such as MINERALS, are formed by 

A POSITIVELY charged atom is a 
charged atom is an 

, and a NEGATIVELY 

The number of PROTONS in the nucleus of an ATOM is called its 
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and the ATOMIC MASS of an element is the 

CHEMICAL REACTIONS are interactions of the atoms of 2 or more 
chemical elements in certain fixed proportions that produce CHEMICAL 
COMPOUNDS which are formed either by ELECTRON SHARING or by 
ELECTRON TRANSFER. Describe the 3 type8 of CHEMICAL BONDS: 

How and when do MINERALS FORM? 

What are the major ROCK FORMING MINERALS? 
Mineral Compound 
Silicates The most abundant minerals on 

Earth’s crust 

Sulfates 

Chemic~ 
Oxygen (O) and Silicon 
(si) 

CaS04 

SIHCATE STRUCTURE is broken down into 5 types: 
Silicate Structure Cleavage Planes Mineral Chemical Formula 
Isolated tetrahedral 1 plane         Olivine (MgFe)2SiO4 

There are 4 important NON-SILICATE MINERALS 
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In order to identify minerals you must know the 5 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
MINERALS: 

The HARDNESS of a mineral is measured using the: 

LUSTER has 7 characteristics: 
Luster Characteristics 
Metallic 

The appearance of being coated with an oily substance 

The sheen of fibrous materials such as silk 

ROCKS are: 

MINERALS and ROCKS are different because: 

ROCKS are named after the way they were formed. There are 3 types of 
ROCKS: 
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SEDIMENTARY ROCKS consist of particulate (fragments or pieces) and 
precipitated (separated from a solution) dissolved products of weathered 
older rocks. 

WEATHERING is 

There are 2 types of WEATHERING: 

DISSOLUTION: 

HYDROLYSIS: 

OXIDATION: 

LITHIFICATION: 

METAMORPHIC ROCKS form from pre-existing rocks that undergo some 
type of change. They can be changed due to high temperatures, high 
pressures, the presence of hot fluids, or a combination of all three. 

METAMORPHISM is the process within Earth that changes pre-existing 
rocks into Metamorphic Rocks: 
There are 2 t3q0es of METAMORPHISM: 
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FOLIATION is: 

~ad:ion end 

DESCRIBE the ROCK CYCLE: 
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Geology 101, Spring 2008 
Chapter 4, Igneous Rocks 

How do you tell IGENEOUS rocks APART7 

IGNEOUS rocks are rocks that have crystallized from hot, molten rock as it 
cools. 
LAVA is 
MAGMA is 

There are 2 different t3rpes of IGNEOUS ROCKS: 

A HOST or COUNTRY rock is: 

FELSIC rocks are HIGH in 
And LOW in 

MAFIC rocks are LOW in 
And HIGH in 

Mafic Felsic Type of Description 
Igneous Rock 

Basalt 
Granite Cool slowly in Earth’s interior, allowing 

large, coarse ctgTstals to form 
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Compositional Group 
Felsic 

Mafic 

Mineral Chemical Composition 
SiO2 

KA1Si3Os 

NaA1 Si3Os;CaAlzSi20s 
KAI~ Si~Olo(Ott)2 

Silicate Structure 

Double chains 

Single chains 

Isolated chains 

What is an INTERMEDIATE IGNEOUS rock’/ 

Why do some rocks PARTIALLY MELT? 

There are 3 factors affecting MELTING 

FRACTIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION is 
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Why is GRANITE not formed from basaltic magmas by MAGMATIC 
DIFFERENTIATION? 

There are 3 forms of MAGMATIC INTRUSIONS: 

A FINE-GRAINED igneous rocks has 
Because 

A COARSE-GRAINED igneous rock has 
Because 

Magma forms at TWO TYPES of PLATE BOUNDARIES: 
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Wh~t iS DECOMPRESSION MELTING? 

Why do melts MIGRATE UPWARD? 

Where on the ocean floor would you find BASALTIC MAGMAS being 
extruded? 



Realism 
¯ Before realism there was neoclassicism, romanticism (exploration of nature, the 

supernatural), then melodrama, the well-made play, etc. It had been pretty basic. 
¯ The definition of realism: "the details of the setting, the costuming, and the 

circumstances of the action were so fully realized as to convince audiences that 
they were listening in on life itself" The illusion was real. The costumes were 
real, the sets look real, but it was an illusion that we were looking in on. 

¯ Melodrama - lawyers, businessmen, bankers, etc; the cop show, the tv move 
about overcoming a villain, a volcanic eruption, battling cancer, (BIG dramatic 
stories) etc. It has a complete and solid ending - no ambiguity about the ending. 
Usually the good surviving evil and triumphing. We like the structure of 
melodrama because the end is well-defined, unlike life. It is an escape. It doesn’t 
challenge you or hold up a mirror to your life. 

¯ Illusion: the latter part of the 19th century the proscenium stage becomes very 

important. Why, when the 2 elements of stage and audience, would you separate 
the audience from the action on the stage, especially in realism -) why do we 
want that 4th wall? So it is as though we are looking in on real life. The 

imaginary fourth wall is the plane that separates the audience from the action on 
the stage. 

¯ A Doll House written by Henrick Ibsen -) realism. When the curtain went up, 
the stage looked just like a living room. It was a completely new way to present 

theatre. From there on out, that realism is what would be demanded. We would 
not be able to empathize with the audience at that time because our technology is 
changing so often that the change is not noticeable, but during this period, this 
change was big. 

¯ What was going on at this time? People wanted it to be real -) realism is the 
illusion of reality for the stage. The lighting for theatre changed. Proscenium 
stage came to the forefront. The apron of the stage was removed -) the 
proscenium stage was intentionally built to give the audience the feel that they 
were looking in on life. It is an interpretation of what life is, or what it could be. 

¯ Realism came out to reject the well-made play because the form of the well-made 
play was not considered real. 

¯ Naturalism: there would be no art (an example of naturalism would be 2 guys 
standing on the stage eating apples), there wouldn’t be any entertainment value. 
This is why naturalism did not survive. Realism is an interpretation of reality, an 

illusion. 

Mid- 19th Century 
¯ During this period of time there were profound changes in religion, philosophy, 

psychology and economics-) new ways of thinking : 

o Charles Darwin On the Origins of Species by Natural Selection 

o Louis Pasteur 

~ Sigmund Freud 

~ Alexander Graham Bell 

~ Thomas Edison 
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o The Suez Canal 
o Lincolnis assisinated 

~ The Civil War 
~ Transcontinental Railway 

~ Karl Marx - a new way of thinking ofsociet and living 

¯ Modern theatre began with three dramatists: 
Henrik Ibsen: known as the father of modern drama, especially in 
acting 

o August Strindber 
~ Anton Chekov 

¯ Realism "a slice of life" -)naturalism; it doesn’t really exist as a form of drama, 
but the actor can use the idea -) whether the actor feels as though he is playing 
the part with realism. 

¯ Audiences do not want to be reminded that they are not in the theatre. 

Technical Innovations 
¯ Technically, theaters changed more during the period between 1800-1900 than in 

any comparable earlier period. 
¯ The introduction of gas jets early in the century had a major effect. 
¯ Now, light could be dimmed or raised as needed. 
¯ Lighting devices were often placed behind the proscenium pillars and scenery so 

that actors were more visible when they stood within the proscenium. 
¯ The change reinforced the 19th century practice of treating the proscenium 

opening as the imaginary "fourth wall" of a room. 

Romantic Drama 
¯ Changes in styles of acting, styles of plays, and the content of plays. 
¯ Philosophy of the individual, a philosophy of democracy, and a cry for personal 

liberation -) these plays failed. 
¯ Closet Drama: a play meant to be read, not produced. 
¯ French and German Romantic dramatists were more successful than their English 

counterparts. 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, one of Germany’s most famous 
playwrights, Faust 

~ Johann Cristoph Friedrich von Schiller, The Robbers 
~ Victor Hugo, France, Hernani 

Melodrama 
¯ Developed in Germany and France in the mid- and late 18th century. 

¯ Melo meaning ’song’, a hallmark of melodrama 
¯ Three major theatres in London: Covent Garden, Drury Lane, and the Haymarket 

were given exclusive license to produce spoken drama. 



The Well-Made Play 
1. exposition 
2. surprises 
3. suspense 
4. climax 
5. denouement 

Early in the 19th century, Eugene Scribe, developed a formula for dramatic action and 
made sure that all his works fit into it. The result was the creation of a ’factory’ for 
making plays. 

The well-made play still survives, not only on the stage, but also on film and television. 

The Rise of Realism 
Technical changes in theatres during the latter part of the 19th century continued at a rapid 
pace. Rea|ism, which avoided mechanical ’clockwork’ plots with their artificially 
contrived conclusions, began in the later years of the 18th century. 

¯ Henrik Ibsen and August Strindberg wrote realistic plays: the details of setting, 
the costuming, and the circumstances of the action were so fully realized as to 
convince audiences that they were listening in on life itself. 

¯ In Britian, Oscar Wilde; art served itself; a brilliant conversationalist; famous for 
bright, witty comedies. 

¯ In Russia, Anton Chekhov, Moscow Arts Theatre 

The Actor 
Acting is doing. Acting is portraying a characters wants and needs through artistically 
truthful behavior that reflects a character’s psychological and emotional life. 

Acting is not .... 
Showing 
Narrating 
Indicating 
Illustrating 
Exhibiting 

Acting is not dressing up and displaying emotions. The audience doesn’t want to watch 
an actor ’do’ stuff. The audience wants to feel something. 

Acting does not begin with performin on stage before an audience. It begins with an 
individual’s talent, imagination, discipline, the need to express and the process of 
observation through the sensory organs (eyes, ears, skin, tongue, nose). To prepare for a 
role the actor selects from memory and personal experience what he or she has seen. 
Heard, felt and experienced over a lifetime. The actor must use himself to portray his 
role. 

As a Creative Artist, the actor... 



¯ Selects sensory responses (both physiological and emotional) in search for 
¯ Selected behavior pertinent to a character’s needs within the 
¯ given circumstances of the play 

Nine questions an actor might ask themselves of their character before they get on the 
stage such as: who am I, where am I, what do I want, what do I need, how do I feel, etc 
Emotions are the product of action. You must do in order to feel, you must need and 
want in order to feel. (Uta Hagen’ s nine questions) 



The Actor’s Reality 
¯ the actor’s goal is to tell the character’s circumstances in the play’s story as 

effectively as possible 
¯ those circumstances are the essential conditions in the play’ s work that include 

time (when), place (where), and surroundings (what). 
¯ The actor must concentrate on the truth of the character’s behavior (his or her 

sensory responses, psychological motives and objectives) in the context of the 
play, not in the context of the performance or the audience. 

Exernal Technique: Outside/Inward: (used up to the latter 19th century). He or 
she approaches a role through a deep and passionate study of human behavior in 
all its outward forms, with an eye toward reproducing them in a disciplined and 
sensitive way. The English actor David Garrick approached acting as an imitation 
of life, he called acting MIMICAL BEHA VIOR. 

Internal Technique: From the Inside.Outward: a creative process that is intuitive, 
subconscious and subjective. 

¯ To select behavior pertinent to the character’s needs within the given 
circumstances 

¯ To allow personal behavior to develop out of the playwright’s prescribed 
circumstances, knowing that the actions will involve a moment to moment 
subjective experience. 

At the same time, modern actors still use the external technique to a certain extent. When 
you put on a costume, it will change how you walk, move, carry yourself, speak, etc. 



Questions for review of Realism~ Absurdist drama~ and A Doll’s House 
1. Why did Henrik Ibsen become the most influential modern 

dramatist? 

2. What profound changes were going on in the world during the 
late 19th century that brought about realism and why? 

3. Who wrote ’the saddest play ever written’, A Long Day’s 
Journey Into Night? 

4. True or false, the fourth wall is the imaginary wall that exists 
between the actor and the audience. 

Playboy of the Western World is an example of poetic realism; 
give another example of poetic realism. 

During the late 19th century, the proscenium stage becomes 

important to the illusion of drama, why? 

7. An example of social realism 

8. Death of a Salesman is an example of expressionism; give 
another example of expressionism: 

9. An example of antirealism: 

10. Samuel Beckett’ s Happy Days is an example of absurdist 
drama; give another example of absurdist drama: 

11.In A Doll House, during the first scene, Torvald has good news. 
What is it? 

12.What is the conflict going on between Krogstad and Nora? 

13.Do Krogstad and Mrs. Linde know each other before the play 
begins? 



14.What does Mrs. Linde want from Krogstad? 

15.What does Mrs. Linde promise Krogstad if he does as she asks? 

16.How is Dr. Rank’s health? How does he tell Nora about his 
health situation? 

17.Krogstad sends Torvald two letters. What does the first one 
say? 

18.How does Nora distract Torvald from reading the letter from 
Krogstad? 

19.What is Torvald’s reaction to reading the first letter? 

20.How does the play end? 

21.Who coined the term ’theatre of the absurd’? 

22.What was the greatest influence on Samuel Beckett’s writing? 

23. Samuel Beckett and __ were the preeminent playwrights of 
the time. 

24.What was Beckett’s first big play? 

25.Describe the realism called for in Beckett’s plays. 

26. The Theatre of the Absurd shows the world as 

27.How did Bertholt Brecht feel about drama that was completely 
different from the well-made-play? 

28."The may be no story, or plot, but you felt something from 
watching it. It makes you hurt (or feel an emotion) and makes 
you think hard. In absurd theatre it does not follow a linear 
plot or path. There is no fictitious story or plot, but the purpose 
is to make you feel or think. " What does this describe? 



29.Beckett saw the usefulness, the or aliveness of theatre. 

30.Four characteristics of absurd theater are 



Death of a Salesman Worksheet 

1. In Death of a Salesman, Willy Loman permits himself to feel that integrity, 
honesty, and fidelity are not as important as 

2. On the sales trip that immediately precedes the beginning of the play, what city did 
Willy reach before turning back? 

3. Willy Loman has been hiding a certain item in the cellar from his family. What is 
it? Who finds it and what do they do with it? 

4. What was Biff doing in the west before the play begins? 

5. What did Biff steal from Bill Oliver’s store when he was a boy? 

6. What does Biff steal from Bill Oliver’s office as an adult? 

7. What product does Willy sell? 

8. For what region is Willy responsible in his sales? 

9. How old is Happy? 

10. What did Willy’s father sell? 

11. Where did Willy’s father go after he abandoned his family? 

12. Where did Ben end up when he went looking for his father? 

13. Where does Biff find Willy with the woman? 
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14. How old was Dave Singleman when he died? 

15. What is the name of the restaurant where Happy and Biff take Willy? 

16. How much money does Charlie usually give Willy each week? 

17. What subject did Biff fail in high school? 

18. Where does Happy work? 

19. What was Biff’s position at Bill Oliver’s store when he was a boy? 

20. How long has Willy worked for his sales firm? 

21. What does Howard show Willy in his office? 

22. What is Bernard’s adult occupation? 

23. What does Biff allow Bernard to carry to the Ebbets Field game? 

24. What is the name of Charlie’s secretary? 

25. What does Happy order from Stanley at the restaurant? 

26. What kind of store does Willy ask Stanley to direct him? 

27. On what day of the week does Willy die? 



Realism 
¯ Before realism there was neoclassicism, romanticism (exploration of nature, the 

supernatural), then melodrama, the well-made play, etc. It had been pretty basic. 
¯ The definition of realism: "the details of the setting, the costuming, and the 

circumstances of the action were so fully realized as to convince audiences that 
they were listening in on life itself" The illusion was real. The costumes were 
real, the sets look real, but it was an illusion that we were looking in on. 

¯ Melodrama - lawyers, businessmen, bankers, etc; the cop show, the tv move 
about overcoming a villain, a volcanic eruption, battling cancer, (BIG dramatic 
stories) etc. It has a complete and solid ending - no ambiguity about the ending. 
Usually the good surviving evil and triumphing. We like the structure of 
melodrama because the end is well-defined, unlike life. It is an escape. It doesn’t 
challenge you or hold up a mirror to your life. 

¯ Illusion: the latter part of the 19th century the proscenium stage becomes very 

important. Why, when the 2 elements of stage and audience, would you separate 
the audience from the action on the stage, especially in realism -) why do we 
want that 4th wall? So it is as though we are looking in on real life. The 

imaginary fourth wall is the plane that separates the audience from the action on 
the stage. 

¯ A Doll House written by Henrick Ibsen -) realism. When the curtain went up, 
the stage looked just like a living room. It was a completely new way to present 

theatre. From there on out, that realism is what would be demanded. We would 
not be able to empathize with the audience at that time because our technology is 
changing so often that the change is not noticeable, but during this period, this 
change was big. 

¯ What was going on at this time? People wanted it to be real -) realism is the 
illusion of reality for the stage. The lighting for theatre changed. Proscenium 
stage came to the forefront. The apron of the stage was removed -) the 
proscenium stage was intentionally built to give the audience the feel that they 
were looking in on life. It is an interpretation of what life is, or what it could be. 

¯ Realism came out to reject the well-made play because the form of the well-made 
play was not considered real. 

¯ Naturalism: there would be no art (an example of naturalism would be 2 guys 
standing on the stage eating apples), there wouldn’t be any entertainment value. 
This is why naturalism did not survive. Realism is an interpretation of reality, an 

illusion. 

Mid- 19th Century 
¯ During this period of time there were profound changes in religion, philosophy, 

psychology and economics-) new ways of thinking : 

o Charles Darwin On the Origins of Species by Natural Selection 

o Louis Pasteur 

~ Sigmund Freud 

~ Alexander Graham Bell 

~ Thomas Edison 
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o The Suez Canal 
o Lincolnis assisinated 

~ The Civil War 
~ Transcontinental Railway 

~ Karl Marx - a new way of thinking ofsociet and living 

¯ Modern theatre began with three dramatists: 
Henrik Ibsen: known as the father of modern drama, especially in 
acting 

o August Strindber 
~ Anton Chekov 

¯ Realism "a slice of life" -)naturalism; it doesn’t really exist as a form of drama, 
but the actor can use the idea -) whether the actor feels as though he is playing 
the part with realism. 

¯ Audiences do not want to be reminded that they are not in the theatre. 

Technical Innovations 
¯ Technically, theaters changed more during the period between 1800-1900 than in 

any comparable earlier period. 
¯ The introduction of gas jets early in the century had a major effect. 
¯ Now, light could be dimmed or raised as needed. 
¯ Lighting devices were often placed behind the proscenium pillars and scenery so 

that actors were more visible when they stood within the proscenium. 
¯ The change reinforced the 19th century practice of treating the proscenium 

opening as the imaginary "fourth wall" of a room. 

Romantic Drama 
¯ Changes in styles of acting, styles of plays, and the content of plays. 
¯ Philosophy of the individual, a philosophy of democracy, and a cry for personal 

liberation -) these plays failed. 
¯ Closet Drama: a play meant to be read, not produced. 
¯ French and German Romantic dramatists were more successful than their English 

counterparts. 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, one of Germany’s most famous 
playwrights, Faust 

~ Johann Cristoph Friedrich von Schiller, The Robbers 
~ Victor Hugo, France, Hernani 

Melodrama 
¯ Developed in Germany and France in the mid- and late 18th century. 

¯ Melo meaning ’song’, a hallmark of melodrama 
¯ Three major theatres in London: Covent Garden, Drury Lane, and the Haymarket 

were given exclusive license to produce spoken drama. 



The Well-Made Play 
1. exposition 
2. surprises 
3. suspense 
4. climax 
5. denouement 

Early in the 19th century, Eugene Scribe, developed a formula for dramatic action and 
made sure that all his works fit into it. The result was the creation of a ’factory’ for 
making plays. 

The well-made play still survives, not only on the stage, but also on film and television. 

The Rise of Realism 
Technical changes in theatres during the latter part of the 19th century continued at a rapid 
pace. Rea|ism, which avoided mechanical ’clockwork’ plots with their artificially 
contrived conclusions, began in the later years of the 18th century. 

¯ Henrik Ibsen and August Strindberg wrote realistic plays: the details of setting, 
the costuming, and the circumstances of the action were so fully realized as to 
convince audiences that they were listening in on life itself. 

¯ In Britian, Oscar Wilde; art served itself; a brilliant conversationalist; famous for 
bright, witty comedies. 

¯ In Russia, Anton Chekhov, Moscow Arts Theatre 

The Actor 
Acting is doing. Acting is portraying a characters wants and needs through artistically 
truthful behavior that reflects a character’s psychological and emotional life. 

Acting is not .... 
Showing 
Narrating 
Indicating 
Illustrating 
Exhibiting 

Acting is not dressing up and displaying emotions. The audience doesn’t want to watch 
an actor ’do’ stuff. The audience wants to feel something. 

Acting does not begin with performin on stage before an audience. It begins with an 
individual’s talent, imagination, discipline, the need to express and the process of 
observation through the sensory organs (eyes, ears, skin, tongue, nose). To prepare for a 
role the actor selects from memory and personal experience what he or she has seen. 
Heard, felt and experienced over a lifetime. The actor must use himself to portray his 
role. 

As a Creative Artist, the actor... 



¯ Selects sensory responses (both physiological and emotional) in search for 
¯ Selected behavior pertinent to a character’s needs within the 
¯ given circumstances of the play 

Nine questions an actor might ask themselves of their character before they get on the 
stage such as: who am I, where am I, what do I want, what do I need, how do I feel, etc 
Emotions are the product of action. You must do in order to feel, you must need and 
want in order to feel. (Uta Hagen’ s nine questions) 



The Actor’s Reality 
¯ the actor’s goal is to tell the character’s circumstances in the play’s story as 

effectively as possible 
¯ those circumstances are the essential conditions in the play’ s work that include 

time (when), place (where), and surroundings (what). 
¯ The actor must concentrate on the truth of the character’s behavior (his or her 

sensory responses, psychological motives and objectives) in the context of the 
play, not in the context of the performance or the audience. 

Exernal Technique: Outside/Inward: (used up to the latter 19th century). He or 
she approaches a role through a deep and passionate study of human behavior in 
all its outward forms, with an eye toward reproducing them in a disciplined and 
sensitive way. The English actor David Garrick approached acting as an imitation 
of life, he called acting MIMICAL BEHA VIOR. 

Internal Technique: From the Inside.Outward: a creative process that is intuitive, 
subconscious and subjective. 

¯ To select behavior pertinent to the character’s needs within the given 
circumstances 

¯ To allow personal behavior to develop out of the playwright’s prescribed 
circumstances, knowing that the actions will involve a moment to moment 
subjective experience. 

At the same time, modern actors still use the external technique to a certain extent. When 
you put on a costume, it will change how you walk, move, carry yourself, speak, etc. 



Questions for review of Realism~ Absurdist drama~ and A Doll’s House 
1. Why did Henrik Ibsen become the most influential modern 

dramatist? 

2. What profound changes were going on in the world during the 
late 19th century that brought about realism and why? 

3. Who wrote ’the saddest play ever written’, A Long Day’s 
Journey Into Night? 

4. True or false, the fourth wall is the imaginary wall that exists 
between the actor and the audience. 

Playboy of the Western World is an example of poetic realism; 
give another example of poetic realism. 

During the late 19th century, the proscenium stage becomes 

important to the illusion of drama, why? 

7. An example of social realism 

8. Death of a Salesman is an example of expressionism; give 
another example of expressionism: 

9. An example of antirealism: 

10. Samuel Beckett’ s Happy Days is an example of absurdist 
drama; give another example of absurdist drama: 

11.In A Doll House, during the first scene, Torvald has good news. 
What is it? 

12.What is the conflict going on between Krogstad and Nora? 

13.Do Krogstad and Mrs. Linde know each other before the play 
begins? 



14.What does Mrs. Linde want from Krogstad? 

15.What does Mrs. Linde promise Krogstad if he does as she asks? 

16.How is Dr. Rank’s health? How does he tell Nora about his 
health situation? 

17.Krogstad sends Torvald two letters. What does the first one 
say? 

18.How does Nora distract Torvald from reading the letter from 
Krogstad? 

19.What is Torvald’s reaction to reading the first letter? 

20.How does the play end? 

21.Who coined the term ’theatre of the absurd’? 

22.What was the greatest influence on Samuel Beckett’s writing? 

23. Samuel Beckett and __ were the preeminent playwrights of 
the time. 

24.What was Beckett’s first big play? 

25.Describe the realism called for in Beckett’s plays. 

26. The Theatre of the Absurd shows the world as 

27.How did Bertholt Brecht feel about drama that was completely 
different from the well-made-play? 

28."The may be no story, or plot, but you felt something from 
watching it. It makes you hurt (or feel an emotion) and makes 
you think hard. In absurd theatre it does not follow a linear 
plot or path. There is no fictitious story or plot, but the purpose 
is to make you feel or think. " What does this describe? 



29.Beckett saw the usefulness, the or aliveness of theatre. 

30.Four characteristics of absurd theater are 



Drama 115, Fall 2008, review worksheet for Pericles 

1. Where is Pericles from? 

2. Why does he go to Antioch? 

3. What is the secret revealed by the riddle? 

4. WhY does Pericles flee his home city? 

5. In Tarsus, Pericles saves the people from what problem? 

6. Pericles is shipwrecked because of a 

7. What are the three settings of the play? 
., and 

8. He is aided on his journey to the tournament by 

9. What are the names of the King’s in the play? 

lO. Pericles is called home--what happens to the ship? 

11. On board the ship, Thaisa appears to 

12. Pericles leaves Marina in 

13. Pericles is called back home to prevent 

14. Marina grows up, but there is a problem. What is it? 

15. Marina is saved from this fate by 

16. When Marina arrives in Mytilene and starts working in a brothel, 
what happens? 

17. Pericles arrives in Tarsus and is told 

18. Pericles rediscovers his lost wife at the temple of 
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19. During PRC’s performance of Pericles, how was the ocean 
represented? 

2o.The music in PRC’s production was of special note because the 
composer is a member of the famous local musical group 

21. How is video used in the production? 

22. What time period in history do you think the costumes were meant 
to be from? 



3. Last step was to work on the attached worksheet on Pericles to review. 

Here is the text of the worksheet in case the attachment won’t open: 

1. Where is Pericles from? 

2. Why does he go to Antioch? 

3. What is the secret revealed by the riddle? 

4. WhY does Pericles flee his home city? 

5. In Tarsus, Pericles saves the people from what problem? 

6. Pericles is shipwrecked because of a 

7. What are the three settings of the play? _, and 

8. He is aided on his journey to the tournament by 

9. What are the names of the King’s in the play? 



10. Pericles is called home--what happens to the ship? 

11.On board the ship, Thaisa appears to 

19. Pericles leaves Marina in 

Pericles is called back home to prevent 

14. Marina grows up, but there is a problem. What is it? 

15.Marina is saved from this fate by 

16. When Marina arrives in Mytilene and starts working in a brothel, what happens? 

17. Pericles arrives in Tarsus and is told 

18. Pericles rediscovers his lost wife at the temple of 

19. During PRC’s performance of Pericles, how was the ocean represented? 



2o. The music in PRC’s production was of special note because the composer is a 
member of the famous local musical group 

91. How is video used in the production? 

What time period in history do you think the costumes were meant to be from? 
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1. The House: where the audience sits 

2. The Voms: entranceways underneath the house, also sides of stage 

3. House Manager: Manages the house, works with box office, ushers, how 
many people can be in audience; also hearing impaired tech materials 

4. Weigh the House: house manager finds out where the audience members 
are sitting, how full the audience is. 

5. Late Comers: audience members who come in late find they must use a 
separate entrance, come in together at a certain time. 

6. Legs: in the theater, proscenium theater, curtains hide the wings 

7. Wings: areas on the sides of the stage, off stage areas 

8. Teasers: hide the lighting instruments on the top 

9. Footlights: downstage, rarely seen, but they illuminate the actors. Used 
in the old days. 

10.Special: specific light, different from the follow spot. Highlights a 
particular part of the play and the actor. 

11.Follow Spot: spotlight that follows the actor. Seen very often in 
musicals/big stars on Broadway like to have them. Rarely used in Paul 
Green Theater 

12.Quick Change: quick costume change - meets dresser to make a quick 
change. Underdress - means to layer clothing needed in the production. 

13. Spike Marks: usually done in glow tape - marking back legs of chair to 
be placed on stage, or for props on a table. Glow tapes help when 
working in the dark. Different colors depict different acts of the play. 

14. Strike: to remove something from the stage; prop or set 

15. Stage Hands/Crew: backstage jobs 
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16.Headset: stage, lighting, sound use these wireless sets to communicate 
before & during the show. 

17.Fittings: costume fitting, meet with costume designers and seamstresses. 

18.Photo Call: when you’re in a production, pictures are taken for publicity. 

19.Half Hour: actors have to be at the theater half hour before start of the 
play and must sign in. 

20.Places!: places for beginning of play or individual acts. Stage manager 
calls this. 

21. Calling a Show: stage manager calls a show. 

22.10 out of 12: tech rehearsal - theater can work the actors for 2 days, 10 
out of 12 hours. 

23.Read Through: reading through the play. 

24.D _ry Tech: tech rehearsal without actors. 

25.Dress Rehearsal: in costume rehearsal; on actual stage 

26.Cue to Cue: tech rehearsal where they jump from cue to cue - sound cue 
to cue or lighting cue to cue, eliminating all the meat in between. 

27.Practical Light: turn on a lamp, the light works when the actor actually 
turns it on. Not practical - stage manager 1 turns the light on or off with 
tech equipment. Actor just makes a movement as though he were 
actually putting the light on. 

28.Gobo: lights - makes an effect - filter put over an instrument to create a 
special effect. 

29.Gel: film put over instrument to create a colored light. 

30.Fade: lighting technique - light fades either slowly or quickly. Add 
dramatic elements to a play. 
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31.Blackout: lights go out in theater. End of scene, act or play. 

32.Breaks: Union actors have to have breaks during rehearsals. 

33.Equi _ty Day Off: one day a week off for actors, usually Mondays. 

34.Mock Up: Make up a costume, usually muslin or cheap linen. Also, 
mock up of props. 

35.Glow Tape: tape that glows used for spike marks, used to show how to 
go off stage during blackouts. 

36.Make Up: face makeup. Actors often have to put on their own makeup. 

37.Audition Process: Director->casting director->agent->actor 

38. Sides: excerpt from script for a specific play 

39.Call Back: part of the audition process, 2nd audition 

40.Light Board/Sound Board: in the booth, techs operate the light board for 

above the stage where the instruments hang from. 

42.Mark: a spot on the floor where to stand, done in tape. 

43.Blocking: movement of the actors on stage. 

44.Entrance: where you enter on stage. 

45.Exit: where you leave the stage. 

46.Cross: when you cross the stage, move across the stage, usually in a 
diagonal manner. 

47.Line Through: rehearsing the lines only - no movements. 

48. Speed Through: doing line through as fast as you possibly can. 

plays. 

41 .Grid: 
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49. Stumble Through: shaky on lines or scenes, blocking while going 
through a run through. 

50.Run/RunThrough: at end of rehearsal process; everyone reads or says 
their lines; before a technical rehearsal. 

51 .Go Up: in performance, when you forget your lines. 

52.Line: In rehearsals, Stage Managers have their books, and actors ask for 
lines when they forget them. 

53.Warm Up: actors, before the show, warm up to get you into the play. 

54. Vocal Session: dialect coach/actor sessions to help with dialect or 
perhaps Shakespeare. 

55.Green Room: where actors relax during the performance. 

56.Props: properties-book, pen, anything the actor uses 

57.Prop Table: table where the props are kept. 

58.Fight Coordinator: teaches actors how to fight on stage. 

59.Wardrobe: 

60.Valuables: 
the play. 

61. Sign In: sign in before productions. Stage Manager knows everyone is 
there when they sign in. 

62.Booth: where the lighting and sound is controlled 

63.Rehearsal Hall: off site space where play is rehearsed before opening 

64.Fitting (Fitting Room): where actors put on costumes 

65.Box Office: where you pick up your tickets 

people who deal with all costumes, seamstress, fitter. 

actors give Stage Manager their valuables to keep safe during 
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66.Proscenium stage: picture frame 

67.Theatre in the Round: the presentation of a play on an arena stage 
surrounded by the audience. 

68.Thrust Stage: a stage extending beyond the proscenium arch (the frame), 
usually surrounded on three sides by the audience. 

69.Company Manager: takes care of the company - specifically those 
coming from out of town, flights, transportation, living arrangements, list 
of stores, parking tickets, makes sure bios are written for the program. 

70. General Manager/Managing Director: deal with all the money, handle all 
the contracts. 

71.Artistic Director: concerned with all the artistic aspects of the theatre, 
choosing plays, working with the subscribers 

72.Archival Video: video of plays produced to keep through the years - 
costumes, sets. Lincoln Center in NYC has large number of productions 
from around the country. 

73.Plot: the action of the play. 

74.Exposition: what happed before the play began. 

75. Suspense: it is used to build tension; builds steadily throughout the play, 
usually sustained by cliff-hanging situations and characters who miss 
each other by way of carefully timed entrances and exits. 

76. Denouement: re solution of the drama 

77.Rising Action: audience wonders what is going to happen, sees the 
characters set in motion - questions are answered one by one. 

78.Climax: When the action reaches its greatest tension - revelation is 
experienced by the main character. 

79.Movement: Stage directions and how the characters move - perhaps 
even the significance of their own movements. 
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80.Theme/Spine: the message of the play. 

81.Falling Action: the drama reaches a conclusion and the characters 
understand the situation and themselves better than they did at the 
beginning. 

82. Conflict: between characters - plot depends on conflict. 

83.Character: who is the hero/villain? Who is just there as a ’functionary’? 

84. Setting: the time and place in which the play takes place. 

85.Dialogue: verbal exchanges between characters. 

86.Miracle play: a type of medieval sacred drama that depicts the lives of 
saints, focusing especially on the miracles performed by saints. 

87.Mystery play: a sacred medieval play dramatizing biblical events such as 
the creation, the fall of Adam and Eve, and Christ’s birth and 
resurrection. The genre probably evolved from liturgical drama. 

88.Dramatic Illusion: the illusion of reality created by drama and accepted 
by the audience for the duration of the play. 

89.Mimemis: The Greek word for ’imitation.’ Aristotle used the trem to 
define the role of art as an imitation of an action. 

90.Melodrama: a suspenseful play filled with situations that appeal to the 
audience’s emotions. Justice triumphs in a happy ending: the good 
characters (completely virtuous) are rewarded and the bad characters 
(thoroughly villainous) are punished. 

91.Tragedy: serious drama in which a protagonist, traditionally of noble 
position, suffers a series of unhappy events culminating in a catastrophe 
as such death or spiritual breakdown. Shakespeare’s Hamlet, which ends 
with the prince’s death, is an example of Elizabethan tragedy. 
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92.Tragicomedy: a play that combines elements of tragedy and comedy. 
Tragicomedies often include a serious plot in which the expected tragic 
catastrophe is a replaced by a happy ending. 

93.Well-Made Play drama that relies for effect on the suspense generated 
by its logical, cleverly constructed plot rather than on characterization. 
Plot often involve a withheld secret, a battle of wits between a hero and 
villain, and a resolution in which the secret is revealed and the 
protagonist saved. 

94.Ritual: repeated formalized or ceremonial practices, many of which have 
their roots in primitive cultures. Certain theorists hold that primitive 
ritual evolved into drama. 

95.The Chorus: a masked group that sang and danced in Greek tragedy. 
The chorus usually chanted in unison, offering advice and commentary 
on the action but rarely participating. 

96.Dionysus: Greed god of wine, mystic revelry, and irrational impulse. 
Greek tragedy probably sprang from dramatized ritual choral celebrations 
in his honor. 

97.Dithyramb: Ancient Greek choral hymn sung and danced to honor 
Dionysus; originally divided into an improvised story sung by a choral 
leader and a traditional refrain sung by the chorus. Believed by some to 
be the origin of Greek tragedy. 

98. Comedy: a type of drama intended to interest and amuse rather than to 
concern the audience deeply. Although characters experience various 
discomfitures, the audience feels confident that they will overcome their 
ill fortune and find happiness in the end. 

i. Comedy of manners: realistic, often satiric comedy concerned 
with the manners and conventions of high society. 

1. Restoration comedy: a type of comedy of manners that 
developed in England in the late seventeenth century. 

ii. Farce: a short dramatic work that depends on exaggerated, 
improbably situations, incongruities, coarse wit and horseplay. 

iii. High comedy: comedy that appeals to the intellect, often 
focusing on the pretensions, foolishness, and incongruity of 
human behavior. 
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iv. Low comedy: comedy that lacks the intellectual appeal of high 
comedy, depends upon gags and jokes for its comedic effect. 

v. Sentimental comedy: comedy populated by stereotypical 
virtuous protagonists and villainous antagonists that resolves the 
domestic rituals of middle-class people in a pat, happy ending. 

99. Koilon: where the audience sits in the Greek theatre. 

100. Parodos: the often stately entrance song of the chorus in Greek 
drama. The term also refers to the aisles on either side of the orchestra 
by which the chorus entered the Greek theatre. 

101. Skene: the building or scene house in the Greek theatre that 
probably began as a dressing room and eventually was incorporated into 
the action as part of the scenery. 

102. Proskenion: the playing space in front of the skene or scene house in 
Greek drama. 

103. Peripeteia: a reversal of fortune, for better or worse, for the 
protagonist. Used especially to describe the main character’s fall in 
Greek tragedy. 
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1. Who was the 20th century playwright that was able to give the white man the 

experience of the black man in America? 

2. Athol Fugard mean for his play Master Harold.. and the boys to be seen, not read. 
Why did he want us to witness his play together as an audience? 

3. What does Peck give Li’l Bit when they meet in the hotel? 

4. When is the last time Peck and Li’l Bit see each other? 

5. How does Peck die? 

6. The external technique, which was based upon the practice of deep and passionate 
study of human behavior in all outward forms. David Garrick called acting such as 

this: 

7. In the movie about Julie Taymore, the play in rehearsal and performance was __ 

8. Julie Taymore called the director the __ 

9. Why does Peck believe that it is OK for him and Li’l Bit to be together? 

10. Can you name another play that Julie Taymore was famous for directing? 

11. What is the setting of Tuesdays with Morrie? How do the characters know each 
other? How are the props moved within the play? 

12. What is the name of the person who directed ’The Underpants’? 

13. In Fences how did Troy’s dreams and disappointments shape his son Cory? 

14. At the end offences how does Rose tell Cory to deal with his feelings about his 

father? 

15. A Streetcar Named Desire is an example of which tragic vision? 

16. Oedipus is an example of which tragic vision? 

17. "Policeman B enters stage left, crosses to center stage, and sits at the desk." This 
direction is an example of: 

18. What is the ’chain of command/authority’ in theatre? 

19. What is LORT? 
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20. In the second to last scene of How ILearnedto Drive Li’l Bit is 11, but the chorus 
speaking as Li’l Bit is a teen. Why did the author do this? 

21. Why does Li’l Bit get kicked out of college? 

22. The resolution of the drama is referred to as 

23. List the early responsibilities of the director. 

24. Samuel Beckett is most closely associated with what type of theater? 

25. What playwright said this: "Blacks tended to take the world as what it was. In 
realism, the artist has to show what it is, but also what is possible, and to achieve 
this, it requires much more creativity." 

26. Most directors believe they have completed 90 percent of their j ob when they have 

finished 

27. Lorraine Hansberry wrote how many plays, and what was the title of the one that 
was not about the black experience in America? 

28. Home Alone is an example of what type of comedy? 

29. When in rehearsals an actor does not know his next line he would say 

30. "His words" were so well constructed. He didn ’t just right a play his plays 

transcended race. When push came to shove, famiOes are aOke. We all desire the 
same things; we all make the same mistakes; we all have those same family 

confrontations." What playwright is this? 

31 There are 2 kinds of directing styles. One is the ’preplanned movements’ and the 
other is 

32. The person who ’calls’ the show is the __ 

33. At the end of a show’s ’run’ you would __ 
come in. 

the set to get ready for the next set to 

34. Brecht used __ in order to get the audience to see through the illusion on stage 
because he wanted you to be reminded that you were seeing a play at all times. 

35. The director is the              responsible for unifying the production elements 

which often include the use of text, music, sound and visuals. 

36. IfI were to ’spike’ a piece of furniture on stage, I would use 
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37. Constantin Stanislavski is known for the 

38. 

39. 
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__ movement in the late 19th century: 

Who wrote The Threepenny Opera? 

You are the actor performing on a proscenium stage and you move away from the 
audience. From the actor’s 

40. What absurtist playwright saw the usefulness, the immediacy or aliveness of 
theatre? 

41. Who did Lorraine Hansberry consider to be the greatest playwright ever? 

42. Why was the proscenium stage so important to realist drama? 

43. A turning point in a drama’s action, preceded by the rising action and followed by 
the falling action is __ 

44. Perpetia is: 

45. The most significant difference between film and theatre is the relationship between 
the performer and the __ 

46. In the professional world of theatre, the __ contacts the actor to let them know if 
they have landed the job of a role in a play. 

47. To create the illusion that light is passing through trees, making shadows on the 
stage, you would use 

48. The __ is outlined in tape on the rehearsal hall floor so the actors can visualize 
the environment in rehearsal: 

51 

52. 

53. 

In order for theatre to happen you must have 

"Reading a play is different experience from seeing it enacted. For one thing, 
readers do not have the benefit of interpretations made by __ 

Comedy populated by stereotypical virtuous protagonists and villainous antagonists 
that resolves the domestic trails of middle class people in a pat, happy ending. 
(Home Alone). 

"__ of the 19th century was especially satisfying to mass audiences (especially 
today’s American audiences) because the good characters were very good, the bad 
characters were very bad, and justice was meted out at the end." 

The actors are human beings playing at being other people; the stage is a platform 
that pretends to be another world. Shakespeare said it best in what play? 
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54. Shakespeare wrote many plays and they are divided into three groups of plays. 
What are the three types? 

55. The shape of the early Elizabethan stage was often octagonal or circular, like what? 

56. In Elizabethan theatre, a great many playgoers were satisfied to stand around the 
stage. Hamlet calls them __ 

57. Shakespeare did not begin his career writing for the stage, but as a __ 

58. Who is Reynaldo? 

59. The wrong act that leads people to a tragic end is called __ 

60. In the early days of liturgical drama, the actors in the troupes were __ 

61 In Oedipus whose murder must be avenged to end the plague in Thebes? 

62. Who were the two most preeminent playwrights of the Early-Mid 20th Century? 

63. A Pageant Cart is: 

64. What does Oedipus use to stab out his own eyes? 

65. From whose curse did Oedipus rescue Thebes? 

66. Which god did Athenian theatrical performances celebrate? 

67. Where was Laius killed? 

68. What is The Magic If~ 

69. During the Elizabethan period, the __ was a special entertainment of royalty. It 
was a celebration that included a rudimentary plot, a great deal of singing and 
dancing, and magnificent costumes and lighting. 

70. The first building made specifically for plays in England 

71. When Aristotle wrote about drama in The Poetics, he began by explaining it 
(drama) as the imitation of an action or __ 

72. During the Dark Ages these plays dramatized the lives of saints. 

73. Pantalone, Arlecchino (Harlequin), Punch and Judy, Columbia 
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74. The best known Mystery Play is 

75. The best known Morality Play is 

76. Whom does Polonius send to France to spy on Laertes? 

77. Where does the ghost appear during the play? 

78. How did Claudius murder King Hamlet? 

79. Where is the university at which Horatio and Hamlet studied? 

80. Which of the following characters cannot see the ghost? 

81 Where do Hamlet and Laertes fight during Ophelia’s funeral? 

82. Who escorts Hamlet on the voyage to England? 

83. What does Hamlet claim to be able to tell the difference between when the wind is 
from the south? 

84. Why, according to Polonius, has Hamlet gone mad? 

85. Who speaks the famous "to be or not to be" soliloquy? 

86. Why does Hamlet decide not to kill Claudius after the traveling players’ play? 

87. Which of Claudius and Laertes’ traps for Hamlet succeeds in killing him? 

88. Which character speaks from beneath the stage toward the end of Act 1 ? 

89. "They get what they want, but what they want turns out to be destructive." 

90. Oedipus is an example of which tragic vision? 

91 How does Dr. Rank inform Nora of this final fatal diagnosis? 

92. What is the sweet that Nora is forbidden to eat? 

93. Why isn’t Nora afraid her father will find out about the loan? 

94. The ’ saddest play ever written’ was written by? 

95. Which part of the ’well-made play’ does not exist in A Doll’s House? 

96. From whom did Nora borrow money? 

{PAGE } 
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97. What does the black cross on Dr. Rank’s calling card signify? 

98. Whom did Mrs. Linde abandon for a richer man? 

99. What does Nora do too wildly and violently for Torvald’s taste? 

100. How does Torvald learn from Nora’s forgery? 

101. What does Torvald tease Nora about at the beginning of the play? 

102. What does Nora expect Torvald to do when he learns about her forgery? 

103. What will be the benefit of Torvald’s new job at the bank? 

104. What is the last thing the audience of A Doll’s House hears? 

105. The four characteristics of absurd theatre are 

106. In Death of a Salesman, Willy Loman has been hiding a certain item in the cellar 
from his family. That item is: 

107. Which playwright was known for showing the ’dark side of the American 
dream’ ? 

108. Death of a Salesman and A Doll’s House were written during different periods, 

but they share some similarities. What would most accurately fit as one of those 
similarities? 

109. In Death of a Salesman, Willy Loman permits himself to feel that integrity, 
honesty, and fidelity are not as important as 

110. "The changes did not take place overnight, but as new theatres were built in the 
early 19th century (and as older theatres were refurbished) the apron shrank and the 
front doors leading to it disappeared .... That change reinforced the 19th century 

practice of treating the proscenium opening as the imaginary __ of a room. 

111. The Crucible was written by __ and inspired by 

112. What playwright got his start with the Federal Theatre Project? 

113. Tnnessee Williams’s original title for this play was The Poker Night. What is the 
name of this play now? 

114. What did Agnes DeMille bring to the Broadway Musical? 
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115. In Happy Days Winnie spends the play examining the contents of her __ 

116. Winnie is buried in 
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117. Winnie’s husband is named 

118. In A Raisin in the Sun they are awaiting __ 

119. What does Beneatha want in life? 

120. Where is Mr. Lindner from and what does he want? 

121. How does Walter Lee fail, and then triumph in the play? 

122. Who came up with the term theatre of the absurd?. 

123. Beckett saw the usefulness, the or aliveness of theatre. 

124. Lorraine Hansberry, the author of A Raisin in the Sun was the first __ 

125. Why do Ruth and Mama approve of George Murchison? Why doesn’t Joseph 
Asaigi/Beneatha? 

126. "Master Harold" and the Boys was set in __ 

127. What is the symbol of Hally and Sam’s friendship? 

128. Why does Hally turn on Sam? 

129. Arthur Miller said at the end of the opening night performance, the audience was 
silent, "men burying their faces in handkerchiefs." What is that play? 
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TRUE?FALSE 
1. Berthold Brecht used Epic Theatre in his concept of absurdism 

2. The artistic director is in charge of recording all of the stage business. 
3. In older tragedies the name of the tragic hero is the title. 

4. stage actors belong to AFTRA union 
5. A technical rehearsal is held the night before the play opens. 

6. Farce gives us a fantasy world of violence without harm, adultery without 
consequences, brutality without reprisal, and aggression without risk. 

7. Sensory recall is bringing recall of something you experienced into a given 
situation. 

8. Brechtian theatre is not an easy concept to understand, but is it effective. 
9. The actor’s agent gets paid even when the actor does not have an acting job. 
10. The Paul Green Theatre has a thrust stage. 
11. The elements of scene design are line, mass, composition, texture and color. 
12. In Happy Days Samuel Beckett used the term ’alienation’ to define the effect he 

wanted his theatre to have on the audience. 
13. Tragedies have happy endings although the plot line is sad. 
14. Acting is not improvisation, but exhibiting and illustrating.. 
15. The prompt book contains only a copy of the script. Sentimental comedies such 

as Home Alone portrayed the domestic trials of middle class life. 
16. ’The V Effect’ or the ’Alienation Effect’ is the opposite of suspending one’s 

disbelief. 
17. Uta Hagen’s nine questions all actors must contemplate are called "the Magic If" 
18. In Greek theatre, the theatre space has 2 components, the stage and the 

auditorium. 
19. The members of a Greek chorus wore masks, usually similar to each other, but 

completely different from the leading actors. 
20. Mimesis is the imitation of an action. 
21. Thespis was the originator of the celebration of The City of Dionysus. 
22. Joseph Asagi is originally from South Africa. 
23. In Oedipus Iocaste is a blind seer who serves Apollo. 
24. Sophocles only won one prize in the Greek drama competitions. When audiences 

went to see Oedipus during ancient Greek Theatre, they knew the outcome of the 
play 

25. Ophelia hangs herself. 
26. In ancient Greek Theatre, the Greeks enj oyed irony. 
27. Hamlet fakes being insane in order to win the heart of Ophelia. 
28. The purpose of Medieval drama was to provide a moral lesson, it not to entertain. 
29. Brecht felt that drama should inform and awaken the sensibilities, not just 

entertain or anesthetize an audience. 
30. Beneatha’ s family wanted her to date George Murcheson because he ran a 

successful liquor store. 
31. Lorraine Hansberry wrote for the Group Theatre with Clifford Odetts. 
32. Osrik was the court jester of Old Hamlet. 
33. Absurdist drama was meant to make you think, not feel. 
34. At the end of Oedipus the curse of the spinx is lifted. 
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35. Drama in the Elizabethan age was focused on tragedy 
36. Arthur Miller was 55 years old when he wrote Death of a Salesman. 
37. Absurdist playwrigts begin with the premise that our world is absurd, meaning 

irrational, incongruous, and senseless. 
38. The __ stage of the 19th and 20th centuries distanced the audience from the 

play, providing a clear frame behind which the performers acted out their scenes. 
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Terminology 
a. Stage 

i. Proscenium 
ii. Thrust 

iii. Theatre in the round 
iv. What 3 things are necessary for theatre to happen? 

b. The Actor 
i. Parallels between life and theatre? 

ii. Acting is not .... 
iii. External/internal technique 
iv. Significance of Constantin Stanislavski: Russian director 

associated with the school of Method Acting, which used 
’emotional memory’. After considering a characters’ 
circumstances in a play, and his past life leading up to the 
action of the play, the actor tries to connect the character’s 
situation with important events in his or her own life; this 
emotional or effectual connection can make the character’s 
display of emotion onstage seem realistic and immediate. 

v. The ’Magic IF 
c. Elements of Drama 

i. Unions: AEA/SAG/AFTRA 
ii. Director’s 6 responsibilities 

iii. Directing styles: preplanned movements/collaborative 
iv. Theatrical terms (gobo, strike, upstage right, etc) 
v. Forms of drama: tragedy, plot, farce, comedy, melodrama, 

comedy of humors, etc. 
vi. Well-Made Play: exposition, surprises, suspense, climax, 

denouement 
vii. Tragic vision 

Periods of Drama 
a. Ancient Greek 

i. time period 400-500 BC 
ii. Purpose of theatre? 

iii. Dionysysian celebrations 
iv. Chorus 
v. Theatre space 

vi. Mimesis 
vii. Reversal of fortune/peripeteia 
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b. Roman 
i. Copied and expanded the forms and traditions of Greek 

theatre by adding music and dance 
c. Medieval 

i. Time period 500-1500 AD 
ii. Purpose of theatre? 

iii. Mystery/miracle/morality plays 
iv. Where performed and by whom? 

d. Renaissance 
i. Time period: began in Italy 100 years before brought to 

England 
ii. Where in the world did it begin and why? 

iii. How was it different from medieval theatre? 
iv. Commedia dell-arte and commedia erudite 
v. Stock characters 

e. Elizabethan/Shakespeare 
i. Time period 1533-1603 AD 

ii. How was it different from Renaissance drama7 
iii. Where was it performed and by whom7 
iv. Describe the theatre space 
v. masque 

f. Realism: how did it come about7 Realists believe that art imitates 
life. Because life is not made up of neat plots with clear endings, 
they created plots without symmetry. Realism tends to have a 
democratic quality that celebrates the individual. 

i. Social realism 
1. A Doll’s House Henrik Ibsen, WaitingJbr Lefiy 

Clifford Odets 
ii. Poetic realism 

1. Playboy of the Western World, Desire Under the 
Elms 

iii. Expressionism 
1. A Glass Menagerie, Death of a Salesman 
2. Expressionists believed that art should represent 

powerful emotional states and moods. 
iv. Antirealism 

1. Six Characters in Search of an A uthor 
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go 

ho 

° 

19th Century Drama-Turn of 20th Century Drama: what was 
distinctive about it? 

i. Romantic drama 
ii. Melodrama 

iii. The well-made play 
iv. Independent Theatre Movement 

Mid-20th Century Drama 
i. Origins of the Broadway musical 

1. Oklahoma 
2. Showboat 

ii. Federal Theatre Project 
iii. Provincetown Players 
iv. Eugene O’Neill 
v. Arthur Miller 

vi. Agnes DeMille 
vii. Group Theatre 

viii. Tennessee Williams 
Mid-20th Century Drama/Absurdism: when was it? What was 
it? "The sense that all human beings, cut off from their roots, live 
in meaningless isolation in an alien universe." 

i. Martin Esslin: Theatre of the Absurd 
ii. Samuel Beckett 

1. "What was the greatest influence on his writing? 
2. "What was his desired effect of theatre to be on the 

audience? 
3. !/VaitingJbr Godot 

iii. Berthold Brecht 
1. Epic theatre: a form of drama and dramatic 

production intended to provoke spectators into a 
heightened social and political awareness. 

2. What did he want to do with theatre? 
3. ’Werfremdungseffekt" means ’alienation effect’ 

which was the attempt to destroy dramatic illusion 
and upset the traditional suspension of disbelief so 
that the audience does not confuse what is onstage 
with real life. 
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o Films 
a. Julie Taymore 

i. What was the play in rehearsal? What does Ms. Taymore 
say is the job of the director? 

ii. Sense of danger was the immediacy and aliveness of theatre 
b. Changing Stages: "American Theatre" 

° In Performance 
a. Romeo & Juliet 
Written by, director, elements of performance, 

b. Crimes of the Heart 
Written by, director, elements of performance 

c. The Little Prince 
Written by, director, elements of performance 

o Plays 
a. The Rising of the Moon, Lady Gregory 

i. Ragged Man 
ii. Sergeant 

iii. Policemen 
1. When and where is the play set? 
2. plot 
3. what does the title of the play come from 

Oedipus, Sophocles (TRAGEDY) 
i. Oedipus 

ii. Creon 
iii. JocastaJIocaste 
iv. 

V. 

Laius 
Teiresias 

1. 
2. 
3. 

When and where is the play set? 
plot and type of play? 
Why is the title one word and a name? 
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c. Hamlet, William Shakespeare (TRAGEDY) 
i. The Ghost 

ii. Hamlet 
iii. Claudius 
iv. Queen Gertrude 
v. Polonius 

vi. Laertes 
vii. Horatio 

viii. Ophelia 
1. 
2. 

When and where is the play set? 
plot 

do A Midsummer Night’s Dream William Shakespeare (TRAGEDY) 
i. Puck 

ii. Oberon 
iii. Titania 
iv. Lysander 
v. Demetrius 

vi. Hermia 
vii. Helena 

viii. Egeus 
ix. Thesus 
x. Hippolyta 

xi. Nick Bottom 
1. When and where is the play set? (hint, in 2 places) 
2. plot 

eo A Doll House, Henrik Ibsen (REALISM) 
i. Nora 

ii. Torvald 
iii. Dr. Rank 
iv. Krogstad 
v. Mrs. Linde 

1. When and where is the play set? 
2. plot 
3. Why is this play a good example of realistic drama 

of this time period? Think about developments 
were going on in the world at this time/Nora’s 
decision to leave in perspective with the time 
period she lived in. 
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f. Death of A Salesman, Arthur Miller (EXPRESSIONISM) 
i. Willy Loman 

ii. Linda 
iii. Biff 
iv. Happy 
v. Charley/Bernard 

vi. Ben Loman 
vii. Howard 

1. When and where is the play set? 
2. plot 

go A Raisin in the Sun, Lorraine Hansberry 
i. Ruth Younger 

ii. Walter Lee Younger 
iii. Beneatha Younger 
iv. Lena Younger (Mama) 
v. Joseph Asagai 

vi. George Murchison 
vii. Mr.s Johnson 

viii. Karl Kindner 
ix. Travis/Bobo 

1. When and where is the play set? 
2. plot 
3. What were the circumstances of the world in 

which the characters lived? How did that 
influence them? 

4. What does the title of the play come from? 
5. How does the story relate to the life of the author? 
6. How many other plays did the author write and 

what were they mainly about? 
7. What is the author most well known for? 
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Elements of Drama 
The Rising of the Moon by Lady Gregory has all the elements of drama: 

Exposition: what happened before the play began -) as the policemen are putting 

up the signs about the excaped criminal, you hear the story. 
Suspense: it is used to build tension in the story -) When the men are sitting on 

the barrel, you know the Ragged Man is the criminal. 
Rising Action: audience wonders what is going to happen, sses the characters set 

in motion; questions are answered one by one. 
Climax: when the action reaches its greatest tension - revelation is experienced 

by the main character. 
l~lovement: stage directions and how the characters move, even the significance 

of their movements. 
Theme/spine: the message of the play. 
Falling Action: the drama reaches a conclusion and the characters understand the 

situation and themselves better than they did at the beginning. 
Conflict: between characters; the plot depends on conflict. 
Character: who is the hero/villain? Who are just there as ’functionary’? 
Setting: the time and place in which the play takes place. In The Rising of the 

Moon it is the dockside in Ireland. 

The Actor 
Acting does not begin with performing on stage before an audience. It begins with an 
individual’s talent, imagination, discipline, the need to express and the process of 
observation through the sensory organs (eyes, ears, skin, tongue, nose). To prepare a role 
the actor selects from memory and personal experience what he or she has seen, heard, 
felt and experiences over a lifetime. The actor must use himself to portray his role. 

The Actor’s Reality 
The actor’s goal is to tell the character’s circumstances in the play’s story as effectively 

as possible. The circumstances are the essential conditions in the play’s world that 
include time (when), place (where), and surroundings (what). 

EXTERNAL TECHNIQUE: Outward/Inward (used up to the latter 19th century) 
He or she approaches a role through a deep and passionate study of human behavior in all 
its outward forms, with an eye toward reproducing them in a disciplined and sensitive 
way. The English Actor David Garrick approached acting as an imitation of life, he 
called acting "mimical behavior". 

The Three Challenges of Acting: 
To acquire the many skills - both physical and vocal - that stage performances demand; 
in other words, to master the craft of acting. 

To make the character believeable. 

To integrate these two, that is, to combine skills with credibility. 
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Mastering the Craft of Acting: 
The performer’s BODY 
The performer’s VOICW 
CENTERING 

Making Characters Believeable: 
Development of realistic acting 
Modern approaches to realist acting 
Additional training techniques 

INTERNAL TECHNIQUE: from the inside/outward 
A creative process that is intuitive, subconscious and subj ective. 
To select behavior pertinent to the character’ s needs within the given circumstances. 
To allow personal behavior to develop out of the playwright’s prescribed circumstances 
knowing that their actions will involve moment-to-moment subj ective experience. 

Constantin Stanislavsk approached acting in a more realistic way. He said, "the 
fundamental aim of our art is the creation of the inner life of a human spirit and its 
expression in an artistic form." 

Stanislavsky proposed that actors understand how men and women actually behave 
physically and psychologically in given circumstances. 

What mattered most to Stanislavsky was the ACTOR"S TRUTH -) what the actor feels 
and experiences internally expresses itself in what the character says and how the 
character reacts to given circumstances. 

Emotional/Sensory Recall: think of the situation, then think of your feels and/or 
reactions to smells, sounds, feelings, etc. 

The Director 
Professional actor’s unions: 

AEA: Actor’s Equity Association for stage, Broadway 
SAG: Screen Actor’s Guild for film and television 
AFTRA: American Federation of Television and Radio Artists - soap 

operas/radio/commercials 

LORT: League of Regional Theatres; in every LORT theatre a certain % of actors must 
be AEA. Playmakers at UNC is the only LORT in NC. 
It was created to be able to present quality theatre across the country. 

UP RIGHT UP CENTER UPSTAGE LEFT 
CENTER RIGHT CENTER CENTER LEFT 
DOWN RIGHT DOWN CENTER DOWN LEFT 
Toward the audience is downstage/away from audience is upstage 
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The Director collaborates with playwrights, actors, designers, and technicians to create on 
stage a carefully selected vision of life - a special mirror. The Director is the 
"controlling artist" responsible for unifying the production elements which often 
include the use of text, music, sound and visuals. 

Early Responsibilities of the Director (there are 6): 
1. agreeing to direct an offered script or selecting or creating a script 
2. deciding on the text’s interpretation and the "look" and configuration of the stage 

place. The "spine" of the play -) this is the action that motivates the play. 
3. casting actors in various parts. Most of the directors feel 90% of their job is done 

when they finish casting. 
4. working with other theatre artists to plan and execute the production. 
5. rehearsing the actors. They rehearse for 4 weeks, run the play for 4 weeks -) the 

actors have an 8 week contract. A run is 6 days a week with one day off, usually 
Monday. This day off is called the "equity day off." 

6. Coordinating all elements into the final stage performance. 

Casting 
Matching an actor to a role 
Auditions (professional - union) 

Casting directors 
Agents 
Director -) casting director -) agent -) actor (then back through the same order 

for confirmation or denial of a job. The actor must always go through the agent (same for 
the director). 

Stage Manager 
Compiles the "prompt book" (the prompt book is considred the Bible) 
Reords "stage business" 

Specific actions such as answering the phone or turning on a lamp -) both of 
these would be in the prompt book. 
"blocking" 

Where the actor enters, crosses, where they come in, etc. 
Lighting 
Sound and other cues 
Male rehearsal schedules 
Takes notes during rehearsals 
Coordinates rehearsals 
Runs the show after it opens 

Julei Taymore - The Director 
¯ The play in rehearsal was Richard III 
¯ she called the director the "channelor of ideas" 
¯ she is known for directing "The Lion King" on Broadway 
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The Actor 
Acting is doing. Acting is portraying a characters wants and needs through artistically 
truthful behavior that reflects a character’s psychological and emotional life. 

Acting is not .... 
Showing 
Narrating 
Indicating 
Illustrating 
Exhibiting 

Acting is not dressing up and displaying emotions. The audience doesn’t want to watch 
an actor ’do’ stuff. The audience wants to feel something. 

Acting does not begin with performin on stage before an audience. It begins with an 
individual’s talent, imagination, discipline, the need to express and the process of 
observation through the sensory organs (eyes, ears, skin, tongue, nose). To prepare for a 
role the actor selects from memory and personal experience what he or she has seen. 
Heard, felt and experienced over a lifetime. The actor must use himself to portray his 
role. 

As a Creative Artist, the actor... 
¯ Selects sensory responses (both physiological and emotional) in search for 
¯ Selected behavior pertinent to a character’s needs within the 
¯ given circumstances oftheplay 

Nine questions an actor might ask themselves of their character before they get on the 
stage such as: who am I, where am I, what do I want, what do I need, how do I feel, etc 
Emotions are the product of action. You must do in order to feel, you must need and 
want in order to feel. (Uta Hagen’ s nine questions) 
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The Actor’s Reality 
¯ the actor’s goal is to tell the character’s circumstances in the play’s story as 

effectively as possible 
¯ those circumstances are the essential conditions in the play’s work that include 

time (when), place (where), and surroundings (what). 
¯ The actor must concentrate on the truth of the character’s behavior (his or her 

sensory responses, psychological motives and obj ectives) in the context of the 
play, not in the context of the performance or the audience. 

Exernal Technique: Outside/Inward: (used up to the latter 19th century). He or 
she approaches a role through a deep and passionate study of human behavior in 
all its" outward forms, with an eye toward reproducing them in a disciplined and 
sensitive way. The English actor David Garrick approached acting as an imitation 
of life, he called acting MIMICAL BEHA VIOR. 

Internal Technique: From the Inside.Outward: a creative process that is intuitive, 
subconscious and subjective. 

¯ To select behavior pertinent to the character’ s needs within the given 
circumstances 

¯ To allow personal behavior to develop out of the playwright’s prescribed 
circumstances, knowing that the actions will involve a moment to moment 
subj ective experience. 

At the same time, modern actors still use the external technique to a certain extent. When 
you put on a costume, it will change how you walk, move, carry yourself, speak, etc. 

Professional Actors Union’s: 
AEA: Actor’s Equity Union 
SAG: Screen Actors Guild 
AFTRA: American Federation of Television and Radio Artists - 
soaps/radio/commercials 

LORT: League of Regional Theatres -- % of actors must be AEA. Playmakers is the 
only LORT in NC. Created to be able to present quality theatre across the country. 

Placement Stage Positions - Actor’s Point of View: 

UP RIGHT UP CENTER UPSTAGE LEFT 
CENTER RIGHT CENTER CENTER LEFT 
DOWN RIGHT DOWN CENTER DOWN LEFT 
(toward the audience is downstage/Away from audience up stage) 

THE DIRECTOR: collaborates with playwrights, actors, designers, and technicians to 
create on stage a carefully selected vision of life - a special mirror. The director is the 
’controlling artist’ responsible for unifying the production elements which often include 
the use of text, music, sound and visuals. 
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EARLY RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIRECTOR (6 responsibilities): 

1. agreeing to direct an offered script or selecting or creating a script 
2. Deciding on the text’s interpretation and the ’look’ and configuration of the stage 

place. The ’spine’ of the play is the action that motivates the play. 
3. Casting actors in various parts. (Most of the directors feel that 90% of their job is 

done when they finish casting.) 
4. Working with other theatre artists to plan and execute the production. 

5. Rehearsing the actors. (rehearsal goes on for 4 weeks, run 4 weeks -) they all get 
an 8 week contract. They work 6 days a week and get one day off which is 
known as the ’equity day off.’) 

6. coordinating all elements into the final stage performance. 

CASTING: 
¯ 

¯ 

matching an actor to a role 

auditions (professional - union) 
i. casting directors 

ii. agents 
iii. director -) casting director -) agent -) actor (then back through 

the same order for confirmation or denial of a job) 

STAGE MANAGER 
¯ compiles the ’prompt book’ (prompt book is considered the Bible) 
¯ records ’ stage business’ 

specific actions such as answering the phone or turning on a table lamp 
(both of these are in the prompt book) 

¯ "blocking" 
o Where the actors enters, crosses, where they come in, etc. 

¯ Lighting 
¯ Sound and other cues 
¯ Make rehearsal schedules 
¯ Coordinates rehearsals 
¯ Runs the show after it opens 

WHAT IS "WORKING A STRAIGHT SIX"? 
Working six days straight with one day off 

DIRECTING STYLES 
1. Preplanned Movements, "making pictures" (old style) 

2. Collaborative Approach - actor and director working together; improvisation is 
used to free the imagination. 

The director helps the actor find the characters in our life and project this life vocally and 
visually to the audience. 
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The Gronnd Plan: 
Director and designer work out the play’ s environment, noting doorways, windows, 

steps, levels, walls and furniture. The ground plan is outlined in tape on the rehearsal 
floor so the actors can visualize the environment in rehearsal. 

Whereas the playwright creates the play’s world - its events, people and meaning - on 
paper, the modern director with other artists, interprets the playwright’s vision in the 
Theatre’s three dimensional space, giving it shape, sound rhythm, images, activity and 
unity. 

Audiences experience the play largely through the director’s imagination - eyes, ears, 
emotions and intellect - so the modern director has become as distinct a force in the 
theatre. 

Responsibilities of the Stage Manager 
1. in the booth calling the show 

2. compiles the prompt book (script -) has all the notes regarding the play, lighting, 

etc) 
3. records ’stage business’: specific actions such as answering the phone, turning on 

a table light -) anything using props 
4. blocking: where the actor enters, crosses 
5. lighting and sound cues 

6. makes rehearsal schedule; coordinates rehearsals 

CastinN Director 
Actor has agent. When a director is casting a play, he tells the casting director what he 
wants -) the casting director takes that vision to the agents thru the breakdown 
service-)Agent calls actor with auditions -)Actor auditions at casting office-)then the 
call back. Now you are working with the director and script. Director tells the agent "I 
want him"-) agent calls actor-) agent and casting director negotiate. Agent gets 10% of 
whatever the actor makes WHEN THE ACTOR IS PAID. 

Scene Designer’s Obj ectives 
Help set tone and style of the production 
Establishing locale and period 
Develop concept 
Providing a central image or metaphor 
Coordinating scenery with a whole 
Solving practical design problems 

Elements of Scene Design (can be applied to costume design) 
Line (circular) 
Mass How big is everything, weight 
Composition compose everything 
Texture smooth v. rough/smoky glass 
Color 
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Costume Designer’s Objectives 
Help establish the tone and style of a production 
Indicates the historical period of a play and the locale in which it is set 
Indicate the nature of individual characters or group in a play; their stations in life, their 
occupations, their personalities 
Show relationships among characters; separate maj or characters from minor ones; 
Contrast one group from another 
Meet the needs of the performer 
Be consistent with the production as a whole 

Oedipus, Sophocles 
¯ The structure of his plays 

o The approach he took to the structure of the play, measuring the effect of 
the rising action of complication and then ensuing that the moment of 
recognition occurred at the same time the falling action began, was 
recognized as a supremely elegant skill. 

o He manages to make the characters real. 

Tragedy is the first great dramatic form 
~ It makes a special statement about our human fallibility 
~ The Tragic Vision: sees people as both vulnerable and invincible. Some 

focus on people seeking justice in an unfair or irrational world. In both, 
the hero alone asserts his/her intellect 

~ Tragic Realization: the world order exists and that people can learn from 
suffering. People should celebrate what they are doing because they have 
the courage to go after what they want. 

¯ In ancient Greek times, the hero was aristocratic. 
¯ Aristotle says it’s important that the hero of tragedy not be too perfect, someone 

who tears too hard at our heartstrings when he suffers; but, likewise, he ust be 
noble or else we won’t care what happens to him. 

¯ Their actions are very noble, we would pursue the truth. 
¯ Even if he is a character that you don’t like, you still celebrate what he is trying to 

do. 
¯ The title of the play is often given in its Latin translation "Oedipus Rex," rather 

than in its original Greek ("Oedipus Tyrannius"), since the Greek term for king is 
the English ’tyrant’ which means a monarch who rules without the consent of the 
people. 

¯ The chorus is the voice of the people - on of their jobs is to voice the thoughts of 
the people. 

¯ The people would test what the god’ s were saying. The Greeks saw the power of 
what theatre could do for the society. 

¯ Why would a play such as Oedipus do something good for society? 
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Oedipus tries to take charge and do the right thing. Over and over again he makes 
moral choices and promises. The more he tries to avoid or make amends for 
wrong, the tighter the slipknot around his neck. "Stop, don’t do it" the 
reader/audience wants to shout. But Oedipus can’t hear. 

Oedipus 
¯ The play 

First oracle was to Oedipus’ original parents that their baby would 
grow to murder his father and marry his mother 
The second oracle was to Oedipus - you will kill your father and you 
will marry your mother 
the riddle of the sphynix - what animal in the day time walks on all 
fours, and in the afternoon walks on 2, and at night walks on 3. Then 
they make him king. 

~ Where is the Corinthian messenger at the beginning and at the end? 
~ Who is on stage when Jocasta gets the clue? 

¯ The family 
~ In Greek society at this time family is incredibly important. From 

their eyes, the family is very strong. In Greek society the act of what 
he did makes him guilty, even though he did not know what he was 
doing. The act alone made him guilty. 

¯ The gods 
o They are always testing their beliefs, even though they continue to 

believe. 

Purpose, passion and perception 
¯ The play begins with apurpose, such as finding the source of the plague in 

Oedipus. 
¯ Then as the path becomes tangled and events unfold, the tragic figure begins an 

extensive process of soul-searching and suffers an inner agony - the passion. 
¯ The perception of the truth involves a fate that the tragic figure would rather not 

face. It might be death or, as in Oedipus exile. 

Realism 
¯ Before realism there was neoclassicism, romanticism (exploration of nature, the 

supernatural), then melodrama, the well-made play, etc. It had been pretty basic. 
¯ The definition of realism: "the details of the setting, the costuming, and the 

circumstances of the action were so fully realized as to convince audiences that 
they were listening in on life itself’’ The illusion was real. The costumes were 
real, the sets look real, but it was an illusion that we were looking in on. 

¯ l~lelodrama - lawyers, businessmen, bankers, etc; the cop show, the tv move 
about overcoming a villain, a volcanic eruption, battling cancer, (BIG dramatic 
stories) etc. It has a complete and solid ending - no ambiguity about the ending. 
Usually the good surviving evil and triumphing. We like the structure of 
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melodrama because the end is well-defined, unlike life. It is an escape. It doesn’t 
challenge you or hold up a mirror to your life. 

¯ Illnsion: the latter part of the 19th century the proscenium stage becomes very 
important. Why, when the 2 elements of stage and audience, would you separate 
the audience from the action on the stage, especially in realism -) why do we 
want that 4th wall? So it is as though we are looking in on real life. The 
imaginary fourth wall is the plane that separates the audience from the action on 
the stage. 

¯ A DollHouse written by Henrick Ibsen -) realism. When the curtain went up, 
the stage looked just like a living room. It was a completely new way to present 
theatre. From there on out, that realism is what would be demanded. We would 
not be able to empathize with the audience at that time because our technology is 
changing so often that the change is not noticeable, but during this period, this 
change was big. 

¯ What was going on at this time? People wanted it to be real -) realism is the 
illusion of reality for the stage. The lighting for theatre changed. Proscenium 
stage came to the forefront. The apron of the stage was removed -) the 
proscenium stage was intentionally built to give the audience the feel that they 
were looking in on life. It is an interpretation of what life is, or what it could be. 

¯ Realism came out to rej ect the well-made play because the form of the well-made 
play was not considered real. 

¯ Naturalism: there would be no art (an example of naturalism would be 2 guys 
standing on the stage eating apples), there wouldn’t be any entertainment value. 
This is why naturalism did not survive. Realism is an interpretation of reality, an 
illusion. 

Mid- 19th Century_ 
¯ During this period of time there were profound changes in religion, philosophy, 

psychology and economics-) new ways of thinking : 

o Charles Darwin On the Origins of Species by Natural Selection 

o Louis Pasteur 

o Sigmund Freud 

o Alexander Graham Bell 

o Thomas Edison 
o The Suez Canal 

o Lincolnis assisinated 
o The Civil War 

o Transcontinental Railway 

o Karl Marx - a new way of thinking of societ and living 

¯ Modern theatre began with three dramatists: 
Henrik Ibsen: known as the father of modern drama, especially in 
acting 

o August Strindber 
o Anton Chekov 
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¯ Realism "a slice of life" -)naturalism; it doesn’t really exist as a form of drama, 
but the actor can use the idea -) whether the actor feels as though he is playing 
the part with realism. 

¯ Audiences do not want to be reminded that they are not in the theatre. 

Realism: came about in theatres/in drama, to rebel against everything that was going on: 
the well-made play, melodrama, etc. There were so many advances in society that this 
led to people demanding realism in their drama. People had different view and learning 
about the views and lives of people halfway around the world. 

Ibsen felt that he had to present his theatre in the most realistic way possible. A Doll’s 
House set the stage for all drama to come, thus Ibsen became the father of modern drama 
and acting. The people at this time were used to theatre that was not realistic. Ibsen 
changed dialogue to be more colloquial/more like actual talking. When they walked into 
the theatre, the sets were now made incredibly real. All these changes were very new to 
audiences. Every element of the room they are trying to portray was made to look 
absolutely real. 

This is where Stanislavski’s method of acting really came into play. On the set of A Doll 

House the set was small, and crammed with props on the stage. There were only 3 actors 
at most on stage at one time and since you don’t really move around in a living room, 
then these characters didn’t move around. Since they weren’t moving around, what the 
actor’s had to do was to use Stanislavski’s method to really get the essence of the 

characters across to the audience. 

Ibsen did not write this play for women’s rights, but for the oppressed women out there in 
society. Showing the life within this household of Nora and Torvald was the best way for 
Ibsen to illustrate this. 

If we look at this play now, it would be very normal and understood for Nora to be 
questioning who she was, but at the time this play was written, this was not done. The 
audience would have looked at Nora, her safe and secure life, and told her she was nuts 
for questioning her life and walking away from it. 

1950’s idealized life is a place where women were oppressed. Society, in it’s accepted 
norms, oppresses you. Black and white rules. This is Nora’s dilemma; she must disguise 
herself and what she is thinking/feeling in order to fit in to her society. That is the drama 
in this play -) should she have held that "color" within her from coming out, and stayed 
with her family? When Nora decides to walk away from it all and leave, the ending of 
the play is a bit ambiguous, will she or won’t she come back? Torvald now appreciates 
her, but it is too late. That is why the ending of Ibsen’s play reverberated around the 
world. Ibsen wanted us to struggle with what was going on inside of us. 

The character of Nora has to have naivet~ in order to grow throughout the play. She must 
be shy/meek/in the dark at the beginning of the play and then be strong enough to rebel. 
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Eugene O’Neill 
1916 in Provincetown was his first public performance - ushered in the new age of 
theatre. Wrote epic dramas. He was the first writer to put blue collar worker on the stage 
and the first black character on the stage. He was the greatest playwright of the 
Depression as the American Dream began to fail. 

Lon~ DaFs JourneF Into Night 
O’Neill’s masterpiece; told of the disintegration of the US family; called ’the saddest 
play ever written.’ 

The Iceman Cometh 
About addiction, fear and hope; set in a bar. 

Ah! Wilderness 
O’Neill depicting family with comedy and love; counterpart/mirror to A Long Day’s 

Journey Into Night 

Federal Theatre Proj ect 
Begun in order to create j obs for unemployed theatre workers; created by the federal 
government; Arthur Miller wrote plays and got his start here. Orson Wells put on an all- 
black MacBeth that was groundbreaking. 

Arthur Miller 
Launched his successful career through the Federal Theatre Proj ect. 
Showboat 
1927 The first Broadway musical; was the first true Broadway musical score; about black 
dockhands and the hardships of their lives. Told a story through music. 

Kern & Hammerstein 
Wrote Showboat 

Rogers & Hammerstein 
Wrote Oklahoma 

Oklahoma! 
1943 - about ordinary people. 
sexual power and desire. 

Thru the dance and music, they were able to express 

Agnes De Mille 
Choreographer that changed Broadway 

West Side Sto~v 
1959, written by Laurentes 

Origins of the Broadway Musical 
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Foundation of realism; a musical can do something in one song or dance that other plays 
take 3 or 4 scenes to accomplish; Began with the Jews from Eastern Europe that settled 
in NYC. Theatre had been their way out of the Jewish ghettos of Europe. When they 
came to NYC, they formed small Yiddish theatres and performed their song and dance. 

Clifford Oates 
Used Stanislavski’s "The Method" but examined and expanded upon it. Found his initial 
success on Broadway; named the ’US Chekhov’; left Broadway for Hollywood but did 
not find success in television or movies. Called to testify before Senator McCarthy - he 
cooperated in order to avoid being blacklisted, but it mined him. 

Group Theatre 
1930’s, premiered 22 new plays, the most successful of which was Clifford Odetts. On 
Broadway he did Waiting for Lefty. 

Waitin~ for Le[tv 
Written by Clifford Odetts; actors were planted in the audience to yell "strike" to j oin in 
with the actors on stage; he wrote plays about going against the establishment; he asked 
the audience to feel and not to analyze. 

Awake & Sinlz 
Written by Clifford Odetts; backed by Billy Rose 

House Committee on Un-American Activities 
Senator Joseph McCarthy’s hunt for communists; he saw the strong force of theatre 

The Crucible 
Written by Arthur Miller which he wrote in response to the HCUA; play dramatizes a 

witch hunt similar to what the committee did. 

Tennessee Williams wrote Streetcar Named Desire and Glass Menagerie 

Lorraine Hansberry 
Wrote first drama by a black woman to be produced on Broadway 

A Raisin in the Sun 
The play is a "living-room" drama, set in southside Chicago. Walter Lee, a black 
chauffeur, dreams of a better life. 

19th and 20th Century Drama, Technical Innovations 
¯ Technically, theaters changed more during the period between 1800-1900 than in 

any comparable earlier period. 
¯ The introduction of gas j ets early in the century had a maj or effect. 
¯ Now, light could be dimmed or raised as needed. 
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¯ Lighting devices were often placed behind the proscenium pillars and scenery so 
that actors were more visible when they stood within the proscenium. 

¯ The change reinforced the 19th century practice of treating the proscenium 
opening as the imaginary "fourth wall" of a room. 

Romantic Drama 
¯ Changes in styles of acting, styles of plays, and the content of plays. 
¯ Philosophy of the individual, a philosophy of democracy, and a cry for personal 

liberation -) these plays failed. 
¯ Closet Drama: a play meant to be read, not produced. 
¯ French and German Romantic dramatists were more successful than their English 

counterparts. 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, one of Germany’ s most famous 
playwrights, Faust 

o Johann Cristoph Friedrich von Schiller, The Robbers 
(~ Victor Hugo, France, Hernani 

Melodrama 
¯ Developed in Germany and France in the mid- and late 18th century. 
¯ Melo meaning ’song’, a hallmark of melodrama 
¯ Three major theatres in London: Covent Garden, Drury Lane, and the Haymarket 

were given exclusive license to produce spoken drama. 

The Well-Made Play 
1. exposition 
2. surprises 
3. suspense 
4. climax 
5. denouement 

Early in the 19th century, Eugene Scribe, developed a formula for dramatic action and 
made sure that all his works fit into it. The result was the creation of a ’factory’ for 
making plays. 

The well-made play still survives, not only on the stage, but also on film and television. 

The Rise of Realism 
Technical changes in theatres during the latter part of the 19th century continued at a rapid 
pace. Realism, which avoided mechanical ’clockwork’ plots with their artificially 
contrived conclusions, began in the later years of the 18m century. 

¯ Henrik Ibsen and August Strindberg wrote realistic plays: the details of setting, 
the costuming, and the circumstances of the action were so fully realized as to 
convince audiences that they were listening in on life itself. 

¯ In Britian, Oscar Wilde; art served itself; a brilliant conversationalist; famous for 
bright, witty comedies. 

¯ In Russia, Anton Chekhov, Moscow Arts Theatre 
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Absurd Drama 
¯ In 1961 Martin Esslin, a British critic, wrote a book called The Theatre of the 

Absurd about trends in the post-WWII theatre 
¯ Esslin used the label to describe new theatrical ways of looking at existence 
¯ The Theatre of the Absurd shows the world as an incomprehensible place 
¯ Absurd theatre: It comes down to what we are as humans, not so much art. 
¯ The may be no story, or plot, but you felt something from watching it. It makes 

you hurt (or feel an emotion) and makes you think hard. In absurd theatre it does 
not follow a linear plot or path. There is no fictitious story or plot, but the 
purpose is to make you feel or think. -) it just is. 

¯ Emotional identification with the characters is replaced by a puzzled, critical 
attention 

¯ For while the happenings on stage are absurd, they yet remain recognizable as 
somehow related to real life with its absurdity, so that eventually the spectators 
are brought face to face with the irrational side of their existence. 

¯ Absurd theatre influenced what theatre can be -) it influenced the aliveness and 
the immediacy that could be. 

Happy Days by Samuel Beckett 
¯ Absurd drama, but Beckett did not coin the phrase 
¯ He saw the usefulness, the immediacy or aliveness of theatre 
¯ He made his breakthrough in dramatic form by presenting, without comment or 

moral judgment, situations showing life’s irrationality.--> It had to be extremely 
real. Absurd theatre confuses you, makes you feel something; it is alive. 

o Unrecognizable plots 

o Mechanical characters 
~ Situations resembling dreams and nightmares 

~ Incoherent dialogue 
¯ Absurdist playwrights begin with the premise that our world is absurd, meaning 

irrational, incongruous, and senseless. 
¯ Engene Ionesco, another absurdist playwright, defined absurd as: "anything 

without a goal... When man is cut off from his religious or metaphysical roots, 
he is lost." all his struggles become senseless, futile and oppressive." 

Bertolt Brecht 
¯ He felt that drama should inform and awaken sensibilities, not just entertain or 

anesthetize an audience. 
¯ His plays concerned philosophical or political issues 
¯ Some of his works so threatened the Nazi regime that they were burned publicly 

in Germany. 
¯ At 19, during the last months of WWI, he worked as an orderly in a hospital. 

While there he saw the horrible carnage and misery which in turn made him a 
lifelong pacifist. 

¯ His first successes as a writer came from commentaries on returned war veterans, 
and on the questions of duty and heroism -) which he treated negatively. 
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¯ The pressures of early Nazi Germany caused him to go into exile, first in 

Scandanavia, and then the US. 
¯ After WWI he and his wife returned to Berlin where he founded the Berliner 

Ensemble, which produced most of his later work. 
¯ He chose East (communist) Berlin as his home because he felt that his work 

would best be understood in a Communist setting. The irony is that his work has 
been even more widely appreciated and accepted in the West than in the former 

communist eastern bloc. 
¯ He wrote his most popular play in 1928 The Threepenny Opera. 

¯ He developed a number of theories regarding drama. He used the term epic 
theatre to distinguish his own theater from traditional Aristotelian drama. He 
expected his audience to observe critically, to draw conclusions, and to participate 
in a intellectual argument with the work at hand. The confrontational relationship 
he intended was designed to engage the audience in analyzing what they saw 
rather than in identifying with the main characters or in enjoying a wash of 
sentimentality or emotion. 

¯ One of the ways he achieved his ends was by making the theatricality of the 
production’s props, lights, sets, and equipment visible, thereby reminding the 
audience that they were seeing a play. 

¯ He used the term alienation to define the effect he wanted his theater to have on 
the audience. He hoped that by alienating the audience from the drama he would 
keep them emotionally detached and intellectually alert. 

¯ His theater was political - he saw a connection between politics and theater. He 
could see that social, political, and economic conditions were not ’natural’ or 
permanent but could be (should be) changed. 

¯ His plays helped stimulate audiences. His style spread rapidly and is still being 

used. 

Samuel Beckett 
¯ Next to Henrik Ibsen, the most preeminent playwright of the time. 
¯ Raised in Ireland in the 1920’s; born in Dublin 
¯ Well-to-do upbringing, well educated; Trinity College 
¯ As a young man moved to Paris and became a writer as well as a teacher. 
¯ While in Paris, WWII began and the German occupation of Paris began. 
¯ Beckett joined the French resistance but after a time the German presence in Paris 

made it harder for him so he moved to the south of France 
¯ While in the south of France he worked as a field hand. You must remember that 

during the German occupation of France during WWII, life was very hard, 
especially for those less fortunate like farm laborers. 

¯ During this time Beckett witnessed the hardships endured by the people 
(starvation, poor diet, etc) and came to understand the bleakness of life. These 
experiences greatly influenced his future writings 

¯ His first big piece was Waiting for Godot - Becket made waiting into a dramatic 
art. The play was known to have been accepted very well at prisons such as San 
Quentin where the audience could understand and sympathize with waiting. 
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¯ Beckett’s plays call for realism - the production must have everything in order in 
order for the absurdity of the play to come through. 

A Raisin in the Sun 
¯ Lorraine Hansberry, first major black playwright. 
¯ Age 29, first black playwright to be awarded the famous ’writers circle award’ 
¯ Born in Chicago in the 1950s and the ghetto formed her. 
¯ Youngest of four children, and parents instilled two important values, pride in 

yourself/closeness of family, and never betray your race 
¯ Intimacy in the ghetto, these people are your family, others blacks in the ghetto 
¯ Hansberry family father put a great deal o his money into the great American 

dream by moving his family into a while neighborhood and had to fight in the 
courts in order to stay there 

¯ This experience proved unforgettable - had to undergo taunting and her parents 
slept with a gun 

¯ Had close relationships with other kids in the black community; The kids she 
knew in this community were not afraid to fight and laughed longer and harder 
than any others 

¯ She never really knew why she became a playwright except for when she was at 
the University of Wisconsin and watched a play about the Irish struggle for 
independence. It may have seemed out of place in her life, but the sounds, 
misery, and human pain and endurance and the survival of it left a lasting 
impression on her. 

¯ She was stunned by the play to know that there were others around the world had 
similar experiences, and these experiences brewed in her 

¯ After college she went to new york 
¯ Here she found the answers to who she was and what she wanted to do. Her first 

job was as a reporter, and then became editor of Freedom 
¯ Studied with WBE DeBoise, and marched in picket lines 
¯ Met and later married Robert Numberoffwho shared her social commitment 
¯ Lots of reading and walking taking in the sights and sounds of Harlem 
¯ Worked part time as a waitress and wrote at night 
¯ Poet Langston Hughes influenced her 
¯ "Fester #ke a store, or shrink #ke a raisin in the sun, the human spirit, or does it 

explode" This was from a poem by Langston Hughes and she took his poem and 
brought it to her drama in order to understand black society so that whites could 
understand that their lives were parallel 

¯ In order to create the universal you must pay careful attention to the specific 
¯ Specifically the south side of Chicago, but while believing in who they are, they 

can actually become all people. This story could transcend to other cities and 
other families. 

¯ Every human being has within him the capability of profoundness. Profound 
thought, profound action, etc. She felt that it would be interesting to explore the 
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most ordinary man, in the most ordinary place of southside chicgo and for the 
audience to come to see that even this ordinary person is incredibly complex. 

¯ "We really don’t have much in the world at all if we allow money to transcend 
what is necessary for a human being." 

¯ Refusing to go to the back of the bus, a woman who will move her family to a 
white neighborhood, etc. those thoughts were planted in Lorfiane as a child. 

¯ "Blacks tended to take the world as what it was. In realism, the artist has to show 
what it is, but also what is possible, and to achieve this it requires much more 
creativity." She loved Sean O’Casey because his realism because his realism was 
always the nobility of people. She had a tremendous respect for us as people. 

¯ A writer must not only write, but must also act. She found a role in the civil 
fights movement in her piece "Movement". She also wrote poems. 

¯ The Sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window it was a play about corruption and 
commitment and the need to take a stand; it was about the people she knew in 
Greenwich village, not blacks. 

¯ Le Blanc; To be Young, GiftedandBlackwere her other twoplays 

The House: where the audience sits 

The Voms: entranceways underneath the house, also sides of stage 

House Manager: Manages the house, works with box office, ushers, how 
many people can be in audience; also hearing impaired tech materials 

Weigh the House: house manager finds out where the audience members 
are sitting, how full the audience is. 

Late Comers: audience members who come in late find they must use a 
separate entrance, come in together at a certain time. 

Legs: in the theater, proscenium theater, curtains hide the wings 

Wings: areas on the sides of the stage, off stage areas 

Teasers: hide the lighting instruments on the top 

Footlights: downstage, rarely seen, but they illuminate the actors. Used in 
the old days. 

Special: specific light, different from the follow spot. Highlights a 
particular part of the play and the actor. 
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Follow Spot: spotlight that follows the actor. Seen very often in 
musicals/big stars on Broadway like to have them. Rarely used in Paul 
Green Theater 

Quick Change: quick costume change - meets dresser to make a quick 
change. Underdress - means to layer clothing needed in the production. 

Spike Marks: usually done in glow tape - marking back legs of chair to be 
placed on stage, or for props on a table. Glow tapes help when working in 
the dark. Different colors depict different acts of the play. 

Strike: to remove something from the stage; prop or set 

StageHands/Crew: backstage jobs 

Headset: stage, lighting, sound use these wireless sets to communicate 
before & during the show. 

Fittings: costume fitting, meet with costume designers and seamstresses. 

Photo Call: when you’re in a production, pictures are taken for publicity. 

Half Hour: actors have to be at the theater half hour before start of the play 
and must sign in. 

Places!: places for beginning of play or individual acts. 
this. 

Calling a Show: stage manager calls a show. 

10 out of 12: tech rehearsal - theater can work the actors for 2 days, 10 out 
of 12 hours. 

Read Through: reading through the play. 

D_ry Tech: tech rehearsal without actors. 

Dress Rehearsal: in costume rehearsal; on actual stage 

Stage manager calls 
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Cue to Cue: tech rehearsal where they jump from cue to cue - sound cue to 
cue or lighting cue to cue, eliminating all the meat in between. 

Practical Light: turn on a lamp, the light works when the actor actually turns 
it on. Not practical - stage manager 1 turns the light on or off with tech 
equipment. Actor just makes a movement as though he were actually 
putting the light on. 

Gobo: lights - makes an effect - filter put over an instrument to create a 
special effect. 

Gel: film put over instrument to create a colored light. 

Fade: lighting technique - light fades either slowly or quickly. Add 
dramatic elements to a play. 

Blackout: lights go out in theater. End of scene, act or play. 

Breaks: Union actors have to have breaks during rehearsals. 

Equi _ty Day Off: one day a week off for actors, usually Mondays. 

Mock Up: Make up a costume, usually muslin or cheap linen. Also, mock 
up of props. 

Glow Tape: tape that glows used for spike marks, used to show how to go 
off stage during blackouts. 

Make Up: face makeup. Actors often have to put on their own makeup. 

Audition Process: Director->casting director->agent->actor 

Sides: excerpt from script for a specific play 

Call Back: part of the audition process, 2nd audition 

Light Board/Sound Board: in the booth, techs operate the light board for 
plays. 

Grid: above the stage where the instruments hang from. 
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Mark: 

Blocking: 

Entrance: 

a spot on the floor where to stand, done in tape. 

movement of the actors on stage. 

where you enter on stage. 

Exit: where you leave the stage. 

Cross: when you cross the stage, move across the stage, usually in a 
diagonal manner. 

Line Through: rehearsing the lines only - no movements. 

Speed Through: doing line through as fast as you possibly can. 

Stumble Through: shaky on lines or scenes, blocking while going through a 
run through. 

Run/RunThrough: at end of rehearsal process; everyone reads or says their 
lines; before a technical rehearsal. 

Go Up: in performance, when you forget your lines. 

Line: In rehearsals, Stage Managers have their books, and actors ask for 
lines when they forget them. 

Warm Up: actors, before the show, warm up to get you into the play. 

Vocal Session: dialect coach/actor sessions to help with dialect or perhaps 
Shakespeare. 

Green Room: where actors relax during the performance. 

Props: properties-book, pen, anything the actor uses 

Prop Table: table where the props are kept. 

Fight Coordinator: teaches actors how to fight on stage. 
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Wardrobe: 

Valuables: 
the play. 

Sign In: sign in before productions. 
there when they sign in. 

people who deal with all costumes, seamstress, fitter. 

actors give Stage Manager their valuables to keep safe during 

Stage Manager knows everyone is 

Booth: where the lighting and sound is controlled 

Rehearsal Hall: off site space where play is rehearsed before opening 

Fitting (Fitting Room): where actors put on costumes 

Box Office: where you pick up your tickets 

Proscenium stage: picture frame 

Theatre in the Round: the presentation of a play on an arena stage 
surrounded by the audience. 

Thrust Stage: a stage extending beyond the proscenium arch (the frame), 
usually surrounded on three sides by the audience. 

Company Manager: takes care of the company - specifically those coming 
from out of town, flights, transportation, living arrangements, list of stores, 
parking tickets, makes sure bios are written for the program. 

General Manager/Managing Director: deal with all the money, handle all 
the contracts. 

Artistic Director: concerned with all the artistic aspects of the theatre, 
choosing plays, working with the subscribers 

Archival Video: video of plays produced to keep through the years - 
costumes, sets. Lincoln Center in NYC has large number of productions 
from around the country. 

Plot: the action of the play. 
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Exposition: what happed before the play began. 

Suspense: it is used to build tension; builds steadily throughout the play, 
usually sustained by cliff-hanging situations and characters who miss each 
other by way of carefully timed entrances and exits. 

Denouement: resolution of the drama 

Rising Action: audience wonders what is going to happen, sees the 
characters set in motion - questions are answered one by one. 

Climax: When the action reaches its greatest tension - revelation is 
experienced by the main character. 

Movement: Stage directions and how the characters move - perhaps even 
the significance of their own movements. 

Theme/Spine: the message of the play. 

Falling Action: the drama reaches a conclusion and the characters 
understand the situation and themselves better than they did at the 
beginning. 

Conflict: between characters - plot depends on conflict. 

Character: who is the hero/villain? Who is just there as a ’functionary’? 

Setting: the time and place in which the play takes place. 

Dialogue: verbal exchanges between characters. 

Miracle play: a type of medieval sacred drama that depicts the lives of 
saints, focusing especially on the miracles performed by saints. 

Mystery play: a sacred medieval play dramatizing biblical events such as 
the creation, the fall of Adam and Eve, and Christ’s birth and resurrection. 
The genre probably evolved from liturgical drama. 

Dramatic Illusion: the illusion of reality created by drama and accepted by 
the audience for the duration of the play. 
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Mimemis: The Greek word for ’imitation.’ Aristotle used the trem to define 
the role of art as an imitation of an action. 

Melodrama: a suspenseful play filled with situations that appeal to the 
audience’s emotions. Justice triumphs in a happy ending: the good 
characters (completely virtuous) are rewarded and the bad characters 
(thoroughly villainous) are punished. 

Tragedy: serious drama in which a protagonist, traditionally of noble 
position, suffers a series of unhappy events culminating in a catastrophe as 
such death or spiritual breakdown. Shakespeare’s Hamlet, which ends with 
the prince’s death, is an example of Elizabethan tragedy. 

Tragicomedy: a play that combines elements of tragedy and comedy. 
Tragicomedies often include a serious plot in which the expected tragic 
catastrophe is a replaced by a happy ending. 

Well-Made Play drama that relies for effect on the suspense generated by its 
logical, cleverly constructed plot rather than on characterization. Plot often 
involve a withheld secret, a battle of wits between a hero and villain, and a 
resolution in which the secret is revealed and the protagonist saved. 

Ritual: repeated formalized or ceremonial practices, many of which have 
their roots in primitive cultures. Certain theorists hold that primitive ritual 
evolved into drama. 

The Chorus: a masked group that sang and danced in Greek tragedy. The 
chorus usually chanted in unison, offering advice and commentary on the 
action but rarely participating. 

Dionysus: Greed god of wine, mystic revelry, and irrational impulse. Greek 
tragedy probably sprang from dramatized ritual choral celebrations in his 
honor. 

Dithyramb: Ancient Greek choral hymn sung and danced to honor 
Dionysus; originally divided into an improvised story sung by a choral 
leader and a traditional refrain sung by the chorus. Believed by some to be 
the origin of Greek tragedy. 
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Comedy: a type of drama intended to interest and amuse rather than to 
concern the audience deeply. Although characters experience various 
discomfitures, the audience feels confident that they will overcome their ill 
fortune and find happiness in the end. 

Comedy of manners: realistic, often satiric comedy concerned with the 
manners and conventions of high society. 

Restoration comedy: a type of comedy of manners that developed in 
England in the late seventeenth century. 

Farce: a short dramatic work that depends on exaggerated, improbably 
situations, incongruities, coarse wit and horseplay. 

High comedy: comedy that appeals to the intellect, often focusing on the 
pretensions, foolishness, and incongruity of human behavior. 

Low comedy: comedy that lacks the intellectual appeal of high comedy, 
depends upon gags and jokes for its comedic effect. 

Sentimental comedy: comedy populated by stereotypical virtuous 
protagonists and villainous antagonists that resolves the domestic rituals of 
middle-class people in a pat, happy ending. 

Koilon: where the audience sits in the Greek theatre. 

Parodos: the often stately entrance song of the chorus in Greek drama. The 
term also refers to the aisles on either side of the orchestra by which the 
chorus entered the Greek theatre. 

Skene: the building or scene house in the Greek theatre that probably began 
as a dressing room and eventually was incorporated into the action as part of 
the scenery. 

Proskenion: the playing space in front of the skene or scene house in Greek 
drama. 

Peripeteia: a reversal of fortune, for better or worse, for the protagonist. 
Used especially to describe the main character’s fall in Greek tragedy. 
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1. Who was the 20th century playwright that was able to give the white man the 
experience of the black man in America? 

2. The external technique, which was based upon the practice of deep and passionate 
study of human behavior in all outward forms. David Garrick called acting such as 
this: 

3. In the movie about Julie Taymore, the play in rehearsal and performance was __ 

4. Julie Taymore called the director the __ 

5. Can you name another play that Julie Taymore was famous for directing? 

6. A Streetcar Named Desire is an example of which tragic vision? 

7. Oedipus is an example of which tragic vision? 

8. "Policeman B enters stage left, crosses to center stage, and sits at the desk." This 
direction is an example of: 

9. What is the ’chain of command/authority’ in theatre? 

10. What is LORT? 

11. The resolution of the drama is referred to as 

12. List the early responsibilities of the director. 

13. Samuel Beckett is most closely associated with what type of theater? 

14. What playwright said this: "Blacks tended to take the world as what it was. In 
realism, the artist has to show what it is, but also what is possible, and to achieve 
this, it requires much more creativity." 

15. Most directors believe they have completed 90 percent of their j ob when they have 
finished 

16. Lorraine Hansberry wrote how many plays, and what was the title of the one that 
was not about the black experience in America? 

17. Home Alone is an example of what type of comedy? 

18. When in rehearsals an actor does not know his next line he would say 
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19. "His words were so well constructed. He didn ’t just right a play his plays 
transcended race. When push came to shove, fami#es are a#ke. We all desire the 

same things; we all make the same mistakes; we all have those same family 
confrontations." What playwright is this? 

20. There are 2 kinds of directing styles. One is the ’preplanned movements’ and the 

other is 

21 The person who ’calls’ the show is the __ 

22. At the end of a show’s ’run’ you would __ 

come in. 
the set to get ready for the next set to 

23. Brecht used __ in order to get the audience to see through the illusion on stage 
because he wanted you to be reminded that you were seeing a play at all times. 

24. The director is the              responsible for unifying the production elements 
which often include the use of text, music, sound and visuals. 

25. If I were to ’ spike’ a piece of furniture on stage, I would use 

26. Constantin Stanislavski is known for the __ movement in the late 19th century: 

27. Who wrote The Threepenny Opera? 

28. You are the actor performing on a proscenium stage and you move away from the 
audience. From the actor’s 

29. What absurtist playwright saw the usefulness, the immediacy or aliveness of 
theatre? 

30. Who did Lorraine Hansberry consider to be the greatest playwright ever? 

31. Why was the proscenium stage so important to realist drama? 

32. A turning point in a drama’s action, preceded by the rising action and followed by 
the falling action is __ 

33. Perpetia is: 

34. The most significant difference between film and theatre is the relationship between 
the performer and the __ 

35. In the professional world of theatre, the __ contacts the actor to let them know if 
they have landed the job of a role in a play. 
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36. To create the illusion that light is passing through trees, making shadows on the 
stage, you would use 

37. The __ is outlined in tape on the rehearsal hall floor so the actors can visualize 

the environment in rehearsal: 

38. In order for theatre to happen you must have 

39. "Reading a play is different experience from seeing it enacted. For one thing, 
readers do not have the benefit of interpretations made by __ 

40. Comedy populated by stereotypical virtuous protagonists and villainous antagonists 
that resolves the domestic trails of middle class people in a pat, happy ending. 

(Home Alone). 

41. "__ of the 19th century was especially satisfying to mass audiences (especially 

today’s American audiences) because the good characters were very good, the bad 
characters were very bad, and justice was meted out at the end." 

42. The actors are human beings playing at being other people; the stage is a platform 
that pretends to be another world. Shakespeare said it best in what play? 

43. Shakespeare wrote many plays and they are divided into three groups of plays. 
What are the three types? 

44. The shape of the early Elizabethan stage was often octagonal or circular, like what? 

45. In Elizabethan theatre, a great many playgoers were satisfied to stand around the 

stage. Hamlet calls them __ 

46. Shakespeare did not begin his career writing for the stage, but as a __ 

47. Who is Reynaldo? 

48. The wrong act that leads people to a tragic end is called __ 

49. In the early days of liturgical drama, the actors in the troupes were __ 

50. In Oedipus whose murder must be avenged to end the plague in Thebes? 

51 Who were the two most preeminent playwrights of the Early-Mid 20th Century? 

52. A Pageant Cart is: 

53. What does Oedipus use to stab out his own eyes? 
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54. From whose curse did Oedipus rescue Thebes? 

55. Which god did Athenian theatrical performances celebrate? 

56. Where was Laius killed? 

57. What is The Magic If~ 

58. During the Elizabethan period, the __ was a special entertainment of royalty. It 
was a celebration that included a rudimentary plot, a great deal of singing and 
dancing, and magnificent costumes and lighting. 

59. The first building made specifically for plays in England 

60. When Aristotle wrote about drama in The Poetics, he began by explaining it 

(drama) as the imitation of an action or __ 

61 During the Dark Ages these plays dramatized the lives of saints. 

62. Pantalone, Arlecchino (Harlequin), Punch and Judy, Columbia 

63. The best known Mystery Play is 

64. The best known Morality Play is 

65. Whom does Polonius send to France to spy on Laertes? 

66. Where does the ghost appear during the play? 

67. How did Claudius murder King Hamlet? 

68. Where is the university at which Horatio and Hamlet studied? 

69. Which of the following characters cannot see the ghost? 

70. Where do Hamlet and Laertes fight during Ophelia’s funeral? 

71 Who escorts Hamlet on the voyage to England? 

72. What does Hamlet claim to be able to tell the difference between when the wind is 
from the south? 

73. Why, according to Polonius, has Hamlet gone mad? 

74. Who speaks the famous "to be or not to be" soliloquy? 
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75. Why does Hamlet decide not to kill Claudius after the traveling players’ play? 

76. Which of Claudius and Laertes’ traps for Hamlet succeeds in killing him? 

77. Which character speaks from beneath the stage toward the end of Act 1 ? 

78. "They get what they want, but what they want turns out to be destructive." 

79. Oedipus is an example of which tragic vision? 

80. How does Dr. Rank inform Nora of this final fatal diagnosis? 

81 What is the sweet that Nora is forbidden to eat? 

82. Why isn’t Nora afraid her father will find out about the loan? 

83. The ’ saddest play ever written’ was written by? 

84. Which part of the ’well-made play’ does not exist in A Doll’s House? 

85. From whom did Nora borrow money? 

86. What does the black cross on Dr. Rank’s calling card signify? 

87. Whom did Mrs. Linde abandon for a richer man? 

88. What does Nora do too wildly and violently for Torvald’s taste? 

89. How does Torvald learn from Nora’s forgery? 

90. What does Torvald tease Nora about at the beginning of the play? 

91 What does Nora expect Torvald to do when he learns about her forgery? 

92. What will be the benefit of Torvald’s new j ob at the bank? 

93. What is the last thing the audience of A Doll’s House hears? 

94. The four characteristics of absurd theatre are 

95. In Death of a Salesman, Willy Loman has been hiding a certain item in the cellar 
from his family. That item is: 

96. Which playwright was known for showing the ’dark side of the American dream’? 
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97. Death of a Salesman and A Doll’s House were written during different periods, but 
they share some similarities. What would most accurately fit as one of those 

similarities? 

98. In Death of a Salesman, Willy Loman permits himself to feel that integrity, 
honesty, and fidelity are not as important as 

99. "The changes did not take place overnight, but as new theatres were built in the 
early 19th century (and as older theatres were refurbished) the apron shrank and the 
front doors leading to it disappeared .... That change reinforced the 19th century 

practice of treating the proscenium opening as the imaginary __ of a room. 

100. The Crucible was written by __ and inspired by 

101. What playwright got his start with the Federal Theatre Project? 

102. Tnnessee Williams’s original title for this play was The Poker Night. What is the 
name of this play now? 

103. What did Agnes DeMille bring to the Broadway Musical? 

104. In A Raisin in the Sun they are awaiting __ 

105. What does Beneatha want in life? 

106. Where is Mr. Lindner from and what does he want? 

107. How does Walter Lee fail, and then triumph in the play? 

108. Who came up with the term theatre of the absurd?. 

109. Beckett saw the usefulness, the or aliveness of theatre. 

110. Lorraine Hansberry, the author of A Raisin in the Sun was the first __ 

111. Why do Ruth and Mama approve of George Murchison? Why doesn’t Joseph 
Asaigi/Beneatha? 

112. Arthur Miller said at the end of the opening night performance, the audience was 
silent, "men burying their faces in handkerchiefs." What is that play? 
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Othello is written by William Shakespeare 
Othello is set in 

and 

Venice and Cypress Desdamona’s father Brabantio 

In Act I, Scene 3, where does 
a sailor tell the Senate that 

the Turkish fleet is 
preparing to land? 

Rhodes 

Brabantio believes that 
Othello has seduced his 

daughter Desdamon 
using 

Magic 
Desdamona feels a 

’divided duty’ between 
Othello and 

Her father 

Who is willing to drown 
himself if he does not 

have Desdamona’s love? 
Roderigo 

Iago suggests that 
Othello has commited 

adultery with __ 

Emilia 

What was the first gift 
that Othello ever gave 

Desdamona? 

Who does Roderigo believe 
will be his competition for 
Desdamona’s love once she 

tires of Othello? 

A handkerchief xdth 
strawberries embroidered 

on it 

Cassio 

Othdlo bdieves that 
there is a     woven 
into the kerchief from 

his mother 

spell 
What is the "green-eyed 

monster"? 
Jealousy 

Who puts Iago into a 
trance? Iago 

Iago wants to kill 
Othello and 

Cassio Who kills Roderigo? Iago 



To disguise Roderigo’s 
failed attempt at killing 
Cassio, ___ stabs him to 

death 

Iago 

What is the pattern 
embroidered on 

Desdamona’s 
handkerchief?. 

Strawberries 
Why doesn’t the Turkish 
fleet arrive in Cypress? 

They are wrecked by a storm 

To what rank does 
Othello promote Cassio? Lieutenant 

Which character is 
called a ram, a horse, 

and an ass? 

Othello 
Desdamona’s father 
holds the position of 

in Venice 
Senator 

Where does Iago tell 
Roderigo that Othello 
and Desdamona are 

sailing to from Cypres? 

Mauritania 
What first attracted 

Desdamona to Othello? 

his stories of his past 
Who gave the 

handkerchief to 
Othello’s mother? 

A sibyl or female prophet 

Vghat is Iago’s rank? Ensign 
Throughout the play 

people say that Iago is 

Honest 
How does Iago get 

Cassio stripped of his 
rank? 

He gets him drunk against 
the explicit instructions of 

Othello not to drink 

How does Othello kill 
Desdamona? 

He smothers her with a 
pillow from their bed 

By word of Lodovico’s 
letter, who will replace 
Othello as governor? 

Cassio 
What does Iago tell 

Roderigo to do? "put money in thy purse" 



Who is the author of 
Topdog/Underdog? Suzan-Lori Parks 

The two main characters of 
Topdog are 

Booth and Lincoln 
Are Booth and Lincoln 

related? 
Yes, they are brothers 

What happened to their 
mother? 

She left them when they 
were teenagers 

What happened to their 
father? 

The father left them 2 
years after their mother 

Lincoln used to make money 
being a Card hustler 

What card game did Lincoln 
play’? 3-Card Monte 

What made Lincoln stop 
being a card hustler? 

His partner Lonny got 
shot during a hustle What is Lincoln’s job now? 

He works in an arcade 
impersonating Abraham 

Lincoln 

Why does Lincoln have to 
wear face paint when he 

impersonates Pres. Lincoln? 

He is African American 
so he wears white face 

paint 

What are the tourist who 
watch Lincoln supposed to 

do? 

Assassinate him 
Why is Lincoln going to lose 

his job? 

The arcade is going to 
begin using a wax 
dummy to be Pres. 

Lincoln 

Who does Lincoln live with? His brother, Booth 
Where do Booth and Lincoln 

live? 

In a boarding house 

Booth has tried being a 
shoplifter, but what is he 
trying to do now to make 

money’? 

Being a 3-Card Monte 
hustler 



Why does Booth want 
Lincoln to ’come out of 

retirement’? 

So that they can form a 
3-Card monte team 

together 

Why doesn’t Lincoln want to 
form a team with Booth? 

He doesn’t think Booth 
will be good at it 

How much money do each 
of the men put down when 
they play 3-card monte? 

$500 

Why does Booth think he is 
going to win when they start 

to play for real money? 

Because he beat Lincoln 
in all the practice games 

Does Booth win or lose 
when he and Lincoln play 

for money? 

Booth loses 
At the end of the play, how 
does Booth show Lincoln 

that he is not a loser? 

He shoots Lincoln, and 
Lincoln dies 

Who is the ’miscellaneous 
stranger’ who comes to the 

arcade ever?" day? 
Best Customer 

Lincoln wonders of The Best 
Customer knows he is a 

what? 

a "brother" 
Who is older, Booth or 

Lincoln? 
Lincoln 

Who rents the room that the 
brothers live in? Booth Who is Booth’s girlfriend? 

Grace 
How do we know Grace is 

"career oriented"? 
She attends cosmetology 

school 

Who is Cookies? Link’s wife 
What led to the break up of 

Link’s marriage? 

Cookie came to the room 
looking for Link, but ended 
up having sex with Booth; 

Link found them 

Who is "so sweet she makes 
his teeth hurt"? 

Grace 



What does Booth promise 
Cookie? 

That he will marry her if 
she leaves Link 

Booth invites a woman over 
for a romantic dinner. 

Which woman? 

Grace What happens to Grace? Booth shoots her dead 

Who does Link charge $10 

for his autograph as Honest 
Abe? 

A rich boy What does Link do with the 
change he owes the boy? 

Buys drinks at Lucky’s 
What do Booth and Lincoln 

call their father? 
Pops 

Who does Link see his father 
have sexual relations with? 

One of The Ladies 
What happens to Link with 

The Ladies? 

One of them took him to 
bed after his father fell 

asleep 

In his partnership with 
Lincoln, what was Lonny’s 

position? 
He was Link’s stickman 

What does the ’stiekman’ 
do? 

He looks like an 
ordinary member of the 

crowd but knows all 
about the game 

What does Lucky keep 
behind the bar? 

His dog 
Which parent left first, Pops 

or Mom? Morn 

What did Mom give Booth 
before she left? 

A nylon stocking filled 
with $5oo bills 

Who was the Thursday 
Man? 

Mom’s lover who visited 
her every Thursday 

Which brother knows about 
The Thursday Man? Booth 



Does Link wear his Honest 
Abe costume to and from 

work? 
Yes 

Which brother is thinking of 
changing his name in order 
to create a new persona for 

himself?. 

Booth 
How does Booth get home 

the clothing he steals? 
He wears all of it home 

Why do they want to pay the 
phone bill and have their 

service restored? 

So they can start calling 
their lady friends 

Why does Booth think that 
Cookie left Link? 

Because he was 
impotent 

Which brothers’ routine is 
"deft, dangerous, electric"? 

Link’s 

Why does Link think their 
parents left them? 

Worse because the parents 
could not live up to their 

individual expectations of 
what domestic life should be 

Because their parents 
didn’t like them 

How much did each of the 
boys receive from their 
parents when they left? 

Did life in their family 
become better or worse 

when they moved from the 
apartment to a house? 

$500 

Why does Booth say Grace 
didn’t come to dinner wdth 

him? 

She stayed home 
watching TV - he mixed 

up the days 

What does Link tell Booth 
his new job is? 

As a security guard 
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Qualitative Sociology, VoL 16, No. 2, 1993 

Baseball’s Emotion Work: Getting 
Psyched to Play 

Eldon E. Snyder and Ronald Ammons 

The problematic nature of sport contests creates a variety of emotions---anxiety, 
fear, sadness, joy, anger, disgust, frustration, compassion, and embarrassment. 
The present study uses an interactionist/interpretive investigation of baseball 
hitters and pitchers (N=21). Data were gathered by analysis of in-depth 
semistructured interviews with members of a college baseball team. A 
photo-elicitation interviewing technique was used with videotapes of the players 
in game situations. Players were asked to respond to the experience of hitting 
and pitching while observing the videotapes of themselves. The emotional 
experiences that emerged from the interviews focused on managing and 
maintaining their emotions within an optimal level of arousal. The players 
perceive the optimal level of arousal is necessary for a desirable performance. 

Relaxation is, paradoxically, a form of baseball concentration. Relaxation must be 
willed. It is the necessary unclinching of the mind. It is a form of discipline---George 
Will, Men At Work, p. 81. 

Sport situations involve competition for a victorious outcome by the 
contestants. Because victory is uncertain in athletic contests, and the desire 
for each opponent to achieve that goal, a variety of emotions emergc~x- 
citement, anxiety, fear of failure, shame, embarrassment, anger, disgust, 
frustration, compassion, ecstasy, joy, and others. Consequently, sport con- 
tests provide a natural laboratory to study the sociology of emotions. Fur- 
ther, as Kemper (1978) notes, the sociological study of emotions can profit 
from the understanding of a variety of situations and relationships that in- 
duce emotions. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe and interpret 
the emotions experienced by collegiate baseball players with specific atten- 
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tion on their attempts to manage emotions at a level they perceive to be 
optimal for their baseball performance. 

Previous research on the "optimal level of arousal" theory postulates 
that increases in arousal can increase the level of one’s performance, but 
only up to a point. After that point is passed, arousal becomes too high 
and one’s behavior becomes less efficient (i.e., an inverted U-curve of per- 
formance; see Gill, 1986; a qualification of this thesis is provided by Krane 
1990 and Krane & Williams, 1987). In our paper we consider the optimal 
level of arousal theory within a broader sociology of emotions framework. 
We are not focusing on the players’ actual performance, rather our purpose 
is to analyze the emotions displayed within this sport context and the ways 
players attempt use emotion-work to manage their emotions. 

Several studies are now available that focus on the sociology of emo- 
tions in sport. One approach is manifest in the work of Elias who argues 
that Western Society has become increasingly civilized since the Middle 
Ages (Elias, 1978, 1982). This civilizing process resulted in an increase of 
social control and the regulation of emotional impulses. Consequently, 
work and leisure become highly routinized and less pleasurable and excit- 
ing. Elias, in collaboration with Dunning, extended this thesis by arguing 
that sport serves the function of providing "excitement in unexciting socie- 
ties" (Elias and Dunning, 1970, 1986). In this respect, sport provides for 
society a "fluctuating balance between emotional control and emotional 
stimulation" (Mennell, 1989, p. 158). Furthermore, within modern athletic 
contests the rules serve to maintain a balanced tension between the po- 
larities of the teams, the offense and defense, cooperation and competition, 
and the patterns of aggression and enjoyment. 

Maguire (1988) argues that the Elias and Dunning approach is helpful 
in understanding some of the interplay between sport and emotion, yet it 
is deficient in helping us to understand the fascination sport has for its 
participants and spectators. A theory of emotions and sport should also 
consider the importance of sport in identity formation, the quest for self- 
realization, and the presentation of self. In short, a symbolic interactionist 
perspective may provide a more adequate sociological theory of emotions 
and sport (Maguire, 1988, p. 10). 

Several previous studies of emotion in sport have used an interac- 
tionist perspective. For example, Zurcher (1982) reported the emotional 
performances of fans, coaches, and players at a college football game. He 
described the way the emotional buildup for the players was carefully 
scripted by the coaches. The players worked hard--"emotion work" is the 
term attributed to Hochschild (1983)--4o psych themselves up for the 
game. Several additional studies are particularly relevant for the present 
study. Rail (1990a) investigated the physical contact experienced by women 
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collegiate basketball players. She pointed out that through physical contact 
a player attempts to establish herself, her body, her play, her feelings, and 
her relations to others. Playful physical contact is often welcomed as an 
opportunity for a player to strengthen her self-definition. These contacts 
elicit feelings of desire, hope, daring, physicalness, toughness, powerfulness, 
strength, cleverness, pride, skillfulness, bravery, and assertiveness. On the 
other hand, in violent contact, the foundation of the player’s self has been 
affected, and the self attempts to regain self control, control over another, 
self esteem, and personal safety (Rail, 1990a, p. 50). Violent physical con- 
tact results in emotional feelings of loss, shame, frustration, helplessness, 
anxiety, fear, rage, hostility, and hatred (Rail, 1990a, pp. 50-51; see also 

Rail, 1990b, 1992). 
Snyder (1990) also considered the sociological dimensions of emotion 

in sport, specifically, among women gymnasts. His analysis focused on the 
control and management of emotions according to the "feeling rules" of 
that sport. The emotion work was manifest when the gymnasts were pre- 
paring to compete, between events, and after their competition. Categories 
of emotions included nervousness, fear of pain and injury, frustration, dis- 
appointment, happiness, and joy. Additionally, Fine (1987) examined the 
socially appropriate expressions of emotions within the context of Little 
League baseball. The focus of Fine’s analysis of emotions in Little League 
baseball is on the importance of self control, i.e., the suppression and de- 
velopment of a stoic acceptance of the world. Boys must learn how to con- 
trol their bodies and channel their emotional behavior. They "must learn 
how to act like men." (Fine, 1987, p. 86). 

Denzin (1984) describes emotions as self-feelings; they are "embodied 
feelings, mental states, and interactional experiences with real and imagined 
others that a person feels and directs inward, to herself, or outward, to 

others" (1984, p. 50). In the present study, emotions include the evaluative 
feelings a player has toward himself and his performance within the context 
of the game. These self feelings include not only the emotion itself but 
also the level of intensity or arousal of the emotion (or emotions). When 
the emotion and level of arousal are inappropriate for the situation, the 
player’s self image is threatened. The emotional level and quality of per- 
formance are bound together. Adler (1981) notes that emotional arousal 

may motivate some playerg the pressure players--to athletic excellence. 
Other players find the increased emotional arousal creates stress and has 
an adverse effect on their performance---they "choke in the clutch" (1981, 
p. 73). Further, emotions are "embodied." That is, they are linked to the 
players’ physiology--the nervous system and biological organs that in turn 
have an effect on their performance (Kemper, 1978; Kemper, 1990). 
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The present study is an extension of these earlier studies and likewise 
utilizes an interactionist framework. In this theoretical tradition the self is 
central in the human interaction, and the self is expressed in social situ- 
ations through role-taking with others (Mead, 1934). Mead’s concept of 
the "generalized other" suggests that when individuals (who have been suf- 
ficiently socialized) enter a social situation they are able to reflect on them- 
selves and orient their role (through role-taking) according to the social 
expectations and the roles of other people. Interestingly, Mead specifically 
referred to the game of baseball to illustrate this point (Mead, 1934, p. 

151). 
Mead’s generalized other approximates Schultz’s (1964) concept of 

"stocks of knowledge" that people acquire to structure their perceptions 
of, and orientations to, a social situation. The stocks of knowledge that 
players must have to interact in collegiate baseball include knowing the 
rules, the appropriate way to play one’s position relative to other positions, 
throwing, pitching, hitting, catching, fielding, as well as the team’s own 
idioculture (see Fine, 1987, pp. 125-130). This accumulated knowledge is 
not only behavioral and cognitive, but it also includes the socially defined 
appropriate ways of feeling and managing one’s feelings within the context 
of the game. Further, the player imagines (visualizes) his appearance from 
the perspective of others, including his assumption of their judgment of his 
actions, and he in turn experiences self feelings emotions based on these 
perceptions (Cooley, 1902). This interactionist perspective argues that emo- 
tions are socially constructed and managed rather than biologically deter- 
mined (Denzin, 1984; Hochschild, 1983; Kemper, 1990, pp. 207-237; Shott, 
1979; Thoits, 1989). Yet, as noted above, the emotions have an effect on 
the performance of the body. 

In summary, the role of hitter has meaning when interacting with the 
counter-role of pitcher, and vice versa within the baseball game framework 
(rules, knowledge of the game, expected performance, appropriate emo- 
tions). At a subjective level, both hitter and pitcher have images of them- 
selves as players, and their performance (based on the interaction with the 
opposing pitcher or hitter) has positive and/or negative effects on this self 
image. This self evaluation will also be influenced by his perception of oth- 
ers’ (coaches, parents, other players, and fans) evaluation of his perform- 
ance. Further, the player incorporates these perceptions of performance 
into the emotional feelings he has toward himself and they in turn influence 
such bodily functions as heart rate, respiration, energy level and bod- 
ily/emotional feelings often described as "nervousness," "uptight," "pumped 
up." These subjective phenomena (self, emotions, and body) return to in- 
fluence the player’s interaction and performance with the opposing pitcher 
or hitter. 
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The players in our study have played baseball for at least 10 years. 
Being a collegiate baseball player is an integral part of their self image. 
This image is supported by parents, relatives, and friends. Yet their per- 
formance is always problematic. The players often express anxiety regarding 
their performance that translates into whether they play regularly, remain 
on the team, make team trips, and secure a financial grant-in-aid. Athletic 
performances at a major collegiate and professional level are always open 
to evaluation from significant others, and one’s self definition of failure 

takes others’ definitions of success and failure into account (Ball, 1976; 
Harris and Eitzen, 1978). Kemper (1978; 1990) notes that when there is a 
power and status differential, as with a coach-player relationship, there is 
the likelihood of intense anxiety in the subordinate’s incapacities and defi- 
cits. Albas and Albas (1988) trace a similar emotional consequence with 
the anxiety that students have with taking examinations. 

Clearly, athletes in sport contexts must attempt to manage their emo- 
tions to achieve an optimal or appropriate level of anxiety they and others 
associate with a desired performance. In short, the emotions and behavior 
are intertwined for the instrumental function of achieving success as a hitter 
or pitcher. This emotional-behavioral nexus of the baseball players we stud- 
ied provides an interesting contrast to Hochschild’s (1983) research on the 
management of emotion among flight attendants. In the context of serving 
customers the attendant must engage in emotion work that Hochschild de- 
scribes as a form of "acting." That is, she must "act" as if she is happy--a 
type of "put on"--and this requirement exacts a cost to the person in terms 
of estrangement of the managed self from the real or authentic self. We 
might see a similar form of emotional labor for athletes who are not fully 
committed to their role but who engage in "acting" as if they are serious 
about their performance. We would expect this inauthentic role-playing for 
athletes who are "burned out" and are in the process of disengaging from 
a sport (see Hochschiid, 1987, pp. 47-48). 

METHODOLOGY 

The data for the present study were collected through semistructured 
interviews with 21 members of a Division I collegiate baseball team (9 bat- 
ters and 12 pitchers) and the team manager. Initially, we became involved 
in studying the team at the invitation of the coaching staff who asked the 
senior author of this paper to consider how he might help with the team’s 
hitting and pitching. The junior author has extensive collegiate baseball ex- 
perience and we met with the coaching staff and suggested an interview 
format that would tap some of the social, psychological, and emotional as- 
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pects of hitting and pitching. One wag suggested that "the coach must have 

been pretty hard up to ask sociologists to help with the team’s perform- 

ance." This raises the issue of whether this type of research may have a 

contribution as a form of applied sociology. We’ll return to this point in 

the conclusion of the paper. 

A photo-elicitation interviewing technique was used with videotapes 

including slow motion and stop action replays of the players in game situ- 

ations (see Denzin, 1989, p. 226-228 on photo-interviewing). The videotapes 

were taken by the coaching staff in game situations to assist the coaches 

and players in analyzing each player’s performance, including the physical 

mechanics of their hitting and pitching. The coaches prepared a videotape 

for each player we interviewed that included a series of 2-3 minute seg- 

ments of their hitting or pitching for each game they played in during the 

season. These videotapes were taken 2-3 months earlier during the games 

played in the fall season and were made available to us with the permission 

of the coaching staff and the players. Our analysis did not differentiate 

between the games in terms of their importance, though several players 

did refer to the importance of specific games because of the size or prestige 

of the school represented by the team. In the interviews players were asked 

to describe and interpret the experience and feelings they associated with 

their performance as a hitter or pitcher while observing the videotape of 

themselves (and in some cases their teammates). In our analysis we did 

not consider the position players’ (the hitters) performance and feelings 

when they were in the field (film footage was not available of the fielding 

plays); however, several players described the spillover effect of their per- 

formance at bat and in the field. The players were also interviewed regard- 

ing the pre-game preparations---including the overall emotional 

preparation of the team and other background questions about their aca- 

demic major, length of time on the team, background in sports, and gen- 

eralized thoughts about the team relationships. Each interview lasted from 

45 minutes to an hour. Their reflections about their hitting or pitching 

probably were a mixture of the actual feelings they experienced at the mo- 

ment of play and their ex post facto reflections as they watched themselves 

on film. We frequently stopped or replayed the tape and asked the player 

about their feelings during or following an episode of their play. 

In summary, the interview data included the players’ thoughts and 

feelings of themselves as they viewed videotapes of their batting or pitching 

sequences. While emotions are social constructed, they are subjectively felt 

and processed. We were interested in the players management of feelings 

and self definition through self dialogues within the socially context of a 

game situation. Our interviews incorporated many aspects of introspection 

described by Ellis (1991). We encouraged the players to focus on their 
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thoughts and feelings about the taped episodes rather than on the 
biomechanics of hitting and pitching a baseball. The interviews were taped, 
and we interpreted the transcripts to uncover the meanings of emotionality 
based on the players’ hitting and pitching experiences. While our interpre- 
tations of emotions are based primarily on the interviews, we verified some 
of these conclusions by observing practices, attending home games, and 
talking to players and coaches informally about the experiences of hitting 
and pitching. Both authors were involved in the interview process and tran- 
scribing the tapes; however, the senior author is the primary author of the 
paper with additional insights and comments by the junior author based 
on his athletic background, observations, and interviews. Finally, we shared 
a summary of our interviews and analyses (described as "Some of the Men- 
tal and Emotional Considerations of Baseball") with the coaching staff and 
players at a team meeting. 

DATA AND DISCUSSION 

As players watched themselves on the videotapes they focused pri- 

marily on their performance and the feelings they associated with their hit- 

ting or pitching. In fact, the coaches and players were not only willing but 

anxious to talk about themselves and their performance with the hope they 

might gain some insight for improvement. As the interviews continued, a 

core theme that emerged was their concern about the appropriate level of 

emotional arousal and how their emotions are related to their performance. 

The level of arousal was often expressed in terms of "pressure," "nervous- 

ness," "pumped up," "uptight," "psyched," and "butterflies." 

Expressions of Emotions and Performance 

In this section we consider a variety of emotions the players identified 
in the interviews. These emotions are expressed in a situation where play- 
ers’ performances are constantly evaluated by themselves and others 
(coaches, teammates, parents, friends). The two primary roles of hitting 
and pitching represent individualistic performances vis-a-vis the counter- 
role of the opposing pitcher or batter. In a team sport with interrelated 
roles one’s performance is often less obvious and concealed. In baseball 
the most important statistics are batting averages, wins, losses, strikeouts, 
and walks that are attached to one’s identity as a hitter or pitcher. 

Before each game the primary emotions players experience are the 
generalized feelings of nervousness and anxiety ("butterflies"). These emo- 
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tions reflect the players’ desire to perform well in a situation that is un- 
certain relative to the performance of the opposing pitcher or batter. Other 
emotions expressed by the players include the excitement and joy of suc- 
cessful performances and, conversely, the feelings of frustration, embarrass- 
ment, and disappointment with failure. Each of these emotions is associated 
with their performance, either before or after the fact. 

In baseball, the pitching role is more significant for the outcome of 
the game than the hitting of a single batter. Further, if a pitcher throws 4 
or 5 "mistake" pitches in a game he is likely to lose the game. It is the 
pitcher who is credited with wins and losses, not the hitters. On the other 
hand, good hitters will only succeed in getting a hit about one-third of the 
time, thus they must learn to handle their failure at least two-thirds of the 
time. In short, the structure and dynamics of the hitting and pitching roles 
are different. Consequently, in the following analysis we identify these two 
roles and their contrasting effects on the emotions. 

The variety of emotions that were identified by the hitters that are 
associated with their performance are illustrated in the following state- 
ments: 

Hitter: A lot of people try to get themselves relaxed. As hard as I try that, I just 
can’t seem to do it. I’m just rigid when I get to the plate--ready to explode---to 
hit the ball as hard as I can. I really get nervous right before game time. 

Hitter (describing the feeling of being in a hitting slump): It was hell. It got to the 

point where it was frustrating, but it was kind of funny---everything I tried wasn’t 

working. Coaches told me to try this and try that and I would get a hit once in a 

while and I would feel, "Okay, i’m out of it," then I would go up to bat the next 

time feeling confident and I would hit a little ground ball and ground out and I 

would be right back in the dumps again. 

Hitter (after watching himself strikeout on tape): I feel stupid in terms of myself 
and swinging like that in front of people. There is also the fear of doing it again 
(striking out) and having a string of them (strikeouts) going on. I went back to the 
dugout and was pretty ticked-off. 

Hitter: I really felt tense going up against him (a pitcher throwing 90 mph). 

Hitter: If I take a strike and it was my pitch, I get really upset because I should 
have hit that ball. But, if it’s not my pitch--if it’s on the outside corner and he 
called it a strike and it’s a pitch I don’t like, I don’t worry about it. I just get mad 
when I don’t hit my pitch. 

These negative performances are described in terms of emotions and 
physical feelings such as "rigid," "nervous," "frustrated," "in the dumps," 
"feel stupid," "fear," "ticked-off, .... felt tense," and "mad." These emotions 
are expressed within the context of attempting to hit a baseball in a game 
situation. 

On the other hand, the hitters described the positive feelings in the 
following ways: 
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Interviewer (when the hitter was watching himself on tape): That was a foul ball. 
Now what are yon thinking? Hitter: 1 was quick on it. I feel good about that. 
Interviewer: When you really pop the ball, can you describe your feeling? Hitter: 
"You feel like you’ve accomplished what you went up to bat for. That’s all you can 
hope for, that you hit the ball hard and hope that it will drop in for a base hit° 
When you really hit the ball it feels great. To see the ball shoot off of the bat like 
that is just greato 

Another hitter described a successful time at bat as follows: 

It’s a high. When I hit the ball really hard, as long as it’s a line drive, I feel great. 
My parents are good about coming to the ball games and to perform well in front 
of them always makes me feel good. It feels good with the teammates too. 

The emotions expressed by the pitchers, of course, reflect the struc- 
ture of how success and failure are defined for that position. Note the fol- 
lowing quotations: 

Pitcher (after reviewing a tape of a pitch that was hit): That was a horrible pitch; 
why did I get it up like that? I wanted the pitch back. 

Pitcher: At the beginning of a game I am kind of nervous because I don’t know 
how the game is going to go. But once I get on the mound and start throwing, I 
start to ease up; I start to feel relaxed. Then in the later innings, when the crunch 
time starts coming around, the butterflies come back again. 

Interviewer to pitcher: Do you approach batters differently with different counts? 
Pitcher: I don’t like to get behind. I start to feel the pressure because I have to 
throw it across the plate and if I throw it across the plate, he might get hold of it 
and it might hurt me. I like to stay ahead. 

Pitcher: 1 hate it when you throw a perfect pitch inside and high and the batter 
gets it off the handle and it bloops over the first baseman’s head. That’s one of 
my worst pet-peeves. It burns me up inside. 

The pitcher, of course must also deal with the defense he receives 
from his teammates who are in back of him. Two pitchers reflected on 
their feelings about defensive errors: 

Pitcher: I kind of get upset when they start making stupid errors, but I have to 
accept it because it is part of the game---they are going to do that sometimes. 

Pitcher: Every player is human and is bound to make mental or physical mistakes. 
That sometimes gets to me. When 1 feel it is such an easy play~a flip to second 
base to get the lead runner and he throws it over his head. 

In short, the identities of hitters and pitchers are threatened or en- 
hanced by their performance. In dramaturgical terms they are "on stage" 
and they judge their performance in terms of its adequacy. Furthermore, 
there is the constant fear of failing in their upcoming performance, in this 
respect their behavior displayg aspects of "stage fright." These examples of 
emotional expression from the hitters and pitchers demonstrate the situated 
self-feelings that are the result of reflections and evaluations made of one’s 
performance. This process of emotional emergence was anticipated by 
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Cooley (1902) many years ago in his concept of the "looking-glass self." 
Implicit in this process is the desire to perform well and protect and en- 
hance one’s identify as a ball player. The emotions described above are 
defined by Shott (1979) as reflexive role-taking emotions which "consider 
how one’s self appears to others or the generalized other and . . . are di- 
rected toward oneself.., they are, in effect, emotional self-conceptions" 
(Short, 1979, p. 1324). 

One of the characteristics of a symbolic interactionist perspective is 
the fluctuating, emergent, continually constructed, and negotiated view of 
social reality. In her analysis of emotions using introspective narratives, Ellis 
(1991, p. 36) notes "that emotions can change drastically, even reverse 
themselves, and then change back." Within the same setting a variety of 
emotional meanings may emerge and we often find contrasting emotional 
responses juxtaposed. Denzin (1984) refers to this process as the "double 
structure of emotional experience" where there are often layers, levels, and 
forms of emotional consciousness that surround an emotional experience. 
Furthermore, "There are emotions we experience as a consequence of hav- 
ing experienced a particular emotiorr--for example, happiness after depres- 
sion, exhaustion and fatigue after fear, emotional boredom after victory" 
(Denzin 1984, p. 99). In athletic contests, because of the dynamic ebbs and 
flows of momentum and successful and unsuccessful performances, players 
often experience in rapid succession or mingled, a variety of emotions. Note 
the following examples: 

Interviewer to a pitcher: When you are taken out of a game because you are losing, 
how do you feel? 

Pitcher: Disappointed with myself because I didn’t get the job done and I let the 
team down. 

Interviewer: How does the team respond to you? 

Pitcher: They are encouraging, but in your mind you know that they are a little 
mad at you because you didn’t do the job. 

Interviewer: And how do you feel when you win? 

Pitcher: On top of the world. Excited because you did the job and came through 
for everybody. Everybody is high-riving and they really mean it. 

Another pitcher remarked: In the early innings I usually feel real strong. But I 
always have one bad inning where I just blow it. I could be pitching and feeling 
great going four or five innings and not giving up a run, then go into the fifth and 
give up four runs. Some pitchers’ runs would be spread out--mine just get nailed 
in one inning. 

In our study, players often manifested this mingling of emotions when 
they expressed feelings of pleasure and displeasure with the same event. 
For example, the coaches frequently told the players that a "good time at 
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bat is when you hit the ball well whether it is a hit or not." As one of the 
coaches told us, "When you hit the ball it is a ’crap shoot’ as to whether 
it goes through for a hit or not." Consequently, players are pleased when 
they make solid contact with the ball though they are disappointed when 
it is caught or fielded and they are thrown out. As Hochschild (1983, p. 
224) points out, compound emotions are serial perceptions, that is, we 
move our attention from one focal point to another. Likewise, Ellis (1991, 
p. 37) notes that emotions are often felt by people simultaneously, even if 
they are contradictory, and sometimes people are forced to hold one emo- 
tion at bay while they deal with another. For example, players may hide 
the pleasure of a "good day at bat" while displaying the socially prescribed 
emotion of disappointment because the game was lost; they may also har- 
bor some guilt because they are not deeply disappointed with the loss. 

The fluctuation of emotions also may be the result of feelings from 
one aspect of the game that intrude on another. For example, when the 
interviewer asked, "To what extent does what goes on in the field affect 
you when you go up to bat?" One batter replied, "If you are having a bad 
day in the field, the frustration can carry over to your hitting. It all goes 
back to confidence. If you make a great play in the field, you are feeling 
great and are confident at the plate." Adler (1981, p. 89) argues that con- 
fidence is incorporated in the rhythm, pace, and tempo of the game that 
enhances the feeling of momentum. Players’ feelings at bat also reflect their 
previous times at bat; one batter described negative momentum in the fol- 
lowing, "When you’ve struck out twice in a game, it puts a lot of pressure 
on you and it becomes tough to hit with two strikes on you the next time 
at bat." 

Players’ performances and self evaluations as hitters and pitchers are 
also influenced by their other roles and role identifies. In spite of the 
stereotype of the "typical jock," most of the athletes we studied are "stu- 
dent-athletes" that try to balance both roles. In the following portion of 
an interview the player described the emotional connections between these 
two roles: 

Sometimes school is really bad, but it all depends on what is happening. If you 
have a good day at school, you feel like you can do anything on the field. It comes 
and goes. If you are in a bad mood, like I had a test on Friday and stayed up all 
night to study for it, it’s kind of tough. The biggest thing is the travelling with the 
team and worrying about missing classes. 

Within the sociology of sport there is a long research tradition on the po- 
tential role conflict between the academic and athletic roles (see Snyder 
and Spreitzer, 1989, pp. 145-172). An ethnographic account of this role 
conflict among university basketball players is described by Adler and Adler 
(1991). 
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Relations with friends and parents also affect players’ feelings and 
performances ~ositively and negatively. The players strive to control the 
outside distractions and remain focused on their hitting or pitching and, 
in turn control their emotions and performance. The following quotations 
are revealing: 

This Monday I threw bad and had a really bad day. The day before things weren’t 
good with my girlfriend and I had a biology test that I wasn’t prepared for. I had 
a whole bunch of things going on that day and I just can’t throw when I’m like 
that. 

Yes, I am aware of my parents in the stands. I can sometimes hear my dad. It 
doesn’t bother me much. I want to do well because they have taken the trouble to 
come and see me play. I also want to do well when my roommates come to see 
me play. Last year my girlfriend came and that seemed to put more pressure on 
me and I didn’t do so well. I sometimes hear the opposing team; you just have to 
block them out. 

Some well-meaning parents display the characteristics that are often 
associated with the negative connotations of Little League baseball. Con- 
sequently, the interests of parents may have negative unintended conse- 
quences as the following player’s account of his feelings about his father 
and baseball indicates: 

During the games my father is not there, I am fine and I can focus everyone out. 
But when he is there, I get a different feeling. I want to do it for him. He is vocal 
at the games, so it is sometimes hard to focus him out when I am at the plate. 
And after the game he is always telling me what I did wrong. I know he knows 
what he is talking about, but everyone has their own way of doing things. There 
are no two people the same. Sometimes I think he doesn’t realize that. 

The emergent and fluctuating mixture of emotions described above 
do not occur at random. They are constructed, managed, and controlled 
by the players in the context of the game structure. This process is de- 
scribed in greater detail in the following section. 

Managing and Controlling Emotions 

The scripts that guide the appropriate emotions for a situation are 
described by Hochschild (1983) as "feeling rules." When there is a gap 
between the feeling rules and the actual feeling, the individual attempts, 
through introspection, to control the inappropriate emotion. Hochschild 
noted that when people describe their emotions they may use such phrases 
as, "I psyched myself up, I squashed my anger down, I tried hard to not 
feel disappointed, I forced myself to have a good time, I mustered up some 
gratitude, I put a damper on my love for her, I snapped myself out of the 
depression" (1983, p. 39). Thus, within a social situation our behavior is 
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attached to corresponding emotions that are managed and controlled ac- 
cording to the emotion norms. 

This emotion work may have a variety of meanings. Ellis cites the 
following categories to questions she asked respondents about their at- 
tempts to control their feelings: "I don’t let myself feel." "I try to feel, and 
can’t." "I feel, and try to control it." "I feel, and sometimes control it." "I 
feel and can control certain emotions." "I feel, but then I control it." "I 
feel, and don’t want to control it." "I feel, try to control and can’t" (Ellis, 
1991, p. 39). Within a sport context, Snyder’s (1990) study of collegiate 
women gymnasts provides a variety of illustrations of athletes who attempt 
to manage and control their feelings of nervousness, anxiety, fear, disap- 
pointment, and happiness according to the feeling rules of that sport. 

Goffman (1967, p. 222) discusses this process of managing one’s emo- 
tions in fateful situations as maintaining one’s composure, self-control, self 
possession, and poise. Similarly, in their research on women gymnasts, Bir- 
tell and Turowetz (1979) note that, "Cool competence is the mark of the 
superior gymnast and is displayed through face work and through body 
work. The face must remain serene, confident, and pleasant; the body must 
not shake or show signs of strain or nervousness" (1979, p. 225). 

In the Zurcher (1982) study of emotion in collegiate football, the 
emotions were primarily staged and directed by coaches, trainers, and fans. 
On the other hand, for gymnasts the emotion work is often more individu- 
alistic and subjectively controlled and managed (Snyder, 1990). Similarly, 
hitters and pitchers are primarily responsible for managing their own emo- 
tions according to the norms of these athletic activities. When we asked 
the players about the way coaches try to prepare the team for a game, the 
players indicated the coaches go over the scouting reports but they do not 
try to "pump us up." Rather, the players described baseball as a game that 
is more "laid back" and each player is pretty much on his own to prepare 
himself psychologically for the game. The following statements from a 
player illustrates statements from a player illustrate his usual manner of 
preparing for a game emotionally: 

Baseball is more of a mental game than any other sport; you don’t gel psyched up 
like other sports. I try to stay consistent with what I do. I find myself doing the 

same things, the same regimen the night before to get myself prepared for what I 
am going to do. Whether that is sleep, eating habits or what, I try to maintain the 
same thing. When I go on deck I use the same helmet; I go through the same 
stretching routine and take the same number of swings with the weighted bat. If I 
feel myself getting too relaxed I try to get pumped up. I tell myself to be aggressive. 
Sometimes 1 am nervous and ready to go; other times I’m too rela~ed. 

All players emphasized the need to get psyched up for games without 
getting too psyched or too nervous ("hyper"). In other words, they try to 
manage their emotions to the optimal level, or within a range to achieve 
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what they feel will give them the desired performance. Likewise, as noted 
previously, players try to block out distractions that will hinder the appro- 
priate control of their actions, corresponding emotions and physiological 
functions. For example, the hitters indicated they try to block out factors, 
such as people in the stands and the opposing bench, and concentrate in- 
stead on the pitcher’s release point and the ball. Another hitter described 

his method of managing emotions in the following: 

Sometimes I may be a little too excited---a little too ready to go. Then I may go 
to the dugout and relax. I go through a lot of breathing techniques to get myself 
into a reasonable state of relaxation, where I’m not too excited and doing things 
a little too much on response rather than skill and yet not so relaxed that I’m not 
quick with the bat. When I get in the batters box I tell myself to relax to keep my 
weight back, be quick with the hands and explode through the ball. Just before the 
delivery I concentrate, focusing everybody out. I try to block out everybody in the 
stands and try to picture just me and the pitcher---there is nobody out there but 
US. 

Note that this player was mentally working his emotional level up and down 
a vertical emotional scale to not be "too excited" yet not "too relaxed" as 
he focuses his attention and talks to his body, i.e., "keep my weight back," 
"be quick," and "explode through the ball." 

Another hitter described his thoughts and feelings when he watched 
himself on the videotape in slow motion: ’Tm watching the ball as it is 
coming in; I have my full stride going, stepping towards the pitch, quick 
hands, keep the bat out, swing hard." When he missed the ball he said, 
"Maybe my swing was a little above the ball but my bat speed was good. 

I’m right on it. Next time relax, don’t overthink, don’t get frustrated. I’ve 
got two more pitches to hit." These statements point out the introspective 
thoughts of the hitter to be ready, quick, swing hard and generally show a 

high degree of effort, yet at the same time the hitter is telling himself to 

be relaxed, and not "overthink," in short, there is not time to think about 
the pitch, rather one must merely react to it. Again, the implication is that 
in order to achieve the optimal level of emotional arousal one must be 
emotionally involved (psyched, ready, aroused) without being too hyper, 
anxious, or excited. 

Pitchers also talked about the importance of controlling their emo- 
tions within the optimal range (within sport contexts this is often called 
self discipline). When one pitcher was asked if he did anything to get emo- 
tionally prepared for a game, he said, 

I try not to get over-psyched. I start thinking about the game two or three days 
before I pitch. But I try to stay calm by thinking about other things. The pitchers 
play only once or twice a week so for us it’s a bigger deal than for position players 
(non pitchers). 
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Most pitchers indicated they prefer to be left alone between innings 
so they can remain focused on their pitching and maintain their level of 
concentration. As one pitcher put it, "I like to be left alone. I like to con- 
centrate on what I’ve thrown to the hitters in the previous innings." In 
short, both hitters and pitchers use individual psyching up rituals that in- 
crease their level of tension and anxiety to be ready to play without (hope- 
fully) being too tense and anxious ("psyched" but not "hyper’). 

In our analysis of the transcripts we identified three categories of 
emotion work--the physical, cognitive, and meditation/spiritual. We em- 
phasize, however, that these are not necessarily discrete categories (see also 
Albas & Albas, 1988). 

Physical 

Much of the emotion work described to us by the players (and this 
is supported by our observations) to achieve their optimal level of arousal 
was physical in nature. That is, they have a variety of physical routines and 
rituals involved with stretching, breathing, wagging of the bat, tapping their 
shoes, adjusting their uniforms, batting helmets, and gloves, chewing, spit- 
ting and so on. Many of these physical kinds of emotion work were cited 
in the above quotations. Another example is given by the following hitter 
who described his ritual: 

When I first get in the box I am taking the sign. I go through a little ritual---pull 
my batting gloves up, tighten them a little bit, hit my cleats with the bat. I always 
keep the bat in my left hand. I step in with my back foot first, get it comfortable, 
hit my helmet three times, come up with the bat and take a relaxation swing. 

Many of the players use rituals that some observers might consider 
superstitions (Gmelch, 1971; Neil, Anderson, & Sheppard, 1981). In reality, 
the players we interviewed and observed did not express the belief that 
these practices brought them good luck or were designed to manipulate 
supernatural forces in their favor. Rather, they find these personal micro 
rituals promote the appropriate level of tension and excitement for the in- 
dividual players as the collective rituals did for the sport of football studied 
by Zurcher (1982). 

Some of these forms of behavior are desirable for players to prepare 
their bodies for the game, such as the stretching of tendons and muscles; 
however, the players also say batting and fielding practice, and warm-ups 
serve to get the "blood flowing," "get me in the rhythm," and "in the right 
frame of mind," as well as "relieve the tension" and "help me relax." These 
represent aspects of physical emotion work. 
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Cognitive 

Another category of emotion work is cognitive in nature. These ac- 
tivities involve thought and planning concerning their hitting or pitching. 
Players study videotapes, they listen to their batting coaches, they go over 
the scouting reports of the opposing pitchers and hitters, and they engage 
in self reflections and self talk to, "keep my weight back," "be quick with 
the bat," "concentrate on the release point," "focus on the ball," "think 
about my pitches." As one pitcher said: 

I just try to block everything out and stay away from people except the coaches. 
Then right before a game when you are in the bullpen and warmed up everybody 
is supposed to leave you alone and you are supposed to really be into ito 

Similarly, several players indicated they try to mentally rehearse or visualize 
their movements, i.e., throwing motion, batting stance, swing, and so on 
before and during a game. They believe this self reflexivity, i.e., the self as 
an object, gives them the confidence and a readiness to physically, mentally, 
and emotionally "handle the pressure" and positively influence their per- 
formance. In summary, these cognitive strategies represent a second type 
of emotion work where their thoughts and feelings are managed to achieve 
probable success. 

Meditation 

Players also use meditation and spiritual work as a form of emotion 

management. For example, some players use different forms of "positive 

thinking" in preparing for games. These techniques are partially cognitive, 

yet they also promote a meditative, contemplative, and spiritual mood. For 

example, one player uses an audiotape before games that he said was de- 

signed for athletes to develop their peak performance. He described it as, 

"A positive tape. There is nothing negative in it. It’s all ’I can do this,’ ’I 

can do that,’ and ’I will do.’ There are no negatives like, ’I don’t know if 

I can do it.’" Another player described the influence his father has on him 

in developing a positive "Yes I can" attitude. This player calls his father 

every Sunday to tell him about the happenings of the week, "and he tells 

me to set a goal to overcome each specific problem. It’s all having to do 

with a positive attitude." Another player poignantly described his spiritual 

emotion work in the following: 

I will lay down at least one and one-half hour before the game and say prayers. 
I’ll ask Him to let me go out there and do the best l can possibly do, Then I say 
a prayer to my uncle because when he died his goal was to see me play college 
baseball and he can’t do that now. I told him that’s what I would do for him when 
I was at the funeral; so I say a prayer before I pitch, 
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Other players described preparing for games by meditating in an atmos- 
phere that is pleasant and listening to soft music. Albas and Albas (1988, 
p. 271) describe a similar form of emotion management by students taking 
exams who pray for support and peace so they can relax and do their best. 

Earlier in this paper we cited the work of Elias and Dunning (1970, 
1971) who emphasize the tension-balance between emotional stimulation 
and control. Their research focuses primarily on social structures and the 
tension-balance that is present within the configuration of games. On the 
other hand, in this paper we focus on the way emotions are managed and 
controlled on a personal level. That is, the Elias and Dunning terminol- 
ogy--tension and balance--can, also, be utilized at the subjective level with 
regard to managing emotions. Thus, within athletic contests players engage 
in emotion work that includes getting "pumped up," i.e., increasing one’s 
personal "tension" while managing a "balance" by not getting too excited 
and tense ("hyper"). This tension-balance relationship will likely vary with 
the sport and the type of athletic activity. For example, within football the 
interior linemen may need to have a high level of emotional arousal (per- 
haps the emotion of rage would be appropriate for tackling and blocking), 
whereas the quarterback will need a more managed and controlled level 
of arousal. On the other hand, successfully shooting freethrows in basket- 
ball and putting in golf would require a low level of emotional arousal. 

CONCLUSION 

The nature of athletic contests is that the outcome is uncertain, and 
the participants have their identity invested in their performance. The de- 
sirability of achieving a victory with a limited means of obtaining this goal 
creates a situation where many emotions are displayed. There is excitement, 
tension, anxiety, disappointment, joy, happiness, shame, and guilt. Emotions 
may occur at any phase of an athletic contest. They are sources of moti- 
vation for one’s performance; yet participants also experience emotions as 
a result of their performance. 

In this paper we examined some of the emotions players experience 
when they are hitting and pitching in baseball games. We also described 
the fluctuating nature of these emotions. The data for this study were col- 
lected by interviews from players as they observed themselves on videotape 
in game situations. Consequently, much of the data focus specifically with 
the way players manage and control their emotions before and during base- 
ball games. This emotion work often revolves around maintaining an op- 
timal balance between too much and too little tension and excitement. 
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As noted earlier in this paper, in Hochschild’s research on emotions 

the data were gathered primarily from women flight attendants. She argues 

that in this service-oriented type of work the attendants are required to 

create and maintain prescribed moods, feelings, and relationships with the 

customers--that is, they must engage in emotional labor. According to 

Hochschild, the norms which govern how the attendants are expected to 

feel are often not their "true" feelings. They must display inauthentic emo- 

tions and this emotional labor exacts a cost in terms of feelings of estrange- 

ment from one’s "true" self (Hochschild, 1983). It is important to consider 

the social context of the flight attendants and their emotional labor. Their 

emotion work is manifest in a commercialized situation where a service is 

provided to a customer. Indeed, the subtitle of her book is "Commerciali- 

zation of Human Feeling." 

The Hochschild thesis was criticized by Wouters (1989), a proponent 

of Elias, who argues that her theoretical approach puts too much emphasis 

on the costs of emotional labor and the "commercialization of feeling." 

Wouters (1989, p. 103) delineates his point in the following quotation: 

A more fundamental problem in Hochschild’s theorizing stems from the fact that 
she hardly considers learned, internalized controls of emotions. Both in her theory 
and in the theoretical concept, emotions are not, or not clearly, related to the 
person’s learned self-regulation. Her theory simply does not allow for different 
balances of emotional impulses and counter-impulses. On the whole she tends to 
locate emotional controls outside the individual (italics in the original). 

According to Wouters, Hochschild fails to consider the way people learn 

an internal self-regulation that "takes the form of a tension-balance be- 

tween emotional impulses and emotion controlling counter-impulses" 

(Wouters, 1989, p. 103). Wouters takes this position even within the context 

of the commercialized service-oriented role of flight attendants described 

by Hochschild. 

Based on our study of hitters and pitchers in baseball we tend to side 

with Wouters on this point. While our data indicate the players engage in 

emotion work, we do not interpret the findings to indicate feelings of es- 

trangement or inauthentic presentations of self as they play their roles as 

baseball players. Perhaps the extensive socialization within the sport from 

childhood to late adolescence promotes an emphasis on managing and con- 

trolling emotions without the feelings of estrangement discussed by 

Hochschild. Some of the research conducted by Fine (1987) on Little 

League players supports this position. We suspect, however, that the va- 

lidity of the Hochschild or Wouters positions may depend, in part, on the 

activity that is studied. Athletic, dramatic, and musical performers and en- 

tertainers must go to bat, the pitching mound, or on stage, and their per- 

formance requires an emotional preparation and control within a socially 
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defined optimal range to enhance their success. There is, in Eliasian ter- 
minology a tension-balance between too little and too much emotional 
arousal. Furthermore, these performers receive immediate feedback on 
their actions. That is, the level of their success is usually known as soon 
as the performance is completed, and the range of emotions associated 
with the performance is often immediate and extreme. Perhaps in these 
social situations individuals must learn to adapt to emotional extremes. In 
service-orientated tasks (e.g., female flight attendants) the range of rewards 
may be more restricted and limited, and perhaps these roles require the 
more inauthentic "impression management" types of behavior (there may 
also be gender differences). This may be especially true when the interac- 
tion between the attendant (waitress or clerk) and customer is primarily 
directed toward meeting the customer’s wishes and desires. Perhaps this 
type of interaction is "emotionally draining" whereas, in the athletic arena 
and on stage there is a "building up of emotions" before the performance 
to an optimal level and after the performance other emotions are manifest, 
including "agony and ecstasy." Additional studies of emotional expressions 
in a variety of situations (game and non-game contexts) may provide further 
clarification of these speculations. 

In conclusion, we suggest that this analysis of emotional arousal pro- 
vides additional understanding of emotion in a sport context. Furthermore, 
we would like to refute the belief that sociologists do not have anything 
constructive to say about team and individual performances ("The coach 
must have been pretty hard up to ask sociologists to help with the team’s 
performance"). Indeed, as Denzin writes, "All emotions are relational phe- 
nomena. They are learned in social relationships. They are felt relationally 
They are interpreted in terms of social relationships" (Denzin, 1884, 52). 
Sport psychologists have documented the relationship between arousal and 
performance (LeUnes & Nation, 1989). In a broader sense, however, the 
optimal level of anxiety theory is part of a generalized interactionist un- 
derstanding of motivation; in this case, the motivation is to improve one’s 
baseball performance (see Turner, 1988, "Toward a Synthetic Model of 
Motivation," pp. 55-69). That is, to remain on the team, and receive the 
benefits of inclusion on the team ~uch as playing frequently, going on 
trips, receiving athletic financial aid, and social acceptability---one must 
perform in a way that helps the team win ball games. Also, one’s perform- 
ance builds, sustains, or detracts from one’s baseball self-image, and pro- 
motes embodied positive or negative emotions. Consequently, the player 
is always motivated to "do something" about failures in order to maintain 
an acceptable performance and his image as a player. As noted below, our 
suggestions for the team and the players represent an aspect of applied 
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sociology that incorporates the core concepts of the interactionist perspec- 
tive. 

In our discussions with the team we presented "Some Mental and 
Emotional Considerations" that we felt would be helpful for their perform- 
ance. These were designed to help the athletes focus on their performance, 
their self images as players, their bodily feelings and their emotions. We 
emphasized the value of interacting with themselves---self dialogue--and 
their self interpretation based on others and their own expectations. These 
ideas are foundational in interactionist theory. Specifically, as Blumer 
(1969, p. 62) notes: "In short, the possession of a self provides the human 
being with a mechanism for self-interaction with which to meet the 
world--a mechanism that is used in forming and guiding his conduct." For 
example, our suggestions to the players included: 

1. List your negative thoughts and habits; work on each of these by 
replacing them with positive thoughts; write down in detail what you want 
to do to be a good hitter (pitcher). Use self visualization and imagery of 
yourself and mentally rehearse your performance within a game situation. 

2. The night before the game and the day of the game get relaxed 
and visualize yourself, actually talk to yourself, what you want to do when 
you go to bat (or go to the pitcher’s mound). 

3. At game time, talk to yourself, stimulate yourself to be "fired up" 
(aroused), to "put on the game face." Say to yourself, "let’s go," "yes," "I 
can do it," but don’t get too psyched. 

4. When you go to bat, don’t hurry, talk to yourself, block out the 
externals. Say, "I am strong," "be quick," "I am confident." Relax, settle 
down, take several deep breaths, use your rituals to get yourself in the 
"right frame of mind." 

5. Force yourself to focus on the pitch, the release point, the ball 
rotation, talk to yourself, motivate yourself. Be positive. 

6. Consider each time at bat as separate. Block out your earlier per- 
formances. Do not put pressure on yourself for earlier failures or be sat- 
isfied with earlier successes. 

These statements incorporate aspects of physical, cognitive, and medi- 
tative types of emotion work discussed earlier in this paper. They include 
self-dialogues that are the impetus for managing one’s emotions to the de- 
sired level for enhancing one’s performance. As Rosenberg (1990) points 
out, humans through socialization become reflexive creatures. We can take 
ourselves as objects, including the ability to think about ourselves and self- 
regulate our behavior and our emotions. Thus, 

. . . the mind takes itself as the object of its direct control or manipulation. Such 
devices are familiar; people may shift their thoughts intentionally from one topic 
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to another or selectively may perceive, remember, attend to, and interpret events 
in ways to produce the intended emotional outcomes (Rosenberg, 1990, p. 11). 

Rosenberg notes a variety of physiological ways to self-regulate one’s emo- 
tions, including jogging, aerobics, controlled breathing, and muscular re- 
laxation (Rosenberg, 1990, p. 11). In summary, we argue that these 
"Emotional and Mental Considerations" provide some applied sociological 
applications that are well grounded in the tenets of the interactionist per- 
spective outlined in this paper. Further, they are consistent with the thesis 
presented by Chambliss (1989) on the mundanity of excellence. Claambliss 
argues that excellence in athletic endeavors (and academic pursuits) is not 
based primarily on talent or quantitative changes in the activity (increased 
training or study time). Rather, excellence is the result of many small skills 
and activities that are incorporated into one’s training routine. These quali- 
tative differences that promote excellence might include the personal ritu- 
als, psyching up, maintaining emotional control, and visualization, that 
promote confidence and excellence. While the sport psychologists may give 
similar advice, we suggest that the broader theoretical framework outlined 
in this paper provides a more generalized understanding of the optimal 
level of arousal theory. In fact, we argue that this analysis of emotional 
arousal ("getting psyched") is not only in the domain of the sociology of 
emotions but may also have applied applications. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 11:05 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: Hello! 

Mail.msg 

Yea, it’s a wrap lol... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 2, 2010 12:33 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Belated Thank You 

Beth - 

I apologize for taking so long to write this, but I really wanted you to know how much I enjoyed and also appreciated having the 
chance to travel with the team to the game at Rutgers. Everything about the weekend was absolutely perfect, all capped offby a huge 
win against my alma mater. What made the weekend so great though was all the planning and preparation that you clearly did on my 
behalf for the trip with the team. Every part of the weekend was absolutely perfect, from the dinner with the team on Friday night, to 
hanging out with you and Prof. Lawrence at the game, not to mention the awesome hat (which I’m wearing right now) and shirt. I was 
already a bug supporter of the team, but after the weekend that you planned for me, I am even more impressed with the players and the 
coaches and also that much more of a fan of the team -- all a direct result of your efforts. Again, I should have sent this email earlier, 
and please don’t take my rudeness as any indication of a lack of appreciation for all that you did for me. I am extremely grateful, and 
want you to know that you are an outstanding reflection on the athletic department and the university. Many, many thanks. I hope we 
have as much success this weekend against your alma mater! Take care. 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Xue Lan Rong <xrong@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 9, 2006 3:19 PM 

0607, mat students <matstu0607@listserv.unc.edu> 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: Follow Up] 

TEXT.htm; Academic Mentor for Student-Athletes.doc 

Dear MAT Students, 
Academic Mentoring Program would like to hire several MAT students to 

provide academic supporlJtutoring for UNC-Chapel Hill student-athletes. 
If you are intereted in this job, please take a look at the attachment 
and contact Ms. Beth Bridger who is Learning Specialist working with 
Football team. 

Dr. Rong 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: Follow Up 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2006 11:52:52 -0500 
From: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Xue Lan Rong <xrong@email.unc.edu> 
References: <454B328E.EC4B.00C7.0@uncaa.unc.edu> 
<454DOEC7.7000609@email.unc.edu> 

If you can send the flyer and my email bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
<mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, that would be great! Thanks for all of 
your help! 

*BETH 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 11:42 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruitment 

Hey Beth, 

Just wanted to update you, the interim is moving through the approval 
cycle. Paulajust approved it on her end this morning. Hopefully, by 
the end of the day or tomorrow morning we’ll be approved to move on the 
interview stage. 

I’ll keep you posted. 

K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Academic Services 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 10:53 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank you, Beth. 

Text.htm 

Thank you, Beth. 
I appreciate your thoughtfulness ( ..... and the homemade cake. I haven’t had one for a long 
time) Very good! 
c 



ECON221 

Principles of Microeconornics 

T.A. 

Name: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. 

EXAM 3 

TEST FORM A 

Write your name on the top of this sheet. 

Write your TA’s name on the top of this sheet. 

Write your name on the ParScore Score Answer Sheet. 

the ParScore Answer Sheet. 

last and first name. 

Prof. Nixon 

Fall 2011 

Fill-in the bubbles for your name on 
Make sure that you leave an empty box (space) between your 

Write and fill-in the bubbles of the last five digits of your Social Security number on the 

Answer Sheet. These numbers need to be left justified. This is very important since grades 
are assigned based on this number. Completely fill in the bubbles with a dark pencil, prefera- 

bly a #2 pencil. 

Write your test code in the "Test Form" box of your ParScore Answer Sheet. This test is 

TEST FORM A. 

10. 

Answers questions one to forty (1-40) on the provided answer sheet by filling in the appropriate 

bubbles completely using a number 2 pencil. Each question is worth one point. 

There is only one correct answer for each question so read all the choices carefully before 

picking the most accurate answer. Only the answers marked on the ParScore Score Answer 

Sheet will be taken into account. 

Only calculators with basic mathematical functions will be permitted. Graphical and program- 

mable calculators are prohibited during this exam. Calculators that are capable of storing 

spreadsheets, formulas, etc. may not be used. Cellular technologies are expressly prohibited. 

This is a closed book exam. The only materials allowed during the exam are pencils, erasers 
and a non-programmable, non-graphical calculator, 

Make sure you hand-in both the question and the answer sheets when you have completed the 
exam. 5 points will be deducted from your grade if you do not submit both upon com- 
pletion of the exam. 



Exam 3 

Multiple Choice 
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

Denise values a stainless steel dishwasher for her new house at $500, but she succeeds in buying one for 
$350. Denise’s willingness to pay is 
a. $150. 
b. $350. 
c. $500. 
d. $850. 

Figure 7-5 
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RefertoFigure 7-5. 

a. $2,500 

b. $5,000 
c. $10,000 

d. $20,000 

What is the consumer surplus if the price is $100? 



Table 7-6 

The table below illustrates the willingness to sell for 5 different sellers 

Seller Willingness to Sell 

Abby $1,500 

Bobby $1,200 

Carlos $1,000 

iDianne $750 

Evalina $500 

3. Refer to Table 7-6. If the market price is $500, the total producer surplus in the market is 

a. $0. 
b. $750. 

c. $2,250. 
d. $3,700. 

4. Katherine gives piano lessons for $20 per hour. She also grows flowers, which she arranges and sells at the 
local farmer’s market. One day she spends 5 hours planting $50 worth of seeds in her garden. Once the 

seeds have grown into flowers, she can sell them for $150 at the farmer’s market. Which of the following 
statements is correct regarding Katherine’s profits from selling flowers? 

a. Katherine’s accounting profits are $100, and her economic profits are $100. 

b. Katherine’s accounting profits are $100, and her economic profits are $0. 

c. Katherine’s accounting profits are $0, and her economic profits are $100. 

d. Katherine’s accounting profits are $0, and her economic profits are $-100. 

5. Suppose that for a particular business there are no implicit costs. Then 

a. accounting profit will be greater than economic profit. 

b. accounting profit will be the same as economic profit. 

c. accounting profit will be less than economic profit. 

d. the relationship between accounting profit and economic profit cannot be determined 

without more information. 

Scenario 13-3 
Tony is a ~vheat farmer, but he also spends part of his day teaching guitar lessons. Due to the popularity of his 
local country western band, Farmer Tony has more students requesting lessons than he has time for if he is to 
also maintain his farming business. Farmer Tony charges $25 an hour for his guitar lessons. One spring day, 
he spends 10 hours in his fields planting $130 ~vorth of seeds on his farm. He expects that the seeds he planted 
will yield $300 worth of wheat. 

Referto Scenario 13-3. Wh~ is Farmer Tony’stotN implicitco~s ofplanting wheat a day? 
a. $25 
b. $130 
c. $300 
d. $380 



Table 13-3 
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Total Output 
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40 

30 

7. Refer to Table 13-3. What is total output when 3 workers are hired? 

a. 30 
b. 40 

c. 70 

d. 120 

8. The Wacky Widget company has total fixed costs of $100,000 per year. The finn’s average variable cost is $5 

for 10,000 widgets. At that level of output, the firm’s average total costs equal 

a. $10 
b. $15 

c. $100 

d. $150 

9. A local potato chip company plans to operate out of its current factory, which is estimated to last 25 years. All 

cost decisions it makes during the 25-year period 

a. are short-run decisions. 

b. are long-run decisions. 

c. involve only maintenance of the factory. 

d. are zero, since the cost decisions werc made at the beginning of the business. 



Figure 7-12 
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10. Refer to Figure 7-12. At the equilibrium price, total surplus is 
a. $150. 
b. $200. 
c. $300. 
d. $500. 



Figure 13-9 
The figure below depicts average total cost functions for a firm that produces automobiles. 

Average 
Total 

cost ($) 

ATC[~ 

Quantity of 
A~omobiIes 

per day 

I 1. Refer to Figure 13-9. Which of the curves is most likely to characterize the short-ran average total cost curve 

of the biggest factor’? 

a. ATCA 
b. ATCB 
c. ATCc 
d. ATCD 

12. Refer to Figure 13-9. The finn experiences economies of scale at which output levels? 

a. output levels less than M 

b. output levels between M and N 

c. output levels greater than N 

d. all of the above are correct. 

Table 13-1 

Alyson’s Pet Sitting Service 

Number of Output (number 

Workers of pet visits) 

0 0 

1 20 

2 45 

3 60 

4 70 

13. Refer to Table 13-1. 
addition of the 
a. first worker. 
b. second worker. 
c. third worker. 
d. fourth worker. 

Alyson’s pet sitting service experiences diminishing marginal productivity with the 



14. Marginal costs are the 
a. additional costs associated with a one mlit increase in output. 
b. additional profits associated with a one unit increase in labor. 
c. additional profits associated with a one unit increase in output. 
d. increase in output obtained from a one unit increase in labor. 

15. If the production fi~nction is increasing at a decreasing rate as output increases, the firm’s 
a. marginal product curve is positive and increasing. 
b. marginal product curve is positive and decreasing. 
c. marginal product curve is negative. 
d. none of the above. 

16. 
Luke, Miguel and Kevin are triplets. Each one of them currently has a 3.0 cumulative grade point 

average (average grade). At the end of this semester, Luke receives an A (4.0) in ECON 221, Miguel 

receives a B (3.0) in ECON 221 and Kevin receives a C (2.0) in ECON 221. Pick out the incorrect statement 

based on the information above (and class discussions). 

a. Since Luke’s marginal grade is greater than her average grade, her average will fall. 

b. Kevin’s marginal grade is a 2.0. 

c. Since Miguel’s marginal grade = average grade, his average will be unchanged. 

d. The different marginal grade for each triplet will result in the triplets having different 
cumulative GPAs after the completion of ECON 221. 

Figure 6-9 
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17. Refer to Figure 6-9. As the figure is drawn, who sends the tax payment to the government (i.e. who did the 

government intend to impose the tax on)’? 

a. the buyers 

b. the sellers 

c. A portion of the tax payment is sent by the buyers and the remaining portion is sent by the 

sellers. 
d. The question of who sends the tax payment cannot be determined from the figure. 



18. Refer to Figure 6-9. 
a. $5. 
b. $6. 
c. $7. 
d. 

19. Refer to Figure 6-9. 
a. $150 
b. $180 
c. $250 
d. $300 

20. Refer to Figure 6-9. 
a. $1 per unit. 
b. $1.50 per unit. 
c. $2 perunit. 
d. $3 perunit. 

The price that buyers pay after the tax is imposed is 

How much total tax revenue does this tax generate for the government? 

The amount of the tax paid by sellers is (i.e. the burden of the tax on sellers) 

Figure 6-16 
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21. Refer to Figure 6-16. In which market will the majoriW of the tax burden fall on sellers? 

a. market (a) 
b. market (b) 

c. market (c) 

d. All of the above are correct. 

22. Marginal product of labor is equal to 

a. ALiAQ. 

b. AATC/Q 

c. ATC/AQ. 

d. AQiAL. 

23. If marginal cost is equal to average total cost, then 

a. marginal cost is minimized. 

b. average total cost is minimized. 

c. average variable cost is minimized. 

d. marginal cost is zero. 

Figure 13-4 
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24. Refer to Figure 13-4. 

a. A 

b. B 

c. C 

d. D 

25. If marginal cost is rising, 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Which of the curves is most likely to represent average fixed cost? 

average variable cost must be falling. 
average fixed cost must be rising. 
marginal product must be falling. 
marginal product must be rising. 



Figure 7-6 
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26. Refer to Figure 7-6. If the price of the good is $14, then producer surplus is 

a. $17. 

b. $22. 
c. $25. 

d. $28. 

27. 

Figure 9-6 
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Referto Figure 9-6. The size ofthetariffon carnaionsis 
a. $8 perdozen. 
b. $6 perdozen. 
c. $4 perdozen. 
d. $2 per dozen. 



28. Refer to Figure 9-6. The imposition of a tariff on carnations 
a. increases the number of carnations imported by 100. 
b. increases the number of carnations imported by 200. 
c. decreases the number of carnations imported by 200. 
d. decreases the number of carnations imported by 400. 

29. Refer to Figure 9-6. The amount of revenue collected by the government from the tariffis 
a. $200. 
b. $400. 
c. $500. 
d. $600. 

30. Refer to Figure 9-6. The amount of deadweight loss caused by the tariff equals 
a. $100. 
b. $200. 
c. $400. 
d. $500. 

31. Refer to Figure 9-6. When the tariffis imposed, domestic consumers 
a. lose by $500. 
b. lose by $900. 
c. gain by $500. 
d. gainby $900. 

Figure 9-12 
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32. Refer to Figure 9-12. With trade, the domestic price mid domestic quantiW demanded are 

a. $18 and 400. 

b. $18 and 800. 

c. $14 and400. 
d. $14 and 600. 



33. Refer to Figure 9-12. Producer surplus before trade is 

a. $3,600. 

b. $4,400. 
c. $5,200. 

d. $6,600. 

34. Refer to Figure 9-12. Producer surplus after trade is 

a. $4,800. 

b. $5,600. 
c. $6,400. 

d. $7,000. 

35. Refer to Figure 9-12. With trade allowed, this count~ 

a. exports 200 units of the good. 

b. exports 400 units of the good. 

c. imports 200 units of the good. 

d. exports 800 units of the good. 

Table 13-10 
Jimmy’s Gigaplots Factory 

Quantity Average Average Average 
of Fixed Variable Total Fixed Variable Total Marginal 

gigaplots Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost 
1 $13 $38 

2 $28 

3 $70 

4 $64 

5 $110 

6 $108 

7 $133 

8 $185 

36. Refer to Table 13-10. What is the fixed cost of production at Jimmy’s Gigaplot factory? 
a. $12 
b. $20 
c. $25 
d. $51 

37. Refer to Table 13-10. What is the average total cost of producing 2 gigaplots at Jimmy’s Gigaplot factory? 
a. $14.00 
b. $18.50 
c. $22.50 
d. $26.50 

38. Refer to Table 13-10. What is the marginal cost of the 4th gigaplot at Jimmy’s Gigaplot factor? 
a. $13 
b. $15 
c. $19 
d. $64 



39. At present, the United States uses a system of quotas to limit the amount of sugar imported into the country. 
Which of the following statements is most likely true? 
a. The quotas are probably the result of lobbying from U.S. consumers of sugar. The quotas 

increase consumer surplus for the United States, reduce producer surplus for the United 
States, and harm foreign sugar producers. 

b. The quotas are probably the result of lobbying from U.S. producers of sugar. The quotas 
increase producer surplus for the United States, reduce consumer surplus for the United 
States, and harm foreign sugar producers. 

c. The quotas are probably the result of lobbying from foreign producers of sugar. The 
quotas reduce producer surplus for the United States, increase consumer surplus for the 
United States, and benefit foreign sugar producers. 

d. U.S. lawmakers did not need to be lobbied to impose the quotas because total surplus for 
the United States is higher with the quotas than without them. 

40. Several arguments for restricting trade have been presented in your textbook and lecture notes. Those 
arguments do not include 
a. the jobs argument. 
b. the protection-as-a-bargaining-chip argument. 
c. the no-deadweight-loss argument. 
d. the infant-indust~ argument. 
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Wednesday, November 10, 2010 1:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
The Conflicted University, Special Issue of Academe 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Academe brings faculty the latest news and thought-provoking commentary. 

[]The Conflicted University [] examines the endangered future of independent, transparent research for the common good at 
universities across the country. 

Guest editor Sheldon Krimsky (~:iiw.ww.aa             ubsrcsiacademei2010/ND/colifte.htm), one of the nation[] s experts in 
scientific conflicts of interest, teamed up with Academe editor Cat Warren to create this expanded issue of Academe. 

In this special issue (~:/i~ww.a              absresiacademe0, a group of internationally respected academics, science 
journalists, and other experts tackle what have become some of the thorniest issues facing higher education: corporate conflicts of 
interest, the chilling of scientific speech and academic freedom, and the urgent need to protect the integrity of scientific research. 

From the BP oil spill debacle (~:/iwww. a°bsres/academei2OlO?NDifeatilea.htm.) and ideological attacks on 
climate scientists (~:/iwww.aa ~bsresiacademei2010/NDifea~/lvak~) and on student law clinics 
~:iiwww. t~bsresiacademei2010iNDifea~/kt~e.htm) to the troubling influence of Big Agra 
(h~p:/!www~aa~p~o ~bsresiacademei2010iND/fea~i~est.h~m), Big Tobacco, 
~:~www. ~bsmsiacademei2010~%D/t~at?oran.htm) and Big Pharma 
(~:iiwww.aa ~osmsiacademei20 lO~%Difea~icos~l"~tm) at universities, the topics covered in the issue attest to the 
vulnerability of academia to both external influences and conflicts of interest. 

But progress is possible, and the role of faculty is indispensible. We hope this special issue will stimulate faculty members, 
administrators, legislators, and the public to think about the need for more vigorous protection of the university [] s core commitments 
to improving the environment, public health, and public knowledge. 

Inside this issue: 

[]Kneecapping[] Academic Freedom (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feat/kue.htm): Corporate attacks on 
law school clinics are escalating. 
Robert R. Kuehn and Peter A. Joy, law professors, Washington University in St. Louis 

The Costs of a Climate of Fear (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2010/ND/feal!halp.htm): Ideological attacks on 
scientists undermine sound public policy. 
Michael Halpern, program manager, Union of Concerned Scientists 

BP, Corporate R&D, and the University ~:i!www. absrcs/academei2010iNDi~at/lea.htm) : New lessons for 
research universities, thanks to a catastrophe. 
Russ Lea, vice president for research, University of South Alabama 

When Research Turns to Sludge (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feat/wing.htm): Tying strings to sludge is 
not as hard as it sounds. 

Steve Wing, epidemiologist, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

A Not-So-Slippery Slope (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feat/bran.htm): Rejecting tobacco funding isn[]t 
rocket science. It [] s basic ethics. 
Allan M. Brandt, historian and dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University 

The Historians of Industry (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feal!mark.htm): What happens when historians 
enter the courtroom? Mostly, industry rules. 
Gerald Markowitz, historian, City University of New York, and David Rosner, historian, Columbia University 



Hubris in Grantland (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feat/green.htm): Languor and laissez-faire greet conflict 
of interest at the NIH. 
Daniel S. Greenberg, science journalist 

The Moral Education of Journal Editors (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feat/krim.htm): Disclosure is a 
necessary first step toward scientific integrity. 
Sheldon Krimsky, urban and environmental policy and planning professor, Tufts University 

Diagnosing Conflict-of-Interest Disorder: (~:i/www.a ubsresi~cader~ei2OlOiNDifeat/cos~.~:~tr~) How Big Pharma 
helps write the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. 
Lisa Cosgrove, clinical psychologist, University of Massachusetts Boston, and residential research fellow, Edmond J. Safra Center for 
Ethics, Harvard University 

Big Food, Big Agra, and the Research University (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feal!nest.htm): A Q&A 
with Marion Nestle, New York University food scientist. 

The Canadian Corporate-Academic Complex (http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2OlO/ND/feat/turk.htm): The unhealthy 
collaboration of corporate funders and university administrators. 
James Turk, executive director, Canadian Association of University Professors 

The online edition of this issue also includes a brief summary of the findings of Big Oil Goes to College 
~:iiw.ww~               ~bsresi~cademe/20 l()~)ir~iff~)~t~.), a Center for American Progress report by Jennifer Washburn, 
author of University, Inc.: The Corporate Corruption of Higher Education. 

Academe is seeking an editor for its book review section, which runs four times a year. It is an unpaid position with minor expenses 
covered~ and a great opportunity to affect the conversation about critical issues facing higher education. You need not be a tenure- 
track or tenured faculty member to be considered. Send a paragraph or two about your interest and qualifications to Michael Ferguson, 
managing editor of Academe, at mferguson@aaup.org. 

Respond to Academe articles using the comment function on our Web site, or write to academe@aaup.org. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~://~vris.ereso~rces.co~:gi~/V’5292085/4034459/470iO/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5292085-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit 
reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 
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Thursday, November 18 

Open Until 8 PM 

Jump-start your weekend or add a little culture to your Thursday 

evening out on Franklin Street: "Think Thursday" evening 

programs at the Ackland offer exhibition tours, music, films, 

gallery talks, and other activities during the Museum’s extended 

hours. 

Warhol on Film: 4 Snapshots - 
- Chelsea Girls (1966) 
Thursday, November 18 

6:00 PM, Pre-screening Tour with Peter Nisbet, Ackland Art 

Museum 

7:00 PM, Screening, Varsity Theatre 

Chelsea Girls is perhaps the most important underground film in 

American history and one that is very rarely screened. Shot in 16 

mm and presented in a split-screen format, with a single audio 

track for one side of screen, the film presents a retinue of 

Warhol’s "superstars" in a 3-1/2 hour series of vignettes: they 

chat, argue, confide, shoot up, cry, and show offfor the camera. 

Filmed at the Hotel Chelsea -- a favored New York hangout for 

writers, artists and bohemians - and at Warhol’s Factory, the film 

includes appearances by Nico (of The Velvet Underground) and 

Edie Sedgwick. At its release, Newsweek hailed Chelsea Girls as 

"the Iliad of the Underground." 

Free admission. 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

Counterlives 

Biq Shots: Andy Warhol Polaroids 

Endurinq Likeness 

Flowers from Earth and Sand: Art 

Glass and Ceramics 1880-1950 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

And a dozen more qalleries filled with 

art and ideas! 

COMING SOON: 

Tuesday, November 23 

Yoqa in the Galleries 

12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Saturday, November 27 

Family Day 

10:00 AM- 3:00 PM 

Thursday, December 2 

ArtNow/CinemaNow Film Series: 

Basquiat 

7:00 PM 

Saturday, December 4 

ArtNow/CinemaNow Film Series: 

Empire 

2:00 PM- 10:00 PM 

The screening of Chelsea Girls will be held at the Varsity 

Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, in downtown Chapel Hill. The 

film will be preceded by a 6:00 PM tour of the Ackland Art 

Museum’s three current exhibitions of portraiture, including 

Big Shots: Andy Warhol Polaroids, by Chief Curator Peter 

N is bet. 

"Warhol on Film: 4 Snapshots" was curated by Rich Cante, 

Faculty Director of the Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema at The 

Please visit our calendar for a full listing of 

special programming and events. 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is part of the 

ArtNow/CinemaNow film series, sponsored by the Ackland Art 

Museum in collaboration with the ScreenArts Film and Media 

Series and the Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema. 

Curator’s Clinic J 

Curator’s Clinic 
Thursday, November 18I 1:00 -4:00 PM 

Every other month, the Ackland invites members of the public 

to bring in a work of art for consideration by an Ackland 

expert. Curators may offer insight into the significance of the 

piece and its subject matter, as well as the techniques used 

by the artist and the work’s condition. Please note: the 

Ackland staff is unable to authenticate or financially appraise 

works of art. 

Guidelines: Limit one work of art per person. Registration 

required: please call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to Ackland members, $10 non-members. 

I X Art & Literature in the Galleries I 
] 

Thursday, November 18 I 7:00 - 8:30 PM 

Read the selected book, look at the art, and become part of 

the Ackland’s popular Art & Literature series by joining the 

discussions on the third Thursday each month, 7:00-8:30 pm. 

Big Shots: Andy Warhol Polaroids and Breakfast at 

Tiffany’s 

Andy Warhol’s never flagging interest in people led him to 

capture hundreds of individuals in Polaroid photos taken 

throughout his career. Truman Capote’s novel looks at the 

nuanced life of just one person, Holly Golightly, whose 

personality might have provided fodder for Warhol, but must 

remain immortalized in verbal pictures. 

Admission is free to Ackland members, high school 

students, and UNC students who present a One Card. $5 

for non-members. Space is limited to 20; to register, 

contact Allison Portnow at aportnow@email.unc.edu. 



Warhol on Film: 4 Snapshots 
-- Midnight Cowboy (1969) 

Saturday, November 20 

6:00 PM, Pre-screening Talk with Rich Cante, Ackland Art 

Museum 

7:00 PM, Screening, Varsity Theatre 

Midnight Cowboy is a story of friendship - a near love story -- 

of a naive Texas drifter, who comes to New York City with the 

idea of getting rich working as a gigolo, and a sickly derelict 

whose life has passed him by. Heartbreaking and gritty, but 

not without some humor, the film deals with themes of 

homosexuality, drug use, and street life in an honest and 

unsensational way. Midnight Cowboy won the 1970 Academy 

Award for Best Picture - despite being rated "X" at the time - 

and director John Schlesinger won Best Director. 

Free admission. 

Midnight Cowboy will screened at the Varsity Theatre, 123 

E. Franklin Street, in downtown Chapel Hill. The film will 

be preceded by a 6:00 PM talk related to the film at the 

Ackland Art Museum. 

"Warhol on Film: 4 Snapshots" was curated by Rich Cante, 

Faculty Director of the Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema at 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is part of the 

ArtNow/CinemaNow film series, sponsored by the Ackland Art 

Museum in collaboration with the ScreenArts Film and Media 

Series and the Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema. 

X Music in the Galleries 

Sunday, November 21 

2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland 

galleries. A wide variety of performers can be found, from 

classical quartets to bluegrass, to enhance your Museum 

experience. 

This Sunday, in connection with the Ackland’s Art and Cultural 

Exchan the Silk Roa~, the Museum welcomes UNC- 

Chapel Hill’s Gamelan N , directed by Dr. 

Marzanna Poplawska. This unique Javanese musical 

ensemble will offer a concert at 2 PM-but be sure to stick 

around for an opportunity to make music with the gamelan. A 



hands-on session designed for kids and adults will take place 

during the second part of this special Music in the Galleries. 

Reservations and tickets are NOT REQUIRED, but please 

arrive early to find a spot. For more information contact Allison 

Po~tno% Events and Programs Coordinator. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www.ackland.org. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www~ackland~or~ for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor: ackland=e=news@unc~edu. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leave=28126282o684101 &249aa 167959ea4206ad98789df692e6e@!istserv.unc~edu. 

I X Ack’andArtMuseum 1 

I X The University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 6:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider - A Championship Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecocks beat Florida to win SEC Eastern Division 
South Carolina made history this weekend, winning the first ever SEC Eastern Division title for the 
school and a trip to the SEC Championship Game. The winning weekend continued on Sunday as the Men’s 
Soccer team won the Conference USA Tournament Championship followed by a #7 national seed in the 
NCAA Tournament! 

Military Appreciation Day: 
Nov. 20th - Football vs. Troy 
The military will be honored this Saturday during a special presentation at this Saturday’s game vs. 
Troy. As the final home game of the season, it is also Senior Day. Tickets are still available for 
$35 each, kickoff is at 12:21 PM, airing on SEC Network affiliates. WIS-TV is the local SEC Network 
affiliate in Columbia. 

Basketball Season Tickets and Mini Packs Available 
Season tickets for Men’s and Women’s Basketball are available now, as well as two four game Mini 
Packs for Men’s Basketball. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Gamecocks beat Florida to win 
SEC Eastern Division 
South Carolina made history this weekend, winning 
the‘& first ever SEC Eastern Division title for the 
school‘& and a‘& trip to the SEC Championship 
Game.‘& The winning weekend continued on Sunday as 

the Men’s Soccer team won the Conference USA 
Tournament Championship followed by a #7 national seed 
in the NCAA Tournament! 
Click here to watch hi~hts from the Mens Soccer 

Click here to 
tickets to 

the Carolina 

~e at 

Nov 2?, 2010 

Military Appreciation Day:A 
Nov. 20th - Football vs. Troy 
The military will be honored this Saturday during a special 
presentation at this Saturday’s game vs. Troy. As the final 
home game of the season, it is also Senior Day. Tickets 
are still available for $35 each, kickoff is at 12:21 PM, 
airing on SEC Network affiliates. WIS-TV is the local SEC 
Network affiliate in Columbia. 
Click here for the full list of affiliates. 

Basketball Season Tickets and 
Mini Packs Available/~ 
Season tickets for Men’s and Women’s Basketball are 
available now, as ~we~ll as two four game Mini Packs for 
Men’s Basketball.A A 
Clicb&~ here for more information 

[~A Footbalk Steve ~S=’Lpurrbr at the welcome celebration 
[~A Men’s Basketball: SC vs, Elon Highlights 
[~A Women’s Basketball: Gamecock 360: Marah StrickBnd 
[~A Footbalk Cliff Matthews Post-Practice: 11/16 
[~A Men’s Soccer: NCAA Watch PartvA 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I Photos I RSS Feeds 

Football 
- Steve Spurrier Weekly Press Conference Quotes & Videos 
- Gamecocks          Week 
- Jeffer,t Named Bibtnikoff Semifinalist 
- Game Time Still To Be Determined For South Carolina° 
Qemson Game 
- Lanni~_~ & Lattimore Earn Conference Player Of The Week 
HonorsA 
- Gamecocks Ranked 17th in Both Polls 
- Photos and Videos From the SEC East Cham#onshie 
Cebbration 
- Gamecocks Clinch First SEC East Cham~ 

Footba~ Gameda~ Centra~ 

Women’s Soccer 
- No= 20 Gamecocks Fall In NCAA Second Round To No= 8 

- No, 20 South Carolina Downs No, 10 UNC Greensboro= 2: 
1 In NCAA First Round 

Men’s Soccer 
- Mens Soccer Earns No, 7 Seed in 2010 NCAA 
Tournament Earns First Round ByeA 
- Gamecocks Win Conference USA Soccer 
- Four Gamecocks Named To GUSA All-Academic Team 

Men’s Basketball 
- Men’s Hoo£s Travels To No= 2 Michig#n State For 

- Gamecock 360: Ramon Galloway 
- Gamecocks Earn 94=79 Win Over Elon In Season Opener 
- Gamecocks Ink Two Durin            PeriodA 

Women’s Basketball 
- Second=Half Surq~e Delivers 61=48 Win Over 



Tues Nova 16 - MBKB vs. #2 Michiq.an State - 10 PM 
TV: ESPN 

Thurs Nov 18 Carolina Calls witch Coach Spurrier‘& 7 PM 
107.5 FM,& ISP Sports NetworkA 

Thurs Nov 18 -,& WBKB vs.A Cbmson‘& -,& 7 PM 
TV: Fox Sports Carolinas 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM,& 

Fri Nov 19 -,& MBKB vs.‘& Radferd -,& 7 PM 
TV: Fox Sports CarolinasA 

Sat Nova 20 - Football vs. Tro~z - 12:21 PM 
TV: SEC Network 
Radio: 107.5 FM ISP Sports NetworkA 

Sun Nova 21 - Steve Spurrier,& Show - 11:30 AM 
TV: SportSouth,& 

Sun Nov 21,& - MSoc vs. Duke or Coastal Car= - 2 PM 
NCAA Championship Tournament 

Sun Nov 21 -‘& WBKB~ Penn State‘& - 3:30 PM‘& 
TV: Big Ten Network 
Radio: WISW 1320AM 

"Inside the Chart" with And,~: Demetra 11/14 
More info on postseason tickets reauests process 
Spurs U~ Daily Round=Upl 11/15 We Are The Champions! 
Gamecocks make history/ SEC Eastern Division 
CHAMPIONS!!! 
What g.oes into taking, a football team on the road? 
S~u~s U~ Daily RoundoUp: Basketba~! Seasan Opener 
Doubleheader 
Honora~,~tains at basketball o eats from Fort 
Jackson 
Volbvba!! seniors to be honored 
S~urs U~ Q&A with Rodney Pau!k 

First South 
Welch 
- Gamecock 360: La’Keisha Sutton 
- Gamecocks Open Season With 84°65 Loss to Xavier 
- Sta!ey Adds Tina Royto 2011 Si~n!n~.J CbssA 

- Gamecock 360: Marah Strick!and 

Volleyball 
- Ben Somera’s Tuesday Press Conference Video,& 
- Hannah Lawin SEC CooDefensive ~er of the 
Week Nod 
- Four Sic~n with South Carolina Volleyball for 2011 Season 
- Gamecocks Trium~oh on Senior Night over Mississip~! State 
in Five-Set Thriller 
- South Carolina Takes Down Alabama in Four Sets 

Cross Country 
- Gamecock Cross Countrz Places 18th at NCAA Southeast 
~onal,~ 

Equestrian 
- Gamecocks Add Hunt Seat Siq.nee A!exa Anthonv.~= 

Swimming & Diving 
- McGee Moodv Press Conference Video‘& 

Baseball 
- South Carolina Baseball Holds Fall Banqu~ 

Women’s Tennis 
- Women’s Tennis Fall 2010 Season Recap Video 

Workin~ T~o£Eether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Single game tickets remain for the Gamecocks’ final 
home game vs, Troy on November 20th, It will be 
Senior Day as well as Military Appreciation Day, Get 
your ticketsA for $35 each through the South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office, Be a part of our home field 
advantage! 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athbtictickets@sc.edu 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

- Sing!e Game Football Tickets 
- Men’s and Women’s Basketball Season Tickets 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Re-live the excitement of the 
Gamecocks winning their first SEC 
Eastern Division title with your own 
DVD of the game: 

Question:A Billy Gonzalez is the local University’s star 
golfer.‘& The night before a large tournament, Billy spills 
lasagna on his school blazer.A Mr. Johnson is a booster of 
the University and owns a local dry cleaning chain.‘& Can 
Mr. Johnson provide Billy with a free dry cleaning service, 
since there are only a few hours before Billy must wear the 
blazer? 



Answer:,~ No, this would be considered a free service by 
NCAA bylaw 16.11.2.2. 

So~t~ CaroIir~a At~letics Depa~ment 

801 Li~coln St, Columbia SC 29208 
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Sent: 
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Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 7:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 

November 16, 2010 

Dear Gamecock Fans: 

Can you believe we are celebrating two championships in one weekend? 

Congratulations to our football team for winning the SEC Eastern Division rifle and a trip to the 
SEC Championship for the first rime in school history ! A second hardy congratulations to our men’s 
soccer team for capturing the Conference USA postseason tournament and a No. 7 national seed in the 
NCAA Tournament. 

Also, kudos are in order for our women’s soccer team that played Florida for both the SEC regular 
season and tournament rifles, and reached the second round of the NCAA Tournament. 

And last, but certainly not least, congratulations to you, the Gamecock Nation, for your continued 
support of Gamecock Athletics, including the 7,500 or so that made the trip to Florida, the 
thousands that came out to Williams-Brice Stadium at 2 a.m. to welcome the team home, and the 
thousands more that screamed at their TV sets urging the team on to victory ! Saturday was one of 
those days you will always remember as to where you were when the Gamecocks won for the first time 
ever in the Swamp, earning a trip to Atlanta! 

As you know, our successes didn’t happen overnight. It’s taken a lot of hard work and commitment by 
our coaches, student-athletes, administrators and fans to get to this point. We are starting to see 
some return on the investment we have made in our coaches, student-athletes and facilities. 

While some would say 2010 has arguably been the best year in the history of Gamecock Athletics: 
defeating the No. 1 ranked team in men’s basketball, baseball and football, winning a national 
championship in baseball and an SEC division title in football and a Conference USA title in men’s 
soccer; we feel we are just scratching the surface of what’s in store for Gamecock Athletics. We are 
laying a solid foundation and are positioning ourselves in a way that should keep our teams 
competing at the highest level for years to come. 

What energizes me and keeps our department motivated is seeing Gamecock fans with a smile on their 
face and an extra spring in their step, proudly displaying their Garnet and taking great pride in 
our accomplishments on the field and in the classroom. 

To all Gamecock fans, I encourage you to take rime to savor the moment. While 2010 may be remembered 
as the best year ever, we believe the best is yet to come. It’s the Garnet Way! 

Go Gamecocks! 

Eric 

To unsubscribe, please reply to Gamecockrickets@sc.edu with Unsubscibe in the Subject line. 



November 16, 2010 

Dear Gamecock Fans: 

Can you believe we are celebrating two championships in one weekend? 

Congratulations to our football team for winning the SEC Eastern Division title and a 
trip to the SEC Championship for the first time in school history! A second hardy 
congratulations to our men’s soccer team for capturing the Conference USA 
postseason tournament and a No. 7 national seed in the NCAA Tournament. 

Also, kudos are in order for our women’s soccer team that played Florida for both the 
SEC regular season and tournament titles, and reached the second round of the 
NCAA Tournament. 

And last, but certainly not least, congratulations to you, the Gamecock Nation, for 
your continued support of Gamecock Athletics, including the 7,500 or so that made 
the trip to Florida, the thousands that came out to Williams-Brice Stadium at 2 a.m. to 
welcome the team home, and the thousands more that screamed at their TV sets 
urging the team on to victory! Saturday was one of those days you will always 
remember as to where you were when the Gamecocks won for the first time ever in 
the Swamp, earning a trip to Atlanta! 

As you know, our successes didn’t happen overnight. It’s taken a lot of hard work and 
commitment by our coaches, student-athletes, administrators and fans to get to this 
point. We are starting to see some return on the investment we have made in our 
coaches, student-athletes and facilities. 

While some would say 2010 has arguably been the best year in the history of 
Gamecock Athletics: defeating the No. 1 ranked team in men’s basketball, baseball 
and football, winning a national championship in baseball and an SEC division title in 
football and a Conference USA title in men’s soccer; we feel we are just scratching 
the surface of what’s in store for Gamecock Athletics. We are laying a solid 
foundation and are positioning ourselves in a way that should keep our teams 
competing at the highest level for years to come. 

What energizes me and keeps our department motivated is seeing Gamecock fans 
with a smile on their face and an extra spring in their step, proudly displaying their 
Garnet and taking great pride in our accomplishments on the field and in the 
classroom. 

To all Gamecock fans, I encourage you to take time to savor the moment. While 2010 
may be remembered as the best year ever, we believe the best is yet to come. It’s the 
Garnet Way! 



Go Gamecocks! 

Eric 

To Unsubscribe, Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The White House <info@messages.whitehouse.gov> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 3:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; The White House 
<info@messages.whitehouse.gov> 

Tell Us What You Think 

TEXT.htm 

Wednesday Nov. 17, 2010 

Do You have 5 Minutes to Help Us Out? 

As a subscriber to the White House email list, we want to know what you think about our emails and the White House online program 
in general, so we put together a short survey. Can you take a few minutes to let us know what you think? 

Your survey responses are completely anonymous and not tied to your email address. White House staff will only use responses to this 
survey to help improve our email program and online program. 

Did You Know? 

Here are some other cool things on WhiteHouse.gov that you may not know about. 

* White House White Board 
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers Austan Goolsbee breaks down key economic issues like tax cuts for the middle class, 
jobs trends, and the National Export Initiative in this video series. 

~:iiw~.w.whitehouse. govA~.hiteboard [~:/A~.ww.whitehouse govA, hiteboard? 
utm source=emai185&utm medium=whwb&utm cam~aign=survez] 

* West Wing Week 
West Wing Week is our exclusive look at what ~s going on at the White House each week, with special episodes dedicated to 
dispatches from places like the Gulf Coast and Iraq. Check out this week~ s episode here: 

ht~p:i!ww w.~a hitehouse, goviwest-wingoweek 12~ [~:i!w ww.whitehouse.go~ iwest-wi~grweek 123 ~ 
utm so~rce-emaflS._ &ram medmm=www&~mn cm            ] 



* Inside the White House 
Thousands of visitors tour the White House each day, but now you don[]t have to travel to Washington, D.C. to get a peek inside. 
Check out our new interactive tour with some incredible behind-the-scenes photos from the Photo Office and our best "Inside the 
White House" videos. 

http:i/www.whitehouse, goviabouliinteractiveotour [~://www.wNtehouse.kov/abouV%teractiveotour? 
~tm so~rce-e~mi~g5&~tm medium:inside&~tm ca~            ] 

* Photo of the Day 
Each day, new photos of the President, Vice President and First Family are posted in the Photo of the Day gallery. In addition, there 
are periodic photo galleries of important events and trips. Check out the photo of the day and other galleries here: 

~:iiwww.whitehouse. ~hotos-a~d-video           k~ovembero2010          [~:ila, ww.wNtehouse~hotos-a~tdo 
videoiphotogalle~/~ovembe>2010-photoodav %tin soume=emai185&atm medium=pod&ram camp~rt=sarvey] 

* Presidem and Vice Presidem[]s Daily Schedules 
Want to know what President Obama is up to today? The President and Vice President ~s schedules are published online each day. 
You can even download the calendars using iCal. Check out what the President is up to right now: 

h{{p :iTwww.whitel~mse. gov/sched~leico~kNete [h{~p:iiwww.wNtehouse.gov/sched~leicomplete? 
utm source=emai185&utm medium=schedule&utm ca             ] 

You can get all of these features and more on WhiteHouse.gov, or sign up for the Daily Snapshot email and have the best of 
WhiteHouse.gov delivered to your inbox each morning: 

~:/!www.w}~itehouse.                [~:iTw, ww,wNtehouse             shot? 
utm source=emailg5&utm medium=dail~’&utm campNg~:survc~] 

Stay Connected 



This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Manage Subscriptions for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu [ es.wNtehouse&oviaccou~tsiU SEOPWH/subscribersinew.? 
pre~ere~ces=trae] 
Sign Up for Up~tes from the WNte House [~:/iw~.w.wNtehouse~et-emNl-updates? 
utm source=emailg5&u’m~ meNum=foo~er&utm 
Umubscfibe blanton@~c~.unc.edu [1~t,~s;//m~%ages.w1~ite1~use.g~/acc~tm~s/USE~WH/s~bsc~be~/~ne-c~ick-uns~bsc~be? 
destination=blanton~tmcaa.unc.edu&verificatio~=3.9c9c686617 lealaScd-b49cc5214c492a] I Privacy Policy 
~:/i!w~.w.wNtehouse.                ource=emailg5&um~ medium=~boter&utm                ] 
Please do not reply to tNs email. Contact the WNte House 
Nm source- emai~g5&utm meNmrt-i%oter&Nm cm~ ] 

The White House [] 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW [] Washington, DC 20500 [] 202-456-1111 







THE WHITE HOUSE 
~£ H I NGTON 

Wednesday Nov 17, 2010 

Do You have 5 Minutes to Help Us Out? 

As a subscriber to the White House email list, we want to know what you think about our 
emails and the White House online program in general, so we put together a short survey. 
Can you take a few minutes to let us know what you think? 

Your survey responses are completely anonymous and not tied to your email address. 
White House staffwill only use responses to this survey to help improve our email program 
and online program. 

Did You Know? 

Here are some other cool things on WhiteHouse.gov that you may not know about. 

White House White Board 
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers Austan Goolsbee breaks down key 
economic issues like tax cuts for the middle class, jobs trends, and the National 
Export Initiative in this video series. 

http:/?www.whitehouse.qov/whiteboard 

West Wing Week 
West Wing Week is our exclusive look at what’s going on at the White House each 
week, with special episodes dedicated to dispatches from places like the Gulf Coast 
and Iraq. Check out this week’s episode here: 

http:L/www.whitehouse.qow’westowinqoweek123 

Inside the White House 
Thousands of visitors tour the White House each day, but now you don’t have to 
travel to Washington, D.C. to get a peek inside. Check out our new interactive tour 
with some incredible behind-the-scenes photos from the Photo Office and our best 
"Inside the White House" videos. 

http://www whiteho use qow~abo ul}qnteractiveotou r 

Photo of the Day 
Each day, new photos of the President, Vice President and First Family are posted 
in the Photo of the Day gallery. In addition, there are periodic photo galleries of 
important events and trips. Check out the photo of the day and other galleries here: 

~p://www,whiteho use.o~photosoandovid co/ novembero201 Oophotoo 

President and Vice President’s Daily Schedules 
Want to know what President Obama is up to today? The President and Vice 
President’s schedules are published online each day. You can even download the 
calendars using iCal. Check out what the President is up to right now: 

b})"p://www.whiteho use.qodsched ule/complete 



You can get all of these features and more on WhiteHouse.gov, or sign up for the Daily 
Snapshot email and have the best of WhiteHouse.gov delivered to your inbox each 
morning: 

shot 

Stay Connected 

Facebook Twitter YouTube Flickr iT~n÷s 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa unc edu 
Mana££ Subscriptions for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

dates from the V~£qite House 

Unsubscribe Nanton~uncaa.unc.edu I 
Please do not reply to this email. Contact the VY~fite House 

The White House o 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW o Washington, DC 20500 o 202o456ol 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

South Carolina Senior Day Football VIP Experience Auction vs. Troy Ends Today! 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: Working on a Global Job Hunt 

TEXT.htm 



Home About us Articles FAQ Contact Us 

X Jobs Journal 

Unreasonabl3::._{)ptimi stic 
Russian Attorne~ and 
Settin ectations 
£or Yourself 

I used to be a law 
and I remember 

in m5, class there was the 
nicest kid 2ou can imagine 
who had immigrated from 
Russia a few years 
previously and wanted to 
be an attomeiy. He hardl~ 
~oke English and had a 
difficult time 
sentences together~. 
however, none of this 
~eared to matter. He was 
ahva,fs the first m~v who 
a~ived in class each da2 
and alw<ys stayed after to 
ask ~uestions. :Dufing 
class~ he took notes and 
wrote fhfiousi 
the front row and ~eared 
to bdieve that he was 
~oin~ to be the greatest 
a~orne~ of al~ time. 

+ read more 

Internet Job 
Scams 

While the 
simpleminded peop 
falling %r internetjob 
scams~ seems to have 
remained the same this 
year as bd~re, according 
to USA News Onlin< 4~e 
numbers have definitdE 
gone up. The recession has 
caused increase in the 
numbers of desperate 
iobseekers~ and similar12 
~here has been a rise in the 
numbers of attempts for 
running internetj ob scares. 
Sometime 
are just ~ookin~ for 
infb~ation to add ~’ou to a 
~am ~ist, but mostly the~: 
are looking to rdieve ~ 
of your cash. 

The tra~edv is that 
uted citizens 

too~ become obsessed with 
ea         and become 
scam artists. For exam~ 

Points Where a Job 
Interview May be Found 
Guiltg of Discfimination 

Discfimination does 
ha~en often in ~tob 

always intentional. The ~ 
of recruiters is to 
differentiate between 
candidates~ but the need of 
differentiation often results 

in active or unconscious 
di scfimination. However,° 
in a chronicalD disabled 
econom~ob seeker 
cannot affWd to overlook 
transgression of his or her 
~h~s~ essedaHy when 
faced with Ruestions of 
survival. 

To assert your fights as a 
iob candidae~,ou need to 
be aware of them,, and this 
article provides a list of" 
guestions          laced 
~otential recruiter~ 
amounts to breach of 

ob seeker. 
While laws varN from 

2010/11/18 

Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 

best j ob s. 

× .ound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority’ 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

X Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 



recently in Au~ 2010,~ 
%rmer N.B.A. and 

MichNan State 
Vincent~ was indicte&.. 

+ read more 

state... 

+ read more 
Preferred Resumes J 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac,~i Contact Us 

2010 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Unsubscfibe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere/LEARN" <updates@createasphere.com> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 10:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Createasphere_LEARN_iwuyy_bicbfup@cp20. com 

Webcast: Mining & Monetizing your Digital Archives 

TEXT.htm 



<!-- X-Campaign: 1310130/3287782/255484694 --> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<title>Createasphere/ACCESS</title> 
<style type="text/css"> 
<!-- 

.mainbody { 
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 12px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #666; 

} 
.Headline { 

font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 16px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #666; 

} 
a{ 

font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 12px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #06C; 
text-decoration: underline; 

} 
.copyright { 

font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 10px; 
font-style: italic; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #333; 

} 
.H1Grey { 

font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 16px; 



} 
¯line( 

font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: bold; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #666; 

background-image: url(../images/line.gif); 
background-repeat: repeat; 

} 
.H1RED { 

font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 28px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: 32px; 
font-weight: normal; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #87171A; 

} 
.H1 RED2 { font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

font-size: 14px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: bold; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #87171A; 

} 
¯ H 1 Grey1 {font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

font-size: 16px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: bold; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #666; 

} 
body{ 

background-color: #999999; 

} 
.smcaption { font-family: "Trebuchet MS", Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

font-size: 10px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 
font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 



color: #000; 

} 

</style> 

<div align="center"> 
<p class="smcaption"><font size="-2">lf you are having trouble reading this email, <a 

href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?Dnlk-Cmik-HHzEsl"><font color="#3399cc" size="- 
2">click here</font></a>.</font></p> 

<table border="0" bordercolor="#cccccc" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="730"> 
<tr> 

<td width="730"><div align="center"><img 
src="http://www.createasphere.com/emails/images/learn_headers_master.jpg" 
alt="Createasphere/EXPLORE" align="left" border="0" height="164" width="728"> 

</div></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td><table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="728"> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top"><div align="center"> 
<table bgcolor="#ffffff" border="0" cellpadding="10" cellspacing="0" width="728"> 

<tr> 
<td width="708"><div align="left"> 

<p class="H1Grey">You’re invited to this FREE Webcast</p> 
<p><span class="H1RED">Mining &amp; Monetizing your Digital Archives 

</span><br> 
<span class="mainbody"><em><strong><br> 
</strong></em></span> 
<span class="H1Grey">A discussion of making your digital archive profitable 

and accessible today and in the future.</span><br> 
</p> 

<p><span class="mainbody">From production to consumption it is essential to 
identify and capitalize on what is in YOUR digital archive.</span></p> 

<ul> 
<li class="mainbody">Exploring assets interactively visually</li> 
<li class="mainbody">Metadata</li> 
<li class="mainbody">Search-ability</li> 
<li class="mainbody">Storage and preservation</li> 
<li class="mainbody">Understanding usage trends over time</li> 
<li class="mainbody">Where to extend &amp; expend resources in your 

organization</li> 
</ul> 
<p class="mainbody">Join <strong><em>Alex Grossman </em></strong>from 

Active Storage and and DAM experts in this lively discussion.</p> 
<table border="0" width="708"> 

<tr> 
<td valign="top" width="94"><div align="left"><img 

src="http://www.createasphere.com/bios/images/AlexGrossman.jpg" alt="Norm Thoeming" 
height="80" width="80"></div></td> 



<td valign="top" width="604"><div class="mainbody" align="left"> 
<div align="left"><strong><em>Alex Grossman - Active Storage <br> 
</em></strong>Alex Grossman is a 20 year veteran of the storage industry 

and a former Senior Director at Apple where he was responsible for driving the development 
of Apple’s server and storage products. Prior to joining Apple, Grossman was St. Vice 
President of Sales, Marketing, and New Product Development at MicroNet Technology, Inc., 
a developer and manufacturer of hardware storage solutions for creative professionals and IT 
managers. Grossman has contributed to several patents associated with storage technology 
and led the team that developed the first FireWire-based Storage Area Network.</div> 

</div></td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
<p><span class="H 1Grey"><strong>When: </strong></span><span 

class="mainbody"><strong><br> 
</strong>Thursday, December 7th<br> 
11:00 AM PST<br> 
<strong class="H1RED2">Limited to 500 - Register Now - its FREE! </strong><a 

href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.f2f?Dnlk--8yB-HHzEsl">Share With a Friend</a><br> 
<a href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?Dnlk-CmiI-H HzEs2" 

target="_blank"><img src="http://www.createasphere.com/images/DAM_registerButton.gif" 
alt="Register Now" border="0" height="43" vspace="10" width="574"></a></span> 

<br> 
<span class="mainbody"><strong>Sponsored by:&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 

href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?Dnlk-Cmim-H HzEs3"><img 
src=’’http :~~www~ createasphere~ c~m~En~images~sp~ns~r~~g~s~spnsActiveSt~rage~ gif’’ 
alt="Active Storage" align="middle" border="0" height="46" hspace="l 0" width="120"></a> 
&nbsp;&nbsp; </strong></span></p> 

</div></td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
</div></td> 

</tr> 
</table></td> 

</tr> 
<tr> 

<td height="120"><div align="center"><img 
src="http : llwww, createasphere, comlemailslE TE-DAMlimageslfooter. gif" alt="Footer" 
usemap="#MapMap2" border="0" height="66" vspace="0" width="730"> 

<map name="MapMap2" id="MapMap2"> 
<area shape="rect" coords="592,22,622,53" 

href="http://www.twitter.com/createasphere"> 
<area shape="rect" coords="625,25,648,50" 

h ref="http ://www. face boo k. com/pages/createasphere/120410987973181 "> 
<area shape="rect" coords="653,25,675,50" 

h ref="http ://www. lin kedin, com/g rou ps?gid= 1787994&trk= myg_ug rp_ovr"> 
<area shape="rect" coords="682,26,706,51" href="http://vimeo.com/user3630153"> 
<area shape="rect" coords="708,26,727,52" 

href=’’http:~~createasphere~c~m~En~index~php~access-b~~g-h~me-page?~ay~ut=categ~ry’’> 
<area shape="rect" coords="225,9,331,31" href="http://www.divbusiness.com/"> 



</map> 
</div></td> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</div> 
<address> 
HD Expo, LLC - dba Createasphere, 3727 West Magnolia Blvd #729, Burbank, CA 91505 
</address> 
<br/>You are subscribed to this newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. Please <a 
href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.fo?Dnlk--NAr-HHzEs5" >click here</a> to modify your 
message preferences or to unsubscribe from any future mailings. We will respect all 
unsubscribe requests. 
<br><hr size="1 "> 

<a href="http://www.camp 
aigner.com/campaignerPro.php?utm_source=campaigner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaig 
n=deliveryfooter"> 

<img src="http://images.campaigner.comlcprolpoweredby.gif" border="0"></a> 
<img src="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.o?Dnlk--HHzEs3" width="0" height="0"> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, November 25, 2010 8:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Career Bulletin: Assessing Your Employer’s Needs. 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Saturday, November 27, 2010 3:22 PM 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] FW: Recommended Reading 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Colleagues; 

I want to recommend a book I just completed for your professional readings list, "Counterfeit Amateurs", by Allen Sack, The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2008. Dr. Sack is a professor of Management at the University of New Haven. He has been a 
former football student-athlete at Notre Dame, and a pioneer in intercollegiate athletic reform. This superb book is part memoirs of 
his life as an athlete in the 60s, and part treatise for the case against the appropriateness of the burgeoning athletic industry in the 
academy. He makes the case for current intercollegiate NCAA Division 1 athletics as entering an employee agreement with the 
athlete. I recommend it as a well written and defended viewpoint. Definately worth reading for the holidays. 

Gerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 12:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecocks defeat Clemson for consecutive wins over our archrival Tigers and nine wins in 
the regular season. Go to GamecocksOnline.com for full coverage. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 1:54 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No. 18 Gamecocks Shut Down Clemson, 29-7 

TEXT.htm 



CLEHSON, S.C. (AP) - Stephen Garcia threw for two touchdowns, COHPLETE RECAP 

Alshon Jeffery had his seventh 100-yard receiving game and No. 18 COHPLETE STATS 
South Carolina posted its third nine-win season ever with a 29-7 victory 

GAHEDAY CENTRAL 
over rival Clemson on Saturday. 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here 

To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, click hare 

Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our P~ivacv Policy. 
CBSSports.com College Network- 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 6:18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 
h~ :/Tcam ai nr20 coi~tantcontactco~r~’render?llr-w n5dxdab&v=001f~Xe 62hM0mvJdVkSfidSSTDlzf~0967i[ C 4C tN~ai7/FvMOF3Fs EUmVzi~d7mb~-vZW 44ssL2uB 7Pb5b3REA EIcR- 
ekCLi)~[ _1E. 2WI BxL IX~9’0~.)%3 D%3D 

Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

November 29, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Dowuload) 

$12.95 

Click To Pmchuse [ 
~r-w~Sd~dab&et=l103991542941&s=4132&e=001m0DKviBgt BiTa~?MxHuehYX_NZff)KUC02ce Po cDOMD5vG EDV XST wzx()Lxl FV~mP2H6IIUFFEVDnI)r 6cC6FVvvd0 HShXlcETUJaI~llfft2AzB- 

~ibb M aIB ~&Gila2h ld2i9 J                   ] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fontu stic - it is veiN practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industiN.’’ 
-Greg McDem~ott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton Uulversity 
$29.95 
BuyNow [hgps://www.paypal.com/cgibfigwebscr?first name &last name &m~defined qum~tity-l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&image url &retm-n &cancel i-etm~ &item name Getting%20Hired%20In% 
20College%20Sports&amom~>29.95&shippin~3.99&cm-renc~codeUSD&item number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Yore Library add tiffs book to their collection by 
folwardi~g tiffs newsletter to your libralian and ask them to prochase a copy for 

yore sports management students. 
Lihiary Order FOlTtl [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKyiB9~pCPn9Ti25qO1DcHfSWS2L9JNBP7dDiRzKpuH QVV~jrtuFJ3~NR~SGmcD8KiqhVE6Yt8jA~M~XcXnfNDJQL¥~VHFATiubIi7~mKipT8zbwnnqtIm2zUc 
-Qos3cNklGRy3WuanajXzuwNW2vztmCj9xRWUdufJQcuUWP1LnqcYYcUM9Ne~oLiE ] 

JoinOurMaili~gList[h~p:/Tvisitorr2Oconsta~tco~actcom/email~Yhr~ 1103508747574] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Our Website [ 
11r-~,x >Sdadab&et=l103991542941&s=4132&e=001m0DKviEgt De9TXI~ LscO9 ~FCM~ B~a6uzgf; rTo23f,z~fTd~MluUcNXuk6~_a~L,~ROtlQ~TKK~S6sSAVox1~GDn6Jm cI Bv8 AMIh~b~’Sz~aDvR,~- 

flM30Ga0E~] 
h~tant Dowuload e-books [~://~20rstnel/~isp?llr wj~5dxdab&e~- 1 i03991542941&s 4132&e: 001m0DK~;iB9/?~CR :dvMbP~,q~ DjggiFSYiD 7x,~46i44Z0t~,~,:5oOb~GLZRP- 

iO2HFaUffPAe5gdSff)4B9J {~ttBIV2f]6WBJChoeSEFS1PeVZdlOLniERGI6ii~mOff~eg4VmzSYKMOTOVOQBYY S5T1AR02Fqal] 
Job Listings [ 

Y3za~TPYO82 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [ 
~r-vvi~Sdadab&e~- llO3991542941&s 4132&e O01mOD~oCTksFJ~eEX34td3W4a~qFMg2R1APzTIr5x~eLNkO~PMrJgicN4J%~q6gGFFUBV~ ZF~KJPg2aCGKJcYIvgdi~~,DUaXV20I 
CareerDevelopmentBooks[l,~o:/.q20rst,~et/~?~{sp?llr ~z.{n5dxdab&e> 1103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKyiBglpBReo*v- 
~MUZP5voB~RWI2qZO 1UFET~MPLPYbXHLgEktff~qk~Ng0~zzFYaSN22e5 UMOSK{LErgZKEtI~AToXTpO175qpOFrbaXdOC.IUe-QIO-55Q1k LIYNYIaTeqYt~@giFeFvVqW87~] 
Folwardto a FrieM [}~://t~Jco~stantco~{actcom!sa/Sa~p?m 1103508747574&~1103991542941&ea bla~Ion%40tmcaa unc e&l] 
Nndm onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lli~j~5&x&b&e~llO3991542941&~d132&e ~m~DK~B9~pCV~Fz~3~x~k~62p~pcSZCY~DSX~9~nCRFjic~iJc~YI~SNempJLQS2QbIQ9~cZxud@Lyr- 
pyDK~kKE~iUjJ~tYJ3gd~N6-~p~HsmraRaJMsGbtYMmxGHjFN~rc2tIDTIeCaw8~v~d-E~jk~78A~-kn~z~kG33QpZ~sD7RW ~LOSE ] 

Featm-e A~icle 

Tips for Effective Business Networking Duling Holidays 
By Jon Elton 
Holidays provide excellent oppolCunities to nui~ure business relationships. Wlffle 
holidaying, people can reach out and interact with different individtMs or clients. 
Many orgaulzatio:ts anange holiday patties, which are different fiom lypical business 
meetings. In such patties, businesspersons get a chance to know each other in a 
relaxed enviro:m:ent. Hence, tiffs is an effective way to strengthen business networking 
Useful Tips: 

...(More) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh~vjn5&-Mab&et-llO3991542941&~4132&e O01mODKyiB9rpCvXL4JNdo5PSh78nujYTkOn6V503qIRSLmgOpen 5- 
piySxSAa:tkFec XNeQ0bM dFRLstCtMZK~nI675~y75rI4bN8HhaIDSFbM2~sK~J8qYNjhDu2FqtaT~7wYxsR~cGzB2~GLpsNLa~R9P~xIwTyU~u.YT~.hV~tyvh~gY8hDcDj6ApeHa7nvbYuSIuM~hN8piFF:tHrN~] 

New Job Listi~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, November 29tt~, include positions as a general manager 
for fitt~ess, athletic trafifing, assistant professor of spotts management, l:ocility 

manager, marke~ng, and several coactfi~g posifio~. To view these positions, click 
on the ~ks below or go to ore website at ~.sportscareersinsfi~te.com. [ 
~-~a.i>5d~dab&e~llO3991542941&s 4132&e 001m0D bUaWOVcZxAQ~255VL~OCuT~gatK3~28IOxFGXBgdM jxU~VBwidBSmWH167~vRwO1Ck~iD~d~GoL~.~Oax 
Sports hfformafion Specialist - UNversi~ of Misso~, Kamas Ci~ [hl~:/’/i20rs6*te~/rn~ 
~r -w~:a5d~dab&el- 1103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKviB9 1eXH~‘9K7T~YYG~AQ~&TxH~Ec~tYv73~‘‘q~n~a~‘~tL3VM7YCtRzNSD~zL‘~U8a1~MLv~ 
PB~!~TomeWGoH4CeNJQRRmTYPab~S2obiKa~B~5~yDK- Xa~A :] 



Head Men’s and Women’s Volleyball Coach - Keuka College (NY) [ 
11i ~[nSd~dcob&el-llO3991542941&s 4132&e O01mODK~,:g~C~.)r5OWm~XMTcff~TuLS5~.H’~,ic T~qr~NBekO6~,~¢/I6sM2Uhj(diBbm76MxgF~’~0_-~,~,~,Pthi~IDK8AA~.~X0w (~JFe2bXFreB~dPiegS~ 
Assistant Professor of Spots Management - BariT UNversi~ (Miami Shores, FL) [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp? 
~r~jn5&x&b&e~llO3991542941&s 4132&e 
-zjWfCzzb 1 I2YA~ffsbdUT~3 Y95g-KYiU~KuSdNVtF 1 RW~j 494~E 1 ~Lj LYaWKYyDHUGZ~PyB 71e O gfe s~fiFMtQ foCht8NrWChS3VJdT G O1Z-qEQyobix5 c~SKvdL 1 pcN~DOiTraFTRdONQTFA9 Ms- 
~Q 1 v~24o6 sWtO2 S0 -iDqPL~2IN Gt~PvRVi2pRc~pb~zPKTLUjiVgk2az 11XXMoyTtH8v~t] 
Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - New York UNversi~ [~/tn ~({~5 dx dab &e~ 1103991542941 &s 
~IeFDU~oCN2kH fW 2C~ _~2 H75 FvGu-3I~Z H S6FLTIVF~3 cj~_~x~ ~- L X/3~i5 YV-UPBmqEXKC w cKE VDRy v fZEL LiOcsM5NNNIwGDB LNvaE-HxT~J~ _ _] 
General Manager - Level Fi~tess (Cabin Jotug MD) [ 
ffr-~z.inSdxdab&e>1103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKyiE~) 302~N" ~:AEKoI~GO3"Zt~;I~qxT3~MOJR~a,6HL;6@~b~3oS~~- 

B f? ERL53C~H33 okc~ro2Uix{’#, ] 
Head Football CoactgEvent Management- ~toades College [i~p:i..’*20rs6~ei/{~~{s:o?llr wj~5~ 1~33991542941~-s 4132&e 001m0DK~;iB~b 
AAV_8’<~E                          Sb-3Ol~3d~~meSoD-~t~,~_~:~C~6jVc~/~4~._V5OEWsSd~clbX~2ESa~5Q ] 
Associate Professor of Spots Management - UNversi~ of Kansas [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?llr~jn5&x&b&e>1103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKyiBgrp~ncRKW4MPV8gypUbCNFoliYk0BR-r~XJvJ- 
uINgN~5jc2NB4ZT Oh8~SDrB23jFPkPB8~YJJrNOozUwkWg8REo8iMoTBkl I60ma0K6nQKdSTuuuUmzCubCsmeP-N6tTt~FX-c~SUgw64tQT- 
SBkgWHn MbDIlyTRGJQsgJarzjCysCLOwnpQG~XiFMqXJD33~Di~-OvDEYTense ljGsEMHA- 
zgKV ~.Ms~7NR~hYTD~43~q~ZmTEj~Gi~E~VDHGenwNcbKDDvBEiLYcspS~aF~hYZu~5~AS85iyRTHUskiYpT9t~8w~26LucNqz9H~x45kX9~mwDJccUr8W~b3KcHf O14wGJyXoSJpBBKpgkTHW8puJls~ 
Aflflefics LearNng Specidist - Iowa State Uifiversi~ [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~jn5&x&b&e>llO3991542941&s 4132&e ~m~DKyiB9~pAWCHnQEL~g4LifiT~QHUe~E~UWxC~m~n59W7xUTmS~ZYnvBEnBC5jWqJV~7Yi~g- 
~NY~2US4Cg6x4~A7feFe~B~qxMWY33pxM8JiVyjY~ihLJj~qh6~YG~n4Vg~Q~d4GiX-p~KwMjtAftswBSD9~ZSCLZIESv~QqJ~7w~2YL6Bd~Fed7sye-7N~wDC33Sc4E~Z] 
N~ess Director - N1 Spo~ & Hedth Clubs (McLeaig VA) [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e>1103991542941&s 4132&e 00 lm0DKyiBgrpCoTpp& 
i SeawW6b5iwgx2 S Ys SUxo~qUrOM~ XwIgpB KM 14WK2u--ZvEv~YrWioglyse6 GsOY~hC Jgo~w-477E~DDCP-gDySuXR6NU SwZM ~u~xUGGWjuEMDJM e Iki99Z 9HRaTzg77G 1 ~UWQCCcsNwo4rO- 
DrH8FuOm5vOB MNxLTacgVi 11S~E qTOAC8g~xbQQlotUa6tTI cN80G~nTMsi~T 4R8k~Iz 1P3L V~mUjbgZpoglNitNPWOV 13 IDU6yIDbdMe2wb nTis] 
D~ector of Football OperafionffHigh Schod Relations - UNversi~ of Miimesota 
[hgp://r20 .rs6 .neg~.jsp? 
~r~jn5&x&b&e>llO3991542941&s 4132&e ~m~DKyiB9~pCXdMW7pYD6apYpJEej9v3tDE~VKgrcJt~t3Yxq3K2LFE9v5Z3tSFsg~DAJxaRe~.a~hu.L3~iX9N~NL~B52TsNZx~IBkR~i~B~xM6mwb~Hi~ 
-oesG~o~CIGLvOkYEJNdj8pngq8Jz4N-Iw86S51FwYtF1690AMUzSknpTmPGOcQvgi li4NaJpNYhvg ] 
D~ector ofAttflefic TraiNng Education Progam - Erskine College (NC) [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e>1103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DK~BgrpCmbxPaTJr62IhYNFJ19Rakp- 
5xR~2~xdu5JcUxWysUfCWGFEuLeWF6Z3V5h35~Y69~jhvyYFCNLQFXF~9~k~E~N-F3wGF~iy~g~tBItB@5ZHBIe-TNxQmY-&RI YiKOBWBPNuCJaEv- 
HvBVve EEX98gMYDRF3L~m6X~tKpSH~HUbRye2Iv-ek~Nzfqv8L~Uv-HhB9d~sZcI7~h7D~EAg2y89LWZ-I9v6~gZaCjw28jpDqDSCnMY~ c~VHOz2Se-15GZflhinre~Pxpn5~] 
Tenme Track FacN~ Position N Spogs Management - Florida State UNversi~ [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~jn5&x&b&e>llO3991542941&s 4132&e ~m~DKyiB9~pD7viM5Qr~u~GGEc~g93wWN~aL5s4fz9~5~q7~a&ncTJ~HQ6s6WmnR3DZ5eSs6UjM~X~W5H~ir~ScHApRsTH~6~i359I~2f4TU~zC 
--Fkn0- 
L~zgC4N 6qEzT GUupratOXExsW9 L SWQEDHlkCLLWzTuC CrB GLWoMNc S~Ez0 EmTCmvXl~ GEZsHA0flemB 2LqYod3d2LUjgB MKogg~MptI KjuwQN f Mvvle 1 kj 8k4~MoeTMhgzeDO~RWn0 YLBUnQhj o2 
@oup Exercise Director - Bethesda Spo~ & Hedth (MD) [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e>1103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKyiBgrpBoHmgdNjn6y48~bjK~WwQEEOym8pugZWgRGqO- 
~ 1V3K8rREGCb8BQYxFRJQKjPjhYiDa2VHB~FdwB-NTTJvTXeb 10AR6zerzKeAUMcQ2AL3OA- 
EZwGk91 ~U94F3ekMX~ghE4XDzsN E@20ZgNmC1NFI72sB Yo3 I~x6NqoT~jb@3s5 f~ghToCG77KVn0rppN4kWq8Na~A~j2 oyTu~vor8Z-mg 6 e~Ky~dTD8pUNZ ShbaQQ5R 14j~epIq- 
MelFvaWGYTbRLSg ] 
Aflflefic CoorNnutor/Footbdl Coach - ~o @ade Ci~ High Schod (TX) [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~jn5&x&b&e>llO3991542941&s 4132&e 001m0DKyiBgrpC051IlrDHu41agrSPi~p0HvonQflABI3Qk0gS2 Kc~IQBZnc~14ZK21~@Tu0QhYF514ooUDYcSL- 
CxLM SuchidUYDX0 cs SB EWuuw rlG1ZR@SDX8oZgI~6R8eo8~Qu6zQm970ZsVIsx69IweggOOGgSr5KW81yKW~oOcGE- 
c~n2 SR~x~NPUN 5Qcor SEdf40bduCbt~p90HTX2 cpLmGCpSPuFu08yod5~NZU 0b~oA60 EUiYY2 RSn8 2B JUBuP-WFc2~] 
Aflflefics Facilities Supeiwisor - UNversi~ of MassachuseRs, Boston 

~5dxcNb&e~l103991542941&s 4132&e 001m0D                                               9C~,za~cD13J~UPdt~PK47R2[~26R4t- 

] 
Recreation Specidist - U.S. Forest Service [ 
~dd ~~30 ~ 6zH(~QR.I~ LY ¥~/~qmN 9 BZ4ogAW~FTq ~oKCk] 
Lafino Marketing 
~l ~5dxdsb&e~- 1103991542941&s 4132&e O01mODK,~iBg~oDvLb6LSNP2YLJA3bt5BXz~TNOFk.zgKCzMliaC?KaHx~N~k~S.i)W~U%~, F%~Dn 3~dU~d<L0~MvgzPX6Z{li} 
Manager 
- Kansas Ci~ Wizar& (MLS) [ 

11039 DvLb6L SNP2YLJA3N5BXzTNOFkygKCzMhaCkaH FDID~N RLKEsN ogGFE 
Inter~Nps for Spring 2011 - Homton As~os (MLB) [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~jn5&x&b&e>llO3991542941&s 4132&e ~m~DKyiB9~pD~g~R7gND~6~IKc7XiE~Si~u7bDYNBL9QUSs9L~vDy6~x~RS3GBFs~Sbe~DxpET8N~t9dbI~5~n~@~Z~eazD~BGN~Hek 
-~CV~’x~pB%t~0cc-qlKw0EaNc6iTvt~BymTbeM mmNMULQ ] 

Quote 

Don’t accept mediocrity, to liuve success you need to have high expectations for 
yoursel£ 
-Howard Gauthier 

Folward email 
~lp:/!tficonsta~lco*~lactcom!sail\a.l£isp?llr::win5dxdah&m l103508747574&ea blanlon~_tmcaa ~mced~.t&a :1103991542941 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 7:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

It’s Cyber Monday! Shop today for the South Carolina fans on your list! 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

MyCoachLink <admin@mycoachlink. com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 8:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Website for Coaches 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Brent - 
MyCoachLink.com is a new website dedicated to providing YOU with network connections to other athletic coaches, aspiring coaches 
and administrative staff at all levels. 
Develop your Network to create opportunities and develop key relationships to help advance your career and find new talent. 
Search for Jobs, Post your Resume and learn about new opportunities. 

Create your Profile and be discovered by other coaches looking for talem. 

Post Comments, Videos and Rumors to learn what is going on behind the scenes from your network contacts. 

MyCoachLink provides an exclusive coaches only approach to offer you a career advantage. Join your colleagues on MyCoachLink 
and get connected! 
We look forward to seeing you on MyCoachLink.com 

WHY? 
Its Free 

WHEN 
Now - 24/7! It never sleeps 

WHERE IS IT? 
www.mycoachlink.com 

Why you should build your network 

More about mycoachlink.com 

Sent By: 
MyCoachLink, LLC 
17219 W 161 PL 
Olathe KS 66062 
USA 

To view as a web page press on or copy this link into your browsers address bar 
~s:iis~l .actemarketi~g.com!speasa~e~as~x?X=5LOW(~FD5HVO42EGW00ZBW7 

If you prefer not to receive future e-mails of this type, please copy to your browser or press on this link 
"~ 1.ac~emarketi~ x?X=5LOW6FD5H VO42EGW00ZBWT&Addr:b~an~o~2m~caa.unc.edu" to 

unsubscribe. 



Hello Brent- 

~CoachLink.com is a new website dedicated to providing YOU 
with network connections to other athletic coaches, aspiring 
coaches and administrative staff at all levels. 

Develop your Network to create opportunities and 
develop key relationships to help advance your career and 
find new talent. 

Search for Jobs, Post your Resume and learn about new 
opportunities. 

Create your Profile and be discovered by other coaches 
looking for talent. 

Post Comments, Videos and Rumors to learn what is 
going on behind the scenes from your network contacts. 

L~.~yCoachLink provides an exclusive coaches only approach to 
offer you a career advantage. Join your colleagues on 
~CoachLink and get connected! 

We look forward to seeing you on ~CoachLink.com 

WHY? 
Its Free! 

WHEN 
Now - 24/7! It never 
sleeps 

WHERE IS IT? 
wwwomycoachlinkocom 

Wb~ou should build 
your network 

More about 
~coachlink.com 

Sent to: 

If you prefer not to rece ve 

future e-mails of ths type 

Leave this List. 

Sent By: 

17219 W 161 PL 

Olathe KS 66062 

USA 

To yew as a web pa,qe, 



The enclosed email is being sent to al! faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Enclosed is our latest e-newsletter, which was recently sent to about 80,000 College alumni and friends. 

~ Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

this message ~ nline N(P~ EMBER 201 {~ 

GREE F[NG$ FROM THE DFAN 

The fall foliage is glorious here in Chapel Hill, 
where we have great news to report from the 
College of Arts and Sciences. In this issue we 
will tell you about new faculty, terrific 
teachers and innovative science education, all 
made possible by a combination of public and 
private support. 
view full story ~ 

STRENGI HEN~NG FACU IiIY 
Thanks to a combination of private and public funds, we have managed to hire more than 30 outstanding 
new tenured/tenure~rack faculty for the College of Arts and Sciences this year. They represent about two 
dozen disciplines, and nearly two~hirds of them focus on international issues. More than one third of our 
newest professors are supported by two major gifts to UNC from the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable 
Trust and an anonymous donor. 

TERRIFY( ~/EA(HIN( 
Thirty years ago, alumnus Gordon Gray and the estate of his brother Bowman Gray established a fund to 
recognize and support terrific teaching across the College. Bowman’s son, Bernard Gray ’72, significantly 
enhanced the fund in 1999. Thanks to the family’s generosity, the College has supported 66 Bowman and 
Gordon Gray Professors over the years. In this issue we highlight one of them, Geoffrey Sayre McCord, 
distinguished scholar, teacher and chair of the department of philosophy. 

INNOVATIVE SCIEN( E EDU( ATION 
As director of the Office for Undergraduate Research, Pat Pukkila has turned Carolina into a national 
model for faculty and students working together on complex issues. Now she is tapping campus innovators 
to address several big challenges at one time: improve science education, put more science teachers in N.C. 
public schools, ensure that students from all walks of life become scientists, and support students and 
faculty all over the campus who want to improve the world. 

Connect with the College through Facebook, Twitter and Online 
l?~tras at collegeouncoedu/extras 



IN IHE NEWS 
Read about College faculty, 
students and alumni in 
major international and 

national news media ~ 

COMING SOON 

Search our events 

calendar >> 

(;?IV])’; K) Nil’; COI ,I 

Ieam M~re I Make a Gift 

MORE NEWS 
Read about all of our 
current News and Events or 

browse our archives ~ 

Visit the CAS 
Website 

Visit the UNC 
Website 

Carolina A~ts & Sciet~ces News is sent periodical1? to alunmi and f?iesds of! the Cottege ofA~ts & Sciences 
at th e ~ }: n~ ~ e rsi t2, ~f N orth C a to1 ~ s a 
college newsi-~iunc edu or write to JNC Cottege of Arts & Scier~ces, Campus tox 3100, 205 South 
B@tdh~g, Chapel H~tt, NC 27599 31 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-staff as: academic-services-staff@listserv.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
academic-services-staff as: <a href="mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu">blanton@uncaa.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SNA Education Group" <jason@sna-group.com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 9:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Break to China and Korea 2011 

~XT.htm 

Nomlal 0 false false false EN-US X-NONE X-NONE 
Microso ffIntemetExplorer4 
Slyle Defiifftions */ table.MsoNomlalTable {mso-slyle-name:"Table Nom~al"; mso-tsb~le-rowband-size:0; mso-tslyle-colband-size:0; mso-slyle-noshow:yes; mso-slyle-priority:99; mso-slyle-qfom~at:yes; 
mso-slyle-parent:""; mso-padding-alt:0in5.4pt0in5.4pt; mso-para-margin:0in; mso-para-margin-bo~om:.0001pt; mso-pagination:widow-orphan; font-size:10.0pt;    font-family:"Calibli","sans-serif’;} 

Dear Educators and School Staff;, UNSUBSCRIBE 

SNA Educational Group, in conjunction with the Educational Btu-e au of China, is again offering subsidized learning excursions to Beijing and other cities in China dining spring break, 2011, tours designed exclusively for 
Amelican and Canadian educators and their families. In March and April, 2010, we conducted several veiN successful trips to China, introducing 600 teachers and staff fiom across Noi~h Amelica to the remarkable history 
and cultm-e of China. We enjoyed veiN positive reviews and tu-ge you to contact us for references. 
The spling break totu-s for 2011 will ventm-e to Beijing, China, and Seoul, South Korea. 
The following are the lfi~ks to the travel itineraries: (the following prices are based on Sea~le, San Francisco, or Los Angeles departm-es, other depai~ure cities are available upon request) 
q Beijing, China 8 days $999 &ndash; More i~tformation please Click HERE 
q Seoul, South Korea 8 days $1399 &ndash; More fitfoi~nation please Click HERE 
These totu-s will provide an opporttuffty to obsei~ce the fascinating elements of both tt~e Chinese and Korean cultm-es, a chance to interact with local people, and explore the sights for which East Asia is so well known. We 
have scheduled visits to local schools, where our guests will interact with both students and teachers in the classrooms, view hand Chinese educational facilities, discuss teacher trafifing programs with educators, and discover 
how young students live. 
In Beijing, we have also anangedvisits to one of the centmies-oldcouI~yards, a HuTong, where the majolity of the Beijing populationlived for centmies. Here, host fa~tfflies will cooktraditional Chinese lunchesintheir 
homes for otu- members. Both tiffs and the school visit have been amongst the activities most wamlly enjoyed by our guests. 
Please help us by circulating tiffs information to your colleagaes and staff’. Family members and fiiends are welcome to join us. We also offer extended totu-s after the main totu-s to various cities in China. 
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 
Tha~tk you and we look folward to you jofiffng us next spling. 
Best regards, 
Jason Wang 
Project Manager 
SNA Educational Group 
Tel: 778-297-5593 
Fax: 778-297-5578 
Toll Free: 1-888-412-5593 
V,!V, DW. ShUt our S. c ortl 

Sent By: 
SNA Educationul Group 
240-8877 Odlin Crescent 
Rictunond BC V6X 3Z7 
Canada 

To view as a web page press on or copy tiffs lfitk into yotu- hiowsers address bar 
~v~s://ssa actema~ke~i~                     x?X 2XOZ23ANHVO456E400 Y 4\~,~t 

If you prefer not to receive futm-e e-mails of this lype, please copy to your hiowser or press on tiffs lfi~k 
"~?.~.~:,"/ssaactema~keti                   x?X 2XOZ23A\HVO456E400Y4"~,~-I&Adc2~bla~toi~-~2~tr~caa ~mc edify to unsubsclibe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Newfangled" <chris@newfangled.com> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; chris@newfangled.com 
Is it Time to Rebuild Your Website? 

TEXT.htm 

IS IT TIME TO REBUILD YOUR WEBSITE? 

This email is best viewed in your web browser. Click the link 
below to see it: 
ht’¢?:iinewfan£1ed.cmail5.comiti~ie/s 

Is it Time to Rebuild Your Website? 

Ten Good Reasons to Rebuild Your Website in 2011 

Websites don’t last forever. Without consistent upkeep, sometimes 
they barely even make it three years! The rapid change of web 
technology can overtake what was once state-of-the-art and reduce 
a website to a quaint relic in pretty short order, which is why 
it’s so critical to realistically consider the "shelf life" of 
your website when you first build it. 

But the truth is that predicting how technological change will 
affect your website is virtually impossible. There is bound to be 
something[whether it be the way browsers display your website or 
simply what’s in style []that will change in the near future and 
cause you to rethink choices you may be making right now. And 
that’s ok, as long as you’re comfortable with your website being 
a work in progress. 

Meanwhile, for many existing websites, the signs of digital decay 
are accumulating. Dormancy has been a very common strategy for 
reducing web-related expenses during the economic downturn, but 
there really is no such thing as true dormancy. As the web around 
it continues to grow, an unmaintained website is subject to a 
similar entropy as an untended home [a crumbling foundation, 
peeling paint, leaks, and pests. 

If that sounds like your website, keep reading. In this article, 
I’ve identified ten very good reasons to rebuild it... 

Read the Rest of this Article... 
[..1.~J~p:i!www.newfangJed.cor~flen good reasons to rebt~ild voter website] 

Register For Our Webinar 

Blogging for Marketers 
~:i!www.newfang~led.cor~vNo~ for marketers] 



We sent this email to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 

If you no longer wish to hear from us, click the link below to 
instantly unsubscribe: 

Thanks, 
Newfangled 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 5:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider - SEC Championship Game watch party at Colonial Life Arena, M. 
Basketball vs. Clemson 

TEXT.htm 

SEC Championship Game - Colonial Life Arena Watch Party 
For those fans who aren’t making the trip to Atlanta for the SEC Championship Game, come out to 
Colonial Life Arena and watch the game with your fellow Gamecock fans on the videoboard. Admission 
is FREE and concessions will be open. Doors open at 3:00 PM on December 4th. CBS will air a pre-game 
show starting at 3:00 PM followed by kickoff at 4:00 PM. 

Dec. 5th BKB Doubleheader - 
Women vs. Savannah St, 1 PM 
Men vs. Clemson, 4 PM 
Doubleheader for basketball this Sunday, December 5th as the women take on Savannah State at 1:00 PM 
and the men follow at 4:00 PM with another chance for the Gamecocks to take down the Tigers of 
Clemson again this year. Be there! Call 1-800-4SC-FANS or go online for tickets. 

SEC Championship Game Schedule of Events 
Check out the Schedule of Events for Atlanta and here in Columbia as the Gamecocks head to play 
Auburn for the SEC Championship. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fig Leaf Software <figleaf@directeffectmedia.com> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 11:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; figleaf@directeffectmedia.com 

Adobe Connect 8: Delivering Engaging eLearning Experiences 

TEXT.htm 

Deliver Engaging eLearning Experiences 

Attend an eLearning Seminar to Learn How to ... 

- Easily conduct online virtual classes and distant learning 
- Rapidly Create rich online content 
- Efficiently manage and track student progress 
- Foster student interaction, participation and collaboration 

Register Now: 
ht~ :/iwww.figleaf. co m/Products/Adobe-Co rmect-Webinars, cfm 

Adobe Acrobat Connect is a complete web communication and 
training solution that provides live, interactive web meetings, virtual classes, 
self-paced courses and curriculums that everyone can access 
instantly -- anytime, anywhere. 

Please join Fig Leaf Software, an Adobe Authorized Training Center and 
Premier Adobe Partner, for a series of eLearning seminars featuring 
Adobe(R) Acrobat(R) Connect (TM) Pro (TM). 

These are one-hour seminars. Start times: 

- 2 PM Eastern Time 
- 1 PM Central Time 
- Noon Mountain Time 
- 11 AM Pacific Time 

Register today for this valuable learning opportunity 

http :/iwww.figleaf. co m/Product s/Adobe-Co ~mect-Webinars. c ~)~ 

Presented by Fig Leaf Software, Sponsored by Adobe 

eLearning Seminars 

Register Now: 
~:iiwww.t]gleaf com~Prod~cts/AdobeoCo~mectoWcbinars.cfm 

What is Adobe Connect? 

- Tue. 8-10, 2 PM ET 
- Tue. 8-10, 2 PM ET 

Adobe Connect For EDUs: 



- Wed. 8-11, 2 PMET 
- Wed. 8-18, 2 PM ET 

Virtual Classrooms with Adobe Connect: 

- Thur. 8-12, 2 PM ET 

eLearning with Adobe Connect: 

- Tue. 8-19, 2 PM ET 

Fig Leaf Software 

1523 16th Street NW, Second Floor, Washington, DC 20036 
www.figleaf.com, tel.877-FIG-LEAF 

Thank you for your continued interest in Fig Leaf Software. If you’d rather not 
receive updates about events, classes, or products, write to unsubscribe@figleaf.com 
and type ’opt-out’ in the subject line. 

Change email address / Leave mailing list: 
Powered by YourMailingListProvider 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ted Robinson <ted@civilsurvival.com> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 11:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; ted@civilsurvival.com 

Let’s prepare our athletes for real life situations! 

TEXT.htm 

Greetings from Civil Survival! 
December 2010 

Dear Brent, 

Civil Survival’s Mission to the NCAA 

Our mission is to empower athletes by teaching them their basic legal rights and 
responsibilities through affordably priced and easy-to-understand legal education 

tools. 

Amanda DuBois, CEO, and the staff of Civil Survival (www.civilsurvival.com [hv4~:i,/r2Ors6.net/tn~i~ 
lh" zof~19n6&et 1104011605784&s 487B&e 001S75KLRW5 bnubMC2vRBIBB~:ZoeO2~PPE2INVoIASymTFo 
CnYFOPutmY~fDKBXaQZVQWIc~p~AThtJOKstrLnoiE2~]) 
are committed to assisting NCAA teams and programs. We came up with this idea when 
one of our employees, who played football at the Division I level, told us about 
the legal challenges experienced by members of his team -- nine team members were 
arrested after the season ended during his freshman year. As you know, these legal 
issues can be devastating to an athletic program. Ms. DuBois has represented a handful 
of professional football players in divorce, custody, and domestic violence cases. 
She became concerned for these young men after watching them deal with such extreme 

pressures at such a young age. Not to mention, having to deal with these pressures, 
possessing virtually no skills or information about the legal arena available to 
them. 

We are committed to offering players the opportunity to make sustainable, lifelong 
changes in their behavior, so that they can come out of your program prepared to 
succeed in life after collegiate athletics. Some of the issues we teach about that 

directly affect the athletes include the following: 

* Criminal Law -- we define the various crimes and constitutional rights; 

* Domestic Relations -- we explain about domestic violence as well as rights 
and responsibilities in child custody, child support and divorce 

* Renting an Apartment -- we show students what is involved in signing a lease, 
damage deposits, and tenants rights 

* Employee Rights -- we define appropriate behavior at work and the consequences 
of not fulfilling those responsibilities 

Here is additional information about Civil Survival: 

What We Do 

Civil Survival offers a low-literacy, remedial-level book series in both paper and 
digital formats, as well as a high-literacy comprehensive online education program. 
The Civil Survival content combines legal education with literacy, critical thinking 
and executive functioning skills. Our goal is to level the playing field so that 
students from all walks of life have the skills they need to be successful in life. 

Our products include: 



* The Civil Survival Book Series [}~r¢~?’Tr20:rs6onetitn:jsp? 
~lr zof)lgn6&et 1104011605784&s 4873&e 001S75KLRW5 m3eOgWl         bnubMC2vRBIBBvZoeO2~ PPE21NVJAS~’mTF- 

CnYFOPutmYlfOKBXa            AThtJ0KstrLn-iE~] 
- 10 titles, 5 Legal Guides and 5 Workbooks, that cover five areas of law and 
are wri~en for low-literacy students 
* Civil Su~ival Online [~;!/r20,rs6~net,’m~isp? 
llr zoi}1gn6&e’t 1104011605784&s 4873&e 001S75KLRW5 MBxvlLO a5Pd3LGhPW0 21wJRCiXMreAewtFArlHMi~ 
9U2CvPwM a23ug~0iEKxOD0bB 1- c~NaH~l~266fNn lpDJaKOJd6~iaJLtnIbggLdrtgVOXtPhMc-lA CSb] 
- digital editions of the Book Series Legal Guides available on a subscription 
basis 
* LawClass [http;/ir20.rs6.nefftr~:.~sp? 
!lr zof)19n6&et 1104011605784&s 4873&e 001S75KI,RW5~KZXFkRo07LiTCvrEvwFTov5aRo2YnO EX602OTqmCHtIfXdIEAgUZfK- 

>@H ~’VRVO5bMb4CUPaVf~)A1VN36htDL5Lc~[U            ] 
- an in-depth course that covers 9 areas of law including Business Law and 
Intellectual Proper~ for high-literacy students 

If you would like to contact me, I can be reached either by phone or e-mail to discuss 
Civil Survival. Otherwise, I will be calling you to schedule a time to talk briefly 
about your needs for your athletes. 

Regards, 

Ted Robinson 

Director of Sales 

Civil Survival, LLC 

909 917-4669 

ted@civilsurvival.com [mailto:ted,~%ivilsurvi val.com] 
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Recommended Career 
Resources 

r~ EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

Monster 

The :mportance of 
Productivit2L~ Focus~ and 
Measurement 

By Harrison Barnes 

When I was in school, I 
would study at least a 
couple of hours each day 
in the library. While there, 
I noticed that the best 
students were always very 
focused. They were not 
distracted like poorer 
students were. A poor 
student looks around and 
looks up frequently. The 
poor students try to start 
conversations, make j okes, 
and laugh at things going 
on in the library. 

When I was studying with 
the best students, I could 
feel their energy and focus. 
They blocked out external 
stimuli and their study 

How to Handle Mistakes 
in the Workplace 

By Surajit Sen Sharma 

We all know that to err is 
human, and none of us 
derive pleasure from 
committing errors. 
However, there are some, 
who allow their errors, or 
fear of making errors, 
immobilize their personal 
progress, and then there 
are some, who mull over 
past mistakes to the point 
of self-deprecation. 

In fact, it is not uncommon 
to find people who use the 
instance of a mistake made 
long back in their past to 
explain away adverse 
situations caused in the 
present. Everybody has 
those long lists of "if I had 
been," or "only if I had 

TacMi sterious 
Lack of Jobs ~-?om a Social 

We are in the third week 
of July 2010, and it’s 
official that since June 2, 
2010, more than 2.5 
million unemployed have 
lost their unemployment 
benefits. And this situation 
has happened in spite of a 
federal government 
supported 73 weeks of 
unemployment benefits on 
top of the 26 weeks 
offered by the States, 
bringing the figure up to 
99 weeks, and still 
millions of people fail to 
find j obs within that time. 
You could have blamed 
the j obless if the numbers 
were in hundreds, or even 
in thousands, but when it 
is in millions, the jobless 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

Hound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 



time was extremely 
productive. In fact, just 
about every good student 
had the ability to focus 
extremely well. I noticed 
this same thing when I was 
a law professor. You could 
spot the best students, 
because they were always 
the most focused. 

The best students made 
sure their study time was... 

+ read more 

done" kind of regrets. The 
iob is to rise over regrets 
and do what can be done 
now, and not waste time 
over what you can’t do 
anything about. 

While such analyses 
linking past errors to 
present situations may all 
be true, none of us 
possesses the ability to 
travel back t... 

+ read more 

cannot be blamed. 

Democrats blame the 
situation on Republicans. 
Republicans blame it on 
Democrats. The people 
blame the federal 
government. The federal 
government blames the 
economy, the mortgage 
bust, and the European 
economic turmoil. All 
predictions on unem... 

+ read more 

Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
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your career needs. 
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College Recruiting Weekly 

December 7, 2010 

Vol 6, Issue 47 

Starti~lg Late, But Getting the Recruit Anyway 

I wanted to shure a stoiN from one of otu- clients [ 
~.~qnbab&e>l10403430~’442&~56114&e 001B~,~G%TKB7eFKPudVYVOHJcb DEESMYk{viR XB6rCkZYLhitqocRr\&;cs{IABmWEDOkeJAK1CFeHJ- 

~It6c~ Y D{Sz/~d~‘4eT~21K9{XLHGam~DLkf~9x9M~W Y /~&Y Ja :~ JcM 771IXf~[Bw~ N9U1‘Tz~J 5~a] 
ttmt I ttff:tk will make you feel good. Especially if you are starti~g the recruiti~g 
process really late with one or more recruits. 

Here was the situation: 

The Division I lacrosse coach we are working with had come across a prospect that 
was flying under the radar, and just statted reci~ting tffm in early October. Time 
was off the essence, and we needed to come up with a plan to get tiffs prospect’s 
a~enfion and get him talking to otu- coachi:~g staff’. And f~st. 

Now a few years ago, coaches (and I) would huve written-off any real chunce of landing 
a recruit in thut situation. Wuy too late, a lo~g shot chunce of even getting them 
to respond to a letter or email, and a lot of grom:d to make up. Maybe that describes 
tt~e way you look at prospects who you stmnble upon late in the game. 

Well, here’s why you should change your way ofttffnkfilg: Our research over the 
past fotu- years hus m~covered a really interesti~g 1:~ cet of the recruiting cycle, 
and it involves the later stages of the recmiti~g process with a lot of reci~ts. 
As many of them are approaching their fi~ul decision, and weigtff~lg the pros and 
cons of the two or ttu-ee colleges thut they’re really serious about, they get fla~strated. 
There’s a feeling, many tell us, that they should take one more hard look around 
at the rest of their options...someplace that they haven’t heard from before, or 
maybe thut coach thut they never got around to replyfi~g to. 

There is a small window of oppoI~ulffPi ttlat a lot of coaches huve veiN, veiN late 
in the process. For the coach thut I talked about a moment ago, I want to lay out 
tt~e general strategy that we used to help them engage thut prospect in a very serious 
way as we head into an important time of tt:e year... 

Click here to continue [~:/’/~20 
]h b,z, hecl::bab&et~:1104034307442&~56114&e 001Bzg DScwC~C-uJ3RW6’,dSP~:,~BR ~F~E~S7wE~T~d>~F~:~/::~Csp~:V~R~::W5Y~S~1VRS:~shJ~4KU~:~:bHC/~S~7:1~:~Mumg~DEL~UB~Gb~1MWuS2Z 
NndmonFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e>l104034307442&s 56114&e 001BzgD8cwCjE~klTY- 
N~QD5R11Jmp~ aw~GC~N01PT PTTfQaTj Io75 M c~Wsgw77GEb~xTdtkorbKNPZMtNct~NOPqdjNR3iKhY81 s~T E 1YZZRwqVYLtIC-mQA-Kq8 oXsVC8z0pZwVCmYKjzbFutRsY6wh- 
IVvao~c~t0m0F fqRGMRSUKHZi H~Qv3Q5aUIE~iL~G1 clP~lbsxO~VQ6MbbCZzoiP954I JwnSFYQOE 11 lkNq~DYHrRjuqINLCQLt~GwoylgdgM] 

Fallow us on TmRer [ 
:~x~nbab&e~l104034307442&~56114&e 001Bz~,~EOWVeWg5aX~4y~~BCBogzE~PqO~Cz~2e7pflffZd~M5zwYiWIUYnC3R bYI;qCMBFBG:~7£:_@aM- 

iYWG Q ] 

Dattfish [ 
~a~bab&e~ ]104034307442&~56114&e 001B_z;~ D~c~v~Ds~T~&RbaTE~Hv~F5‘9]Jcd~3eF5<~iLeF~‘~f~\~*~l~Y~hVg~eXH?T‘‘~<p~ZqYWA~kk~i~YLDxCiM%~z~F~PEA~5WY2~Ai~‘ 

[ 
~r bwhe~:bab&e~llO4034307442&~56114&e 001Bz~ D~cwC~HJiFi~d%ps~T~&RbaTE~Hv93H~F~9JJcd~eF~iLe~F~hY~tVeXH7T~<~Z~aYWA~U~NYUDxCiM%~az~F~FEA~5WY2S~d~ 
The #1 coacNng tom M the world. 
CLICK HERE [h~:~-p:/I:?~te~/~: ks~ab&e> 1104034307442&s=5d114&e 001Bz~DScwC, 
dhJ3t~!5~vMn:zR12DHdoKuho4198UViyKLvFsO(h~WK6T5~4 odaiz99ZtL3VwOM3AI’Vg_ ] 
TO DISCOVER WHY 

Ouly on Our Facebook Page: Is Tiffs New NCAA Rule Hu~ing High School Jmffors in 
Reci~ting? 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104034307442&s 56114&e ~BzgD8cwCjG~N~dsQ~NUeiz~6ggCx-aJA7Yzzvjvf2BRn-~x~njdc~G~W-gti9jCaqtsVXtP~e-kfS24kMpIZ- 
e gfGw~buBiTF~XRkxFxjh~I~fQdQ~T~tECs3bbctas~qTR2~VswH88ZzqMezEUGHD48bCtEhBuq4KvsjgrvJYTadU~zxQaE~tbW~22bWxDt~pmNmfUiaD91DqhweCktwrSNcpYT4Vk-M9sopG6T2TSp~pCzw~] 
The 
NCAA passed a new iafle recently desigmed to take some of the presstu-e off oftffgh 
school Juniors making their college decisions. In reality, it might be having the 
opposite effect. 

Read about his latest development...click here to get the full stoiN. [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104034307442&s 56114&e 001BzgD8cwCjGON0dsQONUeiza6ggCx-aJA7Yzzvjvf2BPm-hXonjdclG1W- 
gtigj CaqtsVXtPOe-kfS24kMpIZ- 
e gfGw~buBiTF~XRkxFxjh~I~fQdQ~T~tECs3bbctas~qTR2~VswH88ZzqMezEUGHD48bCtEhBuq4KvsjgrvJYTadU~zxQaE~tbW~22bWxDt~pmNmfUiaD91DqhweCktwrSNcpYT4Vk-M9sopG6T2TSp~pCzw~] 

Anddofft forget about our dailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [ ff~ab&e~- l104034307442&~56114&e: 001B LD3- 

] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Make sure you’re using social media to improve yotu- recruiting, Coach. Follow us 



on Facebook and Twitter...you’ll be glad you did! 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104034307442&s 56114&e 001BzgD8cwCjE~gXrklTY- 
NIL2D5R11Jmpj awXAGCYqq01PT PTTfQaTj Io75 M cRzWsgw77GEbAx74tkorbKNPZMtNct~31i10Pq4jNR3iKhY81 s~gzxT E 1YZZRwqVYLtIC-mQA-Kq8 oXsVC8z0pZwVCmYKjzbFutRsY6wh- 
IVvaoyO~vc fNt0m0F fqRGMRSUKHZi HuZQv3Q5 aUIhx3xFiL RHG 1 clPgx 1 bsxOtxL VQ6MbbCZzoiP954I Jwn-SFYQOE 111 kNqqjDYHrRjuqIAiL CQLhNGwoyl94gM] 
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Looking for more reclults? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tlian 100,000 of the i~ation’s top prospects for free. [ltg~p~x~sp? 
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Adding Detailed Analysis by Dattfish as a Reclultii~g and Coaching Tool 

More and more, we hear college prospects talking about their desire to hear a coach 
lay-out a cleam development plan for them dulii~g tile recruiting process, and showii~g 
tilem how theyql get the edge in their athletic development if they were to choose 
tilat patticular progn-am. 
Tli~t’swhywerec~mmendDatt~sh[li~]~://~2~rs6net/~isp?~1~‘a~heqnbab&e~11~4~343~7442&s :56114&e 001Bz~ DScwCiFk6-\,VmLUmM968kTZvdP,~eiS- 
UUm5Ds4U1UyoJmo5ulqlwtTDoZ00Mkw0vo0 tKiMATXRicCNRcFrTSt 142WVIHiYe u~SOYv68pSMvOUBLk~] 
so highly: It’s a great tool tliut gets a reclult’s attention and lets them know 
tliut you are on tile cutting-edge as a college coact~, wMe also giving you tile 
ability to coach more effectively. 
College coaches, as well as tile best Olympic progn-ams in tile world, use Dartfish. 
For example, look at this case study featming Italian volleyball...cai1 you see 
how tiffs kind of easy-to-use, aflbrdable tecMology could impact your program? 
Click here to read tile case study [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104034307442&~56114&e 001Bzg D8cwCjHF3cRYKBfiJdF21mCSeK3pYAuleTjEaGHtBNbKZOGnvwiVm-JdEff6jUmGwspN aWdb8h6RPxwihAODoWsuvBZTSVvZ8JEYrFsTplZ0wMOxAa0t] 
-RPbTHkK-ombq5 FR5tld5 H fN6s~vi] 

Front Rush [h~p:!/~20 rs6 net/l~ljs!d?llr b,a.heqnbab&et 1104034307442&~56114&e 001Bzy DScwCiEL- 
~D 1 ~mb, ld5 S~keP9L c.~3 KB ST 72ZX/’~ 1K\& ~IWgA rdBefbYMYSRI~ZwI ] 

Workbooks [tOp:i/x2Ors6~r,’~p?ilr b,,~,lieqhl_~b&e_~1104034307442&s 56114&e 001B~?~ D8cw(~A{g2ehdEdSPi-~!S?qPJS5ec~QVIZP LOP~gLy.Bo7g~ 
eXDf4~2KOW1 ~’f 9OPtM [~Nlk0~xL~dA HEPTJeLrs5                 ] 

NCAA Explaiils Reasonii~g in Cam Newton Case 

Tile NCAA’s enforcement chief says punishing athletes for violatioils they c~chl’t 
even know about would be a major shift in philosophy for tile organization. 

Days after tile NCAA cleared Auburn quarterback Cam Newton to play despite finchilg 
his father hioke tile orgahlzalion’s roles, Julie Roe Lach told Tile Associated Press 

on Monday that college sports’ govei~ing body traditionally has preferred to" 
on tile side of the stndent-athlete." 

In tile wake of the Newton decision, some conference COliUiffssioners expressed concern 
more adults will shop around reclults now tliut they’ve realized tile player won’t 
be suspended if he wasn’t aware of the scheme... 

Click here to continue [ ab&e>l104034307442&s 56114&e: 001Bz g’~1U9JuwL7RC©yMDKlFi64o- 
24 lzEwV ~b’d J3PWh166 aai ld2Plx8 ] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104034307442&s 56114&e 001Bz~D8cwCjHbbz3MRpOBpcbSy691Rg01aCwlK9tz0sJ2IXT0yRjHUUaDxPVOnl- 
zWsTJR 4CMA~7~HCxnv9~wnXikC2ddsp~xI4;dHeA~r~gwIJEDVUICaxHM~F53B-~2LMbJqSI-kaJzc5gvhnUIAbyHU~Ke-GKDKCjzdjECp7Ipj -dAivlOk82FsnGFel-IRUbF0 ]Natioi~ul 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference 3-DVD Set! 

CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR COPY TODAY [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104034307442&s 56114&e 001Bzg D8cwCjEOeRezHbytsZyMi- 
~UAB67~H~cc~bFKsWaMuLF~zX~9¥’ubXiIsacgWX~r54IRJQY45~v~j3EeyDuVRJ~N7ZhFMwEBpE8Aw~gr2sSiUNV~Qzw~wbp~38M%VF785pCKfv36VBgy¥’~yKe~DQ 1H0sghWMIt2G0PEmKeLaRarZ6ttbnl T 1! 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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eLearning with Adobe Connect 8 

TEXT.htm 

Deliver Engaging eLearning Experiences 

Attend an eLearning Seminar to Learn How to ... 

- Easily conduct online virtual classes and distant learning 
- Rapidly Create rich online content 
- Efficiently manage and track student progress 
- Foster student interaction, participation and collaboration 

Register Now: 
h~p:iiwww.figleaf.co~wProdt~ctsiAdobe-Connect-Webinars.cfm 

Adobe Acrobat Connect is a complete web communication and 
training solution that provides live, interactive web meetings, virtual classes, 
self-paced courses and curriculums that everyone can access 
instantly -- anytime, anywhere. 

Please join Fig Leaf Software, an Adobe Authorized Training Center and 
Premier Adobe Partner, for a series of eLearning seminars featuring 
Adobe(R) Acrobat(R) Connect (TM) Pro (TM). 

These are one-hour seminars. Start times: 

- 2 PM Eastern Time 
- 1 PM Central Time 
- Noon Mountain Time 
- 11 AM Pacific Time 

Register today for this valuable learning opportunity 

hl~p:iiwww.figlea£ com/Prodt~cts/Adobe-Connect-Wcbinars.cfm 

Presented by Fig Leaf Software, Sponsored by Adobe 

eLearning Seminars 

Register Now: 
http:/iwww.fi~lea~.comiProd~ctsiAdobeoConnectoWebi~ars.cfm 

What is Adobe Connect? 

- Tue. 8-10, 2 PM ET 
- Tue. 8-10, 2 PM ET 

Adobe Connect For EDUs: 

- Wed. 8-11, 2 PMET 
- Wed. 8-18, 2 PM ET 

Virtual Classrooms with Adobe Connect: 

- Thur. 8-12, 2 PM ET 



eLearning with Adobe Connect: 

- Tue. 8-19, 2 PM ET 

Fig Leaf Software 

1523 16th Street NW, Second Floor, Washington, DC 20036 
www.figleaf.com, tel.877-FIG-LEAF 

Thank you for your continued interest in Fig Leaf Software. If you’d rather not 
receive updates about events, classes, or products, write to unsubscribe@figleaf.com 
and type ’opt-out’ in the subject line. 

Change email address / Leave mailing list: ht~p:i/~r~plOOoCOm/t~php?id=               fl~ 
Powered by YourMailingListProvider 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 4:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider - Chick-fil-A Bowl ticket information, another win vs. Clemson 

TEXT.htm 

Chick-fil-A Bowl Ticket Requests Information 
The deadline for bowl game ticket request applications was November 15th. Gamecock Club members who 
submitted their requests by the deadline will receive first priority for ticket assignment and all 
requests received by the deadline will be fulfilled first. Members who submitted their requests by 
the November 15th deadline will all receive tickets. Chick-fil-A Bowl tickets are $80 each. 

Men’s Basketball beats Clemson, 64-60. 
Men’s Basketball earned a 64-60 over rival Clemson on Sunday (watch highlights, top right), giving 
the Gamecocks a 7-1 record vs. the Tigers since the start of the 2010 fall season, including wins in 
Football, Men’s and Women’s Basketball, Men’s and Women’s Soccer, and Men’s and Women’s Swimming & 
Diving. The men return to action Saturday, December 1 lth, vs. Wofford looking to add another W to 
their current 7-1 record. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 5:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
2010 Chick-fil-A Bowl Gear Now Available! 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 5:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: A ’Survival Job’ Is the Newest Job Option 

TEXT.htm 
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Avoid the Law~ 
Mentalit£ 

By Harrison Barnes 

Steven Covey wrote in a 
June 2007 article in 
Entrepreneur Magazine: 

Consider the example of 
Berkshire Hathaway CEO 
Warren Buffett in 
acquiring McLane 
Distribution-a $23 billion 
company-from Wal-Mart. 
A deal of this size 
involving public 
companies would typically 
take several months to 
complete and cost several 
million dollars in due 
diligence. But because 
both parties operated with 
high trust, this deal was 
made with one two-hour 
meeting and a handshake. 
In less than a month, it was 
completed. Buffett wrote 
in his annual report: "We 
did no ’due diligence.’ We 
knew everything would be 
exactly as Wal-Mart said it 

How to Work For a Smal~ 
Business Start U2 

By Surajit Sen Sharma 

The small business sector 
has created more than 300, 
000 jobs since last 
October, many times more 
than jobs created by all the 
industry maj ors put 
together. While traditional 
small businesses have 
continued to operate and 
grow despite adverse 
situations, there has been a 
spate of growth in the 
numbers of small 
businesses primarily due to 
former employees trying to 
strike out on their own for 
better or worse. 

Most of these "recession- 
forced-me-into business" 
owners are skilled people 
with high levels of 
personal skills but little 
business experience. Most 
of them had plans to open 
up businesses as retirement 
or self-actualization plans, 

A ’Survival Job’ Is the 
Newest Job _()...ption 

The latest buzzword added 
to the j obseeker’s 
vocabulary this recession 
is a "survival job." In a 
market of j ob seekers 
increasingly conscious and 
concerned about personal 
career obj ectives, any j ob 
that is disconnected from 
personal career goals and 
accepted out of need is a 
"survival j ob." That 
includes all part-time or 
full-time work you engage 
yourself in, but without 
any hope of realizing your 
personal career or 
potentials. 

With the economy headed 
for a "double-dip" in 
critic~�TMs language, and 
experiencing a "temporary 
slowdown of economic 
recovery," in the language 
of economists, self- 
actualization and personal 
career goals become 

2010/12/09 

Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

× .ound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority’ 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

X Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 



would be-and it was." 
Imagine-less than one 
month and no due 
diligence costs. High trust, 
high speed, low cost. 

I love this example and 
recently heard Steven 
Covey give ... 

+ read more 

but the recession forced 
them to show their hands, 
and many were caught 
unprepared and off guard. 
The struggles of starting 
and developing a small ... 

+ read more 

insignificant before the all- 
important question of 
economic survival. In the 
second week of August 
2010, new j obless claims 
were higher than 500, ... 

+ read more 

X Preferred Resumes ] 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac2 Comact Us 

2010 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Unsubscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

wbbmarketing <wbbmarketing@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 9:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
UNC Women’s Basketball Away Game Bus Trip/Ticket Info 

TEXT.htm 

Carolina Women’s Basketball Season Ticket Holder, 

The athletic department will again be offering fans the chance to purchase tickets to the games at Maryland on January 23, at NC State 
on February 21, and at Duke on February 27. The purchase of a ticket to any of these games includes the reservation of a seat on a bus 
with fellow Tar Heel fans to travel to and from the games. Click here ( ~:/iev 10.event~e.neJcicgiobm!nco~m~erce3/SEGelEve~r~List? 
~Code=WBA&li~kg)=m~c&sho~erCoNext=&cNler=&         ) to get your tickets today through the UNC Ticket Office and 
we hope many of you can join us for one, two or all three of these trips to cheer on the Heels! 

Go Heels 



Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

>~A Web,ire 
>About Us 

>The Locker Room 
>Caree~ Center 
>Committees 

21 DAYS TILL PROPOSAL DAY!! 

N4A’s 36th National Convention is just around the corner 
and your Board of Directors eagerly invites submissions of 
proposals that showcase research, work in progress and 
programming from those who would like to share their 
knowledge and expertise with colleagues. With a central 
location, easy access, ample social activities and a 
beautiful hotel, we invite you to showcase your hard work 
for N4A’s 36th National Convention, The Heat Is On, June 
2-5, 2011 at the Hyatt Regency Dallas, while you enjoy the 
company of your colleagues. 

Based on comments from the post convention survey, we are 
attempting to place workshops in one of six tracks this 
year: Director/Administrator, Learning Specialist, 
Tutoring/Mentoring, Advising, New Member, and Small 
Programs. We encourage all professionals to submit 
proposals -- sharing experiences through thought-provoking 
presentations, active demonstrations, and engaging 
conversations. If you have a question about topics or 
subj ect matter, please contact Eric Brey, Program Planner, 
at ebr          , or 865-946-1099. 

Please submit your application by Friday, December 31st 
2010. Presentations will be reviewed and selected by the 
Board of Directors at their mid-year meeting. You will be 
notified no later than February 1 lth, 2011 of your 
selection to present at the Dallas national convention. 
Again this year, we will request electronic copies of 
handouts/presentations of accepted workshops prior to the 
event to ensure a timely posting of information on the 
website. 

To submit a proposal, click the link below: 

https ://n4a.wufoo. com/form s/n4a-2010-national-convention- 
call-for-proposal s/ 
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Please note the following information as it relates to the payroll closing and approval deadlines, as well as Leave 

Reporting Deadlines due to the upcoming holidays: 

FOR SPA £r#[PLOY££$ (those employees paid bi-weekly): 

Pay Period #:L3: beginning December 6th and ending December 19th. NO CHANGE IN APPROVAL DEADLINES. All 

time cards must be completed and approved by employees and TIM approvers by 9:00 a.m. on Monday, December 20th. 
NOTE: Time cards can be approved prior to December 20th. Please be sure that all time has been entered for the entire 

pay period. 

PAYDAY FOR THIS PAY PERIOD IS Friday, DECEMBER 31, 2010 (not earlier as in prior years). Please be aware that 

if an employee is to be issued a hard-copy check, those checks will not be available until Monday, January 3, 
2011 (this applies to temporary and student employees also). 

SPA EXEMPT EMPLOYEE LEAVE REPORTING FORMS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO OUR OFFICE NO LATER THAN THURSDAY, 

DECEMBER 16th (Form is attached). 

Pay Period #:~4: beginning December 20, 2010 and ending January 2, 2011: NO CHANGE IN APPROVAL DEADLINES. 
All time cards must be completed and approved by employees and TIM approvers by 9:00 a.m. on Monday, January 3rd, 

2011. 

SPA EXEMPT EMPLOYEE LEAVE REPORTING FORMS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO OUR OFFICE NO LATER THAN 

MONDAY, JANUARY 3rd, 2011. (Form is attached). 

FOR EPA EMPLOY£E$ (employees paid monthly): 

December: Leave Reporting forms will be due in our office with all required signatures no later than Thursday, 

December 16th. Head Coaches for Olympic Sports: please send your reports to Beth Miller for approval prior to 

sending your form to our office. (Form is attached). 
PAYDAY: Friday, December 23rd. 

~o s~is~ c~mpus repor~i~ ~nd p~yroll requirements. Please co~ct ~oyce D~l~leish or Tr~cy 

Joyce & Tracy 



[n the email reminder sent earlier about payroll/leave reporting deadlines, there was a slight error in the date for the EPA 

December payday. Please note that the monthly EPA payday for December is THURSDAY, December 23rd. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



Effective January 1,2011, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has increased the business standard mileage 
rate from 50 cents per mile to 51 cents per mile to reflect generally higher transportation costs compared to 
the prior year. Pursuant to state statute, the Office of State Budget and Management changed the allowable 
rate of reimbursement for travel on official business by state employees to be equal to the IRS rate. 

In processing travel reimbursement forms for trips that begin on or after January 1,2011, the allowable rate is 
51 cents. For trips that began before January 1,2011, the rate is 50 cents. 

University travelers are obligated to use a State vehicle (if available) when the round trip exceeds 100 miles. 
The reimbursement rate is 30 cents per mile when an individual uses a personal car when a state car is 
available. 

The dealer car rate will remain 25 cents per mile. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter. 

Joshua N. Boone 
Athletic Business Office 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-5200 
Fax: 919-962-0667 
~/. tarheel bl ue, co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mail Delivery System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 2:45 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

status.txt; Mail.msg 

The following message to <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> was undeliverable. 
The reason for the problem: 
5.1.0 - Unknown address error 553-’You must authenticate’ 



TO: Management Distribution List 

FROM: Brenda Richardson Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

RE: Employee Appreciation Tips 

NOTE: You are receiving this email because you are part of OHR’s Management Distribution List, a new compilation of all 

members of the Carolina community who have one or more employees directly reporting to them. Use of this list will 

J~acifitate communication about issues relevant to Carofina administrators who supervise employees. 

In the weeks since the University’s annual Employee Appreciation Day event was held in October, I have received many 

comments about the value of employee appreciation - especially during difficult financial times - and about how 

positively our faculty and staff received the event. Appreciation is defined as "applying sound judgment and keen 

insight in recognizing the worth of someone." A great place to work is one where ideas flow freely and people feel 

valued by, and committed to, the organization. Just think about how great you feel when you are recognized publicly or 

receive praise from the person you report to -- or the pride members of a team feel when taken out to lunch to 

celebrate the completion of a big project. If this conjures up positive thoughts, you understand how it feels to be 

thanked and appreciated - and it’s essential that we use our positions to spread this emotion to employees across the 

entire Carolina community. 

Employee recognition is a key driver of motivation and employee satisfaction in the workplace. Recognizing staff for 

work accomplishments, career service, retirement or other special circumstances can enhance relationships and 

reinforce desired behaviors. Incentives have long played an important role in motivating, rewarding and energizing 

employees. 

Consistent, timely, and meaningful reward and recognition do not need to be costly or time-consuming, but they should 

be a priority. To this end, I have attached some Employee Appreciation Tips that managers and supervisors can use to 

show appreciation for the hard work being done every day by Carolina’s employees. Many of these ideas require no 

funds to implement - but the payoff in increased morale and engagement can be quite high. 

The University recognizes all employees annually at Employee Appreciation Day; you can have a lasting and positive 

impact on employees all year long by appreciating the contributions they make to UNC-Chapel Hill each and every day. I 

hope the attached "Appreciation Tips" will be helpful to you. 

Thank you for everything you do to make Carofina a great place to work! 

cc: Vice Chancellors and Deans 

HR Facilitators 

f4+ SecureStor Stored: total l?6566b~,tes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
emp-appreciation-tips,pdf Sun 13 ~qar 2011 16;24;39 ,-0400 

Size 
176566b~/tes 



Attention Carolina Employee Express Plan Member: 

Once again, there will be a sale at UNC Student Stores for their end-of-year sale.~ This coming Friday, December 17t~, 
the Student Stores will be extending a 25% discount on selected items.A Please see the attachment for details. 

Dining Hall Update: 

The main Dining Halls will close after December 17t~ as the students wrap up their exams and head home.~ Dining 
Services will be open in the following areas over the break: 

The Beach Caf~© 

House of Dogs in Lenoir Hall 

Caf~© McColl 

Tar Heal Caf~© 

All Snack Bars locations will be open except for the Law Bar after December 17~. 

~Check stores for specific hours of operation 

The Dining Halls will reopen on January 10th and your 30% discount in the board areas will once again be honored. 

Happy Holidays! 

UNC One Card Office 

UNC Dining Services 

~1+ SecureStor Stored: total 225867bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
2010 Year End Sale.pdf Sun~ 13 ~qar 2011 16;37;16-0400 

Size 
225867bytes 



Praise for academic support: O’Brien began his meeting with reporters Sunday by complimenting N.C. State’s academic 

support program for receiving certification from the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics. 

N.C. State announced Thursday that it has become the first ACC school to receive this certification. 

"it’s a great story and a great compliment for them that they are compliant with everything on the national level as far as 

tutorial and tutorial services," O’Brien said. "I think it’s a little bigger deal than has been reported here the past couple 
days." 

Read more: htt~://~ww.news~bserver.c~m/2~1~/12/13/859537/pack-awaits-wi~s~n-ch~ice.htm~#ixzz183MLqLn2 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



This email is intended for every staff member in the Department. Administrators and Coaches, please ensure that 

everyone in your section is aware of these University policies... 

What kinds of activities are probable violations of copyright law? 

Copying and sharing most music, images, movies, or other copyrighted material. 

Posting or plagiarizing copyrighted material on your personal webspace. 
Unauthorized downloading anything of which you don’t already own a copy (software, music, movies, etc.) 

Copyright law applies to a wide variety of works, and covers much more than is listed above. If you’re in doubt about a 

particular work, assume that it is copyrighted! 

What is considered unacceptable use at UNCoChapel Hill? 

The following activities are forbidden by the UNC-Chapel Hill Data Network Acceptable Use Policy (please see this policy 
for additional unacceptable activities): 

Commercial for-profit activities. You can’t run a business or even engage in for-profit activities over the campus network. 

Generating excessive network traffic or consuming excessive network resources apart from educational use. This often 
occurs when file-sharing programs (Limewire, Ares, KaZaA, BitTorrent, etc.) are used to share a large number of files. 

Mass emailing. 

Distributing any kind of obscene materials, particularly child pornography. 
Threatening harm by harassing, stalking, transmitting obscenities, or other criminal offenses. 

Attempting to gain access to an individual’s account or to nonpublic parts of the campus network. 

Attempting to intercept data transmissions on the campus network. 

Engaging in any electronic activities that violate any local, state, national, or international law. 

Are music and movies illegal? 

Some music and movies can be legally obtained through online services or from sites officially permitted by the 
copyright holders to offer certain downloads. Some are copyright free. Most MP3s don’t fall into either category. 

MP3 files are completely legal, but it’s illegal to have MP3s of music recordings that you don’t already own, or to which 
you haven’t obtained the rights. 

In almost all cases, sharing MP3s over the campus network is also illegal. 

United States copyright law allows you to create MP3s only for your personal use and only of songs to which you already 

have rights. You can make MP3s only of songs for which you already own the CD or tape. And personal use means for 
you alone - you can’t make copies and give or sell them to other people. 

How could I get caught if I violate copyright ~aw or the Acceptable Use Polic~ 

UNC system administrators do not routinely police our network for illegal activity, but they must respond to formal legal 

complaints they receive. Also, if your computer begins to consume excessive network resources, ITS will investigate your 

network activities in order to keep the network operating smoothly. 

Organizations like the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) frequently police file-sharing programs for 
copyrighted material belonging to the artists they represent. 

Other agencies like the FBI are vigilant in monitoring some areas, such as the traffic in child pornography. 

If you establish a business online, it’s a likely bet that your competitors will be the first to notify UNC of your illegal 
activity. 

Some students are under the impression that their activity on the Internet is largely anonymous or untraceable, but this is 

untrue. In fact, almost all your activity on the Internet is logged on many of the computer systems you use, and while 

these logs usually are not inspected, they certainly can be used to confirm or implicate you in illegal activity. 



If, after an ITS investigation, the allegations against you appear to be true, your access to the network will be immediately 

suspended, which means that you may not be able to use your computer on the campus network, and may not be able 
to send or receive email. 

You will be notified through several means of communication of the apparent appropriate use violations, and be asked 

to set up a time to meet with departmental and/or ITS administrators. 
In this meeting, ITS administrators will present the allegations made against you and the evidence collected to support 

them. If it is a copyright violation, you will have an opportunity to make a legal response if you believe you did not break 

any copyright laws. 

In order to restore your network connectivity, you may have to sign an agreement with UNC under which you will agree 
to cease the activity that violates the appropriate use policy. Another infraction may result in the permanent loss of your 

access to the network. 

Repeat or serious violations may result in termination of employment. 



On Wednesday, December 15th, I will be patching 3 of our servers. The work will commence sometime between 7- 

7:30am. There will be up to a 10-20 minute disruption of services during for this maintenance. Disrupted services include; 

Groupwise e-mail, GW messenger and our network drives (h,i,j,s & u). 

Please mark your calendar and plan your work accordingly. 

Thanks! 

Kent 



Hello all, 

Just a friendly reminder that tomorrow, Weds., is the Academics/Student Athlete Dev. Holiday Get-Together. We have 

chosen a 3:00 pm start time; come and go as you please and enjoy snacks and drinks. Also, if you choose, there will be 
an exchange of $10. gift cards. You purchase a $10. gift card from anywhere and then you will get to pick a card from 

the "hat." We hope you will be able to enjoy at least some time together before the holidays, if you can’t bring a 

goodie, we can always use some drinks (non-alcoholic)! Sorry .... 

See you tomorrow, 

Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 
srestivoC~a u nca a.u ncoed u 



Hey Brent - Sorry I missed your call last week. Are you in this week? If so, I’ll shoot you a call Thursday/Friday. 

Hope you and the fam are well! 

Ryan Carter 

Ath. Acad. Elig. Coord. 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of Virginia 

P. 434-989-6395 

F. 434-982-2627 



Dec 18th through January 2nd .... 

[ will be on vacation and out of the office. [f you need assistance during this time, please contact Christina Suits at 

csuits(~#uncaa.UnCoedu or 843-5296. 

Happy Holidays everyone! 

Kent 



Thanks so much Brent. 

> > > Brent Blanton 12/14/2010 3:41 PM > > > 
Here it is... B 

> > > Susan B. Maloy 12/14/2010 2:43 PM > > > 

Hey Brent, 

I thought that I used to be able to run a report of those who are required to be certified at mid-year. 
how to do that again? 

Can you show me 

Thanks, 
Susan 



Microsoft pushed out 10-15 updates for windows systems last night. I would suggest you be prepared for the prompt to 

restart your workstations at some point in the next 24 hours. If not restarted, workstations in the department will 

automatically reboot around 3am tomorrow with the normal windows update schedule. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"WCMS 2011" <admin@infomesr.org> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 4:05 PM 

admin@infomesr.org; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Call for papers - 2011 World Congress on Mathematics and Statistics 

TEXT.htm 



2011 World Congress on Mathematics and Statistics 
(WCMS’aa) 

from 24 to 26 July, 20a~ 
Cairo, Eg~pt 

PLEASE ACCEPT OUR APOLOGIES IF YOU RECEIVED MULTIPLE COPIES OF THIS CFP 

SCOPE 
Papers are invited in all areas of mathematics and statistics with a focus on the following areas: 

1-    Mathematics: 
Algebra, Analysis, Applied Mathematics, Arithmetic, Calculus, Combinatorics, Complex Analysis, Computational 
Geometry, Computational Mathematics, Computational Science, Computer Algebra, Cross-disciplinary areas of 
Mathematics, Cryptology, Differential Equations, Differential Geometry, Discrete Mathematics, Dynamical 
Systems, Financial Mathematics, Finite Mathematics, Foundations of Mathematics, Fourier Analysis & Wavelets, 
Fractals, Genetic Algorithms, Geometry, History of Mathematics, Industrial Mathematics, Linear & Nonlinear 
Programming, Linear and Matrix Algebra, Logic, Mathematical Biology, Mathematics Education, Multivariable 
Calculus, Nonlinear Dynamics, Number Theory, Numerical Analysis, Ordinary Differential Equations, Partial 
Differential Equations, Pre-Algebra, Pre-Calculus, Probability, Set Theory, Topology, Trigonometry, and Other 
Areas of Mathematics. 

2- Statistics: 
Agricultural Statistics, Applied Statistics, Bayesian Statistics, Computational Statistics, Computer Simulations, 
Cross-disciplinary areas of Statistics, Econometrics, Educational Statistics, Environmental Statistics, Industrial 
Statistics, Management Science, Mathematical Statistics, Medical Statistics, Non-Parametric Statistics, Operations 
Research, Probability, Psychological Measurement, Quantitative Methods, Statistical Modeling, Statistics 
Education, and Other Areas of Statistics. 

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 
Prospective authors are invited to submit papers based on their original work using the format provided on the 
conference website. We also encourage submissions of proposals for tutorials and special sessions (like round tables [] 
etc.). Details of the submission are available on the main conference website: http://infomesr.org/en/scientific- 
research!conferences/2011-conferences/48-wcms 11 
Also, you can submit your paper through: http://infomesr.or~/en/scientific-research!paper-submission 
All submitted papers will be peer-reviewed. The accepted papers must be presented during the conference period in 
order to be published in the conference proceedings, which will be available starting from July 1,2011, through The 
Online Journal on Mathematics and Statistics (OJMS). 

SCHEDULE 
Submission of full papers: March 31, 2011 

Acceptance notification: May 01, 2011 
Camera ready submission: May 15, 2011 

Please, don’t hesitate to ask about anything. 

Thank you very much and hope to see you in Egypt, where INFOMESR conferences. 

* Please, ©]STRIBUTE this CFP to your colleagues and all persons interested in our conferences subjects 
* To avoid spam, when reply, please, replace [AT] with @ and [dot] with° 
* All replies must be directed to: admin[ATlinfomesr[dotlor~ 

CONTACTS 
Conferences Reporter 

Tel. (002 - 010) 6896063 
Fax. (002 - 02) 24488366 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Laura Wood" <laura.wood@researchandmarkets.org> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 4:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laura Wood 
<laura.wood@researchandmarkets. org> 

The Licensing Letter Sports Licensing Report 2010 

Market intelligence to help you do your job better - The Licensing Letter Sports Licensing Report 

A 69-page analysis of the $17.5 billion worldwide sports-licensing business. 

The 2010 Licensing Letter Sports Licensing Report provides quick-reference rundowns of the teams in each league; licensees lists, 
including contact information; attendance data; media profiles; marketing strategy; and retail sales data. You’ll have all the hard 
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Tile hnportance of "Packagi~g" to Your Prospect 
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past weekend, I had tile chalice to be a featured speaker st tile Americall Volleyball 
Coaches Association convention in Kmlsas City, as wall as tile Intercollegiate Te~mis 
Association in Naples, Florida. 

Tile topic for both groups ~vas building an amazing campus visit for their prospects. 

And the reaction to tile content of the talk ~vas interesting, especially ~vhen it 

calne to how to achieve "amazing". Some coaches that I talked to afterwal-ds were 
surprised that I focused so much on tile message alld tile big picture that is presented 
(or is missing) to your prospect Is it really that importaltt? And, why should 
you focus on fine-tmffng a message to your visiting prospects? 

It all comes do~vn to packaging your proglmn tile fight ~vay to your prospect. It’s 
all appropriate topic tiffs ~veek, of course, because some of us ale ~vay behind on 
some shopping alld ~vill be dealing ~vith tile proper packaging right up until Santa’s 
arrival. 

In our society, ~ve’ve raised our kids to expect a great stoly behind a successful 
bralld: iPod, Xbox, Hollister...each popular teen bralld has created a great overall 
packaging strategy that has lead theln to capture tile a~ention of their custolnels 
better thall their competitors. 

And by "packaging", I’m not just talking about tile plastic or cardboard it might 
come in; I’m talking about that stoly...that feeling...ttle big idea that makes 

you want to be associated with that product as a buyer. 

So, ho~v does all tiffs relate to creating that great "package" ~vhen it comes to calnpus 
visits? Here’s what we Wallt to teach you about tile concept... 
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to all of tile resealch we’ve done on hUllch-eds of college campuses al-ound tile countly, 
a campus visit is one of tile big key events in the life of a prospect as they make 
their final decision. To heal Dan Tudor talk about how to build that visit, click 
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New Technology PaOneistffp Has College Coactffng Community Excited About Recralting 
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of the ttfings that coaches were bu~ng about tiffs week w~ the ~mmtcement that 
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has pa~nered ruth Umversi~ Atklete, one of college volleybNl’s most used datab~es 

of prospects playing in volleybN1 to~mments ~omtd the comtt~y. 
~te ~vo comp~es have rome it possible to sync infommfion be~veen the ~vo databases, 
m~ng it e~ier for coaches to remit. 

"~ten a coach is at a to~mment ~td creates a note in Umversi~ Atklete, that 
~ta is automaficNly Mded to Front Rush if you’re a ~er", explNns Front Rush’s 
Sean Devlin. "You literally don’t have to do ~t~tfing. There ~e no expo~s, no 
impo~s, nottfing. You don’t even have to go back to yore compNer. Front Rush’s 
se~ers spe~ Nrectly ruth Umversi~ AtklNe’s se~ers and sync the new ~ta automaficNly. 
It is Nmost too e~y~" 
~te a~omtcement is just one of severn advances that Front Rush is getting rea@ 
to pre~er heaNng into the new ye~, so stay ~ted. AM, if you ~en’t a Front 
Rush ~er, now is the perfect time to find out why they’ve become the #1 web-based 
re~fing management system in college atklefics. 
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to see why it’s #1 

Free Video Player App Letting Coaches View and Analyze Video More Effectively 
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continues to make key advances in tile area of video analysis and how coaches use 
it to train and evaluate their athletes. 

Tile latest tool ~p:i/~2Orsdn                    ab&e* 1104111414077&s: 56114&e 001)(xe OEma\uS-eOqMGCYmqZBYxb 
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that college coaches now have at their disposal is tile Dartfish Player, which enables 
college coaches to view videos offline and dowtfload videos much Pastel-, as well. 

Tile tool easily enables coaches to quickly and effectivdy build all online libraly 

of videos that Call be refelred to again and again in tile process of coactffng and 
evaluating their athletes. 

Want tile free do~vuload to see ~vhat it’s all about? 

Click here to continue ab&ot 1104111414077&s 56114&e 001 
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CNBC Investigates Rising Student Loan Debt and Effect on Economy 

College tuition never seelns to get cheaper, and tile effect is far reactffng for many 
college coaches. The cost of tffgher education has been rising far faster than tile 
rate of inflation for decades nosy, saddling many students - as ~vdl as athletes 
in Division III and others ~vho don’t earn athletic scholarstffps - with staggering 
loans before they even enter tile ~vorkforce. 

"I~ice of Adilfission: America’s College Debt Crisis" (tonight at 9 p.m. on CNBC) 
examines tile peculiarity of student loans. Uulike inol~gages or credit-card obligations, 

they carry few consumer protections. According to tiffs repol~, student-loan debt 

camlot be refinanced or wiped out via batflcmptcy. In some cases, yomlg people have 
died, leaving their parents and JPanulies in tile lmch. 

It’s recolimlended viewing for college coaches ~vho ~Vallt to understand tile complexities 
of finandng college fionl tile student-athlete’s point of vie~v. 
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The Importance of "Packaging" to Your Prospect 

This past weekend, I had the chance to be a featured speaker at the 
American Volleyball Coaches Association convention in Kansas City, as 
well as the Intercollegiate Tennis Association in Naples, Florida. 

The topic for both groups was building an amazing campus visit for 
their prospects. 

And the reaction to the content of the talk was interesting, especially 
when it came to how to achieve "amazing". Some coaches thatI 
talked to afterwards were surprised that I focused so much on the 
message and the big picture that is presented (or is missing) to your 
prospect. Is it really that important? And, why should you focus on 
fine-tuning a message to your visiting prospects? 

It all comes down to packaging your program the right way to your prospect. It’s an appropriate topic this 
week, of course, because some of us are way behind on some shopping and will be dealing with the proper 
packaging right up until Santa’s arrival. 

In our society, we’ve raised our kids to expect a great story behind a successful brand: iPod, Xbox, 
Hollister...each popular teen brand has created a great overall packaging strategy that has lead them to 
capture the attention of their customers better than their competitors. 

And by "packaging", I’m not just talking about the plastic or cardboard it might come in; I’m talking about 
that story...that feeling...the big idea that makes you want to be associated with that product as a buyer. 



So, how does all this relate to creating that great "package" when it comes to campus visits? Here’s what we 
want to teach you about the concept... 

Click here to continue 

Dartfsh 

The #1 coaching too~ in the wOHdo 
CLICK HERETO DISCOVER WHY 

Only on Our Facebook Page: Video Advice on Building a 
Great Campus Visit for Your Prospects 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! 
According to all of the research we’ve done on hundreds of college campuses 
around the country, a campus visit is one of the big key events in the life of a 
prospect as they make their final decision. To hear Dan Tudor talk about how to 

build that visit, click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start 
following Dan on Twitter. 

Make sure you’re using social media to improve your recruiting, Coach. Follow us 
on Facebook and Twitter...you’ll be glad you did! 

Conference SoDVD Set! 

New Technology Partnership Has College Coaching 



Community Excited About Recruiting 

Front Rush 
One of the things that coaches were buzzing about this week was 
the announcement that FroBt Rush has partnered with 
University Athlete, one of college volleyball’s most used 
databases of prospects playing in volleyball tournaments around 
the country. 

The two companies have made it possible to sync information 
between the two databases, making it easier for coaches to 
recruit. 
"When a coach is at a tournament and creates a note in 
University Athlete, that data is automatically added to Front Rush 
if you’re a user", explains Front Rush’s Sean Devlin. "You literally 
don’t have to do anything. There are no exports, no imports, 

nothing. You don’t even have to go back to your computer. Front Rush’s servers speak directly with 
University Athlete’s servers and sync the new data automatically. It is almost too easy!" 

The announcement is just one of several advances that Front Rush is getting ready to premier heading into 
the new year, so stay tuned. And, if you aren’ta Front Rush user, now is the perfect time to find out why 
they’ve become the #1 web-based recruiting management system in college athletics. 

Click here to find out more 

Front Rush 

~ek here to see why ~t°s #t 

Free Video Player App Letting Coaches View and Analyze 
Video More Effectively 

Dartfish continues to make key advances in the area of video 
analysis and how coaches use it to train and evaluate their 
athletes. 

The latest tool that college coaches now have at their 
disposal is Lhe DarLfish Player, which enables college coaches 

Lo view videos offline and download videos much fasLer, as 
well. 

The tool easily enables coaches to quickly and effectively build 
an online library of videos that can be referred to again and 
again in the process of coaching and evaluating their athletes. 

Want the free download to see what it’s all about? 

Click here to continue 



CNBC Investigates Rising Student Loan Debt and Effect on 
Economy 

College tuition never seems to get cheaper, and the effect is far 
reaching for many college coaches. The cost of higher education has 
been rising far faster than the rate of inflation for decades now, 
saddling many students - as well as athletes in Division III and others 
who don’t earn athletic scholarships - with staggering loans before 
they even enter the workforce. 

"Price of Admission: America’s College Debt Crisis" (tonight at 
9 p.m. on CNBC) examines the peculiarity of student loans. Unlike 
mortgages or credit-card obligations, they carry few consumer 
protections. According to this report, student-loan debt cannot be 
refinanced or wiped out via bankruptcy. In some cases, young people 
have died, leaving their parents and families in the lurch. 

It’s recommended viewing for college coaches who want to understand 
the complexities of financing college from the student-athlete’s point of 
view. 

Click here to find out more 
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~.0 DAYS TILL PROPOSAL DAY.~.~ 

The Heat Is On, June 2-5, 2011 at the Hyatt Regency Dallas 

N4A’s 36th National Convention is just around the corner and 
we eagerly await your workshop proposals that showcase 
research, work in progress and programming from those who 
would like to share their knowledge and expertise with 
colleagues. We will be in a great city with a central location, 
convenient travel options, unbeatable room rates at a 
beautiful hotel, and of course your friends and colleagues. 
Hopefully, you’re out of excuses and are motivated to share 
the success you enjoy at your college/university with all of 
us in Dallas. 

Based on comments from the post convention survey, we are 
attempting to place workshops in one of six tracks this year: 
Director/Administrator, Learning Specialist, 
Tutoring/IVlentoring, Advising, New Member, and Small 
Programs. We encourage all professionals to submit 
proposals -- sharing experiences through thought-provoking 
presentations, active demonstrations, and engaging 
conversations. 

Tf yOU have a question about topics or subject matter, please 
contact Eric Brey, Program Planner, at ebre~utkoedu., or 
865-946-1099. 

Please submit your application by Friday, December 31st 
20:~0. Presentations will be reviewed and selected by the 
Board of Directors at their mid-year meeting. You will be 
notified no later than February 11th, 2011 of your selection 
to present at the Dallas national convention. Again this year, 
we will request electronic copies of handouts/presentations 
of accepted workshops prior to the event to ensure a timely 
posting of information on the website. 
To submit a proposal, click the link below: 

https ://n4a.wufoo.com/forms/n4a-2011-call-for-proposals/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cary Nelson, AAUP President" <aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 1:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Newsletter: What Academic Freedom Is/Isn’t 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Over the course of decades, a great many books, essays, and policies have 
been written and published about academic freedom. We have learned how to 
apply it to pedagogical, technological, cultural, and political realities 
that did not exist when the concept was first defined. Not only faculty 
members, administrators, trustees, and students, but also parents, 
politicians, and other members of the public, would now benefit from a 
concise summary of its major features. Sometimes academic freedom is invoked 
in situations where it doesn’t actually apply. But many within and without 
higher education are not well-versed in all the protections it does provide. 
Here is a link to a statement in Inside Higher Education designed to help 
clarify both what academic freedom does and doesn’t do. 

"Defining Academic Freedom" 
~’~is.eresot~rces.com:glili5294489i4034459i2096/W 
Visit the AAUP’s web site (www.aaup.org), find out about our new reduced 

dues, and join the organization that has defined and protected academic 
freedom for nearly 100 years. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~:i/lvris.ercsources.com:81i~i5294489i4034459/470iOi 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5294489-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit 
reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



Over the course of decades, a great many books, essays, and 
policies have been written and published about academic 
freedom. We have learned how to apply it to pedagogical, 
technological, cultural, and political realities that did not exist 
when the concept was first defined. Not only faculty 
members, administrators, trustees, and students, but also 
parents, politicians, and other members of the public, would 
now benefit from a concise summary of its major features. 
Sometimes academic freedom is invoked in situations where 
it doesn’t actually apply. But many within and without 
higher education are not well-versed in all the protections it 
does provide. Here isa link toa statement in Inside Higher 
Education designed to help clarify both what academic 
freedom does and doesn’t do. 

"Definincl. Academic Freedom" 

Visit the AAUP’s web site, find out about our new reduced 
dues, and join the organization that has defined and 
protected academic freedom for nearly 100 years. 
The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of 
University Professors. Learn more about the AAUP. Visit us on Facebook. Follow us 
on Twitter. 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe, send a blank email to 
leave-5294489-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or hit reply and use 
"Unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 
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Thursday, December 23, 2010 8:21 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: The Holidays Are the Best Time to Search for a Job 

TEXT.htm 



Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@ u~caa.u~c.edu 

www.tarheelblue,com 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, December 27, 2010 6:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.him 

Having houble viewbg tiffs email? 
Click here 

r20 co~ tstaatcontact co~miend~zr ?ih--w ~q5d~dal~&v 001tin 20%-W9YeOrPfZAVFYDViSPmFn\ MYOUo 
YW~ MLff~JUmXCo~,CP~u 

Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 27, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant DowiJ oad) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is inhoduced to the proper tectmiques and 
sh-ategies for huvbg a successful personal interview. This includes a detailed 
discussion on the alght steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 

for and conduct thalr interview. 
$12.95 - Add To Cart [ WPd-" 4 - 
itEksI9\~?g~.)li~ul~iTmac~Ai~G CY Ux\,V o lsvwdcY 5 c Y tCH G 9 f~GMF45mUi©~ 1i13~72wDH o~i inK9 FK~%(~ 8 JPr ~y 5619 q~kx0ic rMwlw,~AOI<W~dK~,%PzR4ceKx 1228541] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuft] I recommended it to the parents 
of my incoming sport mai~agement class. I also will be recommending it to our seniors 

who are completing our professioi~al preparation class tiffs f~ll. 
-Ctuystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [h~ps://www.paypal.com/cNbii~/webscr?first ilume &last i~ume &tmdefinedquantity-l&busines~howardgauthier@mac.com&image ml &retm~ &cancel retm~ &item name Gettii~g%20Hh-ed%20In% 
20College%20Sports&amoun~29.95&shippin~3.99&currenc~codeUSD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 
Library Adoption 
Suggest to your librarian thut they adopt the book so thut your students have an 
oppo~mtity to learn the latest techiffques h~ sports career development To receive 

a library order fom~ Click Here [h~p://r20.rs6.net]tn.jsp?lh~,vjn5&xdab&et-1104130245908&~4132&e 001MZ2-TOhp81kzrvvaaoHAYTS wMh0ezdFcLcMoy5C36YgrpzAd5QxcWZ8mj- 
gJJowIQd4iexMxoP5BqKOillRg EXPd0PwhPNRgTHOOOGDYmPQQmt Ne-KRR7TG~c~MTiEkYrSvj2mveCSH1tm9~v3~Xveb4~GQ-xUhkp~ncKKhq-~W2rWf~mkpS~2p3QCuY9bEamzija~ ]. 

Join Ore Mailbg List [~9://\,Jsitor r20 const~lconlact com/email }~/?~w1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [ ’?115-wi~Sdxdab&e~l104130245908&~4132&e 001MZ2- 
T~hp81k8tK1Rryh~44qe4~d~.i2TaVych~GcZCzFN2n~gf]kY~p7v~V1c~Gai~xCz~mmpSSChiE8U~YUa\~R9E~ SFQvZgKYOnLNB11ix[hIvq2nvzY9dnVFLGD] 

Job Listings [hs:?:/h20 rs6 ne~Jm ~sp?llr ~a,{n5dxdab&e>l i04130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 
~ ~jzY2cZc8H2V~Wkw~vw~8~Tsx1a5tL~JGJUg~EHH~CLLTUrRE~Q)x54~5~mNV76i1JmG-bETV2hx~ &2~X, d39-oBLiO X3~)dPS~wT’b2wXV~] 
Sports Management Degee Progams [~¢://~20 rs6 aeff~n~zn5dadab&e>110413024590g&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TO cwYomTkTKIgTzb5xChVPzbl~c*niJe;~= 

] 
Career Development Books [~):i/~20rs6neff~?llr -w{*~Sdadab&e>1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TOh~ogllA02NHa85xGIgS~vw,29{Xip~C3ZCS4OGd3y&wgTXqFDipamc50vG- 
~%!}ogSqAF~n%z, cEem~l                       ~qSt3ql~>b u~TY CqTJiAW~T~ns5EX~5w ] 
Fo~wardto a FrieM [h~]):iiui cor~stanmo~act conffsa/l<sdfijsp?m 1103508747574&~1104130245908&ea blm~on%40m~caa unc echi] 
Nnd~ onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.negm.jsp?lh~j~5&x&b&e~llO4130245908&~4132&e ~MZ2-T~hp8~kjaL6gUYIHv~LG88926a~Li2ismRsV3uY~9yBUI~6upyV3MiY~4~Gu~f~mRy-r2c2~6- 
EPffTD@RuJ4Oqv~ JPmX1 FgyrDbj6~sD7pXbkdSk2vNLTw9dVVxSiB~-Ep6DQ~KFLKQr3tcQ~kaH76~WjmvX2~gYZYYbFF~wDTB~nVG5We9m~] 

Featm-eA~icle 

How Goal Achieving REALLY Works 
By Darran Hardy 
Success.coii1 

I promisedyouin the last video [~No:/,,’~20rstneE~lisp?llr wjn5dxdah&et 1104130245908&s 4132&e ()01MZ2-’FOh]!8111TvC+qTNolbAX aTliXXvm9fLSTZ1TFJ1Fx2Xa3vEwZF-fXz- 
V6A6 ~.Sf9(.2 S b W r~L~E o 4 F, (~ ~ ~ o 4z2 ~.tk 5c M 9 b ] 5 ~1~ \ U2~o P % C Mu\4 ] j6J \~’Bj R2 E ~)e E ;b~)_E 0 WSc J_fY k’w ] 
I would explain the process of how goal setting, and far more impottant, goal ACHIEVING 
actually works. This is the mystery of the ’secret’ REVEALED. 

This is how the Law of Ath-action really works. It is not some mysterious, esoteric 
voodoo, as it sometimes som~ds like, as it is balng described. It’s far simpler 
and more practical thun that 

By the end you will say... "Ab. I get it." And, "Now... I know how to make it work." 

...(More) [h~p://r20.rs6.net]m.jsp?lh~vjn5&xdab&et-llO4130245908&~4132&e ~MZ2-T~hp8~kThq-HtxDWp¥Na~K2wX6BFw4jbEzB~92p--uQNd~d~sdQv6dcgmsVFVn8vPn3uItZdEEcY~8Q- 
v e aO1XJ 5Uie Aj 8 K E e v 5 K RyWtFUN 6 H 34u~ O 1 r l Fyw6 N G GE Y qhX 17X0 hA78Ao B T WWF X I X9 F zI R D I qT ¥’o 84i4AU c Wg S Q a fpFxrE s E BiKen6 qN c 7gv S W2 B mZ 8uGykuH1J O 0 N by 1 Ijw sO aT s D fw30yTo D L wp- XyHtiQ- 
BAQyZHEq 1GI 1 pqgV- 2ReTG3pgYy0UIL VO6 5rpnuObUgPB LCNtK 1 tEiWzUIT 0 Jg~ ] 

New Job Listii~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, December 27tb. include positioits as an athletic director, 
an athletic hah~er, an assistant professor in Sports Achiffnish-atioi~. and recreation. 
To view these positions and more, click on the individuul links below or go to 
omwebsite atwww.spottscareersiitstitute.com [t~b?:,’h20rstnet/m~:)~5detdal~&e~llO4130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 
T O t~p81 k8 t K 1R I T t ff,X 44~ e 407 dr\ 2 T a V\,,~ I ,¢~Oc Z C zFN 2~ rl ~ fik Y o p 7 v o \it cy2 G ci a x C mm~ r_~)S S C l zE 8 U 0 o Y U a’~,<£ 9 ~v ,i~, K Y On b N 3n{yd~I v q 2i ~vz Y 96n V F L Gf~]. 
Events Coordinator, Stueckle Sky Center, Athletics - [~J rs6 net/l?~ i~- ’5dxdab&ei- 1104130245908&~4132&e :001MZ2-TOhp81kc~t)_dt_2_kceM~e xt, Yx<~ff{~,V3~ 
9dQINUIHdI~bDAKqpHT3aGI~xH4bSsswYmISQbMIf~ 5w<JyPBXXD5(IeKt~SWwBDYiI~IthXSQNtffxaK riSdBsnoedD,~:p~,iF25stLQxfF5sA13cM1XqhP] 
Boise State University [ n5dxdah&elllO4130245908&~4132&e 001MZ2-TO~ NUIHdLbDAKc~HT3aGhxH4bSsswYmISQbMIf8 5w- 
~gB XXD5GeKuS Ww BUYiRflhX8 fi~ 5sA13cM1X~] 
Assistant Softball Coach - College of Momtt Saint Vincent [ 
H Nv~N_I sin5 t Gs9 ?86 B F d S S 7Z Y K cp_5ve~ ~s dJ~Dts j~4 KfSZ C f81 e eul L~doL 4fl G Kv r S 19 v5 i uG M V 1 u G@y 1 S zs Z1 c 8 G3 C dz chGP Rx ~\,~-v 1"~ O vO 7 e ] 



MarketingCoordinator-[hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~vjn5&xdab&et-l104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp81 liGixqaukXcTdpPuewRK D0611Nn3ipeDn h5I 0kC4bFOGy3 JVMwEegzZ 1 uxxG5URJxHPn0HtMFvMG6 LEFO SWgm5HIbWc fL4CKi 0 I~:dPaVDZLOYqrX 1 ekekoB OFt 14ZYRTgXyijTyACTHuV8psX3 HIUqnme 
Oregon State U~tiversity [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lli~,vjn5&xdab&et-1104130245908&~4132&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp81 liGixqaukXcTdpPuewRK D0611Nn3ipeDn h5I 0kC4bFOGy3 JVMwEegzZ 1 uxxG5URJxHPn0HtMFvMG6 LEFO SWgm5HIbWc fL4CKi 0 I~:dPaVDZLOYqrX 1 ekekoB OFt 14ZYRTgXyijTyACTHuV8psX3 HIUqnme 

Chair and Professor - University of Memphis [hgp://r20.rs6.net/hl.jsp?llr~vjn5&xdab&et-1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TOhp81mk4MEE-xClsJnwey-DKQJLduskxVFt- 

ABUwH2GmLwBdUP~5a5r~8M~Ux7LfB8wWCKVtMwTp~bNzkNI~35Q~pzZ~SGUMrJXmRA2kUUJY~43hTUdtgdqyt~3f- 

Lb~GE~JdcJE~aqxME5fpHWfW~eLWrG4tZbfzNmfiM~ZaX~8rTEL~cyjLy98v9Yyp7GtT~nwTCfsTGcFb4XGVtDB~tFKseSfsXanBg~6Ub99jLM~uU8vL5Vw~vmqGfNnQwrh~Y ] 

Employee Recreation Director - GrandTeton Lodge Company (WY) [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lli~wjn5&xdab&et-1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 

TOhp81kndUchtsDK3rVf44ZDFzUGDgelJ1P2w h~ssU62nUT~x6F3~N-M-~F9m~KEHAc7zUqyvJGpW~tN9M5f7a~a5F~bZNN8FDHN2n4CS~tZVzqf~wKcai9R ZXZyrlKvliQbi- 
HJ34IxTQA~9rwAHY9anIQfDGt6GG5En3Ub-t~vzANQw4~psq-db9kHKZrd~c~zYd2nbASVET~Mn~¥~4aI5V25ZgYBL~QU ] 

Assistant Coach hi Track & Field/Cross Comlt~3, - [lil?p:/!~2Ors6ne~,’tnis~,~?lli-w i~5dxdab&e~- 1104130245908&~q132&e 00i MZ2- 

TOlip81 kgtK1 RIThX47kfmPzsYm~lo%5 nctd! f£3 Td X 1\536d [A (~uu OC5i)\,v5tst~zd0zmflZ8 )~x41 ~mz~ 1 Y - 

t~)mO0O~.id N501Pudw~.~vA ] 

UNLV[~[~o:!h20rs6ne~/~:~Sdac~b&e>llO4130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 

%~hp8 lkStK 1RITt~4zb mPzsYms~ ~bJd~; 5OSr~PV6 Me~, }~Q dIRBNXT63~e’~’~iz~)~/~,9~fl~.8 yx41a&mzFIY- 

t~mO00_1 dN 501Pud,z~,A ] 

AssistangAssociate ~ofessor- U~fiversi~ ofWuterloo [~:/A20 rsd nel/h-~ ~sp?llr ~a,]n5dxdab&e~llO4130245908&~4132&e 001MZ2- 

TOby8 ~2 D M U ckz6wRol wDnJbZe S£~2mXUksJ cYb ~,li2li5 ~ ~o~ 9 gb f7 @ dliht2ad~q R6 K2e C~hiCaIa01HT2NeGWHNSOiBkm4W(2 SevHS15NbvBRKDKI 9huYp2 ~Q e~0aO60~ @ 

Assistant Attflefic Trainer - Jacksonville Sharks (~ena Football) [~)~j?:/n2Ors6net,’~g~n5d.~:d~b&e~1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 

] 
Parks and Recreation Director - Ci~ of Ctfillicothe (MO) [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TOhpSl~6M6C~rn-R~kespTft- 

TS17zUQseiU VETR~2Wd~EwqnC~6~8IcUUZ~BE~Qa~N-agL~sBWtJP~SwTPz2~EeFIwG23tMNv~cWRUm.-~NFZp2~P~i-VdvA6gee~un4~7S~VctN2q~4F~rC~n k- 

Fj5~ONpBTQP~tRupH~PIvpKKC4iGM ~0~RtS-11wSS~PMEFge~0ttNwQ0x78~MtEH3Ul~DtG-eKrhi0Ke KRCHvM6x~] 

Assistant Professor in Spots Management-Wictfita S~teU~fiversi~ [                            ~5dx~b&el-1104130245908&s :4132&e 001MZ2- 

~?~)81~Ticb~,~Zf[~m2WNg~                   BX%ZfiTtgMh~CBOLeT-TCgONJnSE1TgLAvV                        MOIMM4 SS~,zUUI’b~r c ~::m~,~Hmff~g 1 -Or-BmHuzLM~ff~ ] 

Dffector of AttfleficffHead Football Coach - Navarro High Schod (TX) [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~1104130245908&~4132&e 001MZ2- 

T Ohp81 m~ORQqACI~NNcL $83TwGcEPnFqoBmg80APH25 JKqwUB q-acLXXCL~tflmQLG9 c~F~0IUWD36 CcwKFWylZ 8bUk3 Q R88~ygHW04~GWYitGFJmP302YoCUtNhPU~199 In~97gguU- 

03 GxCpP9NgN fw~dvN 1RNH11FM cRC eCsY MTg~Mz6kWBPL eYiAPwswY4rTrB SNPeQ~] 

Dffector of Parks & Recreation - Ci~ of Cdlege Station (TX) [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp?llr~jn5&x~b&e~1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TOhpShn6crNwyWIv0K3GaKwULi~gpYxK~gkWu- 

de901Ws~LgQq4Uxa~Av0Sgy T~udELaCvYKcjoKGNctr~DzJgCEATn0D6 I~tYDs4~XIPoEjZYtzINqacsUFj~aFi- 

ZVseABsSaal KsJ2GvrSoTOSp~tsLGK2BNu~’raPJEDbt~wl PrQ9 SEg5V5DtT~tXMzJ~EEQEC~qC5yX4RbE88OSKa2717~t0aT SBsEPTGxeenegb3kwKd-bx79W1 ~CP 1GpY ] 

Head Football Coach - Edwards Waters College (FL) [i~):/’/~20rsdne¢/?~)p?iir-~]~Sd~hb&e~1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TOt~H~[YYbnWxlSBDdObr2d2fh5FD~H~m_c~zdvAD2Ovo ~JDC~tVERoa- 

A7vBi~dCO~ffN ~ 7LK ~ uOR~WFL JV3 ~519~ ~ RB fd ~n~e~g~SLi% aeSDMn~S£do ] 

GraduateAssis~ntAt~e~cTrainer-WestemC~ec~cutStateU~versiW[~q~:‘‘‘/~2~rs6ne~1~]sp?~h~ w]n5dxd~b&el- 1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 

fOhpSllBqI~OseHIJuSTVZBp]BEtcxpJzHhCYHv4~wWqKlKCUT~sBMQVT~Eu ~,~x4maVOWF1 ]OUkSpOccETD(;~z,-GogeeglWZzT~hFmTLONoPJVlhGpliI~A1Ka~bngnxbT12NGi2bng~JXBC~,: ] 

Coorrffnator of Aquatics - Nova Southeastern U~fiversi~ [                            ~5dxd~li&e/- i 104130245908&~4iB2&e 001MZ2- 

] 
Personal Traffter - Boston U~fiversi~ [5/~:/~ 20 rs6 net/~n ;~[Z~n5dxd~li&e~l 104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TOh981 mM5VVJMN8 mYLeU-6 Ji ~Lir JIiS~tE 0k295OGGWUe4NT- 

oPc5cTB B c ~,FSP bAgN S R~6bO~84318YoEOUbAOJLJdd29 Ir SckYlt~B- S Y o d2~ N09tW Sfl~Nsq~ ~dtL K4iTYYFK5ndG~d2raLz4 usR0_] 

Head Football CoactgPE I~ctor - Feather ~ver Cdlege (CA) [~2u://~20 rsd neS’tn ]sp?lli- ~5dxd~li&el- 1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2- 

TOhpSll?4oSY~vOw 2~n%5Qr~k~‘M9bYTCQ~qiPC~pC<J~‘~n~1dCiiGYGJ~GFk5L]eMxX4Y9z]ZcATpWJAw4~Z~hFC[~bG~‘Aeh5~WwwuVzSueAVHKAr~SHMrYM~liWIrs1~8 ] 

Aurffo/Video ProducfionCoorrffnutor- Milwa~ee Brewers [                             5&xd~b&e) 1104130245908&s 4132&e 001MZ2-TO                                      ZTttT01bDZ-0Dbsh 

~0 fli~, XZdsU                   v~wI~Z~GF~HV~n~r~VuSWdtBp~fI‘Y~li6~CGdkG~cd~9~K2c~ATe9DSuFQ5UR~c ] 

Quote 

Nott~ng can stop tile man with tile right mental attitude fiom achieving his goal; 
nott~ng on ea]th can help tile man with tile wrong mental attitude. 
-Thomas Jefferson 
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Sent: 
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Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, December 28, 2010 8:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; dan@dantudor.com 

Our 3 Most Talked About Posts of 2010 
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View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

mFLvMdRPCZ tC/~bDUHreb7 0 I-%~¢V5M F- 

FZc3vX3JrW ~lm(gw~@if14?f~f’iewiVSxi’qiLuSQiIWoxo%3D 
You’re receivfi~g ttJs emN1 became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tndor Cdlegiate Sh-ategies. 
Please eonfilZ1 
b~qo:/!visitorr20co>sta~co~gac[comic{sp?llr :b,a, bec~nbab&r 110415149807856114519399512&m 1101038493377&,5,1 :F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g emN1 ~om m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~>~:/’/visitor co~taatco~tacl convdo?p~&m 001N~,~/ %3D%3D&se 001 ab3tX TiVJM%3D&~001 ~6~]Awz O~)xNiWQ%3D%3D&~easo~ 0011~49EsU%3D&Ilr bwheq~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Front Rush [lg<~!://r20 rs6 ne~qn isp?llr b~x, heclnhab&e>i104151498078&~56114&e 001YG0kw9R~2pSgXn’7-vIA? XIGZpkToF\~9q6 oic9J,/ZDllsLedOL3BiGl~Xcil72VU-DxmlikB~cUmAODSOt~ZiFi~M- 
~b98491 JZZ6~t697DKdL              40cOOZhi~GFdJ9WvF6ner fiP~%g .] 
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3v Si©0 oR0 MSKPTv~2~. 1DwM BoPz~f dW8 a4ENIO__] 
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Ore 3 Most Talked About Posts of 2010 

DanTndor says "Happy New Year!" [li{/pi/k20 ~s ab&e>1104I 51498078&s 56114&e 001YG0za~9RE~o- 
tL XKc6Psn()u P~,z0im, a(li VgLO4YTvl BwGM ]Another 
year is in the books, and wliut a year it was! 

We talked to more coaches than we ever have in our five year history, and nearly 
37,000 coach and atliletic director subscribers read College Recruiti::g Weekly each 

Tuesday. Tliu:~k you for maki::g us a patt of your professio:ml life! 

As is our end-of-the-year h-aclitio:~, we want to slime the thi-ee most read atticles 
fiom tiffs past year. 

We hope they serve as gn-eat reminders of what it takes to be a dominant recruiter, 
and wliut you and your peers feel were some of ti:e most important i:ffolmation we 
shared fiom 2010. 

Using the Pdght Subject Line in Yotu- Reci~ting Email 

Not o:tiy was the subject line in the email I was about to delete boling, it wasn’t 
even spelled con-ectly! 

So, in just six words, the sender told me tliut he wasn’t veiN interesti::g, and he 
was quite possibly stupid. 

But eno:gh about him. Now lets talk about your emails for a moment. 

How much thought do you put into the subject lines in your recruiting emails? The 
reason I ask is because the degn-ee of creativity you put into your email subject 
lines is most likely directly propottio::ul to the number of times your email gets 
opened by your prospects...(continue) [hgp://r20 .rs6 .netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104151498078&~56114&e ~YG~zv9REpSi~sft53AZIn7TwQ82W4k2VYjmJ~j~Q9W98df6mdJDJ2AdTv~a.dSxbsmY~xCsJqgSZ7e8WMkRLDCGqbeg~s~KMqMZHIcejkd6bN3W3MJQajsDef6B 

9 Reasons Your Recruiti::g Might Be Struggling 

You might still be tryi::g to get in your last few prospects for tiffs year’s recruiting 
class, but it’s hard not to look ahead to the next class, too. 

It’s also one of those months where you statt to wonder why tiffs year’s recmiti~g 
class clichi’t tm~-out better, and you’re also ti-yii~g to figure out how to make it 
better the next time arom~d. 

For some of you, if s even more chi-e than that: 

Many of you are worlied. Real womed. 

The bottom line is that you don’t want the upcomfi~g year to be as bad as it was 
tiffs year. 

Recruiting, aflerall, is the lifeblood of any college sports program. If you don’t 
reci~itwell, you don’t wli~. Ifyoudon’twi~,youmightnothave a job. Andeven 
if they let you keep your job, its not as much fun walking around campus as it is 
when you’re wfimi~g. 

So today, let’s not focus on wliut you need to do to be successful at sellfi~g and 
recruiti~g. Instead, lets look at the reasons you might be l:oilfi~g when it comes 

to recruiting high school and jtmior college athietes that you want for your program...(continue) 

[h~]~:,’!~20 rs6 ~et,’l~ isp? 



11r b,z, he~lbab&el- 110415149g078&~56114&e O01YC.Oz~9RF&~S~BBt4TC13LTM39~I~I~/4~_JJKXO6PwkOaPFZBuSN@VFB71Px2Oe9ccKbx, oo ~?:~ld\,VcRiaXhJJWiNv22iWd2B~o2f10:r~C-TE 

3.5 New Campus Visit Ideas You HAVE to Try 

There’s sometNng about tiffs time of year tt~ut just screams "get my prospects to 
campus ! ! !" 

The weather, a Satin-day football game, eager Freshmen who t~uven’t yet been ctisillusioned 
by fotn- years of college professors...it’s just the perfect sce~ario for a great 
campus visit. 

And yet... 

Many of you who come to us for advice on how to recruit more effectively know sometNng 
cotfldbedonebe~er. A~t~fy~uhaveread~a.~uti~u~study[h~p://r2~.rs6.netjtn.jsp?~h_bwheqnbab&et-~5~98~78&s 56114&e 001YG0zvgREpShUJStc6MgpW~VJsgDRJIt0ddkJG5tjyvX~B- 
xNpCm0VOvqVm~Z sYj -yj 0~tKDmaZZ8 VwCO Sz~tMdKJ mMYYjZHWmuDo0TdX 1E5iehl okkasxaKwdtT-nbEwTchn8~tNDi5TQj QktOouUmSkvabucZ f- 
sCezj cQ2 XKE 1 vF SNI<a~-WtClwFBkL IOn 111 vdy zWK4pBFTdT~5 adyr-UkNzoDRuLxKGxr 1 qgFmA-TT ¥~VdgZ5Wzo65WttMm SKa51] 
on how reci~ts make their final decisio~, and now you’re looking for alternative 
ideas when it comes to your campus visits that you are getti~g ready to host for 
yotn- recruits. 

Of cotn-se, givi~g specific advice for yotn- program is goi~g to be tough here in 
wliti~g (blinging us to campus can solve tt~ut problem [                   ~?lh-~x_~b~b&e~llO415149%78&s 56114&e 001YG0zvg~ 

Mg8v~6/2rHdREew5m3NKEC3GBr6Ys1bHWz245X5Q8igMvk2weQSrMXaLf1LZW~LC’1ZC1x~i4vQbx~Q~HJs1d~ VV7Ev~P~m-ggec~DVrAQXLa~w24KGZ0ixVMi14s3Q ], 
by the way). However, there are ttu-ee new ideas for yore upcomi~g campus visits 
tt~ut I tt~ you can use figN away aM cmto~Nze to yore own needs on yore campus...(con~tue) 
[~_p:,’/, 20 rs6 ne~’ta              bab&e~ 1104151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0z~¢9 R~.~? M50o W~,~M 31daSt~iT~?xt M EIBZ~eG~fsFi 1 baRVPvJrJ- 
e0AdZAFt?vUy~ ~qCL~NUIHIYT v{8~EcjdogB~H~05MLUVEz PDJk-VH}&dVH~,~ApC~/]EsrVLsDmgUXK~Bo5ZCMoB~#~gTtXTB0 ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104151498078&~56114&e 001YG0zvgREpShu23yKGc8LqdattMkFTWctEHjFiJkCumlikj LxWJcVOGEDHlttDwVIZZgVYrrE3itDgrZgch0U4RucCt8b@u3gIFIez XTfSGUIZ moNX4e00vJPgTzL 
-IycWMRizmOL3] 
Follow us on Twitter [h~j):i/~20 rs6 ~tet,’trt 

~q Tst~ S2ViXDc SE%2E aoASM@ zzB RXVI:CBtmC a53510 P3DweL IZsw ~2 G% PL YVG~@~. ~ SnD~,T421R~WI5                    ] 

Dattfish [h~qg:/!{20rs6 neL~:~isp?llr bwheclN~ah&e>llOq151498078&~56114&e 001YG0z~,9RE-{~SgQNkGG-JdXd2ZnJwif~Od\,V\,VN’9NBmJa-HCSnV2ecI~IuDD LC64DJg-Lg~{~iexoitfl’QVR9FI~YtlI.i;;C~421nNFH~gLT7b- 
~q.~OlD EKZ82kC* 8e5Z4 lw ~/95F36 W] 
The #1 coaching tool h~ college sports. 
CLICK HERE [ 
0FFFFUZ~ElzgE2WK3PYMz’C.~./PII~, ~ ] 
TO DISCOVER WHY 

O~ly on Our Facebook Fan Page: Dan Tudor on Video Talks About One Key to Desig~ffng 
Great Visits 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zvgREpSghVE2R YsX TqYuIH-bTdORhcpYlx47Ed-slkybttBaOZYeLWKsVDlpJDT15rnwFaw- 
5DkttRUXttB DTU953 Q- JY 1 --37glI~x2CCIB R14T 418yRC8Qx78ul pc mOAShy3nS0 FGGxwHbCR2 DPzo41 eKzN HXcEI12bTpBmFXm-UxsFu2 J- LP2YN SfbHZ 0gIRECoU0 RQ6 F-ttBj RvzFzMg-ZT - 
Q qi5W~JD~5 flyghUYkY J8pHg ]Dan 
Tudor, fomMer of Tudor Collegiate Strategies, t~ud the oppoi~mffty to speak to two 
coactff~g convention,s earlier tiffs month: The American Volleyball Coaches Association 
convention, as well as tt~e Intercollegiate Te~mis Association coaches conference. 
The focus oftffs two presentations was about creating amazing campus visits for 
prospects. 

To see a tffghlight of one of the key points in designi~g a great campus visit, click 
here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zvgREpSjKevvkl2DYqseaERc~LdwQ2tMsBsIhjGwn6VBupZ2EqE2OijCP5-LhT- 
Tc~tMb~9RHuzQhWCk~.x~9BLv~7mI5V5Ie~TNMpVuGXsUvg~-HkLWpzuhBJ94N-ip~U5svL4aTjiEUa2Zn5ecYYvRE~}pwywgKFwJAdMb9WFf7UVG~SkxF~8CUuf4pkKw~M- 
BNxJj 193pXMBZhIrF6y3PRAyefR4YeodU8q8LuMcolE0ttDLIDq8koHdF-hwM- SPNwN5E ]. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here 
11r bwhe_o~bab&e~llO4151498078&~56114&e O01YGOzvg~: ;.iJCTr~20.~sMxPk~xJB5dL~’5~mei z~tdBa1861431:~HEDJCEmnXmEl~C2~6~_JrsPmk5~Ad441~xkSAn?~e B~_/ZSs2HCI~’WulYWIAER4oo:rl 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Make sure you’re using social media to improve yotn- recruiting, Coach. Follow us 
on Facebook and Twitter...you’ll be glad you did! 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104151498078&~56114&e 001YG0zvgREpShu23yKGc8LqdattMkFTWctEHjFiJkCumlikj LxWJcVOGEDHlttDwVIZZgVYrrE3~tDgrZgch0U4RucCt8b@u3gIFIez XTfSGUIZ moNX4e00vJPgTzL 
-IycWMRizmOL3] 

2010 NCRC in Ctffcago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104151498078&~56114&e ~YG~zv9REpSjWUWY4~a~&~ttDiYTGs7x~zzaICxtaYmp9wGhK6rqKsz~5~wNU6~Au952GFXs~ua~Q~IHDqMpHWGRaD446~dk2XI8~tV Tg0kk8MrTb2- 
I55XY~ERfm6m7FaMJcZSeTrNU9ADTe7er9cStqYRq24wVpQqS~Fs~CkwLcR2TqWBewDi-6~T~KUWdL5FLsZ~M ]13 
hotn-s of exclusive reci~ting video instruction! 

CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR COPY TODAY [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1104151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zvgREpSjISkWUppWBDX-Mih 9KUsOIqH1ULVGvXgU606Ddt~Z- 
D8 tvyAG6PZtXt~GuS LOQGUsJzJmKgpGlbHcv8f7LQwslH-VURTikUnck-ei0Wu-B8p8cOEDzqz4d2BEAo0ES98c~svH77G kiS31OJISGy-9-N5vl-obHdJOLkGoQmMqwTZ51cid] 

Tectmology Solutions That Made a Difference to College Coaches in 2010 

Tectmologyrecmiting solutio~s [~i/~(~rsdne~/~p?llr b,~he~.!lbab&e~- 110415149g078&s 5~i14&e 001YG0m~9R~ 
]20~0 

saw more college coaches tt]an ever seek out easy-to-me, cost eft?cfive tectmology 
solufio~ to help them grow their programs. 
Ttuee of the areas ~at seemed to be top priorities ruth thousands of coaches arom~d 
~e coN~T included web-based con~ct management recrNfing solutions, analysis 
so.are that coNd help a coach teach more qNckly and more e~?cfively, and a 
one-stop somce for verified prospects tt]at were rea@ to be contacted by college 

pro~ams. 
Still lo&i~g for one (or all) of those ttn-ee ttfi~gs at yore college? 
Here are proven market leaders that earn ore recommen&fion: 



National Collegiate Scoutillg Association - Tiffs Oltline resource is not ouly a leader 
when it comes to providing college coaches a huge source of verified college prospects 
to contact and reci~t, they are also tile nationwide leaders in providing fiee education 
to high school prospects looking to manuever tin-ongh tile complicated college recruiting 
process. We like organizations thut mix culting-edge tecinlology and resources for 
college coaches with doing tile iight thii~g, and NCSA hus really hit a stride when 
it comes to effectively serving these two gn-oups. If you’re a college coach who 
husn’t looked at whut they offer at no charge, click here [ 

]. 
Dattfish - In our opinioi~, there is no greater coaching tool on tile planet. If 
you’re a coach who isn’t using Dattfish video ai~ulysis sol’cware to coach and teach 
your attfletes, we feel you’re overlooking one of the most effective tools available 
to college coaches today. It’s tile best tool on tile market for giving your attfletes 
inunediate video coaching feedback and instruction...period. You Call even post your 
team videos on your own chulmel at Dattfish.tv for your team to review. Colleges 
all over tile COmltiT [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zvgREpSjlWf58wl- 

Z38KeMY~sN~dc2LGZN~A9mfAhwn~uKj~x7~NVye~3E6~apgs2GBe9FS~sJmwGrUrIMKjj56Y~5CMN ATJrPAwjs54clgFZyfd3MmOVMAdN nPd-dDgRMdEtVaLwB1HMwWLpMktSgPrLWFBWu5LesIkjkgNWO1 
-iUbnw4pUBBF-GDBc 1 hcKZ8pxYjOOJgOPivckqx50tSLA5qci0gOSOMpY ] 
are fiMhlg ways to use tiffs revolutionary coaching tool. If you want more information 
onhowto easilyimplement it inyour progn-am, clickhere [                                ~b~b&e~l104151498078&~56114&e 001YG0~9RF4o~gTYF-PL~Jwl4mmiM                                   eMHw- 

]. 
Front Rush - tiffs past year saw these tecinlology leaders become tile # 1 choice for 

college coaches looking for web-based recmitiilg management solutioi~s. Wily? They’re 
file most cost effective, they offer tile most featm-es, and - most importantly - 
riley offer their users insanely good customer sei%ce. We list Front Rush as a 
"must have" for serious college reci~ters looking to be on top of their recmitii~g 
game for 2011. If your college isn’t usii~g a web-based reci~ihilg management tool, 
or if you’re u~fl~uppy with your cun-ent provider, we recommend giving these gays 
asefiouslook. For more iiffoi~mfion, clickhere[                    l~?iir bwhe~lbab&e~1104151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zv9tLE~gS~g.NotlJV8tA6Yc8~2~GZ16~5JzlHMcrLIG58nc)~Z2 
V1X?2~CvTzFH7Y~WCXq~RKs3WbLG5c~N4roYseiGIHFI,5Msgc6wEUWxKv3KN1M,/xFX PFiliSS~d?TbshvB2p8BHam2mjarzo~A ]. 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the i~utioffs top prospects for free. [ aNi 
flGe6ovO~grl?~SIn...z~c~vSClv0Az~;~,fftPMwWDz~B3th~z~d~h3D59rw6H~ F-tffqZKalLr@~T0bgj@G\VOHi~?~?i~I FBlb cLolY ] 

Johil Wooden Remembered: A Lesson for Every College Coach 

JoM Wooden [ 
ILXKcgPsnOufi/zOiItvaOus~4EBOLS~VVSLO4YzvlBwGMFicwlVId2sF~OA~RT o9oc4ZIE~clb~vvO3AqNx~HtMe~, ]2010 
marked tile passing of one of the all-time legends in college coaching, Johil Wooden. 

Nearly every college coach t~us read about, learned a principle of, or tried to immulate 
the great Johil Wooden. He created tile timeless Pyramid of Success, and continues 
to inspire coaches around the country even after his death. 

Coach Tom Kelsey, head basketball coach at Bellhuven Uiffversity and regular reader 
of College Recruiting Weekly, offered his persoi~ul accomlt of meetii~g Coach Wooden. 
As we remember his passing, as well as other college greats who left us tiffs year, 
we wanted to recomlt Coach Kelsey’s tin-ee-hour experience with tile legendary coach. 

Rest in peace, Coach Wooden. And on behulf of college coaches everywhere, thai~k 
you for your example both on and offthe coutt. 

Click here to continue [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zv9REpSieegNPKvX80DNyrqXILTuEOXea6VDyS0flOOsoCmd44sl6ZU-TWkyFUTdq- 
B XmySp2PoTnG6caJF1 ffHZj 3YPbvQp~Z L YCc2j KB B i52ykdn3ZVt03KHD fOaKcmuPwQvf3gaDVGmnwK3 sPpX2MAHUqgmKArVE-1 Qb74QR4wN5QgbB 63 Y 1Qu2xeyGwgq8chnga~] 

Workbooks [ 
]h trwhecl~lbab&e~ 1104151498078&~56114&e :001Y G0zv9 Pale pSiIC{3iyo92182T dac~;~P JOVelts2zK~x0wMK 4.RW C-p~v Qhd I~ Uou] 38 f~2 W~ DF1OIf’~tiYi04x2 ’~6~. ~ JvioS \,Vau~lF2r~it Sh~5,nX5OcFZl~eH J ~] 

College Football Coaches Subject to Tougher Reci~iting Rules Under New Guidelines 

NCAA[~h~-x/k20                        ab&et 1104151498078&s 56114&e 001YG0zv9REp~De~_~_- 
tl,XKc6PsnOuf~,zOinvaOu’~qEBOLSpclginqc3qVV8LOdYzvlBwGMFicwlVId2sFrOAg~PRT o9oc4ZIErclbaa, OBAclNxKpIJtMew ]by 
Kelly Wiffteside and Thomas O’Toole, USA TODAY 
College football coaches now rml tile risk of being suspended by tile NCAA for one 
or more games if they commit a secondary recruiting violatioi~, such as exceeding 

phone-call limits or sending a text message to a recruit. 
Tile move is patt of all efibrt to implement enhunced penalties for reci~iting violatioi~s. 
It was proposed by tile Amelican Football Coaches Association and approved in ~uld-September 
by tile NCAA Division I and II Committees on Infractions. 
Tile membership was iiffom~ed but no public amlouncement made. Tile penalties apply 
to both Division I subdivisioi~s and Division II... 
Click here to continue [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104151498078&~56114&e ~YG~zv9REpSiGzaY3xmKZbKJ2VGLqSr~LMVc~cyvwJ~5wpgrICGw~gfmtgJceG~qihtA~xeNHNap6ZZTtXprBvEeVs~R~r ojDUuusD1XsmT0sXJ4DhuLTpekTWTl 
-Xa ki~Z ekckyqm8 asb 1ZXztvVlpglO fAYyANN2kOroNh4hP37LF0 aoUmF3stVSZ] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
}~p.://uicoi~ta~gcoittactcom/sa,"fwg£~2~i~bab&m=1101038493377&ea=biai~to~gacaa caqc ed~l&a=1104151498078 
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Bowl Guide available online 
Headed to Atlanta for the Chick-fil-A Bowl? Be sure to check out all the events of Bowl Week and 
enjoy the fun with your fellow Gamecock fans. 

Click here to view the digital Gamecock Football Bowl Guide 

Spurs Up Blog: Chick-fil-A Bowl Schedule of Events 

Chick-fil-A Bowl Central 

Day One: Practice Photos 

Holiday Hoopla Packages 
Give the girl of Gamecock Basketball this holiday season with the Holiday Hoopla Package. Save over 
$30 by ordering your Gamecock tickets through this exclusive offer. This package includes two 
tickets to Gamecocks v. SC State on Jan. 4, two tickets to Gamecocks v. Vanderbilt on Jan. 8, and 
two tickets to Lady Gamecocks v. Tennessee on Jan. 20.* Purchasers will also receive two food 
vouchers valid for one hot dog, one popcorn, and one drink as well as a limited edition 
mini-autograph basketball signed by Coach Horn, Coach Staley, OR Cocky. This pack comes wrapped and 
ready to give for the holidays. Package price is only $60. Only a limited number are available so 
call (803) 576-9078 or (803) 576-9077 now to order. *All tickets to men’s games will be located in 
the upper level and all women’s games are general admission. Please allow a $2 mailing charge per 
pack. Deadline to order is January 3, 2011. 

Did you give or receive a Gamecock-themed girl this holiday season? Send it in to 
GamecockAthletics@gmail.com and we’ll add it to our fan album on Facebook! 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Bowl Guide available online 
Headed to Atlanta for the Chick-fiI-A Bowl? Be sure to 
check out all the events of Bowl Week and enjoy the fun 
with your fellow Gamecock fans. 

C~ick here to view the diqita~ Gamecock Footba~ 
Bow~ Guide 

: Chick4itoA Bow~ Schedule of Events 

Chick=fiFA Bow~ Centra~ 

.Day One: Practice PhotosA 
A 

Holiday Hoopla PackagesA 

Football: Coach Beamer Post=Practice 12/27 
Football: Coach Lawinq Post=Practice 12/27 
Football: Coach Ward Post=Practice 12/27 
Football: Lad i Aiiboye Post=Practice !2/27 
Football: DeVonte Holloman Post=Practice 12/27A A 
Men’s Basketball: The Darrin Horn Show 

Gamecocks On Demand,&, 
Free Video I Photeal RSS Feeds 

Football 
- Gamecocks B£.gJ£ Bowl Practice Week~ 

- ~#u£~ ~ ~; Chick=fiI-A Bowl Schedule of Events 

Chick4iFA Bow~ Centra~ 

Men’s Basketball 
- Men’s Hoo[~s To Host Jacksonville State Wednesda~ 
-/~ Furman Downs South Carolina 91-75 
A 
Women’s Basketball 
- Gamecocks Back in Action Tuesd 

Equestrian 
- Gamecocks Ink Hunt Seat ~igrlee Samantha Smith 

Softball 
- S~[~ Gamecock Softball makes Christmas 
.~s2~ecial for famil~ in need 

General Athletics: 

Fore most 

Give the gift of Gamecock Basketball this holiday season 
with the Holiday Hoopla Package. Save over $30 by 
ordering your Gamecock tickets through this exclusive 
offer. This package includes two tickets to Gamecocks v. 
SC State on Jan. 4, two tickets to Gamecocks v. Vanderbilt 
on Jan. 8, and two tickets to Lady Gamecocks v. 

Workin~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help suppod 
the University of South Carolina 



Tennessee on Jan. 20.* Purchasers will also receive two 
food vouchers valid for one hot dog, one popcorn, and one 
drink as well as a limited edition mini-autograph basketball 
signed by Coach Horn, Coach Staley, OR Cocky. This 
pack comes wrapped and ready to give for the holidays. 
Package price is only $60. Only a limited number are 
available so call (803) 576-9078 or (803) 576-9077 now to 
order. *All tickets to men’s games will be located in the 
upper level and all women’s games are general admission. 
Please allow a $2 mailing c.harge per pack. Deadline to 
order is January 3, 2011 .A 

Did you give or receive a Gamecock-themed gift this 
holiday season? Send it in to 
GamecockAtMetics~mail.com and we’ll add it to our fan 
album on Facebook! 

Chick-fiI-A Bowl Week Events: 

Who: Gamecock Club and Alumni Association hosting all 
Gamecock fans 
What: FREE gathering for Gamecock fans, featuring drink 
specials and live music by Gamecock alum Patrick Davis (of 
"I’m Just a Big Old (Game)Coc.k" fame, 
ww~,v.PatdckDavisMusic.com)A starting at 9 p.m. 
When: Thursday, December 30th from 7- 11 p.m. 
Where: STATS Restaurant and Bar, 300 Marietta Street 
Northwest, Atlanta, GA 30313 

Notes: 
-Get 3 hour validation at parking garage across from STATS 
when you spend $20 
- The December 30th edition of the weekly "Carolina Calls" 
call-in show will also broadcast live from STATS from 7 - 8 
p.m. with Todd Ellis, Tommy Suggs, and Terry Cousin. 

Tues Dec,& 28 - WBKB vs.,& Presbyterian,& - 7 PM 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 

Weds Dec,& 29 - MBKBA vs. Jacksonville State,& -,& 7 
PM 
TV: Fox Sports Carolinas 

Thurs Dec 30 -A WBKB vs. S.C. State - 7 PM 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 

Thurs Dec,& 30,& - Carolina Calls - Chick-fiI-A Bowl - 7 
PM 
STATS Restaurant and Bar, Atlanta (sere right) 
Radio:A 107.5 FM ISP Sports NetworkA 

Fri Dec 31,& - Football vs. #23 Florida State,& ,& 
ChickofiloA Bowl - 7:30 PM 
TV: ESPN 

Who: Hosted by Carolina Alumni Association and Gamecock 
Club 
What: Official South Carolina Pre-Game Party 
When: Friday, December 31st from 4:30 - 6:15 p.m. 
Where: Georgia World Congress Center, Building C (Rooms 

304 and 305) 
How Much: $57 per ticket (includes dinner buffet, one free 
drink, and entertainment) 

Purchase tickets online at ,ff,’vs~,~.GamecockSportsTravel.com 

Get your 2010 Football Season Highlights 
DVD today. Available now at Jewelry 
Warehouse and Addam’s Bookstore! 

ChickofiloA Bowl Schedule of Events -U~dated 
Met% Christmas! 
Gamecock Softball makes Christmas ~gecial for 
need 

Farmers Market renovation earns final 
Roun_d~U£~ 12/21 

S~urs Up Daily, Round°U~: 12/17 B~ matchu~s for 
Basketball this weekend football continues bowl 

Season tickets for Men’s and Women’s Basketball are 
available now, as .we.II as two four game Mini Packs for 
Men’s BasketbalI.A A Single game tickets for all games 
are also now on sale. 
Click,& here for more information 

Season tickets for 2011 Baseball and Softball are 
available now. Click here, 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home##sj~ 



Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@sc.edu 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

- Men’s and \&~omen’s Basketball Season Tickets 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio~n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question:A John Gomez is the General Manager for a 
local Minor League Baseball Team.A The local college’s 
Equestrian team won the previous year’s National 
Championship.A Is it permissible for Mr. Gomez’s team to 
provide the Equestrian team complimentary admissions to 
a game, recognize the team during the seventh inning 
stretch, and publicize this event to the general public? 

Answer:A Yes, according to NCAA Bylaw 16.10.1.8, the 
Minor League Baseball Team can provide complimentary 
admissions to an event during which the intercollegiate 
team is being recognized by the professional sports 
organization for extraordinary achievements. Further, by 
this same Bylaw, it will be permissible for the Minor League 
Team to publicize this event to the general public. 

South Carol na Athletics Department 

80~. Lincoln St. Co umb a, SC 29208 
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Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 30, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Dow~tload) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper tectmiques and 
strategies for huvfi~g a successful personal inte~ciew. This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 

for and conduct their interview. 
$12.95 - AddTo Cart [ w21cTc~d0P@wCsVE Sevhi~ad,TG ~:. 
5E3GP’~,~fqkzcGK~lvlir4F1ZGmO BLb tDC.~S1L~t~ki~BmM d- VFEf~PHLO5PoGF~d~BmgD_LVORLwFbOA()~stSJPAM6fWHhv, bgP4QNTPI2"¢)~] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuft~ I recommended it to the parents 
of my incoming sport ma~mgement class. I also will be recommending it to our seniors 

who are completing our professioi~ul preparation class tiffs 1:~11. 
-cluystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [h~ps://www.paypal.com/cNbfi~/webscr?first ilume &last ~ume &tmdefinedquantity~l&busines~howardgauthier@mac.com&image url &retm~ &cancel retm~ &item name Gettii~g%20Hh-ed%20In% 
20College%20Sports&amoem~29.95&shippin~3.99&cearenc~codeUSD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 

Join Our Maili~g List [~t~,ff~://visitor r20 co~tsta~con~act comiemail~lSi)?m 1103508747574_] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Our Website [h~?9:i/~2()rs6 nel/l~ isp? 
11r w~15dx&b&el- 1104155280365&s 4132&e 00P~xIoka~%CMzL~ex IPYIp2URj)~bBs’~PvaHwH3hCYS7kUXXL9rctYbhP ~vcaKY0sL9DINi~L~’,0HHs~OZ1UYmt~tlcFmlkSlwlJ~Te- 

Job Listings [ 

] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [~@o:i,,’120 ~p?lir-wN5dxdab&e~1104155280365&~4132&e 001~ySokaui:~A 8JSI5DX- 
LaW:~iA2XSX6KToB6161~PTO6reamvSJ w~:~z6t~T~SGGUwx~EHbUDMgH8~I~JY~1FHeUx~d~W4Hi~x4mAcTH3~F~bDN7n3B~-ZHVvt~Bgf:Camz8HJI~pGTusn~h~k~p2EA~AU~Le~‘&~Ft~7N ] 

Career Development Books [l~Zo:/,q2Orst*~et/~?~{sp?llr ~a,{n5dxdab&eV 1104155280365&s 4132&e 001~xI&a~.~NCb- 
bOMBB~{N5114OPOTvkFaBrWH1~k4aoWz59YDveT40CTPaTMr2iN SzUOC                              OllMtSX&4ROWyO-0dmlJzIP-TDtaVaf’.kkIaeeBDt5wsTU3&nH0w .] 
Fo~wardtoaFrieM[~:/!uicor~sta~tcoNactcomNa/fv~vqfij~?m 1103508747574&~1104155280365&ea bla~,to~%40uncaa~mced~[] 
Nndm onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~j~5&x&b&e>l104155280365&~d132&e 001~IokauNDCZpGC3yEGzlOToMrsjlSK8aYM~Zqv5HTUzG-RteWp~yYTvdMROCsrEOYR1- 
B@McNwSIokYTXd2MpgwBS2TuwoBJrTTGwd5F72woJjLUmd-raiTGIYyS682s0Qag~eOYDZrkj@~T oau-BIrQm-j0o0r0kWpSeP8iswHPAUG8LZAeHsE6DHt8LeDeI ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

How to Answer the ’Tell Me About Yourself’ Interview Question 

By Lee E. Miller 

The Ladders.com 

When I was a human resources executive doing hiling inte~%ews, I ahnost always 
began my inte~%ews with candidates by requesti~g, "Tell me about yourself." I did 
that for a number of reasons, the most important of which was to see how the candidates 
handled themselves in an unstructm-ed situation. 
I wanted to see how atticulate they were, how confident they were and generally 
what type of impression they would make... (More) [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh~vfi~5cLxdab&e~1104155280365&~4132&e 001ttxIokaufsBn- 
7xsNNsLKhlJyE 1 D2 PX5OW2pLDRUKj 8 eXWE eim 5 RX4h0Y32mNdZpLI HIKGJ JdQR5ruf0TbU f8 dTPm3 SdUp3Mq8Z sxOODBNUyM5 JmpZy6T P01 cw0WeoAN- 
dgLL4ZaMvSNwyJRwBKJBV8oOEKZgS3sOD0b2 fTr91-FigcLMiL0rU2mtT ocdl EaeHRNjxUL6xb00H5H 1 w~] 

New Job Listi~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, December 30tt~. include posilio~ts as an athletic director, 
fitt~ess malinger, assistant professor, and positions in marketing, £acilifies, att~efic 
ttaiNng, and coacNng. To view these posifio~ and more, click on the inc~vidual 
~ks below or go to ore website at ~.sportscareersinsfi~te.com [~20 
~)~5d~d~b&e~1104155280365&s 4132&e 001t~xIoka~£~CMzLIex IPY vaHwH3hCYS7kLXXL9rctYbhP ~vcaKY0sL9DIN lcFmlkSlwl~Te 
~po5~, b s~6 aSb~7L:~] 
Lea~g Specialist - Universi~ ofWustfi~gton [ ?lh~vv~g~5dxdab&e>l1041552g0365&s 4132&e O01~okau~sD 

ErbW~4KL~Y~H~wNZe~mF~NG3A~h>8eM{~iGmJ6zVi~T3~mLGg~3JPv~P12v‘~7e~1c~4~Y8xGVgavDs~8w~Hb~*HaRcG~Du3xbb~YebA ] 
A~flefic Director - Phoenix College (~) [1~qo://~20 ~s6 ne}~{?~{s~?llr w{*~Schidab&e> 1104155280365&~4132&e 001~xIokau~;CC~fi2NKvSMdc~vCkvP velzRS-4- 

LM~k~Ti6b J81z~2ZIGlxv M {ZBfi*~YVdM6HvFOR2Ow8 SBH6Nws ~dmBLdGAwSYI~E ] 
MaIkefi~g Coorc~naor - Oregon Stae UniversiW [ 
~*-~z,i>5dadab&e* 11041552g0365&s 4132&e 001~xIokaa~sA0{z6CcEv~a(<DTNTq~0NmPd~6GeAeSNm0J~dx kvLLZIkwG~T~BXTMCC~Ti&9hSzPW~ocPNmmKrJ3kX3niLO1SV- 

oeDV0t~{FTN SwB aM J J~toIzSRIVZkvK~ v~TA ] 
Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach- Valparaiso 

lh-,a,{~t5&&b&e>li04155280365&s d132&e :OOI~TxIoka~;DHkPGYvECwg99BOV xU~Nood2voiKaK~aYFB27xGASKMtCAo3Mt~F~iUHwRGzs~we4hR44UIIGl~R4 z*aGSwm?~k0LLZYZV7BUI5831hYdb- 
aDB1                                  ] 
UniversiW [ 
~jp5dxdab&e>l104155280365&s 4132&e O01*~Mokac~-sDHkPGYgBCwZ99BOV dJINood2~giKaK~AZFB27xGASKM{CAo3MuFkUHwRGz55we4i*R4&fiIG1 0LLZYZV7BUI5831hYdb- 
aDIIl<oKgD* WPD~L z FogX6 Fc>rOWTFn#~] Director 
ofAttflefics - SUNY Geneseo [hNo://~20~s6~e{/l~{sp?llr w{nSdxdab&e>1104155280365&s :4132&e 001~x~&>~d;A BE468uizQgiVi9wM~e~aLN{yd~zDd~e*~n4ClamGakCX~ZT~;~.~VVRmcsQROZgU~o - 



BBGmDTlkM1 b\i 6 BHDZ 02 CK-bI~nE,ILTKtI1E W886*q’ Jv 4liVSE~AoBt~TBNMRY0 R80weEbS_] 
Head Football Coad~PE I~etor - Ven~a Com~ Comm~ College [ 
~*-~. in5d~dab&e~ 1104155280365&s 4132&e 0O 1 ~xIoka af~sDgzRB Y D~ Fi~ ~2~i, 1 mx~ PoEuI5102kNoAT ~86 SAP ~5~q~ PEXHYP~Mez~ge0KpBwsB B- 
~V ~GeL ~ ’.~#~dmw OOTygA9 Dd8 sb l~nmV~ Bi ~Gc~ Vsw G u~,~,P21~B ~, KeUPuC[~9 <~E Yn6 O-N~ZgE Sbk ] 
General Manager - Hyers Skae Zone (Atlan~e Ci~, NJ) [ligp://r20.rs6.neg~0sp?lk~jn5&&b&e>1104155280365&~d132&e 001~IokaufsC~ QMUA0kUUx- 
6OVlbybysQWs~DGeuQ163IGGMq05LCWu~’x2NebzMz39ud bENdtVQ6EotFes~xIIOMlby06mT~t~sYSYa~kRgHMvN aEp~zp~9nYXJ-aeC2t-e3jNGfFc~v~Hd9Ib7- 
WeLSliw6~Mm.ek~3~cDZ9li~BSgMXFy5J6aB~V22AC6NNQDBB8~EXHfp~n2~pnsiMmL6xKm7G~T82EY9yBs~Z~nG] 
Assistant Professor of Exercise Science - Soutliern Co~mee~eut State U~versiW 

[ 
]lr -v,,in5dac}b&e>1104155280365&s 4132&e 00 l~>Iokauf~A]VzOIOso31tV 1 oIoaMt~t~Hi~ GgliIff~’vz~,¢}0~twBFOHucLi0nhBZb~T2sSzCtgvEEkUso~qro~B3U,~[ziMEmtos~,~OP l’FiQN~tYIiEMrI~b- 
Zvb~sKNGewF5wO~X39flZ~oHO~t4L4WCeEuCb4~ *nff~PNNuF0v ETgIopdgJAX~] 
Dkeetor ofH~mn Se~wiees & Recreation - Ci~ of Pasa&na (CA) [l~:~o:/.q20~s6neE*u{sp?llr w{n5&d~b&e>::i104155280365&s 4132&e 001 
~tu~Obt~7EjoWLiMID~x~3()A V~L~j~@~q~JLd~[k YtS~7*BCtMsUePnOzmGMU/r~HY G2ai4wEmsUX~O0~~~=C                      ~qX,a, ] 
Certified Attflefic TrNner Intern - Nortliwestem UNversi~ [                             5dxdab&e~- 1104155280365&~4132&e O01H-x~okauf;ATc~jggNbv,,KeWcPz-GNze7i’ 

] 
Corporate Sdes Executive - AutoZone Park (MempNs) [ligp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?llr~jn5&x&b&e>1104155280365&s 4132&e 001~IokauNDFM6Mb uwRHIjxRVerMRUSPNF& 
aaHJHHX~2V1 ~6 SJbTFzGFmLwgCkY8Qg-6&n6wDiDCIHbEH~NwT1YC5W3MGOQh~MDor nTA~A8X~IU-uUzR~SWG- 
1wSjiL oNEk3 BdcPWAE2vli59uepWEnQoB dWebOTA 1 RGTVJDeb2WKNEFaAvdl RUWt2ssRXTSgzsxQg6~] 
N~ess Manager - AsbW MetlioNst Village (GNtliersbm-g, MD) [liN~’.~0 rs6 ~te’~5dx&b&e>:1104155280365&~4132&e 001{L~Iokanf~A6neL~D2SaO3yKXfRC4a0- 
UPTd£ OaTOkKaKFweNo B79fiEHSTkf~Q_] 
Dhector of Fan Retention - Cdmnbus Crew (MLS) [ 
~i~Sdxc/ob&e>11041552g0365&s 4132&e 001t~xIokac~gCTwFfHUT75IMdc[[)OM67RsMAVOBemSBDFli56~L~<OPPOzBFvmvJ7 PL,5HN2Kv- 
~oZFeeYFT21 JV ~¢mD02DbOgD fTDP                tIRTl~dd3~ A] 
Recreation Specidist - Depa~ment ofAgficN~e [li~p://i20rsdnel!tn{sp?llr w{n5d~dab&e~1104155280365&~ 4132&e 001 ~:~okauf;A 8JSI5DX- 
LVER1wDm~TEG~7K~FqqJdf‘~JL3E~ZmsVC~A~TTK~gc8EX~Y1JDQITSNmnWDIA~‘~IsTkw4NrA~D1DNNP1Eqz~NgQAbS8ar~&R5~1ZK~G7W8V~N~ dFAopL~a~bqbH J~M2psK3 Y W8 cSA] 
A~flefic Director - Danv~le Higli Scliod (IL) [ 
~qSdadab&e>l104155280365&s 4132&e 001~xIokaaf~sDSD bTC~drN’I’UhLO~mufXL, JeRolD XagD7IUHENresy&k~b?~6My~,~;BBB~D5 IOD0}b~BiNP{ 
~xf~cITdMgbJlfASBaIO425B4UwsIgrgp3~:g _] 

Recreation Coorc~mtor for You~ Pro~-ams - Commerce Ci~ (CO) [ p?ll~-winSdadab&e>l104155280365&~4132&e 001~kIokac~f:sD8i~kzvl~: 
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We become wliat we tlii~k about all day long. 
-Rulpli Wuldo Emerson 
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Feature Article 

8 Steps to Interviewing 
Success 

(Instant Download) 

How to Answer the ’Tell Me About 
Yourself’ Interview Question 
By Lee E Miller 
The Laddersocom 

When I was a human resources executive doing hiring 
interviews, I almost always began my interviews with 
candidates by requesting, "Tell me about yourself." I 
did that for a number of reasons, the most important 
of which was to see how the candidates handled 
themselves in an unstructured situation. 

In this 36-page e-booklet the 
reader is introduced to the 
proper techniques and 
strategies for having a 
successful personal 
interview. This includes a 
detailed discussion on the 
eight steps that a person 
needs in order to properly 
prepare for and conduct their 
interview. 

$12.95 - Add To Cart 

I wanted to see how articulate they were, how 
confident they were and generally what type of 
impression they would make... (More) 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, December 30th, include 
positions as an athletic director, fitness manager, 
assistant professor, and positions in marketing, 
facilities, athletic training, and coaching. To view 
these positions and more, dick on the individual links 
below or 8o to our website at 
www. sportsca reersinstitute, com. 

Learnin~l Specialist - University of Washin~Iton 

Athletic Director - Phoenix Colle~le (AZ) 

Job Search Book 
Marketin~l Coordinator - Ore~lon State University 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach - Valparaiso 



IN co~GE SPORTS 

I just received the book, and it 
is ~ood stuff! I recommended it 
to the parents of my incomin~ 
sport management class. I also 
wiLL be recommendin~ it to our 
seniors who are comp[etin~ our 
professional preparation class 
this faLL. 

-Chrysta[ Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott CoLLege 

$29.95 

UniversityDirector of AthLetics - SUNY Geneseo 

Head FootbaLL CoachlPE Instructor - Ventura County 
Community CoLLe~le 

General Mana~ler - FLyers Skate Zone (AtLantic City, N J) 

Assistant Professor of Exercise Science - Southern 
Connecticut State University 

Director of Human Services ~t Recreation - City of 
Pasadena (CA) 

Certified AthLetic Trainer Intern - Northwestern University 

Corporate SaLes Executive - AutoZone Park (Memphis) 

Fitness Mana~ler - Asbury Methodist ViLLa~le (Gaithersbur~l, 
MD) 

Director of Fan Retention - CoLumbus Crew (MLS) 

Recreation SpeciaList - Department of A~IricuLture 

AthLetic Director - DanviLLe Hi~lh School (IL) 

Recreation Coordinator for Youth Pro~Irams - Commerce 
City (CO) 

Quick Links... 

Our Website 

Job Listin~Is 

Sports Mana~lement 
De,free Pro~Irams 

Career Devetopment 
Books 

Quote 

We become what we think about aLL day Lon~.l. 

-RaLph WaLdo Emerson 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Career Bulletin: The Obj ective Section in Your Resume 

TEXT.htm 



~ Jobs Journal 

Home About us Articl[es FAQ Contact Us 2010/12/30 

Recommended Career 
Resources 

r~ EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

Monster 

Whg the Best Executives 
are So Hi~y Paid 

By Harrison Barnes 

The O~ective Section in 
Your Resume 

By Gina Watson 

The higher I have risen in 
my career, the more 
criticism and the more 
obstacles I have faced. In 
today’s world, if you lay 
off an employee, fire 
someone, or make any 
other potential decision 
that upsets people, you 
will face incredible 
scrutiny. Former 
employees will go on 
blogs and criticize you and 
your leadership style. You 
will be attacked by many 
people. This is something 
that has happened to every 
leader and every organizer 
throughout the ages. The 
leaders of companies, 
organizations, and 
religions are subject to 

In order to craft an 
effective resume for 
yourself, there are several 
factors that you need to 
keep in mind. But one of 
the first and foremost 
things to remember is that 
simply listing your 
credentials will in no way 
get you to the interview. 
You need to present your 
information intelligently, 
demonstrate your caliber 
through proper wording 
and design, and work very 
hard to make an impactful 
beginning. 

Should the ’Objective’ 
section be used? 

A very common starting 

Don’t Ex.pect :nstant 
Gratification In Your 
Career 

We are an instant 
gratification society. We 
are accustomed to Instant 
access to food, drink, and 
our favorite TV programs. 
Instant access to books, 
newspapers, and 
information. Instant access 
to pretty much whatever 
we want when we want it. 

Unfortunately, instant 
gratification does not 
happen to your career. 
Instead, career 
development requires 
persistence and patience. 

We all want to race to the 
finish line and get what we 
want now. The reality is 
your career is a j ourney 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

Hound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 



incredible criticism and 
attacks by virtue of the 
position they are in. In 
some countries, the leaders 
are assassinated. 

+ read more 

point in resumes is the 
’Obj ective’ section. The 
primary aim of this section 
is to tell employers about 
your interests, your 
expectations, and your 
reasons for applying to the 
position. 

+ read more 

that takes place over time, 
a premise that can leave 
you disappointed and 
frustrated at times. And, 
frustration can hold you 
back which delays 
gratification even further. 

+ read more 

Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

Preferred Resumes 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac2 Contact Us 

2010 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Unsubscfibe here 
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Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p>&nbsp;</p> <div id="rightlinks">We have a NEW learning specialis... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 4:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 1-4-11: Basketball SEC home openers 

TEXT.htm 

Basketball SEC home openers this week 
Women’s Basketball opens up their first home SEC game vs. LSU this Thursday at 7:00 PM, airing on 
FSN (Tickets). Men’s Basketball follows on Saturday, January 8th, vs. #22/24 Vanderbilt at 5:00 PM 
airing on ESPN2 and ESPN3.com (Tickets). 

The players feed off the energy of the crowd so come out this week and get loud as the Gamecocks 
take on the SEC! 

Gamecock Club renewal deadline reminder 
Be sure to renew your Gamecock Club membership by the deadline! Renew online at GamecockClub.org, by 
phone by calling 803-777-4276 (option 1), or by mail by returning the renewal form that was included 
with the 2011 membership guide. Deadline to renew is January 31st, 2011. 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can join for as little as $55 and be eligible to purchase 
season tickets. See 2011 Membership Benefits and join online. 
Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Basketball SEC home openers 
this week 
Women’s Basketball opens up their first home SEC game 
vs. LSU this Thursday at 7:00 PM, airing on FSN (Tickets). 
Men’s Basketball f~ollows on Saturday, January 8th, vs. 
#22/24 VanderbiltA at 5:00 PM airing on ESPN2 and 
ESPN3.com (~4¢et~).,~, 

The players feed off the energy of the crowd so come out 
this week and get loud as the Gamecocks take on the 
SEC! 

Gamecock Club renewal 
deadline reminder 
Be sure to renew your Gamecock Club membership by the 
deadline! Renew online at GamecockClub o%, by phone 
by calling 803-777-4276 (option 1), or by mail by returning 
the renewal form that was included with the 2011 
memb~ership guide.,~, Deadline to renew is January 31st, 
2011.A 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can join for 
as little as $55 and be eligible to^purchase season tickets. 
See 2011 Membershi~ BenefitsA and ~jne. 

Tues.~. Jan.~. 4 - MBKB vs. S.C. State - 7 PM 
TV: Fox Sports Carolinas 

Thurs.~. Jan 6.~. -,~, WBKB vs. LSU,~, -,~, 7 PM 
TV: FSN 
Radio:WISW1320AMAAAAAAAAAAAAA *SEC 

Men’s Basketball: Coach Horn Post-Game 1/1 
Women’s Basketball: SO vs SO State ~s 
Women’s Basketball: Coach 8taley Post-Game 12/30 
Football: Chick4iPA Bowl Football Feud 
Football: ~Aphen Garcia Post-GameA 

Gamecocks On Demand,~, 
Free Video.l Ph~-tos I RSS Feeds 

Football 
- Gamecocks’ Comeback Falls Short in 26-17 Loss to FsuA 

: Note followin.g children’s hos_~ital visit 

Men’s Basketball 
- Men’s Hoo~s To Host 80 State On TuesdavA 
-,~, Gamecocks Fall To Boston College. 85-70 
- Men’s Basketball Takes Down Jacksonville State~, 56-49 
A 
Women’s Basketball 
- Second-Half Su~,~e Falls Short at Georo~aA 
- Gamecocks Win Tale of Two Halves 63-44 Oo,/er SC State 
- Shar~ S~,~J~’-~ Delivers 68-40 Win Over Presbyterian 

Swimming & Diving 
- Forcucci Leads Gamecocks at ~ennessee DMnq 
Invitational 

Baseball 
- Gamecock Baseball Ranked No 7 In Colleqe Baseball 
Lineuj[;’s Preseason ~ 30 
- Bradley Jr & Price Rated BV Baseball America Amon~ 
Prospects For 2011 MLB Draft 

General Athletics: 
Former Athletic Trainer Dave Huffstettler 

Workin~ether to Build the 8outh Carolina Ga~’~ecock 
B~a~d 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 



Home Opener* 

Thurs ,Jan 6 - Carolina Calls with Darrin Horn - 7 PM 
Wild VV)ng Cafe in the Vista 
Radio:A 107.5 FM ISP Sports Network,&, 

Fri ,Jan 7 - $&D vs. Kentucky, Coil of Charleston - 2 PM 

Sat ,Jan 8 - MBKB vs. No. 22/24 Vanderbilt -,&, 5 PM 
TV: ESPN2/ESPN3.comA A A A A A A A A A A A *SEC 
Home Opener* 

Sun ,Jan 9 - WBKB vs. Florida - 3 PM 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 

Did you miss a football game program this year? Complete 
your set - a limited number of ~grams are available on 
GamecocksOnline com. 

"inside the Chart" with And£ Demetra: "Validate that" 
Former Athletic Trainer Dave Huffstettler 
Note followinq_ children’s hos~ visit 
Chick-fiFA Bowl Day 2 Photos 
Chick-fiFA Bowl Practice: E~,~’,’ 1 

Get your 2010 Football Season Highlights 
DVD today. Available now at Jewelry 
Warehouse and Addam’s Bookstore! 

Single game tickets f£r Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
are on sale now: ClickA here 

Season tickets for 2011 Baseball and Softball are 
available now, Clisk here, 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~g_~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: at hletictickets.@sc edu 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

- Men’s and Women’s Basketball Season Tickets 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio~n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click hereA We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question: If a former player is on campus visiting during 
the same time a prospective student-athlete is on campus 
for a visit, can the former student-athlete join the prospect 
and coach for lunch? 

Answer: NO. Boosters (e.g., alumni) cannot be involved 
with the recruitment of a prospect. Boosters are prohibited 
from having any contact with prospective student-athletes 
on or off the institution’s campus. 

South Caroli[~a Ath etics Departme~t 

801 L [~coh] St, Col~mbia SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universal Printing <info@universalprinting.com> 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 12:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; info@universalprinting.com 

Winter Special available only to UNC faculty and staff 

TEXT.htm; picembeded0.jpg 

Dear Brent, 

Special!!! 
UNC discount pricing 

[[[ 25 [] Color Copies* ]]] 

Call NOW: 919-361-5809 ext 126 
- or - 

Email your files to lynn_s@universalprinting.com 
FREE Campus Pick-up and Delivery 

* - Business or Personal Use 
- Price per side 8.5xl 1 on 60# paper 
- Add $.05 for Glossy Paper 
- Simply double 8.5xl 1 for 1 lx17 price 
- No extra charge for heavy coverage or bleeds 
- If you want booklets add $.20 per booklet 

Offer expires February 28, 2011 

Buy Local & Support small business. 
- Brochures & booklets (offset & digital color) 
- Posters, banners & signs 

Stationery (letterhead, envelopes, & business cards) 
- Invitations 
- Pocket folders 
- Full color Printing or b&w copies 
- Direct Mail 

Super Fast turn around on design and print. 
Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For more than 30 years Universal Priming has been your local full service printing company. We specialize in university, medical 
center and campus-wide collateral. 
We’re happy to come to your office at your convenience to discuss and help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the 
most cost efficiently way to produce your next design, print, direct mail or poster project. 

Please contact Lynn Stephenson at 919-361-5809 ext 126 or email at lynn_s@universalprinting.com 

Thank you, 

Universal Printing 
Gmcol G7 Master Primer Qualified 

2410 Hwy 54 E 

Durham, NC 27514 
919-361-5809 



www.universalprinting.com 

Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to by universalprinting.com. Your email address was found on UNC’s website. Your email information will not 
be shared with anyone. If you would like to be removed from our mailing list please click here 
~;ileprmttodav. c o m/fro r~ti~,rac~dn~ 
c lien~ID=552&cam~,~flD=25&~serID= 1010&~ir~dD--9223899553 A~95 E g&emaillD-52~s,endlD=49,50&~igg~rlD=. 



Dear Brent, 

Special!!! 
UNC discount pricing 

Copies* 
CalINOW." 919-361-5809 ext 126 

- or - 

to r.ma. your j.~s umversa corn 

- Business or Personal Use 
- Price per side 8.5xl 1 on 60# paper 
- Add $.05 for Glossy Paper 
- Simply double 8.5xl 1 for 1 lx17 price 
- No exlxa charge for heavy coverage or bleeds 
- If you want booklets add $.20 per booklet 

Offer expires February 28, 2011 

Buy Local & Support small business. 
¯ Brochures & booklets (offset & digital color) 
¯ Posters, banners & signs 
¯ Stationery (letterhead, envelopes, & business cards) 
¯ Invitations 
¯ Pocket folders 
¯ Full color Printing or b&w copies 
¯ Direct Mail 
¯ Super Fast turn around on design and print. 

Call for Pricing 

Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For more than 30 years Universal Printing has been your local full 
service printing company. We specialize in university, medical center 
and campus-wide collateral. 

We’re happy to come to your office at your convenience to discuss 
and help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the 
most cost efficiently way to produce your next design, print, direct 
mail or poster proj ect. 

Please contact Lynn Stephenson at 919-361-5809 ext 126 or email at 
~yrm~niversal prir~tir~g~ corn 

Thank you, 

Universal Printing 
Gracol G7 Master Printer Qualified 



2410 Hwy 54 E 
Durham, NC 27514 
919-361-5809 
w~a~w.universal .corn 

Safe Unsubscribe 
This email was sent to by universalprinting.com. Your email address was found on UNC’s 
website. Your email information will not be shared wit~ anyone. If you no longer wish to 
receive special discount offers please click !"~ere to be removed. 

Powered by MindF relnc 
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UNC discount pricing 

[[[ 25 [] Color Copies* ]]] 

Call NOW: 919-361-5809 ext 126 
- or - 

Email your files to lynn_s@universalprinting.com 
FREE Campus Pick-up and Delivery 

* - Business or Personal Use 
- Price per side 8.5xl 1 on 60# paper 
- Add $.05 for Glossy Paper 
- Simply double 8.5xl 1 for 1 lx17 price 
- No extra charge for heavy coverage or bleeds 
- If you want booklets add $.20 per booklet 

Offer expires February 28, 2011 

Buy Local & Support small business. 
- Brochures & booklets (offset & digital color) 
- Posters, banners & signs 

Stationery (letterhead, envelopes, & business cards) 
- Invitations 
- Pocket folders 
- Full color Printing or b&w copies 
- Direct Mail 

Super Fast turn around on design and print. 
Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For more than 30 years Universal Priming has been your local full service printing company. We specialize in university, medical 
center and campus-wide collateral. 
We’re happy to come to your office at your convenience to discuss and help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the 
most cost efficiently way to produce your next design, print, direct mail or poster project. 
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Universal Printing 
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UNC discount pricing 
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- Simply double 8.5xl 1 for 1 lx17 price 
- No exlxa charge for heavy coverage or bleeds 
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Offer expires February 28, 2011 

Buy Local & Support small business. 
¯ Brochures & booklets (offset & digital color) 
¯ Posters, banners & signs 
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¯ Invitations 
¯ Pocket folders 
¯ Full color Printing or b&w copies 
¯ Direct Mail 
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Call for Pricing 

Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For more than 30 years Universal Printing has been your local full 
service printing company. We specialize in university, medical center 
and campus-wide collateral. 

We’re happy to come to your office at your convenience to discuss 
and help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the 
most cost efficiently way to produce your next design, print, direct 
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Thank you, 

Universal Printing 
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This email was sent to by universalprinting.com. Your email address was found on UNC’s 
website. Your email information will not be shared wit~ anyone. If you no longer wish to 
receive special discount offers please click !"~ere to be removed. 

Powered by MindF relnc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere" <stephanie@createasphere. com> 

Wednesday, January 5,2011 2:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Createasphere_medij_bicbfup@cp20.com 

Hear the Creators of Dexter on our THE BEST OF TV Webcast 

TEXT.htm 



< !-- X-Campaign: 1434975/3706761/255484694 --> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<title>Createasphere/ACCESS</title> 
<style type="text/css"> 
<!-- 

.mainbody { 
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
font-size: 12px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 
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} 
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.smcaption { font-family: "Trebuchet MS", Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

font-size: 10px; 
font-style: normal; 
line-height: normal; 
font-weight: normal; 



font-variant: normal; 
text-transform: none; 
color: #000; 

} 

</style> 

<div align="center"> 
<p class="smcaption"><font size="-2">lf you are having trouble reading this email, <a 

href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQe-HHzEs9"><font color="#3399cc" size="- 
2">click here</font></a>.</font></p> 

<table border="0" bordercolor="#cccccc" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="730"> 
<tr> 

<td width="730"><div align="center"><a href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQf- 
HHzEs0"><img src="http://createasphere.com/emails/images/BESTOFTV-emailheader.jpg" 
alt="Createasphere/EXPLORE" align="left" border="0" height="180" width="728"></a> 

</div></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td><table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="728"> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top"><div align="center"> 
<table bgcolor="#ffffff" border="0" cellpadding="10" cellspacing="0" width="728"> 

<tr> 
<td width="708"><div align="left"> 

<span class="H1RED">Get up close and personal with the creators 
Dexter</span> 

<p class="H1Greyl">Join us for this unique series of webcasts where you get to 
join the creative teams to discuss the challenges they face. Listen, ask questions and watch 
clips they have personally selected.         </p> 

<table border="0" width="680"> 
<tr> 
<td rowspan="2" valign="top" width="189"><div align="left"><img 

src="http:llcreateasphere.comlEnlimageslstoriesldexter.gif" alt="Dexter" height="113" 
width="150"></div></td> 

<td rowspan="2" valign="top" width="389"><div class="mainbody" align="left"> 
<span class="H1RED2">Saturday, Januay 15, 11:00 AM PST</span><br> 

<strong><br> 
Wonder how Dexter’s murders are choreographed? <a 

href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQg-H HzEs 1 "><br> 
Find out by signing up for THE BEST OF TV WEBCAST- 

DEXTER.</a></strong> 
<p><strong>DEXTER SPEAKERS</strong> 
</p> 
<ul> 

<li><a href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQh- 
HHzEs2"><strong><em>Romeo Tirone</em></strong></a>, Director and 
Cinematographer</li> 

<li><a href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQi- 



HHzEs3"><strong><em>Louis Cioffi</em></strong></a>, ACE, Editor</li> 
<li>Moderator: <a href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQj- 

H HzEs4"><strong><em>lain Stasukevich</em></strong></a></li> 
</ul> 

</div></td> 
<td valign="top" width="88"><div align="right"><img 

src="http://createasphere.com/En/images/bios/RomeoTirone.jpg" alt="Romeo Tirone" 
height="80" width="80"><br> 

<span class="smcaption">Romeo Tirone </span></div></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top"><div align="right"><img 
src="http://createasphere.com/En/images/bios/Louis-Cioffi-2OlO-eddies.jpg" alt="Louis Cioffi" 
height="80" width="80"><br> 

<span class="smcaption">Lois Cioffi, ACE </span></div></td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
<span class="mainbody"><strong class="H1RED2">We only have room for 200 

to attend, and anticipate we will sell out.</strong></span> 
<p><span class="mainbody">Each webcast is one hour in length and will take 

place from 11:00 AM-12:00 PM PST. Cost: $35 per webcast. Mastercard, Visa and 
American Express accepted.<br> 

<a href="http://trk.cp20.com/Tracking/t.c?FYIT-DIQk-H HzEs5" 
target="_blank"><img src="http://www.createasphere.com/images/DAM_registerButton.gif" 
alt="Register Now" border="0" height="43" vspace="10" width="574"></a></span> <br> 

</p> 
</div></td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
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Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
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Recommended Career 
Resources 

r~ EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

Monster 

Why You Should Work 
Weekends and Hdida~ 

By Harrison Barnes 

I cannot tell you how 
many people have mined 
their careers by having the 
wrong attitude when it 
comes to working 
weekends and holidays. 
Although you may 
consider your work just a 
iob, if you send this 
message to your superiors, 
you will be in trouble 
quickly. In order to really 
thrive in most jobs your 
work must be far, far more 
important to you than just 
a job. There is no better 
way to let your superiors 
know how important your 
work is to you than by 
working weekends and 
holidays. To get ahead, 

An Emer~ Career as an 
lnternet Marketer 

There are many options for 
an emerging Internet 
marketer which include 
graphic designing, web 
designs, product 
advertising, web hosting, 
forum posting, and article 
writing. 

As time goes by, many 
people are considering 
Internet marketing for a 
career. People that 
consider this type of career 
are typically creative and 
have come to the 
conclusion that the Internet 
will play a big role in the 
business and consumer 
markets. 

One thing to know about a 

Top Promotion Secrets 
Career Advar:cement 

Do you think that just by 
doing a fabulous j ob you 
have done enough? Do 
you think that just by 
being dedicated in your 
work and contributing 
great value you will grow 
in your career? Do you 
think that it does not 
matter if people do not 
know you? Think again. In 
this competitive world, the 
one who is in the spotlight 
is the one who gains the 
most. 

Everything you do needs 
to be showcased. It’s tree 
that hard work pays, but 
until and unless you 
promote your skills and 
abilities to the world 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

Hound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 



you must do this. You do 
not need to work every 
weekend and holiday. 

+ read more 

career in this field is that 
you don’t need a degree 
from a university. 

+ read more 

around you, you will note 
grow in your career at the 
rate at which you deserve 
to. 

+ read more 

~ Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

Preferred Resumes 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac> Comact Us 
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Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p><strong><a href="http://chronicle.com/section/Athlefics/22/">Athletic... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 
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Early Bird Reg Ending for Digital Asset Management Conference 

TEXT.htm 



Good Morning, 

On March 2 & 3rd, Creaeasphere’s Digital Asset Managemer~t Conference returns to LA to present the most 
engaging, cutting edge, and topical speakers and insights that you will find anywhere. Our industry is changing 
rapidly, and Createasphere’s DAM Conference will enable you to make informed decisions and mingle with 
your peers and the best experts in the industry. I want to make sure that you were aware of the dates and this 
powerful lineup. Please register now while there is still space -- there are only a few days left until January 19th 
when the early bird discount expires. 

Createasphere’s DAM LA 2011 is different than other DAM conferences. The agenda is a deep drill-down into 
the most compelling issues facing the DAM community right now and is packed with the best information and 
experts as well as being an incredible networking and community-centric event. I can’t list all the speakers in 
this email, so take a look at this shortened link to see the current list of speakers, I think you will be impressed! 
~peakers at Createasphere’s U~versal Cits~ Diem Co~fere~ce 2011 

No one in the industry can really tell you what the digital asset management market will look like in 2-5 years 
time. But if you explore the carefully planned program, speaker line up, and solution providers, you will find 
an unparalleled caliber of experts and tools that will help you navigate the future. Find out how digital asset 
management specialists form decisions, how they select and implement technology platforms and partnerships 
for their DAM solutions. An honest, what-works-what-doesn’t that is invaluable. 

Don’t forget - the early bird discount expires January 19!. Save hundreds of dollars and book now, just click 
this link: Createasphere DAM reg~stratior~. 

Drop me a line if you have any questions at all. 

See you in March! 
Mary Yurkovic 

P.S. Just one more quick link for you - it gets you straight to the program - DAM Cor~?rence Agenda 

Mary Yurkovic 
Manager, Conference & Expo for Digital Asset Management Events 
p: 818-842-6611 
f: 818-842-6624 
mary@createasphere, com 

Createasphere 
the future in hand I creaea@here.com 

HD Expo, LLC Createasphere, 3 72 7 West Magnolia Blvd ~ 729, Burbank, CA 91505 

You are subscribed to this newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. Please dick here to modify your message 
preferences or to unsubscribe from any future mailings. We will respect all unsubscribe requests. 
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Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; dan@dantudor.com 

Reading Your Prospect’s Crunch Time "Buying Signals" 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

ili bwl~e~ibab&v 001bHw I.bc~9on0W~DK2FUc3R21J6BND 6n3fS0tliL1PKv[~a3P~mJ7@~9~OGOUechG’,~/~UPF~’*IZZKedHeH8vOF4f ~,~A~2~aKK soCIvHIx~£~j£~.TsSH16aA%3D 
You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~:/I~.Jsitorr20co~st~lco:alactcom/cis~?11r b,a.he~bab&l- 11042588646275611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&wl: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email ~om m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~dp:/’Ivisitor cor~:~ta~tcontact cot~’do?p ~u~&m 001 ~&~? %3D%3D&se 001 t~b3tX TiVJM%3D&~001CvHi5XaT~9~mDV4IA%3D%3D&~eason 001I~QJ?sEsU%3D&llr bwlte~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

College Recruiting Weekly 

January 18,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 3 

Readi~g Yotu- Prospect’s Cllmch Time "Buyfi~g Sig~uls" 

Dan Tudor [lbgeTa://~20 rs6 net/l?~ jsD?ll~ bwheq,lbab&et- 1104258864627&~:56114&e 001 eca6CFk73R\rS9PSrHvQ~KpgLkrdG- 

Now that the bowl games are over, the real big wl~s (or big losses) are stattfi~g 
to happen. 

Coaches all over the countiy are entering the fi~ul weeks of the basle for tiffs 
year’s recruiting class, and even getting early positive (or negative) sig~s for 

tt~e next year’s prospect class. 

What tends to surprise me as we statt work with new clients [bF~/k20 rs6 net/l~ {sp2 

~bab&e~l10425886~627&s 56114&e 001eca6Cb~Z3RN~~O~~/~TOZNV~6~m/Vcchi~T2                       ~b~ .... 
saJv oxd5~z vkKw Hes~ P[~FaJ5a .~sCIDULWdro~k~Cc38FiP1iVLuC9S~c1FoI~’Vu] 
is how few college coaches to&y are able to read £difly clear "buyfi~g sg~mls" 
fiom their prospects. 

~Vhat’s more, I find that coaches are not actively lookfi~g for these signals, relyi~g 
h~stead on the off-and-on direct statements thut their prospects make fiom time 
to time. 

So, are there better sig~s available to college coaches to help them pick up the 
early signals thut a prospect might be interested h~ their progn-am? 

We thi~k there are. In l:dCt, over the years of collecti~g research data on prospects 
making their final decisio~, we’ve identified several reliable sig~uls that are 
given by a prospect wl~o is interested in a coach and his or her program. We wanted 
to shure those with you today...here they are: 

1. They ask question,s about wl~en you are going to be offeling scholarships or oppol~u~ffties 
to commit to tt~eir progn-am. If they bling up tile questio~, you shotfld know thut 
they have a serious interest in your progn-am. There’s no need to wait...ifthey 
are the kind of atNete you woNd want in yore program, then j~p ahead to talkfi~g 
about a com~N~nent to yore school. If you wait, you roll risk losing them 
a sho~ time...the kind of prospects wl~o are rea@ to verbal~e a mllin~ess to 
com~Nt early are also ~dster to look elsewl~ere if their sig~mls are not a~wered. 

2. They ask quesfio~ about cost. Thut can be c~rect quesfio~ about the Mfion 
price of the school, wlmt they woNd have to pay, or even comments wonderNg how 
they are goring to a~brd the cost. N1 of those questions and co~ents revolve 
aiom~d the ~dCt thut they are actively ~Tfi~g to figme out how they can a~brd 
to go to yore school. RecrNts wlm arefft sefiom... (continue) [ 

] 
FindmonFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&e~l104258864627&s 56114&e ~eca6CF~3RN~Xg8sDNKIkUNcQa~nbFDQE2~Ft5~9bIHQg~UL6~TqhbJ3CRVevsGxTDkqMW3ec- 
KdSYkONOBpex6cV~mGzdQqUXM 4A5p6 oCIhvdaO~ C-bMWvj 3- 6udvuVnH~NArpYUIhobYrUQszVNqeNC~U- 
IGiOS2BN51 opzK6FjECzePylNvvokgc~LZ8J 10niYogA ~s14~ VD07~AH9 StUios02 GEhP~yj L~xpyIkW3U 1 -YAdw~UpOi0p51ji 1RtNal@3cr o8 BA~ 
Follow us on TmRer [~ ’,~2()~s~~,t~eo~ 110425886462’7~6114&e ~c~6Cf~Z3RC)312SB~S~bgF2,a,- 

7d~kmCT 1Xw0HMM02~lmFABCE6RATU~Y5t89BC59B5.~ndB 796Q~HuU~6vF5xYIvS~>~,bBW2’~O~_.] 

Looking for more reclafits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [h’~:p:!/~2Ors6~el/{~z{s~f~ 
hi b,a, heqnbab&e>l104258864627&~56114&e ~1eca6CH~Z3R©f~WwP4c©C~25qQ2~\/\~‘V1h~f~‘‘~ZRzAFpv~-U~qzlv~d~47C1C~\~‘/cC~J~V~u876HMkKeC’T9~Ca~5XX~[~B~PaBH~‘~RefA 

ONLY ON OUR FACEBOOK FAN PAGE: 
7 Thi~gs to Ask AFTER You Lose a Prospect 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3ROoIkAFF8h9tASpDTPBLhOsjpQTz3jTHEBYSYkqRX- 
mtmpi ndvfuNKGKgvsl 1YdQrV9890bCXoQHIoIuxVj4GncGWTOSwjOuBQmLswPWXcMgyLEWkVDH6joYTOt-Sb83IOzN ona0xkWTwUYH-tzd8IwAvJ@0chipH14C2LUehzTqlTya4iJsSlyow-XP~kA5b- 
F4FWfKuVdJEyLmF51eV 15 oKHUNo04X 1Kb3P99~] Did 
you read our advice on leami~g a recruit’s buyfi~g sig~mls just a little too late, 
and now you’ve lost them? 

Have no fear! We’ve got a post-loss strategy ttmt can help ahnost any coach at 
any level. Read our lead article...it’s all there on our Facebook l:on page today! 
Check in for the wl~ole story, and weigh-in with your opinion. You can also Dan 
Tudor onvideo, get past atticles, and more...just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwl~eqnbab&et-l104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RPo8vVsDeI6PtMasFYupMgNAiBM3uPrVrl- 
yHHD5Ia.atdHdBEJRgeRNKL~j~uKwnfMxxbH9mET~cGcY-TCki86y~iqKqtKMe~dH~2n~vS2~bYLm762DuzAt~gQaELH7~evtys~7R~r~4~h89Y8iff~MzzXt28rCZD-WfEfmgJ~EZB38H ]. 

And dofft forget about our dailyTwltter updates!. Clickhere [tlit~3:,//~20 rs6 ne~//atisp? 
11r bwl~e~glbab&e~ 1104258864627&~56114&e O01eca6CF~Z3RMdTT9ES5F~v;_©~Xk~.Kx5x\Y e7\~,&Nwl~boFic~wxNWaVB5?3~: 

now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104258864627&s 56114&e ~eca6CFkZ3RNkwXg8sDNKIkUNcQa~P~nbFDQE2~P~RFt5~9bIHQg4UL6PTqhbJ3CRVevsGxTDkqMW3ec- 



KdSYkONOBpex6cVIlaGzdQqUXM 4A5p6 oCIhvdaOxB C-bMWvj 3- 6u4vuVnHi~IA>pYUIhobYrUQszVuiqeNCxnU- 
IGiOS2BN51 opzK6FjECzePylNvvokgdXLZ8J 10nlYogA yysl4WM VD07xtAH9 StUios02 GEhPfXyj Lz~xpyIkW3U 1 -YA4w~UpOi0p51ji 1RtNalqZ3cr o8 BAq] 

Follow us onTwi~er [h~’p:/Ii20 rs6 ~tc’l,’~ N,)?i1r bwheq.r~bab&e>l104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RO312SBSD.pEI>~rsSIKbb~ 
7dxkmCT 1XwOHM~,O2plmFABCE6RATU<~5t89BC59B5zmdB 796QiHuU~6vF5xYIvS~>~A~BW2’~,~_] 

Dai~fish[~.~://12Orsg~et,’~i~?llr b,~v[t~@bab&e>110425gg64627&~56114&e 001eca6CFIdk3R2diD5mO BX95AMOc~ 

] 
Start 2011 with better tectmology! 

CLICK HERE [ 
llr b>,he~lnbab&e~llO4258864627&~5611d&e 001eca6CH~ZBRO85i3N7Hc~SZ68gcHmtHxW1JOZ1LpB zdOFGVFIz~\4usI5XMR f~g J7ML1Ki\~wtJ~,,F’;h4~dFFT5~vqlzS58SiBfi~dFoP2ccS-bXrfA9D89A ] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Dai~fish Helping College Coaches AND Olympic Ski Team Using Oiitine Tectmology 

Dai~fish 
llr bwheojibab&e> 1104258864627&~56114&e :~1ec~C~Z3R©85i3N7Hc~&Zd8gcI{mtHx\~\/1JO21l~3~~1us15‘~MR~_~Z_~ML1KWwtJ~‘~F~2~4ztdFI,f‘5qx~1zS58SiBI;~d1~2cc8-bX~fA9D89A ]On 
many slopes across the comttly, there are young ski racers hopi~lg and training to 
become the next Lindsey Vo~m or the next Bode Miller. 

The man in chmge of reachi~g and instructing these athletes and theh- coaches is 
Jon Nolti~g, the sports education manager for Alpine for the U.S. Ski and Snowboard 
Association. 

But his job is complicated by the l:oct thut these young ski racers are spread out 
amo~lg the many club programs ttu-onghout the United States. 

SoNolti~gusesaWebchaimelcalledDaI~fish.tv[~l~r~:!I~20rs6~le~,,{q~ist~?llr bwtleq,O~ab&e{- 1104258864627&~56114&e 001eca6Cb2aZ3R\,6~,IiHSo3Xl:~ts3HF6PW2h- 

H9>c\ds,~.W%N/ N!~A5-T_7152.~5aMOs                      ?Wmv~’_ _ ~’_e~6Y~IPXPW3                           ] 
to "provide i~stmctional resources thut will help raise the level of snowsport 
performance across the U.S."... (continue) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn0sp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104258864627&~56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RNflDm~wT853 3Kx0igNUdw0PPAgmClqji IOU1XmMJy3YWkSULXafl~,fUL5MUDL7BoF7NxKPrhLiNRd3McH7vraiHgWIrALL5p6TPVPOuFZCcWol 
-mkWSKbVn82VJ~S8kaiDrQxYABqhE6wuHc9UVdMz~,~VuNtWy2~eXRjRQNLTwEphj9JqeU7rByWAy~QmL5s2AW] 

RECOMMENDED FOR COACHES: Did you ki~ow that you can have your own DaI~fish.tv cha~mel 
for your team? I~s easy...click here [ ~b&e> 1104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RNxFv71U~beE W- 
x~gXl\~?ZdBd m9V6AX~ZmpGUbt5bJDTZwR7 SFo OeDi~ogxlOzcx~FOIdN 3PwJd~] 
to fred out how to use it to train your athletes using high-tech online video! 

FrontRush[hl:qo://r20rs6ne~qnisp?llr bv,,heq~lhab&e>1104258864627&~56114&e O01eca~C~kZ3RMC-9EaX’,/d©SHJAPMfPzlTRoyiP6hMTePPLPQs3R3S~ZHoW~a, po2b- 
I e5ULwVL~r                                        ImegTEOo14Pd47mo~.xi42p2k~’\vS:,dRULJ~tGTCw~,~)~_] 

Click here [ 
DIPOaW1YRiq.cgcllDS1 _c!oRt~9V13c~_ X\~kf~3,fN .’~kk4wcfiffuDkvOKL.CFSj4AvOVBI39aCF1-~b .0 ] 
to see why they’re #1 with college coaches! 

2011 Nafional Collegiate Recmifii~g Conference Early Registrafion Underway 

2011 National Collegiate Recmifi~g Conference [ 
llr ~,[te_qnlmb&e>l104258864627&~56114&e 001eca6CH<Z3F~,’IgMe7OPgC0iDSbgFVB6t K53R63zZmsv2LCWYEODltREeJw>zia5G1FAOSi~21 ~oL,5SS~IkBruCXSV8 R-EX3UL~ 

Colle~ae S~ae~es is amounei~g the devils for ttis S~er’s premier reei~fi~g 
event %r college coaches, the 2011 Na~o~ml Colle~ae Retorting Conference [ 

~r bw~e~ibab&e~l10425~64627&~56114&e 001eca6C~I~Z3ROG1OxR~L o~<ITJd7~A_,~c£/~KKgEL5Js ZF vyJ¢Tbe3XgakEK~dCAgTmVRS~?~/~LuoXJa~dZ~)6c~3HVP 

This year’s ~utioi~ul gatheri~lg of recruiters will take place in beautiful Nashville, 
Te~messee steps away fiom legendary Music Row on Friday, June 3rd thi-o~gh Sundey 
morning, June 5th. The beautiful Scan-itt Bmmett Co~fference Center will be home 

to tiffs year’s event. 

"We’re putting together the most interactive, most educational event we ever have 
for college recruiters", says Dan Tudor, event organizer. "We had great feedback 
fiom last year’s event and we’re givi~g coaches what they said they want more of: 
More idea tracli~g, more coaches talkiilg about how they do it at their program, and 
a fm~ location. I thi~k they’re going to like whet they expelience at tiffs year’s 
event." 

A $100 early registration discomtt is available now, and we have a block of heavily 
disc©rotted co~fference accomodetio~s for a~endees, as well. Register now [llh~:ik20 rs~ :rte~,,l~l isp? 

lh bv&eclnbab&e>1104258864627&~56114&e ~1eca6C14~Z~R~G1~xRIL‘~Sqv~ll~z9W~z~7A7~qVT~\&r~Jd7\~V~I?oi~KK9EL5JsQs8Q~-s;~\R~kZF vxWbe3X9akEKIulCAgTmVR\t3ALuoXJamR’,~Dir6cX~BHVP 
and rese~we yore spot for the nation’s premier event for sefiom college recrNters~ 

Workbooks [ 
llr b,~v[t~ob&e~llO425886462?&~56114&e 001eca6_,CH~Z3RiO;~@GlkllaYt~liOo TGxw5f~D6i71 ZxFJoOTS~’ 5~E_9VoYx~.9dc~.~qD~l’~Sss"n’BV~wXPBg\_~,leOVWPr~lP~P998MOBw ] 

Is Colored Turf the Next Big Thi~g in College and Prep Sports? High School in Texas 
Sig~uls Trend 

Red teaf[}~Ro://~2Ors6~tet/l*~                ab&e>l104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RNrS9PSrH 
it/;46~hi~PBcsY I2BY2w5o6BhvnlE1UTzf w ]Colored 

lurf fields were once an oddity. Whut was Boise tt~idng when they installed that 
blue tin-f??? 
Well, maybe they were ahead of their time... 
Recently, Eastern Washi~lgton unveiled a hiight new red tm-f to match their school 
colors, prompting a lot of publicity and l:onl:oi-e. 
Now, a high school in Texas hus installed a hiight red tm-£ Is tiffs a sig~ul thut 
a new style oftm-f wars has started?... 
Click here to continue [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104258864627&s 56114&e ~eca6CFkZ3R~vG-Nnw6arkgb2~eizTp5qTxUEA5UiL~98Aq~bV5StaZvNzE~NXeHR~AmMGHkbzfB9A~B6- 
~dMUvuFrMja~IU-UAyNAYRGi~ajUUuS~Dbjhghnm9g7J~dp5cLfi.UGQRYFRD~S~tL3aVYaqWUcYd~8s6VR5z~fDsb~jf-h8a~n2Fjasi~sC9X1rqefHX~FF-8CZi~ Szbx3 SF 1G2Iu79F] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104258864627&~56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3ROur 0y 7~QwRt~BIgvKAZ~2ANivy5ma~QGTdDAL8Aj5~YUm5nwUCxLsIIIA4ZSjeQJ~d~MNJ~7m5V2RRS~IqSc~GHK~ZqzZyThTf~W~aRAJ3C~v 
-LkQ5MicFcY6 Y© fc3zMp4HT 0t3 Y8c S fqTGJBxdL3Z~EiRimGjTlk ]The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Whuffng Reci~fing Techiffques 
REGI STER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY[ [t~:/,q 20 rs6 
11r bwhe~bab&e~llO4258864627&~56114&e 001eca6Cf2~Z3~)G1OxR~L                         o~&ITJd7WOflc£4KKgEL5Js                     x~,~oe3X9skE~ICA9TmVRW~ALuoXJsm~6cXr3HVP 



If You’re a Prep Player in Indiana, Colnmiting Early is all Opporlunity That’s Being 
Seized 

Bobby gdfight [h~I.:):/!~20 rs6 net/~,t {}is?1h-b~z, he@nbab&e>1104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RNrS9PSIH~_gLkrdG- 
~_OhH_i,gKSd ekZYF ]Couttesy 
of Indianapolis Star 

Welcome to Inclialm, home of the early comlnitlnent. 

Tile reclultment of basketball prodigies as high school freshmen and soptlomores is 
notiffllg new: Former Indiana coach Bob K:light l~dlilously scouted DalIlOn Bailey as all 
eighth-grader at Sliuwswick JuIlior High School in 1986, as chronicled in John Feillstein’s 

book "A Season on tile Biillk." 

Bailey accepted a scholarship oiler to Indiana two years later, before his jullior 
season. Such all early COlnmitment was, at tile fime, all anomaly. Now, it would barely 
came a iipple. 

"Reclulting has changed in tile last five years," said Dan Dakict~, who has seen it 
from different sides as a college coact~, parent, coach ofa SUlmner travel team and 
now as a television ai~ulyst for ESPN. "Just like in tile media, you want to get tile 
stolT first, but you also want to get it right. That’s happelffi~g in reclultii~g... 

Click here to continue [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104258864627&s 56114&e 001eca6CFkZ3RNHQXynVGOewPFw46cSf- 
S0 JsoxmOjAPNrGnIXuBZ3rIN1YRuH MZcV 25sbNNdfcp2ZsH6QEpwG~Mp~w8fzKmpLafKeM72qGEKK6e~In~3hIgKJQjqXF~9n~4IrM9LUZxA~ZAGTSpVpKvbiMa9~WdBZb~-24U9AdZ3dZ5Eu~6BVUt- 
xtko3jWilfWv4WkOsOVGTCIgj8autgtNrBilwrHhN43KOdwEE ~FJxLmI-ZXYtcQHMIxe7hq-ad~x~iM2~SDBk7axidh~yedQ69San~QZXtqNjuCn~JYWC7nVGi3EUd-6~GW28vHdyv] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
t_~:i/aico~ta~gco~ttactcom/sa,’f>~i~j~p_~ik b>,hc&1ttoab&m 1101038493377&e~bia~tov~’~,va~caa ca-m ed/l&~1104258864627 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm, your 
continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

College Recruiting WeeMy 

Reading Your Prospeet’s Crunch Time "Buying Signals" 

Now that the bowl games are over, the real big wins (or big losses) are 
starting to happen. 
Coaches all over the country are entering the final weeks of the battle for this 
year’s recruiting class, and even getting early positive (or negative) signs for 
the next year’s prospect class. 

What tends to surprise me as we start work with new clients is how few 
college coaches today are able to read fairly clear "buying signals" from their 
prospects. 

What’s more, I find that coaches are not actively looking for these signals, 
relying instead on the off-and-on direct statements that their prospects make 
from time to time. 

So, are there better signs available to college coaches to help them pick up 
the early signals that a prospect might be interested in their program? 

We think there are. In fact, over the years of collecting research data on 
prospects making their final decision, we’ve identified several reliable signals 
that are given by a prospect who is interested in a coach and his or her 
program. We wanted to share those with you today...here they are: 

1. They ask questions about when you are going to be offering scholarships or opportunities to 
commit to their program. If they bring up the question, you should know that they havea serious 
interest in your program. There’s no need to wait...if they are the kind of athlete you would want in 
your program, then jump ahead to talking abouta commitment to your school. If you wait, you will 
risk losing them within a short time...the kind of prospects who are ready to verbalize a willingness 
to commit early are also faster to look elsewhere if their signals are not answered. 

2. They ask questions about cost, That can be direct questions about the tuition price of the school, 
what they would have to pay, or even comments wondering how they are going to afford the cost. All 
of those questions and comments revolve around the fact that they are actively trying to figure out 
how they can afford to go to your school. Recruits who aren’t serious... (continue) 



ONLY ON OUR FACEBOOK FAN PAGE: 

7 Things to Ask AFTER You Lose a Prospect 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! 
Did you read our advice on learning a recruit’s buying signals just a little too late, 
and now you’ve lost them? 

Have no fear! We’ve gota post-loss strategy that can help almost any coach at 
any level. Read our lead article...it’s all there on our Facebook fan page today! 
Check in for the whole story, and weigh-in with your opinion. You can also Dan 
Tudor on video, get past articles, and more...just click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start 
following Dan on Twitter. 

Da~tf sh 

Dartfish Helping College Coaches AND Olympic Ski Team 
Using Online Technology 



On many slopes across the country, there are young ski racers 
hoping and training to become the next Lindsey Vonn or the next 
Bode Miller. 

The man in charge of reaching and instructing these athletes and 
their coaches is Jon Nolting, the sports education manager for 
Alpine for the U.S. Ski and Snowboard Association. 

But his job is complicated by the fact that these young ski racers 
are spread out among the many club programs throughout the 
United States. 

So Nolting uses a Web channel called Dartfish.tv to "provide 
instructional resources that will help raise the level ofsnowsport performance across the U,S,",,, (continue) 

RECOMMENDED FOR COACHES: Did you know that you can have your own Dartfish.tv channel for your 
team? It’s easy...click here to find out how to use it to train your athletes using high-tech online video! 

Front Rush 

,,oll National Collegiate Recruiting Conference Early 
Registration Underway 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies is announcing the details for this Summer’s 
premier recruiting event for college coaches, the 20:~1 National 

Collegiate Recruiting Conference. 

This year’s national gathering of recruiters will take place in beautiful 
Nashville, Tennessee steps away from legendary Music Row on Friday, 
June 3rd through Sunday morning, June 5th. The beautifuIScarritt 
Bennett Conference Center will be home to this year’s event. 

"We’re putting together the most interactive, most educational event we 
ever have for college recruiters", says Dan Tudor, event organizer. "We 

had great feedback from last year’s event and we’re giving coaches what they said they want more of: More 
idea trading, more coaches talking about how they do it at their program, anda fun location. I think they’re 
going to like what they experience at this year’s event." 

A $100 early registration discount is available now, and we have a block of heavily discounted conference 
accomodations for attendees, as well. ~lister now and reserve your spot for the nation’s premier event 
for serious college recruiters! 

Click here to continue 



Is Colored Turf the Next Big Thing in College and Prep 
Sports? High School in Texas Signals Trend 

Red turf 
Colored turf fields were once an oddity. What was Boise thinking 
when they installed that blue turf??? 

Well, maybe they were ahead of their time... 

Recently, Eastern Washington unveiled a bright new red turf to 
match their school colors, prompting a lot of publicity and fanfare. 

Now, a high school in Texas has installed a bright red turf. Is this 
a signal that a new style of turf wars has started?... 

Click here to continue 

If You’re a Prep Player in Indiana, Commiting Early is an 
Opportunity That’s Being Seized 

Courtesy of Indianapolis Star 

Welcome to Indiana, home of the early commitment. 

The recruitment of basketball prodigies as high school freshmen and 
sophomores is nothing new: Former Indiana coach Bob Knight famously scouted 
Damon Bailey as an eighth-grader at Shawswick Junior High School in 1986, as 
chronicled in John Feinstein’s book "A Season on the Brink." 

Bailey accepted a scholarship offer to Indiana two years later, before his junior 
season. Such an early commitment was, at the time, an anomaly. Now, it would 
barely cause a ripple. 

"Recruiting has changed in the last five years," said Dan Dakich, who has seen 
it from different sides as a college coach, parent, coach of a summer travel 
team and now as a television analyst for ESPN. "Just like in the media, you 

want to get the story first, but you also want to get it right. That’s happening in recruiting... 

Click here to continue 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dma@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 8:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; dan@danmdor.com 

2011 National Collegiate Recruiting Cotaference in Nashville - June 3-5 

TEXT .htm 

NCRC2011 Nashville, TN Jlme 3-5, 2011 

Dear Brei~t, 2011 NCRC in Nashville TN bab&e~1104259560739&s 56114&e 001ScXrR 10FHP*flCMGI-OE~t 8Pa\02Z9MJG 

We wm~ted to extend mi official fiivit ation to you mri yore- c oack~lg staff to attend 

the 2011 Natim~al Collegiate Reclnfftfng Coifference [ 

Plus, as always, yon and yore coaches will get the ~mique opportmriy to meet other 

coaches and get new and innovative ideas that they’ve put to work back hmne on theh- 

campnses. 

Here’s just a sample of ‘‘vhat you’ll be leanfi~g about at this one-of-a-kflid collection 

of college coaches, sales pros, markethig gltras and recllrii~g experts: 

* Be hisph-ed by a former college attflete mri Dallas Cowboy talk about how to lie’s 

b~fflt a world class business, mri why his principles can help you blrid a world 

class attfletic program at yore college. 

* Get tips flom a otrrm~t college coach who has revolutiorfized the way she’s orgarfized 

her c oack~lg fife mid recllfft fng approach, leadi~g to her best reci~riii~g class 

ever (all ,,virile becmnhig a new mom along the way!) 

* Coaches flom large mri small schools share theh- reci~ffthig secrets, mid offer 

advice for fellow NCRC attendees on how to sti~cmre wi~ming reci~rihig campaigns. 

* Hear ~atim~ally respected aulhor mri reci~rii~g cons~flt m~t Dmi Tudor teach on 

a variety of new topics specifically designed for tiffs yeai’s i/atim~al conference. 
* Aqd much, mnch more... 

When: Friday, Jmm 3rd thi-ongh Smiday ~nola~ing, Jmm 5th, 2011 

Cost: $249 per pelson Just $149 per person - EARLY REGISTRATION $100 DISCOUNT 

THROUGH MARCH 31,2011 

How: Clickheretoresel-ceyo~trseat! [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&e~1104259560739&s 56114&e 001ScXrR8yNXTpI- 

o8DuSp2zoQxkH TqnjRGyIFg~tMJHiTCtd8 GH JJgYhR Jpjt AIWM eyDmvYwcL 10QC0ll4hyHlcfS2JOKz- 

SmA8L2ZQKuaMd~cqp2CUQ&x7w2HTg8L~IYK8~qHt52eV~7TFQtj~Cm~)IUcmR6R~AVTyvbas~epAXyXz7~iAR4rJ~ya2UVK~6Wn -QtUSBCPkWSzBrgTnTi6SgVP5bIXhTTgezTCEccIOrzPB8dLvXw ] 

DISCOUNTED HOTEL OPTIONS AVAILABLE! For coaches who register early, we have discomited 

hotel romns on the conference cm~ter campus for as low as $48 per ~ffgllt ! There 

are also several maj or hotels wit tt~l walkflig distance. 

By the way, if you’d like hlfomiation on ore- group rates for two or more coaches 

flom the same college who wm~t to ~ten~k or have ~y other questions you’d ~ke 

to risc~s ~vith ore staf£ cmgact ore cmfference coorr~/ator, ChelTl Conmge, 

~ chel~l@dm~ndor.com [mNRo:cbervl(~)da~udoz com]. 

I hope we get to see you mid yore" coactriig staff there, Bim~t. 

Sincerely, 

Dmi Tudor 

Cell: 661.809.6200 
Emall: datl@dmitndoi’.colIl [~m~ll o:da~tb~coaches c~,~n] 

Tiffs emall was sere to blmiton@micaaamc.edn by dml@dmimdor.com. 
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Tudor Collegiate Strategies 

Nashville, TN June 3-5, 2011 

Dear Brent, 

We wanted to extend an official invitation 
to you and your coaching staff to attend 
the 2011 National Colleqiate Recruitinq 
Conference in Nashville, Tennessee this 
coming June 3-5, 2011. 

This is a one-of-a-kind national 
gathering that can help your coaches 
becoming significantly better 
recruiters immediately. 

2011 NCRC in Nashville TN 

We’ve expanded our speaker line-up once 
again and will be featuring topics that you 
and your fellow coaches have submitted 
over the past year. 
Plus, as always, you and your coaches 
will get the unique opportunity to meet other coaches and get new and innovative 
ideas that they’ve put to work back home on their campuses. 

Here’s just a sample of what you’ll be learning about at this one-of-a-kind collection of 
college coaches, sales pros, marketing gurus and recruiting experts: 

Be inspired by a former college athlete and Dallas Cowboy talk about how to he’s 
built a world class business, and why his principles can help you build a world 
class athletic program at your college. 
Get tips from a current college coach who has revolutionized the way she’s 
organized her coaching life and recruiting approach, leading to her best recruiting 
class ever (all while becoming a new morn along the way!) 
Coaches from large and small schools share their recruiting secrets, and offer 
advice for fellow NCRC attendees on how to structure winning recruiting 
campaigns. 
Hear nationally respected author and recruiting consultant Dan Tudor teach on a 
variety of new topics specifically designed for this year’s national conference. 
And much, much more... 

Where: The beautiful Scarritt Bennett Conference Center near downtown Nashville’s 
Music Row - Nashville, Tennessee 

When: Friday, June 3rd through Sunday morning, June 5th, 2011 



Cost: $               Just $149 per person - EARLY REGISTRATION $100 
DISCOUNT THROUGH MARCH 31, 2011 

How: Click here to reserve your seat! 

DISCOUNTED HOTEL OPTIONS AVAILABLE! For coaches who register early, we 
have discounted hotel rooms on the conference center campus for as low as $48 per 
night! There are also several major hotels within walking distance. 

By the way, if you’d like information on our group rates for two or more coaches from 
the same college who want to attend, or have any other questions you’d like to discuss 
with our staff, contact our conference coordinator, Cheryl Corrente, at 
cher~dantudor,com. 

I hope we get to see you and your coaching staff there, Brent. 

Si ncerely, 

Dan Tudor 
Tudor Collegiate Strategies 

Cell: 661.809.6200 

Email: dan~dantudor,com 

Twitter: wwwotwitterocom/da ntudor 

How we help college coaches: www,dantudorocom 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc,edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 3:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 1-18-11 Big week of home basketball; new Gamecock Confidential web 
series 

TEXT.htm 

Men’s & Women’s Basketball prepare for big home games 

After important road wins this past weekend (Men @ Florida and Women @ Ole Miss), both our 
basketball teams are preparing for a week of pivotal home games. The men take on Arkansas this 
Wednesday at 8 PM in our Garnet Army Game, the first game with students back from Winter Break, 
followed by hosting #12 Kentucky this Saturday at 6 PM. 

The Women will face #5/6 Tennessee this Thursday at 7 PM and wrap up the weekend hosting Alabama at 

2 PM on Sunday. 

Tickets are available for all four games, though only about 2,000 remain for the Kentucky game. Come 
be a part of our home court advantage! 

Baseball & Softball Season Tickets Available 
Season tickets are available for both Baseball and Softball. Baseball season ticket sales have 
already surpassed last season’s total as we celebrate the National Championship. Softball season 
tickets are just $25 for adults and $10 for youth as we begin the "New Chapter" in 2011 under Head 
Coach Beverly Smith. Click here for more information and to get tickets. 

Gamecock Club renewal deadline reminder 
Be sure to renew your Gamecock Club membership by the deadline! Renew online at GamecockClub.org, by 
phone by calling 803-777-4276 (option 1), or by mail by returning the renewal form that was included 
with the 2011 membership guide. Deadline to renew is January 31st, 2011. 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can join for as little as $55 and be eligible to purchase 
season tickets. See 2011 Membership Benefits and join online. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Service Printing 

Men’s & Women’s Basketball 
prepare for big home games 

After important road wins this past weekend (Men @ 
Florida and Women @ Ole Miss), both our basketball 
teams are preparing for a week of pivotal,& home gam~ es. 
The men take on Arkansas this Wednesday at 8 PMA in 
our Garnet Army Game, the first game with students back 
from Winter Break, followed by hosting #12 Kentucky this 
Saturday at 6 PM. 

The Women will face #5/6 Tennessee this Thursday at 7 
PM and wrap up the weekend hosting Alabama at 2 PM on 
Sunday. 

Tickets are available for all four games, though only 
about 2,000 remain for the Kentucky game, Come be a 

~art of our home court advantage! 

You can see more of the series of Garnet Army Game 

photo promos on our Facebook ##~q~. 

Baseball & Softball Season 
Tickets Available 
Season tickets are available for both Baseball and Softball. 
Baseball season ticket,& sales have already surpassed last 
season’s total as we celebrate the National Championship. 
Softball season tickets are just $25 for adults and $10 for 
youth,& as we begin the "New Chapter" in 2011 under 
Head Coach Beverly Smith. Click here for more information 
and to g.et tickets 

Gamecock Club renewal 
deadline reminder 
Be sure to renew your Gamecock Club membership by the 
deadline! Renew online at GamecockClub or,q, by phone 
by calling 803-777-4276 (option 1), or by mail by returning 
the renewal form that was included with the 2011 
membership guide.,& Deadline to renew is January 31st, 
2011.,& 

,& Men’s Basketball: The Damn Horn Show 

~ Swimming & Diving: Coach Mood~,! Post=Meet 1/15,& 
A Football: Coach Spurrier Press Conference 1/14A 
,& Women’s Tennis: ~Jnq with An’ia Mor,qinaA ^ ^ 

AA 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I Photos I RSS Feeds 

Men’s Basketball 
- Men’s Hoops To Host Arkansas In Midweek Matchu~ 
Wed nesda’~ 
- Gain ecocks U~end Gators, 72-69,£, 
- Gamecocks Fall To Alabama 57-47 
A 
Women’s Basketball 
- Gamecocks Battle Past Ole Miss~ 6~=58 in 
- Gamecocks Fall at Kentucky/, 66=48A 

for Gamecocks 

Swimming & Diving 
-Garnecock Men Remain Unbeaten: VVornen S 

Queens 

Track & Field 
- South Carolina Claims 200m Swee~nia Tech Invite 
- La,~ ~’~! Brookins Goes Auto in Track Season ~’_O~ener 

Equestrian 
- Mee~uestrian Team Prior to Wednesda~ Basketball 
GameA 

Football 
- Steve ~urrier Press Conference Quotes 
- Gamecocks Announce 2011 Football Schedule 
- DiMarco To Play in East.West Shrine GameA 
- Gamecocks Welcome Four Newcomers 

Baseball 
-Spurs Up BIo,q with Brittany Lane: Preseason baseball 
conversation heating. ~ 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can join for Softball 
as little as $55 and be eligible to purchase season tickets. - Watch the First Installment of Gamecock Confidential 



See 2011 Membershiq Benefits,&, and ioin online. 

Weds Jan.&. 19 - MBKB vs. Arkansas - 8 PM 
,&, *Garnet Army Game* 
TV: SEC Network, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network - 107.5 FM Columbia 

Thurs.&. Jan.&. 20A -~, WBKB vs. #5/6 Tennessee -~, 7 
PM 
TV: FSN 
Radio: WISW 1320 AMA A A A A A A A A A A A 

Thurs Jan~. 20 - Carolina Calls with Darrin Horn - 7 PM 
Wild VVjng Care in the Vista 
Radio:A 107.5 FM Gamecock Radio Network 

Sat Jan 22 - \,\qen vs. S.C. State - 2 PM,&, 

Sat Jan~. 22 - MBKB vs. #12,&, Kentucky - 6 PM 
TV: ESPN, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network - 107.5 FM Columbia 

Sun Jan~. 23 - MTen vs.,&, Georgia Tech,&, - 1 PM,&, 

Sun Jan~. 23 - WBKB vs. Alabama -,&, 2 PM 
TV: SEC Network 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 

-,&, First Edition of the Gamecock Softball Sq_uawk Box~, 

Volleyball 
- Gamecock Si,qnee Hanna Forst Adds MaxPrq:~s First-Team 
AIPAmerican to Resume 

Women’s Golf 
- South Carolina Signs Justine Dreher for 2011-12 

Men’s Tennis 
- Gamecocks %oljt 

Academics/Life Skills 

hosts orientation for new student-athletes 

Workinq To.£ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Bra~d 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

S~ours U£ Daily Round-U~o: 1/14 2011 botb~!/schedu!e 
released Spurrier press conference & MBKB heads to 
Florida 
"inside the Chart" with Ands,’ Demetra: Previewin:~ Florida 
Where to watch for Gamecocks in the NFL ~,ffs 
Spurs Up Daily Round-Up: 1/I3 
Ashle£ Brunet emerges for Gamecocks 
Preseason baseball conversation heating2 
Academics/Life Skills hosts orientation for new student- 
athletes 
"inside the Chart" with Andv= Demetra: Alabama 

Single game tickets for Men’s and Women’s Basketball 

are on sale now: Click,~, here 

Season tickets for 2011 Baseball and Softball are 
available now, Click here, 

Individual game tickets for Baseball are set to go on sale to 
Gamecock Club members on February 1st at 10 AM 
and to the general public on February 8th at 10 
AM,&, (excluding Clemson). 

2011S 

~ Tournar~n[ 

2011 

CALL 800-472-3267 OR CLICK HERE 16 PURCHASE OHLIHE 

Men’s SEC Tournament tickets are currently on sale to 
Gamecock Club members who can purchase up to 8 
booklets. Booklets will go on sale to the public tomorrow, 
Wednesday, January 19th. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office HomeAAg._e 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 

Get your 2010 Football Season Highlights 
DVD today. Available now at Jewelry 
Warehouse and Addam’s Bookstore! 



3267 
Email: athletictickets~sc edu 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

- Men’s and \A/~omen’s Basketball Season Tickets 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio.n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click hereA We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question: 
Can a Booster arrange employment for a prospective 
student-athlete? 

Answer: 
,~, A booster may arrange employment for a prospect, 
provided the institution does not arrange the employment, 
the opportunity for employment is available on an equal 
basis to all applicants who qualify for the position and the 
prospect is paid only for work performed and at a rate 
commensurate with the going rate in that locale for similar 
services. 

South Ca~o ina Atlslet cs Depa~tme~st 

801 Lh~lcotn St. Cok~mb a~ SC 29208 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

C Marl~aret Scarry 

Scarry 

C Marl~aret 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

E-maih scarry@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 11:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: Top Promotion Secrets for Career Advancement 

TEXT.htm 
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X Jobs Journal 

Success Re 
Group, No,ms 

By Harrison Barnes 

When I started legal 
recruiting, within a few 
months of starting the 
business, I met a man who 
was one of the founders of 
the dominant legal 
recruiters association. At 
one time, he had the 
largest legal recruiting 
firm in California. As I 
spent time getting to know 
him, he told me that he had 
been "kicked out" of the 
recruiters’ association he 
started because he had 
started a j ob site to help 
attorneys get jobs as well. 
Apparently, the recruiters’ 
association viewed the j ob 
site as competitive with 
legal recruiting-despite the 
fact that less than 1% of 
attorneys are even 
qualified to use a legal 
recruiter. 

+ read more 

Bad Boss? How to Deal 

In theory, I had a great j ob. 
I was helping people, had 
great pay, and amazing 
benefits. Everything was 
great, except for one thing: 
my boss! He made a 
would-have-been dream 
job quickly turn into a 
nightmare. 

Unfortunately, like me, 
many working 
professionals have the 
misfortune of having a bad 
boss. While you may never 
be able to change your 
boss, there are some things 
that you can do to make 
your work situation a little 
better. 

Difference of Personalities 

Sometimes people think 
that their boss is mean, or 
doesn’t like them, but in 
reality it may just be a 

A Frustratin~ 
Career 

Are you having a tough 
time in your career? Have 
you been laid off and are 
still looking for work? Are 
you overworked, stressed, 
and tired in your present 
position, and are unable to 
visualize a solution? 

Sometimes we believe it is 
the economy’s sole fault 
that we are having such a 
difficult and frustrating 
time. And, we have a long 
list of evidence to prove 
our beliefs. People around 
us are getting laid off or 
can’t find a j ob. Every day 
another upsetting story 
appears that reinforces our 
fear. We worry about our 
future, and wonder what 
will happen to us. 

Each day we get more and 
more discouraged. And, 
many of you have given 

2011/01/20 

Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

× .ound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority’ 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

X Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 



difference of personalities. 

+ read more 
up. 

+ read more                I X PreferredResumes I 
The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About -Us Subscfibe to Our Newsletter Privacsi Contact Us 

2010 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: UTnsubsc~be° here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<kevin@pivot21earning.com> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 3:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Suggestion from Coach A1 Golden 

TEXT.htm 



In the Agony of Winning You Will 
Learn How Attitudes, Optimism and 

Life-Skill Development Translate Into 
Success for Coaches, Players and 

Parents Without Sacrificing Winnin~ 
ooA~ Go~den, Head Coach, University of M~m~ 

Click below to order online now! 

Kevin Touhey, Copyright 2011 o All Rights reserved 

arid )’o~ ~[I~ be promptly ~emo ed, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 8:38 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 

fimZMGDhl~ F/~rl 8dht- 
om5XfWx,Zad~fBaFHg@%3D%3D 

Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

January 24, 2011 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Dowifload) 

$9.95 

Click To Purchuse [~://~20 rsd ~et~ ~,[~Sd~d~&e~l1042%858928&s 4132&e 001~iBV~CXSNXIR- 
~)~Pe~dW/~d~xsLWIWgY5H9cHYSr~Nao~ildO uKOM FL9r B8 a2UkzmMCeNOImOo~nd4RShcNT~ ~v~ otmr L,~ 1 ,~ 135pHHXw 6 VGAK                ] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is f~ntu sfic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industty." 
-Greg McDemlott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton U~ffversity 

To Pro-chase: 

Book - $29.95 Click Here [ -hi~vv,,ebscr?cmd~ s-xclick&hosied hilito1~ id 8902655] 

E-Book - $24.95 Click Here [h~:p://~2Orst~et/r~isp?lh-wi~%kdab&e~1104284858928&s 4132&e 00k,~I2iBVt~dICUIAcvieqCE NC~x10ePE2aeMU~lzEm 

JcSR~CU~SBTHfkEvoSUT,~,,’z~OMVrAeLPLwXCMA3NGPccTPk2~z~VKL liGXxoT~2 ~C~] 

Support Yore Students and Have Your Library add tiffs book to their collection by 
fo~wardi~g tiffs newsletter to yore librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 

your sports management students. 
Library Order Fom~ [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdab&et-l104284858928&s 4132&e ~p~t2iBV6AZCVwNahRtFe4eMsMpMb9GkL~Z~D7z9URmt~Qrcz~rZcQ~B~pVC~i8IqSah~6DvMjaUpBBTdbK2~KI6wMp~bqthh5~@~wY5N~Td9mZTSy7~TVFb 
-qchMIWB123iGXEqe2CRZWB -qSo0jxi6gUgWsgw-] 

Join Ore Mailfi~g List [[_~,~f2:/7~isitorr2Oconsta~tcontactcom/emailjfff)?~t~1103508747574] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Our Website 

~,_,~5dxck~b&e~:1104284858928&s 4132&e 00~:~2iBV6AZCW~A~Cd~EQ~Qf~brlJI1NdMwc0sNLYJ 7UmKSCWPWEFKST~ 

] 
h~tant Dow~fload e-books [}~f9://~2Orstnet/~i@~ ~)~Sdadab&e>110428485892g&s 4132&e 00 !j)~iBV6~CW%PsZfIJRgJ-FD3oROTZ344ALFvTUG~<2w81M~(rNsZ~g~aTOV37U-t~We3iTagMRdLSg~- 
J k e X 6~ 6 KWVY _XY 2nO~ ~t~Hhv A H 6WB*t{IP9 ~g~ S Y N Y x HtMzS5c()aFI~Z Vmg P-i XS:L, h gK 1 J rL w D9 G TF W Br~D J b 2 H~qN 3~] 
Job Listings [~o:/h20rstnet/l?~{sp?llr w{n5clxdab&el- 1104284858928&s 4132&e 001pn2iBVt~ZCU4E*tg,IMgITg~d{ U4~*BeLS~x3LFYMst~_ KsASMWa107316DZSOiKCETXO M&ZUR~5~ 

Yxsoa1~{wgwiSKVZ2%IYt0-18NSEtlfl 2mZ-Id-cJLCINV~fu2z%k2B34YX~R0%OCJveMbFQ] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [ 
~Sdadab&el~l104284858928&s 4132&e 001~*~iBVtg&CVK zMtg~AtGGbYgkKaWD~rx50n~CSfMNLX WsVePcHrgBNs0s2Z1F YNgK6 vXe502Ofio34Yv79tdGzI~dwFba 
-12kxEPaIH z NOR~BVIk6o4M_] 
Career Development Books [~):/’/~20rsg~et&~i~?11r -wi~Sdad~b&e~1104284858928&s 4132&e 00 lp~iBVt~LCW%PsZffJ~gJ-FD3oROTZ344ALF~A’UG~2w81M3~sZN~g/~u?OV3"YL-t~zWe3iTa~MRd&Sg~- 
NeXtg~NdKWVY XY2nQS u~Hh?‘AH6WB~1~9i~%S~/NYxHtMzS5c~aF~kgZVm~P~iV~gK~JrLwD9G7FWBm~bJc~DJb2HV1N3~] 

Fo~wardto a FrieM [h~p:,,’!uiconsta~tco:r~actcon~!sa/f),~fl{sp?m: 1103508747574&a :1104284858928&ea bla~{on%d0u~caa u~c edu] 
Nnd m on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~fl~5&x&b&e>l104284858928&s 4132&e ~p~iBV6~CVJJTLKq~@eXXJg~peg8DI5p~Ekf~FVZA7Awn7Znc~2pw~smXv87gEi2gB6v32LyAN7qI~X~IS~zVg 
mWOsH9 ~cGiUN3AucJ@MwZQi~75ddTchQmT6GNgBG7NC~JjazBZKWVX9~6~8kWxLYwrB-mQs~.~b86ZWw2pShs8eN~X ebQ~ol~] 

Featm-eA~icle 

So You Want to Be an AD? 
By Dan Cardone 
AtN etic Ma~lagement 

I am often approached by college students majoring in sport management lookfi~g 
for advice on how to become an attfletic director. They often ask: how do I find 
out about openings? And whut is the best path to take to obtain a position at 

the high school level? 

The first thi~g I impart to those interested in tiffs career path is thut there 
are no set qualificafions, degree requirements, or certifiicafions necessaryto 
obtah~ the position of athletic director. However 

...(More) [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
llr~vfl15cLxdab&et-l104284858928&s 4132&e 001pIt2iBV6AZCWCRouo8nSLJdpk5E4FykXuYBlbl2XVPZ6dyU L3LuWuB3Pf JnQNFEWbUrRyz0mV3Wt~-OARgyNHlqTvVV YCknU887JoE 85IO4UyAaVKSNt~ 
-vyfl3 FqE 0MzygxYrZZGAhbTzf5DE 7fdbWI 1MU5 dl J0yj s4zqttsWtt~FcUCh2qzE ] 

New Job Listi~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, January 24tt~, range in locafion fiom Texas to Hawaii, 
and Oregonto Ohio. These positio~ts include positions as a co~fference commissioner, 

high school athletic director, an att~efic hainer, a sports management ~c~ 
posifio~ and several recreation positions. To view these posifio~ and more, c~ck 
on the ~ks below or go to ore website at ~.sportscareersinsfi~te.com. [ 
~r-~i~Sd~d~b&el- 1104284858928&s 4132&e ~1~iEV~CV3EnM5T%rRV~1~m~r4~pIaW~~/YNq~R~R-~m~W~B~U~dUGc1t8~‘1aZ9iUEVHA~phi~Da~-8ESIAIAB~e%~ 



Assistant Commissioner for Marketing/Broadcasfi~lg - Lone Star Conference [~2://i20rs6netz~ni~¢2f~jn5dxdab&e>l 104284858928&s 4132&e 00 lr)~2iBV6AZCU4EmZ1M~tTg~@NNL 

VOe0KoLX5k 7_ ~EpFCt5re~litoi NK3zQ~3~k8~J3wFCD3~£~Lwvb~SU~ZDze~WaZUCFU4~8mFd<GHGMd~J6NeUz~R1snL~D~GsKHK6~] 

AtN etic Trainer - Ashford University (IA) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl15&xdab&et-l104284858928&s 4132&e 001p~t2iBV6AZCWhhIJ5HQOFQGdeALvlyWITgSqh gsLCvkva xUUBPBM1Rpjgz0o3rWhRCUpbeCDTTR48DpB6VeS73q-76mgS20XB1KPDJKfLYoEmRO42S0sZf- 
B fE 1 aiOgr2wTw5kBgr RZ aV~tDliToFhbYDh6 Q STzt0 E mbPFK- Qr6 JV 10c KNYhFhntlhpgt0] 

Coorcliimtor of Competitive Sports/Sports Clubs - UNC Wilmi~gton [ 
lh >,i~hd~d~b&el-1104284858928&s 4132&e 001p~2iBV6AZCVKqC2~slvBJ_ojHHL, Vs9xXaE5kHhf3DSRI~D0k, Cn5HllZIoWz0zVscgA6~3 .cb,,.jGLhi, ft~qSCBGT~i@~km SdDGKVVSaAwg0Tfhltfl~BnPQdd\,h~nY- 

eIr~,dxh.~] 

Assistant Director of Ticket Operatioits - Nortt~westem Uulversity [~@r wjn5d×&b&el- 1104284858928&~4132&e O01Im2iBV6AZCV3n89r9{,CLcNKdbYDFiI35\,\,qAZzpRYm- 
9liRKdO                                                                  9M 9cK0 FcY WG/z~_~sg5~il¢o~,, J0iMI~ J~ 0xv,,5iiRU 02aRfRUfhlg~ ] 

Commissioner -The Sm~ Coitference [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&et-llO4284858928&~4132&e 001pn2iBV6AZCUI2Q4Oz9KrPjy2w99t~xBPkoHncEVXGg76idIGOYm291W7K779vZdStBD3j9hGJ- 
LRbl4w Fx29asHB2pPvgmgp AgP4RPOMFV k5~NLu8LW9v5Qx~-tw~72d~MXwHtx64~eg~Dc~Y5mG37cmH9Td6UN~R3~eYtagptJiSwEU5JrhkTHsd&xVUvk5kBx~c ] 

Assistant Strei~gth and Conditionii~g Coach- The Uifiversity of Mississippi [~ai jsp~4~ ~z,j,uhdx&b&e1-1104284858928&~4132&e 001pn2iBV6AZCW\>,bCZ~SIFCnYuH3aNbYuQLI?,d211MXJC5J- 
9n582~gXPKJsv,,1YxAF~H603waXl)~JoFVGhiJ9 x-El@tHe4 nlBvU9W4FxX2z-m~31oLO3BI~?aCSIL~]OIAiKR&3Q, CATXSEBZ1Mw ] 

Sales Associate - Philadelphia 76ers (NBA) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl15&xdab&et-l104284858928&s 4132&e 001pIt2iBV6AZCVoiNDu8n iWs4wMqfGa6CFxfbNTw0Cn~ZZqllZbEPvaILbSOTX2ophQogzpiS RWWi-MeKAbzgzfrDae07ooOmcVZ6wwC-M5-- 
B5mv6dk~dc8xX6~v’eZZ8hITB3Zkw277~W~S9pRjZIKZHd~.~wT6UZiTnuJkv6IQIJ9YGeu~fxqe~Fj~Cc7ZSJzGZYRL2S~ySF7xm6vjW~p~mMW78rMpFyA7JacaB~BuY ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Staitford University [ 
Fe9TkkbaSdVolKOSfMBwcOMHPZVvY 

Director of Park and Recreation - City of Elk River (MN) [ n5dxdali&e~1104284858928&s 4132&e 001.I~:t2iBV6AZC% eJC.,~ahbLhl~l- 
9~‘~Ss9vH~DR~cbH2E6tYTdNWM1C4liBE4QI~4~q~DAkp~YVh~nx5O9~FG9~.Az.~d~t6BbexHCMCK gEbtJPBQgRG0cF9dGgIHMkKxe4pa3~TI2EtC~nZIvYUWsU’FYhj0KJDMJPnMFpKT] 

AtNetic Commtmicatioits Coorclillutor for Football - U~tiversity of Michigan [ 
11r-vv>hdxdab&et=11042848589~S&s=413~&e=O01 n2iBV6~d/~CYnnPSKVki3IEIC5t 66 xgIXx9OMS7AkbR CWcYcaCt8 v~l ds ee’nuxTn N~NCnSe Uo~- 

IK fYsLW~wioTV>,SUbO5YE 3OSuHIkzST89 li6wfbwG-NNwv-MYwEMHvEix~] 

Sports Perfommnce Coach- Stanford University [li~a9:/!120 rs6 :rte~/*n isp?llr win5dxdah&e>::1104284858928&s=4132&e 001p*QiBV6AZC\&vHJtC4U84 NRMip4RZ6gC~AxizdaCk- 

Intramural & Club Sports hrtenl - Colorado School of Mines [ 
11~-~&~5dxdab&e~l104284858928&s 4132&e 001I?~L2iBV6AZCW xXw0aA0swS~DYsi6YkbH1VDeX!<G4CK XaiFSwvvgLWRI 

7~T~hW85SwSC ~SvkaIOKJETRCwL, 5,~L~Casm~,D rP7-GVJDnOMmIZf~Fcu~Zt2-bOTIEwFxVY~] 

Sports hlfornlalion Director - Siena Heights U~tiversity [li{t~!:i/~20 rs6 ne~/~n isp?lli- wjn5dxdah&e*- 1104284858928&s 4132&e 001p~2iBV6!’d<CWI W-4zl uin9szXo~EJY-53qZgFKiTAMYMliViFw7IT9i- 
lnwC~TcTKAF3vWcFC3wEJHiNKKSB~d712pX9mE1 l~TmsSaH~na87                                                           14 D 9v C-~ o f~? SUw9 D C-O P D -~.x~?~! ] 

Assistant Director of Campus RecreatioigAquatics - UNC Wilmi~gton [~%~p://~20 rs6 ~el/tn ~gjdt5dxdab&e>1104284858928&s 4132&e 00 lpn2iBV6~d8CUrSmRCv~,ddC- 
41~QpCV3sig~sAf" dCKda~Qh96x~G46ToMz~1iRBhrl_fbMEOuVOI. 59FESnW5~W7t~f~czF;2I~O1Nm6¥E\~L~li92raz~9x1an2i91kNvJ8kM4V?YI35TGef5w5s2dq~zH~FdHG1b[F~-~m] 

Head Coack Men’s and Women’s Cross Com~ti-y - Notre Dame College (OH) [h~p:/!x20rs6net,~mjsp?11r wjn5dxdah&e{- 1104284858928&s 4132&e 00 Ipx~2iBV6AZCUbvp U7YME2Jwbt9 
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Sports Management Faculty - Wittenberg U~fiversity [ 
~zj*~hdxdab&e> 1104284858928&s 4132&e 00 bm2~C VQSC s8] PQ2EFr%BTC~\/~6~ble V fZz~Dy,~ (’ ~d (~IRG ~HR5 
-LJ60IM Y_{aCIX6Axu~] 

Graduate Assistant in Atliletic Traiul~g - Virgiula Commonwealth Uulversity [ 71!< ~a,j~15dxdah&e> 1104284858928&s 4132&e 001:pn21B\/6AZ ’7Eg5Ki~b~,xqe]jc~- 
vxa~nAPK2t~Egbkdbolm~mZB4-Tc.L1Ts6excMf’l rfvod2V98J\~,/ilP~ ] 

Recreation Supelintendent - City of Cedar Rupids (IA) [t~tp://~20 rs6 ne~Jtn ~?llr->,i~hdadab&e>1104284858928&s 4132&e 001pn2iBV6~dLCVFlifZ0clTDTEmoFUBG,%X10H-SU-1 uXMoSGibO?uz- 
~2 E fin $9 oW K0 J lztqg73x~caZkyGTCiaGATYMm¥ V sv OzF fL6N2 Jif3~L~h-PCopf I"iXJVO 1B 8 SitlzEmOD~qg? IdcOROy&GV451£ 7cNPg JgXZqB~r] 

Dean for Health, PE and Atliletics - Lane Commtmity College (OR) [N~p:/,’riAO*s6,n~’?ll* ~aqi*~5dxdah&e~ 1104284858928&s 4132&e=00 Ip*t2iBV6AZCX1~Xv~tr2elzxnLmh’,AJvGklp[.3Aev~’U*rQDKo~3SD- 

f~GVcRbZo                                                       \,’iN 1 >,ZUvOEF~ZG9~,,9TRU6                  ] 

Coorcli~mtor for Fitness - Illinois State U~fiversity [}2~p:/,’~2Ors6netll~j:iD~ 
_li!i_gdi~hd~cbb&e~1104284858928&s 4132&e 00~£iBV6~CV tWTI’avFMUHOBv ROm~/~c~YSBBhHKWKV1Zf~cDCkVCDZKsV] 
-1RCZIRbs9 J3 FPAsGo2%{x4ys ViEkuma] 

Con-eclio~ts Recreation Specialist - State of Hawaii [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr~vj~15&xdab&e~1104284858928&~4132&e 001p~t2iBV6AZCUnEY19CKOQDNvlYql02cliaRcXoginKFdYILrJOP1GY1BAkTln7Dh85- 
~K~yUdW3w4vv~QS~WmG7heBiiuV7~sX5VBqp~Vc~LgTk~DSNKIn42w~Hj4UHrFpHXRMdWLY9~xY~M39j e00cJTZiZ83uFlxTgId01qAMHW6mRSxUUoMfg2DJLdqojAuWRgrQc ] 

AtNetic/Activity Director - Arkansas City School District (KS) [                     ?llr:-vv~hdxdab&e~ 1104284858928&s 4132&e O01~L2iBV6AZCXhoHzL.WvTauvfi<2tOiSL5RS’I~& 
~iVEsJTiIKv4g1~Jg~AwIZM~c~MVDC;~5kTDdzSL8;~72~1YFlidDvtM;~Kg~UVDb~LbvqAH~QSaauR5WA2m Ul~\,\/1gIbrB944R4J9hiS~I9K,/v3GBLsYBV 82vNVJXKUHOKP31rowIY ] 

Quote 

"I won’t accept anythi~g less tliun the best a player’s capable of doing, and he 
lies the iight to expect tt~e best tliut I can do for him and the team." 

---Lou Hollz 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
Sports Jobs Newsletter 

8 Steps to 
Interviewing Success 

(Instant Download) 

Click To Purchase 

January 24, 2011 

Feature Article 

So You Want to Be an AD? 

By Dan Cardone 
Athletic ~4anagement 

I am often approached by college students majoring in 
sport management looking for advice on how to become 
an athletic director. They often ask: how do I find out 
about openings? And what is the best path to take to 
obtain a position at the high school level? 

The first thing I impart to those interested in this career 
path is that there are no set qualifications, degree 
requirements, or certifications necessary to obtain the 
position of athletic director. However 
¯ . .(More) 

Job Search Book 

"This book is fantastic - it is 
very practical for people who 

want to 8el into (or 
advance) in the sports 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, January 24th, range in 
location from Texas to Hawaii, and Oregon to Ohio¯ 
These positions include positions as a conference 
commissioner, high school athletic director, an athletic 
trainer, a sports management faculty position, and 
several recreation positions¯ To view these positions 
and more, click on the links below or go to our website 
at wwwosportscareersinstituteocom. 

Assistant Commissioner for Marketing/Broadcasting - Lone 
Star Conference 

Athletic Trainer -Ashford University (IA) 

Coordinator of Competitive Sports/Sports Clubs - UNC 
Wilmington 

Assistant Director of Ticket Operations - Northwestern 
University 



industry." 

-Greg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach 

Creighton University 

To Purchase: 

Book - $29.95 Crick Here 

E-Book- $24.95 Crick Here 

Support Your 

Students and Have 

Your Library add this 
book to their co[[ecUon by 
forwarding this newsletter 
to your librarian and ask 
them to purchase a copy 
for your sports 
management students. 

Library Order Form 

[join our Mailing List!1 

Quick Links... 

Our Website 

Instant Download e- 
books 

Job Listings 

Sports Management 
Degree Programs 

Career Development 
Books 

F-or~vard to a Friend 

Commissioner - The Sun Conference 

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach - The University of 
Mississippi 

Sales Associate - Philadelphia 76ers (NBA) 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Stanford University 

Director of Park and Recreation - City of Elk River (MN) 

Athletic Communications Coordinator for Football - University 
of Michigan 

Sports Performance Coach - Stanford University 

Intramural ~t Club Sports Intern - Colorado School of Mines 

Sports Information Director - Siena Heights University 

Assistant Director of Campus Recreation/Aquatics - UNC 
Wilmin~Iton 

Head Coach, Men’s and Women’s Cross Countw - Notre Dame 
College (OH) 

Sports Management Faculty - Wittenberg University 

Graduate Assistant in Athletic Training - Virginia 
Commonwealth University 

Recreation Superintendent - City of Cedar Rapids (IA) 

Dean for Health, PE and Athletics - Lane Community College 
(OR) 

Coordinator for Fitness - Illinois State University 

Corrections Recreation Specialist - State of Hawaii 

AthleticlActivity Director - Arkansas City School District (KS) 

Quote 
’1 won’t accept anything less than the best a player’s capable 
of doing, and he has the right to expect the best that I can do 
for him and the team." 

---Lou Holtz 
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~e~vices 

The Model Practice Committee is seeking nominations for the 
Annual N4A Model Practice Award. Winners will be honored at the 

20tl National Convention with a recognition plaque. 

Description of the Award: The N4A Best Practice Award is an award 
given annually to the university or college that displays best practices in 
their academic programming for student athletes (this includes, but is 
not limited to academic advising, academic integrity, disability services, 
target populations, learning specialists, tutoring, study haIVtable, life 
skills, etc.), institutions can submit one or more nominations in 
each category. 

Categories: Academic Advising (Includes: monitoring academic 
progress, major exploration, communication with professors, etc.) Life 
Ski~s (Includes: courses, speakers, career counseling, health and 
wellness education, etc.) Target Population Programs (Includes: at- 
risk, learning disabled, international, summer bridge, transfers, 
etc.) Tutoring (Includes: tutoring and mentoring programs) Academic 
~ntegrity (Includes: maintaining institutional academic standards) 

Eligibility: All universities or colleges affiliated with the N4A are 
encouraged to enter. Entries can be made by an individual, group, or 
an entire staff. Submissions must be able to demonstrate 
program Io~nqevibz (2-3 years) and program effectiveness. 

Criteria: The Model Practice Committee will rate each application on 
the following criteria: 

Innovativeness and Use of Creativity- What is new or unique 
about this program and how was it originated? What are the 
basic components of the Model Practice? 

Recognizable, Effective and Measurable Results - How well 
did the Model Practice align with the programs overall goals 
and objectives? How did the implementation of the program 
impact the students? Institution? How were results measured? 
What did it cost (budget, time, and staff) to implement? 

Applicability/Replicability of the Best Practice- How can this 
Model Practice be implemented in a program of a different 
size, different budget and different scope? What is the 
process for replicability in other organizations? 

Submission Procedures: Nominations must be submitted 



electronically. Narratives (Example attached) must be limited to 3,000 
words in length, and be presented in narrative form in the following 
order and format. Be sure to include each heading in your narrative 
(number’s 2 - 7) and address each question below in the 
appropriate section. 

1. Completed Nomination Form (Attached) 

Goa~s and Objectives-Identify the overall purpose of the 
model practice. What were you specifically trying to achieve? 
Was there a specific deficiency, problem, or need that you 
were trying to address and improve (Examples: Increasing 
academic metrics such as GPA, APR, graduation rates; 
improving staff efficiency; providing enhanced services to 
specific populations; etc.)? Are these challenges potentially 
common at other institutions? Was this a newly created 
program or did it build upon something that was already in 
place? 

Program Description -Describe each staff member’s role and 
what if any collaboration existed with different departments on 
or off campus. Include month and year program was created, 
staff member(s) directly responsible for the implementation, 
and budget requirements. 

Program Evaluation- How did you measure the success of 
the program (quantitative and/or qualitative)? How were 
results measured? How did you know that it was effective? 
How did you collect feedback from your students, coaches, 
faculty, andfor administrators? What instruments did you use 
to measure success? (Retention Reports, GPA, APR, GSR, 
Surveys, other statistics) 

Program Outcomes- What were the specific outcomes? How 
well did you achieve the program objectives? How well did the 
Model Practice align with the programs overall goals and 
objectives? How did the implementation of the program 
impact the students? Impact the Institution? What did it cost 
(budget, time, and staff) to implement? How did you know that 
the program worked? Can you provide tangible results of the 
impact of your program? (GPA, APR, etc), Did you collect any 
data that shows you achieved your goals? Describe your 
institution’s commitment to the program’s continuation? 

Potential for adaptation by other institutions- How can 
your program be implemented at institutions of different sizes, 
budgets, scopes, etc.? Can your program be used "as is" or 
does it need to be scaled up or down depending upon the 
factors mentioned previously (size, budget, scope, etc.)? 
What essential aspects of your program must be in place in 
order to be effective at another institution? What 
recommendations do you have for an institution attempting to 
replicate your program? Please address (initial start up phase, 
execution of the program, and measuring the program’s 
effectiveness) 

Challenges/Obstacles- Describe potential challenges (if any) 
that you may have encountered when implementing this 
program/service? How did you overcome the 
challenges/obstacles? What would you do differently in the 
future to avoid such issues? How do you plan to enhance the 
current program in the future? Are there other constituencies 
on campus or in their community that you would like to 
collaborate with in the future? 



Institutions are encouraged to submit supporting materials 
electronically, links may be provided to the nominated programs 
website if applicable. 

N4A Model of Practice Nomination Form 
Model Practice Award Application 
Model Practice Example Narrative 

Entries must be submitted by March 1st 2011 to: 
Eric Rienecker 
Model Practice Committee Chair 
St. John’s University 
rienecke@stiohns.edu 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by teresa@nfoura.orq 1 
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View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
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Tile Lost Art of Managing Your Prospect’s Expectatioils 

Taming your recruit’s expectations 

lh b,~,he~l~ab&el~llO4297176251&~5611d&e 001 ~2~AJLOIPLSv\&.9xKJhlk2wl3Z~cTaG M0evFTIeCuAzn8 9di)tReH5r\-tI53e~0IDa~6w5kG1Lt.gQ__.]It 
really is a lost art, you kilow. 

VeiN few college coaches, I find, call actually do an effective job ofmanagii~g their 
prospect’s expectations duling tile reclaliting process. And to be candid, tiffs is 
all article tbut I feel somewbut unqualified to wlite; I’m not completely sure tbut 
I would do a bang-up job at managii~g my recruit’s expectatioils were I to coach collegiately 
today. 

It’s easy to understand wily: 

* Recruits make their decisions earlier and earlier, meaulng there is more time 
to change their mind after makii~g that early co~mnitlnent. 
* Recruits make their decisions based largely on how they feel about their connection 
with a progn-am, according to our research [ 
llr bwhe~lnbab&e>llO4297176251&~56114&e ~1g~2hKizV57~Xmg81C~/FX1u1d~4x~Y6ZvG~d~.~wgN~rH8udO1xesl~m}{SdQb~FUZNd±,J4~ciMXVt~Cd‘~UY6m~fw~1KCE~Mmq7\~/i1 1H3z48cDTD0f~%~C9Gv,, ] 
When you’re dealii~g with a teenager’s feelii~gs, you’d better be prepared to manage 
their expectations or be ran-over by them. 
* Parents of recruits and their expectafioils? Don’t get me started... 

What kind of expectations am I talkii~g about? 

Well, amoi~g all of the unique expectations that we could talk about from campus 
to campus, probably tile number one "expectation" tbut needs active managing by college 
coaches is scholarstffp money. 

Money, and tile emotions and expectafiOllS stm-ounding wbut tile atttlete and his or 
her parents fed is owed to them by ailinterested college coach, is tile prinmry 
focus for...(confinue) [h~:p:i/~20 ~s6 ~lel/~i isp?lh~.>a&eql~bab&et- i 104297176251&s 56114&e 001 gO2Ii~{z\~57qe\~3cEE9~3o5IF2SesSV-0XoC.1PigOl~og>qkGDsYSWoh~ ApGZARg59W\~,&_e~/IhlOshBKfl~5vl- 
RhSSzMrvsrIONkN MccL~              Gl~IcdOPNSIS~_~bL\~,~:TOxLPSdoV20meF1ZPVmXSi27m0~I5btU51Bc~2 .] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104297176251&s 56114&e 001gO2hKjzV57rOSAPU-6qETT1QcDLrJSVm4Dk9- 
6ysO5j nRw5UPWSb4z3yPEVwTJC rGWblS817eFuJUlaqBS891ASjOQTJyyWrBbSa5OTUgq6D2FZxJsz kI<alsNOpuvQfc5STto93P3XC D-0M8aws&nkt8bSa8LFHB48ML3mJZJ-pKKTS1M- 
CJAqbWIC2Fqe8BV5B5F3W-2XVZ 1 -swwBP 1W1GkNG54yotGgu2qeVjHcpPiDf82s85WE3hQF 2YMB6qdkQyTJEjRdoMAWotEgFllY4ATgF] 

Follow us on Twitter [~)!o://~20~ 
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to see wily they’re #1 with college coaches! 

ONLY ON OUR FACEBOOK FAN PAGE: 
Exclusive trailling articles and videos! 

DanTudor onFacebook[ [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4297176251&s 56114&e O01gO2hKjzV57pHfd6KL-6ScrgZu4z7-tlliihTPw4cuerdZt9yLpY3dZdTL2OK19bodtqr8BmNIZ- 
Irsjd5ZVA8ERh4KDr UvaGIeohvo0jX8TK12utflH5cXi0oB uwIjGKhavz28Ho&~c-raNtj 2kOflAN- 
bbU71 k2ToNCxTHwzzcB fKYT1GQq 1FB XTY XaixUFqL Jq2Ui 1 c8m4ACI R5kgTIIZdfw3 f9H 1SOAzH0hybyFTwWpqIg ]Looking 
for our all-tin]e best atticles and new video traiulng fron] Dan Tudor? It’s all 
there on our Facebook 1:~i1 page today! Check in for the whole stolN, and weigh-in 
with your opillion. 

You Call also Dan Tudor on video, get past articles, and more...just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
11i- bwheqnbab&et-l104297176251&~56114&e 001gO2hKjzV57occDdrlkgMPepSwgpqHSspyttCPyszBQ2xxSJkW002fTHDxxu01AbT- 
emy7n4VIGyT7x2 Y FbOe01B Mtr QHC8gotkJz4oSqvKhnPpHLZXpO3 aCbTnB flfdqr46N-hbCqOA3 F GM SVi4zSYySnyCqv4zN00dtl pLiPmBInkKKNWFIZ~ 1A4vpOB 5Jw]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 

llr bwbe~d~bab&e~- 1104297176251&~56114&e 001 rA YC3bNG~VCY~3Ld~b1RY~i11:~dGGLE{!~‘2~IR~A~5~6btDl~DJ6R7K1cu~3~T~mz~V~D52zYr9ca@6Z~xkta7tSw~ 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104297176251&s 56114&e 001gO2hKjzV57rOSAPU-6qETT1QcDLrJS¥’m4Dk9- 
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CJAqbWIC2Fqe8BV5B5F3W-2XVZ 1 -swwBP 1W1GkNG54yotGgu2qeVjHcpPiDf82s85WE3hQF 2YMB6qdkQyTJEjRdoMAWotEgFllY4ATgF] 
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] 

Another Free Google Tool for College Coaches Who Never Want to Miss Another Prospect 
Call 

Missed calls [ 
~&et l[~s ~~~V57~vgF~AJL~l~LSvV~‘9xKJhil<2w13ZlcTaGcyd©W0:i~©g~:~M~evF7~eC~&zn8~9Yd1~95~U~1Dq~9dDtReH51N-t~53er~1Dat6w5kG1Li~‘) ]by 
SeanDevli~FrontR~h[hi~D:/k20~s6ne~,’tn~?lir b~,,he~!~bato&e~l104297176251&s 56114&e 001£O2hK~zV57qGe~UETLxSX~A~,~9Hp~2. HVS3~&YM~L-mdLwVxg0CXISBB~- 
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One application thut we huve been usii~g in our office here at Front Rush [ ab&eV 1104297176251&~56114&e 00 ~_~GecUBTLx8 \& W\ 9 H 
md&wVx80CXI SB Bt-Xw av Ete6da~ll0 BtLCc4B6V0kVI ] 
is Google Voice. Tile advantage in huvii~g a Google Voice nlmlber is thut it keeps 
you COilnected and accessible at all times. It helps to alleviate tile fear of missii~g 
that key recruit call. It also gives you instant feedback so that if you do, you 
call get right back to tile recruit (assuming that it is within compliance at your 

level). 

Here is how it works: 

With Google Voice, you set-up a siI~gle phone number so thut when called, all of 
your phones will iing (e.g. Work Phone, Home Phone, Cell Phone, Skype). This way, 
whether you are in tile office or on tile road, you are accessible by a single nmnber... 

(continue) [ t c~’Jd 6 Pt (398 B o F o~}~2 
TBeL22vA94dO5KdH14EwE3CweV3DChsBbA8~\i 4f ¥ivk~sDx~1~7a~I~xEW1~1G69S~2ibvHey~¥wcepbLGLFz~¥D9m-ASSr~;~bM9MVK4~dKKw~K~z8VdiiURU9/~3>~‘~-] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the i~ution’s top prospects for flee. [ 
~r b’M~eq~bab&e~l104297176251&s 56114&e ~1~zV57~FEOVE~u1d~hTKQOk1DLYNv4~G~vCa5vhE71duV9vC~W~1O~bfod~4Bs~BS~W~1V~35- 

Y TDdYd&Mz~%~JYKGYhIvBSNIIkhi~.eHGvLoSN5a~@xBVZWs330RM ] 

Trusted vs. Questioi~uble in tile New World of Coilege Athletic Recruiting 

Parents and college coaches are using tile National Collegiate Scoutii~g Association 
[b~d?://i20rs6ne~’~n              bab&e~l104297176251&s 56114&e 001~zV57~L, OFNEC G.3ZX98A3JO6Kiu3POS~g)J~UHdI33LUaY58~.)ds8uKsfLiTo3Efef~iHV~,d~4@~2~:. 
aC~gO~A~mazTNs0 fWHiOEZLEr0KEHwa~JgCAG>,YFc ] 
h~ record n~bers. It’s the ~ufioffs most reliable prospect &tabase, and provides 
flee, verified i~ffoi~nafion on reci~ts aioN~d the coN~T to college coaches. 

It’s paI~ ofa gnowing nlm~ber oftoois establishing themselves on tile college reclalitii~g 
landscape...it’s reliable and tnlsted. 

However, some tactics seem to be getfing a li~le extreme, at least on l:~ce value. 
Take Nick Heras, for iilstance: 

Like many other Amelican teeils, 14-year-old Nick wants to be a professional quarterback 
someday. 

Ulllike most teellS, he has left home and moved across tile countiT to a~end all elite 
athletic trailling piogram. His l:olnily foots a heft/bill for Nick’s &earns: More 
thun $50,000 a year. 

"I knew I had to leave and do tiffs program if I wanted to be serious about football," 
he says. 

In tiffs increasii~gly competitive generatioi~, some parents elu-o11 toddlers in expensive 
Mandarin classes and fight to get into ttlem into tile best preschools. That pressure 
is perhaps as exti-eme as in sports. 

For parents like Nick Heras Sr. and his wife, supporting their child’s deshe to 
become a sports phenom takes more than filmncial sacrifice. It requires lime, patience 
and tile hope that one day their efforts will pay off in tile folan of a full-ride 
to college... (continue)[hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l104297176251&~56114&e 001gO2hKjzV57rUOFNEC G-3UBWuXHwthObdiI~gt~3eBXX-s-5UgGVRZ8Jr4QHlwwre30ZdLYq2- 
Ij 6m JszgvxkH5 BRkaGcRwV2oignJ0 ok0HwHbN SU1QdH4RRiF41KsqghqyGf4czTYiOC- 
eZ Jhuz876gR1B Y3ReZ fG0n~GI0cegyN6AZqf8 q12 HPvkRh6aGntrY55 R1Ht6UaasbgSZ YH5aNq5URQR6o87AC8 C6v ScAaOuj 5 RhuIZKQXxNeV X8t~3iln] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104297176251&s 56114&e 001gO2tlKjzV57pHCZ7FjP8vXylVMCYLk4j-kkU9A9Lc~8mso5DQIRdPcrWQpwo4nl3tI- 
Sz5xkMQSSBmNvL~B7fWdn~zecNLXJfgRI~-¥~dA4BKEj~rAcs~Xa3~flAz4n~CX~BbMah~TNHiqu~dU~W4Dv~B~ Ci5tEa4Y5wm59dXQPNZbC51x-ZoM¥2qagT3alz8GIdvGcCCgQ ]Tile 

Experts Teach YOU tile Latest Whining Recruiting TecMiques 
REGISTER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [~’[x/’k2Ors6net,~n               ab&el- 1104297176251 &~56114&e 00 l~2hKizV57qYRs-wl>,ZUP~d.)vR~ibl<iwlz4LPEVW8FI-EtMaNW2IaEo6Ecen- 

] 

How Mike Leach is Surviving on tile Frii~ges of Coachii~g 

Mike Leach [ 
ilr bwhe~tbab&e>l 104297176251 &s 56114&e 001 2d<AJLOIPLSvVw 9vdKJlnk2wl3ZIcTaGcvdOWOU o9dDtReH5rN-tI53er0IDat6w5kG1Li4O _]He’s 
thillner now, subsisting these days on a healthy diet of chickei~, fist~, asparagus, 
ahnonds and various rabbit foods. Ifnothii~g else, tile Mad Pirate hus tile right 
look for his next job hrtei%ew. 

As l:or as getting that job, well... 

Troth is, you have to dig down deep to find any trace of bitterness in Mike Leach. 

It is all but assured in late JanualT that Texas Tech’s folTtler coach will sit out 
the game he altered for a decade, for a second consecutive season. Twelily-one schools 

chunged coaches (Pittsburgh did it twice). 

Olily MaiTland came close to hiling tile 49-year-old, quirlci offensive gelffUS who 
not ollly sued his folaner employer (Texas Tech) but also E SPN. 

"I thillk," Leach said of the legal issues with his lypical candor, "it has lilhited 

Click here to continue [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1104297176251&s 56114&e 001gO2hKjzV57qQU B4EP262yvkCwUjKPanooYOaVi57-1YAJ- 
4tn5dVCTR8I~Z~rz6ZHwNpWqXGrNIu7QT~FgYpZvV3rAq4Ez5H8szz~78bQxH8cW~V2TWRHa7XqSeX6f xT6c0CiKAX1ZWUoFL4HTifYVXwhI~gXAd8Kw6-1L9 DmUXf2SH6CEltVJYNciwsHbAmZG gI- 



vL4FteTkxVsuxk3gCGtTZj dGkGPZekbrN6 P JQCWj YdC 5wQ ] 

Ttuee Wishy-Wushy Words I Wish You Wouldn’t Say 

Dont saythese words[ [hNo:i/:20 rs6 :tei/tn jsp? 
~. ~&e~-:l~04297176251&~6114&e ~C~21~jzV57~C~kJ~NH.Sx, V,z, gxKJh~2,a,13Z~cT~Gc~O~,,’(}~4~’_ ~8~9~?dd~951LX~lDqogc~e~:5ch-t~53e~N~6w5~L~Q ]We 
say it when we pick up the phone. 

We say it when we sta~ a new emNli 

~enwe sayit, the rec~fi~g process slows down. Or, it stops aRoge~er...never 
to be re-s~ed agNn. It gets m WAY offtarget. 

~cl you M~ow what? We ac~lly say it because we tti~i it’s pdite, non-Ness~g 

and even a Nt clever. 

It’s just ttu-ee li~le wor&: 

"I was just..." 

Those ttu-ee wor&, when combined together, do more to giM the gears of recrNfi~g 
to a stop than jmt about any other ptuase I’ve heard when helping coaches over 
~e past few years. 

"I was just cdli~g back to see i£.." Or, "I was jmt wri~g to check in..." 

Have you ever done that? I have many times over my Nofessiond career. ~cl eveW 
time I let it slip out, the res@ts are... 

Click here to continue [~’h 20 rs6 ~e~/~-~ ~g~?11r b,a, lieqnb~}&e~/110429~!%251 &~ :~114&e 0                                              CBTgd~q                   VIv- 
KXkbvCZED5r749TMg~ cVEIrOR~,TlsHLTTLFAAeLbH3rH*NKMToDU*k~ZuSC~fFJJwHcTNsTV2PE@~}dmemEEb3FO3EbOrA :] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
ht~.:iiLdco~tsta~tco~actcomisazI~XE~s[)?lli- b,~,heQ~,bab&m 1101038493377&ea bla~to*t:,~tu~aa Lu~tc ed~::&~1104297176251 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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 ecruiting WeeMy 

The Lost Art of Managing Your Prospect’s Expectations 

It really is a lost art, you know. 

Very few college coaches, I find, can actually do an effective job of 
managing their prospect’s expectations during the recruiting process. 
And to be candid, this is an article that I feel somewhat unqualified to 
write; I’m not completely sure that I would do a bang-up job at 
managing my recruit’s expectations were I to coach collegiately today. 

It’s easy to understand why: 

¯ Recruits make their decisions earlier and earlier, meaning there is 
more time to change their mind after making that early 
commitment. 

¯ Recruits make their decisions based largely on how they feel about 
their connection with a program, according to e..r research. 
When you’re dealing with a teenager’s feelings, you’d better be 
prepared to manage their expectations or be run-over by them. 

¯ Parents of recruits and their expectations? Don’t get me started... 

~i Taming your recruit’s expectations 

What kind of expectations am I talking about? 

Well, among all of the unique expectations that we could talk about from campus to campus, probably the 
number one "expectation" that needs active managing by college coaches is scholarship money. 

Money, and the emotions and expectations surrounding what the athlete and his or her parents feel is owed 



to them by an interested college coach, is the primary focus for... {’continue) 

Front Rush 

ONLY ON OUR FACEBOOK FAN PAGE: 

Exclusive training articles and videos! 
Dan Tudor on Facebook! 

Looking for our all-time best articles and new video training from Dan Tudor? 
all there on our Facebook fan page today! Check in for the whole story, and 
weigh-in with your opinion. 

It’s 

You can also Dan Tudor on video, get past articles, and more...just click here, 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start 
following Dan on Twitter. 

Another Free Google Tool for College Coaches Who Never 
Want to Miss Another Prospect Call 

Missed calls 
by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

One application that we have been using in our office here at Front 
Rush is Google Voice. The advantage in having a Google Voice number 
is that it keeps you connected and accessible at all times. It helps to 
alleviate the fear of missing that key recruit call. It also gives you 
instant feedback so that if you do, you can get right back to the recruit 



(assuming that it is within compliance at your level). 

Here is how it works: 

With Google Voice, you set-up a single phone number so that when called, all of your phones will ring (e.g. 
Work Phone, Home Phone, Cell Phone, Skype). This way, whether you are in the office or on the road, you 
are accessible bya single number... (contin..e) 

Trusted vs. Questionable in the New World of College 
Athletic Recruiting 

Parents and college coaches are using the National Colleqiat~ Sco..tin~j Association in record numbers. 
It’s the nation’s most reliable prospect database, and provides free, verified information on recruits 
around the country to college coaches. 

It’s part of a growing number of tools establishing themselves on the college recruiting landscape...it’s 
reliable and trusted. 

However, some tactics seem to be getting a little extreme, at least on face value. Take Nick Heras, for 
instance: 

Like many other American teens, 14-year-old Nick wants to be a professional quarterback someday. 

Unlike most teens, he has left home and moved across the country to attend an elite athletic training 
program. His family foots a hefty bill for Nick’s dreams: More than $50,000 a year. 

"I knew I had to leave and do this program if I wanted to be serious about football," he says. 
In this increasingly competitive generation, some parents enroll toddlers in expensive Mandarin classes and 
fight to get into them into the best preschools. That pressure is perhaps as extreme as in sports. 
For parents like Nick Heras Sr. and his wife, supporting their child’s desire to become a sports phenom takes 
more than financial sacrifice. It requires time, patience and the hope that one day their efforts will pay off in 
the form of a full-ride to college... 



How Mike Leach is Surviving on the Fringes of Coaching 

He’s thinner now, subsisting these days on a healthy diet of chicken, fish, 
asparagus, almonds and various rabbit foods. If nothing else, the Mad Pirate 
has the right look for his next job interview. 

As far as getting that job, well... 

Truth is, you have to dig down deep to find any trace of bitterness in Mike 
Leach. It is all but assured in late January that Texas Tech’s former coach will 
sit out the game he altered for a decade, for a second consecutive season. 
Twenty-one schools changed coaches (Pittsburgh did it twice). 

Only Maryland came close to hiring the 49-year-old, quirky offensive genius 
who not only sued his former employer (Texas Tech) but also ESPN. 

"I think," Leach said of the legal issues with his typical candor, "it has limited 
my market"... 

Click here to continue 

Three Wishy-Washy Words I Wish You Wouldn’t Say 

We say it when we pick up the phone. 

We say it when we start a new email. 

When we say it, the recruiting process slows down. Or, it stops 
altogether...never to be re-started again. It gets us WAY off target. 

And you know what? We actually say it because we think it’s polite, non- 
pressuring and even a bit clever. 

It’s just three little words: 

"I was just..." 

Those three words, when combined together, do more to grind the gears of recruiting to a stop than just 
about any other phrase I’ve heard when helping coaches over the past few years. 

"I was just calling back to see if..." Or, "I was just writing to check in..." 

Have you ever done that? I have many times over my professional career. And every time I let it slip 
out, the results are... 

Click here to continue 
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1 P~nel Discussion: "D~vid 
Wojnarowicz and A Fire in My 
Belly" 

[~ Thursday, January 27, 2011 

6:00 PM 

In connection with the Ackland’s current Study Gallery 

installation David Wo/narowfcz, "A Fire in My Bdiy’’~ Versions, 

Debates~ Implications, the Museum presents a panel discussion 

with UNC-Chapel Hill faculty members. 

Panelists scheduled to appear are: 

Rich Cante, Associate Professor, Media and Cultural Studies, 

Department of Communication Studies, and Director, 

Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema 

Michelle Robinson, Assistant Professor, Department of 

American Studies 

Randall G. Styers, Associate Professor, Department of Religious 

Studies 

Facilitator: Amanda Hughes, Director of External Affairs, 

Ackland Art Museum 

David Wojnarowicz’s A Fire in My Belly is on view in the Ackland 

Art Museum’s Study Gallery during the Museum’s open hours 

through February 13, 2011. 

This panel discussion is co-sponsored by the Ackland Art 

Museum, the Program in Sexuality Studies, and the 

Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Free and open to the public. 

RSVP recommended: acktand@email.unc.edu 

Art Rocks! at the Ackland and 
Kidzu 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 

4:30- 6:00 PM 

People living 6,000 - 7,000 years ago didn’t express themselves 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

Tradition in Clay: Two Centuries of 

Classic North Carolina Pots 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

At Work in the Wilderness: Picturinq 

the American Landscape 1820-1920 

The Oldest Paintinqs in America: 

Utah’s Rock Art Photographed by 

Goodloe Suttler 

There is always something new to 
see at the Ackland! 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

February 1 

Yoqa in the Galleries 

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM 

February 2 

Lunch With One: 

"See America First: Tourism and 

American Landscape Paintinq" 

12:00- 1:00 PM 

February 5 

Poetry Workshop: 

Writinq from Landscapes 

1:00- 5:00 PM 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 



on canvases or computer screens - they used rocks! In this 

program, kids meet at the Ackland Art Museum to investigate 

photographs of some of the oldest paintings in America. At 

Kidzu, children use natural pigments to create their own 

"ancient" paintings. 

$5 per child. Pre-registration required; call Kidzu at 919-933- 

1455 to register. 

Art-Ventures for Kids 

[~ Saturday, January 29, 2011 

10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Ackland Art-Ventures for Kids is a series of engaging 

Saturday morning classes in which 6-9 year olds explore art in 

the Museum’s galleries. They then put their newly-acquired 

ideas into practice by creating take-home treasures in an 

adjacent art studio. 

This week: "Star Light, Star Bright" 

We will look for ways that artists use light in their compositions, 

focusing on candlelight and night skies. When we go to the 

studio we will make our own candles to bring a new source of 

light to our homes.. 

Art-Ventures sessions are taught by National Board Certified Art 

Teacher Tamela Davis and other educators. 

Registration is required; call Caroline Culbert at 919-962-3342. 

$15 members I $25 non-members. Fee includes materials. 

Save by signing up now for 3 or more sessions: 

$12 membersI $23 non-members per session. 

Poetry Workshop: Writing 
fromLandscapes 

 ister Now! 

Saturday, February 5, 2011 

1:00- 5:00 PM 

Ekphrastic poetry is a form of creative writing in which writers 

use art as the springboard for poems. This adult workshop will 

explore the paintings featured in the exhibition At Work in the 



Wilderness by focusing on them as a source for poetic creativity. 

Workshop facilitator Pam Baggett is a freelance writer, 

photographer, and member of the Garden Writers Association. 

Free. Open to creative writers at all levels. 

Advanced registration required; space is limited. 

Please RSVP to Allison Portnow: email,unc,edu or 

919-843-3687. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www.ackland,orA. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www~ackland~or~ for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor: ackland=e=news~nc edu. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leaveo28547132=6841016.249aa 167959ea4206ad98789df692e6e~listserv.unc.edu. 

Illustrations 

William Trost Richards, American, 1833-1905. Monhegan/s/and, Maine, c. 1870, oil on board, Ackland Fund. 

I X Ackland Art Museum ] 

I X The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 1:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tix 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 
Are you using all of your fix for the NC State game this weekend? 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 25,2011 6:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 1-25-11 

TEXT.htm 

Swimming & Diving prepares to host final regular season meet 
The South Carolina men are having a great season with an undefeated 9-0 record so far and ranked #22 
in the nation. Their 9 wins are the highest since the 1994 squad went 9-2. They have a chance to to 
go undefeated for the season if they can take down #9 Georgia and #16 Alabama on Saturday. The 
Carolina women will face a big challenge in #2 Georgia and Alabama, which is just outside the top 
25. 

Come cheer on your Gamecocks on Senior Day! The swim meet starts at noon (diving portion at 10:30 
AM, Senior Day honors at approximately 11:30 AM) and admission is free. 

Men’s Tennis signs No. 3 Class in the nation 
TennisRecruiting.net announced that South Carolina head coach Josh Goffi’s 2011 signing class is 
rated No. 3 in the country. Chosen by a panel of junior tennis experts from around the country, the 
rankings include all commitments reported through Jan. 8. The Gamecocks’ quartet earned one 
first-place vote from the panel. It is South Carolina’s first appearance in the organization’s 
top-25 rankings. The 2011 signing class for the Gamecocks includes blue chip recruit Carl Eguez (Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla.), five-star player Andrew Adams (Baltimore, Md.), five-star signee Kyle Koch (Irmo, 
S.C.) and four-star performer Ben Bamette (Spartanburg, S.C.). Click here for more information. 

Gamecock Club renewal deadline reminder 
Be sure to renew your Gamecock Club membership by the deadline! Renew online at GamecockClub.org, by 
phone by calling 803-777-4276 (option 1), or by mail by returning the renewal form that was included 
with the 2011 membership guide. Deadline to renew is January 31st, 2011. 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can join for as little as $55 and be eligible to purchase 
season tickets. See 2011 Membership Benefits and join online. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Swimming & Diving prepares to 
host final regular season meet 
The South Carolina men are having a great season with an 
undefeated 9-0 record so far and ranked #22 in the nation. 
Their 9 wins are the highest since the 1994 squad went 9- 
2. They have a chance to to go undefeated for the season 
if they can take down #9 Georgia and #16 Alabama on 
Saturday. The Carolina women will face a big challenge in 
#2 Georgia and Alabama, which is just outside the top 25. 

Come cheer on your Gamecocks on Senior Day! The 
swim meet starts at noon (diving portion at 10:30 AM, 
Senior Day honors at approximately 11:30 AM) and 

admission is free. 

Women’s Basketball: Win vs Alabama HLqh/iAhts 
Men’s Basketball: 
Women’s Tennis: Coach Elkins previews Furman 
Men’s Tennis: Coach Goffi on the Sighi~ Class 
Equestrian: 

Gamecocks On Demand 
Free Video I ~h~$~ I RSS Feeds 

Men’s Tennis signs No. 3 Class 
in the nation 
TennisRecruiting.net announced that South Carolina head 
coach Josh Goffi’s 2011 signing class is rated rio. 3 in the 
country. Chosen by a panel of junior tennis experts from 
around the country, the rankings include all commitments 
reported through Jan. 8. The Gamecocks’ quartet earned 
one first-place vote from the panel. It is South Carolina’s 
first appearance in the organization’s top-25 rankings. The 
2011 signing class for the Gamecocks includes blue chip 
recruit Carl Eguez (Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.), five-star player 
Andrew Adams (Baltimore, Md.), five-star signee Kyle 
Koch (Irmo, S.C.) and four-star performer Ben Barnette 
(Spartanburg, S.C.). Click here for more information. 

Gamecock Club renewal 
deadline reminder 
Be sure to renew your Gamecock Club membership by the 
deadline! Renew online at Gamecock©lub=or~, by phone 
by calling 803-777-4276 (option 1), or by mail by returning 
the renewal form that was included with the 2011 
membership guide. Deadline to renew is January 31st, 
2011. 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can join for 
as little as $55 and be eligible to purchase season tickets. 
See 2011 Membershij2 Benefits and loin online. 

Men’s Basketball 
- Gamecocks Rall~, Falls Short A(~ainst Kentucky,, 67=58 
- Gamecocks Outlast Arkansas in Overtime 81o74 
- S~urs U[3 BIo9 with Brittan\~ Lane: Thank You Garnet Arrm~ 
Gamecocks beat Arkansas in OT 

Women’s Basketball 
- Follow the Gamecocks to Auburn This Sunda,L 
- Dominant Reboundin~ Delivers 59°48 Win Over Alabama 
- Gamecocks Battle No, 5/6 Tennessee to the End 
- S[3urs U~ BIo~g with Brittany Lane;/easia Walker & La’Ke~sha 
Sutton tandem thdvinq for Gamecocks 

Swimming & Diving 
- Gamecock Men Move UAto No. 22 in CSCAA Pol! 
- Time Chan~ze for South CarolinaoGeor~iaoAlabama Swim 
Meet 
- Gamecock Men Remain Unbeaten (Lg:~)_ with Win at UNCW 
- Gamecocks Set Three ECU Pool Records in Sweep of Pirates 

Track & Field 
- Gamecock Indoor Open Schedule of Events 
- Gamecock Freshman Swee£, 400m At Virginia Tech 
- Michael Zajac Wins Second Straiqht AtWr~inia Tech 
- Gamecock Quick Sprints o Week 1 

Women’s Tennis 
- South Carolina Travels to Furman on Tuesda~: 
- Gamecocks Earn 6ol Victor~,! Over South Carolina State 

Men’s Tennis 
- Class Ranks Third in the Nation 
- Gamecocks Fall to Georgia Tech 6ol 

Equestrian 
- Photo GalleP~: Fifth Annual S[~urs & Saddles Event 

Baseball 



Weds Jan 26 - T&F - Gamecock Indoor Open 

Thurs Jan 27 - WBKB vs. #20 Georgia - 7 PM 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 

Thurs Jan 27 - Carolina Calls with Darrin Horn - 7 PM 
Wild Wing Cafe in the Vista 
Radio: 107.5 FM Gamecock Radio Network 

Sat Jan 29 - S&D vs. Georgia, Alabama - Noon 
*Senior Day* (Diving: 10:30 AM) 

Sat Jan 29 - MBKB vs. Auburn - 1:30 PM 
TV: SEC Network, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network - 107.5 FM Columbia 

Sun Jan 23 - WBKB @ Auburn - 2 PM 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 
*Fan Bus Trip* 

- Baseball To Have Four Games Televised On ESPN Famib Of 
Networks 

Softball 
- Scdmm~e Wraps Busy Second Week for Gamecock 
Softball 
- Gamecock Confidential: Episode 2 
- South Carolina Softball Has One Game Picked for ESPNU 
National Broadcast 

Volleyball 
- Vo!/ev V@ces E~isode One 

Men’s Golf 
- Gamecocks on Tour = 2011 Edition 

General Athletics 
with Brittany Lane: SC rises to #31 in 

Director’s Cu~ standings off stron.q fa~ s~o rts 

!m£rovements & Construction U[adate 

Workinq_~#Aether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Bra~d 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

This Week’s Events: Hoops Swim & Dive host big 
conference m at ch - u#_.s. 
SO rises to #31 in Director’s C@_stan 
sports 

Lakeem Jackson ta~ks crewd energ:~, Kentuck,~,’ match~ 

Gamecock Sports 
From the other side._ "Cats iet ’Sandstorm ’ 
road troubles" 
"Inside the Chart" with Andy_ Demetra: Kentucky_ 

Single game tickets for Men’s and Women’s 
Basketball are on sale now: Click here. 

Season tickets for 2011 Baseball and 
Softball are available now. Click here. 

Individual game tickets for Baseball are set to go on sale to 
Gamecock Club members on February 1st at 10 AM. 
Tickets for the first three games will open to the general 
public on February 8th at 10 AM and the remainder of the 
games will open to everyone on February 21st (excluding 
Clemson). 

2011 

Women~ 

Ma~h 

$9O 

Tournoment 

,2011 

CALL 800472-3267 OR CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE ONLINE 

Our initial allotment was 550 tickets in Section 124 and 
is SOLD OUT. We are now selling upper level seating for 
$275.00 a booklet. Booklets are available online and by calling 
the ticket office (800-4SC-FANS). As with all other "away 
games," tickets will be assigned by priority points. Booklets will 
be mailed out mid-February. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Homeoaqe 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: at hletictickets@sc,ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 

Have you checked out our new web series, 
Gamecock Confidential? Go behind the scenes 
with the South Carolina Softball team and new 
head coach Beverly Smith as they prepare for 
the 2011 season, Click below to watch this 
week’s episode: 



Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here. We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question: What sanctions could be imposed if a booster 
violates NCAA rules? 

Answer: Boosters who violate NCAA rules are subject to 
losing benefits and privileges. In addition, the involved 
prospect or enrolled student-athlete could be ruled 
ineligible for athletics competition. Other penalties could 
be assessed against the University of South Carolina for 
NCAA rules violations. 

South Carolina Athletics Depa~me~t 

801 Lncoln St Cotumba SC29208 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM 
THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[Nati(~a! Listserv~ N4A Nationa~ 
<p>Applications for the 2011 N4A Professional Development Institute are LIVE on the 
N4A websit... 

Sent to you by The Natio~wl Association of Academic Advisors _%r AtNetics ~ 
New Member Website located at ~:/qn4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tio~s. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to ~/&rff?mra.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<kevin@pivot21earning.com> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 10:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Four Free Coaches Training Videos 

TEXT.htm 



"Time is Running 
My New Pivot2 Learning 

Closing Free 
Dear Coach, 

Out to Become A Free Member of 
Coaches Training Center. We’re 
Memberships Soon." 

Last fall I wanted go the extra mile to find a way to share my newest training with you and your team to show you 
my best practices--to freely share with you all I have been doing with top athletic, teams, coaches and clients-at 
absolutely no risk to you. 

So I met with my management team at Pivot2 Learning and they came up with an innovative way to help me share 
my coaching, training and teaching methods with you, using technology and without having to travel, or go to any 
expense to receive exceptional coaching training value from me. 

~ The result? We spared no expense in developing my new Pivot2 Learning Coaches Training Center-- It is my new 
Free Membership Site and there you will find valuable new resources to help you learn my newest, best and most 
proven psychological techniques for winning bigger with greater freedom, spirit and integrity. Here’s the best part... 

I decided to give you over $400 in my specialized training materials for free when you sign-up as a free member- 
it’s the third option from the top-at the below link. 

All you need to do is click below and siqn-up for the Fee Membership Option and you will receive instant 
access to over $400 of mF best free video training. 

Click Here Now: .S~iqn-Up To Become a Free Member Now 

Remember, I am onlF holding open 200 free memberships for the first 200 people who click the below link 
and after that the Free Memberships will be closinq forever. 

There is no cost and no obligation for becoming one of the 200 free members of my new Pivot2 Learning Coaches 
Training Center and I will be updating my free training often. 

I look forward to your joining as a free member. 

All My Best, 

Kevin Touhey 

Kevin Touhey Copyright 2010 o All Rights reserved 
I’o ~o toa~ r rccci’, c cmaits flora ~s i~ tic fhtmc ctict uns~bscribe 

and you ~it~ be promptly remo cd, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 4:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hiring Request Memorandum 

TEXT.htm 

Tracy, 

I approve these hires. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> Brent Blanton 1/28/2011 2:36 PM >>> 
Attached is the latest request. Thanks and have great weekends! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31,2011 2:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
college-news@listserv.unc.edu; Communicators Mailing List <comm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ssac-staff] [all-college-staff] UNC College Calendar: New Yorker correspondents, 
immigration reform, climate change, women in science, j azz festival and more 

TEXT.htm 

The College of Arts and Sciences February calendar is packed with exciting presentations, including talks by New Yorker 
correspondents Jon Lee Anderson and Seymour Hersh, New York Times Jerusalem bureau chief Ethan Bonner, Cardinal Roger 
Mahony on immigration reform, Nobel laureate Elinor Ostrom on climate change, Harvard’s first female engineering dean Cherry 
Murray on her path-breaking career, and Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times author Isabel Wilkerson on the massive post-WWII 
migration of African Americans. 

You will also find plenty of drama, art, literature and music on the calendar, including the annual Carolina Jazz Festival and Tony 
Kushner’s two-part Angels in America masterpiece at PlayMakers. 

See highlights and links below, followed by more links to UNC’s comprehensive calendar and our new UNC College You Tube 
channel. 

Feb. 1: African American Muslims in the Public Sphere, a discussion on mosque culture in Southern California by Zaid Adhami, 
Duke doctoral student in religious studies. 6 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Conference Room 1005. http:/7)dobaLmac.edu 

Feb. 1: Faculty recital by clarinetist Edwin Riley, 7:30 pm, Hill Hall. ~:iinmsic.unc.edu 

Feb. 1-March 6: PlayMakers presents Angels in America, Parts 1 and 2, Tony Kushner’s acclaimed masterpiece exploring America 
and the first wave of the AIDS epidemic, against the backdrop of the Reagan era. $10-$45. 

Feb. 2: For Goodness Sake: Why America Needs Immigration Reform, a talk by Cardinal Roger Mahony, the highest ranking U.S. 
church official. 5:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. Seating is limited, with overflow in the atrium. 
ht~p:iith~yufl,comi(~b6o7k6 

Feb. 3: Jon Lee Anderson, the Che Guevara biographer and New Yorker war correspondent, will discuss the long-term effects of 
violence shaping global interactions today. 5:30 pm, Carroll Hall.        ~rl.com/5s575x~ 

Feb. 3: In the Name of God? Interpreting Religious Law, an all-day symposium with UNC faculty and visiting scholars. $125, 
discount to new participants, undergraduates are free. 9:15 am to 5: 30 pm. Register at 962.1544. ~:i/w, ww.unc.edu/deptsihuma~ 
Feb. 3-4: Microfranchising in Emerging Markets: Innovation in Practice and Research, an interdisciplinary symposium. Details and 
RSVP ciber@unc.edu<mai~to:ciber~m~c~ed~> 

Feb. 4: Screenings of two films by Kamal Aljafari: The Roof and Visit Iraq. 5:30-8:00 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela 
Auditorium.       obal. ~mcoed~ 

Feb. 4: Elinor Ostrom, the first woman to receive the Nobel Prize in economics, will discuss climate change and environmental 
governance, A Polycentric Approach to Climate Change. 2 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

~rl.comi4w9m4r~ 

Feb. 4: Sacred Circle...Drawing Closer, faculty recital by Timothy Holley, violoncello with pianist Ed Paolontonio. 8 pm, Person 
Hall. 962.1039. ~:iim~sic.~mc.edt~ 

Feb. 6: Faculty chamber recital featuring the music of the Viennese Baroque. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. http:i/~msic.ur~c.eda 

Feb. 7: Dartmouth French and Comparative Literature Professor David LaGuardia will discuss Travel, Movement and the Mobile 
Identity of King Henri III of France, 4 pm, Dey Hall, Toy Lounge. hmelehy@unc.edu<mailto:hmeleh~2~)uac.ed~> 

Feb. 8: UNC Southern literature scholar and author Minrose Gwin will discuss her current project, Mourning Medgar Evers. 4 pm, 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center. lbeavers@unc.edu<maiho:1beaver~@tmc edt~> 



Feb. 8: Process Series, new works by student composers. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. ~:/imusic.unc.edu 

Feb. 10: N.C. Poet Laureate Cathy Smith Bowers will read and discuss her work. 3:30 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. 
lit.unc.edui 

Feb. 10: Furst Forum: Hollywood Horror and the Gothic Fly, with Shayne Legassie (English and Comparative Literature). 4 pm, Dey 
Hall, Toy Lounge. rgaronzi@email.unc.edu<mailto:          mail.unc.edu> 

Feb. 10: Belgian political theorist Chantal Mouffee will present the Mary Stevens Reckford Memorial Lecture in European Studies. 
7:30 pm, Hanes Art Center auditorium, ht~p:i!iah unc.ed~i 

Feb. 11: Women’s Choral Showcase, with the UNC Women’s Glee Club and area high school choruses. 8 pm, Hill Hall. 
~:iimusic,unc,edu 

Feb. 11: Local Histories: The Ground We Walk On, an exhibition of over 50 artists from across the U.S. exploring the idea that place 
cannot be global, curated by UNC artist elin o’Hara slavick and art historian Carol Magee, through April 29. Reception Feb. 11, 5-9 
pm, 523 E. Franklin St. (former Chapel Hill Museum) ~:iilocalhistories.wordpress.com 

Feb. 11-12: Music and Politics in the 20th Century, a symposium on the role of American jazz in the Weimar Republic. UNC experts 
and visiting scholars. $125. ~:ii~vww.unc.edu/depts/human 

Feb. 12: Guest artists Ken Davis, baritone, and Deborah Hollis, piano, will perform the music of Schubert and Winterreise. 8 pm, 
Person Hall. ht~p:iimusic.unc.edu 

Feb. 13: Process Series, new works by student composers. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. ~:/h~msic.unc.edu 

Feb. 15: Seymour Hersh, New Yorker contributor and Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative journalist (think My Lai massacre), will 
discuss U.S. foreign policy, national security, the war in Afghanistan and more. 4:30 pm, Gerrard Hall. 
sky @unc. edu<mai~to:sk~tmc, edu> h~o]~im, ufl. co m/4 m6 xv~ 

Feb. 16: Sit in on master vocal class with Grammy Award-winning tenor Anthony Dean Griffey. 4 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 
http:iimusic.unc.edu 

Feb. 16: Walking the Border, photographs of possessions left behind by immigrants crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, by Susan 
Harbage Page, through March 12. Reception, Feb. 16 at 7 pm, FedEx Global Education Center. 

Feb. 16-26: Carolina Jazz Festival - Eddie Palmieri Latin Jazz Band, Conrad Herwig, Joe Chambers, Marcus Printup, N.C. Jazz 
Repertory Orchestra, National Guard Jazz Patriots, UNC Faculty Jazz Quartet, UNC Jazz Band, UNC Jazz Combos, Charanga 
Carolina, Jazz After Hours and more. Complete schedule, ticket information and details: ~:iimt~sicamc.eduicalendars@zzofesth~al 

Feb. 16 : Dramatic art alumnus Mike Wiley will perform his one-man play, Freedom from the Rubble: A Colored Civil War Soldier 
Speaks, about African Americans and the Civil War. 7 pm, Stone Center. 962.9825. ~:i/events.unc.edu 

Feb. 18: Pulitzer Prize winning NY Times author Isabel Wilkerson will discuss her new book, The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic 
Story of American’s Great Migration, stories of African Americans who fled the South after World War II. 5:30 pm, FedEx Global 
Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. ~lobal.unc.edu 

Feb. 19-20: Composing, Creating, Communicating without Words, a seminar on the ways in which humans decipher and disseminate 
meaning without standard language or its clues. Featuring linguist David Mora-Marin, composer Stefan Litwin, speech pathologist 
Katarina Haley, and artist Juan Logan. $125. ~:/iwww.unc.eduideptsihuman 

Feb. 20: Music on the Hill Emerging Artists Series with violinist Maia Cabeza and pianist Andrew Tyson. $15 general public; $10 for 
UNC one-card holders. 3 pm, Hill Hall. ~:iimusic.~c.edu 

Feb. 20: Carolina Wind Quintet, 7:30 p.m. Hill Hall. ~:iTmusic.unc.edu 

Feb. 21-22: Yuriko Doi, a performer and director of Kyogen, the classical Japanese comic theatre form, will present a talk, 
demonstration and workshop, Center for Dramatic Art. jzhuang@email.unc.edu<maiPto;izhuan~email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 22: Poet and UNC English Professor Alan Shapiro will read from works in progress. 12:30 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. 
~:iien~lishcom-~it.unc. ed u/ 



Feb. 23: Cherry Murray, dean of Harvard University’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, will discuss Life in the Fast Lane, 
her career involving major leadership positions in science and technology at Bell Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and 
Harvard. Working on Women in Science (WOWS) Lecture, 7 pm, Carroll Hall auditorium. !~t’~p;i/snipurLcomil~ix~.a 

Feb. 24: Cherry Murray [see above] will talk about Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Offshore Drilling. Murray is 
a member of the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling. 4 pm, 265 Phillips Hall. 

rLcomilx~xwa 

Feb. 24: Furst Forum: Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics of Touch, with Pablo Maurette (English and Comparative Literature), 
4 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge.                lit.ur~c.edui 

Feb. 23-28: Kind of Blue, an all African-American student production about men struggling with their identities and relationships, 
playing off the music of Miles Davis. Historic Playmakers Theatre. ~://kir~do~lueatbJ.storic~laymakers.weeb~v.comiindex.html. 

Feb. 26: Literary Lions: Authors as National Icons, a seminar examining authors Goethe, Zola, Milosz and Hemingway. $125. 
Register at 962.1544. ~ :ii~,ww. m~c.ed~ide~ts/~mma~i 

Feb. 27: UNC Symphony Orchestra, $15, $10.7:30 pm, Hill Hall. ~:iTm~sic.unc.edu 

Feb. 28: Et~n Broker, Jerusalem bureau cNef for The New YoN Times, discusses the Israeli-PalestiNan Dispute. 7:30 pm, Friday 
Center. ~:,~/www. ~r~c.ed~icc~s/eveNs.Nr~fl 

### 

Morn events on UNC cNendar 
http:iievems.unc.edu/cNimN~is~owMain.No 

Facebook: 
~igg.~.p :iiwww.Dcebook. co~,~U NC. Colle~ 

Twi~er: 
~:,4it~itter.comimaccolle~ 

College News: 
e.unc.ed~ 

College in the Media: 

YouTube Chapel: 

o~m~be.com/~seriUNCColle~ 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: 
Facebook: ~:iiwww.J)cebook.com/UNC.Colle~ 
Twitter: ~ :.4i’~-w i’.~e r. co m!~mcc o ~e~ 
YouTube: ~:,(/vo~m~be.com/use~:fUNCCo~e~ 



--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-staff as: ssac-staff@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to ssac-staff as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, February 1, 2011 3:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Using Tomorrow’s Signing Day to Create Buzz with Your Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here! 

3Xa55AONXBDTKJGDiokLOa~ BM bN 1FU K-FiBFFR~_~G o0~ UB- PUDi l~6vZk%3D 
You’re receiviilg tiffs email because of yotu- relationstfp with Tudor Cdlegiate Sh-ategies. 
Please confii~l 
h~q~:/!visitor~2Oco>sta~co~actcomic{sp?lh :b,a, hec~bab&~ 110436563930656114519399512&m 1101038493377&,~,1 :F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~)~:i/visitor co~taatco~,tact convdo?p~&m 001 ~,n,~/ %3D%3D&se 001 ab3tX TiVJM%3D&>00 lgiULZzXda~fPlhO~SY6aZA%3D%3D&~eason 0011@)~EsU%3D&lh-b’~t~e%~bab 
if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

FrontRush[h~p://*20rs6ne~dlnisp?llr b~x.heclnhab&e>i104365639306&~56114&e 001bZDKShWIqAcSmLYH0 t~gMi70ePBa~ZzXiFtiw770NJ~n’FuJlii9EI2iwdY9I{62ktC7EYVuYR93sXPgIzHeUtQ~ 

LH9hi\4SWBP                                            ] 

Click here [ 
11r bwhe~bab&e~- 1104365639306&~56114&e ~1bZDKShW~u1cxd~‘~SU2v~BDLA~‘~VNzb7eASc~d~d\/HU3~2~CT27(~VaEDKVuK~YCI~D~8~Ms~&~IWZIdN1Hq~Z~‘GS~D~hn1ZHp6~12P~Q8f~ 
to see why they’re #1 with college coaches! 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Febmaly 1,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 5 

Using Tonlorrow’s Signiilg Day to Create Buzz with Yotu- Reclafits 

Sighting day! [h~lp;/k20,~6~?11rb’v:Oleq~d~&e~ 1104365639306&s 
Vb~\,V l’~sg~6UtMX~’zv,,K\ HxT W4ZZB K d czVOH0~gMC9 ]Wuit, 
you mean you can "use" all the publicity and buzz arom~d the NLI Signing Day to 
create some positive buzz with yotu- remits? 

Even if you aren’t a big-time football program? 

Yes. 

The Fehialaly signi~g date - one of six signi~g peliods in the NCAA - gives you a 
ttrlique window of oppoi~uility to tie-in all of the publicity and news coverage with 
you and yotu- program at yotu- school. And. you can do it even if you aren’t a football, 
field hockey, soccer, cross countly, track and field or men’s water polo coach (the 
sports involved in the popular Febmaly signing day period). 

Here’s whut our research has tmcovered: 

Prospects in nearly evely sport, at every level, now associate playing for a college 
with an official "sighting day" event. That official act is &sired, because it 
cements the reality of the situation into their minds. Any kind of ceremony associated 
with any decision makes it all seem more "official", and it also... (click here 
to continue [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&e~1104365639306&~56114&e ~bZDKShWtu~Z3TZD~Lva.GHYvvakW8yesHKpCdjIVsf~Lf~JHwqV~IbR~WkfUkqI~sKdwsN2~ffJ~- 
mLMGRKkICLihCDH9mpd uL dRuW53 cjwB Oe-oX2TP4oiQMk9- 9CrgTNy2eRkXizcmwJa8 S4N7E K.x7i3ZHzxTj KhzyJjbSwzXOoOUWk30eMsXDIZ MyBzZ]) 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104365639306&~56114&e ~bZDKShWtu~fzs5tc~Fz78k5FZBCd~wctifTi~3xgQHTt~8fi.J~ZqMWr~aHGz54TxtXAm~Hpv~BG~9tBS5XsV~V4Di~d~9TrQIk5xsF9y~bg~ybsTvqL~ZZITxDz4FHs~ 
-w0RwVa28VTUessdPTtqp fMb Ju01FhThdO-U fUEm06 I Q2 JudXTMNdmAXE fqhgi~hkDe zzFej B Gc fitu~2x2JQX71 yG1T 1 gt81 eVy31FTn65CJvONF-N ShTj 1 zGsfHEB hnXC-37 S Sc] 
Followus onTwitter [~j~:iI~20rs6~tet,’~~bab&e~llO4365639306&~56114&e 001bZDKShWtulfim50~RFoTP I1- 

saMkSt~DzUTRO8 la~G H5x0 KN ~tff~c SB                                                ~c~DCHgUx~L k~M~dZ~] 

Lodestone Social Media [                                 ah&e> l104365639306&~56114&e 0OlbZDKSh\&&~I~\DwQ_[5~XIG&rT5- 
~" 83~L KE f~O37RcX’rTie 1LN Y 6U JnlcUM Jc4wB 2~E6od ~6IrPUI7vIkH XFZXF514.xt3R 17RF 1 d JB X~5~’2~ _] 

Click here [h~:p://~20 rs6 >.~*/hi@>~?lD b.~,2~q~aoab&e>1104365639306&s 56114&e 001bZDKSt’.2,~/~al~"~DwQI5iaXkWT5- 
6m9pSZSt~UKEfSO3’7RcXT7ielLNYd~_~JmcUMJcdwB2m~Edo4w~fi6hP~_~I7vIkH XFZXF5K~3RI’7RFldJBX{;~’~8-gsSe0g: ] 
to fred yotu- social media solution 

The 5 Best Practices for Social Media in College Sports 

Social media experts for college coaches [                                 ab&e>1104365639306&s 561 l~&e 001bZDKStP, V~alI\DwQ~XI<WT5- 
6m9pgZg~,AJKEI~O37RcXT71elLNY6UJmcl_~MJc4wB22~E6o4v, midI~PUITvIkH XFZXF5K~.~3R17RFldJBXiyF-~Ad-gsgeOg :]by 

MarkDrosos, Lodestone SocidMeNa[~:!/~20~’ .~j~pX~at~&el~ 1104365639306&s: 56114&e O01bZDKShWls~If>,DwQIS{a~.~WT5- 
~z’SkUKEfEO37RcXT71elLNY6UJmcUMJc4wB2zxE6o&a,~[6IrPUITvIkH XFZXF5g~3R17RFldJB                  ] 

Social media hus created a montmlental shift is the way people constm~e content and 
e~gage with your team. It hus made some traditional methods of marketing obsolete. 

In 2010, Facebook topped Google for weekly traffic in the U.S. and a study fom~d 
that 1/3 of people will check their Facebook page before blllshiilg their teeth when 
they get up in the morning. 

It has created a powerful plat folin to stay connected with yotu- fans. And, the way 
people find their news today. Mobile phones and social media allows you to connect 
with your fans any time m~ywhere. YouTube is like your own personal 24/7 mobile 



TV station, allowiilg you to create a personality for you:- team and showcase you: 
brand to millions of l:dns and recruits. 

More and more, coaches at tile college level are wanting expert direction [~:i/120 rs6 :refit:: ~&t~?lh-b w he oglba b &et 1104365639306&s 56114&e: 001 bZD KShW ~J~l £’~ Dw.QI~hjaX!~W F5- 
6m9~gZg,~,UKEf;SO37RcXT’:IielLNY6UJmcUMJc4wB2z::E6o4wuldIrPU~TvIkH XPZXF5K~3R17RFldJBX{,~,F-,~,f’~-gs8e0~ ] 
to help them capitalize on tiffs growi~lg oppo~Luffty... 

Click here to continue [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104365639306&~56114&e 001bZDKShWtulcSmLYH0 hBMh~4~9L2~jFFXCxfN4zNSBlig::kznyq~dQgWewcu5fR2~CyALd~5aZ5Wr5ehM~6yaf~CL~7~SMcySEGgXqb--nJ~6~b~V3- 
kqYTov5dBW:!KJH6 eFCOuUa5 axoZvJpFiVijTwqbtG-1UNBUoGRhjx6tkMkKtvuyit AWN1-BZVtJ2p] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more then 100,000 of the :~utioffs top prospects for fiee. [ lb~b&e~1104365639306&s 5~114&e 001 b7.DK SliW~Ilcx~.~BDli~P8MrC- 
IBK~dZI~,WReCGN vpcZfDohfiua -K1 e-NP’¢, W~gA2ISblLJfLYeLP JLsCE B:r::nsrR~E~,~?8 C bA3 YLH~5~ _] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO4365639306&s 56114&e ~bZDKShWtu~eEv~N~Cxzwqn4mMTfqDqf5pPNcQTcPipm5A2~z3xYepHXqDLj8FX6S~I~MSVFV~f~T- 
0onqbAmFON4wKUj0pRuOV OQQAxbZlpi5bV37MdgTZRpTzITt5dZ3yd3u2 GJbQ~hTJBDuhUisY4wTWGL9eENnHakM7s~VVLMD~ZQ9m~SVn6c8cLgIZ7FRFheJJ9rpdf4pqaZ-Aw~hFai7N- 
OK19Gos 1NFQceUO4gDRKms~] 

Tile Latest on Ore Facebook Page: 

New Calls for Ending College Football Recruit "Oversigniilg" 

It’s been goi~g on for years: College football progn-ams oversig~fing players in a 
particular recruitii~g class, and then figu:-ing out what to do later. Solutions 
usually include assigning recruits to junior colleges, or convincing other players 
hi tile program to declare red-shirt years. Either way, recruits are getting more 
upset about tile practice. And now, it’s getti~g tile a~ention of the NCAA. 

For that story, plus past articles, as well as traihlng videos featming Dan Tudor, 
just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104365639306&~56114&e ~bZDKS~lWtu~epj74QBTJYKeec~7IzSAK:t~72rWYUJzw~t1T~lNRBWZ~cNZ5aZMJ~lRq3rfpyQ6HE53w4VY3~F~XkFBACvJCIGLc8c~wRp~7dE7F~t~I4DAsXv47I5 
-V~tMe8XPOBog18AuUs8oyBM~okjkgDmn-28MVQw606WfYtYPck-CRxL~lRDNhYT43o]. 

And dofft forget about ore daily Twitter updates!. Click here [li{~:9:i/~20 rs6 ne~/{~t isp?llr b,a.hecmheb&e~- 1104365639306&~561 i4&e 00 lbZDKSliW{ul dP-depx,/C7 z~I8JnW-rXOwMs611ZQc5OK9H1eZ1 - 
e f~Tz~,a k98mF00 H - ar SexJmLTK~,I~HNEC-mYPsa-H $I :’.._~_~cg.~] 

now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104365639306&~56114&e ~bZDKS~lWta~£zs5tc~Fz78k5FZBC~wcti~Ti~3xgQHTt~8fi.J~ZqMWr~aHGz54TxtXA:.~Hpv~BG~9tBS5Xs¥~V4Di~9TrQIk5xsF9y~bg~ybsTvqL~ZZITxDz4FHs~ 

-w0RwVa28VTUessdPTtqp fMb Ju01FhTh40-U fUEm06 I Q2 Ju4XTMN4mAXE fqlig~tFhkDe zzFej B Gc fituffx:JQX71 yG1T 1 gt81 eVy31FTn65CJvONF-N ShTj 1 zGsfHEB hnXC-37 S Sc] 

Follow us onTwitter [~!n_~o:."/~2Ors6netlln ab&e~1104365639306&s 56114&e 001bZDKShVZrulfhll50K!~RFoTP I1- 
m d1D C H 9 UxD L li~lM ~’3~1ZR~] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104365639306&s 56114&e 001bZDKShWtul fL2TF2Ei31AqSSajt~zJlsmUFsVM-a4EdDXdQPo2Xjbbs~tKlipgXWfctT8Usi-ak5nDboXtkMrg- 
YJ1HB SHbRGKNgGma5Tz426DeU 1QHGj0dU Jzn YsOkXjxczqUDNnDFI DtVCB5 GDiQTv2PTKU6- ctEdWmdMTaWQhRA4b-X SbGosI sTj PvGA1Sm253Nzzc3 ~]The 
Experts Teach YOU tile Latest Wliuffng Recruiting Techulques 
REGISTER FORTHE 2011 NCRCTODAY! [!~’p,:i/~2Ors6netl~n ab&el--l104365639306&~56114&e 001bZDKShW~ldhXVt881irzFcbJ4SgtfF~WeI~ ~sHsuAeJ- 
i’t~/Z~ 2i .CRgN,TGP2tdBq ] 

Top Quatterback Traini~lg Academy Reveals Teachl~g Secret Available to College Coaches 

Dattfish [ 
ilr bwheo, nbab&e>l104365639306&s 56114&e 00 lbZDKStg, v>~lf;~v6a:,/2d2K/JwBNGv .&%cs0Z9cMSa1Z4cwFXc55H m4Zo5qTIhf3UYB~YuPQ’~i)~OtrdkCs~k6vLi9 ~%:_.e~o~ ]Coach 
Ken Masttole is well known for produci~g great college football quatterback prospects. 
Now, they’re pullii~g back tile curtain on one of their most useful teachi~g tools 

ttlat enables them to coach their students so efilictively: Dattfish video a~lulysis. 

Take a look at tiffs YouTube video [!~o:/h20 rs6 nel/tn                ab&e~l 104365639306&s 56114&e 00 lbZDKSth?,/~I ~ffl"mAMTYk5Ks~-cYoX- 
~cvC~r~rlw~,~’~ZwCeVgNcigwkMOnO5~?~:V3y:.3mJZtAtDLZMKwP s- ~S~d0i/~Oicl6tk fbt6m5h~ff~sd~d FSz~,,~ e~L 8I ftld~0ri~]. 

h:stant video feedback is tile key to wily Dartfish is so highly recommended when 
we talk to college coaches who are lookii~g for tile best available coaching tools. 

Wunt to find out more?... (continue) [ 

] 

Workbooks [littv:!/r20 rs6 ~le%//~ isp?11r bwtleqnbah&e{- 1104365639306&s :56114&e 001 bZDKShW{qol d&)tiEk83ycW3YeYVtiLWaS~RBl*s9cl eclVxuTT%Tn}~AL BVciW3iOokB-Qff275n5IaJRsgATV*aele-K28c6e87X- 

] 

UCo~m Donor Demands Donation Refund 

Donor wants his $3 million dollar do~]alion retm]led [h131~://{20 rs6 nel//Tl jsD?lli- b,a, heqnbvt~&e/- 1i 104365dB9306&s 56114&e 001 bZDKShWIa~ldKS {z 4X\ 0xTR,~ 
Vbf\,V I’ns~6UtMXlTzv,,KN HxT W4ZZB K d czVOH0f~gMC9 ]A 
major benel~actor to tile Uulversity of Conneclicut wants tile school to retinal $3 
mifiion in do~utioits and remove iris l:amily ~ame from its football complex because 
he says he was shut out of discussions about tile selection of a new football coach. 

Robert Burton (pictm-ed), chief executive officer of Greenwict~, Conn.-based Burton 
Capital Management, said in a Jan. 19 letter to UConn athletic clirector Jeff Hatheway 
ttlat his opihlo~:s were ignored and he did not support tile way Paul Pasquulohl was 
selected as coach. 

Burton called tile sittmtion "a slap in tile l:~ce and embarrassment to my l:~nfily," 
and said he planned "to let tile correct people know that you did not listen to 

you: number one football donor... 

Click here to continue [h~p://r20.rs6.:let/ttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104365639306&~56114&e 001bZDKShWtuldly6Z4wxjnlHwMcI2KEzPyQaVzOcBEX RzY3b2Ntu-NhoEjPLvq:?dRX8alvWTGuEZrTuCXWTm02ZiRRittnysVA> 
~:9RNJiVmfCh4fQ7k222v7ncTKV-gUZJ5UCsaUE94~RMAN~4WG4722kUB2zy4hpXzjprpczNqeSaYT9Lcq33i~uFWct9j~h2sqNL2u~y- 



2q09 YP38dlgO6iDUabiflZJKhh sg2 R&xKLt~D8BnNB20ue5 cw~] 

Dai~fish [h~:~o://*20 rs6 neti{n {sp?lh bv,,l~ecl~bab&eV 110d365639306&~56114&e 00 lbZDKShWI~, i dbi;,~4Hit-eR5zoOkA3HmehbYx5ZclQFMGMiO 0Qd{Rd~IIS~2,rGQ92MK,~X5GthcI5YvXPZ61NENmTGcc13KswT~Z4<k- 
EoMX~J3z~.~O39 \~Tbc4B fl)TXU2rot~3 BDZkET ] 
Start 2011 with better tectmology! 

CLICK HERE [ 

] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

~Vhat Yogurt Can Teach You About Creative Rec~ting 

Yogurt and creative recmi~tg! [~o:i/~20rs6netzt~lj~BAfl~Ogab&e>1104365639306&s 56114&e 001bZDKShW>dldKS lz 4XN0~’R.y:: 
\/~AWT~s,~.p6L, tMXfz>,KNHdFWdZZBK& hbmJmL, lsH~i._)~28zi oczVOH0f;d&MC902.~2°&/o>,X~6r’~.)~5,1w7DZw ]The 
next time you open up a cai~on of yogurt, pay a~ention to how you feel. 

There are some direct application,s to your feelings at that moment and more effective 
recmiti~g as a college coach. 

Let me back up a li~le... 

According to a study by Dr. A.K. Pradeep, when researchers asked people to imagine 
eati~g a carton of yogui~, and answer what the most ei~gaging pai~ of the process 
was for them, most people chose graspi~g and removing the foil cover over the top 
of the contah~er. 

Thi~k about that...it beat out choosing a flavor and enjoying the first spoonful 
of the healthytreat. Most individuals enjoyed taki~g the foil offthe most of 
all... 

Click here to continue [})N~:/:~20rs6::e~/l::               e3)&e>1104365639306&s 56114&e 001bZI)Kgh’,SVmldiaOv5 
AFEI~’~vK5d5cSI~ZTG e 153 fE SL R2 ~RRk~budlZ\ U>~eB dGotPPs4eR~i\~% LNEiet42                                                         T ~lG&-wP9 D Vtj 0~d~c~Y~ cem5~ dn8 aGFCc ~ _] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
h~p:/!ui co~sta~{co~act com!sail\a~lllisp?llr=bv, heq*~oab&m=1101038493377&ea=blan*on~oaqcaa unc edu&a=1104365639306 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Ad&ess 
t_~o:/I\,isito: co:~starltco~tact com/do?l~ oo&~l :001VWg3ci4cLm_~,v2;~91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se :001ub3tX TiVJM%3D&>001k.iULZzX&t6fP~IIOrSYdaZA%3D%3D&~easorl 001I~_b~c~EsU%3D&fl:qw,,l~ec~bab 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubsclibe(TM) 
h~p:iIvisitorcor~:;ta~tco~lactcon~’do’~OO~&,%)gqu, FdweFO%3D%3D&se 001ub3tX TiVJM%3D&>001giI3LZzXd~16fPthOrSY6aZA%3D%3D&,eason 001Ie~QloqEsU%3D&fl~-bv,,heqi0.~ab 

Privacy Policy: 

~:/!uJ. co~sta~tco~tact com/~ovi 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies 1455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafier I CA 193263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 5:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 2-1-11 

TEXT.htm 

National Signing Day Coverage 
Tomorrow, February 2nd, is National Signing Day. Be sure to stay tuned to GamecocksOnline.com as 
well as our Facebook and Twitter pages for official signing day news and to welcome our brand new 
Gamecocks to the University of South Carolina family. 

Equestrian to host #3 Georgia, "Equifest" Kid’s Day 
Sixth-ranked Equestrian will take on No. 3 Georgia this Saturday at 1:00 PM at One Wood Farm in 
Blythewood. We’ll also be hosting our "Equifest" Kid’s Day as part of the event. The first 50 kids 
will receive autographed posters. Other Equifest activities available include pony rides, decorating 
horseshoes, and making stick horses while cheering on the Gamecocks over Georgia. 
Admission is free. 

Men’s Swimming & Diving matches best ever win total 
The Gamecock men finish the regular season 10-1 overall (2-1 SEC), the first winning record under 
fourth-year head coach McGee Moody and a huge turnaround from a 4-6 finish a year ago. The 10-win 
mark also matches the most wins in a season in school history, equaling the 1966 Gamecock squad that 
went 10-2 and finished fourth at the ACC Championships. Carolina’s women finish the regular season 
with a 7-6 mark (2-3 SEC), their first winning season since 2002. 

Thank you renewed Gamecock Club members ! 
Thank you to all the Gamecock Club members who renewed their memberships by yesterday’s January 
31st, 2011, deadline. If you have any questions about your membership, call the Gamecock Club at 
803 -777-4276. 

Not a member of the Gamecock Club yet? You can still join for as little as $55 and be eligible to 
purchase season tickets. See 2011 Membership Benefits and join online. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gregory Scholtz, Director, Department of Academic Freedom, Tenure, & Governance" 
<aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 10:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Newsletter: Violations of Shared Governance at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

In a report published today (~:i/l?,ris.ereso~rces.com:g 1it/5296984i4034459i2191/0/, an AAUP investigating committee finds that, 
in suspending the faculty senate in 2007 and refusing to grant governance rights to contingent faculty, the administxation of Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute []contravened basic principles of shared academic governance. [] 

In the summer of 2007, the governing board and administration of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute suspended the faculty senate after 
senate leaders rejected the board[]s demand that they amend the senate constitution to exclude non-tenure-line faculty from the 
senate [] s constituency and membership. Most full-time faculty members on contingent appointments had previously been included. 
In place of the senate and its representative faculty bodies, the administration created a [] transitional [] structure of faculty governance. 

After several joint administration-faculty efforts failed to resolve the impasse and after the RPI administration rejected the AAUP [] s 
offer of a mediator, the Association[] s general secretary authorized an investigation into issues of academic governance at RPI. 
Investigations are carried out by AAUP members with no previous connection to the case. 

In its report, the investigating committee finds that the administxation violated in several respects principles of shared academic 
governance set forth in the AAUP [] s Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities 
(h~p:/ib, ris~ereso~rces.com:81i~/5296984i4034459/2192/Oi and widely accepted by academic institutions. In particular, the report 
shows that the administration and board failed to provide the faculty with compelling reasons for suspending the senate, acted in 
opposition to AAUP-recommended standards in rejecting the participation of contingent faculty in governance, and imposed an 
alternative governance structure that deprives the faculty of its appropriate role in academic decision making. 

[]In many respects, the previous committee system overseen and administered by the RPI senate represented an exemplary instance of 
faculty governance. From promotion and tenure to grievance procedures, the senate guaranteed an authoritative voice for the faculty in 
its areas of concern and expertise, [] says Cary Nelson, AAUP president. []The loss of the senate brought those governance traditions 
to an end. [] 

Both the RPI administration and campus AAUP leadership, however, have expressed hope that the current efforts to restore the faculty 
role in governance will bear fruit. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~ris~ereso~rces~com:%iV529(~984i4034459/470/O/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5296984-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit 
reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 10:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Where Should You "Ask for the Sale"? 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

P Y FtDki.RA~aeUwRPv Jo2 H Wn 
?~2at~<RCdI81zXfT7YCTJP V[LNBTNLDE1U%3D 
You’re receiving tiffs emN1 became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Cdlegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o:/Ix, Jsitor r20 cow,start{con{act com/c {sp?11r b,a, he~bab&l- 11044426931805611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,zd: F 
yore continued interest in receiving emN1 from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~jp:iIvisitor cor~:~tantcontact con~’do?p ~u~&m 00 lX&~? %3D%3D&se 001 ub3tX TiVJM%3D&~001n~aDevacevaP~dhg~GLF-PA%3D%3D&*eason 00 lI@j~s~sU%3D&li~htvhi:cgtbab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Lodestone Social Media [hJ~p://~20 rs6 nel!{~ {sp?llr bwheclul~ab&e>l 104442693180&~:56114&e: 00 lk6bq-,~:gLoabaKYeiUsAsbiM3P-UUir9LDZkOPRuqgt81WB>{nW31KkAeK,z, ltlIN~L 4v- 

x~ MJM29L1vs-0srVeZMB7                  ] 

Click here [ 
0srVeZM B7Ohb’,2<? .~ M D L~-- ] 
to find your social media solution 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Febmaly 8,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 6 

Where Should You "Ask for tile Sale"? 

FScJmHE~.jzgzeKWXOef27\,X95oKL~43vO.#,,PUZ C bUH3 E~!~}:l~cPr 5Ed J’ht\Tx, c s~’~6 ]When 
I was getting ready to ask my smokin’ hot wife Teresa to marry me 19 years and 10 
months ago, it took weeks of planning. 

It was going to happen at tile beach. It was going to happen at tile end of the day 
at stulset. And I was going to ask her at a peak overlooking tile Pacific ocean, 
the same peak that she told me she would go to as a gift and dream of her life to 
come. I bud tile iing ready to go ahead of time, and had practiced my "will you 
many me" speech over and over and over again. Tile place I asked her to marry me 
was impottant. 

I was touring a college athletic departlnent tbut we were conducting a workshop [~2~rs6 net/~s~ jsp?llr b,a, tleqnbab&e~-1104442@~s 56114&e 0~/>~q-yrgLoZhtpcb9hl                WNpl- 
UH~.CtsOk~IEF fl XI~,/~KcuTU25 f%’ 2sFw~.o~o@XT J0 JUMhr~r~1 SJ-lKmaaFH ha6 SA9ISCJ~ HEgw__] 
at a few weeks ago and the coach hesitated to show me the weigN room. In £oct, 
he apologized ~ice before opeNng the doors..."it’s not as Nce as we want it, 
and they keep promising that we’ll see some improvements here in the ne~ year 

or ~o", he said, expla~ng later tbut he was really embarassed to show Ns visiting 
reci~ts the area. The look of the place tbut was impo~ant to Ns reci~ts was 
impo~ant to Nm. 

I hting up these two individual situations to underscore one key ttlonght that I 
fllink it is wotth thlnldng about: 

Your surroundings ma~er, especially if there’s an important event associated with 
those surIOUalChllgS... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
MMeks39c                   8MV3 VIHFRCNn~IIO_I i~xu6b3 a~b ~ YWc Vi91KJhlnen}zRN SmXBZ@L0~ Jdz !vJOxOTO51O~hcZaEb6AORLIDA2fGd~nwlCTV~Hb4n] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-l104442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq- 
yrgLoZDx6gygN6xzIXOpHgL J9Z3mV4~CwG2QTQ~n~a2rqWQ49avFf~ivL2CS629~HdKp~NA~dNyzdGSK~c7Ym9~Ls7DXnGj5iJyzs7ULqcFpKFUaifin5~bG4tBp~A~vd69KRvzGzzqxD~Mez~J33~FtAYfifft9Vt7g1 
-hXUvB YoCwxPxnyfg ULYfB] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
bHl_.0~CGchsAoItvMw vIWanoFR3W~M3W3fB6nSL sBI24Fc~] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlui1100,000 of the nufion’s top prospects for fiee. [ ab&e> 1104442693180&s 56114&e :001 k6b~7~Q~lJ~ap,,Nvl o8xwiDw0NPifim- 
~aAPnz6 jsMrJNn~M-DXwck3dI~zksf7aSRU2d~/~W2~MGOr~g~mda~Z6XJg3tA~75vinI~‘CcU3aL14~BiTZY ] 

How IMG Acadelules Teaches Their Linemen Students 

Dattfishvideotraihlng [                                ibab&e>l104442693180&s 56114&e: 00]k6b                                                                     dHPJeChgO66ulhessscclYlJiBK- 
]They 

use technology. Specifically, they use Dattfish [ ?limb ~,Z~,5~ .I©RZg- 

~,~,n0dHPieChBO 66uFbe ssscc fY tnBK -6X1 fSN sF ] 
video solutions. 
Here’s an example [                   sp?lh b,~,he~inbab&el- 1104442693180&s: 56114&e: 00ik6bq-yr~g~?_YRdM-IjMhcU1LP~2Dg\,u 
3RZSB3OaLGE 8OownlN9cz6GXPo wnMMoQJNkS1YPE4tPwPo~xzbLvsVdJ~;SAvxE2~9R~fDiY’~ 7oTeUvsixF~S_xl~SV -EVN 1TGFzV~] 
of how they use Dattfish to coach their players in super slo-mo, using a special 
shadow box to highlight tile foot-work of the player they are coaching. 

Tile cool thing about watching tiffs short video? EvelTthing that you see there (and 
a whole lot more) can be yours. You can use tile same tools to teach your athletes 
to be better, which research shows is tile Fastest way today’s young athletes learn. 
Wutchthe video [                                ~bab&e~- 1104442693180&,a=561 i4&e 001k6b                  hcUILR2D9V- 

], 
and then get more infolanation on tiffs easy-to-use, affordable coaching tool... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~20,rs6nel/ln~sp?fir b,a, he@nbah&e> 11044426~&s ~114&e:001k6btl-wgL Q24LLpellx, ZW 1@:C49i 

Y~4 RgJQLWrtOdHPieCtlBO66uPbesssccfNI~BK-6XlPTS\sFnlF,~.ApQhl~-FMW~31ZQAflXg :] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq- 
yrgLoaqoh8iutmwE3in~cOucppmj JLMHIFDxU33sQ6 t~iruzVCpw6 f0 YPi66 Se JgT Jt~tlMTU JepEew 116FB KexuOCoXoG1HFL4j EMUa6tlB C4WwWKb4mt- 
pqBtr41T sNCpWAAsngF0n~HsyJMCzyr 0KQcn~gkTvj qze YYONDHLZUxB 7cMLdgr JjhKoTrNblgqDPh0pM-g~]The 



Experts Teach YOU the Latest Whining Reci~ting Tectmiques 
REGISTER FORTHE 2011 NCRCTODAY! [},~N):/!120 rs6 ::et/l:: ~39&e>l104442693180&~56114&e 001k6bq: 

] 

DanTndor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l104442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq-yrgLobgU:tLUlpgaa9BABZEJgCKE21OF- 
N 1JM 6K0 aGTj sVMly6 fSMkaFiPTwDUI5ZlbMtgjWZClamOxsZ S6B e STp4p5Na J41INh5nUr- 
B6VA 76We4h!d~SaRayr5dMwCB0mkQLhP5cUS1W6 hbtBVtUSSmpkNuJ5Vn7HjYEj~7sKdFJ~gz~B4SKGdCyhMj78~vfHLr8Ja5W~QASNVMtG~CMjJs3v-ehVIm3c-WSNA~SYG~] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Working to End Negative Women’s Basketball Reci~ting From the Top 

We’ve t~ud the pleasure of working with Celia Slater and Beth Bass, and believe in 
tt~e work they do for women’s college coaches all over the com~tlT. Slater iams the 
popular NCAA Women’s Coaches Academy, while Beth Bass oversees the Women’s Basketball 
Coaches Association. Together, they are working to eliminute the dark side of college 
recmiti:~g. 

For that story, plus past articles, as well as training videos featming Dan Tudor, 
just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l lO4442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq-yrgLoYun2CLFH- 
5j Y zttsRSN2egiQR26KIlb3gr86QzdSYqY P o41QFgNAxbsRSyYTL Ju4D 1 k8T qpC4phW93quZygLlI c xvhv2D2ZW0:~z5uj 3x J56M 01 A cZlzvvvI6mLZo05IkinW 1 IvJ3uCeOpl f4Y S4wP26az 1 h878basOAshDI<hGfh8Tz5tM 31 

Anddofft forgetaboutourdailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [h~a://,20rs6:~et/*~tis:~?11r b,a, heq:*bab&e~-1104442693180&~56114&e 001k6bcl- 

3~gLoYKoDxwUSXDMaLLPTTc~;~EMO5ad;~ ..n0t~xhXmiwf’u~mf~/hzi~iN6rbi imist94:~FRzxw\~,,’IOZrgRzL2DLQ2LiUh©6EW%~iNGs687VMZsDVJMHdaKiTOwrlJIHi] 
:tow to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq- 
yrgLoZDx6gygN6xzIXOpHgL J9Z3mV4~CwG2QTQ~n~a2rqWQ49avFf~ivL2CS629~HdKp~NA~dNyzdGSK~c7Ym9~Ls7DXnGj5iJyzs7ULqcFpKFUaif~n5~bG4tBp~Ax~69KRvzGzzqxD~MezfU33~FtAY~t9Vt7g~ 
-tffgUvB J~oCwxPxnyfg ULYfB] 

FollowusonTwitter[ ab&et~ 1104442693180&s 56114&e 001k6b 0D5b- 

] 

Front Rush [h~!a:ii~20 rs6 ne~a’l:~ {s~?11r bwheqnbab&e>1104442693180&~56114&e=001k6bq- 
~irgLo~LKgi0ZF\~p517J~CTs@,~Sc 1~;~/6NLiD~1Z~6FvwY1~nse~Az1CC:~e;~R3Q5BT~ixpcbhI5SDI~xa5CLN4Td186D9DBdc~QST:~Mgh\/S5~FS¢~\~EBA-¥9V~DvUThQEDaK9c~FX~66~UQ: ] 

Click here [                                                                                                                XYkGsB,z~zbSCk7agHD 

] 
to see why they’re #1 with college coaches! 

Should Coaches Buy the New Verizon iPhone? 

Front Rush iPhone advice [ 
zOkr~ldYOSWtoeGMqOD4P6s 367Q<flXvpGGfhiHA1STVdLTap2bMQvXrhIf~SA ]by 
Sean Devli~ Front R~h [h~o://~20 rs6 net/~’~ ~sp?lh b,a, heq~ba[~&e~l i04442693180&s 56114&e: 001k6bq- 
3~gL~aLTws~GRbA8cs~Mn1~cdG~q~BbH2bK~a6xI~A7GdJtC2~mmdxq~gwRPNk~B~XgMdLY~wT~ ixeeOQbmb.qXmzgia4FE1FJed~EgG-cmo~PrcN~IMQbMPoD~xXK4iIipODFBO~ ] 

In our view, this whole thing with Verizon carlTing the iPhone is, in l:oct, a big 
deal. No doubt about it. 

And since more and more college coaches are using their web-enabled phones to do 
their job away from the office, and because it is going to be hitting shelves later 
this week, here are a couple ofthi:~gs we feel our college coach clients need to 
know: 

Don’t buy one right away! Injust a few months (the Summer of 2011) Apple will 
be annomtcing their new iPhone 5 which will most likely show up on Verizon’s system, 
as well (and I should mention that the iam~ors I am healing are saying it will be 
completely redesigned... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
v:~LoZTlvz~z2OAS5HJZTNbE/2DKe~w:s6~ZWlwkLmB Mgx G3ax ZkSkAPJu3bFNDTJZE¥Sg~Z~Dh~TFJTDLX~IIC \~tO-k’sR¥5vcB-Drv~:[5MiGEc-3mosxaNbXTJTgFFBTZUTia~ff~z RHiCLF0 eJGuKMY - 

_~&~ ] 

Workbooks [                                 ab&e{- 1104442693180&s :56114&e 001k6b                                            aeJ:rlf- 
~cldT~OYOW9zu~:SzvSeul£L, MN~{)s~FF7TeO Ob:SB~g~,9RXJSWiHe2r7HL1ESt2E’yZ_~ ] 

Signd~g Day Horror Stories Center on Parents 

Signing dayhoi:or stories [ bab&e1- 1104442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bg:y~gLob~fiPNmP1- 
FScimHbj_N. 43,¢Oz~PUZ CbOH3~.~ScPr5EdTh~,~z~cs~m6~dFMOiP4Tcua wZ ]A 
recruit achi~its tt~ut his mother forged his signatm-e on his NLI document. 

Anott~er mom goes to the media voicing disagreement with her son’s college choice. 

A prospect chooses his dad’s top choice, not his own. 

Welcome to major college football recmiling in 2011. Wbut’s behind the trend of 
over-involved parents exerting more and more influence in the recruiting process? 

CBS Sports national colin:mist Gregg Doyel t~us a great atticle tt~ut asks tt~ut questio:~. 
and offers some pointed observatio:ts on tt~e state of college football recruiting... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq-yrgLoZKhLOdJItQyZiuPD8D6YwoCOklF6TMgEXfiUqvU2Gg4E5m8FBT1MbdtOqDaKv2Q- 
IaoohiuZVgovp5hqHcs3 BFZHwRqrW0ppDyzul~bbPAGpiGHQlvRHFPd0 Q pGKf720Mumegs8dEtPe 19DIbEw 1 tAOuiSGLM SEZYNxTtmKycKdkUgwB D fujWYo JBdivBxC13tovD2T ReO M zpV4V4dczTiPv4yYXll:dM BTP1 

Dattfish [h~,.~),,:’~r20:~’~mjs~hi ~:bah&e> 1104442693180&~56114&e 001k6bq- 
PS27hikm:v.UR8 MhRVUlK H 1X~::, 3WBo31 v£~ 74::K:~:£q4nd:rl& OVec6 Q~’- ~75 V2bt:01 a3 ~8~] 

Start 2011 ruth beRer tectmology~ 

CLICK HERE [t~p://~2Ors6r~er/r;~uloab&e>1104442693180&s 56114&e 001k6b~q~EoTcbEk]~gr0C~2~LLpelNZW _1oKzg-x~0IgD, n0dHPieCt]BO66aFbesssccfhZl~tBK- 
6~ f~:~NsFm@: d~-FMV, i: 31Z O~IX~ ] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Urban Meyer ESPN Signi:~g Day Stint Forces Florida to Cut Ties with Popular Coach 

UrbanMeyer [h~r~//_r20 :s6 net~:ti~:~?lh-b~,t_~,~c~,.::bab&e>l104442693180&~56114&e 001k6b:~LobuEPNmPl- 
FSci:nHUiN ~_~LA::i..zeKL,&~XOeQTvX95oKLp43vOz~,P~_JZ CbUH3Eghi3qScPr5EdFI:Azvcsxn6;~DMOlP4Tcua wZi~PEckd0RT7© ]by 
David Jones, Florida Today 

Urban Meyer t~ud hoped to remain a patt of the Florida program after stepping down 
as head coach but his affiliation with ESPN has caused NCAA concerns that t~us led 



to tffs cutting ties witli tlie scliooli 

Florida announced Wech~esday tliat Meyer will no longer be on tlie payroll oftlie athletic 
depa~ment. 

Because Meyer was part of ESPN’s sig~ffng day coverage, tliere were questioi~s about 
a possible roles violation for a Florida employee publicly discussing rec~afits in 
fl~e media... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [litlp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwlieqnbab&et-llO4442693180&s 56114&e 001k6bq-yrgLoZFEebf’/OB1UKePwlbRTa9PbWu28nsXimWI6YMHTnv- 
plkt 1 L ENXUHCuMvMgAydgoN3 XAjj 9--Z3WVsVx4wMWei4MOpKNBULDUYcbyn3uI2 q3-VjNF01PyZ2oUOoxi2 JtrCgrIE CNiiL3tbxcT foTbKwaYuSBT B82oI~nQe~znd-OD8ps 14KImA0 aqWzf2 qT 5r0- 
MJlOY2wMctAlczZmv-dbuyKRzz2kKoFrCS5eSUTOdEgs8-enTHLSjCt~z84gGAI ] 

Sign-up for tlie Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward tiffs email to otlier coaclies! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 5:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 2-8-11 Important stretch for Basketball, Opening Weekend for Softball 

TEXT.htm 

Important stretch for Basketball 
Men’s Basketball (13-8, 4-4 SEC) faces two critical SEC East match-ups this week. First, vs. #17/19 
Florida Wednesday night at 8:00 PM, followed by a Saturday afternoon game vs. Georgia at 4:00 PM. 
Women’s Basketball (13-10, 5-5 SEC) will take on #15/18 Kentucky on Thursday night at 7:00 PM then 
travel to Mississippi State for a Sunday SEC Network game at 4:00 PM. Come out and cheer on your 
Gamecocks! 

Click here to vote on our Facebook page for the Fans’ Choice song to be played during the game vs. 
Georgia. 

Softball, Baseball prepare for Opening Day of new seasons 
Softball opens up their first season under new head coach Beverly Smith this weekend with the 
Palmetto State Showdown. The Gamecocks will take on several in-state opponents starting with 
Charleston Southern on Friday at 3:00 PM. Season tickets for softball are just $25 each for adults 
and $10 each for youth. 

The Baseball team opens up the 2011 season on February 18th vs. Santa Clara. We are just 100 tickets 
away from reaching 5,000 season tickets - a goal set by Coach Tanner when we opened Carolina 
Stadium. Just 10 more days to go! 

Click here for more information on Softball and Baseball tickets. 

LaKya Brookins has nation’s fastest time in 60m 
LaKya Brookins automatically qualified for the NCAA Indoor Championships with her time in the first 
meet. Now, her 7.18 second run to win the 60-meter dash this past weekend in New York City at the 
New Balance Collegiate Invitational is the fastest time in the country so far this season. Click 
here for more information. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Karen Schiferl" <kschif@olemiss.edu> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 10:46 AM 

N4A <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
[n4a] Attendance policies 

TEXT.htm 

Hello everyone, 

I am collecting class attendance policies to send to our academic affairs 
committee of the faculty senate. What I am looking for is any policy that 
would be in your university catalog that excuses student-athletes (or other 
students) when representing the university. I am NOT looking for internal, 
athletic department policies. 

You can email them to me at kschif@olemiss.edu or fax them to 662-915-7878. 

I will scan them all in and send them back out to the whole listserv after I 
have collected them - and I hope to collect A LOT of them. 

Thanks for your help. 
Karen 

Karen E. Schiferl 

Senior Associate Athletic Director for Academic Support 

University of Mississippi 

Office of Student-Athlete Academic Support 

Fed Ex Center 

836 All-American Drive 

University, MS 38677-1848 

(662) 915-7757 Phone 

(662) 915-7878 Fax 

Pplease consider the environment before printing this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 11:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: N4A Announces 2011 Webinar Schedule 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.prig; IMAGE.prig 1; IMAGE.prig 2; IMAGE.gif 

lefs talk about tiffs... 

>>> "Natioilul Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A)" <fiffo@nfoma.org> 2/7/2011 3:15 PM >>> 

Having houble viewi~lg tiffs email? Click here ( t~p://c~.a-~ r20 const~ntcontact co~’~ender?ilr: et5exaeab&v 00 ldT~~ 
NYldiV2xbS57~SYJdf~6vEStIboioTsFB~u’I’NlwY J ASOMC~GcEflU’FZikL~/~ Yw~cs6H~fi~gcSiM/~,~ZqJw6qbP~OM~qebg~mvb~SYl:~2 E -6J@ SO~itqhil hSiY-L7FFDmgs98%3D ) 

( isp?lli ~_e’e_,J.~&el- 11044343d_2~6&~956&e 0 J~.P fi KHHu6C)So~25_’I(h-Zqim3Pl~8 ) 

Register today for N4A’s first webinar of the year! 

"Do the Right Thing - Academic Integrity" is scheduled for Fehiaaary 23, 2011 at 2:00pm Eastern. Click here to register ( h~qx/!i2Orsdnetll~isp? 

lli et5exaeab&et~:ii04434362316&s 956&e 001~EziugNiBd4\PYnvf\X~’~Vfid ~ltAS4uh~1Tx9Q3wNSwi4N74U3zcL~1~teA~QImV~MHg~7~Bn2u~\4AqmDi95D3cBZT-H3~f~Ri- 
~c~,,B K                                                           E dC~xwx~ H \~,,~P XAY C E1 s )for the event. 

Interested in futm-e webfi~ars of 2011 ? Click here ( iBd0Xzwb 
I4~V[h25~kYbRHLiUq L39 uY ~NkDL7 SkO fi( tk2 GOe2ez~pdO-v~5"y E51U2,g~ ld2 IS~N OI~fFNKBbVX oUb-3t~NwEbZeUZ- 

rH,~.Ap 4q 1HDFirG3kPd~ )~_ )to view the webfi~ars li~cluded in the 2011 Vii~ual Education Series. 

Forward email ( ~://~ co~stantco~l act co~v sazf%~tijsp?lh-et5 e~c~e ab&m: 1103830874724&ea~mercer%40 ~mcaa ~mc edu&~ 1104434362316 ) 
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(li~l?o:/.,’w~z,~wco:r~stantconlactconl/indexisp?ccTEM Basic 202) 

This email was sent to rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu by li~fo@nfom-a.org I 
Update Profile/Email Adch-ess ( ~t1>~p://~,isitor constaalcon~act com’do?_p oo&m 00 lvMnOM~N k~FB%WPuENEDBlw%3D%3D&se 00 lxMS~@%3D&~ 001 uoU07FHgd w%3D%3D&lh- et5e~e~b ) 

I Instant removal ruth SafeUnsubscribe ( ~:/ivisito~ co~tst~tcontact cem/do?~u&m 001 v M~tOMa:~ YFB2aWPuENEDBlw%3D%3 D&se 001 x~48MvDhFP~%3D&~001 uob07FH6 w%3D% 
3D&llr et5exaeab )S I Privacy Policy ( h~o:/%Acovst~r~tcontactcorn/mvri~!CCPrh:ac~,Pdic~,]sp ). 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: Understanding what you want from your job 

TEXT.htm 
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X Jobs Journal 

Grot~.p_~ and Their Nora, s 
Detem~ine the Outcome of 
Our Lives 

By Harrison Barnes 

Several years ago, I was 
working at a law firm and 
I started to hear about and 
notice something 
extremely unusual. There 
was a certain partner who 
seemed to have a profound 
ability to destroy the legal 
careers of people she 
worked with. 

I started to hear all sorts of 
stories about people who 
had worked for this partner 
in the past and what had 
become of them: 

¯ One girl had walked 
away from her legal 
career to become a 
waitress. 

¯ Another guy had quit 
working in the law firm 
and took a j ob in a car 
stereo store. 

Understandi 
want ~?om ~ ob 

The difference between a 
career and a job is fairly 
obviously; a job is 
something you go to every 
day to earn a pay check 
and nothing more. You 
may enjoy your job to a 
certain extent but the fact 
is you will probably be 
happier somewhere else. 

A career is something you 
have built over the course 
of a lifetime. Doctors don’t 
have j obs they have 
careers. A job is working 
at the local fast food place 
(not that there is anything 
wrong with that) but a 
career takes many years of 
schooling and preparation. 
Those professionals who 
have started their careers 
rarely seem regretful that 
they choose that particular 
profession as well. 

+ read more 

Finding Stable 
Em~’ment Duri~g a 
Recession 

Now is the time to start 
thinking about protecting 
your income during a 
recession. Fortunately, 
there are a number of 
careers that are basically 
recession proof, so it is 
worthwhile to consider 
entering or transitioning 
into such jobs given the 
current economic climate. 
You may also be able to 
work for yourself in some 
of these areas with 
appropriate training. 

The following is a list of 
12 employment areas that 
are expected to provide 
stable employment in the 
long term irrespective of 
whether the economy is in 
recession. It is a good idea 
to evaluate your current 
skill levels as well as your 
experience and work out a 

2011/02/10 

Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

× .ound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority’ 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

X Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 



+ read more plan to find recession 
proof employment. 

+ read more 

X Preferred Resumes J 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsbtter Privacz Contact Us 

2010 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Ur~subscribe here 
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"Dell University" <dell_epp@dellhome.usa.dell.com> 

Friday, February 11,2011 8:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Don’t wait until President’s Day - Great deals start now 

TEXT.htm 

Click here to view your Dell University email: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Friday, February 11,2011 2:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 
FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 
February, 11 2011 

While many of us are focused on our winter sports winding down and the advent of our spring sports 
schedules, including our baseball team’s quest to defend its National Championship, be reminded that 
football season ticket applications will be mailed in the next week or so and another football 
season will be on us before we know it. I don’t know if there has been a year that’s been more 
highly anticipated than this one. Coming off a nine-win season, our first SEC Eastern Division 
title, beating the No. 1 team in the country for the first rime, and defeating Clemson in 
back-to-back years, all while posting the highest team grade point average on record, 2010 was 
certainly a special season for Gamecock Football. 

But we’re not done yet. As Coach Spurrier has said, our best years are still to come. With many of 
our key players returning, including first-team All-SEC picks Marcus Lattimore (a unanimous National 
Freshman of the Year), Alshon Jeffery (an All-American and Biletnikoff finalist), Devin Taylor and 
Stephon Gilmore, and the addition of another Top-25 recruiting class, 2011 has all the makings of a 
special season in Columbia! Certainly many of the national pundits have taken notice, as the 
Gamecocks are ranked in the top 15 in nearly every preseason prognostication. Don’t be surprised to 
see South Carolina selected by many as the team to beat in the SEC East in 2011. 

We have put together another very attractive home schedule for the 2011 season. Our home opener is 
set for Sept. 17 against Navy, a perennial bowl team. The first SEC home game is Sept. 24 versus 
Vanderbilt. The following week, the defending national champion Auburn Tigers make their way to 
Columbia. The four-game homestand wraps up on Oct. 8 against Kentucky. After four weeks away from 
Williams-Brice, the team returns home to host Florida on Nov. 12, in what could possibly determine 
the SEC Eastern Division title again. The final two home games are against instate rivals, The 
Citadel on Nov. 19, and Clemson on Nov. 26 in the annual Palmetto State showdown, where we’ll try to 
make it three straight over the Tigers! 

In addition to the seven-game home slate, we will open the season on Sept. 3 in Charlotte against 
East Carolina. Although it’s not part of the season ticket package, we have been allotted 40,000 
tickets for the game. We hope to turn Bank of America Stadium into a sea of Garnet & Black and 
create a "home away from home" atmosphere in the Queen City. 

As we all know, it takes a team effort to build and sustain a successful athletics program and we 
could not do it without you [] the Gamecock Nation. Unwavering loyalty, passion and pride make our 
fan base the best in the country and we appreciate all that you do to support the program. As the 
baseball team proved in Omaha and as Coach Spurrier says, "Why not us? Why not South Carolina?" 

Go Gamecocks! 

Eric Hyman 
Director of Athletics 
To unsubscribe, please reply to athletictickets@sc.edu with Unsubscribe in the Subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 11, 2011 3:30 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Hire Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

I approve these hires. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/11/2011 1:56 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Attached is a memorandum requesting to hire four additional tutors. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:l%arhee~b~ue.cs~v.com! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Austin Church Smith (LinkedIn Invitations)" <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 2:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reminder about your invitation from Austin Church Smith 

TEXT.htm 

Linkedln 

This invitation is awaiting your response: 
From Austin Church Smith 

(c) 2011, LinkedIn Corporation 



Linkedln 
REMINDER 
This pending invitation is awaiting your response: 

o F~om Austin Church Smith 

Don’t want to rece ve email notif cat ons? 

@ 2011, Linkedln Corporation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 7:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 

ilr-wi~Sd~d~ b&v 001 s0rRepf3dPaOBtJt~ni7Tc 1Wx0hD 13ilrv=axPTSJZYvv RZPTMG u SM9v21Lv3hTECkkMaXXEMaCmXB2suHoD296ro2w%3D%3D 

Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

February 14, 2011 

Create a Resume That Gets You Noticed 

(Instant Downioad) 

Your resume needs to catch tile attention of the search committee wittffn 15 seconds 
- Do you have tile correct format? Don’t leave it to chance, invest in your futme 
and make sme you’re using tile conect ffmdamentals for your job search. 

$7.95 

Pro-chase Now [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l104510568003&s 4132&e ~L76A9~X6f~Q4iSWi9k2tK~BvEma7i3~eXWcB7I9nItKKwArjvx~HwTRTmdT38FTBSkRK~9jw5p7kx9h~C~TI8~vKYJB~fDm36RA6qsb5UN6vIkwDm4bX- 
Ri9GZxHf~Hj4XBMjSavUbdDYVax-US~9~sBh3GGFf~dAB~EvKF7gh~‘~e9Zf-en6FSpmWvkhcfz-ZB3nHD8WaTZkMn7Qe2EcGr~Hx6LC] 

Job Search Book 
I just received tile book, and it is good sluft~ I recommended it to tile parents 
of my incoming sport malmgement class. I also will be recommending it to ore seniors 

who are completing ore professio~ul preparation class tiffs ~11. 
-Ctuystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 

$29.95 
Buy Now [h~ps://www.paypal.com/cNbfi~/webscr?first ~lume &last I~ume &mldefinedquantity-l&busines~howardgauttffer@mac.com&image url &retinal &cancel retinal &item name Getti~g%20Hh-ed%20In% 
20College%20Sports&amoval~29.95&stffppin~3.99&cva-renc~codeUSD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 

Join Our Mailfi~g List [hllp://visJtor r20 coust~mco~tact com/email isp?~1103508747574] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Sports Careers Website [!Np:!/~20 rs~ net,’~d~S&,~dab&e~11045105~8003&s 4132&e 001LTgAgo XgfLhdb75iM4- 
er83H62~e lsTFYz3B~.Y FM77HOIzHAgN~SxOw 5zLTZSu~3zN o2C~, P32tH 13H~NHk07slUxUU83sf[T5oKL.YaAcik0~XIF~VBNGI We’ll] 
Job Listings [h~>://~20rs6nel/~{sp?lh-v,,jn5dxd~b&e~1104510568003&s 4132&e :001L7~A9o XtfKOm761rXff2~xiZvMSHHSiVVZYtR5?~4ccafXc~,~Ne-~IVGAVSpxM81VxSDkgVI iRV~4Ra- 
Plz~(voR~WhvxcI~iFbJwT5ERI21DVEH4HEAJ~ kHSVV5ASgPne mAI~GohPL@oK1F~FADt~f’hBY~NdL] 
Sports Management De~-ee Pro~ams [                            ~5dxd~b&e~:11045105~8003&~4132&e 001L76Ago X~,Fek~J3cIRTw5xYwNW49VDG 
8sB4Jdl vCCfjKEUa~,~ Ru2 fb~sB6                                                                         o3KDKFnKwRE lbrgIYM ] 
CareerDevelopmentResom-ces[~x/k2Orstnet/~n~n5dxdab&et 1104510568003&s 4132&e 001L76Ago X~fJcAOSUVr~QVIsq~X,’aFtIZgBNw2PVKBD9 -wWCU 
~NFndgWroIJ~EOaCNeH2x2h@~ZUnleOKS~NLzDvOliR~,~,O~MJODMHamI~OFId~Obo1V GitONbDO~gSSdAsP4AV]YKTs38igBIS1LOFSMFaF~] 
Fo~wardtoaFrieM[~://t~iconst~2conlactcom/sa/f~a~fii~?m 1103508747574&a 1104510568003&ea blan~on%40~.mcaau~cedq] 
Nnd~ onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~j~5&x&b&e~l104510568003&~4132&e 001L76AgoX6~88FInFNH92JDM- M- 
q~4CoYyRwriKNqWtb513333Nmg81 kMPog~Ptb0I~0Cw6z 4Tm5BoprSdc~xc2E5o587QYIzWSCxBC-tQRtpkJIr- 
CUr 7mwKLtffVM S4V0pgT YFKM~’s 1 dHZM 7nflANgZUZX8 HanwQIk&~UvngqaN 7tHQFEs f4a~os~mDqs ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

Jumpstart Your Job Hunt with a Quahty Reslmle (Ultimate Reslm~e Writing Do’s and 

Don’ts fiom a Folaner Recruiter) 

By JR Hinchnan 

Work Bloom 

After years of workii~g in tile executive staffing and recmitillg industry, collaborating 
with countless tffring managers and human resource achnilffstrators across various 
industties, I acquired a thorough understandi~g of what these individuals were looking 
for in potential job candidates. I began to see pattenls, consistencies, universal 
tendencies, and I began to see just how important a good reslm~e really is. 

As a point of l:oct, hiring managers ollly spend around 15 seconds perusing over a 
new reslm~e and they are really ollly lookii~g for a couple of things when riley do. 
.. (More) [                           ~Scl~d~b&e~110451056g003&s 4132&e 001L76Ago X6f}(s3EXOEgzT~5AJj~PKeKid oYml7VgcwKv~muDN0nYhTxr~f’.~R2JePA~vm6IAsCW 
fllNsRd-NqOFZwLcJJiSp93v106mur2,A79WTMrodeBTfbGQit-egCZbFY61pJOZZMA:rNFFz 2biY ] 

New Job Listii~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, February 14th, include positions as all attrietic director, 
a fittless coordinator, a recreation director, and positions in compliance, sports 
infommtion, intramurals, l~ocilities managenlent, and much more. To view these positiolts 
and more, click on tile individual liltks below or go to our website at www.spottscareersiltstitute.com 
[~:."/~20rs6n~’~’~n~ ~j>Sdx&b&e~l104510568003&s 4132&e 001L76Ago X6fLhdb75iM4- 
er83H62~els7FYz3B’~YFM77HOIzHAgNzxS~J~w 5zLTZSu~dzNo2CvP32iH13H~NHkO7slUxbUg3sflT5oY~’~aAcikO~dgiXIFX~ZVBNGIWeT]. 

AssistantJAssociate Business Manager - University of Kentucky [hl3qo:."k2Ors6,letO~lisp? 
~2~d_~15dxd~b&e~ 1104510568003&s 4132&e 001LTe~Ago Xtfi[YK(RSSbxSSGTff~_e~,~.p4nt~:d~GMb291rihc~IgeIb:~lcDIidewxOC4FMtW ~.~z81Bi6c~Ox6f\27rSdCr7wGDLHIvC1BdM2rkkSYJblzM\f~ 

] 

Arifletics Commtmicatiolts Intemstffps (3) - Virginia Tech [h~):i.,i2Ors6net,’l~>~s?lh-wi£5d~dab&e>:1104510568003&s 4132&e O01L76Ago~dllXiD2idiV7s~)dV~kOBlI3@5.Zcvbz_z/~eV2NzY1HZIs. 

w7~6RKGaINNb~ks~‘~58~k3S3Jr~hC7J3v‘~\~‘?1~98~2F~Vi7~Ns69mZU6Br~Tv~3Taa~g‘~Y3tLW~pK~A~JxqZI Jk6WQ :] 



Athletics Ticket Manager - Nol-theastem Uulversity 
b2i~hdxdab&e>l104510568003&s 4132&e 001L76Ago XdfLiU\/mt4 G i95Pfl ~N~G~sXK12~6C~G~‘c~‘~u~YmJS~Wk15f2h~9d6ov2X~l~Z1i\/~i2A~9Eul<M~5XKF~M6Y6.@Y~YuQkgx 
viA~U o J 1%, OUchibi83iaMgzgDvDEt~cZ d5 VK{ VizU ge MBCmOZNX2a~>F~vXsI ] 

Fitness Coordinator - Longwood U~ffversity [hiqg:i/~20 rs6 nel/tu {sp? 
hi- -v~a4b&el- 11045!05~8003~&s 4132&e O01L%A9o~iLbhBOYR’SrR[B4f._L14LF\q~I9MB~X~giyo2/OBXoleSSz XezPtD’~KJ\AP~FIATKcS3QL~4<~\cXMXf;b~OO~a,\LR)~- 
~{V7enOdOYH}Y3QihZ75 Mhqb 4 \,q" B Nr O V1 uv ~m~Q cat 7~30-~] 

Athletics Diversity Council Gradtmte Assistant - Uulversity of Oklahoma [~o:/h20 rs6 ~lct/t~l {sp? 
11~xbhdxdab&e>l104510568003&s 4132&e O01L76Ago~_f?~PS4i@~(_gpOCYdus~ZOGt78mJoJlblc.~Lsgw2"¢/[tilMEIe6sn2BZ3rvloKYED mldUudGNbG5zLIC~PdU~M12ChI~EEB- 
cl liS4H7G5m~,~’;, Sh[ 16 DoVDnH lwDVdZ pg :] 

Assistant Athletic Director - Jotmston Commmffty Schools (IA) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdab&et-l104510568003&s 4132&e O01L76AgoX6fJO4EMUvgroo2BQskhvRtckpg65qDgjtwkfRgkeilh~93MXTXan59NHrK3SNy6Gv5Vc- 
OaHZBEOJeTYGDDLxBRgiz4QcyeL4xaZtJMAYxKLeFcT1 xOt0wr 1 -Wi935d2TqlmDaGzVHws~tN2Slpwwe3tCdmrf4410zN4C3QW6yMGntk2RF5DqaUch59fNi- 
MNAqZU6DyoX5hi-ldWdFCV4pO60Ixqg8HdKET14osRTctlys8LDP2j689hnm] 

Tenure Track Faculty in Exercise Science - Lo~g Island Uulversity [~!~2:/,q20x~s6m,’d/~x~ jsp~ 
~: ,_~d_~15dxd~b&e~- 1104510568003&s 4132&e 001L70Ago X61!~hc~s~,,q~SYSVwb~.hMv~g!PU6 vlF(hRDE2BV~cDCxZU0hSfbsLPh837VoP n5AffE 
~£~__~2~Q’~ C~UN 6xPhog ~Pl i9N~ZhWczbrdoPCO~_g~] 

Associate Sports Commtmicatioits Director- Uulversity of Cincim~uti [hr~:,’/12Ors6ne~tni&o?llr-~,~,j~5dadab&el-1104510568003&s 4132&e O01L76A9o X6flatTQvvp-YRIiJX, qOF~5,LWxdFI~zDrBxzzGQI<YgeGPDo 
Z Dt12wlzpCh54iGVKV50ygB0eozeQoM~clLVfqUpl£[mOx\,¢~ otlQE~DBXlglolqpYl 2k5uPaFZpL32EzUEDj~/3xP6d?3hu6k9DBAPM’7eI0%~mbAmnbm,08AfilXPQ~] 

Assistant Director of Intralmnal Sports - U~ffversity of Virgiula [ 
~,,~hdadab&e~l104510568003&s 4132&e 001L76Ago X61LpYV2K~aDin09ea BhlO0bktoF Qj2j)oCN2VdcKRc6KOJsOYG4¥B6k2v4PU’ff4NTIX- 
mxMVv ~ ()~j Glq.fi ~c[3 U I B c Z c~, u ] 

Ticketing/Event Marketi~g Internship - Uulversity of Notre Dame [h~:t~://*2Ors6~eEtuisp?llr wb5dx&4b&e{- 1 i04510568003&s 4132&e OOlL76A9o X6fKPXIHeVuXORLbHL- 
H7CzHHDWHLnLKgsE 1 L~5cv1ZZwEAYAKEm/\xw~I~Eeu6C2F33xAI~XMAK7X~NzKHx~‘7rGK@ibkf4WGZ~n~JzZSxMUyYvPcrSZtE4A7~7W~-] 

Aflilefic Director - St. Lan&T Parish School Board (LA) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdeb&et-l104510568003&s 4132&e ~L76A9~X6f~VaBFup~BXGSmE~5y2q9HqUQW3VKNvTn4mLRb92giYeepuRMF-I8Tt5WmWfXVEi8xJ~9RR9dfBR~bE2Lg2ca2eWgNBHZX4VtIeZ- 
K ~YK2tY2cXJ~U~twA8AEMJeeXCda5ayWYpBkY~EVs-~-NyVkXcyLb~c-r8sXqZZ2CyHm~fbYw6AzHzT6uHpjHf~rB3p~BZRfAu6IJ&x4hi~ANYA3VsNb8JiBrs~tm~YKTRItma sPs] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance - Texas A&M, Ki~gsville [b.q:to://~20 rs6 net/~?~ {sp?lh win5dxdab&et 1104510568003&s :4132&e 001L76A9o X6fLBYclYMnUUTs-g0wIbMSiVaEb- 

Coordi~mtor of Coil)orate Ticket Sales & Extemul Operations - Uulversity of South 

Flolida[h~:o://~20rs6ner~m~o?lh-’s, in5dxdah&e~llO4510568003&s 4132&e 001L76A9o X6f~4QoZh~-492xF4YxiS-HtSt31S~o3~WmmflVS~B13~AWxOOn1Z{H48XKe 
Bzs~GPNTI2E cXXWdiff:GalcGE                 5Z6Ckh7t~zlRNGh9ZbffKeYOydBgA :] 

Coordiimtor of Facilities and InfomM Recreation - Sacramento State Uulversity 

[ 
~]_~5d~d~b&e~1104510568003&s 4132&e 001L76A9o X6flA51Lapnd2eBt~oh e~r~2vl We Ef5mMsz3TW%wC53k3BIa 4kaam9X:~!~&_ z5Co PdSmPW21 dNnY GR1MEsF0t 

Development AssistantJIntemship - Uulversity of Mississippi [hh~a:/!~2Ors6:rte~;t~lisv?lh-win5dxdah&e>1104510568003&s=4132&e 001L76Ago X6flZM5gUG-7b;iRQNR\,Vb2qoJgnff)ne0kiTvlIsKmJvO0h- 
W\,VIZ5¢_~z1~A.GV~, ~6q[ 5Nm~o9~jbS~A6ybgl~li2hSO,~,ivt~U-.~SYOl~ESilRBNTqtoJ81_\,’d;~ ] 

Ticket Sales Coitsultant - Wuke Forest Uulversitv [})7~o:i/~20rs6nel,’~ni~jg_’,?~n5dxdab&e>l 104510568003&~4132&e 001L76A9o X6~?2dca>c~mlfl(2Z2OTsOSbx 
sMb’c~uS1X[2Pe~£@nl ~%:!c~3wu5%5~re~BI~_D9ea~ASTWNok6~IHQQX~X~GJKOS~.~’~ox}i,’_md8                                   dJKfhSUk-nWQuGmK01RKKeRRVo ] 

Attiletic Traiifing Program Director - SE Missouri State U~fiversity 
~ >~jn5 dx&4b&e~ 1104510568003&s 4132&e :001L %A9o X6 fLC2 Yba. X9 LMEckVommD’~oL/~d86Sql Cx3 VcUKcGY 1 tEmzbVHHI 

740LxhK \,V\                  D i eDP726RA9                                   ] 

Coordi~mtor of Facility Operatioits - Flolida Atlantic Uulversity [hNo:/!~20 r~_jsp? 
lh wbhdadailo&el- 1104510568003&s 4132&e O01L76Ago X6fi<u28ib~ig~9IZfZ?RcEkOzbX3~qLD21gJGSbOaTeulNq5klVSSOcFeAx~pa~PW No[~XMu-IV4NT4X07LB- 
Xwhi\/kKIp3 EBhhnGFoZhvgKCc3bvQkSQUQazH;A’I?OBFzpX24 b6hiY APNM] 

Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - Southern Illinois Uulversity, Edwardsville [ 
~5,,~5dadab&et 1104510568003&s 4132&e 001L76Ago X6fKRWOIgGh, RGQLSTP~i5MeZbzVvNW~CfHTVZJ4- 

] 

Marketi~g Assistant - Kmtsas City Royals (MLB) [hi~o://*2Ors6net,’l~isp?lh~ ~zj~5dxdab&e{- 1104510568003&~4132&e: 001L76A9o X6fLPwCpBy fZBcQP6NVOLAXVIoOUOQvMiQtx02 4TR6T7Zw6A2cI \t, rpq<}- 

] 

Outdoor Youth Development Program Instructor - Clemson Uulversity [ 
lh ~bhd~d~b&el- 110451,0~08003&s 4132&e 001L76 d/IVYeaig4mBphPmKOYP JSNDiQAeXH2Yn’~FBCQPoW4On4Vq~SY4Pdl<0t~fX~¢/Dg~ 2wZdF2uH6LZBXc4pgGPo1~ 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach - Lock Haven Uulversity [hi~?a:!/~2Ors6*~eEmisp? 

lh-w{n5dxcbb&e>1104510568003&s 4132&e 001L%A90 X6fKC~s~E~Kz~Yhi~cn\&f)\mX/~CtK;~BZ‘‘~a/~A9wJihuBbV4k7~Rh~EAF~MRbx‘1ZZre6zdFArMXz~C~W3V72s%~BT8T6I1Jn~Z~NnmLAkS1fN5cidAv 

Attilefic Trainer/Assistant Professor- Bai~on College [}k2p:!/~20 rs6 ne~’/n ~y{A~5dc~dab&e>1104510568003&s 4132&e O01L76A9o X6f]mCUTa~ceNkwE~d~Ya4zvnOfiAw~- 

] 

Aquatic Center Supe1%sor - Town of Blacksburg (VA) [ sp?lh wi*~5dxdab&e>l 104510568003&~4132&e 00i L76A9o X6fJh\~,,q~IXXUM,A,rVVdgY- 
1~‘~‘~Gwm6JHaBd‘‘~mJd1cdeAU~[~WDf2~1iLnC1YI<NLrd~iA8~\IRR1FtJ/<~c6wZJF1ETV7 7~¢UB2F(~bi9gT~m~9~fiCJ9~qZRLzgMhCEVH~L 54er-023pJBHGzkgSorlt~R] 

Quote 

"EvelT ~ulnute you spend in planul~g saves 10 ~ulnutes in execution; tiffs gives you 
a 1,000 percent retm~ on energy[" 

-Brian Tracy 

Folward email 
h~p:.,’/uiconstanlcontact corrl/sm’f\~.Hijs~,du5dxdah&m 1103508747574&ea~)lm~1o:rl@mlcaa m?c e&~&a 1104510568003 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com. 
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Create a Resume That 
Gets You Noticed 
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Your resume needs to catch 
the attention of the search 

committee within 15 
seconds - Do you have the 

correct format? Don’t 
leave it to chance, invest 
in your future and make 

sure you’re using the 
correct fundamentals for 

your job search. 

$7.95 
Purchase Now 

February 14, 2011 

Feature Article 

Jumpstart Your Job Hunt with a 
Quatity Resume (Uttimate Resume 
Writing Do’s and Don’ts from a 
Former Recruiter) 

By JR Hindman 
Work Noom 

After years of working in the executive staffing and 
recruiting industry, collaborating with countless 
hiring managers and human resource administrators 
across various industries, I acquired a thorough 
understanding of what these individuals were looking 
for in potential job candidates. I began to see 
patterns, consistencies, universal tendencies, and l 
began to see just how important a good resume 
really is. 

As a point of fact, hiring managers only spend around 
15 seconds perusing over a new resume and they are 
really only looking for a couple of things when they 
do... (More) 

New Job Listings 

Job Search Book 

New Jobs Listed for today, February 14th, include 
positions as an athletic director, a fitness 
coordinator, a recreation director, and positions in 
compliance, sports information, intramurals, 
facilities management, and much more. To view 
these positions and more, click on the individual links 
below or go to our website at 
www. sportsca reersinstitute, com. 

Assistant/Associate Business Manager - University of 
Kentucky 



Athtetics Communications Internships (3) - Virginia Tech 

IN COLLEGE SPORTS 

Athtetics Ticket Manager - Northeastern University 

Fitness Coordinator - Longwood University 

Athtetics Diversity Councit Graduate Assistant - University 
of Oktahoma 

Assistant Athtetic Director - Johnston Community Schoots 
(IA) 

I just received the book, and it 
is 8ood stuff! I recommended it 
to the parents of my incoming 
sport management crass. I atso 
wiU be recommending it to our 
seniors who are comptetin8 our 
professiona[ preparation crass 
this fair. 

-Chrysta[ Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott CoUege 

Tenure Track Facutty in Exercise Science - Long Istand 
University 

Associate Sports Communications Director - University of 
Cincinnati 

Assistant Director of Intramurat Sports - University of 
Virginia 

Ticketing/Event Marketing Internship - University of Notre 
Dame 

Athtetic Director - St. Landry Parish Schoot Board (LA) 

Assistant Athtetic Director for Comptiance - Texas A&M, 
Kingsvitte 

[_loin OUr Nailing List!] 

Quick Links... 

Sports Careers Website 

Job Listings 

Sports Management 
Degree Programs 

Career Development 
Resources 

Fo~ard to a F riend _1 

Coordinator of Corporate Ticket Sates & Externat 
Operations - University of South Ftorida 

Coordinator of Facitities and Informat Recreation - 
Sacramento State University 

Devetopment Assistant/Internship - University of 
Mississippi 

Ticket Sates Consuttant - Wake Forest University 

Athtetic Training Program Director - SE Missouri State 
University 

Coordinator of Facitity Operations - Ftorida Attantic 
University 

Head Women’s Votteybatt Coach - Southern Ittinois 
University, Edwardsvitte 

Marketing Assistant - Kansas City Royats (MLB) 

Outdoor Youth Devetopment Program Instructor - Ctemson 
University 



Head Men’s Basketball Coach - Lock Haven University 

Athletic TrainerlAssistant Professor - Barton College 

Aquatic Center Supervisor - Town of B[acksburg (VA) 

Quote 

"Every minute you spend in planning saves 10 minutes in 
execution; this gives you a 1,000 percent return on 
energy!" 

-Brian Tracy 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 
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Hut% early registration discount ends Saturday, FebruaB~ 19th, 2011 

The SMWW Sports Career Conference during the NFL Combine 
is to provide members of the spots industry with an oppo~unity to work with and learn from leading 
industry experts regarding the challenges of operating professional teams, leagues fad/ties, and 

media outlets in addition to strategies for athlete representation, 

Keynote Speaker: David ~£oP~,~ay 

DAVID MORWAY 
Indiana Pacers General Manager 

David Morway, Indiana Pacers GM 

David MonNay is in his 12th season with the Indiana Pace~, his thi~ as the team’s General 
Manager. 

Morway joined the franchise in February, 1999. He previously was the Senior Vice President of 
Basketball Operations and was responsible for the day-to-day operation and administration of the 
Basketball Division. As General Manager, he retains those duties and will also oversee salary cap 
issues and assist Pacers President Larry Bird in personnel decisions. 

’Tm very happy to have David by my side," said Bird. "This newly-expanded role maximizes David’s 
skills and experience and I’m confident we have the knowledge and resources to get the Pacers to 



the level we expect, our owners expect and our fans expect." 

Morway has a vast sports background. He served as Assistant to the President for the San Diego 
Padres from 1985-88, where he was involved in contract analysis and negotiation. He also designed 
and implemented programs in player relations, team employee assistance and customer relations. 

From 1988-95, Morway started and was President of Professional Excellence Sports, Inc. (Pro Ex), a 
sports management firm. Morway represented more than 75 clients, including David Benoit, Ed 
Gray, former Pacers’ player Micheal Williams, as well as Junior Seau, Darren Woodson, Chris 
Naeole and Tony Clark. 

Pro Ex was incorporated into DSM International in 1995 and Morway remained with the company 
until 1998. A 1982 graduate of the University of Arizona, Morway also has a law degree from the 
University of San Diego. He is married to Karen and they have two sons, Robbie and Michael. 

Agenda Re~eased: SpoAs Career Conference during the NFL Combine 

Friday, February 25th, 2011 
11:00am Registration opens, 

1:00pm Welcome and Introductions 
"Maximizing Your Experience during the NFL 
Combine" 
Dr, Lynn Lashbrook, SMWW President 

1:15pm Panel: "Breaking into Sports" 

2:15pm 

3:00pm 

4:00pm - 

Moderator: Mark Washo, Playbook Management, 
Managing Partner and Sports Management 
Worldwide Faculty 

*Chris Keeney, former GM of Lone Star Sports 
(Houston Texans) and Sports Management 
Worldwide Faculty 

*Mary Lee Gilliland, Learfield Sports Senior 
Director, National Business Development 

Panel: "Advancing your Current Sports Career - 
getting to the next level." 
Moderator: Tom Weisenbach, Indiana Motorsports 
Association Executive Director 
*Greg Hylton, Indianapolis Colts,Vice President 
Premium Seating & Ticket Sales 

*Mike Fox, Lucas Oil Stadium, Stadium Director 

Q and A with David Morway, Indiana Pacers GM 

David has been with the Pacers for over 12 years. 
Prior to the Pacers he was the Asst. to the President 
of the San Diego Padres, followed by ten years of 
being a sports agent having represented over 75 
clients. 

Fritz Pollard Alliance Reception (Each NFL team has a 
table for their staff, additional tables are for SMWW 



.~:OOpm attendees.) 

AFC Scout of the Year - Presenter: Charles Garcia, NFL 
Scouting Pioneer 
Recipient: Cornell Green, Denver Broncos Scout 

NFC Scout of the Year - Presenter: Charles Garcia, NFL 
Scouting Pioneer 
Recipient: Bob Harrison, Atlanta Falcons Scout 

FPA Game Ball Award: Presenter: Mark Dominik, 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers GM 
Recipient: Raheem Morris, Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
Head Coach 

Paul "Tank" Young Awards: Presenter: Harry Carson, 
HOF, Giants 1976-88 Recipient: Art Shell, HOF, Raiders 

1968-82, former coach of Raiders, Chiefs, & Falcons 
Presenter: Michael Bidwell, Arizona Cardinals 
President Recipient: Rod Graves, Arizona Cardinals GM 

Team of the Year Award: Presenter: John Wooten, 40 
Year NFL Executive & SMWW Faculty, and Fritz Pollard 
Alliance Chairman 

7:00pm Enjoy the hub of activity in downtown Indy. 

Saturday, February 26th, 2011 

B:00am Registration opens. 

2offee & Book Sign~,ng with Jeremi Duru, 
Advancing the Ball Race, Reformation, and the 

Quest for Equal Coaching Opportunity in the NFL 

B:30am Opening Remarks 
"The Playbook for Networking during the 

NFL Combine" 
with Dr. Lynn Lashbrook, SMVWV President 

9am Q and A with NFL Legend and 40 year NFL 
Executive: 
John Wooten, former NFL Executive, played for 
the Browns 1959-67, Redskins 1968, currently 
the Fritz Pollard Alliance Chairman and SMVWV 
Faculty. 
Affectionately known as NFL’s Godfather. 

9:30am NFL Scouting Panel: 

0:30am 

*Russ Lande - a NFL Scout and Draft Expert for 
Sporting News’ War Room and SMVWV Faculty 

*Dan Kelly - Former NY Jets Pro Scout & 
Current College Scout for GM Jr. Scouting 

*Matt Littlefield - former scout for the Chiefs, 
Rams, and Jaguars and Scout for GM Jr. 
Scouting 

Break 



11am 

12:00 noon 

1 :OOpm 

1:30pm 

2:30pm 

3pm 

NFL Agent Panel: "Top Draft Picks, 
Endorsements, and Contract Negotiation" 

Kelli Basters, NFL Agent 
Jack Bills - NFL Agent 
Jim Solano - NFL Agent 
Kristen Kuliga - NFL Agent 

Lunch (Included with conference registration) 

Q and A with ESPN Adam Schefter 

Panel: "Inside the NFL Locker Room with the 
Trainer, Coach and the Digital Video Editors" 

Daron Roberts, Detroit Lions Asst. Secondary 
Coach 
Jerry Simmons, NFL Strength Coach 
Bike Christianson, XO’s Digital Technology 

Q and A with Jimmy Halsell, former 
Washington Redskins Salary Cap Analyst 
and Maury Brown, Biz of Football & Forbes 
SportsMoney 

"Understanding the Salary Cap & Collective 
Bargaining Agreement" 

New Agent Panel: "Tips and Secrets to 
Recruiting your first NFL Cfient" 

Joe Aloisi- represents Matt Moore, Carolina 
Panthers QB 
AI Thomas - represents Akeem Jordan, Philly 
Eagles LB and co-repesents Ross Weaver, 
Dallas Cowboy DB 
Ross Weaver, 2010 Undrafted Free Agent - 
Dallas Cowboys 
Andy Tuitele, represents several priority free 
agents 

Moderator: Marcus Williams, SMWW Agency 
Director and NFLPA Agent 

Q and A with Pittsburgh Steelers GM Kevin 
Colbert 

4pm 

4:30pm NCAA Compliance Issues with speaker to be 
announced 

Co~ege Credit Now Avai~aNe! Early Bird Discount: 



Graduate and Undergraduate 

College students are encouraged to attend...and now receive a discount 
and College Credit transferable to your school. For the 2011 Sports 
Career Conference we already have over 40 schools represented. It is 
not too late to register here for the College Student Discount. 

Discount before February 19th, 2011 for only $225 for students. 

(Or contact workshop@smww.com for an even greater group discount) 
Many college groups are attending together. Contact us to work out a 
group rate for your university! 

Schools Represented at past events: 
University of Oregon 
University of Northern Colorado 
Michigan State University 
Arizona State University 
The University of Phoenix 
George Washington University 
Texas A&M University 
University of Nebraska Kearney 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota Crookston 
University of Central Florida 
University of Nevada, Reno 
University of Central Florida 
Stanford 
Fort Hays State University, Kansas 
Metropolitan State College Of Denver 
Ashford University 
Oregon State University 
Southwestern Law School 
Towson University 
McMaster University 
Anderson University 
Purdue University 
lUPUl 
San Diego State University 
Cardinal Stritch University 
West Virginia University 
Lynn University, Boca Raton, Florida 
Indiana University 
Ohio State University 
and many more! 

Contact workshop@smww.com for your group! 

Here is what one Sports Management Professor has to say about taking 
groups to SMWW Conferences: 

"SMWW Conferences are a must for those involved in sports 
management programs and who truly care about experiential education, 
establishing networking contacts with senior level executives, and 
exposing students to visionary thinkers in the field of sports 

General Admission-S300 
Early Bird Discount before 2/19 
$275 
Team Employees 
Early Bird Discount before 2/19 
$200 
A,qents 
Early Bird Discounts before 2/19 
$200 
Students & Faculty 
Early Bird Discount before 2/19 
$225 

*Conference Iees does not ncude hote 

accommodat ons or entrance to the NFL 

Comb ne 

discounted hote  

Rooms available! 

To book your room at the 
Hyatt Hotel in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, call 1-888-591-1234 (317-632- 1234) 
and tell them you are with the group Sports 

Management Worldwide. 
GREAT Hotel Room rates!!!!! 

Student rate- $135 

Non Student rate- $155 

Don’t wait because our group hotel 
discount runs out on February 15th, 

2011 

What People are Saying 
About Career 

"Let me bottom line this for you -- 
SMWW’s conference offers prospective agents 
what no other agency is willing to share - 
experience and resources with a moral 
compass. Speakers are eager to provide a 
wealth of information and participants actually 
participate. This is not a conference you will 
find anywhere else. In my years as an agent 
and as an attorney I have yet to meet another 
person or agency willing to share this degree 
of expertise and that alone is priceless in the 
sports agent industry." 
Bruce Butler, Attorney and Sports Agent 

"The wealth of expertise you gathered across 
sports industries for all attendees in both panel 
and networking settings was truly amazing and 
exciting. I look forward to shaking and baking 
with the many sports leaders I met at the 
conference. I am already looking forward to the 
2009 conference.f" 
Paul Martino 



management. Few people in the world can attract this level of talent and 
put them in one room to share their experiences. The SMWW Career 
Conference is the kind of student-focused activity that will raise retention 
rates, career placement rates, and student satisfaction rates." 

Ted Curtis, B.A., M.S., J.D. 
Professor of Sports Management 
Lynn University, Boca Raton Florida 

About the event... 
2011 Career Conference durinq the NFL Combine 
Attendees wilt have the opportunity to learn behind the scenes of the NFL 
combine and NFL draft create relationships with key individuals in the sports 
business community and advance their knowledge of the business of sports, tf 
you have never been in Indianapolis around the NFL combine you are missing 
an opportunity to be apart of NFL personnels biggest event of the year. 

~ster todai. 
Early registration discount ends soon! 

Sports Management Worldwide has numerous events around the countFi 
throughout the year. However, nothing compares to its annual Sports Career 
Conference in Indianapolis during the NFL Combine. 

The 2011 Sports Career Conference is setting up to be our biggest and best ever 
in SM~7*~£/’s history. SMW@’V course instructors, experienced agents, general 
managers of sports teams scouts marketing and other frent office executives 
wilt a!t be in attendance - wilt you? On Februa%~ 25th and 26th, the SMWW Sports 
Career Conference is YOUR opportunity to gain valuable insight into a variety of 
careers flsm those working at the highest level in sports! 

Network with agents coaches sports executives, and SMWW staff in the 
atmosphere of the NFL combine in downtown indianapolis Indiana. You’ll hear 
the scoop on the inner workings of the upcoming NFL draft and create 
r:etationships with key individuals in the sports business community. Speakers 
range from million dollar endorsement deal makers to NC£uA officers, to certified 
agents in tootbatt basketball baseball hockey and soccer. 

Global 500 corporate Director and ESPN 
Sports Ticker Gameday Statistician 

"What a wonderful weekend I had at your 
Sports Career Conference! The conference 
was informative, enlightening, inspirational, 
and very educational. It was a classy event 
with some heavy hitters of the sports industry 
used as guest panelists. I cannot begin to 
share with you the great experience I had. 
Thank you is not enough, but it is well 
deserved. Most impressive was the number of 
young peopfe who traveled from all overthe 
country and from abroad to attend the 
conference. It speaks volumes about the 
reputation and quality of your organization." 
Reggie Williams 
VP, Community Relations, Memphis 
Redbirds (AAA) & Former MLB player 

"The SMWW Sports Career Conference is 
definitely a who’s who of the NFL. Don’t miss 
it!" 
Matt Moore, Carolina Panther QB 

"From my perepective it is a win-win situation. 
Students can only feam so much in the 
classroom. The value of@ending two days in 
the same room with some of the top sport and 
athletic administrators in the United States is 
extremely valuable to these undergraduates. 
As one student said. "It (the conference) was 
worth e very penny!" 

D. Floyd Jones, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Sport Management Program 
West Virginia University 

Upcoming 

(Co  ege Credit 

Held during the NFL Combine where more than 2500 coaches team owners 
advertisers, and more than 220 national iournatists from across the countr}~ come 
to Indianapolis for seven days to meet and work out the athletes who hope to be 
dra%d by NFL team& 

tf you are planning to attend the 2011 Sports Career Conference book your room 
at a discounted rate at the 
Hyatt Hotel 
in downtown Indianapolis, Indian& Having the event at the Hyatt Hotel puts you 
lust blocks from the 
Lucas Oil Stadium 
and right in the middle of the NFL Combine action, 

(Or ca} the Hyatt at 1--888--591 1234 (317-832 1234) and re} them you are wth the group Sports 
Management Wor dw de ) 

To Register for the Conference Today, 
select this text 
to get started and save by regisbring early! 

The Sports Career Conference at 
the 2011 NHL Entry Draft will be 
held June 24=25, 2011 at the Xcel 
Energy Center in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Registration is not yet available. Save 
the date! 

(college credit available) 

= The Sports Career Conference at 
the 2011 NBA Summer League 

Games will be in Las Vegas, 
Nevada from July 15=16th, 2011. 

The Summer League is a pro 
basketball league run by the NBA 

just following the NBA Draft. Teams 
consist of players who have been in 
the NBA for 3 years or fewer as well 

as newly drafted talent. It gives 
Rookies a chance to practice against 



Read more about the event here,, 

Attendees Listen to Sports Panel 

other players that are new to the 
NBA. Games are held throughout the 
ten days at Thomas & Mack Center 

and Cox Pavilion on the UNLV 
Campus. 

Registration is not yet available. 
Save the date! 

(college credit available) 

SMVVVVAgent Advisor Joe Aloisi, Tara Moore and Matt Moore of the Carolina 
Panthers listen to speakers 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook meeting with attendees after the day’s session. 

Keynote Speaker: Adam Schemer, ESPN 

Register now for the Sports Career Conference dur~bg the NFL Combine and hear from many great speakers including: 

Adam $chefter is one of the top pro football reporters in the industry with more 
than 20 years of covering the National Football League. Schefter joined ESPN as 
an NFL Znsider in August 2009, and he appears on ~oortsCenterp NFL Live, Sunday 
iVFL Countdown, f~onday Hight Countdown and ESPNEWS throughout the year in 
addition to contributing regularly to other platforms~ including ESPN.com and ESPN 
Radio. 

Schefter was a reporter/analyst and key source of breaking news for NFL 
Network from 2004-08, appearing on NFL Tota/Access and NFL GameDay 



~orm~ng. He also wrote for NFLcom. 

Prior to joining NFL Network, Schefter was a spo~swriter for the Denver Post 
where he covered the Broncos for 15 years. He was named the Colorado Spo£s 
Writer of the Year in 2002 and 2003. During his days with the Post, Schefter also 
frequently appeared on ESPN’s Around the Horn and Xhe Sports Re.po,~ers. 

A native of Valley Stream, N.Y., Schefter is a graduate of the University of 
I’vlichigan and No£hwestern University’s ~ledill School of Journalism. He is a former 
president of the Pro Football Writers of America and the author of four books, 
including Romo; t4y Life on the Edge Living Dreams and Slaying Dragons about 
former Broncos linebacker Bill Romanowski which was on the New York ~mes 
bestseller list. Schefter also wrote books with former Broncos head coach and 
two-time Super Bowl champion Mike Shanahan and former Super Bowl MVP Terrell 
Davis. Schefter’s latest title, ~e Class of Footbafi: Words of Ha~d~Earned Wisdom 
from Legends oft he Gn~d~ron, was released in August 2009. 

Follow Adam Schefter on Twitter 
Register now for the SMWW Sports Career Conference during the NFL Combine...you can’t afford to miss it! 

Watch these conference videos 
Visit the SMWW Sports Career Conference Website to learn more about our all our events and to watch some g~eat 

videos about our conferences~ 

www.SportsManaqementWorldwide.com 

or call our offices today at 
503-445-7105 

UK +44(0)871 288°4799 
International 011o503-445-7105 



Rod Graves Arizona Cardinals GM speaking at SMWW 
Conference 

ESPN Adam Schefter speaking with attendees 

Keynote Speaker: Kevin Co be , Pittsburgh Stee ers 
Register now for the Sports Career Conference during the NFL Combine and hear from many great speakers 

Kevin Colbert has been the Director of Football Operations (GM) of the NFL’s Pittsburgh Steelers since the 
start of 2000. He is widely credited with putting together two World Championship Super Bowl teams in 
Pittsburgh along with owner Dan Rooney. Colbert’s first Super Bowl win was in 2006 with Coach Bill Cowher 
and the second super bowl win was in 2009 with Coach Mike Tomlin. With the upcoming Super Bowl XLV 
against the Green Bay Packers on February 6th, Colbert will be seeking the Steelers third Super Bowl title in 
six years. 



Colbert grew up not far from Pittsburgh’s Heinz Field on the city’s northside and attended North Catholic High 
School and Robert Morris University. Prior to being hired by the Pittsburgh Steelers, he was employed as an 
advance scout for the Detroit Lions and the Miami Dolphins. 

Buck Frank with the Altoona Mirror has this to say about Colbert: 
"Oirector of Football Operations Kevin Colbert rarely gets much of the credit for the Steelers’ success this past 
decade - it usually goes to the players, coaches and the Rooneys - but the Pittsburgh native has done a 
tremendous job in filling the Steelers’ roster with players who fit the team’s personality. While other teams add 
high-priced free agents to try and build a winning team, the Steelers continue to build through the draft and 
use free agency in a supplementary way. The Steelers’ top signings this year in free agency were Antwaan 
Randle El, Larry Foote, Byron Leftwich, Arnaz Battle and Will Allen, and all are in backup roles." 
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Mental Tou~tmess 

By Harrison Barnes 

When I was practicing 
law, there was a guy who 
must have been in his early 
40s who had broken with 
reality. I think he really 
might have gone insane. 
He desperately wanted to 
get ahead in the firm and 
worked extremely hard. 
He was the sort of guy 
who was working 18-hour 
days, sometimes more, 
sleeping on the floor of his 
office and so forth. I have 
no idea how long he had 
been doing this, but it had 
obviously taken its toll on 
him. 

There is no doubt that the 
guy was making the law 
firm a ton of money 

Resi~ from Your Job: 
Leaving on a Good Note 

By Brooke Heath 

You landed a great new 
job, and now the only 
thing standing in the way 
of your new position is 
your old one! Resigning 
from a job can be a task 
that is sometimes a bit 
awkward, but it’s 
something that has to be 
done. The key is to do it, 
and get it over with, but to 
do it with dignity. Before 
you go marching into your 
employer’s office to tell 
them you’re outta there, 
read on. 

Be Sure! 
Giving your resignation is 
something that you need to 

be 100% certain about. 

What to Do When You 
Are Having No Luck in 
Your Job Search 

Whether you first 
reentered the j ob market of 
your own volition or your 
reentry came as a surprise 
to you, there is a good 
chance that you have come 
to a point where it feels as 
though your job search has 
been going on for much 
too long. Have you started 
to feel as if no one is going 
to hire you? 

Have you realized that you 
keep running into the same 
walls that you can’t seem 
to get through? If you are 
discovering that your j ob 
search has grown stagnant, 
it’s time for you to stop 
and reassess. As you have 

2011/02/17 

N Recommended Career 
Resources 

N EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot ,k~h~ 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 



working so hard. However, 
he just did not have the 
presence, or personality, to 
fit in well enough to ever 
make partner in the law 
firm. He was always tired. 
He spoke very loudly and 
did not seem to realize 
how loudly he was 
speaking. 

+ read more 

Not many people can quit, 
and then go back to the 
same j ob on good terms. 
Before you say the words 
"I’m quitting", be sure that 
you’re ready to, so that you 
don’t have to attempt to 
come crawling back! 

+ read more 

already learned in the past, 
if something isn’t working, 
you need to stop and try 
something new, so make 
sure that you stop and 
consider the following 
information. 

+ read more 

X Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

X Preferred Resumes 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 
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8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Dow~tload) 

$9.95 

Click To Purchuse [ hMrHRFduKGA- 
XC~CNA-SMz ] 

Save $5 - Now in E-Book 
"This book is f~ntu stic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 
-Greg McDemlott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton U~tiversity 

To Pro-chase: 

Book - $29.95 Click Here [ -hi~vv,.ebscr?cmd~ s-xclick&hosied hilito~ id 8902655] 

E-Book - $24.95 Click Here [h~:p://~2Ors6~et/r~s~o?lh-wi~Sckdab&e>1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf’NG~ef~/iM- Dgdv~/l-liQ2pO7SeVexeSn@dFQeOYw- 
ChIKoi~wc~d~iZbLm0FP bMT3MSlnMve~2~CGoZJOUa DFakceHl~3(pC~g, fV~mcDM~2f°’~IHk-] 

Support Yore Students and Have Yore Library add tiffs book to their collection by 
fo~wardi~g tiffs newsletter to yore librarian and ask them to prochase a copy for 

yore sports management students. 
Library Order Fom~ [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-~vfl~5&xd~b&et-llO4581932340&~4132&e ~kT~IfNGrefW~YjJMZ7XRwKyQMAqi~ARL~D~6cVfqzi~5RCXTvpQuV~xjfy9I5~Jzv~NEFdD~r~.~NMcRK4pc- 
0xjgvidy5RdlfoE3Psbds72WJcPaby5fijZJcpmtvY2wvT2DUMwOewb0vpNd3 4sultgCgmiH2fR-aeqjrRu-gl-lioDxoyUvQcxxJadCiPCMAdRaTYm6s ] 

Join Ore Mailfi~g List [~://\.’isitorr2Ocor~stanlco]~actcom/email~?n~110350874757~:] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Our Website [hNo:.,’!~2Ors(~ net, iv~ isp?llr win5di,~dab&e¢- 1104581932340&~4132&e 001 kTPI fx(CS~ef~,Vl-Iff~eOh-z55iaESom4 LCeSY0egpiid ~dl)gb]5CatJt~kS695DHSB5pkom~Cmi~&~PbSAsE-ogkx~sl~ fHSXLOSUzgqf[Cd~ 

sTr6N1TinC ~/sEFa-x22 HV2QKOiN] 
Job Listings [ 5dxd~b&e~1104581932340&s 4i 32&e 00 lk’FPII},GrulWSKL51LTUsl oYa3AU2m4CBAI ~: 
s~Ie 68TM hio3Z~i~I~u0KO773~_vgTCZYdBMhWi0-~,[~PL~¢~’,¢?~a~EtoNz3FS~d=lGLLySCimV01~I 0~2] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [~ie:/’h2Ors6net/~ fEc~NbZDJt- 
~I~fHM-~3va~rC~EK~E~YiE~dIIehV5FT~G~B~bC211~Jf~Y3SGDZY~REcfVm5e~d~FtCYaM ] 
Career Development Resomces [~>://*20rst*~eE~v~{sp?llr ~5.{:~5dxdab&e>1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfNGrefLSF6GV ktD99YtmdcRfSx~gWXsugIc~i{l(~&~.t~FvhiI Cft 
xtE~xehiF6zRSu6~4Au74N{bY ERiNxx.A21IaogZWqb1NSPQMGhit~Y509tK6mgMr4XsmmlTru13rx.%~ 6P71{WWc[~skqABc~FmTBAR75emSYzi6vshDiASulPg ] 
Fo~wardto a FrieM [~d~://uiconsta~conlactcom!sa/l:fO$iN)?m 1103508747574&a :I 104581932340&ea bla,~ton%40~.~caa u~c e&~] 
Hndm onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~j~5&x&b&e>llOd581932340&~d132&e 001kTPI~Gre~8dMwM-Z-j2kZtFNBsFONnTOEggoTdGQp- 
NDq~D2~EL~C~B~Nk52C6R~9~S~e27Z~kDEYa97~nJg55~ntMcn7B-7m~.z~-x~C~gDAG~RFN~5kNsB~bSB-g~D~G~Jz~HXaxU J t~0jlc~llqbviUIUhNBCEL6kCo~NT~vJ1Beg ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

Use References, Not Cold Calls, to Get Intelwiews 

By Loi~aine Ball 
The Ladders.com 

Not too lo~g ago, I met with a fiiend who had just statted a new job as a salesman. 
In the course of the conversatio~, he told me his new boss wanted him to make 100 
cold calls a week. I dichi’t know what to say. I don’t thi~tk I have made that many 
cold calls in my entire career! 
He continued to talk about the calls, and how his boss believed if he made the 100 
calls he would be able to huve about 20 viable conversatio~ts, set five appointments 
and make one sale. He asked me if this som~ded reaso~uble. I c~chi’t lg~ow whet to 

tell him, because I don’t make cold calls. 

After five years of actively networkfi~g in the local commtmity, my business is refe~-al-ch-iven. 
When I need to increase my sales volume, I make calls, but not cold calls. I make 
wam~ calls to my power team... (More) [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xd~b&et-l104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfNGreffV’zRFtWZbtuZ8ofMToglKlm0TMtgxYyjII qhGpndRTZUcyCkNVqg8wGCkxpkOwFZaZ5xG64b8wpXoGwFM100gMYi2GEFRkgGXLTG0- 
~n~)sZfLXd7xc2xYtnTQRUVYx-mI5XAd~6Dg~JT~L7W4ehEh8kiAm96~g9ihYes9S-vBTCkAYkZ2~W3] 

New Job Listi~lgs 

New Jobs Listed for today, February 21 st, h~clude positions as a Division I atttletic 
director, a recreation coordinator, assistant/associate professor in Spotts Ma~agement, 
a marketing director, an athletic hainer, and much more. To view these positioits 
and more, click on the lhtks below or go to ore website at www.sportscareersinstitute.com. 
[h~]~:/!~20rs6~et,’l~isp?llr ~.i~t5d~&d~&e/- 1104581932340&s 4132&e :O01kTPIib, G~el\/2bt6DdqlmMn683AI’bTz 1DZA2hINcFSi~oip;AL\gBZUx &KMwcZwdr J/~.Dr7clYAQgODpHmfAKOAYi4UOS- 

GF JUNGs 4I~U*~_~/i~i] 

Director, Hoyas Uulimited - Georgetown U~ffversity [ 
p~_xOi~ i~ loi Vi0d StPIOc0 al~ TtttOCqXL W .D4ZkCq -xtmszO 3 ff£1’~ 5x-cbXLT@~TpgiPm ~’d-13 iX6 K3 K0~MeOIm~2 JacVXFCI u47VPTr; ~N-X1DO__] 



Football Player Services Progn-am Coordiilator - Uitiversity of Notre Dame [                            5dx&~b&et 1104581932340&s 4132&e 001k~PlI\G*efWSaZ9GSdL-d- 

~6~ WDkBK5OwO mr~4sa5E~,MJS~}ka@C76szYDbH1YP-k~3H-wrIIUwd\,q~LZCF3FwR36 zXC V38zPbHI rEDH~iql’Gf%35mwTL~l j.XOwVuCR4ieFTh~@~2~ j 

Assistant Director of Outdoor Recreation Progn-ams - Boise State Uitiverstiy [~:o://~20rs6~xetz{n ~ 
11r ,a,i:~15dxdab&e~ 1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfb, G~efXUxVJvE OmH< P6DYNVs67rRDLr%,tiD7Im~a 
IZWic~ t~q K}xI3~NTNi6AD5 qPPKt~6B VeN SPL@a, ~dMLVII Cz 9EHD5U iua] 

Dhector of Athletics - Rogers State U~fiversity [~20 rs6 ne~,’~N@lr ,,qn5d.,cdah&e~1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfi\Gref’¢/Hc6f~ENNr3E~ 

] 

Manager of Retail Operations - U~tiversity of Arkansas [h~p:/!~20 ~)?lk ~wj~5dxdab&e~1104581932340&s 4132&e 00 lkTPI£sGre£Nxs£SzYLN~)MNOSUDdsZTdDUrD\,q~e~shS\£x%YE50FJ\£/ 

News Media and Broadcasting Specialist for Athletics - California State U~tiversity 
Bakersfield[h[~d~://r20rs6net,’~n~d!~5cLxdab&e~llO4581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPI£~G~e~X4NeXSlEdlkRSEL~n-sDA5KnaEcN2SU6- 
7~j oe’~.U~JW04bb YGS fr6 SMC~x06 FPI~ MWdLKPYkQs uJ J                                      63XVWCK~g~                                                    ] 

Dhector of Development for Athletics - Missouri State U~iversity [~/:/h20 rs6 ,~e~/h-~ isp?l~ win5dx&l}&el-1104581932340&~4132&e: 001kTHIS, C-~eP\/1- 
elW41 cl<~d BwLuI’~Y J~O Kiqc~cp2ct~dBv d8 c~t                                 v~r~CbFpKTsK~ek9~Jg~EpgI~EVZ75~4Cy\&&s~-vBZaRR~L2ua~9~)~Sv1pEj3~)12C?~1~rS~U8bt~‘~VFBN~Q~A ] 

AssistantAthleticTrainer-HamlineU~tiversity[!~):i/~20rs~net/l~x@d~r)~b&e~llO4581932340&s 4132&e 001kl"PIINC~eg~reVsIZ55~uqlsVKI6oKINICaH5WKrTgTZeWP~\AR- 

3D~,,h6                                                                                                            ] 

Graduate Assistant in Campus Recreation - Uitiversity of Noah Carolina, Gree~sboro 
[h~p://~20rs6ne~aNsp?llr w{:~t5dxck~b&et- 1104581932340&s 4132&e O01kTPIf~,C:~eg\i~q\&/~MJKTclF3i ~e4~ff~leIOqNfqS2clIC- 

wM EmvOl8 SVS Y A’I’S ~NN Gse[~O FFW~%£~5~Jcr oM- OF\ 

Fitness Intern - Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Uifiversity [ 
1_1!2 ~d~@d~dab&e~l104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfNG~e 6Tl~mtviWcU51~KTd.kWOZ4ZnDbwAOhTv~d~i~z6UYXYuPo-nbod7d81S3U~iz 
~gq MYNV7xV961HcRxxT,X;Zb9 qsB ~K OzSD SDUw- SKU ] 

Intramm-al/Facilities Interns - Embry-Riddle Aeronautical U~iversity [ 
ll~j~5d~d~b&e~l 104581932340&s 4132&e 00 lkTPlfNG~efLC~b5YN 1KPcoz5Z4SHcmVK~V~lusld6UnSIXI~2Et~£ENYS~v all)210CLd3,G6KIwCt7EtYvIXL 

t%~EMo\,q<AcWSLJiGEEKTMTBVAKTMhFhO AYtPflSv PKZTxO1NOgi xflcBCtCTDOuG2sdOX%Yml@YEneeUP-X~44A ] 

Ticket Sales Coordinator - Washington Wizards (NBA) [l_~:p:/,q20rs6*~eFi~Nsp?llr wi~5dx&~b&e~1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf\G*eI~&/QaRiMc--uHEHPv VniwF-Bx77pGDDPJ%B4wgaOwMKNhQTJ-Z- 
2~88AS~/~d~H\&~ePcTy~g~dA~e9K8m3-d~bieVs~75~SNgC6~cF~2gMb5idc~eZJZPW5YM~d~RJ\/~i~crWStcc~Xe7Aa~yt~z2~mK~PmW 6x~] 

Director of Attfletic Equipment Operations - Uifiversily of Delaware [~@p:,qq20 rs6 ned/In ~-~d~5dc~dab&e>1104581932340&s 4132&e 00 lkTPIf?~GrefLlIA@rl 

TV55H200oshrlbIxJ                  0FieD4 314IJE                                            ] 

Associate Director of Development - U~fiversity of Maryland [~?://,20 rs6 net/1vl ~ ~- ,a,i:~15d:*.dab&ev 1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf\GiefV{£gH3MghSk~S lrdQ,~P~j_75RgfiZBcm- 

c3FM5FbRSVZkVEFHADIhY38H1cw213t3EWnrAQhSVLS,/~J~ OXhSGSpJiOooLEkJ%vr~sIPEi-NkWclSvSPENuVPOn24eHiyeRY~ranoSISR-A ] 

Internship in Adventm-e Programs (Recreation) - Sonoma State Ui~iversity 

~@5d~c[ob&e~1104581932340&s 4132&e 00 lkTPlfNG~efLd~4YHiOH~zvuCt~:5SJ~MCm5Tv~6Iw58Nvi41kcOo6b~N2GkI0be Y3T29- 
Uh6 KTdV0 f~ ~A6UI~D 1-v~I4 ~cCa~vkHDZM6 D97 W6961ee~@.e?~\ OFUF-~ ~] 

Athletic Business Manager for Travel - The College of William and Mary [l@p:i/120 rs6 neL/~vNs;o?llr win5dxdab&e~-:1104581932340&s 4132&e 001k~l~PIlS, C-lef\,\,’BnUma~ro0KiSitMV1,/15gOE~e~o6:~VlkL- 

-b~p3%~5~j~31,~R2BVD5yB~p~Cx~l‘v‘~8Q~Bpdfr.~%~1~7~SS6~Q~Q~‘L~uGA~C~H5~CA1~,K23                                             ] 

Athletic Director - Benedictine U~tiversity at Spriilgfield [~!~¢://~20 rs6 net/r~i~5cbtdab&et 1104581932340&~4132&e 001kTPIf\G~ef%,;d’s,>’4LF5kf: 

Director of Membership Se~-gices and Outreach - Golf Coaches Association of America 

[h~:,’/i20rs6~e%~N&v?Ilr-~z,i~@dad~b&el-llO4581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPI£\G~eibAiCY60~5EV-i~1~dLwxuidv~DTnb,3wo@lweIb-ACG TKl’~12KGMndlTw%,h3uFMKg- 
~sS~1TfyH~nC@3H9x5t~p9wBc~9Uk~r13¢}k3k~Mn162e~cE2H~dbs1~d~mq2RdMEG4i6fY‘~HE~Bw ] 

Graduate Assistant for Corporate Sales - Georgia State Ui~iversity [ 
11r-~M~@d~dab&e~l104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPlfNGre~/2 oEGermoUv77KblA~,2Mt-vfbiPeHi~seGeBe2aMhiry~’.~)~ 

] 

Operation,s Specialist for Soccer-U~tiversityofNotreDame[h~qx//120rs6~eV~?Nsp?lh~ ,adn5dxd~b&e~- 1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf\GrefXY4ewO- 
Mll3NxicWb                 (~IsFBTB%cEVdg:IOTX2~51oO5EOA5~Iz r0aLBC emi@MOG3o694:i APrH1ML2EGStflA-HK%K\53k-a~’d~6~Sk~rLoTHLX~S1 w ] 

Assistant Swim CoactgAssistant Aquatics Director - U~fiversity of Ctficago [ 
lh ~q~@d~d~b&el- 1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf?,G~efWX~e2W3V~Tg~ekuVzROJUd9IO~KKKlwP I~qSOwIJ~hO~WHw2J5dz3tlYH5IF2w~d@?xTIFOh%\dDaTDDRl~EonpdAO~t~e6tgi~mOdS IK!qWIgU2t7z? 

Athletic & Student Activities Director - Ramapo Indian Hill High School (NJ) lira:m//120 rs6 ne~dtn isv? 

lh win5dxclab&e~1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIl\Cle~:bDrVqlpfP-/BLPqg41 srM31151wDaYE1QTuNkklOOLNWTzs71-~k&C9kJI2zdL’rwx%~Z91ditUUzoD0ka19- 
J SR~4ILzPGaOlho J VlfiY S JsC4ffr) 1 Nd01~iU Z               ] 

Athletic Communicatio~s Intern - Bowli~]g Green State U~fiversity [~2~2:,"/~20rs6net/}n~?Ilr-~a,i;@dxd~b&e~1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf~G~efb 
Nbi9tVL~Yo R~\4CsUA~FUvqeu~2bI~4~4HEJLIl~Nh\mbG~Z~ahNN6bMDIID5K~GE3XBh~7E3~,~TX~N5e~hTRRC4ABE4281R4Sv3i4~J~YK~K5GSc~t~w£/~ ] 

AssociateAD for Compliance-UItiversityofMissouri, KansasCity[~l~:m!/~20rs6*teL/t~is~}?11r win5~xciah&e~- 1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfXG~eRJYeaU306Cixkk\&/lo}Kba, SSclJBvamiOOg~le- 
cm~\&q~bCON Fa-~Xl~v~ K5EY 0eCMC X4Jb55DevcFT©~A_] 

Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer - Drake U~iverstiy [~!~p:/!I20 rs6 net/~jsJ22 

11~ ~,A~@d~d~b&e~l104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf?,G~elX~aX55FUPzcE~WaM6AXxwDEUmBom3V4K3w~sYvlbo~NSsbOe2mb~,ok SnE5oJV~9olwxso~O~PD- 
k0xFl~E 1QsdH~HKwOeEi~IiWD SEKK~E ~hzi,a~;v 7MgQR~Simmlrg~] 

Program Coordinator for Intramurals and Kids Camp - Arizona State U~fiversity [                           n5dxdab&e~l 104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIf\CrefU0txRc[NNBN-n N K1- 
9WeXObI sL IRf3 J f2R(~bN UZ DpkmoAZKF1 5~.~6MRbtourSf~ YBWdlD’WzzgVZ 5zF0 @ZUtcdXsc f FD 1 ob2~Y91 xMB zz2kOZ51~sZbffFtl 8 HcTFDUkWoXS JrwW               ] 

Athletic Director - Woodland Presbyterian School (Memptfis) [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh~vjn5&xdab&et-1104581932340&s 4132&e 001kTPIfNGrefVBDzV0bM4TT87i2hTqPnTwE-zlmk-LyJ3688d- 
oYTSGUDoDv89ZRFpP liEITUtVMho4S4c 1 62Adjkf6851 t6eTOoOIHgl WuPd-Cm~jTEryTocp lmwAYVGK23qG- 
wbzmxolw3T97vLmm~FsJw E~uZdGxBX8LW31fKBmjDoD8j0or2Tbm4B5NTtAV0bE4JcCeZmy~uZBpW 2HWI8fdgATF68ofvwvY-lhtARzkW19gIPf4FzntAGmXwQcXmF16macJI ] 

Quote 

"If we’re gn-owing, we’re always goi~g to be out of ore comfort zone." 

~ Jotm Maxwell 

Foiward email 
h~p://uJconstanlcontactcom/sru’~\a,~£jsr)?ll~ v,,in5dxdab&m q103508747574&ea blan~on~@~ncaa m?ce&~&a 1104581932340 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com. 
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Feature Article 

8 Steps to 
Interviewing 

Success 
(Instant Download) 

Use References, Not Cold Calls, to Get 
Interviews 

By Lorraine Ball 
The Laddersocom 

Not too long ago, I met with a friend who had just started 
a new job as a salesman. In the course of the 
conversation, he told me his new boss wanted him to 
make 100 cold calls a week. I didn’t know what to say. I 
don’t think I have made that many cold calls in my entire 
career! 

59.95 

Click To Purchase 

He continued to talk about the calls, and how his boss 
believed if he made the 100 calls he would be able to 
have about 20 viable conversations, set five 
appointments and make one sale. He asked me if this 
sounded reasonable. I didn’t know what to tell him, 
because I don’t make cold calls. 

Save $5 - Now in E- 
Book 

After five years of actively networking in the local 
community, my business is referral-driven. When I need 
to increase my sales volume, I make calls, but not cold 
calls. I make warm calls to my power team... (More) 

IN COLLEGE SPORTS 

"This book is fantastic - it is 
very practical for people 

who want to 8el into (or 
advance) in the sports 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, February 21st, include 
positions as a Division I athletic director, a recreation 
coordinator, assistant/associate professor in Sports 
Management, a marketing director, an athletic trainer, 
and much more. To view these positions and more, click 
on the links below or go to our website at 
wwwo sportsca reersinstituteo com. 

Director, Hoyas Unlimited - Georgetown University 

Football Player Services Program Coordinator - University of 



industry." 

-Greg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball 

Coach Creighton University 

To Purchase: 

Book - $29.95 Click 
Here 

E-Book- $24.95 Click 
Here 

Support Your 

Students and Have 

Your Library add this 
book to their co[[ecUon 
by forwarding this 
newsletter to your 
librarian and ask them 
to purchase a copy for 
your sports management 
students. 

Library Order Form 

I.]~in Our ~ailing List’i 

Quick Links... 

Our Website 

Job Listings 

Sports Management 
Degree Programs 

Career Development 
Resources 

F0~ard to a F riend j 

Notre Dame 

Assistant Director of Outdoor Recreation Programs - Boise 
State Universtiy 

Director of Athletics - Rogers State University 

Manager of Retail Operations - University of Arkansas 

News Media and Broadcasting Specialist for Athletics - 
California State University Bakersfield 

Director of Development for Athletics - Missouri State 
University 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Ham[ine University 

Graduate Assistant in Campus Recreation - University of North 
Carolina, Greensboro 

Fitness Intern - Embry-Ridd[e Aeronautical University 

Intramural/Facilities Interns - Embry-Ridd[e Aeronautical 
University 

Ticket Sates Coordinator - Washington Wizards (NBA) 

Director of Athletic Equipment Operations - University of 
Delaware 

Associate Director of Development - University of Maryland 

Internship in Adventure Programs (Recreation) - Sonoma State 
University 

Athletic Business Manager for Travel - The College of William 
and Mary 

Athletic Director - Benedictine University at Springfield 

Head Athletic Trainer - Kalamazoo College 

Director of Membership Services and Outreach - Golf Coaches 
Association of America 

Graduate Assistant for Corporate Sates - Georgia State 
University 

Operations Specialist for Soccer - University of Notre Dame 

Assistant Swim Coach/Assistant Aquatics Director - University 
of Chicago 

Athletic ~ Student Activities Director - Ramapo Indian Hit[ High 



School (N J) 

Athletic Communications Intern - Bowling Green State 
University 

Associate AD for Compliance - University of Missouri, Kansas 
City 

Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer - Drake Universtiy 

Program Coordinator for Intramura[s and Kids Camp - Arizona 
State University 

Athletic Director - Woodland Presbyterian School (Memphis) 

Quote 

"If we’re growing, we’re always going to be out of our comfort 
zone." 

- John Maxwell 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc,edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 
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NACDA Welcomes N4A as its 12th Affiliate Association 

Last month the Board of Directors voted to align N4A with the 
National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) and 
their subsidiary," The Directors Commercial Corporation"(DCC) to 
manage N4A’s National Office and National Convention. The DCC 
currently manages 12 professional organizations associated with 
intercollegiate athletics under the NACDA umbrella. 

Click here to view the press release. 

As information is released we will continue to send the N4A 
membership e-mails and update the N4A website. 

Jack Rivas 
Chair, Past President’s Council 
UCSB 
College of Letters & Science 
Phone: (805) 893-2948 
Fax: (805) 893-7654 

LTSCoucsboedu 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by info@nfoura.orq I 
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Indianapol s, Indiana 
Hyatt Rooms Available and Registration still Open! 

This week we host our annual Sports Career Conference at the NFL Combine. I hope you are coming! 
If you haven’t yet registered, it is not too late. The Hyatt has rooms available and our registration is still 
open. These events are your opportunity to network and connect with people in sports and advance 
your career. We will have all the SM%@# Sports Career Advisors on hand to personally discuss with 
you your career strategies and steps you can take to get to the ne£ level. 
We wi/have expe£s offering insight and advice on a wide range of topicsl from how to obtain your first 
job in sports to how to land that first NFL client as a new agent. We have GM’s coming in to give you 
advice on breaking in and moving up. We have scouts, stadium directors, digital video editors, motor 
sports gurus, sportscasters, coaches, sportswritecs, and compliance officers coming in to assist you in 
your path to success. They wll motivate and inspire you, but more importantly share with you what 
helped them to succeed. 
Currently we have over 300 attendees from over 35 states and 5 countries registered. These 
attendees include team executives, Agents, (NBA, MLB, FIFA, and NFL), and numerous unK®rsity 
spo~ts management programs. 

hope to see you at one of my favorite events of the year, 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 
S M W~# President 

~4£orr/ed about attending atone? Don’t be. We have many attendees who come on 
their own tn fact, it is the best way to networ:k/ Our staff will introduce you and he/p 

you get acquainted. 

Click here to reqister. 
still available for agents, students and team employees. 

lpdated Agenda 
Who dfl you meeI IhaI coutd change your career? 

Friday, February 25th, 2011 

11:00am Registration opens. 

1:00pm Welcome and Introductions 
"Maximizing Your Experience during the NFL 
Combine" 
Dr. Lynn Lashbrook, SMVWV President 

1:15pm Panel: "Breaking into Sports" 

Moderator: Mark Washo, Playbook Management, 
Managing Partner and Sports Management 
Worldwide Faculty 

*Jake Vernon, Pacers VP of Ticket Sales & 

Registration Fees: 
General Admission-$3OO 

Team Employees -$200 
(discounted due to your 
ability to attend pa~iat 

A,qents- $200 (discounted 
due to your NFLPA 

Students & Faculty- $225 

*Confe ence ~ees does not 
include bore} accommodat ons o~ 
entance 1:o be NFL Combine 

S~WW 
discounted hotel 



2:15pm 

3:00pm 

4:00pm - 
6:00pm 

7:00pm 

Satu rd ay, 

8:00am 

Services 

*Mary Lee Gilliland, Learfield Sports Senior 
D rector, Nat ona Bus ness Deve opment 

Panel: "Advancing your Current Sports Career - 
getting to the next level." 
Moderator: Tom Weisenbach, Indiana Motorsports 
Association Executive Director 
*Greg Hylton, Indianapolis Colts,Vice President 
Premium Seating & Ticket Sales 

*Mike Fox, Lucas Oil Stadium, Stadium Director 
*Tom Blattler, TB Communications 

Q and A with David Morway, Indiana Pacers GM 
(invited) 

David has been with the Pacers for over 12 years. 
Prior to the Pacers he was the Asst. to the President 
of the San Diego Padres, followed by ten years of 
being a sports agent having represented over 75 
clients. 

Fritz Pollard Alliance Reception (Each NFL team has a 

table for their staff, additional tables are for SMWW 
attendees.) 

AFC Scout of the Year - Presenter: Charles Garcia, NFL 
Scouting Pioneer 
Recipient: Cornell Green, Denver Broncos Scout 

NFC Scout of the Year - Presenter: Charles Garcia, NFL 
Scouting Pioneer 
Recipient: Bob Harrison, Atlanta Falcons Scout 

FPA Game Ball Award: Presenter: Mark Dominik, 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers GM 
Recipient: Raheem Morris, Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
Head Coach 

Paul "Tank" Young Awards: Presenter: Harry Carson, 
HOF, Giants 1976-88 Recipient: Art Shell, HOF, Raiders 
1968-82, former coach of Raiders, Chiefs, & Falcons 
Presenter: Michael Bidwell, Arizona Cardinals 
President Recipient: Rod Graves, Arizona Cardinals GM 

Team of the Year Award: Presenter: John Wooten, 40 
Year NFL Executive & SMWW Faculty, and Fritz Pollard 
Alliance Chairman 

Enjoy the hub of activity in downtown Indy. 
Or attend the Indiana Pacers vs. Utah Jazz game at 
Conseco Fieldhouse. Tickets as low as $10.60 with 
conference registration. Must prepay before 
2/24/2011 

February 26th, 2011 
Registration opens. 

rates... 
Rooms still 

To book your room at the 
Hyatt Hotel in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, call 1-888-591-1234 
(317-632- 1234) and tell them you 

are with the group Sports 
Management Worldwide, 

GREAT Hotel Room rates!!!!! 

Student rate- $135 

Non Student rate- $155 

or call 800-233-1234 

If hotel rooms are not 
available please contact 

Workshop@sm~a£com, 

~ndiana Pacers VSo 
Utah Jazz Game 

@ Conseco 

SMWW 
Conference 
Pacer Game: 

Friday, Feb. 25th 
vs. Utah Jazz, 7:00 

pm 
Don’t miss the Indiana 

Pacers take on the 
Utah Jazz at Conseco 
Fieldhouse. (5 minute 
walk from the Hyatt!) 

As a SMWW 
Conference attendee, 

you’ll receive up to 
60% offthe regular 
ticket price. 

Lower Balcony 
Tickets for $10.60 

(reg. $29.68) 
Lower Level Tickets 

for $63.60 (reg. 

$102.82) 
Buy Your Tickets 

Today     Password: 

CFHTIX 



8:30am 

9am 

9:30am 

10:30am 

11am 

12:00 noon 

1:00pm 

1:30pm 

,,Coffee & Book Sign!,ng with Jeremi Duru, 
Advancing the Ball Race, Reformation, and the 

Quest for Equal Coaching Opportunity in the NFL 

Opening Remarks 
"The Playbook for Networking during the 

NFL Combine" 
with Dr. Lynn Lashbrook, SMVVVV President 

Q and A with NFL Legend and 40 year NFL 
Executive: 
John Wooten, former NFL Executive, played for 
the Browns 1959-67, Redskins 1968, currently 
the Fritz Pollard Alliance Chairman and SMWW 
Faculty. 
Affectionately known as NFL’s Godfather. 

NFL Scouting Panel: 

*Russ Lande - a NFL Scout and Draft Expert for 
Sporting News’ War Room and SMWVV Faculty 

*Matt Littlefield - former scout for the Chiefs, 
Rams, and Jaguars. Currently a Scout for GM 
Jr. 
*Daniel Kelly - former scout for the NY Jets. 
Currently a Scout for GM Jr. 

Break 

NFL Agent Panel: "Top Draft Picks, 
Endorsements, and Contract Negotiation" 

Kelli Masters, NFL Agent 
Jack Mills - NFL Agent 
Jim Solano - NFL Agent 
Kristen Kuliga - NFL Agent 

Lunch (Included with conference registration) 

Q and A with ESPN Adam Schefter 

Adam is one of the top pro footbafl reporters in 
the industry with more than 20 years of covering 
the NFL Schefterjoined ESPN as an NFL 
Insider in August 2009, and he appears on 
SportsCenter, NFL Live, Sunday NFL 
Countdown, Monday Night Countdown and 
ESPNEWS throughout the year in addition to 
contributing regularly to other platforms, 
including ESPN. com and ESPN Radio. 

Panel: "Inside the NFL with the Trainer, Coach 
and the Digital Video Editors" 

BUY tickets by 
clicking here 

Tiny print detains: 
6% Marion Co~ Admissions 
tax wiIt be added at the time 
of purchase 
-All seat locations and 
purchases are processed 
first come, first serve best 
available. 
-You wilt have to create a 
Ticketmaster Account to 
purchase tickets. 
-Atl seat !ocations and 
purchases are processed 
instantly. 
.-E-tickets wilt be sent to 
your e-maiI account within 
minutes of your purchase. 
.-You can’t lose your tickets! 
Print them from your 
computer up to the day 
before the game. 
You wilt receive an emait 
when your Pacers tickets 
are available to be printed. 

Must prepay before 
oonferenoe, 

What People are 
Saying About 
S ~a~%a~’s Career 

"Let me bottom fine this for you -- 
SMWW’s conference offers 
prospective agents what no other 
agency is willing to share - 
experience and resources with a 
moral compass. Speakers are 
eager to provide a wealth of 
information and participants 
actually participate. This is not a 
conference you will find anywhere 
else. In my yeare as an agent and 
as an attorney I have yet to meet 
another person or agency willing 
to share this degree of expertise 
and that alone is priceless in the 
sports agent industry." 
Bruce Butler, Attorney and 
Sports Agent 

"The wealth of expertise you 
gathered across sports industries 
for all attendees in both panel and 
networking settings was truly 
amazing and exciting. I look 
forward to shaking and baking with 
the many sports leaders I met at 
the conference. I am already 
looking forward to the 2009 
conference!" 
Paul Martino 
Global 500 corporate Director 
and ESPN Sports Ticker 
Gameday Statistician 

"What a wonderful weekend I had 
at your Sports Career Conference! 
The conference was informative, 



2:30pm 

3:30pm 

4pm 

4:45pm 

Daron Roberts, Detroit Lions Asst. Secondary 
Coach 
Jerry Simmons, NFL Strength Coach 
Mike Christianson, XO’s Digital Technology 

"Understanding the Salary Cap & Collective 
Bargaining Agreement" 

*Jimmy Halsell, former Washington Redskins 
Salary Cap Analyst 

*Maury Brown, Biz of Football & Forbes 
SportsMoney 

Q and A with Pittsburgh Steelers GM Kevin 
Colbert Kevin has been the GM of the 
Pittsburgh Steelers since the start of 2000. 
During this time he has put together two World 
Championship Super Bowl teams along with 
owner Dan Rooney. Colbert’s first Super Bowl 
win was in 2006 with Coach Bill Cowher and the 
second super bowl win was in 2009 with Coach 
Mike Tomfin. Prior to being hired by the 
Steelers, he was employed as an advance scout 
for the Detroit Lions and the Miami Dolphins. 
Read more here 

New Agent Panel: "Tips and Secrets to 
Recruiting your first NFL Client" 
Joe Aloisi- represents Matt Moore, Carolina 
Panthers QB 
AI Thomas - represents Akeem Jordan, 
Philadelphia Eagles LB and co-represents Ross 
Weaver, Dallas Cowboy DE} 
John Oluyole - co-represents Ross Weaver, 
Dallas Cowboy DE} 
Dan Machado - represents 2011 combine 
attendee Ryan Colburn, QB Fresno State 
Andy Tuitele, represents several 2011 NFL draft 
prospects 

Moderator: Marcus Williams, SMWW Agency 
Director and NFLPA Agent 

NCAA Compliance Issues with speaker to be 
announced 

Keynote Speaker: Adam Scheffer, ESPN 

Register now for the sports Career Conference during the NFL Combine and hear from 

enlightening, inspirational, and 
very educational. It was a classy 
event with some heavy hitters of 
the sports industry used as guest 
panelists. I cannot begin to share 
with you the great experience I 
had. Thank you is not enough, but 
it is well deserved. Most 
impressive was the number of 
young peopfe who traveled from 
all over the country and from 
abroad to attend the conference. 
It speaks volumes about the 
reputation and quality of your 
organization." 
Reggie Williams 
VP, Community Relations, 
Memphis Redbirds (AAA) & 
Former MLB player 

"The SMWW Sports Career 
Conference is definitely a who’s 
who of the NFL. Don’t miss it!" 
Matt Moore, Carolina Panther 
QB 

"From my perspective it is a win- 
win situation. Students can only 
learn so much in the classroom. 
The value of spending two days in 
the same room with some of the 
top sport and athletic 
administrators in the United 
States is extremely valuable to 
these undergraduates. As one 
student said. "It (the conference) 
was worth every penny!" 

D. Floyd Jones, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Sport Management Program 
West Virginia University 

Co~ege Credit 
Now Avai~aNe! 

Graduate and 

College students are 
encouraged to 
attend...and now 
receive a discount and 
College Credit 
transferable to your 
school. For the 2011 
Sports Career 
Conference we 
already have over 40 
schools represented. It 
is not too late to 
register here for the 
College Student 
Discount. 



many great speakers ~ncluding: 

Adam $¢befter is one of the top pro football reporters in 
the industry with more than 20 ,/ears of covering the 
National Football League. Schefter joined ESPN as an 
NFL Insider in August 2009~ and he appears on 
~oor~s’Cente~i, NFL Live, Sunday NFL Countdown, t~onday 
Night Countdown and ESPNEWS throughout the year in 
addition to contributing regularly to other platforms, 
including ESPN.com and ESPN Radio. 

Schefter was a reporter/analyst and key source of 
breaking news for NFL Network from 2004-08, appearing 
on NFL ~ota/ Access and NFL GameDay f~¢orning. He also 
wrote for NFLcom. 

Prior to joining NFL Network, Schefter was a sportswriter 
for the Denver Post where he covered the Broncos for 15 
years. He was named the Colorado Sports Writer of the 
Year in 2002 and 2003. During his days with the Post, 
Schefter also frequently appeared on ESPN’s Around the 
Horn and ~e Sports Reporters, 

A native of Valley Stream, N,Y,, Schefter is a graduate of 
the University of Michigan and No~hwestern University’s 
Medill School of ]ournalism. He is a former president of 
the Pro Football Writers of America and the author of four 
books, including Romo: ?4y Life on t,~e Edge Living 
Dreams and S/aying Dragons about former Broncos 
Iinebacker Bill Romanowski which was on the New York 
h°mes bestseller list, Schefter also wrote books with 
former Broncos head coach and two-time Super Bowl 
champion Mike Shanahan and former Super Bowl MVP 
Terrell Davis, Schefter’s latest title, R~e Class of Footbafl: 
Words of Hard-Earned Wisdom from Legends of the 

n, was released in August 2009, 

Follow Adam Schefter on Twitter 
Register now for the SMWW Sports Career Conference during the NFL 
Combine... !/ou can’t afford to miss id 

(Or contact 
workshop@smww.com 
for an even greater 
group discount) 
Many college groups 
are attending together. 
Contact us to work out 
a group rate for your 
university! 

Schools Represented 
at past events: 
University of Oregon 
University of Northern 
Colorado 
Michigan State 
University 
Arizona State 
University 
The University of 
Phoenix 
George Washington 
University 
Texas A&M University 
University of Nebraska 
Kearney 
Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania 
University of 
Minnesota Crookston 
University of Central 
Florida 
University of Nevada, 
Reno 
University of Central 
Florida 
Stanford 
Fort Hays State 
University, Kansas 
Metropolitan State 
College Of Denver 
Ashford University 
Oregon State 
University 
Southwestern Law 
School 
Towson University 
McMaster University 
Anderson University 
Purdue University 
lUPUl 
San Diego State 
University 
Cardinal Stritch 
University 



Keynote Speaker: David 

DAVID MORWAY 
{ndiana Pace[s Gene[a{ Mana0e[ 

David Mo~way, {ndiana Pacers GM 

David Morway is in his 12th season with the Indiana Pacers, his 
third as the team’s General Manager. 

Morway joined the franchise in February, 1999. He previously was 
the Senior Vice President of Basketball Operations and was 
responsible for the day-to-day operation and administration of the 
Basketball Division. As General Manager, he retains those duties 
and will also oversee salary cap issues and assist Pacers President 
Larry Bird in personnel decisions. 

"I’m very happy to have David by my side," said Bird. "This newly- 
expanded role maximizes David’s skills and experience and I’m 
confident we have the knowledge and resources to get the Pacers 
to the level we expect, our owners expect and our fans expect." 

Morway has a vast sports background. He served as Assistant to 
the President for the San Diego Padres from 1985-88, where he 
was involved in contract analysis and negotiation. He also designed 
and implemented programs in player relations, team employee 
assistance and customer relations. 

From 1988-95, Morway started and was President of Professional 
Excellence Sports, Inc. (Pro Ex), a sports management firm. 
Morway represented more than 75 clients, including David Benoit, 
Ed Gray, former Pacers’ player Micheal Williams, as well as Junior 

West Virginia 
University 
Lynn University, Boca 
Raton, Florida 
Indiana University 
Ohio State University 
and many more! 

Contact 
workshop@smww.com 
for your group! 

Here is what one 
Sports Management 
Professor has to say 
about taking groups to 
SMWW Conferences: 

"SMWW Conferences 
are a must for those 
involved in sports 
management 
programs and who 
truly care about 
experiential education, 
establishing 
networking contacts 
with senior level 
executives, and 
exposing students to 
visionary thinkers in 
the field of sports 
management. Few 
people in the world 
can attract this level of 
talent and put them in 
one room to share 
their experiences. The 
SMWW Career 
Conference is the kind 
of student-focused 
activity that will raise 
retention rates, career 
placement rates, and 
student satisfaction 
rates." 

Ted Curtis, B.A., M.S., 
J.D. 
Professor of Sports 
Management 
Lynn University, Boca 
Raton Florida 



Seau, Darren Woodson, Chris Naeole and Tony Clark. 

Pro Ex was incorporated into DSM International in 1995 and 
Morway remained with the company until 1998. A 1982 graduate of 
the University of Arizona, MonNay also has a law degree from the 
University of San Diego. He is married to Karen and they have two 
sons, Robbie and Michael. 

Keynote Speaker: Kevin Co beA, Pittsburgh Stee ers 

Register now for the Sports Career Conference during the NFL Combine and hear 
from many great speakers including: 

Kevin Colbert has been the Director of Football Operations (GM) of the 
NFL’s Pittsburgh Steelers since the start of 2000. He is widely credited with 
putting together two World Championship Super Bowl teams in Pittsburgh 
along with owner Dan Rooney. Colbert’s first Super Bowl win was in 2006 
with Coach Bill Cowher and the second super bowl win was in 2009 with 
Coach Mike Tomlin. With the upcoming Super Bowl XLV against the Green 
Bay Packers on February 6th, Colbert will be seeking the Steelers third 
Super Bowl title in six years. 

Colbert grew up not far from Pittsburgh’s Heinz Field on the city’s northside 
and attended North Catholic High School and Robert Morris University. 
Prior to being hired by the Pittsburgh Steelers, he was employed as an 
advance scout for the Detroit Lions and the Miami Dolphins. 

Buck Frank with the Altoona Mirror has this to say about Colbert: 
"Director of Football Operations Kevin Colbert rarely gets much of the credit 
for the Steelers’success this past decade - it usually goes to the players, 
coaches and the Rooneys - but the Pittsburgh native has done a 
tremendous job in filling the Steelers’ roster with players who fit the team’s 
personality. While other teams add high-priced free agents to try and build 
a winning team, the Steelers continue to build through the draft and use 
free agency in a supplementary way. The Steelers’ top signings this year in 
free agency were Antwaan Randle El, Larry Foote, Byron Leftwich, Arnaz 



Battle and Will Allen, and all are in backup roles." 

Upcoming Conferences: 
(Co  ege Credit Avai aNe) 

The Sports Career Conference at the 2011 NHL Entry Draft will be held June 24= 
25,2011 at the Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul, Minnesota. Registration is not yet 
available. Save the date! 

(college credit available) 

o The Sports Career Conference at the 2011 NBA Summer League Games will 
be in Las Vegas, Nevada from July 15o16th, 2011. The Summer League is a pro 
basketball league run by the NBAjust following the NBA Draft. Teams consist of 
players who have been in the NBA for 3 years or fewer as well as newly drafted 

talent. It gives Rookies a chance to practice against other players that are new to 
the NBA. Games are held throughout the ten days at Thomas & Mack Center and 

Cox Pavilion on the UNLV Campus. 
Registration is not yet available. 

Save the date! 
(college credit available) 

Watch these conference videos 
Visit the SMW/V Sports Career Conference Website to learn more about our alt our events and to watch some great 

videos about our conferences, 

www.SportsManaqementWorldwide.com 

or call our offices today at 
503-445-7105 

U K- +44(0)871-288-4799 
International 011-503-445-7105 



Rod Graves Arizona Ca~dinats GM speaking at SMWW 
Conference 

ESPN Adam Schefter speaking with attendees 



Attendees Listen to Sports Panel 

SMVWVAgent Advisor Joe Aloisi, Tara Moore and Matt Moore of the Carolina Panthers listen to speakers 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook meeting with attendees after the day’s session. 
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Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p>Hello All,</p> <p>Have any of you had any luck in persuading the faculty senat... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 
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To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 10:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to (Successfully) Play the Waiting Game 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
r20 co~tstaatcoi~tact com,~ endei ?ih-bv~,heq~2~ab&v 001 F2 liA-5 PIHbZ6NI e fRcjTP V~&xoOcll:GS1Shvh~z, ubHa N 4g 

sTIZaWK i ~EW 
You’re receiving tt~s email became of yore relafio~t~p with Tudor Cdlegiae Sgaegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix, Jdtor~20co~>ta~*lco:@actcom/c{so?11r b,a, he~bab&t 11046156267325611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,M: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~@p"Ivisitor cor~:~tamcoatact co~Wdo?p xu~&m 00 lP¢/ %3D%3D&se 001 ~b3tX TiVJM%3D&>001 d4567B~gnOHEd5oZPb3m O~%3D%3D&reason 0011@2@gsL.%3D&lh bwheqnioab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

2010 NCRC in Ctffcago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp?lh--bwheqnbab&et-1104615626732&s 56114&e 00h~Z7zNqoLHZ- 
8vIyQzrhYiMBt9Fs5~rIb9FDhqv~UkFkcX26qL~cs~Td92t~hCgZ2RGH~rcqxINtaqKW~VIDtk~uqxDh~k8jQ3Muf7k4kfDcb21Q7g~i2LfK2~Ys6dqpd~Tf~xMKEBTnFcvh~- 
mj MUgUH8IiO8~gFRMTcbcoTLj Jv~gEkKwMnvtyo8 qHr BdGDC1XNI ]The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Wi~uffng Reci~ting Tectnffques 
REGI STER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY[ [~:/!~20 rs6 
1lr b~,heqnbab&el- 1104615626732&~56114&e 001nZTzX~L£ LHY4rHc,~,Im~dSVG~&’TzazlOaWV3iI~n29~FROTEgXXDkMDEM’<~5-bI[ CUVTPLoWIK3- 

I1HJMekr9WZO9oFK%TqwkZ\/wceBTvxS-3OMGJ~&/z] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Febmaly 22, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 8 

How to (Successfully) Play the Wuiting Game 

DanTudor [                                ~bab&e{- l104615626732&~56114&e 001nZTz%                            1.1oPPBd4Z23xPI~_l~!S-oYBRAmbBPMOXv\&~Ia29UaCc~2.p0gb\13(wo- 
wCDOegJaTY\P~LrslrDd.Dtg]fJZwLW~S6TK1YCg~]There’s 

ahnost an art to it. isn’t there? 

They’ve taken their visit. You’ve made your oiler. 

They’ve tm~ed in their application. You’re crossing yotu- fingers. 

And now you wait. 

And wait, and wait. 

How is there an "att" to it all? Because if you don’t successfully play tile "waiti~g 
game", all yotu- hmd work goes down the drain. The time period thut many of you 
find yourself in iight now as you read tiffs is the critical phase in the r ecmiti~g 

process. The sobeling detail of ttmt statement is that most coaches manage the 
wailh~g game veiN, veiN poorly. 

Now the good news: Today, I want to give you ttn-ee, easy-to-implement ideas on 
how to effectively manage tiffs crucial time period in the reci~fi~g process. If 
you’re one of ore [ 
~r bwhe~bab&e~l104615626732&~56114&e ~1~?zN~LHYEv~82311~L5~k~%~J~ZkckNDZm~1G~6JesN8za~6da~Jm~VFsrd~w~;61~2nDTEK~S1~1~c~C~hUs~Zg~uHvZGP4Jd~ECFrK~s778~ 
bTf 2UGfC~Ln aXvSX0 QH5AIK 5~] 
TRS [h~p:I,q2O xs6 ~el/t~t {sp? 
~r%whetg~bab&et 1104615626732&~56114&e ()0 lnZTzb. 23118~5.~x~‘i‘~%I~Zkc~)Z~XKiS6JesN8z~t6d~J~K~xzFsrt1~2z~)‘5~,~;~.6I~,2nD~I‘EK~S1~IPc~?P~s~@2‘2~GF4JdXZ~ECFrK1s778~ 
bT2UGN<LnaXv SX0~< ~g~_] 
clients [ 
~r DM~e~bab&e>1104615626732&~56114&e ~1~Z7zNra~‘LHYEv~23118L52<xV‘~u~J~Zkck~DZmX~S6JesN~zu~6d~nJm~WFsrd~wzZ6I~2nDTEK~S1~IPc~C~h~s~gMnH~ZGF4Jd~ECFrK1s77~ 
UI’2UG f(kLnaXv SX0 OH5AIK 54g~], 
we can expand on ~fis list. but use tiffs as a startling point: 

1. Please - and I’m begging you here, Coach - keep giving them the reasons they 
should compete for you. One big problem we see in athletic depattments is the tendency 
for coaches to stop "selling" their schools, their programs, and themselves. They 
(not you, but the ott~er coach down the hull) go to their corner, and basically tell 
ttleir recruits thut tt~ey’ll not... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hr~p:/!~20 rs6 net,tai>i)?lh-bwbeq~ff:oL~&e>1104015626732&s 56114&e @31vZ?zNqo LHaZ 1L-GL9_HrUN l~dm3N VF- 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104615626732&~56114&e 001mZ7zNqoLHZV8R ZP03spoUWI7NfW5JtbY05009u6HCq0oWJUKdJmXt~joUQzXeHkV24jc4s93tGHO rXwKGgmPQtBY9NL8tyt6L76M~ffGkl 1GqmwB2vJfYP> 
-xbMTtoZYOTp4iZ 63 XFnTkWqSOA-GguHVkmNnbLw3vvGFblZITHxC skwMkc f130IlxiAM6DBpok8vTEYaw071iVDy] 
Follow us on Twitter [}~p://~20 rs6 net,~t IAcC4xozGEsAV04n?IbD4v6Ji;~_5-./H: 

GE71PlgxsPoVLCYNvtI2~C7 Y Q ~u-xw, ] 

Lodestone Social Media [b~,%/:!i, 20 r s6 netI~n {sp?lhq}whe~i~ab&e1- 1104615626732&,q =56114&e 00 l~’/,TzN<! LHY Cn0E?M _~91YP3FvMC-UnK,G57~L\~zYyYRT16YzT 5kbKUPa @hnU WTXS WalFr21RLjZY6S- 
,OT4o0ZMlw~,~] 

Click here [ nb~do&et 1104615626732&s 56114&e: 00h2;TzN@~. LHYC~0ETM !~£plYP3FvMGUMLG57@~VzYyYRT16Yzr5kbKURxt~c.~IU~,~/-I’XSWnlFr2NrU~jZY6S- 
£)vZq2?tF2 aZ3 OT4o0ZMlwN~IO~] 
to fred yotu- social media solution 

Aclclh~g Some Sanity to Your Coaching Travel Schedule 

Trip It [h~9://~20rs6~eN~Ns~?lir bwbeq!~toab&e>l104615626732&s 56114&e 00h~?zNo~HaYT4XSwvmGfd-eImT2z~ 
SKa~A4H)~N3~Ez 4~aJ~,m~S~gdS~kYP~m ’I’5Ju’iQP~nKsW~ ]by 

Sean Devli~ Front R~h [b~:i,q2O rs6 :~te~/~ ~sp?lh- bwheq~bab&e~1104~15626732&s 5~114&e 001i.WTNqo LHYkOmd&>,XMgI~dTW~ldVvDKBWOgbe~2Za~a~¢Afi){-PeoUd:~ xds14gEVWEhwklT- 
33,z, N onZENI DFge S 51B Sa0mZtsUt~2Fb~,SZ~2p SFa x~ cT96 St~CHCd E wo~d¢~m68fol ~M YF46~ ] 

At Front Rush, we do a lair amom~t of traveling. Ariel. as we can all relate, traveling 
can at times be a btu-den. 



One app that we use quite a bit to make that burden a bit easier is called TlipIt 
[~%://i20rs6ne~’~ni~A~ibab&et 1104615626732&~56114&e 001~ZTzNq~. LHZAbx~vkN9bI)~)~IB1GWZLDidUeiCNY5 

]. 
We don’t have any affiliation with them and have never met the fomlders. So what 
I’m about to say comes from my heai~: They make a good app. 

Here’s how Ti1pIt works: First, you create all accomtt, let’s say using your gmail 
or school email credentials, and TripIt syncs all of yotu- travel itineralies. Essentially, 
they look for... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~):ih20                        ab&et 1104615626732&s 56114&e 001i~Z7zN 
KpxR~AKJ9~gLCH~W~kA~JaQ~a~r~I~c3Yu6~pe~THR~K~bi~Hb~nH~inSs~44~VJ~i~u~mbDUaWLVM5~usf~5~mTXacJ~J~g ] 

Dai~fish [ 
~ R~-ys8 Ve00rBUPesO PF¥4TVz TN-i2xamq] 
Start 2011 with better tectmology! 
CLICK HERE [~9~20rs6~teL/~m~sp?llr b,~,l~e~llff~ 001~ ~IS~Y~ 
Dxls~lYkg393V~,~slo61.dBg~-syiVO~:Bgw ] 

TO GET THE EDGE 

DanTndor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-l104615626732&s 56114&e 001mZTzNqoLHZHuYwsZjFc-xEvg8mCKb2pZXI~l)wvSE- 
LVH6j6zYRt2AiR~jlQT030oSCSMFITmpRaIvoJ1DrUuH1Fj d2 yaR6bRXdSLUjUzvqAoY 1 bLzXe5 fWjpM qVRXpE4Gvq3trsjbj -zpulWwUsj IvGY- 
kilsh~g94ZTJMi~LMbl BAWsmbQZVBPYgmw48vrH8mgMIt761RSx8TL4MvzSBi2pgPfDSybpvEob8uAPWFt8JJRZO~] 

Tile Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Explosion of Social Media in College Sports Equals Big Headache for NCAA 

What better place to talk about social media and college recruiting than our Tndor 
Collegiate Strategies Facebook page! This is a great ai~icle on how coaches, athletic 
directors and tile NCAA are tlTii~g (and Foiling) to contain tile explosion of this 
new way of commtmi cating between prospects and tile men and women who are r ecmitii~g 

them. 

For that story, plus past articles, as well as traindlg videos featming Dan Tudor, 
just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104615626732&s 56114&e ~mZ7zNq~LHYHZL-x~j-rXkHZ6GKjdxgVI3m~mp5~tdIZIkiLpZZkvDMk~Y7uV-uxb-g8~qMBcc5Luf6V~GBXBVZ-T4t kkyi- 
jQU73mTfEG iw- fexu0H2z23pazUK2qM4FmbQzpJBkJhyxaFvwe2sqTHTZMmSK13jNSYX0tIiJwJcKTytx8ROzl pMV81SP8]. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [~o:iI~20rs6net,’lni~ 
11r bwl~eqnbab&el- 1104615626732&~56114&e 001nZTTN vFIb/UgYGRE~.~5wHJhO4t~sX~lllGd:~e2KdFbaUONID2AAETgSVuEZeO mMtNnz~_ZU\~-TDAsVJAH,~[PL~O3F~Zx 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104615626732&~56114&e 001mZTzNqoLHZV8R ZP03spoUWITNfW5JtbY05009u6HCq0oWJUKdJmXhjoUQzXeHkV24jc4s93tGHO rXwKGgmPQtBY9NL8tyt6L76MIffGkl 1GqmwB2vJITPF 
-xbMTtoZYOTp4iZ 63 XFnTkWqSOA-GguHVkmNnbLw3vvGFblZITHxC skwMkc f130IlxiAM6DBpok8vTEYaw071iVDy] 

Follow us onTwi~er [b~,~->:/I~20 rs6 neO’~ isp?lh- bwtletl~bah&e> 1104615626732&s:::56114&e 001i~7zNqo LHbYQ~kIAcC4x~zGEsAV~4n7IbD4v6Jfi~iis~5vH-GE7~P19xsP~VLCYI~vI~2vhi~ALC7¥QYd7ZIWdMFr> 

Click here [ lhab&el- 1104615626732&s 56114&el 0011LZTZN -CieRB11FWKJ@hlCcO36Uk4 sVBVSMcwE175kc 
IHKBsG8 FxD~;a7~id0Aay2dTN__ .] 
to see wily they’re #1 with college coaches! 

Coach and Recmihilg Expert Set to Share Secrets of Really Gettii~g Organized at 
2011 NCRC 

Mmldy Green, Uiffversity of South Dakota [ 
11r b~a, hegibab&e>l104615626732&~56114&e ~1nL7zNc~c-L‘L~qbhG~9maUXX}~6~Bd4Z23x2~4yL~11iG~Y31~s~bB~MOXvW~a29~‘~aCc~b\13Cw~-wCDQ~e6J~1YVNL~shDd- 
~4~TJZwL W* $6 fK1 Y Cg lMm~cly 
Green, head womeffs soccer coach at ~e UMversiW of South Dakota, just fiMshed 
her most success~ D 1 reci~fi~g season ever. M~c~ she jmt hud her first cNld. 
Add to thut all of the respo~iNliW thut comes along ruth bei~g a head coach 
(oh, and a move to a new town0 and you’d tthi~ she’d be a nelwous, mmrgaMzed 
mess. 
Guess agah~ She was able to do it all became ofthe system she developed and 
put in place to keep her &ys orgaMzed and on target. TNs Stormier, she’ll share 
her secrets ruth her fellow co~ege coaches. 
A~enc~g the upcomi~g National Collegiate Reci~fi~g Conference [ 

~r bwhecg~bab&e~l104615626732&~56114&e 001~TzNg~9 LHY4rHcwhn~2~2~dSVG~¢~?zazl ROTEgXXDkMDEM~]~. COV7PLoW1K3- 
11HJMekr9 wZOgoFKTaTawkZVwceBTyxS4OMG~Wz] 
is a Ngh powered one-easy-step desfiuafion for sma~ cdlege coaches who want to 
hear recrNfi~g experts, c~-ent and fom~er cdlege coaches, and other indm~T 
Nos tdk aboN the most important pa~ of a college coach’s professioual life: 
Ge~g ~-eat recrNts to conuNt to their pro~am. 
Make plans now to be N Nashville on Jm~e 3-5,2011 for tiffs year’s NCRC. We Nomised 
R roll be the best weekeM oflearNng and inves~nent in yore progam that you’ve 
ever spent (and if you register soo~ you can take advantage of ore early regis~afion 
Nscomtt~ [li~:~o:/!~20rs6neE*u~sp?11~ov,,he~O~ab&e>1104615626732&s 56114&e 001nZTzNqo LHY4*Hcvdmcff~hi~O*m:QdSVGfWTzaz1QaWVBiK:~r~29rgTROTEgXXDkMDEMyyeSCesqUIt COVTPLoI~AK3- 
~ 1 HJMekr9 I¢,,(/OgoFKTaT                            ])... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
~.~Klvbab&e~l 104615626732&~56114&e 00 li~Z7zN mz~lz~z DQ~qZE’) XXDJ~ M DE M3,ye8 Ce sqlo / ~.C b V7PLo~v~.K3 - 
11 H JMek~ 9 WZ OgoFK’7aTq>,kZ V>,ceBT~,;xS-3 OMG~,/z] 

Workbooks [                                bah&e>1104615626732&s 56114&e 001nZZz\t~ LHYw knD2Cz99CHx©2z~lI4A3Cw- 
T WYd~,b;fK7Rf0fisZ92vfblv HHcx~kE KagYgRMibwHe5zlRd~I6Aq~d\Ws2Ermd                              ] 

Paper vs. Digital: 
Which Method Coimects with Our Buying Brains? 

Paper! Lots andlots of pape!! [ 
wCDOe6 JaTYVNLrslrDd-Dt~FJZwL W~ SgTK1YCg ] 
Actually, we’ll re-phiuse tile question: 
Which method connects ruth yore prospects the best, and whet Npe of message woNd 

ac~lly Nve them the feeli~g thut they are impo~ant in the eyes of a coach that 
is reci~fi~g them? 
Thut’s the question ~mt a recent psychological s~dy so~gttt to answer. The amwer 
to tiffs impo~ant question? 



And, what about tile words tliut you use in tliut r ecmitiilg pitch to a student-atlilete? 
Their findings may surprise you... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104615626732&s 56114&e ~mZ7zNq~LHaNaJyv~q~kf8y~EyvzJGktBA~bzA5YHB~qfqDw8Zi9~2ggIyxuXdi~Uq~i6qw-HSfXFLn- 
NaKT4a0 J2NQkCmLCI~-wVdHT5v5 Yx0 dl178wwB 6j 7GeA)RXW6 f176yJFYgpm80vDOEhevYc6Cjx3 Kb 1 JvE416zZ saWnbz3 -nX5CZVPsxGkNpKyne] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of the ~lution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
CiedO5IORd~at~EcdkFcVg~,9oV5hexRGS~.~,~,~E W?3Ki~_B~Zm_~/.)VdNm4OABaBDxIg~tk/t ~v2B1DxC3Uflw~nlcqp~-aHrXBalrJ0 .LwMXRPTW~YRJJ/.)~glkS~,OI 1 

Longhorn Network Has Other Programs Scramblii~g 

Longhorn Network [ 
,~2 D Q e 6 J ~’~T JZ,~4~ 1~] L ast 
montt~, officials with tile University of Texas and ESPN trumpeted their 20-year, 
$300 ~nillion deal to create a 24-hour television network that will hioadcast Lo~ghom~ 
sports. 

"We’re goi~g to cover (Texas) football like i~s never been covered before," said 
Burke Magnus, senior vice president of college sports progranmff~g for ESPN. 

George Bode~heimer, president of ESPN Inc. and ABC Spotts, called tile network "a 
testament to tile school’s remarkable, tradition-iich success and widespread, devoted 
~dn base." 

Tile schools who compete with Texas see it a li~le diil’erent. 

Tile prospect of Texas atliletics potentially reaching tile homes of young atliletes 
across tile countlT lius competi~lg schools scrambli~g for ways to keep pace. One 

rival suggested tile network oilers an unl:~ir advantage that melits NCAA scmliny. 

Tile Texas deal also may include coverage of some high school events, and Texas A&M 
atliletics chi-ecto r Bill Byrne says tliut should raise questioi~s about tile possibility 
of illegal recmi~lg practices. 

"I can’t speak for tile NCAA, but I would imagine tile govemi~g body will look into 
tile use of a collegiate television network airi~g games of prospective student-attfletes," 
Byme said in a statement. "I mlderstand networks such as FSN and ESPN airi~g high 
school sports, but whether or not employees under contract with a university tliut 
may liuve additio~lul contact would seem to be an issue"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104615626732&~56114&e 001mZTzNqoLHYeZkaPdp0bBUd2ENjvVlalYYNkjkEhtrt6LZFJdB¥~!RhS h6DWtwJ6fzqYA4W5ayqTK2Yy0k6slhVQRhujj4OH6H- 
43Uy9 LjZMB 5q¥~VLHj 6ODO3wZxO0mMgAOMzEP0 S8kextQt~zryr8 c MMD VpJrZZ XQc5x2p68-gZB FVmXdTsCIA5XtloNI O RJcfGbe9118vxtkNONI acm~byZYUijtunVFIN8kl GM el6NpMTUrhGCaWiTON9 f-4w 1 p G] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 
continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe, if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

How to (Successfully) Play the Waiting Game 

There’s almost an art to it, isn’t there? 

They’ve taken their visit. You’ve made your offer. 

They’ve turned in their application. You’re crossing your fingers. 

And now you wait. 

And wait, and wait. 

How is there an "art" to it all? Because if you don’t successfully play the 
"waiting game", all your hard work goes down the drain. The time period that 
many of you find yourself in right now as you read this is the. critical phase in 
the recruiting process. The sobering detail of that statement is that most 
coaches manage the waiting game very, very poorly. 

Now the good news: Today, I want to give you three, easy-to-implement ideas on how to effectively manage 
this crucial time period in the recruiting process. If you’re one of our TRS clients, wecan expand on this 
list, but use this as a starting point: 

Please - and I’m begging you here, Coach - keep giving them the reasons they should 
compete for you. One big problem we see in athletic departments is the tendency for coaches to stop 
"selling" their schools, their programs, and themselves. They (not you, but the other coach down the 
hall) go to their corner, and basically tell their recruits that they’ll not... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Adding Some Sanity to Your Coaching Travel Schedule 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

At Front Rush, we do a fair amount of traveling. And, as we can all relate, 
traveling can at times be a burden. 

One app that we use quite a bit to make that burden a bit easier is called TripIt. 
We don’t have any affiliation with them and have never met the founders. So 
what I’m about to say comes from my heart: They makeaqoodapp. 

Here’s how TripIt works: First, you create an account, let’s say using your gmail 
or school email credentials, and TripIt syncs all of your travel itineraries. 
Essentially, they look for... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Dartfsh 

Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 
Explosion of Social Media in College Sports 
Equals Big Headache for NCAA 

What better place to talk about social media and college recruiting than our Tudor 
Collegiate Strategies Facebook page! This is a great article on how coaches, athletic 



directors and the NCAA are trying (and failing) to contain the explosion of this new way of communicating 
between prospects and the men and women who are recruiting them. 

For that story, plus past articles, as well as training videos featuring Dan Tudor, just click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Front Rush 

Coach and Recruiting Expert Set to Share Secrets of Really 
Getting Organized at 2oll NCRC 

Mandy Green, 
University of South 
Dakota 

you’ve ever spent (and 

Mandy Green, head women’s soccer coach at the University of South Dakota, just 
finished her most successful Dlrecruiting season ever. And, she just had her first 
child. Add to that all of the responsibility that comes along with beinga head coach 
(oh, and a move to a new town!) and you’d think she’d be a nervous, unorganized 
mess. 

Guess again! She was able to do it all because of the system she developed and put 
in place to keep her days organized and on target. This Summer, she’ll share her 
secrets with her fellow college coaches. 

Attending the upcoming National Colleqiate Recruitinq Conference is a high 
powered one-easy-step destination for smart college coaches who want to hear 
recruiting experts, current and former college coaches, and other industry pros talk 
about the most important part of a college coach’s professional life: Getting great 
recruits to commit to their program. 

Make plans now to be in Nashville on June 3-5, 2011 for this year’s NCRC. We 
promised it will be the best weekend of learning and investment in your program that 
if you register soon, you can take advantage of our early registration discount!)... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Paper vs. Digital: 
Which Method Connects with Our Buying Brains? 

Actually, we’ll re-phrase the question: 

Which method connects with your prospects the best, and what type of message 
would actually give them the feeling that they are important in the eyes of a coach 
that is recruiting them? 

That’s the question thata recent psychological study sought to answer. The answer 

to this important question? 

And, what about the words that you use in that recruiting pitch to a student- 
athlete? Their findings may surprise you... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Longhorn Network Has Other Programs Scrambling 

Longhorn Neb~ork 
Last month, officials with the University of Texas and ESPN trumpeted 
their 20-year, $300 million deal to create a 24-hour television network 
that will broadcast Longhorm sports. 

"We’re going to cover (Texas) football like it’s never been covered 
before," said Burke Magnus, senior vice president of college sports 
programming for ESPN. 

George Bodenheimer, president of ESPN Inc. and ABC Sports, called 
the network "a testament to the school’s remarkable, tradition-rich success and widespread, devoted fan 
base." 

The schools who compete with Texas see it a little different. 

The prospect of Texas athletics potentially reaching the homes of young athletes across the country has 
competing schools scrambling for ways to keep pace. One rival suggested the network offers an unfair 
advantage that merits NCAA scrutiny. 

The Texas deal also may include coverage of some high school events, and Texas A&M athletics directo r Bill 



Byrne says that should raise questions about the possibility of illegal recruiting practices. 

"I can’t speak for the NCAA, but I would imagine the governing body will look into the use of a collegiate 
television network airing games of prospective student-athletes," Byrne said in a statement. "I understand 
networks such as FSN and ESPN airing high school sports, but whether or not employees under contract with 
a university that may have additional contact would seem to be an issue"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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It is not too late, register today for N4A’s next webinar! 

"Do the Right Thing -Academic Integrity" is scheduled for 

February 23, 2011 at 2:00pro Eastern. Click here to register for 

the event. 

Sign up for all scheduled webinars and save! If you register for 

all five webinars in the 2011 Virtual Education Series, you can 

save 15%. Access the registration package by clicking here. 
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Sports Careers Recommends... 

Introducing the Latest Job Search e-Book by Sports Leadership Publishing Co. 
Follow-up [~:iir2Ors6ne’titn/~jkp?llr win5dxdab&e~ 1104597212293&s 4132&e 001-TmFJ~.Q6B%w~S2hO4X"y’emNkoi- 

zHbeTJC~bc6rW01SylG~)FLk3ZbgdUL Yz3Gz3Xz2UgiUgxr~N39V 5Saf btbt51Rbgl~BpE5WV1m~V NXnAhOVgzSglg~[-[G3- 

.R~LhkGlbRsYOK 

Following Up after the interview is the key to getting the job. 

For the Price of a Lunch, you can gain the upper-hand over your competition, with 
the information from this 21-page job search guide. 

By Dr. Howard Gauthier 

Assistant Professor 

Idaho State University 

(Former Division I Athletic Director) 

$5.95 [~:iir20.rs6.negm.          5dxdab&et 1104597212293&s 4132&e: 001-TmFYvV 6BTsw         emNkei- 
}Ibe7JCubc6rW01SylG~V)FLk3ZbgdUL Yz3Gz3~2ugiugx~N39V 5Saf btbt51RbgLABgoE5WVIr~AV NXnAhOVgzS91g~HG3- 

~ULhkGI bRsYQK ~2gWzxxHy~] 
- Instant Download 

Strategic Follow-up: The Key To Getting the Job 

* Discover why proper follow-up after an interview is the key to getting a job 

* How to effectively follow-up after the interview 

* Understand the strategies a person can use to gain an advantage over their competition 

* What’s included in a follow-up campaign 

* How to organize a follow-up campaign 

* The five most common mistakes that people make during the follow-up phase 
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Careers Recommends 

Introducing the Latest Job Search e-Book by 
Sports Leadership Publishing Co. 

~ Fo!low-up 

Fottowin8 Up after the interview is 
the key to getting the job. 

For the Price of a Lunch, you can 
8ain the upper-hand over your 
competition, with the information 
from this 21-pa~e job search ~uide. 

By Dr. Howard Gauthier 
Assistant Professor 
Idaho State University 

(Former Division I Athtetic Director) 

$5.95 - Instant Downtoad 

Strategic Follow-up: The Key 

To Gettin9 the Job 

¯ Discover why proper fottow-up after an interview is the key to getting a job 

¯ How to effectivety fottow-up after the interview 

¯ Understand the strategies a person can use to gain an advantage over their 
competition 



¯ What’s included in a follow-up campaign 

¯ How to organize a follow-up campaign 

¯ The five most common mistakes that people make during the follow-up 
phase 
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Attend the Premier Event for all Content Creators 
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Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 5:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 2-22-11 Opening weekend success for Baseball 

TEXT.htm 

Women’s Basketball Senior Day on Sunday 
Women’s Basketball hits the road to LSU on Thursday before returning to Colonial Life Arena for 
their final home game of the season on Sunday vs. Vanderbilt. Tip-off is set for 2:00 PM. Seniors 
Jewel May and Valerie Nainima will be honored during a Senior Day ceremony before the game. The 
women are currently 16-11 overall and 8-6 in the SEC. With just two games left and then the SEC 
Tournament, the team has a chance at an NCAA Tournament berth and we need a rowdy crowd for the 
final home game! 

Gamecocks get first ever individual SEC Championship in Women’s Swimming 
Freshman Amanda Rutqvist set an SEC record rime of 2:08.56 to win the 200-yd breaststroke at this 
weekend’s SEC Championships. She is the first ever female swimmer at South Carolina to win an 
individual SEC rifle. The team overall finished sixth, its best finish since 2006. Congrats, Amanda! 

Baseball, Softball in full swing 
Our Baseball and Softball teams are now underway with their 2011 seasons, both with home match-ups 
this weekend. Baseball hosts a three game series with Southern Illinois starting Friday at 3:00 PM 
and Softball will host Elon in a doubleheader on Saturday starting at 2:00 PM. Single game rickets 
for all Baseball and Softball games are now available, with Baseball vs. Clemson being the only 
exception. Click here for more information. 

Football season ticket invoices now available online 
Football season ticket applications are now available online. Click here then log into your account 
for more information. Paper applications are being sent in the mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club 
members. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock Football season ticket holder for the first time? Click here for 
information. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Women’s Basketball Senior Day 
on Sunday 
Women’s Basketball hits the road to LSU on Thursday 
before returning to Colonial Life Arena for their final home 
game of the season on Sunday vs. Vanderbilt. Tip-off is set 
for 2:00 PM,& Seniors Jewel May and Valerie Nainima will 
be honored during a Senior Day ceremony before the 
game. The women are currently 16-11,& overall and 8-6 in 
the SEC. With just two games left,&, and then the SEC 
Tournament, the team has a chance at an NCAA 
Tournament berth and we need a rowdy crowd for the final 
home game! 

Gamecocks get first ever 
individual SEC Championship in 
Women’s Swimming 
Freshman Amanda Rutqvist set an SEC record time of 
2:08.56 to win the 200=~ breaststroke at this weekends 

. She is the first ever female swimmer 
at South CarolinaA to win an individual SEC title. The team 
overall finished sixth, its best finish since 2006. Congrats, 
Amanda! 

Baseball, Softball in full swing 
Our Baseball and Softball teams are now underway with 
their 2011 seasons, both with home match-ups this 
weekend. Baseball hosts a three game series with 
Southern Illinois starting Friday at 3:00 PM and Softball will 
host Elon in a doubleheader on Saturday starting at 2:00 
PM. Single game tickets for,&, all Baseball,&, and Softball 
games are now available,,&, with Baseball vs.,&, Clemson 
being the only exception.,& Click here for more information. 

Football season ticket invoices 
now available online 
Football season ticket applications are now available 
online. Click here,& then log into your account for 
more,& information.~, Paper applications are being sent in 
the mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock Football,& season 
ticket holder for the first time? Click here for information. 

~ Softball: Gamecock Confidential Episode 6 
~ Women’s Basketball: Valerie Nainima feature 
~ Swimming SEC Championships: Coach Mood~L 
comments 
~ Baseball: 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video.I ~hg~# I RSS Feeds 

Men’s Basketball 
- Men’s Hoops Set To Host Ole Miss On ESPNU Tuesday,& 
- Gamecocks ~ No. 22 Kentuc 
- Gamecocks St Tennessee 73-67 
- with Bdttan new 
Under Armour Micro G Black Ice shoe 

Women’s Basketball 
- Dawn Staley TV Show Feature: Valerie Nainima,& 
- Read with the Gamecocks Program Part 2 Winners 
Honored 
- Sutton Steers Gamecocks to 65-49 VictoQL~’~, 
- South Carolina Falls to No, 4 Tennessee 
- Gamecocks Sold Out of Women’s SEC Tournament Tickets 
- ~urs U~ B!og with Bdttany Lane: Jewe~ May amon~ NC#oA 
Postqraduate Scholarhi~ ~ients 

Swimming & Diving 
- Amanda Rut~4st Wins SEC 200 Breaststroke 

- Record Swims from Rut Lead Gamecocks on 
Saturday 
- Michael Flach Wins SEC Bronze Medal in 500 Freestv!e 



Tues Feb,&, 22 -,& ,& MBKB vs. Ole Miss -,& 7 PM 
TV: ESPNU 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network- 107.5 FM Columbia 

Thurs Feb 24 - ~£,YFN vs. Winthrop - 2 PM 
*Kid’s Day*,& 

Thurs Feb,& 24 - Carolina Calls with Darrin Horn - 7 PM 
Wild Wing Cafe in the Vista 
Radio:,& 107.5 FM Gamecock Radio Network 

Thurs Feb,& 24 - WBKB @ LSU -,& 8 PM 
Radio: WlSW 1320 AM 

Fri,& Feb,& 25 -,& BSB vs. Southern Illinois,& -,& 3 PM 

Sat Feb,& 26 - BSB vs. Southern Illinois - 3 PM,& 

Sat Feb,& 26 - SFB vs. Elon - 2 PM, 4:15 PM 
*Doubleheader* 

Sat Feb,& 26 - MBKB,& ,& @,& Georgia -,& 7 PM 
TV: FSN, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network- 107.5 FM Columbia,& 

Sun Feb,& 27 - BSB vs. Southern Illinois,& - 1:30 PM 

Sun Feb,& 27 - WBKB vs.,& Vanderbilt -,& 2 PM 
*Senior Day* 
TV: FSN 
Radio: WlSW 1320 AM 

C~ick here for more information on this 
week’s home athletic events! 

- Schaffer Smashes 200 IM Recordl Flach Finals in 500 Free 

Track & Field 
- South Carolina Sets Four Facility Records At Gamecock 
Invite 

Equestrian 
- Field Set for 2011 Southern Equestrian Championsh~ 
-Gamecocks Ed(~ed bv No. 2 Auburn 10=9 

Softball 
- Coach Smith Weekbt Press ConferenceA 
- Gamecock Confidential: ~isode 6 
- South Carolina Takes FGCU Title with 1 !-3 Win over 

State 
- Sarratt’s Second Career Shutout Leads Gamecocks Past 
FGCU 2-0 
- Gamecocks Come Back in Seventh to Take 5°4 Win over 
Villanova,& 
- Behind Hathorn and Lackey~ Gamecocks Take Down 

Baseball 
- South Carolina Baseball NotebookA 
- Gamecocks Swee# Santa Clara With 6°0 Win 
- South Carolina Baseball Announces 2011 ~tains 
- Gamecocks Selected To Finish Third In Eastern Division In 
SEC Coaches Poll 
- Baseball O#enin# Weekend Fan Photos 

£itch/between innin(~s clock in Baseball 

Women’s Tennis 
-Video: Coach Elkins Rec 

Men’s Tennis 

Women’s Golf 
- Gamecocks Tie for Fifth at UCF Challenq~ 

Cross Country 
- Gamecock Cross CountFz Earns USTFCCCA AIFAcademic 
Honors 

Football 
- S£ours U~ Bb~q with Brittany Lane: CatchinA uA with 
Gamecock and Seattle Seahawk Lemuel Jean£ierre 

"Inside the Chart" with And~L Demetra: Ob Miss 
This Week’s Home Events 
Jewel May among NCAA Postqraduate Scholarhip~s 

reci#ients 
Spurs UA Dai!y Round-UA: 2/21 Great o£enin9 weekend 

for Baseball 
Baseball Weekend Fan Photos 

Baseball Wins On 

Only a few home games each remain for 
Men’s and Women’s Basketball. Single 
game tickets are available: Click~ here. 

--i~ ~                                - 

Workinq To~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To view a parking map of the area, see information 
on,& shuttle services and handicapped parking, 

here to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 

Baseball Season Parking Passes are still,& available. Ge~ 
more info here~ 



Single gameA tickets for 2011 Baseball and 
Softball are available now. Click here. 

Individual game tickets for Baseball went on sale to 
Gamecock Club members February 1st at 10 AM. 
Tickets for the first three games opened to the general 
public on Februar_y 8th, at 10 AM and the remainder of 
the g_ames openedA to everyone yesterday, February 
21stA (excluding Clemson). 

Football season ticket invoices are now available 
online. Click here,& then log into your account for 
information.~, Paper applications are being sent in the mail 
to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets~sc~ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
U niversity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 

subscriptio_n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 

29208. 

Q: Is it permissible for a booster to provide a meal to the 
baseball team in conjunction with the team being 
recognized prior to a home Men’s Basketball competition? 

A: Yes.,&, Please contact the Compliance Office to 
complete the Occasional Meal Req_uest Form if you would 
like to provide an occasional meal.A The Compliance 
Office will work with the sport and the booster to ensure all 
applicable NCAA rules are satisfied.,& 

Please note NCAA bylaw 16.11.1.5 states a team may 
receive an occasional meal "in the locale of the institution 
on infrequent and special occasions" from a booster given 
the following conditions: 
¯ ,& The meal may only be provided in an individual’s home, 
on campus or at a facility that is regularly used for home 
competition and may be catered; and 
¯ ,& A representative of the institution’s athletics interest may 
provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes 
to attend the meal function only if the meal function is at 
the home of that representative. 

A 

South Carolina Athletics Department 

801 Lncon St Columba, SC29208 
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Weekly Career Bulletin: How to Build Your Self-Esteem; Secrets of Self-Confident 
People 
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N Jobs Journal 

Give People What Thez 
Want 

By Harrison Barnes 

Lately I have been hearing 
more and more people say 
that there are no jobs. I 
hear this so much it is 
beginning to make me a bit 
angry. There may not be 
the same number of jobs 
that there were two years 
ago; however, there are 
still j ob s. 

There are actually tons of 
iobs, all over the place. 
But here is a little reality 
check: 

If you want to make 
$70,000 a year 
assembling steering 
assemblies in an auto 
plant, there are not as 
many of these j obs 

How to Have Success at 
Your New Job 

By Brooke Heath 

Starting a new job can be 
very overwhelming at 
times. Between learning 
the ins and outs of your 
new surroundings, and not 
to mention your new 
duties, the first few weeks 
can be a stressful time. 
However, the following 
tips may help you ease into 
your new responsibilities, 
and with a little luck, 
you’ll find success at your 
new job in no time! 

It’s All About the Attitude 

Self-fulfilling prophecies 
are a real thing. If you 
have negative thoughts and 
think that you’ll fail at your 
new j ob, nine out of ten 

How to Build Your SeIf- 
Esteem; Secrets of 
Confider~t Peo~ 

"I don’t get it. Why is my 
boss leading my 
organization when there 
are much smarter people 
under him?" a seminar 
participant asked recently. 
It was obvious to all of us 
that she was frustrated. 
Since I didn’t know her 
boss, I couldn’t really 
answer, but if her boss is 
like many managers I’ve 
known, the answer is 
simple - self-confidence. 

’Do you remember that girl 
in high school who really 
wasn’t that pretty, or even 
nice, but who was still 
popular?" I asked. "She 
had something about her 
that attracted others - self- 

2011/02/24 

Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

× .ound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hr~t .lr~h.~ 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 



anymore. 
If you want to work for 
a newspaper that is 
losing money, there are 
not as many of these 
jobs anymore either. 

+ read more 

times, you will. So, have 
the attitude that no matter 
what is thrown at you 
during your first few 
weeks, you’ll do your best! 

+ read more 

confidence." 

"Instead of getting angry, 
maybe it’s time for you to 
take a page out of your 
boss’ book. 

+ read more 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

l X Preferred Resumes l 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter PrivacsL Contact Us 

2010 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Ur~subscribe here 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 10:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 
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Sports Careers hlstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

February 28, 2011 

8 Steps to hlterviewing Success 

$9.95 [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli~vjn5&xdab&et-llO4668799990&s 4132&e O01RwGADx99udYzduhPqFmfFB79&xIKIvmMxloQgcKbTWgVAO- 
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(Instant Dow~ll oad) 

Job Search Book 
I just received tile book, and it is good sluf*] I reco~mnended it to tile parents 
of my incoming sport ma~mgement class. I also will be recommending it to our seniors 

who are completing our professioual preparation class tiffs 1:~11. 
-ChlTstal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 

$29.95 [ -bi~webscr?cm& s-xclick&hosted b~l~on id7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr~vj~5dxdab&et-llO4668799990&s 4132&e ~RwGADx99udbEc9~YH~LAHaEJNIu~jwfjEr8HcjSa~u~5W-Uc~PemgqH3bJwjYh~c2h63FXFxjuirM- 
1 fzI V CN a RMWZtE JHUmc56ON~wAj cb32 O ZwcVeXZbV4vk 1 h-VccB C RoUocD30K-Cs6kwalLxeaWvO fqp0 s4ksZ5FFgDI-e0huh4Yiup90xYZvtzJ4uvdyZVaZh-tA33AXH1N-yRM CmmsLq] 
- E-book 

Library Adoption 

Folward tiffs e-newsletter to yore libralian and suggest tilat they adopt tiffs book 
so that yore students have an opportu~ffty to learn tile latest tectuffques in sports 
career development. To receive a library order form Click Here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l104668799990&s 4132&e ~RwGADx99udbA~L3Yj4Z5Hs~UqnvVFZcCc3iEI~8DEjkvinbL8~spv&.bwpcH9dTpZ~LKhR-VUR9mMiH~e8~Y- 
xbz65DlbcpWH6y66hPuJu xPtI7BnUzD~NB~uWBqR~5rH~jA83&xLHwg9~LwmCtCNCbScevKhGh-6uqt~K~6aqZ~4~jtheG~M~M2MNIra~5YYBECcQbI ]. 
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~.5sdzKzO25,:~2BO71G-~lXaU4hJ&~SN4RB4 rF4PSX~VVSBLMFJW4HYsibGm] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [~p:/’k2Ors6ae~/~                                                                                                                                              fi~?~0- 
UwdYiHDzU 71Y~ekSYOZ0 ] 
Career Development Resomces [~2~0 xs6 n~ 
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6Bs2sQtG9iwuYeyQ~wBn0AQF-YylJnFcFo5G9HnIxLJ Lue vloHa0i~XlvC2QeohabhTCexWyAKcLksQBgk472Q1UuT140~vATX4N~jI~idHbUVpOrT~U ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

How to Answer Key Inte1%ew Question,s When You’re Overqualified 
By Jotm Rossheim, 
Monster Senior Contributing Writer 

Especially in ~nes of tffgh unemployment and fiimncial distress, many candidates 
will apply for jobs for wtffch they are, by convenlioiml standards, overqualified. 
Does overqualification mean you’ll be disqualified if you’re lucky enongh to l~oce 
an intei%ewer? Not if you hunclle tile intei%ew wisely. 

First, calm yourself with tile thought thut it’s nomml for candidates who are somettffi~g 
more or less thun a 100 percent match to be COllSidered as filmlists. "You never 
find tile perfect candidate," says Paul Falcone, all HR executive and author of 96 
Great Interview Questions to Ask Before You Hire. "EvelTone’s too heaW or too 

lightinqualifications."...(More)[hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh~vjn5cL-Mab&et-llOd668799990&s 4132&e ~RwGADx99udZQ~2eE3yDbZkpLB-vtDkR~i~z~DuDs~ERiw~YqwW5ASGEUxtVMjksQ9wix6L~5Q~gD2- 
UJDiGbJTZstjp~bTqIZVQbQ~EwTS9Ubw~GkF9A7YI~nCb~CLkr3crh8DXC~t-Xtc~tUdiEcjaBF8~Qjd~kxgAghy28vuTAk~TS9D~g~tLR-aySF~5a~G-~- 
6t0aRhG3p6p fwCyU Sj HsET GpDkX 1LCiHQ 1 bdd0yfdf61pu8beIpvA E] 



New Job Listiilgs 

New Jobs Listed for today, February 28th, include positions as an atliletic director 
at all tt~-ee divisions of the NCAA, and an AD at the Ngh school level, a grad~te 
assistant an assistant professor in spor~ management and positions in spots 
h~fommfion, acade~Nc advising, in~ammals, recreafio~ and much more. To view 
these positions and more, click on the inc~vid~l li~Ns below or go to ore website 
at ~.spo~scareersinsfi~te.com [h~:/~2Oxs6~/~n~sp? 
~ w~@d~d~b&e~l 104~8799990&s 4132&e 001RwGADx99adY2~wJEd~xW47XOQDD~R~JtoVzv jkOEIvEi4dGC~V5Y2xp~CncXvCd28ebo~eMK5GMvleGKDit2v~,,,ZkG95gxYYSdsFCPIrM- 

UlulmBa, HZ 267cvbSZPl]. 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Hobai~ and William Smith Colleges [ ~5dxdab&e~- 1104668799990&s 4132&e: 001RwC-ADx99~dZab~\Aa, ~,5MYT©.g3!m1£1SPMsxJMJ~XFXq~krTx~Pl Kz%/78- 

] 

AtNetic Academic Advisor - Idaho State U~iversity 

lli-win5dxdul~&e~llO4668799990&s 4132&e O01RwGADx99~.~daef3AmR&allik~JOvms&nEmfbwVxo~l~5XpWxs ZvKmc~NKKFQo46XG~Bqm9Uqcw~P c~gYbN~y~xloM~al~rb4PlkMzKTvJcHv,,m;YwW9DUc~C2DM91 
- J L e S H s PliD l~a, F 4N~ } h’r Hd)a~E ] 

Fimess and Recreation Coorclillutor - Otterbein U~iversity [t@p://~20 rs6 x~et,’/n ~ad~@dadab&e>l 104668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGADx99adb 

] 

Assistant Stre~gth and Conclifioni~g Coach - The U~iversity of Co~mecficut [tl{~?a:/;q20 rs6 :~tel/~i~ isp?llr wjn5dxdah&e> 1104668799990&~4132&e O01R,z, GADx99udbDvL3ed41~;UNdL4GJJ- 
5MPT14T~2,Uwigp                                    62uBC                                    ] 

AtNetic Director/Head Football Coach - Tom Bean School District (TX) [ 
llr -~ [~@d~&b&el- 1104668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGA Dx99udlieYM~dCndYmDTce~4~tA?,eB0wb Sm~N ~,c~ WezGLk9tDFFK6mNF ltVe2 YK bcO5VXv VPO~ICwxan-IKH 

IX5Z~F~TE VA7PUlZ Asm~3~dL, bE IWa                                    ] 

AtNetic Academic & Student Affairs Program Coordinator - Lincoh~ Uulversity (PA) 
[~0://~20 xs6 net&~ {sp?lli -w~lhdxdaab&el~ 1104668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGADx99~dZRFHIKbLYwSkH-MTdElcKLXUl)~’. 5~x3A1UMEMhMSj_7_~nd±)iffJB\,IF~KqpKKFL2fliXHIcXE- 
x G6Cm~Kl~a{CG~SgSKF~:eag1N~O~zOVc~dbMl~dD2Cd5WKJzeGJmV~\~V~U~RH6A4Olq1T‘~&~zg9OsvEfwMJ~@~-] 

Graduate Assistant in Sports Infolrnation - Defiance College [~&9:i/~20rs6ne~z~::~,vi::5dx±[ab&e>l 104668799990&~4132&e 001RwGADyd~9ud’~ZMDYdXzFdu, ih.alU9cESxvb~A>a~/~kGflc Fc 
_¢~j~O6vXFt0IBh5HkIf~TNStkKLh X1365sX3 6BYcU~fl’14dvf%ehls~d~C58XD\/%Hi~l~3KCz5WS~xtC047SZazsL.08Bt0hF-E ~%~ .] 

Associate Atliletic Director for Admii~istration - North Caroli~m State Uulversity 
[li~a:/k20~s6ne~’m{s~?11r w{~5dxdab&e~ 11~46~879999~&~4132&e=~1RwGADx99udY~Z2JE~9q~QT~1~c3~eq~P~¥JeNGEpJUk~V~bVi~w/u~SMDT7Eue @¥Hx-a0AOL1H151~0EN’7\&q©CI- 

] 

Assistant Professor of PE and Sports Management - Concord Uulversity (WV) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l104668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGADx99udYolqZ0n0tlq5MFyoaoddNbNzROZecoMTmfxeKDRds7qgOrQAceIUpGzqSTEGBIobHh ulmE57E5idpExCTQhnSCvtbcmUrg0Jpt~xGYNVIZoWdV1EUd 
-i~kXD7aRKgaFkPZIU7yT6vv- 
JGR qxYvKtArROVDEdX61EFtqlkXPgCtvz6BaadKlt3IZecFdeUfcLTbjs0HqutkRsgfQSW1SbVDlwXu LEh XiocI0m6UmFsO02MU7AzakgPqHvVSfomHmhumHC72ea NzYk9liu91VvdDilyflxdLEcflHhtyggjNubQEbifl 

Sport Clubs Coorc~ilator - UC Davis [}~p:/!i20 rs6 net/t~.5cKdab&e>1104668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGADx99udaliz- 
8hWcZEcEFCtGMLo                                               ] 

Director of Football Admiulstration- Uulversity of Colorado [h~o:,’/~20rs6net,’~ihp?lh-vqn5d.~dab&e>ll@668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGAD~NgudYMwx~uCPlvvZ18dolsNEfDf}-~a6KO729KleoKoBB- 
HSGb0zfzK{I1V36tT{Zz~ny{Db5 7tlDOaH fAy-DzPs~pi\~zgp_01~k6EEiNiudd~f~f~ Ug F~JEFpZBEJSRcldMY~ao5AP51HdQ: ] 

Director of Athletics - McDaniel College (MD) [ 
2 c::wTu~ ECiE2XVwb0 

] 

Facilities Coorclii~utor - Georgia Southern Uulversity [li~V://r20 rs6 ne~qn isr~_? 
~i~ b &el~ 1104668799990&s 4132&e 0~O 1R~,, G A Dx 99 ~d b4R~dg%’cx ~ f’ £114Ad~/O v~, i a 8._~3 QS Cli51 ~ Fi, ST~I\~UrdF~." DQjss’.~’.CC 2 all2 Hi ._C ft. Lr~T~g~ l)_~ee\, 5__2._J Lj~, 18oplZ Y(}22 Yls~ M~.mEe2E~9 

AtNetic Media Relatio~s Graduate Assistant - Idaho State U~iversity [ 
lh ~i~@d~d~b&el- 1104668799990&s 4132&e 001 lZwGA Dx99 ud~X~5P61P 3ti5oXvsLB~’~_ IiLd()Mb~viGh’~vEZbK4sB6-sIwfb[~Ag52KTcY~0.38ET fLzeOdcD~v~,d~BmTc NclY 43 

] 

Academic Advisor- U~iversity of Missouli, Kansas City [hVqo://120 rs6 ne:,JlaNsp?llr: win5dx&b&e*- 1104668799990&s 4132&e :001RwC-ADx99~,~lbY{yGilntwfQFnIA Sa\51z22C6HgCgxXclpS3;- 
~9~_.~)_ezXtH5rDm~Pz53VI~m~&C~qOLZKKLGi,’,sTdSPi                           Dkct4 HKdP~9NwzSC-cm~)I~IX Y DzXU Sw ] 

Business Manager - Tacoma Dome (WA) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lll~jn5&xdab&et-1104668799990&s 4132&e 001RwGADx99udZu7epN16Ab5txo6jDSYyQw64R- 
IKkqFBBtvZeUUCInw6HvQYZwtTmJGHdY QROtIxWO4DJDGkHtu3JugEVylM52noYTGTCrdoej4sdAgGJUvHDuah f71bhj0g88QxWlBWyObbhU88vvcJZzDTwOheeWm14FLyeNpJFE3qm753cITAVGg0oeCe- 
GcfRgFupVwSflTj5Y ~br4Sjf6L5RpzHZTtm~35aWK5QsTp~66XTxLgHxLVc9Ix~yyhDrIF2~xZm~UVU4~W~MfzXkNR-~tE8~v~VQ~tbJ~vGAi82BL2e~NV~2x~Nc~4MTYWFRyW M6GRsTOa6rHV- 
yl FUMAXFkpFcDyhTPggrOgAq3Blfp01326yn6H8gjOBIDQLn MGnQjmCUMmDTlzq-84ObXP JV 1ZQ6- CY GM DZYj VRbSckhtu mfw7] 

Sport Management Faculty - Concorclia U~iversity (WI) [hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l104668799990&s 4132&e ~RwGADx99udbekeGr~fYNgHBgFmwLufNa~ATaeyT3qyC~6~b~6LupcWDH~kfiCEW57IH~AJ~MNJraM~6IC‘{~7~LwtGGSUjz~BbRViZsuLMAYY~V~IJ2J~N~ 
--EpFSx 1 r 70 YNV- -KDTPCZL0pwmAGy2D fzHyARNC SoC6Q-C-a3T5 CIAxyWvPQZltoGZaRZ SZV-jmm~DQtjgL7uHp fr 7E~zP] 

Recreation Sel:ices Director - Bend Park and Recreation (OR) [li~q):/!:20 rs6 net!J:Nsp?lir wj::5dx&b&eb1104668799990&~d132&e O01Rv,,C.ADx99:~daiS bTtGe3cl00Au~::eli5- 
rMa0CUk                                       ’5A5GIkR1 ts~ KBIJ~;6.~SOw-,~,T Rdoa0NZ-bs%~PFFe SN’F-aT C6 C \~ M P blmp%irQ~llial KLkBTfihUPez92modzMv96XdLNc~] 

Video Coorclinator for Football - Uulversity of MaiTland [}f~p://~2Ors6neNni~’_ _!42’~dn5dxdali&e>1104668799990&s 4132&e O01RwCAD~J)9udY9kMZOKFS’I’gc~)sZ 

6IiI LQ_S04TD3kDMuJIGs                                                     f¥ 1DYwh9eTEE                                                               ] 

Assistant Director ofAccounti~g - Georgia Tech [~O ~6 :~let/~v~.a?fir win5dxdab&e>l i04668799990&s 4132&e :001RwGADx99udb NJe S52vRd~)_6_5p61iAP(~:~Si~)b3,z, UwLF1- 
wcE0a3812oFf\/eYItNm~z30BmR~WY38                  BB Esu~XWvKafi~lv6 J5                               N35r Jsri~ ] 

Director of Athletics - Jacksonville State Uulversity [ 
7os3301H©zY5SibdvAe~baMbSPLrz~bciGS~vKSXp61Y2kPsTg~@Fc63Q?,~ixQ 38 ] 

Graduate Assistant in Intramm-al Sports - Uulversity of Wyoming [tm:~n:/,q20rs6nel/~:~*{sp?11r: ~ad~15dxdab&e>:1104668799990&s 4132&e 00 IR,z, GADx9%@YvJ5sBvRP1HakJ\&arO9BEE9H2fSVFAv649x4OiJ- 
kv,, ZlPek a Q~.m3 v_K qS~i ~/C oa, 0C1 }43~/,li2" c h VGI,DS~.eR YYFpeSC\,\fdHM3v,,UgL)QjPGw~NJ~D%IB\~e’TX~u~dNcRdZ~H5)/MDIgkb;~I[We] 

Director ofAttfletics - Am~sti-o~lg Atlantic State Uulversity [ 
ilr->,i~5d~dsb&e~1104668799990&s 4132&e ~1R.wGADx99~da~4a~E1B17~‘~‘x~6A~_.2~g%v, ~IDul~‘m~IFweGKv~pbs~z~iE1MWDHf1Z~2LHZTGvcmCiXp3CKDH~Kp ~ ~662libXxb~~g%~q~OIcM~G 



Sports and Recreation Director - YMCA (Winchendon, MA) [li~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vjn5dxdab&et-llO4668799990&s 4132&e O01RwGADx99udaTJIwFCbxUJtF~jQsrliTl ttvfqCOEUUvgwclFzIDINCacgJof iWhAArJSwNH HLGSBMTI4a0dVYcgizs2LWt-AGMOIOyrYhX5DwVkp- 

j2ulqli8KiZUZGyj Jpl 1KC S YUTIna8 D51 qhKggYWLaOV8rMcCeYlwbLqXtlNE8UE7903B 1 xqrbRfD S GkYYeubyDT Iq-QiX 1 r KH6HylnhhltM PrL20yCoTkqRORS83Z 1 yRgL 6utvvdaCTGAM-MCcR- 
diCQSq4TzwQ5MM6w ] 

Manager of Athletics Facilities and Operatio~ls - Santa Clara Ulliversity [llfiqo:/!~2Ors6neL/~iso? 
1li -win5dxdsli&e~l i 04668799990&s 4132&e 001RwC-ADx99~Jd2/kKo-~l~6cl, g83 \~q~ErPBSMd3~ilimWiTTXaBSJFe3nK6VCVg- 

] 

Dhector of Athletics - Centenary College (LA) [~N)? 
~r wi~Sd~d~b&e~1104668799990&s 4132&e 001R~GADx99~dlidBMtkfwZGEl~ E5~1AGibE~xtv~dAzQ~gZF1En8~pcJF81Aact~bHz¥iAJ~,~4ZAZTc9S~zB6~LVDri~3bsJ2~C~28Ed1~ 

Quote 

A successful man is one wlio can lay a filan foundetion witli tile bricks otliers liave 

-David Brill!dey 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by lioward@sportscareersinstitute.con~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 2:03 PM 

academic-services-staff <academic-services-staff@listserv.unc. edu> 
[academic-services-staff] [all-college-staff] UNC College Calendar: Global warming, 
war reporting, food, fiction, arts and more 

TEXT.htm 

As we head into March Madness, the College of Arts and Sciences events calendar offers plenty of action for the coming month. 
Enclosed are highlights about March talks on global warming, war reporting, civil discourse, food and more. You will also find many 
opportunities for music, film, literature, theatre, and art, before and after Spring Break. 

Through March 6: PlayMakers continues with Angels in America, Parts 1 and 2, Tony Kushner’s acclaimed masterpiece exploring 
America and the first wave of the AIDS epidemic, against the backdrop of the Reagan era. $10-$45. 

Through March 12: Walking the Border, photographs of possessions left behind by immigrants crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, by 
Susan Harbage Page, through March 12. FedEx Global Education Center.         ~rLco~v~252f2s 

March 1: Secret School Artist Huong Ngo of the Pratt Institute will discuss her work. 6:00 pm, Hanes Art Center Auditorium. 

March 2: The South Asia Film Festival features Sardari Begum, directed by Shyam Benegal, about the death of a woman stoned 
during a riot in Delhi. ~lobal.u~c.edu 

March 3: Andrew Delbanco of Columbia University will discuss: What is College For? 3:30 pm, Dey Hall, Donovan Lounge. 
davidbak@email.tmc.edu<maiho :davidbak~emaiL tmc.edu> 

March 3: Honor Killings - A Global Challenge to Women’s Human Rights, with Flavia Laviosa, professor of Italian studies at 
Wellesley College. 5:15 pm, Dey Hall, Toy Lounge. ~!%~_~_purl.com/252gd0 

March 3: William J. Risck of Georgia College and State University, discusses Poland and Late Socialism in the Soviet Bloc. 6:30 pm, 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003. ~:iiww~..u~c.eduideptsislavici 

March 4-5: National and state experts will discuss The State of Health Care Reform. Registration and fee. 919.962.1544. 
~:iladve~aturesinideas.m~c.edu 

March 5-13: Spring Break 

March 16: Morgan Writer in Residence Amy Hempel will read from her short stories. 6 pm, Carroll Hall Auditorium. 

March 16: Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, who led an effort to build an interfaith cultural center in lower Manhattan, will present the 2011 
Weil Lecture on American Citizenship. Free tickets from Memorial Box Office are required for admission. 919.843.3333. 7:30 pm, 
Hill Hall Auditorium.         ~fi.corrv~252hvt 

March 17: PlayMakers Repertory Company unveils its 2011-2012 season. 5:30 p.m. hors d’oeuvres. 6:00 p.m. annotmcement. Paul 
Green Theatre. RSVP to prcboxoffice@unc.edu<maflto :prcboxoffice        >, (919) 962-7529. 

March 18: Talking Music II, Concert I: Music by Zemlinsky, Schnabel and others. Pellegrini String Quartet. 8 pm, Hill Hall 
Auditorium. ~:ih~msic.~mc.edu 

March 19: The Global American South Conference will focus on Globalization, the Economic Crisis and the Future of the American 
South, with a keynote lecture on the Civil Rights Revolution and the Southern Economy by Gavin Wright, professor of economic 
history at Stanford. Free with registxation. Details at: ~lobalsot~lh tmc edu 

March 19: Talking Music II, Concert II: Luigi Nono, Life and Music. Pianist Stefan Litwin in conversation with Nuria Schoenberg- 
Nono. 8 pm Hill Hall Auditorium. ~://music.ur~c.edu 

March 20: Talking Music II, Concert III: Music by Webern, Litwin and Nono. Pellegrini String Quartet with Stefan Litwin. 7:30 pm, 
Hill Hall Auditorium. ~:iir~msic.m~c.edu 

March 21: Dan Diner of the University of Leipzig, Germany, will discuss The Transformation of the Jews, 1750-1950. 5:30 pm, Hyde 



Hall. ~://www.unc.edu/ccj~ 

March 22: New York Times White House Correspondent Helene Cooper, a UNC alumna, will discuss reporting from war-torn 
regions, a beat she had previously with the Wall Street Journal. 5:30 pm, FedExGlobal Education Center. 

March 23: Alumna Rachel Richardson will read from Copperhead, her debut collection of poems. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop 
BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto :BullsHead~,~store~unc~edu> http:i/tinvurl.com/4pu4sub 

March 24: David Halperin, religious studies professor emeritus, will read from his novel Journal of a UFO Investigator. 3:30 pm, 
Bull’s Head Bookshop. BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto:BullsHeadS~s~ore.unc.edu> ~:iifinyurLcom/4pu4sub 

March 24: NY Times food writer and cookbook author MollyO’Neill will discuss One Big Table: Regional Cooking in America, as 
part of the Student Food Symposium. 5:30 pm, Hyde Hall, University Room. Symposium continues March 25 with student 
presentations. RSVP to nbryce@email.unc.edu<mail~o:nbr~’ce@emailuncedu> h~p:/isff~purlco~ff252ka6 

March 26: Faculty Recital, An Afternoon of Song with soprano Jeanne Fischer and pianist Thomas Otten. Art songs in German, 
French, Russian and English. 4 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. !~llp:iimusic.unc.edu 

March 26: Enjoy salsa and Cuban rhythms, Charanga Dance Concert. 8 pm, Kenan Music Building, Rehearsal Hall. 
http:iimusic~unc.edu 

March 27: Cello Music Composed by Allen Anderson, Stephen Anderson and T.J. Anderson, performed by Brent Wissick and other 
UNC faculty. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. htlp:i;q~msic.unc.edu 

March 29: College alumnus Rye Barcott will read from his book It Happened on the Way to War: A Marine’s Path to Peace. He co- 
founded Carolina for Kibera, a community-based nonprofit providing healthcare and youth recreational programs in the largest slum 
in Kenya. 12:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. BullsHead@store.unc.edu<r~mi~lo:BulMlead@store.unc.edu> 
~:iTtinv urL coml4pu4sub 

March 29: Bart Ehrman, professor of religious studies, will read from his latest book, Forged: Writing in the Name of God - Why the 
Bible’s Authors Are Not Who We Think They Are. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. 
Bu~sHead@st~re.unc.edu<mai~:Bu~sHead~.st~re.u~c.edu>~h.t..~p://~invu~.c~4pu4sub 

March 30: Sandy Smith-Nonini, anthropology, will read from her new book Healing the Body Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Straggle 
for Health Rights from Civil War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. 
BullsHead@store.unc. edu<mailto :BullsHead(~store.ur~c. edu> http:iTti~yufl, comi4pu4sub 

March 30: Naomi Oreskes, University of California, San Diego, will discuss her book, Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of 
Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming. Polanyi Lecture in the History and Philosophy of 
Natural Science. Reception and book-signing to follow. 7 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 
~:iitinv ufl.comi6f~ 

March 30: Join PlayMakers producing artistic director Joseph Haj for an informal gathering to learn about the April production of the 
musical Big River. Free with RSVP to 919.962.7529.6:30-8 pm, Center for Dramatic Art. 

March 31: The Franciscan and the Gypsy, Liszt Anniversary Concert. UNC Chamber Singers and guest pianist Norman Bemelmans 
perform Liszt, Bartok and Brahms. $15 general, $10 UNC students, faculty, staff. 919.962.1039. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 

~:/imusic~unc.edu 

### 

More on UNC calendar 
http:/ievents.unc.eduicalimainishowMain.rdo 

Facebook: 
hllp:iiwww.facebook.com/UNC. Colle~ 

Twitter: 
~:iitwitter.com/uaccolle~ 

College News: 
http:/&ollege.unc.edu 

College in the Media: 
.unc.edulinthemedia 



YouTube Channel: 
http:iiw~,w.voutube.comiuser?UNCCollege_ 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-staff as: academic-services-staff@listserv.unc.edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to academic-services-staff as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 2:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[ssac-staff] [all-college-staff] UNC College Calendar: Global warming, war reporting, 
food, fiction, arts and more 

TEXT.htm 

As we head into March Madness, the College of Arts and Sciences events calendar offers plenty of action for the coming month. 
Enclosed are highlights about March talks on global warming, war reporting, civil discourse, food and more. You will also find many 
opportunities for music, film, literature, theatre, and art, before and after Spring Break. 

Through March 6: PlayMakers continues with Angels in America, Parts 1 and 2, Tony Kushner’s acclaimed masterpiece exploring 
America and the first wave of the AIDS epidemic, against the backdrop of the Reagan era. $10-$45. 

Through March 12: Walking the Border, photographs of possessions left behind by immigrants crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, by 
Susan Harbage Page, through March 12. FedEx Global Education Center.         ~rLco~v~252f2s 

March 1: Secret School Artist Huong Ngo of the Pratt Institute will discuss her work. 6:00 pm, Hanes Art Center Auditorium. 

March 2: The South Asia Film Festival features Sardari Begum, directed by Shyam Benegal, about the death of a woman stoned 
during a riot in Delhi. ~lobal.u~c.edu 

March 3: Andrew Delbanco of Columbia University will discuss: What is College For? 3:30 pm, Dey Hall, Donovan Lounge. 
davidbak@email.tmc.edu<maiho :davidbak~emaiL tmc.edu> 

March 3: Honor Killings - A Global Challenge to Women’s Human Rights, with Flavia Laviosa, professor of Italian studies at 
Wellesley College. 5:15 pm, Dey Hall, Toy Lounge. ~!%~_~_purl.com/252gd0 

March 3: William J. Risck of Georgia College and State University, discusses Poland and Late Socialism in the Soviet Bloc. 6:30 pm, 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003. ~:iiww~..u~c.eduideptsislavici 

March 4-5: National and state experts will discuss The State of Health Care Reform. Registration and fee. 919.962.1544. 
~:iladve~aturesinideas.m~c.edu 

March 5-13: Spring Break 

March 16: Morgan Writer in Residence Amy Hempel will read from her short stories. 6 pm, Carroll Hall Auditorium. 

March 16: Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, who led an effort to build an interfaith cultural center in lower Manhattan, will present the 2011 
Weil Lecture on American Citizenship. Free tickets from Memorial Box Office are required for admission. 919.843.3333. 7:30 pm, 
Hill Hall Auditorium.         ~fi.corrv~252hvt 

March 17: PlayMakers Repertory Company unveils its 2011-2012 season. 5:30 p.m. hors d’oeuvres. 6:00 p.m. annotmcement. Paul 
Green Theatre. RSVP to prcboxoffice@unc.edu<maflto :prcboxoffice        >, (919) 962-7529. 

March 18: Talking Music II, Concert I: Music by Zemlinsky, Schnabel and others. Pellegrini String Quartet. 8 pm, Hill Hall 
Auditorium. ~:ih~msic.~mc.edu 

March 19: The Global American South Conference will focus on Globalization, the Economic Crisis and the Future of the American 
South, with a keynote lecture on the Civil Rights Revolution and the Southern Economy by Gavin Wright, professor of economic 
history at Stanford. Free with registxation. Details at: ~lobalsot~lh tmc edu 

March 19: Talking Music II, Concert II: Luigi Nono, Life and Music. Pianist Stefan Litwin in conversation with Nuria Schoenberg- 
Nono. 8 pm Hill Hall Auditorium. ~://music.ur~c.edu 

March 20: Talking Music II, Concert III: Music by Webern, Litwin and Nono. Pellegrini String Quartet with Stefan Litwin. 7:30 pm, 
Hill Hall Auditorium. ~:iir~msic.m~c.edu 

March 21: Dan Diner of the University of Leipzig, Germany, will discuss The Transformation of the Jews, 1750-1950. 5:30 pm, Hyde 



Hall. ~://www.unc.edu/ccj~ 

March 22: New York Times White House Correspondent Helene Cooper, a UNC alumna, will discuss reporting from war-torn 
regions, a beat she had previously with the Wall Street Journal. 5:30 pm, FedExGlobal Education Center. 

March 23: Alumna Rachel Richardson will read from Copperhead, her debut collection of poems. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop 
BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto :BullsHead~,~store~unc~edu> http:i/tinvurl.com/4pu4sub 

March 24: David Halperin, religious studies professor emeritus, will read from his novel Journal of a UFO Investigator. 3:30 pm, 
Bull’s Head Bookshop. BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto:BullsHeadS~s~ore.unc.edu> ~:iifinyurLcom/4pu4sub 

March 24: NY Times food writer and cookbook author MollyO’Neill will discuss One Big Table: Regional Cooking in America, as 
part of the Student Food Symposium. 5:30 pm, Hyde Hall, University Room. Symposium continues March 25 with student 
presentations. RSVP to nbryce@email.unc.edu<mail~o:nbr~’ce@emailuncedu> h~p:/isff~purlco~ff252ka6 

March 26: Faculty Recital, An Afternoon of Song with soprano Jeanne Fischer and pianist Thomas Otten. Art songs in German, 
French, Russian and English. 4 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. !~llp:iimusic.unc.edu 

March 26: Enjoy salsa and Cuban rhythms, Charanga Dance Concert. 8 pm, Kenan Music Building, Rehearsal Hall. 
http:iimusic~unc.edu 

March 27: Cello Music Composed by Allen Anderson, Stephen Anderson and T.J. Anderson, performed by Brent Wissick and other 
UNC faculty. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. htlp:i;q~msic.unc.edu 

March 29: College alumnus Rye Barcott will read from his book It Happened on the Way to War: A Marine’s Path to Peace. He co- 
founded Carolina for Kibera, a community-based nonprofit providing healthcare and youth recreational programs in the largest slum 
in Kenya. 12:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. BullsHead@store.unc.edu<r~mi~lo:BulMlead@store.unc.edu> 
~:iTtinv urL coml4pu4sub 

March 29: Bart Ehrman, professor of religious studies, will read from his latest book, Forged: Writing in the Name of God - Why the 
Bible’s Authors Are Not Who We Think They Are. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. 
Bu~sHead@st~re.unc.edu<mai~:Bu~sHead~.st~re.u~c.edu>~h.t..~p://~invu~.c~4pu4sub 

March 30: Sandy Smith-Nonini, anthropology, will read from her new book Healing the Body Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Straggle 
for Health Rights from Civil War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. 
BullsHead@store.unc. edu<mailto :BullsHead(~store.ur~c. edu> http:iTti~yufl, comi4pu4sub 

March 30: Naomi Oreskes, University of California, San Diego, will discuss her book, Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of 
Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming. Polanyi Lecture in the History and Philosophy of 
Natural Science. Reception and book-signing to follow. 7 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 
~:iitinv ufl.comi6f~ 

March 30: Join PlayMakers producing artistic director Joseph Haj for an informal gathering to learn about the April production of the 
musical Big River. Free with RSVP to 919.962.7529.6:30-8 pm, Center for Dramatic Art. 

March 31: The Franciscan and the Gypsy, Liszt Anniversary Concert. UNC Chamber Singers and guest pianist Norman Bemelmans 
perform Liszt, Bartok and Brahms. $15 general, $10 UNC students, faculty, staff. 919.962.1039. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 

~:/imusic~unc.edu 

### 

More on UNC calendar 
http:/ievents.unc.eduicalimainishowMain.rdo 

Facebook: 
hllp:iiwww.facebook.com/UNC. Colle~ 

Twitter: 
~:iitwitter.com/uaccolle~ 

College News: 
http:/&ollege.unc.edu 

College in the Media: 
.unc.edulinthemedia 
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Cieati~lg the Right "Beat" for Yore Recruits 

Tappfi~g to the beat [h~p:/k20 ,s6~eff~q [~. e~hqbab&e/- :i i04686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMG\~,~eTJT-wEvn\,~,,2,{V\%-bjViUMBbw- 
tf[Ocs85mTF                          isAHMN~rOcPgV3Lus81rc4M 1                                         ]Ever 
listen to a song and start tapping your foot to the tm~e...even though you’ve never 
heard it before? 

It’s probably because its usfi~g a beat that’s been used before in other songs. 
Dozens and dozens and dozens of other soi~gs you’ve listed to in your life, and liuve 
probably forgotten about. 

You’ve just ~llen for a secret tactic in the music liMustlT: They want to get 
you sucked-in to a new so~lg by giving you a taste of somettfi~g that you’re already 
f~nfiliar with. 

What I’d like to snggest to you today is that you employ the same subtle messagi~g 
li~ your commtmication with prospects. 

Here’s why it works... 

Otu brains (your temmge prospect’s brain, included) loves to be able to preclict 
wliut’s comfilg next. We do it all the time: Try to guess the end to a movie, guess 

the next play in a football game we’re watching...we love to be one step ahead. 
As I mentioned a moment ago, so do your teenage prospects. 

And, like us, they also want to be inttigued by new, exciting infom~ation. Actually, 
let me reptuase that: They don’t "want" it, they need it. 

The cliullenge, of cotu-se, is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ ab&et 1104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-5c~D_g6K0z~x~vj.-I2KaPa-s2n-JMvToN5KIBAI@SgbI~5~<6V3G- 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJhl.jsp?lh--bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-n~Zz37ZML4SIxRjrsZL- 
v~KAdW,G6~GGdEaf6Z~ba~D62Mg~EAwNYX~YApsUyAi~47JQGr~BgjfT5~s~W2b~EbEaa83~4tWi9RQ2m~j~KIcM7B~JM~sQFsXan~p~sLtNi7J7HRzFkq9vZZ nyMNsz6xn iSaiLFyFpiRwlQijLyVxvSJcODc8Apu 
- XyzgzXXt JM 2vTQadEV2zWCZAdSwV2UWPI8zdppD] 
Follow us on Twitter [~~sp? 

11r bwhe~lnbab&e~::l104~8617~036&~56114&e ~1BMCM¢F\~‘~e7JT9v81~m122k3n~t1~DYA5Nu8M1cu61c~MA~C9Mmg8XET1U5~L9iVS~x3bbMUw\~zDzM~qs~Hmn7x9NAB ~PUi~/ovS~,,bblD:~tKi9- 

t~6ZOoQg ] 

Front Rush [ 
cMva85ilc~ BK98dSC Vyd?aE p[&DIanLIJOB ffSi                                                      ] 

Using Facebook to E~gage with Your Fans, Alu~mi... and Your Recruit!! 

by Mark Drosos, Lodestone Social Meclia [ 
09GJevFDDOaSnca2FxV<~7LCfl)Z{pbrb lsGbiwv5KsSNYkVw ] 

We have heard it hmlch-eds of times in our conversations with athletic directors 
and coaches. How can we get more people interested in otu- teams and people coming 
to the games? 

In todays noisy, meclia evelTwhere, social connected world the old school methods 
just don’t work. Posters, Free Pizza Night, Free T-shirt Night, e-mails, Meclia 
Guides, raclio spots, etc. will not cut ttu-ough the noise and get you new l:ons or 
remind yotu- old ones that you are there. 



They will get you wbut you have always got and do nothi:lg to spread the word to 
new people. So why not h3~ somethi:lg new? Somethi:~g tbut is relevant! Something 
tt~at can allow you to target the Pd~:s you seek. 

Tbut somethi~g is using Facebook to target you:- local l:dn base, which is wbut we 
are helpi~g college athletic departments do across the cou::tt3~ [t:~,o~j~2::B~b&e~-11046861%036&s 5~ 114&e 00 I BMCMG\,VeTJTSOj~:~if’kl.pI’Rk- 

]. 
That l:an base is not just people who like you: college. You have people who... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMGWeTJT- 
D6Ojd5swUIwQCZkUS3cBzIDVsvC514IpguF5ZARTgftLZikBYgsPMYWVPk S2uPgn-qmdJaAkzpe2Y6skZkvz U6hIPIQglwj6pGaozPlUY- 
ATIyXNrIHgb4OfdMftsGTCMSd wvWgUg~zlsJIUTnYglztUIhpRAis f4trMbTsgk8LWM2VwVhi] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104686176036&s 56114&e ~BMCMGWe7JT-LwXJGgy~EVk-dBvUa~XajZqxFaE6NMrGCYaeGp-xiWvcX5hd~ll6Hwb5R~xu7D4chR- 
IPowyqlhSch:SDUqC DUk 1 Q dPktoRJj mI L QUrUT 5 dQ 64prHuIy::h8 dJL O Q Vst50 cNN Xsni X52A7 J S F XGbKRApH E Bn9 HW~o 6 Qg~LO X3U J XB c 3 qqz49 f5mm&xnE GFrFpA ] The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Whining Recruiting Techniques 
REGISTER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [~0 ×s6 ~:et/~ js~l~bab&et~ 1104~861%03~&~56114&e 00i BMCMC-WeTJT-GL3mSf~jv:~- 

k019nd~6UE2 Z6r0.;.KIi \,q?V1TdfbCR~ 1 wK riC0 IU WFh,a, Jr a H K R~lmm V(ilc: L dd~j Ic_,] 

New Recruiting Tool for College Coaches Announced 

There was an important strategic pattnership annou:~ced last week tbut has the potential 
to revolutionize the way college coaches find recruits, and then manage their contact 
info::nation. 
The National Collegiate Scouti::g Association [t:l~s~ ~’ 

~r: bwhec~nbab&e~1104~861%03~&s 5~ 114&e 001B MCMGWeTJT9 JOHTE6@6G~FsEI5~Hw f, Ddr4                                      ~bC- 
eL~d~Di~TJlxI~::BlbY~hjfUB9Zc~9wmYxWnJ~hTgW~x Fl%i~4YoYbdx3R CZhpwFk3k ], 
fire leaning database for verified Ngh school prospects, and Front Rust~ the leader 
ht web based contact management for college atNefic depa~ments ~ufionwide, have 
teamed-up to make rec~fi~g much more simplified. 

Now, when a Front Rush [ 
~r bwhe~bab&e~l104~Sdl%03~&~5~l14&e 001BMCMGWeTJT bOIvwTcZ~IEE1NCYXC~eemF4ZH~d~7~iivsF3K~Sw5MBo3CLIk V4E~OmgdJWtGSXotPs4ES~z~x6N~OWPfhOisXuTTxSOAKHUO~ 
~er scans the NCSA &tabase of more titan 300,000 attflete profiles and fin& prospects 
fltat match their criteria, all they have to do is click on the new "Add to Front 
Rush" bu~on tbut is on the NCSA search page. 
~e you ~ing these ~o resomces for yore ongoi~g rec~fing needs? 
More and more, we see these ~o oNaNzafio~ bei~g utilized in coaches offices 
aromtd the comt~y. If you want to sta~, it’s easy... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56114&e ~BMCMGWe7JT8LUUt~JUcz~k7MqF~KgLS~WsCzbM8S~DeVHbV~GMJBQ~y7yFA5~n~hYht2~QQ8BtjwMfsx5~yAg2~29VCTK45Etq4N~CjNx vVxq225fFzu 
-4EpMiCHUYRhj HEURe¥TJ 18UqW2ZmxAva3r aua Ouc3uvYgLGc2dkwpnQgTs~iKD3 Jfff8 ssHUN 1 hm Jo¥~o4WLAsvfvVw ] 

Lodestone Social Media [h{~p:iI~20 rs6 ne%/*::isp?lh- b,:,hecl:~bah&e*- l104686176036&~56114&e O01BMCMGWe7JTSQ*tpiFR(JpTRk-qpBIskF2HioV2KscOQsd TYFTR1wHdWFTrqALcQPOIp-6- 
0_9_C-JevFDD2~a S:~c a                         Ji,a.¢ 5K%S \ Yk\/,a, ] 

Click here [ 

] 
to fred you: social media solution 

DanTudor onFacebook! [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMGWeTJT 56:3:7 mvM4Yi3BgXDqDYLfi:d:nZ08blVZgwmvh4BPdPgphLlWTlabTJb2RwA- 
84pULxTB3R94okdDWzixVqsXmOrR33 CdX‘xH-F3Ne8pZyQi~Juk~iCE4WGy46gFkm~GYR2sxniI3g-MpC~GVFX~ws2mKYRSJJ:u~3T~zd:nmU 3Mt8zG fSmH- 
wjRc5cgwACXGAdGiFuzcikKGNB4seJeNUqgu44FTy-gStCiXgY6~] 

The Latest on Ore Facebook Page: 

SEC Coaches Defend the Practice of "Oversigni:lg" Inco:ning Recruits 

It’s a gn-owi::g practice tt:at has the media and NCAA aski::g, "Is this right?" Oversigni::g 
an incomi::g prospect class is gn-owing in popularity in college football, and now 
SEC coaches are goi:lg on the record as to why they do it. 

For that story, plus a complete library of ore past featm-ed articles - as well 
as haining videos featming Dan Tudor -just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&~56114&e 001BMCMGWeTJTgLN2EC1QTWjWoPSdA~NaC4KeDrD3P Xm~B3bzV1‘2B~JxIMMNNS8sh.UgsGf~NqXqARZtHrt~3IzEpX~k9DtdSimQ~K~t~2bF9~Q7VesKG~5Gn4\ 
-QT5Gm5Kd94MhbITYy AV4F6D7 fwsqtXKhDtZ 106zgWKg]. 

Aud dofft forget about ore daily Twitter updates!. Click here [                     ?ll: b’~:,hecl::ba{~&e~- 1104~6176036&~6114&e: 00 
Yd72SVsT;.SYdFSS gFK~nBAm2JSJzp~WDRSxql0D4cpsSw0wIni~20Aoo::~)CLirILQH:-J kH2pXs~itvK~CI14oeJLNBT:alpSv :~peDH] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMGWeTJT-::uZz37ZML4SIxRjrsZL- 
v~KAdngG6~GGdEaf6Z~ba~D62Mg~EAwNYX~YApsUyAi~47JQGr~Bgj~T5~s~W2b~EbEaa83~4~Vi9RQ2m~j~KIcM7Bfi:JM~sQFsXm~p~sLtNi7J7HRzFkq9vZZ nyMNsz6xn iSaiLFyFpiRwlQijLyVxvSJcODc8Apu 
- XyzgzXXt JM 2vTQadEV2zWCZAdSwV2UWPI8zdppD] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
llr bwher~::bab&e~l104686176036&~56114&e 001EMCMGWeTJTgv816ml22k3n6PtlIBODYA5N::SM:c~:61 VSIx3bbMUwWzDzMg::sPHmr:?xgNAE XiFUi 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tbun 100,000 of the :~utioffs top prospec~ for fiee. [~:~://r20 r~p?fir bv,,heqr~b~b&e~ 1104686176036&s 56114&e: 001BMCMGWeT~TgECeU vCOY~ 
WVGPi, TB~sv:ZU6G91sMe                 3ea~:~,uesYLwABFsi2~SDKTXcb!:o2szbTvShbYwHEddKmKF2:)Lw5dgzV81~mChR~GOs ] 

The hnportance of Selli::g You:- Vision 

You:- visio:~, you:- team [h~p:/i:20 :s~ ::e ~B&e~l 10468(~i 76036&~:5d i 14&e :001B MCMC-W e7JT-wEv:A\q:V \,~:?-b~\/iUMBhw - 
tilOcs85mTF isAHMNhOcF8 V3Lus81rc4M 1 ]by 
Mandy Green, University of South Dakota Womeffs Soccer 

Coaching you:- team and developi::g leadership statts with bavi::g a vision statement, 



then developillg a plan to achieve it. Thut’s tile statti~g point for eve~3~ business 
that wants to be successful, and it’s a must for college coaches who want to build 
a successful prograln. 

A vision statement answers tile questioi~, "Whut will our proga-am look like 5 to 10 
years from now?" 

A vision is more than a destii~ution. It is all inspiratioi~, a motivator, and a rallying 
point for a team. Results ma~er, but they are often tile by-products of all effectively 
created and COlnmunicated vision. 

How does tile vision you have for you team apply to managillg your time in tile office?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ ~?aJ.~&e~l104686176036&s 56114&e O01BMCMC.\&’e7JT9,a, zR17GI4f~MOT-e486AGGRLcoLFYhiSJg~?~9-o-M13~ 

] 

Workbooks [i#v://*20 rs6 neLqnis~?llr bw~eq~i~ab&e{- i104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMG\&%7JT- 
MFBBQxBpMZ3R~/KXeO4uFU43rB~a, PudYi9FdMDw~W5KiKST ~2~52c3L7p5~,&~Q~.    ~q’~\EIB2!ta~Dc~<\&/1~dbN14OIll01UlSM~,Pa YlHI)sC-%cIsvw ] 

NASCAR’s Jeff Gordon Uses Same Strategy as Many College Coaches to Win Weekend Race 

JeffGordon[hi~V://*20rs6ne~dinisp?llr b,z, hecll~bah&e> 1104686176036&s 56114&e :001BMCMGWe7JT-z971h5HJs2TL~@ZESPA2UvYJglhi- 

~4TVE s YZH~Z 7ww~ M PhV7 ~ GxR ~&q-~J)c~ O 3ha, ]’Tm 
pre~ opfilNSfiC. We looked at ore Da~fish [ ~b&e~/ :1104686176036&s 56114&e O01BMCMC.We7JT-z971h5HJs2T~u~ZESPA2UvY~S£ 

] 
and I feel like we’ve got a Ne~ good plan on where we needed speed for quali@ng. 
I feR like we made some big gaii~ for tile race so I wasn’t so concerned about tile 
speed there when we swapped over into q~lif~ng." 
Thut was NASCAR chiver Jeff Gordon on Sa~~y as he prepared for tile race in Phoeix. 
The next day, he won it. 
To recap: His team cons@ted Da~fish (tile same so.are co~ege coaches are usii~g 
aromld tile COmlhN) and he fin& infom~afion thut helps Ns team mn tile ne~ ~y. 
Coincidence? No. Just sma~ preparation... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hi~v:i/r2Ors6ne~dl*Nsp?llr b,z,~eqnbah&e~- 1104686176036&s 56114&e 001BMCMGWe7JT-z971h5HJs2T,futZESPA2U~YJglls.- 
C-XUE                                                                ] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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Hanes’ Visiting Artist Lecture 
Series: 
Huong Ngo 
Tuesday, March 1 

6:00 PM 

Hanes Art Center 

Huong Ngo’s projects are sublime realizations of what for most of 

us might merely have remained odd dreams or brilliant flashes of 

imagination. The centrifugal force of Ngo’s work lies in the 

actualization of subtle interdisciplinary interventions with titles 

like Dream Machine, Pop-Up Studio and The Secret School. 

Ngo’s talk is a part of the Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series. 

Free 

"Experiencing Rock Art" 

Wednesday, March 2 

12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Add a little culture to your noon hour: bring a lunch and learn 

more about the art currently on view at the Ackland. 

This month, Dr. Michael Firnhaber (PhD, Anthropology, 

University College London) presents an illustrated talk based on 

his research into how Barrier Canyon Style paintings, seen in 

photographs in the current exhibition The Oldest Paintings in 

America, are actually encountered and experienced in their 

physical environment. His talk offers an anthropological 

counterpoint to the visual and documentary approaches of the 

exhibition. 

No reservations required. Free to members and valid UNC One 

Card holders, $5 non-members 

For more information, call Allison Portnow, Events and Programs 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

Tradition in Clay: Two Centuries of 

Classic North Carolina Pots 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

At Work in the Wilderness: Picturinq 

the American Landscape 1820-1920 

The Oldest Paintinqs in America: 

Utah’s Rock Art Photoqraphed by 

Goodloe Suttler 

There is always something new to 
see at the Ackland! 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

March 9 

Tea at Two 

with Goodloe Suttler 

2:00- 3:30 PM 

March 10 

Tradition in Clay 

with the Ackland and Kidzu 

4:30- 6:00 PM 

March 10 

Talk by Stanley Abe: 

"Order and Thinqs" 

6:00 PM 

March 12 

Art-Ventures for Kids 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

March 12 

Drawinq in the Galleries 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

March 12 

Drawinq for Kids 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 



Coordinator, at 919.843.3687 

Guided Tour of Tradition in 
Clay: Two Centuries of 
Classic North Carolina Pots 

With Terry Zug, exhibition curator 

Thursday, March 3 

6:00 PM 

Join Terry Zug, curator of"Tradition in Clay: Two Centuries of 

Classic North Carolina Pots," for a guided tour of this popular 

exhibition. 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 

Free and Open to the Public 

Encounter Art Tour: 
"Womanly Wiles: Women and 
Gender in Art 1800-1950" 

Thursday, March 3 

5:15 PM 

Encounter Art tours are free conversational gallery talks focusing 

on a single work of art, theme, or special exhibition. This 

Thursday evening, explore the practicality, charm, and character 

of North Carolina’s ceramic tradition and its 20th-century 

transformations in tour of the exhibition Tradition in Clay with 

Isabella Archer. 

Free 

SAVE THE DATE! 

Ackland Art Museum Spring 
Luncheon 

Thursday, May 5 

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM 

The Carolina Inn 

Held in conjunction with the Ackland’s annual 



Master of Fine Arts exhibition: New Currents in Contemporary Art 

15 April- 8 May 2011 

Guest Speaker: Jeff Whetstone 

Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Studies, Studio Art 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Hosted by The Friends of the Ackland 

Single Tickets: $50 

Following lunch, guests are invited to the Ackland to view the 

exhibition. 

MFA students will be available in the galleries to talk about their 

work. 

For ticket information, 

contact Pat Hall at 919.843.3676 or pathall@email.unc.edu. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www,acklan&orq. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www~ackland~or~ for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor: ackland-eonews@unc=edu. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leaveo28782347o68410! 6~249aa! 67959ea4206ad98789df692e6e~tistserwunc=edu. 

Illustrations 

Burlon B. Craig, Lincoln County, 1914-2002. Five-gallon Face Jug, alkaline-glazed stoneware, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. 

Zug, III. 

Rose Piper, American, born 1917. Slow Down Freight Train, oil on canvas, 1946. Ackland Fund 

Lydia Anne McCarthy, Untitled, 2010, Digital C-print. 

I ~ AcklandArtMuse~m 1 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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Garnet Insider 3-1-11 LaKya Brookins Wins SEC Title, Baseball vs. Clemson 
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Baseball next up to take on rival Clemson 
Fourth-ranked Baseball will face #12 Clemson in a three game series this weekend. The first game is 
at home at Carolina Stadium on Friday at 7:00 PM. Saturday’s game will be at Fluor Field in 
Greenville (the Greenville Drive’s stadium) and Sunday’s game will be at Clemson. 

LaKya Brookins wins second consecutive 60-m dash SEC Championship 
Senior LaKya Brookins won her second consecutive SEC tire in the 60-m dash this past weekend at SEC 
Indoor Championships in Arkansas, becoming the first female to ever do so. Her winning time of 7.14 
seconds was the third fastest time in the world so far this year. Brookins will head to the NCAA 
Indoor Championships next, March 11-12. Congratulations and good luck to LaKya! 

Men’s Basketball Senior Night 
Seniors Sam Muldrow and Johndre Jefferson will be honored for Senior Night before the game vs. 
Tennessee at 7:00 PM on Thursday. Senior Night festivities begin approximately 15 minutes before the 
game so get there early to honor our seniors in their last regular season home game. We’ll also be 
honoring several student-athletes during halftime who were among our 52 student-athletes to have a 
perfect 4.0 GPA last semester. 

Football season ticket invoices available online 
Football season ticket applications are available online. Click here then log into your account for 
more information. Paper applications have been sent in the mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club 
members. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock Football season ticket holder for the first time? Click here for 
information. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Fans click 
here to see 
this week’s 

Baseball next up to take on 
rival Clemson 
Fourth-ranked Baseball will face #12 Clemson in a three 
game series this weekend. The first game is at home at 
Carolina Stadium on Friday at 7:00 PM. Saturday’s game 
will be at Fluor Field in Greenville (the Greenville Drive’s 
stadium) and Sunday’s game will be at Clemson. 

LaKya Brookins wins second 
consecutive 60-m dash SEC 
Championship 
Senior LaKya Brookins won her second consecutive SEC 
title in the 60-m dash this past weekend at SEC Indoor 
Championships in Arkansas, becoming the first female to 
ever do so. Her winning time of 7.14 seconds was the third 
fastest time in the world so far this year. Brookins will head 
to the NCAA Indoor Championships next, March 11-12. 
Congratulations and good luck to LaKya! 

Softball: Coach Smith Press Conference 2/28 

Track: LaK~ Brookins - SEC 60m Dash Champion 
Baseball: Coach Tanner Post-Game 
Baseball: SC vs, So,Illinois 

Gamecocks On Demand 
Free Video.I P’notos I RSS Feeds 

Look to vote 

Gamecock Athlete 

of the *Kca,r 
in Nqarch. 

Men’s Basketball Senior Night 
Seniors Sam Muldrow and Johndre Jefferson will be 
honored for Senior Night before the game vs. Tennessee 
at 7:00 PM on Thursday. Senior Night festivities begin 
approximately 15 minutes before the game so get there 
early to honor our seniors in their last regular season home 
game. We’ll also be honoring several student-athletes 
during halftime who were among our 52 student-athletes to 
have a perfect 4.0 GPA last semester. 

Football season ticket invoices 
available online 
Football season ticket applications are available online. 
Click here then log into your account for 
more information. Paper applications have been sent in the 
mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock Football season ticket 
holder for the first time? Click here for information. 

Men’s Basketball 
- Radio Broadcast Information For Tuesday Even!rig Events 
- Gamecocks Fall to Georq!a~ 64=48~ 
- Gamecocks Hold On to T 

with Brittan~ Lane: Sam Muldrow 
me for breakinq~ career blocks record 

Women’s Basketball 
- Walker Named Second-Team AII-SEC 
- South Carolina Grabs No= 5 Seed at SEC Tournament 
- Gamecocks Fall in 03 to Vanderbilt 

- Gamecocks Dro£ Overtime Decision at LSU 

Baseball 
- Radio Broadcast Information For Tuesda’~~ Eve~ Events 
- Reed’,~ River RivNr\~ Game From Fluor Field To Be 
Televised 
- Gamecocks Host Furman Tuesday !n First N~ght Game 

Of The 20! 1 Season 
- South Carolina Baseball Notebook 

- Gamecocks Swee~ Southern Illinois With 9-4 Victor’~ 
Series Finale 
- Gamecocks Defeat Southern Illinois 4=0 
- Gamecocks Hold Off Southern Illinois 10-6 
- Gamecock Radio Network Adds Affiliates For South 
Carolina Baseball 

- Baseball Announces ~o~tSouth ~ Packa~ 

Softball 
- Coach Smith Weeklg Press Conference 
- Elon Forces Doubleheader SNit with 8=1 Win over South 
Carolina 



Tues Mar 1 - Carolina Calls with Darrin Horn - 7 PM 
Wild Wing Cafe in the Vista 
Radio: 107.5 FM Gamecock Radio Network 

Tues Mar 1 - BSB vs. Furman - 7 PM 

Thurs Mar 3 - MBKB vs. Tennessee - 7 PM 
*Senior Night* 

TV: ESPN, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network- 107.5 FM Columbia 

Thurs Mar 3 - WBKB vs. Ole Miss - 7:30 PM 
*SEC Tournament First Round* - More Games TBD 
TV: FSN 
Radio: WISW 1320 AM 

Fri Mar 4 - MTN vs. Arkansas - 2 PM 

Fri Mar 4 - BSB vs. Clemson - 7 PM 

SatMar5-MBKB @Miss. State-2PM 
TV: ESPN2, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network- 107.5 FM Columbia 

Sat Mar 5 - BSB vs. Clemson - 4:15 PM 
At Fluor Field (Greenville, SC) 
Click Here for TV Information 

Sun Mar 6- MTN vs. LSU - 1 PM 

Sun Mar 6 - BSB @ Clemson - 2 PM 
TV: CSS 

Mon Mar 7 - "Inside the Roost" Radio Show - 7 PM 
Radio: 107.5 FM 

- ~qes’ Two-Hit Shutout Leads Gamecocks Past EIon 2~, 

- Kim Pietro Selected as South Carolina’s 20!1 SEC Great 
- Gamecocks Ro!/Past Charlotte~ 6°0 

Swimming & Diving 

- ~n Zack Named SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
- Selected Swimmers Head to Last Chance Meet 

Track & Field 
- LaKva Brookins Makes History With SEC 60m Title 
- Gamecock Quick Sprints o History In The Makinq 
- Matt Shuler Claims Pole Vault Bronze At SEC Indoors 

Equestrian 

- No. 8 BayIor Defeats South Carolina to win Best of the 
West Tournament 
- Gamecocks Fa!/to No. 9 Fresno State, 7-5 
- Gamecocks Swee~ MVP Honors in 9-3 Rout of No. 5 TCU 

Women’s Tennis 
- Gamecocks Dro~ 4°3 Decision at No. 12 Clemson 
- South Carolina Scores 6-1 Victor~ainst Winthro~ 

Men’s Golf 
- Bryan Fin!shes Third~ Gamecocks Fifth at Seahawk 
Invitational 

Volleyball 

- Scott Swanson Named Gamecock Head Volleyball Coach 

Football 
- John Butler Named S~pecial Teams Coordinator 
- Spurs Up Blog with Br!ttany Lanel Recruifln~ highly rated 

rGa 

honored b~t Greenville Touchdown Club 
with Brittanz Lane: Cliff Matthews takes SC 

traininq[ to the NFL Combine 

General Athletics 
with Brittan~ Lane: Successful intersection 

of academics and athletics at SO 

Workinq Together to Build the South Carolina 
Gamecock Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help 
support the University of South Carolina 

C~ick here for more irfformatio~ o~ this 
week’s home athletic events! 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To view a parking map of the area, see information 
on shuttle services and handicapped parking, please click 
here to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 

Gamecocks 
This Week’s Home Events: 3/1 - 3/6 
Successful intersection of academics and athletics at SC 
Spurs U~ Daily Round-U~: 2/28 Another sweep for 
Baseba/!~ another t!t!e for Brook!ns 
Lattimore honored ~ Greenville Touchdown 
Club 
Jewel Ma nized for Senior 

Single game tickets for 2011 Baseball and 
Softball are available now. Click here. 

Colonial Life Arena is having a pre-sale 
for Keith Urban tickets for Gamecock 
fans! The pre-sale is Thursday, March 
3rd, from 10 AM until 10 PM. 

Click here during the pre-sale 
hours and enter the codeword 
BETTERHALF 



Individual game tickets for Baseball went on sale to 
Gamecock Club members February 1st at 10 AM. 
Tickets for the first three games opened to the general 
public on February 8th, at 10 AM and the remainder of 
the games opened to everyone February 21st (excluding 
Clemson). 

Football season ticket invoices are now available 
online. Click here then log into your account for 
information. Paper applications have been sent in the mail 
to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@sc~ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
U niversity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here~ We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 

29208. 

Q: Mark Greene is a hotel owner and resides in Knoxville, 
Tennessee. Mr. Greene is a USC booster and always 
enjoys watching the USC Softball team play when they 
travel to Knoxville. Is it permissible for Mr. Greene to 
provide the softball team with a block of hotel rooms at no 
charge for the weekend series? 

A: Mr. Greene is only allowed to do this by completing the 
Gift-in-Kind Form provided through the Gamecock Club 
and gaining approval from the USC Athletic Department. 
Because it is permissible for USC to provide free lodging 
for the softball team for away-from-home competitions, Mr. 
Greene can donate a block of rooms to the University by 
using the Gift-in-Kind process. The University will provide 
hotel rooms to the Softball team as part of their team 
travel. 

South Carolina Athletics Department 

801 Lincoln St. Co umb a, SC 29208 
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Something Must Change 
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Good morning, 

The state of the American education system today is unacceptable. As many as one quarter of American students don[t finish high 
school. We’ve fallen to ninth place in the proportion of young people with college degrees. The quality of our math and science 
education lags behind many other nations. 

For the sake of the next generation, and America’s economic future, this has to change. 

Providing our nation’s students with a world-class education is a shared responsibility. We can’t out-compete the rest of the world in 
the 21st century global economy unless we out-educate them. It’s going to take all of us -- educators, parents, students, philanthropists, 
state and local leaders, and the federal government -- working together to prepare today [ s students for the jobs of the 21 st century. 

That’s why I want to hear from you. As President Obama’s chief advisor on domestic policy, I focus much of my time on education 
reform. As part of the White House [ s new Advise the Advisor program, I’ve posed a few key questions for parents, teachers and 
students to answer so we can get a sense of what[] s working in your communities -- and what needs to change. 

Take a minute to let me know what you think: 

[~:i!www.whitehouse.goviadvise?ml~ :source-emaiH00&t~t~rk.medim~wimage&alm c        advise] 
The good news is that we’re making progress and seeing improvements around the country already, focusing on our own Three R’s: 
responsibility, reform and results. 



Take Miami Central High School, where the President and I traveled on Friday. Several years ago, Miami Central was struggling. 
Achievement was lagging at the school, and morale was down. Graduation rates hovered at just 36 percent. But the Miami Central 
community came together. They set high expectations, and they did the hard work to reform their school. They’ve turned around their 
performance -- academic achievement is improving, and graduation rates have improved by nearly 30 points. Miami Central is now 
well on its way toward providing college and career readiness for its students. 

Today, we’re visiting TechBoston Academy, a great example of private-sector, non-profit and higher-education partners working with 
communities to help prepare students with the knowledge and skills they’ll need to succeed in college and careers. At TechBoston 
Academy sixth grade through twelfth grade students learn by using technology in their classrooms. Thanks to strong partners, 
TechBoston students have access to a 21st century curriculum, early enrollment in college classes, and an extended day program to 
provide enrichment and to deepen learning in core subjects. 

These schools in Miami and Boston are just two examples of success. I’m looking for feedback from more all-star schools, as well as 
your strategies and challenges to reform our education system. 

As I mentioned earlier, education reform is a shared responsibility for all of us, and it’s one that we at the White House take very 
seriously. 

Sincerely, 

Melody Barnes 
Director of the Domestic Policy Council 

P.S. If you’re passionate about education issues we’ve set up a special email list focused on education that will offer more frequent 
updates on the topic moving forward: 

[~:/iw, Ntehouse,g, ov?ut~rk source=email 100&utm ~edium=footer&utr~c ] 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Unsubscribe blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu [ es.whitehouse.goviaccountsiUSEOPWHisubscribe~/on~ _click_unsubscribe? 
dest~na~o~-b~ant~tmcaa~mc.edt~&verificati~n-.~.9c9c6~661~1ea1a~cdb49cc5214c492a] I Privacy Policy 
[~:Y~.~.w.~.hitehouse.~m~acv?utm source=emaill00&utm medium=footer&utm cam 
Please do not reply to tNs email. Contact the WNte House [~Eg!p:iiwww.whitehouse. ggvicor~mct? 
Nr~source=emaill00&um~ !~edium=footer&ut~ ~am           ] 

The White House [] 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW [] Washington, DC 20500 [] 202-456-1111 





Good morning, 

The state of the American education system today is unacceptable. As many as 

one quarter of American students don’t finish high school. We’ve fallen to ninth 

place in the proportion of young people with college degrees. The quality of our 

math and science education lags behind many other nations. 

For the sake of the next generation, and America’s economic future, this has to 

change. 

Providing our nation’s students with a world-class education is a shared 

responsibility. We can’t out-compete the rest of the world in the 21st century 
global economy unless we out-educate them. It’s going to take all of us -- 

educators, parents, students, philanthropists, state and local leaders, and the 
federal government -- working together to prepare today’s students for the jobs 

of the mst century. 

That’s why I want to hear from you. As President Obama’s chief advisor on 

domestic policy, I focus much of my time on education reform. As part of the 

White House’s new Advise the Advisor program, I’ve posed a few key questions 

for parents, teachers and students to answer so we can get a sense of what’s 

working in your communities -- and what needs to change. 

Take a minute to let me know what you think: 

The good news is that we’re making progress and seeing improvements around 

the country already, focusing on our own Three R’s: responsibility, reform and 
results. 

Take Miami Central High School, where the President and I traveled on Friday. 

Several years ago, Miami Central was struggling. Achievement was lagging at the 



school, and morale was down. Graduation rates hovered at just 36 percent. But 

the Miami Central community came together. They set high expectations, and 

they did the hard work to reform their school. They’ve turned around their 

performance -- academic achievement is improving, and graduation rates have 

improved by nearly 3o points. Miami Central is now well on its way toward 

providing college and career readiness for its students. 

Today, we’re visiting TeehBoston Academy, a great example of private-sector, 

non-profit and higher-education partners working with communities to help 

prepare students with the knowledge and skills they’ll need to succeed in college 

and careers. At TeehBoston Academy sixth grade through twelfth grade students 

learn by using technology in their classrooms. Thanks to strong partners, 

TeehBoston students have access to a 21st century curriculum, early enrollment 
in college classes, and an extended day program to provide enrichment and to 

deepen learning in core subjects. 

These schools in Miami and Boston are just two examples of success. I’m looking 

for feedback from more all-star schools, as well as your strategies and challenges 

to reform our education system. 

As I mentioned earlier, education reform is a shared responsibility for all of us, 

and it’s one that we at the White House take very seriously. 

Sincerely, 

Melody Barnes 

Director of the Domestic Policy Council 

P.S. If you’re passionate about education issues we’ve set up a special email list 

focused on education that will offer more frequent updates on the topic moving 

forward: 
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Garnet Insider 3-8-11 Baseball vs. Clemson TV info, Men’s Hoops heads to SEC 
Tourney 

TEXT.htm 

TV options for tonight’s Baseball game vs. Clemson 

The rubber game between South Carolina (8-1) and Clemson (7-2) will be Tuesday night in the Reedy 
River Rivalry Game located at Fluor Field in Greenville, S.C. First pitch is set for 7 p.m. The game 

can be heard live on the Gamecock Radio Network including flagship station 107.5 FM "The Game." It 

will also be televised live on WIS channel 10.2, Time Warner Cable Channel 121 in Columbia, WMYA 
My40 (Upstate) and WMMP (Charleston) as well as ESPN3.com. Click here for more info on tonight’s 
game. 

Men’s Basketball heads to SEC Tournament in Atlanta 
Men’s Basketball heads to Atlanta this week to take on Ole Miss in the first round of the SEC 
Tournament. The game will air live on TV on the SEC Network. Tip-off is set for 3:30 PM. 

Softball, Women’s Tennis open home SEC play 
Both Softball and Women’s Tennis open home SEC play this weekend. Softball hosts Ole Miss in a 
three-game weekend series while Women’s Tennis will play matches with Auburn and Alabama this 
weekend. Click here for more information. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



TV options for tonight’s 
Baseball game vs. Clemson 
The rubber game between South Carolina (8-1) and 
Clemson (7-2) will be Tuesday night in the Reedy River 
Rivalry Game located at Fluor Field in Greenville, S.C. First 
pitch is set for 7 p.m. The game can be heard live on the 
Gamecock Radio Network including flagship station 107.5 
FM "The Game." It will also be televised live on WIS 
channel 10.2, Time Warner Cable Channel 121 in 
Columbia, WMYA My40 (Upstate) and WMMP 
(Charleston) as well as ESPN3.com. Click here for more 

me. 

Men’s Basketball heads to SEC 
Tournament in Atlanta 
Men’s Basketball heads to Atlanta this week to take on Ole 
Miss in the first round of the SEC Tournament. The game 
will air live on TV on the SEC Network.,& Tip-off,& is set for 
3:30 PM. 

Football: 2011 South Carolina Football- Here We Come 
Baseball: Coach Tanner Post-Game Comments 
Softball: MoJly Brossart PostoGame Comments 
Men’s Basketball: Coach Horn Talks SEC Toume}L 
Life Skills: Dress for Success Event 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I £b#~#~ I RSS Feeds 

Softball, Women’s Tennis open 
home.& SEC play 
Both Softball and Women’s Tennis open home SEC play 
this weekend. Softball hosts Ole Miss in a three-game 
weekend series while Women’s Tennis will play matches 
with Auburn and Alabama this weekend. Click here for 
more information. 

Men’s Basketball 
- Muldrow Named SEC Defensive Player Of The Year 
~ton Named To AIFFreshman Team 
- Men’s HooB~ To Face Ole Miss In SEC Tournament First 
Round 
- Gamecocks Rally. Falls Short Ao~ainst Mississi 
58 
- Tennessee To£A 89M~h ~aro!!na, Z~:69 
-SEC Honors 12 Men’s Basketball Lec~ends 
- Malik Cooke Named To 2011 SEC Men’s Basketball 
Community Service Team 

Women’s Basketball 
- ~ Named to SEC Community Sen/ice Team,& 
- Gamecocks Fall in SEC Tournament Quarterfinals 
- Cor@lete Effo[t Delivers 62-50 Win Over Ole Miss 
- Coach Staley on the Team’s Bowling~ 

Baseball 
-South Carolina & Clemson Meet In Reed’£ River RivalPZ 
Game Tuesday At Fluor Field~ 
- South Carolina Baseball Notebook/~, 
- Ti9ers Claim Second Game Of Series V~1th 10o5 Win Over 
GamecocksA 
- Gamecocks =O..pen Series ~ainst Clemson With 6-3 Win 
- Gamecocks Earn 14-1 Victory Over Furman~, 

Softball 
- Dana Hathorn Earns SEC Softball Freshman of the Week 
Honors 
- South Carolina Softball Game Times Shift for ~ortSouth 

State Takes Wild Game from South Carolina ~ 



Tues Mar,&, 8,& - BSB vs. Clemson (Fluor Field) - 7 PM 
TV: WIS alternateA channel 10.2,& (TWC Digital Ch.121 
in Columbia), WMYA My40 (Upstate), WMMP 
(Charleston), ESPN3.com. 
Radio: Gamecock Radio Network- 107.5 FM Columbia,& 

Wed MarA 9A -A A Carolina Calls with Darrin Horn - 7 
PM 
Live from the SEC Tournament in Atlanta 
Radio:,& 107.5 FM Gamecock Radio NetworkA 

Wed Mar,& 9,& - BSB vs. Davidson - 7 PM 

Thurs,& Mar,& 10 -,& MBKB vs. Ole Miss - 3:30 PM 
*SEC Tournament First Round* - More Games TBD 
TV:,& SEC NetworkA 
Radio: Gamecock.& Radio Network- 107.5 FM Columbia 

Fri,& Mar,& 11 -,& ’¢,qN vs. Auburn - 2 PM 

Fri Mar,& 11,& - SFB vs. Ole Miss - 6 PM 

Fri,& Mar,& 11 - BSB vs. Cal State Bakersfield -,& 7 PM,& 

Sat Mar,& 12,& - SFB vs. Ole Miss - 2 PM 

Sat Mar 12 - BSB vs. Cal State Bakersfield - 4 PM 

Sun,& Mar,& 13,& - SFB vs. Ole Miss - 12 PM 

Sun Mar 13 - \2,,,~N vs. Alabama - 1 PM,& 

Sun Mar 13 - BSB vs.,& Cal State Bakersfield - 1:30 
PM,& 

Mort Mar 7 - "Inside the Roost" Radio Show - 7 PM 
Radio: ,& 107.5 FM 

C~ick here for more information on this 
week’s home athletic events! 

This Week’s Home Events: Baseba~!, Softba~!, W,Tenn!s 
action 

Baseball rivaIP~’ continues 
PreoS~ Practice Football De~ Chart Available 

Perfect 4,0 GPAs recognized at halftime 

Single gameA tickets for 2011 Baseball and 
Softball are available now. Click here. 

at R&U Miken Classic 
- Gamecocks Get a Sixqnnin@ 8=0 Win over Stom~ Brook 
- Twelve=Hit Barraqe Leads South Carolina Past Seton Ha!!~ 
9-2 
-~ Borchardt’s Plate Heroics Leads Gamecocks to 8~5 
Win over Providence 
- Mended Big Day at the Plate Lead South Carolina to 6=1 
Win at Winthro£ 

Swimming & Diving 
-,& Schaffer. ~vist Invited to NCAA Cham 

Track & Field 
- Gamecock Track Earns Three Entries for NCAA Indoor 

- Brookins Named USTFCCCA Southeast Rec~ion Athlete of 
the Year 
- Gamecock Quick S#rints ~ Primetime Gamecocks 

Equestrian 

- Gamecocks Fall to ~ in Latest Coaches Poll 

Men’s Tennis 
- Gamecocks Battle Late But Fall to LSU 5°2 
- Gamecocks U~pset Razorbacks in First SEC Match 

Women’s Tennis 
-South Carolina Falls 4-0 at LSU,& 
- Gamecocks Lose at Arkansas 4-3 

Men’s Golf 
- South Carolina Golf Mourns Passinq of David DuPre 

Women’s Soccer 
- Women’s Soccer To Host Fan A~preciation Clinic 

Men’s Soccer 

Volleyball 
- Scott Swanson Named Gamecock Head Volle’~’ball Coach 

Football 
- Gamecocks Announce S£rir~q Practice Schedule,& 
- PreoS£dn.g Dejpth Chart 

- ~urs U~o B!o~ with Brittan’~’ Lane: Pos~ion chan~jes~oing 
!nto s~dng footba!~ pract!ce 

CFL 
- S~urs U~ B!og with Br!ttany Lane: Recruiting h~h!~, rated ~n= 

General Athletics 
- Lane: Perfect 4~0 GPAs 

~nized at halttime 

Football season ticket invoices are now available 
online. Click here,& then log into your account for 
information.~, Paper applications have been,& sent in the 
mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
FootballA season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for irfformation. 

Workin~ Together to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~#g£ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@sc ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To view a parking map of the area, see information 
on,& shuttle services and handicapped parking, ~ ~i~k 

here to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 



You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio~n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question:,~ Johnny Greene is the star shortstop on the 
baseball team.,~ A friend he has known for a long time 
asked Johnny if he could provid~e him with a complimentary 
ticket to this weekend’s series.A Is Johnny’s friend allowed 
to repay Johnny in any way (i.e. a free meal, apparel, 
money)? 

Answer: No.,~ According to the NCAA bylaws in Section 
16.2.2 of the NCAA Manual, Johnny is not allowed to 
receive anything in return for pr£viding complimentary 
tickets to his family and friends.A Further, Johnny’s 
eligibility will be in danger if an extra benefit is provided. 

To reserve a suite or request further inferm~tien, please 

Elizabett~ Muth at (803)777-9126 or el]ibbons@rnailbexosc,edu, 

South Cerolins Athlet cs Department 

802 Lncon St~ Go umbia~ SG 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<j mboxill@email.unc, edu> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 3:50 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ESPN.com:No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes 

You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

The "No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes" story is located at 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

MyESPN Today 
To receive a personalized daily (M-F) update on your favorite teams, sports, columnists and other great ESPN content, sign up here: 

.com!merr~bersimodif~,News~e~ters?~eName-ESPNNewslet~erPa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 10, 2011 8:12 AM 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
"-Re: ESPN.com:No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes 

Text.htm 

Just another example of how the mixture of athletics and academics is virtually impossible to balance 

>>> 03/09/11 3:54 PM >>> 
You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

The "No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes" story is located at .comi~caai~ew sistor~?id=6197050 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

MyESPN Today 
To receive a personalized daily (M-F) update on your favorite teams, sports, columnists and other great ESPN content, sign up here: 

.comimembersimodif~News~etters?~eName=E SPNNewsletterPa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 8:45 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] Views: The Wrong Approach on NCAA Rules - Inside Higher Ed 

~:i/~J,~J,,~J,~.i~sidehighered.comiviews/2011/03/10/bethel raising_ncaao~ibilit~ star~dards for fi’eshmen would discriminate ~ainst athletes ~i"om bad ~chools 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:49 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uneaa.une.edu> 

8 Crunch Time Questions for Your Undecided Prospects 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 

Click here! 
i20 co~tstaatcontact com,~endei?ih-h.~,heq~lhah&v 00157CTive.~,l~m~KFACBcE033Cw~bw cNEk~G~2Jah0nLEh-GOvC~yR GkwX6mWW~PMafl~)~QbZks~a3C- 

evcwV0 Z~(S bVc DCzOrlI F}.~5o 1%z~ 
You’re receivfi~g tt~s email became of yore relafio~t~p with Tuilor Cdlegiate S~-ategies. 
Please confii~l 
~o://x, Jsito~20co~sta~*{co:~{actcom/c{sp?11r b,a, he~bab&l- 11048345306775611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,zd: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:i/visitor cor~:~tantcontact co~’do?p ~u~&m 00 lXn,~? %3D%3D&se 001 ub3tX TiVJM%3D&>001-Jz3FA516V fBUXoaW7VZA%3D%3D&reasor~ 001I~:~{gsU%3D&lh h>Ategnhah 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the I~Ufion’s top prospects for flee. [ il~ab&e>110483d530677&s: 56i 14&e=001 vshlU-YYk 
l~.hO4ftetitP~zKHw6OG~tH13t~_vWv7oXY9 5PMKb5EH9cFoTv0rG65P ] 

Tuilor Collegiate Strategies [hl&~:!/,20 rs6 ~let/t~l ~;~?11r: bwhe~tnbab&e{- 1104834530677&,q =56114&e :00 lvshrU- 
YY1~tlwOAozz.~ KGBiCZra erPPTerZJw2cGQNold992PIL8 MmUNCPB61Ev6nTm, CScSg{MYcgf~’gbcwdpWewr~a~iBZ3XO3-Ws-HKiXC~kQCXZYov~ ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

March 15, 2011 

VOl 7, Issue 11 

8 Clllrlch Time Questio~ls to Ask Your Undecided Prospects 

rPPTerZJw2cG©Noid992PIL8 MmUNCPBdlEv6n%.~vCSc                            Z3XO3-Ws-H.~.XC                ]Buzzer 
beaters are great to watch tiffs lime of year. 

U~fless, of comse, you’re talki~g about your reci~ts. The~. buzzer beaters aren’t 
so much fml. 

Fm talking about tiffs time of year, when your list of prime recruits is clwindlii~g, 
anil you want allswers. But they’re holdii~g out, or not retm~ling your emails as 
often as they used to, or just generally giving you tile feeling thut there is somethii~g 
tiley’re not tellii~g you. 

This was a topic thut came up in tile office last week as our staff was workii~g on 

a strategy for a client who was having trouble gettii~g tile troth from a prospect 
they were entelii~g tile final stages with, and needed help. Since time is of the 
essence, lets get straight to tile point...here are our Top 8 clamch time questions 
(in no particular order) to ask your undecided prospects: 

1. "What do you see left on your to-ilo list as you go ttnough your final decision 
making?" You want to see if you huve your prospect verbalize any relnailffllg questions 
tilat are left unanswered. If they list somethii~g, your top priority should be to 
get answers to thut question or help ttlem check-off those ttffi~gs left on your list. 
2. "What are your parents sayii~g about tiffs whole tiffing?" You don’t want to be 
too specific with tiffs. Don’t ask, "Whut are your parents saying about waiting 
to make a decision", because then their answers are going to be... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOd834530677&s 56114&e ~vshi.U-YYkmya8uFcqfn~Ffb9n5PHjErXAi~CS~FRu9CYU9Xw37TJXmp~E-AaT~IDSTth3~VV9t- 
ErCH feW~uvQu57Cp2fQxiRYd4cVawbdRMy3uB43s~a83Ew~YXanQ5GRccfwU9RpiC~7ZTuuyUn~LBilvV7cyIv9qxLqeT56v24SWa 5ZNHffGdhU3QEuuM] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104834530677&s 56114&e ~vsIu.U-YYkmz8q4~n~8CQ4fPe6Bp2~8vPWfB~Yng-q3KZbEnRfKQ2MGGilQxVpZSZIjjXD36ilNole635~UccZ- 
4aGlkebU6VnlzLOZkUNuttAQn~6MgtNN8uDNOQUZgPsIHP6a8pLdJt5C3dD1Lj8JRk PJE 7hdSSHHWxgAc¥~!074biYiUeIOECTSMs- 
ap37KQzpzofe J6hhR 11ORHgyXe sJ8 MpSzmjtcTZxAQ SaGJv¥~Vn8 GkQ5gdRRu 4kczqw ldeFFoaERiMWQ fX6I 3uEKYN0hi-bU8IbAN] 
Follow us on Twitter [}~_~p:/’/~2Ors6net,’txt~nbah&e>l 104834530677&~56114&e 00 lvst~A-YY1cmzXaX91mhvN-ALroq@#Ah/S99UtI.MCGOl~,V’_3w5n-mefZTd~a5tolLSp.7~!O: 

i6JMn6Gx~¢~hML4q~Pa872WN~25qOIIlhoOc~A~T1L,~qH2~] 

Lodestone Social Media [~’~ £~0r.% ~let/*~>j~hec~>&e*- 1104834530677&s 56114&e 001vsb,de- 
YYKm2~,~\~qoLtKI Al0bKP0DDbfPzPlkI                                                2t~wiNXMtlhVoP4~q’- 1                                      ] 

Click here [tttrp://~.’.@~Ao’?llrh’~,Z~qnhab&e>1104834530677&s 56114&e 001vshiU-YYkmk3WX~¢/bLuG zhObKPODDbf2zPlkIqLbH3d~.L.VQPQChiGOAgLCI~C-Wq~V2awiNXMuhVoP4FT- 
1 c >~’viTt~oxZ{63RO kg. 8TDaO4V~v ] 
to fred your social media solution 

How to Never Forget a Great Coachii~g Idea Again 

Front Rush [                      fir ~£.q~.~bab&et 1104834530677&s 561 ld&e 001vstnL-YYl~:: 
~l]£ppbOSq3BP\ kyEAzpTNx1RmUmUd6GQiPOFQFUbHDTUR-LRbQ ]by 
Sean Devlii~ Front R~h [~>://~20rs6net~p?1h b,5,heqnbab&e~- 1104834530677&s: 56114&e: 00 lvs~U-YYkmwZNOlxW~ANFhfX~WbH5vADHT~3Z6emfi~m~]<PxbY-VFR- 
8OdhV>, NWVrB~¢2br 15T’~J Ffhhoi K4vSw- SZkf;~4o~vI VIiD-W1 x2hwa3 D9 ~[~ 0 qu4X7mBT                 ] 

Have you ever been in tile wild and come up with all idea or needed to jot something 
clown or wanted to remind yoreself of something? Have you ever hud a friend or colleague 
tell you about a great book, or a cool site or showed you a place to visit? 

How have you remen~bered these ttffi~gs? Did you take a mental pictm-e or scribble 
it on a piece of paper or maybe even your hunil? How many times did you forget 
about it later or lose thut piece of paper, or ended up washing it offyour hanil? 

O.K., lots questions thrown at you at once! 

We certailily have 11111 into tiffs ourselves, anil a great app we use to solve tiffs 
pi-oblem is called Evemote [ 

]. 
We have no affiliation with Evemote, we just ttffllk it is a great proiluct. 



Evernote is an app that can exist on rite web or on yotn- iPhone, or An&-oid or Desktop 
or iPad or pretty much everywhere you are. It allows you to quickly take a note, 
whether its by typing it in. or recordfl~g yotn- voice, or even taking a picttn-e. 
It even lets you... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h{lp://r20 rs6 ne~Jln isp?llr %,~.heqnbah&e~- 1104834530677&s 56114&e 001 vshiU-YY1<rrI,,,I~’UY1FBkLM~ZirXBcLZ2LXQMJedI, K- 
Wi ¥ K\ 1 ~qM lk \dei F}, 3~_tl WM ~, ii~17 F,r/e~, FXo ~                     2P’IAI)T f( ;,LN, ODw ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104834530677&s 56114&e ~vsin.U-YYkmz8q4~m8CQ4fPe6Bp2~8vPWfBT~Yng-q3KZbEnRfKQ2MGGdQxVpZSZIjjXD36dN~ie635~UccZ- 
4aGlkebU6VnlzLOZkUNuttAQm6MgtNN8uDNOQUZgPsIHP6a8pLdJt5C3dD1Lj8JRk PIE 7hdSSHHWxgAc¥~!074biYiUeIOECTSMs- 
ap37KQzpzofe J6tflkR 11ORHgyXe sJ8 MpSzmjtcTZxAQ SaGJvV~Vn8 GkQ5gdRRa 4kczqw ldeFFoaERiMWQ fX6I 3uEKYN0hibU8IbAN] 
Follow us on Twitter [~¢~:.,’.l~20rs~ :rletq~ isp?llr= bv,.heq~b~b&e~- 1104834530677&~5~114&e=00 iv.~O -YYkmzXaXgm~5~,N-ALroqQw WS99UtLMCGOJv,~3w5n-nle£ZTd’~5toiLSgYo- 

@lilhoOc~ET l~,d2cg ] 

Dattfish [~ 0 rs6~nel/~n~i~ci~Oo>3o&e>l 104834530677&~56114&e O01vsML. YY~2qjXxeVLlx¥1mSW5GD1Qg£aSSO~aA4bwY4P~I’O3c~:H~df\~.~u~sdff~D- 
MLLDzV4x61 G.pz~,’~oA;.1~UU6DANELcsKbrc41redL, df?~.£q’N 1 uo~] 
The #1 Coachi~]g Tool in the World 
CLICK HERE [l~r,. ~ !’ r20~tjs~q{lbah&e> 1104834530677&s:::561 i4&e 001vshlU- 
Y 2/~ UVScNhmgWHzf~i NRd88FsBwlHZUlhhb,a. \,\,qJvM3 GOL1 JZBZb 1 V9zB~;Zh~ _] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Two College Basketball Documentaries Tell the I~tside StolT of the "Rtnuffn’ Rebels" 
and "Fab Five" 

Tark the St~ark’s "Rm~fiff Rebels" [~N)://120rs6ner,’~               ab&e>1104834530677&~56114&e 
k’~’½~w~’~SZra erPPTerZJw2cG()Noid992PIL8 Mml~NCPB6IEv6n?uvCSc ]On 
tt~e eve of this seasoffs NCAA tournament, the premiere of two documentaries -- HBO’s 
"Rmmin’ Rebels of UNLV" and ESPN’s "Fab Five" -- remind us why college basketball 
is so special, and why these two programs were so memorable. 

Both UNLV and Michigan bronghi a new dy~amic to the sport and did so in conttoversial 
l:~shion. Under coach JelTy Tarkania~. UNLV basketball became part of the glitzy 
entertainment landscape of Las Vegas and lived up its Rtnuffn’ Rebels nick~ame. Michigan 
stin-ed it up by going to an all-freshmen star tii~g lineup and expanded its i~ffluence 
with its style. Thai~ks to the Fab Five, black socks, black shoes, baggy shorts and 
shaved heads became a phenomenon across the nation. 

Here’s a look at how the networks t~andled the productio~ts... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1104834530677&s 56114&e 00 lvshiU- 
YYkmw88RUPq6Cgj3vwLOs~tA ebsXf6BZC AZ~xALhkc~ZsAXeBsJ3ZKMXVXJ8gaQcQTY~6bL~7~buhgG~mtXC~Th3x~cTt7JLsW~SKEZ~my7~KauEJiAd4wIsJk~ddIQ9Z~v’g BRLEtRWILOTFJgI¥~VTqGllXVeF3t 

-SLMZ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104834530677&s 56114&e ~vsin.U-YYkmz8q4~m8CQ4fPe6Bp2~8vPWfBT~Yng-q3KZbEnRfKQ2MGGdQxVpZSZIjjXD36dN~ie635~UccZ- 
4aGlkebU6VnlzLOZkUNuttAQm6MgtNN8uDNOQUZgPsIHP6a8pLdJt5C3dD1Lj8JRk PIE 7hdSSHHWxgAc¥~!074biYiUeIOECTSMs- 
ap37KQzpzofe J6htkR 11ORHgyXe sJ8 MpSzmjtcTZxAQ SaGJvV~Vn8 GkQ5gdRRa 4kczqw ldeFFoaERiMWQ fX6I 3uEKYN0hibU8IbAN] 
Follow us on Twitter [~¢~:.,’.l~20rs~ :rlet,~ isp?llr= bv,.heq~b~b&e~- 1104834530~77&~5~114&e=00 iv.~O -YYkmzXaXgm~5~N-ALroqQw \VS99UtLMCGOJv,~3w5n-nle£ZTd’~5toiLSg¥o- 

@lilhoOc~ET l~,d2cN ] 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104834530677&s 56114&e 00 lvsinU- 
YYkmwm4R300I4gUgp5 C2xdYP1Q S AovmyQD4z0KVzRL a qGcTld~8UcyiJj ddz3 SIxyAlnWD I vUE Q kHg S~tN825 P ilbPWi2 I~nL 27q4DluVYBuVxHtJzP4Qu79 dIB F yo 19 e for 3RS S2finynHUxl c km- 
yghUoyZ 1 gALpqUO8PQ96GQmZklXTztbilg SFlnv2gm0a871 c5ta~g-mi~<gtLURItVTsbiC2 P0eO5TE 0Xw3 LelUYP~tL oA ] 

The Latest on Ore Facebook Page: 

Major College Progn-am in Hot Water Over Payment to Questionable Selwice 

LSU t~as just coitfirmed tt~at their football program made payments to a questionable 
recmiti~g selwice tt~at is being investigated by the NCAA. It’s a growi~g ttend...read 
about it on ore Facebook fan page. 

For that story, plus a complete library of ore past featm-ed articles - as well 
as tt-aining videos feattning Dan Tudor - just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104834530677&s 56114&e 00 lvshiU-YYkmyUGTFRTCKt~ZdykQ-2j2mRHPFWPj- 
llIpvTLATE4PaGVZmGP3VQRTqm2t4bTuXyLmjbfv2Mbxb0C58kJtLEY8t 17j 1J65LLOXgT 1 ~3VdD 10iuEVt J37bgWshwkjT1AxKPjiFCsFgeWlkgN6VFzJOZ1Q5 qU6UIgYEyDj2xcjW4 S- 8yxT FcUc]. 

Anddofft forgetaboutom-dailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [ll~p:i!,20 rsd:r~t,la~isp?llr b-¢~heqvbvd~&et~ 1104834530677&~ 56114&e 00ivsMO- 

YY~‘~‘kFVI‘d~MKH~Ukh‘a‘BeAZ~tH7~f‘‘:~SweYp~p~JaiGWK~CT7Gc~WwR~f~AmbeJ7q1z~FL4CmQi1QHickvHg52idg~x~\~gh~‘a~a~I~LR~-~ GQAqYBXDTmXn YiP_] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104834530677&s 56114&e ~vsin.U-YYkmz8q4~m8CQ4fPe6Bp2~8vPWfBT~Yng-q3KZbEnRfKQ2MGGdQxVpZSZIjjXD36dN~ie635~UccZ- 
4aGlkebU6VnlzLOZkUNuttAQm6MgtNN8uDNOQUZgPsIHP6a8pLdJt5C3dD1Lj8JRk PIE 7hdSSHHWxgAc¥~!074biYiUeIOECTSMs- 
ap37KQzpzofe J6htkR 11ORHgyXe sJ8 MpSzmjtcTZxAQ SaGJvV~Vn8 GkQ5gdRRa 4kczqw ldeFFoaERiMWQ fX6I 3uEKYN0hibU8IbAN] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                bab&et 1 I04834530677&s: 56114&e :O01vshiU-YYk~rLaXaXg*ln5vN-ALrotLQ,a.\~,rS99UtLMCGOJ\!~3w5n-mefZ1dP5tuiLSgyo-_ 
i6 JMn6Cx~,n5ML4q               I 1 hoOcEZQbaiFT 1 UmB0kgHH2c~] 

FrontRush[t>~p:!/~2Ors6net/misp?llr b,~.heqnbab&e~- 1104834530677&~56114&e 001vshlU- 
YYkmwd\Vf(~f’kKd0zv5kxEFPFLt~LG6FcZEt&,c3Wio2Cm2BLuEwt01hw2vZ 9~RulgOht~LMF2pPT5YWT.2sDTp~IpMSiK~/W XQxi~U2RKdfUS~ynBTlhSGKVSO~mzlU5tRBHtl5v0ka0qmaM~,, ] 

National Recmhing Co~fference for College Coaches and Plamted for Jmte 3-5 in Nashville 

Nashville NCRC [tltl?~:/!~2Ors6neE~:nisp?lh~ bwtleq1~bab&el~ :1104S34530677&s =56114&e 00 lvshlD- 
YYl~lwQ~,~CZra erPPTerZJw2cGONoid992PIL8 MmUNCPB61Ev6nT~.~vCSc Wew~AA~BZ3 ]Final 
speaker and topic schedNes are ahnost complete, as college coaches fiom aromtd 
~e com~N get rea@ for the 2011 National Collegiate Rec~fi~g Conference [ ~b&e~ 1104834530677&~5~1 

] 
in Nashville, Te~messee tiffs co~Nng J~e 3-5. 

The line-up is set to feattn-e several rec~ting experts, college coaches, a former 
Dallas Cowboy ttn~ed successful businessman,, a nationally renowned body language 
expert who can teach you to read yore prospect, and Dan Tudor talking about the 
latest stt-ategies coaches should know as they prepare for their next recruiting 
year. 

"Last year, ore attendees gave us great ideas on how to make tiffs next conference 
even better than before", says Dan Tudor, President of Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies. 
"As good as last year’s NCRC event was, I tiff ~k tiffs year is going to be even better." 

The early registt-ation discotmt is still available for interested coaches, and tiffs 



year featm-es an incredible co~fference center setting and a block of special discomlted 
hotel rooms for a~endees... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~.O://~20rsd*~etz~ni&o?lh-bwhe%~lbab&e~1104834530677&s 56114&e 001vshi~- 
~;/~cl 4UOg. f~."~’.~tL)PpHTML JE 4{p 1                                        2A                                                           ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104834530677&s 56114&e ~vshi.U-YYkmz8q4~m8CQ4fpe6Bp2~8vPWfBT~Yng-q3KZbEnRfKQ2MGGdQxVpZSZIjjXD36dN~ie635~UccZ- 
4aGlkebU6VnlzLOZkUNutkAQm6MgtNN8uDNOQUZgPsIHP6a8pLdJt5C3dD1Lj8JRk PJE 7hdSSHHWxgAc¥~!074biYiUeIOECTSMs- 
ap37KQzpzofe J6htflZ 11ORHgyXe sJ8 MpSzmjtcTZxAQ SaGJv¥~Vn8 GkQ5gdRRu 4kczqw ldeFFoaERiMWQ fX6I 3uEKYN0hibU8IbAN] 
Follow us on Twitter [t~p:/7120 r s6 net/~ isp?lir: D~,,heq~bab&e~ 1104834530677&s 56114&el 00 lvshi~J-YYkmzXaXg~Sv\ - ALroqQvvWS99UtLMCGO1vvBw5~>mefZTdP5toiLSgY~o- 

i6 JM~t6Gx~n5ML4                              FT 1UmB~qd~] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104834530677&s 56114&e 001vshiU- 
YYkmxmq5 GAjkKTY5~y74xWPNYTctQI~Dg~Jp65CdDyl FqVwBko6oMXYCscGYooqgcK ZoBDkJ6sFOUxlmgZgchTiLXduOUbwDZaTOOzM-- 
5yYtbXdx217DnUVPgjrbQADrNv0Wo2dTF9AhHqP J79 FQ1Be XzxxSBwYWuE KBE aHqC 1 gTmy0gNsYxYCMWZWdsKjyrl8M ]The 
Experts Teach YOU tile Latest Wi~uhilg Reci~fing Techiffques 
REGISTER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [h~:/.q20 rs6 net/~q {sp?llr bv,.heclnbab&el~ 1104834530677&~56114&e 001vst~U- 

Y Y ktw~cgZ Ppcl 4U O Sfk, 393 t~GP 1~5 f ~q ,JE 4[~ 13 zML N 4kaO62 U S W 1P 36g)~1487 Xq R~Q6 e S/~,,q~2A ~&&JK 7N O~ 9Q~ p~. S~lo~@ 1 QjO Vz ~E chewer d F Z Iv X ] 

5 Ways to Use Your Recmhing Se~ses 

Your reci~fing senses [hal>l/k20 rs6 1te~a’hl {sp?llr: b,adleqnbab&et 1104834530677&~56114&e 00 lvsl~xL- 
YYkmw©Aozx KGBiCZra erPPTerZJw2cGQNoid992PIL8 MmtJNCPB61Ev6~t’7ovCScSgiMYcgl>gbcwd0Wew~AAiBZ3XO3-Ws-HKiXCgkQCbC;’Yov~]The 
coach I was visiti~g appearedto be slightly insane. At first glance, anyway. 

She was walki~g as we were discussi~g whut she told visiling prospects in her new 
locker room. As she walked, she held up what looked like a perfume bo~le and gave 
one li~le squirt evelT two or thiee steps. 

After seeing her continue tiffs ritual into the hallway, I hud to ask her wily she 
was doiI~g what she was doiI~g. 

Her answer was borderline blilliant: She was usi~g scent to add to tile overall "experience" 
that their recruits would encomlter later tt~ut mor~hilg. 

Thii~k it’s a minor detail thut is recmitii~g overkill? Maybe you should thii~k again... 

Most reci~ters focus on written messages and phone calls to get their message across 
and create a "feeli~g" that their program is goi~g to be tile right fit. That mea~s 
ttlat two primary senses, sight and somld, are used to make that connection. 

However, studies show that most "buyers" going thi-ongh a decision making process 
(your recruit and his or her l:omily) use other sei~ses to make decisioi~s, as well... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hrrp:/,q20rsdnet,tai~?li~bwhecg~bab&e>:1104834530677&s 56114&e 001vshiU- 
YY~wQ5klmGQD1v?6t2h191V9b~q~W7Rg~EcwuCvl~w~8vq9E~5na6~Ub9iL~85Sr~R~V\~1OHcSd1%~P~C~3UTKl~cLJI3nEL~xd’~‘M~\NY9vd~>*~F~4-VVI~ >,IJNIOD~21Qc>bQw YuklXu2ep3?Z:o2] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104834530677&s 56114&e ~vshi.U-YYkmz8q4~m8CQ4fpe6Bp2~8vPWfBT~Yng-q3KZbEnRfKQ2MGGdQxVpZSZIjjXD36dN~ie635~UccZ- 
4aGlkebU6VnlzLOZkUNutkAQm6MgtNN8uDNOQUZgPsIHP6a8pLdJt5C3dD1Lj8JRk PJE 7hdSSHHWxgAc¥~!074biYiUeIOECTSMs- 
ap37KQzpzofe J6htflZ 11ORHgyXe sJ8 MpSzmjtcTZxAQ SaGJv¥~Vn8 GkQ5gdRRu 4kczqw ldeFFoaERiMWQ fX6I 3uEKYN0hibU8IbAN] 

Followus onTwitter [t~r~s0~,tul~ab&e~l104834530677&~56114&e O01vstlx~J.YYl~zXaX9n>SvN-ALrocQwWS99UtI~MCGOl~dPS~oiL,~o- 
i6 JM~6Gxv r~5MLdflaFa872wN{5~0II 1 hoOcEZObaiF’I’l UmB0kgtIH2cg~] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~t~:/!t~ico~sta~tco~tactcom/saif>o ab&m 1101038493377&ea bla~{o~oJlcaaus.~cedu&~::1104834530677 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by den@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Ad&ess 

5~O:I/visitolco>sta~t~contactco~’do~ oo&rl :00IVW 3D%3D&se 00iubBtX TiVJM%3D&>001-Jz3FA516V fB[JXoaW7VXA%BD%3D&reaso:~ :001I~p~sO%BD&lh-b,~.tlecg~bab 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubsclibe(TM) 
l~lIlo://\dsJtorconstatdcorltactco~*~do?Io ux~&m 001VWg3cidcLm,/TQ91wFdweFQ%3D%3D&se=00iut~3tX TiVJM%3D&t- 001-Jz3FA516V fBUXoa\~,rTVZA%3D%3D&reaso*~0011qezp©bqEsU%3D&/1~ bv,.tleq*~t.>Ja 

Privacy Po~cy: 

O~line Malkefi~g by 

Co~stant Contact(R) 
~://~,>,w cor~stai~tco~ttactco~>Jheme &cc TEM News 216 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 15,2011 6:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 3 - 15-11 

TEXT.htm 

Women’s Basketball hosts first round of WNIT vs. App State 
Women’s Basketball will host Appalachian State in the first round of the Women’s NIT this Wednesday 
in Columbia at 7:00 PM. Click here for more information. Tickets are just $8 for adults and $5 for 
youth (17 & under), students, faculty & staff. Click here for more information on the match-up. 

LaKya Brookins wins national title in 60-m dash 

LaKya Brookins (pictured below) won her second National Championship in the 60-meter dash this past 
weekend at the Indoor Track & Field NCAA Championships. Her time of 7.09 is a collegiate record and 

the fastest time ran in the event so far this year. 

Baseball opens SEC play vs. Georgia 
Baseball opens SEC play with a three game weekend series vs. Georgia with games on Friday (7:00 PM, 
less than 100 bleacher seats available), Saturday (4:00 PM, standing room only available), and 
Sunday (1:30 PM, bleachers and standing room tickets available). Click here for ticket information. 

Football opens spring practice 
Football opened with the first of 15 spring practices this afternoon. All practices and scrimmages 
are free and open to the public. No autographs allowed and no photography allowed after the first 15 
minutes. Click here for more information 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 
Click Here to View as a Web Pao£ 

Greetings from The Carolina Club! 

Opening in 1993, The Carolina Club continues to fulfill one of its 
most important founding missions - to serve the faculty and staff 
of The University of North Carolina with a comfortable and 
affordable private club. We are proud to be a part of the rich 
history and traditions of The University, and we invite UNC 
faculty and staff to join at a reduced initiation fee of $100 
through April 30, 2011. Monthly dues will still apply and range 
from $26-$31 per month for UNC faculty and staff. 

Located in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center between Stadium 
Drive and the Ramshead Center, the Club provides a pleasant, 
upscale environment for meeting colleagues, entertaining donors 
and dining in warm and friendly on-campus surroundings. If you 
are already a Club Member, please share with your 
colleagues how you use your Club! 

Here’s an overview of the benefits our nearly 2,500 Members 
enjoy: 

Lunch and dinner service in O’Herron’s, our casual grill, 
and Traditions, the Main Dining Room. 

Diverse menu options, including our affordable lunch buffet 
- great food and warm, personalized service! 

Seven private dining rooms available for business or social 
events - meetings, symposiums, rehearsal dinners, 
wedding receptions, and more - all with no room fees! 

Special billing for University entertaining, recognizing the 
University’s tax-exempt status. 

Social activities and special events including Football 
Tailgates, Jazz Nights, Family Friendly events, Holiday 
Celebrations, and other Arts and Educational 
programming. 

Social, dining, and golf privileges at the ClubCorp network 
of over 140 Associate Clubs and 800 affiliates across the 
country and internationally. 

Welcome Gilt valued at $80, loyalty rewards, and 
complimentary dining offers throughout the year. 

Membership in The Carolina Club is an exclusive benefit of 



membership in the General Alumni Association. We welcome 
alumni and non-alumni alike, and if you’re not a GAA member, 
we’ll be happy to facilitate your membership. Please contact the 
Club’s membership director, Vandora Davis, with any questions 
you may have, to arrange a tour of the Club or if you need a 
membership application; 919-962-0021 or 
vandora,davis@ourclub,com. 

Check us out at ~z//www,carolinaoclub,com; see what’s 
happening at the Club 
at ~ziiwww.clubnewsmaker, neticarolinaclub; find us at 
~://facebook,com/carolinaclub. We’re looking forward to 
welcoming you to The Carolina Club soon! 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you 

provided your email address to the Club, either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform 

you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Melody Barnes, The White House" <info@messages.whitehouse.gov> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Did You See President Obama’s Education Speech? 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 

On Monday, President Obama gave a speech on education reform, addressing challenges that need to be tackled if we’re going to out- 
educate the rest of the world. In a global economy that’s more competitive and connected than ever before, we need to invest our time 
and resources to ensure our Nation’s children are ready for the jobs of the future. As you’ll see, the President laid out how we can all 
work together to ensure that every child gets ahead: 

[~ :/iwww.whitehouse.go~/Nog/2011/03/14ipresiden~oobamaoit-s-aot-enough-lea~e-no-cNld-behmd-we-~eedohelpoe~er~ ochildo~ 
a?mm source=email102&~m~ medium=imaKe&~tm cam~:ed~catio~q 

If you haven~St heard of "No Child Left Belfind," reach out to a teacher you know, and ask about it. This major education legislation 
has inspired heated debate since it passed in 2001, and most experts agree it needs to be improved. 

The President’s speech on Monday details reforms to the legislation that will ensure we not only leave no child behind, but also that 
we help every student get ahead, including: 

* A flexible and focused accountability system that promotes shared responsibility, college and career readiness, and rewards 
achievement. 

* Support for reform and innovation at the state and local level that will empower both principals and teachers. 
* New efforts to drive resources and reform to the Nation’s persistently low-performing schools and those with the greatest 

achievement gaps, and to ensure there is a great teacher in every classroom and a great principal in every school. 



You’ll also hear the President talking about the importance of a bottom-up strategy for reform. We need to get the best ideas bubbling 
up from states, educators, and parents across the country, and then replicate them in places that need help. 

That’s why I asked for Americans’ ideas on education reform last week, and the feedback has been terrific. 

Thousands of responses show broad consensus that the responsibility for our kids’ educations begins at home [] that parents are taking 
the time to expand on the lessons learned in the classroom and that teaching fundamental values is irreplaceable. As Wilbur from 
Nebraska put it: 

What works for any school is a high level of involvement by both parents and teachers. Technology is great but the level of 
involvement by parents and teachers make great schools. The plan should be how to get parents move involved in their children’s 
education. 

As the President said in his speech, over the next 10 years, nearly half of all jobs will require something more than a high school 
diploma. In the long ran, there is no better economic policy than one that invests in our children[]s future. Nickolaus from Virginia 
points out: 

Students spend too much time sitting and listening to lectures, and they have too little time doing hands-on projects with modem tools 
and diagnostic systems. America’s future depends on hands-on engineers and technologists, and we need to do more to encourage 
students in these fields. 

When we finish reviewing all of the comments, we [] 11 post a follow up on the White House website. In the meantime, I hope you [] 11 
take a few minutes to watch President Obama’s speech [}rttp://~,ww,whitehouse.gow~ologi2011103/141presider~t-obama-it-sortot- 
eno~@>~eaveo~o-cl~i~d-bel~irtd-we-need-he~p-everv-c~a~d-get-a? 
utr~L~soume=er~mi1102&utm_ .medium=image&utm cam~rt=educatiort]. 

Sincerely, 

Melody Barnes 
Director of the Domestic Policy Council 

[~ :i!www.wl~tehouse.gov %{m_ 5o~rce-emaiH O2&u~R~,~edimn=image&mm ca~r~:educmior~] 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Unsubscribe blanton@uncaa.unc.edu [~s:iimessages.whitehouse.goviaccourtts/USEOPWHisubscriberione click unsubscribe? 
verKicatior~=3.9c9c686617 lealagcdb49cc5214c492a&desti~m~ion=bla~to~mcaa.unc.ed~] I Privacy Policy 
[~:iiw.ww.wNte}~ouse          %tin soume=er~mil 102&utm medium=image&ram cam~rt=educationl 



Please do not reply to this email. Contact the White House [~tlp:iiwww.wl~itel~ot~se.govicon~act? 
~t~ ~source=emaiH02&u~m~ ~edium=image&utm ca~r~=education] 

The White House [] 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW [] Washington, DC 20500 [] 202-456-1111 



Good afternoon, 

On Monday, President 0bama gave a speech on education reform, addressing 

challenges that need to be tackled if we’re going to out-educate the rest of the 

world. In a global economy that’s more competitive and connected than ever 

before, we need to invest our time and resources to ensure our Nation’s children 
are ready for the jobs of the future. As you’ll see, the President laid out how we 

can all work together to ensure that every child gets ahead: 

If you haven’t heard of "No Child Left Behind," reach out to a teacher you know, 

and ask about it. This major education legislation has inspired heated debate 

since it passed in 2ool, and most experts agree it needs to be improved. 

The President’s speech on Monday details reforms to the legislation that will 

ensure we not only leave no child behind, but also that we help every student get 

ahead, including: 

A flexible and focused accountability system that promotes shared 

responsibility, college and career readiness, and rewards achievement. 

Support for reform and innovation at the state and local level that will 

empower both principals and teachers. 

New efforts to drive resources and reform to the Nation’s persistently low- 

performing schools and those with the greatest achievement gaps, and to 

ensure there is a great teacher in every classroom and a great principal in 

every school. 



You’ll also hear the President talking about the importance of a bottom-up 

strategy for reform. We need to get the best ideas bubbling up from states, 

educators, and parents across the country, and then replicate them in places that 

need help. 

That’s why I asked for Americans’ ideas on education reform last week, and the 

feedback has been terrific. 

Thousands of responses shout broad consensus that the responsibility for our 

kids’ educations begins at home - that parents are taking the time to expand on 

the lessons learned in the classroom and that teaching fundamental values is 

irreplaceable. As Wilbur from Nebraska put it: 

What works for any school is a high level of involvement by both 

parents and teachers. Technology is great but the level of 

involvement by parents and teachers make great schools. The plan 

should be how to get parents move involved in their children’s 

education. 

As the President said in his speech, over the next lo years, nearly half of all jobs 

will require something more than a high school diploma. In the long run, there 

is no better economic policy than one that invests in our children’s future. 

Niekolaus from Virginia points out: 

Students spend too much time sitting and listening to lectures, and 

they have too little time doing hands-on projects with modern tools 

and diagnostic systems. America’s future depends on hands-on 

engineers and technologists, and we need to do more to encourage 

students in these fields. 

When we finish reviewing all of the comments, we’ll post a follow up on the 

White House website. In the meantime, I hope you’ll take a few minutes to 

watch Preside~ Obama’s speech. 

Sincerely, 

Melody Barnes 

Director of the Domestic Policy Council 



[ ns~bseibe blan tont?i~meaaAme,.ed~ I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 7:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 
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Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

April 7, 2011 

Strategic Follow-up: The Key to Getti:lg the Job 

$5.95 [~://~20rs6nei/l:~sp?11r wj*15dxdah&e>1105055502842&s 4132&e: 001 Ba557HBckdt~i51wSJHD5ZoOgsW5UoPdoFH HRdm9- 
POOtFclqOMcx~QrEcPVYPJxRfJim3 fTRFoSmRG2Pp g7GIp9Uvk~On~kqVIxy~7YJW,KwF~dDzHG~NdecIsXaSS6sBN45Fm~Z2TipS~bi1ih1:~cQYMTW~f~1Ar] 

(Instant Dowulond) 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt:.j sp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcu~.iWe9vyB~5pXJH~B2~vRSwq~N::pKsbBG::8kHStT4~1se¥~~FUiuaeRWes6S~HXDCxHzCR3sJJuw~%7ICQcIk¥~EW~FgZcrbA8SZ9~aA¥~pIM~t 
LwZAbqZmLuMnvE:thPFWZbz4hFZ B6 KMx8hJkEB LmxAxXMijvfpPdl~h V6LGgjGObZGMTbyw87IUv23QDTO29GE3 JzA ] 

(Instant Dowuload) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcu~.iWe9vyB~5pXJH~B2~vRSwq~NnpKsbBGn8kHStT4mseV~FUiuaeRWes6S~HXDCxHzCR3sJJuwb~1%7ICQcIkVEW~FgZcrbA8SZ9~aAVpIM~t 
LwZAbqZmLuMI:vE:thPFWZbz4hFZ B6 KMx8hJkEB LmxAxXMijvfpPdl~h V6LGgjGObZGMTbyw87IUv23QDTO29GE3 JzA ] 

Join Our Maili:~g List [~:i/xAsitor r2O constantcoutact comiemail~)?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Li:~ks... 
Our Website [h~a://*20 rs6 net,~:t 

] 
Job Listings [~v~’~_20 rs6 ~2 ~_a~jn5dxdab&e>1105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HEckeeTmL~@!_]sawzPhihrfP~tflvOOOGY- 
OaoccUOWx3oWYIKVVEUA6BRPaTDy6TBUk,iHmH1FEsiI2dJQERROObEAdO5w3BROQk vDTKOLsXNc~aYRdxO*~vs6Y{icIUSyBPYF-JN{:~Osu oLKSwA{h’a,] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [                ~sp?llr w~n5dxdab&e~110505~2~2&~4132&e 00~57HBckep2                      7kfkKcld HVvHSC~Q~5HWsLS,~hkJ~MBm~ 
6Ke4c9U-5o~ 8uz3NSCX,~mWcobVeGzw                    UtI~90BxFFXPT~u~3QIIIKF7XXKn3t{R~[~xI~CQ~) h24 ] 
CareerDeve~pmentRes~m.ces[~://~2~rs6n~/~nj~p?1h->‘~n5dxdab&e~1~5~555~2~42&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBck                               FG rIC032r4SWd 

YR~:FgggaFfl%d wa4BAPY fCR~me5 -wH2wPa                                                                              ] 
Forward to a FrieM [!~://ui consta~rco*~tact comNa/fkvq f~?m 1103508747574&~1105055502842&e~ biaauton%40uncaa t~tc edt[] 
Hndm onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~j~5&x&b&e~l105055502842&~d132&e 001Ba557HBck~XCOWmT&fCSK- 
jNRuDycm~r2g~jp~YHW9@DJ7i2K~L6D~RwVaQ~53~x~v~d~eHT~ZB5y~gRC-8kb~-icI5NhIII~t28cSkXIjkc~c3- 
HIzBLAqv2~iwmO3RHoff67C93m~HVdpZOMg195mqt~m5EHV ozFVJaGgGBAgFqPLxTXM ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

Your employer wants you to shut your big cybermouth! 

By Eve Tatuulncioglu 

MSNBC 

Once upon a time you could make a dl~tken rant at a bar, write about your secret 
passions at home, or complain about your manager to friends after work, and your 
boss would ::ever know about it. But today, thanks to social media, all bets are 
of£ 

Jotm Galliano, the flamed Dior fi~shion designer, lost his job after a dl~mken anri-Setulfic 
tirade he made at a Paris bar was captm-ed on video and ended up on YouTube. To 
less media l:onl:oi-e, Maril}q: Tagocon lost her job at JPMorgan Chase last year, allegedly 
for refusfi~g to stop writi:lg her blog on historical fiction. And Dawnmalie Souza, 
an employee for an ambulance company in East Haven, Corn:., got ca:reed after complaining 
about her manager on Facebook to other coworkers... (More) [~o:ik20 rs6 nct~ttt i~ 

lh-w{n5dxdab&e~l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckfi~TrgyclTMNdXRYVJ9 II4Q;,Ic:~,~,cheB6:r:&3DPrRFLOVI~,YQq~hcC 2Eit5QidhClioZZuBms6PIF~p52630oThm,~Tc4t0CFIcKt~NPE21wJidMEsPlKh5X: 

New Job Listi:~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, April 7th, inclnde positions in recreatio:~, l:ocilities 
management, sports idl’ommtion, marketi:~g, operations, compliance, and much more. 
To view these positions and more, click on the individual li:tks below or go to 
our website at www.spottscar eersfitstitute.com [~p://: 20 rs6 ::el/~n ~,~j:t5dxdab&e~l 105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckdE W IMYcMhB f~Us@2HLt WvOiJ98D 8i9H- 

]. 

Dh-ector ofAthleticCompliance-AfizonaStateU:ffversity[h~:p:i/:20rstnel/{:ujst~?lh-win5dxdab&et-1105055502842&s d132&e 001 Ba557HBcke-9neHUTAiTP-v5c- 

5Nyg XgDOt~Fe6WsBSfI’)g~ff~-HzewhFhXeZ£1WMC9Nri F~-gzXX2-BkN4R5CnUqub©VMeC9b:~e~VaX-1~w~Qi6~W-Wi~B~Y©NXV5r~tSZ~G~\~&1vYF4eVd~>W~UM~U~UF~VE~meD~Um~k ] 

AssistantDirect~r~fAth~e~icFaci~i~es-JamesMadls~nUulversity[~://~2~v~6ne~ni~_in5dxdah&~e~11~5~555~2842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBokeeVzJvTUMMz@4j-i2A: 
HR~ ~u-r:PE 4VK9HU~1~)‘bf~ul~,a~xDe3A9~eLC-r73O2Fadl~UZWJ3~ds7YJ-~w6dG~5zdJ~r7r~‘smK1~DFZ19~7Efb~R~u~Si~4hfkX2b1ibNW~(b~is7~2~2~_-] 

Director of Athletics/Head Basketball Coach - Philander S~ulth College [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcZgmu8M2JxmKfR6WghqB upvgKTThBrlbcxZS5LR4oP5Ik@rWJSvXFbtVG1XucXojTXjqIXO3r2EJC1YoCYS1- 
dSSROdl:SHMlbOBkam2fA131buOgAoIEv0qaQakzYXSOd8TZsQQ5aeKg-H 7gPwTsey8 dUMxYpcogX hnFHM28 qAgqwpJ fNV] 

GraduateAssistantsinAth~e~cs-Marsha~U:ffversity[~://~2~rs6ne~’~n~5d~d~b&e~11~5~555~2~42&~4132&e 001 Ba557HBckdSFm99HHJg~ 
3~t)~iKOXeEug W(~ vOKRTL                           ~ZwE~FAr3Z~f~9~m~±c~6S~Wg-‘xvG~()3YTK~ZsFM~i£~dRTn@c39h:W~mUV~;YMeA~D~c~‘Aw ] 



Assistant Director of Col:untmicatiolts (Recreation) - University of Texas at San Autonio 
[~:t~://:20rs6::e~’~n~:,j:~Sd~d~b&e~l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckd AgUx92ItPKIJilHZ~LFttLCA3wCIdtBctcsGzia5LI~,wOCA3VogV4~iE4k~: 

Fitness Coordinator - Illinois State University [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-wj~5&xd~b&et-1105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckdSeeLzqU6- 
R¥~!AV6 CogvszTtn8Z6PB lkHaCF6ppLpYRMGevHcZ1SaPYC1 MhhriZ U O V9 c gW~oe oA 1 v stxyUkNN s XObT B1Vi L RS 6 wVDj 2 B 3 c shXCi 22 J s e F J CAm Rp RV2 HnU GZxPUj Z JrZ Y e O e s 7 Cs RsXF c E nuxI 7 VmVVsl 02 p75 Mj ? 
-EYTHuJWSUKOPr tB SEb~tA4DnPTgAoYkKTrz] 

Assistant Director for Intramm-al Spo:~s and Sports Clubs - West Chester Uulversity 
[h~p://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?llr~vj~5&xd~b&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckc-kqfy~9J5rZFG~iUabcZL4Vp-aaDDkbYkQrsitQ3Zf4~3~ehnywNcD~Trp-5ceqsUykSV~ht4ick- 
7j dubgI61QG304 fS3NZarvc~R45~vLo5mvzYoN3pimG z2RGtc~tOXR 1VmQNI dWZgXwzHGRsEYZUcQoqgf58iyMZ 0z4I XEdap3 MZ PUsohLO e- 
M3j 5ZrOp JhFAWO6DaRQkY5zdYnYEzaV3 fwNC2moheT algl5t3EWiRgpWympE8t3j HM QT JZip80- DO8kmj R:tsT5~tE UyTyMTYH CdA4edO4Vi2ycRL GAE3 lvadFrUBK5igo 13A ] 

Assistant/Associate ProfessorofRecreation-HendersonStateUulversity[ 5dxdab&e~- 1105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcWGX!/g~HAEIXC-uclb~xP~\~PoltY- 

sPflm AWOv szAFw ] 

Graduate Assistant in Athletics - Wichita State University [ 5dxdul~&el~ 1105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckdEW-IMYcMtlB Z5A- 

] 

Head Volleyball CoactgClub Sports Coordi~utor - Babson College [h~’,o:,/,,:2Ors6nel,’m~ 
lh-wjn5dx&b&e~l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckf:COCoR¢iaRIH2LclNki EGB~.wNDsIUDbTcloMc60s2158EepHYd?iN5~J5manBzOe I~UxWY jVgMeulIGX:)PXfmOQziEHkaQqe- 
hal clYTPFkH5ffI’q61u4m40NflB1DggNASonJRUTnSQ: ] 

Assistant Director of Sports Marketing and Promotio~ts - Virginia Tech [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh~azjn5&xdab&et-1105055502842&~4132&e 001Ba557HBckd2bQw0~7-I- 
pw72d 1K 1 Ltgs6zkgsp6PsPcQUOZK3nw38 c6hPkYrYldSBuTZzqQasLuoTtIi00QatMuwP2ffi3Oy:~xXuUYj 9 H5KhaJWj S dIhRXVyKolrWp5CO1CohP81 S aTAPYUKouUbVGgWeTmfi Jnl ntu-Q6B qGZLTnSgCbIJx- 
UqK 54B89YYAw3UEHTmcPERsAuT -LH4tO VZtgJsg8 dvcrtOkx326j f2nOFy4zk Jp0~:zbmTVt~zUX2AfenWC~MIul WRqOUT Xe4ogQzg5TuG] 

Ticket Office Intern - Noffi:western University [_t:~¢~;M20_rs6 ;let,’J:: j~ 
~.~_:15dxdtJb&e~1105055502842&s 4132&e :001 Ba557HBckcoz74R3rG1D5 oXJL:_;LrHNkv5 LLdZEXUYlcScow863g~t:csSg4ZaEnJ( 

Assistant Director of Fitness/Wellness - Pittsbm-g State Uulversity [ p?ii:--v~,i~Sdacl~b&e>1105055502_842&~4132&e 001 Ba557HBckdc2E0~i-prDw41RP- 
Uzc~Wa: DORHGZSUla Y ZxG7aM28Prtwz0RZg::tvVSYc CI h0 ::eWN a’~:ds w AnQ~ nN] 

Graduate Assistant in Strength and Conditio~fing - Uulversity of Oregon [t~q~:/!~ 20 rs6 he’Jr:: i~ 
p¢,~.~_n5dx&4b&et- 1105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcddoLV6oJb2PnVUzLJJB5S hKRvvEdmD40s~g~\2c ZVIE-- 
rucrNaDE6n?e I"Y 9D@Y2rS5em3GPgl@~] 

Internship in Sports Infoi:nation - Appalachia:: State Uulversity [~’x/!12Ors6net/~ni}r~?lh-w):5d~xdab&e>l 105055502842&~4132&e 00 l_Ba557HBckc~L~: 
NfWW,:.Ub6drXKD                        l eq Y v3i IIFDHEwf~,,ioOnKq./IMITteAK\ J’TZxHZ,a.tl CC~d\. sO s w-JV2Ai E W2 ECI’5N@I’R81wl Wx21 xl A::kj M fDNL M PwL,a. 

Vice President of Commtmity Wellness - YMCA (Washi~gton, DC) [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xd~b&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckd~TCpBG7h6k6Np7ijEHkRwb7ybCwK~5~bvTIIIgVcGHAfDtj3wJtQ~YYD~WTAW~e~G9Ym~E&~MBar4Z~jN2xastWkq7CsdNZCTLHuBb~xj9~8Ld 
-PxGB V0tG 1Xt8tTllosRR2vw5 Qql EdSXnTOg ] 

Dhector of Suite Sales & Service - Cleveland Browns (NFL) [h{!:a://i2Ors6net,’Inisp? 
llr win5dx&~b&et-1105055502842&s 4132&e 1001 Ba557HBckcc::fli~LH(k13y2ai2rLK6kcSdnQckzOYkK&~.k\@Bhdd~mCd~B4po qIvv:JZiis,¢fQzPOiJ:~:CxwguRcHvCij~cd~y:~lkd~zI~GA~ZZPDciVo2QrOm~X~: 

Coordi::ator oflnhammals/Recreation- StevensonU:fiversity [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh~azj::5&xdab&et-l105055502842&~4132&e 001Ba557HBcke4022ygg0u~NaWBg- 
01gqzm-305NzVe 1E J3 X3rWRTnoMZ VFP0gtdaPzjwbO Md271 foTX-8in0zvnf90NcQ1QyfJ-uL DDejh61 XsiL XKuUtmKuz:tN aryxB VHQsSEbsLMhqwdmI CDeAmekYGoai8vPu51 LtB- 
edlb8NgjTovWJdWuRdqptG0ypPaomTM-T611 - e S~-kk-ir KS67RcDlrv] 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Sports Management - LSU [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh~azjn5&xdab&et-1105055502842&~4132&e 001Ba557HBckf5j-8hr5PeT35Kdwpq-3RwxlKmVZMTh6eo- 
Wj cxik80V6iEF5 ¥~I’uCCMpyyvUWcyWXmYWvE liXqb511CPX53 SB O2iy iJ5yTGbPb50 cyg aUD fvyCnaJO3P97I RilpMB 3aeVgzWzcnvINc2yIXV24zTp8::nkKe JhXtlExJAQtAt2 EcyI eZO2bTKHN2ohBb- 
lir2iYD f4eKMzt:DebCj EUTi] 

Venue Operations Specialist - Uulted States Olympic Committee [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vj::5&xd~b&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcZ8f’VQWRSmXaaeOcfiDNZaIvM0vfz15hwisK6aLRUxS5daNvL86y6uXOD1TDAPanLu- 
7YN L qkxl G qg J q5 Jt99 a3 wrj y JqirZuH s d9 G4p F 7sW5r81 fBp S 4qchA5 Y Rj fluS I- V H Mm M L H VhYN 3 u AO a G2 k 1 K EAE D S yUn410 k L W~ ::P c o 0 GUTxxRRXF OmM P R I 8 a3 D 5tY H 5 w Q M wtbvP a S 97CvQ D B U D 0 v f- 
3UuKlrKijr uACreFbpAPQJXnoxHS1ZLAwMs ] 

Seulor Coordinator for Event Operatio:ts - World Baseball Classic, Inc. (New York) 
[h~p://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?llr~vj::5&xd~b&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckeyZLzWNtxCfkN2bHEvMaBCH0fB3tisboew5YeT1Kp8zlQGeWpg8XZDiOtqrSo- 
EBgy249V1 DDDRoCvTj KSOzYbSTqIuRweioSdE Jktts5boG-V:thFiJj eGsTaPBwxaMQaA5RmfpNc2 XgmXHE3b SCuSZ- 
GUr5avh6SWvcVmS4HTTthnmOBU6r6mJjV60ckWoHzNUIy87RetHEcaA6LDPIuBuoeL5FDM fw5Q ] 

Employee Recreation Director - Grand Teton Lodge Company (WY) [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vj::5&xd~b&et-l105055502842&s 4132&e 001 Ba557HBckcCD~y2ybmHWLSnHRdw~U~F4YvMpJtav~g~F¥~7M5RFzU~pDjKFCwxCv~m~:nST~v~Q~r~Lmc4Sr- 
AnW~UWC~JMWQRt76b4~W2~XuesWx~4Kti9xSYyddq~bkJT4Aepepj5w~KGWt6uq-9NpWptkAwx2jW6~prCEM93KVxSB4fU8vC~6jKs7-e~v~CGwBY3~5GbWdC-Z6bH5q5FjFA~m3~KWpeic4 ] 

Quote 

"Success is a peace of mind which comes as a direct result ofknowi::g tt:ut you did 
tile best you could to be the best you are capable ofbeco:ulng" 

-Jotm Wooden 

Fo:ward email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reggie Hinton" <notification@email.studentvoice.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 9:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Reminder: Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Student or Faculty / Staff Member, 

You have been randomly selected by UNC Chapel Hill to complete a survey about topics that are relevant to you and your peers. This 
national survey will provide Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill with feedback on your experiences. Data collected from this 
project will be used by administrators to make informed decisions about programming and/or policies. 

The survey is voluntary and will take you less than 10 minutes to complete. Please note that all of your responses will be kept 
completely confidential and all resulting data will only be reported in the aggregate. By clicking on the link below you are indicating 
your willingness to participate in the survey. 

To access the survey please copy and paste the following link into your internet browser’s address bar: 

hl~p://st~der~tvoice.comipi?tmid=gTgTagcc 15764af09fce7296d6bbb2ca 

Please note that you can close your survey and come back to the link above to pick up where you left off, if you get interrupted. 

Thank you in advance for your participation! If you have any specific questions about this survey, please contact Reggie Hinton at 
reggie.hinton@unc.edu. 

Best Regards, 
Reggie Hinton 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 7:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 

5d~dab&v 0014 

Sports Careers h~stitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

April 11,2011 

Job Search Book 

"Your book and your jobs blog are great! I used the book to prepare for a job that 
was listed on your blog and got it!! Now we are doing well and employed, thanks 
for all you do Dr. G." 

-Sara Jones 

Rec Sports 

U~ffversity of Washington 

$29.95 [t~ps~_vp~l~om,~-biv/webscr?cmd s-xdick&hosted ba~on id 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [hgp://r20.rs6.nelJtt~.jsp?llr~vj~5&xdab&et-llO5109893702&s 4132&e 001152agWtlKJNL8FO016fwSENEA8PuKBepjzF1JxZy8ab8wnPnCfXTuxyR1 PrOIvT9NhyA)lw0xa5- 
EEjkC xnn-FD8pstdbqfjbQ51o5vKJGKTTN26Tq10-KKX1LVxDY4OTkNLXaYzObvxK6nUTK2HZej FViszOaNtSf4mgRJSHJBS2ylJ8bpR5nwJEN8EgQ5XOGXulNn~ZHwzNXJPILrkl3VaszcL8] 
- E-book 

Library Adoption 

Folward tiffs e-newsletter to your libralian and suggest that they adopt tiffs book 
so that yore students have an opportmffty to learn the latest tectuffques in sports 
career development. To receive a library order form Click Here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5dxdab&et-l105109893702&s 4132&e 001152agWtlKJNL3uRWma68y TSpv~Msqp6YWJWwJHF~vG~EUKZQrixS7~vR~2pvD~hVkBEZhSU~Bx~mtFC63s~qrwhUEGdTpYt~qShVHtHzRKJUZtfBE2u~ 
-H1-4zHVSoXI JXddkvAog 1 liSSDmz71TToZ6t SoN5 Mp5 PqT IXTsFPdql CAnQ ]. 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
Interviewing hnage [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lll~jn5&xdab&et-1105109893702&s 4132&e 001152agWtlKJN3rqnWAeoFqjxWkjWzjjdusEKODd4Ep twFLe2cGBq- 
Z k50rAgxMxhj o3iU2kcjmOOEr 5 J0wLZ3PaSz5u2 JBEU 1 fRodhotT f08 F S-2hUtNUEH9 Jb8YTVj D tqkoU OILNxbH9 C Zj V M98 B 1 H0 B31T f l 4iZ3Xx- 
QCEA A~ffDt2aVFyV09GLE5fl~T3dUxR2IwsoLa vEAcZHoH5FcoXIOhmY6] 

$9.95 [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&et-llO5109893702&s 4132&e 001152agWtlKJN3rqnWAeoFqjxWkjWzjjdusEKODd4Ep twFLe2cGBq- 
Z k50rAgxMxhj o3iU2kcjmOOEr 5 J0wLZ3PaSz5u2 JBEU 1 fRodhotT f08 F S-2hUtNUEH9 Jb8YTVj D tqkoU OILNxbH9 C Zj V M98 B 1 H0 B3 IT f l 4iZ3Xx- 
QCEA A~ffDt2aVFyV09GLE5fl~T3dUxR2IwsoLa vEAcZHoH5FcoXIOhmY6] 

(Instant Dowi~load) 

Join Our Mailfi~g List [!£J>://\,isitorr20constanlco:~l{actcom/emaJl~s~l?i~11035087475%:] 

Quick Lfi~ks... 
Our Website [~a://,20rs6nel/tnis-~?lh- win5d×dab&e>l105109893%2&~4132&e 001152agW{IKJNkI1EBt~EsQ0~1FmO 9y4ZVPVs39JaMMkS-632k~DL~%ND:oQLcBpvQt:r~,2PX-DL13~a*BVFSi4u3~ 

C~SqE IdpMvN-Ktv;/AESEDTkEBM3nXoHu570C] 
Job Listings [ 
~r-~z,i>5d~dab&e~l105109893702&s 4132&e 001152a~W~IKJNJ~nW1W36xS1Kddw~£~2~Gx7 90811RORO~/~oMPWEV*FvCBTEW~nC                            ZDHgPgm UXN~00                dMXi 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [~z/,’~20 rs6 net/~                                                          WtlKJP ubaY2PGf~dc~TC9~- 
6dlRBaVo                             ~BYT1HILzWOB~z22w~(~G~cU39mSGJJnvNH~B~2~aGbJRs9J~pV~3w~iG1d~3WSz~f~dQ~QV ~)cKcMzEgX~55cxQifb~va8 ] 
CareerDevelopmentResom-ces[t~>:!/~20rstneL,{~{s~?11r w}n5dxdab&el~1105109893702&s 4132&e O01152~&,~tlKJON2k2Wc3u{lNznlpw,a,q~3~>,pDffCgxkOwv3UWs~Zb53p{Vk~Gd2cTmgTC2- 

K0g~ h NJqws3E 524HS~hA ] 

Nndm onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp?lli~j~5&x&b&e~llO5109893702&~d132&e 001152agWtlKJMZGrCa6UiJF1Uf~nNQbUAeQEmceAN8yqZo~iP13- 
~sGibMD~69R~YCavMMW~xg7Id~ERUJZxES~w7cWs5~DB~XJQVJMYYy~jp-I~sqM2Hjg~nwe5t6j3-B~m~e7QGzGR~52TZG~Ld6~syN@qWLnb~Q-G~6~K9~GeQQKCT~vazqz6-&IM ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

Five Waste-of-Time Job Search Activities 
by Caroline M.L. Potter, 
Yahoo! HotJobs 

Time is money -- whether you’ve got a job or not. Wlffle it may be tempting to chase 
down evely possibility when you’re searcNng for work, dofft. Many can lead you 
down a blind alley -- where you may lose the contents of yore wallet. 
A focmed search ruing ~ied and ~e methods, especially ne~orMng, roll lead 
to yore ne~ job, not tactics that smack of desperation. 
Avoid these five job-hmtfi~g "don’ts" that roll yield the poorest ofresNts, accorcffng 
to leaching workplace advisor L~ Ryan...(More) [h~:!/~20 rs6 ~el/~n {sp?11r w~5dxdab&e~- :1105109893702&s 4132&e :001152a~,~flKJhsJKvWPro21~Lv2Lt~XaKd2cpfiX84 l~KbLUo~azliG vO1VSiwqagi01hi-h- 

K;aBmuX MCP>wc~Kcm XTOX1 zMf25Er2FrPXDnzhnG                                                            ] 

New Job Listi~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, April 1 ltt~, include a ticket maimger in the NBA Developmental 
League, an assistant atNetic trah~er, an Associate AD, a tffgh school AD, a Sports 
hlfolination Director, an Assistant AD, an ilttei~l, and much more. To view these 
positio~ts and more, click on the individual lfi~ks below or go to ore website at 
www.sportscareersinstitute.com [h~p:/!~20rst~e~qnisp?11~: ~a,{:~15dxdab&e>:1105109893702&s 4132&e 001152agW~1KJNkl 1EBuEs©0~IFmO 9,~4ZVPVsB9JaMMkS-632~hDLl\~,~ND~QLc3pv©tnZ2PX- 



DL13 fl~k f;@ VFSi4u3 Q~d f~JMvN-K6vZAESE DTkEBM 3itXoHu570Q]. 

Director of Campus Recreation- Uifiversily of Dayton [h~2p:."/~2Ors6itetlli~jn5dxdab&e~1105109893702&s 4132&e 001152a~.~.)[iFRBZ3Baabf~,i’I’G\Shg..ldf4~zlrr92HR~TCMlii~82LK8- 
D 3ou@LQUH 19pO 7esZa WxOC W t9 J W1 o cP 1 k~ fl~gtO~ F C Fv 1 B 17YKL i c vs S~.i 1~5. G $301d O aO68h3z@CM S 7B-fb ~ %.k 6U-e X2Zmrck ] 

Attfletic Director - Evansville Vanderburgh School [litho:/,q20 rs6 ~el!l~t isp? 
~&,el- 1105109893702&s 4132&e 001152aNj&YlKJ MZ2kgb_21OsDAPq5~’D2P._Wg}~,YQ~91~IKqj2\fSXbl.f%4sg’.dM Y BMeKIsgCeAxi\&?yS~’~TK/~MkliSXk[oMv,.~VTi3SI,j6a6IcNI.2 

Director of Youth Development - YMCA (Sumter, SC) [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh~vjn5&xdab&et-1105109893702&~4132&e 001152agWtlKJOO1COTRYfcPfX]~s2bvfAsg2F2b0P0m3Vw4tflZPQsRhOZa- 
cmW8gWPXlffGXvg4ZeL Kwomovi~s ljbB 5V 1 B@atPvT RoAcs~Nm8 fqehp5B 6Yw~fliY~2wPTvamnQmdV26HAg6d4ykTpZv20j Q OMloaQ23LPr72 R2U72tO~d6L GGz2OZ S qwbTY4aXEZXHj B UJ~JEg Svcoo35uR~ 
-cLAyccMh~3ol g45Q9NWA ] 
Co~cafion Assistan~ (2 Positions) - The Big East Conference [h~:.,’/~2Ors~et~s~?l[r v,,~5dx&b&e~1105109893702&s 4132&e 001152a~W~IKJNB~yQ~bArhSSDFTLP- 

kJh?~se~G~)~kQe e2~pAt?~sCYA~YKS~dYX6NO~tyL~h~L?tU~GI,Lf;KV?~wQ ] 
Markefi~g Asdstant - Flofi& Cigm Spots [ 

KJOd~,£P5evNYa BTPMKLVcXCe x,s, Dh~122B5~Wa~ JRGsa7x cX5 
-vCdNSlakNib e~iJHWPi~A~I1VrE ] 
Aca&mic Advisor - Illinois Stae U~fiversi~ [~)://~20 rs6 ,~et~xt i~o?11r-’s,i>ScKdab&e>1105109893702&s 4132&e 001152a~W~lKJPL5gB>~tlqiQ~{JNVfbcMtCIL~td-TsTNzuYZ-Si1YgVlmI: 
9qNdllN ~13~7s OdP~E-m~JAiIVWWWJSD~Tmb, NND9Pz-DaSa2f~XaFRPoCP-~JPDPHIk0iIDlifM0 ] 
Assistant~r~fess~r-WestemCar~i~mUNversi~[h~p://r2~.rs6.neg~.jsp?~h~jn5&xdab&e~5~98937~2&s 4132&e 001152agWtlKJOd~8~5pPsOW- 
5WvJBM~AwdM~Viwoisc~L3kz53LyKWA H9ZiuN~vWmx5rQQ2LekpL~g5f55ETN~5TaB~xjInS~2hqip~mDi5~Qcn9u9~t~Nh~ca~HUMW8Nnc~3Cjj~wh D-jBDNtViX-qmD- 
c~SeLxD6YuTU3~7d~DimGDu7em2n~v-8Mptjy~S5mC~Nmv~CY8L~S6ZYY~YVs3~6~XYz6eRI~LdjiLQS3JBG3YdT-akk2~DTa~dS~nw ] 
Assistant Attflefic Trainer - Noah GeoNia College and State UNversi~ [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
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* * The U.S. Department of State [] s Franklin Fellows Program promotes professional development through public service. Learn 
more at ~ris.eresources.com:81i~i5299963i4034459/2309/O/ * * 

While the Great Recession may be technically over in the broader US economy, the same cannot be said in the higher education 
sector. The results of the American Association of University Professors [] annual survey of full-time faculty compensation are only 
marginally better than last year[] s and represent the continuation of a historic low period for faculty salaries. For the second 
consecutive year, the overall average salary level increased at a rate less than inflation. And this is the fifth of the last seven years in 
which overall faculty salaries declined in purchasing power. 

With three full years of data now available, we can begin to assess the direct impact of the recession on faculty compensation. This 
year’s report examines two major aspects of the recession’s impact: the ongoing expansion of contingent academic employment and 
growing salary inequality, both within the faculty and between faculty members and college and university presidents. 

We released It [] s Not Over Yet: The Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession, 2010 [] 11, 
(~:iilvgis.eresot~rces.com:81/~/5299963/4034459/2304/0/today. The complete report (including the institutional listings of average 
salary by rank and gender and aggregate tables for comparison) is available on our website. AAUP members will also receive a hard 
copy of this year[] s report in the mail as part of their member subscription to Academe. 

In addition to listing average salary by faculty rank and gender at more than 1,300 colleges and universities, the report provides an 
important perspective on the economic challenges facing higher education. 

Here are some highlights: 

[]    The long-term trend toward contingent faculty appointments has continued: federal data from 2009 confirm that graduate 
student employees and faculty members serving in contingent appointments now make up more than 75 percent of the total 
instructional staff. Even just between 2007 and 2009, the growth in full-time non-tenure-track and part-time faculty positions 
outstripped the increase in tenure-line positions. 

[] Detailed analysis of AAUP data for the recessionary period, from 2007[]08 to 2010[] 11, shows a particular pattern in full-time 
appointments: the total number of faculty members grew, but most of the new appointments were in non-tenure-track positions. There 
was also a net increase in tenured faculty appointments, but the number of tenure-track faculty members actually decreased by more 
than 3 percent. 

[]    The recession’s impact on full-time faculty salaries has exacerbated long-term trends in the salary disadvantage for faculty 
members in public institutions. Disciplinary differences in full-time faculty salaries, including instances of salary inversion and 
compression, have also grown. 

[] During this recessionary period, the average salary increase for presidents was twice the average faculty salary increase at 
public institutions and nearly three times the faculty salary increase at private institutions. Such a disproportionate increase in 
compensation for a single individual is an indication of misplaced institutional priorities []especially when faculty members and other 
higher education employees have been faced with involuntary unpaid furloughs, hiring and salary freezes, and cuts to benefits. 

Even with the substantial impact of the recession already documented in this analysis, our forecast for the near future is not 
encouraging. States will continue to have reduced revenue, and that means decreased state funding for the majority of public-sector 
institutions. At the same time, governors in a number of states have been using the fiscal crisis as a pretext for a broad attack on 
public-employee compensation. 

AAUP chapters can initiate (or continue) a conversation about compensation on their campuses by ordering one or more peer 
compensation reports, which provide a comparison of salary and benefits among specific institutions. 



We encourage you and your colleagues to take the initiative to find out more about the situation on your campus, and to get involved 
in decision making. If you haven[t already seen them, check out our []Financial Crisis FAQs. [ 
(h~tr~:/!~vris~eresources~com:81iti52999(,3i4034459/2305iOi These questions and answers can help you make the case for focusing 
resources where they are needed most: on the core mission of teaching and scholarship. The financial challenges for higher education 
are not going away any time soon, and it[] s up to us to make sure that budget cuts don[t damage the most valuable resource in higher 
education: you, the teachers, scholars, advisors, activists, and mentors. 

In these challenging times, we need as many defenders of higher education as we can muster. If you[re already a member of the 
AAUP, thank you. We hope that this information helps you advocate for quality on your campus. If you[re not a member of the 
AAUP, please join us in our work[you already know how important it is, and we [11 be stronger with the addition of your ideas and 
your experience. In either case, if you have questions, comments, or suggestions about this report, please do let us know 
(aaupfcs@aaup.org). This is always a busy time of year, but we try to respond to every message. We look forward to hearing from 
you. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~ris.eresot~rcescom:81i~/5299963i4034459/470iOi 

You are currently subscribed to aaup. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5299963-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit 
reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 





Indicate type of waiver. Check all that apply: 

Division I- Credit Hour [] Grade-Point Average [] Percentage of Degree [] Other [] 

Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Disability) [] Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Other) [] 

Division II- Credit Hour [] Grade-Point Average [] Other [] 

Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Disability) [] Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Other) [] 

WAIVER OF PROGRESS-TOWARD-DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
PURSUANT TO NCAA BYLAW 14.4 and 14.1 

WAIVER APPLICATION 
2009-10 Academic Year 

For Use by Member Institutions Only 

This application must be completed and all required documentation noted in Attachment A must be submitted 
before the NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, NCAA Division I Committee on 
Progress-Toward-Degree Waivers or NCAA Division II Academic Requirements Subcommittee on Progress- 
Toward-Degree Waivers may process the waiver request. Please note that the NCAA academic and 
membership affairs staff has seven calendar days to process a complete waiver request and render a 
decision. Please type or print. 

For Division I only, the staff/committee/subcommittee will not consider waiver applications f!led on behalf of a 

student-athlete if that student-athlete’s eligibility will not be directly affected by the outcome of the waiver 
decision (e.g., no remaining eligibility, no longer in college). The progress-toward-degree waiver process is 
intended to address academic eligibility issues specific to a particular student-athlete. Cases f!led for purposes 
other than this will not be considered by the staff/committee/cabinet (e.g., case f!led for the purpose of increasing 
a team’s NCAA Division 1Academic Progress Rate) unless the following conditions are met: 

Circumstances beyond the control of the institution prevented timely submission of the waiver, 

The reason for missing the f!Hng deadline involved no fault of the student-athlete; and 

The supporting documentation for the waiver is available and complete. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Applicant institution: Conference: 

Sport: Division (of sport): 

Student-athlete’s name: 

Student-athlete’s SSN: Institutional ID: 

Seasons of competition remaining:. 

Student-athlete’s next scheduled contest or date of competition: 

Student-athlete’s status: 

Date of initial collegiate enrollment: 

Date of initial collegiate enrollment at applicant institution, if different: 

Date of discovery of the deficiency: 

Reason waiver is being requested. 
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Bylaw 14.4 deficiency/Bylaw 14.1 request. 

(1) Please list the number of credit hours or grade points the student-athlete is 
deficient: 

(2) Please specify what bylaw(s) the student-athlete does not meet (list all that apply) (e.g., 
deficiency meeting the six-hour requirement). 

(3) If the request is for less than full-time enrollment, please indicate the number of credit hours 
in which the student-athlete will be enrolled: 

Special/mitigating circumstances. 

Please explain in detail in an attached letter the circumstances that precluded the student- 
athlete’s fulfillment of the progress-toward-degree requirements specified in Bylaw 14.4 or the 
basis for the request for less than full-time enrollment specified in Bylaw 14.1. Please attach to 
this application any additional supportive documentation the institution would like the Division I or 
II staff/committee/subcommittee to consider regarding these circumstances (e.g., affidavits, letters 
of corroboration or explanation, medical records), including what measures the student-athlete took 
to meet the requirements. Please refer to Attachment A, No. 4 in the event the mitigating 
circumstances involve misadvisement. 

10. Please list the student-athlete’s designated degree program (if one has been declared): 

11. 

How many credit hours in the student-athlete’s degree program are required for graduation? 

semester hours or quarter hours. 

Program length per official institutional catalog (please check one): 

[] Four years [] Five years [] Other (please explain): 

Please list any other degree programs previously declared and indicate the official date of this change: 

Degree Program Effective Date Number of Credit Hours in Program 

12. On the following page, please list in chronological order the student-athlete’s entire collegiate educational 
and participation history. This must be completed in full and totaled. (Attach copies of official 
transcripts from all institutions attended by the student-athlete to verify this information.) Please list 
information on a term-by-term basis. If more space is needed, please attach additional information using 
the same chart format. 
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[NOTE: When completing the chart on the following page, credits used to satisfy progress-toward-degree 
requirements are credits acceptable toward the current designated degree program, as opposed to the 
credits that were applicable to the designated degree in the term in which they were earned. In cases 
where a change in degree program is being presented as mitigation, please complete two grids, one 
indicating hours applicable to the current degree and one indicating hours applicable to the previous 
degree.] 

Please note the following symbol references: 

SSI - 1st Summer session; 
SSII - 2nd Summer session; 
F - Fall semester/quarter; 
W - Winter quarter or intersession (e.g., J-term); and 
S - Spring semester/quarter. 
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Academic 
term 
(example: 

fall 2005) 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

Totals 

Institution Full Two-year/ 
time/ Four- year 
Part institution 
time 

Credits 
attempted 

Total 
term 
credits 
earned 

Credits that 
meet 
progress- 
toward-degree 
requirements 

(as of that 
term) 

Credits that 
meet 
percentage-of- 
degree 
requirements 

(as of date of 
request, if 
applicable) 

Term 

grade- 
point 
average 

Did the 
student 
-athlete 
compet 
e? 
Yes/No 
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*Please total all columns. 

Student-athlete’s grade-point average used for eligibility 

certification: 

Total credits earned toward the student-athlete’s declared 

degree: 

13. Verification. 

THE SIGNATURES OF THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS ARE REQUIRED 
FOR ALL WAIVER REQUESTS: 

The undersigned understands that it is a violation of Bylaw 10.1 to knowingly furnish 
fraudulent academic credit, false transcripts or misleading information. 

Director of Athletics 
OR 

AND 
Senior Woman Administrator 

Faculty Athletics Representative 
OR 

Chancellor/President 

Name and title of institutional contact person: 

(Note: All correspondence regarding this waiver will be directed to the contact person.) 

Telephone number: 

Fax number: 

E-mail address: 

Within 72 hours (three-working days) of receipt of waiver, the contact person will be notified via e-mail to 
confirm receipt of the waiver, identify any missing information and provide the name of the staff member 
handling the waiver. Requests regarding the status of the waiver are discouraged within the 72-hour 
period (three-working days). 

To be completed by student-athlete. The undersigned understands that it is a violation of Bylaw 10.1 to 
knowingly furnish fraudulent academic credit, false transcripts or misleading information. 

Buckley Statement. I give my consent to disclose only to authorized representatives of this institution, its 
athletics conference (if any) and the NCAA, any documents or information pertaining to my NCAA eligibility. 
Additionally, I give my consent to the NCAA to disclose personally identifiable information from my education 
records to a third party (including but not limited to the media) in order to explain the NCAA’s decision regarding 
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this waiver request, without such disclosure constituting a violation of my rights under the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. 

Signature (student-athlete): 

Student-athlete’s address: 

Student-athlete’s city/state/zip: 

Please note that all notification 

Date: 

relative to this waiver request will be sent by e-mail. Please provide 

information for the following: 

Director of Athletics: 

Telephone Number: 

Conference Commissioner: 

Telephone Number: 

E-mail address: 

Fax number: 

E-mail address: 

Fax number: 

*Please fax completed waiver application and supporting documents to: 
Academic and Membership Affairs at 317/917-6962. 



ATTACHMENT A 

DOCUMENTATION 

1. Standard documentation (to be provided unless staff indicates otherwise): 

a. A completed progress-toward-degree waiver application; 

b. Written evidence (e.g., letters or statements) of the compelling mitigating circumstance(s) supporting the 
waiver request; 

c. Written documentation supporting the mitigation asserted by the institution; 

d. A copy of the student-athlete’s current official transcript and official transcripts from all previous 
institutions attended (print-screen transcripts will not be accepted); and 

An academic-recovery plan, designed by the institution, that demonstrates how the student-athlete’s 
individual efforts, course-schedule planning (including consideration of academic- and athletics-related 
time demands) and use of academic resources (including the use of support services and other 
accommodations for education-impacting disabilities) will correct the student-athlete’s academic- 
eligibility deficiencies. An acceptable academic-recovery plan should demonstrate that the student- 
athlete is able to graduate within five years of full-time enrollment. Both the student-athlete and an 
institutional representative with academic oversight must sign the student-athlete’s academic recovery 
plan. (See Attachment B for an example academic-recovery plan.) 

2. To be provided if requested by NCAA staff to support the waiver request: 

a. Description of the designated degree requirements as found in the academic catalog; 

b. Degree audit; and 

c. Current course-enrollment list. 

3. Additional documentation to be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions on behalf of student-athletes with education-impacting disabilities. 

If requesting a less than full-time enrollment waiver for a student-athlete with a current impairment that 
has substantial educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic performance, written documentation 
from an appropriate institutional academic authority (e.g., registrar) that the institution has defined the 
student-athlete’s full-time enrollment to be less than 12 hours to compensate for the student-athlete’s 
disability. 

b. A written copy of the institution’s policies and curriculum guidelines applicable to all students with 
current impairments that have a substantial educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic 
performance. [Note: The committee/cabinet will not consider appeals in cases in which the institution 
does not have an established written policy.] 

c. A summary of support services and other accommodations provided by the applicant institution designed 
to assist the student-athlete with a current impairment that have a substantial educational impact on the 
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student-athlete’s academic performance, in general, and the student-athlete for whom the waiver is being 
sought in particular. This summary normally would be expected to include accommodations provided by 
the institution with respect to the student-athlete’s athletics responsibilities, as well as the academic and 
other support services provided and any institutional accommodations related to adjustments of minimum 
academic performance requirements. 

Full and complete documentation of the student-athlete’s current impairment that has a substantial 
educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic performance including: 

A current diagnosis of the disability, including the results of specific measures or tests, which 
formed the basis of the diagnosis. If specific circumstances of the case indicate that this 
requirement is unnecessary, a prior diagnosis may be acceptable. [Note: The 
staff/committee/cabinet reserves the right to request a second opinion or diagnosis.] 

(2) A copy of the student-athlete’s recommended accommodations, if applicable. 

(3) A copy of the student-athlete’s individual education plan, if applicable. 

Additional documentation to be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions on behalf of student-athletes with psychological or mental health issues (e.g., depression, 
bipolar disorder, alcoholism, eating disorder): 

¯ Contemporaneous or other appropriate medical documentation provided by an individual who is 
qualified and licensed to diagnose and treat the particular illness (e.g., psychiatrist, psychologist). 

An institution filing a progress-toward-degree waiver for a student-athlete with an education- 
impacting disability must identify if it previously filed a disability initial-eligibility waiver request for 
the same student-athlete. 

(1) 

(2) 

If the institution previously submitted a disability initial-eligibility waiver request for the 
student-athlete, the institution must provide a summary of the support services and/or 
accommodations that the student-athlete has used at the institution. If the support services 
and/or accommodations provided differ from the support services and/or accommodations that 
were described in the student-athlete’s initial-eligibility waiver request, the institution must 
provide a written statement explaining why the support services and/or accommodations 
changed. 

If the student-athlete did not use any support services and/or accommodations, the institution 
must provide a statement explaining why the student-athlete did not use available support 
services and/or accommodations. 

4. Additional documentation must be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions that cite misadvisement, lack of advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward- 
degree regulations as a mitigating circumstance. 



Attachment A 
Page No. 3 

a. Documentation of misadvisement. 

A written statement of explanation from the person(s) responsible for providing erroneous 
information. This statement needs to summarize the information given to the student-athlete. In the 
event the individual responsible for the misadvisement is not available, the institution should submit 
a statement from the individual’s supervisor including an explanation as to the reason(s) the 
individual is not available (e.g., no longer employed, etc.). 

(2) If available, contemporaneous documentation demonstrating misadvice (e.g., notes, phone logs). 

(3) A written statement from the student-athlete in question demonstrating whether the student-athlete, 
in good faith, relied on the erroneous information to his or her detriment. The statement should 
include a chronology of events. 

(4) A written statement from the institution regarding its actions to educate the student-athlete about the 
progress-toward-degree requirements. 

(5) Previously submitted institutional recovery plans, if the institution has submitted a progress-toward- 
degree waiver based on misadvisement in the past. 

Institutional-recovery plan.* A written institutional-recovery plan regarding steps being taken by the 
institution to ensure proper advisement and avoid such problems in the future. Such a recovery plan may 
include but is not limited to: 

(1) Educational initiatives to be conducted by the institution relative to student-athletes and personnel 
who have a role in providing academic advisement to student-athletes. 

(2) Development of corrective actions to ensure that the student-athlete will receive proper academic 
advisement relative to the evaluation of student-athlete’s degree programs and course selection and 
the evaluation of the student-athlete’s transcript to ensure courses are acceptable for satisfying the 
progress-toward-degree requirements. 

(3) The plan must be signed by the athletics representative with academic oversight for student-athletes, 
the director of athletics and the faculty athletics representative. If the misadvisement, lack of 
advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations was committed by 
another staff member (e.g., a coach), that person should also sign the institutional recovery plan. 

Please note that institutional-recovery plans submitted with waivers citing misadvisement, lack of 
advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations as mitigation are kept 
on file at the NCAA national office. These plans are referenced when considering other progress- 
toward-degree waivers submitted by the same institution citing misadvisement, lack of advisement 
and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations as mitigation. Should an 
institution assert misadvisement in multiple years, the staff will review institutional recovery plans. 
If a plan was submitted by an institution and then not followed in a future year, the president or 
chancellor will be notified that the institution has an advisement issue. 



ATTACHMENT B 

Academic-Recovery Plan 

An academic-recovery plan for a student-athlete needs to be designed by the institution and demonstrate how 
the student-athlete’s individual efforts, course-schedule planning (including consideration of academic-related 
and athletics-related time demands) and use of academic resources (including the use of support services and 
other accommodations for education-impacting disabilities) will correct his or her academic-eligibility 
deficiencies. 

2. An acceptable academic-recovery plan also needs to demonstrate that the student-athlete is able to graduate 
within five years of initial full-time enrollment, including a term-by-term scheduling of courses to the greatest 
extent possible. 

3. When designing the academic-recovery plan, an institution should consider the student-athlete’s historical 
academic achievement to ensure that the plan is realistic and achievable. 

4. Both the student-athlete and an institutional representative with academic oversight (e.g., faculty athletics 
representative, director of academic support services, etc.) must sign the plan. 

5. The NCAA staff/committee/cabinet may request that additional information be included in the plan as 
needed. 

6. The staff/committee/cabinet may consider academic-recovery plans for student-athletes that deviate from the 
requirement that student-athletes graduate within five years of full-time enrollment. These plans will be 
accepted on a case-by-case basis when warranted by the particular facts of the waiver. 



SAMPLE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

MEMORANDUM 

Department of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Support Services 

TO: NCAA Division I Progress-Toward-Degree Waivers Committee 
NCAA Division II Academic Requirements Subcommittee on Progress- 
Toward-Degree Waivers. 

FROM: Faculty Athletics Representative/Director of Academic Services. 

DATE: Current. 

SUBJECT: Academic-Recovery Plan for John Doe. 

John Doe will enroll in 12 to 15 hours over the next several terms to complete his graduation requirements within 
five years of enrollment. In order to support his classroom endeavors, he must do the following (for example): 

1. Meet with his academic counselor once a week. 

2. Attend 10 hours per week in a structured learning environment that will consist of supplemental instruction, 
individual tutoring and monitored study time. When his grade-point average reaches 2.300, his mandatory 
attendance will be reduced to six hours. 

3. Record academic scores and grades to assist in monitoring academic performance as determined by his 
advisor. 

4. Attend all classes (including labs) unless excused for athletics travel or other circumstances approved by his 
advisor. 

5. Use all accommodations as prescribed by the institution’s Office of Disability Services or similar entity (if 
applicable). 

The student-athlete support services will remain committed to the academic progress of Mr. Doe, with the goal of 
achieving graduation within the scholarship time limitations outlined by the NCAA. 

[NOTE: Institutions may self impose penalties or sanctions for noncompliance.] 



SAMPLE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

JOHN DOE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

Attached are Mr. Doe’s current transcripts and degree plan. This academic forecast is based on the assumption 
that Mr. Doe will successfully complete the 12 hours he is presently enrolled for the spring term and a review of 
hours taken in previous semesters. The elective requirements allow some flexibility in scheduling for unforeseen 
circumstances. 

To complete his degree, Mr. Doe must complete 58 hours. His hours include: 

EH 208 
PPy 101 
MS 110 

IS 
GEO 231 
GEO 420 
GEO 425 
GEO 
GEO 
SCH 

Classics World Literature 3 Credits 
Intro to Philosophy 3 Credits 
Mathematics of Change & Motion 3 Credits 
Humanities 3 Credits 
International Studies 3 Credits 
PHSY GEO: Weather 3 Credits 
Methods of Social Research 3 Credits 
Survey Research Methods 3 Credits 
Applied Geography/Independent Study 3 Credits 
GEO Elective 3 Credits 
Speech 3 Credits 

Electives 25 Credits 
58 Credits 

SUMMER 05 
EH208 3 Credits 

MS 110 3 Credits 

Elect. 1 Credits 

7 Credits 

FALL 05 SPRING 06 
GEO 231 3 Credits SCH 3 Credits 
GEO 425 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 

15 Credits. 15 Credits 

SUMMER 06 
PPy 101 3 Credits 
IS 3 Credits 

6 Credits 

FALL 06 TERM TOTALS 
Hum 3 Credits SUM 04 7 Credits 
Ind.St 3 Credits FALL 04 15 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits SPR 05 15 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits SUM 05 6 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits FALL 05 15 Credits 

15 Credits 58 Credits 

By signing this plan, I understand that it must be completed as outlined. Failure to do so could result in additional 

progress-toward-degree deficiencies. Any future progress-toward-degree waivers will include a review of this plan to 

determine if it was followed. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Institutional Representative with Academic Oversight Date 

Other (optional) (e.g., coach, director of athletics) Date 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
May 18, 2009                   KEY:hrc 



If this email is not displayed properly, click here 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Brent, 

Thank you for your time on the phone this afternoon. Just a few action items from our call below: 

Anyone using a PC will need to use Internet Explorer to access the ACS Athletics software 
solution. If you are using Internet Explorer, please Login to ACS Athletics and then select Tools 
from the upper right hand corner of your screen and go to View Compatibility Settings. Click 
Add for acsathletics.com. Let the page refresh and you will be all set. 

¯ If you would like a banner on your online questionnaire, please send me a .jpg or .gif file that 
is no larger than 850 pixels wide by 300 pixels tall. 

¯ ACS will add the club team configuration for Fencing, Gymnastics and Rowing. 

Please Iogin and add yourself as a test athlete in ACS Recruiting Coordinator. Then send 
yourself an email to a gmail, hotmail or aol account you have access, add a phone call, 
evaluation, contact and official visit for your test athlete. Date all compliance activities in the 
past to avoid any potential violation messages popping up. 

¯ Run reports in Athletes, Contacts, Schools and Activity Manager. 

Go to Configuration and click "Athlete Form Custom Field Configuration." Click View 
Questionnaire. Complete the Questionnaire with test information. Go to Webmail and view the 
test athlete information. Reconcile or add your test athlete from Webmail to your athlete 
database. 

Lance has access to helpful PDF documentation in compliance to help you with these tasks. Please let 
us know if you have any questions by accessing the online chat or emailing helpdesk@acsathletics.com. 



Melanie Cabezas 

Client Services Director 
512.343.8811 Option 2 
mcarter@acsathletics.com 
http://www.acsathletics.com 

AC$ AtB~÷ti~s - 8213 A Shoal Creek BIvd,, Suite 204 - Austin, Texas 78757 
~÷ 512,343,8811 x 315 Fax 512,857,0316 

Click to Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc. edu> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 7:38 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; EftQuestions@listserv.unc.edu 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim Smith <tdsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 11:12 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lunch? 

TEXT.htm 

Planning to grab something with Lance Markos and maybe Michael Beale today. Any interest? Thinking about 12 and no specific 
destination plans. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

The Rams Club 

PO Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

P: (919) 843-6448 
F: (919) 843-5777 





























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble vie~ving tiffs email? 
Click here 

r20 const~-~tcontact conv~ender?lir: vyj_n5dxdab&v 0018iMS5L3VR6PffZTBOW19MYP5t~za 
T3NDL EI ROOFxSvETeeSf<xnODX~_6z’rWVF~ c~LxvPb3iL 1WB.g%3D%3D 

Sports Caleers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Ne~vsletter 

Malch 24, 2011 

Strategic Follo~v-up: The Key to Getting tile Job 

$5.95 
xT7EA_h~TGz5e~D3D1dsRIf~C49~Y~IxEI~©H7eCHVSVJ~U~z~acA~/J~7~/iVW\~[~J7~xalJSRmX1vNVdB15VGx%NZRJ~1CVG~X5pL12hgVvHmvD17KNHCV cRThJtpfV,/OP 1SD724oRr8] 

(Inst~tt Do~vuload) 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e ~bKB4LhX~-xwq77dMtFR7HBxn6x~VuZm~x--U~-3w3sYwi7bkJu6SGVq5~-9F5tVtfcG7md5iBpffdJ47HF- 
No04y2V6qvA41hOZATHYpJhLhprQcnfl7aTNmBHz0WjYzJ 4a-fw9ZnCrakKHcs~2TqFet~Ump3~UmE~F-qny4bHYUwY~wpsQ9Bs~m-5TyI~tYU9Vk~rgmz~ws5~jrGdwv ] 

(Inst~ttDowuloM)[h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~vjn5cLxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e ~bKB4LhX~-xwq77dMtFR7HBxn6x~VuZm~x--U~-3w3sYwi7bkJu6SGVq5~-9F5tVtfcG7md5iBpffdJ47HF- 

No04y2V6qvA41hOZATHYpJhLhprQcnfl7aTNmBHz0WjYzJ 4a-fw9ZnCrakKHcs~2TqFet~Ump3~UmE~F-qny4bHYUwY~wpsQ9Bs~m-5TyI~tYU9Vk~rgmz~ws5~jrGdwv ] 

Join Om Malling List [5~g4://visitor r2O consts;atcontact co~gemaJl ~_~i~?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Li~tks... 
OurWebsite [h~?://r20rsSnei/tn:js~o?11r win5dxd#n&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e (/01bKB4Lh2%%h 

~i~’FM~OFOketARN~A7MoA~L3MSt93~Rv R~CD~eSTJNF2AU~ s~AqAZSRR)~,~27~,LtRFo6a6~ L5X3k~)~] 
Job Lisfings ~):,"/r20~6z~e~dt~?11~ w~z~5dxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e OOlbKB4LtG~c,~- 
k,~z [~XOMc fV:~r K5XChVE2Zb                                                              Dklk01UwAeH cE2h30rFSg~bSPPM -Eg?EOWiU?                                      L4L2AS4UBPM- i4b] 

Spots Management Degree Programs [~://~20rs6nel/rn~u?llr w~5dxdab&el 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKBdLf~N~v- 
~R fH6BmitT~ZnHU 2HFCb sJsJTvsib6 

~uc SM K41~nG KFaB J~oY~f,~,, hOkST~run6WKSB4PPO~ k,~d3A6KTEA6 h/7vrC OKi? ff 2 fWf11Z S ~_] 
Career Development Resources [5~J~:i/r20 rs6 net/~n~5c~dal)&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e :001bKB4Lh)~rv 
xTSCcTNuGs6h/U~FkoOE4n.~,/vPh/lap5.¢,/?rbRN ~rlMC SeHA B 3~:J 3 dz~,K140~4~¢,, sDig-u 1 f~z~TI B~ T Su-Z h/~ cw B zhS~hSNKHPVI<_t~- 
)~ f? IA 1E57WSiBn4co770 Yul~XAOb ] 

Fo~vardtoaFfiend[~4:!,,’alconstar~tcon~actcom/s~2f~,,~f~?m 1103508747574&a 1104933780765&ea 
Nndus on Facebook ~tttp://r20.~s6.neff~.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4Lh~N-y02XS7UxD372-aJrJUI9gSoQ-JBF81DgBNPF nJY- 
ACKQEaG9j ~cVA 1 oOr~L3CEuQaD~5b3N2Hsab9MbYkgFtpnlJ65T9C~9Mf4FOMZAtUm- 
tdCVwWuC~pEG5ou3XYDhDpITVPlx2h Nut~t~xVKN51QzDuL7r2JEQuT9xQLroal~7M0ktuWuMOCq~g ] 

Featut-e Article 

Ho~v to make covering letters stand out 

ww~v.jobsite.co.uk ~!~14://r20 ~.~6~lel/ln~9911r wjd.t5dxdab&et: 1104933780765&s: 4132&e 001bKB4LhXI.:-x0wx~uSE1JYL\,~4X,¢,,- 

ms4FVgEwTn3~HePEu OC 24CVT89 FMP3mIRb eOd3ix~, kaz~%xD~ 5 lsI 6rMInser~M8                                      ] 

With all in-tray full of applications all elnployer ~vill spend approximately 20 seconds 
casting all eye over each one. You have to be sure that in those 20 seconds your 

cover letter has sufficient impact to make the reader ~Valtt to ~lO~V more about you. 

A covering letter builds upon tile infomlation you provided in your- CV, it is a focussed 
sales pitch stating clearly in simple language just why tiffs company should employ 

you. All of its contents should reaffiml to tile reader that you ale the light person 
for thatjob...(More) [~://~20rs6ne~/~¢?i1r wj~5d~d~b&et 1104933780765&~: 4132&e O01bKB4Lh)~8~V2L1NIT6~)~IAf~)~C~,~£C~MVL7~obFoVI4CSB’ 

9W2~v,,Toxu4t~umc~oHMONxsECl~hE6398Twt~Pbh,~,,bUuObm~it51S~!lXDof~PBZIZYa5~h~ C--H{6N~/MCV eITI~lclrBSfURnwmRY ] 

Ne~v Job Listings 

Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, March 24th, include positions as a fmld raiser, athletic 

ttalner, nlal-keting, recreation, operations, compliance, and much more. To view 
these positions and more, click on the individual liltks below or go to out- website 

at ww~v.sportscal-eersinstitute.conl [                             n5d~tdal~&et 1104933780765&~ 4132&e 001bKB4L[f)~X~ 
z~ITMwOF0ke~AR~I,¢,,I7MoAQ,¢,,E7JIgnL3MSt93~C~v RaCDaeSTJNF2AUucNvsr0t~iUSQJ~z)~XJG-~dEJs~LOsWIA~SRRI~Nnx27~LtRFo6u6u L5X3k~]. 

Mallager, Campus Events -Universityofldallo [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?llr~vjn5d.xdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4LhX~N-zaQKaePxh7~vGInoKQFQ3WXZvJT082MivtmF 8bzlOXa- 
KoVIlxsshB3MlWBiFn6ixL3pPHFdJP9dFYmlOWxBNgflu4tJHCwNWdRyG1KLPubfq-RQioE9Nxh pvzskU8nB1JEx7o8EUUpXIw81wFF0~af76fwYsCXsSs-TME~NQDhmd53cRYVOCDCV1QU5r Zws- 



Le XIBy0NWw73tS5uFtwjSC3BDIQ ] 

Assistant Director of Campus Recreation - Tulane University ~!~!i2://i20 i~6 net/tn~r ~n5d~dal)&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4LhYq2L: 

7~K YX3mIJT~afl~ RLiboWYrDJU                      sazol~c904136                 iFO6ulma S-2uKQRGUsP2JuxBtC-b                                      ] 

Major Gift Officer - University of California [hl~k?://r20is6nei/ix~(js~o?11r w~jt5dxd#n&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e O01bKB4IiKGz;:etm~6qt~Vzec139eS0gA4J6Ib -dZAPyTECDea2RQmMPm- 
6~tHK71VmHcP1H7                          JFu39D5~t~7z7~kL~WiG1~TH5Z-D~c©~!)~&9Lu5aBCbYInsJ@~3NTTtvH9aB6J.~ym5bba~f~pz~ErV G~i~] 

Operations Manager, Skating Center- Babson College [~S~:Iii20 rs6 i~et,’tn~ul5dxdab&et 1104933780765&y~ 4132&e: 001bKB4Lt ~0JtT7WZZ 
7Z)~- ,v~ y i,7,, Mx-ZS~C~A 4FilHotSlbq V 7Jm~kt~czopDU ocXHOJYW 1 fbrq~5SWV C WuwE h/-R~i cv,, S ixtMv,,ci t~alt eAkC D}’zItHDBg~] 

Assistant Director of Compliance - Robert Morns Univmnity [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lli-wjn5&xdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4LhXW- 
x at~2MCw8yVpjwR~tzag3a~cijmxBJmiIB~w9z~Xi4VMLtXZVSURybdoNq6b5dLz~nw~z2vxtbSDASXFsi8wLMYjG2tM3e~ACv~gCfKt3T~55J5GC~QzdLZ5dCtdL-CkrJ~2-bZ5- 
sRC8PkY7wVM4slarhFftCuukAp8CPgJRCgesuUk2oBegtbWXPmPECGYZPisAiItQSqkoJCyNSbJfE KNud4Q49n-yHFWdDdi5QXmy-W4GOGpmA)5go@jAdD-z17EnddQ ] 

Group Sales Associate (2) - Vanderbilt University [~!~:i/~20rsdnet,’ti~__~.a5dxdab&et=11049337SO765&s 4132&e 001bKB4Lt~)h3fz 
~ziI~bR5cdv7sgJ~1i~ZFcM~LC7iAx~wq~C~V3MJsCPeI11~Tcv‘~NCg~}LVDSMECH@Ml~DsF1IcZt1~nM7~ipVD1\~-H1uxV~weHePr~f~iL 1L7k3GKLrTMXSQBWG~6XlLLENvHIIw ] 

AssistantAth~eticTrainer-FeatherRiverC~mmunityC~ege[h~q):I/l2~rs6lteL~l~p?fil win5dxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4Ii>5..~-vXvoSNSZ59Pkk- 
LRHMoFVG u16VR5k2055G3tS4c2pV7tt37sRti-3N.’~:~QrH2PL389SM91~.aeNEI1vlTmw: ] 

Assistant AD for Compliance - University of Central Floida ~r_i2://I2OIs6I~et/ta~,A~I5dxdal~’&et :1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4Lh?~v-~AeIKoBs3d9 
N.MDbFkOB91I~zIX~K\~@oBZHaao2Fasa?,Kt~HkyD4UkVh/d~leXRKJ~},_’o2;14w                                          dIKcc~cR@~fBN9mLF6o ] 

Assistant Director of Athletic Compliance - Univmnity of Tennessee st Cha~anooga 

~t,[~o:!k2Ot7;6net/t@k~it5dxdalo&et 1104933780765&s~ 4132&e 001bKB4L 
6Ff%tt~C \,pgw %’lWHlrgOorIAqm V4 LPoS5iKOTI’srTPMXa~oVJZ;@;~OLiRoVd~mFim3boPBgUP79i\~Sb’c,,?~l.AwPSII~] 

Coordinator, Fitness Smvices - Washington State University [~_idip_:/!I20 rs6 nel!ti~2~?llr win5dxdsb&e~ 1104933780765&s :4132&e :00 lbKB4L~v,,c~w¢,~BRt’ro~ncsk4DgN- 
~5 N~Z 57R 1 iLC R aC 5 V o aB ZmP DXU t£z~ 20 L I 3 J z W ~&£ Y 64 v,/Tn~ZO L J ~8n316A O P t t-wlZ ~1 v6PWDVt \! ~.. fJ~ F Y W 2g~!VU M bwksHESw J B I~] 

Athletic Marketing Intern - Western Kentucky Universtiy [~q:!/~20.rs6 nei/*~,~?llr =¢,di~5d~xdab&e{ 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4L                   RaDX-a- 
OEmVAIvHOKobE1-0                                              G 1Zom6tulcAsFVP6gDcOKyIzCfLtaexcKaoD~_q~g2#_ _] 

Director of Athletics, PE, Recreation, and Intramm-als - Alfred State College [~k~!~://~2Ors6net/l~t~R2~Qn5cb~.dab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4Ltl),~rv- 

zdaiEiPoa5m~xVwQPPQiSB                      DSIPPalP~¢‘~46a~5f%‘¢‘~IvG4QdRKd8p~5~(-~yV7N~UCR7~T£b~Qy42c9PRHk~NdJ~{LMrM~qCJPDxBi-~iG~dYFExd1~gl~CkUv‘~sL~dG~kA ] 

Marketing and I~-omotions Assistant Intern - Woftbrd College [~:I/r20 rs6 *le{/ln~ip?llr=#,d_r~5d~xdab&et: 1104933780765&s :4132&e 001bKB4Lt~Xiv-wls~. sMLLwCzIt~lulJElt~/yLSG7-- 
mgf\,,,z~KM0                              IOEDAaGkOOd2tL ui VZvFC                                                                 erOmZalff~4ADnfwTST                  ] 

Assistant Director of Athletic I~-omotions and Sales-Bemidji StateUniveisity~p:i/;2Ors6net/mjbp?llr:win5d~dal~&et :1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4LtD,’rv- 

7RTi~)@)t~QV                                                                  ~Qe                                         8VixS S e867~£i~Qa164I G EAbA ] 

DirectorofMarketing-Universityoflo~va[l~/lrd:iI120rs6neL/~njNo?llr win5&,~dab&e~ 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4LI~K~y-wJI7t>Fi3~SDc@fl~MMJpPivHSvzsWQHYFTz-F,,&rY@N6EKaDeSA- 
43 CVXHZnu-cl0U5U                   ZRSm L 0Di lbxes SK6iN~tOPMCL, vlx~tI ImAaG v,,: ] 

Student-Athlete Smvices Coordinator - Salt Diego State University [5l!f2:/!~2Ors6net, q~lt5dxdab&ei 1104933780765&s 4132&e O01bKB4LtlX&xnN!~SweTDd20HX-55,Fv(/bSkMxYKZIPQ©2Q!KM~RF- 
W B- T 6-F S I I n I AT Y Mr5 o M 75 P z~t SQB,~ L t,,~ 7 ~LQjE Z 9 P S %’% S N K 5 H zv z o H L M Y K S fl %Oi rt 0 J R 9ra P 2 b0xO b X V Z V L S 0 J J U s eo R B v E W o R 6m d M a-Hi 6it 7 V W t~Z_ ] b s_ ] 

Certified Athletic Trainer- Harding University ~)~:iii20i~6net,’m~i~t5dxdab&et 1104933780765&s~ 4132&e O01bKB4Lt~)~rly-xXWWIc’rATdM- 

UZU~olv~lk?VVF~3SCPZmM0OmtucJlzKJcGucly~v,~CItcl3                     6IOSJo6tlf -QDz~9-Xs!G",~DXVK1RC51<biq~×. WulTvXmq%~ ORlq9Dn2AwTw ] 

Direct~r~fw~men’sBasketbal~pemti~ns-University~f~ittsburgh[~://~2~rs6l~ei/in~?~1r v,,j.n5dada[~&e~ 1104933780765&s 4132&e O01bKB4Lt~£%v- 
z~evH61L C~,~, Co F~,~, 02tAD JAOKS~oPcI VOCb fO z                                                                            dM78~,~, o5 Kff do-O~A~yl~ZR~O 1U dG 6I b St~bi~nM                ] 

Game Analysis Coordinator - University of Illinois [IT’qip:/i~2O ~s6 net/~k ?,~dn5dxds~&et 1104933780765&}{: 4132&e 0O lbKB4Lh}~r~/n 
xuHwIUiZEeBRg~,U S XlzI J Mq C CTtGn YgvdbbPue5 X1Zf%‘~bE~GSG9°xB5~qkRJ6CdMv1I~CK~9aB~-MIIE]~5D£~sR~eeSv~4p.zTtc4-1u8J~i6JL9~1m,r5TI7Zl~sK~SI{s53bK3~] 

Coiporate Sales Director- Viiginia Coirmtonwealth Univmnity [~.p’,q20 rs6 ne~/ln~S~?11r win5dxdsb&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4LtlX~w- 
w’C~wOnnRoB~q_J~sSNkH2@EOH5LI69E9NT               4s6W0c~ v 8Call SLAcY~QI~Kbbh 1LNB 5 F 1L >talk6 d 0TZ \i~N.0 FB KL 560Z6Dr~ m~ kIu6ctxG 3                      ] 

Ath~eticsDepartmentGraduateAssistant-University~f~k~al~ma[[~d~2:/Il2~rs6rt~m~£~n5cb~dab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e 001bKB4L                       wLaMZ- 
WllHMcLx3,JIU63FwgI                 ¢)Ae4vKAZkccgS2~9BXZvZii1Wm~m6APcH5353PPB1kI;~M‘~iG~JJCa~G~T\~‘Il~Q1=p‘~J1H6A~gcPEZ~1GYx‘¢‘~LA ] 

Acadelnic/Compliance Gmduate Assistant - Wagner College [~:/I~20ry;6I~eNn:j~r~?llr ~,~n5dxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e O01bKB4LhKr~;,WifiivGP-mzEf2f1IRR-P-721bJ2FL- 
v,,5k4NC]C&~dE33aCvdqBw282DgAM3’v~£~3<FfA60bt~TS-CpgkVBgBDncXwGk1S5e1 IOCViIEE1XPQBXg[,AZNTc6-5ciYGFJS@:f’po4odI\A ] 

Event Manager- Univmnity of Michigan [~:ik20rs6~lel/~i~:~a?11r win5d:xdab&et: 1104933780765&s: 4132&e O01bKB4IitXl;:-m,,tJygR55ckOwiCLFNBci<_m;~FoSDmCqeYz- 

Fitness and Instntctional Program Coordinator - University of Notre Dante [~tp:i,q2O rs6 net,’~@:r >di~5d~.dal~&et 1104933780765&~ 4132&e O01bKB4Lh)@l,_- 
~!I~Q/1D5{MSvvRPJuLZRveJ79i7\, l’tlWNT~t%E?~2sSkHq7- 9,YHCI                     XYQ9b72~L8~EcFi1xsr~maNRI6bQjmvbBP2U£~ir~2HeMDai~KaZnb?~‘)~dS6l2LzA7~INeI:~2L~‘@~] 

Assistant Director of Ticketing - Virginia Coirmton~vealth Univeinity [~:/k20 rs6 ile{ii~*~!a?11i wj_n5dx&~b&et 110d933780765&s 4132&e 001bKBdLt>X<@& 
7ei~/s Doa’z2tUet~V@YI~eaNazZNO9XIY~w4IPDt~CLCZc~CO7 N~O O~oZG-n5H4DT6 TMma\,bIgag~)lt~vMTx2 auzv,2~ 3fbuFVlof?;PGzo5RO3(~ivKtOASv,~ddFal~gdKVC3MR\,ZiYiPZ~.)_.] 

Director of Athletic Compliance - University of Southern California [t@ii2:/q2Ors6ne~’/~n~U4_y~jn5dxdab&et 1104933780765&s 4132&e :O01bKB4Ll~)~32: 
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Toughness is in the soul attd spiit not in muscles. 
-Alex Karras 
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v~9GT4HY~NtLdEIcR2WB~Fb~Et~G~JJveGm9ELQJMtK-8mXEjXVSIh~rIb8pZ~ZdEe~XalqW~c4Ldzwf9fz-w~]The 
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Fascinati~g New Research on How to Effectively Email Your Prospects 

Our latest romld of research is in, and it contains some really foscinati~g details 

on how your prospects are now using email in their regular communication with tile 
coaches who are recruiting them. 

Among tile highlights of our most recent findii~gs: 

* About 55% oftodey’s student-athletes that are actively being reclulted by a college 
coach check their email daily, wNch is up by 20% compared to two years ago. 
* One of the key reasons for thut increase? A rapidly growi~g nlm~ber of college 
prospects now me web-enabled smart phones (iPhones, Androids, and others) thut 
huve their emails tied to their phones. So, it’s easier for them to answer your 
email message than it was just two years ago, when most of them would huve to log-in 
to an email account fiom a home or school computer. 
* One of the most interesting aspects to tiffs most recent study: Wtffle a clear 
majority found email to be tile most conveulent way to communicate with a college 
coact~, a surplising 71% said thut receiving a letter or perso~ml note fiom a coach 

was seen as more influential and "in~portant", in their eyes. Thut’s up by about 
20% thun just a short time ago when we last tracked thut question. 

* One thi~g was unchanged: 83% said that tile number of contacts fiom a particular 
coach wasn’t as important as whut they said in their message, and how consistently 
they sent that message. 

Tile rest of tile study is reserved for our use in creatii~g our clients’ messages 
[ L 0U~ oZPh~A@66kdW ftt7evC 1 JFi71~LUv5xaex8zdBDImd~flZQ~;’ 
DiSgHRaS% lsvg-}~ocPrlzv]’E~iUTwu5 7n~]~DrFXM6hL T ], 

but here’s what I see as a few of the Nacficd applicafio~ that any coach, at 
dmost aW level, coNd me to co~cate ruth ~eir Nospects given tNs most 
recent research that we’ve gathered... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPtlvmGsTI-hbkvwotT5vJNoN5rhfl6RHn5VJBi SCuDh01Lvcedg8QEFs0XDW61WVYv- 
3NetDdVcLllZuhngwmLChPisYTB3GfQtJGxVpll2GQgzA51P4VA51fFlqTyjnWtpsIevlqlSILmbicT agR41QwQEYOZJHMbuSFYhVmr-64jeAnMcqq21SOZH80qslz0 ] 
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Follow us on Twitter [t~i~://~20 rs6 net/~tS~ 
11r b’~ A~tbab&e~l104987721948&s 56114&e 001                              xdY72LaCe8TuTS41E3FGlbJ                             tbDXzg%gFoeoqsaefM9~gBfhulOqv~LZ~g~4~.ThB~lf() ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlon 100,000 of the i~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
11r bwhecg~bab&e~ l l O4987721948&~56114&e ~1~L~Ur~Z~hs3e2vmUsh~W~©~1~HCKL1:C~H2zz~saa~n~M~1~d<N8sZQ.-5~j~WzY1zZzsc~s2~G~a-BH~v61~v~QrEDM~2GZ~Zi3S~uDi~HF~h 

6BOtXeagRMOHtsHIwGH5mYU ] 

DanTudor onFacebook[ [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhukUo2COl2HuaQdyeQaZp5vi8q2dVokWYkQzdYFEepqm8oYDTTF7mMM9m3- 
0FJBjUXKM OABc~513nUZAhdkZbXJnoWtr M4BkRB Gs 1 fRpBK0tUTMgm- 
wNZ4Y~uv84~a2icFf~D8~iiY~A6UDBLuENrmu~S97L~DY29Mj4sXQ~R2~W~bKU~kdMEnt~uBD4MtZ4HnI~Tw~ZSckw~f wl18FEYDFa69L64aWBvTYKy28mA ] 

Tile Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

More Advice on Emailing Your Prospects 

We’ve got a bonus tip on o111- Facebook page for college recruiters who want another 
in~portant piece of advice on how to effectively email their prospects. And, it’s 
all important one [ 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trailling 
videos featuting Dan Tudor - just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1104987721948&s 56114&e 00 lgSLOUroZPht 3FGIV3aa0VZwThN1XlakPxBDttlukfXel8E 1FcwvKSTHAbPo94aDac6dtwdg- 
Cwez0 e YiwepTXzE 5mcqB 7T EgkTweVsuDgAMpBj 411423PGJxeN 8Mouc~vemu-ycJvZ 18-tYdhrb6zUxqvPRZjgOkKc VpHsUy0 SyaLi136xVgQ~0mgXYwgA-]. 

Anddofft forgetaboutourdailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [~:i/~20rs6ne*/ttt{~_p?iir:::buA~eo2~hah&e>llO49877219dg&~56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhs4J DPd56561USs, T[~zT7LWUfloIDszo- 
0g9k~N \~‘~q~A~LMZ~ib6k8~4d×1hs3~4ti~JqMRp~a‘kdgM~tSec2mbC~%r~b~/~KS;~dBa1JI~d~F~MkMHVv4iV] 



now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [htlp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO4987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
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Dattfish [~/Ir20 rs6 neg~ b~*)’?llr bwhe~..ffoab&e>1104987721948&s 56114&e 001 g~ILOUroZPhs5FVDfG6 fEBStu~ 81hv c0WAeV7X4KtoR 8C367c2 1W - 1 r- 
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The #1 Coachi~g Tool in the World 
CLICK HERE [                                ~bah&ev::l i04987721948&s=56i 14&e O01gSLOUroZPhvfi~dsxlhK©5~UUON-IA69GoXH2r24GFJ\42wdB- 

] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Back to Basics: Do You REALLY I~ow How to Type? 

Front Rush: Expert lypists! [ 
]by 

SeanDevlin, Front Rush [h~qo:i!~2Ors6net/~n~&*~?ih-bwh~’~bab&et 1104987721948&s 5~l14&e=001~SLOUroZPt~mB3BE32RH~l~SkDK~H5tFRG5~emt~ZD ~e~if~M- 
D1OaYC0vqDGmcrdhw3OcL~i pim~pb-nL~WSDJUdJTo79UafL~YgVQR?~Ob-olg3DMMErWvtKbILdl--bc1Q :] 

The best skill that I ever learned was how to lype. 

Recently, I have been thin,king a lot about tiffs idea of "always improving". You 
kimw, the new thi~gs thut you can learn that will help you on a day to day. The 
one common theme I hear a lot is "I wish I hud learned to lype better". 

Maybe it’s my igmorance (being the son of a lyping teacher) but for a long time 
I took tiffs skill set for granted. As a lyper watctultg someone who is not, you 
generally get the feeling that there is productivity loss occun-ing. Its simple 
math: Whut a l:~st lyper can do in 10 minutes, it may take a slow lyper 30. Without 
double checking my work, that’s 20 minutes. 

If your not an expert lyper, I would stro~gly urge you to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
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Follow us on Twitter [ 
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Front Rush [~£rs6 ~/tn j~le@ibab&el- 1104987721948&~56114&e 00 IgSLOUroZPtlwY ScmzuNh ~Mi-POhquBTXCOH3C~9G ~ ’~ ,:@:cl ~ bL4\/EuqG- 
£~g})/~ir16K61GbzMVxKxDC81EvYA~r~:C2NzShlIvLtxzXb3c’?I3gHR5SCiS1wd4NN RW3xHTA ] 

College Basketball Coaches Tumi~g to Social Media Expert to Uulock the Secrets 
of Facebook and Twitter 

Lodestone Social Media [ ilsab&eV 1104987721948&~:56114&e 001 lIaFR9YSJUR88Zb2’,kgpfgiz~XE-ALMcd5OM IiOLS63- 
]In 

the co~ulng days, men’s and women’s college basketball coaches will have ample oppoi~mffty 
to get the latest advice from one of the nation’s premier social media experts. 

Mark Drosos, President of Lodestone Social Media [hi~:?2:i,,’{20~@’isu[q2?llr bv,,~,~ibab&eV :i 104987721948&s: 56114&e 001 g~P?tls)!s i IaFR9 Y8/URSSZb:Sagc fgLa~oXE - 
ALMcd5OM                 4IiOLS63-5NLulM3NwQ9Cfk,~gi\,VmdFViXJYFno6G                  ], 
will be speaking tiffs Thursday and F1iday at the men’s Final Four convention in 
Houston,, and then again on Sunday at the women’s Final Four in Indianapolis. 

Drosos ki~ows what he’s talking about: He’s created a system for generati~g interest 
fiom l~ts and recruits at some of the nation’s largest college progn-ams using Facebook 
and Twitter. Ifs lead to a 30% increase in attendance at one attiletic depattment, 
and other impressive gai~ts on other campuses. 

So if you’re a college basketball coact~, check your convention schedules and listen 
to what he can teach you about your progn-am and using social media to promote your 
brand. If you’re not attending either convention in the co~ulng days, take a look 
at whut Lodestone Social Media can do for you and yore- program... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ IiOLS63- 
5NLu~M3Nvn29Cfk,v9iWmdTViXJYFno6G-pElszuOi~.. DA ] 
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Workbooks [ 
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Last Week to Get Early Registration Discount for 2011 Nalio~ml Collegiate Reci~ting 
Co~il’erence in Nashville 

Nashville NCRC [                                 ab&ev I104987721948&s 56114&e 001                    /bdlS2LhibeEODG982!]O£SH2M- 

] 

It’s your last week to get the early registration discount for the 2011 NCRC in 
Nashville ! 

Final speaker and topic schedules are ahnost complete, as college coaches from arom~d 
the countly get ready for the 2011 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference [ 
ilr bwheqnbab&e~l104987721948&s 56114&e ~1g~L~U~Z~hsLs~HBYu5EmO~A~9~m¢~/Zv1~d~d2cKEfMmc~7O99-XGGc-npp~1m4aMhd4Ge~bb3OvRYiedb3~1~Q- 

in Nashville, Te~messee tiffs co~Nng J~e 3-5. 

If you’re a serious recruiter, you need to be there! 

This year’s event will featm-e several recruiting experts, college coaches, a former 



Dallas Cowboy tm::ed successful businessmai~, a nationally renowned body language 
expert who can teach you to read yore prospect, and Dan Tudor talking about the 
latest strategies coaches should lglow as they prepare for thalr next recruiting 
year. 

"Last year, ore a~endees gave us great ideas on how to make this next conference 
even better than before", says Dan Tudor, President of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
"As good as last year’s NCRC event was, I ttffnk tiffs year is going to be even better." 

The early registration discomrt is still available for interested coaches ttu-ongh 
tt~e end of this week, and this year featm-es an h~credible conference center setting 
and a block of special discomrted hotel rooms for a~endees... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ ab&e>1104987721948&s: 56114&e=:OO!gSLO~_JroZPt~Lst3HBYu5EmO\,kfROm~W;~vif~Sd4A12cKEDdmcx),7099-XGGc- 
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College’s Move to D1 - and Elimination of Two Spots - Highlight Cun-ent Challenges 
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II to Division I. 

Along with tt~ut exciting news came an annomtcement by Athletic Director Trev Alberts 
(pictm-ed) that strained local supporters of UNO: Because of budget considerations, 
tire school’s football and wrestling programs would be elffninated. 

The resulting outcry from the local community tffghligttts one of the ct~allenges that 
many athletic departments are straggling with: How to move thalr college spots 
programs forward, keep thalr Pans and supporters t~uppy, as well as balance the new 
economic realities that we live mtder. 

The University of Nebraska-Omal~u is one small example of how athletic depa~ments 
are dealing with the issue. Read about the feedback ttlut this exciting - and difficult 
- decision is getting from a conmlunity of alumni and donors tt~ut loves thalr local 
college... 
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UNC-CH sent you an invitation to "2011 Inauguration Student Government Officers" for 
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Please join 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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2011-2012 Student Body Officers 
on Tuesday, April 5th 
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Great Hall 

Frank Porter Graham Student Union 

Click this invitation to R.S.V.P. 
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PROTOTYPING FOR DESIGNERS 

This email is best viewed in your web browser. Click the link 
below to see it: 
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Prototyping for Designers 

Understanding the Role of Design in the Website Prototyping 
Process 

Over the past month, I’ve been conducting interviews with many of 
our agency partners, clients, and colleagues to gather their 
feedback and deepen our understanding of the industry we serve. 
The things I’ve been hearing are both affirming and challenging, 
and I’m excited to begin to apply their insights to a variety of 
things, from how we work to the kinds of content we create. While 
I’m naturally cautious and unlikely to rush into things, I don’t 
want to waste any time in acting upon feedback if there’s 
something I can do differently right now. So, I’m going to start 
with this article, which I’ve written in direct response to some 
particularly wonderful feedback I received from our friends at 
Callahan Creek. 

The gist of it was this: There is still come confusion about how 
designers should interpret prototypes, resulting in many 
unanswered questions up front. What, exactly, is the role of 
design in prototyping? Once a prototype is approved, which 
aspects of it should designers take literally and which are more 
flexible? As I listened to these questions, I realized that, 
despite having plenty of content about why we prototype and how 
the process works, we needed to answer them with material 
directly addressing the relationship between prototyping and 
design. 

So, without further delay, here it is. Just a heads-up: this 
article is quite long and includes many visual examples that I 
hope will clarify the prototyping and design relationship. It 
doesn’t need to be read in one sitting, but if you do want to 
tackle it all at once, you might want to top offyour coffee and 
find a comfortable spot.What You’ll Learn this Month:* What a 
prototype is, 
* how prototypes communicate technical things without being 
overly technical, 
* how pages are structured in prototypes, and... 
* ...how designers should interpret them, 
* and many other details that tend to be confusing to designers. 
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HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA) AUTHORIZATION 

I authorize any physician, team doctor, or other health care provider who is affiliated with my university and from 
whom I have received health care treatment to disclose the following health information to a Faculty 
Representative or other authorized representative of the Atlantic Coast Conference: 

All information contained in any of my medical, psychiatric, psychological or other health care 
services records, including, but not limited to, any treatment records, notes, charts, summaries, 
reports, diagnoses, films, photographs, x-rays, sketches, diagnostic information, prescriptions, 
reports to or from third parties relating to my treatment in any way, and dates of service. 

I understand that the information in my health record may include information relating to 
sexually transmitted disease, acquired immunodeficiency syndromes (AIDS), or human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). It may also include information about behavioral or mental health 
services, and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse. 

This health information may be disclosed to and used by the Atlantic Coast Conference for the purposes of 
determining my eligibility as a student-athlete under National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) guidelines 
and for processing and considering my petition for waivers of Atlantic Coast Conference rules and NCAA 
waivers delegated to the Atlantic Coast Conference to administer. 

This authorization shall be in force and effect until the completion of my eligibility as a student-athlete as 
determined under Atlantic Coast Conference rules and NCAA guidelines, at which time this authorization will 
expire. 

I understand that I have the right to revoke this authorization, in writing, at any time by sending my written 
revocation to the Commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference and to the specific physician, team doctor or 
other health care provider who is affiliated with my university and from whom I have received health care 
treatment. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been released in 
response to this authorization and that my revocation of this authorization may, depending on the circumstances 
of the revocation, prevent me from obtaining a waiver of Atlantic Coast Conference or NCAA rules. 

I understand that authorizing the disclosure of this health information is voluntary. I can refuse to sign this 
authorization. I also understand that the disclosure of this health information carries with it the potential for re- 
disclosure by the Atlantic Coast Conference or other recipients and may no longer be protected by federal or 
state law. However, I also understand that if I refuse to sign this authorization, my petition for waiver will not be 
processed. 

Student-Athlete Date 

Institutional Certification: The appropriate undersigned individual certifies that the information set forth is 
accurate and the requirements of the appropriate NCAA bylaw have been met: 

Athletics Director (or designee) 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Date 

Date 

Submit signed form and all required documentation to: 
Shamaree Brown, Director of SA Programs & Compfiance 

Fax: 336-369-0065 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cary Nelson, AAUP President and Gary Rhoades, General Secretary" 
<aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 4:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Newsletter: Campaign for the Future of Higher Education 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

More than seventy faculty leaders from universities, four-year institutions, and community colleges in twenty-one states, including 
many AAUP leaders, met in Los Angeles in January at the invitation of the California Faculty Association. There were tenure-track 
and contingent faculty, faculty from collective bargaining units and those from settings without collective bargaining, and there were 
faculty from various national affiliates (AAUP, AFT, and NEA) and independents. The purpose was to hold a first-of-its-kind 
discussion on how to construct a positive counter-narrative in the national debate over the future of American higher education at a 
time when public higher education is at great risk. The mission of this grassroots campaign is twofold: to ensure that affordable quality 
higher education is accessible to all sectors of our society in the coming decades; and to ensure that faculty, students, and our 
communities, not just administrators, politicians, foundations, and think tanks, have a voice to guarantee that [] reforms [] to higher 
education are good for students, for the quality of education, and for the public good. Participants agreed on seven principles (below) 
that should guide the development and assessment of policy and practice in higher education. They also agreed to identify April 13 as 
a national day of taking class action in support of higher education, with faculty organizing various actions at the local level. A formal 
launch of the campaign will take place in a press conference at the National Press Club on May 17. 

What Can You Do? 
Although the campaign is in its early stages, we know already that its success depends on widespread participation by faculty and 
other constituencies (students, civil rights groups, community groups, organized labor) who care about the future of higher education. 
We need to build buzz about the campaign, its principles, and its formal launch. Please help by: 

[] Planning an action on April 13, and letting us know the details so that we can help publicize and promote these events 
nationally. This can be as big as a campus demonstxation or teach-in, or as small as hanging fliers with information about the situation 
in your state or on your campus. For more ideas, see the California Faculty Association website 
~,ris.eresources.com:glit!5299422i4034459i2290iOi Please let us know what you have planned so we can get the word out: 
gbradley@aaup.org. 
[]    Talking to your friends and neighbors about the importance of higher education. The time to take action is now. Too often, a 
reluctance to engage in political conversation means that people outside the academy may not be aware of the work that happens on 
campus or of threats to quality higher education posed by political agendas. 
[]    Write to your local newspapers and legislators about the value of higher education, public funding for education, and the other 
principles listed below. 
[] Let others on your campus know about this campaign. 

Campaign for the Future of Higher Education: Guiding Principles 

1. Higher education in the twenty-first century must be inclusive; it should be available to and affordable for all who can benefit 
from and want a college education. 
2. The curriculum for a quality twenty-first century higher education must be broad and diverse. 
3. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century will require a sufficient investment in excellent faculty who have the 
academic freedom, terms of employment, and institutional support needed to do state-of-the-art professional work. 
4. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century should incorporate technology in ways that expand opportunity and maintain 
quality. 
5. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century will require the pursuit of real efficiencies and the avoidance of false 
economies. 
6. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century will require substantially more public investment over current levels. 
7. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century cannot be measured by a standardized, simplistic set of metrics. 

What [] s Next 
The campaign will be launched formally May 17 at the National Press Club in Washington, DC, and we will keep you informed about 
further developments. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~ris.eresources.com:glit/5299422i4034459i470iOi 



You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu.. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5299422-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit 
reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 11:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Trying to find you and where to deliver the Award Recommendations 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif 

Not sure where you are located .... 

Jane High 
UNC Women’s Basketball 
Admin Assistant 
919-962-5187 ofc 

919-962-2506 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 9:23 AM 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spring Schedule Audit - W. Fencing 

TEXT.htm; 112 WFE Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Kym, 
Attached is the Spring schedule audit for women’s fencing that Crystal completed. Let me know what discrepancies you see. 
everything looks right to you, please let me know that too. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

If 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 10:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 112 WSO Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 112 WSO Schedule Audit.msg 

Hey Brent, 
Attached is the women’s soccer spring schedule audit that Rocky completed. Please let me know how it looks to you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@email .unc. edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 1:47 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu> 

112 WSO Schedule Audit 

112 WSO Schedule Audit.xls_l; image001 .png_l; Mime. 822 1 

Attached. Thanks 

Rocky James Horton 
Degree Audit and NCAA Compliance Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 
[image002] 



<p> 
<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 

serif">Thank you to all who have participated in the&nbsp;study of NCAA Division I 
international student-athlete academic persistence! &nbsp;If you have not yet taken the 
survey, we kindly request your participation. Your time and effort is greatly appreciated. You 
can enter the survey using the link below: </span></span><br/> 

<br/> 
&nbsp;</p> 

<p style="text-align: center"> 
<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 

serif"><span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 
serif"><strong>Follow this link to the Survey:</strong><br/> 

<a 
href=’’https :~~h~fstra~ qua~trics~ c~m~SE~?S~ D=S V-8GJ9h~Qik~G YhA~’’>https :~~h~fstra~ qua~trics~ 
comlSEl?SID=SV_8GJ9hOQikOGYhAo<la><lspan><lspan><lspan><lspan><lp> 
<p style="text-align: center"> 

<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 
serif"><span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans-serif">Or 
copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser:<br/> 

<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans-serif"><a 
href=’https://hofstra.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q_SS= 1 RhK2AjrSCACTru_8G 
J9h0Qik0GYhAo&amp;_= 1 ’>https://hofstra.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q_SS= 
1 RhK2AjrSCACTru_8GJ9h0Qik0GYhAo&amp;_= 1 </a></span></span><br/> 

<a 

href=’’https :~~h~fstra~ qua~trics~ c~m~SE~?S~ D=S V-8GJ9h~Qik~G YhA~’’>https :~~h~fstra~ qua~trics~ 
comlSEl?SID=SV_8GJ9hOQikOGYhAo<la><lspan><lspan><lspan><lspan><lp> 
<p> 

<br/> 
<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 

serif">This study is being conducted in partial fulfillment of doctoral degree requirements for 
the New York University Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and Human Development. 
The purpose of this survey is to identify explanations for the academic persistence of 
international student-athletes, as measured by graduation rates. Your institution has 
demonstrated success in graduating international student-athletes. As an academic support 
staff member who provides student-athlete services at a successful institution, you are 
uniquely qualified to provide important information regarding the academic characteristics and 
behaviors of your student-athletes.<br/> 

<br/> 
The results from the survey will be used to uncover explanations for the academic 

persistence of international student-athletes. The findings of a study on why international 
student-athletes graduate at high rates can be useful in guiding student-athlete academic 
support services for all student-athletes.</span></span></p> 
<p> 

<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans-serif">The 
survey takes approximately 15 minutes to complete. Your answers to the survey questions 
are completely confidential. In order to assure confidentiality, survey results will be released 
only as summaries in which your individual answers cannot be identified. 
</span></span><span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 
serif">The time you set aside to share information about your international student-athletes is 



valued and appreciated! If you have any questions or concerns about this survey, please 
contact me directly at jmc373@nyu.edu or by telephone at 516-463-6952. Thank you for 
being a part of this important study.</span></span></p> 
<p> 

<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 
serif">&nbsp;Sincerely,</span></span></p> 
<p> 

<span style="font-size: 13px"><span style="font-family: arial,helvetica,sans- 
serif">Jayne M. Kitsos</span></span></p> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kenneth O Miles" <komiles@lsu.edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 3:02 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

Raising the cost of attendance will not minimize the illegal benefits 
given to players by agents or boosters. SA’s are thinking short-term 
opportunities while players and agents are thinking long term 
obligations. 

Kenneth O. Miles 

Executive Director 

100 Gym Armory 

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 

O: 225.578.5787 

F: 225.578.5790 

E: komiles@lsu.edu 

Web: ~:i/www~acsaAs~ ed~ 

It starts NOW! 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4aoowner(r~lists.ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf Of Brian Evans 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:55 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4al Frontline, continued... 

One more piece on this issue... 

Frontline has the facts wrong 

Once again, Frontline has the facts wrong. On its website, Frontline 
posted the following information: 

NCAA President Says He’s Ready To Explore Paying Athletes: Just 24 hours 
after the airing of a FRONTLINE documentary investigating the role and 



distribution of money in college basketball, NCAA President Mark Emmert 
is changing his position. In contrast to his insistence 
<http://www.pbs.org/wgblgpages/frontline/money-and-march-madness/intervi 
ews/mark-emmert.html> that it would "be utterly unacceptable ... to 
convert students into employees," Emmert now says the idea of 
compensating student-athletes should be considered. 

Emmert told USA Today 
<http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/2011-03-29-ncaa-p 
ay -for-play -final-four N.htm?sms_ss=gmail&at xt=4d93 d876081 f62dd,0%22%22 
%20%5Ct%20%221inks> that a conversation about the issue will likely 
happen at an April NCAA board meeting, at which he "’will make clear ... 
that I want this to be a subject we explore.’" Changes in the rules 
<http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/money-and-march-madness/etc/nca 
a-manual.html> might include small scholarship increases intended to 
help take care of normal college expenses and travel. The average 
scholarship falls about $3,000 short of covering these essential costs. 

President Emmert has not changed his position at all. "Absolutely not," 
he told reporters Thursday afternoon when asked about the erroneous 
posting during a press conference in Houston. 

Emmert has been consistent and clear on his position. Frontline is 
ignoring the facts to mislead the public into believing its so-called 
reporting had some result. If Frontline can’t get facts readily 
available online and reported by established major media outlets right, 
what does that say about the credibility of the rest of its "reporting." 

Indeed, had Frontline searched the web, they would have found several 
articles where President Emmert is quoted saying he wants to explore the 

subject of what a college scholarship covers. 

Last October, during his first week in office as president, Emmert told 
the Seattle Times: "There is an ongoing conversation about the nature of 
the student grants-in-aid and the desirability in some people’s minds of 
having a full grant-in-aid that wouldn’t be pay or compensation, but 
would potentially expand the grant-in-aid a little bit. Look across all 
of Division I, for example, and most of the grants-in-aid are a couple 
of thousand dollars short of the full cost of attendance of the 
institution." 

In November, Emmert was quoted in the Wall Street Journal on this issue: 
"Mark Emmert, the new president of the NCAA, said he’d be open to 
increasing the value of athletic grants-in-aid by perhaps $2,000 to 
$4,000, in order to cover the full cost of attending school. Doing so 
could help combat the problem of agents giving illegal benefits to 
players. ’It’s not paying players; it’s covering the full cost of 
attendance,’ he said in an interview. But he’s adamant about not paying 
players. ’They’re not employees; they’re students,’ he said." 

Later that same month, USA Today reported that President Emmert "left no 

doubt where he stands: " ’Student-athletes will never be paid as long as 
I’m president of the NCAA.’ ... Emmert has said he is not opposed to a 

discussion about making scholarships worth the cost of attendance, which 
would allow for some money above room, board, tuition, books and fees. 
But that issue has been talked about off and on for years and received 

little traction." 



Brian Evans, Ed.D. 

Associate Athletics Director 

Student-Athlete Services 

Utah State University 

435-797-1868 - p 435-797-1837 - f 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Drew Barnette <drewb@uab.edu> 

Friday, April 1,2011 3:22 PM 

Kenneth O Miles <komiles@lsu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

"Raising the cost of attendance will not minimize the illegal benefits given to players by agents or boosters. SA’s are thinking short- 
term opportunities while players and agents are thinking long term obligations." 

I completely agree with this. Using the logic that paying players will curb illegal benefits from agents and boosters is like saying that 
no one who is gainfully employed ever does anything illegal when it comes to money. They do. Even some of the wealthiest people 
do things that are illegal in order to get more money. 

Drew 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owne@lists.ncsu.ed~.] On Behalf Of Kenneth O Miles 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:02 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

Raising the cost of attendance will not minimize the illegal benefits given to players by agents or boosters. SA’s are thinking short- 
term opportunities while players and agents are thinking long term obligations. 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CBF078.3A3E8A30] 
Kenneth O. Miles 
Executive Director 
100 Gym Armory 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
O: 225.578.5787 
F: 225.578.5790 
E: komiles@lsu.edu 
Web: ~:/iwww.acsa.lsu.ed~ 

It starts NOW! 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mai~to:n4a-owner~ists.ncsu.ed~] On Behalf Of Brian Evans 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:55 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

One more piece on this issue... 
Frontline has the facts wrong 
Once again, Frontline has the facts wrong. On its website, Frontline posted the following information: 
NCAA President Says He’s Ready To Explore Paying Athletes: Just 24 hours after the airing of a FRONTLINE documentary 
investigating the role and distribution of money in college basketball, NCAA President Mark Emmert is changing his position. In 
contrast to his insistence<ht~:/iww.w.pbs.org        es/frontlh~eimonev-a~d-march-madr~essiinterviewsimark-emmer~.htrrfl> that it 
would "be utterly unacceptable ... to convert students into employees," Emmert now says the idea of compensating student-athletes 
should be considered. 
Emmert told USA Today<h~. :/i~,ww.~salod                 eimensbaske~balli20 
sins ss=gr~mil&at xt=4d93dg%O81f(~2dd.~O%22%22%20%5C~%20%221h~ks> that a conversation about the issue will likely happen at 
an April NCAA board meeting, at which he "’will make clear ... that I want this to be a subject we explore.’" Changes in the 
roles<                          si~oNlh~eimonevoandomarch-madr~essie~tcincaa-manuN.Nml> might include small scholarship 
increases intended to help take care of normal college expenses and travel. The average scholarship falls about $3,000 short of 
covering these essential costs. 
President Emmert has not changed his position at all. "Absolutely not," he told reporters Thursday afternoon when asked about the 
erroneous posting during a press conference in Houston. 
Emmert has been consistent and clear on his position. Frontline is ignoring the facts to mislead the public into believing its so-called 
reporting had some result. If Frontline can’t get facts readily available online and reported by established major media outlets right, 
what does that say about the credibility of the rest of its "reporting." 
Indeed, had Frontline searched the web, they would have found several articles where President Emmert is quoted saying he wants to 



explore the subject of what a college scholarship covers. 
Last October, during his first week in office as president, Emmert told the Seattle Times: "There is an ongoing conversation about the 
nature of the student grants-in-aid and the desirability in some people’s minds of having a full grant-in-aid that wouldn’t be pay or 
compensation, but would potentially expand the grant-in-aid a little bit. Look across all of Division I, for example, and most of the 
grants-in-aid are a couple of thousand dollars short of the full cost of attendance of the institution." 
In November, Emmert was quoted in the Wall Street Journal on this issue: "Mark Emmert, the new president of the NCAA, said he’d 
be open to increasing the value of athletic grants-in-aid by perhaps $2,000 to $4,000, in order to cover the full cost of attending school. 
Doing so could help combat the problem of agents giving illegal benefits to players. ’It’s not paying players; it’s covering the full cost 
of attendance,’ he said in an interview. But he’s adamant about not paying players. ’They’re not employees; they’re students,’ he said." 
Later that same month, USA Today reported that President Emmert "left no doubt where he stands: " ’Student-athletes will never be 
paid as long as I’m president of the NCAA.’ ... Emmert has said he is not opposed to a discussion about making scholarships worth the 
cost of attendance, which would allow for some money above room, board, tuition, books and fees. But that issue has been talked 
about off and on for years and received little traction." 

[cid:image002.jpg@01 CBF078.3A3E8A30] 
Brian Evans, Ed.D. 
Associate Athletics Director 
Student-Athlete Services 
Utah State University 
435-797-1868 - p 435-797-1837 - f 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 1,201l 3:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Advising Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks hombre. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/31/2011 6:27 PM >>> 
Here it is sir... I know the dates are passed on two of the sheets, but in case you want more than just the one week... Hope you had a 

great night, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 1116 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hope all is well. When you get in Monday morning could you scratch out my calendar from 11:00 - 1:00? 

I just realized that my license expires Monday so upon my return I will be heading to the DMV. I do not want anyone to schedule an 
appointment before lpm. 

Thanks and see you Monday. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Studem-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbora~uncaa.ur~c.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 7:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.him 

Having trouble viewing tiffs email? 
Click here 
t~ ://cam ~ nr20 co~tstantcontactcom/render?ili--w n5d~dab&v=001cNWX07JYSkRHdi 2fYtcTiNBYhnml~ :k0F9 c t~UDiR6E1Gszztlci98 zGVc0nPfDW8 C43X5dX~ 717G3x’z2- 

Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

April 4, 2011 

Final 4 - Sale 

(Save $5 on e-book) 

Between now and the final NCAA Division I basketball game on April 4th, save $5 

off the price of the e-book. Regnlafly $24.95, now only $19.95. [~.,://120rstnel/~n ~5dxdab&e~110504942%00&s 
i ~CDJw~25eUTWJrfkG.j~V8~KX~afYHDI~c~CaNsS2stDc~DzMf~iYZ~Yc2~Eew~ARJ1X UgTlerzl~zd~3Bz~,sioWJvegxEg~xiaci0d3Jkg~] 

"Your book and yore jobs blog are great! I used the book to prepare for a job that 
was listed on your blog and got it!! Now we are doing well and employed, thanks 
for all you do Dr. G." 

-Sara Jones 

Rec Sports 

University of Washington 

$29.95 [ bi~’webscr?cmd s xcfick&hosted b~tton id 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$19.95 [~Ftnj, s[)?lh wjn5dx&4b&e~110504942%OO&s 4132&e O01NHfYgVc~,Q-£13JgxRCq31WWe21OgDFxQuTXO-i 3PCI)Jw~t25eUT~,~JrfzC-j~,~VSO1oKXvaf~/HDIvOc/u~CaNsS2stDcdDzMf~ 

0iYZOY~oEew~RJ1X U 6T lerzff~zdiBBzx, sio WJve 9xE                ] 
- E-book 

(Regularly $24.95) 

Library Adoption 

Forward tiffs e-newsletter to yore librarian and suggest that they adopt tiffs book 
so thut yore students huve an opportmffty to leant the latest tectufiques in sports 
career development. To receive a library order form Click Here [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp? 
llr~vjn5cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHfSVq76QGlb97p2IJeuTMX05fmJiHOq2tlIi0iHN03CGKpVDMwMATJEkFHGHzgkqUIktFR- 
N6AFExg8 HviI SIKEsZuo 1LN512rMewEihl wnkA6 BbvXZiggrGJv3 LQseA~gU1RXQalVBUeAFjj CVI SWfFRWUj 3ko-IiZnTeuFIT R62qmbTk2ZKLiBGoB RvODDqs5hyHXWUQ ]. 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
Interviewing hnage [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp? 
llr~vjn5cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e ~NHf8Vq76QG~muZLmSVM~Dg4eDI~dmapR~dpCvGG~x~WMG7XCbxV~w~H~GMNbRDebB~Sza~tVrLAnzqKEp6URHTks8mENI- 
x054flTAmO1Z27OTLHGTgnlM00 qTMRr 1H~r~x2H-hz~gvnvLqXDLwAX410 Cj 4U 10uHPtupwZpB YiiY6iIvhzioir6 eokKJEWnwHN76E 7xN fy 178VAp8GB 4cWkoCVEHV N] 

$9.95 [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp?lh~jn5d,xdab&et-llO5049427600&s 4132&e ~NHf~Vq76QG~muZLmSVMhDg4eDI~dmapR~dpCvGGnXWMG7XCbXV~w~H~GMNbRDebB~Sza~tVrLA~zqKEp6URHTks8mENI- 
x054flTAmO1Z27OTLHGTgnlM00 qTMRr 1H~r~x2H-hz~gvnvLqXDLwAX410 Cj 4U 10uHPtupwZpB YiiY6iIvhzioir6 eokKJEWnwHN76E 7xN fy 178VAp8GB 4cWkoCVEHV N] 

(Instant Download) 

Join Our Mailing List [~t~p://visitorr2Oconstaatcontactcomiemailj2fp?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Our Website [h~//,20 r~oZ 
~!~n5dx&4*m&et l1050494T7600&s 4132&e 00~8Vq’BtQC-~}22~tTv~58TR~¢mogxvq2~.fBDbP~f[’A1HDa, BCOS[s~.~?, ~gj[J~FS~mbCwc~Vet- 

Job Listings [h~://~20 rs6 nct’¢n 
llr-~ ff~dxdub&e~l 105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHNVq%~C ~n~Tf~D ~dqY 1-~a~?97~E~kc3RFOKY~Dx;82 UH h@VTXeTrDLtJaQ 
Sports Management Degee Progams 
lh w]n5dxcbb&e~1105049427600&s 4132&e O01NHNVq%QG2HR2G~IiSoG18ABaL]6odUN29gwlOtFxVKR~rDS?Jmst~WeEgIvuSOlllNngXODL?B stDMW yn~Y~sh?oGHwgpBsublIh-dk- 
@noPIDB2YB5iX~!~ogFg~u~c~oTcUwBF~gYubf15~Pw~:?Za) ] 
Career Development Resom-ces [                             5dxd~b&e~- 110504942%00&s :4132&e O01NHI~V~£2(IBvLrfNKHmBJ5FEisgBw~4WnG~zQ~n 
UhtWKFtWc48BPlbL71dD[sflZB93z7W zF’I’AwPnwBfM4c~;~)~ZOFc~MbThI37FbiNeCzgiBIT~- N50-xSvX-HI~3_~4dVflwloF7S7SV~xFtff-J jK2z 

Forward to a FrieM [ 
Nnd~ onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp?lh~jn5&x~b&e~llO5049427600&~4132&e O01NH~Vq76QG3TRJBNS~gHkNR5ZxRY-HQndTJOgFWONt6JmT2EI~QYgBIwTqJilsWVHvMeglVgx-Pc- 
KsL~6Td8 mjs~3pzUb~n4KdH~v~Mu~zbbsyHHH9SBS~-AQ2QGKUXVS~3~W~bn~wer8h4zcG~.a~5G~i~cJ-i~m4ZM9~NX-S4x u0MY -JSpg~] 

Featm-eA~icle 

Strengttts and Weaknesses in an Interview 

By Neil Kokemnller 

eHow Contributor 

Questions about yore strengttts and weaMtesses are universal to most job-interview 
processes. With any job, companies want to Mtow if you have the skill set, expeliences 
and interests required to perform successfully in the position. Understanding how 
to effectively answer specific questioits by identifying your strengths and weaknesses 
honestly, but strategically, gives you an advantage in a job intei~ciew... (More) 
[h~://~20 rst ne~tn ix~?llr-~,ff~Sd~d~b&el- l lO504942%OO&s 4132&e O01NHf~Vq70(.)GOOOv~OHHRLeTOgSL~ZY 7EEdZytXwY~¢~r~IT%tAlo65~: 



New Job Listiilgs 

New Jobs Listed for today, April 4th, include a ticket manager in tt~e NBA Developmental 
Leagae, an assistant attfletic ti-ahler, an Associate AD, a tfigh school AD, a Spor~ 
hffom~afion Director, an Assistant AD, an inten~ and much more. To view these 
posifio~ and more, click on the inc~vid~l li~Ns below or go to ore website at 
~.spo~scareer sinsfi~te.com 
~i~Sd~dab&e~1105049427600&s 4132&e O01NHf~V~222~O6Tw~k~gXVq2CCTN~D~7iuiff~DUP~TA1TihwBCOS~%iUfI~Na~2EcaKR3w GTimPSPmL.Cwc~,TNNJVe6- 
~aE.R~il. 

Associate Athletic Director for Development - U~fiversity of Alabama, Birmingham 
d~d~b&e~l105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHf’SV                               JfG-~2~2okZPM-91hBC30oNbsVeOflB- 

*~J~ XeC0wdJ Aq62Ga~x~PMt7XLHr R1FF~_?~.’h’~"                                                      9~k,L, ke~/aX~nXE xS78NX) H 2 E ] 

Accomlt Executive for Sales and Mal-keti~lg - Middle Teimessee State U~fiversity [t~?9:/h 20 rs6 neti~?~ isp?llr wjn~._1~_.5049427600_~s 4132                                   f VIJVt,~_mT- 
eX2z,~RzUNc                           pOyBbW~, x’i-H_d6                          e16 ~.\42~PskiizGam~,VeZD729 ~o 3xV~] 

Sports hfformation Director - U~fiversity of the South [ 
G0gh50MRa bL, iCzHJeMzlT6kY~da                                                                                 rIXKH 12 ScP JcG N ksa71DGg_i~ 9~! 

Promotion,s and Fan Expelience Coordinator - San Jose State U~iversity [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e ~NHf8Vq76QG~fwBI~GhS~n~eAkK5Lv~u~nUc8iudfvsBtcI7y~mX4nE74MUM5J~H9QwA5tgh~w~Xa.TcYIrDXc~NvbBx97VuSxdECq9sft~y~9qZCij~awITFhSJt~ 
-SqiXlqT4qUBWdKJoJeWtXBtI4yEswxFiiUdoBgFgSSRDAjYyefV29dBsllbe2PY5jNQThqxw QxkwV38GLYs61MFL2QYulZSoSqmEI3kwJUABUCDv3TARiVIrYTgKbqGMigmk0 ] 

Attfletic Director - IMG Academies (Bradento~. FL) [ 
~__r__v~_,j~_~5d~cbb&e~llO5049427600&s 4132&e 001NHfSV~Op0R~Ltq ~4k2FVDRoc 

Internship in Athletics Development - Iowa State U~fiversity [ ~5dxdab&e>l i 0504942%00&s 4132&e 001NH*SV 

] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing and Promotion,s - Wino~a State U~iversity 
[hgp://r20 .rs6 .net!tn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5&xdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHISVq76QG3FVjwFqNssXx0SaQNHcNX722SMxqLXdll6zeZk5DwCQTzT4484 XllXlyh47eQDqaqYyknuq5DZOiCys3GcsNAymV0hcX3zztO5jIiD2gu07EljP22pA) 
-3cRUxKFS19T1HVOINeR4DxSDVhnwGGg5~g0NrP3POA4u82 SapJCOhE sWSWrDnqCp-ad6SgoALDPVF8SFZPStuzl-K069 S2uCeWSVVA ] 

AssistantJAssociate Professor for Business ManagementJSpoi~s Management - Farmingdale 
State College [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh~vj~5&xdab&et-llO5049427600&~4132&e 001NHISVq76QG1OxalxdllkQpDo2bXYbKQXkzaxKHWK3IWPAsAqDRE 21gybnjz5df4wGCEsSiVgyOHMtJhngLKI8L8- 
Aw5Ic00XApl6aFyaNgbceToUOrkmWsJRwpte6MK1L61xM im~D5pvolBB8 uUaNezUjhECa~B~JvSiYWnj-RsLeN~ThCGc-2b~Ag~tRTN~uq~3~weQD4jtB4~yL~t9aapNIMIAF6XyQyZwWNiKByTTi~L-rA ] 

Attfletics Gift Processi~lg Coord./Asst. Ticket Manager - Texas Ctuistian Uifiversity 
[h~p://~20rs6ne~nis                     105049427600&s 4132&                  G2PlZgLBke~,~s~q~H 3sHw4Jt~!~bI AIkl’~-518eoc~432ph,¢H6113A41nB6p~hOms~2J~-- 

cwP2 FCHIAKCkSr6 Hhl’sg~3~C Dtu 82ZEHldLTqfV oEKaS Xa 1 - ez0Hgh~ ] 

Manager for Operations and Events (Recreation Dept.) - Oregon State U~iversity [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh~vji~5cLxdab&e~1105049427600&~4132&e 001NHfSVq76QG3ppwC6KapOS47FMicB61pB- 
2trcW6wFKWHCtDsFDddmZmTTsp~hEIohHTx2obR szJzzTXBZQf00mBKUcllGRiMISUbJJ8gQapU1FhTlwDtLOgdHyVFLBdgVr 0yk~gzTllXInTPOaAchfl3i2OAnbnY0vEaEZ241VxYsPNTyaHmuoQKMMWCNKvilgDo 
-0OpPv8yKD] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Sales & Marketii~g - Rice U~iversity [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHISVq76QG3nSIZdGFBOLAGgUa6iJ0hVILwAtLO2jSKKwq0DHufogpJjWOOByYqg- 
Lo2gog0yKD87QuoVLWz0kl B 3 Q 18N5xqPbtkgD SrsqzWVDd3UGKk60 YwkpHqdquncd-lsnbllkEuc6ZLM ¥~VgqvwovFkzxtSj 6 JkhSTvM 8pDs2Ud0MwT 8nTxzrAeUCxfbIrzKV3VEgH- f58gTkjtT 4t3Otgr 11DDvIvxo- 
NMYCzRhflc Jr7 fdbR5UL S~fSw-bKJTIEFaQBxTLjp57pVCxMqH fmym 1 ] 

Attflefic Marketing Intern - U~fiversity of Memphis [                            ~5dxdab&e1- 110504942%00&~4132&e: 001NHfSV                       ~mTcHaWC-,a, BwzM5                       EOwt- 

] 

Attfletic Coorcli~utor - Montgomery College (MD) 
lh-win5dxdab&e>llO5049427600&s 4132&e ~1NH~l~Vq~(~QG~‘~W72expa~1iH5dmTe~Kt~b1A~99?1g~@L~Ma8bh15qA~T~\~312e‘/8H32b~ZnDQF1eu~cTi5bU~eTHv4SqAvbE\/‘~MF7chc~23~hTnX297VKm4J~aEK- 
°~t~3~.17 Xm5 E5i0 eL0,a,~a, oBi21Fr~J O 1C~tcxe ©iT SEn\,V HT-liXI)GBI~ FRO SHA :] 

Director of Operation,s for Women’s Basketball - U~fiversity of Minnesota [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl15cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e ~NHf8Vq76QG2Kd~dMpXu8FBDWvD~dTuM~Iw~h~s~vhqHd~G~rU~ENAa6EW~iJ~unp~QL6FTMs7D5CBW7yW~xHaaxZw cvQh- 
sgJM~GtYtr~pJH~BjDxRIAvD-e6AIw-56Bs8t3JYSsI~USfRZax~5ECf7A22~c-j-9g~F52Hkg4HsF6JSew~ThchpF5kkXMCEx6i~HZWI~iJ-BkUM-sqYU~Z~cWa] 

Assistant AD for Operation,s and Special Events - Georgia State U~fiversity [~;~/i~20rs6net./tn~2 

~5d~&~b&e~1105049427600&s 4132&e :O01NH~SVc~QGloO~\kK5\,ksSK~’,,VQz~IPDuBC, vHdGF XogSG~SA4A\,zL dEsIkzlLC7YRff~40~J~K21Nx0PW~/XSI- 
XVGqxV~?gFxO3Gd5UOm6b9NL4-~/hFc~] 

Att~etic Director - Santa Maria High School (CA) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e ~NH~8Vq76QG~I~m3cItL¥~NhqEHm4KkcW6ST1~CtN~5V~z~DjTV~zkLSXwc8n~q~b~bDI~BA5he4~tUTEgZ5q9KWfAAnhBeAjEkg~e~- 
ZB JZLuoYaCOcsTHBNeAfTnpyTxTddo32 CVORixPSwIufl~6N MZwGBzvV¥’oqw HKEzjJiq7jR~GK9~YhTqFYcM~YY9ffpy~ga~m~5KLY~rHnqrzIdGmYrQ~h-h~WqnwIw8IbYe2Ev~Juk7wI- 
Th179hOJh68KdQqSC409EOQ ] 

Assistant Director of Recreatioi~ul Sei~cices - Mount St. Mary’s U~fiversity [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdab&et-l105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHfSVq76QGldsggPZf5EnTmOcbhlIq3XwB M51NTkHGBwPkJskDAOaqqpCpdq-OMmSWrFXSDUaVvLA93zCcWQyjkDV5-jkePw nTDcRIDrk5kdEYaLQ 7tQU- 
LBPVuGI2hwKM 2st~zoc9 CoM4AfTdoQ0vF fQe2tZo S8o--n6kTsHGhODg8ubArT Vu8 Mz 1 - 
EHmNK9D~J3NMB~89xeVHdJBwMSZQacYE~KXMcDgV3AK6ZfFcyiLcHS~cFBq77uH~v9Ji~FF9~rM5C4u7iXF~GQj2S4tz2L5v] 

Director of Men’s Basketball Operation,s - Bradley U~fiversity [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli~vjn5&xdab&et-llO5049427600&~4132&e 001NHfSVq76QG26BFErdJyTn0VefeazQrqdvaJOEWTH1Dxgr- 
vcmGkeb~3XdLTCjmzJ6~xqKVD4r~9S~vj5asxRKzp9~sgRLf85y9TR3UXmMhWJXt9WqFm~NXZ4Szvb~e4MDZ9WYMiUQCF5~pDwGbYN~iUY~RB-I~.LFDAarh. NK15xSpL3t0dnOA d8phss-gY28ixTblnXu- 
iD3bFEVP6~ga6 EAMTXydO8OWLThgJaRHOP35ReCgMu-NC5dWDU2xgaR-D~ ] 

Assistant Director of Campus Recreation - Missouri State Uifiversity [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr~vj~15cLxdab&et-1105049427600&s 4132&e 001NHf8Vq76QG3MCSTVt5U~pviLWRg4H8W0o-AF8xT- 
i RQTxl~kgHql w Bn74rN JhyawLrd3tKbdImw6gXfyXLL IWv8CTqKdMnSMpRZp-B6AyWPlIoyvx-XkAtMAqOt~zghE V PeEV0dNyiAKzQkcFKkWWB eO-nRoaS fPcQ38coiLTU H kMCGk2c~z- 
Owptcr23c 8YlyGQKBu4ZjolaxAF $27Pj RCZTZAkEItflgbcaoYmBNUmGH 1 zdr BrmyVw C~aG3 JzCz- Gzn- PDXZo8 H 17GzPoqC s45v¥1dvG10] 

Marketi~gAssistantf~rAtI~etics-LamarU~versity[h~p://r2~.rs6.netjtn.jsp?~r~vj~5&xdab&et-~5~494276~&s 4132&e 001NHf8Vq76QGlcVZqr- 
OqdS35v41doMcTHvWVPoE94jki2SBNQkCosqfQjdV4D4PzVXanGlq6zbVLcCyAHOOiLOMMzgo4cOh 88 f5txvN JxSLkWd6 KvpwgnSLij 5 XK-tDsoq3tvyvHO4M 3I Jj 1XDHK14RBvSsIUF8I B6iZQi- 
z~$/iiczXtPcIllx WBegYT8HB ljS] 

AssistantAtI~eticTrainer-H~wardPayneU~versity[h~p://r2~.rs6.net/tn.jsp?~r~vj~5&xdab&et-~5~494276~&s 4132&e 001NHf8Vq76QG2wF3kYCDzTtflcATYLT-Welz-6-0jNsOsNw- 
M87GwT6n~qvDhyvvRqe8YEwST6WLiIKS~UZX2~pvGKHzM~seui~ZMhTTQHT7Sar~p4j3kw~fnj6m~w~zYc4d~649kj~LS~6y7yK39XeaZf2TIB KJENnQ6c3j4eu31 ~25CJ26IoYafcKj-d3Qi] 

Director of Ticket Sales - Maine Red Claws, Poi~land ME (NBA Developmental Leagae) 
[h~://~20r~sp?lh ’~fl~Sd~d~b&e~110504942%00&s 4132&e O01NHfP.Vq~Glb4Cf~vSA6VILIo--e-tOSehC~k~¢TGSBVILd’~K5~U- 

Dt~zXTxNH?wkhsBfQ~P_~,~Ag:SKZxFBT91vPgr                                                                           ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 10:06 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Holds Report 

TEXT.htm 

Oh, maybe ........... HA! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/4/2011 10:00 AM >>> 
Hi Susan, 
Can we get an updated one now that we are only a week out? 

Thanks, 
Brent 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pete Watson <pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 9:38 AM 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 1; Incoming freshman-lNFO-Everyone.xlsx_l 

I don’t have any PID’s 

Peter Watson 
Head Cross Country/Assistant Head Track and Field Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919 962-5215-Office 
pwatson@uncaa.unc, edu 
>>> Dennis Craddock 4/3/2011 7:42 PM >>> 
Work together on this as Pete you are Head recruiter so you may need to give Nadine the info to send over. 
DC 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 3:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 

Just a reminder that if you can get me a list of all your incoming students coming in for CTOPS by Wednesday, I would appreciate. I 
know it might not be a complete list at this point, but any names you have would be appreciated. 

I sent the Excel sheet that should be used for the format last week. Let me know if you need another copy of it. 

Thanks bunches! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 12:17 AM 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

I am just following up on Brent’s request to get a list of incoming students for CTOPS purposes. Please forward that list to me as soon 
as you can. Thanks. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/30/2011 4:27 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Knowing Kym is still on leave until Monday, I wanted to touch base with each of you in efforts to get your lists of incoming students. 
We are trying to determine what the summer will look like from a CTOPS standpoint and knowing the numbers and names will be 
helpful. If you can send me your list with their names, PIDs if known and hometowns, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you for your assistance, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/i/tarheelbl~e.cs~-v~colrL! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 8:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why Showing Your Cracks is a Great Recruiting Strategy 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here! 

i20co~tstanlcontactcom,~endei?ih-b’~,heq~bab&v O01euiI ?dY 8GMU l l cEvVOtLH~O3Zc W\ TRo8v2v8dhHHItsGwOnGZwL3nY ~O- gvH6Nx - 

You’re receivi~g tNs email became of yore relafionsNp with Tudor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix, Jsito~20constanlconlactcom/c{sp?1h- b,a, he~bab&l- 1105057698361 5611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~d: F 
yore continued interest in receivi~g email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~jp:iIvisitor constantcontact co~t~’do?p ~un&m 001 ~&~? %3D%3D&se 001 ub3tX TiVJM%3D&~001RSeLkhrk2iv[~GOS~2£%3D%BD&reason 0011@19EsL,%3D&lh bwheqnbab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlttn 100,000 of the i~ufion’s top prospects for flee. [ ff~b&e>1105057698361 &s: 56i 14&e=001260st~l155-WaB TRIe~5H4CE7IB63KN JLAXd 
a hOLOG1o~vq~k9XusIKHfi\OaoPDAaHXFh-luilxiIFb8 d2c5E6G~LaAdzlNz72rOKFm0IZGit7VkYTXhk ] 

Tud~rC~egiateStrategies[h~D~II~2~rs6netItn~he~nbab&e~‘1105057698361&,q~56114&e 0~126~std155-WssV\~‘~q‘2k2~d)3YC~U\/ZaT~wwDv9tBW~Jk~2g~p~-2~D:~v3~R~EEZI~VBi~ 

YyLV2IMseNZbGTW1XED0glbavw~JTdcNm~pg{0w~ xw ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

April 5, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 14 

Why Showing Your Cracks is a Great Recllliting Strategy 

]f+ LV2IM seNZbGTW 1XEU 0gJbavw~lJTdcNm              ]Several 
years ago, my wife and I excitedly watched the cement being poured for the fom~dation 
of our new home. You don’t really realize just how much cement it takes to pour 
a foundalio~, not to mention a patio and a dliveway, until you watch them do it 
over a full day. 

Aller that task was completed, we came back the following morning aller the cement 
hud hmdened to check on the fi~tished work. 

And thut’s when we noticed somethi~g thut peaked our curiosity: 

The same men ttmt had been carefully pouli~g and smoothing the cement for our new 
home were now etching deep lines at various points in the fom~datio~, and even cracki~g 
it in certain places! 

"What are they doing!? !?" I thought to mysel£ I wanted our foundation to be per fect. 
I was looki~g for smooth and beautiful, not cracked and etched. The control freak 

h~ me couldlft resist pointing out tdlis apparant problem to one of the men overseeing 
tile operation. The answer he gave me was enlighte~ti~g. 

"We do thut because we want to be the ones to detemtine where the cracks are 
tt~e fom~dation", he explained. "It’s going to crack over time anyway. But if we 
establish the main crack lines now, and etchi~g those deep lines in the dliveway 
as we’re layi~g the concrete, we can make sure that no cracks show up later 

places we don’t want them." 

All of a sudden, the cracks weren’t a bad thing. I understood their purpose, and 
tile benefit to the overall stmctm-e. 

And thut’s where the lesson for you, as a college coach and recruiter, comes in... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VfUYxhkXOjthwGOZvEYqavGzzdAdgwgL4p- 
Y fst~0 CFOVqvBzM5NPE3pnVVyRAgmoTLRS8qmvum8D5bT16T2 KH-OwBnanzI hnE28rDhtN46bna7m7JwpT85~jIwAMUQm~yLX~bJsxg4pZ4~4ddl2fuy~pUIBQ~x6ICSju9Fv~B7a~aa6b~9iZVwD] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONaJG78KTS4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8 K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9T~T8v2~fegSdU6qTr2Ns~N~hSKj~VJG6~E~hHL~84eEAdVsLTTY~Vm2cDGQ6sFfCn~s3nW~Mnb4EEsQ~Supibd~KRHhX~LAVNDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4C~q~2ByWnQoc~N4fe~jXgJzpON~gE~nTA61b w3 SsNkSTIlfinGoQy] 
Followus onTmRer [~o://~20 rs6 ne~= D~he~dl~ab&e~ 1105057698361&s 56114&e= 001260s~di55- 

I~tXe~a~ASnGYJM~/WO4dooQ~2 S                                     ~~i0 aA~/_~ O PUP J B - 4C Y bvcN 3~o f~ ] 

Lodestone Social Media [h1~?~://~20~ ~)ah&e{- 1105057698361 &s:56114&e 00 126~saI155-UvSE1~@~KzBe~J~-xEK~\UIw7m~Z\h~Lj©~~#2x1v~PpG9XIbY5Fh~eUZ£~‘~YZbzl- 
L’7m en\/Y ~f[jjt-t~ B BnGow 6 K 

Click here [ G9Xf)Y5FhlcUZfkbYZbzI- 

LTme~~ t1~ B BnGo’a, 6 KQ__] 
to fred yotu social media solution 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VB7EggTbS3K811YYa6hp8dC1LrU8RfxuOFwn3uM81Npv¥’oGdl~9vPb9q-tfA- 
c VoLo 14ZWC6wwHnwmhCYbsBYHxxB S3TTZyYeswaVJSEZeiAPxQNjysNAWCLB JMs3 DZsucmIEbYgT q8 KnyQQJQvzW3n81 Ky7wgFn7UvYgj D X- 
IBstPD JPbgUj JTuyssQFj Eg JT fCxqdl ASGB 4I fPOKdoKI 6Qvhj 6ve JZVQbVGXZdaTY~] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Why Out-of-Area Prospects Might Be the Better Option for College Coaches 

Interesling question: Should you recruit locally or go for the athletes that are 
out-of-area? One coach says you should go outside yotu- area...for reasons you 

may be surprised to hear. Do you agree with him? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trai~fing 
videos fealuting DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-¥~!98nQBPBknaOgsNzxn- 
Te6wE oX0bWXWtQ8 IpeaelE 15DQSbgqwMEzeNS882ZhTabJgtgelPQ08zMTXtmaR5DwnCTeEOOR1 SxPUQI 3hcU3KEAkZWukdZhb862udvRcllDzRAAJM-al- 
]5oOUvSgPGTBvFE5TMfTEF6rMEByfeqZ3bzKWNFwzmqX2]. 



And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Chck here [~p:iI~2Ors6net,’~n~qnbab&e> 1105057698361 &~56114&e 001260suI155-X-M N 61 ze I Xs;~LO~p X9uv~, ucKon2y~eiSAf: 

now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [htlp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONaJG78KIS4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmculsgZpTu8 K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9T~T8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Ns~NOhSKj~VJG6~E~hHL~84eEAdVsLTTY~Vm2cDGQ6sFfCn~s3nW~Mnb4EEsQgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVT~32ByWnQodMJk4feKZgmjXgJzpOtft~gEKanTA61b w3 SsNkSTIlfinGoQy] 

Follow us onTwitter [t_~12~’o://i20rs6~¢?lh-bwhe.~O9ab&e>llO5057698361&s 56114&e 001260sufl55- 
U~Xe~QASaGYJMfvWo4&)oO1V9x~a~Bly~IB Sk0ZNInwX5uKY31ZCXa6 INP19bSbobNz’!8 HIi SPclIC f~oh~gK{0~W{OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf~l~] 

Front Rush [ 
W)~xSL. rbEv ~’~Y FciH BRXEOKstiHs ~tFCCe Mqd[ VG~, ?nC M~i~0 SRLJCflzgEX 1DHKN FGBBqIMSsvRc \4<YeEb 1 wLD’%N 0oEa c:Oulg~’,v O(}8 eGO ~DI\eA ] 

Tile Difficult Art of Delegation 

Handling off tile baton [}L~p:/~20 rs6 net,’m ab&et- 1105057698361 &s 56114&e 001260suli55- Wss V~,~N22k27r03 YCOUVZaTPwwDv91BW~ JkP v3hbRIUEEZIOVBi{: 
]by 

Mmldy Green, Head Soccer Coach - Uulversity of South Dakota 

I al~ working with some coaches on managing their time better in the office. When 
I am on campus working with a coach, it is fun to see their eyes light up as we 
set recmiti~g, team, a&ululstr ative, and personal goals and then come up with a 
plan onhow accomplishing these goals to make it reality. Never £oils, we always 
hit a snag when I mention tile "D" word. 

Thut word that seems to hu~g up a lot of coaches is delegation. It’s hard to hand 
offthe baton to someone else and let them run with it, especially if you are a 
coach who tends to live by tile adage, "If you want somethi~g done iight, do it yourself!" 

"Ifi~s to be, it’s up to me." This seems to be another Favorite saying of a lot 
of the coaches thut I am working with. To me, it says a great deal about their willingness 
to delegate. These coaches work non-stop morning to ulght, and still do (althongh 
ttley are getti~g better), because they somehow can’t emhiace tile notion thut it’s 
possible to get thi~gs done any other way. 

Beneath tile many excuses for not delegati~g lays tile reason wily many of us coaches 
avoid... 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONaJG78KIS4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmculsgZpTu8 K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9T~T8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Ns~NOhSKj~VJG6~E~hHL~84eEAdVsLTTY~Vm2cDGQ6sFfCn~s3nW~Mnb4EEsQgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVT~32ByWnQodMJk4feKZgmjXgJzpOtft~gEKanTA61b w3 SsNkSTIlfinGoQy] 

Followus onTwitter [}~://~20 rs6 netdn~’~0xdo&e~l10505%98361&~56114&e 001260~uI155- 
UtXeua?~ASnGYJMfU¢IO4doo                                                                                                          ] 

Dattfish [~://~20rs6neE~vl;~_~ b,a, hecl:~lbab&et 1105057698361 &~56114&e :001260sift155-XY GI~ YR3 ~ up JFx0g~a G3vvbL/a Xfl - 

90a56RXJHN 1 Eck2c~ \4 ~2~eFHED24B Y i Ts50t6eT 0DTt~e83m~ Je6mnEd~:< e Y0~ _w~fllJ5 aoH6 FS*Wz] 
Tile #1 Coachi~g Tool in tile World 
CLICK HERE [}~Sp://i2Ors6net,’*~               ab&et- 1105057698361&s=56114&e 00126~sul155-Ur9Hcg:~te~H~‘;g~wFI~NfMRYNEhHSsG‘‘~D‘4Gp7K:zZK1xdV2C669h~8~1~Lccb~1K~V- 
sMA~iFL 2aHiEsxc432636OM FPAosxEuqrrlD W~ 753z0wSr 0g ] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

D3 Coaches: Do You Use Your Biggest Reci~ting Advantage? 

From tile lack of athletic scholarship dollars to being excluded in video games-it 
may seem D3 progn-ams just can’t catch a hieak with recmiti~g prospects. 

However, there is a veiN fmldamental but veiN important rule that not a lot of D3 
coaches are aware o£ There are no Phone/Email contact regulatio~s for D3 progn-ams 
for ANY spott. 

Thut’s figh!! D3 schools can email and call potential prospects from tile moment 
ttley enter high school. 

Please see tile excerpt from tile D3 Manual below: 

13.02.9.1 Ti~ulng of Telephone Calls. There are no restlictio~s on tile ti,ulng of 
telephone calls to prospective student-attfletes. See Bylaw 13.1.3 for i~ffommtion 
on penulssible callers. (Adopted: 4/20/09) 

13.02.10.1 Timi~g of E-mail and Facsimiles. There are no restlictions on tile ti,ulng 
for sencli~g e-mails and Facsimiles to prospective student-attfletes. (Adopted: 4/20/09) 

How does tiffs apply to you? Tile National Collegiate Scouti~g Association has access 
to thousands ofstudent-attfletesthi-onghtheir Attflefic RecruifingNetwork [ lr bwhe~bab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260s~I155- 
XYIYd~, 2bYxG~eG~VJA~‘aL~aDJ~h4Hrn~.~x~w‘A~’~C~8X~A9NQ~pbQZB~h9Mr~UT1e8H7~ZE~275cWH~A1X5~JeY~GW~Jxc BDcBoAVI iXE~ ao06P RBslZ~gp~C~,&~x’7-~3"m~:] 
and we to& the oppo~fi~ to s~ey ore att~etes. The information was an~t~]g 
from wha the prospect wants D do on visits, to how early they woNd like to be 
contacted. ~ overwhehnNg 57% of the s~&nt-attfletes amwered "As early as posdble" 

D how early they woNd like a D3 pro~am to contact them. 

Tile answer wasn’t nearly as shocki~g as... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260sull55-V8X1LBSYa2513K3qaoQWk-HVAOZBTNSP0ePXbsIJYun- 
~ulF9CBj 0rcZtkM9btungoq24KYXJZDExTQzS1VSLe Jw 1 kBwg3tbPwUU37aZgYTVMeRyU YEQcaYmoTwGACQDT CHw3xt- 
dE 3 JZvupFTwFT 2pCCQPqN K006 72dDrtXSTYDPjdSJKgypCLadlOyDdikAytZxw32FsvwHxBdi5bzOGSUO751P3BuZo7fcrluRSoFlw~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONaJG78KIS4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmculsgZpTu8 K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9T~T8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Ns~NOhSKj~VJG6~E~hHL~84eEAdVsLTTY~Vm2cDGQ6sFfCn~s3nW~Mnb4EEsQ~Supibd~KRHhX~LAVNDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4C~qV~2ByWnQoc~N4fe~jXgJzpOt~kgE~nTA61b w3 SsNkSTIlfinGoQy] 
Followus onTm~er [~!p://~20rs6ne~,qn~’_p~nbab&e~1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260~di55- 

UtXex~O AS~GYJMfi, WO4dooO1V9xtzBiv~ I B S k0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6 IN PlgbSbobNzv8 H Ii S P~ I CfloIugK~0 e W~OPL, PJB-4CYbvcN3pf~(~] 



2010 NCRC in Chicago [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-U2sDReEZE83y61xgmyNOL8c4xQ7Znp6- 
ir CYU 8gKEUaFD SZA2 HWxjw 1Wt~Z DXueG5Wi140 YwLvsuRX6mQioZtqiVqcbyjMuI 9 XQ75MtaU~w15rFj9bzLUdL~WCZ~xwSq~cNqQukX~Enf7F6RfeYN7M3rMIpXiF4NG~vaWcLxpQCvqEyjba2~dqH8ERA 
The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Wi~uffng Reci~ting Techiffques 
REGISTERFORTHE 2011 NCRCTODAY! [tm:p://~Oro~5~/l~j~gwAlec~2~ab&et !105£57698361&s 56!14&e O0126(~ttlI55-bWS5V~/-OXL-aI_eD-5Y6S:vTcT}~- 
k~s6CW3R~gq~T,R~wqZCL liMOzR2v2GteOTbR9Lit~£YW~.)Cd~@KkcektwNqk~ NVJg2Ks~L~s0W1OzD4-~,] 

Michigan State Rowiilg Usi~g Dartfish to Train Team and Showcase Program to Recruits 
and Fans 

Dattfish featm-es Michigan State rowing [ ~bab&e*- 1 i05057698361&s=56114&e ~126~sull55~Ur9Hcg2~1e~H~W~wF~BNfMRYNE~ISs~9d~7K~ZK1x4V2C66G~8~1i~ccb~1K~V~ 
sMA~, TL 2aHiEsxc43g36OM FPAosx~ a~lD W~ 753z0wSr 0g__ ]Dar tish 
[~ ~% ~Stu j~b&e~ 110505~ 1 &s 561 ~ 1%~155 b~I~ggpteoHOW0wFIBNfM RYNEI~qSsG%~Cp’~~mig~l~oV- 
sMAvTL2aHiEsxc43g36OMFPAos~a~tuDW~753zOwSrO~] 
con~tues to develop a bg following amo~g college coaches who have Nscovered that 
fire easy-to-me tods it o~rs makes coacNng more efi?cfive. 

But the tools dofft end there... 

Using Dattfish.tv, programs like Michigan State rowing are able to creatively showcase 
tt~eir team, as well as use the video to train their attfletes visually. 

Check out their public Dai~fish.tvchuimel[                                 ab&eb:110505%98361&s 56114&e 001260stt1155-V~NBh%i~tlDvBKDX6ul~dJJOZOQ_l~: 
?vhY m2HK8 wg_Zdioc fBeF8 @i;a~S0~@)! ,v NF uLIh0 Y 2vrKoxl e~bFaGL~z-~!~2~dEeNRL8it~1d<3c~Y~2-~(-~J~4NW2CM~AC8~xa4c~;~MG)~2~], 

a venue thut loudly proclaims tt~ey are a techologically advanced coachi~g staff 
ttmt effectively publicizes their rowers... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                   sp?11r b,a.heqnbah&e                      6114&e 0~260suI155-VOUBh%fmDvBKDX6UlldJJOZO(~Lj: 
di ocfBeF8 obil VnS0~¢ \ F ~±i116 Y 2vrK o x l e-0 bFaGL~eB02~�J E eNRL8 itI 0 kk3uY ~i~.J 04 N W2 C MP A C8 X @4ov~HP M Qj~] 

Workbooks [~l:ii*20rs6x,£L/~vxisp?llr bwtleqnba 114&e Yi~zt~’~ 
a GI1WmRI£JrRI)kMA Q0 Jro~ FeaZO£r78U SttXNA e,q__] 

Final Four Buzz: Worth Over $600 Million to Butler? 

Butler cleans-up when it comes to publicity [hi~p:!/r20 r 86 ne~/tn isp?llr bw~>eq~,bul~&eb:110505769836 i&~:56114&e 001260s~Il155-WssVWF2k27r03YCOUVZffFPv.agvDvgtBW*JkP2gQkS~;P- 
2X;~XvBhig£TUEEZIOVBii-YvLV2IMseNZbGTWlXEU0glbavw@TdcNma~gi0\&h xw ]The 
University of Coimecticut outmatched Butler University in last night’s meffs basketball 
championship game, but the Bulldogs may have still come out a wi~mer when it comes 
to the value of their two big rm~s in 2010 and 2011. 

A study commissioned by the Butler athletic depattment fom~d that last year’s NCAA 
Tournament i~m generated well in excess of $600 ~nillion dollars in publicity value. 
Ulilizing media firms Borshoff and Meltwater, Butler’s athletic depattment tracked 
plint television and ouline publicity generated by the Bulldogs’ march to last 
year’s NCAA national championship game. The study covered the period fiom March 
to December, 2010. 

The results of the study showed that Butler’s 2010 NCAA Tom-~mment bid resulted 
in $639,273,881.82 in publicity value for the University! That figme included 
$100,000,000 in publicity value from the CBS hi-oadcast of Butler’s uatioual title 
game against Duke. 
"The big story here is that the quality of Butler University has been revealed to 
a uationwide audience ttu-o~gh the success of ore men’s basketball team," said Butler 
Atttletic Director Bai~y Collier. "This incredible amom~t is exposme was earned 
on the coutt by our team and that is a credit to Coach Brad Stevens and the men’s 

basketball team." 
The lei~gthy study fom~d that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1105057698361 &s 56114&e 001260suI155-WNUK kF7A1 o7AsJmjHXUrsMEk7~GpANeit- 
ncPxa 8aN9 XZ3 K eTDirpWN93vI VtKght SbnCbr31Rj X8N¥~!3mEW0 e iC JueGz8wPtTU2Cj M WodHNgEdcPLl’7xOhtm~Z XuspKhQHavczCksETML Ys9 F Apqxe 10 OC-GtCTi2 ffTXAOWk@kKwxIhie] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONaJG78KTS4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmc~tlsgZpTu8 K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9T~T8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Ns~NOhSKj~VJG6~E~hHL~84eEAdVsLTTY~Vm2cDGQ6sFfCn~s3nW~Mnb4EEsQgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4C~q¥~2ByWnQodMJk4feKZI~jXgJzpOt~gEI~nTA61b w3 SsNkSTIlfinGoQy] 

Followus onTwitter [~’~:iI~20rs6net,’~ni~?llr b~,[~eo~bab&e~l105057698361&~56114&e 001260sull55- 
UIXe>a ~A S~GY JMA, \&&)4doo                                                                                                         ] 

Dai~fish[~:,’/~2Ors6~et,’tuf~?ih bw[teqi:bab&e~- 1105057698361&~56114&e ~126~s~I155-Ur9Hcg~t~‘~H~W~wFIBNfMR‘~NEliqSs~WMG~7K:~ZK1x4V2C66~hii8~hLccbdK~V- 
sMA~/rL2aHiEsxc43.g360MFPAosxEucgrxDW~753zOwS~0~g_ _] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
t_~9://uJ constax~?~co~lact corrl/sa/l\stEj~p?lh b,&heqnbab&m 1101038493377&ea blan{o,~oa~caaunc e&l&a~ 1105057698361 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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h~q~:/!visitur constarltcor:tactco:~’do?~ oo&’~ 001VWg3ci4cL:rlyTQ91wFdweFQ%3D%3D&se :001ul?3tX TiVJM%3D&~- 001RSeLkhFk2ivt~oGOSq~3Nig%3D%3D&reason :001IqezpQbqEsL%3D&11~ b>,heclnbab 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5,201l 8:49 AM 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Davian: 

I would like to meet with you soon to discuss midterm grades, AP students, etc. sometime this week. 
registration this week but maybe we can do lunch. Let me know what works for you. 

Kym 

I am meeting students about 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



All, 

See attached for the April, 2011 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caaounc.edu 



Coaches and Staff, 

This email applies to all sports except Field Hockey, Football, M/W Soccer, and Track and Field. 

Note the following information regarding the upcoming NLI Signing Period (next week!): 

The Dead Period is Monday, April 11th - Thursday, April 14th. 

Please remember that, during a dead period, you are not to have any contacts or evaluations with any prospects. This 

includes on-campus activity, such as official or unofficial visits, as well as off-campus recruiting, such as evaluations at 

games or visits to a high school, if a prospect wanders into your office during this time, you must tell them that it is a 
dead period and you cannot talk to them! 

it remains permissible to telephone or write prospects, as permitted in your sport by recruiting legislation (Bylaws 13.1.3 

and 13.4.1). Unlimited phone calls may be made to prospects between Wednesday, April 13th and Friday, April 15th. 

Also, it is not permissible to offer complimentary admission to prospects for home events held during this time. Note 

that there is a Baseball game on Tuesday, April 12th versus East Carolina. Unfortunately, you are not permitted to 

provide complimentary admissions to prospects for this game. 

The NLI Initial Signing Day is Wednesday, April 13th. 

if you have not submitted your forms to me to have NLI packets prepared, please do so ASAP. Once I have these forms, 

will prepare your NLI packets and return them to you to be mailed. 

Speaking of mailing... Remember that the ONLY items you can send via an express mail service (e.g., Fed Ex, UPS) are the 
NLI and accompanyinq ASA. it is permissible to include a letter or document with directions for completing and 

returning the N LI/ASA, but it is NOT permissible to include any other information (e.g., Admissions Application) in the 

packet. 

As a final reminder, the Compliance Office must validate a prospect’s NLI/ASA prior to his/her name being 

released on TarHeelBlue or through any other media outlet, if your staff wishes to release this information on 

signing day immediately upon receipt of a faxed NLI/ASA, you will need to hand-deliver or fax both documents to 962- 
6002, which is the Compliance Office fax. At that point, the Athletics Communication staff member responsible for your 

sport should email me and i will respond, via email, with official verification of the NLi/ASA. No release should be made 

public until this emailed verification is received by the Athletics Communication staff member! 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this information. Thanks and good luck on Signing Day! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~jschae@uF~caa,uncoedu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



I would like to invite you and your family to the Athletic Department Family Picnic on April 29, 2011. We 
will have the picnic in the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse. There will be plenty of food and inflatable games for kids. 

The picnic and fun will begin at 5:30 p.m. 

Please return the following RSVP to Beth Miller by April 20, 2011. 

Thank you and I look forward to seeing you at the picnic. 

P.S. If there is anyone in your department that does not have access to email, please make sure they receive 
this invitation. 

2011 Athletic Department Family Picnic 
April 29, 2011 

Number attending the picnic: 

Adults 

Children (over 5 years) 

Children (5 years or younger) 

Please return this form by April 20, 2011 to: 

Beth Miller, Carmichael Arena 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Larry Gerber, AAUP Committee on College and University Governance" 
<aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 1:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Newsletter: Fall Governance Conference Call for Papers 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Following the tremendous response to last year[] s governance conference, and given the continuing challenges that faculty and 
administrators around the country are facing as a result of financial pressures, the AAUP will hold a second governance conference 
this November. The committee is soliciting papers on all topics relating to governance for presentation at this event. 

The conference will take place at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC, on November 11 [] 13,2011. In addition to the 
presentation of papers accepted by the committee, the AAUP will sponsor a series of training workshops for current and future 
governance leaders that will be spread out over the three days of the conference. 

Submit a Proposal 

Proposals are sought from individuals or groups for presentation on topics relating to college and university governance. 

Possible 

&#9679; 
&#9679; 
&#9679; 

&#9679; 

&#9679; 
&#9679; 

&#9679; 

&#9679; 

&#9679; 
&#9679; 
&#9679; 

areas of focus: 
Principles, structures, and best practices of shared governance 
Governance and assessment, accountability, or accreditation 
Faculty participation in budgeting, financial exigency, or strategic planning 
Corporatization and challenges to governance 
The role of faculty in hiring, promotion, and tenure 
Faculty governance, pedagogy, and curriculum 
Governance and collective bargaining 
The relationship of faculty governance to central administrations & legislatures 
Motivating faculty to participate in shared governance 
The role of contingent faculty 
Departmental governance issues 

Proposals of one to two pages should be sent by September 1 to Lenore Beaky, AAUP Committee on College and University 
Governance, at lbeaky@hotmail.com. Proposals submitted before August 1 will receive notice of acceptance or rejection prior to the 
September 1 deadline. All accepted presenters must register for the conference. The early conference registxation fee of $300, due by 
October 14, includes a reception on Friday evening, breakfast and hmch on Saturday, and a closing breakfast on Sunday. The late 
registration fee will be $350. Special room rates of $209 per night will be available for conference participants. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit l"~pJilyris.eresot~rcescom:SL%/5299636i4034459i470iO/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5299636-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit 
reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



All, 

The NCAA has passed new legislation that requires the Department of Athletics, on an annual basis, to educate all 

departmental staff regarding banned drugs and nutritional supplements. 

Please see the attached document that has been developed to serve this purpose. Also, please note that, should you 

have any questions regarding this information, we have identified the following two individuals as our designated 
departmental resources to assist staff members and student-athletes. 

Banned Drugs: Dr. Mario Ciocca, Director of Sports Medicine (ciocca@emaikuncoedu; 966-3655) 

Nutritional Supplements: Jennifer Ketterly, Director of Sports Nutrition         emaikunc.edu; 962-9356) 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caao~CoedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
baseball GPAs 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 
Could you please let me know whether we have aw baseball players with a cumulative 3.3 GPA or better to nOlmlkate for Academic 
A-A? 
Thanks, 
Dana 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:18 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mens basketball 

TEXT.htm 

Hi - the easiest thing to do would be to invite her to your next sub committee meeting. Here is her contact information: 

Jenn Townsend 
962-9538 
jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 



Below and attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. Please share this 

information with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 

Mar. 31: ULEAD applications due (deadline extended) 
Apr. 15: Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nominations due 

Apr. 15: UMA manager of the year award nominations due 

Apr. 22: Spring holiday 

Apr. 3@ Extra mile award nominations due 

~nfo~mation for Emp~@~ees 

Nominate a Finance Employee for the Extra Mile Award (Click here) 

The Extra Mile Award was established to recognize the individual accomplishments of Finance Division employees who 

truly "go the extra mile" for you. Please take this opportunity to nominate a Finance Division employee who 

consistently provides you and your department with exceptional customer service. A total of five finance employees 

will be selected from your nominations and will be recognized at this year’s Finance Division employee appreciation 

event in May. 

Save the Date -- 23rd Annual Carolina Blood Drive (Contact: Benefits Services 962-6008) 

Mark your calendars and save the date for the 23rd Annual Carolina Blood Drive, Jun. 7 from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the 

Dean Smith Center. 

File Name Expiry Date Size 
040511 HREmployee Information.pdf Pqon, 043ul 2011 17:17:04-0400 443752bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 12:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CREED Program 

TEXT.htm; CREED PROGRAM.docx 

Let me know if you need more 



CREED PROGRAM 
Leadership training begins in the freshman year. All leadership begins with personal leadership, therefore 
freshmen are taught skills to effectively lead themselves. Training consists of monthly meetings (7) 
featuring keynote speakers and small group discussion. Upperclass student-athletes serve as peer mentors 
and discussion leaders. Special focus is on responsibility, accountability, making good choices, ethics and 
character building. 

Program Objectives for CREED: 

¯ Teach freshmen how to lead themselves effectively 
¯ Ease the transition of freshman student-athletes 
¯ Create social connections between freshmen 
¯ Provide freshmen with upperclass peer mentors 
¯ Teach freshmen the importance of respecting leadership 
¯ Develop upperclass student-athlete leaders to mentor the freshmen 

CREED mentors: 

¯ Are role models 
¯ Know and follow the Carolina CREED 
¯ Attend and participate in all CREED mentor meetings and Carolina CREED meetings 

¯ This includes 

¯ Understanding activities and discussions (e.g., Habitudes #1) 

¯ Contacting your mentees regarding the meeting 

¯ Leading discussions of your mentee group 

¯ Making group accountable to each other 

¯ Assisting your coaches as they work with the first year student-athletes 

¯ Meet with your mentees outside the monthly meetings 

¯ Connect with them... Create a Facebook Group 

¯ Check on your mentees - they are looking to you for guidance 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

TEXT.htm; EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete.msg 

Can we get this list? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"B onita L. Marks, Ph.D." <marks@email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:17 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

Mime.822 1 

Hi Spencer 
It’s time for my dept. to begin the "Scholar Athlete Award" selection 
process. I am requesting a list of all current senior athletes majoring 
in Exercise Science graduating this May 2011 as well as those who 
graduated this past December 2010. If you have their current GPA, that 
would be helpful as only those with GPAs at/above 3.6 are eligible for 
this award. 
> Thanks so much for your assistance. 
Best Regards, 
Bonnie 

Bonita L. Marks, Ph.D., FACSM, ACSM-CES 
Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 
Graduate Coordinator, Exercise Physiology Specialization 
Director, Exercise Science Teaching Lab 
311 Woollen Gym, CB 8605 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 USA 
Telephone: 919-962-2260 
Fax: 919-962-0489 
http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/faculty_staff/faculty_marks.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:38 PM 

April Mann <asmann@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland 
<jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shandol Hoover <schoover@email.unc.edu>; 
Scarlett Jordan <slj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Waldeck <swaldeck@email.unc.edu> 
Updated Athletics List (4.6.11) 

TEXT.htm; 4.6.11 .doc 

All, 

See attached for an updated list of student-athletes for whom we will cover CTOPS fees. Note that the names in yellow have been 
added since the last memo, and that the PIDs in yellow have been corrected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 10:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

http ://advising.unc. edu/forseniors/additional-semester-petition.pdf 

TEXT.htm 

N!p:iladv-ising.unc.edu!forse~iors/additionalosemestero 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 12:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Registration Dates/Times and Holds if applicable 

TEXT.htm 

just got your voice mail. in late. 
we are having a team meeting today at 2:30pm!! 
come then if you can. i printed the attachment below!! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/11/2011 10:55 AM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
Attached is a spreadsheet that lists the days and times each student registers along with any hold information. 
have appointments on the schedule this week but I am not sure about all of them. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 

Several of the guys 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 11361bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
fal 1 reg fimes.xlsx ( ~:iiarchiveO2.uncaa.ur~c.edt~igfcOdgbc4a475a6a73bb13ae2787b6a5 )Sun, 10 Jul 2011 10:55:26 - 
040011361bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:39 PM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why You Should Recruit Junior College Prospects Differently 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

i1: bwhe~:bab&v 001YF4hHN::fftMZm4Xu%IZ MJTST~£F£~lRih~_%aXJVB2A:VDRd~RPM~;3~Yhd~FFR_MDO26sv4 OIIQtLE4OTZX~:,[~N~WfkxD V5~OJU3UJI~2f~Yhk%3D 
You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~tfip with Tudor Cdlegnde S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix.Jsito~2()co~sta~lco:alactcom/c{s~?lh- b,a.he~bab&l- 11051451944655611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
h~ :i/visitorcor~:;tar~tcoatactco~’do? ~u~&m=001X~&3/o3ci4cLm 7 91wF4weF{ %3D%3D&se=001~b3tX TiVJM%3D&>001 mYkk- -0z f~sTkm5a L %3D%3D&reasor~=0011 e ( b EsU%3D&ilr=bwhe *Osab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

FrontRush[t>~p:!/~20rs6net/l:is!a?llr b,z.heqnbab&el- 1105145194465&~56114&e 001eES- 
lbSBNkfllOPMFBoYVDTLIUD z nesd!d<oOt~TsvhEDvoXswJ~iFAXX26i1PSdl)~C JoV2K33CiGdeRlK)f:L;~lsX9DelTWtA,~MQ~o~.~Z_g_] 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [h~’~nd’:20 rs6,tetzh~iip?llr bwhe~d~)ab&el- 1105145194465&~56114&e O01eE%gBOiNoiPbhldFG~©C4oNLv4skJcfRl)9*:lmOqVzt~NXlh 
] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Aplil 12,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 15 

Why You Should Reclafit Jmffor College Prospects Differently 

Jmffor college athletes [N~-~:/ir20 rs6 netih~sp?11r l>z.tle{inbab&e~ 110                  114&e 001 
(~’-M47sg~;zss~,BT’~.* r~.      ~q_[H6c~j7w~&Ylxc~Jl~318wP3~A~\mzx,2Ugw ]Sometimes, 
tt~e best way to fill an immediate r ecmiti~g need is with a junior college prospect. 

The thing is, J.C. prospects are a completely different animal than yotu regular, 
garden variety high school prospect. Different needs, different motivations, and 
different objections. 

However, when we work with our cli [ ab&e>l 105145194465&~56114&e 00 leES-yB0iNoh\,~d-A,VYIXY LloODT 
tY GTEGWe0DA5 Kbr8 N~LE PCq’PX SXw mf’?~dlH4d5 E5P’ ioC::83::Mv51J moNBxbH S::r- fSI 0Hb W5 r~5~2~z] ents 
[~:~2p:,’I:2Ors6::e~’~:~i~:bab&e~ 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001 eES-vB0iN~aW YIXYLI oODqk~ vwdBkeb~G~qM 
t Y GTEGWe0DA5 Kbr8 N~sLE PCq’PX SXw mfP~dlH4c~ E5P’ oNBxbH S:n - fFI 0Hb W5 r~2~] 
on pu~::g together a plan to reci~t these ~que prospect, we find thut college 
coaches teM to want to use the same methodologies and tectufiques to hT and close 
~:ose j~or college prospects and get them to their campm. 

So, what are some of the key differences in these two groups? And, how do you use 
tt:ose differences to yotu- advantage against your competition who is looki::g to sign 
tile same J.C. reci~ts? Here are ttu-ee big things we ttfink evelT coach should know: 

1. Uulike their high school countelpatts, junior college prospects don’t rely on 
their parents’ opi:ffon as they make their decision. After two years playing their 
sport at a junior college, we find thut these prospects are largely independent 
in their decision maki::g as they are recruited. In the sample testing we’ve done, 
84% of junior college prospects tell us that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iNojlvYmXJuZar qcVL0 DFoF3vfuxV:m:Tw2 Pyj 01Qd0yLH SxE Q5qr4XzuIg92r8 Fv0x HD~X5~GA7uIgZxVGZZGkk~CxbrCIbGFygZuEiqv~guS~J92~rfyX1~XcHIBmwjJcjv9vndUIwAnW~2MmgHTRg4M7EgLF5"~ 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmlZ~YLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO--S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8~HI~hKQy6D6UB93E~vDY9~T7TcpmMKUZ4wfujWpNEzZ~CJ7T3jbdY~V7ywCxNbK~DjE~S8A7~RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG7~n~az9eJZdmvgQzaU~JCCchji32nCuA GWQLHOKGgKXIq6yFVTrX( 

Follow us on Twitter [ ab&e~l 105145194465&~ 56114&e=001 eE8 Bk-M 2 G~7 Y w9 L 54k~"~ :g: 
4sThVUCze*: ~&¢r:ok Wx3Uv9UwTfb TK~] 

Dattfish [h~):/.q20rs6neLq:~isp?llr {ra, heclnbah&e> i105145194465&~56114&e 001eEg- 
)Cameb                                               ii:!i~i’A                 ,YVP                               2RMV~. ~2mlm:~] 

The #1 CoacN~g Tool in the World 

CLICK HERE [ ab&e~ 1 I05145194465&s: 56114&e :001 eES-~<B0iNUINhU3SVCnc37AOCLkS~C6Unx~NzTPXWNNst~%~r~¢:. 
~.sY:vabTOteqOD97sMqRFgrg~5,d 1:t~: HROYM ~z-b9s~] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

DanTndor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iN oh qIT s 407 B Lm VyaM 9 Y 82 yD V fXkek Q A)o90 c Zue R dxgl q sB gZ s qUiZr84cj b c I s b 0 V Kj 1 hWFzqg M 6 ~1 X~wL RRGCWc R YZ 99 M Wp e c 84gq 1WTkj J1J c Q 7 K 1 Y 2 g H E B 5 S J 3~r~x J e I YNVXc D-N 5 kzUnO d KqC qZ L H Z1- 
WiLtcLxYtDWK40AX P4 2AawkpOaWKhCGav4tWOHgcNWXAcOe~mPlt~OgIUifY5CdQJ-k8N61yMoqiCTTw~] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

How This College Basketball Coach Went From Passing Out Cm:cly to a Handful of Loyul 
Fans to Wfiming a National Title 

Gary Blair and the Texas A&M AgNes won the women’s basketball :~utio:~ul chumpionship 
a week ago today. How he built his program - and the heatt and sole he put into 
it along the way - is a great example for other coaches looking to duplicate his 
success. (Hint: It was about a lot more than just the X’s and O’s) 

For that, plus a complete lihiary of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as traind~g 
videos fealming DanTndor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iNoglLxE 3WX8e4UvddthOaitkM $5£V5 CtARbUCT eZYr opANwy93PYOaV5Ua0T Lwt951H Jwf9Tjmp6 B ENyZrl:o0 XY0sr Mb rT~XOcxw212P814QTAAvT SSTXFlhFLzqSHHdaVEBHFir- 
YgzGk81uUr EBkab fccGuQyO SB -vPWxLh7 J5zRZ G9qJLgy]. 

Anddofft forget about our dailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [ ~bab&e~- 1105145194465&~56114&e: 001eES~@.THxdS, o::bBoZN5Tci(_~70-toJHeZCc9CKhiY2U~Ki.i~k- 
6RbVsJSI 3NZh ] 

now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmlZoYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO--S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 



E rMmVpRJWG8~HI~hKQy6D6UB93E~vDY9~T7TcpmMKUZ4wfujWpNEzZPCJ7T3jbdY~V7ywCxNbK~DjE~S8A7~RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG7hl~az9eJZ&nvgQzaU~JCCchji32nCuAGWQLH~KGgKXIq6yfV7rXC 

Follow us onTwi~er [ 8Het~Ulr83~/ HBk-M2G~7~’wgL54kPt’~ 

4sThVUCzetrJq~’~mokWx3U~¢9U,~gl"~bTKo~_] 

Lodestone Social Media [b?~t~:.//~20 <~,~. ~eb’t~ljsT4’~e~/~bab&e~-1105145194465&.~ =56114&e 001eES- 
).B0iNo~U P552elSbR Nd0criuCfftucHXFi~I0fl~i:lZipGf~lZ                  pR7¥fVAmPVOcS6ccel4a~BXVli~lr d3~ Ci O-4A~M3zC~_] 

Click here [hn%o:i/~2Ors6~ct/t~;~9?flJ-bwhe~a~tlo>O9&et 1105145194465&~ 56114&el 001eE8- 
60crl ~Gii~.~cHX                                     RTYI%/AmPV0c $6 cceK~iBX                                ] 

to fred your social media solution 

Twitter as a Media Tool for College Coaches 

Twitter for college coaches [~’:p:i/~ 20 rs6 net,’~n ;@~}? fir bwk~eod3bab&e~ 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001 eES~B0iNoiTi Vul oCWc[%. W? 8bs~;¢~;4~56kc~w37e- 
MeJ:~oG~)HXYe 8mr8 ~V~i~61~/SliJVqiac~                  ]by 

Mark Drosos, Lodestone Social MeNa [~q0 ~s0~eV~atjcs~M~eClr~bab&e) 1105145194465&s:::56114&e 001eES- 

d0crh~G[~cHX                                    RT~/f~/AmPV0cS6cceKmEX                                ] 

Tile media business t~us been tm-ned on its ear. 

With major newspapers l:ailing, TV viewership is stui~ki~g and tile intt-oduction of 
social metlia platfom~s every major media outlet, reporter, blogger, radio station 
and more have flocked to Twitter looking for content and an audience to help their 
cun-ent business downtm~l. 

This has provided you with an opporlmffty to seize some quality media aittime and 
get yore local news outlets talking about yore attfletic program. 

So what should you do to take advantage tiffs? Here are ttu-ee simple ttff~gs you 
can do... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~ttf~):,"/~20                         ab&ebl105145194465&s: 56114&e 001eE8~\,qgefX/3thHV~’0HTc5aIKX2::~CM7NS~LFDDkSkIUOYPSz’WxVlezH~,~ ~/~mwilV~z 
wzVHXt>~_/ W~_/C46-U ~XIDmoV4WPDmM8ZTVi PJ-t,3FkroOSPz’/5TDc-UlO{FG~’vRP5icIJH2iadv;~Y!aTBz~T4LPF 810mhJf}Z-k ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-llO5145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLml:aYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO--S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8~HI~hKQy6D6UB93E~vDY9~T7TcpmMKUZ4wfujWpNEzZ~CJ7T3jbdY~V7ywCxNbK~DjE~S8A7~RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG7~n~az9eJZdmvgQzaU~JCCchji32nCuA GWQLHOKGgKXIq6yfVTrXC 

Followus onTwitter [ 8Hezkl~lr83~/ HBk-M2G~7"~wgL5~&I-’~v~’,:~: 
4sThVUCzetraq~’~mol~Wx3U~¢9U,~El’~bTKo~_] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tt~un 100,000 of the ~utioffs top prospects for fiee. [hr~p2/!~20 rs6 ~et,ta jsp?lh-bwheq~bab&e~1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE~ 

Aa,~dHa~V8PE0oDt38AlsZff/~a 7tNA~fCIAP4cLP~,lNOKa66DEIGOG6Rf3fI~sd-~lPw5es rKFTOLX~I47Da0DtflddJ~mEY5iU-DJlfN0 ] 

6 Ways to Conttol tile Cow,sequences of Yore Recruiting E ftbrts 

by Lainel Hayes, Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies - Se~fior National Rec~ting Coortlinator 

Many times in our day to day experiences, we can look at what someone else is telli~g 
us, than apply it to our day to day experiences. 

Much of the ffustt-ation in tile recruiting process, centers around gettii~g that "difference 
maker" recruit to look at you and your program as tile answer to both of you t~uve 
been lookii~g for. Brian Tracy, one of the best motivators and thii~kers from the 
world of big business, adch-essed that topic in one of his best selling books. As 
I read it again recenfly, I coulchi’t help thii~k how it could be extremely helpful 
not Olfly for you as a coact~, but to tt~ut recruit tt~ut you are asking to take patt 
hi yore progn-am. 

Let’s take what Brian Tracy said in his excellent piece "Cow,sider tile Consequences", 
and apply it to yore day to day activities in tile recruiting process as you beghl 
to set yore goals for tiffs upco~ulng recmiti~g class: 

Decide What You Want 

Step number one: Decide exactly wt:ut it is you want in each patt of yore life. 
Become a "meani::gful specific" rather than a "wanderi::g generality." Ask yoreself 

tile questio:~, "Do I really know what my rec:~t is looki::g for to be successful 
hi his or her athletic career and education? Wily are they co:~sideri:~g my college 
and program? 

Write It Down 

Second, write it down,. Clearly and in detail. Always thii~k on paper. A goal 
ttlat is not in writing is not a goal at all. It is merely a wish and it has no energy 
behind it. Once you neglect to write it down you lose yore... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohTVw8acwZxDc4UwATxPFiLHbZTIbIrgIFb4e45u2Gr-mQPm2fQVe38MtF3MFgjtQG- 
VhgIgz5ih4tL8 c4o4Nh-IohjtflkkoI<h-f21Ngtt-npK-pqqwab6 sNbEiqAkzjpp5y0 -dScRqvDKTe6FINvg8I- XFMZPBnOlcT V2r -hkTr 3OO YtYWxw2Kb] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLml:aYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO--S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8~HI~hKQy6D6UB93E~vDY9~T7TcpmMKUZ4wfujWpNEzZ~CJ7T3jbdY~V7ywCxNbK~DjE~S8A7~RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG7~n~az9eJZdmvgQzaU~JCCchji32nCuA GWQLHOKGgKXIq6yfVTrX~ 

Follow us on Twitter [ ab&e~1105145194465&~56114&e 00leE8 Bk-M2G~7¥wgL54k~;?~ :g- 
4sThVUCze~5/rrlokWx3UvgUwTlbTKg _j 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoglLYSeIbdoUxC8OqIm6nQabqIhSohKXq8sSJRro6432r6sy 4ACx2SItayKMzMFFJg- 
6m ~yTdWu~ihcMR~2RFREm-exKCtL6XMeFHpXQ~IszGqSnG28zxsH~T3Yqw~KQJDVdYL4Cp-6D¥~Is~gM5i-uUpT~v~7~q~RyqB~KUZVeTXa~Bqt~3YT~W~IwTUCY ]Tile 
Experts Teach YOU tile Latest Whuffng Rec~ting Techiffques 
REGISTER FORTHE 2011 NCRCTODAY! [ b~&e~1105145194465&~56114&e O01eE8-vBOiNo~HDo~d~,a.cUFVB~IFgvW-- 

8ZN!~odi5LWX ] 

NCAA Bylaw Targets Questionable "Pay to View" Scouti~g Se~-gices 

One of the reasons we recommend the National Collegiate Scouting Association [ ab&el-=1105145194465&~:56114&e 001eE8- ,a, Z3H MK9- 

] 
is because of their ethical, student-centered approach to providing coaches around 
tile countty with accurate information about prospects tt~ut they may otherwise overlook 
hi tile rec~ting process. Their staff is filled with fomler college coaches and 
student-attfletes, and their mission to se~-ge attfletes and theh- l:amilies - as well 
as college coaches - is clear and well regarded. 

With other "scouting services", tile ethical lines become a li~le blun3~. 



Case in point: In the wake of the Willie Lyles pay-to-play scandal, the NCAA is 
reminding colleges of a bylaw that was revised last year tliut prevents coaches fiom 
subscribi~lg to recruiti~lg se~ices tliut cliurge for video showing attfletes competii~g 
in nonscholastic events such as AAU basketball or 7-on-7 football competitio~s. 

How does tiffs bylaw affect you and yore program? 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105145194465&s 56114&e 001 eE8-yB0iNojflgs51kSiQcgfgQ3RXkLokGuL27mJcJfSZhuYH-w ePpegjrpc8sqZ33- 
2QnYePlouiR5tghgGB F bewMuOdgNI Q AAOUiHtvB eawi0igfRJtHq3TOeqMs3bZEdqlUk56 O fcVGNbloIldXarO o Q3 LX44~P¥70 J~l)cltzf2wbmnmC1VM 2MmcFyvo6 S WfLoJhzGILYGTOYGT5 E n8el8N~PN5MTC~Ezy- 
eGITVo ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmfdYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO--S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8~HI~hKQy6D6UB93E~vDY9~T7TcpmMKUZ4wfujWpNEzZ~CJ7T3jbdY~V7ywCxNbK~DjE~S8A7~RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG7~n~az9eJZdmvgQzaU~JCCchji32nCuA GWQLHOKGgKXIq6yffV’TrXC 

Followus onTwitter [[~j~://:2Ors6:tet,’~                                                                                                                 8Hezk~Jlr83,~ HBk-M2G~7¥w9L54k~:~g: 
4sThVUCze*~5,mokV~/xBUv9UwTlbTKg ] 

Workbooks[~r20rs6~tet/~ljs~x, lieqi~bah&e~-11051451944(~5&s 56114&e ~eE8-yB~iN~iwr~SRWVWDxUgX~Q~FGOc4CUV~b-HJ9f‘~‘u~CLHd~n2rF7D‘~‘ggk~B4~/bFsd- 
?~,~STgC.\~,,~ITLFH2:~IZNc3SXxIAkEAKZ1TX-o\J                  ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~_[):,"/uico~ta~coatactcom/saifwti~’~?f~’N~bab&m=1101038493377&ea=bia~to~X~mcaa ~xc ed~l&a=11051451944d5 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse" <klecciso@brainfuse.com> 
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:37 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Student Athlete Tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mr. Blanton: 

I was wondering if your institution would be interested in providing online 
tutoring to student athletes? Our service compares favorably with 

Smarthinking and costs significantly less. Also, we’ve developed services 
which increase student retention, and help student-athletes find jobs after 

college. 

We’re nearby late-May and would love a brief sit-down. We’re also available 
for webinars throughout this month. Let me know if you’re interested. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Kris Lecciso 

Brainfuse, Inc. 

271 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

720.420.9115 

www.brainfuse.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Family Picnic 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

got it! thanks! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/13/2011 11:58 AM >>> 

Hi Stacey, 
The invite for the picnic wouldn[]t print out on one sheet for me so I am wondering if an email RSVP will do. My family and I (total 
of 5) will be in attendance. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~Nue. cs~-v.colr~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

So you will need a hotel room one way or another, right? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/13/2011 4:59 PM >>> 
Yes on all counts for me! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

E~ :/itar~.eelbl ae.cs’L ~:.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
POBox 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmal~ancaa~unc~ed~!] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; 
Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 
Importance: High 

Hello All, 
As I mentioned during the staff meeting last week, I need to find out from each of you what your plans are for attending the ACC 
Compliance Workshop in Greensboro on June 21-22, 2011. The agenda (that could be subject to change) is attached for your review. If you 
are unable to attend both days, I still would encourage you to attend the other day if possible. NCAA staff members will be participating in 
~fie presentations. 

The information that I need from each of you and will need to provide to the ACC very soon is as follows: 

1. Do you plan to attend the workshop on June 21, 2011 ? 

2. Do you plan to attend the workshop on the second day, June 22, 2011 ? 

3. Do you plan to stay in the hotel overnight on Tuesday, June 21,2011? (We may have as many as 2 hotel rooms that the ACC will provide 
for Academics Staff members.) 

4. Do you plan to attend the Reception from 6:30-8:00pm on Tuesday evening, June 21,2011? 

5. Do you plan to attend the breakfast on Wednesday morning, June 22, 2011? 

I’d like to hear from each of you on this matter as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu<mailto: sbmalo~mcaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

Would you be willing to share with any of the other guys who want to stay7 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 4/14/2011 4:31 PM >>> 
Yes ma’am. Gas is too expensive to make the trip twice! 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / /tarhee lb lue. cstv. com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov,,~;uv.c~ua.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:40 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

So you will need a hotel room one way or another, right? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu<mailto:blar~tor~uncaa.unc.edt~>> 4/13/2011 4:59 PM >>> 
Yes on all counts for me ! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http:/itarheelblue.cstv.comi 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [               tmcaa.tmc.edt~]<g~_’.a._i._l.Lo_.i[mailto:sbmalo~!.f~.~mcaa.tmc.edt~[> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; 
Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 
Importance: High 

Hello All, 
As I mentioned during the staff meeting last week, I need to find out from each of you what your plans are for attending the ACC 
Compliance Workshop in Greensboro on June 21-22, 2011. The agenda (that could be subject to change) is attached for your review. 



If you are unable to attend both days, I still would encourage you to attend the other day if possible. NCAA staff members will be 
participating in the presentations. 

The information that I need from each of you and will need to provide to the ACC very soon is as follows: 

1. Do you plan to attend the workshop on June 21,2011? 

2. Do you plan to attend the workshop on the second day, June 22, 2011? 

3. Do you plan to stay in the hotel overnight on Tuesday, June 21,2011? (We may have as many as 2 hotel rooms that the ACC will 
provide for Academics Staff members.) 

4. Do you plan to attend the Reception from 6:30-8:00pm on Tuesday evening, June 21,2011? 

5. Do you plan to attend the breakfast on Wednesday morning, June 22, 2011? 

I’d like to hear from each of you on this matter as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc .edu<mai~o: sbma~o~ncaa.~nc, ed~>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: ECON 400 Tutor 

TEXT.htm; ECON 400 Tutor.msg 

Thoughts. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 9:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Academic Salaries 

TEXT.htm; Academic Salaries.xlsx; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 11:03 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: next ASPSA meeting 

TEXT.htm; Agenda#6 4-19-2011. doc 

>>> "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 4/15/2011 10:45 AM >>> 
John Blanchard and Bobbi Owen look forward to seeing you at the next ASPSA meeting, Tuesday, April 19th at 2pm in the Steele 
conference room. Please see attached agenda. 

Paula A. Goodman 
Department Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Education 



> > > "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu > 4/15/2011 10:45 AM > > > 
John Blanchard and Bobbi Owen look forward to seeing you at the next ASPSA meeting, Tuesday, April 19th at 2pm in 

the Steele conference room. Please see attached agenda. 

Paula A. Goodman 
Department Manager 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

919-843-9290 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) 

Strategic Planning Process 2010-2011 

April 19, 2011 
3020 Steele Building 
2:00 - 3:30 

1. Sub-groups: recommendations 

2. Report content(s) 

Next meeting: May 3 (review draft report) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 12:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Academic Salaries 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Thank you u too ! ! ! 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone:, 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/15/2011 11:47 AM >>> 
Thank you! Have a great weekend! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
http:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.corr~~ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Tracy Hams [maiho:t~h@pncaaamc.edt~] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 9:58 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Academic Salaries 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :mh’~m~c~.m~c~ ed ~> 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18,2011 8:36 AM 

B rent B 1 anton <bl anton@uncaa.unc, edu> 
Baseball Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

If you haven’t already started writing on the summer school forms for baseball, don’t! Coach Fox sent me copies, so I will sign my 
copies, send them to you, and then ask that you forward them to Jackie. Trying to get these all to Jackie before I have this baby! 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 2:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
1 think I did this correctly. 

TEXT.htm; fal 1 incoming students.docx 

I think I did this correctly. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse" < @brainfuse.com> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 4:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Student Athlete Tutoring 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Brent: 

Thanks for your reply. Definitely keep us in mind if things change. 

Until then, take care and have a wonderful week as well! 

Kris Lecciso 

Brainfuse, Inc. 

271 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

720.420.9115 

www.brainfuse.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:Nantorg~m~caaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 2:11 PM 
To: Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Tutoring 

Hi Kris, 

I appreciate you touching base and your willingness to come by our offices 
but we are not interested in online tutorials at this point in time. 

Thank you again and have a great week, 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

<~://tarhee]Nue.csW.corr~/> ~:iitarhee~b~ue.csW.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

Description: smaller NC logo 

From: Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:37 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Student Athlete Tutoring 

~brain[use.com] 

Hi Mr. Blanton: 

I was wondering if your institution would be interested in providing online 
tutoring to student athletes? Our service compares favorably with 
Smarthinking and costs significantly less. Also, we’ve developed services 
which increase student retention, and help student-athletes find jobs after 
college. 

We’re nearby late-May and would love a brief sit-down. We’re also available 
for webinars throughout this month. Let me know if you’re interested. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Kris Lecciso 

Brainfuse, Inc. 

271 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

www.brainfuse.com 



Athletic Department Play Day Form 

Name: 

I will play golf 

Handicap or Average Score 

Others you would like to play with: 

I will play Tennis 

I will walk 

**** Please return form to Beth Miller by April 27, 2011 **** 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cary Nelson, AAUP President" <aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 10:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Newsletter: Anti-Semitism on Campus 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Anti-Semitism on Campus 

By Cary Nelson, AAUP President, and Kenneth Steru, American Jewish Committee 

Recently, there have been allegations of anti-Semitism at three universities []the University of California, Berkeley, the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, and Rntgers. Any claim of bigotry must be treated with the utmost seriousness, not only because hatred harms 
its victims, but also because it can undermine academic freedom: students become afraid to be who they are and thus to say what they 
think. Conversely, a climate which values academic freedom can unleash the best responses to bigotry, by promoting critical thinking 
and clear ideas. 

Yet some, in reaction to these recent incidents, are making the situation worse by distorting the provisions of Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, and what has been called the []working definition of anti-Semitism" 
h(~:Li~,ris.eresources~com:g ~/t/530()3(~/403445972321/0/Opposing anti-Israel events, statements, and speakers, they believe the 
only way to [protect[ Jewish students is by imposing censorship. 

Read more at ~!_l..yris.eresot~rces.com:81i~/5300368i4034459/2316/0/ 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~ris.eresources.com:81i~i5300368i4034459i470iOi 

To unsubscribe, simply hit reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



(Students and team employees only $200} 
Hurry early bird discount endsApr[ 30th! 

Inc udes tickets and buses to the NHL Draft 

(New this year - College Credit for attending!} 

Greetings! 

I would like to personally invite you to join Sports Management 
Worldwide at the 2011 NHL Draft in Minnesota (June 23- 
25, 2011), 
for a sports career conference. If you are ready to begin your 
career or advance your career in professional sports, you do 

not want to miss this incredible chance to 
learn and network with successful hockey 
professionals. 
Put yourself in the heart of the action, 
networking and learning from professionals 

at every level. Minnesota will be the hot spot 
for club executives, agents, scouts, and 
coaches...and the future stars of the NHL. 
In addition, the event attracts thousands of visitors in sports, 
media, television, and journalists. 
This year, our conference attendees receive tickets to both 
days of the NHL Draft in addition to transportation on the NHL 
Buses with NHL Staff and NHL Prospects and prospect families 
to and from the draft. All included in your conference fee! This 
is a weekend you don’t want to miss! 

I hope to see you in Minnesota! Click here to re.clister. 

20_tl Speakers now being 

invited. 

Past Speakers have Included: 

Harry Sinden~ Boston 
Bruins 

Brian Burke~ Patrick Burke~ 
Harry Sinden 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 
SMWW President 

David Branch~ 
OHL 

Commissioner 



Still curious...watch a video from last year’s event! 

Note: This event is limited to 200 participants and is expected to sell out. 

at the NHL Draft 

June 23-25, 2011 

$~aWW 

Join Sports Management Worldwide at the Hyatt Regency in downtown 
Minneapolis and the Xcel Energy Center on June 23-25th for the Sports 
Career Conference at the NHL Draft. 
This is your opportunity to gain valuable insight into a variety of careers 
from those working at the highest level in sports! 
This career conference will offer unique panel discussions and question- 
answer periods designed to solidify the knowledge of every participant. The 
day will be split up into diverse speaker panels; including sports business, 
athlete representatio n, hockey-specific, a nd ca reer adva ncement strateg ies 
with Dr. Lynn Lashbrook. 

This conference is ideal for anyone interested in working in the MLB, NFL, 
MLS, NBA, but will be primarily geared towards the NHL. Your 
investment in the conference includes one ticket to both days of the 
NHL entry draft, buses to and from the arena both days, 
Networking Lunch, and a Welcome Reception. 

The Xcel Energy Center, home of 
the Minnesota Wild and the 2011 
NCAA Frozen Four will become the 
center of the hockey universe June 
24th, (first round, 6pm) and June 
25th (second round starting at 
10am), as National Hockey League 

club executives, scouts, and 
coaches will gather on the arena 
floor for the 2011 NHL Entry Draft. 

2011 Agenda: 
Click here for the 2010 Aqenda 
(Due to NHL Teams arranging their meeting 
times up to the last minute this schedule will 

constantly be updated and changed. Speakers are now being invited.) 

Hinneapolis Xcet Energy Center 

7pm = Registration 
7:30pm-9:30pm: Welcome Reception and Networking 

Friday, 3une 24th: 
7am Registration 
8am Welcome 
8:30-12 noon - a variety of keynote speakers mixed with sports business panels 
12 noon Networking Lunch (included in conference fee) 
lpm-3:30pm - More panels...and more great speakers! 
3:30pro - Conference Ends 
4pro - Load NHL Buses to Saint Paul Xcel Energy Center (buses included) 

Rick Otczyk, Edmonton Oilers 
Asst GH 

Dave Nonis~ Lynn Lashbrook 
Brian Burke~ 3ohn Ferguson 3r, 

Bob Miller, "Voice of the Kings" 

Kyle Dubas, youngest person 
to become NHLPA certified 

Hike Smith, 
former 

Btackhawks GM 



6pm- 2011 NHL Entry Draft 1st Round begins (tickets included) 
Approximately 8pro (after the last pick) NHL Buses return to downtown Ninneapolis 

8am-9am Load NHL Buses to Saint Paul Xcel Energy Center (buses included) 
10am - 2011 NHL Entry Draft, 2-7th rounds (tickets included) 
Have your picture taken with the Stanley Cup 
Approximately 1pro (after the last pick) NHL Buses return to downtown Plinneapolis 

(buses included) 

Note: Due to the popularity of this event, additional draft & bus tickets are not available. 

General Public: $250 early bird discount (regular price $325) 
(Click here for general ~istration.) 

St~adents & Professors: $200 early bird discount (regular price $300) 
~Click here fbr student ~istration.~ 

(School name will be on your name badge aud school will be verified, SMWW StudeNs and 
SMWW Alunmi receive this rate.) 

Nike ]ohnston, 
Winterhawks GN & 

Coach 

Team Employees, SI~’IWW Agents, a~d registered NItLPA agents: $200 
early bird discount (regular price $300) 

{dick here fbr team and         stration) 
(Team or agency name will be on your name badge.) 

(Conference Fee does not include hotel accommodations) 

For more info, contact us at 503-445-7105 
or visit www.Si%’F~ZWocom 

College Credit Available for Attending 
]onathan Lowe~ LA 

Kings VP of 
Harketing 

Student Discount is available for high school and 

college students and SMWW Alumni. Most 

attendees are not college students but sports 

people looking to start or advance their career in 

professional or collegiate sports. However, for 

those of you who are in college and would like 

transferable credits to your school, one hour of college credit is 

available for graduate or undergraduate credit. After you register for 

the conference, one colleqe credit is available here. 

(Or contact workshop@smww.com for an even greater group discount) 
Hany college groups are attending together. Contact us to work out a group rate 
for your university! 

College Student Discount Reqistration 

Schools Represented at past events: 
UCLA 
Concordia University = Chicago 
University of Illinois 
University of Minnesota 
University of Oregon 
Nichigan State University 
Arizona State University 
The University of Phoenix 
Laurentian University 
Stanford 
Nount Royal University 
Trinity Western University 
University of Alberta 
University of British Columbia 

Former ~o~on ~r~n~ GM 

E3 Hradek, 
ESPN 8£ NHL Network 



DePaul University 
University of New Brunswick 
University of Ottawa 
Brock University 
University of Western Ontario 
University of San Francisco 
University of Windsor 
York University 
University of Northern Colorado 
George Washington University 
Texas A&M University 
University of Nebraska Kearney 
Zndiana University of Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota Crookston 
University of Central Florida 
University of Nevada, Reno 
Fort Hays State University, Kansas 
Metropolitan State College Of Denver 
Ashford University 
Oregon State University 
Southwestern Law School 
Towson State University 
McMaster University 
Anderson University 
Purdue University 
~UPUI 
San Diego State University 
Cardinal Stritch University 
West Virginia University 
Lynn University, Boca Raton, Florida 
Zndiana University 
University of Michigan 
Denver University 
University of North Dakota 
University of Wisconsin 
Boston University 
Boston College 
Michigan State University 
Lake Superior State 
University of Maine 
Rensselaer 
Cornell 
Colorado College 
Northern ~’qichigan University 
Harvard 
Bowling Green 
Minnesota-Duluth 

and many more! 

Contact workshop@smww,com for your group! 

Here is what one Sports Management Professor has to say about taking groups 
to SMWW Conferences: 

Don Reynolds, 
Uptown Sports Mgmt 

NHLPA Registered Agent 

Trevor Whiffen, 
London Knights Govenor 

Pat Edwards 
International Scouting Services 

Scout 

our I~ailing List!] 

"SMWW Conferences are a must for those involved in sports 
management programs and who truly care about experiential 
education, establishing networking contacts with senior level 
executives, and exposing students to visionary thinkers in the field of 
sports management. Few people in the world can attract this level of 
talent and put them in one room to share their experiences. The 
SMWW Career Conference is the kind of student-focused activity that 
will raise retention rates, career placement rates, and student 
satisfaction rates." 

Ted Curtis, B.A., M.S., J.D. 
Professor of Sports Management 
Lynn University, Boca Raton Florida 



SHWW Hotel Discounts 

Hyatt Regency Ninneapolis 

Tel: +~ 6~2 370 1234 

Hotel Discounts are now available for registered conference attendees~ Please 
register first, then secure a room at the Hyatt Discount starting at $:£19 a night. 

Click here to reserve a discounted room while they last... 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by workshop@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle America" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 1:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HR Executives Online Workshop -Learn Talent and Technology Strategies 

TEXT.htm 



View this messa~ e~ a Web browser. 

HR Executives Online Workshop 

Meetiag today’s challenges and preparing for 

toraorrow’s opportunities. 

Join us for a special online workshop, where industry thought leaders will 

come together to discuss HR trends, best practices, and proven solutions for 

your business. This event features three 30 minute webcasts followed by live 

Q&A chat sessions with the experts. Don’t miss this unique opportunity to 

hear: 

What approaches should be considered in assessing and designing a 21st 

Century HR Organization? 

Jim Sowers, Practice Leader, and Catherine Veinbachs, Practice Partner, 

Human Capital and Change, Wipro Consulting Services - discuss building 

the 21st Century HR function that will move global organizations to a high 

model. 

How can I optimize HR operations to make better business decisions? 

Gina Wells, Executive Partner, and Adrian Chiu, Senior Managing Consultant, 

IBM Global Business Services HCM Practice - discuss three critical actions 

to optimize HR operations - unifying talent management and ERP, 

automating HR services and using information to make better business 

decisions. 

What are the key trends and HR challenges organizations are facing 

today? 

Laura Garbacz, Principal, HR Transformation, Deloitte Consulting- a look at 

how Business leaders are adjusting their talent and technology strategies to 

meet the shifting demands of the new global marketplace. 

Registnr Now 

By registering for the event, you will be able to attend all the webcast 

sessions and have access to the HR Executives Virtual Briefing Center 

(VBC). From understanding ROI methodologies, to exploring the impact 

technology has on our workforce, the VBC enables HR Executives to more 

effectively manage and understand their business. 

April 27; 2011 

11:30 a.rn -- 12:00 pm PT    Live Q&A session with experts from Delo}tte 8rid Orscle 

Hardware and Software 

En~lineered to Work Togelt~er 

Copyright © 2011, Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
All rights reserved. 

070780 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United States 

Create or update your profile to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can Opt-Out completely, please note you will no 

longer receive newsletters and product information you may have subscribed to. 

Contact Us I Legal Notices and Terms of Use I Privacy Statement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"World Innovation Forum" <noreply@newsl .hsmglobal.com> 

Monday, April 25,2011 2:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Live Webcast of top Innovation event. 

TEXT.htm 

WORLD INOVATION FORUM LIVE WEBCAST! JUNE 7-8, 2011 

Experience the year’s most important innovation 
event.., from anywhere around the Globe! 

Dear Brent, 

We are pleased to announce that for the second 
year, the 2011 World Innovation Forum will be 
available via LIVE WEBCAST! 

For more information visit: 

htt~:/idb.clickexl?erts.~et!mailtrack2~cnrre~t/serve~Jrcdirect.~?user=8054718&email=73&cid=f4b0154c9c9564mai~&url=ht~ 
3A%2F%2Fbi~.lv%2Ei5 uwx6 

- Access the event in real time from anywhere in 
the world 
-Valuable online networking opportunities 
-Spread key innovation idea throughout your 
organization 
- View the recorded version of the event for a 
full month after the live event ON DEMAND 

* We also offer special opportunities for 
universities. Contact us for more information. 

Experience ideas and insights from these 
innovation thought leaders from the comfort of 
your home or office. 

CLAYTON CHRISTENSEN 
TONY HSIEH 
PAOLA ANTONELLI 
PADDY MILLER 
JEANNE MEISTER 
MIX Panel Sessions 
Healthcare Reform Panel 

M.S. KRISHNAN 

DANIEL PINK 
LARRY HUSTON 

GREG HALL 
JOHAN DE NYSSCHEN 
The Next Big Thing in Clean Tech Panel 



Register at the following link: 

~:iidb~clickexperts.~e~!mai~track2~c~rrer~/ser~eriredirect.g~lrp%se~8054718&emai~-73&cid-~b0154c9c9564mai~&~fl=l"~ 
3A%2F%2Fbit.lv %2FhClcDB 

Webcast is for individual users. If you would like 
to access the Live Feed of the event in your 
corporate auditorium, please contacts us. 

This email was sent by 
HSM Group I 501 Madison Ave. 
Suite 1003 I New York I NY 110022 

Visit the following link to unsubscribe 
from furore mailings by HSM Group. 

http://db.clickexperts.net/mailtrack2.current/server/redirect.php?usel=8054718&email=73&cid=f4b0154c9c9564mail&url=http% 
3A%2F%2Fasp2.mai~trackpr~.c~m%2Fmai~track2.current%2Fserver%2Fpre-unsub~eng.php%3Fc~ientid%3D2791%26secret% 
3D61 ed66ee-6f64%26user%3D8054718%26mailtarget%3Dblanton@uncaa.unc.edu%26secret%3D61 ed66ee-6f64 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nathan McCown <nmccown@betterworldbooks.com> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 3:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Thanks for your response. I’m glad to hear that you have a solid program in 
place with the bookstore that serves the department and students well. To be 
perfectly honest I expected nothing less at Chapel Hill. 

Thank you for your time, 

Nathan 

On Fri, Apr 29, 2011 at 2:00 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Mr. McCown, 
We do have a good relationship with our bookstore and it takes our returns 
off of our hands. Our students are allowed to keep their texts, so we only 
have to return a small portion of those purchased at any one time. 

Thank you for your work; sorry we cannot assist, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheerblue.cstv.comi 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nathan McCown [mailto:~tmccown~betterworldbooks.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

Mr. Blanton, 

My name is Nathan McCown and I work for a company called Better World Books 
We work with college campuses around the country helping them find new homes 
for their unwanted textbooks. Athletic departments are often overlooked when 
it comes to their academic impact on students. And many times the textbook 
scholarship programs are left with no outlet for their out of date textbooks 
after each semester. 

I’m curious how your athletic department handles its textbook scholarships. 
Do you have a working relationship with the bookstore to take back the extra 
books? Or are you left storing them yourself waiting for a storage room to 
fill up? 



Better World Books provides a free outlet for those books and even returns 
funding back to your department for the books. We’ll cover the cost of 

shipping and materials to ship the books to us at our warehouse. When they 
reach our warehouse we try and sell the books on one of our 25 online 

marketplaces including our own website and Amazon. As the books sell we 
return a commission back to you for funding, donations to a local group, or 

to use however you see fit. The end result is you’re not left with books 
collecting dust, but instead allowing them to be reused. 

Each sold book also sends a percentage of the net sale as funding to one of 

our non-profit literacy partners of your choosing. So your athletic 

department can be a part of the solution for illiteracy and undereducated 

people around the worl!! You can find more about us and our partners at 

www.betterworldbooks.com. 

It’d be great to speak with you or your representative who handles 
textbooks about your situation and how our program would be of benefit. 
Would there be a good time and number to reach you at? 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best Regards, 

Nathan McCown 

Account Representative, Better World Books 

888-510-7103 ext. 5111 

678-646-5111 (Direct) 
678-259-9308 (Fax) 

nmccown@betterworldbooks.com 

~:iiwww.facebook.comiB WBonCam~ 

Nathan McCown 
Account Representative, Better World Books 

nmccown@betterworldbooks.com 
678-646-5111 (Direct) 
888-510-7103 ext. 5111 

678-259-9308 (Fax) 

Better World Books is a global bookstore that harnesses the power of 
capitalism to bring literacy and opportunity to people around the world. 

Check out our Campus Blog - ~:/i~wboncam~p~s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mario Moore <mario@gradesfirst.com> 

Sunday, May 1, 2011 11:33 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tahara Evans <tahara@gradesfirst.com> 

Hello from Mario 

TEXT.htm 

Robert, 

I hope you didn’t have any friends or family affected by the storms here in 
Alabama. At GradesFirst, we are ok. The power was out for us a while but 
nothing like what you are seeing on tv. 

On a brighter note, I’d like to continue our discussion from Greensboro 
abom how we might could be of service to UNC. My schedule is pretty open 
this week if there’s a time that works for you. I enjoyed our time in 
Greensboro and hope to speak with you soon. 

All the best, 

Mario Moore, CEO 
GmdesFirst 

800.745.5180 x1020 
205.278.4503 -fax 

GmdesFirst - The Next Generation Student Support System 
www.gradesfirst.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 7:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg this email? 
Click here 

r20 coxtstaatcontact corn, lender ?ih-w{~q5d~dab&v ~J~A~pP~z-M5~2~JSS~i-~YkMu~5UcK1~ZdaDGP~ultTeeZ~T-XMkhdEh~MnIa2~kH~MC~t67vHc6~NdckxLI- 

Sports Careers h~stitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

May2, 2011 

Strategic Follow-up: The Key to Getti~lg the Job 

$5.95 [hl~:I?://~20 r~’. l~sp?llr wi~5dxdah&e~llO5348853493&s 4132&e: 001:~>~A~DIQhSGIF-h H18HwRDO2xeHk%Jb21BkMoaEN~h-fh~VdVl~EDSlmKB99- 
zlqZnXPFTLPloclYTIES1M9KisP89cYsGYBclqZ~/nKBs~WvJWSy~:~.X3 i~LKhOrIgcdsW9iulJvyTO5V6URYv£~V 713gXkVRtu27PxO] 

(Instant Dowuload) 

Job Search Book 

Proven Restmle and Intei~ciewing Strategies that will separate you fiom your competition. 
Getti~g Hired In College Spotts will give you the edge you need to compete in the 

job search process. Get the job of your dreams in college spotts with this step-by-step 
job search process tiom fomler Division I athletics director, Dr. Howard Gauthier, 
who hus over 25 years of expelience in college athletics. 

Print Book- $29.95 [ -b~n/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted b~on i~TFEK9ZTYVPBTQ] 

(Click To Purchase) [~~.~aLco’~gi-bm~webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted b~tton id 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ] 

E-Book - $24.95 [h~o://*20 rs6 ne{/~ {sro?lh~ w{n5dxdab&e>1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n- 
~DFQhSGJWS09~IHJAz~O~I<~(~IQ@~:~[~[~ps0DQBIA~F1Y~Pt~2~Ik~.~dd hX~LlZ~xShl[’5iqekmPEStOxY:rtook~ff~ukF~Z(~{HES~Ze~deBB:F2Q ] 

(Instant Dowuload) 

(Click To Pmchase) [                           >Sdad~b&e>l105348853493&s 4132&e 001n- 
~SGJWg09:xEHJ~W 9kxFt gnOuKud&ZRiU,~G~M1QQ 9p7s{~tEhBps0I)QBIA*PlYaMSp2ul>~sE M2 ~VPllL1ZXxShlFSiqeMr~PEgtOxYno&nbokF*ZO{HESIZeY28cN~oSGu~IeBB-T20 ] 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~llO5348853493&s 4132&e ~n-ybD~QhSGI4kHZT3Bf8WF-QDdDxnYyU9S~U-~WSZBSgn~A3Fb~nURKTsIGu79~s~g7~7~kSI~n2qsBAwfK-mk534- 
BkkDerUb2 BQN2xKgUILAvHdS3w~zFr44544QWAIuvj ccQB lj cG0 fzZ XwabkXC84TRDvZXNOAwTT2 cj P-uIz84WvqnoP0x0w6 s0 sWnXcuvwK- fv 1 fZIZnetg77gLFw- ] 

(Instant Dowuload) [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~llO5348853493&~4132&e ~n-ybD~QhSGI4kHZT3BP~WF-QDdDymYyU9S~U-~WSZBSgn~A3Fb~URKTsIGu79~s~g7~7~kSI~m2qsBAwfK-mk534- 
BkkDerUb2 BQN2xKgU~LAvHdS3w~zFr44544QWAIuvj ccQB lj cG0 fzZ XwabkXC84TRDvZXNOAwTT2 cj P-uIz84WvqnoP0x0w6 s0 sWnXcuvwK- fv 1 fZIZnetg77gLFw- ] 

Join Our Mailfi~g List [~o://\.Jsitorr2Oconsta~,lcon{actcom/email}~l?,~l i03508747574] 

Quick Lfi~ks... 
Our Website [ iXNwYudSb- 
~p~,#~BYHm;~E ~ w~gd3 o0flgDnY7 5~] 
Job Listings [h~q~:/;q20rstne~J~sp?11~ ~,~n5dxdab&e~l i05348853493&s 4132&e 001n-,~bD1OhSGIh4iPMcdl-US82iJ~tK~- 

KtO998k2Zwo69v,.Am~ XdWE6KA~5c~ACpBNF~WASb8~NcKX3Z~3R~Z~J~841K2iDFCsm~tCR5ma~xGJQIcqmdk4vI~7vBVyf rd6GOarmSsPLwsJJgvJmCfisliW3 d5] 
Sports Management Degee Progams [ ~5dxdab&e~ 1105308853493&~4132&e 001n- 43&~xwP- 
DtnGI4Zv~h3v3wFaN2~Y6hCI ] 
Career Development Resomces [}~):.4q20 rs6 ne~/m ~j~Oj~5d~dab&e~1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n- AxNMSW~m 0m-rKX5c@/#~OkOeTOU- 
8~oosPl~(?~i3N2~QVm262fKEHr2OIN~ljRZPlh4d&,JgU4CL 7irBdWdle5dkgBcv~,qS~XiJBX ZTkweI-ZwSSzvwKd egrXGPi~] 
Folwardto a FrieM [t~>:.//ul. cortstan~conlactconffsa/fkaOll{sp?m 1 i03508747574&~1105348853493&ea blan~on%40uJ~caa unc edu] 
Nndm onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lli~j~5&x&b&e~llO5348853493&~d132&e 001n-ybD1QhSGLN~cEsc~x8~tqvgYQKtd8 QcCw85~FEFmixJ~HKXtUX03~gdePr2- 
nc~suDflPotp2LrFgxNtkoffo~xU~iD5UdU4 ~pS~N~hNTV~JjyM8~xe~MBep-~t9NG5B~9~DUIVH5~Q~T3~e~vhbitHUrUVXK~8~u2B~t~pw7366mJem~s7c ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

How to leave a job properly 

By A~fita Bruzzese, 
Gannett News Sei%ce 

There’s one thing we are probably goi::g to l~oce in our workiilg lives: quiRing a 
job or bei::g tired fiom a job. Of course, most of us would prefer to leave m:der 
our own terms, but being tired doesn’t cany the stigma it once did, especially 
as an increasing ntmlber of the :mtion’s top CEOs find themselves in thut position 
these days. Still, leaving a job for any reason is nlore thun simply walki:lg out 
the door, with perhaps a rode gestm-e or two dependi::g onthe circtm:stances. 

When you patt company with an employer, how you leave may be just as important as 
anythi~g you have doneinthut position... (More) [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~llO5348853493&~4132&e 001n- 
ybD1QhSGJgFtg0ZuZQzpxCpheOB Y2mlResY 1U S78AMU fM 2 1YNbo3 eQw~Sk45z6 Sgm3tl 1VTHiyVGfD3nj L82 Rj HG03 eWeTD0r B f6uBh~km8 a31kaKdi MbOi~cLciZ JhvS8 olisXNYKRUkG5E- 
qCxl oumxZyAheb2Hb5VB653ZwglKUCf55z8yHvSRFRuzEAs~U16TWXWH JuM5W0PGgg~ ] 

New Job Listi~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, May 2nd, include position,s in web management, acade~ulc 
cotmselfilg, marketi~g and promotioi~s, assistant COlmulssioner, as a high school attfletic 



director, a l:dculty member in Recreation, parks & recreatio:~, and much more. To 
view these positions and more, click on the individuul li:~ks below or go to ore 
website at www.sportscareershlstitute.com [t_~2~:."/:20rs6ne~ll~:;~:2:_i::hdxc~b&e~ 1105348853493&s 4132&e 001::- 

AtNetics Assistant, Media Relations - Wuke Forest U:~iversity [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~vj::5cLxdab&et-1105348853493&s 4132&e 00 ln-ybD1QhSGIVdyB 1RqcP5MCXeMxbI<h-daXUXAMVPaclgoVfq-gTZnoi8- 
zTEtZzmat6qAjWn zPanyPZnOI6iBwukWj B1PvWMOVob8m fxRde3Z 9DTU13 sDZFG0bj 6AC SPmQM BQKzSTEnXTEkNoaraYm8 Y 1 xEW5j 3tla3 Jhpr&nlTaMTYGhB24QVFp01R2e2 asp2:~-8- 
YjWmf2p4UKIExZu¥~VnUWTZgvKYGML OpFAZRsQtf~mzvnW33Y6FZ8PwfV~!Rzkx3f TDgIaj0Iu3XqCWDufFvTdlCL6XrJglsDMRphGch-XLrTAXfNvdfii08rYGkmj94G4zgAvONDRzYsnH lzBNkR5HarJiKj5A~ 
-rT1Cqs6IzeS1] 

AtNetic Director - Metropolitan School District of Pike Township (Indianapolis, 
IN) [t’~))://120~sp?11~-wi~5dxdab&e~l105348853493&s 4132&e 001n-yb~                                                               x~’.,~4yHHkgrb04fbdXRZC6OFa 

flSRbLKSZo’~.D~claTflJ2WZgcO1IZOOIgH()\’OZTOcIOdfMMI51t4jy22k50f JC X17NUHK2riHAfkw~iZhi~x~xOXdYA ] 

Communications Specialist - Uulversity of Michigan [h~p:/!~20 rs6 ~te/.q~ is~!?llr -,adn5dx&4b&e~l i05348853493&s 4132&e :001n=~vhi2’Jt~q~SGJJFI~IJedCUECYIuIWY@ovV6~II~I- 
3 aCl~4 dRr 7 Xc 6 F 2 ~2,;~’1 k 1 XL~. x~ O 4XK~-’Q4iVVYAaiazS Jxt4K8 fj.g lvgWoo~gcA 1 Dx2~.~.                                             ] 

Parks and Recreation Director - CityofDeer Park (TX) [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh~vj~5&xdab&et-llO5348853493&~4132&e 001n-ybD1QhSGJfgfgg51zwVSnoihwpR mWH8DI-DovwyUpYc-pVfD~kkgQKzxcsxgdcB1- 
OC3bCNVKuUonB9 -yJ4gDeZbG-A0cUmI88wSU DQngmB LiqTMpj JvqjO0 ddT67gGfMuebg SXzvbVro SMCKF JCer-bMOPB 2kiZYcaBmZ JDOdUyb8 Jgzl fSmX2pOyOQ-5 SEhOh- 
7MlvQlpbGww6Qbuw~ocga3aTmtktgdLb4YER4P GWDW75ezIBShUmM0vzvJm2eg2sLQ ] 

Se~fior Associate Athletic Director for External Operation,s - Loyola Uulversity of 
Ctficago [ hSGKdmH1TWBwftDlr MPCD VG1AdX6B 

] 

ybD1QhSGJ6idSz u0KN4LYHTCAvP3ctbaqZrPGvk SVjnVkNGftlgu2hinegbLrz 1 - 
ZSRUImpHTD2WXk3jVH Q6Dw8uZkabVFdDbr~5RkI4y3L~Y5xb~FiU7MpCxfwps6jC4EKqSWfYF2~xW~hnedYd3J59RZVzfC5abLjeJV-qcLpm5vFj~gmRctQ~HWd~MvgwZYi~3IizL9GGzBQ ] 

Assistant Commissioner for Compliance - Pacific West Co~fference [ ?lh-,#~n5dxdab&e* 11_ .053a~8853493&s 4132&e Jh~mO(~WL2MELVdSOII~XSiH. 
Pal<m\ fLgde2KLwDi wOZ~’~_~’~ a31U O E r r~ J!~J~ ] 

WebDeve~per-~dah~maStateUulversit~[~://i2~rs6~et/~isp?1~r~i~5dxdab&e~‘:11~5348853493&s 4132&e 001n-,,,bDIQhSGK~’rB2LatO~tRFKSI-dgSnul~BtPJ~ZTeU5t~0ZZs~H4OOsH4- 
eDoXd2 x\~,rE6T Rbs~I9UN6VIi~ZtI~a,6TN5i Ck~ KSK TvZ5reg.PX92kf61JDN9bb SOy07                       ] 

Assistant AD/Sports hfformation Director - Albei~us Magnus College [ 
~)~zMV¥vHtMDTi~¢2J~‘v1NH~R7~ML~%1r~‘~s~a1Cpl~v~X~Up~mL~6DbX~Zaul~&~W~h~6C~K~¢~mP~C5K-©Ib842WFd2FI~‘b~ ] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Ticket Operation,s - Florida Atlantic U~fiversity 
15d~d~b&el-1105348853493&s 4132&e 

UMVMah2f~[~e6W~z~5~RewbzL~1~JV~5I~H5~G3tFsV~z~@~DR~6iK~9c~wE~uR~sa~x~S~Di~Ap5c3M~t~&@c5R~Dw ] 

Marketi~g&~r~m~ti~s~ntem-Nava~Academ~[h~1~://~2~rs6ne~D?11r-wi~5d~d~b&et 1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n- 
,/bD1QtlSGLuSULskKrt VQ2gk,~:,~BE ~-/vZR5Ln¢~‘85dQ78Uvc~id25T8FV~QZE~NZ~FD6~c~e~4\¢~145JzJ9Dk1~JnbbpMUkFQYt8Mv5X\/g4Ed©7~I~Vd~M~GJDM\~ldz\‘\~sx~2eE~[1TsC\f~mD2tca~-/D1V~iN94iieATL~/ 

Recreation Progn-am Coordi~utor and Club Sports Advisor - The Evergn-een State College 
[[_~:."/~20rs6~le~’ln~p?Ilr-~z.i~hdxdab&e~llO5348853493&s 4132&e 001~-~hSGJ46d77MI1K~TKJw~’uDdW4EUc~00W~,R)~i VUdPJOtTLcOsA GdF6G6ikYJLF~2~ 5TNS- 
sZwG               ~4ZgA~,Vev 8vB0tE3ETNEY~10dx~E4RE wI-f-~] 

Dhector of Guest Se~-gices for Athletics - U~iversity of Arkansas [hn’r,)://~20 rs6 ~el,’ln iE?9?llr-,,,,ir~5dxdab&e~1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n-5.bD1QhSGJIPJT9vmPicFXzh,ZSZehI~Yd~lXPd~cda_hbT\’Mox7sDk- 
Lkg\,~,,q~FFg~2~ddSNRK-~-~xXg~Ix, Z5,/4~/w~3~3n3~lrY6 vA6ws5H2~?ZLI~I~                 9JsG2rYHxcGe02jzLK2LBVIA ] 

Assistant Director of Public & Media Relations - NCAA [                             5dxdah&e~- 1 I05348853493&s: 4132&e 001:~l-~C~d2~x39V4b43UaOfil~.x[~gug~d~Dv~)a~.~c.~gM-ex~Hev- 
SLbf?~rC~_g~bsSaG~2GgThi~lE~’~ 38mN3wQ~JdGkJSYC Zh~NUBekFa, TTgPUUH~cl:c~,mSZzA~35~O~,jSB4d&-,Ti-LOBgUO2T27~ j 

Associate Director for Compliance - St. Jotm’s Uulversity [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-wj~5cLxdab&et-1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n-ybD1QhSGIsHnTSz6YGB6MFRjodpgcuPn-~un01t8xMGiFsQFT- 
KHvlziFRhIE0aaqsblYhR.xG26tj)mwlBWKEbTxeMXV YQ2HRt4F~3kYy~tHjLk&xzHueMx8~xiWFETfGw5g99~BU~wWXwAG-GXydJgQmbgJ6jjBTmb~cWUHnt~DnMA-FWc~QSARe~9CZLS8TFc 2P- 
IQmyNYskAFV I-ZM3pgj~E5wR3ZSygD-jhNOGQk&xTkOqeLwffv’PdblWYxjPSHhlgqm8deGZIgEKyYXsdGiZL] 

Dhector of Athletics - Ct~utham Uulversity [h~p://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?llr~vj~5cLxdab&et-1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n- 
ybD1QhSGL5 Qu6uVLpezKwCWvoA6oQ3FN4tX77OTFdv0WghilJcPvzqzuH8 fdRqj8WTm Ss3N60 fLAvBik SsX50HR C 826 JPnPqvlbLue~gKxvI 1 c4Mwi95hinq6 RZ s8v- 
p79RkVpac5x8maSGtk6CidVLqvDVAARihl mk2X~F3J~iE~IEa~Mr2YsYccBQ6JIxB9IVEah7h4~FjFwFvtFaAGnLaxqMSLkHV9IeAiIASLYyQ53FygDg ] 

Jm~ior Graphic Designer - Anaheim Ducks (NHL) [~2 rs6 ne                     e~-I I~_53493&s: 4132&e: 00~ bD1QhSGIelK-A-~!xlw~ikkz 
cgATK2L0b0kLFJVi                            ~b Yf~ig~U \,~ls2T                                                                                                  ] 

HeadAtNetic Trainer - William Paterson U~iversity [~9:i/~20rs6ne~/~j&v?lh-wjn5dx±[ab&e~1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n 

~hb~QhSGI1 CES5SX?~0TBiBZ2~9~I’~ v6h~wD2DN9~r~zMI9a82,~‘~dS~a2J~¢r~Sk2K6rV38~Id~‘~V~c~AV.~28eE~b~EMs?~7B~-A‘~t~1‘kd~v Oa-SD ] 

Academic Counselor- UulversityofDelaware [hv~:~9://~20 rs(~ net,,’i~l isp?11~ -win5dxclab&e~1105348853493&s 4132&e O01~-,/bD1QtlSGIgcwlBvfig\ZwSDSCulkOWZPOOa\,\,’e- 

K~}~RiT4 H:rtd~EPhSt%oTFVwnaul7 ’AcLEI SCLr5~,~’~.sWb,5vGKR~FO~© _] 

Compliance Officer - Daemen College (NY) [ 
eAc 7ulB~c q Ghl" P s GM E H T c~s c~ ~z t 1 km~ ~3 MA_N Abv 1 w~fkCCQ!3 d2~ m V81bcIz5 cTa3 e-vNrCI 1 fkgX33kZN9 d0i~)-oO ENt~4H5472T vg0k’s, EvSr8 F LZdmaHH Jtd)z~itZizEPT qbvweatt~zw s 1 b G~] 

Associate Athletic Trainer - Grand Canyon Uulversity [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~vfi~5cLxdab&et-1105348853493&s 4132&e 00 ln-ybD1QhSGK-iluXGWmt0zxEzpAul~:zNbFEaqeIQKu- 
O 3 a uqO B 0 Q G P 9 qB w F~ S E KuH O qoj w-u9 M wfU-xWQ 3 GuwM e zvT I I yr56 e V6 P zE B V H P l D X c L ~ut4 SCU1Gj c Gi 8 g XWd2 i l auu-I F0 qhPr fp qi O a FU g KL F yWVS q~fli S- 
l:dzszXVQhyLTsZvH fGETzbO5 LwVrebIOXpXvvCYA4- GGiZ54oX9 Dpr HvNG78CFhnOGq3Ote4PclTPMw~] 

Assistant Marketi~g-U~iversilyofDelaware [h~://~20rs6~ct’~&v?lh-’~,i~5dxdab&el-llO5348853493&s 4132&e 001~- 
,,A~D1QtlSGJGAPrc59aGF8 KEKbt73 KRc~M cR,~ V ~,/ HQ2EwLxHX~r~1F2e~1~Ai~AQ735~R7~7‘a~B~M~49d~5~/F~‘~H7BSeiAtYC~P~xSDcs7k~m3caeg7\/x~es~z~mb~H~4V~!~BQT~qGDa5rb~‘~,~mS¢~HiZA9YUixaG 

Dh-ector of the Aquatic and Recreation Complex - Garrett College [                            ~5d×dab&e~1105348853493&~4132&e 001n-                                           z~DC R- 
A I i Ot~Z \&ZF x 5 Mj 9r X 6 ul ¥ H at l~ 2 a a 0 F f~ I~ a a HiT S 77A 7 J~s~ ~’~. 1E U M H M zF J!ig L v s2 R Dv 7 C x2 ’~ N 6 Rt~1 w W 24 O J I~ C x’~ ~, F S C S d H 4 E ~D~ _] 

eCommerce Content Management Specialist - Dallas Cowboys [~20 ~s()@~\.i~hd~d~b&e~1105348853493&s 4132&e 001n~hSGLX195-J2Z~lo\GqBYa~’I~2co\/zE5~RR 
ZHNSHIJ~vIEWE5wag.,,&Mt~50~K0~ohA sre~qKdiWEk298Z~5Xdl<U/~nx~’wHP08sz~_,~13owH0 Hv5w~m~qC1 FCOHzSgX/~.~b~/MSeVPV~TtlluRmiLXE~iX-Tk40R~w ] 

Quote 

"Once you replace negative thonghts with positive ones, you’ll start having positive 
results." 
-Willie Nelson 

Forward email 
_hr~r~):/~ul constaz~tcontact cerr~!sazi~a’lij~)?ik-wi~hdxctabN~I 1103508747574&ea bla~to~&,~mcaa ~lnc edu&~1105348853493 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com. 
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Ii~stant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
~://\,Jsitorco~st~rltco~tactcom/do?p~m&m 0015U5@V~/tfl~JMLelm\,Y 3Ot~wsA%3D%BD&se: 001~FF\,VVI-wHX0%3D&~ 001E-rIH2 3D%3D&11Y 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 5:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tour 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tom 
~-esented by the Gamecock Club 

Hear from Coach Spurrier, local football student-athletes, and other South Carolina head coaches 

[] Churlo~e K~ights Baseball Stadium - May 11 
[] Churleston RiverDogs Stadium - May 16 
[] USC-Aiken- May 17 
[] Greenville Drive Stadium - May 18 
[] USC-Sumter - May 24 
[] Darlfilgton Ruceway - May 25 

[] Coach Spurrier Signed Game Ball funch-aiser 
[] Cocky and the cheerleaders 
[] Photo opportunities with trophies 
[] Kids’ activities 
[] Live music from Tokyo Joe 
[] Cornhole Tournament 
[] Food and thin,ks available for prochase at eve~3~ event 
[] $5 ad~t~ission 

Click here for more information: h~p://s~r~-.mm.ticketmaster.com:80/track? 
~ipe click&enid bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TEwNjUzMjMmbWVzc2F1~Zw~k~TEwNTE5NjMmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFrRU~EJnN~cm~hbD~xMjMx~DcwNzc~JmVtYW~saWQ9QkxBT~R~TkBVrkNBQS5VrkMuRUR‘ 

To pmchuse tickets, contact the Gamecock Club at 803.777.4276 or gcclub@mailbox.sc.edu. 

To unsubscribe from futm-e mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE in the subject line. 

Gamecock Club, 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 9:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Is you know who, the keeper of the grades? 

TEXT.htm 

Is you know who, the keeper of the grades? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 12:01 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Summer School Enrollment 

TEXT.htm 1 

Coaches and Academic Counselors, 

PLEASE make sure your student-athletes know that they MUST be in the correct number of 1 st session summer 
school hours by May 9, 2011. 

If a student-athlete waits until after this date to drop a course (even if they do so on 5/10, the first day of class), 
he/she will be responsible for 25% of tuition/fee charges! As a Department, we will NOT cover this percentage 
if a student-athlete simply waits too long to drop a course! With our scholarship funding in the position it 
currently is, we have to put some responsibility on our student-athletes to get their schedules set in advance of 
the deadline. 

We will soon be cross-checking student-athlete enrollment information with the information you each provided 
us for scholarship purposes. While we hope this will catch any outstanding discrepancies, it is ultimately the 
student-athletes’ responsibility to make sure to keep each of you up-to-speed with their plans. 

I suggest that each of you look over your summer scholarship information and verify, once more, with your 
student-athletes that they are in the right number of courses. If changes need to be made, please pass them on to 
me ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Anderson <Susan_Anderson@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
UNC needs your help 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning UNC Printing Services Customer, 
UNC Printing Services wants to hear how well we are serving you. Our goal is to consistently meet all of your expectations, and 
that [] s why it is extremely important to hear your opinion. The survey will take just a few minutes, but your feedback will be 
invaluable to serving you better in the future. This is an opportunity to contribute to UNC Printing Services [] [] report card, [] as well 
as offer suggestions for improvement. 
On behalf of UNC Printing Services, we thank you for your feedback, and I promise to share with you what we learn after completing 
the study. I look forward to reading your feedback. If you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please email me at 
Susan Anderson@unc.edu. 
Thank you again for all your help. Here is the survey: UNC Printing Services Customer Feedback Survey 
Sincerely, 
Susan Anderson 
Director, UNC Printing 
CB#1110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
P: 919-962-2400 
F: 919-358-4206 
In the event you are unable to click on the link above, please copy and paste the following url into your browser to access the survey: 
~:iiwww.sa-s~r~’e~’s.co~/s~r~’c~, i364807i2173ace6i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle UPK" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 12:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welcome to Oracle’s User Productivity Update 

TEXT.htm 



O~ACL~ can’t see this email? Click here to view the online version 

Dear Brent, 

In a time of economic volatility and rapidly changing market dynamics, 

organisations must transform continuously in order to stay competitive. 

Oracle User Productivity Kit is an essential part of any change management 

toolkit ~�" providing a single solution to capture and disseminate organisational 

knowledge, wherever and whenever it’s needed. Explore the links below to 

discover how Oracle User Productivity Kit can support your organisation’s 

business transformation initiatives. 

Have Oracle call youA 

Global contacts 

Additiona~ b~formation 

View our latest webcasts 

Orate L|se~ PrOclivity Kit is m~ch more th~ j~st ~ ~se~ ~r~ini:n# ~eol Find o~t h~ 

~ess, and ~t ~e ~s~ ~ ~e~r e~loyee& 



Hardware ~nd So,ware 
Contact Us I J~e~ I Notices and Terms of Use I 

Engin~lo W~k Toge~t                   Copyright ,~,© 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved 

69457 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headqua~ers, 500 Oracle Park~y, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United States 

Create or u~datevour ~rofiJe to receive customized e-mail about Oracle produ~s and sewices. 

If you do not wish to receive any further ele~ronic marketing communications from Oracle you can O~t-Out completely, please note you 
will no longer receive newsletters and product information you may have subscribed to. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 12:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Nathan Yarbrough 

TEXT.htm; BGCK APRIL 2011.doc; COE-Temp-Reg 03232011 a.doc; Payroll Data 
Sheet.doc; Tracy Harris.vcf 

let’s talk about this... 

>>> Tracy Hams 5/4/2011 11:32 AM >>> 
His check Friday May 6th, 2011, will be a paper check. The courier will bring over with morning mail. Please find attached forms for 
Nathan to complete if he will be return on Monday the 23rd of May. The background check has to be filled out, returned to our office 
and approved by investigations before his first day of work. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Tracy Harris 

X-GWTYPE: 

Full Name: 

Name: 

Electronic Mail Address (Internet Preferred): 

vCard Unique Identifier: 

Telephone Number (Voice Preferred): 

Telephone Number (Voice Work): 

USER 

Tracy Harris 

Tracy Harris 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

342BA900-06AF-0000-BE3E-36008900 E200 

962-7852 

962-7852 

vCard Version: 2.1PRODID:-//Novell Inc//Groupwise 8.0.21 Revision: 20110503T050933Z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:30 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.4.11.xlsx 

Here you go ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCAA Division I Men’sBasketball" <dimbkbtickets@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2012 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

CLICK BELOW to read this message in your browser: 
17193 934/7 2 48315 7 2/54405 3(~5 /0/? 

b44ed14b=OWN~MmY 2NWO3 Y~VM5ZTQ~OM2F1M            3ZWZ1ZDU%3d&x=93967665 
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P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 



To view an online version of this emeil, click here, 

Division ~ ~len°s 

The 2012 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship Second/Third 
Rounds are coming to Greensboro, NC March 16 & 18, 2012 hosted by the 
Atlantic Coast Conference and held at the Greensboro Coliseum! A limited 
number of tickets remain available through this exclusive presale opportunity, 
before they go on sale to the general public. Be sure to purchase your tickets 
before May 18, 2011, or until all remaining tickets have been purchased, 
whichever comes first. 

ORDER INSTRUCTIONS: To take advantage of this special offer, you 

MUST use this email address (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu). When placing your 
order, you will be asked to log in. You will want to select "I am a New User." 
Complete each field, including the security questions and make sure to enter 
the e-mail address where you received this ticket offer. Click 
here (~//sv.ticketingcer~tra~ com/V2iHome.aspx? 
I=s’~eOgAAAAAh~gJiAAAAAAD~%2fv%2~/;2f%2f~vD%2f%2~/S2f%2f% 
2~G5iYWEA%2ff~2~/~2ff~2~/o2f%2ff/o2f%2f%2f%2f8%3d) to take 
advantage of this exclusive offer: 

If you have trouble completing this process, please call our customer service 
line at 1-866-208-0048. 

You will be purchasing tickets for a "general access" event; therefore, specific 
seat locations will not be available while submitting your ticket order. After the 
deadline to purchase tickets has passed, all order data will be reviewed by the 
host ticket office personnel and the NCAA. Actual seat assignments may not 
be available until tickets are shipped in February, 2012. 

The above link can only be used to purchase up to eight (8) all session tickets, 
subj ect to availability. Once you have purchased your full allotment of tickets, 
the link will no longer be usable. Please note that, even though you received 
this email, there is no guarantee that tickets will be available when you log in - 
only a limited number of tickets are available to individuals receiving this 
special offer. Furthermore, it is also possible that only some, and not all, of the 
tickets allotted to you as mentioned above will be available for purchase when 
you log in, and the seats you purchase may not be contiguous or adjacent to 
one another. Only the individual to whom this offer was provided is permitted 
to use this unique link. Ticket orders that exceed the ticket limit or that are not 
in compliance with the intent of this offer as determined by the NCAA, or 
anyone else associated with this process may be rej ected, invalidated, cancelled 
or otherwise not accepted. 

If you are able to purchase tickets in accordance with the terms and conditions 
set forth here and online, the tickets will be distributed to the address provided 



in your completed purchase order (unless properly changed in accordance with 
the following sentence) no later than mid-February 2012. In this regard, it is 
imperative that you call 1-866-208-0048 if your mailing address changes 
between now and December 1. 

We appreciate your interest in NCAA basketball and are pleased to provide 
you with this opportunity to purchase tickets to the 2012 NCAA Division I 
Men’s Basketball Championship. 

General information 
¯ Every person, regardless of age, must have a ticket to be admitted to the 2012 
NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship. No exit and reentry to the 
facility will be permitted. 
¯ Replacement tickets will not be issued. Therefore, it is imperative that if and 
when you receive your tickets, you properly secure them. The NCAA, host 
institution/conference or host venue will not be responsible for lost or 
misplaced tickets 
¯ Tickets may not be returned, refunded or exchanged. 
¯ Unless specifically authorized in advance by the NCAA, tickets may not be 
offered as a prize in a sweepstakes, contest, auction or fund-raising activity. 
¯ Tickets may not be sold or resold above face value. 
¯ The NCAA reminds fans that purchasing tickets from secondary unauthorized 
vendors may result in fraudulent purchases. Fans are encouraged to purchase 
tickets from the NCAA member institutions and programs authorized by the 
NCAA to sell or resell championship tickets. 

For in%rmafion regarding the NCAA, please visit w~,.ncaa.org. Or, 
visit www.ncaa.com ~i)r inf~)rmation regarding the NCAA~s 89 championships in 23 

Click here to forward this mailing with your personal message. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 5:52 AM 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 
-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Gallo <cgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 
<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 
<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

TEXT.htm; FW_ NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement.msg 

Steve - 

Just a heads up for you and your staff. As you are aware, Susan Maloy is our contact for this information. 

Thank you! 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 4:44 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter(acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato 
(adominato@fsu.edu); Anne Marie Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bret Cowley(bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); BertLocklin 
(blocklin@vt. edu); Brandi Kerrigan(brandi.kerrigan@bc. edu); Carly Pariseau 
(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle(carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Brad Woody 
(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson(ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Cody Gambler 
(cgambler@umd.edu); Cindy Hartmann(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Christopher B. 
Kennedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cathy Jones(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); NC State 
Intern (cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Courmey Vinson(cvinson@clemson.edu); Dan Raben 
(d.rabenl@miami.edu); DeborahFoley (dfoley@miami.edu); Dan Trump 
(dtrump@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby(ellebykc@wfu.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); 
Heather Robertson(herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago(j asantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jody 
Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@umd.edu); Julie Heyde 
(j ulie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Jim Booz(jwb8q@virginia.edu); Karen Kelly 
(k.kelly2@miami. edu); Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc. edu>; Bridget McSorley 
(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc. edu>; Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech. edu); JordanRedavid 
(redavid@miami.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); 
Robin Pate (robin~oate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Hemandez(themandez@miami.edu); Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc. edu>; Trever Wright(tkw09@fsu. edu); Todd Mesibov 
(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); 
Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu) 

FW: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime. 822_1 

FYI - 

The attached memo contains information from the national office related to upcoming NCAA Division I Academic 
Progress Rate Public Announcement. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Govemance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 27306bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/78e6a5436cafld0f86a8234b6c2091da 
File Name: May 2011 Memo.docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 02 Aug 2011 16:46:13 -0400 
Size: 27306bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, May 5,2011 6:34 AM 

Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 7:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having houble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 

r20 co~tstantcontactcom, iend~:r?ih-w~r~5do~dab&v 001y~fT ]£~deGSzZviaio3WYFUVZBd i:ttmYEw~ff£3Xt0T4r5uPkOAz ZOFoIw~EMi)): 
A2Mx~j_i~teSkdld~lMSd~ HY 7OZhifi~lw%3 D%3D 

Sports Careers htstitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

May5, 2011 

Job Search Book 

"I love tiffs book. The concepts that Howard outlines in the book are sh-aight from 
the world of college spotts." 

-Dr. Kelly Higgins 

Attil etics Director 

Ft. Lewis College 

$29.95 [ -bi~"~,ebscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted ba~on id 7FEK9ZTYVPBT~]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.net~h~.jsp?llr~vji15cLxdeb&et-l105372324450&s 4132&e ~f4EL8~xur~m~mRpQHq~iA2GpuirdLeGAeukuU8Yhilc~Uetq~yihmS~b3n~E9D4b8V2uHxzXk7KE- 
RE~BLsw~5fPjQqF~CfXCcb~yz~uG~K37aE5cbyV9fTdkGBY~3IrYLxAC~dpigJQnR~5RAq~c~2w~tNFHhpV~aI~CzUJFFqni~aDAVSa~Nqp~hV~u~wMF~gupXv7H9BDf48grW-f9YHrGbGCQr] 
- E-book 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
Interviewinghnage [h~p://r20.rs6.net/h~.jsp?lh~vjn5&xdab&et-l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm-0~rmINyB2uK1V XRlfKVBkohdb¥’~)wAITxTTxIplfBWJSVzQcyqX8Tds0oc8uvRlik-mi4pWUgL- 
Z b~F3aH~tAAp~5Xt3Tk3IAVUuE~Q~c~8~t2ctzD~jyC-W-nH9vv~Z~n-V9f2~V~x~IH81~Z9F5dpZ~Lywjt3xSu~257~I3H5~7i6KRqDBs-LKR~Vx5dRc~ 76qPggtsC-sDd~p-PanqDPugF] 

$9.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.net/h~.jsp?lh~vjn5&xdab&et-l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm-0mulNyB2uK1V XRlfKVBkoMb¥’~)wAITxTTxIplfBWJSVzQcyqX8Tds0oc8uvRlik-mi4pWUgL- 
Z b~F3aH~tAAp~5Xt3Tk3IAVUuE~Q~c~8~t2ctzD~jyC-W-nH9vv~Z~n-V9f2~V~x~IH81~Z9F5dpZ~Lywjt3xSu~257~I3H5~7i6KRqDBs-LKR~Vx5dRc~ 76qPggtsC-sDd~p-PanqDPugF] 

(Instant Dow~iload) 

Resumes That Sell 

This 33-page booklet presents ttu-ee s~yles of resumes - a ctu-onological s~yle resume, 
a fm~ctio~ml s~yle resume, and a cuniculum vitae. Each section of the resume is 
hioken down and explained in detail. Give yore-self an oppolAnffty to be successful 
in the job search by suhinitfing a resume that sells. 

htstant Dowiiload 

$7.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.net/h~.jsp?lh~vjn5&xdab&et-l105372324450&s 4132&e O01f4EL81xm-Om6TKd-LX~flck5qDTHqnp9946RhQzfilzHM4j5JjYsFQcNceSupS49zX3- 
Fh2~49GMDGV~zeVfJ3A3SNEiRyJAf44LN5bznpH9zNCIbSC9QXpYy4Sc~5uSF4g6Yyk6uNaUFnH-IS5Qs~y~Fx -nSttRsrTOkZsV6W9 Lrc q5iHigGnbMdZGHkQWuoIrbhzc JsttwayHyMyj 23zSTe 7Mguoh] 

Join Ore Mailfi~g List [b4~z):i/~isitorr2Oconstantcontactcom/emailjsg¢?~1103508747574] 

Quick Lfitks... 
Om-Website [ 5ds,~dab&e~l105372324450&~4132&e 00i~ELSlx~ir0mRC.cl~3G\,\/dLaehEedwItMsc5OOlbHC~3_gyKUPJ~k2Z- 

] 
Job Listings [~D:i/~20 rs6 ~e~,’~n ~!~5dxdab&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e 00 H?~EL81~oxOlOj~:PekKFdWLvs~’~ 7SW~is5- 
~CrbJHJRm~v0eI2Gv 1 JBSwiucUkJgSJNU6pUbHUvPvEv2ZyXsROaEWoZNABD~Zii6R-zWE~I~z5 Er ln~,wBMGz6LIYc~32 ] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [h~#z//~20 rs6 nel,,~?~ ~s:~?llr ~sdn5dxdeb&e~ 1105372324450&~4132&e O011?EL81x~OkTSS- 
~’tvHvp~m~(~Z~1s~we9gh2eUIBMMWYfx~ULnx~~a~1~W82I~3H~YkM?~2~vI 4R-f~£%fiJsIl]o~2~Sg~0ERQACFt9~lm~-43Kb~K-E~’~!tqr~m4Hok ] 
Career Development Resomces 

VPv2CUVev[J ~Il~SKY1 Ir6doVi/l,5,YBSd2 VFW23~Uk6 ] 
Fo~wardtoaFrieM[~8:,//uiconstantcontactcomNa/f}s,4f~p?n~ 1103508747574&~l105372324450&e~ bia~tou%40uncaa ~mced~[] 
Hnd ~ on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~fl~5&x~b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm0~I6jfz0ZL~6ni~cBDQhSYUwnch~FN~8N4G KpgTlneFw%t~6~ay4JTNVE4tBmbQGraUS4~4xF8NH500UHBs4c[2YJ~JIoPK5504~Q~B06Yp~ 

Featm-eA~icle 

Build Relatio~tships Early for Job Success 
By By Debra Donston-Miller 
The Ladders 

After the very big job of fincli~g a new job is complete, it’s time to relax, right? 
Wro~g. Yore- first 90 deys in a new position are critical, especially when it comes 
to relationship builcli~lg. Whet you do or overlook dm-ing tiffs time can color yore 
entire tenme with a company - or even cut it shott, if missteps dining tiffs period 
are big enongh. 

After you have waded ttu-ough all the fom~s and orientation materials, you’ll likely 
want to roll up yore sleeves and jump immediately into yore work. Wtffle the sentiment 
is adnfirable (especially if the managers you inte~ciewed with wanted someone who 
could "hit the gn-ound ~amul~g"), you’ll be doing yoreself and yore- new employer 
a clisse~cice if you statt making moves at the expense of establishing effective 
relatio~tships. Experts told TheLadders that early work to establish relatioitships 

will pay offhandsomely down the line... (More) [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vfl~5cLxdeb&et-l105372324450&s 4132&e ~f4EL8~xur~k~bYYH~wvURJSCV~tap~ydFLBDKg~W~A8QnjLxaynW3YkJRmdc~7Z~2wIiV4BRV3MU~akR~wE2cx~HUwFG5M8yJ2BVjec~Um.4V~a- 
q6Cac GLw8T20Sm-JERZV1S19ytIaveJMuvhOC8GzS4cjhGNzC3N2-C6wl OKP-r fQ-tldg0H-2xQDh] 



New Job Listiilgs 

New Jobs Listed for today, May 5th, include an assistantJassociate professor in 
sports management, an attfletic trainer, an attflefic c~rector, a c~rector of web 
markefi~g, a fi~ess coorNnator, andmuch more. To view these posifio~ and more, 
click on the inNvidual li~Ns below or go to ore website at ~.spo~scareersi~fi~te.c om 
[~://~20rs6ne~’~5d~d~b&e~ 1105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4ELSlx~0mRCc~3GWdLaei~ed~,,ItMsc5OOlbH@~!~2~,KbPJ~d~2Z 
~1G ~ qe V~13~,MNad~,~nHcLn~/IaPY VAA [ V9 d2i~imVd~,w,,/SD30CP6 9chY~ieB8 oZ G 1890 dIb’~[]. 
Compliance CoorN~ator - Nova Southeastern U~fiversiW 

11r wjn5dx&~b&e~1105372324d50&s d132&e :OOI~.EL81xu~OmlQMYm~JxmchNo3~YIoAG~lozq2xBLn~araeHk99o~oSx L~ey£.~A60zUWc~rna-Z5dlZOxBaSiOzBuX60V- 
~b b04S2Z~A3os                  LOj5~] 

Dhector of CoacNI~g Education - NafioI~al Soccer Coaches Association [ 5dx&~b&e~:1105372324450&s 4I 32&e 0011klEL81~g~01W6MN2TM- 

~DmsAM22LeNsJ4kWgRzE~9[;fLV1J91X~M@_~)~eoLWOy~MdkL vl;gk0batS~’_ ........ ~]~X~,qOUoR;svli-OMYEYvD~XOTMUOeZONcVGWOACoiFTGVSg~_~sSFPJ2fDtA ] 
Dhector of Web Markefii~g and Social MeNa - Orange BoM Com~N~ee 
~ wj~Sd~d~b&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81x~a0kWMPod34oFM1ZgZ44qY1Bs~scl~r~r~HA2u~13JOZLCPF~Le}dg;~7 DJY~¢leS~OvoIaz24G]~v~smHv~VV4PTDbDRkFiS-PI~ZrZ~W~- 
~Za.~dXs4eZoCP82UwZ/zMd5eEuEV,~LIoxlLszgjMG1sd2ilVT~TkBwcDZSs 1 

Dhector of Attfefics-GeoNiaGwiime~[h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~ll05372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81~-0mEgPkJrBGeEdDc0TODMGIRoOFv~zQKQgeE-6~SA4geG6awQ0atR 1KcvjABCNs3tR- 
fphdcy6nLBeQw8UpT~YD c~e57FI-PsIHXvVYYoirV1VvFBH6~rNTqGYfe2VLFapvYCk~6RsaSA1NKSKysNrg@nSxW~Np3IY0wYs8OAaoCi] 
College [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?llr~fi~5&x&b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm-0mEgPkJrBGeEc~c0TODMGIRoOFv~zQKQgeE-6~SA4geG6awQ0atR 1KcvjABCNs3tR- 
fphdcy6nLBeQw8UpT~YD c~e57FI-PsIHXvVYYoirV1VvFBH6~rNTqGYfe2VLFapvYCk~6RsaSA1NKSKysNrg@nSxW~Np3IY0wYs8OAaoCi] 
Aflfefic TrNner - Aubmn UNversiW, MontgomeW [~:/!r20 rsd ~et/tr~ ~o ?ih~sv ~a5 dxd ~4~& e~ 1105372324450&s 4132&e 001 f4 EL81~x 0~MvE aPz~ViK’u Hk s~s* U S W~R~)L 13RSXuolG4F~Dc0z~Z~/z4AMe- 
O2DzSs}.M~IWugmNml~921bFHKw4BNETEZ1Ue82cGIN-mO~FM-UJDV-0OKMo?.v2NPMxDAgTJLF N2~c32QK Q ] 
Sp~rtsh~rma~nIntern(2p~si~ns)-Char~est~nS~uthemU~versi~[1~:p:/I~2~rs~ne~/~sp?1~r wj~5dx;~b&e~:1105372324450&~4132&e 001~)~EL81xur0mA- 

noMXKHGRMhTV~o ieYaVbxZ’Hm2uc~ogo~JdPk~RGmV~_V=~Dg~W,a,11JwgiS2LshcSa                                     ~ ald/&sIVBDA0 @NkdivY U~Q _] 
Aquatics and S~ength & Conc~fioNi~g Coach - Itt~uca College [ 
~e&~Sd~dub&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xa~0klb~A)E~3vhi@’~bkWKHJbSMOWOM~kEsLlvY HxoDa DLNk~GoaHzYlpWeNONBxSE5x25i~brc~blLH}~Sd~XCo 
WeigNandFi~essCoorNnator-UNversi~ofSouthCarolina, Upstate[                     ?lh~w~5dxdab&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001~?EL81~ar0~r~,3FE 
MWJ AJQBBAXoXFzAJem’Tv~9i~eb010PdyY-rRMUxTEs~ wOAx~eV3Vc 2vK9~Y1~bC~sk~KmdC5pq~Z71~8ELg4F3~b~aErM7~2~aKqnqmq~9L~uvaB5TCAd‘~E] 
Associate AD for Development - UNversiW of MicNgan 
N~uSHszTWAC.~SZ 6odB~x210,~PEW4eBfivr2TdgzJJok~5ciiUde iOw~,4LdAM2Fb oPLJPFCYUKS~x~DkUmM~METsCr 2OwXMOX@~J 
Dhector of Operafioi~ for Softball - Southern Illinois UNversiW, Edwardsville 

r)?lh~svj~Sd~d~b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e ~1f4EL81x~kET~&?cE~e~BJh~nLRv~q~W~K1Z~az3K9DN8bsA~RHqK9k~mrc5s2Ej’D~GNVSd~VX~m~H~c~xz@,~ADSt9kXY- 

~NiLixuHYt25iLOHSE~I2]v~,A4CASEWgEELwgVew ] 
Dhector of Internal Operafioi~ - CoSIDA [h~4:,/,,’~20 rs6 neS,’~ jsp?lh wi~5dxKnb&ev 1105372324450&s 4132&e 001~)~EL81xu~0mf(~SNcRw5OQkadX2dLVG-YBG- ZeBQzATkx~TYS~DM(~ fSTFBxnmL - 
~3;~;GKpHa~9kx2‘/x~a~vQLZ~b5FN~"Jp1KaRwYkksETZ1c~UEH~r4q‘~d1~h~dEQ4-x1W~a~AGcqw7~q~QU~aV2JzBw~Uc~R5f m~ONpHls~ ] 
AssistangAssociate ~ofessor of Spor~ Management - Troy UNversiW [                           ~/5dxd~b&e~- 1105372324450&s 4132&e=:001Z~,EL81x~r0~lFoNre0HSwT4GZzHZ1GSmIYdsEA~mikDmdx~t~lk2z2;~2s/z 
O4e4~81 EwXZZM1W3NENDmH~ZPGGibI83AHTbzcg~4~252~2OEX-iA2~u YwX~di3b~d~2~_.] 
Business Manager for Recreation - UNversiW of Pei~ylvaNa [~;929:,’;/~20 rsd aet/t~l ~d95d~d~b&e~1105372324450&~4132&e 00 lf4EL81x~0meDcDUx, FdWvGZTt~kt j)hH-bN~dl3- 
mLzEMbsrJGSMbi~Vd4 EeAagiErUsZ sHcZV8~fM~T3~E-~Dw~N~Cid~de~)aew5N3M~)~V~aEAsHbxM39z1EJ~is2~Jz~F5BEm5~aR7AVRc2K~] 
Dhector of Sales and Promotion- St. Bonaven~e UNversiW [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e 001 f4EL81~0maZ67LamBMfCkeF- 
TN54eK51 uusxGksQADSEc~Z~nsFqY16cNTJTSq~aOTPA31kCZ- 
yJW~x~nymuV~4~W~w8WBKM~zG8i~W4Jv2z5UAuC5m7H~KQHsdBGxqdWLBL9avW4MfqtNe~7H8~FqSmNp55t~zXs8~iYW83kYAQfpMS5~ew8STpnWjqcMbeM~qNVCt7ueksv~gv- 
oXFZz60alaPa~o 10InRcgDUGaol5~8z8ZC] 
Aflfefic TrNNng h~ctor - UNversiW of Mow~t UNon [ 

11r-s,&~Sd~d~b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e ~1~?EL81x~k11a3~818FWUA~wARq~@EhHbz~-~1T~dbEG~WCU-~cvc7~E~37YgWHNc~eb1r~aZsDa~@d~@~K~T-G3imSb1~4GsD~ 
qDw~QOhMhkLZASCSgCskdeaDc~jYMm~xclPQIw 
Graduate Assis~nt forNewMeNa-BryuntU~versi~[1~:~:/I~2~rs~net/~jsp?1h~jn5dxda~&e~‘~:11~53~232445~&~4132&e 00H?IEL81N~Ir0kTYvM MZAXqhi~FrlGcR4GMqJkCMqdcJS- 
~’,6008 z~k t~x.~s~)" E s8 olgxm -AU 3~K-U X ~d£                               YT 14DKDVJFNwVC~kJ~jT~x, 
Aquatics, Youth Activities and Club Spots - UifiversiW of Nebraska [~f)2~:/~20 rs~ ~et~*@~_ ~2_g:j~Sd~c~b&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e 00 lf4EL81xc~xO~r~@I’z, wwzVSgocN d’~5IcJxbuhH5- 

] 
A~flefic Comm~cafioi~ Assistant - James MaNson UNversiW [ 
[~ wi~Sd~d~b&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e ~1f4EL81x~a~w~T4LT~V~d~5c~t~FsZd~VX~ZAV~I‘W~dYFNZ~3Htc5TP4HWG~z‘~DV1TZUVT~w~E~uFK~its~ ~v0Yey~- 

A~flefic TrNner - Missomi UNversiW of Science and Tectmology [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~fl~5&x&b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm0mqFg3 f~n~fi~-ce2vLdS8gepXpzTQcOet33CEZnV~EP06zbe~Qpt W6-- 
sWzb~as JKcLyB OZO IX3OZ~7 S4Qd 10 DAHiuYuyEBbQBz7 JwB~LkN~87iMGxoPcTFgOI~NF2j JMrcZTHN~ 2Gq8b fpDK6NZ~clGQr6kFRR2Z11 eEkTzoEOC5 cYCTU 1Z PTff~r ~J~] 
Dhector of Operafio~ for Women’s BasketbN1 - UNversi 
~ ~* [~Sd~d~b&el- 1105372324450&s 4132&e 001f?EL81xta01OSZ~3~/Xacs(j_ AFvf[ Fs, A4aV~ a?Bwi ~,Z-dXpc05WoK5rfNcGaFafGks~gvN 1VtdBJTXVUH15eDi~UKC~,S4~6 
IsxoNZV04bGc eW3 doG]ITiC;~R’.716zT BcPlvwg;t ] 
Assistant Attflefic Director for B~iness - ~ce UNversiW [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~fl~5&x&b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm0mC0oaZU1OHBmk8MHFRpU92FCHBluyrLaKDLTUIYgzO8kQSNQU2R EJnBC~gU~D~KLXsb8JKul4TaiICYJ8raz0zLW- 
r HFw~3tHDu6g~DtzaN~HD-N~q7hnGrZbvW7eGi~kSZ64Bp6eUFFCwq~sFiJ~EddH-gS~£a~h-DYV84ZDJZVi~S22~FXGBT7iWJz7~gIVisZ9B9YWD~wRw~.VzL3~ 9NHGTMFMU- 
jIULXP~AN~qBXcgCY3RudocvS6sP~b~TrWvLSp 1B8p8DgZNFQ ] 
Dhector of Ticket and ~e~N~ Sales - ~izoi~a State UNversiW [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r~fl~5&x&b&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm0mwg~oCWr~DBZCchinJJns YX NZH~hMi~5~pGdY3cF8~mc~b~SGC~E8CU8mZ~gNa~Uts~TcGmtQ~5X~h~aT~3it~MQ~vv5~mrI~ 
-UF8pDIlff 1MPhFCyqwFN8ZFB~TgLm5kTiNvTaTgbzkCig4spL 1 ~feVY2HkUGY5-TsuPfoAFwhetH5 Nn3qNJ8310p46tH POk~5TVflcTX-T36EWa6HEdJL ly@KRcEoIJiccvC@721~] 
Compliance Intern - UNC Ct~urlo~e [ 
~jpSdxdab&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81x~a0iRXBJ 38FFlmH2CGC z~rliMV}d~Xcf5295wM81f13BcBkFisdPSeRPV3kUHT 
-1UasxRC0oSdX2w ] 
Dhector ofCt~umpioi~tfips-NAIA[                     ?lh-wN5dxdab&e~l105372324450&s 4132&e 001f?EL81x~a0mROPH~Py4SS0368H441@vURO~Tb2G~2~ cfKLF~c- 
g~tQEzCvXGkP7avLJ~QiAS135LLS2R9I~ixN~KNDvf3HkGPJL~mii~kaS~gsZd~r~571SV~A~U~rm~J98G~] 
A~flefic Director - Beaufo~ Co~ School Dis~ict (SC) [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~wji~5&x&b&e~1105372324450&s 4132&e 001f4EL81xm0MP~i-dRK5FnopSkvebDZ- 
948dUt bLg~cM~6~Kx3v6qTwBEMJ3z50~TsJ3F3hOygGGt~lqV1KJ6 FoH~bWgHmnWBC96roGvifoVOYRbH4GeGc2QdQRGX3vA~LB~5ixC4~ee4Uh uF2ggIyLIVpVT~-kejRRV2eNMFZI~cLc2mlV- 
O Se35~KCW0 GagmMi~5 Chbj Vvo80 Sn-mN~HWi~zp8UizY 315vIgTacTVmDgbQ6 ~pbaLqNDUZ evImUoCQ ] 

Quote 

"I do not ttfii~k there is any other quality so essential to success of any kind as 
tt~e quality of perseverance. It overcomes ahnost evei34tfiilg, even uatm-e." 

-Jotm D. Rockfeller 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com. 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
Sports Jobs Newsletter 

Job Search Book 

IN COL~GE sPORTS 

"I love this book. The 
concepts that Howard 
outlines in the book are 
straight from the world of 
college sports." 

-Dr. Kelly Higgins 
Athletics Director 
Ft. Lewis College 

$29.95 - Print Copy 

$24.95 - E-book 

May 5, 2011 

Feature Article 

Build Relationships Early 
for Job Success 

By By Debra Donston-Miller 
The Ladders 

After the very big job of finding a new job is 
complete, it’s time to relax, right? Wrong. Your first 
90 days in a new position are critical, especially 
when it comes to relationship building. What you do 
or overlook during this time can color your entire 
tenure with a company - or even cut it short, if 
missteps during this period are big enough. 

After you have waded through all the forms and 
orientation materials, you’ll likely want to roll up 
your sleeves and jump immediately into your work. 
While the sentiment is admirable (especially if the 
managers you interviewed with wanted someone 
who could "hit the ground running"), you’ll be doing 
yourself and your new employer a disservice if you 
start making moves at the expense of establishing 
effective relationships. Experts told TheLadders that 
early work to establish relationships will pay off 
handsomely down the line... (/Viore) 

8 Steps to Interviewing 
Success 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, May 5th, include an 
assistant/associate professor in sports management, 
an athletic trainer, an athletic director, a director 
of web marketing, a fitness coordinator, and much 
more. To view these positions and more, click on 
the individual links below or go to our website at 
www. sportsca reersinstitute, com. 

Compliance Coordinator - Nova Southeastern University 



Director of Coaching Education - National Soccer Coaches 
Association 

Director of Web Marketing and Social Media - Orange 
Bow[ Committee 

Director of Athtetics - Georgia Gwinnett Cortege 

Athletic Trainer - Auburn University, Montgomery 

Sports Information Intern (2 positions) - Charleston 
Southern University 

$9.95 
(Instant Download) 

Resumes That Sell 

Aquatics and Strength ~ Conditioning Coach - Ithaca 
College 

Weight and Fitness Coordinator - University of South 
Carolina, Upstate 

Associate AD for Development - University of Michigan 

Director of Operations for Softbat[ - Southern Ittinois 
University, Edwardsvitte 

Director of Interna[ Operations - CoSIDA 

Assistant/Associate Professor of Sports Management - 
Troy University 

This 33-pa~e booklet 
presents three styles of 
resumes - a chronological 
style resume, a functional 
style resume, and a 
curriculum vitae. Each 
section of the resume is 
broken down and 
explained in detail. Give 
yourself an opportunity to 
be successful in the job 
search by submittin~ a 
resume that sells. 

Instant Download 
S7.9~ 

I Join Our Mailing List!] 

Business Manager for Recreation - University of 
Pennsylvania 

Director of Sales and Promotion - St. Bonaventure 
University 

Athletic Training Instructor - University of Mount Union 

Graduate Assistant for New Media - Bryant University 

Aquatics, Youth Activities and Club Sports - University of 
Nebraska 

Athletic Communications Assistant - James Madison 
University 

Athletic Trainer - Missouri University of Science and 
Technology 

Director of Operations for Women’s Basketball - 
University of Hawaii 

Quick Links... Assistant Ath[etic Director for Business - Rice University 



Our Website 

Job Listings 

Sports Management 
Degree Programs 

Career Development 
Resources 

For~vard to a Friend 

Director of Ticket and Premium Sales - Arizona State 
University 

Compliance Intern - UNC Charlotte 

Director of Championships - NAIA 

Athletic Director - Beaufort County School District (SC) 

Quote 

’l do not think there is any other quaUty so essentia~ to 
success of any kind as the quaUty of perses{erance, it 
overcomes a~most everything~ even nature," 

-John Do RockfeUer 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe*" I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Leadership Publishing Company I P.O. Box 792 I Meridian I ID I 83680 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 12:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm;NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.5.11.xlsx 

Ran the report this morning at 11:00. 

Hope Golf was fun. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 12:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Nathan Yarbrough 

TEXT.htm; BGCK APRIL 2011.doc; COE-Temp-Reg 03232011 a.doc; Payroll Data 
Sheet.doc; Tracy Harris.vcf 

>>> Tracy Hams 5/4/2011 11:32 AM >>> 
His check Friday May 6th, 2011, will be a paper check. The courier will bring over with morning mail. Please find attached forms for 
Nathan to complete if he will be return on Monday the 23rd of May. The background check has to be filled out, returned to our office 
and approved by investigations before his first day of work. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 4:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Book List 

TEXT.htm 

Hope to get a version out tomoITOW. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, May 5,2011 5:56 PM 

Jason Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 9:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

TEXT.htm; Your Reservation Confirmation.msg 

Hi Brem, 
Attached is your hotel reservation confirmation at the Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons for the ACC Workshop on June 21-22, 

2011. I reserved the room with my credit card, but upon amval, you will need to switch to your credit card for incidental expenses. 
The ACC will ultimately be covering the cost of your lodging for the workshop. Let me know if you have any questions. 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistam Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Departmem of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 11 : 13 AM 

Your Reservation Confirmation 

Mime.822 1 

Please find attached your Reservation Confirmation. 

Sheraton Greensboro 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. 
The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be 
aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received 
this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the 
"From:" field. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 45142bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/b3 c48b 191 cd704c6a785fl cd7810d921 
File Name: 312207.tif 
Expiry Date: Wed, 03 Aug 2011 11:12:56 -0400 
Size: 45142bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 11 13 AM 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

Your Reservation Confirmation 

Please find attached your Reservation Confirmation. 

Sheraton Greensboro 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. 
The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be 
aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received 
this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 45142bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/archiveO2.uncaa.u~c.edu/b3c486191cd704c6a785flcd7810d921 
File Name: 312207.tif 
Expiry Date: Wed, 03 Aug 2011 11:12:56 -0400 
Size: 45142bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

S cott Jackson <sj acks on@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 9:45 AM 

Tim Maples <tmaples@firstbancorp.com> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: FW: E-W Football 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks - good info - I will relay it to Brent so he knows the day he will miss class. 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Maples, Tim" <tmaples@firstbancorp.com> 5/6/2011 9:41 AM >>> 

FYI see below[] East West Football Game info 

Timothy S. Maples 
Executive Vice President 
First Bank 
P.O. Box 508 
341 N. Main St. 
Troy, NC 27371 
Phone: 910-576-6171 

800-548-9377 
Fax: 910-576-0662 
Email: tmaples@firstbancorp.com 

This e-mail may be priviledged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any distribution, use or 
copying of the e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unathorized. If you receive this e-mail in error, 
please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

From: Phil Weaver [               r~ccoach~o~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 05,2011 9:01 AM 
To: Maples, Tim 
Subject: E-W 

Tim, 

We are close to completing the rosters. At that time I[ll send each player a letter (first of 3) with some details. He will report midday on 
Thurs, 7/14. The game will be 7/20 at night and Sunday night will be a banquet. Hope that[ s sufficient for now. 

Phil Weaver 

Co-Executive Director 
North Carolina Coaches Association 
1101 Westover Terrace 
Greensboro, NC 27408 
pweaver@nccoach.org 
Phone: 336-379-9095 
Fax: 336-379-0874 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            ~:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES xlsx 

Here it is .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

" ~uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, " ...... 9:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paperwork and Evaluations 

TEXT.htm; SPRING 
EVALUTATIONS RETURNING AND PAPERWORK.xlsx 

Good Morning, 

Per your request. 

Thanks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 11:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Athletics Book List (5.6.11) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (2011).xls 

All, 

See attached. Note that student-athletes are listed alphabetically by session. 

Student-athletes highlighted in yellow should NOT be approved for books without checking with me/Tom firs!! 

We will send updates as necessary. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            12:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutor request 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
I have a student enrolled in CHEM 

Thanks 

Summer Session I- could we please have a tutor? 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

emlyons@uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 1:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

TEXT.htm 

No problem. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/6/2011 12:06 PM >>> 
Thanks Susan! For the grade report too. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p ://tafl~ee~b~ue. cs’~-v.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~tmcaa.m~c.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2011 9:22 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is your hotel reservation confirmation at the Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons for the ACC Workshop on June 21-22, 
2011. I reserved the room with my credit card, but upon arrival, you will need to switch to your credit card for incidental expenses. 
The ACC will ultimately be covering the cost of your lodging for the workshop. Let me know if you have any questions. 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc .edu<mai~to: sbma~o~ncaa.unc~ ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 2:26 PM 

HAROLD WOODARD <hwoodard@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Folks - off for a week. Contact Brent at 962-9536 or Beth Bridger (FB issues) at 843- 
5669. Brent will have my hotel information. Likely my cell will not work (no int. plan) 
and I will not have email access. Brent will call the hotel to reach me if there is a 
significant issue. Take Care! 

TEXT.htm 

Folks - off for a week. Contact Brent at 962-9536 or Beth Bridger (FB issues) at 843-5669. Brent will have my hotel information. 
Likely my cell will not work (no int. plan) and I will not have email access. Brent will call the hotel to reach me if there is a 
significant issue. Take Care! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 4:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Nate Yarbrough 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I approve of re-hiring Nate Yarbrough. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/6/2011 3:02 PM >>> 

Hi John, 

Can you approve of re-hiring Nate for the temporary position scheduled to re-open on May 23rd? Tracy has the paperwork and now 
needs only the OK to process I believe. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.corr~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm;NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.9.11.xlsx 

Here you go ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 10:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Reports 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thank you. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/9/2011 10:00 AM >>> 

Sorry; I forgot to hit send[] B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p ://tafl~eeib~ue. cs’~-~.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 190636bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
mlx grade report.pdf ( ~:i/archiveO2.uncaa.m~c.eda/gdTcObg95abdTOb3fOgf5gdb4egabfee )Sun, 07 Aug 2011 10:00:35 - 
040052444bytes 
mte grade report.pdf ( ~:/iarclm,~e02.tmcaaamc.edt~/aT0a946cb 1693 ldTe2ef5522e4d4333e )Sun, 07 Aug 2011 10:00:35 - 
040030567bytes 
sb grade report.pdf (~:iiarchi~eO2.m~caaamc.edt~icOgf455d3bO5994c2af47eO60caSadb4)Sun, 07 Aug 2011 10:00:35 - 
040037074bytes 
wlx grade report.pdf (.!g_~://arclm~eO2.~mcaaam~ed~/33da44cdcbe~fgde275792a40e793eee)Sun, 07 Aug 2011 10:00:35 - 
040042209bytes 
wte grades w gpas.pdf ( ~:iiarchiveO2.m~caa.~nc.edt~/d74e593de97eacO946bc5bOO74acea97 )Sun, 07 Aug 2011 10:00:35 - 
040028342bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 12:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report as of 11:07 

TEXT.htm; NC_ATH_SEMESTER_GRADES 5.9.11 11.07am.xlsx 

Here it is ...... :) 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 3:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring needs 

TEXT.htm 

Here are my tutoring needs for summer: 

ECON 
ECON 

ECON 
ENGL 
MATH 
MATH 

CHEM 

BIOL 

Thank you. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            4:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report #3 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES .pm.xlsx 

Here is another one ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sports Management or dw de 

New Soccer Ops & Scouting Course StaRs ~,~ay 30th 

IMScouting Becomes Official 
Soccer Education Partner 

S M ~#A&/i s 
excited to 
announce 
that 

iS nOW an 

Official 
Education 

S M WV%~ 
students 
have a 

unique oppo[tunity to learn from one of the 
leading international scouting companies. 
IMScouting is a global scouting company for 
soccer professionals. Their revolutionary 
database provides reliable online %° 
Scouting" alongside a scouting consultancy 
sewice that is utilized by club and team 
executives, managers, agents, coaches, 
and media specialists. 

Other sewices provided by IMScouting 
include inodepth played team assessments 
and reports, match DVD and highlights 
service as well as 24/7 pereonal scouting 

Clubs and teams all over the globe including 
Panathinaikos, Bayer Leverkusen Borussia 
Dortmund, Bolton, Willem II, Lille and 
Olympiakos utilize the wide ranging 
scouting services provided by IMScouting. 
They have also played a significant 
consultancy role in dozens of global 
transfers that have been completed in 
recent seasons. Their in-depth coverage of 
leagues and players from all around the 
world including Europe Africa, South 
America, North America and Asia has meant 
that they are an essential resource for clubs, 
scouts and agents. 
SM~S&&~ Graduates, upon completion of the 
course, will be able to take advantage of the 
IMScouting services at a significantly 
discounted rate. This is a great opportunity 
to continue to develop your’ scouting 
knowledge and be more appealing to pro 
dubs in the future. 

if you are interested in learning the ins and 
outs of soccer scouting from IMScouting, 
sign up for the 

Apply Today 
and tare the first step towards advancing your 

spots career! 

Note: Students from the UK, Austsalia, Europe Aria and the M dd/e 
East encouraged to appty 
A few economically challenged countries receive a discount. 

Who is Sports 
Management 
Worldwide? 

Sporls Management 
~oddwide~ the global 
leader in spoAs business 
education, offers 
numerous sports .iob 
career training programs, 
specially designed to get 
you sta~ed in a specific 
sports job or advance 
your’ current spots 
career. 
Our’ eightoweek spodso 
business training 
programs can be taken 
via the intemet from 
anywhere in the world, at 
your cenvenience, and 
include live interactive 



Course Today!. Hurry, course begins May 
30th ! 

SMVVVV New Faculty 

SM~^oA] is excited to introduce Steve 
Simmons and Scott Rezendes as part of our 
soccer faculty. 

Steve Simmons is a professional football 
scout currently working for Birmingham City 
in the Premier League. His primary robs is 
to assess forthcoming opponents and 
evaluate players across the UK and 
Europe. Steve has previously worked for 
Southend United, Bristol Rovers and 
Wycombe Wanderers and is a graduate 
from the SM~a/W Soccer Operations & 
Scouting course. 

Scott 
Rezendes 
was the first 
employee of 
the Major 

Soccer 

Players 
Union in 
2006. His 
role gave 
him 

to manage 

contracts and prepared agents and players 
for negotiations with the Major League 
Soccer office. He also has prior experience 
working with a sports arbitrator and is a 
consultant for European football teams 
regarding sala~ cap, player° quotas and 
football finance issues. 

audio chats with 
instructors in 

your chosen field of 
study. We offer each 
student the "what you 
know" and the "who you 
know" to advance in 
sports business. ~S4th 
ever 5000 alumn from 
over 125 countries 
Sports Management 
Worldwide has a proven 
success ratio. 

Visit SM~S~ corn 

Follow SMVVVV 
on 

Twitter, 
Facebook, 

& 
Linkedln 

EARN UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE 
CREDIT 

Course Details 

What 

The course is suitable for students who are 
looking to gain an understanding of the role 
of a football scout. The course is popular 
with students currently working as a football 
coach and former players. Students will 
learn the necessary techniques and 
strategies to be become a professional 
football scout. 

Are you a current college student? Do you want a job 
in sports upon graduation? Do you want to qualify for 
an internship with a professional team or well-know 
sports agency? 
Western Oregon University (WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, has put its stamp of 
approval on Sports Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a separate Credit Overlay 
Program. Students from all over the United States 
and Canada take SMWW courses, get college credit 



transferred to their university! 
Earn colbq@ credit... 

~ Analysis of Soccer Academies or 
Pedormance Centre of Excellence 

Defining the roles of a soccer 
management team 

Analysis of how a football club operates 
~ The role of a Chief Scout 

How to construct an effective and 
successful team unit 

The acquisition analysis and scouting 
of individual players 

Understanding game formation 
~ First team & international scouting 

How to assess a team o assessment of 
future opponents 

The role and impact of agents in 

Salary caps 

Course Graduations & Career Prospects 

Successful graduates of the Sports 
Management Worldwide courses will be 
sent a SM~d%&/Certificate of 
Accomplishment. This ce~ificate represents 
not only your achievements in the course 
but also demonstrates your personal 
commitment to sol?improvement and ability 
to "self train" yourself for’ higher positions 
within the sports business industry. 

In addition to your certificate, you will be 
given the stamp of approval by SM~oL This 
approval includes a personal reference you 
may add to your resume with contact 
information for SMY~5~ President & 
Founder, Dr. Lynn Lashbrook and a 
reference to the mentors of this course. 

Graduates of the Soccer Operations & 
Scouting course have gone on to scout for’ 
professional teams (youth and first team 
level) soccer scouting consultants, soccer 
management companies and agents. 

Many graduates choose to scout players 
and teams independently developing a 
profile to present to professional clubs for 
review and develop a reputation in the 

To get your stad working in soccer’, sign up 
for the Soccer ©B8 and Scout ng CouRse 



Still looking to work in the soccer 
Ever’ wonder° what industr’y executives look for when hiring staff? Need advice on what types of 
positions are available in soccer? 
Wondering how you can get an advantage in this globally growing sport? 

Vtsa~ether you want to work for° a professional league in your° area or gain the skills you need to advance 
your current soccer career, we here at SM\&@d are here to assist you with breaking in or moving up. We 
pride ourselves on giving you the tools, strategies and network of connection to get their faster and with a 
supporl system for a lifetime. 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 
S M ~@~,~ President 

Our’ school is proud to have guest speakers in addition to our 
great MENTORS in all our training courses These individuals 
choose to guest speak in eur chats, spending time answering 
your questions, because they are the type of individuals who 
like to give back. it wasn’t that long ago, they were in your’ 
shoes, trying to figure out how to break into the industry 

For most of our graduates, the biggest regret they have is not 
taking our SM~@s~ classes sooner’ Most graduates end up 
taking more than one course, and several students have taken 
five or more! 

~@~ether you are confused about which course is the best fit for 
you, or how the payment plans work, or whether or not the 
college credit will transfer to your school for graduate or 
undergraduate credit, I would be happy to answer your 
questions. Please fill out this form and I will give you a carl. 

Dr Lynn Lashbrook President 
Spo~ls Management Worldwide 

Sports Management Worldwide 

1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, OR 97209 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 



US Office: 503 445 7105 

UK Office: +44 (0)871 288 4799 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by newsletter@smww.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 10:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Warning: Beware of Summer Prospect Visits to Campus 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here! 

:20 co:~sta:ttco:~tactco:~v:ende:?ih-bv~,he0~lbab&v 001ETD-u6eVKYvAE~)dkD?o AUliKE~AcM3WsVaEmKVHj~-GKeCiY1Wm393T ~e~zFwuO 6nKg- 

You’re receivfi~g tNs email became of yore relafio~Np with Tudor Cdlegnde S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix.Jsito~2()co~sta~lco:alactcom/c{s~?lh- b,a.he~bab&~- 11054699490255611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,sq: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email ~om m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~dp:/Tvisitorcor~:;ta~tcontactco~’do?p~un&m 001~&~? %3D%3D&se 001t~b3tX TiVJM%3D&~001X-7R96vR~’~dQ%3D%3D&reasor~ 001I~)~sU%3D&ll~bwhe~ff~nd~ 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Dai~fish[h~]o://,2Ors6neti{~,{sp?lh b,z.heq~bab&e>:1105469949025&~56114&e ~1JQUKt~>/‘t~?~ds~2~b1~‘/4m’g~r36~gVW:~Lw~FXB~CP91a2LG4~2H84~Y~3JXR5~D~’C’h79v~C6W6F~7r~A2F~bJ8~9qH~w1~g> 
LEP51R 8MQd0BXG31ZR0sAdUK722~)] 
The #1 CoacN~g Tool in the World 

CLICK HERE [                                                                           UK~Wuvd2~fl~ 51 M3moI 1YHG-R~4V~~ 
’I’SHotP~SVwtYRU9IffZKOWJxQ-MtoLc~9A ] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [ 
1ir bwhe~abab&e>llO5469949025&s 56114&e O01JQUKuaV~/uvdl<~MAJOZR3aSDZdNs~!~pAoOLHalNNZSNP73~j4XFII 1 l~?J.N3Fad2iTU2K9hbJstB5vvxSzb                                   ] 

College RecruitingWeekly 

May l0,2011 

Vol7, Issue 19 

Wurllillg: Beware of Summer Prospect Visits to Campus 

Sm~:mer r ecla:iti~g 
11r bwhefl~bab&e~- 1105469949025&~56114&e O01JOUK~roW~A,~<:~MAJOZRBaSDZdNsqcUddZ99t2OLHaINNZSNP7k~.~O~irXFII 1 lM,~l~tN3Fad2iTU2K9NAstB5vvxgzbN~AoHS-z78gDXMKT:bZCpL~v ]I’m 
an optimist by ~utm-e...a "glass-is-hal f- full" kind of guy. 

So when I was asked recently by a coach we are workiilg with for my opfiti on on having 
a top recI~t visit their campus duti::g tile Summer, my incli::ution was to put a 
positive spin on tile possibilities. At least tile coach is getti::g tile prospect on 
campus, right? At least tile l:omily is going to get a look at tile bulldi::gs...walk 
aIomld tile quad...see the dorms. All that’s better than nothing, iJght? 

Just barely. 

Tile stark reality is that on-campus visits deu-ing tile Summer, when there are less 
students and less energy on your campus, are not l~octoring significantly in a decision 
by tile prospect, according to otu- research. It’s not goi::g to tm:l out as badly 
as it did for tile Gi{swold l~omily duting their Summer vacatio:~, but it could get 
close when it comes to tile end recruiting results. 

That should be significant to you if you’re a coach who looks at Summer as a convenient 
"down time" to take time and have a recruit visit campus. Here’s wily: 

A suramer visit is missfi~g a key ingredient to their final decision: Your attfletes! 
Also known as their futm-e teammates...their fiiends...tile big reason they detelsnine 
whether or not a particular school feels iight to them. Yep, all of it is missfi~g. 
That’s a big piece of the puzzle, and it’s difficult to duplicate duting tile Suramer... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
11r bwheqnbab&e~l 105469949025&~56114&e 001JQUK:m\~,~u~&nLd~ vlxdDrcb6;A_~/pHPbniTItZoK i o~tZV~b 9X6h~RLSKYIhvlJ6Dit~3Hud~I ’7mGs6OcdR3LS~--CFYL:~r0bdWidJgElbRsqPzX20JY:>I- 

1FW                                            COEcaY34AREoKGWdl~ _] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105469949025&s 56114&e 001JQUKuaWuydkQHf XUCFu-eaJAU0dtJmMPXNDjPjBv7EIUHoU91Ijkw 3mv4b9dUI<hbpVCxZg- 

nelanB 2voeysflt 1MigIgK8plsFOmM1290pUK5iLwiQcITV2HnC15mHy-Y 071 okmCtYqgt~2Wrl8Y8 d5 Xr4 SIZmGm6itkAT Gul N2OeFwfbhUoLgvk6Eyj KKE Vsx5vIj 97YTVAFCNMADj M FuC diEK6j d3zPlairzk- 
DgqAT4JLEWzZ 5iEtFNgWPE2 ehcKp2iSr-4RyNPozdLQk 1 NO2 Eivlx-d] 

Follow us on Twitter [~1~/i~ 20 r~ L1N/?ll: b~.hecl::bab&el~ 11054                                                                               s-Oe 

Workbooks[                                 ab&e>1105469949025&s 56114&e 001J                           34--OgMRXc:9{GM~IFtdW>~DI~;Om13q~:C 
~dEOC9 fir JZ 11RzOBHRJgs’/_~N 02ao~QilulWO-N7M2wazX:~? 0sB B 7Pd5W’7~.~] 

DanTndor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105469949025&s 56114&e 001JQUKuaWuydlTp8hc3J1S9Lk~OtKCzsMHiKazQCSzQi2ZhpvL2Hv-I8- 
UD5x45 o sq08RremldZWDMmKWSk5i9 olxRLTkvc89ViEBNPdiivTuYC52pfKvE IdT XwWnG6cyclIXtlus S TgoM ORWVgTpjvalLr a XLDDt 1 PQQhE q0 C3vGaEpGTjtRgzUn00 e tVsXX 1 hjg0QyeU J pWB I ZhVCT IPYvYbx~ 

Tile Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

College Coaches Spendi~g More Time wittl Boosters Over Suramer 

In tile ever-expandi~g role today’s college coach, you can add sctunoozing to tile 
lo~g list of duties. More and more coaches - especially at tile Division I level 
- are seefi~g tile importance of shukfi~g hands and eati~g dinner with tile people 

who financially support their program. Is it a trend you need to statt followi~g? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as training 
videos fealming DanTndor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105469949025&s 56114&e 001JQUKuaWuydkZJmBvUv5 fC3RP-- 
uxS01VsxNI<h-HqaYr 4MXA4dHlqBjhvMztsmwrQX6 Qz2 JpTK42E YG0eA7 JR24k3abhBuc SDaCviK- 
lciGM rYz~VWPT0hjfFECQbKmQJrXPIs9 CrgmEcqfsTblP2hwEXgLB1UtlPZtkztOc2NOK oboR!ccfivZ19ByVr4CCj. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [hN9:i/:20 rs6 nei//:tisp? 
11rbwhe~g:bab&e~-1105469949025&~56114&e 001J~F2.dmM6ZdXVFNUzBc:~wd9 YbHseKHx56 VSZPX2 
lFMI_.dXY570Jfo’~j2yov, gGE5CY?23PDTS4g::ci4PvkfbA5cl Ox:’~tkv~ Y2UNb7PGm~.,.Pg~] 
:low to start following Dan on Twitter. 
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2010 NCRC in Ctffcago [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105469949025&s 56114&e 001JQUKu~WuytlnJD~-svYdl~noHhQ4Qt YMbjklvCF5qqgHbD411- 
ncXe 7kMHYhk djCqx4BOC5cWGIqyVjPlp6Gp6iTtveIZLBmIlPdlgNjX5ItvLBT-1VcuMiYevlvV -fHBAJ2MJDu8cx~ZpIp7VvIwMf~FE2B~XKaZDTp~2D~Hacpb~wUIVvdJHJDazYx8~ZBV~edh~]The 
One Recruiti~g Weekend You DON’T Want to Miss! 
REGISTERFORTHE 2011 NCRCTODAY! [~.~2p://~20 rs~¢?lir bw1~ba~&e~llO5469949025&~56114&e 001J 1UfZsZatcL HEt0- 
FdV56cNFUoU{HY~v6teBpBqMAWSA1XO~:wALk stkfHclNRmJnVMICdSmed-ZL~.210 ] 

College Coaches Grapple with Usi~g New Generation of Mobile Apps (and how to use 
them in recruiti~g) 

Front Rush [~,20~s(~ nelI~n jsp?llr b,:,lieqnbab&e~ 2N0if4HKHK2zgLt2U@~Xi\,~g~QQ14OViVfxffFRpc~,m- 
SO6 Ea 1Ev7HdXff~Gl a~.l~j~\ Ja V17a ~a, TY 14y51-_a. ]by 
Sean Devli~g Front Rmh 
Wuyne Grets~ always said, "Skate to where the puck is goi~g, not to where it is." 
Well the proverbial puck in the reci~fi~g space is goi~g moNle. We reed to see 
a ~end of coaches movi~g toward sma~ phones ruth the Blackbei~ bei~g the de 

~octo choice. It was really just a maRer ofwtfich BlackberlT. 
We are now seeing tt~s ~end stfi~g slightly where it is no lounger the goal to 
liuve a "sma~ phone" but rather to liuve the sma~est phone. 
For instance, the Blackbei~ mers who are college coaches are &oppi~g offas reci~ters 
are excliu~gi~g these devices for ~&oid devices and iPhones because of theh- more 
advanced web-browsing and app suppo~. The concept of an iPac[ only a &awi~g board 
idea just one year ago, is now exploNng in the recrNfing rains. ~d in the cons~er 
space, expect to see an explosion o£.. 
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7e-NKld2LOG2oe ~ ] 
to fred yore social media solution 

Building a Proven Rec~ting System a Featm-ed Theme at Upcomi~g NCRC Coifference 
in Nashville 

NCRC [ht~lx!I~20 rs6 neffm j~:o’?lh- b~,h~:qnbab&e~l 105469949025&s 56114&e 001JOUKu~:yd1<s~MAJOZR3aSDZdNsqcfJ6dZ9%0LHaINNZSNP73kS,0~.~IXFlI 1 1R~rf~[N3Fad2iTU2Kgl~)JstB5wxSzbtiIh~AoHS- 
]Coming 

up with a prove~, systematic approach to building a rec~ting schedule is sometimes 
tile college coachi~g equivalent to tile search for tile Holy Grail. 

Next montt~, college coaches liuve tile cliunce to learn exactly wliut they shonld be 
doii~g to build a predictable, co~tsistent recmiti~g plan for their progn-ams tiffs 
coming year. Not only will Dan Tudor lay out a recommended system for developi~g 
yotn- recmiti~g method, but several guest college coaches will tell attendees how 
ttley put programs in place that helped them take a more organized, more resnlts-oriented 
approach. 

Time is running out to register for tiffs year’s conference! Reserve yore seat at 
tile Scarritt Be~mett Conference Center in Nashville tiffs Jmle 3-5... 

HERE TO CONTINUE h~ /r20rs6ne~.~n s ~11r b~he nbab&el~ 11054699490 5&s 56114&e 001 v CLICK [ ’ ¯ : . 2 "= =: J 1UfAsZatcLA~ t Et0- 

] 
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Follow us on Twitter [ ab&el- 1105469949025&~5(~114&e=001J H( 1LPE IvlWag,~cs-OeE XkEO 6Ps~PB 9oD~: 

] 

New Free Recruiting Management System Unveiled by Leading Natio~ul Att~etic Recruitii~g 
Network 

NCSA Atttletic Recmiti~g [h~:i~://~20rs6nelI~lisp?lli-bwheqnbvt~&e~-=:1105469949025&s 56114&e :O01JQUKl~\,Vu2~ddsgXVOKgitSkciTWATEStlJg74kNK1BclvBDIzt~- 

FJEf~&b 3w~HmfFxTzRB58 lrVaTTB                    BmX2e6CRKLSc4UKOcFHxATd\OFODoI~[!~Of\~5n-dOO~ZI                                            ]One 
of the primary jobs for coaches over tile Summer is to build-up their recmiti~g 
list with talented, verified prospects. 

Now, tile leaclii~g national reci~ting network, NCSA Attfletic Recruiting [b~&!:/!r20 rs6 nel/ln isp?llr bwheclnhab&e~1105469949025&s 56114&e 001JQUKta~Wc:~,dls9XVOKgitSkciTWATESclJg74k\KlBqvBDIz’,,~ 
FJE~likU3v~‘HmfFx7~RB581rVaT7B6iM41~‘~QBmX2e6CRKLSc4UK~cFHxATd)~0F~D~1iI~f\‘5n-~‘M~/~-x~d~KkZrQ1ki9~H~ A8~1Ms~)P--~], 
is in~oduci~g a set ofi~movafive - and FREE - online resomces for coacMs to 
~e as they use theft enormous Nospect ~tabase tiffs S~i~ner. 

Take a look at tiffs new tool, and get all of the details on how college coaches 
are using NCSA to find, evaluate and ttack some of the best recruits in tile cotmtt3~... 
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Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tt~un 100,000 of the ~lufion’s top prospects for fiee. [ 

Recruiting Ct~u~lges for College Basketball On the Way 

Coaches questio~ffng recmiti~g ct~unges... [ 
llr b~vheq~,bab&e>llO5469949025&~56114&e O01JO~,dk~tMAJOZRBaSDZdNsc_IcS6dZ99pOLHaINNZSNP737~%O4irXFII 1 1R~If?t>O3Fad2iTI32K9NsJstB5vvx8zbNf.Ot’TAoHS-z78gDXMKTt~)ZCpL~v ] 
Ruinors 
of ct~unges to college basketball’s recmith~g schedule have been floating arom~d 
since last October, when talk of elimi~aling the July r ecmiti~g period surl:oced. 

Tm-:~s out that a lot of the dire iam~ors have not yet matelialized, but sig~ffficant 
ct~unges seem to be right aiom~d the comer. 

What are they? And, wt~ut does it mean for the rest of college attfletics and the 
way we reci~t? Read one ESPN analyst’s take on the situation and see if you agree 
with the assessments... 
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Warning: Beware of Summer Prospect Visits to Campus 

I’m an optimist by nature...a "glass-is-half-full" kind of guy. 

So when I was asked recently by a coach we are working 
with for my opinion on having a top recruit visit their 
campus during the Summer, my inclination was to put a 
positive spin on the possibilities. At least the coach is 
getting the prospect on campus, right? At least the family is 
going to get a look at the buildings...walk around the 
quad...see the dorms. All that’s better than nothing, right? 

Just barely. 

The stark reality is that on-campus visits during the 
Summer, when there are less students and less energy on your campus, are not factoring significantly in a 
decision by the prospect, according to our research. It’s not going to turn out as badly as it did for the 
Griswold family during their Summer vacation, but it could get close when it comes to the end recruiting 
results. 

That should be significant to you if you’re a coach who looks at Summer as a convenient "down time" to take 
time and have a recruit visit campus. Here’s why: 

A summer visit is missing a key ingredient to their final decision: Your athletes! Also known as their 
future teammates...their friends...the big reason they determine whether or not a particular school feels right 



to them. Yep, all of it is missing. That’s a big piece of the puzzle, and it’s difficult to duplicate during the 
Summer... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

College Coaches Spending More Time with 
Boosters Over Summer 

In the ever-expanding role today’s college coach, you can add schmoozing to the long list 
of duties. More and more coaches - especially at the Division I level - are seeing the importance of shaking 
hands and eating dinner with the people who financially support their program. Is it a trend you need 
to start following? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos featuring Dan Tudor 
- just click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates[. Click here now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

College Coaches Grapple with Using New Generation of 



Mobile Apps (and how to use them in recruiting) 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Wayne Gretsky always said, "Skate to where the puck is going, not 
to where it is." 

Well the proverbial puck in the recruiting space is going mobile. We 
used to see a trend of coaches moving toward smart phones with 
the Blackberry being the de facto choice. It was really just a matter 
of which Blackberry. 

phone. 

We are now seeing this trend shifting slightly where it is no longer 
the goal to have a "smart phone" but rather to have the smartest 

For instance, the Blackberry users who are college coaches are dropping off as recruiters are exchanging 
these devices for Android devices and iPhones because of their more advanced web-browsing and app 
support. The concept of an iPad, only a drawing board idea just one year ago, is now exploding in the 
recruiting ranks. And in the consumer space, expect to see an explosion of... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Building a Proven Recruiting System a Featured Theme at 
Upcoming NCRC Conference in Nashville 

Coming up with a proven, systematic approach to 
building a recruiting schedule is sometimes the college 
coaching equivalent to the search for the Holy Grail. 

Next month, college coaches have the chance to learn 



exactly what they should be doing to build a predictable, consistent recruiting plan for their programs this 
coming year. Not only will Dan Tudor lay outa recommended system for developing your recruiting method, 
but several guest college coaches will tell attendees how they put programs in place that helped them take a 
more organized, more results-oriented approach. 

Time is running out to register for this year’s conference! Reserve your seat at theScarritt Bennett 
Conference Center in Nashville this June 3-5... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

New Free Recruiting Management System Unveiled by 
Leading National Athletic Recruiting Network 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

recruits in the country... 

One of the primary jobs for coaches over the Summer is to build-up their 
recruiting list with talented, verified prospects. 

Now, the leading national recruiting network, NCSA Athletic Recruitinq, 
is introducing a set of innovative - and FREE - online resources for coaches 
to use as they use their enormous prospect database this Summer. 

Take a look at this new tool, and get all of the details on how college 
coaches are using NCSA to find, evaluate and track some of the best 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Recruiting Changes for College Basketball On the Way 

Coaches questioning recruiting 
changes,,, 

Rumors of changes to college basketball’s recruiting schedule have been 
floating around since last October, when talk of eliminating the July recruiting 
period surfaced. 

Turns out that a lot of the dire rumors have not yet materialized, but 
significant changes seem to be right around the corner. 

What are they? And, what does it mean for the rest of college athletics and 
the way we recruit? Read one ESPN analyst’s take on the situation and see if 
you agree with the assessments... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Gamecock Fan Fest Tour Kicks Off Tomorrow at Charlotte Knights Stadium 
The first of six stops on the Gamecock Fan Fest Tour presented by the Gamecock Club is tomorrow, 
Wednesday, May 1 lth at Charlotte Knights Stadium! Each event will last from 5:30 - 8 PM and will 
have kids’ activities, Cocky and the cheerleaders, photo opportunities with football and baseball 
trophies, and live music from Tokyo Joe. Several coaches including Coach Spurrier are scheduled to 
attend each event and current student-athletes from the local area will speak to the crowd and 
answer a few questions. Click here for more information 

Fan Fest Dates and Locations: 
Wednesday, May 11: Charlotte Knights Stadium 
Monday, May 16: Charleston RiverDogs Stadium (The Joe) 
Tuesday, May 17: USC Aiken Convocation Center 
Wednesday, May 18: Fluor Field (Greenville Drive stadium) 
Tuesday, May 24: USC Sumter Nettles Building 
Wednesday, May 25: Darlington Raceway 

Each location will also feature the popular cornhole tournament from the first Fan Fest at 
Williams-Brice. Team slots are still available! Those interested in participating should call 
Jordan Gardner at the Gamecock Club at 803-777- 4276 or email at gardnej5@mailbox.sc.edu 

Baseball Hosts Six Games in Eight Days, Senior Day Saturday 
Baseball will host six games in eight days starting with tonight’s 7:00 PM match-up with 
Presbyterian and the final home SEC series of the season against Arkansas this weekend. The 4:30 PM 
Saturday game will be Senior Day and we will be honoring six senior student-athletes before the game 
at approximately 4:10 PM, so please get to Carolina Stadium early to give a proper send-off to 
Adrian Morales, Robert Beau, Scott Wingo, John Taylor, Jose Mata, and Brady Thomas. 

Click here to bid on a VIP experience for Saturday’s game vs. Arkansas that includes a pre-game tour 
of the Carolina Stadium facilities, the opportunity to watch batting practice from the field, and a 
game-used ball. 

Football Season Ticket Renewals Due This Friday, May 13th! 
Reminder to current season ticket holders that your season ticket renewal and parking applications 
are due by THIS FRIDAY, May 13th! To ensure you keep your 2010 seat location, you must renew by the 
deadline. Click here then log into your account to renew online quickly and easily or be sure to 
mail in your paper application. 

The Ticket Office will have extended hours Wednesday through Friday this week, opening at 9:00 AM 
and closing at 7:00 PM to accept renewals. The extended hours will be both via phone (800-4SC-FANS) 
and at the Colonial Life Arena box office. 

Not already a season ticket holder? Tickets are available - Click here for information on how to 
become one! 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 
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Gamecock Fan Fest Tour Kicks 
Off Tomorrow at Charlotte 
Knights Stadium 
The first of six stops on the Gamecock Fan Fest Tour 
presented by the Gamecock Club is tomorrow, 
Wednesday, May 1 lth at Charlotte Knights Stadium! Each 
event will last from 5:30 - 6,& PM and will have kids’ 
activities, Cocky and the cheerleaders, photo opportunities 
with football and baseball trophies, and live music from 
Tokyo Joe. Several coaches including Coach Spurrier are 
scheduled to attend each event~ and current student- 
athletes from the local area will speak to the crowd and 
answer a few questions.,&, Click here for more information 

Fan Fest Dates and Locations: 
Wednesday, May 11 : Charlotte Knights Stadium 
Monday, May 16: Charleston RiverDogs Stadium (The Joe) 
Tuesday, May 17: USC Aiken Convocation Center 
Wednesday, May 16: Fluor Field (Greenville Drive stadium) 
Tuesday, May 24: USC Sumter Nettles Building 
Wednesday, May 25: Darlington Raceway 

Each location will also feature the popular cornhole 
tournament from the first Fan Fest at Williams-Brice. Team 
slots are still available! ,& Those interested in participating 

should call Jordan Gardner at the Gamecock Club at 803- 
777- 4276 or email at ailbox.sc~edu 

Baseball: Coach Tanner Post-Game,& Comments 

Softball: Coach.~Smith Weekl~ Press Conference 
Women’s Golf:A Coach Anderson After Round 2 
Academics: ~ 2011 Gamecock Graduates 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I ~h~A# I RSS Feeds 

Baseball Hosts Six Games in 
Eight Days, Senior Day 
Saturday 
Baseball will host~ six games in eight days starting with 
tonight’s 7:00 PM match-up with Presbyterian and the final 
home SEC series of the season against Arkansas this 
weekend. The 4:30 PM Saturday game will be Senior Day 
and we will be honoring six senior student-athletes before 
the game at approximately 4:10 PM, so please get to 
Carolina Stadium early to give,& a proper send-off to Adrian 

Morales, Robert Beary, Sc~ott~Wingo, John Taylor, Jose 
Mata, and Brady Thomas.A A 

Crick here to bid on a WP experience for Saturday’s game 
vs. Arkansas that includes a pre-game tour of the Carolina 
Stadium facilities, the opportunity to watch batting practice 
from the field, and a game-used ball. 

Baseball,& 
-,& South CarolinaoAlabama Saturday. Afternoon Baseball 
Game To Be Televised 
- South Caroilina Baseball Hosts PresbLzterian On Tuesda~L 
- South Carolina Baseball Notebook 
- Gamecocks Fall 7-6 To ale Miss In Rubber Game 
- Gamecocks Dro£ 10-2 Contest To ale Miss 
- Gamecock Basebal! Defeats ale Miss 6ol in Series Opener 
- Coach Tanner - ’v\~red for Liberty onApri~ 26 
- Michael Roth Named To Academic AlloDistrict Team 
- Gamecock Baseball Defeats Wofford 9°3 
- Jackie Bradle~t Jr. Press Conference 

Softball 
- Coach Smith ’¢#eekl~ Press Conference 
- South Carolina Closes 20! 1 Season with 8-0 Loss at No. 
21/23 LSU 
- South Carolina Fails 6°I at ~.~o. 21/23 LSU 
- Gamecocks Dro~ Close One at No. 21/23 LSU 
- Gamecocks Collect SeasonoHi~ 13 Hits in 8°3 Win over 

- Sam Arbau~ Named to 2011 SEC Softball Communit~L 
Service Team 

Women’s Golf 
- Gamecocks Advance to NCAA Cha Finish Sixth 
at Reg~ona~ 
- Freshmen Lead \Na~ in Second Round of NCAA Reajonal 
- Gamecocks Battle Throuqh Tou.qh Conditions at NCAA 

Track & Field 
- ~!~nA~ E!#!# ~v~n~& ~ompete At Bob Pollock Invitational 
- Gamecock Track Posts Two ’v~fns At Dick 



Football Season Ticket 
Renewals Due/~ This 
Friday,/~ May 13th! 
Reminder to current season ticket holders that your season 
ticket renewal and parking applications are due by THIS 
FRIDAY, May 13th! To ensureA you keep your 2010 seat 
location, you must renew by the deadline..&‘ Click 
here,&, then log into your account to renew online quickly 
and easily.&‘ or be sure to mail in your paper application. 

The Ticket Office will have extended hours 
Wednesday through Friday this week, 
opening at 9:00 AM and closing at 7:00 PM 
to accept renewals. The.&‘ extended hours will be 
both via.&‘ phone (800-4SC-FANS)A and at the Colonial 

Life Arena.&‘ box office. 

Not already a season ticket holder? Tickets are available - 
A Click here for information on how to become one! 

Equestrian 
- Allison Orvin Ste~ Down as ~uestrian’s Barn Manaa~ 
- Gra,¢, ~in~master Featured in Publications 

Men’s Tennis 
- Coach Goffi Reflects on 2010ol I 

Women’s Tennis 
- MoLqina Receives Invitation to NCAA Sin~jles 

-Gamecocks Earn 17th Consecutive NCAA Tournament Bid 

Football 
- Cliff Matthews: Spr!r~p 2011 Graduate 

Gamecock Fan Fest 
- Fan Photos from Gamecock Fan Fest 
- Gamecock Club Adds Six Fan Fest Dates 

Workin~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Tues.&. May.&‘ 10A-A BSB vs.,&, Presbyterian -A 7 PM 

Radio: Gamecock IMG S,eorts Net’work 

Wed.&. May.&‘ 11A- BsBA vs.,&, Charleston Southern,&, - 

A7 PM 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Network 

Fri May 13A - BsBA vs. Arkansas,&, -A 8 PM 

TV: ESPNU 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S#orts Network 

Sat.&. May.&‘ 14A-A BsBA vs.A Arkansas,&, -A 4:30 PM 

*Senior Day - 4:10 PM* 
TV: SportSouth 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Net¢~ork 

Sun May.&‘ 15 -A BsBA vs.A Arkansas.&‘ -A 1:30 PMA A 

TV: Cox Sports 

Radio: Gamecock IMG S~oorts Neb~vork 

Tues.&. May.&‘ 17A - BsBA vs.,&, UNC Asheville - 7A PM 

*Final Regular Season Home Game* 
TV: SportSouth 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Network 

Gamecock Productions Staffer Earns Second Emm~~ 
Award 
Spurs U~ Daily,~ Round~U~; 5/9 Baseba~! Pre[3s for 
Homestand 

~: 5/6 
Conc~ratulations to our 2011 Graduates!! 
S[3urs U~ Da~ly Round~U~ 5/4 Baseba~ Softba~ V’,,~n 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To view a parking map of the area, see information 
onA shuttle services and handicapped parking, 
here to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 

The deadline for current season ticket 
holders to renew their tickets 
and.&, ensure their 2010 seat location 
is THIS FRIDAY, MAY 13th! 



A small number of tickets remain for the final 
homeA SEC BaseballA series of the regular 
season vs. Arkansas this weekend, May 13th- 
15th. Click here to order online. 

Football season ticket invoices are available online. 
Click here’, then log into your account for 
information.,~, Paper applications have been,~, sent in the 

mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. The 
deadline for renewing your tickets is May 13th, 2011. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
FootballA season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

Post-season Baseball Ticket Applications have been sent 
out to season ticket holders. The deadline for submitting 
your ticket requests is May 20th, 20’1’1. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@:?c~ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here~, We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 

and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

201! FOOTBALL SEASON TICKETS 
eon’t forget to renew your season ~ckets by Fdda~ May ~3 ~o 

Click here to renew online and save on handling charges, or 

call the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office at 803.777.4274 

or 800,4SC,FANS I:o renew by phone. 

Question: Adam is a member of the University of South 
Carolina Baseball team that will be playing summer 
baseball in the Cape Cod League.~, Rico is a graduate of 

the University of South Carolina (class of ’85) that lives in 
Hyannis, MA.~, Rico and his nephew Kip met Adam after 
one his games.~, Is it permissible for Rico to invite Adam 

to his house to watch a movie? 

Answer: No.~, This type of activity would be considered 

an extra benefit and are not permitted according to NCAA 
Bylaw 16.11.2.1 .~, Adam and Rico met as a result of 

Adam’s participation in athletics, therefore, any benefit 
provided by Rico would be considered impermissible.~, 

Each situation is unique; therefore, it is best to ASK 
BEFORE YOU ACT.A Contact the Office of Compliance 
Services:~, 803.777.1519 

South Carolina Athlet cs Department 

80~ L ncoln St. Columbia, SC 29208 
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Sports Careers h~stitute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

May 12,2011 

The Perfect Graduation Gift 

"I love tiffs book. The concepts that Howard outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college spotts." 

-Dr. Kelly Higgins 

AtN etics Director 

Ft. Lewis College 

$29.95 [ -bi~’~,ebscr?cmd s-xc[ick&[~osted bat~o~t id 7FEK9ZTYVPBT~]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.nelJm.jsp?llr~vj~5&’~dab&et-llO5495596596&s 4132&e ~uLV3-FLk~wkzI7yBbnjvpju4FmGzcpbKdCtsTz7eDR~-~DNk7N~j~z~T98VfzgFsyAhsU~LH5GRFUKs~- 
z2IUpTiU4XB ICxBlqiKL PTYR3IFkuU37N9 B CKTN 1 ¥’r PL-NvKPZgRKZ 1KzLaYytWt~l rB 3M0kpQL 10zzi~8 S JKaSUpCCVHO1 fA~bchI D~Q0 ¥’~DQTuKjiVTI~lgWp~ 9 ee5r 7GwSPA6 qFtGiE ] 
- E-book 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
Interviewinghnage [h~p://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh~vjn5&-Mab&et-llO5495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwkzJ4KZ2Z44I zmyUDajCcBQZSMTiayGAmbOxFbk107Au39- 
Hs461NYYm5Ihin80SYNuSogSOqPPiFuWHtRqxbie99TwgpMTihiLMtOJTtchflTC6q6MuoY HXpGbujbYC4KEzpdGkN SHp2 DcQIyE karhVB ql 1 rYI 9IxwB FkncAW54WTksi~LReboXQoTZC6FXdVPZtuL6tNz61cGjwUPjv 

$9.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh~vjn5&-Mab&et-llO5495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwkzJ4KZ2Z44I zmyUDajCcBQZSMTmyGAmbOxFbk107Au39- 
Hs461NYYm5Ihin80SYNuSogSOqPPiFuWHtRqxbie99TwgpMTihiLMtOJTtchflTC6q6MuoY HXpGbujbYC4KEzpdGkN SHp2 DcQIyE karhVB ql 1 rYI 9IxwB FkncAW54WTksiILReboXQoTZC6FXdVPZtuL6tNz61cGjwUPjv 

(Instant Down,load) 

Resumes That Sell 

This 33-page booklet presents ttu-ee slyles of restm~es - a ctu-onological slyle restm~e, 
a fm~ctioi~al slyle restm~e, and a cun-icultml vitae. Each section of the resume is 
hioken down and explained in detail. Give yoreself an oppoi~mffty to be successful 
in the job search by suhinilting a restm~e that sells. 

h~stant Dow~zl oad 

$7.95 [h~p://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh~vjn5&-Mab&et-llO5495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwkR4M3dyUHgl6YoYI8geM1Kz6wt43zMjbGQCI3qvXT4Gv nYOCCtwl6Bjj-OW- 
tO8BbBvUhwTHFKgQkis211Q4h3WITN1DSgoncW4jX5fw~’6N4xilpMgtDA4e~xG5xS0k4Pe2YTOkWUlw5HOHkPsZn 17Sgx6J8A~gl- ujWIATOD98EVnvI2klEsxvpKcfKRuim-HqaMazZfQjNOQINm] 

Join Our Mailfi~g List [b4~_vi/~isitorr2Oconsta~tco~actcom/emailjsg¢?x~1103509747574] 

Quick Links... 
Om-Website [ 

5dxdab&e~110549559659~&~4132&e O01~LV3-FLk©wmWL 
2tL~DWL7J1~©qreEPX 9BVascCTv,,d31~L2~2~’3~ 

] 
Job Listings [~:i/~20rst~e~,’~j~5dxdab&e~llO549559~596&s 4132&e 001~&V3-PLkOwnl~FadBZ0d~FEYt~EM2f~FP- 
LTTiShN 8_~,mp fRSmE52X~ vt~ lac~iII 0PzJh~ ~ Z EME O5ADE Ler~~x~?E5 VewMbL3B~*X41 vdELAE~KF0sbDx~OW6 W1z4Y2kTG~ ] 
Sports Management De~ee Pro~ams [h~#x//~20 rs6 ne~,,~?~ ~st~?llr ,a,~n5dxd~b&e~ 1105495596596&~4132&e 001ul,V3-FLkO~a, kk2mSpdbXq~Lcfi~NOD-DE~/~aGVPRy daqAaRJg7 hXMeF- 
7KSCN4CcZDATHyPmYkM4cKBI~,~2 wegox, OG~l~x70KPY2n5MOwISr!~,,~x~VAwweDUxde~,OGeRoc~lAO~NJ4B-~ewOvtFI4~s4 ] 
CareerDevelopmentResom-ces[~:E:!/~20 ~d~?&e~ 110549559659d&~ 4132&e 001~.~I,V3-F~2~,p3h2bVKelXN4Fg2~2-SRN~3AI~CkSzoP~gg- 
EtNEOn~b~eeZ3oz~MLgl LOhxJKHwYGI Zbt~MNNxAb, mR©uC 9bOAAw 11 ] 
Fo~ward to a FrieM [~:i/ui corxsta~fco~xtact comNa/~z~li~p?n~ 1103508747574&~l l O5495 59959d&e~ bia~xfo~x%40ancaa ~mced~{] 
Nnd~ onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.nefm.jsp?lh~j~5&x~b&e~llO5495596596&~4132&e 001~V3-FLkOwn VskqVQM~OHcsoiOncWE20xGE~2ja151kNgTF3qzTDYBDglVrG1weQN8cjue61YM793~pkLK- 
FJQn6h-lI 2Zc3 ~JiZFyha-~N1H17oTJgYUQv5YrVQk0MIlsPw~c6g52d4akIF42PE-g3yGnl K68MWF-kDUZDFEwMV4N3b~e39RRuB29Ss ] 

Featm-eA~icle 

5 Reasons to Send Tha~k-You Letters 
By Barbara Sal~fi 
The Ladders 

Thi~zk of thaizk-you letters as a self-marketi~g tool and a critical component of 
yore job-search strategy. The time you invest cr a~i~g a targeted tha~k-you letter 
after an inte~ciew is time well spent, and it will help you create a credible and 
efficient search. 

Don’t believe me? Here are five reasons why you should incoi1)orate tha~zk-you letters 
into yore search strategy: . . .(More) [                           ~Sd~d~b&e~l10549559659(~&~4132&e 001 ~_~V3-FLk()~fi~iUxt 83BeirBFZ9KdKO~ 

] 

New Job Listi~gs 

New Jobs Listed for today, May 12tt~, include an assistant director of compliance, 
a faculty member in spotts management, an atN etic trainer, an athletic director, 
an assistant academic coordi~ator, a Sports Infom~ation Director, and much more. 



To view these positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to 
~urwebsiteatwww.sp~rtscareersinstitute.c~m[h~‘~p://12~rs6uet~ni~--~jn5dxdab&e~11~5495596596&s 4132&e 00hLV3- 
FLkOwnIWL                                                                                         EzecH L rKkizlgPEX5aLvwOBvdN4wi2be~C~l_]. 
AssistantDirect~r~fSp~r~sVide~-U~versity~fC~rad~[h~p://r2~.rs6.netjtn.jsp?~h~vjn5&xdab&et-~5495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwm8mJeSR-gPs41IgHGZrv3yX2JgB~- 
8~Uj~u.B4etdB9~BaG3FmCyZU~Spr7jZB~INJ~K~38~YDMVJpSdeBIK~RUYSIpM~CLVYGS~ct~W93~6Hz7SRQkNV7Wk~MViY4KTwQM~k~ZYhg5LkpKxU~gG~Ia9~CMkX~3~Nq-SAa- 
~gaypNvgbzEB -Xc @DwRTivg] 
Assistant Director of Compliance - The College of William and Ma~ [~2k20 rs0 ne~> ~p?l~dx&b&el- 1 VJ549~9~596&s 4132&e 001~LV3-F~HNrv~pOIkGRxY 1 H~;C.k Y @0- 
MX vFVkel;OCoXMT>%gKFM9 BZMSwn7                       cLs]                          c-3H]NqPc5~,WV1GdSi-CX1Hq’~q~ ] 
Assistant Attflefics Acade~Nc CoorNnator - D~e UNversiW [~f#:i,q20 rs6 net/¢n ~d~5d~cfdb&e~110549559~596&s 4132&e 00 luLV3-FLkOwl~T CVk-TAtoT RJd39UgLfF2FFDE~bMU3AKVFrJDlpeT(gF~- 
>~879YW 1YCw-ALgBEdkMGlz2@IE0xo2H-il~ldiiI.W~0aEnsc01G NUU 1KSJBzG10zm~XT~2tEm~Rl~K5d-~] 
Dhector ofAttflefics - Ramapo College [h~://~20 rs6                 cNdab&e~llO549559~596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwkY~EgdcN23~anb~bKQBwo6EYJSGgUZM 
zcKcz5]oZ25LCPpk-ISigsPMWGUijmzXsyeQ 5LnZRgvHDTPS0 TCXJ H 8Ertc198EOm~7’gFYSkFWQFoJ-OlrgVI2LcQ?mB1DRmCvQEqli:4 ] 
Sports I~fformafion Intern- UNversiW of Eva~mville [~3 rsd~5~a,jn5dx&b&el-=1105495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3- 
FLkOv,anci~&M~O JPi%1 ArK71tMPkKOzb~20 ?w3sMt2P3eUXuLW8 
9YIF53Pw~t~w~,T tToG6Y~k_] 
Sr. Associate AD for Compliance & Spo~ Sm~ices - GeoNia State UNversiW [hm))://120 @~5dxdab&e~110549559~596&~4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwmenl RJqMkqFv5aVd~£So5Ottr~-27S- 
NPM5 aR~- 8h@NNV~iXt3 GtY6YbOqw5t Jhiw b-ez0Og~ FTW 9 d~d~eSvgL lv 5oHv5,8 E~2xGN sB q~ 1 DrCsw41As~aOwCkv ~] 
In~-amm-al/RecreafionCoorNnator-WaldorfCollege [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?Hr~jn5&x&b&e~llO5495596596&~4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOM4UaH~N llE~cDXdjrSs- 
~@4CU4Q OL Sd6bNt~PeWdTTvbnqc 1 v b 1 F NbN0r3 e~ DB3 B P D S 1 ~ M Zq0ARB MsYq-E I57t71TtnthtM0 D vcOU J-n~jjtBq~£amMmNF~ 1 J4enl L8 ePyb8Ec G Lzce2ZOU JsW- 
AMNwQgFONdj 8v01S81FVGctd5nf5 L4c E J JL GchiN@~W~]~77FnMWp8 HDLjvYubM JuokN ATrcKSr R8ZQa5 IzeNqi~iQ3BifinxOhoF~oR92plsJc SM0~ 6XN a~oXgovJ4481zG~x 1 ~jtHTZ MNzsPgt~2pU 
-bgg ] 
AssistantAt~e~csDirect~rf~rTicke~ng-L~Nsam~aTechUNversiW[~)j~://~2~rs~nei/~n~5dxdab&et 1105495596596&~4132&e 001uLV3- 
FLkO;~,~2YL XVwMTprGVgZFdGgBNx~¢zOwd~JPq’D~hODOf~3]~ivi927FLvSz3LWDW~,~ Dc~ZGIUTcBYt~XodSGkHh5OvTK057FDZNLaNDrFi0YG2bvbZWeeaSUO~iR?~F1vW0tr~rK6~ ] 
Associate AD for Development - UNversiW of MicNgan [b~:p://~2Ors6nel!tn]sp?lh- >.jn5dxdab&e~ 1105495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3- 

FLk~w1LviY5~qRIE~H~hD8142Y~aUbWfATNM6rBSa~iT~t9YKI16I~1~ILR3i~&8P~HnG9XIM1~uvE~:~x~t~-v~EPN~9I1YkgTwF9a~Z1>~Y1QU~b5icwEvKAGpCU28SVIrGQ&D7~X~ 
axOs~Mi~&C~EVLJJXfi xWDRYfl ] 
Sp~rtsI~rma~nDirect~r-~.iz~naChi.is~anUNversi~[h~p://r2~.rs6.neg~.jsp?~h~jn5&xdab&e~5495596596&~4~32&e 001~V3- 
FLkOwk~n0oZ2JlcUN8glaW22caj4EVBLoJy02~kt~084J@rt3 7KwWfi~x4yB IVZ FgJXP JdD 1 v 1T~LbyP~mj Ckb6Na6j qwkMT O 1XTWJ1OVKFvcTao8HEssiG~3 JG4kFrZkEYWjl~ Fde81 xwjkb~8 IaENB~p0qN~ 
CoorNnator of Spots Clubs and Camps - LSU [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?llr~jn5&x&b&e~1105495596596&s 4132&e 00 luLV3-FLkOw~YcNNNAE29SHDZxOpb~jx q0LzL8KqSac5yIB5sN~a~0yA5E3hp- 
JAs5XNTH33bN~T~Cz~BcbKFhwmsKpccE~g~LKT~jv2jwSW83VRUeSJBUi6sv329pgAdyBB9FgI-R&T~C3-5XgM~syIXy~C@hW4~SG-~z3r~xGQ~Q~x5cAD~WyBN~iBim~xq9~ZW9UB7~] 
Assistant Professor of Spots Management - ~nerican Internufionul College [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?llr~jn5&x&b&e~1105495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOM-5e~-z~oYWMEup~cNGoIG5TLZC-VeIcy- 
AG84~M 4dbJ2kaLypIh~ AM1KWwU 12 YiN4-n6jAPMbp5zi83m~@msS 1 Pdj E TEJYHs86Zt6MiGv0Te63~GLTrZ0 fGiimThOxHc3 oi0mnihUyrGteZ P-N9585 Y6gEHrO2u~mNU2- 
ceG~eV ixl abdTBbCHFw~Z8~ alTY37VXLPB 4M~xeKE fl vNE~xpNF~zQvuplO 1PRp-~m~Pj YglNYL~buUxoFAYewR6OPPCPNmCj XVHozTZDgpC72bBgU8kX&n5 MWYPPKbg& 
~pcmMNZZ qlXRgokjwruGLe~ 2j K~SpinUB G3w0t~qURKN~2CAp31 G5ntpXHp~upzDTXPTFQqlTPcneoxWYuqVFbzDghv3N So S EbF 1 i6a 1 Rgcwb13iOnXs73Ug~yo60eOdt0YmmwU5r3 B QApj ~0] 
Dhector of Major Gifts - UNversiW of Tmmessee at Cha~anooga [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?llr~jn5&x&b&e~1105495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3- 
F Lk~wnBY~Ux~ynjenNIi~25j~eQ~i~5HeLNmJRSJdDjvFazLjNM~MH8L~qSdW~Db~wZGH9~M~g538kC3FvICEv~KQs~JRbQ~7T9~@c~4WLVx~w3maN8vH2cmg@V~k4ucJB79qV- 
wm2egNiUwT 1 zj DM7 JmyowRpkoEF6Aj eN3 SA4huLi@c~-BwzjvH S2g0ipLAF-Fns~ ~flEYL- -CIqzHbK4mEBtqV~pCi- 3qTTgavbrzXc ] 
Sports I~fformafion Intern - Francis Malion UNversiW [                              dxtb b&e/-:l i05495596596&s 4132&e: 00 IuLV3-FLkOwl BUVSPHiY8 Ya~bZUhCwoTPLgD~d!: 

] 
Graduate Assis~nt inAttflefics AchifiNs~-afion- Defiance College [~2~[g//i2Ors~net~ni~fhf~]n5dxclab&et 110549559659g&s 4132&e 001~LV3-FLkOwm 2c~LYZmMH6s~@~$I~,rYO3E- 
~9~Ia3fDMp93Ytu4d~lH~Mxblc~SmvitUhLYV>kxvNTy~KgY~C?iDzG59LXwikWzJOld~. 4Ygv-KBt~XGA~OGFLFba34aIMF~2eivw ] 
Compliance CoorNnator- Nova Southeastern U~fiversiW [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lh~jn5&x&b&e~llO5495596596&~4132&e 001~V3-FLkOwn50Wpg8IG8pmCNBmRv50GRchnQOLN8zHV- 
wpkgF8KjYCtNWoUn0@FzEh-6iqS4q6OgtqqYtqc BNcNQDjGNJjgTcDsvlK0~nvCs3GIblHB2yb66kLroBB6yezXOUPL~wPvYTGa~L 6ZDrlS0iyBLn~3bZHQu2kUYQ2UQED88~BVNoE5SVz~JUvK~4OF~ 
A~flefic TrNner - Iowa State UNversiW [ ~5dxdab&el-llO5495596596&~4132&e 001uLV3- 
FLkO~A;q]vbcieOJ42LbYdloe~rmsughd(ZSGGEXg~fn5BJq VgmLJ~sesPgN?DbL~@KOJxdV CUXaBsZr4GGImS~nvxJ~TCLP~N~XXez4Ndg-w ] 
Dhector of Major Gifts - UNversiW of Mffmesota [l!~fo:/k20 rs~ ne#tn ~d~5dxdab&e~11054955%59~&s 4132&e 001 aLV3-FLkOwmTFFWrNYsC~Yt~gdN7 3b~4)~,~5:2DVCdfXf~OcD2NbMffFd rOfb5~- 
soW~,~l?6eEIUsZcp~DGoM ~~2SqLmDfisZtZvgUBr’~&~togfF2DoVn1549kOqrGYNQ ] 
Ticket Office Intern - Fresno Nate UNversiW [~2~:/.q20rsdnel~,:n~sp?11r: wjn5dx&b&el-=1105495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3-FLkOwmEr;D~2b0>~szDb5cdEmoYvQ6WXIeO1WCm- 

SnMt~nNDXmu RJXSPtm, LUHUTqsSNQF67AzfdogdFTcCGwIkmETW0vm~.adDH/~,hLZ2W~ 0BbzqSRX~Et~FiT~WQz04W17pY1LxrggBEYnl4pu~~] 
D~ector of Attflefic Development- Misso~ Nate UNversi~ [~)l~6@l wjn5dx&b&e~:1105495596596&s :4132&e 001uLVB-FLkOwn~2t~3~A~B3qKXYh~sfOTXeST@~aa, B*~u~y-- 
25HH2GeF3s6~_~gx lMsCNM4%t~7SsA495k                                                                                                ] 
A~flefic TrNner - William Paterson UNversi~ [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp?lh~jn5&xdab&e~1105495596596&s 4132&e 001~V3-FLkOwN~vHnHt-iM213F8scO6DaYBLklr07Pw 7ISJAa3UOBsFoSYHP1NqYTUw- 
lqSiGpxpzY~tvc3qRglgcFQiuX-VuTt6bDLDnMH~zowpDOG4NcTB4mU94JTF5Yr~FYV8 PnWtg0rse3eQoCvFlskOyTm2g34mh0g~QxY@&nS~5TXtcsvZG~yRNsF~t5Vm-I QWFew8t~x5kcvNcdCptu~i- 
K5G1PGQLOeQhX~YMzgKVTpwExoMXjd k494da5XRQg ] 
Assistant Comp~ance Director - UNversi~ ofWisconsfft [~n://~20 rs6 nel/l~q ]sp?lh- w]n5dxdab&e~110549559659d&s 4132&e: 001uLV3- 
f ~L)~<l Y sL)YSx~z~(~f~g2AMx~dh~I0bAd0io~bnfft~K~Q7F.~VWZ5Dhi~;IO5Qa4YVGg~>. 1 aved.~m4qls~NYgDsYNOoIgBFOqOE~,zK2S                      (~OKNA ] 
Ticket ONce Intm~tfip- U~fiversi~ of Ken~c~ [                            5dxdab&e>1105495596596&s 4132&e 001uLV3- 

] 
Faci~es C~rc~n~t~r- The U~verd~ ~fWest F~1ida [[~://~2~ rs6 net/~a [sp?1h-vv~t5c~dab&et 1105495596596&s 4132&e 001~LV3- 
FLkO~‘kNi~53LkqnS7~NiN~G1ZUTD9w~YH~Ved~kCaAf~ID6hi‘eS~x~6OWd6IZ-geGVTE38m~2~1hs29~dR~hOav~e~vCUn5‘ liYMY-34xdBEFDrLZBJFc~GP3BBSzw2w Ct~5KcWJf~15tD1SdFR~] 
U~versi~We~nessAssistantDirect~r-U~verd~fS~uthDak~ta[h~q~://*2~*s~ne~/tn~sr~1h‘ w{nSdxdab&e>li05495596596&s 4132&e 00IuLV3-FLkOwmMiC- 
LNZI20 YCBGB~eF~a3E~16~q~BJv1~zf‘dp(~g~%~hDQ~SP7~2a61b~hIWOFk~uHeiYIOZq~X~j~‘qwPCu5PbOeM8fMhi>Jc~HHDPp~FW~c1~JyYU1~AzEi9~1~V~n1~DE] 

Quote 

Failure is an event, it is not a person. 

-Zig Ziglar 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Sports Careers Institute, 
Sports Jobs Newsletter 

The Perfect Graduation 
Gift 

LLC 

Feature Article 

5 Reasons to Send 
Thank-You Letters 

May 12~ 2011 

IN COL~GE sPORTS 

"I love this book. The 
concepts that Howard 
outlines in the book are 
straight from the world of 
college sports." 

-Dr. Kelly Higgins 
Athletics Director 
Ft. Lewis College 

$29.95 - Print Copy 

$24.95 - E-book 

8 Steps to Interviewing 
Success 

By Barbara Safani 
The Ladders 

Think of thank-you letters as a self-marketing tool 
and a critical component of your job- 
search strategy. The time you invest crafting a 
targeted thank-you letter after an interview is time 
well spent, and it will help you create a credible 
and efficient search. 

Don’t believe me? Here are five reasons why you 
should incorporate thank-you letters into your 
search strategy: . . .(More) 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, May 12th, include an 
assistant director of compliance, a faculty member 
in sports management, an athletic trainer, an 
athletic director, an assistant academic coordinator, 
a Sports Information Director, and much more. To 
view these positions and more, click on the 
individual links below or go to our website at 
www. sportsca reersinstitute, com. 

Assistant Director of Sports Video - University of Colorado 

Assistant Director of Compliance - The College of William 
and Mary 

Assistant Athletics Academic Coordinator - Duke 
University 

Director of Athletics - Ramapo College 



$9.95 
(Instant Download) 

Resumes That Sell 

This 33-page booklet 
presents three styles of 
resumes - a chronotogica[ 
style resume, a functional 
style resume, and a 
curriculum vitae. Each 
section of the resume is 
broken down and 
explained in detail Give 
yourself an opportunity to 
be successful in the job 
search by submitting a 
resume that sells. 

Instant Download 
$7.95 

Join Our Mailing List!] 

Quick Links... 

Sports Information Intern - University of Evansville 

Sr. Associate AD for Compliance ~t Sport Services - 
Georgia State University 

IntramurallRecreation Coordinator - Waldorf College 

Assistant Athletics Director for Ticketing - Louisanna 
Tech University 

Associate AD for Development - University of Michigan 

Sports Information Director - Arizona Christian University 

Coordinator of Sports Clubs and Camps - LSU 

Assistant Professor of Sports Management - American 
International College 

Director of Major Gifts - University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga 

Sports Information Intern - Francis Marion University 

Graduate Assistant in Athletics Administration - Defiance 
College 

Compliance Coordinator - Nova Southeastern University 

Athletic Trainer - Iowa State University 

Director of Major Gifts - University of Minnesota 

Ticket Office Intern - Fresno State University 

Director of Athletic Development - Missouri State 
University 

Athletic Trainer - William Paterson University 

Assistant Compliance Director - University of Wisconsin 

Ticket Office Internship - University of Kentucky 

Facilities Coordinator - The University of West Florida 

University Wellness Assistant Director - University of 
South Dakota 

Quote 

Failure is an event, it is not a person. 

-Zig Zig[ar 



Our Website 

Job Listings 

Sports Management 

Degree Programs 

Career Development 
Resources 

For~vard to a Friend 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 8:11 AM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; BetsiBurns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Brian 
Davis (briand@mail.utexas.edu); Carrie Leger <caleger@gw.fis.ncsu.edu>; Carrie Leger 
<carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; CayceCrenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Collen Evans 
<cevans@mail.sdsu.edu>; Christine Jackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; 
Christine Jackson <christine@nfoura.org>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Kim 
Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Matt Geibel <geibelma@shu.edu>; Jessica Hammond 
<hammond@umbc.edu>; Alan Hauser <hauseraj @appstate.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Julie K. Owen <j.owen@ou.edu>; JamesRost 
<j kr0007@auburn.edu>; Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jack Rivas 
<jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Lisa Hibbs 
<lhhibbs@uncc.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marion Dechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; Mary 
Ellen Jones(mj21@txstate.edu); Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Ferna Phillips <phillips@bc.edu>; Jim Pignataro 
<pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scogin 
<scoginj@missouri.edu>; Shannon Stephens <sgstephe@calpoly.edu>; Susan Gutkind 
<sgutkind@csufresno.edu>; Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Sandy Meyer 
<skm2@psu.edu>; Scott Sloan <sloans@cookman.edu>; Sarabeth Pollock 
<spollock@sandiego.edu>; Toby B. Baldwin <tobyb@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu> 

[n4a] 
TEXT.htm 

Players<h~t p:iichror~icle.com/blogs/pla}, ers> 
Judge Says NCAA Athlete-Likeness Lawsuit Will Proceed 
May 5, 2011, 3:33 pm 
By Libby Sander<~:iicl~o~icle.comiM       ersia~horilsar~de~:/> 
A federal judge in Calffo~a has rejected the NCAA’s second aaempt to dis~ss antitrust and figN-m-publici~ claims against it in a 
~awsuit<h~p~//c[~c~e.c~m/~gs/p1a~ers/ed~ba~m~n~es-aim~at~he~nc~/25737> brougN by foyer college football and 
basketball players, and ~s set a trial ~te of March 11, 2013. 
Also tNs week, la~ers for the plaintiffs a~ounced t~t they would ~ke a deposition from the NCAA’s president, Mark A. E~en, 
in Indianapolis next month. NCAA officials on Thursday disputed tNs asse~ion. "As the plaint~fs well ~ow, Dr. Emme~ was not at 
the NCAA during the time period at issue in tNs lawsuit," the spokesma~ Bob Williams, said in an e-mail to The C~oNcle. "The 
plaintiffs’ notice of Ns deposition at tNs point is inappropriate, and we will t~e action accorNngly." 
In the cou~ ruling, issued on Monday, Judge Claudia Wilken of the U.S. District Cou~ in O~land, Cal~., also dis~ssed claims that 
the video-game company ElectroNc Arts Inc., wNch is a co-defendant with the NCAA in the broader lawsuit, violated antitrust law by 
conspiring with the NCAA and its liceming a~ to avoid paying foyer college atNetes for the use of their images and likenesses in 
video games. 
The Ming is the latest development in a class-action lawsuit, dubbed In m NCAA Student AtNete Names & L~enesses Litigation, 
brought by foyer college atNetes against the compaw, the NCAA, and the ColleNate Licensing Compaw, wNch handles the 
NCAA’s licensing business. Sam Keller, a foyer football player at Afizo~ State and Nebraska, and Ed O’Ba~on, a foyer standout 
basketball player at UCLA, am the lead plaintiffs in the fight-to-publici~ and antitrust segmems of the case, respectively. 
The judge’s dis~ssal of antitrust claims agaimt ElectroNc A~s on Monday does not put an end to legal proceedings agaimt the 
compaw. Separate claims over whether the compaw violated foyer atNetes’ figN to publici~ are still pending. 
TNs em~ was posted in Uncategofized<~:i/chronicle.com/~olo~a~ersica~e~o~iu~ca~e~orized>. BookmaN the 
pe~ali~<Ntp:i/c~a~o~ficle.comi~logsiplay ers~ adge~say s-~caa~al~ete=lNe~ess-la~ sait~.ill-proceed/285 g5>. 



Players 
Judge Says NCAA Athlete-Likeness Lawsuit Will Proceed 
May 5, 2011,3:33 pm 

By Libby Sander 

A federal judge in California has rejected the NCAA’s second attempt to dismiss antitrust and right-to-publicity 

claims against it in a lawsuit brought by former college football and basketball players, and has set a trial date of 

March 11, 2o13. 

Mso this week, lawyers for the plaintiffs announced that they would take a deposition from the NCAA’s president, 

Mark A. Emmert, in Indianapolis next month. NCAA officials on Thursday disputed this assertion. "As the plaintiffs 

well know, Dr. Emmert was not at the NCAA during the time period at issue in this lawsuit," the spokesman, Bob 

Williams, said in an e-mail to The Chronicle. "The plaintiffs’ notice of his deposition at this point is inappropriate, 

and we will take action accordingly." 

In the court ruling, issued on Monday, Judge Claudia Wilken of the U.S. District Court in Oakland, Calif., also 

dismissed claims that the video-game company Electronic Arts Inc., which is a co-defendant with the NCAA in the 

broader lawsuit, violated antitrust law by conspiring with the NCAA and its licensing arm to avoid paying former 

college athletes for the use of their images and likenesses in video games. 

The ruling is the latest development in a class-action lawsuit, dubbed In re NCAA Student Athlete Names & 

Likenesses Litigation, brought by former college athletes against the company, the NCAA, and the Collegiate 

Licensing Company, which handles the NCAA’s licensing business. Sam Keller, a former football player at Arizona 

State and Nebraska, and Ed O’Bannon, a former standout basketball player at UCLA, are the lead plaintiffs in the 

right-to-publicity and antitrust segments of the case, respectively. 

The judge’s dismissal of antitrust claims against Electronic Arts on Monday does not put an end to legal proceedings 

against the company. Separate claims over whether the company violated former athletes’ right to publicity are still 

pending. 

This entry was posted in Uncategorized. Bookmark the permalink. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 8:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: Too Good to Be True? How to Avoid Job Search Scams 

TEXT.htm 
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N Jobs Journal N Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

RefSse to Acknowled~ 
Setbacks and 
[ntimidations~ and You 
Wi~ Never Fai~ 

By Harrison Barnes 

The police pulled in 
behind us the second we 
turned into my mother’s 
driveway, and turned on 
their lights. I was very 
frightened. I thought I 
might be going to jail that 
evening. I was not sure. 

I had assumed my mother 
and sister were staying in 
for the evening when we 
went j oyriding in her car; 
however, I was wrong. She 
had walked up the street to 
the ice-cream parlor with 
my sister. When she 
returned home, she 
assumed that the car was 
stolen because it was 
missing from the 
driveway. She called the 
police. The police caught 

Too Good to Be True? 
How to Avoid Job Search 
Scares 

It seems that there are 
always people out there 
who love to take 
advantage of others during 
an already-bad situation. 
Case in point: with the 
large numbers ofj ob 
searchers in today’s 
economy, some are being 
scammed by "potential 
i obs." Unfortunately, j ob 
scams are on the rise, so 
searchers need to become 
more "search-savvy" to 
decipher between a 
legitimate job and a scam. 

Beware 
If you receive an email 
about a "job" that is poorly 
written, misspelled, and/or 
iust sound strange, chances 
are that it is a scam. Also, 
watch for emails that the 
"employer" explains that 

New SafetzRules: When? 
Who? How? 

By Todd Dewett 

The goal for any safety 
rule is to increase safety, 
be seen as fair, and be 
cost-effective. In order to 
meet these challenges, 
there are three key issues 
to consider. First - when 
do you make a new safety 
rule? Second - to whom 
should the rule apply? 
Third - how should the 
rule be enforced? 

So, when should one 
create a new safety rule? 
Usually, I instruct 
companies to resist the 
temptation to create new 
policies - safety-related or 
otherwise - if possible. 
There are far too many 
companies with onerous 
and outdated policy books. 
You don’t make policies 
for rare incidents that 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority’ 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 



me and I was mortified. 
When my mother came 
home, she was furious 
with me; the whole affair 
deeply shattered my self- 
esteem. 

+ read more 

they are out of the country, 
or wants to involve a third- 
party member. And be 
leery about odd email 
addresses that present 
employment opportunities 
to you. 

+ read more 

involve limited numbers of 
people, or a remote chance 
of harm or lowered 
productivity. However, if 
physical harm is a real 
possibility you obviously 
need to follow all 
applicable laws and 
industry norms... 

+ read more 

search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

I X Preferred Resumes I 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac3t Comact Us 

~_© 2011 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Uns-abscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 9:41 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Gender Games: Answering Questions About Roster Management and Title IX - 

NYTimes.com 

lit :i/the uad.blo s.~ times.com!2011/04i2d/ e~dero amesomasweri~a ° ~aestio~s°ab°ut°r°ster°maua ement°a~ad°titIe°ixi? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             12:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Students 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

¯ ~ due to come off on 
lue to come on 

due to come on 
due to come on 

Should they be extended or terminated on last day of work? 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 1:50 PM 

To: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fall report 

Attach: TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.16.11.xlsx 

Attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Carolina Courses Online 
Request to Drop, Withdraw, or Cancel 
DROP: To drop a course assumes you still have other courses on your schedule for the current term. 

WITHDRAWAL is dropping all of your courses once classes have begun. 

CANCELLATION is dropping all of your courses before classes begin. It is, in effect, the same as not having a 

registration at all. No entry is made on your permanent record and 100 percent of your prepaid tuition and fees is 

refu nded. 

I would like to I~drop I~withdraw from I~cancel the course(s) listed below. 

I acknowledge that a copy, including a facsimile copy, of my signature hereto shall be given the same effect as my 

original signature. 

Student’s signature 

PID # 

Date 

Full name 

E-mail address 

Current address 

City State Zip code 

Country (if other than US) 

Course 1 

Reason for drop/withdraw/cancel 

Course 2 

Reason for drop/withdraw/cancel 

May 9 Last day to cancel your 

registration (no tuition or fees 
charged) 

May 10 Classes begin 

May 11 Last day to add a course (by 

5 pm) 

May 12 Last day to drop with a partial 

refund; no financial 
adjustments or refunds of 
tuition will be made for drops 

after this date. 

May 30 Memorial Day holiday 

July 4 Independence Day holiday 

July 19 Last day of class 

July 21-22 Exams 

If you are interested in returning your textbooks for repurchase, contact Friday Center Books & Gifts, CB 1020, The 

Friday Center, UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020; phone 919-962-7481. 

Return this form to 
Credit Programs for Part-time Students 

CB# 1020 The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Fax 919-962-5549 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 8:18 AM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Building Your Recruiting Philosophy for 2012 

TEXT.him 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
r20co~tantcontactcon~’iender?lh b~,,h,~aj~bab&v 00DanZOF41~:7_pMM~.nBvAcff~CKLpEtfZ0d--sSM4ilQff, CVMZ4SswOn6sYsSB3-                                J~v6rW 
n?hDH3a4Y0rNu5VPqfa20aSA F82B9sCGdYQ%3D 

You’re recalving tbls email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
b~q~:/!visitor r20 co>sta~co~ac~ comic {sp?lh- :b,a.bec~nb~b&~ 1105564084591 56114519399512&m 1101038493377&,5.1 :F 
yore continued interest in receiving email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~>~:/’/visitorco~tantcontactconvdo?~&m 001\~,~/ %3D%3D&se 001do3tX TiVJM%3D&~001a~v41 %3D%3D&~eason 001I 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Workbooks [hg:r~:/Ir20 rs6 neE~ isro?11r bwheqnbab&e{- 1105564084591&s 56114&e 00ieNiJiGZ{m- 
~x0VnCdZkS?Dd DB sHne‘~msbbAK~lffd~2xkZS55N2zFa~TRa5~222~g~MHhBzdeZ~bB9YkEJVJ~88Tk~aT~9sm~SM~Q~] 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [h~p:/.,12Ors6nel,’l~ ~?llr bwheqnbab&e>l 105564084591 &~:56114&e 001 eNiJiGZ{m-0PPa157iPdqOSioMa%aBZeAoiH~,~%TL6Jmsw~0~LzTw 31£Ns4Ja~SczFa5maHir6sNPCiY5049 
x7 sd Y ~1 f>,w -Kt~Kbl 8q stb.>z\ QZEgl i~:] 
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Building Yotu- Recmiling Philosophy for 2012 

DanTudor - Selling for Coaches [hrtro://*2Ors6net/ls~is:~?ll~:bwheqnbab&e>1105564084591&s=56114&e 001eNiJiGXim- 
25DgXJjx0X!Lr,.CdZkSTDd DB sHne~‘~mshbAKuhkt~2x~55N2zRI;FRa5q~ieruv4‘f2g~MH1~BzdeZ:r~‘bB9YkEJVJ~‘~p8~T~a~f~9srmSMqQ ]There 
are two types of coaches readk~g tiffs today, and you IM1 into one of two possible 
categories. 

Either you’re a coach who is still scrambling to scrape togettler the final tapered 
re,truants ofwhut was supposed to finally be a great recruiting class, or you huve 
long wrapped-up recruiting for the year and are evaluating how to do it better next 
year. 

Today’s atticle works for both groups. Granted, i~s better to be sitting in the 
second group, but even if you fred yotu-sel f still stressing about this year’s class, 

you can put these plinciples to work right away. 

They are fotu- prinmry plinciples thut are a great foundation for building a solid 
approach to reci~ting. 

Talk to a successful coach and recruiter in your sport, and I’ll bet they have a 
few of these down cold and part of thalr annual recruiting plan. 

Here they are: 

Over-deliver on whut yotu- prospect gets from you and your program. By "getting", 
I’m not talking about a bigger media guide or longer, more l:oct-filled letters. 
That stuff plays virtually no role in getting an athlete interested in you and 

yotu- program. What does? Balng genuine in the way you commtmicate with them, and 
delivering more thun what they are probably expecting: More focused on... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
LY02HDeZB ME 3ZtiHvxJaoD J Shy FbotR~)2~ cllaMRodKGXstVAA22ibMM-iP@_.L~4_SY MDb3 Htl~GdlDKOnHb’~ ~XV3 BD 8XXzXuJw ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3iN0- FeGMMZtQdhr~xVpAt0LXayr0a9JQZc2591IqYwsQEaOeiwA4oFV5tSnUegQ6- 
qzkg2iUN5Jxf13EFC4YDVHI8P5sn-AcC0gT94oIIiuK1 VAIUr~mD7dRW~EDMjNmiH~G8K3YjswsLRFpAI2j3~vMjd8BYu~pbsi~YSG2H~RBQuFuKwWtW~nGdk~I~ X sdWg4mYLBmiwXW6UG8CebKO3AzITFKQ- 
3gmKOgZjuU09g SoluRu6UnS-TKwOv3rE 77aOwwyN KFk0RB fXzA8Z] 
Follow us on Twitter [~://~20 rs6 net/~n jSp?llr: b’~ab&et 1105564084591 &s 56114&e: 001 eNiJiGZim- 13 VF2TE~v410h~ 10vPIVCsAY s~. f~OiLmbb 1 hw ~ c/..) 4H H~ n 34 oaa z 5N OkU’,~T H - 
C@~. rz,~d h52 x8                                      ] 

Dattfish[hl~p:/I,20~s6 nei//>[~ab&e> l105564084¢591&~56114&e 001e~g:[m-~SB27G3aJ~H8OfTaEdlsH6/s6Oh~’~..’orPb9Z{DE- 
xl X0wOA Yr a5n10~2/.R5 ] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICK HERE [ bab&e>1105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZim-0XEOzRwal;uF[’ 
Ib43s6 ~ ’4~@eaGv linzYKHPPNwM WL G3altO fRM da7 N’WD 96~’~ L 9 ~.d F Q~] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Dan Tudor Featm-ed on Free Recruiting Webinar for College Coaches tiffs Thursdey...and 
You’re Invited! 

NCSAAthletic Recruiting [h~:io://~20rs6neiI{~lisro?lh-bwheq:qbab&e{-=1105564084591&s 56114&e :001eNiJJGTim-2iF1LHswOM3~/0EGXw721GilEpX 9NV54Y12~VIC{Fh- 

vNN8~K~i4GBkdsB9~Rc~Nzl9iLr~‘~D1mrO~zd9~2n91w22TFkKRLz8Zc~k~p~s~hgH1wisgZE~EBUd‘a~6Wm~i51~J7Av‘‘c~BSYI-E6C\~V7~q~5YpAr1 NffBI :INCSA 
Athletic Recruiting will be hosting one ofthalr popular retorting webinar conference 
calls for college coaches tiffs Thmsday, May 19th at 9am PST / 12noon EST. 

"Making Reci~ting Phone Calls Work" is the featm-ed segment, and will include research 
fiom Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies on what athletes look 
for in recruiting phone calls with the coaches who are recruiting them. 



There is no cost to be included in tiffs special training ttu-ongh our pattner, NCSA 
Atifletic Recmiti~lg. TIT to log on 10 nffnutes prior to tile statt of the session. 

Here is tile link for tile training session: 

~qa~o96398706na5acrobatconl/n:eeti~grooi:>’ [~{~: js~qeqnbab&e>1105564084591&s :56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm- 
~ 5%,q%~OaggGN I28VNHcMVHK                                                                                                                                            ] 

You can send tiffs lillk to otiler men~bers of youl coachillg staffifmaking more effective 
phone calls is somethii~g that’s a priority for your reclaliting over tile coining months. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3iN0- FeGMMZtQdhr~xVpAt0LXayr0a9JQZc2591IqYwsQEaOeiwAdoFV5tSnUegQ6- 
qzkg2iUN5Jxf13EFCdYDVHI8P5sn-AcC0gT94oIIiuK1 VAIUr~mD7dRW~EDMjNmiH~G8K3YjswsLRFpAI2j3~vMjd8BYu~pbsi~YSG2H~RBQuFuKwWtW~nGdk~I~ X sdWgdmYLBmiwXW6UG8CebKO3AzITFKQ- 
3gmKOgZjuU09g SolciRu6UnS-TKwOv3rE 77aOwwyN KFk0RB IXzA8Z] 
Followus onTwitter [~~)?~.:doab&e>1105564084591&s 56114&e ~1eNiJiGZ)r:-~3VF2TEim~‘:~1~v~VCsAYsyf~v~mbU~h>~:~QdHH~n34~aaz5N~kI~NTH 

GIuww kL b 1Voz~ 4HExSmzUV ltN ::K1~h2DbF~B F fLUs hnG W ~] 

Looking for more reclafits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of the i~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 9NV54YI2tVICtF~> 
,~NNS~J~Oi4GBkdsB90oRc:~49jLr;;~DImrOOzdgP2nglw22TFkKRLzSZ ] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-l105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-2DpmRG4TI2-KERQFKc- 
R6cVGJz5~mewRGiXXvv6TN8Wy6QqilZ31Ta61wS6Bq4afnTL nYv2 AmSUrPhkMDJPqlu33xT-XzTRE4EY-RUsER3zTN- 
IXI15WOt~gp8SCSCToTans60v0EQ2AbFmVYo~flePbUqighYHFfn2ZuN4VLFiZXRWFltUe8SpobF rJcrRG26rI-eeotWC57VA4F5x Y601Zytsdfp3SI~nOioKkg ] 

Tile Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

What Are Leaclii~g Sports Camps Using to Accelerate Athlete Devdopment? 

There was a big announcmnent tiffs past week by one of the largest and most successful 
i~utional spotts camps for high school athletes, and it centered aromld tile addition 
of a cool new tectmology that theyql be usillg to teach their attfletes. How will 
tiffs new tectmology - tile same resource used by college coaches aromld tile comltlT 
- be unveiled tiffs Suramer? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as training 
videos fealmingDanTudor-justclickhere [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3S5tQEtMdGF-Jt~xyT-dnlcsAp6W-SZiglbdqtkQc e EFWbIUt0XylS8fW- 
w262hOsjjmdJGW-66Y2uqoMdsTC--3Fn~HQk74b8p2 Ce9EdIMAKYFMU9s~LWMVddXvXcU~2b~qS9reYzT~L~a~FHkE4xZiTHW8H~s~88vHV~SEdkgzX~CZU~w]. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [lih~a:/!~2Orsd:tet,la: is~?llr:: bv~heqiff>d~&e> 1105564084591 &~56114&e 001 eNi JiGZim- 175PAPEA h&/LDX8 RqXW913 YetSd0 YPBSZna-- 
Zmb0JVPd/gMkE7CX 4KScHlZ\,\,’dbHGQ,BxSd2q67ve~fl15A ] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3iN0- FeGMMZtQdhr~xVpAt0LXayr0a9JQZc2591IqYwsQEaOeiwAdoFV5tSnUegQ6- 
qzkg2iUN5Jxf13EFCdYDVHI8P5sn-AcC0gT94oIIiuK1 VAIUr~mD7dRW~EDMjNmiH~G8K3YjswsLRFpAI2j3~vMjd8BYu~pbsi~YSG2H~RBQuFuKwWtW~nGdk~I~ X sclWgdmYLBnffwXW6UG8CebKO3AzITFKQ- 
3gmKOgZjuU09g SolciRu6UnS-TKwOv3rE 77aOwwyN KFk0RB IXzA8Z] 

Follow us on Twitter [~:~’_p://i 20 rs6 net/hi ~abab &e> 1105564084591 &s 56114&e 001 eNiJiGZ )rl- 13VF2TEuul Ohu*10vPlVCsAYs:d~,, OPa:floU lh>,:cQ4HH/~::34oaaz5NOkU:N2[H:. 
GIuww klo b 1VoS 4HExSmzUV ltN nKi~iu2Db~B F fLis ling W ~___] 

Lodestone Social Media [li~lp://120 rs6 nel!tn {sp?llr bwhecllPoab&e>l 105564084591 &~:56114&el 00 leNiJiGg.im-2CE3vJDcL23rDTli0iLOzgTeHlt~e;~GASaJsiXX- 
17zAS3:’,f~( Ro16AX~ d~D~DcPN v_zTyC39-ocvmYm&m, frAJJ6Gg,_lAxO:~ ] 

Click here [ XX-lvASE~TRol6AXWPv M 
ocvmYm&m,~TAJJdC-~--] 
to fred your social meclia solution 

Four Ways to Make More Time for Recllliting 

Time managen~ent [~%/,,i20:s6nct’*::~p?llr ~qfl)ab&e>l105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZ~ 
~J~x0VnCdZkS7Dd DB sHneU:r:sli2~AK~<~2~ZS55N2z1~a~‘Ra5cdEe~m~OMH~@zdeZ:~*~bB9YkEJVJ~8T1~F~9srmSM~-]by 
Mmldy Green, Head Soccer Coach - University of South Dakota 

One of the biggest hurdles tliut coaches seem to be l:ocing is finclii~g enough time 
to do everyttffi~g they need to do when it comes to recruiting. 

Rm.ffi~g a program means you have a lot on youl plate and it is really tough to stay 
on top of evelTttffi~g, especially reclafitillg. 

Most ofthe coacheswe work with duling an On-Cal~lpus Workshop [ ti~ab&e/-1105564084591&s :56114&e 001eNLIi Y:c,,C3d&zFOEXkLmPkzEbNO-ng~axEN- 
iAJ-~fi33bPkHCXPoI£Ue:ni)-~kCNIS9rSiMZD9Y52Kti~eIKcqG-1EK)~I~c~tBFWYVIL 3ofiflZoZ_zpHC6Bn-i~] 

feel overwhehned. These coaches come to Tudor ColleNate S~-ateNes - as I ofigi~ully 
rid as a college coach - hoping to learn some ~icks that will create time for them 
D do nlore reci~fing and sN1 get a~ of the other ttfi~gs done that they need 
D do. 

I COllsistently ileal from fellow coaches that they go into their day with a game 
plan and by 9:30 A.M. their day lius gotten thorongttiy messed up because of a crisis, 
a colleague stopped by, emails, unexpected phone calls, etc. Many of these same 
coaches stay relatively messed up tile iemainder of tile day. So many times we get 
cmght up in being "busy" dum~g our day and before we kJlow what hit us, tile day 

is over and we still liuve reclniting phone calls to make and emails to send out. 

Here are foul- ways you can make more time for recmifii~g, without adclii~g more houls 
to your aheady hectic workday... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:u:!/~20:sdnel/{nisp?11r b,>d~e~nbab&e*- 1105564084591&s :56114&e O01eNiJiGi~im-3-U5dLtdKv31plHub,~C3uGSV2/-~zvlfOW\,\,%k-E- 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-l105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3iN0- FeGMMZtQdhr~xVpAt0LXayr0a9JQZc2591IqYwsQEaOeiwAdoFV5tSnUegQ6- 
qzkg2iUN5Jxf13EFCdYDVHI8P5sn-AcC0gT94oIIiuK1 VAIUr~mD7dRW~EDMjNmiH~G8K3YjswsLRFpAI2j3~vMjd8BYu~pbsi~YSG2H~RBQuFuKwWtW~nGdk~I~ X sdWgdmYLBmiwXW6UG8CebKO3AzITFKQ- 
3gmKOgZjuU09g SolciRu6UnS-TKwOv3rE 77aOwwyN KFk0RB IXzA8Z] 



Followus on Twitter [                                :bab&el- 1105564084591&~5(~114&e ~01eNiJ~7dm~13~F2TE:m1~hLdl~vP~VCsAYs‘~fw~KmK~hw~c~N‘HHAm34~aaz5N~kU~v~ 
GIuww kl~ b 1Voz14HExSmzUV ltN nK[~¢~2DbXZB F fLzls hnGW ~w~] 

2010 NCRC in Ctffcago [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm- 
0Rgi6eTPQqYcMqlMrpovIMojWC8iLea4m0gXVYA5YSOHwtmmciKVzDQf2OEt0U lbMOJ6Zj4oPMx57p5RfldG- 
VEUA~f~p7SH767QeQmbezwZQjVkRVDWXVxp5MQMCWiUjK~nqrG~B6Xdkc9S7vQ9geLF~ZZKDAWMR8I7KEN~AG~6k4pyQy ~zF47CvUm~yGQ ]The 

One Recruiti~g Weekend You DON’T Want to Miss! 
REGI STER FOR THE 2011 NCRC TODAY[ [ 

edl) 5] 

Making Sme You Have Top Tier Technology in You:- Corner 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [~:~):/’/~20rsdn~’¢ztt~nb~,b&e~1105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiG~im 35iSVSHI56bT- 
2kGX2~O~~’zJ~.,/~M~¢IBZf~X_~f"~b2Sc~2s2M6~I~L ~,~/pUOD3-fiucH2CA ] 

If you haven’t heard. Amazon.corn’s popular website went down recently. 

Not the website front page itself, but the inffastructm-e. 

You see, companies like Foursquare, Reddlt, Quora and many many other big ~ame companies 
actually use Amazon to host theh- websites, their apps and their data. So when Amazon 
went down it was a really, really big deal because not ouly were many websites down 
but many websites actually lost users’ d~ta. Amazon is the shining knight in terms 
of security and redundancy and even they hiccup’d, went down and lost vital digital 
info::nation. 

The reason I am bringing tiffs up to college coaches who look to use for many of 
tt~eir tectmology solution [t:tt:d://~ 2O rs6 :~e~J~ isp?llr bwhequl~ah&e~1105 564084591&~56114&e 001eNiJiG2’im-B5iSVSItI56bT- 

2kGX2sxifbQrkxdO~TedkLViR51sFH~r~ezJzIPgB721"C6f~clVaMChxdkMBZgX hPSLfVb2Scg2s2M6~gdPgTIaLZS1FvvgE~IP1 bsYL4fZ3AlhgkWpOOD3-fincH2CA ] 
is that when you invest in applicatio~ts on the web, its important to ask questions 
about the data...specifically you:- data. You should know for certain wt~ut... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm- 
2o3x:~gz73c~:nsKFLlpM04Lf’fKO 42EGYJRHcO8Flf68hIbY1Zlc4wTsflTajuOgfo3CzjsQtAxqgj30AiKOrY 5wwEUn~symQm44q8CDzLwmju~7~8ZfG4~B3~DBY~wMW~ZvTwBcZyJiutqsT5wFNvqxtwS~ZM4njj2I8~ 
-g] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3iN0- FeGMMZtQdhr~xVpAt0LXayr0agJQZc2591IqYwsQEaOeiwA4oFV5tSnUegQ6- 
qzkg2iUN5Jxf13EFC4YDVHI8P5sn-AcC0gT94oIIiuK1 VAIUr~mD7dRW~EDMjNmiH~G8K3YjswsLRFpAI2j3~vMjd8BYu~pbsi~YSG2H~RBQuFuKwWtW~nGdk~I~ X sdWg4mYLBmiwXW6UG8CebKO3AzITFKQ- 
3gmKOgZjuU09g SolciRu6UnS-TKwOv3rE 77aOwwyN KFk0RB fXzA8Z] 
Follow us on Twitter [l:,~’p://~ 20 rs6 net,’1: is-p?llr b~ad:eq::bab&e~l 105564084591 &s 56114&e 001 eNi Ji¢iZim - 13 VF2TEtml Ot~.~II0vPIVCsA Y s,/f~,ORmlob 1 hw: c Q4HHAm34oaa~ 5N OkU,,<ITH - 

GIt~,a:~:, kUblVoztdItExSmzUVlff’.::K~h2DbXZBFfLislmG\,Vclw ] 

Sports Illustt-ated: The Life of a College Recruiter 

Rulph Ctullious [~o:i/~20rs6::et/l:: ~3;&el--1105564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiG/~{n:-0PPal57iRi~IOSioMa%aBZeAolH%~\TL6Jms,~3~o~LzTw 3h?~s4JaAzF 
KtlK~; 18 q,s R u~ Z~g [~ig ]Have 
you read tt~e article in last week’s Sports Illustt-ated? 

It has the college coaching world buzzing, as it chronicles the up and down world 
of ttavel and endless tips to high school campuses of Uulversity of Wastff~gton 
assistant basketball coach Rulph Ctullious. It’s an i~tside look at wt~ut many college 

coaches already know: Recruiting can be a grind. 

Check out tiffs detailed, well written story about one of your fellow recruiters 
by clicking tt~e li~:k below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-lpzE1JNKUE6Q4Yix- 
g8 FxlxE IoRzPxKzQvQvxZ a PjWCWv6364y9 K8R5 IKqhuQXR1 foVRjOWmns92 BHKj D x6FtUR49 B 9wFj 6rhtdgGkiXzERFkzE a z30 F uXj 0ttf’LQErFFbM~tNsdTeusoKi V8 J k4IIHRD5 E kI a uTQrfert0zgsNsWsMTT 7o 1Wq] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5564084591&s 56114&e 001eNiJiGZjm-3iN0- FeGMMZtQdhr~xVpAt0LXayr0agJQZc2591IqYwsQEaOeiwA4oFV5tSnUegQ6- 
qzkg2iUN5Jxf13EFC4YDVHI8P5sn-AcC0gT94oIIiuK1 VAIUr~mD7dRW~EDMjNmiH~G8K3YjswsLRFpAI2j3~vMjd8BYu~pbsi~YSG2H~RBQuFuKwWtW~nGdk~I~ X sdWg4mYLBmiwXW6UG8CebKO3AzITFKQ- 
3gmKOgZjuU09g SolciRu6UnS-TKwOv3rE 77aOwwyN KFk0RB fXzA8Z] 
Follow us on Twitter [h~p:i/:2Ors6::et,’~:~,’,:~nbab&e~l 105564084591 &~56114&e 001 eHiJiG~m- 13VF2TEaal Oh:x~10~PIVCsA ¥ s-~ f~,~OR:~:bU 111’~: c (.)4HHA:::34oaaz5NOkU:~TH- 

GI ~v w klo b 1Vozt4HExS:r:zUV 1 t ~ nKph2Db XZB F fLzls 1 mGW ¢lf.~ _j 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
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The Ackland Art Museum has a new website! 

Please update your settinss to reflect our new URL: htt~:llWwwoacMandoor~!indexohtm 

(The URL http://wwwoacMandoors/indexo~ is no lonser valid.) 

Have a took around and tel us know what you think! 

Send your feedback to acMand@emai[oUnc°edu. 

Ackland Art Museum 
101 S. Columbia Street 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
acMand.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W Tennis - Annual Report 

TEXT.htm; 2010-2011.doc 

Br~nt~ 

Attached is the annual report for W Tennis. Could you please help me out with the majors and academic honors for the team? Items 
highlighted in yellow need to be updated from last year. 

Thanks ! 

Shelly 



Please select a session to attend: Session Transfer 06/10/2011               ~ 

native speaker of this lan~JUa#e. Yes No 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 2:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 2:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xlsx 

Here is the latest CTOPS list... 

Remember if you have students who have requested a certain session, we will lose our reserved seats on the morning of the 20th. That 
is this Friday! After Friday, we will most likely not be able to get them into those sessions. Please make sure they and their coaches 
are aware of this. 

Also, May 25th will be the last day to register at all without paying a $50 late fee. Any student who registers after the 25th will 
automatically pay that fee. 

As always, please check over the list for any mistakes or students who need to be deleted. 

thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 3:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

any probation students 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
Please send me the names of all students on probation, if they are enrolled in summer school ( and what session) and if they are 
participating in study hall, tutoring, etc. I need to give this info to Robert by Friday. 
Essentially, he wants all of the "at risk" students utilizing summer school and if they are choosing not to, he would like them "opt out" 
via a written statement. 

Thanks 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount "          @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 4:30 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
EOY report 

TEXT.htm 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18695bytes; Mon, 15 Aug 2011 16:30:20 -0400 
Attachment Link: ~:ilarcN~TeO2~uncaa.m~c~ed~icbddO5d2bc3dTOg(~cc40cd95d3clb337 
File Name: TY EOY Report 2010-2011.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 15 Aug 2011 16:30:20 -0400 
Size: 18695bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 5:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 5-17-11 Gamecock Fan Fest Tour Continues 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tour Off to a Great Start 
The first two stops on the Gamecock Fan Fest Tour presented by the Gamecock Club have been great! A 
large crowd of about 500 people at each location came out to hear from our head coaches and more. 
Each event lasts from 5:30 - 8 p.m. and has kids’ activities, tailgating games, Cocky and the 
cheerleaders, photo opportunities with championship trophies, and live music from Tokyo Joe. Several 
coaches including Coach Spurrier and Coach Horn are scheduled to attend each event and current 
student-athletes from the local area will speak to the crowd. Click here for more information 

Fan Fest Dates and Locations: 
Wednesday, May 11: Charlotte Knights Stadium Done ! 
Monday, May 16: Charleston RiverDogs Stadium (The Joe) Done! 
Tuesday, May 17: USC Aiken Convocation Center 
Wednesday, May 18: Fluor Field (Greenville Drive stadium) 
Tuesday, May 24: USC Sumter Nettles Building 
Wednesday, May 25: Darlington Raceway 

Baseball Hosts Final Regular Season Home Game 
Baseball will host its final regular season home game tonight vs. UNC Asheville at 7:00 p.m. before 
heading to Alabama for a Thursday-Friday-Saturday series against the Crimson Tide to wrap up the 
regular season. South Carolina is currently in a three-way tie for first place in the SEC with 
Florida and Vanderbilt. It’s wins over Arkansas this past weekend gave the baseball team 40 or more 
victories for the 12th consecutive season, the only team in the SEC to boast that streak. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 10:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer VACAY 

TEXT.htm 

June 16-17 (I may just need to take the 17thbut would prefer not to have CTOPS on the 16th). 
July 15 
August 1-5 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 11:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Here you go .... 

TEXT.htm; year end report.docx 

Here you go .... 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 11:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
ready when you are 

TEXT.htm 

ready when you are 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Studem-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Good Read 

TEXT.htm 

Mi$1er 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 3:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
final grades 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Anson has misplaced your email with the final spring grades pdf. Can you please resend to me? Thanks! 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 4:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
I will get you my probation/ineligible in the morning by 9am 

TEXT.htm 

slammed today 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 4:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Report 

TEXT.htm; YER.docx 

Here is my report....I have attachments that I need to give you of some award winners. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 5:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CTOPS List 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xlsx 

Here is the latest CTOPS list... 

We lose the reserved seats tomorrow! If you have student-athletes or coaches who are expecting to register for a certain session that 
their team has reserved, please let them know they must register before tomorrow morning or there is nothing we can do for them. 

Also, if any student does not register by May 25th, he or she will have to pay a $50 late fee regardless of their scholarship status. 

Let me know of any deletions or changes. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 9:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EOY report 

TEXT.htm; Orr EOY Report 2010-2011 .docx 

Attached is the masterpiece! 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 20, 20ll 2:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Latest CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xlsx 

Remember, seats are no longer being held for any sessions. 

If students do not register by Wednesday, May 25th at 5, they will have to pay a $50 late fee. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,             9:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Extra Session 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Brent, 

recently transferred into a different ECON ~ section and we’re 
meeting today at 10:00 in an attempt to bring him up to speed. Sorry about 
the short notice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 23,2011 10:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Report 

TEXT.htm; YER.docx 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 23,2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EOY Report 

TEXT.htm; TY EOY Report 2010-2011 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 23,2011 10:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
end of year report 

TEXT.htm; year end report.docx 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cary Nelson, AAUP President" <aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Monday, May 23,2011 10:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Summer Institute: Become one of the leaders your campus needs 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Now more than ever you and your faculty colleagues need the tactical training, inspiration, and solidarity that flow from the AAUP [] s 
ever popular Summer Institute. (~A71v~is.eresources.com: 81/t/5302441/4034459/2384/0/The 2010-11 academic year has included 
legislative assaults on tenure and bargaining rights, faculty/staff furloughs, arbitrary program closures, and efforts to gather faculty 
emails. It[]s hard to keep track of it all. 

There is one place you can come to learn to fight back[]and have a good time while doing so: our Summer Institute, scheduled for 
July 21-24 at Suffolk University in Boston. 

Take a three-session class on how to evaluate your institution[] s budget and financial health. Don[]t you wish you [] d already done 
so? It isn[]t too late! Or take a four-session course on bargaining a contract. You can play the role of an administrator without actually 
becoming one. Then fill in your schedule with classes on working with the media, strengthening faculty handbook language, building 
a state conference, organizing contingent faculty or graduate students, lobbying your legislature, and many other topics. There[]s 
plenty of built-in leisure time, too. This year [] s opening night banquet features a musical performance by the University of Rhode 
Island[] s own Cognitive Dissidents. And after spending your day diving into the challenges that confront academia, come up for air at 
our private dinner on Friday night at the New England Aquarium. 

Early-bird discounted registration lasts until June 6. The registration fee includes three nights [] on-campus accommodations, most 
meals, evening social events, workshop materials, and the invaluable opportunity to sharpen your advocacy and organizing skills in 
the company of other engaged faculty activists from around the country. Last day to register is July 5. 

Htmdreds of faculty members have raved about the Summer Institute. Many make return visits. It[] s the single best way to become 
one of the leaders your campus so badly needs. 

Learn more (~:/!~vris.ereso’arces.com:81i~/5302441i4034459i2384iO/and register today 

(~!ris.ereso~rces.com:81i~/5302441i4034459/2385iOi 

Questions? Email summerinstitute@aaup.org. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit       ~s.ereso~rces.com:8~i~i5302441i4034459i470iO/ 

To unsubscribe, simply hit reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 2:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: W Tennis - Annual Report 

TEXT.htm 

Hahahaha. No worries. I didn’t want it to slip my mind as well. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/23/2011 2:09 PM >>> 
I didn’t smart-aleck; I just haven’t been in as much these last few days. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / /tarhee lb lue. cstv. com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Shelly Streett [mailto:~.igree~m~c~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 2:08 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: W Tennis - Annual Report 

Did you forget my name change again? 

Stayed up last night until midnight watching the ladies play. Tough loss. 

Shelly 

>>> Shelly Streett 5/17/2011 11:07 AM >>> 
Brent, 

Attached is the annual report for W Tennis. Could you please help me out with the majors and academic honors for the team? Items 
highlighted in yellow need to be updated from last year. 

Thanks 

Shelly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 23,2011 4:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
modified EOY report 

TEXT.htm; Orr EOY Report 2010-2011 .docx 

Here is my corrected report. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



2011 NCAA Division I FAR Study 
Page 1 - Heading 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Page 1 - Question 1 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
What is your gender? 
O Female 
O Male 
Page 1 - Question 2 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets) 
How do you describe yourself? (Mark all that apply) 
[] American Indian orAlaskan Native 
[] Asian 
[] Black orAfrican-American 
[] Hispanic or Latino 
[] Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
[] White 
[] Other, please specify 
Page 1 - Question 3 - Choice - One Answer (Drop Down) 
Please select your institution from the list below: 

[SCHOOL DROP-DOWN LIST INCLUDED IN SURVEY] 
Page 1 - Question 4 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
What is your academic rank? 
O Professor 
O Associate Professor 
O Assistant Professor 
O Lecturer 
O Instructor 
O Other, please specify 
Page 1 - Question 5 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
What is your academic status? 
O Tenured 
O Tenure track but non4enured 
O Non-tenure track 
Page 1 - Question 6 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
Which of the following best describes your academic discipline affiliation? 



Arts and Humanities 
Biological and Agricultural Sciences 
Business/Management 

Education 
Engineering and Applied Sciences 
Health/Medicine 
Mathematics and Physical Sciences 
Social Sciences/History 
Other, please specify 

Page 1 - Question 7 - Yes or No 
Does the area in which you teach or conduct research specifically involve sports or athletic performance? 
O Yes 
O No 
Page 1 - Question 8 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
Did you participate in athletics when you were an undergraduate? 

O -Yes, I was an NCAA student-athlete 
O -Yes, I competed in athletics in college, but not as an NCAA student-athlete (played club or intramural sports, competed intercollegiately at a non-NCAA institution, 

etc.) 
O -No 
Page 1 - Question 9 - Yes or No [Mandatory] 
Do you hold an administrative assignment? 
O Yes 
O No [Skip to3] 
Page 2 - Question 10 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
Please indicate your administrative assignment: 
O Vice-President/Vice-Chancellor 

O Provost 
O Dean 
O Associate Dean 
O Department or Division Head/Chair 
O Program Director 
O Other, please specify 
Page 2 - Question 11 - Yes or No 
Is the administrative position you hold an interim position? 
O Yes 
O No 



Page 2 - Question 12 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
What percentage of your current workload is administrative? 
O Fifty percent or less 
O Greater than fifty percent 
Page 3 - Question 13 - Open Ended - One Line 
How many years have you been employed at your present institution, including the 2010-11 year? (Please use whole numbers for your answer) 
Page 3 - Question 14 - Open Ended - One Line 
How many years have you been employed in higher education, including the 2010-11 year? (Please use whole numbers for your answer) 
Page 3 - Question 15 - Open Ended - One Line 
How many years have you been a faculty athletics representative, including the 2010-11 year? (Please use whole numbers for your answer) 
Page 3 - Question 16 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
How did you become FAR? 
O I was elected/appointed by the faculty governance body 
O I was nominated by the faculty governance body and approved by the president/CEO 
O I was selected by the president/CEO without nomination by the faculty governance body 
O Other, please specify 
Page 3 - Question 17 - Choice - One Answer (Drop Down) 
How long is your term as FAR? 

O One year 
O Two years 
O Three years 
O Four years 
O More than fouryears 
O I don’t have a fixed term 
Page 3 - Question 18 - Yes or No 
Is there a limit on the number of terms or the length of time you can serve as FAR? 
O Yes 
O No 
Page 3 - Question 19 - Choice - One Answer (Bullets) 
To whom do you report as FAR? 



O Campus CEO 
O Senior Academic Affairs Administrator 
O Senior Student Affairs Administrator 
O Director of Athletics 
O President of Faculty, University Senate or Faculty Governance Body 
O Other, please specify 
Page 4 - Heading 
SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES 
Page 4 - Heading 
A number of duties, activities and functions performed by FARs have been identified through previous studies. In an attempt to assess the current types and amount of work 
FARs perform, please check all applicable items that reflect the FAR duties, activities and functions you perform during a "typical" year. Please select all that apply. 
Page 4 - Question 20 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets) 
ACADEMICS 
[] Certify academic eligibility of student-athletes 
[] Review and/or prepare reports on student-athlete academic performance 
[] Influence the delivery of services designed for the academic enhancement of student-athletes 
[] Coordinate the nominations process for NCAA postgraduate scholarships 
[] Confer on academic/athletics matters with campus administrators, faculty, students and/or alumni 
[] Prepare requests for NCAA academic waivers and appeals when submitted 
[] Inform the athletics department of faculty concerns 
[] Inform the faculty of developments in athletics 
[] Assist student-athletes who are encountering difficulties with class scheduling 
[] Review competition schedules for academic conflicts 
[] Other, please specify 
Page 4 - Question 21 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets) 
COMPLIANCE/RULES INTERPRETATION 
[] Assist the athletics director and coaches in understanding and carrying out compliance requirements 
[] Engage in NCAA rules education efforts at your institution 
[] Participate in major rules violation investigations should they occur 
[] Participate in minor rules violation investigations should they occur 
[] Collaborate in the preparation of written infractions reports should an infraction occur 
[] Administer coaches certification tests 
[] Other, please specify 
Page 4 - Question 22 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets) 
STUDENT-ATHLETE WELL-BEING 

[] Directly monitor the personal well-being of student-athletes 
[] Become informed on and involved in discussions of health issues that impact student-athletes 

[] Meet with student-athlete committees on a regular basis 
[] Take part in or review results of student-athlete exit interviews 



[] Other, please specify 
Page 4 - Question 23 - Choice - Multiple Answers (Bullets) 
ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE 
[] Participate in the interpretation of NCAA or conference membership requirements 
[] Serve as a liaison between the CEO of the campus and the athletics program 

[] Prepare reports on athletics for internal institutional purposes (for example, annual reports to the faculty senate) 

[] Actively assist in the establishment of athletics policy 
[] Serve as a member of the university athletics committee 
[] Serve as a chairperson of the university athletics committee 
[] Participate in the NCAA certification or self-study process 
[] Other, please specify 
Page 4 - Question 24 - Open Ended - One or More Lines with Prompt 

In reviewing the items you checked under each of the four areas in this section, please approximate the percentage of your time as an FAR 
you spend performing duties, activities, and functions in each of these four areas: (Percentages should total 100 percent) 

Compliance/Rules Interpretation 

Student-Athlete Well-Being 

~---o)~)~*~[~)~.:.llL ODoll~. 

Gerald Gurne¥, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 

Adult and Hil~her Education 

University of Oklahoma 

334 (;ate (;enter Room 308 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

office: (405) 325-1522 

celhl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pope Box 5th 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

James Spuding called me and said that Mr. Baddour needed to use the 5th fl. of Pope Box on Weds. June 15th for a large luncheon. 
He’d like to have it clear all day so there’s time to set up and clean up afterwards. I have posted it on the calendar. 

Thanks, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Three Wishy-Washy Words I Wish You Wouldn’t Say 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 

Click here! 
~. ~g~r2O co~tstaatcoi~tact com,~ender?ih-b~.heq~lbab&v 001Sr5alLS 6iW4tleg~sbRL.OOHg\V~mImHi2V~O2GTgaWJmgAMB5Y~;%ZYz-U 
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3 Wishy-Wushy Words I Wish You Wouldn’t Say 
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say it when we pick up tile phone. 

We say it when we statt a new email. 

When we sayit, tile recmitii~g process slows down. Or, it stops altogetiler...never 
to be re-started again. It gets us WAY off target. 

And you know what? We actually say it because we thiilk it’s polite, non-pressurii~g 
and even a bit clever. 

It’s just three li~le words: 

"I was just..." 

Those three words, when combined together, do more to grind tile gears of recruitii~g 
to a stop than just about any other phrase I’ve heard when helping coaches over 
tile past few years. 

"I was just callii~g back to see i£.." Or, "I was just writing to check in..." 

Have you ever done that? I have many times over my professional career. And evelT 
time 1 let it slip out, tile results are less thun desireable. 

Wily is that? Wbut is it about "I was just" that makes it so bad in a recruiting 
situation? 

Wilen you use thut phrase, we all know whut you want: You want infolanation. You 
want all update. You need to find out if the prospect you really, really, REALLY 
want is close to makii~g a decision. 

And, since you are a professional who doesn’t want to pressure your young recruit, 
you play it cool and slide into tile conversation by saying, "I was just..." 

However, whut you are doii~g in most cases is givii~g your prospect tile unintended 
message thut they don’t need to take action right now. Or, dependii~g on tile topic 
of tile discussion, you might be telling ttlem thut they aren’t all thut important 
to you. Here’s wily statting a sentence with "I was just" Call be so crippliI~g... 
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Accurate Prospect Info Key to Gettii~g Jlm~p on Next Recruiting Class 

Wilether you’re setting out to statt makii~g tile push for tile best-of-the-best in 
tile class of2012, or you’re one of those coaches who is already settii~g their sights 
on tile class of 2013, accurate infolanation about prospects is a huge key in setting-up 
early contact. 

Wilen you have access to evelTthing you need - their adch-ess, email, nmltiple phone 



numbers, and even their verified transclipt - ca:: mean fl:e difference between operati:lg 
h: high gear, or just spi:mi~lg your wheels in fialstration. 

It’s why a record number of college coaches, and a record nmnber of high school 
student-attfletes (more thun 300,000!) used NCSA Attflefic Rec~fing 
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to post and view vitN retorting infom~afion. 

We’re you one ofti:em? If not, you’re missi~g out. 

As you get ready to begin your next big recruiting push, we recommend usi~g the 
fiee resources at NCSA Aflfletic Recmiti~g. It all statts with registeri~lg...click 
here [ 
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Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
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The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Check Out Our New Facebook Page, Courtesy of Lodestone Social Media! 

We’re proud to ammunce our new Facebook l:~n page for Tudor Collegiate Strategies, 
wtfich was designed by Lodestone Social Media. They are becoming a household ~mme 
h: college sports, hundling the social media websites for some of the ~mfioffs top 
programs. Take a look at what they did for us! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trai~fing 
videos fealming DanTudor -just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1105662563225&s 56114&e 001Ub:ruzQLyTz~m98ZhPjZtTDWak61EoECQJs2bUOV6eL0dyAndQNHtNvTXFoLGazrsSgtwNf- 
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And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Chck here [hh%a:,,’!~2Ors6:tet,{uisp? 
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now to start following Dan on Twitter. 
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to fred your social media solution 

Are Your Summer Camps Hu~ing Your Brand. Your Recruiti~g AND Your Wallet? 

by Mark Drosos, Lodestone Social Media [                     ?llr bwheq~bab&e>1105662563225&s 56114&e 001Ubrr~(2L~3:Tz~fl uW8BO- FoN~)~j s~qSsP8510 SbHE -sCJRo9 o~Pp_v 255t I?IS- 
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Sin:ruler camp season is ahnost upon us. You rely on camps to supplement your income. 
It’s a business, a livelihood, a recmiti:~g tool, a connection to l~:~s and branding 
tool for you the coach. 

It may be too late to affect tiffs stmuner’s camp, but NOW is the time to start planni::g 
for next year. Today, we will focus on ttu-ee key l:~ctors that evelT coach should 
consider in preparation for next stmuner and next season. They all huve to do with 

your website. 

1. User experience 
2. Social Media and search implications 
3. Regishation fee 

Before we talk about the ttu-ee items you need to focus on let’s talk about how people 
make decisio:~, find and share i:ffommtion in todays social/digital world [~!/~20 ~&e~c~ob&e~H056(~ 25 ~3225&s~61 l d~ 001 b b~zQLyT~ ~:WgB O-FoNO~qSsP8510SbHE- 
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Here are some stats to keep in :Nnd... 
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Competitive Cheefleadi~g Next NCAA Sport? 

Hunch-eds of thousands of high school gifts put on cheefleading tmiforms each year 
and thousands more continue on to college, taking their place in a ttnivi~g Amelican 
tradition that has been around for nearly as lo~g as football. 

While cheefleacli~g evokes images of pompoms and pleated skirts, it has relied on 
increash~gly athletic feats of grace and sti-ength in recent years. As patticipants 

liuve perfected their basket tosses and pyral:tids, and mounted ambitious floor routines, 
a complicated and emotional question lius arisen: Has cheerleading become a tile 
sport9 

Tliut’s the question now l:scingthe NCAA. Read a great New York Times atticle on 
tt~e topic, and see what side of the growi~g debate you side with... 
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Big 10 Football Coaches Womed About "AAU Nightmare" Coming to Their Sport 

It’s lo~g been a given ttmt as big an ettfical and regulato~T mine field as college 
football recmiti~g is, it could be worse; it could be college basketball recmiti~g, 
an area frequently viewed as a sleaze-filled maze of AAU coaches, shoe representatives, 
and assorted ottter liungers-on all looki~g for their own say in their chosen recruit’s 
rec:uitinent. 
So it’s no surprise that, as the Omaliu World-Herald reports, the Big Ten is loo~ng 
to stem the fide of si~Nlar issues in football tliut might arise out of 7-on-7 to~aments: 

"This is an issue that isn’t ve~T visible to the general public," Nebraska coach 

Bo Peliul said. "But it was the biggest concern tliut came out of our coaches meeting. 

"Eve:None is starti~g to see some of the ulghtinares tliut liuve gone on with AAU basketball. 
As coaches, we want to prevent going down that road in football ... As a conference, 
we want to take the lead in doi~g so... it’s a pretty complicated issue on how to 
get it done. But we’re all pretty unified that tliut’s wliut we want to see liuppen"... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 24, 2011 11:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Interviews - 

TEXT.htm 

Interviews - 

Wednesday at 10:00 

Thursday at 3::00 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 12:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

All-ACC Academic Information 

TEXT.htm; 2011 Baseball Form.doc; 2011 Golf- Women Form.doc; 2011 Lacrosse - 
Women’s Form.doc; 2011 Softball Form.doc; 2011 Tennis - Men Form.doc; 2011 Tennis 
- Women Form.doc 

Hello All: 

I am in the process of submitting the All-ACC Academic paperwork for Spring Sports. I have already completed your sports, 
however I have attached a copy for your review. If you would not mind checking over the information to ensure accuracy, I would 
greatly appreciate it. 

Please check the following: 
1. Semester GPA at 3.000 or higher; cumulative GPA 3.000 or higher 
2. Spelling of names 
3. Correct classification (FR, SO, JR, SR) 
4. Correct Major 
5. Make sure I did not leave anyone off the list from your grade reports. 

Thanks. 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 2:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Amy Kleissler 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Please approve her timecard ASAP. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mark Fusiak <       :@umd.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 3:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Address 

TEXT.htm; image001 .jpg; image002.png 

Brent, 
Sorry for lke long delay in getting back to you. I did get lke exam back ok. Thanks again for all your help. 

Mark 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blar~ton:f~mcaa. ~mc.ed~[] 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 9:03 AM 
To: Mark Fusiak 
Subject: RE: Address 

Hi Mark, 
My address is: 

104 Stadium Drive 
Kenan Football Stadium, Gate 2 
North Box, 4~ Floor 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

Did you get the exam back in good order? 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:,4/tarheelb~e.cstv comi 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CClA26.508F74C0] 

From: Mark Fusiak [mai!;:o:mfusiak ] 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 8:37 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Address 

Brent, 
How are you? I have a quick question: What is your address again? I cannot seem to find where I wrote it down. 

Thanks, 
Mark 

MARK FUSIAK 
Academic Counselor IUniversity of Maryland 
Academic Support and Career Development Unit I1605 Terrapin Trail, Comcast Center 
College Park, MD 20742 

T 301.314.9662 
F 301.314.9997 
mfusiak@umd.edu<mailto:m£?,tsiak~)umd~edo> 
www.umterps.com<~://,~ww.mnte~s.com/> 

[cid: image002.png@01 CC 1A26.508F74C0] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xlsx 

Here is the latest list... 

Remember if the)" do not register by 5 pm today, students will have to pay a $50 late registration fee. 

There are still a few tweaks I am trying to make, so I might send another list later today. 

If you have any students who you believed registered but do not show up as having done so on this list, please let me know. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM 
THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

INati(~na! Listserv~ N4A 
Hi Alexis, My coworker will not be able to go to the convention so I need a roommate. I 
already b... 

Sent to you by The Natio~wl Association of Academic Advisors _%r AtNetics ~ 
New Member Website located at ~:/qn4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tio~s. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to ~/&rff?mra.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 5:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: FW: Scanned image from im4511 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Scanned image from im451 l .msg 

>>> John Blanchard 5/24/2011 5:08 PM >>> 
fyi. From Jon Dever at Alabama. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jon Dever <      @Ia.Ua.Edu> 
Tuesday, May 24, 2011 4:07 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Scanned image from im4511 

Mime.822 1 

John, 

Great speaking with you today! 
This is probably more information than you need but it might get you started. 

All the best, 

Jon 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 445370bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/d8168f20306t’7 f5 c06721394689d493 b 
File Name: im4511_20110524_161138.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22 Aug 2011 16:09:55 -0400 
Size: 445370bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jon Dever <      @Ia.Ua.Edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 4:07 PM 

jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Scanned image from im4511 

John, 

Great speaking with you today ! 
This is probably more information than you need bm it might get you started. 

All the best, 

Jon 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 445370bytes; 
Attachmem Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.~mcaa.tmc.edaid8168~20306fTf5c06721394689d493b 
File Name: im4511_20110524_161138.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22 Aug 2011 16:09:55 -0400 
Size: 445370bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Rick Kinney <rick_kinney@unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm; RE_ NCAA Export File.msg 

Brent, 
Do we still need an ACC Honor Roll report, or were we able to pull enough of the information from the semester grade report to make 
the calculations? Please let me know so that can inform Rick promptly. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kinney, Rick" <rick_kinney@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 4:52 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Export File 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

Susan, 

I contacted Robyn and she said she is working on it, so I guess I was just out of the loop! That’s good news for 
both of us, I can now move on to the ACC Honor Roll report. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25,2011 3:18 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: NCAA Export File 

Hi Rick, 
Perhaps we misunderstood. Our understanding is that we would wait to see what you were able to get for us so 
that we would know what we would need to do for ourselves. So I have not contacted IR. Would you prefer that 
I do so now? 

My last email with Robyn about this report was on May 18th. So my assumption is that she is currently working 
on it. 

Please guide me on what you would prefer that I do. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick_kinney@unc.edu> 5/25/2011 10:38 AM >>> 

Susan, 

At one point Robyn was going to work on it, but then she said she had too much other work going on. But that 
was before the last time we met, and you and Brent were going to try to get the data either on your own or 
maybe ask OIRA for assistance. If you still need us to help, rll send Robyn some email to verify she’s not 
working on it and start on it myself. 

Thanks, 



Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25,2011 10:31 AM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: Re: NCAA Export File 

Hi Rick, 
Robyn McChesney had contacted me about this once, but I don’t know how far along she is. I just assumed that 
you and she were in contact about this report. Would you like for me to contact her? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu> 
>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 5/24/2011 12:48 PM >>> 
Hey Susan, 

I think I’ve finally gotten to the point where this is next on my priority list -at least for the moment! I just 
wanted to verify first that you hadn’t already gotten the data from some other method, I definitely have tons of 
other things on my list to be done. 

Thanks. 

Rick Kinney 
Applications Analyst 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM 
THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

~Nati(~a~ Listserv~ N4A 
Hello everyone. I am planing to attend the conference, but my hotel plans fell through. I 
wanted to... 

Sent to you by The Natio~wl Association of Academic Advisors _%r AtNetics ~ 
New Member Website located at ~:/qn4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tio~s. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to ~/&rff?mra.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 5:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I’d like to go. 

Tony 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 

We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:ii~arheelN~e.cs~v.comi 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Will there be any other opportunity for tours? This is the second wave of tours, and I have not been able to make either of them. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 

We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~b~ue. cs~-~ ~colr~~ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm 

in 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 
We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:I/~arheelbl~e.cs~v~colw! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:38 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

That would be awesome. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/27/2011 8:31 AM >>> 

Absolutely; we[]ll probably have at least one more the following week (or whenever you can go). 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~n :i/~arheerN~e. cs~v ~colr~! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

From: Shelley Johnson [mailto:shel~urtc~v~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 8:25 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Building Tour 

Will there be any other opportunity for tours? This is the second wave of tours, and I have not been able to make either of them. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 

We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
http:/itarheelblue.cstv.comi 



North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for the "soft" hold 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/27/2011 8:32 AM >>> 
Sold! You were the final request. 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p :iitarhee~b~e. cs~-v.co~r~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welbom(c~ar~c~m.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 8:31 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Building Tour 

in 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :we~borr~(~ncaa.ur~c~ed~> 
www.tarheelblue.com<~:iiwww.tarheelbl~e.comi> 



>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:blanton~_m~caa.unc.edu>> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 
We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:litarl~ee~N~e.cs~-v.co~r~! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm 

No. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/27/2011 8:40 AM >>> 
Does that mean you may choose not to go next week? 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p :iitarhee~b~e. cs~-v.co~r~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welbom(c~ur~c~m.ur~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 8:39 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Building Tour 

Thanks for the "soft" hold 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu<mail~o :welbom~m~caa.m~c.ed~> 
www.tarheelblue.com<http:iiwww.tarheeNlue.comi> 



>>> "B lanton, B rent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc. edu<mailto :blanton~tmcaaamc.edu>> 5/27/2011 8:32 AM >>> 
Sold! You were the final request. 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 

~:/itarhee~blue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welborrt~m~tcaa.unc.edu]<~mailto’welborn%uncaa urtc edu]> 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 8:31 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Building Tour 

in 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
wdborn@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :welborr~/~ur~caa.uuc.ed u>> 
www.tart’~eelbl~e.com<l’mp:,iiwww.tarheelbl~e.comi> 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu<mailto:blantort~;u~caa.u~c.edu>>> 5/’26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 
We are teutative~v scheduled "to ~~ave ar~other ~our on Wednesda~a~’o actually bm ~he first is already, booked)° The f~rst five ~o 
~ond to this email will get thc final five ~ots for Wednesda2 at r~oor~ witl~ Pdchie Grimsle~ Should ~ere be interest from more 
~hma five, we will schedule a~o~}~er tour on a~tother day. Remember the rules o~ clothing and shoes. 

Bre~t Blartton 
Associate Director 
Academic S for Smdent-AtNetes 
University of North Carolin& C[~a~d Hill 
~ 962.9536 o~:c 1~ 962.8247 gax 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 8:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm 

I didn’t get a chance to go on the first one because I was out, so I would like to go. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 
We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :i!tarheeib~e. csJ~-v.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 9:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Hey Tour Master, 
Any room for me? I have not had a tour yet and would love to get in on it if possible. Just let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11:18 PM >>> 

We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first five to 
respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be interest from more 
than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :i!tarhee~b~e. csJ~-v.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 12:28 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: Urgent 

TEXT. htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

I don’t understand. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bo~vles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/27/2011 10:12 AM >>> 
I thought those had been returned. I no longer have them because we collected everything. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/!tarheelblue. cstv~ corn/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Tracy Harris [g~ailto:tu~uncaa.~anc.ed-u] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 10:09 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth 
Cc: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: Urgent 

Good morning, 

In February you guys were sent an urgent plea to have employees in your department to complete the Certification of Ethical Conduct 
and Confidentiality Statement. We have not yet received these forms from your office. Deadline has past. We need these forms ASAP. 
There’s no need to wait to send them all at one time. Please send them to Joyce or myself as you receive them. If you have questions or 
concerns please feel free to contact our office. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:ml-~uncaa.~cmc.e&~> 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 2:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Urgent 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Thank You!!! 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/27/2011 12:43 PM >>> 
Nate had them; they are headed your way today. 
From: Tracy Hams [tuh@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 12:28 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Urgent 

I don’t understand. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/27/2011 10:12 AM >>> 
I thought those had been returned. I no longer have them because we collected everything. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue.cstv.comi 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Tracy Hams [mailto:mh~mac~unc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 10:09 AM 



To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth 
Cc: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: Urgent 

Good morning, 

In February you guys were sent an urgent plea to have employees in your department to complete the Certification of Ethical Conduct 

and Confidentiality Statement. We have not yet received these forms from your office. Deadline has past. We need these forms ASAP. 

There’s no need to wait to send them all at one time. Please send them to Joyce or myself as you receive them. If you have questions 

or concerns please feel free to contact our office. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :m~m~c~m~c~ ed ~> 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 10:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks! Just as an FYI, Beth, Jaimie and I will be gone after 3 tomorrow for the NFOURA convention and will be out the rest of the 
week. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/31/2011 10:44 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
A few meetings were thrown onto both Robert’s and my schedules, so we will not meet today. Be on the lookout over the next few 
days for when it is re-scheduled. For those with scheduled tours tomorrow, do not forget the dress code and be on time. 

Have a great day and I’ll see you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mark Fusiak <mfusiak@umd.edu> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 11:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Support space question 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

How are you? I hope all is well. I have a question if you don’t mind. We are looking into academic support services facilities and 
wanted to know what UNC has. Basically looking for the number of student-athletes, the amount of square footage of the facility, and 
the total number of tutor rooms available. Any insight would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 
Mark 

MARK FUSIAK 
Academic Counselor IUniversity of Maryland 
Academic Support and Career Development Unit 11605 Terrapin Trail, Comcast Center 
College Park, MD 20742 
T 301.314.9662 
F 301.314.9997 
mfusiak@umd, edu<mail~to :mfusiak~umd~ed ~> 
www.umterps.com<hJ~tp://~ww.umte~s.com/> 

[cid:image001.png@01CC 1F87.65BF 1790] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gregory Scholtz, Director, Department of Academic Freedom, Tenure, and 
Governance" <aaupnewsletters@aaup. org> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 2:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Board Unjustified in Axing Faculty Senate 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

A new AAUP report (      ris.eresot~rces.com:?,liV’5303217i4034459/239073i finds that the action in February by the state board of 
education to suspend the faculty senate at Idaho State University not only violated fundamental principles of academic governance but 
poorly served the teaching and research mission of the university. 

On February 17, the Idaho State Board of Education (which governs public higher education in the state) voted unanimously to 
suspend the faculty senate, as recommended by ISU president Arthur C. Vailas, and directed him to []implement an interim faculty 
advisory structure. [] In justifying its decision, the board referred to an []impasse [] between the administration and the senate 
following several years of conflict over issues of academic governance that culminated in a faculty vote of no confidence in President 
Vailas one week before the board meeting. When the president failed to provide the Association with an adequate explanation for the 
decision to suspend the operation and bylaws of the faculty senate, the AAUP general secretary authorized preparation of a staff report 
on the matter. 

The report, approved by the AAUP [] s Committee on College and University Governance, concludes that, [] in severely restricting the 
faculty [] s decision-making role in academic governance over the last several years, in suppressing faculty dissent, and, finally, in 
abolishing the faculty senate and with it the last vestiges of shared governance on the ISU campus, the administration of Idaho State 
University and the Idaho State Board of Education acted in direct violation of widely accepted principles and standards of shared 
governance, as set forth in the AAUP [] s Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities. [] 
(~ ris~eresources.com: 8 L/V53032 ~7/4.034459/2192/0/ 

When the administxation held elections for a []provisional senate [] in April, as directed by the state board of education, the ISU 

faculty voted to restore most of its former senate representatives, and the provisional senate at its first meeting elected almost all the 

members of the suspended senate [] s executive committee. While assuring the AAUP that []ISU is set to move forward[] with an 
[] approach to faculty governance [] that will accord with AAUP-supported standards, the Vailas administration has declined to 
recognize the initial actions of the provisional senate and has refused to provide its officers with the keys to the senate office, to permit 
the senate to communicate by e-mail with the faculty, and to restore access to the senate website. In the meantime, what the 

administration has characterized as faculty governance is being undertaken by a number of administratively appointed and 

administratively dominated task forces, committees, and ad hoc bodies that report to the administration, not to the faculty. 

[] Gregory Scholtz 
Director, AAUP Department of Academic Freedom, Tenure, and Governance 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~:/71yris.eresources.com:8~iP’5303217i4034459i470iOi 

To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5303217-4034459.55902643fl 1745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org 
You may also hit reply and use "Unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line, but please allow up to a week for manual 
processing. 



A new AAUP report finds that the action in February by the 
state board of education to suspend the faculty senate at 
Idaho State University not only violated fundamental 
principles of academic governance but poorly served the 
teaching and research mission of the university. 

On February 17, the Idaho State Board of Education (which 
governs public higher education in the state) voted 
unanimously to suspend the faculty senate, as recommended 
by ISU president Arthur C. Vailas, and directed him to 
"implement an interim faculty advisory structure." In 
justifying its decision, the board referred to an "impasse" 
between the administration and the senate following several 
years of conflict over issues of academic governance that 
culminated in a faculty vote of no confidence in President 
Vailas one week before the board meeting. When the 
president failed to provide the Association with an adequate 
explanation for the decision to suspend the operation and 
bylaws of the faculty senate, the AAUP general secretary 
authorized preparation of a staff report on the matter. 

The report, approved by the AAUP’s Committee on College 
and University Governance, concludes that, "in severely 
restricting the faculty’s decision-making role in academic 
governance over the last several years, in suppressing faculty 
dissent, and, finally, in abolishing the faculty senate and with 
it the last vestiges of shared governance on the ISU campus, 
the administration of Idaho State University and the Idaho 
State Board of Education acted in direct violation of widely 
accepted principles and standards of shared governance, as 
set forth in the AAUP’s Statement on Government of Cofleges 

and b~iversities." 

When the administration held elections for a "provisional 
senate" in April, as directed by the state board of education, 
the ISU faculty voted to restore most of its former senate 
representatives, and the provisional senate at its first meeting 
elected almost all the members of the suspended senate’s 
executive committee. While assuring the AAUP that "ISU is 
set to move forward" with an "approach to faculty 
governance" that will accord with AAUP-supported standards, 



the Vailas administration has declined to recognize the initial 
actions of the provisional senate and has refused to provide 
its officers with the keys to the senate office, to permit the 
senate to communicate by e-mail with the faculty, and to 
restore access to the senate website. In the meantime, what 
the administration has characterized as faculty governance is 
being undertaken by a number of administratively appointed 
and administratively dominated task forces, committees, and 
ad hoc bodies that report to the administration, not to the 
faculty. 

--Gregory Scholtz 
Director, AAUP Department of Academic Freedom, Tenure, 
and Governance 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of 
University Professors. Learn more about the AAUP. Visit us on Facebook. Follow us 
on Twitter. 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu.. To unsubscribe, send a blank email to 
leave-5303217-4034459.55902643fl 1745716e7d 57d7e2f14448@lists.aa up.org 
You may also hit reply and use "Unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line, but please allow 
up to a week for manual processing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 5:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 5-31-11 South Carolina Baseball Hosting NCAA Regional 

TEXT.htm 

Baseball to Host NCAA Regional 
South Carolina Baseball will serve as the host for one of 16 NCAA Regional sites in the first round 
of the NCAA Division I Baseball Championship. South Carolina is the #4 National Seed in the overall 
tournament and the #1 seed in the Columbia Regional. They will face #4 seed Georgia Southern first 
on Friday, June 3rd, at 7:00 p.m. #2 seed Stetson and #3 seed NC State will play first Friday at 
1:00 p.m. Click here for more information. 

This will be Carolina’s 27th overall appearance in the NCAA Division I Baseball Tournament. Our 12 
consecutive trips to the NCAA Baseball Tournament (2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011) is the longest current streak of the 12 SEC schools. This marks the 13th 
time in school history that the Gamecocks will host an NCAA Regional in baseball. Since the move to 
the Regional-Super Regional format, Carolina has hosted an NCAA Regional seven times (2000, 2001, 
2002, 2004, 2007, 2010, 2011). 

TICKETS: Single game tickets remain for outfield bleachers and standing room only. Single game 
tickets are $15 each and can be ordered online. 

"It’s Great To Be A Gamecock" Series Continues 
Last Wednesday, we released the second video in our "It’s Great To Be A Gamecock" football series 
featuring senior defensive tackle Travian Robertson. Both videos so far have generated thousands of 
views. You can watch the video by clicking on the image link at the top right of this page. The next 
video in the series will be released Wednesday, June 1st, at NOON on the South Carolina Gamecocks 
Facebook page. 

Stay caught up on the series: 
It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Travian Robertson 
It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Alshon Jeffery 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Baseball to Host NCAA 
Regional 
South Carolina Baseball will serve as the host for one of 16 
NCAA Regional sites in the first round of the NCAA 
Division I Baseball Championship. South Carolina is the #4 
National Seed in the overall tournament and the #1 seed in 
the Columbia Regional. They will face #4 seed Georgia 
Southern first on Friday, June 3rd, at 7:00 p.m. #2 seed 
Stetson and #3 seed NC State will play first Friday at 1:00 
p.m. Click here for more information. 

This will be Carolina’s 27th overall appe.arance in the 
NCAA Division I Baseball Tournament.A Our 12 
consecutive trips to the NCAA Baseball Tournament (2000, 
2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 
2010, 2011) is the longest current streak of the 12 SEC 
schools. This marks the 13th time in school history that the 
Gamecocks will host an NCAA Regional in baseball. Since 
the move to the Regional-Super Regional format, Carolina 
has hosted an NCAA Regional seven times (2000, 2001, 
2002, 2004, 2007, 2010, 2011).A 

TICKETS:,& Single game tickets remain for outfield 

bleachers and standing room only. Sin.gle game tickets are 
$15 each and can be ordered online. A 

~ Baseball:,& Evan Marzilli Christian Walker Press 
Conference 
~ Baseball: Coach Tanner Press Conference 
~ Baseball: Michael Roth Press Conference 
~ Women’s Basketball:,~ KICK Cancer with Lemonade 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I Photos I RSS Feeds 

"It’s Great To Be A Gamecock" 
Series Continues 
Last Wednesday, we released the second video in our "It’s 
Great To Be A Gamecock" football,& series featuring senior 
defensive tackle Travian Robertson. Both videos so far 
have generated thousands of vie.ws. You can watch the 
videoA by clicking on the imageA link at the top right of this 
page. The next video in the series will be released 
Wednesday, June 1st, at NOON on the Sou~’# 
Gamecocks Facebook 

Stay caught up on the series: 
it’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Travian Robertson 
It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: A~shon Jeffer~ 

BaseballA 
-Ujodated Ticket Aeailability Information for Baseball NCAA 
~ional 
- Roth Named smifinalist for Golden S#ikes Award 
- Field Set for 2011 NCAA Baseball Re~ona~ ~n Co~umb~a 
- Mbhae~ Roth Named To SEC A~FToumament Team 
- South Carolina To Host 2011 NCAA Baseba~ Re~bna~ 
- Gamecocks E~m~nated From SEC Tournament ~n 4-2 Loss 
To George#. 
- Gamecocks Fa~ 7-2 to No. 2 VanderM~t 
- Roth’s Com~bte Game Leads Gamecocks Past Auburn, 7- 

Women’s Tennis 
- ~ Falls in Three Sets to Nation’s No, 4=Ranked 

Track & Field 
- Six Gamecocks Qualif’£ For Des Moines On Final ~ 
Preliminary Round 
- Three Gamecocks Punch Tickets To NCAA Outdoor Finals 
- Gamecock Runners All Advance In NCAA Preliminar~D~a2 
One 
- Frye Foundation Hosts Successful Celebrity Golf 
Tournament 

Men’s Basketball 
- Bunton To Fill Assistant Coach Position ~,eLOS Named 
Director of O.#erations 

Women’s Basketball 
- Gamecocks Hel£ KICK Cancer with Lemonade 

Football 
- Garcia to Participate in Summer Workouts 
- Gamecocks Prominent on SteeWs Teams 
- Travian Robertson Focusinq On 
Football 



- It’s Great to be a Gamecock o Travian Robertson 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tour 
- Photos from Gamecock Fan Fest Tour at Darlinqton 
Racewav 
- Photos & Video from Gamecock Fan Fest Tour in Sumter 

Workir~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Fri June 3,& - BSB,& vs. Georgia Southern - 7 PM 
***NCAA Regionals 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Network 

Sat/&, JuneA 4A - BSB vs.,& TBA - TBA 
***NCAA RegionalsA 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Network 

SunA JuneA 5A - BS~B vs.,& TBA - TBA 
***NCAA RegionalsA 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Network 

Mona JuneA 6A - BS~B vs.A TBA - TBA 
***NCAA RegionalsA 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S#orts Network 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To.view a parking map of the area, see information 
onA shuttle services and handicapped parking, please click 
hero to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 

Baseball SEC Champions T- 
Shirts.&, are available now on 
GamecocksOn~ineocom: 

_U~,~dated Ticket AvailabiJit~ Information for Baseball NCAA 
~_#9!onal 
Photos from Gamecock Fan Fest Tour at Darlinqt0n 
Racewa~ 
Travian Robertson: It’s Great To Be A Gamecock Video 
Photos & Video from Gamecock Fan Fest Tour in Sumter 
With De Travian Robertson Focusin~ 
Football 

#1~ 
1993: Brandon Bennett Goes "Over the To#i[ for the 
Gamecocks 
Video from Gamecock Fan Fest Tour in Greenville 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
Football~, season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

Single game tickets remain for outfield bleachers and 
standing room only for the BaseballA NCAA Regional. 
Click here to order online, 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: at hletictickets~sc~ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Gamecock Summer Camps 
Available! 

Several of our sports including 
football, baseball, and more,&, have 
summer camp sessions coming up 
very soon,&, in June! Click here to 
check out all our available camps 
for information on dates and 
registration. 



Question: After getting a picture signed by Cliff, a 
Freshman Football Student-Athlete, Joe decided he no 
longer wanted the picture and decided to sell it on the 
internet, is this permissible? 

Answer: No.,& According to NCAA bylaws, individuals and 
commercial entities may not use the name, picture or 
appearance of a NCAA student-athlete for promotional 
purposes. This includes the sale of photographs o[ 
merchandise featuring student-athlete signatures.A Selling 
these items for financial gain will render the student-athlete 
ineligible. 

5ouCh Cs~o ne A~hle~ cs Depa~men~ 

80~ Lincoln St Columba 5C29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mark Fusiak <mfusiak@umd.edu> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 8:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Support space question 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; image002.png 

Thanks Brent, I appreciate the info. Sounds like an exciting time at UNC. Nice to see academic support getting the space and 

resources necessary to create a conducive learning environment. 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:b[anton~mcaaamc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2011 5:25 PM 
To: Mark Fusiak 
Subject: RE: Academic Support space question 

Hi Mark, 
We have around 650 active student-athletes, but with medicals, probably end up servicing some 700. Our new facility scheduled to 
open in the fall will have 30,000 square feet and 21 tutor rooms (plus four classrooms, writing lab, computer lab and separate upper- 
and lower-classmen study hall rooms for Olympic sports and football - totaling four study hall spaces). 

Let me know if you need any other information; I am happy to help. 

Take care, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhce~b~e.cs~-v ~co~r~! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[cid:image001.jpg@01 CC2039.13776C00] 

From: Mark Fusiak [mailto:mfusiak ] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2011 11:41 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Academic Support space question 

How are you? I hope all is well. I have a question if you don’t mind. We are looking into academic support services facilities and 
wanted to know what UNC has. Basically looking for the number of student-athletes, the amount of square footage of the facility, and 
the total number of tutor rooms available. Any insight would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 
Mark 

MARK FUSIAK 
Academic Counselor IUniversity of Maryland 
Academic Support and Career Development Unit 11605 Terrapin Trail, Comcast Center 



College Park, MD 20742 

T 301.314.9662 
F 301.314.9997 
mfusiak@umd.edu<mN~o:mft~siak@m~.ed-t~> 
www.umterps.com<l~p:i!www~m~r~s~co~i> 

[cid:image002.png@01 CC2039.13776C00] 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 2:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS Advising meeting 

TEXT.htm 

The meeting room for Day 1 of CTOPS is 3408 in the Union (all the way back from our presentation room). The time is 4:45-5:45. 
Please make sure your students fill out the GRR (Get Ready to Register) forms when you meet with them. Barbara Lucido is sending 
some more to us. 

We still do not have the groups or updated list for Thursday’s CTOPS. Hopefully, in the future, we will have the lists in advance so 
you guys will be able to tell me who you would like to meet with. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Anne Hastings (Linkedln Invitations)" <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 5:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Reminder about your invitation from Anne Hastings 

TEXT.htm 

Linkedln 

This invitation is awaiting your response: 
From Anne Hastings 

(c) 2011, LinkedIn Corporation 



Linkedln 
REMINDER 
This pending invitation is awaiting your response: 

o From Anne Hastin~ 

Dont want to rece ve emsil notifcat on ? 

~12011, Linkedln Co~po~stion 
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margin-left:0in; margin: 0in; margin-bottom: 0in; margin-top: 0in; font- 
size:12.0pt; font-family:"Times New Roman","serif";    line-height: 0; } </style> </head> 
<body style="margin-top: 0; margin-right: 0; margin-left: 0; margin-bottom: 0; margin: 0;"><div 
align="center" style="font-family: Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 
10px; color: Black;line-height:18px"><div>This Email Was Sent From ACS 
Athletics.</div><div>lf you cannot view the images in this email, 
<a href="http://links.onmarketer-534.com/v/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q" style="font-family: 
Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10px; color: Blue;text- 
decoration:underline">PLEASE CLICK HERE</a>.</div> 
<img src="http://links.onmarketer-534.com/o/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q.gif" width="1" 
height="1 "></div><table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="100%"><tbody><tr 
style="line-height: 10px"><td align="center" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" 
width="100%"><span style="font-family: Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: 
black; font-size: 10px">&nbsp;<br/>To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please 
add me to your safe list. <a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/g5ew5vfp2tquvlusomn4rgu524" 
style="font-family: Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: black; font-size: 10px" 
target="new">You can view instructions here</a>.<br/>&nbsp; </span></td></tr><tr 
style="line-height: 0"><td align="center" bgcolor="#313131" style="line-height: 100%" 
width="100%"><table align="center" bgcolor="#313131" border="0" cellpadding="0" 
cellspacing="0" width="723"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="723"><table align="left" 
cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="723"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="723"><img border="0" 
height="36" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/c0afea8a-7552-4b27-9d48- 
f76b3ff29928.gif" width="723"/></td></tr><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="723"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/7p7vgkt2aviexjgqcbyzg73d34" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="39" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/446c30db-b913-4d22-be9b-348398d75a3d.gif" width="723"/></a></td></tr><tr 
style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="723"><table align="left" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
width="723"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line- 
height: 100%" valign="top" width="11 "><img border="0" height="183" 
src="http://tem plateimages, on marketer-534, com/i/7d 1 b7ed0-7cl d-44b7-946c- 
628ec515528f.gif" width="11"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="701 "><img border="0" height="183" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/d69a09a 1-2a29-4907-bcaf- 
b19626f3c973.gif" width="701"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="11 "><img border="0" height="183" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/37ab99d8-e4a2-487b-93ed- 
c29904703ac2.gif" width="11" I><ltd><ltr><ltbody><ltable><ltd><ltr><tr style="line-height: 
0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" valign="top" width="723"><table align="left" 



cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="723"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="48"><img border="0" height 
="27" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/6b2b9bcd-d066-4156-al c2- 
4a310050202d.gif" width="48"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="146"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/h4nwlcfbmmye7puqtwwfrp46hy" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="27" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/341ab6f0-1de9-4b0f-839b-0ba49caa247e.gif" width="146"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="157"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/kjpm7biak5rutihebkdqht2by4" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="27" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/a40d64d 1-5ad1-4082-a46c-e2908bf1 dd70.gif" width="157"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="179"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/ojk43qfzr2qepoak73y4fd5eiq" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="27" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/3268dd7b-5f63-4bd 1-ba0d-8a4be44cf95e.gif" width="179"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="139"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/j3ay2kngm5jurbqybk56riagle" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="27" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/c2ff67c5-9831-414d-8900-9e030fbe29ff.gif" width="139"/></a></td><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="54"><img border="0" 
height="27" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter-534, comlilf3 7 cOebO-dO93-4bd8-860f- 
aa04blfa4768.gif" width="54" I><ltd><ltr><ltbody><ltable><ltd><ltr><tr style="line-height: 
0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" 
width="723"><table align="left" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="723"><tbody><tr 
style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="8"><img src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/615f4102- 
4503-4d74-9ee4-b39664954d8a.gif" width="8"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#f61200" 
style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="1 "><img border="0" height="287" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/10f7f2b8-a5cd-47b6-b295- 
d5c5c578f0fd.gif" width="1"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="33"><img border="0" height="287" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/6839dcba-905a-4dcb-8f9d- 
1f68d7603421 .gif" width="33"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="636"><table align="left" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
width="636"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line- 
height: 100%" valign="top" width="636"><img border="0" height="7" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/d 1970ace-8602-4229-9e9a- 
e392b689dlef.gif" width="636"/></td></tr><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="636"><table border="0" 
cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="636"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 12pt"><td 
style="line-height: 100%" width="10"><img border="0" height="1" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/8c222793-243c-4b25-98c3- 
6bddcl d60849.gif" width="10"/></td><td align="left" class="text" style="line-height: 110%" 
width="616"><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans- 
serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, 



Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><font 
size="3">lt&rsquo;s HERE!&nbsp; The BIGGEST upgrade of the year for our ACS Coaching 
Community!<lfont><lstrong><lp><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, 
sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">ACS Athletics is happy to announce the latest 
upgrade to your ACS Recruiting Coordinator software system.&nbsp; We&rsquo;ve been coil 
ecting feedback for the last several months and are&nbsp; excited to announce that many of 
the features YOU requested are now available!</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, 
Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Thank you for all the positive 
feedback on the latest round of ACS product releases for our coaches.&nbsp;&nbsp; As you 
know, your feedback is incredibly important to us as we work to deliver the best ACS 
products and services possible to help give you competitive advantage!</p><p style="font- 
family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt"><strong><font size="3">New Features Include:<lfont><lstrong><lp><p style="font- 
family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">&bull;<strong>&nbsp;Track more personal contacts for your prospects and student- 
athletes!</strong> &ndash; You asked, and we listened!&nbsp; Now you may track up to 10 
personal contacts in the Athlete Profile for each prospect or student-athlete.&nbsp; 
We&rsquo;ve also further enhanced this section:<br/>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Enhanced Emailing!&nbsp; - Send out email messages based on relationships for targeted 
email campaigns.&nbsp; <br/>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Enhanced Address Tracking! 
&ndash; Track addresses for each of the 10 personal contacts for prospects or student- 
athletes.&nbsp; Note permanent addresses for prospects and student athletes based on 
personal contacts.&nbsp; The permanent address will also be linked to CAi Export Reports 
for compliance offices.</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans- 
serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&bull;&nbsp;<strong>lmport even more fields when 
uploading evaluations!</strong> &ndash; Have you ever wanted to import position and jersey 
number when uploading an evaluation spreadsheet?&nbsp; Now you can!&nbsp; Additional 
fields are available for prospects when importing spreadsheets containing up to 500 athletes 
at one time!&nbsp; This will help you save even more time when updating your prospect 
information after recruiting!</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans- 
serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&bull;&nbsp;<strong>Latest News is better than 
ever!</strong> &ndash; Enhanced Latest News Tool will show more information, especially 
for prospects tied to Club Teams when the School information is unknown!</p><p style="font- 
family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">&bull;&nbsp;<strong>Searching just got easier!</strong> &ndash; Tired of creating 
tricky Saved Searches?&nbsp; Other options are available!&nbsp; We&rsquo;ve enhanced 
the search criteria to allow for Multi Select boxes &ndash; meaning you can select multiple 
rankings and graduation years from the Athlete List without a Saved Search and just with the 
click of a button!</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&bull;&nbsp;<strong>Major Email Upgrade!<br 
/></strong>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Name your campaigns! &ndash; We&rsquo;ve 
added the option for you to name each email campaign you send to prospects and contacts 
through the ACS Email Function.&nbsp; Easily locate email delivery statistics based on the 
email campaign name in the Correspondence section.<br/>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Relationship Based Emailing! &ndash; Sending out an email to all the Dads for 
Father&rsquo;s Day just got easier!&nbsp; Select to send email to Personal Contacts in ACS 
Recruiting Coordinator and a relationship selection will open.&nbsp; Easily send emails to 
any personal contact in the system based on the selected relationship! This feature is 
available through the Send Email function and the Campaigns tool.</p><p style="font-family: 



Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">&bull;&nbsp;<strong>Upgraded Note Tracking</strong> &ndash; Copy and Paste any 
text when adding notes to your prospect profiles in ACS Recruiting Coordinator.&nbsp; They 
system will automatically allow for any bad text or characters that may not have been allowed 
previously!</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: 
#000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><font size="3">Want to see these features LIVE and in 
action?<br/></font></strong>Attend a live training session on <strong><font size="3">June 8 
at 10:30am CDT</font></strong> hosted by Melanie Cabezas, an ACS Implementation 
Specialist.&nbsp; Each attendee will have the opportunity to ask questions and provide any 
feedback following the session.&nbsp; A recording of the session will be provided after the 
webinar to all ACS users.</p><p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans- 
serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Keep the suggestions coming!&nbsp; We have lots of 
exciting things planned in the coming months for our ACS Customer Community.&nbsp; 
Again, thank you for all that you do to support ACS.&nbsp; <br/>&nbsp;<br/>The ACS 
Athletics Team<br/><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/m7~7d7agihyuvnj7~vq2ckmy3q/ew3tk3d6bkre7jzbdqwiaa~kte’’>he~pdes 
k@acsathletics.com</a></p></td><td style="line-height: 100%" width="10"><img border="0" 
height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/bd99a8f2-2733-486f-9b75- 
09bel672ccaf.gif" width="10"/></td></tr><tr style="line-height: 0"><td style="line-height: 
100%" width="10"><img border="0" height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/09c399fb-4a87-4812-9e74-1ac0dbee6e21 .gif" width="10"/></td><td style="line- 
height: 100%" width="616"><img border="0" height="1" 
src="http://tem plateimages, on marketer-534, com/i/ab5e 1 da0-3b55-4661-9fcl - 
ce83ff5ea514.gif" width="616"/></td><td style="line-height: 100%" width="10"><img 
border="0" height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/828d8b35-72a5- 
450e-baed-2c76abeb6c0a.gif" width="10" 
/></td></tr></tbody></table></td></tr></tbody></table></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" 
style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="36"><img border="0" height="287" 
src="http://tem plateimages, on marketer-534, com/i/7a43619c-1 a4f-49a2-a51 d- 
46aa338ba4bf.gif" width="36"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#f61200" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="1 "><img height="1" src="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/images/common/spacer.gif" width="1"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" 
style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="8"><img src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/e37ecb2f-801 e-416d-9589-d3537147babe.gif" width="8" 
/></td></tr></tbody></table></td></tr><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="723"><table align="left" 
cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="723"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="11 "><img border="0" 
height="232" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/41633567-7417-4c5c-be4a- 
fbc8cb572b92.gif" width="11"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="700"><img border="0" height="232" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/e4ecdd24-41 b3-40bc-86c9- 
26ff4feb145e.gif" width="700"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="12"><img border="0" height="232" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/5cd432b 1 -bbb8-407e-8e75- 
da135555538c.gif" width="12"/></td></tr></tbody></table></td></tr><tr style="line-height: 
0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" 
width="723"><img border="0" height="44" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/bc06acf3-aa05-499e-94fc-8ac68eaf6a29.gif" width="723"/></td></tr><tr 



style="line-height: O"><td align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="723"><table align="left" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" 
width="723"><tbody><tr style="line-height: O"><td align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line- 
height: 100%" valign="top" width="11 "><img border="O" height="43" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/Ofaef445-dfe7-4a9f-b447- 
bfc642e5e309.gif" width="11"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="130"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/w5usgwtv647ufngp5hoi7u71ii" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/93214e46-2740-412d-8fec-d 1 c416fe73b2.gif" width="130"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="114"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/jolqwzdifcferpz3ezymekwgmi" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/78defOdO-Oaf6-407b-ba7f-50a47e85093f.gif" width="114"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="118"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/f5mu7xmrubbuzfalvcnxokaphi" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/O8a6d73a-9e5c-4b90-9e23-6dO9ec7d7883.gif" width="118"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="128"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/gkmssxowt6ye5gj5gqn35k7zxy" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/82697566-dc98-4ac6-854b-dde7802c9528.gif" width="128"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="100"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/gmbx22eqavmeblathndpn6wxvq" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/eOaO2ab3-d4d8-4e8e-81f3-7386ec433201 .gif" width="100"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="111 "><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/xum3mga2eoku7ddw4ekami5kby" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/c68c6523-54c5-4637-86f3-5fOa76b3210f.gif" width="111"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="11 "><img 
border="O" height="43" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/25f7e285-45b1- 
4b9f-957e-O5524bedbff4.gif" width="11"/></td></tr><tr style="line-height: O"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="11 "><img border="O" 
height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/O57a5944-38a3-437f-abee- 
57bcOa44758d.gif" width="11"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 
100%" valign="top" width="130"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/hlyobsvxtexercj3sesq2n42ty" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/OfO48ef1-4a48-4439-b53f-73662fcf4652.gif" width="130"/></a></td><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#O00000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="114"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/v7nkwzmmme4etdhr6ppwgnilte" 
target="_blank"><img border="O" height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 



534.com/i/43955c7c-5f31-4f34-9539-ed376e44de17.gif" width="114"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="118"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/5hygm5o5dftepecja6uzuexmlu" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/1fdbfda4-524c-4e64-ab5c-718a4ba6494e.gif" width="118"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="128"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/2uotf4gcqowujkcejk41enkasu" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/ddc17380-6165-4f8d-acf5-5fee6f3abaa8.gif" width="128"/></a></td><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="100"><a 

href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/xwn5iihvjw3u7ofjg6dnyesyey" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/a23a0fcd-4a08-461f-9a7b-6ae1599d4658.gif" width="100"/></a></td><td 
align="left" bgcolor="#000000" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="111 "><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/m717d7agihyuvnj71vq2ckmy3q/dalamckuouuu7g6byrfoinfczm" 
target="_blank"><img border="0" height="59" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer- 
534.com/i/d01 a05cl -1 d7a-4380-9463-6d3cc5969c81 .gif" width="111"/></a></td><td 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Portia Taylor <ptaylor@desu.edu> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 4:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Mr. Blanton, 

My name is Portia Taylor and I am an athletic academic counselor at Delaware State University. I am emailing you because I was 
wondering do you enforce study hall at your institution with current athletes? If so, what type of study or what style do you use. I am 
trying to find out different types of study halls that work with other universities. Any info would be great. 

Thank you, 

Portia Taylor 
Delaware State University 
Athletic Academic Counselor 
302-857-7415 Office 
302-857-7538 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3,2011 2:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS Handout 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS Session Information - Joint (2011).doc; CTOPS Sign-In Sheet.xls 

Brent, 
Attached is the CTOPS handout and a sign-in sheet. Thanks for filling in for us next Tuesday. 

Susan 



CTOPS SESSION - DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 
Information for Student-Athletes and Parents 

NCAA Eliqibility Center 
Before any new student-athlete is eligible to compete, he/she must be certified by the NCAA Eligibility 
Center (EC) for initial eligibility and amateurism certification. To register with the Eligibility Center, you 
should access www.eli,qibilitycenter.or.q to register and complete the amateurism questionnaire. A $65 
registration fee is required by the Eligibility Center. You must have your SAT/ACT scores sent directly 
to the EC from the testing agency and have your high school send a final transcript with proof of 
graduation directly to the Eligibility Center as soon as possible. Test scores on an official high 
school transcript will no longer be usable for NCAA purposes and must be suppfied directly 
from the testing agencies (the four-digit code for the NCAA Eligibility Center is ’9999’). In 
order for a final amateurism certification decision to be made, all students must formally 
request a final certification through the EC website. 

NCAA Eligibility Center 
Certification Processing 
1802 Alonzo Watford, Sr. Drive 
Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Recruited student-athletes who are not certified by the Eligibility Center upon their arrival to campus in 
August will have 14 days to practice before a certification decision is reached. 

Carolina Computing Initiative 
The Department of Athletics provides loaner laptops to student-athletes who are receiving athletics 
grants-in-aid of at least 50% of a full grant. If you are eligible for a loaner laptop, you have most likely 
been notified by your head coach and will be securing your loaner laptop during your CTOPS session. 
If you believe you are eligible but have not received notification, please contact your coach. It is 
important that you remember that these laptops must be returned to the Department of Athletics upon 
your graduation or departure from the institution for any other reason. If your laptop is not returned 
upon your departure, your student account will be charged for the full cost of the computer. 

Book Scholarship 
Student-athletes who are receiving books as part of their scholarship are required to complete a 
textbook purchasing form in the Academic Support Center for Student Athletes and have it approved by 
their athletics academic counselor. This form can then be taken to the bookstore, where the cashiers 
will charge the Department of Athletics for the books listed on the form. You are permitted only to 
purchase required books for courses in which you are officially registered with this form. Athletics 
academic counselors will review and verify this prior to validating the form. Those who have pre- 
ordered their textbooks must also complete the textbook purchasing form in order for the charges to be 
applied to the Department of Athletics. If you drop a course at any point prior to or durinq the semester, 
you MUST return the books to your athletics academic counselor promptly. 

Board Scholarship 
Student-athletes who are receiving board as part of their scholarship will receive one board check each 
semester. You may pick up your board check on the first day of class each semester from the 
Cashier’s Office in the Student and Academic Services Building (SASB). This allotment covers the 
board amount for the entire semester. If you intend to purchase a meal plan and defer the cost of it to 
your student account (or have done so online already), it is your responsibility to confirm with the 
Cashier’s Office that the cost of that board plan has been deducted from your refund check. If it has 
not, you will be responsible for paying that charge on your account. 



Cashier’s Office Bills 
On occasion, students’ bills will be mailed to their permanent addresses before the Cashier’s Office bills 
the Department of Athletics for athletics grants-in-aid. Therefore, it is possible that you will receive a bill 
that does not take your scholarship into account. If you are unsure of what to pay, you may call the 
Cashier’s Office at 919-962-1368 and ask to speak with Cassandra Gregory, the representative that 
handles athletics scholarships. She will be able to clarify your bill for you. 

Health Insurance Information 
It is likely that many of you have already received (or will receive shortly) a mailing requesting 
information regarding your child’s health insurance coverage. It is critical that you complete this 
paperwork in its entirety and return it to your child’s coach in a timely manner. Having this information 
on file will make your child’s transition into collegiate athletics much smoother. 

UNC requires health insurance for all enrolled students (beginning with the 2010-2011 academic year). 
The packet you received includes information about "waiving out" of the student policy if you provide 
verification of an existing "creditable coverage" health insurance policy. Should you not complete this 
process by September 15, 2011, the fall semester cost of the insurance ($460.50) will be automatically 
charged to your student account and no credit will be issued. 

BOTH of these steps (returning the completed insurance form and successfully completing the 
online insurance process) must be completed prior to any student-athlete’s participation in 
collegiate athletics. 

Medical Exception for Banned Druqs 
Also included in the insurance packet you received were details on providing our Sports Medicine staff 
with documentation regarding any prescription medication that you are currently taking. Please submit 
the required documentation to our Sports Medicine Staff as soon as possible. 

ACS Athletics (Online Student-Athlete Form Completion) 
The Department of Athletics uses an online student-athlete management system (ACS Athletics). A 
benefit of this software program is the ability to complete and collect student-athlete forms 
electronically. Later this summer, all student-athletes will receive an email with instructions on logging 
into the system to complete all required forms. Deadlines for completion will be included in the 
instructions. No student-athlete will be permitted to participate in any required athletically- 
related activities prior to completing these forms. 

Rest assured that the personal data being collected through this process is encrypted at the industry- 
standard level. Concerns about this process can be directed to the Compliance staff. 

www.tarheelblue.com 
The Compliance link on our website (found under the "Inside Athletics" tab) contains valuable 
information for both student-athletes and parents. Included on this link is an online version of the 
Student-Athlete Handbook, which includes many NCAA, ACC, UNC, and Department of Athletics’ 
policies, as well as contact information for various offices within the Department. If you are interested 
in a specific policy, links to each of them are also provided on this Compliance website. 

Compliance Staff: 
Amy Herman 
Susan Maloy 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 

Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
Assistant Athletics Director for Certification and Eligibility 
Director of Compliance 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

919-962-7853 
919-962-9892 
919-843-7259 
919-962-7851 



2010 CTOPS 

Date: 

Student-Athlete’s Name (Please Print) Parent’s Name(s) - only if attending session! Sport 
Scholarship 

(check one) 

or Walk-On? 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kinney, Rick" <rick_kinney@unc.edu> 
Sunday, June 5, 2011 1:06 PM 

Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; Rocky J Horton 
<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

Hmmm, might be an access problem. I’m in training on Monday and Tuesday, but will try to get together with 
Crystal on Wednesday to see if we can figure out the problem. I’ve attached a copy of the report that I just ran, 
if you get the chance to do a comparison. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2011 11:31 AM 
To: Horton, Rocky J; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: ACC Honor Roll 

I did receive the same message when trying to run 2109. 

Susan 

>>> "Lineberry, Crystal Nolan" <clineberry@unc.edu> 6/3/2011 8:48 AM >>> 
Rick, 

I wasn’t able to get the report to run. I got the message "Your request did not return any output to display." I 
tried a few times and got this error every time. Susan, I am wondering if you get a chance to try it if you get the 
same error. 

Thanks, 
Crystal 

From: Kinney, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 5:51 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Horton, Rocky J 
Subject: ACC Honor Roll 

I’ve created an ACC Honor Roll report in WebFOCUS that I’d like you to see if you can run. I’m not really sure 
that you’re completely set up, I don’t normally do that piece of the puzzle, but gave it a shot. If you have the 
time, use MS Internet Explorer to go to ccr.unc.edu and log in using your ONYEN and password. If you see a 
dashboard with some tabs across the top, including Reports, click on that tab. If you see a Domain called 
Athletics Office, click on the plus sign to the left to open it. Then click the plus sign for Standard Reports and 
ACC Honor Roll. You should then see one report called acc_honor_roll, right click on that and then click Run. 
This should open another window with parameters to run the report. I tried to put a little bit of instruction into 
the parameter boxes, but you will need to type over that. In the FTERM box, enter the fall term of the academic 
year you want the report for - 2109 for this past year. In the RPT_TYPE box, enter either HTML, PDF or 
EXL2K for the report output type that you would like. These boxes can be a little tricky and stick spaces either 



before or after what you enter, so if you think you enter the correct thing and get an error, verify there are no 
leading or trailing spaces. Then click the box before "Run in a new window" and hit Run. This should give you 
the report. 

I have some appointments I have to go to tomorrow and won’t be in the office, but if you have any problems 
drop me an email and I’ll check it out when I get the chance. Susan, I’d appreciate it, if you can run the report, if 
you’d do a comparison with what you were able to create on your own and let me know how it looks. I have 
done initial testing and so far it looks good, but need some more verification before I’m ready to call it finished. 
If there’s anything you’d like to add or change, please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Rick Kinney 
Applications Analyst 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 40435bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/8c05bb7791 c5272b29f08eeafd8f89ed 
File Name: acc honor roll 2010-2011.xlsx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 03 Sep 2011 13:06:26 -0400 
Size: 40435bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: ACC Honor Roll (Out of the office ) 

I am currently away from the office attending the NCAA Regional Seminar and plan to return on Thursday, June 9th. I will have 
limited access to email while I am away, but will do my best to respond as soon as I can. If you need immediate assistance, please call 
962-6000 and ask to speak with a member of the Compliance staff. 

Many thanks, 
Susan 
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&nbsp; 

</p> 

<p style="font-family: Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: 
#000000">&nbsp;</p><p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><strong><span style="font-size: 1 l pt; 
font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: black">lt&rsquo;s HERE!&nbsp; The BIGGEST upgrade of 
the year for our ACS Coaching Community!</span></strong></p> <p style="line-height: 
12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif">Have you checked out 
the latest ACS Athletics features added in the last coach-driven upgrade?&nbsp; Released 
last week, these new coach requested features are the second of several releases to help 
our coaches get the most out of the InControl</span><span class="Apple-style-span" 
style="font-family: Arial, sans-serif; line-height: 11 px; font-size: 15px">&trade;</span><span 
class="Apple-style-span" style="font-family: Arial, sans-serif; font-size: 
15px">&nbsp;system.&nbsp; You and your feedback are incredibly important to us as we 
work to deliver the best ACS products and services possible.</span></p> <p style="line- 
height: 12.75pt"><strong><span style="font-size: 1 lpt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif">Attend 
Upgrade Overview Webinar </span></strong><strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font- 
family: Arial, sans-serif"><br/> </span></strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: 
Arial, sans-serif">Want to learn about the new features and upcoming coach driven 
upgrades? Please attend the LIVE webinar this week <span style="color: black">hosted by 
Melanie Cabezas, an ACS Implementation Specialist.&nbsp; Each attendee will have the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide any feedback following the session.&nbsp; 
</span></span></p> <p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 1 lpt; font-family: 
Arial, sans-serif">Click below to sign-up for the free educational/training webinar:</span></p> 
<p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans- 
serif">Wednesday, June 8 (10:30 AM CENTRAL time)</span></strong><strong><span 
style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif"><br/> <strong><span style="font-family: 
Arial, sans-serif"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/a67ipajsrswu5hgownfzorejre/ack2h5m46svexpha6d2adt4fn4" 
><span style="font-weight: normal">CLICK HERE</span></a> TO 
REGISTER</span></strong></span></strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, 



sans-serif"></span></p> <p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 1 lpt; font- 
family: Arial, sans-serif">You will receive an email confirmation after your registration is 
accepted with follow-up reminders the day of the webinar.<strong><span style="font-family: 
Arial, sans-serif; color: black"></span></strong></span></p> <p style="line-height: 
12.75pt"><strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: 
black">New Features Include:</span></strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, 
sans-serif; color: black"></span></p> <p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 
11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: black">&bull;<strong><span style="font-family: Arial, 
sans-serif">&nbsp;Track more personal contacts for your prospects and student- 
athletes!</span></strong><span class="apple-converted-space">&nbsp;</span>&ndash; 
You asked, and we listened!&nbsp; Now you may track up to 10 personal contacts in the 
Athlete Profile for each prospect or student-athlete.&nbsp; We&rsquo;ve also further 
enhanced this section:<br/> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Enhanced Emailing!&nbsp; - Send 
out email messages based on relationships for targeted email campaigns.&nbsp;<br/> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Enhanced Address Tracking! &ndash; Track addresses for each 
of the 10 personal contacts for prospects or student-athletes.&nbsp; Note permanent 
addresses for prospects and student athletes based on personal contacts.&nbsp; The 
permanent address will also be linked to CAi Export Reports for compliance 
offices.</span></p> <p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 1 lpt; font-family: 
Arial, sans-serif; color: black">&bull;&nbsp;<strong><span style="font-family: Arial, sans- 
serif">lmport even more fields when uploading evaluations!</span></strong><span 
class="apple-converted-space">&nbsp;</span>&ndash; Have you ever wanted to import 
position and jersey number when uploading an evaluation spreadsheet?&nbsp; Now you 
can!&nbsp; Additional fields are available for prospects when importing spreadsheets 
containing up to 500 athletes at one time!&nbsp; This will help you save even more time 
when updating your prospect information after recruiting!</span></p> <p style="line-height: 
12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: 
black">&bull;&nbsp;<strong><span style="font-family: Arial, sans-serif">Latest News is better 
than ever!</span></strong><span class="apple-converted-space">&nbsp;</span>&ndash; 
Enhanced Latest News Tool will show more information, especially for prospects tied to Club 
Teams when the School information is unknown!</span></p> <p style="line-height: 
12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: 
black">&bull;&nbsp;<strong><span style="font-family: Arial, sans-serif">Searching just got 
easier!</span></strong><span class="apple-converted-space">&nbsp;</span>&ndash; Tired 
of creating tricky Saved Searches?&nbsp; Other options are available!&nbsp; We&rsquo;ve 
enhanced the search criteria to allow for Multi Select boxes &ndash; meaning you can select 
multiple rankings and graduation years from the Athlete List without a Saved Search and just 
with the click of a button!</span></p> <p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 
11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: black">&bull;&nbsp;<strong><span style="font- 
family: Arial, sans-serif">Major Email Upgrade!</span></strong><strong><br/> 
</strong>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Name your campaigns! &ndash; We&rsquo;ve added 
the option for you to name each email campaign you send to prospects and contacts through 
the ACS Email Function.&nbsp; Easily locate email delivery statistics based on the email 
campaign name in the Correspondence section.<br/> &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Relationship Based Emailing! &ndash; Sending out an email to all the Dads for 
Father&rsquo;s Day just got easier!&nbsp; Select to send email to Personal Contacts in ACS 
Recruiting Coordinator and a relationship selection will open.&nbsp; Easily send emails to 
any personal contact in the system based on the selected relationship! This feature is 
available through the Send Email function and the Campaigns tool.</span></p> <p 



style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 1 lpt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: 
black">&bull;&nbsp;<strong><span style="font-family: Arial, sans-serif">Upgraded Note 
Tracking</span></strong><span class="apple-converted-space">&nbsp;</span>&ndash; 
Copy and Paste any text when adding notes to your prospect profiles in ACS Recruiting 
Coordinator.&nbsp; They system will automatically allow for any bad text or characters that 
may not have been allowed previously!</span></p> <p style="line-height: 
12.75pt"><strong><span style="font-family: Verdana, sans-serif; color: black">What is 
coming in the next upgrade&hellip;</span></strong></p> <p style="line-height: 
12.75pt"><strong><span style="font-size: 1 lpt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: black; font- 
weight: normal">Have you downloaded the acclaimed iPhone app? It keeps getting better 
based on feedback from YOU! We recently released the ability to track prospects who are 
attending off campus recruiting events from your phone. Next up our coaches will be able to 
track and edit up to 10 personal contacts for prospects from the 
iPhone!</span></strong><strong><span style="font-size: 11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; 
color: black"></span></strong></p> <p style="line-height: 12.75pt"><span style="font-size: 
11 pt; font-family: Arial, sans-serif; color: black">Keep the suggestions coming!&nbsp; We 
have lots of exciting things planned in the coming months for our ACS Customer 
Community.&nbsp; Again, thank you for all that you do to support ACS.&nbsp;<span 
class="apple-converted-space">&nbsp;</span><br/> &nbsp;<br/> The ACS Athletics 
Team<br/> <a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/a67ipajsrswu5hgownfzorejre/337xenarsqluvi22e171uybjji" 
>helpdesk@acsathletics.com</a></span></p> 
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</tbody></table> </td> </tr> 
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size: 10px; color: Black;line-height: 18px">lf you did not wish to receive this, please 
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decoration:underline">unsubscribe</a>.</div></body> </html> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 9:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Nathan Yarbrough 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Try to approve today 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 11:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: RE: ACC Honor Roll 

Text.htm 

Thank you. So all-in-all, did the two reports appear to match? Did Rick’s report include the December graduates accurately per the 3.0 

requirement? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 06/06/11 11:12 AM >>> 
December graduates can count if their previous spring still qualifies them. I found the 22 extras. Most were folks who left after fall 

and would need to be hand-calculated taking spring 10 into account. The others were multiple track listings for same individuals. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalQ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: RE: ACC Honor Roll 

Can you compare this ACC Honor Roll report from Rick in the attached with what you have been able to run through the database? 

And do you count Dec. graduates in the ACC Honor Roll numbers? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



The Ackland is Participating in the BLUE STAR MUSEUMS Initiative 

As part of the Btue Star Museums program, the Acktand Art Museum is offerin~ a free Museum 
membership at the Househotd [eve[ to at[ active military personne[ now through Labor Day 201 I. 

Active duty military inctude Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard, and active duty Nationa[ 
Guard and active duty Reserve members. The free membership benefit is avaitabte at the Acktand 
Art Museum or the nearby Acktand Museum Store. 

Typicatty, Btue Star Museums - in partnership with the Nationa[ Endowment for the Arts, Btue Star 
Famities, and more than 1,300 museums across America - offer free admission to at[ active duty 
military personne[ and their families from Memoria[ Day through Labor Day 201 I. Admission to the 
Acktand Art Museum is atways free, but the Acktand is pteased to offer the fur[ benefits of 
membership to our military famities. A Househotd membership to the Acktand inctudes free or 
reduced admission to at[ Museum paid programming, a I0% discount at the Acktand Museum Store, 
and an invitation to the annua[ Members Onty Season Preview. 

The complete list of participatin~ museums is available at wwwoartso~ov/b[uestarrnuseums. 



Come to the Ackland Museum Store on the 2rid Friday ArtWalk! 

June 10, 6:00 - 9:00 P/~ 

"Nothing is Impossibte," the premier exhibition in the Ack[and g~useum Store’s gattery space, 
features works by seven North Carotina artists who have a connection to Pentand Schoo[ of Crafts, 
whether as a teacher, student, or resident. The show features work by Margaret Couch Cogswet[ 
(book arts, mixed media), Cetia Gray (encaustic paintings), Bryant Hotsenbeck (environmenta[ art), 
Ann Marie Kennedy (paper art, instattation), Evan Lightner (furniture), Gretchen McLaren (meta[), 
and Sytvie Rosentha[ (woodwork, scutpture). 

At[ proceeds from the Acktand Museum Store support the Acktand Art Museum’s exhibition and 
education programs. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, June 11 

10:00 A/~ - 12:00 P/~ 

Every month, Amanda Hughes, director of externa[ affairs at the Acktand, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicing and strengthening their drawing skirts. Participants have 
the opportunity to uncover the chattenges the origina[ artists faced and experience the pteasure of 
sharing in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, etc.). At[ revers are wetcome. 

Free 



Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, June 11, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

This program invites 9- to 12-year olds to look at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Ackland’s 
permanent collections and special exhibitions. Participants explore selected works in the Museum’s 
collection and identify skills that the artist used to make them. Skilled gallery teachers 
demonstrate and teach students those skills, which they can apply in their own art. A mix of 
drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is offered in each session. 
Materials provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited - to register, call 919.962.0479 

NC-RTP Chinese Music Instrument Ensemble in Concert 

Thursday, June 9, 6:30 - 7:30 P/~ 

Chapman Hall 211, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sponsored by UNC Asian Culture Center 

Founded in 2002, NC-RTP Chinese Music Instrument Ensemble has more than 16 musicians, including 
several well-known professional artists. The group is committed to promoting Chinese culture and 
enriching the life of the community through performances and classes of traditional Chinese music. 

Contact: Xiaochun Lu, b~omus~c99@gma~Lcom, 269.779.2527 

Check the UNC Ev÷nts Ca~÷ndar (key word "ackland") for our upcoming events! 

On View at the Ackland: 



Adding to the g~dx: John Wesle~ Boei 

DE-NATURED: German Art from Jos to ~artin Ki~Denber~ 

Romantic Dreams and Rude AwakeninRs: Northern European Prints and Drawin 

and many_ more! 

For more information on the Ackland visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum 
members and friends like you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or c~ick here for more 
information on the benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, send a blank email to ~eave-291719§1- 
34013969o8ea§4e9e6cbb8907d§49298al f92614a@~istservouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 12:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Nathan Yarbrough 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Tl~x! :0) 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/7/2011 11:19 AM >>> 
Done; thanks! B 
From: Tracy Hams [tuh@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 9:50 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Nathan Yarbrough 

Try to approve today 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Heather Rasowsky via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.eom> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 1:54 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uneaa.une.edu> 

Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

TEXT.htm 

LinkedIn 

Heather Rasowslci requested to add you as a coimection on Lfi~kedIn: 

Brent, 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on Lfi~kedIn. 

- Heather 

Accept invitation fiom Heather Rusowslci 
~://ww,a, linkediz~l com/ei-shSid2-~onv5bdg- 
6c,’vK 6~EaL~Tp174QvK~dU~KOLAdl rZHWiib~k/I150502013 1~/1B~)C5v~mRL~c~kkZt5YC~‘~3RAp~Mpmdz~zm1~S~EszYMc1Y~c~c3kMd~59b~wM1R9zbmZ‘d~Qc~8Te3cQc~cLrCBxq~YW~S1~/EML cc 

View invitation fiom Heather Rasows~ 
~i):/’/~w~v li~ec~ com/ei-sl~Sid2Nor~v5bdg-dc/vK 6RREaL6 KOLA61 rZHWi/NkiI150502013 lOi30N~dOcNc38MNORck~Lcv~pPbOYW~SlI/svi/ 

(c) 2011, LfitkedIn Corporation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 7:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Chem rotor 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 

Worked out despite my soaked phone 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 3:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall Tutoring Needs: 

TEXT.htm 

Fall Tutoring Needs: 

AFAM 101 

BIOL 101,201,252 
CHEM 101, 102, 241,261 
HIST 127,128,140,142 etc. 
PSYC 101 

SOCI 101,250, 251,252 
MATH 110,118, 231 etc. 

EXSS 175,276 
STOR 155 

ECON 101,310, 410 

FL and Writing tutors as usual. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 4:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutorial 

TEXT.htm 

SOCI 101 
ECON 101,410 and upper level ECON 

DRAM 116/115 

EXSS 175 
EXSS 276 
PHIL (any subject) 

STOR 155 
STOR 151 

STOR 113 
BIOL 101 

CHEM 101 
HIST 127 
HIST 140 
HIST 142 
SPAN 105/203 
PORT 101/102/203 
SWAH 401 
FREN 101/102/105/203 

PHYS 104 (have had a few in this class) 

PSYC 101 
GEOL 101/105 
GEOG 110 
GEOG 111 
GEOG 120 
COMM 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mail~o :welbom@ancaa. ~mc.eda ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 1:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

June 9, 2011 

FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 

Dear Gamecock Fans: 

I hope you are enjoying the start of what looks to be another warm summer in the beautiful state of 
South Carolina. As the 2010-11 academic year comes to a close, the Athletics Department has had 
several recent items of good news to share. 

The baseball team has put together another outstanding season, with an SEC regular-season 
championship and a number four national seed for the NCAA Tournament. After sweeping through the 
Regionals, we will host the Super Regionals this weekend against UCONN. It’s been proven that simply 
hosting a Regional does not guarantee a spot in the Supers, so congratulations to Coach Tanner, his 
staff and the team for taking care of business and on a job well done. Let’s pack the park this 
weekend and cheer our team on as it makes a bid to return to Omaha and the College World Series! 
Wouldn’t it be something to open the new ballpark in Omaha the same way we closed Rosenblatt 
Stadium? 

And speaking of Coach Tanner, congratulations go to him for being named SEC Coach of the Year. This 
is the first academic year in which South Carolina has had two of its men’s sports’ head coaches win 
SEC Coach of the Year honors, as Coach Spurrier was selected by his peers for that distinction 
following the 2010 football season. We are truly blessed to have some of the nation’s top coaches 
fight here at South Carolina! 

Congratulations also go to the women’s golf team and Coach Kalen Anderson for another successful 
season, with an 18th place finish at the NCAA Championships. With three freshmen and no seniors in 
the lineup, look for more good things to come from our women’s golf program in the future. 

It didn’t get much media attention, but kudos to our student-athletes, the coaches, and to Raymond 
Harrison and the academic support staff for the recently released APR (Academic Progress Rate) 
scores. Our numbers have risen significantly across the board since the inception of APR. In fact, 
15 of our 19 countable sports, including every men’s sport, either matched or surpassed its highest 
mark in the five-year history of the data. This shows a commitment to academics from all involved 
and also indicates that academics and athletics are not mutually exclusive. We are striving to 
fulfill both the athletic and academic dreams of our student-athletes and have made tremendous 
progress towards that end. 

We had great turnouts at our newly created Fan Fest events across the state. Gamecock Club Director 
Patrick McFarland, Athletics Marketing Director Eric Nichols and a host of others worked hard to 



make those events memorable for our fans, and I think they did a wonderful job. Based on the 
feedback we had from those events, there is certainly a high level of excitement and energy about 
the upcoming football season. Coach Spurrier has us positioned for what could be a very special 
year. We are on everybody’s radar as a preseason top-25 team and have had several players receive 
preseason All-SEC and All-America recognition. Our renewal rate for season football tickets has been 
exceptional, as we have over 43,000 season tickets already sold for the 2011 campaign. 
Williams-Brice Stadium will definitely be the place to be on Saturdays in Columbia this fall! 

We keep pushing forward with our facility upgrades. The parking garage next to the Dodie is expected 
to be finished in July, with the new tennis complex in the Roost footprint not far behind. The new 
Coaches’ Support Building is also beginning to take shape. In addition, some demolition at the 
Farmers Market has gotten underway. Again, we couldn’t do these much-needed improvements without the 
continued financial support of Gamecock Nation. We are investing those dollars into our facilities 
so we can recruit the best and the brightest student-athletes. Sixty-seven of those student-athletes 
had the opportunity to walk across the stage and receive their diplomas in May, and we are proud of 
each and every one ! 

It’s a great time to be a Gamecock, and we again thank you for your support. 

Eric 

To unsubscribe, please reply to athletictickets@sc.edu with Unsubscribe in the Subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 11:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Fw: Elite 88 Award - Division I Baseball Championship 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 

Who on the team has the highest GPA? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Steve Kirschner" <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 6:09 PM 

daveschmidt@unc.edu 

Fw: Elite 88 Award - Division I Baseball Championship 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

Sent via DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Tolliver, Chad" <ctolliver@ncaa.org> 
To: Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lisa.Love@asu.edu" 
<Lisa.Love@asu.edu>, "sstricklin@athletics.msstate. edu" 
<sstricklin@athletics.msstate.edu>, "bbyrne@athletics.tamu. edu" 
<bbyrne@athletics.tamu.edu>, "athletic.director@berkeley.edu" 
<athletic.director@berkeley.edu>, "ryane@dbu.edu" <ryane@dbu.edu>, 
"rspetman@fsu.edu" <rspetman@fsu.edu>, "jeremy@gators.uaa.ufl.edu" 
<j eremy@gators.uaa.ufl, edu>, "ddodds@mail. utexas, edu" 
<ddodds@mail.utexas.edu>, "ehyman@mailbox.sc.edu" <ehyman@mailbox.sc.edu>, 
"bob.decarolis@orst.edu" <bob.decarolis@orst.edu>, "bowlsby@stanford.edu" 
<bowlsby@stanford.edu>, "mizzi@uci.edu" <mizzi@uci.edu>, 
"Jeffrey.hathaway@uconn.edu" <Jeffrey.hathaway@uconn.edu>, 
"david.williams@vanderbilt. edu" <david.williams@vanderbilt. edu>, 
"ckl9e@virginia.edu" <ckl9e@virginia.edu> 
Cc: Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>, "tthomas@admin.fsu.edu" 
<tthomas@admin.fsu.edu>, "turner@agecon.msstate. edu" 
<turner@agecon.msstate.edu>, "Mark.Brand@asu.edu" <Mark.Brand@asu.edu>, 
"Mitzi.Montoya@asu.edu" <Mitzi.Montoya@asu.edu>, 
"menright@athletics.ath.uconn. edu" <menright@athletics.ath.uconn. edu>, 
"acannon@athletics.tamu. edu" <acannon@athletics.tamu.edu>, 
"nick.voinis@athletics.utexas. edu" <nick.voinis@athletics.utexas.edu>, 
"benenson@berkeley.edu" <benenson@berkeley.edu>, "pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu" 
<pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>, "joseph@dbu.edu" <joseph@dbu.edu>, "mattw@dbu.edu" 
<mattw@dbu.edu>, "lbroome@email.unc.edu" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, 
"maryh@gators.uaa.ufl.edu" <maryh@gators.uaa.ufl. edu>, 
"Stevem@gators.uaa.ufl.edu" <Stevem@gators.uaa.ufl.edu>, 
"jvarnes@hhp.ufl.edu" <jvarnes@hhp.ufl.edu>, "jvick@mail.utexas.edu" 
<jvick@mail.utexas.edu>, "finksc@mailbox.sc.edu" <finksc@mailbox.sc.edu>, 
"kelehear@mailbox.sc.edu" <kelehear@mailbox.sc.edu>, Anne Grieger 
<agrieger@ncaa.org>, Damani Leech <dleech@ncaa.org>, Dennie Poppe 
<dpoppe@ncaa.org>, Mark Bedics <mbedics@ncaa.org>, Randy Buhr 
<RBuhr@ncaa.org>, Scott Fosler <sfosler@ncaa.org>, "steve.fenk@orst.edu" 
<steve.fenk@orst.edu>, "j ake@physics.berkeley.edu" 
<jake@physics.berkeley.edu>, "adair@physics.tamu.edu" 
<adair@physics.tamu. edu>, "spatafoj @science.oregonstate.edu" 



<spatafoj@science.oregonstate.edu>, "jimy@stanford.edu" <jimy@stanford.edu>, 
"saldivar@stanford.edu" <saldivar@stanford.edu>, "dsnow@uci.edu" 
<dsnow@uci.edu>, "rkolson@uci.edu" <rkolson@uci.edu>, 
"scott.brown@uconn.edu" <scott.brown@uconn. edu>, 
"richard.mccarty@vanderbilt.edu" <richard.mccarty@vanderbilt. edu>, 
"rod.williamson@vanderbilt.edu" <rod.williamson@vanderbilt.edu>, 
"cmc@virginia.edu" <cmc@virginia.edu>, "jbd7d@virginia.edu" 
<jbd7d@virginia.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jun 7, 2011 21:28:38 GMT+00:00 
Subj ect: Elite 88 Award - Division I Baseball Championship 

Directors of Athletics: 

Congratulations on your institutions advancement to the super regional round 
of the 2011 NCAA Division I Baseball Championship. 

In an initiative to honor the academic accomplishments of NCAA 
student-athletes, the student-athlete that advances to the 2011 College 
World Series with the highest accumulative GPA will be presented an NCAA 
Elite 88 Award. In order to determine the winner of this award, we will 
need some assistance from your campus. The following Web site contains an 
informational memorandum on the Elite 88 Award, nomination form and a 
calculation spreadsheet to determine the student-athlete on your roster with 
the highest accumulative GPA. 
http ://www.ncaa. org/wps/wcm/connect/ncaa/ncaa/media+and+events/awards/elite+8 
8+award+program 

The nomination form should be sent to Anne Grieger at the NCAA (fax: 
317/917-6845 or elite88@ncaa.org<mailto:elite88@ncaa.org>) no later than 1 
p.m. Eastern time on Wednesday, June 15. The award will be presented at 
Opening Ceremonies at TD Ameritrade Park Omaha on Friday, June 17. 

The determination of which student-athlete has the highest GPA on your 
roster may take a little time to determine, therefore it may make sense to 
begin the process this week (prior to the super regionals). If your 
institution then advances to the College World Series you can submit the 
form to Anne early next week. 

Additionally, we ask that you please e-mail your team cumulative grade point 
average to Scott Fosler (sfosler@ncaa.org<mailto: sfosler@ncaa.org>) by the 
same June 15 deadline. 

We thank you for taking the time to help us recognize the academic 
achievements of NCAA student-athletes. If you have any questions please 
contact Mark Bedics (317/917-6222). 

Best of luck this weekend! 



[cid:image001 .png@01 CC24E 1.7EF9E690] 

Chad M. Tolliver 
Coordinator for Baseball and Football 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 
Phone: 317/917-6706 
Fax: 317/917-6710 
ctolliver@ncaa, org<mailto: ctolliver@ncaa, org> 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged 
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 
immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended 
recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 2:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Here is the groups and list for session 4 

TEXT.htm; Copy of CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1 (Autosaved).xls 

Please let me know who you want to meet with on Monday at 4:45. We will have a bigger room (3413) to meet with the large number 
of students who are attending our session. 

I am sending the complete update of all the sessions later today or tomorrow. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 2:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Monday Morning Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

yes - 

Tony 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/10/2011 12:08 PM >>> 

Can the two of you meet Monday morning at 9:30? We need to set the table for the next few weeks/months. 

See you then, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 

~ :i!tarhee~b~e. csJ~-~.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"HSM Online Seminars" <webinars.us@newsl.hsmglobal.com> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 9:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Managing Across Generations and a Multi-Generational Workforce 

TEXT.htm 

Managing Across Generations: 
Multi-Generational Workforce 

Featuring 

Tamra Erickson 

Date: Thursday, June 16, 2011 
Time: 1:00-2:00 pm Eastern Time 
Where: Your Computer 
Duration: 60 Minutes 
Cost: Complimentary 

Receive complimentary admission at the 
following link: 

~ :i!db.clickex~erts. neVmai~track2, currer~Vser~’e~/redirect.~%ser= 10167399&email-83&cid=f4bO154cgc9564mail&arl=hg~ 
3 A%2F%2 b~bi~.l~ %2F1H~DNE 

Can’t view the live webinar at that date and time? 

Register and you will also receive access to the 

recorded version of the event to view On Demand 

at a later date and time of your choosing. 

Overview: 
Dealing with generational issues in the workplace 
and how to most effectively engage different 
groups, Tamam Erickson helps build and manage 
successful, innovative organizations. Combining an 
undergraduate degree in Biological Science from 
the University of Chicago with an MBA from 
Harvard, she offers a humane perspective on modern 
management. She explores the fundamental 
differences between generations in today’s 
workforce and the specific changes and challenges 
this presents. Erickson’s most recent research, in 
collaboration with the London Business School, 
investigates how teams work within multinationals. 

This work has been recognized as the most 
extensive academically ~grounded study of 
industry ~based teamwork ever. Erickson has also 
co ~anthored four publications in the Harvard 
Business Review, and discusses these themes weekly 
in her blog on the Harvard Press site entitled 
"Across the Ages". A McKinsey Award ~ winning 
author, she is well respected for her expertise in 
collaboration and innovation. 



What You Will Learn: 

Three generations are working together in today’s 
workplace [] characterized as Boomers, Gen X and 
Gen Y, each bringing different experiences and 
assumptions to the job. As the talent shortage 
grows, it’s increasingly important to create a 
culture that is welcoming and engaging for 
talented individuals of all ages. Tamara Erickson 
will help you understand the underlying evolution 
of the assumptions each generation brings to work. 

- Getting ready for the future of the work: 
navigating a multigenerational workplace. 

- Dealing with different experiences, different 
assumptions and different expectations 

- How to create a culture that fosters and engages 
talented individuals of all ages 

- Achieving extraordinary levels of engagement: 
there is no single best practice [] communicate, 
collaborate, connect, make sense 

- Managing tomorrow’s people: moving towards an 
open, social and collaborative workplace 

Receive complimentary admission at the 
following link: 

http:iidb.clickexper~s.neVmailtrack2.curre~liserveffredirect.g~hp?use~~ 10167399&email=83 &cid=.r4b0154c9c9564mail&url=h~tp% 
3 A%2F%2 [~oit A },. %2F1H~)NE 

This email was sent by 

HSM Americas, Inc. I 501 Madison Ave. 

Suite 1003 ]New York ] NY 110022 

Visit the following link to unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"GrantSource Library" <gs@unc. edu> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 9:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Include your office’s funding opportunities in the Carolina Internal Funding Database 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Dr. Blanton, 

I am contacting you from the GrantSource Library to invite you to include 
any internal funding opportunities offered by your office/department in the 
web-based Carolina Internal Funding Database. This database is maintained 
at the behest of Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic 
Development, to provide a central place for UNC-Chapel Hill units to 
publicize their funding opportunities and for faculty, staff, and students 
to find them. You can view the Carolina Internal Funding Database at 
~://c~k.research,unc.e&~/f~mding/ir~dex.cfi~ 

This searchable database provides access to information about 
University-administered internal sources of funds available to support 
research and other professional or scholarly activities undertaken by 
Carolina faculty, staff, postdoctoral scholars, and students. Also included 
are various nominations and other limited submission awards funded by 
external sponsors but administered by University units or having an internal 
application process. The database is heavily used by the campus community, 
and we invite you to use it to publicize your funding opportunities to 
prospective applicants. 

If your department has any funding opportunities that we might include in 
l~e database, please send me information about the opportunities and the 
name and email address of someone in your office who would be willing to 
serve as a contact person with us. If you have any questions, please feel 
free to contact us. 

Thank you, 

Diana Shull 

CJrant Source Library 

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~s://research. m~c. ed ~ioffice s/g,ran~so urce/index.~mn 

919-962-3463 / / gs@unc.edu 



Dear Dr. Blanton, 

I am contacting you from the GrantSource Library to invite you to include any internal funding opportunities offered by 

your office/department in the web-based Carolina Internal Funding Database. This database is maintained at the behest 

of Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development, to provide a central place for UNC-Chapel 

Hill units to publicize their funding opportunities and for faculty, staff, and students to find them. You can view the 

Carolina Internal Funding Database at http://cfx.research.unc.edu/funding/index.cfm 

This searchable database provides access to information about University-administered internal sources of funds 

available to support research and other professional or scholarly activities undertaken by Carolina faculty, staff, 

postdoctoral scholars, and students. Also included are various nominations and other limited submission awards funded 

by external sponsors but administered by University units or having an internal application process. The database is 

heavily used by the campus community, and we invite you to use it to publicize your funding opportunities to 

prospective applicants. 

If your department has any funding opportunities that we might include in the database, please send me information 

about the opportunities and the name and email address of someone in your office who would be willing to serve as a 

contact person with us. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

Thank you, 

Diana Shull 

GrantSource Library 

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

https://research.unc.edu/offices/grantsource/index.htm 

919-962-3463 / / gs@unc.edu 



The Tar Heel baseball team will be participating in the College World Series in Omaha, Neb., June 18-28/29. 
Stay tuned to TarHeelBlue.com for their upcoming schedule. Good luck Tar Heels!!! 

The CWS wraps up this year’s competition. Have a great summer and schedule emails will resume in August. 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,             11 : 18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Elite 88 Award - Division I Baseball Championship 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks Brent. Do you have the team’s GPA as well? 

Thanks, 
Dave 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri,           16:11:47 +0000 
To: Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Fw: Elite 88 Award - Division I Baseball Championship 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 

~ :ii~arheeFN~e. cs~, ~colrv’ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

From: Dave Schmidt |mailto:dschmidt@urtc~v~.unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:28 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Elite 88 Award - Division I Baseball Championship 

Who on the team has the highest GPA? 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 1:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm; ACC Honor Roll.PDF 

Brent, 
Here is another ACC honor roll report that 
like they might be in order by PID # :( 

Let me know if you agree with it. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

completed. Can you verify that these names are accurate per your list again? Looks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Heather Rasowsky (Linkedln Invitations)" <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 1:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Reminder about your invitation from Heather Rasowsky 

TEXT.htm 

Linkedln 

This invitation is awaiting your response: 
From Heather Rasowsky 

(c) 2011, LinkedIn Corporation 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 13, 2011 3:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: FW: staff manual 
TEXT.htm 

Can we get a copy that we can make edits so I can complete this task? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:~,elbont~ncaa, anc. e&~ ) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/8/2011 3:02 PM >>> 
Thanks... 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue.cs~,,:.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Robert Mercer [~ailto:rmercer~mcaa.~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 5:13 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: staff manual 

Brent and Susan - take a look at the eligibility and book scholarship sections please - thank you. RJM 

>>> Beth Miller 6/2/2011 4:32 PM >>> 
Robert, 

Attached are your sections of the staff manual. Please update and return to Stacey by June 15th. 

Thanks! 
~Beth 



Can we get a copy that we can make edits so I can complete this task? 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue~com 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/8/2011 3:02 PM > > > 
Thanks... 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 

iEt....t...p://ta rhee lblu e.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Robert Mercer [mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 5:13 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Fwd: staff manual 

Brent and Susan - take a look at the eligibility and book scholarship sections please - thank you. RJM 

> > > Beth Miller 6/2/2011 4:32 PM > > > 

Robert, 

Attached are your sections of the staff manual. Please update and return to Stacey by June 15th. 

Thanks! 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13,2011 3:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Staff Manual 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; XIII_Academics.docx 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/13/2011 3:36 PM >>> 

Hi Stacey, 
Can I get a copy of our portion of the staff manual in Word format so I can make changes? 

Thanks so much, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~N~e.cs~-~colrL! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 



> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/13/2011 3:36 PM > > > 
Hi Stacey, 

Can I get a copy of our portion of the staff manual in Word format so I can make changes? 

Thanks so much, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
smaller 
Iklt~ 





XIII 

ACADEMICS 

A. University Orientation 

Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs (CTOPS): All new students are 
required to participate in CTOPS prior to the start of their first semester. At CTOPS, 
incoming freshmen and transfer students attend orientation programs, take 
placement exams, pick up laptop computers, and register for fall classes. The 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) offers information sessions 
for students and parents on Day 2 of the program. Space is limited in each CTOPS 
session and is reserved on a first-come, first-served basis. Students register online for 
their desired session or the next available session. Attendance at a CTOPS session is 
required for matriculation in the University. 

Registration 

Pre-registration: New student-athletes register at C-TOPS for the fall semester. 

Returning student-athletes pre-register during their registration times in both their 

fall and spring semesters. Students are required to see their advisors in regard to 
course selection, progress towards degree, and eligibility. 

Academic Load: The normal academic load for a semester is 15 credit hours, i.e., five, 
three-hour courses. The minimum academic load for a single semester is 12 credit 

hours, exclusive of physical education activity classes. Eligibility standards for the 
NCAA require 24 degree-applicable hours per year in residence. In addition, 75% of 

these hours, or 18 per year, must be completed during fall and spring semesters. The 

University requires 24 hours completed after the freshman year and 27 hours each 

subsequent year. 

A student must be enrolled in at least 12 academic credit hours per semester unless 
they are in their last semester of enrollment and less than 12 hours is needed to 
graduate. In such case, the student-athlete must obtain under-load approval from the 
College of Arts & Sciences and turn a copy of the approved under-load form in to 
their academic counselor. 

3. Priority Registration is available to all returning student-athletes pending a formal 

request to and approval from the Priority Registration Committee. Requests are made 

by each teams’ Academic counselor. 

C. Study Program 

Supervised Structured Study: The Academic Support Program staff provides 
supervised study throughout the academic year. This is available to selected 
student-athletes within the guidelines established by the director. Students are 
expected to abide by the regulations established by the director. 

2. Tutoring: Tutors are available in a variety of subject areas. Student-athletes should 
see their academic counselor to request tutorial assistance. 



Academics (continued) 

Monitoring of Progress: The staff of the Academic Support Program will, under the 
direction of the Director of Certification, monitor the progress of the 
student-athletes towards degree, NCAA and institutional academic eligibility as well 
as monitor their progress during each semester. Each fall, all student-athletes are 
required to meet with their academic counselor to review their eligibility standing. 
When problems arise, coaches will be contacted immediately and corrective action 
taken. In addition, coaches will receive midterm and semester grade reports. 
Coaches and appropriate administrators receive grade and eligibility updates on a 
continual basis. 

4. The Athletic Retention Study: The Athletic Retention Study is an ongoing study 
monitoring the progress of the student-athlete population in general and individual 
teams in particular. Coaches will be advised of the results of this study annually. 

D. Academic Advising 

Like regular students at the University, student-athletes are assigned advisors in the 
General College during their first two years of study. After declaring a major, 
student-athletes are then assigned an advisor in their major academic department. 
In addition, student-athletes have athletic academic counselors in the Academic 
Center who work jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising 
and registration processes. It is important that student-athletes get to know both 
their campus and athletic advisors and meet with each on a regular basis to insure 
their academic progress towards graduation and athletics eligibility. 

E. Travel 

1. Because of often extensive travel involved in athletics participation, it is important 
that student-athletes get to know their professors early in the semester and make 
plans to make-up any work missed due to athletics participation. 

2. The Academic Support Center staff provides a travel letter for student-athletes to 
give to their instructors. However, student-athletes are still responsible for 
reviewing this letter with their instructors and planning for absences accordingly. 

Travel for NCAA-sponsored activities will receive the greatest support and 
endorsement by the Academic Support Center staff. Although many student- 
athletes will have unique opportunities to participate in their sport at the highest 
levels outside the university, it is primarily their responsibility to negotiate these 
absences with their instructors. These student-athletes are strongly encouraged to 
discuss these situations with their athletic academic counselor and the Director of 
Eligibility to determine the most appropriate course of action to follow. 



Academics (continued) 

2, Regulations Regarding Academic Eligibility 

1. University Regulations: To be eligible to remain in the University: a student who 
enters the University between May 15, 1982 and May 14, 2007 must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 

1.50 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin the third semester in residence. 

1.75 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

1.90 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to 
begin a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

Students wanting a 10th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in 
residence. 

Required physical education activities courses (t’HYA) do not count as academic 
semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 1.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

Students who enter the University after May 14, 2007 must meet the following 

minimum requirements: 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin the third semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to begin 
a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

In addition, every student entering after May 14, 2007 MUST maintain a 2.0 
cumulative GPA each semester or they will be subject to academic probation. 



Academics (continued) 

Students wanting a 9th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 9th semester in 
residence. 

One required life-time fitness physical education course (LFIT) DOES count 

towards academic semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 2.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

2. Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Requirements: 

* See ACC manual 

NCAA Academic Requirements for Students who first enrolled in college after 
August 1, 2003: To be eligible for athletic competition after 1 st year of 
enrollment, students must pass 24 academic hours toward their degree within one 

calendar year. Also this first year and each subsequent year, students must pass 

18 hours toward their degree between the fall and spring semesters only while 

meeting percentage toward degree and GPA requirements as outlined in the 

following. Further, NCAA regulations require students to officially declare a 
major by the start of their fifth semester in residence. 

Fulfillment of Degree Requirements: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 
degree requirements: 

NCAA 
To enter 3rd year, 40% in degree program 

(48 hours) 
To enter 4th year, 60% in degree program 

(72 hours) 
To enter 5th year, 80% in degree program 

(96 hours) 

UNC 

51 hours 

78 hours 

105 hours 

Fulfillment of 

To be eligible 
grade-point average requirements: 

NCAA 

Grade-Point Average Requirements: 

for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 

To enter 2nd year, 90% of 2.0 or 1.80 
To enter 3rd year, 95% of 2.0 or 1.90 
To enter 4th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 
To enter 5th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 

UNC (pre-/post-May 14, 2007) 

1.50/2.0 
1.75/2.0 
1.90/2.0 
2.00/2.0 



Academics (continued) 

Mid Year Eligibility Certification for students entering the University after August 
1, 2003: 

After their first year of enrollment, students must maintain the cure GPA required 

for the start of the year in order to compete the following spring semester. 

Term by Term Eligibility Certification for ALL students: 

Students must earn six hours toward degree the preceding regular full-time 

academic term in order to be eligible for the next regular academic term. This 
does not include summer school hours. 

G. Grading System, Honors, Graduation: 

Grading System: A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic 
performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade receives a 
numerical value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade 
point average for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semester’s 
work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades and the quality points represented by each (as of August 24, 
1978) are as follows: 

A    = 4.0 13+ = 3.3 C+ = 2.3 D+ = 1.3 

A-= 3.7 B = 3.0 C = 2.0 D = 1.0 

B- = 2.7 C- = 1.7 F = 0.0 

Temporary grades of IN and AB carry the force of an _F until replaced by a 
permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are 
not considered in establishing a grade point average. 

A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the 
"pass/D-F" grading system and a total of 11 may be applied to graduation 
requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for pass/fail 
registrants as for regular registrants. The minimum performance for a PS grade is 
equivalent to the minimum performance for the letter grade "C-". 

If a student reduces his academic load after the drop-add period, the notation of 

W will appear on the grade slip and transcript, signifying that the student 

withdrew from the course. 

Note: If a student is registered for a class and doesn’t attend the first two 
meetings, the instructor may remove him from his roll. However, this is not an 
official drop. The student must officially drop the course. 



Academics (continued) 

2. Honors: Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must meet one of 
the following sets of requirements: 

(1) a 3.2 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education; 

(2) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in at least 12 but fewer than 15 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of 
required physical education. 

Graduation: To qualify for a B.A. degree a student must complete 120 credit 
hours plus two required physical education activity courses with at least a 2.0 
grade point average and successfully pass the University swim test. Students must 
regularly consult with their college advisor to make sure they have met college 
and major requirements to graduate. 

H. Disposition of Textbooks 

Textbooks purchased from grant-in-aid funds for student-athletes become the property 
of the student-athlete upon completion of the course for which they were purchased. 

Should a student-athlete not complete a course for which a textbook was purchased, any 

texts must be turned over to a member of the staff of the Academic Support Program. 

Any books returned will, at the discretion of the director, either be returned to the vendor 
for credit or be added to the Academics Center Library. 

I. Guidelines for Coaches in Working Effectively with Academic Counselors 

1. Beginning of Fall Semester 

a. Team phone and address list 

2. Before Each Semester 

a. Team meeting date and time arranged 
b. Structured study assignments 
c. Individual meetings assigned (names of students) 
d. Updated rosters 

3. Ongoing 

a. Return phone calls 
b. Relay important information about team or students 
c. Assistance in locating students 
d. Recruiting appointments made in advance 
e. Consequences assigned and implemented by coach for students not meeting 
academic requirements 
f. Consistency with rules, decisions, policies 
g. Support for counselor’s decisions 



Academics (continued) 

J. Services to Expect from Counselors 

1. Weekly written reports 

a. Structured Study list 
b. Tutor use 
c. Individual meetings and progress 
d. Concerns/problems with specific students 

2. Grade Reports 

a. Midterm grade reports 
b. Final semester grade reports 

3. Other Services 

a. Recruiting (with advanced notice/appointment) 

b. Programming 

c. Information on students as needed (problems, concerns) 

K. Things Counselors Do Not/Cannot Do 

1. Register a student for classes unless the student is traveling or competing 

2. Change grades 
3. Write appeal letters for students 

4. Influence professors in any way 

5. Arrange for make-up exams and other assignments missed because of team travel or 
sickness this responsibility lies with the student 

L. Important Notes 

The Academic Counseling staff requests that all communication with faculty and 

University Staff occur in conjunction with the Academic Support Center. This will 
contribute to developing and maintaining positive relationships between the Department 

of Athletics and faculty and staff. 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to Use Headlines to Keep Your Prospect’s Attention 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 
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to access more ttlun 100,000 of the uation’s top prospects for fiee. [ bab&e~l 105990804593&s 56114&e 0015ZcUb YT1- 
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College Recruiting Weekly 

Jm~e 14, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 24 

How to Use Headlines to Keep Your Prospect’s A~ention 

A headline thut gets a~ention! [h~rp:/!{20 rs6 neE~u ~sp? 
lh bv..heq~lbab&et~ :I 105990804593&~56114&e 0015ZcUb~fi IY seX3 DKRGCr \V 03~,j_MNvwo JBm69zc GDvZ i h~ ~,:~Q_EwtlE 5U04zJJr3rY s3 ]In 
the give-it-to-me- quick-just-the-l:octs world thut we (and yotu- prospects) live in, 
whut and how you commtmicate is crucial. 

Think about it: How easy it to truce somettffng out thut isn’t worded just the way 
we want it? Or skip readi~g somettffng that isn’t easy to read visually? 

Most reci~ting letters and emails we see when we begin working with a new client 
[ Sd~_mO5 u- 

ICVPUI5~ Sv ~a5xcKOK29 fto stL R9 ~x~d CE be-.] 
gnore tiffs co~on sm~e i~e. ~cl the price to those who seM leRers that look 
and som~d the same as they Nd in 1983 is heavy: TNs generation of attflete roll 
~e out a coach qNcMy if the message doesn’t match their need for ~ast, accm-ate, 
htteresfing infommfion. 

The fix? 

Somettff~g they did really well sevenly years ago: Creative, bold headlines. 

No, you don’t want to make your recmiti~g letters look like an old fashioned newspaper...that’s 
not what I’m getti~g at. What I mean is that yotu- text needs some guideposts to 
keep your reader (the 17 year old impatient kid that you’re tinting to recruit) 
e~gaged in what you’re sayfi~g, and not bailing on yotu- message ten seconds into 
it. 

The best way to do thut is to insert a headline evelT once in a wNle. A statement, 
in bold lype, to give your reader and idea of where you’re goring and what’s in it 
for them if they stick with you. 

Somettff~g like tiffs: 

There are some AMAZING benefits to coaches who wlite with headlines: 

Does reading that headline make you want to read more? Does it give you a little 
taste of whut’s to come? Does it create a little bit of culiosity? 

That’s the power of a well placed headline. 

So, if you tN~k you’d want to start to use these powerful, easy-to-use weapo:~s 
in the war of attention you’re fighting with your recruits, here are some tips that 
we see working for the coaches who are begi~ming to use them... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h111)://~20:s6 :lel,’ln js~,r b,?~heoA:ba[~&eJ- 11059908~!4593~611 4Z&e 0015Zcb*~" J’o~je~?cE~,M*k.~A44wo~ 
~*;~\o1EwrrlP~y X 61M                       DOtIitiSkluiT 1Tm i utiL:9.3BtexkTJo $13 Q~OE 1HNOH6G                                     G-stgh;~\W~x~I:~lgoKiWTGf\%4rgdxc~.~CxTkaw~.og~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l105990804593&s 56114&e 0015ZcUbqYxJsgBFCpvoXNCV 3HOM-JlpWe9VnwtF-cNQ~70c3Dw3OaxCm4eERhs3nQjuse4S-en4- 
fBQ 6L5ZqU51YNgBWKctY4eaD:~ObzabojVnpqKUPMc~gxxE HvRodgt- 
t~3 ~wIHYBwy8d8&xH~gfB23dSYVCCzKQxHvbR~Tbf5QbaR~NDtAthEViYLpd5IDds8mw~ra~mqA~xs~ILCMIKs~sbxw3BTuU7~SV~y5yVLR~bf~pTfRbEzX~ZiB~W-SR~W-zg6p~eg~RFQUTIq~dI~jBxD~ 3] 

Follow us on Twitter [hJJ4~://:2O rsr ne’t/tn is-~?llr b,a.heq::bab&e~l10599080’1593&~56114&e :~15ZcUbc~YxJsi~ws~xhJ3EQJh5ZG~gmC~Nieu4z1U-8M3G1Q7~V9}~d~C5W~5sSCW/m:~X:~ Fr~rB HquKLs:~ 
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Culting Edge Coaching Tectmology Workiilg for Nike (and Does the Job in the Front 

Yard, Too!) 

Dattfish helps you coach! [b~>:/;q 20 rs6 ~ze~J~l isp?lh bv,,heqnbab&e# 1105990804593&s 56114&e :0015ZcUbqY~isg\wt~.wKlS~DBpvTkV- 1 - 
N6WXvxJt5f~,75BoZ~wa5p3vTd zMPTS4fbx4zr\~,~I~oBdXRVdDROK4nS4V\&eTDOpSC6GHBBro~OBgFECbOftTWI~MHJQ ]Tree 
stoiT fiom my fi-ont yard tiffs weekend: 

Ore neighbor and his so~, who is going to be a Fresinnan high school quarterback 
tiffs Fall, were in their fi-ont yard tin-owi~g the ball aromtd. 

I noticed some minor thi-owing mechanic enors thut he was making. After trying 
to explain what he was doing inc onecfly, I remembered I had Dattfish [hi~v/~20 ~dl~ j ~b a ~& el~ 1105990804593&~56114&e 0015ZcUb@(xJs~DBpvTkV-I- 

N6WZ~,~Jt5f?~75B~MPTS4~%x42n%~BdXRV6DROK4~S4VVxe7D 9FECh0~7~,~MHJQ _] 
loaded on my laptop. ~y ~T to explain it when I can show i~ 

So, I grabbed my Flip video camera, got video ofhhn from the side and fiom ti~e 
back, loaded into the Darffish Analyzer software, and four minutes later was showi~lg 
ti~e young att~ete and his dad what I was talking about. And, while watchi~g it 
in slow-motion, we discovered another footwork issue we needed to conect...all 
because of Dattish! 

As easy as it is to use for a coach, it’s no big surprise that Nike hus selected 
to use Dattftsh for their Summer sports camps [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et-llO5990804593&~56114&e ~5ZcUbqYxJshvLCu6~rqfC6Mek~Zp~zshnYihe~UCjZqSe~IFd~4~c~fsJ~BZLr9GMwDZTYYSJ7BUJ~k4cx7hiHr82~3ZZ~FKj6Uhqs3w~GNh4duAYsfr~3IbB mmt 

-iTjgI ] 
across the countlT. They’ll use the solb~vare to m~ulyze mechuulcs and teach att~etes 
more quickly, and in a more in-depti~ manner. 

Are you a college coach who really wants to improve the way you coach? I can’t 
recommend Dattftsh enough. Take ti~e chance tiffs Suramer to see if it would be a 
good fit for your program in 2011-2012... 

CLICK HERE TO SEE HOW NIKE CAMPS USE DARTFISH [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-llO5990804593&~56114&e ~5ZcUbqYxJshvLCu6~rqfC6Mek~Zp~zsImYihe~UCjZqSe~IFd~4~c~fsJ~BZLr9GMwDZTYYSJ7BUJ~k4cx7~mIr82~3ZZ~FKj6Uhqs3w~GNh4duAYsfr~3IbB mmt 

-iTjgI ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-llO5990804593&s 56114&e 0015ZcUbqYxJsgBFCpvoXNCV 3HOM-JipWegVnwtF-cNQ~70c3Dw3OaxCm4eERhs3nQjuse4S-en4- 
fBQ 6L5ZqU51YNgBWKctY4eaDi~ObzabojVnpqKUPMc~gxxE HvRodgt- 
t~3 ~wIHYBwy8d8&xH~gfB23dSYVCCzKQxHvbR~Tbf5QbaR~NDtAthEViYLpd5IDds8mw~ra~mqA~xs~ILCMIKs~sbxw3BTuU7~SV~y5yVLR~bf~pTfRbEzX~tIZiB~W-SR~W-zg6p~eg~RFQUTIq~dI~jBxD~ 3] 
Followus onTwitter [~:/7~20rs6 ne~&~i~o?tir= to>,heq~bab&et 1105990804593&s 56114&e: ~15ZcUbqYx~si~wsc¢~d~BE~J~5ZG1~°~mC~Nieu4z1U-~M3G1Q7~V9~C5W()5sSCW~d~wXuT~4~Ls~- 

zO6qt©XOpqf]’oK7 FOgwS9E22~;,pT-kdQGXI’I’Pg ] 

Dattfish [ 
ilr bwheo~bab&e>1105990804593&s 56114&e O015ZcUb~PKYDFZ~iimUKTVTJzRK9BBiO2MoR}5ORhv~i~2hMg!arOzTTABv4DPF~mVCFwoxaoOU 
vnD a0 fy21MGX2T JmKP~,~] 
The #1 Coachi~lg Tool in the World 
CLICK HERE [~20×s6 ne &el-1105990804593&s: 56114&e 0015ZcUbq YxJsxN_v,_,R,a,K~_)~!~,TkV-1- 

TO GET THE EDGE 

By U~mndnous Vote, No More "Over Signd~g" in SEC 

No more oversignd~g prospects for SEC football [l’aq>:kq 20 
11i b>,,hec~qbab&e~l105990804593&~5~114&e ~15ZcUb~g~a~{Yse~3DKRGCrW~3~]~v~\~wa~JBm69z~C~DvZ~ht~Q‘~wt~E5U~4z~J13~Ys3                                                    ] 

Courtesy 
USA Today 

Not even a 12-0 vote by the football coaches against a reduction of the 28-player 
mmual limit on letter-of-intent signees could stop Southeastern Conference Commissioner 
Mike Slive and his 12 member presidents. 

The SEC presidents and/or chuncellors voted 12-0 Friday to cut that li:ult to 25, 
eli:ulnati:lg wiggle room SEC coaches said they need more titan other leagues, partly 

because there tends to be more academic risks in the geography pool the SEC recruits 
titan, for example, the Big Ten, which already had the 25-player limit and other, 
more stringent roster rules. 

"We set out to be l~oir to the student-athlete and the institution," Slive said Friday 
as the SEC spri~g meeti~gs conclnded. "The goal is to make sure we can balance eqully 
between the student-athletes, prospective student-athletes and the institution. 

We thi~k the proposals are thonghtful and important"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-llO5990804593&~56114&e ~5ZcUbqYxJshWrh6qU4Aa~Qf9a3RGWGW9yRRSSZWMKLb4cNISVLU7pbaGwpw4Z~UsLW9KXZwRtrThKi~7rceKe3wbYyUNMGr3mcN- 
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fBQ 6L5ZqU51YNgBWKctY4eaD~ObzabojVnpqKUPMc~gxxE HvRodgt- 
t~3 ~wIHYBwy8d8&xH~gfB23dSYVCCzKQxHvbR~Tbf5QbaR~NDtAthEViYLpd5IDds8mw~ra~mqA~xs~ILCMIKs~sbxw3BTuU7~SV~y5yVLR~bf~pTfRbEzX~tIZiB~W-SR~W-zg6p~eg~RFQUTIq~dI~jBxD~ 3] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 

] 

DanTndor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp? 
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The Latest on Our NEW Facebook Page: 

Like Twitter? "Like" Our Facebook Page and Get Exclusive Tweet Traind~g! 

This week, we’re featming an exclusive added bonus on Twitter. It’s all about 
how to write great headlines and content on the world’s l:ostest growing social media 
site, as you and yore fellow coaches try to carve out yore space in the Twitterverse. 
It’s great advice...take a look. 



For that plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as traii~ing 
videos fealuling Dan Tudor - just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-llO5990804593&~56114&e ~5ZcUbqYxJsgEfcak8AhKwbz~G3~iZuGfc7HyF~ymcKuHp2~hU~ipGD~ZT~JS22g2KXmERRQM2Q35C~86daXuG2Q5qMUNjAmr~Gmjyt- 

xgxKd4v8RBcVMxE 5xRT6rTTtqAQYXJ5gTAitsB 4Ykwt SgLKL a6QpGj cDVGXeXdgDKi GOP1SRkbQ fgwo7 SiI qpeN]. 

And dofft forget about ore daily Twitter updates!. Chck here [~’~    0 ~s¢~jsp? 
llr bwhecg~bab&e~llO5990g04593&~56114&c’ 0015ZcUb~xJsiVeJJ kginIuV~O£N~?PGfSNg~i_~5gWz~JHx2Z2561~i’~OUz~iBvq@;~£ sLD~Y~ SwKd~xRD x5Tf V4gRvcZ-W~IC%ccI 

] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO5990804593&s 56114&e 0015ZcUbqYxJsgBFCpvoXNCV 3HOM-JipWegVnwtF-cNQKT0c3Dw3OaxCm4eERhs3nQjuse4S-en4- 
fBQ 6L5ZqU51YNgBWKctY4eaDi~ObzabojVnpqKUPMc~gxxE HvRodgt- 
t~3 ~wIHYBwy8d8dxH~gfB23dSYVCCzKQxHvbR~Tbf5QbaR~NDtAthEViYLpd5IDds8mw~ra~mqA~xs~ILCMIKs~sbxw3BTuU7~SV~y5yVLR~bf~pTfRbEzXn~ZiB~W-SR~W-zg6p~eg~RFQUTIq~dI~jBxD~ 3] 
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w89 gxtffpT-kd()GXIT Pg~] 

Workbooks [ bab&eb:1105990gO4593&s 56114&e 0015ZcUbggYxJsivFs3n\&lOGtJ cxYNrTIMU6Y~o2.LLSWWo0FWWs),- 
GJFc~ %~oSSAi~2L0e NGXow ] 

Co~fferences Looking at Lantlmark Chunges in Scholarstfip Allocation for College Attfletes 

Athlete signi~g a scholarstip [ 
11r bwhe%~bab&e>llO5990gO4593&s 56114&e 0015Zcl~b~,ff-iYseX3DKRGCrW03~j~MNvwoJBm69zcGDvZlhl~’~:O!)BvmE5U04ztJr3rYs34 7FxCOmPa4 S5EtGYbQ _] 
Courtesy 
h~side HigherEd 

Several major athletic coifferences are discussi~g how they might blidge the gap 
between what a "full" athletic scholarstip covers and the actual cost of college 
attendance. This gap, dependii~g on the i~stitutio~, can range from $200 to nearly 
$11,000 annually. 

Leagae officials have been vagae about exactly whut they hope to accomplish with 
the chunge. The movement to boost the value of atttletic scholarships to cover travel, 
child care and other cost-of-livi~g expenses like food and clotti~g appears to be 
motivated not by a desire to help needy atttletes, but by a desire to share some 
of the wealth that big-time college spotts generates and to fight off cliticism 
that colleges are profiti~g on the backs of unpaid athletes. 

It remaii~s unclear, however, what impact such a move would have on college spotts. 
It is possible that offeling e~hanced scholarships could undelraine the push among 
some players’ advocates to huve colleges actually pay players for their sei-cice... 
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Sign-up for the Newsletter! 
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XIII 

ACADEMICS 

A. University Orientation 

Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs (CTOPS): All new students are 
required to participate in CTOPS prior to the start of their first semester. At CTOPS, 
incoming freshmen and transfer students attend orientation programs, take 
placement exams, pick up laptop computers, and register for fall classes. The 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) offers information sessions 
for students and parents on both Day 1 and Day 2 of the program. Day 1 information 
sessions are used to help prepare student-athletes for registration. Day 2 information 
sessions are for both parents and students and focus on compliance and academic 
related topics. Space is limited in each CTOPS session and is reserved on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Students register online for their desired session or the next 
available session. Attendance at a CTOPS session is required for matriculation in the 
University. 

Registration 

Registration: New student-athletes register at C-TOPS (summer) for the fall semester. 

Returning student-athletes register during their registration times in both their fall 

and spring semesters. Students are required to see their advisors in regard to course 

selection, progress towards degree, and eligibility. All first year students are required 

to see an Academic Advisor prior to registering for their third semester. 

Academic Load: The normal academic load for a semester is 15 credit hours, i.e., five, 
three-hour courses. The minimum academic load for a single semester is 12 credit 

hours, exclusive of physical education activity classes. Eligibility standards for the 
NCAA require 24 degree-applicable hours per year in residence. In addition, 75% of 

these hours, or 18 per year, must be completed during fall and spring semesters. The 

University requires 24 hours completed after the freshman year and 27 hours each 

subsequent year. 

A student must be enrolled in at least 12 academic credit hours per semester unless 
they are in their last semester of enrollment and less than 12 hours is needed to 
graduate. In such case, the student-athlete must obtain under-load approval from the 
College of Arts & Sciences and turn a copy of the approved under-load form in to 
their academic counselor. 

3. Priority Registration is available to all returning student-athletes pending a formal 

request to and approval from the Priority Registration Committee. Requests are made 

by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

C. Study Program 

1. Supervised Structured Study: The Academic Support Program staff provides 
supervised study throughout the academic year. This is available to selected 
student-athletes within the guidelines established by coaches and the Academic 



Support Program for Student-Athletes. Students are expected to abide by the 
regulations established by both parties. 

Tutoring: Tutors are available in a variety of subject areas. Student-athletes should 

see their academic counselor to request tutorial assistance. All tutorial takes place 

in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes facility. 

Academics (continued) 

Monitoring of Progress: The staff of the Academic Support Program will, under the 
direction of the Director of Certification, monitor the progress of the 
student-athletes towards degree, NCAA and institutional academic eligibility as well 
as monitor their progress during each semester. Each fall, all student-athletes are 
required to meet with their academic counselor to review their eligibility standing. 
When problems arise, coaches will be contacted immediately and corrective action 
taken. In addition, coaches will receive grade reports throughout the semester. In 
addition, the Academic Support Program distributes progress reports to departments 
two times a semester. 

D. Academic Advising 

Like regular students at the University, student-athletes are assigned advisors in the 
General College during their first two years of study. After declaring a major, 
student-athletes are then assigned an advisor in their major academic department. 
In addition, student-athletes have athletic academic counselors in the Academic 
Center who work jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising 
and registration processes. It is important that student-athletes get to know both 
their campus and athletic advisors and meet with each on a regular basis to insure 
their academic progress towards graduation and athletics eligibility. 

Travel 

Because of often extensive travel involved in athletics participation, it is important 
that student-athletes get to know their professors early in the semester and make 
plans to make-up any work missed due to athletics participation. 

The Academic Support Center staff provides a travel letter for student-athletes to 

give to their instructors. However, student-athletes are still responsible for 
reviewing this letter with their instructors and planning for absences accordingly. 

Travel for NCAA-sponsored activities will receive the greatest support and 

endorsement by the Academic Support Center staff. Although many student- 
athletes will have unique opportunities to participate in their sport at the highest 

levels outside the university, it is primarily their responsibility to negotiate these 

absences with their instructors. These student-athletes are strongly encouraged to 

discuss these situations with their athletic academic counselor and the Director of 

Eligibility to determine the most appropriate course of action to follow. 
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2, Regulations Regarding Academic Eligibility 

1. University Regulations: To be eligible to remain in the University: a student who 
enters the University between May 15, 1982 and May 14, 2007 must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 

1.50 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin the third semester in residence. 

1.75 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

1.90 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to 
begin a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

Students wanting a 10th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in 
residence. 

Required physical education activities courses (t’HYA) do not count as academic 
semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 1.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

Students who enter the University after May 14, 2007 must meet the following 

minimum requirements: 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin the third semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to begin 
a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

In addition, every student entering after May 14, 2007 MUST maintain a 2.0 
cumulative GPA each semester or they will be subject to academic probation. 
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Students wanting a 9th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 9th semester in 
residence. 

One required life-time fitness physical education course (LFIT) DOES count 

towards academic semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 2.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

2. Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Requirements: 

* See ACC manual 

NCAA Academic Requirements for Students who first enrolled in college after 
August 1, 2003: To be eligible for athletic competition after 1 st year of 
enrollment, students must pass 24 academic hours toward their degree within one 

calendar year. Also this first year and each subsequent year, students must pass 

18 hours toward their degree between the fall and spring semesters only while 

meeting percentage toward degree and GPA requirements as outlined in the 

following. Further, NCAA regulations require students to officially declare a 
major by the start of their fifth semester in residence. 

Fulfillment of Degree Requirements: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 
degree requirements: 

NCAA 
To enter 3rd year, 40% in degree program 

(48 hours) 
To enter 4th year, 60% in degree program 

(72 hours) 
To enter 5th year, 80% in degree program 

(96 hours) 

UNC 

51 hours 

78 hours 

105 hours 

Fulfillment of 

To be eligible 
grade-point average requirements: 

NCAA 

Grade-Point Average Requirements: 

for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 

To enter 2nd year, 90% of 2.0 or 1.80 
To enter 3rd year, 95% of 2.0 or 1.90 
To enter 4th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 
To enter 5th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 

UNC (pre-/post-May 14, 2007) 

1.50/2.0 
1.75/2.0 
1.90/2.0 
2.00/2.0 
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Mid Year Eligibility Certification for students entering the University after August 
1, 2003: 

After their first year of enrollment, students must maintain the cure GPA required 

for the start of the year in order to compete the following spring semester. 

Term by Term Eligibility Certification for ALL students: 

Students must earn six hours toward degree the preceding regular full-time 

academic term in order to be eligible for the next regular academic term. This 
does not include summer school hours. 

G. Grading System, Honors, Graduation: 

Grading System: A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic 
performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade receives a 
numerical value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade 
point average for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semester’s 
work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades and the quality points represented by each (as of August 24, 
1978) are as follows: 

A    = 4.0 13+ = 3.3 C+ = 2.3 D+ = 1.3 

A-= 3.7 B = 3.0 C = 2.0 D = 1.0 

B- = 2.7 C- = 1.7 F = 0.0 

Temporary grades of IN and AB carry the force of an _F until replaced by a 
permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are 
not considered in establishing a grade point average. 

A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the 
"pass/D-F" grading system and a total of 11 may be applied to graduation 
requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for pass/fail 
registrants as for regular registrants. The minimum performance for a PS grade is 
equivalent to the minimum performance for the letter grade "C-". 

If a student reduces his academic load after the drop-add period, the notation of 

W will appear on the grade slip and transcript, signifying that the student 

withdrew from the course. 

Note: If a student is registered for a class and doesn’t attend the first two 
meetings, the instructor may remove him from his roll. However, this is not an 
official drop. The student must officially drop the course. 
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Honors: Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must meet one of 
the following sets of requirements (for students that enrolled in the University in 
Fall 2009 and earlier): 

(1) a 3.2 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education; 

(2) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 

in at least 12 but fewer than 15 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of 
required physical education. 

Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, full-time students who enter the 
University as a first-time, first year students beginning in the Fall 2010 must 
meet one of the following sets of requirements: 

(1) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in at least 12 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education courses. 

Graduation: To qualify for a B.A. degree a student must complete 120 credit 
hours with at least a 2.0 grade point average. Students must 
regularly consult with their college advisor to make sure they have met college 
and major requirements to graduate. 

H. Disposition of Textbooks 

Textbooks purchased from grant-in-aid funds for student-athletes become the property 
of the student-athlete upon completion of the course for which they were purchased. 

Should a student-athlete not complete a course for which a textbook was purchased, any 

texts must be turned over to a member of the staff of the Academic Support Program. 
Any books returned will, at the discretion of the director, either be returned to the vendor 

for credit or be added to the Academics Center Library. 

Guidelines for Coaches in Working Effectively with Academic Counselors 

1. Beginning of Fall Semester 

a. Team phone and address list 

2. Before Each Semester 

a. Team meeting date and time arranged 
b. Structured study assignments 
c. Individual meetings assigned (names of students) 
d. Updated rosters 



3. Ongoing 

a. Return phone calls 

b. Relay important information about team or students 

c. Assistance in locating students 

d. Recruiting appointments made in advance 

e. Consequences assigned and implemented by coach for students not meeting 
academic requirements 

f. Consistency with rules, decisions, policies 
g. Support for counselor’s decisions 

Services to Expect from Counselors 

1. Weekly written reports 

a. Structured Study list 

b. Tutor use 

c. Individual meetings and progress 

d. Concerns/problems with specific students 

2. Grade Reports 

a. Weekly Grade Reports that include information from meetings and progress 
reports. 
b. Final semester grade reports 

3. Other Services 

a. Recruiting (with advanced notice/appointment) 
b. Programming 
c. Information on students as needed (problems, concerns) 

K. Things Counselors Do Not/Cannot Do 

go 

1. Register a student for classes unless the student is traveling or competing 

2. Change grades 

3. Write appeal letters for students 
4. Influence professors in any way 

5. Arrange for make-up exams and other assignments missed because of team travel or 
sickness this responsibility lies with the student 

Important Notes 

The Academic Counseling staff requests that all communication with faculty and 
University Staff occur in conjunction with the Academic Support Center. This will 
contribute to developing and maintaining positive relationships between the Department 
of Athletics and faculty and staff. 
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XIII 

ACADEMICS 

A. University Orientation 

Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs (CTOPS): All new students are 
required to participate in CTOPS prior to the start of their first semester. At CTOPS, 
incoming freshmen and transfer students attend orientation programs, take 
placement exams, pick up laptop computers, and register for fall classes. The 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) offers information sessions 
for students and parents on both Day 1 and Day 2 of the program. Day 1 information 
sessions are used to help prepare student-athletes for registration. Day 2 information 
sessions are for both parents and students and focus on compliance and academic 
related topics. Space is limited in each CTOPS session and is reserved on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Students register online for their desired session or the next 
available session. Attendance at a CTOPS session is required for matriculation in the 
University. 

Registration 

Registration: New student-athletes register at C-TOPS (summer) for the fall semester. 

Returning student-athletes register during their registration times in both their fall 

and spring semesters. Students are required to see their athletic counselors in regard 

to course selection, progress towards degree, and eligibility. All first year students are 

required to see an Academic Advisor prior to registering for their third semester. 

Academic Load: The normal academic load for a semester is 15 credit hours, i.e., five, 
three-hour courses. The minimum academic load for a single semester is 12 credit 

hours, exclusive of physical education activity classes. Eligibility standards for the 
NCAA require 24 degree-applicable hours per year in residence. In addition, a 

minimum of 6 degree applicable hours must be earned each term and 18 degree 

applicable hours must be completed during fall and spring semesters. The University 

requires 24 hours completed after the freshman year and 27 hours each subsequent 

year. 

A student must be enrolled in at least 12 academic credit hours per semester unless 
they are in their last semester of enrollment and less than 12 hours is needed to 
graduate. In such case, the student-athlete must obtain under-load approval from the 
College of Arts & Sciences and turn a copy of the approved under-load form in to 
their academic counselor. 

3. Priority Registration is available to all returning student-athletes pending a formal 

request to and approval from the Priority Registration Committee. Requests are made 

by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

Study Program 

1. Supervised Structured Study: The Academic Support Program staff provides 
supervised study throughout the academic year. This is available to selected 

student-athletes within the guidelines established by coaches and the Academic 
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Support Program for Student-Athletes. Students are expected to abide by the 
regulations established by both parties. 

Tutoring: Tutors are available in a variety of subject areas. Student-athletes should 
see their academic counselor to request tutorial assistance. All tutorial takes place 
in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes facility. 

Academics (continued) 

Monitoring of Progress: The staff of the Academic Support Program will, under the 
direction of the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligiblity, monitor 
the progress of the student-athletes towards degree, NCAA and institutional 
academic eligibility as well as monitor their progress during each semester. Each 
fall, all student-athletes are required to meet with their academic counselor to 
review their eligibility standing. When problems arise, coaches will be contacted 
immediately and corrective action taken. In addition, coaches will receive grade 
reports throughout the semester. In addition, the Academic Support Program 
distributes progress reports to departments two times a semester. 

D. Academic Advising 

Like regular students at the University, student-athletes are assigned advisors in the 
General College during their first two years of study. After declaring a major, 
student-athletes are then assigned an advisor in their major academic department. 
In addition, student-athletes have athletic academic counselors in the Academic 
Center who work jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising 
and registration processes. It is important that student-athletes get to know both 
their campus and athletic advisors and meet with each on a regular basis to insure 
their academic progress towards graduation and athletics eligibility. 

Travel 

1. Because of often extensive travel involved in athletics participation, it is important 
that student-athletes get to know their professors early in the semester and make 
plans to make-up any work missed due to athletics participation. 

2. The Academic Support Center staff provides a travel letter for student-athletes to 

give to their instructors. However, student-athletes are still responsible for 

reviewing this letter with their instructors and planning for absences accordingly. 

Travel for NCAA-sponsored activities will receive the greatest support and 

endorsement by the Academic Support Center staff. Although many student- 

athletes will have unique opportunities to participate in their sport at the highest 

levels outside the university, it is primarily their responsibility to negotiate these 

absences with their instructors. These student-athletes are strongly encouraged to 
discuss these situations with their athletic academic counselor to determine the 

most appropriate course of action to follow. 
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2, Regulations Regarding Academic Eligibility 

1. University Regulations: To be eligible to remain in the University: a student who 
enters the University between May 15, 1982 and May 14, 2007 must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 

1.50 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin the third semester in residence. 

1.75 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

1.90 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to 
begin a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

Students wanting a 10th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in 
residence. 

Required physical education activities courses (t’HYA) do not count as academic 
semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 1.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

Students who enter the University after May 14, 2007 must meet the following 

minimum requirements: 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin the third semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to begin 
a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

In addition, every student entering after May 14, 2007 MUST maintain a 2.0 
cumulative GPA each semester or they will be subject to academic probation. 
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Students wanting a 9th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 9th semester in 
residence. 

One required life-time fitness physical education course (LFIT) DOES count 

towards academic semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 2.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

2. Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Requirements: 

* See ACC manual 

NCAA Academic Requirements for Students who first enrolled in college after 
August 1, 2003: To be eligible for athletic competition after 1 st year of 
enrollment, students must pass 24 academic hours toward their degree within one 

calendar year. Also this first year and each subsequent year, students must pass 

18 hours toward their degree between the fall and spring semesters only, while 

meeting percentage toward degree and GPA requirements as outlined in the 

following. Further, NCAA regulations require students to officially declare a 
major by the start of their fifth semester in residence. 

Fulfillment of Degree Requirements: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 
degree requirements: 

NCAA 
To enter 3rd year, 40% in degree program 

(48 hours) 
To enter 4th year, 60% in degree program 

(72 hours) 
To enter 5th year, 80% in degree program 

(96 hours) 

UNC 

51 hours 

78 hours 

105 hours 

Fulfillment of 

To be eligible 
grade-point average requirements: 

NCAA 

Grade-Point Average Requirements: 

for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 

To enter 2nd year, 90% of 2.0 or 1.80 
To enter 3rd year, 95% of 2.0 or 1.90 
To enter 4th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 
To enter 5th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 

UNC (pre-/post-May 14, 2007) 

1.50/2.0 
1.75/2.0 
1.90/2.0 
2.00/2.0 
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Baseball Eligibility 
Baseball student-athletes must meet all NCAA eligibility requirements at the 
beginning of each fall term in order to be eligible to compete during the spring 
term. 

Football Eligibility Certification 
Football student-athletes must pass 9 degree applicable hours each fall semester 
and earn the AI~R eligibility point for the fall term in order to be eligible to 
compete in the first four contests in the following season. 

Mid Year Eligibility Certification for students entering the University after August 1, 
2003: 

After their first year of enrollment, students must maintain the cure GPA required 

for the start of the year in order to compete the following spring semester. 

Term by Term Eligibility Certification for ALL students: 

Students must earn six hours toward degree the preceding regular full-time 
academic term in order to be eligible for the next regular academic term. This 

does not include summer school hours. 

G. Grading System, Honors, Graduation: 

Grading System: A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic 
performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade receives a 
numerical value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade 
point average for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semester’s 
work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades and the quality points represented by each (as of August 24, 
1978) are as follows: 

A    = 4.0 B+ = 3.3 C+ = 2.3 D+ = 1.3 

A-= 3.7 B = 3.0 C = 2.0 D = 1.0 

B- = 2.7 C- = 1.7 F = 0.0 

Temporary grades of IN and AB carry the force of an _F until replaced by a 
permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are 
not considered in establishing a grade point average. 

A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the 
"pass/D-F" grading system and a total of 11 may be applied to graduation 
requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for pass/fail 
registrants as for regular registrants. The minimum performance for a I~S grade is 
equivalent to the minimum performance for the letter grade "C-". 
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If a student reduces his academic load after the drop-add period, the notation of 
W will appear on the grade slip and transcript, signifying that the student 
withdrew from the course. 

Note: If a student is registered for a class and doesn’t attend the first two 
meetings, the instructor may remove him from his roll. However, this is not an 

official drop. The student must officially drop the course. 

Honors: Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must meet one of 
the following sets of requirements (for students that enrolled in the University in 
Fall 2009 and earlier): 

(1) a 3.2 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education; 

(2) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in at least 12 but fewer than 15 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of 

required physical education. 

Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, full-time students who enter the 
University as a first-time, first year students beginning in the Fall 2010 must 
meet one of the following sets of requirements: 

(1) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in at least 12 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education courses. 

Graduation: To qualify for a B.A. degree a student must complete 120 credit 
hours with at least a 2.0 grade point average. Students must 
regularly consult with their college advisor to make sure they have met college 
and major requirements to graduate. 

H. Disposition of Textbooks 

Textbooks purchased from grant-in-aid funds for student-athletes become the property 
of the student-athlete upon completion of the course for which they were purchased. 

Should a student-athlete not complete a course for which a textbook was purchased, any 
texts must be turned over to a member of the staff of the Academic Support Program. 

Any books returned will, at the discretion of the director, either be returned to the vendor 

for credit or be added to the Academics Center Library. 

All student-athletes that have textbooks paid from grant-in-aid are required to complete 
an official book form request in the Academic Support Program. All book forms must be 

signed off by a member of the Compliance office or a full-time employee of the Academic 
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Support Program. Grant-in-aid for books will only covered required textbooks for the 
course which is determined by the professor. 

Guidelines for Coaches in Working Effectively with Academic Counselors 

1. Beginning of Fall Semester 

a. Team phone and address list 

2. Before Each Semester 

a. Team meeting date and time arranged 
b. Structured study assignments 
c. Individual meetings assigned (names of students) 
d. Updated rosters 
Ongoing 

a. Return phone calls 
b. Relay important information about team or students 
c. Assistance in locating students 
d. Recruiting appointments made in advance 
e. Consequences assigned and implemented by coach for students not meeting 

academic requirements 
f. Consistency with rules, decisions, policies 
g. Support for counselor’s decisions 

Services to Expect from Counselors 

1. Weekly written reports 

a. Structured Study list 

b. Tutor use 

c. Individual meetings and progress 

d. Concerns/problems with specific students 

2. Grade Reports 

a. Weekly Grade Reports that include information from meetings and progress 

reports. 

b. Final semester grade reports 

3. Other Services 

a. Recruiting (with advanced notice/appointment) 

b. Programming 

c. Information on students as needed (problems, concerns) 
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K. Things Counselors Do Not/Cannot Do 

1. Register a student for classes unless the student is traveling or competing 
2. Change grades 
3. Write appeal letters for students 
4. Influence professors in any way 
5. Arrange for make-up exams and other assignments missed because of team travel or 

sickness this responsibility lies with the student 

L. Important Notes 

The Academic Counseling staff requests that all communication with faculty and 
University Staff occur in conjunction with the Academic Support Center. This will 
contribute to developing and maintaining positive relationships between the Department 
of Athletics and faculty and staff. 
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NCAA Reg.ional 
VIDEO: Robert Bear,~’s Grand Slam! 
Two Gamecocks Makin~act for DC United in MLS 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
FootballA season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 



Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@sc~ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here~, We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 

and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question: Is it permissible for a fan to send a 
congratulatory note to a baseball student-athlete after the 
team advances to the College World Series in Omaha? 

Answer: Yes, all correspondence to baseball student- 

athletes should be sent to Carolina Stadium, where it will 
be distributed to the student-athlete.~, The address for 
Carolina Stadium is as follows: 

University of South Carolina Baseball 
Attn: STUDENT-ATHLETE 
431 Williams St. 
Columbia, SC 29208 

It is not permissible to send any type of tangible item (gift 
card, jewelry, money, etc.) 

South Carol na Athlet cs Department 

801 L ncoln St~ Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Admissions and C-tops issues 

TEXT.htm 

Brent and Jelm, 

I know you two work closely with the CTOPS folks, so I thought I would forward this to you. It was initially sent to: Spencer, 
Blanchard, Lance, and Missy in Admissions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> C D Mock 6/14/2011 12:24 PM >>> 
Spencer is currently working on this for me but I feel like this is a problem every year and I think we need some formal "system" or 
changes to address it: 

Due to my season and recruiting constraints, which I have no control over, there are always one or two guys who don’t commit until 
June. Every year I straggle to get these guys caught up and C-tops especially is a problem. Right now I have two guys who have just 
committed and the only open C-tops is the last week which is in August. That is not acceptable or fair. I need to get some 
exceptions to get these late commits into an earlier C-tops. There has to be a way to do this other than telling the parents of these kids 
that they have to wait to see if someone drops out of an earlier class. These folks are from far away and need to plan these flights, etc. 

How do we fix this? Believe me, if I could change it on my end and have them all done by April I would! 

C.D. Mock 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Admissions and C-tops issues 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I know what you mean. How do you hold slots when you don’t know what slots to hold... 

Just wanted you to be aware - no reason to do anything unless Blanchard talks to you about it (since you didn’t get the original email). 

Amy 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 6/14/2011 10:25 PM >>> 

Explain to me what is unfair about someone committing late and taking the next available spot in CTOPS. Plus, if it[] s long travel for 
them, coming to the last session is appropriate [] they only have to pay one airfare. Then there is the fact that there are probably more 
spots in classes available during the last session than in most of the previous ones. Recruiting season is not, in my mind, reason to 
make waves[] If baseball loses half of its class to the draft and signs guys late, are we going to look for more unknown numbers of 
slots? Slippery slope [] Just a few thoughts. 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 

~ :i!tarhee~b~e. csJ~-v.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

From: Amy Herman [ ] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:06 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: John Blanchard; Lance Markos; WelborlL Spencer Brooks 
Subject: Fwd: Admissions and C-tops issues 

Brent and Jenn, 

I know you two work closely with the CTOPS folks, so I thought I would forward this to you. It was initially sent to: Spencer, 
Blanchard, Lance, and Missy in Admissions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> C D Mock 6/14/2011 12:24 PM >>> 



Spencer is currently working on this for me but I feel like this is a problem every year and I think we need some formal "system" or 
changes to address it: 

Due to my season and recruiting constraints, which I have no control over, there are always one or two guys who don’t commit until 
June. Every year I struggle to get these guys caught up and C-tops especially is a problem. Right now I have two guys who have just 

committed and the only open C-tops is the last week which is in August. That is not acceptable or fair. I need to get some 
exceptions to get these late commits into an earlier C-tops. There has to be a way to do this other than telling the parents of these kids 

that they have to wait to see if someone drops out of an earlier class. These folks are from far away and need to plan these flights, etc. 

How do we fix this? Believe me, if I could change it on my end and have them all done by April I would! 

C.D. Mock 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Admissions and C-tops issues 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Late is the only time I can work!!! And I’m a bit anal about my inbox. If it moves to 2 screens, I start to have panic attacks... :-) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/14/2011 10:30 PM >>> 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
http:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.corr~~ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

From: Amy Herman [              uncaa.mlc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:29 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Admissions and C-tops issues 

I know what you mean. How do you hold slots when you don’t know what slots to hold... 

Just wanted you to be aware - no reason to do anything unless Blanchard talks to you about it (since you didn’t get the original email). 

Amy 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 6/14/2011 10:25 PM >>> 

Explain to me what is unfair about someone committing late and taking the next available spot in CTOPS. Plus, if it[] s long travel for 
them, coming to the last session is appropriate [] they only have to pay one airfare. Then there is the fact that there are probably more 
spots in classes available during the last session than in most of the previous ones. Recruiting season is not, in my mind, reason to 
make waves[] If baseball loses half of its class to the draft and signs guys late, are we going to look for more unknown numbers of 
slots? Slippery slope [] Just a few thoughts. 

Brent Blanton 



Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajsci~ae,,~uncaa.wnc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:06 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: John Blanchard; Lance Markos; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: Fwd: Admissions and C-tops issues 

Brent and Jelm, 

I know you two work closely with the CTOPS folks, so I thought I would forward this to you. It was initially sent to: Spencer, 
Blanchard, Lance, and Missy in Admissions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> C D Mock 6/14/2011 12:24 PM >>> 

Spencer is currently working on this for me but I feel like this is a problem every year and I think we need some formal "system" or 
changes to address it: 

Due to my season and recruiting constraints, which I have no control over, there are always one or two guys who don’t commit until 
June. Every year I struggle to get these guys caught up and C-tops especially is a problem. Right now I have two guys who have just 
committed and the only open C-tops is the last week which is in August. That is not acceptable or fair. I need to get some 
exceptions to get these late commits into an earlier C-tops. There has to be a way to do this other than telling the parents of these kids 
that they have to wait to see if someone drops out of an earlier class. These folks are from far away and need to plan these flights, etc. 

How do we fix this? Believe me, if I could change it on my end and have them all done by April I would! 

C.D. Mock 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 1116 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions and C-tops issues 

Text.htm 

I agree. I am certainly open to discussion, but I really don’t think that getting into an earlier CTOPS session really makes a student’s 
schedule any better. The amount of difference it might make in a student’s class schedule is minimal and definitely not really 
something that I would pick a battle about. We do our best to accommodate every sport to the best of our ability and, in fact, already 
did wrestling quite a bit of favors to get some of their earlier admits into their preferred sessions. With 28 sports, there is just a limit to 
what we can do because we cannot get every single incoming athlete into his or her preferred session and have to draw the line 
somewhere. Everyone knows that students who commit late in any sport always have to deal with a bit of a scramble, but if the August 
session is presented as a good option (and the only option) to late recruits, they and their parents would never feel shafted in any way. 
They would get the same services and attention from us and from Academic Advising and they will most likely have just as many 
class choices. 

I could just be looking at this through a narrow lens, so I would be willing to discuss if there are changes that need to be made. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 06/14/11 10:25 PM >>> 
Explain to me what is unfair about someone committing late and taking the next available spot in CTOPS. Plus, if it’s long travel for 
them, coming to the last session is appropriate - they only have to pay one airfare. Then there is the fact that there are probably more 
spots in classes available during the last session than in most of the previous ones. Recruiting season is not, in my mind, reason to 
make waves... If baseball loses half of its class to the draft and signs guys late, are we going to look for more unknown numbers of 
slots? Slippery slope... Just a few thoughts. 
Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iTta~ee~N~e.cs~v.colr~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Amy Herman [mailto;~schae~a;uncaa.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:06 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: John Blanchard; Lance Markos; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: Fwd: Admissions and C-tops issues 

Brent and Jelm, 

I know you two work closely with the CTOPS folks, so I thought I would forward this to you. It was initially sent to: Spencer, 
Blanchard, Lance, and Missy in Admissions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> C D Mock 6/14/2011 12:24 PM >>> 



Spencer is currently working on this for me but I feel like this is a problem every year and I think we need some formal "system" or 
changes to address it: 

Due to my season and recruiting constraints, which I have no control over, there are always one or two guys who don’t commit until 
June. Every year I struggle to get these guys caught up and C-tops especially is a problem. Right now I have two guys who have just 

committed and the only open C-tops is the last week which is in August. That is not acceptable or fair. I need to get some 
exceptions to get these late commits into an earlier C-tops. There has to be a way to do this other than telling the parents of these kids 

that they have to wait to see if someone drops out of an earlier class. These folks are from far away and need to plan these flights, etc. 

How do we fix this? Believe me, if I could change it on my end and have them all done by April I would! 

C.D. Mock 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 1119 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions and C-tops issues 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks, you two. If one of you wouldn’t mind sharing these thoughts with Blanchard, he can get back to CD on it (since Blanchard 
got the original email). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 6/14/2011 11:17 PM >>> 

We look through the same lens [] 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 
~:ii~arheelb~e.cs~v.comi 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

From: Jennifer Townsend [ ncaa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 11:16 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Amy Herman 
Subject: RE: Admissions and C-tops issues 

I agree. I am certainly open to discussion, but I really don’t think that getting into an earlier CTOPS session really makes a student’s 
schedule any better. The amount of difference it might make in a student’s class schedule is minimal and definitely not really 
something that I would pick a battle about. We do our best to accommodate every sport to the best of our ability and, in fact, already 
did wrestling quite a bit of favors to get some of their earlier admits into their preferred sessions. With 28 sports, there is just a limit to 
what we can do because we cannot get every single incoming athlete into his or her preferred session and have to draw the line 
somewhere. Everyone knows that students who commit late in any sport always have to deal with a bit of a scramble, but if the August 
session is presented as a good option (and the only option) to late recruits, they and their parents would never feel shafted in any way. 
They would get the same services and attention from us and from Academic Advising and they will most likely have just as many 
class choices. 

I could just be looking at this through a narrow lens, so I would be willing to discuss if there are changes that need to be made. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 06/14/11 10:25 PM >>> 
Explain to me what is unfair about someone committing late and taking the next available spot in CTOPS. Plus, if it’s long travel for 
them, coming to the last session is appropriate - they only have to pay one airfare. Then there is the fact that there are probably more 
spots in classes available during the last session than in most of the previous ones. Recruiting season is not, in my mind, reason to 
make waves... If baseball loses half of its class to the draft and signs guys late, are we going to look for more unknown numbers of 
slots? Slippery slope... Just a few thoughts. 
Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc ] (919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Amy Herman [mai~o:a~schae(~mcaa.~mc.ed~q 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:06 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: John Blanchard; Lance Markos; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: Fwd: Admissions and C-tops issues 

Brent and Jelm, 

I know you two work closely with the CTOPS folks, so I thought I would forward this to you. It was initially sent to: Spencer, 
Blanchard, Lance, and Missy in Admissions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> C D Mock 6/14/2011 12:24 PM >>> 
Spencer is currently working on this for me but I feel like this is a problem every year and I think we need some formal "system" or 
changes to address it: 

Due to my season and recruiting constraints, which I have no control over, there are always one or two guys who don’t commit until 
June. Every year I struggle to get these guys caught up and C-tops especially is a problem. Right now I have two guys who have just 
committed and the only open C-tops is the last week which is in August. That is not acceptable or fair. I need to get some exceptions 
to get these late commits into an earlier C-tops. There has to be a way to do this other than telling the parents of these kids that they 
have to wait to see if someone drops out of an earlier class. These folks are from far away and need to plan these flights, etc. 

How do we fix this? Believe me, if I could change it on my end and have them all done by April I would! 

C.D. Mock 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’ @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:06 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: End of Term Tutor Paperwork 

TEXT.htm; AI paperwork 1 .jpeg; AI paperwork 2.jpeg 

Hey Brem, 

I’m so sorry. I’m just getting you this paperwork now. I forgot all about it 
and just came across it in my inbox again. 









The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

*Your social security number is being requested by the University to conduct a residence history and criminal conviction background check 

consistent with University policy. You are not required to disclose your social security number; however, if you do not disclose your social 

security number you will not be considered for employment. 

Please list all other names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used: 

[] YES 
[] NO 

[] Yes [] No 
[] Yes [] No 
[] Yes [] No 

Are you currently an employee of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

Have you ever lived or worked outside of North Carolina? If yes, complete page 2 of this form. 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense? If yes, list below the county, state, and date of the 

conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. Prayers for Judgment Continued (PJCs) and 

non-contested charges must be included, unless you have acted to expunge your record. If more space is 

needed, check here [] and attach additional pages. 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be disqualified 
automatically from consideration for employment or unpaid appointment. I understand for employment that false or misleading 
information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in rejection of my 
application, action up to and including termination if hired, and/or criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies 
with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading information is given in order to meet the requirements for 
the position for which I am hired. For unpaid volunteer, intern, or visiting scholar appointments, I understand that false or 
misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in not being 
appointed or termination of my affiliation with the University. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature 

Rev (04-08-2011 ) 

Date 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

Candidate section continued on next page 

Page 1 of 3 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

CANDIDATES: If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list the States, dates lived or worked in those 

locations, cities, counties, and the name(s) used during those times. 

OTHER LOCATIONS DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

LAST NAME(s) USED IN EACH STATE 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR)           CITY             COUNTY 

(if different from above) 

Rev (04-08-2011) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 2 of 3 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND INVESTIGATOR. 

INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 

If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background 
Investigations using the contact information below. 

[] YES 
[] NO 

[] FACULTY 
[] EPA NON-FACULTY 

[] POST DOC 
[] EPA TEMP 

[] SPA PERMANENT 
[] SPATEMP 
[] VOLUNTEER 

[] UNPAIDINTERNNISITING SCHOLAR 

[] STATE-OWNED 
[] PERSONAL/OTHER 

[] OTHER 

¯ For SPA Permanent employees, Volunteers, Unpaid Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 

Consultant. 

¯ For Faculty, send this form to the Dean’s Office. 

¯ For EPA-NF, Temps and other persons, send this form to: 

Background Investigator 

UNC Public Safety 

AOB, Suite 2300, CB# 1620 

Fax: 919-962-4279 

Phone: 843-4413 or 962-9768 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 

[] COURT SEARCH 

[] NCDLCHECK 

[]CASTLE BRANCH* 

[] OUT OF STATE DL 

[] EPLS/OIG 

[] SEX OFFENDER 

[] AOC 

JOURNAL ENTRY#: 

DATE ENTERED: 

AMOUNT DUE: [] NO CS RESULTS 

Date 

INIT: 

check performed: 

No criminal conviction(s) found. 

Criminal issue(s) found; agree(s) with 
application. 
Criminal issue(s) found; do(es) not agree 
with application. 
Possible criminal record found; further 
review needed. 
Valid Driver’s License confirmed. 
Driving record clear. 
Driving issue(s) found; agree(s) with 
application. 
Driving issue(s) found; do(es) not agree 
with application. 
Possible driving record found; further review 
needed. 
Charge made to the listed account. 

FILE#: 

* Federal and Out of State included. 

Rev (04-08-2011 ) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 3 of 3 



UNC Department of Athletics 
PAYROLL DATA SHEET FOR TEMPORARY/STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 

Indicate status: ( ) Non-Student ( ) Student Date Completed: / / 

Social Security #: 

Last First Middle 

Date of Birth 

Indicate Citizenship: 

Indicate Sex: 

( ) Female 

( ) Male 

) U. S. Citizen 
) Resident Foreign National 

[Alien Registration Card I- 151 # 
) Non-Resident Foreign National 

[Temporary Visa Type/Number 

Indicate Race (Circle one): 

1 = White (European, North African, Middle Eastern) 

2 = Black (Not Hispanic) 

3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native 

4 = Asian or Pacific Islander (Far East, Southeast Asia Islands) 

5 = Hispanic (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central American) 

Permanent Address: 
Street address 

City State Zip Code 

Telephone: (    ) 
Area code       Number 

FOR STUDENTS: ( ) Graduate ( ) Undergraduate 

School Address: 
Street address 

1 

1 

City State Zip Code 

Telephone: 
Number 

Are you currently working in another department on campus? If YES, please indicate name of department: 

( )NO ( )YES 

Are you related to any UNC employee? ( ) No ( ) Yes 
If yes, indicate employee(s)’ name, relationship to you, department in which they work: 

Name Department Relationship 

In case of an emerRency, please list the name and number of someone you would want us to contact: 

NAME: TELEPHONE NUMBER: ( ) 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE HIRING SUPERVISOR 

Athletic Department work unit: Department Number: 98 I 



Start Date: Rate of Pay: 

Account Number to be charged (ex: 19030):. 

Hours Per Week: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Hancock 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; Tracy Harris.vcf 

yep 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/15/2011 9:03 AM >>> 

Just kidding; she belongs to all of us. Hopefully she sees you today; if she comes in here, we [] 11 send her your way. Cool? 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarheelNue. cs’~.,.comi 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.3107 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p>Hello,</p> <p>We are interested in learning more about utilizing an internship... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 
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XIII 

ACADEMICS 

A. University Orientation 

Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs (CTOPS): All new students are 
required to participate in CTOPS prior to the start of their first semester. At CTOPS, 
incoming freshmen and transfer students attend orientation programs, take 
placement exams, pick up laptop computers, and register for fall classes. The 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) offers information sessions 
for students and parents on both Day 1 and Day 2 of the program. Day 1 information 
sessions are used to help prepare student-athletes for registration. Day 2 information 
sessions are for both parents and students and focus on compliance and academic 
related topics. Space is limited in each CTOPS session and is reserved on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Students register online for their desired session or the next 
available session. Attendance at a CTOPS session is required for matriculation in the 
University. 

Registration 

Registration: New student-athletes register at C-TOPS (summer) for the fall semester. 

Returning student-athletes register during their registration times in both their fall 

and spring semesters. Students are encouraged to see their athletics counselors in 

regard to course selection, progress towards degree, and eligibility. All first year 

students are required to see an College of Arts & Sciences academic advisor prior to 
registering for their third semester. 

Academic Load: The normal academic load for a semester is 15 credit hours, i.e., five, 
three-hour courses. The minimum academic load for a single semester is 12 credit 
hours, exclusive of physical education activity classes. Eligibility standards for the 
NCAA require 24 degree-applicable hours per year in residence. In addition, a 

minimum of 6 degree applicable hours must be earned each term and 18 degree 

applicable hours must be completed during fall and spring semesters. The University 

requires 24 hours completed after the freshman year and 27 hours each subsequent 

year. 

Students must be enrolled in at least 12 academic credit hours per semester unless 
they are in their last semester of enrollment and less than 12 hours is needed to 
graduate. In such cases, student-athletes must obtain under-load approval from the 
College of Arts & Sciences and turn a copy of the approved underload form in to their 
academic counselor. 

3. Priority Registration is available to all returning student-athletes pending a formal 
request to and approval from the Priority Registration Committee. Requests are made 

by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 
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C. Study Program 

Supervised Structured Study: The Academic Support Program provides supervised 
study throughout the academic year. This is available to selected student-athletes 
within the guidelines established by the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes and coaches. Students are expected to abide by the regulations established 
by both parties. 

2. Tutoring: Tutors are available in a variety of subject areas. Student-athletes should 
see their academic counselor to request tutorial assistance. All tutorial takes place 
in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes facility. 

Monitoring of Progress: The staff of the Academic Support Program will, under the 
direction of the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligiblity, monitor 
the progress of the student-athletes towards degree, NCAA and institutional 
academic eligibility as well as monitor their progress during each semester. Each 
fall, all student-athletes are required to meet with their academic counselor to 
review their eligibility standing. When problems arise, coaches will be contacted 
immediately and corrective action taken. In addition, coaches will receive grade 
reports throughout the semester. In addition, the Academic Support Program 
distributes progress reports to departments twice each semester. 

D. Academic Advising 

Like regular students at the University, student-athletes are assigned advisors in the 
General College during their first two years of study. After declaring a major, 
student-athletes are sometimes assigned an advisor in their major academic 
department. In addition, student-athletes have athletic academic counselors in the 
Academic Center who work jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the 
advising and registration processes. It is important that student-athletes get to 
know both their campus advisors and athletics counselors and meet with each on a 
regular basis to insure their academic progress towards graduation and athletics 
eligibility. 

E. Travel 

1. Because of often extensive travel involved in athletics participation, it is important 
that student-athletes get to know their professors early in the semester and make 
plans to make-up any work missed due to athletics participation. 

2. The Academic Support Center staff provides a travel letter for student-athletes to 
give to their instructors. However, student-athletes are still responsible for 

reviewing this letter with their instructors and planning for absences accordingly. 

Travel for NCAA-sponsored activities will receive the greatest support and 

endorsement by the Academic Support Center staff. Although many student- 
athletes will have unique opportunities to participate in their sport at the highest 

levels outside the university, it is primarily their responsibility to negotiate these 
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absences with their instructors. These student-athletes are strongly encouraged to 

discuss these situations with their athletic academic counselor to determine the 
most appropriate course of action to follow. 

Regulations Regarding Academic Eligibility 

1. University Regulations: To be eligible to remain in the University: a student who 
enters the University between May 15, 1982 and May 14, 2007 must meet the 

following minimum requirements: 

1.50 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin the third semester in residence. 

1.75 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

1.90 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to 
begin a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

Students wanting a 10th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 

one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in 

residence. 

Required physical education activities courses (PHYA) do not count as academic 
semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 1.00 grade point average and pass nine 

academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 

appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

Students who enter the University after May 14, 2007 must meet the following 

minimum requirements: 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin the third semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to begin 
a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 
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In addition, every student entering after May 14, 2007 MUST maintain a 2.0 
cumulative GPA each semester or they will be subject to academic probation. 

Students wanting a 9th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 9th semester in 
residence. 

One required life-time fitness physical education course (LFIT) DOES count 

towards academic semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 2.00 grade point average and pass nine 

academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 

appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 

determine their academic eligibility. 

2. Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Requirements: 

* See ACC manual 

NCAA Academic Requirements for Students who first enrolled in college after 
August 1, 2003: To be eligible for athletic competition after 1 st year of 

enrollment, students must pass 24 academic hours toward their degree within one 

calendar year. Also this first year and each subsequent year, students must pass 
18 hours toward their degree between the fall and spring semesters only, while 

meeting percentage toward degree and GFA requirements as outlined in the 

following. Further, NCAA regulations require students to officially declare a 
major by the start of their fifth semester in residence. 

Fulfillment of Degree Requirements: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 
degree requirements: 

NCAA 
To enter 3rd year, 40% in degree program 

(48 hours) 
To enter 4th year, 60% in degree program 

(72 hours) 
To enter 5th year, 80% in degree program 

(96 hours) 

UNC 

51 hours 

78 hours 

105 hours 

Fulfillment of Grade-l~oint Average Requirements: 

To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 

grade-point average requirements: 

NCAA UNC (pre-/post-May 14, 2007) 

To enter 2nd year, 90% of 2.0 or 1.80 1.50/2.0 
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To enter 3rd year, 95% of 2.0 or 1.90 

To enter 4th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 

To enter 5th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 

(continued) 

1.75/2.0 

1.90/2.0 

2.00/2.0 

Baseball Eligibility 
Baseball student-athletes must meet all NCAA eligibility requirements at the 
beginning of each fall term in order to be eligible to compete during the spring 
term. 

Football Eligibility Certification 
Football student-athletes must pass 9 degree applicable hours each fall semester 
and earn the APR eligibility point for the fall term in order to be eligible to 
compete in the first four contests in the following season. 

Mid Year Eligibility Certification for students entering the University after August 1, 
2003: 

After their first year of enrollment, students must maintain the cum Gt’A required 
for the start of the year in order to compete the following spring semester. 

Term by Term Eligibility Certification for ALL students: 

Students must earn six hours toward degree the preceding regular full-time 
academic term in order to be eligible for the next regular academic term. This 
does not include summer school hours. 

G. Grading System, Honors, Graduation: 

Grading System: A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic 
performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade receives a 
numerical value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade 
point average for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semester’s 
work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades and the quality points represented by each (as of August 24, 
1978) are as follows: 

A    = 4.0 B+ = 3.3 C+ = 2.3 D+ = 1.3 

A-= 3.7 B = 3.0 C = 2.0 D = 1.0 

B- = 2.7 C- = 1.7 F = 0.0 

Temporary grades of IN and AB carry the force of an _F until replaced by a 
permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or notation) of FS, NG, NR, or W are 
not considered in establishing a grade point average. 

A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the 
"pass/D-F" grading system and a total of 11 may be applied to graduation 
requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for pass/fail 
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registrants as for regular registrants. The minimum performance for a PS grade is 
equivalent to the minimum performance for the letter grade "C-". 

If a student reduces his academic load after the drop-add period, the notation of 

W will appear on the grade slip and transcript, signifying that the student 
withdrew from the course. 

Note: If a student is registered for a class and doesn’t attend the first two 
meetings, the instructor may remove him from his roll. However, this is not an 
official drop. The student must officially drop the course. 

Honors: Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must meet one of 
the following sets of requirements (for students that enrolled in the University in 
Fall 2009 and earlier): 

(1) a 3.2 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education; 

(2) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 

in at least 12 but fewer than 15 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of 

required physical education. 

Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, full-time students who enter the 
University as a first-time, first year students beginning in the Fall 2010 must 
meet one of the following sets of requirements: 

(1) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in at least 12 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education courses. 

Graduation: To qualify for a B.A. degree a student must complete 120 credit 
hours with at least a 2.0 grade point average. Students must 
regularly consult with their college advisor to make sure they have met college 
and major requirements to graduate. 

H. Disposition of Textbooks 

Textbooks purchased from grant-in-aid funds for student-athletes become the property 
of the student-athlete upon completion of the course for which they were purchased. 

Should a student-athlete not complete a course for which a textbook was purchased, any 
texts must be turned over to a member of the staff of the Academic Support Program. 

Any books returned will, at the discretion of the director, either be returned to the vendor 

for credit or be added to the Academic Support Program Library. 

All student-athletes that have textbooks paid from grant-in-aid are required to complete 
an official book form request in the Academic Support Program. All book forms must be 

signed off by a member of the Compliance office or a full-time employee of the Academic 
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Support Program. Grant-in-aid for books will only cover required textbooks for the 
course which is determined by the professor. 

I. Guidelines for Coaches in Working Effectively with Academic Counselors 

1. Beginning of Fall Semester 

a. Team phone and address list 

2. Before Each Semester 

a. Team meeting date and time arranged 
b. Structured study assignments 
c. Individual meetings assigned (names of students) 
d. Updated rosters 
Ongoing 

a. Return phone calls 
b. Relay important information about team or students 
c. Assistance in locating students 
d. Recruiting appointments made in advance 
e. Consequences assigned and implemented by coach for students not meeting 

academic requirements 
f. Consistency with rules, decisions, policies 
g. Support for counselor’s decisions 

J. Services to Expect from Counselors 

1. Weekly written reports 

a. Structured Study list 
b. Tutor use 
c. Individual meetings and progress 
d. Concerns/problems with specific students 

2. Grade Reports 

a. Weekly Grade Reports that include information from meetings and progress 
reports. 
b. Final semester grade reports 

3. Other Services 

a. Recruiting (with advanced notice/appointment) 
b. Programming 
c. Information on students as needed (problems, concerns) 

Academics (continued 



K. Things Counselors Do Not/Cannot Do 

1. Register a student for classes unless the student is traveling or competing 

2. Change grades 

3. Write appeal letters for students 

4. Influence professors in any way 

5. Arrange for make-up exams and other assignments missed because of team travel or 
sickness this responsibility lies with the student 

L. Important Notes 

The Academic Counseling staff requests that all communication with faculty and 
University Staff occur in conjunction with the Academic Support Center. This will 

contribute to developing and maintaining positive relationships between the Department 

of Athletics and faculty and staff. 
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thanks ! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/15/2011 3:41 PM >>> 

Our portion of the manual [] 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            4:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Academic Departmental Contacts 

Brent, 

Attached is the Academic departmental contact information for each 
department as requested. 

The contact is the graduate coordinator or individual who has access to the 
graduate listserv, with the exception of Arabic studies, which does not 
have a graduate program. 

Thanks and see you tomorrow! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Mobile: 
Email: 

If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 11932bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchive02.uncaa.ur~c.edai4c2~3a95626647dg2f57c02b(~(~55ebb 
File Name: AcademicDepartmentContacts.xlsx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2011 16:13:27 -0400 
Size: 11932bytes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Monica Morita" <mmorita@usc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SMI - USC participants 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Hi Brent, Susan and Tim! 

Hope you are all doing well! It was so nice to see Susan last week. It 
feel like it was a long time ago for some reason. 

I told our USC SMI participants to look you up. 

So we have Isaac Flores (he used to play softball on our summer league, 
Brent) and Joyce Bell who is new to USC and is a Director of Compliance. 
Both really nice people or I might not send this email. (ha ha). 

Anyway - have a wonderful week. DeSha and I told them what a wonderful time 
we had in North Carolina and how well we were fed for every meal and in 
between snacks, etc. 

Take care! 

Monica 

Fight On! 

Monica K. Morita 

USC Athletics 

Director of Student Services 



(213)740-4157 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Max Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 1:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Team academic questions 

Text.htm 

Hi Brent, 

Coach put me in charge of filling out the nomination for our team GPA award. The ITA wants to know the number of semesters or 
terms the student has attended (would that include summer school?), number of credit hours earned for the current academic year, and 
the athlete’s GPA for the current academic year. 
Can I get all this information from the WTE grade report PDF you sent Brian or do I need information from you? 

I would appreciate any help at all, hope all is well, Max 
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Sent: 
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Attach: 
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Thursday, June 16, 2011 4:36 PM 

thaith@theacc.org 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Final Exam Schedules and Graduation 
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Tracy: 

Please find attached the tentative schedule for the University of North Carolina’s Fall and Spring examination periods and graduation 
ceremonies. Please contact me if you have any further questions. 

Kym N. Orr 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



FUTURE ACADEMIC FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULES 
AND GRADUATION DATES 

FOR ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE INSTITUTIONS 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

North Carolina 

NC State 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

2011-2012 
Fall: Dec. 14-21 
Graduation: No Dec. Grad 
Spring: May 8-15 
Graduation: May 21 

Fall: Dec 12 - 16 
Graduation: Dec 22 
Spring: April 30 - May 4 
Graduation: May 11 

Fall: Dec. 13-18 
Graduation: No Graduation 
Spring: April 30-May 5 
Graduation: May 13 

Fall: Dec. 12-16 
Graduation: Dec. 17 
Spring: April 23-27 
Graduation: April 28 

*Fall: Dec. 12-16 
Graduation: Dec. 17 
Spring: April 30-May 4 
Graduation: May 5 
*Subject to change as GT considering 
Trimester academic calendar. 

Fall: December 15-21 
Graduation: Dec 21 
Spring: May 12-18 
Graduation: May 19 

Fall: Dec. 7-14 
Graduation: Dec. 15 
Spring: May 3-10 
Graduation: May 14 
*Tentative Schedule 

Fall: Dec. 9-16 

2012-2013 
Fall: 
Graduation: No Dec. Grad 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: Dec 10 - 14 
Graduation: Dec 20 
Spring: April 29 - May 3 
Graduation: May 10 

Fall: Dec 11-16 
Graduation: 
Spring: April 29-May 4 
Graduation: May 12 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: Dec 13-19 
Graduation: Dec 19 
Spring: May 11-17 
Graduation: May 18 

Fall: Dec. 5-12 
Graduation: Dec. 13 
Spring: May 2-9 
Graduation: May 11 
*Tentative Schedule 

Fall: Dec. 7-14 
Graduation: Dec. 18 Graduation: Dec. 16 
Spring: Apr. 27-May 4 Spring: May 3-10 
Graduation: May 13 Graduation: May 12 

*Tentative Schedule 

Fall: Dec. 7-15 

Graduation: Dec. 17 

Spring: May 2-10 

Graduation: May 12 

Fall: Dec. 8-16 

Graduation: No Dec. Grad 

Spring: May 3-11 

Graduation: May 20 

Fall: Dec. 9-15 

Graduation: Dec. 16 
Spring: May 4-9 

Graduation: May 12 

Fall: Dec. 10-17 

Graduation: Dec. 18 

Spring: May 3-10 

Graduation: May 21 

Fall: Dec. 5-13 
Graduation: Dec. 15 
Spring: May 1-9 
Graduation: May 11 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: Dec. 14-20 
Graduation: Dec. 21 
Spring: May 10-15 
Graduation: May 18 

Fall: Dec. 8-15 
Graduation: Dec. 16 
Spring: May 3-9 
Graduation: May 20 

2013-14 
Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: Dec. 6-13 
Graduation: Dec. 15 
Spring: May 2-9 
Graduation: May 11 
*Tentative Schedule 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

Fall: 
Graduation: 
Spring: 
Graduation: 

*Tentative Schedules are subject to change. 



Location of Graduations 

Boston College - No December Graduation 
Clemson - Littlejohn Coliseum 
Duke - No December Graduation 
Florida State - Civic Center 
Georgia Tech - Alexander Memorial Coliseum 
Maryland - Comcast Center and Cole Field House 
Miami - UM Convocation Center 
North Carolina - December (Smith Center); May (Kenan Stadium) 
N.C. State - RBC Center 
Virginia - No December Graduation 
Virginia Tech - Fall-Cassell Coliseum, Spring - Lane Stadium 
Wake Forest - Outside on the Quad outside Wake Chapel. If weather is bad they move to LJVM Coliseum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 11:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: ECON Tutoring 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

I think I found someone so I’m gonna give it a shot...I will talk to them about setting up office hrs as well, for sure! Thanks. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 16 Jun2011 23:34:04 
To: Bridger, Beth<bridgerb@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: ECON Tutoring 

Is 7:30 too late for ECON tutoring? 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofcl (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p:/itarheeIblue~cs~v,com<~:,#~rheelbliue,cstv,comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 9:39 AM 

thaith@theacc.org 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Schedule and Graduation 

TEXT.htm 

Tracy: 

One small change for the 2012-13 year: Spring Exam period will be April 30 - May 7 not May 3 -10. Thanks. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Max Norris <norris@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 7:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Team academic questions 

Text.htm 

Thanks a lot Brent, flais is awesome.., talk to you soon, Max 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 06/16/11 9:21 PM >>> 
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Attached is a file with all of the requested information. 

Let me know if you need anyflaing else, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofcI (919) 962-8247 fax 
htt~:iitarheelblae~cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

From: Max Norris [mailto:noi~is@u~.caa. 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 1:54 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Team academic questions 

Hi Brent, 

Coach put me in charge of filling out the nomination for our team GPA award. The ITA wants to know the number of semesters or terms the 
student has attended (would that include summer school?), number of credit hours earned for the current academic year, and the athlete’s GPA 
for the current academic year. 
Can I get all flais information from flae WTE grade report PDF you sent Brian or do I need information from you? 

I would appreciate any help at all, hope all is well, Max 

M+ Secure Stor Stored: total 10216bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSizewte details.xlsxWed, 14 Sep 2011 21:21:20 -040010216bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 7:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 9:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Information to help you make the most of your stay. 

TEXT.htm; Information to help you make the most of your stay..msg 

FYI 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 10:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer I grades 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-6.20.11.xlsx 

See attached ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 10:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spring 2011 Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 6.20.11.xlsx 

See attached ....... 

I’m wondering if you will find students missing due to status changes. If so, does that mess anything up as far as your upload? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 2:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Appointment Time 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Sorry I missed this email. Although the time was not good. Tomorrow at noon will be good. Will this work? 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/20/2011 10:38 AM >>> 

Hi Tracy, 
Are you free to meet with someone this afternoon at 1:15? I have an emergency tutor hire and I want to get his paperwork on file as 
soon as possible. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc] (919) 962-8247 fax 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Jessica Hammond" <hammond@umbc.edu> 
Monday, June 20, 2011 3:44 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] Exam Proctoring Policy 

Good Afternoon, 

We are looking to revamp our Exam Proctoring Policy and was wondering if 
anyone would be willing to share their policy? Please email me directly 
at hammond@umbc.edu. I will be more than happy to share any responses 
with the listserv. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Jessica Hammond 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Academic Services for Student-Athletes 
UMBC Dept. of Athletics 
1000 Hilltop Circle 
Baltimore, MD 21250 
410-455-2290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 9:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011 College World Series Gear - Support the Gamecocks in Omaha! 

TEXT.htm 



To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please rewew our 
CBSSports.com College Network- 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 12:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton.uncaa.uncathletics>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Amy Kleissler 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Due to come off payroll for 31 days on 7/19/2011. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 5:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 6-21-11 Baseball Continues in College World Series 

TEXT.htm 

Baseball Wins Opening Game of College World Series 
South Carolina topped Texas A&M in their first game of the College World Series on a walk-off hit 
from senior second baseman Scott Wingo. Wingo’s hit with the bases loaded broke the 4-4 tie that had 
persisted since the 1st inning. 

The loss sent Texas A&M to the losers bracket while Carolina advanced to take on top-seed Virginia 
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. ET on ESPN and ESPN3.com. 

Stay tuned to GamecocksOnline.com for all your news from Omaha! 

Click here for full coverage of the opening win over Texas A&M. 

Final "It’s Great To Be A Gamecock" Video Released 
We released the final football "It’s Great to be a Gamecock" video last week featuring, as fans 
quickly figured out, Marcus Lattimore. You can watch it here. So far we have gotten great feedback 
on the series. Thank you to our Gamecock Productions crew who produced the videos, so far we have 
gotten great feedback on the series. Want to weight in? Comment using Facebook or Twitter. 

Stay caught up on the series: 

It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Alshon Jeffery 

It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Travian Robertson 

It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Stephon Gilmore 

It’s Great To Be A Gamecock: Devin Taylor 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Baseball Wins Opening Game of 
College World Series 
South Carolina topped Texas A&M in their first game of the 
College World Series on a walk-off hit from senior second 
baseman Scott Wingo. Wingo’s hit with the bases loaded 
broke the 4-4 tie that had persisted since the 1st inning. 

The loss sent Texas A&M to the losers bracket while 
Carolina advanced to Tuesday at 
7:00 p.m. ET on ESPN and ESPN3.com. 

Stay tuned to GamecocksOnline.com for all your news 
from Omaha! 

C~ick here for full coverage of the opening win over 
Texas A&M. 

Final "It’s Great To Be A 
Gamecock" 
Video.~ Released.~ .~ 
We released the final football "It’s Great to be a 
Gamecock" video last week featuring, as fans quickly 
figured out, Marcus Lattimore. You can watch it here. So 
far we have gotten great feedback on the series. Thank 
you to our Gamecock Productions crew who produced the 
videos, so far we have gotten great feedback on the series. 
Want to weight in? Comment using Facebook or Twitter. 

Stay caught up on the series: 
it’s Great To Be A Gamecock: AJshon Jeffer~ 

Great Ta Be A Gamecock: ~_~eJ?,han Gilmore 

Great Ta Be A Gamecock: Dev#~ Taylor 

~ Baseball: ~vl~y Pr~ ~ [[em ~m~ 
~ Men’s Basketball: C~mp Kemo Feature 
~ Baseball: So~th C~ro~n~ w, Tex~ ~&M H~q~ 
~ Baseball: So~th C~ro~n~ Po~t=G~me Press 
Conference 
A 
Gamecocks On DemandA 
Free Wdeo.I ~h~ I RSS Feeds 

k 

Baseball~, 
- South Carolina & ~ Set To Meet At CWS 
- Monda2. Baseball Practice Re~ From Omaha 
- Gamecocks ~ 
- Saturda,~ Baseball Practice ~ From Omaha 
- Michael Roth W~ns Elite 88 Award For NCAA Division 

- Gamecocks Work Out at TD Ameritrade Park 
- Pre-C~7~]S Press Conference Video & Quotes 
- Gamecocks Practice in Omaha at Bo’~,s Town 

Football 
- It’s Great To Be A Gamecock,~, o Marcus Lattimore 

Women’s Soccer 
- South Carolina Women’s Soccer Announces 201 ! 
Schedule 

Track & Field 
- Nineteen Gamecocks To Compete at USA Track & Field 

- ze Named Capital One Academic AII- 
AmericansA 
- Louis Da£ Named 2011 SEC S Award 
Recipient 

Softball 
- Gamecock Softball ~uawk Box: Summer Reo~ 

Women’s Golf 
- Bumett V~,J~ns Women’s Eastern Amateur 

Men’s Basketball 
- ~ Kemo Video Feature 

Swimming & Diving 
- Coach McGee Mood}, o Summer Update 

Equestrian 
- Gamecock Equestrian Featured on ’,¢,~"~.TX S~ 
- Coach Boo Ma 



Tues.~ June.~ 21A - BSBA vs.A VirginiaA -A 7 PM 
***NCAA College World Series*** 
TV: ESPN 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sports Network 

General Athletics 
- Gamecock Student=Athletes Continuinq Success in 
Classroom 
- SEC Network Announced Affiliate Chanqe in Columbia 

Workin~ether to Boi~d the Booth Carolina Gamecock 

Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Video: AIshon Jeffe 
Photos: Baseball Team Send-Off to Omaha 
Marcus Lattimore Read.for Even Better 2011 
Dawn Stale}, Q&A with V’~JtqBA.com 

Omaha 
Video: ~d Broadcast Cli~ of Gamecocks’ Mound 
Celebration 
Electric Carolina Stadium Watches Gamecocks Clinch 
Return to Omaha 
A Look Back at Sund 

Gamecock Productions Presents at National Conference 

A 

Baseball_College World Series 
T-ShirtsA are available now on 
GamecocksOn~ineoco~: 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
Football,~, season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

Bouth Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~#Ae_ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: at hletictickets~sc.ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio~n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question:A The South Carolina Women’s Golf Team 
received a new uniform and workout gear to w~ear during 
their participation in the NCAA Championship.A Mrs. 
Smith recently st~arted taking golf lessons in an attempt to 
learn the game.A Mr. Smith, alumni of the University of 
South Carolina, would like to get his wife a gift to show his 
appreciation of her learning the game he Ioves.A Would it 
be permissible for Mr. Smith to purchaseA gear from one of 
Carolina’s Women’s Golf team members? 

Answer:A No.A NCAA rules allow a student-athlete to 
keep apparel items that are no longer usable after the 
season, but it is not permissible for a student-athlete to sell 
or trade any of these items to another individual. 

A 

A 

South Carolina Ath etics Department 

80~ Lncon St, Columb a, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 23,2011 9:12 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
EXSS 188 

TEXT.htm 

I know we spoke about it, but I thought I would remind you that we need EXSS 188 tutorial. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Studem-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 23,2011 1:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
ITA Follow-up 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Just checking in to see if you were able to get the ITA sheet to Spencer ...... 

Hope all is well, thanks, Brian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 9:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; NC_ATH_SEMESTER GRADES-6.24.11 .xlsx 

Here you go ..... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/23/2011 8:50 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Can you send me an updated summer grade report? 

Thanks ! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofcl (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iiitarheelbl~e. cs~-~ ~com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carter, Ryan (rac8z)" <rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 11:02 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; markos@email.unc.edu 
9/17 

TEXT.htm 

Brent/Lance, 

Good seeing y’all in Greensboro. Hopefully I can make it down in September for the UVa game. 

Take care ! 

Ryan Carter 
Asst. Registrar/Asst. Athletics Director 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of Virginia 
P. 434-989-6395 
F. 434-982-2627 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 11:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
docs 

TEXT.htm; evaluation and handbook ideas.docx; Training format ideas.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



SIMPLE TUTOR EVALUATION: TC OBSERVES & CONDUCTS FOLLOW-UP MEETING W/TUTOR 

COULD BE ENHANCED B Y RE CORDING SESSION ~ REVIEW WITH STAFF 

TUTOR OBSERVATION 

Tutor: 

Observer: 

Date of observation: 

3 = excellent 

2 = good 

1 = unsatisfactory 

NO = not observed 

PROFESSIONALISM 

Creates good environment; demonstrates respect 

Dresses appropriately 

TUTORING SKILLS 

Asks student for goals/sets agenda for session 

Responds to questions in a succinct manner 

Uses leading questions; actively involves student 

Leads student to discovery 

Demonstrates superior knowledge of material 

Demonstrates eagerness to teach 

STUDY SKILLS 

Suggests study techniques 

Gives basic guidance in managing course material 

Makes necessary referrals if needed (advisor, prof, etc) 

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT 

Student has necessary materials 

Student is engaged in the session 

SUMMARY 

Summarizes tutoring session 

Helps student prepare for next session/new material 

3 2 1 NO Comments 



TUTOR EVALUATION PROCESS THAT PAIRS VETERAN TUTOR WITH NEW TUTOR; VETERAN AND 

NEW TUTOR CONDUCT FOLLOW-UP FEEDBACK SESSION 

PROCEDURES FOR OBSERVATIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF TUTORS 

PURPOSE 
Observations of tutoring sessions allow for continued monitoring and development of the tutoring program overall 

through highlighting effective practices tutors are using, sharing resources among tutors, and developing resources 

and training to support the tutors’ work. 

TIMEFRAME 

Evaluations will take place over multiple observations during the following two week time periods: 
Observation #1 two week time period - Monday, September 19~h - Friday, October 30~h 

Observation #2 two week time period - Monday, October 24~h - Friday, November 4~h 

Tutors will be observed for each course they tutor during the semester. 

NEW TUTORS 

New tutors will be required, and compensated, to shadow an experienced tutor during the first two weeks (August 

29~h - September 4~h) of the fall semester tutoring program. As observers, new tutors will also complete an 

observations form and discuss the session with the experienced tutor by no later than Friday, September 11th. 

Following the shadowing experience, the experienced tutor will observe a session of the new tutor’s and provide 
feedback through a simple evaluation form by no later than Friday, September 11th. Both the experienced tutor 

and the new tutor will be compensated for their time shadowing and observing. 

SCHEDULING 

¯ The assigned observer will contact tutors directly to schedule the observation and follow-up feedback 
session. 

The tutor coordinator will post in the Academic Center, on SAKAI, and send a reminder email with the 

schedule information. The reminder will include opportunity for the tutors to respond with any questions, 

concerns, or comments the tutor would like the observer to attend to or focus on when observing the tutor 

during the observation session. 

POST-OBSERVATION FEEDBACK 
Tutors will be provided with resources and training to help tutoring sessions be as effective as possible. Tutors will 

be informed of the content of evaluations through feedback conversations with observers. Tutors needing specific 

improvement will have opportunities to work with staff to address identified problems. 

¯ For tutors who hold weekly sessions, the tutor and observer will schedule the one-on-one 15 minute 

feedback session prior to the next week’s session. 

¯ For tutors who hold twice-weekly tutor sessions, the tutor and observer will schedule the 15 minute one-on- 

one feedback session prior to the next session later in the week. 



¯ During the feedback session both observer and tutor should share their ideas about: 

o What went well during the tutoring session 

o Alternative or additional ways of conducting elements of the session. Tutor and observer may 

brainstorm or share resources and activities, or troubleshoot an element that did not work out as 

well as expected. 

Any additional resources the tutor would like such as activities, strategy instruction, or time to 

shadow another tutor. 

Within one week of the feedback conversation, the observer will scan and save the observation form to be 

sent directly to the tutor. The observer will provide the hard copy of the observation form to the tutor 

coordinator. 

Based upo~ UVA Caualier Academic Support Trai~i~g assessment: 



II. 

Observation Form for Tutoring Sessions 

Tutor: 

Course: 

Number of student(s): __ 

Session began on time: YES NO 

Observer: 

Date: 

Time: 

Preparation 

a. Tutor is aware of current readings, assignments, and test dates. 

No    Needs Improvement Satisfactory Thorough 

b. Tutor has reviewed content and determined key concepts and skills. 

No    Needs Improvement         Satisfactory Thorough 

c. Tutor makes original practice problems or examples to use in the session. 

No    Needs Improvement         Satisfactory Thorough 

do Tutor is aware of how student(s) will be tested on material/will need to demonstrate understanding 

of the content. 

No    Needs Improvement Satisfactory Thorough 

Beginning of Session 

a. Attendance is taken. 

Yes No 

bo Tutor notes that students are prepared with books, class notes, and other pertinent material. Tutor 

addresses any absence of the material for future sessions. 

Yes No 

Co Session begins with tutor actively reviewing from the previous tutoring session. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

Observer Notes: 



III. Focus of Tutoring Session 

a. Session objective is clearly stated and written on the board. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

Tutor checks for students’ understanding of course material. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

Tutor creates an environment that is conducive to open and active participation during the session. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

Tutor controls the tutor session. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

Observer Notes: 





IV. Conclusion of Session 

a. Tutor requires students to demonstrate understanding of session objectives. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

b. Tutor discusses upcoming assignments, reviews the syllabus, and looks forward in the course. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 

c. Based on syllabus/upcoming assignments/exams tutor adjusts or confirms the upcoming session. 

Yes No 

Observer Notes: 

go Reporting 
a. Tutor submits feedback form for session by conclusion of shift on the same day of tutoring session. 

Yes No 

b. All required sections of the tutor feedback form are complete. 

No - There is no review or reference to previous tutoring session. 

Needs Improvement - Tutor references the previous session, but does not check for student 

understanding of that material. 

Satisfactory - Tutor briefly reviews main ideas of the previous session and checks for the 

student’s/group’s overall understanding. 

Thorough - Tutor reviews the previous session material and engages the students in an activity that 

demonstrates individual understanding. 



Based upo~ UVA Caualier Academic Support Trai~i~g assessment 

SAMPLE ADDITION TO TUTOR HANDBOOK 

Academic Success Program for Student-Athletes 

Staff Handbook Acknowledgement and Confidentiality Agreement 

Name: 

Position: 

Email: Phone: 

I have received from the Tutor Coordinator the 2011-2012 Academic Success Program 

for Student-Athletes Staff Handbook. I agree to adhere to all University, Athletic 

Department, and NCAA policies as described in the handbook. My signature below 

acknowledges that I have reviewed the handbook, understand that I am responsible for 

knowledge of the contents, and will use it as a reference guide. 

I hereby agree to abide by the highest principles of integrity, trustworthiness, and 

confidentiality as I discharge my duties as staff member of the Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes at UNC-Chapel Hill. With my signature I affirm that 

although my position may expose me to confidential and sensitive information, 

including but not limited to information of academic ability and progress of student- 

athletes. With my signature I agree not to discuss any such matters with anyone 

outside of the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. I 

understand that my employment may be terminated for any breach of contract. 



Signature Date 

SAMPLE ADDITION TO TUTOR HANDBOOK 

TUTOR PLEDGE OF EMPLOYMENT 

It is required that every tutor receive an orientation to our program, attend mandatory, 

comprehensive training, and have a thorough understanding of the Tutor Handbook before 

working with student-athletes within our program. 

Please initial and sign the following to attest to your understanding of, and compliance with, the 

policies and guidelines as stated in the Tutor Handbook of the Academic Support Program for 

Student-Athletes. As an hourly employee of our program, any violation of policy or procedure is 

considered cause for termination from our program. 

Initial 

I AGREE to practice academic support within the academic integrity policies of 
UNC-Chapel Hill, and the ethical guidelines of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes Tutor Program. 

I AGREE to completely abide by NCAA Rules and Regulations as instructed in 
training and in the Tutor Handbook. 

I AGREE to practice strict confidentiality in regard to student-athletes’ academic 
evaluation and any information I may be exposed to indirectly. 

I AGREE to abide by the policies and guidelines as outlined in the Tutor Handbook. 
I understand my role as a tutor and the scope of responsibility my position demands. 

I AGREE to abide by the sexual harassment policy of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

I AGREE to complete all paperwork honestly and accurately with specific, detailed 
information. 

I AGREE to conduct myself in a professional and ethical manner while representing 
and working for the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and UNC- 
Chapel Hill. 



Print Name 

Signature Date 

Based upon Clemson University tutor handbook 

SAMPLE ADDITION TO TUTOR HANDBOOK 

COMPLIANCE QUIZ "~ DO YOU KNOW THE RULES! 

(student provide tickets to tutor) 

(gifts of athletic gear from student to tutor) 

(tutor gives materials such as school supplies to student) 

(tutor-student work outside of AC and AC hours) 

(tutor no longer employed - wants to take student to lunch) 

(tutor sends ’friend request’ to student) 



THE ROLE OF TUTOR 

Requirements: 

® Participate in all training sessions throughout semester and term of employment 

® Meet scheduled appointments consistently and punctually 

® Notify Tutor Coordinator of any cancellation or rescheduling needs 

® Complete feedback form following all tutoring sessions 

® Follow all policies in the ASPSA Tutor Handbook 

® Maintain a professional demeanor at all times 

® Maintain communication with the Tutor Coordinator 

Duties: 

® Ensure and uphold academic integrity at all times by adhering to NCAA, UNC-Chapel Hill, 
and ASPSA policies 

® Maintain an atmosphere at all times that is conducive to learning 

® Demonstrate knowledge of subject matter and focus on specific subject content 

® Answer questions and help facilitate the student finding answers 

® Positively reinforce understanding of the subject material 

® Help student-athletes develop strategies for learning subject content 

® Guide students, through teaching and modeling, to become independent learners 

Sessions: 

® By appointment only, scheduled through the Tutor Coordinator 

® Meet only within the Loudermilk Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 

Documentation: 

® Clock IN and OUT of TIMS for all sessions and preparation 

® Complete feedback form for each session immediately following session 

® Complete all paperwork required by the Tutor Coordinator 

Terms: Failure to perform duties as described and/or meet appointments may result in dismissal. 

Based upon Clemson UniveMty tutor handbook 



NCAA Rules Education for Tutors 

What NCAA rules apply to me? As an employee of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes the 

athletics department is responsible for your conduct to perform your duties in compliance with NCAA rules. You 

must know the following: 

Begin section with bulleted listing of rules most pertinent - no tickets, do not feed athletes, if you 

have prior relationship with S-A, you may not tutor that athlete or anyone on that team, etc. 



Questions: 
¯ In new building, will there be a department-wide policy on expectations? (task-based) 

¯ Separate training for veterans? 

¯ Can IT prepare our training materials if we give them script? (ASP did this) -) add animations 

¯ Staff name tags and shirts - easily identifiable & professional -) ID’s could be lanyard that they slip 

ONE card into. 

¯ Handbook - section on sexual harassment? 

¯ Should we change the title to "staff’ handbook rather than "tutor"? Formatting -) p. 16 footer ends??? 

SEMESTER TRAINING 

1. Policy and Procedure 

1.1. The basics of expectations such as punctuality, professionalism, confidentiality¯ 

1.2. Parking, building access, athletic event tickets 

1.3. Payroll and TIMS 

1.4. Tutor Program Evaluation 

1.4.1. CRLA - rubric 

1.4.2. Observation schedule 

1.4.3. One-on-one feedback session 

1.4.4. Meeting with tutor coordinator 

1.5. Feedback Forms 

NCAA and Honor Court 

2.1. Common charges and how to proceed 

2.2. "do not make the student’s emergency yours; stick to the script." 

2.3. Role-play with Robert Barker 

Tips & Techniques 

3.1. Role play initial session, typical session, difficult session 

3.2. "be comfortable letting them go" 

3.3. Best practices patterns 

¯ NOTE: within football, section 3 has been done in small groups; 3hrs. 

WRITING TRAINING 

¯ 1. NCAA and Honor Court 

¯ 1.1. Open discussion with examples 

¯ 1.2. Editing versus instruction 

.1.3. Struggling writers 

MONTHLY TRAINING TOPICS 

¯ "Focus and Frustration" 

¯ Presentation by Learning Specialist: Reading Strategies 



¯ Presentation by Learning Specialist: 

classroom & utilizing resources) 

¯ Preparing for Finals 

Engaging the student in the learning process (engaging in the 

DEPARTMENT WEBSITE UPDATE: 

¯ Sections for prospective students, current students, faculty & staff 

¯ Subsections for contact info, policies, resources, advising, announcements 

¯ Links to resources such as The Writing Center, Math Lab, etc. 

SAKAI: 

Announcements 

Calendar 

CREED dates 

Assessment schedule 

Training 

Links to on-line training activities that will earn credit toward CRLA certification. 

Handbook 

Resources 
Links to on-line resources on ADD, study skills, etc 

Documents 
Copies of NCAA statements all staff must sign 

The Instrument 

Tutor Assessment Form, Tutor Handbook Quiz 

Wiki 

Wiki sites for individual course resources prepared by staff such as worksheets 

Communication (contact info for all fiall & part-time staff) 



DAY 1 

Check-In 

Director 

Tutor Coordinator 

Nate 
Tutor 

Mock-Up Orientation 

Manual distribution, photos for bulletin board, lanyard, & shirt 

Welcome and overview of program, including Mission Statement & Expectations 

CRLA Certification and Program policies 

Portion of handbook on expectations 

TIMS 

Building tour 

DAY 2 

Susan 

Dean Sauls 

Robert Barker 

NCAA Compliance and Academic Integrity 
Academic Integrity, The Instrument, and the Honor Court system 
Hands-on activity w/mock situations (mock papers for writing training only) 

DAY 3 

Tutor Coordinator 

Acad Counselor 

Learning Specialist 

Tutor Coordinator 

Veteran Tutors 

Veteran Tutors 

Veteran Tutors 

Handbook 

What is a student-athlete? Identity and stressors 

Attention Issues and Learning Disabilities 

"How to lead a session" 

Initial meeting role-play 

Typical session role-play 

Difficult session role-play 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 12:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

pprs 

TEXT.htm 

the other day i left on your chair a copy of the handbook that i used in training with my notes in it -- do you still have it? 

get it from you when I swing by the Pope Box @230? Thanks! 
A 

If so, could I 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suzanne Cooke         ~Naperville203.org> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 1:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM QUESTION 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

I am an administrator at a large, suburban high school in Illinois who is looking to develop a mandatory life skills program for our 
student-athletes. I was wondering if you could tell me if you have a mandatory program for your student-athletes, and if so could you 
possibly send me a description of it? My goal is to model our program after what students will be experiencing at the next level, to 

promote consistency and readiness for the college experience. 

I would greatly appreciate any assistance you could provide. 
Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Cooke, CAA 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
Naperville North High School 
899 N. Mill Street 
Naperville, IL 60563 
(630)420-6502 
[cid:image002.jpg@01 CC326D.D 0271CB0] 

Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information that is protected by 

law. The information contained herein is transmitted for the sole use of the intended recipient(s), ff you are not the intended recipient 
or designated agent of the recipient of such information, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of 

this email or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited and may subject you to penalties under federal and/or state law. If 

you received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently delete this email. We may monitor email to and 

from our network. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Suzanne Cook~         @Naperville203.org> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 2:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM QUESTION 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image004.jpg 

Thank you...I appreciate your assistance! 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blamo~mcaaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 1:26 PM 
To: Suzanne Cooke 
Subject: RE: LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM QUESTION 

Hi Ms. Cooke, 
Dr. Cricket Lane is the administrator of our Like Skills program and does a wonderful job. Her email address is 
cricket@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:cricket~ur~c~.ur~c.edu>. Drop her a line; I’m sure she’ll give you some good information. 

Sincerely, 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.com<~:iimrhee~b~e.cs~v.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[cid:image002.jpg@01 CC3273.49AOBB00] 

From: Suzanne Cooke [mailt< ~Naper~’ille203.org] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 1:54 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM QUESTION 

I am an administrator at a large, suburban high school in Illinois who is looking to develop a mandatory life skills program for our 
student-athletes. I was wondering if you could tell me if you have a mandatory program for your student-athletes, and if so could you 
possibly send me a description of it? My goal is to model our program after what students will be experiencing at the next level, to 
promote consistency and readiness for the college experience. 
I would greatly appreciate any assistance you could provide. 
Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Cooke, CAA 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
Naperville North High School 
899 N. Mill Street 
Naperville, IL 60563 
(630)420-6502 
[cid:image004.jpg@01 CC3273.49AOBB00] 



Confidentiality Notice: This message and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information that is protected by 
law. The information contained herein is transmitted for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient 
or designated agent of the recipient of such information, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of 
this email or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited and may subject you to penalties under federal and/or state law. If 
you received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently delete this email. We may monitor email to and 
from our network. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 2:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ryan (rac8z) Carter 
<rac8z@eservices.virginia. edu> 

Re: 9/17 

TEXT.htm 

Good seeing you too - hopefully, we’ll see you in the fall!! 

Lance 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (mcSz)" <mcSz@eservices.virginia.edu> 6/24/2011 11:01 AM >>> 

Brent/Lance, 

Good seeing y [] all in Greensboro. Hopefully I can make it down in September for the UVa game. 

Take care ! 

Ryan Carter 
Asst. Registrar/Asst. Athletics Director 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of Virginia 
P. 434-989-6395 
F. 434-982-2627 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 2:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

I want to thank you for taking time out of your schedule, and before you left on vacation, to meet with me to discuss your role as a 
director of the academic support program. Your insight was very helpful and informative, and it also peaked an interest in me to want 
to explore it in more detail. The thoroughness of our conversation answered so many of the questions that I had and also gave me an 
even greater tmderstanding on what you, and the entire area, do on a daily basis. The database you created was really impressive! 

I cannot thank you enough for committing an hour of your time to meet with me, to me it demonstrated your personal character, 
professionalism and, most of all, passion for your career. 

I look forward to touching base with you in the coming weeks. Have a wonderful vacation. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto:919o8435972cat~m~c~m.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            4:53 PM 

_ ~email.unc. edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo 
Rucinski <tj rucinski@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Fwd: Monday     . Body Comp Testing for Baseball Freshmen 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Monday      Body Comp Testing for Baseball Freshmen.msg 

Please read the attachment and follow all regulations regarding your testing on Monday, 

The most important thing besides being on time is: 
Please let them know the following: 
Do not eat or exercise 2 hours before the body comp testing. Water is okay. I typically tell the athletes to bring a snack or food for 
after the test so they aren[]t starving if they have to go work out or do something after. 
For the test they have to wear just shorts which must be spandex/lycra!sliders type shorts. 

You should know your times for Monday. 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:25 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Monday Body Comp Testing for Baseball Freshmen 

TEXT.htm 1 

Coach ................. here is the body composition info for Monday as well ........... the biggest items here is that they 
don’t eat or exercise 2 hrs. before test is done and they need a pair of slider shorts .......... thanks, GG 

>>> "Bingham, Mary Ellen" <binghamm@ad.unc.edu> 9:47 AM >>> 

TJ & Greg- 

Please let me know if this plan works: 

I will bod pod the player who has lpm class first at 12:30 and then after that guys can come over to the bod pod 
as a rotation on the screening. 
The test is quick but I typically plan for 1 athlete every 10 minutes so if you have 12 guys I should be able to 
get them all done between 12:30- 2:30 or 3. (12:30, 12:40, 12:50, lp, etc .... ) 

Please let them know the following: 
Do not eat or exercise 2 hours before the body comp testing. Water is okay. I typically tell the athletes to bring a 
snack or food for after the test so they aren’t starving if they have to go work out or do something after. 
For the test they have to wear just shorts which must be spandex/lycra/sliders type shorts. 

As incoming freshmen they will not know where to go so please point them in the right direction. It is in the old 
athletic training room in Fetzer. This room does serve as an office for some of the EXSS people so please 
remind them to be respectful of that and to be quiet while they are waiting to be tested. 

Thanks! 

Talk soon, 
Mary Ellen 

Mary Ellen Bingham MS, RD, CSSD 
Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919)-966-3462 
binghamm@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Saturday, June 25,2011 10:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

June 25, 2011 

FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 

A Message to the 2011 University of South Carolina Baseball Team 

Dear Gamecocks: 

On behalf of the University of South Carolina athletics department, our 633 fellow student-athletes 
and all of Gamecock Nation, I want to congratulate you on your second consecutive trip to the 
Championship round of the College World Series. 

You make us proud in so many ways. Your dedication to each other and to your coaches is 
extraordinary; your refusal to make excuses in times of adversity is exemplary, and the grace you 
display in both victory and defeat is inspiring. 
And let’s add one more at_tribute to that list: LEGENDARY. 

With your win Friday, you have set the all-time record for consecutive victories in the NCAA 
baseball tournament, an achievement that will forever link the 2010 and 2011 South Carolina baseball 
teams. 

The character you display off the field, the personality you bring to the dugout and the pure joy 
with which you play the game have made you something more than the sum of your parts. You are a TEAM 
in every since of the word - and that makes you great ambassadors for the University of South 
Carolina and the state of South Carolina. 

There’s still work to be done and games to be played - but you have already ensured that your 
exploits will live forever in the hearts of the students, alumni, administration, faculty, staff, 
Board of Trustees, friends and fans of the University of South Carolina. 

Go Gamecocks! 
Eric Hyman 

Director of Athletics 

To unsubscribe, please reply to athletictickets~sc.edu with Unsubscribe in the Subiect line. 



June 25,~ 2011 

A Messagetothe 2011Unive~ity of South Carolina Baseball 
Team 

Dear Gamecocks: 

On behalf of the University of South Carolina athletics 
department, our 633 fellow student-athletes and all of 
Gamecock Country, I want to congratulate you on your second 
consecutive trip to the Championship round of the College World 
Series. 

You make us proud in so many ways. Your dedication to each 
other and to your coaches is extraordinary; your refusal to make 
excuses in times of adversity is exemplary, and the grace you 
display in both victory and defeat is inspiring. 

And let’s add one more attribute to that list: LEGENDARY. 

With your win Friday, you have set the all-time record for 
consecutive victories in the NCAA baseball tournament, an 
achievement that will forever link the 2010 and 2011 South 
Carolina baseball teams. 

The character you display offthe field, the 
personality you bring to the dugout and 
the pure joy with which you play the game 
have made you something more than the 
sum of your parts. You are a TEAM in 
every since of the word - and that makes 
you great ambassadors for the University 
of South Carolina and the state of South 
Carolina. 

There’s still work to be done and games to 
be played - but you have already ensured 
that your exploits will live forever in the 
hearts of the students, alumni, 
administration, faculty, staff, Board of 
Trustees, friends and fans of the 
University of South Carolina. 

Go Gamecocks! 

Eric Hyman 
Director of Athletics 

To Unsubscribe, Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             8:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelist .xls 

Hi, 

Here is the latest list... Students who have not yet registered are at the bottom. 

Please let me know if there is anyone who should be crossed off the list. 

Also, please let me know who you would like to meet with for session 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

meeting at 4:45 on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 10:18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Do Parent Emotions Trump Your Prospect’s Emotions? 
qEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 

Click here! 
Z0 SI~cZoW:\ - 

x~eK7CCkEGnV6Z\,IvWR 6VP MLbw065xvz d u3H2209~,UHPDPePT hsYTh ZWRR JCcS2 wZfoITrsi6RLgfwU66N( N ~678UOwnTM1?md~zOVsPOwnVUG i4A%3D 

You’re receiving tNs email became of yore relafio~Np with Tuilor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~9:/Ix, Jsito~20co~>ta~co:a~actcom/cis~?lh- b,a, he@~bab&l- 11062771530425611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,a~: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:,"Ivi/tor cor~:£a,~*coa*act co;~Jdo?p%u~&nse: 0018k~OWgLavdMoB~r ~mJbK@0£~5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&} 001fF6AvtVeilOGCT96Ns2VXLgT~a3D%3D&leaso*t 001I@2g~sU%3D&ilr L~aheqx0oab 
if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

TuilorCollegiateStrategies[tg~qo://:2Ors6nei!tn{sp?l[r bvvheq:ff~ab&e>l106277153042&~:56114&e 001ruBy clV5N41N6Ogi:-2am2wNii:qkOTo,~l19nmSTSFWJMmb~ohTXUP3tFGAOml\,Vd6K£z P5kBC9- 
mt~JZ9PbkBdPmQOYXzDf5OkViXwOj£2~fdJbH1P11eFC9tlw ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

June 28,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 26 

Do Parent Emotions Tlamap Your Prospect’s Emotions? 

June anil Ward Cleaver: The perfect parents of a stuilent-athlete? [ 

2am2w ?,i~k07 ov H9~Ia~ST SPW JMmbph7XU P3tFGA~mF,~Vd6KI~z P5kBC9-m~Z9Pbk3dPm(~DYXzD£5OkViXwl.)~T4JbH1F~teFC9ts~, ]Ward 
anil June Cleaver never seemed to show much emotion when they were solving 1950s 
TV lZomily problems. Today, parents wear their emotions oi1 their sleeves a lot more 
often. 

Most of us, in l:oct, make emotional buying decisions on a daily basis. The parents 
of yotu- recruits, induiled. 

A cup of coffee thut you absolutely "need" to stai~ your day, for example. Or, 
imme braniljeans. Even tile tmiforn~s you choose for yotu- team’s next season. EvelT 
day, we choose emotion over logic in ordar to make a decision. 

So how do emotional buying decisions affect your prospects? The results may surprise 
yon, actually. 

Here’s wily: 

As we gather anil analyze our data and focus group research from tile past year of 
being on campuses and talking to athletes [ 

11r=bwhe i~bab&e~- l106277153042&s=56114&e=001mBv V5N4n T 2iAS&EROKeHNG9d6LIUFd LVisBiw63vzR S:dc78o12tfl’mDt00d9Yrr~c~asc Omb5 E~o 4ZPx ar~ w>,b4Ql~l~ffD37 EI fEMzNF~GGALe~ 
we’re surprised to learn thut tiffs generation of studant-athletes are picking schools 
based largely on the quality of the relationstffps they feel they’ve established 
with the coach anil yore athletes (see ore other research references for more datails 

oi1 the reasonii~g behind that). 

However, we’re seeing all interesting twist when it comes to tile ways parents tenil 
to influence their sons and daughters as they come to their fiual dacision: They 
get emotioual about a college, either in a good way or a bad way. 

Thut means a couple of ttinlgs for you as a recruiter preparii~g to convince a new 
class or recruits to get interested in your program anil yore school... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~ho:/!120 r s6 *~et/ta *~?ih-bwhecg,bato&e>:1106277153042&s 56114&e 001 ~rlB~,~ V5N~I~gvOc~m3H- 
~hTFdFgC~t~ZsQYJFv52TgAmU~gYgndwcmJxoR~7131DTzU3EUW~cL{wLvCx~P4Sr~Mm E0Y 1H’B3BVKqI 18,~,;~2, 4zN CONwA@ - 

~OZ94DB RC9Yr~ZCcDadhIDIAWNbgF5LdepS GaM~’drezvTi3chFrzmw~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106277153042&~56114&e ~hnBv~V5N4n83cRilj~LwHWwQ~7kvbnqyVey4M~wXZDGNgw~uV~hJA5~Ty~ne~YSvR~nSGvNF~f56LZ5Xv3LVMHfkGZH2pr8IajWjp5e~H6HiFa9BL~3x8~IF~ 
-SvplkASopFKW80qy2IvFzgiGOfiPalHiwo41mI0il wpRi3nEzLbGclbbRjV Jxz-aG1WMOUGsglpyI8DdHFmP95hgXfBn~77aO0xl] 
Follow us on TmRer [hDa://~20 rs6 lte~/~ ~sp?llr b,~&eq~lbab&e~- 1106277153042&~56114&e 00 lmBv qV5N41~gTS4L7ZZI?,AxSDz3WeLAO5KkJ?~R1s~m-ZzdPV{BDJPh~WKqW5£<{cJm&~V-RoR068 

A5Hvum¢omx5b5o0w~iDMl] OGDhc DC,~ RG0~MB KEw~] 

Limited Seatii~g for Webinar on Creating Amazing Campus Visits for Your Prospects 

Campus visit [                                                                       ~19"o(.)8i: 2arr:2~z, NifGk07 
mb3Z9Pbk3dP:r:QDYXzDI3Ok\/iX~.Qv_2_9~’4JbHl>i~eFCghv\. ]NCSA 

A~flefic Reci~fii~g 
~wheq::bab&e~- 1106277153042&~dA&e ()01:::By qV5Nd:~gJSI~.I 
8NlcAN~gT/~                           91v7C6                 ] 
is hosting the ne~ event in their series of recrNfi~g eilucafion weNnars for college 
coaches, entitled "BN1Nng a Perfect Campus Reci~fing Visit". 

Dan Tuilor will lead the webinar, which should last 25-30 nffnutes anil will inclucle 
Q&A aftelwards. 

If you’re looking to revamp the experience that yotu- prospects get when they come 
to your campus, tiffs is a webinar that you need to be a pai~ o£ 

But register early! Olfline seatii~g is limited to just 100 a~enclees. 

Here are the details: 

* When: Tiffs Thursday, June 30th at 9am PST, 12110011 EST 
*Where: Here’s the lii~k h~:v:/Icoili~ec~o96398706 :m5 acrob~ com/:ueefi1~oom/ 



sb&e~l 106277153042&~56114&e: 00 lmB                        X3wKB5DTY~w ~. uC-7Rf ExtK@TBOP.s~dJV\ 8KexMhCEt~_g\~’A a6 YZoFZUTh SdY’I’WP- 
~,iB 3 ah rlvK9 ~J’~twe ~=~ N Y keCL~ Xd0eWY -ONxToI24 f>.K~ a R~ P Xzw d W’~,, 2~,5(pP)~ _R] 
* Contact: For more i~ffoimatio~, or to pre-register, contact Ryan Newman, event 

l:ocilitator, by emailing him at mewman@ncsaspo~s.oN [maiito:mewrrla~@ncsas-¢orts org] 

If you’re look for the latest strategies for making campus visits more dy~amic and 
effective, tiffs last-paced, i~fformation-filled semi~ar is for you! 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106277153042&~56114&e ~Bv~¥~5N4~83cR~j~LwHWwQ~7kvb~qy¥~ey4M~wXZDGNgw~u¥~JA5~Ty~e~YSvR~SGvNF~f56LZ5Xv3L¥~MHfkGZH2pr8IajWjp5e~H6HiFa9BL~3x8~IF~ 
-Svp~kASopFKW80qy2IvFzgiGOiiPalHiwo41mI0d wpN3nEzLbGdbbRjV J~-aG1WMOUGsglpyI8DdHFmP95hgX~m77aO0~] 
Follow us on Tm~er [~:,,’/~20 rs~ :r~et~sp?~.r::bv,,heq~ab&el~:110~277153042&~5~114&e:::00imBv qV5Nq:~TS4LT?Z~AxSDz3WeLAO5KkJ~Rlsha-Zz6PV~BDJPlnWK~W5xK~cJm4qV-RoROdSYX- 

~:~t~x5 b5                    C-rR~IBI(E,a, ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ~utioffs top prospects for fiee. [h~’p://~20 rs6 ~etzt~t iN~_? 
lk,~:r~,he q~                    042&~                      5N4n ~lOsw                     G&IgQX~IdiEoXUM                                       P2m 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106277153042&s 56114&e 00 lmBv~V5N4n- 
RXWh0 I~kMWbd6yPI4npFOhE A0dBm34LuPfRve2 C42ypIWoxyGiK3CY J feTqWULjzWfgiiqZCgZwtvnQPVfxcE 7uZcd- 
7ffBVJSeDA7F~YiIcKaxQGyad4Cd8hg9Cfw2W4cwQ6n~m~UaX~GiW2RzzW8stt384a4e7~TixB-NR3Bn5ItYrd92dkR9kkU~F~-5Ut88z~N3wUIVnYaa~U M~gIVx8sCGBzy6qvzQ ] 

The Latest on Ore NEW Facebook Page: 

One Big Tip (and a Bonus A~icle) About Parents and Their Emotio~ts 

Become a l:an on our Facebook page for Tudor Collegiate Strategies and read our bonus 
tip - and extra article - on managing parent emotio~ts dmi~g the recmiti~g process. 

For that, plus a complete library of ore past featm-ed a~icles - as well as traiulng 
videos fea~ming Dan Tudor - just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106277153042&~56114&e 001mBv~V5N4n abUxiR Ud67DVPMOh8 JmWC3G12MeJoNksbXrvIm3OOzdhCwwxYO~tMohSeYYaTvLnpzKOHxk0E evWKN- 
SvV0ggtxI fBTjyN fVHXBuRfWI5 CYcWg JyGE8 -N42zwfL3zrqBz-XgZeDgKU20UnOg2CqM Linl 4L PTNuDmcNDvIcL fgxXALpp 1 ]. 

And dofft forget about ore daily Twitter updates!. Chck here [l>~4a://*20rs6~zet/i~iis:a? 
11r bwhetglbab&e~- llO6277153042&~56114&e 00lmBv 2C~2aOD~zf 

] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106277153042&~56114&e ~Bv~¥’5N4~83cR~j~LwHWwQ~7kvb~qy¥’ey4M~wXZDGNgw~u¥’~JA5~Ty~e~YSvR~SGvNF~f56LZ5Xv3L¥’MHfkGZH2pr8IajWjp5e~H6HiFa9BL~3x8~IF~ 
-Svp~kASopFKW80qy2IvFzgiGOiiPalHiwo41mI0d wpRi3nEzLbGdbbRjV Jxz-aG1WMOUGsglpyI8DdHFmP95hgXfBm77aO0xl] 

Follow us on Twitter [ -RoRO68YX 

A5Hw~mtbtr~’~5b5o0wJbtDMliOGDhc DGIRG0 f~IB KEw ] 

Workbooks [~2.~s6 bab&e~-=1106277153042&s 56114&e 001mBv_cl.V5\~,i’.llaH~9~XgTOAmCb/[1Zh’O5C-U5~~ga~gA- 

] 

NCAA Player Lawsuit Goes After Media Giants ESPN and CBS 

NCAA attfletes are bandfl~g together to sue for conttol over their likenesses in everyttff~g 
fiom advettising to video games. 

Now, you can add two media giants to the list of targets. 

ESPN and CB S huve both been named in the ongoi~g suit, wtffch is begi~mi~g to gather 
steam and raise the possibility that NCAA attiletes have been wronged by years of 
their images being used without their pemffssion... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106277153042&s 56114&e 001mBv~V5N4n--zs6N4Ts5f’~HlvfNWhwYloNwaxJ43wvloHRmdlMwma6yXgXlf6- 
~TpU7964wDd8MyK8F6~:aLANbg-mxeadtTgRTr2L867gxJeamYK~fKEvkvemb4~S~6pgcuEb~t~8a2~ ogDPLhGlz4GmN2gFUiJ-RTGmPOxQXAtzxziYLKcrDjkf6e4kCG8rOr6HhYaTmim8t3xtg ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-1106277153042&~56114&e 
-Svp~kASopFKW80qy2IvFzgiGOiiPalHiwo41mI0d wpN3nEzLbGdbbRjV J~-aG1WMOUGsglpyI8DdHFmP95hgX~m77aO0~] 

Follow us on Tm~er [~ s9 ne~ ~N~’?llr: t 1106277153042&~6114&e: 00 lmBv c~V5N4~TS4L7ZZfMxSDz3WeLAO5K~, RIsha-Zz6PV~BDJPh~K~WS~cJm4qV-RoR(368Y X 
A5Hv~s~tbrr~5b5o0waq~tDM~ OGDh~ DGIRG0f~,, IB KEw 

Dattfish [                               il~ab&e~- 1106277153042&~56114&e 001ruBy 

] 
The #1 Coachi~g Tool in the World 
CLICK HERE [1N~://~20 rs6 ~tc’l,’~iip?ih b~d~eqnbab&e~l106277153042&s 56114&e 001ruBy NV5N4~ FTBCXX?~7C~gXzcT7P.zGpgE60 ]SoMNTz-TtMUQiY laBU64rosiSOJ- 
afMTr J~wPlJ2ia VgRz~ 0RCKsilXCxTGo~] 
TO GET THE EDGE 

Troubles for College Attiletic Depattment Highlighti~g Uneasy Debate About Campus 
Sports Spending 

CourtesyUSAToday[h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh--bwheqnbab&et-l106277153042&s 56114&e 001mBvqV5N4n nolQLVX25XsUzk4NPGbvCyqzbqrYH34VpaByJ0kRbo0gx- 
zcME6ER5JZZ7M6pNHf~RI~Xyjc~NY3k5EWtcx~zKzMDiBg~j7TnQfN69FG~2~uwfTsB~3K~-jTYg~XRsVg83L~R9mBd~fXSQSvtg4MEW4uStcf2~Zm~dp2WiV6Z9wX UyOImfgwPE 0BrglyCVKMNX2~eVw~] 

Last year, Rutgers used nearly $27 million in university and student-fee money to 
balance its attiletics budget. It was not unusual: Since 2006, Rutgers has spent 
more than $115 million to cover attiletics spending, a USA TODAY analysis finds. 

Also last year, Rutgers said it would wittil~old scheduled negotiated raises for its 
employees because of state fm~di~g cuts, a move expected to save $30 million. 

The battle between academics and attiletics is brewing nationally. Subsidies account 
for $1 of eve~5~ $3 spent on attiletics at NCAA Division I schools. Since 2006, attiletics 
budgets at 219 Division I public schools have increased 22%, and subsidies - the 
part of the budget thut comes fiom student fees and university money - have increased 
26% 

But no attiletics program hus matched Rutgers’ subsidies; $115 million is the highest 
for any public school and nearly twice the subsidy of fl~e next highest school amo~g 
file power coilferences... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106277153042&s 56114&e 00 lmBv~V5N4n nol QLVX25XsUzk4NPGbvCyqzbqrYH34VpaByJ0kRbo0gx- 
zcME6ER5JZZ7M6pNHf~RI~Xyjc~NY3k5EWtcx~zKzMDiBg~j7TnQfN69FG~2~uwfTsB~3K~-jTYg~XRsVg83L~R9mBd~fXSQSvtg4MEW4uStcf2~Zm~dp2WiV6Z9wX UyOImfgwPE 0BrglyCVKMNX2~eVw~] 



Find us on Facebook [li~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwlieqnbab&et-l106277153042&~56114&e ~1Bv~¥~5N41~83cR~j~LwHWwQ~7kvb~qy¥~ey4M~wXZDGNgw~u¥~1JA5~Ty~e~YSvR~SGvNF~f56LZ5Xv3L¥~MHfkGZH2pr8IajWjp5e~H6HiFa9BL~3x8~IF~ 
-SvpikASopFKW80qy2IvFzgiGOiiPalHiwo41mI0d wpN3nEzLbGdbbRjV J~-aG1WMOUGsglpyI8DdHFmP951igX~m77aO0~] 
Follow us on Tm~er [[~:iI~2O rs6 ne~,’~ ~?lir li~A~e~liali&e~l106277153042&~5~l14&e ~1mE~V5N4~TS4L7ZZ~?~x~Dz3WeLA~51~‘R1~1m.Zz~V~B DJ~1n~qW5~<~cJm4~V.R~R~ ~- 

A5Hvum¢omx5b5o0w~iDMl] OGD~c D@RG0~sdB KEw~] 

Sign-up for tlie Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

College Recruiting 

Do Parent Emotions Trump Your Prospect’s Emotions? 

Ward and June Cleaver never seemed to show much 
emotion when they were solving 1950s TV family problems. 
Today, parents wear their emotions on their sleeves a lot 
more often. 

Most of us, in fact, make emotional buying decisions on a 
daily basis. The parents of your recruits, included. 

A cup of coffee that you absolutely "need" to start your day, 
for example. Or, name brand jeans. Even the uniforms you 
choose for your team’s next season. Every day, we choose 
emotion over logic in order to make a decision. 

So how do emotional buying decisions affect your prospects? The results may surprise you, actually. 

Here’s why: 

As we gather and analyze our data and focus group research from the past year of beinq on campuses and 
talkin~j to athletes, we’re surprised to learn that this generation of student-athletes are picking schools 
based largely on the quality of the relationships they feel they’ve established with the coach and your 
athletes (see our other research references for more details on the reasoning behind that). 

However, we’re seeing an interesting twist when it comes to the ways parents tend to influence their sons 
and daughters as they come to their final decision: They get emotional abouta college, either in a good way 
or a bad way. 

That means a couple of things for you as a recruiter preparing to convince a new class or recruits to get 
interested in your program and your school... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Limited Seating for Webinar on Creating Amazing Campus 
Visits for Your Prospects 

Campus visit 
NCSA Athletic Recruitinq is hosting the next event in their 
series of recruiting education webinars for college coaches, 
entitled "Building a Perfect Campus Recruiting Visit". 

Dan Tudor will lead the webinar, which should last 25-30 
minutes and will include Q&A afterwards. 

If you’re looking to revamp the experience that your prospects 
get when they come to your campus, this is a webinar that you 
need to be a part of. 

But register early! Online seatinq is limited to iust 100 
aLLendees. 

Here are the details: 

¯ When: This Thursday, June3Oth at9am PST, 12noon EST 
¯ Where: Here’s the link http://connectpro96398706.naS.acrobat.com/meetingroom/ 
¯ ConLacL: For more informaLion, or Lo pre-regisLer, conLacL Ryan Newman, evenL faciliLaLor, by emailing 

him at rnewman@ncsasports.org 

If you’re look for the latest strategies for making campus visits more dynamic and effective, this fast-paced, 
information-filled seminar is for you! 



Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

The Latest on Our NEW Facebook Page: 

One Big Tip (and a Bonus Article) About Parents 
and Their Emotions 

Become a fan on our Facebook page for Tudor Collegiate Strategies and read our bonus 
tip - and extra article - on managing parent emotions during the recruiting process. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos featuring Dan Tudor 
- just ¢1i¢k here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

NCAA Player Lawsuit Goes After Media Giants ESPN and 
CBS 

H NCAA lawsuit 
NCAA athletes are banding together to sue for control over 
their likenesses in everything from advertising to video 
games. 

Now, you can add two media giants to the list of targets. 

ESPN and CBS have both been named in the ongoing suit, 



which is beginning to gather steam and raise the possibility that NCAA athletes have been wronged by years 
of their images being used without their permission... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Dartfsh 

The #1 i~g Tee~ i~ the 

Troubles for College Athletic Department Highlighting 
Uneasy Debate About Campus Sports Spending 

Courtesy USA Today 

Last year, Rutgers used nearly $27 million in university and student-fee money to balance its athletics 
budget. It was not unusual: Since 2006, Rutgers has spent more than $115 million to cover athletics 
spending, a USA TODAY analysis finds. 

Also last year, Rutgers said it would withhold scheduled negotiated raises for its employees because of state 
funding cuts, a move expected to save $30 million. 

The battle between academics and athletics is brewing nationally. Subsidies account for $1 of every $3 spent 
on athletics at NCAA Division I schools. Since 2006, athletics budgets at 219 Division I public schools have 
increased 22%, and subsidies - the part of the budget that comes from student fees and university money - 
have increased 26% 

But no athletics program has matched Rutgers’ subsidies; $115 million is the highest for any public school 
and nearly twice the subsidy of the next highest school among the power conferences... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Ackland at this Thursday’s Locally Grown Movie! 

Locally Grown is a summer-long series of FREE live concerts and movies on Thursday evenings on 
Wallace Plaza-atop the Wallace Parking Deck-at 150 E. Rosemary Street in downtown Chapel Hill. 

Join Ackland Art Museum volunteers prior to the Locally Grown movie this Thursday 
(June 30), Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl, and make your own 
pirate hat from 6:30-8:00 PM. Wear it at the -8:00 PM screening and hoist the Jolly 

Roger. ARGH! 

The Ackland will also be at these upcoming Locally Grown movies: 

July 21 : 44egamind - Make a cartoon story board 

August 18: E.T. - Make a friendship bracelet 

Get the fuji schedule of Loca~: Grown events. 

German Art Exhibitions in their Final Days! 



On View throush Sunday, 10 July 2011 

Romantic Dreams and Rude Awakenings: Northern European Prints 
and Drawinss~ 1840-1940 

Last Look tour with Curator Timothy Ri~s: Sunday, 10 July 2011, 2:15 PIVl 

Free - no reservation required. 

Artists livin~ in Germany and its neishborin8 countries durin8 the century 1840-1940 experienced massive 
social upheaval and political unrest, an environment that dramatically informed their art. With its 
a[ternatin8 and opposin8 imases of idealized fantasy worlds and intense, often bitter observations of 
reality, Romentic Dreems I Rude Awekenings illustrates the continuity that existed between strains of 
nineteenth and early twentieth-century art. 

DE-NATURED: German Art from Joseph Beuys to ~4artin 
Ki~enber~er 

Last Look tour with Curator Peter Nisbet: Sunday, 10 July 2011, 3:00 PIVl 

Free - no reservation required. 



The artists in DE-IVATURED--inctuding Joseph Beuys, Gerhard Richter, Sigmar Potke, Hanne Darboven, 
Andreas Gursky, and Thomas Struth, among others-estabtished the internationat retevance and 
resonance of contemporary German art. Drawn from a distinguished private correction and 
supptemented with pieces from the Acktand, the nearty 40 works on viewpresent a comptex and 
competting introduction to the notabte efflorescence of art in post-war Germany. 

Visitors are caLLing these two exhibitions "stunning" and "amazing" -see them before they close! 

Reception for Photographer Michael Carlebach and Southern Cultures 

The Center for the Study of the American South 

Wednesday, 29 June, 5:00 - 7:00 PM 

Come cerebrate the retease of the 2011 Photography issue of Southern Cultures with a reception 
for one of its featured photographers. 

"Many years ago I conctuded that for me truth and beauty, and perhaps wit and wisdom as weft, is 
more tikety to reside in what is ordinary and seemingty insignificant than in the supercharged 
personae whose incessant btuster and serf-promotion guarantees attention but derivers tittle 
except noise and more noise. So I usuatty took outside the media gtare, outside the atturing 
timetight, for images. This is, perhaps, a sideways took at America and American cutture, but it is 
one that can produce moments that are quietly decisive and memorabte, moments that describe us 
art-but without makeup and bereft of a spokesperson." -Michaet Cartebach 

Register here! 

Yoga in the Galleries: Good for the Body and the Sou[ 



Namast~! Take a break from your day and exptore the wortd of yoga in the beautifut setting of the 
Acktand ! 

Sessions ted by Joanne Marshatt. Beginners are wetcome. 

Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Ptease wear comfortabte ctothing that witt arrow you to 
stretch. Since the gattedes can be coot, tong steeves are recommended. 

Upcoming sessions: 

Tuesday, 5 Jury, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Tuesday, 19 Jury, 12:00- 1:00 PM 

Free to members I S5 non-members. Space is timited. Register by emait: ack~andRSVP@uncoedu. 

For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends tike you! 

Support the Museum 



Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership do[Jars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 
If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, ¢~i¢k here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own 
copy every week. 



Sports Management or dw de 
a~e 201 i~ News 

SMWW Baseball GM & Scouting 
Graduate Working in Major League 
Baseball 
SMWW Baseball GM & Scout ng Graduate in his own words: 

"SM\&a#%~ course for Professional 
Baseball Scout and Professional 
Baseball General Manger, was 
helpful opening doors in 
professional baseball markets 
with both the Texas Rangers and 
the St. Louis Car~tinals. Since 
completion of the course, I have 
held positions as Senior Director 
of Baseball Operations and 
Assistant General Manager for 
the Texas Rangers in California 
League (3 1/2 seasons). I have 

worked for the St. Louis Cardinals for 11 years in Central and 
Southern California. I am the head of baseball operations and a 
head coach in the Cardinals Scout Ball program in the MLB Scout 
League in Southern California. 

I own a baseball school and have written and published a pitcher’s 
handbook o "Professional Pitcher’s Handbook, A Pitchers guide to 
Peak Pedormance" published by Bookemon, Inc. 

SM~¢¢$~J was well worth my time and effort, and I will use them 
again for the valuable information and direction they provide to 
their students." 

If you are interested in ~as~ba!! ~M ~ 8~@ £i[sg, Sign up for the 
course today! 

New and Improved Football GM & 
Scouting Course 

SM~S~ is excited to announce additions to the Footba!l GM and 
Updated curriculum will provide students with 

the most recent scouting and roster’ management techniques. It 
will provide an in-depth understanding of the link between player 

Course Start Dates 

July 4 

Aug 15 

Aug 8 
Coachinq at the Ne£ Level 

July 25 
~j{sital Video Editing 

Aug 8 

Football GM & Scouting 
July 11 

Hockey GM & Scoutinq 
July 25 

Mixed Ma~lial A~s Manaq~m~n~ 
July 18 

Aug 15 

Soccer’ O~ & Scouting 
Sept 5 

~ports Administration 
July 18 

~po~ls Broadcasting 
Sept 5 

July 18 

~.porls PR & New Media 
July 18 



contracts and onofield perfo~mance~ 

Joining Russ Lande and John Wooten as a guest 
speaker is the creator of The Roster Management 
System Brodie Waters, President of IMAC Consulting 
Inc The Roster Management System involves in 
depth analysis on team spending, production draft 

and free agency trends and is utilized by NFL teams, the United 
Football League, and NFLPA certified agents. 

Prior to founding IMAC Consulting, he spent six years with A~sess 
Spo~ts & Entertainment as Vice President. While with Axcess, he 
was in charge of all aspects of the Football Division, which 
included contract negotiations for clients including Vince Wdork 
(New England Patriots 1st Rd. Pick, 2004), Adam Jones 

(Tennessee Titans 1st Rd. Pick, 2005) and Jon Beason (Carolina 
Panthers 1st Rd. Pick, 2007) to name a few. 

VVaters began his career in football working for the Jacksonville 
Jaguars in 2000, assisting in the Personnel Department. Waters 
is a graduate of the University of North Florida, where he was also 
captain of the men’s basketball team. He will bring tremendous 
insight into the inner workings of the front office decision-making 
process in a complex salary cap environment. 

Follow SMWW on 
Twitter and Facebook 

SMWW Basketball Agency 
U pdate 

Former Footba~ GM and Scouting graduate working in 
footba~ 

At Sports Management Worldwide we do your best to tell you 
about our graduates who have taken advantage of our high level 
training and worked their way into an exciting career in the world 
of spo~ts. This month we will tell the story of Tyson Lamp... 

Tyson came to SMWW in 2008 
as a recent college graduate from 
the University of California Santa 
Barbara. At the time he stated 
that "It was his dream to pursue a 
career in the football industry at 

either the professional or collegiate level". In many cases 
applicants come to SMWW looking for a potential spring board 
into an entryolevel position in the industry. Like many of the 
students who enroll in SM~@dsJ courses, Tyson had the passion 
and drive to do what was needed to strengthen his resume. The 
only thing lacking was the connectivity with industry insiders who 
could help develop a career strategy. SM~b/~o~ was able to provide 
that connectivity, skills, and strategies. Tyson is now a Ticketing & 
Suite Sales Executive with the San Francisco 49ers. We would 
like to congratulate him on his success and the continued growth 
within the organization. 

If it is your dream to work in professional football, today is the day 
to get busy living it. The ne£ Football GM & Scouting course 
starts July 1 lth. 

SMWW Agency Update 

SM~2?~d is proud to announce that 5 new,gent Advisors have 
joined our agency in the last month: 

Jeff Brodie, SMWW’s NBPA 
certified agent, attended the 25th 

Annual Agent Seminar recently. 
The event was held at The 
Shutters on the Beach in Santa 
Monica, CA. The event was one 
of two mandatory seminars put 
on by the NBPA to inform the 
player agents of news and 
updates associated with the 
players association. "The agent 
seminar is a great place to be 
versed on everything from the 
collective bargaining agreement 
to updated NCAA regulations. It 
gives us a very clear picture of 
state of the union," said Brodie. 
Speakers in attendance included 
Associate General Counsel at 
NBA Players, Ron Klempner and 
NCAA Assistant Director of 
Enforcement, Abby Grantstein. 

SMWW in Russia 

Sports Management Worldwide 
reached a partnership 

agreement with sport managers 
community in Russia. 



Eric Lewis o Michigan 

Danny Gilbreath o Texas 

Brian Malsono Colorado 

Miguel Tabron o Nodh Carolilna 

Jarred Brown° New York 

The success of the ~ports Management Werldw de ~g    and 
its graduates grow ever month. Athlete Management graduate 
Tony Ciccolella is another example of how graduates can go from 
studying to be sports agents to one day flying across the country 
to see a client pith in a Maior League baseball game. Tony is now 
the principal agent for Excess Sports Wbddwide and serves as a 
mentor to SMV%a~’VAgent Advisors who focus on baseball. Tony 
completed the Athlete Management course in 2004 and has 
grown immensely in the business since then. Tony now 
represents pitcher Jeff Gray who threw 4 innings for the Seattle 
Mariners against the New York Yankees last weekend. Congrats 
to Tony for enduring the ups and downs of breaking into the 
maiors as an agent. Dr. Lashbrook takes pride in seeing 
graduates like Tony and clients find success with SM\adW and 

Gray (Le£) is jdned by his agent~ 7ony C/ccoie//a (Center) and the 
Lashbrooks ~’igh8 5or a past game ce/ebradon in Seatde 

Community 
"SportManagement.ru" unites 
professionals working in the 

sport industry in the country. It 
was founded in 2003 and grows 

rapidly every year. At the 
moment, the community has 
over two thousand members. 

"SportManagement.ru" runs 
several social, business, 

educational and media projects 
in Russia. Sportmanagement.ru 
is a leading internet media and it 

is targeting wide audience 
interested in sports marketing, 
sponsorship, PR, politics and 

regulations of sport business in 
the region. Russia hosts several 
major sport events such as 2014 
Winter Olympics, 2016 Hockey 
World Cup, 2018 FIFA World 

Cup and many others. National 
leagues in all sports are growing 
and switching from state support 

to a private business model. 

"SportManagement.ru" becomes 
a leading independent 

organization influencing the 
directions of the industry 

development. Sports 
Management Worldwide 

considers"SportManagement.ru" 
to be a major strategic partner of 

the company in Russia. 

Visit 
Russia or contact our 

SMVVVV Russian office 
Today! 

¢I’IOpTHBHI~I~ MeHe,I~)I(MeHT 

Recent signings for SM@~/~J: 

SM~%~d client Fancis Adiei (Delaware State) signs with the 
Hamilton Tiger’ Cats of the CFL 

SM~,##%~ client Mike Thomas (Akron) signs with the Montreal 
Alouettes of the CFL 

Ask Dr. Lashbrook 

SM~55¢# Client Henry Sailes (Tennessee Tech) signs with the 
Montreal Alouettes of the CFL 



SMWW client Edward Bdtton (Texas Tech) has been signed by 
the Arizona Rattlers of the AFL 

All athletes are represented by SM~2~a~ Agent Advisors. Agent 
Advisors are graduates of the Athlete Manaqement Course. If you 
are interested in representing professional athletes for the 
Athlete Management Course today! 

Stanley Cup Champions! 

Congratulations to 8B~ Instructor, 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook, 
SMWW President, has a vast 
knowledge of sports 
management careers and 
opportunities. He is happy to 
answer your questions and 
assist you with your career 
strategies. In addition, Dr. 
Lashbrook has been a certified 
sports agent with the NFL for 
over 15 years has represented 
over 40 NFL players. 

Fill out this c@ick form and he will 
contact you! 

EARN 
UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE CREDIT 

Harry Sinden! Ham£ is a Senior Advisor for the 2011 Stanley Cup 
Champions, Boston Bruins! 

If you want to learn the business of Hockey Scouting from a 
legend in the NHL, S!     for the Hockey GM & Scouting Course 
today! Hurry, ne£ course begins July 25th! 

Are you a current college 
student? Do you want a job in 
sports upon graduation? Do you 
want to qualify for an internship 
with a professional team or well- 
know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University 
(WOU), a member of the Oregon 
University System, has put its 
stamp of approval on Sports 
Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a separate 
Credit Overlay Program. 
Students from all over the United 
States and Canada take SMWW 
courses, get college credit 
transferred to their university! 
Earn colleq~ credit..~ 

SMVVVV Business Cards & 
Merchandise 

SMWW Graduates are eligible to 
purchase SMWW Business 
Cards. Go to 



SMVWV Merchandise can be 
purchased at 

Worldwide Sports Management 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 

USA -503 445 7105 
UK +44 (0)871 288 4799 

info@smww.com 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by liz@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 7:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ACS Help Desk <courier@assistantcoach.net> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 11:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
ACS Case Number: 35003 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you for contacting ACS Athletics. Case Number 35003 has been created and a Customer Service Representative will respond 
soon. 

Brief Description: Automatic reply: Happy Independence Day from ACS Athletics 
Date Opened: 7/1/2011 

This e-mail was automatically generated. Please do not respond to this e-mail address; it comes from our automated alert system, 
which is not monitored for responses. 

Thank you, 
ACS Help Desk 



Thank you for contacting ACS Athletics. Case Number 35003 has been created 
and a Customer Service Representative will respond soon. 

Brief Description: Automatic reply: Happy Independence Day from ACS Athletics 
Date Opened: 7/1/2011 

This e-mail was automatically generated. Please do not respond to this e-mail 
address; it comes from our automated alert system, which is not monitored for 
responses. 

Thank you, 
ACS Help Desk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tahara Evans <tahara@gradesfirst.com> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 11:54 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Just checking in... 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Robert and Brem- 

Hope you are enjoying your summer. I know you guys are already gearing up 
for Fall though...it ne-~,er ends does it? 

Just checking in with you to see if you guys are closer to wanting a 
proposal/quote from us? Or I will be happy to schedule a phone call or demo 
again to answer any questions. 

No pressure, just checking in with you. 

Hope you have a great holiday weekend. 
Tahara 

Tahara E. Evans 
Sales Execmive 
GmdesFirst 
205-259-1015 
1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015 
Tahara@gradesfirst.com 
www.gradesfirst.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 9:47 AM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

First Call is Done. Now, What About Calls #2 and #3...? 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

r20 co~tstaalcontact com,~ender?ih-b~,heq~ab&v 001wGH4ADbzDT~j_cmTE2P8KE NOiPMCla05A7 ZHP~ 9XPzHeBHEZFP3@cO187rknG5AINr~h ~7~)~w~,ullsPc I- 

Dmtgs xh 8Vru~Ouw~m~zNxWfEWmOtf:Z7NSL~,~Z~O(euY%3D 

You’re receivi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~tfip with Tudor Cdlegiate S~-ategies. 

Please c Oilfii~l 

~):/Ix, Jsitorr20co~st~lconlactcom/cisp?llr b~a, he@~bab&l- 11063996957675611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&~sd: F 

yore continued interest in receivi~g email from ~. You may ~ubscfibe 

~f~:/’Ivisitorcor~:~t~ntcontactco~tgdo?p%u~&mse: 0018fhOWgL~vd~oB~r tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&t 001DY]mFjfilh~ttnU09G3YJ3~[%3D%3D&leason 001I~}f4EsU%3D&Ih Iy~,Ategd~b~b 

if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [tg~qo://i2Ors6nei!tnisp?l[r bwhecliff~ab&e>l106399695767&~:56114&e 0012VDicct~Fzee~nh;AP5RF1SASiVK82×\ ~xldpcibS;,MZG8ZQ/~oXSZ~2r9sosJPTtfiW b23M- 
BKvI               EfbUwXYdvRI                       ] 
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First Call is Done. Now, What About Calls #2 and #3...? 

College recmiti~g phone calls [                                                                                                                                     XSZn2r9susJP7~flW b23M- 
]Many 

of you just completed the college coachi~g equivalent of Chi-istmas moITti~g. 

A flesh list of new recruits who are eligible to call on the phone: July 1st is 
exciting! New possibilities, great first conversations, and a lot of first impressions 
established in the minds of yotu- incoming Seulor class of recruits. 

The first phone call is in the books. 

But whut about the next call? And the call after thut? 

Those phone calls don’t get as much publicity and a~ention. I get asked all the 
time - by otu- clients, as well as other coaches - about what the first phone call 
should be like. Understandable, since it’s a big way to make a first impression. 

However, if you thi~tk about it, the phone calls thut come next are the most important. 
The best vistM example I can thi~tk of is a horse race: EvelNone breaks out of 
the gate at about the same pace, but it’s the 100 yards after the start thut determines 
who is best positioned to establish themselves as the leader. 

Wlffch blings us back to phone call #2 and phone call #3. They’re important, and 
yet I rarely get asked about what kind of approach to take with these calls. 

So, let me answer that question for yOU today. Here are the basic strategies to 
remember when you’re making phone calls moving folward: 

* Look for the sig~ul that it’s o.k. for you to statt selling your college and your 
program. It’s a sm~ple sign: They’ll ask you a question about you, your program 
or yotu- school. If they huven’t given you thut sig~ul yet, you should avoid givfi~g 
them a lain:ohN list of wonderful thi~gs about yotu- program. It will largely 
on deaf ears. They aren’t ready to hear that fiom you (yet). So, if you aren’t 
selling, whut should you be talkfi~g about? Glad you asked... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:p:ii~2Ors6ne~Jinisro?lh~>a, heq:r~bat)&e>1106399695767&s 56114&e: 0012VDiccuFz~.~dsMJul~a~Qe-aR5IVZc‘~w7k1~V3T~PBHC~ZaEkc~K93H~Z6~Z6wBJ2t~JV3~5I-~I~UenVA6- 

4Pn9HKIw8L-dBGXsw0                                                   ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJh:.jsp?l11--bwheqnbab&et-l106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzuf3r0VK5hw901NfNfl-FWKsOqWgkRfinEFdnlUQuqTB3EpFL-- 
j shWZRexiWj5escGTX2oz7cTQA2aVX6h2HHIu DQ19CHNBZW600QU7ymR M5LzVtzvLbt~xdZq7jrZRc65sRMSAykaREuLOGCnMjwbr5BDyMz6B28MPi asDwkFYSvrF4ivWK,xKPnvBgYCeQUjwk7UTblng4toS66 

Follow us on Twitter [htqo:,//~2Ois6 :ael/l~: isp? 
lk_bwheqn                                                                                      qBPumd4A\~,,qtEiVIAx0 fib oF{m5                                    KgD                                 ] 

Looking for more reclafits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [~5’~)?~uloab&et 1106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDicc~Fzq~fV3,WV~/28L0-DB44bbZb8PdIPHU fFeGz8EGLiS9 - 
MK1BTV,~DK7cdSggw~XCgfiQ. ~C~NiDlhity&Ca-OOHrKBOYP0 G.~m5SiGWOEP-WiRskIdHR~fl)ETeTcOMT?L~vM2C~ xwxlU                 ~/Xvc5FnqF0no: ] 

Intimidated by New Tectmology? Here are 5 Ways to Overcome Thut Fear 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 
11r bwhe~bab&e>l106399695767&~56114&e ~12\~Diccca:ma~"GMHvI11~18saGNXzm‘VD62c‘2~51cAF~g~VT5swAGWYnK~Hhvc~-‘.a~dcR~P~J7~‘‘:1‘ibTXcAHk6cgVxaK\itbeV aK77 rK~%~xaml 

6dPJ.U9 Ii 1481NiiM dk~’d-YI’T MzrQ__] 

Tectmology ca:: be scary. 

We have come across cotuttless coaches who huve bravely leaped into the smart phone/tabletJweb-app 
world, but are only utilizing a veiN small percentage of the capabilities of the 
respective devices. 

For example: You bonght an iPad and so l:~r you huve just opened Sal:~i-i and your 
email program. Or, you have a new Anch-oid device and you have used it to make calls, 
send a text message and maybe hiowse the web. This is totally fine...you are amongst 
a large group. 

If you’re ready to explore these useful &vices a little nlore deeplly, here are 
a few tips on how to statt learning these devices and becoming, dare I say, "experts": 

1) TIN to hieak it 

I don’t mean take your device and smash it, but I do suggest you roil up your sleeves 



and statt opeul~lg evelTttff~lg. Get in there and click on any icoi~, eveiT icon and 
after you open somettff~g up, click more into it. At tiffs point, don’t woi~y about... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzucqlkH-bm HtkRceWsjqpHRbJUJzAMeSCDgiXuxoQb¥"o0nC8tf132pYHNbY1Ybq>pvHisY- 
tM 1 mHj 864kwXM3xGCFMYAGttpWe ~kK4tHgiB C0 DxiFqKYul x81RR4sXv6DT 7DFTDjZ 1XkM20~zg-YDflvtZNlsUCwG- KkKe RHRC5PgY 6 $89 PlyXssTcB Dc8Ak27tq2NAcPzt~N-D Juamk2 GDZ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-llO6399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzaBr0VK5hwg01NfNfrFWKsOqWgkRfinEFdnlUQuqTB3EpFL-- 
j shWZRexiWj5escGTX2ozTcTQA2aVX6h2HHIu DQ19CHNBZW600QUTymR M5LzVtzvLbtzxdZqTjrZRc65sRM8AykaREuLOGCnMjwbr5BDyMz6B28MPi asDwkFYSvrF4rvWICxKPnvBgYCeQUjwkTUTblng4toS66 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
llr D~vheqi~bab&e~- l106399695767&~56114&e ~12VDiccLt[~z~cJhc~NGC~gc~i-~h62kGhbSu~‘~3Amd4A~‘?~iVlAx~‘3~1~m55~ImU~i1n4~AJSFT1Z3dO?~A .?~,iBfi~KgDMlwKcXq~’&~pT~&BCffvEB0w ] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzucI~yAsvElusH5YCG-M-y VqttkR92DUUgHltewepsg2OfN2Z0ppcb~r~-QSd-bSptgoxAI~d- 
~H9g57C3jHBctsCRUu~GjZdeQrUrDq7j~9sdkyTJLchSd~y9N~iH~.Cw~JGN~unM2S4nf-cnvYsRS xjVRq~5UzvVB2893n6Rq~nN~VKdIpUEwsDr my4HMUj- 

5XR6Ogc lzolAP lb0DynwQ SU3CQUewlHebp2xSFI70b~] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

SEC Proposes New Recruiting Rules to NCAA for Co~sideration 

The SEC made big news tiffs week when they suggested thut college coaches be re-allowed 
to send text messages to recruits, and also are suggesling some more liberal approaches 
to receiving phone calls fiom recruits. We have a great stolT on the topic on our 
Facebook page! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as training 
videos fealming Dan Tudor - just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-llO6399695767&~56114&e 0012VDiccuFzafXclYJs4Vyl2mSPwGFmNIHIgeitkAHh81xEgx0MFg8gxK4RhbYx ATdrQtu5vzJ6FoJE2ZsqJxjU4sTlv3XISqFBvT1Rsi6cb2x-S6151H59d-F- 

BczSKHuqYz5gksO8UcsgOSXR-ggT3FmjHKBdHQvOEovCm-ZYghXUEVg4zoPvWeZcjZgd]. 

Anddofft forgetaboutourdailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [~o:/k20r                        ab&el- 1106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccc~Fz~o.f~5zF8 mi550zrrlD,~,~Pf~/Igl~u2<- 
QtluL~C.efzGODFtBXclKsrLK5sx!o~clroHzXPPsiVevcOR:~YF--r -sD~IKI~.m5UU;~mloYZBmUA6SgL7PSw3519zUnOYw71 g] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzalBr0VK5hw901NfNfrFWKsOqWgkRfinEFdnlUQuqTB3EpFL-- 
j shWZRexiWj5escGTX2oz7cTQA2aVX6h2HHIu DQ19CHNBZW600QU7ymR M5LzVtzvLbt~xdZq7jrZRc65sRMSAykaREuLOGCnMjwbr5BDyMz6B28MPi asDwkFYSvrF4rvWICxKPnvBgYCeQUjwk7UTblng4toS66 

Follow us on Twitter [~" _/_/~ 20 rs6 ne~ 
11r bwhecll~bab&e~l106399695767&~56114&e ~12VDiccuE~cJheENGC~9rfq~h62kGhb~uqF~Z~c~3A~r~d4A~:~iV1Ax~Pr3~Fim55~mU~i1~’~4~-JSFfIZ~d~‘¢A 7,/iBR~KgDMiwKcXcls0ua~7u~EC~.~/EB0w ] 

Front Rush [ 6GY1EERYssmTJbKim- 
VBwx\/HDs4F28{q~oaImvPvSBJUuH_ JVFO~o~lwlROoDKFGNY6V~4iAEXdKOxc-J~_aqFvi6KTdTkJI3EI~IS_6v~K~k~a~dAD3~u\ ] 

Successfull Start for D3 Coach’s Recruiting Season! 

The email we received started out with the subject line, "I hope you’re huppy". 

Our new client, who was sendi~g us that email, certainly got our attenfion! It 
sounded like he was a little upset at first glance. 

Turns out he was having a li~le ~ m~ us. The rest ofNs email was sho~ and 
to the point: 

"I can’t keep up ruth the responses from the Showcase e-mail you developed. No lie. 
They came in ~ost and fmious. Never seen an~Nng l~e it. 

Thu~s ~ 

Have a ~-eat 4th. I know I am." 

Thut’s the Mnd of response we like~ His recrNfi~g ef*brts are offto a solid 
start, and we’re rea@ to help you, too. For more i~ffoi~nafion on how we do it, 

click the li~ below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p:/k20 rs6 ~?lh-bwhe~J~o&e~110~399695767&s 56~12VDiccuFz~d~,,Ie~iS9 B3M~ 

vr3rICWLHHA3                          M31d~Jc~lwL/~ G N vcxKEM~idS Y5XeWUIRdT WmZ~vk] 

NndmonFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp?lli~bwheqnbab&e~llO6399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuF~r0VK5hwg01N~frF~sOqWgkR~nEF&flUQuqTB3EpFL-- 
j shWZRe~Wj5escG~ozTcTQA2aVX6h2HHIu DQ19CHNBZW600QUTymR M5LzVt~Lbt~x~qTjrZRc65sRM8AykaRE~OGCnMjwbr5BDyMz6B28MPi asDwkFYSvrF&vW~PnvBgYCeQUjwk~TblngdtoS66 

Follow us on TmRer [ 

Is Oregon Football Next for NCAA SClllfiny? 

First, tNngs came crastffilg down at Otffo State and Jim Tressel’s coaching career. 

Now, sig~s are pointing to selious concerns on the patt of the NCAA regarding the 
University of Oregon’s use of a recruiting source who says he feels he was paid 
to tiT to iiffluence a recruit. 

How serious are the allegations, and what will the end result be for the Ducks rising 
football program? USA Today has an excellent overview on the latest developments... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzuel85914imWCNR-aLP4Is-XiWclOTiiluysVZAESOwYhRGnaEOxJv- 
cOKLwvz4QKOslaVmONBiiCkaPznqFTj 6FhgHRHN2 D 17Xai~wAqfvappUCI fgKbWNY8 aAsXjwwDeg-sllLP0 Mp0kVFk-F fl~ztUC9 etzD- 
MV685W~oCCmO 2uPUoLz45EciH72PhJaAxuuT164mZDoZs61NwgLbB qeHuYazUNnapCEgWcYAO5 fyEd-IhlUcdpWsXt 1 mdapEjy64L5uawewlXfA-VhSIB Fo] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106399695767&s 56114&e 0012VDiccuFzalBr0VK5hw901NfNfrFWKsOqWgkRfinEFdnlUQuqTB3EpFL-- 
j shWZRexiWj5escGTX2oz7cTQA2aVX6h2HHIu DQ19CHNBZW600QU7ymR M5LzVtzvLbt~xdZq7jrZRc65sRMSAykaREuLOGCnMjwbr5BDyMz6B28MPi asDwkFYSvrF4rvWICxKPnvBgYCeQUjwk7UTblng4toS66 

Follow us on Twitter [~o://i20is6 ~e~&~i~ 
lh b,~.heclnbab&eb:l106399695767&~56114&e ~12VDiccuJdm~cJheBNGC~g9~Oh62kC~I~bSuc~F~2/.c~3Amd4A\~‘~1~EiV1~I~3~F{m55~mUOi1n4X/~JSFTIZ3dO‘//~ 7;~{BRIIK~DMlwKcX~s0tm~’7uABCu,,~EB0w :] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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First Call is Done. Now, What About Calls #2 and #3...? 

Many of you just completed the college coaching equivalent of Christmas 
morning. 

Afresh list of new recruits who are eligible to call on the phone: July lstis 
exciting! New possibilities, great first conversations, and a lot of first 
impressions established in the minds of your incoming Senior class of 
recruits. 

The first phone call is in the books. 

But what about the next call? And the call after that? 

Those phone calls don’t get as much publicity and attention. Igetasked all 
the time - by our clients, as well as other coaches - about what the first phone call should be like. 
Understandable, since it’s a big way to make a first impression. 

However, if you think about it, the phone calls that come next are the most important. The best visual 
example I can think of is a horse race: Everyone breaks out of the gate at about the same pace, but it’s the 
100 yards after the start that determines who is best positioned to establish themselves as the leader. 

Which brings us back to phone call #2 and phone call #3. They’re important, and yet I rarely get asked 
about what kind of approach to take with these calls. 

So, let me answer that question for you today. Here are the basic strategies to remember when you’re 
making phone calls moving forward: 

Look for the signal that it’s o.k. for you to start selling your college and your program. It’sa 
simple sign: They’ll ask you a question about you, your program or your school. If they haven’t given 
you that signal yet, you should avoid giving them a laundry list of wonderful things about your 
program. It will largely fall on deaf ears. They aren’t ready to hear that from you (yet). So, if you 
aren’t selling, what should you be talking about? Glad you asked... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Intimidated by New Technology? Here are 5 Ways to 
Overcome That Fear 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Technology can be scary. 

We have come across countless coaches who have bravely 
leaped into the smart phone/tablet/web-app world, but are 
only utilizing a very small percentage of the capabilities of the 
respective devices. 

For example: You bought an iPad and so far you have just 
opened Safari and your email program. Or, you have a new 
Android device and you have used it to make calls, send a text 
message and maybe browse the web. This is totally fine...you 
are amongst a large group. 

If you’re ready to explore these useful devices a little more 
deeplly, here are a few tips on how to start learning these 
devices and becoming, dare I say, "experts": 

1) Try to break it 
I don’t mean take your device and smash it, but I do suggest you roll up your sleeves and start opening 
everything. Get in there and click on any icon, every icon and after you open something up, click more into 
it. At this point, don’t worry about... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

SEC Proposes New Recruiting Rules to NCAA for 
Consideration 

The SEC made big news this week when they suggested that college coaches be re- 
allowed to send text messages to recruits, and also are suggesting some more liberal approaches to receiving 
phone calls from recruits. We havea great story on the topic on our Facebook page! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos featuring Dan Tudor 
- just ¢1i¢k here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click her~ now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Successfull Start for D3 Coach’s Recruiting Season! 



The email we received started out with the subject line, "I hope you’re happy". 

Our new client, who was sending us thatemail, certainly got our attention! It sounded like he wasa little 
upset at first glance. 

Turns out he was havinga little fun with us. The rest of his email was short and to the point: 

"I can’t keep up with the responses from the Showcase e-mail you developed. No lie. They came in fast and 
furious. Never seen anything like it. 

Thanks! 

Have a great 4th. I know I am." 

That’s the kind of response we like! His recruiting efforts are off to a solid start, and we’re ready to help you, 

too. For more information on how we do it, click the link below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Is Oregon Football Next for NCAA Scrutiny? 

First, things came crashing down at Ohio State and Jim Tressel’s coaching 
career. 

Now, signs are pointing to serious concerns on the part of the NCAA 
regarding the University of Oregon’s use of a recruiting source who says 
he feels he was paid to try to influence a recruit. 

How serious are the allegations, and what will the end result be for the 
Ducks rising football program? USA Today has an excellent overview on 
the latest developments... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

This ernail was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 10:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

TEXT.htm 

Did you have any expenses from the ACC meetings beyond the hotel that the ACC covered? 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/6/2011 10:06 AM >>> 

Lance, 
Could you check with Brent Blanton? He [] s the last one from UNC who we haven[]t heard from regarding expenses. 

Thanks ! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: Lance Markos [mail~o:markos@tmcaaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:00 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Cc: Robert Mercer 
Subject: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

Kym didn’t have any receipts beyond the hotel room, which was one of our 5 that were direct billed to you guys I guess. He said there 
wasn’t anything else besides the hotel room. 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/5/2011 2:51 PM >>> 
Ok. If Kym is replacing you as one of the 5 people that we are paying for he will have to send us his receipts by tomorrow. You 
should also let compliance know if that [] s what you[] re doing since they had told us that we would be reimbursing your expenses. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: Robert Mercer [g~ailto:rmercer~ur~caa.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 2:37 PM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: Re: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

I did not have anything to reimburse. Kym Orr stayed in the hotel room. I gave him the reimbursment form a week ago. RJM 



>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/5/2011 9:57:44 AM >>> 
Brent, Crystal, Robert & Tom, 

As of this morning we have not received expense reports from any of you for the Workshop. Please note that due to the end of our 
fiscal year being June 30th we MUST have these reports by tomorrow (7/6/11) or we will not be able to reimburse you (or your 
institution). 

Thanks 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: Haith, Tracey 
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 3:50 PM 
To: Haith, Tracey; aaker@bc.edu; brownbrs@bc.edu; brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; turkingt@bc.edu; 
dubuque@clemson.edu; hodge@clemson.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bberndt@duaa.duke.edu; bruce.cunningham@duke.edu; 
chartmann@duaa.duke.edu; frederick.holding@duke.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; hryan@duaa.duke.edu; cbadger@fsu.edu; 
bcowley@fsu.edu; cmjones@fsu.edu; pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu; rqueen@fsu.edu; angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu; 
plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu; arlena.pless@finaid.gatech.edu; jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu; sbauder@umd.edu; jillb@umd.edu; 
imcurry@umd.edu; thopkins@umd.edu; jriggs@umd.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; cuchacz@umd.edu; ogibbs@miami.edu; 
singold@miami.edu; k.kelly2@miami.edu; kpierce@miami.edu; d.rabenl@miami.edu; blanton@uncaa.unc.edu; 
iackiecl@email.unc.edu; clineber@email.unc.edu; rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu; timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu; carrie_leger@ncsu.edu; 
robin~ate@ncsu.edu; booz@virginia.edu; mcSz@virginia.edu; tjg3y@virginia.edu; kimata@virginia.edu; srs5c@virginia.edu; 
dlbrown@vt.edu; kammons@vt.edu; jeholmes@vt.edu; simmonsb@vt.edu; caldwejh@wfu.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; longsw@wfu.edu 
Cc: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

FYI [] All expense reports (see attached) for the ACC Compliance Summer Workshop that was held June 21-22, 2011, must be 
submitted to the ACC office no later than Wednesday, July 6, 2011. Our fiscal year ends June 30th and we must have all 
reimbursements submitted to our Finance Dept. so that we can close out our 2010-11 financials. We will be unable to process any 
expense forms received after July 6th. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

Tracey L. Haith 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
Telephone: (336) 854-8787 ext. 246 
Facsimile: (336) 369-0065 
Email: thaith@theacc.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 10:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

exam schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Brent~ 

Do you have a copy of the 2012-13 exam schedule? If so, can you please send me a copy via email or fax (962-1646). 

thanks~ 
-Beth 

Beth Miller 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 
Tel: 919-962-0463 

Fax: 919-962-1646 



German Art Exhibitions in their Final Days! 

On View through Sunday, July 10: 

Romantic Dreams l Rude Awakenings: Northern European Prints and Drawin 
! 940 

"Last Look" Tour with Curator Timothy Riggs: Sunday, July 10, 2:15 PlVl 

Free - no reservation required. 

DE-NATURED: German Art from Joseph Beu’~ to ~artin Ki~enberger 

Last Look tour with Curator Peter Nisbet: Sunday, July 10, 3:00 PlVl 

Free - no reservation required. 

Come to the Ackland Museum Store on the 2nd Friday ArtWalk! 

Friday, July 8, 6:00 - 9:00 PlVl 



"Nothin8 is Impossible," the premier exhibition in the Ack~and Museum Store’s 8allery space, 
features works by seven North Carolina artists who have a connection to Penland School of Crafts, 
whether as a teacher, student, or resident. The show features work by Marsaret Couch Cosswell 
(book arts, mixed media), Celia Gray (encaustic paintinss), Bryant Holsenbeck (environmental art), 
Ann Marie Kennedy (paper art, installation), Evan Lishtner (furniture), Gretchen McLaren (metal), 
and Sylvie Rosenthal (woodwork, sculpture). 

All proceeds from the Ackland Museum Store support the Ackland Art Museum’s exhibition and 
education programs. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, July 9, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PI~ 

Every month, Amanda Hughes, director of external affairs at the Ack[and, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicing and strengthening their drawing ski[Is. Participants have 
the opportunity to uncover the challenges the original artists faced and experience the pleasure of 
sharing in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, etc.). A[[ levels are welcome. 

Free 



Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, July 9, 10:00 A/Vl - 12:00 

This program invites 9- to 12-year olds to took at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Ackland’s 
permanent collections and special exhibitions. Participants explore selected works in the Museum’s 
collection and identify skills that the artist used to make them. Skilled ~allery teachers 
demonstrate and teach students those skills, which they can apply in their own art. A mix of 
drawin~ from works on display and creatin~ one’s own original works is offered in each session. 
Materials provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited. To register, call 919.962.0479. 

Music in the Galleries: Attic Orchestra 

Sunday, July 17, 2:00 - 3:00 P/~ 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland ~alleries. A wide variety of performers 
can be heard, from classical quartets to bluegrass, to enhance your Museum experience. 



This month, enjoy the music of local quartet Attic Orchestra. Performing both original tunes and 
covers, their blend of folk, rock, and jazz styles wi[[ enliven a hot summer afternoon. 

Free. Reservations and tickets are not required, but please arrive early to find a spot. 

For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoack~andoor~. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 



Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, c[~ck here to be unsubscr-~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Max Ktinger, German, 1857-1920: Abduction, from A Glove, 1880 (pubtished 1898); etching with aquatint. The Etisabeth 
Hotmes Lee Art Fund and The Wittiam A. Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. 
Gerhard Richter, German, born 1932: Untitled, 1999; oi[ on co[or photograph. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach 
Correction. 
Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman (detai[), 1918; btack co[ored penci[ drawing. Burton Emmett 
Correction. 
Norman Kent, American, born 1903:Youn9 Boy Drawin9 (detai[), 1930; [inoteum-cut print. Burton Emmett Correction. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 9:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

TEXT.htm 

Sweet - thanks!! Hope big MO is good!! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/6/2011 5:56 PM >>> 
Negative 

From: Lance Markos [markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

Did you have any expenses from the ACC meetings beyond the hotel that the ACC covered? 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/6/2011 10:06 AM >>> 
Lance, 
Could you check with Brent Blanton? He [] s the last one from UNC who we haven[]t heard from regarding expenses. 

Thanks 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:ma~kos@ur~caa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:00 AM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Cc: Robert Mercer 
Subject: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

Kym didn’t have any receipts beyond the hotel room, which was one of our 5 that were direct billed to you guys I guess. He said there 
wasn’t anything else besides the hotel room. 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/5/2011 2:51 PM >>> 
Ok. If Kym is replacing you as one of the 5 people that we are paying for he will have to send us his receipts by tomorrow. You 
should also let compliance know if that [] s what you[] re doing since they had told us that we would be reimbursing your expenses. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: Robert Mercer [mailto:rmercerS(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 2:37 PM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: Re: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 



I did not have anything to reimburse. Kym Orr stayed in the hotel room. I gave him the reimbursment form a week ago. RJM 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 7/5/2011 9:57:44 AM >>> 
Brent, Crystal, Robert & Tom, 

As of this morning we have not received expense reports from any of you for the Workshop. Please note that due to the end of our 
fiscal year being June 30th we MUST have these reports by tomorrow (7/6/11) or we will not be able to reimburse you (or your 
institution). 

Thanks 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

From: Haith, Tracey 
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 3:50 PM 
To: Haith, Tracey; aaker@bc.edu; brownbrs@bc.edu; brandi.kerrigan@bc.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; turkingt@bc.edu; 
dubuque@clemson.edu; hodge@clemson.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; bberndt@duaa.duke.edu; bruce.cunningham@duke.edu; 
chartmann@duaa.duke.edu; frederick.holding@duke.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; hryan@duaa.duke.edu; cbadger@fsu.edu; 
bcowley@fsu.edu; cmjones@fsu.edu; pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu; rqueen@fsu.edu; angela.bradd@registrar.gatech.edu; 
plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu; arlena.pless@finaid.gatech.edu; jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu; sbauder@umd.edu; jillb@umd.edu; 
jmcurry@umd.edu; thopkins@umd.edu; jriggs@umd.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; cuchacz@umd.edu; ogibbs@miami.edu; 
singold@miami.edu; k.kelly2@miami.edu; kpierce@miami.edu; d.rabenl@miami.edu; blanton@uncaa.unc.edu; 
jackiecl@email.unc.edu; clineber@email.unc.edu; rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu; timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu; carrie_leger@ncsu.edu; 
robin~ate@ncsu.edu; booz@virginia.edu; mcSz@virginia.edu; tjg3y@virginia.edu; kimata@virginia.edu; srs5c@virginia.edu; 
dlbrown@vt.edu; kammons@vt.edu; jeholmes@vt.edu; simmonsb@vt.edu; caldwejh@wfu.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 
hairstct@wfu.edu; longsw@wfu.edu 
Cc: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop Attendees 

FYI [] All expense reports (see attached) for the ACC Compliance Summer Workshop that was held June 21-22, 2011, must be 
submitted to the ACC office no later than Wednesday, July 6, 2011. Our fiscal year ends June 30th and we must have all 
reimbursements submitted to our Finance Dept. so that we can close out our 2010-11 financials. We will be unable to process any 
expense forms received after July 6th. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

Tracey L. Haith 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
Telephone: (336) 854-8787 ext. 246 
Facsimile: (336) 369-0065 
Email: thaith@theacc.org 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 8, 2011 12:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Next Week and Status Update... 

Text.htm 

Hi Brent, 

I hope you are enjoying your time off. I just wanted to give you a heads up, I will be out Monday-Wednesday next week, but will 
return Thursday, July 14th. I will be in all day Thursday and Friday, I hope we can go over eligibility at some point one of those days. 

Just a recap...I sent out the course breakdowns to the counselors and ask for them to retum them to me by next Friday with their 
estimated tutorial needs. Kym and Beth Lyons have retumed theirs to me already. I filed the tutors and coach information you gave 
me, I have them in folders on my desk area for now, I didn’t want to put them in the files until I knew ff you needed to set up meetings 

with them. I created a cheat sheet of their contact information and it is on my computer as well. 

Your baseball athletes have been going to class. I have been checking on Jenn’s student-athletes everyday and yours sporadically. 

I have a few people in mind for study hall monitors if you would like to meet with them. I know about 5-6 departments in which I 
need to reach out to for potential tutors, but wanted to clear the exact departments and number of tutors for each department we would 
need before I sought out help to get those tutors. Some departments have warned me their students won’t be returning until mid 
August... 

I don’t think we got my hours for my first few days of work on my timecard the last paycheck...I believe I sent you an email about 

them 6/15 and 6/16, it was about 11 hours. 

Hope you enjoy your last few days away and I’ll see you next week. 

Thanks, 
Kendra :) 

Kendra Hancock 

Tutorial Coordinator 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-2306 

khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sports Management or dw de 
~%~mneeting att~Iete~, agent~% teams, :~eo~t~, and trained empl¢~),ee~ .~orId.~ide" 

MMA Season Halftime Review 
The Chicago Sun Times has a great look back at the first half of the 
MMA Season and a quick preview of the big bouts in store for the 
second half. 

Sun Times: MMA Half~ear Review 

It’s an exciting time to be working in MMA and you could be among 
the professionals working in MMA ne£ season. 8 g£}...~.¢ for the MMA 
Management Course today! 

MMA Management Course 
Learn from the experts! 

The Mixed Ma[tial A£s Management Course is an 8 
week online course that offers cutting edge theories 
on how to develop a career in one of the fastest 
growing spo~ts in the world. Taught by MMA industry 
leader Matt Lindland and Team Quest, The Mixed 
Ma£ial A~ts Course will give you the insight and 

knowledge needed to fu[lher your business career in MMA 

Apply Today Free 
and take the first 

step towards 
working on the 

business side of 
MMA! 

and see ffyou 

UFC 
Stdkeforce 
WEC 
Bellator 
Dream 
Sengoku 
Zuffa 

Watch and Learn about the MMA Management Course: Note: Students f~om the U£, 
Australia Europe Aria and 
Middle East encouraged to apply 
A ~aw economcafly cha//en¢~ed 
countrY, as mcei~,~e a dscounL 

Have questions about 
whether a business career in 
MMA is right for you? 
Contact Jeff SM’~ Mixed 
Ma~l al A~ts D rector. 

The MMA Management Course begins this week and we have space 
available. Don’t delay, this course will not be offered again until Fall, 



2011. Don’t wait to get your dream career started! 
now here, 

Already accepted? 
ister now here. 

SMWW Graduate Working in MMA 
Graduate, Adrian 

Rosenbusch works as a cutman at 
various Muay Thai and MMA events in Las 
Vegas. Through the guidance of a few 
mentors in addition to the MMA Management 
course Rosenbusch has turned his passion 
into a career where he is able to be a part of 
MMA events and an integral factor in the 
success of MMA athletes 

You can learn more about Rosenbusch and 
his career as a cutman at his website: Las 

as Cutman 

If you want to turn your passion for MMA into a career, now 
for the MMA Management Course! 

Your Future in MMA 

Work in MMA 
Our goal is to see all Mixed Martial 
Arts Management graduates gainfully 
employed in MMA worldwide. Your 
chances of accepting an offer of 
employment within MMA will improve 
by going through the program 
SMWW will customize a MMA 
portfolio to assist you with your 
career goals. 

Through our growing network of MMA worldwide, our obiective is to 
prepare you for’ when the right iob opportunities become available. 
Numerous people that have gone through our programs are new 
employed in great positions and you could do the same. We want to 
help you launch your’ career and help you find a position where you 
can be the most successful and satisfied. 

Who is Sports 
Management 
Worldwide? 

Sports Manaqement 
Worldwide, 
the global leader in 
sports business 
education, offers 
numerous sports job 
career training programs, 
specially designed to get 
you started in a specific 
sports job or advance 
your current sports 
career. 

Our eight-week sports- 
business training 
programs can be taken 
via the internet from 
anywhere in the world, at 
your convenience, and 
include live interactive 
audio chats with 
prestigious instructors in 
your chosen field of 
study. We offer each 
student the "what you 
know" and the "who you 
know" to advance in 
sports business. With 
over 5000 ah~mni from 
over 125 
countr es Sports 
Management Worldwide 
has a proven success 
ratio. 

Visit SMWW.com 



EARN 
UNDERGRADUATE 

& GRADUATE 
CREDIT 

Team Quest Franchise Oppo~unities: 
For those individuals who might be interested in owning their own 
Team Quest Franchise this course is a great way to get to know the 
MMA industry and Matt Lindland and the staff at Team Quest. 

Are you a current college 
student? Do you want a job 
in sports upon graduation? 
Do you want to qualify for 
an internship with a 
professional team or well- 
know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University 
(WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, 
has put its stamp of 
approval on Sports 
Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a 
separate Credit Overlay 
Program. Students from all 
over the United States and 
Canada take SMWW 
courses, get college credit 
transferred to their 
university! 
Earn colle~ credit,., 

Follow SMVVVV on Twitter and Facebook 

Follow Team Quest on Facebook 

Sports Management Worldwide Headquarters 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 
www. SMWW corn 

US Office: 1-877-SMWW-NOW or 503 445 7105 (Portland, Oregon) 



UK Office: +44 (0)871 288 4799 (London, England) 

Forward em~i~ 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by newsletter@smww.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"John Anthony" <JohnAnthony@AnthonyTravel. com> 

Monday, July 11,2011 9:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Anthony Travel Athletic Department Survey 

TEXT. htm 

Email not displaying correctly? [1]View it in your browser. 
Links: 

1. ~:/!usl.cam~n-arcl~ive2.com/?u=0883 a35 ldSd2fl !0769d0adl l&id=d89dgfafd4&e=b433 f59749 

Anthony Travel, Inc. is attempting to assess our performance in serving the 
travel needs of your athletic department over the 2010-2011 academic year. 
Through your input, we hope to measure our service, identify areas that need 
attention and improve our product offerings. 

The [2]survey is short and should only take 60 seconds of your time. Your 
candid and thoughtful reply will enable us to serve you better. 
Links: 

2. ~:/i’~w~w.s~r~,~’monke~.com/s/UNCAt?r~lel~icS~r~,~e2 

In keeping with continuously improving our services, we are excited to give 
you a synopsis of last year’s successes, as well as improvement initiatives 
currently unde~vay. 

* We have expanded the _Anthony Travel Team Hotel Program_ to more than 
230 properties! This unique program provides exclusively negotiated low 
rates and important team amenities at some of the most popular team 
hotels across the country. 

* We’ve secured over 125 bus charter contracts under the Anthony Travel 
preferred bus program, _Motor Coach Connection_, providing your team a 
quality fleet of buses, with insurance and safety certifications, at 
preferred pricing. 

* In 2010 we welcomed five new university partners_. This growing volume 
provides us with important leverage to garner savings for _you_. 

It is our goal to provide extraordinary service, excellent prices and 
creative travel solutions. Let us know how we’re doing by completing this 
brief online [3]survey. 

Links: 
3. ~-~t~,~)://"~¢~, w. sur~ e.~’ rr~onke~, com/s/L~N C A~J:~I etic Sur~ e2 

If you would like us to follow up with you regarding a particular 
experience, please include your name on the survey so we can contact you. 

Your response and time are greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

John Anthony 
President and CEO 

_Our mailing address is:_ 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1086 
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 

You are receiving this e-mail because you either made a reservation through Anthony Travel, Inc. or you elected to receive e-mails from 
us. [4]Forward this e-mail to a friend. If you wish to be 
removed from this mailing list, please [5]unsubscribe. 

Links: 
4. ~:/i~sl.~>rward~to-fi-ie~d.com/~orward%=0883a35 ldgd2f110769d0adl !&id=dggdgfa~4&e=b433~i59749 
5. ~ :/ian~.hon’~ tra~el.us 1 list-manage.co~/unsubscribe? 

u-0883 a351 dSd2fl 10769d0ad ! ! &id-- 1507c851 c3&e-b433~59749&c-d89dgfafd4 



Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

Anthony Travel, Inc. is attempting to assess our performance in serving the travel needs of 
your athletic department over the 2010-2011 academic year. Through your input, we hope to 
measure our service, identify areas that need attention and improve our product offerings. 

The surve21 is short and should only take 60 seconds of your time. Your candid and 
thoughtful reply will enable us to serve you better. 

In keeping with continuously improving our services, we are excited to give you a synopsis 
of last year’s successes, as well as improvement initiatives currently underway. 

We have expanded the Anthony Travel Team Hotel Program to more than 230 
properties! This unique program provides exclusively negotiated low rates and 
important team amenities at some of the most popular team hotels across the country. 

We’ve secured over 125 bus charter contracts under the Anthony Travel preferred bus 
program, Motor Coach Connection, providing your team a quality fleet of buses, with 
insurance and safety certifications, at preferred pricing. 

¯ In 2010 we welcomed five new university partners. This growing volume provides 
us with important leverage to garner savings foryou. 

It is our goal to provide extraordinary service, excellent prices and creative travel solutions. 
Let us know how we’re doing by completing this brief online surve2. 

If you would like us to follow up with you regarding a particular experience, please include 
your name on the survey so we can contact you. 

Your response and time are greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

John Anthony 
President and CEO 

Our mailing address is: 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 

P.O. Box 1086 



Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 

Add us to 5;our address book 

You are receiving this e-mail because you either made a reservation through Anthony Travel, 
Inc. or you elected to receive e-mails from us. Forward this e-mail to a friend. If you wish to 
be removed from this mailing list, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 11,2011 10:54 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Winter in Australia! 

TEXT.htm 

Winter in Australia! 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 11, 2011 4:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: exam schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Brent. I was able to get this information from Spencer while you were away. 
you had a great vacation. 

-Beth 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 7/11/2011 4:04 PM >>> 

Hi Beth, 
The following link is the Registrar[] s calendar for the next two years. 

Let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Hope all is well! 
Brent 

eb.oit.~mc~ed~icale~dars/acadeimc call 1-13~ 

I appreciate your follow-up, though. I hope 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller~ur~caa.m~c.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:57 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: exam schedule 

Do you have a copy of the 2012-13 exam schedule? If so, can you please send me a copy via email or fax (962-1646). 

thanks, 

-Beth 

Beth Miller 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, July 11, 2011 5:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Away Game Tickets On Sale Now 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock Football 
2011 Away Game Tickets On Sale Now 
(Limit 6) 

Sept. 3 @ East Carolina (Charlo~e, NC) - $60 
Sept. 10 @ Georgia - $55 
Oct. 15 @ Mississippi State - $50 

Oct. 29 @ Teimessee - $60 
Nov. 5 @ Arkansas - $55 

Click here to prochase online: 
h~p://s~r~-.mm.ticketmaster, corn: 80/tr ack? 
~ipe click&enid bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TExNDc4MjMmbWVzc2F~ZW~k~TExNDQ~MDM~t~ZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~kN~cm~hbD~xMjMx~Dk3NjIxJmVtYW~saWQ9QkxBT~R~TkBVrkNBQS5VrkMuRUR 

Call 800.4SC.FANS (472.3267) or 803.777.4274 to prochase by phone. 

To unsubsc~ibe from futm-e mailings, please reply to this email with "REMOVE" as the subject line. 

South Carolfila Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 

803.777.4274 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 11,2011 6:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Camp Informational 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/11/2011 4:52 PM >>> 
Here you go... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:i!tarheeibl~e.cs~-v.com<~:iimrhee~blt~e.cs~v.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 1:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Are you doing CTOPS that day? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/12/2011 10:50 AM >>> 
That’s CTOPS presentation time; otherwise, I’m fine with it. 

From: Susan Maloy [maiho:sbmalo~mcaa.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:18 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Jaimie Lee; Townsend, Jelm; Amy Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Tia Overstreet; 
Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yarbrough, Nathan John 
Subject: Staff Meeting 

Hey Guys, 
I would like to get everyone together for a brief staff meeting to discuss matters related to eligibility certification, holds on accounts, 
past PTD waivers, etc. Would a normal staff meeting time next Tuesday, July 19 (@ 3:00pm) work for everyone? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc .edu<mailto: sbma~o~nc~.m~c~ ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 1:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Carolina Leadership Academy: Online 360 (Data Review Reporting) 

TEXT.htm; ppts.pdf 

Here are the new calculations we discussed. Is it possible to add these to the Switchboard under the Data Review Reporting? Also we 
discussed verifying the report which lists all who evaluated a given Veteran Leader. Thanks! 

- Shelley 

Source of Evaluation Averages X Question Type, X Leadership by Example, X Vocal Leadership 
Gender Averages X Question Type, X Leadership by Example, X Vocal Leadership 
Sport Averages X Question Type, X Leadership by Example, X Vocal Leadership 
Overall Averages X Question Type, X Leadership by Example, X Vocal Leadership 
3DL Averages X Question Type, X Leadership by Example, X Vocal Leadership 

Veteran Leader X Evaluators 



Category R8    VL 3DL 

Leadership by Example 

Vocal Leadership 

Source of Evaluation 8elf Team Coach 

Leadership by Example 

Vocal Leadership 

Gender Female Male 

Leadership by Example 

Vocal Leadership 

Sport Team Indiv 

Leadership by Example 

Vocal Leadership 

Commitment 

Character 

Confidence 

Composure 

Servant Leader 

Confidence Builder 

Refocuser 

Team Builder 

Enforcer 

* 5.00-point scale 

Commitment 

Character 

Confidence 

Composure 

Servant Leader 

Confidence Builder 

Refocuser 

Team Builder 

Enforcer 

* 5.00-point scale 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"The Ultimate Supervisor" <The_Ultimate_Supervisor@busenetwork.net> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 8:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to Bring out the Best in Your Employees 

TEXT.htm 

The Ultimate Supervisor 

Bring out the best in your employees 

******************************************************************* 

You’ll learn new ways to: 

* BE A SUPPORTIVE COACH 
Tune in to your employees’ needs. Delegate projects based on their strengths and weaknesses. 

* CORRECT POOR PERFORMANCE 
Learn the psychology of motivating people. Correct negative behavior gently for long-term change. 

* BRING OUT THE BEST IN YOUR EMPLOYEES 
Help them grow so they’ll contribute more and feel better about themselves. You’ll all enjoy the workplace more -- and find greater 
satisfaction in working together. 

Are you a supervisor now? Have you recently been promoted? Moving up to supervisory status soon? 

Attend this exceptional one-day seminar and discover ways to bring out the best in your employees. 

SAVE 20% online -- Limited Time Only 

VIP # 2289539019718 

Special Offer Code #780643* 

Hurry -- offer expires August 12, 2011! 

Now Only $103 per person 
(regularly $129 per person) 

Register Online Today! 

VIEW BROCHURE: 
~:ii~.~.w.careertrack.comiemred~rect.as~ ~ c=780643&v=2289~390 ] 971S&~= 1 ~ 0&s,: 130&a=e 

The Ultimate Supervisor RALEIGH, NC 
Event #113634 
CLARION HOTEL STATE CAPITOL 

320 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 
$103.00; For groups of 5 or more, $93.00 

or.comi?c--78064 3&v=2 2895 3 9019718&~= ~ 44&r= l136 34&s-144&a:r> 

09/07/2011 

YOUR LOCATION 
Have a group of 15 or more? Try Private Team Training! 
Bring this topic -- or any of our 200+ topics -- to your location with customized On-Site Training. 
Use the link below to request a personalized quote today! 
ht~//www.careertrack.c~m/en~edirect.asp?c~78~(~43&v~22~9539~1971~&~=(~25&s~625&a~e 

Whether you’ve been "in the trenches" or are just starting to supervise others, this training provides a wealth of ideas, techniques, and 
tools to help you manage people and projects smoothly and effectively. 



Learn some of the most essential supervisory skills. Find out what you know, and what skills you put into practice. 

PROGRAM AGENDA INCLUDES: 
* The role of the supervisor 
* Getting it all done 
* Building a better team 
* The challenges of change 
* Into your future 
* And more ! 

You’re on the spot, every day. 

Ultimately, you’re accountable. Your success is measured in terms of the way your employees perform. Clearly, you have a tough job. 

That’s why you won’t want to miss this seminar. You’ll learn new ways to be a supportive coach, correct poor performance, and bring 
out the best in your employees! 

SAVE 20% online -- Limited Time Only 
VIP # 2289539019718 
Special Offer Code #780643* 
Hurry -- offer expires August 12, 2011! 

************************************************ 

CareerTrack Audio Conferences and Webinars! 

Train your team on today’s most common workplace challenges for one low registration price -- in just one hour! 

Conduct Effective Interviews and Hire the Right People 
~ :iiwww. careertrack comie~edirect as~?c=780643 &v=2289539019718&~=354&s=354&a=e 
July 20, 2011 

Mastering Your Blackberry 

~://www.car~ertrack.c~m/er~direct~as~?c=7~4 3&v=22895 3 9~1971~&~=929&s=929&a~e 
July 22, 2O I I 

Fred Pryor on Leadership 
~:/iwww.careertrack.comiemredirect.asp?c=Tg0(~43&v=2289539019718&l=150&s=150&a=e 
July 28, 20II 

************************************************ 

Coaching Skills for Managers and Supervisors 

or.comiemredimct.asp?c-78064 3&v=22895 3 9019718&~- l O3&s- l O3&a=e 

Inspire, motivate, and create winners! 

6 audio CDs and workbook 
Item #10441CD 

Only $89.95 

************************************************ 

How to Deal with Difficult People 
or.comiemredimct.asp?c=780643 &v=2289539019718&l= 114&s= 11 

Solve your people problems once and for all 

4 audio CDs 
Item #10015CD 

Only $89.95 



ENHANCE YOUR TRAINING EXPERIENCE 
Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Forward this email to your colleagues; together you can support one another and apply 
your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

DON’T MISS OUT ON SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AND DISCOUNTS 
Be sure to add customerservice@em.careertrack.com to your email address book so you’ll continue to receive your personalized 
seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! 

WE OFFER A 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE! 
h~p ://www.careertrack.c~m/emwedirect.asp ?c~8~64 3 &v=22895 3 9~1971~&1-1~1&s- ~ ~1&a=e 

* To receive your special 20% DISCOUNT, you must register for the seminar online at www.CareerTrack.com and provide your 
Special Offer Code #780643 during checkout. This offer only applies to the seminar, "The Ultimate Supervisor." This offer cannot be 
combined with any other offer and is valid only on new registrations for August - September 2011 seminars. Offer expires August 12, 
2011. If you have questions, please contact our customer service team at 1-800-780-8469. 

ID#: 780643 

VIP#: 2289539019718 

Copyright 2011 
CareerTrack 

5700 Broadmoor, Suite 300, Mission, KS 66202 
1-800-780-8469 

To notify this advertiser that you no longer wish to 
receive messages from them, please follow this link: 
h~p:iibt~sene~wofl~.ne~iolex~!?CID=FPCT 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 
To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 
please follow this link: 
h~p:i~sene~work.ne~ioi?ZND-70.225837777.108239448 
iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 10:06 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Study Hall Tracker Summer Update 

TEXT.htm 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Nate Althoff <info@studyhalltracker.com> 7/13/2011 10:02 AM >>> 
h~:s~/ww.w, smd~-halltracker.com/stu~ohalMracki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 10:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Study Hall Tracker Summer Update 

TEXT.htm 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 7/13/2011 10:08 AM >>> 
We’re no longer using this, right? 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto :weibom(&~caa.urtc. edu.] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 10:06 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: Study Hall Tracker Summer Update 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :welborr~(~ncaa.m~c.ed~> 
www.tarheelblue.com<~:iiwww.tarheelblt~e.comi> 

>>> Nate Althoff <info@studyhalltracker.com<maiho:info halhracker.com>> 711312011 10:02 AM >>> 
htt~:~w, ww, stud~’ha~ltrackerocomistudy-halMracki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2008-09 Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Can you send me 08-09 version of the tutor handbook? 

Thank you, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

ok, hopefully she will be able to find it soon. Thanks for the update. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/13/2011 12:54 PM >>> 

Find it[] inadvertently hit send before I was ready. 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~n :i/’~arheerN~e. cs~ ~com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: 2008-09 Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Any idea who might have it? I have 07-08 for some reason, but not 08-09. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/13/2011 12:53 PM >>> 
I didn’t do that one so I don’t have a copy... Sharon said she was fine with whatever we needed but she wanted to go over Lauren’s file 
to make sure it was complete - she couldn’t actually 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalov~m~c~.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:52 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: 2008-09 Tutor Handbook 

Can you send me 08-09 version of the tutor handbook? 

Thank you, 
Susan 



DE-NATURED Extended! 

By poputar demand, our exhibition of contemporary German art is now on view throush Sunday, Ju|y 24th! 
Learn more: 

DE-NATURED: German Art from Joseph Beu~, to Martin Ki~Denberger 

Now Open! 

The Western Tradition: Selections from the Permanent 
Collection 

Newly installed, "The Western Tradition" presents art from the Ack[and’s permanent co[[ecUons 
coverin~ 5,000 years of western culture - from ancient Mesopotamian and Mediterranean art to 
European and American art of the 1950s. 



Music in the Galleries: Attic Orchestra 

Sunday, 17 July, 2:00 - 3:00 PAA 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ack[and galleries. A wide variety of performers 
can be heard, from classical quartets to bluegrass, to enhance your Museum experience. 

This month, enjoy the music of local quartet Attic Orchestra. Performing both original tunes and 
covers, their blend of folk, rock, and jazz styles wit[ enliven a hot summer afternoon. 

Free. Reservations and tickets are not required, but please arrive early to find a spot. 

Coming Soon! 

Family Day: Encountering Ancient Art 

Sunday, 24 July, 1:00 - 4:00 P/Vl 

Come take part in the first of a series of monthly, themed Family Days at the Ack[and Art Museum, 
with art-related activities including a scavenger hunts, an art-making station, story time, and a 
family tour. 



This month, families wi[[ be inspired by ancient art from the Ack[and’s permanent collection. At the 
Creation Station, choose an outline of a Greek vase and decorate it with ancient patterns. Listen to 
some of Aesop’s fables at Story Time, and ~o on a scavenger hunt for ~ods, ~oddesses, and other 
ancient wonders! 

Come for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon -- it’s a[[ FREE! 

Visit the Ackland Museum Store at the Corner of Franktin and Cotumbia Streets in 
downtown Chape[ Hil!! 

proceeds from the Store support the Ack[and Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Store Hours: Mon - Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM, Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM, Sun 12:00 - 5:00 PM 
Telephone: 919.962.0216 

Ack[and Art Museum members receive a 10% discount on a[[ Museum Store purchases. In addition, 
members enjoy special discounts durin~ several designated Member Shoppin~ Days throughout the 
year. Become a member toda~ 



For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, c~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Martin Kippenberger, German, 1953-1997. Untitled (The Mark), 1990, graphite and Letraset on hotel, stationery, mounted on poster. James Keith Brown and 
Eric Diefenbach Col.l.ection. © Estate Martin Kippenberger, Gal.erie Gisel.a Capitain, Col.ogne. 

Emanuel. de Witte, Dutch, 1615/17-1691/92: The Interior of the Oude Kerk, Amsterdam, c. 1660; oil. on canvas. Ackl.and Fund. 

Unknown artist, Greek: Head of A Woman, 3rd to 2nd century B.C.; bronze. Ackl.and Fund. 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: Undulatin~ Expanse, 1955; oil. on canvas. Ackl.and Fund. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 2:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xls 

Hi, 

Here is the most up to date list of students registered for CTOPS. There are only a few not registered. Please let me know if anyone on 
the list is no longer planning on coming to Carolina and should be eliminated from the list. Also, if your transfer students are not 
coming to CTOP, please let me know so I can remove them from the list. 

Please check your remaining students to see why they have not registered. It appears that some of these students have been admitted, 
so they should be registered for CTOPS by now. If there is any student-athlete who needs to be added to the list, please let me know 
also. 

thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Thursday, July 14, 2011 9:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 
RE: Thank You 

Brent, 

After talking with you, it confirmed for me that I do want to explore a career in academic support for student athletes. If there are some 
ways I could get involved in the coming academic year to gain experience, and more importantly, a better understanding for the job, I 
would love to. Just let me know if there are any opportunities available. 

Again, thanks so much for taking time to meet with me. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 07/12/11 6:46 PM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
It was a pleasure meeting with you. I am back in town, so let me know your thoughts now that you’ve had time to digest things for a few 
weeks. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

From: Catherine Greene [mailto:cm ncaa~Lmc~edt~] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Thank You 

Brent, 

I want to thank you for taking time out of your schedule, and before you left on vacation, to meet with me to discuss your role as a 
director of the academic support program. Your insight was very helpful and informative, and it also peaked an interest in me to want to 
explore it in more detail. The thoroughness of our conversation answered so many of the questions that I had and also gave me an even 
greater understanding on what you, and the entire area, do on a daily basis. The database you created was really impressive! 

I cannot thank you enough for committing an hour of your time to meet with me, to me it demonstrated your personal character, 
professionalism and, most of all, passion for your career. 

I look forward to touching base with you in the coming weeks. Have a wonderful vacation. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"huang kaibo" <sell_golftee@vip. sina.com> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 11:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

supply golf tees from China 2 

Dear Sir, 

Good day. I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce us to you as a 
professional golf tee manufacturer from China. 

We manufacture wooden golf tees, plastic golf tees,bamboo golf tees in 
many selection of sizes and colors. We can do your logo and color 
selections according to your artwork design and the pantone number. 
We are a reliable manufacturer with good product quality and satisfied 
services. If you are interested in our products, please reply to me. I 
hope there’s an opportunity for you and me to work together in near 
future. 

Our office is set in Shanghai China, where the transportation is very 
convenient. You are welcomed to come over and negotiate business with us 
any time. 

I’m looking forward to your reply soon. 

Best regards, 

Huang Kaibo 





c/d-Ins 

Bh.~etooth ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 15, 2011 3:45 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Need approval letters for .... 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Prefix and Course Number: LDE 

LDE Perspectives in Education for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Learners 

Instructor: Vicki Nilles 

Class Sessions: Fridays- June 3, 10, 17, 24 & July 1 from 9-3 on site; remaining coursework online 

Office Hours: Ongoing online or by appointment 

Office Location: WC 163 - B 

Office Phone: 

Cell Phone: 303 903-4869 

Catalog Course Description: 

This is an introductory course in language acquisition and teaching theory with emphasis on the culturally and 
linguistically diverse learner. The course includes historical perspectives, philosophical frameworks, legal 
implications, subject matter methodologies, assessment, classroom instruction, parent involvement, and current 
issues that affect culturally and linguistically diverse students and the school programs serving them. 

Required Reading and Other Materials will be equivalent to: 

Bilingual & ESL Classrooms: Teaching in Multicultural Contexts, Ovando, J., Combs, M., and Collier, V., 
McGraw Hill, Fourth Edition, 2006. 

Colorado Model Content Standards: English Language Acquisition, Reading & Writing, Mathematics, History, 
Science, Foreign Language) 

Specific, Measurable Student Behavioral Learning Objectives: 
Upon completion of this course the student should be able to: 

(Legend: CPBS=Colorado Performance Based Standards for Teachers; CES=Colorado Endorsement Standards; 
CMCS=Colorado Model Content Standards) 

Develop and describe his/her own theory-based philosophy of linguistically diverse education and describe 

what that philosophy looks like in the school and classroom. [CPBS 8.4] 

Demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the linguistically diverse student, including but not limited to 

students’ home and family backgrounds; students’ cultures and the influences their cultures might have on 

their educational experiences; emotional and linguistic issues affecting the linguistically diverse student; 

and the role of native language in the home and school. [CES 8.22 (1), 8.22 (1) a-d, 8.22 (5) a-f CES 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

8.23(1)(b)] 
Describe and analyze the historical factors that contributed to the development of educational programs for 

English language learners in the U.S. from 1700 to the present, including "No Child Left Behind" and 

various other federal and state policies. [CPBS 8.3; CES 8.22 (1) a] 

Demonstrate familiarity with language and school finance court cases and cite major decisions in both 

areas. [CPBS 8.1; CES 8.22 (1) a] 
Describe the various language acquisition program models, and compare, contrast, and evaluate the 

reasons and purposes for which certain program models are chosen and implemented, as well as how each 

would look in practice. [8.22 (1), 8.22 (2) c, 8.22 (3), 8.22 (3) a-e, CES 8.23(1)(b)] 

Describe first and second language acquisition and learning including the nature ofbilingualism/ 

multilingualism, language developmental stages, possible learning difficulties, and affective factors which 

influence that learning. [CES 8.231(a), 8.22 (1), 8.22 (1) c, 8.22 (2)] 

Demonstrate the ability to model culturally sensitive instructional practices which will positively enhance 

the English language learner’s self-concept, positive behavior and respect for others. [CPBS 8.2; CES 8.22 

(1) b, 8.22 (3) e, 8.22 (5) a-f] 
Develop teaching and assessment strategies, classroom procedures and lesson plans for English language 

learners that promote active learning and build upon the strengths, languages, and cultures students bring 

to the classroom. [CPBS 8.3; CES 8.22 (2) c, 8.22 (3), 8.22 (3) a-e, 8.22 (4)] 
Ensure that planning for English language instruction supports Colorado Model Content Standards in 

Reading and Writing, Foreign Language, Mathematics, Social Studies, Science, and the English Language 

Development Standards. [CPBS 4.2, 4.4; CES 8.22 (3)] 

Demonstrate the ability to communicate effectively across cultures and understand the regional and social 

factors that influence and reinforce the use of a variety of language discourses. [CES 8.22 (1) b-d; 8.22 

(2); 8.22 (2) a-b; 8.22 (5); 8.22 (5) a, f] 
Describe and demonstrate understanding of building leadership and decision-making processes related to 

linguistically diverse student needs. [8.22 (3); 8.22 (5) e, f] 

Integrate technology into planning for teaching to increase English language learners’ achievement. 

[CPBS 7.1, 7.2] 
Understand the basic principles of the neuroscience of the brain and learning and how that impacts all 

students including those acquiring English as a second language. 

Detailed Outline of Course Content (Major Topics and Subtopics) or Outline of Field Experience/Internship 
(experience, responsibilities and supervision) 

I. The need and justification for English language acquisition programs in U.S. schools 

A. The historical perspective of education of linguistically diverse education in the U.S. 

B. The historical perspective ofmulticultural education in the U.S 

C. The review of major litigation pertaining to linguistically diverse education in the U.S. 

(language and school finance cases) 

II. A review of language related variables 

A. Teaching English to linguistically diverse learners; from theory to practice 

B. Major assessment instruments used to determine language dominance and special needs 

C. Language acquisition and assessment issues 
III. Thematic, active, standards-based linguistically diverse and subject matter methodologies 

A. Integration of Reading/Writing 

B. Integration of Social Studies 

C. Integration of Science 

D. Integration of Mathematics 



Prefix and Course Number: LDE 3510 

E. Integration of Linguistically Diverse Standards 

IV. Consideration of current issues affecting linguistically diverse education 

A. Parent-community involvement 

B. Special education 

C. Title I reading and math 

D. Instructional approaches 

E. Federal legislation and Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 

F. State legislation in Colorado including ELPA 

G. Colorado Model Content Standards 

H. Staffing patterns and staff development 

I. Building leadership and decision making 

J. Assessment and qualification for services 

K. Integration of technology 

Assessment of Student Performance: 
1. Written assignments showing application of foundational knowledge of issues impacting linguistically diverse 

education. [Evaluates objectives 1-4, 7, 8] 

2. Reaction papers analyzing current issues and reflecting CPBS standards related to linguistically diverse 

teaching topics (e.g. assessment, technology, literacy, special needs). [Evaluates objectives 12, 13] 

3. Long range English language teaching and instructional plan/models for various community and student 

populations. [Evaluates objectives 1, 2, 5-11] 

Grading Policy 

Attendance 30 pts 

Class Assessments 20 pts 

Online Journal Entries 20 pts 

Discussions 

Thematic Unit 30 pts 



Name Contact Info. Team Interesting factis 



Prefix and Course Number: LDE 3510 
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Folks, 

This addresses temporary employees as well. Let’s make sure we are within the guidelines. I know we were wanting to 

substantially increase tutor rates. We might not be able to do that now. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



Colleagues: 

Attached is information regarding the guidelines for salary increases for the fiscal year 2011-12. The State Legislature 

has continued to prohibit employee salary increases at all State agencies and at the UNC System Campuses, except in 
very specific circumstances. 

Please thoroughly review this information, and if you should have any questions, please contact our Department of 
Athletics Human Resources Office. 

Thank you, and please feel free to share this information with whomever you believe necessary. 

Take care and have a good day! 

Larry 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"ICEENG 2012" <iceeng-8@mtc.edu.eg> 

Sunday, July 17, 2011 5:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[ICEENG-2012] The 8th International Conference on Electrical Engineering 

TEXT.htm 



Conference Announcement: Full Paper Submission Deadline (January 31, 2012) 

It is our great pleasure to announce the 2012 International Conference on Electrical Engineering (ICEENG’8) to 
be held in Cairo, Egypt, 29 - 31 May 2012. The Conference is organized to invite international delegates, to 
share their latest research findings on Electrical Engineering. ICEENG’8 is organized by Military Technical 
College (www.mtc.edu.eg). 

Papers on original works are solicited on a variety of topics, including but not limited to the following 
symposium tracks: 

Communication Systems - Computer Engineering - Biomedical Engineering - Power Engineering - Circuits, 
Signals and Systems - Electromagnetic Fields and Waves - Electronic Measurements and Instrumentations - 
Remote Sensing and Avionics - Optoelectronics - Guidance and Control - Radar Systems - Student Session 

Submission: 

Please submit full papers as attached file (free .doc or .docx format) to the Conference email address: iceeng: 
_8._@mtc.edu.eg 

Further information can be obtained from the following website: ~:i!www.mtc.edu.egiall-con£htm 

Important Dates/Deadlines: Paper Submission Deadline: January 31, 2012 

kindly forward this email to other interested parties. 

Regards 

Prof. W. Sabrg 

iceenq-8@mtc.edu.ecl 
~/www.mtc.edu.ecj/all-conf.htm 
Tel. (002- 010) 1455463 
Fax. (002 - 02) 2617gg6g 

* We apologize if you receive multiple copies of this CFP 
* All replies must be directed to: iceeng-8~a~t]mtc[dot]edu[dot]e~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to Win Friends and Influence People (Including Your Recruits!) 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

~Zd-- 
VTStTRiklsdq~!jmTI 6 DoV9E IJwno~ XC 1 xV JlI                aJ’l’~6k%3D 
You’re receiviilg tiffs email because of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
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yore continued interest in receivfi~g email ~om m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:i/visitor cor~:~ta~tcontact co~’do?p ~u~&mse: 0018fi~(OW~Lavd~oB ~F ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3 D&t 00171u@N ’J~aS9CiERdeX~qU~%3D%3D&reaso~ 0011~:~E~M%3 D&lh b>~he~ul~ab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [tttqo://120 rs6 nel!tn {sp?llr bwheclul~ab&e>1106641568289&~:56114&e 0010olM9G3pwD68PklW1CltMFTl?hT0t41tlXR6hz3hska d0iYOmg0PJOEK9echgloUt-M- 
CK1V                                    tBsES15ecagDeow ] 

College Recruiring Weekly 

July 19, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 29 

How to Win Friends and Influence People (hlclufling Yotu- Recruit!!) 

When it comes to selling and intell)ersoilul relarionstffps, tile master of them all 

is Dale Carnegie. 

Even if you’ve never read his legendary business books, you probably huve heard 
of one of tffs most l~omous rifles: "How to Win Friends and hffluence People." It 
is considered one of tile fomldarional texts of sales and commtmicarion best practices 
in tile business world. 

Is there a way to apply his plinciples into your recruiting efforts? 

You bet. 

Here are tile first ttu-ee of his six famous plinciples, with some slight adjustments 
for college coaches and their reci~ring needs: 

PRINCIPLE #1: Become Genuinely htterested in Other People 

Sounds simple enough, doesn’t it? And yet, for many of today’s college reci~ters, 
tiffs is tile one thut is tile most difficult - or certaiuly tile most fi-ustraring. 

Tile plimary reason tiffs develops into a rather large htu-dle for many coaches is 
because of the two conflicri~g points of view: Recruits want to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106641568289&s 56114&e 0010otM9G3pwD7exA15jOEzR1OZCLcsZlowTCzHMEQ1A1DVYvwXuT34JKRKRMPIbPQikc0boF - 
Ttffx2 WiJB-pEE~55GzKtNi9cxU7Tv3CdCUm4XkitEqpIY~cyiL~VLWzA-QUvY7U5~vBSbUr~ulVfjZhl4gbJ9~dNj-Q4iTTkzb4Jfq~RBVRkU6jUzEy~bJ8] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJhl.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l106641568289&s 56114&e ~tM9G3pwD6ipAueCXktK~sMbaWNKIIikH~FVAFAc~TAr~1~2MTmbS5mk3gBFuYWjdNx9ds~yGgQRDU- 
JHdvM7pLTi2g9B849ZS XgUCGREj6NcZuJs0LTpiUKCzSj0Q1AuwEsaCiYqHHZQOV9jSUcYbw5kpgxa Vm~FV~SaNfAff3ka2n~Aj~pXKG9~Fe8rUxZEw9isgBLrWm~6ghwvF~V4TQ2UbRwTkxwBsjH~9W~dcp7~ 
Follow us on Twitter [~,~://~20~s6net/~tj~l?hi: b,~,t~eclul~ab                                              wD5 ~,2YX\,q.)VC~dG2ZTkdJ2~,~.[_j~,x.KJO~/_P~tNBC-PH~oNTGOFR5MO- 

Olll~M KJQ2? ,)~-JPLxsTPEvrIcL 2Wfl 5 \’\&egSyr~g JCdw ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~lurion’s top prospects for fiee. [h~>:/!t2Ors6~et/t~is~9_~ 

lh b,~,hec~nbab&e~:1106641568289&~56114&e O010o~M9G3pwD4Mk~.~,~YXsYTtiEOD4Mv~II~ SAVt~mcIeIUWgZoFMoFy68 {~dWpl~Tzx’~IIXIJN5~GZaM4 11NqiXCCkI4wB2fi~<~dvlF-1Q~od- 
HaoBwc2uwdQm3hQ NI--KWxwYPR4v~IXTF d,~4W ALBcFy~U tDvhUOAB00 8 ] 

Is Google+ tile Next Big Social Media Recruiring Tool for College Coaches? 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [h~o:/,q2Ors6ne~/l~ttsgcl?lh {>~,tleqi*hi~b&e~- 1106641568289&s 561 i4&e 0010otM9G3;owD61Kr}mw0y}z L3xqihr17AKsl-’,/LYO3Vx;d’Ss~AcBx, h’>,~RO5ImF~MaYxbMVTPoiTlOc3qv- 

~6j91oZJ3te iv-16~429cOT×LGkwC~._k~VmR~31WEt0aEllAecl~Rzf~?kwXSe21A ] 

Google+ has been tile recent topic of many conversatio~ts, news arricles and blogs 
so we wanted to chime in and give you an ovei%ew of what it is, whut it can do 
and what it means for you as a college coach. 

Google+ is Google’s 3rd...4th...5th (lost cotutt) attempt at bullfling a social network 
application, like Facebook or Twitter. On tile stu-lZsce it is sort ofa ~ulx between 
ttlose two popular networks, in thut you can add fiiends, post messages, "follow", 
gather content, and more. It allows you to add people to "circles" (Google’s equivalent 
to Facebook "groups") and add people that you are not even "fliends" with...so sort 
of like tile Twitter "follow" model. It also hus some unique featm-es of its own 
like "hangi~g out" which means you can huve a video conference with mulriple people 
at once. 

However, if you dig deeper Google+ is not Facebook...its very, very different... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l106641568289&s 56114&e ~tM9G3pwD7ebFBu897~GbPgSyQ5Hza~SiEvrxbc3Q2qn8E5jGrICMcZXaq6i-3~jZEra5vG3yMXX- 
IicdPPEz86ue 1 xznxoqwXV20yaHV 1 o89A)E~tHp4XK 1NZTFJ-62 LxxqX¥"oqcfiMpgzGLWHT J JQ aXcyLr4Sb-S2v SbSRZI dAirReqxtVIU Liwl2qIHvttEr oicwdTK3 &] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106641568289&s 56114&e 0010otM9G3pwD501pi2340YxU6EUC3m9GSs- 
bXOJzHRSTZaDGlpe0clfWpMKIqkctMYUkjJattn8Gvq~5etFXgYPflBGh MUB¥~!4HvYw6j4HxXqbrRvLyENzpKXf3IU aDYhMI8g74NQ86xhX- 
N8Jv3Hbfv20 FYAbaAvCXNXa~Gc2Jz~dS~wCG~tB~z~I~y~tAsY2~cCs~ttna~smL-ZBvmXgbq56Chkh9tN~V9tRq5bX~M796Ew~SGA ] 

Tile Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 



Hot Debate: Is tile U. S. Women’s Soccer Team Getting Soft Treatment? 

Tt~ut’s one colunmist’s opinion after tile U.S. team lost in tile finals of the Women’s 
World Cup to Japan. He claims tt~ut tiley "choked" and that tile medra and l~d~s would 
be offeri~lg a completely take on their perfom~ance if they were tile men’s team. 
Do you agree? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as training 
videos fealuring Dan Tudor - just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106641568289&~56114&e 0010otMgG3pwD5UHydIOLUJTeikind8ofPEIqAwt28OODEgmasy6CvtTUOCQYuoXY6 zrTraAL1GxYQLYgoRZBwX3jQaBL6FI5Raca8oqJERanoJwBXfgG5nbYpu" 
-CKKSRPKu0GXaxEX4HIGUe3~tti]. 

And don’t forget about om- daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 
llr bwhe~ibab&et~ 1106641568289&s 56114&e O010otMgG3~wD4aX~K~z~c~’~P5m3~2c~3hYULMmMTZ~DgtOE8 8ElvgJD?’~,tLi~2P5aRXDS tHT(~a4Z6olI HZziSd07~IMF~ 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO6641568289&s 56114&e ~tM9G3pwD6ipAueCX1~tI~.sMbaWNKIIikH~FVAFAc~TAr~L2MTmbS5mk3gBFuYWjdNx9dulyGgQRDU- 
JHdvMTpLTi2ggB849ZS XgUCGREj6NcZuJs0LTpiUKCzSj0Q1AuwEsaCiYqHHZQOVgjSUcYbw5kpgxa V~tI~FV~SaNfAf~3ka2n~Aj~pXKG9~Fe8rUxZEw9isgBLrWm~6ghwvF~V4TQ2UbRwTkxwBsjH~9W~dcp7~ 

Follow us on Twitter [ C-PHrkoNVGOFR5M0- 
OintwwP’~.d~d KJQ fi. XL PLxsTPEvrIcL 2Wfr5 WF@~@~?y _] 

Bonus Free Video fiom NCSA Athletic Recmiti~lg: 

"Making Reci~fing Phone Calls Comlt!" 

Updafi~g tile way you make yore recrulti~g phone calls [ 
llr bw[teeff~bab&et- l106641568289&~56114&e 0010otM9G3~Ad_kuJYXsYTffEOD4Myrllg_ SAX/X~2mcIeIUW~ZoF~olfFz~&2HXIJN5~GZaM4 ii)~iXCCkId’#~B2ftff%Nd~lF-l(~ 
HaoBwc2~wd~[~l--KWx~vgPRd~@X7F dhW ALBcF~ tDvhLOABO0 ~] 
NCSA Attflefic RecI~fi~g [hi~:p:/!12Orsdnei/~s~? 

lh b,a, hec~nbab&e~llOd~641568289&~56114&e 0010o~MgG3pwD4Mki~JYXsYTtiEOD4Mvrl~ SAV~mc~eIOWpZoFMoF~68 ~PoW~lfFzx’~IIXIJN5~GZaM4 llNqiXCCkI4wB2fl~RNdvlFd@.ad- 
HaoBwc2uwd@2j~2,Q_)~ 1-- KWxwYPR4x~.j 1XTF 4.N W ALBcF~?[~ tDvl~OOAB00 ~] 
t~us hosted a series of redly i~ffom~afive rec~fi~g webinars, fea~i~g Dan Tudor 
fiom Tudor ColleNate S~-ategies. 

Last week, htmdreds of coaches dowi~loaded and watched a great webinar on conducling 
l:dntastic campus visits. Today, NCSA Athietic Recruiting is offeri~g a bonus webinar 
focusing on a subject tilat a lot of college coaches are dealing with right now: 
Making original, effective phone calls to their prospects. 

Click tile link below for tile free webinar, couttesy ofNCSA Ati~letic Recmiti~g. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO6641568289&s 56114&e ~tM9G3pwD6ipAueCX1~tI~sMbaWNKIIikH~FVAFAc~TAr~L2MTmbS5mk3gBFuYWjdNx9dulyGgQRDU- 
JHdvMTpLTi2ggB849ZS XgUCGREj6NcZuJs0LTpiUKCzSj0Q1AuwEsaCiYqHHZQOVgjSUcYbw5kpgxa V~tI~FV~SaNfA~3ka2n~Aj~pXKG9~Fe8rUxZEw9isgBLrWm~6ghwvF~V4TQ2UbRwTkxwBsjH~9W~dcp7~ 
Follow us on Twitter [~a://~20rs(~net/l~tjNl?llr: b,~,heclnbab wD5 ~z,2YX\,qoVCIdG2ZTkdJ2~_L~xKJO~/_f~txBC-PH~’ao2".TGOFR5M0~ 

Ol~l~>,,,wAxmM KJO f] ,~.JPLxsTPEvrIcL 2Wfl 5 \,\~’egS~fCdw ] 

Coach Likes Early Results of Special Email Campaign 

We’re not going to lie to you...it’s been a gn-eat week here at Tudor Collegiate 
Strategies. We heard from several clients who talked about some great early results 
tiley are getti~g as they execute tile pla~s and messages we’ve designled for them 
based on research we’ve done with their team and their college. 

This one fiom a new client, for example: 

I wanted to give you all update on tile letter I sent referencing tt~ut idea you created 
for our progn-am: 

Sent out 88 of them on Friday tile 8th. As of this morning (16th) I t~uve received 
47 respoi~ses. Over 50% in one week, never would t~uve guessed it!!!!!!!!!! 

Tt~ui~ks, Coach! Great tlmlgs happen when coi~sistent, researched-based reci~fing 
plans get put into action. Wunt to learn more about wily it’s working for coaches 
aromld tile cotmtly?...Email Dan Tudor drrecfly at dan@danmdor, com [                      ] 
or click below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                    p?llr b,adretlnt~ab&e~/H5_~e,8289&s 56114&e                      eLpC                                        Z05 

ADSYxPva3hlwZX~0o P,~,~fcFXcBAs6OBrclSciidlLra\iU2Hsu/’q~m1~C.(Khe41fbKlMxpnEtlw~MgJFWZDxchOCnv,, ] 

Home Schooled Athletes Growing in Numbers; College Coaches Paying Attenlion 

Five years ago, it was hard to imagine that home-schoolers would be stressing over 
tileir battii~g averages, away games and college athletics recruiters. 

But a new wave of home-school l:smilies, more orgaulzed and growing, say adrli~g tile 
perk of athletics programs has been a huge draw for parents who want to pull their 
kids out of public or private schools but worlT about them losing out on opporttmities 
such as competitive sports. 

"Families who previously drchi’t have any need for our services came on board for 

sports," said Janell Bontekoe, who coaches a girls’ soccer team for tile Ct~uttanooga 
Southeast Te~messee Home Education Associafio~. tile main organizafion for home-schoolers 
in tile area. "It encoreaged people to confinue to home-school." 

What is tile recmiti~g impact for college coaches?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106641568289&~56114&e ~~~~~tM9G3pwD55JbVfsTUCdsSMrFDXcLrbecvegqYXyBFI3rR~4~Ss2LKI~~SpWzBNtLYK~J3S6EzwVVZCZcG4gDN~T2 fvM3QTzGqTdzTPNQXTXvLPAYNbt5I_ 
-Phl I8 -Y8vR0xCwDW~Z OMbn8 ouX 1 pbuuWYL9 sCnOHU oxAKF3ao2oqtXQdBdRiQ Pp 1 f 1 gQ5TzJWHq670mEIkJCRi] 



Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO6641568289&s 56114&e ~tM9G3pwD6ipAueCXktI<~.sMbaWNKIIikH~FVAFAc~TAr~1~2MTmbS5mk3gBFuYWjdNx9dulyGgQRDU- 
JHdvMTpLTi2ggB849ZS XgUCGREj6NcZuJs0LTpiUKCzSj0Q1AuwEsaCiYqHHZQOVgjSUcYbw5kpgxa Vm~FV~SaNfAf~3ka2n~Aj~pXKG9~Fe8rUxZEw9isgBLrWm~6ghwvF~V4TQ2UbRwTkxwBsjH~9W~dcp7~ 
Follow us on Twitter [_t~’_p://~20rs6~et,~t~v[A!~’~ibab&e~l106641568289&~56114&e 0010olM9G3~wD5 rw2~’X\N~VC~dG2ZTkdJ2 BC-PH~oN7GOFR5M0- 

Oh~,~’¢M4"d~ ff.’l K JQ f L XU P LxsT P Err I c L 2W fT 5 ~,~ ebb8 .v ~’ J Cd~,~7 ] 

Front Rush [heq2://r20~sO.::el/{::jsp?ll~lleo~l~b&e~ 1106441568289&-s 56~ 14&e 
z),,lse?WK5u?~’dSz3Aa>,pz©RD 5FNLITbvg~g’*\f:cPD¥O1VaG TxC~1g0~] 

The Ultimate Helicopter Parent: Top Prospect’s Mom Wulks On Court, Pulls Him from 
AAU Game 

Devonta Pollard is one of the nation’s top basketball recruits for 2012, rated as 
high as the 6th best overall prospect by Rivals.com. 

But tliut top billing, as well as playi~g in front of a collection of the top basketball 
coaches in the counti3~, didn’t stop his very "involved" mott~er from walking onto 
the come and pulling him from the game because of two ~histakes she says he made 

Best of all, there’s video tliut chionicled much of the encom~ter (tha~k you, tectmology). 
Will the ultimate "helicopter parent" dissuade coaches from pursui~g Pollard? 
Doubtful. But it’s a plime example of the role parents play in "managing" their 
chil&-en’s iising spolCs careers... 

CLICK HERETOCONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO6641568289&s 56114&e 0010otMgG3pwDTGRVxiA6WJBOZ23WNQNxVc42cdFTrZJI5FAUQOHgN1BZ8AFIDGrRcqBTQiDWekn- 
tcik2eLAExnBsl0TDbnV uUZdvQIZNBb-qHFO3ztMft~xQixp94Ndt5Bzka4zjJzgT5xCUOQOAp ~Dq72nVr~F~IR~v~H98zMmYz~J8AeHdNDDgnJ~sER7w~dR5~k~c8U~I~cdJ~rwR~dD~y~kKpx-Y-~R~b~-R~F2Tp2f- 
i54I¥~V 4OXhPThcEayz0K0pZJ1E ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO6641568289&s 56114&e ~tM9G3pwD6ipAueCXktI<~n.sMbaWNKIIikH~FVAFAc~TAr~1~2MTmbS5mk3gBFuYWjdNx9dulyGgQRDU- 
JHdvMTpLTi2ggB849ZS XgUCGREj6NcZuJs0LTpiUKCzSj0Q1AuwEsaCiYqHHZQOVgjSUcYbw5kpgxa Vm~FV~SaNfAf~3ka2n~Aj~pXKG9~Fe8rUxZEw9isgBLrWm~6ghwvF~V4TQ2UbRwTkxwBsjH~9W~dcp7~ 

Follow us on Twitter [ bab&e~l i 06641568289&~56114&e 0010otMgGi~l~wD5 ~w2YXVhVC~dG2ZTkdJ2 BC~PHI~oS.TGOFR5M0~ 
Oh~t ww~’~.4~ ~4 K J~) IL XL, P LxsT P Evr I c L 2W f F 5 WF ~y _] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 19, 2011 1:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard 
<rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sj ackson@uncaa.unc, edu> 
Baseball- First week meetings, etc. Fall, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

Hello everyone, 

Trying to line up first week with my players and knock out all 
Here is the schedule I have come up with. Please let me know if these days and times work for you. Thanks 
Mike 

Mon. Aug. 22 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS- Entire team BOSHAMER TRAINING ROOM 

Tue. Aug. 23 

Wed. Aug. 24 

Thu. Aug. 25 

Fri. Aug. 26 

Sat. Aug. 27 
Sun Aug. 28 

2:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Entire team                   PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 

3:00pm: LOCKER ROOM!APPARELMEETING- New players only LOCKER ROOM 
3:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Returning players only PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 
3:30pm: New Players only PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 

1:00-3:15pm: PHYSICALS- New players only    SPORTS MEDICINE 
3:30pm: Alcohol, substance prevention workshop BOSHAMER 
4:30pm: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team     BOSHAMER PLAYERS LOUNGE 
5:00pm: WEIGHT LIFTING ORIENTATION- New players only BOSHAMER WEIGHT RM 
7:00pm: ELIGIBILITY MEETING- Entire team     CARMICHAEL ARENA 

1:30-5:00pm: HIGH ROPES CHALLENGE COURSE OUTDOOR ADVENTURES 

12:45pm: TEAM MEETING 
l:30pm: PHYSICAL TESTING 
4- player workouts-3:30-6:00 

LOCKER ROOM 
NAVY FIELD 

OFF 
4 player workouts-tba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Lets Roll 

TEXT.htm 

Nater gave it the o1’ 10-4 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/19/2011 2:39 PM >>> 

Did you receive permission to use that phrase? 

From: Spencer Welborn [raailto:welbora~unc~v~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:39 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Lets Roll 

G 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 





DE-NATURED Closes this Sunday, July 24th! 

Many of the contemporary German artists whose works are included in DE-NATURED are rarefy seen in North 
Carotina. Don’t [et the fast week this exhibition stip away without seein8 it! 

Learn more: 

DE-NATURED: German Art from Joseph Beuys to Martin Ki~Denber~ 

Now Open! 

The Western Tradition: Selections from the Permanent 
Collection 



Newly installed, "The Western Tradition" presents art from the Ackland’s permanent collections 
covering 5,000 years of western culture - from ancient Mesopotamian and Mediterranean art to 
European and American art of the 1950s. 

Family Day: Encountering Ancient Art 

Sunday, 24 July, 1:00 - 4:00 P/Vl 

Come take part in the first of a series of monthly, themed Family Days at the Ackland Art Museum, 
with art-related activities including scavenger hunts, an art-making station, story time, and a 
family tour. 

This month, families will be inspired by ancient art from the Ackland’s permanent collection. At the 
Creation Station, choose an outline of a Greek vase and decorate it with ancient patterns. Listen to 
some of Aesop’s fables at Story Time, and go on a scavenger hunt for gods, goddesses, and other 
ancient wonders! 

¯ 1:00 - 4:00 PM - Family Scavenger Hunt - Available at the Information Desk in the Lobby. 
Recommended for children ages 4 and above. 

¯ 1:00 - 4:00 PM - Creation Station - Decorate your own traditional Greek vase using the 
materials provided. For kids of all ages! 

¯ 2:00 - 2:30 PM - Story Time - Enjoy a variety of Aesop’s fables. Recommended for children 
ages 4-10. 

¯ 3:00 - 3:45 PM - Family Tour - Explore ancient pottery and sculpture in the Ackland Art 
Museum’s collection. Recommended for families with children ages 4-12. 

Come for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon -- it’s all FREE! 



Visit the Ackland Museum Store at the Corner of Franktin and Cotumbia Streets in 
downtown Chape[ 

At[ proceeds from the Store support the Acktand Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Store Hours: Mon - Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM, Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM, Sun 12:00 - 5:00 PM 
Telephone: 919.962.0216 

Ack[and Art Museum members receive a 10% discount on a[[ Museum Store purchases. In addition, 
members enjoy special discounts durin~ several designated Member Shoppin~ Days throughout the 
year. Become a member toda~ 

For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoack~andoorg. 

These and other public programs are made possible by ~enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
members and friends like you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum. C[~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership do[Jars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 



Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, c~ck here to be unsubscr-~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscr~b@ here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Martin Kippenber~er, German, 1953-1997. Untitled (The Mark), 1990, ~raphite and Letraset on hotel, stationery, mounted on poster. James Keith Brown and 
Eric Diefenbach Col.l.ection. © Estate Martin Kippenber~er, Gal.erie Gisel.a Capitain, Col.o~ne. 

Emanuel. de Witte, Dutch, 1615117-169119~2: The Interior of the Oude Kerk, Amsterdam, c. 1660; oil. on canvas. Ackl.and Fund. 

Unknown artist, Greek: Head of A Woman, 3rd to ~2nd century B.C.; bronze. Ackl.and Fund. 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: Undulating E~panse, 1955; oil. on canvas. Ackl.and Fund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 3:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox 
<mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk 
<tslusk@uncaa. unc. edu> 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc. edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Re: Baseball- First week meetings, etc. Fall, 2011 

Text.htm 

Coach Fox 

Looks good from my end with regards to screenings. Dr. Ciocca will have to let you know about the physicals - I had Stacy at Sports 
Medicine hold that time slot. Dr. Ciocca will be back in town on August 1st. Also how many will need physicals on that day 8 correct? 

Thanks 
Terri Jo 

Terri Jo Rucinski 
M.A., ATC, PT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Staff ATC for Women’s Basketball and Baseball 
>>> Mike Fox 07/19/11 1:55 PM >>> 
Hello everyone, 

Trying to line up first week with my players and knock out all 
Here is the schedule I have come up with. Please let me know if these days and times work for you. Thanks 
Mike 

Mon. Aug. 22 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS-Entire team BOSHAMER TRAINING ROOM 

Tue. Aug. 23 2:00pm: TEAM MEETING-Entire team PLAYERS[] LOUNGE 
3:00pm: LOCKER ROOM/APPARELMEETING- New players only LOCKER ROOM 
3:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Returning players only PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 
3:30pm: New Players only PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 

Wed. Aug. 24 1:00-3:15pm: PHYSICALS- New players only SPORTS MEDICINE 
3:30pm: Alcohol, substance prevention workshop BOSHAMER 
4:30pm: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team BOSHAMER PLAYERS LOUNGE 
5:00pm: WEIGHT LIFTING ORIENTATION- New players only BOSHAMER WEIGHT RM 
7:00pm: ELIGIBILITY MEETING- Entire team CARMICHAEL ARENA 

Thu. Aug. 25 1:30-5:00pm: HIGH ROPES CHALLENGE COURSE OUTDOOR ADVENTURES 

Fri. Aug. 26 12:45pm: TEAM MEETING LOCKER ROOM 
1:30pm: PHYSICAL TESTING NAVY FIELD 
4- player workouts-3:30-6:00 

Sat. Aug. 27 OFF 
Sun Aug. 28 4 player workouts-tba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:58 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc, edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interviews for Sports Nutritionist position 7/20 and 7/22 

TEXT.htm; Interviews for Sports Nutritionist position 7_20 and 7_22.msg 

FYI 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Victoria Casas" <victoria_casas@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, July 25,2011 8:14 AM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu>; Victoria Casas 
<victoria_casas@ncsu.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Region II Conference- Call for Proposals 

I can’t :( 

I already have prior commitments - otherwise I think this would be the coolest thing EVER. 

Victoria "Tory" Casas 

Assistant Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 

Case Athletics Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-513-0999 

919-515-1619 Fax 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties." 

>>> "Megan Albidrez" <megan albidrez@ncsu.edu> 7/21/2011 5:00 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
I hope that you are all considering attending the Regional Conference in Baton Rouge October 16th-18th. If you haven’t registered 
yet, here is the link to do so: ~:i/rffo~ra.or           o~2ii~dex~ 

We do have two sessions of Concurrent Workshops scheduled for the Conference and we need your expertise. If you and or your 
staff/colleagues are interested in doing a presentation, we are accepting nominations until August 12th. Please go to the following link 
and fill out the form ~s:/ir~4a.wu~oo.comifo~msireg’~onoiioco~ere~ce~callofor-~osa~si 
Let me know if you have any questions about the conference or the workshops. Hope to see you in Baton Rouge! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
h~p:iincs~.ed~v~aspsai 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 12:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SSII grade report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-7.24.11.xlsx 

Brent, 
I just ran the report to hopefully catch any updates from earlier this morning. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The White House <info@messages.whitehouse.gov> 

Monday, July 25,2011 6:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
BREAKING: President Obama Addresses the Nation Tonight at 9 

TEXT.htm 

Monday, July 25, 2011 

BREAKING: President Obama Addresses the Nation Tonight at 9 

Tonight at 9 p.m. EDT President Obama will address the nation on the stalemate in Washington over avoiding default and the best 
approach to cutting deficits. 

You can watch the speech live at WhiteHouse.gov/live starting at 9 p.m. EDT tonight. 

<~:!!www.whiteho~se.        2011i07i25ito~i~residentoobamaoaddresseso~ation? 
utm___source=email123&utr~k ~r~edium:~hic&utm camera:deficit> 
Stay Connected 

<http:i/www.facebook.comiWNteHouse> 
Facebook <~:iA~,ww.Eacebook.comiWNteHouse> 
<~:iTt~.itter.comiw hitehouse> 

Twitter <~ :i/twitter. comAvNtehouse> 
<           onmbe.com/~.hitehouse> 

YouTube <h~’,p :iiwww.v o ut~be, co~iwhi~e house> 
<~:iiwww.flickr.comiphotosA~,Ntehouse> 

Flickr <~:i/~ ww.flicl~.com/)homsiwlfitehouse> 
<h!~ :iTit~mes.a~le. corrv’WebObi>ec ~s~%~Z Store.woaiwa/view Ag~ist?id- 299652047> 
iT~es <ht~p:i/i~m, es.apple.com/WebOb~ec~skMZS~om.wo~i~.aJviewA~ist?id:299652047> 



This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Manage Subscriptions for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu <l~ttps://messages.wNtel~ouse.goviaccou~lsiUSEOPWHist~bsc~ibersirtew> 
Sign Up for Up~tes from the WNte House <~:iiw~.w.whitehouse~et-email~updates? 
utr~Lso ~rce=emaiH 23 & ~m~nedimn=~boter&~mn~am~n=deficit> 
U~ubscfibe blanton@~c~.unc.edu <~s:iimessages.wNte~ouse.goviaccounts/USEOPWH/subscriber/one_ :dick_ unsubscribe? 
ver~ication=3.9c9cgg6~171eal agcdb4 9cc5 214c492a&desfinNion=blan~o~m~c~m.unc.edu> I Privacy Policy 
<l~l~p :iiwww .wNtel~o-t~se. go~/pfivacy?utm~o ~rce- email 123 &utm.jme dium - fo o’~e r&utm._.~am~n -deficit> 
Please do not reply to tNs email. Contact the WNte House <~:i/www.wlfitel~ot~se.gov%on~ct? 
Nm source=emaiI123&um~ medium=foo’~er&utn~_~mp~n=de:ficit> 

The White House [] 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW [] Washington, DC 20500 [] 202-456-1111 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Laura Wood" <laura.wood@researchandmarkets.org> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Plunkett’s Sports Industry Almanac 2012 

Plunkett’s Sports Industry Almanac covers the entire sports industry, providing competitive intelligence, market research and business 
analysis. In addition to major sporting leagues and teams, related sectors include sporting goods manufacturing, sports apparel, 
sporting events broadcasting and retailing. Sports and professional athletes attract companies interested in endorsements, advertising, 
merchandising and marketing opportunities. The coverage includes sports business trends analysis and sports industry statistics. 

Topics include major leagues and their revenues, sports equipment and technologies, sports broadcasting, pay per view, Internet 
broadcasting, new stadiums, sports league expansion into China and sports related advertising. It also includes a sports business 
glossary and a listing of sports industry contacts, such as industry associations. Next, it profiles the world’s top 350 teams, leagues, 
sporting goods retailers, sporting equipment manufacturers and sports sector companies. Profiles include business descriptions and up 
to 27 executives by name and title. 

Purchasers will find a form in the book enabling them to register for 1-year, 1-seat online access to tools at Plunkett Research Online, 
including the ability to view the market research/industry trends section and industry statistics. You have access, at no additional 
charge, to the very latest data posted to Plunkett Research Online. Online tools enable you to search and view selected companies, and 
then export selected company contact data, including executive names. You’ll find industry analysis, an overview and market research 
report of the sports, sporting goods, sports marketing, stadiums, teams and leagues businesses in one value-priced package. 

For more information please click on: 
hllp:i/www.researcha~dmaNets.comt~rodt~c~ibd0576e2ipk~ketts ~orts ii~dt~str&ialmanaq~012 

Title Index: 

A Short Sports Industry Glossary 

Introduction 

How To Use This Book 

Chapter 1: Major Trends Affecting the Sports Industry 
1) Introduction to the Sports Industry 
2) NFL: The Biggest Money in U.S. Sports/Lockout Threatens 2011-12 Season 
3) Revenue Sharing Boosts Major League Baseball 
4) NBA Team Values Fall!Lockout Looms for 2011-12 Season 
5) NHL Team Differences Result in Financial Haves and Have-Nots 
6) NASCAR Revenues Face Challenges/Best Teams Require Massive Investment 
7) Television Rights Contracts Bring in Lucrative Revenues for Major Leagues 
8) World Soccer Faces Trouble Due to Lack of Parity/MLS Holds Its Own 
9) NCAA College Sports Are Big Revenue Earners 
10) PGA Golf Tournaments Grow in International Markets/Golf Returns to the Olympics 
11) Fantasy Sports Post Growth, Creating $1 Billion in Revenue Online 
12) Equipment Manufacturers Scramble to Offer the Latest High-Tech Advantages 
13) Lacrosse May Be the Fastest-Growing Team Sport in America 
14) Sports Agents Become Indispensable/Sports Marketing Booms in China 
15) New Platforms Revolutionize Electronic Games/Microsoft’s New Kinect Raises the Standard 
16) Online Play/Social Gaming on the Rise 
17) 3-D Games Open New Opportunities/Some Safety Concerns Arise 
18) Bowling Looms Large/The Least Expensive Sports and Recreation Activities Draw the Most Participants 
19) Aging Baby Boomers Will Cause Significant Changes in the Leisure Sector, Including Sports and Activity-Based Travel 
20) Athletic Footwear Draws Big Names from Athletes to Designers 
21) The Vast Majority of Shoes Sold in the U.S. Are Now Made in China 
22) Exercise Apparel Sales Fall Slightly 
23) Nanotechnology Has a Growing Role in Sports Equipment 
24) High-Tech, Nanotech and Smart Fabrics Proliferate 

Chapter 2: Sports Industry Statistics 

Sports Industry Overview 
Selected U.S. Sports Industry Revenues: 2003-2009 

Sports Industry Expenses & Sources of Revenue, U.S.: 2006-2009 



U.S. Spectator Sports, Performing Arts & Related Industries, Breakdown of Expenses: 2006-2009 
Estimated Annual Sporting Goods Stores Retail Sales, Inventories & Purchases: 2001-2009 
Exports of Sporting & Athletic Equipment, U.S.: 2005-Q 1 2011 
Imports of Sporting & Athletic Equipment, U.S.: 2005-Q 1 2011 
Overview of the Media Contracts of the Four Big Sports 
Sports Industry Employment by Business Type, U.S.: 2006-2010 

Chapter 3: Sports Industry Contacts 
Addresses, Telephone Numbers and Internet Sites 

Chapter 4: THE SPORTS 350: Who They Are and How They Were Chosen 
Industry List, With Codes 
Index of Companies Within Industry Groups 

Alphabetical Index 
Index of U.S. Headquarters Location by State 
Index of Non-U.S. Headquarters Location by Country 
Index by Regions of the U.S. Where the Firms Have Locations 
Index by Firms with International Operations 
Individual Profiles on each of THE SPORTS 350 

Additional Indexes 
Index of Hot Spots for Advancement for Women/Minorities 
Index by Subsidiaries, Brand Names and Affiliations 

Pricing: 

Hard Copy : EUR 213 

E-Book (Single User) : EUR 213 

Ordering - Three easy ways to place your order: 

1] Order online at ~:,4/www.researc~andmarkets.comiproduc’~/bdO5?6e2/r~lur~etts spots industry almanac 2012 

2] Order by fax: Print an Order form from 
http:/iw.ww.researchandmarkets.comiproduct?bdO576e2/plmNetts sports industrt’ almanac 2012 and Faxto +353 1 4100 980 

3] Order by mail: Print an Order form from 
~:/iwww.researchandnmrkets.con~productiSd0576e2iplunketts ~orts mdustr£ :almar~aci _2,012 andpost to Research and Markets 
Ltd. Guinness Center, Taylors Lane, Dublin 8. Ireland. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best Regards, 

Laura Wood 
Senior Manager 
Research and Markets Ltd 
laura.wood@researchandmarkets.com 

Subscribe: Click on http:i/www.researchandmarkets.com/register.as~ You can subscribe free for regular details on new research in 
your sector. 

Please note you are currently subscribed as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you no longer wish to receive our market research updates, please reply to this message with Suppression Request as the subject 
line, or use the link below 

~ :iA~w~. re s e arc handmaAe ts. c o m/u. asp~ f= u& e = b ~ alto n~unc aa. uric. e d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 8:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

When will you have it back up in the afternoon? I was hoping to use today to work in the database if possible. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 8:02 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
The database is back up and running with the latest grades download in place. That being said, when you look at the Academic Grid, 

you will see that the summer numbers are listed for the appropriate terms but have total summer hours and gpa listed for each [] things 
are NOT separated by term. This is a result of the download coming in the form it came. I am working with Susan to either separate 

the report by term at the download stage or allow us to simply look at the summer totals as one total [] we can then make notes if we 

feel it necessary to separate out. These numbers will all be erased later as I receive a new download; be wary of making changes 
unless you just want to see where someone stands. 

Look over what you want but I will lock it again after the lunch hour [] that [] s code for get out around noon. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:/imrhee~Nue.cs~v.com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p>Hi all,</p> <p>I was wondering if any of your athletic departments or academic... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 26, 2011 10:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Good Morning Brent, 

Is it ok to enter in tutor requests for the Fall? I wasn’t sure since I saw some from Spring. I didn’t want to put info in that would 
possibly be erased. 

I will be out by 12pm though!! :) 

Tia 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 8:02 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
The database is back up and running with the latest grades download in place. That being said, when you look at the Academic Grid, 

you will see that the summer numbers are listed for the appropriate terms but have total summer hours and gpa listed for each [] things 
are NOT separated by term. This is a result of the download coming in the form it came. I am working with Susan to either separate 
the report by term at the download stage or allow us to simply look at the summer totals as one total [] we can then make notes if we 

feel it necessary to separate out. These numbers will all be erased later as I receive a new download; be wary of making changes 
unless you just want to see where someone stands. 

Look over what you want but I will lock it again after the lunch hour [] that [] s code for get out around noon. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarheelNue~cs~v,com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 10:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9 Ways to Really Screw-Up Your Recruiting 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here! 
h~:~://campaiRn~r20°co~s~‘~ontac~c~n~r~.~ader?11rbw~eqr~bab&v0~1LEV(?r4U1 JLOf2V~’Ly UrB~drN OOUvBq4zQ~orPds~mLr6C~B UqMlpwmDFpRo 

FO4HvB 4IE 50vF~2HO Sr~3 Sb~AW3 Nd2YLNZ X0~l AfIS~A LI9w%3D 
You’re receiving tNs email because of your relafionsNp with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

Nease co~ 
~://visitor~r20~constat~tcon~acLcom/c~p?llr bwheq~bab&~ 1106777054231~56114~51939951~2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscfibe 
~://visi~or.cons~an~con~acLcom/do?p ~n&mse 0018fnOW~Lav4kioB~T ~mJbK~40rL5bmJwe55VSZ~CM~%3D&t 001 pMge3tWvlXrT~G G4ouLu~%3D% 
3D&reason: 001I%~£~QEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies D_l~N://r20.rs~.ne~/m.             bab&e~ 110~777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BUo 

6L~ZAaxmZ’FN~FOQ5254Epmr7flY CkFFS~HYZDrls\~!3iWNXc2aSbSgxzHJZmofNA ~Wi0Lb STYrH39KOOd95WCm@ldE0oEvgultcBC~OszavA: ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

July 26, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 30 

9 Ways to Really Screw-Up Your Recruiting 

If you don’t scout, you can’t recruit. 

But there’s an equally important aspect to the Summer recruiting itinerary that 
doesn’t get as much publicity as logging time in the gym, diamonds, courts or fields: 
What you do after you get back to the office with all of that new recruiting information. 

IfI had to list the number one thing I hear from coaches when it comes to their 
concerns about their own effectiveness as a college coach and recruiter, it would 

be centered around effectively executing their recruiting plans after the scouting 

is done. 

Basically, they’re worried about making mistakes that will screw-up their recruiting 

results. 

So today, let’s not focus on what to do to be successful at selling and recruiting. 

Instead, I want to look at the reasons you might be tripping when it comes to recruiting 
high school and junior college athletes. See if any of these struggles have plagued 
your recruiting efforts in the past, and what you can do to make sure the same thing 
doesn’t happen again this year... 

Find us on Facebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/utdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6LvauaEBZcKqaiKDgeq6V- 
FDSdXHFbLiKUoWRXbchQgS200YxJ3QL3IhVPxvUlj OS 5cytFx6eQvd52620v3uV4 -PqS50ILreOYlsuma-n- 
y03dhn22FapKBPXNoOvRbyG6KsAdWOYac 5OJo5 SeEfyZT3 JGHjH3qU71FFMeugqQ3 J-17XRcPnHb10rqsr4vZqOyYg68mX3zioP6XM bFCswgA- 
tQjDKLgIWLPcOP wHpVMhwNHSluZe7mnbEOTQXd8 o6d35HqjbYe3MFK55mA6PH] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~p:i!r20.rs6.ne~/ln.is_p?llr bwheq~bab&e~. 1106777054231&s 56!14&e O015z~e7BUo6LvIWc~4)5~}r$)TYSFphCo01o 

LxVtaM~ zGKSOFDoIZ SZZ S               eSCDB2zliT7vv-N%.’[KSreYXEk-iBQOL84REIr~3Az~1wrue4£_ ] 

FroutRush[~!~p:!!r20.rs6,ae~A*~,             bab&et 1106777054231&s 56!14&e 0015zIe7BU-6LsEtsGugj~/lgeT1Wo 

ooZ0s 8Dr~xWZr~ 8NAKVEvSiFeaG2AQSmXP05US2YS3                                                                                                    ] 

Solving the Out-of-State Recruiting Challenge 

One of the emerging realities for college coaches is the need for a more expanded 

recruiting circle. That means more out-of-state recruiting. 

The problem? Budgets for travel and recruiting are constantly being reduced, making 

out of area recruiting a serious challenge. 

The solution for a growing number of college coaches? NCSA Athletic Recruiting. 

Set-up your free account [~:i/r20.rs6.ne~..qa~p?llr bwheq.~bab&e~. 1106777054231 &s 56114&e 001571e7BL’~. 

6L~LcrIbsRkTORp7TUVhsfpm2Js ipzZzGsoxytGFiDdeZ2jmGwycZOJMAGiG5MvhiOPA5OXbsX7exqcoUUrg8 r4TByo 
], 

pick a state, choose your filters (GPA, position, etc.) and see your list of new 
athletic prospects. All for free from the comfort of your office. 



You can watch prospect video, view verified statistical information, and even view 
an official copy of their transcripts. 

Ready to join your competition and start recruiting nationwide for free?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~://r20.rs6.ne~/~n. bab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zleTBUo 
6L~LcribsP&T0 AGIG5MvN©PA50XbsX7ex 
9~j7TskB~QsuCYcg3UKy~M4ucwxa4m}~rTr~QCxYUgV1r[~)k2~Lg31x~2iya1~1xkyh8s ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6LvauaEBZcKqaiKDgeq6V- 
FDSdXHFbLiKUoWRXbchQgS200YxJ3QL3IhVPxvUlj OS 5cytFx6eQvd52620v3uV4 -PqS50ILreOYlsuma-n- 
y03dhn22FapKBPXNoOvRbyG6KsAdWOYac 5OJo5 SeEfyZT3 JGHjH3qU71FFMeugqQ3 J-17XRcPnHb10rqsr4vZqOyYg68mX3zioP6XM bFCswgA- 
tQjDKLgIWLPcOP wHpVMhwNHSluZe7mnbEOTQXd8 o6d35HqjbYe3MFK55mA6PH] 

Follow us on Twitter [~J.~:/./r20.rs6.~e~.,’tn.               ab&e~. 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zleTBUo6LvlWc                 ~C-01~. 
IxVt ~2,/IvzGKS 01-’DolZ SZZ S               eSCDB2z li’r7w¢-NW~KSreYXEk iB (~)0L84RElr63Azm lwme4~] 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU- 
6Lt7D5pSd7uj90ZoAH8Lq8kY8YWX971VyY5uyW1DRYF90Xjb91WoP1LwHg-2 LvnID]~fDYPjcKO60AgDGbYgkXc 11zDDPBs6zkg9fpJh61 fsk 5RQd- 
3ptKZGNWXqYMxPqp53gkQ4AE9AMKLEICBK8-M3r-hSezfG2V~GAS6eskwtAK9TAbEHidjTyUkYgMHm~i~mwE70bkuj2~YYVvqQT95ujDsINs 5zvXIsQiBf9g ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

Breaking News: NCAA Taking Closer Look at Texas 24-Hour TV Nelwork 

The University of Texas made headlines recently when they announced a new 24-hour, 
all-Longhorns-all-the-time TV network. Now, the NCAA is taking a closer look at 
potential unfair recruiting advantages that a network like this might afford the 
Longhorns. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videos featuring Dan Tudor-just click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU- 
6LvHz5H1LxI83tLq5uT cOOfxBVrKlnSX4olTmZhUHMooRn4COr5o9Lqo Ahzmo4e5aVH7oYAuVmf5LMRyuDR37UBBD7LqlMwaAVOJjZ9MMrzZOzAi9RuALdzwrtHAxe- 
KmtPqorJkNq5 cecwO0zJjm-f8q9H8jfw7XeXnFPVnNwU1BktghdGi]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [h¢~l~:i/r20.rs6.ne~/~n.isi~?llr bwheflnbab&et !106777054231&s 56114&e: 0015zleTBUo6ku-F6~llaNn9Gg- 

Ou n6aPpl-£[ ~vem~ T9 L~S M i20ck 3 X 1F ~ e 5 N4 q o xx v i Y o SkN o ~AiNn 75~’ER a C W Z s V-C ~[~ 1Y n0 E x 8 d--ahpy 9~br~ q UY] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6LvauaEBZcKqaiKDgeq6V- 
FDSdXHFbLiKUoWRXbchQgS200YxJ3QL3IhVPxvUlj OS 5cytFx6eQvd52620v3uV4 -PqS50ILreOYlsuma-n- 
y03dhn22FapKBPXNoOvRbyG6KsAdWOYac 5OJo5 SeEfyZT3 JGHjH3qU71FFMeugqQ3 J-17XRcPnHb10rqsr4vZqOyYg68mX3zioP6XM bFCswgA- 
tQjDKLgIWLPcOP wHpVMhwNHSluZe7mnbEOTQXd8 o6d35HqjbYe3MFK55mA6PH] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
I_xVtaMvzGKSOFDolZ SZZ S{)UOw~2z~;;Y~.u~eSCDB2z liT7vv o1"~WiKSreYXEk-iB Q OL84Pd~21r63Az=r~l w rue4~] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [[V:~p:.//r20~rs6~net/~.’~ ab&e~. 1 !06777054231&s 56114&e 0015zleTBUo 

9-i7TskB~©s~CYc~3UK~M4ucwxa4mH‘~;rT ~f.1~;~CxYU~;Vhf~k2~L~’31xTiva1n~1xkv~8s ] 

Over-Signing Still an Issue in College Athletics 

Earlier this year, Division I college football coaches were put on the defensive 

when the commonplace practice of "oversigning" recruiting classes gained national 
attention. 

Today, on the eve of the start of the next college football season, coaches are 
still trying to figure out how best to deal with the issue. 

The lastest practice involves "roster management". Is it the answer to an issue 

that coaches are coming under fire for? 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tu0sp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6LuUSRu5N4T9zlFsNanZ3- 
KMUKBBT7MFMabZz7HvWOCdY-VOGVNYDherlgd-lffiv7SzBGDE42U4FWko7mV8EUj 4DOYwLUbDw lpNw9THaU-Mjjv- 
xbKOIIAYECODdWwlDPGTmq7qv8 JJSX7mj Iq4IGkjKgdPReAumEvUGAa5hATWiHFJSR8 LjKYkvlUXGpb JROfSKif37LewcciS SRVZKaLeovgBaCQBtZ0- 
bF5jsJK6nkxToN5oDK NluA1MilvE ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6LvauaEBZcKqaiKDgeq6V- 
FDSdXHFbLiKUoWRXbchQgS200YxJ3QL3IhVPxvUlj OS 5cytFx6eQvd52620v3uV4 -PqS50ILreOYlsuma-n- 
y03dhn22FapKBPXNoOvRbyG6KsAdWOYac 5OJo5 SeEfyZT3 JGHjH3qU71FFMeugqQ3 J-17XRcPnHb10rqsr4vZqOyYg68mX3zioP6XM bFCswgA- 
tQjDKLgIWLPcOP wHpVMhwNHSluZe7mnbEOTQXd8 o6d35HqjbYe3MFK55mA6PH] 

Follow us on Twitter [~:/!r20.rs6.~e{,’~?llr bw~eqr~bab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU~61-,vlWc~}~5_r)7YSF~hCo01~, 

Workbooks [~!2:.//r20.rs6.neti~ ab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6k~z2©gz wU- 

-I399bemb7D3-HAO 4 AnF’l~v ] 

Multi-Year Guaranteed Scholarships? Or, Monthly Stipends for Student-Athletes? 

Maryland Coach Randy Edsall said Monday he is "totally against" multi-year guaranteed 
scholarships and that he supported providing student-athletes a monthly stipend, 
two ideas for reform in collegiate athletics that have been widely discussed recently. 



"What we have right now is a one-year renewable scholarship where we can recommend 
that it get renewed every year, except for if they quit the team, flunk out of school, 
get in trouble with the law in some way, if the university dismisses them or through 
the drug testing program," Edsall said. 

"I don’t think that needs to change"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU- 
6LsmTDTG7XxzvwBNJzccY6zHb SXvyFhBRUoHiwx JM FIP0zsrtyxpqKbj 0soLt90w9uQrx7rkyioGl-r6M2sVdSWE 1E 8 lb2TiCyhlK4cRhbiAaoJr3YjlmIyAfyZ 5Z9RuHRdV- 
OXr3zSGDy7LU6bb 504yY7aJbbmbiGWXvSHrmoV4BuxGFQaV3rDRpbHz2kq6Ov8KTf6jiTbB JChbPAeYnwX- 
RS~fCQub6RknpAped9iE3DPjx63~2S~BwPZz9CAM2eWUkeYxXixYDT7iZvhQ~2C~~jiv-UAK~kX82JBLYnBrVSF~ISkZ TGPebmvjr5dugyXtgXJM016 d2oSluoFWXoZQtk- 

El 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1106777054231&s 56114&e 0015zle7BU-6LvauaEBZcKqaiKDgeq6V- 
FDSdXHFbLiKUoWRXbchQgS200YxJ3QL3IhVPxvUlj OS 5cytFx6eQvd52620v3uV4 -PqS50ILreOYlsuma-n- 
y03dhn22FapKBPXNoOvRbyG6KsAdWOYac 5OJo5 SeEfyZT3 JGHjH3qU71FFMeugqQ3 J-17XRcPnHb10rqsr4vZqOyYg68mX3zioP6XM bFCswgA- 
tQjDKLgIWLPcOP wHpVMhwNHSluZe7mnbEOTQXd8 o6d35HqjbYe3MFK55mA6PH] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~p://r20~rs6mc~/m.jsp?lkL~A~eqnbab&e~ 1106777054231&s 56114&~ 0015zle7BUo6Lv.P&Zj7S~v-05pHD7YgFphCo01= 

LxVtaMvzGKSOFDoIZSZZS               eSCDB2z liT7vv-NWi.KSreYXEk-iB OOL84RElr63 Azm lwrue4~ _] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward this email to other coaches! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 26, 2011 11:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks! And I will pass the word along. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 10:27 AM >>> 

Those are gone now; enter away. Also, the summer hours will now be posted (beginning with this afternoons update) under just one 
master summer term [] no longer will they be separated by session. If you could pass the word along, I[]d appreciate it. 

Thanks ! 
B 

From: Tia Overstreet [maiFto:overstre~uncaa.mac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 10:17 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database 

Good Morning Brent, 

Is it ok to enter in tutor requests for the Fall? I wasn’t sure since I saw some from Spring. I didn’t want to put info in that would 
possibly be erased. 

I will be out by 12pm though!! :) 

Tia 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 8:02 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
The database is back up and running with the latest grades download in place. That being said, when you look at the Academic Grid, 
you will see that the summer numbers are listed for the appropriate terms but have total summer hours and gpa listed for each [] things 
are NOT separated by term. This is a result of the download coming in the form it came. I am working with Susan to either separate 

the report by term at the download stage or allow us to simply look at the summer totals as one total [] we can then make notes if we 
feel it necessary to separate out. These numbers will all be erased later as I receive a new download; be wary of making changes 
unless you just want to see where someone stands. 

Look over what you want but I will lock it again after the lunch hour [] that [] s code for get out around noon. 

Thanks ! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht’~p :/i~tar~celtNue. cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 1:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SSII Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-7.25.11 1.50pm.xlsx 

As of l:50pm 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Hahahaha - understood... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:12 PM >>> 

Thank you sir. Sometimes I have to use strong language with folks over here. 

From: Lance Markos [maiho:markos(&tmcaaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:12 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database 

You get out!! And I’m not in it... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:10 PM >>> 
GET OUT ! ! ! ! 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:/itarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Please do. Thanks. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:14 PM >>> 

Thank you; I[]ll let you know when I[]m done. 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sere: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:14 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database 

I am 

>>> "Blanton, Brem S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:10 PM >>> 
GET OUT ! ! ! ! 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 

Center for Studem Success and Academic Cotmseling 

Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p: i/rathe e ~b ~e. c s’~-v, c o m 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Please do. Thanks. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:14 PM > > > 
Thank you; I’ll let you know- when I’m done. 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:14 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:10 PM > > > 
GET OUT!!!! 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc J (919) 962-8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC :z7515-31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
Descri 



Opening Friday, July 29, at the Ackland Museum Store 

20 Years in Print: The Art of Ron Liberti 

__ 

20 Years in Print: The Art of Ron Liberti features 1 O0 original silkscreened posters, large mono 
prints, a limited edition portfolio of photocopied posters in black and white, hand si[kscreened 
texti[es, CDs/LPs, and silkscreened T-shirts, many of which are one of a kind. The show is a 
celebration of the work of local artist and musician Ron Liberti and his twenty years in Chapel 
and environs. The influence, inspiration, and subject matter of most of the work on view springs 
from Liberti’s music as wetl as that of many other Chapel Hilt musicians. Opening Friday, July 29, 
20 Years in Print: The Art of Ron Liberti will run through September 30, 2011. 

Opening reception (by RSVP only, as space is limited): July 29, 7:00-9:00 PM. Please call 
919.962.0216 for reservations. 

Featuring music by local musician Billy Sugarfix. 



Thursday, 4 August, 6:30 - 8:00 P/~ 

**REGISTRATION IS FULL** 

With the Ackland’s reinstallation of ancient art, a re-reading of Aesop’s Fables will invite 
participants to examine ancient Greek pottery and sculpture with fresh eyes, and to learn new 
lessons from the looking. Gibbs’ edition includes some fables never before translated into English. 

Leslie Balkany will facilitate this discussion with Emily Baragwanath, Assistant Professor of Classics. 

Music in the Galleries 

Sunday, 7 August, 2:00 - 3:00 P/Vl 

This Sunday enjoy "An Afternoon of Art Song" at the Ackland. The program will include "Songs of 
Travel" by Ralph Vaughan Williams (performed by Seamus Kenney, tenor, and Forrest Covington, 
piano) and songs from the Ukraine (performed by Irina Anopa Bunnage, soprano, and Forrest 
Covington, piano). 

Now Open! 

The Western Tradition: Selections from the Permanent 
Collection 



Newly installed, "The Western Tradition" presents art from the Ack[and’s permanent collections 
covering 5,000 years of western culture - from ancient Mesopotamian and Mediterranean art to 
European and American art of the 1950s. 

For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoor~. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. O~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 



If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscr-~be here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Emanuel de Witte, Dutch, 1615/17-1691/92: The Interior of the Oude Kerk, Amsterdam, c. 1660; oil on canvas. Ackland 
Fund. 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: Undulating Expanse, 1955; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Can you shoot me the link to the shortcut? I’d love to see this database that I’ve been heating so much about... :-) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:44 PM >>> 

Back up and running with summer numbers added from a download this afternoon. Remember, do not alter the numbers right now. 
Once everything goes final, then make your changes; if you do so earlier, changes will be overwritten when I upload tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iiitarhee~b~e.cs~-v ~com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 3:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

And it went to my SPAM. Of course it did... Thanks!! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 3:04 PM >>> 

I did this morning 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos~macaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:47 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database 

Can you shoot me the link to the shortcut? I’d love to see this database that I’ve been hearing so much about... :-) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/26/2011 2:44 PM >>> 
Back up and running with summer numbers added from a download this afternoon. Remember, do not alter the numbers right now. 
Once everything goes final, then make your changes; if you do so earlier, changes will be overwritten when I upload tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iTta~eellbll ~e. cs~v.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 3:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Shoot am I in? 
Just got done with crops 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 18:10:38 
To: Susan Maloy<sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu>; bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
jaimielee@tmcaa.unc.edu<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia (overstre@uncaa.tmc.edu)<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos<markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Database 

GET OUT ! ! ! ! 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarheellbllue.cs~v.com<~:iitarhee~blue.cs~:.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 
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Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 2:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S SII report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-7.27.11.xlsx 

See attached. Just ran it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 8:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S SII report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-7.28.11 8.44am.xlsx 

attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 9:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; mbass2011 .pdf 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 28, 2011 1:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall 2011 Tutors Availability-Email Addresses 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Hey Brent, 

Attached is a spreadsheet of the rotors with their availability and email addresses for you. I know you wanted to send out an email to 
them about orientation and training by tomorrow. 

I will see you tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 2:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Here is my list 

TEXT.htm; fal 1 incoming students.docx 

Here is my list 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 2:45 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
There ya go little buddy 

TEXT.htm; FA08 INCOMING STUDENT - Actual Performance.docx; FA09 Incoming 
List.docx; FA2010 INCOMING STUDENT.docx; FA11 Incoming Smdents.docx 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welborn~mcaa. ~mc.ed~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 2:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
SSII afternoon report 

TEXT.htm; NC_ATH_SEMESTER_GRADES-7.28.11 2.45pm.xlsx 

attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 5:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: RE: Grade Report - IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

TEXT.htm; RE_ IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report.msg 

Brent, 
Check out Rick’s last two responses. Do you think I should just ask him to have the report look for ACTV and XELIG students? Or 
should I just leave it alone. For the most part, the right folks have been showing up on the report to date, right? 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kinney, Rick" <rick_kinney@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:54 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

No, because the XELIG would be the highest dated row less than or equal to the end of term date. Even ifI 
changed it to current date, that one wouldn’t be selected. 

Rick Kinney 
Applications Analyst 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:51 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 

So if a student is changed from ACTV to XELIG midway through the Spring term, would she show up if I ran a 
spring 2011 report now? 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/28/2011 4:43 PM >>> 
This one is only looking at code ACTV. So the row in the table with the highest date, less than or equal to the 
last date of the semester, is selected if it has a code of ACTV. Then that person must also be enrolled in the term 
you’re looking for. So in the case of the George Carter, the row with the highest date less than or equal to the 
end of summer has a code of PEND - so it wouldn’t be selected. If I changed it to use current date instead of 
term end date, he would be selected because the ACTV row has an effective date of 7/28. But, if someone was 
enrolled in summer school but didn’t become an active athlete until some time in September and you ran the 
report after that for the summer, that person would be on the report. 

Rick Kinney 
Applications Analyst 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:33 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 

When you say "It’s only picking athletes that were active during the spring term" do you mean that it picks up 
anyone who was active at any point during the term or only those who finish the term as ACTV? Can you 
refresh my memory on what status codes the report looks for? At this point, we don’t think it would be a good 
idea to change to the current date because we want to be able to run a past report that pulls an accurate roster 
from that term only. 

Thanks again for the help and clarification. 

Susan 



>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/28/2011 4:15 PM >>> 
That’s right. I could change it to look at current date instead of the end of term date, but that would then include 
anyone that was enrolled during that term but not active until later - don’t know how often that would be a 
problem. 

Rick Kinney 
Applications Analyst 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:13 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 

Oh so since I did not make them active before the SSII term was over, they will not show up on the report? 

IPEDS report did work for me with a new run control id. I guess I will need to do this each time. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/28/2011 3:38 PM >>> 
If you’re running the report for spring, the problem is that table has an effective date on it and the code is 
looking for an effective date before the end of the semester that you’ re running for. It’s only picking athletes 
that were active during the spring term, and these wouldn’t have been. 

Rick Kinney 
Applications Analyst 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 3:33 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 

ok, rll try a new run control id and see what happens. 

Now I have another bug. I changed 3 guys from pending to ACTV and they are not showing up on the semester 
grade report. Any reason why that might be? One guy is George Carter 720203543. 

Thanks again for the help. 

Susan 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/27/2011 5:16 PM >>> 

You’re welcome! When you tried to run the IPEDs report, did you use an old run control id in the scheduler or 
create a new one? I tried it 2 or 3 times with old run controls and it failed every time. Then I decided to create a 
new run control and it worked like a champ. I have no idea why that would matter, but it did in my case. 



Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:11 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 
Outstanding! Thank you so much for working on this. 

Susan 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/27/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Susan, 

Ethnicity should now be on the report. I’ll take a look at the IPEDs report to see if I can see anything wrong. 

Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 3:20 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 
I guess a row for each. 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/27/2011 3:19 PM >>> 

Susan, 

How do you want to report anyone that has multiple ethnicities, a row for each or a value of multi? 

Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 1:43 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: RE: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity)or Participation Report 
Rick, 
It actually may be better to add ethnicity to the following report instead of the participation report that I 
mentioned since that seems to pull everyone past and present. 
NC SR ATHLETES - ACTV, MEDX, XELG, PEND 



Thank you, 
Susan 

>>> "Kinney, Rick" <rick kinney@unc.edu> 7/27/2011 1:35 PM >>> 

Hey Susan, 

I guess it’s going as well as can be expected, maybe not as well as hoped! I’ll take a look at these and let you 
know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 12:58 PM 
To: Kinney, Rick 
Subject: IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 
Hi Rick, 
I hope you summer has been going well. 

I was just trying to run the IPEDS report in order to get the ethnicity and it does not seem to be working 
properly. Not sure why. I’m wondering if you can add ethnicity to the participation report as well 
(NC_ATH_SM_PARTIC)? Hopefully that is a quick and easy addition. 

Thank you for your help. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 11:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S SII report 

TEXT.htm; NC_ATH_SEMESTER_GRADES-7.29.11 11.45am.xlsx 

attached ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 11:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I’m out 

>>> "Blanton, Brem S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2011 11:48 AM >>> 

I need everyone out so I can upload this morning[] s update. 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
Center for Studem Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:/imrheerNue.cs~v.com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 11:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Outty 5,000 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2011 11:48 AM >>> 

I need everyone out so I can upload this morning[] s update. 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheeINue~cs~v,com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 29, 2011 12:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Email List 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx; Fall2011TutorialScheduleDraft.xlsx 

Hey Brent, 

Attached is the rotor email list and the draft of the rotor schedule. 

We are making progress and it feels good. 

I hope you have a great weekend! 

Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-2306 
khancock~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 12:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

You da man, man. Chic-ill-a? 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2011 12:20 PM >>> 

Grades are updated[] 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheeINue~cs~v,com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Good, Alan" <goody@okstate.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 3:31 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Sarabeth Pollock <spollock@sandiego.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:n4aoowlaer~ists.r~csu.edu] On Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

Colleagues: 
USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thank you! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 

Academic Counselor for M/W Basketball and Volleyball 

University of San Diego Athletics 

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

P: 619.260.5931 

F: 619.260.7899 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Battiest, Charlotte M" <cbatties@tulane.edu> 
Friday, July 29, 2011 3:34 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Sarabeth Pollock <spollock@sandiego.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

Yes 

Charlotte Battiest 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Tulane University Athletics 

James W. Wilson Jr. Center 

New Orleans, LA 70118 

504.247.1649 Office 

504.314.7963 Fax 

cbatties@tulane.edu 

www.tulanegreenwave.com 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:~4aoowner(&1ists.ncsu.edt~] On 
Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

Colleagues: 

USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student 
athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have 
priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thankyou! 



Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 

Academic Counselor for M/W Basketball and Volleyball 

University of San Diego Athletics 

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

P: 619.260.5931 

F: 619.260.7899 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jim Booz <jwb8q@virginia.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 3:37 PM 

Sarabeth Pollock <spollock@sandiego.edu> 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm; smime.p7s 

Yes,- but can we please not "reply all" to this? 
On Jul 29, 2011, at 3:26 PM, Sarabeth Pollock wrote: 

Colleagues: 
USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thank you! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 
Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 
Academic Counselor for M!W Basketball and Volleyball 
University of San Diego Athletics 
5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

>P: 619.260.5931 
F: 619.260.7899 

Jim Booz 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of Virginia 

434-243-5149 

jwbSq@virginia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 3:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S SII report 

TEXT.htm; NC_ATH_SEMESTER_GRADES-7.29.11 3.45pm.xlsx 

attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"J. O. Painter" <j opainte@ncat.edu> 
Friday, July 29, 2011 3:55 PM 

Alan’ ’Good <goody@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Sarabeth Pollock’ 
<spollock@sandiego. edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

Yes. 

North Carolina A&T State University 

Best regards, 

J. O. Painter 

"There are no secrets to success. 

It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from 
failure. "-Colin Powell 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may 
be disclosed to third parties 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:r~4aoow~er~1is’ts.ncsu.ed~] On Behalf 
Of Good, Alan 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:31 PM 
To: Sarabeth Pollock; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4aoowner~lists.ncst~.ed~O On Behalf 
Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 



Colleagues: 

USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student 
athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have 
priority registxation in any variation for your athletes. 

Thankyou! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 

Academic Counselor for M!W Basketball and Volleyball 

University of San Diego Athletics 

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

P: 619.260.5931 

F: 619.260.7899 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lorenz, David" <David.Lorenz@usd.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 5:23 PM 

Alan’ ’Good <goody@okstate.edu>; J. O. Painter <jopainte@ncat.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Sarabeth Pollock’ <spollock@sandiego.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

Yes. 
South Dakota. 

DLorenz 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of J. O. Painter [jopainte@ncat.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: ’Good, Alan’; ’Sarabeth Pollock’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 
North Carolina A&T State University 

Best regards, 
J. O. Painter 

"There are no secrets to success. 
It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure. "-Colin Powell 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maillo:n4a-owner~1ists.r~cs~.edtq On Behalf Of Good, Alan 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:31 PM 
To: Sarabeth Pollock; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4aoow~er:~;Ss’~s.ncsu.ed~] On Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

Colleagues: 
USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thank you! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 

Academic Counselor for M/W Basketball and Volleyball 



University of San Diego Athletics 

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

P: 619.260.5931 

F: 619.260.7899 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Townsend, Danita" <dmtownsend@admin.fsu.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 6:14 PM 

David Lorenz <David.Lorenz@usd.edu>; Alan’ ’Good <goody@okstate.edu>; J. O. 
Painter <jopainte@ncat.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Sarabeth Pollock’ 
<spollock@sandiego. edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

Yes Florida State University and Alabama State University 

Sent from my MOTOROLA BRAVO [] on AT&T 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Lorenz, David" <David.Lorenz@usd.edu> 
To: "J. O. Painter" <jopainte@ncat.edu>, "’Good, Alan’" <goody@okstate.edu>, ’Sarabeth Pollock’ <spollock@sandiego.edu>, 
"n4a@lists.ncsu.edu" <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Jul 29, 2011 21:22:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 
South Dakota. 

DLorenz 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of J. O. Painter [jopainte@ncat.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: ’Good, Alan’; ’Sarabeth Pollock’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 
North Carolina A&T State University 

Best regards, 
J. O. Painter 

"There are no secrets to success. 
It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure. "-Colin Powell 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:n4a-owner~ists.rtcsu.edu] On Behalf Of Good, Alan 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:31 PM 
To: Sarabeth Pollock; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-ow~er~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 



To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

Colleagues: 
USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 

Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thank you! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 

Academic Counselor for M/W Basketball and Volleyball 

University of San Diego Athletics 

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

P: 619.260.5931 

F: 619.260.7899 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kyle Ross" <kyler@usc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 6:36 PM 

David’ ’Lorenz <David.Lorenz@usd.edu>; Danita’ ’Townsend 
<dmtownsend@admin.fsu.edu>; Alan’ ’Good <goody@okstate.edu>; ’J. O. Painter’ 
<jopainte@ncat.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Sarabeth Pollock’ <spollock@sandiego.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Yes at USC 

FIGHT ON!!!! 

Kyle E. Ross M.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 

University of Southern California 

Athletics Department 

Work: (213) 821-4137 

Fax (213) 740-4407 

cid: image001, png@01 CB 9AE2.DE9B 57 CO 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:r~4a-owr~er¢~ists.Esu.eda] On Behalf Of Townsend, Danita 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:14 PM 
To: Lorenz, David; J. O. Painter; ’Good, Alan’; ’Sarabeth Pollock’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes Florida State University and Alabama State University 

Sent from my MOTOROLA BRAVO [] on AT&T 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Lorenz, David" <David.Lorenz@usd.edu> 
To: "J. O. Painter" <jopainte@ncat.edu>, "&apos;Good, Alan&apos;" <goody@okstate.edu>, &apos;Sarabeth Pollock&apos; 
<spollock@sandiego.edu>, "n4a@lists.ncsu.edu" <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Jul 29, 2011 21:22:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

South Dakota. 



DLorenz 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of J. O. Painter [jopainte@ncat.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: ’Good, Alan’; ’Sarabeth Pollock’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

North Carolina A&T State University 

Best regards, 

J. O. Painter 

"There are no secrets to success. 

It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure. "-Colin Powell 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owr~er~lists.ncsu.ed~] On Behalf Of Good, Alan 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:31 PM 
To: Sarabeth Pollock; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mail~o:n4a-owner~ists.r~csu.edu] On Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

Colleagues: 

USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 



Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 

Thankyou! 

Sarabeth 

Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 

Assistam Athletic Director for Academic Support 

Academic Counselor for M/W Basketball and Volleyball 

University of San Diego Athletics 

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 

P: 619.260.5931 

F: 619.260.7899 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

James Wyatt <j rwyatt@uncg.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 8:50 PM 

Danita Townsend <dmtownsend@admin.fsu.edu> 
David Lorenz <David.Lorenz@usd.edu>; Alan Good <goody@okstate.edu>; J. O. 
Painter <jopainte@ncat.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Sarabeth Pollock 
<spollock@sandiego. edu> 
Re: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 

TEXT.htm 

Yes! The University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 

Rod Wyatt 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2011, at 6:14 PM, "Townsend, Danita" <dmtownsend@admin.fsu.edu> wrote: 

Yes Florida State University and Alabama State University 

Sent from my MOTOROLA BRAVO[] on AT&T 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Lorenz, David" <David.Lorenz@usd.edu> 
To: "J. O. Painter" <jopainte@ncat.edu>, "’Good, Alan’" <goody@okstate.edu>, ’Sarabeth Pollock’ <spollock@sandiego.edu>, 

"n4a@lists.ncsu.edu" <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Jul 29, 2011 21:22:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 
South Dakota. 

DLorenz 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of J. O. Painter [jopainte@ncat.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: ’Good, Alan’; ’Sarabeth Pollock’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Registxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 
North Carolina A&T State University 

Best regards, 
J. O. Painter 

"There are no secrets to success. 
It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure. "-Colin Powell 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owne~i~ists.ncs~.ed~] On Behalf Of Good, Alan 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:31 PM 
To: Sarabeth Pollock; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Priority Regislxation/YES or NO Response 

Yes. 

Oklahoma State U. 

alan 



> From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maillo:n4a-owner@lists.ncst~.edt~] On Behalf Of Sarabeth Pollock 
> Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
> To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
> Cc: Sarabeth Pollock 
> Subject: [n4a] Priority Registration/YES or NO Response 
> 
> Colleagues: 
> USD is currently trying to implement priority registration for student athletes. 
> 
> Please respond with a simple YES/NO if your school does or does not have priority registration in any variation for your athletes. 
> 
> Thank you! 
> 
> Sarabeth 
> 
> Sarabeth Pollock, ’02 
> Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 
> Academic Counselor for M!W Basketball and Volleyball 
> University of San Diego Athletics 
> 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110 
>P: 619.260.5931 
> F: 619.260.7899 
> 
> NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

freshman 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
In preparation for fall semester, I would like a list of your incoming Freshman who are enrolled in ENGL 100 and a list of those with 
an SAT score below 1000 ( this could be the same group). 
Any students who have self-disclosed a LD/ADHD I would also like names. I will be providing you with an info sheet to hand out at 

your coach meeting ( same as last year) to capture anyone we may miss. 

Thanks 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 11:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: RE: Grade Report - IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

TEXT.htm 

Yea, so I am thinking we just need to leave it alone and work with the data that we get from the reports a little longer to see if we end 
up having trouble with it in the future. 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2011 4:58 PM >>> 

It sounds like there is no great solution [] no way to capture folks who were active at the time in a report after the fact. 

From: Susan Maloy [maiho:sbmalo~tmcaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 5:16 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Grade Report - IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

Brent, 

Check out Rick’s last two responses. Do you think I should just ask him to have the report look for ACTV and XELIG students? Or 
should I just leave it alone. For the most part, the right folks have been showing up on the report to date, right? 

Susall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 11:21 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Grade Report - IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

TEXT.htm 

That would be great to have a cuin GPA per term. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/1/2011 11:18 AM >>> 

Yeah. Maybe I can design a report now that we are inputting gpa statistics [] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~;tmcaa.~mc.ed~ll 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 11:09 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: RE: Grade Report - IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

Yea, so I am thinking we just need to leave it alone and work with the data that we get from the reports a little longer to see if we end 
up having trouble with it in the future. 

Susall 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2011 4:58 PM >>> 

It sounds like there is no great solution [] no way to capture folks who were active at the time in a report after the fact. 

From: Susan Maloy [mail~o:sbmalo~,(&~mcaa.unc.edal 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 5:16 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Grade Report - IPEDS Report (Ethnicity) or Participation Report 

Brent, 

Check out Rick’s last two responses. Do you think I should just ask him to have the report look for ACTV and XELIG students? Or 
should I just leave it alone. For the most part, the right folks have been showing up on the report to date, right? 

Susall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1,2011 2:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Need approval letter. His name was not on the list. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1,2011 4:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S SII Report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-8.1.11.xlsx 

See attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"DragonFly Athletics, LLC" <hannah@dragonflyathletics.com> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 4:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Preparation 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
~:iicampa~i~n r20 constantcontact corn/render? 
11r fvI~,rdab&v OOlC]fW’eOrG49d58vlg~,~,teEOZ\M)9hUIlRhpoFZxr\/gDO~YJZLmYvOVTUqlgQW3rhaxt4QBJ~ adS JYalF1TFHVG0zz~K/H]0JSQfFCF~,mdDGSnZcAv~FTQ%3D% 
3D 

IT’S GO TIME[[ 

AUGUST IS HERE & DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS IS READY FOR THE FALL... ARE YOU? 
NO MATTER W~tERE YOU GO THIS SEASON, GET ACCESS WITH OUR NEW SOLUTIONS: 
ROADTRIP [h~tt~:/ir20rs6net~m~s~?llr fvfvvrdab&et 1106709509318&s 1428&e 00had~%KP 
BfkiBBz//,~O0h4dl0EUSrwnx s0X39]Oq7uv,,ICsYSGHXV7vz7xgfkdHNcVeaoKEhhc13 11S6~IPT6qF9mA~%~kh~5~dYy~rr4wRiUi~‘DC~AGe5‘CiUZO0tQ~kS31~3Q1M69rxVKL~]~VdBz~ 
8zn44dSyDvA Os~xwLCkvFLz~ ]: 
VIDEO APP FOR T~ iPAD. PE~ECT FOR T~VEL. 
BLAST [b?,~:’r20 rs6 net/tn~()!k’rdab&et 1106709509318&s 1428&e 00 lw~4KP Ws~uJ&~AgESN~rnInC~,rff, X 3fl t~,/nx0sWF’uT09Sg- 
¢PXG 3h kC1O sUPN~ dlOrB 6N~)eVAkDMlrff<2Fg- ~ fbUA2B liDmidJ dn6uON~vGZ ]: 
~B-BASED VIDEO SOLUTION. DO YOU HA~ A ~C OR PC? 
YO~ CON~NT IS WAITING. 

W~ DELIVER W~IAT YOU NEED FOR PREPARATION, SCOUTING, COACHING, EVALUATION AND EVERYTHING 
IN BETVV~EN. 

DRAGONFLY IS YOUR COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR SIMPLE, CONVENIENT, AND SECURE ACCESS 

FIND OUT MORE TODAY 

WWW.DRAGONFLYATHLETICS.COM [h~g~:i¢20rsdnet/tr~js~?llr f~,f\,vrdab&et 1106709509318&s 1428&e 001wLMr4K 
5oxkoYdnsgdFLUCW1P5               Xx3Do23Js6ELCSJY-x~j3!SZGs2tt~3uiCzoXa7s)fcI5eZxam/~-lkVOc~EdPA~2eoCf~eE U XL fkP~!~’,<] 

SALES @DRAGONFL YATHLETIC S. COM [inailto: SALES~Df&~,~GO \~’L YA’IIHLETIC S CO ~v1] 

256.270.1163 

About Us 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC is the leading provider of digital media services for collegiate 
athletics. We address the needs of our clients by providing high-quality, secure, 
and reliable access to any content they need to view-. 

DragonFly Athletics believes the name of the game is preparation. Our technology 
delivers tools for coaching, officiating, delivering, and commentating. 

Our company prides itself on being cutting-edge yet simplistic. 

We are 2"he Division I Network. 

DragonF~ Athletics, LLC 
P.O. Box 3172 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403 
256-270-1163 

Follow- us on Twitter [~://r20 rs6 net"tn~ 
11r f\,f?,~yrdab&et i 1067095(/9318&s 1428&e O01 wL\d4KP_WsFGqfO2ana5fEclZ?.(GSKbN~s 13WxZmtOlrZmpiAVgoI3OuKO5PA6awSDeM6Sb4vz PoRBbsrwscSJ0PzT- 
TEKnlv ~¢£nANv5 m~9 QE5 CWoO 7kx4W 2 S w 6~, pU Jo Ox’r4P bx Y zx~£~0 ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr fyfyyrdab&et 1106709509318&s 1428&e 001wIM4KP WsXh7bmqWiUFMEtoHEI0ible9uOGIO67aX hU8S75ZxcYv71TCa9aNhJV3kUHyxHchC4IBcJc3iLaBuF- 
FJ0iNu7dbJgUj 3qeoTIOpcqXmioD46r SaAXL 31zzTHD0PWy0fc YCykJpTZIF51 rPh8eB YE3rzIEaGTiKQ SQXj QccNUwLaOUTdYvL-u0wfHwzx7sTg ] 

Join Our Mailing List! [h~tp:i/visitorr2Oconstantcontactcom!emailjs_p?m 1103329236741] 

Forward email 
ht~t,q://c~iconstantcontactcom/sa~’~,~atfjN)?llr fk~f~vrdsJa&zn l103329236741&ea blanton(,~cmcaac~*lce&~&a 11067095(19318 

2"his email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by hannah@dragonflyathletics.com. 

Update Profile/Email Address 

4Jo~:i/’,~isitor constantcur~/.act corrvdo?p oo&mse 00 I~tI~SEL h;67DzNovuKsawoD3c~_42hv&t 001 zlo.~’,,L UaOsE’,~COl~i~Q%3D%3D&11r ~,rdab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
h_,~://visitorconstantcontactcom!do?p un&mse: 001F~_fh~oSELU67Dz\’ow~Ksawopn!L42hv&t 001zb~vLUaOsF.vCO1Q~C~Q%3D%3D&llr 



Privacy Policy: 
4t~@://~i comstantcorS, act co~r~’rovi 

Online Marketing by 
Constant Contact(R) 
www.constantcontact.com 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC I P.O. Box 3172 I Tuscaloosa I AL 135403 



Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

HEY TEAM, 

IT’S GO TIME!! 
AUGUST IS HERE & DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS IS READY FOR THE FALL... ARE YOU? 

NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO THIS SEASON, GET ACCESS WITH OUR NEW SOLUTIONS: 

ROADTRIP : VIDEO APP FOR THE iPAD. PERFECT FOR TRAVEL. 

BLAST : WEB-BASED VIDEO SOLUTION. DO YOU HAVE A MAC OR PC? 
YOUR CONTENT IS WAITING. 

WE DELIVER WHAT YOU NEED FOR PREPARATION, SCOUTING, 
COACHING, EVALUATION AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN. 

DRAGONFLY IS YOUR COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR SIMPLE, 
CONVENIENT, AND SECURE ACCESS 

FIND OUT MORE TODAY 

WWWo DRAGON F LYATH LETICSoCOM 
SALES@DRAGONFLYATH LETICS.COM 

256.270.1163 

Abouf Us 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC is the leading provider of digital media services for 

collegiate athletics. We address the needs of our clients by providing high-quality, 

secure, and reliable access to any content they need to view. 



DragonFly Athletics believes the name of the game is preparation. Our technology 

delivers tools for coaching, officiating, delivering, and commentating. 

Our company prides itself on being cutting-edge yet simplistic. 

We are The Division I Network. 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC 
P.O. Box 3172 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403 
256-270-1163 

Join Our Mailing List! 

Forward emai~ 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by hannah@draqonflyathletics.com 1 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC I P.O. Box 3172 I Tuscaloosa I AL I 35403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 1,2011 7:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: Appeal 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Appeal.msg 

She faxed it to me along with the letter. Looks like you have to sign it. 
You want me to fax it to you in the morning? 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 10:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

A Simple Question That Gets a Better Response 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

: 1NS0w~2 BDCI7e0ttm lbcmX’72 
You’re receivi:lg tiffs email because of yore relatio:tsNp with Tudor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix.Jsito~2()co~sta~lco:alactcom/c{sp?lh- b,a.he~bab&l- 11068991902565611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&~q: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~d~:iIvisitorcor~:~tantcoatactco~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fhOWgLavd~oB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&t 001dbs~5~:L2xwdX1A%3D%3D&~eason 001I~9?~EsU%3D&lh-bwheq~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

TudorCollegiateStrategies[tgqa://:2Ors6netZtnjsp?Ri bvvhecliVaab&e>1106899190256&~:56114&e 001YzVScUy2gN,~gbHpz5APNA\,V54- 
NU Uk~, za3b                 4ow~ 5~n~Zw5 LT,a@ Urs C-A P ENzGB                               ua Ci KdB bR1- B e~. _] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Angust 2, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 31 

A Simple Question Thut Gets a Better Response 

Dan Tudor [})Sx/’!~2Ors6net/in ab&et 1106899190256&~56114&e 001YzVScUy_%NzISSiff4~xf[~FSEcB~gpthrllBVYRH7Pb6Msl-T4~).zwFx MmWvI1FQD~,@I8Yt3 
82N1 ]Most 
college recruiters make gn-eat efforts to tell tt~eir recruits to commit to them. 

Today, I’m going to show you that you might be takfi~g the wrong approach with your 
prospects by doing thut. 

And there’s science to back-up whut I’m about to reveal to you. 

It has to do witt~ the veiN subtle difference between tellfi~g your prospect to commit 
to your progn-am, versus askfilg them if they will commit to your program. 

And the research [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&~56114&e 001YzVScUy2gNyAkRPpjDxJG386CDL54krn 0ZDnxG5y9Jv3~mmGZ1QJaBXk~IYEKtud0flz4nC4L~LKjYeDNMi3zUiglbqMzDBT- 
~kNXyTmNSILyrbYlePd6HuMlcPt HTSTDgy 57Jcrnbff0ildcrSXjQAOckxF aWmewAJJEGE75SqSI18~LFwRDllRDMmzp] 
ttmt’s been done on the topic tells us that it’s smatter to ask - and get them to 
predict or visualize that commitment - if you really want thut prospect in your 
progran~. 

Here’s how it works: 

When you get your prospect to make a verbal statement about their intent on a futm-e 
action - such as whether or not they see themselves livfi~g in your domes, playfi~g 
on your team, and coming to your college - they are for more inclined to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
9Z64YXD1ES-w1WfKe6\,~g~oE6P2osksLku zlslg~:?KEu5BI~MbvbJiUXokll5zLmlKIHUKE KhTt3LWHlkokRGVI3zv~jS__] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e ~YzVScUy2gNxXIr-y5k~btrAx5dq~X3ewYGpFteeeNzbN6xgdRmZb~qbmUKdp2u46VGXmBYPJeR8Ps9tv948dDB- 
05uzNET~iKwKaTmCR4zKFdzZz5 R40 DR95m JUbxgnCZ HhWv9 QblX447QM3 Cj Y 0Rpil 6HiTEKTNFY4F3PU1U 12r 12GaSjkJXa8kdX8Q2k8mJymHnVdpwrxAveH8nuh6SI5VeAa5jTEam4r- 
gE¥~!fBQwN StfldITZbBdIiuUyv45zwMhgGRu2 zL3 RXt JbbquFe51 tLFlxF] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 

] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [                                 ab&er 1 i06899190256&s :56114&e 001YzVScUs/2g)4w5f)x- 
~)2 H~2X2Tr ~"I’c8mH StiR~kvNOFeY                                                     wMOiGE5Z3ca4zX~.Mfk4jDsj2dbnWVDtHnPC:Ca6ZUki~@_HPXxsA41m~atZZ~,9~qd2Zs d~i3vF-r61 UP 11~_] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e 001YzVScUy2gNyifcM62osT4ZLKIaEG6i5rATqpMLYqKDWZTkFiML29IUaxDKZ295PBxM- 
Xy3a3wfiFM SQubSGQGHbe E~V~3693EddfS~D~VGsRSvhQj6~G8-8X1~wW6K7JkZCcdI8v~s~g3Xikc~Sk87AT5JR~L~W~UGx9Ausab2~9yN~vykkJULV~2DaxJu2RL9gZdvx- 
IlkSF6519BpWL3piqzi6aZs 1 cMTQhLQq9 JeKQ5~] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

Rival School Goes to NCAA to Protest Texas’ LoIlghom Network as ’UnFair Advantage’ 

Texas A&M is the latest player in tt~e war over the new Texas Longhorns 24-hour all 
sports network. They huve gone to the NCAA complafifi:~g thut the network should 
not be allowed to air high school games on the network, citii~g a 17-year old recmiti:~g 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as ti-afiffng 
videos fealuting DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106899190256&s 56114&e 001YzVScUy2gNwPPzjOQvXPVxJh uTvunCdd5zXf7CS8JKxTr4CUmuOOLniXRRtm4- 
H8bElsJaZISFACqo Vmq8ipb-vQQwGdd6NQqzWO2Jp6XJDj8UiBxrgK8wpzVMfzkxtHVi4z zDKD53k3pZzpFNNt72Z4gAGE3X8DBnSUGEuhYTmAfKdXzGwOekJyub]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 
lit bwhecl::bab&e~ 1106899190256&s 56114&e 001YzVScUv ~. ~N’xr x~ enN 9r G_s~lk Ga66 ~,:: E FCfG ~:Mrff~::WsL 6:: S4Re:d lh0QPM01wObA4w056V4-482n~O~pTVc 

~:~mVz26KLbJDq>~] 
now to start following Dan on TwiRer. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e ~YzVScUy2gNxX~r-y5k~btrAx5dq~X3ewYGpFteeeNzbN6xgdRmZb~qbmUKdp2u46VGXmBYPJeR8Ps9tv948dDB- 
05uzNETiiKwKaTmCR4zKFdzZz5 R40 DR95m JUbxgnCZ HhWv9 QblX447QM3 Cj Y 0Rpil 6HiTEKTNFY4F3PU1U 12r 12GaSjkJXa8kdX8Q2k8mJymHnVdpwrxAveH8nuh6SI5VeAa5jTEam4r- 
gE¥~!fBQwN StfldITZbBdIiuUyv45zwMhgGRu2 zL3 RXt JbbquFe51 tLFlxF] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~>:/!*20 rs6 netqn isp? 
l]r bwhe~g:bab&el~ i106899190256&~56114&e 001YzVScL OXXX81mTi 1WdC~/t4Z or\ \q Sx\~,~GaruHeo \,\,~? I M.~A:maE lflbrs-aDe ] 

Workbooks [h~t:xi/i2O rs6 ::et,’m ~ 
]h b,a.heclnbab&e>:ilO6899190256&~56114&e 001YzVScUv2gN,r~:01rxSB a9n:efQiP:~IySjB3b~,~E4&pBzAAeMPAsA\/hlRMt~TrHZCO1X FB3dk0EqrPdidEQiK,-,/\EV051aG0s6wVY\,\~ciiwZIIHlost4-m5K~Rew 1 



Will Apple’s Lion Release Roar for College Coaches? 

Apple Lion [~rr20×s6 neEill is!a?lh bwll                                          1YzVSc ,4ifQWM~qdNrh%/ i3LLW2FIZVI- 

XkL6COL 2piK5NOLrqt41poVg9JRS6Uw ] 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

LkaaHWJ mEoK              VPGemXD o76NI5~Txi_ NwuKe~ 

Last week, Apple released their latest version of their operarii~g system, rifled 
"Lion". 

We have been playing with it since release day and wanted to give you our thoughts. 

Tile net-net is ’no bueno’. I’ve been an Apple user for awhile now, raugii~g fiom 
tile iPhone to iPad to Macbook Pro to Apple TV, aM even my loyalty can’t skew my 
initial impression of Lion. 

Tile Good 

Tile upgn-ade to Lion is amazing. 

You go onto tile app world from your laptop, search Lion, pay 29 bucks, aM 20 minutes 
later your laptop is iamnii~g tile king of tile jungle. 

After tile dowifload I oifly had one application on my laptop break aM it was easily 
fixed by re-dowifloadii~g it. In l~oct, from other people I have spoken witty, this 
"break" was... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
11r bwhe_c~bab&e> 1106899190256&~56114&e 001YzVScUzRg,~. ~\RJ’ tUOXXugCPCt3sc 34DdOM- 
b9 sZrUD Sc~ ’_ __ 2~wD4D4\A~K HmlWFCO ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e ~YzVScUy2gNxXIr-y5k~btrAx5dq~X3ewYGpFteeeNzbN6xgdRmZb~qbmUKdp2u46VGXalBYPJeR8Ps9tv948dDB- 
05uzNETiCXiwKaTmCR4zKFdzZz5 R40 DR95m JUbxgnCZ HhWv9 QblX447QM3 Cj Y 0Rpil 6HiTEKTNFY4F3PU1U 12r 12GaSjkJXa8kdX8Q2k8m-JymHnVdpwrxAveH8nuh6SI5VeAa5jTEam4r- 
gE¥%!fBQwN Sh!dITZbBdIiuUyv45zwMhgGRu2 zL3 RXt JbbquFe51 tLFlxF] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 

] 

FrontRush[~(~s(~_neV~njsp?11r b,M~e{inbab&e~, 1106899190256&s 5~114&e 001YzVScUk2~5_gcA*)v- 
HkRUNeG~nMWIHt~Z~RK7LqRLNkBh9dicELw\,VAe5 AyC,~dOJPKOTodJ1YbWBOiQ~&’~ 4olZgVBronfflSiGEWQOLFrDI~PSKNlrCy~HZP2EKIQ4qPUmFoU-ec3EmK5Zg-obmSxQ Sw ] 

Fall Schedule Taking Shape for On-Campus Workshop Tom...Is Your School on tile Itinerary? 

Road Tlip! [ilvrro:/I~ 20 rs6 nel/*~, isp?11~ b>.heClllbab&e*- 1106899190256&s 56114&e 001YzVScU,~qgNzlSSnlix~aFSEcFyo~flnllBVYK~{TPU6Msl-T4QdrQzwFxMm %%11FQD,/QISYt3- 
82N1RiGxp~mdYs4JZoc1ZKPsNxQdi~A Dglcm fdwgIMqEnlw ]The 
ailnual Fall roadttip is about to get uMelway for Dan Tudor aM tile Tudor Collegiate 
Strategeis team[ 
We have stops ill California, Wiscoilsin, Illinois and Michigai~. just to imme a few. 
Oul On-Campus Workshop schedule is taking shape for August, September and October, 
but we will have openings for youl athleric depattment. 
If you’d like to host Dan Tudor on your campus, and go throngh our research-based, 
cuttii~g-edge interacrion presentarioi~, get tile details aM contact us ASAP to get 
on tile schedule for 2011-2012... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                                 ab&et 1106899190256&s 56114&e 001YzVScU                         KI;OOkI3vliVfA&mblNY46METcMv,~Hs 
4H~im3MsJNwVR~vCtbflh~idSv%~tF~vOLmh~XXWSr32v~vehTetkubS3\,q 1HmVsMzdw40rS~obC~Sffw ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e ~YzVScUy2gNxXIr~y5k~btrA‘x5dq~X3ewYGpFteeeNzbN6xgd~Zb~qbmUKdp2u46VGXnBYPJeR8Ps9tv948dDB- 
05uzNETiCXiwKaTmCR4zKFdzZz5 R40 DR95m JUbxgnCZ HhWv9 QblX447QM3 Cj Y 0Rpil 6HiTEKTNFY4F3PU1U 12r 12GaSjkJXa8kdX8Q2k8mJymHnVdpwrxAveH8nuh6SI5VeAa5jTEam4r- 
gE¥%!fBQwN Sh!dITZbBdIiuUyv45zwMhgGRu2 zL3 RXt JbbquFe51 tLFlxF] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
11r b’Mte~bab&e~llO6899190256&~56114&e 001YzVSc                 OXXXSlm7ilWdGpt4ZO~NVISxWGa~HeoW’~~                    it~3Zk~i~Mz~Elibrs aDe                                ] 

Duke’s Coach K Latest Entiy hlto tile World of Alleged Recruiring Violarions 

By Matt Brooks, WasM~gton Post 

Amid a vast NCAA laMscape peppered with recmiring violariOllS and scaMals at major 
college athlerics progn-ams, Duke Ulliversity s basketball progn-am is widely regaMed 
as a beacon of compliance and ethical and moral illlMlibility - at least beyond 
Tobacco Road. 

Thut ilnage hus been cultivated by head coach Mike I<5-zyzewski, whose glossy reslm~e 
ill Durham includes foul- I~urioI~ul chumpioilships aM all Olympic gold medal. 

But in a Slmuner full of NCAA football aM basketball invesrigarions, it seems even 
squeaky-dean Coach K may not be beyond reproach... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e 001YzVScUy2gNw2MSFyX32YCBMAz-ZvHv6WsyacKSSWjFEFllRtnT5SDh5kSa9- 
cmejbal GjzRkoRqT fQaVA9r 4OOeI F4mRdj EHlgJCe8MW9ToZt@49wMr3 Gj JKp S fe2 SUiwwL ljnKCd-qjy- 
IqtcdCedEjSXHX~BwJuzE7~sa3gNZMzEIJ4~Mf~3K9vQCA6Zi9QmaGefuk9B3W7RN6dKiC~XHq~vb2ecKtbnQy5U7BfzcRufEh-~9~t NMTPEljlP6 SaiD8hTZmL LC5rfllpnuYWqjj 8vAAIYM osbw8 EnMg~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106899190256&s 56114&e ~YzVScUy2gNxX~r~y5k~btrAx5dq~X3ewYGpFteeeNzbN6xgdRmZb~qbn~UKdp2u46VGXalBYPJeR8Ps9tv948dDB- 
05uzNETiCXiwKaTmCR4zKFdzZz5 R40 DR95m JUbxgnCZ HhWv9 QblX447QM3 Cj Y 0Rpil 6HiTEKTNFY4F3PU1U 12r 12GaSjkJXa8kdX8Q2k8mJymHnVdpwrxAveH8nuh6SI5VeAa5jTEam4r- 
gE¥%!fBQwN Sh!dITZbBdIiuUyv45zwMhgGRu2 zL3 RXt JbbquFe51 tLFlxF] 

Follow us on Twitter [t~t~o://~20 rs¢~ Itel/lxl isp? 
lk,~tr~,he q~                                    1YzVScUl~2gNwCllv2t~lR~nTilWd(~4ZO                                      ik3ZkA(                                 1T,~a. ~B_Q~_] 

Big Ten Coaches Skeptical of SEC Recruirii~g Refolan Plan 

by Mitch Shernmn, ESPN 

Tile Big Ten, with its new 12-team folanat aM championship game, has moved in tile 
football ofi;eason to operate more like tile Southeastern Conference and other mulri-division 
football leagaes. 

It may take a little rime, thougt~, for tile Big Ten and tile SEC to meet in tile middle 

On Friday, Big Ten coaches expressed skepricism at some details of the SEC’s recent 
proposal to tile NCAA to overhuul tile i~urioi~ul recmirii~g model... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
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Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

College 

Vo~ % Issue 3~ 

A Simple Question That Gets a Better Response 

Most college recruiters make great efforts to tell their recruits to commit to them. 

Today, I’m going to show you that you might be taking the wrong approach with 
your prospects by doing that. 

And there’s science to back-up what I’m about to reveal to you. 

It has to do with the very subtle difference between telling your prospect to commit 
to your program, versus askinq them if they will commit to your program. 

And the research that’s been done on the topic tells us that it’s smarter to ask - 
and get them to predict or visualize that commitment - if you really want that 
prospect in your program. 

Here’s how it works: 

When you get your prospect to make a verbal statement about their intent on a 
future action - such as whether or not they see themselves living in your dorms, 
playing on your team, and coming to your college - they are far more inclined to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

Rival School Goes to NCAA to Protest Texas’ 
Longhorn Network as ’Unfair Advantage’ 

Texas A&M is the latest player in the war over the new Texas Longhorns 24-hour all 
sports network. They have gone to the NCAA complaining that the network should not be allowed to air high 
school games on the network, citing a 17-year old recruiting rule. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos featuring Dan Tudor 
- just ¢1i¢k here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Will Apple’s Lion Release Roar for College Coaches? 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Last week, Apple released their latest version of their operating system, 

titled "Lion". 

We have been playing with it since release day and wanted to give you 
our thoughts. 

The net-net is ’no bueno’. I’ve been an Apple user for awhile now, ranging 



from the iPhone to iPad to Macbook Pro to Apple TV, and even my loyalty can’t skew my initial impression of 
Lion. 

The Good 

The upgrade to Lion is amazing. 

You go onto the app world from your laptop, search Lion, pay 29 bucks, and 20 minutes later your laptop is 
running the king of the jungle. 

After the download I only had one application on my laptop break and it was easily fixed by re-downloading 
it. In fact, from other people I have spoken with, this "break" was... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Fall Schedule Taking Shape for On-Campus Workshop 
Tour...Is Your School on the Itinerary? 

The annual Fall roadtrip is about to get underway for Dan Tudor and the 
Tudor Collegiate Strategeis team! 

We have stops in California, Wisconsin, Illinois and Michigan, just to 
name a few. 

Our On-Campus Workshop schedule is taking shape for August, 
September and October, but we will have openings for your athletic 
department. 

If you’d like to host Dan Tudor on your campus, and go through our 
research-based, cutting-edge interaction presentation, get the details and contact us ASAP to get on the 
schedule for 2011-2012... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Duke’s Coach K Latest Entry Into the World of Alleged 
Recruiting Violations 

By Matt Brooks, Washington Post 

Amid a vast NCAA landscape peppered with recruiting violations and scandals at 
major college athletics programs, Duke University’s basketball program is widely 
regarded as a beacon of compliance and ethical and moral infallibility - at least 
beyond Tobacco Road. 

That image has been cultivated by head coach Mike Krzyzewski, whose glossy 
resume in Durham includes four national championships and an Olympic gold 
medal. 

But in a summer full of NCAA football and basketball investigations, it seems 
even squeaky-clean Coach K may not be beyond reproach... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Big Ten Coaches Skeptical of SEC Recruiting Reform Plan 

by Mitch Sherman, ESPN 

The Big Ten, with its new 12-team format and championship game, has 
moved in the football offseason to operate more like the Southeastern 
Conference and other multi-division football leagues. 

It may take a little time, though, for the Big Ten and the SEC to meet in 
the middle on recruiting policy. 

On Friday, Big Ten coaches expressed skepticism at some details of the SEC’s recent proposal to the NCAA to 
overhaul the national recruiting model... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Rivera, Christina" <crivera@athletics.ucla.edu> 
Tuesday, August 2, 2011 12:34 PM 

Open position at UCLA 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning! 

We are currently seeking applications for a student-athlete academic counselor, so I was hoping you might be able to pass this along to 
anyone you may know who might be interested. 

Hope everyone is having a great summer! 

Thanks, 
Christina 

Requisition Number: 

16291 

Job Title: 

STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICER III 

Working Title: 

Student Athlete Academic Counselor 

Salary: 

$3806 - $6861 monthly 

Job Type: 

Career 

Department Name: 

0515-COLLEGE ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

Department Website URL: 

Job Summary Statement: 

Student-Athlete Academic Counselors serve as the primary resource for designated teams of student-athletes on matters pertaining to 
College roles and regulations. In addition, they are responsible for monitoring and implementing NCAA and Pac-10 Conference 
certification and eligibility requirements for all assigned student-athletes. They participate in the development of administration and 
evaluation of programs for student-athletes under the jurisdiction of the College. The Student-Athlete Academic Counselor in the 
Morgan Center is a unique position: as a College Counselor, s/he is responsible for designing and delivering a full range of academic 
advising services. As the primary resource for designated teams of student-athletes, including student-athletes from other 
undergraduate schools and colleges, the counselor must develop a complex network of working relationships among a broad spectrum 
of campus-wide units and external agencies (e.g. all College and school counseling units, departmental counselors, Undergraduate 
Education Information Technology (UIT), Academics in the Commons (AITC), Admissions, Registrar, Financial Aid, Summer 
Sessions, Career Center, Housing, International Student Center). All these functions must be performed in a high-stress environment 
where consequences are both immediate and long-range and are highly visible both within and outside the institution. This position 
reports to the Director of Student Athlete Counseling. Must be able to adjust work schedule which may require varying work hours to 
meet position’s duties as needed. 



As College employees assigned to the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics (DIA), they are required to comply with the applicable 
roles, regulations, and policies of these organizations. This includes the following: remain current with and abide by the rules and 
regulations of the NCAA, the Pac-10 Conference, UCLA and the DIA; review and retain all rules-compliance documentation 
disseminated by the DIA Compliance Office with regards to policy interpretations, changes and updates; report all NCAA, Pac-10 
Conference and UCLA violations to your direct supervisor per DIA policy; consult with the DIA Compliance Office regarding any 
rules and regulations in question; attend rules-compliance training sessions as necessary; sign the annual NCAA Certification of 
Compliance form as required by NCAA Bylaw 18.4.2. l(d); and complete the annual Athletically Related Income form as required by 
NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2." 

Percentage of Time: 

100 

Shift Start: 

8:00 am 

Shift End: 

5:30 pm 

Qualifications for Position 

15 Records 

Qualifications 

Required/Preferred 

1. Ability to effectively counsel and advise students with professional, academic and/or personal questions and concerns. 

Required 

2. Skill in working independently and following through on duties with minimal direction. 

Required 

3. Demonstrated skill in problem solving and generating alternatives in order to improve operational process. 

Required 

4. Ability to organize and conduct group presentations to provide information and explain policies and procedures to various 
constituencies. 

Required 

5. Skill in speaking with persons of various cultural, social economic and educational backgrounds. 

Required 



6. Skill in setting priorities which accurately reflect the relative importance of job responsibilities. 

Required 

7. Ability to establish and promote cooperative working relationships. 

Required 

8. Skill in writing grammatically correct, concise, logical reports, correspondence and proposals. 

Required 

9. Skill in interacting diplomatically with representatives from other academic units/institutions during joint projects. 

Required 

10. Ability to use standard office applications (Word, Excel, e-mail, web-page browsers), as well as office-specific applications 
(Counselor Desktop) 

Required 

11. Skill in evaluating information and policies according to criteria established by the Director of Student Athlete Counseling and the 
NCAA. 

Required 

12. Working knowledge of a wide array of College and University regulations, as they relate to the proper counseling of students. 

Required 

13. Working knowledge of relevant NCAA eligibility and academic reform regulations, as they relate to the proper counseling of 
students. 

Required 

14. Master’s degree preferred, or equivalent combination of experience and education. 

Preferred 

15. Demonstrated ability to adhere to and comply with NCAA, Pac-10 conference and University rules and regulations. 

Required 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"no reply" <no.reply@fdic.gov> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 1 : 19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FDIC message center 

TEXT.htm; FDIC information 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"no reply" <no.reply@fdic.gov> 

Wednesday, August 3,2011 1:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FDIC message center 

TEXT.htm; FDIC information 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 3,2011 8:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
SS II report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-8.3.11 8.50am.xlsx 

Attached ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 3,2011 9:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: 

TEXT 

Brent, 
What is his plan and time table to fix the IN from the Spring? 

Susan 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Music in the Galleries: "An Afternoon of Art Song" 

Sunday, 7 August, 2:00- 3:00 P/~ 

Coo[ off this Sunday at the Ack[and with "An Afternoon of Art Song." The program wi[[ include 
"Songs of Travel" by Ralph Vaughan Williams (performed by Seamus Kenney, tenor, and Forrest 
Covington, piano) and songs from the Ukraine (performed by Irina Anopa Bunnage, soprano, and 
Forrest Covington, piano). 

Reservations and tickets are NOT REQUIRED, but please arrive early to find a spot. 

Free 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 9 August, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Namast~! Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful setting of the 



Ackland ! 

Sessions led by Joanne Marshall. Beginners are welcome. 

Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Please wear comfortable clothing that will allow you to 
stretch. Since the galleries can be cool, long sleeves are recommended. 

Free to members I S5 non-members. Space is limited. Register by 

emai[: ack~andRSVP@uncoedu. 

Eat, Drink, Dance, and Celebrate at the Ackland 

on Saturday, 24 September 2011 

8:00 PM to Midnight 

The theme for this year’s FUNdraiser for the Ackland Art Museum takes its cue from the who’s-who 
black and white ball given by Truman Capote in 1966. With a guest list of 500, Capote brought 
together the famous and the infamous in publishing, film, and art, for a memorable evening 
designed to celebrate the creative impulse. 

The Ackland Black and White Gala is certain to be an outstanding evening of excellent food, drink, 
music, poetry, and, of course, art. 

All Gala proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Ackland. 

Save the date. Join us as we celebrate. Support us as we bring art to and nurture ideas within 
the Carolina campus and community. 

Ticket information forthcoming at ackland.org. 



Now on View at the Ackland Museum Store: 

"20 Years in Print: The Art of Ron Liberti" 

A celebration of the work of local artist and musician Ron Liberti and his decades in 
Chapet Hitt and environs, this show -- in the Museum Store’s retait ~attery space -- 
features 100 ori~inat sitkscreened posters, tar~e mono prints, a timited edition portfotio 
of photocopied posters in Mack and white, hand sitkscreened textites, CDs/LPs, and 
sitkscreened t-shirts, many of which are one of a kind. 

Read the Independent WeekS! feature article here. 

"20 Years in Print" runs through 30 September 2011. 

All proceeds from the Ackiand Museum Store benefit the Ackiand Art Museum’s education programs 

and exhibitions. CaU 919.962.0216 for more information. 



For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic prosrams are made possibte by 8enerous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onser wish to receive this newstetter, dick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and set your very own copy every 
week. 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: Undulatin~t Expanse, 1955; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 10:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
whrichardsonjr@gmail.com; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Retreat on August 16th 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, Everyone: 

Please mark your calendars for August 16th when we will be having a day long staff retreat at New Hope Camp and Conference 
Center. 

More details to follow .... 

Jenll 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 10:38 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Robert would like us to meet this week (he will be gone) to discuss study table, team meetings, etc. Can you guys meet tomorrow 
morning? 

Do you realize you have the same initials? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Tutoring position 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 

Hi, 
Can you answer this for him? 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SAS Championship 2011 <emily.knuth@octagon.com> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 3:45 PM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SAS Championship 2011 Early Bird Ticket Sale 

TEXT.him 

SAS Championstffp 2011 Pre- Sale Ticket Offers 

Limited Time Early Bird Special 

In a grom~d-breakiilg first for the SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg Businessweek, 
rese~ed seating will now be available tiffs year. The tournament is extenclii~g a 
special invitation to past ticket buyers and supporters of the chumpioitship. You 
will huve an exclusive oppo~Auffty to prochase rese~ed seatiilg and Harrah’s Casino 
Deck tickets before the general public, now ttu-ough Monday, Angust 8th. 

Rese~ed seatii~g is limited to approximately 100 seats per day, Friday ttu-ough Sunday. 
The cost of a day-specific ticket is $50. A reserved ticket includes a desigmated 
seat with premium viewing of the 18th hole and full waiter service for cash concessioits 

and cash bar. Resm~ed seats are sold on a first-come, first-se~ed basis. With 
tiffs offer, you will huve first choice of yore seat, ahead of the general public. 

The tournament is again offerii~g a public hospitality option oi: the par-5 17th hole 
h~ the fom~ of the Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck, formerly called the Eagles’ Nest. 
These day-specific tickets are usually $89 eact~, but with tiffs early ticket sale 
you will receive $10 off each ticket you prochase, by usii~g the code word "loyal" 
at checkout. Each Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck ticket includes catered lunch, open 

bar and simcks. Tickets are available for Friday, Satin-day and Sunday. 

Tickets are available for oiiline at saschumpioitship.com [hr)¢://i20rs61:et,’t:~i&p2 
ll~_psfi~%bab&e~-1105921291923&~731&e 0013~c~D2~!m&~AJ,~,:d~UHBGOFDWUgxBY27til~\,V0 YD9 JaLkME0 )Q~_ :~gwDgR1i%mX~:G4JgY4MC04PTW ~IUkcRaN~YYg~LtDa~_’~=tZ~gzTHM11vooXc07 Y4169~ 
or by calliI~g (919) 531-4653. 

For more information on the SAS Championstffp, visit SASChumpioitship.com [~o:/k20 rs6 
l~osfi~%d~ab&e~-1106921291923&s 731&e O013jc~DQ%pmcL~AJ~,~UHEGOFD~/~_,gxEY2~/~2g~?o YD9 iaLkMEOQ~DgRlf~,G4JgY4MCO4PTW_~~o 
or tim the to~mment on Facebook and Tm~er at ~ecebook.co~gSASChumpio~Np [h~p:/,,i2Ors6ne~ 
lh~osfi’7t~bub&el- llO692129192B&~=TBl&e: 001BicDQSN~qYwSSr~,6XSas52B~_sA L~UH1~BPSoNoB~)09JoFYrI87B~O~dOoHP37r EVIDX ~aFGV~in51zblDv-llFuH4LvaNtOk~,,qZTqRSoiaEUzBlgMaOq86aOg] 
and ~iRer.co~tgSASChumpio~Np [~#J~20 ~s6 
~?,r_2osfi’7t~bab&el-110692129192B&a=TBl&e 001~m&~i bGCCsY S25r~zei                   PsE Yu~DAMK~NAgHkCPI YUTPLP                       cVbSe2SmSNIOPSSZUM 

Folward email 
t_~l~o://ufi co~staz~?~co1~lact com/sa/l\~t£j~o?lf~: -~s~2~%ba b&m 1101286479439&eabla~lo~(~@mcaan:~lcedtg&~1106921291923 

TNs email was sent to blanton@~caa.m~c.edu by e~Nly.knu~@octagon.com. 

h~tant removal ruth SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
b~q~:/!visitorco>star~tcontactco~gdo?p un&mse O01dRCypZSTHoW~z-zL3OeIZShVBbMJSQ6G&~ 001E2Bsot4PDwNdLX[F51bA0w%3D%3D&llr psfl~Tt~bab 

~ivacy Poficy: 
~:~/td co~sta~tco~act comkc~A~aiCCPrivacyPolic~ 

ONine Markefi~g by 
Constant Contact(R) 
~.coiNtantcontact. com 

SAS Championstfip presented by BloombeN Businessweek ] Octagon ] 940 NW Cary Parlay, SNte 102 ] CaW ] NC ] 27513 



Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

SAS Championship 2011 PreoSa~e Ticket Offers 
Limited Time Early Bird Special 

In a ground-breaking first for the SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg Businessweek, 
reserved seating will now be available this year. The tournament is extending a 
special invitation to past ticket buyers and supporters of the championship. You will have an 
exclusive opportunity to purchase reserved seating and Harrah’s Casino Deck tickets 
before the general public, now through Monday, August 8th. 



Reserved seating is limited to approximately 100 seats per day, Friday through Sunday. The 
cost of a day-specific ticket is $50. A reserved ticket includes a designated seat with premium 
viewing of the 18th hole and full waiter service for cash concessions and cash bar. Reserved 
seats are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. With this offer, you will have first choice of 
your seat, ahead of the general public. 

The tournament is again offering a public hospitality option on the par-5 17th hole in the form of 
the Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck, formerly called the Eagles’ Nest. These day-specific 
tickets are usually $89 each, but with this early ticket sale you will receive $10 off each ticket 
you purchase, by using the code word "loyal" at checkout. Each Harrah’s Cherokee Casino 
Deck ticket includes catered lunch, open bar and snacks. Tickets are available for Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday. 

Tickets are available for online at saschampionship.com or by calling (919) 531-4653. 

For more information on the SAS Championship, visit SASChampionship.com or find the 
tournament on Facebook and Twitter at facebook.com/SASChampionship and 
twitter.com/SASChampionship. 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by emily.knuth@octaqon.com 
Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg Businessweek I Octagon I 940 NW Cary Parkway, Suite 102 I Cary I NC I 27513 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 8:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database Summer Numbers (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, August 8 with very limited access to email and voicemail. If you need immediate assistance 
you can reach me on my cell phone at 

I will respond to all emails and voicemail when I return to the office. 

Thank you. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 08/04/11 20:08 >>> 

Good evening, 
The summer numbers will no longer be over-written, so you can now make the necessary changes in the summer term. If there is a 
grade still outstanding (there were 17 on this last upload), keep watching for it to turn and let me know when it does. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.com<~:iimrhee~b~c.cs~v.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Marcia Toms" <marcia_toms@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, August 5,2011 9:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH ASPSA Tutor Presentation 

Hi Brent, 

As August is already upon us, I wanted to check in about the 
presentation you’ve asked me to give. 

I’ll be coming to Kenan on Thursday, August 25th. The presentation 

will be from 6-8 pm. 6-6:50 will be large group discussion of providing 
structure, questioning strategies and assertiveness. 7-7:25 will be 
with the problem-based course tutors (math, science, economics, etc []). 

7:35-8 will be with the writing-reading based courses (English, 

communication, sociology, etc []) 

The room will have a laptop and projector. I’ll probably want to use 
handouts. If I send them to you by Tuesday, 8/23 could you make copies? 
Also, I’m happy to give you electronic copies of any handouts I use as 
well as the PowerPoints. I’m not comfortable with video taping the 
presentation, however. 

Also, when you get done with the tutor handbook, will you send me a 
copy so I can be sure to use the same language that you are using? 

We didn’t discuss honorarium numbers, but I suggest $200. Please let 
me know if this is agreeable to you. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

-Marcia 

..... Original Message ..... 

Hi Marcia, 
Sounds great; thanks again for your time this morning and for your 
willingness to help me out during training. Let me know if anything 
else changes and I will get the handbook completed as soon as possible 
so you can look it over before the session. 

Speak to you soon! 
Brent 

..... Original Message ..... 

Hi Brent, 

I actually have something going on Wednesday night as well. Can we move 

my segment back to Thursday 8/25? 

Thanks 

Marcia 



Marcia Toms 
Associate Director 
Undergraduate Tutorial Center 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
Campus Box 7118 / 101 Park Shops 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7118 
919.513.7829 
h~p:i/www.~cs~.ed~dm~oria~_ce~er/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are permanently retained and may be disclosed to 
third parties." 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p>Dear Colleagues,</p> <p>We are gathering information from peer institutions re... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 5, 201l 2:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Email List 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Hey Brent, 

Attached is the tutor list, by subject and alphabetical, with their email addresses. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hey Brent, 

Attached is the tutor list, by subject and alphabetical, with their email addresses. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 

khancock@uncaaoUnCoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 5,2011 4:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: IC Checklist 

TEXT.htm; Independent Contractor Determination Checklist.pdf; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Brent, 
Here you go. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C-919-619-6237 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Clare Duffy 8/5/2011 2:57 PM >>> 

Clare Duffy 
Athletic Business Office 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-962-0011 (0) 
919-962-0125 (F) 
duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Brent, 

Here you go. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C-919-619-6237 
nate~rb      uncaaouncoedu 
> > > Clare Duffy 8/5/2011 2:57 PM > > > 

Clare Duffy 

Athletic Business Office 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-962-0011 (0) 
919-962-0125 (F) 

d uffvce(~Lb u nCaaoU nc.ed u 
www.tarheelblue.corn 



THE UNIVERSITY 

g~f NORTH CAROLINA 

a~ CHAPEL HILL 

EMPLOYEE/INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR DETERMINATION CHECKLIST 

Note: This form must be completed by the department and reviewed and approved by 
Disbursement Services BEFORE making a commitment to an individual to be paid as an 

independent contractor. 

This checklist helps Disbursement Services determine whether an employer/employee 

relationship exists for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. The questions below provide 
information as to the degree of control and the degree of independence in the relationship 

between the individual performing services and the employer, UNC at Chapel Hill. Additional 
information may be requested to make the appropriate determination. Final determination is 
made by Disbursement Services in conjunction with Human Resources and is based on 

consideration of all the known facts and not any one answer alone. 

Sections 1 and 2 may be completed by the requesting department or by the individual 

performing service. 

Section 2 requires only one part (A, B, or C) to be completed: Part A is for guest lecturers; Part 

B is for high level researchers such as co-principal investigators on sponsored projects; and 

Part C is for all other individuals. 

Section 3 must be fully completed by the department and signed by the individual performing 
services. All signatures are required prior to submission to Disbursement Services. Incomplete 

forms will be returned to the originating department. 

Current Employer/Employee Relationship 

currently employed by UNC-Chapel Hill, or any other 
~1~1 

~1 I Is this individual 
State of NC agency? 
¯ If yes, what agency?. 

Was the individual on the UNC-Chapel Hill payroll (or any other State of I~1 II 
NC agency - regular or temporary) during the 12 month period prior to the 
date these services are to begin? 

Does UNC- Chapel Hill plan to hire this individual as an employee soon 
after the period of his or her services as an independent contractor? 

Is this individual currently working as an independent contractor for UNC- 

Chapel Hill, and/or has he/she worked as an independent contractor for 

UNC-Chapel Hill within the past 12 months? 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 8/23/2010 Page 



THE UNIVERSITY 

g~]~ NORTH CAROLINA 

a~ CHAPEL HILL 

Complete only one part (A, B, or C) depending on the type of 

services provided by the individual 

Part A. 

Part B. 

1. Is the individual a "guest Lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures at only one 

or two class sessions? 

2. Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being offered 

for academic credit toward a university degree? 

3. Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation (versus 

presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the University)? 

U 

1. Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a University 

faculty member or director in a "collaboration between equals" type 

arrangement? 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby a UNC-Chapel 

Hill faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

U U 

Part C. 

Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services outside of 

UNC-Chapel Hill to the general public as part of a continuing trade or business? 

Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, supplies, 

and equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely on the 

individual’s expertise, supplies and equipment? 

U U 

3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that the 
D D individual is required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual to set the 

work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other 
D D employees are paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established 
D D business at risk for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work-related injuries? 
D D 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? 
D D 

8. Are the services performed on campus? If no, indicate the appropriate 

percentage of time the individual spends on campus,         % 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 8/23/2010 Page 2 



THE UNIVERSITY 

g~f NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

6eneral Information (Please type or print clearly.) 

Service Provider’s Name Social Security Number * (See Section 7) 

Service Provider’s Street Address City 

Brief description of specific services to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

State Zip 

Location where services will be provided: 

Start Date: End Date 

How fee is determined: 

Fee is Fixed: Milestone Based: 

Total Fee (S): 

Hourly Rate: Other: 

(rate) (method) 

Certification of Provider / Independent Contractor 

I certify that all the information provided in this document is correct. 

Signature of Individual Performing Services Date 

Certification of UNC at Chapel Hill Department 

Department Representative 
(Type-Print Name) 

Department Name: 

Form Prepared by: Name: 

Signature Dept Representative 

Dept. Number 

Phone: 

Date 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 8/23/20:10 Page 3 



THE UNIVERSITY 

g~f NORTH CAROLINA 

a~ CHAPEL HILL 

Twenty Factor Test for Determining Independent Contractor or 

Employee Status (Source: IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41) 

Please Check one box for each item 

Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same 

time? 
Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? 

Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? 

4 

o 

° 

Can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than 

the loss of payment for personal services? 

Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? 

Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the 

service? 

Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC-Chapel Hill facilities? 

° 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Will the worker receive training of any type? 

Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC-Chapel 

Hill? 

If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC-Chapel Hill? 

Will UNC-Chapel Hill determine or have the right to determine the order 

sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic 

basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? 

15. Will UNC-Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? 

16. Is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or 

how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? 

18. Must the service(s)be rendered personally? 

19. Can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an hourly 

employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without 

liability? 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 8/23/2010 Page 



THE UNIVERSITY 

g~f NORTH CAROLINA 

a~ CHAPEL HILL 

Submission and Return of Assessment 

FAX: 

E-MAIL: 

919-962-2356 

ic_review@unc.edu 

* Please leave SSN blank (or cover) during initial determination 

phase when emailing. During payment processing, insure SSN 

is available and visible. (See Section 3) 

Departmental Preference for Return Response: 

FAX: 

E-MAIL: 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 8/23/2010 Page 5 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hi, 

Here is the training itinerary for Wally for next week. He will be in the office on Tuesday, August 9th. 

Let me know if you see any errors or if anything needs to change, 

Thanks so much for all of your help! 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[iNatio~a~ Listserv~ N4A Natio~a~ 
<p>Katt,</p> <p>We created a video this year with the help of one of our NYU film... 

Sent to you by The Nalio~a1 Associalion of Academic Advisors for A~Netics (N4A~ 
New Member Website located at ~:iin4a.solacedewcom 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tions. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to             . The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 

Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



To follow up on our meeting yesterday, let’s plan on meeting next Friday, August 12th at 10:00 a.m. 

items we will need to discuss: 

Academic coaches 

Follow up on study hall/tutoring 

Team meeting agendas 

Let me know if this time does not work for anyone, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Hi, Everyone: 

As I am sure most of you are aware, Wally Richardson will be starting on Tuesday, August 9th as our new Associate 

Director for Football. I have attached his training itinerary for this week. I will be out of the office until Thursday, so any 
help you can give to Nate and Robert to make sure he gets to his appointments would be much appreciated. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your help! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 8:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: COMM tutor 

TEXT.htm; Re_ COMM tutor.msg 

Hi Brent, 
She is interested in being a COMM tutor. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hi Brent, 
She is interested in being a COMM tuton 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 

em I}tons d~u ncaaou nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingsite, com <audio@professortrainingsite. com> 
Monday, August 8, 2011 10:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Living Learning Communities: Tools for Long-term Student Success-Webinar 8/18 
TEXT.htm 

Train your staff for one low price of $199. 

"Living Learning Communities: Tools for Long-term Student Success" 
Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
!~tlp:iA~,,ww,.prof’essortrainingsite. corn/1 S6/0/2/p5ZAI)Nc/pdF52Z64i/~0e 

Highlights of this valuable webinar include: 

Strategies to Implement & Market Your Living Learning Community 
** Keys to make your program intriguing to incoming & seasoned students 
** Strategies to market your program & increase student participation 
** Facebook, Twitter & Blackboard: Keys to boost student connectivity 
** How to make your living learning community a selling point for your college 

Living Learning Communities-Your College [] s Biggest Retention Tool 
** Strategies to increase student accessibility to advising & tutoring 
** Early engagement and long-term retention techniques that work 
** Keys to gain partnership from academic affairs & faculty for success 

Strategies to Boost Student Success with a Learning Community 
** Keys to making learning communities accessible to all students 
** Complications to avoid when students are undecided or switch majors 
** How to align academic objectives within your living community standards 

Question and Answer Session [] Have Your Living Learning Community Questions 
Answered! 

* Living Learning Communities: Tools for Long-term Student Success* 
* Live, 60-Minute Webinar * 
* Thursday, August 18, 2011 [] 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~:/iwww.prof~essorlrainingsi te. corn/1 $6/0/2/~ 5 Z ADNc/~p6F 52Z64 i/£~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~:/iwwvv.professortrai.r~ingsite.com/1 S6/4C/2/p5ZADNc/p6F52Z64ffpOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 556006 

Contact ID#: - 1761449642 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 8, 2011 10:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor and Study Hall Monitor Email List 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Attached is the updated tutor and study hall monitor list. 

Thanks, 
Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



Brent, 

Attached is the updated tutor and study hall monitor list. 

Thanks, 
Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 

khancock@uncaaoUnCoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 11:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Orientation/Training (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18, 2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger 
( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu) for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 08/08/11 11:08 >>> 

Good morning, 
I hope you all had a wonderful weekend. I wanted to send out another in a series of reminders about our orientation/training sessions 
scheduled for August 22, 23 and 25 on the 5th floor of the North Box at 6pm each night. It’s hard to believe that it all begins again in 
just two weeks but I do look forward to seeing you all again. 

Have a great week and do let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:ii~arl~eelbl~e.cs~v.com<~:iitarheelblt~e.cstv.co 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 11 19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Orientation/Training 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Looking forward to three nights of tutor training. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/8/2011 11:08 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
I hope you all had a wonderful weekend. I wanted to send om another in a series of reminders abom our oriemation/training sessions 
scheduled for August 22, 23 and 25 on the 5th floor of the North Box at 6pm each night. It[] s hard to believe that it all begins again in 
just two weeks but I do look forward to seeing you all again. 

Have a great week and do let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 

Center for Studem Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

http:/itarheel[blue.cstv.com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Looking forward to three nights of tutor training. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/8/2011 11:08 AM > > > 

Good morning, 

I hope you all had a wonderful weekend. I wanted to send out another in a series of reminders about our 

orientation]training sessions scheduled for August zz, z3 and z5 on the 5th floor of the North Box at 6pm each night. It’s 

hard to believe that it all begins again in just two weeks but I do look forward to seeing you all again. 

Have a great week and do let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-31o7 

X Descri 
ption: 
Descri 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 3:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Numbers 

TEXT.htm; 2010-11 Award Winners Final. docx 

Attached are all winners... 

The number for ACC and Dean’s List are at the end. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Attached are all winners... 

The number for ACC and Dean’s List are at the end. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa~unc edu 

www,tarheelblue.com 



FYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 4:19 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc, edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award 2012 on-line application notice. 

TEXT.htm 

FYI: 

Counselors - please read below and let me know if you or your coaches have anyone interested. I have sent an email to all coaches 
and assistant coaches as well. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Reagan, Betty" <breagan@ncaa.org> 8/4/2011 2:48 PM >>> 

MEMORANDIUM 

August 4, 2011 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 
Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 

FROM: Ellen Summers 
Librarian. 

] [] of NCAA Division I Member 
Institutions. 

SUBJECT: 2011-12 NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Program. 

The application for the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards for the winter/spring/summer 2012 is now available at 
www.ncaa.org. 

To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I member institution; 



enrolled originally in or before January 2007; exhausted institutional eligibility for athletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 
semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives from seven NCAA Division I member institutions. Funds 
ordinarily allow awards to be made to less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is important to stress to your students that they 
must fill out the application completely and provide supporting documents in order to be considered for this award. 

The completed application and supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office and be postmarked no later than 
September 23. The committee will make its decisions on funding by October 31. 

Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or esummers@ncaa.org, or Betty Reagan at 317-917-6367 or breagan@ncaa.org if you have 
questions about this award or the application. 

ELS :br 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



FYI: 

Counselors - please read below and let me know if you or your coaches have anyone interested. I have sent an email to 

all coaches and assistant coaches as well. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > "Reagan, Betty" <breagan@ncaa.org > 8/4/2011 2:48 PM > > > 
MEMORANDIUM 

August4,2011 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 
Faculty Athletics Representatives ] - of NCAA Division I Member 
Senior Woman Administrators ] Institutions. 

FROM: Ellen Summers 
Librarian. 

SUBJECT: 2011-12 NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Program. 

The application for the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards for the winter/spring/summer 2012 is 
now available at www.ncaa.org. 

To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I 
member institution; enrolled originally in or before January 2007; exhausted institutional eligibility for 
athletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an 
undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives from seven NCAA Division I member 
institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awards to be made to less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is 
important to stress to your students that they must fill out the application completely and provide 
supporting documents in order to be considered for this award. 

The completed application and supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office and be 
postmarked no later than September 23. The committee will make its decisions on funding by October 31. 



Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or esummers@ncaa.org, or Betty Reagan at 317-917-6367 or 
breagan@ncaa.org if you have questions about this award or the application. 

ELS :br 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 
email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 
illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 9:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Strategies for Combating the Too-Far-From-Home Objection 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
i20 co~taatcontact com,~endei?ih-b’~,heq_~bab&v 001W5XuTISOwGI~F9LVYckqcrIOP6vFohDUDx ~@ZTfYzIH LK~d0E3Z~SJHT- 

AE PUC9~w O~&XN~Xp~_~ X6 GVHL 6 aZ                   z4BilCMLIbSXTO4RVoLToFR~p~O3-R4~zKIs%3D 

You’re receivfi]g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
!~o:/A, Jsitor r20 co~s~a~*Ico:@act com/c {s-D?lh- b,a, he~bab&l- 11069954825385611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,sd: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi]g email ~om m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~@p"/visitorcor~:~amcomac~co~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fhOW~Lavd~oB~F ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001HC2~ %3D%3D&~eason 001I~JpNEBU%3D&~r 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [tttqo://~20 rs6 nel!tn {sp?llr bwhecl~Poab&e>1106995482538&~:56114&e 0019~nC MBqsCJCOsRb2F-1 6d5sUDezdHZT- 
mFFRJH9HX2VI~EarGgldbOdE~2~gsdVTVvCdeOZ              E C f£m \~ zVC-bTI~].~E t5 D oU H oh96 fP~ :] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Angust 9, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 32 

Strategies for Combati~g the Too-Far-From-Home Objection 

It shalck me a few days ago how often the "distance from home" objection so completely 
controls whether or not your recruit takes your interest seriously or not, and ends 
up packfi~g up the l:o~tffly car and comfi~g to your campus for four years. 

Thut epiphuny probably shoul&~’t have made such an impact on me, but some previous 
conversation,s tiffs past week ruth ore clients - who are workfi~g ruth m to map out 
fl~e sta~ of tNs ne~ reciting season [ tl~ab&etllO6995482538&~56114&e 0019:G~ 
X~zOY~FR5zikImTmo3~qBwYsJPe ~@~ ARS~KcYrULNOBz125wSE&~VS~9~t] 
- seemed to be comfi~g ~oce-to-~oce ruth the hard, cold reali~ that they weren’t 
exactly sme how Ngh to place their really good out-of-area reci~ts on their 

developfi~g recrNfing boar&. 

For a lot of coaches - maybe you, too - the distance fiom home question can end 
recmiti~g before it even begfi~s. 

The difficult patt of all tiffs is the prospect and their parents. Once in a wNle, 
you’ll get an honest l:~mily who tells you right fiom the statt thut they don’t want 
to compete that l:~r away fiom home, and politely suggests thut you don’t need to 
put any energy into ti34ng to convince them othelwise. 

It works otherwise, too: There are some prospects who won’t want to compete for 
you because you’re too close to home. They want somettff~g different in a college, 
and since they’ve alrea@ defined you [tmda://~20 rs6 
lh b,a, hec~nbab&e>:l106995482538&~56114&e 0019.v%nC MBqsA0s!otmDuZHfiTec06BiGhFC{JHLR23.LhvTOe amrYb2D~*SXBOCI4J49FY1LGXSHI~Scil)Gv9MzMei3vW MkdoIn21JIbrORcNJ- 

] 
over the past few years, it’s goring to be a long-shot to convince them that you 
deselwe to be a sefiom consideration. 

As a college recruiter, the problem with tl~ese all-too-familiar scenarios is simple: 

Your prospects will rarely oiler-up their tree feelings and tell you how they feel. 

Today, I want to make the case that detemff~ff~g those feelfi~gs right away is probably 
one of the hurclles I’ve seen really good recruiters clear, leadi~g to consistently 
good recruiti~g classes. They Mmw when to pursue the out-of-area recruits, and 
when to cut bait and i~m. And they don’t waste a lot of time makfi~g that detemff~ation... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106995482538&~56114&e ~9x3nCMBqsCQMWFAVrAqzBUR696~eBFEYIy4L~UAdvgWteaKGjf~wimNzq~B~RcTKRQDwJVcb~c sPjAjzsR5qRzLcYp5XOMS- 
fejbds4MHRLTAadH fcUKWUcllRfE-hYVo-VpjmcC f23~Jx!8 Qhl VmwYUltKE J2Q9 shKK1AaVFmHTN fXHia82mYUyUbB] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJhl.jsp?lll--bwheqnbab&et-1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsBG- S26Bkmch3 erYIJ2IEOQXYyP12hpMEZwgLWe-Xbcd0KURX 10WjzlOWwjqcgfC- 
wqJPAmyGTFdpFuTobZ0 onOOh6 LvHva3g¥~V0 Sh4b43M6uTgWECofj CvL8 MUxIZpOjwzXtm~ Y0keQTedSwq- fXAgeeZ XylA8gfl~l ikcwQzGi5mOgYybxFuLhVnTKe -k21FC 17e&-29OcZza- 
TT6bC822maoLegk~kKgldkTQ1NTuph6NuhJiz V540 JbjzN01MB eeH6pgWHp~tl4OwwJ4Yn3] 

Follow us on Twitter [~o:i!~20rs6ne~/~jS~?llr: b,~heqi~xd~&et 1106995482538&s 56114&e: 0019~SnC MBqsCeHILBvgwSt~9s~&~p5-ISeF b0it 
XSRODTgr z65506 ~2E 5~[S~:Klqg ] 

DanTudor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106995482538&~56114&e ~9x3nCMBqsBuBH7zZRYjkkmf~A2y3QXQEc9F3yz~krq~xFEJ~M~yTQdk~K4qQtCWXmIyvMb~ffzRMsSu~7yAJ~9~cVkU~Kh~xJz KTSK56jkllcSV-v- 
MeeIz~jG~qJj-7jbXgXM~4mww~HaT-xuWZiqkKLkdtm.IGh&.ereAkjeXDGIb4yk8Kup9c2TYqq-H4iGE~L~dgu~E¥%8mXukv8-pAsp~36Zdy2uXFP‘a~JL9Aw ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

Notth Carolfim Football Scrambling to Get back on Track A~ffd Coactff~g Chunge 

Notth Carolfim football is statting practices with a new coach and a possible NCAA 
investigation looking over them. Get the inside story on how the Tarheels are dealing 
with tiffs difficult circtm~stance. 

For that plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as ti-afiffng 
videos feamlJng DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106995482538&s 56114&e O019x3nCMBqsBcLxcIdNyBkm-gMX- 
JJUI’oG12AW6Ps3AhU Sm8beQwTPByaQzoU EysYe6j K 11qWnGH SkWz sDpF0zZ 110¥~!97YVAj QUWIpioqGs- 
pJfi-Cu8ysZ ECtT cHMDlwpYo 1 MTkV2otl8Qsl QhC Pve5G4vLuvYj QpOyzxVE2 B XZosH 10uEedscwgIT4I]I]. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [~o://~20 rs6 nc~/tt@~ 
]h b,z, heclnbab&e>:llO6995482538&~56114&e 0019.<3nC MBqs&Yh,~XleJakl<A 837Ili 0FksxwHr MStmk79fbUFBllRODBOeMWZoQnpd3MnEHV,4poI *vvOCcnid55ZTCSPstora9eSFQEVzLsjP_jcOaI- 



] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsBG- S26Bkmch3 erYIJ2IEOQXYyP12hpMEZwgLWe-Xbcd0KURX 10WjzlOWwjqcgfC- 
wqJPAmyGTFdpFuTobZ0 onOOh6 LvHvu3g¥~V0 Sh4b43M6uTgWECofj CvL8 MUxKpOjwzXtm: Y0keQTedSwq- fXAgeeZ XylA8gfl:l ikcwQzGi5mOgYybxFuLhVnTKe -k21FC 17e&-29OcZza- 
TT6bC822maoL egk:kKgldkTQ 1NTuph6NuhJiz V540 JbjzN01MB eeH6pgWHp:il4OwwJ4Yn3] 

Follow us onTwitter [~o.://:20rsd::e~,’~tNe?lh-bwheq::bab&e~1106995482538&s :56114&e 0019x3nC MBqsCeHIL3v6wShq6_Qgsahv:)5.ISeF b0it- 

] 

The Committnent Facto:: A Study of Top-100 Basketball Recruit Behuvior 

For years, many college coaches have used our research and study [ 
i1: bwhe~bab&el~ 1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019~tC MB%Ab5UU5FCIDk3Iis Ki~FfU~1E~t1~ae3K2d~e~2~85J~~F8J-LJ11~tVTH~3C~1~v~L2L1v6~l~6cms~Z1sZllA 
how recruits make their decisions helpful in cra~ing a modern r ecmiti::g sh-ategy 
of their own. 

Recently an inhepid wliter from Spotts Illush-ated conducted a study of the top 
100 college basketball prospects to find out whut made them commit to a college, 

and why some de-committed. 

For instance, take the case of Lamont Jones (pictm-ed): He hansfei:ed between fore- 
high schools, committi::g to fore- different colleges, and then h-a:~sferli::g to another 
college last season. Wbut caused him to chunge his mind? 

It’s a gn-eat look at the mindset of today’s reci~ts. See if you agn-ee with their 
finch:~gs... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsC215rM591LZm-z- 
17NXL8QvgOzlwiCeuVYilx80iXHM8Zf ABaFSEuOmG5Lm 84SNFmMc8~bRKwqwHL~6~rgWq~6BJRI6cZAQhELK287FhtB38DkwARGyJHca6hi.54ck7UCrEeJspVyy2aQZsDEIfew3S-- 
9ouh24k2h¥~VWpAbk4cZ aBgYwN3iB3uI PkrVk ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsBG- S26Bkmch3 erYIJ2IEOQXYyP12hpMEZwgLWe-Xbcd0KURX 10WjzlOWwjqcgfC- 
wqJPAmyGTFdpFuTobZ0 onOOh6 LvHvu3g¥~V0 Sh4b43M6uTgWECofj CvL8 MUxKpOjwzXtml Y0keQTedSwq- fXAgeeZ XylA8gfl:l ikcwQzGi5mOgYybxFuLhVnTKe -k21FC 17e&-29OcZza- 
TT6bC822maoLegk:~KgldkTQ1NTuph6NuhJiz V54OJbjzN01MBeeH6pgWHp:fl4OwwJ4Yn3] 

Followus onTwitter [h~ro://~2Ors6net,q~:is~?llr b~ad:eq::bab&e~l106995482538&~=56114&e 0019x_3nC MBclsCeHIL3v6wSh~6Qgsahvp5-ISeF b0it- 

XSRODTd~I’z65506                       ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [~d:2://~20~s6:~lel/tu{sp?llr b,z, heq:~lba~&e>1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nC MB%6 MF::GAkGdZwJF- 

k~u1i1~c~;~5W~1~5wL~dKXIz~8PPmq~L~C3~A6~XC~kZKeV7aS1~5UcaHNT1Qr~zJ89E9~x\~59v~wBHWiL4p72~PNcZxc‘I‘IKKu~cTWYFE47Jw~E%JYAX~‘JuzZU RSKE9J9wcCLt,~,Xb4sPY ] 

Wunt to Bri~g Dan Tudor to Your Campus This Fall? Here’s How... 

Road Tlip! [hgro:/ll20 rs6 ~et/*~, isp?ll~>,hecl:rlbab&e*- 1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nC MBclsCwwF3o2N2kG6 lx6Zhz3Hgsd~3TUk3iV3czmH,~iALr2CQbAaIoLLQkQT- 
tlPdf’TAekkpiDldO~dwoEQaiOkwBdNoTTIGQ5Y2s~-hM{eEhtiw ]The 
mmual Fall roadttip is about to get m~de:way for Dan Tudor and the Tudor Collegiate 
Strategeis team[ 
We have stops in California, Wisco~sin, Illinois and Michigm~, just to ~mme a few. 
Ore- On-Campus Workshop schedule is taking shape for August, September and October, 
but we will have openings for yore- athletic depattment. 
If you’d like to host Dan Tudor on your campus, and go thi-o~gh our research-based, 
cutti~g-edge interaction presentations, get the details and contact us ASAP to get 
on the schedule for 2011-2012... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [t~’p:i/*2~’~go?llr bwhcq#bab&el 1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019×3nC .MBqsB O3IiVEv3WbaMZv0@~’aUcFws9sf-dgMwHg 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsBG- S26Bkmch3 erYIJ2IEOQXYyP12hpMEZwgLWe-Xbcd0KURX 10WjzlOWwjqcgfC- 
wqJPAmyGTFdpFuTobZ0 onOOh6 LvHva3g¥~V0 Sh4b43M6uTgWECofj CvL8 MUxKpOjwzXtm~ Y0keQTedSwq- fXAgeeZ XylA8gfl~l ikcwQzGi5mOgYybxFuLhVnTKe -k21FC 17e&-29OcZza- 
TT6bC822maoLegk~KgldkTQ1NTuph6NuhJiz V540 JbjzN01MB eeH6pgWHp~il4OwwJ4Yn3] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
LScZ6~_,Gm 1 3,~gDXSRODT4Tz65506                       ] 

NCAA Meeti~gs Tiffs Week May Sigmal Beginning of Significant Changes 

Courtesy Tom Farray, ESPN.com 

Six years ago, as huppens evelT six years or so, a big meeting was held for a collective 
wli~gi~g of hands by the bespectacled chieftain,s who control college sports and 
thus can change it for the better but for decades huve chosen not to do so because 
they’re gn-ipp e d with the fear thut they might just lose their jobs in the process. 
Then-NCAA honcho Myles Brand convened that 50-member gn-oup, and the "Presidential 
Task Force on the Futm-e of Division I Athletics" went to work. 

It produced nothi~g of any real value. 

Now comes Mark Emmert, successor to Brand, who will welcome 50 or so university 
leaders to Indianapolis for an urgent retreat later today, where over two days they 
will begin to chatt a new, prestmmbly more cogent and less scandalous futm-e for 
Division I sports. He’s sounding the alarm... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l106995482538&~56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsDZITuwUKJreaQAEtwazCCBeplyqVp6UrDfcgUTkerKsP2 QSpahYcBpK8OJPLtfOqLQEPF442H3eYoTwdpoQvjBTeAma35zSTPFLP6DRiN3wfvTD? 
-6r ouitx0v-NXs SVIOwdaI<a~Mtflc2ApnS SDw~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1106995482538&s 56114&e 0019x3nCMBqsBG- S26Bkmch3 erYIJ2IEOQXYyP12hpMEZwgLWe-Xbcd0KURX 10WjzlOWwjqcgfC- 
wqJPAmyGTFdpFuTobZ0 onOOh6 LvHva3g¥~V0 Sh4b43M6uTgWECofj CvL8 MUxKpOjwzXtm~ Y0keQTedSwq- fXAgeeZ XylA8gfl~l ikcwQzGi5mOgYybxFuLhVnTKe -k21FC 17e&-29OcZza- 
TT6bC822maoLegk~KgldkTQ1NTuph6NuhJiz V540 JbjzN01MB eeH6pgWHp~il4OwwJ4Yn3] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                il~ab&e~ 1106995482538&~56114&e: 0019~G~C ME~>CeHIL3v6wShi~a:~5-ISeF b0it- 

] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches[ 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

College 

Strategies for Combating the Too-Far-From-Home 
Objection 

It struck me a few days ago how often the 
"distance from home" objection so completely 
controls whether or not your recruit takes your 
interest seriously or not, and ends up packing up 
the family car and coming to your campus for 
four years. 

That epiphany probably shouldn’t have made 
such an impact on me, but some previous 
conversations this past week with our clients - 

start ef th~s next recruit[a# seasoa - seemed 
to be coming face-to-face with the hard, cold 

reality that they weren’t exactly sure how high to place their really good out-of-area recruits 
on their developing recruiting boards. 

For a lot of coaches - maybe you, too - the distance from home question can end recruiting 
before it even begins. 

The difficult part of all this is the prospect, and their parents. Once in awhile, you’ll get an 
honest family who tells you right from the start that they don’t want to compete that far 
away from home, and politely suggests that you don’t need to put any energy into trying to 
convince them otherwise. 

It works otherwise, too: There are some prospects who won’t want to compete for you 
because you’re too close to home. They want something different in a college, and since 
they’~e a~rea~ ~efiae~ ~ou over the past few years, it’s going to be a long-shot to 
convince them that you deserve to be a serious consideration. 

As a college recruiter, the problem with these all-too-familiar scenarios is simple: 



Your prospects will rarely offer-up their true feelings and tell you how they feel. 

Today, I want to make the case that determining those feelings right away is probably one 
of the hurdles I’ve seen really good recruiters clear, leading to consistently good recruiting 
classes. They know when to pursue the out-of-area recruits, and when to cut bait and run. 
And they don’t waste a lot of time making that determination... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

The Latest on Our Facebook Fan Page: 

North Carolina Football Scrambling to 
Gct back on Track Amid Coaching 
Change 

North Carolina football is starting practices with a new coach and a possible NCAA 
investigation looking over them. Get the inside story on how the Tarheels are dealing with 
this difficult circumstance. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos 
featuring Dan Tudor - just click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on 
Twitter. 



The Commitment Factor: A Study of Top-loo 
Basketball Recruit Behavior 

For years, many college coaches have used our research 
and study on how recruits make their decisions helpful in 
crafting a modern recruiting strategy of their own. 

Recently an intrepid writer from Sports Illustrated conducted 
a study of the top 100 college basketball prospects to find 
out what made them commit to a college, and why some 
de-committed. 

For instance, take the case of Lamont Jones (pictured): He 
transferred between four high schools, committing to four 
different colleges, and then transferring to another college 
last season. What caused him to change his mind? 

It’s a great look at the mindset of today’s recruits. See if 
you agree with their findings... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Want to Bring Dan Tudor to Your Campus This 
Fall? Here’s How... 

The annual Fall roadtrip is about to get underway for 
Dan Tudor and the Tudor Collegiate Strategeis team! 

We have stops in California, Wisconsin, Illinois and 
Michigan, just to name a few. 

Our On-Campus Workshop schedule is taking shape for 
August, September and October, but we will have 
openings for your athletic department. 



If you’d like to host Dan Tudor on your campus, and go through our research-based, cutting- 
edge interaction presentation, get the details and contact us ASAP to get on the schedule for 
2011-2012... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NCAA Meetings This Week May Signal Beginning 
of Significant Changes 

H NCAA 
Courtesy Tom Farray, ESPN. corn 

Six years ago, as happens every six years or so, a big 
meeting was held for a collective wringing of hands by the 
bespectacled chieftains who control college sports and thus 
can change it for the better but for decades have chosen not 
to do so because they’re gripped with the fear that they might 
just lose their jobs in the process. Then-NCAA honcho Myles 
Brand convened that 50-member group, and the "Presidential 
Task Force on the Future of Division I Athletics" went to work. 

It produced nothing of any real value. 

Now comes Mark Emmert, successor to Brand, who will welcome 50 or so university leaders 
to Indianapolis for an urgent retreat later today, where over two days they will begin to 
chart a new, presumably more cogent and less scandalous future for Division I sports. He’s 
sounding the alarm... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"DragonFly Athletics, LLC" <hannah@dragonflyathletics.com> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 12:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RoadTrip iPad app 

TEXT.htm 
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Introducing... RoadTrip 
The mobile content app for your iPad 

DRAGONFLY ROADTRIP FEATURES: 

A cost-effective solution wit~ unlimited video, data, and apps. 

GET SIMPLE, CONVENIENT ACCESS ON YOUR ROADTRIP! 

LEARN MORE TODAY 

WWW.DRAGONFLYATHLETICS. COM [~:/ir20.rs6.netitr~.,p?ll~=f~vrdat~&et= 110~924634838&s= 1428&e=001Mi~AkdCSOm4dLuX~ 
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About Us 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC is t~e leading provider of digital media services for collegiate 
athletics. We address the needs of our clients by providing high-quality, secure, 
mad reliable access to any content they need to view. 

DragonFly is designed to assist you in all aspects of preparation. Our technology 
delivers tools for coaching, officiating, delivering, and commentating. 

Our company prides itself on being cutting-edge yet simplistic. 

We axe The Division I Network. 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC 

P.O. Box 3172 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403 

256.270.1163 

Forwaacd email 
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The mobile confenf app for your 

DRAGONFLY ROADTR~P FEATURES: 



RoadT~ p features 

A cost-effective solution with unlimited video, data, and apps. 

GET S~MPLE, CONVENIENT ACCESS ON YOUR ROADTR~P! 
LEARN MORE TODAY 

WWWo DRAGON F LYATH LET~CSoCOM 

Abouf Us 



DragonFly Athletics, LLC is the leading provider of digital media services for collegiate 

athletics. We address the needs of our clients by providing highoquality, secure, and 

reliable access to any content they need to view. 

DragonFly is designed to assist you in all aspects of preparation. Our technology delivers 

tools for coaching, officiating, delivering, and commentating. 

Our company prides itself on being cutting-edge yet simplistic. 

We are The Division I Network. 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC 
P.O. Box 3172 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403 
256.270.1163 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 1:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Malty <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Durham Bulls Game 

Hello All: 

I know this is short notice but Jenn, Beth and I have been talking about catching a Durham Bulls before the semester gets underway. 
Due to everyone’s summer vacation schedule it has been difficult to plan an outing with everyone in town. 

The Durham Bulls will be playing at home through Thursday night and then begin a road trip that will not see them return until 
August 24 (first week of class). With that being stated, we are looking at possibly attending the game Thursday, August 11. The 
game begins at 7:05pm and we would like to extend an invitation to the whole staff and their family. 

If you are interested in joining us for the festivities, please let me know by 4pm tomorrow afternoon. In order to make this as easy as 
possible, I will go to the ball park tomorrow night and purchase the tickets for everyone. You can give me the money for your ticket 
sometime this week but I will charge an interest rate and a hefty service fee if I do not see the money by Friday ! ! ! 

I look forward to hearing from everyone and please feel free to invite anyone else that may be interested. 

Spencer (designated Social Chair) 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hello All: 

[ know this is short notice but Jenn, Beth and [ have been talking about catching a Durham Bulls before the semester gets 

underway. Due to everyone’s summer vacation schedule it has been difficult to plan an outing with everyone in town. 

The Durham Bulls will be playing at home through Thursday night and then begin a road trip that will not see them 

return until August 24 (first week of class). With that being stated, we are looking at possibly attending the game 
Thursday, August 11. The game begins at 7:05pm and we would like to extend an invitation to the whole staff and their 

family. 

[f you are interested in joining us for the festivities, please let me know by 4pm tomorrow afternoon. [n order to make 
this as easy as possible, [ will go to the ball park tomorrow night and purchase the tickets for everyone. You can give me 

the money for your ticket sometime this week but [ will charge an interest rate and a hefty service fee if [ do not see the 

money by Friday!!! 

look forward to hearing from everyone and please feel free to invite anyone else that may be interested. 

Spencer (designated Social Chair) 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 1:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: tutoring 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 

You can add this to your schedule 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 

emlyons~uncaa.unc.edu 



You can add this to your schedule 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
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UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
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Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, August 13, 10:00 A/Vl - 12:00 

Every month, Amanda Hushes, director of external affairs at the Ackland, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicin8 and strensthenin8 their drawin8 skills. Participants have 
the opportunity to uncover the challenses the odsinal artists faced and experience the pleasure of 
sharin8 in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. 

Bdn8 paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, etc.). All levels are welcome. 

Free 

Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, August 13, 10:00 A/Vl - 12:00 

This program invites 9- to 12-year-olds to look at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Ackland’s 
permanent collections and special exhibitions. Participants explore selected works in the Museum’s 
collection and identify skills that the artist used to make them. Skilled gallery teachers 
demonstrate and teach students those skills, which they can apply in their own art. A mix of 
drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is offered in each session. 
Materials provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited. To register, call 919.962.0479. 



CURATORS CUNIC 

Thursday, August 18, 1:00 - 4:00 P/Vl 

Every other month, the Ackland invites members of the public to bring in a work of art for 
consideration by an Ackland expert. Curators may offer insight into the significance of the piece 
and its subject matter, as well as the techniques used by the artist and the work’s condition. Please 
note: the Ackland staff is unable to authenticate or financially appraise works of art. 

Limit one work of art per person. Registration required: please call 919.843.3677 to make an 
appointment. 

Free to Ackland members, $10 non-members. 

Going on a Lion Hunt: An Ackland-Kidzu Workshop 

Thursday, August 18, 4:00 - 5:30 P/Vl 

Spend an afternoon exploring the ancient western world, looking at people, places and LIONS! We 
will be going on a docent-led hunt through the museum to find lions both tame and fierce. Once we 
finish in the galleries we will head to the studio to create our own lion out of a wide variety of 
textiles. What does your inner lion look like? 

Participants must be 4-8 years old and registration is required. We will be meeting at the Ackland. 
Please call Kidzu at 919.933.1455 to register. 

$5 per child 



Eat, Drink, Dance, and Celebrate at the Ackland 

on Saturday, 24 September 2011 

8:00 PM to Midnight 

The theme for this year’s FUNdraiser for the Acktand Art Museum takes its cue from the who’s-who 
btack and white bat[ given by Truman Capote in 1966. With a guest fist of 500, Capote brought 
together the famous and the infamous in pubtishing, firm, and art, for a memorabte evening 
designed to cerebrate the creative imputse. 

The Acktand Btack and White Gata is certain to be an outstanding evening of excettent food, drink, 
music, poetry, and, of course, art. 

At[ Gata proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Acktand. 

Save the date. Join us as we celebrate. Support us as we bring art to and nurture ideas within 
the Carolina campus and community. 

Ticket information forthcoming at ackland.org. 



For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, c~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: Undulating Expanse, 1955; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 



As usual, it is Patch Tuesday. Microsoft has released 13 patches. They will rolled out to your computers over 
the next couple of days. There will be a restart. 

thanks for your attention! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 8:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

No worries at all, I just returned to the office last Monday from my mandatory 31 days off. The month offproved to be very relaxing 
and enjoyable, and I was able to go on several vacations, which was nice. 

I can come by whenever is convenient for you. I go workout everyday around lunchtime at the SRC, so I could always stop by your 
office before that. If that does not work, I can also stop by after work. Just let me know when would be best for you, right now I am 
pretty flexible. 

Thanks for staying in touch. 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto:919-8435972ca~green@tmcaa.~mc.edt~ ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/9/2011 4:42 PM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
I hope this email finds you well and that your summer has been going well. Can you swing by the office sometime so we can speak 
about specific ways you could help us out this fall? I’m sorry for not getting back to you before now but it has been crazy around here 
already. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Catherine Greene [~aiFto:c tmcaa.lmc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 9:01 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Thank You 

After talking with you, it confirmed for me that I do want to explore a career in academic support for student athletes. If there are 
some ways I could get involved in the coming academic year to gain experience, and more importantly, a better understanding for the 
job, I would love to. Just let me know if there are any opportunities available. 

Again, thanks so much for taking time to meet with me. 

Thanks, 

Cat 



>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 07/12/11 6:46 PM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
It was a pleasure meeting with you. I am back in town, so let me know your thoughts now that you’ve had time to digest things for a 
few weeks. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

From: Catherine Greene [~ai1~o:cagreen~),tmcaa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Thank You 

I want to thank you for taking time out of your schedule, and before you left on vacation, to meet with me to discuss your role as a 
director of the academic support program. Your insight was very helpful and informative, and it also peaked an interest in me to want 

to explore it in more detail. The thoroughness of our conversation answered so many of the questions that I had and also gave me an 
even greater understanding on what you, and the entire area, do on a daily basis. The database you created was really impressive! 

I cannot thank you enough for committing an hour of your time to meet with me, to me it demonstrated your personal character, 
professionalism and, most of all, passion for your career. 

I look forward to touching base with you in the coming weeks. Have a wonderful vacation. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu 



Brent, 

No worries at all, I just returned to the office last Monday from my mandatory 31 days off. The month off proved to be 
very relaxing and enjoyable, and I was able to go on several vacations, which was nice. 

I can come by whenever is convenient for you. I go workout everyday around lunchtime at the SRC, so I could always 

stop by your office before that. if that does not work, I can also stop by after work. Just let me know when would be 

best for you, right now I am pretty flexible. 

Thanks for staying in touch. 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

~reen @u ncaaoU ncoed u 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/9/2011 4:42 PM > > > 
Hi Cat, 

I hope this email finds you well and that your summer has been going well. Can you swing by the office 

sometime so we can speak about specific ways you could help us out this fall.9 I’m sorry for not getting back 

to you before now but it has been crazy around here already. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Catherine Greene [mailto:catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 9:01 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Thank You 

Brent, 

After talking with you, it confirmed for me that I do want to explore a career in academic support for student 
athletes. If there are some ways I could get involved in the coming academic year to gain experience, and 
more importantly, a better understanding for the j ob, I would love to. Just let me know if there are any 
opportunities available. 

Again, thanks so much for taking time to meet with me. 



Thanks, 

Cat 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 07/12/11 6:46 PM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
It was a pleasure meeting with you. I am back in town, so let me know your thoughts now that you’ve had 
time to digest things for a few weeks. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

From: Catherine Greene [mailto:catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subj ect: Thank You 

Brent, 

I want to thank you for taking time out of your schedule, and before you left on vacation, to meet with me to 
discuss your role as a director of the academic support program. Your insight was very helpful and 
informative, and it also peaked an interest in me to want to explore it in more detail. The thoroughness of our 
conversation answered so many of the questions that I had and also gave me an even greater understanding on 
what you, and the entire area, do on a daily basis. The database you created was really impressive! 

I cannot thank you enough for committing an hour of your time to meet with me, to me it demonstrated your 
personal character, professionalism and, most of all, passion for your career. 

I look forward to touching base with you in the coming weeks. Have a wonderful vacation. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc, edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 11:09 AM 

Carrie Leger <caleger@gw.fis.ncsu.edu>; cwinters@ou.edu; Jim Pignataro 
<pignataro@sass.msu.edu> 

N4A Survey needed for N4A Certification Committee (complete by August 26--10 
minute survey) 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Directors, 

Since the inception of N4A Program and Individual Certification we have seen firsthand the organizational diversity of our academic 
support units. While we celebrate the fact that academic support programs have designed programming and policies that fit the needs 
of their student-athletes it has become clear that more data collection is necessary in order to refine our current standards. The 
primary purpose of this survey is two-fold. First, we would like to gain a better understanding of your staffing ratio and second, we 
would like to collect more information on your tutorial hiring practices. 

It is our hope that this data will enhance the current standards of N4A Program Certification, and open the doors to many academic 
support programs who feel N4A Program Certification is unattainable. Your assistance in completing this survey is greatly 
appreciated and we would like the survey submitted by Friday, August 26. 

The survey can be found at the following link and will take a maximum of 10 minutes: 
~s://www.su~ve~’monkev.comisk’q4ACurrcm~ssues 

Sincerely, 

Came Leger, NC State University, N4A Certification Committee 
Jim Pignataro, Michigan State University, N4A Certification Committee 
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Has no criminal conviction found please have him call to set up an appointment to complete paperwork. 

Tracy U. Harris 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

GO HEELS!! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 1:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
article 

TEXT.htm 

~:iiw~,w.r~ewsobse~ver.com/2011/0g/06/1394478iur~c-ch~mto raise.lmr~l 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Malty <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Last Call - Durham Bulls Game 

Hello All: 

I know this is short notice but Jenn, Beth and I have been talking about catching a Durham Bulls before the semester gets underway. 
Due to everyone’s summer vacation schedule it has been difficult to plan an outing with everyone in town. 

The Durham Bulls will be playing at home through Thursday night and then begin a road trip that will not see them return until 
August 24 (first week of class). With that being stated, we are looking at possibly attending the game Thursday, August 11. The 
game begins at 7:05pm and we would like to extend an invitation to the whole staff and their family. 

If you are interested in joining us for the festivities, please let me know by 4pm tomorrow afternoon. In order to make this as easy as 
possible, I will go to the ball park tomorrow night and purchase the tickets for everyone. You can give me the money for your ticket 
sometime this week but I will charge an interest rate and a hefty service fee if I do not see the money by Friday ! ! ! 

I look forward to hearing from everyone and please feel free to invite anyone else that may be interested. 

Spencer (designated Social Chair) 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hello All: 

[ know this is short notice but Jenn, Beth and [ have been talking about catching a Durham Bulls before the semester gets 

underway. Due to everyone’s summer vacation schedule it has been difficult to plan an outing with everyone in town. 

The Durham Bulls will be playing at home through Thursday night and then begin a road trip that will not see them 

return until August 24 (first week of class). With that being stated, we are looking at possibly attending the game 
Thursday, August 11. The game begins at 7:05pm and we would like to extend an invitation to the whole staff and their 

family. 

[f you are interested in joining us for the festivities, please let me know by 4pm tomorrow afternoon. [n order to make 
this as easy as possible, [ will go to the ball park tomorrow night and purchase the tickets for everyone. You can give me 

the money for your ticket sometime this week but [ will charge an interest rate and a hefty service fee if [ do not see the 

money by Friday!!! 

look forward to hearing from everyone and please feel free to invite anyone else that may be interested. 

Spencer (designated Social Chair) 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:50 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Last Call - Durham Bulls Game 

TEXT.htm 

Bring me back a biscuit from Cracker Barrel for your antics. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/10/2011 3:47 PM >>> 

I said I couldn[]t go already! 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welbora~2Unc~v~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:44 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; Dana Gelin; Beth Lyons; Jaimie Lee; Townsend, Jenn; Kendra Hancock; Kym Orr; 
Tia Overstreet; Robert Mercer; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Sandy Restivo; Tony Yount; Nate Yarbrough 
Subject: Last Call - Durham Bulls Game 

Hello All: 

I know this is short notice but Jenn, Beth and I have been talking about catching a Durham Bulls before the semester gets underway. 
Due to everyone’s summer vacation schedule it has been difficult to plan an outing with everyone in town. 

The Durham Bulls will be playing at home through Thursday night and then begin a road trip that will not see them return until 
August 24 (first week of class). With that being stated, we are looking at possibly attending the game Thursday, August 11. The 
game begins at 7:05pm and we would like to extend an invitation to the whole staff and their family. 

If you are interested in joining us for the festivities, please let me know by 4pm tomorrow afternoon. In order to make this as easy as 
possible, I will go to the ball park tomorrow night and purchase the tickets for everyone. You can give me the money for your ticket 
sometime this week but I will charge an interest rate and a hefty service fee if I do not see the money by Friday ! ! ! 

I look forward to hearing from everyone and please feel free to invite anyone else that may be interested. 



Spencer (designated Social Chair) 

Spencer B. Welbom 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



Bring me back a biscuit from Cracker Barrel for your antics. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/10/2011 3:47 PM > > > 

said I couldn’t go already! 

From-" Spencer Welborn [mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:44 PM 
To-" Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; Dana Gelin; Beth Lyons; Jaimie Lee; Townsend, Jenn; Kendra 
Hancock; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Robert Mercer; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Sandy Restivo; Tony Yount; Nate 
Yarbrough 
Subject-" Last Call - Durham Bulls Game 

Hello All: 

I know this is short notice but Jenn, Beth and I have been talking about catching a Durham Bulls before the semester gets 

underway. Due to everyone’s summer vacation schedule it has been difficult to plan an outing with everyone in town. 

The Durham Bulls will be playing at home through Thursday night and then begin a road trip that will not see them 

return until August 24 (first week of class). With that being stated, we are looking at possibly attending the game 

Thursday, August 11. The game begins at 7:05pm and we would like to extend an invitation to the whole staff and their 

family. 

If you are interested in joining us for the festivities, please let me know by 4pm tomorrow afternoon. In order to make 

this as easy as possible, I will go to the ball park tomorrow night and purchase the tickets for everyone. You can give me 

the money for your ticket sometime this week but I will charge an interest rate and a hefty service fee if I do not see the 
money by Friday!!! 

I look forward to hearing from everyone and please feel free to invite anyone else that may be interested. 

Spencer (designated Social Chair) 



Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



Notice to all staff loading "personal" tax preparation software on departmental computers. This includes 
TurboTax, H&R Block software, MacTax or other programs where you install the software on a departmental 
workstation and store the files on the local drive. Logs currently show 22 workstations with any of these 
installed. You have until September 1 st to export your data and uninstall the requested applications from 
departmental computers. This software requires that we place your workstation in the "sensitive data" category 
because it has your social security number in it. To restate this policy, We are therefore asking everyone to 
cease from using personal tax preparation software on our departmental workstations. This software should 
and needs to be installed on your home computers. After September 1 st, any tax preparation software still 
remaining on any departmental workstation will be removed by myself. 

NOTICE: using the online versions of tax preparation websites are not affected. You can still use them as long 
as you do not save any files on your local hard drive. 



Brent, 
Attached is the form (thought somewhat out dated) that the Advising Office uses to approve courses for pre- 

registration. Will you have some time to work on putting a form together that we can use with campus advisors? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbm alo:7(~b u ncaaou nc.ed u 



The XML page cannot be displayed 

Cannot view XML input using XSL style sheet. Please correct the error and 

then click the Refresh button, or try again later. 

End tag ’head’ does not match the start tag ’meta’. Error 

processing resource 

’file:///C:/lawprnsrvr/D7EIDCgDSA43457FBCCFFS... 

</head> 



The XML page cannot be displayed 

Cannot view XML input using XSL style sheet. Please correct the error and 

then click the Refresh button, or try again later. 

End tag ’head’ does not match the start tag ’meta’. Error 

processing resource 

’file:///C:/lawprnsrvr/08BAAF4A96284E82AEFAB 1... 

</head> 



Hello All, 

Chris Derickson, along with Rocky and Crystal, will be conducting a meeting regarding our approach to tracking double majors on Monday, August 15th at l:00pm on the 3rd 

floor of our building. I would like for you to attend if your schedule permits. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbma k)~y~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hello All: 

The NCAAjust introduced a new achievement Award this summer and [ need all of your help with completing the form. 

Please read the award background and criteria that is listed below. Please send me the names and GPA of all student- 
athletes that qualify for this recognition. 

Background: 
The 1A FAR has established a new award for graduating student-athletes called the 1A FAR Academic Excellence 

Award. The award winners will be announced each fall at the annual meeting of the 1A FAR, beginning in September 
2011. Each recipient will receive a personalized award certificate. 

Criteria: 

1. Awarded a Bachelors degree in the previous year (September 1, 2010- August 31, 2011) with a cumulative GPA of a 

3.80 or above upon graduation. 

2. Participation in at least two years of intercollegiate athletics at a Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) institution in a sport 

sponsored by an FBS conference. FBS institutions that are independent in football are eligible for the award in football. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn~~ uncaa~unc,edu 

www tarheelblue~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 9:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: FW: What Should I Take Form 

TEXT.htm 

I know I need to make some updates to my part. Do you want me to make them directly on this document that you sent to me or send 
you my updated part to add into the manual? 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/11/2011 9:15 AM >>> 
Hi Susan, 
Can you look over the newly updated Tutor Manual for me? I want to give it to Dana so she can spruce it up but I need to make sure 
the material is correct. 

Thanks, 
B 
From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 10:30 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Robert Mercer 
Subject: Fwd: FW: What Should I Take Form 

Attached is the form (thought somewhat out dated) that the Advising Office uses to approve courses for pre-registxation. Will you 
have some time to work on putting a form together that we can use with campus advisors? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 314117bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Tutor Manual.docx ( ~:ilarchive02,m~caa.m~c~ed~/179c(~6adc7506~c’ge405a52529137(~9 )Wed, 09 Nov 2011 08:15:32 - 
0500314117bytes 



I know I need to make some updates to my part. Do you want me to make them directly on this document that you sent 

to me or send you my updated part to add into the manual? 

Susan 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/11/2011 9:15 AM > > > 
Hi Susan, 
Can you look over the newly updated Tutor Manual for me? I want to give it to Dana so she can spruce it up but I need 
to make sure the material is correct. 

Thanks, 
B 

I=rom.¯ Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 10:30 PM 
To." Blanton, Brent S 
l::c." Robert Mercer 
Subject." Fwd: FW: What Should I Take Form 

Brent, 
Attached is the form (thought somewhat out dated) that the Advising Office uses to approve courses for pre- 
registration. Will you have some time to work on putting a form together that we can use with campus 
advisors? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbma~o~uncaa.unc, edu 

~’q+ SecureStor Stored: total 314217bytes} 

File Name Expiry Date 
TutorNanual,docx Wed 09 Nov 2011 08:15:32 -0500 

Size 
314117bytes 



Below and attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. 

with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

Please share this 

Aug° ~.0: Eat Sma~, Move More, Weigh Less program begins 

Aug. ~9~ HR Facilitator of the Year nominations due 

Aug. 30~ Tuition waiver form submission deadline fo~ fall semeste~ 

Aug. 3~ Benefits Se~ices workshop - A Baby~ What do ] do? 

Sept. 5: Labor Day holiday 

~for~at~o~ for E~p~oyee$ 

Benefits SedUces Wor~hop - A Baby~ What do ~ do? 

Benefits Se~ices has scheduled the following workshop now open for registration: 

~¢ SecureStor Stored: tota 68242bytes 

F~e Name Expiry Date 
0809~ HRInformationforEmployees.pdf Mort, 07 Nov20~ Z5:27:39~0500 

Size 
27220bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 10:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, that will work well for me. I was hoping to have my schedule of events I am working in the fall, but unfortunately our planning 
meeting for that got changed from today until next Wednesday. I will have a good idea, though, of my availability. 

Looking forward to seeing you on Monday. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto: 919 -8435972cal~tmcaaamc~ edt~ ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/11/2011 9:17 AM >>> 
Hi Catherine, 
How does 4 on Monday sound? 

See you soon! 
B 
From: Catherine Greene [catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 8:51 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Thank You 

No worries at all, I just returned to the office last Monday from my mandatory 31 days off. The month offproved to be very relaxing 
and enjoyable, and I was able to go on several vacations, which was nice. 

I can come by whenever is convenient for you. I go workout everyday around lunchtime at the SRC, so I could always stop by your 
office before that. If that does not work, I can also stop by after work. Just let me know when would be best for you, right now I am 
pretty flexible. 

Thanks for staying in touch. 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 



220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mai~to:9 ~9o8435972ca~green@~mcaa.unc.ed~ ) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/9/2011 4:42 PM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
I hope this email finds you well and that your summer has been going well. Can you swing by the office sometime so we can speak 
about specific ways you could help us out this fall? I’m sorry for not getting back to you before now but it has been crazy around here 
already. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Catherine Greene [mai1~o:ca ncaa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 9:01 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Thank You 

After talking with you, it confirmed for me that I do want to explore a career in academic support for student athletes. If there are 
some ways I could get involved in the coming academic year to gain experience, and more importantly, a better understanding for the 

job, I would love to. Just let me know if there are any opportunities available. 

Again, thanks so much for taking time to meet with me. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 07/12/11 6:46 PM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
It was a pleasure meeting with you. I am back in town, so let me know your thoughts now that you’ve had time to digest things for a 

few weeks. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

From: Catherine Greene [mailto:ca ncaa.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Thank You 

I want to thank you for taking time out of your schedule, and before you left on vacation, to meet with me to discuss your role as a 
director of the academic support program. Your insight was very helpful and informative, and it also peaked an interest in me to want 

to explore it in more detail. The thoroughness of our conversation answered so many of the questions that I had and also gave me an 
even greater understanding on what you, and the entire area, do on a daily basis. The database you created was really impressive! 



I cannot thank you enough for committing an hour of your time to meet with me, to me it demonstrated your personal character, 
professionalism and, most of all, passion for your career. 

I look forward to touching base with you in the coming weeks. Have a wonderful vacation. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alyssa Gates <Alyssa.Gates@marist.edu> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 11:25 AM 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Brian Evans <brian.evans@usu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Re: [n4a] 9 hour rule clarification for graduate students 

TEXT.htm 

Does anyone have a handout they are using to make SAs aware of the new roles? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 10, 2011, at 1:44 PM, "Megan Watson" <megan.watson@wright.edu> wrote: 

> Which bylaw is this under? I looked at the 11-12 ncaa guide and I [] m not seeing it under 14.1.10.2 anyway. It should be on this 
year[] s rules, correct, even if it [] s actually APPLIED in 2012? 
> 

> 

> 

> From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:~4aoowner~ists.r~csu.edt~l On Behalf Of Brian Evans 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 1:27 PM 
> To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
> Subject: [n4a] 9 hour rule clarification for graduate students 
> 

> 

> 

> August greetings [] 
> 
> I’ve made inquiries to the NCAA on this, but no response (shocking!). 
> 
> If a football SA is a graduate student fall 2011, and, per our institutional policy needs only 9 graduate credits to be considered full- 
time, must he pass all 9 credits to meet the new legislation and not be held out of 4 contests fall 2012? I would presume the NCAA 
will answer "Yes - 9 hours is 9 hours". However, my coaches want to know definitively. 
> 
> One could conjecture that an undergraduate student-athlete must be, of course, in 12 credits and need only pass 9; so if that same 
logic is applied a graduate student must be enrolled in 9 graduate credits, and pass [] 
> 
> Not that it would be okay for them to not pass 9 ! 
> 

> 

> 

> Thoughts? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> <M2.jpg> 
> 

> Brian Evans, Ed.D. 
> 
> Associate Athletics Director 
> 
> Student-Athlete Services 
> 
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Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 11:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: New Student Orientation Requirement and Fall Enrollment 

TEXT.htm 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 4:26 PM >>> 
Dear 
Congratulations on being accepted to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. You should be most proud of your 
accomplishments. My understanding is that you are unable to attend the final New Student Orientation program scheduled for 

¯ Participating in New Student Orientation is a requirement for all incoming first-year students. Based upon your extreme 
circumstance, you may fulfill this requirement by completing all of the action steps below: 

1.    Contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu<mailto:~ewstudents~ur~c.edu> or 
919-962-8304 to 

a.    Schedule a 90-minute Orientation appointment with Shandol Hoover, Associate Director for New Student & Carolina Parent 
Programs, and a student orientation leader. Meeting must be completed no later than September 2, 2011. 

b. Complete a New Student Orientation Program payment of $105, with Scarlett Jordan, Office Manager for New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs 

2.    Contact Barbara Lucido, Assistant Dean for Academic Advising at blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido~emaiLunc¯eda> or 
919-843-3341 to schedule an academic advising appointment¯ The appointment can be completed over the phone or in person. After 
you complete the advising appointment, the advising "hold" will be removed from your student record thus permitting you to enroll in 
fall courses via ConnectCarolina on Monday, August 22nd. 

If you have any questions regarding this email, the Orientation requirements, or your transition to Carolina, please contact the Office 
of New Student & Carolina Parent programs at newstudents@email.unc.edu<mailto:~ewstt~dents~emaiLtmc¯edt~> or me directly at 
the contact information below. 

Sincerely, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 



amc.ed~/ 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

.u~c.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cricket Lane" <discforathletes@inscape-epic.com> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 10:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cricket Lane has registered you for: Everything DiSC Workplace Profile 

TEXT.htm 

Please complete the DiSC Assessment by Monday -- We will being using the 
assessment at the Academic Support Services Retreat on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

This Email contains an Access Code for: Everything DiSC Workplace 
Profile 

To begin responding, please click on the link below: 

ht~tps :/iwww.insca~ic. comideI)m~t.as~px?ac=KZAQ S UTD CR 

IMPORTANT: This is your personal Access Code. Do not share this note or 
the Access Code with anyone unless you want them to have access to your 
Report. 

If you are having problems with the link, you can access the profile by 
entering the site address: 

ms :ii~’ww.inscapeoepic.com 

and supplying the following personalized Access Code: 

KZAQSUTDCR 

If you have any questions, please contact: 

Cricket Lane 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
cricket@unc.edu 
919.843.2040 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 12:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 
I know I asked for lists of students enrolled in ENGL 100 or SAT below 1000; please It me know who the committee case students 
are, if any. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlvons~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 4:32 PM 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Coach Sapp: 

I hope this email finds you well. It is my understanding that you spoke with Robert Mercer this afternoon concerning sport transition 
among our staff. As you now know Brent Blanton will be taking over as the Academic Counselor for Men’s Golf. 

In hopes to make this transition as smooth as possible, we would like to schedule a meeting with you for sometime next week. Brent 
and I can either make the journey down to Chapman Center or you are more than welcome to come to the North Box. 

The main purpose of the meeting to is set up a plan for the Fall semester as well as give you the academic background on the guys. 

We look forward to meeting you. 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 4:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@email.unc.edu> 

Staff Retreat on Tuesday, August 16th 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, Everyone: 

Just wanted to send out another reminder about our staff retreat on Tuesday, August 16th. 

We will be meeting at New Hope Camp and Conference Center from 9-4. The camp is located on Highway 86 between Chapel Hill 
and Hillsborough. Here is the link for directions: ~:,~/www.new           directior~s.shtm~ 

We will meet at the Front Pavilion (just follow the signs to the office). There should be plenty of parking. Please feel free to make 
arrangements to meet other people on campus to car pool if you wish. 

A few notes: 

1. Please wear some sort of Carolina shirt. It does not have to be a blue polo, but it would be nice if we could take a group picture and 
have some sort of unity. 

2. We will be active and outside throughout the day so tennis shoes are a must. The forecast right now calls for 86 degrees with sunny 
skies. I would recommend sun screen and shorts. 

3. Cricket sent out a link to the DiSC Assessment. Please follow the link and complete the assessment before Tuesday morning. It is 
extremely important that you complete it before the retreat. If you have any trouble accessing the link, please let Cricket know. 

I think it will be a fun day so I hope everyone is excited! 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@tmcaa.tmc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 4:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.tmc. edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@tmcaa.unc. edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@tmcaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@tmcaa.unc.edu>; Amy Byme 
Kleissler <kleissle@email.tmc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@tmcaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa. tmc. edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@tmcaa. tmc. edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc. edu>; Tony Yotmt <tonyyotmt@tmcaa.tmc. edu>; Spencer Welbom 
<welbom@tmcaa.tmc. edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.tmc. edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@tmcaa.tmc. edu> 

Cricket Lane <cricket@tmcaa.tmc. edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@email.tmc. edu> 

Re: Staff Retreat on Tuesday, August 16th 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry, I forgot that we will also be providing breald’ast, lunch and drinks. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 8/12/2011 4:36 PM >>> 
Hi, Everyone: 

Just wanted to send out another reminder about our staff retreat on Tuesday, August 16th. 

We will be meeting at New Hope Camp and Conference Center from 9-4. The camp is located on Highway 86 between Chapel Hill and 
Hillsborough. Here is the link for directions: ~>:/i,~ww~newho         /directior~s~shtml 

We will meet at the Front Pavilion (just follow the signs to the office). There should be plenty of parking. Please feel free to make 
arrangements to meet other people on campus to car pool if you wish. 

A few notes: 

1. Please wear some sort of Carolina shirt. It does not have to be a blue polo, but it would be nice if we could take a group picture and have 
some sort of unity. 

2. We will be active and outside throughout the day so tennis shoes are a must. The forecast right now calls for 86 degrees with sunny skies. 
I would recommend sun screen and shorts. 

3. Cricket sent out a link to the DiSC Assessment. Please follow the link and complete the assessment before Tuesday morning. It is 
extremely important that you complete it before the retreat. If you have any trouble accessing the link, please let Cricket know. 

I think it will be a fun day so I hope everyone is excited! 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 8:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

College Colors Day is September 2 - wear your South Carolina colors with pride! 

TEXT.htm 



With new gear 

2011 Official Under Armour Football 
Women’s Jersey-#1 Garnet 

Jansport Carolina 1/4 Zip Pullover- 
Black 

2011 Official Under Armour Football Jersey-#7 Black 
Gear Football T-shirt-Black Under Armour USC T-Shirt-Garnet 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.cstv.com, click here. 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our         . 
CBSSports.com College Network - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sports Ma agemeat  Vor dw de 

Global Sport 
Marketing 

~Mth 
students 
fl’om 125 
different 
countries in 
the world 
that have 

in our coumes, SMV~&¢J has developed 
a new Global ~po~l Marketing course 
that is geared towards learning the 
global perspective of Sports 
Management. This course is for those 
individuals who are based outside of 
North America who are looking pursue 
or advance their career in sports 

Follow SMWW on Twitter and 
Facebook 

EARN UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE CREDIT 

This 8 week online training course is 
designed to provide students with the 
skills and techniques required by 
professional teams, clubs and national 
associations. VVhether you are looking 
to work in rugby, cricket, football, track 
and field, basketball, ice hockey, field 
hockey, cycling, volleyball, 
motorspo~s, tennis, etc you will need 
insider knowledge on club operations, 
revenue streams, public relations, 
community outreach, and the overall 
business side of sport to help get you 
to the ne~ level. 

This course is for you if you want to 
pursue or advance your career in the 
following spots professions: 

Team Marketing Executive 
Sports Brand Manager 
Athlete Liason 
Sponsorship AcSvation 
Executive 

Are you a current college student? Do you want a 
job in sports upon graduation? Do you want to 
qualify for an internship with a professional team or 
well-know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University (WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, has put its stamp of 
approval on Sports Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a separate Credit Overlay 
Program. Students from all over the United States 
and Canada take SMWW courses, get college credit 
transferred to their university! 
Earn colle~ C~÷~it ...... 



Match Day Operations 
Commedcial Executive 
Social Media & Public Relations 
Team or Club Management 
Ticket Sales Executive 
Stadium Operations 
Corporate & Match Day 

Event Management 
Community Relations 
Community Coaching o Schools 
& Camps 
Or learn how to run your own 
spods organization more 
efficiently 
and more! 

If you are working in sports on an 
international level, for the 
Global Spots Marketing Course today! 

Course Mentors 

Ken Jacobs 
has many 
years of 

operating in 
the spots and 
leisure industry 
across a range 
of issues 
rebvant to the 

bus~ness 
sector at local, 
national and 

international levels. 
From 1980-2007 he was CEO of 
Cricket Victoria, in Melbourne 
Australia. Cricket Victoria is the largest 
participant State in Australian cricket 
with more clubs and, more people 
playing the game than in any other 
State of Australia. 

During this period Ken oversaw a 
growth in revenue from $(Aus) 500k to 
$(Aus) 25 million and was also 
responsible for the development and 
implementation of Cricket Victoda’s 
first Strategic Plan and an increase in 
participation levels to a record 185,000 
regular participants. 



Cricket Victoria is also responsible for 
the staging of international cricket 
matches in Melbourne at the world 
famous Melbourne Cricket Ground 
(MCG) on behalf of Cricket Australia 
and during his period as CEO Ken was 
involved in the management and 
delivery of many international matches 
involving all of the maior Test match 
playing countries o this included the 
iconic Boxing Day Test matches 
played at the venue each the 1992 
World Cup; and a host of one day 
international matches played at the 
venue. 
From FebruaryoMay 2007 Ken was 
engaged by the International Cricket 
Council as Event Manger for the 
staging of the ICC 2007 Wodd Cup in 
the Caribbean regbn. 

Ken now manages his own 
consultancy business and has recently 
been engaged in the development of a 
strategic plan for a significant state 
sporting body; project work to 
investigate a national sponsorship 
agreement and equipment review to 
benefit cricket clubs and Associations 
throughout Australia; consulting work 
f~sr one of Australia’s leading national 
spo£s travel companies and is 
currently involved in the development 
and implementation of an event plan 
including a comprehensive risk 
management assessment and 
commercial operations plan) for a new 
corporate Twenty20 cricket competition 
in Melbourne. 

Ken is a qualified accountant, a 
member’ of the Australia New Zealand 
Sports Law Association and was 
awarded the Australian Sports Medal 
in 2000 by the Australian Government 
for’ his services to cricket. 

Having spent 10 
years working in 
the professional 
rugby sector in 
a number of 
varied robs Abe 
Kerr established 
specialist union 



and league management and 
marketing consultancy Tri Line Sports 
(TIS) in March 2004. Post graduation 
drom Manchester Metropolitan 
University in 1994) he commenced 
work with the Rugby Football League 
in September 1995 and remained until 
November 1996 as, initially a 
marketing assistant on the Centenary 
Wodd Cup (1995) and then as 
tournament organizer and director of 
the Halifax Student World Cup (1996). 
Thereafter he undertook commercial, 
community development and 
marketing roles for professional rugby 
clubs such as OIdham Bears, Sale, 
London Broncos, Bedford Blues and 
Hemel Hempstead. In June 2001 he 
joined a leading cricket management 
agency to develop and manage a 
stable of rugby players in both codes. 
His marketing background and 
personal skills, coupled with a semiopro 
rugby playing career enabled Abe to 
recruit and manage over 70 leading 
players. The duties undertaken 
included club negotiations and 
commercial work, including for 
example, image rights vehicle, 
supplement, clothing and book deals 
for international and club level rugby 
players and other spo~tspeople in 
boxing, cricket, cycling and even skate 
boarding! If you want to work in 
professional rugby, Abe will teach you 
want you need to know to be 
successful and then introduce you to 
people in the industry. 

Over the years of Td Line Spo£s 
development, player management has 
remained focal. Additional, truly 
innovative elements have been 
developed such as rugby consulting 
services, to leading international 
brands, including Puma, Ultimate 
Spo[ts Nutrition and the launch of multi 
spod "MySpo~t" website, geared 
towa[~ds enabling leading spo~ts clubs 
to raise revenues. Rugby union and 
league are both professional and some 
players and coaches do switch 
seamlessly between the two but they 
are veG, different in terms of on field 
rules, club and international structures 
regionality, media coverage, salary cap 



restrictions, transfer movements and in 
many other areas Although union and 
league are distinctly different entities 
both codes provide iob oppodunities 
in : development, club management, 
administration, marketing, scouting, 
coaching and many other° areas. 
Therefore covering two sports in one 
creates very in depth material for 
students and potentially increases the 
opportunities for them to secure 
placements and employment 
oppo£unities after the course. 

For more information visit the Global 

Sports Management Worldwide 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 
www~ SMWW corn 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 

USA +1 503 445 7105 UK +44 (0)871 288 4799 
info@smww.com 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc.edu by newsletter@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15,2011 9:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Manual 

TEXT.htm; 2011 - 12 Tutor Handbook. docx 

See attached. I did not note changes to my section, so you will probably just want to cut an paste. I did highlight a few things in red 
that may need to be tweaked. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling 

Mission Statement 

CSSAC is dedicated to promoting academic excellence to assist students in 
achieving their academic goals while enrolled at Carolina. Its constituent programs 

(Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Learning Center, Center for 

Student Academic Counseling, Summer Bridge, and Writing Center) provide 
support for students in developing the skills and strategies needed to achieve 

academic success. This commitment to student learning supports the university’s 

mission to "teach students at all levels/’ 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Mission Statement 

The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in the Department 

of Athletics at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill is to provide collaborative 
programs and services with campus constituents to support and enhance the overall 
growth and development of all student-athletes. These programs and services 

promote personal responsibility, integrity, leadership development, educational 
excellence, and successful completion of a meaningful undergraduate degree. 
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/eUer from the Director 

Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of 
North Carolina. I am excited that you have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and 

high quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students 

run the full gamut in terms of ability, motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help 
the students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that student-athletes neither 

gain special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the 
consequences, positive or negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality 

regarding their academic progress. The ethics and integrity which guide your own academic 
work fully apply here in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. 
Please read it thoroughly. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator 

or any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our 

success is having a staff of tutors committed to quality education. I appreciate your contributions 
to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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ACADEMIC CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Fall/Spring 
Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

8:00am to 10:00pm 
8:00am to 5:00pm 
6:00pm to 10:00pm 

Summer 
Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

9:00am to 10:00pm 
9:00am to 4:00pm 
Closed unless special session is scheduled in advance 

STAFF CONTACT INFORMATION 

Robert Mercer 
Director 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director, Olympic Sports 
Baseball, Men’s Golf, Women’s Soccer, Women’s Tennis 
blanton@unc.edu 
962-9536 
Beth Bridger 
Associate Director, Women’s Basketball 
Women’s Basketball, Swimming & Diving 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-5669 
Kym Orr 
Track & Field, Rowing, Fencing 

knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-2425 
Tony Yount 
Field Hockey, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Golf, 
Volleyball 
tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-9535 
Tia Overstreet 
Football 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-4400 
Amy Kleissler 
Football 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-8635 
Susan Malay 
Assistant Athletics Director 
Certification & Eligibility 
COMPLIANCE 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-9892 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director, Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball, Softball, Men’s Tennis 
jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9538 
Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Football 
Football 

962-9893 
Jaimie Lee 

Football 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-6566 

Spencer Welborn 
Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Wrestling, Gymnastics 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-2328 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-6029 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager 

ya rbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 
962-9537 
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT POSITIONS 

Academic Counselors: The counselor role is to assist the student make the transition academically to the University of 
North Carolina. The counselor uses information gleaned from multiple sources, including tutorial feedback, to stay 
abreast of the student’s situation and counsel accordingly. 

Learning Specialist: Some of our student-athletes have special learning needs that have been identified through 
comprehensive testing. The Learning Specialist reviews the completed test reports, working with the staff educational- 
psychologist, to determine if academic accommodations should be requested. The Learning Specialists works with 
identified students as they seek approval for academic accommodations, work with the students to arrange for 
support services, and guide them to effectively utilize their accommodations. 

Tutor: Tutors are content specialists charged with assisting students as they attempt to learn and master material for 
class. As they help with material, the tutor will also model study skills habits that will help in the efforts. 

Graduate students 
Doctorial students 
Retired teachers 
Undergraduate Students in exceptional cases 

Supplemental Instructor: A person who attends class as a "master student" with permission from the faculty. 1-2 
review sessions are then held each week discussing class material, study strategies, note-taking skills, preparing 
assignments, etc. 

Graduate students 
Retired teachers 
Community members 

Learning Assistants: A person with experience and successful academic skills matched with a student who is less 
skilled or experienced. There is an agreed upon goal of having the person who is less skilled grow and develop 
specific academic competencies to become more academically successful and prepared. The Academic Coach 
provides guidance or advice by example and through practice to the student. Academic Coaches will help to 
facilitate the student-athlete’s transition through challenging periods in their academic experience. The coaching 
process, if it is to be successful, must be done with a high degree of enthusiasm, confidentiality and unconditional 
positive regard for the student. 

Graduate students 
Doctorial students 
Retired university faculty 
Community members 

Monitors: Supervise and maintain an appropriate and productive study hall environment, assist in study hall 
reporting, and maintain student privacy. Check with Academic Counselor on duty for any changes and record 
attendance of all student-athletes in scheduled sessions. Make sure supplies are available and printers are filled with 
paper. Actively engage with the students to encourage being on task. Sign off and approve task sheets. Enforce 
study hall policy regarding no cell phone usage and non-academic websites, as well as no food and quiet behavior. 
Collect, copy, and file feedback forms before tutors leave the building. At the end of the shift, tidy all tutor and 
independent study rooms, refill printers, and usher out all remaining students before building closure. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES 

As previously stated, the Academic Support Program works with students with learning disabilities. Below are the 
guidelines within which we expect the tutoring staff to work when working with these students. 

NEVER ask if a student has a learning disability or if he/she qualifies for accommodations. 
This information should only be discussed if volunteered by the student. At that point, 
please encourage the student to utilize any accommodations for which the student qualifies 
but make sure all conversation is initiated by the student. 

If a student asks questions about accommodations for students with learning disabilities, 
refer he/she to his/her counselor or a learning specialist on staff. Since these procedures 
can and do change, we want to insure that the student receives the most accurate 
information and from the proper resource. 

Staff learning specialists keep detailed records on each student with a learning disability 
- these records are confidential. For that reason, the tutoring staff is never to be in 
possession of specific information related to a student’s disability or disability status; this 
pertains to either hard copy or electronically-relayed paperwork. 

Communication with instructors is limited to students only. At no time should a tutor 
communicate on a student’s behalf. This type of communication includes anything about a 
student’s disability status or accommodations. 

To reiterate, any conversation regarding a student’s learning disability should originate 
from the student. It is never appropriate for a member of the tutoring staff to initiate such 
a conversation. It is helpful, however, to bring concerns about a student to the attention of 
the student’s academic counselor or one of the staff learning specialists. Working with 
students at the level our tutoring staff is expected does scream for an evaluation of a 
student’s learning abilities. Communication within the staff about these ma~ers is 
encouraged and appreciated. 

Should you have any questions about these guidelines or learning disabilities in general, 
contact Beth Lyons at 843-6029. 

Information on this page was inspired and derived from the 2010-11 Cavalier Academic Support Team Orientation 
Manual 
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THE HONOR CODE 

UNC Honor Court Instrument of Student Governance 
Excerpt on Academic Dishonesty 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support the principles of 
academic integrity and to refrain from all forms of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, the following: 

1. Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own 
without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

2. Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations in connection with an 
academic assignment, whether graded or otherwise. 

3. Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work, whether graded or 
otherwise. 

4. Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or otherwise, including but not limited 
to the following: 

a. Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, telephonic or other forms of 
electronic communication, or other sources or methods), or 
b. Representing another’s work as one’s own. 

5. Violating procedures pertaining to the academic process, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Violating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or other academic assignments; 
b. Compromising the security of examinations or academic assignments; or 
c. Engaging in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation process. 

6. Deliberately furnishing false information to members of the University community in connection with their efforts 
to prevent, investigate, or enforce University requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

7. Forging, falsifying, or misusing University documents, records, identification cards, computers, or other 
resources so as to violate requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

8. Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work conforms to requirements 
relating to academic integrity. 

9. Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited by Section ll.B. 
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NCAA AND ATHLETIC DEPARTIVIENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

EDUCATION FOR DEPART/VIENTAL TUTORS//VIONITORS REGARDING NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/1 2/11 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.14): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic administration 
to: 

¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 

¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects 

¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are considered an 
institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who performs work for the University or 
the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not 
receive compensation from the institution for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a 
representative, he/she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.14.1) Others considered in this category are 
coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff member or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete 
member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 

¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an 
enrolled student-athlete 

¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement 
or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 

¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student- 
athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the incident must be 
reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of Unethical Conduct if an 
institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic 
credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples of this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is 
involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, especially if the grade change 
was unearned; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance from an institutional staff member, such 
as writing or typing a paper or a part of a paper for a student-athlete, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an 
institutional staff member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence 
and/or online courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in arranging 
fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts. An example of this would be if a student-athlete changed his/her 
own grade in a class. 

Other examples of academic fraud are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an a~endance sheet in a course where participation/a~endance is part 
of the final grade. 

¯ Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

¯ Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining 
extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, purchasing a term paper off the Internet 
and turning it in for course credit, plagiarism on a term paper, etc.) with no involvement of an institutional staff 
member and gets caught, the institution is not required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those 
above must be addressed through the University Honor Court system. An academic offense is considered academic 
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fraud and must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the 
student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, it is your 
responsibility as an institutional staff member to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may 
cause huge problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report was made at the 
time of the incident. Keep in mind, cheating that does not provide enough assistance to enable a student-athlete 
to pass the course, does not lessen the violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is 
not specifically assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s 
athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit that is not expressly 
authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a 
violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s 
students or a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to an Academic 
Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

We are permi~ed to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not include course 
supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not specified on the course syllabus). 
Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to help by providing them with a notebook and other 
materials that you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible, although you may 
certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no ma~er what kind of 
a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with CDs and zip drives could come up that borders on 
the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper in to you on CD or through email rather than a 
hard copy asking you to proof it. Student-athletes understand that they may not email papers or provide any 
type of electronic version of their paper to their tutor. However, in the event that this should happen, 
corrections may not be made directly on the electronic document (i.e. saved on CD, email, Mircosoft Word, 
etc.). Additionally, a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer regarding any assignments. 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the counselor on duty to 
request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

1 1. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, transportation etc.) 
for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or she is enrolled. 

12. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. 
Tutors MAY NOT cover the cost of transportation (i.e. gas money, airfare, etc.) and/or provide transportation to 
student-athletes for any reason~ even if the student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 
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13. An institutional staff member MAY NOT cover the charges for parking tickets for student-athletes, even if the 
student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 

14. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a meal or pay for the cost of a meal for a student-athlete or the 
entire team. Tutors MAY NOT bring food/snacks and drinks for student-athletes during their tutoring sessions. 

15. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a purchase or a 
service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

1 6. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

17. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal reasons without 
charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member MAY NOT make a charge for ANY reason on their personal 
credit card for which a student-athlete will reimburse. 

1 8. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student-athlete with a loan, 
no matter how large or small, even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

1 9. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled student- 
athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 
It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective student- 
athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at UNC have an online component, in 
which students may attend class each week and take quizzes and exams online, but the course is not identified as a 
typical online course. With this in mind, if a student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, 
please be sure to ask them if the assignment will be graded before working with the student. A professor may 
authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working with the 
student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional staff members 
(tutors, academic coaches, etc.) MAY NOT work with student-athletes outside of the Academic Support Center for 
Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring must be conducted in the Academic 
Center ONLY. Student-athletes may not contact tutors via phone call, email, social networking sites (i.e. 
Facebook, Twitter, etc.), or text messaging for personal matters or to arrange additional academic assistance 
after hours outside of the Academic Center. Conversely, tutors may not contact student-athletes in any way 
outside of the Academic Center. ALL COMMUNICATION MUST GO THROUGH THE STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ACADEMIC 
COUNSELOR ONLY. In addition, NO tutoring sessions free of charge may be conducted outside of the Academic 
Center once a tutor is no longer employed within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

Contact with Coaching Staff - Tutors should not have interaction with coaches, albeit personal or professional. Tutors 
may not be employed by coaches for family and other personal matters, i.e. babysitting, tutoring their children, etc. 
Coaches should not make arrangements with tutors to meet with prospects for recruiting purposes. ALL 
COMMUNICATION WITH COACHES MUST GO THROUGH THE TEAM’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. 

Complimentary Tickets - Tutors may not accept complimentary admissions to events on or off campus from student- 
athletes via a pass list or a "hard ticket". If a student-athlete invites you to attend a contest that requires a charge at 
the gate, please inform us. Student-athletes shall not provide tickets to staff members under any circumstance. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports wagering 
activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities 
concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 
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Assisting with Writing a Paper- Do’s and Don’ts 

Subject tutors and academic coaches may read student-athletes’ papers for content ONLY. Writing instruction of all 
papers on ~ subject must ONLY be conducted by writing tutors. 

How to begin without an idea 
A large portion of a paper is what you do before you write. 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the assignment. 

¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what points they want to make 
¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 

¯ Students should take notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the tutor. Although the 
tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper or the white board (i.e. mapping, outlining), the 
tutor must keep the paper, and the student should leave with their own written copy of the 
notes from the session. 

How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research materials to the 

student for purposes of writing a paper. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping them to come up 

with good search words. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use resources and how to choose the best articles rather than 
simply the first three on the list. 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may discuss the 
material. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching them 
strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and/or experts with whom to speak on the research topic. 

How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 

¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 
¯ Have the students talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Record the conversation if 

a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never write on a 
student’s paper during any stage of the paper. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and to listen for 
mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content, circle misspelled 

words, punctuation, etc. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 

¯ Do not read papers from a student’s storage device or laptop; read only from printouts. 

¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an email with a paper 
attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that 
is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you 
during your tutoring hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and argument. 

¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 
¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 

¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 
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TUTOR POLICIES & PROCEDURES 

Requirements 
Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 

¯ Follow the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 

¯ Arrive on time for all sessions. If you will be late, please call the Tutor Coordinator. 

¯ Be in the room assigned to you within the Academic Facility. 

¯ In the event you must miss a tutoring session, please inform the Tutor Coordinator so he or she can make 

alternative arrangements. 

¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The Tutor Coordinator assigns all tutor hours. Neither student 

nor tutors may make appointments for private sessions without the expressed approval of the Tutor 

Coordinator. 

Release and Dismissal 

A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

]. Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including repeatedly failing to 

turn in feedback forms. 

2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

3. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

4. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable affention to the tutor as a representative of the Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes, the student-athletes, or the University. 

5. Unscheduled sessions and/or sessions outside of the Academic Center. 
6. Violation of University or NCAA policies regarding academic honesty. 

Confidentiality 
Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a student’s academic 
concerns only with the student and academic staff. You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other 
students, faculty, or members of the community or media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy 
under the Buckley Amendment. Any question to the breach of a student’s confidentiality will result in termination of 
employment. 

No Shows 
Wait 30 minutes and then check in with the staff to see if you should leave (or use best judgment). Make sure to 
document on your feedback form and record 30 minutes on your TIMS timecard. 

Evaluations 
You will meet periodically with the Tutor Coordinator to evaluate the effectiveness of your tutor meetings. You will 
also be required to fill out an end of the semester evaluation form on your student and the tutor program. You are 
not personally evaluated by the grades of the students, but rather by your own performances in tutoring the students. 

Parking 
Day: We will not provide parking tickets for daytime tutors. You will be responsible for covering your own parking 
expenses. 

Night: Tutors can park on campus after 5:00pm. No parking fines are issued after that time except during special 
events. It is a first come, first serve basis, so spots are limited. You can also park on Stadium Drive or any other 
eligible parking lots. We will not provide parking tickets for the parking garages or pay for DPS parking tickets. 

Copies 
All copies must be academic related and approved by a staff member. Any questions as to what this includes, 
please ask the Tutor Coordinator. 
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You may also take advantage of using our computer lab and free printing for feedback forms, academic related 
materials, etc. Personal copying/printing is not permitted. 

Weather 
Adverse Weather Hotline: 843-1234 
If we are experiencing bad weather or have the threat of bad weather, please call the Tutor Coordinator for details 
of the day’s meetings. If unable to reach, call 962-9536 after 5pm. A message regarding our plans for the evening 
operation of the building will be stated. 

Announcements 
Please check your email periodically for important notes and announcements from the Tutor Coordinator. 

Dress Code 
The Academic Center is a professional place of work. Even though you are working with students, our office is a 
place of business and a direct representation of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Athletics Department and 
University. Although formal business attire is not necessary, please abide by the following dress code. Your dress 
should convey to the students that they are working with a professional. If you would wear it out in the evenings, it is 
not to be worn at work: 

Acceptable: 
o Teacher/Business/Sport Casual 

Not Acceptable: 
o Low cut (cleavage baring), midriff exposing shirts or dresses 
o Gym clothes such as mesh shorts, spandex leggings, etc. 
o Strapless shirts or dresses 
o High cut (rear-end baring) shorts, skirts, or dresses 
o Excessively torn or worn blue jeans 
o Clothes denoting inappropriate messages or Iogos 

Behavior 
Do not engage in "extra-curricular" activities with your student. 
Please refrain from using or allowing your student to use foul language. 
A tutor relationship is a special one of trust and respect. Be sure to not "cross" these lines. 

Cell Phones/Non-Academic Websites/Music 
These items are PROHIBITED during your tutor meetings. This includes students and tutors. On RARE occasions, a cell 
phone must be answered. As a tutor, please do this in a professional manner. Also, there are times when tutors are 
waiting to help students. Please DO NOT use this time to text message, access non-academic websites, or use 
headphones to listen to music. This is NOT the example we are trying to set for our student-athletes. 

NCAA/UNC Academic Honesty Policy Form 
As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes, you are required to carefully read, sign, and date 
the NCAA/Academic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should be followed throughout your 
employment with the Academic Support Center. It is a statement indicating tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA 
guidelines as articulated by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will result in 
immediate termination of employment. 

Payment/Timesheets 

We use TIMS. All time worked is recorded through this time management system. Before you begin work, 
you must complete the 15 minute online training: http://finance.unc.edu/university-controller/time- 
information-management-tim/welcome.html 

Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously tutoring a 
number of students during a given time period. No additional pay is granted for preparation time outside 
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of your scheduled hours unless an academic counselor has requested your services for a special assignment. 
No hours will be paid for unauthorized unscheduled sessions. 

3. All time for tutoring must be stamped in and out on TIMS. Your times must be consistent with the Daily 
Tutoring Feedback Forms for that pay period; any irregularities in times will not be honored. Time cards 
without approvals cannot be submitted for payment. 

Time cords should be approved by noon on Friday of the pay period ending the following Sunday. If you 
tutor on Sunday, you must approve your timecard by 10pm that night. If you do not approve your 
timecard, you will not be able to be paid, and these hours will be lost. 

Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis; two weeks following the day time sheets were 
submitted. (See the Tutor Board in the resource room for Pay Schedule) 

6. If you run into an issue or problem with your timecard, please enter the information into the log next to the 
tutor computer on the 5th floor. Do not email the Tutor Coordinator. If it is not in the log, it will not get 
fixed. 

7. You can use the computers in the Academic Center, download TIMS onto your own computer, or Iogon from 
anywhere using https://unctim.unc.edu/wfc/applications/wtk/html/ess/Iogon.jsp. 

TIPS for TIMS 

1. Don’t forget to stamp in and stamp out. Computers available throughout the Academic Center. 

2. IMPERATIVE to LOG OFF not just X out of the screen. 

3. Approval--once you APPROVE your time card, it is over!! All time cards must be approved by NOON on 
FRIDAY of the time period. ~IF YOU WORK ON SUNDAY, you must approve your timesheet by 10pro on 
SUNDAY. If you do not approve your timecard, you will not be paid for these hours. 

4. IF YOU MESS UP - you must fill out the TIMS log by the computer/copier on the 5th floor of the Academic Center. 

5. If you mess up, get it fixed BEFORE you approve the timecard 

6. Check your email for password expiration notices, if password expires, you can’t stamp in/out. 

7. Eliminate errors!!! Remind yourself; check your timecard after each log in. We do not enjoy fixing mistakes! 

FEEDBACK FORMS 

You must complete feedback forms at the completion of each session. These forms will be provided to you and must 
be submitted by NOON the day following your meeting. Please be thorough and prompt. Feedback forms need to 
be written for a "professional" audience as they will be read by academic staff members and possibly coaches. 
Please be extremely detailed in your comments. 

You will not be paid for hours worked unless there is feedback corresponding to the recorded hours. They do not 
only serve as a record for hours worked but become a part of the student-athlete’s permanent file. Even if you have 
a face-to-face conversation with a staff member, you still need to submit a feedback form. 
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TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment 
deadlines. 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions 
are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths and weaknesses in 
the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 

¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 

¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes. 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective 
note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of 
procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide 
rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 

¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 

¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 

¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, inform the academic 

counselor for that student’s sport. 
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INITIAL MEETING 

Some Things to Cover in Your First Meeting: 
Course Syllabus 

¯ Explain your role - this is a good way to connect. The student will want to know what you can do for them 
so describe your strengths and how you can utilize these skills to help them. 

¯ The student is probably going to wonder why they have to meet with you. Explain how their academic 
performance is extremely important, as coaches believe they can be a key player on the team. This is extra 
help to get them acclimated to what it takes to be a D-I student-athlete. 

¯ Review the syllabus to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines. 

¯ With syllabi, note which days will be missed due to competition. Encourage them to speak with professors 
about these absences IN ADVANCE!~ 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions 
are useful only for cursory review. 

¯ REQUIRE student to bring all syllabi, planning devices, and class materials to each meeting. This is 
ESSENTIAL!! You can help them get that organized and keep it organized throughout the semester.~ 

¯ Make sure your student has an understanding of." what their professor’s names are, grading system, when 
assignments are due, absence policy, late work policy, etc. NAMES especially. 

Student Involvement 

Reiterate the a~endance policy and how your student MUST contact they advisor if they are going to 
miss/be late for a meeting. 

Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective 
note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of 
procrastination and last minute efforts. 

Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide 
rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture (Wlodkowski, 2008). 

Get to Know One Another 
¯ Where is your student from~ Ask them to tell you about their family. 
¯ What position does your student play~ How is practice going~ 

¯ What does your student feel is their hardest class, why~ Easiest~ Why~ 
¯ What was high school like for your student~ How is it alike/different from college~ 

¯ How is your student handling their sport and school~ What do they feel are the challenges~ How are they 
handling those challenges so far~ 

¯ See what kind of organizational/time management tools your student is using. Can this be improved~ Give 
suggestions. 

¯ Inform him/her of your scheduled meeting times. 
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REGULAR MEETINGS 

Promote time management 
¯ One of the best skills you can teach a student-athlete is to anticipate, a valuable life skill that they can 

apply across the academic, athletic, and social aspects of their life (Martin, 1991). So often for this age 
group, small, inconsequential tasks are not factored into the overall time commitment plan for the day 
(Stabeno, 2004): anticipate that you need to go to the bank, get a ride to campus, or take your computer 
to ITS. Not fulfilling your responsibilities due to unplanned events is not an excuse that a coach or professor 
will accept. 

¯ One of the biggest struggles with freshmen student-athletes is understanding that study hall is not the only 
time in a day to crack the books. Using the block schedule worksheet in their academic planner, ask them to 
look for holes in their schedule that can be utilized to work on your coursework. 

Promote class responsibility 
¯ Encourage and motivate your student to strive for improvement and excellence, always! Distractibility is a 

plight of many of our student-athletes - talk through together the importance of sitting up front, away from 
friends, and avoiding distractions on the Internet. 

Promote professor communication 
¯ Learning the importance of establishing a relationship with professors may take time with your student. 

Rehearse the meeting - describe what the office may look like, talk about what the student’s goals might be 
in going to see a professor, and brainstorm questions that the student would like to discuss. Don’t forget to 
talk through what to do if the discussion doesn’t go according to plan. As their tutor, you are modeling 
resilience! 

Promote organization 
¯ Encourage your student to organize their notebook, cleaning out their backpack, and filing away any loose 

papers. Keeping the clutter to a minimum will help them reduce distraction, and focus. 

Promote daily work 

¯ One of the best academic habits you can instill in the student you are working with is to review class notes 
and reading every day. Ease the transition by starting with a focused activity rather than a time limit. 

¯ Many underprepared students prefer to put off what they anticipate will be hard or discouraging work. 
Hands-on activities such as review games are a great way to ’sneak in’ the learning. 

Promote academic skills through daily work 

¯ Be active - engage your student by being active yourself, and give them different paths to obtaining 
knowledge. If they are having a slow day, turn the tables on them by tossing them the chalk and having 
them get up at the board. 

Promote communication 
¯ Listen actively to the student--what they are saying and how they are saying it. 

¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. Keep directions short and explicit. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. Reinforce positive academic behavior; give 

reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
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RED FLAGS: SITUATIONS AND STRATEGIES 

ISSUES OF/VIOTIVATION AND INJURY 

We are working with myriad issues within our large pool of student-athletes: 
challenges such as lack of motivation, learning disabilities, deficient skills, or 
physical fatigue. When you see any red flags such as a drop in grades, 
productivity, or attitude, hit the ’pause button’ and look to see if you can determine 
what is happening beneath the surface. Try to pass onto your student what has 
worked for you, or ask what worked for them in high school, or what works for 
them in their sport. Try to parlay their feedback into habits they can utilize in their 
academics now. 

MOTIVATION: MID-SEMESTER BLAHS AND REASSESSING AFTER DISAPPOINTMENT 

By the time a student-athlete reaches the mid-semester, they are most often pretty wiped out, and this is especially 
true for the freshmen, to whom this level of commitment is significantly amped up from what they have been used to. 
In their high school they were the best-of-the-best, but in college, everyone is the best-of-the-best. Between practices, 
strength & conditioning, and weight lifting, even ’out of season’ isn’t really a break for student-athletes. Physically, 
they are exhausted. 

Mental exhaustion is harder to see, but in many ways can be even more debilitating. Student-athletes don’t really 
have vacations anymore because of their practice and game schedules, so although they may get slight breaks in 
their routine, they never truly get to ’get away from it all’ the way the rest of us do. If your student hits a rough 
patch, they may begin to slide back into poor habits. 

Let your student know you feel the same way as they do sometimes. No, you can’t know the pressures they face 
every day as a scholarship student-athlete, but neither can they fully understand what you face in your life unless you 
share some of yourself with them -- perhaps drawing parallels between your lives. At a minimum you are teaching 
them to look beyond themselves, but it also builds trust and understanding. When they feel more attached, they will 
work harder (Harris, 1991). Take on a mindset that you & your student are turning a new corner together: new 
outlook, new attitude and new possibilities. 

Change up your routine: 

¯ Together, read over the disappointing test or paper. Does your student see what they need to do differently to 
improve their grade~ What steps can they take to make that happen~ 

¯ Ask your student to tell you two things they do and do not like about study hall, then brainstorm together on how 
to capitalize on the ’likes.’ It may be something like "1 can get my reading notes done." Perhaps make a goal to 
work ahead so that there is less to do over the weekend. 

¯ Give your student praise for accomplishments, big or small. For the student who came to session with their 
homework completed, let them know you appreciate their efforts and will let their coach know. Even if they do 
not seem to care, it still matters to them on the inside. 

¯ Have fun, stay firm, and find your own comfort zone. Tutoring is a uniquely wonderful position because you are 
combining aspects of your own personality with your love of teaching, and forming a personal relationship with a 
student who needs you. Be confident and mold the role to be your own. 

INJURY AND RED SHIRTING 

Injuries can be especially emotionally debilitating, and can bleed over into academics. No longer practicing or 
training, these students are now without their usual routine, with lots of time on their hands to worry about their future. 
They may feel separate from their friends, and worried about how the injury may affect their future plans. 

For freshman who are red-shirting their freshman year, they can feel especially pessimistic, as if they are being left 
behind. They came in as a group, have worked hard for months to become a successful unit, but are not allowed to 
follow through as a unit. This can feel like a frustrating game of hurry-up-and-wait. Perhaps their roommate has 
become the newest star on the team, or they are emotionally down after talking to their high school buddies at other 
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schools, whose lives always seems greener. Add in a few bad grades, and you have one unhappy camper on your 
hands. 

"Learning to navigate the physical as well as emotional 
and psychological journey that characterizes the 
response to and recover from injury can be quite 
challenging. Injuries are never predicted, always come 
at a ’bad’ time" (Parham, 2009). Your tutoring 
relationship can prove to be a comforting place where 
your student-athlete feels they can give voice to their 

fears: Will I ever play again~.    Will I lose my 
scholarship~. Will my team reject me~. If I can’t go pro 
what am I going to do for the rest of my life~. You will 
not be able to answer those questions, but in many 
ways, your simple act of listening can go a long way 
toward the student sorting out their thoughts in their 
own mind. 

This is one of those moments to try shaking up your 
routine a bit, and ge#ing the student to focus on the 
possibilities the future holds, rather than dwelling on 
the misery of the here and now. For a red-shirted 
freshman, remind them how they are ge#ing faster and 
stronger through rehabilitation, and will be that much more valuable on the field next fall. 

As far as their course work with you goes, talk about how this is actually a tremendous gift. As your student 
progresses toward graduation, the courses will grow steadily more difficult. They can actually turn this year to their 
advantage, both in the classroom and on the field. Use this time to focus solely on schoolwork. The reward will be a 
be#er foundation of knowledge and be#er grades. In years to come, teammates that they see now playing will 
have much more stress in the classroom, and less ability to focus on their sport. That will be their time to shine if they 
can refocus and work now. 
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TIPS FROI~ FORI~ER TUTORS 

It isn’t how much you know. It is how much they know you care. 

Maintain a professional relationship with the students; let them 
know that you have high expectations from the beginning and 
create an environment where they are accountable for 

themselves,        their work        and        you. 

These students have a great deal of pressure on them. 
Remember to tell them how good they did when something goes 
well. Try to use a positive tone as much as possible when making 
corrections/suggestions. Some students are already self- 
conscious so they need encouragement as much as possible. 

Never accept "1 did it already" at face value; ask to see the evidence! 

Don’t create a situation where the students are becoming too needy or dependent upon you. You want them to be 
accountable for their work and feel a sense of accomplishment. This sense of accomplishment leads to both 
confidence in themselves and motivation for future assignments/success. 

Be flexible! Plans can change quickly. Some things may not work geeing the idea across. Be willing to go with it 
and try different things to get the info across to the guys. 

Always ask ’why’. Don’t just ask, "Does that make sense~ Do you understand~ They can tell you ’yes’ without having 
a clue why. Always, always, always ask ’why’, but also always be willing to take the time (and by time, sometimes it 
takes several minutes) to let them formulate and talk out their explanations until they come to whatever conclusion 
they reach themselves. You may have to prompt them a li~le by repeating something they just said and le~ing them 
finish or rephrase the thought, but make them explain it to you. BE PATIENT! 

Break down assignments in multiple ways to ensure that each individual student understands what they have to do (i.e. 
on the board, on their calendar, and/or in their notes). Don’t just tell them that we expect them to be organized; 
actually hold them accountable by checking their assigns/folders daily before they can leave. 

Never ever, ever forget to be straight with the students. Don’t sugar coat things. Due dates are due dates, and stuff 
has to get done. That’s just the way it is. Also, celebrate ... achievement. 

When you sense that your students need a break and are losing a~ention to what they’re doing let them take a 
break and come back. 
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STRATEGIES AND SKILL DEVELOP/VIENT 

READING TEXTBOOKS 

The Hill Center Reading Program, 2009 

For struggling students, reading textbooks can be intimidating, frustrating, and even exhausting. While students with 
learning disability accommodations from the University may use recorded textbooks, taking turns reading aloud short 
sections of the assignment can be a useful tool. Follow through by reviewing aloud the passages. Use this discussion 
as a jumping off point for the student to take notes using an outline format or story map. 

TEST TAKING 

The following tips are adapted from Fry (2000), Ellis (2007) and Harwell (2008). 

¯ Create an organized study plan that includes daily 10-15 minute reviews of each subject, fallowed by one 
hour weekly reviews. For the final, plan on a comprehensive review of 2-5 hours, including breaks. 

Prepare physically, mentally, and emotionally ta reduce test anxiety and improve performance. Your 
student has worked so hard all semester; now is his time to make a strong showing and push through the 
finish line! Encourage them to use the study strategies you have worked on, get enough sleep and good 
food, and take confidence in all that they have achieved thus far. Let them know that test anxiety is normal, 
but help them relate it to the anxiety they may feel before a game. Associate turning the anxiety they may 
feel into a desire to beat the opponent (the exam), use their training (their work with you to improve their 
abilities), and prove they can be successful (high score). As their biggest fan, make sure you reward them 
after the exam with a big cheer - perhaps your own rendition of "the wave! 

IMPROVING MEMORY 

Adapted from Fry (2000), Harwell (2008), and The Hill Center (2009). 

Acronyms: AAA (Automobile Association of America) 

Acrostics: ROYGBIV (the order of the colors in a rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, etc.) 

Chaining: Create a story or images where each word you need to remember is linked to the next word you need. 

Chunking: Group facts together. 

Image-Name Technique: Shirley Temple - her curly (rhymes with "Shirley") hair around her temples 

Key Word Method: For foreign language - associate an English word that sounds like the foreign word. 

Mnemonics: Encode difficult-to-remember information in a way that is much easier to remember. 

Rehearsal: Write or recite the material repeatedly. 
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USEFUL WEBSITES 

Computer problems: itarheel.com 

Connect Carolina: my.unc.edu 

UNC Info (majors): www.unc.edu 

Email: webmail.unc.edu 

ONYEN: onyen.unc.edu 

Blackboard: www.blackboa rd.theu.edu 

Self-test to determine learning style: h~tp://www.dartmouth.edu/-acskills/success/index.html 

Demonstration videos on note-taking, study strategies, improving reading and retention: 
h~p://www.da rtmouth.edu/-acskills/videos/index.html 

Demonstration videos on the writing process: h~p://www.unc.edu/tlim/wc/ 

USEFUL BOOKS 

Birsh, J. R.. (2005). Multisensory teaching of basic language skills. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 

Ellis, D. (1997). Becoming a master student. New York, NY: Houghton-Mifflin Company. 

Fry, R. (2000). How to study. Franklin Lakes, N J: Career Press. 

Harwell, J. M., & Jackson, R. W. (2008). The complete learning disabilities handbook. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lunsford, A. A. (2008). The st. martin’s handbook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s. 

Martin, D. (1991). How to be a successful student. San Anselmo, CA: Martin Press. 

Quinn, P. O., Ratey, N. A., & Maitland, T. L. (2000). Coaching college students with ad/hd. Washington, DC: 
Advantage Books. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Marcia Toms" <       @gw.ncsu.edu> 

Monday, August 15,2011 9:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Outside Vendor Paperwork 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

Thanks Brent, 

I picked section C since the tutor presentation technically isn’t for a course, but if UNC wants it the other way, that’s fine. 

Let me know when you’re ready for my signature and SSN. 

I’m glad you’re finding the book helpful; you can order more copies here: ~:/incsu.edu/tutorial cer~teri~,~ideo/cost.htm 

Looking forward to next week! 
-Marcia 

Marcia Toms 
Associate Director 
Undergraduate Tutorial Center 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
Campus Box 7118 / 101 Park Shops 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7118 
919.513.7829 
~://w.ww.r~csu.eduitutorial.. ,ger~te~i 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law. They are permanently retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/15/2011 8:00 AM >>> 

Good morning Marcia, 
I hope this email finds you well and after a wonderful weekend. Attached is some paperwork that I need you to complete in order to 
pay you for your services. I []ve filled out the majority of it but please look it over and let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns before completing it. I filled out two sections of the type of employment; I can[]t decide which is more appropriate. 

Also, can I order five additional copies of your book? I want to have several on file for various members of our staff. 

Thanks and I look forward to seeing you next week! I [] 11 send you the tutor handbook as soon as it is complete; it[] s being dressed up 
right now by one of our sports information folks. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itarheerblue.cst~<com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 302410bytes; 
Attachmem Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.~mcaa.tmc.edt~i(~25050a4eSfOOgb4d9d661999649ecc2 
File Name: Independent Contractor DeterminationToms.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Nov 2011 08:52:05 -0500 
Size: 302410bytes 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

NEPOTISM CERTIFICATE 

The Nepotism Certificate must be reviewed by the Employment & Staffing Specialist assigned to your department 
prior to any employee assignment or employment offer. You must submit a departmental organizational chart 
with your request. 

PROPOSED PLACEMENT 

Name: 
First Middle Last 

Soc.Sec. Number xxx-xx- 

Being Considered for: 
Position Number Classification Title 

Reports To: 
Print Name                                 Classification Title 

DEPARTMENT CERTIFICATION (If additional listings are necessary, attach on a separate sheet.) ] 

Department: 
Number             Name 

The person proposed for placement listed above is related to: 

Name: 
First Middle Last 

PID #: 

Position: 
Position Number Classification Title 

Relationship (specify): 
Print Name 

This placement will not result in a relative (or closely identified person) supervising or having any influence over the other relative’s 
employment, promotion, salary administration, or other related management or personnel considerations, or in any other violation of the 
subject policy. The department’s head or authorized representative must approve this form. 

Signature of the Department Head or Authorized Department Representative Date 

Name of Department Head or Authorized Department Representative 

Return Original form to: Employment & Staffing, OHR, 104 Airport Drive, Suite 1100, CB#1045 UNC, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-1045 

CERTIFICATION REVIEW (to be completed by Employment & Staffing Department in OHR)                        J 

Signature of Employment & Staffing Specialist Date 

Name of Employment & Staffing Specialist 

Rev. (06-03-2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 1 of 1 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



> > > "Kane, Claire (Public Safety)" <ckane@psafety.unc.edu> 8/15/2011 11:57 AM > > > 

Attention Parking Coordinators: 

The following messages have been sent to "A, CD, K, L, M, N3, ND, $1, and $4" permit holders regarding 
move-in operations for August 16-23, 2010. Please forward as appropriate. 

Additionally, please let all appropriate personnel know there will be several one-way traffic 
diversion plans put into place: 

]oyner Drive behind ]oyner Residence Hall (in the Cobb Deck Area) will be converted to one- 
way from Lewis Hall on Cobb Drive to Connor Drive from approximately 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
Wednesday, August 17th - Sunday, August 21st. State vehicles and N4 permit holders must abide by 
the traffic plan during that time. Traffic exiting the Cobb Deck will be required to exit via Connor 
Drive or Paul Green Theatre Drive. 

Raleigh Street will be converted to one-way traffic heading from Cameron Avenue toward 
South Road on Saturday and Sunday, August 20th and 21st from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Once barricades 
and personnel are in place, traffic will be prohibited from turning onto Raleigh Street from South 
Road. All traffic requiring access to areas along Raleigh Street between Cameron Avenue and South 
Road will need to plan on entering Raleigh Street from Cameron Avenue. This will include state 
vehicles. 

~:raige Drive will be converted to one-way traffic heading from ~:raige Deck toward Blythe 
Drive and Bgthe Drive will be one-way towards Bowles Drive from Wednesday, August 17th - 
Sunday, August 21st from approximately 8 a.m. until 7 p.m. each date or whenever monitors and/or 
signs are in place. Vehicles will not be allowed to access Craige Drive from Blythe Drive or access 
Blythe Drive from Bowles Drive. This will include state vehicles and "CD" permit holders. 

The Department of Public Safety and the Department of Housin9 & Residential Education 
appreciate your cooperation and understanding! 

For more information on move-in operations, please visit the Department of Housing website at 

http://housing.unc.edu/. For move-in parking related questions not answered by the provided website, 

please contact UNC Public Safety at 919.962.3951 Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Attention "CD" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August/8, 20/0. Consequently, in order to provide 
students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety 

will begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Friday, August/3, 20/0. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 



are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 17th thru Sunday, 

August 22nd at 9 p.m. 

During the move-in period, traffic on Hardin Drive and Craige Drive may be heavy at times. Additionally, 

Craige Drive to Blythe Drive and Blythe Drive to Bowles Drive will be converted to one-way traffic and 

one side of the street used for 40-minute unloading. Therefore, "CD" permit holders may find the 5th 

level the most convenient and easiest way to access the deck. 

Wednesday - Friday: Twenty spaces (20) on levels i and 3 of the Craige Deck will be designated by 
temporary signs for 40-minute unloading. "CD" permit holders may not park in the designated spaces, 

unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls and obtaining a valid 40- 

minute unloading permit from the parking attendants. Alternate "CD" parking will be available in the 
Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 and 5. 

Saturday - Sunday: Levels i and 3 of the Craige Deck will be reserved for 40-minute unloading. "CD" 

permit holders may continue to use levels 2, 4 and 6. 

Attention "N3" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide 

students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety 

will begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces in front of the residence halls by 6 p.m. on 

Tuesday, August 16th. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up 
of the reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 6 p.m. on August 16th 

will need a valid 40-minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: Sections of Emerson Drive, Davis Drive (a.k.a. Lenoir Drive) 
and Old East Lot will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by either 
chains and poles or by cones with parking signs. "N3" permit holders may not park in the designated 
spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls. Alternate "N3" 
parking will be available on levels 2 - 5 of the Cobb Deck near the Center for Dramatic Art and Paul 
Green Theatre or in the "NS" Park Place Lot. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: All "N3" permit spaces along Emerson Drive, Davis Drive and in 

Old East Lot, except specialized reserved spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from Saturday, 

August 20th from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Sunday, August 21st from 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. "N3" permits are 
not valid in "N3" lots on Saturdays and Sunday. Alternate parking should be available in the Swain Lot, 

Highway 54 visitor Lot, Bell Tower Deck, McCauley Deck or the Nash Lot for no charge. 

Monday: Two spaces in each lot will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 5 
p.m. on Monday, August 22nd. Theses spaces will be utilized for unloading only. Although overflow is 

not expected, if overcrowding does occur, "N3" permits will be honored in the "NS" Park Place Lot off 

Boundary Street or the Nash Lot offWilson Street. 

Attention "ND" 2011-2010 Permit Holders: 



Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students 

with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will pre-set 
equipment in the ND Deck as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

ND permit holders will not be impacted until 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. Beginning 6 p.m., August 

16th, Parking Control will cone spaces on the ground level closest to ]oyner, Connor and Cobb. Over the 
weekend, multiple levels will be reserved for move-in operations. ND permit holders will be required to 

park in alternate spaces or on alternate levels throughout the various phases of move-in. 

In order to best ensure the maximum close proximity unloading spaces possible, weekday permit 

holders are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by Wednesday, August 17th at 5 a.m. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: The ground level (considered Level i by most) will be 

reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by signs located at the entrance to the 

Cobb Deck and by signs and cones in the designated spaces. "ND" permit holders will not be allowed to 
park in these areas. Alternate "ND" parking will be available on levels 2 - 5. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: Level 1-3 will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 

designated as such by signs located at the entrance to the Cobb Deck. "ND" permit holders may not park 
on levels 1-3. Alternate "ND" parking will be available on levels 4 & 5. "ND" permits are not valid on 

normal Saturdays and Sundays. 

Monday, August 22nd: Several spaces on level one may remain blocked and designated for 40-minute 

unloading until 5 p.m. These spaces will be utilized for unloading only. The gates will be up during all 

move-in hours of operation. 

Attention "Sl" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide 

students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety 

will begin presetting equipment and/or blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 
2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 
are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces in the front portion of the Public Safety Lot and 

closest to the residence halls by 7 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: Approximately 20-30 spaces, in the front section of the Public 

Safety Lot and closest to Morrison Residence Hall, will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 

designated as such by cones and temporary parking signs. "$1" permit holders may not park in the 
designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls. 

Alternate "SI" parking will be available in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 and 5. Some spaces will also be 

available on level 1 and 3, but please note some spaces on levels 1 and 3 will be designated for 40- 

minute unloading and thus will not be available as alternate "$1" parking. The Craige Deck gates will be 
raised at the 3rd level off Hardin Drive and the back off Craige Drive. When parking in Craige Deck 

during these days, please remember to display your valid 2011-2012 "$1" permit. Vehicles without a 

valid "L", "CD", "$1" or "40-minute unloading" permit will be cited. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: All of the "$1" Public Safety Lot, except for the police spaces, will 



be reserved for move-in operations from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. each date. "$1" permit holders working on 

these dates should park in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 or 5. Levels i and 3 will be reserved for 40- 

minute unloading. 

Monday, August 22nd: Move-in operations will be officially over. However, we anticipate heavy 

vehicular traffic in and out of the Public Safety Lot due to student permit transactions. Therefore, the lot 

will be screened and vehicles without valid 2011-2012 "$1" permits will be sent to Rams Head Parking 
Deck. "$1" permit holders should make sure their "$1" permits are visibly displayed when slowly 

approaching the lot monitors. "$1" permits will need to be readily visible to the monitors. 

Attention "$4" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students 

with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin 

presetting equipment and/or blocking spaces as early as August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 

are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces in front of the residence halls by 6 p.m. on 

Tuesday, August 16th. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up 
of the reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 6 p.m. on August 16th 

will need a valid 40-minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Friday: Sections of Stadium Drive will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 

designated as such by either chains and/or poles or by cones with parking signs. "$4" permit holders 
may not park in the designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding 

residence halls. Alternate "$4" parking will be available in the Rams Head Deck by entering and exiting 

the visitor section of the deck and showing the booth attendant a valid "$4" permit between the hours of 

7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m., Wednesday thru Friday. 

Saturday - Sunday: All "$4" permit spaces along Stadium Drive, except for the "RS/S4" and other 

specialized reserved spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading Saturday, August 20th from 7 a.m. to 

9 p.m. and Sunday, August 21st from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. "$4" permits are not valid on Stadium Drive on 
Saturdays and Sunday. Alternate parking should be available in the Boshamer Lot for no charge or the 

Rams Head Deck for the normal rate of $1.50/hour. 

Monday: Two spaces in front of each of the three residence halls will remain blocked and designated for 

40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd. Theses spaces will be utilized for unloading 

only. Although overflow is not expected, if overcrowding does occur, "$4" permits will be honored for 

free in the Rams Head Deck between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. In order for "$4 permit holders" 

to enter and exit the Rams Head Deck for free between 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd, 
Stadium Drive will need to overflow and "$4 permit holders" must show the booth attendant a valid 

2011-2012 "$4 permit" upon exit. 

Student Lots: 

Attention "A" Permit Holders: 



Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide 

students with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety 
will begin blocking and signing spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders 
are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by 6 p.m. on Monday, August 15th. At that time, 
the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of the reserved unloading spaces. 
Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 5 p.m. on August 15th will need a valid 40-minute 
unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Sunday: All of the "A" Lot spaces, except for specialized reserved spaces such as 
"disability, service and RS Spaces," will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as 
such by either chains and poles or by cones with temporary parking signs. "A" permit holders may not 
park in the designated spaces unless actively moving into one of the surrounding residence halls and 
displaying a valid 40-minute unloading permit. Alternate "A" parking will be available in the "NS" Park 
Place Lot beginning Monday, August 1Sth at noon until Monday, August 22nd at noon 

Monday: Two spaces in each lot will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 
p.m. on Monday, August 22nd. 

Attention "K, L and M" Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students 
with close proximity access to the residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin 

blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure the maximum close proximity unloading spaces possible, weekday permit 
holders are required to vacate the designated unloading spaces by Monday, August 1Sth at S p.m. At that 
time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of the reserved unloading 
spaces in the "K, L and M" lots. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after S p.m. on August 16th will 
need a valid 40-minute unloading permit. Regular "K, L and M" permits will notbe honored. 

"M" Permit Holders: 

All "M" permit spaces, except for the "RS/M" and Service spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading 

from Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. Two spaces will remain blocked 
with traffic cones and reserved until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd for unloading use. 

"M" permits will be honored in the "$11 Manning Lot" off Bowles Drive from Monday, August 15th thru 

Monday, August 22nd at noon. (Please note, "M" permits will not be honored in any of the $11 permit 
lots except the "$11 Manning Lot"). 

"K" Permit Holders: 

All "K" permit spaces, except the "RS/K" and Service spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from 

Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. This restriction includes both the 
upper and lower lots. For Monday, August 22nd late move-in, up to four spaces will remain blocked 

with traffic cones and reserved until 5 p.m. for unloading use. 



"K" permits will be honored in the "$11 Manning Lot" off Bowles Drive from Monday, August 15th thru 

Monday, August 22nd at noon. (Please note, "K" permits will not be honored in any of the $11 permit 

lots except the "$11 Manning Lot"). 

"L" Permit Holders: 

All of the regular "L permit" spaces in the "L-Morrison and "L-Craige" lots, except the service spaces will 

be reserved for 40-minute loading from Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 

p.m. Up to two spaces in Craige and two spaces in Morrison Circle will remain blocked with traffic cones 
and reserved for unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 23rd. 

"L" permits will be honored on level 2, 4 and 5 of the Craige Deck from Monday, August 15th at 5p.m. 

thru Monday, August 22nd at noon. "L" permit holders may access the deck via the back entrance 
between Ram Village Building i and the Craige Deck. Additionally, "L" permits will be honored in the 
Manning $11 Lot closest to Family Practice. 

Please call the Department of Public Safety at (919) 962-3951 during normal business hours with 
questions about these necessary Move-In operations. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 15, 2011 1:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Email List... 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Attached is the updated tutor availability/email list. 

I will see you tomorrow at the staff retreat event. 

Thanks, 
Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 1:37 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Robert, but you’ll still need to approve the one that needs to be approved today. Brent should be able to do so the next time. 

Joyce 

>>> Robert Mercer 8/15/2011 1:20 PM >>> 
Joyce - 
I give Brent Blanton permission to approve Nate’s time card. Thank you. RJM 

>>> Nate Yarbmugh 8/15/2011 1:15 PM >>> 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Tracy Hams 8/15/2011 12:58 PM >>> 
Nate, 
Remind Robert about your timecard. Today is the day it must be approved by 10:00 AM. It’s not to late however please do ASAP. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15,2011 4:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Raises 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Has this been approved by John Blanchard? 
Thanks, 
Joyce 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/5/2011 2:11 PM >>> 

Hi Joyce, 
Attached is a listing of tutors for whom I[]d like to request raises. There may be another request next week but I think this list covers 
the majority of them. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Have a great weekend! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheellbllue.cs~v.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 170049bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Raise Memorandum 8.5.docx ( ~://archiveO2tmcaa.unc.edt~/fa73b157634fOdedgd15819201da23 le )Thu, 03 Nov 2011 14:11:36 - 
0400170049bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Marcia Toms" <           ~ncsu.edu> 
Monday, August 15,2011 4:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Outside Vendor Paperwork 

It should be coming to your fax now. 

On Aug 15,2011, at 4:42 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Marcia, 
> Can you print the document, sign it in the appropriate place and then fax it to me? My number is 962-8247. I also just ordered five 
more books; thanks for the link! 
> 
> Brent 
> 

> From: Marcia Toms [mailto: 
> Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 9:52 AM 
> To: Blanton, Brent S 
> Subject: Re: Outside Vendor Paperwork 
> 

> Thanks Brent, 
> 
> I picked section C since the tutor presentation technically isn’t for a course, but if UNC wants it the other way, that’s fine. 
> 
> Let me know when you’re ready for my signature and SSN. 
> 
> I’m glad you’re finding the book helpful; you can order more copies here: ~:i!ncs~.edaim~orial ceate~;iVideoicost.Nm 
> 
> Looking forward to next week! 
> -Marcia 
> 

> 

> Marcia Toms 
> Associate Director 
> Undergraduate Tutorial Center 
> Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
> North Carolina State University 
> Campus Box 7118 / 101 Park Shops 
> Raleigh, NC 27695-7118 
> 919.513.7829 
> ~://www.ncs~.ed~dmto~al ceNer/ 
> 
> "All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law. They are permanently retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 
>>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu<mailto:blanton(~;uncaa.unc.edu>> 8/15/2011 8:00 AM >>> 
> Good morning Marcia, 
> I hope this email finds you well and after a wonderful weekend. Attached is some paperwork that I need you to complete in order to 
pay you for your services. I ~ve filled out the majority of it but please look it over and let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns before completing it. I filled out two sections of the type of employment; I can,t decide which is more appropriate. 
> 
> Also, can I order five additional copies of your book? I want to have several on file for various members of our staff. 
> 
> Thanks and I look forward to seeing you next week! I [] 11 send you the tutor handbook as soon as it is complete; it[] s being dressed 



up right now by one of our sports information folks. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc [ (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:,~mrb.ee~b~ue~cst~<com<~:/itarheelb~ue~cstv.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 5:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Raise Requests 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I approve provided they are not undergrads in this group. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/15/2011 4:51 PM >>> 

Hi John, 

Can you look over the current list and approve? This is in line with what the committee recommended and state policy will allow. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~n :iiitarheelbl~e. cs~-~ ~com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 5:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Raise Requests 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Cool 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/15/2011 5:15 PM >>> 

We only have four remaining and I am getting letters of rec for them [] all very solid. They are not on the list, however. 
our returning grad students mostly plus the three musketeers. 

These are 

From: John Blanchard            r~caa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 5:13 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Joyce Dalgleish 
Subject: Re: Raise Requests 

I approve provided they are not undergrads in this group. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/15/2011 4:51 PM >>> 

Hi John, 

Can you look over the current list and approve? This is in line with what the committee recommended and state policy will allow. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~:Litarheelblue.cstv.com 



North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hamlett, Leon Michael" <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 9:00 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] FW: Testing 

TEXT.htm; FILE.msg 

From: Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@lnxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:59 AM 
To: sischat@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Undeliverable: Testing 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

sischat@listserv.unc.edu<mail~o :sischa~(~listserv.m~c.ed~> 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the problem 
continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.0.228]. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: lnxip0i.isis.unc.edu 

sischat@listserv.unc.edu 
[152.2.0.228] #<[152.2.0.228] #5.0.0 smtp; 5.1.0 - Unknown address error 550-’<sischat@listserv.unc.edu>... User unknown to Lyris 
ListManager’ (delivery attempts: 0)> #SMTP# 

Original message headers: 

X-RemotelP: 172.27.172.65 
X-Group: OVERRIDELIST 
X-Policy: SBYPASS_SBRS 
X-MID: 220320820 
X-SBRS: None 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 
Av8EAMJo Sk6sG6xB/2dsb2JhbABBDoI/pWJ3 gTwGAQEDAQEBgQgBBQYBAhwkMiYBBBuHYrBpiH+FaV8EhzCcHzg 
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.67,379,1309752000"; 

d="scan’208,217";a="220320820’’ 
Received: from its-msxht0.ad.unc.edu ([172.27.172.65]) by mxip0i.isis.unc.edu 
with ESMTP/TLS/AES 128-SHA; 16 Aug 2011 08:59:12 -0400 
Received: from ITS-MSXMBS4M.ad.unc.edu ([169.254.2.67]) by 
ITS-MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu ([172.27.172.65]) with mapi id 14.01.0289.001; Tue, 16 
Aug 2011 08:59:12 -0400 

From: "Hamlett, Leon Michael" <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
To: "sischat@listserv.unc.edu" <sischat@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: Testing 
Thread-Topic: Testing 
Thread-Index: AcxcFEsXBascBPBtSVmrDvyyUqz/Jg== 
Date: Tue, 16 Aug 2011 12:59:11 +0000 
Message-ID: <AA1F5BC409EC824A8609081AB3B90EBA26AFD770@ITS-MSXMB S4M.ad.unc.edu> 
Accept-Language: en-US 



Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [152.19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipart/altemative; 

boundary="_000_AA1F5BC409EC824A8609081AB3B90EBA26AFD770ITSMSXMBS4Madun " 
MIME-Version: 1.0 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-29666341-4335990.a2fcad407686f00b6a489b9a1683ba3b@listserv.unc.edu 



From: Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:59 AM 
To: sischat@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Undeliverable: Testing 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 
sischat@listservouncoedu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 
The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.0.228]. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 
Generating server; mxip0i,is~s,unc,edu 
sischat@%tserv,unc,edu 
[152,2,0,228] #<[152,2,0,228] #5,0,0 smtp~ 5,1,0- Unknown address error 550-ks~schat@%tsew,unc,edu>_, User 
unknown to Lyds L~stHanage¢ (de~very a~empS: 0}> #SHTP# 
Original message headers; 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sis-chat as: <a href="mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu">blanton@uncaa.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe<br> 
send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave-29666341- 
4335990.a2fcad407686f00b6a489b9a1683ba3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29666341- 
4335990.a2fcad407686f00b6a489b9a1683ba3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hamlett, Leon Michael" <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:59 AM 

sischat@listserv.unc.edu 
Testing 

TEXT.htm_I; Header_l 

If you get this please acknowledge. It’s only a test. 

-lmh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 10:18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Strategies for Combating the Too-Close-To-Home Objection 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here! 

r20 co~tantcontact com,~endei?ih-b,~,heq~lbab&v 001hTNOLeHtm~DY~Cd&S8B8 o4MldDW Da0gdbtifbm0BYUSt~sy~1~5vztCnuU vYfD ~oRVCMP~KA~vWYHj.CXfft~tOSZ-~,2E- 
124%3D 

You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~tfip with Tudor Cdlegiate S~-ategies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix, Jsito~20co~sta~lco:~lactcom/c{s~?11r b,a, he~bab&l- 11071475538175611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~d: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:/’Iv isitor cor~:;tantcontact co~’do?p ~u~&mse: 0018 fi~OWgLavd~oB ~r ~mJbKO0rL5bmJwe55VgZdCMw%3 D&~ 001 ~t10GJPTTadtUcFCOdRsEA%3D%3D&~eason 0011~2 sL.%3 D&fi~bwheq~bab 
if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

TudorCoilegiateStrategies[tg~qo://~2Ors6net!l~isp?l[r bvvhecl~)oab&e>1107147553817&~:56114&e O013xVzDzoOll~.8wW2vxiG9u98ir8f:aL137Jze-T~IZOZH6SPG- 

7K04KbUTmFdMbt8                                ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Angust 16,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 33 

Strategies for Combati~g tile Too-Close-To-Home Objection 

Dan Tudor [}j2!p:ik2Ors6 net/~n N,~2 

~r b’~teoA~bab&e>l107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOllvsYRglDd fi82YxY4G2cDBX~YMFX~,~k[%oM’%~s KNUCwYsvazWLRG2~,~Rq1L~<fFsS i5zEdxjVHblfIfbxgRYCi~XS zklrNIrC3wspIUdN>xuA 
In 
a previom article [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
~r bwheqnbab&e~l107147553817&~56114&e 0013xVzDzoOll~S~7G9BSlh21MGYSi5NGR9 VyqUBQ~Tj~v~7Xyk7~HKwnaez6DMm98Xw~JCJEyzHivrLA~v9Z7MyjMu~KGIVpzTA~UHksQrK~Di3Fsj 
-Y754MLRLegyBegav&hvQBfsS~KJFvIKFTk~FMzQpQvjLy], 

we talked about some proven sh-ate~es for combating the "too-for-fiom-home" recr~fing 
objection. 

You’ve all heard it before...a reci~t you really want, and may have even been tile 
one thut initiated tile first contact, tells you "no" because they’ve decided thut 
you’re too For fiom home. 

But many coaches also lace tile opposite side of the coin: 

Recruits thut decide you’re tile wroilg choice for them because you’re too close to 
home. 

Tile biggest htu-dle for you behind this objections, according to otu- research, is 
tile fact that many prospects will have already defined you [ 

]. 
Growi~g up nearby, they’ve heard people talk about you, made some obsei~catio~s 
about your campus or your program, and have decided that you’re not "exciti~g" enough 
for them as they look folward to tile next four years of playing their sport in college. 

We’re fincli~g thut more and more of this current generation of student-athlete prospects 
are up for tile adventm-e of goring "away" to school. So, if you’re a coach thut 
is r ecmiti~g a prospect that is stattfi~g to tell you thut you’re too close to home 
to be a serious considerations, here are a few proven strategies that we’ve seen 
work with tile coaches we work with aioulld tile cotmhy: 

1. Focus on mom and dad as soon as possible. Whenever you hear a prospect talk 
about your college being too close to home, you need to find out how your prospect’s 
parents are playfi~g into tile equation. Normally, accordi~g to our national research 

[hl~p:/I~20 ~s6 neg~t {sp?lh bwhe~lnbab&e~l10714’75538iT&~56114&e O013xVzDzoOllzl oBGIdBUvizB-v-vESVPSmh~2N-cl4t~gEGMzlLqaOSmme-O1VDowN Wwk- 
1WSZDK w h ezO’I                                                ], 
parents are a pmnary outside Factor in tile decision makfi~g process of a recruit. 
The question here is simple: "Why do you want to see... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJhl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&s 56114&e ~3xVzDz~zT~NJMVjgn~IuRU~7L-DchnPyW3tXf~zA8dYv-I~-AjXLBNaIRAGXHdgPszfcLg~NkvX-pwf- 
uJ4tUzXqTs 1 py6tVBWR2QDbvJXSTyXKL2-mvhin JXdaSwB dl GFcaK 1PssTNXTvzSTxlFsDljT Cax4SCnQzO hkLr 71nQehbpyxP2 BZ QToRxD] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJhl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOllwa3z0COHpulplwDEyop0P~r~Gcd-3vrxjAyNX7uTDK9uOi2no- 
VjzTqwMqNc Kt0 SwzY1Vy3B HgN4RYpJgmhoOj HHzt8066 rMWWEdLGspmuHbIHt~eLt~Z4FrewHcuDEguBWE5J4dFyWY~pLnSV8~KCN9~Z3~VZ~X-39STEkf~twrBEjtchxdQzzcKAm69SwyaY~gT~k4J~6DN7uq- 
iBumRHjntiAKNYJSrcQv xal tfGs39rkAMhg8MB633~-AwlgJG0fATpHE- 8Fwt-8T] 

Followus onTwitter [~o:/7~20 rs6 ~et/~n{~?tir: b>,he~bab&et 1107147553817&s 56114&e: O013xVzDzoOllwYs~mew2HY~’~’~,G{cXB-kvRJBKYIFviAHCZ9AbPWIohI"817~- 
USuititobUmlCOEzOoROCdkdqMg~lL-m;~a~lo5KaX~OUy9K/~lGM ~] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for flee. [ bab&e~1107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOliw-w 
RBziOz4iY HMPZOGM                                       LI -IlH’~,IC WE N N/BAEw4 SaVGd~nbIe                                                              ] 

How Do You Know When New Techilology is NOT Pdght for You 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [~):i/~20rs6*~erztt~-h¢clnbab&e>1107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOllw@ct! ZUVGGM 83H4-S572uYM~c46W0- 
ROwnYhl’Ra2Kdd~ 1 hJ~d D~q -T a4I cO~TONxfl 1 vHwFtffdkKoVO 9M2YuHUr3bxFV~Z)cdDooLXOL--LtdoGQ~] 

Ovelwhelmed with all of the new tectmologies comfi~g out? 

You’re not alone. A lot of coaches are talking to us and telling us thut tiley’re 
a li~le ovelwhelmed. Just as tile NCAA hus trouble keepfi~g up with all tile techiloiogy 
and how it’s used in r ecmi~lg, coaches seem to huve trouble keeping-up with tile 
seemfi~gly daily onslanght of new sluf£ 

New apps, new devices, and new sites thut all can help you save time, save money, 
better recruit, commtmicate more effectively, better manage, and...well...just be 
’better’ top to bottom. 

However, all this new tectmology can seem like a full-time job when it comes to 



keeping up with new premiers, and it can seem like two full time jobs tlying to 
lean: them all. 

There is one fm:dmnental model that is often forgotten: 

Tectmology is unique to the end-user, so wt:ut works for one coach doesn’t always 
work for all. If there is a system or process tt:ut works for you today, and works 
well, you don’t have to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOlly-awfOe2WvqD0-yobjjSuFtn52SaT-ILx- 
uqf5hQuZLNGTr iHCh CGPNNzrEm4dUNVOPFNgIPxEGPorVI~J3-BtWBAdt 2znpTv7~5bRvy7B-IJXxBdEG~du~‘~JLescLxYeJHY~Qm9i3bDe7njcKaerSB3ipezrT2LIqUXi~i8HEEHXGs~iYzJs] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOllwa3z0COHpuI1)lwDEyop0P:r~Gcd-3vrxjAyNXTuTDKguOi2no- 
VjzTqwMqNc Kt0 SwzY1Vy3B HgN4RYpJg~d:oOj HHzt8066 rMWWEdLGspmuHbIHt~eLt~Z4FrewHcuDEguBWE5J4dFyWY~pLnSV8~KCN9~Z3~VZ~X-39STEkf~twrBEjtc~xdQzzcKAm69SwyaY~gT1~k4J1f~6DN7uq- 
iBtm:RHj::JAKNYJSrcQv x3: tfGs39rkAMhg8MB6331nAwlgJG0fATpHE- 8Fwt-8T] 

Follow us oi1 Twitter [~’ ~r sO ~j J.~ab&e~ 1107147553817&~56114&e 0013x\/zDzoO 1 lwY ~. ~me~’w2 HY~pc 5~g ~<-’~F~j AHC ;D9 ~d~ PWvoh f81.7x- 
USul~tob:~:r:lCOEzOoROGlkd~MgnL-:tw’,lo5KaXt:OlgvgK2~.tlGM ~] 

DanTndor on Facebook! [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&~56114&e ~3xVzDz~zJCT~Kk~x~T4Hch.~rZYN6~IrEugCUJ6Cme4~h~SvIZSRu~gxVQ7pg2WxR8AmSWp85seeX~.H9UVzad2Mx~vCmFaDndRR~7s6V8yKv~Dt9Ltq~G~ 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page: 

Coiffusing New Recrultiilg Se::ice Rules Causing Questions for Coaches 

A new role tt:ut reshJcts the kind of infom:ation college coaches can use when recmitii:g 
football players is causing conhoversy and coiffusion among some of the nation’s 
top football coaches. What’s the central issue at play here? Find out in this 
really interesting atticle from ESPN.com. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as h-aii~ing 
videos fealulJng Dan Tndor - just click here [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&~56114&e ~3xVzDz~zU5p6xd85gT3Z2I~JanJKiXstgpRYwSHGUx6wS~9W~DTJtD~fx~U~EeJ~3aMvyEXtDx~tYvDAyqA)ziBBsuqulqeJiY3RE~AYnvidhqkzMwcpkmMc~b. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here 
lh b,a,t~eclnbab&e~1107147553817&~56114&e ~13xVzDz~11‘~Z~p9wO~Q~‘~BV£?~1~5z9bMeeA9~B~IESc~59H~2q~©c~vDM£nW9Nz6LBk9kVC6tie-B~r~bgwds19t2CUDJK~c~ 

now to start following Dan on TmRer. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOllwa3z0COHpuI1)lwDEyop0P~r~Gcd-3vrxjAyNXTuTDKguOi2no- 
VjzTqwMqNc Kt0 SwzY1Vy3B HgN4RYpJgnhoOj HHzt8066 rMWWEdLGspmuHbIHt~eLt~Z4FrewHcuDEguBWE5J4dFyWY~pLnSV8~KCN9~Z3~VZ~X-39STEkf~twrBEjtc~xdQzzcKAm69SwyaY~gT1~k4J1f~6DN7uq- 
iBtm~RHjmlAKNYJSrcQv x3: tfGs39rkAMhg8MB6331~-AwlgJG0fATpHE- 8Fwt-8T] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~?://i2Ors6~’~,’~sp?lh-bwhe~osqbab&e~l 10"7147553817&s :56114&e 0013xVzDzoO 1 lwYs~m~ew2HYu Hpc5 fhz~[c X3 -kvRJB KYIFviAHCZ9~’d~P W~ otfl’8 lzx- 
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Special FREE Webinar: "Putting Together a Fool-Proof Recrultii~g Plan" fiom NCSA 
and Dan Tudor 

The next flee webinar from NCSA Athletic Recrutiing featmJng Dan Tndor is scheduled 
for Thursday, A~gust 25th, at 9am PST/12noon EST. 
We’re focusing on launchii~g your recruiting eftbrts the iight way in this lost-paced, 
30 minute webinar, "Puttii~g Togett:er a Fool-Proof Recmith:g Plan". It’s designed 
for coaches who want an orgaulzed, systematic plan to statt the new reci~ting year. 
Space is limited, so make sure you get your spot reserved by emailing Ryun Newman 
at NCSA Attfletic Recrultiilg at mewman@ncsasports.org 
Make sure you’re a part of the next instalhnent of this popular recmilh:g education 
series, courtesy of NCSA Athletic Recruiting! 
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Slow to Adopt Facebook and Twitter in Recruiting? Get Ready to Get Left Betfind, 
Coach 

We ru~: into them all the time: 

Coaches who politely si~icker and ach~it that they still haven’t learned about Twitter 
and Facebook, and t~uven’t made it a patt of their recmitii~g strategy. 

The bad news for them is that college coaches who use social media as a regular 
recmitii~g tool has reached a tipping point. More recruiters are using these tools, 
as well as prospects who prefer it as an immediate commtmication tool. 

Read this in-depth atticle on the topic fiom the New York Times and get a gn-eat 
peek into how college coaches ahave l:sllen in love with this once mystelious new 
commtmication tool... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107147553817&s 56114&e 0013xVzDzoOllwKgm:laXAvb8twWUEI- 
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Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Weekly 
College Recruiting 

Vol 7, Issue 33 

Strategies for Combating the Too-Close-To-Home 
Objection 

In a previous article, we talked about some proven 
strategies for combating the "too-far-from-home" 
recruiting objection. 

You’ve all heard it before...a recruit you really want, 
and may have even been the one that initiated the first 
contact, tells you "no" because they’ve decided that 
you’re too far from home. 

But many coaches also face the opposite side of the 
coin: 

Recruits that decide you’re the wrong choice for them 
because you’re too close to home. 

The biggest hurdle for you behind this objection, according to our research, is the fact that 
many prospects will havealread¥defined¥ou. Growing up nearby, they’ve heard people 
talk about you, made some observations about your campus or your program, and have 
decided that you’re not "exciting" enough for them as they look forward to the next four 
years of playing their sport in college. 

We’re finding that more and more of this current generation of student-athlete prospects are 
up for the adventure of going "away" to school. So, if you’re a coach that is recruiting a 
prospect that is starting to tell you that you’re too close to home to be a serious 
consideration, here are a few proven strategies that we’ve seen work with the coaches we 
work with around the country: 

1. Focus on mom and dad as soon as possible. Whenever you heara prospect talk 
abouL your college being Log close Lo home, you need Lo find ouL how your prospecL’s 
parenLsareplayinginLoLheequaLion. Normally, according Lo our national research, 



parents are a primary outside factor in the decision making process of a recruit. The 
question here is simple: "Why do you want to see... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

How Do You Know When New Technology is NOT 
Right for You 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Overwhelmed with all of the new technologies 
coming out? 

You’re not alone. A Iot of coaches are talking 
to us and telling us that they’re a little 
overwhelmed. Just as the NCAA has trouble 
keeping up with all the technology and how it’s 
used in recruiting, coaches seem to have 
trouble keeping-up with the seemingly daily 
onslaught of new stuff. 

New apps, new devices, and new sites that all can help you save time, save money, better 
recruit, communicate more effectively, better manage, and...well...just be ’better’ top to 
bottom. 

However, all this new technology can seem like a full-time job when it comes to keeping up 
with new premiers, and it can seem like two full time jobs trying to learn them all. 
There is one fundamental model that is often forgotten: 

Technology is unique to the end-user, so what works for one coach doesn’t always work for 

all. If there is a system or process that works for you today, and works well, you don’t have 

to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page: 

Confusing New Recruiting Service 
Rules Causing Questions for Coaches 

A new rule that restricts the kind of information college coaches can use 
when recruiting football players is causing controversy and confusion among some of the 
nation’s top football coaches. What’s the central issue at play here? Find out in this really 
interesting article from ESPN.com. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos 
featuring Dan Tudor - just click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on 
Twitter. 

Special FREE Webinar: "Putting Together a Fool- 
Proof Recruiting Plan" from NCSA and Dan Tudor 

The next free webinar from NCSA Athletic Recrutiing featuring Dan Tudor is scheduled for 
Thursday, August 25th, at 9am PST/12noon EST. 

We’re focusing on launching your recruiting efforts the right way in this fast-paced, 30 
minute webinar, "Putting Together a Fool-Proof Recruiting Plan". It’s designed for 
coaches who want an organized, systematic plan to start the new recruiting year. 



Space is limited, so make sure you get your spot reserved by emailing Ryan Newman at 
NCSA Athletic Recruiting at 

Make sure you’re a part of the next installment of this popular recruiting education series, 
courtesy of NCSA Athletic Recruiting! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Slow to Adopt Facebook and Twitter in 
Recruiting? Get Ready to Get Left Behind, Coach 

We run into them all the time: 

Coaches who politely snicker and admit that they still haven’t 
learned about Twitter and Facebook, and haven’t made it a 
part of their recruiting strategy. 

The bad news for them is that college coaches who use social 
media as a regular recruiting tool has reached a tipping point. 
More recruiters are using these tools, as well as prospects who 
prefer it as an immediate communication tool. 

Read this in-depth article on the topic from the New York Times and get a great peek into 
how college coaches ahave fallen in love with this once mysterious new communication 
tool... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 

Opens 9 September 2011 

7:00-9:00 PM Opening Reception I Reply to acklandRSVP@unc.edu 

Gathered from the private collections of more than 45 alumni of The University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hi[[, Carolina Collects: 150 Years oJ: Modern and Contemporary Art brings together nearly 

90 hidden treasures by some of the most renowned artists of the modern era. 

From CLaude Monet to ALexander CaLder, from Louise Bourgeois to Yayoi Kusama, Carolina 

Collects offers an extraordinary overwew of art of the past 150 years through paintings, drawings, 

prints, photographs, and sculptures, many of which have rarely been exhibited. 

Learn more about Cc~rotina Corrects... 



Going on a Lion Hunt: An Ackland-Kidzu Workshop 

Thursday, 18 August, 4:00-5:30 PM 

Spend an afternoon exploring the ancient western world, looking at people, places and LIONS! 
Children ages 4 to 8 will go on a docent-led hunt through the Museum to find lions both tame and 
fierce. They then head to the studio to create their own lions out of a wide variety of textiles. 

Registration is required. Please call Kidzu at 919.933.1455 to register. 
Meet at the Ackland. 

$5 per child 

CUR£~ORS CLINIC 

Thursday, 18 August, 1:00-4:00 PM 

Every other month, the Ackland invites members of the public to bring in a work of art for 
consideration by an Ackland expert. Curators may offer insight into the significance of the piece 
and its subject matter, as well as the techniques used by the artist and the work’s condition. Please 
note: the Ackland staff is unable to authenticate or financially appraise works of art. 

Limit one work of art per person. Registration required: please call 919.843.3677 to make an 
appointment. 

Free to Ackland members, $10 non-members. 



Music in the Galleries: "Folk by Four" 

Sunday, 21 August, 2:00-3:00 PM 

Spend your afternoon at the Ack[and with Carrboro’s Folk by Four. Their blend of ~ospe[, folk, and 
bluegrass wi[[ be the perfect endin~ to our summer series of/Viusic in the Galleries concerts. 

Reservations and tickets are NOT REO.UIRED, but please arrive early to find a spot. 

Free 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 23 August, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Namast~! Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful settin~ of the 
Ack[and ! 

Sessions led by Joanne Marshall. Besinners are welcome. 

Yosa mats and cushions are provided. Please wear comfortable c[othin8 that wi[[ allow you to 
stretch. Since the 8a[[eries can be coo[, Ion8 sleeves are recommended. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. Resister by emai[: ack~andRSVP@uncoedu. 



Visit the Ackland Museum Store at the Corner of Franklin and Columbia Streets in 
downtown Chapel Hill! 

End-of-Summer Sale! Au!iust 19 throu!ih 28, 2011 

30% off selected merchandise. 
Ackland Art Museum Members receive an additional 10% off! 

A[[ proceeds from the Store support the Ack[and Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Store Hours: Mon - Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM, Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM, Sun 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

Telephone: 919.962.0216 

Ack[and Art Museum Members receive a 10% discount on a[[ Museum Store purchases. In addition, 
members enjoy special discounts durin~ several designated Member Shoppin~ Days throughout the 
year. Become a member toda~ 

Learn more about current and upcomin~ exhibitions in the Ackland lVluseum Store’s retail 
8allery space. 



For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic prosrams are made possibte by 8enerous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onser wish to receive this newstetter, dick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and set your very own copy every 
week. 

Unidentified Artist: Clazomenian Sarcophagus: Sphinx Flanked by Lions (detail), c. 530 BeE; terra cotta. Ack[and Fund. 
Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966:Undulatin9 Expanse, 1955; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 
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TOURNAMENT UPDATE 

August 15, 2011 

In This Issue... 

Blue Points 5K 
Tickets Now on Sale 

Quick Links 

www.saschampionship.com[~:i/r20.rs6.ne~/m~Nr_.psl;aTubab&et 1107135704159&s 731&e 00140J4vS4wrM1Cc©SeeHgr~YTN2- 
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Stay Connected with the 2011 SAS Championship 

Find us on Facebook [~://r20~rs6met/~s~7ubab&et 1107135704159&s 73!&e O0140J4vS4wrMkbA3S~\]~eN~?4Y4ekoc),/IEm12(~Z?;4X9981"~lk79~ND7VgU1Mvhl}~ 
~21 Kbdd~Lkx5wwihdrPX~SGHCnP~_pC~! GaVt{G0~G eXM~’~ ohxgt J-s 6Pe oFC 5wXCN’t {j I~.Y 9TvdCUto4aLV12SZ 8naZFkC 1K] 

Blue Points 5K at the SAS Championship 

Golf fans, running enthusiasts and families will once again have the opportunity 
to run the back nine holes at Prestonwood Country Club with the second Blue Points 
5K at the SAS Championship presented by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina 

on Saturday, Oct. 1. 

The 5K will take place prior to the start of the second round of the SAS Championship 

at 8 a.m. The race will start near the main tournament entrance at Prestonwood Country 
Club and take runners along the SAS Championship’s back nine holes before concluding 
at the touruament’s 18th hole. 

Registration is divided into competitive and noncompetitive divisions. Now through 
Sept. 28, competitive division registration costs (includes chip timing): 

* Adults - $30 
* Youth (17 & under) - $20 
* Family - $70 

Noncompetitive registration costs: 

* Adults - $25 
* Youth (17 & under) - $15 
* Family - $55 

Registration costs will increase by $5 for each division on Sept. 29. There are 
a limited quantity of spots in the 5K and tournament officials are strongly encouraging 
advance registration in order secure a place in the event. 

All race participants will receive a commemorative t-shirt, post-race food and admission 

to the SAS Championship on race day. As part of Family Day, admission will include 

access to Kid Zone activities, including bounce houses, a giant slide, putt putt 
and face painting. 

To register for the Blue Points 5K at the SAS Championship, visit www.saschampionship.com 

[~!~:i/r20~rs(~e~./m~i~sf~7~bab&e~. 1107135704159&s 731&e 00140~4vS4wrMk4 UCxs282km~Vms1\kTCv~aD1GB D~acvU5b4vnbLJ~IKs~ 
nGZf7~9"~cMf03z~eHO EPKJh22xu6EXU03sva ], 
and click "Register for the 5K" on the left side. 

SAS Championship Tickets Now on Sale 

In addition to our daily, weekly, and Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck tickets, the 
SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg Businessweek, will now be offering a reserved 

seating option. 

Reserved seating is limited to approximately 100 seats per day, Friday through Sunday. 



The cost of a day-specific ticket is $50. A reserved ticket includes a designated 
seat with premium viewing of the 18th hole and full waiter service for cash concessions 

and cash bar. Reserved seats are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. 

The tournament is again offering a public hospitality option on the par-5 17th hole 
in the form of the Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck, formerly called the Eagles’ Nest. 
Each Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck ticket includes catered lunch, open bar and snacks. 
Tickets are $89 each, and are available for Friday, Saturday and Sunday. For a limited 
time, use the code "loyal" at online check out to receive $10 offeach Harrah’s 
Cherokee Casino Deck Ticket you purchase. 

For those of you wanting to bring a group out to the tournament, Harrah’s Cherokee 
Casino Deck also has group package options. Four (4) Satuday Deck Tickets, Four 
(4) Sunday Deck Tickets, and 20 Daily Tickets are available for purchase for $499. 
The larger package includes; eight (8) Saturday Deck Tickets, Eight (8) Sunday Deck 
Tickets, and 40 Daily tickets are available for $998. All group ticket packages 
must be purchased by calling Paul Campion at 919-531-0200. 

Daily Tickets are valid for one day,Thursday through Sunday,and may be purchased 
for $20. Weekly Passes are also available for $40, valid everyday, Tuesday through 
Sunday. Children 17 and under are admitted free of charge, courtesy of the News 
& Observer. 

Tickets are available for purchase online at www.saschampionship.com 

!J~ 2~sfu7ubab&et 1107135704159&s 731 &e 00140J4vS4wrMk4fx UCxs282kmhVmsNkTCv6aD 1GB D6acv U5b4vnbL~gKs~ 
~GZ~TmZcMX~3z~HO EPKJ~22xu6EXU03s~_ _] 
or by calling (919) 531-4653. 

Sincerely, 

SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg Businessweek 

If you have questions, please call the Tournament Office at (919) 531-GOLF [4653]. 
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Tickets Now on 

Blue Points SK at the SAS Championship 

Golf fans, running enthusiasts and families will once again have the 
opportunity to run the back nine holes at Prestonwood Country Club 
with the second Blue Points 5K at the SAS Championship presented 
by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina on Saturday, Oct. 1. 

ham 

The 5K will take place prior to the start of the second round of the SAS 
Championship at 8 a.m. The race will start near the main tournament 
entrance at Prestonwood Country Club and take runners along the 
SAS Championship’s back nine holes before concluding at the 



tournament’s 18th hole. 

Registration is divided into competitive and noncompetitive divisions. 
Now through Sept. 28, competitive division registration costs (includes 
chip timing): 

Adults - $30 
Youth (17 & under) - $20 
Family - $70 

Noncompetitive registration costs: 

Adults - $25 
Youth (17 & under) - $15 
Family - $55 

Registration costs will increase by $5 for each division on Sept. 29. 
There are a limited quantity of spots in the 5K and tournament officials 
are strongly encouraging advance registration in order secure a place 
in the event. 

All race participants will receive a commemorative t-shirt, post-race 
food and admission to the SAS Championship on race day. As part of 
Family Day, admission will include access to Kid Zone activities, 
including bounce houses, a giant slide, putt putt and face painting. 

To register for the Blue Points 5K at the SAS Championship, visit 
www.saschampionship.com, and click "Register for the 5K" on 

the left side. 

SAS Champio:nship Tiekets Now Sale 

In addition to our daily, weekly, and Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck 
tickets, the SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg 
Businessweek, will now be offering a reserved seating option. 

Reserved seating is limited to approximately 100 seats per day, 
Friday through Sunday. The cost of a day-specific ticket is $50. A 
reserved ticket includes a designated seat with premium viewing of the 
18th hole and full waiter service for cash concessions and cash bar. 
Reserved seats are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. 

The tournament is again offering a public hospitality option on the par- 
5 17th hole in the form of the Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck, 
formerly called the Eagles’ Nest. Each Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck 
ticket includes catered lunch, open bar and snacks. Tickets are $89 
each, and are available for Friday, Saturday and Sunday. For a limited 
time, use the code "loyal" at online check out to receive $10 off each 
Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck Ticket you purchase. 

For those of you wanting to bring a group out to the 
tournament, Harrah’s Cherokee Casino Deck also has group 
package options. Four (4) Satuday Deck Tickets, Four (4) Sunday 
Deck Tickets, and 20 Daily Tickets are available for purchase for $499. 
The larger package includes; eight (8) Saturday Deck Tickets, Eight (8) 
Sunday Deck Tickets, and 40 Daily tickets are available for $998. All 
group ticket packages must be purchased by calling Paul 
Campion at 919-531-0200. 



Daily Tickets are valid for one day,Thursday through Sunday,and may 
be purchased for $20. Weekly Passes are also available for $40, valid 
everyday, Tuesday through Sunday. Children 17 and under are 
admitted free of charge, courtesy of the News & Observer. 

Tickets are available for purchase online 
at wwwosascha               or by calling (919) 531-4653. 

Sincerely, 

SAS Championship presented by Bloomberg Businessweek 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by emily.knuth@octaqon.com I 
Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 
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Fall Sports Just Around the Corner, Three with Top 25 Ranking 
We are just 18 days away from kickoff for 2011 South Carolina Football and even less until the start 
of men’s and women’s soccer and volleyball! 

It’s shaping up to be a great fall for South Carolina with three of our four fall team sports ranked 
in the preseason Top 25. 2010 SEC Eastern Division Champions Football is ranked anywhere from #7 to 
#12 in various polls. Women’s Soccer is ranked #21, extending a streak of 26 consecutive weeks 
ranked dating back to Sept. 7, 2009. 2010 Conference USA Champions Men’s Soccer are ranked #15 
entering the season and will face eight opponents either ranked in the Top 25 or receiving votes. 

Women’s Soccer is the first Gamecock team to compete in the 2011-12 season, kicking off this Friday, 
August 19tl~ with an away game at East Carolina at 7:00 p.m. Any Gamecocks in the Greenville, 
area, go cheer on the ladies! 

Men’s Soccer is the first Gamecock team in action at home this season with an exhibition game 
against Elon this Saturday, August 20tl~ at 7:00 p.m. at Stone Stadium. Come on out! 

Watch Your Mailbox for Tickets 
Fans who have ordered football season tickets, mini plans, or away game tickets should start keeping 
an eye on their malboxes - both digital and at the end of the driveway! You should receive an email 
with an expected date of arrival for your tickets, anywhere from 8-22-11 to 8-26-11. If you have not 
received your tickets by 8-31-11, please call the ticket office ((803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS). 

Three game mini plan tickets are being mailed this week as well as away game tickets purchased 
through our ticket office. ECU tickets will be included with the season ticket mailing. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Fall Sports Just Around the 
Corner, Three with Top 25 
Ranking 
We are just 18 days away from kickoff for 2011 South 
Carolina Football and even less until the start of,& men’s 
and women’s soccer and volleyball!,& 

It’s shaping up to be a great fall for,& South Carolina with 
three of our four fall team sports ranked in the preseason 
Top 25. 2010 SEC Eastern Division Champions Football is 
ranked anywhere from #7 to #12,& in various polls. 
Women’s Soccer is ranked #21, extending a streak of 26 
consecutive weeks ranked,& dating back to Sept. 7, 2009. 
2010 Conference USA Champions Men’s Soccer are 
ranked #15 entering the season and will face eight 
opponents either ranked in the Top 25 or receiving votes. 

Women’s Soccer is the first Gamecock,& team to compete 
in the 2011-12 season,,& kicking off this Friday, August 
19th, with an away game at East Carolina at 7:00 p.m. Any 
Gamecocks in the Greenville, NC, area, go cheer on the 
ladies! 

Men’s Soccer is the first Gamecock team in action at 
home,& this season with an exhibition game against Elon 
this Saturday, August 20th, at 7:00 p.m. at Stone Stadium. 
Come on out! 

Men’s Soccer: Coach Berson Mic’d at Practice 
Women’s Soccer: Ali Glemser at Fan ~reciation ~ 
Volleyball: Teresa Stenlund at Fan ~reciation Da~ 
Football: Coach ~purrier Posb, Practice 8=15-11 
Football: Jadeveon C!owne}£ Post-Scrimmag£ Interview 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video.I ~he$#~ I RSS Feeds 

Football 
- Info on Gamecock Fan Activities in Charlotte for ECU Game 
Weekend 
- Alshon Jeffe & Lattimore Featured in 

- Gamecocks Work Out Monda~ 
- Gamecocks Hold First ScrimmaqeSaturdav 
- Gamecocks Practice at Williams-Brice Stadium Frida’7’ 
- Fal! Practice Continues Thursday. 

Moments of 2010-11 : #3 The Gamecocks 
Take Down #1 Alabama 
- Gamecocks Work Out Wednesda 
- ESPN DirecTV Mobile Studio Visits the Gamecocks in 
Columbia 
- Devin Taylor Named to Nenddcks Award Watch List 

Watch Your Mailbox for Tickets 
Fans who have ordered football season tickets, mini plans, 
or away game tickets should start keeping an eye on their 
malboxes - both digital and at the end of the driveway! You 
should receive an email with an expected date of arrival for 
your tickets, anywhere from 8-22-11 to 8-26-11. If you have 
not received your tickets by 8-31-11, please call the ticket 
office ((803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS). 

Three game mini plan tickets are being mailed this week as 
well as away game tickets purchased through our ticket 
office. ECU tickets will be included with the season ticket 
mailing. 

Men’s Soccer 
- Kevin Stam Checks In With GamecocksOnline.com 
- Gamecock Men’s Soccer Ranked No, 15 In NSCAA 
Preseason ~ 25 Poll 
- Gamecock Men’s Soccer Bee~ 2011 Preseason Traininqo 
- Men’s Soccer Picked Fourth In C-USA Preseason Poll 
Baladez Named To Preseason All-Conference Squad 
- Three South Carolina Men’s Soccer Siqnees Named ESPN 
Rise ...H._i~L~ School All=Americans 

Women’s Soccer 

- Gamecock Women s Soccer Ranked No, 21 In Coaches 
Preseason Pol! 



Sat Aug 20th: MSOC vs. Elon (Exhibition) - 7 PM 

Info on Gamecock Fan Activities in Charlotte for ECU 
Game Weekend 
Alshon Jeffe                   & Lattimore Featured in 

S~urs U~ Da~l’¢ Round-U~: 8/15 Were baaaaack[~ 
What You Need to Know about Student=Athlete 
Auto~hs, Co/on!a! L!fe Fan A~preciation Da’4 

Moments 2010-11:#1 Back to Back National 
Cham s fer Baseball 

Brookins Wins 
Second NC,C.A Cha in Record Time 
S~purs U~o To~ Moments of 2010-11 : #3 The Gamecocks 
Take Down #1 Alabama 
ESPN DirecTV Mobile Studio Visits the Gamecocks in 
Columbia 

Wins Carolina’s First SEC Swimmin~ Title 

Volleyball 
- s~ 16 Da~is: D 
- 16Gamecock% 16 Daysl Day Seven~ Ke/~!e Schmidt 
Click here to catch u~ on the rest of the 16 Gamecocks, 16 
Days series! 
- SEC Volle,£ball Preseason Coaches Poll Released 

Equestrian 

- ~gui-Fest Set for Feb. £~. ~a~/!gr ~9~etition Time 

Swimming & Diving 
- Brennan Fourth In Three Meter S~board At Diving. 
Nationals 
- Forcucci Earns Fifth In One Meter S~board At Nationals 

Men’s Basketball 
- Networks And Times Announced For ~!g. East/SEC 

Men’s Tennis 
- Kochs Run at USTA ~ 18 Nationals Ends Wednesda’~ 

Track & Field 
- 8#u£~ Up ~9j3 Moments 2010=11 : #2 LaKya Brookins Wins 
Second NCAA Champ!gn~h!£ in Record Time 

Baseball 
-~, Several Drafted Gamecocks To Return To South 
Carolina~ 
- Drew Meyer Returns To Sewe As Under~jraduate Student 
Assistant Coach 
- S~urs U.p To_p Moments 2010-11 : #1 Back to Back National 
Championships for Baseball 

Softball 
- Gamecock Softball Adds Two to 2012 RosterA 
- Field Renovations on Track at Beckham Field 

General 
- 2011 Hall of Fame Class Announced 
- S£urrierV~neyards "Gamecock Garnet" wine available 
- South Carolina Holds Successful Fan A~oreciation ~ 
- What You Need to Know about Student-Athlete Auto~ 

Workino~gether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
Football,~ season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

Three-game mini plans are available now 
for anyone to purchase. C~ick here.A 

Tickets for the opener against ECU in Charlotte are still 
available for $60 each through Ticketmaster, 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~a~q£ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 

Season TicketsA now available for 
2011 Gamecock Men’s Soccer under 
head coach Mark Berson, as well as 
for women’sA Soccer and Volleyball. 
C~ick here. 
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Email: athletictickets~sc,ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
U niversity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 

Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.,& We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question:,& Why did you only allows autographs on team 
posters at Fan Appreciation Day? 

Answer:,& Events like Sunday’s Colonial Life Fan 
Appreciation Day are one way we try to help as many true 
fans as possible still have the opportunity to get 
autographs from many of their favorite student-athletes at 
the same time. This is why we as an institution only allow 
student-athletes to sign the official athletics team posters 
(provided to fans for free at the event). The event enables 
us to provide a controlled environment to allow true fans to 
collect autographs for their own personal enjoyment, but 
minimizes the chances that someone will try to profit 
inappropriately from the opportunity and jeopardize a 
student-athlete’s eligibility. More info on NCAA regulations 
and student-athlete auto~ 

Office of Compliance Services: 

Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: ath~eticscomlp!~ance@sc,edu 

,& 

South Carol na AtMet cs Department 

801 Lncoln St Columba SC29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 9:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Former 

TEXT.htm 

Brent: 

Great form on the second to last picture! Send that pic to Withers and you may give Barth a run for his money at a starting job. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

weekly appointments 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
I have compiled a list of incoming freshman who I will be including in Academic Enrichment; this will include 2 evenings per week 
(Sunday and Wed). In order to keep those numbers manageable, I am not including any returning students in this group unless they 
are on probation. 
So, please send me the names of those students who do need attention as well; they will meet weekly with me for an individual ’study 

session’. 

Thanks 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 12:06 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cell Phone 

TEXT.htm; UPGRADE CELLULAR DEVICE ORDER FORM.docx 

You are eligible for an upgrade now, Please visit hltp:iiwww.verizom~’ire~ess.com and review the list of phones available and let me 
know which phone you would like to order. I have attached the form I will need to process the order. Simply complete the top portion 
of the form obtain approval signature and send it back to me via email or unc courier mail so we can proceed with the order. 

Stephen Boyd 
Processing Assistant 
Athletic Business Office 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone:919-962-5225 

Fax:919-962-0125 

919-962-0667 
www.tarhee~lue.com 



UNC ATHLETICS CELLULAR DEVICE 

ORDER FORM (UPGRADE) 

Individual Requesting Device: 

Cellular Phone Number: 

Cellular Device Requested: 

Purchase Insurance (Circle one): YES 

New Calling Plan Requested (Circle One): 

Voice: 450 900 1350 Unlimited 

Data: 25 MB 

Supervisor’s Name (Print): 

Supervisor’s Signature: 

Date of Request: 

NO 

YES NO 

Text Msg: 

Unlimited (Personal Email Access) 

(if yes, circle one of the following plans) 

250 500 5000 Unlimited 

Unlimited (University Email Access) 

Insurance ordered: Yes No 

New Calling Requested: 
Calling plan 5. 

Yes No Calling Plan 

Text Plan 5. Data PlanS. 

Date Ordered: 

Order # 

Account # 

Device Cost 

Accessories: 

Date Insurance ordered 

Date Arrived: 

I am receiving my cellular device and understand it is the property of UNC Athletics. I have read 

and agree to the Cellular Device Policies for UNC Athletics. 

Signature Date: 

Phone Model: 

Features Added/Removed 

No 

Date Received in Business Office: 

Available for Upgrade: Yes 

Please return form to the Athletic Department Business Office. You will be contacted to verify 

the order. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 4:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xls 

Here is the final CTOPS list... 

Please let me know who you would like to meet with tomorrow at 4:45. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 9:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Follow Up 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

I just wanted to follow up with our conversation from Monday. We did do scheduling in our office yesterday, so I now know my fall 
responsibilities aside from women’s basketball games (will know this once schedule becomes available). Just let me know a time that 
would be convenient for you for me to come back over and talk. Just to let you know, it seems I don’t have many events throughout 
the week, most of my events seem to fall on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Thought this information ahead of time might help you 
with regards to possibilities. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mafl~o. 919o84~ 5972ca~ unc~.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm; Tutor Training 11 - 12. docx 

Brent, 
Not sure if you have sent this to the printer yet or not, but I added a phrase within the Additional Information. 

Specifically in purple ..... "In addition, NO tutoring session free of charge or below the standard rote may be conducted outside of the 
Academic Center .......... " 

Can this be added? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



NCAA AND ATHLETIC DEPARTIVIENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

EDUCATION FOR DEPART/VIENTAL TUTORS//VIONITORS REGARDING NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/1 2/11 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.14): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic administration 
to: 

¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 

¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects 

¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are considered an 
institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who performs work for the University or 
the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not 
receive compensation from the institution for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a 
representative, he/she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.14.1) Others considered in this category are 
coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff member or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete 
member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 

¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an 
enrolled student-athlete 

¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement 
or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 

¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student- 
athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the incident must be 
reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of Unethical Conduct if an 
institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic 
credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples of this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is 
involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, especially if the grade change 
was unearned; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance from an institutional staff member, such 
as writing or typing a paper or a part of a paper for a student-athlete, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an 
institutional staff member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence 
and/or online courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in arranging 
fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts. An example of this would be if a student-athlete changed his/her 
own grade in a class. 

Other examples of academic fraud are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an a~endance sheet in a course where participation/a~endance is part 
of the final grade. 

¯ Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

¯ Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining 
extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, purchasing a term paper off the Internet 
and turning it in for course credit, plagiarism on a term paper, etc.) with no involvement of an institutional staff 
member and gets caught, the institution is not required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those 
above must be addressed through the University Honor Court system. An academic offense is considered academic 



fraud and must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the 
student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, it is your 
responsibility as an institutional staff member to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may 
cause huge problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report was made at the 
time of the incident. Keep in mind, cheating that does not provide enough assistance to enable a student-athlete 
to pass the course, does not lessen the violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is 
not specifically assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s 
athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit that is not expressly 
authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a 
violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s 
students or a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to an Academic 
Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

We are permi~ed to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not include course 
supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not specified on the course syllabus). 
Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to help by providing them with a notebook and other 
materials that you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible, although you may 
certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no ma~er what kind of 
a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with CDs and zip drives could come up that borders on 
the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper in to you on CD or through email rather than a 
hard copy asking you to proof it. Student-athletes understand that they may not email papers or provide any 
type of electronic version of their paper to their tutor. However, in the event that this should happen, 
corrections may not be made directly on the electronic document (i.e. saved on CD, email, Mircosoft Word, 
etc.). Additionally, a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer regarding any assignments. 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the counselor on duty to 
request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

1 1. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, transportation etc.) 
for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or she is enrolled. 

12. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. 
Tutors MAY NOT cover the cost of transportation (i.e. gas money, airfare, etc.) and/or provide transportation to 
student-athletes for any reason~ even if the student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 



13. An institutional staff member MAY NOT cover the charges for parking tickets for student-athletes, even if the 
student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 

14. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a meal or pay for the cost of a meal for a student-athlete or the 
entire team. Tutors MAY NOT bring food/snacks and drinks for student-athletes during their tutoring sessions. 

15. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a purchase or a 
service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

1 6. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

17. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal reasons without 
charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member MAY NOT make a charge for ANY reason on their personal 
credit card for which a student-athlete will reimburse. 

1 8. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student-athlete with a loan, 
no matter how large or small, even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

1 9. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled student- 
athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 
It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective student- 
athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at UNC have an online component, in 
which students may attend class each week and take quizzes and exams online, but the course is not identified as a 
typical online course. With this in mind, if a student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, 
please be sure to ask them if the assignment will be graded before working with the student. A professor may 
authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working with the 
student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional staff members 
(tutors, academic coaches, etc.) MAY NOT work with student-athletes outside of the Academic Support Center for 
Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring must be conducted in the Academic 
Center ONLY. Student-athletes may not contact tutors via phone call, email, social networking sites (i.e. 
Facebook, Twitter, etc.), or text messaging for personal matters or to arrange additional academic assistance 
after hours outside of the Academic Center. Conversely, tutors may not contact student-athletes in any way 
outside of the Academic Center. ALL COMMUNICATION MUST GO THROUGH THE STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ACADEMIC 
COUNSELOR ONLY. In addition, NO tutoring sessions free of charge or below the standard rate may be 
conducted outside of the Academic Center once a tutor is no longer employed within the Academic Support 
Program for Student-Athletes. 

Contact with Coaching Staff - Tutors should not have interaction with coaches, albeit personal or professional. Tutors 
may not be employed by coaches for family and other personal matters, i.e. babysitting, tutoring their children, etc. 
Coaches should not make arrangements with tutors to meet with prospects for recruiting purposes. ALL 
COMMUNICATION WITH COACHES MUST GO THROUGH THE TEAM’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. 

Complimentary Tickets - Tutors may not accept complimentary admissions to events on or off campus from student- 
athletes via a pass list or a "hard ticket". If a student-athlete invites you to attend a contest that requires a charge at 
the gate, please inform us. Student-athletes shall not provide tickets to staff members under any circumstance. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports wagering 
activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities 
concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 



Assisting with Writing a Paper- Do’s and Don’ts 

Subject tutors and academic coaches may read student-athletes’ papers for content ONLY. Writing instruction of all 
papers on ~ subject must ONLY be conducted by writing tutors. 

IV. 

How to begin without an idea 
A large portion of a paper is what you do before you write. 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the assignment. 

¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what points they want to make 

¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 
¯ Students should take notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the tutor. Although the 

tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper or the white board (i.e. mapping, outlining), the 
tutor must keep the paper, and the student should leave with their own written copy of the 
notes from the session. 

How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research materials to the 

student for purposes of writing a paper. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping them to come up 

with good search words. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use resources and how to choose the best articles rather than 
simply the first three on the list. 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may discuss the 
material. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 
¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching them 

strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze the research. 
¯ A tutor may recommend books and/or experts with whom to speak on the research topic. 

How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 

¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 

¯ Have the students talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Record the conversation if 
a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never write on a 
student’s paper during any stage of the paper. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and to listen for 
mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content, circle misspelled 

words, punctuation, etc. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 
¯ Do not read papers from a student’s storage device or laptop; read only from printouts. 

¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an email with a paper 
attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that 
is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you 
during your tutoring hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and argument. 
¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 

¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 
¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

enrichment for fall 

TEXT.htm; study table.xlsx 

Hello 

I have attached the participants in the fall Enrichment Program; I think this represents the most "at risk" returning students and the 
incoming students as well. I realize there are others who would benefit greatly from close monitoring as well so please send me those 
names and I will reach out to them individually for weekly meetings. I am thinking those who recently got off probation, those who 
had a terrible spring, etc. 

Thanks 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 19, 2011 8:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you ...... and that will never happen!! 

>>> "Blanton, Brem S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/19/2011 8:03 AM >>> 

Done [] now leave me alone! 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalov2a~m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:59 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tutor Handbook 

Not sure if you have sere this to the printer yet or not, but I added a phrase within the Additional Information. 

Specifically in purple ..... "In addition, NO tutoring session free of charge or below the standard rote may be conducted outside of the 
Academic Center .......... " 

Can this be added? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistam Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 19, 2011 8:24 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

You C’s can’t get off that easy ...... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/19/2011 8:14 AM >>> 

I figured [] it was worth a shot though, right? ! ? 

From: Susan Maloy [yrmil~o:sbma!ov~a~ar~caa~ur~.c~edal 
Sent: Friday, August 19,2011 8:14 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Tutor Handbook 

Thank you ...... and that will never happen!! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/19/2011 8:03 AM >>> 
Done[] now leave me alone! 

From: Susan Maloy [!~aailto:sbmalo~j~mcaa.m-~c.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11: 59 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tutor Handbook 

Brent, 

Not sure if you have sent this to the printer yet or not, but I added a phrase within the Additional Information. 

Specifically in purple ..... "In addition, NO tutoring session free of charge or below the standard rate may be conducted outside of the Academic 
Center .......... " 

Can this be added? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Departxnent of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Marcia Toms" <mltoms@gw.ncsu.edu> 

Friday, August 19, 2011 2:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

Thanks, Brent! The text is all I need. 

Best, 
-Marcia 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC 
Public Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/19/2011 1:57 PM >>> 

Hi Marcia, 
Attached is the copy for our handbook; it will not look this way next week as this is the working copy that a few of us were using to 
bounce visual-related ideas off of this summer. It is being dressed up a bit by someone in our department right now but the language 
will remain the same. Everyone is looking forward to your presentation next week; I cannot thank you enough for helping us out. 

I [] 11 touch base again next week; take care, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 20, 2011 7:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Just any corrections or changes that you see. I’m going to be in there tonight and I could make any changes and create a pdf for you. 
I’ll do a cover, too. Can you let me know what copy you’d like on the front? 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 05:35 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF261 @ITS-MSXMB S2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
Was I supposed to send you something already? My head is swimming so I cannot remember. 

Sorry to bother, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 20, 2011 9:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Got ’em. Thanks. 
At some point, just let me know what you’d like on the cover as far as wording. 

--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Aflaletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 09:41 PM, in message <237A6357-3194-4EAF-8D33-4C8BB889E485@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

Sorry... one more. On page 6, second bullet point, "refer he/she" should be "refer him/her". 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Handbook 
Date: Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:21 pm 

Just any corrections or changes that you see. I’m going to be in there tonight and I could make any changes and create a pdf for you. I’ll do a 
cover, too. Can you let me know what copy you’d like on the front? 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Aflaletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 05:35 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF261 @ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
Was I supposed to send you something already? My head is swimming so I cannot remember. 

Sorry to bother, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 20, 2011 11:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Handbook 

TEXT.htm; Tutor Manual.pdf 

Hi Brent, 
I think I’ve made all the changes and also changed the font. (Pdf attached) I txied to make sure everything matched up in the Table of Contents and 
I’m thrown off by Strategies and Skill Development, page 22. Am I missing that? Or is it somewhere else in the manual? 

--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 09:43 PM, in message <FFF55A56-3F39-4554-8E8D-3CBB09843AA8@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

For the cover page, just the year and Tutor Handbook works for me. Thanks again! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Handbook 
Date: Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:21 pm 

Just any corrections or changes that you see. I’m going to be in there tonight and I could make any changes and create a pdf for you. I’ll do a 
cover, too. Can you let me know what copy you’d like on the front? 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 05:35 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF261 @ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, 
Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
Was I supposed to send you something already? My head is swimming so I cannot remember. 

Sorry to bother, 
B 
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Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

OUR MISSION 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Mission Statement 

CSSAC is dedicated to promoting academic excellence to assist students in achieving their academic goals while enrolled at Carolina. 

Its constituent programs (Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Learning Center, Center for Student Academic Counseling, Sum- 

mer Bridge, and Writing Center) provide support for students in developing the skills and strategies needed to achieve academic success. 

This commitment to student learning supports the university’s mission to ~’teach students at all levels." 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Mission Statement 

The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in the Department of Athletics at the University of North Carolina- 

Chapel Hill is to provide collaborative programs and services with campus constituents to support and enhance the overall growth and 

development of all student-athletes. These programs and services promote personal responsibility, integrity, leadership development, ed- 

ucational excellence, and successful completion of a meaningful undergraduate degree. 



Dear Tutor: 

Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina. I am excited that you 

have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and high quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students run the full gamut in terms of ability, 

motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that stu- 

dent-athletes neither gain special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the consequences, positive or 

negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their academic progress. The ethics and integrity which 

guide your own academic work fully apply here in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. Please read it thoroughly. If you have 

any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator or any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our success is having a staff of tutors com- 

mitted to quality education. I appreciate your contributions to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

HOURS and CONTACT INFO 

Academic Center Hours of Operation 
Fall/Spring 

Monday-Thursdays 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Fridays 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Sundays 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Summer 
Monday-Thursdays 

Fridays 

Sundays 

9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

Closed unless special session is scheduled in advance 

Staff Contact Information 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director, Olympic Sports 

Baseball, Men’s Golf, Women’s Soccer, Women’s Tennis 

blanton@unc.edu 

962-9536 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director, Women’s Basketball 

Women’s Basketball, Swimming & Diving 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-5669 

Kym Orr 

Track & Field, Rowing, Fencing 

knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2425 

Tony Yeunt 

Field Hockey, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Golf, Volleyball 

tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9535 

Tia Overstreet 

Football 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-4400 

Amy Kleissler 

Football 

kleissle@unca a.unc.edu 

843-8635 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletics Director 

Certification & Eligibility 

Compliance Office 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9892 

Robert Mercer 

Director 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director, Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball, Softball, Men’s Tennis 

jtownsend @unca a.unc.ed u 

962-9538 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Football 

Football 

wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9893 

Jaimie Lee 

Football 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-6566 

Spencer Welborn 

Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Wrestling, Gymnastics 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2328 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-6029 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

ya rbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9537 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT POSITIONS 

Academic Counselors: The counselor role is to assist the student transition academically to the University of North Carolina. The coun- 

selor uses information gleaned from multiple sources, including tutorial feedback, to stay abreast of the student’s situation and counsel 

accordingly. 

Learning Specialist: Some of our student-athletes have special learning needs that have been identified through comprehensive testing. 

The Learning Specialist reviews the completed test reports, working with the staff educational-psychologist, to determine if academic 

accommodations should be requested. The Learning Specialists works with identified students as they seek approval for academic ac- 

commodations, work with the students to arrange for support services, and guide them to effectively utilize their accommodations. 

Tutor: Tutors are content specialists charged with assisting students as they attempt to learn and master material for class. As they 

help with material, the tutor will also model study skills habits that will help in the efforts. 

Graduate students 

Doctorial students 

Retired teachers 

Undergraduate students in exceptional cases 

Supplemental instructor: A person who attends class as a "master student" with permission from the faculty. 1-2 review sessions are 

then held each week discussing class material, study strategies, note-taking skills, preparing assignments, etc. 

C~raduate students 

Retired teachers 

Community members 

Learning Assistants: A person with experience and successful academic skills matched with a student who is less skilled or experi- 

enced. There is an agreed upon goal of having the person who is less skilled grow and develop specific academic competencies to be- 

come more academically successful and prepared. The learning assistant provides guidance or advice by example and through 

practice to the student. Learning Assistant’s will help to facilitate the student-athlete’s transition through challenging periods in their ac- 

ademic experience. The coaching process, if it is to be successful, must be done with a high degree of enthusiasm, confidentiality and 

unconditional positive regard for the student. 

C~raduate students 

Doctorial students 

Retired university faculty 

Community members 

Monitors: Supervise and maintain an appropriate and productive study hall environment, assist in study hall reporting, and maintain 

student privacy. Check with Academic Counselor on duty for any changes and record attendance of all student-athletes in scheduled 

sessions. Make sure supplies are available and printers are filled with paper. Actively engage with the students to encourage being on 

task. Sign off and approve task sheets. Enforce study hall policy regarding no cell phone usage and non-academic websites, as well as 

no food and quiet behavior. Collect, copy, and file feedback forms before tutors leave the building. At the end of the shift, tidy all 

tutor and independent study rooms, refill printers, and usher out all remaining students before building closure. 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

LEARNING DISABILITIES GUIDELINES 

Guidelines for Working with Students with Learning Disabilities 

As previously stated, the Academic Support Program works with students with learning disabilities. Below are the guidelines within which 

we expect the tutoring staff to work when working with these students. 

¯ NEVER ask if a student has a learning disability or if he/she qualifies for accommodations. This information should only be discussed 

if volunteered by the student. At that point, please encourage the student to utilize any accommodations for which the student qualifies 

but make sure all conversation is initiated by the student. 

¯ If a student asks questions about accommodations for students with learning disabilities, refer him/her to his/her counselor or a learning 

specialist on staff. Since these procedures can and do change, we want to insure that the student receives the most accurate information 

and from the proper resource. 

¯ Staff learning specialists keep detailed records on each student with a learning disability - these records are confidential. For that 

reason, the tutoring staff is never to be in possession of specific information related to a student’s disability or disability status; this pertains 

to either hard copy or electronically-relayed paperwork. 

¯ Communication with instructors is limited to students only. At no time should a tutor communicate on a student’s behalf. This type of 

communication includes anything about a student’s disability status or accommodations. 

¯ To reiterate, any conversation regarding a student’s learning disability should originate from the student. It is never appropriate for 

a member of the tutoring staff to initiate such a conversation. It is helpful, however, to bring concerns about a student to the attention of 

the student’s academic counselor or one of the staff learning specialists. Working with students at the level our tutoring staff is expected 

does call for an evaluation of a student’s learning abilities. Communication within the staff about these matters is encouraged and ap- 

preciated. 

¯ Should you have any questions about these guidelines or learning disabilities in general, contact Beth Lyons at 843-6029. 

Information on this page was inspired and derived from the 2010-11 Cavalier Academic Support Team Orientation Manual 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

THE HONOR CODE 

UNC Honor Court Instrument of Student Governance 
Excerpt on Academic Dishonesty 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support the principles of academic integrity 

and to refrain from all forms of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, the following: 

1. Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution 

in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

2. Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations in connection with an academic assignment, 

whether graded or otherwise. 

3. Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

4. Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or otherwise, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, telephonic or other forms of electronic communication, 

or other sources or methods), or 

b. Representing another’s work as one’s own. 

5. Violating procedures pertaining to the academic process, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Violating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or other academic assignments; 

b. Compromising the security of examinations or academic assignments; or 

c. Engaging in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation process. 

6. Deliberately furnishing false information to members of the University community in connection with their efforts to prevent, investigate, 

or enforce University requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

7. Forging, falsifying, or misusing University documents, records, identification cards, computers, or other resources so as to violate re- 

quirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

8. Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work conforms to requirements relating to academic 

integrity. 

9. Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited by Section ll.B. 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

NCAA and DEPARTMENT POLICY 
NCAA AND ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

EDUCATION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MONITORS REGARDING NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/] 2/] ] 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.14): 

An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 

By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are considered an institutional staff mem- 

ber. Institutional staff member includes an individual who performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the indi- 

vidual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution for performing such 

services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he!she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.14.1 ) Others 

considered in this category are coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 1 0.1 ) 

Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff member or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete member may include, 

but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement or extra benefit, im- 

proper academic assistance or improper financial aid 

¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and an agent, 

financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 

The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the incident must be reported to the 

NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, pro- 

fessor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples 

of this would be: 1 .) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course 

work, especially if the grade change was unearned; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance from an institutional 

staff member, such as writing or typing a paper or a part of a paper for a student-athlete, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an 

institutional staff member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence and/or online 

courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in arranging fraudulent aca- 

demic credit or false transcripts. An example of this would be if a student-athlete changed his/her own grade in a class. 

Other examples of academic fraud are: 
¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where participation/attendance is part of the final grade. 
¯ Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 
¯ Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining extensions to take exams and 

contacting faculty members in connection with the extension. 

if a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, purchasing a term paper off the Internet and turning it in for 

course credit, plagiarism on a term paper, etc.) with no involvement of an institutional staff member and gets caught, the institution is not 

required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the University Honor Court sys- 

tem. An academic offense is considered academic fraud and must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous dec- 

laration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 
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if you become aware of anythinq that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, it is your responsibility as an institutional staff member to 

make us aware. Any violation that qoes unreported may cause huqe problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be qreater than if the self-re- 

port was made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind, cheatinq that does not provide enouqh assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the 

course, does not lessen the violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically assiqned to you does not diminish 

the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 

An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s athletics interests to provide a student- 

athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-ath- 

letes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of 

the institution’s students or a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to an Academic Support staff member to discuss the 

use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

7. We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, 

art supplies or other study materials not specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to help by pro- 

viding them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible, although you may 

certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

8. Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no matter what kind of a bind they are in with their 

course work. Another issue with CDs and zip drives could come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper in 

to you on CD or through email rather than a hard copy asking you to proof it. Student-athletes understand that they may not email papers or provide 

any type of electronic version of their paper to their tutor. However, in the event that this should happen, corrections may not be made directly on 

the electronic document (i.e. saved on CD, email, Mircosoft Word, etc.). Additionally, a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer regard- 

ing any assignments. 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and 

copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

1 1. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, transportation etc.) for friends or 

relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or she is enrolled. 

1 2. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. Tutors MAY NOT 

cover the cost of transportation (i.e. gas money, airfare, etc.) and/or provide transportation to student-athletes for any reason, even if 

the student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 
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1 3. An institutional staff member MAY NOT cover the charges for parking tickets for student-athletes, even if the student-athlete pro- 

vides reimbursement of the expenses. 

14. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a meal or pay for the cost of a meal for a student-athlete or the entire team. Tu- 

tors MAY NOT bring food/snacks and drinks for student-athletes during their tutoring sessions. 

15. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a purchase or a service from an institu- 

tional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

1 6. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

17. it is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal reasons without charge or at a re- 

duced cost. A staff member MAY NOT make a charge for ANY reason on their personal credit card for which a student-athlete 

will reimburse. 

1 8. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student-athlete with a loan, no matter how 

large or small, even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

1 9. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled student-athlete and/or 

their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 

It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective student-athlete with any 

online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at UNC have an online component, in which students may attend class each 

week and take quizzes and exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a student-ath- 

lete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if the assignment will be graded before working 

with the student. A professor may authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before work- 

ing with the student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional staff members (tutors, ac- 

ademic coaches, etc.) MAY NOT work with student-athletes outside of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring must be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Stu- 

dent-athletes may not contact tutors via phone call, email, social networking sites (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, etc.), or text messaging 

for personal matters or to arrange additional academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center. Conversely, tutors 

may not contact student-athletes in any way outside of the Academic Center. ALL COMMUNICATION MUST GO THROUGH THE 

STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR ONLY. In addition, NO tutorinq sessions free of charqe or below the standard rate 

may be conducted outside of the Academic Center once a tutor is no Ionqer employed within the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Ath letes. 

Contact with Coachinq Staff - Tutors should not have interaction with coaches, albeit personal or professional. Tutors may not be em- 

ployed by coaches for family and other personal matters, i.e. babysitting, tutoring their children, etc. Coaches should not make 

arrangements with tutors to meet with prospects for recruiting purposes. ALL COMMUNICATION WITH COACHES MUST GO THROUGH 

THE TEAM’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. 

Complimentary Tickets - Tutors may not accept complimentary admissions to events on or off campus from student-athletes via a pass 

list or a "hard ticket". If a student-athlete invites you to attend a contest that requires a charge at the gate, please inform us. Student- 

athletes shall not provide tickets to staff members under any circumstance. 

Gamblinq - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports wagering activities or provide infor- 

mation to individuals involved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athlet- 

ics competition. 
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ASSISTANCE with WRITING PAPERS 

Assisting with Writing a Paper- Do’s and Don’ts 

Subject tutors and learning assistants may read student-athletes’ papers for content ONLY. Writing instruction of all papers on any sub- 

ject must ONLY be conducted by writing tutors. 

How to begin without an idea 

A large portion of a paper is what you do before you write. 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the assignment. 
¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what points they want to make 
¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 
¯ Students should take notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the tutor. Although the tutor may write on a sepa- 

rate sheet of paper or the while board (i.e. mapping, outlining), the tutor must keep the paper, and the student should leave 

with their own written copy of the notes from the session. 

How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writ- 
ing a paper. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping them to come up with good search words. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use resources and how to choose the best articles rather than simply the first three on the 

list. 
¯ A 
¯ A 

student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may discuss the material. 

tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching them strategies/skills on how to 

think critically about sources and analyze the research. 
¯ A tutor may recommend books and/or experts with whom to speak on the research topic. 

mo How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 
¯ Have the students talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Record the conversation if a student is having trouble 

remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never write on o student’s poper durin,q any sto,qe of the poper. 
¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and to listen for mistakes. 
¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

IV. Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content, circle misspelled words, punctuation, etc. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 
¯ Do not read papers from a student’s storage device or laptop; read only from printouts. 
¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an email with a paper attached, simply reply stat- 

ing that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a hard 

copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring hours. 
¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and argument. 
¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 
¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 
¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 
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TUTOR POLICIES and PROCEDURES 

Requirements 

Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 
¯ Follow the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 
¯ Arrive on time for all sessions. If you will be late, please call the Tutor Coordinator. 
¯ Be in the room assigned to you within the Academic Facility. 
¯ In the event you must miss a tutoring session, please inform the Tutor Coordinator so he or she can make alternative arrange- 

ments. 
¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The Tutor Coordinator assigns all tutor hours. Neither student nor tutors may 

make appointments for private sessions without the expressed approval of the Tutor Coordinator. 

Release and Dismissal 

A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

1. Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including repeatedly failing to turn in feedback 

forms. 

2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

3. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

4. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of the Academic Support Program for Stu- 

dent-Athletes, the student-athletes, or the University. 

5. Unscheduled sessions and/or sessions outside of the Academic Center. 

6. Violation of University or NCAA policies regarding academic honesty. 

Confidentiality 

Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a student’s academic concerns only with 

the student and academic staff. You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty, or members of the com- 

munity or media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the Buckley Amendment. Any question to the breach of 

a student’s confidentiality will result in termination of employment. 

No Shows 

Wait 30 minutes and then check in with the staff to see if you should leave (or use best judgment). Make sure to document on your 

feedback form and record 30 minutes on your TIMS timecard. 

Evaluations 

You will meet periodically with the Tutor Coordinator to evaluate the effectiveness of your tutor meetings. You will also be required to 

fill out an end of the semester evaluation form on your student and the tutor program. You are not personally evaluated by the grades 

of the students, but rather by your own performances in tutoring the students. 

Parkinq 
Day: We will not provide parking tickets for daytime tutors. You will be responsible for covering your own parking expenses. 

Night: Tutors can park on campus after 5:00pm. No parking fines are issued after that time except during special events. It is a first 

come, first serve basis, so spots are limited. You can also park on Stadium Drive or any other eligible parking lots. We will not provide 

parking tickets for the parking garages or pay for DPS parking tickets. 

Copies 

All copies must be academic related and approved by a staff member. Any questions as to what this includes, please ask the Tutor Co- 

ordinator. 

You may also take advantage of using our computer lab and free printing for feedback forms, academic related materials, etc. Per- 

sonal copying/printing is not permitted. 
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Weather 

Adverse Weather Hotline: 843-1234 

if we are experiencing bad weather or have the threat of bad weather, please call the Tutor Coordinator for details of the day’s meet- 

ings. If unable to reach, call 962-9536 after 5pro. A message regarding our plans for the evening operation of the building will be 

stated. 

Announcements 

Please check your email periodically for important notes and announcements from the Tutor Coordinator. 

Dress Code 

The Academic Center is a professional place of work. Even though you are working with students, our office is a place of business and 

a direct representation of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Athletics Department and University. Although formal business attire is 

not necessary, please abide by the following dress code. Your dress should convey to the students that they are working with a profes- 

sional. If you would wear it out in the evenings, it is not to be worn at work: 

Acceptable: 

o Teacher/Business/Sport Casual 

Not Acceptable: 

o Low cut (cleavage baring), midriff exposing shirts or dresses 

o Gym clothes such as mesh shorts, spandex leggings, etc. 

o Strapless shirts or dresses 

o High cut (rear-end baring) shorts, skirts, or dresses 

o Excessively torn or worn blue jeans 

o Clothes denoting inappropriate messages or Iogos 

Behavior 

Do not engage in "extra-curricular" activities with your student. 

Please refrain from using or allowing your student to use foul language. 

A tutor relationship is a special one of trust and respect. Be sure to not "cross" these lines. 

Cell Phones/Non-Academic Websites/Music 

These items are PROHIBITED during your tutor meetings. This includes students and tutors. On RARE occasions, a cell phone must be an- 

swered. As a tutor, please do this in a professional manner. Also, there are times when tutors are waiting to help students. Please DO 

NOT use this time to text message, access non-academic websites, or use headphones to listen to music. This is NOT the example we are 

trying to set for our student-athletes. 

NCAA/UNC Academic Honesty Policy Form 
As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes, you are required to carefully read, sign, and date the NCAA/Acade- 

mic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support 

Center. It is a statement indicating tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as articulated by the Academic Support Program 

for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will result in immediate termination of employment. 

Payment/Timesheets 

1. We use TIMS. All time worked is recorded through this time management system. Before you begin work, you must complete 

the 15 minute online training: http://finance.unc.edu/university-c~ntr~~~er/time-inf~rmati~n-management-tim/we~c~me.htm~ 

2. Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously tutoring a number of students dur- 

ing a given time period. No additional pay is granted for preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless an academic 

counselor has requested your services for a special assignment. No hours will be paid for unauthorized unscheduled sessions. 
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TIPS FOR TIMS 

3. All time for tutoring must be stamped in and out on TIMS. Your times must be consistent with the Daily Tutoring Feedback Farms 

for that pay period; any irregularities in times will not be honored. Time cards without approvals cannot be submitted for pay- 

menh 

4. Time cards should be approved by noon on Friday of the pay period ending the following Sunday. If you tutor on Sunday, 

you must approve your timecard by 10pm that night. If you do not approve your timecard, you will not be able to be paid, and 

these hours will be lost. 

5. Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis; two weeks following the day time sheets were submitted. (See the Tutor 

Board in the resource room for Pay Schedule) 

6. If you run into an issue or problem with your timecard, please enter the information into the log next to the tutor computer on 

the 5th floor. Da nat email the Tutar Caardinatar. If it is not in the log, it will not get fixed. 

7. You can use the computers in the Academic Center, download TIMS onto your own computer, or Iogon from anywhere using 

https://unctim.unc.edu/wfc/a pplications/wtk/html/ess/Iogon.jsp. 

TIPS for TIMS 

1. Don’t forget to stamp in and stamp out. Computers available throughout the Academic Center. 

2. IMPERATIVE to LOG OFF not just X out of the screen. 

3. Approval-~once you APPROVE your time card, it is over!! All time cards must be approved by NOON on FRIDAY of the time period. 

~IF YOU WORK ON SUNDAY, you must approve your timesheet by 1 0pm on SUNDAY. If you do not approve your timecard, you will 

not be paid for these hours. 

4. IF YOU MESS UP - you must fill out the TIMS log by the computer/copier on the 5th floor of the Academic Center. 

5. If you mess up, get it fixed BEFORE you approve the timecard 

6. Check your email for password expiration notices, if password expires, you can’t stamp in/out. 

7. Eliminate errors!!! Remind yourself; check your timecard after each log in. We do not enjoy fixing mistakes! 

FEEDBACK FORMS 

You must complete feedback forms at the completion of each session. These forms will be provided to you and must be submitted by 

NOON the day following your meeting. Please be thorough and prompt. Feedback forms need to be written for a "professional" audi- 

ence as they will be read by academic staff members and possibly coaches. Please be extremely detailed in your comments. 

You will not be paid for hours worked unless there is feedback corresponding to the recorded hours. They do not only serve as a 

record for hours worked but become a part of the student-athlete’s permanent file. Even if you have a face-to-face conversation with a 

staff member, you still need to submit a feedback form. 
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TOOLS and GUIDELINES 
TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 
Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines 
¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions are useful only for 

cursory review 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths and weaknesses in the course 
¯ Assist the student in effective note taking 
¯ Note-taking strategy handout available at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/Notetaking 
¯ Help them learn effective listening skills 
¯ Handout available at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/Listening 
¯ Help them use note cards effectively 
¯ Handout available at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/Note Cards 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes 
¯ Try the SQ3R strategy of reading texts - survey, question, read, recite, review 
¯ Reading strategy handouts are found at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/reading_handouts 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective note taking, active 

listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide rather than teach, show 

rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, inform the academic counselor for that 

student’s sport. 
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STRATEGIES and SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

READING TEXTBOOKS 
The Hill Center Reading Program, 2009 

For struggling students, reading textbooks can be intimidating, frustrating, and even exhausting. While students with learning disability 

accommodations from the University may use recorded textbooks, taking turns reading aloud short sections of the assignment can be a 

useful tool. Follow through by reviewing aloud the passages. Use this discussion as a jumping off point for the student to take notes 

using an outline format or story map. 

TEST TAKING 
The following tips are adapted from Fry (2000), Ellis (2007) and Harwell (2008). 

¯ Create an organized study plan that includes daily 10-15 minute reviews of each subject, followed by one hour weekly re- 

views. For the final, plan on a comprehensive review of 2-5 hours, including breaks. 

¯ Prepare physically, mentally, and emotionally to reduce test anxiety and improve performance. Your student has worked so 

hard all semester; now is his time to make a strong showing and push through the finish line! Encourage them to use the study 

strategies you have worked on, get enough sleep and good food, and take confidence in all that they have achieved thus far. Let 

them know that test anxiety is normal, but help them relate it to the anxiety they may feel before a game. Associate turning the 

anxiety they may feel into a desire to beat the opponent (the exam), use their training (their work with you to improve their abili- 

ties), and prove they can be successful (high score). As their biggest fan, make sure you reward them after the exam with a big 

cheer - perhaps your own rendition of "the wave! 

IMPROVING MEMORY 

Adapted from Fry (2000), Harwell (2008), and The Hill Center (2009). 

Acronyms: AAA (Automobile Association of America) 

Acrostics: ROYGBIV (the order of the colors in a rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, etc.) 

Chaining: Create a story or images where each word you need to remember is linked to the next word you need. 

Chunking: Group facts together. 

Image-Name Technique: Shirley Temple - her curly (rhymes with "Shirley") hair around her temples 

Key Word Method: For foreign language - associate an English word that sounds like the foreign word. 

Mnemonics: Encode difficult-to-remember information in a way that is much easier to remember. 

Rehearsal: Write or recite the material repeatedly. 
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INITIAL MEETING 

Some Things to Cover in Your Firs! Meeting: 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Explain your role - this is a good way to connect. The student will want to know what you can do for them so describe your 

strengths and how you can utilize these skills to help them. 

¯ The student is probably going to wonder why they have to meet with you. Explain how their academic performance is ex- 

tremely important, as coaches believe they can be a key player on the team. This is extra help to get them acclimated to what 

it takes to be a D-I student-athlete. 
¯ Review the syllabus to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines. 
¯ With syllabi, note which days will be missed due to competition. Encourage them to speak with professors about these ab- 

sences IN ADVANCE!* 
¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions are useful only 

for cursory review. 

¯ REQUIRE student to bring all syllabi, planning devices, and class materials to each meeting. This is ESSENTIAL!! You can help 

them get that organized and keep it organized throughout the semester.* 

¯ Make sure your student has an understanding of: what their professor’s names are, grading system, when assignments are 

due, absence policy, late work policy, etc. NAMES especially. 

Student Involvement 
¯ Reiterate the attendance policy and how your student MUST contact their advisor if they are going to miss/be late for a 

meeting. 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective note taking, active 

listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide rather than teach, 

show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture (Wlodkowski, 2008). 

Get to Know One Another 
¯ Where is your student from? Ask them to tell you about their family. 
¯ What position does your student play? How is practice going? 
¯ What does your student feel is their hardest class, why? Easiest? Why? 
¯ What was high school like for your student? How is it alike/different from college? 
¯ How is your student handling their sport and school? What do they feel are the challenges? How are they handling those 

challenges so far? 
¯ See what kind of organizational/time management tools your student is using. Can this be improved? Give suggestions. 
¯ Inform him/her of your scheduled meeting times. 
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REGULAR MEETINGS 

Promote time manaqement 

¯ One of the best skills you can teach a student-athlete is to anticipate, a valuable life skill that they can apply across the aca- 

demic, athletic, and social aspects of their life (Martin, 1991 ). So often for this age group, small, inconsequential tasks are not 

factored into the overall time commitment plan for the day (Stabeno, 2004): anticipate that you need to go to the bank, get a 

ride to campus, or take your computer to ITS. Not fulfilling your responsibilities due to unplanned events is not an excuse that a 

coach or professor will accept. 

¯ One of the biggest struggles with freshmen student-athletes is understanding that study hall is not the only time in a day to 

crack the books. Using the block schedule worksheet in their academic planner, ask them to look for holes in their schedule that 

can be utilized to work on your coursework. 

Promote class responsibility 

¯ Encourage and motivate your student to strive for improvement and excellence, always! Distractibility is a plight of many of 

our student-athletes - talk through together the importance of sitting up front, away from friends, and avoiding distractions on the 

Internet. 

Promote professor communication 

¯ Learning the importance of establishing a relationship with professors may take time with your student. Rehearse the meeting 

- describe what the office may look like, talk about what the student’s goals might be in going to see a professor, and brainstorm 

questions that the student would like to discuss. Don’t forget to talk through what to do if the discussion doesn’t go according to 

plan. As their tutor, you are modeling resilience! 

Promote or.qanization 

¯ Encourage your student to organize their notebook, cleaning out their backpack, and filing away any loose papers. Keeping 

the clutter to a minimum will help them reduce distraction, and focus. 

Promote daily work 

¯ One of the best academic habits you can instill in the student you are working with is to review class notes and reading every 

day. Ease the transition by starting with a focused activity rather than a time limit. 

¯ Many underprepared students prefer to put off what they anticipate will be hard or discouraging work. Hands-on activities 

such as review games are a great way to ’sneak in’ the learning. 

Promote academic skills through daily work 

¯ Be active - engage your student by being active yourself, and give them different paths to obtaining knowledge. If they are 

having a slow day, turn the tables on them by tossing them the chalk and having them get up at the board. 

Promote communication 
¯ Listen actively to the student--what they are saying and how they are saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. Keep directions short and explicit. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and 

improvements made. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
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RED FLAGS: SITUATIONS and STRATEGIES 
ISSUES OF MOTIVATION AND INJURY 

We are working with myriad issues within our large pool of student-athletes: challenges such as lack of moti- 

vation, learning disabilities, deficient skills, or physical fatigue. When you see any red flags such as a drop 

in grades, productivity, or attitude, hit the ’pause button’ and look to see if you can determine what is hap- 

pening beneath the surface. Try to pass onto your student what has worked for you, or ask what worked for 

them in high school, or what works for them in their sport. Try to parlay their feedback into habits they can 

utilize in their academics now. 

MOTIVATION: MID-SEMESTER BLAHS AND REASSESSING AFTER DISAPPOINTMENT 

By the time a student-athlete reaches the mid-semester, they are most often pretty wiped out, and this is especially true for the fresh- 

men, to whom this level of commitment is significantly amped up from what they have been used to. In their high school they were the 

best-of-the-best, but in college, everyone is the best-of-the-best. Between practices, strength & conditioning, and weight lifting, even 

’out of season’ isn’t really a break for student-athletes. Physically, they are exhausted. 

Mental exhaustion is harder to see, but in many ways can be even more debilitating. Student-athletes don’t really have vacations any- 

more because of their practice and game schedules, so although they may get slight breaks in their routine, they never truly get to ’get 

away from it all’ the way the rest of us do. If your student hits a rough patch, they may begin to slide back into poor habits. 

Let your student know you feel the same way as they do sometimes. No, you can’t know the pressures they face every day as a scholar- 

ship student-athlete, but neither can they fully understand what you face in your life unless you share some of yourself with them -- per- 

haps drawing parallels between your lives. At a minimum you are teaching them to look beyond themselves, but it also builds trust and 

understanding. When they feel more attached, they will work harder (Harris, 1 991 ). Take on a mindset that you & your student are 

turning a new corner together: new outlook, new attitude and new possibilities. 

Change up your routine: 

¯ Together, read over the disappointing test or paper. Does your student see what they need to do differently to improve their 

grade.~ What steps can they take to make that happen.~ 

¯ Ask your student to tell you two things they do and do not like about study hall, then brainstorm together on how to capitalize on the 

’likes.’ It may be something like ’1 can get my reading notes done.’’ Perhaps make a goal to work ahead so that there is less to do over 

the weekend. 

¯ Give your student praise for accomplishments, big or small. For the student who came to session with their homework completed, let 

them know you appreciate their efforts and will let their coach know. Even if they do not seem to care, it still matters to them on the in- 

side. 

¯ Have fun, stay firm, and find your own comfort zone. Tutoring is a uniquely wonderful position because you are combining aspects 

of your own personality with your love of teaching, and forming a personal relationship with a student who needs you. Be confident 

and mold the role to be your own. 

INJURY AND RED-SHIRTING 

Injuries can be especially emotionally debilitating, and can bleed over into academics. No longer practicing or training, these students 

are now without their usual routine, with lots of time on their hands to worry about their future. They may feel separate from their 

friends, and worried about how the injury may affect their future plans. 

For freshmen who are red-shirting their freshman year, they can feel especially pessimistic, as if they are being left behind. They came 

in as a group, have worked hard for months to become a successful unit, but are not allowed to follow through as a unit. This can feel 

like a frustrating game of hurry-up-and-wait. Perhaps their roommate has become the newest star on the team, or they are emotionally 
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RED FLAGS: SITUATIONS and STRATEGIES 

dawn after talking to their high school buddies at other 

schools, whose lives always seems greener. Add in a few 

bad grades, and you have one unhappy camper on your 

hands. 

%earning to navigate the physical as well as emotional 

and psychological journey that characterizes the response 

to and recover from injury can be quite challenging. In- 

juries are never predicted, always came at a ’bad’ time" 

(Parham, 2009). Your tutoring relationship can prove to 

be a comforting place where your student-athlete feels 

they can give voice to their fears: Will I ever play again? 

Will I lose my scholarship? Will my team reject me? If I 

can’t go pro what am I going to do for the rest of my life? 

You will not be able to answer those questions, but in many 

ways, your simple act of listening can go a long way to- 

ward the student sorting out their thoughts in their own 

mind. 

This is one of those moments to try shaking up your routine 

a bit, and getting the student to focus on the possibilities the future holds, rather than dwelling on the misery of the here and now. For a 

red-shirted freshman, remind them how they are getting faster and stranger through rehabilitation, and will be that much mare valuable 

on the field next fall. 

As far as their course work with you goes, talk about how this is actually a tremendous gift. As your student progresses toward gradua- 

tion, the courses will grow steadily mare difficult. They can actually turn this year to their advantage, bath in the classroom and on the 

field. Use this time to focus solely on schoolwork. The reward will be a better foundation of knowledge and better grades. 
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TIPS from FORMER TUTORS 

¯ ~’lt isn’t haw much yau knaw. it is haw much 

they knaw yau care." 

¯ ~’Maintain a prafessianal relatianship with the 

students; let them know that you have high ex- 

pectations from the beginning and create an 

enviranment where they are accauntable far 

themselves, their wark and yau." 

¯ ~’These students have a great deal af pressure 

an them. Remember ta tell them haw gaad they 

did when samething gaes well. Try ta use a 

pasitive tane as much as passible when making 

carrectians/suggestians. Same students are al- 

ready self-cansciaus sa they need encaurage- 

ment as much as passible." 

¯ ~’Never accept ’1 did it already’ at face value; 

ask ta see the evidence!" 

¯ ~’Dan’t create a situation where the students are becoming too needy or dependent upon you. Yau want them to be accountable far 

their wark and feel a sense af accamplishment. This sense af accamplishment leads ta bath canfidence in themselves and mativatian far 

future assignments/success." 

¯ ~’Be flexible! Plans can change quickly. Same things may nat wark getting the idea acrass. Be willing ta ga with it and try different 

things to get the infa across to the guys." 

¯ ~’Always ask, ’Why?’ Dan’t just ask, ’Daes that make sense? Da yau understand?’ They can tell yau ’yes’ withaut having a clue why. 

Always, always, always ask, ~’Why?" but alsa always be willing ta take the time (and by time, sametimes it takes several minutes) ta let 

them formulate and talk out their explanations until they come to whatever conclusion they reach themselves. Yau may have to prompt 

them a little by repeating something they just said and letting them finish or rephrase the thought, but make them explain it to you. BE 

PATIENT!" 

¯ ~’Break dawn assignments in multiple ways to ensure that each individual student understands what they have to da (i.e. an the baard, 

an their calendar, and/ar in their nates). Dan’t just tell them that we expect them ta be arganized; actually hald them accauntable by 

checking their assigns/falders daily befare they can leave." 

¯ ~’Never ever, ever forget to be straight with the students. Don’t sugar-coat things. Due dates are due dates, and stuff has to get done. 

That’s just the way it is. Alsa, celebrate ... achievement." 

¯ ~’When you sense that your students need a break and are losing attention to what they’re doing let them take a break and come 

back." 
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RESOURCES 

USEFUL WEBSITES 

Computer problems: itarheel.com 

Connect Carolina: rny.unc.edu 

UNC Into (majors): www.unc.edu 

Email: webmail.unc.edu 

ONYEN: onyen.unc.edu 

Blackboard: blackboard.unc.edu 

Sakai: sakai.unc.edu 

Self-test to determine learning style: http://www.dartrnouth.edu/-acskills/success/index.htrnl 

Demonstration videos on note-taking, study strategies, improving reading and retention: 

http://www.da rtmouth.edu/-acskills/videos/index.html 

Demonstration videos on the writing process: http://www.unc.edu/tlim/wc/ 

USEFUL BOOKS 

Birsh, J. R.. (200.5). Multisensory teaching of basic language skills. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 

Ellis, D. (1997). Becoming a master student. New York, NY: Houghton-Mifflin Company. 

Fry, R. (2000). How to study. Franklin Lakes, N J: Career Press. 

Harwell, J. M., & Jackson, R. W. (2008). The complete learning disabilities handbook. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lunsford, A. A. (2008). The st. martin’s handbook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s. 

Martin, D. (1991 ). How to be a successful student. San Anselmo, CA: Martin Press. 

Quinn, P. O., Ratey, N. A., & Maitland, T. L. (2000). Coaching college students with ad/hd. Washington, DC: Advantage 

Books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 20, 2011 11:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Handbook 

TEXT.htm; tutorbookletcover.pdf 

Here’s a draft. Let me know ... 

--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 09:43 PM, in message <FFF55A56-3F39-4554-8E8D-3CBB09843AA8@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

For the cover page, just the year and Tutor Handbook works for me. Thanks again! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Handbook 
Date: Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:21 pm 

Just any corrections or changes that you see. I’m going to be in there tonight and I could make any changes and create a pdf for you. I’ll do a 
cover, too. Can you let me know what copy you’d like on the front? 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 05:35 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF261 @IT S-MSXMB S2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
Was I supposed to send you something already? My head is swimming so I cannot remember. 

Sorry to bother, 
B 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 21,2011 8:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry, just seeing this. I can absolutely change the TOC, if it’s not too late. (I’ll change it regardless and at least it will be correct in the 
pdf.) I’ll send it your way within the hour. 

--dg 

>>> On 8/21/2011 at 03:41 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF388@ITS-MSXMB S2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
This looks AWESOME! I cannot thank you enough for doing this for me. The Strategies and Skills page that you couldn’t find I 
actually moved to page 16 - I forgot all about that. Is there any way we could change the Table of Contents? 

Thanks again! 
Brent 

From: Dana Gelin [dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 20, 2011 11:08 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Handbook 

Hi Brent, 
I think I’ve made all the changes and also changed the font. (Pdf attached) I tried to make sure everything matched up in the Table of 
Contents and I’m thrown offby Strategies and Skill Development, page 22. Am I missing that? Or is it somewhere else in the manual? 

--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.tmc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 09:43 PM, in message <FFF55A56-3F39-4554-8E8D-3CBB09843AA8@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

For the cover page, just the year and Tutor Handbook works for me. Thanks again! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 



Subject: Handbook 
Date: Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:21 pm 

Just any corrections or changes that you see. I’m going to be in there tonight and I could make any changes and create a pdf for you. 
I’ll do a cover, too. Can you let me know what copy you’d like on the front? 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 05:35 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF261 @ITS-MSXMB S2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
Was I supposed to send you something already? My head is swimming so I cannot remember. 

Sorry to bother, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 21,2011 9:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Handbook 

TEXT.htm; TutorManual_082111 .pdf 

No problemo. Here you go ... 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/21/2011 at 09:31 PM, in message <515E1E30-6F7B-47B 1-8635-E6BB95AB410D@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

You’re too good! Thank you, 
Brent 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Handbook 
Date: Sun, Aug 21, 2011 8:58 pm 

Sorry, just seeing this. I can absolutely change the TOC, if it’s not too late. (I’ll change it regardless and at least it will be correct in the 

pdf.) I’ll send it your way within the hour. 

--dg 

>>> On 8/21/2011 at 03:41 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF388@ITS-MSXMB S2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
This looks AWESOME! I cannot thank you enough for doing this for me. The Strategies and Skills page that you couldn’t find I 
actually moved to page 16 - I forgot all about that. Is there any way we could change the Table of Contents? 

Thanks again! 
Brent 

From: Dana Gelin [dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu] 



Sent: Saturday, August 20, 2011 11:08 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Handbook 

Hi Brent, 
I think I’ve made all the changes and also changed the font. (Pdf attached) I tried to make sure everything matched up in the Table of 
Contents and I’m thrown offby Strategies and Skill Development, page 22. Am I missing that? Or is it somewhere else in the manual? 

--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 09:43 PM, in message <FFF55A56-3F39-4554-8E8D-3CBB09843AA8@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

For the cover page, just the year and Tutor Handbook works for me. Thanks again! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Handbook 
Date: Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:21 pm 

Just any corrections or changes that you see. I’m going to be in there tonight and I could make any changes and create a pdf for you. 
I’ll do a cover, too. Can you let me know what copy you’d like on the front? 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/20/2011 at 05:35 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF261 @ITS-MSXMB S2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dana, 
Was I supposed to send you something already? My head is swimming so I cannot remember. 



Sorry to bother, 

B 
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OUR  |SS|OH 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Mission Statement 

CSSAC is dedicated to promoting academic excellence to assist students in achieving their academic goals while enrolled at Carolina. 

Its constituent programs (Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Learning Centefi Center for Student Academic Counseling, Sum- 

mer Bridge, and Writing Center) provide support for students in developing the skills and strategies needed to achieve academic success. 

This commitment to student learning supports the university’s mission to "teach students at all levels." 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Mission Statement 

The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in the Department of Athletics at the University of North Carolina- 

Chapel Hill is to provide collaborative programs and services with campus constituents to support and enhance the overall growth and 

development of all student-athletes. These programs and services promote personal responsibility, integrity, leadership development, ed- 

ucational excellence, and successful completion of a meaningful undergraduate degree. 



Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina. I am excited that you 

have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and high quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students run the full gamut in terms of ability, 

motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that stu- 

dent-athletes neither gain special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the consequences, positive or 

negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their academic progress. The ethics and integrity which 

guide your own academic work fully apply here in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. Please read it thoroughly. If you have 

any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator or any fuji-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our success is having a staff of tutors com- 

mitted to quality education. I appreciate your contributions to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Academic Center Hours of Operation 
Fall/Spring 

Monday-Thursdays 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Fridays 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Sundays 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Summer 

Monday-Thursdays 

Fridays 

Sundays 

9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

Closed unless special session is scheduled in advance 

Brent Blanten 
Assodate Diredor, Olympic Sports 

Baseball, Men’s Golf, Women’s Soccer, Women’s Tennis 

blanton@unc.edu 

962-9536 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director, Women’s Basketball 

Women’s Basketball, Swimming & Diving 

brJdgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-5669 

Kym err 

Track & Field, Rowing, Fencing 

knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2425 

Tony Yount 

Field Hockey, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Golf, Volleyball 

tonyyount@uncaa.unc.ed u 

962-9535 

Tia Overstreet 

Football 

overstre@uncaa.unc.ed u 

843-4400 

Amy Kleissler 

Football 

kieJssie@uncaaounc.ed u 

843-8635 

Susan Maley 

Assistant Athletics DJredor 

Certification & Eligibility 

Compliance Office 

sbmaJoy@uncaaouncoedu 

962-9892 

Robert h~ercer 

Diredor 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Diredor, Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball, Softball, Men’s Tennis 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.ed u 

962-9538 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Football 

Football 

wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9893 

Jaimie Lee 

Football 

jaimJeJee@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-6566 

Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Wrestling, Gymnastics 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2328 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

emJyons@uncaaouncoed u 

843-6029 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9537 



SUPPORT POS|T|OHS 

Academic Counselors: The counselor role is to assist the student transition academically to the University of North Carolina. The coun- 

selor uses information gleaned from multiple sources, including tutorial feedback, to stay abreast of the student’s situation and counsel 

accordingly. 

Learning SpeciaJist: Some of our student-athletes have special learning needs that have been identified through comprehensive testing. 

The Learning Specialist reviews the completed test reports, working with the staff educational-psychologist, to determine if academic 

accommodations should be requested. The Learning Specialists works with identified students as they seek approval for academic ac- 

commodations, work with the students to arrange for support services, and guide them to effectively utilize their accommodations. 

Tutor: Tutors are content specialists charged with assisting students as they attempt to learn and master material for class. As they 

help with material, the tutor will also model study skills habits that will help in the efforts. 

Graduate students 

Doctorial students 

Retired teachers 

Undergraduate students in exceptional cases 

Supplemental Instructor: A person who attends class as a "master student" with permission from the faculty. ] -2 review sessions are 

then held each week discussing class material, study strategies, note-taking skills, preparing assignments, etc. 

Graduate students 

Retired teachers 

Community members 

Learning Assistants: A person with experience and successful academic skills matched with a student who is less skilled or experi- 

enced. There is an agreed upon goal of having the person who is less skilled grow and develop specific academic competencies to be- 

come more academically successful and prepared. The learning assistant provides guidance or advice by example and through 

practice to the student. Learning Assistant’s will help to facilitate the student-athlete’s transition through challenging periods in their ac- 

ademic experience. The coaching process, if it is to be successful, must be done with a high degree of enthusiasm, confidentiality and 

unconditional positive regard for the student. 

Graduate students 

Doctorial students 

Retired university faculty 

Community members 

Monitors: Supervise and maintain an appropriate and productive study hall environment, assist in study hall reporting, and maintain 

student privacy. Check with Academic Counselor on duty for any changes and record attendance of all student-athletes in scheduled 

sessions. Make sure supplies are available and printers are filled with paper. Actively engage with the students to encourage being on 

task. Sign off and approve task sheets. Enforce study hall policy regarding no cell phone usage and non-academic websites, as well as 

no food and quiet behavior. Collect, copy, and file feedback forms before tutors leave the building. At the end of the shift, tidy all 

tutor and independent study rooms, refill printers, and usher out all remaining students before building closure. 



Guidelines for Working with Students with Learning Disabilities 

As previously stated, the Academic Support Program works with students with learning disabilities. Below are the guidelines within which 

we expect the tutoring staff to work when working with these students. 

* NEVER ask if a student has a learning disability or if he/she qualifies for accommodations. This information should only be discussed 

if volunteered by the student. At that point, please encourage the student to utilize any accommodations for which the student qualifies 

but make sure all conversation is initiated by the student. 

* If a student asks questions about accommodations for students with learning disabilities, refer him/her to his/her counselor or a learning 

specialist on staff. Since these procedures can and do change, we want to insure that the student receives the most accurate information 

and from the proper resource. 

* Staff learning specialists keep detailed records on each student with a learning disability - these records are confidential. For that 

reason, the tutoring staff is never to be in possession of specific information related to a student’s disability or disability status; this pertains 

to either hard copy or electronically-relayed paperwork. 

* Communication with instructors is limited to students only. At no time should a tutor communicate on a student’s behalf. This type of 

communication includes anything about a student’s disability status or accommodations. 

* To reiterate, any conversation regarding a student’s learning disability should originate from the student. It is never appropriate for 

a member of the tutoring staff to initiate such a conversation. It is helpful, however, to bring concerns about a student to the attention of 

the student’s academic counselor or one of the staff learning specialists. Working with students at the level our tutoring staff is expected 

does call for an evaluation of a student’s learning abilities. Communication within the staff about these matters is encouraged and ap- 

preciated. 

Should you have any questions about these guidelines or learning disabilities in general, contact Beth Lyons at 843-6029. 

Informaffon on fhis page was inspired and derived from fhe 201 O- 11 Cavalier Academic Supporf Team Orienfaffon Manual 



THE HOHOR CODE 

Excerpt on Academic Dishonesty 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support the principles of academic integrity 

and to refrain from all forms of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, the following: 

]. Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution 

in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

2. Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations in connection with an academic assignment, 

whether graded or otherwise. 

3. Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

4. Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or otherwise, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, telephonic or other forms of electronic communication, 

or other sources or methods), or 

b. Representing another’s work as one’s own. 

5. Violating procedures pertaining to the academic process, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Violating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or other academic assignments; 

b. Compromising the security of examinations or academic assignments; or 

c. Engaging in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation process. 

6. Deliberately furnishing false information to members of the University community in connection with their efforts to prevent, investigate, 

or enforce University requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

7. Forging, falsifying, or misusing University documents, records, identification cards, computers, or other resources so as to violate re- 

quirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

8. Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work conforms to requirements relating to academic 

integrity. 

9. Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited by Section ll.B. 



NCAA AND ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

EDUCATION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MONffORS REGARDING NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/12/11 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.14): 

An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic administration to: 
" Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
" Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
~ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects 
~ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 

By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are considered an institutional staff mem- 

ber. Institutional staff member includes an individual who performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the indi- 

vidual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution for performing such 

services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative~ he/she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.14.1 ) Others 

considered in this category are coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etco 

Unethica~ Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 

Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff member or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete member may include, 

but is not limited to, the following: 
~ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
~ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
" Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement or extra benefit, im- 

proper academic assistance or improper financial aid 

~ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and an agent, 

financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the incident must be reported to the 

NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, pro- 

lessor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples 

of this would be: 1 .) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course 

work, especially if the grade change was unearned; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance from an institutional 

staff member, such as writing or typing a paper or a part of a paper for a student-athlete, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an 

institutional staff member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence and/or online 

courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in arranging fraudulent aca- 

demic credit or false transcripts. An example of this would be if a student-athlete changed his/her own grade in a class. 

Other examples of academic fraud are: 
" Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where participation!attendance is part of the final grade. 
~ Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 
~ Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining extensions to take exams and 

contacting faculty members in connection with the extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, purchasing a term paper off the Internet and turning it in for 

course credit, plagiarism on a term paper, etc.) with no involvement of an institutional staff member and gets caught, the institution is not 

required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the University Honor Court sys- 

temo An academic offense is considered academic fraud and must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous dec- 

Jaration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes at UNCo 



If you become aware of anything that ap_pears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, it is your responsibility as an institutional staff member to 

make us aware. Any violation that ¢loes unreported may cause hu. eck~problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-re- 

port was made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind, cheafin¢l that does not provide enouclh assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the 

course, does not lessen the violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically assiqned to you does not diminish 

the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw ! 6.02.3) 

An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s athletics interests to provide a student- 

athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-ath- 

letes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of 

the institution’s students or a particular segment of the student body. 

and ~nterpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to an Academic Support staff member to discuss the 

use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

7. We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, 

art supplies or other study materials not specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to help by pro- 

viding them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible, although you may 

certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

8. Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no matter what kind of a bind they are in with their 

course work. Another issue with CDs and zip drives could come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper in 

to you on CD or through email rather than a hard copy asking you to proof it. Student-athletes understand that they may not email papers or provide 

any type of eledronic version of their paper to their tutor. However, in the event that this should happen, corrections may not be made directly on 

the electronic document (i.e. saved on CD, email, h~ircosoft Word, etc.). Additionally, a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s compute~ regard- 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and 

copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

1 1. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, transportation etc.) for friends or 

relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or she is enrolled. 

12. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. Tutors MAY NOT 

cover the cost of transportation (i.e. gas money, airfare, etc.) and/or provide transportation to student-athletes for any reason, even if 

the student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 
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] 3. An institutional staff member MAY NOT cover the charges for parking tickets for student-athletes, even if the student-athlete pro- 

vides reimbursement of the expenses. 

14. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a meal or pay for the cost of a meal for a student-athlete or the entire team. Tu- 

tors MAY NOT bring food/snacks and drinks for student-athletes during their tutoring sessions. 

] 5. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a purchase or a service from an institu- 

tional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

] 6. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

17. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal reasons without charge or at a re- 

duced COSt. A staff member MAY NOT make a charge for ANY reason on their personal credit card for which a student-athlete 

will reimburse. 

] 8. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student-athlete with a loan, no matter how 

large or small, even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

] 9. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled student-athlete and/or 

their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 
it is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective student-athlete with any 

online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at UNC have an online component, in which students may attend class each 

week and take quizzes and exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a student-ath- 

lete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if the assignment will be graded before working 

with the student. A professor may authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before work- 

ing with the student° Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional staff members (tutors, ac- 

ademic coaches, etc.) MAY NOT work with student-athletes outside of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional ~nformation 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring must be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Stu- 

dent-athletes may not contact tutors via phone call, email, social networking sites (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, etc.), or text messaging 

for personal matters or to arrange additiona~ academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center. Conversely, tutors 

may not contact student-athletes in any way outside of the Academic Center. ALL COMMUNICATION MUST GO THROUGH THE 

STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR ONLY. In addition, NO tutoring sessions free of chaLcle or below the standard rate 
may be conducted outside of the Academic Center once a tutor is no longer employed within the Academic Sul~port Program for 

Student-Athletes. 

Contact with Coaching Staff - Tutors should not have interaction with coaches, albeit personal or professional. Tutors may not be em- 

ployed by coaches for family and other personal matters, i.e. babysitting, tutoring their children, etc. Coaches should not make 

arrangements with tutors to meet with prospects for recruiting purposes. ALL COMMUNICATION WITH COACHES MUST GO THROUGH 

THE TEAM’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. 

Complimentary Tickets - Tutors may not accept complimentary admissions to events on or off campus from student-athletes via a pass 

list or a "hard ticket", if a student-athlete invites you to attend a contest that requires a charge at the gate, please inform us. Student- 

athletes shall not provide tickets to staff members under any circumstance. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports wagering activities or provide infor- 

mation to individuals involved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athlet- 

ics competition. 
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Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

Subiect tutors and learning assistants may read student-athletes’ papers for content ONLY. Writing instruction of all papers on any sub- 

ject must ONLY be conducted by writing tutors. 

Hew te begin without an idea 

A large portion of a paper is what you do before you write. 
" Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the assignment. 
" Talk to the student about the main idea and what points they want to make 
~ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 
~ Students should take notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the tutor. Although the tutor may write 

A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide fibrary books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writ- 
ing a paper. 

tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping them to come up with good search words. 

tutor may teach a student how to use resources and how to choose the best articles rather than simply the first three on the 

student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may discuss the material. 

tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

~ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching them strategies/skills on how to 

think critically about sources and analyze the research. 
~ A tutor may recommend books and!or experts with whom to speak on the research topic. 

Hew te Assist in the Writing Process 
" Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
" Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 
~ Have the students talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Record the conversation if a student is having trouble 

remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never write on a student’s ~er during any stage of the paper. 
~ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and to listen for mistakes. 
~ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

¯ A tutor shouM NEVER type on a student’s computer. 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content, circle misspelled words, punctuation, etc. 
" Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 
" Do not read papers from a student’s storage device or laptop; read only from printouts. 
" Do not accept papers from students via emailo Should a student send you an email with a paper attached, simply reply stat- 

ing that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a hard 

copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring hours. 
~ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and argument. 
~ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 
~ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 
¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 



Reejuirements 
Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 

" Follow the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 
" Arrive on time for all sessions. If you will be late, please call the Tutor Coordinator. 
" Be in the room assigned to you within the Academic Facility. 
" In the event you must miss a tutoring session, please inform the Tutor Coordinator so he or she can make alternative arrange- 

ments. 

" Work only the hours assigned or requested. The Tutor Coordinator assigns all tutor hours. Neither student nor tutors may 

make appointments for private sessions without the expressed approval of the Tutor Coordinator. 

Release and Dismissal 
A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

1. Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including repeatedly failing to turn in feedback 

forms. 

2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

3. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

4. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable affention to the tutor as a representative of the Academic Support Program for Stu- 

dent-Athletes, the student-athletes, or the University. 

5. Unscheduled sessions and/or sessions outside of the Academic Center. 
6. Violation of University or NCAA policies regarding academic honesty. 

Confidentiality’_ 
Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a student’s academic concerns only with 

the student and academic staff. You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty, or members of the com- 

munity or media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the BucMey Amendment. ,~ny questlnn te the breach ef 

a student’s cenfiden~ality will result in terminatien of employment. 

No Shows 
Wait 30 minutes and then check in with the staff to see if you should leave (or use best judgment). Make sure to document on your 

feedback form and record 30 minutes on your TIMS timecard. 

Evaluations 

You will meet periodically with the Tutor Coordinator to evaluate the effectiveness of your tutor meetings. You will also be required to 

fill out an end of the semester evaluation form on your student and the tutor program. You are not personally evaluated by the grades 

of the students, but rather by your own performances in tutoring the students. 

Parking 
Day: We will not provide parking tickets for daytime tutors. You will be responsible for covering your own parking expenses. 

Night: Tutors can park on campus after 5:00pm. No parking fines are issued after that time except during special events. It is a first 

come, first serve basis, so spots are limited. You can also park on Stadium Drive or any other eligible parking lots. We wiJJ not provide 

parking tickets for the parking garages or pay for DPS parking tickets. 

_~ies 
AJJ copies must be academic related and approved by a staff member. Any questions as to what this includes, please ask the Tutor Co- 

ordinator. 

You may also take advantage of using our computer lab and free printing for feedback forms, academic related materials, etc. Per- 

sonaJ copying!printing is not permitted. 
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Weather 

Adverse Weather Hotline: 843-1234 

If we are experiencing bad weather or have the threat of bad weather, please call the Tutor Coordinator for details of the day’s meet- 

ings. If unable to reach, call 962-9536 after 5pro. A message regarding our plans for the evening operation of the building will be 

stated. 

Announcements 
Please check your email periodically for important notes and announcements from the Tutor Coordinator. 

Dress Code 
The Academic Center is a professional place of work. Even though you are working with students, our office is a place of business and 

a direct representation of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Athletics Department and University. Although formal business attire is 

not necessary, please abide by the following dress code. Your dress should convey to the students that they are working with a profes- 

sional. If you would wear it out in the evenings, it is not to be worn at work: 

Acceptable: 

o Teacher/Business!Sport Casual 

Not Acceptable: 

o Low cut (cleavage baring), midriff exposing shirts or dresses 

o Gym clothes such as mesh shorts, spandex leggings, etc. 

o Strapless shirts or dresses 

o High cut (rear-end baring) shorts, skirts, or dresses 

o Excessively torn or worn blue jeans 

o Clothes denoting inappropriate messages or Iogos 

Behavior 
Do not engage in "extra-curricular" activities with your student. 

Please refrain from using or allowing your student to use foul language. 

A tutor relationship is a special one of trust and respect. Be sure to not "cross" these lines. 

Cell Phones/Non-Academic Websites]Music 
These items are PROHiBiTED during your tutor meetings. This includes students and tutors. On RARE occasions, a ceJl phone must be an- 

swered. As a tutor, please do this in a professional manner. Also, there are times when tutors are waiting to help students. Please DO 

NOT use this time to text message, access non-academic websites, or use headphones to listen to music. This is NOT the example we are 

trying to set for our student-athletes. 

NCAA]UNC Academic Honesty Policy Form 
As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes, you are required to carefully read, sign, and date the NCAAiAcade- 

mic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support 

Center. It is a statement indicating tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as articulated by the Academic Support Program 

for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply wiJJ result in immediate termination of employment. 

Pa_g_ym ent/Ti m es h eets 

1. We use "rIMS. All time worked is recorded through this time management system. Before you begin work, you must complete 

the 15 minute online training: http://finance.unc.edu/university-c~ntr~ller/time-inf~rmati~n-management-tim/welc~me.html 

2. Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously tutoring a number of students dur- 

ing a given time period. No additional pay is granted for preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless an academic 

counselor has requested your services for a special assignment. No hours will be paid for unauthorized unscheduled sessions. 
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3. All time for tutoring must be stamped in and out on TIMS. Your times must be consistent with the Daily Tutoring Feedback Forms 

for that pay period; any irregularities in times will not be honored. Time cards without approvaJs cannot be submiffed for pay- 

ment. 

4. Time cards should be approved by noon on Friday of the pay period ending the following Sunday. If you tutor on Sunday, 

you must approve your timecard by 10pm that night. If you do not approve your timecard, you will not be able to be paid, and 

these hours will be lost. 

5. Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis; two weeks following the day time sheets were submitted. (See the Tutor 

Board in the resource room for Pay Schedule) 

6. If you run into an issue or problem with your timecard, please enter the information into the log next to the tutor computer on 

the 5th floor. Do not email the Tutor Coordinator. If it is not in the log, it will not get fixed. 

7. You can use the computers in the Academic Center, download TIMS onto your own computer, or Iogon from anywhere using 

https: / iunctim.unc.edu /wf c !a pplications /wtk /htm l /ess /Iogondsp. 

TiPS for TIMS 

Don’t forget to stamp in and stamp out. Computers available throughout the Academic Center. 

2. IMPERATIVE to LOG OFF not just X out of the screen. 

3. Approval--once you APPROVE your time card, it is over!! All time cards must be approved by NOON on FRIDAY of the time period. 

~lF YOU WORK ON SUNDAY, you must approve your timesheet by 1 0pm on SUNDAY. If you do not approve your timecard, you wilJ 

not be paid for these hours. 

4. IF YOU MESS UP - you must fill out the TIMS log by the computer/copier on the 5th floor of the Academic Center. 

5. If you mess up, get it fixed BEFORE you approve the timecard 

6. Check your emaiJ for password expiration notices, if password expires, you can’t stamp in/out. 

7. Eliminate errors!!! Remind yourself; check your timecard after each log in. We do not enjoy fixing mistakes! 

FEEDBACK FORMS 

You must complete feedback forms at the completion of each session. These forms wiJJ be provided to you and must be submitted by 

NOON the day following your meeting. PJease be thorough and prompt. Feedback forms need to be written for a "professional" audi- 

ence as they wiJJ be read by academic staff members and possibJy coaches. PJease be extremely detaiJed in your comments. 

You will not be paid for hours worked unless there is feedback corresponding to the recorded hours. They do not only serve as a 

record for hours worked but become a part of the student-athJete’s permanent fiJe. Even if you have a face-to-face conversation with a 

staff member, you still need to submit a feedback form. 



TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 
Course Syllabus 

" Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines 

" Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions are useful only for 

cursory review 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths and weaknesses in the course 

Assist the student in effective note taking 

Note-taking strategy handout available at http:i/flearningcenter.unc.eduiservicesihandoutsiNotetaking 

Help them learn effective listening skills 

Handout available at http:i/learningcenter.unc.eduiservicesihandoutsiListening 

Help them use note cards effectively 

Handout available at h~p:iilearningcenter.uncoeduiservicesihandouts/Note Cards 

Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments 

Textbook 

Help the student to read actively 

Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes 

Try the SQ3R strategy of reading texts - survey, question, read, recite, review 

Reading strategy handouts are found at http:/!learningcenter.unc.eduiservicesihandoutsireading_handouts 

GUiDELiNES FOR WORKING W~TH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

" Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective note taking, active 

listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

~ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide rather than teach, show 

rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 

Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 

Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 

Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 

Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

" Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
" Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
~ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, inform the academic counselor for that 

student’s sport. 



READING TEXTBOOKS 
The Hi!/ Cenfer Reading Program, 2009 

For struggling students, reading textbooks can be intimidating, frustrating, and even exhausting. While students with learning disability 

accommodations from the University may use recorded textbooks, taking turns reading aloud short sections of the assignment can be a 

useful tool. Follow through by reviewing aloud the passages. Use this discussion as a jumping off point for the student to take notes 

using an outline format or story map. 

TEST TAKING 
The following lips are adapfed from Fry (2000), Ellis (2007) and Harwell (2008). 

Create an organized study plan that includes daily 1 0-15 minute reviews of each subject, followed by one hour weekly re- 

views. For the final, plan on a comprehensive review of 2-5 hours, including breaks. 

" Prepare physically, mentally, and emotionally to reduce test anxiety and improve performance. Your student has worked so 

hard all semester; now is his time to make a strong showing and push through the finish line! Encourage them to use the study 

strategies you have worked on, get enough sleep and good food, and take confidence in aJJ that they have achieved thus far. Let 

them know that test anxiety is normal, but help them relate it to the anxiety they may feel before a game. Associate turning the 

anxiety they may feel into a desire to beat the opponent (the exam), use their training (their work with you to improve their abili- 

ties), and prove they can be successful (high score). As their biggest fan, make sure you reward them after the exam with a big 

cheer - perhaps your own rendition of "the wave! 

iMPROViNG MEMORY 
Adapfed from Fry (2000), Harwel! (2008), and The Hill Cenfer (2009). 

Acronyn~s: AAA (Automobile Association of America) 

Acrostics: ROYGBJV (the order of the colors in a rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, etc.) 

Chaining.. Create a story or images where each word you need to remember is linked to the next word you need. 

Chunking: Group facts together. 

Image-Blame Technique: Shirley Temple - her curly (rhymes with "Shirley") hair around her temples 

Key Word Method: For foreign language - associate an English word that sounds like the foreign word. 

Mnemonics: Encode difficult-to-remember information in a way that is much easier to remember. 

Rehearsal: Write or recite the material repeatedly. 
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Some Things to Cover in Your First Meeting: 

Course Syllabus 

" Explain your role - this is a good way to connect. The student will want to know what you can do for them so describe your 

strengths and how you can utilize these skills to help them. 

" The student is probably going to wonder why they have to meet with you. Explain how their academic performance is ex- 

tremely important, as coaches believe they can be a key player on the team. This is extra help to get them acclimated to what 

it takes to be a D-I student-athlete. 

" Review the sylJabus to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines. 

~ With syJlabi, note which days will be missed due to competition. Encourage them to speak with professors about these ab- 

sences IN ADVANCE!~ 

~ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions are useful only 

for cursory review. 

~ REQUIRE student to bring all syllabi, planning devices, and class materials to each meeting° This is ESSENTIAL!! You can help 

them get that organized and keep it organized throughout the semester.~ 

~ Make sure your student has an understanding of: what their professor’s names are, grading system, when assignments are 

due, absence policy, late work policy, etco NAMES especially. 

Student ~nvo~ven~ent 
" Reiterate the a~endance policy and how your student MUST contact their advisor if they are going to miss/be late for a 

meeting. 

" Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective note taking, active 

listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide rather than teach, 

show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture (WIodkowski, 2008). 

Get to Know One Another 
" Where is your student from~ Ask them to tell you about their family. 

* What position does your student play~ How is practice going~ 

* What does your student feel is their hardest class, why~ Easiest~ Why~ 

* What was high school like for your student~ How is it alike/different from 
" How is your student handling their sport and school~ What do they feel are the challenges~ How are they handling those 

challenges so far~ 

~ See what kind of organizational/time management tools your student is using. Can this be improved? Give suggestions. 

~ Inform him/her of your scheduled meeting times. 



Promote time management 
One of the best skills you can teach a student-athlete is to anticipate, a valuable life skill that they can apply across the aca- 

demic, athletic, and social aspects of their life (Martin, 1991 ). So often for this age group, small, inconsequential tasks are not 

factored into the overall time commitment plan for the day (Stabeno, 2004): anticipate that you need to go to the bank, get a 

ride to campus, or take your computer to ITS. Not fulfilling your responsibilities due to unplanned events is not an excuse that a 

coach or professor will accept. 

One of the biggest struggles with freshmen student-athletes is understanding that study hall is not the only time in a day to 

crack the books. Using the block schedule worksheet in their academic planner, ask them to look for holes in their schedule that 

can be utilized to work on your coursework. 

Promote c~ass res~ 
" Encourage and motivate your student to strive for improvement and excellence, always! Distractibility is a plight of many of 

our student-athletes - talk through together the importance of si~ing up front, away from friends, and avoiding distractions on the 

Internet. 

Promote ~rofessor con~munication 
Learning the importance of establishing a relationship with professors may take time with your student. Rehearse the meeting 

- describe what the office may look like, talk about what the student’s goals might be in going to see a professor, and brainstorm 

questions that the student would like to discuss. Don’t forget to talk through what to do if the discussion doesn’t go according to 

plan. As their tutor, you are modeling resilience! 

Promote o_~rganization 

Encourage your student to organize their notebook, cleaning out their backpack, and filing away any loose papers. Keeping 

the clutter to a minimum will help them reduce distraction, and focus. 

Promote daily work 
One of the best academic habits you can instill in the student you are working with is to review class notes and reading every 

day. Ease the transition by starting with a focused activity rather than a time limit. 

Many underprepared students prefer to put off what they anticipate will be hard or discouraging work. Hands-on activities 

such as review games are a great way to ’sneak in’ the learning. 

Promote ocaden~ic skills through doi~y work 

Be active - engage your student by being active yourself, and give them different paths to obtaining knowledge. If they are 

having a slow day, turn the tables on them by tossing them the chalk and having them get up at the board. 

Promote communication 

* Listen actively to the student--what they are saying and how they are saying it. 

* Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. Keep directions short and explicit. 

* Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and 

improvements made. 

Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 



RED FLAGS: S|TUAT|OHS arid STRATEG|ES 
iSSUES OF MOTiVATiON AND iNJURY 

We are working with myriad issues within our large pool of student-athletes: challenges such as lack of moti- 

vation, learning disabilities, deficient skills, or physical fatigue. When you see any red flags such as a drop 

in grades, productivity, or attitude, hit the ’pause button’ and look to see if you can determine what is hap- 

pening beneath the surface. Try to pass onto your student what has worked for you, or ask what worked for 

them in high school, or what works for them in their sport. Try to parlay their feedback into habits they can 

utilize in their academics now. 

MOTiVATiON: MID-SEMESTER BLAHS AND REASSESSING AFTER DiSAPPOiNTMENT 
By the time a student-athlete reaches the mid-semester, they are most often pretty wiped out, and this is especially true for the fresh- 

men, to whom this level of commitment is significantly amped up from what they have been used to. In their high school they were the 

best-of-the-best, but in college, everyone is the best-of-the-best. Between practices, strength & conditioning, and weight lifting, even 

’out of season’ isn’t really a break for student-athletes. Physically, they are exhausted. 

Mental exhaustion is harder to see, but in many ways can be even more debilitating. Student-athletes don’t really have vacations any- 

more because of their practice and game schedules, so although they may get slight breaks in their routine, they never truly get to ’get 

away from it all’ the way the rest of us do. If your student hits a rough patch, they may begin to slide back into poor habits. 

Let your student know you feel the same way as they do sometimes. No, you can’t know the pressures they face every day as a scholar- 

ship student-athlete, but neither can they fully understand what you face in your life unless you share some of yourself with them -- per- 

haps drawing parallels between your lives. At a minimum you are teaching them to look beyond themselves, but it also builds trust and 

understanding. When they feel more attached, they will work harder (Harris, 1991 ). Take on a mindset that you & your student are 

turning a new corner together: new outlook, new attitude and new possibilities. 

Change up your routine: 

Together, read over the disappointing test or paper. Does your student see what they need to do differently to improve their 

grade? What steps can they take to make that happen? 

Ask your student to tell you two things they do and do not like about study haJJ, then brainstorm together on how to capitaJize on the 

’Jikes.’ Jt may be something Jike "1 can get my reading notes done." Perhaps make a goal to work ahead so that there is less to do over 

the weekend. 

Give your student praise for accomplishments, big or small For the student who came to session with their homework completed, Jet 

them know you appreciate their efforts and wiJJ let their coach know. Even if they do not seem to care, it stiJJ matters to them on the in- 

side. 

" Have fun, stay firm, and find your own comfort zone. Tutoring is a uniquely wonderfuJ position because you are combining aspects 

of your own personality with your love of teaching, and forming a personal reJationship with a student who needs you. Be confident 

and mold the roJe to be your own. 

iNJURY AND RED-SHIRTING 
Injuries can be especiaJJy emotionaJJy debiJitating, and can bJeed over into academics. No longer practicing or training, these students 

are now without their usuaJ routine, with lots of time on their hands to worry about their future. They may feeJ separate from their 

friends, and worried about how the injury may affect their future plans. 

For freshmen who are red-shirting their freshman year, they can feel especially pessimistic, as if they are being left behind. They came 

in as a group, have worked hard for months to become a successful unit, but are not alJowed to foJJow through as a unit. This can feel 

like a frustrating game of hurry-up-and-wait. Perhaps their roommate has become the newest star on the team, or they are emotionalJy 



RED FLAGS: S|TUAT|OHS arid STRATEG|ES 

down after talking to their high school buddies at other 

schools, whose lives always seems greener. Add in a few 

bad grades, and you have one unhappy camper on your 

hands. 

"Learning to navigate the physical as well as emotional 

and psychological journey that characterizes the response 

to and recover from iniury can be quite challenging. 

juries are never predicted, always come at a ’bad’ time" 

(Parham, 2009). Your tutoring relationship can prove to 

be a comforting place where your student-athlete feels 

they can give voice to their fears: Will I ever play again? 

Will I lose my scholarship? Will my team reject me? If 

can’t go pro what am I going to do for the rest of my life? 

You will not be able to answer those questions, but in many 

ways, your simple act of listening can go a long way 

ward the student sorting out their thoughts in their own 

mind. 

This is one of those moments to try shaking up your routine 

a bit, and getting the student to focus on the possibilities the future holds, rather than dwelling on the misery of the here and now. For a 

red-shirred freshman, remind them how they are getting faster and stronger through rehabilitation, and wiJJ be that much more valuable 

on the field next fall 

As far as their course work with you goes, talk about how this is actually a tremendous gift. As your student progresses toward gradua- 

tion, the courses will grow steadily more difficult. They can actually turn this year to their advantage, both in the classroom and on the 

field. Use this time to focus solely on schoolwork. The reward wiJJ be a better foundation of knowledge and better grades. 



~ "It isn’t how much you know. It is how much 

they know you care." 

~ "Maintain a professional relationship with the 

students~ let them know that you have high ex- 

pectations from the beginning and create an 

environment where they are accountable for 

themselves, their work and you." 

~ "These students have a great deal of pressure 

on them. Remember to tell them how good they 

did when something goes well. Try to use a 

positive tone as much as possible when making 

corrections/suggestions. Some students are al- 

ready self-conscious so they need encourage- 

ment as much as possible." 

~ "Never accept ’1 did it already’ at face value~ 

ask to see the evidence!" 

~ "Don’t create a situation where the students are becoming too needy or dependent upon you. You want them to be accountable for 

their work and feel a sense of accomplishment. This sense of accomplishment leads to both confidence in themselves and motivation for 

future assignments/success." 

~ "Be flexible! Plans can change quickly. Some things may not work getting the idea across. Be willing to go with it and try different 

things to get the info across to the guys." 

~ "Always ask, ’Why?’ Don’t just ask, ’Does that make sense? Do you understand?’ They can tell you ’yes’ without having a clue why. 

Always, always, always ask, "Why?" but also always be willing to take the time (and by time, sometimes it takes several minutes) to Jet 

them formulate and talk out their explanations until they come to whatever conclusion they reach themselves. You may have to prompt 

them a little by repeating something they just said and Jetting them finish or rephrase the thought, but make them explain it to you. BE 

PATIENT!" 

~ "Break down assignments in multiple ways to ensure that each individual student understands what they have to do (i.e. on the board, 

on their calendar, and/or in their notes). Don’t just tell them that we expect them to be organized~ actually hold them accountable by 

checking their assigns!folders daily before they can leave." 

~ "Never ever, ever forget to be straight with the students. Don’t sugar-coat things. Due dates are due dates, and stuff has to get done. 

That’s just the way it is. Also, celebrate ... achievement." 

~ "When you sense that your students need a break and are losing attention to what they’re doing let them take a break and come 

back." 



USEFUL WEBS~TES 

Computer problems: itarheekcom 

Connect Carolina: my.unc.edu 

UNC Jnfo (majors): www.unc.edu 

Email: webmail.unc.edu 

ONYEN: onyen.unc.edu 

Blackboard: blackboard.unc.edu 

Sakai: sakai.unc.edu 

Self-test to determine learnlng style: http://www.dartmouth.edu/-acskills/success/index.htrnl 

Demonstration videos on note-taking, study strategies, improving reading and retention: 

http: / /www.dartrnouth.edu /-acskills/videos/index.htrnl 

Demonstration videos on the writing process: http://www.unc.edu/flim/wc/ 

USEFUL BOOKS 

Birsh, J. R.. (2005). Multisensory teaching of basic language skills. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 

Ellis, D. (1997). Becoming a master student. New York, NY: Houghton-Mifflin Company. 

Fry, R. (2000). How to study. Franklin Lakes, N J: Career Press. 

Harwell, J. M., & Jackson, R. W. (2008). The complete learning disabilities handbook. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lunsford, A. A. (2008). The st. martin’s handbook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s. 

Martin, D. (1991 ). How to be a successful student. San Anselmo, CA: Martin Press. 

Quinn, P. O., Ratey, N. A., & Maitland, T. L. (2000). Coaching college students with ad/. Washington, DC: Advantage Books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 9:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 10:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Team Meeting 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

how is 3:30 pm today? 

-Tom 

>>> On 8/21/2011 at 7:15 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF5A6@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom, 
I appreciate you getting back to me earlier this week about meeting with the team tomorrow morning; I apologize for never getting 
back to you. Tomorrow is moving day from a student class schedule standpoint, so it isn[]t a good time to meet. Is there a time later 
in the week that we can do it? I will need about 30 minutes. 

Let me know what this week[]s schedule looks like; I appreciate all of your help, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~n :iiitarheelbl~e. cs~-~ ~com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 10:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Team Meeting 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thurs 3:15 at the Castle? 

-Tom 

>>> On 8/22/2011 at 10:43 AM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CFAB5@ITS- 
MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not good; I am getting ready for tonight []s tutor training at that point. Thursday afternoon would work. 

B 

From: Tom Sander               ~mcaaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 10:42 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Team Meeting 

how is 3:30 pm today? 

-Tom 

>>> On 8/21/2011 at 7:15 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306CF5A6@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom, 
I appreciate you getting back to me earlier this week about meeting with the team tomorrow morning; I apologize for never getting 
back to you. Tomorrow is moving day from a student class schedule standpoint, so it isn[]t a good time to meet. Is there a time later 
in the week that we can do it? I will need about 30 minutes. 

Let me know what this week.s schedule looks like; I appreciate all of your help, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 



North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Tutoring 

TEXT.htm; Tutoring.msg 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dyson Business <info@dysonbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 12:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dyson AirbladeTM hand dryer - reduce your carbon footprint. 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Marcia Toms" <marcia toms@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 12:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Handout 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 

I finished up work on the UNC ASPSA presentation this weekend. I did make a handout, but it’s not critical that the tutors have it. If 
you think it would help them to stay focused, would you please make copies? 

Thanks ! 
-Marcia 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41935bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/archive02.uncaa.u~.eda/7~’Tb27710f’79258b0694462309dlbadl 
File Name: SeasonOpener.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20 Nov 2011 11:26:15 -0500 
Size: 41935bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Marcia Toms" <marcia_toms@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 12:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Tutor Handout 

TEXT.htm 

Oh, no worries about me. I’ll grab something on my way over. I plan on 
being there around 5:40 to make sure my file works on your computer and 
whatnot. 

-Marcia 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/22/2011 12:34 PM >>> 

Hi Marcia, 
Absolutely! I[]ll have them ready for you Thursday. If you want to 
come in a little early we can get dinner before heading into the 
presentation; I hate for you to come over and just run right in without 
getting to eat. 

See you soon, 
Brent 

From: Marcia Toms [mailto:marcia tom ] 
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 12:26 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tutor Handout 

Hi Brent, 

I finished up work on the UNC ASPSA presentation this weekend. I did 

make a handout, but it’s not critical that the tutors have it. If you 
think it would help them to stay focused, would you please make copies? 

Thanks ! 

-Marcia 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41935bytes; 

File Name 
Expiry Date 
Size 

SeasonOpener.pdf ( 
http:/iarc~veO2.uncaa.unc.edui7~Vb27710~7925gbOb94462309dlbadl ) 
Sun, 20 Nov 2011 11:26:15 -0500 
41935bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 1:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Underloads 

TEXT.htm 

Please remember to get me your list of students who are doing underloads this fall if you have any. 

thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23,2011 8:30 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: In reply to COMM Tutors needed for Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm; Re_ In reply to COMM Tutors needed for Student-Athletes.msg 

Do we need her? If so, I will schedule a time this week. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23,2011 8:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Volunteers 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Are you guys using volunteers? If so please contact Joyce ASAP. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23,2011 8:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Volunteers 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Ok! Your welcome! 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/23/2011 8:36 AM >>> 

We are not that I know of. Thanks again for last night! 
B 

From: Tracy Hams [~aiho:tuh~ancaa.~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 8:35 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger 
Subject: Volunteers 

Are you guys using volunteers? If so please contact Joyce ASAP. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Ok! Your welcome! 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEELS!! 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/23/2011 8:36 AM > > > 
We are not that I know of. Thanks again for last night! 
B 

From: Tracy Harris [mailto:tuh@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 8:35 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger 
Subject: Volunteers 

Are you guys using volunteers? If so please contact Joyce ASAP. 

Tracy U. Harris 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

GO HEELS!! 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23,2011 10:49 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Propsed Hires and Raise 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I approve these requests. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/23/2011 10:43 AM >>> 

Here is the latest[] 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheelb~ue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 169564bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Hiring Memorandum 8.23.docx ( ~://archiveO2.uncaa.ur~c.edu/dbe 15c52aS9eeTebgcd49c39agacg5ec )Mon, 21 Nov 2011 09:43:53 - 
0500169564bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Janelle White" <jwhite@26fitness.com> 

Tuesday, August 23,2011 11:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Treadmill Palooza! $699 and Up! Precor, Life Fitness, Star Trac, Nautilus 

TEXT.htm 

Treadmill SALE! 

NOW ’til the End of August 

40 Precor 966i Treadmills 

$1899/ea - Only until the End of August!! 

4 Precor 956i & 966i Treadmills with TV! 

$1999/ea - Only until the End of August! 

2 Life Fitness 95TE Treadmills 

$1899/ea - Only until the End of August! 

9 Nautilus T9.16 Treadmills 

$999/ea - Only until the End of August!! 

8 Star Trac 7600 Pro Treads With TV! 

Great Condition! $1499/ea! 

3 Life Fitness 9500HR Treadmills! 

Great Condition! $999/ea! 

4 True 850 Treadmills! 

Great Condition! $999/ea! 

3 Life Fitness 95ti Treadmills! 

Great Condition! $1699/ea! 

3 Landice L8 220V Treadmills! 

Good Condition! $699/ea! 

3 Precor 956 Treadmills! 

Good Condition! $999/ea! 

3 Star Trac Pro Treadmills! 

Great Condition! $1299/ea! 

3 Stairmaster 4600 Steppers & 2 4400cl Steppers! 

Great Condition! $999/ea! 

EMAIL ME (JWHITE@26FITNESS.COM OR CLICK A PICTURE) 

AND I WILL SEND YOU A COMPLETE PICTURE & PRICE & DETAIL LIST OF THE ENTIRE 



CIRCUIT! 

15 Schwinn IC Pro Bikes - 2 Months Old! Mint! 

$699/ea Until the End of August! 

2 610a Arc Trainers Available -$2199/ea 

& 3 600a Arc Trainers Available - $1999/ea! 

Great Condition! 

10 Precor 576i Ellipticals - $2599/ea! 

3 Years Old, Excellent Condition! 

3 Star Trac NXT Spin Bikes $599/ea 

4 Life Fitness 95ri Recumbents $1599/ea 

2 Matrix E5X Ellipticals! $1699/ea! 

4 Precor 846i Experience Upright Bikes 

Great Shape, Low Hours! $1299/ea 

Precor Experience 546i Ellipticals 

With TV’s! $2499/ea! 

Less than 4000 Hours!! 

5 Life Fitness 93X Ellipticals 

Great Shape - $1699/ea 

Star Trac E Series Recumbents & 

E Series Uprights with TV’s 

$1399-$1599! 

3 Precor 776i Stepper - With or Without TV! 

$1399 or $1499/ea with TV!! 

Email/Call/Text for More Information! 

26Fitness Janelle White 

Phone: 828.851.0607 / Email: jwhite@26fitness.com 

Rich Percudani 

Phone: 828.446.2460 / Email: richp@26fitness.com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
26Fitness I 2352 Heavner Road I Lincolnton, NC 28092 

Manage Your Subscription: 
icontact, comiicpi~m~ai~o~ ~?r=4052811 ~ &~=28513&s-PYGY&m= ~ 97199&c=956080 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 7:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you for inviting me to the tutor training this week. The sessions on Monday and Tuesday were very insightful, enlightening 
and eye opening. Thank you for the exposure to that aspect of the Student-Athlete Support Program. I look forward to beginning to 
learn more in the coming months. 

Thanks, 

Catherine 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen~uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919-g435972cat~tmcaa.~mc.edu ) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Meghan Elyse Pfeiffer (mpfiffer)" <mpfiffer@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 12:19 PM 

ann.maxim@umit.maine.edu; ashcraft@campbell.edu; Bart Byrd@baylor.edu; 
Beth.Flach@notes.udayton.edu; blalock_sa@mercer.edu; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; bmarinel@providence.edu; bmatthe2@richmond.edu; 
bmorril3@slu.edu; brian.davis@athletics.utexas.edu; caldwejh@wfu.edu; 
carrie_leger@ncsu.edu; cochrane@bu.edu; Courtney.Rickard@stonybrook.edu; 
cuchacz@umd.edu; d.wyman@miami.edu; dard.miller@bc.edu; dat@athletics.wisc.edu; 
dleblanc@huskers.com; escott@binghamton.edu; felicia.martin@ttu.edu; fred- 
mims@uiowa.edu; ftaylor@fordham.edu; graham.461@osu.edu; hammond@umbc.edu; 
holle029@umn.edu; hryan@duaa.duke.edu; jeholmes@vt.edu; jgreder@sju.edu; 
j oanh@admin.umass, edu; j oanne.maldari@unh.edu; j oseph.gervais@uvm, edu; 
j pappas@admin, fsu. edu; j sm@temple, edu; j svatik@uamail, alb any. edu; 
jusher@stetson.edu; jwb8q@virginia.edu; kanej@lasalle.edu; kercole@gwu.edu; 
kobrien@depaul.edu; kreshom@duq.edu; kshank@scarletknights.com; 
lemoniass@duq.edu; lericson@uscupstate.edu; lhhibbs@uncc.edu; 
linda.garner@lipscomb.edu; lseward@bu.edu; m-akerstrom@northwestern.edu; m- 
hawkinson@northwestern.edu; mkent@sbu.edu; morley@hartford.edu; 
nicolerm@purdue.edu; nmoore@ou.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; pdecarlo@bu.edu; 
pignataro@sass.msu.edu; plabaw@at.gtaa.gatech.edu; powers@xavier.edu; 
prhughes@umich.edu; pyt@okstate.edu; rbowman@clemson.edu; 
rienecke@stjohns.edu; rlarson@scarletknights.com; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; rxm45@psu.edu; scoginj@missouri.edu; 
sgbenton@kennesaw.edu; shields@ksu.edu; tanya@purdue.edu; 
thomas.ford@marquette.edu; tmichael@illinois.edu; tpowell@iastate.edu; 
vera.gomes@notes.udayton.edu; whitemr@indiana.edu; winkle@uri.edu 

N4A Survey needed for N4A Certification Committee (complete by Labor Day--10 
minute survey) 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Directors, 

For those of you who have already started, hope of the semester is going well! On behalf of Dr. Luckey, the following email was sent 
to you approximately two weeks ago regarding N4A Program Certification asking you to complete the survey linked below. We had a 
great initial response of 92 participants in the first week; however, we need more feedback. 

If you already filled out the survey, ignore this message. If you have yet to take the survey, please do the following: read the email 
below, click the link, and fill out the survey. Please complete this by Labor Day. 

We look forward to heating your responses. 

Below was the email sent two weeks ago: 

N4A Directors, 

Since the inception of N4A Program and Individual Certification we have seen firsthand the organizational diversity of our academic 
support units. While we celebrate the fact that academic support programs have designed programming and policies that fit the needs 
of their student-athletes it has become clear that more data collection is necessary in order to refine our current standards. The 
primary purpose of this survey is two-fold. First, we would like to gain a better understanding of your staffing ratio and second, we 
would like to collect more information on your tutorial hiring practices. 

It is our hope that this data will enhance the current standards of N4A Program Certification, and open the doors to many academic 
support programs who feel N4A Program Certification is unattainable. Your assistance in completing this survey is greatly 
appreciated and we would like the survey submitted by Friday, August 26. 



The survey can be found at the following link and will take a maximum of 10 minutes: 
~s :,~iwww~ s ~rv e~morLkev ~com/siN4ACurrentIss~es 

Sincerely, 

Came Leger, NC State University, N4A Certification Committee 
Jim Pignataro, Michigan State University, N4A Certification Committee 

Meghan Pfeiffer 
Graduate Assistant 
N4A Intern 
Center for Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 1:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

I canbe there on Tuesday and Wednesday at 6:00 p.m., if that still works? If not, I am pretty open most evenings next week, so if an 
alternate day or time would work better, I am OK with that, too. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto :919o84 3 5 972cat~&tmcaa.~mc.edt~ ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/24/2011 11:54 AM >>> 

No problem; thanks for coming! We will get you set up with a few things next week. Let me know when you can be here to meet 
with Spencer and Kym and we [] 11 get you going. 

B 

From: Catherine Greene [mailto:c         ~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 7:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Thank You 

Thank you for inviting me to the tutor training this week. The sessions on Monday and Tuesday were very insightful, enlightening 
and eye opening. Thank you for the exposure to that aspect of the Student-Athlete Support Program. I look forward to beginning to 
learn more in the coming months. 

Thanks, 

Catherine 

Catherine Greene 

Athletic Game Operations 



UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919o843 5972ca~green~mc~.~mc.ed~ ) 



Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 

Opens 9 September 2011 

7:00-9:00 PM Opening Reception I RSVP today to 
ack[a~dRSVP@ur~coedu 

Gathered from the private collections of more than 45 alumni of The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hfl[, Carolina Collects: 150 Years o[ Modern and Contemporary/Art brings together nearly 
90 hidden treasures by some of the most renowned artists of the modern era° 

From Claude Monet to Alexander Calder, from Louise Bourgeois to Yayoi Kusama, Carolina 
Collects offers an extraordinary overwew of art of the past 150 years through paintings, drawings, 
prints, photographs, and sculptures, many of which have rarely been exhibited. 

Learn more about Carolina Collects... 

Want to know more about the Ackland’s Black ~t White Gala? 



Join the 2011 Gala Committee for drinks! 

Thursday, 25 August, 6:00 P/Vl 
LIGHT: ART+DESIGN 
601 West Rosemary St 
in the Greenbrid~e Buildin~ 
Parkin~ underneath - entrance from Merritt Mitt Rd. 

RSVP via eov~te 
Gala tickets wi[[ be on sale! 
Save the Date: Ack[and Black and White Gala - 24 September 2011 

Family Day: Landscapes (Oh, the Places We’ll Go!) 

Sunday, 28 August, 1:00 - 4:00 P/~ 

FREE 



During this month’s Family Day, landscapes in the Museum’s collection will inspire the imagination! 
Art-related activities for all ages include scavenger hunts, an art-making station, story time, and a 
family tour. 

Come for an hour or the whole afternoon -- it’s FREE! 

C[~ck here for a fu~[ description of the day’s fu[~ schedule! 

Yoga in the Galleries 

How does the best yoga deal in town get even BE’I-FER? 

Become an Ack[and Art Museum Member and our 1-hour Yoga in the Galleries sessions 
(regularly only $5) are FREE! 

An individual membership ($50) pays for itself in 10 Yoga in the Galleries sessions, 
offered twice monthly. 

Become a member here: http://tinyocc/f3zvh 

See the upcoming yoga schedule here: http:/ltiny.cc/64eua 

Next session: Tuesday, 6 September, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Sessions led by Joanne Marshall. Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats and cushions are provided. 
Please wear comfortable clothing that wilt allow you to stretch. Since the galleries can be coot, 
tong sleeves are recommended. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. Register by email: ack~andRSVP@unc.edu. 

Visit the Ackland Museum Store at the Corner of Franklin and Columbia Streets in 



downtown Chapel Hill! 

End-of-Summer Sa[÷! Throu lh 28 Au lust 201 I. 

30% off selected merchandise. 
Ackland Art Museum Members receive an additional 10% of!! 

All proceeds from the Store support the Ackland Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Store Hours: Mon - Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM, Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM, Sun 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

Telephone: 919.962.0216 

Ackland Art Museum Members receive a I0% discount on all Museum Store purchases. In addition, 
members enjoy special discounts during several designated Member Shopping Days throughout the 
year. Become a member today 

Learn more about current and upcoming exhibitions in the Ackland Museum Store’s retail 
gallery space. 

For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack[andoorg. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum 



members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art/Viuseum. ¢~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, c~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 

week. 

Atexander Kanotdt, German, 1881-1939: San ~imiBnano, 1913; oit on canvas. Burton Emmett Correction. 58.1.248 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: UndulatinB Expanse, 1955; oit on canvas. Acktand 
Fund. Conservation treatment for this painting, compteted in 1991, was made possibte by a grant from the Nationat 
Endowment for the Arts. 88.27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 4:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: Re: Assistance with Computing Football GPA 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Re_ Assistance with Computing Football GPA.msg 

Here is the last email that I received from IR. Please let me know what you find out. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Williford, Lynn E" <lynn_williford@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 5:04 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Re: Assistance with Computing Football GPA 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime. 822_1 

Susan, here are some additional reports that Weiguo and Faxian worked on. Please let us know if you have any questions or 
want to revise some of the criteria. 
Lynn 

From: Jiang, Weiguo 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 5:54 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
Cc: Yang, Faxian 
Subject: Re: Assistance with Computing Football GPA 

Hi, Lynn: 

I’m so happy to tell you that I have finished the following project requested by Susan (please see her email that was sent on 
8/8 below). Faxian helped 
Me verify the reports, and we got exactly the same result. Please notice the following points: 

(1) The football student-athletes as of fall of 2010 were extracted from the PS database as of census date of fall 2010 
(9/7/2010). 
The football student-athletes as of spring of 2011 were extracted from the PS database as of census date of spring 2011 
(1/24/2011). 
The current football student-athletes were extracted from the PS database as of today (8/19/2011). 
! have compiled three rosters, and ! think that we may need to send these rosters to Susan to ask her to review them. Since 
they are the 
Fundamental for this analysis. 

(2) Based upon these rosters, I compiled the preliminary report and filled in some statistical numbers she requested (yellow 
area). The report name is 

"Football Summary Sheet August 2011 - 20110819.xlsx". Both Faxian and ! noticed that the Cum GPA is a little bit high, 
and the distribution 

Doesn’t seem to match the trends of previous years. We guessed the possible reason is that Susan wants us to include those 
incoming freshman students of 2011 into the study cohort. There are about 27 students like that, and 22 of them enrolled in 
the 
summer terms of 2011. Since they even didn’t finish any single regular term, they may skew the results of average 
cumulative GPA and 
the cumulative GPA distribution. But that’s only our guess. Since we didn’t prepare the data for them in the past. We may 
need to ask 
Susan when they prepared the reports in the previous years. You can imagine that if we do the exactly the same analysis 
based upon the same 
Cohort at the end of this fall, the result will be different. 

Attached please find the three rosters and the preliminary report for detailed information. If you have any questions, please 
let me know. 



Thanks, 

Weiguo 

Hi Faxian, 
Lynn had mentioned that you may be able to assist us with computing team GPAs. The fields in yellow on the attached 
report are the information that we are looking for. 

1. Need cum team GPA after Summer Session II of all football student-athletes currently listed as ACTV in Connect. This 
should capture incoming freshman. 

2. Need Fall team GPA of all football student-athletes who were active in Fall 2010. 

3. Need Spring team GPA of all football student-athletes who were active in Spring 2011. 

4. Would like the breakdown of GPAs after Summer Session I! of all football student-athletes currently listed as ACTV in 
Connect. 

Hopefully this is something that you can help us with. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 141322bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/4a53ba0d48512c56ee750681182947fb 
File Name: Football Summary Sheet August 2011 - 20110819.xlsx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20 Nov 2011 16:04:13 -0500 
Size: 24586bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/9367b3396aS1622323663571033508cl 
File Name: Active Football Student-athletes as of Aug 19.xls 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20 Nov 2011 16:04:13 -0500 
Size: 46080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ldbab03a563c4e82242f09ebd0flcfbf 
File Name: Active Football Student-athletes as of Fall 2010.xls 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20 Nov 2011 16:04:13 -0500 
Size: 36864bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/fc4df3a09f93b990d13f4aee6b183a85 
File Name: Active Football Student-athletes as of Spring 2011.xls 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20 Nov 2011 16:04:13 -0500 
Size: 33792bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"World Business Forum - Webcast" <noreply@webcast.wbfny.com> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 4:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Quick Tips From The Top 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 5:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; NC_ATH_SEMESTER GRADES-8.24.11 .xlsx 

If you say so ...... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/23/2011 8:37 PM >>> 

I know this sounds stupid but can you run me a grade report for the fall term (current)? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~Nue. cs~-~.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesda3 6:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Class Schedules, Spring Grade Report and GPA/Degree Progress Numbers 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thankyou! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> b:09 PM >>> 

Gentlemen, 
Attached are the requested files. I look forward to seeing everyone tomorrow. 

Let me know if you need anything else in the meantime, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue.csJ~v.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 586530bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Final Eligibility Numbers.pdf ( ~:iiarchiveO2.uncaaamc.edtd48b7a289398e72a’7638ac315de5132 lc )Tue, 
0500107883bytes 
class schedules.pdf ( ~:/iarchive02.u~c~.ur~c.ed~idc9006d58a81594da68646048 leccce7 )Tue, 
050022595bytes 
wso grade report.pall ( ~://arcNve02.unc~.unc.eduif156~9314f18c1357887a12f9d080dba )Tue 
0500456052bytes 

15:10:04 - 

15:10:04 - 

15:10:04 - 





MA 242 and CH 223: students need to realize that they can only receive a SU tutor for these courses; CH 223 availability 

is limited 

You can only receive credit for attending orientation if you are requesting help in one of these subjects this semester. 

TRANS: Obvious structuring of welcoming, setting goals, working, reviewing/planning for next session, but 



Student may come in a say "1 need to work on problem 3" - for some students, that’s appropriate and of the most use to 

them; for others, there are significant issues that need to be dealt with before/in addition to problem 3 in order to see 

significant progress. 



A lot of times the issues that we have in the second part is because of a mismatch in the first part 



If so, let the student lead the session; if not, guide them to build these skills! 

Turn the page example; flash cards 



If so, then you don’t need to provide as much support during the session, just help the student clarify and refine their 

knowledge. Questioning skills are really important here. 



What can we do for these students? 

Tutor/A Lot: 

Motivation check 

Time management check 

Refer to academic coordinator 

Refer to student’s resources a LOT. Ben Stein clip 

Student/A lot: 

Refer to student’s resources 

Provide lots of opportunities for practice 

Work on test preparation and prediction: make explicit what you do implicitly 

Don’t have time to talk about lower row, but Brent has a book 



Use this principle to guide your structure: Is this helping the student beyond the single task at hand. Will this help the 

student write more of the essay, write another essay, do a similar problem on the test? 



Talk to students about how the brain is like a muscle; you work it out. Tutor acts as a spotter, but they have to do the 

heavy lifting 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxPVyieptwA 









-Make a list of how to solve problems 

-Background knowledge that the student doesn’t have 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 12:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

I just realized, after reviewing my notes from our meeting, that you had originally mentioned Wednesday and Thursday of next week 
at 6:00 p.m. and then I stated Tuesday and Wednesday. I can do either, but I just wanted to clarify if you wanted me to come 
Tuesday/Wednesday or Wednesday/Thursday. 

Thanks, 
Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mai~to :919og4 3 5 972cat~&~mcaa.~mc.ed~ ) 
>>> Catherine Greene 8/24/2011 1:11 PM >>> 
I canbe there on Tuesday and Wednesday at 6:00 p.m., if that still works? If not, I am pretty open most evenings next week, so if an 
alternate day or time would work better, I am OK with that, too. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto:919o8435972cat unc~.unc.ed~ ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/24/2011 11:54 AM >>> 

No problem; thanks for coming! We will get you set up with a few things next week. Let me know when you can be here to meet 
with Spencer and Kym and we [] 11 get you going. 

B 

From: Catherine Greene [maflto:ca        ~caa.ur~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 7:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Thank You 



Thank you for inviting me to the tutor training this week. The sessions on Monday and Tuesday were very insightful, enlightening 
and eye opening. Thank you for the exposure to that aspect of the Student-Athlete Support Program. I look forward to beginning to 
learn more in the coming months. 

Thanks, 

Catherine 

Catherine Greene 

Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto: 919 °8435972ca~ tmcaa.~mc, edt~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 12:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

Ok sounds good. See you all then. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919-8435972catgLee~g~ur~caa.unc.edu ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/25/2011 12:03 PM >>> 

Hi Cat, 
Let [] s go with Wednesday/Thursday. 

B 

From: Catherine Greene [maiFto:c~&tmcaaxmc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25,2011 12:01 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Thank You 

I just realized, after reviewing my notes from our meeting, that you had originally mentioned Wednesday and Thursday of next week 
at 6:00 p.m. and then I stated Tuesday and Wednesday. I can do either, but I just wanted to clarify if you wanted me to come 
Tuesday/Wednesday or Wednesday/Thursday. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 

Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 



catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto:919o843 5972ca~green~mc~.~mc.ed~ ) 

>>> Catherine Greene 8/24/2011 1:11 PM >>> 

I canbe there on Tuesday and Wednesday at 6:00 p.m., if that still works? If not, I am pretty open most evenings next week, so if an 
alternate day or time would work better, I am OK with that, too. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 

Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto:919o8435972catgrce~2mac~m.ur~.edu ) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/24/2011 11:54 AM >>> 

No problem; thanks for coming! We will get you set up with a few things next week. Let me know when you can be here to meet 
with Spencer and Kym and we [] 11 get you going. 

B 

From: Catherine Greene [~nailto:c         ~caa.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 7:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Thank You 

Thank you for inviting me to the tutor training this week. The sessions on Monday and Tuesday were very insightful, enlightening 
and eye opening. Thank you for the exposure to that aspect of the Student-Athlete Support Program. I look forward to beginning to 
learn more in the coming months. 

Thanks, 

Catherine 

Catherine Greene 



Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mai~to:919og435972ca~green@~mcaa.unc.ed~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 12:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: DB is back up... 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks Brent 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/25/2011 10:55 AM >>> 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~’.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 3:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 

August 2011 

Dear Gamecock Fans: 

It’s the start of another academic year in Columbia, and as our billboards and commercials say, 
"It’s Great to be a Gamecock." And that truly is the case, as witnessed by back-to-back national 
championships in baseball and now our football team being featured on the cover of Sports 
Illustrated with the tag line, "Best Gamecocks Team Ever." 

I recently was at a function where a dad and his son, both wearing Gamecock shirts, approached me. 
The dad asked his son, "Why do you like the Gamecocks?" The boy, who I would guess was around 11 
years old, responded, "Because they always win." 

That really caught my attention. While we don’t always win, there is no question we’ve made 
progress. Never before has our football team been the preseason favorite to win the SEC Eastern 
Division. In fact, until this season, we’ve never been picked higher than third in the preseason 
media poll! We are ranked 12th in both major preseason polls, the highest ever in school history. 
And, as of August 26, it’s been 1,000 days since Clemson has beaten us in football. 

It has taken a tremendous team effort from our student-athletes, the coaches, the administration and 
staff, and you, Gamecock Nation, to get us to this point. While we can’t predict how this season 
will play out, we know going into it that we have a chance [] we have closed the gap on our goal of 
becoming a nationally prominent program competing for championships. 

While we have made significant progress, there is still much work to be done. This is not the time 
to sit back and become complacent. We need to keep pushing forward and we can’t do that without your 
support. We want the expectations that people have for our football team to become the rule, not the 
exception, and not just for football, but across all of our sports. 

Our overarching objectives remain the same [] to be a difference-maker in the lives of our 
student-athletes, to compete at the highest level, both athletically and academically, and for our 
fans and supporters to be proud of their athletics department. 

It’s the Garnet Way. 

Eric 

To unsubscribe, please reply to athletictickets@sc.edu with Unsubscribe in the Subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 3:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Auditorium Presentation Tonight 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

What time is the presentation going on? That would be helpful. 

-Andrew 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/25/2011 2:56 PM >>> 

Hi Andrew, 
Corey cleared the Academic Support Program to give a presentation tonight in the auditorium and told me to send you the speaker[] s 
PowerPoint presentation [] it is attached. I[]m assuming you are going to set everything up on that end but what else do you need 
from me? What do you need me to do tonight? If I am off on any of my assumptions, do let me know. I will do whatever is 
necessary to help out. 

Thanks for the assistance, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew Gibson <guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 3:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Auditorium Presentation Tonight 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

yeah that’s fine. I may not stay the whole time but I’ll get you all setup and ready to go by 6. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/25/2011 3:53 PM >>> 

6-8pm 

From: Andrew Gibson [mailto:gum3drew(a;ur~ce~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25,2011 3:53 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Auditorium Presentation Tonight 

What time is the presentation going on? That would be helpful. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/25/2011 2:56 PM >>> 

Hi Andrew, 
Corey cleared the Academic Support Program to give a presentation tonight in the auditorium and told me to send you the speaker[] s 
PowerPoint presentation [] it is attached. I[]m assuming you are going to set everything up on that end but what else do you need 
from me? What do you need me to do tonight? If I am off on any of my assumptions, do let me know. I will do whatever is 
necessary to help out. 

Thanks for the assistance, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:i/tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 5:01 PM 

Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Brunner <j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UPDATED form 

TEXT.htm; BGCK August 2011.doc; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK FOR STAFF AND FACULTY 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY #* DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

*Your social security number is being requested by the University to conduct a residence history and criminal conviction background check 

consistent with University policy. You are not required to disclose your social security number; however, if you do not disclose your social 

security number you will not be considered for employment. 

Please list all names by which ,ou have been known, along with the dates each name was used: 

NAME DATES USED NAME DATES USED 

NC DRIVERS LICENSE # 
(if required for position; 
not applicable for unpaid 
appointments) 

I have held an out-of-State drivers license that has been valid within 
the last 12 months. If the answer is yes, provide the following 
information: 

OUT OF STATE DRIVERS ISSUING 
LICENSE # STATE 

[] YES 
[] NO 

CURRENT RESIDENCE (street, city, state, zip): 

IF CURRENT RESIDENCE IS NOT PERMANENT, 
GIVE PERMANENT RESIDENCE (If permanent 
address is a non-U.S, address, include country): 

[] Yes [] No Are you currently an employee of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

[] Yes [] No Have you ever lived or worked outside of North Carolina? If yes, complete page 2 of this form. 

[] Yes [] No Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense? If yes, list below the county, state, and date of the 

conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. Prayers for Judgment Continued (PJCs) and 

non-contested charges must be included, unless you have acted to expunge your record. If more space is 

needed, check here [] and attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be disqualified 
automatically from consideration for employment or unpaid appointment. I understand for employment that false or misleading 
information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in rejection of my 
application, action up to and including termination if hired, and/or criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies 
with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading information is given in order to meet the requirements for 
the position for which I am hired. For unpaid volunteer, intern, or visiting scholar appointments, I understand that false or 
misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in not being 
appointed or termination of my affiliation with the University. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature 

Rev (08-15-2011 ) 

Date 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

Candidate section continued on next page 

Page 1 of 3 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK FOR STAFF AND FACULTY 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

CANDIDATES: If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list the States, dates lived or worked in those 

locations, cities, counties, and the name(s) used at those locations since you attained your majority (18 years or 

older). 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SOCIAL SECURITY # 

LAST NAME(s) USED AT EACH 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR) CITY COUNTY 

LOCATION (if different from above) 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

OTHER LOCATIONS DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

LAST NAME(s) USED IN EACH STATE 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR)           CITY             COUNTY 

(if different from above) 

Rev (08-15-2011) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 2 of 3 



FIRST 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK FOR STAFF AND FACULTY 

GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SSN 

TO BE COMPLETED BY HIRING/APPOINTING DEPARTMENT 
ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND INVESTIGATOR. 
INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 
If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background 
Investigations using the contact information below. 

Driving a motor vehicle (State-owned or personal/other) is required by hiring department to perform assigned [] YES 
duties. (If answer is yes, a driver’s license check is required.) [] NO 

If answer to above is yes, please indicate type of vehicle (choose all that apply). / [] STATE-OWNED 
[] PERSONAL/OTHER 

[] FACULTY 
[] SPA PERMANENT 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TYPE: 
[] EPA NON-FACULTY 

[] SPA TEMP 
[] POST DOC 

[] OTHER 
[] EPA TEMP 

POS/APPT TITLE: 

POS# (SPA ONLY): 

CONTACT NAME: 

DEPT/SCHOOL NAME AND NUMBER: 

CONTACT PHONE #: 

CB #: 

ACCOUNT # FOR FEE: 

OHR EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANT: 

¯ For SPA Permanent employees, Volunteers, Unpaid Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 
Consultant. 

¯ For Faculty, send this form to the Dean’s Office. 
¯ For EPA-NF, Temps and other persons, send this form to: 

Background Investigator 

UNC Public Safety 

AOB, Suite 2300, CB# 1620 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599 

Fax: 919-962-4279 

Phone: 843-4413 or 962-9768 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 

[] COURT SEARCH 

[] NC DL CHECK 

JOURNAL ENTRY#: 

[] CASTLE BRANCH* 

[] OUT OF STATE DL 

DATE ENTERED: 

AMOUNT DUE: 

[] EPLS/OIG 

[] SEX OFFENDER 

[] AOC 

NO CS RESULTS 

Date 

INIT: 

check performed: 

No criminal conviction(s) found. 

Criminal issue(s) found; agree(s) with 
application. 
Criminal issue(s) found; do(es) not agree 
with application. 
Possible criminal record found; further 
review needed. 
Valid Driver’s License confirmed. 
Driving record clear. 
Driving issue(s) found; agree(s) with 
application. 
Driving issue(s) found; do(es) not agree 
with application. 
Possible driving record found; further review 
needed. 
Charge made to the listed account. 

FILE#: 

* Federal and Out of State included. 

Rev (08-15-2011 ) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 3 of 3 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 8:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Hi Brent, 
Could you add me to the database today? 

Wally 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/26/2011 7:40 AM >>> 

Folks, 

If I receive an email in the next minute, I apologize to you all [] that means someone is in and working in the database. Everyone 
MUST remember to shut down the database before going home. I use odd hours to make improvements but if someone is in the DB, I 
cannot complete them. Such is the case this morning. 

Please remember, when going home (or just leaving the office for a while) close it out. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/imrhee~Nue.cs~<com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 26, 2011 9:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Database 
TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks Brent. 

Wally 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/26/2011 8:59 AM >>> 

Hi Wally, 
That[]s one of the changes I made but couldn[]t upload. I~m on it! 

Brent 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricl:m~Lmcaa~mc~edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 26,2011 8:42 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database 

Hi Brent, 

Could you add me to the database today? 

Wally 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/26/2011 7:40 AM >>> 

Folks, 
If I receive an email in the next minute, I apologize to you all [] that means someone is in and working in the database. Everyone MUST 
remember to shut down the database before going home. I use odd hours to make improvements but if someone is in the DB, I cannot 
complete them. Such is the case this morning. 

Please remember, when going home (or just leaving the office for a while) close it out. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/i~:arheelb!ue~cstw corn 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 12:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
travel forms 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Can you please email me the travel form and I’ll copy it with our schedule for everyone. Thanks 

-Tom 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Tutoring hours 

TEXT.htm; Tutoring hours.msg 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

em 12’ons ¢~u ncaaou ncoed u 







Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 4:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
tonight 

TEXT.htm 

I have my powerpoint projecting up on the big screen in Swafford, but I cannot figure out how to work the remote to make the slides 
advance.., can you help me? 

Robert said that he would introduce Dean Woodard -- then we’ll begin training from there or is anyone else speaking? thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 8:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Schedules as of 5pm Today 

Text.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks Brent! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/26/2011 5:17:43 PM >>>Hi Andrew, 
Attached is an updated copy of the team’s schedules. Let me know if you have any questions and have a great weekend. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~n:i/~arheerb~e.cs~v ~com<~:iii~arheelbl~e.cs~v.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 9553bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/archiveO2.tmcaa.tmc.edldle829899aa15e7498dcO96438c77ebe9 
File Name: go schedules.pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 24 Nov 2011 18:02:58 -0500 
Size: 9553bytes 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 28, 2011 l:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

2:30 pm at the Castle.. 
-Tom 

>>> On 8/28/2011 at 12:40 PM, in message <0F5745F5-D57D-44ED-B94A-FE74D4CBB938@ad.unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 

<blamon@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom. What time are we meeting tomorrow? 
B 

Sere from my Verizon Wireless Phone 







UNC-CH Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Handbook Quiz 

True or False     When you time stamp out of TIMS at the end of your shift, you 

realize that the system never stamped you in. You should email Brent to let him 

know the hours you worked so that he can fix it for you. If the statement is false, 

please make a true statement: 

m True or False      When working with your student it is good to work on such 

skills as conducting research at the library. If your student does not have their 

ONF, card to check out books, you can check them out using your card. If the 

statement is false, please make a true statement: 

True or False      A student asks you to make a photocopy of an assignment or 

paper before he/she hands it in. This is not OK, no matter how short the document 

is or how much of a hurry the student is in. If the statement is false, please make a 

true statement: 

True or False      If you suspect a student you are working with may have a 

learning disability, you should not ask the student. Instead, speak directly with the 

Tutor Coordinator, the Academic Counselor, or the Learning Specialist. If the 

statement is false, please make a true statement: 

True or False      Tutoring sessions can be scheduled by the student to take 

place outside of the Academic Center due to spacing issues. If the statement is false, 

please make a true statement: 

True or False      Although you have a relationship with a professor who has 

your student in class, it is not OK for you to discuss this student with the professor, 

even if the professor initiates the conversation or wants to help. If the statement is 

false, how do you handle this situation: 



True or False      If you are tutoring a class you are permitted to loan or make a 

copy of your class notes for a student. If the statement is false, please make a true 

statement: 

True or False      It is not OK for you and your student to have contact outside of 

the Academic Support Program, even if it is for social purposes. If the statement is 

false, please make a true statement: 

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME: 

SIGNATURE: 

DATE: 



UNC-CH Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Honor Court Quiz 

True or False    When writing up a lab report, unless expressly specified by the 

professor, a student is not permitted to substitute false data for missing data. If the 

statement is false, please make a true statement: 

m True or False     On the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, the largest proportion of 

Honor Code violations stems from social misconduct, not academic cheating. If the 

statement is false, please make a true statement: 

True or False     If you ever have a slight suspicion as to whether an honor code 

violation has occurred, wait until you are certain before you bring it to the 

attention of the Academic Counselor or Tutor Coordinator. If the statement is false, 

please make a true statement: 

True or False     If you are a graduate student on this campus, in your work 

with student-athletes you are bound by the rules of academic dishonesty as stated 

in The Instrument as well.. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

Under The Instrument, it is not considered plagiarism if a student is not well 

educated in proper rules or proper format for citation. If the statement is false, 

please make a true statement: 



UNC-CH Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Put the Pencil Down by Marcia Toms Quiz 

True or False     When working with your student to help them set goals, keep 

both short and long term goals in your plan. If the statement is false, please make a 

true statement: 

m True or False      When working with a student who is struggling, you should 

only wait 30 seconds for he/she to answer a question or prompt you have given. 

Forcing a student to think on a question for too long can cause him/her to become 

overly frustrated. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

True or False      It is OK to get active with the student in order to help them 

engage with the material. Toss a student the chalk and have them explain a topic or 

problem. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

True or False      In order to make the tutoring session most productive, take the 

lead on deciding what you and the student will focus on. If the statement is false, 

please make a true statement: 

True or False      Save your praise for when it is appropriate. If you praise 

students for the small victories, they may not want to work any harder. If the 

statement is false, please make a true statement: 



UNC-CH Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
NCAA Compliance Quiz 

1. True or False      If a student-athlete is in a bind it is OK for you to give them 

your zip or flash drive to use. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

2. True or False      It is unethical for professors to provide study materials only to 

student-athletes. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

3. True or False      It is permissible for a student-athlete to hire you to type up a 

paper they have written. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

True or False     If you are at the library and see a book or other research 

material you think might help a student-athlete with an assignment, you may not 

check it out for the student-athlete. If the statement is false, please make a true 

statement: 

True or False      Although you will not be provided season tickets to athletic 

events through your position as a tutor, it is OK for a student-athlete to provide you 

with tickets. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 8:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CLASS SCHEDULES 

TEXT.htm; CLASS SCHEDULES.msg 

Brent, 

This is what I sent to my team about class schedules. If you have any comments let me know. 
Not sure what you told team at Academic Meeting since I had to miss. 
When does everything start? 

Mike 
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instructors with a variety of experiences and perspectives. 
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retention outcomes. Whether you have a retention plan 
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from the tips and advice shared by our instructors. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 29, 2011 11:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall Schedule 

TEXT.htm; SH Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is the study hall schedule for the two areas and then the suggested draft for the new building. 

Thanks, 
Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 3:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amanda Clincy 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

I have gotten a call from another department who is trying to put Amanda Clincy on their payroll. According to their payroll rep, 
Amanda said that she told us that she is not longer working for us. Can you confirm this ASAP as this action will effect payroll 

deadlines and we need to process it ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday:               3:57 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
schedule a meeting 

TEXT.htm 

H 

As the Learning Specialist in Academic Support for Student Athletes, one of my responsibilities is to reach out to all athletes who 
idemify with learning issues or who have been previously screened for learning issues. 
I would like to set up a time to meet you and see if I can be of service to you in your first term here at UNC. Please let me know when 
you are available. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Regards, 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,                l: 14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Writing Tutor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, Brent, 

I was told during orientation last week that I’d be working M-T-W 6-10, and I asked the woman with the scheduling sheet to change 
my Tuesday hours to 7-10 because of a class that runs late. Looking at the schedule, I don’t see myself listed on Monday. If I’m simply 
not needed that day, that’s fine, but I didn’t know if a mistake was made. 

I also want to be sure that I’m straight on this: we’ll work in the Football Center once it opens, but for now we’re on the 3rd and 5th 
floors of the North Box. Do I have that right? 

Sorry for the confusion! I just want to make sure my ducks are in a row. Thanks very much. 

Best, 

. at 4:02 PM, Blanton, Brent S wrote: 

> Good afternoon, 
> The writing rotation is complete! Below is the listing of shifts and where you will be located. If you have any questions, do not 

hesitate to get in touch with me. 
> 

> Speak to you soon! 

> Brent 
> 

> Football Center (5thFloor) 

> North Box (5th Floor) 
> SUNDAY 
> 

>1 

>1 
>1 

>1 

>1 
> 

> MONDAY 
> 

>1 
>1 
>1 

>1 
>1 
>, 

>1 

> TUESDAY 
> 

>’ 

> 

> WEDNESDAY 



THURSDAY 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iTtarheelb~ue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 4:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated email list 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

This is to send the tutor schedule out when you have set it for this week. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



Tutor Name I Email Address 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~,email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               5:24 PM 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall Schedule 

Hey, 
I did not get any nights, is there something else for me to do or should I 
just wait to see what is needed when you move into the new building? 

Thanks, 

On Mon,            ~6:05:08 -0400, "Kendra Hancock" 
<khancock@un~aa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hello Study Hall Monitors! 
> 

> I hope your week is going well. We are going to start study hall tomorrow 
> night, attached you will find the schedule for the beginning of the 
> semester until we get into the Loudermilk Center for Success. Some of you 
> may only be working one night a week for now, but this will change when 
we 
> move into the building. 
> 
> If you are scheduled for Football, you will report to the 5th Floor of 
the 
> Football Center at 6:45 PM on your scheduled day and check-in with Amy 
> Kleisser. If you are scheduled for Olympic Sports, please report to the 
5th 
> Floor of the North Box (inside Gate 2) at 5:45 PM on your scheduled day 
and 
> check-in with Brent Blanton. 
> 
> If you need to complete training sessions, these need to be done before 
you 

> start working, so please set up a time to meet with me to complete this 
> before you are scheduled to work. 
> 
> Thank you! 
> Kendra Hancock 
> 

> 

> Kendra Hancock 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 10:02 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

A Defense for Negative Recruiting When Bad News Hits 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here! 

11r bwhe               ~L~EDc~NllYHhc~L2G~x~qmuB~2~<W5~CVl~k8MMDD~:~hC~hF>~krwIz~LEYS~Cb~v±~M~‘]~Fk~CDcU4c~L1eYG~1Cv~2~nW~e                wSIk]ck2VTNiNBecAcM59Fdy-EiIM%3D 
You’re receivbg ttJs emN1 became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tndor Cdlegiate Sh-ategies. 
Please eonfilZ1 
b~q~:/!visitor r20 co>stare co~gact comic {sp?llr :b,a, hecmbab&~?~ O01L SN]8-hc~cAyFXHM71Xek~zDiei1NKX9Y 5WDSJM v43zaosMdQ9Mc~MfiT?kxClms, k&m :1101038493377&,z,1 P 
yore continued interest in receivbg email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~)~:i/visitorcom;taatcomactconvdo?~&mse 0018fiuOW~bvdldoBY~" tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&r 001LSNlg-hi,x~v,,~ao~SxPsSA%3D%BD&~easo~ 001I~qsb%BD&llr bwbecgtbab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [h{t]o:i/120rs6,1etO~l{sp?llr bwhecl~tbah&e*-llO7384353676&~56114&e 001OaeX-1ZdkaFB2~IoXQlavXBbLxeCAh~cY{-iG5Dc~WPBXTCWSk- aMEOK- 
xX bK1Fgs~qG5~<}D5P×85kc~X4VCSe63hOBU©llOYvP NaLcPav9X~X3HC~gQ .] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

Angust 30,2011 

Vol 7, Issue 35 

A Defense for Negative Recruiting When Bad News Hits 

Pat Summitt [})J~Lp:Ii~2Ors6net/~n               ab&e>l 107384353676&s 56114&e 0010aeX- 1ZdAaFB2noXO 1 avXBP, xcCAIrrcY~O2;:’WPBNTfCWSk- aMBOK- 

~0£ bK1Fgs~G5gf~D5Px85kdX4VC%63hOBUQh0YvP NaLcPavgXxX3H~l~Q~)~]Like 
ttlousands of other people aromni tile comltry, I was saddened to hear University 
of Temlessee women’s basketball coachi~g legend Pat Surarmtt amlolmce health issues 
ttlat she hus stained to banie. 

It’s rare that someone in any profession - certainly in college coaching - that 
an individual hus built such a unanimously respected coaching and personal restm~e 
as Coach Sum~ultt has been able to do over tile past many decades. 

Tile day thut she announced the news, my Twitter accomlt [h~:{o:/k20 rs6 ~et,{~t isp?llr b>~t~ecmbab&e> 1107384353676&~56114&e 00IOaeX-IZdI~aE5L\/m2V¢3~VOCMuDWhqRHA~ILBta81QEE-- 
~’P6XTPPERY dgi4hiT?~ 4x6oL 9h~k,~ x o~, 5F~-oi}i [ZO~lDxLm~23e~Y~vm9qlTR~f;44egK~ab-808] 

was buzzi~g with activity and comments. 

A couple of comments callght my a~ention: 

A few people made tile case thut this news would be used as negative recminilg material 
for competing coaches going up against Temlessee’s coaches. 

In response to thut, I made tile claim ttlat not ouly did it not huve to be a negative, 
Temlessee could easily tm~l this news into a hnge positive when it comes to recruiting 
the next few classes for tile Lady Vols... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h{~-t<//*20 rs6 ~e~dl~*isp?llr bv,,hecmbah&et i107384353676&s 56114&e: 00iOaeX-lZdkaFRDucD61g 007R6WBcU5EHr D3vaELYOuMU1M~m~lzLTTkavmOT- 

ANmUzt                          C/~,3B-0BPLSl Tc                  RNeOaVf~dAADWJTzswlK J295f]FPZhTPH                                      ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdkaHLUe5 G HNdK0pPL s TVQQcwmga01 G POOrAyz3o4sb0dROTpcQNt35 V VXY S uvcToiAiveD8 B M NllOrO8 dhDAyorEN0 q8 dM 8 SEDn26A5t 1 yB s0WnQu6 SYgkFF6 RyhT BddHdQREmkVyXKbC509ylYwmi s Alj RL 
-8T DZdQe SZ VdNrlG~3 cZXnk35F5ZmyP3tLrZ5mqoT JbAs] 
Followus onTwitter [hh~:,,’I~20rs6:rtei/t~is~?llr::bv&eq~J~b&et1107384353676&~56114&e 00iOaeX-1Zdl~aGOQLDMrsamI2IBoTpvbvZJ4sm~gZJ-afc- 

EfS00s\MIkJ©cNUb4X 3WXrP4D9dZxg2~:~2_I~5BOBVZTOHrSym2Bk22MUG-WgA ] 

Looking for more reclafits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of tile ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [hl~:V://r20 rs6 ne~d~ isp?llr bv,,heCmbah&et 1107384353676&s 56114&e: 001OaeX-I Zd!~aEdTxo08tciNZ©mxYlk6uHeVF9DpV u6OP{O- 

3~kRZN~iFMUUOL ~s~b~3kKO1Dlm~ws×L~mY5CHEAe~aYO65X2NCh1~-1X~dkCCUw8mG\Ff45JsBMP997W-zHH41H~)-~gI-~ ] 

Wily College Coaches Need to Pay A~ention to Detail 

Pay A~enfion to Detail [b~p:i!*20 rs6:r~el/misp?lh" bwhecmbab&et 1107384353676&s 56114&e:::001OaeX-1Zdl~aGdkG5LavdOmdDHW\~8~msve bb14dP0Vswmv?FJUaHi-uZ0101aeeSRklGvgsvKogDP%~- 
O3qz~kEesuHodOQ2~t~ ww RwCUXiig~ Vv~ -xN mGDS~] by 

Sean Devlfi~, Front Rush 

A stolT recently came out in tile press in response to Steve Jobs’ sad amlouncement 
ttlat he is leavbg Apple as CEO clue to his ongobg health issues. 

As tile story goes, one of the top product gays at Google received an email in tile 
~uldclle of the ulght fiom Steve Jobs complaining that there was a major issue wittl 
tile Google icon that appeared on tile iPhone. 

It was such a big issue thut Steve Jobs was perso~ully gobg to assign an Apple 
representative to work directly with tile Google employee to resolve tile issue immediately. 

So what was tile problem? It tm~s out ttlat... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 

] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdkaHLUe5 G HNdK0pPL s TVQQcwmga01 G POOrAyz3o4sb0dROTpcQNt35 V VXY S uvcToiAiveD8 B M NllOrO8 clllDAyorEN0 q8 dM 8 SEDn26A5t 1 yB s0WnQu6 SYgkFF6 RyhT BddHdQREmkVyXKbC509ylYwmi s Alj RL 



-8T DZdQe SZ VdNrlGI~3 cZX~k35F5ZmyP3tLrZ5mqoT JbAs] 
Followus onTwitter [~o:i/~20rs6neff~jSp?lir: b’~heg~ab&et 1107384353676&s 56114&e: O010aeX-lZd2~aGOQLDMrsamI2IBoZpvbvZJ4sm~,gZJ.afi~- 

}!£~0h7DIfl’Bv KEf}~00s\MIkJQcNUb4X 3WNIP4DgdZxg%% I5BOBVZTOHrSI, m2Bk22MUG-WgA ] 

Coaches recruiting workbooks [hl~:ro:/,,’~20rs6nelIl~uisD?llr bwheqnbab&e/- 1 i07384353676&s 56114&e :001OaeX- 
i ~:d/f’O                    C~ n~X [Zgv2 Y 6OhdZL0bH                                 ~982 u08~SU ~j f ,~lA                     ] 

Read the book that changed the way college coaches recrNt~ 

CLICK HERE [tgn2o:,’,’i2Orsdnet,’~n~p?lh to,s~heqnbab&e>11073843536%&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
h6ZL                     O&~a3PEV~ 

FREE Recorded Webinar: "Putting Together a Fool-Proof Rec~ting Plan" from NCSA 
and Dan Tudor 

Making a plan [h~:~o:!/~20rs6nei/In{sp?11r b,,,d~eclnbat~&e¢- 1 i07384353676&s :56114&e 001OaeX- 
i ZdXaFOf~ 21 ~ 5 ~2 V b, B L¢~AM o3v i t oIu9UHs Y 86bdv }t~:~E I pi K P~ 7cO9 ~fD4~ ~u F[~8 S X 214 ~/~ ~? ~cx R~t 0 FZcCgbsr ’73 ~ B - g~ yr Ze 9~t S 1P hg] L a st 
week, we sat down to tdk to coaches aboN developing their Nogranfs recrNfing 
plan for tiffs upcoming year, entitled "Pu~ng Together a Fod-~oof RecrNfing 
Plaff’ [h@!p:/,’~2Ors6net/~ ab&e>l107384353676&~56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdJ~aFQA21~C kg% BL 6AMo3v 1 toI ~gUHsY86bch;H xPnb FZcCTbsr73Z S1Plrg]. 
Tectmology proNems made the live session impossiNe, so we re-grouped aM re-recorded 
~is important session for re-c~ters (so~, coNc~ft resist the non-~a~afically 
co~ect use of the hyphen there). 
We talk to coaches about ~o impo~ant rec~fing plan concepts: The ttu-ee ~pes 
of rec~fing co*~cafion, and the rec~fing comm~cafion flow that coaches 
need to NMerstand about their prospects. 
SoN~d like some complicated psychological theories, laced ruth co~m~cafion tectuiques 
based on in-depth research? It is. (~d they’re impo~ant advanced ideas tt~ut 
every sefiom reci~ter nee& to m~derstand and use). 
Click here to listento the session [~)~://~20 rs6 ne~’*n ~@@tbab&e>11073843536%&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 

] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdkaHLUe5 G HNdK0pPL s TVQQcwmga01 G POOrAyz3o4sb0dROTpcQNt35 V VXY S uvcToiAiveD8 B M NllOrO8 dhDAyorEN0 q8 riM 8 SEDn26A5t 1 yB s0WnQu6 SYgkFF6 RyhT BddHdQREmkVyXKbC509ylYwmi s Alj RL 
-8T DZdQe SZ VdNrlGI~3 cZX~k35F5ZmyP3tLrZ5mqoT JbAs] 
Followus onTwitter [~o://~20 rs6 ne~/~jSp?lir: b’~he~ab&el 1107384353676&s 56114&e: O010aeX-lZdJ~aGOQLDMrsamI2IBoZpvbvZJ4sm~,gZJ.a~i~- 

}!£~0h7DIffBv KEf}~00s\MIkJQcNUb4X 3WNIP4DgdZxg%% I5BOBVZTOHrSI, m2Bk22MUG-WgA ] 

Front Rush [h~o:/I~20rs6ne+a’lv~isr~?11r bwheqnbab&e>11073843536%&~561 i4&e:::001OaeX-iZdkaHcwg- 
Hv%As0bI~ "~ N d6Z 4zd6sz61                                  sF~anRIn3UEZe2TcYK~y2qqFnVslMoGFltlhZ6IQ2~mTdlz4cPcul<Ab                         ] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e ~aeX-~ZdkaGA4CSJ~8GTjLHtjaZ~AY9qhSdZGMeZ~FH~RGUQPqqbDR~ursAjYs7E~AuxESEYjE3I- 
mpUBQZji~EfwEj~jpWCKbD8Xt95v54R~JfjMinum~Qh7X1‘~m9StZZL2~P~qvipLpK2DuWu3qDuHHyskqSSi2NruBGRQUccYE~Cc3dVH7RK7Mqn~F~z2EZ Faot2VIS8R8tt~xGY- 

2kqXXDm~Z43gFzz92C98y2uD13 VDQw~] 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page: 

Can tile SEC’s Best Academic School Hold Their Own Athletically? 

An interesting question: Can Vanderbilt U~ffversity compete on tile football field, 
and in other sports, with their powerful SEC comlterparts? Some critics say no, 
but Vanderbilt is pointing to Stanford as tile role model for success. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trai~ffng 
videos fealming DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX-1ZdkaHBUxN- 
yxShYMfstzMUBCizaUla62dolsjToiNe 2pG~tMIcpzqQZS9h~hnu4Gw~2M~ny~LY2L~Q~3B~QkVZrKI22QIX6baFCtA~4v~GRsjTCRwmRYt,8~u-ACp2IRT8cK3q~xTx2ypINB BBWzpgm2Pv5jHBJzNGE8- 

iUnVGAPvzbLsl5Ew]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 
7 ~mOnVBDEgKTFPERYdSHtff’I_’~,dx6oUglnL1No5Fzof?2 1Z0mKolDxLmB~p3ooY~vmgqlTRrB44egKk~b 80g] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdkaHLUe5 G HNdK0pPL s TVQQcwmga01 G POOrAyz3o4sb0dROTpcQNt35 V VXY S uvcToiAiveD8 B M NllOrO8 dhDAyorEN0 q8 riM 8 SEDn26A5t 1 yB s0WnQu6 SYgkFF6 RyhT BddHdQREmkVyXKbC509ylYwmi s Alj RL 
-8T DZdQe SZ VdNrlG~3 cZX~k35F5ZmyP3tLrZ5mqoT JbAs] 

Follow us onTwitter [h~:/I~2Ors6ncl,’~gD?ih- b~z~heqnbab&e>11073843536%&s 56114&e 001OaeX-1Zd!<aGOOLDMrsamI2IBoZ~vb~,ZJ4sm,~PZJ-afb- 
~ KEf~00sRMIkJOcNUb4X 3WX~P4DgdZxg~s~ I5BOBVZTOHrSym2Bk22MDG-WgA ] 

Ready to Bling Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-CampusWorkshop [h~ro:i/i2Ors6ne¢/~ni~?lh-bwhcq!~bab&et 1107384353676&s 56114&e: 001OaeX- 
iZd~aHOk2gCe 2~S4JX8DtQ~Yep1zHdu4ch9~KErL~J1BZzckRJBx~i7Fs~gbLHgJ9Q~Yq~W~MkY~c~T1vZ2~C7G~z~3SgS~v~z~GG 2zTuT(~J,’,du~obx[xK6CV5QPWwJNNdamINXg ] 

Let Dan Tudor and His Team 

Take Yore RecrNfing to the 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICK HERE [N~?a:/!~20rsdneE~n~p?llr bv~bab&e> 11073843536%&s 5di i4&e 001OaeX- 
G 2zTu7GZdu~ c~ ~R6CV5                       ] 

FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Wily These High-Profile Athletes Turned Down tile Pros and Stayed for Their Seulor 
Year 

With so many sports in collegiate athletics fighting to convince their upperclassmen 
to stay on for their seulor year, we thonght it would be a good idea to re~ulnd coaches 
ttlat there are high-profile athletes who decide to stay on for their seulor years 



(like Stailford’s Andrew Luck). 

If you’re a coach who laces the prospect of losiilg athletes to a pro career, this 
profile is for you. 

If you’re a coach who doesn’t lace tiffs kind of challenge with your tealn, tiffs stoi3~ 
is a good reminder ttlat there are still some really talent STUDENT-athletes out 
ttlere ttlut are gettii~g it right when it comes to staying on campus and gettii~g their 
degrees... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdkaFUlfOMVQzazxaQP Ct10FPW4JxY,51uiq3ndMygVK4NxI5QCC98wZXcoFRNLjsZlfNvxx0pcMx wVHEkH~H~9D3F8~z~3VwdHR~xju23dLMys9awcaVYpGFuhkD~29dVK5Db~d~S~U~j~KE85~pVv9 aRwiGitgf~ 
-yddPQHgREx8pNpgqznZyJSw GmEfWmgUdYEcSn0NjFlz84xkccIBsgskk02ow8GcoSOMlzd3nTyrDrhK 8vypbbby 9Gjs-0FF204ebSeoD1KvG4e376rAKKph4y] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107384353676&s 56114&e 001OaeX- 
1ZdkaHLUe5 G HNdK0pPL s TVQQcwmga01 G POOrAyz3o4sb0dROTpcQNt35 V VXY S uvcToiAiveD8 B M NllOrO8 clllDAyorEN0 q8 riM 8 SEDn26A5t 1 yB s0WnQu6 SYgkFF6 RyhT BddHdQREmkVyXKbC509ylYwmi s Alj RL 
-8T DZdQe SZ VdNrlGI~3 cZXnk35F5ZmyP3tLrZ5mqoT JbAs] 
Followus on Twitter [~4~://~20rs6ne~t/tnisp?llr b,a, hecl~Ibab&e~1107384353676&~56114&e :001OaeX-1ZdkaGO~)LDMrsamI2IBog.pvhi~ZJ4sm,~gZJ-al~- 

~P_ ~pI~TDIf.~_?,’~_IZEIS00sN\41kJOcNUb4X 3WX~P4DgdZxgi~s~ ~5BOB\,~,’TOHrS,~rrI2Bk22M~OG-WgA ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
h~p:i/@cos~sta~itco~tactcomisa’~s,¢i~p?lk=bwhe~ab&m=1101038493377&ea=blanton%_~2~mcaa ~a~tc ed~&a=11073843536?6 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dml@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Adch-ess 
~t~p:/~visitorco:~staatco:~tactcom, do?:? oo&mse 0018fftOWc~kioBKxT tmJbK@0rL5b:r:Jwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&r 001LSN18-hcx~,~,~,z~oK~SxPsSA%3D%3D&~eason 00llc~Esb%3D&ilr h~z&e~j~bab 

hlstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
~tNj~://\,isitorco~st~rltcox~tactcom/do?p~m&mse 0018lllOW@L~24M, oBKxT ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VSZ(;CMw%3D&¢ 001LSN18-hcxA’~,~o~%~xSxPsSA%3I)%3D&~easo:~l 001Io~A}’,sU%3D&llr bwheqgbah 

Privacy Policy: 
h~:/!ui co~sta~co~*act com/~ovi~/CCPtivac,,~Polic,~ 

Ollline Marketii~g by 
CO~lstant Contact(R) 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies 1455 Kern St I Suite D I Shaffer I CA 193263 



Learn how you can get more African-American, Hispanic, first-generation, and other at-risk students involved in leadership programs. 

Trouble viewing this email? ~#://,~,.~,,~,~÷.~.academicimpressions.com 

Webcast 

November 2~, 20~ 1 "" ~ :00 - 2:30 p,~, EST 

Learn how you can get more African-American, Hispanic, first-generation, 
and other at-risk students involved in leadership programs. 

Join us online to learn how you can successfully market 
leadership programs to at-risk student populations, including 
African-American, Hispanic, and first-generation students. 
Our expert instructor will explain how a variety of incentives 
can keep at-risk students involved in your leadership 
programs and thereby improve retention. 

Brochure (pdf) I N~gi~$~[ I A--Aenda 

WHAT YOU W~:LL LEARN 

Marketing strategies,incentives and leadership programs can 
improve student retention. This program will highlight model 
leadership programs for African-American, Hispanic, first- 
generation, and other at-risk student populations from a 
variety of campus settings. Our ~e~t instructor will share 
information about the following: 

Ways you can market your programs through open 
houses, orientations, partnering with other 
organizations and other ongoing communications 
Creating community and business partnerships to help 
provide incentives to keep students involved 
How you can measure the impact of your efforts 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited 
number of people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by 
purchasing a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? 
Call us to help determine if this event is right for you. 

academicimt~ressionsocom 

Subscribe to our 
newest free publication 

UPCON~NG WE~CASTS 

an Academic Coaching. 
Model on Your Cam,ous: A Case 

StudSL 
September 19,2011 

Faculb! #~.yoln for the Firstoyear 
Student Experience: A Case 

September 21,2011 

LowoCost Solutions for Creating 
Financial Litera 

September 27,2011 

View A[[ Webcasts 



ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Prefe~ence Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 

please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 

L X Space 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 2:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Approval Needed 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Yes I approve. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/30/2011 1:34 PM >>> 

Hi John, 

I am told I need you to approve having a speaker on campus to help train the tutors. Can I get retroactive approval to bring Marcia 
Toms on campus to go over her book Put the Pencil Down. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p : //tarhee Ib lue. cs~v, com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 

Opens 9 September 2011 

7:00-9:00 PM Opening Reception I RSVP today to 
ack[andRSVP®~Jr~co÷d~ 

Gathered from the private collections of more than 60 alumni of The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art brings together nearly 
90 hidden treasures by some of the most renowned artists of the modern era. 

From Claude Monet to Alexander Calder, from Louise Bourgeois to Yayoi Kusama, Carolina 
Collects offers an extraordinary overview of art of the past 150 years through paintings, drawings, 
prints, photographs, and sculptures, many of which have rarely been exhibited. 

Learn more about Carolina Collects... 

TICKETS NOW ON SALE for the ACKLAND’S BLACK ~t WHITE GALA 



Saturday, 24 September 2011, 8:00 P/VI- Midnight 

with special guests: 

The Sacrificial Poets, Carrboro Poet Laureate Jay Bryan, Photographer Joe Spuria, 
and William Hayes Ackland 

Join us for an outstanding evening of excellent food, drink, music, poetry, and art, in celebration 
of the Museum and the more than 60 generous alumni who are sharing their treasures with us in the 
2011 fat[ exhibition CaroUna Co~ects: 150 Years oh ,~odern and Contem      Art. 

All proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Ackland Art/Vluseum. 

Gala tickets now on sale at the Ackland Museum Store! 

Click here for more information. 



Art Adventures! 

Six- to 9-year-otds witt enjoy these engaging workshops offered every first Saturday morning of the 
month. Children explore art in the museum gatteries and then go next door to a studio to create 
take-home treasures using new[y-learned art-making techniques. Registration is required and 
[imited. 

3 September, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 
Enter the Third Dimension! 

Ever wonder how artists create the ittusion of three dimensions in their paintings and drawings? 
Participants wit[ examine art in the gatteries and then practice techniques such as overtapping and 

using shadows to make their own artworks (one cot[aged and another drawn with charcoat) took 
realistic! 

To register, contact Caroline Cu[bert by emai[ or ca[[ 919.962.3342. 

New prices! Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Upcoming Art Adventures: 1 October, 5 November, 3 December 

Get Involved at the Ackland! 

Votunteers in every department of the Acktand Art Museum support the Museum’s core activities 
and entiven our understanding of the needs of the campus and community. From short-term 
projects to tong-standing participation, Acktand votunteers have a unique retationship with the 
Museum and are vitat to our success. 

2011-2012 Volunteer Interest/Vleeting 
Thursday, 8 September 2011, 5:00 P~ 
Come [earn about current votunteer opportunities at the Acktand Art Museum! Community 
members, high schoot students, and university students are at[ encouraged to share their tatents 
with the Acktand through votunteering. 

Questions: Contact A[[~son Portnow at 919.843.3687. 



Ackland Exhibition Arrives in England! 

Traveting to Engtand this fair? Put the Bowes Museum -- in the town of Barnard Castte, Teesdate, 
County Durham -- on your itinerary! They witt host the Acktand Art Museum exhibition At the Heart 

from 17 September 2011 through 15 January 2012. 

Drawn from one of the most extensive private hotdings of prints and posters associated with 
industry and tabor -- that of Dr. John P. Eckbtad of Chapet Hitt -- At the Heart o]~ Progress examines 
the trinity of coat, iron, and steam, whose enormous benefits to industdat civitization are 
counterbatanced by equatty enormous torts. 

Next session: Tuesday, 6 September, 1 2:00-I :00 P/~ 

Take a break from your day and exptore the wortd of yoga in the beautifut setting of the Acktand! 
These hour-tong sessions, offered twice monthty by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshatt, 
provide an opportunity to practice a series of gentte yoga poses inspired by the art in the gattery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Ptease wear comfortabte ctothing 
that witt arrow you to stretch. Since the gatteries can be coot, tong steeves are recommended. 

See the upcoming yoga schedute here: htt occ/64eua 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is timited. Register by emait: ack[andRSVP@uncoedu. 



For more information on the Ackland, visit v~wwoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, click here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 

week. 

Atexander Carder, American, 1898-1976: Scale on Yellow and Blue, 1972; painted metal Lent by Peter Mattinson (BA 
’82, MBA ’83) and Etisabetta Mattinson. © Carder Foundation, New York / Artist Rights Society (ARS) New York. 

James E. Atten, American, 1894-1964: TeeminB InBots, 1935; etching. Lent by The John P. Eckbtad Correction. 
L2008.69.33 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: UndulatinB Expanse, 1955; oi[ on canvas. Acktand 
Fund. Conservation treatment for this painting, compteted in 1991, was made possibte by a grant from the Nationa[ 
Endowment for the Arts. 88.27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 5:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 8-30-11 Game Week - Gamecocks Ready for ECU 

TEXT.htm 

4 Days Until Kickoff... 
It’s FINALLY here, Gamecock fans! It’s GAME WEEK! We are just four days away from kicking off the 
2011 football season vs. ECU at Bank of America Stadium in Charlotte. 

Coach Spurrier reported in his press conference today that botk Connor Shaw and Stephen Garcia will 
play at quarterback during the game. Watch video of today’s press conference here. 

Tickets to the game are still available through Ticketmaster for $60 each. Click here. 

The Charlotte Gamecock Club and MyCarolina Alumni Association have several fun events planned in the 
Queen City to celebrate the start of the season, including a party at the EpiCentre in uptown 
Charlotte Friday night and a pre-game tailgate by the stadium on Saturday afternoon. 
Click here for more info on all your entertainnaent options! 

Single Game Tickets Available First to Gamecock Club Members 
Single-game tickets go on sale exclusively to Gamecock Club members at 10:00 a.m. Thursday, 
September 1 st. Tickets are available for all home games except Clemson, which sold out as part of 
tke Garnet Mini-Plan. Gamecock Club members may purchase tickets for face value during the exclusive 
presale. 

Prices will increase $5 per ticket when remaining single-game tickets are released for public sale 
at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, September 6th. 

Tickets may be purchased online via Account Manager at GamecocksOnline.com or by calling the South 
Carolina Alkletics Ticket Office at 803.777.4274 or 800.4SC.FANS (472.3267). 

Fans may still purchase season tickets by visiting GamecocksOnline.com/football2011 or by calling 
lke ticket office. Black Mini-Plans, which include tickets to the Vanderbilt, Kentucky, and Florida 
games, are also available for $160. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Alkletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Days Until Kickoff... 
It’s FINALLY here, Gamecock fans! It’s GAME WEEK! We 
are just four days away from kicking off the 2011 football 
season vs. ECU at Bank of America Stadium in 
Charlotte.,& 

Coach Spurrier reported in his press conference today that 
both Connor Shaw and Stephen Garcia will play at 
quarterback durin_g t_he game. Watch video of today’s press 
conference here.A A 

Tickets to the game are still available through Ticketmaster 
for $60 each. Click here. 

The Charlotte Gamecock Club and MyCarolina Alumni 
Association have several fun events planned in the Queen 
City to celebrate the start of the season, including a party 
at the EpiCentre in uptown Charlotte Friday night and a 
pre-game tailgate by the stadium on Saturday afternoon. 
C~ick here for more info on a~ your entertainment 
options! 

,& 

Men’s Soccer: Mark Berson CofC Post-Game 
Volleyball: Coach Swanson Press Conference 

Women’s Basketball: Shelbret~a Ball On Cam~ 
Football: Coach Lawin~#ractice 8/29 
Football: Jadeveon C!owne~ractice 8/29 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video.l ~he~#~ I RSS Feeds 

Single Game Tickets Available First 
to Gamecock Club Members 
Single-game tickets go on sale exclusively to Gamecock 
Club members at 10:00 a.m. Thursday, September 1st. 
Tickets are available for all home games except Clemson, 
which sold out as part of the Garnet Mini-Plan. Gamecock 
Club members may purchase tickets for face value during 
the exclusive presale. 

Prices will increase $5 per ticket when remaining single- 
game tickets are released for public sale at 10:00 a.m. 
on,& Tuesday, September 6th. 

Tickets may be purchased online via Account Manager at 
GamecocksOnline.com or by calling the South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office at 803.777.4274 or 800.4SC.FANS 
(472.3267). 

Football 
- ,& W!!d Wing Street Party & PeR Rally Set for Thursda:~L 
~tember 1 
- Gamecocks Go Indoors Monda,£ 

Take On His Brother and ECU 
- S~urs U~o B~o~: High Student Demand for Away Game 
Football Tickets 
- Gamecocks Practice Thursday Afternoon 

Gamecocks Practice 
- Gamecocks Scrimmacze Wednesday. Afternoon 
- Garnet Mini-Plans Sold Out 

Men’s Soccer 
-A ,& South Carolina Suffers Loss At Collecj~ Of Charleston In 
Season O~ener 

Women’s Soccer 
-A ,& South Carolina Dro~ 1-0 Thriller At Arizona State 
- Whitney’s Golden Goal Propels Gamecocks To 1-0 Win At 
Arizona 

Volleyball 
- Juliette Thevenin Named Ag~South Athlete of the WeekA 
- Juliette Thevenin Named SEC Offensive Pla},er of the 
Week 
- Gamecocks Claim Temple Invitational Title after Swee~ 
Owls 

Fans may still purchase season tickets by visiting 
GamecocksOnline.com/football2011 or by calling the ticket Equestrian 



office. Black Mini-Plans, which include tickets to the 
Vanderbilt, Kentucky, and Florida games, are also available 
for $160. 

A A 

Thurs Sept 1: W!ld \Alin~ Street Party & Pe~ Rafiy 
"Carolina Calls" with Steve Spurrier - 7 PM 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S~orts Network 

Fri Sept 2: VB vs. Gardner Webb - Noon~, 

Fri Sept 2:,~, XC Gamecock Invitational (5K) - 6 PM 
Fort JacksonA 

Fri Sept 2: WSOC vs. Northeastern - 7 PM 

Fri Sept 2: VB vs. Davidson -~, 7:30 PM~, ~, 

Sat Sept 3: VB vs.~, Elon -~, Noon 

Sat Sept 3: VB vs.~, UNC Asheville -~, 7 PM 

Sat Sept 3: FB vs. ECU (in Charlotte) - 7 PM 
TV: FSN, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S~orts Network 

Sat Sept 3: Buffalo Wild Wings Official Watch Party 
Buffalo Wild Wings Northeast, starts at 4 PM for 7 PM 
kickoff 

Sun Sept 4: The Steve Spurrier Show 
TV: SportSouth, 11:30 AM and 7:30 PM~, 

- Q&A with ~uestrian Senior Colvin Hedqe~ethA ,~ 

Men’s Golf 
- Woodruff Falls Short of Advancinq to Match Play ~ 11 lth 
U,S. AmateurA 

Softball 
- Three Gamecock Softball Clinics Scheduled for Sept. 25 

Track & Field 
- Jason Richardson Wins Gold At World Track & Field 

- Ron Garner Named Assistant Track & Field Coach At South 
Carofina 
- Six Gamecocks To Com,oete ,At I~.A,F World Outdoor 
Cham£~onsh~As 
- Athlete S~ht ~ Shalonda Solomon 

General 
- From The Desk of Eric H~man 
- Info on Gamecock Fan Activities in Charlotte for ECU Game 
WeekendA 
- Wear Your Gamecock Gear for Colle~£ Colors ~ ~ 
Sept. 2 
- Over 500 Fans Attend Alumni Association/Gamecock Club 
Fall Preview Party 

-- 

Workin~ To~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Click here for more information on this week’s 
home events! 

Wear Your Gamecock Gear for Coiled# Colors Da’v 

Info on Gamecock Fan Activities in Charlotte for ECU 
Game Weekend 

Set for Thursda~ 
1 st 

#~ 
Gamecocks Featured ~n F~rst-Ever NCAA.com 
Footbafl Preview Show 
"~ns~de the ChaR" w~th And,£ Demetra Returns 
Th~s Week’s Rome Events: 

S~urs U~ Dafl~ Round~U~: 8/26 Vo~e’~ba~ 
Win Men’s Soccer Postponed 
~gb Student Demand for Awa~ Game Footbai~ Tickets 

A 

Season TicketsA now available for 
2011 Gamecock Women’s Soccer 
under head coach Shelley Smith, as 
well as for Men’s Soccer and 
Volleyball. ~ick here. 

A 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 



Football,& season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

Tickets for the opener against ECU in Charlotte are still 
available for $60 each ~hr~u~h TicketmasteR 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: at hletictickets~sc.ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
U niversity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio_n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question:,& Is it permissible for a parent of a student- 
athlete to contact a prospective student-athlete or the 
parents of a prospective to make them aware of the 
program? 

Answer:,& No, only countable coaches (head coach, 
assistant coach) may have recruiting contact (in person or 
telephone) with prospective student-athletes and their 
families off campus.A Only institutional staff (strength 
coach, academic advisor, faculty member, etc.) and 
enrolled student-athletes may interact with prospective 
student-athletes and their families on the campus of the 
U niversity of South Carolina. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: at hte~i~m~!i~D~@sc.ed u 

South Carolina Athletics Department 

801 L ncoln St. Co umb a, SC 29208 
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height="1" src="http :lltemplateimages. onmarketer-534, comlile53939db-c455-4032-afbc- 
a5c86c2a7de2.gif" width="708"/></td> 

<td width="10"><img border="0" 
height="1" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter- 534. comlilb62 58bd2- 5fd6-4053-a 7 ea- 
bbba93bb49db.gif" width="10"/></td> 

</tr> 

</tbody></table> 
</td>                            </tr> 

<tr> <td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728">&nbsp;</td></tr> 

<tr> <td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"><img border="0" height="31" 
src="http :lltemplateimages. onmarketer-534, comlile5544d93-4bO8-4f9c-b045- 
37ea977c67ea.gif" width="728"/></td>                             </tr> 

<tr> <td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"> <table 
border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="728"> 

<tbody><tr> 
<td width="10">&nbsp;</td><td 

class="text" width="708"><p style="text-align: center; font-family: Tahoma, Verdana, 
Helvetica, sans-serif; color: black; margin: 0px"><span class="Apple-style-span" style="font- 
family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif"><strong><font class="Apple-style-span" 
size="4">Scheduled Maintenance, August 31,2011 <lfont><lstrong><lspan><lp><p><font 
class="Apple-style-span" face="arial, helvetica, sans-serif" size="3">ACS Athletics will be 
performing system maintenance from 12:00 am August 31 through 1:00 am August 31 
(Central Time).&nbsp; ACS users will not be able to access the InControl system during this 
time this evening.&nbsp;</font></p><p><font class="Apple-style-span" face="arial, helvetica, 
sans-serif" size="3">Please contact the ACS Help Desk if any questions regarding the 
system maintenance. </font></p><p><font class="Apple-style-span" face="arial, helvetica, 
sans-serif" size="3">We apologize for any inconvenience,</font></p><p><font class="Apple- 
style-span" size="3"><font class="Apple-style-span" face="arial, helvetica, sans-serif">Thank 
You - The Team at ACS Athletics<lfont>&nbsp;<lfont><lp> 

</td> 
<td width="10"><img border="0" 

height="1" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter- 534. comlilO68dc 7 48-a4 2 4-4b5a-be82- 
4ce3efdbafc0.gif" width="10"/></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 
<td width="10"><img border="0" 

height="1" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter- 534. comlilcdb5abf8-d3a9-4a 7 2-8c58- 
b506bbabdl a0.gif" width="10"/></td> 

<td width="708"><img border="0" 
height="1" src="http:lltemplateimages.onmarketer-534.comli172501 al d-3830-4c93-9a6f- 
12668f622ae2.gif" width="708"/></td> 



<td width="10"><img 
border="O" height="1" src="http:lltemplateimages.onmarketer-534.comlila31 eb798-c685-47fc- 
a60b-76954bO12387.gif" width="lO"/></td> 

</tr> 

</tbody></table> 
</td>                            </tr> 

<tr> <td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"><img border="O" height="40" 
src="http :lltemplateimages. onmarketer-534, comli155e45e28-35d6-451f-84da- 
45cc4e4bbeO4.gif" width="728"/></td>                             </tr> 

<tr> 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"> 
border="O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" width="728"> 

<tbody><tr> 
<td width="lO"><img border="O" 

height="1" src="http:lltemplateimages.onmarketer-534.comlilbb3f6067-2648-4f55-a950- 
bb4135b4a961 .gif" width="10"/></td> 

<td align="center" width="708"> 

<td align="center" 
<table 

</td> 
<td width="lO"><img border="O" 

height="1" src="http:lltemplateimages.onmarketer-534.comlilf9fad71 d-6067-4a93-9ef7- 
88e296787cee.gif" width="10"/></td> 

</tr> 
<tr> 

<td width="lO"><img border="O" 
height="1" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter- 534. comli17 d2 d3ace- 3ece-4aO8-8a4 7- 
3e8fa27308fb.gif" width="10"/></td> 

<td width="708"><img border="O" 
height="1" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter- 534. comli118c8822 3-e362-4d9d-9 7 36- 
2d89ce668b15.gif" width="708"/></td> 

<td width="lO"><img border="O" 
height="1" src="http : lltemplateimages, onmark eter- 534. comli12b 7 41863- 517 5-4afO-8e50- 
fe64c5b2ba12.gif" width="lO"/></td> 

</tr> 
</tbody></table> 

</td>                            </tr> 
<tr> <td align="left" 

bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"><img border="O" height="69" 
src="http :lltemplateimages. onmarketer-534, comli12 466 7fd8-d3a8-4a9c-b826- 
93611 c70c7a3.gif" width="728"/></td>                             </tr> 

<tr> 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"> 
border="O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" width="728"> 

<tbody><tr> 
<td width="lO"><img border="O" 

height="1" src="http :lltemplateimages. onmarketer-534, comli1566a569e-bdc9-40d5-908d- 
79clf412d91 b.gif" width="lO"/></td> 

<td align="center" 
<table 



<td align="center" 
width="708"><hl><span style="font-family: Tahoma, Verdana, Helvetica, sans-serif; font- 
size: 8pt; color: #000000; text-align: center">ACS Athletics<span class="Apple-style-span" 
style="font-weight: normal">&nbsp;PO Box 9160 Austin, TX 78766</span><br 
/></span><span style="font-family: Tahoma, Verdana, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 8pt; 
color: #000000; text-align: center">Phone<span class="Apple-style-span" style="font-weight: 
normal">&nbsp;800-343-6220, opt 2 &nbsp;&nbsp;</span></span></hl ></td> 

<td width="10"><img border="0" 
height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/dd563b8b-a41 d-4297-bf02- 
59d9222fcd76.gif" width="10"/></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 
<td width="10"><img border="0" 

height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/098e5db5-4379-4c8b-ab44- 
26d4434047e6.gif" width="10"/></td> 

<td width="708"><img border="0" 
height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/0bb09e00-5c80-40f6-9025- 
40e098d2a6f4.gif" width="708"/></td> 

<td width="10"><img border="0" 
height="1" src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/16c66d9d-6e65-48a9-b108- 
a3b3889a7e24.gif" width="10"/></td> 

</tr> 

</tbody></table> 
</td>                            </tr> 

<tr> <td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" valign="top" width="728"><img border="0" height="85" 
src="http :lltemplateimages. onmarketer-534, comlile5a2bOb6-995e-45dd-b8e9- 
d76bed70d5bc.gif" width="728"/></td>                             </tr> 

</tbody></table> </td> </tr> 
</tbody></table> <table bgcolor="white" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
width="100%"><tbody><tr><td align="center" width="100%"> <table border="0" 
cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="600"><tbody><tr><td align="center" width="600"> <br 
/><br I><ltd><ltr><ltbody><ltable> <ltd><ltr><ltbody><ltable> 
<div align="center" style="font-family: Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font- 
size: 10px; color: Black;line-height: 18px">lf you did not wish to receive this, please 
<a href="http:lllinks.onmarketer-534.comlu16srci4rvzdweffnolavhq76ife" style="font-family: 
Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10px; color: Blue;text- 
decoration:underline">unsubscribe</a>.</div></body> </html> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 7:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



Learn how to customize orientation for your transfer student population. 

Trouble viewing this email? ~#://,~,-w~÷,~,academicimpressions,com 

Customizing Orientation for Transfer Students 

W÷bcast 

November 8, 2011 °° 1:00 o 2:30 p,mo EST 

Learn how to customize orientation for your transfer students. 

An estimated 60 percent of college graduates will have attended 
more than one institution in the course of their undergraduate 
experience. With community college enrollment increasing 
dramatically nationwide, recruiting and retaining transfer students 
at four-year institutions has become a priority among university 
administrators. 

Program Brochure (pdf) I ~ister I Agenda 

Join us for a webcast that will address the pressing issues 
surrounding transfer student orientation. Focusing on the 
experience of two practitioners, this webcast will provide an 
overview of considerations for customizing your transfer-student 
orientation program. 

academicimgressionsocom 

CONFERENCES 

Students with P 
Disabilities: Strengthening 

Policies and Procedures 
September 28 - 30 I Philadelphia, PA 

~mBroving Your Student Affairs 
Assessment Plan 

October 16- 18 I San Antonio, TX 

View A~ Conferences 

WHAT YOU W~LL LEARN 

Join our ~e~ instructors to learn how you can: 

Create a successful transfer student orientation 
o What transfers want in an orientation program 
o Planning for a successful orientation 
o Assessing orientation learning outcomes 

Extend orientation through welcome week 
Scale your programs to fit your campus size and culture 
Incorporate a virtual or online component into orientation 

REGISTER OR PURCHASE A RECORDING 

~ister online or call 720.488.6800. Want to share this 
valuable information with your colleagues? Register your 
institution for a single site connection and an unlimited number of 
people can participate. 

You can also add this event to your training library by purchasing 
a CD recording of the live webcast. Questions? Call us to help 
determine if this event is right for you. 

UPCON[NG WE~CAST$ 

Faculty Buyqn forthe First-Year 
Student Ex#edence: A Case 

Stud:~ 
September 21,2011 

Low-Cost Solutions for Creating 
Financial Literac 

September 27,2011 

Desi~ Effective Livin~ 
Learning_ Communities 

October 6,2011 

Peer Mentors Across 
First-Year Student Programs 

October 18,2011 

View A[[ Webcasts 



ACADEMIC IMPRESSIONS 4643 South Ulster Street, Suite 350, Denver, Colorado 80237 
If you’d like to change your title, institution name, contact information, or subscription preference, please visit our Preference Center. 

If you do not wish to receive future notices about this particular event or if you’d like to stop the receipt of all announcements, 
please click here or reply to this message with "stop". 

Space 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 11:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Schedule 

Text.htm 

Thanks 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/31/2011 8:52:45 AM >>>Most have scheduled and are already meeting with 
me. Once all is set, I’ll let you know the full schedule. 
Brent 

From: Mike Fox [maflto:mfox2~ur~c~w.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 8:50 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Tutor Schedule 

Are the guys scheduling their weekly meetings with you now? 
Do you have them all scheduled yet? Let me know them as they are scheduled and I will put it on our boards here and remind the 
guys. 

Mike 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu<maiho:blanton~.gmcaa.unc.edu>> 8/30/2011 10:54 PM >>> 
Gentlemen, 
Attached is the tutor schedule as of this evening. There is more to come but everything is on beginning tomorrow night. 

Brent 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 129771bytes; 
Attachment Link: h~tp:i/archive02.m-~caa.u~.edu/d418701 re2 la95cccee3eee 12 ldac6c0 
File Name: Tutor Schedule by Sport.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mort, 28 Nov 2011 21:54:30 -0500 
Size: 129771bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Rivera, Christina" <crivera@athletics.ucla.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 11:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of Office: Open position at UCLA 

TEXT.htm 

I am currently out of the office. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Mike Casillas, Director of Student-Athlete 
Counseling at mcasillas@athletics.ucla.edu or Kenny Donaldsot~, Assistant Director of Academic Services at 

kdonaldson@athletics.ucla.edu. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 12:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; NC_ATH_SEMESTER GRADES-8.31.11 .xlsx 

Because you asked so nicely ........ ;) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/31/2011 9:31 AM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Can you run a grade report for the fall term? I know it will have no grades but I can upload the courses into the database and save the 
counselors time entering course info for fall grade monitoring. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p : //tarhee lb lue. cs~v, com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Megan Albidrez" <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 3:49 PM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

[regionii] NEED HELP 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon Region II, 

The research committee, which is chaired by Carla Winters is in need of 
a few more core members to join their committee. More committees are 
requesting assistance and Carla needs support. 

Here is the mission of the group: 
* Mission Statement: To assist existing committees in research 
endeavors, to support graduate student research, to provide a forum for 
scholarly interaction and publication, and to maintain an archive of 
academic research relevant to the work of N4A members.* 
Duties include: data analysis of survey information, assisting 
membership with research design and related issues, and the announcement 
and selection of the annual research award recipient. 
Members are expected to regularly participate in committee 
communication, and selected projects. This requires a time commitment 
of approximately 3 * 5 hours a month. 
If you are interested injoirling this group, please email Carla Winters 
(cwinters@ou.edu). 
Thanks, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 4:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/31/2011 4:12 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 
Robert asked me to send this to you. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 

Center for Studem Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~b~ue. cs~-~ ~com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ Secure Stor Stored: total 9159920bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
2011-2012 Tutor Handbook.pdf (!!~p:/iarclfi~ze02.tmcaa.unc.e&v’fa3~bfe0ace3d2d615190ea3a5ab3330 )Tue, 29 Nov 2011 15:13:06 - 
05009159920bytes 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 9:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Re: I thought of you guys! 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

@usc.edu> 

This is hilarious! How can we get this class during the work day?! 

Yay! Sports are finally back!! We’ve got our first game Saturday with a new coach, new quarterback and a newly renovated stadium. 
Should be fun!! 

Have a great long weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thanks 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for meeting with the recruit this morning. In the waiting room as I had to go back for another cut. Hopefully the 2nd time was 

the charm! 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.com> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:38 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
UNC Basketball Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 

I will begin by apologizing for emailing you at work. However, because this 
is a work related inquiry, I thought it might be okay. J 

Do you have two UNC b-ball tickets to spare? The administrative assistant in 
my office,     and her husband are young and cash strapped (we all know 
that world!) and love UNC. She is wearing her team shirt today, in fact. 
Anyway,      (her husband) is having a birthday this month and she would 
like to give him tickets to a game. 

So here I am begging a favor. Please let me know if you can help out. 

Thanks ! 
Dana 

Dana Gibson 
Association Manager 
Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists 

NEW COURSE 1N 2011! Cram for the Exam: The Basic Echo Boards Review Course - 
October 14 in Chicago, IL 
Online registration will open soon at <hJttp:iiwww.sc~> 
ht~:l~1w.ww, scah~ 

2012 Calendar of Meetings 
15th Annual Comprehensive Review & Update on Perioperative Echo - February 6 
- 11, 2012 in San Diego, CA 
17th Annual Update on Cardiopulmonary Bypass - March 11 - 16, 2012 in 
Aspen/Snowmass Village, CO 
Thoracic Anesthesia Symposium - April 27 - 28, 2012 in Boston, MA 
34th Annual Meeting & Workshops - April 28 - May 2, 2012 in Boston, MA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 11:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Email List 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Brent, 

Attached is the email list for you send out the schedule for the tutors,learning assistants and study hall monitors. I may not have all of 
the learning assistants on the email list, so you may want to forward the schedule to Amy for her to send to her additional LA’s. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 3:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
APR and database 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2010 Master.xlsx; Text File Import Format.pdf 

Brent, 
Attached is the import file format. I don’t think too much as changed, but can you verify that you have all fields in the database? 

Also, a fall excel file is attached to be uploaded imo the database. I think the cohort is all messed up. It has studems who were not on 

aid and or not even enrolled in Fall 2010. Ugh :( I hope this is still something that is worth working with. Let me know what 
questions you have. Feel free to call me this weekend. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Susan 



Full Text File Import File Format (See import instructions for detailed instructions) 

1. Student Athlete Last Name 

2. Student Athlete First Name 

Student Athlete Middle Initial 

Foreign Student Flag (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Student Athlete School ID Number (If foreign student flag is set to Y, the program will 

match this student based on this Identifier instead of the SSN) 

NCAA ID (10 digit number assigned to the student. Include leading 0 if applicable such as 

0000112233.) 

% 7. Student Athlete Gender (M-Male, F--Female) 

~ 8. Student Athlete Ethnicity (1=American Indian/Alaskan Native, 2-Asian, 2.1=Native 
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, 3=Black/African American, 4-HispaniciLatino, 5-White/Non- 
Hispanic, 6-Non-Resident Alien, 7-Unknown, 7.1-Two or More Races) 

~ 9. First Year Any University (format 2004) NUMBER (2004 = 2003-04 academic year, 2003 
= 2002-03 academic year etc.) 

L 10. First Term Any University (Semester schools: $1- Fall, S2=Spring, Quarter schools: 
Make sure academic calendar is set to quarter on the member setup page before the import: 
Q1 -Fall, Q2 = I#inter, Q3 -Spring) 

(~’ 11. First Year Your University (format 2004) NUMBER (2004 - 2003-04 academic year, 

2003 = 2002-03 academic year etc. 

12. First Term Your University (Semester schools." $1- Fall, S2-Spring,) (Quarter schools." 

Make sure academic calendar is set to quarter on the member setup page before the import: 
Q1-Fall, Q2-Winter, Q3-Spring) 

13. Transfer Institution Type (2- transferring from a 2 year institution, 4-tramferringfrom a 

4-year institution) Only valid if first term any university and first term your university are 
different terms. 

14. Total Transfer Credits NUMBER, number of credits that transferred into your institution. 

15. Transferable credit hours toward degree: Credit hours earned at all two-year colleges that 

transferred into your institution and were applicable toward the student-athlete’s designated 

degree program. NUMBER 



16. Degree Specific GPA Grade-point-average in two-year college courses that transferred into 
the institution and were applicable toward the student-athlete’s designated degree program 
NUMBER 

19. 

Earned Associates Degree? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Full-time terms at most recent two-year institution: Total number of terms of full-time 
enrollment by the student-athlete at the two-year institution where he or she graduated/most 
recently attended. NUMBER 

Total number of credit hours earned at the two-year institution where the student- 
athlete graduated/most recently attended. NUMBER 

20. Total number of credits earned during the academic term (regular or summer) 
immediately prior to transfer at an institution other than the two-year college fro]n 
which the student-athlete graduated/most recently attended: Total credits earned at 
another two-year or four-year institution in the term immediately prior to transfer to your 
institution. NUMBER 

21. Initial Eligibility Status (Q=Qualifier, N=Nonqualifier) 

22. Remedial credits required at your institution: Number of remedial credit hours the 
student-athlete is required to enroll in at your institution. Zero is an acceptable entry. 

NUMBER 

English Remedial Needed (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Math Remedial Needed (y=Yes, N=No) 

Science Remedial Needed (Y= Yes, 

Other Remedial Needed (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Number of 2-Year Institutions attended (full and part time) NUMBER 

28. Names of 2-Year Institutions (full and part time): separate names of colleges using the 
pipe character "[". (example: community college onelcommunity college two) 

29. Total two-year credits earned NUMBER 

30. English Earned at two-year NUMBER 

31, English Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

32, Math Earned at two-year NUMBER 

33. Math Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

34. Science Earned at two-year NUMBER 



35. Science Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

36. PE Activity Earned at two-year NUMBER 

37. PE Activity Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

38. Overall two-year GPA NUMBER 

39. Seasons of competition used at two-year college(s) NUMBER 

40. Summer Bridge Program (Y-Yes, N=No). Only required if the first termat your institution 
is the year for which you are submitting data. Indicate whether student-athlete attended the 
summer term prior to initiaI full-time enrollment and received aid per Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4. 

41. Degree Code (Use CIP Codes) 

42. Cumulative Credit Hours Earned Towards Degree NUMBER 

43. Total Hours Required for Degree NUMBER 

Reason for not returning to institution (S=Left institution by choice (know not to transfer), 
T-Transfer to another institution (does not meet adjustment criteria), 
G =SuspendediDismissed, E- enrolled part-time, U= UnknowniOther) 

Reason for leaving institution by choice (P=Professional Athletics, does not meet 
adjustment criteria, F=Family Circumstances, H=Healtk of Student-Athlete, 

U= Unknown/Other) 

46. Reason for Allowable Exclusion/Legislated Exception (M=Armed service, C-Official 
church mission, R=Recognized foreign aid services, P=Pregnancy, A=Athletics Activities 
Waiver, D-Death or permanently disabled) 

47. This Term Code (Semester schools: S1 - Fall, S2=Spring, SU=Summer, SP=Summer 

Bridge Quarter schools: Q1 =Fall, Q2-Winter, Q3-Spring, SU-Summer, SP-Summer 
Bridge) 

48. Hours Attempted NUMBER 

~’~ 49. Hours Earned NUMBER 

50. GPA NUMBER 

51. Remedial Hours NUMBER 

52. Cumulative GPA NUMBER 

53. Met Cohort Definition (Y=Yes, N-No) 



59. 

6o. 

61. 

62. 

~63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

69. 

70. 

7L 

Retention Status (Y-Yes, N=No, A-Allowable ExclusioniLegislated Exception, 

G=Graduated this term, C=Continuing Post BAiBS, T-Transfer (only if student-athlete 
meets criteria for transfer adjustmenO, P-Professional Athletics (only if student-athlete 

meets criteria for professional athletics adjustment, M= Medical Absence Waiver, J- Missed 

Term) 

Eligibility Status (Y-Yes, N=No, M-Medical Absence Waiver) 

NCAA Requirement [ineligible due to not meeting an NCAA requirement] (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Conference Requirement [ineligible due to not meeting a conference requirement] (Y-Yes, 

N=No) 

institntional Requirement [ineligible due to not meeting an institutional requirement] 

(Y=Yes, N-No) 

Transfer - transferred immediately to another four-year institution (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Transfer - documentation exists (y=Yes, N=No) 

Transfer - attended your institution for at least one academic year (Y=Yes, N=No) 

Transfer- was academically eligible (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Transfer - Cum GPA 2.6 or higher (Y-Yes, N-No) 

Professional Athletics - documentation exists (Y=Yes, N=No) 

Professional Athletics - was academically eligible at end of this term (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Medical Absence - Did the student-athlete receive a medical absence waiver? (Y-Yes, 

N=No) 

Medical Absence- Is there documentation? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Medical Absence - Does the medical absence waiver apply to the term in which the 
retention and/or eligibility point was lost? (Y=Yes, 

Missed Term - Did the student-athlete qualify for the missed term exception pursuant 
to Bylaw 14.4.3.5-(a)? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Missed Term - Is there documentation? (Y-Yes, N-No) 

Missed Term - Did the student-athlete later return to your institution as a full-time 
student during a regular academic term? (Y:Yes, N-No) 

Missed Term - Did the student-athlete earn the eligibility point in the last term of 
enrollment prior to departure? (Y-Yes, N=No) 



73. Missed Term - The studentlathlete has NOT had a retention point adjusted in a prior 
term due to the missed-term exception? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Q_~-)74. Sport Code (Use NCAA Sport Codes) 

75. Received Athletics Aid (or Recruited - if your school does not grant athletics aid or 
does not grant aid for this sport) (Y=Yes, N No) 

~-.~\ 76. Athletics Status (C=Competed, N=Did not compete) 

~)~-L, 77. Exhausted Eligibility for this sport this year(Y=Yes, N=No) 



This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Greetings from ACS Athletics! We hope you have a FUN and relaxing 
Labor Day weekend! 

ACS Athletics will be closed on Monday, September 5 in observance of Labor Day. Chat and phone support will 
not be available during that time. 

Please email heDdesk@acsathletics.com or call 800-343-6220 option 2 to leave a voicemail for our support staff 
and we will follow up with you when we return 

to the office. 

Wishing you and your family a safe and Happy Holiday! 

The Client Services Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, September 4, 2011 4:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Academic meetings with you 

TEXT.htm 

I did not receive a report from you for this past week. Was one generated? I was not present at the players meeting but assumed study 
hall, tutors, meetings, etc. began last week. I did not hear otherwise. 

Please provide me with a list of meeting times the players have with you each week. Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5,2011 4:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 9/5/2011 2:31 PM >>> 
Happy Labor Day! 
Just wanted to give you the most up-to-date rotor schedule for you all. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 6:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Schedules (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, September 6 with very limited access to email and voicemail. 

I will respond to all emails and voicemail when I return to the office. 

Thank you. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 09/05/11 18:20 >>> 

Good evening, 
I forgot to send the email Friday but all tutorial that I can schedule is now scheduled - we have 915 weekly appointments. Make sure 
your students know their schedules and begin attending tomorrow night. The survey they must complete at the end of EACH AND 
EVERY tutorial is the link below. Send it to them and stress the importance of their bringing their laptops and completing this every 
time. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"AllPosters.com" <posterclub@e.allposters.com> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Save BIG for School. U Can DO IT! 

TEXT.htm 

To view this email with graphics, click: 
osters.com/aitBOZgt DAXZOL6B 8dlOuCiN 1 FY.AXZOL6[~c 1 o0? 

t=BOZ~ID?,~XZOL6B 8dIOuCiN 1FY. A~OL6 headerlextb=0&i gi~mff= 

AllPosters.com - THE WORLD’S LARGEST POSTER, PRINT & FRAME STORE 

25% Off Everything* (Excludes Sales Items) 
Plus: The $4.98 and up Poster Sale - ENDS 9/8! 

Shop Sale>> 
osters.com/aitBOZ~!D IMXZOLdB 8dIOuCiN 1FY. z~XZOLdfs~c243 o0 ?emaiDblangm~.m~caa. m~c.ed~ 

Shop Now>> 
os~ers.comiai~BOZg~DAXZOLgB 8dIOuCiN 1 FY.AXZOL6fvia£~c28o0?email=blan~on~anca~.unc,eda 

Limited Time Only! 

Hurry, Offers End 918! 

Use Coupon Code: 25FORU 

Shop Now>> 
osters,com/ai~BOZg~DAXZOL6B 8dIOuCiN 1FY.A~OL6f~c28-0?emai~=b~anton~tmc~,unc.ed~ 

Browse These Featured Categories 

Photography: 
osters com!aitBOZg~O ~XZOL6B 8dlO~CiN 1FY.A~XZOL6fv iapc81 o0?emai~:blanton~mcaa.unc.ed~ 

Decorative Art: 
oste~.corr~iaitBOZgtDAXZOLgB 8dIO~CiN 1FY.A~OL6f~c88-0?emai~=blar~ton~unc~.unc.edu 

Movies: 
http:iie.affposte~.com/a!~BOZg~Dz~OLdB 8dlO~CiN 1FY.~OLdf~c96-0?email=b~anton(~m~c~.m~c.ed~ 

Fine A~: 
os~em.comiai~BOZg~DAXZOL6B 8dIOuCiN 1 FY.A~OL6fvia~c 10%0?email=blan~on~uncaa.m~c.edu 

* 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

*SECURE CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS 

- If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with your 
purchase, you may return it within 30 Days of receipt and 
receive a free replacement or the price of the product. 
http:i/e.affpo sters.con~%itB OZgtDI~XZOLgB 8dlOt~CiN 1 FY.~XZOL6f~c3-0 

*Promotion applies to order total before shipping, taxes, and duties. This offer cannot be applied to previous or pending purchases. 



This offer cannot be combined with any other offers, discounts, coupons or promotions, except that free shipping offers may be 

combined with already marked-down items. One coupon per order. This offer cannot be applied to the purchase of gift certificates. No 
discounts may be applied to the purchase price of any Thomas Kinkade Limited Editions. We reserve the right to cancel any order due 

to unauthorized, altered, or ineligible use of discount. We respect your privacy and will not share your email address with third parties 
for their marketing purposes. 

This offer expires September 8, 2011 at 11:59PM in your local time zone. 

To Forward this email to a friend, click on the following link: 
~’~p:i;"e.a~po sters c cm~%i~B OZgtD I~XZOL 6B 8dIO~CiN 1 FY z~ OLdf~c4 -0 ’? 
"~=BOZ~tDAXZOLdB 8d~OuCiN 1FY.~XZOL6 ~,&RAF TRACK=&emaiDbla~tor~uncaa. unc.edu 

You are receiving this email advertisement because you are currently 
registered as a member of the AllPosters.com PosterClub as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe from all future Allposters.com newsletters: 
~p:ile,a~pos~ers.com!ai~BOZgJ~DAXZOL6B 8dIO~CiN 1FY.~XZOL6~c5oO’?password-AXZOL6CiN 1FYBOZg~DD-qX~,~ 5TiU-e~ 

Help us make our emails more relevant by updating your email preferences. 
ht’~p;iie,allpos~e~s.co~r~BOZg~D~OL6BSdIOuCiN 1FY.A~OL6fvia-pc5o0?password=AXZOL6CiN 1FYBOZgtDD-qXv 5TiUoeJ 

AllPosters.com 10700 World Trade Blvd., Suite 100 I Raleigh, NC 27617 



Call A[tPosters Toil Free at 1-888-654-0143~ If you are having problems viewing this AllPosters,com email, click here, 

Fb,~E ART I PHOTOGRAPHY ~ VINTAGE ~ TRAVEL I ANIMALS ~ MOVIES ~ MUSIC ~ BEST SELLERS 

SHOP SALE 

GET READY FOR THE BEST T~ME OF YOUR LIFE! 

ssoP NOW @ 
Use code 25FORU at check out 



THOUSANDS OF IMAGES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! 

CELEBRITIES [] TELEVISION [] 

Use Code: 

VINTAGE~ ABSTRACT~ BOTANICAL~ 

MOTIVATIONAL~ PHOTOGRAPHYD 

Follow us oH: D Twi~er ~ ShareThis 

25% OFF 

FINE ARTD 

*Promotion applies to order total before shipping, taxes, and duties. This offer cannot be applied to previous or pending purchases. This 
offer cannot be combined with any other offers, discounts, coupons or promotions, except that free shipping offers may be combined with 
already marked-down items. One coupon per order. This offer cannot be applied to the purchase of gift certificates. No discounts may be 
applied to the purchase price of any Thomas Kinkade Limited Editions. We reserve the right to cancel any order due to unauthorized, 



altered, or ineligible use of discount. We respect your privacy and will not share your email address with third parties for their marketing 

Forward to a Friend I ~d~t Preferences I Subscribe I Unsubscdbe I ~oorate Art Sales 

Have a webs~te? Become an A~Posters.com Aff~ate and earn 20% commission on any sa~es yo~ refer to us. 

Zf you have a question regarding your order, please v~sit the Help section of our Web s~te to TrackYo~r Order. You can a~so contact our 

CustomerServ~ce Representatives they are happyto ass~styou. 

You are subscribed as bJa~on@~aa,~¢,ed~ 

Please add Posterdub(~e.a~lposters.com to your Ema~ Address Book to ensure you w~ continue to receive A~lPosters.com Ema~L 

Al~Posters.com respects your privacy and w~l not share your emai~ address w~th third part~es for their market~ng purposes. Read our 

rh~s ~s a commerda~ ~ma~. 



From: Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 6, 2011 10:17 AM 

To: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: ***draft*** 

Attach: ]~,XT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
h~ ://cam ~ ni20 co~stantcontact com/iendei?ih-b’~he ~ab&v=001hS?OD It~lEn aM etWHS7 atmKu ~vv tt2Czok4Cn Pvs ~d~9 ~JWSe’I’cFU Zf~h9Du~T~ZD~5W0- 

You’re receiving tiffs email became of yore relafio~tfip with Tudor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o://x,~sito~2()co~stan~con~act com/c {s-~?llr b,a, he~bab&~-~00 ln4uWgvY~n~<,5, LSx&ZZS~--9HYrHneLEBUYSCSnYfDoV11U@~i~oxA&m i 101038493377&wl F 
yore continued interest in receiving email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~f~:/’/viotor cor~:~tantcontact congdo?p ~&nse: 0018ff~OWgLavdMoB~F ~mJbK@0~L5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ O01n&~W~w~ ’.~i~dev~bPAKDklw%3D%3D&neason O01I~4~EsU%3D&lh-bwkteo3ffoab 
if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://12Ors6net/In{sp? 
11r bwheq~bab&e~ 1107467686716&~56114&e 0017’ I44/~bPHkLk8 8bN~UPflCcIKb9Z~ au27f~A&PBwcTbkO]~H3PVFOo4v,,ugST RIVKZJYGw _] 

September 6, 2011 Vohm~e 7, Issue 37 

7 Ways to Restmctm-e Your Game Recap Messages 

You are probably sendfllg yore- recruits some i~tformation about you and your program 
ttlat you are really proud o£ 

And you’re missing a golden opporllllffPi. 

Why? 

Because they aren’t reading tile way you’re hoping (or assuming) they are reading 
it. 

I’m talking about yotu- game and season updates thut you send your prospects: You 
win a big game, and out goes tile email with tile game surmnary and recap written by 
yotu- sports infommtion director, linked to yotu- college website. Yotu- star Senior 
wins Player of the Week honors, and you link to tile stolT on Facebook. Local T.V. 
hus highlights of your team’s wi~ming play, and you send out tile video to yotu- entire 
prospect list. 

And on tile other end, your prospects rarely read it. And if they do, they are probably 
more than a little bored by them. 

Here’s wily: 

According to tile feedback and research we’ve done over tile years, one of the biggest 
non-l~octors in tile decision making process for yotu- typical recruit is tile regular 
season update email updates thut you send them, primalily because most teenagers 
aren’t avid readers of news. Especially when it’s written. Studies show thut... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                                 ab&et 1107467686716&s 56114&e O01T{jOSrEo3ElbU-U2~5,3BLtSJG~p*b97L1SSNXO6Eo’@2¢IH PcTeb 
f2N~WvZ4~URq7HMf~R61QMAs~3QL1G5C3h7GN~kLEev\~‘~7wgX7ppkU~x~‘iB7M-~ezXiSl~F~&q-XDEqYYn~iXd7n UTlzI6~bL7\mnFNS{Q ] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tij0SrEo3E0moJ78Z1OmotUaZwmm3Gtg0cG 2mh FIP9LFPEb5RH1~lmOqzPy83NSqtZziyI15FqWCvqhJRRhKFll- 
kLmco2 QYsCqPlatqbTbkolwRhdU S3- 
IwFW5pJK40Ta8mtzttldIZvPMK2 K8akj PeUY6 IXcZ SmXS97Oxp3c SQ9uR87JHNmCzWy7~RLQ4H4dH~2MicCUAsbiyeuLW5n~xZMtVAjcin6RfzSvjRFaZhLI~n9tZFcEUHG~FGX3xt~v’s- 
WNoTgmmY fgk/MnTEs3xnp75j M 1Je ] 

Follow us on Twitter [~,~://~2()rs6 ~o?llr: b,~,heclnbab&e~- 110736768671 :cZqO1 W pn5Vi2- 

b710stG1gGH~qJ ~l~ al u\ aHK6XB Xx i M0 GGBInC ~6vg 9Q2p- GH2hG~2 ~/71Kl\,q%v ] 

Ready to Bling Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-Campus Workshop [~qo://*2Ors6net/l~lisro?lh- b,~lteclnbab&e>1107467686716&s 56114&e 001Ti{0SrEo3E0wgHON3R0zJ~ZOLC{~ff:OeDJuq5sDTIG,/skpvKv- 
f~A1NbR2kEXOZQ2~ Rv,,DmPY2OOIb%wmBpkgSo LIDOe~lo~oCXJJzw[JW5~S~Nfi~NYbg3dwYSNwNAdOh874Qc5~aVADZQ ] 

Let Dan Tudor and His Team 

Take Yore RecrNfing to the 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICK HERE [                                bab&ei~ 1 I07467686716&s: 56114&e :001T                          0LCI~u<OeDJ 
~5,11Nbl~kEXOZQ2R~ R,~,DmPY2OOIbTrwmBp~So LIDOe~/~qopCXJJz~,,,OW5p~,NffnNYbg3dwYSNvaNA40hS?dOc5v~gaVADZ~] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107467686716&s 56114&e ~~~Tij~SrE~3E~XNYyy~tM~TsWQKy~YrKh5wfYpF7wT~uTcfjvrAc5a-Lr~NIbywId2hv~9yuY~~ADrfevcMNq- 
U4AEreisiB c QeqwlhRouA30iTTyrizal D6RbNpb8FbHDCXvbTPWqK5tpJxt8 E6uiWXPhhY L VY35 EyB2vfxqWVnB R4CTW5 P eM-gj~rmPUnvT-G82pCj fAquauW4m6LuXqRicc c0U 1 zWp fCio2 C5vwNkHGfip S Jb8~] 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page: 

Special Bonus Recruiting Tip: How to Sell tile Sizzle at Your School tile Right Way 

EverheardofEi~ieWheeler? Probably not. ButI’llbetyou’veheardofhis f~mous 
mantra, "sell tile sizzle, not tile steak". So, how can you use thut to boost your 
recruiting results? We’ll shme that today, exclusively on ore Facebook l~n page. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trai~ffng 
videos fealming DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tij0SrEo3E1Lmqx5ZDITqKYpB -gB2CJad6FTNbbf3FMgUEzNVxsUlwqL5hHROQikJRuVPt3- 
IzBAhEtKvHorshtyXTmm bBZDXsqAtN6pzIhullTt5jBCuTN~RXBLsBK5~YBXkWmgLAgiFK3WLFzwaTnv~Aj~IAMjeS6BZJjMJdDcW~zKR 5DIYGRfiLxM]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 
~r ~hequlmb&e~l107467686716&~56114&e 001Ti{0SrEo3ElmzDTcAHPP3LFWMvN~;~,ITwAfEv91x~,H neJbhdddlI~z~’o~_~k.>" £bX;~3nJbCd ’~bpO6f~3FJicffff~20N 69~_3,hVVL97StggK~ 6~c~dKuH~xqHfU%~iB~o_ 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tij0SrEo3E0moJ78Z1OmotUaZwmm3Gtg0cG 2mh FIP9LFPEb5RH1~lmOqzPy83NSqtZziyI15FqWCvqhJRRhKFll- 
kLmco2 QYsCqPlatqbTbkolwRhdU S3- 
IwFW5pJK40Ta8mtzttldIZvPMK2 K8akj PeUY6 IXcZ SmXS97Oxp3c SQ9uR87JHNmCzWy7~RLQ4H4dH~2MicCUAsbiyeuLW5n~xZMtVAjcin6RfzSvjRFaZhLI~n9tZFcEUHG~FGX3xt~v’s- 
WNoTgmmY fgk/MnTEs3xnp75j M 1Je ] 



Follow us on Twi~er [                                ~bah&e> 1 i07467686716&s=56114&e 001T~j.0SrEo3E36~S Fio                                           n5Vi2- 
bTI0stG~LG H~ffua atli~ aHK6XB Xxl M0 G GBInC u6v89Qip- GH2hG62 v ;~ 1K1 \:P~, ] 

FrontRush[                   sp?llr b,5,he{inbab&ei ~.e~67@6716&s~56114&e 0~0SrEo3EOUlx0BVQ&_a~Yg(<)4~S3- 

mflCiff~NJI XOV5tRYfIJSI:CBmfbDJwFValiRBNGX4 g25Psb:,N0eON6T638f~gbH52Eti% Oe FRb-WiYsJhc6icODa5vpKHSopqiS2I)wpHMEu~: ] 

Record Number of College Coaches Using Free Video Recruiting Featm-e fiom NCSA 

Coaches are back from a long Stormier of recruiting, and now they’re checking their 
notes and completing their prospect lists using one of the best free resources available 
to serious recnffters. 

A record nmnber of new college coaches have completed their flee registratio~ts [ 
zVoaHr5~Z5r~@oF~3~ d~DU                                               P’k~l~b% .qP’~)4L61~cvTfE~%~%gSadl~dB~~O5D0’@t5g ] 
and huve logged on to view detailed videos at the NCSA Athletic Recruiting Network 

Recruiters like the l:~ct thut they get high-qtMity, HD quality video with shudow-box 
graphics that make it easy to keep track of the recruit they’re evalualfl~g. 

Have you tried taking a look at what kind of fiee tectmology is waiting for you 
as you stai~ yotu- new recruiting year?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:p:i,q20 rs6 ne~Jln {s~)?lhq>a, heq:tb~t)&e>1107467686716&s: 56114&e: ~1Tii~SrE~3E23~La9~8~JFVic~z-zV~aHr5~i~5~E~Fit349DUxb~n-id8g~7tB~CTmB-h7r1ahvpd2kN~- 
icRVBuCD~7~Ln~\~g1FMRK%~4L61a/~7JEf\~e~8udAb3~5v~V6Nc~!l~Cfk~4~n~L~K\~V~5D6V~i~ ~] 

Coaches recruiting workbooks [hl&~:ill20 rs6 nelIivq isp?lh- bwheqnbab&et ii07467686716&s 561 ld&e 001Tii0SrEo3E3clA\~MT2IUOZ0xf pzOAU LSIVSJs3NaE ul@GcJi)’~TBJvz-9 z76&_,an-ci3F;TfPRGFGIUTTzO- 
2KI\/C6zTd0gZVIpHFBB1ZOiCY O~27Ow ] 

Read the book that changed the way college coaches recruit! 

CLICK HERE [tN~:/It20 rs6 ncl,’~:o?ih- b~zA~eqnbab&e>l107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tii0SrEo3E3@AN~dT2IUOZ0yd~AL LSIVSJs3NaE ut@GcJ~TBJvz-9_zT~an ci3F?[I’PRGFG1UTTzO- 
2KI\,~C6z7dI~pHFBB]ZOiCYOtITOw .] 

Growing Fear for Student-Athletes Riding... Scooters? 

College football players seem to be having a tough time navigating mopeds and scooters. 

We’ve been on large campuses several times over the past few years conducting 
l:~mous On-Campus Workshops for college coaches and have witnessed more thun a few 
close calls with att~etes riding mopeds. 

Last year, there was the Kentuclc~ nmning back who hioke his arm during an accident 
followed by the Iowa lineman whose fiighte~fing crash into a ~c~as cap~ed on 
video [tmp://~20 rs6 ne~/~:~sp?llr bv,,hec~n                 86716~61 ld&e 001Ti~0SrEo3E2SJ45               XCVgqsDL~.3X~-~Q}tPLiRqA,u 
IgguL)d30nolLDkoSSTJ~~ST~lhGvY:ff3st~MgFJde~ZTc~XTk}jOR~d~2~3bG_~t~1YdgNsOAxXgND~31L!~Tl,AbgmN ]. 

Then came Georgia, where coach Mark Richt made it clear he hus no plans to ban the 
use of scooters even thongh two players tiffs summer huve go~en hu~ while riding 
tt~em. And now there’s South Carolina, where coach Steve Sprunier revealed today 
thut third-string quarterback An&ew Clifford had to be taken to the hospital over 

tt~e weekend after crashing his moped while hying to carry a pizza... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tij0SrEo3ElyJKkOS46Av8vHoBgaSgAcyv5M6c&-W-nTLZY0gVmd5FajlI1WnJQxUsBvVHWhGq- 
T~5Vg~ZVsx~-XaEt9ZwKS~a-zm34IL~3GYy~LQyaJZxjfq4tG~VCm8USnQJn~GC~icIDBG6ieCpYAxTKN6DJcf~Zth49gx~gGJA~1u¥%EqFdq~NRMmDa3AfXDBa~JRtM~tan.HGq5~m~8YTQ679QkZ-c ] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tij0SrEo3E0moJ78Z1OmotUaZwmm3Gtg0cG 2mh FIPgLFPEb5RHmtOqzPy83NSqtZziyI15FqWCvqhJRRhKFll- 
kLmco2 QYsCqPlalqbTbkolwRhdU S3- 
IwFW5pJKd0Ta8m~zN cllZvPMK2 K8akj PeUY6 IXcZ SmXS97Oxp3c SQ9uR87JHNmCzWy7~RLQ~H~dH~2MicCUAsbiyeuLW5n~xZMtVAjcin6R£zSvjRFaZ~tL~n9tZFcEUHG~FGX3x~Vs- 
WNoTgmmY fgk/MnTEs3xnp75j M 1Je ] 
Followus onTwitter [~://~20 rs6 net/~n~llr: b’~heq:~ab&et l107467686716q%s 56114&e: 001Tii0SrEo3E36tTFioKl tUll~O~10uUEsNQZ YNR~YWpn5Vi2- 

b710stC~%Id H1 AWtlI~a a2EgaHK6XB Xxl MOGGBInCu6v89                           ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the nutioffs top prospects for fiee. [ t349DUxb0n- 
[~gT~BICTmBh7rle*~!)p.-icRVBuCDP~I~L~%N ~ F M l~i£7kP O 4 L 61 aAx? J E ~a,e.g8 ad~d~305vr V6 N @~C f)@bmi L P Kv V05 D 6 V~5_8_ _] 

FREE Recorded Webinar: "Putting Together a Fool-Proof Reci~ting Plan" 

Making a plan [hr~D:/!~20rs6net,tai~2?lh-bwheq:~ma~&e>llO7467686716&s 56114&e 001qSt~EoBEBag~Z@rx~DN2~TBkYwEXQ9CTgP~zom~2s8 DOrgdTs Old~@~L[F- 
i~ZJI1THCMVBS                            0N BhSf!)C~XITXooDWQD9RLPIYgFY1~PuRgh]A 

few weeks ago, we sat down to ta~ to coaches about developing their pro~am’s recrNfing 
plan for tiffs upcoming year, entitled "Pu~ng Together a Fool-Proof Reci~fing 
Plan" [b~x,,’!~2Oisd:te~;tn{sp?ll:-bvd~ec~J~&el~110746"7686716&s 56114&e 001Ti{0S:EoBE3ad/AXq0rxDDN2W{TBkYwEXO9GTggU9dX~zom~2sg DQ:S4Ts OldXQI~NF-- 
aNHO                 ZJI1THCMVbS                            tONBhS£)C~nXXITXooDWQ~:9RLPIYSFYt~DP~ff£81~]. 
Tectmdogy problems made the live session impossible, so we re-grouped and re-recorded 
~fis important session for re-c~ters (so~, co@rhi’t resist the non-~a~mfically 
conect use of the hyphen there). 

We talk to coaches about two impoi~ant recmiling plan concepts: The thiee types 
of recruiting commtmicarion, and the recmffing commtmicarion flow that coaches 
need to understand about their prospects. 

Sound like some complicated psychological theolies, laced with communication tectufiques 
based on in-depth research? It is. (And they’re impo~ant advanced ideas thut 
every sefiom reci~ter nee& to m~derstand and use). 
C~ick here t~ ~isten t~ the sessi~n [h~:%~:/I~2~ ~6 net‘‘m H~?~&~bab&e>11~7467686716&s=5611~&e O01Ti]OS:Eo3EBad~’~X@~?~J~/w~8809c~m:2s~:~.Ts~)ld~3~F- 

aNHO                 ZJIITHCMVbS~ [                           0N BhS~DC~nXXITXooDW~<: 9 RLPIY8 F Y BDP ~ff~Sh] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l107467686716&s 56114&e 001Tij0SrEo3E0moJ78Z1OmotUaZwmm3Gtg0cG 2:::i: FIP9LFPEb5RH1::tNqzPy83NSqtZziyI15FqWCvqhJRRhKFll- 
kLmco2 QYsCqPm@Tbkolw~dU S3- 
IwFW5pJK40Ta8m~flc~ZvPMK2K8akjPeUY6IXcZSmXS97Oxp3c SQ9uR87JHNmCzWy7~RLQ4H4~2MicCUAsbiye~W5n~MtVAjcin6R~Svj~aZ~n9tZFcEUHG~FGX3x~s- 
~oT~u~Y fg~nTEs3~p75j M 1Je ] 

Follow us on Tm~er [ bab&e~l 107467686716&~56114&e 001TipSrEo3E36~TFioK 5VI2- 
~!G~ H 1A ~ ff~:: a:~N aH K 6 XB Y~ 1 MOGGBInCu6v89 ] 



Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
t~p:i/Lfico~ts~a~tco~tactcom/’sa’~,¢~p?lir=bwt~ec~ab&m=11010384933~77&ea=bla~tto~% u~maa ~tc ed~&a:= 1107467686~q6 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

September 2Oll Volume  ssue 37 

7 Ways to Restructure Your Game Recap Messages 

You are probably sending your recruits some 
information about you and your program that you 
are really proud of. 

And you’re missing a golden opportunity. 

Why? 

Because they aren’t reading the way you’re hoping 
(or assuming) they are reading it. 

I’m talking about your game and season updates 
that you send your prospects: You win a big game, 

and out goes the email with the game summary and recap written by your sports 
information director, linked to your collegewebsite. Your star Senior wins Player of the 
Week honors, and you link to the story on Facebook. LocaIT.V. has highlights of your 
team’s winning play, and you send out the video to your entire prospect list. 

And on the other end, your prospects rarely read it. And if they do, they are probably more 
than a little bored by them. 

Here’s why: 

According to the feedback and research we’ve done over the years, one of the biggest non- 
factors in the decision making process for your typical recruit is the regular season update 
email updates that you send them, primarily because most teenagers aren’t avid readers of 
news. Especially when it’s written. Studies show that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 

Let Dan Tudor and His Team 
Take Your Recruiting to the 
Next Level! 

Dan Tudor on 
Facebook! 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page: 

Special Bonus Recruiting Tip: How to Sell 
the Sizzle at Your School the Right Way 

Ever heard of Ernie Wheeler? Probably not. But I’ll bet you’ve heard of his famous mantra, 
"sell the sizzle, not the steak". So, how can you use that to boost your recruiting results? 
We’ll share that today, exclusively on our Facebook fan page. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos 
featuring Dan Tudor - just click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on 
Twitter. 



Record Number of College Coaches Using Free Video 
Recruiting Feature from NCSA 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting Network 
Coaches are back from a long Summer of 
recruiting, and now they’re checking their notes 
and completing their prospect lists using one of 
the best free resources available to serious 
recruiters. 

A record number of new college coaches have 
completed their free registrations and have 
logged on to view detailed videos at the NCSA 
Athletic Recruiting Network. 

Recruiters like the fact that they get high-quality, 
HD quality video with shadow-box graphics that make it easy to keep track of the recruit 
they’re evaluating. 

Have you tried taking a look at what kind of free technology is waiting for you as you start 
your new recruiting year?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Read the book that changed the 

way colH e coaches Fec k! 

CLICK HERE 



Growing Fear for Student-Athletes Riding...Scooters? 

College football players seem to be having a tough 
time navigating mopeds and scooters. 

We’ve been on large campuses several times over 
the past few years conducting our famous On- 
Campus Workshops for college coaches and have 
witnessed more than a few close calls 
with athletes riding mopeds. 

Last year, there was the Kentucky running back 
who broke his arm during an accident, followed by 
the Iowa lineman whose frightening crash into a 
truck was captured on video. 

Then came Georgia, where coach Mark Richt made 
it clear he has no plans to ban the use of scooters 
even though two players this summer have gotten 
hurt while riding them. And now there’s South 

Carolina, where coach Steve Sprurrier revealed today that third-string quarterback Andrew 
Clifford had to be taken to the hospital over the weekend after crashing his moped while 
trying to carry a pizza... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

FREE Recorded Webinar: "Putting Together a Fool- 
Proof Recruiting Plan" 

M~king ~ plan 
A few weeks ago, we sat down to talk to 
coaches about developing their program’s 
recruiting plan for this upcoming year, entitled 

"Puttinq Together a Fool-Proof Recruitinq 
Plan". 



Technology problems made the live session impossible, so we re-grouped and re-recorded 
this important session for re-cruiters (sorry, couldn’t resist the non-grammatically 
correct use of the hyphen there). 

We talk to coaches about two important recruiting plan concepts: The three types of 
recruiting communication, and the recruiting communication flow that coaches need to 
understand about their prospects. 

Sound like some complicated psychological theories, laced with communication techniques 
based on in-depth research? It is. (And they’re important advanced ideas that every 

serious recruiter needs to understand and use). 

Click here to listen to the session 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Football" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 11:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Single Game Tickets On Sale Now 

TEXT.htm 

Single Game Tickets On Sale Now 

Sept. 17: Navy - $40 
Sept. 24: Vanderbilt - $50 
Oct. 1: Auburn - $60 
Oct. 8: Kentucky - $50 
Nov. 12: Florida - $60 
Nov. 19: Citadel - $30 
Nov. 26: Clemson- SOLD OUT 

Purchase online at www.Ticketmaster.com or call the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office at 
803.777.4274 or 800.4SC.FANS (472.3267). 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 

803.777.4274 



SINGLE GAME TICKETS ON SALE NOW 

SEPT. 17: NAVY - $~0 
SEPT. 2~: VANDERBILT 
OCT. 1: AUBURN - 

OCT. 8: KENTUCKY - 
NOV. 12: FLORIDA - $60 
NOV. 19: CITADEL ~ $50 

Clemson tickets are sold out. 

To unsubscfibe from future mailings, please click he~’e. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office ¯ 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC ¯ 803.777.4274 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 4:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Chemistry textbooks 

TEXT.htm; Chemistry textbooks.msg 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mail Delivery System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 5:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

status.txt; FILE.msg 

The following message to <sbklckwell@chccs.kl2.nc.us> was undeliverable. 
The reason for the problern: 
5.1.0 - Unknown address error 550-" 5.1.1 The ernail account that you tried to reach does not exist. Please try\n5.1.1 double-checking 
the recipient’s email address for typos or\n5.1.1 unnecessary spaces. Learn rnore at               \n5.1.1 

k10s133530pbj.7 or~ibir~/a~swe~r:p~?answep:~5% " " 3" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 9-6-11 Gamecocks Get Opening Win Over ECU, Single Game Tickets On 
Sale 

TEXT.htm 

One Down~ Eleven to Go 
After a shaky start~ South Carolina opened the 2011 football season with a convincing 56-37 win over 
East Carolina at Bank of America Stadium in Charlotte. One game dowl~ eleven more regular season 
games to go .... 

The Gamecocks held steady at #12 in the Top 25 rankings released Tuesday morning and will turn their 
focus to taking on Georgia this Saturday~ Sept. 10~ in Athens. 

The winner of this early SEC East contest will put themselves in good position to take the lead and 
possibly win the division. As Coach SpulTier said in his press conference~ "It’s a huge game. I’m 
looking forward to seeing what happens, the winner is in pretty good shape. The loser’s not in 
telTible shape~ but he’s not in as good shape as the winner." 

Single Game Tickets Available to Public; Clemson Sold Out 
After first being available exclusively to Gamecock Club members~ single-game tickets are now on 
sale to the public via Ticketmaster. Clemson tickets are sold out while only single seats are 
available for Auburn. The Florida game is also quickly approaching a sell-out. 

You can order tickets directly from the Ticketmaster website using their interactive seat map to 
choose your exact seats and even tell your Facebook friends what seat you chose. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings~ email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



One Down, Eleven to Go 
After a shaky start, South Carolina opened the 2011 
football season with a convincing 56-37 win over East 
Carolina at Bank of America Stadium in Charlotte. One 
game down, eleven more regular season games to go .... 

The Gamecocks held steady at #12 in the Top 25 rankings 
released Tuesday morning and will turn their focus to 
taking on Georgia this Saturday, Sept. 10, in Athens. 

The winner of this early SEC East contest will put 
themselves in good position to take the lead and possibly 
win the division. As Coach Spurrier said in his press 
conference, "It’s a huge game. I’m looking forward to 
seeing what happens, the winner is in pretty good shape. 
The loser’s not in terrible shape, but he’s not in as good 
shape,& as the winner." 

South Carolina and ECU got a rare treat for a neutral site 
game with each team,4 having the chance to take the field 
with their own,4 entrance. The Gamecocks came out to 
their customary "2001" song. Here,4 they are waiting to 
emerge from the tunnel at Bank of America Stadium:,4 

Single Game Tickets Available to 
Public; Clemson Sold Out 
After first being available exclusively to Gamecock Club 
members, single-game tickets are now on sale to the public 
via Ticketmaster. Clemson tickets are sold out while only 
single seats are available for Auburn. The Florida game is 
also quickly approaching a sell-out. 

You can order tickets directl~ from the Ticketmaater webaite 
using their interactive seat map to choose your exact seats 
and even tell your Facebook friends what seat you chose. 

Men’s Soccer: Gamecock 
Volleyball: 
Women’s Soccer: HigMighta, 4-0 ~¢~# over Northeaatem 
Football: Ace Sanders Punt Return for TD 
Football: Stephon Gilmore Feature 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video .I ~h~# I RSS Feeds 

Football 
-,& Gamecocks Hold Steady_ in Polb 
- Steve Spurrier’s VVeekly Press Conference Quotes 
- Rain Forces Gamecocks Indoors Monday 
- ~A~tkins Named SEC Offensive Lineman of the Week 
- Melvin In, ram Post-Game with Gamecock Radio 
- South Carolina vs. East Carolina Post-Game Notes 
- No. 12 Gamecocks Defeat Pirates in Season 

ht Leads the 
Gamecocks on Defense 

of the Game vs. ECU - Ace Sanders Punt 
Return for TD 
- SAurs UA Blog Fan Photos & Pre-Game Pa.qeantryl #!2 
South Carolina vs. ECU 

Men’s Soccer 
- Gamecock Men’s Soccer Hosts Charlotte In Home Opener 
Tuesday_ 
- Men’s Soccer Suffers Loss At Cbmson,& 
- Men’s Soccer Video Feature Versus Elon 
- Inside a Road Tri~#: Men’s Soccer Goes to 
Charleston 

Women’s Soccer 
-,& ,& Gamecocks Ouen Home Season Vdith 4-0 Shutout 

Volleyball 
-,& South Carolina Moves to 7-0, ’¢,ans Gamecock Invite with 
Swee£ of UNC Asheville 
- Gamecocks Get Past EIon in Four Sets 
- BeMnd Doubb-Doub!es from Theven~n, Thomas, 
Gamecocks Swee~ Davidson 
- Gamecocks SweeB GardneroWebb Behind Frankie Vain’s 



Tues Sept 6 - MSOC vs. Charlotte - 7 PM~, 

Thurs Sept 8: "Carolina Calls" w/Steve Spurrier - 7 PM 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~ports Network 

Sat Sept 10: FB._.@ Georgia - 4:30 PM 
TV: ESPN, ESPN3.com 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Network 

Sat Sept 10: Buffalo Wild Wings Official Watch Party 

Sun Sept 11: The Steve Spurrier Show 
TV: SportSouth, 11:30 AM and 7:30 PM,~, 

Click here for more information on this week’s 
home events! 

10 Kills 
- Gamecock Teresa Stenlund 

Cross Country 
- Gamecocks Den Cross Countr~z’ Season with Victor~ 
Gamecock Invitational 

Equestrian 
- Coach ~or - Practice ~date 

Swimming & Diving 
- Gamecock Swimming. Adds Harrino~ to Coaching. Staff 
- Miller Set to Compete at Junior Pan American Divinc~ 
~C~,ha m~ionship~ 

Men’s Tennis 

Softball 
- Alum Ashton Paine Wins ASA Women’s 23oU Eastern Title 

Track & Field 
- Solomon Places Fourth Hastings Advances At World 

- Lashinda Demus’s American Record Gives Gamecocks 
Second Gold 

General 
- ~le Game Tickets On Sale Choose Your Exact Seats 
with Interactive ~ 

Workino~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Footba~! Pre£s for Georg!a 
This Week’s Home Events: Men’s Soccer Home ~O.~ener 
~le Game Tickets On Sale Choose Your Exact Seats 
with Interactive ~’~!#~£ 

of the Season in the Books 
Melvin ~_.ram Post-Game with Gamecock Radio 
Antonio Allen’s Career Niqht Leads the Gamecocks on 
Defense 
Fan Photos & Pro-Game Pa~ #!2 South Carolina 
vs. ECU 
Spurs Up Pla~ of the Game vs. ECU o Ace Sanders Punt 
Return for TD 

Single game tickets are now on sale to the public via 
Ticketmaster. Clemson tickets were sold out before single 
game tickets became available. Auburn and Florida are 
both approaching sell-outs as well. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: atMetictickets~sc.edu 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 

subscriptio~n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 

Season Tickets/~, now available for 
2011 Gamecock Men’s Soccer under 
head coach Mark Berson, as well as 
for Women’s Soccer and Volleyball. 
C~ick here. 



and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question:,~ Is it permissible for a parent of a student- 

athlete to contact a prospective student-athlete or the 
parents of a prospective to make them aware of the 
program? 

Answer:,~ No, only countable coaches (head coach, 
assistant coach) may have recruiting contact (in person or 

telephone) with prospective student-athletes and their 
families off campus.A Only institutional staff (strength 
coach, academic advisor, faculty member, etc.) and 
enrolled student-athletes may interact with prospective 
student-athletes and their families on the campus of the 
University of South Carolina. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email:                    c~edu 

SINGLE GAME TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
w~.Tic~etmaster.com 

SEPT. 17: NAVY - $~10 OCT, 8: KENTUCKY - $50 

SEPT. 2ze: VANDERBILT - $50 NOV. 12: FLORIDA - 

OCT. 1: AUBURN - $60 NOV. 19: CITADEL - $30 

Clemson tickets are sold out, 



wee  ACKLAND R°MUSEUM 

Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 

Opens FHday, 9 September 2011 

7:00-9:00 PM Opening Reception ¯ RSVP for the Reception 

Parking reservations: ack~andRSVP@uncoedu 

Gathered from the private coltections of more than 60 alumni of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Carolina Collects: 150 
Years of Modern and Contemporary Art from Alumni Collections brings together nearly 90 hidden treasures by some of the most renowned 

artists of the modern era. 

From Claude Monet to Alexander Calder, from Louise Bourgeois to Yayoi Kusama, Carolina Collects offers an extraordinary over,dew of art 
of the past 150 years through paintings, drawings, prints, photographs, and sculptures, many of which have rarely been exhibited. 

Learn more about Carolina Collects... 

TICKETS NOW ON SALE for the ACKLAND’S BLACK ~t WHITE GALA 

ACKLAND AR~ ~~ 

Saturday, 24 September 2011, 8:00 PM - Midnight 

with special guests: 



The Sacrificial Poets, Photographer .Joe Spuria, Carrboro Poet Laureate .Jay Bryan, 
and William Hayes Ackland 

Join us for an outstanding evening of excettent food, drink, music, poetry, and art, in cerebration of the Museum and the more than 60 
generous atumni who are sharing their treasures with us in the 2011 fatt exhibition Carolina Co~ects: 150 Years of ?4od~rn and 
ContemporaW Art from A~umni Co~ecdons. 

All proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Ackland Art Museum. 

Buy your tickets at the Ackland/Vluseum Store! 

Tickets start at only $15 [or students! 

Click here for more information. 

Get Involved at the Ackland! 

Votunteers in every department of the Acktand Art Museum support the Museum’s core activities and entiven our understanding of the 

needs of the campus and community. From short-term projects to tong-standing participation, Acktand votunteers have a unique 
retationship with the Museum and are vita[ to our success. 

2011-2012 Volunteer Interest Meeting 

Thursday, 8 September 2011, 5:00 PM 

Come team about current votunteer opportunities at the Acktand Art Museum! Community members, high schoot students, and university 

students are at[ encouraged to share their tatents with the Acktand through votunteering. 

Questions: Contact A~[%on Portr~ow at 919.843.3687. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 13 August 2011, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Every month, Amanda Hughes, director of externat affairs at the Acktand, meets with friends of the Museum who have an interest in 

practicing and strengthening their drawing skirts. Participants have the opportunity to uncover the chattenges the originat artists faced 

and experience the pteasure of sharing in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. 



Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, etc.). At[ levels are welcome. 

Free 

Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, 13 August 2011, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

This program invites 9- to 12-year-o[ds to took at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Ack[and’s permanent collections and special 
exhibitions. Participants explore selected works in the Museum’s collection and identify ski[Is that the artist used to make them. Ski[ted 

gallery teachers demonstrate and teach students those skit[s, which they can apply in their own art. A mix of drawing from works on 
display and creating one’s own original works is offered in each session. Materials provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited. To register, call 919.962.0479 

/ embers’ Event: Away for the Day 

Richmond’s Maymont Mansion and Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 

Wednesday, 21 September 2011, 7:00 AM - 7:30 PM 

Less than three hours north of Chapel Hilt, Richmond, Virginia offers something old and something new for Ack[and Art Museum Members 

to explore on Wednesday, 21 September 2011. On this "Away for the Day" excursion, we’ll travel to Maymont Mansion, a welt-preserved 
historic house museum of Gilded Age design and elaborate taste. Lunch at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts is followed by a docent-ted 
tour of the VMFA and an optional viewing of the current special exhibition Faber~ Revealed. 

Crick here for more information. 



For more information on the Ackland, visit www,~ck~ndoOr~. 

These and other pub(ic programs are made possib(e by generous support from Ack(and Art Museum members and friends (ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum. C~ick here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this news[etter, c~ick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

Bridget Ril.ey, British, born 1931 : Ceres Fan, 198§; oil. on canvas. Lent by Peter Mal.l.inson (BA ’82, MBA ’83) and El.isabetta Mal.l.inson. © Bridget Ril.ey 2011. Al.l. rights 
reserved, courtesy Karsten Schubert. 

Cl.aude Monet, French, 1840-1926: The Seine at Ar~enteyJl, 1877; oil. on canvas. Lent by Jul.ian H. Robertson, Jr. (BA ’§§). 

Ol.afur El.iasson, Danish, born 1967: Yellow Planet, 2008; mirror, col.ored gl.ass, copper, stainl.ess steel., cabl.e. Lent by James Keith Brown (BA ’84) and Eric 
Diefenbach. © Ol.afur El.iasson. 

Egon Schiel.e, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman (detail.), 1918; bl.ack col.ored pencil, drawing. Burton Emmett Col.l.ection. 

Norman Kent, American, born 1903: Youn~ Boy Drawln~ (detail.), 1930; l.inol.eum-cut print. Burton Emmett Col.l.ection. 

Hans Hofmann, American, born in Germany, 1880-1966: IJndulatJn~ Expanse, 1955; oil. on canvas. Ackl.and Fund. Conservation treatment for this painting, compl.eted 
in 1991, was made possibl.e by a grant from the National. Endowment for the Arts. 88.27 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 7, 2011 11:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
2010 Access 

TEXT.htm 

Good Monling Blent, 

Is there anyway you can allow me access to see my weekly notes from Sprim 2010 to the end of Fall 2010? I need to prim something 

from my notes for the compliance office. Sorry for the bother. 

Tia 

Tia Overstleet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Smdem Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
9 l 9-843-4400 w 
overstle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 12:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 2010 Access 

TEXT.htm 

YIPEEEEEEE! ! ! If you can do it by tomorrow morning (before 10am) then yes it can wait. Thanks a bunch Brent! 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 9/7/2011 12:28 PM >>> 
I can. Can it wait until tomorrow? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Tia Overstreet" <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 2010 Access 
Date: Wed, Sep 7, 2011 11:51 am 

Good Morning Brent, 

Is there anyway you can allow me access to see my weekly notes from Sprint 2010 to the end of Fall 2010? I need to print something 
from my notes for the compliance office. Sony for the bother. 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 4:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
APR 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
I have just spent the last 2 1/2 hours trying to identify my apr cohort in the database and the way I have been doing this is by checking 
the box next to APR Countable. I just noticed the APR box on each term line, should I be checking those boxes instead? ¯ 0 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@tmcaa.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 5:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.tmc. edu> 

Re: 2010 Access 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks. 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/7/2011 1:09 PM >>> 
I can. I just need to know who. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Tia Overstreet" <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 2010 Access 
Date: Wed, Sep 7, 2011 12:56 pm 

YIPEEEEEEE! ! ! If you can do it by tomorrow morning (before 10am) then yes it can wait. Thanks a bunch Brent! 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/7/2011 12:28 PM >>> 
I can. Can it wait until tomorrow? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Tia Overstreet" <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 2010 Access 
Date: Wed, Sep 7, 2011 11:51 am 

Good Morning Brent, 

Is there anyway you can allow me access to see my weekly notes from Sprint 2010 to the end of Fall 2010? I need to print something from 
my notes for the compliance office. Sorry for the bother. 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 5:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: APR 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2010 Master Export from Connect.xlsx 

Phew! I actually just received a fairly reliable report from Connect for the Fall cohort, at least in terms of the names as far as I know. 
I think there were 3 who should not have been in the report and 4 who were missing (in blue). With that said, you can delete the 
report I sent to you late last week and work with this one. 

Thanks for your help. 

Susan 

>>> "B lanton, B rent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 9/7/2011 4: 59 PM >>> 
No ma’am. You’re good. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: APR 
Date: Wed, Sep 7, 2011 4:20 pm 

Brent, 
I have just spent the last 2 1/2 hours trying to identify my apr cohort in the database and the way I have been doing this is by checking 
the box next to APR Countable. I just noticed the APR box on each term line, should I be checking those boxes instead? ¯ 0 

Susan 



EXSS 276: Human Physiology 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill Department of Exercise and Sports 
Science Fall 2011 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 9:00 9:50 am Room: Fetzer I09 

Eric D. Ryan, PhD E-maih edc,~arffa email.unc.edu Office: 06J Exercise Science Teaching 

Lab Phone: 919-962-0297 Office Hours: ’rues I0 -I I, Wed I0 I 1, or by appointment 

3 Credit Hours 

I) Tortora, G.J. and B.It. Derrickson.Principlos O[ Anatomy and Physiology, 

13~, Ed. Wiley, 2011. ISBN: 978-0470-56510-0. 

a. Other materials may be posted during the semester. Some may require color 

printing, it is your responsibility to print these prior to class. 

Suggested readings: a. Widmaier, E.P., Raft, H., and Strang, K.T.Human 

Physiology: The mechanisms 

of body function. 12~ Ed. McGraw Hill, 2008. ISBN : 978-0-07-337810-7 b. 

Katch, V.L, McArdle, W.D., and F.I. KatchEssontials of Exorcise Physiology. 

4~ Ed. LWW, 2011. ISBN: 978-1-60831-267-2 

Course Description & Objectives: 

3) 

An introductot2¢ course examining va6ous physiological systems of the human body, Provide a 

~bund~tion of physiological principles for future study in health and movement relzted sciences. 

Practically apply physiological principles as it relztes to select health and disease issues. 

Lectures: 
Lecture notes will be posted primarily betbre class. There may be instances where lectures will 

be posted tbllowing the class. Many of the lectures will have a "fill-it-in" [’cature. The instructor 

will NOT provide these terms outside of class time. it is your responsibility to fill in these terms 

on your own timeDate 

24-Aug 26-Aug 29-Aug 31 -Aug 
2-Sep 5-Sep 7-Sep 9-Sep 
12-Sep 14-Sep 16-Sep 19-Sep 21-Sep 23-Sep 26-Sep 28-Sep 30-Sep 

3-Oct 5-Oct 7-Oct 
10-Oct 12-Oct 14-Oct 17-Oct 19-Oct 21-Oct 
Lecture Course Schedule 
subject to change 

Topic/Activity 
Introduction Ceil Physiology - Homeostasis Cell Physiology - Movement of Molecules 

Neurophysiology - Membrane Potentials Neurophysiology - Neural Tissue & Synapses 
Neurophysiology - CNS - Brain Neurophysiology - CNS - Spina! Cord Neurophysiology - ANS 
Neurophysiology - Sensory Neurophysiotogy - Integrative 
Skeletal Muscle - Structure Skeletal Muscle - Excitation - Contraction Coupling Skeletal 
Muscle - Motor Units and Fiber Types Skeletal Muscle - Control Skeletal Muscle - Integrative 
Cardiovascular Physiology - Cardiac Tissue and Conduction Cardiovascular Physiology - 



Circulation & Cardiac Cycle Cardiovascular Physiology - Blood Cardiovascular Physiology - 

Vascular System 

Cardiovascular Physiology - Hemodynamics Cardiovascular Physiology - integrative 

Readings 
Syllabus Chapter 1 Chapter 3 Chapter 12 Chapter 12 

Chapters 13 and 14 Chapters 13, 16 Chapter 15 Chapter 16 Chapters 12 -16 

Chapter 10 Chapter 10 Chapter 10 Chapter 10 Chapter 10 Chapter 20 Chapter 20 Chapter 19 

Chapter 21 

Chapter 21 Chapters 10, 19 -21 

No class - Labor Day 

Cell and Neurophysiology - Exam 

No class - University Day 

No cIass - FaiI Break No class - Fail Break 

Skeletal Muscle and Cardiovascular Exam 

24-Oct 26-Oct 28-Oct 31 -Oct 

2-Nov 4-Nov 7-Nov 9-Nov 

11-Nov 

14-Nov 

16-Nov 

Respiratory Physiology - Structure & Ventilation Respiratory Physiology - Lung Volumes & 

Gas Exchange Respiratory Physiology -Transport & Control Renal Physiology - Structure and 

function RenaI Physiology - Fluid regulation 

Respiratory and Renal- integrative 

GI Physiology - Structure & Function GI Physiology - Accessory Organ function GI Physiology 

- Absorptive & Postabsorptive Events 

Chapter 23 Chapter 23 Chapter 23 Chapter 26 Chapter 26 Chapters 23, 26 

Respiratory and Renal Exam 

Chapter 24 Chapter 24 Chapter 24 

Examinations: I) Exams: There will be 3 exams and I final exam. The final exam will be the 

only comprehensive exam. 

18-Nov Endocrine Physiology - Hormonal Activity & Control    Chapter 18 

Exams will be completed with the use ofscrantrons and may include: (I) multiple choice, (2) 

matching, 

21-Nov Endocrine Physiology - Glands Chapter 18 

23-Nov 

[ 

Exam: 100 poiats No class - Thanksgiving Recess 

Final Exam: I50 poiats 

No class - Thanksgiving Recess 

25-Nov 

2) Qui77es: There may be unexpected qui/Tes throughout the semester. 

28~Nov 

Metabolism 

Chapter 25 



Chapter 25 Chapter 10 & 25 
Grading Breakdown 
30-Nov 
Thermoregutation 
and/or (3) true/tMse questions. YOU will be required to bring a scantron to class for 

each exam. 

Grading Scale 

2-Dec A 

A- 5-Dec 

B+ 7-Dec 

B 82.0- 87.9% D 62.0- 67.9% 

D+ Review 

16-Dec B- 80.0 - 81.9% D- 60.0 - 61.9% 

Final Exam ~ 8 am 
TBD 

92.0 - 100.0% 

Fatigue C 

72.0 - 77.9% 

90.0 - 91.9% 

C-TBD 

70.0 - 71.9% 

88.0 - 89.9% 

68.0 - 69.9% 

C+ 

78.0 - 79.9% 

F 

< 60.0% 

Honor Code: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered 

honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility, if you have questions 

about your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult 

with the office of the Dean of Students orthe instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This 

document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains 

all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full participation and 

obsei~-ance of the honor code is expected, 

The instrument of Student Judicial Governance, which contains the provisions of the Honor 

Code, states that students have four general responsibilities under the Code: 

I. Obey and support the entbrcement of the Honor Code; 2. Refrain fi-om lying, cheating, or 

stealing; 3. Conduct themselves so as not to impair significantly the welPare or the educational 

opportunities of 

others in the University community; and 4. Refrain fi-om conduct that impairs or may impair 

the capacity of University and associated personnel to 



perlBm~ their duties, manage resources, protect the safely and welt’are of members of the 

University community, and maintain the integrity of the University, 

Plagiarism is defined as "deliberale or reckless representalion of another’s words, thoughts, or 

ideas as one’s own without allribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether 

graded or otherwise," 

*Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 

devices during any exams or graded assigmnents taken in class. 

Students with Disabilities: 
People who believe they m~y need accommodations in this class are encouraged to contact me or 

the Department of Disability Services Center as soon as possible to belier ensure that such 

accommodalions are implemented in a timely fashion. 

Cell phones/text messaging: 
The use of cell phones and text messaging during class is extremely disruptive and disrespectful. 

Turn all phones offupon entering the class room. ifstudenls are seen using phones during 

class you will be asked to leave. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 8:26 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
1 @ou.edu>; apaule@bgsu.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; Bart Byrd 
<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 
brland@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham 
<bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; David Flores (david@bigl2sports.com); desireet@smu.edu; Dennis 
Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jkowen@olemiss.edu; 
Jon Minks <j minks03 @ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Joshua.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; 
Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou. edu>; 
Kathryn S. Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kelly R. Damphousse <kdamp@ou.edu>; 
kotto@email.wcu.edu; Krls Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry 
<kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Jason Lanter <lanter@kutztown.edu>; 
Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary 
F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou. edu>; Mary Ellen Jones (mj 21 @txstate. edu); 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Dave 
Ridpath <rldpath@ohio.edu>; RandyJ. Garlbay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missourl.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; staurows@ithaca.edu; 
Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou.edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 
l@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; 
Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William 
Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] FW: [COLA] Best Practices to Protect Academic Integrity in College Sports Often 
Not Used 

TEXT.htm 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Best Practices to Protect Academic Integrity in College Sports Often Not Used 

August 31,2011 -- Most universities with big-time sports programs have not used all the tools at their disposal to protect academic 
integrity and improve transparency and accountability of intercollegiate athletics on their campuses, according to a national survey 
conducted by the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COIA) and researchers at Penn State. 

Concerned with the mounting problems facing college sports and their impact on academic standards and values, COIA developed 
best practices to more fully integrate athletics into the educational mission of universities. 

Its best practices include: adopting policies that ensure that student-athletes are held to the same academic standards as non-athletes 
and are mainstreamed into the academic life of their universities; faculty exercising direct oversight of academic matters related to 
student-athletes; and making athletic budgets more transparent while aligning them with the mission and values of the academic 
institution. 

COIA, an alliance of university faculty senates fotmded in 2002 to provide a faculty voice in the national discussion about the future 
of intercollegiate sports, consulted with the NCAA and other national groups to develop its best practices, which were published in 
Framing the Future: Reforming Intercollegiate Athletics in 2007. 



Researchers at the John Curley Center for Sports Journalism, housed in the College of Communications at Penn State, surveyed 
schools participating in the Football Bowl Subdivision in 2009 to determine the extent to which they implement COIA’s best practices. 
The results appear in the current issue of the Journal of Intercollegiate Sport, along with detailed case studies of six universities that 
most fully implemented those best practices. 

The COIA/Penn State survey found that only a minority of faculty governance bodies at FBS schools monitor the academic 
qualifications of student-athletes admitted to the universities, their choice of majors and courses, terminations of athletic scholarships, 
and other important academic matters. One-third of the faculty senates did not review the academic progress of student-athletes. 

Few faculty governance leaders were consulted before major athletics decisions, such as construction projects or the transfer of funds 
from the academic budget to athletics, according to the study. 

The recent spate of athletic scandals has intensified the national debate about whether individual universities have sufficient leverage 
to effectively tackle the problems or whether a national solution-through the NCAA or government regulation-might be necessary. 

"While the problems facing athletics are far greater than any university can solve individually, there still is plenty that faculty can do 
to protect academic integrity at the campus level," said John S. Nichols, COIA co-chair and one of the Penn State investigators. "The 
faculty are the guardians of academic values and standards and should not forfeit their responsibility regarding intercollegiate 
athletics." 

The Penn State researchers took a closer look at the six universities that scored the highest in the survey and found that all six have 
established structures for faculty oversight of intercollegiate athletics. 

At several of the schools, top faculty leaders were directly involved with the campus athletics board, which has regulatory authority 
over academic standards in the athletics program at most universities. Those interviewed for case studies at the six universities 
stressed, in particular, the importance of having oversight committees to regularly evaluate the admissions standards and academic 
progress of student-athletes. 

The six universities are the University of Houston, University of Illinois, University of Maryland, Oklahoma State University, 
University of South Carolina, and Southern Methodist University. 

"COIA’s best practices are not a recipe for automatic success," said Thomas F. Corrigan, lead Penn State researcher for the case 
studies. "But the six schools that we studied do have established mechanisms for greater transparency and accountability in their 
athletic programs." 

At some of these universities, the oversight structures and evaluation procedures were introduced after the athletic program had been 
sanctioned by the NCAA for rules violations or in response to troubled periods in athletic-academic relationship at their campuses. 

"The faculty seem to take a greater role in monitoring athletics after scandals jeopardize the academic reputation of their institution 
and COIA’s best practices provide a framework for faculty oversight," said Corrigan. 

Articles in Journal of Intercollegiate Sport: 
Integration of Athletics and Academics: Survey of Best Practices at FB S Schools suedu!abom/cemers/~o~:m-cufleVo 
cemerofor-sp~.i ourna~ism/com-ar’~de.pd~{~ 
John S. Nichols, Thomas F. Corrigan, and Marie Hardin 

Case Studies in Athletic-Academic Integration: A Closer Look at Schools that Implement COIA’s Best 
Practices             su.ed~iabou~ice~ers/iohr>cur~e~ oce~teroforos~ouma~ism!coia~cases ~ 
Thomas F. Corrigan, Marie Hardin, and John S. Nichols 

Contact: 
John S. Nichols (re: survey) 
Co-chair, COIA su.ed~/~hecoia/> 
Emeritus Prof., Penn State 
814-865-8313 
jsn2@psu.edu<mai~o: 

Thomas F. Corrigan (re: case studies) 
Research Assistant, Curley Center s~.edt~iabotttice~tersiDlm-c~rlev-center-for-s~o~ma~ism> 
Ph.D Candidate, Penn State 
850-345-7864 
ffc 115 @psu. edu<mai~to :~f;c 115 ~s~.ed~> 





UNC MEN’S GOLF TEAM 
ITINERARY 

2011 Wolverine Intercollegiate 

Ann Arbor, MI 
September 12-13, 2011 

Weather forecast: Mid to high 70s. Possible Thunderstorms. 

Saturday 9/10 
Meet at the Chapman Center at 7:30am 
Delta 2351 9:45am arrive ATL 11:1 lam, DL 1082 12:15pm arrive 2:18pm to DTW 
Wear Khakis pants, All Navy Team shirt. 

Hotel: Sheraton Ann Arbor Hotel 3200 Boardwalk St, Ann Arbor, MI 48108 (734) 996-0600 
Course: University of Michigan Golf Course 500 E. Stadium Blvd 
http://www.m~oblue.com/facilities/~olf-course-tour.html 

Sunday 9/11 
Practice facility opens at 10am 
11:00am Coaches Meeting Team Lunch at Course 
12: 30 Practice Round 

UNIFORM:    Khaki shorts/Navy with stripe shirt 

Monday 9/12 
Round 1 and 2 Tee times. Our first time is 8:45am off number lwith Missouri, Iowa State 
Dinner at course right after completion of play 

UNIFORM:    Light blue shorts/All White shirt 

Tuesday 9/13 
Final Round Tee times according to score 

UNIFORM:    Navy shorts/White with Carolina blue stripe shirt 

Delta flight 2359 5:25pm to RDU arriving 7:07pm 

What to pack: 
Shirts: Navy with stripes, White with Carolina blue stripes, Solid White, Extra shirts for dinners 
Pants/Shorts: Navy, Khaki, Light blue; Rainsuit, two pair of golf shoes, Pullovers Umbrella. 

Travel Party 
Field: Baylor, California, Detroit, Iowa St. IUPUI 
Marquette, UM, MSU, Missouri, UNC, Oakland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Background 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

All background checks came in with no criminal convictions found. Please have them call to set up an appointment to complete 
paperwork. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Class Schedules 

Very cool..thanks 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/8/2011 10:26 AM >>> 
That’s the hope... B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andrew DiBitetto 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 9:59 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Class Schedules 

Nope..sounds good...thanks. Do you send a report out every Friday? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/8/2011 9:57 AM >>> 
Hi Andrew, 
I will include that in tomorrow’s report. Do you need it before then? 

B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andrew DiBitetto [Naillo:a~?dibite(~m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 9:11 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Class Schedules 

When you get a chance, can you please send me the most updated class schedule you have for our guys? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 1:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Summer Bridge 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Brent, 
I flagged summer bridge for APR. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Should be a total of 28 that need to be flagged as SP for the summer term. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 2:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

recruiting in the new building 

TEXT.htm 

Folks - Several teams have asked to show recruits the new building this weekend. Clint has been organizing this process. So, for the 
next 2 weekends we will have a representative on the second floor beginning at 10:00 am on Saturday and ending 45 minutes prior to 
kick-off. This week Spencer has agreed to meet recruits and give tours. Clint has asked the coaches to contact Spencer this week if 
they would like a tour. I am also asking, if contacted by your coaches, to contact Spencer if they want recruits to tour our floor on 
Saturday. This should not stop you from meeting recruits on Friday or at different locations Saturday or Sunday. I realize this is new 
and we will try it for this weekend. Clint will be soliciting feedback from the coaches next week to see how it worked. Thanks! 

* the weight room staff will be doing the same thing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Megan Albidrez" <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 3:23 PM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

[regionii] Region II Regional Conference 

TEXT.htm 

One more reminder...the deadline to register for the Region II Conference in Baton Rouge on October 16th-18th is Friday, September 
16th. If you register after that date, the price will go up. You will also need to secure your hotel room. You can use the following 
link to get a room: ht~tp:i/embass~sui~es.Nlton.com!er~ies        erso~alized/B?~3TRCSESoNAA-20111015iindex,jh~rri~ 

Please go to the N4A website to register and for more information about the Conference: 
~:i7~fo~ra.o            ori2imdex.~ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope to see you there! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
ht~p:iincsu.ed~!aspsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 3:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Do you know when she will be back? Will she be here for tutoring on Tuesday evening? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/6/2011 10:51 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
Just a reminder that our PHIL tutor will not be able to begin for another week-and-a-half - she has a personal situation taking her 
away. Let your students know who have PHIL tutoring. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itarhee~Nue.cstv.com<~:~/~arheelblue.cstv.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carrie Leger" <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:10 AM 

Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Region II Regional Conference 

TEXT.htm 

Megan - 

Tory has asked to participate but haven’t heard anything from anyone else.., have you? 

Came Leger 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes/Associate AD for Academics 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-0332 (Phone) 
919-515-1619 (Fax) 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties. 
>>> "Megan Albidrez" <megan albidrez@ncsu.edu> 9/8/2011 3:23 PM >>> 
One more reminder...the deadline to register for the Region II Conference in Baton Rouge on October 16th-18th is Friday, September 
16th. If you register after that date, the price will go up. You will also need to secure your hotel room. You can use the following 
link to get a room: l~ap:/iembass~’suites.hi~ton~com/e~/es        ersonalizediBiBTRCSES-NAA-20111016iindex.iNml 

Please go to the N4A website to register and for more information about the Conference: 
htt~):iintbura.o            on2/index.~ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope to see you there! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
ht~:/incsu.edu/as~ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Walter M Holliday" <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:48 AM 

Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu>; 
Walter M Holliday <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Region II Regional Conference 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning Everyone, 

I spoke with Leslie and she is on board! We are going to follow-up again 
later today. 

Walt 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu 
omi-owner~lists.ncst~.edt~] On Behalf Of Came Leger 

Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 7:10 AM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu; Megan Albidrez 
Subject: Re: [regionii] Region II Regional Conference 

Megan- 

Tory has asked to participate but haven’t heard anything from anyone 
else.., have you? 

Came Leger 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes/Associate AD for 
Academics 

Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 

North Carolina State University 

318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 

Raleigh, NC 27695 

919-515-0332 (Phone) 

919-515-1619 (Fax) 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are 
sent to or received by this accotmt are subject to the NC Public Records 
Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties. 



>>> "Megan Albidrez" <megan albidrez@ncsu.edu> 9/8/2011 3:23 PM >>> 

One more reminder...the deadline to register for the Region II 
Conference in Baton Rouge on October 16th-18th is Friday, September 
16th. If you register after that date, the price will go up. You will 
also need to secure your hotel room. You can use the following link to 
get a room: 
http:i/embassysuites.Nlto~:~.com/e~ffesi~ro~_p,~ersona~ized?BiBTRCSESoNAA- 
20111016/index.jhtml 

Please go to the N4A website to register and for more information about 
the Conference: 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope to see you there! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maria Tyson" <maria_tyson@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 10:27 AM 

Linda J Tatum <ltatum@indiana.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] REMOVE MY NAME FROM THE N4A LIST 

TEXT.htm 

All: 
Please remember, in order to get removed from the N4A listserve, you must follow the proper protocol, which is outlined on the N4A 
page here: ~:,,Tr~fo~ra.or~/membersl"~idocmnen~silistserv 

Emails to the listserve asking to be removed will not get you removed. Requests to be removed should be sent to info@nfoura.org. 

Thanks! Have a great Friday ! 

Maria Tyson 

Maria Tyson 
Assistant Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
310 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919/515-4503 (phone) 
919/515-1619 (fax) 
Maria_Tyson@ncsu.edu 
~ :iiwww~ ncsu~edulas~os~/ 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties. 
>>> "Tatum, Linda J" <ltatum@indiana.edu> 9/9/2011 10:12 AM >>> 

This is at least my fourth request to be removed from the N4A email listserv and allothe N4A lists. 

I have retired and will be no longer participating with N4A. 

Thanks, 

Linda Tatum 
ltatum@indiana.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Dean, Collene N" <cndean@umes.edu> 
Friday, September 9, 2011 10:31 AM 

Linda J Tatum <ltatum@indiana.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Re: [n4a] REMOVE MY NAME FROM THE N4A LIST 

Mr. Keith Davidson at the University of Maryland Eastern Shore also request that his name be removed from the N4A listserv. 
Thanks ! ! 

Collene N. Dean 
Assistant Director of Athletics for Academics 
University of Maryland Eastern Shore 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
William P. Hytche Athletic Center 
Princess Anne, MD. 21853 
Phone: 410-651-6539 
Fax: 410-651-7600 
e-mail: cndean@umes.edu<mm~to :cr~dean@m-~es.ed~> 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] on behalf of Tatum, Linda J [ltatum@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4a] REMOVE MY NAME FROM THE N4A LIST 

This is at least my fourth request to be removed from the N4A email listserv and allothe N4A lists. 

I have retired and will be no longer participating with N4A. 

Thanks, 

Linda Tatum 

ltatum@indiana.edu<mailto:Ftamm@i~diana.edt~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 12:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
APR - Fall and Spring Spreadsheets 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2010 Master Export from Connect for Database Upload.xlsx; Spring 
2011 Master Export from Connect for Database Upload.xlsx; Text File Import 
Format.pdf 

Hi Brent, 
I really appreciate anything you can do to help. Attached are the spreadsheets for the Fall and Spring cohorts and the Import File 
Format for the Column Headings to the giant spreadsheets. So essentially I need a spreadsheet with all the column headings and 
information that already exists in the database for the Fall 2010 and one for the Spring 2011. Please call me if you have any questions 
when you get into this on Sunday. 

Thank you a ton, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Text File Import File Format (See import instructions for detailed instructions) 

1. Student Athlete Last Name 

2. Student Athlete First Name 

Student Athlete Middle Initial 

Foreign Student Flag (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Student Athlete School ID Number (If foreign student flag is set to Y, the program will 

match this student based on this Identifier instead of the SSN) 

NCAA ID (10 digit number assigned to the student. Include leading 0 if applicable such as 

0000112233.) 

% 7. Student Athlete Gender (M-Male, F--Female) 

~ 8. Student Athlete Ethnicity (1=American Indian/Alaskan Native, 2-Asian, 2.1=Native 
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, 3=Black/African American, 4-HispaniciLatino, 5-White/Non- 
Hispanic, 6-Non-Resident Alien, 7-Unknown, 7.1-Two or More Races) 

~ 9. First Year Any University (format 2004) NUMBER (2004 = 2003-04 academic year, 2003 
= 2002-03 academic year etc.) 

L 10. First Term Any University (Semester schools: $1- Fall, S2=Spring, Quarter schools: 
Make sure academic calendar is set to quarter on the member setup page before the import: 
Q1 -Fall, Q2 = I#inter, Q3 -Spring) 

(~’ 11. First Year Your University (format 2004) NUMBER (2004 - 2003-04 academic year, 

2003 = 2002-03 academic year etc. 

12. First Term Your University (Semester schools." $1- Fall, S2-Spring,) (Quarter schools." 

Make sure academic calendar is set to quarter on the member setup page before the import: 
Q1-Fall, Q2-Winter, Q3-Spring) 

13. Transfer Institution Type (2- transferring from a 2 year institution, 4-tramferringfrom a 

4-year institution) Only valid if first term any university and first term your university are 
different terms. 

14. Total Transfer Credits NUMBER, number of credits that transferred into your institution. 

15. Transferable credit hours toward degree: Credit hours earned at all two-year colleges that 

transferred into your institution and were applicable toward the student-athlete’s designated 

degree program. NUMBER 



16. Degree Specific GPA Grade-point-average in two-year college courses that transferred into 
the institution and were applicable toward the student-athlete’s designated degree program 
NUMBER 

19. 

Earned Associates Degree? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Full-time terms at most recent two-year institution: Total number of terms of full-time 
enrollment by the student-athlete at the two-year institution where he or she graduated/most 
recently attended. NUMBER 

Total number of credit hours earned at the two-year institution where the student- 
athlete graduated/most recently attended. NUMBER 

20. Total number of credits earned during the academic term (regular or summer) 
immediately prior to transfer at an institution other than the two-year college fro]n 
which the student-athlete graduated/most recently attended: Total credits earned at 
another two-year or four-year institution in the term immediately prior to transfer to your 
institution. NUMBER 

21. Initial Eligibility Status (Q=Qualifier, N=Nonqualifier) 

22. Remedial credits required at your institution: Number of remedial credit hours the 
student-athlete is required to enroll in at your institution. Zero is an acceptable entry. 

NUMBER 

English Remedial Needed (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Math Remedial Needed (y=Yes, N=No) 

Science Remedial Needed (Y= Yes, 

Other Remedial Needed (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Number of 2-Year Institutions attended (full and part time) NUMBER 

28. Names of 2-Year Institutions (full and part time): separate names of colleges using the 
pipe character "[". (example: community college onelcommunity college two) 

29. Total two-year credits earned NUMBER 

30. English Earned at two-year NUMBER 

31, English Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

32, Math Earned at two-year NUMBER 

33. Math Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

34. Science Earned at two-year NUMBER 



35. Science Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

36. PE Activity Earned at two-year NUMBER 

37. PE Activity Transferred to your institution NUMBER 

38. Overall two-year GPA NUMBER 

39. Seasons of competition used at two-year college(s) NUMBER 

40. Summer Bridge Program (Y-Yes, N=No). Only required if the first termat your institution 
is the year for which you are submitting data. Indicate whether student-athlete attended the 
summer term prior to initiaI full-time enrollment and received aid per Bylaw 15.2.8.1.4. 

41. Degree Code (Use CIP Codes) 

42. Cumulative Credit Hours Earned Towards Degree NUMBER 

43. Total Hours Required for Degree NUMBER 

Reason for not returning to institution (S=Left institution by choice (know not to transfer), 
T-Transfer to another institution (does not meet adjustment criteria), 
G =SuspendediDismissed, E- enrolled part-time, U= UnknowniOther) 

Reason for leaving institution by choice (P=Professional Athletics, does not meet 
adjustment criteria, F=Family Circumstances, H=Healtk of Student-Athlete, 

U= Unknown/Other) 

46. Reason for Allowable Exclusion/Legislated Exception (M=Armed service, C-Official 
church mission, R=Recognized foreign aid services, P=Pregnancy, A=Athletics Activities 
Waiver, D-Death or permanently disabled) 

47. This Term Code (Semester schools: S1 - Fall, S2=Spring, SU=Summer, SP=Summer 

Bridge Quarter schools: Q1 =Fall, Q2-Winter, Q3-Spring, SU-Summer, SP-Summer 
Bridge) 

48. Hours Attempted NUMBER 

~’~ 49. Hours Earned NUMBER 

50. GPA NUMBER 

51. Remedial Hours NUMBER 

52. Cumulative GPA NUMBER 

53. Met Cohort Definition (Y=Yes, N-No) 



59. 

6o. 

61. 

62. 

~63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

69. 

70. 

7L 

Retention Status (Y-Yes, N=No, A-Allowable ExclusioniLegislated Exception, 

G=Graduated this term, C=Continuing Post BAiBS, T-Transfer (only if student-athlete 
meets criteria for transfer adjustmenO, P-Professional Athletics (only if student-athlete 

meets criteria for professional athletics adjustment, M= Medical Absence Waiver, J- Missed 

Term) 

Eligibility Status (Y-Yes, N=No, M-Medical Absence Waiver) 

NCAA Requirement [ineligible due to not meeting an NCAA requirement] (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Conference Requirement [ineligible due to not meeting a conference requirement] (Y-Yes, 

N=No) 

institntional Requirement [ineligible due to not meeting an institutional requirement] 

(Y=Yes, N-No) 

Transfer - transferred immediately to another four-year institution (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Transfer - documentation exists (y=Yes, N=No) 

Transfer - attended your institution for at least one academic year (Y=Yes, N=No) 

Transfer- was academically eligible (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Transfer - Cum GPA 2.6 or higher (Y-Yes, N-No) 

Professional Athletics - documentation exists (Y=Yes, N=No) 

Professional Athletics - was academically eligible at end of this term (Y=Yes, N-No) 

Medical Absence - Did the student-athlete receive a medical absence waiver? (Y-Yes, 

N=No) 

Medical Absence- Is there documentation? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Medical Absence - Does the medical absence waiver apply to the term in which the 
retention and/or eligibility point was lost? (Y=Yes, 

Missed Term - Did the student-athlete qualify for the missed term exception pursuant 
to Bylaw 14.4.3.5-(a)? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Missed Term - Is there documentation? (Y-Yes, N-No) 

Missed Term - Did the student-athlete later return to your institution as a full-time 
student during a regular academic term? (Y:Yes, N-No) 

Missed Term - Did the student-athlete earn the eligibility point in the last term of 
enrollment prior to departure? (Y-Yes, N=No) 



73. Missed Term - The studentlathlete has NOT had a retention point adjusted in a prior 
term due to the missed-term exception? (Y-Yes, N=No) 

Q_~-)74. Sport Code (Use NCAA Sport Codes) 

75. Received Athletics Aid (or Recruited - if your school does not grant athletics aid or 
does not grant aid for this sport) (Y=Yes, N No) 

~-.~\ 76. Athletics Status (C=Competed, N=Did not compete) 

~)~-L, 77. Exhausted Eligibility for this sport this year(Y=Yes, N=No) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 10, 2011 6:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Appointments, Your Laptops and Feedback 

Text.htm 

Thanks for today ! That is some place. Mike 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 9/6/2011 10:29:29 AM >>>Good morning, 
Below is a link that you need to bookmark on your laptops or be able to access when you arrive for tutoring. As mentioned in our 
team meetings, I want each of you who has a tutorial appointment to complete the short survey this link accesses. By doing so, I will 
be able to see real-time feedback on the program and your tutors so we can continue to strengthen our offerings. If you have any 
questions, do not hesitate to contact me. 

YOU MUST BRING YOUR LAPTOP TO ALL TUTORIALS AND COMPLETE THE SURVEY ACCESSED BY THE LINK 
BELOW! If any of you are in need of tutoring that has not already been assigned, let me know. We’ll get you squared away as 
quickly as possible. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

h~p:iiwww,, survey monkgy,comisiDJZT5Y8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Athletic Site" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Saturday, September 10, 2011 9:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gamecocks Top Bulldogs, 45-42, In SEC Thriller 

TEXT.htm 



To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, click her÷. 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our            . 
CBSSports.com College Network - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Saturday, September 10, 2011 10:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecocks defeat the Georgia Bulldogs to 45-42. Go to GamecocksOnline.com for full 
coverage. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



To unsubscribe from future mailings, ~lease click here. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Hi Megan, 

My name is Jacqueline Bishop and I am a current N4A member and graduate student at Clemson University. 
called to make my room reservation for the regional conference and found out the room block is full and was 
wondering if there is any chance additional rooms will be added to the block? 

On a related note I know NC State utilizes a number of graduate interns and wondered if any of the NC State 
interns are attending the regional conference and if anyone would want to share a room? 

Thank you for your help, 

Jacqueline Bishop 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2011 at 3:23 PM, Megan Albidrez <me~albidrez~r~csu.ed-a> wrote: 

One more reminder...the deadline to register for the Region II Conference in Baton Rouge on October 16th-18th is 
Fri~la¥, Sel~tember 16tl~. If you register after that date, the price will go up. You will also need to secure your 
hotel room. You can use the following link to get a room: 
ht~p://embassysuites.hi~t~n‘c~m~en/es/gr~u@s/pers~na~ized~B~BTRCSES~NAA°2~111016/index‘jhtm~ 

Please go to the N4A website to register and for more information about the Conference: 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope to see you there! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515o4501 

919 o515o1619 (Nx) 
me,an Nbidrez@ncsu.edu 
h~p:~ncsuoedu~aspsa~ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Database 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
I lost the database on my computer. When you get a chance, could you get it back on my computer for me please? Thanks. 

Walls" 



Brent, 
I lost the database on my computer. When you get a chance, could you get it back on my computer for me please? 

Thanks. 

Wally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 8:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm 

Whenever you get here, I’m over at my office. Thanks again. 

Wally 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/11/2011 11:03 PM >>> 

Sure thing. I [] 11 come over when you get in tomorrow. B 

From: Wally Richardson [maillo :w~icha(~tmcaa.~mc.edt~] 
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:07 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Database 

Brent, 

I lost the database on my computer. When you get a chance, could you get it back on my computer for me please? Thanks. 

Wallv 



Brent, 
Whenever you get here, i’m over at my office. Thanks again. 

Wally 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/11/2011 11:03 PM > > > 

Sure thing. I’II come over when you get in tomorrow. B 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:07 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Database 

Brent, 
I lost the database on my computer. When you get a chance, could you get it back on my computer for me please? 

Thanks. 

Wally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 8:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database 

Text.htm 

Sounds good. 

>>> "Blanton, B rent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/12/2011 8:54:18 AM >>>I [] 11 come by after my staff meeting; probably in an 
hour. 

From: Wally Richardson [maillo:wricha~tmcaa.unc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:11 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Database 

Whenever you get here, I’m over at my office. Thanks again. 

Wally 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:blanlon~tmcaaamc.edt~>> 9/11/2011 11:03 PM >>> 
Sure thing. I [] 11 come over when you get in tomorrow. B 

From: Wally Richardson [maillo:w~icha~tmcaa.unc.edt~]< aiho:wricha~mcaa.unc.edaJ.> 
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:07 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Database 

I lost the database on my computer. When you get a chance, could you get it back on my computer for me please? Thanks. 

Wally 



Sounds good. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/12/2011 8:54:18 AM >>> 

I’ll come by after my staff meeting; probably in an hour. 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:11 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Database 

Brent, 
Whenever you get here, I’m over at my office. Thanks again. 

Wally 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/11/2011 11:03 PM > > > 

Sure thing. I’ll come over when you get in tomorrow. B 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:07 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Database 

Brent, 
I lost the database on my computer. When you get a chance, could you get it back on my computer for me please? 

Thanks. 

Wally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 9:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spreadsheets 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Brent, 
Hope you had a nice weekend. Just wondered if you had any spreadsheets for me yet?? 

Susan 



Hey Brent, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. Just wondered if you had any spreadsheets for me yet?? 

Susan 



Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Brent, 

Robert wanted me to let you know that we are starting up the Honor Court presentations this week up on the 5th floor 

of our building. Here is the schedule: 

Weds. Sept. 14th 

M. Lax - 9:30 am 

Baseball - 4:30 pm 

Thurs. Sept. 15th 

Wrestling - 3:00 pm 

Gymnastics - 3:30 pm 

Thanks, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 

srestivo@u ncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere" <updates@createasphere. com> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to automate your content 

TEXT.htm 



Hi Brent, 
Just going through the Fall and filling in some holes, it seems like the list did not include a majority of students who 

graduated in Dec. 2010 or were not retained for Spring 2011. 

[’11 send the report that [ have been working in back to you in a few minutes. [ only worked in the Fall 2010 data. Have 

not touched Spring 2011 yet. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/12/2011 10:34 AM > > > 
Here they ore.., the number of students dropped, so we’ll need to figure out who is missing. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
Descri 

H+ SecureStor Stored: total 317764bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
apr excel,xlsx Sun, ~1 Dec 201~ 09;34;58 -0500 

Size 
3 ~ 7764 bytes 



Attached is a new list from IT for Spring 2011. The cohort should be correct now. I am also attaching the spreadsheet 

that you gave to me this morning with the updates that [ made. Do you plan to upload this back into the database and 

try to run it again to capture all of the students who were missing? Also, can you upload ethnicity from the Fall and 

Spring reports from IT? 

Call me tonight if you need to. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/12/2011 10:34 AM > > > 
Here they ore.., the number of students dropped, so we’ll need to figure out who is missing. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
Descri 

H+ SecureStor Stored: total 317764bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
apr excel,xlsx Sun, ~1 Dec 201~ 09;34;58 -0500 

Size 
3 ~ 7764 bytes 



> > > "Kane, Claire (Public Safety)" <ckane@psafety.unc.edu> 9/12/2011 4:51 PM > > > 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute the following information: 

One lane of Old Mason Farm Road will be closed from the intersection of Fordham 
Blvd (15-501) east of the Ronald McDonald House from Tuesday, September :13 - 
Tuesday, October :11 between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. 

The road is scheduled to be widened and have a turning lane added at the Fordham 
Blvd intersection. Traffic control will be by flagmen permitting two way traffic at all 
times. Some traffic congestion can be expected at times. Please allow extra time. 

The transit stop by the Ronald McDonald House will be temporarily moved to the 
east. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Six Surprising Ways YOU Can Be More Interesting to Your Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
i20 co~taatcontact coH~,iendei ?ih-b’~,he L3YG5~Jagbxf%GeTHOeZ9053IQLtST 115aF> 

dteCTYTb5XuVHXC~,q’zcIHm=~tMhOwO4~L39s2UP 8t~tSf7PczHbj))~! ~eW~hi~iss5M EgJTkA~+~hsLw0~5 Uw%3I) 
You’re receiving tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o:/A.Jsitor r20 co~st~co:@act com/c {s-~?11r b,a.he~bab&~-~0012F1MS~,&/xg~NVJ2T9US3~\~_ed6w-9Gs76qK~eBbcV~RUz[~eueMCM9wam~C&m 1101038493377&,zd P 
yore continued interest in receiving emN1 fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~@p’Tvisitorcor~:~tamcontactco~t~’do?p%u~&mse: 0018fhOWgLavdMoB~r tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&t 0012F1MS r~Tv%3D%3D&~easor~ 001I~pjeg~EsU%3D&ilr b~vheq~ab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Newsletter Header [htqo://i20 rs6 neN~Nsp?llr bwheclnbab&e>:1107607815768&s :56114&e 001 d5MFqC.kT\m~z96LxmICXGlltf’Jgma, adAw eB’I’6YkbmPLI1Ot~cl0yRJp- 
}~/~).g2 S 5 G J5 B 5 S Gw~b i J37JS                                                ] 

September 13,2011 Volume 7, Issue 38 

Six Surprising Wuys YOU Can Be More Interesti~g to Your Recruits 

Being a more interesfi~g writer [~tj2:/!r2Ors6netzla ~- [!~bato&e>l 107607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MFcLCk7Nnc~z96LxmICXG1RFl;Kawadd, o~v eBTdYkbmPIilOu@~P~_J~: 
]The 

majoriPi of college coaches have now emhiaced social media, creating better messages 
for their recruits, and a host of other writi~g challe~ges. 

The biggest challe~ge in the process? Coming up with something interesti~g to say. 

Fui~hel~nore, there’s the challe~ge of writi~g things in a way that actually co~mects 
with tiffs generation oftemmge prospect Both hurdles are extremely challe~ging 
for today’s college recruiter, who is being asked to do more - with less time and 
less money - than ever before. 

So today, we are going to pass along some proven ideas on how to actually be interesti~g 
to your prospects, specifically with what you write about in letters, yotu- emails, 
yotu- blog or social media site: 

* Don’t be aftaid to be wroilg (within reason, of comse). This is patt of an overall 
strategy of being transparent which is essential if you are going to write anyttin~g 
on yore social media or a blog website. Being wio~g means you’re hmnan, and that’s 
a quality timt ore research says today’s recruits are looking for in a coach. Write 
about something that could have done differently, or somethi:~g that went wrollg, 
in your program. The honesty will be refreshing to your recruits. Of course, exercise 
reason..il’m talking about showing that you’re hmnan, not opening yourself up for 
an NCAA investigation. 
* Don’t be aftaid to be right. Build yourself as an expert, and give away your 
knowledge to your prospects. We’re all drawn to people we believe can get us to 
where we want to be, and your prospects are no different. Write about your expertise 
as a coach in your sport, and use it to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107607815768&~56114&e 001 d5MFqGk7Nnf8~9G7kIhnFkQZzh4~m~ExKkaGImr~4JV7m99ZHZdU~SYXX~a~UbD~vNLqATbKQqRdQLdk2rWj~fjq7~TILR~5tZJK5Vd~dMuRSYhgQd2G’ 
-h73swRNYAmDAaN-ONMAoFPCL cQoZ f-FMkBnvil JvRgoTpsVM fKZ 7ZRQpvL5vAj V2 ~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107607815768&~56114&e 001 d5MFqGkTNmTw~OuyydMFdPvOoXuieq6zljBxgpsdWgEO sYsX5NWEA2eBTX2xTDEQ3CJ36JecKSTC3m2LzIwUOYp0oA9BO121FWcLBWeiEFIJk87EUaleKiBItc 
-TDs8 Vuqo8h86j JTCUTOixiVih62vABvT~kACbakq8tQxHX8b67r KQ-3 sEn UcDTgVpKfSQdYU5CZpeaKpkAhYzl q4-guPnG4M8 BX2 Jye 152 RAXEv0t~zH6 SdS JNV-UHV¥%!aGCmBbfrX8W] 
Follow us on Twitter [~p:/7~2Ors6net/~ecmbab&et 110760 

~1~W3w~n6RU4w~RMTh3U8hwk~G~UZs~sbKs~1GYB9cH~snCCR5xe~kd~UF~dcEr~DDYV4K56US2FV12A ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ ab&er 110’7607815768&s :56114&e 00 
PdbvXabXGG278oVOGndL                   ~;PTeiHB1JmlbwZOvM1pmvsMrK~SUTGipWOL68I-HfPMO40APfB~U@~,fbh mWFZSotiXklRGXM                         ] 

Tech Experts Reveal Great Tip for Taking Notes 

Have you ever been in the wild and come up with an idea or needed to jot something 
down or wanted to re~ulnd yourself of something? Have you ever hud a friend or colleague 
tell you about a great book, or a cool site or showed you a place to visit? 

How have you remembered these thii~gs? Did you take a mental pictm-e or scribble 
it on a piece of paper or maybe even your hund? How many times did you forget 
about it later or lose thut piece of paper, or ended up washing it offyour hand? 

O.K., lots questions thi-own at you at once! 

We certaiuly have i1111 into tiffs ourselves, and a great app we use to solve tiffs 
problem is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [}~ 
llr bwheqnbab&e>l107607815768&~56114&e 001 d5~1Fq¢‘~’k~‘~;~7~/\U~r~Qz~z~7Be~r~‘iQ5¢~’\~36~;~¢~x~lx~b~s~cz~‘q5~‘/~E6~J¢~’e~g~a;~\~He9~?~‘~\~‘~ xWSK- 
J~,~fi3f~OPSSDYPmaGaDKwTdPwE~101D~r\&~DIp6roVk~z Ac12KCvzKkDRw~KPLkd-zOER h~zVoYTY\&;fDmWPBqQa6KM~gY2v~ ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107607815768&~56114&e 001 d5MFqGkTNmTw~OuyydMFdPvOoXuieq6zljBxgpsdWgEO sYsX5NWEA2eBTX2xTDEQ3CJ36JecKSTC3m2LzIwUOYp0oA9BO121FWcLBWeiEFIJk87EUaleKiBItc 
-TDs8 Vuqo8h86j JTCUTOixiVih62vABvT~kACbakq8tQxHX8b67r KQ-3 sEn UcDTgVpKfSQdYU5CZpeaKpkAhYzl q4-guPnG4M8 BX2 Jye 152 RAXEv0t~zH6 SdS JNV-UHV¥%!aGCmBbfrX8W] 
FollowusonTwitter[h~a://~20rs6ne~p?ll.r b,~&eclul~ab&et 1107~%15768&~56114&e 001 d5MFqC-kT\k 

Coaches recmifi~g workbooks [~2:i/~20rs6net&~              bab&e>1107607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MFqgk7Nnd:~At~KP~7gj.ZW-vLegsvl@nHUl-IGT6~xl \At2WCv~,5/~4-Pzl0wS- 
HRdJBm2Yv ~iKCbYD9@~ StC r6 Eic6 Y ~t~554PrvY k ~tz-Uk~] 



Read tile book that changed tile way college coaches recruit! 

CLICK HERE [~o:,"/i20 rs6 ~tet/~               ab&e~1107607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MFcj~k7N~4NI~&KPQ~:ZWvLegs~,latnH~HGT6"~’xlV~’2WG~z,5AA4-PzlOwS- 
HRdJBm2~VV w~ 0giKCb~ Dg0~ StG~ 6 Eic6 ~ ~554Prv~k ~-Ukq~] 

DanTudor onFacebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MFqGkTNn4gZFATQ¥~VsTjfm-a2Fg2PNJKgXJCglwqKoHKXAgjivjLJ6- 
RUWjX3Q6r 11 kZwUYv34b6rFT XnT 1 TTZrzCIT hlWAa 1 W0 - 
5zNLTdsszXSLi50tXh0o199Pg81rgflgtrDrk8SpTT4QLLcANbBWut LQUZ9~ARkS7AzW~NnUbKf2xHNKNNH~rWaswBBFsaC~FY33E~p~ZSmFMubiX~Rqf4X~--~WLRWvk-5~fSiqrR2g ] 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page 

Wliting Better Emails: 

Listen to tile Free Webi~ai! 

Email is some of the most important communication you can have with recruit. So, 
is there a "right way" and "wrong way" to talk to tile prospect you really want? 
Listen to tiffs flee recoMed webii~ar and get tile latest research on this a11-impor[ant 
aspect of your r eClalitii~g plan for 2011-2012. 

For that, plus a complete lihiary of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trai~ling 
videos fea~uling DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1107607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MFqGkTNn b8224itoOrpZKwjDwkWDNf’!CNOyOj6qbkc58¥~VrU6- 
m3OkpoA6v 1 zBpHN6kO JmkUwo tu~2pRzC83hNWSqLUIhpG-jWsp3Md68idAkEIHgzKUMGrdfFfcY~F~U~ur~GyepbSWGCTvQ~xc~jzezDqX~f~HAvcEF7X-gr~L6I~l-~nBs2~UKA]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 
11r bwhec~-O~ab&e~l107607815768&~56114&e 001 d5MFc1~k~k9i6ExSN1A~kE~T~UbH3tftt©bb~‘~9~‘~8~c~/Z1X1cwz4v4KCc~-~mE5zz7M~;Efc¢MT~cA-11~VszW7aH3cF@~ 

] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107607815768&~56114&e 001 cl5MFqGkTNmTvi~guyydMFdPvOoXuieq6zljBxgpsdWgEO sYsX5NWEA2eBXxTDEQ3CJ36JecKSTC3m2LzIwUOYp0oAgBO121FWcLBWeiEFIJk87EUaleKiBItc 
-TDs8 Vuqo8h86j JTCUTOixlTih62vABvTi1ACbakq8tQxHX8b67r KQ-3 sEn UcDTgVpKfSQdYU5CZpeaKpkAtlYzl q4-guPnG4M8 BX2 Jye 152 RAXEv0t~zH6 SdS JNV-UHV¥~!aGCmBbfrX8W] 

Follow us on Twitter [ ’?lh-bwN~,lbab&e~l 107607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MF~Gk7Nkvn 

Front Rush [                               ~*bab&e>1107607815768&~56114&e 001 dSMFq~kTN1 ibiIYNIOi3LooeSoJw~jj~37[~sV2zkzONY~L~d~cAS~of?\9TMtU xB 1ZzW0-41 o~r~l g7cvWSmOX- 

~2~CeozCZZcHofiQ ~CSSfioL1Slnek7d~SOtGNODKG~U95SMhi~IdVF4LA ] 

Top Recruit Says No to Program Because He Doesn’t Like......Wait For it......Their 
Uni folan Color 

We often get funny looks (and a few eye rolls) when we tell coaches thut today*s 
recruits are makii~g choices about tile colleges thut recruitii~g ttlem often based 
on ralMom, rather oft-the-wall reasollS. 

But we know what we’re talkii~g about. Theresearchproves [hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&e~l107607815768&~56114&e 001 d5MFqGkTN1VggyO htQgoX6Gg0¥~!AyyAayFdYcd- 
cTkfGgsf5ctL8IJHTOkBU- 
84qFrdftdHGBMch-sOEJnKn3JmGFPIJqRVqZYZu QdromeDGPRPlu ~x~x~EnGZzaa~e~u~kEJsba~jcn~X9LZ6~GHBTgaCZB6ai3DcHx3hj9h2~XH9K~N2~asLrd~U~sFL~N~Je3FHYxYezVB5gSn~- 
fMAVBvfcN6x88UmqeX!dDy8UknLbKJG3 PpoO SwI~x-Ob] 
that today’s recruits arefft picking programs tile same way they used to. 

Case in point: One of the best high school basketball players in tile country, who 
just told Baylor Ulffversity "no" because he doesn’t like tile green in the\ uni folanS 
or their shoes. And while we’re at it, he’d prefer Nike over their Adidas. 

Get tile whole story below, as we all obviously inch closer towards tile apocolypse... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.neVtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO7607815768&s 56114&e 001 d5MFqGkTNmcbZXtTrY2kPGQOQUOCCCJzGhllfEsr189C7oOgqwY6wUxplloi67KSBEuTVnpG5CZ- 
e2V0wtaJ05zt~qT-I f~ge2ZIll2NRGTQLMs fq61bddwRW-ypbTh- 
StzMHFx~Ny~YFHBTQLisDC~MCR~ZztSyKFBEKvXq~6~D~rF84I8IjcGCCKamqvR7fC~R~UavXIq3~uU~43q2vW9ett8SJDCwiUY6QR9~ H1OX8D5TBHi3PT3BwrXTU] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107607815768&~56114&e 001 cl5MFqGkTNmTvi~guyydMFdPvOoXuieq6zljBxgpsdWgEO sYsX5NWEA2eBXxTDEQ3CJ36JecKSTC3m2LzIwUOYp0oAgBO121FWcLBWeiEFIJk87EUaleKiBItc 
-TDs8 Vuqo8h86j JTCUTOixlTih62vABvTi1ACbakq8tQxHX8b67r KQ-3 sEn UcDTgVpKfSQdYU5CZpeaKpkAtlYzl q4-guPnG4M8 BX2 Jye 152 RAXEv0t~zH6 SdS JNV-UHV¥~!aGCmBbfrX8W] 
Follow us on Twitter [                                bab&e~ 1107607815768&a 56114&e 001 d5 MFp~CJkT\ kvn NAI~A;-iFSd )43w~gE: 

Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-CampusWorkshop [                                 ~b&e~- 1107~07815768&s 56114&e:=001 dSMF~?k7Nk2tV11d©x4kLbk~).hiUg- 
CYE5G0hKYI~/,~m04ZYrlo2MC2b2PwS~4!Oto7c~H CDTMY~mk2w4Xi~jSx~hi~eDVi6VSmOw\~GXIVPZi~8Rx1mVSMMEYLmTR5tb1~Rd~‘~-~E?~lmCL.bf~ ] 

Let Ore Team 

Take Yore RecrNfii~g to tile 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICKHERE[h~p:,’/~20rs6~et,’*~,)?1h-b~,hcq~bab&e~llO7607815768&s=56114&e 001 d5MFc~Ck7Nk2tVlldOxdkLbk_QNiU% 
CYE5GOf~KYlxa, mO4ZYrIo2MC2b2PwSc~HLnOto7c~d~d CDTM~/~mk2w4X~wC~SxY~eDVi6VSm~wV~G~IVP2~@~1mVSMMEYL~fI~R5~bkRds~Ex~71m~Vb~ ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
t_~_p:/’iuico~sta~tco~tactcomisa’~ ~bab&m:::1101038493377&ea=bla~ttor~ur~caa ~c ed~&~a=1107607815768 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dmi@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Adch-ess 
~p:/I,Asito: co:~staatco:ltactcom~do?p oo&mse 0018fit©\V/~24)I41doBK~l" tmJbK@0:L5hirlJwc55VSZ6CMw%3D&t 0012FIMS :w%3D%3D&:eason 001I~paj£sU%3D&iI:--bwhi~’g~¢.~sab 

hlstant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
~:/I\,Jsitorco~st~rltco~tactcom/do?p~m&mse 0018f~lOWc~L~!?14kJoBKxT ~mJbKq40rL5bmJwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&V 0012F1MSK ~,a,%3D%3D&~easorl 001I~2N~’.sU%3D&11r bwtle~t~bab 
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NCAA STUDENT-ATHLETE OPPORTUNITY FUND 
UNC Application Form 

Student-Athlete: 

Sport: 

Social Security #: 

UNC PID #: 

Date: 

Male [--] Female 

Is the Student-Athlete a U.S. Citizen? 
If"Yes", is the Student-Athlete a Pell Grant Recipient? 

Is the Student-Athlete a Full Grant-in-Aid Recipient? 

Yes [--] No 
Yes [~ No 
Yes [~ No 

Student-Athlete’s Permanent Home Address (PRINT CLEARLY): 

PURPOSE OF FUNDS (Check one): 
[~ Clothing and Essential Expenses--FIRST CYCLE ($250 limit) 
[~ Clothing and Essential Expenses--SECOND CYCLE ($250 limit) 
[~ Purchase or Rental of Required Expendable or Non-Expendable Course Supplies 
[~ Medical or Dental Expenses (not covered by another insurance policy) 
[~ Health Insurance (Must attach completed Insurance Application Form) 
[~ Learning Disability Testing 

[~ Costs Associated with Student-Athlete or Family Emergency 
[~ Other (Please explain) 

Amount Requested 

Check Payable To: 

Address: 

(Attach bill, if applicable) 

SIGNATURES 

Student-Athlete 

Director of Athletics or Designee 

Financial Aid Representative (Certifying Pell Grant Status) 

Date 

Date 

Date 



Conversations on Collecting: Robert Forbes 

Thursday, 15 September, 6:00 P/~ 
Free and open to the public. No RSVP required. 

Join Amanda Hughes for a conversation with cottector Robert Forbes (UNC ’71 ), who has [oaned 
severa[ photographs to the Acktand’s current exhibition Carolina Collects. Forbes is the president of 
ForbesLij:e, the [uxury [ifestyte and cutture pubtication of Forbes magazine. 

Each evening in this series offers a unique perspective on the chaUenges and joys of buitding and 
maintaining a private art correction. 

Upcoming dates and speakers: 

6 Oct: Frank Konhaus 
3 Nov: Katharine Reid 
I Dec: Shetdon Peck 

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY! 



Ackland Black ~t White Gala 

Saturday, 24 September, 8:00 P/~ - Midnight 

with special guests: 

The Sacrificial Poets, Photographer Joe Spuria, Carrboro Poet Laureate .lay Bryan, 
and William Hayes Ackland 

Join us for an outstandin~ evenin~ of excettent food, drink, music, poetry, and art, in cerebration 
of the Museum and the more than 60 ~enerous atumni who are sharin~ their treasures with us in the 
2011 fatt exhibition Carolina Co~ects: I50 Years of Modern and Contempora~ Art from A~umn~ 
Co~ections. 

All proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Ackland Art Museum. 

Buy your tickets at the Ackland Museum Store! 

Tickets start at only ~; 15 for students! 

Click here for more information. 



Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture: Thomas Nozkowski 

Tuesday, 13 September, 6:00 - 8:00 P/~, Hanes Arts Center. 
Free and open to the public. No RSVP required. 

For over thirty years, Thomas Nozkowski has produced richly colored, small-scale abstract 
paintings, yet his extensive vocabulary of organic and geometric forms means that rarely are any 
two of his pictures alike. Within the self-imposed restrictions of his working method -- abstract oils 
painted with a small-sized brush on easel-sized canvas board or pane[ -- he creates a seemingly 
limitless variety of works that are abstract and pictorial, rooted in daily visual experience yet 
indecipherable. 

Click here for more information. 

/~usic in the Galleries: The Clef Hangers 

Sunday, 18 September, 2:00 P/~ 
Free and open to the public. No RSVP required. 

Join us for Music in the Galleries this Sunday as the UNC Clef Hangers perform! UNC’s oldest a 
cappe[[a group, the Clef Hangers have traveled a[[ around the U.S. and Europe in recent years. 
Come early to get a seat for this crowd-pleasing, free performance! 



Next session: Tuesday, 20 September, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful setting of the Ack[and! 
These hour-tong sessions, offered twice monthly by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall, 
provide an opportunity to practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gallery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Please wear comfortable clothing 
that wilt allow you to stretch. Since the galleries can be coo[, tong sleeves are recommended. 

See the upcoming yoga schedule here: ht .cc/64eua 

Free to members I $5 non-members, Space is limited. Register by emai[: ack~andRSVP@uncoedu. 

Now Open! Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and 
Contemporary Art from Alumni Collections 

For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
members and friends like you! 



Support the N~useum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ck here to be unsubscr-~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 

week. 

Thomas Nozkowski, Untitled (8-135), 2010; oil on linen on panel Copyright Thomas Nozkowski, courtesy The Pace 
Gallery, Photo by: G.R. Christmas, courtesy The Pace Gallery. 

Bridget Riley, British, born 1931: Ceres Fan, 1985; oil on canvas. Lent by Peter Mattinson (BA ’82, MBA ’83) and Etisabetta 
Mattinson. © Bridget Riley 2011. At[ rights reserved, courtesy Karsten Schubert. 

Claude Monet, French, 1840-1926: The Seine at ArBenteuil, 1877; oil on canvas. Lent by Julian H. Robertson, Jr. (BA 
’55). 

Otafur Etiasson, Danish, born 1967: Yellow Planet, 2008; mirror, colored glass, copper, stainless steel, cable. Lent by 
James Keith Brown (BA ’84) and Eric Diefenbach. © Otafur Etiasson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:01 AM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Fall 2011 - Women’s Tennis 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Fall 2011 - Women’s Tennis.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is a list of your student-athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in Fall 2011. Please review the list and let me 
know if anyone is missing. 

Thanks so much and best of luck this season! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutor booklet -- final? 

Text.htm; TutorManual091411 .pdf 

Want to take a quick look? Or go ahead and send it 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 
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Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

OUR MISSION 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Mission Statement 

CSSAC is dedicated to promoting academic excellence to assist students in achieving their academic goals while enrolled at Carolina. 

Its constituent programs (Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Learning Center, Center for Student Academic Counseling, Sum- 

mer Bridge, and Writing Center) provide support for students in developing the skills and strategies needed to achieve academic success. 

This commitment to student learning supports the University’s mission to ~’teach students at all levels." 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Mission Statement 

The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in the Department of Athletics at the University of North Carolina- 

Chapel Hill is to provide collaborative programs and services with campus constituents to support and enhance the overall growth and 

development of all student-athletes. These programs and services promote personal responsibility, personal integrity, leadership devel- 

opment, educational excellence, and successful completion of a meaningful undergraduate degree. 



Dear Tutor: 

Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina. I am excited that you 

have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and high-quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students run the full gamut in terms of ability, 

motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that stu- 

dent-athletes neither gain special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the consequences, positive or 

negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their academic progress. The ethics and integrity that guide 

your own academic work fully apply here in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. Please read it thoroughly. If you have 

any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator or any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our success is having a staff of tutors com- 

mitted to quality education. I appreciate your contributions to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

HOURS and CONTACT INFO 

Academic Center Hours of Operation 
Fall/Spring 

Monday-Thursdays 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Fridays 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Sundays 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Summer 
Monday-Thursdays 

Fridays 

Sundays 

9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

Closed unless special session is scheduled in advance 

Staff Contact Information 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director, Olympic Sports 

Baseball, Men’s Golf, Women’s Soccer, Women’s Tennis 

blanton@unc.edu 

962-9536 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director, Women’s Basketball 

Women’s Basketball, Swimming & Diving 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-5669 

Kym Orr 

Track & Field, Rowing, Fencing 

knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2425 

Tony Yeunt 

Field Hockey, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Golf, Volleyball 

tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9535 

Tia Overstreet 

Football 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-4400 

Amy Kleissler 

Football 

kleissle@unca a.unc.edu 

843-8635 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletics Director 

Certification & Eligibility 

Compliance Office 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9892 

Robert Mercer 

Director 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director, Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Basketball, Softball, Men’s Tennis 

jtownsend @unca a.unc.ed u 

962-9538 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Football 

Football 

wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9893 

Jaimie Lee 

Football 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-6566 

Spencer Welborn 

Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Wrestling, Gymnastics 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2328 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-6029 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

ya rbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9537 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT POSITIONS 

Academic Counselor: The counselor’s role is to assist the student’s academic transition to the University of North Carolina. The coun- 

selor uses information gleaned from multiple sources, including tutorial feedback, to stay abreast of the student’s situation and counsel 

accordingly. 

Learning Specialist: Some of our student-athletes have special learning needs that have been identified through comprehensive testing. 

The learning specialist reviews the completed test reports, working with the staff educational-psychologist, to determine if academic ac- 

commodations should be requested. The learning specialists works with identified students as the specialist seeks approval for aca- 

demic accommodations, works with the students to arrange for support services, and guides the students to effectively utilize their 

accommodations. 

Tutor: A tutor is a content specialist charged with assisting students as they attempt to learn and master material for class. As a tutor 

helps with material, he/she will also model study skills habits that will help the students’ learning. 

Graduate students 

Doctoral students 

Retired teachers 

Undergraduate students in exceptional cases 

Supplemental instructor: A person who attends class as a "master student" with permission from the faculty. 1-2 review sessions are 

then held each week, in which the supplemental instructor and the student discuss class material, study strategies, note-taking skills, as- 

signments, etc. 

Graduate students 

Retired teachers 

Community members 

Learning Assistant: A person with experience and successful academic skills is matched with a student who is less skilled or experi- 

enced. There is an agreed upon goal of having the person who is less skilled grow and develop specific academic competencies to be- 

come more academically successful and prepared. The learning assistant provides guidance or advice by example and through 

practice to the student. A learning assistant helps facilitate the student-athlete’s transition through challenging periods in his/her aca- 

demic experience. The coaching process, if it is to be successful, must be done with a high degree of enthusiasm and confidentiality as 

well as with unconditional positive regard for the student. 

Graduate students 

Doctoral students 

Retired university faculty 

Community members 

Monitor: A monitor supervises and maintains an appropriate and productive study hall environment, assists in study hall reporting, and 

maintains student privacy. The monitor checks in with the academic counselor on duty for any changes and records the attendance of all 

student-athletes in scheduled sessions. The monitor makes sure supplies are available and printers are filled with paper; actively en- 

gages with the students to encourage being on task; signs off and approves task sheets; enforces study hall policy regarding no cell 

phone usage, no non-academic websites, no food and encourages quiet behavior; and collects, copies, and files feedback forms before 

tutors leave the building. At the end of the shift, the monitor tidies all tutor and independent study rooms, refills printers, and ushers out 

all remaining students before building closure. 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

LEARNING DISABILITIES GUIDELINES 

Guidelines for Working with Students with Learning Disabilities 

As previously stated, the Academic Support Program works with students with learning disabilities. Below are the guidelines that we ex- 

pect the tutoring staff to follow when working with these students. 

¯ NEVER ask if a student has a learning disability or if he/she qualifies for accommodations. This information should only be discussed 

if volunteered by the student. At that point, please encourage the student to utilize any accommodations for which the student qualifies 

but make sure all conversation is initiated by the student. 

¯ If a student asks questions about accommodations for students with learning disabilities, refer him/her to his/her counselor or a learning 

specialist on staff. Since these procedures can and do change, we want to insure that the student receives the most accurate information 

and from the proper resource. 

¯ Staff learning specialists keep detailed records on each student with a learning disability - these records are confidential. For that 

reason, the tutoring staff is never to be in possession of specific information related to a student’s disability or disability status; this pertains 

to either hard copy or electronically-relayed paperwork. 

¯ Communication with instructors is limited to students only. At no time should a tutor communicate on a student’s behalf. This type of 

communication includes anything about a student’s disability status or accommodations. 

¯ To reiterate, any conversation regarding a student’s learning disability should originate from the student. It is never appropriate for 

a member of the tutoring staff to initiate such a conversation. It is helpful, however, to bring concerns about a student to the attention of 

the student’s academic counselor or one of the staff learning specialists. Communicating with the staff about these matters is encouraged 

and appreciated. 

¯ Should you have any questions about these guidelines or learning disabilities in general, contact Beth Lyons at 843-6029. 

Information on this page was inspired and derived from the 2010-11 Cavalier Academic Support Team Orientation Manual at the University of Virginia 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

THE HONOR CODE 

UNC Honor Court Instrument of Student Governance 
Excerpt on Academic Dishonesty 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to support the principles of academic integrity 

and to refrain from all farms of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, the following: 

1. Plagiarism in the farm of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s wards, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution 

in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

2. Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations in connection with an academic assignment, 

whether graded or otherwise. 

3. Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic work, whether graded or otherwise. 

4. Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or otherwise, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Using unauthorized materials and methods (notes, books, electronic information, telephonic or other farms of electronic communication, 

or other sources or methods), or 

b. Representing another’s work as one’s own. 

5. Violating procedures pertaining to the academic process, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Violating or subverting requirements governing administration of examinations or other academic assignments; 

b. Compromising the security of examinations or academic assignments; or 

c. Engaging in other actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation process. 

6. Deliberately furnishing false information to members of the University community in connection with their efforts to prevent, inves- 

tigate, or enforce University requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

7. Forging, falsifying, or misusing University documents, records, identification cards, computers, or other resources so as to violate 

requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

8. Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work conforms to requirements relating to academic 

integrity. 

9. Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited by Section ll.B. 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

NCAA and DEPARTMENT POLICY 
NCAA AND ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

EDUCATION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MONITORS REGARDING NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/1 2/1 1 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.14) 

An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program. 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization. 
¯ Have been assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects. 
¯ Have been assisting or have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families. 

By virtue of your being paid by the athletics department even if you work only 2 hours a week, you are considered an institutional staff 

member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who performs work for the University or the athletics department, even if the 

individual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution for performing 

such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he!she retains this identity indefinitely (Bylaw 13.02.14.1 ). Oth- 

ers considered in this category are coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 1 0.1 ) 

Unethical conduct by a current or former institutional staff member or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete member may include, 

but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation. 
¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an enrolled student-ath- 

lete. 
¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement or extra benefit, im- 

proper academic assistance or improper financial aid. 

¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and an agent, 

financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 

The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the incident must be reported to the 

NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of unethical conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, profes- 

sor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples of 

this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, 

especially if the grade change was unearned; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance from an institutional staff 

member, such as writing or typing a paper or a part of a paper for a student-athlete, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an insti- 

tutional staff member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence and/or online courses 

via writing papers, taking quizzes and/or finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in arranging fraudulent aca- 

demic credit or false transcripts. An example of this would be if a student-athlete changed his/her own grade in a class. 

Other examples of academic fraud are: 
¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where participation/attendance is part of the final grade. 
¯ Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 
¯ Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining extensions to take exams and 

contacting faculty members in connection with the extension. 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

NCAA and DEPARTMENT POLICY 

if a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, purchasing a term paper off the Internet and turning it in for 

course credit, plagiarizing a term paper, etc.) with no involvement of an institutional staff member and gets caught, the institution is not 

required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the University Honor Court sys- 

tem. An academic offense is considered academic fraud and must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous dec- 

laration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

if you become aware of anythinq that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor° it is your responsibility as an institutional staff member to 

make us aware. Any violation that qoes unreported may cause huqe problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be qreater than if the self-re- 

port was made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind° any cheatinq is a violation° even if it does not provide enouqh assistance to enable a student- 

athlete to pass a course. Also0 improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically assiqned to you does not diminish the 

seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 

An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s athletics interests to provide a student- 

athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-ath- 

letes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of 

the institution’s students or a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaws and interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to an Academic Support staff member to discuss the 

use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

7. We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, 

art supplies or other study materials not specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to help by pro- 

viding them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may 

certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

8. Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no matter what kind of a bind they are in with their 

course work. Student-athletes understand that they may not email papers or provide any type of electronic version of their paper to their tutor. How- 

ever, in the event that this should happen, corrections may not be made directly on the electronic document (i.e. saved on CD, email, Microsoft 

Word, etc.). Additionally, a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer regarding any assignments. 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and 

copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

1 1. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, transportation, etc.) for friends or 

relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or she is enrolled. 

1 2. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. Tutors MAY NOT 

cover the cost of transportation (i.e. gas money, airfare, etc.) and/or provide transportation to student-athletes for any reason, even if 

the student-athlete provides reimbursement of the expenses. 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

NCAA and DEPARTMENT POLICY 

1 3. An institutional staff member MAY NOT cover the charges for parking tickets for student-athletes, even if the student-athlete pro- 

vides reimbursement of the expenses. 

14. An institutional staff member MAY NOT provide a meal or pay for the cost of a meal for a student-athlete or the entire team. Tu- 

tors MAY NOT bring food/snacks and drinks for student-athletes during their tutoring sessions. 

1 5. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a purchase or a service from an institu- 

tional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

1 6. A student-athlete MAY NOT receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

17. it is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal reasons without charge or at a re- 

duced cost. A staff member MAY NOT make a charge for ANY reason on their personal credit card for which a student-athlete 

will reimburse. 

1 8. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student-athlete with a loan, no matter how 

large or small, even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

1 9. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled student-athlete and/or 

their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 

It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective student-athlete with any 

online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at UNC have an online component in which students may attend class each 

week and take quizzes and exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a student-ath- 

lete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if the assignment will be graded before working 

with the student. A professor may authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before work- 

ing with the student. Although online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional staff members (tutors, ac- 

ademic coaches, etc.) MAY NOT work with student-athletes outside of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring must be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Stu- 

dent-athletes may not contact tutors via phone call, email, social networking sites (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, etc.), or text messaging 

for either personal matters or to arrange additional academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center. Conversely, 

tutors may not contact student-athletes in any way outside of the Academic Center. ALL COMMUNICATION MUST GO THROUGH 

THE STUDENT-ATHLETE’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR ONLY. In addition, NO tutorinq sessions free of charqe or below the standard 

rate may be conducted outside of the Academic Center once a tutor is no Ionqer employed within the Academic Support Program 
for Student-Athletes. 

Contact with Coachinq Staff - Tutors should have neither personal nor professional interaction with coaches. Tutors may not be em- 

ployed by coaches for family and other personal matters, i.e. babysitting, tutoring their children, etc. Coaches should not make 

arrangements with tutors to meet with prospects for recruiting purposes. ALL COMMUNICATION WITH COACHES MUST GO THROUGH 

THE TEAM’S ACADEMIC COUNSELOR. 

Complimentary Tickets - Tutors may not accept complimentary admissions to events on or off campus from student-athletes via a pass 

list or a "hard ticket." If a student-athlete invites you to attend a contest that requires a charge at the gate, please inform us. Student- 

athletes shall not provide tickets to staff members under any circumstance. 

Gamblinq - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports wagering activities or provide infor- 

mation to individuals involved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athlet- 

ics competition. 
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ASSISTANCE with WRITING PAPERS 

Assisting with Writing a Paper- Do’s and Don’ts 

Subject tutors and learning assistants may read student-athletes’ papers for content ONLY. Writing instruction of all papers on any sub- 

ject must ONLY be conducted by writing tutors. 

How to begin 

A large portion of a paper is what you do before you write. 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the assignment. 
¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what points he/she wants to make. 
¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument. 
¯ A student should take notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the tutor. Although the tutor may write on a sep- 

arate sheet of paper or the while board (i.e. mapping, outlining), the tutor must keep the paper, and the student should 

leave with his/her own written copy of the notes from the session. 

How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may not check-out and/or provide library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing 

a paper. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the Internet by helping him/her come up with good search words. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use resources and how to choose the best articles rather than simply the first three on the 

list. 
¯ A student must take his/her own notes on the research; however, a tutor may discuss the material. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 
¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching him/her strategies/skills on how 

to think critically about sources and analyze the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and/or experts with whom to speak on a research topic. 

mo How to assist in the writing process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 
¯ Have the student talk about what he/she wants to say as he/she is writing. Record the conversation if a student is having trou- 

ble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never write on o student’s poper durin,q any sto,qe of the poper. 
¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and to listen for mistakes. 
¯ Teach the student how to properly cite resources. 

IV. Proper ways to proofread/edit a paper 
¯ A tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content, circle misspelled words, punctuation, etc. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 
¯ Do not read papers from a student’s storage device or laptop; read only from printouts. 
¯ Do not accept papers from a student via email. Should a student send you an email with a paper attached, simply reply 

stating that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a 

hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring hours. 
¯ Review the structure of a student’s paper to be sure that is has a good thesis and argument. 
¯ Review the works cited according to the appropriate style manual. 
¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 
¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 
¯ Ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say in parts of the paper that do not flow. 
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TUTOR POLICIES and PROCEDURES 

Requirements 
Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following is required: 

¯ Follow the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes 
¯ Arrive on time for all sessions. If you will be late, please call the Tutor Coordinator. 
¯ Be in the room assigned to you within the Academic Facility. 
¯ In the event you must miss a tutoring session, please inform the Tutor Coordinator so he or she can make alternative arrange- 

ments. 
¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The Tutor Coordinator assigns all tutor hours. Neither student nor tutors may 

make appointments for private sessions without the expressed approval of the Tutor Coordinator. 

Release and Dismissal 
A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

1. Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including repeatedly failing to turn in feedback 

forms. 

2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

3. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

4. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of the Academic Support Program for Stu- 

dent-Athletes, the student-athletes, or the University. 

5. Unscheduled sessions and/or sessions outside of the Academic Center. 
6. Violation of University or NCAA policies regarding academic honesty. 

Confidentiality 
Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a student’s academic concerns only with 

the student and academic staff. You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty, or members of the com- 

munity or media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the Buckley Amendment. Any question to the breach of 

a student’s confidentiality will result in termination of employment. 

No Shows 
Wait 30 minutes and then check in with the staff to see if you should leave (or use best judgment). Make sure to document on your 

feedback form and record 30 minutes on your TIMS timecard. 

Evaluations 
You will meet periodically with the Tutor Coordinator to evaluate the effectiveness of your tutor meetings. You will also be required to 

fill out an end-of-term evaluation form on your students and the tutor program. You are not personally evaluated by the grades of the 

students, but rather by your own performances in tutoring the students. 

Parkinq 
Day: We will not provide parking tickets for daytime tutors. You will be responsible for covering your own parking expenses. 

Night: Tutors can park on campus after 5 p.m. No parking fines are issued after that time except during special events. It is a first- 

come, first-served basis, so spots are limited. You can also park on Stadium Drive or any other eligible parking lots. We will not pro- 

vide parking tickets for the parking garages or pay for DPS parking tickets. 

Copies 
All copies must be academic related and approved by a staff member. Any questions as to what this includes, please ask the Tutor Co- 

ordinator. 

You may also take advantage of using our computer lab and free printing for feedback forms, academic-related materials, etc. Per- 

sonal copying/printing is not permitted. 
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Weather 

Adverse Weather Hotline: 843-1234 

If we are experiencing bad weather or have the threat of bad weather, please call the Tutor Coordinator for details on the day’s meet- 

ings. If you are unable to reach the Tutor Coordinator, call 962-9536 after 5 p.m. A message regarding our plans for the evening op- 

eration of the building will be stated. 

Announcements 
Please check your email periodically for important notes and announcements from the Tutor Coordinator. 

Dress Code 
The Academic Center is a professional place of work. Even though you are working with students, our office is a place of business and 

a direct representation of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Athletics Department and the University. Although formal business attire 

is not necessary, please abide by the following dress code. Your dress should convey to the students that they are working with a pro- 

fessional. If you would wear it out in the evenings, it is not to be worn at work: 

Acceptable: 

o Teacher/Business/Sport Casual 

Not Acceptable: 

o Low cut (cleavage baring), midriff exposing shirts or dresses 

o Gym clothes such as mesh shorts, spandex leggings, etc. 

o Strapless shirts or dresses 

o High cut (rear-end baring) shorts, skirts, or dresses 

o Excessively torn or worn blue jeans 

o Clothes denoting inappropriate messages or Iogos 

Behavior 
Do not engage in "extra-curricular" activities with your student. 

Please refrain from using or allowing your student to use foul language. 

A tutor relationship is a special one of trust and respect. Be sure to not "cross" these lines. 

Cell Phones/Non-Academic Websites/Music 
These items are PROHIBITED during your tutor meetings. This includes students and tutors. On RARE occasions, a cell phone must be an- 

swered. As a tutor, please do this in a professional manner. Also, there are times when tutors are waiting to help students. Please DO 

NOT use this time to text message, access non-academic websites, or use headphones to listen to music. This is NOT the example we are 

trying to set for our student-athletes. 

NCAA/UNC Academic Honesty Policy Form 
As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes, you are required to carefully read, sign, and date the NCAA/Acade- 

mic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support 

Center. It is a statement indicating tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as articulated by the Academic Support Program 

for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will result in immediate termination of employment. 

Payment/Timesheets 

1. We use TIMS. All time worked is recorded through this time management system. Before you begin work, you must complete 

the 15 minute online training: http://finance.unc.edu/university-c~ntr~~~er/time-inf~rmati~n-management-tim/we~c~me.htm~ 

2. Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously tutoring a number of students dur- 

ing a given time period. No additional pay is granted for preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless an academic 

counselor has requested your services for a special assignment. No hours will be paid for unauthorized unscheduled sessions. 
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TIPS FOR TIMS 

3. All time for tutoring must be stamped in and out on TIMS. Your times must be consistent with the Daily Tutoring Feedback Farms 

for that pay period; any irregularities in times will not be honored. Time cards without approvals cannot be submitted for pay- 

menh 

4. Time cards should be approved by noon on Friday of the pay period ending the following Sunday. If you tutor on Sunday, 

you must approve your timecard by 10pm that night. If you do not approve your timecard, you will not be able to be paid, and 

these hours will be lost. 

5. Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis; two weeks following the day time sheets were submitted. (See the Tutor 

Board in the resource room for Pay Schedule) 

6. if you run into an issue or problem with your timecard, please enter the information into the log next to the tutor computer on 

the 5th floor. Da nat email the Tutar Caardinatar. If it is not in the log, it will not get fixed. 

7. You can use the computers in the Academic Center, download TIMS onto your own computer, or Iogon from anywhere using 

https://unctim.unc.edu/wfc/a pplications/wtk/html/ess/Iogon.jsp. 

TIPS for TIMS 

1. Don’t forget to stamp in and stamp out. Computers available throughout the Academic Center. 

2. It is IMPERATIVE to LOG OFF not just X out of the screen. 

3. Once you APPROVE your time card, it is over!! All time cards must be approved by NOON on FRIDAY of the time period. 

~IF YOU WORK ON SUNDAY, you must approve your timesheet by 10 p.m. on SUNDAY. If you do not approve your timecard, you 

will not be paid for these hours. 

4. IF YOU MESS UP~ you must fill out the TIMS log by the computer/copier on the 5th floor of the Academic Center. 

5. If you mess up, get it fixed BEFORE you approve the timecard. 

6. Check your email for password expiration notices; if your password expires, you can’t stamp in/out. 

7. Eliminate errors!!! Remind yourself; check your timecard after each log in. We do not enjoy fixing mistakes! 

FEEDBACK FORMS 

You must complete feedback forms at the completion of each session. These forms will be provided to you and must be submitted by 

NOON the day following your meeting. Please be thorough and prompt. Feedback forms need to be written for a "professional" audi- 

ence as they will be read by academic staff members and possibly coaches. Please be extremely detailed in your comments. 

You will not be paid for hours worked unless there is feedback corresponding to the recorded hours. They do not only serve as a 

record for hours worked but become a part of the student-athlete’s permanent file. Even if you have a face-to-face conversation with a 

staff member, you still need to submit a feedback form. 
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TOOLS and GUIDELINES 
TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 
Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines. 
¯ Discuss timely tutoring for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths and weaknesses in the course. 
¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 
¯ Note-taking strategy handout available at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/Notetaking 
¯ Help them learn effective listening skills. 
¯ Handout available at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/Listening 
¯ Help them use note cards effectively. 
¯ Handout available at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/Note Cards 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes. 
¯ Try the SQ3R strategy of reading texts - survey, question, read, recite, review. 
¯ Reading strategy handouts are found at http://learningcenter.unc.edu/services/handouts/reading_handouts 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective note taking, active 

listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide rather than teach, show 

rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, inform the academic counselor for that 

student’s sport. 
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STRATEGIES and SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

READING TEXTBOOKS 
The Hill Center Reading Program, 2009 

For struggling students, reading textbooks can be intimidating, frustrating, and even exhausting. While students with learning disability 

accommodations from the University may use recorded textbooks, taking turns reading aloud short sections of the assignment can be a 

useful tool. Follow through by reviewing aloud the passages. Use this discussion as a jumping off point for the student to take notes 

using an outline format or story map. 

TEST TAKING 
The following tips are adapted from Fry (2000), Ellis (2007) and Harwell (2008). 

¯ Create an organized study plan that includes daily 1 0-1 5 minute reviews of each subject, followed by one hour weekly re- 

views. For the final, plan on a comprehensive review of 2-5 hours, including breaks. 

¯ Prepare physically, mentally, and emotionally to reduce test anxiety and improve performance. Your students have worked 

so hard all semester; now is their time to make a strong showing and push through the finish line! Encourage them to use the study 

strategies you have worked on, get enough sleep and good food, and take confidence in all that they have achieved thus far. Let 

them know that test anxiety is normal, but help them relate it to the anxiety they may feel before a game. Associate turning the 

anxiety they may feel into a desire to beat the opponent (the exam), use their training (their work with you to improve their abili- 

ties), and prove they can be successful (high score). As their biggest fan, make sure you reward them after the exam with a big 

cheer - perhaps your own rendition of "the wave!" 

IMPROVING MEMORY 
Adapted from Fry (2000), Harwell (2008), and The Hill Center (2009). 

Acronyms: AAA (Automobile Association of America) 

Acrostics: ROYGBIV (the order of the colors in a rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, etc.) 

Chaining: Create a story or images where each word you need to remember is linked to the next word you need. 

Chunking: Group facts together. 

Image-Name Technique: Shirley Temple - her curly (rhymes with "Shirley") hair around her temples 

Key Word Method: For foreign language - associate an English word that sounds like the foreign word. 

Mnemonics: Encode difficult-to-remember information in a way that is much easier to remember. 

Rehearsal: Write or recite the material repeatedly. 
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INITIAL MEETING 

Some Things to Cover in Your Firs! Meeting: 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Explain your role - this is a good way to connect. The student will want to know what you can do for him/her so describe 

your strengths and how you can utilize these skills to help him/her. 

¯ The student is probably going to wonder why he/she has to meet with you. Explain how his/her academic performance is 

extremely important as coaches believe he/she can be a key player on the team. This is extra help to get them acclimated to 

what it takes to be a D-I student-athlete. 
¯ Review the syllabus to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and assignment deadlines. 
¯ With syllabi, note which days will be missed due to competition. Encourage the student to speak with professors about these 

absences IN ADVANCE!~ 
¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding testing dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor sessions are useful only 

for cursory review. 

¯ REQUIRE the student to bring all syllabi, planning devices, and class materials to each meeting. This is ESSENTIAL!! You can 

help get the student organized and keep him/her organized throughout the semester.~ 

¯ Make sure your student has an understanding of: what his/her professors’ names are, what the grading system is, when as- 

signments are due, what the absence policy and late work policy is, etc. NAMES of professors are particularly important. 

Studen! Involvemen! 
¯ Reiterate the attendance policy and how your student MUST contact his/her advisor if he/she is going to miss/be late for a 

meeting. 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective note taking, active 

listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last-minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals are to guide rather than teach, 

show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture (Wlodkowski, 2008). 

Get to Know One Another 
¯ Where is your student from? Ask them to tell you about their family. 
¯ What position does your student play? How is practice going? 
¯ What does your student feel is their hardest class? Why? Easiest? Why? 
¯ What was high school like for your student? How is it alike/different from college? 
¯ How is your student handling his/her sport and school? What does he/she feel are the challenges? How is he/she handling 

those challenges so far? 
¯ See what kind of organizational/time management tools your student is using. Can this be improved? Give suggestions. 
¯ Inform him/her of your scheduled meeting times. 
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REGULAR MEETINGS 

Promote time manaqement 

¯ One of the best skills you can teach a student-athlete is to anticipate, a valuable life skill that he/she can apply across the ac- 

ademic, athletic, and social aspects of his/her life (Martin 1991 ). So often for this age group, small, inconsequential tasks are not 

factored into the overall time commitment plan for the day (Stabeno 2004). Not fulfilling your responsibilities due to unplanned 

events is not an excuse that a coach or professor will accept. 

¯ One of the biggest struggles with freshman student-athletes is getting them to understand that study hall is not the only time in 

a day to crack the books. Using the block schedule worksheet in the academic planner, ask the student to look for holes in his/her 

schedule that can be utilized to work on coursework. 

Promote class responsibility 

¯ Encourage and motivate your student to strive for improvement and excellence, always! Distractibility is a plight of many of 

our student-athletes - talk through together the importance of sitting up front, away from friends, and avoiding distractions on the 

Internet. 

Promote professor communication 

¯ Learning the importance of establishing a relationship with professors may take time with your student. Rehearse the meeting 

- describe what the office may look like, talk about what the student’s goals might be in going to see a professor, and brainstorm 

questions that the student would like to discuss. Don’t forget to talk through what to do if the discussion doesn’t go according to 

plan. As the tutor, you are modeling resilience! 

Promote organization 

¯ Encourage your student to organize his/her notebook, clean out his/her backpack, and file away any loose papers. Keeping 

the clutter to a minimum will help them reduce distraction, and focus. 

Promote daily work 

¯ One of the best academic habits you can instill in your student is to review class notes and reading every day. Ease the transi- 

tion by starting with a focused activity rather than a time limit. 

¯ Many underprepared students prefer to put off what they anticipate will be hard or discouraging work. Hands-on activities 

such as review games are a great way to ’sneak in’ the learning. 

Promote academic skills through daily work 

¯ Be active - engage your student by being active yourself, and give them different paths to obtaining knowledge. If the stu- 

dent is having a slow day, turn the tables by tossing the student the chalk and having the student get up at the board. 

Promote communication 
¯ Listen actively to the student - to what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. Keep directions short and explicit. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and 

improvements made. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 
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RED FLAGS: SITUATIONS and STRATEGIES 
ISSUES OF MOTIVATION AND INJURY 

We are working with a myriad of issues within our large pool of student-athletes: challenges such as lack of 

motivation, learning disabilities, deficient skills, or physical fatigue. When you see any red flags such as a 

drop in grades, productivity, or attitude, hit the ’pause button’ and look to see if you can determine what is 

happening beneath the surface. Try to pass onto your student what has worked for you, or ask what worked 

for them in high school, or what works for them in their sport. Try to parlay their feedback into habits they 

can utilize in their academics now. 

MOTIVATION: MID-SEMESTER BLAHS AND REASSESSING AFTER DISAPPOINTMENT 

By the time a student-athlete reaches the mid-semester, they are most often pretty wiped out, and this is especially true for the fresh- 

men, to whom this level of commitment is significantly amped up from what they have been used to. In their high school they were the 

best-of-the-best, but in college, everyone is the best-of-the-best. Between practices, strength & conditioning, and weight lifting, even 

’out of season’ isn’t really a break for student-athletes. Physically, they are exhausted. 

Mental exhaustion is harder to see, but in many ways can be even more debilitating. Student-athletes do not really have vacations any- 

more because of their practice and game schedules, so although they may get slight breaks in their routine, they never truly get to ’get 

away from it all’ the way the rest of us do. If your student hits a rough patch, he/she may begin to slide back into poor habits. 

Let your student know you feel the same way sometimes. No, you do not know the pressures he/she faces every day as a scholarship 

student-athlete, but neither can he/she fully understand what you face in your life unless you share some of yourself - perhaps drawing 

parallels between your lives. At a minimum you are teaching your student to look beyond him/herself, but that also builds trust and un- 

derstanding. When he/she feels more attached, he/she will work harder (Harris 1991 ). Take on a mindset that you and your student 

are turning a new corner together: new outlook, new attitude and new possibilities. 

Change up your routine: 

¯ Read over the disappointing test or paper together. Does your student see what he/she needs to do differently to improve the 

grade? What steps can he/she take to make that happen? 

¯ Ask your student to tell you two things he/she does and does not like about study hall, then brainstorm together on how to capitalize 

on the ’likes.’ It may be something like ’1 can get my reading notes done.’’ Perhaps make a goal to work ahead so that there is less to 

do over the weekend. 

¯ Give your student praise for accomplishments, big or small. For the student who came to session with his/her homework completed, 

let them know you appreciate the efforts and will let the coach know. Even if the student does not seem to care, it still matters to 

him/her on the inside. 

¯ Have fun, stay firm, and find your own comfort zone. Tutoring is a uniquely wonderful position because you are combining aspects 

of your own personality with your love of teaching and forming a personal relationship with a student who needs you. Be confident and 

mold the role to be your own. 
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RED FLAGS: SITUATIONS and STRATEGIES 

INJURY AND RED-SHIRTING 
Injuries can be especially emotionally debilitating, and can 

bleed over into academics. No longer practicing or train- 

ing, these students are now without their usual routine, with 

lots of time on their hands to worry about their future. 

They may feel separate from their friends, and worried 

about how the injury may affect their future plans. 

Freshmen who are red-shirting can feel especially pes- 

simistic, as if they are being left behind. They came in as a 

group, have worked hard for months to become a success- 

ful unit, but are not allowed to follow through as a unit. 

This can feel like a frustrating game of hurry-up-and-wait. 

Perhaps their roommate has become the newest star on the 

team, or your student is emotionally down after talking to 

his/her high school buddies at other schools, whose lives 

always seems greener. Add in a few bad grades, and 

you have one unhappy camper on your hands. 

"Learning to navigate the physical as well as emotional 

and psychological journey that characterizes the response to and recover from injury can be quite challenging. Injuries are never pre- 

dicted, always come at a ’bad’ time" (Parham 2009). Your tutoring relationship can prove to be a comforting place where your stu- 

dent-athlete feels he/she can give voice to his/her fears: Will I ever play again? Will I lose my scholarship? Will my team reject me? 

If I can’t go pro, what am I going to do for the rest of my life? You will not be able to answer those questions, but in many ways, your 

simple act of listening can go a long way toward the student sorting out his/her thoughts in his/her own mind. 

This is one of those moments to try shaking up your routine a bit and get the student to focus on the possibilities the future holds rather 

than dwelling on the misery of the here-and-now. For a red-shirted freshman, remind them how they are getting faster and stronger 

and will be that much more valuable on the field next fall. 

As far as the student’s course work goes, talk about how this is actually a tremendous gift. As your student progresses toward gradua- 

tion, the courses will grow steadily more difficult. He/she can actually turn this year to his/her advantage, both in the classroom and on 

the field. Use this time to focus solely on schoolwork. The reward will be a better foundation of knowledge and better grades. 
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TIPS from FORMER TUTORS 

¯ "it isn’t how much you know. it is how much 

they know you care." 

¯ "Maintain a professional relationship with the 

students; let them know that you have high ex- 

pectations from the beginning and create an 

environment where they are accountable for 

themselves, their work and you." 

¯ "These students have a great deal of pressure 

on them. Remember to tell them how well they 

did when something goes well. Try to use a 

positive tone as much as possible when making 

corrections/suggestions. Some students are al- 

ready self-conscious so they need encourage- 

ment as much as possible." 

¯ "Never accept ’1 did it already’ at face value; 

ask to see the evidence!" 

¯ "Don’t create a situation where the students are becoming too needy or dependent upon you. You want them to be accountable for 

their work and feel a sense of accomplishment. This sense of accomplishment leads to both confidence in themselves and motivation for 

future assig nments/success." 

¯ "Be flexible! Plans can change quickly. Some things may not work getting the idea across. Be willing to go with it and try different 

things to get the information across to the guys." 

¯ "Always ask, ’Why?’ Don’t just ask, ’Does that make sense? Do you understand?’ They can tell you ’yes’ without having a clue why. 

Always, always, always ask, "Why?" but also always be willing to take the time (and by time, sometimes it takes several minutes) to let 

them formulate and talk out their explanations until they come to whatever conclusion they reach themselves. You may have to prompt 

them a little by repeating something they just said and letting them finish or rephrase the thought, but make them explain it to you. BE 

PATIENT!" 

¯ "Break down assignments in multiple ways to ensure that each individual student understands what they have to do (i.e. on the board, 

on their calendar, and/or in their notes). Don’t just tell them that we expect them to be organized; actually hold them accountable by 

checking their assigns/folders daily before they can leave." 

¯ "Never ever, ever forget to be straight with the students. Don’t sugar-coat things. Due dates are due dates, and stuff has to get done. 

That’s just the way it is. Also, celebrate ... achievement." 

¯ "When you sense that your students need a break and are losing attention to what they’re doing, let them take a break and come 

back." 



Academic Support Program- University of North Carolina 

RESOURCES 

USEFUL WEBSITES 

Computer problems: itarheel.com 

Connect Carolina: rny.unc.edu 

UNC Into (majors): www.unc.edu 

Email: webmail.unc.edu 

ONYEN: onyen.unc.edu 

Blackboard: blackboard.unc.edu 

Sakai: sakai.unc.edu 

Self-test to determine learning style: http://www.dartrnouth.edu/-acskills/success/index.htrnl 

Demonstration videos on note-taking, study strategies, improving reading and retention: 

http://www.da rtmouth.edu/-acskills/videos/index.html 

Demonstration videos on the writing process: http://www.unc.edu/tlim/wc/ 

USEFUL BOOKS 

Birsh, J. R. (2005). Multisensory teaching of basic language skills. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. 

Ellis, D. (1997). Becoming a master student. New York, NY: Houghton-Mifflin Company. 

Fry, R. (2000). How to study. Franklin Lakes, N J: Career Press. 

Harwell, J. M., & Jackson, R. W. (2008). The complete learning disabilities handbook. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lunsford, A. A. (2008). The St. Martin’s handbook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s. 

Martin, D. (1991 ). How to be a successful student. San Anselmo, CA: Martin Press. 

Quinn, P. O., Ratey, N. A., & Maitland, T. L. (2000). Coaching college students with ADHD. Washington, DC: Advantage 

Books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere" <updates@createasphere. com> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 3:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
5 reasons why you should attend next Tues & Wed 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Club" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 5:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gameday Information for South Carolina vs. Navy 

TEXT.htm 

GAMECOCK GAMEDAY 

South Carolina Football Fans: 
Welcome to Gamecock Gameday, the one-stop source for answers to all your gameday questions. When the 
Gamecocks play at home, you’ll receive this update the Wednesday prior to the game. If any important 
details are omitted, please contact the Gamecock Club (803.777.4276 or gcclub@mailbox.sc.edu) and 
let us know so we may improve this service for you! 

South Carolina (2-0) vs. Navy (2-0) 
Saturday, September 7 at 6 p.m. ET 
Williams-Brice Stadium 
TV: ESPN2 

Football Kicks Off 4-Game Home Stretch 

The Gamecocks gained an early advantage in the race to repeat as Southeastern Conference Eastern 
Division champions with a thrilling 45-42 victory over Georgia on Saturday at Sanford Stadium. 

Defensive lineman Melvin Ingram was a huge difference-maker, accounting for two touchdowns (one on a 
fake punt and one on a fumble recovery) and coming down with the ball on a crucial Georgia on-side 
kick attempt. For his performance he was awarded a "helmet sticker" on ESPN’s College Football Final 
show, nominated for the Capital One Cup Impact Performance of the Week, and selected as the SEC 
Special Teams Player of the Week. Ingram was also announced as the Walter Camp National Defensive 
Player of the Week. 

South Carolina will host the Navy Midshipmen to open the home season at Williams-Brice Stadium. Navy 
began the season by defeating Delaware at home and Western Kentucky on the road. The Gamecocks lead 
the all-time series with Navy, four games to three. One of Navy’s biggest wins in school history 
came against South Carolina in 1984 when the Midshipmen upset the No. 2 Gamecocks, 38-21. Tickets 
are available for $40 at www.Ticketmaster.com. 

Tailgate Timeline 

Don’t forget to stop by the Palmetto Health Gamecock Village before the game Saturday ! Located on 
Bluff Road just across from the stadium, Gamecock Village is a free tailgate for all fans. The 
highlight of this week’s event is the Travelers Insurance Tailgate Tour, which will feature George 
Rogers and his 1980 Heisman Trophy. Members of the South Carolina men’s and women’s soccer teams 
will be in attendance to autograph posters, and official apparel will be on sale at the Addam’s 
Bookstore tent. Check in on college football action from around the country at the Time Warner Cable 
Viewing Tent while there. Gamecock Village opens at 1:30 and closes approximately 30 minutes before 
kickoff. 

12 p.m. Farmers Market parking lots open 
1 p.m. Stadium Parking Office opens 
1 p.m. Armory, ETV, Fairgrounds, and Stadium 

parking lots open 
1:30 p.m. Gamecock Village opens 
2 p.m. Stadium Box Office opens 
3:40 p.m. Gamecock Walk (Gate 11) 



4 p.m. Stadium Gates 4, 14, 16, 22, and 25 open 
4:30 p.m. Remaining Stadium Gates open 
6 p.m. Kickoffvs. Navy 
Halftime Fireworks Show 

Be in your seats early to help recognize this week’s Legendary Fan of the Game. You also won’t want 
to miss the special celebrity guest in attendance to help warm up the crowd! The 2011 Hall of Fame 
Class will be introduced between the 1st and 2nd Quarters. 

Need assistance during the game? 
Use the Gameday Text Help Line: 
Text "USC" your issue and location to 69050 

Have helpful feedback following the game? 
Call the Game Enhancement Line at 803.777.7784. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

Gamecock Club [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



South Carolina Football Fans: 
Welcome to Gamecock Gameday, the one-stop source for 
answers to all your gameday questions. When the 
Gamecocks play at home, you’ll receive this update the 
Wednesday prior to the game. If any important details 
are omitted, please contact the Gamecock Club 

(803.777.4276 or gcdub@mailbox.sc.edu) and let us 
know so we may improve this service for you! 

Football Kicks Off 4-Game Home Stretch 

The Gamecocks 
gained an early 

advantage in the 
race to repeat as 

Southeastern 
Conference Eastern 
Division champions 
with a thrilling 45- 

42 victory over 
Georgia on 

Saturday at 
Sanford Stadium. 

VSo I~vI (2-0) 

Saturda’~, September 17 
6A p.m, ET 

Williams-Bdce Stadium 
TV: ESPN2 

Radio Affiliates 

Ga meday Information 
Parking & Traffic Flow 

Weather Forecast 

Defensive lineman Melvin Ingram was a huge difference- 
maker, accounting for two touchdowns (one on a fake 
punt and one on a fumble recovery) and coming down 
with the ball on a crucial Georgia on-side kick attempt. 
For his performance he was awarded a "helmet sticker" 
on ESPN’s College Football Final show, nominated for the 
Capital One Cup Impact Performance of the Week, and 
selected as the SEC Special Teams Player of the Week. 
Ingram was also announced as the Walter Camp National 
Defensive Player of the Week. 

High: 75~.°F l Low 58~.°F 
Precipitation: 40% 

South Carolina will host the Navy Midshipmen to open the 
home season at Williams-Brice Stadium, Navy began the 
season by defeating Delaware at home and Western 
Kentucky on the road, The Gamecocks lead the all-time 
series with Navy, four games to three, One of Navy’s 
biggest wins in school history came against South 
Carolina in 1984 when the Midshipmen upset the No, 2 
Gamecocks, 38-21, Tickets are available for $40 at 
Ticketmaster,com, 

Tailgate Timeline 

Don’t forget to stop by the 
Palmetto Health Gamecock 

Depth Cha~ (.pdO 

Tickets Available! 
Price: $40 each 
Click here to buy online 

Tickets also available for: 
¯ Vanderbilt - Sept. 24 

¯ Kentucky - Oct. 8 

¯ The Citadel - Nov. 19 



Village before the game Saturday! Located on Bluff Road 

just across from the stadium, Gamecock Village^is a free 
tailgate for all fans. The highlight of this week’sA event is 
the Travelers Insurance Tailgate Tour, which will feature 

Georg~e Rogers and his 1980 Heisman Trophy. Members 
of theA South Carolina men’s and women’s soccer teams 
will be in attendance to autograph~ posters, and official 
apparel will be on sale at the Addam’s Bookstore 
tent.~ Check in on college football action from~ around 

the co~untry at the Time Warner Cable Viewing Tent while 
there.A Gamecock Village opens at~ 1:30 and closes 
approximately 30 minutes before kickoff. 

12 p.m. 

i p.m. 
~, 1 p.m. 

1:30 

p.m. 
3: 0 p.m. 

~, 4 p.m. 

 :3o p.m. 
6p.m. 
Halftime 

~, Farmers Market parking lots open 

~ Stadium Parking Office opens 

~, Armory, ETV, Fairgrounds, and Stadium 
~, parking lots open 

~, Gamecock Village opens 

~, Stadium Box Office opens 

~ Gamecock Walk (Gate 11) 

~ Stadium Gates 4, 14, 16, 22, and 25 
open 

~ Remaining Stadium Gates open 

~ Kickoff vs. Navy 

/~ Fireworks Show 

Welcome the team outside Gate 11~ during the 

Gamecock Walk - the cheerleaders and band will be hard 
to miss. Be in your seats early to help recognize this 
week’s Legendary Fan of the Game. You also won’t want 
to miss the special celebrity guest in attendance to help 
warm up the crowd! The 2011 Hall of Fame Class will be 

introduced between the 1st and 2nd Quarters. 

Need assistance during the game? 
Use the Gameday Te](t Help Line" 
Text "USC" your issue and location to 69050 

Have helpful feedback following the game? 
Call the Game Enhancement Line at 803.777.7784. 

Upcoming Events 

Fri., Sept. 16 - 7:30 
p.m. 
¯ Men’s Soccer vs. Brown 

Sun., Sept. 18 - 1 p.m. 
¯ Men’s Soccer vs. High Point 

¯ $1 Admission with Navy football 

ticket stub 

Sun., Sept. 18 - 5 p.m. 
¯ Women’s Soccer vs. #13 Wake 

Forest 
¯ $1 Admission with Navy football 

ticket stub 

Gamecock Gear 

New this season: visit the 
Under Armour 
merchandise stand inside 

Gate 2 (West Side) and 
pick up the newest 
gameday apparel! 



To unsubscribe from future mailings, I~lease click }~ere. 

Gameock Club ¯ 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 . 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 119 WTE Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 119 WTE Schedule Audit.msg 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is a fall schedule audit that Rocky completed for women’s tennis. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Please review and make sure that you agree. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@email .unc. edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 2:49 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu> 

119 WTE Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm_I; image001, png_l; Mime. 822_1 

Attached... 

Rocky James Horton 
Degree Audit and NCAA Compliance Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 
[image002] 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 33792bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/6523a6e7269d7e649d4aea25c3205 laf 
File Name: 119 WTE Schedule Audit.xls 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13 Dec 2011 13:49:09 -0500 
Size: 33792bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15,2011 10:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Shadowing 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Hope you are doing well. I just wanted to say how much I’ve enjoyed shadowing Kym and Spencer. It has been tremendously 
insightful and extremely helpful. They have been great to take time to explain, in detail, a variety of things they are working on or 
having me to do. It has already been so beneficial, and I look forward to learning even more from them the remainder of the semester 
(and hopefully, Spring semester, too). 

Spencer mentioned last Thursday that you had invited me to sit in on some of your weekly meetings either on Sunday or Monday 
nights and I would love to do so. This weekend is fairly busy with a lot of events I am working, but I would love to sit in on meetings 
on Sunday, September 25th. Just let me know if this will work for you and if so, what time you would like for me to come. 

Again, thank you for all of your help in arranging for me to have this wonderful learning opportunity and experience. 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mai~to:919-84.~5972cat~mcaa.~mc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday, September 15,2011 10:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Shadowing 

TEXT.htm 

No, you’ve done plenty in arranging this all for me! I am really appreciative. I am looking forward to the 25th at 6:30 p.m. Thank 
you for offering this opportunity to me as well. 

See you next Sunday. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919-843 5972cal~R¢5~;(~tmcaa.tmc.edt~ ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/15/2011 10:16 AM >>> 

Hi Cat, 
It[]s my pleasure; I[]mjust sorry I haven,t been able to do more. The 25th works well for me; come in around 6:30 and you can sit 
in with me as I have three meetings over the course of two hours. In between appointments, I will be glad to go over other facets of 
the job as well. 

See you soon! 
B 

From: Catherine Greene [mailto:ca 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:13 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Shadowing 

Hope you are doing well. I just wanted to say how much I’ve enjoyed shadowing Kym and Spencer. It has been tremendously 
insightful and extremely helpful. They have been great to take time to explain, in detail, a variety of things they are working on or 
having me to do. It has already been so beneficial, and I look forward to learning even more from them the remainder of the semester 
(and hopefully, Spring semester, too). 

Spencer mentioned last Thursday that you had invited me to sit in on some of your weekly meetings either on Sunday or Monday 
nights and I would love to do so. This weekend is fairly busy with a lot of events I am working, but I would love to sit in on meetings 
on Sunday, September 25th. Just let me know if this will work for you and if so, what time you would like for me to come. 

Again, thank you for all of your help in arranging for me to have this wonderful learning opportunity and experience. 



Cat 

Catherine Greene 

Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( ma~l~o: 919°8435972ca~ u~c~.unc, edu ) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 20ll 9:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Revised 119 WTE Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; Revised 119 WTE Schedule Auditmsg 

Brent,                           "            n’ 
Here is a revised schedtfle audit for wome s tennis. The have added two new columns, 
Another good worksheet comparison to be sure that we are all on the same page. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Electives Allowed and Electives Remaining. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@email .unc. edu> 

Thursday, September 15,2011 1:37 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu> 

Revised 119 WTE Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm_I; image001, png_l; Mime. 822_1 

Attached... 

Rocky James Horton 
Degree Audit and NCAA Compliance Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 
[image002] 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 32768bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/e3b2a669ce34fbc5 f40a 1 f5 a7d384440 
File Name: 119 WTE Schedule Audit.xls 
Expiry Date: Wed, 14 Dec 2011 12:37:27 -0500 
Size: 32768bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mail Delivery System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 11:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

status.txt; FILE.msg 

The following message to <swalsh@uncaa.unc.edu> was undeliverable. 
The reason for the problem: 
5.1.0 - Unknown address error 550-’Mailbox not found’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 11:47 AM 

swalsh@uncaa.unc.edu 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic GPAs/Accomplishments 

Header 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 16, 2011 11:47 AM 

swalsh@uncaa.unc.edu 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic GPAs/Accomplishments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 12:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: request from Texas A&M 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ request from Texas A&M.msg 

Hey Guys, 
Is our tutor handbook the best response to this? Do we have anything in writing to our student-athletes about this? Should we provide 
a copy of our letter that we send when they are no longer working with us? What else would you suggest? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



A week awayo.oBUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!! 

BLACK & WHITE GALA 
to benefit the ACKLAND ART/VlUSEU/Vl 

Saturday, 24 September 2011 
8:00 PM o ~dn~ght 

Eat, Drink, Dance, and Celebrate at the 2011 Ackland FUNdraiser! 

with special guests: 
The Sacrificial Poets, Photographer .Joe Spuria, Carrboro Poet 
Laureate .Jay Bryan, and William Hayes Ackland 

The Black and White Gala celebrates the Ackland Art Museum and the 
more than 60 generous alumni who are sharing their treasures with us 
in the 2011 fall exhibition Carolina Collects: 150 Years ~ Modern and 
Contem~ Art. Be a part of this outstanding evening of excellent 
food, drink, music, poetry, and, of course, art! 

Recommended attire: Black and White, from Valentino to Newsprint! 

All proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Ackland Art/Vluseum. 

Ticket In[ormation 

SPONSORS 
$500 and Above 
Beginning at 6:30 PM, Sponsors enjoy a private pre-Gala reception in the Ackland galleries with a 
selection of heavy hors d’oeuvres. 

Please deduct $50 [rom your 9i[t to determine your tax-deductible contribution to the Ackland. 

FRIENDS 
5150 each or 5250 for two 
At 8:00 PM, Friends are wetcomed to the Gata and the party tent opens. Mr. Acktand himsetf witt 
address the Gata at 8:15. Fabutous foods prepared by tocat cetebrity chefs and signature drinks are 
avaitabte art evening, with dancing beginning at 8:30 PM. 

$120 each or $190 [or two is tax-deductible. 

STUDENTS 
$15 each with va~d student ~D 
Students join the party at 9:30 PM for dancing and fun in the Museum and party tent. 



Brin~ your smartphone! Post your shots on Facebook and tweet the Ackland story all evening. The 
contributor with the most en~a~in~ social media stream will win a copy ol: the Carolina Collects 
exhibition catalogue and a $25 ~il:t certil:icate to the Ackland Museum Store. Results announced on 
the Ackland’s Facebook ~ on/Honday, 26 September, at 10:00 AM. 

If you are unable to attend, please make a 100% tax deductible donation to sup=port the 
Ackland today. 

Black and White Gala tickets may be purchased: 

¯ at the Ackland Museum Store 
¯ by phone by calling 919.843.5637 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> (Stacey Harris) 
Friday, September 16, 2011 4:28 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
parking 

TEXT.htm 

Great news!!! 
You are receiving this email because you will be receiving parking on campus with the move to your new facility! 

I have sent the appropriate form to a contact in your office. Once you move, please take that form (AND CURRENT PERMIT IF 
YOU HAVE ONE) to the Public Safety Building to receive your new permit. If you currently have a permit, you will not be able to 
switch out permits unless you bring the current one with you. Your form indicates the lot in which your new permit will be. 

Please note that due to the fact that we are switching some folks around, if you currently have an $4 permit, and are receiving an $8, 
please keep in mind that those going to $4 will not be able to receive their new permit tmtil you switch yours out, so please go ahead 
and get yours switched out as soon as you move. 

I will be on vacation next week, but if you have any questions, feel free to email me and I will get back with you. 

-Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 11:21 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina Leadership Academy: Tim Elmore (invite) 

Text.htm 

Academic Support, 

The Carolina Leadership Academy is hosting author Tim Elmore on Tuesday, September 27 at the Concourse Club in The Loudermilk 
Center. Tim Elmore wrote a book entitled, Generation iY, which provides current research on the latest crop of college students as 
well as practical solutions to their greatest challenges. We are inviting staff members in the Athletics Department who work closely 
with student-athletes to attend: student-athlete development, academic support, strength & conditioning, sports medicine (athletic 
trainers & nutritionists) and senior staff. 

What: Presentation by Tim Elmore, author of Generation iY 
When: Tuesday, September 27 (11:00am-12:30pm) 
Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 
* Lunch will be served 

We will be sending out an evite for the event so that we can get an accurate count for the lunch order. We have included the following 
people (see below) from your area. Please let us know if we have omitted anyone. 

- Shelley 

Academic Support (12) 
Robert Mercer 
Brent Blanton 
Jenn Townsend 
Beth Bridger 
Beth Lyons 
Tony Yount 
Kym Orr 
Spencer Welborn 
Kendra Hancock 
Wally Richardson 
Amy Kleissler 
Jaimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

More of Elmore... 
Dr. Elmore’s presentation will paint a compelling-and sobering-picture of what could happen to our society if we don’t change the way 
we relate to today’s teens and young adults. Researched-based and solution-biased, Elmore’s work moves beyond sounding an alarm 
to outlining practical strategies to:    * Guide "stuck" adolescents and at-risk boys to productive adulthood; * Correct crippling 
parenting styles; * Repair damage from (unintentional) lies we’ve told kids; * Guide them toward real success instead of 
superficial "self-esteem"; * Adopt education strategies that engage (instead of bore) an "i" generation; * Pull youth out of their 
"digital" ghetto into the real world; * Employ their strengths and work with their weaknesses on the job; * Defuse a worldwide 
demographic time bomb; * Equip Generation iY to lead us into the future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carolina Leadership Academy" <info@mailva.evite.com> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 12:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Evite Invitation: Dr. Tim Elmore, author of Generation iY 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

Carolina Leadership Academy invites you to: "Dr. Tim Elmore, author of Generation iY" on 9/27/2011 at 11:00 AM hosted by 
Carolina Leadership Academy 

To view the invitation, copy and paste this link into your browser: ht~p:ii~aew.evite.comiservicesi]ilNsiJ5VJWEV2EO 
To RSVP, copy and paste the appropriate link into your browser: 
Yes: 
No: 
Maybe: 

Add info@mailva.evite.com to your address book to ensure that you receive Evite emails in your inbox. 
Note: Replies to this email will go directly to the person who sent this message, not to Evite. 
If you’d like to report this invitation as unsolicited commercial email, please email us at abuse@evite.com. 
If you no longer wish to receive notifications from Evite, update your email notification settings: 
~:iir~ew.cvi~c.comi       riva~e:sectio~=se~tir~ 



Carolina Leadership Academy invited you to 

Or, Tim E~more~ author of 
Generation iY 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 

11:00AM- 12:30 PM 

WHERE: 

Concourse Club Loudermilk Center 

WILL YOU ATTEND? 

ViEW THiS INV~TAT~ON 

Evite respects your privacy For more information, please revew our 

Note: Rephes to ~his ema# w/// go dffect/}/ to t?~e pea<son ~/ho sent this message, not to ~y/te 

f you’d like to report ths nvitation as unsol cited commerc al emal pease email us at 

ab~s÷~eviteo¢om. If you no longer wsh to receive notifcations from Evite for this event 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 9:02 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: request from Texas A&M 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Fwd_ request from Texas A&M.msg 

Can you send me the most up to date electronic copies of these two files? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 2:51 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: request from Texas A&M 

TEXT.htm 1 

I think the rotor handbook and the letter. RJM 

>>> Susan Maloy 9/16/2011 12:39 PM >>> 
Hey Guys, 
Is our rotor handbook the best response to this? Do we have anything in writing to our student-athletes about 
this? Should we provide a copy of our letter that we send when they are no longer working with us? What else 
would you suggest? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 1:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hand carried progress reports 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
I will be giving hand-held progress reports to students in my Study Table to have professors complete. I will be distributing them next 
week (9/28) asking for a return date of 10/13. 
These reports are mandatory so I would appreciate you supporting this by encouraging your students to follow through with the 
completion of reports. You will need to un-check the progress report box in the database so we are not duplicating efforts. 
If there are additional students you would like included in this group please let me know. I will touch base with each of you to verify 
which students will be included. 

Thanks 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 2:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor no longer employed 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Guys, 
Are we doing anything to inform student-athletes when a tutor is no longer employed so that they know they may no longer work with 
this person? Texas A&M has asked this follow-up question and I wasn’t sure how to respond. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Tutor no longer employed 

TEXT.htm 

Do we specifically state that they are not permitted to work with this tutor any longer? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 9/19/2011 2:55 PM >>> 
We let them know their appointment has been changed and why. 
From: Susan Maloy [sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 2:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Robert Mercer 
Subject: Tutor no longer employed 

Hey Guys, 
Are we doing anything to inform student-athletes when a tutor is no longer employed so that they know they may no longer work with 
this person? Texas A&M has asked this follow-up question and I wasn’t sure how to respond. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 4:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
APR Fall Spreadsheet 

TEXT.htm; Fall download 9.13 Missing Names - FINAL to be IMPORTED.xlsx 

Hi Brent, 
I think I have completed the Fall spreadsheet. The only column that is not on there is Total Hours required for Degree, which should 
come after Cumulative Credit Hours Earned Toward Degree. Or maybe I have just been looking at this too long and I missed it. I can 
add the column myself if necessary. I added ethnicity, degree code for those that were missing. I updated enrollment dates. I 
changed the hours passed and changed any GPAs both semester and cum that I noticed were not correct. So with all of that said, I am 
not sure that I need for the database to pull anything back out for me. Do you agree? Nonetheless, it is attached so that you can 
upload everything into the database. Let me know how it goes. 

Now on to filling in the holes of the Spring sheet ...... 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Megan Albidrez" <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 4:53 PM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

[regionii] Region Conference Hotel Information 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just a quick reminder...if you are planning on attending the Region II Conference in Baton Rouge, you will need to book your hotel 
room by Friday, the 23rd. That is the last day that they are giving the group discount to N4A attendees. The hotel did tell us that they 
are expecting to sell out the week of our conference and might not be able to take late reservations. 

To book a room, go to the following website: ~:/!embass~,suites.hilton.co~r~ie~ffes ersor~alized/BiBTRCSES-NAAo 
20111015/indexjNml 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
~:i!~cs~.ed~/as~sa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Right Way to Talk About Money With Your Prospects (AND Their Parents) 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

r20 co~staatcoi~tact com, zender?ih-b~,hecdnbab&v 00 lrBBS2~M5H3-5~{ 149b0DTd<Jdb4~aeFbYllYBCLNxo eCLC 
c2x5H9 Y VwSso4oZUCIWM~%@d~Sb~’vk3 BO JFzVCiE~]i~4t~g~Sit Y %3D 

You’re receivfi~g ttis email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~://x, isitor r20 co~sta~co:~act com/c {s-~?llr b,a, he@~bab&~-~001XSdFc~Kf15k33Id6~lX~dk-OP~aF3repCOXN L7~Jt6mJVKSXQHT~Lr)&m 1101038493377&,M F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~f~:/Tvisitorcor~:~ta~tcontactco~t~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavdMoB~F ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001XSdF O2w%3D%3D&leason 001I~Jp?~EsU%3D&lh-bwheq~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [htqo://~20 rs6 ~et//~ isp? 
l]r bwheq~bab&e~ l107722117198&~5611d&e O01kNQ9zws9DrTPYJ4KSSd~l~,wc5~crDFEBG’~OUk2Kizvc951~3Bmz~’~<;Tr 61wcx%}COCwIv~LSZcAc ] 

September 20,2011 Volume 7, Issue 39 

The Right Way to Talk About Money with Yotu- Prospects (AND Their Parents) 

A couple of years ago, I remember a coach we work with telling me, "I can’t wait 
until tiffs slow economy rebom~ds. It’s making recruiti~g ten times harder than 

it alreadyis!" 

As you probably know, he’s still waiting. 

And yes, it does make recmhing a lot hm-der. The money issue hus become more 

and more commonplace, putting coaches in the uncomfottable position of adding a 
"fi~mncial advisor" label to theh- already crowded list of duties. 

Sure, you can ignore tiffs new reality. However, you do so at your own risk; when 
we do ore athlete focus group sessions when we begin work with a client or lead 
an On-Campus Workshop sessio~, we’re heari~g more and more stories of how coaches 
are l~oilfi~g to talk finances with a family dmfi~g the reclafiti~g process, and it’s 
causfi~g reclafits to cross those programs offtheir list. 

So, how do you approach yore recruits correctly in these challe~gfi~g economic ~nes? 
We have some strategies that we’ve seen work over the past few years, and we tthilk 
you can use them to help overcome the "money" objection as you talk with tiffs next 
reclafiti~g class. 

* Ask the parents of your reclafit how tiffs crisis is effecting them. That type 
of question is one of the "15 Great Questions" we usually recommend to college coaches 
duri~g ore On-Campus Workshops [~://~ 20 r s6 :ae~’k~?llr bv,~e~_~b~ b&el~ 1107722117198&s 56114&e: 00 ikN©9z,a, s9Dr~l%tivSzleJlexIwcQPT14008dUkxG3e DSr~TM Y f~mOcri9 f? 0CDt~9 - 

]. 
You need to mtderstand how tiffs crisis is e ffe cti~g them, and what obstacles it 
creates when it comes to consideling yore school. This is especially true if you 

are a non-athletic scholarship inslitution, or a sport that lypically only gives 
partical scholarships. The important thing here is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 

] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ9zws9Dr4p5DKv0xBdPkh4wHwOnIUOe7k6pfCS5klkqbDwau8jMZeHDD3k3YI-15IWrlTxqL SqCCMGUs-N1- 
KgpRubzMkxXa-sWyoCMayTgfOYytG--TygbGgTDLEGw~ZiX79Kw8dZtPtFAfyNq- 
HDwZKCDnSj3buxUUGhSHGQTKSJlxlLNZ oSrMad NUwbsKE8F2TT1CnGGEjrWcvzoyFpTeGxCQGo3bz 5CIT73sYf3QQgFmv31ylTg13qVgNHms0ULEy3ojgXaEgHuJL75UbI31CB] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
1ir bwhe~qbab&e~l107722117198&s 56114&e O01kNQ9zws9Dr6a96 ~:)?i5602LV Y~UEbbS9ct~dDg~C,1KOVhClOw7W3gG~3:iZ6dMV93~[L~27eLM~5UBLF                                     ] 

Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-Campus Workshop [                                                                             9zws9Dr6f~ivgzl eJtexIwc~PT14008dL, kxG3eo:~_ 

] 

Let Our Team 

Take Your Recruiti~g to the 

Next Level~ 

CLICK HERE [h~://~20 rs6 ~et,~ ~p?1h-b~A~e~bab&e~l lO7722117198&s:::56114&e O01kNO9zws9DrdfGivgzleJte~wcQPT14OOgdU~G3eqS~vDg~zMYf3mOcrigf?OCDhg- 

~bUelAIK5DGCt84NN40imfQcLMglvH1WJolgTSKL2hATONhFhp{KFO1ZacPqaz~5r{c~cJibQ ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

DanTudor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&~56114&e ~kNQ9zws9Dr7~DDGxJy3RBfx7Wr6aELa~DnRH~c9~Ms~KjWD5x6~M3k8p~XUL~EK3CB5Nq9kCH3JNVdDFDv~- 
WxmMH2~5xXVL f178HFiw2OhVdohC SSWWj 9bFiW3 -Tj IF fNiwe9x 1 - 8QqZ- 
ij6j9Yk6VPr2JQJbTI3LU9fdeO7xzUaqXZWpGuxG6AS7ThOapdC1 6chivR66HShJDV3zSMOMDaHZeajIf6ZKzZqGVVzLUX5SwoctyMQ ] 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page 

And AnotherThi~g... 

"They Can’t Watch the Parade if Their House is On Fire" 

Wunt another voice of reason as to why you need to pay attention to your prospect’s 
concerns? Read tiffs quick (but blilliant) thonght fiom best sellfi~g author Seth 
Godin on our popnlar Facebook page! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as training 
videos feaiming Dan Tudor - just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&~56114&e ~kNQ9zws9Dr5NMe3MV5hJFLV9wkc4s42NSwV~T763~k7332s3~jAZ76E4sV~7~BBLiQSmevIyN~hi~52c9S2~zEEFQejpyFQXvbf9u~kx~vI tZIjldXo5qoIJaCz8- 
qNYsPcJMKX!¢ D0ggnTsUJvW tZblK3zzFP mYoagMbDNtgHMfvSChihuUeuPKTlbll]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [~a://~20 rs6 ~zel/*~ti~ 



11r bwhe~glbab&e> 1107722117198&~56114&e 001kNQ9zwsgDr66tlOR O)28C)f13dxOTC-wYBNGSbZSThBMU0tDGgKGH:r~Rw~5 ONDsxXOuS~RL ovU240RT1 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO7722117198&s 56114&e O01kNQgzwsgDr4p5DKvOxBdPkh4wHwOnIUOeTk6pfCS5klkqbDwau8jMZeHDD3k3YI-15IWrlTxqL SqCCMGUs-N1- 
KgpRul~zMkxXa-sWyoCMayTgfOYytG--TygbGgTDLEGw~ZiX79Kw8dZtPtFAfyNq- 
HDwZKCDnSj3buxUUGhSHGQTKSJlxlLNZ oSrMad NUwbsKE8F2TT1CnGGEjrWcvzoyFpTeGxCQGo3bz 5C~T73sYf3QQgFmv31ylTg13qVgNHms0ULEy3ojgXaEgHuJL75UbI31CB] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~p://~20 
lit: towheq_r~bab&e>l107722117198&s 56114&e 001kN~_9>v#~s9Dr6a96 Fj_O?i5602LV Y~LEbbS9cY~d©f~G1KOVbClOw%~q38GMvC7~,)’,~jZ6dMV93z~FlL~27eLMr~5UBLF                                     ] 

Dee Webinar for Coaches This Week Focuses on "When to Ask for (and How to Get) 
Commitments" 

Now that recI~ts are streaming onto campuses aromtd the comttlT, the big question 
on the minds of coaches seems to be, "just when should I be asking for a commitment 
from the prospects I really want???" 

Tbut’sthe focusinthelatestwebinarpresentedbyNCSAAttfletic Recruiting [h{?a://i20 rs6net/{n{sp?llr bwhecl~bab&e>:1107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ9zws9Dr5mPrDCXJBuxKOR- 
Fl~eI8DQY9a2ZPcSKRXLYli7LbF ‘/UdcdxRDQ6meCqE~V~2HIH5m~w~N~9KDM~QiD1w~nVz~z,/nihinS~zIFE6xi1~5iK1Np1s1Sz75S td2MThiPPREm~Bia9wQalkSZQZSYG:,~Laz~baYo34 ]. 
It’s fiee, and it’s coming to you live tiffs Thursday, September 22nd, at 12noon 
EST (9am PST). 

You can log on live at tiffs link 10-15 minutes before the scheduled statt: 

963987)6:adobeco~mect~7_8_xdbkm6iT.,’ [~O *s6 :~lel/l~sp?11r b,5.h 2117198&~ 56114&e ::OOlkNO9.#z, s9Dr5GCiv~.GnHsnSzXbtVmR4(~tb_iUHv4h~£.o~Y- 
ZzZdoM~I ab-Zvv2 Id t19 f~-Tf~_W MtE\ ws3 VPDROZZZ i0CLH0~eKrKDzF ] 

Space is limited for this fnst come, first sel~ce webinar designed specifically 
for serious college recruiters who have prospects they want to ask for a COlmulttnent. 
For more infollllatioi~, or to resei~ce your space, email Ryun Newman at NCSA today 
(i~ewman@ncsaspor ts. org [mailto:mewru a~ncsaspc~-ts o~ g]) 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ9zws9Dr4p5DKv0xBdPkh4wHwOnIUOe7k6pfCS5klkqbDwau8jMZeHDD3k3YI-15IWrlTxqL SqCCMGUs-N1- 
KgpRul~zMkxXa-sWyoCMayTgfOYytG--TygbGgTDLEGw~ZiX79Kw8dZtPtFAfyNq- 
HDwZKCDnSj3buxUUGhSHGQTKSJlxlLNZ oSrMad NUwbsKE8F2TT1CnGGEjrWcvzoyFpTeGxCQGo3bz 5CIT73sYf3QQgFmv31ylTg13qVgNHms0ULEy3ojgXaEgHuJL75UbI31CB] 

Follow us on Twitter [t_~_~t~ 0 rs6 
11r bwheclnbab&e~1107722117198&~56114&e 001kNQ9z,a.sgDr6a96 FiO’715602LV YuUEbbS9c~adDgG1K~\~q~C1~w7\~V38GM~C~Q5S~ZciZ6dMV93z~Lu2~eLM~5U~LFqh2K~EVR~‘-SdgZaC~;~5kGq57gc~‘~ ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tbun 100,000 of the nufion’s top prospects for flee. [h~p:!!r20 rs6 ~et,t~ti£o?ll~bwhecl~fl)ab&e>:1107222117198&s 56114&e O01kNQ9z~vs9Dr5mP~DCXJBc, aKOR- 

FlplSDQY9a2ZPcSKRXLYI{?LbF ~;U&dx~‘DQ6meCc~V~2H~H5m~w~Nr9KDMfQiD1w~m\~uz‘~{~mS4z~FE6x~1p5{K1l~p1s1Sz75S td2MTtflPPREmabia9wQalkSZQZSYGxLazclbaYo34 :] 

The New Facebook Tool EveiT College Coach Should Know About 

Front Rush - Facebook experts [h~p://120 ~,heq~tbab&et 1107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ D~:HXw[ 
59 M~FFD aoM~GLa~ ~K~ J9~T 1D~eF4C~;Xm99N- 3vR{ JNB S Y ~Q~]by 
Sean Devli~ Front R~h [~://~2() rs6 net~:~?11r b,5.heqnb~l~&e~- 1107~198~s: 56114&el 00 lkNQ9z~a, s9Dr4G~K25G@~MD1N EalNxE~d~SL chekM4Y?~- 
f?~oN3PM~vQ]a[~DhYLJtJ~[mMf’uOWbC~VBVGOkOBXKOT~I%-ST3VFdYReefTUgl ~WB7gQTTgV~¢,~,,~7IttIUYaA :] 

Facebook released a new featm-e last week tbut is very si~ullar to the Twitter ’follow’. 
And as a college recruiter, you should be interested in learning more about it. 

The new featm-e gives users the ability to ’subscribe’ to other users. So, imagine 
a recruit ’subscribing’ to yore feed. Anything you post publicly can now be seen 
without even buving to ’friend’ you. 

The impott point to note here is ’anything you post publicly’. You now have ttte 
ability to choose where and who you post to. The way it works is ttmt when you 
lype out your post on Facebook, there is a &op-down in the bottom right where 
you can... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&~56114&e 001kNQgzwsgDr5fFa5V Llsd01WBTJj5sjyfgBu4RU3IFzPczmzBODZHTSoTzwvcECLcq0idTxuW ATT4cUQN3XFZ1SHtDXckWIEWTk~OTe5JOmoXZWhmaQUGGQr 
-LgNsXn28xmmfltbqOySPyosucoPX] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ9zws9Dr4p5DKv0xBdPkh4wHwOnIUOe7k6pfCS5klkqbDwau8jMZeHDD3k3YI-15IWrlTxqL SqCCMGUs-N1- 
KgpRul~zMkxXa-sWyoCMayTgfOYytG--TygbGgTDLEGw~ZiX79Kw8dZtPtFAfyNq- 
HDwZKCDnSj3buxUUGhSHGQTKSJlxlLNZ oSrMad NUwbsKE8F2TT1CnGGEjrWcvzoyFpTeGxCQGo3bz 5CIT73sYf3QQgFmv31ylTg13qVgNHms0ULEy3ojgXaEgHuJL75UbI31CB] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
11r bwhe~ulmb&et~ 1107722117198&~56114&e O01kNOgzws9Dr6a96 _F{O7i5602LV Y~&EbbS9c!~dDgG1KOVbClOw7W38GM~5SOZciZ6dMV93~:dLu27eLM~t5UBLFqh2KNEVRS-S                cvw ] 

Coaches recruiting workbooks [ 
llr bwh~ob&et- l107722117198&~56114&e ~1kNQ9zws9Dr56~G1Y(~)~g~I9D5G7~2~SJJL3Fk~ItfF5~gx~2EZiLDE4iJwkiUb~mxfT~DR~ZL 0hu5J1AMB~b4G78aR55WYvl~ff>, ] 

Read the book that changed the way college coaches recrNt~ 

CLICK HERE 
lh bv..he~qbab&e~:1107722117198&~56114&e O01kNQ9~vs9Dr56OC.1Y~oBI9D5G772OSJJL3FkuIFFI;5 aBvLeCvOtm5J1AMBnb4G78aR55WYvhi~hw :] 

College’s Professors Protest New Athletic Field A~uld Budget Constraints and Staff 
Cuts 

Wright State U~ffversity’s new $4 ~ulllion spotts complex includes a $450,000 football 
field tbut professors are objecting to as excessive. 

U~ffversity professors are accusing admi~ffstrators of having "*ulsplaced priorities" 
for building tt~e field while attempting to hold down l:oculty pay. 

WSU officials say the field is for other club sports in addition to football, which 
nui~ure physical and psychological well-being. 

"I thi~k the l:oct that right now when times are tough and the a&ni~ffstration is 
saying that there’s not enough money for raises and other tlm~gs, that to be spending 
money on something like a football field at tiffs time is certainly not a good use 
of university resources," said Rudy Fichtenbatm~, professor of econo~ulcs and chief 
negotiator for tt~e professors union... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~,jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ9zws9Dr6itz22- 



1NFN9swbiPLOdldO1VgfPxEYyXDZ4WDF123SjaCAxe2s8dXJQQxMUdGqXM eCVtOHA5J5SvoHpIKmRVYOS57 tf-xZ01HKd-Sb0M9tkRNCCa- 
hcV72t~z7JSa EPBgQV4 fwNnRTE3oOa vnJAX9Hct~hpPiXYsrVtHFpyX7~1~)b1wVYnvM~’z1~bI1xc1rZSa~akgY4BNddJQh~gpK6JPTJolUb5-~ZP~I~2QGUhy novHGgEJEcolV~wzd tevdySgdRQ ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107722117198&s 56114&e 001kNQ9zws9Dr4p5DKv0xBdPkh4wHwOnIUOe7k6pfCS5klkqbDwau8jMZeHDD3k3YI-15IWrlTxqL SqCCMGUs-N1- 
KgpRuhzMkxXa-sWyoCMayTgfOYytG--TygbGgTDLEGw~ZiX79Kw8dZtPtFAfyNq- 
HDwZKCDnSj3buxUUGhSHGQTKSJlxlLNZ oSrMad NUwbsKE8F2TT1CnGGEjrWcvzoyFpTeGxCQGo3bz 5CIT73sYI3QQgFmv31ylTg13qVgNHms0ULEy3ojgXaEgHuJL75UbI31CB] 
Follow us on Twitter [t~p:ii~2Ors6 net/mjs~,~ 

llr b’~vhecg~oab&e~- l10772211~7198&~56114&e 001kNO9zws9Dr6a96 Fj_O?i5602LV YuOEtobS9cI~dD~G1KOVbC10w7W38G~O;Z~qZ6dMV93~:~lLu27eLMn5UBLFqh2KNEVR~-S                cvw ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~://’uico~?stantco~actcomisazf~n£j~r~?lk D~,heqol~ab&m 1101038493377&e~bla~donirtuneaa cmc edm&~1107722117198 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Ad&ess 
h~tD://visito:co:tsta:tlco::lactcom’do?p oo&~:se 0018fitOWqL__a’~,4kioBKxT tmJbKq40~L5b:nJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&~OOlXSdSq?Kd5:rlqd~B~Z~O2w%3D%3D&~eason 001I~EsU%3D&lh-bwt~eq~fl~ab 

I~stant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
~,)~,?:/Ivisitorcoi~staatcontactcom, do?p~l&mse 0018fitOWt~iO3i41doBK~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&t 001XSdF O2w%3D%3D&zeason 001Ir~l~sU%3D&lh-bwt~ecgO)ab 

Privacy Po~cy: 

Pfivac~ 
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Coi~stant Contact(R) 
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Dear Student, 

This is an Academ c Early Warn ng concerning year performance in the fo owing course: 

You are strongly encouraged to do the following as soon as possible: 

1. Vis~ your nstrudor darng faculty’ o~ce hours or make an appoi~ment with your instructor. Discuss your 
progress in the course as well as strategies for improvement. 

2 Schedule an appo nttT~nt with an acadean~ic advisor or att~.nd walk in hours for your d v sion Appointments 
can be made, a~ wak-n hours viewed, at Be prepared to discuss your visit with your 
instructor, and bring a list of your questions. ~yo~ are ~ Friday Center student, call @19) 962-1134 to 
schedule an appointment wth one of the academic adv~sors at the Friday Center 

3 Ht lize ~nwm~ resources designed to help yo~ s~cc~d For a full ~t ng d resources, v~sit 

The Univers t’~, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has implemented an Academic Ear~ Warning System to gve 
yoB the op#or~unil?y ~o irr~prove your academic s ~uation before the semester ends Hse this oppor[un ty to 
retied on year academ c performance and take action in a tmely manner 

Sincerely, 

Undergraduate Retention 

The Office of UHdercJraduate Ed~cat on 



  MUSEUM 
BLACK ~ WHITE GALA 

to benefit the ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 

Saturday, 24 September, 8:00 PM to Midnight 

BUY YOUR T~CKETS TODAY!! 

Black and White Gala tickets may be purchased: 

¯ at the Ackland Museum Store 
¯ by phone by calling 919.843.5637 

Eat, Drink, Dance, and Celebrate at the 2011 Ackland FUNdraiser! 

with special guests: 

The Sacrificia[ Poets, Photographer Joe Spuria, Carrboro Poet Laureate Jay Bryan, and Wittiam Hayes Acktand 

Recommended attire: Btack and White, from Vatentino to Newsprint! 

All proceeds support the Exhibition and Education Program at the Ackland Art Museum. 

Ticket Information 

SPONSORS 

Beginning at 6:30 PM, Sponsors enjoy a private pre-Gata reception in the Acktand gaUeries with a selection of heavy hors d’oeuvres. 

Please deduct $50 from your ~ift to determine your tax-deductible contribution to the Ackland. 

FRIENDS 

$150 each or $250 foF two 
At 8:00 PM, Friends are welcomed to the Gata and the party tent opens. Mr. Ack[and himself wi[[ address the Gata at 8:15. Fabulous foods 

prepared by local celebrity chefs and signature drinks are available aU evening, with dancing beginning at 8:30 PM. 

$120 each or $190 for two is tax-deductible. 

STUDENTS 

$15 each with va~id student ~D 
Students join the party at 9:30 PM for dancing and fun in the Museum and party tent. 

If you are unable to attend, please make a 100% tax deductible donation to }~jpoFt the Ack{and today.. 

Family Day: People Around the World 

Sunday, 25 September, 1:00 - 4:00 PM 

Free and Open to the Public 



Come and see how artists in different parts of the wortd represent peopte in their art. Grab a scavenger hunt to comptete with your 

famity and visit our Creation Station to practice drawing or putting together faces. Join us for a Famity Tour at 1:30 and Story Time (ages 

4-8) at 2:15 PM. 

Come for a tittle white or stay for the whore afternoon -- it’s art FREE! 

Ackland Film Forum Kicks off This Thursday! 

The Ack~and F~m Forum is a cottaboration between the Acktand Art Museum and numerous departments at the University of North 
Carotina at Chapet Hitt presenting a wide variety of firms-from art firms to narrative firms and documentaries. Each firm exptores topics 
that the Carotina community is tatking about in exhibitions, courses, and campus-wide initiatives. The firms are setected by facutty and 
directors to enhance teaching and tearning, and to increase community awareness of the quatity and diversity of a Carotina education. 

Firms are screened weekty on Thursdays at 6:30 PM throughout the schoot year. Art firms are shown at the Varsity Theater (123 E. 
Franktin Street). 

Admission is free with a University ID and $4 for all others. Tickets are avaitabte at the Varsity Theater Box Office. 

This Thursday, 22 September, 6:30 PM: 
Cooking History (2010) dir. Peter Kerekes 

This firm is part of a retrospective of documentaries about Eastern Europe presented by the iD~_partment of S~av°ic Lang~oges and 

L~terat~res at UNC-Chapet Hitt. Adnan Dzuhmur (Lecturer, Stavic Languages, UNC-CH) witt give a short introduction to the firm and the 

series as a whore. 

Art Adventures: Abstract Ackland! 

Saturday, 1 October, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Free to Members / $5 Non-Members 



Six to nine-year-otds writ enjoy these engaging workshops offered every first Saturday of the month. Children exptore art in the museum 
gaUeries and then go next door to a studio to create take-home treasures using newty-tearned art-making techniques. 

Today, abstract paintings in the exhibition "Carotina Corrects" writ show us how artists use cotor, shapes, and tines to batance their 
compositions. In the studio, we’U make two different abstract works. 

Registration is required and timited. RSVP to: Carotine Cutbert (cu~bert@UnCoeC~u) 919.962.3342 

Upcornin~l Art History Lecture at Wilson Library 

Thursday, 22 September, 5:00 PM 

The Rare Book Correction of Wilson Speciat CoUections Library presents the 14th Hanes Lecture: Pictures~ Books~ and Science: From 
Description to Diagram in the Circle of Galileo 

David Freedberg, Pierre Matisse Professor of the History of Art at Cotumbia University and Director of the Itatian Academy for Advanced 
Studies in America, examines the tension between the two kinds of iUustration produced in the circle of Gatfleo and his friends-the 

descriptive watercotors and book iUustrations they commissioned in their search for order in nature, and the diagrammatic forms used in 
scientific treatises from the beginnings of the printing revotution on. Both the tetescope and the microscope given by Gatfleo to his friends 
resutted in a crisis in visuat representation, which Freedberg vvflt exptore through a series of tandmarks in the history of the book. The 
exhibition Meaningful Marks: Image and Text and the History/of the Book vvflt be on view during the reception. 

5:00 Reception: Main Lobby, Wilson Library 

5:45 Program: Pteasants Family Assembty Room, Wilson Library 

Presented by the Hanes Foundation for the Study of the OHgin and Devetopment of the Book and Sponsored by the Rare Book Correction 

Now Open! Carolina Collects: 150 Years of/~odern and Contemporary Art from Alumni 
Collections 

For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoack~andoor~. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tike you! 



Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum. ¢l~ck ~ere for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, cl~ck here to be ur~subsc~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subsc~e her’e and get your very own copy every week. 

Richard Diebenkorn, American, 1922-1993: ~omposf~fon, 1948; oil on canvas. Lent by Dr. J. Kenneth Chance (BA ’71)and Ellen Turner Chance (ABEd ’71 ). © The 
Estate of Richard Diebenkorn. 

Bridget Ri[ey, British, born 1931 : ~eres Fan, 1985; oil on canvas. Lent by Peter ~a[[inson (BA ’82~ ~BA ’83) and E[isabetta ~a[[inson. © Bridget Riley 2011. A[[ rights 
reserved, courtesy Karsten Schubert. 

Claude Monet, French, 1840-1926: The Seine at Ar~enteui~, 1877; oil on canvas. Lent by Julian H. Robertson, Jr. (BA ’~). 

Otafur Etiasson, Danish, born 1967: Yellow Planet, 2008; mirror, co[ored grass, copper, staintess steer, cabte. Lent by James Keith Brown (BA ’84) and Eric 
Diefenbach. © Otafur Etiasson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 20, 2011 5:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall Schedule and Email List 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx; SH Monitor Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is the study hall monitor schedule and the newly updated email list with all the tutors, study hall monitors and learning 
assistants. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 5:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Priority Registration followup 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, 

Please make sure you get the names and PIDs from your coaches of any managers or other students related to your sport who have 
traditionally be on the priority registration list. Their names will not be pulled from the database so we will need to add them to the list 
ourselves. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
College Of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 5:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FB tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Are you going to be in early tomorrow morning? I want to talk to you about some tutoring. Thanks. 

Wally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 10:49 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Webcast: Learn From The Experts - Integrating Environmental Reporting 

TEXT.htm 

Integrating Environmental Reporting with Existing Business Processes 
and Systems 

Register Now 
rm. ~rac1e. c~ m/ctd/1~ ?R1D~ 3°2B Z 7D YM& C~ N~ 3° \~NX 7°14 9~&PR ~& A~D~& ~1D~3°2 A ~ XZ 4 9& C1D= 3° 

2AONZ3U&COID=3 o2AOXZ47&T=ht~p%3 a%2(%2~ver~t.o~24~com%2~r~htm%3 re%3 d3587%%2(~s%3 d 1%2(~k% 
3 die 597FD 51B AFD 93 CEA3 D 3 A4D 90 AAD 4875 & TN-Re~is ~e r~,- Now&RT-C ~icke d+O~ URL 

Whether on a mandatory or a voluntary basis, organizations are 
increasingly becoming more transparent in their environmental reporting 
and using information driven analytics to drive material performance 
improvement. 

Join this live webcast to hear Chris Mines of Forrester Research discuss 
some of the key drivers leading organizations to increasingly look for 
ways to automate the environmental reporting processes to make them 
more reliable, more efficient, and more secure. He will also share some 
best practices for implementing environmental reporting solutions 
including key metrics to focus on, key stakeholders to engage, how to 
overcome common challenges, and opportunities for quick wins. And you’ll 
learn how to justify investing in software solutions to manage 
environmental reporting and driving measurable success in environmental 
and financial performance. 

Jon Chorley and Rich Kroes from Oracle will also highlight the key 
features and benefits of Oracle’s Environmental Accounting & Reporting 
modules for Oracle E-Business Suite and JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. This 
new offering enables organizations to: 
*Increase Data Collection Efficiency and Reliability - Integrated with 
financial accounting to leverage existing business processes and maintain 
a single source of truth 
*Comply with Global Greenhouse Gas Regulations - Accurate, repeatable, 
and verifiable methodologies for greenhouse gas calculation in accordance 
with global standards 
*Improve Environmental and Financial Performance - Support for multiple 
reporting standards, shorter reporting cycle times, internal KPI tracking, 
and flexible ad hoc reporting 

Register Now 
rm.orac~e.com/ctd/~?R~D~3°2BZ7DYM&C~N-~3°WNX~°1498&PR~=&A1D=&~D=3°2A~XZ49&C[D=3o 

2AOXZ3U&COID=3-2AOXZ47&T=http%3 a%2~/o2 feveN.on24.com%2fr.Nm%31~e%3 d358788%2(~s%3 d 1%26k% 
3dE597FD51B~A~D93 CEA3D3 A4Dg0AAD4875&TN-ReNsler+-Now&RT=Clicked+Or~+-U~ 

Live Webcast 
Register to watch at your desk! 

October 11, 2011 
8:00 a.m. PST 
Online 



Featured Speakers: 

*Chris Mines, 
Senior Vice President, Research Director, Forrester 

*Jon Chorley, 
VP of Product Strategy, Oracle 

*Rich Kroes, 
Director of Product Strategy, Oracle 

Join Us for an Oracle Event 

Register Now 
~llp s :/~4~ c~mprm, oracle, co ~/ctdiiu?RID-3 -2B ZTD ~t)M& CON- 3 - WNX7 - 1498 &PRO- &AID =& OlD- 3 -2 AOXZ 49& C[D-3 - 
2AOXZ3 U &COID=3-2AOXZ47&T=h~l~%3a%2~/o2fevem.o~4.com%2fr.Nm%3fe%3d358788%26s%3dl%26k% 
3dE597FD51BAFD93CEA3D3A4DgOAAD4875&~N=Regjster+Now&RT=Clicked+On+URL 

04499 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 
States 

Create or update your profile to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can Opt-Out 
[.[~.~ps:/idne.omc~e.com~p~si~nsiOP~r OU%th?vr~=DM&~ code-erq completely, please note you will no longer receive newsletters and 
product information you may have subscribed to. 

<img src=’’ rm~oracle.comictd/tmo?PdD=%2BZTDYM’’ width=l height=l> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2l, 2011 2:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

http://www.wral.com/news/education/story/10163133/ 

TEXT.htm 

~:ii~,~,~,.wral.com!newsieducatior~/sto~w /l O 163133/ 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21, 2011 4:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc. edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc. edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc. edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc. edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: Tim Elmore (invite) 

TEXT.htm 

** Please respond to the evite if you have not already done so ** If you have not received the evite, check your SPAM folder. Hope to see you 
flaere. 

>>> Shelley Johnson 9/17/2011 11:21 AM >>> 

Academic Support, 

The Carolina Leadership Academy is hosting author Tim Elmore on Tuesday, September 27 at the Concourse Club in The Loudermilk Center. 
Tim Elmore wrote a book entitled, Generation iY, which provides current research on flae latest crop of college students as well as practical 
solutions to their greatest challenges. We are inviting staff members in the Athletics Department who work closely with student-athletes to 
attend: student-athlete development, academic support, strengfla & conditioning, sports medicine (athletic trainers & nutritionists) and senior 
staff. 

What: Presentation by Tim Elmore, author of Generation iY 
When: Tuesday, September 27 (1 l:00am-12:30pm) 
Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 
* Lunch will be served 

We will be sending out an evite for the event so flaat we can get an accurate count for the lunch order. We have included the following people 
(see below) from your area. Please let us know if we have omitted anyone. 

- Shelley 

Academic Support (12) 
Robert Mercer 
Brent Blanton 
Jenn Townsend 
Beth Bridger 
Beth Lyons 
Tony Yount 
Kym Orr 
Spencer Welborn 
Kendra Hancock 
Wally Richardson 
Amy Kleissler 
Jaimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

More of Elmore... 
Dr. Elmore’s presentation will paint a compelling-and sobering-picture of what could happen to our society if we don’t change flae way we 
relate to today’s teens and young adults. Researched-based and solution-biased, Elmore’s work moves beyond sounding an alarm to outlining 
practical strategies to: * Guide "stuck" adolescents and at-risk boys to productive adulflaood; * Correct crippling parenting styles; * Repair 
damage from (unintentional) lies we’ve told kids; * Guide them toward real success instead of superficial "self-esteem"; * Adopt education 
strategies that engage (instead of bore) an "i" generation; * Pull youth out of their "digital" ghetto into the real world; * Employ their strengflas 
and work with flaeir weaknesses on flae job; * Defuse a worldwide demographic time bomb; * Equip Generation iY to lead us into the future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Tutor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

The guys are telling me that they have different tutor schedules now. A few have said their’s has been moved to another day, etc. 
Is there an updated list of all tutors I can receive with these changes. 
Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Daily Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

thanks 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/22/2011 8:44 AM >>> 

Good morning gentlemen, 
Attached is today [] s report plus the updated tutor schedule. 

I hope the weather cooperates for the scrimmage today, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iimrheerN~e.cs~com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 146405bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
dr 9.22.pdf ( ~:,~/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edaiO351267e139a2bO~b39d3adldfd509(>a )Wed, 21 Dec 2011 07:44:31 -050065191bytes 
tutor schedules 9.22.pdf ( ~:iTarcNve02.u~acaa.u~c.ed~/2~Sge3704967d~bfd laea3acdg~?3ece )Wed, 21 Dec 2011 07:44:31 - 
050081214bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 10:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Daily Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks for the daily updates Brent! These are awesome and really beneficial. 

Woody 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/22/2011 8:44 AM >>> 

Good morning gentlemen, 
Attached is today [] s report plus the updated tutor schedule. 

I hope the weather cooperates for the scrimmage today, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :i!tarhee~b~e. csJ~-~.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 146405bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
dr 9.22.pdf ( ~:,~/archive02.uncaa.unc.edai0351267e139a2b0~39d3adldfd5096a )Wed, 21 Dec 2011 07:44:31 -050065191bytes 
tutor schedules 9.22.pdf ( ~:iiarcN~,,e02.ur~caa.ur~c.eda/2£5ge3704967d6bf~dlaea3aed9f73ece )Wed, 21 Dec 2011 07:44:31 - 
050081214bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Hi, 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 
Wanted to get back with you regarding the hand held progress reports. If you think the counselors should give them to students, that is 
fine with me although I do need to be kept in the loop regarding Professor comments and if indeed they are being returned. 
Will we have time at tomorrow’s staff meeting to (what time is it?) to briefly discuss this? 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 12:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall Schedule and Email List 

TEXT.htm; SH Monitor Schedule.xlsx; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Brent, 

Attached is the revised study hall monitor schedule and the email list. 
Please send out an email informing all tutors, LA’s and monitors the plan for new building. 

You may want to copy all the Academic cotmselors as well, as a few have been questioning tutor/study hall sessions for early next 
week. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; (5 KB).msg 

Edit away my friends .... 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 1:43 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm_I; unc hand carried grade report f2011.doc_l; Hand Carried cover 
sheet.docx 1 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 11:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: edit 

TEXT.htm; edit.msg 

Here are Tony’s edits. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tony.yount@gmail.com> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 10:55 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

edit 

Mime.822 1 

also - we should write the class and section number on the document - professors shouldn’t have to write their 
own class and sect # down 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31232bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/a596add66eaa2d2a9ddcbea0e366eeed 
File Name: unc hand carried grade report f2011.doc 
Expiry Date: Thu, 22 Dec 2011 09:55:30 -0500 
Size: 31232bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tony.yount@gmail.com> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 10:55 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

edit 

also - we should write the class and section number on the document - professors shouldn’t have to write their own class and sect # 

down 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31232bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.~mcaa.tmc.edt~ia596add66eaa2d2agddcbeaOe36d~eeed 
File Name: unc hand camed grade report t2011.doc 
Expiry Date: Thu, 22 Dec 2011 09:55:30 -0500 
Size: 31232bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 23,2011 1:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Email List 

TEXT.htm; Fall Tutor Emails.xlsx 

Attached is the updated email list. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 2:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Fwd_ .msg 

Here are Kym’s revisions. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 2:08 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

TEXT.htm_I; unc hand carried grade report f2011 .doc_l 

Here’s my revision attached. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247>>> Beth Lyons 9/23/2011 10:39 AM >>> 
Edit away my friends .... 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 



UNC MEN’S GOLF TEAM 
ITINERARY 

2011 VCU Shootout 
Richmond, VA 

September 26-27, 2011 

Weather forecast: Mid to high 70s. Possible Thunderstorms. 
Saturday 9/24 

Leave from Chapman Center at 3:30pm 
Hotel: Hilton Garden Inn Innsbrook 4050 Cox Rd Glen Allen, VA 23060 804-521-2900 

Course: Hermitage CC Manakin course http://www.hermita~ecountryclub.com/ 
1248 Hermitage Rd. Manakin-Sabot, VA 23103 804-784-5234 

Sunday 9/25 
8:00am shotgun practice round 
1:00pro College Am- i 
5:00pro Coaches Meeting 
6:00pro Dinner at Hermitage CC 

UNIFORM:    Khaki shorts/Navy shirt 

Monday 9/26 
8:45am shotgun start Round 1 and 2 Continuous play 

UNIFORM:    Bone shorts/Carolina blue solid shirt 

Tuesday 9/27 
Final Round 8:45am shotgun 

UNIFORM:    White shorts/Carolina blue with white stripe shirt 

What to pack: 
Shirts: Navy, Carolina Blue, Carolina blue with stripes Extra shirts for dinners 
Pants/Shorts: Khaki, Bone, White; Rainsuit, two pair of golf shoes, Pullovers Umbrella. 

Travel Party 
Field: VCU, CLT, ECU, ISU, James Madison, MD 
UNC, Richmond, UNCG, UNCW, ODU, UVA, VT 
WFU, Wichita St. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Evite" <info@mailva. evite, com> 

Sunday, September 25, 2011 5:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Event Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent Blanton, Carolina Leadership Academy wanted to remind you that Dr. Tim Elmore, author of Generation iY is coming up on 
9/27/2011 at 11:00 AM. Your current reply to this invitation: 

To view this invitation, copy and paste this link into your browser: ~:ii~ew..e~Tite.comise~dces/1ir~ksiWP’~TSY2YMK 



Dr. Tim Elmore  author of Generation iY 
Hosted by Caro na Leadersh p Academy 

Carolina Leadership Academy wanted to remind you that Dr. Tim Elmore, author of 

Generation iY is coming up on 9/27/2011 at 11:00 AM. 

Your current reply: Yes 

View This Invitation 
or paste this link into your browser: 

~:/!new.evite co m/services/tinks/S~!PYTSY2Y M K? utm n=Reminder&utm content=Guest 

Add info@mailva,evite,com to your address book to ensure that you receive Evite emats in your inbox Note: 

Replestothsema w ll go direct y to the person who sent th s message, nottoEvte. 

Evte respects your privacy For more nformat on, please revew our Pdvac 

If you’d Ike to report ths message as unsol c ted commercia emal, please emal us at abuse@ev te.com. 

If you no longer wsh to rece ve not ficat ons from Evite for ths event only, our not fcation sett n~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 25,2011 4:35 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Refrigerator 

FYI--In the delivery from Best Buy today, the microwaves arrived for your Break Room but they had a mix up 
on the refrigerators, they have been rescheduled for a Thursday delivery. Sorry for any inconvenience. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
Office: 919-843-2016 
Fax: 919-843-4737 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
report 

TEXT.htm 

No weekly report now on Friday’s with ind. reports? 
Know you are busy moving today, good luck 
Let me know about these study tables, etc. on Sundays which I ran into yesterday with a long 
scrimmage and rain Saturday. 

Mike 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 8:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Loudermilk Center for Excellence (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Wednesday, September 28th and will have limited access to email during this time. 
emails as promptly as possible once I return. 

Thanks for your patience. 

Go Heels 

I will respond to all 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 09/27/11 08:34 >>> 

Good morning, 
As a follow-up to Friday’s email, this is just a reminder that we are now fully operating out of the new Academic Center in 
Loudermilk. All appointments, tutorial and study hall will take place here instead of in the North Box. 

Let me know if you have questions and have a great day! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p:iTtarhee~b~e.cs~-v.com<h~p:/,/tarheelbl~e cs~v.comi> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



Form W-4 (2011) 
Purpose. Complete Form W-4 so that your 
employer can withhold the correct federal 
income tax from your pay. Consider completing a 
new Form W-4 each year and when your 
personal or financial situation changes. 

Exemption from withholding. If you are exempt, 
complete only lines 1,2, 3, 4, and 7 and sign 
the form to validate it. Your exemption for 2011 
expires February 16, 2012. See Pub. 505, Tax 
Withholding and Estimated Tax. 

Note. If another person can claim you as a 
dependent on his or her tax return, you cannot 
claim exemption from withholding if your income 
exceeds $950 and includes more than $300 of 
unearned income (for example, interest and 
dividends). 

Basic instructions. If you are not exempt, 
complete the Personal Allowances Worksheet 
below. The worksheets on page 2 further adjust 
your withholding allowances based on itemized 
deductions, certain credits, adjustments to 
income, or two-earners/multiple jobs situations. 

Complete all worksheets that apply. However, 
you may claim fewer (or zero) allowances. For 
regular wages, withholding must be based on 
allowances you claimed and may not be a flat 
amount or percentage of wages. 

Head of household. Generally, you may claim 
head of household filing status on your tax return 
only if you are unmarried and pay more than 
50% of the costs of keeping up a home for 
yourself and your dependent(s) or other 
qualifying individuals. See Pub. 501, Exemptions, 
Standard Deduction, and Filing Information, for 
information. 

Tax credits. You can take projected tax credits 
into account in figuring your allowable number of 
withholding allowances. Credits for child or 
dependent care expenses and the child tax 
credit may be claimed using the Personal 
Allowances Worksheet below. See Pub. 919, 
How Do I Adjust My Tax Withholding, for 
information on converting your other credits into 
withholding allowances. 

Nonwage income. If you have a large amount of 
nonwage income, such as interest or dividends, 
consider making estimated tax payments using 

Form 1040-ES, Estimated Tax for Individuals. 
Otherwise, you may owe additional tax. If you 
have pension or annuity income, see Pub. 919 to 
find out if you should adjust your withholding on 
Form W-4 or W-4P. 

Two earners or multiple jobs. If you have a 
working spouse or more than one job, figure the 
total number of allowances you are entitled to 
claim on all jobs using worksheets from only one 
Form W-4. Your withholding usually will be most 
accurate when all allowances are claimed on the 
Form W-4 for the highest paying job and zero 
allowances are claimed on the others. See Pub. 
919 for details. 

Nonresident alien. If you are a nonresident alien, 
see Notice 1392, Supplemental Form W-4 
Instructions for Nonresident Aliens, before 
completing this form. 

Check your withholding. After your Form W-4 
takes effect, use Pub. 919 to see how the 
amount you are having withheld compares to 
your projected total tax for 2011. See Pub. 919, 
especially if your earnings exceed $130,000 
(Single) or $180,000 (Married). 

Personal Allowances Worksheet (Keep for your records.) 

A Enter "1" for yourself if no one else can claim you as a dependent .................. A 
¯ You are single and have only one job; or } 

B Enter "1" if: ¯ You are married, have only one job, and your spouse does not work; or 

/ 

B 
¯ Your wages from a second job or your spouse’s wages (or the total of both) are $1,500 or less. 

C Enter "1" for your spouse. But, you may choose to enter "-0-" if you are married and have either a working spouse or more 
than one job. (Entering "-0-" may help you avoid having too little tax withheld.) .............. C 

D Enter number of dependents (other than your spouse or yourself) you will claim on your tax return ........ D 

E Enter "1" if you will file as head of household on your tax return (see conditions under Head of household above) E 

F Enter "1" if you have at least $1,900 of child or dependent care expenses for which you plan to claim a credit F 

(Note. Do not include child support payments. See Pub. 503, Child and Dependent Care Expenses, for details.) 

G Child Tax Credit (including additional child tax credit). See Pub. 972, Child Tax Credit, for more information. 

¯ If your total income will be less than $61,000 ($90,000 if married), enter "2" for each eligible child; then less "1" if you have three or more eligible children. 
¯ If your total income will be between $61,000 and $84,000 ($90,000 and $119,000 if married), enter "1" for each eligible 

child plus "1" additional if you have six or more eligible children .................. G 

Add lines A through G and enter total here. (Note. This may be different from the number of exemptions you claim on your tax return.) ¯ H 
For accuracy, ~ ¯ If you plan to itemize or claim adjustments to income and want to reduce your withholding, see the Deductions 
complete all 

/ 

and Adjustments Worksheet on page 2. 
worksheets ¯ If you have more than one job or are married and you and your spouse both work and the combined earnings from all jobs exceed 

that apply. $40,000 ($10,000 if married), see the Two-Earners/Multiple Jobs Worksheet on page 2 to avoid having too little tax withheld. 
¯ If neither of the above situations applies, stop here and enter the number from line H on line 5 of Form W-4 below. 

Cut here and give Form W-4 to your employer. Keep the top part for your records. 

Department of the Treasury ¯ Whether you are entitled to claim a certain number of allowances or exemption from withholding is 

Internal Revenue Service subject to review by the IRS, Your employer may be required to send a copy of this form to the IRS. 

1 Type or print your first name and middle initial. Last name 

Home address (number and street or rural route) 

City or town, state, and ZIP code 

5 Total number of allowances you are claiming (from line H above or from the applicable worksheet on page 2) 

6 Additional amount, if any, you want withheld from each paycheck .............. 

7 I claim exemption from withholding for 2011, and I certify that I meet both of the following conditions for exemption. 

¯ Last year I had a right to a refund of all federal income tax withheld because I had no tax liability and 

¯ This year I expect a refund of all federal income tax withheld because I expect to have no tax liability. 

If you meet both conditions, write "Exempt" here ............... ¯ 

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this certificate and to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, and complete. 

2 Your social security number 

3 [] Single [] Married [] Married, but withhold at higher Single rate. 

Note. If married, but legally separated, or spouse is a nonresident alien, check the "Single" box. 

4 If your last name differs from that shown on your social security card, 

check here. You must call 1-800-772-1213 for a replacement card. ¯ [] 

$ 

Employee’s signature 
(This form is not valid unless you sign it.) ¯ Date ¯ 

8 Employer’s name and address (Employer: Complete lines 8 and 10 only if sending to the IRS.) 9 Office code (optional) 10 Employer identification number (EIN) 

For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 2. Cat. No. 10220Q Form W-4 (2011) 



Form W-4 (2011) 

Deductions and Adjustments Worksheet 
Note. Use this worksheet only if you plan to itemize deductions or claim certain credits or adjustments to income. 

Page 2 

1 Enter an estimate of your 2011 itemized deductions. These include qualifying home mortgage interest, 
charitable contributions, state and local taxes, medical expenses in excess of 7.5% of your income, and 
miscellaneous deductions ......................... 1 $ 

{ $11,600 if married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er)/ 

2 Enter: $8,500 if head of household ........... 2 $ 
$5,800 if single or married filing separately 

3 Subtract line 2 from line 1. If zero or less, enter "-0-" . ............... 3 $ 
4 Enter an estimate of your 2011 adjustments to income and any additional standard deduction (see Pub. 919) 4 $ 

5 Add lines 3 and 4 and enter the total. (Include any amount for credits from the Converting Credits to 
Withholding Allowances for 2011 Form W-4 Worksheet in Pub. 919.) ........... 5 $ 

6 Enter an estimate of your 2011 nonwage income (such as dividends or interest) ........ 6 $ 

7 Subtract line 6 from line 5. If zero or less, enter "-0-" . ............... 7 $ 
8 Divide the amount on line 7 by $3,700 and enter the result here. Drop any fraction ....... 8 

9 Enter the number from the Personal Allowances Worksheet, line H, page 1 ......... 9 

10 Add lines 8 and 9 and enter the total here. If you plan to use the Two-Earners/Multiple Jobs Worksheet, 
also enter this total on line 1 below. Otherwise, stop here and enter this total on Form W-4, line 5, page 1 10 

If wagesf~m LOWEST 
payingjob are-- 

$0 - $5,000 - 
5,001 - 12,000 - 

12,001 - 22,000 - 
22,001 - 25,000 - 
25,001 - 30,000 - 
30,001 - 40,000 - 
40,001 - 48,000 - 
48,001 - 55,000 - 
55,001 - 65,000 - 
65,001 - 72,000 - 
72,001 - 85,000 - 
85,001 - 97,000 - 
97,001 -110,000 - 

110,001 -120,000 - 
120,001 -135,000 - 
135,001 and over 

PrivacyA~ and Paperwor~ 

Two-Earners/Multiple Jobs Worksheet (See Two earners or multiple jobs on page 1 .) 
Note. Use this worksheet only if the instructions under line H on page 1 direct you here. 

1 Enter the number from line H, page 1 (or from line 10 above if you used the Deductions and Adjustments Worksheet) 1 
2 Find the number in Table 1 below that applies to the LOWEST paying job and enter it here. However, if 

you are married filing jointly and wages from the highest paying job are $65,000 or less, do not enter more 
than "3" . ............................. 2 

3 If line 1 is more than or equal to line 2, subtract line 2 from line 1. Enter the result here (if zero, enter 
"-0-") and on Form W-4, line 5, page 1. Do not use the rest of this worksheet ......... 3 

Note. If line 1 is less than line 2, enter "-0-" on Form W-4, line 5, page 1. Complete lines 4 through 9 below to figure the additional 
withholding amount necessary to avoid a year-end tax bill. 

4 Enter the number from line 2 of this worksheet .......... 4 

5 Enter the number from line 1 of this worksheet .......... 5 

6 Subtract line 5 from line 4 ......................... 6 

7 Find the amount in Table 2 below that applies to the HIGHEST paying job and enter it here .... 7 $ 
8 Multiply line 7 by line 6 and enter the result here. This is the additional annual withholding needed 8 $ 

9 Divide line 8 by the number of pay periods remaining in 2011. For example, divide by 26 if you are paid 

every two weeks and you complete this form in December 2010. Enter the result here and on Form W-4, 
line 6, page 1. This is the additional amount to be withheld from each paycheck ........ 9 $ 

Table 1 Table 2 
Married Filing Jointly All Others Married Filing Jointly All Others 

Enter on Enter on Enter on Enter on 
line 2 above line 2 above line 7 above line 7 above 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

If wagesf~m LOWEST 
payingjob are-- 

$0 - $8,000 - 
8,001 - 15,000 - 

15,001 - 25,000 - 
25,001 - 30,000 - 
30,001 - 40,000 - 
40,001 - 50,000 - 
50,001 - 65,000 - 
65,001 - 80,000 - 
80,001 - 95,000 - 
95,001 -120,000 - 

120,001 and over 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

If wagesfrom HIGHEST 
payingjob a~-- 

$0 - $65,000 
65,001 - 125,000 

125,001 - 185,000 
185,001 - 335,000 
335,001 and over 

$56O 
93O 

1,040 
1,220 
1,300 

If wagesfrom HIGHEST 
payingjob a~-- 

$0 - $35,000 
35,001 - 90,000 
90,001 - 165,000 

165,001 - 370,000 
370,001 and over 

Reduction Act Notice. We ask for the information on this form to 
carry out the Internal Revenue laws of the United States. Internal Revenue Code sections 
3402(f)(2) and 6109 and their regulations require you to provide this information; your employer 
uses it to determine your federal income tax withholding. Failure to provide a properly 
completed form will result in your being treated as a single person who claims no withholding 
allowances; providing fraudulent information may subject you to penalties. Routine uses of this 
information include giving it to the Department of Justice for civil and criminal litigation, to 
cities, states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. commonwealths and possessions for use in 
administering their tax laws; and to the Department of Health and Human Services for use in 
the National Directory of New Hires. We may also disclose this information to other countries 
under a tax treaty, to federal and state agencies to enforce federal nontax criminal laws, or to 
federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies to combat terrorism. 

$56O 
93O 

1,040 
1,220 
1,300 

You are not required to provide the information requested on a form that is 
subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act unless the form displays a valid OMB 
control number. Books or records relating to a form or its instructions must be 
retained as long as their contents may become material in the administration of 
any Internal Revenue law. Generally, tax returns and return information are 
confidential, as required by Code section 6103. 

The average time and expenses required to complete and file this form will vary 
depending on individual circumstances. For estimated averages, see the 
instructions for your income tax return. 

If you have suggestions for making this form simpler, we would be happy to hear 
from you. See the instructions for your income tax return. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 10:18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Secret to Finding Out What Their Objections REALLY Are 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

i20 co~tstaatcoi~tact com,~endeI?ih-h~,heq~bah&v 001HZh ~ebzGHH tff~l L£~Co~gBPhBzJF~9iOdR RRJD02ZkS PC 1-~aIATw Wa- 
~20CoUmFgEW~a3G43Gf~OvcHbG6oBBnS3wac Ks } ~Txf~ I3Z VmoymVgY%3 D 
You’re receiving tiffs emN1 became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate Sh-ategies. 
Please 
~://x.Jsitorr20co~sta~lco:~lactcom/cis~?11r b,a.he~bab&~- 1107847%d402 5dl 1451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,M: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~d~:i/visitorcor~:~ta~tcoatactco~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavdMoB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&t O01M4CuX2LLvPGGHi:SazPakZw%3D%3D&~easor~ 001I~2b:~EsU%3D&llr 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [h~p://~20 rs6 net.,’/~isp?llr bwhecl~bab&et~:1 i07847%6402&s :56114&e O01bOZsD4kwbh57CclODQ3K9o~gocYRC- 
941Yob~j~srnTwh447IxOxci~_~[2~OtRLBHe~©SB 4wIE 5GIyBD Wt~lllY4~ 9UGv,,.,~Pv                              ] 

September 27, 2011 Volume 7, Issue 40 

Tile Secret to Fincli~g Out What Their Objectio~ts REALLY Are 

Overcoming objections [~p://i20 rs6,~et,’/~ ah&el- l107847766402&~56114&e 001bQZsDdk~,zbt~57C~xocYRC- 
]Overcoming 

a prospect’s objectio~ts is a tough chullenge, even if you huppen to know whut those 
objections are. Most coaches stnggle with identifying tile real reasons one of their 
recruits tells them no...and it’s one of the most flalstrati~g parts of their jobs. 

But I got a phone call from a coach who became a client [ 
llr h’M~eo~hab&e~l107847766402&s 56114&e 001b~ncECcTGtZ~K0501oTtKSkZTnSmBFzsZ zTo~adHiDeeEK~99AST91’~,~j~dyJ&rlA~J~24zYI98ada5MJ~,kH13 wRlmgY&~F~j~Ds~EiOgN1YE 
a few weeks ago with a bit of a twist to tile traditional objection question: 

"What do you do," he asked, "when you know there’s somettff ~g a prospect isn’t telling 
yon, but it’s obviously sometbing that’s going to keep bim fiom choosing your school?" 
Call it a gut feeling, or sometbing else, but sometimes a coach just "knows" when 
somettff ~g isn’t iight with one of their prospects. 

It’s actually a great question...and thu~s a tough one to overcome, no doubt. So 
to provide you with a map to guide you tin-ough tile complicated maze of figaling 
out how to adch-ess your prospects’ real objections, here are a few proven strategies 

you might want to try tile next time you huve a recruit come iight out and tell you 
that they’re "not interested", or give you thut gut feeling that they’re holcli~g 
somettff ~g back fiom you and not telling you about an objection they’re ttinfidng 
about: 

* First, ask them what they mean by "not interested". Does it mean thut they aren’t 
interested in playing college spotts? Not interested in tile offer you huve for them? 
Not interested in going to college in your patt of tile comltry? Asking probing questio~ts 
is tile key to getti~g to tile heatt of their lack of interest. You’ve got to get 
them tO... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1107847766402&s 56114&e 00 lbQZsDdkvzbiNdMFMTaNUUKdqqjyVmQvd-bdWjL650OpbOALSqSF6 mtlyHmaAIxdS5rUR- 
KH56n8JFTgWXEiHGGRuLT2hwU~G~72b39bhSd2-3xvKY3xuifNp~bu5W9uvewjY~LUKu4~ulMHCpsKH2~2aY4Zvd~xAgh6cLvBB5Jwrd4FX2NDqBhndUb ks] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107847766402&s 56114&e 001bQZsD4kvzbiBc3H2BSyM393fPrt7AJdCU-&xUpLZ5fjHznV8V s8Rj8oPEeVUDnqtaBsLT2qn33FiNOU3hCrfr- 
jyNgpPljiFHVkSm6sRhGnCKTX43Ckm6tBOZAf~qSr4YTshv6ixTjn2X4ck4vlvdLK GDoinVKYZGaVCLIMGB3eiZdkwsrPoiwG6PmF4SzzQu mVfwfeoO6cg0agFyWHTLEiW3SzHDoGEi oCOoZKTq4cqbtVINttFp41B 

Follow us on Twitter [tlt~:i/~20rs6:~te~/~isp?llr h,~.lleq~lbab&e~-1107847766402&~56114&e 001bQZsDz~&vzbiinDk3,/bOwk~ff’n81-~{Lzr~-iC P5GX0 N34{d8tHw7,/ UqNII ~zCMw6R~ID~t,/E~Q9PH- 
NCIO5.~_S_k~?dOOB\~,,~cIXsAe9dxPJqhOKg~N_~2~ .] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for flee. 
lh bwhe~nbab&e~::ii0784’7766402&~56114&e O01bOZsD&vz.bib44~Oc~Y~q£1~VWbWimFP~ HQ~:~p3~q~c~hq7ZZAgYgv‘’Zq~AUseeOkwfi~yuBQEH1f6~mcv1FTt~gDb1ex1C’k2qz8Wsc~x%‘ul~P~aWb1~bOtffE~LC9T~ 

-V3t~SZiolbxSBu OowV6GYi7YMmeY I=~] 

NCAA Set to Evaluate Text Regulations 

Courtesy Gary Brow~, NCAA.com 

Tile NCAA may be ready to tfft "send" on tile following message about how texting l:octors 
into recmiti~g roles: "Time 2 cbilg." 

Without being prompted by a centralized or Association-wide task force, Divisions 
I, II and III are independently reactff~g sinfflar conclusions about erasing roles 
thut just four years ago ch-ew a line in tile cyber sand. 

[] Division I is considering proposals to include all foITtlS of electronic con-espondence 
(such as email and texts) to be sent to recruits duting specified periods. 

[] In Division II, tile Presidents Council and Management Council as part of the division’s 
desire to "ease a&nibistrative burden" are sponsoling a common and much earlier 
date at wbich all off-campus and electrobic contact, includi~g telephone calls and 
text messaging, could begin. 

[] The Division III Presidents Council is endorsing tile idea thut text messaging 
fiom atttletics depattment staffto prospects should be regulated in tile same manner 
as email, for wtff ch there are no restlictions on tile timing or amount. 

All tbi-ee divisiolts could adopt changes by January... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1107847766402&s 56114&e 00 lbQZsDdkvzbhtjrZGIh3vBwNZqG6Lwi~210M¥~VmNVHYkkqC9nWKP8wkdHTMngXDZ9008kgt8b2sU- 
eixT~MgIbEGnSvQa5hq94hFGggS6A6F56JJkms~ZSGQ4~Bp~tLj~wjgLG38extce~BQL37dkYA~k~WQbD~MNqdtKsj 19iz8wNZxDpl3vTQ4g3K8pmKYrGw2ZIDzwTw0 ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107847766402&s 56114&e 001bQZsD4kvzbiBc3H2BSyM393fPrt7AJdCU-&xUpLZ5fjHznV8V s8Rj8oPEeVUDnqtaBsLT2qn33FiNOU3hCrfr- 
jyNgpPljiFHVkSm6sRhGnCKTX43Ckm6tBOZAf~qSr4YTshv6ixTjn2X4ck4vlvdLK GDoinVKYZGaVCLIMGB3eiZdkwsrPoiwG6PmF4SzzQu mVfwfeoO6cg0agFyWHTLEiW3SzHDoGEi oCOoZKTq4cqbtVINttFp41B 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
NCI 05_~60 0B’~iclXsAe9 d~Pdqh0KJk J~;ge d v Nr Rw ] 



Front Rush [ 1OvPN77dOHAg~jHuR£-O2NSHDRg:~:tBCo ~RVBhlHWosOrJGJd20~0ebDHCN~m36£0~dJiS,~KzuC- 
m93dPR NbtusCh I6N 

Dan Tudor oil Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1107847766402&s 56114&e 00 ~bQZsD4kvzbbue3u3MLipfil~WJ~Qf~TSytMg~SDxiTAU~kREPPwt~bGIDA~CizKUaK2WJ~vXRARw~b~ 
UVYYwU96tkn~MeK734T~sEtn8HupYx3iZKpbgMRLV74X-KR~It9ndwfEXqtEhIM9Tc6HC4K7kNUveskgRr3ugCx c6QOawRR6hVJAe41rcekY99xdKH5t~xH-3LITlWk8FJ1- 
EIvihRXLojOfgN51MzF1B tul6X0bLdyEyg ] 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page 

College Coach Boasts Unusual Recruiting Resume 

Daron Roberts just might be West Virgi~tia U~tiversity football’s new secret weapon 
on tile recruiting trail. Whut’s impressive is tile resume Coach Roberts blings to 
tile recmi~lg game..it’s one of the most unique you’ll see! 

For that plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trai~fing 
videos fea~ulJng DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-1107847766402&s 56114&e 001bQZsD4kvzbiOJNWTZBSfeZbyEfEoVqSH3we-GqsohRiH- 
n~xuH7~ZGcq4VIEr3JKJzDrbk~V~gfkXuJ3nB3J~D~fWedkibg9UitXw8uHi~4~4Kw3c6~XGajiUAAfgWxwyT 2jaCugs6a4ORO8u0V4QStr~- maSTNUrglNjirkSFzlvelpgARRjZ1SUTSGw]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [ 
V L Raj~,,tn&N C JMUPasFXE F2 h C D6SuO ~J C cITE 1 F XT J0eeZ 1~SR771~,d126R£@L p;.S0zJi0OwS VTod r0~aKN B s3p_~, 96bz 1U i try 2iCvdf),r~s P L 6 otL~] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-l107847766402&s 56114&e 001bQZsD4kvzbiBc3H2BSyM393fPrtTAJdCU-&xUpLZ5fjHznV8V s8Rj8oPEeVUDnqtaBsLT2qn33FiNOU3hCrfr- 
jyNgpPljiFHVkSm6sRhGnCKTX43Ckm6tBOZAf]qSr4YTshv6ixTjn2X4ck4vlvdLK GDoinVKYZGaVCLIMGB3eiZdkwsrPoiwG6PmF4SzzQu mVfwfeoO6cg0agFyWHTLEiW3SzHDoGEi oCOoZKTq4cqbtVINhFp41B 

Follow us onTwitter [hh’:,rr’_S20 rs6                     ab&e>110%47766402&s 56114&e 001bQ~sD4kvzbiinDk 
NCI05 Si~o6OOB\&&iXsAegdxB’dh0KJkJ~lpe4\,NrRv,, ] 

Ready to Bling Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-Campus Workshop [ 
11r bwhe~lnbab&el-=:l107847%<~z102&~5611d&e 001bOZsD4kw.bgk MS ~K7ZQ6Tg~3MS×~u6MmDxSHnb1~L1sE~\~i~YeStH1arRD58~tu\ha~BZw~8c~1G~71WC:fiI~g4N~J~mBaATHh64B2zJ18H13cuC~t~ 

Let Ore Team 

Take Yore RecrNfing to the 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICK HERE [ 
lk bwheqnbab&e~l107847766402&~56114&e 001bQZsDdk~,zbgk MS ~K7ZQ~3MS~%.@MmDxSHNA~q~YeStH1~RD58Xr~V~p~BZw~c~1G~?2WGFN~‘m~aATHh64B2zJ18H13cuCbN 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

New Study Feattn-ed in National Geogn-aphic Details I~tsights Into tile Teenage Brain 

There’s a study that every smatt college coach should read ttlat gives some amazing 
details into how teenagers ttultk, react, and make decisio~ts. Tile study details new 
research that explai~ts some of the interesting (and fialstrating) aspects to how 
teenagers operate, and o~rs some fantastic i~ights on how to more e~cfively 
comm~cate ruth them dining the recrNfing process. FN1 c~sclosm-e: It’s not 

a light flu~k read. But if you can wade tin-o~gh fl~e scientific data and a~ of 
the associated details, you’ll pick up some ~-eat information on why yore prospects 
can be so con~sing and fi~hafing at times. 
CLICK HERE [                                  ab&e~l107847766402&s 56114&e OOlbQZsD4kvzbiO~LqzDmJmTXs627XUUSiQ~:~~f~g: 

JVhIymelUMhLdZLagyd~wL7MbLUftzROgHZZO~abl DFXMWYoJ0sbKLSK~zalToR~J v 8wN T ~PBmf%, JFHUnO~KfSzs3267 _KR1 a~] 
TO CONTINUE [~q)://~2Orsdnelltnjsp?llr b~,[~eqHbab&e>110%47%(~402&s 56114&e 001bQZsD4kx~zbJOIyagO3qzDmJmTXs627XbUSJOt37OQmQlmyaHYEpI~flg- 
~hO p2Zt~)flJ%ql~t tel 0 ~mMJ£I ,a8                       ZQ~’)~abIDFXMWYoJOsbKLSKAizalToR~uRaJvgwV.T~I)PBmfVdPHUnQ9~I~zs3267~R1a@[~Q ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l107847766402&s 56114&e 001bQZsD4kvzbiBc3H2BSyM393fPrtTAJdCU-&xUpLZ5fjHznV8V s8Rj8oPEeVUDnqtaBsLT2qn33FiNOU3hCrfr- 
jyNgpPljiFHVkSm6sRhGnCKTX43Ckm6tBOZAf]qSr4YTshv6ixTjn2X4ck4vlvdLK GDoinVKYZGaVCLIMGB3eiZdkwsrPoiwG6PmF4SzzQu mVfwfeoO6cg0agFyWHTLEiW3SzHDoGEi oCOoZKTq4cqbtVINhFp41B 
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Coaches recruiting workbooks [ xLm- 
!%dZnexym C~BI.ixo65LWHuldi-iWXT*i790X~R!<SzTZzO.9,eG2Dg~] 

Read tile book that changed the way college coaches recrNt~ 

CLICK HERE [                               ~ab&e~ 110%47%,e,402&s=:561 i4&e 001b BNmEimBdPH eE~XaAd3Jbh o65LWHul 4~- 
iWkq’ti790~RkSzTZz~:~p~ ] 

Hollywood Telling tile U~fique StolT of Teimessee State Men’s Golf Coach 

Tile Hollywood-ready story of Amelica’s first AfiJcan-AflJcan woman to coach a NCAA 
Division I men’s golf team is being told in From tile Rough, with an Oct. 5 screening 
at tile Nashville’s International Black Fihn Festival. 

Taraji P. Heitso~. an Oscar nominee for "The Ctu-ious Case of Benjamin Butto~." stars 
as a fictionulized version of head coach Catana Starks named Cassan&a Turner. 

Starks, 66, says tile movie pottrayul is humbling. She hopes it’s a recruiting tool 
for TSU to attract more students - even some golf talent. 

"It’s an honor to be respected that way," she said. "Tile movie was tastefully done. 
I ttultk it pottrays what I am h-ying to convey to other Afiican-Amelican females: 
You can coach men’s sports and be successful"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1107847766402&s 56114&e 00 lbQZsD4kvzbgRJPdZBhlQqt6Ez-pnCcsT VoNeKwpROBztlEm5JI-WbfbOPS5MC- 
gbnY SeTXw3GdqU¥~!R 18v 1 lea- 
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Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 3:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Raise Request 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I approve this raise. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/27/2011 10:25 AM >>> 

Hi Tracy and Johil, 

I asked for a raise for the wrong person last month, so attached you should find another request under the correct name. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/imrhee~Nue.cs~<com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 169515bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Raise Memorandum 9.27.docx ( http :iiarchi~e02.uncaa.unc.edui20b2~ 39c785b 1 edc2e 1 ebSd9agg774b )Mon, 26 Dec 2011 09:25:46 - 
0500169515bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 9:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Another Associate Director’s meeting! 
TEXT.htm 

I know you all love meetings as much as I do ! Robert and I thought it would be a good idea to discuss the first week in the new 
building, study hall, tutoring, etc. Can every’one meet either tomorrow afternoon at 4 or on Friday morning? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



wee  ACKLAND R MUSEUM 
Ackland Film Forum: "Herb and Dorothy" (2008) Dir. Megumi Sasaki 

Thursday, 29 September, 6:30 PM 

This film teLLs the amazing story of Herbert VogeL, a postal clerk, and Dorothy VogeL, a Librarian, who built one of the most important 
contemporary art coLLections in history with very modest means. 

This is the first in a series of films about coLLecting art, presented in conjunction with the exhibition "CaroLina CoLLects" and co-sponsored 
by the Acktand Art Museum and the InterdiscipLinary Program in Cinema at UNC. 

A complete Acktand FiLm Forum schedule is avaiLabLe here. 

Free for students with a University ID; $4 for all others / Tickets at the Varsity Theater Box Office 

CLOSING SOON: "20 Years in Print: The Art of Ron Liberti" 

On view onty through Sunday, October 2nd! 

Don’t miss your chance to own an originat artwork by Ron Liberti! 

"20 Years in Print" features 100 originat sitkscreened posters, targe mono prints, a timited edition portfotio of photocopied 
posters in btack and white, hand sitkscreened textites, CDs/LPs, and sitkscreened t-shirts by this iconic tocat artist. 

Read the independent Weekgy feature article here. 

Art proceeds from the Acktand Museum Store benefit the Acktand Art Museum’s education programs and exhibitions. Cart 

919.962.0216 for more information. 



Art Adventures: Abstract Ackland! 

Saturday, 1 October, 10:30 AM- 12_:00 PM 

Six to nine-year-o[ds wi[[ enjoy these en~a~ing workshops offered every first Saturday of the month. Children explore art in the museum 
gaUeries and then go next door to a studio to create take-home treasures using newly-learned art-making techniques. Registration is 
required and limited. 

This Saturday, abstract paintings in the exhibition Carolina Collects WIU show us how artists use color, shapes, and lines to balance their 
compositions. In the studio, we’U make two different abstract works. 

Free to members / $5 non-members 

RSVP to Caroline Culbert (cu~bert@un¢oed~), 919.962.3342 

Music in the Galleries: The String Theory Quartet 

Sunday, 2 October, 2:00 PM 

Every first and third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ack[and gaUeries. A wide variety of performers can be heard to enhance 
your Museum experience. Reservations and tickets are NOT REQUIRED. 

Comprised of four UNC seniors majoring in music, The String Theory Quartet performs classical music from the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. The String Theory Quartet is Sophia Han (violin), Emily Bruest[e (violin), Christin Danchi (viola), and Justin Page (cello). 

Free and open to the public. 

Ackland at Festifall this Sunday! 

12 noon to 6:00 PM, Sunday, 2 October - rain or shine! 



Join us on Franklin Street this Sunday afternoon at Festifall, Chapel Hitt’s annual cerebration of the arts, featuring rive entertainment for 
aU ages, artists, and local food. At the Ack[and Art Museum table -- located near Kenan Street, just west of The Franklin Hotel -- kids can 
experiment with color as they make a colorful abstract composition like some of the works featured in Carolina Collects. 

Art Over Lunch (formerly Lunch with One) 

Wednesday, 5 October, 12:00- 1:00 PM 

Bring a bag lunch and enjoy an hour of inspiration and information about art currently on view at the Ack[and. This month, Beth 

Grabowski (Department of Art, UNC-Chape[ Hit[) discusses work by several contemporary artists in the exhibition Carolina Collects: 150 
Years of Modern and Contemporary Art from Alumni Collections. 

RSVP to ack~andRSVP<~c edu. Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Conversations on Collecting: Frank Konhaus 

Join Amanda Hughes for a conversation with Frank Konhaus about coUecting and living with photographs, supporting artists in the 
community, and creating a home for your coUection. An avid art coUector, Konhaus is the founder of KONTEK Systems, an audiovisual firm 

in Durham. 



Each evening in this series offers a unique perspective on the challenges and joys of building and maintaining a private art collection. 

Click on this ~ink for a complete list of speakers and dates in the series. 

Now Open! Carolina Collects: 150 Years of i!4odern and Contemporary Art from Alumni 
Collections 

For more information on the Ackland, visit 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum. C~ick here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the ec~itor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ick here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

Richard Diebenkorn, American, 1922-1993: Composition, 1948; oil. on canvas. Lent by Dr. J. Kenneth Chance (BA ’71)and Eil.l,en Turner Chance (ABEd ’71 ). © The 
Estate of Richard Diebenkorn. 

Sam Durant, American, born 1961: Female Indain (Nude), 2006; chromogenic print. Lent by Seymour M. Levin (BS ’48) and Carol. Col,e. Image courtesy of the artist and 

Bl,um ~t Poe, Los Angel,es. 

Bridget Ril,ey, British, born 1931 : Ceres Fan, 1985; oil. on canvas. Lent by Peter Mal,l,inson (BA ’82, MBA ’83) and El,isabetta Mal,l,inson. © Bridget Ril,ey 2011. Al,l, rights 
reserved, courtesy Karsten Schubert. 

Cl,aude Monet, French, 1840-1926: The Seine at ArBenteuil, 1877; oil. on canvas. Lent by Jul,ian H. Robertson, Jr. (BA ’55). 

Ol,afur El,iasson, Danish, born 1967: Yellow Planet, 2008; mirror, col,ored gl,ass, copper, stainl,ess steel., cabl,e. Lent by James Keith Brown (BA ’84) and Eric 
Diefenbach. © Ol,afur El,iasson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@collegeprofessortraining.com <audio@collegeprofessortraining.com> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 12:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space-10/27 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

For those who want to learn the strategies to minimize parking issues on campus 
and develop an efficient, cost-effective parking plan, there will be a live, 
60-minnte Webinar Conference: 

"Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space" 
Thursday, October 27, 2011 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:iiwww.colleg~professortrai~ir~g,corr~/l WLiOi2i-p64D A VcipgMNR YKY~iipOe 

There are never enough parking spaces on college campuses. There is traffic 
during peak school hours, and students and faculty alike are getting tickets 
from parking in non-parking zones. How can your campus combat these tough 
parking problems and effectively maximize campus space to keep your students, 
faculty and visitors happy? Join us for a 60-minnte webinar where you and your 
colleagues will discover: 

** Space management solutions for parking plans gone wrong 
** Simple changes to transform your current parking & transportation program 
** Strategies to manage & solve parking complaints on campus 
** Techniques to make your campus more parking friendly for visitors 
** Lessons learned from exemplary college parking plans 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your office culture efforts 
in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 
Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a 
cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 



AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

* Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space 
* Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
* Thursday, October 27, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
htt~ :iTw.ww. colleg~oro~e ssortrai~ir~g, comi I WL/0/2/~64 D A V c?p(~%YKFiipOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
ht~:/iwww.colle~rofessortrammg.comil WLi4Ci2/~(~4D A Vcir~6MNRYKFb~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 500288 

Contact ID#: -1737654345 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 9:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Baseball Fall 2011 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 119 MBA Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is a schedule audit that 

Thanks, 
Susan 

completed for baseball. Please review and let me know of any differences. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 1:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Just confirming 4:00 meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Robert’s office? Conference room? My meeting room? Wally’s meeting room? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Heinicka, Jodie" <jheinicka@usf.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 4:38 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Social Networking Information 

TEXT.htm; AOB8BA5D-4CA5-47DE-B7BE-01FF55850997182].png 

Hi Everyone, 

We are looking into some options to assist with social networking tracking and wanted to poll some of you to see if you might be able 

to help us gather some information. First, if you are using social networking tracking software, what software are you using? Second, 

if you have a policy in place for in-house monitoring, who is in charge of the monitoring process? Finally, if your institution has a 
policy that you currently use and are willing to share it with us, that would be great. 

For anyone interested, I would be happy to pull all responses together and send back out to those who requested it. Thanks in advance 
for any assistance you can provide ! 

Sincerely, 

Jodie Heinicka 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Academics and Student-Athlete Development 

University of South Florida 

Email: j heinicka@usf.edu 

Office: 813.974.8185 
Fax: 813.974.7547 

[cid:D26EF016-37E 1-40F9-ACD0-B6075F 1DA780] 

"Don’t hang around an easy crowd. Go where the expectations are high and the demands are strong." - Jim Rohn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 8:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Women’s Soccer Fall 2011 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 119 WSO Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is the schedule audit that Rocky completed for women’s soccer. I believe they will be finished with your sports by the end of 
the day today. Can you give me some dates and times that work for you to set up a meeting with them in the latter part of next week? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM 
THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

~Natior~a! Listserv~ N4A Nati(~a! 
<p>Shoot me an email <a 
href=’’mailto:khopkins@memphis.edu’’>khopkins@memphis.ed... 

Sent to you by The Natio~wl Association of Academic Advisors ~%r A~Netics ~ 
New Member Website located at ~:/qn4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tio~s. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to ~/&rff?mra.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 10:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Early Warning Report 

TEXT.htm 

>>> "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 9/30/2011 10:21 AM >>> 

Hi, Robert. 

Please see the attached document containing academic early warnings for student-athletes. These warnings were entered between 9/23 
and 9/30. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Director for Retention 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
UNC Chapel Hill 
3016 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 
www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this e-mail. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 29696bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Early Warning Report Athletes 09 30 11.xls ( ~:iiarchiveO2.uncaa.m~c.edai5467aabe 1526aTda78c5d65fb(~bT~?545 )Thu, 29 Dec 
2011 09:21:10 -050029696bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Saturday, October 1,2011 10:10 AM 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fyi 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Kendm... I cleared this with Brent but did not hear back from Amy. 

I am compelled to attend Board Meeting this Monday and will not be able to 
tutor that night. I offered to make up time but did not get a response... 
I imagine it would be a logistical nightmare to reschedule.., in any event, 
I will not be there Monday as scheduled. If you would like me to make up 
Monday’s sessions please advise so I can plan accordingly. 

Thanks 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Andrew Cohen" <andrewcohen@dj ares.corn> 

Saturday, October 1,2011 2:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Personalized Trophy Balls for Internal Use - Full Color No Minimums 
TEXT.htm; GameBallsToGol .jpg 

Photo/Logo Award Balls - Internal Use - Full Color with No Minimums 

www.SportsBallsToGo.com 
Print any logo/photo/text message in color - single or multiple balls 
Price includes printing, ball, stand, and setup 
$26 Football, $28 Basketball, $14 Baseball, $25 Soccer, $26 Volley 
more balls and pricing on website 
View samples for universities, IMG College, pro-team, etc at website 
*** In your hands within six business days from order *** 
Djams@DJams.com or 813-684-6700 
To remove from mailing list - reply with "remove" in the subject line 
Djams Corp., 2310 Oakhurst Ct., Valrico, Florida, 33596 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 9:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Men’s Golf Fall 2011 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 119 MGO Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is the schedule audit for men’s golf that Rocky completed. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Men’s Lacrosse Schedule 
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Gymnastics 

I 
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MEN’S SOCCER 
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WRESTLING 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3,201 l 10:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fencing Roster Fall 2011 

TEXT.htm; MW Fencing 2011-2012 Roster for Kym.xlsx 

Here is the latest roster for MW Fencing. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 10:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
PRAC Schedules 

TEXT.htm; FallschedulesPRAC.xlsx 

PRAC Schedules 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 10:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

I just wanted to confirm that we were still set for tonight at 6:30 p.m.? Is your office located on the 1st or 2nd floor? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto :919-84 3 5 972ca~tmcaa.unc. edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 11:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

See you tonight. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto :919~g4 3 5 972ca~unc~.m~c.edu ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 10/3/2011 10:50 AM >>> 

We are; I am on the 2nd floor of the new center. 

See you later! 
B 

From: Catherine Greene [mailto:ca~gree~u~caa.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 10:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Tonight 

I just wanted to confirm that we were still set for tonight at 6:30 p.m.? Is your office located on the 1st or 2nd floor? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 



Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax:919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto: 919 °8435972cat~9~?~(~u~c~.ur~c. edu ) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Marcia Toms"             @ncsu.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 1:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Sorry for the Late Question 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 

I was just wondering when I could expect the honorarium to come through. 

Thanks ! 
-Marcia 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 8/30/2011 2:15 PM >>> 
Thank you! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Marcia Toms" < @ncsu.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Sorry for the Late Question 
Date: Tue, Aug 30, 2011 2:10 pm 

Yep! 

On Aug 30, 2011, at 1:38 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Marcia, 
Are you EPA non-Faculty? 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:i/tarheelblue.cstv.com<http:/itarheelblue.cstv~com/> 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 4:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Managers’ Manes and PIDs 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks Brent. Working on a few more.., will have by tomorrow morning! 

-Tom 

>>> On 10/2/2011 at 7:57 PM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D4399306EDEB2@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good evening, 
Sorry for the late notice but the date slipped up on everyone. I need all managers[] names and pid[]s first thing tomorrow morning [] 
I have to submit them before noon tomorrow for priority registration. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p: i/rathe e ~b ~e. c s~-~. c o m 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@collegeprofessortraining.com <audio@collegeprofessortraining.com> 

Monday, October 3,2011 5:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space-10/27 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with the strategies to develop an efficient parking plan on 
your college campus, there will be a live, 60-minute Webinar Conference: 

"Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space" 
Thursday, October 27, 2011 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
http:iiwww.colIe~rot~ssor~rail~il~&,co~/1WLiOi2iI~(~4DAVcip(~NRYKFiipOe 

There’s Nowhere to Park! How to Handle Complaints & Create Solutions 
** Strategies to solve the biggest parking issues for students, faculty & visitors 
** How to use complaints to evaluate & improve your parking program 
** Keys to minimize parking wars with parking & transportation officers 

Space Management Solutions for Ideal Transportation & Parking Solutions on Campus 
** Budget friendly ideas for transportation demand programs on campus 
** Promoting pedestrian & walking programs on campus to ease parking issues 
** Space management best practices for getting a spot for everyone on campus 

Modern Trends for Planning the Perfect Campus Parking Plan 
** Technology that can help you solve your parking problems 
** How to prepare for students’ changing transportation demands 
** What you can learn from other colleges & universities 

Your expert presenter: 

Casey Jones, CAPP, MPA, Boise State University: Casey is the Director of 
Transportation and Parking for Boise State University. He has also held 
positions at the University of Colorado, Boulder and was General Manager for the 
City of Portland, Oregon’s award-winning off-street parking system known as 
SmartPark. 
** He has worked in the areas of economic and community development, public 
safety and intergovernmental relations. Jones is the founding president of the 
Pacific Intermountain Parking and Transportation Association, he has chaired the 
IPI state and regional associations committee and the IPI strategic planning 
committee focused on building relationships with organizations impacted by 
transportation and parking issues. Jones co-founded the IPI Road Runners Club in 
2008 and was awarded the IPI Chairman’s award that same year. 
** Casey is a Certified Administrator for Public Parking, he holds a Master’s 
Degree in Public Administration and is pursuing a certificate in sustainability 
leadership from the University of California - Irvine. 
** Casey is a board member for the Rocky Mountain chapter of the Association 
for Commuter Transportation, treasurer for the Community Transportation 
Association of Idaho, board member for the Green Parking Council and board 
member of Valley Regional Transit. He also provides transportation and parking 
consulting services through his firm, Place & Plexus Consulting, LLC. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting & hiring 
efforts in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 



Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a 
cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 

AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

* Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space * 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Thursday, October 27, 2011 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
h~p:i/www.col~e~ro~bssor~trai~ir~g co~w’l WL/O/2/p64DAVc~pd, I~NRYKF’iipOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.co~leg~e~rofessor~rainmg, com/l WLi4Ci2~64.DAVc/p6MNRYKl~i/~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 500288 

Contact ID#: -1735337069 
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"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, October 3,2011 8:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 10-3-11 Football Suffers First Loss, NPF All-Stars Coming to Town 

TEXT.htm 

Football Suffers First Loss, Melvin Ingram Earns Weekly Honors 
The Gamecocks suffered their first loss of the season Saturday, falling to Auburn 16-13. Despite the 
loss, the stellar performance of the Carolina defense did not go unnoticed. Melvin Ingmm was 
recognized by the SEC for the third time in just five weeks, earning SEC Defensive Player of the 
Week honors for the second consecutive week. Ingram was previously named SEC Defensive Player of the 
Week after the win over Vanderbilt and SEC Special Teams Player of the Week after the Georgia game. 
With this week’s honor the Gamecocks have now earned a weekly SEC award in each of the five weeks of 
the season. 

NPF All-Stars Returning to Columbia 
The National Pro Fast-pitch All-Stars softball team is returning to Columbia again this year as part 
of their Back to School Tour for an exhibition game against South Carolina Softball. The NPF Back to 
School Tour was launched in 2010 as a way to introduce the League and its premier athletes to 
enthusiastic fans of the game all across the United States. The Gamecocks are looking forward to 
hosting the team and a fun night of softball. Game time is 7:00 p.m. at Beckham Field. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 
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Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

What You Need for Successful Home Recruiting Visits 

TEXT.htm 

Vie~v tiffs as a ~vebpage... 
Click here! 
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You’re receiving tiffs email because of yo~ relafionsNp with Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please confim~ 
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What You Need for Successful Home Recruiting Visits 

That hint of Fall in the air means it’s getting close to tile season that is becoming 
somewhat of a lost art in tile world of college recruiting. 

Of course, I’m talldng about "home visit season". 

Since there are coaches just like you all over tile countt7 that are making plans 
to visit tile homes of prospects they’ve been recruiting, I wanted to share some 
of the things that I discussed with coaches this past year, both on tile phone and 

in person during our On-Campus Workshops [hh~p:/,,~2Ors6net,’~]~ 

llr bv,,he~_~bab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e O01A~i~HFZOilCTW3JzUK9A7 Txz0XLwnU2~Q~{2Z5D6I<~z\uIomaOE~3OEZAe-vFzC- 
7WPWWGGrsuV E3em3 YfZTA ]. 

If you’re w~tting to refine yo~ approach to pe~sonN visits, ttfi~ about using 
these tips as a way to boost yore perfom~ance in fi-ont of yore top prospects when 
they are playing on their "home field". 

Focus on relaxing before your meeting. Sounds so simple, yet most coaches don’t 
take a few minutes to do it. In tile same way that your athletes might spend an hour 

before their athletic contest listeulng to music to pump them up, visualizing them 
malting a big play, or just being quiet so that they can get ready to compete to 
tile best of their abilities, you need to get in tile zone when it comes to getting 
ready to recruit. But instead of getting pumped up, you need to calm down: Listen 

to your ~avorite music on your way to the appointtnent. Thi~lk positive thoughts. 
Visualize a great eveulng of talldng. The ultimate goal is to go in relaxed, in 
high spirits, and with an attitude of a wi~lner that shines through to your prospect. 
Great sales professionals in tile business world do tiffs before any important sales 
call. You should also! 

Believe your progranl is the best. Along with relaxing before you go into an important 
meeting with a prospect, you need to develop a mindset that your program, your staff 
and your college is tile best. Period. You’ve got to believe it, and believe it whole-heattedly. 

If you don’t, it will show. Your passion for what you’re selling to your prospect 
will be... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~a:,,’/Y2Ors6nel/~l~ 
llr bwhe~tl~ak&et 1107963641918&s :56114&e ~1~c~ZHFZ~i2TZNW~1vn7zvv~j~T5ZtS4fWZ1kEwi~2L9~ithRSuwY~jHBrr~m~rnukSE3aKN~9kRc~U3v~LHndP1dUHJ~ 

M0oK 61bgR g£,~ O6svVL G~,, ] 

Findus on Facebook [http://r20.~s6.nefftn.jsp?llr b~vheqnbab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOi2cOZpOu43ghbEqjQTOAbBn- 
WviF4M7bgtkFEdL2nWuj N1OWek~ J6fpG SUtVFg JEltYsazXTD0g3EvIMR4QJNs4dDiSofqZ4QFr- 
vU6KAhGp6QJp3BXTC9mNnglf23PqXkms308Ac49mlQxbGP4KRKvI<h159SO~Z8 4HV50SwpXYkaDM Rafyma0XIBTbmD0xeSRdsgG- 
4YvoAVBqS Jq548Wut 1 qCMWz0GonBz6LDNG60hMyq4H 95vizirH1PTV-7U S-vQJ5hDfVNc9QVEiR7q] 

Follo~v us on Twitter [~l~lp:/,,’~2Ors6neffl~ 

llr bwhe%~bak&et 110796364191S&s :56114&e 001~cltC&HFZOi0GIoZ~.balOWWT1JH3Fb~nLI H9ul%iKdJ, Ngl~HroM5BA~,&ors)ff&Vgl~kjtd<~X 

23n~L ’FK~. m ERJ 0R~l~,m HG dVQ ] 

Front Rush[hl~):i/i2Orsdnel!In               bab&et 1107963d4191S&s 56114&e O01Ag2~ZHFZOilISZUVFP_ J?~JI~BKVYTRIn’,,Dlv6SI~ntKBM4Hvz-O-A~SsI(2aiVwmtZkZBDWL1- 

5dJOTh\nJzuW oc~j_OGxcXKHbfLOGMK_ZHsbF4KeSHCEKILONTu0SN                                 ] 

Time to Let Go and Go Home, Coach! 

by Mandy Green, Head Soccer Coach - Uulve~sity of South Dakota 

In tile past ~vhen I have had tile chance to ~vork with some coaches on managing their 
time better in tile office, it is fun to see their eyes light up as we set reclulting, 

team, admiulstrative, and personal goals and then come up with a plan on how accomplishing 
these goals to make it reality. 

Never ~ails, ~ve al~vays hit a snag ~vhen I mention tile "D" ~vord. 

That ~vord that seems to hang up a lot of coaches is delegation. 

"If it’s to be, it’s up to me." Tiffs seems to be the bavorite saying of a lot of 
tile coaches that I anl worldng with. To me, it says a great deal about their willingness 

to delegate. These coaches work non-stop inoi~ling to night, and still do (although 
they are getting better), because they sonlehow can’t elnbi~ce the notion that it’s 

possible to get things done any other way. 

Beneath tile many excuses for not delegating lays tile reason ~vhy many of us coaches 

avoid delegating things: Tlale delegation means giving up a little of what we would 
like to hold onto (some measure of control) while keeping what we inight prefer to 



give up (accountability). 

Delegation is all area of personal and professional nlanagelnent that many coaches 
stnlggle with. The difficulty steins fronl our need to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~[}://i’20 rs6 neg,’/x~u?llr: bv,4teqnbah&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztqu2;HFZOi2EVyxDz7~tAFXCks8VbH6b7etl W- .LBQT4GAXcI: 
~’3~y~SVGNrZLOmWU785U136JJ2WgOa~tg)~oo6d6JmlXcN eKggXOmb izKrbn3n0C zw N OUe] 

Findus on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.nefftn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOi2cOZpOu43ghbEqjQTOAbBn- 
WviF4M7bgtkFEdL2nWuj N1OWekj J6fpG SUtVFg JEltYsazXTD0g3EvIMR4QJNs4dDiSofqZ4QFr- 
vU6KAhGp6QJp3BXTC9mNnglf23PqX!cms308Ac49mlQxbGP4KRKvI<h159SO~Z8 4HV50SwpXYkaDM Rafyma0XIBTbmD0xeSRdsgG- 

4YvoAVBqS Jq548Wut 1 qCMWz0GonBz6LDNG60hMyq4H 95vizirH1PTV-7U S-vQJ5hDfVNc9QVEiR7q] 
Follo~v us on Twitter [~)j~p:ii~2Ors6net,q~Q_~? 

lit b>~heqnhah&et l107963641918&s 56114&e ~1zt~mZHFZ~i~GI~Zq92ERAj~a1OWWT1JH3Fb6nLIy~iZ4CJ~5S~qH9uF~AKdW9UHr~M5BAult~rs~fZV9F1@d~‘X- 

231rflcUTK ~, c@AmHGdVQ__] 

Looldng for more remults? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 

to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [~n:!ir20 rs6 neli/ni~p?llr bwheqnbsb&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e O01ztcluZHFZOi3 uVFP7 KgZ- 
BSE                          H3ZDIt2M4vhSP4s                                   Y43Z5s75N23LSLbxmFGZKC-L,e 13RSszP                          UFw FIda d Y s~l h5 ~:kyZ4p 1ZEhDM0~z c ] 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOi3dQKkXkVF-jAIWks 07hTvrzqIPEJ~Ivvv6HoilB3Up3VcwLbV7V9- 
ZE~vRRChmZURG 2 S S A9Q2Ht F Om47iWI dvoGgDwiAZj J NbAyv9bWKyv J P R 112wVx6oXYG 9hsT SLkEAzGh5 Q4 Ke9v4bxg6cpj v ig 2b JEUy2-A - 
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Latest News on Ore Facebook Page 

NCAA Set to Give Athletes More Financial Scholarship Help 

After years of study, tile NCAA looks to be set to increase the alnomtt of full scholarships 

to fully accomtt for tile total cost of college. By some estimates, cun-ent scholarhip 
levels are as much as $2,000 short of covering the full costs. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed al~icles - as well as training 
videos featming Dan Tudor-just clickhere [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOi2LRSXxqjwh7BWnjtgn8QsULAWM59h-vxF5cI~npZubkqLc- 

FdduMtkj FYC7vNvE81B202-QZzQsDjPolkMTpw7XWI5e31T7uZMSWdYlpmEM DfR830p2Od9m3nTnTgpldb8CMGVRXgko3junlxsLTzsCVj 7JDvtzoJ4USMyWZpBWsoXdVrall]. 

And don’t forget about ore daily T~vitter updates!. Click here ~://~20rs6nefftu~p~_~llr bv, A~eqf~hab&et: 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001z~uZHFZOi0uG                             nwV8- 

L 91E JudOzv,,ZIU M3 0KIW2Y                                   WxI \ r×l bWOiv,,E h~_AhRv,, Y] 
no~v to star[ folki~ving Dan on T~vitter. 

Findus on Facebook [ht>p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr b~vheqnbab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOi2cOZpOu43ghbEqjQTOAbBn- 
WviF4M7bgtkFEdL2nWuj N1OWekj J6fpG SUtVFg JEltYsazXTD0g3EvIMR4QJNs4dDiSofqZ4QFr- 
vU6KAhGp6QJp3BXTC9mNnglf23PqX!cms308Ac49mlQxbGP4KRKvI<h159SO~Z8 4HV50SwpXYkaDM Rafyma0XIBTbmD0xeSRdsgG- 

4YvoAVBqS Jq548Wut 1 qCMWz0GonBz6LDNG60hMyq4H 95vizirH1PTV-7U S-vQJ5hDfVNc9QVEiR7q] 

Follo~v us on Twitter 
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Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Canlpus? 

On-Canlpus Workshop [~a:I,q2Ors6net/~ 

llr bwhec~bak&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e O01ztcluZHFZOilC7W3J/~K9A7 TxzOXLwnb2~3kQZ5D6Kz\~uIonlaOEg3.0EZAevFzC- 
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Let Our Team 

Take Your Remulting to the 

Next Level! 

CLICK HERE [h~):i,,’~2Ors6neffm.~>_p?lh bv,,heqnhalo&e~ 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOilCTW3JzL.K9A70~.~_SI~UtKTKs YTx~OXLvn~L,2~<~p.~5D6Kz\auIomaOEg3OEZAe 
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FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

High School Stars Turn to Social Media to Boost Reclulting Chances 

Quarterback Boeing Brown might only be statting his junior year at Brookfield (Conn.) 
High School, but his push to get on the radar of college coaches has begun. 

In tile past, Bro~vn ~vould have depended on his parents, coaches and local nledia to 
pronlote his football persona. But today’s high school sports stars have a ne~v nlarketing 
platfolin - social nledia. 

Sites like Facebook, T~vitter and YouTube have become tile ~Pavored playing field for 
both athletes and rectxliters. 

"Every reclult or coach has some sort of social media presence," said Brian Davidson, 

vice president of social nledia for tile National Collegiate Scouting Association 
[i~p:!k20~6net/                   ah&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 0Olzt                                                         H3ZDIt2M4vhSP4s v~m cSIwf~OWnBjH5YbvY- 

which helps connect athletes and remulters. 

Bro~vn has a Facebook page, T~vitter feed and YouTube chamlel all devoted to sho~vcasing 
his considerable talents. The ~vay the 16-year-old sees it, he really has no choice 
if he ~ValttS to end up in the best possible college situation. 

"If you ~Valtt to be at tile forefront of ~vhere coaches are looking for a 2013 quatterback, 
you have to get your name out there," Bro~vn said.. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
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Findus on Facebook [htVp://r20.rs6.nefftn.jsp?llr b~vheqnbab&et 1107963641918&s 56114&e 001ztquZHFZOi2cOZpOu43ghbEqjQTOAbBn- 
WviF4M7bgtkFEdL2nWuj N1OWek~ J6fpG SUtVFg JEltYsazXTD0g3EvIMR4QJNs4dDiSofqZ4QFr- 
vU6KAhGp6QJp3BXTC9nlNnglf23PqX!cms308Ac49nllQxbGP4KRKvI<h159SOI~Z8 4HV50SwpXYkaDM Rafynla0XIBTbnlD0xeSRdsgG- 
4YvoAVBqS Jq548Wut 1 qCMWz0GonBz6LDNG60hMyq4H 95vizirH1PTV-7U S-vQJ5hDfVNc9QVEiR7q] 



Coaches remxliting ~vorkbooks [~a:!/x20rs6neL’~xl~o?llx bv,4teqxlbah&el: 110796364191S&s: 56114&e: 0Ol~quZHEZOi35f%,d szpgLXtxV59y,~pmNLhYf’Zli),gyYe4KTS5cxUI~ZWkXcMK9VV~q~>24ezl- 
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Read the book that changed the way college coaches recrui!! 
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Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Foi~vvard tiffs email to other coaches! 
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Tiffs elnail ~vas sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com. 
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Webcast: Learn from Forrester on Integrating Environmental Reporting 

TEXT.htm 

Integrating Environmental Reporting with Existing Business Processes 
and Systems 

Register Now 
rm.~rac1e.c~m/ctd/1~?R1D~3°2D31CNW&C~N~3~WNN7°149~&PR~&A1D~&~1D~3°2CZG5~&C1D=3o 
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Whether on a mandatory or a voluntary basis, organizations are 
increasingly becoming more transparent in their environmental reporting 
and using information driven analytics to drive material performance 
improvement. 

Join this live webcast to hear Chris Mines of Forrester Research discuss 
some of the key drivers leading organizations to increasingly look for 
ways to automate the environmental reporting processes to make them 
more reliable, more efficient, and more secure. He will also share some 
best practices for implementing environmental reporting solutions 
including key metrics to focus on, key stakeholders to engage, how to 
overcome common challenges, and opportunities for quick wins. And you’ll 
learn how to justify investing in software solutions to manage 
environmental reporting and driving measurable success in environmental 
and financial performance. 

Jon Chorley and Rich Kroes from Oracle will also highlight the key 
features and benefits of Oracle’s Environmental Accounting & Reporting 
modules for Oracle E-Business Suite and JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. This 
new offering enables organizations to: 
*Increase Data Collection Efficiency and Reliability - Integrated with 
financial accounting to leverage existing business processes and maintain 
a single source of truth 
*Comply with Global Greenhouse Gas Regulations - Accurate, repeatable, 
and verifiable methodologies for greenhouse gas calculation in accordance 
with global standards 
*Improve Environmental and Financial Performance - Support for multiple 
reporting standards, shorter reporting cycle times, internal KPI tracking, 
and flexible ad hoc reporting 

Register Now 
rm.orade.com/ctd/~?R~D~3°2D3ICN~&C~N=3°~NX7°14%&PR~-~&A~D=&~[D-~3°2CZG58~&C1D=3° 
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Live Webcast 
Register to watch at your desk! 

October 11, 2011 
8:00 a.m. PST 
Online 



Featured Speakers: 

*Chris Mines, 
Senior Vice President, Research Director, Forrester 

*Jon Chorley, 
VP of Product Strategy, Oracle 

*Rich Kroes, 
Director of Product Strategy, Oracle 

Join Us for an Oracle Event 

Register Now 
~llp s :/)g~ c~mprm, oracle, co ~ic’tdiiu?RID-3-2D 31CNW& CON-3-WNX7-1498 &PRO-& MD-& O~D-3 o 2 C Z G580& C ID-3 o 
2AOXZ3 U &COID=3-2AOXZ47&T=h~l~%3a%2~/o2feveN.o~4.com%2fr.Nm%3fe%3d358788%2ds%3dl%2dk% 
3dE597FD51BAFD93CEA3D3A4DgOAAD4875&TN=Regjster+Now&RT=Clicked+On+URL 

100010350 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 
States 

Create or update your profile to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can Opt-Out 
[.[~.~ps:/idne.oracle.com~p~si~nsiOPT OUT.th?vr~=DM&~ code-er~] completely, please note you will no longer receive newsletters and 
product information you may have subscribed to. 

" ?     ~’    3 " <img src= rm.oracle.comictd/tmo. PdD=~-2D_ ICNW width=l height=l> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 4:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fair Use, Copyright, and Higher Education: How to Avoid Legal Landmines 11/3 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with understanding fair use of copyrighted materials in 
higher education, there will be a live, 60 -minute Webiuar Conference: 

"Fair Use, Copyright, and Higher Education: How to Avoid Legal Landmines [] 
Thursday, November 3,2011 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Sharing music, documents, and other media is an effective way for teachers to 
enhance student learning opportunities, however, knowing what qualifies as fair 
use is very tricky. What must you know to stay compliant with the law while 
using copyrighted materials for educational purposes? Join us for a 60 - minute 
webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 
** Legal primer for distance-ed faculty: What you can and cannot do 
** Avoiding fines & fees: Real world examples & tips for staying in compliance 
** Streaming video: Guidelines on using music & movies in your course 
** How to handle personal and institutional liability issues 

Your expert presenter: 

Kevin Smith 
As Duke University [] s first Scholarly Communications Officer, Kevin Smith[] s 
principal role is to teach and advise faculty, administrators and students about 
copyright, intellectual property licensing and scholarly publishing. He is a 
librarian and a lawyer who has served libraries in public service and 
administration. He is admitted to the bar in Ohio and North Carolina. Kevin is 
a frequent writer and speaker on copyright in higher education and on the 
changes taking place in scholarly communications. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your office culture efforts 
in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 
Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a cost- 
effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and staff 
while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will remember and 
act on. 



AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

* Fair Use, Copyright, and Higher Education: How to Avoid Legal Landmines 
* Live 60-Minnte Webinar Conference 
*Thursday, November 8 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~? :i/www.bes~professor~rai~ing co~f2 X4i4C/2/~667NJc/p6ND38()~ 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 245509 

Contact ID#: -1724443754 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 8:49 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Favorite Class blurbs for sports marketing newsletter 

TEXT.htm 

Hi all, 
Wanted to ask for your help with something: In the monthly sports marketing newsletter that goes out to faculty and staff, we’ve been 
trying to include short blurbs from student-athletes on their favorite classes. I’ve talked with some of you individually about collecting 
these, but wanted to throw out a blanket request in hopes of getting a bunch of them that we can have banked and ready to go. So, my 
request for you: 

Please ask several of your student-athletes for this info: 
(One caveat: Needs to be an already-completed class, not a current one) 

Favorite class you’ve taken at UNC: 
What did you like about it? 

No real deadline, but if you want to set one yourself in hopes that you’ll get prompt responses, feel free! 
Any questions, let me know. Thanks very much for your help! 

-- dg 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Club" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 12:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gameday Information for South Carolina vs. Kentucky 

TEXT.htm 

GAMECOCK GAMEDAY 

South Carolina (4-1) vs. Kentucky (2-3) 
Saturday, October 8 at 12:21 p.m. ET 
Williams-Brice Stadium 
TV: SEC Network 

Gamecocks Host Kentucky Wildcats for SEC East Showdown 

This Saturday the Gamecocks look to rebound after a tough 16-13 loss to Auburn last weekend. Despite 
another stellar defensive effort, the Gamecocks were not able to overcome the Tigers. Senior 
defensive end Melvin Ingram was named the SEC Defensive Player of the Week, his third conference 
honor this season. 

Sophomore quarterback Connor Shaw will lead the Gamecocks as they wrap up a four-game home stand 
this weekend versus the Kentucky Wildcats. The team dropped a close decision, 31-28, to the Wildcats 
on the road last season. Kentucky visits Columbia after a 35-7 road loss to LSU. 

Tickets are available for $50 each and may be purchased online at www.Ticketmaster.com or by calling 
the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office at 800.4SC.FANS (800.472.3267). 

Tailgate Timeline 

Stop by the Palmetto Health Gamecock Village to check out the Mello Yello RETRO Experience this 
Saturday. The display will include an authentic VW van, inflatable lounge chairs, Simon games, and 
various other video games from the ’80s. The U.S. Air Force will also be tossing out t-shirts from 
the band stage while McDonald’s hands out samples from its food truck. Don’t forget to visit the 
Sport Clips tent to register to be MVP of the Game! Located on Bluff Road just across from the 
stadium (on the old Biscuit House lo0, Gamecock Village is a free tailgate for all fans. It opens 
at 9 a.m. this Saturday and closes approximately 30 minutes before kickoff. 

In the Bojangles’ lot, fans can register to win a John Deere tractor and Dress U will be selling 
women’s gameday apparel and jewelry. There is no admission for the Bojangle’s lot, which also opens 
at 9 a.m. 

8 a.m. Farmers Market parking lots open 
8:30 a.m. Stadium Parking Office opens 
8:30 a.m. Armory, ETV, Fairgrounds, and Stadium parking lots open 
8:30 a.m. Stadium Box Office opens 
9 a.m. Palmetto Health Gamecock Village opens 
10 a.m. Gamecock Walk (Gate 11) 
10:20 a.m. Stadium Gates 4, 14, 16, 22, and 25 open 
10:50 a.m. Remaining Stadium Gates open 
12:21 p.m. Kickoffvs. Kentucky 



Happening This Saturday 

This Saturday is Gamecock Club Appreciation Day at Williams-Brice Stadium! The Gamecock Club staff 
will be in the parking lots before the game distributing garnet car flags to members. The 2011 
Director’s Cup and MVP (Most Valuable President) awards will be presented during a special halftime 
show. 

McAlister’s Deli will also be handing out mystery gift cards to fans as they enter the stadium. 

Did You Know? 

[] South Carolina and Kentucky first played in 1937. 

[] South Carolina has a 14-7-1 all-time record versus Kentucky. 

[] Melvin Ingram has been named the SEC Defensive Player of the week the past two weeks. 

[] Marcus Lattimore currently leads the SEC in rushing. 

Stay tuned for more facts during Saturday’s game! 

Parking Note 

All parking passes issued by the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office will be valid for this 
weekend’s game. State Fair preparations will eliminate RV parking on Rosewood and on the fairgrounds 
property. The Farmers Market will be open on Friday from 2-8 p.m. for limited RV parking. Spaces 
will be sold on a first-come-first-served basis and are $120 each ($60 for Friday night and $60 for 
Saturday night). 

Gameday parking in the Farmers Market will open at 8 a.m. Saturday for all other vehicles. The cost 
is $35 per vehicle. 

How Are We Doing? 

When the Gamecocks play at home, you’ll receive this update the Wednesday prior to the game. Please 
contact the Gamecock Club if any important details are omitted (803.777.4276 or 
gcclub@mailbox.sc.edu). Let us know how we may improve this service for you! 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

Gamecock Club [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



Gamecocks Host Kentucky Wildcats for 
SEC East Showdown 

This Saturday the 
Gamecocks look to 
rebound after a tough 16- 
13 loss to Auburn last 
weekend. Despite another 

stellar defensive effort, 
the Gamecocks were not 
able to/~ overcome the 
Tigers. Senior defensive 
end Melvin Ingram was 
named the SEC Defensive 
Player of the Week, his 
third conference honor 
this season. 

Sophomore quarterback Connor Shaw will lead the 
Gamecocks as they wrap up a four-game home stand this 

weekend versus the Kentucky^ Wildcats. The team 
dropped a close decision, 31-28,A to the Wildcats on the 
road last season. Kentucky visits Columbia after a 35-7 
road loss to/~ LSU. 

Tickets are available/~ for $50 each and may be 
purchased online at Ticketmaster.com/~, or by/~, calling the 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office at 800.4SC.FANS 

(800.472.3267). 

South Carolina 
VSoA Kentucky (2o3) 

Saturda,~, October 8 
12:21A p,mo ET 

Williams-Bdce Stadium 
TV:~ SEC fteb,~7or~ 

Radio Affiliates 

Ga meday Znformation 
Parking & Traffic Flow 

Weather Forecast 

Tailgate Timeline 
High: 79~,°F / Low 57~,°F 

Precipitation: 10% 

Sto~p by the Palmetto Health Gamecock Village to check 
outA the/~ Mello Yello RETRO Experience this Saturday. 
The display will include an authentic VW van, inflatable 

lounge chairs, Simon gam~es, and various other video 
games from the ’80s. TheA U.S. Air Force will also be 
tossing out t-shirts from the band/~ stage while 
McDonald’s hands out/~ samples from its food 
truck./~ Don’t/~forget to/~visit the Sport Clips tent to 
register to be MVP of the Game! Located on Bluff Road 
just across from the stadium (on the old Biscuit House 

Iot~), Gamecock Village is a free tailgate for all fans. 
ItA opens at/~ 9 a.m. this Saturday and closes 
approximately 30 minutes before kickoff. 

@ame Note~ (.pd© 
~epth Cha~ (.pd0 

Tickets Available! 
Price:/~ $50 each 
Click here to buy online 

Tickets also available for: 
¯ The Citadel, Nov. 19 
($30) In the Bojangles’ Io~t, fans can re~gister to win a John 

Deere tractor, andA Dress U willA be selling women’s 
gameday apparel and jewelry. There is no admission for 



the Bojangles’ lot, which also opens at 9 a.m. 

8"30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. 

A9 a.m. 

lO a.m. 
10:20 a.m. 

10:50 a.m. 
12:21 p.m. 

Farmers Market parking lots open 

Stadium Parking Office opens 

Armory, ETV, Fairgrounds, and Stadium 

~, parking lots open 

~, Stadium Box Office~, opens 

A Palmetto Health Gamecock 
VillageA opens 

A Gamecock Walk (Gate 11) 

A Stadium Gates 4, 14, 16, 22, and 25 
open 

A Remaining Stadium Gates open 

A Kickoff vs. Kentucky 

Need assistance during the 
game? Use the Gameda¥ 
Text Help Line: Text 
"USC"     your     issue 
andA location to 69050. 

Have helpful feedback 
following the game? Call the 
Game Enhancement Line 
at 803.777.7784. 

Happening This Saturday 

This 
Appreciation Day at Williams-Brice 

Stadium! The Gamecock Club staff will 
be in the parking lots before the game 
distributing garnet car flags to 
members. The 2011 Director’s Cup and 

MVP (Most Valuable President) awards 
will be presented during a special 
halftime show. 

Saturday is Gamecock Club 

Upcoming Events 

Fri., Oct.~, 7 -~, 7 p.m. 
Volleyball vs. LSU 

McAlister’s Deli will also be handing out Sun., Oct.A 9 -A 1:30 
mystery gift cards to fans as they enter p.m. 
the stadium.                                   .A Vollayball~, vs. Arkansas 

Sun., Oct.~, 9 -A 2 p.m. 
¯ Woman’s Soccer vs. Auburn 

Did You Know? 

South Carolina and Kentucky first played in 1937. 

South Carolina has a 14-7-1~ all-time record 
Kentucky. 

Gamecock Gear 

New this season: visit the 
Under Armour merchandise 
stand inside Gate 2 (West 

versus Side) and pick up the newest 
gameday apparel! 

Melvin Ingram has been named the SEC Defensive Player of 
the Week the past two weeks. 

Marcus Lattimore currently leads the SEC in rushing. 

Stay tuned for more facts during Saturday’s game! 

How Are We Doing? 



Parking Note 

All parking passes issued by the South Carolina Athletics 
Ticket Office will be valid for this weekend’s game. State 
Fair preparations will eliminate RV parking on Rosewood and 
on the fairgrounds property. The Farmers Market will be 
open on Friday from 2-8 p.m. for limited RV parking. Spaces 

will be sold on a first-come-first-served basis and are $120 
each ($60 for Friday night and $60 for Saturday night). 

Gameday parking in the Farmers Market will open at 8 a.m. 
Saturday for all other vehicles. The cost is $35 per vehicle. 

When the Gamecocks play at 
home, you’ll receive this 

update the Wedne~sday prior 
to the game.A Please 
contact~ the Ga mecock 
Club~ if any important 

details are omitted 
(803.777.4276 or 
~cc]ub@mailbox.sc.edu).~ Let 
usA know how we may 
improve this service for you! 

Heisman Hopeful 

Gamecock running back Marcus Lattimore’s name has been 

part of the Heisman buzz since p~reseason. Learn more about 
Marcus and his accolades here.,A and click here to cast your 
vote for the 2011 Heisman Trophy~ winner.~ 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, ~lease click here. 

Gameock Club ¯ 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 . 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 2:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Please Join Us - Oracle Systems Strategy Luncheon - Raleigh 

TEXT.htm 

ORACLE SYSTEMS STRATEGY 
LUNCHEON SEMINAR AT 

SECOND EMPIRE RESTAURANT 

AND TAVERN 1N RALEIGH, NC 

Join us for an exclusive technology briefing on Oracle’s Systems 
Strategy, and enjoy a complimentary 
private luncheon of Second Empire’s exceptional menu and dining 
experience. 

Friday, October 14, 2011 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 

Second Empire Restaurant and Tavern 
The Historic Dodd-Hinsdale House 
330 Hillsborough Street 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
+1.919.829.3663 
Goto: m~rac1e.c~rr~/ctd~1~?Rg)~3°2DCA5I9&C~N~3°~v\qNX~°149~&PRO~&A~D~&~ID~3°2D3~‘M1C&C1D~3- 

2D3RMOC&COID=3 o2D3RM 19&T=h~lp%3 a%2P~42~vww.secondoem~ire.com%2floca~io~% 
2f&’l-N- Seco~d+Em~ire+Res~m~ran~ + a~d+Tavem&RT=Clicked+On+ URL 

RSVP Required. 
Please call 1.800.820.5592 ext. 9784 to reserve your seating today. 
This invitation is exclusively for you and is non-transferable. Space 
is limited. 

Oracle Systems Strategy Update - Don’t miss the latest highlights and 
updates from Oracle OpenWofld! 

Join us for an exclusive update on Oracle’s Sun server, storage and 
complete systems, with insight into Oracle’s innovative systems 
approach and strategy. Hear first-hand how Oracle’s ongoing investment 
in innovation across the stack is creating new opportunities for your 
business. You’ll learn about the latest Oracle announcements that took 
place at Oracle OpenWorld: 

* Latest Storage Offerings 
* Pillar Offerings 
* Latest SPARC Releases 
* Latest Engineered Systems Offerings 

We look forward to seeing you at this exclusive event. 

If you are an employee or official of a government organization, please 
click here for important ethics information regarding this event. 
Goto: 
http://www.omcle.com!us/dm/emaildisclaimer-214931.html?msgid=NAFM 10122911MPP098~evite=3- 



5145952080~Disclaimer=English/US/ownEvent~EName=Oracle%20 Systems%20 Strategy%20Luncheon%20 Seminar% 20at% 
20 Sec~nd%2~Empire%2~Restaumnt%2~and%2~Tavem%2~in%2~Ra~eigh~%2~NC~Items=Break%2~at%2~$13.15,%20Lunch% 
20at%20546.01,%20Giveaway%20at%2053.85~Cost=$63.0 l~Cuame=Noua%20Reid~CNo=~Email=noua.reid@omcle.com 

Hardware and Software Oracle Engineered to Work Together 
Goto: ~s~//~‘~m~.orac~e~c~m/c~d/~?R~D-3-2DCA5~9&C~N-3°~NX7-~49g&PRo-&A~=&~D 3-2D3RM1C&C~D- 3- 
2D3RMOC&COID=3-2D31RM 19&T=ht~?%3 a%2P?/o2f~VWWoOraC~eoCOm%2f~s%2fcorpora~e% 
2fi~dexoNml&TN=hardwam&RT=Clicked+Or~+URL 

10993 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 
States 

Create or update your profile to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 
Go to:         rofile.oracle.com/ 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can Opt-Out completely, please note 
you will no longer receive newsletters and product information you may have subscribed to. 
Go to: ~s:/idne.oracle.comiplsi~msiOPT OUT.th?coid=3-W~NX7-1498&t~rid=&trid=3-2D3RM1C&cmid=3-2D3RMOC&ccid=3o 
2DCA519&LC-er~ 



View this message in a Web browser. 

RSVP Required 
Please call 1.800.820.5592 
ext. 
9784 to reserve your seating 
today. 

Oracle Systems Strategy Luncheon Seminar at Second Empire Restaurant and Tavern in 
Raleigh, NC 

Join us for an exclusive technology briefing on Oracle’s Systems Strategy, and enjoy a 
complimentary private luncheon of Second Empire’s exceptional menu and dining experience. 

Friday, October 14, 2011 
11:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m. 

Second Empire Restaurant and Tavern 
The Historic Dodd-Hinsdale House 

330 Hillsborough Street 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
+1.919.829.3663 

RSVP Required. 
Please call 1.800.820.5592 ext. 9784 to reserve your seating today. 
This invitation is exclusively for you and is non-transferable. Space is limited. 

Oracle Systems Strategy Update - Don’t miss the latest highlights and updates from 
Oracle OpenWorld! 

Join us for an exclusive update on Oracle’s Sun server, storage and complete systems, with 
insight into Oracle’s innovative systems approach and strategy. Hear first-hand how Oracle’s 
ongoing investment in innovation across the stack is creating new opportunities for your 
business. You’ll learn about the latest Oracle announcements that took place at Oracle 
OpenWorld: 

Latest Storage Offerings 

Pillar Offerings 

Latest SPARC Releases 

Latest Engineered Systems Offerings 

We look forward to seeing you at this exclusive event. 

If you are an employee or official of a government organization, please click here for important ethics information regarding this 
event. 

I-lardware aad Software 

Engineered to Work Togolhet 

Copyright © 2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. 
All rights reserved. 

Contact Us I Lega! Notices and Terms of Use I Pr!vacy Statement 
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Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United States 

Create oru~)date ~0our [3rofi/e to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can ~ completely, please note you 
will no longer receive newsletters and product information you may have subscribed to. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@myonlineseminars.com <audio@myonlineseminars.com> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 5:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mobile Web Design Crash Course: Effective Solutions for Your College Website 11/1 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with the best tools and tips to make your mobile college 
website efficient and engaging for students, parents, faculty and alumni, there 
will be a live, 60-minute Webinar Conference: 

"Mobile Web Design Crash Course: Effective Solutions for Your College Website" 
Tuesday, November 1, 2011 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~://~vww.~,onlineseminars.com/2X2/Oi2 

Colleges are taking the next step in website development - the mobile web. If 
your site is not optimized for the smallest screens, you may be limiting your 
reach to students, faculty staff, and alumni. How can you make your college 
website more accessible, user-friendly, and interactive for iPads, iPhones, and 
Androids? Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will 
discover: 
**Best solutions to design an efficient & user friendly college mobile website 
**How the MIT framework can help your university & what are your options 
**Alternatives to Flash: Tips to effectively incorporate multimedia tools 
**The key differences between Android, iPhone, iPad, Blackberry 
**How to avoid the 5 most common mistakes on the mobile web 

Your expert presenter: 

Janine Warner is an interactive media consultant, speaker, and author of more 
than a dozen books about the Internet. 
**Since 1996, she’s written more than a dozen books, including Mobile Web Design 
For Dummies, iPhone & iPad Web Design For Dummies, Web Sites Do It Yourself For 
Dummies, and Dreamweaver For Dummies (every edition). 
**Janine is the host of a growing collection of training videos for Kelby 
Training in Web design, Adobe Dreamweaver, and Cascading Style Sheets. 
**Janine has been an adjunct faculty member at the University of Southern 
California and the University of Miami and she especially loves working with 
other teachers and professors. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your campus mobile website 
efforts in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 
Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 



can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a 
cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 

AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

*Mobile Web Design Crash Course: Effective Solutions for Your College Website* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Tuesday, November 1 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http://w ~.w. m~,o n~i ne semmars, co mi 2 X 2/0/2 ip6~ ~ 9A c ~Y7 Z Q Zi/p0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 

P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http:i/www.mvon~ineseminars.comi2X2i4Ci2ip6019Ac~N~;7ZQZii)0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

ff registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 482680 

Contact ID#: -1733719237 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Megan Albidrez" <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 9:56 AM 

Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu> 

[regionii] Regional Conference 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We will be closing registration for the Region II Conference at the end of the day today. So, if you still haven’t registered, please do 
so today. Right now, we have about 70 attendees and would love to have a few more. 

Here is the link that will provide you with the conference agenda as well as registration information 
~:iirffcmra.o            io~2/. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

See you in Baton Rouge! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 

919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu 
~ : ih~cst~, edu/asgsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingonline.com <audio@professortrainingonline.com> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 1:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Bridge Program Success: Keys to Prepare & Retain Your Students, 11/4 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

This 60-minute webinar will provide you and your staff with a framework for 
developing an effective Summer Bridge program that boosts college readiness and 
student retention. Join us for: 

"Summer Bridge Program Success: Keys to Prepare & Retain Your Students" 
Friday, November 4, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 

.profe ssor~rainingonline .comi2X3iOi2 6NCD3PRii~0e 

Many students are entering college academically or socially unprepared and are 
"at risk" for failure. An effective Summer Bridge program makes the transition 
to the rigors of college life easier and provides the necessary support for 
college success. How can you design and implement a Summer Bridge Program that 
improves academic readiness and retention, while helping students adjust to 
college life and expectations? Join us for the upcoming, 60-minute webiuar where 
you and your staff will discover: 

** Keys to develop & support a successful Summer Bridge program 
** Program design, goals & measures: How to enhance college readiness 
** Innovative strategies that target the unique needs of "at risk" students 
** Assessment & program evaluation: What works & what does not 

Terrell Strayhorn, Ph.D, is Associate Professor of Higher Education in the 
School of Educational Policy and Leadership, College of Education and Human 
Ecology at The Ohio State University. 

** There he also serves as faculty affiliate in the Department of African 
American and African Studies, research fellow in the Kirwan Institute for the 
Study of Race & Ethnicity, faculty associate in the Todd A. Bell National 
Resource Center for African American Males. 
** He is an expert on equity and diversity in higher education, social 
psychological development of students, college student learning and cognitive 
development, mce/ethnicity, class, gender, and social identities, with numerous 
articles and researches on these topics and a direct experience with "at risk" 
students at The Ohio State University. 
** Terrell is also an engaging speaker and he was invited at NASPA in March 2011 
where he spoke on "Summer Bridge Programs" and their impact on at-risk and 
first-year students. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your Higher Education 
efforts in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 
Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 



EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide money-saving tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a 
cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 

AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

* Summer Bridge Program Success: Keys to Prepare & Retain Your Students * 
* Live,60-Minute Webinar * 
* Friday, November 4, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

role ssortrainir~go~lir~e .comi2X3i0i2 6NCD3PRii~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
!~p:iiwww.profe ssorlrainmgo~li~e .comi2X3i4CiUp663ETc!p6NCD3PRi~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 489076 

Contact ID#: -1723575142 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 2:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Webcast: Gartner & Welch’s - Supply Chain With Demand Driven Networks 

TEXT.htm 

Supply Chain Transformation with Demand Driven Networks 

Join us for an informative webcast to hear Gartner Analyst 
Michael Burkett explain the four principles of demand-driven value 
networks, and how their adoption can improve your supply chain. 
You will also hear Sean O [] Sullivan, Welch[] s Senior Manager of 
Supply Chain present a case study of supply chain Innovation at 
Welch[] s, explaining how adoption of new planning technologies and 
processes led both to dramatic improvements in inventory levels and 
customer satisfaction. 

Omcle’s Supply Chain Management solutions can help you to: 

- Sense, shape and fulfill demand with advanced demand management 
capabilities 

- Boost trade promotions with optimized pricing and predictive insight 

- Mitigate risk with robust supply chain design and enterprise-wide 
visibility 

- Drive business agility with powerful logistics and 
Product Lifecycle Management tools 

- Increase efficiency by aligning plans, processes and actions 
across the enterprise 

Don’t miss this chance to discover how you could dramatically transform 
your supply chain. 

2CTRV6B &COID= 3 -2 CTRVTl&T-htt.p%3 a%2f%2fevent, on24. com%2fr, htm%3fe%3 d274310%26 s%3 d 1%26k% 
3dAB92AEOAgDFOF2ETB27BSFCCFFEB6FOB&TN-REGISTER+NOW&RT-Clicked+Ort+-URL 

On Demand Webcast 
Register to watch at your desk! 



Join Us for an Oracle Event 

Featured Speakers: 
Michael Burkett 
VP Research, Gartner Supply Chain Leaders 

Sean O [] Sullivan 
Senior Manager of Supply Chain, Welch’s 

Copyright [] 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. 
All rights reserved. 

Legal Notices 
~s:i&c m~rm. o racl e. co mi ctdilu ?RID= 3- 2 D J 115 V & CO N= 3 - WqNX 7o 1498& P R O=& A ID=& O g)= 3 -2 CTR VTK& C 11D= 3 - 
2CTiRV(~B&COID=3-2CTRV71&T=N’tp%3a%2~%2~,ww.oracle.com%2fus%2flegN% 
2findex.html&TN =Legal+Notices&RT=Clicked+Ort+URL 

Privacy 
m~ ~rac~e~ c~ m/ctd/~u ?R~D= 3°2D J ~15 V & C~ N= 3°WNX 7°14 9~& PR ~=& A1D=& ~ ~D= 3-2 CTR V7K& C~D=3- 

2CTRV6B&COID=3-2CTRV71&T=hRp%3a%2t~/o2t~,ww.oracle.com%2fus%2fl 
2findex.Nml&TN =Privacy &RT=Clicked+Ox~+URL 

100010349 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 
States 

Create or update your profile to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 
~:/iwww.omcle.comiadr~p~/accoun~/i~dex.html 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can Opt-Out completely, please note 
you will no longer receive newsletters and product information you may have subscribed to. 
~s :/idnc.orac~e~com@si~r~siOPT OU% t~:~?coid=3-WNXT-14 9g&prid=&trid=&cmid=3-2CTR V(~B&ccid=3o2D JH 5V&LC=e~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 2:08 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: From the Desk of Rep. Kelly Alexander, Jr. 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE. png; IMAGE.j peg 

FYI - resources 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 9/27/2011 5:48 PM >>> 

Hi. Please forward as appropriate. Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

From: Marjorie H. Conner (Rep. K. Alexander) [mailto:Alexa~derkla 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 11:04 AM 

Subject: From the Desk of Rep. Kelly Alexander, Jr. 

Kelly Alexander, Jr. 
House of Representatives 
107th District 

September 26, 2011 

Update From Raleigh 



Subject: MBA Opportunity ( African American Resources) (R L S) 

MBA Opportunity Going By The Way Side [].. 

Lets Share This Info [] []. 

African American Resources 

1.         Wake Forest University has an opportunity for minority students to attend its MBA program for FREE, and so far, the 
response has been very poor. Please pass along this opportunity to your friends, families. This is a great school and a tremendous 
opportunity to attend a top graduate school. See the details below, the contact person is: Derrick S. Boone, Ph.D., Associate Professor 
of Marketing, Rm. 3139 Worrell Professional Center, Babcock Graduate School of Management _ Wake Forest University_ 
WINSTON _SALEM N.C. 27109-8738 email:derrick.boone@mba.wfu.edu or visit www.wfu.edu 

Phone# toll free (866) 925-3622. 

2.         Black Male Teachers needed. Do you know any Black Males who are seniors in high school who want to go to college 
out of state for FREE? The CALL ME MISTER program offered by 4 historical black colleges in South Carolina, Benedict 
College, Chaflin University, Morris College and South Carolina State University [] visit the 
www.callmemister.clemson.edu/index.htldetails online application or call 1.800.640.2657. 

3.         Harvard University is offering free tuition to families of HONOR STUDENTS and their income is less than $125,000 per 
year. Visit www.fao.fas.harvard.edc or call 617.495.1581. 

4.         Syracuse University School of Architecture is desperately seeking yotmg women and men of color interested in pursuing 
a 5 yr. professional degree in Architecture. Contact: Mark Robbins, Dean School of Architecture, 201 Slocum Hall, Syracuse, NY 
13244-1250 (315) 443-256 www.soa.syr.edu/indes.php 

5.          A free pair of eyeglasses from Target for any child ages 12 and under brings a valid prescription for glasses from their 
doctor. You can find stores with optical departments at www.target.com 

6.          APPLY NOW - If you have/know young adults between the ages of 18-31 with a High School Diploma. Can earn up to 
$100,000 and earn benefits. The Federal Aviation Association is taking application for Air Traffic Controller School visit the website 
www.faa.gov/j ob sopportunitie s/airtrafficcontroller 

House of Representatives 
Rep. Kelly Alexander, Jr. 
North Carolina General Assembly 
Legislative Office Building 
300 N. Salisbury Street 
Raleigh, NC 27603-5925 
Phone: 919-733-5778 
Fax: 919-754-3258 
E-mail: Kellya@ncleg.net 

ff you no longer wish to receive this Newsletter, please click HERE ( mailto:KELLYA(a)NCLEGNET?subject=UNSUBSCRIBE ) to 
unsubscribe 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 8:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligibility Statements 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I actually thought it might be a good idea to wait and run them Oct 18, after all the dropping of classes had occurred. That way the 
numbers that we give to the students might be more accurate -is it OK if I wait until the 18th to run mine? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 10/6/2011 5:12 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Eligibility statements will have to wait until next week to run [] so sorry. After the massive overhaul this summer with the Academic 
Grid, one unintended consequence was that I created new ways to calculate eligibility [] making the old statements obsolete. I will 
work on this in the next day or two so we can begin running them on Monday. 

Thanks for your patience, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarhee~b~e.cs~-v,com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"UNC Athletic Ticket Office" <webtiekets@uneaa.une.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uneaa.une.edu> 

Football Game Day, UNC vs. Louisville, Oct. 8, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

Carolilqa Tax Heels 

For up to date game day infom~ation, be sure to check out ww’~v.tarheelblue.com, and the Game day Central link on the Football page. 

CarolLna takes on Louisville this Saturday at 12:00 pro. The gates to Ketlan Stadinm will open 90 minutes prior to kick-off. 

Go Heels! 

If you have any questions and/or comments, please contact the University of North Carolina Online Ticket Office ~vebtickets@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Copyright [] 2011, University of North CarolLna. The team names, logos and unifoml designs are registered trademarks of the teams indicated. No logos, photographs or graphics in this email may be replaced 

without written pemlission. All rights reset-ted. 

UNC Athletic Ticket Office - P.O Box 3000, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Use the following link to send this message to a friend. 

~{~i~ac~r~ail em ~r~arketi~2 net/ct t~tml ? 
rr~ o~&s xTieu                        eo0&~VLa, IL AX)DRESS bl~to~caa ~nc e&~&MEM L’NI~)LEID d2bc066280&x/riM _x/riD 207419&5/rii~A_ x~-iD 207419&5/rim L~’~2OLEID d2bc066280 

To update yore profile or to unsubscribe, use the link belo~v: 
~@act trail em t~s~ketir~gt~ t~el/ct ~ml ? 

~*~ o~&s x?ie~d,4gl n~N,~iol o,2srx~iin~/~9eo0&5,4~ M 5/rifiD 630&’v~ \4__~bJ~ID d2bc06~o280& xA~’vl~AXD 207419& ~ ~__5/HD 207419& 5/~ 54_~JNIQUEID d2bc06b280 

Share on Facebook: 

~J2;:({pact trail em t aarketir~23~~ net/ct h~ml ? 
SOCID ddde835e?,b~96c4518eO3de23311e362a35311993317166101~,~a7572biO6c2942d2&5zriM \AID=207419&VILM lJN~IQbqdID d2bc066280 

Post on T~vitter: 

~{~i~ac~r~ail em ~r~arketi~2 net/ct t~tml ? 
eo0& VrbM SOCID ddde835eSbi~}96c4518e03de23311 e3b2a353119933171 b610i~va75?2b106c2942d2& V~M 5XID 207419&5/~lSA_ L%XQ[Yb2D d2bc066280 



Use this link to view a web version of the email 



If you have any quest ons and/or comments please contact the University of Noah Carolina Online Ticket Office. 

ht @ 2011, University of North Carolina. The team names, Iogos and uniform designs are 

istered trademarks of the teams indicated. No Iogos, photographs or graphics in this email may be 

)laced without written permission. All rights reserved. 

JNC Athletic Ticket Office - P.O Box 3000, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Forward to a Friend 

Use this link to modif:L2~’our profile or to unsubscribe. 

~ Share on Facebook! ~ Post on Twitter! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 2:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Room Schedule.xlsx 

Attached you will find a tentative daily schedule. 

Sunday is solid and ready to go for the night. The other nights are a work in progress still. 

I will be here for the dedication ceremony event, so I can write out the rooms on the checklist for the night if you want me to. 

Amy and I were briefly brainstorming ideas of what to do on our problematic nights. I will compile a daytime availability list and 
we’ll see what we can move from the evening to the daytime. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephen Blackwell <sblackwell@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 3:20 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

missing pay 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

Amy, 

i just approved my hours for the most recent pay period and the previous 
pay period. The problem is that when I tried to approve the hours for the 
training sessions there was no record of it. My understanding was that the 
tims system wasn’t set up in time to approve the training period and the 
hours would be recorded by either you or Brent. I have yet to receive a 
check from UNC for any of the sessions. Could you check to see if my hours 
were recorded? I’m not worried about getting the check late but i do want 
to get it. 
thank you very much, 
steve blackwell 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 11:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS FYS Entrepreneurship Flyer 

TEXT.htm 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 10/8/2011 10:05 AM >>> 

FYI. Please students know about this new offering. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administxation Faculty - e[] - www.exss.unc.edu ( ~://\~’ww.~mc.ed~ideptsiexerciseispor~ admi~istra~ior~ ) 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen- CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Twitter - drstroman 
"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 372692bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
EXSS FYS Entrepreneurship 2012 Flyer .pdf ( ~:ilarchive02.uncaa.tmc.ed~dgca4cldeca11084c96(~85dd04a0 lfbgd )Fri, 06 Jan 2012 
09:05:27 -0500372692bytes 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK FOR STAFF AND FACULTY 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY #* DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

*Your social security number is being requested by the University to conduct a residence history and criminal conviction background check 

consistent with University policy. You are not required to disclose your social security number; however, if you do not disclose your social 

security number you will not be considered for employment. 

Please list all names by which ,ou have been known, along with the dates each name was used: 

NAME DATES USED NAME DATES USED 

NC DRIVERS LICENSE # 
(if required for position; 
not applicable for unpaid 
appointments) 

I have held an out-of-State drivers license that has been valid within 
the last 12 months. If the answer is yes, provide the following 
information: 

OUT OF STATE DRIVERS ISSUING 
LICENSE # STATE 

[] YES 
[] NO 

CURRENT RESIDENCE (street, city, state, zip): 

IF CURRENT RESIDENCE IS NOT PERMANENT, 
GIVE PERMANENT RESIDENCE (If permanent 
address is a non-U.S, address, include country): 

[] Yes [] No Are you currently an employee of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

[] Yes [] No Have you ever lived or worked outside of North Carolina? If yes, complete page 2 of this form. 

[] Yes [] No Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense? If yes, list below the county, state, and date of the 

conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. Prayers for Judgment Continued (PJCs) and 

non-contested charges must be included, unless you have acted to expunge your record. If more space is 

needed, check here [] and attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be disqualified 
automatically from consideration for employment or unpaid appointment. I understand for employment that false or misleading 
information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in rejection of my 
application, action up to and including termination if hired, and/or criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies 
with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading information is given in order to meet the requirements for 
the position for which I am hired. For unpaid volunteer, intern, or visiting scholar appointments, I understand that false or 
misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in not being 
appointed or termination of my affiliation with the University. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature 

Rev (08-15-2011 ) 

Date 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

Candidate section continued on next page 

Page 1 of 3 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK FOR STAFF AND FACULTY 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

CANDIDATES: If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list the States, dates lived or worked in those 

locations, cities, counties, and the name(s) used at those locations since you attained your majority (18 years or 

older). 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SOCIAL SECURITY # 

LAST NAME(s) USED AT EACH 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR) CITY COUNTY 

LOCATION (if different from above) 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

OTHER LOCATIONS DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

LAST NAME(s) USED IN EACH STATE 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR)           CITY             COUNTY 

(if different from above) 

Rev (08-15-2011) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 2 of 3 



FIRST 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK FOR STAFF AND FACULTY 

GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SSN 

TO BE COMPLETED BY HIRING/APPOINTING DEPARTMENT 
ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND INVESTIGATOR. 
INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 
If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background 
Investigations using the contact information below. 

Driving a motor vehicle (State-owned or personal/other) is required by hiring department to perform assigned [] YES 
duties. (If answer is yes, a driver’s license check is required.) [] NO 

If answer to above is yes, please indicate type of vehicle (choose all that apply). / [] STATE-OWNED 
[] PERSONAL/OTHER 

[] FACULTY 
[] SPA PERMANENT 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TYPE: 
[] EPA NON-FACULTY 

[] SPA TEMP 
[] POST DOC 

[] OTHER 
[] EPA TEMP 

POS/APPT TITLE: 

POS# (SPA ONLY): 

CONTACT NAME: 

DEPT/SCHOOL NAME AND NUMBER: 

CONTACT PHONE #: 

CB #: 

ACCOUNT # FOR FEE: 

OHR EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANT: 

¯ For SPA Permanent employees, Volunteers, Unpaid Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 
Consultant. 

¯ For Faculty, send this form to the Dean’s Office. 
¯ For EPA-NF, Temps and other persons, send this form to: 

Background Investigator 

UNC Public Safety 

AOB, Suite 2300, CB# 1620 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599 

Fax: 919-962-4279 

Phone: 843-4413 or 962-9768 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 

[] COURT SEARCH 

[] NC DL CHECK 

JOURNAL ENTRY#: 

[] CASTLE BRANCH* 

[] OUT OF STATE DL 

DATE ENTERED: 

AMOUNT DUE: 

[] EPLS/OIG 

[] SEX OFFENDER 

[] AOC 

NO CS RESULTS 

Date 

INIT: 

check performed: 

No criminal conviction(s) found. 

Criminal issue(s) found; agree(s) with 
application. 
Criminal issue(s) found; do(es) not agree 
with application. 
Possible criminal record found; further 
review needed. 
Valid Driver’s License confirmed. 
Driving record clear. 
Driving issue(s) found; agree(s) with 
application. 
Driving issue(s) found; do(es) not agree 
with application. 
Possible driving record found; further review 
needed. 
Charge made to the listed account. 

FILE#: 

* Federal and Out of State included. 

Rev (08-15-2011 ) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 3 of 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 7:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 10-10-11 Connor Shaw Earns Weekly Awards After 54-3 Win Over UK 

TEXT.htm 

Connor Shaw Earns Weekly Honors After Kentucky Win 
The Gamecocks extended their streak of a weekly Southeastern Conference award winner to six 
consecutive weeks with the announcement of Connor Shaw as SEC Offensive Player of the Week today. 

Shaw led the team to a dominating 54-3 win over Kentucky on Saturday, going 26-of-39 passes for 311 
yards, four touchdowns and no interceptions. Shaw also gained an additional 42 yards on the ground. 

Shaw was also nominated as the Manning Award Player of the Week and received honorable mention from 
the Davey O’Brien Quarterback of the Week award. 

Three Straight Conference Wins for Both Women’s and Men’s Soccer 
Both Gamecock soccer squads have had strong play as of late, with each recording three straight 
conference wins. The men host two more home matches this week vs. SMU (Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.) and 
Marshall (Saturday, 7:00 p.m.). The women hit the road for three games after posting big wins over 
Alabama and No.22 Auburn this weekend. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Calendar 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; Calendar of Responsibility.Eligibility Certification -Academic 
Counselors.docx 

Thank you. I added a few lines in yellow. Let me know if you think those are appropriate additions. See attached. 

Thanks. 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 10/7/2011 1:43 PM >>> 

Here it is [] 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue~cstv,com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22371bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Calendar of Responsibilfly.docx ( ~:/TarchiveO2.(mcaaamc.ed~v16fSb79fcOe3adee359flOgccga5eff4c )Thu, 05 Jan 2012 12:43:18 - 
05002237 lbytes 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

A( AI)F MI(  SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI)I: NT-ATHLI: TF S 
CALENDAR OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Schedule of Responsibility for Olympic Sport Staff 

August 
Complete ALL eligibility profiles by the end of first week (BEFORE vacation, and you MUST be reachable) - 
necessary appeal paperwork should be on file at week’s end (typical deadline for Advising Office in Arts & Sciences, 
but this date is subject to change). M1 eligibility work should be completed on database as well as on student 
worksheets. 

¯ Beginning the first full week of the month, entering freshmen schedules are typically open for changes. 
Communicate with frosh about needed changes and help them secure the best schedule possible before their return 
to campus. 

¯ Have all team meetings scheduled before first day of classes (August 24). 
First Week of Classes 

¯ Be available to students to accommodate necessary schedule changes and book requisition form signing. 
¯ Monitor full-time enrollment status and assist in securing underload approval forms 
¯ Begin scheduling appointments with study table students according to their assigned levels. Communicate with 

tutorial coordinator ALL tutorial needs as they are known at that time. Each day should bring new changes once 
original list is communicated until all needs are met. 

¯ Team Meetings 
Second Week of Classes 

¯ Begin meetings with students and compiling syllabi to be entered into database - enter when the opportunity arises. 
¯ Continue team meetings and book form signing. 
¯ Monitor the drop report daily for any changes in schedule with an eye on eligibility. 

September 
¯ Once online drop period is over (September 7), begin schedule audits - audits should be completed and degree- 

applicable numbers entered into database by September 14. 
¯ Once audits are complete, Eligibility Meetings are to commence. 

¢ Conduct meetings by class (best time is probably at 6:3o before your scheduled Study Table night) 
Make notes before meeting of all students on the cusp of losing or struggling to meet eligibility - have a 
follow-up meeting with these students to alleviate any ignorance of situation - DOCUMENT) 

¯ By late month, begin advising for Spring semester, returning to students their copies of Eligibility Statement AND 
major worksheet completed to that point. 

October 
¯ Continue with weekly meetings and advising for Spring semester. 
¯ By Fall Break (October 21), ALL eligibility meetings should be COMPLETE. 
¯ Compare schedule audits with numbers provided by Registrar and meet with Brent to go over all eligibility 

situations. 
¯ Document and communicate all previously-mentioned situations to coaches and copy Brent. 

November 
¯ Continue weekly meetings with students and begin preparing them for finals period. 
¯ Ensure that all students have schedules for Spring semester and document for coach review. 

December 
¯ Communicate finals review session to students. 
¯ Process eligibility as soon as grades post and enter data into database - ALL eligibility profiles should be complete 

in database by January 1. Save final major worksheets for mid-year certification on the H/drive. 
¯ Review Spring schedules and note all deficiencies to be addressed when students return in January. Contact each 

student via email as to any necessary changes brought about by eligibility situation. 

Januar~ 



¯ Review fall degree hours earned against numbers provided by Registrar and resolve all differences before Spring 
semester begins (January lO). 

¯ Have all team meetings scheduled before first day of classes (January lo). 
First Week of Classes 

¯ Be available to students to accommodate necessary schedule changes and book requisition form signing. 
¯ Monitor full-time enrollment status and assist in securing underload approval forms 
¯ Begin scheduling appointments with study table students according to their assigned levels. Communicate with 

tutorial coordinator ALL tutorial needs as they are known at that time. Each day should bring new changes once 
original list is communicated until all needs are met. 

¯ Team Meetings 
Second Week of Classes 

¯ Begin meetings with students and compiling syllabi to be entered into database - enter when the opportunity arises. 
¯ Continue team meetings and book form signing. 
¯ Monitor the drop report daily for any changes in schedule with an eye on eligibility. 

February 
¯ Once online drop period is over (January ~4), begin schedule audits - audits should be completed and degree- 

applicable numbers entered into database by January 31. 
¯ Once audits are complete, Eligibility Meetings are to commence. 

¢" Conduct meetings by class (best time is probably at 6:3o before your scheduled Study Table night) 
Make notes before meeting of all students on the cusp of losing or struggling to meet eligibility - have a 
follow-up meeting with these students to alleviate any ignorance of situation - DOCUMENT) 

¯ By late month, begin advising for Fall semester, returning to students their copies of Eligibility Statement AND 
major worksheet completed to that point. 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Continue with weekly meetings and advising for Fall semester. 

By Spring Break (March 4), ALL eligibility meetings should be COMPLETE. 

Compare schedule audits with numbers provided by Registrar and meet with Brent to go over all eligibility 

situations. 

By the end of Spring Break (March n), meet with Brent to go over potential/definite summer eligibility needs. 

Notify coach IN WRITING of all summer eligibility issues. 

Continue weekly meetings with students and begin preparing them for finals period. 

Ensure that all students have schedule for Fall semester and document for coach review. 

Compile Incoming Student data sheet in preparation for CTOPS. 

Make contact with each incoming student to re-introduce yourself and go over all information needed as CTOPS 

approaches. 

Communicate finals review session to students. 

Process eligibility as soon as grades post and enter data into database - ALL eligibility profiles should be complete 

in database by June L 

Save final major worksheets prior to summer school on the H/drive for certification purposes. 

Have Hot List for summer completed by the beginning of Summer Session 1 (May lo). 

Continue tracking all students on your Hot List. 

Advise incoming students as a part of CTOPS program. 

At summer session I’s end (June 14), re-calculate all outstanding eligibility and submit updated Hot List to Brent by 

June 30. 

Continue tracking all students on your Hot List. 

Advise incoming students as a part of CTOPS program. 

At summer session II’s end (July 22), re-calculate all outstanding eligibility and submit updated Hot List to Brent by 

August lo. 

ALL eligibility numbers should be entered into and finalized in database by August 15. 

Save final major worksheets after summer school on the H/drive for Fall certification. 



¯ Communicate all appeal needs to both students and coaches by the appropriate date as defined by Academic 

Advising in Arts & Sciences and coordinate submission of all appeal materials. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 10:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Importance of "Passion" vs. "Pressure" in Recruiting 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 
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Sv,, Gm P~K6k2vP~ 0 vm                                                          IYxEcaDR9HgVvZOocXVLbV&i                 ] 

October 11, 2011 Volume 7, Issue 42 

Tile hnportance of "Passion" vs. "Presstu-e" in Recruiting 

Teentulder pressure [}~,~p:,/,,i2Ors6net,’~n ab&el- 1108075214788&s :56114&e 001sPsuS%LxdIK1LR- 
f~vIYxEcaDR9H9VvZOocXVLbVdd2 ]There’s 

a big, big difference. 

And quite honestly, most college coaches get it wrollg. 

When you’re hNing to close a recruit, and get them to commit to yotu- program, one 
of the worst thi::gs to do is to give them tile feeling that they are being "pressured". 

Pressure might lead to an fititial committnent, but in tile long rtul that athlete is 
going to be a strong candidate for transfemng or talking negatively about tile 
way he or she was reci~ted. 

In my opiulo~, after interviewing htuldreds of cun-ent college prospects on how they 
made their decision in committing to a program, pressuling an athlete is bad. 

Passion, on tile other hand, is good. VEIN, veiN good. 

If you demo~tstrate passion to yotu- prospect, it’s veiN likely you’ll achieve tile 
same effects as you would hope to achieve by pressuring them: Excitement about 

yotu- program, a sti-o~g reason for committing to you and your college, and a l:oster 

VeiN few college recruiters, unfol~unately, don’t do tile passion patt very well. 

To give you an idea of what I’m talking about, and to show you what a big difference 
there is between tile two, let me give you a few contrasting examples of"passion" 
versus "pressure" when reclafiting your athlete: 

Passion is when you tell your recruit wily you like bim, and whut value you see bim 
huving in yotu- program. Presstu-e is when you matter-of-lZoctly tell your recruit... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
ZiLZRhlaUH 9We-B5C~k-CR~‘R~6\‘‘Wv~yKR6hf?~Y7t3B~1GvmAIfY~v3GG~mCM8~e~&YcYMY3~‘k9~-d~.X~WL1SGevI~OaC‘~4~RHmKdw ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108075214788&s 56114&e 001sPsuS7vLxdKGsBpZLW93boE48dttn-8VIM6Duu- 
vCys829Dupi YpRqVFAV0eFRXWTVp Jo¥~VThFsThviugUkgA 1 cilIglo- 
33j3 JGij cQQ S bsroUCBj CRdHYhiCcNj q 1 C J81<hGITMP3T8 X aXttE qfT G TvxidpYtCoRPzpw5ou6 C U J iujr 5bAzIa5ZW2YOB 6dcuBN4xkv2yxLtMML c zVswj qqy3xEZvELWTgzY6 DGJs6UzTAgAvFZifM0ocrftQEP SEnfl~Zix 
-OdGz06C1V5 JgsIPM 10RiKu] 
Follow us on Twitter [~o:/’/i20rs6net/~i~?lir: b,~,hec~i~ab&e~l108075214788&~56114&e: O01sPsuS?vLxd~LpYiluD?pz&P3f~5zGttnZOD61uVAcfh~- 
h0Yuqv,,LoJn {6oCxpSDgQPhOp0RENOdOv{c vFLkpMdD6IHv flgCclLBu9-cI-WaRwydzu6NMOQ :1 

Looking for more reclafits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
~qnbab&e~l 108075214788&~56114&e O01sPsuSTvLxdIAG6RDZPoHAOWOVagPTLmftI1BFBIITS(2~SzY4RVvd2sLKWSZ pie PTynQ6 D(~q.fFUbiHiiZWAXA371B f\,CFxO~Z 

-R-6iSLIEmd9SSsIXQ-RLkRiINIUB5T~uS-u3U~i~ ] 

Tile Right "One-Two Ptulch" for Yotu- Reci~ting Emails 

Front Rush bianded email templates [h~p>7t ab&e>1108075214788&s 56114&e 001 sPsuS7vLxdL7~2.)CPK.~’d,~0~x3gREOXN VWCUzhxot1IW4{BPSeJ71s5UKVYTFcWX9Y- 
cEI~S d~srw UUY JZaHha*Fdi’q rkF- lItP0 D~A~Vxsu7eY = t~ ]by 
Sean Devlfig Front Rmh [h~o://,20 rsd net/tn {sro?lh~ b,z,{~eq~bab&e>1108075214788&s 5611d&e O01sPsuSTvLxdK- 
oaDMTGdNUZaCh6ZZzerHfQUZHO~t~J~ZIDBS5tYNMUmeUzYMe6mXR 0F5R(~TKQncS~aPkck vPoaZF2HX~.CY~3~a, VehaH~t~IzgJ12~UFolUxxfhT4XMMitM2r85EIVkMw ] 

Branded email templates are vein popular in college recmiti~g now. 

These are tile emails ttlat coaches send to recruits thut have pictm-es of the universily, 
and school colors and action shots, and more. Coaches love to send ttlem out because 
ttley really can pop-out of a recruit’s inbox, especially compared to tile standard 
black & wbite text-ouly email. 

We thi~k they can be a great recrulti~g tool when used properly. The key patt of 
tile previous sentence is "when used properly". 

As most of you know, we build email templates for coaches [h~,qo://,2Ors6nel,q~l{s:u? 
l]r bwhe~l~bab&e~ l108075214788&~56114&e 001sPsuSTvLxdLf’ge7JMPmsIa5U6cLa%hzSA5bTrRkBHOZ 8d(Wx94iJU2ZI.~LZtlgoEkFnCmYS’71mJ 3MYf~<~9G~ 
as a seI%ce (full discloser) and we often times see coaches relying on tile template 
as a crotch fitstead of using tile content of the email to be tile tree marketing and 
recmiti~g message. 

Let me explain: 

Your content, your written word, your emotio~ts in tile text...THAT is whut is ki~g. 
Tile images and pictm-es that stu-rotuld tile template are just tile suppotting cast. 
We recently had a coach ask us to... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                                 ab&e>l108075214788&s 56114&e: 001sPsuS7vLxd.lmE 
YU10FIOYsHDID                    k7CkxRizSwIwPU - 4~r~.~lAtEInlfit~VJLBl<zYC                 ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108075214788&s 56114&e 001sPsuS7vLxdKGsBpZLW93boE48dtm-8VIM6Duu- 
vCys829Dupi YpRqVFAV0eFRXWTVp Jo¥~VTtLFsThviugUkgA 1 cilIglo- 
33j3JGijcQQSbsr~UCBjCRdHY~ffCcNjq~CJ8I<h.GITM~3T8XaX1tEqfTG7vxidpYtC~R~zpw5~u6CUJiujr5bAzIa5ZW2Y~B6dcuBN4xkv2yxLtMMLczVswjqqy3xEZvELwTgzY6DGJs6UzTAgAvFZifM~crftQE~SEn~Z 
-OdGz06C1V5 JgsIPM 10RiKu] 
Follow us on Twitter [~p:/’/[2Ors6~9~llr: b’M~b&et 1108075214788&s 561 

] 

Coaches recruiting workbooks [h~:p:/I~20rsdnelI1vu{sp?llr bwheqnbab&eV i i08075214788&s 56114&e :001sPsuSTvLxdKiV3rm2~afi~ LreYO*~2~BPR1V6KmYYvkQV- 
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Read the bo& tha changed the way college coaches recrNt~ 

CLICK HERE [ign2o:/I*20rs6ne~,qn~p?llr bwheqnbab&e>l10807521z{788&s 56114&e 001sPsnS7vLxd~V3m~akta LreYO~k~BPR1V6~YYvkOV- 
~ka*~hCRLDmcFKOXcaiB~Ff~’n~,,z~zCbt~eBXDYTcYg5*~{,~,hKYm~93Pg                       ] 

Sneak Peek: AllllOuncelnent Set for 2012 National Collegiate Reci~ting Colff’erence 
Details Next Week 

A lot of coaches huve been asking for more details on the upconffng 2012 National 
Collegiate Recruiting Collference, our popular eM-of-the-recruiting-year gatheling 

tilat featm-es amazing ideas, l~oscinuting speakers, aM incredible networking oppoi~tllffties. 

Next week, we’ll release all the details oftNs year’s exciting COlff’erence, including 
your oppoi~mffty to statt registeling for tiffs year’s event. 

Today, we’ll give you a few quick details: 

* Tile 2012 NCRC will be in beautiful Boston, Massachusetts at tile wonderful Hilton 
Logan Boston Hilton! 

* Tile date for this year’s conference is Friday, June 1 st, through Sun&y, June 
3rd. 

For more details and an incredible oppoI~klnrl~ to secure reselwations for you and 
your staff at ahnost 70% off by registeling early, stay tuned to College Recruiting 
Weekly next Tuesday. 

Wunt to see whut you nffssed at tile 2011 NCRC in Nashville? We are now offeling 
tile 2011 full conference 3-DVD set with recruiting workbook. Take a look by clicking 
tile liltk below... 
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DanTudor onFacebook[ [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO8075214788&s 56114&e 001sPsuS7vLxdL- 
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Latest News on Ol11" Facebook Page 

YouTube is Becoming a Major Recilliting Tool for College Coaches 

YouTube recruiting videos, which once raised some collective skeptical eyebrows 
ill tile college coaching world a few years ago, are now tile nora1. So much so that 
some atttietes are developing entire channels on tile popular video site for coaches 
to watch and evaluate. Where is tiffs trend headed, aM whut does it mean for you? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as trailfing 
videos fealuling DanTudor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1108075214788&s 56114&e 001sPsuSTvLxcllfqHTra5- 
cG 1 pztoiKj F JEHqWmVIApZcn~ YgsAvBBXvW9 fl GJ~ovtlBiLsTjZUIb 1 ckl JzN0gdM2gZx2svb2EO8 lpXK01AaX3MjilnMtHYcsAnSOKcEn~dawfJTA6MeHWHZPAZRZ01U 1Kt 1BlnnpfY3KVCA1G67vBOJ- 
iiX039L eQiGQNyze GanUabv]. 

Anddofft forget about om-dailyTwitterupdates!. Clickhere [                                ff~ab&e~- l108075214788&~56114&e: 001sPst~STx, LxdJd6015f#JmRPL9X!~102q#d~’f.OZYM- 
Tdg4Vz~y5KLKaxlvii~vXETWVHQsgrl2vlGaFbamSNGa-Ih ZJa2 Yn-hpzc Pg2uL~BUBUlq               ] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108075214788&s 56114&e 001sPsuS7vLxdKGsBpZLW93boE48dttn-8VIM6Duu- 
vCys829Dupi YpRqVFAV0eFRXWTVp Jo¥~VTtLFsThviugUkgA 1 cilIglo- 
33j3 JGij cQQ S bsroUCBj CRdHYtffCcNj q 1 C J81<hGITMP3T8 X aXttE qfT G TvxidpYtCoRPzpw5ou6 C U J iujr 5bAzIa5ZW2YOB 6dcuBN4xkv2yxLtMML c zVswj qqy3xEZvELWTgzY6 DGJs6UzTAgAvFZifM0ocrftQEP SEnfl~Zix 
-OdGz06C1V5 JgsIPM 10RiKu] 

Follow us onTwitter [t,~0 rs6 nel/r,k[                         8075214788&s 561M&e 001sPsu                               ZOD61a\/A,JfY- 
h0YuqwUoht {6oCxpSDgQF4~Up0RENOdOvjc vFLkIoMdDOIHv flgCtlLBu9-cI-WaRwxi.q~dNMOO ] 

Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-Campus Workshop 
llr bwhe~!~bab&ei- 1108075214788&~56114&e ~1spsuS7vLxdL~m~24b6J8C1w~Hb1q2HrB~j.YuVHaK5YJGL1GaVd&‘2~HJiM~n~v~vpT6F~vM7MDISWmLfW~KVNUwR~skI~2u~zM~DXDCYVp~Ikh~ASS~C 
-wgqnl I WpzuwklziI Od W~v,, ] 

Let Ore Team 

Take Yore RecrNfing to the 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICK HERE [ 
~VHaK5YJGLIGaV 

-wg4ntIW~m_ecvklNIOclWs, gw ] 



FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Coach Izzo Wows MSU with $1 Million Dollar Gift 

by MaN Noflander, CBSSports.com 

Michigan State Spartans l:di~s probably thought tile best gift coach Izzo could have 
given to tile program -- outside of all those Final Fours and a ilatiollal title -- 
was passillg up tile Cleveland Cavs job in 2010. 

But Izzo has done them better, in a very different, very tangible way. He and his 
wife have doi~uted a jaw-dropping $1 million to tile university. This kind of gift 
is commonplace amongst lofty boosters who like to show their roll without hesitation. 
But a coach? 

Michigan State is callii~g tile doi~utlon unlike any of its kind from a head coach 
to all atttletics depattment, perhaps hi Amelican collegiate sports history. He has 
essentially given tile university a hnge chullk of his paycheck back... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
hiObX~, JwkDL4aOEwK02~! 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108075214788&s 56114&e O01sPsuSTvLxdKGsBpZLW93boE48dttn-8VIM6Duu- 

vCys829Dupi YpRqVFAV0eFRXWTVp Jo¥~VTt~FsThviugUkgA 1 cilIglo- 
33j3 JGij cQQ S bsroUCBj CRdHYhiCcNj q 1 C J81<aGITMP3T8 X aXt~E qfF G TvxidpYtCoRPzpw5ou6 C U J iujr 5bAzIa5ZW2YOB 6dcuBN4xkv2yxLtMML c zVswj qqy3xEZvELWTgzY6 DGJs6UzTAgAvFZifM0ocrftQEP SEnfl~Zix 
-OdGz06C1V5 JgsIPM 10RiKu] 
Followus onTwitter [~d,~:/k20rsgnet,’~~bab&e~llOSO75214788&~56114&e 001sPsuS?vLxd0~p2&P3~5zG~mZOD61aVAc~’~~- 

WaR’z,y.iz~.t6NM OQ~] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~drO:/,/ulco~lsta~lco*~act com!sail\g,~tl~ ab&m=l 101038493377&ea=bla~o*~2o,acaa nnc e&*&a=l 108075214788 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dml@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Ad&ess 
~t~://\,isito:co:~st~rltco~tactcom/do?~2 oo&rlse 0018lllOW@3~24kioBKxT ~:~lJbKq40~L5bmJwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&> O01oGvnTeosVSkzT\,Z fw~oLg.%BD%3D&~easorl 001I~%U%BD&llr bwilec~ibul~ 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
h~:/!visltorco>starltcontactco~’do?p un&mse 0018k~OWqLa,,~4kioBiCxF *:nJbKq40rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&{-001oGvnTeosVSkzT\,Z fwtoLg%3D%3D&~eason 001IclezpQbqEsU%3D&ll~q>a, hecl~ab 

Privacy Policy: 

O~line Marketi~g by 
Co~stant Contact(R) 
~g~)://www consiantco*ltact conghome 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies 1455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafler I CA 193263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 3:51 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Early Warning Report 

TEXT.htm 2 

>>> "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 10/7/2011 11:37 AM >>> 

Hi, Robert. 

Please see the attached document containing academic early warnings for student-athletes. These warnings were 
entered between 9/30 and 10/7. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Director for Retention 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
UNC Chapel Hill 
3016 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 
www.firstgeneration.unc, edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient 
(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. 

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this e-mail. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 105472bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Early Warning Report Athletes 10 07 11 .xls 
( http ://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b4646a2144a86f94dd42f1704f6e0ac8 )Thu, 05 Jan 2012 10:37:38 - 
0500105472bytes 



Tea at Two -"Magic Pictures: Digitizing the Ackland’s 
Collection" 

Wednesday, 12 October, 2:00 - 3:30 P/~l RSVP Today! 

Tea at Two is an opportunity for Ack[and Members to have exclusive, behind-the-scenes access to 
the Ack[and’s collections and experts in various rie[ds of art. 

Digitally archiving the Ack[and’s vast art collections for posterity is a mission with plenty of 
challenges. When professional photographer Diane Davis arrived at the Ack[and nearly a year ago, 
there were over 12,000 pieces waiting to be photographed -- from etchings, engravings, and 
lithographs to paintings, ceramics, and sculptures. She’s now archived over 5,000 of these myriad 
treasures! 

Join Diane as she describes the Ack[and’s fascinating and highly technical digitization project, gives 
us an overview of the technology involved, and demonstrates the actual process of scanning a piece 
of art to make a top-quality digital rite. She’[[ also share with us some of her favorite discoveries in 
the Ack[and’s collection. 

Tea and cookies wilt be served. 

Free to members I $10 for their guests 

RSVP required. Email: acklandP~SVP®uncoedu 

Ackland Film Forum: "The Collector: Allan Stone’s Life in Art" 



(2007) Dir. Olympia Stone 

Thursday, 13 October, 6:30 P/~, with a Q Et A session by Olympia Stone to follow. 

This film explores the 46-year career and collecting genius of Allan Stone, the famed New York City 
gallery owner and art collector. A Q ~ A session with Olympia Stone, the film’s producer and 
director and daughter of Allan Stone, will follow the screening. 

This is the last in a series of films about collecting art, presented in conjunction with the exhibition 
Curolinu Collects and co-sponsored by the Ackland Art Museum and the Interdisciplinary Program in 
Cinema at UNC. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. Free for students with a University ID I $4 

for all others. 

A complete Ackland Film Forum schedule is here. 

Bags from Banners Debut at the Ackland Museum Store! 

Launch Party: Friday, 14 October, 6:00 - 8:00 P/~l 

Bags from Banners is a new line of bags made from Ackland Art Museum exhibition banners by local 



designer Jennifer Collins-Mancour under her JenJen label. Bags from Banners is a continuing line of 
totes, messenger bags, and small accessory bags that will debut at a launch party at the Ackland 
Museum Store on Friday, October 14th, from 6:00 to 8:00 PM. 

In addition to being the first to see the new collection, launch party guests will also have the 
opportunity to vote on the banner to be used in the creation of the next collection in the Bags from 
Banners line. 

The October 14th launch party is open by RSVP only. 

Please RSVP to this Facebook event or call 919.962.0216 for reservations, as space is limited, 

Music in the Galleries: The Shondes 

Sunday, 16 October, 2:00 

Best known for potent political anthems and heartbreaking violin hooks, the Brooklyn-based band 
The Shondes bring their riot grrrl sound and unique brand of Jewish-inflected rock to the Ackland 
for an exceptional live show. 

"...bold, brassy lonely-heart rock with the snarl and swoon of classic ’90s Northwestern indie." - The 
Village Voice 

"Hard-driving, politically savvy rock ’n roll." -Flavorpill 

Free and open to the public. Come early to get a space! 

Now on View at the Ackland 

Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 



from Alumni Collections 

For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic prosrams are made possibte by 8enerous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onser wish to receive this newstetter, d~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and set your very own copy every 
week. 

Richard Diebenkorn, American, 1922-1993: Composition, 1948; oil on canvas. Lent by Dr. J. Kenneth Chance (BA ’71) and Ellen Turner Chance (ABEd ’71 ). © 
The Estate of Richard Diebenkorn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Recruiting Out of State Students: Strategies to Boost Enrollment - 11/2 - Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

Join our expert, John Dysart, for this exciting, 60-minute webinar where you 
will discover low-cost strategies to help improve your recruiting base and 
expand your market reach. 

[]Recruiting Out of State Students: Strategies to Boost Enrollment[] 
Wednesday, November 2, 2011 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 

ro~essortrai~in~’.comi2XBi0i2i~)66M6Yc 

Recruiting Out of State: How to Expand Your Market Reach 
**Ways to spot hot bed areas for potential enrollees 
**Which students go out of state and how you can recruit them 
**Strategies to grow your recruiting base & pipeline 

Incorporating Technology into Recruitment: Strategies for Success 
**Recruiting with social media: techniques to overcome long distance 
**How skype can improve admissions & increase yield 
**Ways to use text messaging effectively & efficiently 

Low-cost, High-efficiency Solutions for Out-of-State Recruiting 
**How to use out-of-state recruiting to improve campus diversity 
**Keys to overcome the toughest obstacles with distance recruiting 
**Target marketing & effective packaging to improve enrollment 

Question & Answer Session: Have All of Your Out-of-State Recruiting Questions 
Answered! 

Your Expert Presenter: 

John W. Dysart is President of The Dysart Group, Inc. A graduate of The 
Catholic University of America, John has worked in higher education for more 
than twenty five years. He has worked full-time at institutions such as George 
Washington University, North Carolina Wesleyan College and Berkeley College of 
Business holding positions ranging from Director of Financial Aid and Assistant 
Director of Admission to Dean of the Evening College. 
**Mr. Dysart has consulted with more than 140 colleges and universities in more 
than 35 states. While the majority of his consultations have been related to 
enrollment management and enrollment growth, he has a special expertise in 
finance and financial aid issues. He has been able to consistently integrate 
enrollment management with institutional objectives regarding net revenue, 
budgeting and strategic planning. 
**Considered a national expert in enrollment management, John Dysart has 
conducted seminars and made dozens of presentations for 18 higher education 
professional organizations. 

Our webinars are FAST, CONVENIENT, and AFFORDABLE at $199. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. 



Our sessions are a cost-effective means to training supervisors, managers and 
staff. 

We provide money-saving tactics you can start using right when you hang up the 
phone. If you are not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 7 
days after the event. 

*Recruiting Out of State Students: Strategies to Boost Enrollment* 

*Live, 60-Minute Webinar* 
* Wednesday, November 2, 2011 [] 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofessortrainin~,.com!2XB/0i2ip6(~M6Yc 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~tp:iiww~ @ro~e ssortrainm~’ .comi2XBi4Ci2i~66M6Ycip6NEPOz4~’~p~e= 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 491920 

Contact ID#: -1732419924 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@collegeprofessortraining.com <audio@collegeprofessortraining.com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space-10/27 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

For those who want to learn the strategies to minimize parking issues on campus 
and develop an efficient, cost-effective parking plan, there will be a live, 
60-minnte Webinar Conference: 

"Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space" 
Thursday, October 27, 2011 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:iiwww.col~e~rofessortrai~ir~comi1 WLiOi2it?g4DA Vcit?6MNRYKFi~Oe 

There are never enough parking spaces on college campuses. There is traffic 
during peak school hours, and students and faculty alike are getting tickets 
from parking in non-parking zones. How can your campus combat these tough 
parking problems and effectively maximize campus space to keep your students, 
faculty and visitors happy? Join us for a 60-minnte webinar where you and your 
colleagues will discover: 

** Space management solutions for parking plans gone wrong 
** Simple changes to transform your current parking & transportation program 
** Strategies to manage & solve parking complaints on campus 
** Techniques to make your campus more parking friendly for visitors 
** Lessons learned from exemplary college parking plans 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your office culture efforts 
in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 
Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a 
cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 

AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

* Solve Parking Wars on Campus: Strategies to Better Manage Space 
* Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
* Thursday, October 27, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET* 



Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:iiwww.collegepro~ssortrainir~g,comi ~ WLi0i2ip(~4DA 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~:iTwww.co~e~ro~bssor~trai~ing co~w’l WLi4Ci2ipd4DA\,~c~dMNRYY.~i~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 500288 

Contact ID#: -1729374321 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Marc Himmelstross" <info@academicwhoswhohere.com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 8:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
A Follow-up to your nomination 

TEXT.htm 

Unsubscribe me from this list 
[,h~p j/http :/Tacademicwhoswhohere. co lr~’~msubscribe,php?M-832034&C-bc 5688176abacd3576bf98f47a28e6b6&L-2&N-231/] 

Hello, 

As you may or may not know, we recently attempted to contact you in regards 
to an available listing that has been set aside for you in our yearly 
publication, The Academic Who [] s Who, which is an exclusive directory 
presented by the Who [] s Who Among Executives and Professionals. 
Unfortunately, our records show that your information is not yet complete. 

This is merely a reminder which we hope you take advantage of. Our 
publication deadlines are unwavering, and as such there is a degree of 
urgency to this request. Networking is the key to professional growth, and 
as such we implore you to seize this opportunity and click this link 
[~:iitheacaderrfic-whos-wl"~o.comi] to fill out the application. Our 
community needs professionals such as you to grow, and we would be happy to 
have you join us without any obligations. By completing this form, you 
will be confirmed as a biographical candidate, and will have your 
professional information presented in our yearly directory alongside 
thousands of your distinguished peers. We hope that you seize this 
chance, and join us to receive unparalleled networking exposure. 

Thank you for your time. 

Regards, 

Marc Himmelstross 

The Who [] s Who Among Executives and Professionals 
General Manager 

22 Cortlandt St # B 
6th Floor 

New York, NY 10007-3117 
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October 12, 2011 
Colleg~ Tea ms 

Cautious Optimism? 

Ta rHeelZllustrated.com Staff 

Talk about it in Blue Heaven 

Tar Heel Zllustrated continues to actively follow the situation regarding North Carolina’s new Athletics 
Director hire, and following what we consider to be credible information related to the situation. 

Tulsa Athletics Director 

Lawrence ’Bubba’ Cunningham was 

in Chapel Hill Wednesday visiting 

with North Carolina school officials 

and the University’s search 

committed discussing the school’s 

vacant AD post 

Wednesday was a big day in the process, as we’ve learned that North 

Carolina hosted lawrence ’Bubba’ Culmin~jham, the Athletics Director at 

Tulsa, for an extensive discussion with the UNC search committee and other 
associated individuals, including Chancellor Holden Thorp. 

Cunningham has emerged as the leading candidate for the vacant UNC job, 

which has been held the previous 14 years by Bid{ Baddour. 

While the tide is clearly turning towards Cunningham, the staff at THI is 
hesitant to call this a ’done deal’ for multiple reasons. 

We cannot yet confirm that the ink is try on a contract, and we cannot 100 

percent confirm for the moment that Cunningham has agreed to terms with 

UNC. 

In addition, multiple prominent media outlets, including several newspapers FEATURED PRODUCT 
throughout the Midwest, improperly reported that Cunningham was leaving 

Tulsa for Kansas last December, only for Cunningham to sign an extension 
the following day with Tulsa. 

~�"But it appears that major headway was made on Wednesday with 

Cunningham’s visit with the UNC people in Chapel Hill, and our sources tell 
us now the ball is in Cunningham’s court as he looks to decide whether or 

not he’ll be leaving Tulsa to come to Chapel Hill. 

On Wednesday the Tulsa World newspaper, citing University of Tulsa 
sources, confirmed that Cunningham was a candidate for the North Carolina job, and it was confirmed that he 

was out of his office as he attended his interview in Chapel Hill. 

Should Cunningham agree to terms with UNC, an announcement could be made perhaps as soon as Friday, 

but it could very well stretch into next week if everything’s not finalized by Thursday. 

UNC search committee chairperson Lowry Caudill indicated in Tuesday in the Charlotte Observer that 

another meeting is still scheduled for Wednesday, October 19, so the process may not be completed by the 
end of this week. 

Other finalists in the UNC AD search include Brad Bates of Miami (OH), Mark Hollis of Michigan State, and 
Mark Hill of Florida. 

"Tar Heels (~NC) 

[~Z@I.~]NATIONAL NEWS FROM RIVALS.COM 

Heisman: How ~::klv dream can be derailed 

Midseason [~.[aort: An exdtinq start 

Ineresti 

We also heard for the second time on Tuesday from our colleagues at PowerMizzou.com that Missouri AD 

Mike Alden was still a candidate for the North Carolina job. 

But now it appears that the position is Cunningham’s to lose, and if the Notre Dame graduate wants it, it’s 

his. 

Rankinq them all: Rivals,com 120 at 1:20 

In addition to his six-year tenure at Tulsa, Cunningham has also served as Athletics Director at Ball State. 

Along with being known for supporting high-level academics at the institutions he’s worked at, Cunningham 

has also made some pretty significant hires, including head football coaches Brady Hoke at Ball State, and 

Todd Graham at Tulsa. 

It was also under Cunningham’s watch that Tulsa hired Gus Malzahn, currently the offensive coordinator at 

Auburn and one of the hottest names right now for multiple head coaching jobs around the nation, including 

North Carolina. 

Cunningham, should he indeed be the guy, will also have to weigh the success this season by interim head 

coach Eve[err Withers, and whether that’s enough to merit his getting the permanent job knowing that if 



Withers and the current Tar Heel coaching staff leaves, it could lead to an implosion of Carolina’s 2012 

recruiting class. 

It’s one of the most fascinating and challenging times in the history of North Carolina’s athletics program, so 

should Cunningham sign a contract in the coming hours, he’ll certainly have plenty to keep him busy and get 

him off the ground running. 

Stay tuned to THI for more news on North Carolina’s AD search as it becomes available. 

Rivals.corn is your source for: Cotte I Footbatt ~ecruitin,~ I ~ Basketball I Basketball ~ecruitin~ I I I 
Colteg~. Plerchar~dise 
Site-specific editorial/photos A©2011 TarHeelsIIlustrated.com. All rights reserved. This website is an officially and independently operated source of 
news and information not affiliated with any school or team. 
Abou~ I Advertise with Us I £.~.E~..~_a..~.~ I              I About our Ads I Terms of Service I                   I Yahool News Network 

Statistical information ?2007 S’TT~TS LLC All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 5:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks Brent! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 10/14/2011 3:05 PM >>> 

Hi Anson, 
First of all, congratulations on the big win last night! Up-and-down season I know but that had to feel good. 

Attached is the weekly report with grade updates. There are quite a few holes on the grade report because I haven[]t seen the girls 
recently [] send them my way if you would please. 

Let me know if you have questions; otherwise, have a great weekend! Good luck against Wake! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p: i/rathe e ~b ~e. c s~-~. c o m 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 94877bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
wr 10 14.pdf ( ~:iiarchi~e02.~nc~.unc.ed~/d4a172917~e3(~2 laeT0d0aalfcdl de )Thu, 12 Jan 2012 14:05:11 -050094877bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 8:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: Calendar 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Calendar.msg 

Here is what I had sent to you back on Oct. 1 lth. Let me know if you have any thoughts. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Calendar 

TEXT.htm_I; IMAGE.jpeg_I; Calendar of Responsibility.Eligibility Certification - 
Academic Counselors.docx 1 

Thank you. I added a few lines in yellow. Let me know if you think those are appropriate additions. See 
attached. 

Thanks. 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 10/7/2011 1:43 PM >>> 

Here it is... 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 2237 lbytes; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Sending your coaches to the national recruiting conference 

TEXT.htm 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [ht/p:/!r20 rs6 net,’~: isp?llr bv,,he@::bab&e~- 1108168757453&s=56114&e 001XBicITPo~:XIQhF0iP AcXI.Kx’¢b_gDoqC-p3~AqTW92Y8yfMyBPSZHTiVo~98LZB99nQuJcF3axc~_~g: 

oAo3aK0~QhsC Y 4DTvZ6R-                 ] 

NCRC2012 Boston, MA Jm:e 1-3, 2012 

Brent, 

We wanted to let you know that registration for this Surarner’s 2012 National Collegiate 
Recruiting Conference [                      11r b,a, heq~lbab&e~- 1108168757453&s 56i 14&e :001XBi@~o~XKS0                      RCK- 

EKDz                                                                   ] 
is now opine, and we’re giving your coaching staff a chance to save $100 by registeling 
early. 
Here are the details: 

Tiffs year’s co~:ference at the Boston Logan Hilton Hotel and Conference Center is 
set to be the best session yet, featming more speakers, more specialized topics, 
and more networking opportu:ffties for college coaches who are selious about being 
the best when it comes to recruiting top prospects. 
You can get the first drafi of the co~:ference schedule with a list of early confirmed 
speakers if you click here [ rRCK- 

]. 

Where: Boston Logan Hilton Hotel - Boston,. Massachusetts 

When: Friday, Jm~e 1 st ttu-ough Sm~day moi:ing, Jm~e 3rd, 2012 

Cost: $249 per person Just $149 per person - EARLY REGISTRATION $100 DISCOUNT 
THROUGH DECEMBER 31,2011. And, early confilaned attendees will have access to our 
block of heavily drscounted hotel rooms on-site. 

How: Click here to reserve your seat! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108168757453&s 56114&e 001XBiqTPotrXKYubbwzwKut--cA0fXrZt~’~Ba- 
KSmVTb0mD9veCNcsMEOJlaSBAzQbH3B73dTVnAPj5q696ycLrTyRzgLwj58k32RqM9mvqOU3 lgE8WOlfljsRtjQkTYtKt6Bq6DP8poi5yvF8Y15tPIAU16RC2FpIAQPCvw6noYn5hx2xqcR3Dkwl G Idc6ivgZAv- 
Qv-NZpRzBWcZCVeYMA ] 

If you’d like infol:nation on our group rates for two or more coaches from your department, 
or have any other questions you’d like to discuss with our stall; contact our conference 
coordinator, Cheryl Coi:ente, at chei3:l@dantudor.com [                       ]. 

I hope we get to see your coaches there, Brent. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Tudor 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies 

Cell: 661.809.6200 

Email: dan@dantudor.com [                           ] 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/dantudor [                                                                                                                                             2BG08veo288HNEc- 
zPVt9uYCrlBX3E~VG~I W~,EILK13o6wPMPLOMBiCuG6-KZNXb 1St4] 
How we help college coaches: www.dantudor.com [ 
11r bwhec.Lubab&et- 1108168757453&s 56114&e 001XBi~ffPohXITvtHE Eu3nMLDwVBYSvuPxsra }Ys4IxDBIbIdHbw ] 

GET THE FULL 2010 & 2011 NCRC SESSIONS ON DVD[NCRC on DVD 
lh" bwheq::b~b&e~1108168757453&s 56114&e 001XBiqTPohXIPMrozZ~t,d<wg98m0v200f’bgUA60FKEiwba~QrK98Oir3- 
~iJp:r~SW~vK~NWYK32~e49:G~:~Nd1~54beCm~z~2~sgesTZxSJYwpLMQw~hR9s8UudRzaCW~v~Ve~%ll~2E~cq.~U~9Dm:QbDgwe~K~-gxSSLH1FN77NC~Kck~w ] 

Couldr:’t make it to the 2010 NCRC in Chicago, or the 2011 NCRC in Nashville? No 
problem! 

Order our full 3-DVD set with interactive workbook...click here! [t~p:i/:2Ors6::~’~,/t::ikr2?Ih-bwt:ee:bab&e>l 108168757453&s 56114&e 001XBi_qTPoh XfFMpzZ ’g:<w~o98:4ffOv200 fl.0 gb A60FKE{>,hir:OrK98Oir3- 

] 

Forward email 
hl~q):/!ul co::st::::lco:z~.act com/saif, a, tl:is:o?lh- b,:,tleq:lhah&m 11010384933TT&eabla:l~on(~u::caau:lce&x&~l108168757453 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 
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Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 
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E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 2:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

I just wanted to confirm that were still on for tonight at 6:30 p.m.? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto :919-84 3 5 972ca~tmcaa.unc. edu ) 



FYI... 

The USPS does not send email to customers about packages. If you received an email from the USPS - DELETE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mark O’Brien" <mark@newfangled.com> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 3:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Free Webinar this Wednesday: Agency Websites that Work 

TEXT.htm 

Free Webinar this Wednesday 
[.~ s:/!www, newfangled, co mibusir~e s s _gene eb site 
Join us for "Follow the Leaders: Four Agency Websites that 
Work" at noon eastern 
~s:iiwww.newfang~led.com&~siness             encv websites] 

During this webinar, we’ll have a live interview with principals 
from four different agencies who have websites that have very 
active content strategies, do well with SEO, and generate very 
high-quality conversions. 

Register Now! 
[https:iiw~w.newfangled.comil~t~siness generating a~gency websites] 

[] 2010 Newfangled I Unsubscribe http:/inewfangled.createsendl .comitiriu/tkhkhm! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 8:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 10-17-11 Streak of SEC Weekly Honors Continues, Gamecocks Bowl 
Eligible 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecocks Continue Streak of SEC Weekly Honors 
The Gamecocks have now won at least one of the SEC’s weekly awards for seven consecutive weeks - 
every week of the season so far. After their performances vs. Mississippi State, D.J. Swearinger was 
named the co-SEC Defensive Player of the Week and Bruce Ellington was named the co-SEC Freshman of 
the Week. 

The Gamecocks rallied to a 14-12 victory over the Bulldogs on Saturday behind touchdowns delivered 
by Marcus Lattimore and Alshon Jeffery. The team climbed one notch in both major polls. They are 
ranked No. 14 in the Associated Press poll and 12th in the USA Today/Coaches poll. The Gamecocks are 
6-1 and now bowl-eligible for the eighth straight season, including every year under Coach Spurrier. 
Postseason football ticket request applications are now available on GamecocksOnline.com for 
Gamecock Club members. 

Unfortunately, Marcus Lattimore would leave the game in the fourth quarter with a knee injury that 
Coach Spurrier later announced will end the sophomore star’s season. Fullback Matt Coffee also 
suffered a season-ending injury during Saturday’s game. Our thoughts are with both student-athletes 
wishing them a full recovery. 

True freshman Brandon Wilds will likely be the starter at Tennessee on Oct. 29 in the Gamecocks’ 
next contest, according to Coach Spurrier. Spurrier also is hopeful that junior Kenny Miles, who has 
been sidelined for several weeks with a sprained wrist, will be available as well. 

Women’s Soccer Tied for SEC Lead, Win Weekly Honors. 
Coming off two shutout victories on the road this weekend, freshman goalkeeper Sabrina D’Angelo 
earned SEC Freshman of the Week honors this week. Defenders Ellen Fahey and Dani Henry were selected 
to the Top Drawer Soccer National Team of the Week. With the victories, Carolina is now in a 
four-way tie with Florida, Georgia and LSU for first place in the SEC with each squad holding a 6-2 
conference record. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:19 AM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Facilities: Just How Important Are They to Your Recruits? 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
120 co~stantcontact conv~ endei ?ih-bv~,hecg~nd~&v 0011 t@ 7AIIENhQ2_~,~DeRtA’ H H4c ~ti~CUp28t33FshbY9m}kN 8QnblcwM77- 

You’re receiving tt~s email became of yam relafio~t~p with Tudor Cdlegnde S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix, Jsito~20co~stanlconlactcom/c{s~?11r b,a, he~bab&l- 11081841672005611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~: F 
yam continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:iIvisitorcor~:~tantcoatactcon~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavd~oB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&t 0010m5dRdKiPxlO3mtNnI5j~f~%3D%3D&~eason 001I~)9~N~sU%3D&lk ht~k~ecgtbab 
if you no longer rash to receive am emNls. 

Newsletter Header [hVqo://i2Ors6netilnisp?llr bwheqnbab&e>:1108184167200&s :56114&e 0011\*(2FUFYC06X\PIZq qibgZ\,\;*2tleRWDuPS0114NS\,\/d\~2ezH,?zuHASI6IV3bYFcp- 

mTw9EUoTFvTn%AJ                      i~,?~ SORU P SiekZQIU!~ __] 

October 18, 2011 Vohm~e 7, Issue 43 

Facilities: Just How hnpottant Are They to Your Recruits? 

There is an important change that takes place at some point between you recruiting 
your prospect, and that prospect jofiffng your team l:amily on campus. 

And the more you understand it, the more you’ll be successful at clearnd~g some 
m~portant hurdles in recruiting. 

It’s a cliunge tliut many college coaches aren’t conscious of as they build out their 
recruiting plans, and it ends up hu~ing ti~eir e~b~s to a~act the best prospec~ 
to campus. The change I’m talMng about probably does more to impede the success 
of how a coach goes about recr@fing than any other ~octor I liuve seen in many 

years of working ruth college coaches aro~dthe co~hT. [~:/I~20 rs6 ne~/~ ~sp?llr bwlieqnb~b&e~l i08184167200&s 56114&e 0O1~,;2FUFYC06XK5~93 liLa2EF6VOE-9TL21LK6-L 
N ff)~36 ~q H~POYSqcnQF 1Yk ~q [)s ~g~ ’~10bt~R b c ~2~: ~ u5X~£~O V~a~ ~atchOffOkN F~4~d b WJ ] 

Here’s wliut you need to know: 

Your prospects liuve a cliunge in their mindset when they come on to campus as a new 
recruit. They aren’t looking for all of the same thtngs tliut they were as a prospect 
timt you were recruiting. At the same time, once ti~ey officially become a member 
of your team, there are a totally separate set of thtngs that they are now seeking...and 

ti~eir long-term success as an atlilete in your progn-am htnges on how you respond 
to those needs. 

Here’s an example of what I’m talking about, and why it’s m~portant for success-minded 
college coaches to pay attention to it... 

Our nufionul studies [~i::iIi20rs6net/tt~               ab&e>l 108184167200&s 56114&e 0011W2 FUFYC06XKLEWwB WSDax74oiig~P7CAfLNm2 Vs~ICO18 

f~/ LeiRd2bbLuC!JBNxEFJf9UlbsstFOP 3kmIZ@~)ri~£GeULN66f;:JacNntH~’ddL~] 
show timt a progn-ams Facilities - the track, the weight room, staditm~, and other 
areas where they will spend time as an attflete - actually Factors veiN little... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1108184167200&s 56114&e 001 fW2 FUFYC06VobstWV6XZJOs3eV 9TjRIbJZ 1En- 
9s~q5w~XxHEFu8cMEh6sbEpJ4~mGAAR43ygAAv59NUtNZX-6KLRtu~WVvvx6~bUiZ7yGC5~aVcjLL9Qx~tijKDtukmNq&x9VTmCQIeKdN~4fuNVg4w-n2Mh6E~k7ZrgMHGBXw~jazh36wCvgGg V1] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&s 56114&e 001fW2FUFYC06VsvdSeKBeiFMA4qQMGb-x-wIPx3aCGNSFtLOyjwUtLA,x-ElpI5- 
iWoF1Ur CtasoWtNmqyam51w0L Oi SYnp3gRIU GZ4L a08 S JlgqwEhLGETVE74YYasyrCTHMKAI 2xV3AaGglONKTY16qyOmGLpQoQHg~ffs 1 ucZ SGGzil SYg4S990N 1 r qV2tZrI SvaDTkuaRzs¥’oUnfNbTiTCsD ssXYBA, 
-wM- JuK18QQrisKDTAfi~8GeP1GaciW46 oieX0mC JKj aT S 16 GTvLde] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                ti~ab&el~ 1108184167200&~56114&e: 00 II\~,,’2FUFY C06V19 f~:2-11S                         dFtDeVJb~,, 1CSv 

] 

GET 14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&~56114&e ~fW2FUFYC~6VE5~pdbQbf~i~wwV~Juvf~yRWmMAa58W3EAnwGg~A~hXvBL4J3F9kbnJjSmIvsxEasF~RA~IwDsJUi3LvV~vXan~WEI3JLVf~ptIYsqaJ~JYI* 

-YQGeRMdXTbU5B] 

The best training selies available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
training timt you need to have the r ecmiting edge! 

Click here to order [h~’p                              ab&e~l108184167200&s 56114&e 001f~,~/2FUFYC06WWr01M~’_¢/~                                  ~GzT~I~ql-t~- 
vKg5Uz~SZO41hU89xLCCsI:U~A_pmBk1~D2mibcSdlJdUIDWil\,qRlodG ae MITtinli9 st W~CkJ f½~VB 7OT12~] ! 

2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference Registrations Begin This Week 

In adclition to the new release of the complete 2011 NCRC 3-DVD set and Workbook 
tiffs week, Tudor Collegiate Strategies opened registration [ 
11r bwheclnbab&e~l108184167200&~56114&e 001fbV2FUFYC06WMoAwf}H,/KStPakEQ9S~v~IsIVEK kQ56 vl I~qlfUqR1JQND355wED70uVD~zeID3dI~OKP6a7A69B-A\;q~vqndU~K~GIOqO% 

7’i SAclE JUZ8 SMindsA4~lfl.] for 
ti~e Nationul Collegiate Recruiting Co~fference tiffs co~htng June 1-3, 2012 in Bosto~, 
Massachusetts. 

"This is already sliuping up to be an increclible co~fference", said Dan Tudor, President 
of Tndor Collegiate Strategies. "The depth and expettise ofthts year’s speaker 
line-up is amazing, and we’re still finulizing more experts who are wanting to 
come and be a patt of thts growing event." 

There is a special lffhtted $100 cliscomlt [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1108184167200&s 56114&e 001 fW2FUFYC06U1JdVCfXUqWZmwPzB-up9rARIDsfCEUKFKM-Zdv0sipWwIS1YKGPH2- 
mgFqVXV~ZB4mtDwvzsfKhdq~k2Y~7~jCrAG5d~tMsnMpaQuN7NE2YM7S~mDwXEn-M~Y5YMYm~CrwL~m4RqyDpW NcCjtQOxblx6ZdGT8F4UkUITRMCbnpmwG-bp47AnUua6CcZQCfwE5KjuqrKUQ ] 
for early registrations for the 2012 NCRC, whtch also lets attendees get cliscounted 
hotel rooms on-site at the Boston Logan Hilton Hotel and Co~fference Center. 

Speakers and topics inclnde: 

* Dan Tudor - Fom~der of the Tudor Collegiate Strategies and the popular "Selling 



for Coaches" program for college recruiters. Dan will be speaking on a number of 
topics thi-onghout the weekend, and se~ing as yore weekend co~ff’erence host. 
* Mandy Green - Head women’s soccer coach at U~tiversity of South Dakota and expert 
on organization, time management and recruiting. She will be introducing her gromMbreaking 
organizatio~al system for college coaches ttlut she t~us developed and used to land 
some of the best recruiting classes in her program’s history and becoming a new 

* Adam Mabel - Head volleyball coach at Emmanuel College and fom~er D1 assistant 
coach at Boston College, Adem is back by popular demand to talk about "D1 Recruiting 
on a D3 Bndget", as well as other topics dining the weekend. 
* Sean Devlin - One of the i~ution’s leading tectmology experts and developer of 
tt~e popular Front Rush rec~ting contuct management system, Sean will be revealing 
tt~e latest trends in prospect management and the strategies tt~ut top programs use 
to efficiently recruit the best prospects. 
* Social Media: Ore experts will teach you wt~ut new trends are developing for college 
recmitii~g when it comes to social media, and how to use it to effectively recruit 
your top prospects. 
* Strategies for Gettfl~g Yore Top Prospect: We’ll give you tt~e latest research on 
how some programs are wi~ming more top prospects titan their competition using these 
proven targeting and commtmication tectmiques, developed by Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
* Two special keynote speakers to be announced soon! 
* More confim~ed speakers and topics to be announced soon! 

Save yore seat for the 2012 NCRC todey! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
11r bwhecg-Ogab&e>l10818416~’200&~56114&e O01fW2PLFYCO6WMoAwfFHvK8tPakEQ9Su4IsIVEK ~[~ ;~1 ~)~ND355wED70uVI)geID3dh0KF6aTA69B Avkv 

T 1 SABLE JUZ8 SMmdeA4~/t~] 

Front Rush [ sp?llr b,5.heqnbab&e                    56114&e 0~1 g,,V2FL JTKQqA 
~_~..j_ooh4 R2 r 9 x,J d2 Y ] 

New Tectmology Lets Coaches Track Prospects Who Show Interest in Their College Program 

What prospects are researchi~g yoreprogram, coach? 

hnagine if you could find out which athletes are looking at yore program, and easily 
add them to yore list of recruits. NCSA Athletic Recmiti~g tlas introduced tt~at 
tool for the coaches that use their giant fiee database of verified student-athletes. 

"NCSA t~us added some amazi~lg new fea~m-es to the Recruiting Management System [hllp://r20 rs6 ~le~Jln isp? 
11r bwhe~d~ab&et1108184167200&~56114&e 001~\~,Q~\JFYC06UiNUTcSUmiwlg~JTB6FWB09M83Q_~__OIBxZw2aeYFYmoLr-w7 ek 57k5m~,AmfkGt~p.~7oVi5Svl@’GITZN073hilIYTmAOSt~- 
83~,i JCfi07zozRD12- 53 YWI fTxo~ Ed0i H :~8T J2MgiIi110c ~d3.50_gNIYP fOI ]", 
says Ryan Newman,, NCSA’s College Relatio~ts Coordi~utor. "Not ouly can you continue 
searching for qualified and suitable prospects, but now you can view athletes who 
t~uve been searching for you." 

This new tool was somethi~g developed by coaches, for coaches. 

"The Network received several requests fiom coaches like you to add a fm~ction to 
view prospects tt~ut tluve interest in your program", says Newman. "You now have 
tt~e ability to search prospects tt~ut not ouly t~uve researched yore program, but 
even ones tt~ut t~uve listed your program as one of their top schools!" 

Want to know who tlus been looking at your program?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~.~ih2                          ab&et 1108184167200&s 56114&e 001fW2FL.FYC06UiNI~TcSUmiwIgLTB6FWB09M83QE_.O1B~w2aeYF’IZmoLr 
w7 ek 57k5~nv~nfxGl~h~7~Vi5S~HqFG17ZN~73hi~Y7~Su~83~Cfi~?z~zRD12-53YWIfTx~rEd0~H~Y6u8TJ2M~I1I1~cpWnd36~8NIY~f~I ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&s 56114&e 001fW2FUFYC06VsvdSeKBeiFMA4qQMGb-x-wIPx3aCGNSFtOyjwUtLAx-ElpI5- 

iWoF1Ur CtasoWtNmqyam51w0L Oi SY~p3gRIU GZ4L a08 S JlgqwEt~LGETVE74YYasyrCTHMKAI 2xV3AaGglONKTY16qyOt~GLpQoQHg~ff’s 1 ucZ SGGzil SYg4S990N 1 r q¥’2tZrI SvuDTkuaRzs¥"oUnfNbTiTCsD ssXYBA, 
-wM- JuK18QQrisKDTAfi~8GeP1GaciW46 oieX0mC JKj aT S 16 GTvLde] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 5d~iDeVJb~ 1C8v 
KWJ ~TJ~Tfi6 ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tt~un 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 

llr bwhe~bab&ei- 1108184167200&~56114&e 001fW2I-’UFYC0dUiNUTcSk, nliwI~J’TBdFWB09M83QX O1BxZw2aeYFYmoLr-w7 ek 57k5~Tr~A~fkGhh~7oVi5Svl~FGITZN073bnI~W~L~OSu 
_g_3~ij JCfi07zozRD12- 53 YWI fl’xo~ E                            63608NIYPfii)I_] 

Squeezi~g the Most (and the Best!) Out of Your Coaching Day 

by Mandy Green, U~tiversity of South Dakota 

Coact~, t~uve you ever sat down and really a~lulyzed how effective and efficient you 
are being with your dey? Wtfich task do you choose to focus on? Is one more important 
to you tt~un the ott~er? 

In his book, The On-Propose Persoi~, author Kevin McCarthy describes the difference 
between efficiency and effectiveness. "Efficiency is doing thi~gs right in the most 
economical way possible; effectiveness is doing the right thi~lgs that get you closer 
to yom goals." 

It seems to me tt~ut being efficient without regard to effectiveness is the del~ult 
mode of the universe. Whut you do is i~tfi~titely more important tt~un how you do it. 
Now, being efficient is still important, but we all know tt~ut it is useless u~fless 
applied to the right thi~gs. 

There are two ways for you to increase productivity tt~ut are inversio~ts of each 
other: 

1. Limit daily tasks just to the impo~ant to shorten your work time (80/20). 

2. Shorten work time to limit yore tasks so you ouly focus on the impo~ant (Parkinson’s 
Law) 

Pareto’s 80/20 Law can be smnmarized as follows: 20 percent of yore priorities will 
give you 80 percent of your production. 

Ask yore-self these two questio~ts about yore program, yore team, and your staffi.. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&s 56114&e 001fW2FUFYC06WAyxGDsDChTAGcyZiuXjgF6FdbJ5wcAScz41377vlBnDs6- 
sTTd3U 814HRCpPYBQblTODcxrDVA5re8AVUP8zXdTNCFkoQkW63KA-mlA PgYQ8APIbTpK6dO1QgCKQzmq78N6vpHWm8or22bZX0xQvQVzxzoQpfk3jzulnwtfiiBItq-m0vg] 



Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&s 56114&e 001fW2FUFYC06VsvdSeKBeiFMA4qQMGb-x-wIPx3aCGNSFtNyjwUtk&x-ElpI5- 
iWoF1Ur CtasoWtNmqyam51w0L Oi SYI~p3gRIU GZ4L a08 S JlgqwEt~LGETVE74YYasyrCTHMKAI 2xV3AaGglONKTY16qyO~IGLpQoQHg~ffs 1 ucZ SGGzil SYg4S990N 1 r q¥’2tZrI SvaDTkuaRzs¥~)UnfNbTiTCsD ssXYBA, 
-wM- JuK18QQrisKDTAfn8GePlGaciW46 oieX0mC JKj aT S 16 GTvLde] 
Follow us on Twitter [~’~:iIi20rs6net,’~{_s~?lir b~,he~bab&e~l108184167200&~56114&e O01fW2!~FYCO6V19f’GhSR~;a6toSOE©~J~S 5dFtDeVJb~vlCgv@__qBE3qrYiD1yIDm4L4/.)U0e171d ~ 

Ready to Biing Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-CampusWorkshop[t~’p:i/~2Ors6~et/~isp?ili-bwh~’cl~bab&et 1108184167200&~ 5~114&e: 001f~V2FUFYC0~XgD~vIT2~aLx- 
H5~nRYBIV~M~mS~J~FcEL~sB3N6~i~aOvY~52LDEE4~sX9B~/z~meY4Y~17dL63c                yvmF~OFf~zvMk&,qSuf~3,~, ] 

Let Ore Team 

Take Yore RecrNfi~g to the 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICK HERE [~r20~t~ecl-abab&e> 110g184167200&s 56114&e 0011~,r2FUFYC0dX9Dpfi~?~IT2fitEaLx- 
HS~zmRYB~V~ mx52LDEE4OsXgB VzQmeY4Y- 17dL63c 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

DanTudor on Facebook! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&~56114&e 001fW2FUFYC06¥~N9yqzd7k6HQ3id7N9FjklUj ajh~kT~6iRDWht2mUpevUUR~a5sj~pd~rqqGwj~tztyUBYjGu~iLGg~GBg~zcu8WXDq~xKdgJ3fdIs~zD2J6XSNw35c 

-x2W42Xw ] 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page 

Companies Ready to Help You Track Your Athletes’ Twitter Posts 

With the iise in college athlete Twitter activity, a new industlT is splingi~g-up 
to help college coaches handle the need to keep track of their atlilete’s social 
media activity. Is it wotth it9 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as ti-ai~ffng 
videos fealuting Dan Tudor - just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttt.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&~56114&e ~fW2FUFYC~6WWzaWH~7ic8vJgTWHtVGtDDd4dScGy~.wIYXEpCSzKEM77Ri9W~3MuR~yQ3IHvL~KhsD9~kAXHNqLpazU~JG3Yxa~n5Xi39dehCTkADSfx~ 
-4biQ0qw2uLOADhW1 Q01G-C-qQHjmcT7 lbJiKTCJ6Lcp]. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Chck here [~o:iIi20rs6~et,’l~ i}~?llr b’~,liec’g.bab&et- 1108184167200&~56114&e 001 fW2FUFYC06X51~mBt%d~St~ 

now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108184167200&s 56114&e 001fW2FUFYC06VsvdSeKBeiFMA4qQMGb-x-wIPx3aCGNSFtNyjwUtk&x-ElpI5- 
iWoF1Ur CtasoWtNmqyam51w0L Oi SYnp3gRIU GZ4L a08 S JlgqwEhLGETVE74YYasyrCTHMKAI 2xV3AaGglONKTY16qyOmGLpQoQHg~ffs 1 ucZ SGGzil SYg4S990N 1 r qV2tZrI SvaDTkuaRzs¥’oUnfNbTiTCsD ssXYBA, 
-wM- JuK18QQrisKDTAfn8GePlGaciW46 oieX0mC JKj aT S 16 GTvLde] 

FollowusonTwitter[h{t>:/I~20rs6~te~’~isp?lh- liwlie¢l~bab&e>1108184167200&s=56114&e O011\V2FUFYCO6V19f~:.liSRxg6toSOEQ72xLpgeJiS 5dl-’tDeVJb{a~1CSvOlqBB3clrYiD1;elDm4L4©U0e1%i JVg- 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches[ 
h~p:i/ui coi~staig cow,tact c om/sa z ~,,AEj~)?D_ Io>,hcq>abab&m 1101038493377&e~bia~to~:;@~mc aa c~tc ed~l&~l 108184167200 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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h[Lo:i/vi~dto:co~;ta:ttcontactco:t~do?~2 oo&mse 0018fhOW~lLa:.4tdoBIC,~T tmJbKq~0rL5bmJwe55V~Z6CMw%3D&~ 001Qm5dRdKiPxlOB:t:lNr:I5~\5(l%BD%BD&:easor: 001I~.)~EsU%3D&llr bwlie~7~j~ 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
l~2~O:I/visitorco>sta~{corltactco~*~’do~ ~J~&mse 0018filOWc.~.~y_4kioBiC,~T {mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&~-001Q~n56R6KiPx103m*\nI5R)~Q%3D%3D&~eason 001Ic~{~_~i_Es~_J%3D&llr b’aiI~eRj~ab 
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Curators Clinic 

Thursday, 20 October, 1:00 - 4:00 P/~ 

Every other month, the Ack[and Art/Viuseum invites members of the public to brin~ in a work of art 
for consideration by an Ack[and expert. Curators may offer insight into the significance of the piece 
and its subject matter, as we[[ as the techniques used by the artist and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ack[and staff is unable to authenticate or financially appraise works of art. Limit 
one work per person. 

Registration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free for members I $10 for non-members 

Ackland Film Forum: "Freedom Riders" 

(2011 ) Dir. Stanley Nelson 

Thursday, 20 October, 6:30 P/~ 



Freedom Riders is the story of more than 400 Americans who participated in a bold and dangerous 
experiment designed to awaken the conscience of a complacent, racially segregated nation by 
performing a disarmingly simple act. 

PlayMakers Repertory Company and Duke’s Center for Documentary Studies present this film, in 
collaboration with the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival. A discussion of the film by Mike 
Wiley, the director and playwright of The Parchman Hour, and Laurens Grant, the film’s producer, 
will accompany the screening. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

**This screening of Freedom Riders is free to all.** 

See the complete Ackland Film Forum schedule here. 

Ackland Outing: A Visit to Frank Gallery and the Ackland 
Museum Store 

A Few Spots are Still Available! 

Friday, 21 October, 10:OO A/Vl- 1:OO P/Vl 

*Free and exclusive to Contributor Level ($125) members and above only* 

On this outing, we’ll gather at Frank Gallery, 109 Franklin Street, downtown Chapel Hill, and meet 



Barbara Rich, the gallery manager, Gordon Jameson, and potter Susan Filley. Next we’ll walk to the 
Ackland Museum Store where you’ll see the newest exhibition and have time to shop. An optional 
lunch on Franklin Street follows. 

Space is limited and reserved for Ackland members at the Contributor level ($125) and above. 

RSVP to Nancy Tunnessen at 919.969.8664 or ntunnessen@nCorroCOm. 

Ackland Museum Store Discount on 
UNC Employee Appreciation Day! 

Your valid Faculty or Staff OneCard gets you a 15% discount at the Ackland Museum Store this 
Friday, 21 October (Employee Appreciation Day) or Saturday, 22 October! 

What’s even better? Faculty and staff who become members will receive 20% off! 

U 

Get to the Ackland Museum Store and let us show you our appreciation! And visit the Ackland Art 
Museum table at the Organization Fair in the Student Union to learn more about our exhibitions and 
programs! 

This discount is only available on Friday, 21 October and Saturday, 22 October 2011. Discounts do 
not apply to items in the Ackland Museum Store’s Exhibition Gallery. 

Family Day: Color and Shape 

Sunday, 23 October, 1:00 - 4:00 



Enjoy abstract art as your family searches the "Carolina Collects" exhibition for works of art that 
are described on our scavenger hunt. Come to the Creation Station and make art from brightly 
colored shapes. Join a Family Tour at 1:30 to [earn more ways to interact with art, and listen in at 
2:15 as we read stories about shapes and colors. 

Come for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon -- it’s FREE! 

Free and open to the public. 

Now on View at the Ackland 

Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 
from Alumni Collections 



For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic prosrams are made possibte by 8enerous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onser wish to receive this newstetter, dick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and set your very own copy every 
week. 

Richard Diebenkorn, American, 1922-1993: Composition, 1948; oil on canvas. Lent by Dr. J. Kenneth Chance (BA ’71) and Ellen Turner Chance (ABEd ’71). © 
The Estate of Richard Diebenkorn. 
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<div>Brent, </div> 

<div>     I am one of the learning assistants who works on the Mon. Wed schedule 7-9. 

There has been some kind of mix up because I have not yet received any pay for any of 

the sessions or the training. I have approved the hours for two of the pay sessions 

but was not able to access the training hours for approval and have not been paid for 

anything. Could you please check in to the situation so I can get my back pay.</div> 

<div>thanks,</div> 

<div>steve blackwell</div> 

<pre>All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 

City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 

parties, including law enforcement. 



thank you very much! 
steve 

On Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 1:09 PM, Blanton, Brent S <b~anton@uncaamnc.edu> wrote: 
Steven, 
I’ve already done so and added the hours. You should be paid for them on the next check. 

Brent 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Stephen Blackwell" <sNackweIl@chccs.k12mc.us> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <Namon@ur~caa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: steve blackwell LA 
Date: Thu, Oct 20, 2011 12:52 pm 

Brent, 
I am one of the learning assistants who works on the Mon. Wed schedule 7-9. There has been some kind of 

mix up because I have not yet received any pay for any of the sessions or the training. I have approved the 
hours for two of the pay sessions but was not able to access the training hours for approval and have not been 
paid for anything. Could you please check in to the situation so I can get my back pay. 
thanks, 
steve blackwell 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, October 21,2011 10:34 AM 

Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Carrie 
Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; 
ChristineJackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Dan Brinkman 
<dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena Freeman- 
Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric Brey 
<ebrey@utk.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Joe Luckey 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jack Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Melissa Dawson 
<melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Jim Pignataro 
<pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Joe Scogin <scoginj@missouri.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA to Consider Sweeping Changes in Athlete Aid and Eligibility Rules - 
Athletics - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

~:iichronic~e.comiarlicle/~CAA-to-Co~sideroSwee~/129483i?sid=al&~m~ source=al&~{m medimn=en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tahara Evans <tahara@gradesfirst.com> 

Friday, October 21,2011 4:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Touching base 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent- 
Hope you are doing well. I had it on my calendar to touch base with you 
again mid-October...so I am! 

Please let me know if this is a better time to discuss GradesFirst. I hope 
you all were able to move into your new facility. I am sure it is 
incredible. 

Just let me know how I can be of help to you. 

Tahara 
P.S. Since our meeting this Spring, we have added several ACC clients to 
our list, such as, Miami, NC State and University of Maryland! We are now 
up to 173 clients! 

Tahara E. Evans 
Sales Executive 
GmdesFirst 
205-259-1015 
1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015 
Tahara@gradesfirst.com 
www.gradesfirst.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnell Moore" <editor@premierplayers.com> 

Saturday, October 22, 2011 7:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

October Issue 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

<http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr=h8ax4ohab&v=001 zHmPEHN4w 

aMomAXuDT2qsYeXS_~ GiSesOTSuiW1VGLAGvxKEYXTNfCQRwRq9dTAhYXIwEzuJ94g21hrFbj Efv 

e8mm7KmNq2Qnb_Cv-gucN NCyNQdwYWvA%3D%3D> 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=001 ld-0- 
NscQM2aAMrcGSdI-0XPyMbmVwcmOaHqmyl0WDWIyfmdLvZVYi7ameoB SvpQ 10N4UWK2dtgy36RxG 
62ArMihHzTyEJh6D3 cV0m73 qAPxQOGwG6Fj 8A==> 

Issue 5 

Top < 

Oct. 20, 2011 

Why Vom? 

The Premier Players Sports Foundation provides orphanages with sports 
equipment, league sponsorships & financial assistance to help get their kids 
into the games. In addition, our charitable awards dinners are used as 
community fundraisers to help other nonprofits that serve children with 
diseases & disabilities. You can help us by just voting in the following 
polls: 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=001 ld-0- 

NscQM3 J-MaTx20io3 IZ020ikdSy 1XDfyLMofwspTxrEaAxhnqj4-fh-cd7YNNf rN18DvqQk27bE 

9xzbvZtzKwSd6Gw4Y0i-7TJJk5ZvmXau0KVrBIw lbHHaHJbx6D_b8JhoiVQ8i369hMDUu NZIQei 
sljx8fcxXYxuLVLNLqVuAEbx DErldOkgUHbfMEonTC0cad5eQNpQ9rpOpBUUQ fiPFqSCRKAK_h 

Q0-HMSKjDEAzYUT5f2hIhlj SkhP_qhqlPzLCtL0x8DKfiv80P23 dyBctDBxH3R9Du_hQchbo_~YF 

p9nyHkgG_0COs7F8b4NFbU3h516XPUdygrfbL-Nbc3urasvMHDGKbWnv7IMXGIIaA==> College 

Basketball 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=001 ld-0- 



NscQM2aAMrcGSdI-4qjUIGfxPftQb66KgLq_xbFHGbcI4-waZfaCfePq4VDuZXHDej 5ncyS7ce_b 
isfRgJkoj sggYPB WYrTdRU G9XgnCbhu9efC 8fsHVFCiZXWGzZu8j eahAIpOB TXJrhUYd-De6K_6T 
UxWQG12e-_RMd3 ayzks_dEaXUmPJw9nFG6GV84ivmQK83 QR55bmwcfSJLklhbLnsnrP> College 
Basketball (W) 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lh=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213&e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2vzmJVk7v2nJAgEv 1 Q-HNTc00ELpxuWBr-JaAx7syIkPtDEB_Xq0Ac6JHNj I7TTK8z6osev 
wneN-F3 tXIIRpNYOLArHCiw82eqt JhT20roZkgdiohuUjEoVRRuWVKxGZz_5 qknTf 10-10SS2qb 
8KMsXBgCq_JmdyPxNjLMhD9pI7yA YZ7LBoH78B6dfWgh89S7RnycSCkB5KmO4V-mmu> College 
Baseball 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM 1 JJYSP1GXjyMTnZ91YKKV-Rp8Ys7JLqjXMkObPRbanEoLA47JYTzTp069hWkyyXq0dcX7Fm 
x5MoWzsRgHK2os~vpJ29UHdyuqlk8FRokFt87XaV 0uAiSRRQBe91wiAD SVBK9nf-561ERA4jPr5 
GTnhFkTOZpxIMWAHPHfuft3 NMsYbcPiqNS s_zj UG2OpOG18I SnCVNATCfJqmalguxl7> College 
Football 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM 1 JJYSP1GXjyPA15faSc 1KoQCv2tAYdbdN9hVnyuatKzC_rR3 JduYOWw 1KkvCx5cvmBu57dq 
vU-xodRDWdbqGfcdVQEhgWXqrpRCwr-icmvj WWlt3 pHKB fv3j NFT5 GPTE lqmeQ4bNMikfzlSe 1 iM 
6xWh0hSVfnI~xKNBZJ37VtLsZ -15 szhbnTsenmZd6KXHy -FgaDrTtSYoO39uvgXZrrj f> College 
Hockey 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2E5RgMzRPZu-UyvKYFHmLVpahquN7WLynUV 1 Zt_ 1 gZyZYMYfuQ-JlmRX_OW5gychl WB sdNv 
EEM2QB~jm6qMwictANRR3v-y4xYkh2YLG3R8YQhNn L4HUP_01Sz6 llFOVfS0ppwjbzTmwbWZeB 8 
RYiBp2Ubl2txxkufd7eI9ibT uMsVjKg9RFzP13VsG2SfX81fkTqbZf7rEvB80ENqB9> College 
Softball 

Thank You For Your Vote 

Visit Cheerleaders 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2-DoVTEgmesth2XuDraHopT63 sjAEiNW-O9iglZYvEDgrjBO 1Zd 1R3 akTsyWWw51910_Zge 
nctYAM-IEggMi-t6 18e aSJgsufJQNAbcZAhLKm2QSIODt4vLUCaG14V10Tj7NIldeksG4-LHon 
ucqbb4wmjLKHLoTlp_33dPVrZ3 Je KQSMEB7EG4ZfEA-0MOR6ajCj2kHpiUjZhbxzy> 

Watch Player’s Anthem 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 
NscQMOFTwuePMZn8ssjDEng4FHcoOkQbPm7T5a215jREhHDdBEpulGYnlH3kOP2h9IRqzSiUP6Yx 
xR0tvqFNa25r905 GiSteewE8XhQjwLBfXmNwBDQmV2w4E_V0wnoy6XeRovzEt-DwOzKRRuIsMRFe 
pAQ> 

Read The Latest Issue of The Magazine 

Click On The Image 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lll=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213 &e=00 lld-0- 



NscQM2H5Fhrd71~,dmxcWH9 SNLEeJRxF8hDvPztbQ2A67Vag2 C4XnWRh8pWkasUq_ipf3 MEDmArCK 
xECslRo0bJhTzvC2KX-QSpwxzqn2sudbLCf B4Tm4RO7QtPwoLowVHdwIVGFrOo8gx37dLZvohqh 
XDZ9uDyusUD2Xgl~x5LU73j hcV8cFH5yHIncfKwsdL8vFbnljq 125KeQe6TmZZHUm3Fh> October 
Issue 

THE 2011 PREMIER PLAYER of COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

Charitable Awards Dinner 

Friday, January 13th, 2012, 6 - 9 PM, USF Embassy Suites, Tampa, FL 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?lh=h8ax4ohab&et= 1108230326370&s= 12213&e=00 lld-0- 
NscQM2MfHlokXwVfZxaugZYubmFb GHai4IYS Js71 SESXERJy-SsdgGtlVu0y2KIACjo SARo8s2vx 
COKRQ 19xRklycGj KFgJePxHUCOYrBD Cj BUD -j)TBEFPlmrNfI5K-t9gZzhIbVgLj SHUEmSE1VLd- 
Bedz_WBj CFoc6IKR034xUOiSGEPaGVgF1XcWcqplATRYjiUFeA3w4eNQWaqyKERasaBZZPCUvm2h 
Fz2nsqNtf0DQHF lt3 J8FH-S46Nbov2u2kdCAyyEf7aRrr8U-TkIxiwNCMa_)_qH8hmFvqM2 S SVJt 
K5LWSUvw4QtZOKtNaXA_Vg usTcSSFHXOV-g2PVGA-Jk0mOYulnBoDL2L3EdIiyqCw==> Click 
Here For Ticket Information 

<~i~!!ip:i!ih.comtar~’tcontact.comiEs051/1107530842983/ir~/~£> 

Back to Top 

Forward email 
<http://ui.constantcontact.com!sa/fwtf.j sp?llr=h8ax4ohab&m= 1107530842983&ea= 
camell moore%40ml.com&a=1108230326370> 

<http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p=un&mse=0015T7LEWQpdWF Sm7RQzLDnqePN 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:35 AM 

Please join us for an Open House on Friday, November 4th 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg; Loudermilkcard_72.jpg 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 







Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 7:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 10-24-11 Women’s Soccer Earns at Least Share of SEC Title, New 
Record for Grimsley 

TEXT.htm 

Women’s Soccer Earns At Least a Share of SEC Title 
With their 3-1 win over Arkansas on Senior Day, South Carolina Women’s Soccer guaranteed themselves 
at least a share of their first-ever regular season SEC Championship! The Gamecocks can win the 
title outright with a win or draw at Florida on Friday. 

During the game Sunday, senior Kayla Grimsley had one assist and scored her ninth goal of the season 
to break Jennie Ondo’s 12-year old record of 115 career points. Grimsley, the NCAA’s only active 
player with over 40 goals and 30 assists, now has 116 points off 42 goals and 32 assists. She was 
named SEC Offensive Player of the Week and a member of the Top Drawer Soccer National Team of the 
Week for her efforts. 

Men’s Soccer Hosts #2 UNC, Football on the Road at Tennessee 
Coming off a well-timed bye week, Gamecock Football begins practice this week to take on Tennessee 
in Knoxville on Saturday (7:15 p.m. ET, ESPN2). 

Here in Columbia, Men’s Soccer, currently in first place in Conference USA, will go for Coach 
Berson’s 450th career win against a non-conference foe, No.2-ranked North Carolina. The match is at 
7:00 p.m. Tuesday at Stone Stadium. 

Submit Your "Spooky" Photos ! 
Halloween is coming up so we’re getting in the spirit on our Facebook page. We want to show off your 
best photos. Send in your spooky, ghoulish Gamecock-themed costumes, jack o’lanterns and more to 
gamecockathletics@gmail.com with your name and any backstory to be included in our Facebook photo 
gallery ! 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 9:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creating a GREAT Recruiting Environment for Your Prospects 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 
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Cieati~lg a GREAT Reci~ting Enviro~ent for Your Prospects 

Let’s break that title clow~, Brent: 

* Creating. Somebody has to do it, and it’s probably goring to be yon, Coach. It’s 
a verb. It denotes action. And it’s a chullenge to do. 
* Great. Would you say you are great when it comes to reci~ting, the visit, your 
rapport ruth parents and atttletes? Why not? 
* Recmitii~g. Thut’s sales, Coach. You’re a sales professional, like it or not. 
Recruiting is sellfilg. 
* Environment. Thut’s whet I want to focus on today...ttle environment you can develop 
for great reci~ting interactions ruth tiffs next recruiti~g class you’re goring after. 

What huve we fom~d are the best ways to build that great environment thut will put 
you in the best possible position to land the reci~ts you really want? 

Here’s a basic list that evelT coach should make sure is huppeul~g at their program: 

Make fiiends ruth your prospects (and their parents). I thi~k tiffs is the basis 
for evelT good relationship, includii~g your recruiting relationship ruth yore prospects 
and their parents. What’s the best way to establish a fliendship? Spend time on 
everything thut’s not about yore program, yore college, or their sport. Thut’s the 
simple ttu-ee step role to live by. Focus on creati~g rappott. Find common gromM. 
By commtmicating conversatio~mlly, the attnosphere is relaxed and commtmication is 
more open. The conversation is natm-al, not salesy. 

Entertain them and feed them. Do you find thut when you’re eati~lg with someone, 
ttmt the conversation strays fiom recmiti~g and scholarships? The more personal 
the prospect and their parents are mllfi~g to be ruth you in a relaxed setti~g, 
the more likely you are to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
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Follow us on Twitter [ 

] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tllan 100,000 of the ~mfion’s top prospects for fiee. [ ab&ei- 1 i08303170472&s :56114&e 001~.~)}_~gK2Xv,,hw2d- 

] 

BREAKING NEWS: NCAA President Proposes Additional $2,000 Stipend for Student-Athletes 

Courtesy New York Times 

The N.C.A.A. president, Mark Emmert, said Monday that he supported a proposal ttmt 
would let conferences increase grants to atttletes by about $2,000, a move that critics 
say would escalate the financial disparity in college sports. 

This fmMi~g would be in addition to tuition, room, board, books and other expenses 
ttmt are already covered by atttletic scholarships. The increase is not considered 
payment for patticipation. Rather, Emmert said, it would help cover costs thut student-atttletes 
are ramble to oft;et, because most do not huve time to work patt-time jobs. 

"I’ve heard a lot of people say, ’Well, you want to do tiffs $2,000 cost-of-attendance 
ttff~lg to reduce the probability of students hi-eaking rules,’ and that’s nonsense," 
Emmert told the I<5ffght Colmulssion on httercollegiate Atttletics duting a thi-ee-hour 
meeting at the Ritz-Carlton. "People break roles because they hieak rules." 

Emmert said a final plan would be presented to the N.C.A.A.’s board of directors 
by the end of the week. If it is approved, individual conferences will have the 
option of adop~g the policy... 
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GET 14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108303170472&~56114&e 001bFEgK2XwhwSkUTMUtLwlogIIhn07HXLlsiReUeGV1XsGTc0kpRjTgUXXt~pOsrJWJGX2dLZ AhH4LWPRHOZtse0RflmW73ErHIyxAujUatHbgnWy4qnuSDtKU~ 

The best traini~lg series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
training ttlat you need to have the r ecmiti~lg edge! 

Click here to order [hll~o:!/~20rs6neE~tisp?lh-bv,diecl~.~ab&e> 1108303170472&s 56114&e 001 bFEgK2XwIIzE~xPSOHBHW- 
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Should College Recruiters Upgrade to the iPhone 4S? 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Over the past week, our staffhere at Front Rush has been using the new iPhone 4S 
and just wanted to share our thonghts and the possibilities for recmitii~g. 

The overall impression with the device is that it is the best iPhone yet (as advertised 
by Apple). Its a bit wippier titan previous generations, and provides a few interesting 
functionalities. It definitely s~passes any BlackbeI~ [t~:/.q 20 rs6 neE~:u {sp?11r bwhec~ab&e~ 1108303170472&s 56114&e 001 bFEgK2 Xwhyr~KL a ciHtC~W8 ebhDB OUAHhD~4 WTD~OH- 
eJWAK?(5                                 BOz~neiZV ul DXJee&O~ltl fxg~mt~Reth3G69IROKOl~l ~ON~t7fPSF6ff-’I’JLmH5~amSJuZ 1                     ] 
and very much sets the bar for fu~e ~t&oid devices. 

So let’s talk about some of the fmtctioi~alities that are cool for recmiti~g: 

* The most prominent addition to the iPhone is tt~e introduction of Sift. Sift is 
a voice activated assistant thut allows you to send emails, search google, set 

alarums and a bunch of other cool s~ff simply by asMng. So for example, prior to 
gong to bed, I roll ask Sift "please wake me up at 7:30 am" and Sift roll go ahead 
and do that for you. 
* ~mther interesfi~g application in reci~fing is note taMng. ~en taMng notes 
on a reci~t, you can simply speak yore notes instead of having to ~y to Wpe them 
out on the small keypad. Its a bit awkward talMng to a phone and because you huve 
to speak out louc~ so hope~ly you are in a location where others can’t hear you. 
But if you can get beyond these ~o poinN, then... 
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2012 National Collegiate Recmitiilg Conference Set for All-Star List of Speakers, 
Coaches and Topics 

In addition to the new release of the complete 2011 NCRC 3-DVD set and Workbook 
last week, Tndor Collegiate Strategies opened registration [t~p:i/~20 rs6 nel,’~n ~71ir D~die~bab&e~1108303170472&s 56114&e 001 bFEgK2Xwt~9iuODJ~mb5dXCrC1Q2SIohYND~Bvvor~NOW~ 
U5UeTJxMgZvmEXO98sMv~QS~E4QImOMAEVOLeu WJ9 6X~eWHzMvCAF~DgO~.grwgsFsD4uK2&]for 
~]e Nafio~]ul ColleNate RecrNfing Co~fference tiffs co~Nng J~e 1-3, 2012 in Bosto~g 
MassachmeRs. 

"This is already shuping up to be an incredible co~fference", said Dan Tudor, President 
of Tndor Collegiate Strategies. "The depth and expettise of this year’s speaker 
line-up is amazing, and we’re still fi~ulizing more experts who are wanting to 
come and be a patt of this growing event." 

There is a special limited $100 discom~t [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108303170472&~56114&e ~bFEgK2Xwhyj~qQuKtnG~)vGmbz7E6sRXX1yFJWJxtGXEvB2f~fyyD~u~SzfReIvN~dinjkm5K3p8~iK6AIFZBqVVSWeDL~vqDUL~/X2X6~2~Ka~-2v- 
¥~!NUDKc4EvWJK SNQpJ fc33q~NqI 9mgP fDO47LhC OEm@3qH88 Ph8 IWnfl~ SLA6W43Cn0 Rgw8AQph9 f47WQB fsYZc3b3k5 QX8 w~] 
for early registrations for the 2012 NCRC, which also lets attendees get discounted 
hotel rooms on-site at the Boston Logan Hilton Hotel and Co~fference Center. 

Speakers and topics inclnde: 

* Dan Tudor - Fom~der of the Tndor Collegiate Strategies and the popular "Selling 
for Coaches" program for college recruiters. Dan will be speaking on a number of 
topics thi-onghout the weekend, and sei%~lg as your weekend coifference host. 
* Mandy Green - Head women’s soccer coach at U~ffversity of South Dakota and expert 
on organization, time management and recruiting. She will be introducing her gromMbreaking 
organizatio~ml system for college coaches that she has developed and used to land 
some of the best recruiting classes in her program’s histoly and becoming a new 
inonl [ 

* Adam Mattel - Head volleyball coach at Emmanuel College and fom~er D1 assistant 
coach at Boston College, Adam is back by popular demand to talk about "D1 Recruiting 
on a D3 Bndget", as well as other topics duftng the weekend. 
* Sean Devlin - One of the ~ution’s leading tectmology experts and developer of 
tt~e popular Front Rush reci~ting contuct management system, Sean will be revealing 
tt~e latest trends in prospect management and the strategies that top programs use 
to efficiently recruit the best prospects. 
* Social Media: Our experts will teach you what new trends are developing for college 
recmiti~g when it comes to social media, and how to use it to effectively recruit 
your top prospects. 
* Strategies for Gelting Your Top Prospect: We’ll give you tt~e latest research on 
how some programs are wi~ming more top prospects than their competition using these 
proven targeting and commtmication techiffques, developed by Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
* Two special ke3qmte speakers to be announced soon! 
* More confim~ed speakers and topics to be announced soon! 

Save your seat for the 2012 NCRC today! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~[lp://~20 ~<~sp?11r b,a.heq:~l{~ah&e 6 ] 14&e 9inO~" qsvvorINOW s- 
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Latest News on Our Facebook Page 

Bobby K~ffgttt Commits Secondary Recllliting Violation: Big Deal or Not? 

When your l:omous dad hops on the phone and talks to a recruit, should that be a 
big deal? It was for Pat K~ffght’s basketball program when tffs dad, legendaly coach 
Bobby K~ffgttt, talked to two oftffs recruits. It made big news...but was it wotth 
all the buzz? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featm-ed atticles - as well as traiulng 
videos fealuting DanTndor -just click here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1108303170472&s 56114&e 00 lbFEgK2XwhyPd-iG-xN6- 
XpIvINNC5h0iJwKI QliuGqBVoOstX 14~rmEVne4L8 D SmwL J XL dbl3GOaTG5vj~kMlfQ fpt0rFl-n8 X XsA 11ZzN¥~VRFqy8x-FcgMxh2UyI73r SuNRdul-YRHwM- 
3WtKcjw9kI CxxETufEvqz69 B fdXFx06 QAoj 8wwUF48 fnfKHENAc 1 ]. 

And dofft forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [liBp:i/i20rs6~tei/iatjsp? 
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now to start following Dan on Twitter. 
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Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 
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Let Ore Team 

Take Yore RecrNfii~g to the 

Ne~ Level~ 
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FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

What Coaches Can Learn From the Amazii~g Life of Steve Jobs 

Steve Jobs’ death brought an end to the amazing life of a man destined to go down 
as one of the most increclible immvators of our time. 

He is also someone who developed principles tliut evelT college coach should tiT 
to learn from, and put to use in their program. 

Here is a list of Steve Jobs’ rules for success. Al-e you followi~g them in your 
coactff~g career? 

1. Do what you love. Jobs once said, "People with passion can cliunge the world for 
the better." Asked about the advice he would of*lir would-be entreprenem-s, he said, 
"I’d get a job as a busboy or somettffi~g m~til I figared out what I was really passioi~ute 
about." That’s how much it meant to tffm. Passion is evelTtNng. 

2. Put a dent in the universe. Jobs believed in the power of vision. He once asked 
then-Pepsi President, Jotm Sculley, "Do you want to spend yore life sellii~g sinai 
water or do you want to... 

CLICK HERETOCONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108303170472&s 56114&e 001bFEgK2XwhwcFcTOKtH8SpaIPQ S0cNp0J4ZA3ZIgx-c4Zc2ISowDCKTS3eUn2TMNOvl3PqtMARvjt~x- 
9Y1KRosR1MbaJexGQzJ4kozhTmCeXmxzbb0t~3xi8 S LWhV59ZWkaWK 1 c TQNlegYqJpQcAh2L6 Q2x24tifQr 07piorLbVt fgj I ljuy5fc 1 imlglyUsg] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108303170472&s 56114&e 001bFEgK2XwhyhSN1DLR&~kAjvfiNfbEE105qb2OYKi3Cg- 
q~ZzUvZsVVxhyeBvdX86pGMZTTZZei~33ya~li~vqr~f9Hbd8G9Igqg~r~VY6bw-nCLz9LddXU6Aj-~qDvtgyvSj3yU~hejFjKzxFHFMHTgerAQVt~KH2e7wBI8hbBZUifDRwt~a~ e53DL5TWOYPgBy0- 
EE7Jgi~DST~d6pyVAWD~FfcxxZg9Nv~d~HMvk~Acb~4IVi~F~7kYBf~6EfNRaL4~RBqvWv~eLC4b5y6IC~m~Rc6] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
lit bwheq~bab&e~l 108303170472&~56114&e 001 )~]z2~gK2X~,~,t~Zw7 mGChSeZ;,~ ’~RoLZ Sbl F lk53oMf%~dMSSaEkk                                       MBs’6~gL0 vdEZA                          ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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Creating a GREAT Recruiting Environment for Your 
Prospects 

Let’s break that title down, Brent: 

Creating. Somebody has to do it, and it’s 
probably going to be you, Coach. It’s a 
verb. It denotes action. And it’s a 
challenge to do. 
Great. Would you say you are great when 
it comes to recruiting, the visit, your 
rapport with parents and athletes? Why 
not? 
Recruiting. That’s sales, Coach. You’re a 
sales professional, like it or not. Recruiting 
is selling. 
Environment. That’s what I want to focus 
on today...the environment you can develop for great recruiting interactions with this 
next recruiting class you’re going after. 

What have we found are the best ways to build that great environment that will put you in 
the best possible position to land the recruits you really want? 

Here’s a basic list that every coach should make sure is happening at their program: 

Make friends with your prospects (and their parents). I think this is the basis for every 
good relationship, including your recruiting relationship with your prospects and their 



parents. What’s the best way to establish a friendship? Spend time on everything that’s not 
about your program, your college, or their sport. That’s the simple three step rule to live by. 
Focus on creating rapport. Find common ground. By communicating conversationally, the 
atmosphere is relaxed and communication is more open. The conversation is natural, not 
salesy. 

Entertain them and feed them. Do you find that when you’re eating with someone, that 
the conversation strays from recruiting and scholarships? The more personal the prospect 
and their parents are willing to be with you in a relaxed setting, the more likely you are to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

BREAKING NEWS: NCAA President Proposes Additional 
$2 ooo Stipend for Student-Athletes 

Courtesy New York Times 

The N.C.A.A. president, Mark Emmert, said Monday that he 
supported a proposal that would let conferences increase 
grants to athletes by about $2,000, a move that critics say 
would escalate the financial disparity in college sports. 

This funding would be in addition to tuition, room, board, 
books and other expenses that are already covered by athletic 
scholarships. The increase is not considered payment for 
participation. Rather, Emmert said, it would help cover costs 
that student-athletes are unable to offset, because most do not 
have time to work part-time jobs. 

"I’ve heard a lot of people say, ’Well, you want to do this 
$2,000 cost-of-attendance thing to reduce the probability of 



students breaking rules,’ and that’s nonsense," Emmert told the Knight Commission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics during a three-hour meeting at the Ritz-Carlton. "People break rules 
because they break rules." 

Emmert said a final plan would be presented to the N.C.A.A.’s board of directors by the end 
of the week. If it is approved, individual conferences will have the option of adopting the 
policy... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

~ NCRC 3oDVD SET The best tra~n~n~ ser~es available for co~eSe coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3oDVD complete 
conference h~$h~hts today~ and set the tra~n~n$ that 
you need to have the recru~t~n~ edge! 

C~ck here to order! 

Should College Recruiters Upgrade to the iPhone 4S? 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Over the past week, our staff here at Front Rush has been using the new iPhone 4S and just 
wanted to share our thoughts and the possibilities for recruiting. 

The overall impression with the device is that it is the best iPhone yet (as advertised by 
Apple). Its a bit wippier than previous generations, and provides a few interesting 
functionalities. It definitely surpasses any Blackberry and very much sets the bar for 
future Android devices. 

So let’s talk about some of the functionalities that are cool for recruiting: 

¯ The most prominent addition to the iPhone is the introduction of Siri. Siri is a 
voice activated assistant that allows you to send emaiIs, search google, set alarms and 
a bunch of other cool stuff simply by asking. So for example, prior to going to bed, I 
will ask Siri "please wake me up at 7:30 am" and Siri will go ahead and do that for 
you. 

¯ Another interesting application in recruiting is note taking. When taking notes 
on a recruit, you can simply speak your notes instead of having to try to type them out 
on the small keypad. Its a bit awkward talking to a phone and because you have to 



speak out loud, so hopefully you are in a location where others can’t hear you. But if 
you can get beyond these two points, then... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

2o1:  National Collegiate Recruiting Conference Set for All-Star List of 
Speakers  Coaches and Topics 

In addition to the new release of the complete 2011 NCRC 3-DVD set and 
Workbook last week, Tudor Collegiate Strategies opened registration for the 
National Collegiate Recruiting Conference this coming June 1-3, 2012 in 

Boston, Massachusetts. 

"This is already shaping up to be an incredible conference", said Dan Tudor, 
President of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. "The depth and expertise of this 
year’s speaker line-up is amazing, and we’re still finalizing more experts who 
are wanting to come and be a part of this growing event." 

There is a special limited $100 discount for early registrations for the 2012 
NCRC, which also lets attendees get discounted hotel rooms on-site at the 

Boston Logan Hilton Hotel and Conference Center. 

Speakers and topics include: 

¯ Dan Tudor - Founder of the Tudor Collegiate Strategies and the popular "Selling for Coaches" program for 
college recruiters. Dan will be speaking on a number of topics throughout the weekend, and serving as your 
weekend conference host. 

¯ Mandy Green - Head women’s soccer coach at University of South Dakota and expert on organization, time 
management and recruiting. She will be introducing her groundbreaking organizational system for college 
coaches that she has developed and used to land some of the best recruiting classes in her program’s history 
and becoming a new mor!! 

¯ Adam Martel - Head volleyball coach at Emmanuel College and former D1 assistant coach at Boston College, 
Adam is back by popular demand to talk about "D1 Recruiting on a D3 Budget", as well as other topics during 
the weekend. 

¯ Sean Devlin - One of the nation’s leading technology experts and developer of the popular Front Rush 
recruiting contact management system, Sean will be revealing the latest trends in prospect management and 



the strategies that top programs use to efficiently recruit the best prospects. 
¯ Secial Media: Our experts will teach you what new trends are developing for college recruiting when it comes 

to social media, and how to use it to effectively recruit your top prospects. 
¯ Strategies fer Getting Yeur Tep Prespect: We’ll give you the latest research on how some programs are 

winning more top prospects than their competition using these proven targeting and communication 
techniques, developed by Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

¯ Two special keynote speakers to be announced soon! 
¯ More confirmed speakers and topics to be announced soon! 

Save your seat for the 2012 NCRC today! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Den Tudor on 
Fecebook! 

Latest News on Our Facebook Page 

Bobby Knight Commits Secondary Recruiting Violation: 
Big Deal or Not? 

When your famous dad hops on the phone and talks toa recruit, should that bea big deal? It was for Pat Knight’s 
basketball program when his dad, legendary coach Bobby Knight, talked to two of his recruits. It made big 
news...but was it worth all the buzz? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training videos featuring Dan Tudor - just 
click here. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 

Let Our Team 
Take Your Recruiting to the 



Next Level! 

What Coaches Can Learn From the Amazing Life of Steve Jobs 

Steve Jobs’ death brought an end to the amazing life of a man destined to go down 
as one of the most incredible innovators of our time. 

He is also someone who developed principles that every college coach should try to 
learn from, and put to use in their program. 

Here is a list of Steve Jobs’ rules for success. Are you following them in your 
coaching career? 

1. De what you love. Jobs once said, "People with passion can change the world 
for the better." Asked about the advice he would offer would-be entrepreneurs, he 
said, "I’d get a job as a busboy or something until I figured out what I was really 
passionate about." That’s how much it meant to him. Passion is everything. 

2. Put a dent in the universe. Jobs believed in the power of vision. He once asked 
Lhen-Pepsi PresidenL, John Sculley, "Do you wanL Lo spend your life selling sugar 
waLer or do you wanL Lo... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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[n4a] 2011 Graduation Success Rate Public Announcement 
TEXT.htm 

MEMORANDUM 

October 24, 2011 

TO: Chancellors and Presidents 
Conference Commissioners 
Directors of Athletics 
Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Senior Compliance Administrators 
Senior Woman Administrators 

FROM: Erik Christianson 
Director of Public and Media Relations 

Jennifer Strawley 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: 2011 Graduation Success Rate Public Announcement. 

As a reminder, the NCAA national office will announce the Graduation Success Rate (GSR) and Federal Graduation Rate data for the 
2001-04 cohort for all Division I institutions as part of the annual NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program at 2:30 p.m., 
Eastern time, Tuesday, October 25. The NCAA will distribute and post online a press release with links to the graduation data and 
will host a national telephonic press conference at this time. 

The release will also include a searchable database that will allow member institutions, media and public to conduct searches by 
various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). In addition, conference level data will be made available at this time to 
member institutions and conferences only. 

The information that will be released October 25 may be found at the following links. Please note these data are considered 
confidential until they are released by the NCAA. 

GSR and Federal Graduation Rate: 

~:iiwebl.ncaa.or~/GSRSearchiexec?homeP 0110817 

~:iTwebl.ncaa.o taiGSIE/GkzMsxTox0JR2i 

~:iiwebl x~caa.or~p dataiGSRiGkzMsx7ox0JR2/~rAggr2011/1 0.pdl" 

~:l~w.eb 1. ricaa, o iGSRiGkzMsxTox02rR2 r2011 / 1_~ 

~:iiwebl.ncaa.or~ da2taiGSRiGkzMsxTox0JR2/~r2011/1 2.pdl" 

~:~w.eb 1. r~caa, o !GSRiGkzMsxTox02rR2i~r2011 / 1_~ 

~:iiwebl.ncaa.or~ data/GSRiGkzMsxTox0JR2iir~stA~r2011/1 ~df 

~:iA~,eb 1.ncaa.o taiGSR/GkzMsx7ox0 J R2/mstA?~.~r201 

hllp:~qwebl.ncaa.or~{~R da~a!GSRiGkzMsxTox0JR2iir~stAg~r2011/1 ~.=pdf 



~:iiwebl.ncaa.o GSRiGkzMsxTox0JR2/instA~r2011/1 ~ 

As you prepare for the release of this information to the media and public, the NCAA public and media relations staff and academic 
team members are available to respond to local media questions. Please contact or direct media inquiries to: 

Erik Christianson 
Director of Public and Media Relations 
317/917-6115 
echristianson@ncaa.org<mail~o: eclms~Sa~so~(~caa~org> 

Please contact the following NCAA staff members if you have any questions regarding the release of any graduation rates data: 

Maria DeJulio 
Research Contractor 
913/397-7668 
mdejulio@ncaa.org<mailto:mdejt~lio@ncaa~org> 

Birth Nguyen 
Associate Director of Academic 

and Membership Affairs 
317/917-6613 
bnguyen@ncaa.org<mai~o :bng~,~ ~caa.org> 

Jennifer Strawley 
Director of Academic 

and Membership Affairs 
317/917-6611 
jstrawley@ncaa.org<mai~o:.istrm~.le}, @~CaaoOrg> 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in supporting and implementing the NCAA’s academic 
reform efforts. 

BTN:hrc 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 
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I sere this out in August and put on back burner -- Compliance needs our updated SA Handbook. Can you work on this section? I’m 
sure I sent to Robert (who would have forwarded to you) -- sorry I didn’t check on this earlier bm they need ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



STUDENT-ATHLETE SERVICES 

The Department of Athletics provides support services to our student-athletes designed to reach each student- 
athlete, based on his or her individual needs focusing on the individual as a whole. These services include the 
Academic Support Program, Student-Athlete Development, and the Carolina Leadership Academy. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Student-Athletes Services at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide services and 
develop relationships which foster a climate that supports University of North Carolina student-athletes advancing 
toward graduation, building character, and developing leadership. 

ACADEMICS 
The Department of Athletics maintains an Academic Support Program to offer student-athletes the greatest 
opportunity to excel in academics while at the same time competing in intercollegiate sports. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
is to provide programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student- 
athletes in achieving academic success. These programs and services are designed to advance responsibility and 
enhance leadership potential, while inspiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
Each intercollegiate athletic team is permitted to use the support programs conducted in the Academic Center 
through the guidance of their assigned Academic Counselor. Academic Counselors are available to help student- 
athletes reach their academic potential and career aspirations. They can assist student-athletes in developing time 
management skills, successful study skills, an individualized study plan, and other strategies to enhance personal 
growth. 
Academic Counselors monitor the degree progress of each student-athlete, as well as monitor their eligibility status 
according to NCAA and UNC eligibility regulations. In addition, Academic Counselors in the Academics Center work 
jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising and registration processes. Academic Counselors 
also refer student-athletes to appropriate on-campus resources. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Students who represent the University of North Carolina in intercollegiate athletic competition are regular, full-time 
students of the University and, as such, have the same academic responsibilities as students who are not athletes. In 
addition, student-athletes must devote sizable amounts of time and energy to participating in their sports. Although 
the Academic Support Program offers a wide range of excellent academic services to student-athletes, the ultimate 
responsibility for learning and for following a program that leads to a degree lies, of course, with the students 
themselves. 
Student-athletes at the University of North Carolina are expected to meet the following responsibilities: 
1. To develop and maintain habits of learning commensurate with education at the University level and to pursue a 
program of study leading to a degree. 
2. To know the provisions of the Code of Student Conduct and to abide by them. 
3. To seek academic advice in the Office of Academic Advising and department of their major, or in the appropriate 
professional school, at the regularly prescribed times, and to pre-register every semester during the official pre- 
registration period. Advising offered by the Academic Support Program complements the regular University advising 
system. Student-athletes are not free to bypass ordinary advising procedures. 



4. To attend all class meetings, labs, required discussion sessions, and required conferences with teachers for all 
courses. The only acceptable reasons for missing course obligations or appointments with teachers are serious 
illness, family emergency, or official travel to University-sponsored activities. The Academic Support Program 
provides each student-athlete with a travel letter to present to each of their professors along with their 
competition/travel schedule. By University policy, students are not to be penalized for absences from class and other 
academic obligations during those specified times when they are involved in University-sponsored activities. On the 
other hand, coaches have been advised that in the event of a conflict between practice and a scheduled class or 
laboratory, make-up session, field trip, or student-teacher conference, students shall be permitted to miss practice 
without penalty. It is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
a) Students should be familiar with the University policy regarding class attendance as printed in the latest edition of 
The Undergraduate Bulletin, which states, in part, "Absences from class for valid reasons are excused only by the 
instructors. A student should present his or her explanation for any absences to the instructor at the next meeting of 
class." 
b) Students should find out the instructor’s attendance and makeup policies for all courses in which they are enrolled. 
c) Students are responsible for all material covered in class when they are absent, as well as for all assignments due 
or assigned on a day when class is missed. Students must take the initiative to talk to their professors about making 
up work missed because of an absence as a result of athletics travel and competition (e.g., UNC, National Team, 
etc.). 
d) For travel and competition that occurs during the final exam period, students are responsible for notifying their 
professors of the conflict and obtaining an exam excuse approved by an Academic Dean. Students should 
communicate all final exam conflicts to their Academic Counselor. 
5. To fulfill all requirements of all courses being taken, including turning in all papers and assignments on time and 
taking all quizzes, tests, and final examinations on the scheduled dates. 
6. To seek out the advice or help of the instructor about difficulties in a course, preferably during the instructor’s 
regular office hours. If that time is not possible, arrange an appointment with the instructor at another time. 
7. To keep their assigned Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program and their coach informed of 
academic progress during the semester. 
a) Students should notify their Academic Counselors of athletic commitments which might interfere with fulfilling their 
academic responsibilities every semester. 
b) Students should speak with their Academic Counselors right away if they are having difficulty in a course. 
c) Students for whom structured study or individual tutoring is deemed appropriate by their Academic Counselors 
must abide by the procedures of the Academic Support Program in availing themselves of those services. 
d) Students should keep in mind that tutoring is never a substitute for class attendance. 
8. To cooperate with and abide by their team’s academic policies. For example, some teams require team members 
with averages below a certain grade point to turn in weekly academic logs. 
9. To know and abide by the policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program. 

PLAGIARISM AND THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM 
All student-athletes should remember that they are to follow the University Honor Code at all times. The definition of 
the Honor Code is referenced in the Code of Conduct section of this Handbook. 
Occasionally, scholastic dishonesty occurs as the result of a lack of information or misinformation. Everyone knows 
cheating on an exam is dishonest; however, students have, on occasion, turned in papers which they thought were 
acceptable only to find they were accused of plagiarism. 
One area of essay or term paper writing that often causes students confusion is citing sources. If you use another 
person’s ideas or expressions in your writing without acknowledging the source, you are guilty of 
plagiarism. Although most students understand that you are plagiarizing if you use someone else’s work more or 
less verbatim, they do not realize that not giving proper credit for ideas, research conclusions, etc., is also considered 
plagiarism. 
A good rule of thumb is to quote the unique or witty and paraphrase the rest; but, remember, if you are paraphrasing 
someone else’s work, you must acknowledge your source either by direct quotations or by footnotes/endnotes. 



It is often difficult to separate your thoughts from someone else’s after reading an article. In general, do not write your 
thoughts while you are reading someone else’s research material. 
Many students have the most difficulty when they are asked to prepare a commentary or critique on a particular 
book. If you consult a critical essay or book review to stimulate your thinking, it is very likely that you will need to 
acknowledge/cite this material within your paper. 
A simple principle helpful when trying to determine if you should acknowledge a source: If you knew it or it was your 
opinion before you did any reading on the subject, it need not be acknowledged/cited. 
Remember, whenever specific facts, opinions, judgments, or explanations are obtained from your readings, they 
must be acknowledged/cited, even if you present the facts entirely in your own words. 

PHILOSOPHY OF COACHES REGARDING THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Student-athletes look to their coaches for guidance in their lives. As such, the coach is usually in the best position to 
stress the importance of academic achievement in preparation for successful careers beyond the undergraduate 
level. Coaches’ best serve the interests of the student-athletes when they emphasize the importance of academic 
achievement. Coaches promote academic achievement by: 
1. Understanding the academic expectations that the faculty hold for student-athletes. 
2. Creating an atmosphere in which team members strive for stated academic goals. 
3. Making class, laboratory, and required study session attendance mandatory and enforcing this policy. 
4. Scheduling practice sessions that minimize conflict with courses and excusing students from practice when these 
conflicts occur. Again, it is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
5. Regulating the amount of practice, competition, and travel time such that each week the students are able to 
devote a minimum of 2 hours, for each credit hour taken, to academic pursuits; this time is exclusive of time spent in 
the classroom. 
6. Advising students to take advantage of the off season to enhance significantly their academic standing within the 
University. While conditioning and athletic skill enhancement may occur during this time, the student should have 
every opportunity to lead a "normal" student life. 
7. Arranging travel time to minimize missed classes, labs, and required study sessions. 
8. Structuring study times during extended travel periods. 
9. Requiring that each team member contact the Academic Support Program (ASP) staff to discuss academic 
progress at the time interval determined by the ASP staff. Decisions made by the ASP staff regarding the amount of 
time each team member should be spending in structured study should be strictly adhered to. Students who are not 
making satisfactory academic progress, in the view of the ASP staff and/or the coach, should be instructed to 
substitute supervised structured study time for time normally devoted to athletic activities. 
10. Providing special recognition for students who meet or exceed the stated academic goals and for those students 
who demonstrate improvement over last semester’s academic performance. 

DROP/ADD APPROVAL FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Each semester (fall, spring, and summer) after the last day to drop a course using the web registration system, 
student-athletes must obtain written approval from their athletics academic counselor, in addition to their Arts & 
Sciences academic advisor, in order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE that student-athletes must continue to 
attend class in the course(s) that they wish to drop until the written approvals from both their advisor and counselor 
have been granted. Students can collect the appropriate approvals through an official ADD/DROP. 
In some cases, the professor may drop you from a course if you do not attend the first and/or second day of class. 
Though you will be removed from the class roll, you still MUST follow the appropriate steps required for dropping a 
course. Failure to do so may result in an "F" as a final grade. 

ACADEMIC TEXTBOOK PURCHASING POLICY 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship must follow the proper protocol when 
purchasing academic textbooks. 
¯ Student-Athletes must obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academics Support Center, complete this form, 
and obtain signatures from the appropriate Compliance/Academics Support personnel. 



¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are stated explicitly on the course syllabus as required may be 
purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Only textbooks and materials that are required by a course for which the student-athlete is officially registered for 
may be purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship are allotted a maximum of $800 per 
semester to buy books. Exceptions may be approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate 
Academics Support personnel. 
¯ Student-athletes are ultimately responsible for the purchase and safeguarding of their books. If books or materials 
are lost or stolen, it is the student-athlete’s responsibility to report the loss to the police. A police report is necessary 
in order to purchase replacement books and course materials through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Student-athletes have up to one month after the first day of classes to purchase required textbooks and/or course 
materials and submit a receipt for reimbursement of textbook and course material purchase. Exceptions may be 
approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 
¯ If a student-athlete drops a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned to the bookstore with the original 
receipt for a month into each semester. After that time period, all textbooks and materials must be returned to the 
appropriate Academic Support personnel. 

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR 
You are required to officially declare a major before your fifth semester. After the beginning of your junior year, you 
may not switch from one major to another without the approval of your University academic advisor. Your course of 
study during your junior and senior years must include the minimum departmental requirements for your major in 
addition to any other courses selected by you and your University Academic Advisor. All courses must be applicable 
towards NCAA degree progress requirements (see NCAA Academic Requirements section). 
Before changing your major, notify your Academic Counselor. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
Every effort should be made to maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. If, despite your best efforts, it 
becomes necessary for you to attend summer school, please consult with your head coach. Because of budgetary 
restraints, it is not always possible to cover summer school expenses for every student-athlete who wishes 
to attend summer school. However, it is a departmental goal to have all student-athletes graduate, so as much help 
as possible is given. 
If you need more information on the summer school program, online courses, correspondence courses, or 
independent study courses at the University, please contact your Academic Counselor. 
If you wish to attend summer school at a university other than the University of North Carolina, you must first obtain 
written permission from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to ensure that the hours will transfer. 
The Department of Athletics does not pay for courses taken at other universities. Summer school at other universities 
cannot improve your GPA, as only the credit hours, if approved by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, will 
transfer. You must make a "C" or better in order for the hours to transfer from an outside institution. 

ONLINE COURSES 
Carolina Courses Online is becoming increasingly popular. Each course follows the University calendar (with the 
exception of Summer School) for the term in which it is offered and is therefore counted within the total hours of 
enrollment (12 credit hours or more). Students may register for only one online course per semester. There may be 
athletic scholarship/grant-in-aid implications when registering for an online course. Students who wish to take an 
online course must meet with their Academic Counselor for approval before officially enrolling in the course. 
See Policy for Funding Online Courses in Financial Aid section for information on payment of online courses, 

UNC-CH ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible to remain in the University, a student who entered UNC in Fall 2006 and after must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 
To begin the third semester in residence: 



2.00 grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a fifth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a seventh semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a ninth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
Students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 9 semesters if initially enrolled prior to Fall 2007. If 
initially enrolled in Fall 2007 or later, students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 8 semesters. If 
additional time is needed, students must submit an application for a 9th/10th semester to the Dean’s office for approval 
prior to their 8th/9th semester. A plan to seek a 9th/10th semester should be discussed with your Academic Counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with your college or school. Students do not always receive 
University permission for a 9th/10th semester in residence. Each Academic Counselor will verify with their coaches in 
July which of their athletes will be in need of a 10th semester. The list of students the counselor receives from the 
coaches will be given to the Director of the Academic Support Program, who will forward it to the Associate Dean of 
the Office of Academics Advising. First-year students entering the University on or after May 14, 2007 are required to 
meet the requirements listed below. These standards will apply to sophomore transfer students beginning Fall 2008 
and to junior transfer students beginning Fall 2009. 

Eligibility Standards 
Good standing entitles a student to enroll in a fall or spring term. The requirements for ordinary Good Standing are 
as follows: 
A 2,0 cumulative grade-point and the following number of credit hours passed: 
9 hours to enter a second semester 
24 hours to enter a third semester 
36 hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 hours to enter a fifth semester 
63 hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 hours to enter a seventh semester 
93 hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the Dean to enter a ninth semester 

A student who falls short of these standards will be considered in "good standing-on probation" for one semester 
provided he or she passed at least nine credit hours of graded coursework in the preceding semester and was not 
already on probation. Probation is considered good standing. 

Academic Ineligibility 
Students who do not qualify for automatic probation or who do not meet cumulative eligibility standards after a 
probationary term are academically ineligible and may not enroll in a spring or fall term. 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering EACH semester: 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 6 semester hours of degree applicable academic credit in the 
previous full-time regular academic term. 
2. The student’s GPA must be certified on a term-by-term basis, which means that the GPA listed below must be 
maintained throughout the year. 

Entering the second year (third semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 24 hours of academic credit. 



2. At least 18 of these hours must have been earned during the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters). 
The remaining 6 hours could be earned during the summer. 
3. The student must have a 1.8 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the third year (fifth semester): 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
3. The student must have completed 48 hours toward his/her degree program (40% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
4. The student must have a 1.9 cumulative GPA (95% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fourth year (seventh semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 72 hours toward his/her degree program (60% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fifth year (ninth semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 96 hours toward his/her degree program (80% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

FOR ALL STUDENTS 
¯ Hours earned from repeated courses will not count toward eligibility. 
¯ PHYA activity hours do not count toward eligibility; LFIT courses (one is required) do. 
¯ Taking level one of your high school foreign language will never count toward graduation. It will only count 

toward NCAA progress toward degree if it is taken in your freshman year of enrollment. 
¯ If you miss a complete term or are unable to complete a term, you must review your eligibility status with 

your Academic Counselor and the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eliqibility in the 
Compliance Office. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR POST-SEASON COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMS 
In order for any student-athlete to be eligible to compete in post-season competition (e.g. conference tournament, 
bowl game, NCAA Championships, etc.) that occurs between regular terms (including summer), he/she must pass 
six degree-applicable hours during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment. For example, if 
football is participating in a bowl game in December or January, all student-athletes must have passed a minimum of 
6 hours toward their degree that Fall semester in order to participate in the bowl game. Additionally, student-athletes 
who are in their final season of competition and are enrolled in an approved underload of less than 12 hours must 
pass a minimum of 6 hours the preceding regular academic term. If the student-athlete is enrolled in an approved 
underload of less than six hours, he/she must pass the number of semester hours in which he/she is enrolled during 
the preceding regular academic term. 

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
All student-athletes must be enrolled as a full-time student in a minimum of 12 academic hours, not including 
Physical Education activity courses, in order to be eligible to practice and compete. At the start of each semester, 
students will have 5 class days to register themselves in a minimum of 12 hours. During these 5 days, student- 
athletes are permitted to practice but NOT compete. Only seniors in their last semester may apply and take less than 
12 hours, i.e., an underload. These graduating seniors must seek written approval from their college dean for this 
underload and provide copies of their approval to the Registrar’s Office and the Academic Counselor. The underload 
approval can be found on the Academic Advising webpage (advising.unc.edu) 



UNC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfully complete at least 120 semester hours, although 
some programs’ requirements are higher than this minimum. Also, the student must have a 2.0 cumulative grade 
point average in all work attempted at the University of North Carolina. 

The required 2.0 average must be earned in a total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the minimum 
graduation requirements (120 hours) for the degree being sought. A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be 
taken at UNC-CH. 24 of the last 30 hours must be taken on the UNC-CH campus. In the College of Arts and 
Sciences, generally at least 18 semester hours of work with grades of "C" or higher are required in the student’s 
major, and at least half the student’s major must be completed at this University. 
Students who are going to graduate must: 
1. File an application for a degree at least one semester before the expected date of graduation with the Dean of your 
college. The filing for Arts & Sciences can be found on the Academic Advising webpage. 
2. See their University Academic Advisor to complete an official degree audit form at least one semester before the 
expected date of graduation. Students should verify their graduation status with their advisor. 
3. Pay all tuition, fees, and other obligations owed to the University before receiving a diploma. 

GRADING SYSTEM 
A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each 
letter grade receives a numeric value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade point average 
for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semesters’ work to find a student’s cumulative grade point 
average. 
The letter grades, and the quality points represented by each, are as follows (all numeric values are per hour): 
A = 4.0          A- = 3.7 B+ = 3.3 B = 3.0 B- = 2.7 C+ = 2.3 C = 2.0 
C-= 1.7 D+= 1.3 D = 1.0 F=0.0 FA=0.0 AB=0.0 IN =0.0 

TEMPORARY GRADES: 
Temporary grades of IN or AB carry the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade. Courses assigned a 
grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a grade point average. Temporary 
grades usually change to F the after the 8 week period of the following semester. 

PASS/D/FAIL CLASSES: 
A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the "Pass/D/Fail" grading system. A 
total of 11 Pass/D/Fail credit hours may be applied to graduation requirements. Course content and requirements are 
the same for Pass/D/Fail registrants as for regular students. The minimum performance for a PS grade is equivalent 
to the minimum performance of the letter "C-". A student can only sign up for a Pass/D/Fail grade in a class they 
wish to use for an elective. 

To take a course Pass/D/Fail, a student must complete the Pass/D/Fail course registration form. It is obtained from 
their Academic Advisor or Dean’s office. The period for making Pass/D/Fail declarations begins on the 5th day of 
classes each semester and concludes at the end of the eighth week of classes. Once a form is submitted, the 
declaration cannot be changed. 

DEAN’S LIST 
To be eligible for the Dean’s List, you must have: 
1. A 3.2 grade-point average with no grade lower than C and be enrolled in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit 
(exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses); or 
2. A 3.5 grade-point average and no grade lower than a C and be enrolled in at least 12 hours but fewer than 15 
hours of letter grade credit (exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses). 
3. Beginning Fall 2010, a 3.5 grade-point average is required to make Dean’s List for all fulltime students 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL 
To receive recognition on the ACC Honor Roll, students must earn a 3.0 GPA or better for the academic year, which 
is a combined average from the fall and spring semesters. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND INTERNSHIPS 
Numerous postgraduate scholarships, academic and leadership awards, along with internship opportunities, are 
available to all UNC student-athletes through a competitive application process coordinated through the Academic 
Center. For information about these opportunities, see your athletics Academic Counselor. A complete description of 
all scholarships, awards, internships, and their deadlines are available upon request. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Go to class! It cannot be emphasized enough that there is a direct correlation between classroom attendance and 
academic success. Be sure to attend your classes each time your classes meet. 

Be aware that certain classes, for example English 100, 101 and 102, have very strict attendance rules. If you 
exceed the specified number of absences allotted, you automatically fail the course, even if your grades are 
excellent. There is no such thing as an "excused absence." Whether you are hospitalized or on a team trip, it is 
still counted as an absence. Your class attendance and academic progress is monitored by your Academic 
Counselor and reported to your coach. You should inform your professor if illness requires you to miss a class. If a 
conflict is caused by away games, your professors are usually more than willing to assist you in resolving this conflict 
when advance notice is given. You will be given a letter from the Director of the Academic Support Program to give to 
each of your instructors at the beginning of each semester. Your travel schedule will be attached to this letter. The 
letter will state that you will make up any missed assignments due to team travel and that you will remind your 
instructor of all approaching travel dates. Be sure each of your instructors receives this letter! 

MISSING FINAL EXAMS DUE TO TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
The possibility of missing a final exam due to post season competition opportunities may arise. Should this occur, 
student-athletes must immediately notify their professor and their athletics Academic Counselor and obtain an exam 
excuse from a Dean in the Steele Building. Confirmation of the departure and competition dates will be provided to 
the Dean by the Academic Support Staff. 

TUTORING PROGRAM 
The Academic Support Program provides quality tutorial instruction to student-athletes. The program employs 
qualified personnel who tutor major subjects offered by the University. Students meet regularly with tutors during 
evening and daytime hours for individual instruction. Assisting students with comprehension of subject matter, test- 
taking strategies, and study techniques, the tutors continue to form a strong foundation for the success of the 
Academic Support Program. Additional tutorial assistance can also be obtained through other on-campus services 
such as the Learning Center, the Writing Center, and the Math Help Center. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a learning enhancement program designed to organize and improve the ways in 
which students prepare for class outside of the classroom. SI is attached to courses to provide students with a 
systematic and disciplined approach for processing the course material assigned by the professor. SI leaders are 
assigned to each of the "perspective" courses selected. Student-athletes will be identified to join a SI group at the 
beginning of each semester. The meetings will take place during their regular study hall hours. The SI supervisor will 
attend class and lead the SI sessions. 



COMPUTER LAB 
During the 2010-11 academic year, Academic Support will not provide a computer lab for the student-athletes. Due 
to the office being housed in a temporary location, all students are encouraged to bring personal laptops to the 
facility. However, Academic Support will have 2 PC-compatible computers plus 2 laser printers that can be used for 
wireless printing. The computers are equipped with standard applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, Power 
Point, and Publisher. All computers also have internet access as well as access to the University email system. 

STRUCTURED STUDY 
The Academic Support staff views structured study the same way your coach views practice. Those student-athletes 
assigned structured study hours are expected to attend regularly, come on time, and be prepared to study. During 
structured study periods, you must study in designated areas. 
In general, all freshmen on an athletic scholarship, any student-athlete who has less than a 2.0 GPA, and those 
student-athletes recommended by an Academic Counselor or a head coach are required to attend structured study. 
All student-athletes are welcome to use the academic facilities Sunday through Friday; however, because of the 
limited amount of space in the evening structured study program, those wishing to attend should talk to their 
Academic Counselor. Please contact the Academics Center staff for hours of operation as they may vary throughout 
the semester. 
The following are the only acceptable reasons for missing structured study: 
1. You are hospitalized; 
2. You are attending a review session held by your professor; 
3. You have a scheduled game; or 
4. You are on a team trip. 
A question frequently asked is, "Can the time I spend in the library be substituted for my structured study hours?" The 
answer is NO. If you are required to attend structured study, you must spend the full time required in the supervised 
study areas of the Academic Center. 

STRUCTURED STUDY RULES 
The Academic Center’s study programs are designed to maintain a comfortable and conducive academic 
environment. The following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility: 
1. Arrive promptly. 
2. Come prepared to Study: have the required books, papers, notebooks, etc. 
3. Do not disturb other student-athletes who are trying to study. 
4. Food or drinks are not allowed. 
5. Radios, personal stereos, cell phones, magazines, etc. are not allowed. 
6. Proper attire must be worn in structured study. 
7. Smoking and chewing tobacco are not allowed in the Academic Center. 
8. Falsifying forms used by the Academic Support Program is an Honor Code violation. 
9. Disrespect of the staff and/or tutors/monitors will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
10. NCAA rules require that staff phones be off-limits. Copiers are available ONLY by approval of a support staff 
member. 
11. Inappropriate language will not be tolerated. 
12. No viewing of inappropriate websites is permitted in the computer lab or on laptops in Study Hall. 

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
For students of all academic achievement levels, there are general rules that will help you perform to your academic 
potential. They are as follows: 
1. Attend class. Tests are most often based on the material covered in class. If you are going to be away from 
campus for a game, alert your instructors ahead of time. Get your assignments in advance, if possible, and determine 
when the work is due. Let your instructor know when you are ill. Your class attendance may be one criteria used by 
your professor when assigning final grades. 



2. Go to class prepared. You should have all reading and written assignments completed on time. If you go to class 
unprepared, it is often difficult to understand the material presented in class. Also, your instructor may tag you as a 
student with a poor attitude, which may influence your grade. 
3. Know your instructor. Introduce yourself to your instructor; if you have any questions relative to the course 
throughout the semester, meet with your instructor. Your professor is interested in your performance in the classroom 
and will generally be happy to discuss material related to the course with you. 
4. Make a good impression. Get/arrive to class on time. Entering class late causes a disruption. Do not text 
message or play games on the computer, read newspapers, listen to radios, etc. in class. It is recommended that you 
sit near the front of the classroom and not within a large group of student-athletes. 
5. Don’t let little problems become big problems. If you feel yourself falling behind in class, contact your 
Academic Counselor for help. Also, remember your instructors are there to teach. Don’t be afraid to make an 
appointment and ask a question about material you don’t understand. Make sure someone knows you need help 
before you reach the point where you cannot possibly do well in the course. 
6. Use tutoring help wisely. Tutors are available in select subjects. They are there to help you understand your 
assignments, not to do your work for you. If you don’t have the notes or haven’t read the assignments, tutors will not 
be able to work with you. If you require a tutor in a special subject that is not normally provided, inform your 
Academic Counselor as soon as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 1:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; sbmaloy@email.uncaa.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: PRAC meeting 

TEXT.htm 

>>> "Kelly, Roberta Anne" <rakelly@email.unc.edu> 10/25/2011 1:02 PM >>> 

Just as information, the Priority Registration Advisory Committee will meet on Wednesday, 10/26/11 from 1-2:30pm in 307 South 
Building. This is conducted as an open meeting. 

Roberta A. Kelly, Ed.D. 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 
Fax- 919-843-8709 

From: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 12:55 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Jackson, Jerma A; Hoover, Shandol Christine; Poulimenos, 
Diana; Schoenfisch, Mark H 
Subject: PRAC meeting 

All, 

Chris was able to secure Room 307 in South Building for our PRAC meeting tomorrow. We[]re scheduled to meet from 1-2:30pm. 

Thank you! 
Roberta 

Roberta A. Kelly, Ed.D. 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 
Fax- 919-843-8709 



Ackland Film Forum: "Show Boat" 

(1951 ) Dir. George Stanley 

Thursday, 27 October, 6:30 P/~ 

In this film, the daughter of a riverboat captain fails in love with a charming gambler, but their 
fairyta[e romance is threatened when his luck turns sour. 

The Center for the Study of the American South presents Showboat in its original 35mm format. 
This is the first of three films that explore the changing demographics of the South, the theme of 
the CSAS’s 2011-2012 Southern Film Series. A pane[ discussion wi[[ be held following the film. 

Free for students with a University ID; $4 for all others 

Tickets at the Varsity Theater Box Office / Screening at the Varsity Theater 



Art and Literature in the Galleries: "The Last Magician" 

Thursday, 27 October, 6:30 

Janette Turner Hospitat’s nove[ The Last Magician examines the impact of photographs and firm on 
the character who makes them ("They hetp me see what I’ve seen, and know what I know.") and the 
others who try to make meaning of them. The imagery directs the narrative, and both provide 
concepts to consider with the photographs, paintings, and scutpture in the exhibition. 

Lestie Batkany, retired Acktand educator, wit[ facilitate this discussion with Susan Harbage Page, 
Instructor in UNC’s Department of Art. 

*Only a few spots remain* 

Free to members I $5 non-members 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu 

Ackland Student Guide Tour: Collection Highlights 

Saturday, 29 October, 2:00 

Sunday, 30 October, 3:00 



Ack[and Student Guide Tours are thematic tours led by UNC-Chape[ Hill students that consider 
select works from the Museum’s permanent collection and speda[ exhibitions. 

The Ack[and Art Museum features North Carolina’s premier collections of Asian art and works of art 
on paper (drawings, prints, and photographs), as we[[ as significant collections of European 
masterworks, twentieth-century and contemporary art, African art, and North Carolina pottery. 

Free and open to the public. 

Spooky Tour! 

Sunday, 30 October, 1:00 and 2:00 P/~ 



Halloween is almost here, and we’re thinking about things that are creepy and bone-chilling. But 
what makes something really spooky? Can a work of art be spooky? What’s fun about spooky things? 

Join this guided tour for 6- to 10-year-olds and their families and see what some might consider 
spooky at the Ackland. Which Ackland work would you want to hang up for Halloween? 

The Spooky Tour will be held at both 1:00 and 2:00 P/Vl. RSVP required,, as space on each tour 
is limited to 10 children. 

Free 

Art Over Lunch with Susan Harbage Page: "Who’s Doing the Looking?" 

Wednesday, 2 November, 12:00 - 1:00 P/Vl 



Brin8 a ba8 lunch and enjoy an hour of inspiration and information about art currently on display in 
the exhibition "Carolina Collects". Susan Harbase Pase (Art Department, UNC-Chapel Hill) will 
present an illustrated talk entitled ’"Who’s Doin8 the Lookins?’: Contemporary Photosraphy by 
Weesee, Goldin, and Mann." 

Free to members and UNC OneCard holders I $5 non-members. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Conversations on Collecting: Katharine Reid 

Thursday, 3 November, 6:00 P/~ 

Join Amanda Hushes for a conversation with Katherine Reid, former director of the Cleveland 
Museum of Art, who will discuss her own art collectin8 as well as issues related to the collectin8 
lesacy of her father, world-renowned art historian Sherman E. Lee. 



Each evening in this series offers a unique perspective on the challenges and joys of building and 
maintaining a private art collection. 

Free and open to the public. 

At the Ackland Museum Store: 

Brian Allen: "Printing on Paper in the Manner of the 15th Century" 

Letterpress Demo and Talk 

Thursday, 3 November, 7:00 Ph~ 

Printing in Europe was developed in the mid-15th century, and remained the dominant method of 
communicating on paper for 400 years. More recently the tactile qualities, and "perfection in 
imperfection," of letterpress printing have caught the eye and heart of those seeking balance 
between a digital work life and a tangible personal life. 

Brian Allen, letterpress printer and typographer, will demonstrate printing from metal and wood 
type, using a very small portable printing press. Come see how it’s done! 

Free and open to the public. 

Now on View at the Ackland 

Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 
from Alumni Collections 



For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum. C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, cl~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Jean-Louis Le Barbier Le Jeune, French, 1743 - c.1797: Madame de Villeneuve-Flayosc, 1789; oil on canvas. Gift of the 
Tyche Foundation in honor of the 50th Anniversary of the Ack[and Art Museum. 

Roxy Paine, American, born 1966: SCUMAK (S2-P2-CR48), 2007; low-density polyethylene. Lent by I. Michael Danoff (MA 
’64) and JoBacker Laird. © Roxy Paine. 

Nan Go[din, American, born 1953: The HuB, New York City, 1980; dye destruction print. Lent by Dr. W. Kent Davis (MD 
’84). © Nan Go[din, courtesy Matthew Marks Gallery, New York. 

Richard Diebenkorn, American, 1922-1993: Composition, 1948; oil on canvas. Lent by Dr. J. Kenneth Chance (BA ’71) 
and Ellen Turner Chance (ABEd ’71 ). © The Estate of Richard Diebenkorn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 25,201l 10:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

daily reports 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
I have not received aw this week? 
also, isn’t registration soon? 
our guys know what they need to on this. 

Mike 



Good news for staff with Macs... 

We are now able to push out patches/updates for Mac through Patchlink as we currently do for Windows workstations. 

This will now allow us to centrally ensure that all macs are kept up-to-date with the latest software and hopefully more 
secure. The first round of updates will be pushed out later this morning. As with Patchlink for Windows, some updates 

will require a restart of your Mac and you will receive a prompt (you can either choose to reboot promptly or postpone it 

for several hours). If your Mac is up-to-date, you should not notice much. For those Mac users however, that have failed 
to maintain keeping their Macs updated, you may get a few reboot prompts today until it fully patched and updated. 

Thanks for your attention and thanks for letting us keep your computer safe, secure and updated. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 9:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
meet 

TEXT.htm 

Can we meet sometime this morning? I don’t have a meeting until 10. Thanks. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 1:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
spring practice times 

TEXT.htm 

With registration coming up, here are the practice times for the spring. 

Practices will go from 8:00 am - 9:30 am. Weights and class meetings will be after. 

Players: Mon- Fri: first classes should be at 11:00 am. 

Boyz: We will only need you for practices 
MWF: first classes should be at 10:00 am 
TR: first classes should be at 11:00 am, but can be at 9:30 am if needed and you can leave practice early. 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Wednesday,               3:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

how do I acquire hard copy of pay stub? 

TEXT.htm 

thanks for your help., or directing me to the right place... 

World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied 
or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, 
please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify 

the sender immediately and please delete the message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 

parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 26, 2011 4:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Fwd: Holiday Luncheon Friday, December 16th 

TEXT.htm 

To Associate Directors: 

>>> "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 10/26/2011 3:42 PM >>> 

Dean Owen would like to invite you to join her for a holiday luncheon at the Carolina Club on Friday, December 16th beginning at 
ll:30am. 

Please reply back if you will be able to attend. 

Thanks. 

Paula A. Goodman 
Department Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
919-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SNA Educational Group" <jason@sna-group.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 11:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Love In the Sun 2012 

TEXT.htm 



Dear Educators and Administrative Staff, 

For several years, SNA Educational Group has been actively involved in conducting cultural exchanges 

between North America and Asia for both educational and charitable causes. We organize subsidized 

educational tours to Asia in alliance with non-profit organizations, providing educators and their families 

across North America with an unique opportunity to partake in overseas school visits and interscholastic 

activities, and to foster a global network of educational friendships as well. 

In 2012, we are once again presenting educators and administrative staff with subsidized educational 

excursions to Asia during spring break. This spring’s featured excursion "Love in the Sun" will venture to China 

for a charitable cause as the program includes an enlightening visit to Sun Village, which is a non-profit 

children’s shelter in China that has been providing foster care to children with convicted parents for over 14 

yea rs. 

"Love in the Sun" 2012 Spring Program, 8 days $999 

Please visit the above link for more details regarding the "Love in the Sun" 2012 program, the travel itinerary 

and for a list of our information session dates. 

The chief attraction of this visit will be the opportunity to interact with the children and their caretakers 

through games and group activities. Attendance in this program will generate proceeds towards Sun Village’s 

great cause, with sponsors’ donating in the honour of the participants’ support. Participants may also decide 

to contribute personally to Sun Village by bringing along gifts of books, learning materials, stationary or 

clothing for the children. 

For more information about the "Love in the Sun" program - Sun Village, please visit www.loveinsun.org. 

Throughout these years, our organization has conducted numerous successful trips to Asia, introducing over 

two thousand educators to the remarkable history, culture and educational ethos of Asian countries. We take 

pride in all the positive reviews we have received about our programs, providing us with many strong and 

reliable references across Canada and America. 

We would greatly appreciate it if you would do us the favour of circulating this information to your colleagues 
and staff. Please feel free to contact us for more details, references, or for any inquiries you may have. 

Thank you for your time and attention, and we look forward to you joining us this coming spring. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Wang, Project Manager 
SNA Educational Group, #240-8877 Odlin Crescent, Richmond, BC V6X 3Z7 

T 778.297.5593 I F 778.297.5578 I W www.snatours.com I E banny@snatours.com 

Unsubscribe [ Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 3:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

how do I acquire hard copy of pay stub? 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

thanks for your help., or directing me to the fight place... 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and 
should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader 
of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete 
the message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and 
may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"DragonFly Athletics, LLC" <hannah@dragonflyathletics.com> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 9:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

News from DragonFly Athletics, LLC 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing tiffs email? 
Click here 

r20co~tantcontactcom/ie~Aer?llr fs~f22~dab&v 001Msfh5C4b 
4DT4fZC D78bDB31OKd0~rll131f~3ez21GGc5ucb5noamYlr~XxYv~aMiOxE4bEuZSKT IPkFXMxXG5STgP5x4A%3D%3D 

News from DragonFly 

October 2011 

In This Issue 

New RoadTrip Featm-es 
DragonFly User Experience 

Quick Li~ks 

Dear Friends, 

DragonFly is proud to provide simple, secme access to the video and content ore 
clients need. Read below to discover the new featm-es added to some DragonFly products, 

and check out just how clients are using DragonFly’s tectmology! 

Best, 
Hamtatt Black 
DragonFly Athletics, LLC 

New RoadTrip Featm-es! 
RoadTrip, ore application for the iPad, is giving you more access and options thun 

ever before ! You asked, and we listened. New featm-es include FIVE-color telestration 
for diagrammfi~g plays, shuring ofPDF’s, pictm-es, and other files, and the "wall" 
is now able to hold over 100 items! We’re also soon to deploy new featm-es in the 
1.8 version of RoadTrip such as the capability to listen to yore iTmtes while using 
RoadTrip! 
RoadTrip is takfi~g communication and learning to a whole new level. Dow~fload the 

free demo from the app store today by searching for "Dragonfly RoadTrip". 

DragonFly User Experiences 
Teams, organizations, and media networks all across the U.S. are using Dragonfly 
to help with preparations, analysis, fiffom~ation sharing, and much more. 

* ESPN, CBS Sports, and Fox Sports on-air analysts use ore iPad app to watch video 
in preparation for their segments. 

* College football programs are usfi~g RoadTrip to have access to their content and 
video, no matter where they go. Read the a~icle on how The U~ffversity of South 
Carolina Camecocks are using RoadTrip [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-fyfysa-dab&et-1108298699888&s 1428&e 001IVuXUCIgVDgQBNwfZiai0tS2hvssRcvuSDQSSsauwH6i3-KVEsKOmwvnjgahGq617- 
DTYYVd778XPNYWBh6¥~!-3QfL8IGTgEW2RORJ4yr6eZ B-C6b-VFOxEBO1NprRThlpoFVKg39cxU8Mo0ykAfPt4BKZUvOjbqJaTOuzNxlYpVSaS- 
DYkVFneB1Dhpp27tvldvFmUXSBDNJYWdNErZWslvgfMbe3HOEZjgPDZIk ] 

for their football program. 

* Conferences across the comthy are using many of DragonFly’s se~ices to extend 
communication and utilize the latest tectmology available. 

* NFL teams are usfi~g RoadTrip for their coaches, players, staff; and achiff~ffstration 
to huve content access in a timely and user-friendly maturer. Not oifly does RoadTrip 
se~e as a learning incentive for players but it also helps to open infom~ation 
sharing. 

* Officials in many Conference’s are usfi~g DragonFly Officiating services for multiple 
sp~rts as a simu~tane~us grachi~g-and-review system. Watch [h~p://r2~.rs6.net~tn.jsp?~r fyfyyrdab&et-l l O8298699888&~1428&e 001IVuXUCIgVDgaklzTMOVYpo2iUjqgh0zB4CXIs0GkU32UM4IWgJUxL4XDw- 
aWWbl cSeISg-vFYXDP lk3PN-2T5ttJDUbr JnCW6nBRkXqH fLFYGca- 
5MyRqL3gk87j~gA~TMHLwd~MHZx8MN8xML9b2TxgyezIDF9bfd3~Hn2e6DyTzV8pMFp~ypKbm~gptHVwmusjLd8~E~Zt~pxEA~inEGKJdZTWMkw~NI~h8Sv~DG9~aYe9ujQmSR~zfwaxUv Ir6TtCYh6A ] 
as Coorcli~ator of Officials for the Big East, Teny McAulay, explains how BEAST 
Officials use Dragoi~ly! 
You can learn more by visitfi~g www. ch-ago~fflyathletics, com! 

FREE 
TRIAL 

We’re running a free trial, begriming November 1st, for anyone wanting to try out 
DragonFly Officiatin!! If you’re interested in getfing yore officials the lZastest, 
most reliable access to their fihn review and gracli~g, then t~y out DragonFly Officiatin!! 
The free trial only lasts for a short period, so email kirk@ch-agonflyathletics.com 
or chad@ch-agonflyathletics.com today! 

Forward email 
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First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 
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Business 

Phone: 
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E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 7:11 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

TEXT.htm 

~‘p~//www.ncaa~!~s/wcm/c~nr~ec~/pt~b1ic/~caa/res~rces/lates~.+r~ews/2~ 11ioc~ober/di ~ board+o~:~ directors~ ad es~ to~ academic~ arid ~ stt~dent~ 
at~lete +wel~.re 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<)y1?:i’/~w~n~bt~ra.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu<mailto               his~edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carrie Leger" <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 11:29 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

TEXT.htm 

All - 

Helpful document outlining the timelines... 

Came Leger 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes/Associate AD for Academics 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-0332 (Phone) 
919-515-1619 (Fax) 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties. 
>>> "Carole A Walker" <cwalker@lsu.edu> 10/28/2011 11:24 AM >>> 
Course Approvals & N List 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owne@lists.r~cst~.eda.] On 
Behalf Of Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:02 AM 
To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

Jean/Members, 
Your summary is accurate. Andy Cardamone from the NCAA will be 
conducting a free webinar to discuss the Board approvals as well as the 
remaining proposals that exist in the normal legislative cycle. His 
webinar will be November 9 at lET. 
If members are unable to view then, it will be available on our website 
for viewing later as an archive. 

I will continue to ask Colleen Evans and Came Leger to post 
information on our website via the Legislative Services Committee link 
so that we keep everyone informed as decisions are made. 

Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jean Boyd [maillo:JEAN.BOYD 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 9:54 PM 



To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: RE: NCAA Board of Directors 

Joe, 

Thank you for forwarding this. I think a lot of us in the organization 
our continuing to educate ourselves on the legislative process. It is 
my understanding that much of this SIGNIFICANT change coming out of the 
President’s Retreat was "fast tracked" and from what I gather in the 
article, is going into place without going through the normal 
legislative process (votes at the convention, etc. ) 

ff I’m reading this correctly: 

* The up to $2000 / Cost of Attendance approval 
* 930 APR Cut Score with post-season ban starting in 2014-15 (900 cut 
for post-season in ’12-13 and ’13-14) 
* The three level penalty structure for APR 
* The 2.50 transfer GPA with Eng / Math / Science Core for non 
qualifiers and limits on PE credits (for 2012 first time full-time 
enrollees) 
* and Initial eligibility modifications (2.30 minimum for 
competition, etc.) 

all appear to be approved and adopted. Is this accurate? 

The only thing it looks like is going through the "normal" legislative 
cycle is the year of residence proposal for 2 year non-qualifier 
student-athletes. 

Just trying to make sure I have my mind around all of this the right way 
(and assume others might be looking for the same clarity). Thanks much. 

Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University - Sun Devil Athletics 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of 
Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) [jluckey@memphis.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 4:10 PM 
To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

http :iiwww. ncaa. o rgh~,psi~c ~v’co m~ec~i-p ublic/nca~v~re source s/~ate st+~ew s/20 
11/october/di+board+of+directors+adopt+changes+to+academic+and+student-a 
thlete+welfare 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<~:!iwww,p£oura.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu<mailto:~ckcw~Ns.ed~> 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 34399bytes; 
Attachmem Link: ~:i/arcl~iveO2.tmcaa.u~c.edt~i283fbeT~76a5049eTbdlb269?,gOld48f 
File Name: effective dates F1NAL.PDF 
Expiry Date: Thu, 26 Jan 2012 10:30:07 -0500 
Size: 34399bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 11:34 AM 

Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

That’s what I’m talking about Came ! ! Thank you. Very helpful chart. 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01 CC954C.46DAOC50] 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ I 85287-2505 
P: 480.965.8054 IF: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mai~to:n4a-owner~ists.ncst~.ed~] On Behalf Of Came Leger 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:29 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

All - 

Helpful document outlining the timelines... 

Came Leger 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes/Associate AD for Academics 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-0332 (Phone) 
919-515-1619 (Fax) 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties. 
>>> "Carole A Walker" <cwalker@lsu.edu> 10/28/2011 11:24 AM >>> 
Course Approvals & N List 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:r~4a-owner~ists.ncsu.eda] On 
Behalf Of Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:02 AM 
To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

Jean/Members, 
Your summary is accurate. Andy Cardamone from the NCAA will be 
conducting a free webinar to discuss the Board approvals as well as the 
remaining proposals that exist in the normal legislative cycle. His 
webinar will be November 9 at lET. 
If members are unable to view then, it will be available on our website 
for viewing later as an archive. 

I will continue to ask Colleen Evans and Came Leger to post 



information on our website via the Legislative Services Committee link 
so that we keep everyone informed as decisions are made. 

Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jean Boyd [mailto:JEAN.BOYD@ast~.edtq 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 9:54 PM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (jluckey); ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: RE: NCAA Board of Directors 

Joe, 

Thank you for forwarding this. I think a lot of us in the organization 
our continuing to educate ourselves on the legislative process. It is 
my understanding that much of this SIGNIFICANT change coming out of the 
President’s Retreat was "fast tracked" and from what I gather in the 
article, is going into place without going thtough the normal 
legislative process (votes at the convention, etc. ) 

If I’m reading this correctly: 

* The up to $2000 / Cost of Attendance approval 
* 930 APR Cut Score with post-season ban starting in 2014-15 (900 cut 
for post-season in ’12-13 and ’13-14) 
* The three level penalty structure for APR 
* The 2.50 transfer GPA with Eng / Math / Science Core for non 
qualifiers and limits on PE credits (for 2012 first time full-time 
enrollees) 
* and Initial eligibility modifications (2.30 minimum for 
competition, etc.) 

all appear to be approved and adopted. Is this accurate? 

The only thing it looks like is going through the "normal" legislative 
cycle is the year of residence proposal for 2 year non-qualifier 
student-athletes. 

Just trying to make sure I have my mind around all of this the right way 
(and assume others might be looking for the same clarity). Thanks much. 

Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University - Sun Devil Athletics 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of 
Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) [jluckey@memphis.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 4:10 PM 
To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

~:iiwww.ncaa.or~siwcm/com~ec~@ublici~caairesources/la~es~ +newsi20 
11/october/di+board+of+directors+adopt+chan~es+to+academic+and+student-a 



thlete+welfare 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<~:~#’www.r~fot~ra.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey @memphis. edu<~rrailto j~cke~mempNs.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 1:27 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] THOUGHT BUBBLE 
TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Fellow Colleagues, 

I don’t know about you all, but as these conversations have heated up about tightening / elevating academic standards, especially the 
initial eligibility pieces - culminating in THE PRESIDENT’S retreat and now passage and full-steam ahead implementation - I have 
been torn. 

Some of the young men and women that are put in front of us and who we are asked to work with are completely ill prepared. Some 

of this legislation will "cut" them out of the opportunity - in many cases rightfully so as you SHOULD have a certain level of 
competency to be in college. If a young man or women cannot read, we shouldn’t feel the stress of trying to work miracles so that the 

young person is eligible to play their sport. 

However -my concern is that some yotmg people - primarily African American young males - who have gotten a chance to be in 
college and ultimately do graduate, will lose that opportunity! I have not heard one conversation out of the presidents retreat or from 
the NCAA office about concern for young people who WILL LOSE OPPORTUNITIES and that our society needs to be looking at 
some lingering disparities in quality of education and value for education. The HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION rate nationally for 
African American males is 47% and the fact is that one of the major ways that yotmg people from THIS community have advanced in 
American society has been through sport and education. We as a society are obligated to do better! 
~:iiwww.                               Id-129815332 

I just wish that when we (NCAA AND IT’S INSTITUTIONS and The KNIGHT Commission and other groups) get fired up about 
reform, and we talk about raising standards, that there would be ANY discussion about the disparities that have existed historically 
and creating a real plan to address those nationally. Seems like the NCAA would be the platform to discuss social change as a part of 
"sweeping reform" but sadly at least for me, there is a deadly silence relative to a major underlying theme. 

Jean 

[cid:image001.jpg@01 CC9554.434EC910] 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ I 85287-2505 
P: 480.965.8054 IF: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 3:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposed Tutor Hires 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I approve these hires. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 10/28/2011 10:49 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
Attached is another letter requesting permission to hire new staff. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:l%arhee~Nue.csW.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 169665bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Hiring Memorandum 10.28.docx ( ~:/iarcNveO2.ur~caa.unc.edu/dO6clg;~c43[2bOdOc586a465a3541~2 )Thu, 26 Jan 2012 09:49:27 - 
0500169665bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 3:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to Measure the Business Impact of Support 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version: 
h~’iir~ow e~o~a co~ies as°~?s-607&e-325801&ek~-25d5d2e4b8614 ~59bc69d03dcb09134b 

Measuring the Business Impact of Support 
Measuring the Business Impact of Support < toassist.co~"formsiNAoG2AoWpoServiceoXRGohN?actoS? 
[D-?0100000000~        2~d~d2e4b86141 > 9bc69d0.~ dcb091 

Hello Brent: 

As a Executive Management professional, we’d like to share with you some valuable information from ServiceXRG on best practices 
for support organizations. 

Customer support has long been a business mainstay. Yet, the business impact of support is seldom measured - despite its influence on 
higher revenue, customer satisfaction and increased productivity. 

"Measuring the impact of support is fundamental to assuring that support is properly funded, staffed and skilled." 
- ServiceXRG 

This new ServiceXRG white paper explores the importance of quantifying the impact of support on your business. 

Download the white paper to learn: 

*Choose the right indicators for measuring support performance *Establish and apply these metrics to your business *Interpret and 
report on tangible support values *And more... 

Download the complimentary white paper <           toassist.com/~ormsiNAoG2AoWPoServiceoXRGoh~actoS? 
if)-701000000005        25d5d2e468614159bc69d0~dcb091 ~4b , or please forward this to a colleague who might find this useful. 

Best Regards, 

Mike Mansbach I vp & GM, Field Marketing & Global Sales 

Citrix Online Division 
Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~s:iiw~ w.citrixonlme.comi> 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:i/www.citrixorflir~e.com/p~ivacv.tm~ 
Unsubscribe: ~:/i~eam~citrixoNine.com/fom~s/Unsubscribe? 
~mi~t~eid=25d5d2e4bg614159bc()gdO3dcbO9134b&emN~=blanton~tmcaa.m~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 9:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

October 28, 2011 

Congratulations to Head Coach Shelley Smith and the South Carolina Women’s Soccer team on its win 
tonight at Florida 2-1, clinching the SEC regular season championship! 

Coach Smith has done a tremendous job of building the women’s soccer program over the past 11 years. 
Her team captured the 2009 SEC Tournament title and now adds its first regular season SEC crown to 
the trophy case. She has consistently had the Gamecocks ranked among the nation’s Top-25 and has 
them poised for a school-record fifth-straight NCAA Tournament appearance. 

Competing for championships and becoming a nationally prominent program [] it’s the Garnet Way! 

Eric Hyman 
Athletics Director 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

South Carolina Athletics [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



October 28,2011 

Congratulations to Head Coach Shelley Smith and the South Carolina Women’s Soccer team on its 
win tonight at Florida 2-1, clinching the SEC regular season championship! 

Coach Smith has done a tremendous job of building the women’s soccer program over the past 11 
years. Her team captured the 2009 SEC Tournament title and now adds its first regular season SEC 
crown to the trophy case. She has consistently had the Gamecocks ranked among the nation’s Top- 
25 and has them poised for a school-record fifth-straight NCAA Tournament appearance. 

Competing for championships and becoming a nationally prominent program - it’s the Garnet Way! 

Eric Hyman 
Athletics Director 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please c~k ~ere. 

South Carolina Athletics ¯ 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 . 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 8:13 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Teresa Evans-Hunter (teresa.evans-hunter@nfoura.org) 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] NCAA Board of Directors Meeting Updates 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Members, 
FYI from this week’s meetings. 

Also, Teresa can you post all of this on the Legislative Services Committee website link. Thanks. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<~:~#’www.r~fot~ra.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu<mailto :il~c          his.edu> 

Two-Year College Transfer Student-Athletes: The Board approved an increase in the transferrable grade-point average from 2.0 to 2.5 
and limited the number of physical education activity courses to two. Two-year college transfers who didn’t qualify academically out 
of high school will be required to complete a core curriculum that includes English, math and science courses. The new transfer 
requirements will apply to any student-athlete enrolling full-time in college for the first time in August 2012 or later (no student- 
athlete currently enrolled in a two-year collegiate institution will be impacted). 

Access to Championships and Academic Performance: The Board set the minimum academic standard for postseason participation as 
a 930 Academic Progress Rate (APR). The new postseason eligibility structure will take effect in the 2012-13 academic year with a 
two-year implementation window. For access to postseason competition in 2012-13 and 2013-14, teams must achieve a 900 multi- 
year APR or a 930 average over the most recent two years to be eligible. In 2014-15, teams that don’t achieve the 930 benchmark for 
their four-year APR or at least a 940 average for the most recent two years will be ineligible for postseason competition. In 2015-16, 
the 930 benchmark for postseason competition participation and additional penalties will be implemented fully. The APR requirement 
for postseason participation will only be waived in extraordinary circumstances. 

Initial-Eligibility Standards: The Board adopted new initial-eligibility standards. Student-athletes who achieve the current minimum 
initial-eligibility standard on the test score-grade-point average sliding scale with at least a minimum 2.0 core-course GPA would 
continue to be eligible for athletically related financial aid during the first year of enrollment and practice during the first regular 
academic term of enrollment. Student-athletes could earn the second term of enrollment for practice by passing nine semester or 
eight quarter hours. 

The proposal increases the standard for immediate access to competition to at least a 2.3 GPA and an increased sliding scale. 
Specifically, incoming student-athletes would need to earn a half-point higher GPA for a given test score compared to the current 
standard. For example, an SAT score of 1000 would require a 2.5 high school core-course GPA for competition and a 2.0 high school 
core-course GPA for aid and practice. 

Core Course Requirements: The Board agreed to require prospects to successfully complete 10 of the 16 total required core courses 



before the start of their senior year in high school. Seven of the 10 courses must be successfully completed in English, math and 
science. This legislation will affect student-athletes enrolling in college in August 2015 and later. 

Cost of Attendance: The Board adopted legislation that addresses the miscellaneous costs of attending college. Student-athletes who 
receive full athletics scholarships or get other school financial aid will have the opportunity to receive additional athletics aid (or other 
institutional aid, including use of the Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund) up to the full cost of attendance or $2,000, whichever is less. 
The new role makes the additional aid available to student-athletes in head-count sports (for example football and basketball) and 
those in equivalency sports who reach the value of a full scholarship. 

Multiyear Grants: The Board approved multi-year grants up to the full term of eligibility, though one-year grants will remain the 
minimum. A prescribed minimum award value should apply to all scholarships (percentage amount to be decided in the coming 
months), and institutions could increase the allotted aid during the period of the award. 

Men’s Basketball Recruiting Calendar: The following outlines changes to the men’s basketball recruiting calendar. The 
comprehensive summary includes a listing of new rules adopted at the NCAA Board of Directors meeting relating to recruiting 
evaluations, communication with prospective student-athletes, recruiting contacts and official visits. In addition, the listing includes 
the applicable effective date for the change along with a synopsis of the current rule. 

Recruiting Calendar Evaluations - Effective Immediately 

Feature 

Current Rule 

New Rule 

April Evaluation 

Period 

* No evaluations permitted at nonscholastic events. 



* Permit evaluations at certified nonscholastic events on two weekends. 

* Neither weekend can fall on ACT/SAT testing dates or Easter. 

* Events must be subject to NCAA certification program, which should include an additional requirement that the event may not begin 
before Friday 6 pm and must conclude no later than Sunday 4 pm. 

July Evaluation 

Period 

* Evaluations permitted at 
certified nonscholastic 
events during two 10-day 

evaluation periods. 

* Permit evaluations at nonscholastic certified events during a total of 12 days in July. The 12 days would consist of three four-day 
periods (with intervening dead periods) that run from Wednesday at 5 pm to Sunday at 5 pm. 

* The evaluation period would consist of the first three four-day periods (Wednesday 5 p.m. - Sunday 5 p.m.) beginning with the first 
Wednesday on or after July 6. 

Communication with P SAs - Effective June 15, 2012 



Feature 

Current Rule 

New Rule 

Types of Communication and Phone Call Frequency 

Phone, e-mail, fax only. 

* June 15 of sophomore 
year through July 31 of 
junior year of high 
school: One per month. 

* August 1 prior to senior 
year of high school: 
Unlimited during 
contact period; two per 
week otherwise. 

* Two-year institutions 
and four-year PSAs: 

One call per week. 

* Eliminate restrictions on all modes of communication on or after June 15 following the completion of the prospect’s sophomore year 



in high school. 

* Eliminate communication restrictions applicable to prospects participating in certified basketball events (April/July). 

Off-Campus Contacts - Effective August 1, 2012 

Feature 

Current Rule 

New Rule 

Off-Campus Contact Starting Point 

* July 1 after junior year of high school. 

* Off campus contacts may be made with a prospect during the junior year. 

* Recruiting periods other than April - contacts during the junior year only at the prospect’s educational institution. 



* April recruiting period - contacts during the junior year only at the prospect’s educational institution or at the prospect’s residence. 

* Current rule limiting visits to a prospect’s educational institution to not more than once a week would remain applicable. 

Off-Campus Contact In Conjunction With An Evaluation 

* Prohibited during 

evaluation period. 

* Recruiting opportunities with juniors and seniors to be either contacts or evaluations. Contacts may not be made during the time 
period when classes are in session or during the day of a prospect’s competition. 

* The current academic year recruiting calendar shall maintain recruiting periods, but will eliminate distinctions between contact and 
evaluation periods. 

* Institutions are permitted to still have seven recruiting opportunities during each academic year. 

Official Visits - Effective August 1, 2012 

Feature 



Current Rule 

New Rule 

Starting Poim 

* Senior year of high school. 

* January 1 of the junior year through the senior year of high school. 

* Current requirements (standardized test score, high school transcript, register with Eligibility Center, placed on institution’s IRL 
necessary to provide an official visit would remain applicable. 

* Included in the total number of permissible visits for the prospect and the institution. 

Travel Expenses 

* Prospect only. 

* May be provided to the prospect and two parents/legal guardians. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 10:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Players registration days/times 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Last semester I believe you sent me the players registration times. 
Do you have that again on some sort of spread sheet? 

Mike 



Sports Management Career Conferences; 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada o November 14o15~ 2011 

or 

Dallas, Texas, USA° December 4oSth, 2011 

Winter Baseball Meetings 

Hurry, early bird discount ends October 31 st! 

On behalf of Sports Management Worldwide, I would like to personally invite you to 
attend one of two upcoming Sports Career Conferences. We have been fortunate to 
assemble a spectacular roster of speakers from across Canada and the United States for 
what promise to be, tremendous networking events. Whether you work in sports, or 
want to work in sports, these conferences will be an asset to your career. 

The first conference is in November in Toronto, and as always, Toronto Maple Leafs GH 
Brian Burke and London Knights Governor Trevor Whiffen put on a fabulous event; 
Visit Toronto Prime Time Sports & Entertainment Sports Management Conference, 
November 14-15, 2011 

Heet Harold Reynolds 

For those of you who love baseball, we offer a spots 

career conference to coincide with the Winter Baseball 
Iqeetings in December in Dallas, Texas..lust 
announced keynote speaker: Harold Reynolds, 
MLB Network Studio Analyst. Speakers added 
daily..if you work in baseball you won’t want to miss 

this event, Conference fees as low as $100~$~50 thru 
October 3 lsto 

Visit Baseball Career Conference at the Dallas Winter 
Meetings, December 4-5th, 2011 

I hope to see you at one or both events, Our 
conferences get rave reviews and I know you will be 

happy !/ou joined us! Speakers are added daily. Register now and save. 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 
President 
Sports Hanagement Worldwide 

Note ~o Spor~s ~anage~en~ Professors: Mease post this ~or your students! Co//ege 
credt is avai/ab/e for attendng/ 

Great Speakers] What is SM’~#? 

Sports Management Worldwide: 



Gary Bet man 
NHL Comm ss oner 

Bran Burke 
Toronto ~4aple Leafs G~4 

Ned Coett 
LA Dodgers @’4 

Andy Dolch 
former SF 4gets Pres dent 

Hunter 
NBPA Execut ve D recto’ 

SNWW ~:s an online education school with over 5000 alumni 
from over 125 countdes~ 
Sports executives around the globe embrace Sf~WW for 
offering cutting edge technology and b-aining the latest t~-ends 
in the industry, 
SiWWW o~ers courses that are efigibte in several countries 
undergraduate and graduate credt to complement your 
current career, university program, or educational status, 

Visit us at www.SportsManaqementWorldwide, com 

Yearly Conferences 

Click on individual conferences for details: 

Baseball Career Conference 
(graduate or undergraduate credit availab e for attending} 

Every year at the Winter Baseball Neetings! 

Dallas, Texas, USA 
December 4-5th, 2011 

Toronto Prime Time Sports & Entertainment Conference 
November 14-15, 2011 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

SNWW Career Conference at the NFL Combine 
(graduate or under graduate credt available for attend rig) 

Every year at the NFL Combine! 

Zndianapolis, Zndiana, USA 

February, 2012 

SMWW Career Conference at the NHL Draft 
(graduate or undergraduate credit available for attending} 

Every year at the NHL Draft! 

3une 21-23, 2012 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Basketball Career Conference at the NBA Summer Lea~ 
(graduate or undergraduate credt available for attend rig) 

Every year at the NBA Summer League Games! 

Las Vegas, Nevada July, 2012 



R chard Berthe sen 
NFLPA General Counsel 

Dr Lynn Lashbrook 
S~4WW Pres dent 

Stan Kasten 
forme~ Wash ngton 
NatonasPresdent 

Texas Rangers VP 

~eakers vat 
to year and event to 

event, 
Click here for mere 

informatiom,~ 

Group Rates: 

SMWW has hosted groups as small as 3 to as large as 41 at our SMWW 
Career Conferences. 
Feel free to contact workshop@smww.com 
to inquire about a group rate for your Sports Management Program for any 
SMWW conference. 

Past schools who have part cipated: 
UCLA Anderson School of Business 
FIcG II University 
Lynn University~ Florida 
Concordia Univers ty 
West Virginia University 
University of Nebraska Kearney 
Ind ana University 
Laurentian Univers ty 
Ind ana University of Pennsy vania 
Arizona State University 
Un vers ty of SF 
University of hqinnesota Crookston 
Brock Univers ty 
Un versty of Nevada, Reno 
Drexel Sports ~qgmt 
Fort Hays State Un versity 
University of P1assachusetts 
University of Central Florida 
Hetropolitan State Co lege Of Denver 
Ashford University 
SUNY Brockport 
University of Hami 
Buffalo State College 
Oregon State University 
Southwestern Law School 
Towson Univers ty 
HcHaster Univers ty 
Anderson University 
Purdue Un versity 
IUPUI 
H ch gan State Univers ty 
San Dego State University 
Cardinal Stritch University 
West Virg nia Un versity 
Lynn Unversty Boca Raton Florida 
indiana University 
Ohio State University 
and many more, 

Are you a professor with questions? 
Talk to Dr. Lashbrook here. 

or call our Portland~ Oregon offices at 503~445~7:t05 

Here°s what people are saying about SM~A~ Career 
Conferenc÷s o 

"The conference was great! I gained a lot of valuable knowledge and 
advice on how to get started in professional sports. The speakers were 

personable and friendly and it was exciting to get to meet them. I 
would recommend Sports Management Worldwide Career 

Conferences to anyone working in or wanting to work in professional 
sports. Overall it was an awesome experience!" 

-Scott Allemand, New Jersey, SMVWV Career Conference Attendee 



Sports I’qanagement Worldwide 
1100 NW Glisan 2B 
Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 
503-445-7105 

Prime Time Sports & Entertainment 
P,O~ Box 124 
Suite 1800 
222 Bay Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
~15K 1H1 
416-777-2392 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc,edu by workshop@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Davis, Brian" <Brian.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu> 

Monday, October 31,2011 10:58 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Last weeks news 

TEXT.htm 

All: 

It seems that the NCAA may finally be moving in a positive direction regarding initial eligibility. While their collective fear of 
putting a minimum test score back into consideration for aid is evident, requiring 10 of 16 (barely a majority) core courses to be taken 
by/before the senior year is a welcomed change. In the hundreds or likely thousands of transcripts I’ve reviewed in the past 29 years, 
one very clear truth is that anyone needing more than 4 or 5 core courses in their senior year in order to become a qualifier will 
struggle mightily in a majority of our four year institutions. 

While I have limited experience with JUCO transfers, it seems logical that a minimum of a 2.5 gpa from a 2 year school will not be 
burden to anyone other than those truly NOT invested in their own education. Many of our Division I institutions are not equipped 
with the types of remediation programs necessary (as they are likely to be unnecessary of the general student body) to help this level 
of under-qualified and/or under-skilled students get caught up to speed with the rest of campus. For most of us, these new 
requirements are still far from making admissions critieria the same as for the general student body, but may be enough to give us a 
fighting chance. 

Good luck to all as this semester rolls down hill quickly ....... 

BD 

Brian Davis 

Associate A.D. for Football Academic Services 
The University of Texas at Austin 
(512) 232-5064 (office) 

(512) 232-5063 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wayne K Hamberger <wkhambgr@uab.edu> 

Monday, October 31, 2011 1113 AM 

Brian Davis <BrianDavis@athletics.utexas.edu>; ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Last weeks news 

TEXT.htm 

Brian, 

I’ve only been in this business for 17 months, but you just said a mouthful in a few words. I’ve been a counselor for over 20 years 
(licensed for 16) and I’ve seen the full gamut of education from elementary to high school to college and the most powerful word you 
shared is "INVESTED" in their own education. There are many student-athletes out there who are and that’s a huge plus, but the 
resources we keep spending on the ones who choose not to invest in their futures is astounding. So there’s this trumpeting cry to pay 
college athletes (especially football) and what gets lost in all of that debate is the "EXTRA" efforts that schools and staffs put forward 
just to field these teams. Somehow, that cost is getting overlooked in the debate of what an education is worth. And if we can take a 
lesson from recent world events in the financial community, today’s education is only worth what an individual is willing to risk and 
invest in preparing for the future. 

Thanks to you and Jean for trying to add a little common sense to the discussion. 

Wayne K. Hamberger, MS, LPC 
Learning Specialist-Mentor Coordinator 
UAB Athletics - Student-Athlete Support Services 
207 Bell Building 
205.996.2858 
205.934.7782 (fax) 
wkhambgr@uab.edu 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4aoowr~er~lists.~~csu.eda] On Behalf Of Davis, Brian 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 9:58 AM 
To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 
Subject: [n4a] Last weeks news 

All: 

It seems that the NCAA may finally be moving in a positive direction regarding initial eligibility. While their collective fear of 
putting a minimum test score back into consideration for aid is evident, requiring 10 of 16 (barely a majority) core courses to be taken 
by/before the senior year is a welcomed change. In the hundreds or likely thousands of transcripts I’ve reviewed in the past 29 years, 
one very clear truth is that anyone needing more than 4 or 5 core courses in their senior year in order to become a qualifier will 
struggle mightily in a majority of our four year institutions. 

While I have limited experience with JUCO transfers, it seems logical that a minimum of a 2.5 gpa from a 2 year school will not be 
burden to anyone other than those truly NOT invested in their own education. Many of our Division I institutions are not equipped 
with the types of remediation programs necessary (as they are likely to be unnecessary of the general student body) to help this level 
of under-qualified and/or under-skilled students get caught up to speed with the rest of campus. For most of us, these new 
requirements are still far from making admissions critieria the same as for the general student body, but may be enough to give us a 
fighting chance. 

Good luck to all as this semester rolls down hill quickly ....... 

BD 

Brian Davis 
Associate A.D. for Football Academic Services 
The University of Texas at Austin 

(512) 232-5064 (office) 
(512) 232-5063 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Colleen Evans" <cevans@mail. sdsu.edu> 

Monday, October 31,2011 12:51 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] 9-unit football rule 

TEXT.htm 

Hello All, 

OK, here we are with 7 weeks left of the fall semester and we have football 
student-athletes not passing 9 units according to our progress reports. So, 
our coaches have asked us to find online courses in which to enroll our 
student-athletes. Another unintended consequence of this rule falls on the 
academic support staff. Here at San Diego State, most of our weakest 
students are enrolled in both remedial math and writing, (6 units) and an 
additional 9 units of degree credit. 15 units may seem like a lot for 
first-time freshman who is "at risk"; but we’ve found that these students 
struggle to pass remediation in their first semester. We also do not have 
mid-semester courses and add/drop ends at the 2nd week of the semester. 

So, my question to the group is, what are other institutions doing if they 
currently find their football student-athletes in danger of not passing 9 
credits? Are there solutions out there we may have overlooked besides 
online courses? 

Colleen Evans 

Director, Student-Athlete Academic Support Services 

Office, 619-594-5891 

Fax, 619-594-2951 

"Natural talent only determines the limits of your athletic potential. It’s 
dedication and a willingness to discipline your life that makes you great." 

Billie Jean King 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 8:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Holds and Enrollment date/time Report 

TEXT.htm 

I can’t at the moment, but will check to see if Rick can modify the current report to include all active athletes. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/1/2011 8:26 AM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Can you run a report that lists everyone [] s reg date and time? 

B 

From: Susan Maloy [maiho:sbmalo~tmcaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:39 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Holds and Enrollment date/time Report 

Here is today’s report. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 11:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monitors in DB 

TEXT.htm 

I put the monitors into the database. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



Collecting (Our Thoughts): A Panel Discussion 

Sunday, 6 November, 3:00 - 4:30 PM, Hanes Art Center Auditorium 

Discussions of co[[ectin~ often concentrate on the achievements of individual co[lectors. This forum, presented in conjunction with the 
Ack[and’s e×hibition Carolina Collects: 150 Years of/~odern and Contemporary Art from Alumni Collections, takes a different approach, 
shiftin~ the focus onto une×pected and undere×p[ored aspects of collecting. 

Are there styles of co[[ectin~ that match art styles? What does it mean to an artist to be collected? Are there new models of co[[ectin~ 
invo[vin~ institutional or persona[ collaboration? 

Introduced and moderated by Ack[and Art Museum Chief Curator Peter Nisbet, the pane[ includes: 

¯ Robert C. Hobbs, Rhoda Tha[himer Endowed Chair in American Art, Virginia Commonwealth University, on "Postmodern Collecting" 

¯ Jeff Whetstone, Art Department, UNC-Chape[ Hi[[, on "Bein~ Collected" 

¯ Claire Schneider, independent curator, on "Alternative Collecting" 

Brief presentations wi[[ be followed by discussion amon~ the panelists and with the audience. 

Free and open to the public. A reception at the Ackland Art Museum follows. 

Read the fuji event description, inc[udins~eaker bioso 

Art Over Lunch with Susan Harbage Page: 

"Who’s Doing the Looking?": Contemporary Photography by Weegee, Goldin, and Mann 

Wednesday, :3 November, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 



Bring a bag [unch and enjoy an hour of discussion about contemporary photographs currentty on disptay in the exhibition Carolina Collects. 
Susan Harbage Page is a studio art instructor in photography and mixed-media at The University of North Carotina at Chape[ Hit[, and is 
affitiated facutty in the Department of Women’s Studies. She is a three-time winner of Visua[ Artist Fettowship. 

Free to members and UNC OneCard holders / $5 non-members 

RSVP to ack(andRSVP~®uncoedu. 

Conversations on Collecting: Katharine Reid 

Thursday, 3 November, 6:00 PM 

Join Amanda Hughes for a conversation with Katharine Reid, former director of the Cleveland Museum of Art, who will discuss her own art 
collecting as well as issues related to the collecting legacy of her father, world-renowned art historian Sherman E. Lee. 

Each evening in this series offers a unique perspective on the challenges and joys of building and maintaining a private art collection. 

Free and open to the public. 

Ackland Film Forum: ’3/ideograms of a Revolution" 

(1992) Dir. Harun Farocki and Andrei Ujica 

Thursday, 3 November, 6:30 PM 



Compiled from over 125 hours of amateur footage, news footage, and excerpts from a demonstrator-controlled Bucharest TV studio, 
Video~rams of a Revolution documents the Romanian revolution of 1989, including the fall, attempted flight, and Christmas-day execution of 
President Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife Elena. 

This is the second film presented in the retrospective of documentaries about Eastern Europe organized by the Department of Slavic 
Languages and Literatures at UNC-Chapel Hill 

All Ackland Film Forum screenings are at the Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street. 

Free for students with a University ID / $4 for all others. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Artist Talk: Brian Allen on Printing in the 15th-century Manner 

Thursday, 3 November, 7:00 PM 

At the Ackland Museum Store 

Brian Atten, letterpress printer and typographer, witt demonstrate printing from metal and wood type, using a portable printing press. 

Printing developed in 15th-century Europe and remained the dominant method of communicating on paper for 400 years. Recently the tactile 
qualities and "perfection in imperfection" of letterpress printing have caught the eye of those seeking balance between a digital work life and 
a tangibte personat rife. 

Free and open to the public / Event is at the Ackland Museum Store 

Music in the Galleries: The UNC Chamber Singers 



Sunday, 6 November, 2:00 PM 

Every first and third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland galleries. A wide variety of performers can be heard to enhance your 

Museum experience. 

This week, enjoy music by the UNC Chamber Singers, an ensemble of 25 voices whose repertoire encompasses vocal chamber music of all 
periods and stytes, with emphasis on Renaissance, Baroque and 20th/21st- century music. For this afternoon’s concert, they witt perform 
music by Wittiam Byrd and his contemporaries. 

Free and open to the public. 

Now on View at the Ackland: 

Carolina Collects: 150 Years ol~ Modern and Contemporary Art l~rom Alumni Collections 

"[Carolina Collects] offers a rare chance to enjoy an eyebrow-raising weatth of world-crass art in your own backyard." -- Independent Weekty 
Read the full article. 

information on the Ackland, visit wv~voack~andoorZ. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Click here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 
dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to the Ackland e-news! 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, dick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

For more 



Henri Rousseau, French, 1844-1910: Exotic Landscape with Tiger and Hunters, 1907; oil on canvas. Lent by Max Chapman (BA ’66) and Donna Chapman 

Sam Durant, American, born 1961 : Female Indian (Nude), 2006; chromo~lenic print. Lent by Seymour M. Levin (BS ’48) and Carol Cole Levin. Ima~le courtesy of the artist 

and B[um Et Poe, Los An~.le[es. 

Jasper Johns, American, born 1930: Flag I, 1973; color screenprint. Lent by John L. Townsend, III (BA ’77, M.B.A. ’82) and Marree S. Townsend (BA ’77). Art © Jasper 
Johns/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY. 

Nan Go[din, American, born 1953: The Hug, New York City, 1980; dye destruction print. Lent by Dr. W. Kent Davis (MD ’84). © Nan Go[din, courtesy Matthew Marks 
Gallery, New York. 
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One Stupid Thing College Coaches Do To Depress Their Ne~v Prospects 

Yes, it’s stupid. 

The good ne~vs? It’s easy to fix, Brent. 

Actually, the fact that it’s so "easy" is ~vhat makes it so stupid, inmy opinion. 

I’m talking about your ne~v prospects ~vho do ~vhat you want them to do by going online, 

finding your- program’s web page, hutlting down the recruiting questiotmaire link, 

taking the tinle to fill out the fotan, mid then click "Submit". 

Many coaches’ reaction to that effort? 

No inlmecliate response. No cout~esy email. No follo~v-up phone call or letter. Nothing. 

This is stal~ing to come to light through some of out recent focus groups ~vith client 
athletes on college campuses aroutM the cout~t~y [~://~20 rs6 nel/l~?ll~ bwhe~g~bab&et 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001~,,mlbil S~4CHlicb~,t~°b7Yc~, Rd~o©IolDAKkDz~- 

44PvgDmn3YgCAj~123o6NSwDiOYfDOn-0CFAzX .zIX-c~,i£.~t)IB5~BWoC~.Bc i~l.2x-OmbVT877LIKw~,~ :]. 
YVhat we’re hearing is that at the start of the recruiting process, coaches are dropping 

the ball by not inm~ediately replying back to those new prospects who take the tinge 

to fill out the fotan that you’ve provided on yout website. 

As they explain it, they are disappointed because they are excited to have made 
a psychological commillnent to filling out the fo~an and "choosing" the college in 

a small way. Filling out an online fotan, which is probably an afterthoa~ght for 

most adults, is a huge choice for a teet~age prospect. They don’t fill out forms 

for fun; it’s a sign of... 

CLICK HERETO CONTINUE[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr b~vheqnbab&et 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001gmlbilS icjL6HtIzoBbZqZhEVx4LTuSoYVzFt~adok2AJneniPBIclqyQmBT9q- 
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GZrVX5~LtOSjuEwZA4DTUZgr~Xdw85~G8vjBJv-R9Xg~iUZ~LB9GIc~3MeZQ22xLZHDZJ~s6L~XAj~X8~J-KaXjtmsgWGYMj6E2cn~HjTc~LI~mIW~PqI~f- 

ldf0e4yEMg~E~t~eBUoIZgL 1 ~EGc3 YzJ~nFhb9CK~ YRwZIpQwL] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~2~://~20 rs6 ne~’k~d~ 
11r bwheg/nb~b&e~ 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001 PLJ5CaTZh 

JJut~DTilaff3rc25fQ ] 
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FREE WEBINAR THIS THURSDAY 

"Holne Reclaaiting Visits: Ho~v to Win the A~vay Game" 

It’s beconling a lost al~ among college coaches. 

The home visit. 

Once a staple in a coaches’ recruiting arsei~al, budget cuts and time restraints 

over the past decade have made it more difficult to actuMly keep doing home visits. 

Ho~vever, they’re inakii~g a comeback. Coaches are realizing the effectiveness of 

a solid home visit. 

If you ~vant to perfect the idea of executing a great campus visit, j oin us for a 

free ~vebinar, presented by NCSA Athletic Recruiting [~!.p://~ 20 rs6 net/~s~ 

1ir b,~,hectnh~b&e~1108435271550&s: 56114&e: 001~mlbil S ic~Zu9LbcEU~k~1~R~h~n3S136W5UhC~H~~sD~krzKFiV~X~g~Kr~xmxLL~xG~MA86F~n~V5Ck~ 

D~r~2,~ fFvIX f?knSD~0~cd5Hzul bxPabsbRvL f]q hX~’Ac 8t~K Sb89]RTvPH6Z ~t~kbWL G7 U ], 

entitled "Home RecmRing Visits: How to Win fl~e Away Game." 

Thut-sday, November 3rd 



When: 10:30am PST, 1:30pm EST 

Click tiffs lit~k: ~}~f~ro96398?O6na5acrobat com/meetii~g~E~1!!Z [[v~iD://~20 rs6 net/r~i                ab&et 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001 
[W66~a YMoz?PY f},Y                                 s4xWPXM3r lv~p 5zZOLtAT dKX’I’a3]-IV dHt[oO 8~v¢~,8 zi&8rACLUe                iIC3DkeJO-~@2R~29CLMLkV nS 15 d82~ ] 

Space is limited. Log-in early! 
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ldf0e4yEMgWREYUt~reBUoIZgL 1 GrEGc3 YzJMmFhb9CK~g YRwZIpQwL] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~:’/~20 r~6 net/Ix~,~i 

11r bwl~eclubab&e~l108435271550&s 56114&e 001 PLJ5CaTZI~te diRh0wi~61xefRb f~Sezf;!.~f)~t~l~bne- 

J] ~<~D TilatBrc25 fQ~_] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 

to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [~:/~20 rs6 ~e{/t~t~ 

1ir: bwhect~h~b&e~l108435271550&s 56114&e 001~mlbilS ic~7u9LbcEU~kg1~Rfn~3S136W5UhC~H~2~s~:~rzKFiV~X~g~7~Kr-~xmxL~NxG~5/L~6F~‘V5Ck~ 
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Is ESPN Behind College Conference Realigtm~ent? 

Courtesy USA Today 

Gene DeFilippo backpedaled quickly - an old qual~erback executing one more scramble 

- after suggesting last month tl~at one of the most straining shifts in the recent 

wave of realigtmlent in college sports had been scripted by ESPN. 

The Boston College athletics director apologized, saying he’d misspoken when he 

told The Boston Globe that the cable television titan "told us what to do" before 

the Atlantic Coast Conference chose Pittsburgh and Syracuse as new members, plundering 

the neighboring Big East. 

His retreat did little to quell conspiracy theories. Questions continue to bubble 

about whether ESPN - the 32-year-old ne~vork that has become a defitfng force in 

sports and the cultm-e around them - has been a key behind-the-scenes player at 

a time of high-profile realigt~ment in college sports. Fueled largely by schools 

seeking more money and security in their conference arrat~gements, the scramble 

has touched at least a half-dozen leagues and threatened several traditional rivalries... 

CLICK HERETO CONTINUE[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001gmlbilS icgJ?oHi3a-cWF96PU9bzWfdVBtzHu3wolkA2kCafQTL41- 
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gnsO29ZZ5GBIxt?EAblzHgMTBO2rtaxh g2VX8EyVB~XDLg9zMjrRmKJjp~iG~TY~pP38IBXKhmHkHCVan~uYyDmZpdb2C-NX~ahv~EnJH~xSLk~MyEtL~96TS@~GYQ ] 
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Follo~v us on T~vitter [~://~20 rs6 ~e~,’~ 
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GET 14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE TRAINING! 

NCRC3-DVD SET [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001gmlbilS icjyE6SJrF2Tq5FqYR5LgkyPs885cbooi2au9UfTdP2joEsJAUraIAGW1TsS- 

wN2XX0zSLZAOOx48Hm-UHaQDIaWIdTdffqg3D O0tswZHDbDY3hSA65kil8mrNqDt~kmJcP19AIv20IxlLFTZ sTDf lzPkGlunJ6cl9YshXn c-Aw@rl2tzNG2] 

The best training series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 

tramit~g that you need to have the recruiting edge! 

Click here to order [}~p:/,~20 rs6 ne                   ab&et: 1108435271550&s 56114&e: 001.gml bil S ict~,’x~i{~Zda~2S V TC 

D82cMYtPR, l~d~,l wii                  9mvEhObb~zIOfSR243-Hi~qbOoW]! 

2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference Set for All-Star List of Speakers, 

Coaches and Topics 

In addition to the new release of the complete 2011 NCRC 3-DVD set and Workbook 

last week, Tudor Collegiate Strategies opened registration [~:/~20 rs(~ net/~ 

11r bwl~eclnb~b&e~l108435271550&s 56114&e 001 8R56bHIUO42~f~A~TDI~XHY~cFS1SE?xU wgKTLrlu~KCrGf- 

mhW ~a T leKIO 9 ~(SBFxnGGL ~sZEGkv g.C ’\!ikh5D~, eG dS Sm s4aYl~r~] for 

the National Collegiate Recruiting Conference tiffs comi~g June 1-3, 2012 in Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

"Tiffs is already shapit~g up to be an incredible conference", said Dan Tudor, President 

of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. "The depth and expel~ise of this year’s speaker 

line-up is amazing, and we’re still finalizing more experts who are wanting to 
come and be a part of this growit~g event." 

There is a special lm~ited $100 discount [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&e~l108435271550&s 56114&e 001gmlbilS icjWZSDmZgNx Wd~iGad4u6fPunsFiHabtx~RqBU@ItVf~6TcMZIqHPetxpPx83zCB8qg~sx22msm9ZXZXwNDJgS9bKBYuyL~5Mk 
84q8tP-0TEIp4viAC2 ~IXczvC~vUCr~s-N~L6RrbQpgz~WJKsH~n~8Ib54uz6~sXL~p~t~rCeKMLzpum~e~M-wej-ZBEdS8m5g ] 

for early registrations for the 2012 NCRC, which also lets attendees get discounted 

hotel rooms on-site at the Boston Logan Hilton Hotel and Cotfference Center. 

Speakers and topics include: 

* Dan Tudor - Founder of the Tudor Collegiate Strategies and the popular "Sellit~g 

for Coaches" program for college recruiters. Dan will be speaking on a number of 

topics throughout the weekend, and setvit~g as your weekend cotfference host. 

* Mandy Green - Head women’s soccer coach at University of South Dakota and expert 

on organizatio~, tm~e management and recruiting. She ~vill be introducing her groundbreaking 



organizational system for college coaches that she has developed and used to land 

some of the best recruiting classes in her program’s history and becomit~g a new 

* Adam Mal#el - Head volleyball coach at Emmanuel College and fomler D1 assistant 

coach at Boston College, Adam is back by popular demand to talk about "D1 Recruiting 

on a D3 Budget", as well as other topics dut-ing the weekend. 

* Sean Devlin - One of the nation’s leading technology experts and developer of 
tl~e popular Front Rush recruiting contact management system, Sean ~vill be revealing 

the latest trends in prospect management and the strategies that top programs use 

to efficiently recruit the best prospects. 

* Social Media: Out- experts will teach you what new trends are developing for college 

recruiting when it comes to social media, and how to use it to effectively recruit 

yout top prospects. 

* Strategies for Getting Yout Top Prospect: We’ll give you the latest research on 

how some programs are wim~mg more top prospects than their competition using these 

proven targeting and communication techniques, developed by Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

* Two special keynote speakers to be announced soon! 

* More COlffimled speakers and topics to be announced soon[ 

Save yore seat for the 2012 NCRC today[ 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [~ti2:/~20 rsd ne~.’b~ j~p?llr ~gbab&et 1108435271550&s 56114&e 001 gml bil S 7TwWv3~N~l~oSR56b4"iIlJO42stt~gLoTDhXHYscFS1SETxU- 

wgK’rLrl uQKCrGf~mbWwTleKIOgdBFx~GLI [~usZ]EGkvgCf,/fld~5DweGdSSms4aY~g4] 

Ready to Bring Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-Campus Workshop [~9:i/~20rs6*teUm~p?11r bwheq~fDab&e~1108435271550&s 56114&e 001gmlbilS ~ i~auPbTYqe~2l .RdAoQIo~DAKkDTB- 
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Let Om Team 

Take Yore RecrNtmg to the 

Next Level[ 
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One Stupid Thing College Coaches Do To Depress Their 
New Prospects 

Yes, it’s stupid. 

The good news? It’s easy to fix, Brent. 

Actually, the fact that it’s so "easy" is what makes it 
so stupid, in my opinion. 

I’m talking about your new prospects who do what 
you want them to do by going online, finding your 
program’s web page, hunting down the recruiting 
questionnaire link, taking the time to fill out the form, 
and then click "Submit". 

Many coaches’ reaction to that effort? 

Nothing. 

up phone call or letter. Nothing. 
No immediate response. No courtesy email. No follow- 

This is starting to come to light through some of our recent focus groups with client athletes 
on colleqe campuses around the country. What we’re hearing is that at the start of the 
recruiting process, coaches are dropping the ball by not immediately replying back to those 
new prospects who take the time to fill out the form that you’ve provided on your website. 

As they explain it, they are disappointed because they are excited to have made a 
psychological commitment to filling out the form and "choosing" the college in a small way. 
Filling out an online form, which is probably an afterthought for most adults, is a huge choice 
for a teenage prospect. They don’t fill out forms for fun; it’s a sign of... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

FREE WEBINAR THIS THURSDAY 
"Home Recruiting Visits: How to Win the Away Game" 

It’s becoming a lost art among college coaches. 

The home visit. 

Once a staple in a coaches’ recruiting arsenal, budget cuts and time restraints over the past 
decade have made it more difficult to actually keep doing home visits. 

However, they’re making a comeback. Coaches are realizing the effectiveness of a solid 
home visit. 

If you want to perfect the idea of executing a great campus visit, join us for a free webinar, 
presented by NCSA Athletic Recruiting, entitled "Home Recruiting Visits: How to Win the 
Away Game." 

Thursday, November 3rd 

When: 10:30am PST, 1:30pro EST 

Click this link: http://connectpro96398706.naS.acrobat.com/meetingroom/ 

Space is limited. Log-in early! 



Is ESPN Behind College Conference Realignment? 

Dan 2006 Picture 
Courtesy USA Today 

Gene DeFilippo backpedaled quickly - an old quarterback 
executing one more scramble - after suggesting last month 
that one of the most stunning shifts in the recent wave of 
realignment in college sports had been scripted by ESPN. 

The Boston College athletics director apologized, saying he’d 
misspoken when he told The Boston Globe that the cable 
television titan "told us what to do" before the Atlantic 
Coast Conference chose Pittsburgh and Syracuse as new 
members, plundering the neighboring Big East. 

His retreat did little to quell conspiracy theories. Questions continue to bubble about whether 
ESPN - the 32-year-old network that has become a defining force in sports and the culture 
around them - has been a key behind-the-scenes player at a time of high-profile realignment 
in college sports. Fueled largely by schools seeking more money and security in their 
conference arrangements, the scramble has touched at least a half-dozen leagues and 
threatened several traditional rivalries... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

H NCRC 3oDVD SET The best training series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 20t 1 3oDVD complete conference h~gh~ghts today, 
and get the training that you need to have the recr@t~ng edge! 

C~ck here to order! 

:zol:z National Collegiate Recruiting Conference Set for All-Star List of 
Speakers, Coaches and Topics 

In addition to the new release of the complete 2011 NCRC 3-DVD set and 
Workbook last week, Tudor Collegiate Strategies opened registration for the 



National Collegiate Recruiting Conference this coming June 1-3, 2012 in Boston, Massachusetts. 

"This is already shaping up to be an incredible conference", said Dan Tudor, President of Tudor Collegiate 
Strategies. "The depth and expertise of this year’s speaker line-up is amazing, and we’re still finalizing more 
experts who are wanting to come and be a part of this growing event." 

There is a special limited $100 discount for early registrations for the 2012 NCRC, which also lets attendees get 
discounted hotel rooms on-site at the Boston Logan Hilton Hotel and Conference Center. 

Speakers and topics include: 

¯ Dan Tudor - Founder of the Tudor Collegiate Strategies and the popular "Selling for Coaches" program for 
college recruiters. Dan will be speaking on a number of topics throughout the weekend, and serving as your 
weekend conference host. 

¯ Mandy Green - Head women’s soccer coach at University of South Dakota and expert on organization, time 
management and recruiting. She will be introducing her groundbreaking organizational system for college 
coaches that she has developed and used to land some of the best recruiting classes in her program’s history 
and becoming a new mor!! 

¯ Adam Martel - Head volleyball coach at Emmanuel College and former D1 assistant coach at Boston College, 
Adam is back by popular demand to talk about "D1 Recruiting on a D3 Budget", as well as other topics during 
the weekend. 

¯ Sean Devlin - One of the nation’s leading technology experts and developer of the popular Front Rush 
recruiting contact management system, Sean will be revealing the latest trends in prospect management and 
the strategies that top programs use to efficiently recruit the best prospects. 

¯ Social Media: Our experts will teach you what new trends are developing for college recruiting when it comes 
to social media, and how to use it to effectively recruit your top prospects. 

¯ Strategies for Getting Your Top Prospect: We’ll give you the latest research on how some programs are 
winning more top prospects than their competition using these proven targeting and communication 
techniques, developed by Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

¯ Two special keynote speakers to be announced soon! 
¯ More confirmed speakers and topics to be announced soon! 

Save your seat for the 2012 NCRC today! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Ready to Brin  Us to YOUR Campus? 

Let Our Team 
Take Your Recruiting to the 
Next Level! 

CLIC~ HERE 
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Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 3,2011 8:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Enrollment Dates report 

TEXT.htm; Enrollment Dates Report 11.3.11 .xlsx 

Brent, 
Is the attached report enough detail? 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Thursday, November 3,2011 9:21 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

6 Trends Every Support Organization Must Know 

TEXT.htm 

View This Email Online: 
h~p~//r~w.e~oq~m.co~es.asp?s-6~7&e-32668~&e~q-b7734e16ebbd4e63958~8b339e~5a74c 

Six Trends You Need to Know 
"GoToAssist Corporate" <~%/ww~. > 

Questions? 

1-800-549-8541 

Six Trends You Need to Know 

Download the White Paper <          otoassist.comil:orms/G2AoSu~orto2011 °5oTre~dsoL 1 ? 
1D=701000000005ogK&e~q-b7734elSebbd4e5395888b339e85a74c> 
Brent: 
Want to take a look under the hood of today’s support organizations? SupportIndustry.com recently surveyed nearly 500 organizations 
about their support infrastructure and the tools and processes driving their support initiatives. 
"2011 is a turning point for cloud architecture in support." 
This new white paper explores the results of SupportIndustry.com’s groundbreaking survey and the 6 trends every support 
organization must know. 
Read the white paper to learn: 
* Why the lines between frontline and level II support are blurring * Who’s using the cloud for support * How customer satisfaction 
measurements are changing * And more... 

Download the White Paper <h~tp:i!leam.go~oassist.comiff>rms/G2AoS~p_porto201 lo6oTrendsoL 1? 
[D=70]000000005ogK&elg:b7734e16ebbd4e63958886339eg5a74c> 
Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested in learning more. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I vp & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~:iiwww.citrixori~ine.com> 

.... <          o~oassist.comi%rmsiG2AoS u~ort-2011 o6oTre~dsoL 1 ? 
ID=701000000005ogK&elq=b7734e16ebbd4e63958886339e85a74c> 
Remote Support Made Easy 

2011 State of the Industry: Six Trends Every Support Organization Must Know 
.... <ht~p:i/~earr~otoassist.comifom~siG2A-S upporto2011 o(>TrendsoL 1 ? 
[D=701000000005ogK&elq_=b7734e 16ebbd4e63958886339eg5a74c> 

DOWNLOAD             ~oassis’~. com!formsiG2A-Su~or~-2011-6oTrends-L 1? 
1D=701000000005o9K&elg=b7734e16ebbd4e63958886339e85a74c> 

"Citrix Online" 

Share this > <~:i!w.ww.facebook.com/share                 otoassist.comiFormsiG2AoSu~orto201 lo6oTre~dsoLl> 
<http:iitwi~er.corrff?status=Check out tNs ~eat a~icle (via (&citrixoNi~e) %0D~)A http:iileam.gotoassist.comifom~siG2A-Suppo~- 
2011 =g-Trends-L1> <~:ii~.ww.li~Nedin.comishareA~icle?miN=trae&title=Check om this great a~icle&summa~=[t’s a raN12 
good a~ide&ttfl- otoassist.comifo~rtsiG2A-St~ort-2011-6-Tre~ds-Ll> <mailto:?subject=Check out tNs groat 
a~icle&body=*****************************%0D~A%0D%0ACheck om tNs groat a~icle%0D%0A~D% 
0Aht~://leam.gotoassist.co~fo~s/G2A-Suppo~-2011-6-Tmnds-L 1%0D~A%0D%0AIt’s a really good a~icle%0D~A%0D% 



Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: h~p:L~X~Tww.citrixorfline.com/privac~,’.tmp~ 
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GoToAssist° 
C 0 ~ PO RAT E 

View This Emaih On [qobile Phone I As Web Pa~ 

Questions? 

Six Trends You Need to Know 

Brent: 

Want to take a look under the hood of today’s 

suppor~ organizations? Suppor~Industry.com 

recently surveyed nearly 500 organizations about 

their suppor~ infrastructure and the tools and 

processes driving their suppor~ initiatives. 

"2011 is a turning point for cloud architecture in 

support." 

This new white paper explores the results of 

SupportIndustry.com’s groundbreaking survey and 

the 6 trends every suppor~ organization must know. 

Remote Support Made Eas~ 

2011 State of the Industry: Six 
Trends Every Support 

Organization Must Know 

Read the white paper to learn: 

Why the lines between frontline and level II 

support are blurring 

Who’s using the cloud for support 

How customer satisfaction measurements are 

changing 

And more... 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be 
interested in learning more. 

Best regards, 

MikeMansbach VP&GM 

Citrix Online 



A division of Citrix Systems, inc. 

www,citrixonline~com 

Share this ) ~ ~ ~ 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2011 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

~riv~y ~!ic~’ I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@collegeprofessortraining.com <audio@collegeprofessortraining.com> 

Thursday, November 3,2011 1:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Campus Cleanup Initiative: How to Minimize Waste at Your University-11/29- 
WEBINAR 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

For those interested in starting a campus cleanup initiative on campus: 

"Campus Cleanup Initiative: How to Minimize Waste at Your University" 
Tuesday, November 29, 2011, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
h~p:ii~-~ oCO~ege~ro~b ssor~tr~" ning co~r~/218/O/2/p69LSHcipdP~’~:~QXWb’pOe 

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Programs to Help You Reap the Benefits of Campus Waste 
** Keys to turn trash into cash: Strategies to capitalize from campus waste 
** Recycling banks, paper dumps and re-use sales-techniques for your college 
** Strategies to evaluate the effectiveness of your current [] green[] programs 

Campus Cleanup Days & Waste Reduction Programs: Keys for a Greener Campus 
** Keys to streamline campus waste initiatives for campus-wide support 
** Campus Cleanup Days: Strategies to get the most from your students, staff & 
faculty 
** How to integrate waste management changes into the daily life your campus 

Waste on Campus: Strategies for a Cleaner University Setting 
** Keys to decrease waste in student dorms, dining halls & campus buildings 
** Strategies to assess how much waste is being generated on campus 
** Techniques to optimize your campus operations with recycle & reuse programs 

Live question and answer session - Have your specific questions answered! 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting & hiring 
efforts in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 
1-hour block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. 
Listen from the comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the link 
to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the Webinar 
handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can 
start using right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you want 
can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the video 
portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as a 
cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 

AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 



* Campus Cleanup Initiative: How to Minimize Waste at Your University * 
* Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Tuesday, November 29, 2011 [] 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:i/w~,w.co~e~ro~csso~rain~ng.com/218iOi2ip(~9LSH             i!~ 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 

P.O. Box 31 

Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
htt~:/iwww,colle~rofessortramingcomi21 S/4C/2 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 480309 

Contact ID#: -1704295967 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Roberts, Roxane" <Roxane.Roberts@Pearson.com> 

Thursday, November 3,2011 5:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Brent, 

I am sorry! I cannot do the 13th, I am out of town that day. Could we 
possibly do a webex on another day? 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxa~e.Roberts~earsor~.com> 

Pearson 

Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:bla~to~tmcaaamc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, November 03,2011 4:59 PM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Roxane, 

I’m afraid this Sunday won’t allow enough notice to all of the tutors 
and Learning Center staff. Can we possibly do it next Sunday, the 13th? 

Brent 

From: Roxane Roberts [mailto:RoxaaeRober~s~Pearsoa~.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:40 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Brent, 



Sorry for the delayed response. Could we train this Sunday from 5-6 or 
if we could do it earlier on Sunday that would be great! 

Please let me know if this works! 

Thanks 

Roxane 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxane.Robe~;s~earsor~.com> 

Pearson 

Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blar~to~ur~caa.mac.edu] 
<mai~to: %5bmail~o :blanton~mcaa.~r~c.ed~%5 d> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 7:33 AM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Ms. Roberts, 

Sundays or Thursdays are probably best for us. I apologize about Sunday 
being one of the options but Mondays-Wednesdays are pretty tough on us. 
Can we do it at 5? Our traditional tutor hours are 6-10, so I am pretty 
sure I can have folks there at that time. 

Thank you for your willingness to give us some training on the program, 

Brent Blanton 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~ :J~/~tar~celblue. cs~v.com <~://~ar~eelblue.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

From: Roxane Roberts [mail~to:Roxa~e.Roberts(g{Pearson.com] 
<mailto:%5bmailto :Roxar~e.Roberts(~Pearsor~.com%5d> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:13 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S; Emily Boyer 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Brent, 

Please send me some days and times that may work for you all! 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxar~e.Robertsg{pearso~.com> 

Pearson 



Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Cowell, Glynis S. [                mail.unc.edul 
<rrt~filto:%Sbmailto:gsco~ ell@emaiLunc.edu%5d> 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 1:29 PM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Dear Roxane and Brent, 

I am putting you two in touch so you can finalize Roxane’s training for 
MSL as time is racing by! Also, Brent, can you make sure Mary and any 
others interested from the Learning Center are invited/included? 

Thanks, 

Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Sul~ject: 
Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 11:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

November 4, 2011 

Congratulations to Head Coach Mark Berson and the South Carolina Men’s Soccer team on claiming a 
share of the Conference USA regular season title after a 2-2 tie tonight against Kentucky! South 
Carolina will be the No. 1 seed in next week’s conference tournament due to their 1-0 victory over 
co-champion UAB during the regular season. Coupled with the women’s SEC title last week, South 
Carolina captured both regular season conference championships in soccer this fall! 

Also, hats off to Coach Berson, who registered his 450th career victory earlier in the week, 
becoming just the eighth Division I coach all-time to reach that milestone. Coach Berson has had 
consistent success over his 34 years guiding the Gamecock Men’s Soccer program and has his team 
ranked among the nation’s Top-25 again this season. 

Competing for championships and becoming a nationally prominent program [] it’s the Garnet Way! 

Eric Hyman 
Athletics Director 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

South Carolina Athletics [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@aboutonlinetraining, corn <audio@aboutonlinetraining. corn> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 1:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance: Bulletproof Your Study Abroad Policies: What Colleges Need to Know - 
11/16 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

Last chance to register! Just a reminder, there are only a few days left to 
register for: 

"Bulletproof Your Study Abroad Policies: What Colleges Need to Know" 
Wednesday November 16, 2011 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

~:/iw.ww.abomonlinetraini~gcom/2XT/0i2 6P 18261 i?80e 

Program Highlights: 

Preventative Measures: Developing Policies to Avoid Legal Liability 
** Critical content & wording for your study abroad policy 
** Bulletproof waivers: what to include & what to remove 
** What must be included on your formal evaluations? 
** Campus rules & policies that extend to study abroad programs 

Managing the Risks of Study Abroad Programs: What Colleges Need to Know 
** Keys to properly train employees who travel or work abroad 
** Pros & cons of institution-based, joint & third party programs 
** Evaluating international registxation issues: what triggers a "presence" 

When Problems Arise: Making Sure Your Institution is Prepared 
** Illness, misconduct & disasters: New Clery Act reporting guidelines 
** How institutions handle student disciplinary issues abroad to reduce risk 
** Do and don’ts of selecting a designated official 

Question & Answer Session - Have your questions about study abroad risk 
management policies for your higher ed institution answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

Natasha Baker is an attorney with Curiale Hirschfeld Kramer LLP, in the firm’s 
San Francisco office. 

** Ms. Baker represents institutions of higher education (private and public) 
in a broad range of legal matters, including faculty discipline and 
dismissal, tenure denial, and employment matters such as harassment, 
discrimination, and wrongful termination, student discipline, FERPA 
compliance, and disability accommodation for students and employees. 

** Ms. Baker also advises Boards on the negotiation of Presidential contracts 
and the termination of high level administrators. She assists institutions 
with the accreditation process, including appeals and revocation hearings. 

** Ms. Baker regularly reviews handbooks and institutional policies for her 
clients and presents training sessions to administrators and faculty around 
the country on higher education issues. 

** Ms. Baker is a member of the California Bar and is a graduate of Tufts 
University and the University of Maine School of Law. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 



gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting & hiring 

efforts in a manner that is: 

FAST - No wasted time here. Get right to the heart of the matter in a 1-hour 
block designed to easily fit into your busy schedule. 

CONVENIENT - No airlines. No travel. No time out of the office. Listen from the 
comfort and convenience of your desk. 

EASY - A telephone and computer with access to the Internet is all the 
equipment you need. Just dial in, punch-in your access code, then click the 
link to access the website and you’re in. That’s it. Follow along with the 
Webinar handouts provided in advance. 

ACTIONABLE - Our conferences provide cost effective tactics you can start using 
right when you hang up the phone. 

IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE LISTENERS - Use a speakerphone and as many people as you 
want can listen in - at no extra cost to you. A projector is suggested for the 
video portion for multiple attendees. Many professionals use these sessions as 
a cost-effective, time-efficient means of training supervisors, managers, and 
staff while reinforcing key issues in a fresh, new manner that they will 
remember and act on. 

AFFORDABLE - Priced at $199, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and 
attendance fees for other high-priced conferences or seminars. 

Bulletproof Your Study Abroad Policies: What Colleges Need to Know 
Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference 
Wednesday November 16, 2011 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~:/!www.~t~outo~fiinetra~rfing.comi2XTiOi2         6P 18261 ii~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 7 days after 
the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or future 
conferences, please click here: 
~:iiwww.abouto~inetraming~co~/2XTi4C/2         6P 18261 i~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to process it. We 
sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority code: 483731 

Contact ID#: -1712912504 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 6:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Class checkers 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, 

Do you mind sending out an email to the tutors to see if anyone has availability between 8-1 to do class checking? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" < @memphis.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:47 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] NCAA Summary of recent Board of Director Changes 

TEXT.htm 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org ~:i/www.nfo~ra.o 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 

901/678-4695 (fax) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31535 lbytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/archi~’eO2.uncaa.unc.ed~/53 lf922782854 le3aca088b01754e25f 
File Name: CAP BOD updated_2011Nov4.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sun, 05 Feb 2012 08:49:11 -0500 
Size: 315351bytes 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Week of November 7, 2011 
Date Event                    Time 
11/7 CREED 6:00 pm-9:00 pm 
11/8 Women’s Group Noon-2 pm 
11/11 Ram’s Club/GAA Event 6:00 pro-10:00 pm 
11/11 EXSS Meeting 7:00 pm-10:00 pm 
11/12 Executive Cup Event 6:00 pm-10:00 pm 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
North Box 
Concourse Club 

Week of November 14, 2011 
Date Event Time 
11/14 Rising Stars 6:00 pm-9:00 pm 
11/15 Women’s Group Noon-2 pm 
11/15 Verizon Meeting All Day 
11/16 Verizon Meeting All Day 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 

Week of November 21, 2011 
Date Event 
11/22 Game Week Meeting 
11/22 Women’s Group 
11/26 UNC vs. Duke 

Time 
9:30 am-11:00 am 
Noon-2 pm 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
All Kenan Stadium 

Week of November 28, 2011 
Date Event 
11/28 Rising Stars 
11/29 Women’s Group 
11/29 Carolina Monthly Event 
12/1 UNC Band Event 
12/2 Possible FB Banquet 

Time 
6:00 pro-9:00 pm 
Noon-2 pm 
7:00 pro-9:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM 
THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

~Nati~a! Listserv~ N4A Natio~a! 
<p>In light of the NCAA Division I Board of Directors October 28, 2011 report and 
changes to t... 

Sent to you by The Natio~wl Association of Academic Advisors _%r AtNetics ~ 
New Member Website located at ~:,qn4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tio~s. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to ~/&rff?mra.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



Tea at Two: Insider Perspectives on Carolina Collects 

Wednesday, 9 November, 2:00 - 3:30 PM 

Countless visits to private corrections. Ninety chosen works of art by modern and contemporary 
masters. Fifty atumni tenders from across the United States and beyond. The Acktand’s acctaimed 
current exhibition, Carolina Collects: 150 Years ol: Modern and Contemporary Art from Alumni 
Collections, was years in the making. 

Acktand Art Museum Members and their guests are invited to this month’s Tea at Two: an exctusive 
conversation with Emity Kass, Director of the Acktand Art Museum, and Peter Nisbet, Chief Curator, 
as they discuss the highs and tows-the pteasant surprises and the disappointments, the unexpected 
discoveries and the difficutt decisions-behind Carolina Collects. 

See Carolina Collects and bring your questions about the exhibition to Tea at Two! 

Tea and cookies witt be served. 

Free for members I $10 for their guests 

RSVP required. Email acklandRSVP@uncoedu. 



Ackland Film Forum: Imbue Up (2011) 

Thursday, 10 November, 6:30 P/Vl, Varsity Theatre 

This multimedia project showcases the talents of young UNC alumni. Imbue Up features seven short 
films, each corresponding to a track on an album of the same name by Pressed And (2011, Crash 
Symbols), a musical collaboration between Andrew Hamlet (BA ’10) and Mat Jones (BFA ’10). Read 
the Dai~y Tar Hee~ article about Pressed And’s imbue Up_:~ 

The Ackland Film Forum is a collaboration between the Ackland Art Museum and numerous 
departments at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to present a wide variety of films- 
from art films to narrative films and documentaries. Each film explores topics that the Carolina 
community is talking about in exhibitions, courses, and campus-wide initiatives. See the fu~ 
AcMand Film Forum schedOe. 

All Ackland Film Forum screenings are shown at the Varsity Theatre (1 23 E. Franklin St). 

Free for students with a University ID; $4 for all others I Tickets at the Varsity Theatre Box 
Office 

Guided Tour of Impressionist Works 

Thursday, 10 November, 7:00 



Ackland Student Guide Evan Ross leads this tour of Impressionist works currently on view at the 
Ackland. Learn more about paintings and drawings by modern masters such as Pissarro and Monet in 
this free tour durin~ the Museum’s extended hours. 

Free and open to the public. 

Artist Talk: Carol Owen on Altered Books 

Thursday, 10 November, 7:00 P/~, Ackland/~useum Store 

°°1 take an old, throw-away book and turn it into a work oJ: art that involves the viewer. Pockets 

and pop-ups make every pa~e intriguing. I hope to make my books interesting, usin~ colla~e, 
decorative papers, and vintage photographs. I want to invite the viewer to keep turnin~ the pa~e 
to discover what’s next."-Carol Owen 

This talk is in conjunction with the Ackland Museum Store’s current exhibition, Books and 
Broadsides (first edition), in its retai[ 8artery space. 

Free and open to the public. 

The Ackland/~useum Store is at 100 E. Franklin St. 

Poetry Reading with .Jay Bryan 

Friday, 11 November, 7:00 P/~, Ackland/~useum Store 



The Ackland Museum Store will host a poetry readin~ with Jay Bryan, Poet Laureate of Carrboro, 
and friends on Friday, 11 November, between 7:00 and 9:00 PM. This event coincides with the 2nd 
Friday ArtWalk. 

Free / Please RSVP at 919.962.0216. 

The Ackland/~useum Store is at 100 East Franklin Street. 

Photo by Harry Lynch. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 12 November, 10:00 AM - 12:00 P/~ 

Every month, Amanda Hu~hes, director of external affairs at the Ackland, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicin~ and stren~thenin~ their drawin~ skills. Participants have 
the opportunity to uncover the challenges the original artists faced and experience the pleasure of 
sharin~ in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. 



Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, etc.). Art revers are wetcome. 

Free 

Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, 12 November, 10:30 A/Vl- 12:00 

This program invites 9- to 12-year-otds to took at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Acktand’s 
permanent corrections and speciat exhibitions. Participants exptore setected works in the Museum’s 
correction and identify skirts that the artist used to make them. Skirted gattery teachers 
demonstrate and teach students those skirts, which they can appty in their own art. A mix of 
drawing from works on disptay and creating one’s own originat works is offered in each session. 
Materiats provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited. To register, call 919.962.0479 

Now on View at the Ackland: 

Carolina Collects: 150 Years of Modern and Contemporary Art 
from Alumni Collections 

"[Carolina Collects] offers a rare chance to enjoy an eyebrow-raising weatth of wortd-ctass art in 
your own backyard." -- Independent Weekty Read the lot article. 



For more information on the Ackland, visit wwwoack~andoorg. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum 
members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ackland Art/~useum! C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, d~ck here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

I~mile Bernard, French, 1868-1941: Still LiJ:e with White Pitcher, circa 1890; oil on canvas. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. 

Norman Hirschl. 

Claude Monet, French, 1840-1926: The Seine atArgenteuil, 1877; oil on canvas. Lent by Julian H. Robertson, 

Jr. (BA ’55). 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 6:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academics PlusR, Inc. In The News! 
TEXT.htm; Academics PlusR, Inc. In The News! .msg 

This is what I was talking about in regards to the online tutoring. 
at it. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

Also, I put a packet of theirs in your mail box. Thanks for looking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Academics Plus" <aplusdrb@bww.com> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 11:10 AM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics PlusR, Inc. In The News! 

TEXT.htm_I; image001 .j pg_l; Mime. 822_1 

Academics PlusR, Inc. 

Educational and Assessment Center 

John, 

Congrats on your win last Saturday! 

Please see the information below concerning my company. 

MOCPressRelease.j pg 

Thank you, 

Ken 

Academics PlusR, Inc. 

706 N. Berkeley Blvd. 

Goldsboro, NC 27534 

Phone: (919) 735-7587 

Toll Free: 1-855-701-7587 

Fax: (919)778-3661 

Web: aplus 50. com <http ://www. academicsplusinc, com> 



This email message and any attachments contain information which may be 
confidential and/or legally privileged. Unless you are the intended 
recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any 
information contained in the message or from any attachments that were sent 
with this email. If you have received this email message in error, please 
advise the sender by email immediately, and delete the message. Unauthorized 
disclosure and/or use of information contained in this email may result in 
civil and criminal liability. Everything in this e-mail and attachments 
relating to the official business of Academics Plus, Inc. is proprietary to 
the company. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 102245bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/c2ecfb59500b9f5a2da3fe3c3fe53add 
File Name: MOCPressRelease.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 02 Jan 2012 10:09:54 -0500 
Size: 102245bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 6:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academics PlusR, Inc. Now Offers Online Tutoring! 

TEXT.htm; Academics PlusR, Inc. Now Offers Online Tutoring! .msg 

Brent, 

Another email which lists their website. Jolm 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Academics Plus" <aplusdrb@bww.com> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 10:01 AM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics PlusR, Inc. Now Offers Online Tutoring! 

TEXT.htm_I; image001 .png_l; image002.png_l; image003.png_l; image004.png_l; 
image005 .png_l; image006.png_l; image007.png_l; Mime. 822_1 

Academics PlusR, Inc. 

Educational and Assessment Center 

Dear Mr. Blanchard: 

As colleges across the state start a new semester, Academics PlusR, Inc. 
would like to offer your school the opportunity to take advantage of our 
online tutoring service. Our company offers tutoring that takes place 
completely online in the subj ects in which your students are enrolled. From 
Chemistry to English Literature, Academics PlusR, Inc. can provide quality 
tutoring for your students. With our online tutoring, students can receive 
safe, secure and professional tutoring anytime, anywhere. 

Today’s college students have busy schedules and non-traditional educational 
needs; our online service is flexible to meet the needs of the student. We 
offer expert tutors who provide teaching for a new generation. For this 
reason, many institutions of higher learning including Mount Olive College 
in Goldsboro, NC have turned to Academics PlusR, Inc. for their online 
tutoring needs. We give your students the flexibility and service they 
deserve. For a better understanding of what we can provide please click the 
link below: http://vimeo.com/28372149. You can also check out our website 
here: http://aplus50.com/ 

Please let us know how we can assist your students with online tutoring. 
Thank you in advance for your consideration and we look forward to hearing 
from you. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth E. Benton, Ed. D. 



President 

Academics PlusR, Inc. 

706 North Berkeley Blvd. 

Goldsboro, NC 27534 

Phone: 919-735-7587 

Toll Free: 1-855-701-7587 

www.aplus50.com 

<http ://facebook. com/academicsplus> http ://i55.tinypic. com/f28eg.png 
<http ://twitter.com/aplusdrb> http ://i53 .tinypic. com/saz2v4.png 
<http ://www.linkedin.com/in/academicsplus> http://i54.tinypic.com/o7r 13 c.png 
<http://vimeo.com/academicsplusinc> http://i51 .tinypic.com/2uqizbp.png 
<http://www.delicious.com/academicsplusinc> 
http://i51 .tinypic.com/29ei 1 ac.png <http://digg.com/lolsonaplus> 
http://i56.tinypic.com/214qqlf.png <http ://academicsplusinc. com/blog> 
http://i53.tinypic.com/2zoj lih.png 

This email message and any attachments contain information which may be 
confidential and/or legally privileged. Unless you are the intended 
recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any 
information contained in the message or from any attachments that were sent 
with this email. If you have received this email message in error, please 
advise the sender by email immediately, and delete the message. Unauthorized 
disclosure and/or use of information contained in this email may result in 
civil and criminal liability. Everything in this e-mail and attachments 
relating to the official business of Academics Plus, Inc. is proprietary to 
the company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 11:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Value of Being First in Recruiting 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

i20 co~tstaatcontact com,~endeI?ih-b’~,hecllJ~ab&v 00 l~d~SmCi~f2x~,75~_ sX~,t~EOJXGPPOJ cvBfD 4NPI5oNrV~ws2S~XPe0 S-S2SP~ZTbYAPuM-AFUO~=: 
g~_~ eff6o3LCTehM~V0fi~i~O~o~?A1Y~-ecTBxbelQ~%3D 
You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~tfip with Tudor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix, Jsito~20co~>ta~*{COl~{actcom/c{sp?llr b,a, he~bab&l- 11085422735365611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,5~: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscribe 
~:/Tvisitorcor~:~tantcontactco~tgdo?p~u~t&nse: 0018fhOW~Lav~MoB~F ~mJbK@0~L5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001 v5t35 5A%3D%3D&~eason 001I~2~sU%3D&lh-bv~neo2~bab 
if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://x2Ors6netilix{sp? 
11r bwheq!~bab&e> 1108542273536&~56114&e 00184Fx~)VSfhaWuGTLdHNgSsP?tO1TrSE61%cS~2YJcCSKvMJSBidJFXLuDBAVP~fIsP8172 hiw LhSFtl@s/C~3XDuBzNbWIG0sHVHP7OWITSi05xUNe~/.I~;: _.] 

November 8,2011 Vollm~e 7, Issue 46 

Tile Value of Being First in Recruitii~g 

Will Feliell’s character Riclci Bobby said it best in tile movie "Talladega Nights": 

"If you ain’t first, you’re last." 

O.K., so maybe we won’t go to that ridiculous extreme. However, when it comes to 
recruitii~g, we’re findii~g that beii~g first is a huge advantage for tile college 
coaches who call manage to be tile initial contact for a prospective athlete. Especially 
if you’re a coach who is still at tile game as a prospect’s fiiml two or tiu-ee choices. 

Here’s wily: 

Most of today’s recruits, for some reasoi~, huve a strong allegiance to tile first 
program thut recruits them. Big or small, wiiming or losii~g, close to home or l~or 
away from home, it doesn’t matter...recmits have strong feeliI~gs for tile first 
coach and program that they have contact with. 

We know tiffs because when we conduct research [l~aro://www dai~a~dorcongshovispecial-re:ooxt-inside-{he-min&oSS~ot~r-college-plospecth*ml] 
and foc~ groups on camp~es aromld tile comlhy [1~:,,~ d~n~.~dor COln/On-si~e-campt~s:weaksho~s~], 
~e vast majoriW of cm-rent cdlege smdent-att~etes tak about maM~g their decision 
and &scribe having a s~o~g alleNance to the program that fl~ey first heard fiom, 
even if it isn’t a program that woNd be a good choice on paper. In other words, 
some of the critical fikers that a prospect ~ght juc~e another pro~am ttu-o~gh 
dofft apply to that first pro~am that shows serious interest. 

Their comments on wily this is tnle range from tile serious to tile just plain odd. 
Here’s a sample from co~mnents we’ve heard in just tile past few months... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [}t~p:ih20r~3~llr bw~bab&et 1108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSfitaWgFOPAw LHKLdv6D5chSS2~ 
~UPOTm 3roKQ2cC3~wtKSx3iqh72Hms29\,Vpbs~soKS5zHE12I~_~G6Qo2zZw zEmOHvdFIebJdZ~blbJPgY0blleH~d,,\&~TZvqFTme4ITHiSpI~uA ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSfilaXFkg5EQPAtYTJgapN2rC-V32VpCEbrFwrBviLIACROUQJIli- 
9PFENI0 o3kxfg2X2 cTOZkVyqB 4P3b8QExqrNQeGNTb¥~!eZ 604BCoawSIxT YwqNvZoO- JzNR5hH Xj LY75 - 
2kUMgbwUgXI ac6tluNp 1Lq8vVvNemh4EbU2g6IF0tD JjA3AAOhke4E JPD3 JdpLO LwCQwU 5cT S31qykQPhizaDyTBjTY SjWK8Aufo5bNQdWceseB5bRVM JdMCUXub28 CiEnI HuPj KMPE1Cml] 

Follow us on Twitter [~xiIi20rs6net,’~i~r~?llr D~,he~nbab&e~l 108542273536&~56114&e 00184FibVSfftaWd’~,TzYm5{TYACh~b~ ’I’F~25zf KSWO4wOLh5h2Vi4PI~..\~,~%J, fObShLwiQ~I- 
P@ 1 A{L YGLT ~IF f’ex0Elti4H’~i~Q!iTkX4g__] 

Ready to Bmlg Us to YOUR Campus? 

On-Campus Workshop [h~.o:i/i2Ors6~)?ih-bwh~xmbab&et 1108542273536&s 56114&e=~184FrbVSfi~aLk~Z7iVAB~1S~Cqen1ez8~-2kW~‘Re~t7Lc~1~J~d~H1CmrI~Bg~xW2uv ~ 
ul~9Ih~vNAO25~e3hiTCTD oZbnb3YXETVYCQFac~614QC,~,~P~q~oaqz5X~SQOK~8,~,KBKTqAvNDA :] 

Let Ore Team 

Take Yore RecrNfi~g to the 

Ne~ Level~ 

CLICK HERE [N~piZ<20 rs6~:nj~q~ec~&e~ 1108542273536&s 5611~01~F~i~/~OklZTiX,~BO1S~Cqe~2~o-2~g~                             RO- 

Zbl~b3YXETVYC                                                          ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

One Cool Tech Trick to Get Recruits to Call You 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Fair wamii~g, Brent : 

This article is a bit techulcal, but we thought it is a pretty cool topic, so we 
decided to go with it anyway. The motivafion for tiffs article came fiom tile hiilliance 
of another website, which you will find tile link for below. 

Here’s whut I’m talking about... 

When sending out emails to recruits, its colnnlon pracfice to ask tilenl to do sometiffllg. 
Thut somethii~g could be to fill out a quesfiolmaire, so you put a link to a quesfionnaire. 
Or it is to reply back, and conveniently most email clients have a ’reply’ huron. 
Or its to read all atticle, so you paste in a liilk to that arficle. You nlight ask 
ttlem to dowllload a doclm~eltt, so you attach tile doclm~ent. 

You get tile idea. 

A particular scelmrio that now has some technical "lm~ph" behind is tile idea of asking 
a recruit to call you back. Historically, you would say "please call me back at 
tiffs number". Or "please call me at tile number in my sigmatm-e". But with tile mobile 
web, whut if you hud a link in your email that a recruit Call click to call you back 
imn~ediately. So, they click tile lillk fiom their mobile phone, then their mobile 



phone statts calling you. 

We see many email templates that huve "fill out questiolmah-e", "our university 
home page", etc. What we are proposing is tile idea of having a... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hiip://r20 rs6 i:e~d~l:isp?fir b,a, heqnbah&e~- 1108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSfhaX2agO~/2XzhiV3gM8112dOzCzS36wPplUx ;~f?lP6etdAbRLw3 EO,NL- 
xgQi,3jN~,E, SCJpvT’~.~zTt!ogh~dZL~a,f~,&d-le~[TPpkWER~.P(!d2 f~,V’\4~ I~09m1(6Mea1,OI)-Cr__~X~TQ~t~oV~d.TD43\ S12-i5~&~,w%~rL~ FRBc~1t~ ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSfllaXFkg5EQPAtYTJgapN2rC-V32VpCEbrFwrBviLIACROUQJni- 
9PFENI0 o3kxfg2X2 cTOZkVyqB 4P3b8QExqrNQeGNTb¥~!eZ 604BCoawSIxT YwqNvZoO- JzNR5hH Xj LY75 - 
2kUMgbwUgXI ac6tluNp 1Lq8vVvNemh4EbU2g6IF0tD JjA3AAOhke4E JPD3 JdpLO LwCQwU 5cT S31qykQPhizaDyTBjTY SjWK8Aufo5bNQdWceseB5bRVM JdMCUXub28 CiEUlHuPj KMPE1Cml] 
Follow us on Twitter [h~:,,’Ii20rs611etd:is~?llr::b,a, heqi~b~b&el-:1108542273536&~56114&e:::OOi84F~%VSfha\\~d~Tz~/i~15iTYACh~lv TFi[zf KSW04wOLtl5h2Vi4PI~s6:g~W.,~VObStff~wiQM- 

Nekcp6d\15~ l~,~L \~G~MH~’kXz)~ ] 

GET 14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108542273536&~56114&e 00184FrbVSfllaUnysi5ukgQejPiiRihlfVpDhdNUmNmSbFezll 7CEKOWo6GylnMlglD6bc6vkIJwY1LYKdowo8f0csalSZgVviknbzFpErVrrkLTVkYriAYn5cwUKyDiW 
-4H6vxDSIIIW23RJk yzodhQvL OqSvNluufo75 X1 fEi8mptc fuUcXuQvuz] 

Tile best trainii~g series available for college coaches! 

Order tile 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get tile 
training that you need to have tile r eclultiI~g edge! 

Click here to order [ 
~r b’,~:eq::bab&e~l 108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSfi:~’. ¢£~’~sYv \~ 9Fwcl~:vch, WSR15kTF:ff[’i:0 ke0@ \q:IMJJWc’C:,x’,,,I~ ~i_peP2k-BWFlmK:-BC0geSOaKJEPZR- 

PT VmW 8:r:Z-oO~] ! 

Successful Coach Turned Leadership Expert Latest Speaker Coilflrmed for 2012 NCRC 
in Boston - REGISTER TODAY 

John Bmbaker, a successful folaner college lacrosse coach, ESPN radio analyst and 
author of the upcoming book "Ovettime Victory: Success Strategies fiom tile Locker 
Room to tile Board Room", is tile latest COilfilaned speaker for tile upcoming Natioi~ul 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference [ ~b&e~1108542273536&~56114&e: 00184F~bVSftla \&q~o9 ~}~AX7 osU i L- 
3POC5 XqL~J3 wi.pfG MDSbA\N~Iv’~x, VUYLFia~52 OdAdC 0C1L VZeM], 
June 1-3, 2012 in Boston. 

"What really impresses me about Coach Brubaker is his ability to take strategies 
fiom coachiilg, as well as strategies from tile business world, and teach what really 

work in leadership," says Dan Tudor, founder of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. "It’s 
going to be a really exciting component to tile next conference." 

If you haven’t made plans to be at this three day "recruitingpalooza" for serious 
college coaches, don’t delay! There’s a big discount forearlyregistratioils[h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSfl~aV181KLtDNQ- 
P8bHF SAesR4HHyx3ykWqpR9 Qp2ZyXZWhj 4hftLpuYanWTtWAsFOT BiXI fzWnFIgRpIZyyK0 GJXMhaY fthj ROIGy4jizZ 1 VLE 0- 
2zA~Wl~LtCMkAJH4w9kEq~ED~U6R9TI~9zq9q59Q~ZbF6iXpq~WGcXF~ZzaJw~AciLudZ9nusFyqRiGVan-wTwgsF~J~] 
throngh December... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p:i/I2£~s0 ~>qttt i%~?llr bwh%q~bab&et 1108542273536&s 56114&e 00184FrbVSft~aWkog(~.) Wc~_,a~u 
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Looking for more reclults? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the i~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
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Wily EVERY Coach Should Track Their Time 

by Mail@ Green, Head Soccer Coach - Uiliversity of South Dakota 

How loilg do you spend each d~y on unimportant things? 

Things that dofft really contribute to tile success of your program? 

Do you KNOW how much time you’ve spent readii~g junk mail, talking to colleagaes, 
getting intellupted by somebody walking into your office, or gettii~g phone calls 
everyday? And how often huve you thonghi, "I could achieve so much more if I just 
hud another half hour each day." 

In my years of being associated with Tudor Collegiate Strategies, I know they continuully 
ileal from Slilatt, capable college coaches who stnlggle with their d~y. They lament 
how often time seems to get away from them. 

As file first step towards fixing thut problem, tile first thii~g I would want you 
to do is identify tile high-payoff activities within yore progn-am. 

High-payoff activities are... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hiip:i/r2Ors6ne~d~l~iS~ 
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Using Signing Day to Create Buzz with Your Recruits 

Wuit, you mean you Call "use" all tile publicity and buzz around tile upcomii~g Signii~g 
Day to create some positive buzz with your recruits? 



Even if you aren’t a big-time program? 

Yes. 

The sigulng date - one of six sigulng periods in the NCAA - gives you a unique window 
of oppol~mffty to tie-in all of tt~e publicity and news coverage with you and yore 
program at yore school. And, you can do it even if you aren’t a sport in the upcoming 
signing period fre~zy. 

Here’s what our research has uncovered... 
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Head coaches get the glory, but the assistant coaches put in the long hours to win 
tt~e recmi~lg battles. 

Read tiffs great atticle that gives all those hard working assistant coaches out 
ttlere the credit they deserve. CLICK HERE [1,m~./ 
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Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recruiti~g 
news, and our obsei~cations and commentary on all the big college spotts topics of 
tt~e day. And. we may even make you laugh once in a wtffle. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~:/k20rs6:~leti~isp?llr bwhe~ah&e~l108542273536&s 56114&e 00184f’~bVSfi~aWSCZ1ONsBuCCd ~C/,KQ~@HKdL2~E~kaG- 
pW9REB2N9 SK NrEg2KuFFtC~&WUCx~bspPt0pv- f? Q3UFIJABlgqNGbOr] 

Tough Times in Happy Valley: Students and Fans React to Petal State Football Scandal 

By now most of us are aware of the charges stemming from abuse allegatio:ts wittffn 
tile Pem~ State Uulversity athletic depattment and the Nittany Lions’ football program. 

But how are the fans reacting to the story? 

And what are they sayi~lg about their beloved coach, Joe Patemo, who is one of the 
individuals at the center of tiffs unfoi~unate event? 

Some of their respoitses might surprise you... 
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Sioux Sue So Fighting Sioux Can Keep Nickname at UND 

The NCAA’s attempt to end a lo~gtime university ulcMmme ran in to a road-block 
fiom an mflikely source: The ~mlive Amelican group it was tlTing to protect. 

A lawsuit filed in federal coutt last week by Sioux Indians who support tt~e U~ffversity 
of Notth Dakota’s use of the Fighting Sioux nicMmme could affect tiffs week’s reco~tsideration 
of the issue by the Norttl Dakota Legislatm-e, House Majority Leader A1 Cailso~. 
R-Fargo, said. 

A~omeys representi~g the Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe and iffckname supporters at Standing 
Rock tiled the lawsuit against the NCAA in U. S. District Court in Fargo, following 
ttu-ongh on their prol:ffse to ramp up the fight to save the ulck~mme... 
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The Value of Being First in Recruiting 

Will Ferrell’s character Ricky Bobby said it best in the movie 
"Talladega Nights": 

"If you ain’t first, you’re last." 

O.K., so maybe we won’t go to that ridiculous extreme. However, 
when it comes to recruiting, we’re finding that being first is a huge 
advantage for the college coaches who can manage to be the 
initial contact for a prospective athlete. Especially if you’re a coach 
who is still at the game as a prospect’s final two or three choices. 

Here’s why: 

Most of today’s recruits, for some reason, have a strong allegiance 
to the first program that recruits them. Big or small, winning or 
losing, close to home or far away from home, it doesn’t 

matter...recruits have strong feelings for the first coach and program that they have contact 
with. 

We know this because when we conduct research and focus groups on campuses around 
the country, the vast majority of current college student-athletes talk about making their 
decision and describe having a strong allegiance to the program that they first heard from, 
even if it isn’t a program that would be a good choice on paper. In other words, some of the 
critical filters that a prospect might judge another program through don’t apply to that first 
program that shows serious interest. 

Their comments on why this is true range from the serious to the just plain odd. Here’s a 
sample from comments we’ve heard in just the past few months... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Ready to gr[ng Us to YOUR Campus? 

Let Our Team 
Take Your Recruiting to the 
Next Level! 

One Cool Tech Trick to Get Recruits to Call You 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Fair warning, Brent : 

This article is a bit technical, but we thought it is a 
pretty cool topic, so we decided to go with it 
anyway. The motivation for this article came from 
the brilliance of another website, which you will find 
the link for below. 

Here’s what I’m talking about... 

When sending out emails to recruits, its common practice to ask them to do something. That 
something could be to fill out a questionnaire, so you put a link to a questionnaire. Or it is to 
reply back, and conveniently most email clients have a ’reply’ button. Or its to read an 
article, so you paste in a link to that article. You might ask them to download a document, 
so you attach the document. 

You get the idea. 

A particular scenario that now has some technical "umph" behind is the idea of asking a 
recruit to call you back. Historically, you would say "please call me back at this number". Or 
"please call me at the number in my signature". But with the mobile web, what if you had a 
link in your email that a recruit can click to call you back immediately. So, they click the link 
from their mobile phone, then their mobile phone starts calling you. 

We see many email templates that have "fill out questionnaire", "our university home page", 
etc. What we are proposing is the idea of having a... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



NCRC 3oDVD SET 
The best tra~n~n$ series available for co~ese coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3oOVO complete 
conference higN~ghts today, and ~et the tra~n~n~ that 
you need to have the recruit~n~ edge! 

here to order! 

Successful Coach Turned Leadership Expert Latest Speaker 
Confirmed for 2012 NCRC in Boston - REGISTER TODAY 

Dan 2006 Picture 

There’s a big discount for     . 

John Brubaker, a successful former college lacrosse coach, ESPN 
radio analyst, and author of the upcoming book "Overtime Victory: 
Success Strategies from the Locker Room to the Board Room", is 
the latest confirmed speaker for the upcoming National 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference, June 1-3, 2012 in Boston. 

"What really impresses me about Coach Brubaker is his ability to 
take strategies from coaching, as well as strategies from the 
business world, and teach what really work in leadership," says 
Dan Tudor, founder of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. "It’s going to 
be a really exciting component to the next conference." 

If you haven’t made plans to be at this three day 
"recruitingpalooza" for serious college coaches, don’t delay! 
early registrations through December... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Why EVERY Coach Should Track Their Time 

by Mandy Green, Head Soccer Coach - University of 
South Dakota 

How long do you spend each day on unimportant 
things? 

Things that don’t really contribute to the success of your 
program? 

Do you KNOW how much time you’ve spent reading 
junk mail, talking to colleagues, getting interrupted by 
somebody walking into your office, or getting phone 
calls everyday? And how often have you thought, "I 
could achieve so much more if I just had another half 
hour each day." 

In my years of being associated with Tudor Collegiate Strategies, I know they continually 
hear from smart, capable college coaches who struggle with their day. They lament how 
often time seems to get away from them. 

As the first step towards fixing that problem, the first thing I would want you to do 

is identify the high-payoff activities within your program. 

High-payoff activities are... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Using Signing Day to Create Buzz with Your Recruits 

Wait, you mean you can "use" all the publicity and buzz around 
the upcoming Signing Day to create some positive buzz with 
your recruits? 

Even if you aren’t a big-time program? 

Yes. 



The signing date - one of six signing periods in the NCAA - gives you a unique window of 
opportunity to tie-in all of the publicity and news coverage with you and your program at 
your school. And, you can do it even if you aren’t a sport in the upcoming signing period 
frenzy. 

Here’s what our research has uncovered... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Head coaches get the glory, but the assistant coaches put in the 

long hours to win the recruiting battles. 

Read this great article that gives all those hard working assistant 
coaches out there the credit they deserve. CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recruiting 
articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our 
observations and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. And, we may 
even make you laugh once in a while. Follow us, 
Coach! CLICk< HERE 

Tough Times in Happy Valley: Students and Fans React to 
Penn State Football Scandal 

By now most of us are aware of the charges stemming from 
abuse allegations within the Penn State University athletic 
department and the Nittany Lions’ football program. 

But how are the fans reacting to the story? 

And what are they saying about their beloved coach, Joe 
Paterno, who is one of the individuals at the center of this 
unfortunate event? 

Some of their responses might surprise you... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Sioux Sue So Fighting Sioux Can Keep Nickname at U N D 

The NCAA’s attempt to end a 
Iongtime university nickname ran in to a road- 
block from an unlikely source: The 
native American group it was trying to 
protect. 

A lawsuit filed in federal court last week by 
Sioux Indians who support the University of 
North Dakota’s use of the Fighting Sioux 
nickname could affect this week’s 
reconsideration of the issue by the North 
Dakota Legislature, House Majority Leader AI 
Carlson, R-Fargo, said. 

Attorneys representing the Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe and nickname supporters at Standing 
Rock filed the lawsuit against the NCAA in U.S. District Court in Fargo, following through on 
their promise to ramp up the fight to save the nickname... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Roberts, Roxane" <Roxane.Roberts@Pearson.com> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 2:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

It is an online web training where I send you a meeting link and then 
you would drive your computer to that site, then you would call a 1-800 
meeting number and you could hear me talk through the training while you 
watch on your desktop. It would allow everyone to work from home or lab 
at set time if getting them all coordinated is tough. 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxar~e.Roberts~earso~.com> 

Pearson 

Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [.mailto:blan~or~ar~caa.~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 2:20 PM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Roxalme, 

What is a webex? I’m sure I know but what is the procedure for doing 
one? 

Brent 

From: Roxane Roberts [mailto:Roxane.Roberts(g~Pearson.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 03,2011 5:03 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 



I am sorry! I cannot do the 13th, I am out of town that day. Could we 
possibly do a webex on another day7 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxane.Rober~ts~earsor~.com> 

Pearson 

Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:b~anlon@uncaaamc.edt~] 
<mailto:%5bmailto :blan~on~mcaaamc.ed~%5d> 
Sent: Thursday, November 03,2011 4:59 PM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Roxane, 

I’m afraid this Sunday won’t allow enough notice to all of the tutors 
and Learning Center staff. Can we possibly do it next Sunday, the 13th? 

Brent 

From: Roxane Roberts [mailto:Roxa~e.Robe~s~Pearso~.com] 
<mailto:%5bmail~o :Roxa~e.Rober~s~Pearsor~.com%5d> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:40 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Sorry for the delayed response. Could we train this Sunday from 5-6 or 
if we could do it earlier on Sunday that would be great! 



Please let me know if this works! 

Thanks 

Roxane 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxa~e.Rober~ts~earsor~.com> 

Pearson 

Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:b~anlo~&u~caaamc.edt~] 
<mailto:%5bmailto :blar~o~mcaaamc~ed~%5d> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 7:33 AM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Ms. Roberts, 

Sundays or Thursdays are probably best for us. I apologize about Sunday 
being one of the options but Mondays-Wednesdays are pretty tough on us. 
Can we do it at 5? Our traditional tutor hours are 6-10, so I am pretty 
sure I can have folks there at that time. 

Thank you for your willingness to give us some training on the program, 

Brent Blanton 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iilarl~eelblt~e.cs’~,.com <~ :iitar}teelNt~e. cs’~v’.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

From: Roxane Roberts [maii~o:Roxarte.Roberts~Pearson.com] 
<mail~o:%5bmail~o :Roxar~e.Rober’~s@Pearsor~.com%5d> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:13 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S; Emily Boyer 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Hi Brent, 

Please send me some days and times that may work for you all! 

Roxane Roberts 
Technology Specialist 
Arts & Sciences 
Higher Education 
T: 919-676-8629 

Roxane.Roberts@pearson.com <mailto :Roxa~e.Rober’ts~earsor~.com> 

Pearson 

Always Learning 
Learn more at www.pearson.com 

From: Cowell, Glynis S. [ maikm~c.edu] 
<mailto:%5bmailto: email.u~c.edu%5d> 



Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 1:29 PM 
To: Roberts, Roxane 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Anda MySpanishLab training 

Dear Roxane and Brent, 

I am putting you two in touch so you can finalize Roxane’s training for 
MSL as time is racing by! Also, Brent, can you make sure Mary and any 
others interested from the Learning Center are invited/included? 

Thanks, 

Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sports Business Management Alumni 
Working in Sports 
SMWW has graduates all over the wodd working in sports. 
These graduates know that the fastest way to a }ob in spo~ls is 
through SMW%^gs ~or~s Bus hess Management Course. 

JPaul Dodson, Texas Rangers-Ticket Operations 
Alex Zerzan AdidasoSpo~ts Marketing Coordinator 
Brett Breece, Seattle Mariners 
Alexa Atria, New York YankeesoSenior Account Executive 
Paul Epstein, Sacramento KingsoDirector of Ticket Sales 
Jake Sanders New Orleans HornetsoAccount Executive 
Tyson Lamp, San Francisco 49ersoSales Executive 
Josh Stoller, Milwuakee Brewers Senior Account Executive 

If you want a iob in sports like these SM~a¢Md graduates, 
~ for the Spo~ts Business Management Course today! Hurry, 
the ne£ course begins November 14th. 

SMWW Alum Working in Sports 

SM~5~,d continues to see graduates of the 
Spo~ls Business Management course 
landing positions throughout professional 
spo~ts including SMV~/V alum, Seth Merrill. 
Merrill works for the Wisconsin Timber 
Rattlers, a SingleoA affiliate of the Milwaukee 
Brewers within their video production 
depa~l.ment for. He also worked with the 
Madison Mallards as pa~t of their video 
production team and sales department. 

Every day, Spots Management Worldwide 
students am finding work in professional and 

collegiate sports. Sta~ your new career, or fudher your 
education today with SMWW. 

Ne£ Spots Business Management Course begins November 
14th. 

Learn More About The Fastest Way to Get a 
Job in Sports 

~pods Business Management will teach you the skills you need 
to land a iob in sport5 Learn more about this course through 
the videos below. (Click on orange links to watch video) 

YouTube: An Inside Look at Spo~ts Business Manaqement 

Jobs in the NBA 

The best news coming out 
of the NBA Lockout is that 
once it ends, the NBA will 
be doing massive hirings 
around the nation. Now is 
the time to get sports 
specific training on your 
resume so you will stand 
out among the other 
applicants. If you have ever 
dreamed of working in the 
NBA, SMW/VV can help. 

Fill out the free application 
today! 

Follow SMWW on 
Twitter and Facbook 

Sports Management 
Online Degrees 

Sports Management Masters & 
Doctorate Degrees: 



YouTube: Bret Polvorosa’s Tep.5 

Have you always dreamed 
about getting your Masters or 

Doctoral Degree from an 
institution with a solid 

reputation, but do not have the 
time to attend classes or 

residencies? SMWW has the 
solution! 

SMWW has partnered with 
Concordia University Chicago 

(CUC) to offer you a 
regionally accredited, online 
and affordable opportunity to 

earn your MASL, Ed.D, or 
Ph.D in Education/Sports 

Management & Leadership. 

Leade~hip/Spo~ls 

~ PhD 

÷ MASL (MA inSpo~s 

Who is Sports 
Management 
Worldwide? 

Learn From Industry Insiders 

In addition to the expe~l[se of instructors, Bret PoK~orosa, Mark 
Washo, and Tom Leip, guest speakers wiU be adding their 
insight and knowledge in the live audio chats. Thanks to aU of 
our past guest speakers 

John Guppy° 
GUtedge Soccer Marketing/former Chicago Fire 
President 
Chris Keeney 

Sports Manaqement 
Worldwide, the global 
leader in spoRs business 
education, offers 
numerous sports iob 
career training programs, 
specially designed to get 



o General Manager Lone Star Sports 
Chris Cane~io 
CO0 Houston Dynamo 
Drew Young 
o ISP Sports/Philadelphia Eagles 
Brian F~enner 
o Akron State Director of Ticket Sales/former Ohio State 
Matt Difebo 
o Difebo Company/former University of Central Florida 
Ticket Sales 
Ryan Robbins 
o VP of Ticket Sales- Oakland Raiders/former 
Fire/Browns/Saints 
Ralph Rose~o 
o 20 year experience with Washington Wizards 
T~ A~bee 
~ Account Executive Washington Freedom/former 

George Pe~y 
~ SVP Sabs and Market~ng Washington Freedom/former 
Redskins 
Brett Za~ask~ 
- Major League Soccer D~rector of Natbna~ Sabs 
Cented former Freedom/NBA 
Pau~ Garafo~o 
- Preme~r Sports Properties Sponsorship Agency 
Cary Kap~an 
~ Cosmos Sports and Enteda~nment- President 
Jason Mott 
- Memphis Redb~rds/former St. Lou~s Athbflca %rector 
of T~cket Sabs 
Mary Lee 
- Natbna~ Account Manager Lee~e~d Sports 
Matt Guay 
qnd~anapo~s ~nd~ans- D~rec~or of T~cket Sa~es 

Sign up for the 8ports Business Management Course Today to 
learn for expe[ls in the Industry 

you started in a specific 
sports iob or advance 
your current sports 
career. 
Our eight-week sports° 

programs can be taken 
via the internet from 
anywhere in the world, at 
your convenience, and 
include live interactive 
audio chats with 

instructors in 
your chosen field of 
study. We offer each 
student the "what you 
know" and the "who you 
know" to advance in 
sports business. 
ever 5000 alumn from 
over 125 countries 
Sports Management 
Worldwide has a proven 
success ratio. 

Visit SMWNV.com 

EARN 
UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE CREDIT 

SMWW Success Story 
Taylore Scott is a graduate of Sport Management W0ddwide’s 
SPORTS BUSINESS MANAGEMENT Course and now has a 
successful career with the Dallas Cowboys. Watch her story 
and learn why you should consider taking a course at SMWW. 

Scott: Success 

Are you a current college 
student? Do you want a job 
in sports upon graduation? 
Do you want to qualify for 
an internship with a 
professional team or well- 
know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University 
(WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, 
has put its stamp of 
approval on Sports 
Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a 



separate Credit Overlay 
Program. Students from all 
over the United States and 
Canada take SMWW 
courses, get college credit 
transferred to their 
university! 
Earn colleqe credit,,, 

Sports Management Worldwide 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 
Portland, OR, USA 97209 

www SMWW corn 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 

503 445 7105 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by newsletter@smww.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Winters, Carla A." <cwinters@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 3:59 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Research Study: Motivation of Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Members, 
The following message is being sent on behalf of doctoral students at the University of Tennessee. Please forward any questions 
relating to their research to the address provided. 

Thank you, 
Carla Winters 
Chair, N4A Research Committee 

Dear Athletic Academic Advisors and Counselors, 

Researchers at the University of Tennessee are conducting a study that will examine the motivations of NCAA Division I walk-on 
(non-scholarship) student-athletes and Division I student-athletes who are receiving athletically-related financial aid. Due to the large 
number of Division I student-athletes (169,664), the researchers have enlisted the help of the N4A and its members in the distribution 
of this survey. 

The purpose of this research is to gain a better understanding of the factors that are motivating NCAA Division I student-athletes. The 
insight gained through this survey will assist athletic administrators to better attract, serve, develop (mental, emotional, social, 
spiritual, etc.), and retain their student-athletes. 

The survey consists of demographic questions and motivation questions that have been adapted from the Sport Motivation Scale. It is 
estimated that the survey can be completed within 5-8 minutes. Completion of the survey is optional, and ensuring the confidentiality 
of the student-athletes who will be participating in the study is a priority. 

The research team is requesting that you please forward the text on the following page as an email to your student-athletes (i.e., copy 
and paste the text on the following page into the body of an email message). This study has received IRB approval from the University 
of Tennessee. 

If you have questions about this study, please email the researchers at the University of Tennessee at the following email address: 
sport.mgmt, research@gmail.com<maiho: s       nt.research~maiLcom>. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

University of Tennessee Sport Management Research Team 

NOTE: BELOW IS A PILOT STUDY LINK (IF YOU PREFER TO BROWSE THE QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE SENDING IT TO 
YOUR STUDENT-ATHLETES). PLEASE EMAIL THE MESSAGE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE TO YOUR STUDENT- 
ATHLETES, NOT THIS LINK! 

Dear NCAA Division I Student-Athlete, 

Researchers at the University of Tennessee are conducting a study that will examine the motivations of NCAA Division I student- 
athletes to participate in collegiate athletics. 



The purpose of this research is to gain a better understanding of what motivates you to participate in NCAA Division I athletics. The 
information gained through this survey will assist athletic administrators to better serve you and your needs as well as improving the 
quality of service for future student-athletes. 

The survey consists of demographic questions and motivation questions that have been adapted from the Sport Motivation Scale. It is 
estimated that the survey can be completed within 5-8 minutes. Completion of the survey is optional, and ensuring your confidentiality 
and anonymity is a priority. 

If you are will willing to assist in adding to the body of knowledge regarding the motivations of intercollegiate student-athletes, please 
complete the survey by clicking the link below. 

h~p:iisur~,ev. ~tk.ed~inrrlWebimrlWeb.dll’?I.Proiect= STU DENTATt!ILETEMO 

If you have questions about this study, please email the researchers at the following email address: 
sport.mgmt.research@gmail.com<mailto:          .researcl~mail.com>. 

Thank you for your time and best of luck this season! 

University of Tennessee Sport Management Research Team 



STUDENT-ATHLETE SERVICES 

The Department of Athletics provides support services to our student-athletes designed to reach each student- 
athlete, based on his or her individual needs focusing on the individual as a whole. These services include the 
Academic Support Program, Student-Athlete Development, and the Carolina Leadership Academy. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Student-Athletes Services at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide services and 
develop relationships which foster a climate that supports University of North Carolina student-athletes advancing 
toward graduation, building character, and developing leadership. 

ACADEMICS 
The Department of Athletics maintains an Academic Support Program to offer student-athletes the greatest 
opportunity to excel in academics while at the same time competing in intercollegiate sports. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
is to provide programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student- 
athletes in achieving academic success. These programs and services are designed to advance responsibility and 
enhance leadership potential, while inspiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
Each intercollegiate athletic team is permitted to use the support programs conducted in the Academic Center 
through the guidance of their assigned Academic Counselor. Academic Counselors are available to help student- 
athletes reach their academic potential and career aspirations. They can assist student-athletes in developing time 
management skills, successful study skills, an individualized study plan, and other strategies to enhance personal 
growth. 
Academic Counselors monitor the degree progress of each student-athlete, as well as monitor their eligibility status 
according to NCAA and UNC eligibility regulations. In addition, Academic Counselors in the Academics Center work 
jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising and registration processes. Academic Counselors 
also refer student-athletes to appropriate on-campus resources. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Students who represent the University of North Carolina in intercollegiate athletic competition are regular, full-time 
students of the University and, as such, have the same academic responsibilities as students who are not athletes. In 
addition, student-athletes must devote sizable amounts of time and energy to participating in their sports. Although 
the Academic Support Program offers a wide range of excellent academic services to student-athletes, the ultimate 
responsibility for learning and for following a program that leads to a degree lies, of course, with the students 
themselves. 
Student-athletes at the University of North Carolina are expected to meet the following responsibilities: 
1. To develop and maintain habits of learning commensurate with education at the University level and to pursue a 
program of study leading to a degree. 
2. To know the provisions of the Code of Student Conduct and to abide by them. 
3. To seek academic advice in the Office of Academic Advising and department of their major, or in the appropriate 
professional school, at the regularly prescribed times, and to pre-register every semester during the official pre- 
registration period. Advising offered by the Academic Support Program complements the regular University advising 
system. Student-athletes are not free to bypass ordinary advising procedures. 



4. To attend all class meetings, labs, required discussion sessions, and required conferences with teachers for all 
courses. The only acceptable reasons for missing course obligations or appointments with teachers are serious 
illness, family emergency, or official travel to University-sponsored activities. The Academic Support Program 
provides each student-athlete with a travel letter to present to each of their professors along with their 
competition/travel schedule. By University policy, students are not to be penalized for absences from class and other 
academic obligations during those specified times when they are involved in University-sponsored activities. On the 
other hand, coaches have been advised that in the event of a conflict between practice and a scheduled class or 
laboratory, make-up session, field trip, or student-teacher conference, students shall be permitted to miss practice 
without penalty. It is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
a) Students should be familiar with the University policy regarding class attendance as printed in the latest edition of 
The Undergraduate Bulletin, which states, in part, "Absences from class for valid reasons are excused only by the 
instructors. A student should present his or her explanation for any absences to the instructor at the next meeting of 
class." 
b) Students should find out the instructor’s attendance and makeup policies for all courses in which they are enrolled. 
c) Students are responsible for all material covered in class when they are absent, as well as for all assignments due 
or assigned on a day when class is missed. Students must take the initiative to talk to their professors about making 
up work missed because of an absence as a result of athletics travel and competition (e.g., UNC, National Team, 
etc.). 
d) For travel and competition that occurs during the final exam period, students are responsible for notifying their 
professors of the conflict and obtaining an exam excuse approved by an Academic Dean. Students should 
communicate all final exam conflicts to their Academic Counselor. 
5. To fulfill all requirements of all courses being taken, including turning in all papers and assignments on time and 
taking all quizzes, tests, and final examinations on the scheduled dates. 
6. To seek out the advice or help of the instructor about difficulties in a course, preferably during the instructor’s 
regular office hours. If that time is not possible, arrange an appointment with the instructor at another time. 
7. To keep their assigned Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program and their coach informed of 
academic progress during the semester. 
a) Students should notify their Academic Counselors of athletic commitments which might interfere with fulfilling their 
academic responsibilities every semester. 
b) Students should speak with their Academic Counselors right away if they are having difficulty in a course. 
c) Students for whom structured study or individual tutoring is deemed appropriate by their Academic Counselors 
must abide by the procedures of the Academic Support Program in availing themselves of those services. 
d) Students should keep in mind that tutoring is never a substitute for class attendance. 
8. To cooperate with and abide by their team’s academic policies. For example, some teams require team members 
with averages below a certain grade point to turn in weekly academic logs. 
9. To know and abide by the policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program. 

PLAGIARISM AND THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM 
All student-athletes should remember that they are to follow the University Honor Code at all times. The definition of 
the Honor Code is referenced in the Code of Conduct section of this Handbook. 
Occasionally, scholastic dishonesty occurs as the result of a lack of information or misinformation. Everyone knows 
cheating on an exam is dishonest; however, students have, on occasion, turned in papers which they thought were 
acceptable only to find they were accused of plagiarism. 
One area of essay or term paper writing that often causes students confusion is citing sources. If you use another 
person’s ideas or expressions in your writing without acknowledging the source, you are guilty of 
plagiarism. Although most students understand that you are plagiarizing if you use someone else’s work more or 
less verbatim, they do not realize that not giving proper credit for ideas, research conclusions, etc., is also considered 
plagiarism. 
A good rule of thumb is to quote the unique or witty and paraphrase the rest; but, remember, if you are paraphrasing 
someone else’s work, you must acknowledge your source either by direct quotations or by footnotes/endnotes. 



It is often difficult to separate your thoughts from someone else’s after reading an article. In general, do not write your 
thoughts while you are reading someone else’s research material. 
Many students have the most difficulty when they are asked to prepare a commentary or critique on a particular 
book. If you consult a critical essay or book review to stimulate your thinking, it is very likely that you will need to 
acknowledge/cite this material within your paper. 
A simple principle helpful when trying to determine if you should acknowledge a source: If you knew it or it was your 
opinion before you did any reading on the subject, it need not be acknowledged/cited. 
Remember, whenever specific facts, opinions, judgments, or explanations are obtained from your readings, they 
must be acknowledged/cited, even if you present the facts entirely in your own words. 

PHILOSOPHY OF COACHES REGARDING THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Student-athletes look to their coaches for guidance in their lives. As such, the coach is usually in the best position to 
stress the importance of academic achievement in preparation for successful careers beyond the undergraduate 
level. Coaches’ best serve the interests of the student-athletes when they emphasize the importance of academic 
achievement. Coaches promote academic achievement by: 
1. Understanding the academic expectations that the faculty hold for student-athletes. 
2. Creating an atmosphere in which team members strive for stated academic goals. 
3. Making class, laboratory, and required study session attendance mandatory and enforcing this policy. 
4. Scheduling practice sessions that minimize conflict with courses and excusing students from practice when these 
conflicts occur. Again, it is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
5. Regulating the amount of practice, competition, and travel time such that each week the students are able to 
devote a minimum of 2 hours, for each credit hour taken, to academic pursuits; this time is exclusive of time spent in 
the classroom. 
6. Advising students to take advantage of the off season to enhance significantly their academic standing within the 
University. While conditioning and athletic skill enhancement may occur during this time, the student should have 
every opportunity to lead a "normal" student life. 
7. Arranging travel time to minimize missed classes, labs, and required study sessions. 
8. Structuring study times during extended travel periods. 
9. Requiring that each team member contact the Academic Support Program staff to discuss academic progress at 
the time interval determined by the staff. Decisions made by the Academic Support Program staff regarding the 
amount of time each team member should be spending in structured study should be strictly adhered to. Students 
who are not making satisfactory academic progress, in the view of the staff and/or the coach, should be instructed to 
substitute supervised structured study time for time normally devoted to athletic activities. 
10. Providing special recognition for students who meet or exceed the stated academic goals and for those students 
who demonstrate improvement over last semester’s academic performance. 

DROP/ADD APPROVAL FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Each semester (fall, spring, and summer) after the last day to drop a course using the web registration system, 
student-athletes must obtain written approval from their athletics academic counselor, in addition to their Arts & 
Sciences academic advisor, in order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE that student-athletes must continue to 
attend class in the course(s) that they wish to drop until the written approvals from both their advisor and counselor 
have been granted. Students can collect the appropriate approvals through an official ADD/DROP form distributed by 
the Arts & Sciences Academic Advising Office. 
In some cases, the professor may drop you from a course if you do not attend the first and/or second day of class. 
Though you will be removed from the class roll, you still MUST follow the appropriate steps required for dropping a 
course. Failure to do so may result in an "F" as a final grade. 

ACADEMIC TEXTBOOK PURCHASING POLICY 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship must follow the proper protocol when 
purchasing academic textbooks. 



¯ Student-Athletes must obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academics Support Center, complete this form, 
and obtain signatures from the appropriate Compliance/Academics Support personnel. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are stated explicitly on the course syllabus as required may be 
purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Only textbooks and materials that are required by a course for which the student-athlete is officially registered for 
may be purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship are allotted a maximum of $800 per 
semester to buy books. Exceptions may be approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate 
Compliance personnel. 
¯ Student-athletes are ultimately responsible for the purchase and safeguarding of their books. If books or materials 
are lost or stolen, it is the student-athlete’s responsibility to report the loss to the police. A police report is necessary 
in order to purchase replacement books and course materials through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Student-athletes have up to one month after the first day of classes to purchase required textbooks and/or course 
materials and submit a receipt for reimbursement of textbook and course material purchase. Exceptions may be 
approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 
¯ If a student-athlete drops a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned to the bookstore with the original 
receipt for a month into each semester. After that time period, all textbooks and materials must be returned to the 
appropriate Academic Support personnel. 

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR 
You are required to officially declare a major before your fifth semester. After the beginning of your junior year, you 
may not switch from one major to another without the approval of your University academic advisor. Your course of 
study during your junior and senior years must include the minimum departmental requirements for your major in 
addition to any other courses selected by you and your University Academic Advisor. All courses must be applicable 
towards NCAA degree progress requirements (see NCAA Academic Requirements section). 
Before changing your major, notify your Academic Counselor. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
Every effort should be made to maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. If, despite your best efforts, it 
becomes necessary for you to attend summer school, please consult with your head coach. Because of budgetary 
restraints, it is not always possible to cover summer school expenses for every student-athlete who wishes 
to attend summer school. However, it is a departmental goal to have all student-athletes graduate, so as much help 
as possible is given. 
If you need more information on the summer school program, online courses, transferring in course credit or 
correspondence courses please contact your Academic Counselor. 
If you wish to attend summer school at a university other than the University of North Carolina, you must first obtain 
written permission from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to ensure that the hours will transfer. 
The Department of Athletics does not pay for courses taken at other universities. Summer school at other universities 
cannot improve your GPA, as only the credit hours, if approved by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, will 
transfer. You must make a "C" or better in order for the hours to transfer from an outside institution. 

ONLINE COURSES 
Carolina Courses Online is becoming increasingly popular. Each course follows the University calendar (with the 
exception of Summer School) for the term in which it is offered and is therefore counted within the total hours of 
enrollment (12 credit hours or more). Students may register for only one online course per semester. There may be 
athletic scholarship/grant-in-aid implications when registering for an online course. Students who wish to take an 
online course must meet with their Academic Counselor for approval before officially enrolling in the course. 
Note: the University will only allow 18 hours of credit completed online to count towards graduation. 
See Policy for Funding Online Courses in Financial Aid section for information on payment of online courses. 



UNC-CH ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible to remain in the University, a student who entered UNC in Fall 2006 and after must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 
To begin the third semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a fifth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a seventh semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a ninth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
Students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 9 semesters if initially enrolled prior to Fall 2007. If 
initially enrolled in Fall 2007 or later, students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 8 semesters. If 
additional time is needed, students must submit an application for a 9th/10th semester to the Dean’s office for approval 
prior to their 8th/9th semester. A plan to seek a 9th/10th semester should be discussed with your Academic Counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with your college or school. Students do not always receive 
University permission for a 9th/10th semester in residence. Each Academic Counselor will verify with their coaches in 
July which of their athletes will be in need of a 10th semester. The list of students the counselor receives from the 
coaches will be given to the Director of the Academic Support Program, who will forward it to the Associate Dean of 
the Office of Academics Advising. First-year students entering the University on or after May 14, 2007 are required to 
meet the requirements listed below. These standards will apply to sophomore transfer students beginning Fall 2008 
and to junior transfer students beginning Fall 2009. 

Eligibility Standards 
Good standing entitles a student to enroll in a fall or spring term. The requirements for ordinary Good Standing are 
as follows: 
A 2.0 cumulative grade-point and the following number of credit hours passed: 
9 hours to enter a second semester 
24 hours to enter a third semester 
36 hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 hours to enter a fifth semester 
63 hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 hours to enter a seventh semester 
93 hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the Dean to enter a ninth semester 

A student who falls short of these standards will be considered in "good standing-on probation" for one semester 
provided he or she passed at least nine credit hours of graded coursework in the preceding semester and was not 
already on probation. Probation is considered good standing. 

Academic Ineligibility 
Students who do not qualify for automatic probation or who do not meet cumulative eligibility standards after a 
probationary term are academically ineligible and may not enroll in a spring or fall term. 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering EACH semester: 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 6 semester hours of degree applicable academic credit in the 
previous full-time regular academic term. 



2. The student’s GPA must be certified on a term-by-term basis, which means that the GPA listed below must be 
maintained throughout the year. 

Entering the second year (third semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 24 hours of academic credit. 
2. At least 18 of these hours must have been earned during the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters). 
The remaining 6 hours could be earned during the summer. 
3. The student must have a 1.8 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the third year (fifth semester): 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
3. The student must have completed 48 hours toward his/her degree program (40% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
4. The student must have a 1.9 cumulative GPA (95% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fourth year (seventh semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 72 hours toward his/her degree program (60% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fifth year (ninth semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 96 hours toward his/her degree program (80% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

FOR ALL STUDENTS 
¯ Hours earned from repeated courses will not count toward eligibility. 
¯ PHYA activity hours do not count toward eligibility or graduation; LFIT courses (one is required) do (only one 

can count towards graduation). 
¯ Taking level one of your high school foreign language will never count toward graduation. It will only count 

toward NCAA progress toward degree if it is taken in your freshman year of enrollment. 
¯ If you miss a complete term or are unable to complete a term, you must review your eligibility status with 

your Academic Counselor and the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eliqibility in the 
Compliance Office. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR POST-SEASON COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMS 
In order for any student-athlete to be eligible to compete in post-season competition (e.g. conference tournament, 
bowl game, NCAA Championships, etc.) that occurs between regular terms (including summer), he/she must pass 
six degree-applicable hours during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment. For example, if 
football is participating in a bowl game in December or January, all student-athletes must have passed a minimum of 
6 hours toward their degree that Fall semester in order to participate in the bowl game. Additionally, student-athletes 
who are in their final season of competition and are enrolled in an approved underload of less than 12 hours must 
pass a minimum of 6 hours the preceding regular academic term. If the student-athlete is enrolled in an approved 
underload of less than six hours, he/she must pass the number of semester hours in which he/she is enrolled during 
the preceding regular academic term. 



FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
All student-athletes must be enrolled as a full-time student in a minimum of 12 academic hours, not including 
Physical Education activity courses, in order to be eligible to practice and compete. At the start of each semester, 
students will have 5 class days to register themselves in a minimum of 12 hours. During these 5 days, student- 
athletes are permitted to practice but NOT compete. Only seniors in their last semester may apply and take less than 
12 hours, i.e., an underload. These graduating seniors must seek written approval from their college dean for this 
underload and provide copies of their approval to the Registrar’s Office and the Academic Counselor. The underload 
approval can be found on the Academic Advising webpage (advising.unc.edu) 

UNC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfully complete at least 120 semester hours, although 
some programs’ requirements are higher than this minimum. Also, the student must have a 2.0 cumulative grade 
point average in all work attempted at the University of North Carolina. 

The required 2.0 average must be earned in a total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the minimum 
graduation requirements (120 hours) for the degree being sought. A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be 
taken at UNC-CH. 24 of the last 30 hours must be taken on the UNC-CH campus. In the College of Arts and 
Sciences, generally at least 18 semester hours of work with grades of "C" or higher are required in the student’s 
major, and at least half the student’s major must be completed at this University. 
Students who are going to graduate must: 
1. File an application for a degree during the semester ofexpected date of graduation on both ConnectCarolina as 
well as the academic advising webpage. The filing for Arts & Sciences can be found on the Academic Advising 
webpage. 
2. See their University Academic Advisor to complete an official degree audit form at least one semester before the 
expected date of graduation. Students should verify their graduation status with their advisor. 
3. Pay all tuition, fees, and other obligations owed to the University before receiving a diploma. 

GRADING SYSTEM 
A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each 
letter grade receives a numeric value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade point average 
for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semesters’ work to find a student’s cumulative grade point 
average. 
The letter grades, and the quality points represented by each, are as follows (all numeric values are per hour): 
A = 4.0          A- = 3.7 B+ = 3.3 B = 3.0 B- = 2.7 C+ = 2.3 C = 2.0 
C-= 1.7 D+= 1.3 D = 1.0 F=0.0 FA=0.0 AB=0.0 IN =0.0 

TEMPORARY GRADES: 
Temporary grades of IN or AB carry the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade. Courses assigned a 
grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a grade point average. Temporary 
grades usually change to F the after the 8 week period of the following semester. 

PASS/D/FAIL CLASSES: 
A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the "Pass/D/Fail" grading system. A 
total of 11 Pass/D/Fail credit hours may be applied to graduation requirements. Course content and requirements are 
the same for Pass/D/Fail registrants as for regular students. The minimum performance for a PS grade is equivalent 
to the minimum performance of the letter "C-". A student can only sign up for a PasslDIFail grade in a class they 
wish to use for an elective. 



To take a course Pass/D/Fail, a student must complete the Pass/D/Fail course registration form. It is obtained from 
their Academic Advisor or Dean’s office. The period for making Pass/D/Fail declarations begins on the 5th day of 
classes each semester and concludes at the end of the eighth week of classes. Once a form is submitted, the 
declaration cannot be changed. 

DEAN’S LIST 
To be eligible for the Dean’s List, you must have: 
1. A 3.2 grade-point average with no grade lower than C and be enrolled in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit 
(exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses); or 
2. A 3.5 grade-point average and no grade lower than a C and be enrolled in at least 12 hours but fewer than 15 
hours of letter grade credit (exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses). 
3. Beginning Fall 2010, a 3.5 grade-point average is required to make Dean’s List for all fulltime students that 
enrolled in the University for the first time during the Fall 2010 semester. 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL 
To receive recognition on the ACC Honor Roll, students must earn a 3.0 GPA or better for the academic year, which 
is a combined average from the fall and spring semesters. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND INTERNSHIPS 
Numerous postgraduate scholarships, academic and leadership awards, along with internship opportunities, are 
available to all UNC student-athletes through a competitive application process coordinated through the Academic 
Center. For information about these opportunities, see your athletics Academic Counselor. A complete description of 
all scholarships, awards, internships, and their deadlines are available upon request. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Go to class! It cannot be emphasized enough that there is a direct correlation between classroom attendance and 
academic success. Be sure to attend your classes each time your classes meet. 

Be aware that certain classes, for example English 100, 101 and 102, have very strict attendance rules. If you 
exceed the specified number of absences allotted, you automatically fail the course, even if your grades are 
excellent. There is no such thing as an "excused absence." Whether you are hospitalized OF on a team trip, it is 
still counted as an absence. Your class attendance and academic progress is monitored by your Academic 
Counselor and reported to your coach. You should inform your professor if illness requires you to miss a class. If a 
conflict is caused by away games, your professors are usually more than willing to assist you in resolving this conflict 
when advance notice is given. You will be given a letter from the Director of the Academic Support Program to give to 
each of your instructors at the beginning of each semester. Your travel schedule will be attached to this letter. The 
letter will state that you will make up any missed assignments due to team travel and that you will remind your 
instructor of all approaching travel dates. Be sure each of your instructors receives this letter! 

MISSING FINAL EXAMS DUE TO TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
The possibility of missing a final exam due to post season competition opportunities may arise. Should this occur, 
student-athletes must immediately notify their professor and their athletics Academic Counselor and obtain an exam 
excuse from a Dean in the Steele Building. Confirmation of the departure and competition dates will be provided to 
the Dean by the Academic Support Staff. 



TUTORING PROGRAM 
The Academic Support Program provides quality tutorial instruction to student-athletes. The program employs 
qualified personnel who tutor major subjects offered by the University. Students meet regularly with tutors during 
evening and daytime hours for individual instruction. Assisting students with comprehension of subject matter, test- 
taking strategies, and study techniques, the tutors continue to form a strong foundation for the success of the 
Academic Support Program. Additional tutorial assistance can also be obtained through other on-campus services 
such as the Learning Center, the Writing Center, and the Math Help Center. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a learning enhancement program designed to organize and improve the ways in 
which students prepare for class outside of the classroom. SI is attached to courses to provide students with a 
systematic and disciplined approach for processing the course material assigned by the professor. SI leaders are 
assigned to each of the "perspective" courses selected. Student-athletes will be identified to join a SI group at the 
beginning of each semester. The meetings will take place during their regular study hall hours. The SI supervisor will 
attend class and lead the SI sessions. 

COMPUTER LAB 
The Academic Support computer lab is outfitted with 11 PC-compatible computers plus 2 laser printers that can be 
used for wireless printing. The computers are equipped with standard applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, 
Power Point, and Publisher. All computers also have internet access as well as access to the University email 
system. The c 

STRUCTURED STUDY 
The Academic Support staff views structured study the same way your coach views practice. Those student-athletes 
assigned structured study hours are expected to attend regularly, come on time, and be prepared to study. During 
structured study periods, you must study in designated areas. 
In general, all freshmen on an athletic scholarship, any student-athlete who has less than a 2.0 GPA, and those 
student-athletes recommended by an Academic Counselor or a head coach are required to attend structured study. 
All student-athletes are welcome to use the academic facilities Sunday through Friday; however, because of the 
limited amount of space in the evening structured study program, those wishing to attend should talk to their 
Academic Counselor. Please contact the Academics Center staff for hours of operation as they may vary throughout 
the semester. 
The following are the only acceptable reasons for missing structured study: 
1. You are hospitalized; 
2. You are attending a review session held by your professor; 
3. You have a scheduled game; or 
4. You are on a team trip. 
A question frequently asked is, "Can the time I spend in the library be substituted for my structured study hours?" The 
answer is NO. If you are required to attend structured study, you must spend the full time required in the supervised 
study areas of the Academic Center. 

STRUCTURED STUDY RULES 
The Academic Center’s study programs are designed to maintain a comfortable and conducive academic 
environment. The following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility: 
1. Arrive promptly. 
2. Come prepared to Study: have the required books, papers, notebooks, etc. 
3. Do not disturb other student-athletes who are trying to study. 
4. Radios, personal stereos, cell phones, magazines, etc. are not allowed. 
5. Proper attire must be worn in structured study. 



6. Smoking and chewing tobacco are not allowed in the Academic Center. 
7. Falsifying forms used by the Academic Support Program is an Honor Code violation. 
8. Disrespect of the staff and/or tutors/monitors will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
9. NCAA rules require that staff phones be off-limits. Copiers are available ONLY by approval of a support staff 
member. 
10. Inappropriate language will not be tolerated. 
11. No viewing of inappropriate websites is permitted in the computer lab or on laptops in Study Hall. 

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
For students of all academic achievement levels, there are general rules that will help you perform to your academic 
potential. They are as follows: 
1. Attend class. Tests are most often based on the material covered in class. If you are going to be away from 
campus for a game, alert your instructors ahead of time. Get your assignments in advance, if possible, and determine 
when the work is due. Let your instructor know when you are ill. Your class attendance may be one criteria used by 
your professor when assigning final grades. 
2. Go to class prepared. You should have all reading and written assignments completed on time. If you go to class 
unprepared, it is often difficult to understand the material presented in class. Also, your instructor may tag you as a 
student with a poor attitude, which may influence your grade. 
3. Know your instructor. Introduce yourself to your instructor; if you have any questions relative to the course 
throughout the semester, meet with your instructor. Your professor is interested in your performance in the classroom 
and will generally be happy to discuss material related to the course with you. 
4. Make a good impression. Get/arrive to class on time. Entering class late causes a disruption. Do not text 
message or play games on the computer, read newspapers, listen to radios, etc. in class. It is recommended that you 
sit near the front of the classroom and not within a large group of student-athletes. 
5. Don’t let little problems become big problems. If you feel yourself falling behind in class, contact your 
Academic Counselor for help. Also, remember your instructors are there to teach. Don’t be afraid to make an 
appointment and ask a question about material you don’t understand. Make sure someone knows you need help 
before you reach the point where you cannot possibly do well in the course. 
6. Use tutoring help wisely. Tutors are available in select subjects. They are there to help you understand your 
assignments, not to do your work for you. If you don’t have the notes or haven’t read the assignments, tutors will not 
be able to work with you. If you require a tutor in a special subject that is not normally provided, inform your 
Academic Counselor as soon as possible. 
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N4A Members, 

Like many of you, I took the opportunity to view the N4A Webinar on new legislation. Thank you for those who put that together! 

There has been some conversation here about the how the legislation went through, the merits, etc. I think most of us feel these 

measures are moves in the right direction. Working with a more academically prepared and equipped student-athlete can only help. 

think we can also agree that students, academic professionals, families and coaches will catch up with this and either elevate their 
performance or find new strategies to "beat the system". 

With all this stated, I am certain that African American young men will be disproportionately and adversely impacted by the new 

legislation. Both the 2 year GPA minimum from 2.00 to 2.50 AND the Initial Eligibility standards increasing are going to impact 
African American young men who participate in HS sports’ immediate access to the 4 year institution. 

There were strong opinions that this would not create an ACCESS issue, but only an eligibility issue. I strongly disagree as it relates 
to the 2 YEAR transfer (2.00 to 2.50 transfer gpa)), and after further review of the parameters of the INITIAL ELIGIBILITY piece I 
disagree that access won’t be limited for graduating HS student-athletes of color (African American predominately) as well. The 10 of 
16 CORE in 1st 3 years with 7 of the 10 ENG/MAT/Science, with no ability to replace those 7 with repeated coursework is 
significant. I am not saying it’s wrong, I’m saying it is going to significantly impact individuals at the lower tiers of qualifying 
standards. 

The Ethnic Concerns committee had already planned to do an outreach program in Buffalo with high school counselors, etc. I would 
urge US as an organization to concert an effort to EDUCATE OUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS about this new legislation. Here is 
line taken from an email of a local school counselor who heard about the legislation for the first time TODAY: "This is the first I’ve 
heard of this. We attended the Statewide counselor conference in September and didn’t hear a word about this. I’ve forwarded your 
email onto others (district people included) to see what they know. Thanks for the heads up". This is a GOOD district. When is the 
first time that some of the inner-city school here and elsewhere will hear about it. Their FRESHMEN are accountable to it and have to 
be ON IT NOW. If there is not an AGGRESSIVE EDUCATION EFFORT NOW, some young people WONT have a chance. I 
think we have an opportunity to help! 

Joe, maybe something we can discuss having an impact on. 

Jean 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CC9ED7.A7D9D550] 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ I 85287-2505 
P: 480.965.8054 IF: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 
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I agree with you Jean 100%. I too thought of the impact on our youth and more from the rural areas that make up my state. I am 
curious to see the education program the NCAA will put in place to educate these high schools. Going through the coaching 
associations will not be enough. 

I look forward to continued dialogue. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Jean Boyd" <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 
To: "n4a@lists.ncsu.edu" <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Subject: [n4a] THE NEED TO HELP EDUCATE 
Date: Wed, Nov 9, 2011 6:33 pm 

N4A Members, 

Like many of you, I took the opportunity to view the N4A Webinar on new legislation. Thank you for those who put that together! 

There has been some conversation here about the how the legislation went through, the merits, etc. I think most of us feel these 
measures are moves in the right direction. Working with a more academically prepared and equipped student-athlete can only help. 

think we can also agree that students, academic professionals, families and coaches will catch up with this and either elevate their 
performance or find new strategies to []beat the system[]. 

With all this stated, I am certain that African American young men will be disproportionately and adversely impacted by the new 
legislation. Both the 2 year GPA minimum from 2.00 to 2.50 AND the Initial Eligibility standards increasing are going to impact 

African American young men who participate in HS sports [] immediate access to the 4 year institution. 

There were strong opinions that this would not create an ACCESS issue, but only an eligibility issue. I strongly disagree as it relates 
to the 2 YEAR transfer (2.00 to 2.50 transfer gpa)), and after further review of the parameters of the INITIAL ELIGIBILITY piece I 
disagree that access won[]t be limited for graduating HS student-athletes of color (African American predominately) as well. The 10 
of 16 CORE in 1st 3 years with 7 of the 10 ENG/MAT/Science, with no ability to replace those 7 with repeated coursework is 
significant. I am not saying it [] s wrong, I [] m saying it is going to significantly impact individuals at the lower tiers of qualifying 
standards. 

The Ethnic Concerns committee had already planned to do an outreach program in Buffalo with high school counselors, etc. I would 
urge US as an organization to concert an effort to EDUCATE OUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS about this new legislation. Here is 
line taken from an email of a local school counselor who heard about the legislation for the first time TODAY: [] This is the first I’ve 
heard of this. We attended the Statewide counselor conference in September and didn’t hear a word about this. I’ve forwarded your 
email onto others (district people included) to see what they know. Thanks for the heads up []. This is a GOOD district. When is the 
first time that some of the inner-city school here and elsewhere will hear about it. Their FRESHMEN are accountable to it and have to 
be ON IT NOW. If there is not an AGGRESSIVE EDUCATION EFFORT NOW, some young people WONT have a chance. I 
think we have an opportunity to help! 

Joe, maybe something we can discuss having an impact on. 

Jean 
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Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ I 85287-2505 
P: 480.965.8054 IF: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 
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I am out of the office and unable to check e-mail. If you need immediate assistance please contact Joan Holt at 919-962-2351. 
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The Latest fiom DragonFly Atttletics, LLC! 

Dear Friends, 
Last week, the crew at ESPN allowed us to have an inside look into their preparation 
routines with DragonFly RoadTrip. We also got a betffnd-the-scenes view of tt~e fun 
and fi-enzy of ESPN College Gameday for the Alabama-LSU match up. 

Take a look! 

Betffnd-the-Scenes with ESPN 
DragonFly RoadTrip provides the ESPN Gameday crew witt~ a tool for preparation prior 
to on-air segments. 
Thu~tks to conference and institution agreements that allow ESPN to have access to 
game fihn, tiffs crew can study and review fihn on their iPad’s and get tt~e most 
out of their preparation time. 
Prior to an afternoon segment of ESPN’s College Football Live, Desmond Howard, Kirk 
Herbsheit David Pollack, and Urban Meyer reviewed fihn on their iPad’s and discussed 
tt~eir favorite RoadTrip featm-es. They described RoadTrip as a tool tt~at has become 
a crucial pa~ of their daily work rouble. 
DragonFly’s goal in tiffs parh~erstffp is to save college video coordi~utors time 
and effo~ while providiilg analysts with an outlet for internal review and study. 
If there are any questions regarding otu- relationstffp with ESPN, please check with 
yotu- conference office or email kirk@dragonflyutttletics.com. 

Gameday Crew 
We had a great time seefi~g ESPN College Gameday fiom a more unique perspective. 
Thu~tks to Ctuis, Desmond, David, Erin, Kirk, Lee, and everyone at ESPN, we had a 
great Gamed~y experience! 
From left: 
Desmond Howard, Ctms Fowler, Hannah 
Black, Lee Corso, Kirk Herbsheit. 

DragonFly Updates 
Need tips for using RoadTrip? Here are a few: 

* Use a pinching motion to zoom figout on video 
* Swipe right to left across the screen to go to the next play; or left to right 
to go back to the previous play 
* Double-tap the screen to begin telestration mode 
* Tap the camera icon to share a screen shot of any diagram, etc. 
* Tap the "Blast" icon to sheam video fiom the intemet or dowitload new files to 
yotu- wall 
* Don’t forget those earbuds! You can now simultaneously listen to yotu- iTunes wtffle 
usfi~g RoadTrip 

If you’re interested in DragonFly’s iPad system, call 256.270.1163 or email sales@ch-agonflyatttletics.com. 

Many tha~tks to ESPN for the insight into how they use ore product! 
Want to see how RoadTrip can work for YOUR program? Visit 

www.ch-ago~fflyatttletics.com [tm:[~:/!~2O rs6 ne~d~l isff~- 
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The Latest from DragonFly Athletics, LLC! 
Dear Friends, 

Last woek the crew at ESPN allowed us 1o have an inside look inlo lheir preparation routines with DragonFly RoadTripo 
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Beh ndotheoScenes 
w th ESPN 

DragonFly RoadTrip 
provides the ESPN 
Gameday crew with a 
tool for preparation prior 
to on-air segments. 

Thanks to conference 
and institution 
agreements that allow 
ESPN to have access to 
game film, this crew can 
study and review film on 
their iPad’s and get the 
most out of their 
preparation time. 

Prior to an afternoon 
segment of ESPN’s 
College Football Live, 
Desmond Howard, Kirk 
Herbstreit, David Pollack, 
and Urban Meyer 
reviewed film on their 
iPad’s and discussed their 
favorite RoadTrip 
feafureso They described 
RoadTrip as a tool that 
has become a crucial 
part of their daily work 
routine. 

DragonFly’s goal in this 
partnership is to save 
college video coordinators 
time and effort while 
providing analysts with an 
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outlet for internal review 
and study. If there are any 
questions regarding our 
relationship with ESPN, 
please check with your 
conference office or email 
kirk@dragonflyathletics.com. 

Gain eday Crew 

We had a great time seeing ESPN College Gameday from a 

more unique perspective. 

Thanks to Chris, Desmond, David, Erin, Kirk, Lee, and everyone at 
ESPN, we had a great Gameday experience! 

From left: 
Desmond Howard, Chris Fowler, Hannah 
Black, Lee Corso, Kirk Herbstreit. 
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DragonFly Updates 

Need tips for using RoadYrip? Here are a few: 

Use a pinching motion to zoom in/out on video 
Swipe right to left across the screen to go to the next play; or left 
to right to go back to the previous play 
Double-tap the screen to begin telestration mode 

Tap the camera icon to share a screen shot of any diagram, etc. 
Tap the "Blast" icon to stream video from the internet or download 
new files to your wall 
Don’t forget those earbuds! You can now simultaneously listen to 
your iTunes while using RoadTrip 

if you’re {nferesfed {n DragonFly’s {Pod sysfem, call 256.270. I 163 or emo{! 
saies@drogonffyafhleffcs.corn. 

field 

Many thanks to ESPN for the insight into how they use our product! 

Want to see how RoadTHp can work for YOUR program? 

Visif ~w~dtag~!~ath!ef!~s~om! 



This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by hannah@draqonflyathletics.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC I P.O. Box 3172 I Tuscaloosa I AL I 35403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brady Rourke <bwrl 19@psu.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 12:18 PM 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] THE NEED TO HELP EDUCATE 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

N4A Members - 

I want to thank every single one of you who invest everything you have in the lives of others. I am forever grateful to be in a 
profession that provides us a platform to help. I have many opinions about "eligibility" and the current reform. I’ve seen great students 
negatively impacted and "under-prepared" students positively impacted by the rules. I don’t have the right answers, but what I hope 
never gets lost in this is our collective opportunity to make a difference in people’s lives. I can only imagine the success stories from 
across the country of young people each of you have impacted. In challenging times and frustrating situations we must remember at 
the end of the day we are in a position to leave a legacy. One that can be passed from generation to generation, team to team, Student- 
Athlete to Student-Athlete. 

I ask each of you to forget about "eligibility" for a split second and remember YOU are important. Your APR or GSR score does not 
define you. Our significance on humanity will not be evaluated on whether or not we meet some sliding scale. Joe Ehrmann spoke to 
our student-athletes a year ago. He said at the end of most people’s lives they are curious about two things... 1. Was I loved and did I 
love. 2. Did I leave a footprint/legacy. 

Do me a favor colleagues and grab one of your student-athletes today. But, don’t ask them if they are going to pass enough credits to 
be eligible. Ask them if they need anything. Ask them how their families are. And above all, tell them you believe in them. Never 
forget how important each and every one of you are to those around you... However small it may be - lets collectively continue to 
leave our footprint. Minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day.., you are making a difference.., we are making a difference. 

Brady W. Rourke, M.Ed 
Academic Coordinator, Football 
The Pennsylvania State University 
122 Lasch Football Building 
University Park, PA 16802-1218 
P: (814)865-1946 F: (814)863-8447 

[cid:image002.jpg@01 CC9FA2.53 CD65F0] 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mmlto:n4aoowner(r~lists.r~csu.edu] On Behalf Of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 6:30 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4a] THE NEED TO HELP EDUCATE 

N4A Members, 

Like many of you, I took the opportunity to view the N4A Webinar on new legislation. Thank you for those who put that together! 

There has been some conversation here about the how the legislation went through, the merits, etc. I think most of us feel these 
measures are moves in the right direction. Working with a more academically prepared and equipped student-athlete can only help. I 

think we can also agree that students, academic professionals, families and coaches will catch up with this and either elevate their 
performance or find new strategies to "beat the system". 

With all this stated, I am certain that African American young men will be disproportionately and adversely impacted by the new 
legislation. Both the 2 year GPA minimum from 2.00 to 2.50 AND the Initial Eligibility standards increasing are going to impact 
African American young men who participate in HS sports’ immediate access to the 4 year institution. 



There were strong opinions that this would not create an ACCESS issue, but only an eligibility issue. I strongly disagree as it relates 
to the 2 YEAR transfer (2.00 to 2.50 transfer gpa)), and after further review of the parameters of the INITIAL ELIGIBILITY piece I 
disagree that access won’t be limited for graduating HS student-athletes of color (African American predomiuately) as well. The 10 of 
16 CORE in 1st 3 years with 7 of the 10 ENG/MAT/Science, with no ability to replace those 7 with repeated coursework is 
significant. I am not saying it’s wrong, I’m saying it is going to significantly impact individuals at the lower tiers of qualifying 

standards. 

The Ethnic Concerns committee had already planned to do an outreach program in Buffalo with high school counselors, etc. I would 
urge US as an organization to concert an effort to EDUCATE OUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS about this new legislation. Here is 
line taken from an email of a local school counselor who heard about the legislation for the first time TODAY: "This is the first I’ve 
heard of this. We attended the Statewide counselor conference in September and didn’t hear a word about this. I’ve forwarded your 
email onto others (district people included) to see what they know. Thanks for the heads up". This is a GOOD district. When is the 
first time that some of the inner-city school here and elsewhere will hear about it. Their FRESHMEN are accountable to it and have to 
be ON IT NOW. If there is not an AGGRESSIVE EDUCATION EFFORT NOW, some yotmg people WONT have a chance. I 
think we have an opportunity to help! 

Joe, maybe something we can discuss having an impact on. 

Jean 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01 CC9F9D. 5FBD5FF0] 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ I 85287-2505 
P: 480.965.8054 IF: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu<mailto su.ed~> 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 3:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

TEXT.htm 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman 

To all Gamecock Fans: 

With the exception of several unbelievable days in Omaha, there’s never been a better time to be a 
Gamecock. 

Our football team goes into its final conference game with an opportunity to win the SEC East for a 
second consecutive year, to sweep our division for the first time ever and to record the most 
conference wins in our history. 

But that’s not all. This weekend kicks off with our Conference USA Champion men’s soccer team as the 
number 1 seed in the conference tournament. Our SEC Champion women’s soccer team hosts the first 
round of the NCAA tournament at Stone Stadium. Coach Dawn Staley’s women’s basketball team opens 
its season led by two preseason all-conference players, and a young men’s basketball team takes the 
floor at Colonial Life Arena ready to grow and develop. 

All this takes place on Homecoming Weekend [] a time when members of the Gamecock Family [] far and 
wide, young and old, optimists and pessimists [] come together in person and in spirit to share their 
pride, their support and their affection for this great university. 

The back-to-back national champion Gamecock baseball team will return and be saluted at 
Williams-Brice Stadium, and nearly 100 former student-athletes representing the classes of 2001, 
1991, 1981, 1971, and 1961 will be in attendance for the inaugural Athletics Department Reunion 
Weekend. 

Let’s show our excitement, take pride in our achievements and, most of all, enjoy this unprecedented 
moment. 

It’s the Garnet Way! 

Sincerely, 

Eric Hyman 
Director of Athletics 
University of South Carolina 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

South Carolina Athletics [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



To all Gamecock Fans: 

With the exception of several unbelievable days in Omaha, there’s never been a better time to be a 
Gamecock. 

Our football team goes into its final conference game with an opportunity to win the SEC East for a 
second consecutive year, to sweep our division for the first time ever and to record the most 
conference wins in our history. 

But that’s not all. This weekend kicks offwith our Conference USA Champion men’s soccer team as 
the number 1 seed in the conference tournament. Our SEC Champion women’s soccer team hosts 
the first round of the NCAA tournament at Stone Stadium.,& Coach Dawn Staley’s women’s 
basketball team opens its season led by two preseason all-conference players, and a young men’s 
basketball team,& takes the floor at Colonial Life Arena ready to grow and develop. 

All this takes place on Homecoming Weekend - a time when members of the Gamecock Family - far 
and wide, young and old, optimists and pessimists - come together in person and in spirit to share 
their pride, their support and their affection for this great university.,& 

The back-to-back national champion Gamecock baseball team will return and be saluted at Williams- 
Brice Stadium, and nearly 100 former student-athletes representing the classes of 2001, 1991, 1981, 
1971, and 1961 will be in attendance for the inaugural Athletics Department Reunion Weekend. 

Let’s show our excitement, take pride in our achievements and, most of all, enjoy this unprecedented 
moment. 

It’s the Garnet Way! 

Sincerely, 

Eric Hyman 
Director of Athletics 
University of South Carolina 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, ~21casc click l~ere. 

South Carolina Athletics ¯ 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 . 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Wyman, David A." <d.wyman@miami.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 3:44 PM 

Brady Rourke <bwr119@psu.edu>; Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] THE NEED TO HELP EDUCATE 
TEXT.htm; image002.jpg; image003.jpg 

Well written Brady. I thank you for the reminder of why we do what we do. 

Peace be with you and all residents of Happy Valley/University Park. 

Dave 

David A. Wyman 
Associate Athletic Director 
Assistant Dean of Undergraduate Education 
Director - Division of Academic Services 
University of Miami Athletics 
Ph: 305-284-3243 
Fax: 305-284-1140 

"There is nothing that can stop a Hurricane." 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner(&lists.r~cst~.edu.] On Behalf Of Brady Rourke 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 12:18 PM 
To: Jean Boyd; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] THE NEED TO HELP EDUCATE 

N4A Members - 

I want to thank every single one of you who invest everything you have in the lives of others. I am forever grateful to be in a 
profession that provides us a platform to help. I have many opinions about "eligibility" and the current reform. I’ve seen great students 
negatively impacted and "under-prepared" students positively impacted by the rules. I don’t have the right answers, but what I hope 
never gets lost in this is our collective opportunity to make a difference in people’s lives. I can only imagine the success stories from 
across the country of young people each of you have impacted. In challenging times and frustxating situations we must remember at 
the end of the day we are in a position to leave a legacy. One that can be passed from generation to generation, team to team, Student- 
Athlete to Student-Athlete. 

I ask each of you to forget about "eligibility" for a split second and remember YOU are important. Your APR or GSR score does not 
define you. Our significance on humanity will not be evaluated on whether or not we meet some sliding scale. Joe Ehrmann spoke to 
our student-athletes a year ago. He said at the end of most people’s lives they are curious about two things... 1. Was I loved and did I 
love. 2. Did I leave a footprint/legacy. 

Do me a favor colleagues and grab one of your student-athletes today. But, don’t ask them if they are going to pass enough credits to 
be eligible. Ask them if they need anything. Ask them how their families are. And above all, tell them you believe in them. Never 
forget how important each and every one of you are to those around you... However small it may be - lets collectively continue to 
leave our footprint. Minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day.., you are making a difference.., we are making a difference. 

Brady W. Rourke, M.Ed 
Academic Coordinator, Football 
The Pennsylvania State University 
122 Lasch Football Building 
University Park, PA 16802-1218 
P: (814)865-1946 F: (814)863-8447 

[Description: cid:3363096135_26751433] 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [malto:n4aoowner~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 6:30 PM 



To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [n4a] THE NEED TO HELP EDUCATE 

N4A Members, 

Like many of you, I took the opportunity to view the N4A Webinar on new legislation. Thank you for those who put that together! 

There has been some conversation here about the how the legislation went through, the merits, etc. I think most of us feel these 

measures are moves in the right direction. Working with a more academically prepared and equipped student-athlete can only help. 
think we can also agree that students, academic professionals, families and coaches will catch up with this and either elevate their 
performance or find new strategies to "beat the system". 

With all this stated, I am certain that African American young men will be disproportionately and adversely impacted by the new 

legislation. Both the 2 year GPA minimum from 2.00 to 2.50 AND the Initial Eligibility standards increasing are going to impact 
African American young men who participate in HS sports’ immediate access to the 4 year institution. 

There were strong opinions that this would not create an ACCESS issue, but only an eligibility issue. I strongly disagree as it relates 
to the 2 YEAR transfer (2.00 to 2.50 transfer gpa)), and after further review of the parameters of the INITIAL ELIGIBILITY piece I 
disagree that access won’t be limited for graduating HS student-athletes of color (African American predominately) as well. The 10 of 
16 CORE in 1st 3 years with 7 of the 10 ENG/MAT/Science, with no ability to replace those 7 with repeated coursework is 
significant. I am not saying it’s wrong, I’m saying it is going to significantly impact individuals at the lower tiers of qualifying 
standards. 

The Ethnic Concerns committee had already planned to do an outreach program in Buffalo with high school counselors, etc. I would 
urge US as an organization to concert an effort to EDUCATE OUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS about this new legislation. Here is 
line taken from an email of a local school counselor who heard about the legislation for the first time TODAY: "This is the first I’ve 
heard of this. We attended the Statewide counselor conference in September and didn’t hear a word about this. I’ve forwarded your 
email onto others (district people included) to see what they know. Thanks for the heads up". This is a GOOD district. When is the 
first time that some of the inner-city school here and elsewhere will hear about it. Their FRESHMEN are accountable to it and have to 
be ON IT NOW. If there is not an AGGRESSIVE EDUCATION EFFORT NOW, some young people WONT have a chance. I 
think we have an opportunity to help! 

Joe, maybe something we can discuss having an impact on. 

Jean 

[pitchfork.jpg] 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director / Student-Athlete Development 
Sun Devil Athletics I PO Box 872505 I Tempe, AZ I 85287-2505 
P: 480.965.8054 I F: 480.727.7588 I email: jean.boyd@asu.edu<mai~to:2ean.bo~ast~ edu> 

The question is not "Are you able?", but "Are you willing to do whatever it takes?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 1:50 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa Rawls 
Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia 
Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 
<drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 
<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 
<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Wagner <swagner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa Vanderford 
<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Sharing on Facebook 

TEXT.htm_I; IMAGE.jpg_I; Mime.822_l 

Coaches and Staff, 

Varsity Monitor (with whom we’re doing the Social Network monitoring trial) has notified us that there is quite a bit of 
"schedule sharing" going on via Facebook. In other words, student-athletes are posting their schedules for next semester 
(since it’s registration time!) in a format similar to this: 

I know, in the past, we’ve discussed with student-athletes that it is not in their best interest to make their exact 
whereabouts known via social networking sites. So while we certainly can’t tell student-athletes not to do so, it is 
probably worth a reminder to them, from you, of the security risks that go along with such a choice. 

I will leave this up to each of you to communicate to your student-athletes in a manner you see fit. 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 13,2011 6:28 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I am suspending all seven of these players who missed meetings and/or tutors last week unless they give me a plausible explanation. 
So I assume all this is correct!! 
Many times they tell me either you or the tutor was not there or they text you and re-scheduled their meeting with you or something 
along these lines. 
I am tired of this so I am doing something about it. 

Mike 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/13/2011 5:39 PM >>> 

Good evening gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for this week. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:ii~arheelN~e.cs~v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 217216bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
wr 11 13.pdf ( ~:~(/arcl~iveO2.tmcaa.unc.edt~/a1144ada6980dOd922294bd3bOcggeff)Sat, 11 Feb 2012 17:39:14 -0500217216bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tahara Evans <tahara@gradesfirst.com> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Touching base 

TEXT.htm 

I sure can! 
asap! 
Thanks 
Tahara 

Give me a few minutes this morning and will send you something 

On Sun, Nov 13,2011 at 8:55 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Hi Tahara ! * * * * 

Thanks for touching base. Quick question: how much would it be for us to 
become a client? I know it [] s based on our department [] s operating budget. 
Knowing you can find that number, can you generate a cost for me, both 
upfront and annually?**** 

Thanks! **** 

Brent**** 

¯ From:* Tahara Evans [mailto:mhara~radesfirst.com] 
¯ Sent:* Friday, October 21, 2011 4:38 PM 
¯ To:* Blanton, Brent S 
¯ Subject:* Touching base**** 

Hi Brent-**** 

Hope you are doing well. I had it on my calendar to touch base with you 
again mid-October...so I am! **** 

Please let me know if this is a better time to discuss GradesFirst. I 
hope you all were able to move into your new facility. I am sure it is 
incredible.**** 

Just let me know how I canbe of help to you.**** 

Tahara**** 

P.S. Since our meeting this Spring, we have added several ACC clients to 
our list, such as, Miami, NC State and University of Maryland! We are now 
up to 173 clients! 



Tahara E. Evans**** 

Sales Executive**** 

GradesFirst**** 

205-259-1015"*** 

1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015"*** 

Tahara@gradesfirst.com**** 

www.gradesfirst.com**** 

Tahara E. Evans 
Sales Executive 
GradesFirst 
205-259-1015 
1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015 
Tahara@gradesfirst.com 
www.gradesfirst.coIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Just wanted to confirm we were still on to meet at 6:30 p.m. tonight. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto :919-84 3 5 972ca~tmcaa.unc. edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Reports 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; Grade Report for Students on 11-12 roster.xlsx; Grade Report 
for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_l; SSI Grade Report for Students on 11-12 
Roster.xlsx; SSII Grade Report for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx; Grade Report for 
Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_2; Grade Report for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_3; SSI 
Grade Report for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_l; SSII Grade Report for Students on 
11-12 Roster.xlsx_l; SSI Grade Report for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_2; SSII Grade 
Report for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_2; SSI Grade Report for Students on 11-12 
Roster.xlsx_3; SSII Grade Report for Students on 11-12 Roster.xlsx_3 

Ok, I think the attached files should take care of it all. Let me know if anything is missing. 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/13/2011 9:30 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
I []ve uploaded the fall and spring terms from the 2009-2010 academic year. Can you run reports for me for the 2007-2008 and 2008- 
2009 academic years? I will also need summer terms for 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 (did not receive 2009 or 2010 previously). 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

OK. Sounds good. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919-8435972catgree~,%ur~caa.unc.edu ) 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/14/2011 10:13 AM >>> 
Hi Cat, 
Spencer and I had to switch shifts, so you will have him tonight and me Thursday. 

Brent 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Catherine Greene" <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Tonight 
Date: Mon, Nov 14, 2011 10:00 am 

Just wanted to confirm we were still on to meet at 6:30 p.m. tonight. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mai~to:919-8435972catgree~i~ur~caa~uncoed~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tahara Evans <tahara@gradesfirst.com> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Touching base 

TEXT.htm 

I have attached two docs to this email. 
1) Is proposal or quote with services outlined. 
2) Is our SLA/Contract that is the legal document that will need to be 
signed etc. 

I can also send you the Data Integration document when you are ready to let 
IT get a look at it. 

Thanks again for the opportunity. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Would love to have you guys as clients! 
Tahara 

On Mon, Nov 14, 2011 at 8:46 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Thanks Tahara !**** 

Brent**** 

** ** 

*From:* Tahara Evans [mail~o:~har~mdesfirst.com] 
*Sent:* Monday, November 14, 2011 9:20 AM 
*To:* Blanton, Brent S 
*Subject:* Re: Touching base**** 

** ** 

I sure can! Give me a few minutes this morning and will send you 
something asap!**** 

Thanks**** 

Tahara**** 

On Sun, Nov 13, 2011 at 8:55 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote:**** 

Hi Tahara!**** 

Thanks for touching base. Quick question: how much would it be for us to 
become a client? I know it [] s based on our department [] s operating budget. 
Knowing you can find that number, can you generate a cost for me, both 
upfront and annually?**** 

**** 

Thanks! **** 

Brent**** 

**** 

*From:* Tahara Evans [mailto:taN~ra~&gradesfirst.com] 
*Sent:* Friday, October 21, 2011 4:38 PM 



*To:* Blanton~ Brent S 
*Subject:* Touching base**** 

**** 

Hi Brent-**** 

Hope you are doing well. I had it on my calendar to touch base with you 
again mid-October...so I am! **** 

**** 

Please let me know if this is a better time to discuss GradesFirst. I 
hope you all were able to move into your new facility. I am sure it is 
incredible.**** 

**** 

Just let me know how I canbe of help to you.**** 

**** 

Yahara**** 

P.S. Since our meeting this Spring~ we have added several ACC clients to 
our list, such as, Miami, NC State and University of Maryland! We are now 
up to 173 clients! 
**** 

**** 

Tahara E. Evans**** 

Sales Executive**** 

GradesFirst**** 

205-259-1015"*** 

1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015"*** 

Tahara@gradesfirst.com**** 

www.gradesfirst.com**** 

**** 

**** 

** ** 

Tahara E. Evans**** 

Sales Executive**** 

GradesFirst**** 

205-259-1015"*** 

1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015"*** 



> Tahara@gradesfirst.com**** 
> 

> www.gradesfirst.com**** 
> 

> ** ** 

> 

Tahara E. Evans 
Sales Executive 
GmdesFirst 
205-259-1015 
1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015 
Tahara@gradesfirst.com 
www.gradesfirst.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnell Moore" <editor@premierplayers.com> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 8:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vote For The 2011 Premier Player of College Football 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; image002.png 

Less than one month left of the regular college football season. Please 
cast your vote for the athlete you think is the best college football 
player. You can vote at www.premierplayers.com. The poll is part of our 
fundraiser to help orphans and other nonprofit children’s organizations 
around the world. Thanks for your help and please share the cause. 

CARNELL MOORE 

CEO & Publisher 

Premier Players, Inc. * P.O. Box 341064 * Tampa, FL 33694-1064 * 
813.833.3495 * www.premierplayers.com 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Football 

Vote for The Premier Player of Men & Women College Basketball 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Baseball & Softball 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Hockey 

* * * Premier Players is a Certified Minority Business Enterprise & 
Service-Disabled Veteran Business * * * 

* * * The Premier Players Sports Foundation is a 501(c)(3) corporation * * * 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 9:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Value of Being First in Recruiting 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
h~ :/icarrl ~ ni20 co~stantcontactcom/iendei?ih-bv~he nbab&v=001vFZR oHoI Ckf~ ~ FVLlrGZFe FH9W~D9klVSgP kld0 a vAJ~mKWS93X vJ 7HXNl~odC1Zkn TEGK3Rff~-n- 
kF5GDwLk~2JEOc?0SFT O~,,bx~i~: ~3 N 1 z718 ~b~SSQZ Y %3D 
You’re receiving tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~://x, Jsitorr20 co~st~lCOl~lact com/c~sp?11r b,a, he~bab&l- 1108610165634 56114 51939951 2&m l101038493377&,zd: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~;~:,’Tvisitor cor~:~{antcoatac{co~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavdMoB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&t 001rKiIGG@LYHGt~<52btGSb>,%3D%3D&~eason 001I~2flEsU%3D&lh b’~vhe~nbab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [h~p://i20 rs6 ixet~/lx{sp?llr bwhecliff~ab&et~:1 i08610165634&s :56114&e 00li5kD1Z54a5UlhS4dJ90C0XBx~g/MACHrqYuB©2bIwal~da- 
AMkI d ek Iml Z 70 ~§_q_f S J O G S ~. F f~bh4alw~,,2~ m3,2~-1~/~ _] 

November 15, 2011 Vollm~e 7, Issue 47 

Asking for tile Committnent 

Without Really Asking for tile Conmtitlnent 

So there I was, sittii~g in one of those almonying small little offices on tile fioor 
of a car dealership. 

All inlpr onltu weekend test chive at tile request of my wife had now turned into a three 
hour odyssey into the depths of evelTthii~g that is mind-nlm~bing about tile typical 
cai buying experience. But in tile inidclle of it a11, a little nngget of recruitii~g 
gold: A great way to ask for a commitn~ent, without actually asking for tile commitn~ent. 

Towards tile end my battle of wits with tile parade of dealership persolulel that take 
their troT1 at trying to get you to overpay for whutever vehicle you huppen to be 
interested in, tile dealership general manager walked in. Impeccably &-essed. and 
disamfingly reassurii~g, he uttered a phrase thut was absolutely hiilliant: "IfI 
call tile finance company and they meet your price, Call I tell ttlem you’ll do tile 

deal"? 

Without thill!dng, my ilIunediate respollse was, "Yes, I’d be ready to do it." 

Without thill!dng, I had just agreed thut I would move forward if they could meet 
tile price thut I had insisted upon. In other words, I had given ttlem tile "soft 
commitn~ent" they were looking for, and now they could move folward with tile final 
close. 

(Tiffs is where you come in. Coach) 

"Soft Commitn~ents" are a staple in nearly evelT type of sale. It’s also called a 
"trial close [ ?lh-b’~-v~Lq.nbab&e~l108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VKBb5tNtI4KNwBBlbA- 

z2PRJobpQ5D&~:.dvJC.zYLH’i)1Ya~cs4k3DR3ZsHAEsq;~M54k xrlNQr432~i~tc~Uk XQWcz4~hcd~1sd~ww~1z~QM~7HMbqQG~TNSh 6mCkr~XpvV~‘&2LS~ZamwmT1~ft~NXJz~66e~‘~em~bs N2JY9~]" 

and it’s an e~cfive way to gmge the interest of yore prospect mthoN semN~g 
pu@ or Ness~g them into a decision. At the car dederstfip, he simNy asked 

me a question thut woNd reved my state of ~Nnd. As a remoter, you can me the 
same low-Nessme s~ategy to get yore prospect to give you... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                          ,a, tle~nb 114&e :~5~D1Z54a eaA91KB J filSgu_Db{ Fk2 ~6 E ~= 

CbVS1-NV02YA;d~fX4P- a MPC{roYeBg ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VrhjOhettQRGbLUHkz9cAsAIZMeZ2beCJWblNHxS fy5GjllZcAX45Mi~Jz4yAMrpToL JsifN3mlOGE6cPc rCReXL6AGblAi7yWjOLw- 
Ch~Bi4vMyR5ct~VcdRmUFSf8GwxI9ucN9kl~g~Y8vd~9b2JnXp~6L3j~39kEFmyEHZS~wHwaytZDDZQmhMhn5Gfs B5218uCoNvKU1ERHZDW2IL’cxO EvWtiTR3vf2ICQ6c qCePBbgHp%buSqAaZgngDgKgNIZTQj, 
-Kz] 
Followus onTwitter [hh~.):/!~20 rs61tetqT~ is~?llr:: bv&eq,~bab&e~-1108610165634&~56114&e O01i5kD1Z54a5 WNgxOImV l i69 DCgxIXY- 

mbRoo~ V1JBXO YfI’DRI Y 2HAI 5t£Tdog.!IzKZM Xw JtA :_] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of tile i~utiOll’S top prospects for fiee. [http://r2Orsrne*J~l~{sp?fir bv,,heqllbah&e~ 1108610165634&s 56114&e 001iSkD1Z54aSWDTP>a-4gABvNMzY-;~EMecIt52x{NTSx~0- 

TkP YfH                                                      ] 

Successful Coach Turned Leadership Expert Latest Speaker Collfirn~ed for 2012 NCRC 
in Boston - REGISTER TODAY 

John Bmbaker, a successful folaner college lacrosse coach, ESPN radio analyst, and 
author of the upcoming book "Ovettin~e Victory: Success Strategies from tile Locker 
Room to tile Board Room", is tile latest COllfilaned speaker for tile upcolning Natioi~ul 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference [ 

~,mYB ¥ ], 
June 1-3, 2012 in Boston. 

"What really impresses me about Coach Brubaker is his ability to take strategies 
from coachii~g, as well as strategies fron~ tile business world, and teach what really 

work in leadership," says Dan Tudor, founder of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. "It’s 
going to be a really exciting component to tile next conference." 

If you haven’t made plans to be at tiffs tin-ee day "recrultingpalooza" for serious 
college coaches, don’t delay! There’s a big discount for early registratiollS [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5WuuRN2KVQ27pTrJTChKUzZhkSIOW748x38uOUQLbwOKkzhgHqH OogS17rKLgGeIyMak2VTDamjKzclnAUpOrbCLYX5CBgpagpQoLcvIyMHgp5i 
ttu-ongh December... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~hp://t 20 rs6 net/tn i&~?lh- bwhe~iOoab&e>1108610165634&s 56114&e 00 li5kD1Z 54a5WBd66 ozF©-. 
MG1De/NmezJXY1MH4Mh kbIKAb6c~2K5SDX TleD00HceD~) Sf~67~’l’SL, tAvKx 2wC~5hMPdJMVrE&dETWRTks9:~.._~~t’L-siQ~F:/BY] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VrhjOhettQRGbLUHkz9cAsAIZMeZ2beCJWblNHxS fy5GjllZcAX45MI~Jz4yAMrpToL JsifN3inlOGE6cPc rCReXL6AGblAi7yWjOLw- 
Ch~Bi4vMyR5ct~VcdRmUFSf8GwxI9ucN9k~g~Y8vd~9b2JnXp~6L3j~39kEFn~yEHZS~wHwaytZDDZQn~hMh~5Gfs B5218uCoNvKU1ERHZDW2IL’cxO EvWtiTR3vf2ICQ6c qCePBbgHp%buSqAaZgngDgKgNIZTQj, 
-Kz] 
Followus on Twitter [h~4.o://,2O rs6 nel/tn isp?llr b>,hecl~ibab&e>1108610165634&~56114&e :O01i5kD1Z54a5WNyxOImV1i69DC9xIX Y- 



mbRooliaV1 JBXO YII DRr Y2HAI 5R Td/igpzKZM Xw JtA _] 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS! 

On-CampusWorkshop [b~t~!:i/I20rs6nel/lnisp?llr[>a, heclnbab&e~1108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kDIZ54a5WFu KI-b[JH-oXFAWP4NHPE0s~3a~.3~iPaV9mc~SZRXW- 

Custom research. 

Personalized strategies. 

Advanced training. 

CLICK HERE [~gp:/I~2Ors6~elA~              bab&el~ 1108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5~}~u m-N~H-oXFAWP4NHPE0                 ZRXW-- 
1GKczeKA[~71"6~, R~ \~gclM~JR:~voWO4OsXKg~’-2~JJbksgh:~.KEdD~d~e                           ] 

FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Tile Danger of Tired Prospects on Yore Campus Visit 

Brent, you’ve seen it happen before: 

A prospect comes to visit yore campus, and halfway ttu-ough theh- experience tiley 
get exhausted. 

Meeting after meeting, tile loooooong campus tom, the always exciting financial 
aid discussion. 

Is it any smprise that by tile end of the visit, your prospects are exhausted, a 
li~le dazed by tile expelience, and not really sme what to take away fiom their 
lime on your campus? If we’ve been on yore campus to take yore staff ttu-o~gh our 
On-Campus Workshop trai~ffng sessioits [~!p://x2Ors6~el,qn               a~&e~ 1108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5WF~ m-bL.H-oXFAWPdNHPE0                 ZRXW-- 
1GKczeKA~t/lr3WFkHc                          - WO40sXK90~kWL o~2q OUksg~,,~%~YE4Xev~ ~/~£K3 -sTcU?~g~], 
you know ore ideas about how the ~pical prospect visR needs to chunge. 

Well now, there’s even more research thut shows how our a~ention span and ttffi~king 
chunges when we’re exbuusted or forced to focus on one tt~lg for too long. If you 
want to mlderstand what might be going ttu-o~gh your recruit’s mind, tiffs is a short 
research atticle you have to read... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
11r bwheclnbab&e~1108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a55.qlOdxJcTA5aC~E~BgkCLqLStotLit~\~&kw Wazcs~768uQ~R~/FZb15r~\‘\~nf7~VC1Rd2ARA3~MX~LEtEh~4MF~‘~H~‘c~6~xV~&~tVYkVEIekTw~C‘~2~ x 

] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VrhjOhettQRGbLUHkzgcAsAIZMeZ2beCJW~olNHxS fy5GjllZcAX45MnJz4yAMrpToL JsifN3~tiOGE6cPc rCReXL6AGblAi7yWjOLw- 
C~t~Bi4vMyR5ct~VcdpanUFSf8GwxI9ucN9kng~Y8vd~9b2JnXp~6L3j~39kEFmyEHZS~wHwaytZDDZQ~tIlMhn5Gfs B5218uCoNvKU1ERHZDW2R.’cxO EvWfiTR3vf2ICQ6c qCePBbgHp%bu8qAaZgngDgKgNIZTQj, 
-Kz] 

Follow us on Twitter [~2. ~rs6~.~ ~?l/r ~b&eV 11086P0165634&~ 5~.~1 ~’~e 00                           9DC9x{X Y- 
YVee2cVSbFL                                                                ] 

14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE RECRUITING TRAINING! 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh- bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VsHPEHGFbqpjR767pzzcsn72BDwGNR5DFDM- 
N5S~9ZKkKHLj9~SLXyyG~lc~5~xE~GbC9Mnf~9r5JI~Fd-QnM~fgMXMQXZ¥qxcEtZYcEC¥’xyIC‘a~9Vs3ZUUNLQzrRc~S~nj3~Lpx~SJeY2hC~r2QQ~tpzA~4U~ i~t2 UEH~ffY38pGOE~gE e SPOwZH] 

Tile best training series available for college coaches! 

Order tile 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get tile 
training tilat you need to have tile recruiting edge! 

Clickheretooi-der[}_t~:!/~20rs6~te~/l~               ab&et 1108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5UTSvT 9eBhYYOsldwbN3-NxK~g0A*flUG9z&K- 
C8 sDU3                                          526TOZI_,Nl~-gJ1hV[%’~,qIJ 2x 0UiBgsIkvX                                                 ]! 

U~ffversity of MaiTland Swimming Reaching Out Ttu-ongh Social Media to Help Save Program 

Not too long ago, the Ulffversity of MaiTland amlounced that tile school’s swimlning 
and diving program was targeted to be cut clue to looming budget deficits at tile 
school. A finul decision is expected on that recommendafion in tile coining days. 

Tile atttietes and coaches thut make up tile Terps’ swimming and diving program have 
decided to fight for public support to keep their program alive. 

Acc~rc~mgt~theWus~ffngt~n~st,m~entmnisgai~ffngsteam[h~p://r2~.rs6.netjttl.jsp?~h_bwheqnbab&et-~86~65634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5XBd VDcrPkwpkJ4P-0J~ff~mKR0jWz4-S60ply-v-ul-DOiM4zAd- 
DnC~3wrk6ENH2TxXHkeE94htvr-~Jd~6VuCqGW~S7f-L~q~LbxT~CNCiZ64J~SGs~tiqs9rDr~-L-4U3n5Ep- 
W0 DXSoCYYj M4Zj FyRA3~thzO PPXZ 16 PLxUD36zHgvAAEeyw5 JqW87p3WHZ 1 xsVxi21 tm~HmB 7~k~zMfllvMamHBWl6Hcysh-tthRsjAd3qlexTGT f0ED QI JxNo 16 VzZ 1 cer5uc2YZyi5f6w] 
for a strong show of support for tile program. 

Tile team reached out on Twitter [~w:i/i2Ors6net/t~jsp?lk bu, he~jx~bab&e>1108610165634&s 56114&e: 00 li5kD1Z54a5VS sW[.’Sx;~aaS,5?~ dawEX9WN.h~Hwr~rrlxr~CVDtlv70D3h~CVLEGN MsraE-GV9cJRk0t-sJsX~ 
i-C6r                                                 ], 
contacting Tudor Collegiate Strategies and forwardiilg a li~k to a YouTube video 
tilat showcases teams aromld tile countiT who are voicing their support for tile MaiTland 
program. You can view it here [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z5da5VglkpEW ulZIlgVeL~ffa- 
N10FXFKiFql DoXS6 fy rbb~9sS6~A~c~‘{pRd3A~AsNV6wTd6n53ZA5~QcegT8iLw9jBvLSzYF~acf~Adgb-HBLE~HLJpy~DLjiwY~qjZ765Ysigxhthb~h2qxP~X1LwFhsrS8Af~97-Zx8QRPg~‘{~eiQkIXGU]. 

In a&hfion, supporters trying to raise support for tile team have established a 
website at www.SaveUMDSwimming.org [tttbEF~20 ab&e~- 1108610165634&s 561 ld&e 001i5kD1Z54a5XeFo- 
t ff2xdw GO E bk 25UP q 7T C Iv Y 1 M I e~eu L 9 E pU 5kjK~ V Q W P J e f\,R e fL9 D gml2d L oK E X K 703 t Y dWzt~. 5Oe 1 o p4iXSkt O N sc Sgvs’)5dcK9 W~[8 ~-~ dO A l<r RK sr\NH G ]. 

Coaches and supporters interested in helping tile program during tiffs crucial time 
should contu ct tile team ttu-ongh tile website. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VrhjOhettQRGbLUHkz9cAsAIZMeZ2beCJW~olNHxS fy5GjllZcAX45MnJz4yAMrpToL JsifN3~tiOGE6cPc rCReXL6AGblAi7yWjOLw- 
C~t~Bi4vMyR5ct~VcdpanUFSf8GwxI9ucN9kng~Y8vd~9b2JnXp~6L3j~39kEFmyEHZS~wHwaytZDDZQ~tIlMhn5Gfs B5218uCoNvKU1ERHZDW2R.’cxO EvWtiTR3vf2ICQ6c qCePBbgHp%bu8qAaZgngDgKgNIZTQj, 
-Kz] 

Follow us on Twitter [ ah&e~1108610165634&~ 56114&e=00 li5kD1Z54a5WNg~OImV1i69DC9xIXY- 
YVee2cVSbFL ] 

FrontRush[lg<[!://*20rs6ne~.qnisp?llr b~x, hecl~lbab&e>i108610165634&~56114&e O01i5kD1Z54a5WSVwL9tScu-OiFp6,/I(J~es{ag~lieVuD7PrTgV74ug9zWN4 EXU~f~VSELFed0dC "71JLJ~5 i-QZOJM-- 
IAuq l 



tit bwhe{glbab&e> 1108610165634&~5611d&e 001i5kD1Z54a5WGY©~phv,,~&so09CY9FBDvtq1~UTmDWmOZATLI~£.ixU36i2K~NZ5 ii514k13z; 

Uilrealistic parents aM prospects &iving coaches crazy. 

Granted, it’s a post about a topic a lot of coaches already know about. But it’s 
a gn-e at piece on tile clm-ent treM of overbealing parents and unrealistic athletes...we 
tiffi~k you’ll like it! CLICK HERE [~1~;//~20 ~s6meE/lljsp? 
11r bwh~b&e~- 11086~3165634&~56114&e ~1i5kD1Z54a5WGYQ~WRph~ks~9CY9F~D~H~7hb?mDWm~ZATL~FixId36i2Kh~NZ5QI1YGJ~tc~Qr~A~cI~R5~?h~Uz LgcEsROQAvDKfhWu~bin5Rk13z~ 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [D69:/7~20 rs6 net/*~ isp?ilr: b~,,,heqnbab&et 1108610165634&s 56114&e: 00 li5kDIZ54a5~ZAIMFt5Ls-ABSWfFz’I_,veGANldsJ()mFxKs~ oKmOVRa9uL6k~koweDziaa- 
2~C Ps, CVDP’~Oicd ~jHvxl JG0swooN182 SOROXzNI 6Etv                     ] 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recmitii~g atticles, late-breaking recruitii~g 
news, and our obse~cations and co~mnentary on all tile big college spotts topics of 
tile day. And, we may even make you laugh once in a while. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~:/I~20 rs6 llet/l~ isp?ll~q>~,he~l~ff~ab&e~l i08610165634&s: 56114&e O01i5kD1Z54a5Wh\4Fi5Ls-ABSWfFzUveGANkisJOi~lFxl£srof<~rlOVRa9uI~6Jul’~oweDAaa- 
AC P~ C; \~.r C,~ c ~22jcHvx 1 JO0swooN182 SOROX~N I6B~ws                    ] 

Questions Center Around Different Standard for Athletes on College Campuses Following 
Peiln State Scandul 

Tile Pelln State scandul has eMed tile reigm of the university’s patriarch aM lollgtime 
football coach, Joe Patemo, amid imtiolml expressions of shock. But tile case is 
also emblenmtic of a parallel judicial tmiverse that exists at many of the country’s 
colleges aM universilies. 

On most of these campuses, law ellfOi-cement is tile respollsibilily of sworn police 
officers who repott to university authorities, not to tile punic. With full-fledged 
anest powers, such campus police forces have enoi:ilous discretion in deciding whether 
to refer cases directly to district attorneys or to leave ttlem to tile quiet handling 
of in-house disciplinaW proceedings. 

Now tile question being asked is, "Are athletes aM coaches gettii~g prefened treatn~ent 
by campus and local police?" 

Read tile New York Times stow on the topic... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
lh bwheqnbab&eV 1108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5UCzd5~067M(~V~VdEC12xPd,YR4cl~ piclXHNR )FFwt~LALC5- 
"7~ZJ ~zBNtJ5RIYO~Z59 lrb~szPvBpHh~Nd~SbeVpOIRTEgpK1oac~000aUNGO4UMn0 ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VrhjOhettQRGbLUHkz9cAsAIZMeZ2beCJW~olNHxS fy5GjllZcAX45MI~Jz4yAMrpToL JsifN3inlOGE6cPc rCReXL6AGblAi7yWjOLw- 
Ch~Bi4vMyR5ct~VcdRmUFSf8GwxI9ucN9k~g~Y8vd~9b2JnXp~6L3j~39kEFn~yEHZS~wHwaytZDDZQnti~Mh~5Gfs B5218uCoNvKU1ERHZDW2R,’cxO EvWtiTR3vf2ICQ6c qCePBbgHp%bu8qAaZgugDgKgNIZTQj, 
-Kz] 
Follow us on Twitter [N~a:,,’I~20rs611etq~isp?llr=b,a, heq*~bab&el-1108610165634&~56114&e=OOii5kD1Z54a5W\~gxOIn~Vli69DC9xIXY- 

~\~LIBXC~Spdw[;q~ce2c\/~_x, Tajl’./.. :~’bsx~z~oeYffDR~                          A ] 

Head Coaches Get tile Glow, But Assistants Put in tile Hours to Make Reclulting Success 
Happen 

Courtesy Wastffi~gton Post 

Rick Barnes hachi’t even seen Kevin Durant play when Texas offered tile high school 
sophomore a scholarship. Tile offer actually came fiom an excited assistant coach. 

"I got off the phone and thought: Lord have mercy, what have I done?" Russell Sprii~gmann 
said with a ctmckle. "I better let coach know." 

Though Springmann achnits he got a little ahead of hhnselfthat day after seeing 
tile futm-e NBA star, when it comes recmitii~g, he and all army of relatively u~tlulowi1 
assistants have to be out t-ont. 

In a sport built aromld recruiting tile next can’t-miss prospect, that responsibility 
lolls to a gn-oup ofno-iml!~e coaches hm-dly anyone would recognize. But when it COl!~es 
to prospects, those assistants usually pave tile way with tile Caliparis, Ih-zyzewskis 
aM tile Barneses often playing tile role of closers. 

Tile assistants are making tile first hundshuke, speMii~g months selling recruits 
on a school aM its head coach, and befi-ieMii~g any and every one - fron~ coaches 
to l~olnily men~bers to principals and even guidance counselors - to help get ahead 
of tile competition... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&s 56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5Xe5GmWKTSqHHfe YrlOZJuDbwFYhLsSS3zaSzDxhW4K6OLe-FqOuqlJGU0flO- 
2wPe 1 wRvech-luzgqoxvRVx 1 qoj 90rrfX2 &n8 fquA3veYIZzGPullKN 1 gYLrR8 lj- 
6KZOr F Jj 7q4BXmWSZ QVqFmg hlMV8UWw3CYRs SgrdO EbqIiFyA1HUTXWC fsB 1JVKJAWOL JrPvgd0W00uaKGFaGFQ GQMs3COM3wBn~Laj 0 QAhVXWkBD -QOHt utE-IBw8SNgXTSLx8M- 
z 1 oUWB 6zI:oiGW~okYaEKSLa48HI V0-zOx5pz¥"oqb fSODo JF0j fvIC~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108610165634&~56114&e 001i5kD1Z54a5VrhjOhettQRGbLUHkz9cAsAIZMeZ2beCJW~olNHxS fy5GjllZcAX45MI~Jz4yAMrpToL JsifN3ntiOGE6cPc rCReXL6AGblAi7yWjOLw- 
Ch~Bi4vMyR5ct~VcdRinUFSf8GwxI9ucN9k~g~Y8vd~9b2JnXp~6L3j~39kEFn~yEHZS~wHwaytZDDZQnti~Mh~5Gfs B5218uCoNvKU1ERHZDW2R,’cxO EvWtiTR3vf2ICQ6c qCePBbgHp%bu8qAaZgugDgKgNIZTQj, 
-Kz] 
Follow us on Twitter [                                 ab&e~1108610165634&~56114&e O01i5kD1Z54a5WNgxOImVli69DCgxIXY- 

Y Vee2cVSbFL                                                                ] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~,p://cd coi~stantconract comisa~f>A£jsp?lk=b’M~ecdfl9ab&m :1101038493377&ea blanto~u~maa ca-m edc~&~ 1108610165634 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com. 
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hlstant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tahara Evans <tahara@gradesfirst.com> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 9:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Touching base 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Brent! Let me know if you think ya’ll would be interested in a 
discounted pilot of some kind to start the process going. We do that a lot 
starting in January so staff members can get their feet wet and see how 
great GradesFirst is! 
I will be happy to see what I can get going for you. Just let me know. 
Thanks 
Tahara 

On Tue, Nov 15,2011 at 7:37 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good morning Tahara,**** 

Thank you for this information. I[]ll pass it along so it can be 
considered for the future. I hear great things about you guys all the time! 

Have a great day!**** 

Brent**** 

*From:* Tahara Evans [mailto:Jmhara~mdesfirs~.com] 
*Sent:* Monday, November 14, 2011 10:50 AM 

*To:* Blanton, Brent S 
*Subject:* Re: Touching base**** 

Brent-**** 

I have attached two docs to this email. **** 

1) Is proposal or quote with services outlined.**** 

2) Is our SLA/Contract that is the legal document that will need to be 
signed etc.**** 

I can also send you the Data Integration document when you are ready to 
let IT get a look at it.**** 

Thanks again for the opportunity. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Would love to have you guys as clients!**** 

Tahara**** 

On Mon, Nov 14, 2011 at 8:46 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote:**** 



Thanks Tahara!**** 

Brent**** 

*From:* Tahara Evans [maillo:tal~ara~radesfirst.com] 
*Sent:* Monday, November 14, 2011 9:20 AM 
*To:* Blanton, Brent S 
*Subject:* Re: Touching base**** 

I sure can! Give me a few minutes this morning and will send you something 
asap!**** 

Thanks**** 

Tahara**** 

On Sun, Nov 13, 2011 at 8:55 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote:**** 

Hi Tahara!**** 

Thanks for touching base. Quick question: how much would it be for us to 
become a client? I know it [] s based on our department [] s operating budget. 
Knowing you can find that number, can you generate a cost for me, both 
upfront and annually?**** 

Thanks! **** 

Brent**** 

*From:* Tahara Evans [maillo:tal~ara~)Nradesfirst.com] 
*Sent:* Friday, October 21, 2011 4:38 PM 
*To:* Blanton, Brent S 
*Subject:* Touching base**** 

Hi Brent-**** 

Hope you are doing well. I had it on my calendar to touch base with you 
again mid-October...so I am! **** 

Please let me know if this is a better time to discuss GradesFirst. I hope 
you all were able to move into your new facility. I am sure it is 
incredible.**** 

Just let me know how I canbe of help to you.**** 

Tahara**** 

P.S. Since our meeting this Spring, we have added several ACC clients to 
our list, such as, Miami, NC State and University of Maryland! We are now 
up to 173 clients! 

Tahara E. Evans**** 

Sales Executive**** 

GradesFirst**** 

205-259-1015"*** 

1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015"*** 

Tahara~radesfirst.com**** 



www.gradesfirst.com**** 

Tahara E. Evans**** 

Sales Executive**** 

GradesFirst**** 

205-259-1015"*** 

1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015"*** 

Tahara@gradesfirst.com**** 

www.gradesfirst.com**** 

Tahara E. Evans**** 

Sales Executive**** 

GradesFirst**** 

205-259-1015"*** 

1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015"*** 

Tahara@gradesfirst.com**** 

www.gradesfirst.com**** 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 298562bytes; **** 

File Name**** 

Expiry Date**** 

Size**** 

University of North Carolina-Athletics proposal.docx<~:ilarclm~eO2.uncaa.tmc.ed~/Sf4b 14c3aTcfac3cOfg2e99ac87253(~a> 

Sun, 12 Feb 2012 10:49:56 -0500**** 

100289bytes**** 

University of North Carolina-Athletics SLA.docx<~:i/arcNveO2.~caa.ur~c.ed~/123fTbg(~33eSe75ada93952570bb(~glf> 



> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 10:49:56 -0500**** 

> 198273bytes**** 

Tahara E. Evans 
Sales Executive 
GradesFirst 
205-259-1015 
1-800-745-5180 Ext 1015 
Tahara@gradesfirst.com 
www.gradesfirst.coIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 10:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

A Strategic Process for Hiring an All-Star Support Team 

TEXT.htm 

View This Email Online: 
~t-p://n~w e1~1~a c~rn/es.as~??s=6~7&e=32868~&e1~524~ee4a~f~4e8d8a4b72932a5a8bac 

The Process of Good Hiring 
"GoToAssist Corporate" < otoassist.comi> 
Questions? 

1-800-549-8541 

The Process of Good Hiring 

Download t21e Article <~:i/learn,~;otoassist~com!fbrms/G2A~201 l=WP-Great=Service=L 1 ? 
I1)=701000000005ff~V&elgi=O5240ee4aT~4eSdSa4672932a5aSbac> 
Brent: 
There are no shortcuts to good hiring. But with the right process in place, you can have an all-star support team in due time. 
"The skills people need to be successful support agents are not always evident from a resume" 
This SupportIndustry.com article shows you how to build a sustainable process for hiring the very best people for your support team. 
Download t21e article to learn: 
* How to shift your focus from pedigree to aptitude * Three goals for screening candidates over the phone * Why your team should participate in 
~21e interview process * And more... 

Download ~21e Article <~;i/~arn,~ptoassist~corrfffbm~siG2A~201 l=WP=Great=Service=Ll ? 
]iiD=701000000005tRV&el~u05240ee4a?f94eSdSa4672932a5aSbac> 
Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested in learning more. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Cilxix Online 
A division of Cilxix Systems, Inc. 
www.citxixonline.com <~%p: !/w w w. citrixo~xlir~e.com> 

.... <           otoassist.comi~ormsiG2A-2011-WP-Great-Service-L1?ID=701000000005tRV&ek2=O5240ee4aT[’94eSdSa4672932a5aSbac> 
Remote Support Made Easy 

Hiring for Great Service: How to Screen, Atlxact and Retain Top Support Talent 
.... <           otoassist~comif~’orms/G2A-201 b‘W~Grea~Service-L1?1D=7~1~5tRV&e1c~=~524~ee4a~f~)4e8d~a4b~2932a5a~bac> 

DOWNLOAD <htt8:iileam~gotoassist~com/~bm~s!G2A-2011 -WP-Great-Service-L 1? 
I1)=701000000005~RV&elq=05240ee4aTg)4eSdSa4b72932a5aSbac> 

"Citrix Online" 

Citxix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:i/www.citrixonline.com 
Unsubscribe: ~:/~‘1ear~‘~citrix~1ir~e~c~‘~/f‘c~r~s/U~sc~bscribe‘?~r~i~J2~eid=~524~ee4a7f~4e8d~a4b72932a5a8bac&e~ai1=b1ar~t~!~caa~ unc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 1:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Requirement to Post Temporary Positions 

TEXT.htm; Requirement to Post Temporary Positions.msg 

Does this include our folks, tutors, etc.? 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bryant, Kathy" <kathy_bryant@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 9:31 AM 

Requirement to Post Temporary Positions 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime. 822_1 

TO: Deans, Directors and Department Heads; 
All University Managers and Supervisors 

FROM: Ann E. Penn, Director 
Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

Noreen Montgomery, Senior Director, Employment & Staffing 
Office of Human Resources 

Please note: Because this message is being sent to both the DDD list and all University managers and supervisors, 
we recognize that you may receive duplicate emails, and we apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. 

This message is to provide notice of the University’s change in procedures to require posting of most temporary 
positions. This change will be implemented on Jan. 17, 2012, in conjunction with the initial launch of PeopleAdmin, 
the University’s new recruitment/applicant tracking system. Additional details of this change were sent to all HR 
Facilitators last week, and we encourage you to talk with your Facilitator or School/Division HR office if you have 
any questions about the following information or the new procedure. 

Effective Jan. 17, 2012, most temporary positions (SPA, EPA Non-Faculty, and Faculty) at the University must be 
posted publicly before they can be filled. This represents a significant change from our current temporary 
recruitment process. However, UNC-Chapel Hill is required to comply with the federal Jobs for Veterans Act 
regulations. The intent of the Act is to make it easier for veterans to find jobs when they leave military service - an 
outcome the University fully supports. This amendment to the Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance Act 
requires government contractors to list job openings using an appropriate public posting method. This includes all 
positions except: 

* Executive and top management positions 
* Positions that will be filled from within the contractor’s organization 
* Positions lasting three days or less 

We are currently in the process of planning and developing procedures for posting post-doc positions and expect to 
implement those within six months. In the meantime, departments should continue with their regular hiring practice 
for post-doc positions. 

We have made every effort to ensure the Temporary Employee posting and applicant workflows are as simplified 
and streamlined as possible. The applicant selection/hire will be managed in the department and not require central 
office approval. We have also established a number of permissible reasons to request a waiver of recruitment 
(available at 
http://hr, unc. edu/ccm/groups/public/@hr/documents/content/ccm3_033944, pdf). 

In the next several weeks, we will send additional information to announce specifics regarding campus training on 
PeopleAdmin and temporary postings. In most cases, training will only be required for HR Facilitators, not for hiring 
managers. 

We appreciate your support and assistance as we move forward with this important and necessary process change. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 2:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Requirement to Post Temporary Positions 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for the quick response and the good news of a plan. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/15/2011 2:28 PM >>> 

It does. Joyce said she will simply post an open position for us and that will allow us to hire whenever we have a need. Nothing is 
enacted until January, though, so we will have to revisit then for any hires at that point possibly. 

From: John Blanchard [maiito’5~a;:ur~caa.unc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:56 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Robert Mercer 
Subject: Fwd: Requirement to Post Temporary Positions 

Does this include our folks, tutors, etc.? 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



Due to the change in the economic climate and the need to cut expenses, the university will no longer process 

payment for purchases of flowers for employees or family members of employees. This includes flowers sent 
for births, weddings, funerals, etc. This is considered a benefit to the employee. If the total is under $40.00, it 

is considered de minimis; therefore it is acceptable, even if a UNC employee is involved. Flowers can be sent 

to a non-employee, i.e. a donor. 

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 5:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Darn it...we tried :-) 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/15/2011 5:31 PM >>> 

Someone who isn[]t in his/her office must have left it open (not a good practice). Jump back in; thanks anyway! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarheellbllue.cs~v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 11:26 AM 

Key Contacts <orientationpresenters@listserv.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[orientationpresenters] 2012 New Student Orientation Dates 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
I am pleased to announce the 2012 New Student Orientation Dates have been scheduled. I have attached the dates to this email. 
Additionally, as we engage in our planning process, please email newstudents@unc.edu<mailto:r~ewstadents,~;m~c.eda> if the contact 
person in your area has changed or needs to be updated. 

Thanks so much, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

.ut~.c.ed~vI 

--- You are currently subscribed to orientationpresenters as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-30306463-4648685.30985ad9f4b69b40ff012619b9afaald@listserv.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 49670bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/arclfiveO2.tmcaa.u~c.edade4f(~29d7429e456f3b6fgd5dcgOgOee3 
File Name: 2012 Orientation Dates.pdf 
Expiry Date: Tue, 14 Feb 2012 11:25:57 -0500 
Size: 49670bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Club" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gameday Information for South Carolina vs. The Citadel 

TEXT.htm 

GAMECOCK GAMEDAY 

South Carolina (8-2) vs. The Citadel (4-6) 
Saturday, November 19 at 12 p.m. ET 

Williams-Brice Stadium 
TV: Pay-Per-View 

The Citadel Visits Williams-Brice to Face the Gamecocks on Military Appreciation Day 

Last weekend the Gamecocks defeated the Florida Gators, 17-12, to sweep the SEC East for the first 
time in school history. It’s also the first time the Gamecocks have posted six SEC wins in a season. 
Contributing to the win was junior wide receiver Alshon Jeffery, who caught two passes for 17 yards 
to make him the school’s all-time receiving yards leader (2,784). 

This Saturday the No. 14/14 Gamecocks host The Citadel Bulldogs as their annual in-state FCS 
opponent. A win over The Citadel would give the Gamecocks nine or more wins in a season for just the 
fourth time in school history. The Gamecocks won 10 games in 1984 and nine games in both 2001 and 
2010. The last meeting between the Gamecocks and Bulldogs was in 1990 and resulted in a 38-35 
victory for The Citadel. The Gamecocks are 23-7 in non-conference games under Steve Spurrier, who is 
2-0 versus The Citadel. 

Tailgate Timeline 

This weekend the Palmetto Health Gamecock Village has several special guests for fans to enjoy. Both 
Krispy Kreme and Mello Yello will be on site with samples of their products. Visit the Verizon 
display to see some of their newest products. Hyundai will also have a vehicle display set up in the 
Village. Don’t forget to stop by the Sport Clips tent to register to be MVP of the Game ! Located on 
BluffRoadjust across from the stadium (on the old Biscuit House lot), Gamecock Village is a free 
tailgate for all fans. It opens at 9 a.m. this Saturday and closes approximately 30 minutes before 
kickoff. 

8 a.m. Stadium Box Office and Parking Office open 
8 a.m. Armory, ETV, Fairgrounds, Farmers Market, and Stadium parking lots open 
9 a.m. Palmetto Health Gamecock Village opens 
9:40 a.m. Gamecock Walk (Gate 11) 
10 a.m. Stadium Gates 4, 14, 16, 22, and 25 open 
10:30 a.m. Remaining Stadium Gates open 
12 p.m. Kickoff vs. The Citadel 

Happening This Saturday 

Join fellow Gamecock fans in celebrating Military Appreciation Day at Williams-Brice Stadium this 
weekend! There will be a special celebrity starter leading the Gamecocks cheer, so make sure you’re 
in your seats early ! Halftime will feature the annual salute to the military, which will conclude 
with a flyover. 

Krispy Kreme will also be handing out promotional items to fans as they leave the stadium. 



Did You Know? 

The Gamecocks have posted six SEC wins for the first time in school history. 

This is the 50th meeting between South Carolina and The Citadel. 

South Carolina has won 24 of the last 26 matchups versus The Citadel. 

Stay tuned for more facts during Saturday’s game! 

Parking Note 

Fans without season parking passes are reminded that gameday parking is available for $35 per 
vehicle in both the Farmers Market and Fairgrounds. Both lots open at 8 a.m. this Saturday. Fans 
should enter the Farmers Market off National Guard Road and the Fairgrounds through Gate 6. All 
gameday parking is first come, first served. 

The Farmers Market will also be open on Friday from 2-8 p.m. for limited RV parking. Spaces will be 
sold on a first-come-first-served basis and are $120 each ($60 for Friday night and $60 for Saturday 
night). 

Additional gameday parking is available at the Blowfish/Capital City Stadium for $10 per space. 
Handicapped parking is available in all three lots. 

Looking Ahead 

Keep an eye on your inbox - next week’s edition of Gamecock Gameday will be sent on Tuesday due to 
the Thanksgiving holiday. The Gamecocks are scheduled to face the Clemson Tigers at 7:45 p.m. on 
Saturday, November 26, on ESPN. 

Tickets for the Palmetto State rivalry game are sold out. Fans may verify the authenticity of their 
tickets by visiting the box office at Colonial Life Arena between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. (The arena will be closed for Thanksgiving on Thursday and Friday, November 24 and 25.) The 
only authorized sales outlets are the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office and Ticketmaster. 

Upcoming Events 

Thurs., Nov. 17 - 7 p.m. 
[] Men’s Soccer vs. Wake Forest, NCAA Tournament 
The 2011 C-USA regular season co-champions host the Wake Forest Demon Deacons at Stone Stadium for 
the first round of the NCAA Tournament. Adult tickets are $8 and all others are $5. Tickets may be 
purchased at the gate. 

Fri., Nov. 18 - 7 p.m. 
[] Volleyball vs. Auburn 
Senior Night 

Sun., Nov. 20 - 1:30 p.m. 
[] Volleyball vs. Georgia 

Sun., Nov. 20 - 3 p.m. 
[] Women’s Basketball vs. Penn State 

Sun., Nov. 20 - 6 p.m. 
[] Men’s Basketball vs. Tennessee State 



Need assistance during the game? Use the Gameday Text Help Line: Text "USC" your issue and location 
to 69050. 

Have helpful feedback following the game? Call the Game Enhancement Line at 803.777.7784. 

How Are We Doing? 

When the Gamecocks play at home, you’ll receive this update the Wednesday prior to the game. Please 
contact the Gamecock Club if any important details are omitted (803.777.4276 or 
gcclub@mailbox.sc.edu). Let us know how we may improve this service for you! 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

Gamecock Club [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Durand <Durand@u.washington.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 9:09 PM 

’N4A (n4a@lists.ncsu. edu)’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] 2012 N4A Professional Development Institute applications are LIVE on the N4A 
web site!! 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Applications for the 2012 Professional Development Institute (PDI) in Buffalo are now LIVE on the N4A website. We will be 
running 2 tracks this year - the Leader/Manager track & the Learning Specialist track. The New Practitioner track will return in 2013. 

The application deadline is Monday, January 16, 2012 - earlier this year because there will be pre-institute activities in the months 
leading up to the in-person sessions 
June 5-7, 2012. Participants must be able to participate in both the pre-convention sessions as well as the in-person institute. 

All information and application materials can be found at www.nfoura.org. 

If you have any additional questions - contact Kim Dumnd at Durand@uw.edu<mailto: D~rand~£t~w.ed~> or (206) 221-3551. 

Kim Durand 
Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 
University of Washington Athletics 
248 Conibear Shellhouse 
Box 354070 
Seattle, WA 98195-4070 
(206) 221-3551 
durand@u.washington.edu<mailto: dura~d~:u,washir~gton.edu> 
[cid:3366794090_7655251 



> > > "Kane, Claire (Public Safety)" <ckane@psafety.unc.edu> 11/17/2011 9:43 AM > > > 

Parking Coordinators, please forward the following information. 

Attention Motorists and Commuters: 

To facilitate the final stage of work on the Dental School pedestrian bridge over Manning Drive, 
the portion of Manning Drive (between West Drive and South Columbia Street) will be closed to 
all through traffic from 8 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18 through 12 p.m. (noon) on Sunday, Nov. 20. 

Traffic will be detoured to Mason Farm Road south of the parking decks during this time. To view a 
map of the affected area please click here. Pedestrians will be re-routed south of the Mary Ellen Jones 
Building. The Chapel Hill Transit and Triangle Transit bus stop in front of the Dogwood Parking 
Deck will be temporarily closed; riders should access eastbound transit service via the bus stop on 
East Drive adjacent to the Jackson Parking Deck. Chapel Hill Transit route changes and detours are 
indicated at the following link: 

http://www.townofchapelhill.org/index.aspx?recordid=4155&page=1209 

Call the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours with other questions or 
concerns. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Baseball COS 

Baseball COS.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 4:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Just wanted to make sure we were still good to meet tonight at 6:30? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto :919-84 3 5 972ca~tmcaa.unc. edu ) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



if there is anyone that has a couch and chair they are no longer using, or considering sending to Surplus, please inform 

Greg Law so these can be used in the Olympic Sport referee locker room in Carmichael Arena. 

Greg can be reached by lawdawg±~uncaaoUnCoedu 

Thankyou. 

]~onna Cheek 
13epartment of Athletics" 

Women’s" t~as’ketball Office 

Phone." (919) 9G2-2902 
Fax." (OlO) 0G2-2506" 

Go Heels’! 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 6:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 11/28 Assignments 

Text.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks Brent. 
Wally 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/21/2011 6:48:38 PM >>>Here it is sir... 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarheellbllue.cs~v.com<~:iimrhee~blue.cs~:.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 12176bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~ :i/archive02 .urtcaa.unc.edu/29d55704cgd47c0ad33fl 15ec92a0023 
File Name: 11 28 assignments.xlsx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 19 Feb 2012 18:48:40 -0500 
Size: 12176bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How Old School Recruiters Can Still Win Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

- I. 1 C f~.,w-PzNt~sz 1 WTwLV OuLs~i56GIWD7RMoeMBN- 
¯ ~ :_ _ _,(~)~2 CXxtKAIJ79I ZoLivoz61heV- W.~i~.WdAVdRDweE %3 D 
You’re receiving ttis email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o:/Ix.Jsitor r20 co~sta~*{co:a{act com/c {sp?11r b,a.he@~bab&~- 11087273448805611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,hal: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:/Ivisitorcor~:~{an*coa*actco~’do?p%m&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavdMoB~r ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001SFASvPuFESCagClklPRvA%3D%3D&reasc~ 001I~/@EsU%3D&llr%>A~cgnbab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://i20 rs6 net,’/nisp?llr bwheqnbab&e>:1 i08727344880&s :56114&e 001X2YP7XpaDivlbigoO37MqI- 
mRA%9~Ynd&~AHFTcW                               oXCoORAhwVQh~bS=a~bhsUAEYVYZ91heVeJO                       ] 

November 22, 2011 Vohm~e 7, Issue 48 

How Old School Reci~ters Can Still Win Prospects 

For all of the college coaches that are Tweeting [}~,~):/.,>,wwtwittercom/daatRtdo~], 
using Facebook [~!~3~:,9’~20 rs6 nef/tt~               ab&e~1108727344880&s 56114&e 001X2Y~7XpaDivvEZ3~1EhK~s1MYGcV1~zfrvx~5wbz1Fa~1UAv~L1~2fSE~FA7~31J~bb- 
C2bGYavaclIPLkzl~ZewrnrPG9W~e@d~?~i~MdVLpHeS72 .~W~ ZPNVe2 E fRi~ ~I~Lgr O~] 
to promote their team, ruing tools like Front Rush [b{~:/ifion{~ushcom/web/landi~N/davm.~dea;q 
to co~cate ruth recrNts or NCSA Attflefic Recl~fing [b~:.,’!~ecruit-m~chncsaspo~so~f}~s~acldcoact~rms/login] 
to fred new prospects that have verified infommfion and s~eaming video, there 
are lots of others who are keeping R "old school". 

They’ll recruit theh- kids with hand written letters and personal phone calls, thu:~k 
you vein much. 

With all the advances in tectmology, there are coaches who aren’t going to use it 
in their daily recmiti~g efforts. 

And you ki~ow what? Thut’s fine. You can still sigm great reci~ts using some of 
ttmse "old school" methods thut have been aromld for years and years. However, to 
use them effectively with tiffs generation of teenage prospect, you’ll need to do 
a little fine-tmin~g in your approach and use of these common recmiti~g tecinffques. 

Here are six ttff~gs you need to ki~ow about these tlied-and-tlale recruiti~g tecinffques 
as you eye your next recruit: 

Use the phone to make the first contact. Did you know that our in-depth study of 
how prospects make their college decision [t_~27,~.~n~, dan~.v~oi con bmtl?S 1i~,3144]showed 

ttmt a phone call fiom the coach was their prefened first contact? Chalk one up 
for the old-schoolers out there! Phone calls work when they are used correctly, 
and tiffs one has some big-time benefits: It tells reci~ts that you’re serious 
about them iight fiom the start, the phone call can be veiN short and to the point 
(saving you fiom those awkward "what-the-heck-do-I-talk-about-now" moments) and 
you can set up the next step in the process. 

Speaking of phone calls, keep them short. Coach, you don’t need to spend 30 minutes 
or an hour on the phone. Tiffs is a "get-to-the-point" generation of kids. If you 
find yourself doing all (or most) of the talking, keep yotu- phone call to... 

CLICK HERETO CONTINUE [lil~V://t20 rs6 ne~Jlnisp?llr bv,.heqnbah&el~ i108727344880&s 56114&e: 001X2YPTXpaDivY0t>mOnqK415AbCOJSRXBXIhiDSclQ- 

Oi5 oD YrFv,~,K LFTuSSvCe93ibMXmvLOdR                ~bMx[,RsTzdcQ.[2k3 G 1 uK1 BOBEekcWUI2I                                                                                ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108727344880&s 56114&e ~X2YP7XpaDitP-egAIZ8C~B8~tXVm2JrN2zADZ5CGK~IKuxzGmrI<~tkAj3A-8au~Zdk5G~9bciLbcutCuT28~BJ~FQe- 
VKDpqGnomCkTiPbR3Z cyi3 HGnemmVJtFPqp3j 0 JyHWpCocZ 4Qj sB IyAsrEAeTVIwdXZkD 62 FK8 f22HH1JtzkD2sGZ0k- 
UTRhJc3ziqA6 dPI8gUE caixqTnjrkau2iM BGQR8xpyjhflIss5516 qJUm5 P 1Lm $8 1SfTQlovWXBS74vsOo-TTv lxJVEHcergNjv2AbGmX] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~:.,’!~2Ors6 
lh bv..hec~qbab&et-1108727344880&~56114&e 001X2YP7                                                 Mlz(hfFK1GJSICml2                                                                           ] 

14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE RECRUITING TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l108727344880&~56114&e 001X2YPTXpaDitt~uO- 
5spzGrCEUcR63e 0PfdEfE 1B S TqTpPb3 sEkXpTpAT3RMzoptPXt0 c FmUTVKj DzUTzzuPKksgrEybAbWv2BTM 5MLuKa 1PqjhmxkgsP0Hzey2zprNE HmtTsPclgODIfxj 2hXrMRzT- 
0wXtA1 fM ce0zICxiCCAU4yHO fCD6 XtRFhnuS3 cZBN S] 

The best traini~g series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
trai~fing ttmt you need to have the r ecmiti~g edge! 

Click here to order [~x,’/i2O rs6 ne~/~n ab&e~l108727344880&s 5dl14&e 001X2YP7XpaDivdKGKISl3-dhCFTTkSDdOm~O(-ONG rPsE- 
~: ,.~ 0 ] ! 

Thiee Reasons Why Coaches Should Be Using This Free Online Recmiti~g Resotu-ce 

Are you using tiffs incredible recruiting tool, Brent? 

More college recruiters than ever are using the revolutio~mry prospect database 
provided by the NCSA Attfletic Recruiti~g Network [bttp:/I~ 2O rsd ~e~Jm {sp?lh- bwlleqi~ah&e> l l Og72 7344880&s=56114&e 001X2YPTXpaDit{u~3MSJTYkHbs9BoDT2dbzeKv,.2As~- 
Nq~sJW~e~HcGc6rH~k~wD1TU~dAmYq2~Z5W~zN~YpE~1CK3~Y6x5~2~q7VW5Y1s~V&~Kc7dv~yq~mgg7cwaq~;ve oYVfI’9.~a~wAsOP~GSlhlNgIdvUtoi-Zs?~4fh5c ]. 
~cl it’s easy to see why: 

* They provide coaches with an unparalleled array of pre-qualified attflete that 
can be sorted by region of the com~try, positio~, GPA, and more. 
* Recruiters can immediately view a prospect’s official transcript, making it easier 
to verify their eligibility at yotu- college. 
* Easy to import yotu- prospecfs complete database information to your Front Rush 
recmiti~g management system. 

Those are just some of the featm-es coaches around the countiN are discoveling when 



they use the NCSA Athietic Recmiring Network .... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                                                                                      t~&3MSJTYkHbs9BoDT2dbzeKw2Asu 
~3sJW~eOHcGc6rIK!~iwDITU~AI~IYc~2oZ5WrzNP’~p.!EplCK38\’6x5~WW5Y ls68Vd,~KcTd~%wa~fWe oYViT9xar,~,AsOP_iGSlhlNgI6vlAoi-Zsvz4fbSc ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108727344880&s 56114&e ~X2YP7XpaDitP-egAIZ8C~B8~tXVm2JrN2zADZ5CGK~IKuxzGmrI<h~Aj3A-8au~Zflk5G~9bciLbcutCuT28~BJ~tFQe- 
VKDpqGnomCkTiPbR3Z cyi3 HGnemmVJtFPqp3j 0 JyHWpCocZ 4Qj sB IyAsrEAeTVIwdXZkD 62 FK8 f22HH1JtzkD2sGZ0k- 
UTRhJc3ziqA6 dPI8gUE caixqTnjrkau2iM BGQR8xpyjhflIss5516 qJUm5 P 1Lm $8 1SfTQlovWXBS74vsOo-TTv lxJVEHcergNjv2AbGmX] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
llr D~vheqnbab&e~- l108727344880&~56114&e ~1~2~7X~‘~xb4LLz~G~i~FJX~‘~I~?~Id~B~‘~vM1z(~fFK1GJ81C~I122iVMb~R1Iq~YJa~VdH~s2~17Y3Wq~¢~zF7caG~E~d~d~BRa55~c~LI)~ ] 

Successful Coach, Recruiter and Athletic Director to Speak at 2012 Narional Collegiate 
Recruiting Conference in Boston 

Dr. Thom Park, a longrime football coach and recl~ting coordinator who played a 
part in one of the biggest college sports tm~mrounds in football histoly, is the 
latest speaker to be confilzned for the upcoming 2012 Narioi~ul Collegiate Recl~ting 
Co~il’erence [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt~.j sp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l108727344880&~56114&e 001X2YPTXpaDisuK84Ujc8HmYkyqxVrdcE4xIcpuQ6wN EOZyRflFIsNkDCXllrDPY~t2VzvzK17nce4EH365pvYTwkNBJdDPeN3FicXGGn3HApot4mfl- 
iyhytgRSdAR-11kdHOXR5LwThTHx5-cL3VV HgUTuaJEkYAtPux3hDkHFybEIVQvHVTEomEleNMG01:~B95iERttffxI1M4EsGGoJRQ ]in 
Boston on June 1st tin-ongh 3rd. 

Dr. Park, who has becoming a successful businessman since leaving college sports, 
will talk on how the University of MaiNland designed and executed a football program 
resun-ection fiom the Bottom 10 in 1971 to the Top 10 # 4 spot in pre-bowl 1976 
rm~kings, helping to lead the Teips to 4 bowls, 20 consecurive ACC wilts and 3 AAC 
rifles, without breaking an NCAA roles. Many agree that it may be one of the most 
&amaric tm~ arounds in NCAA D1A Football tfistoiy. 

Time is running out for our big $100 discount for registering early, so take advantage 
of resetting your seat for our best recmiti~g co~fference ever!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
aDitPFdHdb\,\,qgmis 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108727344880&s 56114&e ~X2YP7XpaDitP-egAIZ8C~B8~tXVm2JrN2zADZ5CGK~IKuxzGmrI<h~Aj3A-8au~Zflk5G~9bciLbcutCuT28~BJ~tFQe- 
VKDpqGnomCkTiPbR3Z cyi3 HGnemmVJtFPqp3j 0 JyHWpCocZ 4Qj sB IyAsrEAeTVIwdXZkD 62 FK8 f22HH1JtzkD2sGZ0k- 
UTRhJc3ziqA6 dPI8gUE caixqTnjrkau2iM BGQR8xpyjhflIss5516 qJUm5 P 1Lm $8 1SfTQlovWXBS74vsOo-TTv lxJVEHcergNjv2AbGmX] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
llr b.~vh~ob&el- l108727344880&~56114&e ~2Y~7XpaDivQ~Sw~4LLzi~G~p~FJX~a~w~y~diz-GnTK~GJ8ICm12-2~VMbm~1~q                ITY3WqWzFTcaGIQIEQd2 db,~BRa55OqLOA ] 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS! 

On-Campus Workshop [~0 ~s6 neY~l~qbab&e~1108727344gg0&s 56114&e 00 lX2"~PTX~&~9~~bLITPb.. [?~olfE4~)’ bvgrn’d hi-_=STC~MsU                          ~Bot> 
5fL1RU~0UJ 8z%~,                                     F3~Ba141 Odi40OS38 oIxw ] 

Custom research. 

Personalized s~ateNes. 

Advanced ~aiN~g. 

CLICK HERE [tP:p:/k2Ors6net/r~t~q~ab&e~1108727344880&s 56114&e 001X2YP7X~Di’~&~mmPoL17HdfHoLgE4ObvSr~fghi 57GIJVMsL,3~N5id~Y~h 
5f?lRb~0UJ_,gz~N~,qE3TZT’~4!{sWPSB~NWqNF3~Ba141=OdJ40OS3g_oIx~~, ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~30://~20 rs6 net, r~t~!~xfl9ab&e>110872~’344880&,; 56114&e ~x2YP7~paDivvEZ3~IEl~%%~sIMYGcVUzf~-vx~5,a~bzIFa~IU~/k;~)LIsr2~SI~FA7~31JPf~b- 
C2bG¥ av ac lIPLkzl@owmrPG9 Wde                   HeS72 sv 4 ZPNVe2 E fl:tN~¢I~aLST O _] 

Top prospects crossing troubled programs off list. 

Peim State and Syracuse are going thi-ough the process of detelTllilffllg potenrial wrollg-doing 
by coaches associated with the program. Now, some of their reci~ts are having 
second thoughts. CLICKHERE[D~://~2Ors6net’~a[sp?lh bwheqni~ab&e~l108727344880&s 56114&e ~1X2Y~7X[~aDivvEZ3OIEhK~YsIMYGc~‘~zfrv~5>~bzIFa~IUAvk~LIs~2~1~FA7~3~J~fbb- 

C2bGYa~,acl IPLkzl                                     eS72 5~,4 Z PNVe2 E flT~ ~Ir~LST 0~] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [lgaro://,20 rs6 net,q~ is-D?llr b~a&eqIlbab&e>l 10872734dSS0&~5611Zl&e 001X2Y PTX[mDivcQby23RL6m, Mih{P~Gs- 
viSOr                1ff~[I SJkBK1 hni59filK \~,,qO Hwxb5 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re ~nissing exclusive recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recruitii~g 
news, and our obsei~carions and commentary on all the big college spotts topics of 
the day. And. we may even make you laugh once in a while. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~\~(U~et’tnis?’)’?lh b~zheq~aL,&e~l1087273ddgS0&s 56114&e 001X2YP7X[mDhic~y231~6m~h~Gs 
rig0* 1                                                                                 2~ nbaSL SkYbl~] 

College Coaches Talk About Recmitii~g Air Travel in Wuke of Oklahoma State Tragedy 

The ~urioffs college coaching commtmity mourned the loss of two dedicated, talented 
coaches tiffs past week when Oklahoma State Coach Kurt Budke and his loi~gtime assistant 
coach Miranda Sema pelished in a small plane crash while on a recmitii~g trip last 
week. 

In the wake of the tragedy, college coaches are speaking out about the co~tstant 
air travel associated with recruiting and college athietics. 

"Reci~ting is such an important part of your program being successful, so you’re 
constanfly going," said Ainerican University women’s coach Matt Corkery, who knew 
Budke from their days coachi~g junior college in Texas in the mid-1990s. "Whether 

it’s in a car or commercial flight or with [Oklahoma State’s] circumstances unfortuaately 
with the small plane, I ttintk just the amom~t of time we spend in transit, it’s 
always a tragedy when something like tiffs buppens, but it could really happen to 
anybody." 

Other coaches around the com~tly are speaking out as well... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l108727344880&s 56114&e 001X2YP7XpaDitWZAitMtlR3vThI’87uaMqAj4FPC9Kf7ty7OjsvKEPTgHhLC339YRTDurBp- 
pTjkyGjx4GQKilevimWOF77pZwV1TIjXDo-6-6sk3JZu2yw8dZMqRtOOG ulWXl-l:obbQPw5 P4VCxuQeFd26ggWVvAbNgLwkmAKuOIJnYNdTuSbglr23aSvG4Mt-hqlrPCnLcMIHfBb51ugUykBOAB- 
uttwitmcBaoJFmiAZ4WUB450bshffXd-mv w8eBZmWoZcLvEQTaGz]- CZZJDmTXo3EySHaWDoii06Xnu~tPc5yEPviuJgszG5Ww5oVsNQpqz 0PcppEZTtEn0RXttA ] 



Find us on Facebook [li~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwlieqnbab&et-l108727344880&s 56114&e ~X2YP7XpaDitP-egAIZ8C~B8~tXVm2JrN2zADZ5CGK~IKuxzGmrI~kAj3A-8au~Zdk5G~9bciLbcutCuT28~BJ1~FQe- 
VKDpqGnomCkTiPbR3Z cyi3 HGnemmVJtFPqp3j 0 JyHWpCocZ 4Qj sB IyAsrEAeTVIwdXZkD 62 FK8 f22HH1JtzkD2sGZ0k- 
UTRliJc3ziqA6 dPI8gUE caixqTnjrkau2iM BGQR8xpyjhflIss5516 qJUm5 P 1Lm $8 1SfTQlovWXBS74vsOo-TTv lxJVEHcerfNjv2AbGmX] 

Follow us on Twitter [~1~/i~2()rs6 ~ ~sk~ 
11r liwl~eclnbab&e~1108727344880&~56114&e ~1X2~7X~aDivQ~/Swxli4LLziEG~pfe-FJXuQ1~,x~7md~B‘~c‘~‘‘~M1z¢~I~TK1GJ8ICm122iVMbmR1~qE~/J~bVdHss2q17‘-/3WI~\~VzF7caGK1~EQd2 dbgBRa55OclL0/~ ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of tlie ~utioffs top prospects for free. [t~r~rp:/!r2Ors6~et,~a iN)?li~bwliecgOsab&e>:l 108727344880&s 561 [4&e 001X2~zPTXp’oDi~ja\3MSJTYkHbsfBoDT2dO.,.zeK’~,2Asu- 
~sJWEL eOHcGc6rI                                                      VW5~ 1 s68Vd,~KcSd                      ~ V iT 9 ~r,~,~ AsO P~_I_t~_N_gI 6vUloi -Z s~,/z4~55 c ] 

Sign-up for tlie Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to otlier coaclies! 
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This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.m:c.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Wrestling COS 

Wrestling COS.msg 



Attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. 

in your area who may not have access to email. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

~q+ SecureStor Sto~ed; tota 296331bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
112211 Information forEmployees.pdf ~1on 20 Feb 2012 12:12:28-0500 

Please share this with others 

Size 
32261 bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 1:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 11-21-11 Bring on the Tigers 

TEXT.htm 

Carolina-Clemson Week 
South Carolina will take on rival Clemson in the final home game of the season this Saturday at 7:45 
p.m. airing live nationally on ESPN. The showdown is even bigger than usual with both teams ranked 
in the Top 25 of the country (Carolina is #12 in the BCS standings, Clemson is #17) and entering the 
game with 9-2 records. 

With nine wins, the Gamecocks are enjoying one of their best seasons in school history. Carolina 
posted six SEC 
wins for the first time, swept through the SEC East for the first time, and has a chance to win 10 
or more games 
overall for just the second time in school history. They posted a school record 10 wins in 1984, and 
have won nine games on two previous occasions - first in 2001 and again in 2010. 2010-11 marks the 
first time they have won nine or more games in back-to-back seasons. A win would also give the 
Gamecocks three-straight wins in the series with the Tigers for the first time since 1968-70. 

SENIOR NIGHT: The following 16 Gamecocks will be playing in their final game at Williams-Brice 
Stadium on 
Saturday: Antonio Allen, Eric Baker, Jason Barnes, Terrence Campbell, Josh Hinch, Melvin Ingram, 
Marty Markett, Byron McKnight, Kenny Miles, Kyle Nunn, Rodney Paulk, Travian Robertson, Joey 
Scribner-Howard, Rokevious Watkins, C.C. Whitlock, Jay Wooten. This senior class has won more games 
than any other class in school history. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



, t, oo AC KLA N D 
Don’t miss Carolina Collects! On view on[ythrough 4 December 2011! 

"...a rare chance to enjoy an eyebrow-raising wealth of world-class art in your own backyard." -Independent Weekly 

"...a singular opportunity for pubUc viewing of rarely seen treasures...a captivating whole exceeding the remarkable sum of 
its parts." -artsee Magazine 

See this landmark exhibition of artworks by modern masters including Monet, Pissarro, Gauguin, MaUsse, Rousseau, Renoir, 
Duchamp, Calder, Lichtenstein, Warho[, Johns, Bearden, Orozco, Bourgeois, and many more! 

Carolina Collects exhibition catalogues are now available in the Ack[and Museum Store. 

Ackland Art Museum Holiday Hours 

CLOSED: Thanksgiving Day 

OPEN: Friday and Saturday, 25 and 26 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Sunday, 27 November, 1:00 - 5:00 PM 

Always free admission! 

ACKLAND~U~ELJ~S tORE 



Ackland Museum Store Holiday Hours 

Thanksgiving Day: CLOSED 

I~eginning Friday, 25 November, the Acktand Museum Store’s hours witt be: 

Mondays and Tuesdays, 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Wednesdays, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
Thursdays, 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 
Fridays and Saturdays, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
Sundays, 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

Mark your Calendar: Member Shopping Days! 

From Friday, 2 December through Sunday, 4 December, art Acktand Museum Members witt receive 20% off their Acktand 
Museum Store purchases.* Show your membership card at the store to receive your discount. 

Become an Ackland Museum Member today! 

NEW! On the day you purchase a new membership, you will receive 20700 off all your Ackland Museum Store 

purchases.* Museum Members receive 10% off regutar Store merchandise art other days. 

Memberships may be purchased at the Acktand Museum Store. 

*Items in the Museum Store’s retait gattery space are not etigibte for a discount. A 20% discount on the day of membership 
purchase may not be combined with any other discounts, e.g. Museum Member Days discounts. 

Family Day: Looking for Lines 

Sunday, 27 November, 1:00 - 4:00 PM 



Looking for something to do with the kids this Sunday? At this month’s Family Day, pick up a family scavenger hunt and find 
fat lines and skinny lines, curved lines and straight lines, zigzag lines and more in the works of art in Carolina Co~ects. Stop 
by the Creation Station and make your own work of art using a variety of lines. Join the Family Tour at 1:30 PM or our Story 
Time at 2:15 PM. 

Come for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon -- it’s all FREE! 

Free and open to the public. 

Need to relax and recharge after the holiday weekend...? 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 29 November, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful setting of the Ackland[ The hour-long session 
offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall will provide an opportunity to practice a series of gentle yoga poses 
inspired by the art in the gallery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortable clothing that will allow you to stretch. 

Registration is limited. Register by email: acklandRSVP@uncoedu. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Conversations on Collecting - Sheldon Peck on "The Art and Science of Hunting 



the Old Masters" 

Thursday, 1 December, 6:00 PM 

When forming an art correction, how can you tearn more about the art that speaks to you? How does the beginning cottector 
research and find art for purchase? Shetdon Peck (UNC-Chape[ Hit[, BS ’63, DDS ’66) discusses "the art and science of hunting 
the otd masters" and how it retates to buitding your own correction. 

For 35 years, Shetdon Peck has been a serious cottector of Dutch and Ftemish otd master drawings and paintings. The Peck 
correction started as a cottaboration between Shetdon and his [ate brother Harvey, atso a Carotina atumnus, and continues as 
a joint interest shared with his wife, Leena. A segment of their correction was featured in a 1999-2001 traveting 
exhibition Fresh Woods and Pastures New: Seventeenth-Century Dutch Landscape Drawings from the Peck 
Collection, organized by the Acktand Art Museum. 

This is the finat tatk in a series of unique perspectives on the chattenges and rewards of buitding and maintaining a private 
art correction, offered in conjunction with the exhibition Carolina Collects. 

Free and open to the public. 

Also on View at the Ackland: 

Rembrandt: The Printmaker 

For more information on the Ackland, visit vcww.ack[andoor~. 

These and other pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tike 
you! 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! C[~ck here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your 
membership do[tars support our mission. 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 



If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, click here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ack[and e-news7 Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

Bridget Ritey, British, born 1931 : Ceres Fan, 1985; oi[ on canvas. Lent by Peter Mattinson (BA ’82, MBA ’83) and Etisabetta Mattinson. © Bridget Ritey 
2011. At[ rights reserved, courtesy Karsten Schubert. 

Ctaude Monet, French, 1840-1926: The Seine at Argenteuil, 1877; oi[ on canvas. Lent by Jutian H. Robertson, Jr. (BA ’55). 

Otafur Etiasson~ Danish, born 1967: Yellow Planet, 2008; mirror, co[ored grass, copper, staintess steer, cabte. Lent by James Keith Brown (BA ’84) and 
Eric Diefenbach. © Otafur Etiasson. 

Rembrandt van Rijn, Dutch, 1606-1669: The Triumph o[/t4ordecai, c. 1641; etching and drypoint. The Wittiam A. Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"TurnitoutSafely.com" <sales@mrnitoutsafely. com> 

Thursday, November 24, 2011 4:12 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
URGENT Student Software 

TEXT.htm 

Software for Studems to help you thin school ....... 

~:llwww,mrni~oatsafelA,,com/ 

Software: Anti Plagiarism 
Software: Paraphrase 
Software: Citation (No CosO 
Software: Elememary Math 
Software: Algebra 
Software: Trigonometry 
Software: Geometry 
Software: Calculus 
Software: Statistics 
Software: Advanced Math 
Software: Applied Math 
Software: Earth Science 
Software: Chemistry 
Software: Physics 
Software: And a lot more ......... 

English Spanish Arabic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 1:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

TEXT.htm 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

Gamecocks - 34, Tigers - 13 

It’s three straight wins over Clemson 

It’s 10 wins in a season 

It’s great to be a Gamecock 

It’s the Garnet Way 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for full coverage. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:06 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Volunteer needed...big favor 

Hi, 

Would it be possible for one of you to pick up one of our tutorial coordinator candidates at the airport on Wednesday evening and 
transport him to the hotel? His flight gets in at 9:50 pm and he is staying in the Hampton off Famngton Road off of 40. 

Let me know .... 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:12 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Volunteer needed...big favor 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks!!! 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/28/2011 10:10 AM >>> 

I [] 11 do it. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [ ncaa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 10:06 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bradley Bethel; Jaimie Lee; Amy Kleissler; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Robert Mercer; Tony Yount; Spencer 
Welborn; Nate Yarbrough 
Subject: Volunteer needed...big favor 

Hi, 

Would it be possible for one of you to pick up one of our tutorial coordinator candidates at the airport on Wednesday evening and 
transport him to the hotel? His flight gets in at 9:50 pm and he is staying in the Hampton off Farrington Road off of 40. 

Let me know .... 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jelm Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 28, 2011 10:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
review schedule? 

TEXT.htm 

I do not know why, bm I never got the tutor review schedule, can you send it me? 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
ff you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Fall Computer List (2012) 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Brent 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/28/2011 7:03 AM >>> 

Hi Tom, 
Attached is the file with my updates (only two). 

Thanks, 
B 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmem~a~s(a~m~caa.uac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2011 10:07 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Boxill, Jeanette M; Bradley Bethel; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dana Gelin; Beth Lyons; 
Jaimie Lee; John Blanchard; Jennifer Townsend; Kendra Hancock; Amy Kleissler; Kym Orr; Niobra Peterson; Tia Overstreet; Robert 
Mercer; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Sandy Restivo; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally Richardson; Nate Yarbrough 
Cc: Amy Herman 
Subject: Fall Computer List (2012) 

Academic Counselors, 

Please review the attached listing. For those that have a graduation date entered, please confirm that they are accurate. For those that 
don’t have a date entered, please enter one. I need a correct listing so that I can notify the student-athletes of when they will be 
required to return their computers. 

Please verify your sports and respond to me via email ASAP. 

Also, if you are aware of underclassmen in your sports that are departing UNC early (e.g., withdrawing, transferring, etc.), please 
email me their names so I can check to see if they have computers that need to be returned. This is critical, as this might be the last 
time that we can catch the student-athletes before they leave campus. 

Happy Thanksgiving, 



Tom Timmermans 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 10360bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Dec 12 Computer List (To Academics Staff).xlsx ( ~:iTard~ive02 ~mcaaxmc~ed~ic3a4e5a2afa0e37ae5bb63e477deb95c )Sun, 26 Feb 
2012 07:03:13 -050010360bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 7:47 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
more help needed 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry, 

One more favor.. 

My brain is fried and I am unable to come up with any more questions for our search committee to ask our tutorial coordinator 
candidates. 

If any of you can think of a good question to ask, either generic or really specific to our needs for the position, please send them my 
way! 

I would greatly appreciate the help. 

Thanks, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Janelle White" <jwhite@26fitness.com> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 12:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Commercial Treadmills and Ellipticals - 6 Super Sales! 

TEXT.htm 

For Treadmills and Ellipticals 

Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 

We can’t wait to hear from you... 

Email Us! JWhite@26Fitness.com or Richp@26Fitness.com 

26Fitness I 828.855.9215 l www.26Fitness.com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
26Fitness I 2352 Heavner Road I Lincolnton, NC 28092 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http ;ila~p.icontact. comiicpimmai~ompro [~i~e.p~?r:40528111 &1=28513&s=P¥ GY&m=27420(~&c=956080 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 3:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 11-29-11 Carolina Claims Bragging Rights 

TEXT.htm 

Carolina Claims In-State Bragging Rights 
South Carolina claimed a third-straight year of bragging rights over rival Clemson with a 34-13 
victory in Williams-Brice in front of an electric home crowd atmosphere this past Saturday. 

It was a dominating performance on both sides of the ball as the defense held Clemson to a 
season-low 153 total yards and the SC offense racked up 420 yards and four touchdowns. Connor Shaw 
was named co-SEC Offensive Player of the Week for his efforts. Shaw completed 14-of-20 passes for 
210 yards and three touchdowns with no interceptions. He also carried 19 times for a career-high 107 
rushing yards and another score. His completions for 55 (to Rory Anderson) and 49 yards (touchdown 
pass to Bruce Ellington) were the two longest passing plays of his career. 

With the win, the Gamecocks earned 10 wins in a season for just the second time in history and can 
win a historic 1 lth game with a bowl game victory. The win also gave Carolina 19 wins over the past 
two seasons, extending the record for wins in back-to-back seasons. The previous record was 17 from 
the 2000 and 2001 seasons. Sixteen Gamecocks were honored during Senior Night ceremonies before the 
game: Antonio Allen, Eric Baker, Jason Barnes, Terrence Campbell, Josh Hinch, Melvin Ingmm, Marly 
Markett, Byron McKnight, Kenny Miles, Kyle Nunn, Rodney Paulk, Travian Robertson, Joey 
Scribner-Howard, Rokevious Watkins, C.C. Whitlock, Jay Wooten. This senior class has won more games 
than any other class in school history. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Carolina Claims In-State 
Bragging Rights 
South Carolina claimed a third-straight year of bragging 
rig_hts,& over rival Clemson with a 34o13 victory 
inA Williams-Brice in front of an electric home crowd 
atmosphere this past Saturday.,& 

It was a dominating performance on both sides of the ball 
as the defense held Clemson to a season-low 153 total 
yards and the SC offense racked up 420 yards and four 
touchdowns. Connor Shaw was named co-SEC Offensive 
Player of the Week for his efforts. Shaw,& completed 14-of- 
20 passes for 210 yards and three touchdowns with no 
interceptions. He also carried 19 times for a career-high 
107 rushing,& yards and another score. His completions 
for,& 55 (to Rory Anderson),& a_nd 49 yards,& (touchdown 
pass to Bruce Ellington) wereA the two longest passing 
plays of his career. 

With the win, the Gamecocks earned 10 wins in a season 
for just the second time in history and can win a historic 
1 lth game with a bowl game victory. The win also gave 
Carolina 19 wins over the past two seasons, extending the 
record for wins in back-to-back seasons. The previous 
record was 17 from the 2000 and 2001 seasons. Sixteen 
Gamecocks were honored during Senior Night ceremonies 
before the game: Antonio Allen, Eric Baker, Jason Barnes, 
Terrence Campbell, Josh Hinch, Melvin Ingram, Marty 
Markett, Byron McKnight, Kenny Miles, Kyle Nunn, Rodney 
Paulk, Travian Robertson, Joey Scribner-Howard, 
Rokevious Watkins, C.C. Whitlock, Jay Wooten. This 
senior class has won more games than any other class in 
school history. 

The Gamecocks will learn their bowl game destination on 
Sunday, Dec. 4. 

Carolina defeats Clemson to retain possession of the 

Hardee’s     / for a third 

,& 

~ Football: 2011 Year-End 
~ Football: DevinTa~’/or, Melvin In#ram Post-Game 
~ Football: Coach Spurrier PostoGame Comments 
~ W.Basketball: 
~ Gamecock Traditions: Alma Mater 
~ Thanksqivin~,& he!p at Oliver Gospel Mission 
,& 
Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I Photos I RSS Feeds 

Football 
-,& ,& Carolina Calls Set for Wednesda~ 
- Carolina/niur~’ Updates 
- Connor Shaw Named A£South Athlete of the Week 
- Shaw Honored ~ SEC 
- Gamecocks Unchanqed In Polls 
- S£urs U~ Play of the Game o Defense: Sack Attack 

of the Game = Offense: Bruce 
Touchdown 
- Gamecocks Soar Past Tiqers~ 34~13 
- PreoGame & Fan Photos: South Carolina vs. Clemson 
- Carolina-Clemson: 5C(h Anniversary’ of "The Prank" 

Men’s Basketball 
- Gamecocks Suffer 63=60 Loss To Southern California 
- Gamecocks Suffer Loss To No. 1 No[th Carolina In Las 

- Gamecocks Rall~ Defeat Mississi~ Ma~ev State 61o57 
- Williams Out 2~4 Weeks With Knee ~ 

Women’s Basketball 
-,& Gamecocks Defeat Presbv~[i#n, 
- Gamecocks Run Past Cou~ 

Swimming & Diving 
:,~rcucci~ Ridenour Named SEC D!vers of the Week 
AA 
Equestrian 
- E~uestdan Ranked Seventh in Latest Coaches Poll 

Volleyball 

FRE 



Mon Nov 28: "Inside the Roost" - 7 PM 
Radio: 107.5 FM The Game 

Tues Nov 29:~, Mighty Sound of the Southeast Concert 
7:30 PM, Koger Center, $10 general admission 
Proceeds benefit the Carolina Band~, 

Weds Nov 30: "Carolina Calls" w/Steve Spurrier- 7 PM 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Network 

Weds Nov 30: WBB @ Xavier - 7 PM 

Thurs Dec 1: MBB vs. Providence - 7 PM 
TV: ESPNU 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Network 

Sun Dec 4: WBB @ NC State -,~, 2 PM,~, 

Sun Dec 4: MBB @ Clemson - 3:30 PM 
TV: ESPNU 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Networ!~ 

Sun Dec 4: The Darrin Horn Show 
TV: SportSouth, 11:30 AM and 7:30 PM~, 

C~ick here for more information on 
promotions a~ this week’s home events! 

-,~, Brandi ~)/ers Named to SEC Volleyball Community: Service 
Team 
- Coach S~,snson Press Conference 
- Gamecocks Drep Season Finale at No. 17 Florida in Three 

Women’s Soccer 
- l’vlaria Petroni Named to SEC Community. Service Team 

Track & Field 
- South Carolina Releases 2012 Track & Field Schedule 

Men’s Golf 
- Gamecock ~[qnee NeSmith VVins AJGA Polo Golf Junior 
Classic 

General 
- Limited Amount of S ards Gamecock Garnet Still 
Available 

- Gamecocks Helti! Out at Oliver Gos~ Mission 
- New iPhone and Android A.f!21ications Launched 

Workin~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Season tickets are available for both 
Men’s &A Women’s Basketball! 

201 I-I 2 

This Week’s Home Events: SEC/BiGI East Challen~ 

Coveraqe Connor Shaw Honored 
of the Game o Defense: Sack Attack 

Touchdown 
PreoGame & Fan Photos: South Carolina vs. Clemson 

CarolinaoClemson: 50th Anniversar,~ "The Prank" 
Gamecocks Hel~ Out at Oliver Gospel Mission 

Baseball season ticket renewals are now available 
online and have also gone out in the mail. Season ticket 
holders also have the opportunity to reserve tickets for the 
Carolina-Clemson game at Joe Riley Park in Charleston. 
New Baseball season ticket deposits will be available in 

December. 

Bowl Game Tickets: The initial request deadline for 
postseason football tickets was Nov. 14. All requests 
submitted by the deadline will be filled first based on 
priority points once the Gamecocks’ bowl destination is 
announced on Sunday. Online requests will re-open online 
approximately one hour after the selection show. Those 
requests will be filled based on priority points only after the 
initial group of requests filed by the deadline are fulfilled. 

Bid on a game-used football 
from the Gamecocks win 
over Florida on Nov.12: 



Seaso~ ticketsA a~e available o~i~e ~ow for Men’s and 
Women’s Basketball. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ Fan Photo from ClemsonA game:A 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@sc ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.~, We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

C~ick here to.&, check out more fan 
photos from the win over the Tigers! 

Question: Can a booster provide a loan to a current 
student-athlete who is needing extra money to cover tuition 

expenses? 

Answer: No. According to NCAA Bylaw 16.11.2.3, a 
booster may not provide a student-athlete with extra 

benefits or services, including a loan of money. 

Please check out the following page from the NCAA on 

the role of boosters: c~ick here. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: ~h!~!~Q ~p!!~n~@sc.ed u 

South Caro ina Athletics Department 

801 Lincoln St. Columbia SC29208 



Sports Management Career Conference 

Da[la% Texa% USA° December 4oSth~ 201 t 
Winter Baseball ~4eetings 

Hurry, registration ends Wednesday! 

On behalf of Sports Manaqement Worldwide~ I would ~ike to persona~y invite 
you to attend SMWW°s Baseball Career Conference. We have been fortunate to 
assemble a spectacular roster of speakers from across Major and Minor 
League baseball for what promises to be a tremendous networking event° 
Whether you work in sports~ or want to work ~n spo~ts~ th~s conference w~ be 
~n ~sset to you~ ca~ee~ ~e~ow ~s a copy of ou~ 8oenda fo~ ~ond~y~ 

Visit Baseball Career Conference at the Dallas Winter Meetinqs, December 4- 
5th, 2011 

hope to see you in Da[[aSo Our conferences get rave reviews and ~ know you 
w[~[ be happy you joined 

Dr, Lynn Lashbrook 
President 
Sports Management WoHdwide 

2011 Baseball Career Conference Agenda: 
College credit is available for attending! 

9am - MLB Agent & Player Relationship 
Recruiting, relationships, contract negotiation, ethics in the industry 

Tony Ciccolella, MLB Agent, and his client: 
Jeff Gray, Minnesota Twins Pitcher 

9:30am - Journalism & Media: 
Behind the scenes of Major League Baseball 

Tracy Ringolsby - Baseball America, FoxSports.com and the 2005 
SPINK award winner 

Rob Neyer, 
SB Nation National Baseball Editor & well known author 



Jayson Stark, ESPN Senior Baseball Writer 

lO:30am - St. Louis Cardinals GM John Mozeliak 
2011 World Series Champions! 

11:30am - MLB Network Studio Analyst Harold Reynolds 

12noon Networking Lunch (provided) 

1:45pm - Collective Bargaining Agreement 101: 

Craig Calcaterra, NBC Sports Hardball 
Maury Brown, BizofBaseball.com 
Will Carroll, SI.com 

2:30pm - Baseball Scouting: 
Evaluate talent like the pros! 

Don Welke - Texas Rangers, Senior Special Assistantto the GM 
Larry D’Amato - former scout for the Houston Astros, Texas Rangers, NY 
Yankees, Pittsburgh Pirates and Cincinnati Reds 
Toney Howell,Jr. - LA Dodgers, Special Assistant to the GM 
Cory Schwartz - Vice President, Stats, MLB Advanced Media 

3:45pm - Marketing & Sales in the minors and majors 
Breaking into the industry and moving up. Tricks to the trade. 

Jay Miller -Senior VP of Texas Rangers 

4:15pm - Breaking into Sports Careers and Moving up the Ladder 
Sports Management Worldwide Alumni: 

Mark Smith, Oakland A’s Minor League Video Coordinator 
Ryan Latham - Tacoma Rainiers Group Event Manager 
Michael Lawlor- Boston Red Sox Fan Services 
Taylore Scott - SMWW Alumni 

Don’t miss out! Register here today. Hotel rooms and aiffare stiff available. 
(If you are price shopping flights, check both Dallas airports. If you are looking for 
hotels, check out priceline, com for the Dallas, Texas ~arke~ Center.) 



This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by workshop@smww.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



AC KLAN D 
Carolina Collects in its Final Days! 
On view through Sunday, 4 December 2011 

"...a rare chance to enjoy an eyebrow-raising wealth of world-class art in your own backyard." -Independent Weekly 

"...a singular opportunity for public viewing of rarely seen treasures...a captivating whole exceeding the remarkable sum of its 
parts." -artsee Magazine 

From Claude Monet to Alexander Calder, from Louise Bourgeois to Yayoi Kusama, Carolina Collects: 150 Years o)~ l~odern and 

Contemporary Art )~rom Alumni Collections offers an extraordinary overview of art of the [ate 19th through 21st centuries with 
paintings, drawings, prints, photographs, and sculptures that have rarely-if ever-been exhibited. 

"Last Look" Tours of Carolina Collects 

Sunday, 4 December I Free and open to the public. 

1:15 PM - Hasabie Kidanu, Ackland Student Guide 
3:00 PM - Peter Nisbet, Chief Curator, Ackland Art Museum 

Carolina Collects exhibition catalogues are available in the Ack[and Museum Store. 

ACKLANDiVi SE J S ORE 



Ackland Museum Store Holiday Hours 

As of Friday, 25 November, the Ack[and Museum Store’s holiday hours are: 

Mondays and Tuesdays, 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Wednesdays, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
Thursdays, 10:00 AM- 8:30 PM 
Fridays and Saturdays, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
Sundays, 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

Mark your Calendar: Member Shoppin~ Days! 

From Friday, 2 December through Sunday, 4 December, a[[ Ack[and Museum Members wi[[ receive 20% off their Ack[and Museum 
Store purchases.* Show your membership card at the store to receive your discount. 

Become an Ackland Museum Member today! 

NEW! On the day you purchase a new membership, you will receive 20% o]~]~ all your Ackland /~useum Store purchases. * 
Museum Members receive 10% off regular Store merchandise aIl other days. 

Memberships may be purchased at the Ackland Museum Store. 

¯ Items in the Museum Store’s retail ~aUery space are not eligible for a discount. A 20% discount on the day of membership 
purchase may not be combined with any other discounts, e.~. Museum Member Days discounts. 

Conversations on Collectin~ - Sheldon Peck on "The Art and Science of Huntin~ 
the Old Masters" 

Thursday, 1 December, 6:00 PM 



When formin~.l an art collection, how can you [earn more about the art that speaks to you? How does the be~.linnin~.l co[lector 
research and find art for purchase? Sheldon Peck (UNC-Chape[ Hi[[, BS ’63, DDS ’66) discusses "the art and science of huntin~.l the 
old masters" and how it relates to bui[din~.l your own collection. 

For 35 years, Sheldon Peck has been a serious co[lector of Dutch and Flemish old master drawing.Is and painting.Is. The Peck 
collection started as a collaboration between Sheldon and his [ate brother Harvey, also a Carolina alumnus, and continues as a 
joint interest shared with his wife, Leena. A sediment of their collection was featured in a 1999-2001 trave[in~.l exhibition Fresh 
Woods and Pastures New: Seventeenth-Century Dutch Landscape Drawings from the Peck Collection, or~.lanized by the Ack[and 
Art Museum. 

This is the final talk in a series of unique perspectives on the challenges and rewards of bui[din~ and maintainin~ a private art 
collection, offered in conjunction with the exhibition Carolina Collects. 

Free and open to the public. 

Ackland Film Forum: 

Such a Beautiful Boy I Gave Birth To (dir. Marcin Koszalka, 1999, 25 min) 

Marija’s Own (dir. Zeljka Sukova, 2011, 61 min) 

Thursday, 1 December, 6:30 PM 

In Such a Beautiful Boy I Gave Birth To, the camera documents and frequently provokes conflicts that arise between the 
fi[mmaker and his parents, who disapprove of their son’s choice to study fi[mmakin~ and don’t acknowledge his need for 
independence. 

A4arija’s Own depicts an unconventional and surreal memorial that three ~Iranddau~lhters host for their beloved deceased 

~Irandmother. 

These films are bein~ presented in the retrospective series of documentaries about Eastern Europe organized by the 



Department of SLavic Languages and Literatures at UNC-ChapeL HILL. 

Free for students with a University ID; S4 for all others I Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

All Ackland Film Forum screenings are at the Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street. 

Student Friends of the Ackland Party: Closing Carolina Collects 

Friday, 2 December, 7:00 - 9:00 PM 

*P[ease note: this event is open to UNC students on[y.* 

Join the Student Friends of the AckLand for a celebration of the final weekend of the exhibition Carolina Collects. There wiLL be 
music from the Graham MuLvaney Jazz Trio, free food, and student-Led tours of the exhibition! 

Free and open to all UNC students. 

Guided Tour of Impressionist Works 

Saturday, 3 December, 2:00 PM 

Join Evan Ross for an in-depth Look at works by some of Impressionism’s most revered artists. The subjects and techniques of 



CLaude Monet, Henri Rousseau, Edgar Degas, and CamiLLe Pissarro wiLL be explored through art currently on view at the AckLand. 

Free and open to the public. 

Also on View at the Ackland: 

Rembrandt: The Printmaker 

For more information on the Ackland, visit v~woack~and.or~. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like 
you! 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum! C~ck here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your 
membership doLLars support our mission. 

Comments on the AckLand’s e-news? Send an emafl to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ck here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ack[and e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

Henri Rousseau, French, 1844-1910: Exotic Landscape with Ti~er and Hunters, 1907; oil on canvas. Lent by Max Chapman (BA ’66) and Donna Chapman 

Sam Durant, American, born 1961 : Female Indian (Nude), 2006; chromogenic print. Lent by Seymour M. Levin (BS ’48) and Carol Cote Levin. Image 
courtesy of the artist and B[um 8t Poe, Los Angeles. 

Jasper Johns, American, born 1930: Fla~ I, 1973; color screenprint. Lent by John L. Townsend, III (BA ’77, M.B.A. ’82) and Marree S. Townsend (BA ’77). 
Art © Jasper Johns/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY. 

Alexander Calder, American, 1898-1976: Scale on Yellow and Blue, 1972; painted metal Lent by Peter Ma[[inson (BA ’82, MBA ’83) and E[isabetta 
Ma[[inson. © Calder Foundation, New York / Artist Rights Society (ARS) New York. 

Edgar Degas, French, 1834-1917: Spanish Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ack[and Fund. 

Rembrandt van Rijn, Dutch, 1606-1669: The Triumph of@ordecai, c. 1641; etching and drypoint. The Wit[Jam A. Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 5:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: W Fencing COS 

W Fencing COS.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 9:52 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Warren K. Zola: Time for Transformative Change in Intercollegiate Athletics 

h~p :/i~a.ww.hu~{~i~,~os~. comi~.arren-k-zol~/colle b 1101 (543 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 11:30 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lunch option 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

There are sandwiches/wraps left over from yesterday’s exit interviews. They are in a large Cafe Carolina box in the refrigerator. 
Please help yourself. 

Thanks, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 9:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Novice Rowing COS 

Novice Rowing COS.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mary Yurkovic" <updates@createasphere.com> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 10:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Is Search Ailing Your DAM? 

TEXT.htm 



> > > "Kane, Claire (Public Safety)" <ckane@psafety.unc.edu> 12/2/2011 9:33 AM > > > 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

Beginning Monday, December 5, the bus stop on South Columbia Street in front of 
Sitterson Hall will be permanently closed and be relocated to the south near the 
NROTC Building. To see a map of the affected area click here. 

This bus stop change is being made for passenger safety and so that buses turning 
west (left) onto Cameron Avenue will have more room to change lanes in 
preparation for the turn. 

All Chapel Hill Transit and Triangle Transit busses will begin using the new bus stop 
near the NROTC Building on Monday, December 5. The old bus shelters will be 
removed later in the week. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



Associate Directors and Nate - take a look at this email and let’s get a time to discuss... 



I will be off the following days... 

Thursday, December 8th and Friday, December 9th. 

Please contact Christina Hanson Suits at 843-5296 or csuits~uncaaounc.edu for any assistance during this time. 

Thanks and go Heels! 

Kent 



Greetings - 

Just a reminder that the December Carolina CREED Meeting is Monday, December 5th at 7pm on the 3rd floor of the 

Loudermilk Center. Please let your first-years know that their attendance is mandatory at these meetings. 

We will be discussing upcoming tutor schedules, tips for finals, and the Honor Code. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



I now have an installer dvd for Mac O S 10.7. If any staff member with a departmental Mac wishes to upgrade, 
please contact me to schedule a time. The process takes between 1-2 hours. This offer is not valid for home 
macs, you are responsible for purchasing your own upgrade for home. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CyberLink" <Membership@cyberlinkmember. com> 

Sunday, December 4, 2011 5:49 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holiday Sale! Save 20-50% STOREWIDE!! 

TEXT.htm 



Ensure you receive CyberLink e-mail by adding Membership@cyber~inkmember.cor~ to your address book. 
trouble readin( this e-mail? Click here for the online version. 

Members Zone I Unsubscribe I ~1 About C berLink I Contact Us 

Copyright @ 2011 CyberLink Corp, All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5,2011 6:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Reviews Schedule 

Text.htm 

Hi Guys, 
Still not feeling awesome yet.., going to take the day off. See you Tuesday. 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 12/04/11 9:26 PM >>> 
<!--/* Font Definitions */@font-face{font-family:"Cambria Math";panose-l:2 4 5 3 5 4 6 3 2 4;}@font-face{font- 
family:Calibri;panose-l:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;}@font-face{font-family:Tahoma;panose-l:2 11 6 4 3 5 4 4 2 4;}@font-face{font- 
family:Mistral;panose-l:3 9 7 2 3 4 7 2 4 3;}@font-face{font-family:Constantia;panose-l:2 3 6 2 5 3 6 3 3 3;}/* Style Definitions 
*/p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal{margin:0in;margin-bottom:.000 lpt;font-size: 11.0pt;font-family:"Calibri","sans- 
serig’;}a:link, span.Ms~Hyper~ink{ms~-sty~e-pri~rity~99;c~~~r~b~ue;text-dec~rati~n:under~ine;}a:visited, span.MsoHyperlinkFollowed 
{mso-style-priority:99;color:purple;text-decoration:underline;}p.MsoAcetate, li.MsoAcetate, div.MsoAcetate{mso-style- 
priority: 99 ;mso -style-link:"Balloon Text Char" ;margin: 0in;margin-bottom:. 0001 pt;font-size :8.0pt;font-family :"Tahoma"," sans- 
seriF’; } span. EmailStyle 17 { mso -style -type:personal-compose ;font-family:" Calibri"," sans-seriF’ ;color: windowtext; } 
span.BalloonTextChar{ mso-style-name :"Balloon Text Char";mso-style-priority :99;mso-style-link:"Balloon Text";font- 
family :"Tahoma","sans-seril~’; }.MsoChpDefault { mso-style-type :export-only;font-family :"Calibri","sans-serif’; } @page WordSectionl 
{size:8.5in 11.0in;margin: 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in;}div.WordSectionl{page:WordSectionl;}-->Attached is the up-to-the-minute 
schedule after a few editions tonight. 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
http :~;~tarheelblue. cst v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18860bytes; 
File NameExpiry Date Sizefinals reviews.xlsxSat, 03 Mar 2012 21:26:34 -050018860bytes 



Hi Guys, 
Still not feeling awesome yet.., going to take the day off. See you Tuesday. 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 12/04/11 9:26 PM >>> 
Attached is the up-to-the-minute schedule after a few editions tonight. 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http:]]tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :z7515-31o7 

X Descri 
ption: 
Descri 
ntinn" 

H+ SecureStor Stored: total 18860bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
finals reviews,xlsx Sat, 03 Plar 2012 21;26:34 -0500 

Size 
18860bytes 



Hello everyone, 

I wanted to reach out to you today to briefly introduce you to Travis Hipps. Travis has just joined our Equipment Room 
staff. Although Travis comes to us having most recently served as Assistant Equipment Manager for Wake Forest 

University, he is no stranger to UNC and our Athletic program. He is a 2006 graduate of UNC-CH with a BA in Exercise 

and Sports Science. While doing his undergraduate studies, Travis served as the Student Equipment Manger for the UNC 
football program for four years. Travis has also held internships with both the Miami Dolphins and the Seattle 

Seahawks. We are glad to have him on board. 

We look forward to introducing him to all of you moving forward. 

Steve 



Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



I normally meet w/          ~ et. al. Thursdays at 7, but it looks like you have me scheduled 
for something else at that time (118.001). 1&#39;d be fine with meeting the comp sci kids 
earlier or later on Thurs if that works for them.<div> 
<br></div><div>KS<br><br><div class="gmail_quote">On Sun, Dec 4, 2011 at 5:47 PM, 
Blanton, Brent S <span dir="ltr">&lt;<a 
href="mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu">blanton@uncaa.unc.edu</a>&gt;</span> 
wrote:<br><blockquote class="gmail_quote" style="margin:0 0 0.8ex;border-left:l px #ccc 
solid;padding-left: lex;"> 

<div lang="EN-US" link="blue" vlink="purple"> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt": :u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt">You meet with       on Mondays at 
Thursdays. Are the two of you just going to do that again this week? Monday being the 
normal tutorial and Thursday serving as a review?<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 

<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt">Thanks,<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt">B<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<div style="border:none;border-bottom:solid windowtext 1.5pt;padding:0in 0in 1 .Opt 0in"> 
<p class="MsoNormal" style="border:none;padding:0in"><span style="font-size: 12.0pt;font- 
family:Mistral;color:#17365d">Brent Blanton<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
</div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Associate 
Director <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Undergraduate 
E ducation <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">College of Arts and 
Sciences <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><a href="tel:%28919%29%20962-9536" 



value="+19199629536" target="_blank">(919) 962-9536</a> ofc I <a 
href="tel:%28919%29%20962-8247" value="+ 19199628247" target="_blank">(919) 962- 
8247</a> fax<u></u><u></u></span></p> 

<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><a href="http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/" 
target="_blank">http://tarheelblue.cstv.com</a><u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><u></u> <u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Loudermilk Center for 
Excellence<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">PO Box 2126, CB 
3107<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10.0pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Chapel Hill, NC 27515- 
3107<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><u></u> <u></u></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><img border="0" width="72" height="59" 
src="cid:image001 .jpg@01CCB2AC.D423B250" alt="Description: Description: smaller NC 
Iogo"><u></u><u></u></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><u></u> <u></u></p> 
</div> 
</div> 

</blockquote></div><br></div> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5,2011 11:05 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Updated Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Is there a way you could just note what the change and/or addition is when you send the updated schedule--since they seem to be 
small--maybe just mention subjectJtutor in the email? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> /2011 11:01 AM>>> 

These will continue to come as tutors continue to update me after speaking with students. This is the latest[] 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p:iitarhee~b~e.cs~-~’.corn 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 19339bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
finals reviews.xlsx ( ~:/iarcN~,e02.m~caa.unc.ed~idSe lc04ae0720a85584e4caf(~5d~c124 )Sun, 
050019339bytes 

2012 11:02:09- 





To:    Department of Athletics Employees 

From: Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

Re:    Holiday Lunch N Tuesday, December 13, 2011 

Reminder, our Holiday Lunch will be held on Tuesday, December 13, 2011 at 12:00 Noon in the Concourse Club (3rd 

level), Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

If you have not already done so, please RSVP to Kathy Gri~l~ls, s@uncaaouncoedu by Wednesday, December 7th. 

Thank you very much, and I look forward to seeing you on December 13th! 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5,2011 12:02 PM 

Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Hey 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Both of you are free to approve her time card now. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Both of you are free to approve her time card now. 

Tracy U. Harris 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

GO HEELS!! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Do Not Throw Your Insurance or Flex 

Benefits Down the DRAIN! 

¯ The condition of your teeth change. 
¯ Untreated problems often get worse and more expensive to fix. 
¯ Most dental insurances cover two cleanings per year AND pay a certain 

dollar amount each year. You may have already met your deductible for this 
calendar year. If so, finishing dental work before the end of the year will 
save you money! 

¯ Your insurance allots you a certain amount of money to assist with dental 
treatment per calendar year. This benefit does NOT carryover. You use it 
or lose it!!! 

¯ You may be paying a monthly premium for your coverage and not using 
your benefits! Your insurance company will keep the premiums that you 
pay... REGARDLESS!!! 

¯ Due to material and equipment fee increases, treatment costs can also 
increase. If you plan to have treatment done, doing so before the end of 
year can keep your costs down! 

NN@ OF YNAN SF~CIAL OFF~.N - CALL to schedule your dental 

appointment with Dr. Black or Dr. Wilson before DECEMBER 31st 

and receive $75.00 towards any dental service over $250. Hurry 

CALL TODAY (919)969-9330!!! 

*Appointments must be scheduled and completed prior to December 31, 2011 and must be scheduled with Drs. Black or 
Wilson only. Cannot be combined with any other offer. 

Note: This e-mail was automatically generated. Please do not respond to this e-mail address; it comes from our automated alert 
system, which is not monitored for responses. 

Copyright © 2011 Futuredontics, Znc, ¯ All rights reserved worldwide 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Durand <Durand@u.washington.edu> 

Monday, December 5,2011 12:59 PM 

’N4A (n4a@lists.ncsu. edu)’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Reminder- 2012 PDI applications are now available - DUE JANUARY 16 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Just a reminder that ...... 

Applications for the 2012 Professional Development Institute (PDI) in Buffalo are now LIVE on the N4A website. We will be 
running 2 tracks this year - the Leader/Manager track & the Learning Specialist track. The New Practitioner track will return in 2013. 

The application deadline is Monday, January 16, 2012 - earlier this year because there will be pre-institute activities in the months 
leading up to the in-person sessions 
June 5-7, 2012. Participants must be able to participate in both the pre-convention sessions as well as the in-person institute. 

All information and application materials can be found at www.nfoura.org<~:i/v~,~,~<~i~oura.org>. 

If you have any additional questions - contact Kim Dumnd at Durand@uw.edu<mailto :Durand@m< edu> or (206) 221-3551. 

Best of luck for the close of a successful semester/quarter and Happy Holidays! 

Kim Durand 
Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 
University of Washington Athletics 
248 Conibear Shellhouse 
Box 354070 
Seattle, WA 98195-4070 
(206) 221-3551 
durand@u.washington.edu<mailto: durandJ~.w ashmg~on.ed~> 
[cid:3366794090_765525] 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5,2011 1:51 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Thank You Video for Mr. Baddour 

Good afternoon advisors!!! 

If you could forward the following e-mail out to your teams, it would be greatly appreciated. It is about the surprise "Thank You" 
video being shot for Mr. Baddour by the student-athletes. 

ALL STUDENT-ATHLETES: 

This message is to let you know that New Media will be holding an open film session on THURSDAY on the 2nd Floor of 
Loudermilk for the SURPRISE "Thank you video" for Mr. Baddour. This video is going to play at half-time of the basketball game vs. 
Texas. It’s a really quick turn around and they were extremely helpful to plan this so quickly. 

It is going to be an OPEN FILMING-- anyone and everyone that wants to say something special, just say thank you or share a special 
memory. The video shown at the game will be a shortened version; however, the entire shooting will be given to Mr. Baddour as a 
gift. 

Once again that filming will happen on THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8th (the first reading day) It will run from 10am to 3pm in 
classroom 2103 on the 2nd FLOOR OF THE LOUDERMILK CENTER. 

You can e-mail Devin at dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu to verify that you and/or your teammates will be coming or you can just pop in at 
any point on Thursday. Hope to see you there.., and remember it’s a surprise!!! 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Svatik, Jennifer" <j svatik@albany.edu> 

Monday, December 5, 2011 2:07 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Continuing Eligibility Certification 

TEXT.htm 

N4A, 

Below is a link for a brief five question survey as it relates to Continuing Eligibility Certification. If you could please take a moment 
to complete the survey, it would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Jen 

~www.su~’%’mo~e-v.col~/si9GSZGk~N 

Jennifer L. Svatik 
Assistant AD for Student-Athlete Services and Academic Performance 
University at Albany, State University of New York 
Office: 518-442-3361 
Cell: 518-641-8991 



N4A, 

Below is a link for a brief five question survey as it relates to Continuing Eligibility Certification. 

moment to complete the survey, it would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Jen 

http://www.su rveymonkey.com/s/9GSZG H N 

If you could please take a 

Jennifer L. Svatik 
Assistant AD for Student-Athlete Services and Academic Performance 

University at Albany, State University of New York 
Office: 518-442-3361 
Cell: 518-641-8991 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5, 2011 3:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

end of semester 

TEXT.htm 

I know that we will not be doing a reception, but what are we going to do about having the staff fill out the end-of-semester 
paperwork? I can mail them if needed. Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"David Plouffe, The White House" <info@messages.whitehouse.gov> 

Monday, December 5,2011 4:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
The clock is ticking 

TEXT.htm 

The White House, Washington 

Good afternoon, 

It’s simple. If lawmakers don’t vote to extend the payroll tax cut, taxes for 160 million Americans will go up on January 1st. 

President Obama just left the press briefing room at the White House where he called on Congress to extend the tax cut, pay for it 
responsibly, and expand it so middle class families get a $1,500 break next year. 

He told Congress to put country before party and stop wasting time. 

Every day, folks are fighting to make ends meet and businesses are working to keep their doors open. The longer Congress waits to 
extend the payroll tax cut, the more uncertainty it creates for ordinary Americans. So we’ve put a clock on every page of the White 
House website [ ~t~p:ila<ww.whitehouse. govia~xcat?aFa source=email ~ 35&am~ mediurn:bod~’&.um~ camp~:taxcut ], counting 
down the days, hours, and minutes until taxes for the middle class increase. In the briefing room, where the President just spoke, that 
same clock is ticking down as well. 

And to make sure you have the information you need to know exactly what this means for your family, we’ve put together a calculator 
to show how much of your money hangs in the balance. 

This calculator illustrates for you what nearly every independent economist has said: letting this tax cut expire will be a blow to the 
economy. We can,t let that happen. Now is the time to make a real difference in the lives of the people who sent us here. 

Check it out and pass it along: 

* ~ : l/www, wN~eho~se.~ov /~xc~ [ ~ : iiwww, wNtehcmse. Kov itaxc~ ? 
arm source=emafl135&~tm medium=bodv&~tm campaign=taxca~ ]* 

Thanks, 

David Plouffe 
Senior Advisor to the President 

[ h~tt~o:iiwhitehouse,gov?atm soarce=emNl135&utm medium=footer&arm campaign=taxcut ] 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Unsubscribe blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu [ ~s:/imessa&es.whitehouse.~oviaccour~ts?USEOPWPlisabscriber!one click m~sabscribe? 
desfina~ion=blan~on~tmcaa.tmc.eda&verifica{ior~=3.9cgc6866171ealaScdb49cc5214c492a ] I Privacy Policy 
[ ~:iiwww.whi~ehouse.          ?um~ ~source=emaill 35&atrrt _medium=footer&arm :c              ] 
Please do not reply to this email. Contact the White House [ ~:i/~,ww.whiteho~se.gov/conlac’t? 
ut~ .~ource=emai1135&u~mo ~edium=footer&um~ ~a             ] 

The White House [] 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW [] Washington, DC 20500 [] 202-456-1111 



Good afternoon, 

It’s simple. If lawmakers don’t vote to extend the payroll tax cut, taxes for 16o 

million Americans will go up on January 1st. 

President Obama just left the press briefing room at the White House where he 

called on Congress to extend the tax ent, pay for it responsibly, and expand it so 

middle class families get a $1,5oo break next year. 

He told Congress to put country before party and stop wasting time. 

Every day, folks are fighting to make ends meet and businesses are working to 

keep their doors open. The longer Congress waits to extend the payroll tax cut, 

the more uncertainty it creates for ordinary Americans. So we’ve put a clock on 

, counting down the days, hours, and 

minutes until taxes for the middle class increase. In the briefing room, where the 

President just spoke, that same clock is ticking down as well. 

And to make sure you have the information you need to know exactly what this 

means for your family, we’ve put together a calculator to show how much of your 

money hangs in the balance. 

This calculator illustrates for you what nearly every independent economist has 

said: letting this tax ent expire ~dll be a blow to the economy. We can’t let that 

happen. Now is the time to make a real difference in the lives of the people who 

sent us here. 

Check it out and pass it along: 

Thanks, 

David Plouffe 

Senior Advisor to the President 



~ lease do no ~eply o ~s ex~a~l~ Cow, tact ~he Whike Xoase 



 his week L 
Art Over Lunch with Christopher Currie: "La Negligence" 

Wednesday, 7 December, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Brin~ a ba~ [unch (yes, peopte reatty do!) and enjoy an hour of information about art in the Ack[and’s collection. 

Christopher Currie, Coordinator of Academic Programs at the Ack[and, Wi[[ discuss the relations between casual dress, effortless manners, and 
a nonchalant hand[in~ of paint in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century European portraits from the Ack[and’s collection. In particular, he wit[ 
consider the significance of an open co[Jar in portraits of artists, co[lectors, and socially ambitious elites. 

Free to Ackland members and valid UNC OneCard holders I $5 non-members. 

RSVP to ack[andRSVP@ UnCoedu. 

Ackland Film Forum: Animals and Cinema 

Thursday, 8 December, 6:30 PM 

This prosram combines weird, pensive, shockins, and funny shorts and film clips that explore our relationship with animals by means of the 
medium film. The films encompass an entire century (1894-2010) and a ranse of 8enres, from experimental films to cartoons and popular 
scientific films. Introduced and compiled by Dr. Insa Pollmann (Department of Germanic Lansuases and Literatures, UNC-Chapel Hill). 

Free for students with a University ID; $4 for all others I Tickets at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

All Ackland Film Forum screenings are at the Varsity Theatre on Franklin St. 



The 5th Annual Student Print P, Art Sale 

Friday, 9 December, 11:00 AM - 9:00 PM 

Hanes Art Center, Room 301 (the Print Studio) next to the Ackland Art Museum 

Prints, Ceramics, Photos, Drawings, and more * One Day Only! 

Great deals on original student artwork! Cash or check accepted. 
Presented by the UNC Department of Art, Kappa Pi International Honorary Art Fraternity, and The Artery. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 10 December, 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

Every month, Amanda Hughes, director of external affairs at the Ack[and, meets with friends of the Museum who have an interest in 
practicing and strengthening their drawing sMtts. Participants have the opportunity to uncover the chattenges the origina[ artists faced and 
experience the pteasure of sharing in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, etc.). Art revers are wetcome. 

Free 

Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, 10 December, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 



This program invites 9- to 12-year-o[ds to look at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Ack[and’s permanent collections and special exhibitions. 

Participants exptore setected works in the Museum’s correction and identify skirts that the artist used to make them. Skirted gattery teachers 

demonstrate and teach students those skirts, which they can appty in their own art. A mix of drawing from works on disptay and creating one’s 
own origina[ works is offered in each session. Materiats provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited. To register, call 919.962.0479 

Also on View at the Ackland: 

Rembrandt: The Printmaker 

For more information on the Ackland, visit WWWoacklandoor~. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! Click here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 
dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 



If you no [onler vv~sh to receive th~s newsletter, _click N~ to be unsub~cr~bed. 

D~d a friend forward you th~s Ack[and e-news? S~Sscr~Se Ne~ and set your very own copy every week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5,2011 5:30 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Final Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Excellent! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 12/2/2011 3:59 PM >>> 

I will send out final weekly/grade reports early next week. I have a few students I want to meet with a final time so I can give as 
accurate a grade report as possible heading into finals. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.cs~v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 8:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Webinar Thursday] Team Building in a Support Center 

TEXT.htm 

View Tiffs Email Online: 
?s 607&e 332167&ekL c0db8et247514605aT03abaa749e9578 

How to Hire, Lead and Motivate Yotu- All-Star Support Team 

"GoToAssist Co~l)orate" <~_’3~toassist corn/> 
Questions? 

1-800-549-8541 

How to Hire, Lead and Motivate Yotu- All-Star Support Team 

How to Hire, Lead and Motivate 
Y~ur Al~-Star Supp~rt Team <1N:p~//~ee~n ~assist c~m/~ms/1~13-1103-12~8-NA-G2A-WBR-B-L1?lD :%150000000NJ12W&elq cOdb8e22 47514605a703~baa749e9578> 
Brent: 
This ttu-ee-patt webinar series, presented by industry expert Rich Gallagher, discusses the key (and often unspoken) steps to successfully tfildi~g, leadii~g and motivati~g your team of support professio~als. 
During the fii~ul webinar, Rich will show why suppott leaders succeed or fail in l~ast-paced customer contact enviro~ents and how you can harness the diverse perso~alities of yotu- support team for better perfom~ance. 
A~end tiffs interactive webinar to learn: 
* How to lead yotu- support teams * Team builcli~g in a support center * How to scree~, attract and retain top support talent * And more... 

Want to catch up on the previous webfi~ars in tiffs SupportIndustry.com Leadership series? 
Webfi~ar One: Hili~g for Great Service: How to Screei~, Attract and Retain Top Suppo~ Talent < 
~Fo~mName l~dd.~=~e~Site~D 607&emil1 liia~t~o odu,~GoToAssist&ID 701000000005sl4&’rha~’oaP~o e~5 com/e/~=r as~x%3Fs 607%261id 2611% 
~ c0dli%~4751 d 605aT03aliaa749e9578> 
Webfi~ar Two: LeaNing Suppo~ Teams: The Mecliu~fics <hgp://now.eloqua.co~tge/£aspx? 
elqFormName tfidde~uesponse&elqNteID 607&emNl~lanton@~caa.N~c.edu&Noduc>GoToAssist&ID 701000000005~&Tliu~Yo~age hgp://mfile.akamN.co~tg23543/wmv/ciN~ar.dow~fload.akamN.co~tg23543/v 
-613532183252950564-1336b05&Tc.asx> 
Register for the WeNnar <~2~otoassist conv~fh~msi1013-1103-1208-NA-G2A-WBR-B-Ll?ID 70150000000X~2W&elq cOdbgef247514605aTO3aliaa749e95%> 
Nease forward tiffs to collea~es who mNht be ~tterested in lea~g more. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Cittix Oliline 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.cittixoliline.com <ht~ro:/’!~,w,~,, ci~ixor~li~te corn> 

.... <h~&/://le~m~o/oassist com/fbmls!1013-1103-1208-NA-G2A-\~,q-gR-B-LI?ID 70150000000~QW&elclcOdb8ei247514605aTO3~baa749e9578> 

Rich Gallagher 

The SupportIndustry.com Leadership Series: 
How to Hire, Lead and Motivate Yotu- All-Star Support Team 

Title: 
Your Cast of Cliuracters: Team Builcli~g in a Support Center 

Date: 
Thursday, December 8 
Time: 
11 AM (PST) / 2 PM (EST) 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Fom~der, Pdint of Contact Group 

REGISTER<~otoassistcom/R~mls/1013-1103-1208-NA-G2A-WBR-B-Ll?~D: 7015000000052,~2\~,,~&elcF:c0db8e~47514605a%3ahaa749e9578> 

"Citrix O~tline" 

Share this >    <}!~_’_p://~,zvvw~cebookcottv’strore                   otoassist com/%~rts4’1013-1103-1208 NA-G2A-’¢/BR-B-L 1>    < 
h~://lea~ng~otoassistco~vfb~is/lO1B-11OB-12Og-NA-G2A-WBR-B-Ll>    <~t~i):i/wwwli~fl~ed~convsk~re~icle?mi~ff~’~ac&title Checkoutttffsg~eat arl%le&s~r~rla~5~ It’sareallv~ 
a*qicle&tN hN~://leamgo’~oassist.com/f’oml~lO13-1103-1208-NA-G2A-\~,,~BR-B-L1> <mailto:?subject-Check out tiffs great arlicle&body-* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **%0D%0A%0D%0ACheck out this great 

***************************** atticle%0D%0A%0D%0Al~gp://learn.gotoassist.co~tg fom~s/1013-1103-1208-NA-G2A-WBR-B-L 1%0D%0A%0D%0AIt’s a really good atticle%0D%0A%0D%0A > 

Cittix Oitline 16500 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Cittix O~tlh~e, LLC. All rights reset-ted. 
Privacy Policy: hit~,3:~l~te 
Unsubsclibe: ~)~d~://~eam ci~x~1ine c~m/fb~ns/Uns~liscribe?~hi‘qJ~eid c~db8e~2475146~5a7~3a~aa749e9578&ematl li1a~n~mcaa ~c e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 10:01 AM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why a Good "P.S." Might Be Just What Your Recruiting Message Needs 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

You’re receiving tiffs email because of yore relatioi~ship with Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies. 

~o:/I~,Jsitorr20co~sta~ico:alactcom/c~sp?llr b~a, he~bab&l- 11089284982965611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&~d: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~f~:iI,Asitor cor~:~tantcontact co~t~’do?p ~u~&mse: 0018fhOWgLavd~oB ~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZdCMw%3 D&t 001 ~EzN Y 0zGaA%3 D%3D&reason 0011~2 sL%3 D&li~bwheq~bah 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [hVqo://i20rs6net,’lnisp?llr bwheclnbab&e>:1108928498296&s :56114&e 001nScclRhCMBG5eeaQFNm’rWgA6w4f~bk4VMweef’-- 
~V3M4sGPh01Z7                  38bo’[;nBFPiA4G.~.9ossUY                              ] 

December 6,2011 Volume 7, Issue 50 

Why a Good "P.S." Might Just Be Whut Yotu Recmitii~g Message Needs 

Here’s the shocking troth about the letters and emails you’re writing: 

They might be missing their most effective ending. 

That endi~g? 

Your "P.S." 

Addfl~g a P.S. statement after yore main text is one of the most effective selling 
tectmiques any coact~, at any level, can start implementi~lg as a patt of their recmiti~g 
campaigms. For our clients [                                ng-sol.,~_~..i_o~,’], 
we tiT to incolporate a "P.S." into their message on a regular basis. The reason 
is simple: It works. 

Why does it work? There’s actually some science behind the explanation. 

We’re natm-ally "wired" to remember the last thing we read. Whatever the message, 
we stand a much better chance of recalling the last patt of whut we were told. Whether 
its a fictional story, a sales letter that you get in the mail, or a recrulti~g 
email read by yotu- prospect, in each instance the thing we say last is remembered 
the most. 

So, if you’re looking to add some punch to your r ecmiti~g messages, here are the 
general rules you’ll want to follow: 

* Hint at what could be lost. "Fear of loss" is a powerful emotion. Nobody want’s 
to lose sometht~lg that could be their’s for the taking. Yotu- prospects, and their 
parents, are no different. Hinting at a potential loss of attentions, a futm-e roster 
spot, or an invitation to visit campus can be... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1108928498296&s 56114&e 00 lnScqRhCMBG6gXOpTTpGDj7mbjoYq, drFkU0yaEkp-VD5rqHEOCr6smTjiDGulTmOQCvi2Zw- 
h~kD0 otVQ Q TN2bnPow 1 JcwoQ05 oWpoeccn0QZ SkcLxgZHevTg4q3 ekTme3wWXivKUIWGT 3GWAnU4ewbDM5716 onTrFdtr JzQqt2A1DzTUbLgegsYQMYC6PGDrr6ttn0 RRPA] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108928498296&s 56114&e 001nScqRhCMBG6D3i-eNoaLDCEkdyS69bmVAOJ8LOupaZU Ioa4H7xMY6ZkAb-DZxLnPusljqR2Z2- 
wrs8EzwPhCkJN5 fem R3mIQj qUvZPj HG2 esAD0 S ypoFv8 L wtqwiussn 1 t FRMMsXoXpMB~Fl~EUVACqT475MzK-8tsu13 s-RATjj quPizsfuQBmPDiN 1 n-lMvmYnzxtPj G-kc-XkRTPezJtjr- 
kEr 6oj LsmJvV2mXsiH Sq 1ZmhzckBxQ ¥~VOW0p9 fuBgymAiR8NTFllE55iE19MQedh6QbSr] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
kBbSLKTh~6i~tUnGkir LUDv                     dEXIhJF1KaOH9A&~-Y7HySc728L44CYZK4Sw ] 

Front Rush [h~p:i,q20:s6ne~Jtujsp?11r bwheqnbab&e>1108928498296&~56114&e=~1nSec~pd~C\4~C~4iz~pB5H11iDC~B68Pk4PUq~c~e-Gg7K~1IC\~‘~J2H3~l~HaK8~z~c,CBF~C3C~e;~7e~7R~hivrX)wT89~/~P~G4- 
{PklTghH2UO5~zbhiMWLxOvcBsL3kFv2kkKoLkgveHrIBb©~o~_Q _] 

Recruiting Prospects Late in the Game: 

How to Easily Find New Talent Without Spending a Dime 

Maybe you’re not pleased with the way yotu- top prospects are panni~g out. 

Perhups you’ve identified two or thi-ee new recruits but you feel it’s too late in 
the process to begin with them. 

Or, maybe you’re looking for emerging prospects to add to your list. 

If any of those describe you and yotu- situation, don’t despair: 

* Our research shows thut tiffs is the perfect time of year to begin contact with 
prospects who you haven’t recruited yet. Many of them - even if they are deep 
into the recmiti~g process with other schools - haven’t fom~d what they’re looking 
for yet. If you reach out and contact them, you might be surprised at their response. 

Need a good list of talented, emerging Juniors and Selffors to begin contact with? 
If you haven’t logged in to NCSA Attfletic Recmiti~g [h~q~:/,q20~s6neE!:u isp? 

lh b,~,heclnbab&et~ :i 108928498296&~56114&e 00 lnScqKhCMBGTgSKLSSSHe9dGdoOIHGV11 ~UH ll,~z~.~7’Teq0 Y cC~cl 3JpD2W6He0i~mK~qNw5c3MEbid4~C~,\/u{TXlclla X\,rKb 7Jv,gmSef’x4bs5aO 1ZtNV- 
?\W02~F38NPcl                                        ], 
you should. Each week, hundreds of new verified prospects - complete with contact 
infommtion, copies of their official transcript, streaming video - are added to 
the largest database of pre-qtMified high school prospects in the com~tiT. 

If you haven’t created yotu- flee accomtt yet, click here [http://r20 rs6 ne~J~1~ isp? 
llrbwhe~lbab&e~1108928498296&~56114&e O01nSc~gSKLSSSHegdGdoOIHGVIlIL?H1 D2W6He0i~IRr 18efk4bs5aOl Z~NV- 

]. 
There are verified reci~ts still looking for that right fit... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hv:u:!/~20 rs6 nei/tu isp~ 



llr bwlieqrlbab&e> 1108928498296&~56114&e 001nSc~-_TgSKLSSSHegdGdoOIHG\~]1 fUHl D2W6He0In~IR~ m%f~4bs5aOl ZI\V- 

] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO8928498296&s 56114&e 001nScqRhCMBG6D3i-eNoaLDCEkdyS69bmVAOJ8LOupaZU Ioa4HTxMY6ZkAb-DZxL:~PusljqR2Z2- 
wrs8EzwPhCkJN5 fem R3mIQj qUvZPj HG2 esAD0 S ypoFv8 L wtqwiussn 1 t FRMMsXoXpMB~hEUVACqT475MzK-8ts~13 s-RATjj quPizsfuQBmPDiN 1 n-lMvmYn~xtPj G-kc-XkRTPezJtjr- 
kEr 6o~ LsmJvV2mXsiH Sq 1ZmhzckBxQ ¥~VOW0p9 fuBgymAiR8NTF 11E55iE 19MQedh6QbSr] 

Follow us on Twitter [lit~:ii~20×s6:~iln j~bab&el- 1108928498296&s 56114&e 001~bSc/kKliCMBG4Kk~’~Q~51!dI<S1QXf~l16 033Qoo,_~L fggjB- 
kBbSLKThLdit~onGkirLUDv /.)~ne5FnVc~L.~dEX~bJF1KaOHgAdv-Y7HySc728L44CYZK4Sw ] 

14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE RECRUITING TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l l O8928498296&~56114&e O01nScqRhCMBG5vioPZqULqXl.pWFNj3GzJoPxdVoy2Hmm495xOgmLsbEHRmvB6vEJxov4W bGgEcoDjKzgjaDx5yXt~87FBOXt2dI4Nx29g- 

SPLbvO4toVYvUC~Jlkeh6mIWT HZYb97X 0ggybRuxE IO So38bL J1CIHg~2 ~rmVHDqjFVqL2i~gWTwlQdl QpND] 

The best traini:~g series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
training ttmt you need to have the r ecmiti~g edge! 

Click here to order [ CMBG4FCOWN~-~lveHh£/~bml~OJkG 
K) ~,,,~ d~V ur?Dt Wt 8TNv0C~ 7i Ekx’~,KF1 ub6 SOL4YUXqdNww N 9 DKm0vHT~DM ?C~ ]! 

WWLD? (Wliut Would LeBron Do) Top Recruit Asking NBA Superstar Where to Go to College??? 

When we conduct our popular On-Campus Workshops for college coactfi:~g staff; and 
attflefic depattments, we somefimes get funny looks when we present research that 
shows today’s recruits relying on other people like parents and coaches to make 
their final decision on where to compete as a college atlilete. 

Apparantly, we should add LeBron James to tliut list. 

Cinis Walker, one of the most prized basketball recruits of the class of2013, lius 
said tliut he plans on asking the NBA star wliut school he should go to. 

A smatt way to make a college decision? Or, another sign of the recmifing apocolypse?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1108928498296&s 56114&e 00 lnScqRhCMBG7RYgBNflQHs2gfQ60j0OlkWNQPhXIezcYBozQE tlieuPNBmo9B- 
xDgFt2HqLUJuHHPs 1 cdEztB3HAK9zTT~EafsNkZMtU3~hgbRCM~u~x6i5~xfd-Ie~GpjGcwK~vk3EMnHJ3~NDeu4h7sV2LHHKjcrNRsJFWSAKfLMqT~D~7K~KLy~ qeWTeixFYDa- 
LtxwV4bjtHRNxFRcUIj 0M SOxSsekpl&n4B JexI Q ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108928498296&s 56114&e 001nScqRhCMBG6D3i-eNoaLDCEkdyS69bmVAOJ8LOupaZU Ioa4H7xMY6ZkAb-DZxL~PusljqR2Z2- 
wrs8EzwPhCkJN5 fem R3mIQj qUvZPj HG2 esAD0 S ypoFv8 L wtqwiussn 1 t FRMMsXoXpMB:~hEUVACqT475MzK-8ts~13 s-RATjj quPizsfuQBmPDiN 1 n-lMvmYn~xtPj G-kc-XkRTPezJtjr- 
kEr 6o~ LsmJvV2mXsiH Sq 1ZmhzckBxQ ¥~VOW0p9 fuBgymAiR8NTFllE55iE19MQecll~6QbSr] 
Followus onTwitter [t~p:iT~20rs6 net/~{sp?llr: D~,,hee@bab&el 1108928498296&s 56114&e: 001nScq~RttCMBG4Kkg~Ot5hdKSiOXBtlC033Ooov~;iB- 

kBbSLKTlib6IhLnGldK,UDv Qvq~e5FnVd~bDzagdEXtbJF1KaOH9A4v-YTHvScT28L44CYZK4Sw ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
~.~O~ab&e~llOg928498296&~56114&e 00 I~ISc@~C MB~KLS8 ~1o©~ N.y~v2~ "Teq0_YcC~c 13~pD2W6He0i~mRi 8e~k4bs5aO 1Z~N V- 
PNWOAT38NPc 10~c0b-rTi95~4’EPPq6Rld3W~wM4 ] 

Just 25 Days Left to Register for 2012 NCRC and Save Big 

Coaches who are planning on attencli~g tliis Suramer’s have unfil the end of December 
to save nearly 50%on the cost of registrafion. 

You’ll get the most in-deptt~ recmiling training of your coaching life at this event, 
with an all-star panel ofrecmifing, coaching and marketing professio~mls declicated 
to making this weekend the best learning expelience ever for serious college coaches 
who want to become m~beatable recruiters. 

To get all tt:e details, with iilfomlafion on how to save on your regishafion costs 
ttu-ongh tt:e end of December, click here [li~q~:!i:2Ors6netl~::is~o?ll:-bwhecl::bab&e~-i 108928498296&s 56114&e 00111Sc@41uCMBG4:fl~B4voNFDSse2MvK-~IwEOlw29h\@ 1 Y26x4Iik4- 
Y 8MB 91{AuMoffl’::b:~v KeiX ~E__gj.H JO :~,YL5tP V>,cba UBOUDZ 8D6Nt-ii{ QjDxPcb3v5s6B &~ 11_~]... 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108928498296&s 56114&e 001nScqRhCMBG6D3i-eNoaLDCEkdyS69bmVAOJ8LOupaZU Ioa4H7xMY6ZkAb-DZxL~PusljqR2Z2- 
wrs8EzwPhCkJN5 fem R3mIQj qUvZPj HG2 esAD0 S ypoFv8 L wtqwiussn 1 t FRMMsXoXpMB:~hEUVACqT475MzK-8ts~13 s-RATjj quPizsfuQBmPDiN 1 n-lMvmYnzxtPj G-kc-XkRTPezJtjr- 
kEr 6oj LsmJvV2mXsiH Sq 1ZmhzckBxQ ¥~VOW0p9 fuBgymAiR8NTFllE55iE19MQecll~6QbSr] 

Follow us on Twitter [h~ro:ll~2O rs6 netI~: islo?llr {>ad:eq::bab&e~l l O8928498296&~ 56114&e 001nSoclI~d:CMBG4K-kgQI5hdKS1QXBtlC033Qoo;~Lf)g{B- 

kBbSLKTlib                                    dEX~bJF1KaOH9Aa, v-YTH2Sc728L44CYZKdS~:; ] 

Save 40% 

Register today for the upco~ulng Nafio:~al Collegiate Recruiting Co:fference, Jm:e 

1-3, 2012 in Boston! 

Amazing speakers, recruiting experts, athletic directors and coaches...all focused 
on one ttul:g: Cutti~g-edge recruiti~g. 

Be a part of i!! CLICK HERE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-llO8928498296&~56114&e ~nScqRhCMBG7F67IqpMiLq7wfMRhbVsmrhvK3RQbH~xLrwF~qissx~VHztZ~hBfAB~Hx6J6pJ~N7i6~3hqs6Xv~umV- 
CYQ5B~McAYV~BZY~57hSMjCugp~IuN6CI6~qMdbrRMe~c~azbZBVR9z7F~peSMva2~H~rFN6wBGkKDeF2Av2C7aNFz5qpwT7iDN~-~Tp8WQDSCI<~:pS5~chFxrAYw67N2Gm7e tUNIllpIRsI1U Q ] 

Selling Pe:m State football no easy task for coaching staff 

Tom Braclley and his coaching staffat Pe:m State have a tough reci~fing task: Selling 
a school that has negafive press, and doing so mflmut know ifyou’~ be working 
there in a month. Check out ore Facebook page for more. CLICK HERE [~’/i20 

lli b,a,t~eq~:bab&e~1108928498296&~56114&e O01::Sog~:CMBGTa:2f]~2sf<::p4Ued]mT5W%~.SFS~Gs~1HeAXTJC~VObCNRN1N1U6dwPgxE 0:uiJL1ToYGG:::YIdLGlr60:a~O3ex~’~ 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~rsO~et, t::i~9ab&e>llOg928498296&~56114&e 001nSc@/:CMBG4PHmr olNO6wC~aCEYFKORJh2uRo4Rb~O9h©IN~" %h~\Ifl-k6iXoa4krsOG lsulvtTMFj2ibBf~,,HiP- 
3zrkgLbDkEQOanVliJz~a,73TF,,~OlzPNTilwkUK-i] 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re ~ulssing exclusive recmiti~N atticles, late-breaking recruiti~N 



news, and our obsel~cations and commentary on all tlie big college spotts topics of 
tt~e day. And, we may even make you laugli once in a wtfile. Follow m, Coach~ CLICK 

HE~ [~:/~20 rs6 net/m               ab&e~1108928498296&s 56114&e 001nSc~I~CMBG4PHm~ olNO6wCho~CEYFKOlZJh2aRo4RbabhO1N~ NIfR6iXoa4~sOG ls~vtTMFj~,ibBfvHiP- 
5’?k9LbDkEOOan%<h]z’~,TBTFvOlzPNT{IwkUK-~ 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS! 

On-Campus Workshop [                                                                              ECMBG6LCSShKO- 
tr~’~ FVDRad0wo0~iED6QaA XX271KkQB }@dcl4fld~l sz~M~s3w~z>~2h~p~°~I8~fbZ~-j~iHxKs~9~zL5i22rvbA~bIDAKb~k9MG~swX~LScHH~e~k~Ct6IM3A ] 

Custom research. 

Personalized s~ateNes. 

A&anced ~ai~fi~g. 

CLICK HERE [~://~20~s6neEt~?llr bwlie~nbab&e>l I08928498296&s: 56114&e 001nScqRliCMBG6LCSStff~O- 
turn FVDRad0wo wJ~‘~t8~j~v-~?iH~KsE9~I~5~22~wbAUbIDA~U~k9M~ct~1Q~egA~vk~Ct6rM3A ] 

FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Brotliers Do BaSle for D1 Football Recruits 

Mike Gundy and Cale Gm~dy are botli respected college football coaclies wlio know liow 
to recruit at tlie Ngliest level. 

Lately, tliey’ve been crossing pattts on tt~e recmiti~g ti-ail. And tliat’s wliere tlie 
stolT gets interestii~g... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwlieqnbab&et-llO8928498296&~56114&e 001nScqRhCMBG42jWmm4iQjSUeMBeTyf ZbudDkIsR~Yqq~ZSQHgFBICXHXF~kdpdjNh~u~emf~m74d~ZKj~uy~xuxbVBdUu~dX~m4c28YaUxZgj~z2jzZb~ Vkd20wf 

Find us on Facebook [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?l11-bwlieqnbab&et-l108928498296&s 56114&e 001nScqRhCMBG6D3i-eNoaLDCEkdyS69bmVAOJ8LOupaZU Ioa4H7xMY6ZkAb-DZxL~tPusljqR2Z2- 
wrs8EzwPliCkJN5 fem R3mIQj qUvZPj HG2 esAD0 S ypoFv8 L wtqwiussn 1 t FRMMsXoXpMB~thEUVACqT475MzK-8ts~F13 s-RATjj quPizsfuQBmPDiN 1 n-lMvmYn~xtPj G-kc-XkRTPezJtjr- 
kEr 6o~ LsmJvV2mXsiH Sq 1ZmlizckBxQ ¥~VOW0p9 fuBgymAiR8NTFllE55iE19MQedh6QbSr] 

Follow us on Twitter [t~ro://120rs6net,q~is-D?llr b~a&eq~Ibab&e~l108928498296&~ 56114&e 001nScclRtlCMBG4KkgQI5hdKS1QXBtlC033Qoo;~U~)g{B- 
kBbSLKTlib                                    dEX~bJF1KaOH9A4v-Y7HySc728L44CYZK4Sw ] 

Sign-up for tlie Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to otlier coaclies! 
l~p:/iuico~tstantcontactcomisazf~#,q’fijsp?llr b~,,,hecmbab&nl =l1010384933"77&ea bla~tton~uncaa ~a~tc edo~&m 1108928498296 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Basketball" <A]2HLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 11:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4-Game Mini Plans On Sale Now 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock Men’s Basketball 
4-Game Mii~i Plans On Sale Now 
$45 each 

Garnet Pack 
-Kentucky 
-Vanderbilt 
-Georgia 
-Southeastern Louisiana 

Black Pack 
-Ohio State 
-Florida 
-Teilnessee 
-Alabama 

Call the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office at 800.4SC.FANS (800.472.3267) or click here to 
order oifline: h~p://s~rmmm.ticketmaster.com:80/track? 
~ipe click&enid ZWFz~TEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TEzMzA~DMmbWVzc2FmZwIk~TEzNTE5NjM~t~ZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~kN~cm~hbD~xNjc5MTg4MSZ~bwFpbG~k~UJMQU5UT~5A¥q55DQUEu¥q55 

To unsubscribe from futm-e mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

South Carolfila Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 

800.4SC.FANS 
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Wednesday, December 07, 2011 Unsubscr be I Pr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a frend 

Dear N4A Professional, 

As you are well aware, professional growth associations are only as strong as their 
membership. That’s why the N4A is often considered one of the strongest professional growth 
organizations in the nation today. Our profession consists of over 2,000 individuals who work 
with student-athletes on a daily basis. We encourage all of those professionals to become 
members of the N4A as we strive to educate our membership, share experiences and best- 
practices that are relevant to our field, and provide the best academic suppor~ services possible 
to our student-athletes. 

To keep our momentum rolling, the N4A Executive Committee is seeking your assistance in 
renewing your 2011-2012 membership. At this time, our records indicate that your 
membership payment is past-due. 

Please visit us online at http://nfoura.org/payment/membership.php to pay your dues now. 
Otherwise, you can send a check to the N4A National Office at the following address. Please 
make checks payable to the N4A. Receipts will be issued upon request. 

N4A National Office 
Attn: Kim Dittmann 

NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, NC 27695 

N4A Tax ID# 33-0222728 

This past June, the N4A Board of Directors elected to join the National Association of Collegiate 
Directors of Athletics (NACDA) for its association management needs. This relationship will 
officially begin August 2012. As par~ of the transition N4A will be moving to one membership 
cycle that will run from September 1 through August 31 of the following year. 

If you have any questions concerning your membership, please do not hesitate to contact Kim 
Dittmann at (919) 513-1003 or Jessica Delaney at (919) 513-1007 at the N4A National Office. 

Thank you again for your support of the N4A. 

Joe Luckey 

N4A President 

Bart Byrd 

N4A President-Elect 

Jessica Delaney 

N4A National Office 

Subscr be I Unsubscr be I Send ths to a fiend 

nfoura.orq 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Schiferl <kschif@olemiss.edu> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 2:16 PM 

’N4A (n4a@lists.ncsu. edu)’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA - Post-Presidential Retreat Update 

December 7 Update.pdf 

Attached is a very important update from the recent meeting of the Resource Allocation Working Group, which is one of the Working 
Groups formed by the NCAA following the August 2011 Presidential Retreat. 



Post-Presidential Retreat Updates 
December 7, 2011 

NOTE: For the working groups other than Resource Allocation, the November 30 update 

document remains current. We intend to send an update next week as well, following meetings 

of the Collegiate Model: Enforcement and Collegiate Model: Rules working groups. 

Resource Allocation Working Group 

Presentation to Board: January 2012 
Chair: Michael Adams, President 

University of Georgia 

Vice Chair: Ann Millner, President 
Weber State University 

No additional 
meetings are 

required. 

Direct questions and feedback to staff contact." 

Kathleen McNeely, kmcneely@ncaa.org 

DEVELOPMENTS 

The Resource Allocation Working Group met on December 2. The focus of the meeting was to review 

previously considered proposals against the Association’s enduring values, which are: 

¯ Student-athlete success academically and athletically is paramount. 

¯ The collegiate model, in which athletics is embedded in the values of higher education including 
shared responsibility and accountability, should be protected and sustained. 

¯ Amateurism defines the relationship between students and institutions in the collegiate model of 

athletics. 

¯ Competitive equity and fairness of opportunity among institutions of similar commitment to 

intercollegiate athletics should guide the administration of the college model. 

As outlined below, several of the previously considered proposals were eliminated or modified. In 

addition, the group discussed proposals related to non-coaching staff members and the minimum number 



of sports required for Division I membership. It was the decision of the Working Group that there should 
be no change made to the minimum number of sports required for Division I membership. 

The group will continue to work on its final report to the Division I Board of Directors through 

December; the deliberations of the group, however, have concluded. 

FINAL APPROVED PROPOSALS 

The following are the approved proposals that will be recommended to the Division I Board in January, 
along with the working group rationale for each proposal. 

1. The working group felt that a more thoughtful approach to looking at the number of competitions 

was necessary before making a recommendation. Therefore the proposal related to the number 

of competitions is: 

That an immediate moratorium be instituted to cap the number of contests/dates of competition at 
the levels that currently exist in all sports. It is also recommended that the NCAA commission a 

study to determine the maximum number of contests/dates of competition during the 
championship segment of the playing season that is essential to the success of each NCAA sport. 
In addition, the Working Group recommends that the scope of this study specifically examine 

how contests in the sport of basketball are counted. 

The working group further recommends that once the study is completed and the new 
contest/dates of competition limits are in place for each sport, that those new limits remain in 
place for 10 years. 

This new proposal replaces prior discussions on elimination of non-championship segment 

competition and a 10 percent reduction in regular-season competition for all sports. 

Rationale: It is important for the student-athlete to have the appropriate number of competitions 

in place that allow them to be successful as athletes, while maximizing the time available for 

academic success and campus life pursuits. 

2. Reduction in scholarships as follows: 

a. FBS football scholarships from 85 to 80. 

b. FCS football scholarships from 63 to 60, with 80 overall counters. 

Women’s basketball scholarships from 15 to 13. [Note: The working group will no longer 
recommend a requirement that the scholarships eliminated from women’s basketball be 
reallocated to other women’s sports. The working group noted that it should be at each 
institution’s discretion as to how the dollars are to be reallocated.] 

In addition, the working group also agreed they would not request the Committee on Academic 

Performance to consider incentives that would allow institutions above a certain APR score to 
maintain the current levels of scholarships for football and women’s basketball. The working 

group and President Emmert reaffirmed their position and support of Title IX. 

2 



Although a reduction in the number of men’s basketball scholarships was discussed, the working 
group believes that the current number of men’s basketball scholarships at 13 is an appropriate 
number. Therefore no change is recommended. 

Rationale: The proposed scholarship numbers allow for continued success of football and 
women’s basketball programs while providing institutions with the opportunity to reallocate 
dollars to other initiatives that benefit student-athletes. The proposed scholarship reductions also 
will allow for athletics talent to be dispersed across more intercollegiate athletics programs. 

3. Elimination of institutional foreign tours that may be scheduled during the summer-vacation 

period between the institution’s spring and fall terms or during an academic year vacation period 
(other than Labor Day vacation period) published in the institution’s official catalog. 

Rationale: Institutions feel a growing pressure to provide a foreign tour opportunity to each 
student-athlete. As a result, providing a foreign tour has become tied to the recruiting process. 
Student-athletes are encouraged to use institutional study abroad programs that are available 
during these time periods. 

4. Provide the following constraints on non-coaching personnel: 

In the sport of football, the Working Group will recommend a limit of 12 non-coaching staff 
members, whose duties include support of the football program in any capacity, including 
third-party contractors that may be employed by an institution. The 12 non-coaching staff 
members will not include athletics trainers, academic support and compliance staff members. 

In the sport of men’s basketball, the Working Group will recommend a limit of six non- 
coaching staff members, whose duties include support of the basketball program in any 
capacity, including third-party contractors that may be employed by the institution. The six 
non-coaching staff members will not include athletics trainers, academic support and 
compliance staff members. 

NOTE: The non-coaching personnel limitations do include videographers, strength and 
conditioning coaches, and operations and administrative personnel. The Collegiate Model-- 
Rules Working Group is asked to work with staff to refine the list of what would be included in 
the non-coaching staff limits. 

Rationale: The membership and the Board of Directors have expressed significant concern with 
the proliferation of non-coaching staff members with sport-specific responsibilities. Dollars spent 
on these personnel can be allocated to areas that will more directly benefit the student-athlete and 
better align with enduring values. 
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December 11, 2011 
Don’t Treat Players Like Gladiators 

By Oscar Robertson 
Today there is a tremendous disparity in how the NCAA treats its student athletes and the way it treats its member institutions. 
Student-athletes are treated like gladiators []revered by fans and coveted by member institutions for their ability to produce revenue, 
but ultimately viewed as disposable commodities. They are given no ability to negotiate the contents of their scholarships, often 
punished severely for even the smallest NCAA violations, and discarded in the event they suffer major injuries. 
Meanwhile, member institutions are often given free passes amid NCAA violations so that they can protect their and the NCAA’s 
financial interests (punishment of institutions generally comes after years of neglec0. At the end of the day, both the NCAA and its 
member institutions are focused on the money they can make off student-athletes, not on the student-athletes’ best interests. 
There are a number of reforms that should be put in place to protect student-athletes. At the very least: 1. They should be able to hire a 
lawyer to represent them in analyzing and negotiating the contents of their scholarships, and the NCAA should permit its member 
institutions to compete more with one another relating to the contents of scholarships they offer; 2. Student-athletes should be given 
greater procedural safeguards in the disciplinary process, particularly so they are not scapegoated; and 3. Student-athletes should be 
given sufficient protections so that the ill effects of injuries suffered in service to member institutions do not fall disproportionately on 
them. 
Student-athletes are not permitted to have a lawyer give them advice about NCAA-sanctioned scholarships. That is a problem. As it 
stands, the NCAA and its member institutions hold all the bargaining power and preclude student-athletes from negotiating and 
understanding the entirety of scholarship obligations. That bargaining position leaves the student-athletes at a severe disadvantage. 
Not that a scholarship system should be abolished, but student-athletes should be given more financial aid than they currently receive. 
Student-athletes are limited in the number of hours they can be employed because of the time they devote to playing college sports. 
The NCAA should take that into account and compensate student-athletes more fairly while they are playing sports for the member 
institution and the NCAA. 



Additionally, student-athletes should be given more protection in the interpretation of NCAA rules and their enforcement. 
Scholarships should be revoked under only the direst circumstances, such as criminal convictions or failing to maintain a sufficient 
GPA[]but in all cases, the student-athlete should be able to contest scholarship revocation. Often the punishment far exceeds the 
potential wrong. For example, a basketball player went on a trip with some friends over the summer. On that trip, someone gave the 
player a free meal and hotel room. That player was recently suspended for six games. The punishment does not seem proportionate to 
the alleged wrong. Further, the NCAA will use student-athletes for profit and then discard them after the financial gain has been made. 
The NCAA and its member institutions, for instance, will allow a top player to participate in a bowl game to maximize earning 
potential, and then punish the player severely after the NCAA and the institutions have cashed in on the event. 
If student-athletes suffer injuries while playing an intercollegiate sport at an NCAA member institution, their scholarships should be 
guaranteed all the way through their undergraduate studies there. In addition to having a lawyer or representative bargain for them, 
student-athletes should also be allowed to form the equivalent of what are players’ unions in professional sports, so they can have a 
self-appointed group of representatives to speak on their behalf. The student-athletes, not the NCAA or its member institutions, should 
be the ones choosing which individuals represent them. 
Furthermore, the student-athlete’s rights to the use of their images or likenesses, both before and after their playing days, need to be 
acknowledged. Certainly an institution should be able to broadcast games, but reasonable limitations must apply. The student-athletes 
must have some control over the marketing of their images and likenesses during and after college. If, for example, an institution were 
making money off jersey sales with a particular player’s number on it, the player should be given some control over how the jersey is 
sold and over the revenues. Moreover, if a player wins an individual trophy or is given some other object, with the mind-set that he or 
she will be able to keep that item, then why can’t the player do what he or she wants with it? 
Athletics may play an important part of a college student’s life, whether as a student-athlete or a fan. There is nothing wrong with that. 
Athletic competition has many virtues, as I can attest. But the system must be fair, particularly for the relatively powerless student- 
athletes. The reforms discussed above are just a few ways in which the scales may be brought back toward a reasonable balance. 
Oscar Robertson is a former college, Olympic, and professional basketball player. He is a former president of the National Basketball 
Association’s Players Association. 
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-OI’h~~ ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
tuJoHTHyvFDA)80Z8 ¥~!kiUMGslGxTPtH1D4NL SwOQpyvpFEmb feUnUXOUpleB6xD~tAvI fvB s eofUYPzWL 1B X33 e EMcFc6 KT4bKtxg53izr0cL HU2uXKcd2 XRdmy4U JpLbsar JmZTEM ShzoE3 dO onlkhL QyhDiTkGP( 
-hvsYEMqTnO9waLFe yyGxg06 e9Um8ZQEF9 -0jmgg4dj~ghtAAi] 
Followus onTwitter [~o:iI:20rs6net,’~ni~r~?]ir bv, he~:~bab&e~1108954618829&~56114&e 00liXgP- 

hvTL2k{l_djY EcMi                                                                 9VgBP                             ] 

Save 40% 

Register today for the upcoming Natio~ul Collegiate Recruiting Co~fference, June 
1-3, 2012 in Boston! 

Amazing speakers, recruiting experts, athletic directors and coaches...all focused 
on one tt~g: Cutti~g-edge recruiti~g. 

Be a part of i!! CLICK HERE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1108954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P-tmoH4Y7Ga-aMDYPrL6WQhlPp-RV1JZK2finKb Ts9qddX5K9GqF6A4m3gB2gLxwAUeEw4OeFTi3- 
V~Be~gAYx2UpBu6sT~UC4mhyDj~jKwVu6gz4tI6bD76~z8-tkJSq854GE5aR6icqTUInF-tMmhYVr6Ify~Upp3e43W8k9B5DsQmRxvh~T~YSUC-y~afNGeU~8- 
8HvEeVlv4c6DYBxowvTw492BUp0c2C14YuwgcUT3w~] 

Pat Summitt’s Long TelTtl Plan for Her Assistant Coaches 

The college coaching world was stu~med a few montRs ago with the news thut Te~messee 
women’s basketball coach Pat Summitt was battling Alzheimer’s cfisease. How is she 
and her staffpreparNg for the long tem~ succes of the program at Te~messee?. 
Check out om Facebook page for the whole stow. CLICKHERE[ ?lh-D~,~ab&e~l10895461~g29&s 56114&e 001ixgPt~ioH44- 
M i e xCss.d21 o L~_w X q~4~l C Cdyv3pN 0 M B v WqH CJW fFI3OhvKrB N KoxJZmN w i g-Oihq£5. B b fbUwDk Y-v R GL E 3~zWSd&Z cCvQ M d OCg 0B RW4 G g-s E G E4A~xGId 4TQm96bb Y 67N 4muRK l L T ~{’~[__] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [b,~20 rs6 ne’~,~l_k b,~,heq!.O~ab&e~-llO8954618829&~56114&e 001iX9P- 
tuioHd~h                                                                                                                                       ] 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recruiti~g 
news, and our obsei~cations and commentary on all the big college spotts topics of 
the day. And. we may even make you laugh once in a while. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [h~.~p:Ii~20rs6net/~n               ab&e~l108954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
tui o It~ ~:~’q)MANX3 MaL G03 z ~_qE~.v a3 N aL Ph00~-,Jg93~3zE M ’#, ~FO0~. C35Y e~-~o AN D ~ 4S2 O~X Cry, F8 YTY ~L M L S[oG nST A-Y 3 t Y ~@ 6XE1 w b~9 Fmw-6 ] 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS! 

On-Campus Workshop [ 
~n2~Cz6zYmX~JaT~&g‘~Mz~2~V~bIcG9Sm,°~C~MXKJ~d~KpM8k9riz~K8UagI~36AspIKsMt ~:IVVa@,~i79PZbeNA ] 



CustoIn research. 

Personalized strategies. 

Advanced traiiti~lg. 

CLICK HERE [h~:t~//~20~e%,’/~-lj~. ~.,he~1~X~&et 1108~4~18829&s 56114&e ~001iX9P~L~divFwOcdx[iV~;~m~lx5dNX~54ThM9~- 
~p~2rCz6 zYm~ JffFuAfWiMz~g VZbIcG9 S~o MXKJM~, KpMSk9rip~ K8 b~I~@ 6AspI KsMt~ [cIVVM3~f?9PZbeNA ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

The Li~le I~own "Other Inbox" Coaches Need to be Checking 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Have you been checki~lg yore Other inbox? 

Have you missed any important messages sent to you? 

Well, its defi~titely possible clue to the roles arom~d Facebook’s "Social Inbox". 

Here’s tt~e sto~y, Coach: 

Over a year ago, Facebook made some ct~u~ges to their messagii~g system tt~ut put roles 
htto place for receiving messages li-om other people on Facebook. The logic was very 
simple: If a person is yore friend, or friend of a friend, then messages that they 
send you on Facebook will show up in yore messages section. I f a person is not in 
tt~e group above, then their message will go into your "Other" folder. The problem 
is that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO8954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
hiioH5k JPom44ULyXVguYTgE 33 cL 1WiFQNF 1 yRIqYZUignriWFwqPgfAgpyzgXx~uTYNtFpgT YNKFTI ch-zOjqGCR1 ~my8pt&-9 coB VZg8Tr PRNPq43 c6T DTRZaTvJPmFV6A8UkmfR - 
W4iI~-lcHRPQ 1 rW6Zj 73vo JuwkOQzPdY3gwhtoNU4KTdR3il] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO8954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
hiioHTHyvFD~80Z8 ¥~!kiUMGslGxTPtH1D4NL SwOQpyvpFEmb feUnUXOUpleB6xD~kAvI fvB s eofUYPzWL 1B X33 e EMcFc6 KT4bKtxg53izr0cL HU2uXKcd2 XR&ny4U JpLbsar JmZTEM ShzoE3 dO oulkttL QyhDiTkGP( 
-hvsYEMqTnO9waLFe yyGxg06 e9Um8ZQEF9 -0jmgg4dj~g J~LAAi] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                ~b~b&et i 108954618829&~56114&e=:00 liX9P- 

] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the i~utioffs top prospec~ for fiee. [h~:~://r20rs~ne~’~sp?llr b,~.~e~nba~&e~ 110895d618829&s 56114&e 001ixgP-~rioH5XF3o~SU~.-BXWn~YxVIGkcMS- 

~I)01~vDm2TA~A                             ~YH~Wd~i)Srf~d6m4Bt~l                   b3zl~d~:~kNRi?                                    9Pra5Yns54WAK MKo: ] 

Do You Use Excel? This Recmith~g Tool is for YOU! 

Whether you ct~ulk it up to old habits dying hard, or no budget to upgn-ade to a l:sncy 
new web-based recmiti~g mai~agement program, coaches all over the countty still 
use Excel spreadsheets to track prospects. 

The good news? You can still easily integn-ate your use of Excel with some of tt~e 
newer tectmology tools out there! 

"We received over 1000 survey results fiom college coaches, and a large majority 
ofthemwantedtt~eabilitytointegn-ateNCSAAttiletic Recruiting[ ~bab&@-lH)8954618829&s 56114&e 001ixgP-tlioH5XF3 ~xVIGkcMS- 

dPVh~LSOCCb5 9Pra5"~ns54WAK MKo=] 
with either Excel, or wtlutever their contact management system was", said Ryan Newman,. 
College Relatio~ts Coordi~utor. 

"Li~le did they know, they already t~uve tiffs ability, and we’ve now made tt~e integn-ation 
better tt~un ever-anyttff i~g bit of i~ffom~ation on a recruit you would need can instantaneously 
be tt-ansferred li-om NCSA right to Excel"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                     711r b~a~bab&et 1108954618829&s 56114&e 001ixgP- 
hlioH4VIxdx~fK~i£kQI)c5yr~TJ6ZKU4Aflom@FGueH0cl~cESviFL6N2HQilloMU SXC34 t~6i%~Ot~TSBx 9oi32ZVJCKc~NE9PQdCrJ’Tq~LLXVYkul~- 
hHF3p~l ~.i/@~4s;~OC.AP2m.Ob~BBNHI,VG3UR2ItoC~&%qIJ1SSwbH~] 

14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE RECRUITING TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh- bwheqnbab&et-l108954618829&~56114&e 001ixgP- 
hiioH6tL sHmueQ31UN sgl3KDI DFoDNDII~5R3EWKt645woOVIZ Ov¥%dJy6TG4KVfsiM&xfdOih4 SH8 0nNDTDtA33my72~tinSW3e Ok- 
xY6 VaoR2ZZb8 okzotgmOmv6k8ALI~vQ JObA4XVGo5 ecCTGS~-wZREeKwNPasToQXRSAWWn ce-lYw3kSZ326] 

The best tt-aini~lg series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
tr aiulng tt~at you need to have the r ecmitii~g edge! 

Click here to order [~:,’/~20 rs6 ne~/~ ab&e~1108954618829&s 56114&e 00 liXgP-hiioH5kJPom44UL~aMCJSiwiBrC~’~p 3V~,~8LC hSBlt£1 i~ON0f Eg~BExsEmNlg% 

]~ 

Just 18 Days Left to Register for 2012 NCRC and Save Big 

Coaches who are planning on a~encli~g tiffs Smnmer’s have until the end of December 
to save nearly 50%on the cost of registt-ation. 

You’ll get the most in-deptt~ recruiting ttaiulng of your coaching life at tiffs event 
with an all-star panel of recruiting, coaching and marketing professio~als dedicated 
to making tiffs weekend the best learulng experience ever for serious college coaches 
who want to become m~beatable recruiters. 

To get all tt:e details, with i:~fo:znation on how to save on yore r egish-ation costs 
ttu-onghtt~e endofDecember, clickhere [                                 ab&e~l108954618829&s 56114&e 001ixgP-InioH5CDOsUGBsNFe XFSO6MwEgxcTFBCDwDwZ’r 
~lS’VKic2JiIFofmlI5DihobHG2~&~iMmlVVdsllSIw2tlEtl~ff~n JO2U:ullm0Pfbi,/WX-VoW65ci~’-ir]... 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO8954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
hiioHTHyvFD~80Z8 ¥~!kiUMGslGxTPtH1D4NL SwOQpyvpFEmb feUnUXOUpleB6xD~kAvI fvB s eofUYPzWL 1B X33 e EMcFc6 KT4bKtxg53izr0cL HU2uXKcd2 XR&ny4U JpLbsar JmZTEM ShzoE3 dO oulkttL QyhDiTkGP( 
-hvsYEMqTnOgwaLFe yyGxg06egUm8ZQEFg-0jmgg4dj gJ~kAAi] 



Follow us on Twitter [                                ~loab&e~- 1108954618829&~56114&e=00 liX9P- 

] 

Tweets, Fliends and Follows: NCAA Att~etic Directors Prepare to Discuss New Rules 
for Social Media 

As NCAA Att~etic Directors prepare to meet next month, one of the prone topics of 
discussion is the use of social media by coaches when they recruit. 

Social media websites like Facebook and Twitter are evolvi~g l:~ster titan the NCAA 
and att~etic depattments can keep track of them, presenling a real problems for 
coaches. 

The same question have been asked for the past two years: Should coaches be allowed 
to text recruits, and expand their reach ttu-ongh social networks? Tliut’s the debate. 
Read what coaches are sayi~g as new initiatives are up for discussion... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
tuioH75yB 5ybVk5t~luVj 8cYc0791~8gE3TkBNuxM4bmj 5uF6DXHD167GJ10iaHhCkYigFVes fSG005xq6 s6 Y- yXaT- 
Edyb35Laa9jdQMRa~kA2&xtfc~MUrzCB4ey4ZRD8~bVmUiGZiqYE6QRqpKZ~rGnGauWcwmI~K7N2x8c4C~d.QbsRWZJic6N9Ys@pYSmFemZy~nBr~T~kkmxgJrH7kqC FI001GpFSVLbVioFu-bhpDmWlcxXrR] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l108954618829&s 56114&e 001iX9P- 
tuioHTHyvFDA)80Z8 ¥~!kiUMGslGxTPtH1D4NL SwOQpyvpFEmb feUnUXOUpleB6xDikAvI fvB s eofUYPzWL 1B X33 e EMcFc6 KT4bKtxg53izr0cL HU2uXKcd2 XRdmy4U JpLbsar JmZTEM ShzoE3 dO oulkhL QyhDiTkGP( 
-hvsYEMqTnO9waLFe yyGxg06 e9Um8ZQEF9 -0jmgg4dj~g J~kkAi] 
Follow us on Twitter [bt~:,//~2O rs6 :~te~/~ isp?llr b,~,lleq~lbab&e~-1108954618829&~56114&e 001iX9P~ 

] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

December 13~ 2Oll Volume 7~ Issue 5~ 

Your Recruiting Strategy: 
Pageant? 

Horse Race or Beauty 

One of our clients called a couple of weeks ago, 
and she was worried. 

A couple of her new recruits hadn’t responded to 
her first two emails and was wondering if we 
needed to highlight more of the things her 
Division I college had to offer their students and 
athletes. 

"I’m worried if we don’t out-shine a couple of our 
other competitors soon, we won’t be able to get 
her on campus this Spring", said the coach. 

What I told her is what I want to tell you: 

Recruiting isn’t a beauty pageant, it’s a horse race. 

Here’s what I mean: 

A beauty pageant is all about picking who looks the best, and who presents themselves the 
most convincingly to the judges. Now I’ll admit, there are some recruits who fall into this 
category...they’ll pick a program using the most basic criteria: How new your facility is, how 
big of a conference you play in, or strictly based upon something that they want for 
themselves. 

The beauty pageant prospect is the toughest to land because they are... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Register today for the upcoming National Collegiate Recruiting 
Conference, June 1-3, 2012 in Boston! 

Amazing speakers, recruiting experts, athletic directors and 
coaches...all focused on one thing: Cutting-edge recruiting. 

4O% Be a part of it! CLICK HERE 

Pat Summitt’s Long Term Plan for Her Assistant Coaches 

The college coaching world was stunned a few months ago with the 
news that Tennessee women’s basketball coach Pat Summitt was 
battling AIzheimer’s disease. How is she and her staff preparing for the 
long term succes of the program at Tennessee?. Check out our 
Facebook page for the whole story. CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recruiting articles, late-breaking 
recruiting news, and our observations and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. And, we may even make you laugh 

once ina while. Follow us, Coach! CLICk(HERE 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS~ 

Custom research. 
Personalized strategies. 
Advanced training. 

The Little Known "Other Inbox" Coaches Need to be 



Checking 

Dan 2006 Picture 
by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Have you been checking your Other inbox? 

Have you missed any important messages 
sent to you? 

Well, its definitely possible due to the rules 
around Facebook’s "Social Inbox". 

Here’s the story, Coach: 

Over a year ago, Facebook made some 
changes to their messaging system that put rules into place for receiving messages from 
other people on Facebook. The logic was very simple: If a person is your friend, or friend of 
a friend, then messages that they send you on Facebook will show up in your messages 
section. If a person is not in the group above, then their message will go into your "Other" 
folder. The problem is that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Do You Use Excel? This Recruiting Tool is for YOU! 

Dan 2006 Picture 
Whether you chalk it up to old habits dying hard, or no 
budget to upgrade to a fancy new web-based recruiting 
management program, coaches all over the country still 
use Excel spreadsheets to track prospects. 

The good news? You can still easily integrate your use of 
Excel with some of the newer technology tools out there! 

"We received over 1000 survey results from college 
coaches, and a large majority of them wanted the ability 
to integrate NCSA Athletic Recruitinq with either Excel, 



or whatever their contact management system was", said Ryan Newman, College Relations 
Coordinator. 

"Little did they know, they already have this ability, and we’ve now made the integration 
better than ever-anything bit of information on a recruit you would need can instantaneously 
be transferred from NCSA right to Excel"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NCRC 3oDVD SET The best training series available for co~ege coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3oDVD complete 
conference highlights today, and get the training that 

you need to have the recruiting edge! 

C~ick here to order! 

Just 18 Days Left to Register for 2o12 NCRC end Save Big 

Coaches who are planning on attending this Summer’s 
have until the end of December to save nearly 50o/o on 
the cost of registration. 

You’ll get the most in-depth recruiting training of your 
coaching life at this event, with an all-star panel of 
recruiting, coaching and marketing professionals dedicated 
to making this weekend the best learning experience ever 
for serious college coaches who want to become 
unbeatable recruiters. 

To get all the details, with information on how to save on your registration costs through the 

end of December, click here... 



Tweets~ Friends and Follows: NCAA Athletic Directors 
Prepare to Discuss New Rules for Social Media 

As NCAA Athletic Directors prepare to meet next month, one of the prime topics of 
discussion is the use of social media by coaches when they recruit. 

Social media websites like Facebook and Twitter are evolving faster than the NCAA and 
athletic departments can keep track of them, presenting a real problems for coaches. 

The same question have been asked for the past two years: Should coaches be allowed to 
text recruits, and expand their reach through social networks? That’s the debate. Read 
what coaches are saying as new initiatives are up for discussion... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

CL~C~ ~E~ 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 13,2011 5:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meet Tomorrow 

Text.htm 

Yes, that is fine, I will see you in the morning. I called Tracy and she adjusted my timecard to clock me out for hmch today too ! 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" 12/13/11 4:57 PM >>> 
Hi Kendra, 
I apologize for getting into things on the phone today but I was caught off-guard a little. Can you come in tomorrow morning so we 
can talk about schedule, needs, etc.? It won’t be a long meeting but I want to have a more in-depth conversation about things. 

If you can, tomorrow at 9 works for me. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:~’tarhceltNue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 10:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Grade Update 

Appreciate the updates! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 12/14/2011 10:08 AM >>> 
Good morning! 
I hope all is well this morning for you both. Attached is today’s update; let me know if you have questions. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:ii~arl~eelbl~e.cs~v.com<~:iitarheelblt~e.cstv.co 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 10:24 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Grade Update 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks Brent! 

Andrew Sapp 
Head Men’s Golf Coach 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
masapp@uncaa.unc.edu 
office: 919-962-0753 

fax: 919-843-4062 
www.tarheelblue.com 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 12/14/2011 10:08 AM >>> 

Good morning! 
I hope all is well this morning for you both. Attached is today [] s update; let me know if you have questions. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:~/tarhceltNue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 7842bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
mgo grades.pdf ( ~:/!archiveO2.m~caa.unc.ed~i4cfdgd319893375aS044def6d~d5571 )Tue, 13 Mar 2012 11:08:17 -04007842bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 10:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall 2011 Grade Report 12.14.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.14.11 .xlsx 

See attached as of 10:30am ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 10:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Stealing a Play from the Maj or Leagues: Strength-Based Coaching in the Support Center 

TEXT.htm 

View This Email Online: 
h~p~//n~w.e~m.c~/es.asp?s-6~7&e-333575&e~- 35459~1b7d74~b6b8b4a~d1a3d5e~56 

Strength-Based Coaching in the Support Center 
"GoToAssist Corporate" <~C/ww~. > 
Questions? 

1-800-549-8541 

Strength-Based Coaching in the Support Center 

Download the Article             toassist.com/fom~siG2AoWPo2011-Leadi       ortoL 1 ? 
1D= 7 0150000000 Xr~z 4& elq - 3 5 4 5 9ffl b T d7 4 fb6bgb4 aOd l a3d5e05~> 
Brant: 
Strength-based coaching isn’t just for the Major Leagues. If you want to improve behavior and get better results from your people, try 
this effective leadership technique with your support team. 
"When you start using a strength-based approach, you harness the energy of your own people to create a brand-new culture of 
excellence." 
This SupportIndustry.com article shows you how to focus on the strengths and interests of your team members to positively change 
behavior and create an all-star team of support professionals. 
Download the article to learn: 
*The 4 principles of strength-based coaching *Why sharing measurements can create an environment of failure *How to engage in 
factual, blame-free troubleshooting *And more [] 

Download the Article             toassist.comiformsiG2A-WPo2011-Leadir~ortoL 1 ? 
[D= 7 0150000000 Xrtz 4&elc~=3 5 4 5 9ffl b T d7 4 fb~bSb4 aOd l a3d5e05~> 
Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested in learning more. 

Best regards, 

Mike MansbachI VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~:iAv ww.cilrixonline.com> 

.... <~;iileam.gotoassist.comifom~siG2A-WP-2011 oLeading-S upportoL 1 ? 
[D=70150000000X~4&el~=35459fflb7d74fb66864a0d 1 a3d5e056> 
Remote Support Made Easy 

Leading Support Teams: 
The Mechanics 
.... < otoassist.comiformsiG2A-Wpo2011-Leadi ort-L 1 ? 
[D= 7 0150000000 Xnz 4&e~g=3 5 4 5 9ffl b 7 d7 4 (b6bgb4 aOd l a3d5e056> 

DOWNLOAD             loassist, co~/formsiG2AoWP-2011-Leadin~c=~_~_p.por~-L 17 
[D=70150000000X~z4&el~=35459fflb7d74?o66864a0d 1 a3d5e056> 

"Citrix Online" 



Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: h~p:L~X~Tww.citrixorfline.com/privac~,’.tmp~ 
Unsubscribe: ~ :ii~eam.cit~xo~fline. corr~fonnsiU ns~bsc~ibe ? 
urfigueid=35459fflbTd74fb6bgb4a0d 1 a3 d5e056&email=blar~tor~ur~c~.ur~c.edu 



View This Email: On [qobile Phone I gs Web Paa~ 

CORPO RAT E 

Questions? 
1o800o549o8541 

Strength-Based Coaching in the Support Center 

Brent: 

Strength-based coaching isn’t just for the Major Leagues. 

[f you want to improve behavior and get better results 

from your people, try this effective leadership technique 

with your suppor~ team. 

"When you star~ using a strength-based approach, you 

harness the energy of your own people to create a brand- 

new culture of excellence." 

This SupportIndustry.com article shows you how to focus 

on the strengths and interests of your team members to 

positively change behavior and create an all-star team of 

support professionals. 

Remote Support Made Easy~ 

Leading Support Teams: 
The Mechanics 

Download the article to learn: 

The 4 principles of strength-based coaching 

Why sharing measurements can create an 

environment of failure 

How to engage in factual, blame-free troubleshooting 

And more... 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested 

in learning more. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 

A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 

www,dtr[xon[[ne,com 



Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2011 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 12:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fall 2011 Grade Report 12.14.11 

TEXT.htm; Spring 2012 Schedules 12.14.11.xlsx 

Attached ..... Thanks. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 12/14/2011 11:59 AM >>> 
Thanks Susan. Can you get me the spring schedules for the book process? 

Thanks, 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fall 2011 Grade Report 12.14.11 
Date: Wed, Dec 14, 2011 10:36 am 

See attached as of 10:30am ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 15,2011 11:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This morning’s Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 12.15.11 .xlsx 

see attached 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 15,2011 4:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall grade Report as of this afternoon 

TEXT.htm; 12.15.11 at 4.00pm.xlsx 

see attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 10:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 12.16.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.16.11 .xlsx 

see attached... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:08 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

TEXT.htm 

The following letter was sent to Chancellor Thorp about two weeks ago: 

December 5, 2011 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Since the beginning of the economic downturn, SEANC District 25 has sought to assist even more employees with grievances and 
many other concerns. We have written to you previously about some of these concerns, and you instructed Brenda Malone, Vice 
Chancellor for Human Resources, to meet with our representatives. She has ignored your directive. 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in complaints. These include: 

race, gender, and age discrimination 

failure to honor veteran[] s preference 

hiring temporary employees and students to replace career employees 

failure to honor reduction-in-force priority 

failure to provide lateral transfers to avoid layoffs 

disciplinary actions against employees for incidents that happened months ago 

failure to honor our public records request 

failure to establish accurate affirmative action goals 

requiring employees to work overtime without noting it on time sheets 

retaliation for our employee advocacy 

Some are violations of state law and policies, some also violations of federal laws, and the last is a clear violation of the U.S. 
Constitution. 

Previously, Vice Chancellor Richard Mann assured us that your administration would abide by laws and policies. As President Ross 
seeks to eliminate the rights and protections of career employees under the State Personnel Act, he has tried to reassure us that our 
legal rights and protections would not be violated. At the same time, it is has become apparent to us, and to the community of labor 



attorneys, that the philosophy of UNC HR is to protect management at all costs and force employees to go to court. UNC [] s left hand 
doesn[]t seem to know what the right hand is doing. 

We applaud your actions that produced the PRM Report and subsequent actions in Housekeeping. We will continue to follow the 
implementation of PRM [] s many recommendations. However, we note that the report was not favorable toward UNC HR, outlining 
their complicity, sometimes active and sometimes passive, in failing to protect the rights and interests of employees. This situation is 
not limited to Housekeeping. It is widespread. 

We would hope that UNC could come out the other side of this economic downturn with an intact, productive, and relatively happy 
work force. Instead, your HR department is endorsing a race to the bottom, the treatment of long-time, dedicated staff as if they are 
disposable, and conflict with employee advocates. SEANC District 25 plans to romp up our efforts on behalf of employees. 

Very truly yours, 

[Description: C:\Users\Hutton\Desktop\smh_signature.jpg] 

Steven M. Hutton 

Communications Chair 

SEANC District 25 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: ~ @yahoo.com<mai~to: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www. seanc25, o rg<~:iA~ w~. seanc25, o r~>> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30499207-9177075.234d8cf74fba91593ee4c03eb3dlf6ae@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 6:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 9:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 12.19.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.19.11 .xlsx 

See attached... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Thorpe, Cassaundra (thorpeca)" <thorpeca@UCMAIL.UC.EDU> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 10:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Career Athletes 

TEXT.htm; 9A9EB928-80BE-4804-84B8-6ABDE027EB5D[8].png; D914A01C-B4F5- 
4EAB-B854-D24A38A1D 1E8[8].png 

Good Morning Brent, 

My name is Cassaundra and I am the Life Skills Coordinator at the University of Cincinnati. I have been approached by Career 
Athletes in regards to using their services. I saw that you worked with them and I wanted to know how long you have been with them, 
how have their services been used, have you seen a positive investment from the current and alumni student-athletes and any other 
feedback you may have. Please advise. Thank you. 

Regards, 
Cassaundra 

Cassaundra Thorpe 
Life Skills Coordinator 
University of Cincinnati 
2751 O’Varsity Way, Suite 560C 
Richard E. Lindner Center 
P.O. Box 210021 
Cincinnati, OH 45221 

GO BEARCATS !! 
[cid:BC79723D-8051-4988-AE3F-5724CE 17D2A5]<hl~p:iiwww.facebook.com/t~cbearcatslifeskills>[cid:BDA64531-D4E6-4FB8- 

B 19B-C3 CED 8F2E 102] <~ :iitwiJt~;er. com!#!iU CLi~E SkflI s> 

"I can do things you cannot, you can do things I cannot; together we can do great things." 
-- Mother Teresa<ht~;/!w~,w~goodreads~cor~/authorishowig3%05Miother Teresa> 







Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 3:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

12.19.11 2nd grade report 

TEXT.htm; 12.19.11 at 3.00pm.xlsx 

see attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 3:22 PM 

Toni (Student Stores) Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-Orders: 

TEXT.htm; UNC_Books.pdf 

Toni, 

The flyer is attached. I have cc’ed Susan and Brent on the email so they can update you on the PIDs 

Tom 

>>> "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 12/19/2011 3:20 PM >>> 

Hi Tom, 

Tom I will be out of town Thursday this week [] do you know when you might have some []PID Numbers [] for us? And the flyer 
insert you would like for us to put in the preorders? 

thanks 

Toni Horton 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Financial Accountant 

(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 



Books Instructions 

What do I do with my books if I drop a class during the semester? 

Student-athletes may not retain textbooks for courses that have been dropped from their schedule. Academic 
counselors may not approve Drop/Add Forms without verification that all books have been properly returned. 

Keep ALL receipts from purchases. Upon dropping a course, with this original receipt, student-athletes will be 
allowed to return books within the identified dates each semester directly to Student Stores. An additional 
receipt documenting the return will be provided to the student-athletes. A copy of this receipt will need to be 

provided to the student-athletes’ academic counselors in order for the counselors to approve dropped courses 

Without the receipt, student-athletes will not be allowed to return books on their own, and they must seek the 
assistance of their academic counselors, resulting in time delays in completing course drops/adds. Retaining 

all receipts for purchases and returns is critical to this process. 

What happens if one of my books is out of stock at the book store? 

The book store staff will maintain your original textbook purchase form at the service desk until the book is 
available for purchase. Therefore, no additional forms are necessary. 

What do I do with my books if I drop a class at anytime during the semester? 

The book store will not accept books returned directly by student-athletes for a course that was dropped during 

the academic year. Student-athletes must return all books from dropped courses promptly to the Academic 

Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 3:47 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Toni (Student Stores) Horton 
<TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-Orders: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Toni, 
I don’t think Brent will have a solid enough list until Wednesday of this week. 

Also, Tom and I are rethinking the flyer that he attached. We are just wondering if the wording is too confusing. It may be as simple 
as removing question #3. But one question for clarification, is the "drop slip" that is required to return books, their actual signed 
Drop/Add form that is submitted to the Registrars Office? 

Thank you, 
Susan 

>>> Tom Timmermans 12/19/2011 3:22 PM >>> 
Toni, 

The flyer is attached. I have cc’ed Susan and Brent on the email so they can update you on the PIDs 

Tom 

>>> "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 12/19/2011 3:20 PM >>> 

Hi Tom, 

Tom I will be out of town Thursday this week [] do you know when you might have some []PID Numbers [] for us? And the flyer 
insert you would like for us to put in the preorders? 

thanks 

Toni Horton 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Financial Accountant 

(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 



Sports Management or dw de 
"Omneeting att~Iete~, agents, tearns~ seo~t~ and trained empl¢~yees .~orId.~ide" 

Fo~tbaR GM & Sc~u~ing C~urse Begins December 26~h~ 

Football GM & Scouting Course 
The Football General Mana~i and Scout ng ©ourse is an 8 week online course that offers cutting edge 
theories on how to develop a career in professional or collegiate Football. The Football General Manager and 
Scouting Course will cover issues including football operations, team management, scouting talent, player 
personnel, cutting edge ways of scouting NFL traditional scouting techniques, studying football on paper, 
statistical analysis and other essential tools of modern general managers of professional and collegiate 
football organizations. 

SMVVVV Graduate Writes for Bear 
Report 

SM~5~^oA] Football GM 
graduate, 

Jeff Curtis, recently 
had an article 
published by Bear’ 
Report. Bear Report 
is the only publication 
dedicated to specific 
coverage of the 
Chicago Bears. 

You can check out the 
article here: Louis’ 

If you are interested in working in football, ~igO.@ 
for the Football GM & Scouting Course today! 

Learn More About the Course 
and Instructors! 

SpoAs Management Online Degrees 

1~ GONG( RD[A 
UNIVER%TY 
CHICAGO 

Sports Management Masters & Doctorate Degrees: 

Have you always dreamed about getting your 
Bachelors, Masters or Doctorate Degree from an 
institution with a solid reputation, but do not have 

the time to attend classes or residencies? SMWW 
has the solution! 

SMWW has partnered with Concordia University 
Chicago (CUC) to offer you a regionally accredited, 

online and affordable opportunity to earn your 
MASL, Ed.D, in Education/Sports Management & 

Leadership. 

Ed.D. Leadership/Sports Management 
BSLeadership/Sports Management 

¯ MASL (M.A. in Sports Leadership) (more...) 

FOOTBALL GM & SCOUTING Course Overview SMVVVV Sports Career Conference at the 
NFL Combine 

When: Friday and Saturday, February 24th and 
25th, 2012 

Where: Downtown Indianapolis, Indiana in the heart 
of the action at the Hyatt Regency 

Who: Anyone 18 years or older 

Registration will Open January 1st 

FOOTBALL GM & SCOUTING Course 



M E ET TH E S M V~d<,A/IN STR U CTO RS: 
Russ Lande "Football GM & Scouting" 

Follow SMVVVV 
on 

Twitter, 
Facebook, 

& 
Linkedln 

EARN UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE 
CREDIT 

SMWW at the American Football 
Coaches Convention 

Coaches from all levels of the 
football coaching profession 
are already marking their 
calendars for the 88th annual 
convention of the American 
Football Coaches 
Association, January 8-11 in 
San Antonio, Texas. 

The meetings serve as the 
culmination of the football season for more than 
6,000 coaches expected to attend. The convention 
will feature a fouroday coaching clinic with more 
than 100 speakers and several other functions, 
including the Schutt Sports Awards Luncheon and 
the AFCA Coach of the Year Dinner. The 
presenters speak about issues that affect the 
entire coaching profession including high school, 
.junior college, four-year universities, semiopro, 
professional and international football leagues. 

SM~o@~v~/will be in attendance, networking with 
coaches and attendees We will have a booth for 
the XOS Technology Course and Sports 
Management Bachelors, Masters and Doctorate. 
Come Visit Dr Lynn Lashbrook at the event! 

Are you a current college student? Do you want a 
job in sports upon graduation? Do you want to 
qualify for an internship with a professional team or 
well-know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University (WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, has put its stamp of 
approval on Sports Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a separate Credit Overlay 
Program. Students from all over the United States 
and Canada take SMWW courses, get college credit 
transferred to their university! 

Sports Management Worldwide 

1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 



Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 

US Office: 503 445 7105 

UK Office: +44 (0)871 288 4799 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by newsletter@smww.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 6:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 12-19-11 Basketball & Bowl Prep Over the Holidays 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecocks Begin Bowl Prep 
The Gamecocks returned to the Proving Grounds this weekend to begin practice in preparation for the 
January 2 Capital One Bowl match-up with Nebraska. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com to check out recaps of both practices and for more football coverage. 

Women’s Basketball Upsets UNC, Sutton is SEC Player of the Week 
Women’s Basketball put together a dominating team effort to upset #18/16 North Carolina in Myrtle 
Beach on Sunday. Senior La’Keisa Sutton had a team-high 21 points in the 79-48 victory. 

While the offense surged, shooting 58.3 percent in the first half, the defense was just as electric 
throughout the contest as South Carolina held the nation’s highest scoring defense 39.5 points below 
its season average. It was the third-largest margin of victory over a nationally ranked team in 
Gamecock history. 

"This is a good win for a team," South Carolina head coach Dawn Staley said. "Our players have been 
working extremely hard and put in position to compete and win, and win in pretty good fashion. Our 
defense has been pretty steady. Some other players have been stepping up from time to time on the 
offensive end. We got our production from people we can count on to get production from. So, it was 
a good, quality win in that we got La’Keisha [Sutton] (going). Ieasia [Walker] played well. Although 
she didn’t score a lot of points, she jump-started our defense. She controlled our basketball team 
and the tempo of the game. It was great for everybody to play well." 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com to check out the full recap and post-game comments from Coach Staley. 

La’Keisha Sutton 

Baseball Ranked Preseason No. 2 
Collegiate Baseball released their preseason Top 40 rankings today and placed the 2011 National 
Champions, South Carolina Baseball, at No. 2 in their list. Five other SEC teams are also ranked. Go 
to GamecocksOnline.com for more. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Gamecocks Begin Bowl Prep 
The Gamecocks returned to the Proving Grounds this 
weekend to begin practice in preparation for the January 2 
Capital One Bowl match-up with Nebraska. 

Click here to check out recaps of both practices and for 
more football coverage. 

Women’s Basketball Upsets UNC, 
Sutton is SEC Player of the Week 
Women’s Basketball put together a dominating team effort 
to upset #18/16 North Carolina in Myrtle Beach on Sunday. 
Senior La’Keisa Sutton had a team-high 21 points in th=2 

79°48 victar~. 

While the offense surged, shooting 58.3 percent in the first 
half, the defense was just as electric throughout the 
contest as South Carolina held the nation’s highest scoring 
defense 39.5 points below its season average. It was the 
third-largest margin of victory over a nationally ranked 
team in Gamecock history. 

"This is a good win for a team," South Carolina head coach 
Dawn Staley said. "Our players have been working 
extremely hard and put in position to compete and win, and 
win in pretty good fashion. Our defense has been pretty 
steady. Some other players have been stepping up from 
time to time on the offensive end. We got our production 
from people we can count on to get production from. So, it 
was a good, quality win in that we got La’Keisha [Sutton] 
(going). leasia [Walker] played well. Although she didn’t 
score a lot of points, she jump-started our defense. She 
controlled our basketball team and the tempo of the game. 
It was great for everybody to play well." 

Click here to check out the full recap and post-game 
comments from Coach Staley. 

La’Keisha Sutton 

~ W. Basketball: Coach Stales,’ Post=Game U NC~, 
~ M. Basketball: The Darrin Horn Show~, 
~ Football: Melvin !nAram Post=Practice£\ 
~ Football: Connor Shaw Post=PracticeA 
~ W.Basketball:,&, Win Over SC State 
AA 
Gamecocks On Demand,&, 
Free Video I PhotCs I RSS Feeds 

Football 
- Gamecocks ~,~,Jork Out on Sunda,z’ 
- Gamecocks Return to Practice Fields Saturday 
- ~n~ram Named to S#artin~ News Sq~uad 
- ~ram Named First-Team AP All=American 
- ~ram Named First-Team All-American ~bv 

~r~ ra m 

- Coach ~urrier Receives Contract Extension 
- Donate Capital One Bow! Tickets to ~^~founded Warrior Pro~ 

Men’s Basketball 
-,&, No. 2/2 Ohio State Survives Scare at South Carolina. 74=66 
- S~urs U~ Blog: T 

Gamecocks Continue to DeveloA Relationship with Fort 
Jackson 

66-58 

Women’s Basketball 
-~, Sutton Earns SEC Play’er of the Week Honors 
- Gamecocks Fire on All C:~!linders to Knock Off No. !8/!6 
North Carolina 
- S_purs U ~ Blog: Reco rd-Setfing "Read with the Ga mecocks" 
Segment a Hit 
- Read with the Gamecocks Part 1 Winners 
- Sutton Hits Milestone in 68o21 ’,¢din Over SC State 

Swimming & Diving 
-,&, Miller Qualifies for Canadian Ol,,#mA!c D!ving Trials 
- Ridenour Advances to Quarterfinals of USA Diving Winter 
Nationals 
AA 



Baseball Ranked Preseason No. 2 
Collegiate Baseball released their preseason Top 40 
rankings today and placed the 2011 National Champions, 
South Carolina Baseball, at No. 2 in their list. Five other 
SEC teams are also ranked. Click here for mere. 

Equestrian 
- E~~uestrian Adds Hunt Seat Rider Sa!l~/~@Bry for 2012=2013 

Softball 
- Beverly. Smith Hostincj Softball Coaches Clinic on Jan. 14 

Baseball 
- South Carolina Ranked No. 2 ate Baseball 
-~, South Carolina Baseball Announces 2012 Winter Cam[z 
Dates 
- Price Roth & Walker Named To NCBWA Preseason AI!= 
America Team 

Volleyball 
- 2011 South Carolina Volle\tball Season Wrap~p 

Women’s Soccer 

General 
- StudentoAthletes Participate in December Graduation 
- New iPhone and Android ~#~olications Launched 

Workine~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Single Game and Group Tickets 
Available for Basketball" 

Mon Dec 19: "Inside the Roost" - 7 PM 
Radio: 107.5 FM The Game 

Wed Dec 21 : WBB vs.,&, Savannah State,&, - 12 PM,&, 

Wed Dec 21: MBB vs. SE Louisiana - 7 PM 
TV: SportSouth 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~ports Network 

Sun Dec 25: Merry Christmas! 

Wed Dec 28: WBB @ Drexel -,~, 5 PM,~, ,~, ,~, 

Wed Dec 28: MBB vs. Wofford - 7 PM 
TV: CSS 
Radio: Gamecock IMG Sj3orts Network 

Sat Dec 31: MBB vs. USC Upstate-,&, 12 PM 

TV: SportSouth 

Radio: Gamecock IMG S~orts Network~ 

Sun ,Jan 1 : WBB vs.,&, Alabama -,&, 3 PM 

Men Jan 2: FB vs. Nebraska - 1 PM - Capital One Bowl 
TV: ESPN 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S~orts Net~ork 

C~ick here for more information on this 
week°s home events and ,~romotions! 

Bid on a game-used football 
from the Gamecocks’ third-straight 

win over Clemson on Nov.26: 

Spurs U~ Daily,~ Round-Up: 12/19 Women’s Basketba/! 
~set ~,A~n Buzz 
This Week’s Home Events: Basketball for the Holida~ 
"Inside the Roost" TonJo~ Jeff Grantz Todd Ellis 
Record=Settin~ "Read with the Gamecocks" Seqment a Hit 



Ranked Q£#onents 
"Inside The Chart" with And~ Demetra - December 16, 
2011 
S~urs U~ Da~!~, Round-U~: 12/15 Me~,,/~n In,ram Now a 
Consensus AIFAmerican 
Donate Ca#ital One Bowl Tickets to Wounded Warrior 

The Ultimate TeamoBuildincj Grouio: Gamecocks Continue 
to Develosz Relationshi~ with Fort Jackson 

Bowl Game Tickets: 
Tickets for the Capital One Bowl are still available from the 
South Carolina ticket office. 
Cliok here and log in to purchase or call 800-4SC-FANS. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets~?c,ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscription. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.~, We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 

and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Happy Holidays from everyone here at 
Gamecock Athletics! 

The Garnet Insider will not be sent on 
Monday, Dec. 26. 

The following week, it will be sent on 
Tuesday, Jan. 3, instead of Monday as 

the Gamecocks participate in the 
Capital One Bowl! 

~uestion: Can a booster make contact with a Prospective 
Student-Athlete (PSA) and his/her legal guardians on an 
official visit to campus? 

Answer: In Division I, representatives of an institution’s 
athletic interests (as defined in Bylaw 13) are prohibited 
from making in-person, on or off campus recruiting 
contacts, or written or telephonic communications with a 
prospect or the prospect’s relatives or legal guardians. 

Please check out the following page from the NCAA on 
the role of boosters: click here. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: sc~edu 

South Carolina Athlet cs Departm÷nt 

801 L ncoln St, Columbia, SC 29208 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 12.20.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.20.11.xlsx 

see attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Should You Use Assimilation or Differentiation with Your Next Prospect? 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 
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You’re receiving tNs email became of yore relafio~Np with Tndor Cdlegnde S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
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yore continued interest in receiving email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
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if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 
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z2~xtVvHMdvz~73Ed6u1k52~nMq~2~-~C7F1~‘~I9Ff~C~aevDtDEiXG2~A3<g~7~r7e5~ZMdv7RG6Ow ] 

December 20, 2011 Volume 7, Issue 52 

Wishing You and Yotu- Coactff~g Staff 

a Wonderful Ctmstmas & New Year!! 

Should You Use Assimilation or Differentiation with Your Next Prospect? 

All of us have the need to be inclnded in a group. 

Your prospects are no different. 

It all goes back to otu- plimary need for two basic psychological ckives [hr~p://’~.ebmissondedu~.~shdde~d~~iciesiBJSP01 pd~]: 
Assimilation and differentiation. 

Assimilation is otu- basic longing to be included in a group, wtffle differentiation 
is the pleastu-e we derive fiom being "set apart" as special. Both are impottant 
for coaches to keep in mind as they are recruiting. 

So, let me ask you a question: 

How are you incolpor ati~g those two basic psychological principles in yotu- recruiting 
strategy? 

Most coaches aren’t. And those thut are ustMly do so by mistake...getti~g great 
results, but not quite stu-e why. 

So, I wanted to shme some of the reaso~ts incorporati~g answers to yotu- recruit’s 
basic psychological need to be inclnded, or set apatt, are so effective in getting 
tt~em to take a serious look at you and yotu- program. 

Here are tin-ee l~ifly common recmiti~g sce~mrios, and how tiffs strategy can work 
to help overcome an obstacle you might be l:ocing with a futm-e prospect: 

* Desig:~ute their uniqueness by location. Tiffs works especially well if you’re dealing 
with prospects fiom out of state. You can try to make them feel special by telling 
tt~em thut they are... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                                ~[~at)&e>l108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5-4C21EkczHw5Y~3g7dC~rf~Ye0S5E~n~vF~D8LSd?~ZzBnd~r~EUsfF~Qg3~mcza9a~4UNZ- 
~vOvhxvuLZSg8DIiKvbSdxOOSUU2ZUscLTm/rrlMl~Tg ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5-4C21EkcwRy8vcBlq2epGOtQOVX2rwRshlgtl4uXEgfc6-- 
zmv2UUWqK0rRH 1PoEyMwJPK 1 t~xB CCyl gXODOeI Tee 126ZvL6TZgP-RszNu-yNNUbAk 11KdnzbIhVqTyehuXDgJsvc87mlyAtDYjkDgqQT5wW5bch~u8 S dSwT2 B M O5 SphPzdgKzM-K-gWGhYugr8 oGY FoZPr- 
SelBLGYQFRGWAPWR0r 11Jht Pw 1 sxkpbGHtmqmjt~z5IH4QoCCMeDxGuTj0 oibMtOzwxQZlm9 LTtt2 IoYbeF Sp] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                 ah&e>l 108983587295&~ 56114&e=001 5- 
] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fi-ee. [                     911r b,a.heq:lbal~&e                     56114&e ’ 
4C21Eke                        le.c2wA~tl/~l ‘ZBaZ~v6~‘xX~:v1d‘~x~r~a~1c>~-<%~W~:.:Eev~O-l~gCgxt.~3~U~vCg~{VQ~ZY~i-1ee~\n~hb                     gaP3o8~l, Yx26wS9 ~.Mv~v t’T.N H l~!- 

Only Two Weeks Left to Register for 2012 NCRC and Save Big 

Coaches who are planning on attendi~g tiffs Sunm~er’s have until the end of December 
to save nearly 50%on the cost of registration. 

You’ll get the most in-deptt~ recmiling traiulng of yotu- coaching life at tiffs event, 
with an all-star panel ofrecmffing, coaching and marketing professio~mls dedicated 
to making tiffs weekend the best leaiulng expelience ever for serious college coaches 
who want to become m~beatable recruiters. 

To get all tile details, with iilfollnation on how to save on your registration costs 
ttu-o:gh tile end of December, click here [}:~_p:/.,:2Ors6:tet,’l:: ~:e:8~bab&e~ 1108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5-4C21EkcxeduOt0SB ETk5Rkue(~% 

OVe3UJ~E~gv~,aEWBLRLzdodBkldrull6PX7HO7SYVZklo>,CfO RMDI{~]... 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5-4C21EkcwRy8vcBlq2epGOtQOVX2rwRshlgtl4uXEgfc6-- 
zmv2UUWqK0rRH 1PoEyMwJPK 1 t~,{B CCyl gXODOeI Tee 126ZvL6TZgP-RszNu-yNNUbAk 11K&~zbIhVqTyehuXDgJsvc87mlyAtDYjkDgqQT5wW5b&:u8 S dSwT2 B M O5 SphPzdgKzM-K-gWGhYugr8 oGY FoZPr- 
SelBLGYQFRGWAPWR0r 11Jht Pw 1 sxkpbGHtmqmjt~z5IH4QoCCMeDxGuTj0 oibMtOzwxQZhn9 LTtt2 IoYbeF Sp] 
FollowusonTwitter[}~L:~://:20rs6::etd:t~!)~:Ond~&e~llO8983587295&~56114&e 001 5 
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14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE RECRUITING TRAINING! 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et-l108983587295&~56114&e 001 5- 
4C21EkczmKO8 aAGfDaqlFxkn ZCBbfl<cSTToO75UZ3LLBxGZIjK6a3wDLuVjoyXNy311h67OtjzEM fulNm~KyRaxQBZk~LjJgntVcpyxbrEzYYJN6d~N~36mQ5pq~EUy7dFUejskNWgAV~KLvXTg~jAh9E~5zR2h 



The best training series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
training ttmt you need to have the r ecmiting edge! 

Click here to order [hd:u:!/:20 rs6 net/~: isp?lh- bwlieclnbab&e~- 1108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5-4C21EkcwXX4S1a70 E~vAX160oSZLuc9URrzat~NSqEKTI(tlRUoIVr’~.O5WOvfU- 
Xf~16mFx Y3r~F~ ~q~al ~;L)~ 7 Dql ~-LXRt.XNP~, ~ E-xuj2AdL~!                          ] ! 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [D~9:/7120 rs6 net/*n {sp?ilr: D~,,heqnbab&et 1108983587295&s 56114&e: 001 5-4C21Ekcp2.65@lrvoPYFJ _~SpuROVsT0iC2R2 Ldgm~EwwqlbgRlgAFrli~l 4ZbW~’EZdkBzafI&GRPCv s Sfi, B- 
l? S~, VVd6so53ZcKf~-                 ] 

$2,000 Atlilete Stipend Put on Hold by NCAA 

It seemed like a good idea at the lime, right? We were finally going to give student-athletes 
some exh-a money for their eftbrts in their sport. Well, ifs all on hold now...and 
coaches seem to be happy about that! Check out our Facebook page for the whole 
stolT. CLICK HERE [~9 rs6 
X©~anWSagd Oli95-vI_5t~AN’/@o53ZcKfg-29Tngc:(Td82Jg~JA ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [ 

] 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recruiting atticles, late-breaking recruiting 
news, and our obsei~cations and commentary on all the big college spotts topics of 
tt:e day. And. we may even make you laugh once in a wtile. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 

HERE [t_~:_~_20rs6net~-~,’.~-bwhe~ab&et 1108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5-4C21Ekcxe2X49eCi©W- oR 5GbB- 
neli?teLVPinzDH 91iI.bic~gQX4APliV2c~15- Vla;~a7HisUdl] 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS! 

On-Campus Workshop [                     ?lh- b’~,,~,.’.~p.bab&e>l108983587295&s 56114&e 001 5 4C21Ekcz 8HKRK~:aNPaDweELMue                  ~PSUhKxwkPafMI.GoL 
lINb 1BBZ9xsq 8XO2>alSo;~Ki:4RMGepikI MULcli23 JzX6kV46 BOmPsYIhiWfY\PcV6NeXf?\ ] 

Custom research. 

Personalized strategies. 

Advanced training. 

CLICK HERE [ 

ah&el- 
1 I08983587295&s: 56114&e :001 5-4C21Ekci~~ 8HKRKxuNPaDweELMue BXAPSUhb~x_,~,kPafMI,GoL 

lINb 1BB zg~ 8NOA:nSos’K:~4RMGepikI MULqi23 }zX6k V46 B’~nIPsYINWE~PcV6NeXf>~ ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Three Ways to Make Sure You’re a More Organized Coach 

by Mandy Green, University of South Dakota 

Coact~, I’m sure you m:derstand the fialstration that comes with leaving the office 
and not feeling like you got the right tliings done. 

Gelting done all of the tliings we have to do as a coach is tough enough. I know, 
because I am a D 1 college soccer coach. Now tliut I am marlied and have chil&-en, 
all the exh-a time I had to hang out in the office getting work done, make phone 
calls, talking with fellow coaches, recruit on the weekends fiom morning to night, 

is now not an option like it was when I was single. 

For me, especially once my son was bori1. I realized tliut I needed to get the same 
amount of work done in half the time so I could spend more time at home. I needed 
a plan. 

I did some research and fom:d ttu-ee time management tools and tectmiques tliut I 
liuve put to use in an effort to increase my productivity, get more organized, and 
to regain my sanity. I fom:d that each of them takes a little time to lean: and 
master, but trust me, it will pay you back in greater efficiency and eftlictiveness! 

1. Use a time planner. I tlii~k most coaches use a planner already. But if you are 
anytliing like me, I liud a notebook for my practices, my daily calender where I put 
my to-do lists, a separate notebook with my goals, and then... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ ab&e>1108983587295&s 56114&e: 001 5-4(21Ekcw41zS1c..ga,~0kEG3vcomHMCysFWt~C-ft~34LaJl~)08Ge 
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Save 40% 

Register today for the upco~ning National Collegiate Recruiting Co~fference, 
1-3, 2012 in Boston! 

Amazing speakers, recruiting experts, athletic directors and coaches...all focused 
on one ttni:g: Cutting-edge recruiting. 

Be apart of i!! CLICK HERE [htlp://r20.rs6.netJtt:.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO8983587295&s 56114&e 0015-4C21Ekcy6UHm-WJMN725oDO~gS2n8FnNgWgXoCThlL106U21Ps~kNNbMpPaipIQL6QaTAsfEf- 
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Rmnors ConfilTtled: Major New Upgrade Release Co:ning for Front Rush Users 

After years of buikling what many coaches describe as the best web management tool 
for college coaches, Front Rush is set to release a major new product e~mncement 
[~:,"/:20 rsd ne~’~n               ab&e~l1089~358~r295&~56114&e 001 5- 
4C21Ek~F5BKtJZ4~d PNgh, T lsWd,~,NSeIAX v¢ICJYIkEx?69nAwd5H~’~~l~_.~OS6PTA~’Ftk:aDt3GkNetPE06GeIPIa2t~cU2N~tW-]in 
~e co~Nng &ys. 

~Vhat will users see? 

More fm:ctionulity...better tools for coaches...and some new featm-es that coaches 
liuve been requesting. And the best part? It’s still one of the most affordeble 



sel-cices on the market. 

Want to see an exclusive sneak peek at what the new Front Rush looks like? Take 
a look at tiffs really cool movie trailer... 

Front Rush [~s6                      ab&et l108983587295&~5611q&e 00l 5-4C21Ekcw4ow12i20FB’~:.’ADS~;BSp%L,E~~_A-I- 
p(~)TikOgViePkSW3¥COmoi42Eb’iqdZk?¥sr~N~cogaBhBYlc~bvECYKtMtO~/HxD ~)Fc?oneX68}AN-C~aZKYJ5M0ho5ZT~W~;@~ ] 

Sand Volleyball Set to Lam~ch as Newest NCAA Sport 

Dan Tudor delivered ttu-ee ke3q~ote speeches at last week’s Amelican Volleyball Coaches 
Association convention in San Anto~ffo, Texas. As we talked with coaches, there was 
a lot of buzz about the emerging NCAA spott of sand volleyball. 

AtNetic Maimgement magazine has a great overview on the launch of tiffs new sport, 
and the ii~side stoiy of how it’s set for a big premier tiffs Sprii~g. Its been years 
h~ the plmming, and is now ready to begin play on 14 NCAA campuses, and one NAIA 
school. 

Will tiffs be a successful college sport from the word go?... 
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Sign-up for the Newsletter! 
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You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

December 20~ 2011 Volume 7~ Issue 52 

W[sh[ng You and Your Coach[rig Staff 
a Wonderfu[ Chr[stmas & New Year~[ 

Should You Use Assimilation or Differentiation with 
Your Next Prospect? 

All of us have the need to be included in a group. 

Your prospects are no different. 

It all goes back to our primary need for two basic 
psychological drives: Assimilation and differentiation. 

Assimilation is our basic longing to be included in a 
group, while differentiation is the pleasure we derive 
from being "set apart" as special. Both are important for 
coaches to keep in mind as they are recruiting. 

So, let me ask you a question: 

How are you incorporating those two basic psychological 
principles in your recruiting strategy? 

Most coaches aren’t. And those that are usually do so by mistake...getting great results, but 
not quite sure why. 

So, I wanted to share some of the reasons incorporating answers to your recruit’s basic 
psychological need to be included, or set apart, are so effective in getting them to take a 



serious look at you and your program. 

Here are three fairly common recruiting scenarios, and how this strategy can work to help 
overcome an obstacle you might be facing with a future prospect: 

¯ Designate their uniqueness by location. This works especially well if you’re dealing 
with prospects from out of state. You can try to make them feel special by telling them 
that they are... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Only Two Weeks Left to Register for 2o12 NCRC and Save Big 

Coaches who are planning on attending this Summer’s 
have until the end of December to save nearly 50o/o on 
the cost of registration. 

You’ll get the most in-depth recruiting training of your 
coaching life at this event, with an all-star panel of 
recruiting, coaching and marketing professionals dedicated 
to making this weekend the best learning experience ever 
for serious college coaches who want to become 
unbeatable recruiters. 

To get all the details, with information on how to save on your registration costs through the 

end of December, click here... 



The best tra~n~n~ series ava$~ab~e for cohere coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3oDVD complete conference h~gh~ghts today~ and get the 
t~a~n~ng that you need to have the ~ec~@t~ng edge~ 

C~ck here to o~deN 

$2,000 Athlete Stipend Put on Hold by NCAA 

It seemed likea good idea at the time, right? We were finally going to 
give student-athletes some extra money for their efforts in their sport. 
Well, it’s all on hold now...and coaches seem to be happy 
about that! Check out our Facebook page for the whole story. CLICK 
HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recruiting articles, late-breaking 
recruiting news, and our observations and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. And, we may even make you laugh 

once ina while. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS~ 

Custom research. 
Personalized strategies. 
Advanced training. 

Three Ways to Make Sure You’re a More Organized Coach 

Dan 2006 Picture 
by Mandy Green, University of South Dakota 

Coach, I’m sure you understand the frustration that comes with 



leaving the office and not feeling like you got the right things done. 

Getting done all of the things we have to do as a coach is tough enough. I know, because I 
am a D1 college soccer coach. Now that I am married and have children, all the extra time I 
had to hang out in the office getting work done, make phone calls, talking with fellow 
coaches, recruit on the weekends from morning to night, is now not an option like it was 
when I was single. 

For me, especially once my son was born, I realized that I needed to get the same amount 
of work done in half the time so I could spend more time at home. I needed a plan. 

I did some research and found three time management tools and techniques that I have put 
to use in an effort to increase my productivity, get more organized, and to regain my sanity. 
I found that each of them takes a little time to learn and master, but trust me, it will pay 
you back in greater efficiency and effectiveness! 

1. Use a time planner. I think most coaches use a planner already. But if you are anything 
like me, I had a notebook for my practices, my daily calendar where I put my to-do lists, a 
separate notebook with my goals, and then... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Save 
Register today for the upcoming National Collegiate Recruiting 
Conference, June 1-3, 2012 in Boston! 

Amazing speakers, recruiting experts, athletic directors and 
coaches...all focused on one thing: Cutting-edge recruiting. 

40% Be a part of it! CL~CY~ HERE 

Rumors Confirmed: Major New Upgrade Release Coming for 
Front Rush Users 

After years of building what many coaches describe as 
the best web management tool for college coaches, 
Front Rush is set to release a majer new p~ed..¢t 
enhancement in the coming days. 

What will users see? 

More functionality...better tools for coaches...and 
some new features that coaches have been 
requesting. And the best part? It’s still one of the 
most affordable services on the market. 

Want to see an exclusive sneak peek at what the new Front Rush looks like? Takea look at 



this really cool movie trailer... 

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE TRAILER! 

Sand Volleyball Set to Launch as Newest NCAA Sport 

Will this be a successful college sport from 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Dan Tudor delivered three keynote speeches at 
last week’s American Volleyball Coaches 

Association convention in San Antonio, Texas. As 
we talked with coaches, there was a lot of buzz 
about the emerging NCAA sport of sand 
volleyball. 

Athletic Management magazine has a great 
overview on the launch of this new sport, and the 
inside story of how it’s set for a big premier this 
Spring. Its been years in the planning, and is 
now ready to begin play on 14 NCAA campuses, 
and one NAIA school. 

the word go?... 

f~ the News~ette~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Final Fall Grade Report 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: UNC Ticket Office 

SUBJECT: Advocare V100 Independence Bowl 

We are excited that the Football team has been invited to play in the Advocate V100 Independence Bowl on 
December 26th at Independence Stadium in Shreveport, LA. 

If you are interested in attending the game in Shreveport, you are eligible to receive the same number of 
complimentary tickets as you receive for season tickets to the home games. To do so, please contact the Ticket 
Office at 962-2296. Once tickets are reserved, they would be held for pick up at the UNC Will Call at 
Independence Stadium. You would have to be the one picking the tickets up in Shreveport. 

Congratulations and good luck to the football team! 

UNC Ticket Office 
Ernie Williaxnson Athletic Center 
P.O. Box 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
www~ t:drl~eelbl~e~ corn 
1.800.722.4335 
Regulaac Business Hours: M-F from 8am-5pm 
Phone Hours: M-F from 8:30axn-4:30pm 
Join us on Facebook! : wv,.w.~cebook.com?UNCTicke~Of~ice 
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Holiday Gifts for the Sports Fan 
By Rick Horrow and Karla Swatek 

(Rick Ho~row, SMW’ IA/ 
Facult}4 and Lhe architect 
of more @an fO0 sports 
faculty p~ects in cities 
like New ~,h~r£ Ch cago, 
and Los Angeles kick’s 
advising and consulting 

R~ck Horrow, SM~V WOF£ WaS credited 
Faculty 

bringing the Heat ~o 
M am/ and the Browns back to Cleveland Rick is 
also the Spo~ls Business Ana~st ~or CNN Fox 
Spo£s~ and the Fox Business Channel Rick 
serves as visiting expe£ of spots law at 
Harvard Law School, his alma mater R ck hosts 
a new televison show tided "Sport~ofio" about the 
business and economics of the game 

Here are Rick Horrow and Kada Swatek’s five 
categories of 2011 honest sports<elated gifts: 

SMWW Staff Pick Gift Ideas: 

*NFL Team Toaster - start your morning with your favorite NFL 
Team Logo on your toast. (FansEdge.com) 

NFL Toaster 

*NLB Stadium Travel ~aap - Track and display all the Major League 
Baseball ballparks you’ve visited. (Exposuresonline.com) 

*NASCAR Stock Car ride along Experience - Dr. Lynn has done this 
with his staff. ARer experiencing speeds of over 150 miles per hour 
all the SM~¢S4aVa¢ staff believed that drivers are true athletes! 

1 .} Gear 
Nothing is more basic for the diehard sports fan 
than the jersey of his favorite p~ayer, ped~aps 
customized with his own name on the back° 
As they continue their quest for bacbto~back 
Super Bowl victories the Green Bay Packers lead 
all NFL teams in team merchandise sales through 
the end of November, with quaRerback Aaron 
Rodgers at No. 1 on the jersey sales list and 
teammate Clay Ma~hews right behind him at No. 
2. The Pi~sburgh Steelers follow the Packers in 
team sales with the Cowboys Bears and 
Patriots completing the top five. Broncos 
quarterback Tim Tebow is No. 6 on the iersey list 
and closing fast. Most standard replica jerseys on 
vvs~o,.nflshop.com go for $84.99. 
Packers fans of course can go even deeper in 
their support of the Pack this holiday season by 
purchasing shares of the team. The NFL 
franchise conducting its first stock sale in 14 
years, sold 1,600 $250 shares in the first 11 
minutes the stock was available online. By the 
end of the second day the team had sold more 
than 185,000 shares, raising about $43 million of 
the $143 million needed to renovate Lambeau 
Field 

*Winter C~assic Hockey Tickets ~ in a rare outdoor game, this 
celebrates hockey at its purest form. January 2, 2012 at Citizens 
Bank Park in Philadelphia, watch the New York Rangers vs. 
Philadelphia Flyers. 

*The book ~ "The Enlightened Bracketo~ogist: The Final Four of 
Everything" by Reiter Sandomir Holmes 

*Going to an interview at the Maple Leafs? Make sure you show off 
your ~Phone ~aap~e Leafs cover° 
(h~p:~,Lfootballfan atics.comiN HL_Toronto_Maple_Lea%_iPhone) 

*Your favorite NCAA Team Tin filled with 3 kinds of popcorn 
great for bowl game par~ies (popcornfactory.com) 

*iGri~ o The First B~uetooth Enabled Gri~ing and Cooking 
Thermometer o multitask beb,,veen your grill and guests with the 



(w,~ww packers.corn/co mmunity/shareholders html). 
Even a prolonged lockout can’t stop the stampede 
of basketball foog~vear and playero.branded 
sneakers. Nike’s (NKE) fall "Basketball Never 
Stops" campaign produced higher same-month 
shoe sales in October of this year than in October 
2010 for Nike endorsers like Kevin Durant Kobe 
Bryant, and LeBron James, according to 
SportsOneSource, while Adidas’s (ADS:GR) 
"latest quarterly earnings statement included 
growing sales of basketball footwear," according 
to a company spokesperson. 
The Chicago Tribune reports that Bulls star 
Derrick Rose will "step onto the court on 
Christmas Day ... in a new pair of shoes 
representing Chicago°s °L° train°° The red 
leather "Windy City," with a blue "L" map and 
metallic upper echoing the train cars’ exterior, also 
celebrates Rose’s Chicago heritage 

2,} Gadgets 
Last year it was the iPad-in 2011 Amazon.corn’s 
(AMZN) $199 Kindle ~ire has joined the Apple 
(RoAPL) tablet on tech-savvy wish lists. Golf Digest 
Editor~imChief Jerry Tarde likes it for a specific 
reason. "It’s the size of the original Golf Digest 
back in 1950" he recently told SportsBusiness 
Journal "and our magazine now looks great on 
this device" (~sv.amazon.com/kindlefire). 
Gadgets are always in the goodie bag mix for 
bowl participants and personal choice seems to 
be the watchword for bowl organizers in 201 
Instead of choosing specific devices, a maiority of 
bowls are opting for Best Buy (BBY) gift cards for 
athletes and staff, or offering celebrity style 
suites. Common items in the bags and suites: 
Fossil Toumeau and Timely Watch Co. 
watches OakJey sunglasses and 
and Beats by ~ro Dre headphones and earbuds 
(essentials in the NFL and NBA). 
For extreme sport participants who can’t wait to 
get their latest maneuvers up on YouTube 
wearab~e~ waterproof HD video ca~eras~ like 
the GoPro HD Hero 2, a~ach right on your helmet, 
board, or bike and can upload and connect to a 
handhold device wherever you can get a signal 

So} Video Ga~es 
NFL players have long had their touchdown 
dances-you can see many an end zone move on 
the library of EA Sports’ (ERTS) 
ganses, long at the top of video game 
bestsellers (including the latest release, Madden 
NFL 12 $59.99). 
This year the dancing genre of video games is 
boogieing right past perennial top-sellers in 
football fight fitness, and general adventure. This 
fall, according to NPD Group, sales of such 

peace of mind that your food is perfectly cooked (Frontgate corn) 

*For our Cricket readers - The 
cricket necktie (zazzle.com) 

*For our Rugby fans ~ Rugby cuff~in~s 

*And who wouldn’t want a Dana ~ite Action 
figure? (ufcstore.com) 

*S~2~@ Career Conference - call our office and 
we will set you up with a gi~ certificate to the 
career conference of your choice. Put your loved 
one in heart of any sports business event 
including the NFL Combine NBA Summer 
League, NHL Draft, or Winter Baseball Meetings. 

Cricket Business 
Tie 

*S[V~z~@~ SpoAs Career Training Course - help a friend or family 
member start a new career in sports! 

Ask Dr. Lashbrook 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook, 
SMVWV President, has a vast knowledge of sports management 
careers and opportunities. He is happy to answer your questions 
and assist you with your career strategies. Can’t decide if you 
should finish your degree? Acquire a Masters or Doctorate? 
Always dreamed of becoming a Sports Agent? 

Fill out this guick form and he will contact ~ou! 

EARN UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE CREDIT 



dancing titles as Just Dance 3~ Dance Cestra~ 
and Zu[~ba Fitness 1 and £ ($25-$45)jumped 
326 percent from a year earlier. The boom of 
fitness games such as those for the Wii Fit have 
given way to the Dance Centrals played on 
Microsofl’s (MSFT) Xbox 360, which uses its 
console’s Kinect motion-sensing camera to track 
players’ movements and score them based on 
how well they perform a dance routine. 
For the video game industry the dance games 
have provided a terrific opportunity to a~ract 
female users, a demographic that doesn’t 
typically do a lot of gaming (nearly eight in 10 
dance game players are female, according to 
NPD). Celebrity tie-ins help, including the popular 
Black Eyed Peas Experience produced in 
collaboration with this year’s Super Bowl 

The news is not as rosy for other categories of 
games \@?file the Madden titles continue to 
perform well football games in general have 
seen a 4 percent drop over the last year selling 
around 7 million total units. Racing games have 
dropped by a percentage point as well logging 
around 12 million units sold, compared with about 
13 million units sold in the dance genre-a clear 
sign that gaming companies won’t be trading their 
dancing shoes for more cleats any time soon. 
4.} Books 
Whether they’re consumed on the latest e~reader 
or via oldJasMoned paper and ink books are still 
an integral part of the holiday gift experience. 
These titles caught our eyes, as well as those of 
the many spots industry professionals who 
recently shared their holiday wish lists with 
SportsBusiness Journal. 
Numero uno on industry pro’s lists is the 
biography of ~ate Apple CEO Steve Jobs 
wri~en by Waiter Isaacson with Jobs’s full 
cooperation in the months leading up to his death 
in October. Others expressed a desire to read 
Boo~erang: Travels in the New Third ~odd~ 
the ~atest fro~ ~lichae~ Lewis~ also author of 
The Blind Side and Moneyball. A basebalP 
themed work of fiction also made its way onto 
numerous yearend "best off’ lists, as well as the 
shortlist for prestigious literary awards. The A~ 
of Fielding: A Hove~ by Chad Ha~bach is the 
story of a small college baseball star whose quest 
for the big leagues goes off course. 
O’Neill the wet suit and surf apparel giant is 
helping to celebrate its 60th anniversary with the 
release of Jack O%ei~h ~t°s A~ways Su~e~ on 
the ~nside~ written with prominent surf writer 
Drew Kampion. The coffee table-size title follows 
the journey of the man whose passion drove him 
to create an innovative suit that allowed surfers to 
be the first in the icy waters of the San Francisco 

Are you a current college student? Do you want a job in sports 
upon graduation? Do you want to qualify for an internship with a 
professional team or well-know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University (WOU), a member of the Oregon 
University System, has put its stamp of approval on Sports 
Management Worldwide’s courses and offers a separate Credit 
Overlay Program. Students from all over the United States and 
Canada take SMWW courses, get college credit transferred to their 
university! 
Earn colleg~ credit... 

Follow SMWW on Twitter and Facebook 

SMVVVV Business Cards & Merchandise 

SMWW Graduates are eligible to purchase SMWW Business 
Cards. Go to ~M     ~in ng ~m to order yours. 

SMWW Merchandise can be purchased at ~,oworks,net 



Bay and the last out, and launched a deep sports 
vertical market. 
Life coach Chrissy Carew mined the stories of 
her list of NFL clients to produce ~nsigh~u~ 
P~ayer: Footba~ Pros Lead a Bo~d Baovement 
of Hope, a collection of inspiring stories from 
some of the top names in the NFL game 
appropriate for young adults and older fans alike. 
And finally we’d be remiss if we didn’t mention 
our own sports business primer, Beyond the 
Scoreboard: An ~nsider°s Guide to the 
Business of Spots, released by Human 
Kinetics in August of this year. 

Every year it seems more spoRs industry’ 
notables see their names on the label of a wine 
bottle. From John Madden himself to skater 
Peggy Fleming and a handful of race car drivers 
the "spo[ts wine" category is taking up more 
space on cellar shelves. 
Some sports-related vintages making a splash 

include offerings from former Chicago 
Bears coach Mike Ditka, whose Kick Ass Red is 
one of many wines the Mendocino Wine Co. puts 
together fist the NFL legend 
(~4~¢i.mikeditkawines.com). Cornerback Ohades 
Woodson has gotten into the wine game as well 
through Napa VNley’s TwentyFour Wines~the 
number Woodson wore while playing for the 
Oakland Raiders before he joined the Green Bay 
Packers. A donation of $10 from every bottle sold 
goes to C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital at the 
University of Michigan, Woodson’s alma mater 
(~,~*.~v.b~ve ntyfo u [wi n es. co m). 
The most interesting wine story of 2011 by far 
however, comes from a far more unfamiliar 
appellation: China. When former NBA standout 
Yao Ming was growing up there most wine was 
sewed with ice cubes. Now retired and living in 
his native Shanghai, Yao is a trailblazer on the 
Chinese wine scene. Last month he launched his 
own California winery geared exclusively for the 
Chinese market, Yao Family Wines° Distributed 
by French beverage giant Pemod Ricard (RI:FP) 
bottles in the first 5,000~case run are simply 
labeled Yao Ming and, at 1,775 yuan ($289), 
aimed at the top end of the market 
(~@v.yaofamilywines.com) 

Rick Horrow teaches 

Sports Management Worldwide 
11 O0 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 
www~ SMWW~ corn 



1-877-SMWW-NOW 

USA +1 503 445 7105 UK +44 (0)871 288 4799 
info@smww.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 3:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 12.20.11 at 3.15pm.xlsx 

as of 3:15pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:46 PM 

Antoinette M Horton <amhorton@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: Book Orders 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks much!! 

Toni Horton 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Financial Accountant 
(919) 962-2412 

(919) 962-9722 fax 

tmhorton@store.unc.edu<mai~to :tmhor~on~s~orexm~ ed~> 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Blanton, Brent S [.mailto:blar~on~m~c~v~.u~c.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Horton, Antoinette M; Maloy, Susan B; Timmermans, Thomas 
Subject: Book Orders 

Hi Toni, 
Attached is a PDF with those students who have responded so far. I’ll send you an expanded list tomorrow and Thursday as we 
receive updates. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itarhee~blue,cstv,com<~:/imrheelbl~ze.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[cid:image001.jpg@01 CCBF36.CF2D6660] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 9:10 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 12.21.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.21.11.xlsx 

see attached... 



Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear about: 

FORUM 
THREADS 
Click the link(s) below for more details 

[Nati(~a! Listserv~ N4A 
<p>I am working with two other learning specialists to investigate how learning 
specialists ar... 

Sent to you by The Natio~wl Association of Academic Advisors _%r AtNetics ~ 
New Member Website located at ~:/qn4a.solacedev.com 

This email is intended for blanton@uncaa.unc.edu and was sent because that person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. 
To unsubscribe, go to              tio~s. This message was automatically created by the N4A website system. 

You may report any problems with this email to ~/&rff?mra.org. The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is 
located at Mailing Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case 
Academic Center, NC State Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2:919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 11:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Class Schedule for Spring 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

thanks Brother! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 12/21/2011 11:24 AM >>> 

Hi 

Just got your email address [] it isn[]t listed on the system for some reason. Attached is your schedule for the spring and I am still 
working on one more class. Let me know if you need anything else for now; otherwise, I[]ll see you in a few weeks! 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iiitarheelbl~e. cs~-~ ~com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 17457bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
cowie schedule.pdf (!..~p://arclf~’eO2.1mcaa.tmc.edtv’5ba2993979afflOOld762c94d4fOOacb)Tue, 20 Mar 2012 12:27:39 - 
040017457bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 12:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kelly (Student Stores)Hanner <KMHANNER@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Book Orders 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Please note; the orders via this morning’s email have been processed - I have updated and attached the order sheet to reflect seven (7) 
students who will NOT get books. Four student athletes whose PID Numbers only are highlighted in yellow will not have a book 
order to fill at this time because based on information at the Registrar’s Office these students are NOT officially registered at this time. 

Three student athletes whose PID Numbers and "Books identified not to fill" are highlighted in yellow and will not have a book order 
to fill at this time because all of the books identified under the do not fill column on the spreadsheet are the only books that populated 
on the order form. 

All other orders have been processed and books indicated "not to fill" has been adhered to as well. 

Thanks ! ! 

Toni Horton 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Financial Accountant 

(919) 962-2412 

(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu<mailto :Jtmhortor(a~store~unc.ed~> 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blanton(~m~caa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Horton, Antoinette M; Maloy, Susan B; Timmermans, Thomas 
Subject: Book Orders 

Hi Toni, 
Attached is a PDF with those students who have responded so far. I’ll send you an expanded list tomorrow and Thursday as we 
receive updates. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht t~ : /itarhee lb lue, cstv, com <~ : L/tarhee Fb l wc. c stv. co mi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CCBFDD.97F427E0] 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 90463bytes; 
Attachmem Link: ~:iiarcNve02.uncaa.mac.edu/6f160cdflV439df9ce643446cce3 lc421 
File Name: Book Orders 12 20 2011.pdf 
Expiry Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2012 13:46:14 -0400 
Size: 90463bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 1:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Approval for Learning Assistant Hires 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Brent/Tracy, 

I approve these hires. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 12/21/2011 10:54 AM >>> 

Hi John, 

Attached is a memorandum requesting approval for a few more learning assistants. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~n :iiitarheelbl~e. cs~-~ ~com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 16965 lbytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Hiring Memorandum 12.21.docx ( ~:iiarcNveO2.~mcaaamc~ed~i43dgd2fc677e~7153398~8985d3aa5f)Tue, 20 Mar 2012 11:59:07 
-040016965 lbytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 2:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 12.21.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.21.11 at 2.38pm.xlsx 

see attached ..... 



I AC KLA N If;  M U S E U M 1 

During this season of giving, celebrate the arts by making your contribution to the Ack[and today. 
There are many ways that you can give while also receiving exceptional benefits. Your generosity 
can take many forms: 

Support us by coming into our galleries and enjoying art from our permanent collection as we[[ as 
our many changing exhibitions. The Ack[and welcomes you with free admission -- always! 

D~scover! 

From ancient to contemporary, you’[[ find art from 
many cultures and time periods at the Ack[and. 
a friend about your discoveries! 

Be ~nsp~red! 

Come be informed and inspired by illustrated talks 
and guided tours at the Ack[and. Savor Hve music in 
the galleries, from classical to bluegrass. 

Share! 

Family and children’s programs at the Ack[and 
enable you to spend quality time with the young people in your life while sharing your love of art. 

Spread the word! 

"Like" the Ack[and on Facebook. Follow us on Twitter. Submit your photos of yourself at the 



Ack[and to our F~ickr photo stream. 

Give! 

Surprise a friend or family member with an Ack[and 
Art Museum Membership, a sift that keeps on 8ivin8 
throushout the year. Purchase a membership online 
or in person at the Ack[and Museum Store. 

Shop! 

With a[[ proceeds supportin8 the Museum’s 
education and exhibition prosrams, shoppin8 at the Ack[and Museum Store is an excellent (and 
fun!) way to support the Ack[and. Members save 10Fo on their Ack[and Museum Store purchases 
every day, and 20Fo on the day they buy their membership, as we[[ as durin8 several special Member 
Shoppin8 Days throushout the year. 

Celebrate the arts by supportin8 them durin8 this 
season of 8ivins. 

Happy holidays to you and yours! 

[ ACKLAND  MUSEUM ] 

Jennifer Bartlett, American, born 1941: The Four Seasons: Winter, 1991; color screenprint. Ack[and Fund. 97.4.1.2. 

Charles A[ston, American, 1907-1977: And on Earth Peace Christmas Card, n.d.; screenprint. Transferred from Southern 
Historical Collection, Louis Round Wilson Library, Charles Henry A[ston Papers. 2009.18.15. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Janelle White" <jwhite@26fitness.com> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 4:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Life Fitness Cardio Sale! Treads & Ellipticals for $1999/ea! 

TEXT.htm 

For Treadmills and Ellipticals 

Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 

We can’t wait to hear from you... 

Email Us! JWhite@26Fitness.com or Richp@26Fitness.com 

26Fitness I 828.855.9215 l www.26Fitness.com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
26Fitness I 2352 Heavner Road I Lincolnton, NC 28092 

Manage Your Subscription: 
ht~p;ila~p.icon~ac~comiicpimmai~ompro [~i~e~[?~?r:40528111 &1=28513 &s=P¥ GY&m=298134&c=956080 



CLICK ON A PICTURE TO GET MORE INFO! 

4 



p~663 











LIFE FITNESS 

USED 
HOME 



MOTUS 
TREADMILL 

EMBEDDED TV 

$2399 

Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 



26~tnessI 82885592f5 I www 26Fitness com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc,edu from: 

26Fitness I 2352 Heavner Road I Lincolnton, NC 28092 

Manage Your Subscription 

Email Marketing by 

 lContact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 9:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Eligibility Status Report 

TEXT.htm; UNC Eligibility Status Report 12.22.11 .xlsx 

see attached ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 11:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 12.22.11 

TEXT.htm; 12.22.11.xlsx 

see attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 27, 2011 8:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
William J. Waddell <wwaddell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Book Orders 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Brent, Brent I am cc []ing Bill Waddell on this email because I think he can help us work out where we don[]t have to send a list 
that can[]t be updated with only newly added students. If you can tell us who is maintaining the PDF you are sending me, and/or how 
it[]s being maintained, Bill can most likely modify it so only the newly added athletes will populate. 

Thanks 

Toni Horton 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Financial Accountant 

(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 

tmhorton@store.unc.edu<mailto :tmhor~o~s~ore~unc~edu> 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.ed~]<mailto:[mailto:blanton(a2unc~v~.unc.edu]> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 1:04 PM 
To: Horton, Toni (Student Stores); Maloy, Susan B; Timmermans, Thomas 
Cc: Hanner, Kelly (Student Stores) 
Subject: RE: Book Orders 

Hi Toni, 
I will send another updated list later today; unfortunately, I cannot submit new names only. Our system pulls them as a group so they 
will simply be added into yesterday [] s list. I am little confused by               highlighted pid. He is enrolled in 12 hours right 
now, so the Registrar should have been able to pull a schedule. Can we double-check? 

The new list will come around 4. 

Thanks 
Brent 

From: Toni (Student Stores) Horton [mailto:TMHORTON({~)store.unc.edu]<mailto:lmailto:TMHORTON({~)store.unc.edu-I> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 12:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Kelly (Student Stores) Hanner 
Subject: RE: Book Orders 

Please note; the orders via this morning[] s email have been processed [] I have updated and attached the order sheet to reflect seven 
(7) students who will NOT get books. Four student athletes whose PID Numbers only are highlighted in yellow will not have a book 
order to fill at this time because based on information at the Registrar[]s Office these students are NOT officially registered at this 
time. 

Three student athletes whose PID Numbers and []Books identified not to fill[] are highlighted in yellow and will not have a book 
order to fill at this time because all of the books identified under the do not fill column on the spreadsheet are the only books that 
populated on the order form. 

All other orders have been processed and books indicated []not to fill[] has been adhered to as well. 

Thanks 

Toni Horton 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Financial Accountant 
(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu<mai~to :tlrd~or~on~store.~mc.ed~> 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blar~tort~grtc~m.ui~c.edu.]<~mailto:bla~or~(gbou~caa.urtc.edu]> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Horton, Antoinette M; Maloy, Susan B; Timmermans, Thomas 
Subject: Book Orders 

Hi Toni, 
Attached is a PDF with those students who have responded so far. I~ll send you an expanded list tomorrow and Thursday as we 
receive updates. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
http:/itar~ce~b~ue.cstv.com<~://~arF.ee~blue.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CCC473.3E47FC90] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, December 27, 2011 2:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Top 5 Most Clicked Topics by College Recruiters in 2011 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 
h~ ://cam ~ nr20 co~stantcontactcom/render?ih-b’ahe nbab&v=001hul~ it2aCW99?z’~kWiDB HrkYJfMkhiSomDZ~dX7kGl~m0-Lt~firS?d~bDw~EvFnPm xHf6zRsSBbPr B12 MLsYkCUMOA- 

You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o://~,isitorr20 co~st~lco:~lact com/cisp?11r b,a, he~bab&l- 1109011780210 56114 51939951 2&m 1101038493377&wl: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~;~:,’Tvisitor cor~:~antcoatac~co~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018k~OW~Lavd~oB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001U-5MJPuCv %3D%3D&~eason 001I~EsU%3D&lir D~vhea3~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://i20 rs6 net~/n {sp?llr bwl~eclnbab&e>:1109011780210&s :56114&e 001m2dzYzk©5Aa~Y5wE-OEExSsUJ35t2M3zL4L3M8T1YwT-kd3tlv f\~Kt~6b4SvivaC> 
9FMRe449~.~y~o6nDNwxTdLPxA780hD6NrGSyvI3LmLNiXFe~X ] 

December 27, 2011 Volume 7, Issue 53 

The Top 5 Most Clicked Topics by College Recruiters 

College football bowl games...Top 25 basketball on ESPN ahnost evelT ~ffght...me 
trying to assemble 2,000 piece Lego sets for my five year old son. 

Yes, it must be that time of year right after the Ctmsttnas holiday, and just a 
few days before New Years! 

And as is our tradition here, we look back at the Top 5 most read recruiting articles 
in 2011 by yon. the college coaches. Just click on the title to read the stolT, 
and get a jump on creati~g an effective recmiti~g strategy for the new year. 

Enjoy these top tips, and have a fantastic statt to 2012 ! 

USING SIGNING DAY TO CREATE A BUZZ WITH YOUR RECRUITS [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwl~eqnbab&et-l109011780210&~56114&e 00hn24zYzkQ5AbgdSjW88kc3aIIIOuJdpyVSDwJPYFXgSn Y f3eEo07BCTCELcgcI53yaU3- 
3wOHdQztlozVXtsCsn2GM8TVMpTRFF49WJiKCRvwbPNlup3VjJTBki mt18hWOMZUcqyGIF152VxKWP4HASi5d~ZWzT1wtS zTsd0dViatggv3TsYNzAUZWhG] 

Sigulng day is one of the most important days on yotu- program’s annual calendar. 
Is there a way to maxmffze it’s impact with yotu- furore recruits? You bet there 

is! And as many of you told us after the lZoct, tiffs atticle was one of the top 
ways you made changes to yotu- recruiting plan tiffs past year. 

READING YOUR PROSPECT’S CRUNCH TIME BUYING SIGNALS [~U_’k20 rs6 ~ 
11~ bwlteclnbab&e~l109011’780210&~56114&e 001m24zY~i~Q5AbDrmtS2ceYJsOixu4 BtiSVSJK{ LxLAR9WQ4eeW~TDikYvJLwOvNOMk{IJTYOt~5~N~AZ9e~& nWiQUBvc~hf~O~dMep~dlVR7KESBiuDCdqfZabO~ 

-~Ai6oYkT£/oLWtEIADI~DuOGOS JI~I[eZC-A5eMbA1B~] 

These 11 sig~uls proved to be a big help to a lot of coaches, based upon the feedback 
and click-thi-oughs for tiffs popular atticle. It focuses on how to look for the 
overall interest level of the prospect late in the process. See if this atticle 
helps you as you get ready to start wrapping-up yotu- next recmi~g class. 

CREATINGA [ ~bab&e~1109011780210&~56114&e 00im2dzY/k RxavlsMOMP08C32~\~&;~TW3Nm~tHRYSJY2KM0- 
h llsK_p6rkIBoa5mJBO?v3idXC~HivS98u~iOD ]GREAT 
[ bZ7W3Nm~HRY SJY2KM0- 

~CRUITING ENVIRONMENT [                 ~sp?~r bwl~eqn~i&~Z11090117~210&~56114&e 001m24zY72~Q5AZ qmt~A~0XSS{hT~f~avlsMOMP08~JW3Nm~AHR~,2~~ 

h 11sKp~rkIB~a5mJB~75~3idXCuHivS98uil~D9~TJb~VX8~C3~JFNSFQs~Nb~c4NvPp9~eeK7egH?/~19b7~i~5wYR7~J149XIbXI ] 

Desigulng great campus visits is a must for any successful program, and tiffs article 
seemed to help a number of programs take a closer look at wl~ut they were doting iight 
and wio~g, based on the number of people wlm read tiffs story. There are multiple 
ways we see programs setting themselves apart usfi~g tiffs strategy...will one of 
tt~em help you create a great experience for your next recruit? 

3 SERIOUS LESSONS LEARNED IN A PIE-EATING CONTEST [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwl~eqnbab&et-l109011780210&~56114&e ~m24zYzkQ5AYxvz4uXcwz8Am3KJ99~itHV3CwyhEhdmdxAxL9~w8iRJGr~bGS5wsZIWQdF~LtSvgb8M4hQ4YRH5asqvGQwFvvgFMMQCmuBRmJJeq~dT 

Wlfile Dan was crossing off "tiT to win a pie-eati~g contest" off his bucket list, 
tt~ere were ttu-ee serious recruiting lessons thut we came up with for college recruiters. 
Yes, the pictmes of Dan with pie all over his lace were worth the click-ttu-oughs 
alone, but the ttu-ee observations applied to yotu- recmiti~g strategy tilt home with 
a lot of yon. makfi~g tiffs one of our most read stories for 2011. 

THE RIGHT WAY TO TALK ABOUT MONEY WITH YOUR PROSPECTS (AND THEIR PARENTS) [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwlleqnbab&et-l109011780210&~56114&e 00hn24zYzkQ5Abwtp3UcV47xsTeAGtu xyOgKUEiUwWdAm--XIvROPBCBqtkCTOm4LF RWlfYmbJUIGGd5WZlbAJH2HYfAvfwWiizcueXnllY0mi3I-- 
VpPgaFUM 1 Jc3nwIr siWSrQhtl132 sq015tZUuaGVIZBpT 57CXeR173 JpdGGldgBwaI4AqJQXztkAD DRE JYt0 s3UgRiHB 2ngTn4w~] 

With the economy still slnggish, money - and how to pay for college - was on the 
mind of the vast majolity of prospects and their parents. For coaches wlm c~dn’t 

huve the luxtu-y of offeri~g full atttletic scholarships, the topic of money became 
a major obstacle in the reci~ttnent of top attiletes in 2011. Tiffs atticle helped 
a lot of coaches manuever thi-ough delicate conversations with recruits, and helped 
establish themselves as a trusted guide and advisor as they figared out how to pay 
for a college education. 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l109011780210&s 56114&e ~hn24zYzkQ5AbcRemtk6k3gqhV~mZppSX~AxYU8EUDAuX~zD~ZrI~YeQ2Qtlm987E~VPHNsAbC~IeLQN - 
A KwQ53pp6r 5X5 P RQZGtQ10 LLUWkb f6 sj R EKCrfRltvx5x603wgZB RC LO SVvHzIguMycp~2 eL5aDGDgGVfB-q2tOz-qh0gVAG68H2 K RiRa~.AP4bNAzIi-gBxnz-X4GfMp2XoTA)GVZaL caAXHvCF6gzYPuGWfpX- 
Pr YoewB qWIeQxFN0cpWAFygNCucypgI ceQ JTRvRZ 1 bsH1Gba2] 

Follow us on Twitter [ ~b&el~ i109011780210&~56114&e:::OOim24zY~kQ5AaVv6YxtlUw ~xOSExFv\i@sU811"- 

] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. 

lh bwhe~lbab&el~ i109011780210&~56114&e 001 m24zY.&~AZMWO673 GV~ cRdaDE 6sm~44E 2OA 9k4bGuJul~Em9 IL szI F03 sGG.[bDv4UG78 KR~L Mm- 
OD~ff~fg YD fbUv,,b mPTsF JLCntalFL, UoL -eYoB-FDF4t                  ] 

LAST WEEK to Register for 2012 NCRC and Save Ahnost 50% and Discounted Room Rates! 



This is it, Coach...those of you who are plaimiilg on a~ending tiffs Summer’s tluve 
m~fil December 31st to save nearly 50%on the cost of registration. 

You’ll get the most in-deptt~ recruiting trai~in~g of your coaching life at tiffs event, 
with an all-star panel of recruiting, coaching and marketing professio~als dedicated 
to making tiffs weekend the best learning experience ever for serious college coaches 
who want to become m~beatable recruiters. 

To get all tile details, with i:ffo:znation on how to save on yore r egish-ation costs 
ttu-ongh tt:e end of this week, click here [~,~://:20 rs(~ ~ 

llr b,a, he~lnbab&e~- 1109011780210&~56114&e 00 ~m24zY~kQ5A~/~JG@YSt~1x1a~HjmbfK2(~3jESZ~Ep~hg1)~6~wJ~Dt~T~tC~ud‘!hV~8~/T7b8t~exDcL~/~pCK~9K::~a\&~.A~FHi7TW~741‘r;DS5d U~/801AHF 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgOl1780210&s 56114&e ~m24zYzkQ5AbcRemtk6k3gqhV~mZppSXkAxYU8EUDAuX~zD~ZrI~YeQ2Q&n987E~VPHNsAbC~IeLQN - 
A KwQ53pp6r5X5~RQZG~Q~LLUwkbf6sjREKCrfR~tvx5x6~3wgZBRCL~SVvHzIguMycp~2eL5aDGD9GVfB-q2t~z-qh~gVAG68H2KRiR~4bNAzIi-gBxnz-X4GfMp2X~T~GVZaLcaAXHvCF6gzY~uGWfpX- 
Pr J~oewB qWIeQxFN0cpWAFygNCucypgI ceQ JTRvRZ 1 bsH1Gba2] 
FollowusonTwitter[~o:i/~2Ors6net,’~i~r~?llr b~,he~toato&e~1109011780210&~56114&e 001m24z~zkO5AaV~6¥xtlUwOi2~ilK1D71~WUxOSExFvNi@sU81ft 

w~ Fre ~d~)tVSQPsc J f_~ I5A ] 

BRING US TO YOUR CAMPUS! 

On-Campus Workshop [hrtu:,//i2Orsg~et/t~ 
lh b,~,heclnbab&et~:1109011780210&~56114&e ~1m24z~k~5Ab~cRC4wQ3WM2dIV~FuD825JF~B~1~si~Ibu~G48QAsiZT~tG1dgI~b~1sDrXB~z\~vr~dL781sTK1ke~Cf~c~q8~CVqr4 o3M,,~JY~5bxqS69~.~bl 

Custom research. 

PersonNized s~ateNes. 

Advanced ~NN~g. 

CLICK HERE [ 
3 x~?~42dIVoF~D825 JF                                                                                                        69ab] 

FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [l~tt~://~20 rs6 net/ls~is:~?llr b~a&eqnbsb&e~ll09011780210&~5611d&e 001m24zYzi~Q5Aae4£- 
]/~,kVOTBA~/ix4oNOYSrCX@56aHvxed~\,\/Y\~M WB MN~uR[v6 L5 SB YhQe IGkCA[FVeckLB d~TamXozG387 K5VUsAt~\ ] 

Best of the Best on ore Facebook Page 

Have you become a l:~n of ore Tudor Collegiate Strategies Facebook page? If not, 
you’re missing out. We list exclusive stories and offers on the page that you 
can get sent s~-aight to yore Facebook account. Wunt to check out wt~ut we’ve been 
~i~gaboutin2Oll?CLICKHE~[t~p://~2Ors6~et’~sp?lh b~heq~sb&e~ll~3~10&s 56114&~ 001m24z¥~@5Aaed~ 

r67~mXozG387                                         ] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [igap://,2O rs6 net/l~ is:~?llr b~a&eq~Ibab&e>ll09011780210&~56114&e ~ ~m24zY~Q5AZf~Nd8Hx1~kC7~Cedm1z7m5FNgaCTQxvb~Gi91t57~f~‘F366Z~DLKmHA~mYBLM~KAY8WUcT~i- 
Pz~4 ;z9 DbD J-Rc©RK \,\rd ci~Wg0 Q3 uWseNoTIMYCBZ f::~J] 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, you’re missing exclusive recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recruiti~lg 
news, and ore obselwations and commentary on all the big college spotts topics of 
tt~e day. And, we may even make you laugh once in a while. Follow us, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~lx,,’/~’20,~6~n e~t ~e~glb~b&e~- 1109011780210&s 56114&e :001 m24z~/~k~0kC’7o0 9 lt5"7~.frFBd6ZPDLl<mHAOm~IBLMxRA ~/8 WUcT-j -P~,f9 DbD J- 

seNoTIMYCBZIb~] 

DontRush[~:/!r20rs6,~e~*&e?llr bwheqi~bab&e>:1109011780210&s 56114&e 001m24zYzkQ5P~ddPo6r- 
3©XLJkoh~uOkeSLSO14iGd88BC-xg031i5vTLCeWi FodzAC30D5LV76MleaXc17AHTRbD2cXJ23aoF nOR6~6zHgPsGFpSYcoMKOTSMr41MkEx’,,geIKA;,3MkdvZ\ZGciCSIAFSGOA ] 

NEW Version of Front Rush has College Coaches Talking 

If you’re a Front Rush [h~’p:,,’/~20~_~22 

llr lrvvhecl*lbab&ef~ 1109011780210&~51i114&e :00 lm24zY22~Q5AbVgmc*15DoSTSugMOMdQ,¢RtEJrDFddLOAbsqVcmO~m~vGPIso~?w f 31o0DSSxo~?miGTFJDKD07gNdJ~S eUiKF×’TcGDZA~/klGpaBOi~/J0 ETToY 
user, 
you’re statting yore d~y leami~g about the new featm-es, layout and functionality 
of the website. 

It’s been a work in progn-ess for months, and now college coaches who are clients 
of tiffs popular recruiting management tool are seeing why 2012 is going to be an 
even easier year when it comes to effectively tt-acking and commtmicating witt~ their 
prospects. 

In case you missed it, you can see a full 20-minute nmdown of all the new fea~m-es 
andfunctio~ulityhere[hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgOl1780210&s 56114&e 001m24zYzkQ5AZxbwjQMCRZknYSgrftt3PpOCFqew2RcNdosPbt-Q6XzYrMozqpAYcC14j2H- 
hOrZGksVdlI~tsK1BNB3tGdDjdtQCwKUALflgrFT5UVR5WXHe44K1ZbDTvrkVobGzPInn8q5 SPRCOReI~-FJ84dATUOZ-gmUXSECXOR O- 
WgCAJdexVJdZNJz5ehlf0BFGIQb78SDWEF PGJ1VffGvTDDwTd8bkecqHmtiTZa2JXnguiUnvaejdvwYpxmTflffKTKjJErMd63 nlNo5scbXLgszHR0kwxHP8rUkdpdhETggiXZktA ]. 

Clients are also being offered full oifline ttai~ff~g sessio~ts to go over the new 
featm-es, so make sure you check yore email for all the infom~ation... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:ta:!/~2Ors6net/l~*isp~ 

llr bwhe~lnbab&el- 1109011780210&~56114&e 00 lm24zYzkQ5AbV9mcn5DoSTSugMOM3Q?RtEJrDFddLOAbsqVcm0~t~rlvGPIso~/w f 31o0DSSt,~o~/miGTFJDKD07gN3JnS eUiKF×’7cGDZA;&IGpgBOi~/J0 ETToY 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-llOgOl1780210&s 56114&e ~m24zYzkQ5AbcRemtk6k3gqhV~mZppSXkAxYU8EUDAuX~zD~ZrI~YeQ2Qd~n987E~VPHNsAbC~IeLQN - 
A KwQ53pp6r5X5~RQZG~Q~LLUwkbf6sjREKCrfR~tvx5x6~3wgZBRCL~SVvHzIguMycp~2eL5aDGD9GVfB-q2t~z-qh~gVAG68H2KRiR~4bNAzIi-gBxnz-X4GfMp2X~T~GVZaLcaAXHvCF6gzY~uGWfpX- 
Pr J~oewB qWIeQxFN0cpWAFygNCucypgI ceQ JTRvRZ 1 bsH1Gba2] 
FollowusonTwitter [bt~o://~20rs~tel/l~isp?llr b,~,tlecl~lbab&e~1109011780210&~5~114&e O01m24zY~kO5Aa\/~YxflUwQi2oill~lD71gdMS~QWUxOSExF\~\iclZsU81ft 

w~ Fre ~d~)tVSQPsc J f_~ I5A ] 

14 HOURS OF CUTTING EDGE RECRUITING TRAINING[ 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lll- bwheqnbab&et-ll09011780210&~56114&e 001m24zYzkQ5AbwAYKaKVkshtdFTAo- 
JwcrEgOFFDygXZcgYUt 10z6VHeZI3 DyZvj cCGWxeglE~wmD34rllzL~kAApA0 fl l:~-AkFsUp5WQ5yXZCz8Oevc fSthgTkOMemWiwjiA5 Ggcp6NiDM CM esvB0 VQOOB 2oWP6WA- 
UqCtaXDff~v3APHZuil SToqgpPNUtt~kA-] 

The best ttaini~lg series available for college coaches! 

Order the 2010 and 2011 3-DVD complete conference highlights today, and get the 
training tt~at you need to have the recmiti~g edge 

Click here to order [ 
llr bwhe~tbab&e~l 109011780210&s 5d 114&e 00 



Women Makillg Their Presence Felt hi College Athletic Depai~ments Around tile Countly 

Lisa Love was 24 years old and in graduate school when a career adviser asked wliat 
she hoped to do with her master’s in educatioi~al achiffnistration. 

"I said I’d like to be all athletic director of a big-time school - big football 
school, big basketball school, big Olympic sport school," Love said. "He said, ’Well, 
women don’t b~pically do ttlat, and you don’t liave any role models.’ I said, ’I know, 
and I don’t know if the glass ceiling is penetrable or not, but I’d love to liave 
all oppoI¢u~ffty to tin my hand at it.’" 

In 2005, at age 49, A~izoi~a State Ulliversity hired Love as vice president for athletics, 
file highest-rail!ring job in tile department. Six years later she is one of just five 
women to occupy tile top athletics achililffstrative position at a Division I-A sctlool. 

Some believe tile lack of women selying as athletic directors is about to cliange, 
with qualified women rising up tile rallks. Others believe it would liave changed 
already if not for qualified women - and men - who are happy occupyii~g tile No. 2 
spot and who have no desire to take on tile fdr more public role of athletic chi-ector... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-1109011780210&s 56114&e 001m24zYzkQ5AbOOPwBb5V8pocXY0- 
xOga12hF8z41kjS54UtgR8ux6APIqgNx99EnqUUeTPbOoC¢Hqe8Q 6LXQzIKSKUT8W~siv6KtXansHGT~vMnctTG7R2e~LtH43wCU6~7~7uU4~2~Q~sa-AyFL6wU6bB8v9R~liCfgjR4YaceCGSe8LRFKtCeGdYu fT] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgOl1780210&s 56114&e ~hn24zYzkQ5AbcRenttk6k3gqhVh~ZppSXkAxYU8EUDAuX~zD~ZrI~YeQ2Q~hi1987E~VPHNsAbC~IeLQN - 
A KwQ53pp6r5X5~RQZG~Q~LLUwkbf6sjREKCrfR~tvx5x6~3wgZBRCL~SVvHzIguMycp~t2eL5aDGD9GVfB-q2t~z-qh~gVAG68H2KRiRnzA~4bNAzIi-gBxnz-X4GfMp2X~T~GVZaLcaAXHvCF6gzY~uGWfpX- 
Pr YoewB qWIeQxFN0cpWAFygNCucypgI ceQ JTRvRZ 1 bsH1Gba2] 
FollowusonTwitter[~p://~20rsgnet,’~nbab&e~llOgOllTEO210&~56114&e 00 hr124z~zk~.)5 AaV~ 6 Y xtlUw                    WL.xO SExF~ 1\ i@sU81~ 
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Save 40% 

Register today for tile upcolulng Natioi~ul Collegiate Recruiting Collference, June 

1-3, 2012 in Boston! 

Amazing speakers, recruiting experts, athletic directors and coaches...all focused 
on one ttullg: Cuttii~g-edge recruitillg. 

Be apart of i!! CLICK HERE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgOl1780210&s 56114&e 001m24zYzkQ5AZqosIMTWfxjSdXM5WEwqHn3Sl113Pf4LDTHXHNUyzrR1YVvIKZDswllwq- 
n7dSeeVUxHxmdq~IbVd9b~ZsB~3n~a-iXfKcKyQKbspduQrra-HbAHXkiTzk3WDTtMM2V3ZhDz~-A~KR~2UsbqbxDbGEn~-QfqBY7Th~tM89~y hult2kG8bvIKFgRbDclinwwdt43TPgajOgAH 6- 

XWNB3Yo8MTHIQTIel SHn8nQ6oMczuZ~] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
}2t~://cffco~>t~.a~tcontactcern/sa,f~" xOoab&m 1101038493377&ea blaato~a~[mcaatatced~&~1109011780210 
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COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Spring Semester - 2012 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAb~S ~:OR STUDENT ATHLETES 

& LOU~)E~;.M.~LK CENTE~ _FO~/. EXCELLENCE 

344 RIDGE ROAD 

CAMPOS BOX 3]o7 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-31o7 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. 
This is to inform you as to when such absences wiI1 occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The 
student understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of alt class meetings and must 
make arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel 
rosters often change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected 
absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized 
University activities and who may be out of town taking part in some 
scheduled event are to be excused during the approved period of absence. 
Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible University 
offficial to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult 
this list please contact me at 962-9534. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding 
team travel or ally academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Academic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Coullseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Club" <A]2HLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 2:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gameday Information for Capital One Bowl vs. Nebraska 

TEXT.htm 

GAMECOCK GAMEDAY 

South Caroliila (10-2) vs. Nebraska (9-3) 
Moil&y, January 2 at 1 p.m. ET 
Florida Citrus Bowl Stadilml 
TV: ESPN 

Gamecocks Travel to Orlando in Pursuit of Capital One Bowl Victory, 1 lth Will 

Tile No. 10 South Carolina Gamecocks arrived in Orlando, Fla., Tuesday for a week of bowl activities 
and preparation for Mon&y’s matchup against tile No. 21 Nebraska Cornhuskers. This will be tile 
Gamecocks’ first appearance in tile Capital One Bowl and their fouah time meeting the Cornhuskers. 
Tile two teams last played in 1987. 

Tile 2011 season marks tile first time tile Gamecocks huve been rallked amoi~g tile nation’s top 10 teams 
at tile end of tile regular season since tile 1987 squad was 8-3 and rallked iffnth by tile AP. Tile 
Gamecocks (10-2, 6-2 SEC) tied tile school record with 10 wins wliile defeating every team in tile SEC 
Eastern Division for tile ilrst time in school history. A Capital One Bowl victory would give tile 
team 11 WillS, another historic ihilestone. 

Nehiaska filffshed its first season in the Big Ten Conference with a 9-3 record. Head coach Bo Pelini 
will now huve taken tile Conflmskers to bowl appearances ill each oftffs foul- seasollS as head coact~, 
posting a 2-1 mark prior to tiffs year’s game. 

Tile Capital One Bowl kicks offat 1 p.m. ET at Florida Citrus Bowl Stadilml. Click here 
(h~p://smr.nm~.ticketli~aster .con1: 80/track? 
~ipe click&enid ZWFz~TE~bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TEzNTgzNjM~bwVzc2F~u~W~k~TEz~DIyNDM~u~GF~YWJ~lc2¥’pZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJ~N~c~lbD~xNjgwMDIyNCZ~bWFpbG~k~UJMQU5UT~5A¥q55DQUEu¥q55~ 
to view tile digital bowl guide, wlffch includes 
detailed illfom~ation about stadilml policies and recaps tile 2011 Gamecock football season. 

Ticket hlformation 

Tile Gamecock Ticket Office will be open in tile Bluegill Meeting Room at tile Orlando Renaissance at 
Sea World (team hotel) from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Wechiesday throngh Friday and from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Satin-day and Sull&y. 

Tickets for tile Capital One Bowl are $87 each. Visit www.GamecocksOifline.con~/tickets to pulchuse 
Olfline or call tile ticket office at 800.4SC.FANS (472.3267). FallS may also visit tile Gamecock Ticket 

Office at tile team hotel in Orlando. 

Capital One Bowl Event Calendar 

Thurs&y, December 29 [] 7-8 p.m. 
Carolii~a Calls - South Carolina Radio Call-In Show 
Lobby, Orlando Renaissance at Sea World 
Join football play-by-play allnouncer Todd Ellis and fellow Gamecock fallS in tile lobby of the team 
hotel for tile live radio broadcast of Carolii~a Calls. 

Satin-day, December 31 [] 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Fresh From Florida Parade 
Downtown Orlando 
An annual h-adition that occuls each year between tile Chumps Spoils Bowl and Capital One Bowl games, 
the Fresh From Florida Parade has become one of the largest sports-affiliated parades in tile 
country. Tile parade featm-es sigllalure floats made from citrus fruit, high school marchii~g bail& 
from thronghout tile nation tile South Carolii~a and Nebraska marching bands, and other excitii~g 
performances. 

Satin-day, December 31 [] 6-7p.m. 
South Carolii~a Band Perfolanance 
Universal Studios 
Tile Gamecock Marchillg Band will perfoi~n live at tile Music Plaza Stage in fi-ont of the Hollywood Rip 
Ride Rockit roller coaster. Discoulrted Universal Studios tickets are available through Florida 
Citnls Sports. 

Sunday, January 1 [] 4-5:30 p.m. 
Capital One Bowl Pep Rally 
Pointe Orlando 
Tile Orlando Bowl Week Fail Headquarters at Pointe Orlando on hrtemational Drive hosts tile official 
pep rally before tile bowl, featm-ii~g tile bail&, cheerleaders, and head coaches fiom both teams. 
Following the pep rally, South Carolina fallS are invited to B.B. King’s Blues Club in Pointe 
Orlando, tile Gamecocks’ fan headquarters at the bowl. 

Moil&y, January 2 [] 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 

Capital One Fai1Fest 

McCracken Field at tile Florida Citnls Bowl Stadilm~ 

Tile official piegame tailgate pai~y features live music, entertailm~ent, interactive games, 

illflatables, face painters, and a wide selection of food and beverages. Both bands will per foi:n 

dutii~g tile event, and tile teams will walk through tile area on their way to tile stadilml as pai~ of 

tile Capital One Bowl Team Walk. 

Mon&y, January 2 [] 10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
Uiliversity of South Carolilla Official Pregame Pai~y 
McCracken Field at tile Florida Citnls Bowl Stadilml 
On game day, join tile Carolii~a Ahmnd Association and Gamecock Club in the Capital One Fail Fest Zone 
for tile official Ulffversity of South Carolina Tailgate Pai~y. Admission includes lunch (barbeque 
chickei~, ribs, and a variety of sides and desserts) and beverages (includii~g beer and wine). The 
Gamecock football team and band will walk throngh Fail Fest en route to the stadilm~ so tiffs is tile 
place to be! Tickets are $40 for adults and $18 for children. Visit www.Gan~ecockSpoi~sTravel.com to 
resei~e youl tickets oifline. 



Did You I~low? 

South Caroliila Head Coach Steve Spurfier and Nebraska Afilletics Director Toln Osborne squared offin 
file 1996 Fiesta Bowl for that season’s national championship. 

Tile Gamecocks have tile No. 2 pass defe~lse in tile country and tile fou~h-ra~lked overall defense. 
Nebraska’s pass defe~lse is ra~lked 18th. 

Freshman defensive end Jadeveon Clowney was ~lamed file SEC Freshman of the Year by tile league’s 
coaches, making it tile second straight year a Gamecock t~us taken home tile award. Marcus Lattimore 
received tile honor in 2010. 

South Caroli::a se:ffor defe:lsive end Melvin h:graln earned tile distinction of conse:lsus All-American. 
He is o:lly file third Galnecock in school histo:y to receive this honor, j oini::g 1980 Heislnan Trophy 
winner George Rogers and Gamecock gn-eat Del Wilkes. 

Parking Note 

On game dsy, all Florida Citrus Bowl Stadilml parkillg lots are manned and resei~ced for pelanit 
parkii~g, recreatioi~ul vehicles, chai~ered buses, and disabled parkii~g. Public parkii~g is available 
on a presold basis through Click and Park. Stadilml parkillg perlhits may be purct~used ollline throngh 
www.clickandpark.com or by callii~g 866.330.PARK (7275). A 6.5% State of Florida sales tax will be 
added to tile order at checkout. No traffic is pelanitted on stadilml roads on game dsy without 
pre-paid pelanits. Lots will sell out. Parking lots open at 7 a.m. with file exception of Lot W, 
wllich opellS at 10 a.m. 

A fiee shu~le sei~cice is also available and will pick up fiom tile Amway Center. The two pick-up 
locatiollS are 400 W. Soufil Street (tile Geico Garage) and 400 W. Church Street (file comer of Church 
Street and Hughey Avenue). There is a $10 parking fee. Tile shu~les begin iamnii~g at 8 a.ill, and will 
conhilue sei~cice until 90 minutes after tile game ends. The ch-op-offlocation is tile comer of Church 
and Nashville Streets at tile stadium. 

How Are We Doii~g? 

When tile Gamecocks play at home, you’ll receive tiffs updste file Wechiesdsy prior to tile game. This 
special edition is distributed to provide Capital One Bowl illformation to all l~dllS. Please contact 
file Gamecock Club if any important details are Olhitted (803.777.4276 or gcclub@mailbox.sc.edu). Let 
us know how we may improve tiffs se~cice for you! 

To unsubscribe from futm-e mailings, please reply to tiffs email with REMOVE as tile subject line. 

Gameock Club [] 1300 Rosewood Drive, Cohmlbia, SC 29208 [] 803.777.4276 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  6:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 5th Year extension 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 
You are most welcome. As far as I know dropping your classes is all you need to do. But it may be a good idea to run that be Brent 
as well to be sure I am not missing anything. You will eventually have to apply for readmission for the Fall term as well, which 
should take place around the time of registration midway through the spring term. I will copy Brent on this email as well. 

I hope you are enjoying your holidays. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu 
>>> @live.unc.edu> 
Mrs. Maloy, 

11:56 AM >>> 

Thank you for all of your help with this! So, all I have to do is drop out of all of my classes before the semester starts correct? Or is 
there another step to the process? 

I hope you and your family had a Merry Christmas!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 30, 2011 10:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
spring classes 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Please send me my players spring schedules when you can. 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday,               2:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring hours, Spring 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 

I will be available on Tuesday and Thursday evenings for the Spring 
semester. 

Best, 

Phi9 Candidate 
Department of Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

MSc. Management of Agro-ecological Knowledge and Social Change 
Wageningen University, Wageningen, the Netherlands 

Phone - 
Skype - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 2, 2012 8:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Kelly (StudentStores) Hanner <IMCEAEX-_O=UNC- 
CHAPEL+20HILL_OU=Auxiliary+20Services_cn=Recipients_cn=KMHANNER23257085 @exchangeunc>; 
Kendra (Student Stores) Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; wjwaddell@unc.edu 

RE: Book Orders 

TEXT.htm; image001 .jpg 

Hi Brent, 

Brent I wanted to make sure I got back to you on this before another updated list of atkletes pre-orders was sent. I’ve talked with Bill Waddell 
about this and it seems this could be an easy fix. Bill has offered to sit down with you and/or any otkers you deem necessary, and discuss a 
solution to NOT HAVING a continous report of pre-orders, but instead an update of only the new additions. 

In light of the time it takes to manually manipulate what you are sending, neither myself, my staff or the textbook staff have the time to figure 
out what orders on tke continous PDF have been filled and which ones haven’t. The PDF can’t be manipulated to even compare to the first one, 
and thus is very time consuming - as the new names are mixed in with the previous ones - they are not separated out at the top or bottom, but 
mingled in with all the others. Therefore, if you would like to talk to Bill Waddell who I’m sure can talk with you and perhaps figure out a way 
to make this work (as we are all talking to the same source and Bill may know who manages your info) that’s fine, if not, I know we can have a 
fix for this by the next term. However, if we don’t get a quick fix for this I’m afraid we will have to go with the orders (some 168) submitted and 
tkat would be it for the Spring 2012 term. 

I hate to do tkis, but again, with rush starting, the month ended, etc., I don’t have the time or staff to dedicate to this. 

thanks!! 

From: Blanton, Brent S [blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2011 10:39 AM 
To: Horton, Toni (Student Stores) 
Subject: Re: Book Orders 

It’s actually done in our internal database. To get it done quickly, I put it together in the current format - probably not enough time to modif~v 
since I am out until next week. 

Brent 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Toni (Student Stores) Horton" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Waddell, Bill" <wjwaddell@unc.edu> 
Subject: Book Orders 
Date: Tue, Dec 27, 2011 8:41 am 

Hi Brent, Brent I am cc[]ing Bill Waddell on this email because I think he can help us work out where we don[]t have to send a list that can,t 
be updated with only newly added students. If you can tell us who is maintaining the PDF you are sending me, and/or how it [] s being 
maintained, Bill can most likely modif~v it so only the newly added athletes will populate. 

Thanks!! 

Toni Horton 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Financial Accountant 
(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
txnhorton@store.unc, edu<mailto Xml~or~on~store ~ ~mc~ ed 

"Never underestimate tke power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 



From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blar;ton!%ocmcaa.u~qc.edc!]<~mailto:blanton~;uncaa.unc.edc~> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 1:04 PM 

To: Horton, Toni (Student Stores); Maloy, Susan B; Timmermans, Thomas 

Co: Harmer, Kelly (Student Stores) 

Subject: RE: Book Orders 

Hi Toni, 
I will send another updated list later today; unfortunately, I carmot submit new names only. Our system pulls them as a group so they will 
simply be added into yesterday [] s list. I am little confused by . highlighted pid. He is enrolled in 12 hours right now, so the 
Registrar should have been able to pull a schedule. Can we double-check? 

The new list will come around 4. 

Thanks! 
Brent 

From: Toni (Student Stores)Horton [mailto:TMiIORTON~store.~nc.edu.]< nailto:T~vfl!ORTON~store.~rnc.edu~> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 12:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Maloy, Susan B; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Kelly (Student Stores)Harmer 
Subject: RE: Book Orders 

Please note; the orders via this morning [] s email have been processed [] I have updated and attached the order sheet to reflect seven (7) students 
who will NOT get books. Four student athletes whose PID Numbers only are highlighted in yellow will not have a book order to fill at this time 
because based on information at the Registrar[] s Office these students are NOT officially registered at this time. 

Three student athletes whose PID Numbers and []Books identified not to fill[] are highlighted in yellow and will not have a book order to fill at 
this time because all of the books identified under the do not fill column on the spreadsheet are the only books that populated on the order form. 

All other orders have been processed and books indicated []not to fill[] has been adhered to as well. 

Thanks!! 

Toni Horton 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Financial Accountant 
(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
~nhorton@store.unc. edu<mailto :tmhorton~store. ~nc. ed ~> 

"Never underestimate l&e power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blanton~uncaa.unc.edu]<madltoi[mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edul> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Horton, Antoinette M; Maloy, Susan B; Timmermans, Thomas 
Subject: Book Orders 

Hi Toni, 
Attached is a PDF with those students who have responded so far. I [] 11 send you an expanded list tomorrow and Thursday as we receive 
updates. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc 1(919) 962-8247 fax 

ht._t2~ :i/tarheelbl~e.cst~.’.com<~/~ :iitarheelblue.cstv.com/> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
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From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 2, 2012 9:44 AM 

To: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Toni (Student Stores) Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Cc: Kelly (StudentStores) Hanner <IMCEAEX-_O=UNC- 
CHAPEL+20HILL_OU=Auxiliary+20Services_cn=Recipients_cn=KMHANNER23257085 @exchangeunc>; 
Kendra Ann Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Waddell 
<wjwaddell@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Book Orders 

Attach: Header 



From: Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 2, 2012 9:44 AM 

To: Toni (Student Stores) Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Kelly (StudentStores) Hanner <IMCEAEX-_O=UNC- 

CHAPEL+20HILL_OU=Auxiliary+20Services_cn=Recipients_cn=KMHANNER23257085 @exchangeunc>; 
Clay, Kendra Ann <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Waddell, Bill <wjwaddell@unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Book Orders 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,               1:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Classes 

Brent, 

Hope all is well and you and your family had a great holiday season. I was wanting to sign up for some online classes through the 
Friday center. Both the regular classes and some of the Spanish self paced classes. Do I need to re-register to the university? When is 
the last date to do so? Thanks, speak with you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, January 2, 2012 6:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

TEXT.htm 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

Gamecocks - 30, Huskers - 13 

It’s the most wins in school history 

It’s the best fans in the country 

It’s Great to be a Gamecock 

It’s the Garnet Way 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for full coverage. 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 9:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why We All Pay Attention to Oregon’s Cool, New Football Helmets 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

YDB 14z~J485C0 hZtL3 JIr(7UFbfN E 3~ffXLmKR1MEt6 d~O 

Gs’~v Hi3,’xe 10k’l~ dkT u0M hb zhO~.)G ~’,ziPHO42NRK 11 hS9GCEelUv~ C v F-zFDZbs20vT~NI~s%3D 
You’re receiving tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~:/Ix, Jsitorr20co~sta~lco:~lactcom/cisp?11r b,a, he~bab&~- 11090343829265611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&wl: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~;~:,’Tvisitor cor~:~{antcoatactco~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018k~OWgLavdMoB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&t 001A w11Zc CK52hd~tgBD{~;~w%3D%3D&reaso~ 001I~:~igsU%3D&lh bwltcgnbab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [hVqo://x20 rs6 net,’/nisp?llr bwlteclnbab&e>:1 i09034382926&s :56114&e 001sdmL71KPySr 6apv15Sb{clNBUzEsuD5YIOPYXmWySEIzba,/EOpl>P-7NIA~g6w0V,~0puQ p2MYqslQ9bIHm0o29- 

xe4856rOPEk0\&ZecAG6d211 bJA:_] 

January 3, 2012 Vohm~e 8, Issue 1 

Why We All Pay Attention to 

Oregon’s Cool, New Football Hehnets 

"Dang, tiffs is really their l:dCe mask?" said an achiffri::g Wisco:~sin center Peter 
Konz tiffs past weekend, as his team was prepaling to l~dCe the Oregon Ducks in the 
Rose Bowl played yesterday. 

’Tin going to have like metallic stains on my jersey. Wow. Thut’s pretty cool, tho:lgh." 

Yes, the Oregon Ducks have broken new gromld with their metallic, reflective football 
hehnets. And as you can see, even their opponents were awed by the next evolution 
in equipment creativity, couttesy of the Ducks. 

But it’s not just their opponents. It’s virtually evelyone. I follow lots of college 
coaches on Twitter, and it seems everyone was talking about the Oregon hehnets. 
Coaches, l:dnS, recruits, the media...evelyone. 

Wlffch would seem to make the case for a coach wllo contends thut "the stuff" - l~dcilities, 
tmiforms, locker rooms, strength and conditioni~g centers - is wllat a recruit bases 
their school choice decision upo~. iight? 

This is wllere I find most coaches l:diling to co~mect the clots. Many progn-ams in 
many different sports at the college level introduce new logos, new tmi fom~s and 
new l:dcilities evelT year. Few get the kind of press that Oregon’s seemingly bi-monthly 
football tmiform adaptation,s get. 

Why is that?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwlleqnbab&et-l109034382926&~56114&e ~sdmL7~K~yS~Jb9K~LzWu2rsCvdbz~eTsbD7gCKK3Sr8Y~IbKM77KiXQZmmTQQ7aE~m7DsmZg~WmzwBxkQqI~XS- 
SB XTVUucKJ2Oc cTnw3CFXsU MFbguLYwoVdgTbCApg SrVLRtk IF- FB 326 Kqo6wV2 Q6WUyN B3wWuigTQ~xgsj R33 YB eUTtOsiyM dw] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l109034382926&s 56114&e 001sdmL71KPySrcFRgn-UCSx61jxnIBfSw- 
v6~gjmTcsuTFobyFIi4OS6cBWpgNStgWN6fFdK6z G1PBxBT1PH3HgiB56SyzgviHvYcYiNInRVet12 lexW8H-LZTO95ntjN- 
eVm~bTRtH3~Kqdgg3MBw6e~gQdy5YhIbcSmZa~eCC~xDQHiWzBWEmv9~HM5jh~ya1TIW,4FIul1LkMsey~dm6AuHq~t h 90vZxNbv2SHDfXcYAG61M WnubAtmgZr2CoapP4ZllACgvMyErCGQLDVvgxUpJep] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                ff~ab&ev 1109034382926&~56114&e: 00 lsdmI,71K                                          7EH1 ~2 mT R H,~ W Di A 1 ’ S - 
wS3LK~A aeLm6~,iwEw uODhFKs~LA, XxIi0 YT2o YmexEUKdu’¢?16K~ .] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for flee. [hi~:p:ii,20~s6nev’in{sp9 
lh bv,,heq!~bab&e>1109034382926&~56114&e 001sdmL71K~2f~lioGsHFSm~qnN’Tq~b 2~fffI’TID~YYvNNGLP~,4_~g,~w8*\mB5OLFxdJ3NHZV rXlbrsL*: 
-lml D8w ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [h~9:/’/~2Ors6 nel/1¢~ isp? 
11r bwheqnbab&ev 1109034382926&~56114&e 001 sc~tlLT1K fa, S~’,_E, xSZAcsv9wKkSZPzB,r~6 JLkIXcE0 Va 921f~egHZ VS27NNIff D5Q5hOzhov o61Ek2.g~ CzT,~fl ff~eHr3 - 
cXj~o%~Xik99iOa21S~uq78RV~ _’;\;~C~3@ohjl,?~lWC~pyelzGA ] 

MORE ON THE STORY OF THE UNIQUE OREGON UNIFORMS 

There were literally hml&eds of stories on the new Oregon hehnets that they used 
in the Rose Bowl in their win over Wisco~sin. Want the inside story on how - and 

wily - they were designed? Check out our Facebook page for the wllole story. CLICK 
HERE [                                ff~sb&ei-1109034382926&s 5dlld&e 001s&~IL71K                    ZAcsv9wKkSZPzBmzdJLkIXcEOVa921~:©~e~gHZVS27\XtlID5                   (zTmhbeH~3- 
~jno raT~k99iOa21Sm78RVCviC x3~,~,:~IW                          ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [~-~O,net,~n is~ 
11r bwlteqnbab&e~l109034382926&~56114&e ~1sdmL71KP‘!S~G~\~1c~O9w~Ov~vvP7pNNhKHWViPSkv‘dP~xWeI~2gSBDwl~7Q~X1XpLsiqx~Jidi~KhJ~bLA~uiBu4952z sU4wQ1Q,5,W31AsflJvHmLJPQf\,~g3bVT~ 

Are you following Dan on Twitter? 

If you aren’t, make it part of yore new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmiti~g atticles, 
late-hi-eaking recmiti~g news, and ore obsei~cations and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE [hi~>:i/120 rs6 neiI~l isp? 
lh bwl~eclnbab&e~:1109034382926&~56114&e ~1sdmL7~K~S~G~Vb1q~9w~v~8wF7r~NNhKHWViFSk‘/d~xWeu2gSBDv‘~17Q8X1XpLsiqvJidi7LK~g~bLA~uiBu4952z sU4wQIQ>,W31Asfl~vHmUPQI\/83bVT~ 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwlleqnbab&et-l109034382926&~56114&e 001s&nL71KPySpakoVysyL1YWlYTuBQPWvCtVYxx7gH32bEFHIappZWmv z4tuZ4JYr5yoRQyTujwlPUyHm0klkrSzdPvSpat5UZWbAc- 
9pvFoF8TMgBzquxijlccLXI Sjtt~xZNwHukPSBKim6JmNCZtHu4i~cDfPlrkzMIdttlYhOI5h-qNtW3TgrGv 4dLjtI~n] 

Our team of experts helped hml&eds of coaches last year. Be one of them tiffs year. 

CLICK HERE [h~://~20 ~s6 net,’~n ~?lh-bwl~equl~ab&e~1109034382926&s=56114&e O01sda~L’~KP~ FLV2ThOL W~69~B~LMvDAwgTO2givD9KYIw~SSadMGm~tDVl cE~M>~. 
a~DDY 1 T2dJY~rF~dx-~4~TTb~>decqP>~3wqFHCp~LMqFHiV~LJ5fl~in~:mNSv~da~ke-19eWza~DsHE] 



Top 5 Tt~gs You Need to Do Now That Ifs 2012 

Looking for a tectmology wish list for the new year? 

In case you are, we’ve put together a list of things to do (budget permitti~g of 
course) tt~ut we recommend now that is 2012. 

Dump Intemet Explorer 
Its time to get rid of the blue ’e’ that you click when you access the internet. 
This ’e’ is Intemet Explorer, Microsoff’s browser and we recommend fltat you move 

on to a more for~N&ble, speecffer way of browsing the web. IE has cff-amafically ~ollen 
beNnd its competition and its o~fly still reed became it is the de~oNt browser 
on most computers as well as the incmnbent from years past. Insteac~ the altemufives 

are Google Chiome (i~:~ 
11rbwl~egff~bab&el~ilOgO34382926&~56114&e 001 sc~L71K s2xHkAMLtSAzEI~ ]) 
and firefox                  [~:i/~20rsd~e~/tt~a~ab&e~l 109034382926&~56114&e 00 ls&~L71KP~pEv31KSl~2~ EN~ %err ~q- lsc2~WRO?.s5OxeeWfT- 

]) 

Trade in yore Blackbei~y for an iPhone or Android 
This past year was a bad year for the BlackberlT devices. RIM (the company itself) 
t~us laid of thousands of people, its market st~uie t~us taken a tinge hit, its revenue 
and profit are stmggli~g, its tablet was a bust and they are delayi~g the release 
of their next generation devices m~til the end of2012. There are iam~ors circulating 
tt~at they... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
11r bwheoAO~ab&e>1109034382926&~56114&e 001sdmL71K IxXZG6Ii:zC,\E I~4~N.PzLNnRG4¢.I "TmHcFz2YeGt~’~’IuDSTal%KH’7 
::)/9~FoO/~aXX10~lL5s46/~dli ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgO34382926&s 56114&e 001sd~nLT1KPySrcFRgrUCSx61jx~BfSw- 
v61~gjmTcsuTFobyFIi4OS6cBWpgNStgWN6fFdK6z G1PBxBT1PH3HgiB56SyzgviHvYcYiNInRVet12 lexW8H-LZTO95ntjN- 
eVm~bTRtH3~Kqdgg3MBw6e~gQdy5YhIbcSmZa~eCC~xDQHiWzBWEmv9~HM5jh~xJ~TIW,4FIuhLkMsey~dm6AuHq~t h 90vZxNbv2SHDfXcYAG61M WnubAtmgZr2CoapP4ZllACgvMyErCGQLDVvgxUpJep] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                 ab&ei- i 109034382926&~5~114&e:::00 Is&IIL71K                                          7EH1 d2mTRHv~_~\,VDiATS- 
wS3LK~A aeLm62iwE’¢~xODtlFKsx, TcN~Ls:XxIiOYT2oYmexEI3Kd~e,~qgK~] 

Bring our experts to YOUR campus in 2012 

On-Campus Workshop [ ~bab&e~- 1109034382926&s 56i 14&e: 001s&~lL71KP~hMS0bIbeollUxEAxoFFD 
UM4YZ 0~ R_si\ zb7T JNQpHDt },IBB LclbB~/itfl~2 ocvtgEi2 0chVGwL 1Ae-Dlt N 8HuC 1Y64dXP~] 

Custom research. 

Persondized s~ateNes. 

Advanced 

CLICK HERE [~s6                     ab&e~l109034382926&s 56114&e 001sda~L71KP~;~hMg0bIbeohb 
UM4YZ 0c2~ RsNzb7T JNOpHDtO~T ~J%S ~5h/~/1BB LqbBr~¢ ita:2 ocvt~i2 ~gchVGwL 1Ae--DltN 8H~C 1Y64dXP~] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Leami~g to Take Ct~urge of Your Decisions 

by Mandy Green, Uiffversity of South Dakota 

"I just dofft t~uve time to do it all." 

I hear that a lot from the coaches I work with. It also seems to have become the 
mantra of this generation of coaches. Most feel ove~vhelmed. There’s just so much 

to do! Over and over again comes rite same fi-ustrated question: "How do I fit it 
all in?" 

For all college coaches, fittii~g it all in is a INaction of priority management. 
If you thi~k about it, priority management is less about managi~g yore calendar 
tt~un it is about managing yore decisioits. By leami~g to prioritize and manage 
yore decisions well, you will have a leg up on most of your competitors because 
you’ll be putting onto your calendar what is truly most important to you. 

U~tfo~m~utely, while most coaches have thonghts, hm~ches, and ideas about wt~ut is 
irnportant, they rarely transfer those ideas to theh- calendars. And that is why 
it so quickly fills up with reactive stuff’: 

"Ot~, I need to have tibet meeting with the captai~ts?" 
"Ot~, there’s tiffs crisis with the team?" 
"Ot~, I haven’t got tt~ut recruitii~g letter out yet?" 
"Ot~, I have to take tiffs call fiom arhiffssio~ts?" 

Coaches who talk like tiffs get... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hil~o:/I*2Ors6ne~a’misp? 

lh b,a.lle~’~bab&e~:1109034382926&~56114&e :001s&~IL71K lxXZG6IFzGXE ~b4~PzLNnRG4C~ ?mHcFz2~/eC~hFI~DSTaTrKH7 

:5<2~;0 o 0~ aX~ ~ L 5 s 46 ~dxI ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgO34382926&s 56114&e 001s&nLT1KPySrcFRgrUCSx61jxnIBfSw- 
v6~gjmTcsuTFobyFIi4OS6cBWpgNStgWN6fFdK6z G1PBxBT1PH3HgiB56SyzgviHvYcYiNInRVet12 lexW8H-LZTO95ntjN- 
eVm~bTRtH3~Kqdgg3MBw6e~gQdy5YhIbcSmZa~eCC~xDQHiWzBWEmv9~HM5jh~xJ~TIW,4FIuhLkMsey~dm6AuHq~t h 90vZxNbv2SHDfXcYAG61M WnubAtmgZr2CoapP4ZllACgvMyErCGQLDVvgxUpJep] 
Follow us on Twitter [~ 2,9 ×s~ ~~.~eqrtbab&e~- 1109034382926&~56114&e 001 s dm L 71KP~ ~/_~ \/~ d I~/IsiC OM W -P~.~t~ETEH 1 d2mTRIt,~tWDiATS- 

wS3L~                                      Ii0 YT2oYmexEUK&~q 6Kg~ .] 

Front Rush [~:/h20 rs6 
lh b,z.hecl~lbab&e>:i109034382926&~56114&e 001sd~tlL71K:~,~Sr2W2S~C~JiNBA5zRJd3Rcg2ozff~lLJgsP0gwG Zov9,,,~Wh~zROXiYCTmVgUc3Q3vcVgfl2~I’HriS:~\,!\4I~/kUuEStlfQxSg\~IILgGNdD~,~- 
Do~3:ShgVF~<0 aX5ZNTTUSx[~MMCc~3o~ZIg ] 

Oklahoma State Coach Learns to Trust His Iitstincts, Resulting in Big Changes for 
Football Program 

by Ivan Meisel, ESPN.com 

Oklahoma State hired Mike Gundy seven years ago at age 37, the equivalent of coachii~g 
adolescence. He had started at quatterback for the Cowboys for four seasons and 



been an assistant coach there for 10 of the 15 years after his ga-aduation. He was 
as orange and black as Pistol Pete, and also green. 
"I look back," Gundy said, "and never would have hired me, knowi~lg wliut I know now." 
The arc of Gundy’s success at his ahna mater lius yet to bend toward eatth. He has 
won as many or more games in each season than the previous one, fiom four wills in 
2005 to 11 this season heading into last ulght’s Fiesta Bowl showdown with Sta:fford. 
When Gundy looks back, he sees a young head coach who tied to do things the way 
tliut head coaches are supposed to do them. In his first three seasons, Gundy went 

18-19 (.486) and became best known for a rant at a news conference. 
The more he has tnzsted his gut, the more that he refused to heed the Coaching 101 
textbook of conventio:~al wisdom, the more games the Cowboys have won... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [li~,J~2~-s6:le~/~ni 1- 1~ 55114/d~e 00~’. .... ~24PT£Sct.-~.?~X6U5-L 3k-0X5c4cv::!~aGxRmwtc-DSc1~,MG:lOSbl5£0:~O-2cl5C- 
BBm~t3ZB L i EXk3XVE 7:te4TN:r/6Z 01ra NHD s: oIvbb::3 fi~Rz JLz8 JeLPDt i 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-l109034382926&s 56114&e 001sd:nLT1KPySrcFRgn-UCSx61jx:tlBfSw- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Happy Holidays and Spring Business Items 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi there Brent, 

I’m so sorry for just now getting back to you about availability for next semester. It was a difficult process to get all my courses at 
Duke figured out as well. It looks like now that I’ll be available from 6-10pm on Tuesday evenings. Monday and Wednesday I have to 
be on campus at 9am and then have nothing else scheduled so if you happen to have any daytime tutoring sessions you need covered, I 
can take on some of those. Otherwise, I can work some hours those evenings. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. Thanks and hope you had a great holiday! 

Best, 

From: Blanton, Brent S [blanton@uncaa.unc.edn] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:13 AM 
To ~,vahoo.com: :~gmail.com; 

@unc.edu; - - 

~@hotmail.com; 
"’" @gmail.com; 

@orange.kl2.nc.us; F- 
" i@chccs.kl2.nc.us; ~ .... 

@hotmail.com; 
,@unc.edu; @unc.edu; 2 

s@chccs.kl2.nc.us; @comcast.net; T_ 

@gmail.com; --    @chccs.kl2.nc.us; 
@gmail.com; 

~@gmail.com; 

~nc.rr.com: ~@gmail.com; 
-l@chccs.kl2.nc.us;      ~@email.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com;        @gmail.com; 
@gmail.com;      @chccs.kl2.nc.us; 

@gmail.com; :         ~@yahoo.com;      @gmail.com; 
......... ~gmail.com; 

.... ~bellsouth.net;, 
- @eartl~li-uk.net;, @gmail.com; i .... 

@gmail.com( 
@gmail.~c°om; ~,        @~mail.com;    , 

-@ch~cs.kl2.nc.us; -    k@email.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com; 

~@chccs.kl2.nc.us; 
s@gmail.com; 

I@gmail.com; i ~ 
@gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; 
@gmail.com; @nc.rr.com; " @gmail.com; i ~chccs.kl2.nc.us; ’, ., 

- - @bellsouth.net; @yahoo.com; @gmail.com; @yahoo.com; 
"" "@gmail.com; @chccs.kl2.nc.us; @yahoo.corn; @email.unc.edu; @physics.unc.edu; 

i@gmail.com 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Happy Holidays and Spring Business Items 

@gmail.com; 

Good morning, 
First, I hope this email finds each of you doing well and enjoying the beginnings of the holiday break. I wish for a peaceful and 
enjoyable season for you all. As an academic support staff, we cannot thank you enough for all you did for us this fall. Many of our 
teams had their best terms (statistically speaking) in years and we know that is a reflection of your work with the students. 

Unfortunately, the holidays always go by quickly so I also want to place a few dates on your spring term calendars. The term begins 
on Monday,          All learning assistants have and will continue to receive information regarding training/seminars from Brad 
Bethel or Amy Kleissler. The dates they give you will be the extent of your training. For all others, we will meet on Wednesday, 

, at 6pm to have a one-night training seminar. Tutorial services for all students begin Tuesday, 

Please let me know your spring availability if you have not already done so. When I return to the office on 
turn almost entirely to spring tutorial and that information will be integral in the planning process. 

my focus will 

Again, on behalf of the entire academic support staff, thank you for all of your efforts and have a safe and happy holiday season! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 



Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:ii~arl~eelbl~e.cs~v.com<~:iitarheelblt~e.cstv.co 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Composite Sheet 

Text.htm 

All, 

The 2011-2012 Grade Composite sheet has been updated on the H drive. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               12:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; .xlsx 

See attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Janelle White" <jwhite@26fitness.com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 1:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Week ONE of the New Year! Treadmill SALE! 

TEXT.htm 

For Treadmills and Ellipticals 

Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 

We can’t wait to hear from you... 

Email Us! JWhite@26Fitness.com or Richp@26Fitness.com 

26Fitness I 828.855.9215 l www.26Fitness.com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
26Fitness I 832 21st Street Dr. SE I Hickory, NC 28602 

Unsubscribe: 
ht~p ;ila~p.icontact~ comiicpimmailompro [51e~[~l?r:40528111 &1=28513&s=PYGY&m=304315&c=956080 

Send To a Friend: 
~’._a...pp.icoNact.com/icpicoreimessa~/for~vard?m:304315&s=4052811 l&c=PYGY&cid=95~080 



CLICK ON A PICTURE TO GET MORE INFO! 













Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 

26FitnessI 828.8559275 I www.26F/tness com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc,edu from: Email Marketing by 



26Fitness I 832 21st Street Dr, SE I Hickory, NC 28602 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 



You forgot to approve her time card. Angie Bitting has already transferred the accounts. 

Tracy U. Harris 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

GO HEELS!! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 7:50 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 1-3-12: Capital One Bowl Champs, 11 Wins 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 1-3-2012 
Capital One Bow1 Champs, 11 wins! 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Brent, 
Can I get the spring travel letter to have ready for my team Sunday. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 8:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Social Work & Counseling Express: Statistics and Data Interpretation 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Preview it in a browser: 
hl ~p :!la~p.m~ emailf x. co ~’ /~, dh, u~, Imkifjrdrisi 

Springer Publishing [] Social Work & Counseling Express 

A clear and comprehensive stand alone guide to statistics-- 
intended specifically for social work students. 

STATISTICS AND DATA INTERPRETATION FOR SOCIAL WORK 
ht~ :l~1w.ww.                rod~c~!978082(~ 107206 

Authors: James Rosenthal 
Pub. Date: 12/2011; 512pp. Softcover 
ISBN: 9780826107206; Price: $65.00 

Written by a social worker for social work students, this is a 
nuts and bolts guide to statistics that presents complex 
calculations and concepts in clear, easy-to-understand language. 
It includes numerous examples, data sets, and issues that 
students will encounter in social work practice. 

The first section introduces basic concepts and terms to provide 
a solid foundation in statistics. It also addresses tools used 
by researchers to describe and summarize data ranging from 
single variables to assessing the relationship between variables 
and cause and effect among variables. The second section focuses 
on inferential statistics, describing how researchers draw 
conclusions about whole populations based on data from samples. 
This section also covers confidence intervals and a variety of 
significance tests for examining relationships between different 
types of variables. Additionally, tools for multivariate 
analyses and data interpretation are presented. 

Key Features: 
[] Addresses the role of statistics in evidence-based practice 
and program evaluation 
[] Features examples of qualitative and quantitative analysis 
[] Each chapter contains exercise problems and questions to 
enhance student learning 
[] Includes electronic data sets taken from actual social work arenas 
[] Offers a full ancillary digital packet including a student 
guide to SB SS with accompanying Data Set; an Instructor’s 
Manual; Power Point slides, and a Test Bank 

Enter promo code FSSW1412 upon check-out to receive free shipping 
on your order. But hurry, this special promotion is valid for 
one week only. 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North America. 



For all international orders please email 
[chardin@springerpub.com] to receive a special discount. Special 
promotion of free shipping will expire at the end of the seventh 
day following the mail date of this email. Offer is valid via 

], and is not valid on bulk orders, 
previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. 

Browse New Books in: 
Nursing: 

hllp :iiwww. swing~ub corr./products/suN ects~%ursing 

Psychology: 
httviiwww, roducts/s 

Gerontology: 
hilp:iTwww, roductsi subj ectsi Gem m o ~o ~ 

Social Work: 
~:iiwww.s roductsisubiectsiSocial-Work 

Counseling: 
http:i/www.s roductsisubiectsiCounsel 

Public Health: 
h~:i/www, sp~in~ub.co~w’productsisubjectsiPublic-Health 

Rehabilitation: 
h~p :iiwww. sprin~9ub ~com!productsisubj ects/Rehabilitation 

Follow us on Facebook! [] 
~:/!www.face:book.com r-Publishi~ / 174423022596078 

Follow us on Twitter! [] ~:i,’t~itter.comi#!/ 

Forward to a Friend! ~ent s.forwardtomv.-friend, cor~rdri 1686929A 

To Order by Phone and for Textbook Support: 
877-687-7476 or 212-431-4370 ub.com 

If you would like to stop receiving these emails, please 
unsubscribe by clicking here.            emai~fx.co 

Springer Publishing Company 
11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 



We are being mandated by the UNC Security Office to encrypt all laptops for staff that have access to sensitive data. 

Access to student grades is now classified as sensitive data. Therefore, I need to encrypt all the laptops for Academic 

staff. I would like to encrypt as many as ~ can this week while it is a quiet time for you. 

Here is how the encryption process works: 

- ~ need to get on your laptop to install the software which takes, on average, about 10 minutes. 

- we reboot, you Iogin and the software encrypts your laptop. You are able to use the laptop during encrypt but it may 
run slower during the process. 

- the encrption takes, on average, around 2 hours or less. when complete, you restart and Iogin. 

- ~ need to complete the process which takes another 5 to 10 minutes. 

~ am coming over this morning after 9am to try and get as many of you as I can. ~fyou are unable, simply email me a 

more convenient date/time for me to encrypt your laptop. Unfortunately, this is a mandatory requirement on your part if 

you have a laptop. 

Thanks for your attention! 

kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 4, 2012 12:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

will you be in today? 

TEXT.htm 

will you be in today? 



will you be in today? 



Brent, 
can you meet with us Thur. or friday to talk about spring semester and strategies for improvement. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 3:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Books 

TEXT.htm 

Do you know if we will be sending over any more requests for prepackaged books before Friday? 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Do you know if we will be sending over any more requests for prepackaged books before Friday? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Somehow they confused you with an athlete. 

>> > "Penn, Frank (Student Stores)" <FLPENN@store.unc.edu> 1/4/2012 3:22 PM > >> 
Hi Tom, 

We distributed one T420 to an athlete yesterday and we have set aside another six T420 units for additional Athletes. 

Let us know when these athletes will be coming in - thanks - 

Regards, 

Frank Penn 

UNC Student Stores - RAM Shop 

University of North Carolina 

CB# 1530 Danie[s Bldg. 

207 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: "Timmermans, Thomas" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 3 Jan 2012 13:54:14 -0500 
To." "Amato, Scott (Student Stores)" <samato@email.unc.edu>, ejm <meiman@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Mid-year enrollees loaner laptops 

Happy new year! Sorry about the-mail so close to the start of the semester but I wanted to check with you if you had 7 

or 8 computers available for the mid year enrollees? 

Thanks, 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
timmermans@uncaa.unc.e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Durand <Durand@u.washington.edu> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 4:11 PM 

’N4A (n4a@lists.ncsu. edu)’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] 2012 Professional Development Institute (PDI) in Buffalo 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Happy New Year N4A members 

Is professional development one of your New Year’s resolutions? We have just the program for you! 

Applications for the 2012 Professional Development Institute (PDI) in Buffalo are now LIVE on the N4A website. We will be 
running 2 tracks this year - the Leader/Manager track & the Learning Specialist track. The New Practitioner track will return in 2013. 

The application deadline is Monday, January 16, 2012 - earlier this year because there will be on-line pre-institute activities in the 
months (one per month) leading up to the in-person sessions June 5-7, 2012. Participants must be able to participate in both the pre- 
convention sessions as well as the in-person institute. 

All information and application materials can be found at www.nfoura.org<).t....tp:iiwww.r~foura.org>. 

If you have any additional questions - contact Kim Dumnd at Durand@uw.edu<mailto :Durand@t~w. edu> or (206) 221-3551. 

Kim Durand 
Associate Athletic Director for Student Development 
University of Washington Athletics 
248 Conibear Shellhouse 
Box 354070 
Seattle, WA 98195-4070 
(206) 221-3551 
durand@u.washington.edu<mai~to:d~rar~d o~~.ed~> 
[cid:3366794090_765525] 



perfect, you want us to come there oryou want to come here? 

mike 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/4/2012 4:23 PM > > > 
can do Friday after 11. 

B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Mike Fox" <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu > 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: meeting with baseball coaches 

Date: Wed, Jan 4, 2012 2:54 pm 

Brent, 
can you meet with us Thur. or friday to talk about spring semester and strategies for improvement. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 8:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Training 

TEXT.htm 

6pm next Wednesday will work. 6:15 may actually be a little better, but no big deal. 
discussion of the meeting? 

Susan 

What did we decide for the format and 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/4/2012 10:04 AM >>> 
Hi Susan, 
Is next Wednesday at 6 good for you for training? I cannot remember if I asked already or not. 

Thanks, 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



6pm next Wednesday will work. 6:15 may actually be a little better, but no big deal. What did we decide for the format 

and discussion of the meeting? 

Susan 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/4/2012 10:04 AM > > > 

Hi Susan, 
Is next Wednesday at 6 good for you for training? I cannot remember if I asked already or not. 

Thanks, 

B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



She came to see me on 1/4/2012. We need an approval letter before I can add her to the payroll. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

GO HEELS!! 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Folks, 

We just received the following information about the TiM system being down. if anyone has had issues this morning 

that is why. TfM managers who have employees that enter time via teletime may need to enter their times for them 
during the down period. 

[f you have any questions please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Joyce 

> > > <timsupport@unc.edu > 1/5/2012 9:02 AM > > > 
To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: January 5, 2012 
Subject: TIM System Downtime 

Please note that the TIM system went offline this morning between 6:00am and 7:30am. ITS is currently resolving the 
issue, and TIM will be back online by 9:00am. 

TeleTime also went offline. However, swipes at Badge Terminals were captured during this downtime. 

We apologize for any inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Yevoli <joe@teamhomefield.com> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 10:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
HomeField 

TEXT.htm 

Coach, 

I’m just checking to see if you’ve received my last email. HomeField <~:iicb.sailthm.comi~r~d4u~uOiTYzJlv25zk~%ZmdIDTf84>, can 
give you and your coaches the ability to: 

* Edit video from multiple computers at the same time. 
* Share video with your players. 
* Instantly exchange it with any coach in the country. 

Starting at $30 a month! 

You can find more information at TeamHomeField.com <~:,~icb~saiF~hm.com~d4u~u0i2~zJi~v25zkYeZmdlE4d79> and even start a 
free test account <~:i~b.sail~hrt~com~d4t~a~O#rkE624hQiHSJMqZ~£2f28>, but I’d be more than happy to give you a quick 10 
minute demo over the phone. Feel free to email me, or give me a call anytime, 516-234-0412. 

Hope to speak with you soon. 

- Joe 

Joe Yevoli 
Founder 
TeamHomeField.com 
516.234.0412 

<a href="~:iicb.sailthm.co~v~d4~.~O/TYzPoIOgFiOH~aEOA3cee><img src="~:i/cb.saillhm.co~/im~i~d4~.~O/542e5945.~~’ 
alt=’’’’ border="0’’/></a> 

Not interested? We understand <~:iicb.sNltbm.com/oc/Sd4u.u0i75~c2eg>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 10:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 1.5.12 

TEXT.htm; 1.5.12.xlsx 

Attached .... 



Attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 12:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

items 

TEXT.htm 

where we meeting tomorrow? 
also do you have spring travel letter yet and also Academic Center Spring, 2012 page? 
If so pass them along to me please. 
thanks 



Brent, 
where we meeting tomorrow? 

also do you have spring travel letter yet and also Academic Center Spring, 2012 page? 

If so pass them along to me please. 
thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 3:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W Soccer - 3.0 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Could you please send me the names of the W Soccer S-A’s who received a 3.0 or better? 

Thanks, 

Shelly 



Brent, 

Could you please send me the names of the W Soccer S-A’s who received a 3.0 or better? 

Thanks, 

Shelly 



Justterm. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/5/2012 3:46 PM > > > 

Just term or cumulative also? 

From: Shelly Streett [mailto:sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 3:10 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: W Soccer - 3.0 

Brent, 

Could you please send me the names of the W Soccer S-A’s who received a 3.0 or better? 

Thanks, 

Shelly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 4:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: W Soccer - 3.0 

TEXT.htm 

Wow. Talk about extremes. 

Thanks. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/5/2012 3:48 PM >>> 

This should make it easy [] grade report attached. 
B 

From: Shelly Streett [mail~o:s~reer~jar~caa.~mc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 3:47 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: W Soccer - 3.0 

Just term. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/5/2012 3:46 PM >>> 
Just term or cumulative also? 

From: Shelly Streett [               r~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 3:10 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: W Soccer - 3.0 

Could you please send me the names of the W Soccer S-A’s who received a 3.0 or better? 

Thanks, 

Shelly 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 43220bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
womens soccer fall grades.pdf ( ~:/TarchiveO2.uncaa.unc.ed~/342423eadOd47agOf50697dO5adc1650 )Wed, 04 Apr 2012 16:48:46 - 
040043220bytes 



Wow. Talk about extremes. 

Thanks. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/5/2012 3:48 PM > > > 

This should make it easy - grade report attached. 

From: Shelly Streett [mailto:sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 3:47 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: W Soccer - 3.0 

Just term. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/5/2012 3:46 PM > > > 

Just term or cumulative also? 

From: Shelly Streett [mailto:siqreen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 3:10 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: W Soccer - 3.0 

Brent, 

Could you please send me the names of the W Soccer S-A’s who received a 3.0 or better? 

Thanks, 

Shelly 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 43220bytes~ 

File Name 
womens soccer fall qrades,pdf 

Expi~’y Date 
Wed 04 Apr 2012 16:48:46 -0400 

Size 
43220bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 4:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
W Tennis - 3.0 GPA 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Sorry to bug you twice. I didn’t know you had W Tennis as well. 

Thanks ! 

-SS 



Brent, 

Sorry to bug you twice. I didn’t know you had W Tennis as well. 

Thanks! 

-SS 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gamecock Basketball" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 10:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Men’s SEC Tickets On Sale Now! 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock Men’s Basketball 
SEC Tickets On Sale Now 

Purchase online at www.Ticketmaster.com (search: Gamecocks Basketball) or by calling 800.4SC.FANS 
(472.3267) 

Lower Level - $18 each 
Upper Level - $15 each 

[] Vanderbilt 
[] Florida 
[] Alabama 
[] Kentucky 
[] Georgia 
[] LSU 
[] Tennessee 
[] Mississippi State 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please reply to this email with REMOVE as the subject line. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office [] 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 

800.4SC.FANS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 11:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

9 am thursday? They have weights over there at 9:30. 

-Tom 

>>> On 1/6/2012 at 10:53 AM, in message <2F76067889C39C479CEFB026472D439931187A2F@ITS-MSXMBS2F.ad.Unc.edu>, 
"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 
When can the teams come over to Loudermilk next week so we can have our initial semester meeting? Monday and Wednesday 
afternoons are no good on this end. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 11:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Brent, 

How about tuesday at 3:45? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/6/2012 10:53 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
When can the teams come over to Loudermilk next week so we can have our initial semester meeting? Monday and Wednesday 
afternoons are no good on this end. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :i!tarhee~b~ue. cs~-v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Janelle White" <jwhite@26fitness.com> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 11:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Life Fitness Cardio SALE! Start Off Your New YEAR RIGHT! 

TEXT.htm 

For Treadmills and Ellipticals 

Be sure to Check out Our Website 

for More Great Deals! 

We can’t wait to hear from you... 

Email Us! JWhite@26Fitness.com or Richp@26Fitness.com 

26Fitness I 828.855.9215 l www.26Fitness.com 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
26Fitness I 832 21st Street Dr. SE I Hickory, NC 28602 

Unsubscribe: 

Send To a Friend: 
~).p.p ico~mct com/icpicoreimessa~/for~vard?m:307447&s=40528111 &c=PYGY&cid=95~080 



CLICK ON A PICTURE TO GET MORE INFO! 











Be sure to Check out 

for More Great 

Our Website 

Deals! 



26FitnessI 8288559215 I www 26FK~ess com 

This message was sent to Manton@uncaaunc.edu from: 

26Fitness I 832 21st Street Dr. SE I Hickory, NC 28602 

Unsubscr[be I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 

   ntact 



You are cordially invited to the Openin~ Reception for 

V 
C 

FRIDAY, 13 January, 6:00-8:00 P/~ 

ACKLAN DART/~USEU/~ 

Festive food and drink ¯ Featuring music by MGL 
Free and open to the public 

RSVP to acMandRSVP®uncoedu or 
919.843.3687 

Embracing the rustic and the humbly homemade as we[[ as 
the dash of street spectacle and commercial culture, The 
Spectacular of Vernacular brings together 25 artists 
whose work fosters a dialogue between contemporary art 
and the creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

The Ack[and Art Museum at The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ is the final venue-and the only 
Southeast venue-of this traveling exhibition, organized by 
the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. 

Read more about The 5pecteculer e,f Vernaculer. 

Spectacular programs for adults - c~ck here! 

Spectacular programs for families and children - click here! 

The exhibition catalogue may be purchased at the Ackland Museum Store. 

The Spectacular o[ Vernacular is orsanized by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, and is made 
possible by 8enerous support from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Helen and Peter 
Warwick, and Marsaret and Ansus Wurtele. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular oJ: Vernacular at the Ackland Art Museum is made possible by the 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by 
the William Hayes Ackland Trust, and friends and members of the Ackland Art Museum. Public 
prosrams are supported by Drs. Leena and Sheldon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaushn and 
Shirley Drechsel. 



Image: Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Lookin~ Buck Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and 
adhesive. Courtesy the artist and Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

For more information about the Ack[and, visit WWWoack~andoor~. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! Oick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership do[Jars support our mission. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"KIMBERLY A. MARSH" <kmarsh@temple.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 5:16 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [n4a] Football 9-Hour/8-Hour Rule Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6.2 

TEXT.htm 

Hello 

Has there been a change to Bylaw 14.4.3.1.6.2? 

Best. 

On Fri, Dec 23,2011 at 11:42 AM, Jessica Delaney < 
jessica_delaney@nfoura.org> wrote: 

N4A Membership, 

First, I hope that each of you has the opportunity to enjoy much 
needed time with your families and loved ones. We all know how much 
you deserve that time. Have a safe, relaxing, and fun holiday season. 

Second, since the new 9 hour rule was enacted, questions have arisen 
to its application to several scenarios. We are all learning together 
and I hope to provide as much information as possible from our 
National Office. I am providing a few questions below with responses, 
as well as, two attachments from the NCAA office. We want to make 
sure people are aware of the implications of the new 9 hour rule for 
APR eligibility points, as well as, for Fall 2012 eligibility. 

If you have further questions or feel your university needs more 
clarity please email Jessica Delaney (Jessica Delaney@nfoura.org) at 
our National Office. She will compile all the messages, provide them 
to the NCAA office, and seek their assistance in providing an 
educational column and any necessary interpretations. 

Thank you’s go out to Colleen Evans, Came Leger, and Andy Cardamone 
for their assistance with this email. 

Joe Luckey 
N4A President 

Questions from Membership with Answers: 

1) Am I right in saying that the 9 hour rule is applied just like the 
6 hour rule per all interpretations? 

ANSWER: YES. 

2) For Fall 2011, did students have to pass 6 hours or 9 hours to meet 
APR/eligibility? 

ANSWER: ALL students are required to meet 6 hours for APR... Not 
meeting 9 hours does not impact APR. 

3) For Fall 2011 seniors/juniors who were graduate/2nd degree 
students, did they have to pass 6 hours or 9 hours to meet 
APR/eligibility? 



> ANSWER: 6 hours for APR/eligibility ... Not held accountable for 9 
> hour rule if student has graduated. 

Kimberly Marsh 
Athletics Certifying Officer 
Office of Sr. Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies 
1700 N. Broad Street - Rm 316-D 
Philadelphia, PA 19122 
phone: (215) 204-2507 
fax: (215) 204-7959 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Winters, Carla A." <cwinters@ou.edu> 
Saturday, January 7, 2012 2:58 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Deadline Extension: Call for Proposals 

TEXT.htm 

N4A Members, 
It isn’t too late to submit your ideas for programming at the National Convention this June in Buffalo ! 
The deadline has been extended until this Friday, January 13. Please use the link provided in the message below. 
Thank you to those who have already submitted! 

Carla Winters 
N4A Program Planner 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
h~p:iiwwwS~dustn: mai~om com~r~d~str~,%w.aspx?id-307080&p=b05d 

[~ :i/~.ww.i~d u stn..,.-mailout, cor~1 nd u str~..,.-?Homei6402i2(i~51/n4aoheader~] 

[http:ii,s.ww.my mailout.com/mailo~err~lates/s~acer. 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 

Unsubscribe<~:iiwww.ir~dustrvmailout.corrd~r~dustrv?U nstibscribe.aspx?m=2(~(~51 &~z=20c0(~9> I Printable 
Version<~ :!iwst ~. oin&~lr?, mai~ot¢cco~il~duslr?,/Vies~.oaSpx?id=3070g0&prir~l= 1 &p=b05d> Send this to a 
friend<~:,4iwww.mdustr},mailom.com?1r~dust~?,/Forw.ard.aspx?~307080&qz=bgb57e> 

Submit a Proposal for N4A’s 37th National Convention 

N4A’s 37th National Convention in Buffalo, NY: A Call for Proposals 

The Bridge to Our Future, June 7 - 10, 2012, Hyatt Regency Buffalo 

As preparations are being made for another exciting national convention, the N4A invites submissions for concurrent workshop 
sessions that showcase research, programming, and strategies for success from all professionals working to empower student-athletes. 

We encourage submissions on a variety of topics. Based on attendee feedback from last year’s Dallas convention, the membership is 
specifically interested in the areas of: working with students with learning disabilities, effective communication, professional 
development, tutoring issues, addressing diversity, and addressing academic dishonesty. Remember, the workshop offerings are 
limited to the sessions that are submitted, so if you know of a program you think would be beneficial to the N4A membership, please 
encourage them to complete the submission form. 

Surveys following the Dallas convention, also indicated that you enjoyed having workshop "tracks." The tracks planned for this year’s 
convention have expanded to include: Director Track, Learning Specialist Track, Diversity Track, Academic Advising Track, New 
Member Track, Small Program Track, Student Development Track 

Please submit your application by Friday, December 23, 2011. Presentations will be reviewed and selected by the Board of Directors. 
You will be notified no later than Friday, February 17th of your selection to present. 

To submit a proposal, click the link below: 
ht~ps :iir~4 a. wufoo, co rr~i% rmsix 7p4 w 7 / <~ :iiwww.indusW,, mail o ul. co m/Ind usury !R edirect.aspx? ~,rl: https%3 a %2 f% 
2~%~4a.wt~bo. com%2fikmns%2~k7p4w7%21> 



If you have a question about topics or subject matter, please contact Carla Winters, Program Planner, at 
cwinters@ou.edu<mai~to :cwinters%ou~edu>. 

We look forward to your proposals, and of course having the opportunity to enjoy your company in Buffalo! 

nfoura.org<h~{tp:/i~ouraoorg> 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailom<~:i/wwwAndust~,mailout.comi? 
Wan so~rce- customers&ram medmm-emai~&utm coNent-industrv&W~m campaign-poweredbv> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 8, 2012 4:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Byrne Kleissler 
<kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Comm 170 

TEXT.htm 

Do you know who our best COMM 170 tutor is7 

Jenn 

Jelm Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 8:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
writing tutors 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, 

Do you know if there are any writing tutors available during the day? 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 8:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: writing tutors 

TEXT.htm 

Okay, just let me know when you have a better idea. 

gracias, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 1/9/2012 8:32 AM >>> 

We do but the list isn[]t complete just yet. 

From: Jennifer Townsend 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 8:11 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: writing tutors 

Do you know if there are any writing tutors available during the day? 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 1:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Hybrid Courses: Unlock Student Potential & Promote Success - 2/16 -Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

For those concerned with effectively managing your hybrid classes, there will be 
a live 60-minute webinar: 
"Hybrid Courses: Unlock Student Potential & Promote Success" 
Thursday, February 16, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

http:i/~ww.bestprofcssor~rainir~g.comi24U/O!2           7XAT6LHi!.Ip0e 

Hybrid courses combine the best of face-to-face instruction with online learning 
technology and provides faculty with innovative ways to connect with students. 
Finding the best way to combine these two environments to create the most 
positive learning experience for your students, though, can be a challenge. 
Join us for a 60-minnte webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 
** Best methods in hybrid course design and instruction 
** Technologies that engage students and drive consistent outcomes 
** Teaching strategies that maximize your time in & out of the classroom 
** Assessment strategies that save you time and improve learning 

Your expert presenter: 
Over the past eight years, Jill Schiefelbein has taken, taught and developed 
online courses. 
** At Arizona State University, she worked in multiple capacities of online 
administration, including serving as the Director of Online Programs for ASU [] s 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, where she developed the office of online 
programs and grew it into an organization with hundreds of online course 
offerings across dozens of academic units. 
** Currently, Jill is the owner and guru of Impromptu Guru, a company focused on 
helping individuals and groups improve communication in both face-to-face and 
online environments. 
** Her educational background is based in communication and international 
business, with foci in computer-mediated communication, public speaking, 
multimedia writing and technical communication, organizational communication, 
strategic communication and communication technology. 

** Hybrid Courses: Unlock Student Potential & Promote Success 

** Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference 
** Thursday, February 16, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
ht~:/iwww.bes~professortrair~i~g~corr~i24Ui0i2ip(~KNQ5cip7XAT~LHiip0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 



future conferences, please click here: 
~:iiwww.best~ro~essortraiv:i~g.com/24Ui4C/2 7XAT(~LHi~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 305996 

Contact ID#: -1669354515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 3:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
One more favor 

TEXT.htm 

I just had two more grades which are finally in for softball. I know you hate updating the grade thing, but is there any way you can do 
it just for softball? Just let me know if there is anything I can do to help or if it isn’t possible. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 6:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Underload List for Tom 

Just as an FYI, I cannot forward the list I have to Tom since I only have the names and don’t have the hours they need. You will have 
to contact him individually. 

He only needs students who are on scholarship. 

I explained to him that all students would probably be full time right now until their forms are approved. He would like to have the 
student’s name, hours needed for graduation and then how many hours it will be projected they will remain in once their underload 
form is approved. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 9:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall 11 Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 1.10.12.xlsx 

See attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 10:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uneaa.une.edu~ 

Five Phone Call Strategies Working for Smart College Recruiters 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

i20co~taatco~tactcom,~ende~?ih-b’~,heq~ab&v 001o5JO1J1Z axV S~aHeAgSHPK- 

1CO5 f?vBekX~ BUva5Aa3ddI 1YYba5P620 Bnd~ 
You’re receivfi~g tt~s email became of yore relafio~t~p with Tudor Cdlegiate S~-ategies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/I~,Jsito~20co~sta~co:a~actcom/c{s~?11r b,a, he~bab&~- 11090643524505611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~d: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email ~om m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:iIvisitorcor~:~a~coa~actco~’do?p~u~&mse: O018fi~OW~Lavd~oB~F ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001~vx~2X-61@TF S2C6K~DOA%3D%3D&reaso~ 001I~)~=EsU%3D&llr bwhequl~ab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [h~p://~2Ors6~etil~isp?llr bwhecl~ff~ab&et~:1 i09064352450&s :56114&e O01mTShfin6H{~,~YeE4dqfKPCP~qIowQD*qoBxL6qGGiJBYiwPcl5t- 
oGSZv,,2" ’~©2~__2nJENTv Oz2a O                              uDbWH9VtStl~eSd3Q _] 

January 10, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 2 

Five Phone Call Strategies 

Working for Smart College Recruiters 

In tiffs age of prospects fiientling you on Facebook, or followfi~g you on Twitter, 
it’s good to know thut most of whut you’re going to be doting to solidify the relationstffps 
you’ve nm-tm-ed up to tiffs point will be done over the phone. 

The interesting irony of that ~oct, of comse, is thut it’s also one of the most 
difficult putts of the recruiting process for many college recruiters. 

It’s a thnely topic as we start the new year: We’re at thut pohtt of year when coaches 
all over the com~try are starti~g to hear about decisions fiom their prospects (or 
wistff~g they were healing fiom them, in many cases!). For the majolity of coaches 
readfl~g tiffs today, the jm-y is still out in temps of whut next year’s recmiti~g 
class looks like. 

So, what’s a nervous coach to do? I know what you want to do. You want to pick up 
the phone and make another follow-up call to that prospect who’s taking just a little 
too long to call you back with a decision. 

Since many coaches seem to be facing the challe~ge of making effective follow-up 
phone calls, I wanted to give you several tips for maki~g great follow-up calls 
to your recruits. See how many of these proven strategies you are already doting 
as a putt of your regular recmiti~g commtmication plan, and what you may want 

to co~tsider adtling to make it more effective. 

1. Get a Committnent from Your Prospect for the Follow-up 

Perhaps the single biggest mistake I watch coaches make is not establistff~g a specific 
date and time for the follow-up call at the end of their previous visit. Vague committnents 

fiom prospects ("call me sometime next week if you want") or recruiters ("I’ll send 
the paperwork you need and follow-up in a couple of days or so") result in ~ulssed 
calls, voice mail messages and ultimately a longer recruiting cycle. All you need 
to do is ask for an exact follow-up date and time. Try somettff~g like tiffs, Coach... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1109064352450&s 56114&e 00 lmTSh[’m6HIyYFREAi~2RKttKBEGaSjoDPdl 6qkK19szcDua2pqHJqCHUVs2ej3d3K3sMEuypEHIKwlyz- 
Hw~AbfyTABectttLJNQtWzDMr6CNXJ7fRQrIX-3wTn~5gHLGANIAvQKRujs3L4i~NThFMK~kHafQ7E~SyHXJ4jLUAE~xd7hb~D¥~jfZxFf~CW~7Vyr~eq992k ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l109064352450&s 56114&e 001mTShfm6HlybZpm5hL35yEKTTo7JC-qmBCVKKllZIoiXYrzmAwsZbLoCspKM- 
4RcP05 XRC qc57QpT84y68~ffi2GTxdT SiaR2e054qmzC5DikMW1YzY GRJGbyUdon3ZF71 xP5F fQr e fgAg- Jr KjyND8 Pwbq5s501ZWTigWC dNAOD3-WE 1 vOGblHbCkWLMLUxDkkpueT 5ctLPkkJN-j slN S fSdOPkW8p- 
8PHR3m SzVIWDg-R4k2j 2ud8gVL 1 nTj 7hM ShKPQ J40NhYNiWJXRTFF0wO ffocR9 QM] 
Follow us on Twitter [h~://~2Ors6nelltnisp?llr b>,hecl~ibab&e~1109064352450&~56114&e :00 lmTShIirI6H~,A~.~MC6JPdE hbT00OPZ5C~l"~- 

HUSBAND AND WIFE FACE-OFF IN COLLEGE BASKETBALL FIRST 

Marital ham~ony is challenging enough when you aren’t 1:~ cing yore better hulf on 
the college basketball coutt. But that’s exactly whut the coaches from St. Leo 
U~fiversity and the U~fiversity of Tampa, who are man-fed, saw their teams l:~ce off 
a few days ago. Check out our Facebook page for the whole story. CLICK HERE [ 
llr bwhec~g~bab&e~l 109064352450&~56114&e 00 lmTStL~kn6H~kY aoJ7OLB 1MhOh2Oa’~fMtxa7PehodzEVZgtg~LkEZ9 YiGoD~tbz~zJ7Gh7 e J61h-xI wFw5UKYRJ- 
MS39r~IV5clq;zzBo,/1{E~oGzDHilloRxhdkS9Wd’UTVHvKC~o/Bze~] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [hNa:,//~2Ors6 n~ 
llr=bwhe ~bab&et=l109064352450&s=56114&e=001mTSlffia6H Y~h srSZ GDdb~U’~NJT DblBUc 75vO~dB EcsE3 ’ ,wSloItl3 EvkFtL Y4F51Rz~CSBm42a Oks\, 5KMeJ wP3~a9J7DT~78SbdFUC1JgoLVvYt6 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yore new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmiti~g atticles, 
late-breaking recmiti~g news, and ore obsei~cations and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. Follow us onTwitter, Coach! CLICK HERE [ 
llr=b’~he nbab&et=llO9064352450&s=56114&e=OOlmTStL~n6HtY h srSZ GDdbxANJT DblBUc 75vOr~dB EcsE3 zv,aSloIcB E~,kFtL Y4F511h~CSBm42a OksV 5KMeJ ~zP3 agJTDT~TgSbxTLC1JSoLVvYt6 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Traiul~g Videos 

Dan Tudor book [http://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?lh--bwheqnbab&e~l l O9064352450&s 56114&e O01mTShfin6Hl~/bNeJLksPEOBLeHdtLlj6YAl vBwhPdIh-csxC l o-vVO ijakaOhpMO-Si- 
NJmsqqSn4C7C wcYnelcmXktqs0NzK2xRGvXv WkIKyZCxRHbAe44HldTJ-AIH-SKRqPqSpGGdsiZIp4ql FHxwR6sP2-ff.MgoWn55XDV-lcBDBktGIsPoHE3CwA] 

Looking for quick, inexpmtsive trafiffng for you and your coactul~g staff? CLICK 



HERE [                                ~bab&e/-=i 109064352450&s=56114&e=00 imTShfin6H                      V7uUc*~9,i uxYU6E                 xA62kRPKX6dJgHOv, - 
16ra\, cckMeO4rXtOuti df PGb~)~_g.’~9 zOu ~_,~e0 A-8 N \iKL S2m7arzaZ’i~ 3 zg] 

Record Number of Coaches Usi~g New Recruiting Tectmology to Expand Their Prospect 
Database 

"NCSA is tire single most used "tool" in my recruiti~g bag ..and out of all other 
recruiti~g sites, NCSA is by For the best for player profile updates, recruit interest 

list, and beli~g user fiiendly." 

Lots of college coaches echoed the Selltiments of that coach we’re quoting. In 

2011 was a record year for the National Collegiate Scouting Association [h~p~6 ab&e>=1109064352450&~56114&e 00 
iVgHm~’~2dM1-A2xvLwXfi’~YHWAhM7~}~,/itO~dADU~84ArPCOF~w7mOdnoVmO mdZAEMxsC~Cvk JXYzSPHc~:~ _], 
as they hosted more verified prospect Nofiles for college coaches to access 
at any time in fl~eir Nstory. 

Why do college coaches trust NCSA Att~elic Reclafiting? 

Simple: 

* Verified prospect i~tfommtion tliut’s accurate and up to date. 
* HD quality streami~g video tliut makes evaluation l:~st and easy. 
* One touch i~tformation transfer to tt~e popular Front Rush reclafiting management 
system. 

Heading into 2012, more coaches than ever are loggi~g on and accessli~g their industry-leacli~g 
li~fom~ation to make recruiting more effective and productive. 
Have you registered for your fiee accom~t yet, Coach?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ bab&el~: 1109064352450&s=56114&e=00 hilTSt~’m6H¢siZd2~ax>gekK1f2qg~d3,&lOsa£,%YllLOXG Fo2dM1- 
A2xvLwXfAY H WAhM7~3~/iiO~ likDUiz84At PC0 ] 

Find us on Facebook [htip://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lli-bwheqnbab&et-llOgO64352450&s 56114&e 00hnTSh[’m6HtybZpl~5hL35yEKTToTJC-ql~BCVKKllZIoiXYrzmAwsZbLoCspKM- 
4RcP05 XRC qc57QpT84y68~ffi2GTxdT SiaR2e054qmzC5DikMW1YzY GRJGbyUdon3ZF71 xP5F fQr e fgAg- Jr KjyND8 Pwbq5s501ZWTigWC dNAOD3-WE 1 vOGblHbCkWLMLUxDkkpueT 5ctLPkkJN-j slN S fSdOPkW8p- 
8PHR3m SzVIWDg-R4k2j 2ud8gVL 1 nTj 7hM ShKPQ J40NhYNiWJXRTFF0wO ffocR9 QM] 

Follow us on Twitter [                                 ab&ei- i109064352450&~56114&e:::00hn’f~Slii’m6H>~b:~5/iC6JPdE libT00QPZ5Cb~\~- 
XY s416X5cusI1                                                  ] 

Looking for better reclafiting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.nefftt~.jsp?llr=bwheqnbab&et-1109064352450&s=56114&e=00 hnT Sh[’m6 HtybNe JLksPE0 BL eHdtLlj 6 YA 1 vBwhPdIh- csxC 1 o-vVO ijakaOhpM0-Si- 
NJmsqqSn4CTC wcYnelcmXktqs0NzK2xRGvXv WkIKyZCxRHbAe4 4HldTJ-AIH-8KRqPqSpGGdsiZIp4ql FHxwR6sP2-ffMgoWn55XDV-ld3DBktGIsPoHE3CwA] 

Our team of experts helped hm~ch-eds of coaches last year. Be one of them tt~s year. 
CLICK HERE [h!~q~://r2Ors6net,’tuisp?lh bwheclnbab&et~1109064352450&s=56114&e=001mTShfin6HtyaQv pbVU~dm~-CklpXzu ~zh-~dM97 4c~939KguXv~dWsQk~XonlTki> 
BTemfl)livC-d~xo~ cQ~4YWLC90oeFblyLdNt4rCPdBi9XBicV5SapLyE-ZZcIDSxg-X1BI 0gbvNpMga55f~ Jp~NZbhO-U] 

Top College Football Prospects Main Complaint at All-Star Football Game? Their 
Jersey Numbers, Of Course 

Before college football ~d~S sat down to watch Alabama out-field goal LSU to win 
the ~mtio~al championship last ulght, more than a few watched the U.S. Am~y All-Amelican 
Bowl, which featm-ed futm-e college football stars on clisplay for all to see. 

Apparantly, the futm-e is really complaiulng a lot about their jersey number. 

For example, one star blm~tly stated, "Let’s be serious, I’m not going anywhere 
to be No. 45." 

Tliut’s right, some of the biggest stars of the futme were really upset when they 

coul&~’t choose their own number for the big game. Agai~tst our better judgement, 

we’re goi~g to post the li~tk to this story. 

Co~tsider it a cautio~mry tale about what’s headed your way, Coach... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
llr=bwheqnba b&el-1109064352450&s=56114&e=~tfhl6Hty~ D3Y C dK\i[~ e NNxqA1 ontB O ~dRY dUx6 CAZAKi~tZ S wCemtTLiDO7rde D dx~elBc4wko JsnEoclTD XI 1UdU tkK - 

fCFvR~f} 3\~cHk~ze rIgkrMReD8b}’Jg~,,~] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of the ~mtion’s top prospects for fiee. [~_~20 rs6 net,tn }p?lh-bwlieqnb~b&et=1109064352450&s 56114&e=00hriTShfi*~6Hb Z42wXwgekgif2qC,0&,~ d.~s~fZsY11LOXG©~’c~*~ 
ix, 9 Hm~gff£r u~ dM1 A~xvL w Xf2&~z HW~dLM 7~WitOvlfi<DUizg4ArPC0 Fj)w, m06~oVrnOo~’7~w9 B Lw ~fiaim4 Z AE MxsG~Cvk J XYz8 P H g:~ _] 

New Academic Report Has D3 Talkli~g About Next Steps 

by Gary Brow~, NCAA.org 

Now that Division III lius a quality collection of data verifyi~g tliut its student-athletes 
perform just as well as or better academically than the general student body, members 
need to decide where to go from here. 

They’ll begin doing ttmt at tt~e Division III Issues Foi~ii1 on Jan. 13 at the NCAA 
Convenlion with rom~dtable cliscussions about next steps following a two-year academic 

repotting pilot that provided empirical evidence of what the clivision’s strategic-posilioulng 
platfoITtl purported student-attflete academic success to be. 

In both years of the pilot, student-athlete graduation rates were above those of 
the general student body. So, wliut’s the next step?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.nefftt~.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1109064352450&s=56114&e=00 hnTSh[’m6HtyYU10EoQU8UuoTIdRqYS-6kBAiiq3KMYxyDU27C-poim¥~fVRdSYSsalds4138c6 Jkv- 
MuNE1N6LgdcYzTL-qI- 
4mKN OYvYiiG21J3c5SnyCFFbHyPlExNTEJGIKeISPJsDu8rBskCMzxkYdFnYvalzr5ulepot uBkX0mUJCvdLCOEUpJApwsIp cFflDQboSx6BUDcgYIwBjoAwGDzqlAIxlNGN3rD DjxS5En dqzlPgvM 6Ht8w Bv2D 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.nefftt~.jsp?lll-bwheqnbab&et-1109064352450&s=56114&e=00 hnT Sh[’m6 HtybZpm5hL35yEKTT o7 JC-qmB CVKK 11ZloiXYrzmAwsZbL oCspKM- 
4RcP05XRCqc57QpT84y68~ffi2GTxdTSiaR2e054qmzC5DikMW1YzY GRJGbyUdon3ZFTlxP5FfQrefgAg-JrKjyND8Pwbq5s501ZWTigWCdNAOD3-WElv OGblHbCkWLMLUxDkkpueT5ctLPkkJN-jslNSfSdOPkW8p- 
8PHR3m SzVIWDg-R4k2i2ud8gVL 1 n~iThM ShKPQ J40NhYNiWJXRTFF0wO ffocR9 QM] 



Follow us on Twitter [                                 ab&ei- i 109064352450&~5~114&e:::00hffFSlii~n6H*~eb:roS/iC6JPdE libT00QPZ5Cbf\{- 
X¥ s416X5cusI1                                                  ] 

Bring ore experts to YOUR campus in 2012 

On-Campus Workshop [li~a2:/i~2()rs{~net/~tjsp?li~’c~nbab&e~- 110906435245~!&s 5{~l14&e 0Q ~u~n6~I~ZbA~t~k~‘a~3~6~Tm~c~‘Rf~‘~{Gd~;~c~i~dC~7~‘<~<~f~d2k~M- 
ZlrH~peMImO~gZW1Kli-XCHIBTV%A~t~VzBC~wWIf~qFgTh, dw ] 

Custom research. 

Personalized s~ateNes. 

Advanced ~aiN~g. 

CLICK HERE [                                  ali&e~1109064352450&s 56114&e 001mTSlifmdHt~_~[~k                            LQ’~tZcliPI~ZO~c~~M- 
endSDO~eSZ>PbNZlrII~ToeMImO~ai~gZW1Kli-XCHIB7V%~c¥t~VzBCO~v,~WIfAqFg~d~, ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Sign-up for tlie Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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Phone: 
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E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 1:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
N4A Program Certification 

TEXT.htm 

Directors - 

Happy New Year to everyone! Hope that you all enjoyed a safe and restful holiday season. As the new semester/quarter begins, 
please consider joining the 17 institutions who have successfully been certified by the N4A. To review the list of institutions who 
have completed Program Certification, visit: 

Some commonly asked questions about N4A’s Program Certification: 

Why should we apply for certification? 
Obtaining certification is an opportunity to demonstrate your academic support program has the knowledge, practice and procedures in 
place to assist student-athletes toward the goal of graduation. The N4A Program Certification assists institutions by identifying the 
standards that are indicative of programs who maintain institutional control. 

Who is eligible for certification? 
An academic support unit at a two-year or four-year school, that provides a set of services to student-athletes, as outlined in N4A 
guidelines, is eligible to submit a notification form. Two-year colleges that have programs that serve all students, to include student- 
athletes, may also submit a notification form. 

Why was this certification program established? 
The N4A Certification Program was established to raise the professional standard among academic support programs and encourage a 
broader range of understanding of best practices and successful operations. 

What are the benefits of certification? 
Certification demonstrates that your program uses industry-respected standards and best practices. Certification can improve overall 
performance, remove uncertainty and widen market 
opportunities. Certification helps to demonstrate to stakeholders that your support program for student-athletes is rtm effectively. 
Promoting your certified program to students, faculty, prospective students and other stakeholders can also provide significant benefits 
to your college or university. 

You can learn more about Program Certification by visiting the following site: ~:/iiv.foura.orgied~rmmgose~icesicer~ificatior~.~ 

If you have specific questions you’d like to discuss, please contact Carrie Leger, N4A Director at large, at 919-515-0332 or 
carrie_leger@ncsu.edu<mailto :carrie Icger(a;r~csu.edu>. 

Carrie Leger 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes/Associate AD for Academics 
Division of Undergraduate Academic Programs 
North Carolina State University 
318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-0332 (Phone) 
919-515-1619 (Fax) 

All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties 



S 
Openin  Reception: The Spectacular 
Vernacular 
Friday, 13 January, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Festive food and drink ¯ Featuring music by MGL 

Free and open to the public 

RSVP to ack~andRSVP@uncoedu or 919.843.3687 

Embracing the rustic and the humbly homemade as well 
as the clash of street spectacle and commercial culture, 
The Spectacular of Vernacular brings together 25 artists 
whose work fosters a dialogue between contemporary art 
and the creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

The Ackland Art Museum at The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill is the final venue-and the only 
Southeast venue-of this traveling exhibition, organized 
by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. 

The opening reception will feature music by MGL, a contemporary performance artist 
creating new works from the sounds around him. His original work Frackin~ Music! at 
the exhibition’s opening reception contains samples from sound recordings made in the 
Ackland’s galleries during the physical installation of The Spectacular oJ~ Vernacular. 

Read more about The 5p~c~acu~ar o£ Vernacular. 

The exhibition catatogue may be purchased at the Acktand Museum Store. 

The Spectacular oJ~ Vernacular is organized by the Watker Art Center, Minneapotis, and is made 
possibte by generous support from the Andy Warho[ Foundation for the Visua[ Arts, Heten and Peter 
Warwick, and Margaret and Angus Wurtete. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular oJ: Vernacular at the Acktand Art Museum is made possibte by the 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additiona[ support provided by 
the Wittiam Hayes Acktand Trust, and friends and members of the Acktand Art Museum. Pubtic 
programs are supported by Drs. Leena and Shetdon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and 
Shirtey DrechseL 



Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 14 January, 10:00 AM--12:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. All levels are welcome. 

Every month, Amanda Hushes, director of externa[ affairs at the Acktand, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicin8 and strensthenin8 their drawin8 skirts. Participants have 
the opportunity to uncover the chattenses the odsina[ artists faced and experience the pteasure of 
sharin8 in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. Brin8 
paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, etc.). 

Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, 14 January, 10:30 A/~--12:00 P/~ 



This program invites 9- to 12-year-otds to took at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Acktand’s 
permanent corrections and speciat exhibitions. Participants exptore setected works in the Museum’s 
correction and identify skirts that the artist used to make them. Skirted gattery teachers 
demonstrate and teach students those skirts, which they can appty in their own art. A mix of 
drawing from works on disptay and creating one’s own originat works is offered in each session. 
Materiats provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited: cu[bert@unc.edu or 919.962.0479 

Music in the Galleries: Shaun Sandor 

Sunday, 15 January, 1:00-5:00 

Free and open to the public. 

Shaun Sandor has diverse interests in the wortd of audio, 
devetoping sound for firm, recording his own etectro-acoustic 
compositions, and cottaborating with many inventive 
musicians. His work encompasses a wide range of genres, but 
the focus is atways on an interesting aurar journey. 

In conjunction with The Spectacular oJ: Vernacular, Sandor 
witt present Somethin~ Old, Somethin~ New, Somethin~ 
Wooden, Somethin~ Tuned: Electro-Acoustic Sounds J:or a 
Sunday Afternoon, in which scenes of Chapet Hitt-turned to 
binary code and committed to magnetic tape-meet anatog 
synthesis and handmade strings. 



Guided Tour of The Spectacular of 
Vernacular 

Sunday, 15 January, 2:00 

Free and open to the public. 

Join Ackland 
Student Guide Rachel Fesperman for a guided look at selected works in the Ackland’s newly-opened 
exhibition. Her tour will focus on artists who challenge socially prescribed gender norms through 
their art. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum 
members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 



CIBO0  

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Lookin~ Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and adhesive. 
Courtesy the artist and Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

Marina Abramovi~, Yugoslav, born 1946: Still from Balkan Erotic Epic: Exterior Part 1 (B), 2005; single-channel video 
(coLor, sound) transferred to DVD. Courtesy Sean KeLLy GaLLery, New York. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 2:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Eligibility Status Report 

TEXT.htm; UNC Eligibility Status Report 1.12.12.xlsx 

See attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 9:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Information Sheet for Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I don’t care what Robert says, I think you’re pretty good. 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/12/2012 11:57 PM >>> 

Gentlemen, 
Sorry for getting this to you later than intended but here it is. Look it over and let me know if I need to make changes in the morning. 
There is a hard copy for each of you in your box (two-sided, so don[]t forget about the info on the back). 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:l%arhee~Nue.cs~<com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22680bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
fal 1 tutorial figures plus spring temporarys’ impact.docx ( ~://arcNveO2.uncaa.ur~c.ed~!c369d6796d(~2d50ccdcle13ccegcb979 ) 
Thu, 12 Apr 2012 00:57:12 -040022680bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 12:31 PM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] What Lies Ahead for College Sports? - Athletics - The Chronicle of Higher 
Education 

This is an important video conversation about the state of college sport. Please take some time to watch all 3 segments. 

~:iichronicle.comiarlicle/~ CAA-Pa~eli130280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 1:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Graduation applications 

TEXT.htm 

Graduation applications are now working in Connect Carolina. Remind your students that they have to do this even if they have 
already filled out an application through their college. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 4:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Learning assistants 

TEXT.htm 

Can we make requests for Learning Assistants to you? Or should we just contact Amy? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, January 16, 2012 9:38 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Athletes Inch Closer to $2,000 Stipend, Multiyear Awards - Players - The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 



This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Greetings from ACS Athletics! 

Our offices will be closing early in observance of Martin Luther King Jr. Day and LIVE online chat will be 
unavailable after 2pm CDT. 

Please email helpdesk@acsathletics.com or call 800-343-6220 option 2 to leave a voicemail for our support 
staff and we will follow up with you when we return to the office on Tuesday,. 

Wishing you and your family a safe and Happy Holiday! 
The Client Services Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

William Richards          @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 7:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: TIMS and Sakai 

TEXT.htm 

I am going to see her today to take care of all of that. Thanks! 

-WR 

On Tue, Jan 17, 2012 at 7:41 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Hi William,**** 

Have you seen Tmcy Hams in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center and 
given her copies of driver[] s license, etc.? If not, that is the problem [] 
you are not in the system yet and therefore have no PID.**** 

** ** 

If this is not the problem, I will seek assistance in another direction.** 
>** 

** ** 

Thanks,**** 

Brent**** 

** ** 

*From:* William Richards 
*Sent:* Sunday, January 15, 2012 10:31 PM 
*To:* Blanton, Brent S 
*Subject:* TIMS and Sakai**** 

** ** 

Hello, 

I am a new LA this semester and I am not yet in TIMS, at least at the last 
meeting that I attended. I was told to bring my 9 digit PID in order to be 
entered into the system. I was told that I could get my PID by logging into 
sakai with my ONYEN (I am still not sure of the relationship between sakai 
and ONYEN, so excuse me if that sentence doesn’t make sense to you), 
however I do not have an ONYEN. Is this something that you can help me out 
with’? 

Thank you, 
William Richards**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro**** 

City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records**** 

Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third**** 

parties, including law enforcement.**** 

** ** 



All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:00 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 
Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clint Gwalmey <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 
Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 
Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chad Zwieflein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Schedule 

TEXT.htm; January 16, 2012.docx 

See attached schedule. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of January 16, 2012 

Date 
1/16 
1/17 
1/17 
1/17 
1/19 
1/21 

Event 
Leadership Academy 

Women’ s Group 
Leadership Academy 

Carolina Outreach 
Sports Medicine Meeting 
Football Recruiting Event 

Time 
6:00PM-9:00PM 
Noon-2:00PM 
Noon-2:00PM 
7:00 PM 
11:00AM-1:00PM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of January 23, 2012 

Date 
1/24 
1/24 
1/26 
1/27 
1/28 
1/29 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
Interest Fair 
Student Affairs Event 
Men’s Soccer Banquet 
First Pitch Dinner 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Time 
Noon-2:00PM 
7:00PM-9:00PM 
6:00-10:00PM 
6:00-10:00PM 
5:00-10:00PM 
3:00PM-6:00PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of January 30, 2012 
Date 
1/30 
1/31 
2/1 
2/4 
2/5 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Football Signing Day Event 
Men’s Lacrosse Tailgate 

Order of the Bell Tower 

Time 
6:00PM-9:00PM 
Noon-2:00PM 
5:00PM-9:00PM 
11:00 AM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse/Upper Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 9:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Cast of Characters: Team Building in the Support Center 

TEXT.htm 

View This Email Online: 
ht~:/inow~eloa~aa.corrv’es.asp?s=607&e=337521 &elq=78a497a23aa345e%d9 ~b747fg%ea88 

Team Building in the Support Center 
"GoToAssist Corporate" < 
Questions? 

1-800-549-8541 

Team Building in the Support Center 

Download the Short White Paper <~:,q’leara.gotoassist.comifom~siG2Ao2012oCastoCharacters-L 1 ? 
kr)-70150000000Xr2H&elo2:78a497a23 aa345egad9 lb7471~8?bea88> 
Brent: 
A support team should be more than the sum of its parts. But how do you build a cohesive team out of contrasting (and sometimes 
conflicting) personalities? 
View this SupportIndustry.com short white paper to understand the impact of personality on team building and how to leverage 
individual strengths to create a cohesive support team. 

Download the white paper to learn: 
*Four key personality types and their traits *Why good people don~t automatically make good teams *Three strategies for harnessing 
the diversity of your team *And more... 

Download the Short White Paper <~:/;/leam.gotoassist.con~/fonnsiG2A-2012oCast-Charac{ers-L 1 ? 
1D=70150000000Xr2H&ek1=Tga497a23aa345egad9 lb747fg7beaS8> 
Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested in learning more. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I vp & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com 

.... < otoassist.comiforms/G2Ao2012oCastoCharactersoL 1 ? 
fD=70150000000Xr2H&elq=78a497a23aa345egad9 lb747fNTbea88> 
Remote Support Made Easy 

Your Cast of Characters: Team Building in the Support Center 
.... <~i//~am~gotoassist co~rv’formsiG2Ao2012oCastoCharactersoL l ? 
1D=70150000000Xr2H&ek~=78a497a23aa345egad9 lb747fgTbea88> 

DOWNLOAD <~://leara~gotoassist.comifom~s/G2Ao2012oCastoC~v~racterso L 1 ? 
1D=70150000000Xr2H&el~=Tga497a23 aa345egad9 lb747fg%ea88> 

"Citrix Online" 



Share this > <~:i/ww~.facebook.com/sl"~are. otoassist.comiformsiG2Ao2012oCastoCl~aractersoLl> 
<~:iitwiller.corr~i?s~taJms ~GoToAssis~ %0D%0A 1 ~oassist.comitbnnsiG2Ao2012oCasJ, oC~arac~ersoL 1 > 
<~:iiwww.lir~edm.comisl~areAr~icle? mira m~e&title=&s~ar~,-&url-           o~oassist.com/forms/G2Ao 20112oCas~o 
Cl~amc~ers°L 1> <~mil~o: ?s~iec~=&bod~!-*****************************%0D%0A~!a3D%0A%0D 
0AN~j~:i/leamo~O~oassis~.com!formsiG2Ao2012oCas~oCl~arac~ersoL 1%0D%0A%0D %0A*****************************> 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: 
Unsubscribe: ~:ii~eam~citrixoNir~e.corr~/fom~siV~s~bscribe? 
u~io~ueid=Tga497a23~m345egad91 b747PgTbeagS&email=blaNor~unc~.m~c.edu 



View This Email: On [qobile Phone I gs Web Paa~ 

CORPO RAT E 

Questions? 
1o800o549o8541 

Team Building in the SUPPOrt Center 

BFent: 

A suppor~ team should be more than the sum of its par~s. 

But how do you build a cohesive team out of contrasting 

(and sometimes conflicting) personalities? 

View this SupportIndustry.com short white paper to 

understand the impact of personality on team building 

and how to leverage individual strengths to create a 

cohesive support team. 

Download the white paper to learn: 

Remote Support Made Easy~ 

Your Cast of Characters: Team 
Building in the Support Center 

Four key personality types and their traits 

Why good people don’t automatically make good 

teams 

Three strategies for harnessing the diversity of your 

team 

And more... 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested 
in learning more. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I vP & GM 

Citrix Online 

A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 

www,citrixonline,com 



Share this 

Citrix Online ] 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2011 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy, Po/ff~ ] Unsubscrib~ 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Holds Report 

TEXT.htm 

Hm! Well, then I wonder what is up with the 12 hour report? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 1/17/2012 10:05 AM >>> 

I got it! 

From: Susan Maloy [mafl~o:sbmalo~=(a)m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welbom; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Holds Report 

Attached ..... 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creative Topics to Get Your Prospects Talking 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

ilr=bwhe~qbab&v O01v2eTZPn22 itKG7p5ODW5RPIkKPwfhVff)HDfVLAG94iElffli~OJJEwJ1cA~xUwTBDVYbiUU WvRFBPhb,~NfXG Lh5x\~Gd0 4KclRY2b4 iPkedVWDkE~’~4’ 

You’re receivbg tiffs email because of yotu- relatioitship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
Please confim~ 
~://x isitor r20 co~/st~ntcontact com/c               bab&~1109093827916 56114 51939951 2&m=l 101038493377&vd=E 
yotu- continued interest in receivbg email fiom us. You may unsubsclibe 
~p:i/visitorco~tstantcontactco~r(do’~p=ml&mse=OO18fi~OW~La~4kioBKxT tmJbK940rL5bmJwe55 \ 8Z6C Mw%3D&t- 0~ htmC4U@Yo~ sCXcGJX6H~aA%3D%3D&reason=0~ lI~j~sU%3D&ib=bwheaj~ab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Newsletter Header [ 
ilr=b’~he~qbab&et 11090938279~6&s=56114&e=0ClB 6tAw~ZsHd HZT1LG8zaPNE~uldF~xGshs~nHC~1EaEW~R~Kc~‘~ArIs4aJ~sCU\~M~5~p7 uets9vzWmMrfgabQ ..... 

January 17, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 3 

Creative Topics to Get Your Prospects Talking 

So there I was, l~acbg an audience of college students on tile campus of one of our 
clients [~.~://dm~Rtdorcon~,rotal-recrffiti:t£solutio~v?more]. I was part of a panel 
tilat had been invited to talk about careers in tile sports world, and it was a great 
opportunity to be reminded about how to talk to tiffs generation of student-athlete. 

After tile panel gave their individual speeches, we broke-up into different patts 
of the hull we were gathered in so these college-age kids could come and ask individual 

questio~ts. 

What followed was a lesson in talking to individuals who haven’t grown-up witt~y 
some of the same commtmication skills that you and I did. And finding that "sweet 

spot" in comlecting with a prospect you’re recruiting could make all tile difference 
in whether or not they serious consider you and yotu- program. 

Here are my six obsei~atioi1s fronl my interactions, and lessons for you as a college 
reclaliter needling to "COlUlect" with these kids in order to put together your next 
great recrulti~g class: 

* They don’t want to start tile conversation. Several of the students hovered aromld 
me like shy puppy clogs, to tile point where I actually had to make eye contact and 
ask ttlem a question to get tile conversation statted. As a recruiter, you should 
expect to have to do tile same thii~g. One of the key pieces of data that we’ve uncovered 
from tile athlete research focus groups as a part of our On-Campus Workshops [~,~0 rs6 
tir=bwhe nbab&et=llOgO93827916&s=56114&e=OO1Bvmw~56N 2t15o3Ae ncBZdLzcYza3aL~3F6dW IzIgICY4 h7RvSmwl 9 UcSvPBi 9GzVg00IBc65a6 k ~t5dFJmxSfS/~N68xOK2;K8 1J mMd4MizgzC ot 

:QulDOaoSYbLHcFL Nw ] 
is that most oftodsy’s teenage recruits don’t.. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:u:!/r20 rs6 net/~n isp?11r b> heqnbab&e~- 1109093827916&s=56114&e=001B b rnw;~56Np0gtmGRXgb- 
WSmGrAs4I~UZdac~_~,,~ PZO SzVrTEnaU SGI 7i6                  VhTiov, EMYnO                                                   VPGgLEvSb78 SPddlSCQ4T 1 SaSM~JJ\~,\~o               ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO9093827916&s 56114&e ~Bjvmwy56Np2W3sYj26wSEZUTzwzGWytc2~7jS~zLRZ2iPTNznqb2rhWZr3hgn~9wVh6fUy5J7g-4EHNNUeJ4ZYuE- 
QIaNaH5-nLE dbJsCgmB P8 S1NTM 88 chwTLptAficqeXEb4LWtij 3Oe XCtR- 
7A2ATMUgrStJpjanyABdpsMwm4bY9~nffjjS~3eCbKjq2IduREGdktDDCFZ~9pQV9n.xWwhmXjYw4Y~ntVRKmTrgpj7~I‘E5M8bI9aptfyL¥2q sI-DeJHWFFXmH8md GtCO1AZSTQLOz~t2CTM] 
Follow us on Twitter [ht~:,//~20rs6:~te~/~isp?llr b~,heq~lbab&e~-l109093827916&~56114&e 001Bivnm,%~56Np0NZUPH2DP4GJJ4A3mAI,vTFfOKTBeaxTG 15i5Bmw,~,HDmRXTF-2PPJ~C3Q33ZW2 zo- 

BCOS ~                              ] 

mA~,~PG~kQ8g3EtcCi~FHpx~Vc~gUkKiu5~b7DHsfl~8i~T~x~IL~H\~6Zy~Ij~6SQDM~\‘n~pESIk W4TYEHw =] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [~)~o://r20rs6 netitn~eqx0oab&et=l 109093827916&s=56114&e=001B & s Jm4eau5 fZ.a I4RSG51E0kYMuKSx75 l~Lxos2dGelp~ 
CV3AIOB6~MChoGAat c~51C%eGGZ2n_~SUd&lMiRFt~j_RVI’lkHJ6KOTGiKvLmL\q3evRJZZ6PJsT-ae O5h5 ] 

EMMERT: TIME TO RETURN TO COLLEGE IDEALS 

Among tile big news that came out of the NCAA convention tiffs past week was a philosophical 
flag planted by tile orgaulzation’s president Mark Elmnert. Does it sigma1 some changes 
ahead in college sports? Check out our Facebook page for tile whole story. CLICK 
HERE [~ x~’0 ~_@q)’?lh" b~dteq~bab&e~ 1109093827916 &s 56114&e 001 ~,~ ~ bp2 MT ~vl,~ [ hxo~’ elp3 
CV3AI~B62MCh~GAa~c~5~1~M~eGGZ2~S~N~MiRF~R\q‘~kHJ6K~TG~K~LmL\‘~‘evR~Z6~J~F-a~ O5h51iBhgTXR9dPO__] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e []!~2://f2~,5 :rtet, h~isp2 
1h=bahe~qbab&e~:11~9~93827916&s=56114&e=~1~‘5-~‘‘~f)2~N72~Z~xx~S4K14NV~Q~f4~3L~z\~‘~YtaZN VFI\,BT4MIIrz 31dxCLahGn W ~0~k7zbXK0\, 3udFAG\i 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yotu new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmitii~g atticles, 
late-breaking recmitii~g news, and otu- obsei~cations and commentary on all tile big 
college sports topics of tile day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 
tit: bwheqr_tbab&e~llOgO93827916&s 56114&e O01B~,,_~ANr92oN72oZou~’dCS4K14NVPQUf~O3LOzWYtaZN~/~dCe21BBwP bmbDcE~i\/~flVBT4MIIrz 31d~CLa~G4~ W ~*U~£kTzbXKOV 3udFAG~.,~ 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Trailtii~g Videos 

Dan Tudor book [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lh-=bwheqnbab&et- 1109093827916&s=56114&e=001Bjvmwy56Np2CBUxHqgHsvAKPRCiKaCM JQ JXJdGCt4vajn~KyR3Z 0egA5hlQqMbpZ fl H 1 Q3 eqpxi bI YvSj P7IN 1AvCVo63 QAE0 Hg0gH9 DTq6QtuZ5jULVGX4kM( 

Looking for quick, inexpeltsive traiulng for you and your coact~lg stafi? CLICK 
HERE [tAl_C~_//r20 rs6 :~let/h~ is~? 
tIr~b>hecmbab&e~=~9~938279~6&s=561~4&e~1B{vmw~56Np2ZiBOiFxBc;~FrA;d\~GJir&~3DeU~kbF~9~NX1uZ i3g5bKQorlE~&HmvUG~PYAHoqeS ~IpgsFOUZX505W~7L75tYODLg5Z~W~T2sdQBAB0iAaSgL70] 

What a Team of Folaner College Coaches Does Daily for Current College Coaches 

As former college coaches, tile NCSA Atttietic Recrultii~g [h~v:!/~20 ~s6 neL/{n {sp?lh- :bwheqnbab&e{- 1109093827916&s=56114&e=001B{vmw;~56Np02Dic, NlcFHbm2OOFDchx9 y{HTd85WeTiBNgd- 



Stair< L9                          CfM vn5DFg~5 gohitlx[UFTB 21 w4DMZ                                                     XStmZMmkso05                     ]team 
lgmws how fl~tstrating it can be to find tliut perfect attflete, then to realize his/her 
academics don’t meet your school’s requirement "We would spend days, simply tracking 
tire kid’s transcripts" says NCSA Recruiting Coach Ma~ Roe, a fom~er college coach 
and one of the liasons NCSA provides between top prospects and collegiate coaches. 
"Once I fomtd out, all I needed to do was tell NCSA what I am looking for, they 
would send me a list of guys with fihn and transcripts." 

NCSA had ahnost 3,000 student-athletes co:mlfft to DI programs alone last year. Thousands 
more were recruited by programs at other division levels, making NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
rite mtdisputed leader in li~fldng college coaches with verified prospects. And, you 
liuve access to all tliut talent by accessing your fiee database. 

Coaches using NCSA Athletic Recrulting’s database can search for prospects based 
on nlm~erous athletic, academic, geographic, and positionul criteria. And, to make 

ttffngs even easier, you dofft even liuve to do the searching yourself. NCSA will 
do the work for you! All you liuve to do is tell NCSA all of your program’s preferences 
and they will send you prospects tliut meet all your needs. 

If you’re still looking for recruits, or if you’ve fi~ffshed recruiting for the 2012 
class, let NCSA lgtow and they’ll update your profile. Simply email collegerelations@ncsasports.org 

] and tell them exactly where you’re at in 
recruiting. Tiffs way you’ll oIfly receive updates based on your clm-ent recruiting 
needs... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ ~b&e~-1109093827916&s :56114&e 001~%l~0rDicr\IcFHbm2OOFDchx 

] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net]tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgO93827916&s 56114&e ~Bjvmwy56Np2W3sYj26wSEZUTzwzGWytc2~7jS~zLRZ2iPTNznqb2rhWZr3ligm9wVh6fUy5J7g-4EHNNUeJ4ZYuE- 
QFNaH5-nLE elbJsCgmB P8 S1NTM 88 chwTLptAfi-cqeXEb4LWtij 3Oe XCtR- 
7A2ATMUgrStJpjanyABdpsMwm4bY9~mijjS~3eCbKjq2IduREGdktDDCFZ~9pQV9n.xWwhmXjYw4Y~ntVRKmTrgpjX~E5M8bI9aptfyL¥2~ srDeJHWFFXmH8md GtCO1AZSTQLOz~t2CTM] 

Follow us on Twitter [ bab&el-llOgO93827916&~56114&e 001B:’~6_\~90NZUPH2DP4GJJ4A3m~%~F£)~TBeaxTG 15i5Eu~w,a, HDmRX7T-2PRRC3033ZW2 zo- 

] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of the nufioffs top prospects for fiee. [bltp:!/~20rs6nei/~nisI)?11~ bvA~eqnb~b&e~- 1109093827916&s :56114&e 001Biwnv,%56Np0rDicrNIcFHbm2OOFDct~x9 
SmltCL9                          CfM vn5DFg~5 ftohitlx[UFTB 21 w4DMZ                                                     XStmZMmkso05                     ] 

The New Rules: Major Changes Enacted at NCAA Meeting 

Courtesy InsideHigherEd.com 

After weeks of buildup, the Nationul Collegiate Attfletic Associatioffs Division 
I Board of Directors finally revisited its rule tliut -- before it was suspended 
because so many institutions opposed it -- gave colleges permission to award athletes 
on full scholarships up to $2,000 more in aid. 

In Division II, programs will be allowed to visit attfletic prospects on an Ulflimited 
basis begilming June 15 before the student’s junior year in high school. Tliut rule 
lifted a previous thtice-per-year limit to in-person, oft-campus contact and gave 
coaches an emra year in which to do it. 

In Division III, colleges will now be allowed to send mllimited texts, under the 
same rules that regulate other foi~ns of electroulc recruitment media. (Ulflike Division 

II, Division III clid not include social media, out of privacy concerllS.) 

What are the other new iafles tliut coaches will have to follow, and new reclaliling 
fieedoms tliut you will get to enjoy in 2012 and beyond?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net]tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgO93827916&s 56114&e 001Bjvmwy56Np3PCfLz5NxMSQT6Hlq4cwX4KoqAMHx6V55e97T4oVRMLq3G44gSyDpxv6uyMcwveAu- 
ZikihZFF4~vpcIL6W6~bpJh~-23Mf~CYytcvX~akst7R8j~kxYqAxNU~dh~6bYuJZrWGHZxbM~xA~H8ynZG-CwY~kB4dyjb6LaAnpN5cFV~Lz~.GBc)~afh~Nyjidd RCjrH0awtS89FXx28vlzZiaJDEBCwc ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net]tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOgO93827916&s 56114&e ~Bjvmwy56Np2W3sYj26wSEZUTzwzGWytc2~7jS~zLRZ2iPTNznqb2rhWZr3lign19wVh6fUy5J7g-4EHNNUeJ4ZYuE- 
QFNaH5-nLE dbJsCgmB P8 S1NTM 88 chwTLptAfi-cqeXEb4LWtij 3Oe XCtR- 
7A2ATMUgrStJpjanyABdpsMwm4bY9~nffjjS~3eCbKjq2IduREGdktDDCFZ~9pQV9n.xWwhn~XjYw4Y~ntVRKmTrgpjX~E5M8bI9aptfyL¥2~ sI-DeJHWFFXmH8md GtCO1AZSTQLOz~t2CTM] 
F~wus~nTwitter[~2~:/I~20rs6net/m.~?llrli~lieqi~b&et11~9~93827916&~56114&e 001Bi~.:56~f~0NZUPH2DP4GJJqA3mAo!zF£)XTBeaxTG 15i5B~Irwv,,HDmRX7T-2PRRC3Q33ZW2 zo- 

SCOS’!                              ] 

Bring our experts to YOUR campus in 2012 

On-Campus Workshop [lmp://~20 rs6 net/tn isr9? 
11r bwhe%*ibab&e>llOgO93827916&~56114&e 001 tcBZdLzcYza3aL.’dF6 Gzvg00IBc65 

!~UlDOaoSYbZHcFL Nw ] 

Custom research. 

Personalized s~ateNes. 

Advanced ~aiNng. 

CLICK HERE [h~p:,’/~20 rs6 nemn ~ 
lli bv,,heqnbab&e~l109093827916&~56114&e OOlBivmw.~56Np2fl5o3AeqncBZdLzcYza3aLx~F6dV,; IZI9ICY4Q?hTRvSmwlq9pOcSvPBig9GzV900IBc65t~6pkq~t5dFknjxS~Su{N6gxOKZK8 1J mMc~Miz9zC olQr, 

-QUlDOaoSYbZHcFL Nw ] 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Technology Racing to Keep Up with New NCAA Freedoms 

The flood of new iafles thronghout all the NCAAA division levels may have canght 
a few people off-gaard, but not the technology pros at Front Rush [h~p if/.’/20 ~l~ b>,S1~eqnba b&et 1109093827916&~561 
Aafl)/ZxSSK,                                                                                DBM3U3FGLOFNn                     ]. 

"When we got COllfilanation tliut the new iafles were in place, our team went to work 
to adjust our technology so tliut our coaches could stai~ tracking these new communication 
allowances and calendar changes as soon as possible", said Sean Devlin from Front 
Rush. 

"Our team is working non-stop to adjust our software for our clients. They’re pretty 
exciting changes, and our coaches are going to love ttlem!" 

Does your web based recmi~g software team work liard for you9 If not you might 
want to talk to Front Rush about having them help you become more efficient nlore 
organized recruiters... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hrtp:/Ii20rs6nerq~liNs,?fli-bwlieqnbab&e>llOgO93827916&s 56114&e O01Bivmw~,56NpOXw-HoGLM~o~!2Zebiv21bGSOZiAiPJA- 



Aaff)zZxSSIL D3M3U3FGLOFNn ] 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109093827916&~56114&e ~Bjvmwy56Np2CBUxHqgHsvAK~RCiKaCMJQJXJdGCt4vajmKyR3Z~egA5~nQqMbpZf~H~Q3eqpxibIYvSj~7IN~AvCV~63QAE~Hg~gH9DTq6Q~Z5jULVGX4kM( 

Our team of experts helped hm~&eds of coaches last year. Be one of them tiffs year. 
CLICK HERE [                      l&-bwh~qnbab&e~1109093827916&s 56114&e 001B~BX6wdLvzalAbNbal~vZ~SjX3FH5kXeYp2kBVXAvTJg6~FH~ 
KoMdJU3rOG~t~VO4sDYIv2NM40)~kEUM_EYT9K 2¥VliGP~ssisS~~eLHvcxEXqs-Bseo~ifY~gV3AE2xf 1C] 

Hurley Brothers Have Basketball World Taking Notice 

There isn’t much need to polish up the Hmley ~ame in the basketball world. 

Bob Hmley is a legendmy tffgh school coach in New Jersey, and tffs sons liuve carried 
on the l:~nfily name ~ffcely in their own right. Both Dan and Bobby liud outstancli~g 
college basketball careers. 

But now they’ve teamed up as basketball coaches at Wugner College, and liuve the 
Sealiuwks off to their best statt in over fifty years. 

So what’s their secret? Find out (and read about the first time they went out recmiti~g 
as college coaches)... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-llOgO93827916&~56114&e ~Bjvmwy56Np2qbps6EwnFVVjxWqki~8R~pRHi~85ZHJrQ~b5bRWDAqpv~6eiLJ9wb7y~XtWZ~7brWMLSy~mjmwpRwQpwXBvtckK~8uDVLtFdpv~TpwhWvGu 

-sfzHRlute5y FUrp0jvJlaxgY2151DMdVUN Gtj9QJ4k~qcjWsgSMAsbL32hyJf~KAIwZMDpSpXT~.YWK4IXyE3T~.Q6DDMGfwt~FD4-VrDHM5xp~xGXSs5~sNWJVyq~p~DbYxERhWjxFFDja3~FMNLt6vhq] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
}~t~p:/~ulco~>te.a~tcontactcem!sa,f~" xO9ab&m 1101038493377&ea blaato~a~[mcaatatc e&~&~1109093827916 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 
continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Creative Topics to Get Your Prospects Talking 

So there I was, facing an audience of college 
students on the campus of one of our clients. 
I was part of a panel that had been invited to 
talk about careers in the sports world, and it 
was a great opportunity to be reminded about 
how to talk to this generation of student- 
athlete. 

After the panel gave their individual speeches, 
we broke-up into different parts of the hall we 
were gathered in so these college-age kids 
could come and ask individual questions. 

What followed was a lesson in talking to 
individuals who haven’t grown-up withly some 
of the same communication skills that you and 
I did. And finding that "sweet spot" in 

connecting with a prospect you’re recruiting could make all the difference in whether or not 
they serious consider you and your program. 

Here are my six observations from my interactions, and lessons for you as a college recruiter 
needing to "connect" with these kids in order to put together your next great recruiting 
class: 

They don’t want to start the conversation. Several of the students hovered around 
me like shy puppy dogs, to the point where I actually had to make eye contact and ask 
them a question to get the conversation started. As a recruiter, you should expect to 
have to do the same thing. One of the key pieces of data that we’ve uncovered from 
the athlete research focus groups as a part of our On-Campus Workshops is that 
most of today’s teenage recruits don’t... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

EMMERT: TIME TO RETURN TO COLLEGE IDEALS 

Among the big news that came out of the NCAA convention this past 
week was a philosophical flag planted by the organization’s president 
MarkEmmert. Does it signal some changes ahead in college sports? 
Check out our Facebook page for the whole story. CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive 
recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations 
and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the day. Follow 
us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Looking for quick, inexpensive training for you and 

your coaching staff7 CLICK HERE 

What a Team of Former College Coaches Does Daily for 
Current College Coaches 



As former college coaches, the NCSA Athletic 
RecruitinQ team knows how frustrating it can be to 
find that perfect athlete, then to realize his/her 
academics don’t meet your school’s requirement. "We 
would spend days, simply tracking the kid’s 
transcripts" says NCSA Recruiting Coach Matt Roe, a 
former college coach and one of the liasons NCSA 
provides between top prospects and collegiate 
coaches. "Once I found out, all I needed to do was tell 
NCSA what I am looking for, they would send me a list 
of guys with film and transcripts." 

NCSA had almost 3,000 student-athletes commit to DI 
programs alone last year. Thousands more were recruited by programs at other division 
levels, making NCSA Athletic Recruiting the undisputed leader in linking college coaches with 
verified prospects. And, you have access to all that talent by accessing your free database. 

Coaches using NCSA Athletic Recruiting’s database can search for prospects based on 
numerous athletic, academic, geographic, and positional criteria. And, to make things even 
easier, you don’t even have to do the searching yourself. NCSA will do the work for you! All 
you have to do is tell NCSA all of your program’s preferences and they will send you 
prospects that meet all your needs. 

If you’re still looking for recruits, or if you’ve finished recruiting for the 2012 class, let NCSA 
know and they’ll update your profile. Simply email co[~e~ere~at~ons@ncsas~ort~soor~ and tell 
them exactly where you’re at in recruiting. This way you’ll only receive updates based on 
your current recruiting needs... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

The New Rules: Major Changes Enacted at NCAA Meeting 



Courtesy InsideHigherEd. com 

After weeks of buildup, the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association’s Division I 
Board of Directors finally revisited its rule 
that -- before it was suspended because so 
many institutions opposed it -- gave 
colleges permission to award athletes on full 
scholarships up to $2,000 more in aid. 

In Division II, programs will be allowed to 
visit athletic prospects on an unlimited basis 
beginning June 15 before the student’s 
junior year in high school. That rule lifted a 
previous thrice-per-year limit to in-person, 
off-campus contact, and gave coaches an 

extra year in which to do it. 

In Division III, colleges will now be allowed to send unlimited texts, under the same rules 
that regulate other forms of electronic recruitment media. (Unlike Division II, Division III did 
not include social media, out of privacy concerns.) 

What are the other new rules that coaches will have to follow, and new recruiting freedoms 
that you will get to enjoy in 2012 and beyond?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Custom research. 
Personalized strategies. 
Advanced training. 
CLICK HERE FOR ALL THE DETAILS 

Technology Racing to Keep Up with New NCAA Freedoms 



The flood of new rules throughout all the 
NCAAA division levels may have caught a few 
people off-guard, but not the technology pros 

said Sean Devlin from Front Rush. 

"When we got confirmation that the new rules 
were in place, our team went to work to adjust 
our technology so that our coaches could start 
tracking these new communication allowances 
and calendar changes as soon as possible", 

"Our team is working non-stop to adjust our software for our clients. They’re pretty exciting 
changes, and our coaches are going to love them!" 

Does your web based recruiting software team work hard for you? If not, you might want to 
talk to Front Rush about having them help you become more efficient, more organized 
recruiters... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year° Be one of them this year° CL~CK HERE 

Hurley Brothers Have Basketball World Taking Notice 

There isn’t much need to polish up the 
Hurley name in the basketball world. 

Bob Hurley is a legendary high school 
coach in New Jersey, and his sons 
have carried on the family name nicely 
in their own right. Both Dan and 
Bobby had outstanding college 
basketball careers. 

But now they’ve teamed up as 
basketball coaches at Wagner College, 
and have the Seahawks off to their 
best start in over fifty years. 



So what’s their secret? Find out (and read about the first time they went out recruiting as 

college coaches)... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Amy Cole" <amy.cole@researchandmarkets.org> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sports Marketing 2012 

First published in 1997, this annual reference handbook is a comprehensive analysis of spectator sports, sports media, professional 
sports franchises, and sports marketing. Expanded to 466 pages and 73 chapters, this is our most comprehensive assessment of the 
U.S. sports business ever. 

For more a detailed table of Contents please click on: 
~n:iiwww.researcha~dmarkets~comiprod~cl!t~c5751ispor~s marke~ing~ 2012 

Pricing: 

Hard Copy : USD $385.00 
Electronic (Single User) : USD $385.00 
Electronic and Hard Copy (Single User) : USD $485.00 
Electronic (Enterprisewide) : USD $770.00 
Electronic and Hard Copy (Enterprisewide) : USD $970.00 

Sports Marketing 2012 will provide you with the most recent statistics and data available. This assessment of the $400 billion sports 
marketplace includes 15 categories of spectator sports, 32 marquee sports events, 116 major league sports franchises, advertising, 
sports participation, sporting goods, sports-related travel, golf, tennis, collegiate sports, women’s professional sports, and the minor 
leagues. Sports marketing topics include sports broadcasting and advertising, periodicals, sports online, mobile media, licensing, 
sponsorships, and athlete endorsements. 

Over 1,200 website links - directly embedded into the electronic edition - will direct you to additional market research and other 
resources important to the sports business marketplace. 

Previous editions have been used by advertising agencies, professional sports teams, sports agents, public and college libraries, and 
university sports management programs. This is the best selling publication of its kind available from any source. 

For more information please click on: 
~:i5’~vww.researchandmarkets.comi~rodt~cli~c5751/s~orts markelm~ 2012 

Ordering - Three easy ways to place your order: 

1] Order online at ~:iiwww.researchandmarkets.comiprodacb/fc5751is~?orts marketin~ 2012 

2] Order by fax: Print an Order form from ~:iiwww.researchandmarkets.comi~roducti~c5751 isporls marketh~& 2012 and Fax to 
+353 1 4100 980 

3] Order by mail: Print an Order form from ~://www.researchandma~kets.co~v’grodt~clifc5751ispor~s marketin& 2012 and post to 
Research and Markets Guinness Center, Taylors Lane, Dublin 8. Ireland. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best Regards, 

Amy Cole 
Senior Manager 
Research and Markets Ltd 
amy. cole@re searchandmarkets, com 

Subscribe: Click on ~:i!www.research~dmarkets~com You can subscribe free for regular details on new research in 
your sector. 



Please note you are currently subscribed as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you no longer wish to receive our market research updates~ please reply to this message with Suppression Request as the subject 
line~ or use the link below 

~:iiwww, researchandmarkets~ com/~ as~ %=u&e =blan~o r~,~c ~ ~unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Schedule-TIMS 

TEXT.htm 

Below is the breakdown of my hours from the last 2 weeks. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
>>> Kendra Hancock 1/13/2012 3:16 PM >>> 
Tracy, 

Here is the breakdown of my hours the last few weeks: 

Smith Center Operations 
1/7 12:18-4:51 
1/10 6:43-11:14 

Men’s Basketball-Class Checking 

1/11 8:41-2:04 
1/13 8:42-3:09 

Academics: All the remaining... 33.3 hours 

Hope this helps you. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 1:08 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] NCAA- Latest News from the NCAA Convention regarding Legislation 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

[~:iTw.ww.r~caa.or~si~.cmicormecliO841e50040flb47[b2%b27d22bae5 ader~ 
M©D=AJPERES&CACHEID-084 le50040flb471~28eb27d22bae5a~ 
Latest News 
Publish date: Jan 14, 2012 
DI Board reaffirms expense allowance, multi-year scholarships 
By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 
NCAA.org 
The Division I Board of Directors reaffirmed Saturday its support for a $2,000 miscellaneous expense allowance, but directed the 
Student-Athlete Well-Being working group to come back to the presidents in April with recommendations for implementation. 
The action by the Board eliminates the need for an override vote on this issue. 
The Board also reaffirmed its support for multi-year scholarships. 
Based on membership feedback, the presidents directed the miscellaneous expense allowance recommendations to include 
consideration of student-athlete financial need, Title IX compliance and the potential for stockpiling by universities. The new 
legislation would be effective for the 2013-14 academic year. 
Factoring heavily into the Board decision as well were comments by individual student-athletes on the Student-Athlete Advisory 
Committee. Those student-athletes urged presidents to continue their support for the concept but to find a way to help the student- 
athletes that need it the most. 
"I was very moved by the student-athletes... They said consistently that we have this momentum going, and this action will allow us to 
keep that momentum," said David Hopkins, president of Wright State. "We need to move forward." 
In April, the Board will consider new legislation reinstating the miscellaneous expense allowance that takes into account the 
membership’s concerns and those of the student-athletes. 
The presidents reconsidered these rules because Division I member schools requested an override of both proposals. The rules were 
adopted in October, effective immediately. But enough schools objected to the miscellaneous expense allowance rule, which allowed 
schools to give student-athletes receiving the value of a full scholarship an additional $2,000 or the cost of attendance (whichever is 
less), to suspend that legislation in December 2011. 

The multi-year scholarship legislation, however, was not suspended. After a brief discussion that centered on delaying the effective 
date, the presidents decided not to make any changes to the rule allowing schools to award athletics scholarships for more than a 
single year. Board members support the rule because of its student-athlete well-being focus and noted that the legislation was 
permissive, not a requirement. 
NCAA President Mark Emmert noted that maintaining the proposal was more beneficial to student-athletes than delaying the rule. 
"I recognize the complexities of this issue. The impact of staying the course is relatively minor," Emmert said. "If we err, it will be on 
the side of students." 
That rule now goes to a vote of the entire Division I membership, which will be conducted online sometime in February. 

In another area of the presidential reform agenda, the Board adopted the recommendation for a freeze on the number of contests and 
length of the playing season in all sports, accompanied by a study of the issue to include an examination of how basketball contests are 
counted. Once the study is complete, season lengths and contest numbers will not be reconsidered for a decade. The recommendation 
was forwarded by the Resource Allocation Working Group. 

The group’s recommendation for limits on noncoaching personnel was tabled, with the direction that the working group come back 
with a refined proposal in April. The presidents are committed to taking some action in this area at that time and will take into accotmt 
any feedback it receives between now and then. 



Other recommendations from that group, however, the Board declined to adopt, including the elimination of foreign tours and a 
reduction in scholarships for football and women’s basketball. 

The presidents listened to the voices of institutions and student-athletes who objected to many of the resource allocation proposals as 

running counter to a student-athlete well-being philosophy. The group did, however, refer the scholarship reduction issue to the 

Collegiate Model: Rules Working Group for further review as part of their wholesale examination of Bylaw 15. 

The presidents agreed to impose a one-year moratorium on new legislation, except for items from the presidential reform agenda and 
any emergency legislation. Neither the Board nor the Legislative Council will consider new legislation in this period. 

In further support of the Rules Working Group’s efforts to reform the Division I manual, the presidents endorsed the rules group’s 

approach to its review of the manual, a method based on the NCAA’s enduring values that relate each of the NCAA constitutional 

principles to specific outcomes. Those outcomes will direct the formation of operating bylaws. The goal is to start with the outcome 

and create bylaws that will help achieve that outcome. 
The Board also: 

* Supported the formation of a new presidential working group to examine the concept of institutional integrity. 

* Approved modifications to the men’s basketball recruiting model as recommended by the Leadership Council, including a 
summer access/acclimatization model and guidelines for on-campus evaluations. 

[1~p ://www.nc~.~r~ /~ s/wc1r~/connec~/~41e 5~4~f1b4 7fb 2~eb 27 d2 2bae 5~@ri~1~eader~ 
MOD- AJPERES&CACHEID-084 le50040flb47tb28eb27d22bae5aq 
Latest News 
Publish date: Jan 13, 2012 
Council approves basketball recruiting model 
The Division I Leadership Council approved the final elements of the men’s basketball recruiting model and will forward its 
recommendations for both summer access and on-campus evaluations to the Division I Board of Directors for its consideration 
Saturday. 
The Council approved a summer access model that will allow an entering or continuing men’s basketball student-athlete a maximum 
of eight hours of athletics activities per week during the summer in which institutional staff members may conduct or supervise. Of 
that, no more than two hours can involve skill-related instruction, for a maximum of eight weeks, under the following conditions: 
* All entering freshman and transfer (two-year or four-year) students must be enrolled in summer school to be eligible for summer 
access. 
* After completion of the first year, access would be permissible to student-athletes enrolled in summer school or those who are not 
enrolled in summer school but have met the following academic standards: 
* After the freshman year: 2.2 GPA and 30 credit hours. 
* After the sophomore year: 2.2 GPA and successfully completed 50 percent of degree program requirements. 
* After the junior year: 2.2 GPA and successfully completed 75 percent of degree program requirements. 
A student-athlete would be able to practice with coaches only while actually enrolled in the summer session, even if it’s less than the 
allowed eight-week period, tmless he meets the academic standards. Incoming freshmen at service academies enrolled in summer 
preparation programs would be allowed to take part in practice. 
The academic requirements will help basketball student-athletes move toward a four-year graduation path. Most men’s basketball 
student-athletes don’t redshirt, and incenting them to graduate at the same time their eligibility expires makes it more likely that they 
will actually receive a degree. 
The Council considered and discarded models that would have allowed access to all no matter their academic status or enrollment in 
summer school, or would have limited it only to those enrolled in summer school, no matter their academic achievements. 
National Association of Basketball Coaches Executive Director Jim Haney supported the model the Council will recommend, as did 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee chair Scott Krapf. Krapf said the men’s basketball student-athletes his group contacted for 
feedback supported having the ability to pursue other opportunities beyond summer school but still retain the ability to practice in the 
summer if they desired. 
For schools that can’t afford to provide financial aid for summer school, the Student Athlete Opportunity Fund would be available for 
assistance. 
Additionally, the Council will recommend that on-campus evaluations (tryouts) be allowed for prospective student-athletes who: 
* Are seniors in high school, junior college transfers or four-year transfers. 
* Have completed their basketball season. 
* Are on an official or unofficial visit to the campus. 
The on-campus evaluations are limited to two hours per week, whether during the collegiate season or out of it. The two hours must 
take place during the regular allowable practice time (20 hours during the season, eight hours out of it). 
The Board will vote on the model at its meetin~ Saturday. The model would be effective immediately, makin~ summer access 



available this year. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 2:15 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] 2012 NCAA Convention Update 

TEXT.htm 

Here are 4 reports from the recent NCAA Meetings along with a summary of actions below. 

Report of the January 11-12, 2012, meeting of the Division I Legislative Council. The Division I Legislative Council reviewed 77 
proposals and at the request of the Rules Working Group, tabled 49 proposals while taking action on 28 proposals. Those actions 
include the following. 

Proposal No. 2011-23. The Legislative Council voted to adopt Proposal No. 2011-23, which specifies that an agent is any individual 
who, directly or indirectly, represents or attempts to represent an individual for the purpose of marketing his or her athletics ability or 
reputation for financial gain, or seeks to obtain any type of financial gain or benefit from securing a prospective student-athlete’s 
enrollment at an educational institution or from a student-athlete’s potential earnings as a professional athlete. 

Proposal No. 2011-45. The Legislative Council voted to adopt Proposal No. 2011-45, which specifies that in women’s basketball, an 
institution [including any institutional department (e.g., athletics, recreational/intramural)] shall not host, sponsor or conduct a non- 
scholastic basketball practice or competition in which women’s basketball prospective student-athletes participate on its campus or at 
an off-campus facility regularly used by the institution for practice and/or competition by any of the institution’s sport programs, and 
to establish limited exceptions, as specified; further, specifies that the use of an institution’s facilities for non-institutional camps is 
limited to the months of June, July and August; finally, to prohibit evaluations at non-institutional events, camps or clinics that occur 
on a Division I campus during evaluation periods. 

Proposal No. 2011-64. The Legislative Council voted to defeat Proposal No. 2011-64, which specifies that a student-athlete in the 
sport of football shall not engage in more than five seasons of intercollegiate competition and may only engage in a fifth season at an 
institution at which the student-athlete previously used a season of competition. 

Report of the January 12, 2012, meeting of the Leadership Council. The following recommendations from the Leadership Council 
were adopted by the NCAA Board of Directors with an immediate effective date. 

Summer Access to Men’s Basketball Student-Athletes. A summer access model (see attachment B of enclosed BOD report) that 
permits institutional staff members to conduct or supervise summer athletics activities in accordance with specified requirements (i.e., 
enrollment in summer school, specific academic benchmarks). 

Men’s Basketball Recruiting Model - On Campus Evaluations. A recruiting model that includes provisions (e.g., eligibility of PSA 
must be exhausted, one per prospect) for institutions to conduct on-campus evaluations (OCE) of prospective student-athletes (see 
attachment C of enclosed BOD report). 

Transforming Intercollegiate Athletics Student-Athlete Well-Being Working Group. The Board of Directors reviewed the following 
recommendations from the Student-Athlete Well-Being Group and took the subsequent action. 

Proposal No. 2011-97, "Multi-Year Grants in Aid." The Board of Directors voted to reaffirm its original action to adopt Proposal No. 
2011-97. As a result of this action, the proposal will proceed to an on-line override vote and it is anticipated the vote will take place 
in February. 

Proposal No. 2011-96, "Miscellaneous Expense Allowance." The Board voted to: 

a) Rescind the portion of the proposal that provided that all non-athletics financial aid will no longer count toward team limits. 



b) Charge the Student-Athlete Well-Being Working Group with developing an alternative proposal that includes the $2,000 
miscellaneous expense allowance for review by the Board at its April meeting. It was noted that the proposal would apply to grants-in- 
aid, effective for the 2013-14 academic year. 

Transforming Intercollegiate Athletics Resource Allocation Working Group. The Board of Directors reviewed the following 
recommendations from the Student-Athlete Well-Being Group and took the subsequent action. 

Foreign Tours. The Board voted to defeat the legislation eliminating institutional foreign tours that occur at any time. 

Football Scholarships. The Board voted to defeat the legislation reducing the maximum number of Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 
scholarships (counters) from 85 to 80, with a proportional decrease in the maximum number of scholarships (equivalencies) in 
Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) from 63 to 60, with 80 overall counters. 

Basketball Scholarships. The Board voted to defeat the legislation reducing women’s basketball scholarships from 15 to 13. 

Playing & Practice Seasons. The Board adopted a resolution specifying: 

a) That an immediate moratorium be instituted to cap the number of contests/dates of competition at the levels that currently exist 
in all sports; 

b) That the NCAA Division I Board of Directors will commission a study to determine the maximum number of contests/dates of 
competition of the playing season (championship and non-championship segments) that is essential to the success of each NCAA 

sport, and 

c) That once the study is completed and the appropriate contest/dates of competition limits are in place for each sport, that those 
limits remain in place for 10 years. 

Non-coaching Staff Limits. The Board tabled recommendations that limit the number of non-coaching staff members in the sports of 
football and men’s basketball for reconsideration at its April meeting, and asked that additional feedback be gathered from the 
membership regarding appropriate number limitations. 

a) In football, a limit of 12 non-coaching staff members, whose duties include support of the football program in any capacity, 
including third-party contractors that may be employed by an institution. The 12 non-coaching staff members shall not include 
athletics trainers, academic support and compliance staff members. 

b) In men’s basketball, a limit of six non-coaching staff members, whose duties include support of the men’s basketball program in 
any capacity, including third-party contractors that may be employed by the institution. The six non-coaching staff members shall not 
include athletics trainers, academic support and compliance staff members. 

Transforming Intercollegiate Athletics Collegiate Model -- Rules Working Group. Kevin LennolL NCAA vice president of academic 
and membership affairs, presented the approach outlined for a new regulatory structure which includes developing principle-based 

outcomes to ensure that NCAA rules are value-based, meaningful, enforceable and supportive of the collegiate model of sport. The 

Board noted its support for the new regulatory structure and voted to apply a moratorium on new legislation for the 2012-13 

legislative cycle, unless it is part of the presidential agenda. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 991740bytes; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 17, 2012 2:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Article 

TEXT.htm 

Read tiffs and thought of you. 

But not until the very end... 

.co~ime~socol~e~basketba~Listor~i /id~/7469145/?:~oco ~r~°hails °s~racuse°ora~ imoboeheimo~or~h°caroliaa° 

mr-heelsofailomenocoll~ke~ball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Article 

TEXT.htm 

Hahahahaha... Me too ! ! 

Should we schedule lunch for sometime this week? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/17/2012 2:50 PM >>> 

AWESOME! Oooooohhhh, I could use one of those right now[] 

From: Lance Markos [!~ailto:markos~uncaa.ur~c.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 2:33 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Article 

Read this and thought of you. 

But not until the very end... 

.comimens-college-baske~ba~l/s~ory/ /id/7469145/kin&ocour~-hailsosymcuse-ora~ imoboeheim-nor~h-caroli~mo 
mr-hee~s-£aiMnenoco~egeobaske~oa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 4:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 1-17-12: Football Celebrates 2011 Season 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider l- 17-2012 

Football celebrates 2011 at men’s basketball halftime. 
Aleighsa Welch Gamecock Spotlight 
Brian Richardson Gamecock Spotlight 
Three new football coaching hires 

And more! 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



S 
Animals in Action: An Ackland-Kidzu Collaboration 

Thursday, 19 January, 4:00 - 5:30 

Animat antics and actions witt be exptored in this afternoon program 
for 4- to 8-year-olds. In the Ackland’s galleries, we’ll took at animals 
in works of art and even become animals ourselves, using facial 
expressions, body positions, and gestures. We’ll also think about the 
scenes and settings for animal characters in works of art, and how 
these further help tell the characters’ stories. In the Kidzu Children’s 
Museum studio, we’ll create original artworks full of animals in action. 

Meet at the Ackland Art Museum. 

Cost: $5 per child. Registration is required. Contact Jillian Lum, 
919.933.1455, [um o Mdzu@~maflocom. 

Chantal Akerman) 
Ackland Film Forum: D’Est (1993, Dir. 

Thursday, 19 January, 7:00 
Screening at the Varsity Theatre 
123 E. Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

In this visual film, Akerman presents a mesmerizing 
repertory of people and landscapes recorded on her 
journey through East Germany, Poland, and Russia during 
a changing and precarious time. Returning to the formally 
rigorous aesthetic of News From Home, the 
film Akerman made 15 years earlier about New York City, 
her moving panorama of "the East" is not only a record of 
a time and place but also of a singular cinematic method. 

Admission is free with a University ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre 
Box Office. 

The Ackland Film Forum is a collaboration between the Ackland Art Museum and numerous 
departments at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt highlighting different aspects of the 
art of cinema and showcasing the aesthetic power of film. Art films, narrative films, and 
documentaries are chosen by UNC-Chapel Hilt faculty and Ackland staff, often in connection with 
particular courses, campus-wide initiatives, or exhibitions. 

C[~ck here for a complete Ack[and Film Forum schedule. At[ screenings are herd at the Varsity 
Theatre on Franklin Street. 



Family Day - More than Words: Text in Art 

Sunday, 22 January, 2:00 - 4:00 P/~ 

Build museum memories with your family at the Ack[and’s monthly Family Day! 

This month, we’[[ look at text in art, finding lots of examples in the Ack[and’s new exhibition The 
Spectacular of Vernacular. Join a Family Tour at 2:00 PM to [earn more ways to interact with art, 
and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at the Creation Station and 
Scavenger Hunts in the galleries are available throughout the program. 

Come to Family Day for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon -- it’s all FREE and open to 
the public! 

Now on View: The Spectacular oJ’ Vernacular 
The Ack[and Art Museum at The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ is the final venue-and the only 
Southeast venue-of this traveling exhibition, 
organized by the Walker Art Center, 
Minneapolis. Embracing the rustic and the humbly 
homemade as we[[ as the dash of street spectacle and 
commercial culture, The Spectacular of 
Vernacular brings together 25 artists whose work 
fosters a dialogue between contemporary art and the 
creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read more about The Spectacular of Vernacular. 

The exhibition catalogue may be purchased at the Ack[and Museum Store. 

The Spectacular of Vernacular is organized by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, and is made 
possible by generous support from the Andy Warho[ Foundation for the Visual Arts, Helen and Peter 
Warwick, and Margaret and Angus Wurte[e. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Ack[and Art Museum is made possible by the 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by 
the William Hayes Ack[and Trust, and friends and members of the Ack[and Art Museum. Public 
programs are supported by Drs. Leena and Sheldon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and 
Shirley Drechse[. 



Final Days! Rembrandt: The Printmaker at the Ackland 

On view through Sunday, 22 January 201 2 

Rembrandt van Rijn is one of the few great artists whose 
achievement as a printmaker matches what he 
accomplished as a painter. 

Because of his fame, the plates Rembrandt created were 
not only printed in his lifetime but reprinted tong after 
his death. Many of the so-catted "Rembrandt etchings" 
that we see today were unfortunately printed from plates 
so worn that the prints give no idea of what Rembrandt 
actually intended. 

A recent study of the thirty-seven Rembrandt prints in 
the Acktand Art Museum’s collection has identified just 
eleven that truly represent the quality of his work as a 

printmaker. They are shown in this exhibition, together with a copy of the "Hundred Guilder Print" 
made by the French etcher L~opotd Ftameng in 1873. 

These exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from Acktand Art 
Museum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, click here to be unsubscHbed. 

Did a friend forward you this Acktand e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Lookin~ Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane 
foam, and adhesive. Courtesy the artist and Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

Jack Pierson, American, born 1960: Beauty, 1995; metal, plastic, neon tubing, wood, and paint. 
Collection of Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. Clinton and Delta Walker Acquisition Fund and Justin 
Smith Purchase Fund, 1995. 



William E8g[eston, American, born 1939: Untitled (Back oJ: Black Car in Green Vines) from the Los 
A[amos Project, 1965-74; dye transfer print. © Egg[eston Artistic Trust. Courtesy Cheim Et Read, 
New York. 

Rembrandt van Rijn, Dutch, 1606 - 1669; The Triumph oJ: Mordecai, c. 1641 ; etching and drypoint; 
The William A. Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 4:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Article 

TEXT.htm 

Friday it is - any time works for me - let me know and I’ll swing by and pick you up... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/17/2012 4:43 PM >>> 

Thursday or Friday work for me. 

From: Lance Markos [maiho:markos,~&tmcaaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:04 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Article 

Hahahahaha... Me too ! ! 

Should we schedule lunch for sometime this week? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/17/2012 2:50 PM >>> 

AWESOME! Oooooohhhh, I could use one of those right now[] 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos~r~caa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 2:33 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Article 

Read this and thought of you. 

But not until the very end... 

~:,~/es~o.colr~/mensocollegeobaskelbal~!stor~, i iid/7 46914 5/kingocour~ohailsosvmct~seoora~geocoachoiimoboeheimonorlhocaroli~o 
tar-heelso£ai~omenocol~egeobaske~ball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 7:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; FILE.msg 

brent, 
you ok with this? 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<eventsmanagement@unc. edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 9:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Reservation 80071 for Department of Athletics beginning 1/23/2012 

TEXT.htm 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



ACC Postgraduate Scholarships 
Scholarship Appficafion 

Endorsement by Director of Athletics 
(Pleasetype) 

Nominee’s Name: ±                            ± ± 

(Last) (First) (Middle) 

Please comment on the nominee’s qualifications, abilities and character. Your assessment of the 
nominee’s contribution, through athletics, to the life of your institution is of special interest. 

Type name: 

Date: 

Director of Athletics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 2:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Lunch Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Booooooooooo... 

Well, let’s see if we can figure out another time; it’s been too long and we definitely need to do it. I’m available next Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Friday if you are. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/19/2012 11:43 AM >>> 

Dude, 
I hate to do this but I need to cancel. Something has come up and I won[t be around for lunch. 

Sorry about that but I know you have so many friends you won[t have a problem finding a replacement[] 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/imrheerblue.cs~<com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 2:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Sorry... 

Text.htm; image001 .j pg 

Possibly. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/19/2012 2:29:36 PM >>>He also has a past due balance, so that may be why the 
course has yet to be added. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarheellbllue.cs~v.com<~:iimrhee~blue.cs~:.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jayne M Kitsos <jmc373@nyu.edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 9:33 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dissertation research case report on UNC 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Ms. Lyons, 

I hope this message finds you well and enjoying the start of the spring 
semester. Early last fall you were kind enough to allow me to interview you 
for my dissertation research on International Student-Athelte Academic 
Persistence. I have completed my research and selected to profile six high 
performing programs as part of my study results. I wanted to share my 
findings of UNC Chapel Hill with you and request that you confirm that I 
have properly interpreted the information you shared as part of our 
interview. Please let me know if i misidentified any information, as I want 
to protray an accurate depiction of the academic support programs that 
contribute to the success of your international student-athletes. 

Thank you again for participating in the study. 

Sincerely, 

Jayne Kitsos 
Doctoral Candidate 
NYU Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and Human Development 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 52736bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/0468d9d2bcd22eb5e5622d5dl 8fbf593 
File Name: University_of North_Carolina_Case_report_l-2012.doc 
Expiry Date: Thu, 19 Apr 2012 10:33:21 -0400 
Size: 52736bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 11:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday Night 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

I hope you had a wonderful Christmas and a little time to enjoy being with your family. I am sure things have been busy for you as 
the semester has begun. 

I just wanted to touch base with you and make sure it was still OK to meet with you starting this Monday, January 23 rd at 6:30 p.m.? 

Also, after reviewing my spring work calendar it looks like I will have a lot more conflicts than in the fall. With that being the case, I 
thought that I could come in one night per week and alternate that day between Mondays and Thursdays every other week. With the 
way I have arranged it arotmd my work schedule it would mean there would be minimal cancellation due to events. Please let me 
know if you would be OK with that plan. 

Again, I really appreciate you affording me the opportunity to gain this experience. 

Have a good weekend. 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.tmc.edu ( mailto: 919-8435972cal~ib ~mcaa.tmc. ed~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 7:53 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 
Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clint Gwalmey <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 
Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 
Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

TEXT.htm; January 23, 2012. docx 

See attached for upcoming events. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of January 23, 2012 
Date 
1/24 
1/25 
1/26 
1/27 
1/28 
1/29 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
SAAC Event 
Student Affairs Event 
Men’s Soccer Banquet 
First Pitch Dinner 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Time 
Noon-2:00PM 
7:00PM-8:00PM 
6:00-10:00PM 
6:00-10:00PM 
5:00-10:00PM 
3:00PM-6:00PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of January 30, 2012 
Date 
1/30 
1/31 
1/31 
2/1 
2/4 
2/5 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Injured Ath. Support Group 
Football Signing Day Event 
Men’s Lacrosse Tailgate 
Order of the Bell Tower 

Time 
6:00PM-9:00PM 
Noon-2:00PM 
7:00-8:00 PM 
5:00PM-9:00PM 
11:00 AM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse/Upper Club 



For: Brent Blanton 

Will Will Not A#end 



View invitation: paperless.ly/AzPwKN 

Add to: Google Calendar 

Outlook, iCal 

Signing Day 2012 

Wednesday, February 1st at 5:30 PM 

Kenan Stadium 

Concourse Club, Blue Zone 

Block this sender from your Paperless Mail 

Create and send your own custom cards at paperlesspost.com 

Add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book to ensure that you’ll receive all future Papedess Mail in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information~ please review our Privacy Policy. 

(8~ 2011 Papedess Post, 151 ~¢,2est 25th St, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 2:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall Monitor-Subs needed 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

A few of the monitors have emailed me requesting subs for the following dates. Can you contact the other monitors to get these shifts 
covered or would you like me to? 

ThurSday January 26th. 

Sunday February 5th 

Sunday February 5th 
Sunday February 26th 
Wednesday February 29th 
Sunday April 1st 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 8:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: @email.unc.edu 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Brent, have a great week! 

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 8:29 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Hi     ~,**** 

I added two hours to your timecard under yesterday [] s date.**** 

Take care,**** 

Brent**** 

*From:*           [mailto:     ~chccs.kl 2.nc.usl 
*Sent:* Monday, January 23, 2012 1:56 PM 
*To:* Blanton, Brent S 
* Subj ect: * bbethel@email .unc. edu* ** * 

Brent and Brad,**** 

I was sorry to see that my services weren’t needed this semester for the 
Learning Assistant position, but I completely understand shrinking budgets 
and scheduling conflicts. I hope that I can be of service to UNC athletics 
either in the summer or next fall, please keep me in mind when you get 
ready for those school sessions. **** 

On another note, when we were doing training for this semester’s session 
Brad asked us to so some reading and PLAN activities for which he said we 
would get paid, I believe it was two hours. I don’t see those hours on my 
time card for the training. I was just emailing to see if I would be 
credited with those hours even though I’m not actively being used as a 
Learning Assistant this semester. I also wanted to bring it to your 
attention in case the other Learning Assistants didn’t get credit for those 
hours either.**** 

Thank you so much for last semester’s opportunity and I look forward to 
working with you in the future. 



Sincerely,**** 

Chapel Hill High School**** 

1709 High School Road**** 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516"*** 

ext 41223**** 

Phone Line**** 

Visit the Yearbook Website at:**** 

www.hillife.com**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro**** 

City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records**** 

Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third**** 

parties, including law enforcement.**** 

Sincerely, 



Chapel Hill High School 
1709 High School Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Phone Line 

Visit the Yearbook Website at: 
www.hillife.com 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:17 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw 
<ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Christine Jackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Curtis 
W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dan Brinkman 
<dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena Freeman- 
Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Kim Durand 
<durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Joan Hopkins 
(joanh@admin.umass.edu); Jack Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Melissa 
Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim Pignataro 
<pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri. edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state. edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] COlA 2012_Dickman-Strawley~oresentation.pptx 

TEXT.htm; COlA 2012_Dickman-Strawley~oresentation.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Markers and TIM 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Good Morning Brent, 

A few of us teacher LAs here at CHHS had a quick question...will our hours 
of training from the week of Jan 10-12 be reflected on this cycle of pay. 
Also we were told that we would receive 2 hours of credit for the on-line 
work that we had to do prior to the training (we signed off on them the 
first night of training) and I don’t see that reflected on the timecard for 
that week. I know the approval date for those hours was the 13th, but many 
of us didn’t know the password update requirement for TIMS and couldn’t 
access the site to approve them. 

Thanks so much for taking a moment to give us the heads up, 

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 8:18 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good morning,**** 

I hope this email finds you all well this morning. After a full week of 
services, I have a few requests.**** 

** ** 

First, PLEASE take your markers back to the front desk at the end of your 
shift each night. We[]ve already lost a number of them and my office 
manager (who is counting) has commented about the losses. It may not seem 
like a big deal but, seeing as how adamant you were on this point in your 
feedback (justifiably), we[]d like to avoid such issues towards the end of 
the semester.**** 

** ** 

Second, deal with the fact that our TIM computer is not the best. VERY 
FEW of you still have ONYEN issues. 95% of you ARE in the system. Do not 
write that you are not simply so you can avoid the computer when signing 
in. If there is a line, wait. If the computer is off, turn it on. If the 
program freezes, close the program and open it again [] if the problem 
persists, see Raphael for assistance. * ** * 

** ** 

Finally, this week is an approval week; make sure you approve your time 
this weekend so you are aware of what I will approve on Monday. If there 
are issues and the approval process has been completed, you will be out of 
luck in terms of missing time, etc. Also, if you have a missed ptmch, let 
me know what is missing so I can fix it. If you have a missed ptmch come 
approval time, I will not approve and you will not be paid.**** 

** ** 

Thank you and have a great remainder of the week,**** 



Brent**** 

33 33 

Brent Blanton**** 

Associate Director* 333 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes**** 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling**** 

Undergraduate Education**** 

College of Arts and Sciences**** 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill**** 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax**** 

~:ii~arheelblue.cstv.com**** 

33 33 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence3333 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107"*** 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107"*** 

33 33 

[image: Description: Description: smaller NC logo]**** 

33 33 

Kimberly Jones, NBCT 
English Department 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 ext 41227 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mail Delivery System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

status.txt; FILE.msg 

The following message to <kjones@chccs.kl2.nc.us> was undeliverable. 
The reason for the problem: 
5.1.0 - Unknown address error 571-’spam source blocked - psmtp’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:35 AM 

< @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 
RE: Markers and TIM 

Header 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:35 AM 

< @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

RE: Markers and TIM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 10:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uneaa.une.edu~ 

New NCAA Rules Mean New Potential Pitfalls for College Recruiters 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

XG ~I-%~Zknqv,, f’,~A eCMbK bCPLvT FX071tFZ~XDM IAPWY J9 N Z3k9X’,,~,LYJ4KHJs2DCCmKC4DgHb~,,a71vSIMs5d-OKBeDA!q~32fhEA%3D 

You’re receiving tt~s email became of yore relafio~t~p with Tudor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o://x.Jsito~20co~sta~lco:alactcom/c{sp?11r b,a.he~bab&~- 11091286072425611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~d: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:i/visitorcor~:~tantcoatactco~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fhOW~Lavd~oB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&t 001s-~b2 XOrMzIh3she~g%3D%3D&~eason 001I@:[~5~sU%3D&li~hi~k~ecgfl~ab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://i20 rs6 net/In isp? 
11r bwheq~bab&e~ 1109128607242&~56114&e 001 cG9 Yo 3 Xd6w714sDPPfftI5ZQHmtHAY Wv 6bDIo~.)~:~I~,hAW- IemEcT8g2~d_~ _] 

January 24, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 4 

New NCAA Rules Mean New Potential Pitfalls 

for College Recruiters 

The dust hus settled, and the new NCAA roles for 2012 [D~p:/.,i2Ors6nel,’~ ~?llr bwhe~,ubab&e> 1109128607242&~56114&e 001 cG93U1"~= nchWYD Vx’~,m MAXg£q ~:~> h8 ~G*~dsA@D4iKt£cCf 
5v9eVPPQC~1~Z7whii4VG\~Vr~R53iAF~m1~SYXz-h~vxeJSR2~;~H-~/~-‘~38YcAkQfhdB‘~h4~dXGK ChE \/~08CZ~!LzENIk5 oS4uSmXAGl~l]are 
in place. 

And with new rules come new oppol~mtities: In Division II, coaches now huve more 
time to contact recruits and a variety of new ways to reach them - text messaging, 
social networks and even message boards. In Division III, text messaging is now 
allowed (however, contact via social media websites like Facebook and Twitter is 
still prohibited). 

But with new opportunities come new challe~ges for savvy recruiters. In readi~g 
over the new roles, there are a few pitlMls I can see an unprepared college coach 
stmnbling into as they begin to recruit new prospects using these new roles. (And 
by the way, even though these new rules maiuly affect Division II and Division III 
college coaches, Division I and NAIA coaches can learn fiom the potential mistakes 
we’ve outlined and apply them to their own recmiti~g strategies): 

Division II coaches can now visit a prospect in person on an mr\re\ted basis begi~ming 
Jm~e 15th prior to the prospect’s Junior year in high school. Here’s the problem: 
Ore research is showi~g thut coaches who stage multiple visits without shari~g new 
infommtion or giving the prospect a se~se that the reci~ting process is moving 
folward risk alie~m~g the prospect. Cun-ent college athletes we interview as 

a part of ore On-Campus Workshops [h_~Ro:/!dan~dorcon~q)n-site-cai~kja, o~sho!~s2] 
tell us that they grow impatiently veiN quickly when coaches contact them, but don’t 
have anything new to say or don’t outline where the process stands. I see tiffs as 
a potential risk for... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l109128607242&s 56114&e 001cG9JbTj nciT9w3xllUlcUyiCQzL5Ssh4-n0ATX2oz4M BZR8tOoCffOZViX-211cok6dvpY~a- 
Rfz2IRjjFCamWKfXEqJFMrDgJMz~G57qdmpj~xMbfxSHiGv~Du5mjUCgZVLQanqmsRfVFDW-cs5-BHE~8m~y-YQVI~8F6K3~a15YifwM 1Ny3-3DKa4QLLk-TRsvNb4A ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l109128607242&s 56114&e 001cG9JbTj ncieFceuD y8GtN8UymGlft qkikSvhBOCihQSgpGDW26GUUkLAfORO8GdDpVyZJHvxcu- 
mJHyb 1 Yj DAuuvDDTx2ojgaEvlcPqlsbc3 FPkr0kvbDHXfi-Z Ru5 fQFr EByC X02n6wq9 Q SCu0NahsE SFiZ- 
EOTp0MhkDUY8hIWUR8vhSnT 3eVo8 JRMiwmwzaTvqL KYc8mGSPVGfQiMZ H71JtflYbcE VI SpWOmy85t~lWiB JpHzY2 RIAN47e6 DN-6nKA9 XUkA1B -5 H- 6iIitNr3bgEAgQz] 
Follow us on Twitter [h~:.//~20rs6:ael/~isp?llr b,~.heq~lbab&e~-l109128607242&~56114&e 001cG9JbTi nc{vV~JaAilXiNGiN~V~RATY3Cl,~DkSsf)v~\floaMi4wlwCO167152smFgOQdCf13~lWp- 

4L JdB czH 11~5. \,q~i Ha -r VT Y W(                        ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [h~>:!/~20 rs6 ne{/{n {sp?lh- bvd~eqnbat~&e*- 1 i09128607242&s 56114&e 001cG9Jb1’{ ~veh-9b-6ik- 

cFOMcmd38CnOxSFdf%C4~/4E tdNu4nm3Dm3d2~YTJXaP~m~YL1O9exC8~Li~hc1-dYxF{dw-1zTN3lEC1WY‘/Hx6Z2VDC1BINS8EJG8G~q55~ulY~C~ZFKKvLc7EYlVC8PC?~fw..T~w4YW~T-R~b~ 1 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [}b~p:i/~20rsdnet,’t~t~N~nbab&e>llO9128607242&~56114&e 001cGgJbTj 2~j~)~ul8Gk6vf~- 
3KlZlSR;wf\,dfMaMIv6tK67IIC~ xXd3#,/Ed8w8rI                      n84-dGvCatL~sX},z:PQF1irI34FOblnS3Q~Db¢ _SvitK~ ] 

DID DISMISSAL FROM PENN STATE HASTEN PATERNO’S DEATH? 

One chapter in the Pem~ State abuse scandul ended tfis week with the news thut fom~er 
coach Joe Patemo died while trying to recover fiom lung cancer. Did his dis~hissal 
fiom the school conttibute to his passing so soon aflelwards? Check out our Facebook 
page for the whole stoiN. CLICK HERE [h~’u://i20rs6net,’~i&~?1h-bwheoAfl~ab&e~llO9128607242&~56114&e O01cGgJbT£..n~c,[9~fl8Gk6vf~- 
mTc’I’~plc,~V{ixYf?~ 41Eww,~%~lgx3KfhlSfU-wi\,dl"MaMIv6tK67I~C,: xX63f~/EdSwSrIRV~A~dLvs9~,~9qw~n84-d~ivCahAsXyzPQFlfrI34FONnS3Q~D1v Svi~rQ : ] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [                                  ab&e>l109128607242&s 56114&e O01cC.gJbI~nch\~A/.v6xeYSVQgf~-k~91N688zOI                     Am66HKGDPRCQi<4VUF- 
ff<FXleNJIiETDVLZcMonGnOmAfrTzEboj~FgVOmOlPXDJ81k\GcwsosaTY] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yore new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmiti~g atticles, 
late-breaking recmiti~g news, and ore obsei~cations and commentaW on all fl~e big 
college spots topics of the &y. Follow ~ onTm~er, Coach~ CLICK HERE [~@~:i/~20rs6net/tt~ ab&e~l10912%07242&~56114&e 001cG9JbT~ nc~P~g~v6xcY SV~g~- 
k~91N688zOI                     Am66HKGDPRC~K4VL. F- fkFX 1 eN Jlj ET DVLZcMonCn0~t k&fTTzEb~V0mO 1 PXDJgt9, GcwsosaTY] 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109128607242&~56114&e 001cG9JbTj nchWYDVxymMAXq~N~FpgKS3BKQLHbMRnY4FxEeaLwzqJ~LFGU6~RnH475y~pH3iAZiRNKJENNul~usEa~jx~TjgcjK9v6Q~iJKsxBUpfCQxb~jc 
-KZcDVpIJW1KvHNNt4B BudJeN 15QpqaAxqotVJoZykQyQ0 dt] 

Our team of experts helped hm~&eds of coaches last year. Be one of them tiffs year. 
CLICK HERE [                                 ab&e~ 1109128607242&s 56114&e 001cGgJb                                              PBZPPvd5CSDlt5MGHSJsZ- 

] 

Achieving Your Coaching and Recmihilg Goals 



the New Yea: 

by Mandy Green, U:ffversity of South Dakota 

The idea is a good one: 

Set perso:lul goals for the New Year, and then carry them out. Tliut’s a great idea 
for coaches, as well. 

The problem I find is that coaches are so busy, going h: so many directio:~s, and 
pressed by "more important" ma~ers that they dofft get around to serious goal 
setting. But it’s important, and it can result in better perfomlance for you as 
a college coach and recruiter. 

Go back and take a look at the New Year’s Resolutions tliut you set just a few weeks 
ago for 2012. Are you still working on them? Or liuve you already gone back to your 
old ways of doing tNngs and decided that you will hy again next yea:? 

Hopefully you are still worki::g on accomplishing yore goals for tiffs yea:. If not, 
I hate to say it but you are not the only coach out there who l:diled to keepyom 
resolutions. 

A big reason so many New Year’s Resolutions l:dil wittffn the first week is that the 
focus is on the "what" instead of the "why" and the "how." 

The first question to ask yoreself when maki::g New Year’s Resolutio:~s is "why" am 
I making these goals in the first place? The second question to ask yoreself is 
"how" am I goi:lg to make tiffs resolution a reality? 

For example, if yore resolution is to "mange my time better in the office so I can 
spend more time with my fi~:ffly," maybe you should look to the root cause of the 
problem... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109128607242&~56114&e 001cGgYoTj ncjQqcfRbJc~IqIV~M42TqNQ3mhNu4RE8yvGTs8TX~TgAy6WSwHJNGwpibSpanSV7cW~Vg64~KW5Dxxp3~huCtF~keBHSAy8b38ZS:~m6JL2~ 
-Rt¥~!TCbgobuj2Ut6] 

Find us on Facebook [hltp://r20.rs6.negm.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOg128607242&s 56114&e 001cGgJbTj ncieFceuD y8GtN8UymGlft qkikSvhBOCihQSgpGDW26GUUkLAfORO8GdDpVyZJHvxcu- 
mJHyb 1 Yj DAuuvDDXbjgaEvlcPqlsbc3 FPkr0kvbDHXfi-Z Ru5 fQFr EByC X02n6wq9 Q SCu0NahsE SFiZ- 
EOTp0MhkDUY8hIWUR8vhSnT 3eVo8 JRMiwmwzaTvqL KYc8mGSPVGfQiMZ H71Jhl YbcE VI SpWOmy851ihWiB JpHzY2 RIAN47e6 DN-6nKA9 XUkA1B -5 H- 6iIitNr3bgEAgQz] 
Follow us on Twitter [~/i~20 rs6 ne~,li e climb ~& e~ 1109 hail 

4LJ6B czH 1 ~v,, \d~i Ha-rVT Y \&qC-> JzRZAeDk~d-pM 5Eg__] 

Front Rush [ 
~/n]y~:ALzgGPZXo\,q2tH~ZgriSSJHoAPNND ~7IMtIgYv27K74Fll~,cgw ] 

Pre-Signi:~g Day Stt-ategies for College Coaches 

Gelting a Sneak Peek: 

As sigulng day for football and several other sports approaches quickly, the questions 
we get fiom coaches center arom:d one tiffing: 

"How can we get ore recruits to tip us off as to wliat they’re 

Wlffle it’s l~ar from an exact science, and ca:: vary greatly depencli:lg upon the personality 
of the athlete as well as how serious they are about you and yore program, there 
are some good guidelines to follow if you want to get an update from them prior 
to the big day tliat is quickly approaching. 

Take a look at a simple line of questioni:~g tliat we see getti:~g a better respo:~se 
fiom athletes when ttied... 
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New NCAA Rules Mean New Potential Pitfalls 
for College Recruiters 

The dust has settled, and the new NCAA 
rules for 2012 are in place. 

And with new rules come new opportunities: 
In Division II, coaches now have more time to 
contact recruits and a variety of new ways to 
reach them - text messaging, social networks 
and even message boards. In Division III, text 
messaging is now allowed (however, contact 
via social media websites like Facebook and 
Twitter is still prohibited). 

But with new opportunities come new 
challenges for savvy recruiters. In reading over the new rules, there are a few pitfalls I can 
see an unprepared college coach stumbling into as they begin to recruit new prospects using 
these new rules. (And by the way, even though these new rules mainly affect Division II and 
Division III college coaches, Division I and NAIA coaches can learn from the potential 
mistakes we’ve outlined and apply them to their own recruiting strategies): 

Division II coaches can now visit a prospect in person on an unlimited basis 
beginning June 15th prior to the prospect’s Junior year in high school. Here’s the 
problem: Our research is showing that coaches who stage multiple visits without sharing 
new information or giving the prospect a sense that the recruiting process is moving forward 
risk alienating the prospect. Current college athletes we interview as a part of our On- 
Campus Workshops tell us that they grow impatiently very quickly when coaches contact 
them, but don’t have anything new to say or don’t outline where the process stands. I see 
this as a potential risk for... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

DID DISMISSAL FROM PENN STATE HASTEN PATERNO’S DEATH? 

One chapter in the Penn State abuse scandal ended this week with the 
news that former coach Joe Paterno died while trying to recover from 
lung cancer. Did his dismissal from the school contribute to his passing 
so soon afterwards? Check out our Facebook page for the whole story. 
CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive 
recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations 
and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the day. Follow 
us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year, Be one of them this year, CL~CK HERE 

Achieving Your Coaching and Recruiting Goals 



in the New Year 

by Mandy Green, University of South 
Dakota 

The idea is a good one: 

Set personal goals for the New Year, and 
then carry them out. That’s a great idea for 
coaches, as well. 

The problem I find is that coaches are so 
busy, going in so many directions, and 
pressed by "more important" matters that 
they don’t get around to serious goal 
setting. But it’s important, and it can result 
in better performance for you as a college 
coach and recruiter. 

Go back and take a look at the New Year’s Resolutions that you set just a few weeks ago for 
2012. Are you still working on them? Or have you already gone back to your old ways of 
doing things and decided that you will try again next year? 

Hopefully you are still working on accomplishing your goals for this year. If not, I hate to say 
it but you are not the only coach out there who failed to keepyour resolutions. 

A big reason so many New Year’s Resolutions fail within the first week is that the focus is on 
the "what" instead of the "why" and the "how." 

The first question to ask yourself when making New Year’s Resolutions is "why" am I making 
these goals in the first place? The second question to ask yourself is "how" am I going to 
make this resolution a reality? 

For example, if your resolution is to "mange my time better in the office so I can spend more 
time with my family," maybe you should look to the root cause of the problem... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Pre-Signing Day Strategies fnr College Coaches 
Getting a Sneak Peek: 

As signing day for football and several other sports 
approaches quickly, the questions we get from coaches 
center around one thing: 

"How can we get our recruits to tip us off as to what 
they’re thinking?" 

While it’s far from an exact science, and can vary 
greatly depending upon the personality of the athlete as 
well as how serious they are about you and your 
program, there are some good guidelines to follow if 
you want to get an update from them prior to the big 
day that is quickly approaching. 

Take a look at a simple line of questioning that we see 
getting a better response from athletes when tried... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 10:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why Tech Support Is Embracing Web Collaboration Tools 

TEXT.htm 

Web Collaboration for Technical Support 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.com/> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

.... Web Collaboration for Technical Support .... 

.... Download the Complimentary White Paper <htt~:/ilear~.gotoassis~.com/tbrmsiG2A-WP-2012oWeb-Tech-Su~ort-L1 ? 
kr)-70150000000XsZW&elq_=9f62364985734d24aaS0062866~Vd i earl> .... 

Budgets may still be tight, but support organizations are boosting their spend on web collaboration features within remote support. 
What’s behind the 22% increase? 

"With an increasingly distributed workforce and more web-savvy customers, web collaboration technology is a great fit for technical 
support." 

This TSIA white paper analyzes how web collaboration features [] like web chat, support rep collaboration, manager silent 
monitoring, etc. [] improve support service levels, reduce operational costs and provide competitive differentiation. 

.... DOWNLOAD <~iLq~rrt:gotoassist.cor~/formsiG2A-WP-20~2-Web-Tech-Sup_port-Ll? 
1D=70150000000XsZW&elg=9f(~23b4985734d24aaS0062866fd lead> .... 

Download the paper to learn: 
*Web collaboration’s business value for companies and their customers 
*4 key recommendations for adding or replacing collaboration technology 
*Why TSIA members give their highest ratings to Citrix Online’s collaboration platform 
*And more... 

The Business Impact of Collaboration Tools on Remote Support Platforms < toassist.comiforms/G2A-WP-2012-Web- 
Tech-Su~or’t-Ll?ID 70150000000XsZW&elg=9f62364985734d24aaSOO62866fdlead> 

"eBook" 
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Web Collaboration for 
Technical Support 

Dowry[oar the Corcl3[ircer~tar~,f White Paper 

Budgets may still be tight, but support organizations are boosting their 
spend on web collaboration features within remote support. What’s 
behind the 22% increase? 

"With an increasingly distributed workforce and more web-savvy 
customers, web coflaborafion technology is a great fit for technical 
support." 

This TSlA white paper analyzes how web collaboration features - like 
web chat, support rep collaboration, manager silent monitoring, etc. - 
improve support service levels, reduce operational costs and provide 
com petitive differentiation. 

Download the paper to learn: 

¯ Web collaboration’s 
business value for 
companies and their 
customers 

¯ 4 key recommendations for 
adding or replacing 
collaboration technology 

¯ Why TSlA members give 
their highest ratings to Citrix 
Online’s collaboration 
platform 

¯ And more... 
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Thought you would enjoy this... 

USC football gets big upgradeBy Darryl Slater ( osmndco~rier.corw’smt~/da ) dslater@postandcourier.com 
Tuesday, January 24, 2012 

13 Comment(s) ( osta~ldcour~er.co~w~newsi2012 time-foo~bal~ dei#colmnen~s ) 

COLUMBIA -- When fans arrive at Williams-Brice Stadium for the University of South Carolina’s football home opener on Sept. 8, 
they will notice two of the most drastic changes in USC’s recent push to upgrade its athletic facilities. 
USC will debut a larger video board inside the stadium and a tailgating area across the street, where a farmer’s market was once 
located. Athletic director Eric Hyman said both projects should be done in time for the opener. 
( ostandcourier~com~ph~tosi2012ijar~i23i99715/) 

Provided 
At 36 feet high and 124 feet wide, South Carolina’s new video board will be the third-largest in the SEC. 

The video board costs $6.5 million and the tailgating area $30.5 million, though $15 million of that was for purchasing the 52 acres of 
land, said Kevin O’Connell, USC’s executive associate athletic director, who oversees facilities construction and improvements. 
In the nearly seven years since Hyman’s arrival in Columbia, USC has dedicated -- through money already spent or planned spending - 
- $154,263,713 to building new sports facilities or improving current ones. 
This is all part of the arms race in college sports, as schools attempt to attract better recruits, win more games and make more money - 
- three things that are very much related, especially in the Southeastern Conference, which U SC joined in 1991. 
"The SEC is good news, bad news," Hyman said. "The good news is it’s the best league in the country. The bad news is it’s the best 
league in the country. 
"And you better stay up. And I don’t think we had really done our part. This is a brutal league. If you really want to be sincerely 
committed to the league, you’ve got to do 
some things to position yourself appropriately." 
Since the early 1980s, Hyman has conducted exit interviews with the athletes in his department. He asks them why they chose one 
school over another. One of the top four answers is almost always facilities, Hyman said. 
Shortly after Hyman came to USC in the summer of 2005, he had a conversation, with Board of Trustees member Mike Mungo about 
the school’s sports facilities. 
Mtmgo was the board’s vice chairman when USC joined the SEC. Hyman said Mungo told him that when USC joined the league, the 
board made a commitment to upgrade the facilities, but didn’t follow through. 
"Quite frankly, we haven’t done our part," Hyman recalled Mungo saying to him. 
Hyman could tell. He had looked at USC’s facilities upon his arrival from Texas Christian University and "was a little bit astonished" 
about their poor quality, he recalled. 
Mtmgo, who died in 2010, wanted to see the upgrades accomplished and told Hyman he would support that goal. Now, Mungo is 
getting his wish. 
Of course, shiny stadiums and plush locker rooms alone don’t win games. Athletic directors hiring sharp coaches is just as important, 
if not more so. 
"If facilities were just the answer, Army and Navy would be undefeated every year," Hyman said. "But facilities are a very important 
part of the decision-making process (for recruits)." 
Big-ticket items 
College sports in 2012 are a big-money business, and keeping up with facilities requires big money. USC’s new baseball stadium, 
which debuted in 2009, cost $39.8 million. The Dodie Academic Center, which opened in February 2010, cost $12.6 million. 
Rice Athletic Center will open next to Dodie this spring and house athletic department administrators and coaches for nonrevenue 
sports, such as soccer. Its price tag: $11.7 million. 



Athletic directors expect a return on these investments. When the baseball park, Carolina Stadium, was constructed, Hyman said he 
told coach Ray Tanner, "It’s Omaha or bust," referring to the site of the College World Series. The Gamecocks won the World Series 
in 2010 and 2011. 
"I said that tongue-in-cheek, but the point is that you do support the coaches, and the expectations change," Hyman said. "That doesn’t 
mean you’re going to be national champion every year. That doesn’t mean that at all. But it does mean it enhances your chances for 
SUCCESS." 

USC’s athletic department is self-sustaining and receives no taxpayer money, Hyman emphasized. Facilities projects are funded with 
money the department earns, donations from boosters and loans. Hyman said he never wants the department to rely on more than $130 
million in borrowed money at a time. He said the department is currently at $128 million. How big are they? 
Largest video boards in football (measured in feet) 
NFL: Cowboys Stadium (Dallas) 72 high, 160 wide 
College: Darrell K. Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium (Texas) 55.5 high, 134 wide 
SEC: Davis Wade Stadium (Mississippi State) 47 high, 111 wide 
South Carolina’s Williams-Brice Stadium 
Current video board 20 high, 29 wide 
New video board 36 high, 124 wide 
Clemson’s Memorial Stadium 
19 high, 61.5 wide 

For Williams-Brice 
As with almost all college athletic departments, most of USC’s sports revenue comes from football. The Gamecocks’ football program 
made a profit of $35.4 million in 2009-10 and was the nation’s 1 lth-most-profitable college football team, according to the U.S. 
Department of Education. 
In 2008, USC established a Yearly Equitable Seating program for home football games, which charges season-ticket holders a fee on 
top of their actual ticket cost. 
"All those dollars have gone in for facilities," Hyman said. 
Fans will see a return, of sorts, on those fees this fall, with the video board and tailgating area. 
The board will measure 36 feet high and 124 feet wide -- the third-largest in the SEC. The current board at Williams-Brice Stadium 
measures 20-by-29. 
There is a small chance the board won’t be ready for the opener, in which case USC has made arrangements for a temporary board. 
Hyman said the new video board is "really important to the fans, probably the most important thing." 
Tailgating matters greatly to fans, too, and USC’s new tailgating area will be more than just a grass field with about 3,000 parking 
spaces. 
Hyman got ideas for the area’s design during football road trips, when he saw the Keeneland Race Course parking area in Lexington, 
Ky., and The Grove, the renowned tree-lined tailgating area at the University of Mississippi. 
USC’s tailgating zone will include a 10-by-10 area at the back of most parking spots where fans can set up a tent to tailgate under. The 
VIP parking spots come with two electric hookups and one cable television jack, for fans who want to bring their TVs and watch other 
games while tailgating. 
The tailgating area will include a tree every 40 feet, providing valuable shade from the September stm; four permanent restroom 
buildings; and a 100-foot-wide pathway where the team, band and cheerleaders will walk as they enter the stadium. 
"I just think the functionality of it and the beauty of it is something that’s really going to set it apart nationally," O’Connell said. 
Still more plans 
While 2012 is a big year for USC to follow through on its facilities commitment from more than 20 years ago, its work won’t be done 
when the year is. 
A new $8 million softball stadium is scheduled to be completed in 2013. Hyman wants to build a $14 million indoor football practice 
facility at the rear of the tailgating area. (USC’s current on-campus indoor facility -- located farther away from the stadium than the 
tailgating area -- is just "OK," Hyman said.) 
There are plans for a new basketball practice facility, football practice fields next to the proposed indoor facility and upgrades to the 
track and soccer practice fields. 
On the wall of Hyman’s office is an artist’s rendering of a plaza area arotmd the outside edges of Williams-Brice Stadium, which he 
hopes will transform it from an "industrial look" with 500 parking spaces to something that resembles a "college campus stadium," 
with about 100 spaces. 
"In the league that we’re in," O’Connell said, "if you’re not constantly updating, renovating and building new, you’re falling behind." 

Building blocks 
A look at the cost of the University of South Carolina’s major athletics facilities projects from 2008 to present, with completion dates 



or projected completion dates: 
Facility, Cost and Completion date 
Carolina Stadium (baseball) $39.8 million Jan. 2009 
Farmer’s Market tailgating area $30.5 million Aug. 2012 
Athletics Village infrastructure (utilities) $16.6 million Dec. 2013 
Dodie Academic Center $12.6 million Feb. 2010 
Rice Athletics Center $11.7 million May 2012 
Softball stadium $8 million Feb. 2013 
Athletics Village parking garage $7 million July 2011 
Football stadium video board $6.5 million Aug. 2012 
Carolina Tennis Center $4.5 million Jan. 2012 
Football stadium suites $3.7 million Aug. 2010 
Football stadium training room $2.2 million Oct. 2008 
Source: USC 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 
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Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Feb. 28 -- career fair 
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*see attaclunent 

AmTthing on the books that night... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 11:36 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feb. 28 -- career fair 
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Hi Robert, 
I’m in the early stages of planning a career fair for student-athletes on Feb. 28 on the 3rd floor. It will go from 
6:30-8 p.m. and be open to all classes (although perhaps of most interest to juniors and seniors). Before I set it 
in stone, I wanted to touch base with you and make sure there’s nothing you see that would be a conflict on that 
date from the academics side of things. Could you please let me know one way or the other? 
Thanks, 
Dana 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
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Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                9:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Two Requests 
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Here you go. Can you tell if you are missing anyone from the fall grades as a result of recent change of status? 

sbm 

>>> "Blanton, Brem S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 7:58 AM >>> 

Can you get me an updated grade report for the fall as well as schedules for the spring? 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
Center for Studem Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

ht~p : /itarhee ~b lue~ cs~v, com 

Loudermilk Cemer for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
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Ackland Film Forum: Bloc Animation Project 2012 

Thursday, 26 January, 7:00 P/~, Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin 
Street 

The Acktand Firm Forum is proud to host the U.S. premiere 
screenin8 of The B[oc Animation Project, an annua[ firm festiva[ 
presentin8 a correction of short animated firms by up-and-comin8 as 
wet[ as estabtished animators from around the wortd. Eishteen (18) 
new short firms wit[ be screened. 

Admission is free with a university ID, $4 for at[ others. Tickets are 
avaitabte at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

See the com~£ete Ack~and F~m Forum schedule! 

Guided Tour of The Spectacular of Vernacular with Peter Nisbet, Chief Curator 

Sunday, 29 January, 2:00 P/~ 

Haven’t yet seen the Acktand’s newty-opened exhibition The 
Spectacular of Vernacular? Come by this Sunday afternoon when 
Peter Nisbet, Chief Curator of the Acktand, offers an overview of the 
exhibition’s themes in a 8uided tour of the show. 

Free and open to the pubtic. 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Looking ahead,,, 

Tuesday, 31 January, 12:00- 1:00 P/~ 

Take a break from your day and explore the world of 
yosa in the beautiful settin8 of the Ack[and! This hour- 
Ion8 session, offered by resistered yosa teacher Joanne 
Marshall, provides an opportunity to practice a series of 



gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gallery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear 
comfortable clothing that wi[[ allow you to stretch. 
Layers are recommended, as the galleries get coo[ at 
times. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. 
Register by emai[: ack[andRSVP@unc.edu. 

Art For Lunch: "Feminist Art and The 
Spectacular of Vernacular" 

Wednesday, 1 February, 12:00- 1:00 Phi 

The Ack[and invites you to attend a lunch-hour lecture 
and [earn more about the art currently on view at the 
Ack[and. Bring a bag lunch (yes, people really do!) and 
enjoy an hour of inspiration and information. 

This month, John Bow[es (Associate Professor of Art, 
UNC-Chape[ Hi[[) examines feminist art in The 
Spectuculur o[ Vernuculur. Bow[es’ recent book, Adriun 
Piper: Ruce, Gender, und Embodiment, explores 
feminist conceptual and performance art of the 1960s, 
1970s, and 1980s. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 
non-members. 
RSVP to: ack[andRSVP@u~coedu. 

Ackland Film Forum: Miss Representation (2011) 

Thursday, 2 February, 7:00 Phi 

Written and directed by Jennifer Siebe[ Newsom, Miss 
Representution (2011, documentary, 85 min.) exposes how 
mainstream media contribute to the under-representation of 
women in positions of power and influence in America. The film 
challenges the media’s limited and often disparaging portrayals of 
women and girls. This film is being shown in connection with 
Gender Week at UNC-Chape[ Hi[[ and is co-sponsored by the 
Carolina Women’s Center, UNC-Chape[ Hi[Us School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication, and the Ack[and Art Museum. 

Admission is free with a university ID, $4 for a[[ others. Tickets are 
available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

The Ack[and Film Forum is a collaboration between the Ack[and Art Museum and numerous 
departments at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ highlighting different aspects of the 



art of cinema and showcasing the aesthetic power of film. Art films, narrative films, and 
documentaries are chosen by UNC-Chapel Hill faculty and Ackland staff, often in connection with 
particular courses, campus-wide initiatives, or exhibitions. 

C~ck here for a complete Ack~and FHm Forum schedule. All screenings are held at the Varsity 
Theatre on Franklin Street. 

Art Adventures: Love is Spectacular 

4 February, 10:30 A/VI - 12:00 P/VI oo FULL 

Second sess~or~ added: i :00 o 2:30 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-olds, Art Adventures sessions provide 
kids with a guided view of art in the Ackland’s galleries, followed 
by the opportunity to create take-home treasures in an adjacent 
art studio using newly-learned art-making techniques. 

In this session we’ll look closely at the materials, composition, 
and message of art, and how artists in The Spectacular of 
Vernacular incorporate text into their art. In the studio, kids will 
create a valentine for someone they love. 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited. RSVP to cObert@uncoedu or 919.962.3342 

Now on View: The Spectacular oJ: Vernacular 
The Ackland Art Museum at The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill is the final venue-and the only 
Southeast venue-of this traveling exhibition, organized 
by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. Embracing the 
rustic and the humbly homemade as well as the clash 
of street spectacle and commercial culture, The 
Spectacular of Vernacular brings together 25 artists 
whose work fosters a dialogue between contemporary 
art and the creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read more about ~e Spectacular of Vernacu~ur. 

Ackland Museum Store. 
The exhibition catalogue may be purchased at the 

The Spectacular of Vernacular is organized by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, and is made 
possible by generous support from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Helen and Peter 
Warwick, and Margaret and Angus Wurtele. 



The exhibition of The Spectacular oJ~ Vernacular at the Ackland Art Museum is made possible by the 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by 
the William Hayes Ackland Trust, and friends and members of the Ackland Art Museum. Public 
programs are supported by Drs. Leena and Sheldon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and 
Shirley Drechsel. 

These exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art 
Museum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ick 
here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe 
here and get your very own copy every week. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Lookin9 Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and adhesive. 
Courtesy the artist and Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

Lorna Simpson, American, born 1960:1957-2009 Interior #1 (detail), 2009; gelatin sliver prints; edition 112, 1 
AP. Collection of Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. T. B. Walker Acquisition Fund, 2010. 

Dario Rob[eto, American, born 1972: Demonstrations of Sailor’s Valentines, 2009; cut paper, various seashells, colored 
wax, cartes-de-visite, silk, ribbon, foam core, and glue. Des Moines Art Center. Purchased with funds from Ellen Pray 
Maytag Madsen Sculpture Acquisition Fund, 2009. 

William Egg[eston, American, born 1939: Untitled (Back of Black Car in Green Vines) from the Los A[amos Project, 1965- 
74; dye transfer print. © Egg[eston Artistic Trust. Courtesy Cheim ~ Read, New York. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"HICKMAN, MARIA" <MHICKMAN@mailbox.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 2:52 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Wilma Rudolph Nominations 

TEXT.htm 

The nomination form for the Wilma Rudolph Award opened today and will close on March 16th. Below is the link but it is also 
posted on the N4A website under the Student-Athlete Committee tab. If you have issues opening it, copy and paste the link in your 
browser. 

~s :/i~4a.wut:oo. com!%rms/wih~aomdol~hosmdentaNe ~e onomina~io~o%rm! 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks, 
Maria 



If you click here to add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book, you will 

receive all mail from Carolina Football on time in the future. The delivery’ of this Paperless Mail 

may have been delayed due to your email and spam blocking settings. 

For: Brent B[anton 



View invitation: paperless.ly/AzPwKN 

Add to: Google Calendar 

Outlook, iCal 

Signing Day 2012 

Wednesday, February 1st at 5:30 PM 

Kenan Stadium 

Concourse Club, Blue Zone 

Block this sender from your Paperless Mail 

Create and send your own custom cards at paperlesspost.com 

Add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book to ensure that you’tt receive all future Papedess Mail in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy Policy. 

(~ 2011 Papedess Post, 151 West 25th St, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Gamecocks Official Online Auctions" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Check out this week’s Wounded Warrior Proj ect Autographed Football Listings! 

TEXT.htm 



OFFICIAL OHLIHE AUCTIOHS 

Fourteen Commemorative 
Wounded Warrior Proi~ 

Autoqraphed Footballs 

Game-Used Football & Official 

South Carolina vs. Nebraska 

Official Pro~r~ : C~pital One 
Bowl~ South Carolina vs. 

Nebraska 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, ~ 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, ~!~k h~ 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our ~v~y 
CBSSports.com College Network - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Delayed Opening schedule 

TEXT.htm 

I realized this morning that you don’t have my schedule for my daughter’s delayed openings. These are the mornings that I have to 
take them to school later which means I will be in later. It’s once a month and these are the dates: 

Feb. 23 

March 15 
April 19 
May 10 

Also, a reminder about Wednesdays... need to pick up the girls @ 3 PM but back @ 6 PM. 

Thanks. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Academic Room" <admin@academicroom.org> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Next-Generation Platform for Academics 

TEXT.htm 

Dear colleague, 

Academic Room is an online initiative that was developed by a 
doctoral candidate at Harvard University to facilitate 
interdisciplinary engagements among scholars and researchers 
around the world. Our mission is to curate and disseminate 
scholarly resources, which are organized in over 10,000 
academic sub-disciplines. 

We share the conviction that easy and unimpeded ability to 
obtain quality educational resources should be a right and not a 
privilege. The platform allows academics, researchers and 
students to create highly specialized portals for their 
subfields. These portals can be enriched with professional 
directories, scholar profiles, video lectures, bibliographies, 
journal articles, books, reviews, images, ancient manuscripts 
and audio recordings. 

You are invited to participate in our pilot launch. Please 
register at www.academicroom.com and also encourage 
students, teachers and researchers within your institution 
to join. Together, we can make a real difference. 

Best wishes, 

Academic Room Editors 

Academic Room, 184 Green Street, Suite 1, Cambridge, MA 02139 

To unsubscribe: 
~:i!academicroom.o ns~bsc~ibe.~?M-237874&C=2a6803fcdl dd0ac69e3 ladde23a0570f&L-4&N-29 



S~oRs ~a~ageme~t Worldwide 
Ca~ee~ Conference at the NFL Combine: 

Februa~ 24th & 25th0 2012 

Hurry, early registmdon dscount 

Tuesday, January 31st 
Click here to register now 

New Speaker Added! 
Mike Stanfield 
New Orleans Saints 
Vice President of Ticket & Suite 
Sales 

Entering his 12th season with the club, 
Michael Stanfield is responsible for all of 
the Saints’ consumer marketing efforts o 
directing the sale of season and group 
tickets, supervising the lease of the 
Superdome’s luxury suites, overseeing 
the sale of all team merchandise as well 
as maintaining the club’s high standards 

of customer service and retention. 

Under his direction, the team has surpassed the maiority of the 
club’s ticket sales milestones, including selling out on a season° 
ticket basis for the first time in franchise historly in 2006 o a feat that 
has reached six-straight seasons. In addition the club has leased 
every Superdome suite since the beginning of the 2008 season. 
Saints official merchandise has grown annually into the NFL’s top 
seller, and Stanfield also supervises the ticket, suite sales and box 
office personnel on a daily basis, in addition to serving as the food 
and beverage service liaison with the Superdome. 

Since Stanfield’s arrival in 2000, the Saints have sold out ever’y 
contest in the Superdome with one. Prior to the 2006 season an 
innovative season-ticket marketing program fueled the rise of filling 
the stadium on a seasonoticket basis. Fans on all economic levels 
were reached in an effort to retain existing accounts and while 
cultivating new ones, and those effo~s have built a waiting list that 
has continued to grow for season tickets for the first time in 
franchise history. 

Stanfield has also helped oversee the institution of a direct mail and 
email database to generate ticket sales and excitement surrounding 
the club and initiated other’ creative promotional campaigns by 
using the club’s everoexpanding social and new media platforms. 

Why attend? 

"This is the 
’must attend’ 
event of the year 
for those 
involved in the 
football 
business. You 
will establish 
key 
relationships, 
learn skills and 
strategies that 
will last a 
lifetime, and 
enhance your 
resume with 
quality 
networking." 

General Admission- 
$300 
Eady Bird Discount 
before 1/15 o $250 
Student Admission: 
Early Bird Discount 
before 1/15 o $160 

Co~ege Credit 
for a~ending! 



The Saints have also been recognized as one of the top 
organizations in professional spots for their customer service 
initiatives and outreach programs, including being named the top 
professional sporls organization by ESPN The Magazine in June 
(2010). 

Stanfield has spearheaded another innovative program unique to 
the sports industry in launching and supers.4sing an advertising 
sales staff for ~SYv’UEoTV, which was purchased by Saints Owner 
Tom Benson in 2008 

College students are 
encouraged to attend. 

College Credit 
transferable to your 
school. 

A veteran of 24 years in the sports industry Stanfield was 
promoted to vice president after serving as director of ticket sales 
and operation services for the Saints from 2000-05. The 
accomplishments of the Ticket & Suite Sales Department were 
numerous under Stanfield’s direction in his initial six years with the 
Saints, as the club posted a 36ostraight game sellout streak and 
reached the former cluborecord of 53,000 seasonoticket holders in 
2003. 

In 2007, Stanfield completed the Stanford Business School’s 
Executive Education NFLoStanford Program for Managers an 
educational program and honor known hague-wide as an impo~ant 
training ground for promising executives. 

Stanfield is on the Board of Directors for the Saints Hall of Fame, 
and a member of the Super Bowl XLVll Host Executive Committee 
and National Spods Forum Steering Committee. A sports industry 
public speaker, Stanfield has given presentations at many national 
events. In 2011 Stanfield was named MVP of the Steering 
Committee of the National Sports Forum. 

In prior work experience, he was Director of Ticket Sales for the 
Detroit Tigers from 1998-99, with the Major League Baseball club 
achieving a then-club record for’ ticket revenue over a two-year 
span. 

Stanfield previously served as the Director of Ticket Sales for the 
Detroit Vipers in 1997, supervising sales and marketing for the 
International Hockey League club. That season, the Vipers led the 
IHL in attendance, averaging over 18,000 per game. 

His stint with the Tigers was Stanfield’s second in Maior League 
Baseball, as he was a member of the ticket sales staff for the 
Florida Marlins in 1993, the club’s inaugural season. 

Click here to read more about the conference... 

2012 Confirmed Speakers 
(New Speakers Added Weekly) 

Adam Schefter- ESPN 
Dawn Aponte - Miami Dolphins Sr. VP of Football 
Operations 
Raymond Berry, Pro Football Hall of Fame, Baltimore Colts 
- 1955-67 with Johnny Unitas. Former Coach of the 
Cowboys, Patriots, Lions, Broncos 
Mike Stanfield, New Orleans Saints VP of Ticket & Suite 
Sales 
Greg Hylton, Indianapolis Colts VP of Premium Seating & 
Ticket Sales 

Janua  31st: 

Many college groups are 
attending together. 
Contact us to work out a 
group rate for your 
university! 
workshop@smww.com 

Colle.qe Student Discount 
Re.qistration 

Schools Represented at 
past events: 

University of Oregon 
Michigan State University 
Arizona State University 
The University of Phoenix 
University of Nebraska 
Kearney 
Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota 
Crookston 
University of Nevada, 
Reno 
University of Central 
Florida 
Stanford 
Fort Hays State University, 
Kansas 
Metropolitan State College 
Of Denver 
Ashford University 
Oregon State University 
Southwestern Law School 
Towson University 
McMaster University 
Anderson University 
Purdue University 
IUPUI 
San Diego State University 
Cardinal Stritch University 
West Virginia University 
Lynn University, Boca 
Raton, Florida 
Indiana University 
Ohio State University 
and many more! 

Contact 
workshop@smww.com for 
your group! 

Here is what one Sports 
Management Professor 
has to say about taking 
groups to SMVWV 
Conferences: 

"SMWW Conferences are a 



John Wooten, former NFL Executive, Browns 1959-67, 
Redskins 1968, Fritz Pollard Alliance Chairman and 
affectionately known as NFL’s Godfather. SMWW Faculty 
JoAnn Lenden - Detroit Lions Administrative Assistant 
Russ Lande, NFL Dralt Expert for GM Jr. Scouting & The 
Sporting News & SMWW Faculty 
Mike Stoeber, Jacksonville Jaguars Video Assistant (XOS) 
Jamie Alfieri, Oregon State University Student Video 
Assistant (XOS) 
Kristen Kuliga, NFL Agent 
Jack Mills, NFL Agent 
Derron Harris - Philadelphia Eagles Manager of Football 
Administration 
George Karras, Oakland Raiders Scout, Iongtime friend and 
associate of AI Davis 
Dave Razzano, NFL scout for more than 22 yrs,49ers, 
Rams, Cardinals. 
Matt Littlefield, former NFL pro & college scout; current 
scout for GM Jr Scouting Services 
Josh Liskiewitz, College Scout with GM Jr Scouting 
Contributor for RoarReport 
Dr. Chuck Patterson, Career Planners College Consulting 
Jim Solano - NFL Agent 
Steve Nash, Integrity Sports Broadcasting & SMWW 
Fa cu Ity 
Rick Horrow - television host of "The Business of Sports" on 
Bloomberg Television 
Marc Trestman - (tentative) Montreal AIIoettes Head Coach 
with back to back Grey Cup Championships in 2009 & 2010 
More added daily! 

must for those involved in 
sports management 
programs and who truly care 
about experiential education, 
establishing networking 
contacts with senior level 
executives, and exposing 
students to visionary thinkers 
in the field of sports 
management. Few people in 
the world can attract this 
level of talent and put them 
in one room to share their 
experiences. The SMWW 
Career Conference is the 
kind of student-focused 
activity that will raise 
retention rates, career 
placement rates, and student 
satisfaction rates." 

Ted Curtis, B.A., M.S., J.D. 
Professor of Sports 
Management 
Lynn University, Boca Raton 
Florida 

Remember to check in frequently on the Sports Career Conference 
website as new speakers are added weekly! Sign up before or on 

January 31st for the early registration discount of 

SMWW FOOTBALL CAREER CONFERENCE 
PREVIEW 

To book your room at the 
Hyatt Hotel in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, call 1-888-591- 
1234 (317-632- 1234) and 
tell them you are with the 

group Sports Management 
Worldwide. 

GREAT Hotel Room 
rates!!!!! 

Student rate - $155 

Non Student rate - $175 

Don’t wait because our 
group hotel discount 
runs out on Feb. 3rd 

What People are 
Saying About 
S   lWW°s Career 

FOOTBALL CAREER CONFERENCE PREVIEW 

"The SMVVW Sports 
Career Conference is 
definitely a who’s who of 
the NFL. Don’t miss it!" 
Matt Moore, Miami 
Dolphins QB 

"Let me bottom line this for 
you -- 
SMVWV’s conference 



Rod Graves, Arizona Cardinals GM, speaking at 
S MVV~vV Conference 

ESPN Adam Sche~er speaking with attendees 

offers prospective agents 
what no other agency is 
willing to share - 
experience and resources 
with a moral compass. 
Speakers are eager to 
provide a wealth of 
information and 
participants actually 
participate. This is not a 
conference you will find 
anywhere else. In my 
years as an agent and as 
an attorney I have yet to 
meet another person or 
agency willing to share this 
degree of expertise and 
that alone is priceless in 
the sports agent industry." 
Bruce Butler, Attorney 
and Sports Agent 

"The wealth of expertise 
you gathered across 
sports industries for all 
attendees in both panel 
and networking settings 
was truly amazing and 
exciting. I look forward to 
shaking and baking with 
the many sports leaders I 
met at the conference. I 
am already looking 
forward to the 2009 
conference!" 
Paul Martino 
Global 500 corporate 
Director and ESPN 
Sports Ticker Gameday 
Statistician 

"VVhat a wonderful 
weekend I had at your 
Sports Career Conference! 
The conference was 
informative, enlightening, 
inspirational, and very 
educational. It was a 
classy event with some 
heavy hitters of the sports 
industry used as guest 
panelists. I cannot begin to 
share with you the great 
experience I had. Thank 
you is not enough, but it is 
well deserved. Most 
impressive was the 
number of young people 
who traveled from all over 
the country and from 
abroad to attend the 
conference. It speaks 
volumes about the 
reputation and quality of 
your organization." 
Reggie Williams, Former 
MLB player: 
Los Angeles Dodgers, 
and Cleveland Indians 

"From my perspective it is 
a win-win situation. 
Students can only learn so 
much in the classroom. 
The value of spending two 
days in the same room 
with some of the top sport 
and athletic administrators 
in the United States is 



Attendees Listen to Sports Panel 

extremely valuable to 
these undergraduates. As 
one student said: "It (the 
conference) was worth 
every penny!" 
D. Floyd Jones, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Sport Management 
Program 
West Virginia University 

SMVWVAgent Advisor Joe Aloisi, Tara Moore and Matt Moore of the Miami Dolphins 
listen to speakers 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook meeting with attendees a~er the day’s session. 

Fut~e S~YW Spots Caree~ Conferences 

Hockey Career Conference at the NHL Draft 
June 21o23rd, 2012 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

NBA Summer League Conference 



July 20o12, 2012 in Las Vegas, Nevada 

MLB Winter Meetin 
December 2°3, 2012 in Nashville, Tennessee 

Spo[ts Management Worldwide o USA 
1100 NW Glisan 2B 

Po[lland, Oregon USA 
1o503o445o7105 

Spots Management Worldwide o UK 
London, England, UK 
+44 (0)871 288 4799 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc,edu by workshop@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere" <updates@createasphere. com> 

Saturday, January 28, 2012 1:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Learn from the experts! 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Sunday, January 29, 2012 11:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: when convenient please clarify 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Brent...will do 

On Sun, Jan 29, 2012 at 8:19 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Hi Frank,**** 

The time has been added to your time sheet; just don[]t forget to clock in 
and out any time you are here working.**** 

Thanks,**** 

Brent**** 

*From:* Frank Felicelli [maiho:frank.feliceN@ora~N¢.k12.~ca~s] 
*Sent:* Saturday, January 28, 2012 12:39 PM 
*To:* Bethel, Bradley Richard 
*Cc:* Blanton, Brent S 
*Subject:* when convenient please clarify**** 

*Tuesday, January 10th 6-7PM* Learning Assistant training focused on 
working with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and 
note-taking. ** * * 

*Wednesday, January 1 lth 6-730PM* Department-wide (subject tutors and 
learning assistants) professional development training and break-out groups. 

*Thursday, January 12th 6-7PM* Learning Assistant training focused on 
working with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and 
note-taking. 

In addition to above *I worked until 830pm on session with football 
players and note taking seminar.* The 2 hours of online time would be 
added to this, if I have it correct. My bank has only credited me with one 
hour of work for the time period referenced above. If I am correct my next 
check should reflect *4.5 hrs. in addition * to what I accumulated the 
past 2 weeks. 

Please advise. And thank you for catching this.**** 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 



> World History, AP European History 
> Cedar Ridge High School 

> NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, 
copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 
please notify the sender immediately and please delete the message. **** 
> 
> E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to 
third parties.**** 
> 

> :1: :1: 

> 

> 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied 
or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, 
please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify 
the sender immediately and please delete the message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 
parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 8:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TIM 

TEXT.htm 

Brent and Tmcy, 

Here is the breakdown of my hours the last two weeks: 

Academics: 

1/17 1:10-4:55 PM 
1/18 7:07-9:00 AM 

1/19 7:07-9:00 AM 

1/20 7:17-9:00 AM 

1/23 7:06-9:00 AM, 
1/24 7:07-9:00 AM 

1/25 7:11-9:00 AM, 
1/26 7:07-9:00 AM 

1/27 7:21-9:00 AM 

5:45-8:00 PM 

1:10-3:16 PM 

Basketball Class Checking: 

1/17 9:00-1:09 

1/18 9:00-2:06 
1/19 10:08-12:12 

1/20 9:00-1:53 

1/23 9:00-2:26 

1/24 9:00-1:15 
1/25 9:00-1:10 

1/27 9:00-1:31 

Basketball Game Day Operations: 
1/26 4:37-9:18 PM 
1/29 3:57-8:15 PM 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 1/30/2012 7:14 AM >>> 
Hi Kendra, 
Don’t forget to clock out and then clock back in when you are tmnsitioning from the front desk to class checking. 
with the hours breakdown as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 

Shoot me the email 



Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iimrheerN~e.cs~com<l"~?:iTmrheelbl~e.cs~v.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of January 30, 2012 
Date 
1/30 
1/31 
1/31 
2/1 
2/4 
2/5 

Event 
Leadership Academy 

Women’ s Group 
Injured Ath. Support Group 
Football Signing Day Event 
Men’s Lacrosse Tailgate 

Order of the Bell Tower 

Time 
6:00PM-9:00PM 
Noon-2:00PM 
7:00-8:00 PM 
5:00PM-9:00PM 
11:00 AM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse/Upper Club 

Week of February 6, 2012 
Date Event 
2/6 Leadership Academy 

2/7 Women’ s Group 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of February 13, 2012 
Date 
2/13 
2/14 
2/16 
2/17 
2/17 
2/18 
2/18 
2/18 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Chamber of Commerce 
Private Event 
UNC Development Event 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
Terri Houston Event 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
5:30 PM 
7:00-10:00PM 
6:00-12:00 AM 
8:00 AM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 9:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Hello All, 
Would 2pm on Tuesday, February 21st work for each of you to meet with the Bookstore folks to discuss our textbook distribution 
process this semester and the future of the process? Wally, feel free to have Tia and/or Jaimie join us instead or in addition to you. 
Just let me know. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistam Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 9:54 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Susan, 

That works for me as well! Thanks for setting this up. 

Natalie 

Natalie Lutz 
Compliance Assistant 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-4738 
nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Susan Maloy 1/30/2012 9:46 AM >>> 
Hello All, 
Would 2pm on Tuesday, February 21st work for each of you to meet with the Bookstore folks to discuss our textbook distribution 
process this semester and the future of the process? Wally, feel free to have Tia and/or Jaimie join us instead or in addition to you. 
Just let me know. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 10:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Ok, sounds like 2pm on the 21st works for everyone. I will confirm this with the Bookstore. Will probably meet in the conference 
room in Loudermilk. But I will get back to you on the location. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

>>> Natalie Lutz 1/30/2012 9:54 AM >>> 
Susan, 

That works for me as well! Thanks for setting this up. 

Natalie 

Natalie Lutz 
Compliance Assistant 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-4738 
nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Susan Maloy 1/30/2012 9:46 AM >>> 
Hello All, 
Would 2pm on Tuesday, February 21st work for each of you to meet with the Bookstore folks to discuss our textbook distribution 
process this semester and the future of the process? Wally, feel free to have Tia and/or Jaimie join us instead or in addition to you. 
Just let me know. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Malty <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 10:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

No, I can’t figure out why it is doing that. Do you know how to fix it? 

>>> "Blanton, Breut S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/30/2012 10:34 AM >>> 

Got it. Do you mean for that twitter thing to be so large? ! ? 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov2a~m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Natalie Lutz; Tom Timmermans; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

Hello All, 

Would 2pm on Tuesday, February 21st work for each of you to meet with the Bookstore folks to discuss our textbook distribution 
process this semester and the future of the process? Wally, feel free to have Tia and/or Jaimie join us instead or in addition to you. 
Just let me know. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Malty 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy @uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

TEXT. htm; IMAGE.j peg 

Yay! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/30/2012 10:36 AM >>> 

Be right there 

From: Susan Maloy [gmilto:sbmalo~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 10:36 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

No, I can’t figure out why it is doing that. Do you know how to fix it? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/30/2012 10:34 AM >>> 
Got it. Do you mean for that twitter thing to be so large?!? 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbma!o~’~mcaa.tmc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Natalie Lutz; Tom Timmermans; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Meeting with Bookstore - Feb. 21 

Hello All, 

Would 2pm on Tuesday, February 21 st work for each of you to meet with the Bookstore folks to discuss our textbook distribution 
process this semester and the future of the process? Wally, feel free to have Tia and/or Jaimie join us instead or in addition to you. Just 
let me know. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 10:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
test 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 11:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: test 

TEXT.htm; IMAGEpng 

thanks to you .... 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/30/2012 10:55 AM >>> 

So much better! 
B 

From: Susan Maloy [maiho:sbmalo~mcaa.~mc.e&t] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: test 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 6:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 1-30-12: Gamecocks Top SEC in Academics, Big Wins in Women’s 
Hoops 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 1-30-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



BC Tops SEC Fall 
Academic Honor New Di~[in.~ School Spotlight: 
Roll RecordA A La’Keisha Sutton 

Softball Season Baseball Single Gamecock Club 
Tickets Game Tickets Renewal Deadline 
Available now! Available now for Gamecock Club 
Adults $25, youth Gamecock Club, Renewals Due 
17 & under $10 Feb. 1 t£ public TOMORROW! 
Details ,&.>> Details A>> Details 

Thursday Feb 2 
WBB @ #8 Tennessee - 7 PM 
TV: CSS Listen Qnline 

Thursday Feb 2 
MBB @#11 Florida - 9 PM 
TV: ESPN2 Radio 
Friday Feb 3 
Softball Garnet & Black Game - 
3 PM 
Saturday Feb 4 
MBB vs. #1 Kentucky - 6 PM 
TV: ESPN Radio 

Click here for more info on this 
week’s games & promotions! 

Scores: 

MBB vs. Alabama - W,56-54 
WBB vs. Ole Miss- W,61-43 
MBB,~, @ Ole Miss- L, 66-62 
WBB vs. Miss St - W,69-43 

Football 
- Lorenzo Ward Q&A 

- Farmer’s Market Videoboard 

- Rice Athletics Center 
Academics 
- New GPA Record 
Baseball 

- Baseball Media Day 
Men’s Tennis 
- Gamecocks Stay Undefeated 
Women’s Tennis 

- Won Season Opener 7-0 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question:,~, Why doesn’t South Carolina 

release the names of prospects who are visiting 

campus for official visits? 

~¢~ yeur home 
or b~sine~s from 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours:MonoFr A9:00a.m 5:00pm 

Phone: (803) 7774274 or (800) 4SCoFANS or 
(800) 4723267 
Emsik athletictickets~sc.ed u 
Fax: (803)777o7971 
Un ve~sity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Linco#3 Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Answer: The NCAA does not allow an 
institution to publicize (or arrange for publicity 

of) a prospective student-athlete’s visit to the 
institutions campus. The prospect can’t be 
involved in any activity that would make the 
public or media aware of the visit to campus. An 
institution may not introduce a visiting prospect 
during a~, game or allow his/her picture to be 
placed on the video screen. 

Office of Compliance Services: 

Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800o4SCoFANS OR ~amecocktickets~sc.edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle University" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 7:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PeopleSoft EPM Core and Technical Accelerated 9.1 Course for You! 

TEXT.htm 



~ To ensure delivery directly to your inbox, please add reply@oracle-mail.corn to your address book today. 

If you are having trouble viewing this newsletter, please c~ick here. 

PeopleSoft EPM Core and Technical Accelerated 9.1 

Contact Your Oracle 
University 
Representative 

Contact Now 

1.800.529.0165 (US) 
1.866.825.9790 (~A),& 

~/i~i~ Get a Personalized 
Training Cata~og~ 

I Request Catalog I 

Achieve World Class Performance! 

¯ PeopleSoft EPM Core & Technical Accelerated Rel 9.1 (US/Canada) 
Oracle’s PeopleSoft Enterprise performance management enables organizations to achieve 
world-class performance by aligning the right information and resources to strategic 
objectives. Let Oracle University show you how. Sign up for this course today! 

View the complete course schedule. 

Connect 

Reference Code N1014 

~ A PeopleSoft EPM Core & Technical Accelerated Rel 9.1 (US/Canada)~ 

This course covers core concepts necessary to deploy and maintain PeopleSoft’s EPM solution. Learn about EPM 
Warehouses and Analytical Applications, IBM WebSphere DataStage, EPM business rules, metadata for Analytical 
Applications, EPM security, and Jobstreams. 

Hardware and So ware 

Copyright ,&© 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. 
All rights reserved. 

Contact Us I L~_qaJ Notices and Terms of Use I P£ivacy Sta$~m@n~ 

SEV100020248 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United States 

Create or update y’our ~rofi!e to receive customized e-mail about Oracle products and services. 

If you do not wish to receive any further electronic marketing communications from Oracle you can Opt-Out completely, please note you will no 

longer receive newsletters and product information you may have subscribed to.Z~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 9:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

5 Principles to Improve Your Service Culture 

TEXT.htm 

View This Email Online: 
h~iir~ow e~o~a co~ies as°~%-607&e-340278&ekl-3ab86a14c837440d95e52748c ~ 15d356 

5 Principles to Improve Your Service Culture 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.comi> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

5 Principles to Improve Your Service Culture .... 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar <~:iileam.gotoassist.comiformsi0209 ~ 2-NAoG2A°WBRoL 1 ? 
[D=70150000000 X~ Y&elq_=3 abg6a14cg3 7 440d9 5e5 27 48c115d3 56> .... 

Brent: 

If you get the product right and deliver service in a "craveable" experience, consumers will come! 

When Zappos was in its infancy, many thought it couldn’t succeed at selling shoes online. Instead, Zappos has built one of America’s 
most successful brand names and an enviable, albeit wacky, service culture. 

Join this live webinar with Joseph Michelli, author of The Zappos Experience, to learn how you can inspire, engage and wow your 
stakeholders [] just like Zappos. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 
.... REGISTER < toassist.com/[k~rmsi020912°NAoG2AoWBRoL 1 ? 
[D=70150000000 X~ Y&elq_=3 ab86a14c83 7 440d9 5e5 27 48c115d3 56> .... 

Topic: The Zappos Experience: 5 Principles to Inspire, Engage and Wow 

Date: Tuesday, February 9 
Time: 11 AM (PST) / 2 PM (EST) 

Speakers: 
Joseph Michelli, Author of The Zappos Experience 

Joseph Michelli 

Attend this interactive webinar to learn: 
*How to drive service experience outcomes 
*The true values that can lead your business to success 
*And more... 

*How to increase "service velocity" 



Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <hlW/ileam,gotoassist.co~rL/forms/020912oNAoG2AoWBRoL 1? 
[D=70150000000XrtBY&el~=3 abg(ml 4c837440d95e52748c 115d356> .... 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be imerested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach ] VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <ht~p:/A~,~.w.citrixonline.comi> 

"Facebook" <~:L/~.ww.facebook.comisharer.                  toassist.corr~f?ormsi020912oNAoG2AoWBRoL 1 ? 
gD-70150000000Xr~BY&elq-3ab86a14c837440d95e52748cl15d356> Share <http:/iwww.facebook.comisharer.php? 
u= otoassist.com/fom~si020912 oNAoG2AoWBRoL 1 ? 
i~D=70150000000XnBY&el~3ab86a14c837440d95e52748c115d356> "Twittter" <~://wd~er.com/?stams-5 iPrinciggles 
lo Improve Your SenTice CuFmre %28via ~o~oassis~%29 %0D%4)A > Tweet <~:/i~wiRer.comi?s’m~us-5 Prirtciples ~o 
Improve Your Service CuFmre %28via ,~o~oassist%29 %0D%0A > 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:L/%vww.citrixortli~e.comi~privacv.tmN 
Unsubscribe: !~p :iilearr~.cit~ixo~fline. corw’~orms/U us~bsc~ibe ? 
m~iqt~eid=3ab86a14cg37440d95e52748cl 15d356&email-blau~ou~tmc~.tmc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 10:29 AM 

Brent Blanton ~olanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

One Word That Gets Your Prospect to Act 

]~,XT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
ht ://cam ~J ~li20co~sta~ttcor~tactcom/iendei?ih-b’~he nbab&v=001v HNA tll3KvEo avR%7t~HSF2t KHdsmT58nDDSJi~T~WU b3TPzRC0~ke 9~N 4mCPWzeCXW m6OnlvocoDD~NXMN- 

You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o:/Ix.Jsitor r20 cow,stall{cola{act com/c {s-~?11r b,a.he~bab&~- 11091826714095611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,sd: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:iIvisitor cor~:~ta~l~coa~act co~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fiiOW~Lavd~oB~F ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001~r~aSSEiHDPWv519t~5ociA%3D%3D&~eason 001I~9?~EsU%3D&tli-bwheq~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Newsletter Header [hCq0://i20 rs6 ~eti/~ isp? 
11r bwheq!~bab&e~ 1109182671409&~56114&e 001clkm~lf’olEtK 9w2~h5bCRWU~)~‘~gkk~G9~OhT4‘\\~JV~e~E‘~)-‘c-~=B~DAxaYdK~8J~Y7~eZ1~OTJRiw~9N‘~-/2~.i2W2LJ7KI~&~A ] 

January 31, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 5 

One Word Thut Gets Your Prospect to Act 

Words are powerful. 

When you create great reclaliti~g messages [~xi/’da~l~o~do~ com!totai-recrultl~g-solu~io~v?mo~e], 
the right words - at tile fight time - can make tile difference between a great response 
and a lackluster response from your prospect list. 

This much we know: A truly persuasive coach can be a reclalifi~g force that’s tongh 
to beat. 

So, what’s one copywritillg secret that can help make any coach more persuasive? 
Actually, its not a "secret". It’s a word. A little psychological trick that can 
make all tile difference when you are tlying to get someone to do what you want: 
Just say "because." 

Here’s a quick stolT behind tile theory...one thut I usually explain when we conduct 
one of our On-Campus Workshops [h~u’/ds,:.~do~ comiori-site-car~ff~as-wo~ksho~] for 
an athletic departlnent or coaching staf£ Robert Cialdini, in his book "The Art 
of hlfluence", desclibes an expeliment he conducted where a student with a stack 
of papers approaches a line of other students all waiting to use tile copy macthtle 

at a large university and asks them if they would not mind letti~g thtn cut in line. 

In one variation of the expemnent, tile student approaches tile people waihtlg in 
line and says, "Excuse me, I’ve got five pages. May I jump in and use tile machine?" 

In another variation, tile student does tile same exact thtng, except tiffs time he 
says, "May I jump in and use tile machine, because I’m in a rush..." 

Seems like such a subtle difference, doesn’t it? However, tile differences between 
results were anythtng but subtle... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
ilr bwhe~ibab&e> 1109182671409&s 56114&e 001 ctkm>a ~{b 1F3nflrtlY7*aC6RSGv WOvS3~tvd2wXahAPoM~t6Z OxhLBerE Wzamlz~l KKt6kJIHgdefTZExl y~ 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e ~ctkmba~f~EmupR9vjhAqfYzsWFVaHn5GZTYUdM~55b~G9M~6uHt25ts5iTAGUItV~a~GKHV~rGv~YSVXzR~pIiyB~VjB9j5zc~DvK~-z28~yefFJM~s6BQDR- 

O Xi3 ¥~!M G48 Jj dO 91MT M G ON emkXnldqdJTp M S d $4 P 3 B 6 L unrip-WnY 9k 8 aM Q e c wgc L D 7tXK8 G900nUyE A5rk6 yC 4auDWoTW9427 O E F Z fPWb J M rR-B Cmt3 V50rCj zj k9 hs H 2 L 3 F r F- 
roUgYWiFOgM9 fXHB 4bIT17ogibiak] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
lit bwhe~qbab&e~ 1109182671 ~09&s 56114&e 001 ctk~ffb 1GHdMZ4w                                     5w FvYzv fN ~-g’~ ~,iNcM Shtiv vZr~cq!~ fLm4Nw [~2 ZC9nId&t~rrl}2 AMbaU~2¢?BPPiFV-3 

Front Rush [h~!a:i.q2Ors6ne~dl~{sr~?llr bwheqnhab&e>1109182671409&~56114&e:::00 lc*k~g?alfolF2~J721Ap~15WmB- 

e65UNkM~b~ldaEiBAMDFaUZ~YOFYJUm~HWe432LAD               KG-~., JrXcFPI7 Dw~m Y c3                                                        ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [~ sO ~eff~ijsp?llr ~qlflJab&e~ 1109182671409&~56114&e 001 ctk mt~l~e 1FPMzM7enS~SLIKL nl ce~.BASTKe 95vLgHImOaBNwS3 J5iHqcB-aJ.2 X-M Hif7 JKpR>/~ OY c- 
ft~.z~s~>. ~J]u6ti xzNC4VLrl4dZLl<lgYlxmB3WdiilrC11Lz>aqo~t6DxOFikp-aaszegSFN~/",Q~] 

TWITTER AND FACEBOOK CHANGING THE FACE OF RECRUITING 

More and more prospects are tm~ff~g to Facebook and Twitter to commtmicate with 
tile coaches that are recruiting them, and their fans that are following them. WI~at 
do college recruiters need to know? Check out ore Facebook page for tile whole story. 
CLICK HERE [h~qJ://12OIs6~leti~{sp?lh bwhecl~lbab&e~1109182671409&s 56114&e O01c*Da~Ig~IFPMzM7enSx5LIKU~Ilcen~BASTKe95vL7H~OaBNwS3J5iHc~cB-UCXM H{~JKpRa4.QYc- 
~b~-nsnw~Jlt~6b xZNC4VLr14dZLK19YlxmB3Wc~rC1 l~~p-aa~FK~_ ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [trt.~o://i 20 r s6 netdn~:~xOxd~&e> 1109182671409&,, 56114&e 001 ctkmt~db 1E fh~aB PHzSa,~vhasRSCkSPuifkl’HL HKg\VxstO~ ZvoXZMFgO2SX1W~iYeTatPOcz-- 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive reclalifi~g atticles, 
late-breaking reclaliti~g news, and our obsei~catlons and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE [ 
11r bwhe~tbab&e~l109182671~09&s 56114&e ~ctk~b~Ef~IJ~‘~wbasRSCkS~f~‘~HLHK%~‘~Z2~MF7O2S~i~YeTat~cz-~t ~.s/~YXYIx~l@¢i]qui~e4IGhgb2mltjmib2G- 
~3’7~0 PLNcI Q MQSibJNL Wl’c] 

NCSA Showing College Recruiters New Level of Expettise in Provitling Detailed Prospect 
hlfo 

If you’re a college recruiter who is finding NCSA Atitletic Reclalitii~g’s [~:!k 20 rs6 netI~2 

llr tra, hecl~lbab&e~ l109182671409&~56114&e :001ctlc~p~blGdf}~tld4{ IFNMveWJi698vcPa~leqUaw2~5, Yil~Vq~!t~sIGgNFr5YU>cZYWFY2~4 WJV~fPf~K~vI,H~NkDN730pCCkb5- 
3kbYLT ~tVGG3OaN1Boa54XzSBG5ZXw~Bk~A~ _]Nospect 
~lfommfion a cut above tile rest, there’s a reason. 

NCSA Recrultii~g Coaches combine over 50 years of college coaching expelience. These 
Recruiting Coaches include record-settling folaner college athletes, folaner and professiolml 



athletes, and award-wiiming Recmiti~lg analysts. They’ve done it. Click here [ 
~r b’~teqiqbab&e~l109182671409&s 56114&e 001clkmb,~ffblGWV 0JFOMO1MbTGEfL379~ 

] 
to take a look! 

"Evaluating a player is something we take vmT seriously," says Ryun Wulker, NCSA 
Head Recruiting Coact~, former recruiting analyst and NFL scout. "First, we have 
to watch their video and evaluate how they play. The~, we look at their stats and 
awards ttley’ve received. Fiimlly, we huve to look at their grades and SAT/ACT scores 
to ensme we are matchi~g students athletically and academically with each college." 

However, tile process doesn’t end there. NCSA Recruiti~g Coaches also huve to take 
into accomlt tile preferences of the student as well as tile preferences of the college. 

For example, ifa coach only wants recruits fiom Texas, then he won’t receive a 
prospects’ ~mme fiom Oklahoma even thongh that student-athlete hus Texas listed 
on his preferences. 

Joyce Wellhoefer, NCSA Sm~ior Recmiti~g Coach who has more than 20 years of experience 
as a sol}ball and basketball coach at various division levels, says "When I get 
an email fiom a student-athlete who is excited about their commitment to college, 
I’m thi-illed that I assisted in that match." 

Wunt to customize tile types of prospects you get from tile team at NCSA Athletic 
Recruiting? SLmple: Just email collegerelatioi~s@ncsasports.org [m~ilto:cnlle~erelu~,io~s,@,~csaspo~ts o~?] 
and let them know what you are looki~g for!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
~r b’,~teofflbab&e> 1109182671409&s 56114&e 001 clkm>affb 1Gdf;ahd2~l IFNMKeWJi698vcRme@ aw, 2~d Yi 1 ~"~?~gKN Fr5YUyZYWFY2 fi~4 WJV~ fPfK CCkb5- 

3kbYLT                                            tVGG3OabhBoa54 XzSB G5 Z Xv~, fBWk _] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e ~ctkmba~EmupR9vj~kAqfYzsWFVaHn5GZTYUdM~55b~G9M~6uHt25ts5iTAGUItVmGKHV~rGv~YSVXzR~pIiyB4VjB9j5zc~DvK4-z28~yefTJM~s6BQDR- 
O Xi3 ¥%!M G48 Jj dO 91MT M G ON emkXm4qdJTp M S d $4 P 3 B 6 L mlHp-WnY 9k 8 aM Q e c wgc L D 7tXK8 G900nUyE A5rk6 yC 4auDWoTW9427 O E F Z fPWb J M rR-B Cmt3 V50rCj zj k9 hs H 2 L 3 F r F- 
roUgYWiFOTM9 fXHB 4bIT17oTibiak] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
11r bwhe~lnbab&e~::l 109182671409&~56114&e 001 clkm~xnl’o 1GHdMZ4wgvIte7J\&~\,V QQMd ~bs~rl@c f~lcxc pgW 5w Fv~_/zx, i~’~iCEd~;~blcMSb:~vvZ, ncqefi~4Nv~2ZC9nIdLu~n;~ AMbaUnWBPPiFV-3 Y ~] 

2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference 

2012 NCRC [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e 001ctkmex~ffolEF6XzY ~HHcLfSE~F6Z6SGxJGvj6Wu6jc~xnUie8ewL34~ZAMqfCnTRci8imXs4x26hcjxM~jHyiu7SvSzuZBez~lgVm7eNv7sNQbCNjgUvk~c6v3rcBju 

Be in Boston this Jmle for tile #1 recruiting traipsing weekend in college sports. 
CLICK HERE [D~p://~20 rs6 ~ct~t ~p?lh bwhe~b~b&e~ 1109182671409&s 56114&e 001 ctkmr~mfb 1GC~I 0OHv-dvs MI U 1 elov8 wwB~/iIe9 M0oZ~,YeM2i~~W L Pz~:~ w 

g_ kdGMkxSKL wiCM O7sXff~B JaDxsM 8T~X~}~] 

How Facebook’s Timeline Can hnpact YOUR Reci~ting 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [                                    ] 

Recently, Facebook went live with their new Facebook Timeline. 

This is a total redesign of your own perso~lul page (tile page ttlat people see when 
ttley click your 1rome). Timeline essentially gives you more control over what people 
see, and how they see it. 

We want to go into a bit of detail so thut you are aware of what your recruits will 
see, especially because Timeline hus gone from an opt-in to a complete roll-out, 
wt~ch means it affects all users. 

Fiom a distance, Timeline is just a illllrlillg history of your photos, posts, events, 
apps, songs, and anything else lypically associated with Facebook. However, clue 
to its granulality, tile first thi~lg you shonld do is... 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e ~ctkmba~EmupR9vj~kAqfYzsWFVaHn5GZTYUdM~55b~G9M~6uHt25ts5iTAGUItVmGKHV~rGv~YSVXzR~pIiyB4VjB9j5zc~DvK4-z28~yefTJM~s6BQDR- 
O Xi3 ¥%!M G48 Jj dO 91MT M G ON emkXm4qdJTp M S d $4 P 3 B 6 L unrip-WnY 9k 8 aM Q e c wgc L D 7tXK8 G900nUyE A5rk6 yC 4auDWoTW9427 O E F Z fPWb J M rR-B Cmt3 V50rCj zj k9 hs H 2 L 3 F r F- 
roUgYWiFOTM9 fXHB 4bIT17oTibiak] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 

] 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e 001ctkmex~ffolEF6XzY ~HHcLfSE~F6Z6SGxJGvj6Wu6jc~xnUie8ewL34~ZAMqfCnTRci8imXs4x26hcjxM~jHyiu7SvSzuZBez~lgVm7eNv7sNQbCNjgUvk~c6v3rcBju 

Our team of experts helped hml&eds of coaches last year. Be one of them this year. 

CLICK HERE [h!~:p://~20~s6~et/~{sp?llr bwhecl~bab&e~1109182671409&s 56114&e ~1c*~‘~IE~Y~d5~ADJxQA~A~N~dB~aM21hiYUWA3d~H~{E6XX~XKV~12~aAPD~pS~PdHNT~abpkeXC~g 2GV~zvEd% 
Ee0rTdw:dV3E Ei~, N Lvr¢,zB 5~TgDLO2P~d:~4RbqBYy-OLostFx~,&oLv~sFldIQUB] 

SuI1)risi~g Study Shows Texas Prospects 

Not More Likelyto Succeed as College Athletes 

It’s a line of thii~ki~g thut ail’ects tile way many college coaches recruit: 

If you want great athletes who are goi~g to be heads and tails above others aromld 
tile countlT, you head to Texas. 

But is thut really tile case? 

ESPN’s Mitch ShelTtlan produced a l:osciim~lg atticle on tile topic, and shows that 
tile lo~g-held perception that Texas reci~ts make better college athletes ~nlght 
be oll’base. 

Read this in-depth atticle - and hear what Dan Tudor says on tile topic - by clickii~g 
on tile li~k below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e 001ctkmezdffolH ehUIardMFwhMTg WnlR1ZCtkRaGM2N3uze6C4acPkOqbuhtWLE7mCYmvS14aUmOTLfGDzrUqaE2a 1HRlrbslBSotkKka5WSRd2YDBy3WNmpOoC] 



--K~t83skmG8mCk7oNnc9Hn4ma9-8231ZDyFEz0uL7-GR,xcRV9bmKJMwDONFyDZQ3SA wfk3vzx49gF5816M-15iY ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e ~ctk~ba~E~nupR9vj~AqfYzsWF¥’aH1~5GZTYUc~M~55b~G9M~6uHt25ts5iTAGUIt¥’~GKH¥’~rGv~YS¥’XzR~pIiyB4¥’jB9j5zc~DvK4-z28~yefTJM~s6BQDR- 
O Xi3 ¥~!M G48 Jj dO 91MT M G ON emkXm4qdJTp M S d $4 P 3 B 6 L unrip-WnY 9k 8 aM Q e c wgc L D 7tXK8 G900nUyE A5rk6 yC 4auDWoTW9427 O E F Z ~o J M rR-B Cmt3 V50rCj zj k9 t~ H 2 L 3 F r F- 
roUgYWiFOTM9 ~HB 4bIT17oTibiak] 

Follow us on TmRer [t~xii~20 rs(~ net/m js~ 
llr bwE~b&e~l1091~671409&~56114&e 001ctkH~ffbl~HdMZ4wgvIteTJ~U~OMd lnz~W5w FvYzvfXi~MSbm, vZ~cqefk@Nwt~zcg~MbaU~WBPPiFV-3YQ ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~lutioffs top prospec~ for fiee. 

1l~ bwi~ec~i~b&~ 1109182~71409&~ 5~~ibl~’_ ~%eW,~i698vcRme NF~5Y 
3kbYLT                                            tVGG3Oabt~Boa54Y~SB G5ZXw fB/&~ .] 

Using Sig~ffng Day to Create Buzz with Yore Recruits 

Wuit, you mean you can "use" all the publicity and buzz arom~d the upcomi~lg Signi~g 
Day to create some positive buzz with yore recruits? 

Even if you aren’t a big-time progn-am? 

Yes. 

The sigiffng date - one of six sig~ffng periods in the NCAA - gives you a unique window 
of oppo~mffty to tie-in all of tt~e publicity and news coverage with you and yore 
progn-am at yore school. And, you can do it even if you aren’t a sport in the upcomi~g 
signing period fre~zy. 

Here’s wtlat our research has uncovered... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llOg182671409&s 56114&e ~ctkm~/~ff~EjEX‘x~UFj8kSa6BrZLB2B2ZhkQRG~-uL45mgtI4~FGvzDFfz~aK~x7uxrgJZxV~4- 
VJNXB B 4oY5XDtXcllkxfzFWj DGKfgoriUkuioYBuoEMkn0klNwPmukgVTYnD JVOeZa 1 nqFhXq515v5RXQE 1 G1Lpqy4s8 JKYLHVpTT sYnLvexgy- 2dRTKN] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e ~ctk~ba~E~nupR9vj~AqfYzsWF¥~aH~5GZTYU~M~55b~G9M~6uHt25ts5iTAGUIt¥~GKH¥~rGv~YS¥~XzR~pIiyB4¥’jB9j5zc~DvK4-z28~yefTJM~s6BQDR- 
O Xi3 ¥~!M G48 Jj dO 91MT M G ON emkXm4qdJTp M S d $4 P 3 B 6 L m~Hp-WnY 9k 8 aM Q e c wgc L D 7tXK8 G900nUyE A5rk6 yC 4auDWoTW9427 O E F Z fPWb J M rR-B Cmt3 V50rCj zj k9 hs H 2 L 3 F r F- 
roUgYWiFOTM9 fXHB 4bIT17oTibiak] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
llr bwlte@~bab&e~l109182671409&~56114&e 001ctkm~blGHdMZ4w~¢IteTJV~zWO©Md i~                 F~’~z~/f\~N~,~cMSbm~/Zn~ell~a4N~A~2ZC9nIdL~¢r%_AMbaUnWBPPiFV-3¥O~] 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Trai~ff~g Videos 

Dan Tudor book [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109182671409&~56114&e 001ctkm~/dffolEF6XzY ~HHcLfSE~F6Z6SGxJGvj6Wu6jc~xnUie8ewL34~ZAMqfCnTRci8imXs4x26hcjxM~jHyiu7SvSzuZBez~gVm7eNv7sNQbCNjgUvk~c6v3rcBju 

Looking for quick, inexpei~sive ttai~ffng for you and yore coactzh~g stair? CLICK 
HERE [                                i, ab&e> 1109182671409 &s 56114&e 001 c lkml-xl?Jbl HK i RmlPVWcJ40a~~gCe f’G~,x/-jAAU RIxID3 XA VbI IcCJAI~,o,L fl U Bdi~ggb [- 

] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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Here is the report for football. 

Susan 



SpoRs ~anagement Worldwide 
Caree~ Conference at the NFL Combine: 

February 24th & 25th, 20~ 2 

Hurry, ear/y ~:egistration discount 

Tuesday~ Januady 31st 
C~ick here to reqister now 

New Speaker Added! CLE°s for 

Mike 
Tannebaum 
New York 
Jets GM 

Click here to read 
more about the 
conference... 

Since being 
named general 

manager of the New York Jets on Feb. 7, 2006, Mike Tannenbaum 
has led the Green & White to four winning seasons, three playoff 
entries, a quartet of playoff wins and AFC Conference 
Championship appearances the past two years. 

Tannenbaum, who added the title of executive vice president on 
June 17, 2008, and has become one of the most respected 
architects in football, has acquired eight players who’ve gone on to 
play in the NFL’s Pro Bowl. 
He is responsible for managing all football operations, including the 
coaching staff, overseeing pro and college scouting, and 
supervising salary cap management and contract analysis, video 
and football technologies, equipment, operations, training and 
medical personnel, training camp and turf management. 

He is also charged with establishing and implementing policies and 

An additional session 
Sunday morning will 
be provided for 
A~omeys needing 
CLE’s. 

"The #npact of New 
Collective 

Agreements and 
Labor Peace on 

Representing or 

and Coaches" 
presented by 
RobeA Ru×in, 

1.5 CLE Credit 
Hours 

Why attend? 

"This is the 
’must attend’ 
event of the year 
for those 
involved in the 



practices, and is involved in all areas of financial planning with 
respect to personnel decisions in the signing of free agents, the 
selection of players in the college draft, trades and waivers. 

Tannenbaum’s belief in developing players within the Jets’ system 
mirrors his own ascent to the position of general manager. He was 
first hired by the Jets on Feb. 19, 1997, by Bill Parcells as director 
of player contract negotiations, which emphasized his expertise and 
knowledge of the salary cap. 

Before coming to the Jets, the Needham, Mass., native graduated 
from the University of Massachusetts with his degree in accounting, 
worked as an intern with the Pittsfield (N.Y.) Mets of the Class A 
New York-Penn League in 1991, then worked as a player 
personnel assistant with the Browns in 1995 and, while graduating 
cum laude and earning his certificate in sports law from Tulane Law 
School, with the Saints in 1996. 

Tannenbaum was selected to the NFL General Managers Advisory 
Committee in 2008, appointed to the Board of Directors of the 
Sports Lawyers Association in 2008, and is also a member of the 
American Bar Association in the Sports and Entertainment division. 
He has been a Iongtime supporter of numerous charitable 
endeavors and has served as a chairman for the Alliance for Lupus 
Research’s Walk. 

2012 Confirmed Speakers 
(New Speakers Added Weekly} 

Mike Tannenbaum - New York Jets GM 
Reggie Mckenzie, Oakland Raiders GM (Fritz Pollard 
Alliance) 
Adam Schefter- ESPN 
Dawn Aponte - Miami Dolphins Sr. VP of Football 
Operations 
Raymond Berry, Pro Football Hall of Fame, Baltimore Colts 
- 1955-67 with Johnny Unitas. Former Coach of the 
Cowboys, Patriots, Lions, Broncos 
Mike Stanfield, New Orleans Saints VP of Ticket & Suite 
Sales 
Greg Hylton, Indianapolis Colts VP of Premium Seating & 
Ticket Sales 
John Wooten, former NFL Executive, Browns 1959-67, 
Redskins 1968, Fritz Pollard Alliance Chairman and 
affectionately known as NFL’s Godfather. SMWW Faculty 
Russ Lande, NFL Draft Expert for GM Jr. Scouting & The 
Sporting News & SMWW Faculty 
Mike Stoeber, Jacksonville Jaguars Video Assistant (XOS) 
Jamie Alfieri, Oregon State University Student Video 
Assistant (XOS) 
Kristen Kuliga, NFL Agent 
Jack Mills, NFL Agent 
Derron Harris - Philadelphia Eagles Manager of Football 
Administration 
George Karras, Oakland Raiders Scout, Iongtime friend and 

football 
business. You 
will establish 
key 
relationships, 
learn skills and 
strategies that 
will last a 
lifetime, and 
enhance your 
resume with 
quafity 
networking." 

General Admission- 
$300 
Early Bird Discount 
before 1/15 o $250 
Student Admission: 
Early Bird Discount 
before 1/15 o $160 

College students are 
encouraged to attend. 

College Credit 
transferable to your 
school. 

January 31st: 
$16o 

Many college groups are 
attending together. 
Contact us to work out a 
group rate for your 
university! 
workshop@smww.com 

Colle.qe Student Discount 
Re.qistration 

Schools Represented at 
past events: 



associate of AI Davis 
Chisom Opara, Cleveland Browns College Area Scout (Fritz 
Pollard Alliance) 
Dave Razzano, NFL scout for more than 22 yrs,49ers, 
Rams, Cardinals. 
Reggie Cobb, San Francisco 49ers Area Scout (Fritz 
Pollard Alliance) 
Matt Littlefield, former NFL pro & college scout; current 
scout for GM Jr Scouting Services 
Josh Liskiewitz, College Scout with GM Jr Scouting 
Contributor for RoarReport 
Dr. Chuck Patterson, Career Planners College Consulting 
Jim Solano - NFL Agent 
Steve Nash, Integrity Sports Broadcasting & SMWW 
Fa cu Ity 
Rick Horrow - television host of "The Business of Sports" on 
Bloomberg Television 
Bob Ruxin, VP and General Counsel, Kazmaier Associates, 
Inc. 
Leo Ezerins, Canadian Football League Executive Director 
More added daily! 

Remember to check in frequently on the Sports Career Conference 
website as new speakers are added weekly! Si.qn up before or on 
January 31st for the early registration discount of 

University of Oregon 
Michigan State University 
Arizona State University 
The University of Phoenix 
University of Nebraska 
Kearney 
Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota 
Crookston 
University of Nevada, 
Reno 
University of Central 
Florida 
Stanford 
Fort Hays State University, 
Kansas 
Metropolitan State College 
Of Denver 
Ashford University 
Oregon State University 
Southwestern Law School 
Towson University 
McMaster University 
Anderson University 
Purdue University 
IUPUI 
San Diego State University 
Cardinal Stritch University 
West Virginia University 
Lynn University, Boca 
Raton, Florida 
Indiana University 
Ohio State University 
and many more! 

Contact 
workshop@smww.com for 
your group! 

SMWW FOOTBALL CAREER CONFERENCE 
PREVIEW Here is what one Sports 

Management Professor 
has to say about taking 
groups to SMVWV 
Conferences: 

SMVWV FOOTBALL CAREER CONFERENCE PREVIEW 

"SMWW Conferences are a 
must for those involved in 
sports management 
programs and who truly care 
about experiential education, 
establishing networking 
contacts with senior level 
executives, and exposing 
students to visionary thinkers 
in the field of sports 
management. Few people in 
the world can attract this level 
of talent and put them in one 
room to share their 
experiences. The SMWW 
Career Conference is the 
kind of student-focused 
activity that will raise 
retention rates, career 
placement rates, and student 
satisfaction rates." 



Rod Graves, Arizona Cardinals GM, speaking at 
SMWW Conference 

ESPN Adam Sche~er speaking with attendees 

Ted Curtis, B.A., M.S., J.D. 
Professor of Sports 
Management 
Lynn University, Boca Raton 
Florida 

To book your room at the 
Hyatt Hotel in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, call 1-888-591- 
1234 (317-632- 1234) and 
tell them you are with the 

group Sports Management 
Worldwide. 

GREAT Hotel Room 
rates!!!!! 

Student rate - $155 

Non Student rate - $175 

Don’t wait because our 
group hotel discount 
runs out on Feb~ 3rd 

What People are 
Saying About 
S Career 

"The SMVVW Sports 
Career Conference is 
definitely a who’s who of 
the NFL. Don’t miss it!" 
Matt Moore, Miami 
Dolphins QB 

"Let me bottom line this for 
you -- 
SMVWV’s conference 
offers prospective agents 
what no other agency is 
willing to share - 
experience and resources 
with a moral compass. 
Speakers are eager to 
provide a wealth of 
information and 
participants actually 
participate. This is not a 
conference you will find 
anywhere else. In my 
years as an agent and as 
an attorney I have yet to 
meet another person or 



Attendees Listen to Sports Panel 

agency willing to share this 
degree of expertise and 
that alone is priceless in 
the sports agent industry." 
Bruce Butler, Attorney 
and Sports Agent 

"The wealth of expertise 
you gathered across 
sports industries for all 
attendees in both panel 
and networking settings 
was truly amazing and 
exciting. I look forward to 
shaking and baking with 
the many sports leaders I 
met at the conference. I 
am already looking 
forward to the 2009 
conference!" 
Paul Martino 
Global 500 corporate 
Director and ESPN 
Sports Ticker Gameday 
Statistician 

SMVWVAgent Advisor Joe Aloisi, Tara Moore and Matt Moore of the Miami Dolphins 
listen to speakers 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook meeting with attendees a~er the day’s session. 

"VVhat a wonderful 
weekend I had at your 
Sports Career Conference! 
The conference was 
informative, enlightening, 
inspirational, and very 
educational. It was a 
classy event with some 
heavy hitters of the sports 
industry used as guest 
panelists. I cannot begin to 
share with you the great 
experience I had. Thank 
you is not enough, but it is 
well deserved. Most 
impressive was the 
number of young people 
who traveled from all over 
the country and from 
abroad to attend the 
conference. It speaks 
volumes about the 
reputation and quality of 
your organization." 
Reggie Williams, Former 
MLB player: 
Los Angeles Dodgers, 
and Cleveland Indians 

"From my perspective it is 
a win-win situation. 
Students can only learn so 
much in the classroom. 
The value of spending two 
days in the same room 
with some of the top sport 
and athletic administrators 
in the United States is 
extremely valuable to 
these undergraduates. As 
one student said: "It (the 
conference) was worth 
every penny!" 
D. Floyd Jones, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 



Future S~ SpoAs Career Conferences 

Sport Management 
Program 
West Virginia University 

Hocke’~ Career Conference at the NHL Draft 
June 21o23rd, 2012 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

NBA Summer League Conference 
July 20o12, 2012 in Las Vegas, Nevada 

MLB Winter Meetin~ Conference 
December 2°3, 2012 in Nashville, Tennessee 

Spo[ts Management Worldwide o USA 
1100 NW Glisan 2B 

Po[tland, Oregon USA 
1-503-445-7105 

Spots Management Worldwide o UK 
London, England, UK 
+44 (0)871 288 4799 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc,edu by workshop@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 3:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
W Soccer Annual Report 

TEXT.htm; Annual Report 2011. doc 

Finally starting this darn annual report for Dr M. Can you fill in the missing pieces for the academic major. Also, please take a look at 
the academic honors. I feel pretty good about most of the information b/c I got it off of THB. I’m missing Dean’s list for fall and ACC 
honor roll info. 

Thanks for your help! 

Shelly 



AC KLAN D  |MUSEUM 
Art For Lunch 

Wednesday, 1 February, "Feminist 

Please mark your calendars for next 

Art and The Spectacular of Vernacular"-- FULL 

month’s Art For Lunch: 

7 March, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Ashleigh Raabe: "Palmyrene Funerary Relief Sculpture in the Ackland’s 
Permanent Collection" 

Raabe is a doctora~ student in Art History at UNC currentty 
writing a dissertation entitled "Second Style Painting and Social 
Ritual: The House of the Cryptoporticus at Pompeii," and Kress 
intern at the Ack[and Art Museum. 

The Ackland invites you to attend this lunch-hour lecture and 
learn more about the art currently on view at the Ackland. Bring 
a bag lunch (yes, people really do!) and enjoy an hour of 
inspiration and information. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non- 
members. 

RSVP to: ack~andRSVP@ uncoedu. 

Ackland Film Forum: IHiss Representation (2011) 

Thursday, 2 February, 7:00 PM 

UM 

Written and directed by Jennifer Siebel Newsom,/Hiss Representation (2011, 
documentary, 85 min.) exposes how mainstream media contribute to the 
under-representation of women in positions of power and influence in 
America. The fi[m cha[[enges the media’s [imited and often disparaging 
portrayals of women and girls. This film is being shown in connection with 
Gender Week at UNC-Chapel Hill and is co-sponsored by the Carolina 
Women’s Center, UNC-Chapel Hill’s School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication, and the Ackland Art Museum. 

Admission is free with a university ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are available 
at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

The Ackland Film Forum is a collaboration between the Ackland Art Museum and numerous departments at The 



University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hi~ highlighting different aspects of the art of cinema and showcasing 
the aesthetic power of fi~m. Art fi~ms, narrative fi~ms, and documentaries are chosen by UNC-Chape~ Hi~ 
faculty and Ack~and staff, often in connection with particular courses, campus-wide initiatives, or exhibitions. 

C[ick here for a complete Ack[and Fi[m Forum schedule. All screenings are held at the Varsity Theatre on 
Franklin Street. 

Art Adventures 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-olds, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with a guided view of art in the Ackland’s 
galleries, followed by the opportunity to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using newly- 
learned art-making techniques. 

Saturday, 4 February, "Love is Spectacular" -- FULL 

To be added to the wait-list for the February session, contact Caroline Culbert at cu~bert@uncoedu or 
919.962.3342. 

The Ackland’s Art Adventures programs continue to be popular[ Plan ahead bk’ ~!g!Qg the Art Adventures 
on the Ackland’s website and making your reservations for March, April, and May well in advance. 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited. RSVP to cu[bert@uncoedu or 919.962.3342 

Guided Tour of The Spectacular of Vernacular 

Sunday, 5 February, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 

Look, learn, and linger at the Ackland this Sunday! Join Amanda Hughes, the 
Director of External Affairs at the Ackland, for a guided tour of The Spectacular 
of Vernacular that looks at the methods and materials used by the artists in the 
show. 

Looking Ahead°°° 



Tea at Two 

Wednesday, 8 February, 2:00 PM 

Join Director Emily Kass and Professor Bernard L. Herman (UNC-Chape[ Hilt, American Studies) for a candid, 
behind-the-scenes conversation about the connections between The Spectacular of Vernacular and the 
Ack[and’s forthcomin~ exhibition Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper, openin~ 30 March 2012. To~ether they 
explore the ways in which "the vernacular" is woven through the two exhibitions both aesthetically and 
cutturatty. 

Free to Members, $10 for their guests. 

RSVP to ack~andrsvpC~unco÷du. 

Pajama Party: Winter Wonders! 

Sunday, 12 February, 3:00 - 5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

An Acktand favorite returns! Kids are invited to come to the Acktand 
Art Museum in their favorite pajamas for winter-themed stories, 
hands-on snowy crafts, a wintry scavenser hunt in the 8arteries, mitk 
and cookies, and fun surprises! 

Recommended for ases 4 to 8 years otd. 

Newty Opened: North Carol ina Pottery 

Through 4 March 2012 

The Ack[and’s collection of North Carolina pottery spans over two 
centuries and includes traditional wares once used for storin~ and servin~ 
food and twentieth-century wares that demonstrate a response to 
contemporary needs and tastes. This exhibition features a select ~roup of 
jars, ju~s, pitchers, and vases made by such prominent potters as Nicholas 
Fox, Benjamin Owen, and Burton Craig. 

This exhibition was developed in consultation with Terry Zu~, professor 
emeritus, Department of En~tish and Curricutum in Fotktore, UNC-Chape[ 
Hilt, and is sponsored, in part, to support instruction about North Carolina 



culture and history in K-12 schools, co~eges, and universities. 

 eOW on View: The Spectacular 

Through 18 March 2012 

The Acktand Art Museum at 
The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ is the 
final venue-and the only 
Southeast venue-of this 
traveling exhibition, 
organized by the Walker Art 
Center, 
Minneapolis. Embracing the 
rustic and the humbly 

homemade as we[[ as the dash of street spectacle and commercial culture, The Spectacular of 
Vernacular brings together 25 artists whose work fosters a dialogue between contemporary art and the 
creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read more about The Spectacular of Vernacular. 

The exhibition catalogue may be purchased at the Ack[and Museum Store. 

The Spectacular of Vernacular is organized by the Watker Art Center, Minneapotis, and is made possibte by 
generous support from the Andy Warhot Foundation for the Visuat Arts, Heten and Peter Warwick, and 
Margaret and Angus Wurtete. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Acktand Art Museum is made possibte by the James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additiona[ support is provided by the Wittiam 
Hayes Acktand Trust, and friends and members of the Acktand Art Museum. Pubtic programs are supported by 
Drs. Leena and Shetdon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and Shirtey Drechse[. 

These exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you! 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! Click here for more information on the benefits of membership 
and how your membership do[Jars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

If you no [onger wish to receive this newstetter, c~ick here to be 



unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ack[and e-news? Subscribe here and ~et your very own copy every week. 

Unidentified Artist, Syrian, Roman: Funeral Relief of No’om (?) Wife of Haira, Son of I~laliku, c. 150 CE; 
sandstone. The Wittiam A. Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Looking Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and adhesive. Courtesy the 

artist and Richard Gray Gallery, Chica~lo. 

Nicholas Fox, American (Chatham County, North Carolina), 1797-1858: Two-quart Jug, c. 1840; salt-glazed 
stoneware. Anonymous Loan. 

William EBBleston, American, born 1939: Untitled (Back of Black Car in Green Vines) from the Los Alamos Project, 1965-74; dye 

transfer print. © EBBleston Artistic Trust. Courtesy Cheim ~t Read, New York. 



Student-Athlete Services Bingo 

February 2012 

Who are the people in your neighborhood? 

My family speaks a 

variety of pig latin 

called Alfalfa Pig 

Latin. 

My artwork was 

featured in the 2009 

Basketball Preview 

of Tor Heel 

Monthly. 

I was an extra in the 

movie "Last of the 

Mohicans" - the one 

with Daniel Day 

Lewis. 

My childhood 

dream was to be a 

ballerina. 

I spent a month in 

Australia. 

I am running a half 

marathon on March 

25. 

I coached Division I 

volleyball for a year. 

Without any formal 

medical training, I 

have performed a 

circumcision by 

headlamp. 

In middle school, I 

dreamed of being a 

rapper, and my rap 

name was going to 

be Daddy Smooth. 

I was my high 

school’s Mr. 

Congeniality. 

I have seven siblings 

(yes, some are half- 

sbis, but still...) 

I had a small part 

part (nurse)in a 

local production of 

"South Pacific". 

I performed 

Shakespeare 

sonnets and 

monologues for a 

professional troupe 

in HS. 

I was 4H Corn 

Muffin champ in 4th 

grade. 

I have visited all 50 

states. 

I have had a 

mammogram. 

I was in every 

musical production 

throughout HS. 

l like reading 

scientific research 

literature. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 6:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
rotor feedback 

TEXT.htm 

Brent 

Do we have tutor feedback from 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

sessions? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 8:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Substance Abuse Resources for Counselors 8,: Social Workers 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Preview it in a browser: 
emailfx.com                rdffiff 

Springer Publishing [] Social Work & Counseling Express 

Key Resources for Substance Abuse Counselors and Social Workers [] 
written by the foremost authorities in the field. 

Gestalt Therapy for Addictive and Self-Medicating Behaviors 
roducti9780826106957 

Children of Substance-Abusing Parents 
roduct!97808261 d5077 

Treating Young Veterans 
N~p:iiwww. roducti9780826107091 

Strengthening the DSM 
roduc~/9780826118813 

Suicide Assessment and Treatment 
~ Ji,www:        ub.com/producff9780826116987 

End of Life Care and Addiction 
http:iiwww.sprin~ub.corr~/producti97808261214 ] 7 

Sexual Health in Drug and Alcohol Treatment 
roducti9780826120151 

Advanced Ethics for Addiction Profession 
roduct/9780826124586 

Free Shipping! Use Promo Code FSSWC2112 

Enter promo code FSSWC2112 upon check-out to receive free 
shipping on your order. But hurry, this special promotion is 
valid for one week only. 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North 
America. For all international orders please email 
chardin@springerpub.com to receive a special discount. 



Special promotion of free shipping will expire at the end of 
the seventh day following the mail date of this email. Offer 
is valid via [                        , and is not valid on 
bulk orders, previous purchases, or in combination with any 
other promotion. 

Check out our New Social Work & Counseling Catalog 
[~:~w ww.spfin£~ub.comico~tent/catalogs/Socia1%20Work Com~seli~Fal~-Sprin~, pdq 
for New & Forthcoming Titles, Bestsellers, and Key Textbooks 

Browse New Books in: 
Nursing: 

roductsisubj ects~N ursir~g 

Psychology: 
htl~?:iiwww, ro&~ctsis 

Gerontology: 
rodt~ctsis~bjectsiGeronto~og2 

Social Work: 
~:ii,www~ ub.comiproductsisubjectsiSocial-Work 

Counseling: 
http :iiwww. s~rin~ub.corr~iprod ucts/s~ibj ects/Cour~seling 

Public Health: 
roductsisubjectsiPublic-Health 

Rehabilitation: 
roductsisubjectsiNehabilimtio~a 

Follow us on Facebook! [] 
~:iiwww.facebook.com!.p2~esiSpri~gerop~blishingoCom~,/174423022596078 

Follow us on Twitter! [] ~:iTt~it~er.com!#!is~rin~ 

Forward to a Frien!! ~:iisprirwc~ublis entsofor~ardtomvfrie~docom/v/mkif)dri1686929A/vt~tktdy/1ii~i 

To Order by Phone and for Textbook Support: 

877-687-7476 or 212-431-4370 
ub.com 

If you would like to stop receiving these emails, please 
unsubscribe by clicking here.           emaiKx.co 

Springer Publishing Company 
11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 



Havng trouble v ewing this emai? Preview it in a browser 

Social ~/ork & Counseling Express 

Qualified instructors may request an 

exam copy. 

More New Social Work 
Books 

Key Resources %r Substance Abuse Counselors a~d Social 
Workers - written by the foremost authorities in the ~eldo 

Child and Family Social Wark 

Clinical Social VVork 

Family and Interpersonal 
Violence 

Gerontological Sociat Work 

Health Care Sociat Work 

Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse 

Research in Social Work 

Social Service Administration 

Social Work and Legal Issues 

Social Work and PuMic HeaJth 

Soc~N Work and Soc~N Policy 

SociN Work GenerN ~nterest 

SociN Work Practice 

More New Counseling 
Books 

Counseling Genera~ ~nte~est 

GerontobgbN Counseling 

Grief Counseling 

Mardage and Family Oounse~n~ 

MentN Hea~th Counseling 

Psychotherapy 

Rehabilitation Counseling 

Stress and Trauma Counseling 

Substance Abuse Counseling 

Free Sh~pping! Use Promo Code FSSWC2112 

Check ou~ our New Social ~’York & Counseling Catalog for 

New & t/orthcomi~g }’itles, }@stsel/ers, and Key }~xtbooks 



Browse New Books in: 

Nursing 

Psychology 

Gerontology 

Social Work 

Counseling 

Publc Heath 

Rehabl~taton 

°i Soc!a Work 
& Counseling 

FalifWinter 2011 

Enter promo code FSSWC2112 upon check-out to 

receive free shipping on your- order. But hurry, this 

special promotion is valid for one week 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North America. For 

all international orders please emat chardin@springerpub.com to 
receive a special discount. Special promotion of free shipping will expire 

at the end of the seventh day following the mail date of this ema/. Offer 

is valid via ,#~#~7.springerpub.com, and is not valid on bulk orders, 

previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. 

t~77-687-7d76 e~" 212-qSl-d370 www.s[,rh~g~;~i~,~.~b.com 

0036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 12:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: W Soccer Annual Report 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks ! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 2/1/2012 7:57 AM >>> 

Here you go [] 
B 

From: Shelly Streett [mail~o:s~greer~@ar~caa.unc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: W Soccer Annual Report 

Brent, 

Finally starting this darn annual report for Dr M. Can you fill in the missing pieces for the academic major. Also, please take a look at 
the academic honors. I feel pretty good about most of the information b/c I got it off of THB. I’m missing Dean’s list for fall and ACC 
honor roll info. 

Thanks for your help! 

Shelly 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 24174bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Annual Report 2011 .docx ( ~ :i/archive02 amcaa.u~c.ed~.~/589604aee~gfc6863cga467e955eb 15 )Tue, 01 May 2012 08:57:13 - 
040024174bytes 



P iDENCE 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 5:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Signing Day 2012 - Meet the Signees 

TEXT.htm 

Sigi~ing Day 2 012 

hgp://s~m-.mm.ticketmaster, co1~1: 80/tr ack? 
Npe click&ei~id ZWFz~TEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TE~MDA~NDMmbWVzc2F~uZw~k~TE~MzAzMjMmZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJnN~cm~hbD~xNjgxMzA~SZ~bwFpbG~k~UJMQU5UT~5A¥q55DQUEu¥q5 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for full coverage. 

To unsubscfibe fiom futm-e mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolfila Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



SIGNING DAY 2012 
~he ~J~ive~s~y of South Carolina footba~ ~ea~l~ is cor~ng offers ~st season 

na [~on fo~ ~he first ~.~m@ sweeping ~wo~gh the S£C Easte[n Division w~tB a S--O 

w~:to~y ove~ Nebraska. 

800.4SC,FAN~; 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, please elJek here. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnell Moore" <editor@premierplayers.com> 
Thursday, February 2, 2012 10:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
March Madness almost here... 

TEXT.htm; image001.png 

March Madness is just around the comer and we’ve released our final lists 
of men and women cmadidates for The 2012 Premier Player of College 
Basketball Trophy. There is also a list of finalists for The Premier Player 
of College Hockey Trophy on tke site. Please cast your vote at 
www.premierplayers.com and share the link witk olkers. 

On a very positive service note, The Premier Players Foundation will launch 
more lkan 100 university-focused community funds across lke United States to 
help bring awareness and care for orphans and widows in lkose cities. Many 
current and former pro athletes will help raise funds mad awareness for 
tkose in need of help from our communities. Any input or help is much 
appreciated as we try to make our world a better place. 

Thaxtks for your time and be sure to vote .... 

CARNELL MOORE 

CEO & Publisher 

Premier Players, Inc. * P.O. Box 341064 * Tampa, FL 33694-1064 * 
813.833.3495 * 
SHIPPING ONLY: 3808 Cypress Meadows Road * Tampa, FL 33624 
www.premierplayers.com 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Football 

Vote for The Premier Player of Men & Women College Basketball 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Baseball & Softball 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Hockey 

* * * Premier Players is a Certified Service-Disabled Veteran Business * * * 

* * * The Premier Players Sports Foundation is a 501(c)(3) corporation, ID 
20-1529781 * * * 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 3:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Just wanted to confirm that we were still on to meet tonight at 6:30 p.m.? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto: 919°8435 m~c~.unc, edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Double-booked today 

TEXT.htm 

I didn’t realize you had already inserted the appointments into the database, so I did to. Can you fix the double appointment thing in 
the database? I should have checked first and just printed the schedule and forms. I’m sorry. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



~OAD MEN IE F 

three kix~ 



Greetings, 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is pleased to announce important information related to 
submitting content for the 2012 New Student Guide to CaroBna. The deadline forsubmitting/updating content is 
Tuesday, February 14, 2012 at 5pm. 

The New Student Guide to Carofina is distributed at Summer Orientation to all new first-year and transfer 
students. The content includes: Student Orientation schedules, Orientation-related presentation 
worksheets/handouts, Academic Advising information, Academic College/School overviews and general 
campus resource information relevant to a student’ s first year at Carolina. 

Academic Colleges and Schools will be provided a one-page design in the guide at no cost with the 
opportunity to purchase additional space. Academic maj or departmental information should be included within 
the college/school page. 

All other University Departments/Services will be provided a half-page design in the guide at no cost, with 
the opportunity to purchase additional space. 

To complete the 2012 New Student Guide Call for Content Form and to review the 2011 edition, please click 
here or visit           .ur~c.edu/new-student-guide-carolina-2012-call-content.html 

If you have any questions regarding this process, please email newstudents@unc.edu or call 919-962-8304. 

Sincerely, 

Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 2:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From the Desk of Eric Hyman: Congratulations Women’s Basketball 

TEXT.htm 

FROM THE DESK OF ERIC HYMAN 

February 3, 2012 

Dear Gamecock Fans: 

Please join me in congratulating Head Coach Dawn Staley and the Women’s Basketball program on their 
historic win over the #8 Tennessee Lady Vols. It was the program’s first-ever win in Knoxville and 
only the second win in school history against Tennessee, the last time coming in 1980. The win was 
also the first home SEC loss for the Lady Vols since 2008. It was Carolina’s first road win over a 
top-10 team since 2001 and was the highest-ranked team Coach Staley has ever defeated. She considers 
the 64-60 victory the biggest win of her coaching career, and noted it was for all the former 
players and for the fans who have supported Gamecock Women’s Basketball over the years. We look 
forward to many more signature victories for Dawn and the Women’s Basketball program! 

Go Gamecocks! 

Eric 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com to check out a full recap, highlights and photo gallery from the win. 

To unsubscribe, please reply to Gamecocktickets@sc.edu with Unsubscibe in the Subject line. 



February 3, 2012 

Dear Gamecock Fans: 

Please join me in congratulating Head Coach Dawn Staley and the Women’s 
Basketball program on their historic win over the #8 Tennessee Lady Vols. It was the 
program’s first-ever win in Knoxville and only the second win in school history against 
Tennessee, the last time coming in 1980. The win was also the first home SEC loss 
for the Lady Vols since 2008.A It was Carolina’s first road win over a top-10 team 
since 2001 and was the highest-ranked team Coach Staley has ever defeated. She 
considers the 64-60 victory the biggest win of her coaching career, and noted it was 
for all the former players and for the fans who have supported Gamecock Women’s 
Basketball over the years.,&, We look forward to many more signature victories for 
Dawn and the Women’s Basketball program! 

The team celebrating a basket,4 during the game in Knoxville. 

Go Gamecocks! 

Eric 

Click here to check out a furl recap, highlights and photo gaflery from the win. 

To Unsubscribe, Click here 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 6, 2012 
Date Event 
2/6 Leadership Academy 

2/7 Women’ s Group 

Time Location 
6:00 PM Concourse Club 
Noon Concourse Club 

Week of February 13, 2012 
Date 
2/13 
2/14 
2/16 
2/17 
2/17 
2/17 
2/18 
2/18 
2/18 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Chamber of Commerce 
Private Event 
Sports Medicine Meeting 
UNC Development Event 

Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 

Terri Houston Event 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
5:30 PM 
7:00-10:00PM 
8:00 PM 
6:00-12:00 AM 
8:00 AM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 

Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of February 20, 2012 
Date 
2/21 
2/21 
2/22 
2/22 
2/25 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
Verizon Meeting 
Leadership Academy 
UNC Admissions Tour 
Sports Admin. Interviews 

Time 
Noon 
10:00 AM-4:00 pm 
Noon-1:00 PM 
TBD 
7:00 AM-Noon 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
TBD 
Blue Zone 

Week of February 27, 2012 
Date Event 
2/27 Leadership Academy 
2/28 Women’s Group 
2/28 Lunch with Mr. Baddour 
2/28 Career Fair 
2/29 Business School Event 
3/1 Private Event 
3/3 Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
3/3 Lacrosse Tailgate 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
Noon 
5:30-8:00 PM 
5:00-8:00 PM 
5:00-9:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Blue Zone 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 





~S~A     {~ ................. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chase Jones <chase@stbaldricks.org> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 1:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Checking In 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hey Brent! 

Thanks for reaching out to me last night, would love to talk more about possibly getting involved. 

I’m still living in CH for the next month, maybe best to swing by your new office in Loudermilk? What nights are you working? May 
be easier to coordinate that if you’ve got some downtime. 

Thanks ! 

Chase Jones 
BaseBald Program and Family Relations Coordinator 
St. Baldrick’s Foundation 
Conquer Kids’ Cancer 

P: 336.209.2187 
F: 626.739.5727 
www.stba~dricks.~rg/events/BaseBa~d<ht~gL~//www.s~ba~dricks.~r~/events~BaseBa~d> 
Follow us! @BaseBald_SBF<~://~.i~er.com?BaseBald_~SBF> 
[cid:image001.jpg@01CCE4D3.80FA9540] 





Nlonday February 06 2012 Unsubscr be I Pr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a friend 

N4A’s National Convention in Buffalo, NY 

Mark your calendars now for The Bridge to Our Future on June 7 - 10, 2012! 

This will be an insightful conference complete with concurrent workshops, featured speakers, 
town hall meetings, NCAA presentations, division and committee meetings, and regional 
meetings. You can also enjoy the vendor demonstrations, an awards luncheon, a community 
service project, and even a tour of the Niagara Falls. 

Registration is now open. Click Here or visit www.nfoura.org/convention to receive the 
early-bird rate, to view the 2012 Draft Agenda, or to reserve your hotel room. 

Registration Costs 

Through March 3±llThrough May 12 After May 12 & OnsiteI 

Professional Member     1~225 II~3oo 15400 I 
Student/Intern/GA Member I$100 11,150 1,200 I 
Affiliate Member        1,225 11,300 1,400 I 
Alumni Member 1,225 11,300 1,400 I 

Please direct questions to info@nfoura.org. 

We look forward to seeing you in Buffalo!! 

Subscr be I Unsubscribe I Send ths to e friend 

nfoura.orc[ 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 6:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 2-6-12: Signing Day Recap, WBB Re-Enters Rankings with Upset Win 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 2-6-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Wednesday Feb 8 
MBB @ Tennessee - 8 PM 
TV: SEC Net. Radio 

Thursday Feb 9 
#24 WBB @ Arkansas - 8 PM 
Listen Online 
Friday Feb 10 
SFB vs. Tenn St- 3 PM 
Saturday Feb 11 
SFB vs. WKU - 12:30 PM 
SFB vs. Winthrop - 3 PM 
MBB @ Arkansas - 1:30 PM 
TV: SEC Net. Radio 
Sunday Feb 12 
#24 WBB vs. Florida - 5 PM 
TV: ESPN2 Listen Online 

Click here for more info on this 
week’s games & promotions! 

Basketba I Tennis Upsets 
Earns Historic Win High Ju!}q~ School #22 Ga Tech 

at #8 Tennessee RecordA A in Atlanta 

Softball Season Baseball WBB vs. Florida 
Tickets Opening Day Sun., 5 PM Pink 4 
Available now! Limited # of Kay game - 
Adults $25, youth Tickets Available Academy Sports 
17 & under $10 for Opening Free T-Shirts 
Details ,&,>> Weekend Details 

Details 

Signing Day Recap 

Football M.Soccer W.Soccer 

Football 
- New Coaches Intro 

Women’s Basketball 
- Sta!ey Reflects on Win 

- SEC Player of the Week 
- SC Ranked #24 
Men’s Basketball 

- Spotli_qht; EricSmith 
Softball 
- Coach Smith Presser 
Gamecock Club 

- BSB/SFB Preview Party 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question:~, Can a company or individual use a 

student-athlete’s name or picture on printed 
items? 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours: MonoF[ A 9:00 a,m, - 5:00 pro, 

Phone: (803) 777°4274 oF (800) 4SCoFANS oF 
(800) 472°3267 
Ema athletictickets@sc ed u 

Fax: (803)777 7971 
Univers ty of South Caro ina 
Ath et cs Ticket Offce 
801 Lincoln Street 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Answer: No. If a student-athlete’s name or 
picture appears on commercial items (e.g., t- 
shirts, coffee mugs, posters, and memorabilia) 
or is used to promote a commercial product sold 

by an individual without the student-athlete’s 
knowledge or permission, the University of 
South Carolina is required to take action to stop 
such an activity to retain the student-athlete’s 

eligibility. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 

Email: sc,edu 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800o4SCoFANS OR ~amecockt ckets@sc,edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Meghan Elyse Pfeiffer (mpfiffer)" <mpfiffer@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 9:37 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
National Convention Registration Is Now Open! 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
~ :iiwww Snd~st~ mai~o~t.co~qnd~s~Vic~x?id- 3 3 92 44&CU4 ~ 6981280&qz=6 %7% 
[~:iYw.ww.ms, mailout.com/mailoutkem 

Monday, February 06, 2012 

Register now for N4A’s 37th National Convention in NY 

N4A’s National Convention in Buffalo, NY 

Mark your calendars now for The Bridge to Our Future on June 7 - 10, 2012! 

This will be an insightful conference complete with concurrent workshops, featured speakers, town hall meetings, NCAA 
presentations, division and committee meetings, and regional meetings. You can also enjoy the vendor demonstrations, an awards 
luncheon, a community service project, and even a tour of the Niagara Falls. 

Registration is now open. Click Here<~:/i~wwir~d~s~),mai~o~t.comqnd~s~u/Redirect.as~)x? 
~:505238&g=416981280&lm=34344707&r=339244&%z=ed947e4ed69d9700039e0356034823%> or visit 
www.ufoum.org/convention<h~p://www.r~oura.or~com:er~io~> to receive the early-bird rate, to view the 2012 Draft Agenda, or to 
reserve your hotel room. 

Registration Costs 

Through March 31 

Through May 12 

After May 12 & Onsite 

Professional Member 

$225 

$300 

$400 



Student/Intern/GA Member 

$1oo 

$15o 

$200 

Affiliate Member 

$225 

$300 

$400 

Alumni Member 

$225 

$300 

$400 

Please direct questions to info@nfoura.org<mailto:i~o >. 

We look forward to seeing you in Buffalo ! ! 

Subscribe<~ :i/www.i~dustn, mmlout.co~r~qndus~u /Subscribe.aspx?m- 266 51> I 

40memphis.edu&qz=47dfaa> I Send this to a ffiend<h~p:/!~.ww.indusm~mailom.comiIndustrviFom.ard.aspx? 
r=339244&l=34344707&e=             his.edu&qz=94c3fT> 

nfoura.org > 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout<http://www.ir~dus’~5,mailout.comi? 
~tm source=customers&um~ medmm=email&um~ coNent=i~d~sm.~&utm cam > 



If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

http://www.industrymailout.com/Industry/View.aspx?id =339244&q=416981280&qz=698788 

~qonday February 06 2012 Unsubsc~ibe I Pr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a friend 

N4A’s National Convention in Buffalo, NY 

Mark your calendars now for The Bridge to Our Future on June 7 - 10, 2012! 

This will be an insightful conference complete with concurrent workshops, featured speakers, 
town hall meetings, NCAA presentations, division and committee meetings, and regional 
meetings. You can also enjoy the vendor demonstrations, an awards luncheon, a community 
service project, and even a tour of the Niagara Falls. 

Registration is now open. Click Here or visit www.nfoura.orq/convention to receive the early- 
bird rate, to view the 2012 Draft Agenda, or to reserve your hotel room. 

Registration Costs 

LThrough March 31~[Through May 12JlAfter May 12 & Onsite 

Professiona, Member    II 225 II 3oo 115400 
Student/Intern/GA Memberll$100 115150 115200 
Affiliate Member IIm225 lira300 lira400 
Alumni Member ]15225 J15300 11$400 

Please direct questions to info@nfoura.org. 

We look forward to seeing you in Buffalo!! 

Subscr be I Unsubscribe I Send this to a friend 

nfoura.orc~ 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 10:38 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Link for posting 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

The position posting for tutors has been posted on the UNC website. All interested candidates who are NON-STUDENTS must 
apply at this link: 

~eadmin.co s/1336 
If anyone contacts you, just have them apply at this link even if you do not have a need for a tutor at that time. That way they will 
already have applied. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 10:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9 Reasons Your Recruiting Class Didn’t Turn Out the Way You Wanted 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 
h~ :i/cam ai ni20 co~tantcontactco~r~’iende~?lh=bwhe nbab&v 001dTY-NY[dfV0/ E SDwmkbCV-3KD~g~woJvES5v2~13oBtNYZ4sff~, c4 KW~Hm~I~TFEo k fRB~30I &sN~8~3A~ScSn~Y iT- 

You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
b~q~:/!visitorr2Oco>sta~co~actcomic~sp?lh :b,a.hec~nbab&~ 110923990199556114519399512&m 1101038493377&,5.1 :F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~)~:/’/visitor co~taatcontact convdo?p~&mse 0018fiuOW~LavdldoB Y~" tmJbK@0rL 5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3 D&r 001 en~’3oga-s2i6d W 40@~]j~%3D%3D &~eason 0011~[~~Esh %3 D&lh-bw be~4:4)~ 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [1~?~17a://,20 rs6 net’{n isp?llr bwheqnbab&e>:1109239901995&s 56114&e 001iIs0mTm2F36ghaE9JXfLLMh0xfOG0e\,~&oC-KP{gVHOSPTDr7xhbQC_~75S/?wcLKG MvKGZxLw4P- 
cd20t~i.M YOUN bDTen~ & K V- JxJB hfl RJ~3)_g _] 

Febmaly 7, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 6 

9 Reasons Your Recruiti~g Class 

Dichl’t Turn Out tile Wuy You Wanted 

Somethi~g went wroilg as you were building your last recmiti~g class. And now, you’re 
feelfi~g like your reci~ting ellbrts are derailed headlong into tiffs next class. 

It’s one of those times of the year where you statt to wonder wily yore- new recruiting 
class clichi’t tm~l-out better, and you’re also ti-yi~g to figm-e out how to make it 
better tile next time aromld. 

For some of yon, if s even more dire than that: 

Many of you are worlied. Really WOliied. 

Tile bottom line is that you don’t want tile upcomfi~g year to be as bad as it was 
tiffs year. Recruiti~g, aflerall, is tile lifeblood of any college sports program. 
If you don’t recruit well, you don’t win. If you don’t win, you might not have 

a job. And even if they let you keep your job, its not as much fml walkfi~g ar omld 
campus as it is when you’re wi~ming. 

So today, let’s not focus on whut you need to do to be successful at sellfi~g and 
recruiti~g. Instead, lets look at tile reasons you might be l~oilfi~g when it comes 

to recruiting high school and jtmior college athietes that you want for yore- program. 
I’m wai-ni~g you, Coach...some of these statements are pretty straight-folward (and 
maybe even a little harsh). But, thi~k of it as a little "tongh love" at a pivitol 
point in yore- recruiting year. 

See if any of these straggles plague yore- recruiting eftbrts... 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?l11-bwheqnbab&et-l109239901995&s 56114&e ~jIs~mTm2F37nd-pfMTSwQ4q~p~yM68qQFqXJp~tiCr7Q3fd~Ti4RTFE2vEmmVZf8~VjfzDE4Za~9c- 
F4QnQtigqw0mjiVQAeFUCDNAcj 6UwFO9680V37VdYgbFDXSmdScl:~mB01whecyxO 1 z GbQBUX3WwtwZ 1 b OL RKU RDP 10ce SXEpcZ6uVRn30WaoOodHUOZ3L ¥~VdaIKshE TdWTufe K M4vkOtssL BsOuj s ylsonGu 
-kby] 
Followus on Twitter [h~://~2Ors6nel,’tnis~o?llr b>.tleq~ibab&e~1109239901995&~56114&e ~{Is~fFm2F35kS~5B;~sVa4~\~;iN‘%Qf2zT5Q~z~5~FI1aE\/m~1kHwe69B4~WFCRQdv;~ 

W zLpI’WYWX%RiIQiL4YhPPOB>cJNmYOF-Es~vwBBue-Vd2-Gi,/A ] 

Front Rush [ 
tit bwhe~bab&e>l109239901995&~56114&e 001~ls0mTm2FB5o5hti ettzK 6UnG~_’~LL.F3G?vvRVM5uCOTuSa5M P3LaJ6FgmDR6~ 

-R5 Wp8 oJ;AdUNtEkdg-~ z~] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [ vhji~FaPZ- 

~.6 PS7K%tgd61W rFereo0ZK9~’J’} SW 11 F~b 15vO00hia5cd~Iwz zlD6q~] 

USA TODAY: MOST PROSPECTS DON’T CARE ABOUT RANKINGS 

Most college coaches and achllissiollS directors obsese about where their college is 
rallked in publications like U.S. News or other college ranldng sources. But does 
any of thut really nlatter to your prospects? The answer is no...want to know wily? 
Check out our Facebook page for tile whole story. CLICK HERE [h~:I/~20 rs/~ ~let/ln )~s>? 
tit bwhefig~bab&e~llO9239901995&~56114&e O01~lsOmTm2F37n7@Vv5K 5WSVgmPbcMv FaPZ- 
b6PSTKT~tSd61WIFereoOZK~>d~JSWllFxzW;~iLxOfb15vOOQhn5cdlIwzd~,<o3KSL@g-CAVwsnoN zlD6qFQ ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [N~ 20 r 36 nel/l~l {~;~bab&e~-1109239901995&~56114&e 00 i{]s0mTm2F35T sd6XCxTkfl~wRBmaa kSTdYtD~L~J[_San<vmo6ni{5,5~ 
g~ hLi391 ~©xwL YB E~v Y K~V 0h~/14d 0Z4cTS~a~I] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yore new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmiti~g atticles, 
late-hi-eaking recmiti~g news, and ore- obsei~cations and commentary on all fl~e big 
college spots topics of the &y. Follow m onTmRer, Coach~ CLICK HERE [ 

~r bwhec~-3~ab&e~l 109239901995&~56114&e 001)~s0mTm2FB5T sd0XCxTkfPvvRBmaa@aH641YUEevb -E~kSTdYtf%~W~J SamZvmo6mt~i5Q 
gbhbi39IuDxwL YB~wY~VOhVIQOZ4cTS~d] 



2012 National Collegiate Recmitillg Conference 

2012NCRC [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO9239901995&s 56114&e 001jIs0mTm2F35and0vhPlsS- 
54qE 0 ajhTnV8 s8pN fttnEKg dfeyHj f6ocGYqOKg Jevw07WdfgF SZKH JsTH51 anU08ycKIvq6zCj X4UtO cycFUbYQKzgmCloL S frzj VrzNFXww4vWogmPdExTGQiultkZHyfl~- 
9ATj qkbUqMtYtL S0bKGXOgNaOU Jvi6w hFitKo] 

Be ill Boston tiffs June for tile #1 recruiting trailling weekend in college sports. 
CLICK HERE [ 

ilr=b’~he nbab&el~1109239901995&s=56114&e=OO11sOmTm2F345\,~ u mwlJ1N7bDwXP aTHbM’l~aDdic m~J423m Aii4R6wATA.’iVW~66 S11T3zagBaXKCalNBL8SanTcPPCFZKCZ-boAci 5NWe- 
DoA~12y91hl 

Siglling Day Yields Big Results for Coaches Using Advanced Recmitillg Resource 

by Ryan Newmai~. College RelatiOllS Coordii~utor 

NCSAAthleticRecmitii~g [ht~)://i2Ors6net’t~is~?lh bwheqi~ab&e~llO9239901995&s 56114&e 001iIs0mTm2F37mO~,,~t354~iIRIHEdl’s0voMXX1 MBEmeX~ 
ott~,,~M~5t~DFHZ(J-IHV2~.a~’_¢FsXce’I’eNt8 XCclMr-Xxb3zbclZMaQO8;~2AiNgAg~,/UR~sxSmR\~15pTksI QecMeM1LOHeNFRbbvKI~’~-~GQpLVI6omHPDVKNd5NFeuI ] 

Siglling Day. It’s an excitii~g time for coaches and recruits alike, as well as one 
of tile most used technology resources by college recruiters - NCSA Athletic Reclaliting. 

In fact, NCSA Attlletic Recmitii~g had 87 Division I football prospects sign last 
week duting signillg day, and more t~uve COlmlff~ed in tile d~ys after in every spott 
and nearly every state in tile country. 

However, if you’re one of the unluclci coaches who dichi’t sign his or her top recruits, 
or dichi’t sign enongh recruits, tiffs time of year can be fi-ustrating (as Dan outlined 
ill tile top article). 

So, now tt~ut Siglling Day has come and gone. Do you t~uve your full 2012 roster? 

If you’re still looking to fill some requests, NCSA Call help: Send us your request 
and within 24 hours you’ll have some potential recruits who match your needs (send 
all email to collegerelatiOllS@ncsasports.org [maiito:tculie~erei~io~s@ncsaspo~s o~g]). 

NCSA Athletic Recmitii~g still tlus approximately 15,000 uncommitted 2012s. Will 
your futm-e star be one of them?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ RIHEdTs0voMXX1 MBEmeXj3~_I:: 
ot~r~,MY5tff£DFHZGIHV2~YFsXceTeNt8 ~XCqMr-Xxb3zb~ZMa sxSmRNa5~ecMeM1LOHetg_FRb~,,,Kft~xGQpLVI6omHPDVK?~d5NFe~_~ ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO9239901995&s 56114&e ~jIs~mTm2F37nd-pfMTSwQ4q~ptiyM68qQFqXJp~tiCr7Q3fd~Ti4RTFE2vE~mnVZf8~VjfzDE4Za~9c- 
F4QnQti~qw0mjiVQAeFUCDNAcj 6UwFO9680V37VdYgbFDXSmdScl:~mB01whecyxO 1 z GbQBUX3WwtwZ 1 b OL RKU RDP 10ce SXEpcZ6uVRn30WaoOodHUOZ3L ¥~VdaIKshE TdWTufe K M4vkOtssL BsOuj s ylsonGu 
-kby] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 

] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tt~ui1100,000 of tile i~utioffs top prospects for fiee. [ R~HEdFs0voMXX1 

] 

Will New Proposal Cap College Tuition Costs for Students and Athletes? 

Courtesy Washii:gton Times 

Shmggii:g offwidespread ci4ticisln of its college tuition cap proposal, the Obalna 
achiffnish-ation mounted a public-relatiollS blitz Monday to sell a plan for cappillg 
college tuition to students and university leaders. 

Vice President Joseph R. Bidei~. Education Secretary Ame Dlmcan and Sen. John F. 
Kei:y of Massachusetts were alnoi:g the Wtilte House officials and coi:gressioi:ul Democrats 

who headlined events in Florida, Massachusetts and the Dishict in a coordii:uted 
effott to build support for tile idea of cuttillg off some federal financial aid 

to colleges and universities that continue to raise tuition each year. 

Tile measure, tile details of which have yet to be announced, was first outlined by 
President Obama in his State of the Ulffon adch-ess two weeks ago and was ilmnediately 
panned across the higher education spectrlm~... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO9239901995&s 56114&e 001jIs0mTm2F348pNH- 
jZZcyc4Fo0hN8LieHY qtFf4y JyisjJfNwFZOBlqmRN6uTCngTIllztll2EyGF1AO4YTTQqjc8sB1J4fgAC8jiosfcLx2g6C- 
B LXN LuvLXHTB0j 59 IkOYZ2Z Jahsllm4qQpNGOmDydpR8 aPg8 CGxEO 1 Gji1HuySyvhil0GhQLQtUkxKdL4xd4ilhc 1 KFeLktf6B HNbYNK 1 srNhKlreQmRS] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&e~llO9239901995&s 56114&e ~jIs~mTm2F37nd-pfMTSwQ4qvptiyM68qQFqXJp~tiCr7Q3fd~Ti4RTFE2vE~mnVZf8~VjfzDE4Za~9c- 
F4QnQti~qw0mjiVQAeFUCDNAcj 6UwFO9680V37VdYgbFDXSmdScFemB01whecyxO 1 z GbQBUX3WwtwZ 1 b OL RKU RDP 10ce SXEpcZ6uVRn30WaoOodHUOZ3L ¥~VdaIKshE TdWTufe K M4vkOtssL BsOuj s ylsonGu 
-kby] 
Follow us on Twitter [~¢~:/!~20rs611e~is~?l!r= b,a.heq~ii~b&el- 1109239901995&~56114&e=:00 1i~s~m~l~2F~5kS~5B~/sVa4~WfXiN~Q~2zT5~.~5~FfiaEVl~n~kHwe69B4~WFCR~d~Z- 

L 4YbPPOB.~JNIn YOP-Es~v w33 ~lc- Vd2 -C-i23~] 

Looking for better reclulting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh- bwheqnbab&e~llO9239901995&~56114&e 001jIs0mTm2F35and0vhPlsS- 
54qE 0 ajhTnV8 s8pN fttnEKg dfeyHj f6ocGYqOKg Jevw07WdfgF SZKH JsTH51 anU08ycKIvq6zCj X4UtO cycFUbYQKzgmCloL S frzj VrzNFXww4vWogmPdExTGQiultkZHyfl~- 
9ATj qkbUqMtYtL S0bKGXOgNaOU Jvi6w hFitKo] 

Our team of experts helped hmlch-eds of coaches last year. Be one of them tiffs year. 

CLICK HERE [h~t.~://~2~ rs6 lte~ is~?11r bwileq~ba~&e~_1~92399~995&s:::5611~&e O01iIsOmTm2F36kT~4X5CA’~,.IbVdKc~9- 
iJoDIndLxcfXf]DC.ltxV,a.¥eHFUOzBJclC7JVDr)QclBi~o2x~37oF 17inK 02Z~/gd,a,f~Weo2~mHmSPRHp~wc~UW~/a:~GdDie~pCT7~/v k29fft~f~Ois5HDEgFK~_13~BXr’I’9 

PelUl State Football A~acts Recruits by Focusing Sales Message on School, Not Coaching 

Conttoversies 



With sigIffng day now complete, the "post game" analysis lius begin:. 

Among the programs garnering a lot of a~ention is Peim State U~ffversity~s football 

program. A nationally publicized scandal, followed by firings and, sadly, the death 

of legendary coach Joe Patemo all put the Nittany Lions in a tough spot fiom a 

recmiti~lg standpoint. 

So, how did they rally with a solid recruiting class for their new head coach? 

Find out in tiffs i:~sight ful a~licle fiom U SA Today... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO9239901995&s 56114&e 001jIs0mTm2F37s-bAFZ- 
Nutl4sibvTb4u2 CRj HY3 finS 1UzarpyMtZpUcsgfpcsitTPiCigkv06LiJQDj FWzysVoUasxFABuZDogr2zNazQCmj aa81ZnVKSGuH 1 $6 KNGpm8wCtuDTsRim2 LgL 0cj QMpMrHwdQFGfKUb4y 1N6gNNO8UmCUj s0DauK~ 
-05Uhn5xeYcB sj OgpRKxEmxx91J6lighbA6 L5KTOPhHb79Z d4M-NwpWOWGO -VrUB IQ ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh-bwheqnbab&et-llO9239901995&s 56114&e ~jIs~mTm2F37nd-pfMTSwQ4qrptiyM68qQFqXJp~tiCr7Q3fd~Ti4RTFE2vEmmVZf8~VjfzDE4Za~9c- 
F4QnQti~qw0mjiVQAeFUCDNAcj 6UwFO9680V37VdYgbFDXSmdScl:dmB01whecyxO 1 z GbQBUX3WwtwZ 1 b OL RKU RDP 10ce SXEpcZ6uVRn30WaoOodHUOZ3L ¥~VdaIKstfl~ TdWTufe K M4vkOtssL BsOuj s ylsonGu 
-kby] 
Follow us on Twitter [lill~A~’Ir20 :~,p~1~ bv,,llecl~b~b&e~- i10923990199 5&~5~114&e 00 i ilsOmTm2F3 5kSO5B?~V ~,~X~[V~Qi2zT5Q~xi~5PFlla~kl iv,,,ed9 B~" flvZ- 

L 4 YliPP0B~NmYOF-Es~vw331.1c- Vd2 -C-J2 ~. _] 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Trai~ff~lg Videos 

DanTudorbook[h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh--bwheqnbab&et-llO9239901995&s 56114&e 001jIs0mTm2F35and0vtuDlsS- 
54qE 0 ajhTnV8 s8pNIHnEKg dfeyHj f6ocGYqOKg Jevw07WdfgF SZKH JsTH51 anU08ycKIvq6zCj X4U~LO cycFUbYQKzgmCloL S frzj VrzNFXww4vWogmPdExTGQ~mtkZHyfH- 
9ATj qkbUqMtYtL S0bKGXOgNaOU Jvi6w t~FitKo] 

Looking for quick, inexpe~sive trai~ffng for you and yore coact~g staft? CLICK 
HERE [h~:lO:/,,’12Orsd~leiI~uisp?lh- b~vheq:rlbah&e~- ii09239901995&s 56114&e :001ils0mTm2F36va sV ~N~MQ29L~m~Lf~rG~G1FV~tE~RgUxch~uF4kHVGCuF-prh~1~-1-HfpaA~K5C~WMFTLZz~m~1JL1~- 

dhVclgogP6~.ObX31~,,~XG~2~sZP~¢Ibbqli] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~Ftp.://uico~ta~lco~tactcom/sa/fwgl:~j~liab&m=1101038493377&ea=biai~to~Fmcaa ~a~c ed~l&a=1109239901995 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.m:c.edu by dan@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email A&liess 
~)~:/’/~,isitor co~taatco:~tact con~’do’?p oo&mse 0018fi.~OW~La~,~ldoB F.~T tn:JbKc140rL 5bmJwe55VSZdCMw%3 D&t 001 e~.~3oSa-s2164 W 4OQl~;@)%3D%3D&~easor: 0011~,~[~Esk %3 D&lh-bwlie~:~)~_ 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
h~p:I/visJtor co~sta~lc;~l~act co~’do?p ~.m&mse 0018fi~OWclla~y41doBI4xT i~JbK@~rL5bmJwe55V8Z~CMw%~D&~1e~tt~3~%-s2i64W4~Qku1Q%3D%3D&Ieas~1~11cLez~QbqEsU%3D&lh‘ b,a, ilecgaliah 

Privacy Policy: 

~O://c~ covsta~tco~itact com/io~i~N/CCP~ivacvPolicE~ 

O~line Marketii~g by 
Co~stant Contact(R) 
~o:i/w ww cor~stantco~tact co~home js p~ 

Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies 1455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafler I CA 193263 



View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

9 Reasons Your Recruiting Class 
Didn’t Turn Out the Way You Wanted 

Derailed recruiting efforts 
Something went wrong as you were building 
your last recruiting class. And now, you’re 
feeling like your recruiting efforts are derailed 
heading into this next class. 

It’s one of those times of the year where you 
start to wonder why your new recruiting class 
didn’t turn-out better, and you’re also trying 
to figure out how to make it better the next 
time around. 

For some of you, it’s even more dire than 
that: 

Many of you are worried. Really worried. 

The bottom line is that you don’t want the upcoming year to be as bad as it was this year. 
Recruiting, afterall, is the lifeblood of any college sports program. If you don’t recruit well, 
you don’t win. If you don’t win, you might not have a job. And even if they let you keep your 
job, its not as much fun walking around campus as it is when you’re winning. 

So today, let’s not focus on what you need to do to be successful at selling and recruiting. 
Instead, lets look at the reasons you might be failing when it comes to recruiting high school 
and junior college athletes that you want for your program. I’m warning you, Coach...some 
of these statements are pretty straight-forward (and maybe even a little harsh). But, think 
of it as a little "tough love" at a pivitol point in your recruiting year. 

See if any of these struggles plague your recruiting efforts... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

USA TODAY: MOST PROSPECTS DON’T CARE ABOUT RANKINGS 

Most college coaches and admissions directors obsese about where their 
college is ranked in publications like U.S. News or other college ranking 
sources. But does any of that really matter to your prospects? The 
answer is no...want to know why? Check out our Facebook page for the 
whole story. CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive 
recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations 
and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the day. Follow 

us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Be in Boston this June for the #1 recruiting training 

weekend in co~ege sports, CL~CK HERE 

Signing Day Yields Big Results for Coaches Using 
Advanced Recruiting Resource 



NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

top article). 

by Ryan Newman, College Relations Coordinator 

NCSA Athletic Recruitinq 

Signing Day. It’s an exciting time for coaches and recruits 
alike, as well as one of the most used technology 
resources by college recruiters - NCSA Athletic Recruiting. 

In fact, NCSA Athletic Recruiting had 87 Division I football 
prospects sign last week during signing day, and more 
have committed in the days after in every sport and nearly 
every state in the country. 

However, if you’re one of the unlucky coaches who didn’t 
sign his or her top recruits, or didn’t sign enough recruits, 
this time of year can be frustrating (as Dan outlined in the 

So, now that Signing Day has come and gone. Do you have your full 2012 roster? 

If you’re still looking to fill some requests, NCSA can help: Send us your request and 
within 24 hours you’ll have some potential recruits who match your needs (send an email to 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting still has approximately 15,000 uncommitted 2012s. Will your future 

star be one of them?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Will New Proposal Cap College Tuition Costs for 
Students and Athletes? 



Courtesy Washington Times 

Shrugging off widespread criticism of its college 
tuition cap proposal, the Obama administration 
mounted a public-relations blitz Monday to sell a 
plan for capping college tuition to students and 
university leaders. 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden, Education 
Secretary Arne Duncan and Sen. John F. Kerry of 
Massachusetts were among the White House 
officials and congressional Democrats who 

headlined events in Florida, Massachusetts and the 
District in a coordinated effort to build support for 
the idea of cutting off some federal financial aid to 
colleges and universities that continue to raise 
tuition each year. 

The measure, the details of which have yet to be announced, was first outlined by President 
Obama in his State of the Union address two weeks ago and was immediately panned across 
the higher education spectrum... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year° Be one of them this year° CL~CK NERE 

Penn State Football Attracts Recruits by Focusing Sales 
Message on School, Not Coaching Controversies 

Penn State football recruits i With signing day now complete, the "post game" 



analysis has begun. 

Among the programs garnering a lot of attention is Penn State University’s football 
program. A nationally publicized scandal, followed by firings and, sadly, the death of 
legendary coach Joe Paterno all put the Nittany Lions in a tough spot from a recruiting 
standpoint. 

So, how did they rally with a solid recruiting class for their new head coach? 

Find out in this insightful article from USA Today... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Looking for quick, [~exp÷~s[ve tra[~[~g for you a~d 
your coach[ngstaff? CLICKHERE 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies I 455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafter I CA I 93263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 11:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

spring w soc phone list 

TEXT.htm; 11-12 team phone list-spring.pdf 

Gentlemen, 
Here’s our spring phone list. The only change to players from the fall is 

-Tom 

new email address. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 2:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: Re-enrolling 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Re-enrolling.msg 

Brent, 
Not sure if I copied you on all of this or not. 

Susan 



LA S 
Tea at Two 

Wednesday, 8 February, 2:00 PM 

Join Director Emily Kass and Professor Bernard L. Herman (UNC- 
Chapel Hi[[, American Studies) for a candid, behind-the-scenes 
conversation about the connections between The Spectacular o[ 
Vernacular and the Ack[and’s forthcoming exhibition Thornton 
Dial: Thoughts on Paper (opening 30 March). Together they 
explore the ways in which the vernacular is woven through the 
two exhibitions both aesthetically and culturally. 

Free to members / $10 for each guest. 

To RSVP, email ackland~sv~@UnCoedu. 

Arts Networking Event 

Thursday, 9 February, 5:30--7:00 P/~ 

Free and open to all UNC students. 

Come mix and mingte with arts professionats who are excited to meet you and share their 
experiences in the arts! Professiona[ categories inctude arts administration/business, curatoda[, 
photography, graphic arts, event ptanning, gattery ownership, academia, working artists, non-profit 
work, and more. 

Sponsored by the Student Friends of the Acktand in cottaboration with University Career Services. 

Bring a friend and enjoy an evening at the Museum. Light refreshments wi[[ be served. 

Free and open to all UNC students. 

Ackland Film Forum: Mississippi iMasala (1991, Dir. Mira Nair) 

Thursday, 9 February, 7:00 P/~ 

Set in modern day Mississippi, this firm traces the difficutt rove story 
of Meena, the daughter of Ugandan-lndian refugees, and Demetrius, 
an African-American man. This firm is presented as part of the 
Center for the Study of the American South’s "Southern Firm Series," 
whose theme for 2011-12 is "the changing demographics of the 



American south." 

Screenin~ at the Varsity Theatre on Franktin St., downtown Chapet 
Hill. 

Admission is free with a university ID, $4 for all others. Tickets 
are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

See the complete Ack~and F~m Forum schedule! 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Officia[ Media Sponsor of the 
Acktand Firm Forum. 

Opening Reception: Cellular Obscura - The Cell Phone Photographs of Shawn Rocco 

Friday, 10 February, 7:00--9:00 P/~ 

Ackland/~useum Store 

An award-winnin~ staff photojournatist at the News & Observer in Ratei~h, Shawn Rocco has 
produced, since 2007, a body of stytisticatty distinctive documentary works usin~ a Motorota E815 
cett phone camera. Catted "Cettutar Obscura" and produced with no apps invotved, Rocco says the 
images "represent a moment in our history measured, not just by the content within the frame, 
but atso by the reatity represented in a photograph via cett phone, a visuat evotution unique to our 
time." 

Rocco was named Photographer of the Year in 2011 by the N.C. Press Photographers Association 
and has taught as an adjunct professor in the Journatism Schoot at UNC-Chapet Hitt. 



On view at the Ackland Museum Store, the exhibition is open through 7 April 2012. 

Please note: this reception is an RSVP-only event! 

Please call 919.962.0216 for reservations, as space is limited. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 11 February, 10:00 A/~--12:00 P/~ 

Every month, Amanda Hu~hes, director of external affairs at the Ackland, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicin~ and stren~thenin~ their drawin~ skills. Participants have 
the opportunity to uncover the challenges the original artists faced and experience the pleasure of 
sharin~ in the creative process. Each session incorporates a short discussion on a work of art. Brin~ 
paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, etc.). 

Free and open to the public. All levels are welcome. 

Drawing for Kids 

Saturday, 11 February, 10:30 A/~--12:00 P/~ 



This program invites 9- to 12-year-olds to look at artists’ techniques and tricks in the Ackland’s 
permanent collections and special exhibitions. Participants explore selected works in the Museum’s 
collection and identify skills that the artist used to make them. Skilled gallery teachers 
demonstrate and teach students those skills, which they can apply in their own art. A mix of 
drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is offered in each session. 
Materials provided. 

Free to members I 55 non-members. 

Registration required and limited: cu[bert@unc.edu or 919.962.0479 

Guided Tour: Look, Linger, and Learn at the Ackland 

Sunday, 12 February 2:00 Phi 

Meticulously glued sequins, hand-cut paper, slices of sea shells...The 
materials and methods used by the artists in The Spectuculur o]~ 
Vernuculur are mesmerizing. 

Join us at 2:00 PM this Sunday, when Amanda Hughes leads a tour of 
the exhibition focusing on these details and more. 

Free and open to the public. (Note: this tour was rescheduled from 
Sunday, February 6.) 

Pajama Party: "Winter Wonders" 



Sunday, 12 February, 3:00-- 5:00 PM 

An Acktand favorite returns! Children are invited to come 
to the Acktand Art Museum in their favorite pajamas for 
winter-themed stories, hands-on snowy crafts, a wintery 
scavenger hunt in the gatteries, milk and cookies, and fun 
surprises! 

Recommended for ages 4 to 8 years old. 

Free and open to the public. 

Now on View: The 
Spectacular oJ’ Vernacular 

The Ack[and Art Museum at The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ is the final venue-and the only 
Southeast venue-of this traveling exhibition, 
organized by the Walker Art Center, 
Minneapolis. Embracing the rustic and the humbly 
homemade as we[[ as the dash of street spectacle and 
commercial culture, The Spectacular of 
Vernacular brings together 25 artists whose work 
fosters a dialogue between contemporary art and the 
creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read more about ~he Spectacular oj~ Vernacular. 

The exhibition catatogue may be purchased at the Acktand Museum Store. 

The Spectacular of Vernacular is organized by the Watker Art Center, Minneapotis, and is made 
possibte by generous support from the Andy Warho[ Foundation for the Visua[ Arts, Heten and Peter 
Warwick, and Margaret and Angus Wurtete. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Acktand Art Museum is made possibte by the 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additiona[ support provided by 
the Wittiam Hayes Acktand Trust, and friends and members of the Acktand Art Museum. Pubtic 
programs are supported by Drs. Leena and Shetdon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and 
Shirtey DrechseL 

These exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from Ack[and Art 
Museum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! C[~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership do[Jars support our mission. 



Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, click 
here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ack[and e-news? 
Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 

week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 9:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutors Parking tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Brent and Amy, 

You may want to remind the tutors and learning assistants that parking will be a challenge tonight because of the basketball game to 
plan accordingly. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 10:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Webinar Tomorrow] The Zappos Experience: 5 Principles to Inspire, Engage and Wow 

TEXT.htm 

5 Principles to Improve Your Service Culture 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.comi> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

5 Principles to Improve Your Service Culture 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar <           toassisJt, corn/forms/020912-NAoG2Ao\\~R-L 1 ? 
1D=70150000000XuXD&elq-e5a0ebe6c6814098698d0692e06eTa46> .... 

Brent: 

If you get the product right and deliver service in a "craveable" experience, consumers will come! 

When Zappos was in its infancy, many thought it couldn’t succeed at selling shoes online. Instead, Zappos has built one of America’s 
most successful brand names and an enviable, albeit wacky, service culture. 

Join this live webinar with Joseph Michelli, author of The Zappos Experience, to learn how you can inspire, engage and wow your 
stakeholders [] just like Zappos. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

REGISTER < toassist co~formsi020912oNAoG2AoWBRoL 1’~ 
[D=70150000000XuX~&elq=e5a0ebe(~c6814098698d0692e06eTa46> .... 

Topic: The Zappos Experience: 5 Principles to Inspire, Engage and Wow 

Date: Tuesday, February 9 
Time: 11 AM (PST) / 2 PM (EST) 

Speakers: 
Joseph Michelli, Author of The Zappos Experience 

Joseph Michelli 

Attend this interactive webinar to learn: 
*How to drive service experience outcomes 
*The true values that can lead your business to success 
*And more... 

*How to increase "service velocity" 

Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <          oloassist.comiforms/O20912oNAoG2AoWBRoLl ? 
ID=70150000000Xui~)&elq=e5a0ebe6c6814098698d0692e06e7a4(~> .... 



Please forward this to colleagues who might be imerested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach ] VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~ :iiww~< ci~r~xor~line ~comi> 

"Facebook" <~:/iwww.facebook.col~ishamr.                  loassis~t.corr~/formsi020912oNAoG2AoWBRoL 1’? 
1D=70150000000X~X~&el%~e5a0ebe6c6814098698d0692e0(~eTa46> Share <~:ii~.ww~facebook.comisharer.~ 
t~=h~lp :,~lea~m go~oassist, corrdformsi020912-NA-G2A-WBRoL 1 ? 
1D=70150000000XuXD&elq=eSa0ebe6c6814098b98d0692e06e7a46> "Twittter" <~:/i~wi~ter.corr~’?smms=5 Prir~ciples 
~o hnprove Your SenTice CuFmre %28via (&gotoassis{%29 %0D%dOA > Tweet <h~p:iitvvi’{’~er.co~/?s’m’ms-5 Pri~ciples ~o 
~rove Your Service Culture %28via ~o~oassis~%29 %0D%0A > 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:/i~ww.citrixonlme.cor~ 
Unsubscribe: h~p :i!leam.citrixonliue. cou~forms/Uus~bscribe ? 
~miq~eid=e5a0ebe6c6814098b98d0692e06eTa46&eumi~b~amor~&~mc~.~mc.ed~ 



Questions? 
1 o8GGo549o854~ 

5 Principles to Improve 
Your Service Culture 

Brent: 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar 

If you get the product right and deliver service in a "craveable" 
experience, consumers will come! 

When Zappos was in its infancy, many thought it couldn’t succeed at 
selling shoes online. Instead, Zappos has built one of America’s most 
successful brand names and an enviable, albeit wacky, service 
culture. 

Join this live webinar with Joseph Michelli, author of The Zappos 
Experience, to learn how you can inspire, engage and wow your 
stakeholders -just like Zappos. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

Topic: The Zappos Experience: 5 
Principles to Inspire, Engage and Wow 

Date: Tuesday, February 9 
Time: 11 AM (PST)/2 PM (EST) 

Speakers: 
Joseph Michelli, Author of The Zappos 
Experience 

Attend this interactive webinar to learn: 

Joseph Michelli 

¯ How to increase "service velocity" 
¯ How to drive service experience outcomes 
¯ The true values that can lead your business to success 
¯ And more... 



Reserve Your Complimentar’,/Seat 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li he. corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 10:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Instructor List 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; 2.9.12.xlsx 

Attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 3:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Report 

TEXT.htm; 2.9.12 with hours added.xlsx 

Does this look like what you need? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 4:26 PM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] NCAA Weighs Changes to $2,000 Stipend Based on Financial Need - Players - 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

~:/!chronicle.comi~lo~,’ersinc~mowe sotoo2000os~i~end=basedoonofina~cialoneedi29578? 
sid=pm&~mn_so~rce=pm&~m-r~_ medimn:e~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 4:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Report 

TEXT.htm 

Ok, I will confirm with Rick. Thanks. 

>>> "B lanton, B rent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 2/9/2012 4: 51 PM >>> 

Perfecto ! 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov2a~m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 3:11 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Report 

Does this look like what you need? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Boyd, Travis Dusfin" <boydt@indiana.edu> 

Friday, February 10, 2012 1:27 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] N4A Model Practices Award - Call for Submissions! 

TEXT.htm 

The Model Practice Committee is seekfilg nominations for the A~muul N4A Model Practice Award. Winners will be honored at the 2012 National Convention during ti:e awards luncheon with a recogultion plaque. 

Description of the Award: The N4A Model Practice Award is an award given annually to the university or college that displays best practices in their academic progn-amming for student atliletes (tiffs includes, but is not 
limited to academic advisfilg, academic integrity, disability selwices, target populations, learning specialists, tutoring, study hall/table, life skills, etc.). 

l::sfitufio::s ca:: submit one or :::ore no:ni:mfions in each category. 

Categories: Acade:nic Advising (Includes: moultoifi~g acade:nic progress, major exploratio:~, communication with professors, etc.) Life Skills (Includes: comses, speakers, career counseling, health and wellness educatio:~, 
etc.) Target Population hograms (Includes: at-risk, learulng disabled, intematio:ml, summer bridge, transfers, etc.) Tutoring (Includes: tutori:~g and mentoring programs) Academic Integrity (Includes: maintaiulng 
institutional academic standards) 

Eligibility: All universities or colleges affiliated with the N4A are encouraged to enter. Entries ca:: be made by an inclividuul, group, or an entire staf£ Suhinissions must be able to demonstrate program lo:lgevity (2-3 years) 
and program effectiveness. 

Criteria: The Model Practice Committee will rate each application on the following criteria: 

How were results measmed? What clid it cost (budget, time, and stall) to implement? 
* Applicability/Replicability of the Best Practice - How can this Model Practice be implemented in a program of a di fllirent size, di fferent budget and di fferent scope? Wliut is the process for replicability in other 

orgaulzations? 
Submission Procedures: Please go to and complete the online no:nination fore:. You will be asked to provide a response to each of the followi:~g prompts on 
ti:e foi:n. 

1. Goals and Objectives - Identify ti:e overall purpose of the model practice. What were you specifically trying to achieve? Was there a specific deficiency, problem, or need that you were trying to adcli-ess and improve 
(Examples: Increasfi~g acade:nic metrics such as GPA, APR, graduation rates; improvfi~g staff efficiency; providing mtimnced selwices to specific populations; etc.)? Are these challe:lges potentially co:nn:on at other 
li:stitutions? Was tiffs a newly created program or clid it build upon somethi:~g tliut was already in place? 
2. hogram Description - Describe each staffmember’s role and what if any collaboration existed with different depa~ments on or off campus. Include month and year program was created, staffmember(s) directly 
responsible for the implementation, and budget requirements. 
3. hogram Evaluation - How did you measme the success of the program (quantitative and/or qualitative)? How were results measured? How clid you know tliut it was effective? How did you collect feedback fiom your 
students, coaches, faculty, and/or acliniulstrators? Wliut instruments clid you use to measure success? (Retention Reports, GPA, APR, GSR, Surveys, other statistics) 
4. hogram Outcomes - Wliut were the specific outcomes? How well clid you achieve the program objectives? How well clid the Model Practice align: with the programs overall goals and objectives? How did the 
m:plementalion of the program impact the students? hnpact ti:e Institution? What did it cost (budget, lime, and stall) to m:plement? How did you kimw that the program worked? Ca:: you provide tangible results of the impact 
of your program? (GPA, APR, etc) Did you collect any data tliut shows you achieved yore goals? Describe your institution’s conuhitment to the program’s continuation? 
5. Potential for adaptation by other institutions - How ca:: yore program be implemented at institutions of clifferent sizes, budgets, scopes, etc.? Ca:: yore program be used "as is" or does it need to be scaled up or down 
depenchi~g upon the factors mentioned previously (size, budget, scope, etc.)? What essential aspects of yore program must be in place in order to be elllictive at another institution? What recommendstions do you have for an 
li:stitution a~empting to replicate yore program? Please adch-ess initial stai~up phase, execution of the program, and measuring the program’s elllictiveness. 
6. Challe:~ges/Obstacles - Describe potential challenges (if any) tliut you may have encom:tered when implementi:lg tiffs program/selwice? How did you overcome the challenges/obstacles? What would you do dilllirently in 
ti:e futm-e to avoid such issues? How do you plan to e:timnce the current program in the futm-e? Are there other constituencies on campus or in their co:nn:unity that you would like to collaborate with in the futm-e? 
Model Practice Example Nanative <hgp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr et5exaeab&et-l104294302344&s 784&e ~5YiYi~vMxj4AU2SzqF6Y~7Y~C~bd6jli5QVgJ~89Ai~6DqL~5hdve~icfyxtBvKvD~hd~vzvFZ7Wu 4WdtWhcge8uz JArJ8pls01JYao3KPZHwAIIONrKCZiWotuZgkXgES 

Entries must be suhihitted ouline to hVq)s:!/n4awtl~ocom/~or:ls/model-p~actice-~wa:d-applicatio~’ prior to Friday, March 16th 2012. 

Please direct questions about suhihissions to: 

Travis Boyd 
Model Practices Co:nnff~ee Chair 
Dhector ofAcade:hic Se~ices - Football 
Incliana Uulversity 
boydt@incliana.edu<m~lto:bo~::di~::a ed:a> 

812-856-2756 



SpoRs Management Worldwide 
Career Conference at the NFL Combine: 

Februa~ 24th & 25th0 2012 

C~ick here to register now 

Meet Raymond Ber~o Speaker CLE°s for 

Raymond Berry 
NFL Legend 

to speak at the 
Football Career 

Conference 

Click here to read more 
about the conference... 

Raymond Berry, 
former football wide 
receiver. He played for 
the Baltimore 

Colts during their two NFL championship wins. He later had a 
career in coaching, highlighted by his trip to Super Bowl XX as 
head coach of the New England Patriots. He is a member of 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame. 
With his strong ties to both teams playing in Super Bowl XLVI, the 
Giants and the Patriots, Raymond presented the Vince Lombardi 
Trophy to NFL commissioner Roger Goodell, who awarded it 
to Super Bowl MVP Eli Manning. 

ou tube video here 

The Raymond Berry story is one of determination, dedication and 
desire. Berry, who needed to wear special shoes because one leg 
was shorter than the other, didn’t become a starter on his high 
school football team until his senior year - even though his father 
was the coach. 

As an end for Southern Methodist, he caught all of 33 passes in 
three seasons. Why the Baltimore Colts selected him, even as a 
"future choice" on the 20th round of the 1954 draft, is a mystery. A 
long shot to make the Colts, Berry was determined. He practiced 
and practiced, catching passes from anyone willing to throw to him. 
He concentrated on making the difficult catch and running perfect 
patterns. 

Although he had just average speed, he developed, by his own 
count, 88 different moves to get open. He ran patterns within inches 
of how they were diagramed. In 1956, 
Johnny Unitas became the Colts’ 
quarterback and Raymond was ready to put 
all his hours of practice to use. Together the 
two gave the Baltimore Colts one of the 
greatest pass-catch teams of all time. Three 
straight times Raymond led the league in 

An additional session 
Sunday morning will 
be provided for 
Attorneys needing 
CLE’s. 

"The ~mpac~ of New 
Co~ecdve 

Agreements and 
Labor Peace on 

Representing or 

and Coaches 
presented by 
Robe~ 

1.5 CLE Credit 
Hours 

Why attend? 

"This is the 
’must attend’ 
event of the year 
for those 
involved in the 
football 
business. You 
will establish 
key 
relationships, 
learn skills and 
strategies that 
will last a 
lifetime, and 
enhance your 
resume with 
quafity 
networking." 



receptions and caught a then-record 631 passes for 9,275 yards 
and 68 touchdowns in his 13-year career. 

A first- or second-team All-Pro choice in 1957 through 1961 and 
again in 1965, he was selected to play in six Pro Bowl games 
during his career. A sure-handed receiver, Raymond fumbled only 
once in 13 years. Perhaps his greatest moment came in the famous 
overtime 1958 NFL Championship Game. He set a then-record with 
12 catches for 178 yards and a touchdown. Several of his grabs 
came in the Colts’ life-or-death, last minute drive to the tying 
touchdown. In the overtime period, two receptions good for 33 
yards were the major gains in Baltimore’s drive for the winning 
score. 

Register Now 
General Admission: 

$275 

Students & Facult~ 
~75 

Team 
Atto rn e vs & Aqe nts 
(Includes CLE’s): 

$15o 

Led the NFL in yardage three times. 

Led the NFL in receptions three times. 

Led the NFL in TD receptions twice. 
Became all-time leading receiver in his 10th season. 

In 1973 Berry was elected in his first year of eligibility to the 
Pro Football Hall Of Fame. 
In 1994 the NFL celebrated its first 75 years by naming the 
NFL All Time Team. The four receivers selected were: Don 
Hutson, Raymond Berry, Lance Alworth and Jerry Rice. 

Raymond Berry was a member of two world championship 
teams with the Baltimore Colts. 
Raymond Berry selected to 6 Pro Bowls. 

Alter his playing career Raymond Berry coached for 22 
years, 6 years as a Head Coach. 
In 1985 Raymond Berry took New England to their first 
Super Bowl, and was voted 
Coach of the Year by the Vince Lombardi Committee. 

Along with Mike Ditka and Forrest Gregg, Berry became one 
of only 3 to be selected to the 
75th Anniversary team, as a player and later coach his team 
to the Super Bowl. 

Coaching History: 
Dallas Cowboys (WR) (1968- 
1969) 
New England Patriots Head Coach 
(1984-1989) ** First NFL team to 
win all road playoff games and first 
Superbowl appearance for the New 
England Patriots. 
Detroit Lions (QB) (1991-1992) 
Denver Broncos (QB) (1992) 

2012 Confirmed Speakers 
(New Speakers Added Weekly) 

Mike Tannenbaum - New York Jets GM 

College students are 
encouraged to attend. 

College Credit 
transferable to your 
school. 

Many college groups are 
attending together. 
Contact us to work out a 
group rate for your 
university! 
workshop@smww.com 

Colle.qe Student Discount 
Re.qistration 

Schools Represented at 
past events: 

University of Oregon 
Michigan State University 
Arizona State University 
The University of Phoenix 
University of Nebraska 
Kearney 
Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota 
Crookston 
University of Nevada, 
Reno 
University of Central 
Florida 
Stanford 
Fort Hays State University, 
Kansas 
Metropolitan State College 
Of Denver 
Ashford University 
Oregon State University 
Southwestern Law School 
Towson University 
McMaster University 
Anderson University 
Purdue University 
IUPUI 
San Diego State University 
Cardinal Stritch University 
West Virginia University 
Lynn University, Boca 
Raton, Florida 
Indiana University 
Ohio State University 
and many more! 



Reggie Mckenzie, Oakland Raiders GM (Fritz Pollard 
Alliance) 
Adam Schefter- ESPN 
Dawn Aponte - Miami Dolphins Sr. VP of Football 
Operations 
Raymond Berry, Pro Football Hall of Fame, Baltimore Colts 
- 1955-67 with Johnny Unitas. Former Coach of the 
Cowboys, Patriots, Lions, Broncos 
Mike Stanfield, New Orleans Saints VP of Ticket & Suite 
Sales 
Greg Hylton, Indianapolis Colts VP of Premium Seating & 
Ticket Sales 
John Wooten, former NFL Executive, Browns 1959-67, 
Redskins 1968, Fritz Pollard Alliance Chairman and 
affectionately known as NFL’s Godfather. SMWW Faculty 
Russ Lande, NFL Draft Expert for GM Jr. Scouting & The 
Sporting News & SMWW Faculty 
Mike Christianson, San Francisco 49ers Coordinator of 
Football Technology 
Mike Stoeber, Jacksonville Jaguars Video Assistant (XOS) 
Jamie Alfieri, Oregon State University Student Video 
Assistant (XOS) 
Kristen Kuliga, NFL Agent 
Jack Mills, NFL Agent 
Kelli Masters, NFL Agent 
Derron Harris - Philadelphia Eagles Manager of Football 
Administration 
George Karras, Oakland Raiders Scout, Iongtime friend and 
associate of AI Davis 
Chisom Opara, Cleveland Browns College Area Scout (Fritz 
Pollard Alliance) 
Dave Razzano, NFL scout for more than 22 yrs,49ers, 
Rams, Cardinals. 
Reggie Cobb, San Francisco 49ers Area Scout (Fritz 
Pollard Alliance) 
Matt Littlefield, former NFL pro & college scout; current 
scout for GM Jr Scouting Services 
Josh Liskiewitz, College Scout with GM Jr Scouting 
Contributor for RoarReport 
Dr. Chuck Patterson, Career Planners College Consulting 
Jim Solano - NFL Agent 
Steve Nash, Integrity Sports Broadcasting & SMWW 
Fa cu Ity 
Rick Horrow - television host of "The Business of Sports" on 
Bloomberg Television 
Bob Ruxin, VP and General Counsel, Kazmaier Associates, 
Inc. 
Leo Ezerins, Canadian Football League Executive Director 
More added daily! 

Remember to check in frequently on the Sports Career Conference 
website as new speakers are added weekly! Sign up here. 

Contact 
workshop@smww.com for 
your group! 

Here is what one Sports 
Management Professor 
has to say about taking 
groups to SMVWV 
Conferences: 

"SMWW Conferences are a 

must for those involved in 
sports management 
programs and who truly care 
about experiential education, 
establishing networking 
contacts with senior level 
executives, and exposing 
students to visionary thinkers 
in the field of sports 
management. Few people in 
the world can attract this 
level of talent and put them 
in one room to share their 
experiences. The SMWW 
Career Conference is the 
kind of student-focused 
activity that will raise 
retention rates, career 
placement rates, and student 
satisfaction rates." 

Ted Curtis, B.A., M.S., J.D. 
Professor of Sports 
Management 
Lynn University, Boca Raton 
Florida 

To book your room at the 
Hyatt Hotel in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, call 1-888-591- 
1234 (317-632- 1234) and 
tell them you are with the 

group Sports Management 
Worldwide. 

GREAT Hotel Room 
rates!!!!! 

Student rate - $155 

Non Student rate - $175 

What People are 
Sayin# About 
S Career 

"The SMVVW Sports 
Career Conference is 
definitely a who’s who of 



X SMWW FOOTBALL CAREER CONFERENCE 
PREVIEW 

FOOTBALL CAREER CONFERENCE PREVIEW 

Rod G~aves, A[izona Ca[’dinals GM, speaking at 
SM\NW Confe[~ence 

the NFL. Don’t miss it!" 
Matt Moore, Miami 
Dolphins QB 

"Let me bottom line this for 
you -- 
SMVWV’s conference 
offers prospective agents 
what no other agency is 
willing to share - 
experience and resources 
with a moral compass. 
Speakers are eager to 
provide a wealth of 
information and 
participants actually 
participate. This is not a 
conference you will find 
anywhere else. In my 
years as an agent and as 
an attorney I have yet to 
meet another person or 
agency willing to share this 
degree of expertise and 
that alone is priceless in 
the sports agent industry." 
Bruce Butler, Attorney 
and Sports Agent 

"The wealth of expertise 
you gathered across 
sports industries for all 
attendees in both panel 
and networking settings 
was truly amazing and 
exciting. I look forward to 
shaking and baking with 
the many sports leaders I 
met at the conference. I 
am already looking 
forward to the 2009 
conference!" 
Paul Martino 
Global 500 corporate 
Director and ESPN 
Sports Ticker Gameday 
Statistician 

"VVhat a wonderful 
weekend I had at your 
Sports Career Conference! 
The conference was 
informative, enlightening, 
inspirational, and very 
educational. It was a 
classy event with some 
heavy hitters of the sports 
industry used as guest 
panelists. I cannot begin to 
share with you the great 
experience I had. Thank 
you is not enough, but it is 
well deserved. Most 
impressive was the 
number of young people 
who traveled from all over 
the country and from 
abroad to attend the 
conference. It speaks 
volumes about the 
reputation and quality of 
your organization." 
Reggie Williams, Former 
MLB player: 
Los Angeles Dodgers, 
and Cleveland Indians 

"From my perspective it is 
a win-win situation. 



ESPN Adam Schefler speaking with attendees 

Attendees Listen to Sports Panel 

Students can only learn so 
much in the classroom. 
The value of spending two 
days in the same room 
with some of the top sport 
and athletic administrators 
in the United States is 
extremely valuable to 
these undergraduates. As 
one student said: "It (the 
conference) was worth 
every penny!" 
D. Floyd Jones, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Sport Management 
Program 
West Virginia University 

SMVWVAgent Advisor Joe Aloisi, Tara Moore and Matt Moore of the Miami Dolphins 
listen to speakers 



Dr. Lynn Lashbrook meeting with attendees a~er the day’s session. 

Future S~ SpoAs Career Conferences 

Hocke’£ Career Conference at the NHL Draft 
June 21o23rd, 2012 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

NBA Summer League Conference 
July 20-12, 2012 in Las Vegas, Nevada 

MLB Winter Meetin~ Conference 
December 2-3, 2012 in Nashville, Tennessee 

Sports Management Worldwide o USA 
1100 NW Glisan 2B 

Portland, Oregon USA 
1o503o445o7105 

Spo4s Management Worldwide o UK 
London, England, UK 
+44 (0)871 288 4799 



This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by workshop@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 12, 2012 7:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Academic Report 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

I did not receive one yesterday as I normally do? 

Coach Fox 



Brent, 

I did not receive one yesterday as I normally do? 

Coach Fox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 12, 2012 4:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Drop in schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Do you mind emailing me the drop in schedule so I can send it out to my students? 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 12, 2012 5:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Drop in schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks! I think you sent it to everyone else but me (boo!!!) 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 2/12/2012 5:00 PM >>> 

Here it is [] I thought I did this already. 
B 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mafl~olitowr~ser~d~ancaa.anc.edal 
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2012 4:09 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Drop in schedule 

Do you mind emailing me the drop in schedule so I can send it out to my students? 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 66685bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Drop-In Schedule.pdf ( ~:iiarchi~eO2.m~caa.~nc.ed~/eTd76a45374baeS0b7939d6330a4d04c ) Sat, 12 May 2012 18:00:09 - 
040066685bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 12:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Facebook & Twitter: Strategies to Boost Student Enrollment - 3/6 - Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

This highly effective, 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues 
with the tools to use social media to recruit the brightest and best students 
possible to your university. 

"Facebook & Twitter: Strategies to Boost Student Enrollment" 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

m~essortrai~in~’ .comi266i0i2ip6RDNSNc!p736RS 9Fiip0e 

Marketing Strategies for Building a Long Term Internet Presence 

**Specific tips to make connections & grow your fan base 

**Keys to develop consistency through all forms of social media 

**Legal and technological pitfalls you need to avoid 

Low Cost Strategies to Staff Your Social Media Recruiting Efforts 
**Keys to effectively staff your social media campaign without breaking the 
budget 

**Managing your online reputation: Messages, reminders, blog & video posting 
**How to get user-generated content and implement it in your marketing efforts 

Techniques to Connect With Potential Students on Facebook & Twitter 
**Techniques to make the most user friendly experience possible 
**How to use Twitter to help boost your reputation & market to students 
**Ways to use Facebook Timeline in your recruiting efforts 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your Social Media Recruiting Questions 
Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

John W. Dysart is President of The Dysart Group, Inc. A graduate of The Catholic 
University of America, John has worked in higher education for more than twenty 

five years. He has worked full-time at institutions such as George Washington 
University, North Carolina Wesleyan College and Berkeley College of Business 
holding positions ranging from Director of Financial Aid and Assistant Director 

of Admission to Dean of the Evening College. 
**Mr. Dysart has consulted with more than 150 colleges and universities in more 

than 35 states. While the majority of his consultations have been related to 
enrollment management and enrollment growth, he has a special expertise in 

finance and financial aid issues. He has been able to consistently integrate 

enrollment management with institutional objectives regarding net revenue, 

budgeting and strategic planning. 
**Considered a national expert in enrollment management, John Dysart has 

conducted seminars and made dozens of presentations for 18 higher education 

professional organizations. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

*Facebook & Twitter: Strategies to Boost Student Enrollment* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Tuesday, March 6, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 



Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofe ssor~raimr~todav .comi266iOi2ip6R~)N~Nc/p736RSg}:~i/pOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http;iiw ~. w.pro ~c ssortrair~ir~gtodav .com/26(d4Ci2/~(~RDNNc/p73(~RSgFiipOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 280299 

Contact ID#: -1643335297 



Thanks very much Brent!<br><br>Have a great day.<br><br>Eric<br><br><div 
class="gmail_quote">On Sun, Feb 12, 2012 at 9:26 PM, Blanton, Brent S <span 
dir="ltr">&lt; <a 
h ref="mailto: blanton@uncaa, unc. edu">blanton@uncaa, unc. edu</a>&gt; </span > wrote: <br> 
<blockquote class="gmail_quote" style="margin:0pt Opt Opt 0.8ex;border-left: 1 px solid 
rgb(204,204,204); padding-left: 1 ex"> 

<div link="blue" vlink="purple" lang="EN-US"> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family: &q uot; Calibri&q uot;, &q uot; sans-serif&q uot; ;color: rgb(31,73,125)"> Hi 
Eric,<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Calibri&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;;color:rgb(31,73,125)">1’11 take care of it 
tonight when I approve.<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Calibri&quot;,&quot;sans- 
serif&quot;;color:rgb(31,73,125)"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Calibri&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot; ;color: rgb(31,73,125)">Have a great 
week,<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Calibri&quot;,&quot;sans- 
serif&q uot; ;color: rgb(31,73,125)">Brent<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Calibri&quot;,&quot;sans- 
serif&quot;;color:rgb(31,73,125)"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><b><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Tahoma&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;">From:</span></b><span style="font- 
size: 10pt;font-family:&quot;Tahoma&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;"> Eric Stoffregen [mailto:<a 
h ref="mailto: estoffregen@chccs, kl 2. nc. us" 
target="_blan k">estoffregen@chccs, kl 2. nc. us</a>] 
<br> 
<b>Sent:</b> Saturday, February 11,2012 2:40 PM<br> 
<b>To:</b> Blanton, Brent S<br> 
<b>Subject:</b> TIMS<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp><div><div class="h5"> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><u></u> <u></u></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal">Good afternoon Brent,<br> 
<br> 
Very sorry to interrupt your weekend but I realized that I did not verify my hours in TIMS 
yesterday and won&#39;t be at UNC or my computer unit Monday. 
<br> 
Would it be possible for you to &quot;check the box&quot; as it were so I won&#39;t miss a 
pay cycle?<br> 
I checked my hours earlier in the week and they were correct - I just forgot to check the verify 



hours box on Friday.<br> 
<br> 
Thanks.<br> 
<br> 
Eric<br clear="all"> 
<br> 
-- <u></u><u></u></p> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal">Eric Stoffregen<u><lu><u><lu><lp> 
</div> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal">Science Instructor<u><lu><u><lu><lp> 
</div> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal">Chapel Hill High School<u><lu><u><lu><lp> 
</div> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><a href="mailto:estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc.us" 
target="_blan k">estoffregen@chccs, kl 2. nc. us<la><u><lu><u><lu><lp> 
</div> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><a href="tel:%28919%29929-2106%20x%201203" 
value="+ 19199292106" target="_blank">(919)929-2106 x 1203<la><u><lu><u><lu><lp> 
</div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><u></u> <u></u></p> 
<ldiv> <ldiv> <ldiv> 
</div> 

</blockquote></div><br><br clear="all"><br>-- <br><div>Eric Stoffregen</div> 
<div>Science Instructor</div> 
<div>Chapel Hill High School</div> 
<div><a href="mailto:estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc.us" 
target="_blan k">estoffregen@chccs, kl 2. nc. us</a> </div> 
<div>(919)929-2106 x 1203</div><br> 

<pre>AII mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



~qonday February 13 2012 Unsubscr be I Pr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a friend 

I hope that everyone’s new year is off to a great start. It is amazing how fast time flies in our 
profession. It seems like just yesterday that we were meeting in Dallas for one of the best 
conventions that our organization has ever had. Now we are only four short months away 
from another exciting convention in Buffalo!!! I wanted to let you know that our early bird rate 
is open and we hope that many of you will take advantage of our discounted rate for this year’s 
convention. We have some very exciting presentations lined up for you. One key item is that 
we have partnered with the NCAA to provide an insight into the new legislation and rules that 
have been implemented this year. Jennifer Strawley and Andy Cardamone will be delivering 
the updates about the new legislation that is coming out. We feel like this will be an excellent 
opportunity to get the same information that will be presented at the NCAA Regional Rules 
Workshops. Also, please remember that we are providing at no cost a trip to Niagara Falls!!! 
We look forward to seeing you in Buffalo June 7-10 for another outstanding convention. 

Click Here to see the proposed agenda or to register for the convention. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 

901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

Subscr be I Unsubscribe I Send t~is to a friend 

nfoura.orc~ 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



Ok, Kailey Williams came off payroll on 1/16/2012. She needs to make another appointment as well to complete 

paperwork again. [f Michelle is still a student she too can call for an appointment. Although this two are students, we still 

have to have approval for them to work. Please fill out a request for temporary position form. 

Thomas Evins came off payroll on 2/8/2012. 

Tracy U. Harris 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 85OO 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEELS!! 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/12/2012 10:28 PM > > > 
HI Tracy, 

Michelle Tessier needs to see you ASAP so she can do her paperwork with you. Is there any way you can fit her in this week? Also, 

Kailey Williams has gone missing in the system. Any way we can get her back up and running? 

Thanks, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-31o7 

X Descri 
ption: 
Descri 
nti,~,n. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mark OBrien" <mark@newfangled.com> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 11:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Webinar This Wednesday: Lead Management and Nurturing 

TEXT.htm 

AN INTRODUCTION TO LEAD MANAGEMENT AND NURTURING This Wednesday 
, February 15, at noon eastern 

Join us on Wednesday at noon as we take a look at how to best 
handle and nurture leads after your site has done the great work 
of attracting, informing, and engaging them. We’ll look at the 
lead nurturing cycle, the latest in lead tracking, and CRM 
basics. 

Register now! [~:iiwww.rte~fa~g[ed.comicrm webinar] 

[] 2010 Newfangled I Unsubscribe h~:/i~ae~.far@ed.cmai13.com/tir/uidlhksd\/idl~ii~ 



AN iNTRODUCTiON 
AND NURTURING 
This Wednesday, February 15, at noo~ easter~ 

TO LEAD MANAGEMENT 

Join us on ’Wednesday at noon as we take a look at howto best handle and nu~ure leads a~er your site has done 

the great work of attracting, informing, and engaging them We’ll look at the lead nurturing cycle, the latest in lead 

tracking, and CRM basics. 

ster now 

2010 NewfangledI Unsubscdbe 





All, 

The January 2012 issue of the Information Security Office "Monthly Information Security Tips" newsletter is available at 

~://ccm.unc°edu/Inf~Securit‘//security~awareness/security~awareness.at~unc/m~r~th~securit‘~tips/CCM3 035:~40 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 5:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creating Better Rubrics: Improve Assessments, Assignments & Outcomes - 3/22 - 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

For those concerned with effectively managing your hybrid classes, there will be 

a live 60-minute webinar: 
"Creating Better Rubrics: Improve Assessments, Assignments & Outcomes" 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:i/www bes~professor~raining~com/26J/0/2/p6S UQWcip73 SZAZZiip0e 

Rubrics that are well written not only help students understand what they need 

to learn but help faculty effectively assess learning outcomes and course 
quality. How can you ensure that your rubric satisfies both your instructional 

and assessment purposes? Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your 

colleagues will discover: 

** Steps to develop quality scoring rubrics [] Templates included! 
** Which type fits your assessment needs: Grading or improvement 

** Effective ways to outline assignment expectations to students 

** Ways to limit grade appeals & confusion through well written rubrics 
** Rubrics [] value in the student peer review process 

Your expert presenter: 
Dr. Teresa Flateby has been active in the field of assessment for over fifteen 
years. 
** She is the Director of Academic Assessment at Georgia Southern University. 

Prior to this appointment, she was the Director of Assessment at the University 

of South Florida, where she was awarded the Ph.D. in Educational Measurement 
and Research. She was also the Director of Evaluation and Testing at USF and 
formed an assessment and faculty development consulting firm. 
** Terri has facilitated numerous face-to-face and online assessment workshops 

for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Association of American 

Colleges and Schools, American Association for Higher Education, IUPUI’s 
Assessment Institute, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology’s Best Practices 
Institute, as well as for regional conferences, such as New Mexico Higher 

Education Assessment and Retention Conference and North Carolina State 
University’s Undergraduate Assessment Symposium. 
** She provides assessment consultation to higher education institutions, and 

recently authored Improving Writing and Thinking through Assessment. 

** Creating Better Rubrics: Improve Assessments, Assignments & Outcomes 
** Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference 

** Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~:iiwww.bestprofessor~rai~ng:comi26JiOi2           73 SZAZZi/)?0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 



P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http:i/www.bestprofessortraming.com/2(~Ji4C/2ip6SUiQW~p73SZAZZi/pOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 573582 

Contact ID#: -1642397214 



Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with effectively managing your hybrid classes, there will be 
a live 60-minute webinar: 
"Creating Better Rubrics: Improve Assessments, Assignments & Outcomes" 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
htt~r~://w~w.best~rofessortrainir~gcomi26JiO/2            73 SZt~ZZiip0e 

Rubrics that are well written not only help students understand what they need 
to learn but help faculty effectively assess learning outcomes and course 
quality. How can you ensure that your rubric satisfies both your instructional 
and assessment purposes? Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your 
colleagues will discover: 

¯ Steps to develop quality scoring rubrics - Templates included! 
¯ Which type fits your assessment needs: Grading or improvement 
¯ Effective ways to outline assignment expectations to students 
¯ Ways to limit grade appeals & confusion through well written rubrics 
¯ Rubrics’ value in the student peer review process 

Your expert presenter: 
Dr. Teresa Flateby has been active in the field of assessment for over fifteen 
years. 

¯ She is the Director of Academic Assessment at Georgia Southern University. 
Prior to this appointment, she was the Director of Assessment at the University 
of South Florida, where she was awarded the Ph.D. in Educational Measurement 
and Research. She was also the Director of Evaluation and Testing at USF and 
formed an assessment and faculty development consulting firm. 

¯ Terri has facilitated numerous face-to-face and online assessment workshops 
for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Association of American 
Colleges and Schools, American Association for Higher Education, IUPUI’s 
Assessment Institute, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology’s Best Practices 
Institute, as well as for regional conferences, such as New Mexico Higher 
Education Assessment and Retention Conference and North Carolina State 
University’s Undergraduate Assessment Symposium. 

¯ She provides assessment consultation to higher education institutions, and 
recently authored Improving Writing and Thinking through Assessment. 

¯ Creating Better Rubrics: Improve Assessments, Assignments & Outcomes 
¯ Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference 
¯ Thursday, March 22, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 



~:~v.bestpro*?ssortraining.comi26J/Oi2 73 SZAZZii$~0e 

We hope you’ll j oin us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
furore conferences, please click here: 
http:~rw.bestprofesso~rai~ir~g.comi26J/4Ci2ip6SUOWcip73 SZAZZiip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 573582 

Contact ID#: - 1642397214 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

kennedy@prairiedogregistry, com 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 3:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"UNC Hettleman Award" <hettleman_award@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 8:54 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Hettleman Lectures 

TEXT.htm 

HETTLEMAN LECTURES 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

and 

Chancellor Holden Thorp 

Invite you to attend lectures by two of our most 

Distinguished young scholars 

Winners of the 2011 Phillip & Ruth Hettleman Prizes 

for Artistic and Scholarly Achievement 

Dr. Mark Katz, Associate Professor 

Department of Music 

"Authorship in the Age of Configurable Music" 

Dr. Brett Whalen, Associate Professor 

Department of History 

"The Middle Ages and the Politics of History’s End" 



Tuesday, February 21, 2012 

2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Hyde Hall, University Room 

Refreshments will be served. 

Dr. Mark Katz 
Dr. Brett Whalen 

Presenting at 2:15 p.m. 
Presenting at 3:15 p.m. 



HETTLEMAN LECTURES 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
and 

Chancellor Holden Thorp 

Invite you to attend lectures by two of our most 
Distinguished young scholars 

Winners of the 2011 Phillip & Ruth Hettleman Prizes 
for Artistic and Scholarly Achievement 

Dr. Mark Katz, Associate Professor 
Department of Music 

"Authorship m the Age of Configurable Music" 

& 

Dr. Brett Whalen, Associate Professor 
Department of History 

"The Middle Ages and the Pofitics of History’s End" 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 
2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Hyde Hall, University Room 

Refreshments will be served. 

Dr. Mark Katz 
Presenting at 2:15 p.m. 

Dr. Brett Whalen 
Presenting at 3:15 p.m. 



.... and chips on the counter. Please help yourself today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 9:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why You Should Reach for the Phone to Reach New Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 

Click here! 
120 co~la~ttcoi~tact com, z endei ?ih-b’~,heq~ab&v 001 s0~ R~%:~13 dPZ21VSHr\/aH ciPTa b V508 Jk~al7ZUaYbl J~E ~eF~kTALmB 01~zXHs~L - 

You’re recalvfi~g tNs email became of yore relafio~Np with Tudor Cdlegiae S~aegies. 
Please confii~l 
~o:/Ix, Jsito~20co~>ta~lco:~lactcom/cis~?lh- b,a, he~bab&l- 11092947826455611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~d: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email from m. You may ~ubscribe 
~:iIvisito, cor~:~ta,~tcoatact co~Jdo?p~u~&mse: 0018fi~OWgLav~MoB~F tmJbK@0~L5bmJwe55VgZ66Mw%3D&t O01T5E~QaY9~Es5NXROFMV5~4~%3D%3D&reaso~ O01I~:~{EsM%3D&Ih to,~hcg,~balo 
if you no longer wish to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [h~p://i20 rs6 i~eti/~jsp?llr bwhecl~ff~ab&et~:1 i09294782645&s :56114&e O01cRiGiplIXIMi%dk9t~lMSXdYsl4ZK4OihoCIaSclI~dXTroiTLtNclYP iH1WsSCl\,\&ff’nsTiDi9eO- 
z423~57                      9 NkiU~.~T e Jv s~/vlg _] 

Febmaly 14, 2012 Vollm~e 8, Issue 7 

Wily You Should Reach for tile Phone 

to Reach New Recruits 

We’re enteling tilat odd time of the recmiti~g year when coaches are fi~ffstff~g-up 
one class, and begi~ming tile recmiti~g process with another. 

And with that new class comes tile same age old question thut has pei1)lexed recruiters 
for tile last two decades: "How should I first contact my next set of recruits?" 

Thut’s been a question wNch we have devoted a good amount of study to over tile 
years. And after crunching tile numbers, conducti~g research studies all over tile 
comltry dui-fi~g our On Campus Workshops for college atilletic departlnents [~0 rs6 :~let/l~ is~ 
~M~&e~ 1109294782645&s 56114&~001                   LogbqsHq~ V~\45~’~Oql,Ma.,qd~KLJ PM~,’~i/ess                   RgBO_i(Y, X3DZVM9                          3d~A&~lEd6xbDS,27EAjbBdS 
and heari~g tile feedback from tiffs cun-ent class of prospects, tile verdict is in: 

Your prospects want to be called on tile phone when you first statt recmiti~g them. 

hlter esling, isn’t it? 

I think it’s surplising because most kids find it challe~gfi~g to talk on tile phone 
with you when you call them at some point duti~g tile recruiting process. 

So wily would they want to hear from you by phone as tile first point of contact? 
Here are SOlile of the answers we lmcovered: 

* They want to know that you’re serious about tilem. When you call ttlem, tilat shows 
tilem thut they are a serious recruit in your eyes - othelwise, wily would you... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e ~cRiGjp~IXI~9HqV5Zzt6wEhsAq~ZD3r~.2~ffAIqgEBL2RQuIzRWEZ~Xheajh9zciYtg~BYr7zKL8Shjb~2Z9pN7YgQEjdbMH2HtcnS- 
e8bsp7A95rucpaliWv~cK9K~R~wkRtT~9~p2yKTE~k~hQLhW67p i~t2xBrsZWjAj-73yW3ayyGINqG2~Q~tr4u~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e ~cRiGjp~IXI~F~HWugqLBgK~2bCjwt~e~yQ9a~pMzCtd4X9xdCMLnH~v3z~RXt52L5n~IF3abbZ5CIhMxeMWqJA~yiHcZDTyTJBVZEYMhh~LiB~y6Bz9fKN~A 
-ire nVDOWt92Nd4ulaw-2-wrY63uEOTAV5vgT GVHnotiUQyPW~oQoO 1 PMM Dhj VosWfGkpm-Wswe 1 MgpT FtVBwEd65 aWBwfSz] 
Follow us on Twitter [tl~:i.q20rs6:~te~/~isp?llr b,~.llecl~lbab&e~-1109294782645&~56114&e O01cRiGil)lIXIMDOdl~qd~MQ>,~IsBl~<gb~uSOk~:KCKgI9Fhl;~uUTbQgiSk8cI- 

] 

Looking for better reci~fing results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e 001cRiGjpllXIMWkdyljH8yPEplR 6ZblwzTPf0Fvn KgbCE6OKhebY LVOWPllFzvLBRk5RFKalYWFMwMtUI~ZdV88eXYuxaAc~DzLJs2OspO- 
2VXKg71HvS01 fNZp JJuidyzlnfl ffBiSHTpN0z f5KwCE yPDODgYfJjLDafAgmaEnq3xXqKdnYgkzZMZONhcxS] 

Our team of experts helped hun&-eds of coaches last year. Be one ofttlem tiffs year. 
CLICK HERE [hlt]):Ll~20~s6~eEl~tisp?llr bwtlecl~J.)ab&ef~ 1109294’782645&s 56114&e O01ct~.GiplIXIF~&~go6TdO3CdcllmsOis9tBE>5\,~KNFtY8i "VvYuv,,CEDE 6o~LHItcA- 
IUUYS~. tFNiUTUsrKkFT3OTFk4 sLg,~,,~PRIqr~2toDxS~2)~xBUkf>,DRFrS~ff~OC.zTw~Z~>~K2 ATz&IJ~HR5~N] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~o:i/~20rs6net/~)~s,o?lk: b’~>;cli~oab&et 1109294782645&s 56114&e ~1c~zi~]~1IXINwXI~B7V9cwc~Rsm4~BFR~7N2SAb~B~Y~bQevDwzX5Wf~C6va~t61cIb7fA5~ 
K1VRtQv~4 fi~c                                                                     ] 

PATRIOT LEAGUE TO OFFER FOOTBALL SCHOLARSHIPS 

For years, the IW League hud a corner on the market by offering generous acadelnic 
grants and aid money to smart, talented football prospects. Now, their rival Pattiot 
League schools are fighting back...offering athlefic scholarship beginning in 2013. 
Check out our Facebook page for tile whole story. CLICK HERE [ 
11~ bwheclnbab&e~1109294782645&~56114&e ~1cKiGi~IXIN w~1~tb~7V9cw~I Rsm4~BFF~47\2SAbQB~-’21a~t Y~bQevDw~5W~hC6u~t~<~6lc1b7fA5B- 

n5r \ acSweHnL f~d16~ms~t17eO:~i<TiN5 PxN_ P’~!~. Fg32c{~r @,a, ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [ 
IXIPGxBTi                                              JS5~’~i7TzBHm 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmiti~g atticles, 
late-breaking recmiti~g news, and our obsei~cafions and commentary on all tile big 
college sports topics of the day. Follow us onTwitter, Coach! CLICK HERE [ 
~r ~[~e~ulmb&e~llO9294782645&~56114&e 001cPSGi~[~lIXIPC~.BTiW~£tiwd~&Z68O~jg~8~dLoPf ViCJEwG54aclVJS5fNiTFzBHmOYGBBPYilWGSi8ZllMg~b\PVdfF VzLw5tmO~G:’~ 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlui1100,000 of the i~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [ ~b WTCDA- 

WFflv~d~bN DwH aHKk9 Pk5Ne5NCrR ] 



Scheduling Yore- High Priority Activities 

as a College Coach 

by Mail@ Green, Uiffversity of South Dakota 

How loilg do you and your staff spend each day on unimportant tMlgs? Things tbut 
don’t really contribute to tile success of your progn-am. 

Do you know how much time you’ve spent reaclii~g junk mail, talking to colleagues, 
getting inteliupted by somebody walking into your office, or gettii~g phone calls 
everyday? And how often buve you thonght, "I could achieve so nmch more if I just 
bud another half hour each day." 

In working closely with tile team at Tudor Collegiate Strategies, I know we continually 
hear from coaches who stnlggle with their day. They lament how often time seems 
to get away fiom fllem. Even when they plan their upcolning calendar as a coachii~g 
staft; it seems to never quite unfold tile way coaches hope. 

First tM~g I want you to do: Identify tile high-payoff activities within your progn-am. 

High-payoff activities are tile ttffi~gs you do tbut hidilg file greatest value to your 
progn-am, team, or staft~ They are tile three to five activities that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:p:i,,’~20 rs6 ne*dtu {s~? 
1li bv,,tlecg~bab&e~1109294782645&~56114&e ~1cRiI~dR1IXINKWXFtJxSwuiZL5~2Lt9eb~2~3~vG~AsY~1DDW1NxxD~W9~w~u2~F79~D14d~aHi~U~9zDHvEENL3‘~G~JvYHLKzTi6CN8ww ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e ~cRiGjp~IXI~F~HWugqLBgK~2bCjwt~e~yQ9a~pMzCtd4X9xdCMLnH~v3z~RXt52L5nrlF3abbZ5CIhMxeMWqJA~yiHcZDTyTJBVZEYMhh~LiB~y6Bz9fKN~A 
-hE nVDOWt92Nddulaw-2-wrY63uEOTAV5vgT GVHnotiUQyPWbQoO 1 PMM Dhj VosWfGkpm-Wswe 1 MgpT FtVBwEd65 aWBwfSz] 

Follow us on Twitter [                          ,M~eclnbab&ev 1 

] 

Front Rush [                                 ab&e>llO9294782645&~56114&e O01cRiGj~)IIXIOI~Ac~Zkcsl7LZdFWsfWoZA~_~ 
llMetEliR{27s6BoxZ’d4161f~zv9gOtTz5eTOCl~idLDFi 8i32EChcRIDaPNqF5NSddk, ALKYeuC-R\;HTJb Sd%i-zmVOi~pC-0GaDoF~ ] 

hldependent Study Rallks Best Recruitii~g Compliance Companies for College Athletic 
Departments 

A gn-aduate student study at tile Ulffversity of Indiana has deterlnined which recruitii~g 
compliance company rallks highest in customer satisl:oction and capabilities, citing 
Front Rush [ 
l~wheq~h’~b&e~- 11092947~2645&~56114&e 001clVdG)~IXINdYm49dOe\Vl~ql_.XmC LE~iaZ3>,N SbSL~I<)XIVxl sdS’~<2z9ikY0~ 2’2~K~ 
as tile standard for excellence in tiffs growii~g product marketplace. 

TarynA. Nichols, tile researcher behindthe newlyreleased study [t_L~o://~2Ors6net/isqisro?lh bwheql~bab&e>1109294%2645&s 56114&el 001cPdGipllXIPBdx~kTdCIk~P2m534RbL- 
EOISgaJevYWCKM2u;~TQ~ocIFYihSclWi-Y-h{DBkcM5fiD~oTN?t-gdsCX3rflXIuQsgs~I 0xeaV0iYc\,V~UcY, zfl~X5nlWCHH07gC-bTB;g,~UvY :], 
did all illdependent compalison of each major recmitii~g maimgement and compliance 
applications for college coaches and athletic departlnents. 

Tile study goes into great detail on file strengths, weaknesses and capabilities of 
each of the highly used data managen~ent tools available to coaches, and provides 
excellent side-by-side comparisollS of all of the available choices in tile markeVplace. 

You can dowllload your flee copy of the research study below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                                 ah&et 1109294782645&s 56114&e O01cRiGi~IIXIPB~×~gLF2IJ~P2m534~3nL-EOI8                                        Bkc~0TN54 

96sCX3rflXIuO~fi~ 9xeaVOtYcWOUcN2fkX5nl WCHHOS’~G~Jl’Bs,hL, vY ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e ~cRiGjp~IXI~F~HWugqLBgK~2bCjwt~e~yQ9a~pMzCtd4X9xdCMLnH~v3z~RXt52L5nrlF3abbZ5CIhMxeMWqJA~yiHcZDTyTJBVZEYMhh~LiB~y6Bz9fKN~A 
-hE nVDOWt92Nddulaw-2-wrY63uEOTAV5vgT GVHnotiUQyPWbQoO 1 PMM Dhj VosWfGkpm-Wswe 1 MgpT FtVBwEd65 aWBwfSz] 
Follow us on Twitter [})~jx/’I~2Ors6net,’t~t~%v~i,bab&e~l 109294782645&~56114&e 001 cRi                      rwIsBfi%9ivuSOkf:KCK9IgFhlvmUTbQ9iSkScI- 

~SJ2iN M I48Hv                                        ] 

Books, Special Reports and DVD TrailffI~g Videos 

Dan Tudor book [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e 001cRiGjpllXIMWkdyljH8yPEplR 6ZblwzTPf0Fvn KgbCE6OKhebY LVOWPllFzvLBRk5RFKalYWFMwMtUI~ZdV88eXYu>al~DzLJs2OspO- 
2VXKg71HvS01 fNZp JJuidyzllnl fiBiSHTpN0z f5KwCE yPDODgYfJjLDafAgmaEnq3xXqKmYgkzZMZONhcxS] 

Looking for quick, inexpellsive trailling for you and your coaching staff? CLICK 
HERE [h~2://~2Orsg~tel,’~i~               ab&et 1109294782645&s 56114&e 001cP~.G~ffIX[P YSoZRwi~kFwV~bACvz5~71L- 

] 

hlnovative College Grows It’s Bottom Lille - 

But is it tile Right Model for tile Futme? 

In all age when colleges all over tile country are tlTing to figure out how to survive 
ill tiffs new econolIffC climate, one university is actually thriving and growing. 

And now, one of the i~ution’s most respected business magazines is recogniziilg their 
accomplishments. 

Southern New Hampshire Ulffversity was recently named "One of the World’s 50 Most 
hmovative Companies" by Fast Company magazine. While it nffght make some lmcomfortable 

that a college is being listed aloi~g side traditioi~ul businesses, that makes tile 

school’s President, Paul LeBlanc, slnile. 

"We want to create tile business model tbut blows up our Clm-ent business model", 

says LeBlanc. 

Is LeBlanc’s approach to gn-owing a college a futm-e that coaches and athletic directors 
need to embrace, even as it’s landed in tile world of big business?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e 001cRiGjplIXIPKU3tMTn08UrP3cgI72wwPirgHWsU67B2RiTbxT ut2ZnwqGWCadJh2SOQMJiLz3zTQdi1)xbcfi2XUAqi - 
KJwNgvEhilde BTCm~Cy8y~CAii5~D~n~ehjUsHfrEfB8Z~X2H~gU57h~LR8JeI4Jr~Cxxe~86R~rdUN49QFQcILBLNDSa3jG~N2~7Q6GSBXzAuGaLsGamg ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e ~cRiGjp~IXI~F~HWugqLBgK~2bCjwt~e~yQ9a~pMzCtd4X9xdCMLnH~v3z~RXt52L5nrlF3abbZ5CIhMxeMWqJA~yiHcZDTyTJBVZEYMhh~LiB~y6Bz9fKN~A 
-hE nVDOWt92Nddulaw-2-wrY63uEOTAV5vgT GVHnotiUQyPWbQoO 1 PMM Dhj VosWfGkpm-Wswe 1 MgpT FtVBwEd65 aWBwfSz] 
Followus onTwitter [i~o:i/~20rs6~te*/*~is~¢?llr: b’#,he¢i~bah&et 1109294782645&s 56114&e: O01cRiGipllXIMDOdll~radaM©rwIsBfiK9i’~,~_~gOkf:KCK919FhlvmUTb©giSkgcI. 



2012 National Collegiate Recmitillg Conference 

2012 NCRC [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
llr bwlieqnbab&et-l109294782645&~56114&e 001cRiGjplIXIMWkdyIjH8yPEplR 6ZblwzTPf0Fvn KgbCE6OKhebY LVOWPllFzvLBRk5RFKalYWFMwMtUI~ZdV88eXYuxu~vaDzLJs2OspO- 
2VXKg71HvS01 fNZp JJuidyzhlfl ftBiSHTpN0z f5KwCE yPDODgYfJjLDafAgmaEnq3xXqK-anYgkzZMZONlicxS] 

Be in Boston tiffs Jmle for tile #1 recruiting trailffng weekend in college sports. 
CLICK HERE [h~:i/i20r ali&e~1109294782645&s 56114&e O01cRiGj1~lIXIPrROeLtcZ~,Jg~,~I4aoADEVaj!)z7UeEVeaKeK6dPr itRsUSv~5._4~Efi~lw KX- 

k3ISZ4symvxpcvPFB WSqmI2k40Jq] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Why You Should Reach for the Phone 
to Reach New Recruits 

We’re entering that odd time of the recruiting 
year when coaches are finishing-up one class, 
and beginning the recruiting process with 
another. 

And with that new class comes the same age 
old question that has perplexed recruiters for 
the last two decades: "How should I first 
contact my next set of recruits?" 

That’s been a question which we have 
devoted a good amount of study to over the 
years. And after crunching the numbers, 

conducting research studies all over the country during our On Campus Workshops for 
¢olleqe athletic departments, and hearing the feedback from this current class of 
prospects, the verdict is in: 

Your prospects want to be called on the phone when you first start recruiting them. 

Interesting, isn’t it? 

I think it’s surprising because most kids find it challenging to talk on the phone with you 
when you call them at some point during the recruiting process. 

So why would they want to hear from you by phone as the first point of contact? Here are 
some of the answers we uncovered: 

¯ They want to know that you’re serious about them. When you call them, that 
shows them that they are a serious recruit in your eyes - otherwise, why would you... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Our team of experts he+ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year+ Be one of them this year+ CL+CK HERE 

PATRIOT LEAGUE TO OFFER FOOTBALL SCHOLARSHIPS 

For years, the Ivy League had a corner on the market by offering 
generous academic grants and aid money to smart, talented football 
prospects. Now, their rival Patriot League schools are fighting 
back...offering athletic scholarship beginning in 2013. Check out our 
Facebook page for the whole story. CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 P+cture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive 
recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations 
and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the day. Follow 
us on Twitter, Coach! CL:~CR HERE 



Scheduling Your High Priority Activities 
as a College Coach 

by Mandy Green, University of South Dakota 

How long do you and your staff spend each day 
on unimportant things? Things that don’t really 
contribute to the success of your program. 

Do you know how much time you’ve spent 
reading junk mail, talking to colleagues, getting 
interrupted by somebody walking into your 
office, or getting phone calls everyday? And how 
often have you thought, "I could achieve so 
much more if I just had another half hour each 
day." 

In working closely with the team at Tudor Collegiate Strategies, I know we continually hear 
from coaches who struggle with their day. They lament how often time seems to get away 
from them. Even when they plan their upcoming calendar as a coaching staff, it seems to 
never quite unfold the way coaches hope. 

First thing I want you to do: Identify the high-payoff activities within your 

program. 

High-payoff activities are the things you do that bring the greatest value to your program, 
team, or staff. They are the three to five activities that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Independent Study Ranks Best Recruiting Compliance 



Companies for College Athletic Departments 

A graduate student study at the University of Indiana has determined which recruiting 
compliance company ranks highest in customer satisfaction and capabilities, citing Frent 
Rush as the standard for excellence in this growing product marketplace. 

Taryn A. Nichols, the researcher behind the newly released study, did an independent 
comparison of each major recruiting management and compliance applications for college 
coaches and athletic departments. 

The study goes into great detail on the strengths, weaknesses and capabilities of each of the 
highly used data management tools available to coaches, and provides excellent side-by-side 
comparisons of all of the available choices in the marketplace. 

You can download your free copy of the research study below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Looking for quick, inexpensive training for you and 
your coaching staff? C/ICKHERE 

Innovative College Grows It’s Bottom Line- 
But is it the Right Model for the Future? 

A new way to grow a college? 
In an age when colleges all over 
the country are trying to figure out 
how to survive in this new 



economic climate, one university is actually thriving and growing. 

And now, one of the nation’s most respected business magazines is recognizing their 
accomplishments. 

Southern New Hampshire University was recently named "One of the World’s 50 Most 
Innovative Companies" by Fast Company magazine. While it might make some 
uncomfortable that a college is being listed along side traditional businesses, that makes the 

school’s President, Paul LeBlanc, smile. 

"We want to create the business model that blows up our current business model", says 
LeBlanc. 

Is LeBlanc’s approach to growing a college a future that coaches and athletic directors need 
to embrace, even as it’s lauded in the world of big business?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Be in Boston this June for the #1 recruiting training weekend in co~ege 

sports° CL~CK HERE 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 10:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

5 Ways to Align Service Strategy and Improve Support 

TEXT.htm 

Purposeful Support Practices 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.com!> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Purposeful Support Practices .... 

Download the Complimentary White Paper <          otoassist.com/~%rms/G2Ao20 ~ 2oStrat        o~oL ~ ? 
1D=70150000000XtoD&e~q=cd683d19be0e4d.~3baeccgfc~b44.~5fa> 

Brent: 

Consistently meeting or exceeding customer expectations is only possible when you have aligned services, strong structures and 
purposeful support practices. Now, what does this mean and where do you start? 

This white paper explores 5 support strategies that can help you resolve problems faster, increase first-contact resolution and deliver a 
more dependable [] and memorable [] customer experience. 

.... Read the white paper to learn: 

.... DOWNLOAD < otoassist.com/formsiG2A-2012-Strat ortoL 1 ? 
kr)--70150000000XloD&el~=cd683d 19be0e4d33baecc9fct~o44351~a> .... 

*What UFFA is and why it’s your top priority 
*How mapping call types can increase first-call resolution 
*Strategies for using dashboards, scorecards and metrics 
*And more... 

The Complete Guide to Purposeful Support Practices h~ts:iilearn.gotoassist.comiformsiG2A-2012oStrateg5 oSusport-Ll~ 
[D=70150000000XtoD&el~[=cd(~g3dl 9be0e4d33baecc9 [~c~o4435t~> 

"eBook" 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 



www.citrixonline.com <!"a~p :i/www. citrixo~flme.cor~/> 

"Facebook" <~:i/www.facebook.cor~vM~arer.~?~=hap:i/learn. go~oassist.co~’formsiG2Ao2012oStm~e~, oS~_por~oL 1 ? 
~D=70150000000XtoD>           Share <~:iiw~.w.~%cebook.com/sharer.                 otoassist.comiformsiG2A~201% 
Strate~5~-Su8po~t-L 17ID-70150000000XtoD> "Twi~ter" <~://twitter.comi?stalus=Pt~rpose~)~ St~ppo~ Praclices % 
28via ~otoassist%29 %0D%d)A > Tweet <~:/?~witter.cor~g?s~t~s=Purposeful ~o~ Practices %28via 
~omassist%29 %0Dg~3A > 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:iivvww.citrixorfline.co~d~ri~mCyotrrK~ 
Unsubscribe: ~ :i!~eam.cit~ixo~ine. comiformsiU r~subscribe ? 
ur~iqueid=cd~g3dl 9be0e4d33baecc9fc~4435 fa&email~bla~to~(~unc~.unc.edu 



Questions? 
o800o549o854~ 

Purposeful Support 
Practices 

the Comp~imenta~ White Paper 

Brent: 

Consistently meeting or exceeding customer expectations is only 
possible when you have aligned services, strong structures and 
purposeful support practices. Now, what does this mean and where 
do you start? 

This white paper explores 5 support strategies that can help you 
resolve problems faster, increase first-contact resolution and deliver a 
more dependable - and memorable - customer experience. 

Read the white paper to learn" 

¯ What UFFA is and why it’s 
your top priority 

¯ How mapping call types can 
increase first-call resolution 

¯ Strategies for using 
dashboards, scorecards and 
metrics 

¯ And more... 
The Complete Guide to 

Purposefu~ Su£j3ort Practices 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 



Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li he, corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
£riv#~y £~!jc,_4 I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 10:27 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Title IX Officials Support OCR ’Dear Colleague’ Letter ] Inside Higher Ed 



 IMUSEUM 
An Afternoon of Jazz at the Ackland 

Friday, 17 February, 3:30 - 5:00 PM 

Join photographer Steven Bromber~ and Jim Ketch (Professor, Jazz 
Studies, Music Department, UNC-Chapel Hill, trumpet) for a ~allery 
talk at 3:30 PM, followed by a 4:00 PM concert. This event is 
presented in connection with the installation of Bromber~’s 
photographs in the Ackland’s second floor Study Gallery (Feb 15 - 
Mar 25) and the Carolina Jazz Festival (Feb 23 - 25). 

Free and open to the public. 

Cynthia Beatt) 

Thursday, 16 February, 7:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: The Invisible Frame (2009, Dir. 

A year before the collapse of the Berlin Watt, Cynthia Beatt made a short 
documentary film of a youn~ Tilda Swinton surveyin~ the Berlin Watt on a 
bicycle. Twenty years tater, Swinton once a~ain rides the border line-this 
time explorin~ the chan~in~ landscape on both sides of the former Watt. The 
film interweaves images of contemporary Berlin with a voice-over of 
Swinton’s recollections and musings. 

Admission is free. Tickets may be reserved at the Varsity Theatre Box 
Office. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre on Franklin St., downtown Chapel Hill. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Officia[ Media Sponsor of the Acktand Firm 
Forum. 

Weekend Tours of The Spectacular of Vernacular 

Saturday, 18 February, 2:00 PM 

"Paul Harding’s Tinkers and The Spectacular of Vernacular" 



This free public tour discusses Paul Harding’s book Tinkers-a dying man’s 
meditation on love, loss, illness, faith, and the beauty of nature-as it relates to 
the current exhibition. 

Sunday, 19 February, 2:00 PM 

"The Gendering of the Vernacular" 

In diato~ue with contemporary ~ender studies, Rache[ Fesperman, an Acktand 
Student Guide, witt discuss how works in the exhibition anatyze and conftate 
sociatty-prescribed ~ender norms. 

Both tours FREE and open to the public. No RSVP is required. 

Music in the Galleries: The Art of Hip-Hop 

Sunday, 19 February, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland ~alleries. A 
wide variety of performers can be heard, from classical quartets to 
bluegrass, to enhance your Museum experience. 

This Sunday, the music of JSWISS (a.k.a. Jutian Catdwett, a UNC junior and 

rapper) witt be featured. Hear works from his recentty reteased atbum Cool 
Grey and see the artworks of six undergraduate artists created in response to the 
six tracks on the atbum. This speciat Music in the Gatteries witt inctude an openin~ 
presentation, remarks by the artists, and a short performance by JSWISS. 

Free and open to the public. 

Ackland 
Activated Art: Ekphrastic Theatre at the 

Ekphrasis is a rhetorical device in which one artistic medium 
attempts to define the essence of another, ~ivin~ a work further 
rife by tettin~ its perceived story. The Acktand presents ekphrastic 
theatre in an upcomin~ series of rive performances, enabtin~ art at 
the Ackland to be experienced in unexpected and thou~ht- 
provokin~ ways. 

Each performance of ACTIVATED ART comprises four ten-minute 
plays, each inspired by a different work of art in the Museum’s 
permanent collection. Written by Dana Coen, Clyde Edgerton, 
Marianne Gin~her, and Daniel Wallace-all distinguished authors, as 
we[[ as faculty members from two campuses of The University of 
North Carolina-these original plays construct dramatic narratives 
perceived in paintin~ and sculpture and capture the art works’ 

most essential nature. 

The plays-funny, thoughtful, and sometimes iconoclastic-will be 
performed in the Ackland’s ~alleries, in front of the art that 

inspired them. A discussion with the playwrights and directors follows the two Friday evenin~ performances. 



Eveninss @ 8:00 PM: 

Friday, 24 February 
Saturday, 25 February 
Friday, 2 March 

Matinees @ 5:00 PM: 

Sunday, 26 February 
Saturday, 3 March 
Sunday, 4 March 

Tickets: $10. 

Seating is very limited. Purchase tickets in advance at the Ackland Museum Store (corner of Columbia and 
Franklin), or by phone: 919-962-0216. If available, tickets may be purchased at the door. 

Share this [ink with a friend: htt~://tin~occ/ActivatedArt Ackland 

Now on View at the Museum: 

The Spectacular o[ Vernacular 

The Ackland Art Museum at The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hi[[ is the final venue-and the only Southeast venue-of 
this trave[in~ exhibition, organized by the Walker Art Center, 
Minneapolis. Embracin~ the rustic and the humbly homemade as 
we[[ as the dash of street spectacle and commercial culture, The 
Spectacular of Vernacular brin~s to~ether 25 artists whose work 
fosters a dialosue between contemporary art and the creative 
manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read more about The Spectacular a[ Vernacular. 

The exhibition catalosue may be purchased at the Ackland 
Museum Store. 

The Spectacular of Vernacular is orsanized by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, and is made possible by 
8enerous support from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Helen and Peter Warwick, and 
Marsaret and Ansus Wurtele. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Ackland Art Museum is made possible by the James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by the William Hayes 
Ackland Trust, and friends and members of the Ackland Art Museum. Public prosrams are supported by Drs. 
Leena and Sheldon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaushn and Shirley Drechsel. 

Cellular Obscura - The Cell Phone Photographs of Shawn Rocco 

Now on view at the Ackland Museum Store 



An award-winning staff photojournatist at the News & Observer in Rateigh, Shawn Rocco has produced, since 
2007, a body of sty[istica[[y distinctive documentary works using a Motoro[a E815 ce[[ phone camera. Catted 
"Ce[[u[ar Obscure" and produced with no apps invo[ved, Rocco says the images "represent a moment in our 
history measured, not just by the content within the frame, but a[so by the rea[ity represented in a 
photograph via ce[[ phone, a visua[ evo[ution unique to our time." 

Rocco was named Photographer of the Year in 2011 by the N.C. Press Photographers Association and has 
taught as an adjunct professor in the Journatism Schoot at UNC-Chapet Hitt. 

Cellular Obscure is on view through 7 Apri~ 2012. 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous 
support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tike you! 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! CEick here for more information on 
the benefits of membership and how your membership dottars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newstetter, c~ick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this Acktand e-news? Subscribe here and get your very 
own copy every week. 

Images: 

Steven Bromberg, American: Holden Thorp, 2009; ge[atin silver print. Lent by the artist. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Lookin~ Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and adhesive. Courtesy the 

artist and Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

William Egg[eston, American, born 1939: Untitled (Back of Black Car in Green Vines) from the Los A[amos Project, 1965-74; dye 



transfer print. © Egg[eston Artistic Trust. Courtesy Cheim ~t Read, New York. 

Shawn Rocco, Birthday/, Walnut Cove, NC; archival ink-jet print. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Malo¥ <sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday                 3:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Are they supposedly enrolled in school this semester? Both have ftdl-time schedules this spring, but I thought they were transfemng, 

especially . Anyway, I am working on APR projection fo and I need to know if they are officially retained for 

~ - or not. 

Thanks, 
Susan 
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<img src="http:lllinks.onmarketer-534.comlo13nblnuudatyuhggfu6sv7xrs5m.gif" width="1" 
height="1 "></div> 

p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal { 
text-align: left; } p. MsoAcetate, li. MsoAcetate, div. MsoAcetate { 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt; 
line-height: 0; } </style> 

mso- 

font-family:"Times New 

p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal { 
text-align: left; } p. MsoAcetate, li. MsoAcetate, div. MsoAcetate { 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt; 
line-height: 0; } </style> 

mso- 

font-family:"Times New 



p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal { 
text-align: left; } p. MsoAcetate, li. MsoAcetate, div. MsoAcetate { 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt; 
line-height: 0; } </style> 

mso- 

font-family:"Times New 

p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal { 
text-align: left; } p. MsoAcetate, li. MsoAcetate, div. MsoAcetate { 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt; 
line-height: 0; } </style> 

mso- 

font-family:"Times New 

p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal { 
text-align: left; } p. MsoAcetate, li. MsoAcetate, div. MsoAcetate { 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt; 
line-height: 0; } </style> 

mso- 

font-family:"Times New 

p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

p.MsoNormal { 
height: normal; 
style-priority:99; 
margin-right:0in; 
margin-bottom: 0in; 
Roman","serif"; 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal {    line- 
text-align: left; } p.MsoAcetate, li.MsoAcetate, div.MsoAcetate { mso- 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt;    font-family:"Times New 
line-height: 0; } </style> 

<title>Company</title> <style> 
line-height: normal; text-align: left; } td.text p.MsoNormal {    line- 
text-align: left; } p.MsoAcetate, li.MsoAcetate, div.MsoAcetate { mso- 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; mso-margin-top-alt:0in; 
mso-margin-bottom-alt:0in; margin-left:0in;      margin: 0in; 
margin-top: 0in;     font-size:12.0pt;    font-family:"Times New 
line-height: 0; } </style> <table bgcolor="#ffffff" border="0" 

cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="100%"> <tbody><tr> <td align="center" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" width="100%"> <span style="font-family: 
Verdana,Geneva,AriaI,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10px; color: Black"> 

&nbsp;<br/>To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please 
add me to your safe list. <a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/3nblnuudatyuhggfu6sv7xrs5m/ui3xlkr37ddutodljgnsurb5ym" 
style="color: Black; font-family: Verdana,Geneva,AriaI,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10px" 



target="new">You can view instructions here</a>.<br/>&nbsp;              </span> 
</td> </tr> <tr>         <td align="center" height="150" width="100%"> 

<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" height="150" width="700"> 
<tbody><tr><td height="150" width="700"><p><img alt="ValentineACS" 

height="280" src="http://images.onmarketer-534.com/UserlmageLoader.ashx/78d3b2c6- 
b6e9-48b2-9a61-cb68488fdb9a.jpg" title="ValentineACS" width="778" 
/></p><p>&nbsp;</p><p><font face="helvetica" size="3"><span>Hello Brent</span>, 
</font></p><font face="helvetica" size="3">We are sending this Valentine to you to let you 
know we appreciate having you as part of the ACS Customer Community!<br/><br/>We 
don’t have any chocolate, but we do have some sweet news on the mobile front!&nbsp; ACS 
will be releasing new mobile and iPad applications this spring that will change the 
game&hellip;.yet again.&nbsp; Over the next few weeks we’ll be sending out additional details 
on our mobile strategy and how it will benefit our customers.&nbsp; Our new applications will 
empower our customers and change the way athletics departments operate for years to 
come.&nbsp; Please be on the lookout for release information and upcoming customer 
webinars where we’ll present some of these exciting enhancements, as well as other 
upgrades and new products for 2012! &nbsp;<br/><br/><strong>WHAT’S HOT 
TODAY</strong>:&nbsp; If you are using the iPhone app, please be sure to go to the app 
store to download the latest update for a streamlined phone call logging 
experience!</font><p><font face="helvetica" size="3">Happy Valentine’s Day! <br/>Your 
Team at ACS Athletics<lfont><lp><p>&nbsp;<lp><p><img alt="ACSiPad" height="233" 
src="http://images, on marketer-534, com/U serl mage Loader. ashx/0078b58e-4719-4100-b2c2- 
e0b8ea57f17d.jpg" title="ACSiPad" width="787"/> </p><p align="center"><br/> 
</p><p>&nbsp;</p></td></tr>                   </tbody></table>           </td> </tr> 
</tbody></table> <table bgcolor="white" border="0" cellpadding="10" cellspacing="2" 
width="100%"><tbody><tr><td align="center"> <! .... For sports templates remove this table. -- 
> <table border="0" cellpadding="10" cellspacing="2" width="600px"><tbody><tr><td 
align="center"> <a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/3nblnuudatyuhggfu6sv7xrs5m/7z74xodj4nkepcvfminlcph3q4" 
target="_new"><br/></a> </td></tr></tbody></table> <! .... end of table. --> 
</td></tr></tbody></table> 

<div align="center" style="font-family: Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font- 
size: 10px; color: Black;line-height: 18px">lf you did not wish to receive this, please 
<a href="http://links.onmarketer-534.com/u/3nblnuudatyuhggfu6sv7xrs5m" style="font-family: 
Verdana, Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10px; color: Blue;text- 
decoration:underline">unsubscribe</a>.</div></body> </html> 



I will be out of the office on the following days: 

Monday, February 20th - in the afternoon 
Tuesday, February 21st - all day 
Wednesday, February 22nd - should be back in the office but possible I may be off. 

For those staff working on that special project - you should start scheduling your time with me as soon as you 
can. 

Thanks! 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 5:38 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: In Houston and Love stories, substance abuse an unfortunate theme 

TEXT.htm; In Houston and Love stories, substance abuse an unfortunate theme.msg 

SAD~ 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



SAD~ 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kirschner, Steve Andrew" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 5:31 PM 

Steve Andrew Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

In Houston and Love stories, substance abuse an unfortunate theme 

TEXT.htm 

In Whitney Houston and Yeardley Love stories, substance abuse an unfortunate theme 
By Petula Dvorak<http://www.washingtonpost.com/petula-dvorak/2011/02/24/ABVDhOJ~age.html>, 
Published: February 13 

The most heartbreaking substance abuse train wrecks often happen in plain sight. 

Exhibit A this week is the sad death of Whitney Houston, who gave us hope every few years that she would 
finally learn to love herself and return to us, whole. 

We heard about her whacked-out, drug-fueled relationship with Bobby Brown, the way he cut her head off in 
pictures, the times he slapped her and she hit him. Through it all, they were both high, she confessed. 

Does this relationship sound familiar? 

It’s the same formula unfolding in a courtroom in 
Charlottesville<http ://www.washingt~np~st.c~m/~~ca~/ge~rge-hugue~y-yeard~ey-~~ve-and-the-faces-in-the- 
courtroom/2012/02/08/gIQASFDSyQ_gallery.html#photo= 1 >, from which we’ re hearing about the very public 
unraveling of another tempestuous couple. And the third wheel in that relationship was booze. 

George Huguely V wasn’t drinking alone, behind closed doors. His were daylight binges, all-day benders that 
went on after sunset. He did it in front of his friends, in front of their parents. He even got hammered while 
golfing with his dad nearly two years ago, just a few hours before police say he killed a fellow University of 
Virginia student, his occasional girlfriend Yeardley Love. 

There’ s a lot to say about this case -- -money, power, the culture of campus athletics, domestic 
violence<http ://www.washingtonpost. com/blogs/she-the-people/post/yeardley-loves-home- 
team/2012/02/09/glQAToWr2Q_blog.html>-- but in the end, alcohol abuse is the constant. 

Seeing alcohol in that case "is not surprising at all to anyone in our line of work," said Mark Segal, the director 
of clinical operations for Second Genesis, a network of substance abuse treatment facilities in our region. 

They see that combination of booze and abuse every day in people who belong to every class and racial 
background. 

According to court testimony, Huguely was binge drinking about four days a week during his senior 
year<http ://www.washingt~np~st.c~m/~~ca~/crime/hugue~y-tria~-witness-defendant-had-his-arm-ar~und- 
yeardley-loves-neck/2012/02/09/glQATjTD2Q_story.html?hpid=z4>. His friends met to talk about an 
intervention, but it never happened. 

You could argue that the fine line between senior year celebratory boozing and substance abuse is pretty hazy 
around the month of May on a college campus. But alcohol was everywhere. In the courtroom crime scene 
description, jurors heard about Love’s tidy room, her picture frames, her neatly organized belongings and the 
crushed light beer can found in her bathroom<http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/crime-scene/post/huguely- 
trial-jurors-see-loves-damaged-bedroom-door/2012/02/11/glQAulUe6Q_blog.html>. The autopsy showed that 
Love had a blood alcohol level of. 14 -- nearly twice the legal limit -- when she died. 



They were a volatile mix, Love and Huguely. Everyone knew he threatened her, she hit him, he tried to choke 
her, with alcohol as the accelerant. But no one intervened. 

Their story reminded me of Whitney Houston’s 2009 interview with Oprah 
Winfrey<http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1621531/whitney-tells-oprah-bobby-was-her-drug.jhtml>, during 
which Houston went into vivid detail about her substance abuse and relationship with her ex-husband. 

"He slapped me once, but he got hit on the head three times by me," Houston told Winfrey. 

Houston’s mother eventually showed up at their Atlanta home with a court injunction to get her into rehab. 
Houston told Winfrey that her mom said: ’Tm not losing you to the world. I’m not losing you to Satan. I want 
my daughter back." 

Houston managed to leave Brown, but she got custody of the addiction in the divorce. 

Love told her mom about the threats from Huguely. We haven’t heard what advice the mother gave Love, but I 
can’t imagine a mother who wouldn’t fight, beg and plead for her daughter’s safety. 

As for Huguely’s family, it’s not certain whether the father who spent the day golfing with his binge-drinking 
son tried to slow him down. 

In many cases, the wealthier the substance abuser, the less likely they are to seek treatment. 

"People with power can have more people enabling them, people less likely to confront them," Segal said. "If 
you’re a j anitor and you’re drunk, you’ll get sent home. If you’re a CEO and you’re drunk, people may look the 
other way." 

And looking the other way, we’ve learned, isn’t going to save anybody. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 7:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



<!doctype html public "-//VV3C//Dtd html 3.2 FINAL//EN"> 
<html><head><title>EFT Output</title> 
<META http-equiv="Content-type" content="text/html"></head> 
<BODY onload="startup0" onunload="shutdown0"vlink="#004488" link="#0066AA" 
leftmargin=8 rightmargin=8 bgcolor="#EOEOE0"><script language="Javascript"> 

//This script is to load all object onLoad0 functions 
function startup0{ } 
function shutdown(){ } 
//--> 

</script> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<A NAME="IDX"> &nbsp;</A> 
<center> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<table cellspacing=l cellpadding=l rules=NONE frame=void border=0 width=100% 
bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<tr> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<b><i>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</i></b> 
<lfont> <ltd> <ltr> 
<tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<b><i>Disbursement Services <li> <lb > <lfont> <ltd> <ltr> 
<tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<b><i>104 Airport Drive CB 1220</i></b></font></td></tr> 
<tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<b><i>Chapel Hill NC 27599<li><lb><lfont><ltd><ltr> 
<tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<lfont><ltd><ltr><tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<b><i> &nbsp; <li><lb><lfont><ltd><ltr> 
<tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="l" size="4" color="#002288"> 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC-Chapel Hill 
<lfont> <ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <lfont> <lcenter> 
<P> 

<center> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<table cellspacing=l cellpadding=7 rules=groups frame=box 
border=l bgcolor="#FOFOF0" bordercolor="#000000"> 
<thead> 
<tr> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 



<b>To<lb><lfont><ltd> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Paid<br>Date<lb><lfont><ltd> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Control<br>Number<lb><lfont><ltd> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Gross<br>Paid<lb><lfont><ltd> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b > Disc <br> P aid <lb > <lfont> <ltd> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b > Net <br> P aid <lb > <lfont> <ltd> <ltr> 
</thead> 
<tbody> 
<tr> 
<td align=left bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial Helvetica Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
BRENT BLANTON 
</font></td> 
<td align=left bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial Helvetica Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
02/15/12 
</font></td> 
<td align=left bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial Helvetica Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
E19138 
</font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#D3D3D3" nowrap> 

<font face="Arial Helvetica Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
17.06 

</font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial Helvetica Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
0.00 

</font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#D3D3D3" nowrap> 

<font face="Arial Helvetica Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
17.06 

</font></td> 
<ltr> <ltbody> <ltable> <lfont> <lcenter> 
<P> 

<center> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<table cellspacing=l cellpadding=l rules=NONE 
frame=void border=0 width=100% bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 



<tr> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"><b><i> 
Please allow 3 business days for this transaction to post into your account. 
</i></b></font></td> 
</tr></table></font></center> 
<p></p><A NAME="IDXI">&nbsp;</A> 
<center> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<table cellspacing=l cellpadding=l rules=NONE 
frame=void border=0 width=100% bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<tr> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 

<font face="l" size="4" color="#002288"> 
Invoice Details</font></td> 
</tr></table></font></center> 
<P> 

<center> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<table cellspacing=l cellpadding=7 rules=GROUPS 
frame=BOX border=l bgcolor="#FOFOF0" bordercolor="#000000"> 
<thead> 
<tr> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>lnvoice<br>Date</b></font></td> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>lnvoice<br>Number</b></font></td> 
<td align=center bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Description</b></font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Gross<br>Billed</b></font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Discount<br>Taken</b></font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#BOBOB0"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="4" color="#0033AA"> 
<b>Net<br>Billed</b></font></td> 
</tr></thead> 
<tbody> 
<tr> 
<td align=left bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
02/13/12 
</font></td> 
<td align=left bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 



<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
K374315 
</font></td> 
<td align=left bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
REIMBURSEMENT 
</font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#D3D3D3" nowrap> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
17.06 

</font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
0.00 

</font></td> 
<td align=right bgcolor="#D3D3D3"> 

<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#000000"> 
17.06 

</font></td> 
</tr> 
<ltbody> <ltable> <lfont> <lcenter> 
<P><center> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="3" color="#002288"> 
<table cellspacing=l cellpadding=l rules=NONE 
frame=void border=0 width=100% bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<tr><td align=center bgcolor="#EOEOE0"> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, Helv" size="2" color="#002288"> 
<b><i>*** End of Direct Deposit Message ***</i></b> 
<lfont> <ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <lfont> <lcenter> 
</font><script language="Javascript"> 

H This script is to load all object onLoad0 functions 
function startup0{ 

} 
function shutdown(){ 

} 
//--> 

</script></BODY></html> 



Brent, 

I hope you are well. I’m sorry, but I don’t think that I’ll be able to meet with Coach Fedora on Monday. I need 
to be able to drive my daughter from Aikido (martial art) sword practice to home. 

Bert 

On Mon, Feb 13, 2012 at 3:09 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blm~to~@m~caa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good afternoon, 
Coach Fedora would like to meet with you all next Monday at 6:30. The meeting will more than likely take place on 
the 3rd floor but we will finalize that as the week progresses. It will not take longer than 30 minutes. 

Please take the opportunity to meet our new coach; he is passionate about his team’s performance both on the field 
and in the classroom. 

We look forward to seeing you then, 
Brent 
on behalf of Wally and the football staff 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 11:20 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou, edu>; Julie Owen <j kowen@olemi ss. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA takes a crack at slimmer, more efficient rulebook ] al.com 

~:/iwww.al.com/sportsiindex.ssfi2012iO2i~caa ~kes a crack at slimmer.html 
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<b>Sent:</b> Thursday, February 09, 2012 10:25 PM<br> 
<b>To:</b> Blanton, Brent S<br> 
<b>Subject:</b> confirming hours</span></p> 
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period on Wednesday when I was tutoring, I was hoping that you could confirm my hours for 
me since I can’t do it remotely.</span></p> 
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10pt"> </span >&n bsp; </p> 
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If you have a mac in the department, you must do the following: 

go to ~:/iWWWoadobe.com and download Adobe Flash, Adobe Shockwave, Adobe Reader - Insta~ them 

go to mozilla.com and download Firefox 10.0.1 - Insta~ it 
run system updates on your mac - ~nsta~ any you see 

So to be clear, if you have a mac - update it 

update 

update 

update 



Hey Brent, 
Are you in your office today? Was going to come by to chat for a little this evening. Thanks! 

G 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 11:03 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Has fallen off the system on 2/7/2012. Count to my head, still have not mastered this position. Anyway, he must go through the new 
hiring process again. Please fill out the Request for temporary position for him and for . This form is the replacement 
of approval memos. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Just wanted to check and see if tonight at 5:30 p.m. still worked for you? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919 °8435 ~>~.unc, edu ) 



Brent, 

Just wanted to check and see if tonight at 5:30 p.m. still worked for you? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

catc~reen@uncaaouncoedu 





FYI... 

On Thursday, February 23rd at 6am, we will be implementing a new VLAN for the Ram’s Club. This is a required step 

before we can proceed with migrating them behind the campus firewall. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 1:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Webcast: Analyze this -Oracle ERP Analytics that Deliver 

TEXT.htm 



Be~ister now for this Webcast. Oracle Webcast 

Join us for the Oracle Webcast: 
Analysis that Delivers: Getting More Value From Your ERP Investment 

Looking for ways to serve your customers better, deliver products and services faster, maximize 
profit, and reduce costs in the process? With Oracle ERP Analytics, yOu~�TMII find hidden insights 
from your current ERP data that can streamline your back-office activities and point to business 
opportunity. 

Be a part of this informative Webcast. YOu~�TMII learn firsthand from an Oracle Business Analytics 
customer, Brocade, how it gained real-time visibility into critical data. Learn how you can support 
better decisions through 360-degree views on your business operations, including: 

Procurement 
Supply Chain 

Finance 

HR 
Project Management 

Speakers: 
Salil Durani ~�" Director, Enterprise Information Management & Architecture, Brocade 
Mauricio AIvarado ~�" Principal, Product Management and Strategy, Business Intelligence 
Applications, Oracle 

Re#ister now for this Webcast, 

Stay Connected 



100049379 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United States 

Your privacy is important to us. You can Io~n to your account to update your e-mail subscriptions or you can opt-out of all Oracle 
Marketing e-mails at any time. 

Please note that opting-out of Marketing communications does not affect your receipt of important business communications related to 
your current relationship with Oracle such as Security Updates, Event Registration notices, Account Management and Support/Service 
communications. 



Not a problem. 

We will get together at some point next week about my schedule for March--it is a bit challenging due to ACC 

WBB, NCAA WBB and vacation plans at the end of the month. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

~reen @u nCaaoU ncoed u 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/16/2012 1;31 PM > > > 
Hi Cat, 

[ am out if town for a funeral and won’t return until Sunday. 

I’m sorry, 

B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Catherine Greene" <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Tonight 

Date: Thu, Feb 16, 2012 11:12 am 

Brent, 

Just wanted to check and see if tonight at 5:30 p.m. still worked for you? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

cat (~ @ u ncaa.u ncoed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Gamecocks Official Online Auctions" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 9:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Check out this week’s Baseball VIP Experience Listings! 

TEXT.htm 



OFFICIAL OHLIHE AUCTIOHS 

i~aseball VIP Pre= 
Game Tour & Batting 
Practice E×perience = 

C~emson = March 3 

Bid now for your chance to 
get a VIP look at the 

Carolina Stadium and the 
South Carolina Baseball 

team in action! 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, click 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our ~!v~      . 
CBSSports.com College Network - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 1:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday-Feedback Forms 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Brent, 

I went ahead and printed off the feedback forms for Sunday night. They are ready to go when you get back. 
Safe travels back. 

Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, corn <audio@professortrainingtoday. corn> 

Sunday, February 19, 2012 9:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus - 3/6 - 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

This highly effective, 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues 
with the tools to use social media to recruit the brightest and best students 
possible to your university. 

"Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus" 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

m fessortrai~in~’ .comi266i0i2i1)6RDN~ c/~)736RS 9Fi/p0e 

Marketing Strategies for Building a Long Term Internet Presence 
**Specific tips to make connections & grow your fan base 
**Keys to develop consistency through all forms of social media 
**Legal and technological pitfalls you need to avoid 

Low Cost Strategies to Staff Your Social Media Recruiting Efforts 
**Keys to effectively staff your social media campaign without breaking the 
budget 

**Managing your online reputation: Messages, reminders, blog & video posting 
**How to get user-generated content and implement it in your marketing efforts 

Techniques to Connect With Potential Students on Facebook & Twitter 
**Techniques to make the most user friendly experience possible 
**How to use Twitter to help boost your reputation & market to students 
**Ways to use Facebook Timeline in your recruiting efforts 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your Social Media Recruiting Questions 
Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

John W. Dysart is President of The Dysart Group, Inc. A graduate of The Catholic 
University of America, John has worked in higher education for more than twenty 

five years. He has worked full-time at institutions such as George Washington 
University, North Carolina Wesleyan College and Berkeley College of Business 

holding positions ranging from Director of Financial Aid and Assistant Director 

of Admission to Dean of the Evening College. 
**Mr. Dysart has consulted with more than 150 colleges and universities in more 
than 35 states. While the majority of his consultations have been related to 

enrollment management and enrollment growth, he has a special expertise in 

finance and financial aid issues. He has been able to consistently integrate 

enrollment management with institutional objectives regarding net revenue, 
budgeting and strategic planning. 
**Considered a national expert in enrollment management, John Dysart has 
conducted seminars and made dozens of presentations for 18 higher education 

professional organizations. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

*Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 



*Tuesday, March 6, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

ro~:essor~rainir~’.corr~/26~,/0i2iI)6RDNNc/~736RSgFiip0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

rofe ssor~raimr~oda~ .comi266i4C/2!~(~RDNNc/~?736RSgFb~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

ff registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 280299 

Contact ID#: -1639152096 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 20, 2012 
Date 
2/21 
2/21 
2/21 
2/22 
2/22 
2/22 
2/25 
2/26 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
Verizon Meeting 

Career Athletes 
Leadership Academy 

UNC Admissions Tour 
SAAC 
Sports Admin. Interviews 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Week of February 27, 2012 
Date 
2/27 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
2/29 
3/1 
3/3 
3/3 
3/3 
3/4 

Event 
Leadership Academy 

Women’ s Group 
Lunch with Mr. Baddour 
Career Fair 
Business School Event 
Private Event 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
BB Game Viewing Event 

Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Week of March 5, 2012 
Date Event 
3/6 Women’s Group 
3/10 Gymnastics Banquet 

Time 
Noon 
10:00 AM-4:00 pm 
7:00 PM-9:00 PM 
Noon-1:00 PM 
TBD 
7:00 PM-9:00 PM 
7:00 AM-Noon 
All Day 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
Noon 
5:30-8:00 PM 
5:00-8:00 PM 
5:00-9:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
TBD 
TBD 

@4:00 PM 

Time 
Noon 
6:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
TBD 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Blue Zone 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 2:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Rubric Design Tips: Effective Assessment Strategies that Drive Results - 3/22 - Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

For those concerned with creating effective rubrics and making assessment 
easier, 
there will be a live 60-minnte webinar: 

"Rubric Design Tips: Effective Assessment Strategies that Drive Results" 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:/A~ ww.bes~rofessortrainin~.com/26Ji0i2           73 SZ±~Zi/p0e 

Design Tips: Rubric Styles That Can Fit Any Class & Assignment 
** How to adapt templates & create rubrics for any paper or project 

** Key information that must be included in effective rubrics 

** Analytic & holistic rubrics: Vital differences to know and consider 

** Ways to design your rubrics to eliminate the hassle of grade appeals 

Easy Classroom Implementation: Use Rubrics to Their Fullest Potential 
** Steps to develop scoring rubrics: What to include & what to exclude 
** How to use rubrics to improve student performance & peer review 
** Real world examples of ways to incorporate rubrics into your course 

Assessment Strategies: Evaluate Learning Outcomes & Maintain Consistency 

** Easy ways to summarize results and evaluate student learning 
** Keys to use rubric assessment to ensure quality information every semester 
** Assessing students: Will a summative or formative style fit your needs? 

Your expert presenter: 
Dr. Teresa Flateby has been active in the field of assessment for over fifteen 
years. 
** She is the Director of Academic Assessment at Georgia Southern University. 

Prior to this appointment, she was the Director of Assessment at the University 

of South Florida, where she was awarded the Ph.D. in Educational Measurement 
and Research. She was also the Director of Evaluation and Testing at USF and 

formed an assessment and faculty development consulting firm. 
** Terri has facilitated numerous face-to-face and online assessment workshops 

for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Association of American 
Colleges and Schools, American Association for Higher Education, IUPUI’s 
Assessment Institute, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology’s Best Practices 

Institute, as well as for regional conferences, such as New Mexico Higher 

Education Assessment and Retention Conference and North Carolina State 
University’s Undergraduate Assessment Symposium. 

** She provides assessment consultation to higher education institutions, and 

recently authored Improving Writing and Thinking through Assessment. 

** Rubric Design Tips: Effective Assessment Strategies that Drive Results 
** Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference 
** Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
htt~:iiwww.bes~ro~essor~raini~.g.comi26J/Oi2ip(~SU@Wc~’p73SZAZZi/~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 



Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.bestprofessor~rai~ng.comi2(~Ji4Ci2/p6Sl~QWc!p73 SZAZZ~ip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 573582 

Contact ID#: -1638221174 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 8:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 2-20-12: Baseball Opening Day a Success, W.Hoops Earns 20th Win 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 2-20-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Earns 20th Win on SEC Title, 
Breaks Record 

Kierre BecMes 
Sets New 55oM 

Hurdles Record 

17 Home Events Baseball vs.      W.Basketball 
This Week C!emson, 3/3/12 Senior Day 
Where will YOU Pre-Game Tour & Final Home 
cheer on the Batting Practice Game, Sun. vs. 
Gamecocks? Auction~Package Arkansas, 2 PM 
Details ,&.>> Details A>> Details 

Wednesday Feb 22 
WTN vs. Clemson - 2 PM 
SB vs. Winthrop - 5 PM 

Friday F_eb 24 
BSB vs.A Elon - 3 PM 
VVIN vs. CofC - 3 PM 
SFB vs. Elon - 5 PM 

Saturday Feb 25 
MTN vs. Furman/CLT- 10/4 
EQ vs. Auburn - 10 AM 
SB vs. AppSt/PC- 12:30/3 PM 
BSB vs. Elon - 1:30 PM 

MBB vs. Tennessee,& -,& 8 PM 
Sunday Feb 26 
SBvs. GWU - 10AM 
EQ vs. Baylor - 11 AM 
WTN vs. Winthrop - 1 PM 
BSB vs. Elon - 1:30 PM 
WBB,& vs. Arkansas,& -,& 2 PM 
Click here for more info on this 

week’s games & promotions! 

Women’s Tennis 
- Spotlj~qht: Jaklin Alawi 
Softball 

- 15-3 Win Over Villanova 
Swimming & Diving 
- Rutqvist Wins 200m,& Silver 
Men’s Tennis 
- Freshmen Star in UNCWWin 
Baseball 
- 2012 Intro Video 
Women’s Basketball 

- Spotli,qht: leasia Walker 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question:,& During a prospect’s official or 

unofficial visit, may an institution provide them 
complimentary admission(s) to a postseason 
contest? 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours:MonoFr A9:00a.m 5:00pm 

Phone: (803) 7774274 or (800) 4SCoFANS or 
(800) 472-3267 
Emsil: athletictickets~sc=ed u 
Fax: (803)777o7971 
Un ve~sity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Answer: No. If a prospective student-athlete 
wishes to attend a postseason contest (i.e., 
conference tournament, NCAA championship 
event/tournament, bowl game) on their official 

or unofficial visit, they must purchase the ticket 
in the same manner as the general public. 

Office of Compliance Services: 

Twitter: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: ath/eticscom~!iance (~@~sc~e d u 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS ,a~ 800o4SCoFANS OR ~amecocktickets~sc.edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 
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Creating Your Own Prospect Loyalty Program 

]~,XT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 
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You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
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yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~>~:i/visitur co~taa*co~*~act co~vdo?p~&mse 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 
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Creati::g Your Own Prospect Loyalty Program 

Went an interesting view on creating momentmn for your program, and the prospects 
that you are recruiti~g? 

Think about tiffs: 

A car wash ran a loyalty program. Sinfflar to tile one that Subway used to i1111 for 
people like Jared, who loved their sandwiches. 

For every car wash you paid for, you got one stamp on your card. If you completed 
eight washes, you got one tiee wash. 

Another set of customers also joined thut veiN same loyalty program. But they di&ft 

huve eight blocks to till on their card. They had ten blocks to till. But there 
was a difference. The second set of customers had two stamps already tilled for 
them in advance. 

You see what’s happe~ffng with this strategy, don’t you? 

Both sets of customers huve to till in tile exact same number of stamps to get tile 
fiee car wash...eight washes. So, which group followed ttuongh with tile program 
designed by tile car wash’s marketi~g company? You’re iight, tile second group. In 
l:oct 34% of tile second group got to their fiee car wash vs. just 19% of the fn-st 

group. 

So, wily did tiffs happen? 

By placfi~g tile tirst two stamps in tile book for tile customer. It automatically creates 
momentmn, and gives tile customer a feelfi~g like they’ve already statted down tile 
road towards their fiee reward car wash. It also breeds loyalty. After all, tile 
car wash actually "gave" them tile tirst two stamps for fiee, iight? 

Here’s where I’m takfi~g this with college coaches aiming to beat their competition 
for tile best recruits in tile months to come: 

You need a loyalty program that creates mon~entmi~. Don’t worlN, it won’t invoive 
flee sandwiches or buildii~g a car wash on campus. But it will involve some origii~ul 
ttff~tkfi~g and a... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
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Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the i~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. [h)’.jg//~2Ors6,~et/~i>p?e>11093z44869920&s 56114&e 001XGvl8k~Lt~ngGh8-53KL\~,ff~I ~5/po7o3HJAK1 IiX865~33-VA Nm- 
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ASSISTANT FOOTBALL COACH SALARIES ON THE WAY UP 

In a lot of college sports offices, being all assistant coach is all exercise in clipping 
coupons and bra!!ring with roolnmates mltil you hit the big time. Thut’s not the case 
in big time college football, where the war - and paychecks - for talented assistants 
is gettii~g serious. Visit our Facebook page for tile whole story! CLICK HERE [ 61~&5x- 

] 
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FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you arefft, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recmiti:lg atticles, 
late-hi-eaking recmiti:lg news, and our obsei~afions and COl:unentary on all tile big 
college sports topics ofthe day. Followus onTwitter, Coach! CLICKHERE [h~l~://120rsd::eiI~::is:~?et~llO9344869920&~56114&e 001X(blafi:Lh:n- 
~ ~’,~,, XTt)3 o \,Q QgD Pangs \’5 O"0 qa s~ ~g~8 XQ 519 ~r;                         DkwC3,a, Y                      Q~:ZXcieI/~Jj~DILs4] 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Traiul::g Videos 

DanTudorbook[ht~p:iI(20rs6negt::isp?e~-11093d4869920&s 56114&e 001XG:.ISfi:Lhi::97:CtSDh::EPY2TIKg- 
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Looking for quick, i::expe::sive h-aining for you and you:- coact~:g staft? CLICK 
HERE 
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Apple Launches a New Tool 

Thut Might Give Coaches a Messaging Edge 

by Sea:: Devlin, Front Rush 

Note: Before implementing the below, please first check with you:- depattment’s compliance 
officer. 

In JanuaiN, text messaging became peirN ssible in Division III. Aud in June, the 
same will be peirNssible for Division II, and we have ore suspicions for Division 
I (we think it’s o::ly a ma~er of time before they open up texti::g to Division I 
coaches). 

Well just a few days ago, Apple released something that is veiN interesting in an 
SMS acceptable world. It is known as Messages and while it is still in testi:~g, 
it’s very exciting. 

So what is it? 

hnagine a conhol center, right on you:- laptop for sending and receivbg sins messages. 
A conhol center that works similarly to what iPhone users are used to seebg on 
their device but now on you:- laptop so you ca:: lype much l:oster. A conhol center 

tt:at resembles IM proga-ams like you:- ichut, gchat, AIM, etc. 

So how does it work? 

Once you dow:J oad messages, you will be able to send messages directly to... 
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NCAA Wudes htto a Wur of Words 

by Brad Wolverton, Chronicle of Higher Education 

From his influential perch as a column:st for The New York Times, Joe Nocera, pictm-ed 
on the left, has tangled with some of the biggest bullies in American business. 
He railed again:st Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac for their disash-ous foray into subprime 
mortgages, helped take down a foreclosure giant thut used dubious legal practices 
to evict people fiom their homes, and pierced holes in Apple’s notorious cultm-e 
of secrecy. 

His newest target: the Natio::ul Collegiate Athletic Associatio:~, which hus laced 
a bahage of criticisl:: in recent montt:s over its perceived injustices. Mr. Nocera 

is the latest?-and loudest-to pile on, l~oulti::g the NCAA for, amo::g ott:er things, 
exploiti::g college athletes on the field while sh4ppbg them of basic rights off 
it. Since December, when he wrote a Times magazine atticle proposing a plan for 
paybg big-time college football and basketball players, Mr. Nocera has cra:zked 
out more than 11,000 words about college sports, some weeks devoti::g each of his 
twice-weekly colurm:s to the topic. 

In acerbic, pointed la::guage-"Last week, I described the NCAA as a cattel. Turns 
out, it’s a Star Chamber, too"-Mr. Nocera has presented victim after victim to 

demonsh-ate what he sees as the hypocrisy of NCAA rules. 

"I cannot believe an organization is allowed to do the things they do in modem 
America," Mr. Nocera said in a recent inteiyiew with The Chronicle. "It’s as if 
tile Constitution and roles of society dofft apply to them." 

The NCAA has lashed back, publishi::g a 2,700-word rebuttal on ncaa.org that points 
out repotting :ulstakes and rhesses Mr. Nocera down for l:ailing to "do justice" to 
what the association sees as a substantial co::flict of interest involving his fianc[~ e. 
(She is director of communicatio::s at a law firm that is peripherally involved in 
a class-action suit against tile NCAA, a fact that Mr. Nocera disclosed when writi:lg 
about the case.) The association stta:ck again this month, complaiul::g of the colummst’s 



"monthlong, elior-laden, and questiollubly motivated muggillg." 

"At what point does somebody witi1 tile power to make it stop say tiffs hus go~en 
out of control?" tile NCAA’s Dave Pickle recently wrote on all association blog. "Tile 
NCAA is not perfect, but there’s pleltiy of 1-oo111 between being perfect and beii~g 

tile goon squad that Nocera projects... 
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2012 National Collegiate Recmitii~g Conference 
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BREAKING NEWS: 

NCAA to Allow Multi-Year Scholarships 

by David Paschull, Chu~anooga Tilnes Free Press 

NCAA men~bership has upheld legislation thut allows schools tile option of giving 
student-athletes nmltiyear scholarships. 

Tile legislation was adopted followii~g a presidential retreat last August, and it 
was upheld in all ovemde vote that concluded late Friday. Some coaches have spoken 
out for tile benefits ofmultiyear scholarships and others have vehemently opposed 
tile concept, but now each school Call operate concun-ent witi1 its preference. 

Or, in some cases, how they huve operated all along. 

"When we sigma young inai~, we expect hili~ to see tiu-ongh to gradu~tioi~" Georgia 
football coach Mark Pdcht said. "I know contractually it is one year at a time, 
but from whut’s in my heart and from whut’s in tile heart of tile Ulliversity of Georgia 
is for these guys to make it all tile way through to graduation. It means a whole 
lot to us"... 
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Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

Our team of experts helped hun&-eds of coaches last year. Be one ofttlem tiffs year. 

CLICK HERE [ 
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Independent Study Rai~ks Best Recrultii~g Compliance Companies for College Athletic 
Departtnents 

A gn-aduate student study at tile Ulffversity of Indiana has determined which recrultillg 
compliance company rai~ks highest in customer satisl:oction and capabilities, citing 
FIontRush[h~o:/k20rs6ne~dtuisr~?e~-11093448(~9920&~56114&e 001XGv 181~IIA~m- 
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as the stan&rd for exce~ence in tiffs groining product marketplace. 

TarynA. Nichols, theresearcherbehindthenewlyreleasedstudy[ ?e>llO9344869920&s 56114&e 001XGvlSk~Ltml ~[)8~bzDlzeTgaAeBKeYN 8elrZIwLX-itVa47% 

did all illdependent compalison of each major recmitii~g maimgement and compliance 
applications for college coaches and athletic departtnents. 

Tile study goes into great detail on tile strengths, weaknesses and capabilities of 
each of the highly used data managen~ent tools available to coaches, and provides 
excellent side-by-side comparisons of all of the available choices in tile markeVplace. 

You can dowuload your flee copy of the research study below... 
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Creating Your Own Prospect Loyalty Program 

Want an interesting view on creating 
momentum for your program, and the 
prospects that you are recruiting? 

Think about this: 

A car wash ran a loyalty program. Similar to 
the one that Subway used to run for people 

like Jared, who loved their sandwiches. 

washes, you got one free wash. 

For every car wash you paid for, you got one 
stamp on your card. If you completed eight 

Another set of customers also joined that very same loyalty program. But they didn’t have 
eight blocks to fill on their card. They had ten blocks to fill. But there was a difference. The 
second set of customers had two stamps already filled for them in advance. 

You see what’s happening with this strategy, don’t you? 

Both sets of customers have to fill in the exact same number of stamps to get the free car 
wash...eight washes. So, which group followed through with the program designed by the 
car wash’s marketing company? You’re right, the second group. In fact 34% of the second 
group got to their free car wash vs. just 19% of the first group. 

So, why did this happen? 

By placing the first two stamps in the book for the customer. It automatically creates 
momentum, and gives the customer a feeling like they’ve already started down the road 
towards their free reward car wash. It also breeds loyalty. After all, the car wash actually 
"gave" them the first two stamps for free, right? 

Here’s where I’m taking this with college coaches aiming to beat their competition for the 



best recruits in the months to come: 

Yo.. need a Im/alty program that creates mo~ent..~. Don’t worry, it won’t involve free 
sandwiches or building a car wash on campus. But it will involve some original thinking and 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

ASSISTANT FOOTBALL COACH SALARIES ON THE WAY UP 

In a lot of college sports offices, being an assistant coach is an exercise 
in clipping coupons and bunking with roommates until you hit the big 
time. That’s not the case in big time college football, where the war- 
and paychecks - for talented assistants is getting serious. Visit our 
Facebook page for the whole story! CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive 
recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations 
and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the day. Follow 

us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Looking for quick, inexpensive training for you and 
your coaching staff? CLICK HERE 



Apple Launches a New Tool 
That Might Give Coaches a Messaging Edge 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Note: Before implementing the below, please first 

check with your department’s compliance 

officer. 

In January, text messaging became permissible in 

Division III. And in June, the same will be permissible for 

Division II, and we have our suspicions for Division I (we 

think it’s only a matter of time before they open up 

texting to Division I coaches). 

Well just a few days ago, Apple released something that 

is very interesting in an SMS acceptable world. It is 

known as Messages and while it is still in testing, it’s 

very exciting. 

So what is it? 

Imagine a control center, right on your laptop for sending and receiving sins messages. A 

control center that works similarly to what iPhone users are used to seeing on their device 

but now on your laptop so you can type much faster. A control center that resembles IM 

programs like your ichat, gchat, AIM, etc. 

So how does it work? 

Once you download messages, you will be able to send messages directly to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



NCAA Wades Into a War of Words 

by Brad Wolverton, Chronicle of Higher 
Education 

From his influential perch as a columnist 

for The New York Times, Joe Nocera, 
pictured on the left, has tangled with 
some of the biggest bullies in American 
business. He railed against Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac for their disastrous 
foray into subprime mortgages, helped 
take down a foreclosure giant that used 
dubious legal practices to evict people 

from their homes, and pierced holes in Apple’s notorious culture of secrecy. 

His newest target: the National Collegiate Athletic Association, which has faced a barrage of 
criticism in recent months over its perceived injustices. Mr. Nocera is the latest-and loudest- 
to pile on, faulting the NCAA for, among other things, exploiting college athletes on the field 
while stripping them of basic rights off it. Since December, when he wrote a Times magazine 
article proposing a plan for paying big-time college football and basketball players, Mr. 
Nocera has cranked out more than 11,000 words about college sports, some weeks devoting 
each of his twice-weekly columns to the topic. 

In acerbic, pointed language-"Last week, I described the NCAA as a cartel. Turns out, it’s a 
Star Chamber, too"-Mr. Nocera has presented victim after victim to demonstrate what he 
sees as the hypocrisy of NCAA rules. 

"I cannot believe an organization is allowed to do the things they do in modern America," 
Mr. Nocera said in a recent interview with The Chronicle. "It’s as if the Constitution and rules 
of society don’t apply to them." 

The NCAA has lashed back, publishing a 2,700-word rebuttal on ncaa.org that points out 
reporting mistakes and dresses Mr. Nocera down for failing to "do justice" to what the 
association sees as a substantial conflict of interest involving his fiancee. (She is director of 
communications at a law firm that is peripherally involved in a class-action suit against the 
NCAA, a fact that Mr. Nocera disclosed when writing about the case.) The association struck 
again this month, complaining of the columnist’s "monthlong, error-laden, and questionably 
motivated mugging." 

"At what point does somebody with the power to make it stop say this has gotten out of 
control?" the NCAA’s Dave Pickle recently wrote on an association biog. "The NCAA is not 
perfect, but there’s plenty of room between being perfect and being the goon squad that 
Nocera projects... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Be in Boston this June for the #1 recruiting training 

weekend in co~ege sports° CL~CK HERE 

BREAKING NEWS: 
NCAA to Allow Multi-Year Scholarships 

by David Pascha/I, Chattanooga Times Free Press 

NCAA membership has upheld legislation that allows schools the option of giving student- 
athletes multiyear scholarships. 

The legislation was adopted following a presidential retreat last August, and it was upheld in 
an override vote that concluded late Friday. Some coaches have spoken out for the benefits 
of multiyear scholarships and others have vehemently opposed the concept, but now each 
school can operate concurrent with its preference. 
Or, in some cases, how they have operated all along. 

"When we sign a young man, we expect him to see through to graduation," Georgia football 
coach Mark Richt said. "I know contractually it is one year at a time, but from what’s in my 
heart and from what’s in the heart of the University of Georgia is for these guys to make it 
all the way through to graduation. It means a whole lot to us"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches last year° Be one of 

them this year° CLICK HERE 

Independent Study Ranks Best Recruiting Compliance Companies for 
College Athletic Departments 

A graduate student study at the University of Indiana has determined which recruiting compliance company ranks 
highest in customer satisfaction and capabilities, citing Frent Rush as the standard for excellence in this growing 
product marketplace. 

Taryn A. Nichols, the researcher behind the newly released study, did an independent comparison of each major 
recruiting management and compliance applications for college coaches and athletic departments. 

The study goes into great detail on the strengths, weaknesses and capabilities of each of the highly used data 
management tools available to coaches, and provides excellent side-by-side comparisons of all of the available 
choices in the marketplace. 

You can download your free copy of the research study below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Tuesday February 22~ 2022 

New   o otion 

Unsubscr be I Pr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a friend 

N4A Members, 

Please help us share our new promotion with those who have not yet joined our organization. 

Individuals who are interested in becoming a Professional Member of the N4A have two new 
options: 

1) If they are attending the N4A National Convention in Buffalo., they can pay the $225 
registration fee for the convention. In doing so, we will extend to them an introductory N4A 
membership valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

2) If they are not attending the N4A National Convention, they can sign up for an introductory 
membership for $50 that will be valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

Once the N4A officially joins NACDA this fall, we will have one membership cycle that will go 
from September 1 - August 31 and our Professional Membership fees will be $125 annually. 

For more information, please go to our website at http://nfoura.orq/payment/membership.php. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 

N4A President (www.nfoura.orc!) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 

901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

SubscF be I Unsubscr be I Send ths to e friend 

nfoura.oro~ 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



Activated Art: Ekphrastic Theatre at the Ackland 

Ekphrasis is a rhetorical device in which one artistic medium attempts to define the essence of another, ~ivin~ 
a work further [ife by te[[in~ its perceived story. The Ack[and presents ekphrastic theatre in an upcomin~ 
series of [ive performances, enab[in~ art at the Ack[and to be experienced in unexpected and thou~ht- 
provokin~ ways. 

Each performance of ACTIVATED ART comprises four ten-minute plays, each inspired by a different work of 
art in the Museum’s permanent collection. Written by Dana Coen, Clyde Edgerton, Marianne Gingher, and 
Daniel Wallace-all distinsuished authors, as well as faculty members from two campuses of The University of 
North Carolina-these orisinal plays construct dramatic narratives perceived in paintin8 and sculpture and 
capture the art works’ most essential nature. 

The plays-funny, thoughtful, and sometimes iconoclastic-will be performed in the Ackland’s ~alleries, in 
front of the art that inspired them. A discussion with the playwrights and directors follows the two Friday 
evenin~ performances. 

Evenings @ 8:00 PM: 

Friday, 24 February -- SOLD OUT 
Saturday, 25 February 
Friday, 2 March 

Matinees @ 5:00 PM: 

Sunday, 26 February 
Saturday, 3 March 
Sunday, 4 March 

Tickets: $10. Seating is very limited. Purchase tickets in advance at the Ackland Museum Store (corner of 
Columbia and Franklin), or by phone: 919-962-0216. If available, tickets may be purchased at the door. 

Share this link with a friend: t~tt 



Artist Talk: Photographer Shawn Rocco 

Ackland Museum Store, Thursday, 23 February, 7:00 PM 

The Ack[and Museum Store-on the Corner of Franklin and Columbia 
Streets, downtown Chapel Hilt-presents photographer Shawn Rocco 
discussing his work in the Store’s current exhibition Cellular Obscura. 
This body of stylistically distinctive documentary work is made by Rocco 
with a Motorola E81 5 ceil phone camera using no apps. 

Please RSVP for the talk by calling 919.962.0216. 

Ackland Film Forum: "Hell and Back Again" (2011, dir. Danfung Dennis) 

Thursday, 23 February, 7:00 PM 

In this documentary, photojourna[ist Danfung Dennis follows 
the wartime journey of 25-year-old Sergeant Nathan Harris of 
the U.S. Marine Corps, beginning with stunning war reportage 
and continuing with an intimate portrayal of Harris’ 
reintegration into civilian life at home in North Carolina. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., 
downtown Chapel Hit[. 

**Admission to this film is free.** Tickets may be reserved 
at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Presented in connection with The/~aki iV and Hen~,~ by William Shakespeare, on stage at 
P[ayMakers Repertory Company through 4 March 2012. 

North CaroLina PubLic Radio WUNC ~s the Official Med~a Sponsor of the Ackland F~lm Forum. 

Family Day - "Use Your Imagination: The Art of Monsters" 

Sunday, 26 February, 2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Build museum memories with your family at the Ack[and’s monthly 
Family Day[ 

Join a Family Tour at 2:00 PM to [earn more ways to interact with art, 
and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at the 
Creation Station and Scavenger Hunts in the galleries are available 
throughout the program. 

Come to Family Day for a little white or stay for the whole afternoon -- 
it’s all FREE! 



Looking ahead... 

Art For Lunch 

7 March, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Ashleigh Raabe: "Palmyrene 
Funerary Relief Sculpture in the 
Ackland’s Permanent Collection" 

Every month, the Ackland invites you 
to attend a lunch-hour lecture and 
learn more about the art currently 

on view at the Ackland. Brin8 a ha8 
lunch (yes, people really do!) and 
enjoy an hour of inspiration and 

information. 

Ashley Raabe is a doctoral student in 
Art History at UNC currently writin8 

a dissertation entitled "Second Style Paintin8 and Social Ritual: The House of the Cryptoporticus at Pompeii," 
and Kress Intern at the Ackland Art Museum. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non-members. 
RSVP to: ack~andRSVP®uncoedu. 

Only 4 Weeks Left! 

See The Spectacular of Vernacular before it’s Gone! 

The Ackland Art Museum is the final venue-and the only Southeast venue-of this 
travelin8 exhibition, orsanized by the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. 

Embracin8 the rustic and the humbly homemade as well as the clash of street 
spectacle and commercial culture, The Spectacular of Vernacular brinss tosether 
25 artists whose work fosters a dialosue between contemporary art and the 
creative manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read the Independent Week~}L review. 

The exhibition catalosue is available at the Ackland Museum Store. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Ackland Art Museum is 
made possible by the James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for 
Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by the William Hayes Ackland 

Trust, and friends and members of the Ackland Art Museum. Public prosrams are supported by Drs. Leena and 
Sheldon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaushn and Shirley Drechsel. The Spectacular of Vernacular is 



orsanized by the WaLker Art Center, MinneapoLis, and is made possible by 8enerous support from the Andy 
WarhoL Foundation for the Visual Arts, HeLen and Peter Warwick, and Marsaret and Ansus WurteLe. 

Cellular Obscura - The Cell Phone Photographs of Shawn Rocco 

Through 7 April 2012 at the Ackland Museum Store 

An award-winnin8 staff photojournaList at the News & 
Observer in RaLeish, Shawn Rocco has produced, since 2007, 
a body of styListicaLLy distinctive documentary works usin8 a 
MotoroLa E815 ceLL phone camera. CaLLed "CeLLuLar Obscura" 
and produced with no apps involved, Rocco says the imases 
"represent a moment in our history measured, not just by the 
content within the frame, but also by the reality represented 
in a photosraph via ceLL phone, a visual evolution unique to 
our time." 

Rocco was named Photosrapher of the Year in 2011 by the 
N.C. Press Photosraphers Association and has tausht as an 
adjunct professor in the JournaLism School at UNC-ChapeL 
HILL. 

D   MUSEUM 
The AckLand’s exhibitions and public prosrams are made possible by 8enerous support from AckLand Art 
Museum members and friends Like you! 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! C~ick here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership doLLars support our mission. 

Comments on the AckLand’s e-news? Send an emaiL to the editor. 

If you no Lonser wish to receive this newsletter, c~ick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this AckLand e-news? Subscribe here and set your very own copy every week. 

Images: 

Detail from Activated Art Poster desisned by Laura Azar, © 2012. 

Shawn Rocco, IHidwa~j, Raleigh; archival ink-jet print. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Lookin~ Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and 
adhesive. Courtesy the artist and Richard Gray GaLLery, Chicaso. 



Museum visitors viewing Lari Pittman’s A Decorated Chronolo~y of Insistence and Resignation #30, 1994; 
acrytic, ename[, gtitter on two wood panets. Courtesy Regen Projects, Los Angetes. © Lari Pittman. 

Shawn Rocco, Birthday, Walnut Cove, NC; archival ink-jet print. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 9:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How to Launch, Staff and Monitor Web Chat for Support 

TEXT.htm 

Supporting the New Silent Generation 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.com!> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Supporting the New Silent Generation .... 

Download the Complimentary White Paper <          otoassist.com/~%rms/G2Ao20 ~ 1 oWPoTS~AoWeboChatoL 1 ? 
1D-70 l>0000000XwO2&elq-67> 18862b07>492egfa~7d2a0a._ 87289 

Brent: 

The demand for web chat as a customer support channel is growing. Driving the demand, in part, is the New Silent Generation. 

"Web chat is now being adopted by enterprise support in a big way." 

This new white paper from TSIA explores best practices for launching, staffing and quality monitoring a web chat program, as well as 
key elements to look for when evaluating a web chat platform. 

Download the white paper to learn: 
DOWNLOAD <          otoassist.comitbrmsiG2Ao2011 oWpoTSIA-WeboCI~toL 1 ? 

[D=70150000000XwO2&ek~ - 67518862bO75492egfa37d2aOa587289> .... 

*Tips, tricks and best practices for implementing a web chat program 
*Three advantages of web chat for support operations and what to look for in a web chat platform 
*Top five FAQs for web chat in technology support 
*And more... 

Implementing Web Chat: How to Latmch, Staff, and Monitor < toassist.comiforms/G2Ao2011 oWP-TSIAoWeboCI~toL 1 ? 
1D-70 ~0000000XwO2&el~-67~ lggb2b07~492egfa~Td2a0a._ 87289 

"Asset" <htt~;ii!~ar~~,gotoassist.comiformsiG2Ao2011 oWPoTSIAoWeboChatoL 1 ? 
[D=70150000000XwO2&elq=67518862bO75492egfa37d2aOa587289> 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike MansbachI VP & GM 



Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~ttp :/i~,~.w. citrixonline ~comi> 

"Facebook" <h~://www.faceb~k.c~sharer.php‘?~whttp://~eamg~t~assist.c~rr~forms/G2A°2~ 11-WP-TSIA-Web-Chat-L 17 
1D=70150000000XWO2>           Share <~:iiwww.l)cebook.comisha~er.                  toassist.comi~om~s!G2A~2011- 
WP-TSIA-Web-Clm~-L 1 ?~[D=70150000000XWO2> "Twitter" <~ :i/~wi~er.co~r~/?stams- St~por~ing the New Silen~ 
Generation %2 Svia ~otoa ssist%29 %0D%0A toassist.co~r~/~Bm~siG2A-2011 ~WP~TSIA~Web-Chat -L 1 ? 
ID=70150000000XwO2>           Tweet <~r~tp:iit~.itter.comi?status=Suppo~ing the New SileN Generation %28via 
~oloassist%29 %0D~&~Aht~:/i~eam.gotoassist.comigo~nsiG2A-2011-WP-TSIA~Web-Clml~L 1 ?ID- 70150000000XwO2> 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:iiwww.citrixor~ine.com~privac~,’/tm~ 
Unsubscribe: ~ :/~’leam.citrixo~fline.co~v~forms/Uns~bscribe ? 
~miqueid=675188b2b075492eg~h37d2a0a587289&email-blantor~:~ncaa.~mc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 10:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
PRAC list 

TEXT.htm; Orr prac listingSP12.xlsx 

B: 

I checked and double checked the list. Did find a novice rower that wasn’t in the database. I added her to both the database and the 
list. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 10:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: PRAC Listing 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; Jenn’spraclistFall2012.xlsx 

Here you are... 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/21/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Attached as promised. Remember to DELETE all students who do not belong to you and those who no longer need priority and add 
your managers where applicable. Get this to me ASAP tomorrow morning. 

Thanks ! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p: i/rathe e ~b ~e. c s~-~. c o m 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Joyce Dalgleish <j oyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 10:43 AM 

Kristen A. Dunivant <dunivant@email.unc.edu>; timsupport@unc, edu 

Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Brunner <j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TELETIME NOT WORKING 

At least 4 of our areas have employees reporting busy signals or cominuous tinging when 
they try to teletime in. That has been happening since yesterday, and there has been 
NO NOTIFICATION that there is an issue. 
I have submitted a remedy ticket (2249076) to report this issue. 

Please update and advise. 

Thanks, 
Joyce Dalgleish 
HR Manager 
Dept. of Athletics 
962-7850 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Meghan Elyse Pfeiffer (mpfiffer)" <mpfiffer@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 10:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] New Member Promotion 
TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 

Please share with your staff! 

~:iiwww.my mailoat.co~/mailoaJcile 

[http:i7,s.ww.ind~s~rvmailom.com/~nd~strv?Homei6402i26(~51 iMaoheader.~g] 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 

New Member Promotion 

N4A Members, 

Please help us share our new promotion with those who have not yet joined our organization. 

Individuals who are interested in becoming a Professional Member of the N4A have two new options: 

1) If they are attending the N4A National Convention in Buffalo<~:iiwww.i~dast~,mailoul.com/h~dt~str~,/Redirect.as~ 
~=505238&~=424115518&h~=34345139&r:344309&qz-4d94792abd3dagb21f448e29alb79233>, they can pay the $225 
registration fee for the convention. In doing so, we will extend to them an introductory N4A membership valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

2) If they are not attending the N4A National Convention, they can sign up for an introductory membership for $50 that will be valid 
until Aug 31, 2012. 

Once the N4A officially joins NACDA this fall, we will have one membership cycle that will go from September 1 - August 31 and 
our Professional Membership fees will be $125 annually. 
For more information, please go to our website at 

u=5 ~2535&~4241155~8&~m=34345139&r=344309&q2z=3~cc62adO59cTbddbbSee6097f95ab01>. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<~:i/~ww.ind~sl~?,mailo~t.corr~ih~d~sl~1,/Redirect.aspx? 
~:508585&~=424115518&~m=34345139&r=344309&q~z=3525e5(~ec02b~ce2(~fTcdl 910ab0c44e>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu<maiFto ~l~cke~’~mcm~his.ed~> 



lifoura.org<~:l/~oura.orN> 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout<~:iiwww.ir~dus~t~,?mai~ot~t.co~i? 
~tr~Lsource=customers&utm_ ~edium=emai~&utmo ~on~er~t=ir~d~s~r~&utm ca > 



Good morning, 

Please share with your staff! 

’Iucsda} February 21 2012 

New Member Promotion 

N4A Members, 

Please help us share our new promotion with those who have not yet joined our 
organization. 

Individuals who are interested in becoming a Professional Member of the N4A have two 
new options: 

1) If they are attending the N4A National Convention in Buffalo, they can pay the $225 
registration fee for the convention. In doing so, we will extend to them an introductory 
N4A membership valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

2) If they are not attending the N4A National Convention, they can sign up for an 
introductory membership for $50 that will be valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

Once the N4A officially joins NACDA this fall, we will have one membership cycle that 
will go from September 1 - August 31 and our Professional Membership fees will be $125 
annually. 

For more information, please go to our website at 
http://nfoura.org/payment/membership.php. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura. org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
j luckey@memphis.edu 

nfoura.org 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 



Raleigh, North Carolina 
United States 

27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 11:14 AM 

Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Brunner <j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stacey E. (Athletics Olympic Sports) Harris <staceyh@email.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris 
<tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: TELETIME NOT WORKING 

Folks, 

Please see the reply from Kristen Dunivant with the TIM Office. I have submitted a remedy ticket for this time, but in the future, 
if any of your employees who enter time via teletime report to you that they are not able to enter time, please submit 
a remedy ticket for your area and email me and Tracy to let us know the issue and that you have submitted a ticket.. 
Maybe if they get a million tickets they might resolve the issue quicker. 

Thanks,, 
Joyce 

>>> "Dunivant, Kristen Alexis" <dunivant@email.unc.edu> 2/22/2012 11:02 AM >>> 
Joyce, 

Please make sure that as soon as any area notices an issue with Teletime, they call 962-HELP (4357) immediately so the issue can be 
researched and resolved by the technical groups as soon as possible. 

I’ll let you know if I hear anything back from the technical group but they may just update you with the status of this issue through the 
ticket. 

Thanks, 
Kristen 

Kristen Dunivant 
Payroll and TIM Applications Analyst 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone:            ~ 
Fax: 919-962-4140 
Email: dunivant @email.unc. edu 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [             uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 10:43 AM 
To: Dunivant, Kristen Alexis; TIM Support 
Cc: Brittany Renn; Blanton, Brent S; Clara Perry; Davian Clarke; John Brunner; Mike Wilkinson; Stacey Hams; Tracy Hams; Nate 
Yarbrough 
Subject: TELETIME NOT WORKING 

At least 4 of our areas have employees reporting busy signals or continuous ringing when 
they try to teletime in. That has been happening since yesterday, and there has been 
NO NOTIFICATION that there is an issue. 
I have submitted a remedy ticket (2249076) to report this issue. 

Please update and advise. 

Thanks, 
Joyce Dalgleish 
HR Manager 
Dept. of Athletics 
962-7850 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 11:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: PRAC Listing 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Gmcias! 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/22/2012 11:46 AM >>> 

Here is the list! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.cs~v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 3:51 PM 

Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Brunner <j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stacey E. (Athletics Olympic Sports) Harris <staceyh@email.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris 
<tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: TELETIME NOT WORKING 

Just heard back from the TIM office that TeleTime is back on-line. 

Joyce 

>>> Joyce Dalgleish 2/22/2012 11:14 AM >>> 
Folks, 

Please see the reply from Kristen Dunivant with the TIM Office. I have submitted a remedy ticket for this time, but in the future, 
if any of your employees who enter time via teletime report to you that they are not able to enter time, please submit 
a remedy ticket for your area and email me and Tracy to let us know the issue and that you have submitted a ticket.. 
Maybe if they get a million tickets they might resolve the issue quicker. 

Thanks,, 
Joyce 

>>> "Dunivant, Kristen Alexis" <dunivant@email.unc.edu> 2/22/2012 11:02 AM >>> 
Joyce, 

Please make sure that as soon as any area notices an issue with Teletime, they call 962-HELP (4357) immediately so the issue can be 
researched and resolved by the technical groups as soon as possible. 

I’ll let you know if I hear anything back from the technical group but they may just update you with the status of this issue through the 
ticket. 

Thanks, 
Kristen 

Kristen Dunivant 
Payroll and TIM Applications Analyst 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-962-0270 

Fax: 919-962-4140 

Email: dunivant @email.unc. edu 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [              ncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 10:43 AM 
To: Dunivant, Kristen Alexis; TIM Support 
Cc: Brittany Renn; Blanton, Brent S; Clara Perry; Davian Clarke; John Brunner; Mike Wilkinson; Stacey Hams; Tracy Hams; Nate 
Yarbrough 
Subject: TELETIME NOT WORKING 

At least 4 of our areas have employees reporting busy signals or continuous ringing when 
they try to teletime in. That has been happening since yesterday, and there has been 



NO NOTIFICATION that there is an issue. 
I have submitted a remedy ticket (2249076) to report this issue. 

Please update and advise. 

Thanks, 
Joyce Dalgleish 
HR Manager 
Dept. of Athletics 

962-7850 
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My family speaks a 

variety of pig latin 

called Alfalfa Pig 

Latin. 

Shelley 

My artwork was 

featured in the 2009 

Basketball Preview 

of Tc~r Heel 

Monthly. 

Nate 

I was an extra in the 

movie "Last of the 

Mohicans" - the one 

with Daniel Day 

Lewis. 

Beth L. 

My childhood 

dream was to be a 

ballerina. 

I coached Division I 

volleyball for a year. 

I was my high 

school’s Mr. 

Jaimie 

I spent a month in 

Australia. 

Spencer 

I am running a half 

marathon on March 

25. 

Kendra 

Susan 

Without any formal 

medical training, I 

have performed a 

circumcision by 

headlamp. 

Amy 

In middle school, I 

dreamed of being a 

rapper, and my rap 

name was going to 

be Daddy Smooth. 

Brad 

Congeniality. 

Brent 

I have seven siblings 

(yes, some are half- 

sbis, but still...) 

Dana 

I had a small part 

part (nurse) in a 

local production of 

"South Pacific". 

Sandy 

I performed 

Shakespeare 

sonnets and 

monologues for a 

professional troupe 

in HS. 

Devin 

I was4H Corn 

Muffin champ in 4th 

grade. 

Wally 

I have visited all 50 

states. 

Cricket 

I have had a 

mammogram. 

John 

I was in every 

musical production 

throughout HS. 

Niobra 

I like reading 

scientific research 

literature. 

Kym 



Who Opposed Multiyear Athletics Aid? You Might Be Surprised 

February 22, 2012, 2:51 pm 

By Brad Wolverton 

Four out of the 10 wealthiest athletic departments-Texas, Tennessee, LSU, and Oklahoma-as well as the national champion in 

football, Alabama, stood in opposition to a new policy allowing major-college programs to offer multiyear scholarships to 

athletes, according to an NCAA document obtained by The Chronicle. 

The change, which was narrowly upheld last week, makes it possible for programs to provide more security to their scholarship 

athletes. Previously, athletic departments could only sign athletes to one-year renewable awards. 

Much of the initial opposition to the measure, which was first approved by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors last 

October, came from colleges concerned with the cost of locking in players for multiple years (lest they get injured or not work 

into a new coach’s offense, for example). 

Last week, an override vote by Division I colleges fell two votes short of the necessary five-eighths majority needed to overturn 

the measure, with 330 institutions and conferences voting. 

The vast majority of institutions opposed to the multiyear awards came from the less-wealthy ranks. But a surprising number 

came from big programs and conferences. 

The Big 12 was the only Bowl Championship Series conference to vote against the measure, but a smattering of colleges in 

other BCS leagues also opposed it, including Arizona, Cal, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Louisville, USC, and Virginia. 

This entry was posted in Uncategorized. Bookmark the permalink. 

X~ ggurney minutes ago Do 
t 

¯        Favoring or qpposing a multiyear scholarship is predicated upon the question of whether the contract entered into with the institution is 
about the education or pmployment of the athlete. Big, wealthy athletic programs like my own at Oklahoma want to keep the control of the athlete 
in the hands of the coaches. Their arguments about caring for the well being and education of the athletes is a cleverly constructed lie. Either treat 
athletes as students by/offering them binding long term scholarships or treat them as employees and PAY them. Players can’t be self-advocates for 
their own well being if tl~ey are owned by the coaches and without the guarantee that the offer of financial aid is about a higher education. I 
applaud NCAA’s Mark Ernmert’s attempt to straighten out the ambigous mess in big time college sport, but the celebrity coach lobby and their 
athletic director, spokesemen make it highly unlikely to affect meaningful reform. 

d 
¯ Flag i 

a ¯ Edit ReplyReply 

¯ C 

11185500 [~191~ours ago 

"t 
¯        You can understand how difficult this would be to accommodate at for example a program like the University of Alabama. The rare 

w~thdrawal of a scholars~#~p m~ght have to come out of Coach Saban s salary, dropping h~m from $4 mdhon to, say, $3.9 million. Much better to 
"dump" the student-ath~te and let him learn survival skills on the street. 

¯        Flag 
s/ ¯ 14 people liked this. Like ReplyReply m 

¯ 
~e 

22015822 [~1 ~qours ago 

¯ Not really surfffising at all. Like Mitt Romney, coaches like to be able to fire people who aren’t providing the services they want. 
¯ Flag 3~ 

29 . 3 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
9/ ¯ 

sand6432 [~1671~ours ago 

68 
¯        Well, I guesssqlfe learn more about which programs care for the athletes as students first and which care only about doing everything 
possible to win.---Sandy~hatcher 

/� 



Flag 
5 people liked this¯ Like ReplyReply 

brutus [~15~ours ago 

t 
To the corrtrnent below .......... I present exhibit A, Tyler Love. He was a 5* OT out of high school, signing with Alabama in the 2008 class. 

He never really progrpssed into a meaningful role, BUT he finished out his degree on football scholarship. Know why? Because he did things the 
right way. He had the right attitude and worked hard. BJ Scott was in the same class, and was another 5*. He never cracked the rotation. But, did 
Saban pull his schola/cship? Nope. BJ transferred before his final year of eligibility in order to try and play for another school, Univ. of South 
Alabama. Some of th’e medical scholarships that are so criticized by the uninformed media were actually handed out by Saban to players that were 
strong contributors (sLiCe Kerry Murphy). The truth is that if a player comes to Alabama and does things the right way, they graduate on 
scholarship. If they c6ntinually violate team rules, are hard-headed, and threaten the chemistry of the team, then they are asked to leave. And, 
that goes for most sc[~ools. Even the ones that offered "4yr scholarships" had a clause in their agreement hinging upon good behavior. What 
players actually do to lose their scholarships often remains within the confines of the team or university. I’d be willing to bet that most of those 

players, along w~th thce~r famd~es, are happy to be spared the embarrassment. 
¯ Flag d 

n ¯ 9 people liked this¯ Like ReplyReply 

nanov~: [~2 I~urs ago in reply to brutus 

t 
¯ This is not auqvery persuasive argument¯ It should not be up to the coach to decide whether a player’s attitude is good enough to merit a 
four-year scholasrship. i~,11 recruits should be guaranteed a four-year scholarship that should only be revocable on the grounds of university 
disciplinary actign. Wl~at’s really going on here is that wealthy programs like Alabama like to oversign prospects as a way to maintain strong 
classes¯ When~ne pl#yer loses his scholarship, it is suddenly "convenient" for another player to fill the void¯ As a result, the football powers 
above have shockingly/low graduation rates¯ In contrast, programs like Notre Dame that guarantee 4-year scholarships have very high 
graduation rate~ Just~ok at the statistics¯ 

¯ Flag      /      e 
1 d 
3 i ¯ 4 people liked this¯ Like ReplyReply 

¯ 2 a 

k~odWin21-pqinutes ago in reply to nanovic 
t 

¯      It’~not jus~ abo~t attitude. It’s also about behavior¯ Bad behavior is typically accompanied by a bad attitude, but a bad attitude 
doesn’t al~ays le~d to I~ad behavior¯ I assume institutions have the capability to add behavior clauses to multi-year scholarships¯ 
Perhaps ~ just~aded,: but I’m sure that the policies governing with-cause removal of scholarships will be unequally applied (if you are 

a "star", y~u’ll get, considerably more latitude than a benchwarmer). 

m 
rn     s e ¯ Like ReplyReply 

¯ a d 

pianist~ [~0 o rl~nutee ago in reply to brutus 
S           C 

¯ "...are hard-~eadec~ and ~reaten the chemistry of the team"--those are the weasel words. An athlete can have a good work ethic, hit the 
books, stay unir~ured, {)nd sti~ "threaten the chemistry of the team" just because he (we’re talking football here) doesn’t fit in the system and 

his continued pr#sence~on th~ roster can "threaten the chemistry of the team," i.e., its ability to win. 
m 

Boy, does brutu~ do a ~}reat j£b of npp~ng the remaining shreds of the mask of student-athlete, amateunsm, etc., from football programs 
such as Alabama’s. In ~r#ite o~ trying mightily to obfuscate the issue, brutus makes it perfectly clear that football programs such as Alabama’s 
are de facto professional spots business which want to be able to--let’s not mince words--fire--unproductive players, just like the pro leagues 
do. Betcha somebody i~ the/~labama athletic department right now is muttering "Et tu Brute?" 
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Schools want total control ov~i~r wh~to keep and those that 
are let go. If you play,or a s~qool v~th decent morals and you act right, they 
treat you with respect~ Againgthis p~ts the control in the school’s hands. All 
schools will not do th~"rtight t~ing e’l’~en for a good kid. 

~ / / 

a ~ m 

This is similar to 
8 e    g 

the at-will employmer~ 
9 

policy~in pla~e for most college and university 
administrators¯ Relate&t to c~ege ~thletics and higher education 
administrators, they are askff~t for ~ lot and not provided with much security¯ The 
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head coach and college/university president have the big contract with a huge 
escape/dismissal clause. 

Both systems encourage people to look out for themselves. For 
administrators it means taking the next big promotion at another institution. 
For athletes it means cutting corners or breaking rules at times for self gain. 

Gera~d Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 

University of Oklahoma 

334 Cate Center Room 308 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

office: (405) 325-1522 

cell: (405) 249-5835 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 3:24 PM 

Amber’ ’Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I.’ ’Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B.’ ’Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; ’Christian Dennie’ <CDennie@bgsfirm.com>; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson 
<cludvigson@ou. edu>; ’Curtis W. Jones’ <curtis.j ones@athletics.utexas, edu>; Carla A.’ 
’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desireet@smu.edu; ’Dennis Leblanc’ 
<dleblanc@huskers. com>; ’Felicia Martin’ <felicia.martin@ttu. edu>; Gerald S.’ ’Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Jaye E.’ ’Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; ’Julie Owen’ <jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Kasie L.’ ’Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; ’Kris Livingston’ <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; ’Bryan Maggard’ 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy 
J.’ ’Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; ’Joe Scoggin’ <scoginj@missouri.edu>; ’Jill Shields’ 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L.’ ’Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; ’Tommy Powell’ <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A.’ ’Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Emailing: Arizona House Advances Bill To Require That Collge Students Pay 
More Toward Tuition 

TEXT.htm; image001.gif; image002.png; image003.gif; image004.gif; image005.jpg; 
image006.png; image007.gif; image008.png; image009.png; image010.gif; 
image011 .png; image012.png; image013 .gif; image014.png; image015.j pg; 
image016.j pg; image017.j pg; image018.j pg; image019.j pg; image020.j pg; image021 .j pg; 
image022.jpg; image023.jpg; image024.jpg; image025.gif; image026.gif; image027.gif; 
image028.gif 

WOW 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@!ists.ncsu.ed~] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Christian Dennie; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Julie Owen; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; 
Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye 
E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] Emailing: Arizona House Advances Bill To Require That Collge Students Pay More Toward Tuition 

ht~p :iiwww. huffing~onpo sJ~. comiimap~ si~igh~bo~<iloadir~g~if 

ost.com/im oxi ox beta.~ 

Sign Out <h~:Liwww.lmffing’~onpost.co~gusersilogou{/?refercr=%2F> 

February 23, 2012 



<~ :i/www 2mffi~lo~k~o st.comico~e~> college 
The Huffington Post 

Arizona House Advances Bill To Require That College Students Pay More Toward Tuition 

Kavanagh 

State Rep. John Kavanagh, left, speaks with fellow Republican Rep. Tom Forese prior to budget hearings in the committee in March 
2011. Kavanagh was the sponsor of the minimum tuition bill. In the past he sponsored a bill to challenge automatic citizenship 
guaranteed under the the 14th Amendment. (AP Photo/Ross D. Franklin) 

The Huffington Post Tyler Kingkade <ht~p:i!www.lmffi .col~it~derokmgkade> First Posted: 02/23/2012 2:26 pm Updated: 
02/23/2012 2:26 pm 

Arizona state lawmakers believe college students should have pay an extra $2,000 each year, unless they play football. 

An Arizona House committee voted mostly along party lines Wednesday to advance a GOP-backed bill 
<~ :iiwww. azcentml, c omiar~zo~re~dblic/loca~iardc~e si2012/02/22/20120222arizona-house-committee-oks-mitio~-co~t~ib ~tio~- 
biRNr~fl> requiring all students to pay at least $2,000 toward their tuition. Only student athletes would be automatically exempt from 
the increase. 

The Eagle Valley Tribune reports <~:iiwww.msribc.ms~.comiidi4d487781/rtsilocal_news-phoer~ix ~zi#.T0Ze~> schools 
could offer scholarships covering the $2,000 to no more than 5 percent of students based on academic merit. Currently, military 
veterans would not be exempt <~:iiwww.azcen~raLcom/arizortareLpt~blic/~oca[/ar~iclesi2012/02/22/20120222arizona-house- 
committee-oks-tuition-corttributiort-bill.Nr~fl> from the new requirement to pay $2,000. 

The original issue that sparked Republican ire took place last year, when Arizona State University President Michael Crow said that 
nearly half of ASU students were paying no tuition at all, due to <htlp:/iwww.rr~if..c..?.)x...phoertix.co~v’dgp/newsieducaliotv~apxoAZTuiliono 
Mir~imum ~3232741 ~02232012> scholarsNps, grants or other financial aid. Republicans contend the new legislation encourages 
smdems <ht~://azdai~sm~.c~/news/~ca~/smte-and~reg~na~/pa~e~-backs~k-~rmm~mm4mti~r~-f~r-c~ege-smde~ts/ar~ic~e-~)bce~c~4~ 
d00d-5 lfc-9077-10dcg5ceed30.~tml> to have "skin in the game." 

Christine Thompson, lobbyist for the Arizona Board of Regents, said that figure was an anomaly 
<~ :,/iazdai~v s~m.comi-newsiloca~ista~e oa~do        anelobacks okomi~imm~4mtionoforoco~e&eosmder~t s/article 9bce0cd4od00do 
51 fc-9077o 10dc85ceed30.html>. Thompson said last year that figure was 36 percent of students who paid no tuition, and preliminary 
reports to the Regents show this year it’s closer to 24 percent. The Regents are opposing the $2,000 increase. 

State Rep. John Kavanagh, R-Fountain Hills, said $2,000 wasn’t really that much <~://azdailvsm~.cominewsi]ocalistateoand- 
~a~/pa~e~°backs°k°mi~immn°~uiti~°f~r°c~ge°s~udeNs/artic~)bce~c64°d~d°5 lfco9077o 
10dcg5ceedS0.N~rfl#ixzzlr~o~clLB> and insisted students could graduate with $14,000 debt after four years, "less than the cost of a 
Che~ SoNc." 

"And I personally believe that degrees from our universities are worth far more than Chevy Sonics," Kavanagh said. 

House Minority Leader Chad Campbell, a Democrat, shot back <ht~:iiazdai~ysm~.comi~ewsiloca[istateoand-regional!pa~elobacksok- 
mmmmm-t~itionofor~colle~e-st~deNsiarticle 9bce0c(~4od00d~51~c-9077~10dcg5ceed30.html#i~zlnDs76btZ> in the hearing, "A 
new car is vastly different than a university education." 

Arizona does rank on the low end of average student debt, compared <http:i/pm.iector~studer~tdebt.orgipub view.php?idx=791> to the 
rest of the country. The average student graduated in 2010 < with $18,454 of 
debt, according to the Project on Student Debt. A more recent, separate report put sun.com/newsilocalismte-ar~d- 
~m-gi~1/par~e~°backs°k°minimmn4uiti~°f~r°c~ege°s~udeNs/ar~ic~e~--9bce~c64°d~d°5 lfcog077o10dcg5ceed30.N~rd> the average 
student debt at graduation at $21,158. 

Arizona’s constitution requires higher education <           suv..com/ne~.silocal/state-and-r       a~elobacks-k-mimmum- 
lmfionofor°co~1egeosmdentsiarticle_gbce0cd4°d00do51fc°9077o10dc85ceed30.htm1> to be nearly as free as possible. 

"I’m very concerned that we’re asking students to further mortgage their futures," state Rep. Lela Alston, D-Phoenix, said 
<~ :/iwww.mv ~:o xl)l~oemx, co mi d~inew s/ed~catiorda~ xo~Tuit~o n~M~m~mm 63232741°02232012>. 

When students testified that they have more to pay for than lust tuition, state Rep. Michelle U~enti, R-Scottsdale, told them, 



<!~tlp:iiazda il~sm~.c~w~news/1~ca1/sta~e°a~d°r~gi~na1/pa~°backs°k°mi~i~mm°tuiti~°~>r°c~11e~4e°smden~s/ar~ic~e-9bce~c~4°d~d° 
5H:cogO77olOdc85ceed30.l~m~l#i~zlnDsMvV6D> "Welcome to life." 

"I don’t understand why that should affect a modest $2,000 for your education," Ugenti added. "We all are thrust into circumstances 
and unpredictable life experiences." 

The bill was advanced narrowly by a 7-6 vote, with two Republicans joining Democrats in opposition 
<~ :iiwww.mv fo Xl?hoenix. comid~/news/ed~ca~ior~iapx°AZT~i~ion°Mi~i~mm 63232741°02232012>. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                3:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Time Card 

Text.htm 

Tracy, 

I went ahead and approved my time card for this pay period. The only thing you need to adjust is from last Saturday, Feb 18th, I 
worked the basketball game for Angie. Position # 1139350. 

Brent, yesterday I worked with          after doing the tutorial attendance, then Jenn had me come back in to work on an excel 
spreadsheet for priority registration so both were for academics. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 

khancock@tmcaa.unc.edu 
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Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 26, 2012 10:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Career Fair Tuesday evening 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Academics friends, 
Just send out the email reminder below to all student-athletes. Anything you can do to remind your teams would be appreciated! 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Reminder: Student-Athlete Career Fair Tuesday night, Feb. 28, 6:30-8 p.m. 
Loudermilk Center, third floor 
Things to know: 
[] -- This is a drop-in event [] come at any time. 
[] -- Dress is casual [] it [] s fine to come straight from practice or study hall in whatever you have on. 
[] -- Bring copies of your resume if you have one. If you don[]t have one, stop by the Career Services table to pick up tips on 
creating yours. 
[] -- In addition to companies offering jobs and internships, the event will include information on test prep for the MCAT, LSAT 
and GRE. Many employers will be represented by former UNC student-athletes, offering some great opportunities for networking. 
Regardless of your year or major, there will be something for everyone! 

[] Any questions, contact Dana Gelin at 919-962-0083 or dgelin@unc.edu. 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 8:09 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 
Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 
Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 22712. docx 

See attached. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 
Week of February 27, 2012 
Date 
2/27 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
2/29 
3/1 
3/3 
3/3 
3/3 
3/4 

Event 
Leadership Academy 

Women’ s Group 
Lunch with Mr. Baddour 
Career Fair 
Business School Event 
Women’ s Committee 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
BB Game Viewing Event 

Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
Noon 
5:30-8:00 PM 
5:00-8:00 PM 
10:00 AM-6:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
TBD 
5:00-10:00 PM 

@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Week of March 5, 2012 
Date Event 
3/6 Women’s Group 
3/10 Gymnastics Banquet 

Time 
Noon 
6:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of March 12, 2012 
Date 
3/12 
3/13 
3/13 
3/14 
3/15 

3/16 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Coaches Meeting 
Women’ s Group 
Young Alumni Event 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 

Time 
6:00 PM 
8:00-11:00 AM 
Noon 
5:00-7:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
3:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of March 19, 2012 
Date 
3/19 
3/19-22 
3/20 
3/21 
3/23 
3/24 
3/24 
3/25 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Phone-a-thon 
Women’ s Group 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Tailgate 

Softball Event 
Volleyball Banquet 

Time 
6:00 PM 
All Day 

Noon 
11:00 AM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
11:00 AM 
7:00 PM 
Noon 

Week of March 26, 2012 
Date 
3/27 
3/28 
3/29-30 
3/31 
4/1 

Event Time 
Women’ s Group Noon 
Leadership Academy Noon- 1:00 PM 
Football Coaches Clinic All Day 

Kappa Kappa Gamma 6:00 PM 

Vis. Team Locker Room Use @4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Suite Level 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 9:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, 

Please remember to send me your list of incoming students using the Excel sheet I sent out last week. I would really like to have them 
by’ the end of the day today if possible. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 10:02 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
these two employees... 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Kim,berly Kutz and Thomas Sheppard came off the payroll on 02/21/2012. If you have questions or concerns please let me know. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 11:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Pending Registration 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Weekly report coming this morning? Meeting with some players at lunchtime. 
Mike 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/26/2012 6:39 PM >>> 

Good evening, 
Registration time is approaching again. Please make sure you do your homework and prepare for it since this is the best time to get 
classes for the fall. PLEASE, make an appointment to come by and see me; I want to make sure your questions are answered and that 
you have a copy of your major worksheet so you can register for the correct needs/classes. Sophomores, if you have not already done 
so, you MUST see an advisor to declare a major before you can register. The link to schedule an appointment is 
htWiladvisirg.m~c.edaiSeeA~Advisor. This site tells you a little information about the process and the link to schedule an 
appointment is on the left. 

There are two additional holds that are not actually holds on your account: []Dept. Hold [] Enrollment[] and [] Sponsored Account[]. 
The department hold is only there to keep you from dropping a class THIS semester without my signature (eligibility reasons). The 
Sponsored Account simply means that you are on scholarship. Let me repeat since I know most of you will ask the question anyway 

in the coming weeks [] THESE ARE NOT ACTUAL HOLDS ON REGISTRATION FOR THE FALL. You may have one of two 
different kinds of holds otherwise, the advising hold or a financial hold because you owe monies to the University. Take care of these 
now so they are not problems at registration time. 

Again, registration is coming quickly. Come by and we can look at your worksheets together and I can answer any questions you may 
have. I hope to see you all soon! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 12:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: these two employees... 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

OK I’ll put them back on today. So sorry for inconvenience. Did you get the report of all the employees in your area from my office? 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 2/27/2012 11:01 AM >>> 

I have concerns; they both need to stay on. 

From: Tracy Hams [maiho:mh(~.~mcaaamc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: these two employees... 

Kim,berly Kutz and Thomas Sheppard came off the payroll on 02/21/2012. If you have questions or concerns please let me know. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 2:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: CTOPS list 

Text.htm 

Yep 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/27/2012 1:59:33 PM >>>Hi Jenn, 
Can I get it to you first thing in the morning? I am still waiting on two of the teams. 

B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Kym Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
"Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: CTOPS list 
Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 11:38 am 

Please remember to send me your list of incoming students using the Excel sheet I sent out last week. I would really like to have them 
by the end of the day today if possible. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 9:12 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Pay Increases in Athletics Outpace Rest of Higher Ed - Players - The Chronicle of 
Higher Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 10:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Four Facts to Focus On That Your Recruits REALLY Care About 

TEXT.htm 

View this as a webpage... 

Click here! 

You’re receiving this email became of youl relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
Please confii~i1 
t_~l~:/I\.Jsito~i20coi~st~nlconlactcom/cjs,o?11r b,a.hecj~lbab&~- 11093989835295611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&w1: F 
your confinued interest in receiving email fiom us. You may lmsubsclibe 
i_~,~tp.:iIvisitorcor~:~tantcoatactcon~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fiffgW~LavdtdoBKXF ~mJbKc140rL5hiriJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&~ 001T02MlovoQaK>,H2HiD2ZaFA%3D%3D&Ieason 001I~_qEsU%3D&fir b>,hec~bab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://i20 rs6 neti/n isp? 
e~-i109398983529&~ 56114&e 00 FSZSTB89VSzCxl aMUIDCbU2MxonGuDd2E0c5s.gYJOEAvTM&~90 ] 

Febmaly 28, 2012 Vollm~e 8, Issue 9 

Foul Facts to Focus On 

Thut Your Recruits REALLY Care About 

You throw tllem aroulld all tile fime. 

You use tllem to sell your college, and you use tllem to combat a compefitor’s advances. 

If you’re a l~di1 of classic television, Sgt. Joe Flidey on tile old "Dragnet" detective 
show was l:omous in asking for only these things. 

We’re talking about l:octs. 

But here’s tile challenge for savvy recruiters: Which l:octs are worth talking about, 
and which ones just take up space ill your messages our to your prospects? Moreover, 
whut facts may actually be hul-ting youl recruiting efforts? 

We began asking thut very questioi~, beginning in 2011, with tile athletes of oul 
clients [t~:[~:/k20 rs6ne~dtn{s~?e~-1109398983529&s 56114&e: 001 ~,~wCNS9U9~B4©1eff~I524 61x3VOEpOMmbLT 9UtVZC,*E~me RXuv..owdouWE6L7JD4z9rafipETsYaCx14uG>.i6mJ~6> 6pET~OFaR~ocx9gJD- 
uRIDaX026asWep)~ M6K JZLB94~E3Ehtlff<TrYw ] 
anddmingfocus~-oupsatom-On-Camp~Workshop[                     ?e~-::llO9398983529&s 56114&e 001                     C38765RUJK5OSE 
mIffHoOmYi7w5IYllHG2ANmFCgYldagSd~’Ir~e7-cekV 14LETr 2P&nxwJW~.a~nMml02mvkUoes~w ]. 
Ore theoiT at the time was thut all the ~octs a coach presented to a prospect played 
a part in their final decision. 

We were only pattially conect. Here’s wily... 

While today’s prospects do rely on l:octs about a college to foITtl their overall opinion 
of the place, it is most effecfive when reclaliters fie that fact directly to a benefit 
tile athlete will receive as a result. 

This is a vein in~portant disfincfion that coaches need to begin inlplementing. Again, 
when you state a l:oct as a selling point of youl program, it is vital thut you take 
tile extra step in explaining to your prospect exactly how they will personully benefit 
from that l:d ct. 

Tile reason is simple, really: Our research shows thut prospects won’t "connect tile 
clots" between your points of benefits and what it means for tllem personally. As 
we discuss at length in oul two reclaliting guides for college coaches [ ?e~1109398983529&~56114&e 00 OiDhilrx03N 6bg~. 

], 
youl recruits rely largely on their feelings - how they feel about yon, youl team, 
and youl campus - to make their finul decision. 

However, when you Call add 1:~ cts that will... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
et=llO9398983529&s=56114&e=O01 o,vCNS9Ugi×H4~CtT daSfix41bO8 a7ZXUE~ixU 44c6 FL ~C1T IxLwNAcSWxFcvr*i~2372"%d3 iTHizc~a~’#,19 V7zE VEPNJSIPtXcemsA4 - 

cDdRc~OXHFr53A~,dQ fP ’~}oC4DF5                            HSZbSldLLoPM Y Z4VfiRsDYIdP] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109398983529&~56114&e 001 oyvCNS9U9h-UkcnCa KtlLOslJm3vf- 
bc06YialyyPmTj F5TT 4CDtrKTmOxkPpqisdHgj d6 fAUm92uxVXcXneFQ5 ¥"oxfDTkFCAcxVSqiqvY5j Gvtki4QVRvXj 25nnOTwfgXPTwxukn~SO J3eA19QZFQhWUx4RqnsRO Ph 1T ecVgsTc qnQYgf-CXCpICsoNFle- 
uNAs62Y~7zJHBvFqERqIQ~Hu833C9dtftLT4r9~vNSguNmzq~4ZLETcq-Yg8ChAp5hvTukGy4y-~XGy~7NydVESEXQ6d~X] 

Follow us on Twitter [I~i3:i/~20 rs6 
e>1109398983529&s 56114&e 00                                   41 bkqrQ ~O.IPL~dj2~3.o                        ~~ F >iBbv ,~QZ%’QgJ~,~/O13flS01J~] 

Dan2006Pictm-e [t~p:/!i20rs6netdnj~9?et l109398983529&~56114&e 001                              t9MvVVFPE/lko 
6952J~qA7nB3tPJcI2~,pgwmLFEV2EUqBKaG x~sEJE9XjI~l{llVziZ~VIZEQIBSMpkB56ObZ~aQASfinObEaIIJvEi13bGJFSV udKHPPOD’,~ZwQi O~ ] 

MINORITY HEAD COACHES MAKE BIG GAINS IN COLLEGE SPORTS 

Less thun two decades ago, finding an African-American head coach in college sports 
was a challenge. Today, one of the ilrst is looking back with a degree of satisl:ocfion. 
Visit oul Facebook page for tile whole stolT[ CLICK HERE [b~:p:/k2OIs6 needful {sp?e~- 1109398983529&~56114&e=001 o;~cNsgug~s~zFmJzpHUU~¢gMvVVFPEuI<- 

695z~c~ATnB3tPJO121d:~SvzmLFEV2EUqBKaG x~sEJE9X{f~lffA/ziZu~JZEQIBSM~kB560bg.fl~QASknObEahJvEiI3bGJFSV uKHPPOD~ZwQi O~. ] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~isp:ik2Ors6net,’tn ro12DH1Kl<L-xSNOnEzIC~YDwn25~t0B- 

] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of youl new 2012 routine! Get exclusive recruiting atticles, 
late-hi-eaking recruiting news, and oul obsei~cations and comn~entary on all tile big 
college sports topics of tile day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE [}~?:ili20rs6net/tu bp’?e>l 109398983529&~56114&e 001 ovvCNS9Ug~C~}_B_ rol2DH 1KI~L ~5NOi~EzICttYDwn25n0B- 
~t\V9aLG~d~5~G~EK4m8()~GZdJ9des~W4~UsX98~‘~ud:~9t3c~-JtVE1Sa~9XeML~3G~] 



2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 

2012 NCRC [h:q~s:,6~120 rs6 net/In j~io’?et 1109398983529&s 56114&e 001 ~&fgp X~,,,9JJtlRYkJiDVB;~pL~BziU~&KOT2zBF4P9TYM~dadlMqwmlvwc3eUchfi~3 I- 
Z~ ’X 9iPT~%e_9jn8 XD~ 2 Khlo~_~B a d~_O                                  o?~K                                                                   ] 

Be h~ Boston tiffs June for the #1 recruiting traiulng weekend in college sports. 
CLICK HERE [h*~://~20 rs6 nct~tj~r~?el- 1109398983529&s 56114&e 001 oy~CNS9L,9~hDv5wyb74AcO~0W4YHW HivH~y3zRLkI HVW?~oCefOzk6c~Oa nt~MOY~ 

~S@ 00n~2xGHZQASHe ~ 1WL7i0 ~tC Y w-Y~#~] 

College Recruiters Begi~ming to See Big Differences 

h~ Somces for Quality Prospect hffo 

by Ryan Newman,, College Relations Coordinutor 

NCSA [h12:O:!n20 rs6 neV’tn isp?eV 1109 114&e: 001 o,/~,C w9KI,~L&CiA UI40q~flBicQ 

Athletic Recruiting [                     ?e~1109398983529&s 56114&e 001 

] 

You’ve heard me talk about it before, but how is NCSA different than other somces 
for prospect i~ffoi~nation, and why are so many college coaches using it here in 2012? 

First, NCSA Athletic Recruiting is not yore typical "reci~ting service". It works 
t~unds-on with its students to educate, connect and assist athletes ttu-oughout the 
recruiting process. NCSA rates each to detemffne wtlut level athletic progn-am the 
student-athlete matches up with. Tt~ut means tt~ut you’re not receiving i~ffom~ation 
about prospects tt~ut are not at your level of play. 

In addition, NCSA ensmes that each member is quulified and 100% commi~ed to playing 
h~ college. We also recommend most athletes have video posted to their Recruiting 
Profiles so ttlut coaches can begin the evaluation process (video wtffch is professionally 
created by NCSA itself to ensme a quality video that will allow maximum evaluation). 
College coaches can also view academic and contact i~ffom~ation on the student-athlete’s 
profile. 

The best pa~? These resomces are flee for all college coaches [ 

]. 
The dstabase is easy, quick and convenient, and you can access recruits in various 
different ways. NCSA sends you potential prospects via email, you can view "htterested 
Athletes" directly on yore coach’s profile, and you can search for recruits anytime 
using a variety of search criteria. 

NCSA encourages all coaches to contuct them anytime with questions or recruiting 
needs. Their team of dedicated college relations reps is always ready and willing 

to help. Contact them at collegerelations@ncsasports.org [m~ilto:collegerelafions~ncsas~o~ts o~a]... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [~ 2()~6 ~e~/l~]2s£9?el-=1109398983529&s 56114&e 

] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-l109398983529&~56114&e 001 oyvCNS9U9h-UkcnCa KhLOslJm3vf- 
bc06YmyyPmTj F5TT 4CDtrKTmOxkPpqisdHgj d6 fAUm92uxVXcFh~eFQ5 ¥~oxfDTkFCAcxVSqiqvY5j Gvtki4QVRvXj 25m~OTwfgXPTwxukmSO J3eA19QZFQhWUx4RqnsRO Ph 1T ecVgsTc qnQYgf-CXCpICsoNFle- 
uNAs62 YoTzJHBvFqE RqIQoHu833 C9 dt ftLT4rgo0vN SguN~ruzqo4ZL ETcq-Yg8CtkAp5hvTukGy4y-0 XGy07NydVE SEXQ6 doX] 

Follow us on Twitter [t1~://~20 rs6 nel/l~ ~p? 

eV 1109398983529&~56114&e: 00                                                                           YFKM3G5~laPeNK:-mvU55oFJ12Cmt9tl                    J,~\,VOUflS01JA ] 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Trai~ffng Videos 

Dan Tudor book [h~:p:/,q20 rs6 neEl~t jsp?eV :1109398983529&s=56114&e 001 ovvC\, s9uggXw9JJi11~ YkJ1DVB~a2 P,~U,>FKOT2zBF4P9TYM~L~ftMqwmlvwc3eUchfia31- 
ZX 9iP75e9i~;~_ XD2KIiLzBacL401DW8CW8wZ                                                          zKCA1AU4L4tCTBLt o8X5MY2rI~bDI~I~Ly.] 

Looking for quick, inexpensive ttaiulng for you and yore coachh~g staft? CLICK 

HERE [                     ?e~1109398983529&s 56114&e 00                                        bSmFEI4LmYc2~/:~]~U81n 
8w~18k,a, AVQOAXGBlpM0vDNa KRRMiPZPOiE DN~I SDX ILEtor 1UT~o~OnOb~JEKyieRPEnflXq] 

Creating Yore Own Prospect Loyalty Program: 

Take Two 

We experienced some tectnffcal difficulties with last week’s newsletter article, 
"Creating Yore- Own Prospect Loyulty Progn-am" [ ?ev1109398983529&s 56114&e 001 OD6d~,svL5- 
~[&]~ XY oMLEXEPvPCw K~ F0tffflb~ 1F ]. 

Many coaches reported tt~ut the li~lk to the article was not working, so we wanted 
to provide another li~lk to it tiffs week. 

It di&ft affect everyone who reads College Recruiting Weekly, but for those who 
were not able to view it, here it is again. We hope it sparks some ideas on how 

to build loyalty with yore recruit!!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:~:!/~20 rs6 nei/~nisp?e~q 109398983529&s :56114&e: 001 o,ivCNS9U9gG 65zqNbT2U121W’,ZVWQi8OD6dNsvL5- 

pJrqxV XY~MLEXE~v~G~wKrF~l~bv~F2p3UN~61‘Ml7veBiibdF~SdVeuC~7h1~-7F~RALc7~Reb3d-4wiz95J~d2s-ZnUxtVCR412DdbvkXWsu~LN6f5cRM3JAD~1Nkf-4 ] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?et-l109398983529&~56114&e 001 oyvCNS9U9h-UkcnCa KhLOslJm3vf- 
bc06YmyyPmTj F5TT 4CDttKTmOxkPpqisdHgj d6 fAUm92uxVXcFh~eFQ5 ¥’oxfDTkFCAcxVSqiqvY5j Gvtki4QVRvXj 25m~OTwfgXPTwxukmSO J3eA19QZFQhWUx4RqnsRO Ph 1T ecVgsTc qnQYgf-CXCpICsoNFle- 
uNAs62 YoTzJHBvFqE RqIQoHu833 C9 dt ftLT4rgo0vN SguN~ruzqo4ZL ETcq-Yg8CtkAp5hvTukGy4y-0 XGy07NydVE SEXQ6 doX] 

Follow us on Twitter [t~o://~20 rs6 nel/l~ isp? 
e1-110                ll4&e: 0                                                   FVL@ IPL4j~;)~_2kizYF                                  PFH~e_~)9Jv,,V’/OUflS01JA ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tt~un 100,000 of the nutioffs top prospects for fiee. [~&rsOnet,’~nisp?et 1109398983529&s 56114&e 001~gug~885JI~zbSSCAOg’~gKI5,3AtA~~w? 

~ APPIJ1 ~9502v2YDmfkiOcAOVZIOzMm13e9rJ~CR~mWQ~R68XG~YD5mu~Ed1hXeNf~/~HtIJ~1cbc4Y8wtdlk~<~x~bTJi~h9G~vDH~WF’~£~KuHwH~fEHN5M~ 1 

Stormier Recruiting Conference Open to Focus On 

Latest Colntilunication and Organizational Sttategies 

The 2012 edition of the popular Nationul Collegiate Recruiting Conference [1~<p://:20 rs6 ne~dl:: isp? 
_el-1109                  14&e: 00                                        U3d0W4YHW HivHCR2qy3zRLkI HVW’TS(_~Z~6/~Oa-UllNt0YO3DdiE -WB00:nZu2xGHZ                                    ], 
hosted my Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies, is taking on two of the major concerns for 
successful college recruiters: How to communicate effectively with today’s recruit, 
and how to organize yore stt-ategy so that it’s more effective than the competitioffs 



approach. 

The goal? To teach college coaches more about the most essenfial par of their 
jobs tod~y. 

"We want to give ore coaches who a~end a tangible advantage when it comes to competi~lg 
for the best recruits in 2012-2013", says Dan Tudor, who will host the weekend co~fference 
Jm~e 1-3 in Boston. 

"The feedback we get year after year is tliat its a "thin,king coach’s weekend", and 
we want to take that to a new level tiffs year." 

To register, or find out more info~znation about tiffs essential coaches’ retreat 
before the heat of the next recmiti~g season starts, click on the lii~k below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
et-llO9398983529&~56114&e 001 ~yvCNS9U9jU6~3kw4BTp56zH~K‘xy~KkMH7t~rHLx~ru8i~DIkARCNeC4BGq~1uWjf6AY33RK6j7r~SLJxYH6FR8~2~2~AjVE~CX76Bc~jBvs~tKkqg~y~5bpHWZYUtEZTJAV] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-llO9398983529&~56114&e 001 oyvCNSgUgh-UkcnCa KhLOslJm3vf- 
bc06YmyyPmTj F5TT 4CDtrKTmOxkPpqisdHgj d6 fAUm92uxVXcXneFQ5 ¥"oxfDTkFCAcxVSqiqvY5j Gvtki4QVRvXj 25~mOTwfgXPTwxukmSO J3eA19QZFQhWUx4RqnsRO Ph 1T ecVgsTc qnQYgf-CXCpICsoNFle- 
uNAs62 YoTzJHBvFqE RqIQoHu833 C9 dt ftLT4rgo0vN SguN~ruzqo4ZL ETcq-Yg8CtkAp5hvTukGy4y-0 XGy07NydVE SEXQ6 doX] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
et 1109398983529&~56114&e O0~_~o~,,/CNSgUg~STN5~!s4D~,SGLI.1                                    z~FKM3G5haPebhGm~,U55oFJ12Cnltgt~E_PFHBbv~£)_~Z.z~.gJ,~,,W©U~S01JA ] 

Looking for better rec~fing results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [                     ?e~l109398983529&~56114&e 001 o~a/CN$9U9@~w9J3~lRYk~lIFVBz~z~oxFKOT2zEF4P9TYMn~_~d~tM~wml~¢’s, c3eUctd’j2~31- 

ZX 9iP75eg~.~ XD2KIikzBadAO1DWSCWSwZ                                                          zKCA1AL4L4tCTBLt oSX5M~2rl~tbD~\~’_] 

Our team of experts helped hm~&eds of coaches 
last year. Be one ofthem this year. CLICKHERE [ ?e~-1109398983529&~56114&e O0~_o2fvCNSgugliGao LvLNzFI~,VudzYX~YDSvgvl- 

Free Recmiti~g Webinar Recording Now Available for Coaches 

Earlier tiffs montt~. NCSA Athletic Recmiti~g hosted one of their popular fiee coach 
education webi~ars, featmiilg Dan Tudor from Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

The session, entitled "6 Wuys to Show Yore 2013 Recruits That You Care" [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?et-1109398983529&s 56114&e 001oyvCNSgUggb4bWILYnFzwf4QQlzWE3pvyI~nI8OyATTD3so4DtEmTOCeIDz- 
hl fChI fTsxtQvY6 Cv SeHNPbDaPgN8Qnj 9L fgtmIp6bCcVhNAcC6WaTXEkBuWD fB1F8 VgnwNCvzI -FOeW4X u2-YZf6E- 
~r~-g JezKdvNMv 1AAB MqMCDZNrL H~Gt~3 XTI szwUQ43 su6r KAg5xgyG~ffgyTjNpgP 1 v8 GZKuq3gKIT cMpYDO2t3 qTDH agByF 1QTOkZZx], 
was a hit. So much so tliut NCSA lius released the full presentation for coaches 
who wanted to log in but coulchi’t clue to the nmnber of coaches who reserved their 
seats online early. 

The 50 minute session focuses on how to a~act the early a~ention of reci~ts 

h~ the class of 2013, and wliut the research shows works best when it comes to the 
"how, when and where" of first contacting tt~em as an interested college coach. 

It’s provided courtesy of NCSA Athletic Recmitii~g at the li~k below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?et-l l O9398983529&s 56114&e 001 oyvCNSgUggb4bWILYnFzwf4QQlzWE3pvyI~nI8OyATTD3so4DtEmTOCeIDz- 
hl fChI fTsxtQvY6 Cv SeHNPbDaPgN8Qnj 9L fgtmIp6bCcVhNAcC6WaTXEkBuWD fB1F8 VgnwNCvzI -FOeW4X u2-YZf6E- 
~r~-g JezKdvNMv 1AAB MqMCDZNrL H~Gt~3 XTI szwUQ43 su6r KAg5xgyG~ffgyTjNpgP 1 v8 GZKuq3gKIT cMpYDO2t3 qTDH agByF 1QTOkZZx] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp?et-llO9398983529&~56114&e 001 oyvCNSgUgh-UkcnCa KhLOslJm3vf- 
bc06YmyyPmTj F5TT 4CDttKTmOxkPpqisdHgj d6 fAUm92uxVXcXneFQ5 ¥~oxfDTkFCAcxVSqiqvY5j Gvtki4QVRvXj 251mOTwfgXPTwxukmSO J3eA19QZFQhWUx4RqnsRO Ph 1T ecVgsTc qnQYgf-CXCpICsoNFle- 
uNAs62Y~7zJHBvFqERqIQ~Hu833C9dtftLT~r9~vNSguNmzq~ZLETcq-Yg8C~Ap5hvTukGy~y-~XGy~7NydVESEXQ6d~X] 

Follow us on Twitter [l~://~20rs6 ne’tltn is-~? 
el- i10939898352~&s~(,d14&e OOI,_~,"~,,cNsg~9~KgST\5I;dDv~LI~dbkoX/QLLb~Iv,,kzT\ZLqO                       51~aPe~..~"~55okJ12Cm~I/IIE_PgH~SQ~/,eQ~VOU~lS0/JA :] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Foiward tiffs email to other coaches! 
h~p:i/ulco~sta~xtco~tactcomisa’~s,¢£~p?lk=bwhecl~bab&m=11010384933VT&ea=blanton%_~2~mcaa ~a-tc ed~&a=1109398983529 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Four Facts to Focus On 
That Your Recruits REALLY Care About 

You throw them around all the time. 

You use them to sell your college, and you use them to 
combat a competitor’s advances. 

If you’re a fan of classic television, Sgt. Joe Friday on 
the old "Dragnet" detective show was famous in asking 
for only these things. 

We’re talking about facts. 

recruiting efforts? 

But here’s the challenge for savvy recruiters: Which 
facts are worth talking about, and which ones just take 
up space in your messages our to your prospects? 
Moreover, what facts may actually be hurting your 

We began asking that very question, beginning in 2011, with the athletes of our clients and 
during focus groups at our On-Campus Workshop. Our theory at the time was that all the 
facts a coach presented to a prospect played a part in their final decision. 
We were only partially correct. Here’s why... 

While today’s prospects do rely on facts about a college to form their overall opinion of the 
place, it is most effective when recruiters tie that fact directly to a benefit the athlete will 
receive as a result. 

This is a very important distinction that coaches need to begin implementing. Again, when 
you state a fact as a selling point of your program, it is vital that you take the extra step in 
explaining to your prospect exactly how they will personally benefit from that fact. 

The reason is simple, really: Our research shows that prospects won’t "connect the dots" 
between your points of benefits and what it means for them personally. As we discuss at 



length in our two recruiting guides for college coaches, your recruits rely largely on 
their feelings - how they feel about you, your team, and your campus - to make their final 
decision. 

However, when you can add facts that will... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

MINORITY HEAD COACHES MAKE BIG GAINS IN COLLEGE 
SPORTS 

Less than two decades ago, finding an African-American head coach in 
college sports wasa challenge. Today, one of the first is looking back 
with a degree of satisfaction. Visit our Facebook page for the whole 
story! CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER IN 2012! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your new 2012 routine! Get exclusive 
recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations 
and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the day. Follow 

us on Twitter, Coach! CL:~CK HERE 

Be in Boston th+s June for the #+ recru+t+ng tra+n+ng 

weekend in co~+ege sports+ CL+CK NERE 



College Recruiters Beginning to See Big Differences 
in Sources for Quality Prospect Info 

that are not at your level of play. 

by Ryan Newman, College Relations Coordinator 

NCSA Athletic Recruitinq 

You’ve heard me talk about it before, but how is 
NCSA different than other sources for prospect 
information, and why are so many college coaches 
using it here in 2012? 

First, NCSA Athletic Recruiting is not your typical 
"recruiting service". It works hands-on with its 
students to educate, connect and assist athletes 
throughout the recruiting process. NCSA rates each 
to determine what level athletic program the 
student-athlete matches up with. That means that 
you’re not receiving information about prospects 

In addition, NCSA ensures that each member is qualified and 100% committed to playing in 
college. We also recommend most athletes have video posted to their Recruiting Profiles so 
that coaches can begin the evaluation process (video which is professionally created by 
NCSA itself to ensure a quality video that will allow maximum evaluation). College coaches 
can also view academic and contact information on the student-athlete’s profile. 

The best part? These resources are free fer all celle0e coaches. The database is easy, 
quick and convenient, and you can access recruits in various different ways. NCSA sends you 
potential prospects via email, you can view "Interested Athletes" directly on your coach’s 
profile, and you can search for recruits anytime using a variety of search criteria. 

NCSA encourages all coaches to contact them anytime with questions or recruiting needs. 
Their team of dedicated college relations reps is always ready and willing to help. Contact 
them at colic                         ... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 



staff? CLICK HERE 

Creating Your Own Prospect Loyalty Program: 
Take Two 

We experienced some technical difficulties 
with last week’s newsletter article, 
"Creating Your Own Prospect Loyalty 
Program". 

Many coaches reported that the link to the 
article was not working, so we wanted to 
provide another link to it this week. 

It didn’t affect everyone who reads College 
Recruiting Weekly, but for those who were 
not able to view it, here it is again. We 

hope it sparks some ideas on how to build loyalty with your recruits!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Summer Recruiting Conference Open to Focus On 
Latest Communication and Organizational Strategies 

The 2012 edition of the popular National 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference, hosted my 
Tudor Collegiate Strategies, is taking on two of 
the major concerns for successful college 
recruiters: How to communicate effectively with 
today’s recruit, and how to organize your strategy 
so that it’s more effective than the competition’s 
approach. 

The goal? To teach college coaches more about 
the most essential part of their jobs today. 

"We want to give our coaches who attend a tangible advantage when it comes to competing 
for the best recruits in 2012-2013", says Dan Tudor, who will host the weekend conference 
June 1-3 in Boston. 

"The feedback we get year after year is that its a "thinking coach’s weekend", and we want 
to take that to a new level this year." 

To register, or find out more information about this essential coaches’ retreat before the 
heat of the next recruiting season starts, click on the link below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

last year° Be one of them this year° CLICK HERE 



Free Recruiting Webinar Recording Now Available for Coaches 

Earlier this month, NCSA Athletic Recruiting hosted one of their popular free coach education webinars, featuring 
Dan Tudor from Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

The session, entitled "6 Ways to Show Your 2013 Recruits That You Care", was a hit. So much so that NCSA 
has released the full presentation for coaches who wanted to log in but couldn’t due to the number of coaches who 
reserved their seats online early. 

The 50 minute session focuses on how to attract the early attention of recruits in the class of 2013, and what the 
research shows works best when it comes to the "how, when and where" of first contacting them as an interested 
college coach. 

It’s provided courtesy of NCSA Athletic Recruiting at the link below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

f~ the Ne~#s~ette~ 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kyle Ross" <kyler@usc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 1:45 PM 

’Chi Mak’ <cmak@usc.edu> 

alvarezg@usc.edu; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; butteric@usc.edu; 
dhubbs@usc.edu; frankcru@usc.edu; John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu>; 
nbast@usc.edu; ’Scott Simon’ <SSimon@usc.edu> 
RE: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 

TEXT.htm; image001.png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image005.png 

Professor Mak, 

I just spoke with Brent Blanton (Associate Director of the Center for 
Student Success and Academic Counseling) at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill and he is more than willing to proctor the Chemistry 105b 
Exam for Nicholas Bast on Thursday 3/1/12. It looks as if the USC Baseball 
team arrives to Raleigh Durham at 4:30pm (eastern) and are going to the 
hotel to check-in and then they are headed over to UNC for a team practice 
at 6:30pm (eastern). If we can have Nick take the exam around 6:30pm (3:30pm 
pacific) while the team is already on campus that would work best. 

Brent mentioned that he would fax you a copy as well as seal a copy so that 
you can compare both exams. Please get back to us with any other specific 
details regarding the exam and what the plan is for Nick to complete the 
exam. 

I have copied Brent on this email and his direct contact info is 
(919-962-9536) and his email is Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Kyle E. Ross 

Academic Counselor 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 

University of Southern California 

Athletics Department 

Work: (213) 821-4137 

Fax (213) 740-4407 

cid: image001, png@01 CB 9AE2.DE9B 57 CO 

Stay Connected With USC Athletics 
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From: Chi Mak [mailte:cmak        ] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 9:30 AM 
To: kyler@usc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 

Dear Kyle, 

Nicholas Bast has an off-campus athletic event during a schedule CHEM 105b 
exam this Thursday, March 1st, 2012 at 3:30 pm. I would like to make 
arrangements for Nicholas to be able to take the test on the same day. If 
we can agree on a time when Nicholas will be taking the test, I can email 
the exam to the proctor with 30 minutes before the test. The proctor can 
put the exam in a sealed envelop and send it to us directly by campus mail 
when the team returns. 

Chi Mak 
Professor & Chair 
Chemistry 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Nicholas Bast <nbast@usc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 3:59 PM 
Subject: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 
To: cmak@usc.edu 

Professor Mak, 

I have attached the excuse letter for the North Carolina trip. My 
counselor’s email is kyler@usc.edu to contact him his name is Kyle Ross. 
Thanks again. 

Nick Bast 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Kyle Ross <kyler@usc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 10:03 AM 
Subject: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 
To: johnragu@usc.edu, nbast@usc.edu, berhel@usc.edu, tboras@usc.edu, 
carma@usc.edu, ocotto@usc.edu, douthit@usc.edu, dxflores@usc.edu, 
foat@usc.edu, begarcia@usc.edu, jaguille@usc.edu, halcovic@usc.edu, 
jakehern@usc.edu, hershise@usc.edu, houts@usc.edu, landecke@usc.edu, 
bmount@usc.edu, mcmunson@usc.edu, nootbaar@usc.edu, krichler@usc.edu, 
jkrobert~usc.edu, andresro~usc.edu, kroundtr~usc.edu, amsherro~usc.edu, 



sspear@usc.edu, stahel@usc.edu, wjstraha@usc.edu, gstubbs@usc.edu, 
kevinswi@usc.edu, tarpley@usc.edu, triggs@usc.edu, mviramon@usc.edu, 
rwheatle@usc.edu, brettmwi@usc.edu 
Cc: frankcru@usc.edu, dhubbs@usc.edu, alvarezg@usc.edu, schase@usc.edu, 
butteric@usc.edu, Scott Simon <ssimon@usc.edu>, Jennifer Castro 
<castroj e @use. edu>, Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

All, 

Here is the Travel Excuse Letter for Thursday 3/1 for the North Carolina 
trip. Please communicate to all of your Professors/TA’s and tutors BEFORE 
you travel. It is your responsibility to communicate and make any necessary 
arrangements for missing. 

If anyone needs help, please coordinate with me ASAP. Your 
Professors/TA’s are mandated to work with you as long as you communicate 
AHEAD of time. 

If anyone has any questions/concerns please let me know. Be sure 
io bring your work on the trip with you and get some things done. I know 
many of you have midterms and papers due next week (week before Spring 
Break), this is a long trip and a perfect time to work on those assignments. 

Keep up the hot start guys!! 

Kyle E. Ross 

Academic Counselor 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 

University of Southern California 

Athletics Department 

Work: (213) 821-4137 <te1:%28213%29%20821-4137> 

Fax (213) 740-4407 <te1:%28213%29%20740-4407> 
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Chi H. Mak 
Professor, Departmem of Chemistry 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0482, USA 

Voice: 213-740-4101, Fax: 213-740-3972 
mak@tyro sine.usc.edu, ~:iichemoUSCoed~ 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 1:57 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pizza in Refrigerator 

TEXT.htm 

Hello All, 

There is pizza in the refrigerator from last night’s Rising Stars and Veteran Leaders meeting. Please help yourselves to whatever is left 
compliments of the Leadership Academy! 

Devin and Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chi Mak <cmak@usc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 2:32 PM 

Kyle Ross <kyler@usc.edu> 

alvarezg@usc, edu; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>; butteric@usc, edu; 
dhubbs@usc.edu; frankcru@usc.edu; John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu>; nbast@usc.edu; 
Scott Simon <ssimon@usc.edu> 

Re: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 

TEXT.htm; image001.png; image002.png; image005.png; image004.png; image003.png 

Dear Kyle, 

If Nick can start his exam at around 3:30pm pacific time, that will be 
perfect. Please give me Brent Blanton’s email address so I can send the 
pdfto him at around 6:00 pm eastern time. Nick needs to bring his Casio 
calculator with him for the test. Everything else will be on the test. 

Thank you. 

Chi 

On Tue, Feb 28, 2012 at 10:44 AM, Kyle Ross <kyler@usc.edu> wrote: 

> Professor Mak,**** 

> I just spoke with Brent Blanton (Associate Director of tke Center for 
> Student Success and Academic Counseling) at the University of North 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill and he is more than willing to proctor the 
> Chemistry 105b Exam for Nicholas Bast on Thursday 3/1/12. It looks as if 
> the USC Baseball team arrives to Raleigh Durham at 4:30pm (eastern) and are 
> going to the hotel to check-in and then they are headed over to LrNC for a 
> team practice at 6:30pm (eastern). If we can have Nick take the exam around 
> 6:30pm (3:30pm pacific) while tke team is already on campus that would work 
> best. **** 

> Brent mentioned that he would fax you a copy as well as seal a copy so 
> that you can compare both exams. Please get back to us wilk any other 
> specific details regarding the exam and what the plan is for Nick to 
> complete the exam. **** 

> I have copied Brent on this email and his direct contact info is 
> (919-962-9536) and his email is Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. * * * * 

> Thanks,**** 

> *Kyle E. Ross * 

> *Academic Counselor***** 

> * Student-Athlete Academic Services***** 
> 
> *University of Southern California***** 

> *Athletics Department* ** ** 



> 

> *Work: (213) 821-4137" 
> 

> *Fax (213) 740-4407* 
> 

> *[image: cid:image001 .png@01CB9AE2.DE9B57C0]***** 
> 

> * Stay Connected With USC Athletics* 
> 
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> *From :* Chi Mak [mailto:cm 
> *Sent:* Tuesday, Feb~ 28, 2012 9:30 ~ 
> *To:* kyler@usc.e& 
> * Subj ect: * Fwd: Excuse Letter for Nor~ Carolina- Thursday 3/1 * ** * 

> Dear Kyle, 
> 

> Nicholas Bast has an oft~campus athletic event durNg a schedNe CHEM 105b 
> exam tNs Thursday, March 1st, 2012 at 3:30 pm. I would like to make 
> a~angements for Nicholas to be able to take the test on the same day. If 
> we can agree on a t~e when Nicholas roll be taking the test, I can email 
> the exam to the proctor wi~ 30 minutes before the test. The proctor can 
> put the exam in a sealed envelop aM send it to us directly by campus mail 
> when the team returns. 
> 

> Chi Mak 
> Professor & Chair 
> Chemistry**** 

Fo~arded message .......... 
> From: *Nicholas Bast* <nbast@usc.edu> 
> Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 3:59 PM 
> Subject: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 
> To: cmak@usc.edu 

> Professor Mak,**** 

> I have attached the excuse letter for the North Carolina trip. My 
> counselor’s email is kyler@usc.edu to contact him his name is Kyle Ross. 
> ThaWs again.**** 

> Nick Bast**** 

Fo~arded message .......... 
> From: *Kyle Ross* <kyler@usc.edu> 
>Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 10:03 ~ 
> Su~iect: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 



> To: johnragu@usc.edu, nbast@usc.edu, berhel@usc.edu, tboras@usc.edu, 
> carma@usc.edu, ocotto@usc.edu, douthit@usc.edu, dxflores@usc.edu, 
> foat@usc.edu, begarcia@usc.edu, j aguille@usc.edu, halcovic@usc.edu, 
> jakehern@usc.edu, hershise@usc.edu, houts@usc.edu, landecke@usc.edu, 
> bmount@usc.edu, mcmunson@usc.edu, nootbaar@usc.edu, krichter@usc.edu, 
> jkrobert@usc.edu, andresro@usc.edu, kroundtx@usc.edu, amsherro@usc.edu, 
> sspear@usc.edu, stahel@usc.edu, wjstraha@usc.edu, gstubbs@usc.edu, 
> kevinswi@usc.edu, tarpley@usc.edu, triggs@usc.edu, mviramon@usc.edu, 
> rwheatle@usc.edu, brettmwi@usc.edu 
> Cc: frankcru@usc.edu, dhubbs@usc.edu, alvarezg@usc.edu, schase@usc.edu, 
> butteric@usc.edu, Scott Simon <ssimon@usc.edu>, Jennifer Castxo < 
> castroje@usc.edu>, Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

> All,**** 

> Here is the Travel Excuse Letter for Thursday 3/1 for flae North Carolina 
> trip. Please communicate to all of your Professors/TA[] s and tutors BEFORE 
> you travel. It is your responsibility to communicate and make any necessary 
> arrangements for missing.**** 

> []     If anyone needs help, please coordinate with me ASAP. Your 
> Professors/TA [] s are mandated to work with you as long as you communicate 
> AHEAD of time.**** 

> []     If anyone has any questions/concerns please let me know. Be 
> sure to bring your work on the trip with you and get some things done. I 
> know many of you have midterms and papers due next week (week before Spring 
> Break), flais is a long trip and a perfect time to work on flaose assignnaents. 

> Keep up the hot start guys!!**** 

> *Kyle E. Ross ***** 

> *Academic Counselor***** 

> * Student-Athlete Academic Services***** 
> 
> *University of Southern California***** 

> *Athletics Department* ** ** 

> *Work: (213) 821-4137"**** 

> *Fax (213) 740-4407***** 

> *[image: cid:image001 .png@01CB9AE2.DE9B57C0]***** 

> *Stay Connected With USC Athletics***** 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chi H. Mak 
Professor, Department of Chemist~ 
UNversity of Southern California, Los ~geles, CA 90089-0482, USA 

Voice: 213-740-4101, Fax: 213-740-3972 
mak@tyrosine.usc.edu, ~:i/c~em~usc~e&~ 

Chi H. Mak, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair, Department of Chemistry 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0482, USA 

Voice: 213-740-4101, Fax: 213-740-3972 
cmak@usc.edu, ~:/fg~’4A. usc.edu <~:i/tvrosine.usc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:01 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] FW: FARA Voice 

TEXT.htm; FARA Voice January-February 2012.pdf 



FROM THE EDITOR 

FARA Colleagues (and welcome to readers from COIA), 

I had thought I would be writing to you from a typically snowbound Boone environment in late January, 
but last week some students were walking around Appalachian’s campus in shorts and sandals. 
Apparently a good deal of the country is enjoying a warmer than usual mid-winter. No complaints from 
me. 

We have several featured items for this issue of FARA Voice. I saw a number of you in Indianapolis at the 
Scholarly Colloquium on College Sports, which was held immediately prior to the NCAA Annual 
Convention. The theme of this year’s colloquium was "Academic Reform: Progress, Problems, and 

Prospects." A number of the papers from this colloquium will be published in the Journal of Intercollegiate Sport, but here I 
would like to call your attention to two items. The first is the paper ...................................................................................................................................... 
presented by Michael Oriard, Professor of English at Oregon State 
University, titled "NCAA Academic Reform: History, Context, and 
Challenges." You will find this article most interesting. Michael has 
provided a synopsis of his comments, and it opens this issue of FARA 
Voice. It is followed by a summary of the presentations by NCAA 
researchers Todd Petr and Tom Paskus, whose topic was "NCAA 
Academic Reform: Results." You will find the summary of their 
longer presentations to be very informative, indicating how far we 
have come in academic reform, and how far we still have to go, 
improving our metrics as we proceed. I invite you to read the more 
detailed versions of these, as well as other presentations from the 
colloquium, when they appear later this year in the Journal of 
Intercollegiate Sport, 

Our next piece treats the current status of the ongoing presidential initiatives stemming primarily from the Division I 
Presidential Retreat held last August. Jennifer Strawley, NCAA liaison to FARA, lists briefly recent updates on the presidential 
initiatives, including actions taken by the Board at the Annual Convention, and then provides a link to a more detailed 
discussion of these recent developments. Some of these changes are quite substantial, and will have a significant impact over 
the next several years. Some proposals are still "in process." Note that the Board did not support all proposals, and one, 2011- 
97, concerning multi-year grants-in-aid, which the Board did approve, is up for an override vote by the membership in 
February. 

The weekend of January 20-22, I was in Tulsa for the annual meeting of COLA, the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics. The 
coalition is composed of faculty senate representatives from approximately half of the Bowl Subdivision schools, and has for 
almost a decade taken a strong interest in the well-being of student athletes, especially in regard to academic matters. John 
Nichols is the president of COLA, and he arranged an excellent meeting in Tulsa. John is most interested in having COlA and 
FARA work together on important issues of common concern, and I have invited him to write a letter to FARA’s members, 
which is our next featured piece in this issue of FARA Voice. We welcome members of COlA to our list of readers, and trust 
they will find FARA Voice a useful source of information. Many thanks to John for his strong interest in working closely with 
FARA. 

Next we have a brief piece by NCAA research staff member and FARA liaison Michael Miranda, who describes the NCAA survey 
which will be conducted this spring with the help of FARs. The title of this survey is "The National Study on Collegiate Sports 
Wagering and Social Environments." Each FAR is being asked to administer this survey to selected teams on the FAR’s 



campus. While the part of the survey focused on gambling is in its third iteration, the second part is new, focusing on the social 
environments student-athletes experience on campus and in the community. I encourage all FARs to participate by 
administering this survey. The deadline for returning the surveys is May 31. 

Our final piece, sent by Tiese Roxbury of the NCAA research staff, concerns the 2012 Graduate Student Research Grant 
Program. This is a call for proposals that will stimulate empirical research on college athletics. The grants are limited to 
graduate students, and are designed to support them in doing work for a doctoral dissertation, a masters thesis, or external 
publication. This is a strong opportunity to provide assistance to graduate students doing research on intercollegiate athletics. 
Included in the accompanying piece are examples of proposals from previous years that won awards. 

I trust all of you are having a good launch to your spring term, and wish you the best as we (hopefully) continue to enjoy a mild 
winter. 

Alan ]. Hauser, Appalachian State University 
FARA Division I Vice President 

Editor, FARA Voice 
hause       state~ edu 

NCAA ACADEI~{~C REFORM: H~STORY, CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES 

Although the era of academic reform did not begin until the 1980s, the criticism of intercollegiate sports 
is nearly as old as sports themselves. Initially, and for several decades, the chief issue was eligibility-- 
not initial eligibility, one of the academic issues that preoccupy us today, but a more fundamental 
concern that competing athletes be, in fact, bona fide students at their institutions. So-called tramp 
athletes were one aspect of the "professionalism" that was seen as college football’s chief curse, which 
included recruiting and subsidizing athletes in ways we take for granted today. "Commercialism" soon 
became the other major sign of distorted values. Clearly the criticism of these elements had little 
impact, since the American public today takes for granted what critics long condemned. 

The founding of what became the National Collegiate Athletic Association in 1905 resulted from college 
sports’ first full-blown crisis, not over academic standards, or even professionalism and commercialism, but over the brutality 
of college football. Until 1940, the NCAA set policy but did nothing to enforce it, leaving that to individual institutions and 
conferences. Academic matters did not arouse great concern but were periodically addressed. The first NCAA convention, in 
December 1906, adopted a policy on academic eligibility: "No student shall represent a College or University in any 
intercollegiate contest, who is not taking a full schedule of work as prescribed in the catalogue of the institution." In 1922, the 
NCAA approved a 10-point code that included limiting varsity competition to undergraduates for three years (no freshmen) 
with restrictions on transfer students as well. 

The first real landmark in efforts to reform college athletics was the report by the Carnegie Foundation in 1929. Its primary 
focus, and all of the media attention it received, dealt with the recruiting and subsidizing of college football players for the sake 
of a commercial enterprise now staged in enormous stadiums that dwarfed any academic building on campus. But Chapter VI, 
titled "Athletic Participation and Its Results," included information about the academic standing of athletes relative to non- 
athletes, reporting that, in general, the differences were not statistically meaningful (contrary to the stereotype of the typically 
ethnic "dumb" football player in this period). The indifference of the general public, and most significantly the popular press, 
to the more dramatic findings of the Carnegie report on the subsidizing of athletes assured that it had little impact. College 
football had become too important--for universities, communities, and the popular media--to be radically changed. 

Big-time college football entered a new era after World War II. The NCAA took on enforcement powers in 1940 but did not 
attempt to wield them until it faced violations of its so-called Sanity Code, approved in 1948, whose chief provision banned 
financial aid for athletic ability. Two years later, when the convention failed to expel seven institutions for violations, the 
Sanity Code was dead, but in its place the membership in 1952 adopted a 12-point code that included limitations on bowl 
games, spring practices, and the length of seasons (as well as financial aid for athletes), and that required, in effect, that 
athletes be admitted and subsequently treated the same the same as other students. But big-time college sports were moving 
in a different direction. In the midst of major scandals (point-shaving in basketball, cheating at West Point, slush funds in the 
Pacific Coast Conference), the overriding problem was termed "over-emphasis." This was the moment when the modern era of 
big-time college sports came into being, as universities had to choose whether to drop football (as several Catholic universities 
did), de-emphasize it (as the Ivy League most conspicuously did), or go along with the over-emphasized version. In finally 
solving the decades-long battle over "professionalism" by approving athletic scholarships in 1956, the NCAA accepted "over- 
emphasis" as the norm. Also, after decades of being organized simply by region, the NCAA in 1956 created "university" and 



"college" divisions, beginning the long process by which the major athletic powers would increasingly separate themselves 
from the rest. The 1950s thus marks a crucial turning point for American college sports. 

Having accepted athletic scholarships in 1956, the NCAA at its conventions in 1972 and 1973 transformed student-athletes 
into athlete-students: making freshmen eligible in football and men’s basketball (as they had been in other sports since 1968), 
replacing the 1.6 rule for receiving financial aid (a measure based on grades and test scores that predicted a 1.6 college GPA) 
with a simpler requirement of a 2.0 high school GPA, and replacing the four-year scholarship with one-year renewable grants. 
Now virtually anyone with a high school diploma could play college football or basketball, as a freshman, with continuing 
financial aid dependent on pleasing the coach--and this happened at the same time that college sports were fully integrated at 
last, creating a pool of talented African American athletes with, in too many cases, inadequate academic preparation. The 
inevitable result was a flood of academic scandals, followed in due course by a series of measures (Propositions 48 and 16, the 
APR) to strengthen academic standards and undo the damage wrought in 1972-73, accompanied by continual controversies 
over their disproportionate impact on African Americans and, more recently, concern about the unintended consequences of 
the APR. 

Today, the NCAA and its member institutions face another crisis. The gap is widening between financial haves and have-nots, 
as is the increasingly grotesque gap between the revenues that college athletes generate for everyone else, and what they 
receive for themselves. (The argument that a college education is sufficient payment in return desperately needs validation by 
evidence that athletes today are benefiting in their post-collegiate careers in ways that earlier generations did.) Growing 
awareness of these distortions--in the courts and among legislators as well as journalists and the athletes themselves--has 
reached a point at which the status quo is no longer tenable. A great breakup of the current structure of college athletics 
seems to be coming, and sooner rather than later. When it does, academic leaders who currently feel powerless to make 
dramatic changes may face an opportunity to rebuild a system out of the rubble--perhaps with the NCAA’s 12-point code from 
1952 as a guide. 

Michael Oriard 
Oregon State University 

moriard     o~astate, edu 

DWISION ~ ACADE~{~C RESEARCH~ EARLY :RESULTS 

At the recent NCAA Scholarly Colloquium on Intercollegiate Sports, Tom Paskus and I made a presentation 
on NCAA Division I academic research focusing on specific results over the last 20 years. I concentrated 
my comments on the findings that led to the academic reforms that were first implemented in 2003. The 
full presentation will be available in the June issue of the Journal of Intercollegiate Sport, but below is a 
brief outline of findings related to various important issues leading up to the 2003 reforms. 

Initial-Eligibility Issues 

High school grades are better predictors of success than are standardized test scores. In most of our models, grades 
are two to three times more predictive than are test scores. However, a combination of grades and tests is a better 
predictor than either of the two variables used in isolation. 

Using a core curriculum GPA provides better prediction than using the overall high school GPA. We have noted that 
our prediction accuracy has improved as we have increased the number of courses included in the core curriculum 
requirement. 

Different demographic groups have different distributions of scores within the variables of use (for example, test 
scores and grades), so the imposition of almost any rule will lead to differential impacts on various subgroups. 

Use of a cut-score on standardized tests is not advisable and is difficult to defend for the 
following reasons: (a) the test companies agree it is an improper use of tests; (b) as 
utilized in Prop 48 and Prop 16, the test-score cut overweighted the test in relation to 
high school grades; (c) regulations that use a test cut-score tend to decrease overall 
accuracy and increase adverse impact, and (d) use of a cut-score can lead to differential 
eligibility decisions for student-athletes with the same predicted chance of success. 

These results have led NCAA committees to attempt to craft initial eligibility rules that use tests 
and grades in conjunction with each other, and to weight grades equally or slightly higher than 
test scores. Also, the impacts on different subgroups are always studied and efforts are made to minimize adverse impacts. 



Progress-Toward-Degree Issues 

Predictions of academic success are better if the measurements of the predictor variables are closer in time to the 
academic outcome of interest. 

Academic trajectories (as measured by credits earned and GPA) of eventual graduates are different than non- 
graduates from the beginning of the collegiate career. 

New eligibility rules (minimum percent of degree and GPA) were based on the low end of the distribution of eventual 
graduates - at levels that approximately 95 percent of graduates were already meeting. 

These findings led to the "seamless model" of eligibility regulations, wherein initial-eligibility models are based on high school 
academic variables, but progress-toward-degree standards are based on in-college academic profiles of eventual graduates. 
The goal here was to create policy that would require all student-athletes to be put on an academic trajectory that would be 
more likely to lead to graduation. 

Student-Athlete Graduation Rates 

Student-athletes historically have had slightly higher graduation rates than the rest of the student body. These 

differences are more pronounced when student-athletes are compared to like demographic subgroups within the 

student body population. 

Changes in NCAA academic rules have corresponded with observed increases in academic performance of student- 

athletes. 

Graduation success rate (GSR) was developed to be a better metric than federal graduation rate of academic success, 
and student-level data have confirmed that to be the case. 

GSR data for the first two classes of student-athletes (2003 and 2004 entrants) have shown increases in overall 
graduation rates, and in the number of minority student-athletes in the cohort and graduating. 

Todd Petr 

Managin9 Director of Research 

NCAA 

ACADEMICS IN D~V~S~ON i~ S~NCE THE 2003 IREFORM MEASURES 

As part of the 20:[2 NCAA Scholarly Colloquium on Intercollegiate Sports program on Division I academic 

reform, I presented an overview of recent research on academic performance. The full text of my address 

will be available in the June issue of the Journal of Intercollegiate Sport, but here are a few key takeaways: 

Despite various modifications to the Academic Progress Rate (APR) formula over the past eight years, APR 
continues to be a strong predictor of eventual graduation success. An APR of 930 was chosen as the new 
penalty benchmark because it currently predicts a graduation success rate (GSR) of about 50 percent on 
average. If a team on your campus has a much higher or lower GSR than APR predicts, you should examine 
that team’s numbers to determine why they are atypical (Are team members being allowed to stay eligible 
for competition despite not being in a good position to eventually graduate? Is the school doing a 

particularly good job of helping at-risk student-athletes earn degrees?). 

Academic challenges are nuanced and sport-specific, and may call for progress-toward-degree (PTD) standards that are more 
tailored to each sport. Baseball struggled with eligibility and retention until recent baseball-specific PTD legislation took 
effect. Football has a severe eligibility problem based primarily on in-season underperformance. Low men’s basketball APRs 
are often due to pervasive transfer issues rather than eligibility problems (40 percent of freshmen leave their initial school by 
end of sophomore year). 

Although many aggregate APR trends are highly positive, improvement at some schools has occurred more slowly to this 
point, or not at all. Teams at schools with fewer financial resources have had greater struggles. However, resource appears to 



be only one factor related to APR issues; teams with low APRs are consistently comprised of high numbers of academically at- 
risk student-athletes. 

We should recognize that student-athlete transfers from two-year colleges tend to have very different 
academic profiles than other two-year transfers at our schools. In football and men’s basketball, roughly 
two-thirds of the 2-4 transfers were academic non-qualifiers for Division I out of high school. Recent 
enhancements to the academic eligibility standards for student-athlete 2-4 transfers were based in large 
part on research showing that better outcomes at the four-year school are independently related to (a) 
taking coursework in English, math and science; (b) showing high levels of performance in courses at the 
two-year college (for example, 2.50 GPA or higher), and (c) having a two-year college record that includes 
fewer physical education activity courses. 

The initial-eligibility competition standards taking effect in 2015 are essentially freshman ineligibility rules for academically 
at-risk student-athletes. If in place today, approximately 16 percent of current freshmen would be withheld from competing 
(35 percent in football and 43 percent in men’s basketball). Faculty athletics representatives (FARs) may be able to play an 
important role in helping their schools design academic interventions for those student-athletes that will be required to take 
such an academic redshirt year. 

Through the GOALS data on the experiences of current student-athletes (collected with the help of FARs), we have learned a 
good deal about the personal and situational factors that may contribute to academic underperformance. These include self- 
identifying as an athlete, professional athletics aspirations and time demands. Factors like time commitments, practice 
schedules and coach pressure may impact decisions related to long-term academic success or satisfaction. For instance, 12 
percent of current FBS football players report regrets about their majors. Even among student-athletes with high academic 
identities, athletics participation and connection with a coach play a large role in initial choice of college and college 
satisfaction. 

The data collected over the past decade make it clear to us that academic risk among student-athletes is best thought of as a 
continuum rather than a discrete state. Risk is also more complex than can be represented by high school grades and test 
scores alone. Although many risk factors for student-athletes are similar to those for non-athletes, others are unique (for 
instance, playing time, relationship with a coach or time demands of the sport). And, academic risk is dynamic and can change 
very quickly for a student-athlete. At the same time, we see through APR that schools vary greatly in how they are managing 
academic risk in the aggregate. Comprising a team solely of student-athletes who just meet minimum eligibility standards is 
likely to lead to unsatisfactory outcomes for both the team and the student-athletes. 

Tom Paskus 
Principal Research Scientist 

NCAA 
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POST-PRESiDENTIAL RETREAT UPDATES 

The following provides an update on the progress of the Presidential Retreat Working groups. The update 
provides important information related to the reform initiatives in Division I. 

Specifically, the update provides information related to the financial aid proposals from the Student-Athlete 
Well Being Working Group that received override votes following the October Board meeting; a review of 
the proposals put forward by the Resource Allocation Working Group that included reduction in 
scholarships, elimination of foreign tours and a limit on non-coaching staff members; an update related to 
the work of the Collegiate Model Rules Working Group that is focused on developing principle based 

outcomes and operating bylaws; an update from the Enforcement Working Group that is examining various alternative multi- 
level violation, process and penalty structures; and an update from the Committee on Academic Performance. 

In addition, at the request of the Collegiate Model - Rules and Enforcement Working Groups, President Emmert informed the 
Board that he will create a working group to address institutional integrity and shared responsibility. 

Please take a moment to read the following update from the working groups and the actions taken by the Division I Board of 
Directors. 

Jennifer Strawley 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs 

NCAA 

New Working 6roup to be formed. At the January 14 Division I Board of Directors meeting, NCAA President Emmert 
discussed the need to address institutional integrity and shared responsibility, particularly in determining the appropriate 
role for decentralizing rules and the nature of the rules for which institutions and conferences should be held accountable. At 
the request of the Transforming Intercollegiate Athletics Collegiate Model - Rules and Enforcement Working Groups, 
President Emmert informed the Board that he will create a working group to address institutional integrity and shared 
responsibility. 

Student-Athlete Well-Being Working Group 

Presentation to Board: October 2011 
Chair: Sidney McPhee, President 

Middle Tennessee State University 

Direct questions and feedback to staff contact: 
David Berst, dberst@ncaa, org 

EXISTING INFORMATION 

Group 

Pres ente d to 

Board 

OCT 27 & 

]AN 14 

Since the Division I Board of Director’s October 27 action to approve legislation implementing the $2,000 miscellaneous 
expense allowance for student-athletes and multi-year scholarships, the membership has provided significant feedback about 
these pieces of permissive legislation. The NCAA received 160 override requests for Proposal No. 2011-96 (miscellaneous 
expense allowance) and 82 override requests for Proposal No. 2011-97 (multi-year scholarships). Because of the override 
petitions, the Board reconsidered its October decisions and determined a course of action at its January 14 meeting. 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Student-Athlete Well-being Working Group Chair President Sidney McPhee presented the following recommendations to the 

Board based upon reconsideration of the legislation by the Working Group and comments and discussion by membership 

groups, including student-athletes, during the 2012 NCAA Convention: 



1. That in its reconsideration of Proposal No. 2011-97 - "Multi-Year Grants in Aid," the Board of Directors should reaffirm its 

original action to adopt the proposal. 

Board of Directors response: The Board voted to reaffirm its original action to adopt Proposal No. 2011-97. As a result 

of this action, the proposal will proceed to an online (one vote per active member institution and multi-sport conference) 

override vote. It is anticipated that the vote will take place in February. 

2. That in its reconsideration of Proposal No. 2011-96 "Miscellaneous Expense Allowance," the Board should take the 
following actions: 

Remove the portion of the proposal that provided that all non-athletics financial aid would no longer count toward team limits. 

¯ Charge the Student-Athlete Well-Being Working Group with developing an updated $2,000 miscellaneous expense 

allowance proposal that considers the options below, as well as a need-based component (models still to be developed), 

for review by the Board at its April meeting. It was also recommended that the proposal would apply to grants-in-aid, 

effective for the 2013-14 academic year. 

o Increase the total dollar value (denominator) of full and equivalency grants-in-aid in effect by $2,000 (not to 
exceed the institution’s cost of attendance). 

Maintain the value of a full grant-in-aid at its current level, and establish an "exempt" category of 
miscellaneous expense funds that are designated on team squad lists for use at the institution’s discretion to 
award up to $2,000 (not to exceed cost of attendance) for full grant recipients, as well as to provide up to the 
proportionate amount of applicable funds to any or all equivalency grant recipients only. 

Board of Directors response: The Board reaffirmed its support for the $2,000 miscellaneous expense allowance, directing 

the Student-Athlete Well-Being Working Group to come back to the Board in April with an updated proposal, including need- 

based models, that considers the issues above as well as recommendations for implementation. This action strikes Proposal 

No. 2011-96 in favor of a new legislative proposal as described above to be considered by the Board during its April meeting. 

As is the case with all new legislation, it will be open for 60 days for submission of override votes. 

Read more about the Board’s decisions on the miscellaneous expense allowance and multi-year scholarships at NCAA.org. 

Resource Allocation Working Group 

Presentation to Board: January 2012 

Chair: Michael Adams, President 

University of Georgia 

Vice Chair: Ann Millner, President 

Weber State University 

Group Presented 

to Board 

IAN 14 

Direct questions and feedback to staff contact: 
Kathleen McNeely, kmcneely@ncaa.org 

DEVELOPMENTS 

The Resource Allocation Working Group presented its recommendations to the Division I Board of Directors on January 14. 

The following are the proposals presented to the Division I Board, along with the Board’s response and/or action. 

1. The Working Group proposed that the Board adopt a resolution which specifies: 

¯ That an immediate moratorium be instituted to cap the number of contests/dates of competition at the levels that 
currently exist in all sports; 



That the NCAA Division I Board of Directors commission a study to determine the maximum number of 
contests/dates of competition of the playing season (championship and non-championship segments) that is 
essential to the success of each NCAA sport. In addition, the Working Group recommends that the scope of this 
study specifically examine how basketball contests are counted; and 

That once the study is completed and the appropriate contest/dates of competition limits are in place for each 
sport, that those limits remain in place for 10 years. 

Board of Directors response: The Board adopted the resolution. 

The Working Group proposed that the Board adopt legislation to reduce scholarships as follows: 

¯ FBS football scholarships from 85 to 80, effective August 1, 2012. 

¯ FCS football scholarships from 63 to 60, with 80 overall counters, effective August 1, 2012. 

¯ Women’s basketball scholarships from 15 to 13, effective August 1, 2014. 

Board of Directors response: The Board voted to defeat legislation to reduce scholarships in FBS football and 

women’s basketball. [NOTE: The FCS members of the Presidential Advisory Group will vote on FCS football 

scholarship reductions in April, as the authority rests with that group for legislation specific to FCS football.] 

The Working Group recommended that the Board adopt legislation, effective August 1, 2014, to eliminate institutional 
foreign tours that occur at any time. Signed contracts dated before January 14, 2012, for scheduled institutional 
foreign tours would be honored. 

Board of Directors response: The Board voted to defeat the legislation. 

The Working Group proposed that the Board adopt legislation, effective August 1, 2013, that limits the number of non- 
coaching staff members in the sports of football and men’s basketball as follows: 

¯ In football, a limit of 12 non-coaching staff members, whose duties include support of the football program in any 
capacity, including third-party contractors that may be employed by an institution. The 12 non-coaching staff 
members shall not include athletics trainers, academic support and compliance staff members. 

¯ In men’s basketball, a limit of six non-coaching staff members, whose duties include support of the men’s 
basketball program in any capacity, including third-party contractors that may be employed by the institution. 
The six non-coaching staff members shall not include athletics trainers, academic support and compliance staff 
members. 

Board of Directors response: The Board expressed interest in taking action to address this matter, but voted to table 

these recommendations for reconsideration at its April meeting, and asked that additional information and feedback 

be gathered from the membership regarding appropriate number limitations. 

Collegiate Model - Rules Working Group 

Presentation to Board: April 2012 

Chair: ]ames Barker, President 
Clemson University 

Vice Chair: Steadman Upham, President 
University of Tulsa 

Next 

Teleconference 

IAN 30 

Direct questions and feedback to staff contact: 

Kevin Lennon, klennon@ncaa.org 

Next Meeting 

FEB 20 



DEVELOPMENTS 

Guided by the October 2011 resolution adopted by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors, the NCAA Working Group on 
Collegiate Model - Rules continues its work on a new regulatory culture and review of specific principle-based outcomes and 
operational bylaws. The group has identified over-arching principles, such as fairness, accountability and integrity, which are 
guiding work within the individual bylaws. 

The Working Group expects to finalize drafts of principle-based outcomes and operating bylaws by the end of January. A copy 

of the principle-based outcomes and select operating bylaw changes was provided to the Board at the January 14 meeting to 

demonstrate the progress to date. For example, one bylaw was reduced from approximately 15 pages to five pages. The Phase 

I bylaw review includes: 

1. Bylaw 11 (Conduct and Employment of Athletics Personnel). 
2. Bylaw 12 (Amateurism). 
3. Bylaw 13 (Recruiting). 
4. Bylaw 14 (Eligibility: Academic and General Requirements). 
5. Bylaw 15 (Financial Aid). 
6. Bylaw 16 (Awards, Benefits and Expenses for Enrolled Student-Athletes). 
7. Bylaw 22 (Academic Performance Program). 

Going forward, the Working Group plans to solicit feedback on the specific rewrites of these bylaws from the membership - 
including the various committees, councils and cabinets in the Division I governance structure, as well as from SAAC - in 
February and March 2012. 

In addition to gathering feedback, members of the Working Group will work with identified "thought leaders" from the 
compliance, athletics administration and academic support communities in each bylaw area to prepare completed drafts of 
principle-based outcomes and operating bylaws for the Working Group’s review prior to wider circulation in early 2012. 

Following the update on the Working Group’s efforts, Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president of academic and membership affairs, 
presented the following Rules Working Group recommendations at the January 14 Division I Board of Directors meeting: 

That the Board support the Working Group’s general approach for a new regulatory structure, which includes developing 
principle-based outcomes to ensure that NCAA rules are value-based, meaningful, enforceable and supportive of the 
collegiate model of sport. The characteristics of this new structure include fewer regulations, but those regulations will 
focus on the most important areas. Further, violations of principle-based outcomes and operating bylaws will result in 
appropriate penalty and consequences. 

Board of Directors response: The Board noted its support for the new regulatory structure. 

That the Board endorse a moratorium on new legislation for the 2012-13 legislative cycle (unless part of the 
presidentially-led reform agenda), as well as to ask the NCAA Division I Legislative Council to table proposals in the 2011- 
12 cycle that could be impacted by the working group’s efforts. In order to make the principle-based approach to the rule 
book successful, the group believes that suspending legislation in 2012-13 and tabling a large majority of the 78 proposals 
in the current cycle that could be related to the group’s charge is necessary to allow the membership time to think more 
broadly about the rules and the rules-making process. 

Board of Directors response: The Board voted to apply a moratorium on new legislation for the 2012-13 legislative 
cycle unless it is part of the presidential agenda. 

EXISTING INFORMATION 

The Working Group has identified a framework for a new approach to NCAA rules. Under this construct, all NCAA legislation 
must tie back to the NCAA enduring values of student-athlete success, the collegiate model, amateurism or equity and must 
support or advance a constitutional principle. The model will define specific principle-based outcomes in key bylaws, with 
accompanying operating bylaws that provide further guidance to assist with compliance. The operating bylaws are to be 
meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. Additional guidance will be provided by the national office, 
conferences and professional organizations. The group also continued its work on a redefined principle of competitive equity 
to better focus on issues of fairness. 



The Working Group agrees there are broader issues related to institutional integrity and the NCAA regulatory culture that 
require the attention of each campus, conference and the NCA_A. The Working Group believes it is important for the NCA_A to 
determine the need to regulate behaviors historically not considered within the scope of NCA_A rules, and to discuss 
appropriate NCAA involvement even when behaviors may not be covered by NCAA rules. The working group encourages 
NCAA leadership to consider how best to address issues of institutional integrity and the regulatory culture. 

In addition, the group will meet jointly with the Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group in early 2012. Both working 
groups have voiced acknowledgment of the need for strong collaboration between their efforts. 

Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group 

Presentation to Board: April 2012 
Chair: Edward Ray, President 

Oregon State University 

Vice Chair: Nancy Zimpher, Chancellor 

State University of New York 

Group 
Teleconferenced 

DEC 19, ]AN 3 
and IAN 17 

Direct questions and feedback to staff contact: 

]ulie Roe Lach, jroe@ncaa.ow 

Laura Wurtz McNab, lwurtzOncaa.oW 

Next 
Teleconference 

IAN 30 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Members of the Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group teleconferenced on December 19, January 3 and 17 to frame 
more fully the problems and desired outcomes guiding their work. The Working Group also briefed the Division I Board of 
Directors at its January 14 meeting and received constructive and positive feedback. 

Members of the Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group continue to review and discuss the viability of various 
alternative multi-level violation, process and penalty structures. On its January 30 teleconference, the group will discuss the 
final draft of the proposed structures to be shared broadly with the Division I membership for feedback during February and 
March. Once shared, feedback regarding the Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group’s proposed concepts should be 
forwarded to Julie Roe Lach and/or Laura Wurtz McNab, lwurtz@ncaa.org. 

The Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group’s efforts anticipate the following timeline: 

February/March 
¯ Provide the final draft of the proposed structures to membership for feedback. 

April 

¯ In-person meeting to review membership feedback and finalize first phase concepts. 

¯ Present final concepts to the Division I Board of Directors. 

August 
¯ Propose necessary legislative changes to the Board. 

EXISTING INFORMATION 

The Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group was tasked with creating a multi-level NCAA rules violation structure; an 

enhanced penalty structure for NCAA rules infractions; and re-establishing a sense of shared responsibility among the 

interested individuals and entities in intercollegiate athletics, for NCAA rules compliance and enforcement. In so doing, the 

Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group is relying on the following three guiding principles: 



The Principle of Fairness - Any new violation and penalty structure must be fair to all parties involved in the process and 

consider the interests of all member institutions that uphold integrity through rules compliance. Appropriate weight 

should be given to fair process considerations for those culpable for violations or otherwise involved and potential legal 

implications. In addition, the severity of penalties must have a direct correlation with the significance of the violations as 

identified by the membership and staff, as well as the NCAA enduring values. 

The Principle of Accountability - The new violation and penalty structures should be designed to hold those institutions, 
coaches, administrators and student-athletes who violate the rules accountable for their conduct, both at the individual 
and institutional levels. In addition, both the NCAA staff and membership (coaches, administrators, institutions and 
conferences) must be held accountable for the fairness of the process and must understand the shared responsibility of 
accountability to the intercollegiate model, regardless of the direct impact on those involved in violations. 

The Principle of Process Integrity - Any new structures must be designed to ensure effectiveness and efficiency in the 

process and its results. The new structures must be easily understood, legitimate, timely, respecting of confidentiality 

while transparent with the process, and sufficiently workable to establish clear and strict guidelines and boundaries. 

Desired Outcomes of Working Group Efforts: 

¯ A new violation structure that appropriately categorizes the severity of infractions and allows for different levels of 
accountability for institutions and individuals. 

¯ A much faster mode for processing violations that delivers expediency without compromising process integrity or 
fairness. 

¯ Strong penalties that deter the risk/reward analysis and address any unfair advantage. 

¯ Clear definition of shared responsibility and resulting expectations of individuals, institutions, conferences, and the 

national office. 

Because changing the process of how rules are developed and enforced is the work of the Collegiate Model - Rules Working 

Group, the Collegiate Model - Enforcement Working Group will meet jointly with the Rules Working Group early in 2012. Both 

working groups have voiced acknowledgment of the need for strong collaboration between their efforts. 

Committee on Academic Performance (CAP) 

Presentation to Board: October 2011 

Chair: Walter Harrison, President 
University of Hartford 

Vice Chair: Roderick McDavis, President 

Ohio University 

Group 
Presented 
Board 
OCT 26-27 

to 

Direct questions and feedback to staff contacts: 
Kevin Lennon, klennon@ncaa.org 
Bernard Franklin, bfranklin@ncaa.org 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Walter Harrison, chair of the Committee on Academic Performance, presented the following recommendations to the Division 
I Board of Directors at its January meeting to continue the implementation of its approved recommendations: 

That the Board of Directors reinstate Proposal No. 2011-65 - Eligibility - Two-Year College Transfers - Year of Academic 

Readiness at Two-Year College to the 2011-12 legislative cycle and table it. 



Board of Directors response: The Board agreed to reinstate the proposal and then moved to table it. 

That the Board approve the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) Penalty Waiver Directive. 

Board of Directors response: The Board approved the APP Penalty Waiver Directive. 

1. That the Board approve an amendment to the APP policies and procedures providing an additional waiver appeal 

opportunity for teams that do not meet the postseason competition academic requirements. 

Board of Directors response: The Board approved the amendment to the APP policies and procedures. 

On its January 12 teleconference, CAP continued its discussion on a more rapid collection and finalization of APRs to expedite 
the announcement of APRs and application of penalties and/or postseason ineligibility. A number of options to expedite the 
submission, waiver and appeal processes were considered. The committee agreed to maintain the current process for the 
current year. The committee will continue to study the feasibility of a new, or revised, process for the future. Currently, data 
are submitted each fall, waivers and appeals are conducted in the winter and spring and the announcement is made after the 
last postseason event each year. Ineligibility for postseason competition and any penalties assessed will be taken in the next 
academic year (e.g., data years for eligibility for postseason in 2012-13 will be 2007-08, 2008-09, 2009-10 and 2010-11). 

In addition, CAP will review at its February meeting recommendations from the Limited-Resourced Institution Advisory Group 
regarding additional considerations for the transition to the 930 APR baseline for eligibility for post-season competition and 
other APP penalties. These considerations, if approved, would pertain only to limited-resourced institutions. 

The committee also approved the detailed SAT/ACT and grade-point average requirements that correspond to the changes 

adopted by the Board in October that must be met in order for a student-athlete to receive athletics aid, practice and compete 

during his or her first year of report to the NCAA Division I Committee at a Division I institution. 

Lastly, CAP and NCAA staff continue work on robust prospective student-athlete education efforts for the new initial eligibility 
standards. With the full sliding scale coordinates finalized, these education efforts will begin to ramp up significantly in the 
coming months. 

EXISTING INFORMATION 

The Division I Board of Directors voted October 27 to adopt legislation implementing recommendations to improve the 

academic success of student-athletes. The NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance and the Division I Academic 

Cabinet created a package of proposals aimed at improving academic success. The package of proposals includes increased 

initial-eligibility standards, increased two-year college transfer standards, an increase of the penalty benchmark to 930, and 

amending the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program to establish an academic standard of 930 for participation in 

the postseason. 

ANNUAL MEETI~NG OF THE COAL~TI~ON ON I~NTERCOILLEG~ATE ATHLETI~CS 

In a show of cooperation among organizations concerned about the future of intercollegiate athletics, 
representatives of FARA, NCAA, Knight Commission and other groups participated in the annual meeting of 
the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA), an alliance of faculty senates at FBS schools, held at The 
University of Tulsa in January 20-22. 

Alan Hauser, member of the FARA executive committee, represented FARA at the meeting and made a 
presentation during a panel on the future of the collegiate model. Christopher Anderson, Tulsa’s faculty 
athletics representative (FAR) and member of the COlA steering committee, was a conference organizer and 
host. Others on the COlA steering committee or in attendance also are FARs. 

COlA is delighted by the participation of partner organizations, especially FARA. I strongly believe that cooperation among the 

various stakeholders is the best route to maintaining academic-athletic integration. 

Plenary speakers included Steadman Upham, Tulsa president and member of the NCAA Board of Directors; Britton Banowsky, 

Conference USA commissioner; John Walda, president of the National Association of College and University Business Officers, 

and George Dohrmann, Pulitzer Prize-winning writer for Sports Illustrated. 



The conference attendees endorsed a proposed collaboration between COlA and the NCAA to better define academic 
misconduct and revise NCAA policies intended to prevent it. Working groups at the meeting also tackled questions regarding 
pay-for-play, proposed changes in the BCS system, anti-trust exemption for intercollegiate athletics, freshman eligibility, etc. 
Reports of the working groups are being drafted and will be posted on the COlA website in the near future. 

John S. Nichols 
Co-Chair, COlA 

NCAA NATIONAL STUD~’ ON COLLEGIATE WAGERING AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS STUDY 

Over the last several years, NCAA research on the experiences of student-athletes has progressed 
dramatically, largely due to the support of campus faculty athletics representatives (FARs) in administering 
student-athlete surveys. The NCAA research staff is again asking for your help by administering the 2012 
NCAA National Study on Collegiate Wagering and Social Environments to a sample of your student-athletes. 
This survey is the latest in an ongoing effort to better understand the influences on, and experiences of, the 
student-athletes we all serve. 

This latest survey is composed of two major sections. The first is a shortened version of 

the NCAA National Survey on Collegiate Sports Wagering, now in its third iteration since 

2004. The second part of the survey marks a new effort to describe the social environments that student- 

athletes experience on campus and in the community. Understanding how student-athletes interact within a 

complex social environment is essential to promoting student-athlete well-being and academic persistence. 

As in past surveys, the NCAA research staff is asking for the campus FARs to arrange to meet with the selected teams in a 
classroom setting to administer the survey. Unfortunately, due to concerns about preserving the anonymity of the survey, 
there will not be an online option for this particular survey. We are asking that the surveys be returned by May 31 which we 
hope will provide sufficient time to complete the survey on most campuses. 

Please contact Michael Miranda at mm~randa           or 317/917-6304 with any questions related to survey 

administration/procedures, human subjects issues or study timeline. Thank you again for your willingness to participate in 

this important initiative. 

Michael Miranda 

Associate Director ofl Research 

NCAA 

mmfranda 



NCAA RESEARCH COMMITTEE 20~2 G~DUATE STUDENT RESEARCH GRANT PROG~M 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

The NCAA Research Committee is pleased to announce the 2012 NCAA Graduate Student Research Grant 
Program. The program’s goals are: (1) to stimulate research on college athletics; (2) to foster contributions 
to the empirical research on college athletics; (3) to provide financial support to graduate students interested 
in engaging in high-quality research related to college athletics, and (4) to assist NCAA-member colleges and 
universities and the general public in gaining access to new and outstanding research and researchers in this 
field. 

Background 
The NCAA Research Committee consists of athletics administrators and faculty who collaborate with NCAA 

research department staff to produce high-quality research on issues related to college athletics. This research is seen by 
member colleges and universities as crucial to facilitating an environment of informed decision making on matters of NCAA 
policy and procedure. By encouraging new researchers, the Research Committee hopes to widen and strengthen the interest 
in and quality of research directly relevant to student-athlete well-being and college athletics participation. 

Description 
The NCAA Research Committee invites research proposals within the general topic areas of student-athlete well-being and 
college athletics participation. Research grants are available for graduate students only and are intended to support the 
student while conducting research to be used for a doctoral dissertation, master’s thesis, or external publication. Awards for 
these research grants are set at a maximum of $7,500 for one-year projects. Institutions may not charge indirect costs on 
these awards. Recipients will be expected to culminate their project in an article suitable for publication in a scholarly j ournal, 
or in a completed master’s thesis or dissertation. Grant recipients will also be expected to present their research proposal at 
the NCAA Research Committee meeting in late 2012, as well as submitting a brief summary of the research that is suitable for 
publication in the NCAA News. 

Students studying topics of specific interest to the NCAA and its membership and demonstrating the competencies necessary 
to successfully complete the proposed study will receive highest consideration. Research topics may include but are not 
limited to: the impact of participation in intercollegiate athletics on the academic or social experiences of the student-athletes; 
best practices for academic advisement of student-athletes; the relationship between athletic time demands and academic 
success; student-athlete integration into the campus community; finances of intercollegiate athletics; student-athlete 
satisfaction with the college experience; diversity and inclusion issues in intercollegiate athletics; analytic 
philosophical/historical accounts of intercollegiate athletics; and student-athlete health and safety issues. 

For information regarding application requirements, please visit the website at: 
www~ncaa~or                                            researc~+2011+call+for+~osa~s 

Application Submission 
Proposals for Graduate Student Research Grants will be reviewed once a year, with funding decisions made by July 2012. The 

upcoming deadline for proposals is: Sunday, April 15, 2012 

All required materials must be submitted and received by the deadline above. Electronic submissions are preferred but hard 
copy materials (a total of 2 copies) will also be accepted. It is preferred that letters of reference be included with the 
application materials and sent as a package. However, letters will be accepted separately from the package of other materials, 
so long as they are received by the submission deadline. Incomplete applications will not be considered. Contact Tiese 
Roxbury, 317/917-6811 or troxbury@ncaa.org, if you would like to submit your proposal via mail or have questions regarding 
the application or submission process. 

Electronic Applications should be sent to: Tiese Roxbury via troxbury@ncaa.org with subject line ’Grant Submission’ and all 
materials attached. 

Additional Information Regarding Grants 
Grant recipients are encouraged to consult with NCAA research staff regarding their proposed research prior to submitting a 

proposal. 

All grant recipients will agree to submit a brief (three to six pages, double-spaced) progress report mid-way through the grant 
period. A final report will be submitted at the end of the grant period. 



Total funding will be provided upon approval of the proposal. In most cases awardees may choose whether to have funds sent 
directly to them or to their institutions. 

For a listing of previous research grant awardees, please refer to the website at: 
www, ncaa,or                                                    FeseaFch±.pFevio us,+gTant+winneF+a bs tracts 

Tiese Roxbury 
Associate Director of Research 

NCAA 

The dates and locations for the next two Annual Meetings have been 
finalized. 

The 2012 meeting will take place at the Marriott Downtown in 
Indianapolis on November 8-10. The room rate will be $144 per night 

plus applicable taxes. 
Registration should be available online not later than July 30. 

The 2013 meeting wi:: be November 7°9 at the Renaissance 

Harborpl~ce Hotel in ~al~imor~. The room ra~ is ~ t 70 p~r nigh~ plus 

applicab:~ ~ax~s. 

Please mark your calendars and try not to miss these very important 
meetings for faculty athletics representatives! 

Please contact Karen Cooper (kcooper@ncaa.org) with any questions 
regarding these meetings. 
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Schedule Released! <lspan><lstrong><lu><lfont><lp><p style="font-family: 
AriaI,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 
0px"><font face="arial, helvetica,sans-serif">&nbsp; </font></p><p><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" size="2">ACS Athletics is happy announce the ACS 
University schedule for the month of March!&nbsp; Thank you to everyone who attended our 
February courses and helped make ACS University a huge success.</font></p><p><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" size="2">Please review the schedule below and click the 
Register link to attend the courses.&nbsp; We are proud to offer ACS University as a service 
to all coaches and staff.&nbsp;</font></p><p><font face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" 
size="2"><strong><u>lnterested in On Campus Training?&nbsp; Book it today!&nbsp; 
<lu><lstrong><lfont><lp><p><font face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" size="2">lf you are 
interested in on-campus training this Spring or Summer, please contact us today!&nbsp; New 
and affordable training packages are available for 1 and 2 day on campus training.&nbsp; On 
campus training is a great way to provide face-to-face training with you and your staff.&nbsp; 
New to ACS or want more training on new features available, such as Facebook 
messaging?&nbsp; If so, schedule your on campus training today! </font></p><p style="font- 
family: AriaI,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 
0px"><font face="arial, helvetica,sans-serif">&nbsp; </font></p><p style="font-family: 
AriaI,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 
0px"><font face="arial, helvetica,sans-serif">Thank you!</font></p><p style="font-family: 
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0px"><font face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif">Melanie Cabezas<br/>Implementation and 
Training Manager</font></p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans- 
serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px">&nbsp; </p><p style="font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 
0px">&nbsp;</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 
10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><font size="4"><u><strong>ACS University 
Classes</strong></u></font></p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans- 
serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px">&nbsp;</p><p style="font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><br 
/><strong>REC 101 - ACS Recruiting Basics</strong><br/><br/>Get started with ACS 
Recruiting Coordinator!&nbsp; Users will learn how to Iogin, add prospects, search, run 
reports and functions.&nbsp; This session is a must for all users!</p><p style="font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 
0px">Date: Thursday, March 1,2012 <br/>Time: 3:00 pm, Central Standard Time</p><p 
style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: 
#000000; margin: 0px"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/yplrt5tppipurpe4v6plvoxzaq/ryr4h4xwoqbencctr2svtzleru" 
title="Recruiting 101" target="_blank">Click Here to Register!</a><br/><strong><br/>REC 
202 - ACS Recruiting Advanced</strong><br/><br/>This advanced session is designed for 
users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting Coordinator system.&nbsp; Time will be 
dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, and Complimentary Tickets for prospects 
and more!</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 
10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px">Date: Tuesday, March 6, 2012 <br/>Time: 10:30 am, 
Central Standard Time</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; 
font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/yplrt5tppipurpe4v6plvoxzaq/scfdzyy6v3xuxalyrnmuewy7eq" 
title="REC 202" target="_blank">Click Here to Register!<br/></a><br/><br/><strong>REC 
301 - ACS Recruiting &ndash; All About Emailing</strong><br/><br/>All About Emailing will 
provide instruction surrounding all aspects of emailing within the ACS Recruiting Coordinator 
system &ndash; from individual personalized emails to mass personalized emails.&nbsp; 
Learn how to conveniently schedule campaigns for future dates and top prospect&rsquo;s 
birthdays!</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 
10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px">Date: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 <br/>Time: 10:30 am, 
Central Daylight Time</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; 
font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/yplrt5tppipurpe4v6plvoxzaq/oknynjtnlznetemkanhjwwnjri" title="REC 
301" target="_blank">Click Here to Register!</a></p><p style="font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 
0px">&nbsp;</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 
10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><strong>REC 302 - ACS Recruiting &ndash; Logging 
Compliance Activity</strong></p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans- 
serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><br/>This session focuses on logging 
evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts and unofficial visits.&nbsp; Learn more about 
how coaches are logging activity in ACS Athletics and getting rid of the paperwork!&nbsp; 
</p><p style="font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: 
#000000; margin: 0px">Date: Thursday, March 15, 2012 <br/>Time: 10:30 am, Central 



Daylight Time</p><p style="font-family: AriaI,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 
10pt; color: #000000; margin: 0px"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.com/LinkClick.ashx/yplrt5tppipurpe4v6plvoxzaq/hpodzq5ygjsuhpw7z5bdualqqu" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kyle Ross" <kyler@usc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:23 PM 

’Chi Mak’ <cmak@usc.edu> 

alvarezg@usc.edu; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; butteric@usc.edu; 
dhubbs@usc.edu; frankcru@usc.edu; ’John Mosbach’ <mosbach@usc.edu>; 
nbast@usc.edu; ’Scott Simon’ <ssimon@usc.edu> 
RE: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 

TEXT.htm; image001.png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image005.png 

Brent Blanton’s email is listed below in the first email I sent you. 

Kyle E. Ross 

Academic Counselor 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 

University of Southern California 

Athletics Department 

Work: (213) 821-4137 

Fax (213) 740-4407 

cid:image001.png@01 CB 9AE2.DE9B 57 CO 
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From: Chi Mak [mailto:cmak(a~usc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 11:32 AM 
To: Kyle Ross 
Cc: nbast@usc.edu; dhubbs@usc.edu; frankcru@usc.edu; alvarezg@usc.edu; 
butteric@usc.edu; blanton@uncaa.unc.edu; Scott Simon; John Mosbach 
Subject: Re: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 



Dear Kyle, 

If Nick can start his exam at around 3:30pm pacific time, that will be 
perfect. Please give me Brent Blanton’s email address so I can send the pdf 
to him at around 6:00 pm eastern time. Nick needs to bring his Casio 
calculator with him for the test. Everything else will be on the test. 

Thank you. 

Chi 

On Tue, Feb 28, 2012 at 10:44 AM, Kyle Ross <kyler@usc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Mak, 

I just spoke with Brent Blanton (Associate Director of the Center for 
Student Success and Academic Counseling) at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill and he is more than willing to proctor the Chemistry 105b 
Exam for Nicholas Bast on Thursday 3/1/12. It looks as if the USC Baseball 
team arrives to Raleigh Durham at 4:30pm (eastern) and are going to the 
hotel to check-in and then they are headed over to UNC for a team practice 
at 6:30pm (eastern). If we can have Nick take the exam around 6:30pm (3:30pm 
pacific) while the team is already on campus that would work best. 

Brent mentioned that he would fax you a copy as well as seal a copy so that 
you can compare both exams. Please get back to us with any other specific 
details regarding the exam and what the plan is for Nick to complete the 
exam. 

I have copied Brent on this email and his direct contact info is 
(919-962-9536 <te1:%28919-962-9536> ) and his email is 
Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Kyle E. Ross 

Academic Counselor 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 

University of Southern California 

Athletics Department 



Work: (213) 821-4137 <te1:%28213%29%20821-4137> 

Fax (213) 740-4407 <te1:%28213%29%20740-4407> 
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From: Chi Mak [mait{o:cmak@~sc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 9:30 AM 
To: kyler@usc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 

Dear Kyle, 

Nicholas Bast has an off-campus athletic event during a schedule CHEM 105b 
exam this Thursday, March 1st, 2012 at 3:30 pm. I would like to make 
arrangements for Nicholas to be able to take the test on the same day. If 
we can agree on a time when Nicholas will be taking the test, I can email 
the exam to the proctor with 30 minutes before the test. The proctor can 
put the exam in a sealed envelop and send it to us directly by campus mail 
when the team returns. 

Chi Mak 
Professor & Chair 
Chemistry 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Nicholas Bast <nbast@usc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 3:59 PM 
Subject: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 

To: cmak@usc.edu 

Professor Mak, 

I have attached the excuse letter for the North Carolina trip. My 
counselor’s email is kyler@usc.edu to contact him his name is Kyle Ross. 
Thanks again. 

Nick Bast 



.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Kyle Ross <kyler@usc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 10:03 AM 
Subject: Excuse Letter for North Carolina- Thursday 3/1 
To: johnragu@usc.edu, nbast@usc.edu, berhel@usc.edu, tboras@usc.edu, 
carma@usc.edu, ocotto@usc.edu, douthit@usc.edu, dxflores@usc.edu, 
foat@usc.edu, begarcia@usc.edu, jaguille@usc.edu, halcovic@usc.edu, 
iakehern@usc.edu, hershise@usc.edu, houts@usc.edu, landecke@usc.edu, 
bmount@usc.edu, mcmunson@usc.edu, nootbaar@usc.edu, krichler@usc.edu, 
ikrobert@usc.edu, andresro@usc.edu, kroundtr@usc.edu, amsherro@usc.edu, 
sspear@usc.edu, stahel@usc.edu, wjstraha@usc.edu, gstubbs@usc.edu, 
kevinswi@usc.edu, tarpley@usc.edu, triggs@usc.edu, mviramon@usc.edu, 
rwheatle@usc.edu, brettmwi@usc.edu 
Cc: frankcru@usc.edu, dhubbs@usc.edu, alvarezg@usc.edu, schase@usc.edu, 
butteric@usc.edu, Scott Simon <ssimon@usc.edu>, Jennifer Castro 
<castroj e @usc. edu>, Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

All, 

Here is the Travel Excuse Letter for Thursday 3/1 for the North Carolina 
trip. Please communicate to all of your Professors/TA’s and tutors BEFORE 
you travel. It is your responsibility to communicate and make any necessary 
arrangements for missing. 

If anyone needs help, please coordinate with me ASAP. Your 
Professors/TA’s are mandated to work with you as long as you communicate 
AHEAD of time. 

If anyone has any questions/concerns please let me know. Be sure 
to bring your work on the trip with you and get some things done. I know 
many of you have midterms and papers due next week (week before Spring 
Break), this is a long trip and a perfect time to work on those assignments. 

Keep up the hot start guys!! 

Kyle E. Ross 

Academic Counselor 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 

University of Southern California 

Athletics Department 

Work: (213) 821-4137 <te1:%28213%29%20821-4137> 

Fax (213) 740-4407 <te1:%28213%29%20740-4407> 
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Chi H. Mak 
Professor, Departmem of Chemistry 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0482, USA 

Voice: 213-740-4101, Fax: 213-740-3972 
mak@tyro sine.usc.edu, ~:i!chem.usc.edu 

Chi H. Mak, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair, Department of Chemistry 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0482, USA 

Voice: 213-740-4101, Fax: 213-740-3972 
cmak@usc.edu, ~:i/RNA.usc.edu <~://>, rosine.usc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Rubric Design Tips: Effective Assessment Strategies that Drive Results - 3/22 - Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

For those concerned with creating effective rubrics and making assessment 
easier, 
there will be a live 60-minnte webinar: 

"Rubric Design Tips: Effective Assessment Strategies that Drive Results" 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:/A~ ww.bes~rofessortrainin~.com/26Ji0i2           73 SZ±~Zi/p0e 

Design Tips: Rubric Styles That Can Fit Any Class & Assignment 
** How to adapt templates & create rubrics for any paper or project 

** Key information that must be included in effective rubrics 

** Analytic & holistic rubrics: Vital differences to know and consider 

** Ways to design your rubrics to eliminate the hassle of grade appeals 

Easy Classroom Implementation: Use Rubrics to Their Fullest Potential 
** Steps to develop scoring rubrics: What to include & what to exclude 
** How to use rubrics to improve student performance & peer review 
** Real world examples of ways to incorporate rubrics into your course 

Assessment Strategies: Evaluate Learning Outcomes & Maintain Consistency 

** Easy ways to summarize results and evaluate student learning 
** Keys to use rubric assessment to ensure quality information every semester 
** Assessing students: Will a summative or formative style fit your needs? 

Your expert presenter: 
Dr. Teresa Flateby has been active in the field of assessment for over fifteen 
years. 
** She is the Director of Academic Assessment at Georgia Southern University. 

Prior to this appointment, she was the Director of Assessment at the University 

of South Florida, where she was awarded the Ph.D. in Educational Measurement 
and Research. She was also the Director of Evaluation and Testing at USF and 

formed an assessment and faculty development consulting firm. 
** Terri has facilitated numerous face-to-face and online assessment workshops 

for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Association of American 
Colleges and Schools, American Association for Higher Education, IUPUI’s 
Assessment Institute, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology’s Best Practices 

Institute, as well as for regional conferences, such as New Mexico Higher 

Education Assessment and Retention Conference and North Carolina State 
University’s Undergraduate Assessment Symposium. 

** She provides assessment consultation to higher education institutions, and 

recently authored Improving Writing and Thinking through Assessment. 

** Rubric Design Tips: Effective Assessment Strategies that Drive Results 
** Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference 
** Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
htt~:iiwww.bes~ro~essor~raini~.g.comi26J/Oi2ip(~SU@Wc~’p73SZAZZi/~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 



Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.bestprofessor~rai~ng.comi2(~Ji4Ci2/p6Sl~QWc!p73 SZAZZ~ip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 573582 

Contact ID#: -1634522144 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Principles and Practice of Grief Counseling 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Preview it in a browser: 
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Springer Publishing [] Social Work & Counseling Express 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GRIEF COUNSELING 
h~p:iiwww.sprin~,e~_ ~b.com~r~roducli9780826108722 

A core book on grief counseling, written by two highly regarded 
clinicians in the field. 

Authors: Howard Winokuer and Darcy Hams 
Pub. Date: 2/2012; 256pp. Softcover 
ISBN: 9780826108722; Price: $50.00 

This core, introductory textbook for undergraduate and graduate 
level courses is the first volume to combine the knowledge and 
skills of counseling psychology with current theory and research 
in grief and bereavement. It is grounded in the belief that 
grief counseling is distinct from other therapeutic issues 
because grief is an adaptive response rather than a form of 
pathology. The book describes the unique aspects of grief as a 
normal response to loss and views the goal of counseling 
bereaved individuals as one of facilitating the unfolding of the 
healthy and adaptive aspects of the process as it manifests 
itself within each client. Grief is considered a response to 
losses that are both death- and non-death-related; and 
psychological, as well as physical, social, economical and 
practical experiences of grief are addressed 

The text introduces various theories of bereavement and examines 
different therapeutic modalities that can be used in the context 
of grief and loss. Specific counseling practices that facilitate 
successful interventions are discussed, particularly that of 
"presence," considered by the authors to be the primary 
therapeutic stance when working with bereaved individuals. The 
text also addresses grief counseling with special populations, 
ethical issues, and self-care concerns for counselors. Case 
studies, discussion and reflection questions, and suggested 
additional resources are included in each chapter. 

Key Features: 

[] Regards grief therapy as a unique form of counseling based on 
grief as an adaptive response rather than as a form of pathology 
[] Combines the knowledge and skills of counseling psychology 
with current research in grief and bereavement 
[] Written by a prominent clinician and an educator with over 
60 years of combined experience in grief counseling 



[] Focuses on the importance of "presence" as the most 
important therapeutic foundation for working with bereaved 
individuals 

Enter promo code FSSWC22912 upon check-out to receive free 
shipping on your order. But hurry, this special promotion is 
valid for one week only. 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North America. 
For all international orders please email 
[chardin@springerpub.com] to receive a special discount. Special 
promotion of free shipping will expire at the end of the seventh 
day following the mail date of this email. Offer is valid via 

], and is not valid on bulk orders, 
previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. 

Browse New Books in: 
Nursing: 

htt~:/iwww, rod~ctsisub.~ectsiN ~rsing 

Psychology: 

h~ tp : iiw ww. sp rir~g~b, c o m!prod ~ctsi sub i ects/P s~, cho logZ 

Gerontology: 

Social Work: 
ht~?:iiwww, ro&~ctsist~bjectsiSocialoWork 

Counseling: 
~t~tp :iiwww.sprin~co~b.com!productsisubjectsiCo~mseling 

Public Health: 
http:i{/www.s roductsisubiectsi~ublic-Healt~ 

Rehabilitation: 
http :iTwww. sprin~t~b.comiprodt~ctsist~biectsiRel"mbilitation 

Follow us on Facebook! [] 
~;gg.~.p :iTwww. thcebook, co~ rop t~b lishi~gr.~]._o...~;pam,’ / 174423022596078 

Follow us on Twitter! [] ~://~witler.corrv/#!i 

To Order by Phone and for Textbook Support: 

877-687-7476 or 212-431-4370 

If you would like to stop receiving these emails, please 
unsubscribe by clicking here. kvhht~i’mkifirdrh~.i 

Springer Publishing Company 
11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 
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................ f ............... Social   Vork & Counseling Express 

A cot< {ntroductoo~ textbook on grbf counseling and grieftherapy 

PRACTICE 
ofGRIEF 

This core, introductory textbook for undergraduate and graduate level courses is the first 

volume to combine the knowledge and skills of counseling psychology with current theory 

and research in grief and bereavement. It is grounded in the belief that grief counseling is 

distinct from other therapeutic issues because grief is an adaptive response rather than a 

form of pathology. The book describes the unique aspects of grief as a normal response to 

loss and views the goal of counseling bereaved individuals as one of facilitating the 

unfolding of the healthy and adaptive aspects of the process as it manifests itself within 

each client. Grief is considered a response to losses that are both death- and non-death- 

related; and psychological, as well as physical, social, economical and practical 

experiences of grief are addressed 

Authors: Howard Winokuer and Darcy 

Harris 

Pub. Date: 2/2012; 256pp. Softcover 

ISBN: 9780826108722; Price: $50.00 

The text introduces various theories of bereavement and examines different therapeutic 

modalities that can be used in the context of grief and loss. Specific counseling practices 

that facilitate successful interventions are discussed, particularly that of "presence," 

considered by the authors to be the primary therapeutic stance when working with 

bereaved individuals. The text also addresses grief counseling with special populations, 

ethical issues, and self-care concerns for counselors. Case studies, discussion and 

reflection questions, and suggested additional resources are included in each chapter. 

Key Features: 

¯ Regards grief therapy as a unique form of counseling based on grief as an adaptive 
response rather than as a form of pathology 

¯ Combines the knowledge and skills of counseling psychology with current research 
in grief and bereavement 

¯ Written by a prominent clinician and an educator with over 60 years of combined 
experience in grief counseling 

¯ Focuses on the importance of "presence" as the most important therapeutic 
foundation for working with bereaved individuals 

Browse New Books in: 

Nursing 

Psychology 

Gerontology 

Social Work 

Counseling 

Pubtic HeaRh 

Rehabilitation 

Enter promo code FSSWC22912 upon check-out to 

receive free shipping on your order, But hurry, this 

special promotion is vNid for one week 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North America. For 

all international orders please email chsrdi~@s£ringer£ub,com to 
receive a special discount. Special promotion of free shipping will 

expire at the end of the seventh day following the mail date of this 

email. Offer is valid via ,~,~<springer£ub,com, and is not valid on bulk 

orders, previous purchases, or in combination with any other 

promotion. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Dropped Courses Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Great. Thanks for the feedback. I’ll get this out once each week at least. Nudge me if you haven’t received it by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 2/28/2012 5:12 PM >>> 

I think it is helpful; especially if we can get it more routinely. Looks good! 
B 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~mcaa.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welbom; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Dropped Courses Report 

All, 

Is this dropped courses report helpful at all? It should include any drops within the last 7 days. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:27 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Dropped Courses Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Isn’t it though. HA! Can’t tell you the last time I used that word. ¯ ) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/29/2012 8:25 AM >>> 

Nudge is such a great word[] 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov_(a)m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:25 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Dropped Courses Report 

Great. Thanks for the feedback. I’ll get this out once each week at least. Nudge me if you haven’t received it by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 2/28/2012 5:12 PM >>> 

I think it is helpful; especially if we can get it more routinely. Looks good! 
B 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov,,~;uv.c~ua.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Dropped Courses Report 

All, 

Is this dropped courses report helpful at all? It should include any drops within the last 7 days. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 



UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 9:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Dropped Courses Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

I’m sure that will serve you well ...... HA! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/29/2012 8:29 AM >>> 

I[m going to try and work it into more conversation now! 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov2a~m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:27 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Dropped Courses Report 

Isn’t it though. HA! Can’t tell you the last time I used that word. : ) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/29/2012 8:25 AM >>> 
Nudge is such a great word[] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~2/@mcaaamc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:25 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Dropped Courses Report 

Great. Thanks for the feedback. I’ll get this out once each week at least. Nudge me if you haven’t received it by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/28/2012 5:12 PM >>> 

I think it is helpful; especially if we can get it more routinely. Looks good! 

B 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~m~caa.~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Dropped Courses Report 

All, 

Is this dropped courses report helpful at all? It should include any drops within the last 7 days. 



Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Yevoli <joe@teamhomefield.com> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Edit, Review, and Exchange Film w/HomeField 

TEXT.htm 

Coach, 

If you’d like to no longer be limited to one computer to edit film, ensure your players watch more film, and reduce the amount of time 
and money you spend working with game film, TeamHomeField.com <~:iicb.sailthm.com/d~.2bTi’l"YzJl2 25zkYeZmdlD5637> 
can help you. Would you be available for a quick 10 minute phone call to learn more? 

HomeField doesn’t limit you to one machine. Edit your game film on any computer, Mac or PC. Your coaches can even edit the same 
film, at the same time, from different computers. Want to make sure your team is getting it’s film work in? The average HomeField 
team watches between 10-20 hours of film a week! 

All starting at $30 a month! <~:/!cb.sailt[~ru.cor~v~dl~.2bTiTO 1HAS0WCk7 WrS.~2a3d> No yearly contract. 

You can find more information at TeamHomeField.com <~:iicb.saihhru.comid~q~_q..267iTYzJlv25zkYeZmd1E74bd> and even start a 
free test account <~:iicb.sailthra.com/dl                              >, but I’d be more than happy to give you a quick 10 
minute demo. Feel free to email, or call me anytime at 516-234-0412 if you’d like to learn more about HomeField. 

Hope to speak with you soon. 

- Joe 

Joe Yevoli 
Founder 
TeamHomeField.com 
joe@teamhomefield.com 

Not interested? We understand <~:/icb.sailtlm~.co~v2oc/dl~.2bTig9550d54>. 



Coach, 

If you’d like to no longer be limited to one computer to edit film, ensure your players watch more film, and 
reduce the amount of time and money you spend working with game film, TeamHomeField.com can help you. 
Would you be available for a quick 10 minute phone call to learn more? 

HomeField doesn’t limit you to one machine. Edit your game film on any computer, Mac or PC. Your coaches 
can even edit the same film, at the same time, from different computers. Want to make sure your team is 
getting its film work in? The average HomeField team watches between 10-20 hours of film a week! 

All sta(dr~g at $30 a month! No yearly contract. 

You can find more information at TeamHomeField.com and even start a flee test account, but I’d be more than 
happy to give you a quick 10 minute demo. Feel free to email, or call me anytime at 516-234-0412 if you’d like 
to learn more about HomeField. 

Hope to speak with you soon. 

- Joe 

Joe Yevoli 
Founder 
TeamHomeField. com 
Joe,~;TeamHomeFie~d.com 

Not interested? We undesired. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 11:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 2-27-12: Baseball Sweeps Elon, Best WBB Finish in a Decade 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 2-27-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Kierre Beckbs 
Finishes 4th n Upsets #1 Auburn Earns Silvet in 

SEC 21oSRecord and #4 ,or 60omHurdbs 

Free Official Baseball vs.      Malik Cooke 
Mobile Apps C!emson, 3/3/12 Senior Day 
Keep up with the Pre-Game Tour & Final Home 
Gamecocks on Batting Practice Game, Wed. vs. 

your sm~artphone! Auction~Package Miss St,.8 PM 
Details A>> Details A>> Details 

Tuesday Feb 28 
SB vs. Char.Southern (DH)- 
2:30/4:45 PM 

BSB vs. Presbyterian - 4 PM 
Wednesday Feb 29 
MBB vs. Miss State - 8 PM, 
Thursday Mar 1 
WBB vs. Alabama - 10 PM, TV: 
FSN *SEC First Round* 
Friday Mar 2 
MTN vs. UGA- 2:30 PM 
Saturday Mar 3 
BSB vs. Clemson - 2 PM 
Sunday Mar 4 
MTN vs.Tenn.,~, - 1 PM 

Click here for more info on this 
week’s games & promotions! 

Women’s Tennis 
- Fifth Straiqht Win 
Men’s Tennis 
- 10-1 Record Into SEC Play 
Softball 
- 3-0 Undefeated Weekend 

Baseball 
- Spot/i_qht: Adam Matthews 
- Michael Roth POTW 
Men’s Golf 
- Br~an Wins Seahawk 
Women’s Basketball 
- Spotlight: Courtney Newton 
Gamecock Club 

- 2012 Gamecock Club 
Playbook Announced 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question: May a coach serve as an announcer 
or be interviewed during an athletics contest 

involving prospective student-athletes? 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours:MonoFr A9:00a.m 5:00pm 

Phone: (803) 7774274 or (800) 4SCoFANS or 
(800) 4723267 
Emsik athletictickets~sc.ed u 
Fax: (803)777o7971 
Un ve~sity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Linco#s Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Answer: No, it is not permissible for any 
athletics department staff member to serve as 

an announcer or commentator for any athletics 
competition in which a prospective student- 
athlete is participating. This includes appearing 
in-person or by means of film, audiotape or 
videotape on a radio or television broadcast of 

such a contest for any reason (e.g. interview). 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Twitter: 

Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: athbticscom~!ia nce@sc.edu 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS ,aZ 800o4SCoFANS OR ~amecocktickets~sc.edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Maynard III <frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 12:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Faculty/Staff Golf League 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; golf league info.doc 

Attached is the informational sheet for the league regarding the league. Everything applies to you, but the added bonus is your greens 
fee is $10 being an AD employee vs. the $25 for general faculty/staff. 

Anymore questions just let me know if you’d like to sign up. 

Thanks Brent! 
Frank 

Frank Maynard III, PGA 
Senior Assistant Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Golf Shop (919) 962-2349 
Fax (919) 843-5974 
frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/29/2012 11:16 AM >>> 

HI Frank, 
I am definitely interested. Can you send me details on the league please? 

Thanks, 
Brent Blanton 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iitarheellbllue. cs~-v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



FACULTY/STAFF GOLF LEAGUE 

UNC Finley Golf Course is very excited to offer a golf league in order to 
provide a social environment through golf for the faculty, staff, and spouses 

of UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dates: Every Tuesday evening from 

March 13-June 26, 2012 

Time: Tee times will be from 4:30-5:30 over the 16 week period 

Space is limited! ! !--First come, first serve!!! 

Entry fee for league: $40 due before first round played 
Green fee: $25, additional $10 for golf car 

The league will run 16 weeks. You must play at least 12 weeks in order to 
be eligible for league ending prizes. League championship will be 

determined by twelve best scores. 

Format: 9-hole individual stroke play-gross and net divisions 
USGA Rules apply 

League championship prizes: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd places awarded for gross and 
net!! Weekly closest to the hole prizes, and golf shop specials!! 

Sign up for the league by emailing Frank Maynard III, Senior Assistant Golf 
Professional at frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu by March 9, 2012. Please 

supply the following information: 
NAME, PHONE #, HANDICAP OR 9 HOLE AVERAGE, AND 

EMAIL ADDRESS (all league information will be communicated by 
email) 

Sign up for each week by 5pm of the Friday preceding the next Tuesday’s 
league play by emailing frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu Pairings will be 

emailed by 5pm Sunday. 

Weather policy: No rain dates are set up. If inclement weather causes us to 
cancel rounds then a percentage of the total rounds played will determine the 

final results. 
Come and join in the fun with fellow Tar Heels!! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 1:41 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Items to review/use 
TEXT.htm; February 2012 CAP Report final.pdf; Quick Reference_Sheet.pdf 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<ht_kg~:iiwww.m~ura.o~>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Sel~ices 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey @memphis.edu<mai~c            s.eda> 



REPORT OF THE 
NCAA DIVISION I COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

FEBRUARY 20, 2012, MEETING 

KEY ITEM. 

Timing and Announcement of the NCAA Division I Academic Performance 
Program (APP) Penalties. The NCAA Division I Committee on Academic 
Performance continued its discussion on a more rapid collection and finalizing of NCAA 
DivisionI Academic Performance Rates (APRs) to expedite the announcement of APRs 
and application of penalties and/or postseason ineligibility. The Committee on Academic 
Performance will continue this discussion through the spring to ensure that all 
possibilities are vetted and the most efficient and effective process is in place. 

A CTION ITEMS. 

Legislative Items. 

¯ None. 

Nonlegislative Items. 

¯ None. 

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS. 

Penalty Hearing. The committee conducted a hearing for one team subject to Level- 
Three Penalties and ineligibility for postseason competition. 

Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Limited-Resourced Institution 
Advisory Group. The committee received an update from Dr. Vivian Fuller, director of 
athletics, Jackson State University and Dr. John Rudley, president, Texas Southern 
University, the December 2011 meeting of the Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCU) Limited-Resourced Institution Advisory Group. The group was 
formed based on a recommendation from the committee and has been working to provide 
recommendations regarding the APP’s impact on limited-resource institutions. The 
committee considered several recommendations from the advisory group designed to 
assist limited-resourced institutions successfully transition to the 930 APR penalty 
benchmark. The committee also reviewed concepts to assist such institutions once the 
proposed transition has been completed. The committee requested the staff provide some 
additional information as it further considers these recommendations. The committee 



Report of the NCAA Division I Committee 
On Academic Performance 

February 20, 2012 
Page No. 2 

anticipates conducting a conference call prior to its April meeting to review the 
recommendations. 

Timing and Announcement of APP Penalties. The committee continued its discussion 
regarding the data collection and announcement of APRs and application of penalties 
and/or postseason ineligibility. The committee agreed to maintain the current process but 
will continue to review this issue. 

Committee on Academic Performance (APP) Data Review Process. The committee 
approved the following changes to the APP data review process, effective immediately 
for institutions selected for 2012-13 data reviews and thereafter: 

Add the following criteria as one of the potential reasons for selection for the data 
review process. "Institutions with a team(s) with a multiyear APR(s) ranging 
from 910 to 950;" 

Eliminate the review of contemporaneous penalties and the NCAA Division I 
Academic Progress Rate Improvement Plans from the APR data review process; 

Revise the data review process to allow selection of full teams, based primarily on 
current multiyear APRs, to review in place of the 10 percent sample of all teams; 

Combine the Graduation Success Rate (GSR) data review with the APR data 
review; thus, selecting the same schools for both reviews; 

Permit selection of additional institutions for review when deemed appropriate 
based on APRs and GSRs; and 

Amend the GSR review procedures to include the opportunity to review the three 
most recent years of data and to review a sample of teams based on GSRs and/or 
inclusion in the APR data review. 

These changes reflect the new 930 APR penalty benchmark and also are a result of 
several years of experience conducting this work. The changes provide a more 
condensed timeframe for completing these reviews to help ensure the reviews are 
completed prior to the public release of APR data each summer. 

Impact of the APR Data Review Outcomes on APP Penalties. The committee 
amended its policies and procedures to eliminate its policy requiring teams to advance 
within the APP penalty structure if an APR data review demonstrates the team avoided 
penalties in the past due to incorrect APR data. The policy will be effective immediately 
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Page No. 3 

for institutions selected for 2012-13 data reviews and thereafter. With the new APP 
structure, access to postseason competition is now tied to an APR benchmark each year 
and not tied to the penalty structure. The data will continue to be corrected during the 
data review process and if the result of any corrections places a team below the APR 
benchmark, the team will be subject to penalties and/or will lose access to postseason 
competition the following academic year. In addition, the committee has the authority to 
render an institution’s data unusable in the event it was determined through a data review 
an institution was purposefully manipulating its data in order to avoid APP penalties. 
This would result in rendering all the institution’s teams ineligible for postseason 
competition, including bowl games, until usable data are submitted by the institution. In 
addition, the committee can forward information to enforcement if a lack of institutional 
control is apparent and if student-athletes compete while ineligible. 

Two-Four Transfer Data Collection. The committee approved making the two-year 
college transfer student-athlete data collection a permanent part of the APR data 
collection process, which is submitted each fall as part of an institution’s Academic 
Performance Census (APC). This data collection will continue to provide data on the 
academic performance of two-year college transfers, which has been critical in 
establishing the new standards and will ensure the opportunity to assess the impact of this 
recently adopted academic legislation. This data collection includes the sports of 
baseball, football and men’s and women’s basketball. 

2010-11 APR Data Collection. The NCAA Division I Committee on Academic 
Performance Subcommittee on Data Collection and Reporting received an update on the 
collection of the 2010-11 APR data. All data have been submitted from member 
institutions and approximately 30 institutions remain in the APP penalty waiver phase. 

2011-12 APP Data Reviews. The Subcommittee on Data Collection and Reporting 
received an update on the 60 institutions involved in the APP data reviews for the 2011 - 
12 academic year. The review of 57 institutions has been completed. The selection of 
institutions to be reviewed prior to the 2012-13 academic year will occur at the end of 
February. It is anticipated that approximately 50 institutions will be selected for a 

GSR/APR data review. 

2011-12 NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief 
Waivers for Student-Athletes Transferring Due to Team’s Ineligibility for 
Postseason Competition Based on APP Penalties. The staff provided a summary of the 
waiver requests from member institutions requesting waivers of the transfer year-in- 
residence for student-athletes transferring from institutions subject to postseason 
competition ineligibility based on APP penalties. 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

Occasion-Two and -Three Historical Penalties Taken in 2010-11. The committee 
received a summary of the number of institutions that took penalties during the 2010-11 
academic year. Eleven of 30 institutions did not impose their penalties and are therefore 
required to report a secondary violation to the enforcement staff. It was noted that as part 
of the secondary process generally this failure to take the penalties results in a doubling 
of the penalty (e.g., one scholarship reduction becomes a two scholarship reduction.) 

2011-12 Penalty Waivers. The staff provided a summary of the decisions made by the 

staff for postseason ineligibility, Level-One and Level-Three Penalty waivers submitted 
by institutions during the 2011-12 academic year. 

January Report of the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance. The 
committee reviewed the report. 

January NCAA Division I Board of Directors Meeting. The committee reviewed the 
report. 

February NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Meeting. The committee reviewed the 
report. 

NCAA Working Group on the Collegiate Model -- Rules. The committee received an 
update on the NCAA Working Group on the Collegiate Model - Rules and provided 
feedback on the principles developed for NCAA Division I Bylaws 14 and 23. 

NCAA Resource Allocation Presidential Working Group. The committee received an 
update on the NCAA Resource Allocation Working Group. 

NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model -- Enforcement. The committee received 
an update on the NCAA Working Group on the Collegiate Model - Enforcement. 

Committee Policies and Procedures. The committee was provided the updated policy 
document based on changes approved in October 2011 and January 2012 by the NCAA 

Division I Board of Directors. 

19. Newly Appointed Committee Members. The committee will review this agenda item at 
a future meeting. 
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Committee Chair: 

Staff Liaisons." 

Walter Harrison, University of Hartford, America East Conference 
Diane Dickman, Academic andMembership Affairs 

Kevin Lennon, Academic and Membership Affairs 

Todd Petr, Research 
Bill Regan, Academic and Membership Affairs 

Jennifer Strawley, Academic and Membership Affairs 

February 20, 2012 

Attendees                                  Absentees 

Jan Blade, Delaware State University Lisa Melz, Western Illinois University 

Jerry Bovee, Weber State University 

Jennifer Brown, Western Carolina University 

Michael Cross, Bradley University 

Jack Evans, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 

Kenneth Ferguson, University of Missouri, 
Kansas City 

David Jamison, Robert Morris University 

Melvin Johnson, Tennessee State University 

Barbara Luebke, University of Rhode Island 

Roderick McDavis, Ohio University 

John Morris, University of Washington 

Vince Nicastro, Villanova University 

Brennan O’Donnell, Manhattan College 

Greg Sankey, Southeastern Conference 

Other Guests in Attendance: Dr. Vivian Fuller, Director of Athletics of Jackson State 
University, Dr. John Rudley, President of Texas Southern University. 

Other NCAA Staff Members in Attendance: Andy Cardamone, Steve Clar, Bernard Franklin, 
Michelle Hosick, Andy Louthain, Matt Maher, Birth Nguyen, Tom Paskus, Tiese Roxbury, 
Naima Stevenson, Wendy Walters, Katy Yurk. 

h ttp~//d~curnentcenter.ncaa.~rg/rnsaa/arna/Cornrnittee~nAcadernic~er~rrnance/Meetings/2~12/Februa ry20/Report/Februa ry2012CAPReport_final.docx/DED:br/02292012 



Eligibility Center 

Divisions I and II Initial-Eligibility Requirements 

Core Courses 

NCAA Division I requires 16 core courses. NCAA Division II currently requires 14 core courses. 
Division II will require 16 core courses for students enrolling on or after August 1, 2o13. See the charts below. 
NCAA Division I will require lO core courses to be completed prior to the seventh semester (seven of 
the lo must be a combination of English, math or natural or physical science that meet the distribution 
requirements below). 
o Beginning August 1, 2015, it will be possible for a Division I college-bound student-athlete to still receive 

athletics aid and the ability to practice with the team if he or she fails to meet the lO course requirement, 
but would not be able to compete. 

Test Scores 

¯ Division I uses a sliding scale to match test scores and core grade-point averages (GPA). The sliding scale for 
those requirements is shown on Page No. 2 of this sheet. 

¯ Division II requires a minimum SAT score of 820 or an ACT sum score of 68. 
¯ The SAT score used for NCAA purposes includes only the critical reading and math sections. The writing 

section of the SAT is not used. 
¯ The ACT score used for NCAA purposes is a sum of the following four sections: English, mathematics, reading 

and science. 
¯ When you register for the SAT or ACT, use the NCAA Eligibility Center code of 9999 to ensure all 

SAT and ACT scores are reported directly to the NCAA Eligibility Center from the testing agency. 
Test scores that appear on transcripts will not be used. 

Grade-Point Average 

¯ Be sure to look at your high school’s List of NCAA Courses on the NCAA Eligibility Center’s website 
(www.eligibilitvcenter.org). Only courses that appear on your school’s List of NCAA Courses will be used in the 
calculation of the core GPA. Use the list as a guide. 

¯ Division I students enrolling full time before August 1, 2015, should use Sliding Scale A to determine 
eligibility to receive athletics aid, practice and competition during the first year. 

¯ Division I GPA required to receive athletics aid and practice on or after August 1, 2015, is 2.000 
(corresponding test-score requirements are listed on sliding scale B on Page No. 2 of this sheet). 

¯ Division I GPA required to be eligible for competition on or after August 1, 2015, is 2.300 (corresponding 
test-score requirements are listed on sliding scale B on Page No. 2 of this sheet). 

¯ The Division II core GPA requirement is a minimum of 2.000. 
¯ Remember, the NCAA GPA is calculated using NCAA core courses only. 



For more information, visit the NCAA 
Eligibility Center website at 
www.eligibilitycenter.org. 

Page No. 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, corn <audio@professortrainingtoday. corn> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus - 3/6 - 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

This highly effective, 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues 
with the tools to use social media to recruit the brightest and best students 
possible to your university. 

"Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus" 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

m fessortrai~in~’ .comi266i0i2i1)6RDN~ c/~)736RS 9Fi/p0e 

Marketing Strategies for Building a Long Term Internet Presence 
**Specific tips to make connections & grow your fan base 
**Keys to develop consistency through all forms of social media 
**Legal and technological pitfalls you need to avoid 

Low Cost Strategies to Staff Your Social Media Recruiting Efforts 
**Keys to effectively staff your social media campaign without breaking the 
budget 

**Managing your online reputation: Messages, reminders, blog & video posting 
**How to get user-generated content and implement it in your marketing efforts 

Techniques to Connect With Potential Students on Facebook & Twitter 
**Techniques to make the most user friendly experience possible 
**How to use Twitter to help boost your reputation & market to students 
**Ways to use Facebook Timeline in your recruiting efforts 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your Social Media Recruiting Questions 
Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

John W. Dysart is President of The Dysart Group, Inc. A graduate of The Catholic 
University of America, John has worked in higher education for more than twenty 

five years. He has worked full-time at institutions such as George Washington 
University, North Carolina Wesleyan College and Berkeley College of Business 

holding positions ranging from Director of Financial Aid and Assistant Director 

of Admission to Dean of the Evening College. 
**Mr. Dysart has consulted with more than 150 colleges and universities in more 
than 35 states. While the majority of his consultations have been related to 

enrollment management and enrollment growth, he has a special expertise in 

finance and financial aid issues. He has been able to consistently integrate 

enrollment management with institutional objectives regarding net revenue, 
budgeting and strategic planning. 
**Considered a national expert in enrollment management, John Dysart has 
conducted seminars and made dozens of presentations for 18 higher education 

professional organizations. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

*Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 



*Tuesday, March 6, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

ro~:essor~rainir~’.corr~/26~,/0i2iI)6RDNNc/~736RSgFiip0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

rofe ssor~raimr~oda~ .comi266i4C/2!~(~RDNNc/~?736RSgFb~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

ff registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 280299 

Contact ID#: -1633628887 



Brent Blanton, 

This highly effective, 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues 
with the tools to use social media to recruit the brightest and best students 
possible to your university. 

"Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus" 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

hJ;tp :iiwww .p ro% s s o~trai ni n g~a5!, c om/266/0/2/96RDNNcip 736R S 9F i ~p 0 e 

Marketing Strategies for Building a Long Term Internet Presence 
Specific tips to make connections & grow your fan base 

¯ Keys to develop consistency through all forms of social media 
¯ Legal and technological pitfalls you need to avoid 

Low Cost Strategies to Staff Your Social Media Recruiting Efforts 
¯ Keys to effectively staff your social media campaign without breaking the 

budget 
¯ Managing your online reputation: Messages, reminders, blog & video posting 
¯ How to get user-generated content and implement it in your marketing efforts 

Techniques to Connect With Potential Students on Facebook & Twitter 
¯ Techniques to make the most user friendly experience possible 
¯ How to use Twitter to help boost your reputation & market to students 
¯ Ways to use Facebook Timeline in your recruiting efforts 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your Social Media Recruiting Questions 
Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

John W. Dysart is President of The Dysart Group, Inc. A graduate of The Catholic 
University of America, John has worked in higher education for more than twenty 
five years. He has worked full-time at institutions such as George Washington 
University, North Carolina Wesleyan College and Berkeley College of Business 
holding positions ranging from Director of Financial Aid and Assistant Director 
of Admission to Dean of the Evening College. 

¯ Mr. Dysart has consulted with more than 150 colleges and universities in more 
than 35 states. While the maj ority of his consultations have been related to 
enrollment management and enrollment growth, he has a special expertise in 
finance and financial aid issues. He has been able to consistently integrate 
enrollment management with institutional obj ectives regarding net revenue, 
budgeting and strategic planning. 

¯ Considered a national expert in enrollment management, John Dysart has 
conducted seminars and made dozens of presentations for 18 higher education 
professional organizations. 

As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 



gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

*Marketing & Recruiting with Facebook & Twitter: Solutions for Your Campus* 

*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Tuesday, March 6, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http :iiwww.prof~sso~training~!. com/266/0/2/96RDNNcip736RS9Fi~p0e 

We hope you’ll j oin us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http :~www.~rofessortrair~in      .comi266i4C/2ip6RDNNcip736RS9Fii$~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 280299 

Contact ID#: -1633628887 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 9:30 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Julie 
Domina <j domina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Men’s Golf Spring Break Itinerary 

TEXT.htm; 2012 Spring Break. doc 

Attached is our itinerary for our Spring Break to Florida. We leave Friday after class for Tampa, FL and return on Sunday 3-11 after 
playing in two tournaments. 

Have a great weekend and next week. 

Andrew 

Andrew Sapp 
Head Men’s Golf Coach 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
masapp@uncaa.unc.edu 
office: 919-962-0753 
cell: 
fax: 919-843-4062 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Teresa Farnum & Associates, Inc." <info@teresafarnum.com> 
Thursday, March 1, 2012 11:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Mr. Blanton, Register Today for Student Retention Workshop! 

TEXT.htm 

Mr. Blanton, 

Teresa Farnum & Associates, Inc. (TFA) invites you to register today--at early bird rates--for our 8tla Annual Student Retention & Recruitment 
Workshop in Baltimore, Maryland, from July 16-19, 2012: ~:ii~w~c’~ent~com/d/JKR51EU~UXK3vRHDROi071371~l?. This year, we are 
delighted to have a number of eminent researchers and practitioners join us for this four-day event, for example, James Groccia, Ph.D.; Freeman 
Hrabowski, III, Ph.D.; Joseph Cuseo, Ph.D.; and C. Carney Stxange, Ph.D. 

**Relevant & Varied Session Topics** (~:i/www~c~,ent.comid/JKR51EUl:~UXK3 vRHDROi07t3/}~1/1K?) 
We are also excited to be able to offer our attendees a total of 12 two-hour workshop sessions (and a full-day session! ) witla a range of topics such 
as~ 

- Enhancing Educational Productivity: A Macrolevel Approach to Institutional and Student Success 

- Retention by Design: How Complex Campus Environments Influence What Students Do (or Don’t) 

- Five Steps to Building a Successful Retention Plan 

- Adult Learners: Research-based Strategies for Recruitment and Retention 

- Root Causes of Student Attrition & Strategies for Promoting Persistence to Completion 

**A Prime Location in Baltimore, Maryland** (~:ii:w.’ww.c~’en~.corr~!diJKR51EU~:~e~UXK3 vRHDR©iOTt3?}~1/4K?) 
Famous for its bustling Inner Harbor, exquisite culinary scene, and quaint shopping areas, tlae event is located downtown at tlae celebrated, all- 
suite Tremont Plaza Hotel & Grand Historic Venue 

**Flexible Pricing and Significant Discounts* * (bA~:ii~.ww.c~ent~comidiJKR51EU~o~UXK3~RHl)R©/07~3/;91 i5K? 
- Pricing Option 1: TFA offers [] la carte, per-session pricing, witla session costs ranging from $89-$199/session until the early bird deadline of 

April 15th ($99-$225 after April 15). 

- Pricing Option 2: Purchase an All-Sessions Workshop Pass for $599 (early bird pricing; $689 after April 15). 

- In addition to tlae early bird discount, group discounts of 10-15% are also available. 

For more information or to register, go to: ~?:z%,ww.cvent.comid/~%R51EU1,~UXK3vRHDR()iO713/P1?. Looking forward to seeing your 
name on our registration list soon! 

All the best, 

Teresa Faruum & Associates 

196 2nd NH Turnpike 
New Boston, NH 03070 
P: 303.953.8763 
F: 866.361.5467 
Email: info @teresafarnum. com 
Website: ~://te~esafar~mm~ corn 
Linked in: ~o:i/li~kedi~.comii~,qteresafiarnm~.com 
Facebook: ~:~!facebook.cort?g~eresa [~anmm.com 

Please click here if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruilxnent Workshop: 
(~ : i,~: ww.c vent. co mi di JKR 51E Uh ~UXK 3 vRHD R ~) /O 7 t3 iP l i 3 Z ? ). 

In addition to tlae Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails alerting 
people to tlaese opportunities. Click here to remove your name from botla the Workshop mailings and any future promotional notifications: 
(l:~p:!/www~c~ent.comidiz2~:~ePV~’63k-FSJ X56~mRQ/(IT~3iI~ 1/SD?). 

Powered by Cvent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 11:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
W. Tennis Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; 122 WTE Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is the spring schedule audit that Rocky completed for women’s tennis. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 3:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Schedule for March 

TEXT.htm 

I wanted to touch base with you about my March schedule, which is a bit hectic. It looks like I won’t be able to make it at all during 
the month of March due to ACC Women’s Basketball, NCAA Women’s Basketball, vacation for me and then Easter. I am so sorry 
that all of these events happen to fall in the month of March and on Thursdays. I wouldn’t be able to come back in until April 12th. 

Hope you are doing well. 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Athletic Game Operations 
UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu ( mailto:919og435972cat unc~.unc.eda ) 



Student-Athlete Service Bingo 

February 2012 

I coordinated my HS 

Prom as the Junior 

class president. 

I am a constant 

whistler - been called 

a whistling 

composer. 

I played on a middle 

field hockey team. 

In college, I appeared 

on ESPN, ESPNU, 

Inside Lacrosse TV 

and Time Warner. 

I can drive a bus. 

I cannot stand the 

feeling of my socks 

sticking to my feet 

after I take my shoes 

off. 

I competed in an 

international rope- 

skipping team in HS 

(Bouncing Bulldogs). 

My freshman year of 

college was at 

Bradley University in 

IL. 

My senior year of HS, 

I bench pressed 100 

Ibs more than my 

weight, and I ran a 

mile in under 5 

minutes. 

I know the 50 states 

in alphabetical order. 

I have dual 

citizenship (Ireland). 

I was a HS 

cheerleader. 

I was a hooker.., on 

my college rugby 

team. 

I was President of 

the Latin Club in HS. 

I proposed to my 

wife on the 50-yard 

line. 

I sang at New York’s 

famous Cotton Club. 

I went to the 1976 

Olympic Hockey 

Game - USA vs. 

Russia. 

I can hold a spoon on 

my nose for an 

unusually long time. 

I once had dinner 

with the Manning 

family: Archie, 

Peyton, Eli, their 

mom, brother, 

brother’s girlfriend... 

and me 

I have members of 

my family who spell 

their last name 

differently than the 

rest of the family. 

I was voted "Most 

Spirited" in 6th 

grade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Elizabeth Erickson <eerickso@usc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 7:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
kyler@usc.edu; Chi Mak <mak@tyrosine.usc.edu> 

exam for Nick Bast 

warshel exam2-1 Spring2012.doc 

Apologies for the HUGE delay in sending this exam. 
Please allow Nick Bast to have 60 minutes to take this exam. 
He is allowed to use a Casio FX-260 calculator but no other one. 
Thank you! 

If Nick has any questions, please phone me from your office line, on my cell phone: 

Elizabeth Erickson, Ph.D. 
General Chemistry Course Coordinator 
eerickso@usc.edu (email is the best way to reach me) 
Seeley G. Mudd Building, Room 223 (SGM 223) 
213-740-7027 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chi Mak <cmak@usc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 9:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Elizabeth Erickson <eerickso@usc.edu>; kyler@usc.edu; Nicholas Bast 
<nbast@usc.edu> 

Re: exam for Nick Bast 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Kyle, Brent, Nick and Elizabeth, 

I want to apologize to everyone for the mix-up. I was in a couple of 
meetings this afternoon and had completely forgotten to send the exam to 
Brent. I came out of the meeting at 5:30, but thankfully Brent, Elizabeth 
and Kyle had already straightened this out. Thank you, Brent, Kyle and 
Elizabeth, for everyone’s help in getting the test to Nick. 

I am substituting for one of my faculty, who had an accident late January 
and cannot continue to teach Nick’s class. But unfortunately I am also the 
chair of the department. Managing the department is already a full-time 
job, and clearly what happened today is a sign that I am overextended. I 
am glad that Elizabeth took care of the problem. I should have referred 
Nick to Elizabeth so she can handle this from the beginning, but obviously 
I wasn’t even thinking straight. 

Sorry again. 

Chi 

On Thu, Mar 1, 2012 at 5:00 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Got it; he is beginning now. 

Thank you, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:i!tarhee~Nue.cs~v.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Elizabeth Erickson [~-~mil~o:eerickso ] 
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2012 7:53 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 



Cc: Chi Mak; kyler@usc.edu 
Subject: exam for Nick Bast 

Apologies for the HUGE delay in sending this exam. 
Please allow Nick Bast to have 60 minutes to take this exam. 
He is allowed to use a Casio FX-260 calculator but no other one. 
Thank you! 

If Nick has any questions, please phone me from your office line, on my 
cell phone: 

Elizabeth Erickson, Ph.D. 
General Chemistry Course Coordinator 
eerickso@usc.edu (email is the best way to reach me) Seeley G. Mudd 
Building, Room 223 (SGM 223) 
213-740-7027 

Chi H. Mak 
Professor, Department of Chemistry 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0482, USA 

Voice: 213-740-4101, Fax: 213-740-3972 
mak@tyrosine.usc.edu, ~:i!cl~em t~sc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 2, 2012 9:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday-Report 

TEXT.htm 

Just a heads up, I ran the report and feedback forms for the Football appointmems today. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
ff you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Donald A. Pearman" <dap@umd.edu> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 10:58 AM 

ah4nb@virginia.edu; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; caldwejh@wfu.edu; 
carrie_leger@ncsu.edu; d.wyman@miami.edu; dard.miller@bc.edu; 
hryan@duaa, duke.edu; j eholmes@vt, edu; j pappas@admin.fsu, edu; 
plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu; rbowman@clemson.edu 

re: Exam proctor policy at ACC member institutions 

TEXT.htm 

Hello to All: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in regard to the administration of exams for your student athletes which they have to miss due to 
travel while in season. Specifically, I would like to know if there is a policy in place at your respective institutions, which allow 
examinations to be administered to your student athletes on the road by staff and/or administrators. Is this done informally by 
agreement with faculty or, is it more formalized with arrangements made by faculty for their student athletes before or after 
competitions? If your schedule allows, I would appreciate a brief description of the process in place at your respective institutions. 
Here at the University of Maryland, there is a policy in place which allows students with legitimate excuses for class absences (ie: 
student athlete travel for competitions) to make up missed assignments and assessments. We are trying to determine whether proctored 
exams to our student athletes will be a benefit or a disadvantage to them if proctored by persons other than instructors. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request, and wish you all well as we make our way through the remainder of the year. 

Warm Regards, 

Don Pearman 
Associate Director ASCDU 
University of Maryland Athletics Department 
1612 Comcast Center 
Office: 301-314-7042 
E-mail: dap@umd.edu<mailto :da~md.ed~> 
Fax: 301-314-9997 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 11:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
re: ACC all academics 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Do you know who nominates the kids for the ACC All academic team that was just announced? 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Donald A. Pearman" <dap@umd.edu> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 12:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Exam proctor policy at ACC member institutions 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks for your reply, your feedback is helpful. With the exception of the university policy I mentioned, ours is somewhat informal as 
well. 
Regards to you and your staff. 

Don Pearman 
Associate Director ASCDU 
University of Maryland Athletics Department 
1612 Comcast Center 
Office: 301-314-7042 
E-mail: dap@umd, edu<raaiho: dap~m~d, edu> 
Fax: 301-314-9997 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:Namor~ur~caa.~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 11:38 AM 
To: Donald A. Pearman 
Subject: RE: Exam proctor policy at ACC member institutions 

Hi Don, 
Here at UNC, it is an informal process. Usually the students work it out with their professors to take it earlier or later depending upon 
schedules. If we need something proctored, we contact the university on the other end of the trip and work it out with our peers - 
usually takes the form of a proctor giving the exam and then faxing the completed exam to the professor before sealing it in an 
envelope and sending it back with the student. 

I hope that helps and do let me know if I can assist in any other way, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~:/itarhee~blue.cstv.com<~:~/mrheelbl~Te.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CCF86E. IF 1DOBB0] 

From: Donald A. Pearman Jmailto: edul<mailto: I maiho ~d~_~;m~nd.ed u]> 
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 10:58 ~ 
To: Blanton, Bmm S; jpappas@ad~n.fsu.edu<mailto           rr~n.t~su.ed~>; 
plabaw@atNetics.gatech.edu<mailto:plabaw ~1%tics.gatech.ed~>; dard.miller@bc.edu<mailto :dard.miller~&bc.ed~>; 
~owman@clemson.edu<mailto :rbow~mr~@lemson.edt~>; ~an@du~.d~e.edu<mailto :lm~ar@dt~aa.dt~ke.edt~>; 



d.wyman@miami.edu<mai~lo :d.wy mar@miami.edt~>; carrie_leger@ncsu.edu<mailto:carrie       ~csu.edt~>; 
ah4nb@virginia, edu<mailto :al~4r~b >; j eholmes@vt.edu<mailto~eholmes~_d~>; 
caldwej h@wfu.edu<mailto :caldw e~w[).edu> 
Subject: re: Exam proctor policy at ACC member institutions 

Hello to All: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in regard to the administration of exams for your student athletes which they have to miss due to 
travel while in season. Specifically, I would like to know if there is a policy in place at your respective institutions, which allow 
examinations to be administered to your student athletes on the road by staff and/or administrators. Is this done informally by 
agreement with faculty or, is it more formalized with arrangements made by faculty for their student athletes before or after 
competitions? If your schedule allows, I would appreciate a brief description of the process in place at your respective institutions. 
Here at the University of Maryland, there is a policy in place which allows students with legitimate excuses for class absences (ie: 
student athlete travel for competitions) to make up missed assignments and assessments. We are trying to determine whether proctored 
exams to our student athletes will be a benefit or a disadvantage to them if proctored by persons other than instructors. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request, and wish you all well as we make our way through the remainder of the year. 

Warm Regards, 

Don Pearman 
Associate Director ASCDU 
University of Maryland Athletics Department 
1612 Comcast Center 
Office: 301-314-7042 
E-mail: dap@umd, edu<mai~to: da~m-nd, ed~> 
Fax: 301-314-9997 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this 
information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport Italy <calciovacanze@pianetasport.org> 

Sunday, March 4, 2012 3:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Italy Sports Tours 2012 

Join with your sports team to a fantastic experience in Italy. 

Many teams (University, College, Hight School) participated in our team tour & team camp. We guarantee the best professionalism. 

With over 18 years of experience in the field of sports tourism and organization of sports events of national and international world of 
sport today is among the most established market at European level mainly through its specialization in team sports. 

Contact us and request a quote for your favorite team tour, camp or tournament 

callus (phone) 39 0~1 5378999 
call us (skype) pianetasport 
write us (email) sport@pianetasport.org 

ITALY SPORTS TOUR 
by Pianeta Sport 
via Carloni, 8 
22100 Como - Italy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Rebecca Cohen (LinkedIn Invitations)" <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 5:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reminder about your invitation from Rebecca Cohen 

TEXT.htm 

Linkedln 

This is a reminder that on February 23, Rebecca Cohen sent you an invitation to become part of their professional network at 
LinkedIn. 

Accept Rebecca Cohen’s Invitation 

On February 23, Rebecca Cohen wrote: 

To: Blanton S [blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
From: Rebecca Cohen [rccohenl@gmail.com] 
Subject: Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

Blanton, 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on LinkedIn. 

- Rebecca 

You are receiving Reminder emails for pending invitations. Click to unsubscribe: 
h hr~k m ~    h81 2 7J~rl 19 ~ K ~:iiwm~." ed" .co gei-s "d -~ c u -. gv~ 6RREaL6 oiblanton~’~,0m~caa~o2E~mc~b 
2Eedu/20060?12099878451_ 2~/~ hs-~)~se&tok-(~ _U@cgFbzu181 

(c) 2012 LinkedIn Corporation. 2029 Stierlin Ct, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA. 
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sty~e=’’height:~px;f~nt-size:~px;~ine-height:~px;’’>&nbsp; <~div><~td><~tr><~tab~e><~td> 
</tr> 
<tr><td colspan="3"><table width="1" border="0" cellspacing="0" 

cellpadding="0"><tr><td><div style="height:5px;font-size:5px;line- 
height: 5p x;"> &nbsp ; <ldiv> <ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <ltd> <ltr> 

</table> 
<ltd> <ltr> <ltable> 

</td><td width="1%"><table width="15" border="0" cellspacing="0" 



cellpadding="0"><tr><td><div style="height:0px;font-size:0px;line- 
height:Opx;">&nbsp;</div></td></tr></table></td></tr><tr><td colspan="3"><table width="1" 
border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td><div style="height: 15px;font- 
size: 15px; line-height: 15px;">&n bsp; </div></td></tr></table></td></tr></table> 
<table width="1" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td><div 
sty~e=’’height:5px;f~nt-size:5px;~ine-height:5px;’’>&nbsp;</div></td></tr></tab~e> 
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" style="font-family:Arial;width:550px" > 

<tr> 
<td style="color:#999;font-family:Arial,sans-serif;font-size: 11 px;line-height: 15px"> 

<div> You are receiving <b style="color:#666">Reminder emails for pending 
invitations</b>. 

<a href="http://www.linkedin.com/e/-sh8id2-gzfcnul 9- 
31/vK_6 R R Ea L67p 174QvKj6 U g K0 LA61 _rZHWi/goo/blanton %40u ncaa%2 E u nc%2 Eed u/2006 
0/12099878451_l/?hs=false&amp;tok=0_UQsc3Fbzul81">Unsubscribe.</a> 

</div> 
<div>&copy; 2012 Linkedln Corporation. 2029 Stierlin Ct, Mountain View, CA 94043, 

USA.<table width="1" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td><div 
style="heig ht: 1 px;font-size: 1 px; line-height: 1 px;">&nbsp; </div> </td > </tr> </table> </div> 

</td> 
</tr> 

</table> 

</td></tr></table> 

</body> 
</html> 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of March 5, 2012 
Date Event 
3/6 Women’s Group 
3/10 Gymnastics Banquet 

Time 
Noon 
6:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of March 12, 2012 
Date 
3/12 
3/13 
3/13 
3/15 
3/16 

Event 
Leadership Academy 

Women’ s Group 
Young Alumni Event 

Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
5:00-7:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
3:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of March 19, 2012 
Date 
3/19 
3/19-22 
3/20 
3/21 
3/23 
3/24 
3/24 
3/25 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Phone-a-thon 
Women’ s Group 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
Softball Event 
Volleyball Banquet 

Time 
6:00 PM 
All Day 
Noon 
11:00 AM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
11:00 AM 
7:00 PM 
Noon 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Suite Level 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of March 26, 2012 
Date 
3/27 
3/28 
3/29 
3/30 
3/31 
4/1 

Event Time 
Women’ s Group Noon 
Leadership Academy Noon- 1:00 PM 
Football Coaches Clinic All Day 
Football Coaches Clinic All Day 

Kappa Kappa Gamma 6:00 PM 

Vis. Team Locker Room Use @4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 9:16 AM 

Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart 
Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Rebecca L. Heeney <beckyh@ou.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Casey A. Partridge 
<cap@ou.edu>; Charles G. Baker <cbaker@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Elisa M. Smith 
<elisasmith@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman 
<hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Logan L. Lockhart <logan5687@ou.edu>; Bryan 
Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Tatianna L. Proctor 
<tatianna@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] College Completion: Graduation Rates and Data for 3,800 Colleges 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 10:54 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Awards 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning Region II, 

I am writing to remind you that Gerry Gumey is still accepting nominations 
for the* Lan Hewlett and Distinguished Service Awards*. I know that we 
have some worthy members for both of these awards in Region II. Please 
consider nominating a colleague. Nominations are due by April 13th to 
Gerry. See below for more details. 

The *Lan Hewlett Award* is named in honor of Mr. Lan Hewlett, a long-time 
advisor at the University of Texas, who is generally acknowledged as the 
first in the field to provide academic support services to 
student-athletes. This award is presented annually to an advisor who has 
demonstrated the following: 

1. A sustained professional service in academic advising for college 
student-athletes 

2. A high level of competency in administrative skills 

3. A merited stature among and support from student-athletes, faculty, 
coaches, and fellow administrators 

4. An innovative response in meeting varied and emerging needs of 
student-athletes 

5. An effectiveness in the development of junior staff (where appropriate) 

6. Significant contributions to the field through publications or 
professional involvement/development 

7. Leadership in university affairs 

The *Distinguished Service Award* is a prestigious award is presented 
annually to an N4A member who has demonstrated the following 

1. Continuous N4A membership for five years 

2. Leadership performance in N4A at the regional or national level, a 
high quality of which is recognized by N4A peers 

3. Contributions above and beyond the normal service required by 
positions of leadership 

These awards are presented at the annual N4A convention during the N4A 
Awards Luncheon. This year’s convention will be held at the Hyatt Regency 
Buffalo Hotel and Conference Center. Award nominations are due by *Friday, 
April 13, 2012.* Please consider nominating a colleague from either your 
own or another institution. Send your nominations directly to me by email 
at ggurney@ou.edu or at the address below. I look forward to seeing all 



of you in Buffalo this summer. 

*Please include the following information in your nomination * 

* 1. Name, Title and School of nominee * 

*2. The Nominee’s number of years of professional service in athletics 
academic advising * 

*3. The Nominee’s number of years of membership in N4A * 

*4. A one- to two-page nomination statement, addressing why the individual 
deserves the award * 

** 

*For more information, click on links below:* 

** 

~p:i/r~fo~ra.orgiabo~/docmnen~si2012 -Lar~-Hew~ett-Nomina~ion-Form.p~df 

l"~tts:i/rffoura.org/abo~a/docmnen~s/2012-Disti~gmsl"~ed-Ser~.’ice-Award-Form.~ 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
~:iincsu.ed~!ast?sai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 11:02 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Professional Promise Award 

TEXT.htm 

Region II, 
I am writing to solicit nominations for the Professional Promise Award. 
This award is given yearly to one member from each region, the N4A 
Professional 
Promise Award honors "new" professionals who serve student athletes and who 
have dedicated their energy to the Association and its mission. *Winners 
must have been N4A members for more than one year but fewer than five years*. 
The five winners are recognized at the Awards Luncheon at the National 
Convention. 
~:i!nfo~ra.orgiabou~/professionalo.promise-award.~ 

If you would like to nominate a worthy Region II member, please send me the 
following by April 13tlL 2012 

1. *Name, Title and School of nominee* 
2. *The Nominee’s number of years of professional service in athletics 
academic advising* 
3. *The Nominee’s number of years of membership in N4A * 
4. *A one- to two-page nomination statement, addressing why the 
individual deserves the award * 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
ht~l?:iincsu.edulasI~sai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 5:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Effective Rubric Design and Best Practices for High Quality Assessment - 3/22 - 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

Rubrics that are well written not only help students understand what they need 

to learn but help faculty effectively assess learning outcomes and course 
quality. How can you ensure that your rubric satisfies both your instructional 
and assessment purposes? Join us for our upcoming, 60-minute webiuar: 

"Effective Rubric Design and Best Practices for High Quality Assessment" 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:iivvww.bes~rofessortrai~ng.col~/26~liO/2           73 SZ±LZZiip0e 

Design Tips: Rubric Styles That Can Fit Any Class & Assignment 
** How to adapt templates & create rubrics for any paper or project 
** Key information that must be included in effective rubrics 
** Analytic & holistic rubrics: Vital differences to know and consider 
** Ways to design your rubrics to eliminate the hassle of grade appeals 

Easy Classroom Implementation: Use Rubrics to Their Fullest Potential 
** Steps to develop scoring rubrics: What to include & what to exclude 
** How to use rubrics to improve student performance & peer review 
** Real world examples of ways to incorporate rubrics into your course 

Assessment Strategies: Evaluate Learning Outcomes & Maintain Consistency 
** Easy ways to summarize results and evaluate student learning 
** Keys to use rubric assessment to ensure quality information every semester 
** Assessing students: Will a summative or formative style fit your needs? 

Your expert presenter: 
Dr. Teresa Flateby has been active in the field of assessment for over fifteen 
years. 
** She is the Director of Academic Assessment at Georgia Southern University. 
Prior to this appointment, she was the Director of Assessment at the University 
of South Florida, where she was awarded the Ph.D. in Educational Measurement 
and Research. She was also the Director of Evaluation and Testing at USF and 
formed an assessment and faculty development consulting firm. 
** Terri has facilitated numerous face-to-face and online assessment workshops 
for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Association of American 
Colleges and Schools, American Association for Higher Education, IUPUI’s 
Assessment Institute, Rose-Hulman Institute of Teclmology’s Best Practices 
Institute, as well as for regional conferences, such as New Mexico Higher 
Education Assessment and Retention Conference and North Carolina State 
University’s Undergraduate Assessment Symposium. 
** She provides assessment consultation to higher education institutions, and 
recently authored Improving Writing and Thinking through Assessment. 

* Effective Rubric Design and Best Practices for High Quality Assessment * 
* Live 60 - Minute Webiuar Conference * 



* Thursday, March 22, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~ : i!~v ww. bes’t pro f e sso n rai~i ~. co ~v’2 6 J/O/ 2 ip6 S ~Vc/p 7 3 S Z AZ ZiiI~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~ :iiwww.bes~I?ro~e ssor~rai~ing co~26J/4C/2/~S!SQWc/p73 SZAZZiip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 573582 

Contact ID#: -1629095375 



N4A NEWSLETTER 

President’s Message 
By Joe Luckey 

Colleagues, 

In three quick 
months, we will 
gather as an 
organization at our 
national convention 
in Buffalo, NY. 
Because of the 
success of the 
concurrent 

workshops being presented as tracks last 
year, we are continuing that structure this 
year. In fact, we are offering an additional 
track for student development since we 
have so many of our members who are 
involved in life skills as well as academic 
services. We have all the information 
about the convention, including an 
exciting trip to Niagara Falls as a part of 
the registration fee, located on our N4A 
website. 

We have several other key items that have 
occurred in recent months that I would 
like to highlight for the membership. The 
first is our dialogue and sharing of 
academic principles with the NCAA, 
Division I-A Faculty Athletic 
Representatives (FARS), National Junior 
College Athletic Association (NJCAA), 
and other academic organizations. Our 
legislative services committee and our 
Board of Directors have worked 
extensively to provide feedback to each of 
the groups and focus on the potential 
impact of each piece of legislation being 
discussed. 

President-elect, Bart Byrd, and I had the 
opportunity to visit before the NCAA 
Academic Cabinet in February. We 
highlighted our transition to NACDA, our 
discussions since August, and our N4A 
certification program. We also, submitted 
proposals for the cabinet to consider (see 
summary in the Academic Cabinet section 

of this newsletter). Additionally, we 

emphasized that increased legislation 
doesn’t always lead to increased academic 

standards. That in fact, it can lead to 
unintended consequences that are 
detrimental to the welfare of our student- 
athletes. 

Our N4A mid-year meeting was held in 
January in conjunction with the NACDA 
mid-year meetings. We begin formally 
with NACDA on August 1, 2012. Their 
leadership has been tremendous in 
building the partnership early, so the 
transition has been seamless. One of the 
highlights is the access of information that 

our members will have, as well as the 
newly updated N4A website that will be 
located under the NACDA website. Bob 
Vecchione, Executive Director of 
NACDA, will be speaking at our 
convention to share other highlights of the 
partnership between NACDA and the 
N4A. 

Our mid-year meeting focused on the state 
of the N4A as we transition to NACDA. 
We are in the process of re-writing our 
strategic plan and needed to discuss our 
priorities as an organization. Nine key 
items were talked about as a part of our 
N4A purpose, as listed in our by-laws. 
More information about this will be 
shared at the opening session in Buffalo. 
We spoke about certification and 
suggested modifications in the program 
certification process to provide more 
discussion for smaller programs. We are 
very excited as 134 individuals met 
certification as of December 31, 2011 and 
17 programs have been approved for 
certification. 

It is an exciting time for N4A and we 
hope that each of you will be able to 
experience the momentum as we gather in 

Buffalo, NY, June 7-10. We have an 
exciting agenda, great social networking 
opportunities, and speakers dedicated to 
our members’ development. 

Joe Luckey 
N4A President 



N4A NEWSLETTER 

37th National Convention 
"The Bridge to Our l~uture June 7-10, 2012 

Niagara Falls Tour 

Buffalo Bison’s Baseball Game and Reception 

Community Service Project with the 
Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School 

Registration Costs 



MEMBERSHIP SERVICES DIVISION 
Directed By Marlon Dechausay 

Membership Committee Report 
By Chelsie Schafer 

The group is split into 3 sub-groups to help better tackle the various 

tasks assisned to the committee. 

The Mentor/Mentee & Conference Buddy group is responsible for 

monthly emails to mentors and mentees to help facilitate 

continued conversational points and tips. They also develop ways 

to better use the website and are looking into better/new ways to 
track people as they change j obs. 

The Continuing Members & Education/Communication group is 
looking into programs for non-new members. They are also 

working to develop a strategy on ways to use the website to better 

serve our continuing members. 

Our New Members group is working on the New Member 

Orientation and Reception. They are designing an orientation 

presentation and are inviting committee members to speak about 
their respective committees. Also they are creating documents to 

be used at the Regional Conferences. 

Legislative Services Committee Report 
By Colleen Evans 

The committee worked with Joe Luckey and Carrie Leger back in 
September on creating a summary report for the academic cabinet 

meetings. A special thank you to the membership for all of your 

valuable feedback - it was a tremendous help. The group worked 

hard to gather and disseminate information to help N4A members 
understand the football 9 hr rule. 

Some of the things the group is working on getting on the website 
include: calendar of the legislative cycle, status updates, area to 

gather information, note when proposals have been voted on and 

approved. Also, to be able to email membership with "alerts" to 

check the website so they do not have to bombard your email 
boxes. 

The group is looking to create an easier and better way to gather 

pros and cons of legislation from membership a~ld to ask them to 

provide rationale for their position. Better use of the website and 

survey tools, like survey monkey, should aid in accomplishing 
this goal. 

Two-Year Colleges Committee Report 
By Brittany Wagner-White 

The Two-Year Colleges Committee is looking for help to solidify 

its core members group. Heading into Buffalo we would like to 
have a core group identified. 

Leaving Buffalo we are looking to have goals and objectives set 
for the next year. 

We would also like to continue the conversation about how the 
new transfer rule will affect the four year institutions and the 

Two-Year Colleges. We would like to come up with some best 

practices to help make this change a smooth one for everybody 

involved. 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 
Directed By JenniJbr Svatik 

Ethnic Concerns Committee Report 

By Danielle Scott 

Major goal is to develop and implement a program that will reach 

out to local high school students and provide inforu~ation on 

student-athlete readiness and being prepared to make the 
transition to becoming a college student-athlete. 

Committee has talked about reaching out to core members to put 
together the recruitment, retention and graduation program for 
minority student-athletes and making this information available 

for other N4A members via the Ethnic Concerns Facebook page. 



LBGTA Committee Report 
By Heather Hogan 

The LGTBA committee set a goal of connecting with 

groups/committees in similar organizations. 

Beth Flach and Jack Rivas (core members) are working together 

on the second goal of sponsoring a social event and/or 

collaborating with the Ethnic Concerns Committee to lead an 

outreach project in Buffalo. 

Heather is currently working with Maria Hickman, Chair of the 
Student-Athlete Recognition Committee to potentially include 

LGBT hardships as an example in the Wilma Rudolph Award 

description for 2013. 

Learning Concerns Committee Report 
By Maria Moreno-Pardo 

The Learning Concerns Committee held a conference call on 
rd February 3 to discuss some upcoming projects, as well as to 

solicit nominations for a new Chair-Elect that will take over in 
Buffalo. Currently, this committee is working on several best 

practices documents. After much collaboration, the committee 
has updated the Learning Specialist qualifications document. 

The Learning Concerns Committee is also working on a policy 

for ethical tutoring support for online courses/online components 

of courses. Currently, members of the committee are collecting 

policies from schools across the country. 

The third best practices document centers around outlining best 
learning strategies to use with students with documented learning 

disabilities. 

¯ Lastly, at this time, the information for accessing the Google 
Documents has been posted to the LCEC committee webpage. 

Life-Skills Committee Report 
By Tierra Barber 

The Life-Skills Committee has decided that the community 

service project will include working with the students at the 
Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School! 

The committee members requested proposals for the new student- 
development track in Buffalo. 

¯ Life-Skills Facebook page is up and running! Weekly health and 
inspirational information is shared on the page. 

Student-Athlete Recognition Committee Report 
By 3/laria Hickman 

The Wilma Rudolph application is now available on the N4A 

website and the committee is accepting nominations until 
Friday, March 16, 2012. The committee will review all 
applications and the recipients will be selected by April 20th. 

Upon selecting the winners, recipients will receive a packet of 

information including a timeline of events, what to include in the 

video, speaking points for acceptance speech and what to expect 

at the convention. Post-convention, photos of the event will be 
available for viewing on the N4A website. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 
Directed By Joe Scogin 

Continuing Education Committee Report 
By Karen Schiferl 

We have completed the 2011 Continuing Education Webinar 

Series. 

The committee will begin working with The Game Theory Group 

to produce future webinars. 

N4A NEWSLETTER 

Model Practice Committee Report 
By Travis Boyd 

The Model Practice Committee is seeking nominations for the 

Annual N4A Model Practice Award. Winners will be honored at 

the 2012 National Convention during the awards luncheon with a 

recognition plaque. 

Description of the Award: The N4A Model Practice Award is an 
award given annually to the university or college that displays 
best practices in their academic programming for student athletes 

(this includes, but is not limited to: academic advising, academic 

integrity, disability services, target populations, learning 

specialists, tutoring, study hall/table, life skills, etc.). Institutions 
can submit one or more nominations in each category. 

~ Categories: Academic Advising (Includes: monitoring academic 
progress, major exploration, communication with professors, etc.) 

Life Skills (Includes: courses, speakers, career counseling, health 

and wellness education, etc.) Target Population Programs 

(Includes: at-risk, learning disabled, international, summer bridge, 
transfers, etc.) Tutoring (Includes: tutoring a~ld mentoring 

programs) Academic Integrity (Includes: maintaining institutional 

academic standards) 

Entries must be submitted by Friday, March 16, 2012 to 

https://n4a.wufoo.com/forms/model-practice-award-application/. 

Professional Development Institute Report 
By Kim Durand 

There will be two tracks of the Professional Development 

Institute (PDI) offered in Buffalo the Leader/Manager track and 

the Learning Specialist track. 

The faculty is revamping the Leader/Manager track this year and 

including sessions and assisnments leading up to the actual in- 
person session preceding the Buffalo Convention. Monthly 

interactions, assignments, and mentoring sessions will be a part of 

the curriculum February-May in 2012. 

Research Committee Report 

By Carla Winters 

The Committee has formed four subcommittees: 

The Research Initiative, Athlife Foundation committee had a 

conference call with Jeff McCann, Executive Director of Athlife 
Foundation, on a joint effort to perform research on establishing 

athletic academic support in the secondary education system. 

The Research Award committee is currently reviewing the 

publicized inforu~ation regarding the research award and planning 

the strategy for advertisement. 

The Membership Data Project committee is working with Tamika 

Spivey from the Membership Committee and making 

recommendations regarding type and accessibility of information 
needed for new members, possible revision of N4A membership 

application, and a~lalyzing membership data. 

The Athletic Academic Journal committee had a recent 

conversation with Dr. Jackson regarding the possibility of 

someone from the Research Committee serving on the editorial 
board. Dr. Jackson was very receptive to the idea and provided a 

list of preferred qualifications of reviewers. 

Strategic Planning Committee Report 

By Kimya Massey 

The Strategic Pla~lning Committee has worked since the 
convention to solidify the chair-elect positions for each committee 

and insure there is a proper succession plan in place. In addition, 

our committee continues to do great work with the committee 

chairs to insure that they are holding conference calls prior to the 
plans being due at each deadline. 

The other mission for this spring is charging the committees to 
review their mission in light of the overall strategic plan. This will 

be important information to have going into the June convention 
as the next strategic plan begins to take shape. 



REGION I REPORT 
By Jessica Hammond, University of Maryland, Baltimore County 

Region I hosted its regional meeting in Boston, MA, on 
September 25~’ and 26th, co-hosted by Boston University 
and Northeastern University. We had approximately 40 
attendees participate in workshops covering a variety of 
topics. On Sunday, the conference began with al opening 
presentation by clinical professors in the depaxtment of 
Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences from Boston 
University. They discussed high-level functioning in sport 
related concussions aid the impacts on academics and how 
we, as advisors, can support student-athletes who 

experience these injuries. Day two, continued with high energy and informative 
workshops. 

To start offthe morning, Julie Soriero, Director of Athletics and 
Associate Professor at MIT and Amalda Braun Executive Senior Associate 
Athletic Director/SWA at Northeastern University, participated in an executive 
panel discussing athletic administration and academic support collaboration, 
academic reform and improvement of academic integrity. This session was a 
stimulating question and alswer period. Next, Erica Bell, the learning specialist 
at BU, provided insight to supporting learning disabled or at-risk student-athletes. 
She provided tips on how to identify students before it is too late. After lunch, 
?dana Linick, an academic counselor at UCONN, stretched our comfort zones 
axld facilitated a conversation about LGBT student-athletes and what is happening 
on our campuses. To round out the day, Jarrod Chin from the Center for Sport 
aid Society, had everyone out of their chairs providing examples of some of the 
prosrams they offer. 

Overall, it was a highly successful day and a half. Our numbers 
increased from the previous year and we are hoping to continue growing our 
regional meetings. Both the stafl~ from Boston University and Northeastern were 
excellent hosts and the conference would not have been a success without them. 
Thank you! 
Everyone is encouraged to head to Buffalo this summer for the National 
Conference. This is the last time it will be in Region I, so take advaJatage of the 
proximity. And if we don’t see you there, hopefully you CaXl join us in the fall in 
Baltimore, MD as the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) hosts 
our regional meeting. 

REGION lI REPORT 
By Megan Albidrez, North Carolina State University 

Region II had a successful Regional Conference on 
October 16-18 in Baton Rouge, LA. There were about 60 
participants from many different universities. The agenda 
started offwith a tour of the Cox Academic Center along 
with dinner there. We had two really 8reat speakers who 
were not in the profession, but offered very inspiring 
messages. One of the speakers was Kurt Ainsworth, who 
is the Co-Founder of Mamcci Sports. He spoke about the 
obstacles that he had to overcome in order to succeed in 
his business. The second speaJ~er was Dr. Eatrice Albert 

who talked about being a successful leader and what that raises. We were also 
joined by Joe Luckey, N4A President, who shared an update on the business of 
the N4A aad some of the chaages that will be taking place with our move over to 
NACDA. 

There were also 6 different workshops offered to attendees that 
covered a number of different subjects. The highlight of the conference was a 
trip to New Orleans for an evening. Maay thaaks go to Walt Holiday aad the 
LSU staff for their hard work and hospitality. I would also like to extend a thank 
you to GradesFirst and the Game Theory Group for helping to sponsor the 
Conference. 

The next Regional Conference will be in Atlanta, GA hosted by 
Georgia State University and Georgia Tech on October 14-16, 2012. Please 
check the website for more details. 

Please be looking out for emails over the next few months about the 
Professional Promise Award, proposals to be voted on at the National Convention 
(or via absentee ballot if you cannot attend), and elections for Region Director- 
Elect and Secretary-Elect to be held at our first Business Meeting in Buffalo. 

N4A NEWSLETTER 
REGION HI REPORT 

By Jason Holtman, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

We are still looking for candidates to mn for Region III 
Director. The tem~ ends in June 2012, so it will be a priority 
to identify candidates over the next month, with voting to 
take place in March. Please e-mail your nominations to 
Jason Holtmal at jth@athletics.wisc.edu. Candidates who 
accept the nomination will be asked to submit a personal 
statement for online voting purposes. 

The Region III Conference will be Tuesday- 
Wednesday, April 17-18, 2012 in E. Lansing, MI hosted by 
Michigan State University. Head Men’s Basketball Coach, 
Tom Izzo will address the attendees at the kickoff luncheon, 

An~y Perko, Executive Director of the Knight Commission, will be the keynote 
speaker, aad Kevin Cart from the NBA will present on student-athlete 
development. Jim Piguataro and his staff should be commended for putting 
together a quality conference agenda. Based on feedback at the convention in 
Dallas, a $50 fee ($75 for non-members) is being charged to attend. The goal is to 
have at least 100 individuals register for the conference. 

The N4A Board of Directors met in Marco Island, FL at the end of 
January. The Board is well represented by Region III Jim Piguataro, Michigan 
State (Director At-Large); Marlon Dechausay, Indiaaa State (Membership 
Division Director); Doug Tiedt, Wisconsin, (Historian); and Jason Holtu~an. 
Presentations were made to NACDA representatives, N4A bylaw changes were 
discussed, and the National Convention agenda was finalized at the meeting. 

REGION IV REPORT 
By Felicia Martin, Texas Tech University 

The Region IV Conference was held on February 24-26, 
2012. It was hosted in Dallas, Texas. Guest spea&ers 
included Curtis Hollomon, Director of Student 
Development at the NCAA; Edward Stewart, Associate 
Commissioner from the Big 12 Conference; Robert 
Philippi, Associate Commissioner from Conference USA; 
and past NCAA president Gerald Gumey. There were 
infom~ative and innovative best practice presentations from 
various campuses within Region IV. We were honored to 
have Game Theory AND Career Athletes as sponsors and 

presenters this yeax. A special thalk you to all who attended aid especially to 
those who presented. 

I am proud to announce that next year’s regional meeting will take 
place in Kalsas City, Missouri! Stay tuned for details and updates. 

We are encouraging Region IV to stay involved. We need you on 
committees and submitting presentations. There is a wealth of untapped 
experience and expertise that exists anongst us. See you in Buffalo! 

REGION V REPORT 
By Jean Boyd, Arizona State University 

As the world of college athletics continues to rapidly 
evolve, we stay committed to 8raduating and developing 
our student-athletes. Region V held its annual meeting 
Wednesday, October 12th through Friday, October 14th on 
the campus of Arizona State University. The Conference 
was titled "Leave No Stone Unturned" aJad alluded to our 
effbrts to help our students, from ALL WALKS of LIFE, 
to be successful. 

Approximately 60 professionals from 22 
institutions gathered for fellowship and to engage in rich 
dialogues about critical issues in our profession. The 

8roup in attendaJace heard from ASU Athletic Director, Lisa Love, on the state of 
college athletics, spent some time with Head Basketball coach Herb Sendek who 
talked about effectively working with the "Generation Y", and there was 
significant time devoted to discussing "at-risk" student-athlete issues. It was a 
powerful gathering. 

Recently, the Pac-12 conference Directors of Academic Services have 
been discussing a joint educational campaigu to help ensure that high schools and 
community colleges in the 6 states that Pac-12 institutions reside in are educated 
about the new NCAA Initial aJad Transfer legislation. 

We are beginning preparation for the 2012 Region V Conference. The 
date is to be detem~ined, however, USC has graciously volunteered to host. 
Region V members are encouraged to continue to register for the National 
Convention in Buffalo, NY. Hope to see you all there! 
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A Dime, A Sulprise and Your RecI~t 

Many times, college coaches aim for tile big "WOW!" with their recruits. 

But wliut if you dichl’t need to do tilat? Wliut if somettffng small and simple had tile 
same impact as that big moment tliut you nffght be trying to pnll-offwith your recruit? 

Science has some good news for you, Coach... 

According to psychologist Norber[ Schwarz, at the University of Mictffgan’s htstitute 
for Social Researct~, our moods detemffne our overall satisl:sction with life. "VeiN 
mininml things", says Schwarz, "Call temporalily put you in a good mood, and thus 
brighten evelTttffllg else." 

In one of tffs well known studies at a Gemmn universily, Schwarz in tile course of 
a day occasionally placed a coin equivalent to a dime on a copy mactffne for tile 
next user to tiM. Later, evelyone who used tile mactffne was httei~ciewed about their 
lives. 

"Those who fomld tile clime were more happy and more satisfied and wanted to cliunge 
tileir lives less tliun those who cli&l’t find a clime," says Schwarz. "I~s not tile 
value of what you find. It’s that somettffng positive liuppened to yon, and surprised 

you." 

Anotiler study, accorclillg to all atticle in The Baltimore Sml outlinli~g tiffs l:ascii~uting 
expeliment, asked people leaving a grocery store to evaluate only their satisl:action 
with their TVs back home. Listen to tiffs: Those who minutes earlier got a free sample 
of food fiom tile store liked their TVs better tliun those who ~nlssed tile sample. 
Could a mouthfi]l of cake really sway people’s loilg tem] view of their lives overall? 
Yes, it appears so. But, Schwarz says, "The clime" or tile pomld cake "only works 
if you’re not aware you’re liuppy because you found it." 

In other words, tile effects of tiffs feeling Call be somewhat short-term. But there 
are still some important lessons savvy recruiters call take away fiom tiffs study, 
and put to work immediately on their campus. Here are a few ideas on how to make 

tilat happen... 
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PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COLLEGES FREEZE TUITION COSTS 

Quietly, a few prestigious private colleges liuve decided to freeze tuitions for 
tile upco~nlng 2012-2013 school year in all effort to attract new students and athletes. 
Is tiffs a new trend that otiler colleges will need to match? Visit our Facebook 

page for tile whole stolN! CLICK HERE [li~p:!/~20 rs6 netql~isp? 
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FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmitiilg atticles, late-breaking recruitiilg news, and our obse~cations and colmnentary 
on all tile big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [h~:p:i!~20 rs6 ~teiI~ is~?e~l 109~,58635257&s 56114&e 00 lrPDvcL lkwZMFDwDzRRPAPE cOdZUA;~5mR44bQhAas685f;F~Bp74 NH\,VowHpczD~iPOHVt~B,/t7i5xeU~_JA-~45- 
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2012 National Collegiate Recmitii~g Conference 

Be ill Boston tiffs June for tile #1 recruiting traiiling weekend in college sports. 
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Wily Defiiling a Vision 

Helps Coaches Save Time in tile Office 

by Mail@ Green, Uiffversity of South Dakota 

So you are probably thiiildng, how tile heck call tile vision that I have for my career 
and for my program help me save time in tile office? 

As you already know, your vision identifies where you want to go (as a program, 
as a team, with your career, and with your recmitii~g) in tile next 1, 3, or even 
5 years fiom now. 

A problem I have found with tile coaches that I work with is that a lot of them cannot 
clearly atticulate what their vision is. Because they are not clear on where there 
program, recruitii~g and career ultimately will go in tile next 1-5 years, they waste 
A LOT of time being indecisive and inconsistent because they have no foundation 
to go off of to game their decisions. 

Ultimately, your vision is tile filter through which you sift evely decisioi~, from 
how to ttain your team to whom you recruit to how you spend your time in tile office. 
Once your vision is solid ellOngt~, it will dictate eve~y acfion you make, ellsuring 
tilat evei~thing you do takes you closer to your goals. 

For example, let’s say your vision is to be considered a top coach in your COllference, 
sign all of your top recruits, and be so organized that you get your work clone duling 
office hours so you have more fime to spend with your l:aliffly. If that is your visioi~, 
tilen how do you... 
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Stanford Football Cites Tough Acadenffc and Recruifing Standards as Reason for Success 

In ore oi~going work with clients [hr~i):/!~20 rs6 i~et~*~t i%~?el- 1109458~35257&~ 561q4&e 001~PDvcLlk’~,,ZORII kc,~’~ D~dI<B YsbswLqz3xrkH,/1OTrr~’.ZLRodG1DO ydHrciWYd2KS~{CJDMX~ 
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as well as dining ore time on campuses [~/I~20 rsd neiI~n ~sp? 
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with attflefic depar~nenN, one coi~oi1 complMnt fiom NgNy presfiNo~ acadelNc 
il~fimfio~ rises above tile rest: 

"Our achlffssion standards are so tongt~, it’s hard to get tile athletes thut we really 
want." 

One high-profile Division I football program - Stanford Ulliversity - is proving 
you Call win and recruit smatt, highly motivated athletes to their campus that hus 
some of tile highest standards ill tile countly. 

It wasn’t like thut in Palo Alto. Not too loi~g ago, Stanford football used their 
rigorous acadelnic standards as tile reason they coulchft compete in tile Pac- 10. 
Butn~w,they’vedeve~pedast~rythatn~atches~urresearch[~I~:/I~2~rs6~e~/~l~j~p?et 1109458635257&s 56114&e 001rPDvcLlkwZP~’DZCCC4OEZe3ti~79DMR~ew P7MN- 

], 
and it’s working. 

What is selling today’s smatt recruits on playii~g for tile Carclii~al? Read tiffs story, 
and steal some of theh- ideas for yoursel£.. 
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Books, Special Reports and DVD Traini:lg Videos 
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Looking for quick, inexpe::sive training for you and you:- coaching staft? CLICK 
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New Legal Ctlullenge Coming for College Coaches Who Track Team’s Facebook Activity? 

There is ga-owing concern sunom:cli::g the legality ofinstitutio::s collecting students’ 
social media accom:t info::nation for the purpose of monitoring potentially inappropriate 
behavior and headi::g offpotential compliance violatio::s for student-attfletes. The 
conhoversial issue is gaining the attention of lawmakers as well. 

The state of Ma:5:land is cun-enfly considering two such legislative bills (SB 434 
and HB 310) tt:ut would "prohibit education institutions fiom requiring a student 
or an applicant for ach::ission to provide access to a personal account or se::ice 

ttu-ongh an elech-onic com:::unications device, to disclose any user name, password. 
or other means for accessing specified accom:ts or se::ices through an elech-onic 
communicatio::s device, or to install on specified elech-onic com:::unications devices 
software tt:ut monitors or hacks elech-onic content." 

Bradley Shear, a private practice lawyer and adjunct professor at George Washington 
University worked witt: state legislators to drafl the law. Shear practices cyber 
and social media law in addition to copyright, entertai:m:ent, and business law. 
His blog, Shear on Social Media Law focuses on social media law. 

The proposed Ma:5:land state law reflects a ga-owing concern with universities collecting 
students’ social media account information for the purpose of monitoring potentially 
inappropriate bet:uvior and possible compliance violations. One of Shear’s biggest 
concei:lS is... 
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Looking for better recruiting results in 2012? 
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] 

Our team of experts helped hm:ch-eds of coaches 
last yea:. Be one of them this yea:. CLICK HERE [h~p://:20 rs5 hel!Cal jsp?eJ- 1109458635257&~56114&e 00 IrPDvcLIk:a, ZOBkqjDuKB 1ZsbswLqzB:kH,/iOT::gZURpdC-1DO :~4HrciWYd2KS1SjCJDMX\, ~n- 
E\~‘~<e~<~x~c~z~s~x~BdBC~‘~‘~pC9ZD~;S~Hd50-~/~‘:~<8ul1ws~a~‘Fk~B:‘~qvC~\~1~4F~R:~v4X 4Bxl] 

Summer Recruiti:lg Conference Open to Focus On 

Latest Colnt:lunication and Organizatioi:al Stt-ategies 

The 2012 edition of the popular Natioi:al Collegiate Recruitii:g Conference [ ?e~1109458635257&~56114&e 00 lrPDvcLl k:>,:~ M5 
3Lh~WZliizo2vR3b2H19BYV:L~fg~:HGCT9 5L-L3 ], 
hosted my Tudor Collegiate Sh-ategies, is taking on two of the major concerns for 
successful college recruiters: How to communicate effectively with today’s recruit, 
and how to organize you:- sh-ategy so that it’s more effective tt:an the COl::petitioffs 
approach. 

The goal? To teach college coaches more about the most essential patt of their 
jobs tod~y. 

"We want to give our coaches who attend a tangible advantage when it comes to competi::g 
for the best recruits in 2012-2013", says Dan Tudor, who will host the weekend co:fference 
Jm:e 1-3 in Boston. 

"The feedback we get yea: afler year is ttlat its a "tiff:king coach’s weekend", and 
we want to take that to a new level this yea:." 

To register, or find out more info::nation about tiffs essential coaches’ reh-eat 
before the heat of the next recmiti::g season starts, click on the link below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt:.jsp? 
et-l109458635257&~56114&e ~r~DvcL~kwZN~jxCxgi@2¥:NgrHqLH2uYaRRvFr4QYp5fi.UEzCUDZE~t2LtLw~tvM~c/VvzbNfi:~pCBwntEmZY3mHVpuBYMQixqz9K YCdqxJBohTOGvyWZa8mhucvtv- 
91A8UipLhX67PrfezFS 4GWoDOEuVvF8 MZeus0AQk24 SOdMT fdgHklPUM Lcb::B SFb4c6e JGs-Xswj JtG8LM 5sw~] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt:.jsp?et-llO9458635257&~56114&e 001rPDvcLlkwZMBLNqEQpAvgflsU61bKfxpt3CVetkg3Fvw4vhL3dtKFutSxej- 
1RANuPB3 a cy2ZG1FB RhEZ Q S1Oj LmXSuN SVSnPmQOuizvQ dps3 LIn3eajwRMaa73 F S5kAnb75pcpVSduMgZ~ s UgEwBB D6LzKNzZ0 ddVpYFeOL HIz0 E bw81 bpzXB JsmmrKQqwBTXJKu45ZNA48 q54SEbuLtO S rAPA~ 

-1WdV3zaL0 KUEI dY5 C38PbLR8zGEv] 
Follow us on Twitter [:~:~://:20rs~::e~/’~::j~?’?e~l 109458(~35257&s 5(q 14&e 00 lrPDvcLlk~ZP4XqPlNS5h~mScB:::N e vsdJJONc~999dZTy@:~.~aC:::: ::qLS1                                         OE~83szl- 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 



Foiward tiffs email to otlier coaclies! 
~r~:i/::ico~ta~:~co~tactcom/sa,"fwtl:~j~liab&m:=1101038493377&ea=bia~to~!~:~caa ~a~c ed~l&a=110945853525~" 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

A Dime, A Surprise and Your Recruit 

A dime...and YOUR recruits! 
Many times, college coaches aim for the big "WOW!" with 
their recruits. 

But what if you didn’t need to do that? What if something 
small and simple had the same impact as that big moment 
that you might be trying to pull-off with your recruit? 

Science has some good news for you, Coach... 

According to psychologist Norbert Schwarz, at the University 
of Michigan’s Institute for Social Research, our moods 
determine our overall satisfaction with life. "Very minimal 
things", says Schwarz, "can temporarily put you in a good 
mood, and thus brighten everything else." 

In one of his well known studies at a German university, Schwarz in the course of a day 
occasionally placed a coin equivalent to a dime on a copy machine for the next user to find. 
Later, everyone who used the machine was interviewed about their lives. 

"Those who found the dime were more happy and more satisfied and wanted to change their 
lives less than those who didn’t find a dime," says Schwarz. "It’s not the value of what you 
find. It’s that something positive happened to you, and surprised you." 

Another study, according to an article in The Baltimore Sun outlining this fascinating 
experiment, asked people leaving a grocery store to evaluate only their satisfaction with 
their TVs back home. Listen to this: Those who minutes earlier got a free sample of food 
from the store liked their TVs better than those who missed the sample. Could a mouthful of 
cake really sway people’s long term view of their lives overall? Yes, it appears so. But, 
Schwarz says, "The dime" or the pound cake "only works if you’re not aware you’re happy 
because you found it." 

In other words, the effects of this feeling can be somewhat short-term. But there are still 
some important lessons savvy recruiters can take away from this study, and put to work 



immediately on their campus. Here are a few ideas on how to make that happen... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COLLEGES FREEZE TUITION COSTS 

Quietly, a few prestigious private colleges have decided to freeze 
tuitions for the upcoming 2012-2013 school year in an effort to attract 
new students and athletes. Is thisa new trend that other colleges will 
need to match? Visit our Facebook page for the whole story! CLICK 
HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get 
exclusive recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our 
observations and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the 
day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Be in Boston th+s June for the #+ recru+t+ng tra+n+ng 

weekend in co~+ege sports+ CL+CK NERE 



Why Defining a Vision 
Helps Coaches Save Time in the Office 

H MandyGreen 
by Mandy Green, University of South Dakota 

So you are probably thinking, how the heck can the vision that I have 
for my career and for my program help me save time in the office? 

As you already know, your vision identifies where you want to go (as a 
program, as a team, with your career, and with your recruiting) in the 
next 1, 3, or even 5 years from now. 

A problem I have found with the coaches that I work with is that a lot of 
them cannot clearly articulate what their vision is. Because they are not 
clear on where there program, recruiting and career ultimately will go in 
the next 1-5 years, they waste A LOT of time being indecisive and 
inconsistent because they have no foundation to go off of to guide their 
decisions. 

Ultimately, your vision is the filter through which you sift every decision, from how to train 
your team to whom you recruit to how you spend your time in the office. Once your vision is 
solid enough, it will dictate every action you make, ensuring that everything you do takes 
you closer to your goals. 

For example, let’s say your vision is to be considered a top coach in your conference, sign all 
of your top recruits, and be so organized that you get your work done during office hours so 
you have more time to spend with your family. If that is your vision, then how do you... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 



Stanford Football Cites Tough Academic and Recruiting 
Standards as Reason for Success 

In our ongoing work with clients, as well as during our time 
on campuses working with athletic departments, one 
common complaint from highly prestigious academic 
institutions rises above the rest: 

"Our admission standards are so tough, it’s hard to get the 
athletes that we really want." 

One high-profile Division I football program - Stanford 
University - is proving you can win and recruit smart, highly 
motivated athletes to their campus that has some of the 
highest standards in the country. 

It wasn’t like that in PaloAIto. Not too long ago, Stanford 
football used their rigorous academic standards as the reason 
they couldn’t compete in the Pac-10. But now, they’ve 
developed a story that matches our research, and it’s 
working. 

What is selling today’s smart recruits on playing for the Cardinal? Read this story, and steal 
some of their ideas for yourself... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Looking for qu[ck~ inexpensive training for you and your coaching 

staff? CLICK HERE 

New Legal Challenge Coming for College Coaches Who 
Track Team’s Facebook Activity? 

There is growing concern surrounding the legality of 
institutions collecting students’ social media account 
information for the purpose of monitoring 
potentially inappropriate behavior and heading off 
potential compliance violations for student-athletes. 
The controversial issue is gaining the attention of 
lawmakers as well. 

The state of Maryland is currently considering two 
such legislative bills (SB 434 and HB 310) that 
would "prohibit education institutions from requiring 
a student or an applicant for admission to provide 
access to a personal account or service through an 

electronic communications device, to disclose any user name, password, or other means for 
accessing specified accounts or services through an electronic communications device, or to 
install on specified electronic communications devices software that monitors or tracks 
electronic content." 

Bradley Shear, a private practice lawyer and adjunct professor at George Washington 
University worked with state legislators to draft the law. Shear practices cyber and social 
media law in addition to copyright, entertainment, and business law. His blog, Shear on 
Social Media Law focuses on social media law. 

The proposed Maryland state law reflects a growing concern with universities collecting 
students’ social media account information for the purpose of monitoring potentially 
inappropriate behavior and possible compliance violations. One of Shear’s biggest concerns 
is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year° Be one of them this year° CL~C~ HERE 

Summer Recruiting Conference Open to Focus On 
Latest Communication and Organizational Strategies 

The 2012 ediLion of Lhe popular National 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference, hosLed my 
Tudor CollegiaLe SLraLegies, is Laking on Lwo of 
the major concerns for successful college 
recruiLers: How Lo communicaLe effecLively wiLh 
Loday’s recruiL, and how Lo organize your sLraLegy 
so LhaL iL’s more effecLive Lhan Lhe compeLiLion’s 
approach. 

The goal? To teach college coaches more about 
the most essential part of their jobs today. 

"We want to give our coaches who attend a tangible advantage when it comes to competing 
for the best recruits in 2012-2013", says Dan Tudor, who will host the weekend conference 
June 1-3 in Boston. 

"The feedback we get year after year is that its a "thinking coach’s weekend", and we want 
to take that to a new level this year." 

To register, or find out more information about this essential coaches’ retreat before the 
heat of the next recruiting season starts, click on the link below... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Tomorrow! Art For Lunch 

Wednesday, 7 March, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Ashleigh Raabe on a Palmyrene Funerary Relief Sculpture in the Ackland’s Permanent 
Collection 

You are invited to attend a lunch-hour lecture and learn more 
about the Ackland’s Funeral Relie]" Sculpture o]~ No’ore, Wilde o] 
Haira, Son o]~ Maliku currently on view. BHn~ a ba~ lunch (yes, 
people really do!) and enjoy an hour of inspiration and 
information about this piece. 

A Kress Intern at the Ackland Art Museum, Ashlei~h Raabe is a 
doctoral student in Art History at UNC-Chapel Hill currently 
wHtin~ her dissertation entitled "Second Style Paintin~ and 
Social Ritual: The House of the Cryptoporticus at Pompeii." 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 for 
all others. 

RSVP to: acklandRSVP@uncoedu. 

Ackland Film Forum 

Space, Land, and Time: 
Under~round Adventures with Ant Farm 

(2009, dirs. Laura Harrison and Elizabeth Federici) 

Thursday, 8 March, 7:00 PM 

This film traces the work of performance-art collective Ant Farm, the 
~roup responsible for the work Cadillac Ranch. The film contains video, 
music, and animation that captures the spiHt of this ~roup. 

Followin~ the screening, the film’s animators, Francesca Talenti (UNC- 
CH, Communication Studies) and Marc Russo (NCSU, Art ~t Design), will 
discuss their rotes in the construction of the film. 

Sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chapel 
Hill. 



Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., downtown Chapel 
Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID I $4 for all 
others. 

Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 
Sponsor of the Ackland Film Forum. 

Book Club Night at the Ackland 

Friday, 9/~arch, 7:00--9:00 P/~ 

This special program for art- and book-lovers alike focuses on Jennifer 
Egan’s novel A Visit j~rom the Goon Squad, winner of the 2010 National 
Book Critics Circle Award and the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. 

Book Club Night will feature: 

a discussion of the connections between the Ackland’s current 
exhibition The Spectacular o]~ Vernacular and Egan’s novel, including 
study questions to take home to your book group 
a guided tour of The Spectacular o]~ Vernacular by Amanda Hughes 
a wine + cheese reception 

Come with your book club or meet new book-lovers at the Ackland! 

Free admission. Save your place by emailing ack~andRSVP@uncoedu or 
calling 919.843.3687. 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 10/~arch, 10:00 A/~--I 2:00 P/~ 

Every month, Amanda Hughes, director of external 
affairs at the Ackland, meets with friends of the 
Museum who have an interest in practicing and 
strengthening their drawing skills. Participants have the 
opportunity to uncover the challenges the original 



artists faced and experience the pleasure of sharing in 
the creative process. Each session incorporates a short 
discussion on a work of art. Bring paper and dry media 
(crayon, pencils, etc.). 

Free and open to the public. All levels are welcome. 

Drawing for Tweens 

Saturday, 10/vtarch, 10:30 A/vt--12:00 P/vt 

Same program, different name! Drawing for Tweens invites 9- to 12-year-olds to look at artists’ 
techniques and tricks in the Ackland’s permanent collections and special exhibitions. Participants 
explore selected works in the Museum’s collection and identify skills that the artist used to make 
them. Skilled gallery teachers demonstrate and teach students those skills, which they can apply in 
their own art. A mix of drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is 
offered in each session. 

/vtaterials provided. Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration required and limited: cu~bert®uncoedu or 919.962.0479 

Guided Tour: Orientalist Art 

Sunday, 11 March, 1 : 15 P/vt 



This conversational tour, led by Ack[and Student Guide Isabella 
Archer, wfl[ focus on the different motifs in nineteenth-century 
Orientalist art as seen in paintings, drawings, and lithographs by 
European and American artists. 

Free and open to the public. 

Tea at Two 

Wednesday, 14 March, 2:00 PM 

Join us for tea, cookies, and a 
special visit with George Scheer, 
collaborative director of 
E~sewhere in Greensboro, "a living 
museum set inside a thrift store" 
and one of the most interesting 
new collections and artist 
residency programs in the 
country. 

Free to members / $10 for 
members’ guests. 

To RSVP, email ack~andrsv~ncoed~. 

Opening Friday, 9 March! 

Chords oJ~ Memory: Lithographs by Thomas Hart Benton 

Associated with the Regiona[ist movement, 
Thomas Hart Benton wanted to create a "living 
art" that presented American subjects in a way 
that was easily accessible to everyday people. He 
traveled on sketching trips around America’s 
heartland during the Depression, often playing his 
harmonica in exchange for room and board. His 
lithographs record his travels, paying homage to 
the people and places that he encountered. 

Two abstract oil paintings by Benton wi[[ be 
presented in the exhibition. They represent the 



Hanes Art Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

artist’s earty experiments in synchronism, a 
movement interested in creating harmonies with 
co[or just as musicians composed with sound. 

Mark Your Calendars: 

A Special "Last Look" at The 
Spectacular of Vernacular 

Sunday, 18 March 

2:O0 P/~ - "Spectacu lar Self/Vernacu lar Self~’ 

Offered in conjunction with the fina[ day of The Spectacular o]~ Vernacular, this 90-minute program 
wit[ feature presentations and conversations about the ways in which autobiography and the 
vernacutar intersect in contemporary art. Participants wit[ inctude Darsie Atexander (Chief Curator 
of the Watker Art Center, and exhibition organizer), Marc Swanson (exhibiting artist), and Cary 
Levine (Assistant Professor of contemporary art history, UNC-Chape[ Hit[), moderated by Peter 
Nisbet (Chief Curator, Acktand Art Museum). 

A reception at the Acktand fottows the event. Free and open to the pubtic. 

Support for this program is made possibte by Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne Vaughn, and The James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. 

1:00--5:00 P/~ 
"Fracking/~usic! Part 2" 

MGL presents origina[ music composed from recordings made during the exhibition’s run at the 
Acktand. 



Exhibition catalogue available at the Ack[and Museum Store. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Ack[and Art Museum is made possible by the James Keith Brown 
and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by the William Hayes Ack[and Trust, and 
friends and members of the Ack[and Art Museum. Public programs are supported by Drs. Leena and Sheldon Peck, Ruby 
Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and Shirley Drechse[. The Spectacular of Vernacular is organized by the Walker Art Center, 
Minneapolis, and is made possible by generous support from the Andy Warho[ Foundation for the Visual Arts, Helen and 
Peter Warwick, and Margaret and Angus Wurte[e. 

MUSEUM 
The Ackland’s exhibitions and public prosrams are made possible by 8enerous support from Ackland 
Art/Viuseum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! Click here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, click here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ackland e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 

Images: 

Unidentified Artist, Syrian, Roman: Funeral Relief of No’om (2) Wife of Haira, Son of Nlaliku, c. 150 CE; sandstone. The 



William A. Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. 

Paul Gavarni, French, 1804-1866: The Turban, c. 1849-1850; gouache, graphite and red chalk. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward B. Benjamin. 76.53.1. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The/vlusic Lesson, 1943; lithograph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks, 58.2.220 
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Dear Brent Bla~ton, 

This 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues with stzategies to 
use data analysis to maximize student recruitment and retention. 

"Predictive Modeling in Higher Ed: Increase Student Enrollment & Retention" 
Tuesday, April 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
!r~ tp; ~. ~.~ar,~’. pro fessortrairfin~ todav, comi2 7Hi~/2 ip7 XE~5 c/p 7 6B N }!AHilip0e 

Predictive modeling is an effective way to analyze the risk a~d reward of your 
marketing, recruiting and retention efforts. How can your university best 
assess potential markets and ensure an increase in enrollment a~d revenue? Join 
us for this 60-minute webina~ where you and your colleagues will discover: 
**How to predict whet~er or not a demographic will enroll in your university 
**Keys to assess variables in admissions and retention predictive models 
**Techniques to predict which students are at risk of leaving 
**Data mining strategies to improve models & analysis 

Your expert presenter: 

Dr. Michael Johnson is t~e Director of Institutional Research for Dickinson 
College. 
**Michael is a pioneer on t~e subject of Predictive Modeling in Higher 
Education, and has developed new techniques and methods to best predict student 
outcomes. 
**Michael earned his B.S. in Mathematics from Centzal Washington University, his 
M.S. in Operations Research at t~e Naval Graduate School, and his Ph.D. in 
Industrial Engineering from the University of Central Florida. 

*Predictive Modeling in Higher Ed: Increase Student Enrollment & Retention* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, April 4, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for t~is exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

ro fessortrafffir~gtoda~ .comi27H/Oi2 76BNEAHii~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after t~e event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

ro~Essortrahfin~ comi27Hi4C/2 76BNF~AH~ip0e 

Please do not reply directly to t~is e-mail, as we a~e unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 302050 

Contact ID#: - 1626081617 



Dear Brent Blanton, 

This 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues with strategies to 
use data analysis to maximize student recruitment and retention. 

"Predictive Modeling in Higher Ed: Increase Student Enrollment & Retention" 
Tuesday, April 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
hJttp :iiwww.prof:esso~trainir~gtoda~,. com/27Hi0i2ip7XEZdcip76B NEAH~ip0e 

Predictive modeling is an effective way to analyze the risk and reward of your 
marketing, recruiting and retention efforts. How can your university best 
assess potential markets and ensure an increase in enrollment and revenue? Join 
us for this 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 

¯ How to predict whether or not a demographic will enroll in your university 
¯ Keys to assess variables in admissions and retention predictive models 
¯ Techniques to predict which students are at risk of leaving 
¯ Data mining strategies to improve models & analysis 

Your expert presenter: 

Dr. Michael Johnson is the Director of Institutional Research for Dickinson 
College. 

¯ Michael is a pioneer on the subject of Predictive Modeling in Higher 
Education, and has developed new techniques and methods to best predict student 
outcomes. 

¯ Michael earned his B.S. in Mathematics from Central Washington University, his 
M.S. in Operations Research at the Naval Graduate School, and his Ph.D. in 
Industrial Engineering from the University of Central Florida. 

*Predictive Modeling in Higher Ed: Increase Student Enrollment & Retention* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, April 4, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:/iwww.professortrair~ir~gtoda~.comi27H/Oi2ipTXEZ6cip76BNEAHiir~Oe 

We hope you’ll j oin us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 



If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
furore conferences, please click here: 
http :~www.~rofiessortrainingtoday. comi27-H/4Ci2ip7X~Z6cip76BNE~2iip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 302050 

Contact ID#: - 1626081617 
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Monday, Mar. 05, 2012Monday, Mar. 05, 2012Ron MorrisPalmetto rivalry has no equalsGreat weekend proves USC-Clemson is best 
series in the nationrmorris@thestate.com 
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CLEMSON [] THERE WAS EVAN Marzilli[]s diving snag of a soft line drive in the bottom of the 1 lth inning to preserve South 
Carolina [] s win Friday in Charleston. 
Then there was Adam Matthews [] three-run blast over the center-field wall, the winning margin in US C [] s win Saturday at Carolina 
Stadium. 
Finally, came Steve Wilkerson[] s game-winning single for Clemson in the bottom of the ninth inning Sunday at Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium. 
( ~:llwww.thestate.com!2012103/05/217801 ~almetto-rival~:has=r~o-eq~als.hm~l# ) 

( ~:i/www.thestate.co~’2012/03/05/2178011/gNmet~o-rival~,-hasono-eq_uals.N~r~# ) 
( ~:iiwww.thestate.com!2012/03,/05/2178011!9ahnetlo-rivalu-hasono-eg~mls.h~ml# ) 
( ~:/!~.ww.thestate.com/2012/03/05/2178011i>ah~et~o-rivalr~Mms-no-eq uals.htrr~# ) 
( http://media.thestate.com/smedia/2012/O3/O4/23/47Nr~Nd.St.74,i~g ) 
Clemson coach Jack Leggett, left, goes over the gro~d roles with South Carolina coach Ray Ta~er before the tNrd and final game of 
their college baseball series Sundw in Clemson. 
- Mark Cra~er/~/Anderson Independem-Mail 

USC baseball coverage 
For more USC baseball coverage, including the latest headlines, photo galleries and videos: Gogamecocks.com/baseball 
( http:iig~amecocks.comfloaseba~ ). 
Regardless of who won, regardless of where your allegiance lies, this was college baseball at its best. The weekend series put an 
exclamation mark on any claim that the South Carolina-Clemson rivalry is the best in college baseball. 

[]I think it is the best rivalry in college baseball right now and probably has been for six to eight years, [] said Allan Simpson of 
Perfect Game USA and a follower of college baseball for more than 40 years. 
Simpson then rattled off the top rivalries in the country over the years, from Arizona-Arizona State in the 1960s to Oklahoma- 
Oklahoma State in the 1980s and []90s to more recent ones involving Florida-Florida State and LSU-Mississippi State. 
[]All those rivalries have leveled off or faded to a degree, [] Simpson said, []but USC-Clemson has only intensified. [] 
This rivalry did not develop overnight. Much of the credit for making it important to both schools and the Palmetto Stategoes to 
longtime Clemson coach Bill Wilhelm. 
Wilhelm was a promoter of the game. When he began at Clemson in 1958, baseball was considered closer to a club sport at both 
schools. Yet Wilhelm fought for [] and won [] more ftmding for baseball, more scholarship money and better facilities. 
He also believed it was important for USC to take the sport seriously, something it did not do until Bobby Richardson was hired as 
coach in 1970. Previously, USC had called on assistant football coaches and even an English professor to guide the baseball program. 
Wilhelm knew the value of enhancing the Clemson-USC rivalry, often taking steps to fan the flames. Wilhelm occasionally jawed 
with USC fans at old Sarge Frye Field and was not averse to taking public jabs at the USC program. 
It was the work of a mastermind. By the time he left the Clemson dugout following the 1993 season, the rivalry was in full bloom. 
There existed a healthy animosity between the two programs. Mostly, though, there existed a heightened interest in the rivalry as well 
as the game of baseball itself. 
By the time Jack Leggett settled into the Clemson program in 1994 and Ray Tanner took over USC in 1997, the rivalry was at a fever 
pitch. 
Tanner, who had experienced a strong baseball rivalry when he both played and coached at N.C. State against North Carolina, recalls 



his initial interview for the USC job with then-athletics director Mike McGee. 
[]Do you understand the rivalry? [] Tanner recalls McGee asking. 
[]Yes sir, I do, [] Tanner replied. 
Turns out, Tanner did not. 
[]I thought I did, but I didn[]t understand the magnitude. I understood the rivalry, that everybody cared about it, and it was like it 
should be a holiday when you played. But then getting down here and the magnitude of it all ... it was more than I anticipated. [] 
Over the years, Tanner and Leggett have worked closely to tweak the series, attempting to come up with a format that pleased the 
coaches as well as the fans. It used to be that the games were played in the middle of the week, often during the heart of conference 
play. 
Then two years ago, the two settled on the current, three-game weekend series with one game played in Clemson, one in Columbia 
and one at a neutral, minor-league park within the state. It appears to be the perfect setup with capacity crowds at each stop this past 
weekend averaging 6,711. 
[]It gives both teams a chance to put everything out on the table and put in hard work, just like a weekend series in the conference, and 
see where it falls, [] Leggett said. 
By comparison, Florida[] s three-game weekend series at Miami this past weekend averaged 3,785. Other rivalries across the country 
will draw larger crowds than that, but not by much, and Georgia [] s annual game against Georgia Tech at Atlanta [] s Turner Field will 
draw in excess of 20,000. 
None quite compares to USC-Clemson these days. 
[] South Carolina, as a state, has become a tree hotbed for college baseball, in large part because there are no major professional sports 
in the state, [] Simpson said. 
This past weekend[]s series [] with full houses at every stop watching game-saving catches, big home runs and game-winning hits [] 
only added to the lore. 
Read more here: h{~D:/!www~thes~a~e.colr~/20 i~2/~3/05/21780 i~ 1/Da~inet~o-riva~vohas-nooe~als.ht~-~#stoB,~i~k=~ss#sto~,~ir~k=c~22 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:39 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou, edu>; Julie Owen <j kowen@olemi ss. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB @missouri. edu>; Mary Ellen Jones <mj 21 @txstate. edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of 
Higher Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Drew B arnette <drewb@uab.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:36 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Julie Owen 
<jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Jason D. Leonard <leonardjd@ou.edu>; Bryan 
Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Re: Calipari on NCAA: ’They’re Not Going to Be Around Long’ - Players - The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 

Seemingly for the last twenty years, there has always been someone proclaiming that the major schools breaking away from the 
NCAA and forming their own league is imminent. Ultimately, it is up to the university presidents. I bet I can count on no fingers how 
many university presidents have directly stated to John Calipari that they are wanting to leave the NCAA. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:~4aoowne@lists.r~csu.edu] On Behalf Of Gumey, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 8:35 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Leonard, Jason D.; Julie Owen; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; 
Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye 
E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] Calipari on NCAA: ’They’re Not Going to Be Around Long’ - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Wayne K Hamberger <wkhambgr@uab.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 11:15 AM 

Amber’ ’Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I.’ ’Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B.’ ’Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; ’Curtis W. Jones’ 
<curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; ’Dennis Leblanc’ <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Drew Barnette 
<drewb@uab.edu>; ’Felicia Martin’ <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S.’ ’Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Jaye E.’ ’Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; ’Julie Owen’ <j kowen@olemiss.edu>; John Kane 
<kanej@lasalle.edu>; Kasie L.’ ’Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; ’KrisLivingston’ 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; ’Bryan Maggard’ <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; 
MeganWatson <megan.watson@wright.edu>; Mary Ellen’ ’Jones <mj21@txstate.edu>; 
’Marilyn Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J.’ ’Garibay 
<rjgaribay@ou.edu>; ’Joe Scoggin’ <scoginj@missouri.edu>; ’Jill Shields’ <shields@k- 
state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L.’ ’Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; ’Tommy Powell’ <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A.’ ’Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle 
of Higher Education 

Ultimately, it’s not the amotmt of money spent by the school, per se, but IT IS directly related to the amount of time students work at 
becoming better learners and the commitment of the staff in time and techniques to foster this skill. 

Wayne K. Hamberger, MS, LPC 
Learning Specialist-Mentor Coordinator 
UAB Student-Athlete Support Services 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner~istsx~cst~.edtO On Behalf Of Kane, John 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Drew Barnette; Megan Watson; ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; 
ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia 
Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powell’; 
’Moran, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, 
Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

What about all the schools that have a good APR already without spending this money? 

Brother John Kane, FSC, Ed.D. 
La Salle Univeristy 
Director of Academic Support for Student-Athletes kanej@lasalle.edu 
215-951-1681 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:r~4a-owner~ists.ncsu.eda] On Behalf Of Drew Barnette 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 10:11 AM 
To: Megan Watson; ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris 
Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powell’; ’Moron, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; 



’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, 
Kasie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Not really. 

Based solely on the information provided, the study appears to be very limited in scope. For instance .... 

-if a school is spending more money on coaching salary, it’s a sign they have more money to spend (with the new CBS Turner deal, 
most FBS schools do have more money to spend on basketball). 

-If they have more money to spend, then chances are they’re spending it in other areas as well. PRESTO!!! It could be these "other 
areas" are what’s really making the impact. 

If you abuse statistics, you can get them to stay anything. I can conduct a study that concludes that warm weather increases 
graduation rates. I mean...since more people graduate in the Spring than they do in the winter, it must be due to the weather....right?? 
(kidding, of course). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:n4a-owlaer~ists.r~csu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Watson 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Julie Owen’; ’Jones, Mary Ellen’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; 
briand@mail.ntexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris 
Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powell’; ’Moron, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; 
’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; ’Demastus, Amber’; desireet@smu.edu; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, 
Kasie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subject: Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Does everyone agree with these findings? I feel like it is probably more about an overall athletic department’s budget...I doubt more 

shoes and uniforms really help APR. I think it has more to do with the ratio of academic personnel to student-athletes and/or money 
available to pay quality tutors. I cannot believe the first bullet point is true either. Syracuse (a school I LOVE) has had problems with 
APR in the past and I find it hard to believe that they aren’t spending a LOT of money for that program. 

I am sure there are some "patterns" but I think there might be some weaknesses to the findings. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho :n4a-ow~aer~ists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gumey, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Julie Owen; Jones, Mary Ellen; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.ntexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; 
Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye 
E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http:iichronicle.com/blogsiplaversihowoto-~.in-aoapr-in~a-fcw-not~sooeasv-st 
eps/29709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 12:13 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Region II Director and Secretary 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
We will be voting for a new Region II Director and Secretary at the June 
Conference in Buffalo. These two individuals will not take over until June 
of 2013 at the Jacksonville Conference. Each position is a 2 year term. 
Please let me know if you would like to run for either of these positions 
or if you would like to nominate someone to run. If you have any questions 
about the positions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks a lot, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Walter M Holliday" <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 8:38 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Walter M Holliday <wholliday@lsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [regionii] Region II Director and Secretary 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Megan! 

How are you doing? Great job on the news letter and thanks for the shout 
out! You were key in pulling off the conference! You must have been 
reading my mind because I was thinking about putting my name in for the 
Region II Director and a few people on our staff suggested I think about 
it. I served as the Region I Director in 2000 while I was at Rutgers. I 
do want to ask you a few questions, so if you can give me a call that 
would be great! 

Walt 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu 
onii~owner~ists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 

Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [regionii] Region II Director and Secretary 

Good afternoon, 
We will be voting for a new Region II Director and Secretary at the June 
Conference in Buffalo. These two individuals will not take over until 
June of 2013 at the Jacksonville Conference. Each position is a 2 year 
term. Please let me know if you would like to run for either of these 
positions or if you would like to nominate someone to run. If you have 
any questions about the positions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks a lot, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 



Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 

919-515-4501 

919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 7:40 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bubba (;unningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

short article mentioning UNC 

TEXT.htm 

Athletic Departments Step Up Monitoring of Athletes [] Tweets 
March 7, 2012, 11:27 am 
By Brad Wolverton ( ~:iicl~omcle.com,,%lo~laversiauthor/~owolverton ) 
I was interviewing a player last week when a Facebook friend request dropped in his inbox from the athletic department [] s head of 
academic services. Requests like that have become more common as athletic officials look to keep tabs on what their players say on 
social networks. 
Colleges are also tapping companies that monitor athletes [] interactions on social media. Some offer a [] reputation scoreboard [] to 
coaches and send [] threat level [] warnings about individual athletes to compliance officers, MSNBC.com reports 
(           e.msribc.msn.comi news/2012/03/06/10585353-~_~encies-coll~gesodemand-a.~licants~facebook-~asswords ). 
The athlete handbook at the University of North Carolina was recently revised to say the following, MSNBC says: 
[]Each team must identify at least one coach or administrator who is responsible for having access to and regularly monitoring the 
content of team members [] social networking sites and postings, [] it reads. [] The athletics department also reserves the right to have 
other staff members monitor athletes [] posts. [] 
Carolina changed its policy in the wake of an NCAA investigation that was prompted by revelations a player made on Twitter. 
All the extra monitoring concerns Bradley Shear, a Washington lawyer. []Maybe it[]s OK if you live in a totalitarian regime, but we 
still have a Constitution to protect us, [] he told MSNBC. [] It [] s not a far leap from reading people [] s Facebook posts to reading their 
email. [] As a society, where are we going to draw the line? [] 
John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 9:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grades at Midterm 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Brent. 

Have a nice Friday and weekend! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>, Andrew Sapp 
<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Mar 6, 2012 15:38:11 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Grades at Midterm 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of March 12, 2012 
Date 
3/12 
3/13 
3/14 
3/15 
3/16 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Dinner 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
6:00-7:30 pm 
6:00-8:00 PM 
3:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of March 19, 2012 
Date 
3/19 
3/19-22 
3/20 
3/21 
3/23 
3/24 
3/24 
3/25 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Phone-a-thon 
Women’ s Group 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
Softball Event 
Volleyball Banquet 

Time 
6:00 PM 
All Day 
Noon 
11:00 AM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
11:00 AM 
7:00 PM 
Noon 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Suite Level 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of March 26, 2012 
Date Event 
3/27 
3/27 
3/28 
3/29 
3/30 
3/31 
4/1 

Women’ s Group 
Young Alumni Event 
Leadership Academy 
Football Coaches Clinic 
Football Coaches Clinic 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
Noon 
5:00-7:00 PM 
Noon-1:00 PM 
All Day 
All Day 
6:00 PM 
@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 12:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
database 

TEXT.htm 

Is there any way that I can still look up tutor’s contact information? I can’t find it anywhere. Also, I can’t find a way to see the Master 
tutor schedule anywhere. Do you know how I can look at that? 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



AC KLAN D E MUSEUM 
The Spectacular of Vernacular: Last Look Events 
Sunday, 18 March 

2:00 PM: "Spectacular Self/Vernacular Self" 

Hanes Art Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Free and open to the public. 

Offered on the final day of The Spectacular of Vernacular, this 90-minute program wiLL feature 

presentations and conversations about the ways in which autobiography and the vernacular intersect in 

contemporary art. Moderated by Peter Nisbet (Chief Curator, Ackland Art Museum), the program will 

include: 

¯ Darsie Alexander -- Chief Curator, Walker Art Center, and exhibition organizer 

¯ Marc Swanson -- exhibiting artist, Untitled (Lookin9 Back Buck) 
¯ Cary Levine -- Assistant Professor, Art Department, UNC-Chapel Hill 

A reception at the Ackland follows the event. Free and open to the public. 

1:00--5:00 PM: Music in the Galleries 
Fracking Music! Part 2 

Ackland Art Museum 
Free and open to the public. 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland galleries. A 
wide variety of performers can be heard, from classical quartets to 
bluegrass, to enhance your Museum experience. 

For this special Music in the Galleries program, contemporary performance 
artist MGL debuts the second part of Frackin9 Music!, his new composition 
that incorporates samples from sound recordings made in the Ackland’s 
galleries during the entire run of The Spectacular of Vernacular. 

Free and open to the public. 

The Spectacular of Vernacular will be open from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on 

Sunday, 18 March. 

The Spectacular oJ: Vernacular exhibition catalogue is available for purchase at the Ack[and Museum Store. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular of Vernacular at the Acktand Art Museum is made possible by the James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for 

Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by the William Hayes Acktand Trust, and friends and members of the Acktand Art Museum. Public programs are 



supported by Drs. Leena and SheLdon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vau~hn and ShirLey Drechse[. The Spectacular of Vernacular is organized by the WaLker Art 
Center, MinneapoLis, and is made possible by ~enerous support from the Andy Warho[ Foundation for the Visual Arts, HeLen and Peter Warwick, and Margaret 
and Angus Wurte[e. 

Tea at Two: George Scheer of Elsewhere Artist Collaborative 

Wednesday, 14 March, 2:00 PM 

This Wednesday, join us for a visit with George Scheer, director of ELsewhere 

Artist CoLLaborative. ELsewhere, in Greensboro, has been catted "a Living museum 

set inside a thrift store" and is one of the most interesting new coLLections in the 

country. Tea at Two features a special guest speaker accompanied by 

refreshments and conversation. 

RSVP to ack{andrsvp@unc~÷du. 

Free to members / $10 each for members’ guests. 

Ackland Film Forum: World’s Largest 

(2010, Dirs. Elizabeth Donius and Amy Elliott) 

Thursday, 15 March, 7:00 PM 

Desperate for tourism, hundreds of smaLL towns across the U.S. claim the 
"worLd’s Largest" something, from 15-foot fiberglass strawberries to 40-foot 
concrete pheasants. Odd, funny and sometimes beautifuL, these statues stand 
as testaments to the uniqueness and importance -- the Largeness -- that 
people fee[, and need to fee[, about their communities and their own 
existence. World’s Largest visits 58 such sites and profiles Soap Lake, 
Washington’s four-year struggle to build the WorLd’s Largest Lava Lamp. 

This film is presented in connection with the exhibition The Spectaculer of 

Verneculer and sponsored by the Ack[and Art Museum at UNC-Chape[ HiLt. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., downtown Chapel 
Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID I $4 for all 
others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North CaroLina PubLic Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and FiLm Forum. 

On View Now: 

Chords of Memory: Lithographs by Thomas Hart Benton 

Through 13 May 2012 

Associated with the RegionaUst movement, Thomas Hart Benton wanted to create 

a "Uving art" that presented American subjects in a way that was easily accessible 

to everyday people. He traveled on sketching trips around America’s heartLand 

during the Depression, often playing his harmonica in exchange for room and 

board. His Uthographs record his travels, paying homage to the people and places 

that he encountered. 

Two abstract oil paintings by Benton wiLL be presented in the exhibition. They 



represent the artist’s early experiments in synchronism, a movement interested in 
creating harmonies with color just as musicians composed with sound. 

Read the Dai~y Tar Hee~ article. 

ACKLAND   MUSEUM 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous 

support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! O~ck here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your 

membership do[tars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, d~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ack[and e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

Images: Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (LookinB Back Buck), 2004; crystats, potyurethane foam, and adhesive. Courtesy the artist and Richard 
Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The ~lusic Lesson, 1943; lithograph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks, 58.2.220. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:14 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] The 2012 NCAA March Madness Academic Performance Tournament ] Inside 
Higher Ed 

~ :l~1w, ww.insidehighered.cominews/2012/03/12/2012 oncaaomarchomad~e ssoacademicolperfommnce otournamer~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 10:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why Your Recruiting Message Needs More Verbs, Less Adjectives 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

o SIE1 \’ I 0W’~ tXeL ZZngAcMNZGKB RfW cXIJ 

You’re receiving tiffs email because of your relatioitship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
Please confiml 
~:/A isitor r20 co~t~ntcontact com/c               bab&~1109515000616 56114 51939951 2&m=l i 0103~493377&vd=E 
your continued interest in receiving email fiom us. You may unsubscribe 
~p:iivisitor co~tstantcontact co~hido’~p=~&nlse=0018fi~OW~La~4kioBKxT tmJbK9.40rL5bmJwe55VSZrCMw%3D&i-001hH-be4K5MhFmx /3vg12~’~A%3D%3D&reason=001I~Obr~.EsU%3D&ilr=bwheq~il,’ab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Newsletter Header [                     ?e~-i 109515000616&s=56114&e=0014eaEbYZ~.fi892x - 
P20610FbOAOGaGW~LC~h16kin01PhA7 rc\~wZf~,~ VcYIS~xOvi6XlmN~CL49bRKLICe4wO’~’Yt~PZ mXIOcScJVht nJEZv7 bWZ ] 

March 13, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 11 

Why Your Recmith~g Message Needs 

More Verbs, Less Adjectives 

When it comes to revising the way your cun-ent batch of recruiting letters and emails 
sound, there’s an easy fom~ula that you should follow to eitsui-e they get read by 
your prospects. 

It’s all about what word choices you use to chive the conversation in those messages. 
And while many coaches ~ulght immechately i~ to more descriptive adjectives to add 
to their letter and email copy ("we’ve got a really beautiful new l:acility! "), I’m 
going to recommend a different approach: 

Verbs. 

Verbs are actio~, while adjectives are descriptive. Action beats descriptions every 
time in the ~ulnd of your prospects. 

You can even look to the hallowed halls of Harvard, where business school applicatio~ts 
tt~at contain verbs stand-out compared to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
et=1109515000616&s=56114&e=0014euEbYZNfiScOEPdEA28f M8 dgb24=!,A,W93YbHaNI3 a w 9b6FD2EZ2b7IcBklxl B E WIXL o- EAJG10s y~a 08 CV}~ 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?et-l109515000616&~56114&e 0014euEbYZgfi--hitAK2zTHt3sMpOURC8- 
w IRcdsS05263 BIkaFc3 Q NusZNxS8r fyAiDzvmDrlML s RHRJ fqHuDGpCAI PMiMMcif’/PlCcozAuHE KWnUZZYT JUZ OL4H1PAM a CTgEqkalPk2Gkl0PUN~woN fsc6TqgAfONvgbhiWzq86C f5 JzL a qx- 
Bm~SNL f 1 UlZgN5 C gr 1 T36zvwQNeze fn4k5 DTG2 G svPbYoE2 K Lch5Mi 1 feAsj 9-ttMMwl SPnbwqeD4jpwB 0TiuPi2r LeQVhP53kDTHKWhQgRP] 

Follow us on Twitter [~o:/7~ 20 r s6 net/tn ~27 e~ 1109515000616&~56114&e 00 
TYCAegcBOwkx cJFA4bQ ] 

Front Rush [ 
et~1~9515~6~6&s~56114&e=~4eaEbYZ~:)~‘~?cKYK~sLHTeh9TM15w3DVLZUNEM6xGXCR3zc Cm2 SkDLROCcCWO~j~ a~ 07aSR%~fc~ucTo~-~tDwJ JSKRclv E f~ ~N I~ VPcth7 Sj~) 0ZlSPst~’Sdrfl~- 

] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [lifo:i/r20 rs6 ne~/~7~isp?e> 1109515000616&s=56114&e=0014euLbYZgfi- acOnGSPH~i2GHYCU5vzcZrl~R~trnIslcAfdtiir~,&V- 
Sk LeRITnlYn5 E2U~5OjDkXhSAJK1MT                   Z~,xNDf,BZ1Vm~34Yzl~oHhUNi~a~CCx                               ] 

FULL SCHOLARSHIP DEBATE EMERGING IN DIVISION I 

The NCAA role book says prescious little when it comes to defiulng exactly whut 
a fully funded scholarship is defined as for Division I athletes. Now, some university 
presidents are weighing in on the topic - and causing some waves. Visit our Facebook 
page for thewhole stolT! CLICKHERE [h~p:!/i20rsrne*/lnj~p?e~llO9515000616&s 56114&e 0014e~Eb’l’Z~ acOnGSPH~O~GHYCL5yzcZiXzl@~nIslcAfdHirWW 

Sk LeRITnlh’n5 E2Ut5                                                                                                        ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [h~9:,//’r2Ors6 nel/l~ isp?e>:l 109515000616&s=56114&e=0014euZ bYZg fi 95iz4zL WACnesdGl"}" Hun P44& PkrkScgCN\VvUPf;7-Cq JCATHPeDvzE q94VT5 snN x48vx o0wu6 Ihf’l 
sN JRBK GJ f~a~LOcM2 a 3m 6125kPUKNI0 -roiD] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recruiting atticles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our obsei~cations and commentary 
on all the big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [b~ p:i,,’~2 ~4~?ei~ 1109515000616&s 56114&e 0014euEbYT~:~95jz4zL WACnesdGf}’HuaPd, d-4v F1~ k S c 8 CN ~>~;sL 

sN JRBKGJ~a, LQcM2a3nvrI3kPUKN I0-roiD] 

2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 

2012 NCRC [                                    616&s::56114&e=0014euP:bYZg~’~ Lm~4PPQeRNGHdk!brnJgYTicgx0@JgHDA\,VL v9Ut~.K~298h 
5GsEi4_~tilTYn,a HZU9m~ xVPi@ R DZ96 smUTm3- JRK_~ZI 3ran7                                   ] 

Be in Boston tiffs Jmte for the #1 recruiting tIafiffng weekend in college sports. 
CLICK HERE [h~p:i/r2Or~ 
el-:llO9515000616&s=56114&e=OO14eo~bYZg~, kdsOUYI~E1LxRxrNEl])NLYudpLlxoixEmu3OJUaSc;~Mczu4f mlGNS~A,~gcEnlR3cB 5~\,KvtNJqZC9E5SPAOVMMN.xa~I<~C(5zDYYPMpku{Pz-kilImd] 

New Prospect Profile System Making Evaluations Faster, Easier for College Coaches 

Coaches, are you cun-entlyusing NCSAAtttletic Recllliting [~://~20rs6nerztx~?e>llO9515000616&~56114&e 0014eaEbYZ~ 
dAoIna,~TF ~cJ4U22ZrSI~qOI}!TFUMGYk\/NvblvUB:~ffv~wn5~hCwOtFEGRl~V~9051 k34XO RANAwVsArWKRSxflL~mmO 2c/11yOsY~zh--wFd~nbaIiDbls\~NIPZa/~2KvSbH2nV3nil~267L~Xc 9,~,A_] 
to 
evaluate prospects? Well, we they just announced some great news: 
Starting later tiffs month, NCSA student-athlete profiles will have a more streanilined 
and simplified look, allowing for easier access to fiil’oi~nation and quicker evaluation 
by college coaches. 
With the new look, when you click to view a student-athlete’s profile, you’ll still 



be able to easily watch video with one click. You will also be able to easily read 
a student-atNete’s persoilul statement and view most-impottant stats directly on 
their home page. Also, you can click thi-ongh five tabs to view athletic, academic 
and personal i~tfommtion as well as video and sport-specific statistics. 
Make sure to check out the prospects soon to see the overhauled profiles and statt 
easily com~ecti~lg with potential recruits... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [lq>’~0 rs6 ~eV~p?e>l109515000616&s 56114&e 0014ecggbYZ~ 

&AoI                        rcJ4U22Z6SfHOfETFUMGYk\/~vbhL.BffF~-wr~5rhCw0tFEGRuVr9051 kB4XO g~ANA’~,VsA6WKR8xllLmmrIO 2ct11}~Os)O~h--wFcknbaIiDblsNNIPZaAl~v8bH21~V3mh2b7LfiXc 9~,A .] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109515000616&~56114&e 0014euEbYZgfi--hiLAK2zTHt3sMpOURC8- 
w IRc d s S 05263 B I k aF c 3 Q NusZN x S 8r fyAiDzvm D riM L s RH R J fqHuD Gp C AI P MiM M c i fg Pl C c o zAuH E KWnUZZ Y T JUZ O L 4 H1PAM aCT g E qkal Pk 2 Gkl 0 PUNS woN fs c 6T qgAfONvgblffWz q86 C f5 JzL a qx- 
Bm~SNL f 1 ~IZgN5 C gr 1 T36zvwQNeze fn4k5 DTG2 G svPbYoE2 K Lch5Mi 1 feAsj 9-kMMwl SPnbwqeD4jpwB 0TiuPi2r LeQVhP53kDTHKWhQgRP] 
Followus onTwitter [                      e~ 1109515000616&,a=:56114&e 0014e~£bY                       ~OxcURkR&~gfF~k-Ki~.99LK7 WJzB1nGc~N~,2sLdUV3a2mM3W~K8BS3rc~o~I4EU- 

T Y CA ~_~s..B O w kx- c JFA4bQ_ ] 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Trai~ff~g Videos 

DanTudor book [5;~ga:ik20 rs6 nel/m i.%?e> 1109515000616&s 56114&e 0014euEbYZ                                                                                        062x~,z4hTeHDaa2V1 ~&@~- 

] 

Looking for quick, inexpressive traiulng for you and your coact~lg staff? CLICK 
HERE [h~:p:/,q20~s6~et/{~l {s~?e~- 1109515000616&s 56114&e 0014euEbYZ~) A~ K k46s~%6~Raq~tgCMLeBPqhw3c~WSBPmdZ~9~EX{3qU8VY1~Vx4mKB4ENH~>L~H~nGJQKSiQa@57wF7XOnCZn1~ 

1L 6fl JuSKQmGHeAUQN~tN] 

The hnportance of Selli~g Your Vision 

to Your Reclllits 

by Mandy Green, Uiffversity of South Dakota 

Coaching your team and developi~g leadership statts with huvi~g a vision statement, 
tt~en developi~lg a plan to achieve it. Thut’s the startling point for evelT business 
ttmt wants to be successful, and it’s a must for college coaches who want to build 
a successful program. 

A vision statement answers the questio~ts "What will our program look like 5 to 10 
years froin now?" 

A vision is more than a destii~ution. It is an i~tspir ation, a motivator, and a rallyii~g 
pohtt for a team. Results ma~er, but they are ofien the by-products of an effectively 
created and commtmicated vision. 

Dan Tudor, the founder of Tudor Collegiate Strategies, talks a lot about how recruits 
don’t care about your past or your present, they o~ly care about how they fit into 
yom futme. 

Coaches who consistently sign the reci~ts they want have mastered really good commtmication 
and a... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [~20 ~s6~@Aa?et 1109515000616&s 56114&e 0014e~EbYZNff 
cD~oI~om4xaCTGtoDicJ4U22Z6SfllOfETFUMGYk\,%.vtohbB~fl’v~-wr~5~hCwOtFEGR~G~tg051 k34XO .gANAwVsA6WKRSxT1LumrrIO 2ctll~Os)(zh--wFda~ba~DblsNNIPZaAl~vSbH21~V3nff~267LfiXc 9wA .] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109515000616&~56114&e 0014euEbYZgfi--hiLAK2zTHt3sMpOURC8- 
w IRcdsS~5263BIkaFc3QNusZNxS8rfyAiDzvmDriMLsRHRJfqHuDGpCAI~MiMMcif~Cc~zAuHEKWnUZZYTJUZ~L4H~AMaCTgEqka~k2Gk~UN~woNfsc6TqgAf~NvgblffWzq86Cf5JzLaqx- 
Bm~SNL f 1 ~IZ9N5 C gr 1 T36zvwQNeze fn4k5 DTG2 G svPbYoE2 K Lch5Mi 1 feAsj 9-kMMwl SPnbwqeD4jpwB 0TiuPi2r LeQVhP53kDTHKWhQ9RP] 
Follow us on Twitter [h~ho:/h20 rs6 ~te~/,~ j~p?e~l l O9515000616&s 56114&e O014euEb Y~"utOrk~hOxcURkRdou9iTak K{L99LK7 ",R~zB l~tG~.mE’~sLdk.V3a2mM3W~K8BS3rdO~<’e@I4El~ . 

TYCA ~!~ BOwkx- c JFA4bO__] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlan 100,000 of the ~ation’s top prospects for fiee. [ 

~cJ4U22Z6SfHOfETFIJMGYk\,~vbhUB~fl’v~wr~5~hCw0tFEGRuV~9051 k34XO ~kANAwVsA6WKR8xT1LamrrIO 2ctllvOsXzh--wFda~lbaIjDblsNNIPZaAl~v8bH2nV3nff~2b7LfiXc 9wA .] 

Is There an iPad 3 in Yore Futm-e, Coach? 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [t_~t)jo:/h 20 ~s6 ~el/~                                                                                                GhHBUWV1MJ 
~h~tBiCC1LAHGXiZcOOS3u8JrDqk NIwvCX9V7RIw4z-rGetCo57()FA~&E~e4,1R7I’ylLbl~hR~,8zd-OHZVgz40MYWBgVaBiw ] 

Last week, Apple made their iPad 3 annomtcement and like any good tech ei~msiast, 
we were glued to ore screens. 

Also, like eveiT tech e~thusiast, we are on tire waiting list to get one. 

With thut said, we wanted to do give you ore initial impressions so that you can 
decide whether or not tiffs new version ofiPad should be in yore futm-e: 

* The first great thing is not the fact that the iPad 3 was a:mounced, but that 
tt~e iPad 2 is now o~tly $399. The iPad 2 is an amazing device and if you have been 
debatiilg on getti~g one for some thne, but concerned about budget, now is the chance 
to gobble it up. 
* Don’t have an iPad? Get an iPad 3. 
* Have an iPad 1? Seliously co~tsider the iPad 3. 
* Have an iPad 2? Well, are you womed about com~ectivity at high speeds? Do you 
need a crisper image? Are you just a tech geek? If tt~e answer is "yes" to any of 
these then you should... 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109515000616&~56114&e 0014euEbYZgfi--hiLAK2zTHt3sMpOURC8- 
w IRcdsS~5263BIkaFc3QNusZNxS8rfyAiDzvmDriMLsRHRJfqHuDGpCAI~MiMMcif~Cc~zAuHEKWnUZZYTJUZ~L4H~AMaCTgEqka~k2Gk~UN~woNfsc6TqgAf~NvgblffWzq86Cf5JzLaqx- 
Bm~SNL f 1 I~ZgN5 C gr 1 T36zvwQNeze fn4k5 DTG2 G svPbYoE2 K Lch5Mi 1 feAsj 9-kMMwl SPnbwqeD4jpwB 0TiuPi2r LeQVhP53kDTHKWhQgRP] 
Followus onTwitter [l~:ll~20 rs6 ne’tltn isp?e~-1109515000616&~:56114&e O014e~EbYZgl19INkgR9~.~t6r,,~3FTQllOxcURkRdougfI’ak-K{L99LK7 WJzB lnGqmEysLd4iV3a2mM3W~ K8BS3rdQos3JclYkaiOI4EU- 

T’~&x-c II 2._ ,.4bQ_ ] 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

NCRC3-DVD SET [hi~!://~20rs6 ne~qnisp?e~- 1109515000616&~:56114&e 0014e~.~EbYZgff Lm84PPOeR~\GHdk,bnlJ~G/Tick~OsFUgHDA?~\&, v9UuKx981~Q{i~lraTc5X~>bEgf(.~oQ\,\&O62x~wfbTeHDaa2VlWA- 

~£8 SEt1118                                                       3m~7£                               ] 

Our team of experts helped hm~&eds of coaches 
last year. Be one of them tiffs year. CLICK HERE 



e~- i109515000616&~56114&e O014eodEbY~.~6AoxO~,,~,qtTcml3Zxco SxTYBnCkFENPJI VPJUWC-Bwq11~QM_y.sH6zCSdX\~tA D3bd 

College Coaching Changes: 

Big Effects on Decision Making of Recruits 

Courtesy Ctuis Ha~se~. HoopGurlz/ESPN 

Se:tior teammates Dalacy Anderso:~. Cab14a:m Capers and Nia Moore have more in conmmn 
titan just their foutth-ra:~ked Bolli::gbrook (IL) Raider jerseys. Anderso:~. who signed 
with George Washi::gton in the 1:~11, Capers, who signed with Auburn. and Moore, who 
signed with Illinois, all find themselves commi~ed to programs without head coaches. 

"All of them picked the schools because of whut the schools offered, but the coaches 

played a big part," Boli::gbrook head coach Tony Smith said. "They were all a li~le 
bit down about it." 

Auburn’s Nell Fottner resigned as head coach of the Tigers after eight seaso:~s at 
tt:e hehn, leaving Capers, a 6-foot-1 folward, coachless. Similarly, tt:e terminations 
of Jolette Law at Illinois, after five seaso:~s, and Mike Bozeman at George Wushingto:~. 
after four years, huve left Moore, a 6-3 folward, and Anderson, a 6-2 forward, with 
uncertain futm-es. 

"It’s just difficult because they all built relationships with those coaches," Smith 
said. "Thut’s tough to do over again"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [htip://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-llO9515000616&s 56114&e ~4euEbYZg~.-CYuh~T6R3qBs9I~4AfFLkBzmGwUzm~jtd8L5~gBPI92AFGKaavE~ivs~f-f4Pw~McWZ - 
R ST B 585 M xc o wM I c c X9 L L H uKL Y P ya-Wm B- P H pKz 348 uS 13iG:~P e R IN K M 0 d I B fl H Iib--6 D M N M zt8u-QWrU B- 9 Z Q E X2 g-xm312mZ C fAX 13 H N Q 7x2o R6 V oZ 7H P c B I L I GuCyFWVP c X QT c s s Z c H VF 2 k Tb Sm 0 fW-p s 5- 
YCneeubw~] 

Findus onFacebook [htip://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-llO9515000616&~56114&e 0014euEbYZgfi--b:kAK2zTHt3sMpOURC8- 
w IRcdsS05263 BIkaFc3 Q NusZNxS8r fyAiDzvmDrlML s RHRJ fqHuDGpCAI P MiMMcifg PlCcozAuHE KWnUZZYT JUZ OL4H1PAM a CTgEqkalPk2Gkl0PUN~woN fsc6TqgAfONvgbhiWzq86C f5 JzL a qx- 
B:mSNL f 1 :~IZgN5 C gr 1 T36zvwQNeze fn4k5 DTG2 G svPbYoE2 K Lch5Mi 1 feAsj 9-tkMMwl SPnbwqeD4jpwB 0TiuPi2r LeQVhP53kDTHKWhQgRP] 
Follow us on Twitter [ht~://:2Ors6:~e~/,~::j~p_?e~1109515000616&~56114&e 0014eaEbY hOxcUR~<Rdo~giTak-Kij~99LK? W~zB l~Go~b:sLdL V3a2mM 3 W~KSB S3r ~j.0I 4EU - 

TYCAugBOwkx-cJFAdbQ :: ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
h~p:i/uico~tsta~tco~tactcomisa’f~,~f~p?lir=bwhec~ab&m=1101038493377&ea=blanto~t%u~maa ~tc ed~&a:=1109515000616 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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h~stant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
t_~l~o:/I\,isitorco~starltco~tactcom/do?12~m&mse 0018lllOWc1~?t4MoBKxT ImJbKq40rL5bmJwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&> 001iffq-be4K5MhF~x Ovgi2>anA%3D%BD&~easo~l: 001I~tEsU%3D&llr bv~lleqnbab 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Holds Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

The Reg date should be on the same report. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/13/2012 12:25 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Can we get a report with everyone [] s reg date, etc.? 

Thanks ! 
B 

From: Susan Maloy [maflto:sbmalov~ur~c~ua.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Holds Report 

Hello All, 

Attached is a holds report for the upcoming fall registration. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 1:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Holds Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Oh yea. Forgot about that one. I get that out as well. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 3/13/2012 12:31 PM >>> 

It is but that isn[]t a report on everyone is it? Only those with holds. 

From: Susan Maloy [gmilto:sbmal~%~g~uncaa.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Holds Report 

The Reg date should be on the same report. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/13/2012 12:25 PM >>> 
Hi Susan, 
Can we get a report with everyone[] s reg date, etc.? 

Thanks! 
B 

From: Susan Maloy [gmilto:sbmalo~,~2ar~caa.a~nc.ed~4] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Kym Orr; Tia Overstreet; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson 
Subject: Holds Report 

Hello All, 

Attached is a holds report for the upcoming fall registration. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bennett, Anthony" <bennetta@NCCU.EDU> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 4:05 PM 

’alison_ruff@ncsu.edu’; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’carrie_leger@ncsu.edu’; ’ccrenshaw2@elon.edu’; 
’edward_reid@ncsu.edu’; ’jody_moylon@ncsu.edu’; ’katie_sheridan@ncsu.edu’; 
’maria_ty son@ncsu, edu’; ’megan_albidrez@ncsu. edu’; ’victoria_casas@ncsu. edu’ 

Call for Programs 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

All, 

Good afternoon, I hope all of you are doing well. I want to pass on some potential professional development opportunities if you 
would have someone on your staff who would be interested. We are hosting the Hear the C.A.L.L. conference here on the NCCU 

campus (see link below). We are looking for presenters as well as attendants for this event. 

Heather Ryan from Duke will be the Keynote Speaker for the event so that should be interesting. :) It would great if we could have 
some support for Heather from our N4A local family. 

Please see the flyer in the body of the email. If you know if anyone on your staff who may interested please have them submit their 
proposal to the link provided. 

Thank you. 

Anthony Bennett 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Director for Student-Athletes Support Services 
McDougald-McLendon Gymnasium 
1801 Fayetteville Street 
Durham, North Carolina 27701 
(919) 530-6721 
bennetta@nccu.edu 

From: Haupt, Brittany 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: Easterling, Vonda M; Colbert-Lewis, Danielle M; Bullock, Melanie; Martinez, Meghann; Brown, Gary; Medley, Christopher; 

Hood, David; Bennett, Anthony; Doxey, Tia M; Eley, Wallecia B; Islet, Victor 

Subject: Call for Programs- E-mail Template to Disperse 

[cid: image001 .jpg@01 CCFDE4.F7248B CO] 

Greetings! 

It is with enthusiasm that the Programming Committee for the 2012 Hear the Call is inviting for proposals for presentation at the April 

20, 2012 conference focusing on "The Big 3: Student Affairs, Academic Affairs and Athletics." The Hear the Call conference was 

created to support the success of our diverse student population. We hope that conference attendees will: 

[] Identify practices that engage diverse voices to contribute to the change that is needed on college campuses, in organizations, 

and/or the world (revised Outcome NASPA). 

[] Develop strategies for collaboration between Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, Athletics and beyond. 

[] Learn ways to support student’s transition from secondary to higher education and "advance the consciousness of social 
responsibility in a diverse, global society" (revised NCCU mission). 

Successful presentations will: 

[] Include at least one learning objective 



[] Effectively engage the audience for an hour and fifteen minute presentation 

[] Offer practical applications/examples of supporting student populations within Student Affairs, Academic Affairs and/or athletics 

The Programming Committee will use a peer review process to select creative and innovative presentations and will be selecting 12 
presentations. Proposals are due on March 31, 2012 by 5:00 p.m. Please click on the link below to submit your proposal and make 
sure to enter in all information. 

www.nccu.edu/hearthecall<l~t~ :/i~.ww r~cc~ ed~iheartheca~> 

Should you have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact myself or a member of the Programming Committee. 

Very respectfully, 

Bile Haupt, M.Ed. 
Programming Committee Chair 

bhaupt@nccu.edu<mai~to:°bha~ccu~edu> 
Office: 919.530.5444 

Darlielle Colbert-Lewis, M.Ed. and M.LIS. 
Programming Committee 
dcolbert@nccu.edu<mai~o :dcolbert~@ncct~.edu> 
Office: 919.530.5237 

Vonda Easterling, M.A. 
Programming Committee 
veasterling@nccu.edu<mai~to :veasteflin~cc~ed~> 
Office: 919.530.6096 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit l’~p;/iww~w.syma~tecclot~d.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ashley Williams <awilliams@granttrainingcenter.net> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 11:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grant Writing Workshop at North Carolina State University 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 16, 2012 6:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Checklist and Reports 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning Brent, 

I made the copies and have the feedback forms copied from last night’s tutorial. I am driving to Kentucky this morning, so I will 
actually put the attendance into the DB on Monday. If it needs to be done before then, the checklist are at my workstation. 

Also, can you run the Friday reports for Football? 

Have a great weekend! 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 11:06 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Schedule report 

TEXT.htm; 3.16.12 for Schedule Upload.xlsx 

See attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 4:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Database on my Computer 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 
I just wanted to remind you to put the database on my desktop as you suggested first thing Monday morning. I will need to spend 
some time getting everything pulled up and ready before our meeting at 10am. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 17, 2012 11:19 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Pending FALL AND SUMMER SCHOOL Registration IMPORTANT!! 

TEXT.htm; Pending FALL AND SUMMER SCHOOL Registration 
IMPORTANT! !.msg 

fyi 



Schedule for Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 

Week of March 19, 2012 
Date 
3/19 
3/19-22 
3/20 
3/20 
3/21 
3/23 
3/24 
3/24 
3/25 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Phone-a-thon 
Women’ s Group 
SAAC 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
Softball Event 
Volleyball Banquet 

Week of March 26, 2012 
Date 
3/27 
3/27 
3/28 
3/29 
3/30 
3/31 
4/1 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
Young Alumni Event 
Leadership Academy 
Football Coaches Clinic 
Football Coaches Clinic 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Week of April 2, 2012 
Date 
4/2 
4/3 
4/6 
4/7 
4/7 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 

Time 
6:00 PM 
All Day 
Noon 
6:00-8:30 PM 
11:00 AM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
11:00 AM 
7:00 PM 
Noon 

Time 
Noon 
5:00-7:00 PM 
Noon-1:00 PM 
All Day 
All Day 
6:00 PM 
@4:00 PM 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
6:00-8:00 PM 
7:00 AM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Suite Level 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 2:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
2005 Cohort in need of PID#s 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; BOG Athletic Report with PIDs.xlsx 

Brent, 
Attached is the entire file, but I believe the only concern is the 2005 Cohort unless you can verify the PID#s are correct from 2006- 
2011 since they were manually entered. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingsite.com <audio@professortrainingsite.com> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 4:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students - 4/5 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

If you are concerned with the financial well-being of your students, there will 
be a live 60-minnte webinar: 

"Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students" 
Thursday, April 5, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

ht~p;iiwww..professortraiingsite.comi27GiOi2ipTXBCZcip76CNJABi/pOe 

With loans, credit card debt and the rising cost of being in college, students 
today are facing more financial stress and pressures than ever before. Students 
who learn to manage their money effectively are more likely to stay in school, 
graduate and stay current with their student loan payments. How can your school 
develop a low cost financial literacy program to properly address your students [] 
needs? Join us for this 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will 
discover: 

** What is the impact of financial literacy on students & your college 
** Strategies to develop an effective program on your campus 
** Tips for funding your financial literacy program: Low cost solutions 
** Peer mentoring: How to get students involved to help each other 

With our expert speaker: 

Mary Johnson, Financial Literacy and Consumer Advocacy Program Manager at Higher 
One, a multi functional financial services provider to colleges and 
universities, specializing in collection, payroll, financial intelligence and 
financial education products and services. 
** Mary has over 25 years of experience in higher education finance and state 
student financial aid admirlistxation. As Associate Commissioner for the 
Connecticut Department of Higher Education, Mary was a strong advocate for 
maintaining college affordability and financial stability for students. She 
also managed the development of an on-line, interactive financial literacy 
program specifically for college students. 
** She authored numerous reports on important higher education issues such as 
degree productivity, college affordability, cost containment, and workforce 
success of college graduates and has been an invited speaker at both state and 
national venues including the U.S. Departments of Education and Labor, and the 
National Governors[] Association. 

"Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students" 
Live, 60-Minnte Webinar * 
Thursday, April 5, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:/iww.w.profcssortrai~r~site.comi27GT0i2ip7X~3CZcip76CNJABiip0e 



We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

rofessortrainin&site.comi27G/4Ci2i~TXBCZc/~)7(~CNJABii~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 139024 

Contact ID#: -1622228648 



If you are concerned with the financial well-being of your students, there will 
be a live 60-minute webinar: 

"Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students" 
Thursday, April 5, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

http :/ iwww.prof essortraini n gsite, comi2 7 Gi Oi2ip T XBC Zc/t~ 7 6CN JAB iipOe 

With loans, credit card debt and the rising cost of being in college, students 
today are facing more financial stress and pressures than ever before. Students 
who learn to manage their money effectively are more likely to stay in school, 
graduate and stay current with their student loan payments. How can your school 
develop a low cost financial literacy program to properly address your students’ 
needs? Join us for this 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will 
discover: 

What is the impact of financial literacy on students & your college 
Strategies to develop an effective program on your campus 
Tips for funding your financial literacy program: Low cost solutions 
Peer mentoring: How to get students involved to help each other 

With our expert speaker: 

Mary Johnson, Financial Literacy and Consumer Advocacy Program Manager at Higher 
One, a multi functional financial services provider to colleges and 
universities, specializing in collection, payroll, financial intelligence and 
financial education products and services. 

¯ Mary has over 25 years of experience in higher education finance and state 
student financial aid administration. As Associate Commissioner for the 
Connecticut Department of Higher Education, Mary was a strong advocate for 
maintaining college affordability and financial stability for students. She 
also managed the development of an on-line, interactive financial literacy 
program specifically for college students. 
She authored numerous reports on important higher education issues such as 
degree productivity, college affordability, cost containment, and workforce 
success of college graduates and has been an invited speaker at both state and 
national venues including the U.S. Departments of Education and Labor, and the 
National Governors’ Association. 



"Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students" 
Live, 60-Minute Webinar * 
Thursday, April 5, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http :~www.~rofessortrair~ingsite.comi27G!0/2ipT~CZcip76CN JABiip0e 

We hope you’ll j oin us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http:!i iwww.pro~ssortrain~n gsi te. comi2 7 Gi 4Ci2ip TNB C Zcip 7 6C NJ AB iipOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 139024 

Contact ID#: - 1622228648 



Monday March 19, 2012 Unsubscr be I Rr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a friend 

In this issue: 

¯ Convention Early-Bird Reminder 

¯ Niagara Falls Tour 

We look forward to seeing you all at the 37th National Convention on June 7-10, 2012 in 
Buffalo! Remember that the early-bird rate ends on I~lar¢l~ :~:~, 20:~2. 

Register online now at htt#;Z/nfoura.orq!conventioni 

Join your colleagues and peers for a Tour of the Niagara Falls! 

Click here to learn more. 

Subscr be I Unsubscribe I Send ths to a friend 

nfoura.orq 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 10:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Basketball Advances to NCAA Tournament Sweet Sixteen! 

TEXT.htm 

The Gamecocks defeated Purdue, 72-61, to advance to the Sweet Sixteen of the NCAA 
Tournament for just the third time in school history. South Carolina will take on No. 1 seed Stanford 
on Saturday, March 24, in Fresno, California. Stay tuned to GamecocksOnline.com for more 
information. 

Click allow HTML or allow pictures to see full email. 

To unsubscribe from future emails, please call the South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office at 
800.4SC.FANS. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office [] 801 Lincoln Street Columbia, SC 29208 

800.4SC.FANS 



The Gamecocks defeated Purdue, 72-61, to advance to the Sweet Sixteen of the NCAA Tournament for 
just the third time in school history. South Carolina will take on No.1 seed Stanford on Saturday, March 
24, in Fresno, California. Stay tuned to GamecocksOnline.com for more information. 

To unsubscribe fronl future mailings, please call 800.4SC.FANS (800.472.3267) 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 . 800.4SC.FANS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle Corporation" <replies-grs@oraele-mail.eom> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 3:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reminder - Influence Oracle with your feedback! 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; Part.003; Part.004 

<!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2/~E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2//E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2/~E--> <!-- 

CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2//E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2/~E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//E--> <!--CTYPE 
HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//E-->    <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2/~E-->    <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2/~E-->    <!--CTYPE HTML 
PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2/~E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2//E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2/~E--> <!--CTYPE HTML PUBLIC 
"-//W3C/~DTD HTML 3.2/~E--> [oracle red.gif] [JebDasteeldpg] []My primary role as Chief Customer Officer (CCO) 
at Oracle is to amplify the voice of out- customers thi-ol~ghout the organization. Yout input can have a direct impact on Oracle’s futm-e strategy. I encourage you to pal#icipate in our 

~,~s:/;%,,v,,wo~acle~£~-~e2scom!seashi~?s ?C~k~5E660831253F08CECE9874CF5F?304 to make yout- voice heard." 
- Jeb Dasteel, Senior Vice President and Chief Customer Officer (CCO), Oracle 

Dear Brent Blantot~. 

We recently invited you to pal#icipate in a t2.t_l__ps:/N~,wo~clesan, e2scom/seashi~?s 7CFJg5E660831253F08CEOE9874CF5F7304 about yout- relationship ~vitla Oracle and your experiences ~vitla 

out- products and sercices. The questions have been specifically designed to provide actionable feedback to Ot*cle, and results will help us measure perfom~ance and drive in~provement across all aspects of our 
business. 

This role-based survey ~vill take 5-10 minutes to complete. We plata to provide a summary to respondents approxin~ately 30 days al~er the survey closes. Yout 

b~lps:~v,.~,,,o~acies~n~e,/scomiseashx?s 7Cb;E5E660831253F08CECEgg? 4CF5F?304 is unique to yout email address and is only available utatil Friday, Apil 6: 

~ios://~/,,wwo~acles~-~2,tscom!seashx?s ?C ~2£5Ed60831253F0gcEc£g874CF5F?304 

Thatik you very much for yout participation. We look for-ward to receiving yout response. 

Sincerely, 

Oracle Corporation 

Jeb Dasteel 
Senior Vice President and Chief Customer Officer 

*** IMPORTANT NOTES *** 

Oracle has sent you this email as pal# of its customer feedback progran. For questions regarding this program, please contact: gcp-customerfeedbackus@oracle.com. You are receiving this survey because you 
were nominated by an Oracle employee, by someone in your company, or have opted-in to the survey. 

Please do NOT fot~vard this email to others. You have been given a unique URL ~vith ~vhich to take the survey. The system accepts only one response for each unique URL. If you ~vould like an 
additional person in your organization to pal#icipate, please send an email with the contact details to: gcp-customerfeedbackus@oracle.com. 

Oracle ~vill treat data collected froln you in accordance ~vith Oracle’s privacy policy, ~vhich inay be accessed at h~p:i/www oracie com/h,xnl/pix~ac,~ blmi. You inay contact Oracle by mail at 500 

Oracle Par~vay, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, 

USA. 

This survey is being conducted by Vovici on behalf of Oracle. You may contact Vovici by mail at Vovici, 196 Van Buten, Suite 400, Hemdot~. VA 20170, USA. 

If you ~vant to be removed from the Oracle Global Relationship Sut-cey, please click on the follo~ving li~ik:k~[~s://.v,,~,~,~/,, o~acles~m/ezs corn/oh a~la? 
s ?CECS5ESdO831253FOgCECE9874CF5F?304. 

NA/USA 

[hse~284x13.gif] 
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"My primary role as Chief Customer Officer (CCO) at Oracle is to amplify the voice of our customers 
throughout the organization. Your input can have a direct impact on Oracle’s future strategy. I encourage 
you to participate in our Global Relationship SurveF to make your voice heard." 

- Jeb Dasteel, Senior Vice President and Chief Customer Officer (CCO), Oracle 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

We recently invited you to participate in a survey about your relationship with 
Oracle and your experiences with our products and services. The questions 
have been specifically designed to provide actionable feedback to Oracle, and 
results will help us measure performance and drive improvement across all 
aspects of our business. 

This role-based survey will take 5-10 minutes to complete. We plan to provide a 
summary to respondents approximately 30 days after the survey closes. Your 
survey link is unique to your email address and is only available until Friday, April 
6: 

https://www.o raclesu rveys.com/se .ashx? 
s=7CEE5E660831253F08CECE9874CF5F7304 

Thank you very much for your participation. We look forward to receiving your 
response. 

Sincerely, 
Oracle Corporation 

Jeb Dasteel 
Senior Vice President and Chief Customer Officer 

***~MPORTANTNOTES*** 

Oracle has sen~ you this email as pelt of Is customer feedback pro,qram For questions regarding this program~ 
@ease con act: ,qcp-customerfeedback us@oracle.corn Yo are receiving his sulvey because yol were 
nora nated by ar/Oracle amp oyee~ by sorneone in yolr company~ ol have opted n to the survey 

Please do NOT folward this emaH to others You have been given a unique URL with whch to lake the survey 
system accepts only one esponse for each unique URL If yol would like an addtional peson in yolr 

olgan za on/o par ic pate pease send an email with the con act details to: qcp- 
customerfeedback us@oracle.com. 

Oede w treat dlta collected from you n accordance with Oracle’s pl}vacy policy, whch may be accessed at 
http://www.oracle.com/html/privac¥.html Yol may con act Oacle by mail el: 500 Oacle F alkway, Redwood 
Sholes, CA 94065, U{A 

This s irvey is being conducted by Vovic on behalf of Oracb Yol may conbct Vovici by mail at Vovici, 196 Vat/ 
Buren, Suite 400, Herndon, VA 20170, USA 

if you wahl to be emoved from the Oracle Gob81 Relationship S i~/ey, pease clck on the following 
link https:/~wwv.oraclesurveys.com/oh.ashx?s=7CEE5E660831253F08CEC E9874C F5F7304 

NA/U{ A 

Copyright © 2011, Oracle. All rights reserved. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 10:42 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Are You Proving That You Care More Than Other Coaches 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

r20 co~tstaatcoi~tact com,~ ender ?ih-b,~.he OSLacsmMXZ~@sdVa~ILxgiX9LklREtfFX4 XdLSCPC~xAvBLCvk- 
KB0wSUX 
You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o:/Ix.Jsitorr20co~sta~*{co:~{actcom/cis~?11r b,a.he@~bab&l- 11095708009085611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,sd: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email fiom m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~f~:/’Ivisitorcor~:~ta~tcontactco~t~’do?p%u~&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavdMoB~r ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001N~ 6~v~dA%3D%3D&reason 001I~Rf~EsL,%3D&lh 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Newsletter Header [hCqo://i20 rs6 i~et~/~,{sp?e>1109570800908&s 56114&e :O01MFOz2gaKO\/zw5TAflMlrtrURX96wkBhOr~zHRSO© OSz25sfAPcTZO~qTKAXLJ2eAvnMzHNLs~i\UHbvC5- 
~.!oReOxPP~M1tY1U5726GB49BowBO5Eg_ _] 

March 20, 2012 Voltm~e 8, Issue 12 

Are You Provfi~g That You Care More 

Thun Other Coaches? 

What’s your answer to thut questio~, Coach? 

Because more and more, whut you do during the next few weeks is goring to determine 
whether or not you get those prospects. 

Late Winter and early Spring, for many coaches, is sit-by-the-phone-and-sweat-it-out 
lime. For many coaches who aren’t able to offer full scholarships, your financial 
aid and admissions department are workfi~g their magic to tiT and put together packages 
ttmt will lure your prized prospects to campus in the Fall. And, even if you’re 
a high level Division I coach who sigmed his or her recmiti~g class months ago, 
there is a time period late in your recruits’ decision cycle where tiffs question 
applies at some point: 

Your teenage prospects and their parents are tinting to figare out if - and how much 
- you care. 

Respected business marketi~g gura Seth Godin makes the same point when it comes 
to what we look for as adults: 

"We’re hyper alert to the appearance of caling. We want to do business with people 
who appear to care, who appear to bling care and passion and dedication to their 
work. If tile work expresses caring, if you consistently and professio~mlly deliver 
on thut expressions, we’re sold. 

The troth is thut it’s what we perceive that matters, not what you hifi~g to the 
table. If you care but your work doesn’t show it, you’ve l~oiled. If you care so 
much that you’re unable to bling quality, efficiency and discer~m~ent to yore- work, 
we’ll walk away fiom it. 

And the irony? The best, most reliable way to appear to care when it matters-is 
to care." 

It’s probably hard to argue against tiffs line of thi~fldng. The vast array of our 
research [h~1):I/~ 20 rs6 ~e~q~ isro?e~-11095 70800908&s 56114&e ~1MP~z2~aK~ Vx9~1~5~NfAMDBrDhN3 Va~a~R WOnJ;~886Mii5~i\)2Cg~A~b‘~2HU7Wd3~k;~x6m5Hh~hi~L- 

z3dSIx_M P88NTQ _] 
shows that Nospects are lookfi~g for who cares the most fiom sta~ to fiNsh. Especially 
when they’re on campm, followed closely by how coaches ~-eat them at ~e end of 
the Nocess. 

So really, we’re l:~ced with a simple yet challe~gfi~g question: How do coaches show 
tt~eir prospects they care more thun their competition tiffs time of year?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
el-l109570800908&!; 56114&e 001MFOz2g;dKOV,~.Z41s04E22xVSAYbiUgHWHhVsn7fbiMc aTLbcL5kWnSiH1PD3~’~SPYt62HJ2FloV PNTEg)lCIUiYRlxc~aMBfN.g9HT-23t10TtRPKav~.qlhn5o~Y- 
IAdV4OPC~czDZWleF5ZaUDc3GgKklIgbdGSFDeiJQ4q61bW tHclk~ m2JSGQ ] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?et-l109570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVy3KIc4iAyU2cc- 
p xpBonchiWaFWnRV6WHEOptBjSiVnh0HdmkCW37k8Rjx6DV5ujh8aBVmjRmHk5DQlgIPTbgG P31dJnSupDVxkLT- 
7E Gc~jcqMUrIAGGbdO2i4USgsW%QYYpSy4NpgqNhSE8FglFBssN10n~z A8AVO3w~u~mV~KU-TnegtunQN~OBqDBi32h6J t~fjW~j~iDeS-zTFU4DUc~01cvCRJ68oCi- 
nQhNr S JRdTyHOXSuMo3pG~t~bTEr SiO] 

Follow us on TinKer [~:/7~20 rs6 
e~l109570800908&~=56114&e: 001MFOz2gaKOVwxgiAl6vIvKKPfl~SQ,%lt~H5Ce3~qt~v-5~k cEmF%m~d13M v6LG79_.E HTX3EH2GsZmzRk~,~qTCehG4~?~ew~<io UQA@WT.ILHivDx 

2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference 

2012NCRC [~):.0~20~4’?et 1109570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz2figaKO\izv24VEwU\~2SSsm6                            R4tMc~’~a~V2FbGQ1L3FWSlkt-lcRD~3,~ 
bdmMVG4RT8 YPDcPAt,PE2dkpJ~m~INvZ6GJFA5NGVGiM~_~CIi5nrXsdv4Axx. ocCgi~’_ ri~;~cG3kspib’~xdkNSJrJTplTCR0eP20RbAf7~c~)~mtQ~] 

Be in Boston tiffs Jm~e for the #1 recruiting trafiffng weekend in college sports. 
CLICK HERE [ 

] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [>~ro://*2Ors6ne~tltnisp?e{-:1109570800908&~:56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOV~feTpsv4~Ocx5Dai9eiwCJA*k~J JmtX>Sd,iXs~iB21 eLkHNOvAEX-31PI C?k5Ee6LVSiTDiJ8 ~X- 

] 

COLLEGE LOAN INTEREST RATES SET TO TAKE BIG JUMP 

If you’re a coach who gets concerned at the pile of debt thut yotu- athletes will 
leave yotu- campus with, you have reason to worly even more. Ullless Co~gress acts, 
college loan rates will double in the comfi~g weeks, risfi~g to nearly 7% annually. 
Visit otu- Facebook page for the whole story! CLICK HERE [}_v~://~20 ~s6 ~et,’/~i~?et 1109570800908&s 56114&e: 001MFOz 9eiwCJAfi~,J JmtXu-Sd2Za~2821 eLkHNOvAEX- 

] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [>~ro://*20rs6ne~tltnisp?e{-1109570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVwTWBY3KaAsWoE1DHUI 8oXD2m-gvZRLH- 



FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmitiilg atticles, late-breaking recrultiilg news, and our observations and commentary 
on all the big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [h~p://~20rs6net’~ni~)?e~llO9570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz2g;~KOV~,V’~FBY3KaAsWoE1DHUI 8oXD2m-SvZRLH-zEN~,4s)~uSOuX9w4zIrKieIdECUGiYXLH5Tt6b kCCEml~JI)~dSX L3C~.vLc- 

] 

Looking for better recruiting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [                     ?et-:1109570800908&~56114&e OOIMFOz2g~dKOVzv2qVEwLVI2SSsm6                             44McxAV2P~gGOjL3FWS1kt--IcRD~:. 
UCIi5n~XsdvdAxv ocC                             17CR0 eP20 Rb AT7R_N ~rltO~ ~N] 

Ore team of experts helped hmt&eds of coaches 
last year. Be one of them tiffs year. CLICK HERE [hl~:p:./i~20 rs~ netIiJl j~?ei~ 1109570800908&~ 56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOV:*~’\BZ-f~sZn-TafDtDweT~ VIvZRT RoxZb3\,\:~?73pYU 
O ~sT f,h\4 Pc,~M [ cJ~ ’ i 1’1~q ~1 ~a,~L? Qk1,1 ~,oxkA C x~. :Os, iPa~" ~ X H/OgStl ~d~f] 

New Ct~unges Unveiled Today 

From Leadii~g Free Recruiting Database for Coaches 

Last week NCSA Attiletic Recrulti~g [Ik.~o://~2Ors6neV~?~29?et-11095%800908&s 5~114&e 001MFOz                                 sYSPBFsYCikSYt- 

] 
announced the new recrulti~g profiles will be live for you to evaluate statting 
tiffs week. With tt~ut implementation NCSA has also taken even more steps to make 
you:- (fiee) Recruiting Management System simpler, and more user-friendly. 
Today, you:- new landi~g page will now direct you right to the interested athtetes 
section. This is where the prospects that have identified you:- program as one they 
would like to connect with are listed. Updating you:- Email Update preferences will 
also become much sinlpler with the new stteantiined "recmitii~g preferences section". 
NCSA is also addling the ability for student-athtetes to notify you ttlut they are 
interested with much more ease and fiequency. This means you will have a lot more 
talent qum~tity and quality in the htterested Athtetes section of yore RMS. All 
of this is happeulng to make you:- lives easier, statting today... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [ 
~N4EzPUrR©dLeTZkH?z4exd~P~LBTGx6pNAaTFwJTG>~0NrcDES aXlm:P69IbcxOVG0c:dc,C~E-~OdStYUmUCan. 6DulvSIIZW~9H*k0Y VuIMcs ] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?et-l109570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVy3KIc4iAyU2cc- 
p xpBo~Kh~WaFWnRV6WHEOptBjSiV~ti~0HdmkCW37k8Rjx6DV5ujh8aBVmjRmHk5DQlgIPTbgG P31dJnSupDVxkLT- 
7E GdHjcqMUrIAGGbdO2i4USgsW%QYYpSy4NpgqNhSE8FglFBssN10nWNz A8AVO3wt3uRZmV¥~VKU-TneginnQzhytOBqDBi32h6J hEfjWAAnjzZiDeS-zTFU4DUcRR01cvCRJ68oCi- 
nQhJkr S JRdTyHOXSuMo3pGn~xDbTEr SiO] 

Follow us on Twitter [t~:/7~20 rs6 
e~l 109570800908&~=56114&e 

Books, Special Reports and DVD Traiifi~g Videos 

Dan Tudor book [hr,~p:i!~2Ors6net/~jNo?e~l 109570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVzv24VEwUV12SSsm6~u3~cd~C}dS’~’VQ~R4rMcy& V2FbCQ1L3FWSIkt- 1 cRD_v~p 
bdmMVG4RT8 :~PDcPARE2d[~p3~::vINvZ6GJFA5NGVGiMUCIi5~Xs&;dAxv ~ SHrs.cG3ks:ffP~xdKNgJrJT~ITCR0eP20RbATTP~NmtO~] 

Looking for quick, inexpeitsive ttaiulng for you and you:- coactht~g staff? CLICK 
HERE [ 

] 

Why Play College Sports? 

Indiana State Researcher Has the Scientific Answer 

More and more ofte~, college coaches find themselves having to convince athtetes 
tt~ut they should play college spotts rather titan step away fiom competition and 
just enjoy life as a college student. 
Wlff ch begs the question: Does it pay to be a college athtete, even - in the instance 
of Division III athtetics or with progn-ams that dofft offer full athtetic scholarships 
- if the student-athtete tlus to pay to do it? 
Respected speaker and author Charlie Adams alerted us to a study tt~ut Dr. Mark Frederick 
and his team of researchers at the Center for Measuring College Behaviors and Academics 
at Indiana State Uifiversity, who t~uve the answer to tt~ut question: Yes. 
Read the latest research that clearly says there really isn’t an epide~htc of "dumb 
jocks" on college campuses today... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp? 
et-l109570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVxaEjnkAP CKpDR30 3~¥~JGzT66p~HMg7ttx~VwQdfFhSWwneuz7u2SJXQwqbj~jYa~pz8XFyvAuX~2~sndtFuG~vhr4JZEtLULYR4g~WAvFNJGQ~2mMABb~ 
-jBZm44znVdeVEUV2rBgHB19Qys6Gv4U1 fgaAPdZm5eYeIlqQF1Z2V4pWT04HGqfeOQwrlSkNy6JS8Hor2SqWldiBu188U1 s JnC1 QS24D2XcylFhi0ugJaaVwUrohOeA] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tt~.jsp?et-l109570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVy3KIc4iAyU2cc- 
p xpBo~Kh~WaFWnRV6WHEOptBjSiV~ti~0HdmkCW37k8Rjx6DV5ujh8aBVmjRmHk5DQlgIPTbgG P31dJnSupDVxkLT- 
7E Gc~jcqMUrIAGGbdO2i4USgsW%QYYpSy4NpgqNhSE8FglFBssN10n~z A8AVO3wUu~mVV~KU-TneginnQN~OBqDBi32h6J t~fjW~j~iDeS-zTFU4DUc~01cvCRJ68oCi- 
nQhNr S JRdTyHOXSuMo3pGnz~bTEr SiO] 

Follow us on Tm~er [h~://120 rs~ netI~ ~s-~? 
el- 1109570800908&~56114&e 00iMFOz2gaKOVwxSiAl~vlvKKPf~nSC~¢lhxH5Ce3’~ff~5gk cEmFS:r~ndi3M v~LG71EE H’TX3EH2GsZmzK’~,,%~TCehC-qn~ewK~.o UQVQ~,~’ILHivDx 6~z~jw ] 

Front Rush [ 

How This Coach Beat a SEC Powerhouse 

for a Prized Recrult...and the Lesson You Can Learn 

Courtesy Michael Carvell, Atlanta Journal Constitution 

The top out-of-state coaches come up with creative ways to lure Georgia’s elite 
football talent to theh- schools. 

Nick Saban mailed an Atlanta Rtmul::g Back 105 letters ... in a day. 

Vanderbilt’s coach cruises arotmd Atlanta in a helicopter. 

And Virgiula’s coach? Mike London scored major creativity pdints with the recruiting 
tactic ttlut helped lme Georgia’s No. 1 prospect at Quarterback, Greyson Lambert. 
He signed with the Cavaliers over Alabama. 



Vh-ginia’s coach made a big impression with a recruiting video. 

Here’s tile stoly: When Lambert visited Virginia’s campus last surmner, London coulchi’t 
be there in person because he had a previous ellgagement. But London was there on 
a TV screen. He had a video made for tile star quatterback. 

What Lambert says about tile approach Coach London took says vohm~es about tile way 
today’s reclult wants to be COlmnunicated wittl, and matches our research on the topic... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
et-l109570800908&~56114&e ~MF~z2gaK~VwxB~4pqW8Rj~DsLgx6~5~NQcBQ~Gk8E7Dfqj~a~kn~swI2Wk4b3ZTvQqkw7H~pIByQMWJ~Jxy~hJS~QW~U3z2B0- 
ul Ff77M4ispCJ JoeTAEi87TPzTaQkk J J5 &n30jbKQ-MIwFZxkBX 1 -R2QwL 5kadl B Elqt3GLM 6654KCcLxI~n0 eKBjgzXKRLWw0c RYYHP2 DYLYesLdIlnEhM MIxnWxa-6ndCWGCscn~ezbAeYFKFM6Wg5WIByrg- 
cHAroVMhOzB okI~n SH-CPP9 JVo812Q] 

Findus onFacebook [htlp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-llO9570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVy3KIc4iAyU2cc- 
p xpBonchiWaFWnRV6WHEOptBjSiVnh0HchilkCW37k8Rjx6DV5ujh8aBVn~jRmHk5DQlgIPTbgG P31dJnSupDVxkLT- 
7E GdHjcqMUrIAGGbdO2i4USgsW%QYYpSy4NpgqNhSE8FglFBssN10nWNz A8AVO3wtguRZmV¥~VKU-TneghmQztlytOBqDBi32h6J hEfjWAAnjzZiDeS-zTFU4DUcRR01cvCRJ68oCi- 
nQhJkr S JRdTyHOXSuMo3pGn~xDbTEr SiO] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
et 1109570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz22doKOVwxgiA16vIvKKPfii~SC3~,lt~xH5Ce3"~z~81~ cEmFSiLmd13M ~,6LGTIEE HTX3EH2GsZmzRW1                          WZILHivDx 

Looking for more reclults? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tt~un 100,000 of the nutioffs top prospects for fi-ee. [hl~p://120 rs6 ne*dli, isp?e~- 1109570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOV~,~da 35ppGMXvHaDd2qEsYSPBFsYCik8Yt- 

eTZkH 7z4exdI~LB 7Gx6pNAaTFwJTG;\ 0NrcDE S aX~l m~P69f}~ cxOVG0                                                                            ] 

Using Spmlg to Assess Your Next Reclulting Class 

As answers ffOln your cun-ent reclulting class continue to COlne in, many coaches 
use Spring to sit back and figure out how to improve their next reclulting class. 

More and more, those coaches are tin:ling to Tudor Collegiate Sh-ategies to help 
ttiemnlapacourse[~. ~/~0rs6~e~?e~1109570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz2.gaKO~/~,EZ~ftsZ::-Ta~DtDweT 
O ~l J sT R M P cl M U c H TII< v p 4,/JwRTNq~: n7 E Z a i 2 n7 Q k L L A 8 g i~4~o c~ACx 69 M vF~:fl R O~ ?~, g 8- Z o M XH10g S h4Gsvm N 4 l~:f] 
to success. 

When we t~uve a staffthat wants to change their approact~, and will follow a research-based 

plan of consistent COlmnunication, tile results canbe impressive. When a coaching 
staff follows tile plan ttlat we help ttlem create, they ovelwhehulngly repott one 
comnlon result: Conversations with more next level athletes sooner than they t~uve 
been able to achieve in past years. 

Ttlut’s our job: Help coaches create a strategic approach to each and evei3~ prospect 
on their recruiting list. 
Wunt to talk about how we Call help you take a better approach to your next reclulting 
class? We’re readywhenyouare, Coach!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [blip://,20 rs6 ne*dli~ isp?et- 1109570800908&s 56114&e 001MFOz2gaKO\"xABZ-FtsZ~vTa£)tDweT~,~AvZRT RoxZb3WQ73pYUAgx AzFOq69ILHdSq- 
OqJsTt{MP’~’AUc~:_ iKvpWJ~a,R’~ai2~                                                5/tXHiO~g~(isvm’n14tll{] 

Findus onFacebook [htlp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et-llO9570800908&~56114&e 001MFOz2gaKOVy3KIc4iAyU2cc- 
p xpBonchiWaFWnRV6WHEOptBjSiVnh0HchilkCW37k8Rjx6DV5ujh8aBVn~jRmHk5DQlgIPTbgG P31dJnSupDVxkLT- 
7E GdHjcqMUrIAGGbdO2i4USgsW%QYYpSy4NpgqNhSE8FglFBssN10nWNz A8AVO3wtguRZmV¥~VKU-TneghmQztlytOBqDBi32h6J hEfjWAAnjzZiDeS-zTFU4DUcRR01cvCRJ68oCi- 
nQhJkr S JRdTyHOXSuMo3pGn~xDbTEr SiO] 

Follow us on Twitter [tlt~:,,’,,~20 rs6 itel/l~ ~sE? 
el- 1109570800908&~56114&e: 001MFOz2EaKOVwxSiA16vlvKKPflnSC                     cEmFS~qldlBM v6LG7FF]E H7X3EH2GsZmzJ£\~A                                               ] 

2012 National Collegiate Reclulting Conference 

2012NCRC[hi~p:!/i20rs6iteE~tjsp?ei- ii09570800908&s 56114&e ~1MFOz2gaK~\&v24VEwU\gff2S~sm6~::\&~c‘14S‘@x~g\~2I~aC~Q1L3FWS~kt-1cRD~gp- 

bdmMVG4f~I’8 Y PDcPARE 2d2~o J~vIN~,Z 6GJFA5N GVG~M U CIi5~rXs4v 4Ax                                   17 C R0 e P 20 RbA F 71~ m tO~] 
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NCAA and College Coaches Having Trouble 

Keeping Up with Twitter’s Recruiting hnpact 

Courtesy Mitch Stlerman, ESPN Reclulting 

First things first. Michigan, Notre Dame and Tennessee, as a result of recent recruiting 
iulssteps comlultted on Twitter by foul- football players, are not going on probation. 

Well, Michigan is already on probatioi~, but that’s another stoly tt~ut involves a 
three-year mess, othelwise known as Rich Rochiguez’s stint in Ann Arbor. 

The actions of Notre Dame’s Tyler Eifert, Justin Meredith of Tennessee and Michigan 
linebacker Kelmy Demens and receiver Roy Roundtree won’t jeopardize their progn-ams’ 
postseason eligibility. The schools will not lose scholarships because of what happened. 

At worst, we’re talking about secondai3~ violations, which are cormnonplace and usually 
alnount to little. Demens and Roundh-ee sent congratulations over Twitter to Mike 
McCray after the Trotwood-Madison (Ohio) ESPNU Wutch List linebacker COlnlultted 

to the Wolverines on March 6. 

Meredith last week congratulated linebacker Ben Boulware, his good fiiend and fom:er 
Anderson (S.C.) T.L. Hanna tearmnate, on Twitter on a new scholarship offer fi-Oln 
tile Volunteers. 

Eifert tweeted two weeks ago that he was eager to meet Jaylon Slnitt~, as tile Fott 
Wuyne (Ind.) Bishop Luers linebacker prepared for an unofficial visit to Notre 
Dame. 

Tile tweets were quickly deleted, but not before NCAA compliance officials at all 
three schools caught wind of the "heinous" acts. These are iulnor iulstakes, but 
at Michigan, Telmessee and Nohe Dalne it’s no joke, because member institutions 
dofft mess around with the NCAA rulebook. 

Tile problem is this: Social media is ever-ctlunging. The ~es of recruiting are 
specific and strict -- often too strict, unless you’re in Favor o£.. 
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Sign-up for the Newsletter! 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Are You Proving That You Care More 
Than Other Coaches? 

What’s your answer to that question, Coach? 

Because more and more, what you do during the next few 
weeks is going to determine whether or not you get those 
prospects. 

Late Winter and early Spring, for many coaches, is sit-by-the- 
phone-and-sweat-it-out time. For many coaches who aren’t 
able to offer full scholarships, your financial aid and admissions 
department are working their magic to try and put together 
packages that will lure your prized prospects to campus in the 
Fall. And, even if you’re a high level Division I coach who 
signed his or her recruiting class months ago, there is a time 
period late in your recruits’ decision cycle where this question 
applies at some point: 

Your teenage prospects and their parents are trying to figure 
out if - and how much - you care. 

Respected business marketing guru Seth Godin makes the same point when it comes to what 
we look for as adults: 

"We’re hyper alert to the appearance of caring. We want to do business with people who 
appear to care, who appear to bring care and passion and dedication to their work. If 
the work expresses caring, if you consistently and professionally deriver on that 
expression, we’re sold. 

The truth is that it’s what we perceive that matters, not what you bring to the table. If 

you care but your work doesn’t show it, you’ve failed. If you care so much that you’re 

unable to bring quality, efficiency and discernment to your work, we’ll walk away from it. 



And the irony? The best, most reliable way to appear to care when it matters-is to 

care." 

It’s probably hard to argue against this line of thinking. The vast array of our research 
shows that prospects are looking for who cares the most from start to finish. Especially when 
they’re on campus, followed closely by how coaches treat them at the end of the process. 

So really, we’re faced with a simple yet challenging question: How do coaches show their 
prospects they care more than their competition this time of year?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Be in Boston this June for the #1 recruiting training 

weekend in co~e~e sports° CUCK HERE 

COLLEGE LOAN INTEREST RATES SET TO TAKE BIG JUMP 

If you’re a coach who gets concerned at the pile of debt that your 
athletes will leave your campus with, you have reason to worry even 
more. Unless Congress acts, college loan rates will double in the 
coming weeks, rising to nearly 7% annually. Visit our Facebook page 
for the whole story! CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get 
exclusive recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our 
observations and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the 
day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HEAE 



Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year° Be one of them this year° CUC~ HERE 

New Changes Unveiled Today 
From Leading Free Recruiting Database for Coaches 

NCSA Athletic Recruiing 
Last week NCSA Athletic Recruitinq announced the new 
recruiting profiles will be live for you to evaluate starting this 
week. With that implementation NCSA has also taken even 
more steps to make your (free) Recruiting Management 
System simpler, and more user-friendly. 

Today, your new landing page will now direct you right to the 
interested athletes section. This is where the prospects that 
have identified your program as one they would like to 
connect with are listed. Updating your EmailUpdate 
preferences will also become much simpler with the new 
streamlined "recruiting preferences section". 

NCSA is also adding the ability for student-athletes to notify you that they are interested 
with much more ease and frequency. This means you will have a lot more talent quantity 
and quality in the Interested Athletes section of yourRMS. All of this is happening to make 
your lives easier, starting today... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

Looking for quick, inexpensive training for you and 

your coaching staff? CLICK HERE 



Why Play College Sports? 
Indiana State Researcher Has the Scientific Answer 

More and more often, college coaches find 
themselves having to convince athletes that they 
should play college sports rather than step away 
from competition and just enjoy life as a college 
student. 

Which begs the question: Does it pay to bea 
college athlete, even - in the instance of Division 
III athletics or with programs that don’t offer full 
athletic scholarships - if the student-athlete has 
to pay to do it? 

Respected speaker and author Charlie Adams alerted us to a study that Dr. Mark Frederick 
and his team of researchers at the Center for Measuring College Behaviors and Academics at 
Indiana State University, who have the answer to that question: Yes. 

Read the latest research that clearly says there really isn’t an epidemic of "dumb jocks" on 
college campuses today... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



How This Coach Beat a SEC Powerhouse 
for a Prized Recruit_and the Lesson You Can Learn 

Coach London wins a big recruit! 
Courtesy Michael Carvell, Atlanta Journal Constitution 

The top out-of-state coaches come up with creative ways to 
lure Georgia’s elite football talent to their schools. 

Nick Saban mailed an Atlanta Running Back 105 letters ... 
in a day. 

Vanderbilt’s coach cruises around Atlanta in a helicopter. 

And Virginia’s coach? Mike London scored major creativity 
points with the recruiting tactic that helped lure Georgia’s 
No. 1 prospect at Quarterback, Greyson Lambert. He signed 
with the Cavaliers over Alabama. 

Virginia’s coach made a big impression with a recruiting 
video. 

Here’s the story: When Lambert visited Virginia’s campus last summer, London couldn’t be 
there in person because he had a previous engagement. But London was there on a TV 
screen. He had a video made for the star quarterback. 

What Lambert says about the approach Coach London took says volumes about the way 
today’s recruit wants to be communicated with, and matches our research on the topic... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



Using Spring to Assess Your Next Recruiting Class 

As answers from your current recruiting 
class continue to come in, many coaches 
use Spring to sit back and figure out how 
to improve their next recruiting class. 

More and more, those coaches are turning 
to Tudor Collegiate Strategies to help 

them map a ¢o..rse to success. 

When we have a staff that wants to 
change their approach, and will follow a 
research-based plan of consistent 

communication, the results can be 
impressive. When a coaching staff follows 

the plan that we help them create, they overwhelmingly report one common result: 
Conversations with more next level athletes sooner than they have been able to achieve in 
past years. 

That’s our job: Help coaches create a strategic approach to each and every prospect on their 
recruiting list. 

Want to talk about how we can help you take a better approach to your next recruiting 
class? We’re ready when you are, Coach!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

TIME IS RUNNING OUT TO REGISTER! 
Join coaches from around the country. CLICK HERE 



NCAA and College Coaches Having Trouble 
Keeping Up with Twitter’s Recruiting Impact 

Courtesy Mitch Sherman, ESPN Recruiting 

First things first. Michigan, Notre Dame and Tennessee, as a 
result of recent recruiting missteps committed on Twitter by 
four football players, are not going on probation. 

Well, Michigan is already on probation, but that’s another story 
that involves a three-year mess, otherwise known as Rich 
Rodriguez’s stint in Ann Arbor. 

The actions of Notre Dame’s Tyler Eifert, Justin Meredith of 
Tennessee and Michigan linebacker Kenny Demens and receiver Roy Roundtree won’t 
jeopardize their programs’ postseason eligibility. The schools will not lose scholarships 
because of what happened. 

At worst, we’re talking about secondary violations, which are commonplace and usually 
amount to little. Demens and Roundtree sent congratulations over Twitter to Mike McCray 

after the Trotwood-Madison (Ohio) ESPNU Watch List linebacker committed to the 
Wolverines on March 6. 

Meredith last week congratulated linebacker Ben Boulware, his good friend and former 
Anderson (S.C.) T.L. Hanna teammate, on Twitter on a new scholarship offer from the 
Volunteers. 

Eifert tweeted two weeks ago that he was eager to meet Jaylon Smith, as the Fort Wayne 
(Ind.) Bishop Luers linebacker prepared for an unofficial visit to Notre Dame. 

The tweets were quickly deleted, but not before NCAA compliance officials at all three 
schools caught wind of the "heinous" acts. These are minor mistakes, but at Michigan, 
Tennessee and Notre Dame it’s no joke, because member institutions don’t mess around 
with the NCAA rulebook. 

The problem is this: Social media is ever-changing. The rules of recruiting are specific and 
strict -- often too strict, unless you’re in favor of... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"iiBIG Education Finance" <financeevent@iibig.com> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Education Finance Executive Summit, May 9-10th, Washington D.C. 

TEXT.htm 

iiBIG Presents: 

Education Loan & Financing Executive Summit 
May 9-10, 2012 
DoubleTree by Hilton, Washington D.C. 
Website: http :/!www Aibig~co~v~Ed~=a~ion 

Registration Rate for Academic Professionals: $795 
To Register Today, Please Click Here: 
~:L1~.ww.cven~.comid~%n4Gr~p~eU6mOB n9VP1i4W? 

The punitive regulatory environment that existed just a year ago has now taken a turn that is more favorable in the student loan 
industry. According to participants in our December 2011 meeting in NY, "the private student loan business is here to stay." 
Therefore, iiBIG is pleased to bring back our two-day Spring 2012 conference to Washington, D.C. Education finance professionals [] 
in both the private and the public sector [] along with other key valued industry participants in the education finance and student loan 
industry will gather to discuss the latest issues and to lay the groundwork for the road ahead in 2012 and beyond. 

A Special Thank You to Conference Supporters: 

Education Finance Council (EFC) 
KPMG 
Mayer Brown 
National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs, Inc. (NCHELP) 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
Rhode Island Student Loan Authority (RISLA) 
Sidley Austin LLP 
Standard & Poor’s 
U.S. Education Finance Group 

The agenda is currently being organized and speaking and sponsorship opportunities are being confirmed. To submit your application 
to speak and/or sponsor, please contact: 

Rita Karsadi 
Managing Director, Finance Division, iiBIG 
E-mail: ritak@iibig.com 

For Conference Updates and to Register: All registrations are subject to review and approval. 
=Standard Rate: $1,895 
=Institutional Investor Rate 
=Not-For-Profit/Government Rate: $995 
=Academic Rate: $795 
=Group Discounts Available: For more information, contact Rita Karsadi at ritak@iibig.com 

Visit: htt~:iiwww.iibig.com/~d~cation 
Phone: 212-300-2520 
E-mail: info@iibig.com 

To Register Today, Please Click Here: 
~:L1w.ww.cvent.comid/%n4Gr~9~eU6mOB ngvP1i4W? 



About iiBIG 
iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company dedicated to organizing 
business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business executives. We provide learning and networking settings for 
some of the business community [] s BIGgest thinkers [] those who occupy the highest levels in their companies and organizations. 
Our events focus on the most pressing and timely issues facing decision-makers in today [] s global economy. For more information, 
visit: ~t~tp :iiwww Aibi~com 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a B2B service to our clients 
and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business development opportunities. If you wish to be removed 
from our e-mail distribution list, please click here: 
~:,4iwww,cve~t,cor~’di3 iQ~)Mv-ZwEaV2b Y QHgzJ3witn9tiE 1i8D? 

iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
Bank of America Building 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
Phone: 212-300-2520 
E-mail: info@iibig.com 

Copyright [] 2012 International Institute for Business Information & Growth. All rights reserved. 

Powered by Cvent 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 5:50 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Please Join Us - Oracle Optimized Solutions Briefing - Greensboro 

TEXT.htm 

Today, the core technology that runs the majority of a company’s 
business is Oracle. 

REGISTER NOW 
Goto: n~t.orac[e.co~t~/ctdiIu?R[D=3-2TWHVTO&CON=3-WNX7-1498&PRO=&A1D=&OID-3-2TL5174&CID=3- 
2TL50 XJ& COID-3o2TL5172& T-ht~l)%3 a%2f~/o2fwww.oracle, corr~%2fgo%2f%3 ~426Src%3d7239492%26 A ct%3d416%26pcode% 
3dNAFM 10128216MPP213 &TN=Register+NOW&RT=Clicked+O~-~+URL 

Whether it is the front end application or the backend database, Oracle 

has become the most important technology solution that IT departments 
must optimize and maintain. This task can be costly and time consuming, 
especially as it relates to the infrastructure and yearly maintenance 

of these environments. 

Oracle has developed a number of ways to optimize the performance of its 
applications and database: 

* Drive down total cost of ownership and annual costs from an 
operational and maintenance standpoint 

* Reduce the amount of software and hardware you need to buy 

* Focus on the integration with the hardware stack 

Oracle has also found a way to change the game by: 

* Increasing the performance of these applications, drastically 
improving your customer’s experience 

* Ensuring that you have to buy less storage, software and hardware 

* Delivering results that exceed what you are able to achieve today 

* Maintaining the 100 percent uptime your business requires 

Please join us as we demonstrate how to optimize your Oracle environment 
while driving down total cost of ownership for your organization. By 
leveraging the acquisition of Sun Microsystems, we have been able to 
provide engineered solutions that achieve 4x the performance at a 
fraction of the cost, while reducing time to bring these systems into 
production. We have been able to change the game, by integrating our 
software and hardware together to provide a complete, optimized 
solution. Find out why our engineered solutions are the fastest growing 
product in our company’s rich history. And also discover why Storage 
Magazine named our solution "Product of the Year." 

REGISTER NOW 
Goto: ~sj/~rm.~rac~e.c~m/ctd/~u?R~D~3-2TwH VTO&C~N=3-~NX7-1498&PR~ &A1D=&~1D- 3-2TL517 4&C~D=3- 
2TL50XJ&COID=3o2TL5172&T=h~%3a%2.c%2fv,,ww.oracle.com%2fgo%2~3~%26Src%3d7239492%2~Act%3d416%26pcode% 
3dNAFM 10128216MPP213 &TN=P~gister+NOW&RT=Clicked+Or~+URL 

Join us for this Briefing and Lunch. 
Or 
call 1.800.820.5592 ext. 10523. 
Goto: https://gcmprm.~rac~e.c~m/ctd/~u?RID=3-2TWHVT~&C~N=3-WNX7-~498&PR~=&AID=&~ID=3-2TL5174&CID=3- 



2TL50XJ&COID=3-2TL5172&T=http%3a%2f%2fwww.oracle.com%2fgo%2f%3f%26 Src%3 d7239492%26Act%3d416%26pcode% 

3dNAFM 10128216MPP213 &TN=Join+us+for+this+Briefing+and+Lunch&RT=Clicked+On+URL 

Thursday,April 26, 2012 
11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.. 

O. Henry Hotel 
624 Green Valley Rd. 
Greensboro, NC 27408 
+1.336.854.2000 
Goto:           m~. oracle.cor~v~ctd/l~?R~D=3 ~2TWH\,~O&CON=3 -WNXTo 1498&PRO=&A1D=&OID=3 o2TL5174&CID=3 o 
2TL50XJ&COID-3-2TL5172&T=http%3a%2~42fwww.o[~enr~, holeLcom%2f&TN=O.+Hem~,’+Hotel&RT-C~icked+Or~+URL 

Space is limited, so Register NOW for this free event Or call 1.800 
.820.5592 ext. 10523. 
Goto: ~t~ps:/i~cmr)m~.oracle.com/ctd/lu?RJ{D=%2TWHVTO&CON=3 oWNXTo 1498&PRO=&MD=&OID=3 o2TL5174&C~D=% 
2TL50XJ&COID-3-2TL5172&T=ht~%3a%2f%2fwww.oracle.com%2£go%2~43~%2(~Src%3d7239492%26Act%3d416%26pcode% 
3dN~M 101282 ]6MPP213 &TN=Register+NOW&RT-Clicked+On+-URL 

If you are an employee or official of a government organization, please 
click here for important ethics information regarding this event. 
Goto: ~:iTw ww.orac~e.com/usidmiemaildisclam~ero214931 .htrr~?r)isclaimer=Er@ish/~S Siow~vent~Name=Oracle% 
2~optimized%2~S~h~i~ns~qtems=L~mch%2~a~%2~$39.~1%2~a~d%2~Giveawav%2~N%2~$3.85~C~st=$42.86% 
2&~Cname=Nona%20Reid~-~CNo=~mNl=~ona.reid~oracle.com 
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Viewthis messa( in a Web browser. 

Today, the core technology that runs the majority of a 
company’s business is Oracle. 

Whether it is the front end application or the backend database, 
Oracle has become the most important technology solution that 
IT departments must optimize and maintain. This task can be 
costly and time consuming, especially as it relates to the 
infrastructure and yearly maintenance of these environments. 

Oracle has developed a number of ways to optimize the 
performance of its applications and database: 

Drive down total cost of ownership and annual costs 
from an operational and maintenance standpoint 

Reduce the amount of software and hardware you need 

to buy 

Focus on the integration with the hardware stack 

Oracle has also found a way to change the game by: 

REGISTER NOW 

Join us for this Briefing 
and Lunch, 
Or 
call 1,800,820,5592 ext, 

Thursday, 
April 26, 2012 
11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 

O. Henry Hote~ 
624 Green Valley Rd. 
Greensboro, NC 27408 
+1.336.854.2000 

Increasing the performance of these applications, 
drastically improving your customer’s experience 

Ensuring that you have to buy less storage, software 

and hardware 
Delivering results that exceed what you are able to 

achieve today 

Maintaining the 100 percent uptime your business 
requires 

Please join us as we demonstrate how to optimize your Oracle 
environment while driving down total cost of ownership for your 
organization. By leveraging the acquisition of Sun 
Microsystems, we have been able to provide engineered 
solutions that achieve 4x the performance at a fraction of the 
cost, while reducing time to bring these systems into 
production. We have been able to change the game, by 
integrating our software and hardware together to provide a 
complete, optimized solution. Find out why our engineered 
solutions are the fastest growing product in our company’s rich 
history. And also discover why Storage Magazine named our 
solution "Product of the Year." 

Space is limited, so Register NOW for this free event Or call 
1.800.820.5592 ext. 10523. 



If you are an employee or official of a government organization, please click here for important ethics information regarding this 
event. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 7:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Faculty & Staff Giving: How to Overcome Challenges, Increase Participation - 4/17 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

For those concerned with important information on how to get your faculty and 
staff giving back with an annual gift to support your college and students, 

there will be a live 60-minute webinar: 

"Faculty & Staff Giving: How to Overcome Challenges, Increase Participation" 
Tuesday, April 17, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~ ://~ ww.bes~rofessortraining~.com/28~i0i2          77ZLPE%~0e 

Your faculty and staff should know the value of giving back to your institution. 
So it should be easy to get them to contribute - right? Wrong. How can you 

overcome the obstacles and excuses and get your faculty and staff onboard and 
giving back to your college? Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your 
colleagues will discover: 

** Key components of a successful faculty & staff giving campaign 
** How to recruit & train volunteers to get faculty & staff giving back 
** Ways to get buy-in for your program & effectively track & prove success 
** Providing options to give [] solutions to make donating easy 

Your expert presenter: 

Jennifer Keyes is the Director of the Florida Fund, the University of Florida’s 

annual giving department. 
** Jennifer has been with the university since 2005 where she has focused her 

career on unit service and coordination, young alumni engagement, improving 
revenue, and online marketing. 

** She leads the Florida Fund in executing the fundraising efforts for alumni, 

parents, students and faculty/staff of the university. 
** Jennifer has extensive experience in many areas of annual fundraising 
including embedded giving, mobile giving and social media. She is also at the 
forefront of a university-wide initiative to audit and improve online 

communications with a focus on engaging donors online. 

** Before becoming Director of the Florida Fund, Jennifer was associate 
director of phone and direct mail, as well as of special campaigns at the 

University of Florida. 

** Prior to coming to the University of Florida, she managed the phone program 

at her alma mater, West Virginia University. 
** Jennifer started her career as a student caller and intern for the WVU’s 

foundation while receiving her undergraduate degree in public relations. 

* Faculty & Staff Giving: How to Overcome Challenges, Increase Participation * 
* Live 60-Minnte Webinar Conference * 
* Tuesday, April 17, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
htt~ :/!www.bes~rofe ssortrair~ing, cor~i28~/0/2/p73 F~%cip77ZLPEgi~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 



Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.bestprofessor~rai~ing:comi28XJ4.C/2/~73EYRc/p77ZLPESiip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 159060 

Contact ID#: -1630838636 



S 
Ackland Film Forum: Abendland 

(2011, Dir. Nikolaus Geyrhalter, 90 min) 

Thursday, 22 March, 7:00 PM 

An observational film about the continent of Europe at night, 
Abendland is an assemblage of images of work, leisure, worship, and 
death. Western standards of living, prosperity, and the urge to exclude 
others are at the core of Geyrhalter’s cinematic essay about the West 
and the structures that reinforce its exclusiveness. 

This film is part oj: the "Documentary, Adjective" film series, 
programmed by Adnan Dzumhur (Germanic and Slavic Languages and 
Literatures). It is sponsored by the UNC Center ,~or European Studies 
and the Austrian Cultural Forum, Washington. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., downtown 
Chapel Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are available at 
the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland 
Film Forum. 

Family Day: Signs of Spring 

Sunday, 25 March, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Build museum memories with your family at the Ackland’s monthly 
Family Day! 

Join a Family Tour at 2:00 PM to learn more ways to interact with 
art, and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at 
the Creation Station and Scavenger Hunts in the galleries are 
available throughout the program. 



Come to Family Day for a little while or stay for the whole 
afternoon-it’s all FREE! 

Ackland Film Forum 

Film, Light, Vision: Phenomenologies of Film in 
Experimental and Avant-Garde Cinema 

Tuesday, 27 March, 7:00 Phi 

This special Tuesday edition of the Ackland Film Forum presents 16mm 
experimental and avant-garde films that explore the materialities of 
cinema (film, light, projection, screen) and the modalities of vision. It 
is curated and presented by graduate students in the departments of 
Comparative Literature, English, and German and by Dr. Inga Pollmann 
(UNC-Chapel Hill, German). 

Sponsored by the Department oj: Germanic and Slavic Languages and 
Literature at UNC and the Sawyer Seminar "Phenomenolo~y, Minds & Media" at Duke University. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., downtown Chapel Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are available at 
the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

U North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland 
Film Forum. 

Opening Soon! 

30 hiarch - 1 July 2012 

Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper 

While Thornton Dial is most recognized for his large scale, 
multimedia assemblages, his most prolific body of work is 
drawings, spanning from the early 1990s to the present. 
Organized by the Ack[and Art Museum, Thornton Dial: Thoughts 



on Puper wilt feature 50 of Dial’s earliest drawings from 1990- 
1991, a pivotal moment in his artistic career. The works in the 
exhibition-characterized by flowing tines, color washes, and 
images of women, fish, and tigers-provide a touchstone of 
Dial’s creative process. 

Public Lecture and Opening Reception 

Thursday, 29 March, 5:30 PNI, Hanes Art Center Auditorium 
Free and open to the public. 

¯ Welcome by Emily Kass, Director, Ack[and Art Museum 
¯ Introductory talk by Bernard L. Herman, guest exhibition curator 

and George B. Tinda[[ Professor of American Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hi[[. 

¯ A reception at the Ack[and Art Museum-with music by the Sinful Savage Tigers-follows. 

The Museum wilt remain open until 8:00 PM on Thursday, 29 March. 

A fully-illustrated companion publication, Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper, co-published by the 
Acktand Art Museum and The University of North Carolina Press, is available at the Ack[and ~useum 
Store. 

Also opening soon: 

Piece b~_Piece: Quilts~ Col~a~es~ and Constructions 

New Currents in _.Art: MFA 20t2 

ACKLAN MUSEUM 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from Acktand 
Art Museum members and friends like you! 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! C~ck here for more information on the benefits of 
membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, c~ck here to be unsubscr~bed. 

Did a friend forward you this Acktand e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every 
week. 



Image: Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Lady Holds the Lon9 Neck Bird, 1991 ; watercolor. 29- 
518 x 22 in. Ack[and Art Museum, Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation, 2011.15.6. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 5:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

April 12: John Fowler Introduces The Latest In Total Cloud Control 

TEXT.htm 

REGISTER NOW 
Goto: ~s:/!cprm.oracle.com/c~dih~?R1D-3-2UO9V1M&CON-3-V~rNX7-1498&PRO-&AID-&OID=3-2TS3BSU&CID-3- 
2TS 3 B 7L& C OID= 3-2 T S 3 B SR&T=ht~%3 a%2 ~’;2t~.ww. o racle, co mS’aS(go %21%3 f%26 S rc%3 d7255746 %26 Act%3 d 12 %26~code% 
3dWWMK11010922h@POO6&TN=REGISTER+NOW&RT=Clicked+O~,+URL 

Dear Brent, 

Total Cloud Control Keeps Getting Better 

Join Oracle Vice President of Systems Management Steve Wilson and a 
panel of Oracle executives to find out how your enterprise cloud can 
achieve 10x improved performance and 12x operational agility. Only 
Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center 12c allows you to: 

* Accelerate mission-critical cloud deployment 
* Unleash the power of Solaris 11, the first cloud OS 
* Simplify Oracle engineered systems management 

You’ll also get a chance to have your questions answered by Oracle 
product experts and dive deeper into the technology by viewing our 
demos that trace the steps companies like yours take as they transition 
to a private cloud environment. 

Register today for this interactive keynote and panel discussion. 
Goto: https://gcmprm.oracle.com!ctd/lu?RlD=3-2U09V1M&CON=3-WNX7-1498&PRO=&AID=&OID=3-2TS3B 8U&CID=3- 
2TS3B7L&COID=3-2TS3B8R&T=http%3 a%2f%2fwww.omcle.com%2fgo%2f%3 f%26 Src%3 d7255746%26Act%3 d 12%26pcode% 
3dWWMK1101 ~922MPP~~6&TN=Register+t~day+f~r+this+intemctive+keyn~te+and+pane~+discussi~n.&RT=C~icked+~n+URL 

Agenda 

9:00 a.m. PT 
Keynote: Total Cloud Control for Systems 

9:45 a.m. PT 
Panel Discussion with Oracle Hardware, Software, and Support Executives 

10:15 a.m. PT 
Demo Series: A Step-by-Step Journey to Enterprise Clouds 

Join us for this interactive launch Webcast. 
Goto: https://gcmprm.oracle.com!ctd/lu?RlD=3-2U09V1M&CON=3-WNX7-1498&PRO=&AID=&OID=3-2TS3B 8U&CID=3- 
2TS3B7L&COID=3-2TS3BSR&T=http%3 a%2f%2fwww.omcle.com%2fgo%2f%3 f%26 Src%3 d7255746%26Act%3 d 12%26pcode% 
3dWWMK 11010922MPP006&TN=Register+for+the+Webcast+today.&RT=Clicked+On+URL 

Thursday, 
April 12, 2012 
9 a.m. PT 
12 p.m. ET 
4 p.m. GMT 

Featured Speaker 

Steve Wilson 
Vice President, Systems Management, Oracle 

With a special announcement by: 



John Fowler 
Executive Vice President, Systems, Oracle 

Following the Webcast, take the opportunity to explore seven new demos 
on every aspect of cloud management. 

Sessions: 
Goto: m~.~mc~e~cor~/ctd/~u?R1D=3-2U~9V1M&C~N=3-~NX7-~49~&PR~=&A1D=&~ID=3-2TS3B~U&C~D=3- 
2TS3B7L&COID=3-2TS3B~R&T-h~p%3a%2~/°2~www.o~ac1e.com%2fg~%2~/~3~/~2(~Src%3d7255746%26Ac~%3d12%2@code% 
3dWWMK 11010922 M PP006&TN= Sessions&RT=Clicked+On+URL 

Speakers 
Goto: ~r~s]/~prm.orac~e.co~/c~d/%?R~=3-2U~9V1M&C~N=3-WNX7-~498&~R~=&A~D=&o1D=3-2TS3B~U&C~D=3o 
2TS3B7L&COID=3-2TS3B~R&T=ht~%3a%2~%2~a’ww.~mc~e.c~m%2fg~%2[%3~;;2(~Src%3d7255746%26Act%3d12%2(~pcode% 
3dWWMK11010922MPPOO6&TN=Speakers&RT=Clicked+Or~+URL 

Hardware and Software. Oracle. Engineered to Work Together 
Go to: ~://www.oracle.comiusico~oratelindex.~tml 
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Viewthis messa( in a Web browser. 

Overview 

Total Cloud Control Keeps Getting Better 

Dear Brent, 

REGISTER NOW 

Join Oracle Vice President of Systems Management Steve 
Wilson and a panel of Oracle executives to find out how your 
enterprise cloud can achieve 10x improved performance and 12x 
operational agility. Only Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center 
12c allows you to: 

Accelerate mission-critical cloud deployment 

Unleash the power of Solaris 11, the first cloud OS 
Simplify Oracle engineered systems management 

YOu~�TMII also get a chance to have your questions answered by 
Oracle product experts and dive deeper into the technology by 
viewing our demos that trace the steps companies like yours 
take as they transition to a private cloud environment. 

R~ec~ister today for this interactive keynote and #ariel 

discussion.~ 

Agenda 

9:00 a.m. PT Keynote: Total Cloud Control for Systems 

9:45 a.m. PT Panel Discussion with Oracle Hardware, Software, 

and Support Executives~k 

10:15 a.m. PT Demo Series: A Step-by-Step Journey to Enterprise 
Clouds 

Join us for this 
interactive launch 
Webcast. 

Thursday, 
April 12, 2012 
9 a.m. PT 12p.m. ET 
4 p.m. GMT 

Featured Speaker 

.................................................. Steve Wilson,~ 

Vice President, 
Syste ms 
Management, 
Oracle 

With a special 
announcement by: 

................................................................... John Fowler,~ 
Executive Vice 
President, 
Systems, Oracle :: 

Following the Webcast, 
take the opportunity to 



explore seven new 
demos on every aspect 
of cloud management. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:25 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Essay urges reforms in how college sports programs recruit athletes I Inside Higher 
Ed 

~:/iwww.insideNghered.com/~,iewsi2012iO3i22iessa~esorcformsohowocoll ramsorccruitoat}fletes 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of March 26, 2012 
Date Event 
3/27 
3/27 

3/28 
3/30 
3/31 
4/1 

Women’ s Group 
Young Alumni Event 
Leadership Academy 
Football Coaches Clinic 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
Noon 
5:00-7:00 PM 
Noon-1:00 PM 
All Day 

6:00 PM 

@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Week of April 2, 2012 
Date 
4/2 
4/3 
4/4-4/6 
4/6 
4/7 
4/7 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Verizon Meeting 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
All Day 

6:00-8:00 PM 
7:00 AM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of April 9, 2012 
Date 
4/9 
4/10 
4/10 
4/14 

Event Time 
Leadership Academy 6:00 PM 
American Board of Pediatrics 11:00AM-2:00PM 
Women’ s Group Noon 
Spring Game All Day 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 7:03 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Services Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Folks, 

Regretfully, I need to cancel tomorrow’s staff meeting. My apologies for the late notice. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingsite.com <audio@professortrainingsite.com> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 10:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance: Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students - 
4/5 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

Last chance to register there are only a few days left to register for: 

"Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students" 
Thursday, April 5, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

rofessorm~ining~site.comi27G/Oi2ip7XBCZcip7(~CNJABi/pOe 

Program Highlights: 

Keys to Implementing a Low-Cost Financial Literacy Program at Your School 

** Partnering with community and student groups: Solutions that work 
** Keys to getting buy-in from senior level administrators 
** Tips to engage students through peer mentoring and social media 

** Financial literacy advocates around campus: How to spread the word 

Essential Pieces of a Successful Program: What Must be Covered 
** Factors causing financial distress: Making students aware of the dangers 
** Solutions to help students conquer budgeting & debt management hurdles 
** Credit scores, identity theft & more: How students can achieve security 

Maximizing Your Program[] s Effectiveness: Critical Issues You Should Know 
** Finding the money: Proven solutions for funding your program 
** How the lack of financial literacy hurts your institution and what you can do 
** Real world examples of successful financial literacy models being used today 

Live Q & A Session: Have your real world questions answered by our expert 

With our expert speaker: 

Mary Johnson, Financial Literacy and Consumer Advocacy Program Manager at Higher 
One, a multi functional financial services provider to colleges and 
universities, specializing in collection, payroll, financial intelligence and 
financial education products and services. 
** Mary has over 25 years of experience in higher education finance and state 
student financial aid administxation. As Associate Commissioner for the 
Connecticut Department of Higher Education, Mary was a strong advocate for 
maintaining college affordability and financial stability for students. She 
also managed the development of an on-line, interactive financial literacy 
program specifically for college students. 
** She authored numerous reports on important higher education issues such as 
degree productivity, college affordability, cost containment, and workforce 
success of college graduates and has been an invited speaker at both state and 
national venues including the U.S. Departments of Education and Labor, and the 
National Governors[] Association. 

* "Financial Literacy on Campus: Create Programs that Help Your Students" 
* Live, 60-Minnte Webinar 
* Thursday, April 5, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofessortramingsite.comi27GiOi2i~7XBCZc/~o76CNJAB~ipOe 



We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

ro f e sso rtrainin~sit e~ co mi 2 7 G / 4 Ci2 ii) T XB C Zcip %~CN J AB ii~)Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 139024 

Contact ID#: -1617830164 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:03 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Wolverton 
<Bradley.Wolverton@chronicle.com>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] College athletics: In keeping Bill Carmody, Northwestern did the wrong thing for 
the right reason - chicagotribune.com 

htt~ :/!www. chicagotribur~e, comi to0325 ohaugho~orthwestemobasketballoo20120325~4(~42459.colurmq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Fear of Loss, and Its Impact On Your Prospect 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 

Click here! 

ili bwhe~ibab&v 001JO9iJ3~XTtbtkJBUclPS~,~KTlzIHdl~GP2 rlEShI’~ZzdOwKFL6Kb~zvO90AYj.XOD60rxddIhXAchTLwT~U19F\?Zgvk E4DHMabWUPSDiJ8%3D 
You’re receiving tiffs email became of yore relafio~tfip with Tudor Cdlegiate S~-ategies. 
Please c Oilfii~] 
~o:/Ix, JsJtor r20 co~s~a~*Jco:~Jact com/c jsp?lil- b,a, he~bab&l- 1109626383322 56114 51939951 2&m 1101038493377&,zd: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~:iIvisitorcor~:~tantcontactco~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fhOW~Lavd~oB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001vTo~Cmm2M 0FDCQi~%3D%3D&~eason 001I@?~jEsU%3D&lh~ D~Ate~ab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [h~p://~2Ors6net,,’lnisp?e>1109626383322&s 56114&e :001a<I\,~,&Sb208NM~E- 
~)’,Mb2Ti sTJsTC-in>j l~Ib2ce~lzTD W~i M ’_/A 0bRa eD Sr H1YDvFacwVW               iW~qR806 CSHCZbFV JQ2 ’R~- 6F2zcld~w :] 

March 27, 2012 Vohm~e 8, Issue 13 

Tile Fear of Loss, and Its hnpact On Your Reclult 

Tile saying "You don’t know whut you have until it’s gone" comes to mind when I talk 
about tile fear of loss. 

And just as tile saying suggests - that there is an added appreciation of somethi~g 
once you don’t huve it any longer - there is could be a valuable benefit to you 
by implementi~g tile "fear of loss" into your reclulti~g message. 

"Fear of Loss" is a successful, long-standing sales technique thut is used by polilicians 
and advettisers alike. Essentially, it’s tile introduction of the negative idea of 
"loss" into tile ~ulnd of a buyer - in tiffs case, your reclult - to cause action. 

As humans, we react more passionately to tile idea of losing somettinlg. Science backs 
tilat up, as illustrated by Roger Dooley, tile author of "Brainfluence" on tffs Nem-omarketing 
blog: 

IfI gave you $50 with tile following two choices, what would you do? Keep $30, or 
gamble, with a 50/50 chunce of keeping or losing tile whole $50. 

An expeffmenter posed thut question to subjects, and found that 43% of the subjects 
chose to galnble. Then tile options were chunged to: Lose $20, or gamble, with a 50/50 
chunce of keeping or losing tile whole $50. 

Same thii~g, right? In l:oct, thongh tile dollar amounts are tile same, with these options, 
62% of the subjects chose to gamble. Expressing tile first option as a loss caused 
a 44% jlm~p in tile nlm~ber of people avoiding that choice!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                     ?el- 1109626383322&s 56114&e 001zy~,~<Sb20803Uz’~vPLR2kQpmDtiRxxis9RdeGDy&K-u3VEoLom2~ffi: tT12>FdcNHOBN9g.DFTvSU- 
DgsVrh6LK~)tff2DJP~gKE7t 3 -Ettl LU~ AYaa~Zs~.)BNDHRZ 8cCe6                      $28 fl JaCtz5FdGRY cNP8D3y~f[~FKQ~] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109626383322&~56114&e 001zyqWkSb208PYEe6LJILxYHbnj4EnLPTIKP6Xy2bkuOJRdRYczoZGU- 
T s2kqzN9 ICv&ZANdFr 0 fJgGJXcson3xNoL8 QudeCYxaoga62 J fbR6NTqpqs2z6 f3HxC6AdycTw80 PxNwzVrlmneuWTxcbDBNtTdsG-q0eQXI 3mR7 S sI D MGwMPJ5wJv 1 sUMZ0 Mx67qgraUO08HfAj S- 
0yI JbbZ 1ZbAUHUbAU0j o5DnSPN8QY8 SNL2i~gLui-Um8kqE6KcalDCkKboeagNjUyGK61 f9 HadbC6 J2vs30gliI6] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
e~1109626383322&~56114&e ~1zy-q~q~Sb2~8~rtec~a~qSvtIXu~A~dcbaRFs~YKH~bz~RS~3wGEcpU~2k~SoL~LDVD1n6NuD~.~7~7~bsevDV~1~d~0~iMM@~mKrn~bUqinaI~UAsMA ] 

Looking for more reclults? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the i~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 

DOd3FLA1 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [hNa:iI~20rs6netq~isv?e*-1109626383322&,a 56114&e 001z~/qW-kSb208NJBTI~>nI~\~oM27LiUff’iTNtC-wBoZRL~bGUgMt65fb~fl~\*I;~oUrd- 
N51JwzeO4~2Sdw-Kac~OksYlzGKLKIq.Stoh~OwbkBNMDZ79k.Q ] 

THE NEW SECRET TO QUICKLY REBUILDING YOUR PROGRAM 

Iowa State men’s basketball program took a big jump tiffs season, clue mainly to a 
big class of ttansfers that came to play for tile Cyclones. Is tiffs tile new trend 

ill college atttietics?. Visit our Facebook page for tile whole stolT! CLICK HERE [1~:/I-~20 :rs6 ~let/~Qdsp?e~ I i09626~83322&s 56114&c~90174~2Wk~ t~- 

Urd-T/w mldzJ N51JwzeO4a2Sd~a,-KadOksYlzGKLKI@toh~O,ad~kBNMDZ79k©__] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [h~’p:/k20rs6neff~njN9?e>llO9626383322&s 56114&e ~z~@~<Sb2~N4L9EI3X-Z~s3~kR~jP3B~MIZ9~-Bed~‘~Wz~1q’~NZNwA~Oz69F~BZh-7~(~~1NDAY~X~g~ 
Qyf~O3LTwi62 l~--le~f 1P?B kl)99WO ~q-UMU~] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
reclultii~g atticles, late-breaking recruitii~g news, and our obsei~cations and COlmnentary 
on all tile big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [hl~q~:I/~20~s6net’~{sp?e’~ llO9626383322&s 56114&e ~zyq\‘VkSb2~8N4L9EI3X-Z~s3PkRsiP3B~M1Z9~-Be&~FW~A1I~TNZNwA~Oz69F1~Z~>7~p4dQbfL9~t~41Npz1YO~X1e~ 
~Q2_~’ _,]wi 621 cl:q H eT 1P7 

Looking for better reclulting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [hSp:/ii20rs6ne*Jmisp?et-1109626383322&~56114&e O01z]~q\a&Sb208PO9805pMgeZXObrXuXcltL8BVTpsT4r~mBDvSb*CuB8if©eksh6oO- 
5oTOW52mZF 5Y QS2Cik1r2br~f~pJcL~OzaLc2KUk4gcBJNCffzFTT41zMSH6a\~V9xC~4sKW~sir~D5q~sDdK~kgJZ3f~NC3n-L9ivZ2d3zitdSeHDmMAE~MtVm~x] 

Our team of experts helped hunch-eds of coaches 
last year. Be one ofttlem tiffs year. CLICK HERE [ 

e~1109626383322&~56114&e 001zy_q~,~,q~Sb208NN 6n\~vaE5hL~k~zHF2G8GFb43mRK~z4~9N34~C8c~M~g~ZbCXfi~I7~YGzU~mcd5tIME~N~ELd&T81wq~r~W3SO~LO1K~‘)~ 
2 ~o3n~kZ~£] 

National Recllliting Conference Boastii~g hlcredible Line-Up of Experts, Coaches and 
Leaders 

Tile weekend of June 1-3 is shaping up to be a great one if you’re a coach who is 



planning on a~endi~lg the 2012 Natio:lul Collegiate Recruiti~g Conference [                     ?et-I i09626383322&~56114&e: 00i                   05eRUC-OO0~e, da 

1~30 e 2 s 0o B k Ri()51 c@ 8 D c k 2 c M O U xtl[b 3 U ~ ~zoS M U v B ic K S Ab 3 ~ND~ ~xc F ao~oi d 2 fis-i 2 eslq)B oaU 2 hi d xv z2 Z >5 T ICa~ aT 5hg~&@] 
in Boston. 

Just a few of the experts set to speak to tiffs annual gathering of coaches and recruiters 
inclndes: 

* Dan Tudor, talking about the latest research and trends in recruiting for the 
class of 2013 and beyond. 
* Mandy Giee~, Division I coach and organization expert. 
* Dr. Thorn Park, former D1 football recmiti~g coordi~ator and athletic director. 
* Rick Chandler, iitspirational speaker and life coach and creator of the popular 
"Untie Your Sailboat" message. 

* Jotm Brubaker, author and fom~er college coach who is now an in-demand speaker 
on the topic of coaching and worklife balance. 

* Paul Biancardi, popular ESPN recmiti~g columnist 
* Adam Mattel, i~movative college coach and recruiter...back by popular demand! 
* Sean Devli~, the tectuffcal genus betul~d the popular Front Rush recruiting system. 
* And, many more experts set to share their secrets with ore co~fference anendees!&gxfeff; 

Brent tiffs is going to be an incredible weekend for serious recruiter!! 

Some discom~ted hotel room packages are still available, so hun-y and register tiffs 
week and make plans on a~encliilg the 2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference!... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [t@p://~2Ors6n,~rtJ~nisp?et 1109626383322&s 56114&e 001z tk~5e~L~GU~md-L~e2s~kRi~5~cqK~Dck2cM~Ux~b3U~z~SMUvBjcKSAb3WD1t~cFa~r~id2~- 
~!kp B o a t~ 2 b~ dxv z2Z~tsr ICa~d T 5h%~2¢2~] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-llO9626383322&~56114&e 001zyqWkSb208PYEe6LJRxYHbnj4EnLPTIKP6Xy2bkuOJRdRYczoZGU- 
T s2kqzN9 ICxkZANdFr 0 fJgGJXcson3xNoL8 QndeCYxaoga62 J fbR6NTqpqs2z6 f3HxC6AdycTw80 PxNwzVrmmeuWTxcbDBNtTdsG-q0eQXI 3mR7 S sI D MGwMPJ5wJv 1 sUMZ0 Mx67qgraUO08HfAj S- 
0yI JbbZ 1ZbAUHUbAU0j o5DnSPN8QY8 SNL2~gLmUm8kqE6KcalDCkKboeagNjUyGK61 f9 HadbC6 J2vs30gliI6] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
e~l109626383322&s 56114&e 001z~£cIWkSb20g~IXulABdcbaRFsP’t~KHv~SOBwGEcR~V~£PSop’~,LDVDIn6N~D [~TP7Bbses, DVOI~lN~OB’cviMM~ "x~t5gKiKKlsbL, qinaLUAsMA ] 

2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference 

2012 NCRC [t@p:6q20 rs6 ned/In                                                                                     sT&huBDvSb~CuBS{£.)eksh0oO- 

] 

FINAL FEW WEEKS TO REGISTER! Don’t miss the best weekend for college reci~iters. 
CLICK HERE [l>ffp:/!~ 20 rs6 netq~ isp?el- 1109626383322&s 56114&e 001 zyqV~& Sb20gNkQ@05eRU(}L O0xvi-Lve2s0oBkRiO5IcclKSDck2cMOUxtflb3U~zoSMUvBicKSAb3 WD~xcFaxmid2 fs- 
~’.~p B o ~ U 2 hi dx~, z2ZnSF KP~4T 5h~d~@ 

Cancelli~g Out the Noise In Your Coactff~lg Life 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Here at Front Rust~, we do a lot of travelling and over time we huve fom~d thut there 
is absolutely one tNng we cannot live without: 

Noise cancelli~g headsets. 

You ka~ow, the earphones with the huge "ears"? They not o~ly look cool but are absolutely 
a level above their ear plng countelpatts. Why? Well they cancel out all of the 
backgn-om~d noise...like the hmn of an ailplane, or the buzz of traffic going by, 
or water running behind you. They cancel out tiffs noise so thut any audio thut 

you are playing comes in crystal clear. We find that tiffs piece of tectmoiogy is 
one of the least utilized by college coaches, but offers tremendous up-side for 
the coaches who make them a patt of their daily work life. 

The obvious application is when you are traveling and on the road, or oil a plane 
but we also huve fom~d them great for productivity arom~d the office. ~ule worMng, 
we like to wear them to clear out c~s~-acfions and interference as we keep ore coaches 
updated ruth the latest and best tectmology thut powers ore web-based reci~fi~g 
management system [~]~20 rs6 ne 322&s 56114&e: 001 PNTW 8Uz05~-~ARIU9i5Ssux60OBC 

CeV~&~ 7PUVFoZkHd NsADVSY~2ZQ__]. 

But at tiffs point you might say your cun-ent ealplugs that came with your iPhone 
or An&-oid work just fine. Well, once you use noise canceling, you will never go 
back. They are amazi~g and the best way to test what I’m telling you is to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                     ?et-1 i09626383322&s 56114&e 001 4FF’5SY- 
xOrgiAvVaEiR~HuV7 Z37Q£X 08dSfPNW5 ] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?et-l109626383322&~56114&e 001zyqWkSb208PYEe6LJRxYHbnj4EnLPTIKP6Xy2bkuOJRdRYczoZGU- 
T s2kqzN9 ICxkZANdFr 0 fJgGJXcson3xNoL8 QndeCYxaoga62 J fbR6NTqpqs2z6 f3HxC6AdycTw80 PxNwzVrmmeuWTxcbDBNtTdsG-q0eQXI 3mR7 S sI D MGwMPJ5wJv 1 sUMZ0 Mx67qgraUO08HfAj S- 
0yI JbbZ 1ZbAUHUbAU0j o5DnSPN8QY8 SNL2~gLurUm8kqE6KcalDCkKboeagNjUyGK61 f9 HadbC6 J2vs30gliI6] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
e~l109626383322&s 56114&e 001z~£cI%/2~Sb20g~IXulABdcbaRFsP’t~KHv~SOBwGEcR~V~£PSop’~,UDVDIn6N~D [~7P7Bbses, DVOI~lN~OB’cviMM~ "x~t5gKiKKlsbL, qinaLUAsMA ] 

Front Rush [t>~3p://~20 rs6 ~lem~ isp?e*~ 1109626383322&~56114&e ~1z;~I\&~kSb2~8ND{Qi1~a6V~l~TWCR~Vsai~D8qXLX8q78Uz~5m~t&R~U9i5Ss~x6~OBCigR65nY-a~Ykegkp- 

Ce\&q.)~TPUVFoZkHdQ~ZUltedv,,FDzKi6\,~N~KWogLzGbiO!~),~/OYd~k3d(MgfBNsADVSYnfZQ ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward this email to other coaches! 
t_~_p:i/ulco~tsta~tcon*actcomisaif%~i nbab&m=1101038493377&ea=blanto~2~aac aa aa~m edcv£a= 1109626383322 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by &n@dantudor.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 4:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Frank Martin Named New Gamecock Basketball Coach 

TEXT.htm 

Frallk Martin Named Head Basketball Coach 
h~p://slnr .imn.ticketli~aster. con~: 80/tr ack? 
~ipe click&ellid ZWFzPTEmbWFpbG1uZ21kPTE~NzA~DMn~bWVzc2F~uZw~kPTE~MDk5NjMn~ZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU1EJnN1cnflhbD~xNjgzNT1UNyZ1bWFpbG1kPUJMQU5UT~5A¥q~5DQUEu¥q~5~ 

Fr allk Martin has been named tile head men’s basketball coach at tile University of South Carolina, 
announced todsy by Gamecocks’ Attfletic Director Eric Hyman. Mai~in becomes tile 32nd head coach in 
tile history of tile South Carolilla program, which enters its 105th season as a varsity sport in 
2012-13. 

Mai~in, 46, hus spent tile past five seasons as tile head coach at Kansas State University, leadii~g 
tile Wildcats to tile NCAA Toul-i~ament foul- times, including a trip to tile Elite Eight dulii~g tile 
2009-10 campaign when tile squad won a school-record 29 contests. Martin’s Wildcats won at least 21 
games in each of his ilve seasons at tile hehn, compilii~g a record of 117-54 (.684) ullder his 
direction. Dulillg thut time, Kansas State posted a 50-32 (.609) record ill Big 12 Conference games, 
fiilishing fifth or higher in each season, while finishi~g third or higher three times. Matin was 
tile first Wildcat head coach to post a 20-Will season in each of his first ilve seasons and tile first 

coach to game tile school to tile postseason in his first ilve years at tile hehn. In all, Mai~in has 
helped coach foul- All-Americans since he became coach in 2007. 

During his first season as a college head coach dulii~g tile 2007-08 campaigi~, Martin led his squad to 
a 21-12 overall record and ilni shed third in tile Big 12 with a mark of 10-6 in leagae contests. The 
third-place finish by tile Wildcats was tile program’s best finish since tile inception of tile leagae. 
Tile squad advanced to tile NCAA Tournament, and M ai~in led his team to tile program’s first NCAA 
Tournament victory since tile 1988 campaignl. 

Tile 2008-09 squad earned all at-large bid to tile Postseason NIT, and his 2009-10 team followed with 
one of the best seasons in program history, compilii~g a school-record 29 wins, en route to tile 
program’s first NCAA Tournament Elite Eight appearance in over two decades. Martin was tile runner-up 

for tile Associated Press’ Natiollul Coach of the Year award in 2010, while he was a finalist for tile 
Naisntith Meffs College Basketball Coach of the Year and tile CollegeInsider.com’s Jiln Phelan Natioi~ul 
Coach of the Year awards. He earned Big 12 Coach of the Year honors thut season from tile league’s 
coaches, tile AP and Sportii~g News among others. 

Tile 2010-11 team posted tile foul~h 20-win season ullder Martin, as tile squad collected all overall 
record of 23-11, illcludii~g a 10-6 mark in league play (tied for third). Tile team also advanced to 
file NCAA Touroament’s third roulld, tile squad’s third appearance in tile Tolmlament ullder tile 
foul~h-year head coach. Tile team stnlggled throngh tile early poi~ion of the Big 12 campaignl, 
ch-oppillg five of its ilrst seven league contests. Tile team rallied to close tile seasoi~, however, 
posting wins in iline of its last 11 regnlar-season contests. 

Mai~in’s 2011-12 squad posted all overall mark of 22-11 and once again advanced to tile NCAA 
Tournament third roulld. Tile NCAA selection marked KSU’s school-record sixth-straight season with a 
postseason bei~h and ilfth ullder tile direction of Mai~in. The Wildcats posted a 10-8 mark in Big 12 
play to finish fifth, which made Kansas State and cross-state rival Kansas as tile only Big 12 
schools to receive a bye ilrto tile quarterfii~uls of the Phillips 66 Big 12 Championship ill each of 
tile last six seasons (five ullder Mar~l). 

Before his appointment as head coach at Kansas State, Mai~in sei~ed one season as tile top assistant 
and recruiting coordinator at tile school for then-head coach Bob Huggins duling tile 2006-07 
campaignl. He helped coach two all-conference players that season and helped KSU post one of tile 
i~ution’s top recruitii~g classes in 2006, as tile group was rallked No. 1 by Scout.com and Rivals.com. 
Tile class included tile i~ution’s No. 1 recruit in Michuel Beasley and No. 6 Bill Walker. 

Mai~in first joined tile Kansas State staff after spenchilg two seasons as all assistant coach at 
Cincillnahi He ilrst sei~ed as all assistant for Bob Hnggins dulJng tile 2004-05 campaignl, and then 
for Andy Kellnedy in 2005-06. The Bearcats advanced to file postseason in both of those seasollS, 
illcludillg a trip to tile NCAA Toul-i~ament ill 2005. Mai~in’s ilrst college coaching position came as all 
assistant at Northeastern (2000-2004), where he helped coach eight all-conference players. 

Prior to his time on tile sidelines in tile college rallks, Martin spent 15 years in high school 
coachi~g in Miami, Fla., illclucli~g tile last seven as a head coach. He was par of five state 
chumpioi1ships as all assistant at Mianti Sellior High School (1985-93), before eamii~g two rifles as 
tile pi-ogn-am’s head coach (1995-99). Highiighfillg Martin’s stint as tile head coach of the progn-am 
were consecutive 30-win seasons and consecutive Florida 6A State Championships in 1996 and 1997, 
with his 1997 squad earning a 36-1 overall record and rallkii~g No. 4 in tile USA Today Top 25 Po11. He 
helped develop 14 players that went on to play NCAA Division I basketball, while all 21 of his 
players graduated with 19 of those a~ellclii~g college. 

Mai~in also selyed as tile head coach at Noi~h Miami Senior High School (1993-95) and spent one 
season at Booker T. Washington High School (1999-2000). 

A i~utive of Mianti, Fla., Martin earned his bachelor’s degn-ee in physical education from Florida 
Illteri~utiOllul in 1993. He and his wife, Anya, have three chilch-ei~, Brandon, Amalia and Christian. 

Coaching Experience: 
Miami Senior High, 1985-93 
Varsity Boys’ Assistant Coach 
Jullior Varsity Boys’ Head Coach 
Noi~h Mianti High, Head Coact~, 1993-95 
Miami Senior High, Head Coact~, 1995-98 

B.T. Washington Higt~, Head Coach, 1999-2000 
Noi~heastem, Assistant Coach, 2000-04 
Cincinnati, Assistant Coach, 2004-06 
Kansas State, Assistant Coact~, 2006-07 
Kansas State, Head Coact~, 2007-12 

All-Time Record, Big 12 Record (Big 12 fillish), postseason: 



2007-08: 21-12, 10-6 (3rd), NCAA Toumalnent Second Round 
2008-09: 22-12, 9-7 (t-4th), NIT 
2009-10: 29-8, 11-5 (t-2nd), NCAA Tournament Elite Eight 
2010-11 : 23-11, 10-6 (t-3rd), NCAA Tounlament Third Round 
2011-12:22-11, 10-8 (5th), NCAA Tourllament Third Round 
Overall: 117-54 (.684); Big 12:50-32 (.609) 

Click here for more h~p://slnr.imn.ticketlilaster.con~:80/track? 
~ipe click&ellid ZWFzPTEmbWFpbG1uZ21kPTE~NzA~DMn~bWVzc2F~uZw~kPTE~MDk5NjMnuZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU1EJ~N1cn~hbD~xNjgzNT1~NyZ1bWFpbG1kPUJMQU5UT~5AVU5DQUEuVU5~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 5:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exhibition Opening, Avant-Garde Film, and Museum Store Sale! 

TEXT.him 

Having trouble viewiilg tiffs email? 
Click ltere 

w8mPXu8Dut7o K-s N6GTB K~,3A~44~ff.)nMNLE %3 D 

tiffs week at tlte ACKLAND 27 March 2012 

Tltomton Dial: Thougltts on Paper [lt~p://r20.rs6.netJht.jsp?et-1109602633482&s 6256&e 001TDzxxTUZr5INjUD3vVjRpyIpIjFETrXBltwp Hex~sp8ilwSpRCQzLERE9xRaAv2NZCyf0vkEFUuC9Xaz4- 
H7XrewScHsQHS7v5KNn~xCwKgDiFhE-QTEgGE~QhLny8x7kxc3~u~-u~r~-VDJGgARfH~SEca~BEK~gcV6yd7z~99UizH9vEblt8rjru-Zm- 
re6PA9217HTIZwyRHMjpTBjgVaKLu0yelT Jd8Ads8n41 XJG00iKg2 KKFuTEv90~nrGr 3CBZUCqTxDFZIuhhgntpNhEXB] 
30 March- 1 July2012 

One of America’s most remarkable living a~ists, Tltomton Dial is widely recognized 
for his large-scale, multimedia assemblages, yet his most abundmrt body of work 
is his drawings, which lte began produci:lg in tlte early 1990s. Organized by tlte 
Ackland Art Musetm:, Tltomton Dial: Thougltts on Paper bri::gs togetlter 50 of Dial’s 
earliest dr awi::gs fiom 1990-1991, a pivotal moment in his a~istic career. Cltaracterized 
by flowi::g lines, color wasltes, and images of wome:~, fist~, and tigers, tlte works 
on view provide a toucltstone of Dial’s creative process. 

Also Opening 30 March: 
Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, and Conshaactions [lt~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
et-1109602633482&~6256&e ~TDzxxTUZr5LMAn~vB~m~zXn5ZSU9vyyltTit6ty5dgjmuCQCSR97~s352~phnV7Hk~fF~eicceMiDEIuKNn78vY5Jp4BU3~9hFsp4~7DqQDaBkQ~siscq5Ed5juZjsBp~a8kw3~6~Cer8I 
-HB5LtgHiHpD2F18K5RSZgW2UNVm:kMESjdzQMoeGUQAv2QUQwuScUtnkPbYPCGj59cDnwjxBpCJyOB CDMWlx8rWyQ2tdXpvUlk feTBNvjRcfENHDpVTUWSeDvukJZ4XnfVJAj] 

Centered on a quilt from tt~e legendary Gee’s Bend, Alabama, quiltii~g community, 
tiffs exhibition celebrates botlt tlte act of "piecing togetlter" works of art fiom 
disparate elements and tlte influence of traclitioilul womeffs Fabric arts on modern 
and contemporary an. 

Now on View [lt~p://r20.rs6.netJh~.jsp?et-1109602633482&s 6256&e 001TDzxxTUZr5JpWztffu482TjFwisCiZiyW45- 
nYS48K2b96JyGqUgEzyDwKk6SUqB79xj37OxMSxpSFRtTYq5ZtgpzlXgJ~ggLUokdJkTsFmL13XS~7jmBvCuKzQ3NQX6ajZyKVd~MpZm3yUyn6Dr-ZHfzMHFF~rL8jVdd-ZNknR9YbIEI2i7~hirG~p~t- 
6ZQ JaExR 1 pdPUx8QnWlkl dvTU Y-n~5wkApm2APKDj 0E fspGgPH08 -umzOapQZQnEixiaRtc ] 

In This Issue 

Tltomton Dial: Lectm-e + Reception 
Tonigltt: Experimentul and Avant-Garde Cinema 
Tom: Nostalgia and Memo:3~ 
Spring Sale @ Ackland Musetm: Store 
Sltawn Rocco: "Cellular Obscma" 

Public Lectm-e + Openi::g Reception 
Tltomton Dial: Thougltts on Paper 

Tltm-sd~y, 29 March, 5:30 PM 

Hanes Art Center Auditoritm: 

Free and open to tlte public 

Welcome by E:hily Kass, Director, Ackland Art Musetml 

Inhoducto:3~ talk by Bernie Hem:a:~, gaest exhibition cm-ator and George B. Tindall 
Piofessor of American Studies, UNC-Chupel Hill 

A reception at tlte Ackland Art Musetm: -- witlt music by tlte Si:fful Savage Tigers 
-- follows. The Musetm: will be open until 8:00 PM. 

Tlte exhibition’s accompanying book, Thornton Dial: Tltongltts on Paper, is available 
for prochase at tlte Ackland Musetm: Store. Co-publislted by tlte Ackland Art Musetm: 

and UNC Press, it is available in hurdcover for $45 ($40.50 for Ackland members). 

TONIGHT ! Ackland Film Fo~am~ 
Film, Ligltt, Vision: Pltenomenologies of Film in Experimental and Avant-Garde Cinema 

Tuesday, 27 Marcia, 7:00 PM 
Varsity Tlteatre, 123 E. Fra~fldin Street 
This special Tuesday edition of tt~e Ackland Film Fortm~ presents 16ram exper~lentul 
and avant-garde films thut explore tlte materialities of cinema (film, ligltt, projection, 
screen) and tlte modalities of vision. It is curated and presented by graduate students 
h~ tlte departments of Comparative Literalm-e, Englist~, and German and by Dr. hlga 
Pollmam~ (UNC-Chupel Hill, Gem~an). 

Sponsored by tlte Depa~ment of Gem~anic and Slavic Languages and Literatm-e at UNC 
and tlte Sawyer Se~hinar "Pltenomenology, Minds & Media" at Duke University. 

Students flee witlt valid university or higlt scltool ID, $4 for all otlters. Tickets 
are available at tlte Varsity Tlteatre Box Office. 
No,it Carolfi~a Public Rudio WUNC is tlte Official Media Sponsor oftlte Ackland Film 
Fo~am~ [lt~p://r 20 .rs6 .netJtn.j sp? 
et-1109602633482&~6256&e ~TDzxxTUZr5LI~ZrXwz5LAMq3tXHYKewdvdWHzd5egY~JTWnY5ze6JKt249KkS4~FtGQHJCsiidQ~ULTvyx~mC~3IuRimDsJ~5nR3bD~NS7Yd4sFCw~8ZQrQE3TAsr~SNrT2pSLqe] 
-fveN3wp~F7mNnRLA~6mWZTbrHC3~jHe~mNT-~m1yMILV~885Zze~N~iT7m3LD5JrC~jH~6F~FKXkBLGIR~Jt3v~hiXfz1~IxTwgAvsj2EF C2FgJbC ncApucsHCasXTpXmNyTR2ibMqQUdkkZ8]. 

Take Two Tom: 
Piece by Piece 



and 
Cliords of Memory 

Sunday, 1 April, 2:00 PM 

Ackland graduate interns Kimbefly Kutz, curator of Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, 
and Constructioils, and Laura Fravel, curator of Cliords of Memory: Tliomas Hart Benton 
Litliograplis, will lead a conversational tom thr ougli tliese newly-opened exhibitions, 
exploling tliemes of memory and nostalgia. 

Dee and open to tile public. 

ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE SpriIlg Sale[ 
Now throngh Sunday, 1 April 
50% off and more! 

Come and take advantage of tinge savings on textiles, homewares, stationelT, jewellT, 
ai~ist supplies, toys, and much more, as we make way for new merchandise! 

New sale items are being added eveiT day! 

No addifioi~ul discounts apply. 

STORE HOURS (open 7 deys/week): 
Moil, Tue, Wed 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Tliu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 
Fri, Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Still 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

CONTACT: acklandstore@lmc.edu [_mail{o:acklarlde{ore(~,’~&_~] or 919.962.0216 

Now on View! 
Cellular Obscura: The Cell Plione Art of Shawn Rocco 
Ackland Muselm~ Store 

An award-wiiluli~g staffpliotojouri~ulist at tile News & Obsel~cer in Ruleigt~, Sliuwn 
Rocco lius, since 2007, produced a body of doclm~entary work which he calls "Cellular 
Obscura." Tliese slylistically distinctive works are produced using a Motorola E815 
cellplione camera witliout tile me of any apps. 

Cellular Obscura will be on view at tile Ackland Muselm~ Store throngh 7 April 2012. 

LEARN [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109602633482&s 6256&e 001TDzxrTUZr5JaOKTajsE2eLllg0L0jJlipteU3-Re liTT8gEaHzydJILNztsiDMQtdJ-wzp5qgAz7al10Eln4bmrKpUDln5ynCC3ywAr9pcQKRPx- 
T65 ODyTqtB GRSC5 EnEg- KEgovc LVSZ c J0 dh-yzLilmi GZM sE oTNOBO5TQeyYOGzoWv3 S S4j qekpYQxYnbNr YRVB 6IbbbZbUDpK4U F4E1PWmTk- 
KXrRsCLcdLTj anulHT CTdKNRqYkPB REzY 1 tDuT8 KV 1 hKUli59FcTI:do~KWIE Sy4PGF] 

vases [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109602633482&s 6256&e 001TDzxrTUZr5Kg3yUbqtkcZFt~zfADMzRVIDWlpQrIJfDsulXYHcnlkMFFpTS- 
mc8 Gse SzkFWE q9 Ms3rO QXvHoy4Vk8 sv0g 1YOlrAr Call YI1A WujxPgAeQSh3v lmQaibUvpEPK635OmpQHkgRNOTFOSyM 1 q~l- 
y~I~2l~29~4dm56BKmEH~v8XSVMjYLcMyAiys~xCLbIWt~tCm7C6TfM~Qz7sy~eFDz2BfSieS38p-~7aH~kDdLrGD~Rpz~AdC2TxMl~hY ] 

SHOP [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-llO9602633482&~6256&e 001TDzxrTUZr5Kg3yUbqtkcZFt~zfADMzRVIDWlpQrIJIDsulXYHcIlfkMFFpTS- 
mc8 Gse SzkFWE q9 Ms3rO QXvHoy4Vk8 sv0g 1YOlrAr Call YI1A WujxPgAeQSh3v lmQaibUvpEPK635OmpQHkgRNOTFOSyM 1 q~l- 
y~I~2l~29~4dm56BKmEH~v8XSVMjYLcMyAiys~xCLbIWt~tCm7C6TfM~Qz7sy~eFDz2BfSieS38p-~7aH~kDdLrGD~Rpz~AdC2TxMl~hY ] 

Polke [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-l109602633482&~6256&e 001TDzxrTUZr5KbTgPfinEliTrTsSDnYy3LJOegpYDQ3bG- 
vCWRjvXDOhVjvTHFYxhDolXOUhs4SZtyggZ4fCilzorN5WiySJim]X 8IXgya319HKWpdIJo8pRbhDgwuZb51wTAosAL84NnORoyWESv6kw6oOqNn 36ivykmBWieZeR- 
PIOAyli4osgPlaKJgNtHAGOsX6zoJVk4rBP6GSYUebSrBu6MliWKyV vPyEk2eEk¥~VTATS6ulk6XYykYStc3TZeda2BSG6illighlM0bySRwxQ ]JOIN 
[ligp://r20.rs6.nelJtn.jsp?et-llO9602633482&s 6256&e 001TDzva-TUZr5IPo--G16UWN-Zm3fFI bbZYizIkjD WMIgpEfg f- 
AA 1 v iuMTmTqevxaHbsITNEeROXTW5XRp81 N p5 dNuyiyj E 181 odN SDXWTU O w>xm2 PPp5LN 1 D9 Xko9yEFEpilrj C TD RB L AvN S Z f96T Q gO2w0Nt5yUL X o5 L vVcW 1 V CqWSSmzRapSmXJFtvd62MAdB 9Omi1M09k 1 c 
-HKHXPO nXRqKax3hc ] 

Tell Us your Ackland Story [mailto:esbowles             ] 

LikeusonFacebook[il~o:ik20rs6~lelI{vqjs~?eV 1109602633482&~6256&e 001TDzx~TUZr5J1Cg- HoQOL~e-~To9F1A;24z:×VKai40g 2GiU82abmcliuJNcJci4APLX6kHRqzq0tZlJYyfl:GOWv0ucllgMELQON0dkZ- 

{FMkQ4{td7cgD~{Icidxk,va*iViGJvUOUHsJdIflWG~sk6a~Psdw81MCe9nLBiEDzXWdlC 2M ] 
Follow~onTm~er[                     ?el- i109602633482&s 6256&e 001TDzx~TUZr5KIv                                fT£881~zFPWNrHvEde>YE OJdYGAKr3s5YGLZ 
~S!)IAH~sMvk4 1G WXP3Cx~b3 Imo~B INc6 ev FACnVSv3 RQ~) )~ __] 
View ore pliotos on flicM [h~o:,"/~2Ors6ner/t*~i>~?e>1109602633482&s 6256&e 001TDz~’gUZr5LTa~RJ31dl%a, Tc~ckt-dMZ~g~gfhZ3vTNSc6LsOG-- 
k V 5win Y UB L bi 0 KauOK Y D B so73~J~N1 c i275N vw 1%~SZT I ~ S Ct55G K L 2 ~d B BiT t~hlKL ~xS8 K2 U c CTR G l~ga6~a~xHK c gliT F ~ h()-IP S ~] 
SHARE 

Tile Ackland’s exhibitioils and public programs are made possible by generous support 
from Ackland Art Muselm~ members and friends like you. 

Become a member oftlie Ackland Art Muselml! [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?et-1109602633482&~6256&e 001TDzxrTUZr5IPo -G16UWN-Zm3fFIbbZYizIkjD WMI9pEfg f- 
AA 1 v iuMTmTqevxaHbsITNEeROXTW5XRp81 N p5 dNuyiyj E 181 odN SDXWTU O w>xm2 PPp5LN 1 D9 XkogyEFEpilrj C TD RB L AvN S Z f96T Q gO2w0Nt5yUL X o5 L vVcW 1 V CqWSSmzRapSmXJFtvd62MAdB 9Omi1M09k 1 c 
-HKHXPO nXRqKax3hc ] 

Find out more about membership benefits and liow your membership dollars suppoi~ 
our mission! 

Colmnents on tile Ackland’s e-news? Send all email to tile eclitor. [mailto:esbo>,les(,c~,qail,a~tce&~] 

Images: 

Francois-Xavier Fabre, Frenct~, active in Italy, 1766-1837: Heluy Richard Vassall 
Fox, Lord Holland, 1795; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund, 87.21. 

Tlioi1rton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Lady Holds tile Lollg Neck Bird, 1991; watercolor, 
graphite, and black cont [] crayon. Ackland Art Muselml, Gift of tile Souls Grown Deep 
Foundalioi~, 2011.15.6. 

Ttlomton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Pictm-e Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and gn-aphite. Coui~esy of Mr. Tom L. Larkin. L2010.20.5. 

Brace Collner, Americai~, 1933-2008: Still from Looking for Mushrooms (1967). 



Sigmar Polke, Gemmn, 1941-2010: His Higtmess, or When Do Points Cotmt (S.H. - Oder 
wann z[~hlen die Pm~kte), 2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Emma Lee Pettway Campbell, Amelican, 1928-2002: Quilt (Housetop Valiation), c. 1970. 
Gift of the Amett Collection and Ackland Fund. 

Shawn Rocco, American, born 1972: Midway, Raleigh; archival ii~k-jet plint. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 6:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 3-27-12: Welcoming Frank Martin 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 3-27-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Friday March 80 
MTN vs. Alabama - 5 PM 
BSB @ Vandy - 7 PM 
Saturday March 31 
§F.B.vs.. L.o.ng.w.oo.d ,~ 
AAAAAAAAAAAA I 
PM, 3:15 PM 
BSB @ Vandy - 4 PM 
TV: CSS, TWC ch.506 
Sunday April 1 
MTN vs. Auburn - 1 PM 
BSB @ Vandy - 2 PM 

Footba Cont hues 
Ends 

Landmark Season Spotl ght: Chdst an 
Spr n.q P~act ce Waker 

Olympic Hall of Baseball Auction Baseball Auction 
Fame Packaqes Packages 
Vote daily for Pre-Game Facility Perch seating, all- 
Dawn Staley and Tour & Watch you-can-eat 

Team USA 1996 Batting Practice buffet, signed Ray 
Details ,~,>> on Field Tanner baseball 

Details ~,>> Details 

Click here for more info on this 
week’s games & promotions! 

Gamecock Spotlight 
- MTN: Ben Barnette 
Baseball 
- Notebook 
- UF Game 1 High!!ghts 
Women’s Tennis 
- 4-0 W Over Miss St 
Track & Field 
- 10 Wins at Weems Baskin 
W.Basketball 
- Grant in 3-Pt Contest 
Men’s Golf 
- 6th at Hootie at Bulls Bay 
Volleyball 
- 6 Wins at Sprin¢l Bash 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question:A May boosters provide a student- 
athlete with unused tickets to a professional 
sporting event (e.g. Panthers, Falcons, 
Braves)? 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours: MonoFr £ 9:00 a,m - 5:00 p,m, 

Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SCoFANS or 
(800) 472-3267 
Emaik ath btictickets@sc,edu 
Fax: (803)777o797I 
Unbersity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia SC 29208 

Answer: A representative of athletics interest 
(booster) may not provide tickets to an athletic 
contest. Anything provided of value that is not 
expressly permitted by the NCAA is considered 
an extra benefit and would render the recipient 
ineligible. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Twitter: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: athbticscom sc,edu 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR ~aamecockfickets@sc.edu 
CLICK HERE o unsubscdbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 3:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Maj ors Report 

TEXT.htm; Spring 2012 Maj ors.xlsx 

Brent, 
Attached is a majors report that I ran out of Connect. I believe we are only concerned with juniors and seniors, but before 1 deleted the 
m~derclassmen, I was hoping you could compare this with the report that you create through the database. Hopefully they turn out to 

be the same. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 5:25 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

j essica_delaney@nfoura.org 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Professional Promise Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder... 
If you are thinking about nominating someone for the Professional Promise 
award, I will need your nomination by *5pm on April 13th*. This award is 
given yearly to one member from each region, the N4A Professional 
PromiseAward honors "new" professionals who serve student athletes and 
who have 
dedicated their energy to the Association and its mission. *Winners must 
have been N4A members for more than one year but fewer than five years*. 
The five winners are recognized at the Awards Luncheon at the National 
Convention. 

h~p :ii~fo ~ra.or~/abo ~l.~rofes sior~a~-promise-aw ard.~ 

If you would like to nominate a worthy Region II member, please send me the 
following by April 13th, 2012 

1. *Name, Title and School of nominee* 
2. *The Nominee’s number of years of professional service in athletics 
academic advising* 
3. *The Nominee’s number of years of membership in N4A * 
4. *A one- to two-page nomination statement, addressing why the 
individual deserves the award * 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
htt~:L/ncsu.eduiaspsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 8:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Social Work Textbooks 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Preview it in a browser: 
emailfx.com 

Springer Publishing [] Social Work & Counseling Express 

Below are our latest Social Work textbooks-- 
request your complimentary examination copy for course 
consideration today ! 

ri~ s/gxamoC 

Professional Writing for Social Work Practice roducti9780826109262 

Statistics and Data Interpretation for Social Work roducti9780826107206 

Social Work Practice and the Law roducti9780826117663 

101 Careers in Social Work 
roduc~i9780826154057 

20% Off& Free Shipping! Use Promo Code TS12 

Enter promo code TS12 upon check-out to receive free 
shipping on your order. But hurry, this special promotion is 
valid for one week only. 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North 
America. For all international orders please email 
chardin@springerpub.com to receive a special discount. 

Special promotion of free shipping will expire at the end of 
the seventh day following the mail date of this email. Offer 
is valid via [~:iAvww.               , and is not valid on 
bulk orders, previous purchases, or in combination with any 
other promotion. 

New Spring 2012 Social Work Textbooks Brochure 
~:ii>.w>.s~rm~ub.corr~ico~tent/dowNoadsiSoci EB 12.pdq 

Browse New Books in: 



Nursing: 
rodt~ctsisubj ectsiNursing 

Psychology: 
~a:i!~vw~, ~ ~bcom/prod~ctsis~bjectsiPsvcho~o~ 

Gerontology: 
~:iiwww. ~b.co~v~prod~ctsis~bjec~siGeror~olo~ 

Social WoN: 
I~ttp:i/www.s .cor~iproductsisubjectsiSocia1-Work 

Counseling: 
roductsisubjectsiCour~selir~g 

Public Health: 
l"~l~p:iiwww, rodt~ctsist~bjects/Pt~blic-Health 

Rehabili~tion: 
rodt~ctsisubj ects/Relmbilim~ion 

Follow us on Facebook! [] 
~:/iwww.facebook.comi~esiS8finRer-PffOlisNng-Com~anvi 174423022596078 

Follow us on Twitter! [] ~:iitw.itler.com!1#!is~om 

Forward to a Friend! ~eNs.forwardtomvfrie~d.com?~rd~/1686929 

To Order by Phone and for Textbook Support: 
877-687-7476 or 212-431-4370 t~b.com 

If you would like to stop receiving these emails, please 
tmsubscribe by clicking here. ~:~vemaiIfx.corrv~vi~A~N/rr~kifird~;ii~! 

Springer Publishing Company 
11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:42 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Did you get your academic bonus????? 

h~p :,(iwww.usa~oda},oCO~/sporlsicollegeimcnsbaske~ballis~oo~ i2012o03 o29/salariesocon~irmeoriseoshakaosmar~o~’c~i53828414/1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Systems" <c.nawn@texthelp.com> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Hear from the Experts - Successful Campus-wide AT Implementations 

TEXT.htm 

Stories of Successful Campus-wide Assistive Technology Implementations 

Join Texthelp on April 25th for this special webinar as we bring together a 
unique panel of higher education experts who will share their successes in 
implementing assistive technology (AT) software that can be used by all 
students on and off campus. 

Date: Wednesday, April 25[1] 
Time: 2pm - 3pm (EST) 

Win the new iPad and Read&Write GOLD 

See details below. 

Panelists will share how they successfully made Read&Write GOLD reading and 
writing support software available to every student on and off campus to help 
improve student performance and increase retention rates. 

Learn how they support a wide range of learners: 
* Those with learning disabilities 
* Struggling readers and writers 
* Students who need help transitioning to college 
* Student-athletes coping with the demands of sports and academics 
* ELL/ESL learners 

Topics will include: 
* How they got the word out and got faculty, students, and administrators "on 
board" 
* How they manage training and ongoing support 
* What student populations they serve 
* How they keep the momentum going 

Leave this webinar with strategies, tools, and examples of how you can 
successfully implement any software solution on your campus. 

Ensure that every student, 

regardless of ability, can succeed, even with the challenges higher education 
can bring! 

"Read&Write GOLD makes having a learning disability a non-issue and gives 
students the confidence they need to succeed in higher education. Read&Write 
GOLD has replaced a plethora of antiquated software and hardware in my office 
and made my job considerably easier." 

Claude Jordan, Assistive Technology Specialist, Thomas Nelson Community 
College, VA 

Panelists 

Korey Singleton 

Korey manages the [2]George Mason University Assistive Technology Initiative. 
The ATI works collaboratively with other units within George Mason to ensure 
equivalent access for individuals with disabilities to information technology & 



communications university-wide. 

Jean Vizvary 

As Special Services Director at Marist College, Jean is responsible for many 
areas including the [3]Learning Disabilities Support Program. For over 30 
years, Jean has been helping to improve the lives of individuals with 
disabilities. 

Sara Lowe-Bouchard 

Sara is the AT Coordinator for the Santa Rosa Junior College District’s 
[4]Disability Resources Department, which serves over 3000 students with 
disabilities. Her goal is to provide AT to increase independence and promote 
success for all students. 

Moderator 

Doug Rosette 

As VP of Sales for Texthelp, Doug manages the sales efforts in the Eastern 
Region of the US and Canada. 

Register Today to Win the Hottest Technology on the Market - the new 
iPad and Read&Write GOLD ! 

All webinar attendees will be entered in a drawing* to win the new iPad and a copy of Read&Write GOLD with Texthelp Web Apps 
($1200 
value)! 

Attendees will also be eligible* to purchase a copy of Read&Write GOLD for only 
$295 ($645 list). 

*Must attend webinar to be eligible. 

[51 

[6]Texthelp Systems -888-248-0652 - [7]u.s.info@texthelp.com 

[8119111Ol 

References 

This message was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu from: 
Texthelp Systems Inc. ] 600 Unicorn Park Drive ] Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe: 
.icontact.comiicpimmai~o ~?~88973302&~= 1598&s=AJLP&m=4t~903(~&c=588324 

Send To a Friend: 
http:~%p~.icoNact.c~m/icp/c~rc/message/I~rw~ard?m=4~9~3(~&s=8~9733~2&c=AJLP&cid~588324 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

William Richards <wrichards@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Summer/Fall Tutoring Intentions 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

I will not be available during the summer due to travels. I am not sure 
about the fall just yet; it all depends on what classes I will be teaching 
next year. I will let you all know as soon as I know. 

-William Richards 

On Thu, Mar 29, 2012 at 4:05 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good afternoon,**** 

I hope this email finds you all well. I am writing to find out if you are 
available to tutor this summer and/or fall. The students are currently 
registering for both terms, so our needs are beginning to materialize. 
Please respond and let me know your plans/hopes/intentions so we can plan 
accordingly.**** 

** ** 

I appreciate your attention to this matter and hope you have a wonderful 
evening and weekend.**** 

** ** 

Brent**** 

** ** 

Brent Blanton**** 

As sociate Director** * * 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes**** 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling**** 

Undergraduate Education**** 

College of Arts and Sciences**** 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill**** 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax**** 

~:iitarheelblue.cstv.com**** 

** ** 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence**** 



344 Ridge Road, CB 3107"*** 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107"*** 

[image: Description: Description: smaller NC logo]**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
http ://j ezebel.com/5798077/the-weird-world-of-adult-babies 

TEXT.htm 

~ ezebel.com/5798077/the-weird-~,ofldoo~:-adult ~babies 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"iiBIG Education Finance" <financeevent@iibig.com> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 5:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Attendee List, Agenda Now Available for Education Finance Summit 

TEXT.htm 

iiBIG Presents: 

Education Loan & Financing Executive Summit 
May 9-10, 2012 
DoubleTree by Hilton 

Washington D.C. 

Website: h~p :/h~,ww.iibig.com/Edacatior~ 

To Register Today, Please Click Here: 
~:/iw.ww.cvent.comid/%n4Gr~p~eU6mOB ngl/Pli4W? 

Conference Agenda and Attendee List Now Available 

For the Conference Agenda: 
~:iiwww.iibig.com/conferences/F ~202/agenda.hlm~ 

For the Attendee List: 
ht~p:iiwww,Jibig.com/co~l~erencesiF1202iatter~dees,h~ml 

A Special Thank You to Conference Sponsors: 

First Associates Loan Servicing, LLC 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
Rhode Island Student Loan Authority (RISLA) 
Sidley Austin LLP 
Standard & Poor’s 
U.S. Education Finance Group 
Education Finance Council (EFC) 

The agenda is currently being organized and speaking and sponsorship opportunities are being confirmed. To submit your application 
to speak and/or sponsor, please contact: 

Rita Karsadi 
Managing Director, Finance Division, iiBIG 
Phone: 704-999-9806 
E-mail: ritak@iibig.com 

For Conference Updates and to Register: All registrations are subject to review and approval. 
=Standard Rate: $1,895 
=Institutional Investor Rate: $1,195 
=Not-For-Profit/Government Rate: $995 
=Academic Rate: $795 

For more information on available group discounts: 
Rita Karsadi at ritak@iibig.com 

Visit: hl’~ :iiwww.iibi£. comiEdttcation 
Phone: 212-300-2520 
E-mail: info@iibig.com 



To Register Today, Please Click Here: 
~:iiwww.cvent.comid/Nr~4G~pzteU6mOB r~gtiP 1/4W? 

About iiBIG 
iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company dedicated to organizing 
business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business executives. We provide learning and networking settings for 
some of the business community [] s BIGgest thinkers [] those who occupy the highest levels in their companies and organizations. 
Our events focus on the most pressing and timely issues facing decision-makers in today [] s global economy. For more information, 
visit: http:iiwww~iibi~.com 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a B2B service to our clients 
and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business development opportunities. If you wish to be removed 
from our e-mail distribution list, please click here: 
h~ ~p : iiw ww. cv e n~. co ~r~/ d/Y~HpO L JWMk, K~3x 5 kZ-IY zA! 6 ngtiE1ig D ? 

iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
Bank of America Building 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
Phone: 212-300-2520 
E-mail: info@iibig.com 

Copyright [] 2012 International Institute for Business Information & Growth. All rights reserved. 

Powered by Cvent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 5:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer/Fall Tutoring Intentions 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Brent, 

I am pasting my response to Brad’s similar inquiry. He asked for a few 
more specifics., but in a word.. Yes. I am interested in both Summer and 
Fall opportunities. My full response below 

*I would be interested in working this summer. My availability is 
extremely flexible and I doubt there would be any times I could not work my 
summer schedule around. 

In regards to Fall I would be available for the same schedule I have at the 
moment. I could work until 10 if needed but would prefer to be as a result 
of a 3 or 4 hour shift if that is the option. I would not be able to work 
an 8-10 pm shift but would be able to work a 6-10 pm shift if needed. If I 
go home I am done., and that is the reason for not wanting an 8-10 pm 
shift. 

Regards, 

On Thu, Mar 29, 2012 at 4:05 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good afternoon,**** 

I hope this email finds you all well. I am writing to find out if you are 
available to tutor this summer and/or fall. The students are currently 
registering for both terms, so our needs are beginning to materialize. 
Please respond and let me know your plans/hopes/intentions so we can plan 
accordingly.**** 

I appreciate your attention to this matter and hope you have a wonderful 
evening and weekend.**** 

Brent**** 

Brent Blanton**** 

As sociate Director** * * 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes**** 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling**** 

Undergraduate Education**** 

College of Arts and Sciences**** 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill**** 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax**** 

~:~ta~elblue,cstv ~com**** 

** ** 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence**** 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107"*** 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107"*** 

** ** 

[image: Description: Description: smaller NC logo]**** 

** ** 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied 
or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, 
please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify 
the sender immediately and please delete the message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 
parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lauren Logan <llogan@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 7:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Summer/Fall Tutoring Intentions 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Brent, 

I would love to continue working as a learning assistant during the summer 
and fall. Do you know the dates of the summer sessions? I will not be in 
town for a few parts of the summer break, so I would have to see if our 
calendars sync-up. Thanks so much and I have really enjoyed the new 
tutoring structure this semester! :) 

Lauren Logan 

On Thu, Mar 29, 2012 at 4:05 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good afternoon,**** 

I hope this email finds you all well. I am writing to find out if you are 
available to tutor this summer and/or fall. The students are currently 
registering for both terms, so our needs are beginning to materialize. 
Please respond and let me know your plans/hopes/intentions so we can plan 
accordingly.**** 

** ** 

I appreciate your attention to this matter and hope you have a wonderful 
evening and weekend.**** 

** ** 

Brent**** 

** ** 

Brent Blanton**** 

As sociate Director** * * 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes**** 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling**** 

Undergraduate Education**** 

College of Arts and Sciences**** 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill**** 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax**** 

~:iTta~f~eelb~e.cstv.com**** 

** ** 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence**** 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107"*** 



Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3107"*** 

** ** 

[image: Description: Description: smaller NC logo[**** 

** ** 

*Lauren Logan* 
*Social Studies Teacher* 
*Chapel Hill High School* 
*(919) 929.2106 x1243" 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephen Blackwell <sblackwell@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 9:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer/Fall Tutoring Intentions 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

I probably will not tutor this summer but just in case, what is the typical 
summer schedule like? 
steve blackwell 

On Thu, Mar 29, 2012 at 4:05 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good afternoon,**** 

I hope this email finds you all well. I am writing to find out if you are 
available to tutor this summer and/or fall. The students are currently 
registering for both terms, so our needs are beginning to materialize. 
Please respond and let me know your plans/hopes/intentions so we can plan 
accordingly.**** 

** ** 

I appreciate your attention to this matter and hope you have a wonderful 
evening and weekend.**** 

** ** 

Brent**** 

** ** 

Brent Blanton**** 

As sociate Director** * * 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes**** 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling**** 

Undergraduate Education**** 

College of Arts and Sciences**** 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill**** 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax**** 

~:,!imrhee~b~e.cs~v.com**** 

** ** 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence**** 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107"*** 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107"*** 

** ** 

[image: Description: Description: smaller NC logol**** 



All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 10:53 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Julie Owen 
<jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan 
Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary Ellen Jones <mj21 @txstate.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] 

htt~ :/i~bclocal. go.con~’lcfs~istor~-? sectio~=newsis~or~sicolle geiFootballl& sa=NCF&eid=7752910 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of April 2, 2012 
Date 
4/2 
4/3 
4/3 -4/5 
4/4 
4/4 
4/5 
4/6 
4/7 
4/7 
4/7 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Verizon Meeting 
Cheerleading Dinner 
Athletes in Action 
Men’s Bible Study 
Lacrosse Dinner 
Women’s Lacrosse Dinner 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
All Day 
6:00-10:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
5:00-9:00 PM 
7:00 AM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of April 9, 2012 
Date 
4/9 
4/10 
4/10 
4/11 
4/12 
4/13 
4/14 
4/14 

Event Time 
Leadership Academy 6:00 PM 
American Board of Pediatrics 11:00AM-2:00PM 
Women’ s Group Noon 
Athletes in Action 8:30-10:30 PM 
Men’s Bible Study Noon-2:00 PM 
Football Lettermen’s Dinner 5:00 PM 
Rams Club Board Meeting TBD 
Spring Game All Day 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Pope Box 
Blue Zone 

Week of April 16, 2012 
Date 
4/16 
4/17 
4/17 
4/18 
4/18 
4/19 
4/19 
4/20 
4/21 
4/21 
4/21 
4/22 
4/22 

Event 
Admissions Event 
Women’ s Group 
Tar Heel Tour 
Admissions Event 
Athletes in Action 
Men’s Bible Study 
Sports Administration 
Admissions Event 
10 K Run 
Field Hockey Rain Site 
Softball Banquet 
Band Event 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
8:00-10:00 AM 

Noon 
5:00-8:00 PM 
8:00-10:00 AM 

8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
TBD 
8:00-10:00 AM 

Morning 
2:00-4:00 PM 
7:00 PM 
TBD 
@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Concourse Club 
Kenan Stadium 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 11:46 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Orwell and Madness 

TEXT.htm 

Did you already send this out, Dr. Gumey? :) 

h~tp:~,ww.n~’~imes.comi2012/03/31iopinion/noceraoorwell=andomarchomadness.ht 
ml? 1=1 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/31/opinion/nocera-orwell-and-march-madness.h 
tml? r=l&emc=etal> &emc=etal 

Megan Watson 

Athletic Academic Advisor 

Wright State University Athletics 

937-775-2384 

megan.watson@wright.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:24 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 
Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

blucido@email.unc.edu 

STAFF MEETING 

TEXT.htm 

All 

We will meet tomorrow for staff meeting. Please email me any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 919-619-8809 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

staff 

TEXT.htm 

Brent 

Can we address tutoring for finals and summer 1 at meeting? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Proven Ways to Get More Donations from Faculty and Staff- 4/17 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

Your faculty and staff should know the value of giving back to your institution. 
So it should be easy to get them to contribute - right? Wrong. How can you 
overcome the obstacles and excuses and get your faculty and staff on-board and 
giving back to your college with an annual gift? Join us for this live, 
60-minute webinar: 

"Proven Ways to Get More Donations from Faculty and Stafl~’ 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

~:ii\:vww.bes~g)rofessor~rainin£.com/28XiOi2ip73EYRcip77ZLPEgL/~Oe 

Program Highlights: 

Strategies to Overcome Objections & Convince Faculty & Staff to Give 
** Keys to providing options for giving & how their gift will be used 
** Creative solutions to incent your faculty & staff to give 
** The most common excuses and how to overcome them 
** Donating made easy - Tips to partner with your HR department & more 

Solicitation Strategies [] What Message to Send & How to Deliver It 
** Recruit & train volunteers & how to utilize them 
** Most effective ways to get the word out to faculty & staff 
** Solicitation guidelines: written appeals, phone calls, etc 

Steps for Planning a Successful Faculty & Staff Giving Campaign 
** Starting off right [] Keys to set your campaign length & goals 
** How to get the right people on-board: volunteers, HR, etc 
** Tracking your success [] what you need to know 

Live question and answer session - Have your specific faculty & staff giving 
campaign questions answered 

Your expert presenter: 

Jennifer Keyes is the Director of the Florida Fund, the University of Florida’s 

annual giving department. 
** Jennifer has been with the university since 2005 where she has focused her 

career on unit service and coordination, young alumni engagement, improving 
revenue, and online marketing. 

** She leads the Florida Fund in executing the fundraising efforts for alumni, 

parents, students and faculty/staff of the university. 
** Jennifer has extensive experience in many areas of annual fundraising 
including embedded giving, mobile giving and social media. She is also at the 

forefront of a university-wide initiative to audit and improve online 

communications with a focus on engaging donors online. 

** Before becoming Director of the Florida Fund, Jennifer was associate 

director of phone and direct mail, as well as of special campaigns at the 
University of Florida. 
** Prior to coming to the University of Florida, she managed the phone program 

at her alma mater, West Virginia University. 

** Jennifer started her career as a student caller and intern for the WVU’s 
foundation while receiving her undergraduate degree in public relations. 



* Proven Ways to Get More Donations from Faculty and Staff * 
* Live 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Tuesday, April 17, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~ : iiw ww. bestpro f e sso r~rai~, co mi2 8 X/Oi 2 /p 7 3 E YR c ip 7 7 ZL P ES i~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http:i/www.bestprofessortrammg.corrd28X/4Ci2          77ZLPESi,jp()e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 159060 

Contact ID#: -1623434505 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Look, Learn, & Linger: Drawings, Films, Quilts, and More! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewillg tiffs email? 
Click here 

llr--mv9d8zfSb&v 001VN~bIorwhVPlkYIajj~_B5Ot~rBHActRTmLh ZTLTmaNNzIJ/md5kmWhGv~4Xi.SCVOK3 FaKllDvONMI0mJ37E2Ga14ZOT1ReP,~j~NOtKM,zn. 

3_~ 

tiffs week at theACKLAND 2 April 2012 

Now on View [h~p://r20.rs6.nefftn.jsp?e=OOlOdTG4C6kn5Hkkb9tu-OyRN69pciZORXkBZsL48fXgZclECR ffSS14wwlbOcxRb4OHQhyamj)L0j shes4qcjFC9I 2E-0djjAan- 
rtdZ15V4MNtCL MfehhTomR mgJIqHEYud2QjTXVNJJYgGDDFTd-IDZufxQDCNnEyArT-5wo75HgSzii ih- 
dc5 q64C1X4xCPHFB 6gVOAPwTxEsO SJ 1 i¥~!PpyCfMIEWI 15m42 ViFNRpNK3i2nAwTqp6yVyNtNOWZxqZPk~] 

In This Issue 

Thornton Dial and tile Marketing of Faith 
Ackland Fihn Foruln: "Marwencol" 
Yoga in tile Galleries 
Hey Kids! Art Adventm-es! 
Final Week: "Cellular Obscura" 
Next Week: Art21, HistoI3~ Quilts, MFA! 

Art For Lunch 

Glenn Hinson: "Stories of Spirit, Stories of Erasure: Thornton Dial and tile Marketing 
of Faitll" 
Wechiesday, 4 April, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Bring a bag lunch and enjoy an hour of inspiration and illfollnation about ai~ on 
view in tile Acldand’s newly-opened extffbition Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper. 
In tiffs talk, GlelUl Hinson will adch-ess tile place that spirituality holds in Thornton 
Dial’s life and al~. 

Dr. Hinson’s research field hus loi~g been African American expressive culture, with 
focused investigation of musical, poetic and belie f systems in African American 
communities. He is tile author of"Evely Drawing Thut I Do, I Think about tile Lord: 
Thornton Dial’s Jolmley of Faitt~," a chapter in tile publication accompanying tile 
extffbition. 

Free to men~bers and valid UNC One Card Holders I $5 for all others. 

Registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [m~dlto:acldalldRSVP~.mc ed_~] or 919.843.3687. 

Art For Lunch is supported in part by Drs. Leena and Sheldon Peck. 

Acldand Film Forlml 
Malwencol (2009, Doclm~entaly) 

Thursday, 5 April, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Fran!din Street 

Mollks [h~p://r20.rs6.neVtn.jsp?e 001OdTGdC6k n7DebG19T8t3Y3p--AcUYZatLgHT7TUGjHy5hG~VI2tM1 RCE-vpQWneHqVIMnwQRmubxUwFYif0viE-5- 
gMNQ~8mXK7Wp6dT~‘x~.RaE4J~Sh~c4i~d3VYU8HHAGJ~xp9iam8s6bwnA~k4pwnKi~M~zr4sA3I<LxN mb zXZSFXT~HY6JB~2JKI~Kpgn.QxID~5m2j2rWzgMTyVC5~jM~25~abB~gwRYI~7TM74IaJhwZjsQY7ek7Wn 
In order to cope with his physical and psychic wounds after beii~g beaten into a 
hiain-damagillg coma, Mark Hogancamp created tile l~antasy world of "Malwencol," a 
one-sixth scale World War II-era town built in his New York backyard. When Hogancamp’s 
photographs of his work are "discovered" and hi-onght to a New York gallery, he must 
make tile difficult transition both back to tile outside world and into his new position 
as "outsider ai~ist." 

The Village Voice calls Malwencol "exactly tile sort of mysterious and ahnost holy 
experience you hope to get from doclm~entaries and rarely do." 

This film is presented in COlUleCtion with tile Ackland Art Muselmf s newly-opened 
extffbitions Thornton Dial: Thonghts on Paper and Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, 
and ConstructiOllS. 

Students flee with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. Tickets 
are available at tile Varsity Theatre Box Office. 
Noi~h Carolii~a Public Rudio WUNC is tile Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland Fihn 
Folam~[h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k nTDebG19T8t3Y3p--AcUYZatLgHTTTUGjHy5hGWI2tM1 RCE-vpQWneHqVIMnwQRmubxUwFYif0viE-5- 
gMNQ~8mXK7Wp6dT~‘x~.RaE4J~Sh~c4i~d3VYU8HHAGJ~xp9iam8s6bwnA~k4pwnKi~M~zr4sA3I<LxN mb zXZSFXT~HY6JB~2JKI~Kpgn.QxID~5m2j2rWzgMTyVC5~jM~25~abB~gwRYI~7TM74IaJhwZjsQY7ek7Wn 

Yoga in tile Galleries 
Tuesday, 3 April, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Take a break from your day and explore tile world of yoga in tile beautiful setting 
of tile Ackland! This houi--loi~g sessioi~, oft’ered by registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshull, provides all oppolAlnity to practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired 
by tile ai~ in tile gallery. 
Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Weal comfortable clothii~g that will 
allow you to stretch. Layers are recolmnended, as tile galleries get cool at times. 
Free to menlbers ] $5 nOll-men~bers. Space is lilnited. 
Register by email: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [~l~lto:ackia~d~sv2~2~mc eda]. 

Art Adventm-es 
Fish and Birds and Tigers - Oh My! 
Satin-day, 7 April, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-olds, Art Adventm-es sessions provide kids wittl a guided 
view of art in tile Acldand’s galleries, followed by tile oppolAlulty to create take-liome 
treasures in an adjacent ai~ studio usiilg newly-learned art-makiilg techulques. 
At tiffs session we’ll look at how people and anmnds are intei~wined in works by 
Thornton Dial. In tile studio, kids will use pencil and watercolors to create a 
pictme tliat includes a fist~, tiger, or bird. 

Dee to members I $5 per child for non-members. 

Registraflon is required and limited: culbert@unc.edu [ ]. 

Final Week! 
Cellular Obscura: The Cell Plione Art of Shawn Rocco 
Acldand Muselm~ Store 

An award-wiiluli~g staffpliotojouri~alist at tile News & Obsel~cer in Raleigt~, Sliawn 
Rocco lias, since 2007, produced a body of doclm~entary work which he calls "Cellular 
Obscura." Tliese slylisflcally distincflve works are produced usiilg a Motorola E815 
cellplione camera witliout tile me of any apps. 

Cellular Obscura will be on view at tile Ackland Muselm~ Store throngh 7 Aplil 2012. 
Visit acldand.org/sliop [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k n6NOSW etSRBWgHoi8CSx~Z9vNKcLZUN9ut7U8w~j2JARaDY~BHuiaHtTMrtLVLGNCyzuQGeX1t9Rg~mGsjsGJSk8G~A9- 
~HyxT~9AawJ~‘Lx~hSZFe2iBL3qmQQN7~T7Xur¥~NB~gf~Mf9EQqJfsubd285~Cv~RRiWFG~wephA~VdsCfbJgeai6MsTZRKV7GrliaF3N~C3WijD3At8FiYHpiMtli8u~FgVBvA~A~gci xCJXmXfo~81fdKJryoc ] 
for more infolanaflon. 

Looking Aliead... 
Tuesday, 10 Aplil, 7:00 PM 
AcklandFilm Foruli1 [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k n7DebG~9T8t3Y3p--AcUYZatLgHT7TUGjHy5liGw~2tM~RCE-vpQWneHqV~MnwQP~nubxUwFYif~viE-5- 
gMNQ~8mXK7Wp6dT~>~.RaE~J~Sh~c~i~d3VYU8HHAGJ~xp9iam8s6bw1~A~k~pwnKnM~zr~sA3~‘LxN inb zXZSFXT~HY6JB~2JKIhKpgnQx~D~5m2j2rWzgMTyVC5~jM~25~dbB~gwRYI~7TM7~IaJliwZjsQY7ek7W~r 
Art21 Access ’ 12: "Cliange" 
Wechiesday, 11 April, 2:00 PM 
Tea at Two [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k I~5NFtCmvS1 tj0vRgSaBt994C42DYYV9-- 
c5IjJnbJ~dSUkI1mch.s~N6LcyGGgs~h~nBmgg7QmR3mzGvSLE5K3Z~6E~76xjg4esGBhi~zGapLtN3~ZM~7 ApQ uTHRlscwllrSOzrl2AG3oHDyPLZkCBKwZHITo71NCSzUHHnypnqkmOcU5KdA) BO329DqKXI 
"Piecii~g tile Past": Heatlier Williams on History Quilts 
Tliursdsy, 12 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 
OpeulI~g Reception 
"New Ctu-rents in Contemporary Art: MFA 2012" [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 001OdTGdC6k n6fggVeQke~EKgsG9e6n~ih~xIzxn3T2UIctYBp5HX~sRU~ypggD9FGrRI2BD~j3yEezia~K7MsCjsr~3DnLEEsHap~it~x~Wuex2C~E~fgCNFdysEytYskkxb VQPhYbSsVhsgmf- 
3p~7~za.AtVIRvKySacRvXF6862IREK9awq~k~fzx9Si-~C~LuF5I~wDc~uRVI5GXq~c9zBHHqWs-Mg~mZgutIyLBb-~ZHjI~NBUrIQ~ZvLKY~Mm6sNcc¥~VfASfH6 dec] 

LEARN [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k I14- 
CBWGoPFJVV JRiL Yj 51PK6 qAYksTAAo4L J Jnqfli~aKCmstP fvlicyA2xxSpyyEqCpZ3r 1 tv4ParmTUyL Snbdj EQMCSAVI~xhpeUV2civ4 JSGyZ5W4MP74I~xegyoQQWKC4G 1 A3 EksqyzTul MYb JW5IEXVCgl 1WMoCWd 

vases [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k n6NOSW etSRBWgHoi8CSx~Z9vNKcLZUN9ut7U8w~j2JARaDYnBHuiaH~TMrtLVLGNCyzaQGeX1t9Rg~mGsjsGJSk8GPA9- 
~HyxTul~9AawJIC‘~hSZFe2iBL3qmQQN7~T7X~a.¥2qBq~gf~Mf9EQqJfsubd285r~Cv~RRiWFG~wep~kA~VdsCP~Jgeai6MsTZRKV7GrliaF3N~C3WijD3At8FiYHpiMtli8u~FgVBvA~A~gci xCJXmXf%81f4KJryoc ] 
SHOP [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k n6N~SWetSRBWgH~i8CSx~Z9vNKcLZUN9ut7U8w~j2JARaDYnBHulaHfTMrtLVLGNCyzaQGeX1t9Rg~mGsjsGJSk8G~A9- 
~HyxTul~9AawJIC‘~hSZFe2iBL3qmQQN7~T7X~a.¥2qBq~gf~Mf9EQqJfsubd285r~Cv~RRiWFG~wep~kA~VdsCP~Jgeai6MsTZRKV7GrliaF3N~C3WijD3At8FiYHpiMtli8u~FgVBvA~A~gci xCJXmXf%81f4KJryoc ] 

Polke [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OdTG4C6k n7yG~N~CLvBpE8KC2&~smNfq~NqWS¥~VYrGD7~KNH-~yBch3p~eImeVgASXp7zRuFC~RJ2TvyIL-qEyKD8G5AV oeK72147HTXLBLZDka4- 
vtd~NFgNr4v6GeeQiLyU~vc7Ti9Gv71~ZwA~y-HUSvZpDe~g~DSy2HYT3RMEZkinaqWC~99vc~93~WRe5 D7i90NEliwson-OD3jl3Tm6WTpGiyGvpvGnUHjXFqWlz vZNyCa005gSKkpBuZyfgWC0 ]JOIN 
[ligp://r20 .rs6 .net~tn.jsp? 
e 001OdTG4C6k n6voC9Bv2HLQx2BUJtliI Q~5KWc3~l~b~CSUe~Jw4TBBkvbuL~p8cDVcGdwydAZdfJZmq~uuf9x5~DY~7ig6QRRcGKBtaQsnQrc7b~Ef~t~Ided6AyJa3KHvEip~2sIb~4bf- 
UYnyXHiJraeKmrgUaIneONzSzU3i31K14dmliPyFDbGkMHQYd-k6Anl4IZx xRePILIhAdGSsLOE4uG FgUttyuylnAWW9qvGMzbWQSFcpjpEJZ7fvHBleAsR2AQtLfllCDTIueZqqKZkX1] 

Tell Us Yotu- Ackland StoiT [mcoilto:esbov, des(~’~,xe edt~] 

Like us onFacebook [lir~>://~2Ors6nel,’~I*iSp?e 001OdTG4C6k >59elwlRg6HdP&F~aegMBzI                     ’#,ZZKKLL, ham5DYoBRP-Sk- 
VP5 P31q~~II S~LNB DZ93bZ6Ei~                   IKT V39ti% oH-B WM 2HC~_ ~ C~_d_I=wRt~z,%~CONMX~ >a~N k- a6 C~o~X~_& ] 
Follow ~ on Tm~er [li~>:/!~2O rs6 ~eE~t ~g~?e 0010dl G4C6k ~t581~tZ2cn~.zHrW3o>,kPkliozl~Pxiaul ~US~Zwtc~ErPtVs KWZ4OBmvCdxOzWJ9AA~.M6FOK X~9T29SEH5~A Y3wOIUlK~Y5~80H~MSc- 
8o15c6S Y51is4x0YE4Yvf~/X171c ] 
View ore pliotos on flicM [                     ?e 00iOd~ G4C6                            CZe~406IINLC1OaZ                              PN vikD~,,6535d rIFP~arK ~gsVH21m H7SL - 

] 
SHARE 

Tile Ackland’s extffbitioi~s and public programs are made possible by generous support 
from Ackland Art Musetm~ members and friends like you. 

Become a member oftlie Ackland Art Musetm~! [ligp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 001OdTG4C6k n6voCgBv2HLQx2BUJtliI Q~5KWc3~l~b~CSUe~Jw4TBBkvbuL~p8cDVcGdwydAZdfjZmq~uuf9x5~DY~7ig6QRRcGKBtaQsnQrc7b~Efp~t~Mcd6AyJa3KHvEip~2sIb~4bf- 
UYnyXHiJraeI<a~-gUaIneONz8zU3i31K14&~iPyFDbGkMHQYd-k6An14IZx xRePILItkAdGSsLOE4uG FgUttyuymAWWgqvGMzbWQSFcpjpEJZTfvHBleAsR2AQtLfllCDTIueZqqKZkX1] 

Find out more about membership benefits and liow your membership doilars suppoi~ 
our mission! 

Colmnents on tile Ackland’s e-news? Send all email to tile eclitor. [mailto:esbo>,les~}emafl ~l~c ed~l] 

Images: 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: "Landscape," 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund, 
60.26.1. 

Tliomton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Pictm-e Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and graphite. CouI~esy of Mr. Tom L. Larkin. L2010.20.5. 

Sigmar Polke, Gelanan, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder 

wann z[~tflen clie Pankte), 2002. James Keitli Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Sliawn Rocco, Amelican, born 1972: Waffle House; archival iok-jet plint. 

Astfley Florence, Amelicai~, boll11978: Becomii~g "Becomillg all Unwed Motlier," 2012; 
C-print. Collection of tlie aI~ist. 

Folward tiffs email 
~://l~ constal~co1~iactcoln/sa/f>~tEjNl?lh mx,9dSzfi~b&m 1105747634860&ea blanto~q~tzqcaa~mc edu&~1109633462592 

This email was sent to blanton~uncaa.unc.edu by esbowles~emafl.unc.edu. 
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DARTMUSEUM 
this week at the ACKLAND 2 April 2012 

Now on V~÷w 

In Th~s issue 

Thornton Dial and the 
MarketinB of Faith 

Ack[and Firm Forum: 
%4arwe Root" 

Yoqa in the Galleries 

Hey Kids~ Art 

Adventures~ 

Final Week: "Cellular 

Obscura" 

Next Week: Art21~ 

H%torv Quilts, MFA~ 

Art For Lunch 
Glenn Hinson: "Stories of Spirit, Stories of Erasure: 
Thornton Dial and the/~arketin8 of Faith" 
Wednesday, 4 April, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Bring a bag tunch and enjoy an hour of inspiration and information 
about art on view in the Acktand’s newty-opened exhibition Thornton 
Diat: Thoughts on Paper. In this tatk, Gtenn Hinson witt address the 
ptace that spirituatity hotds in Thornton Diat’s rife and art. 

Dr. Hinson’s research fietd has tong been African American expressive 



cutture, with focused investigation of musicat, poetic and betief 
systems in African American communities. He is the author of "Every 
Drawing That I Do, I Think about the Lord: Thornton Diat’s Journey of 
Faith," a chapter in the pubtication accompanying the exhibition. 

Free to members and vatid UNC One Card Hotders I $5 for art others. 
Registration required: acktandRSVP®unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Art For Lunch is supported in part by Drs. Leena and Shetdon Peck. 

Ackland Film Forum 
Nlarwenco! (2009, Documentary) 
Thursday, 5 April, 7:00 P/~ 
Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

In order to cope with his physica[ and psychic wounds after being 
beaten into a brain-damaging coma, Mark Hogancamp created the 
fantasy wortd of "Marwencot," a one-sixth scare Wortd War II-era town 
buitt in his New York backyard. When Hogancamp’s photographs of his 
work are "discovered" and brought to a New York gattery, he must make 
the difficutt transition both back to the outside wortd and into his new 

position as "outsider artist." 

The VillaBe Voice carts/~arwencol "exactly the sort of mysterious and 
atmost hoty experience you hope to get from documentaries and rarefy 
do." 

This firm is presented in connection with the Acktand Art Museum’s 
newty-opened exhibitions Thornton Dial: ThouBhts on Paper and Piece 
by Piece: O~uilts, Colla~es, and Constructions. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 
others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Officiat Media Sponsor of the 

Te l Us Your 
Ack and Story 



AckLand FiLm Forum. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 3 April, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Take a break from your day and 
explore the world of yoga in the 
beautifut setting of the Acktand! This 
hour-long session, offered by 
registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall, provides an opportunity to 
practice a series of 8entre yoga poses 
inspired by the art in the 8altery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats 
are provided. Wear comfortable 

ctothin8 that witt allow you to stretch. Layers are recommended, as the 
8arteries get cool at times. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. 
Register by email: acklandRSVP@ unc.edu. 

Art Adventures 
Fish and Birds and Tigers - Oh/~y! 
Saturday, 7 April, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-olds, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 
a guided view of art in the Acktand’s 8arteries, fottowed by the 
opportunity to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio 
using newly-learned art-making techniques. 



At this session we’tt took at how peopte and animats are intertwined in 
works by Thornton Diat. In the studio, kids witt use pencit and 
watercotors to create a picture that includes a fish, tiger, or bird. 

Free to members I $5 per child for non-members. 
Registration is required and limited: cutbert®unc.edu. 

Final Week! 
�.ellular Obscura: The �.ell Phone Art: o[ Shawn Rocco 
Ackland/~useum 5tore 

An award-winning staff photojournatist 
at the News ~t Observer in Rateigh, 
Shawn Rocco has, since 2007, produced a 
body of documentary work which he 
carts "¢ettutar Obscura." These 
stytisticatty distinctive works are 
produced using a Motorota E815 
cettphone camera without the use of any 
apps. 

Cellular Obscura witt be on view at the Acktand Museum Store through 7 
Aprit 2012. Visit acktand.org/shop for more information. 

Looking Ahead,,, 

Tuesday, 10 April, 7:00 PM 
Ackland Film Forum 
Art21 Access ’12: "Change" 

Wednesday, 11 April, 2:00 PM 
Tea at Two 
"Piecing the Past": Heather Williams on 
History Quilts 

Thursday, 12 April, 6:00- 
8:00 PM 
Opening Reception 
"New Currents in 
Contemporary Art: MFA 
2012" 



The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible 
by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and 
friends [iRe you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum[ 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 
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Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: "Landscape," 1904; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund, 60.26.1. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Picture Frome--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor and graphite. Courtesy of Mr. Tom L. 

Larkin. L2010.20.5. 

Sigmar Po[ke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zSh~en die Punkte), 2002. James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Shawn Rocco, American, born 1972: Waffle House; archival ink-jet print. 

Ashley Florence, AmeMcan, born 1978:Becomin9 "Becomin9 an Unwed Mother," 2012; C-print. Collection of the artist. 
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In this issue: 

¯ Early-Bird Rate Extension 
¯ O~penin~S~peaker - Todd Stansburg 

EarLy-Bird Rate Exte sio  

The early-bird rate has been extended through this Friday, April 6, 2012! We look 
forward to seeing you all at the 37th National Convention on June 7-10, 2012 in Buffalo. 

Register online now at http:i/nfbura.orgiconvention/ 

Opening Speaker - Todd Sta sb ry 

We would like to announce that Todd Stansbury will be our Opening Session Speaker at 
the National Convention in Buffalo. He will be addressing the N4A on Thursday, June 
7th, 2012. Please make plans to join us for his presentation. 

Todd Stansbury became vice president and director of athletics at the University of 
Central Florida in March 2012. 

He oversees a program that features 16 sports and about 500 student-athletes. UCF’s 
student-athletes have won 33 Academic All-American awards since j oining Conference 
USA in 2005, and they have collectively achieved a GPA of at least 3.0 for each of the 
last eight semesters. 

Stansbury’s career began in 1988, when he was named the academic advisor for football 
at Georgia Tech. During his seven years at Georgia Tech, he earned a promotion to 
assistant athletic director. He also developed an academic support program that became 
the model for the NCAA’s CHAMPS Life Skills program, which emphasizes the role of 
intercollegiate athletics in supporting student-athletes’ intellectual, personal and career 
development, as well as their commitments to serving their campuses and communities. 
During Stansbury’ s tenure, Georgia Tech regularly earned recognition for the graduation 
rates of its student-athletes. 

In 1995, Stansbury became international coordinator for the Institute for International 
Sport. He traveled around the world for 16 months to promote the 1997 World Scholar- 
Athlete Games. 

Upon his return to intercollegiate athletics, Todd was named associate athletic director at 
the University of Houston, where he oversaw Academic Support and Compliance. He 
implemented several academic support and life skills programs that helped to increase the 
graduation rates of student-athletes, and the university was recognized by USA Today for 



those accomplishments. 

In 2000, Stansbury was named director of athletics at East Tennessee State University. He 
became executive associate athletics director at Oregon State University in 2003. During 
his tenure, more than half of Oregon State’s student-athletes achieved grade point 
averages of 3.0 or higher. 

Stansbury played linebacker on Georgia Tech’s football team and graduated with a 
bachelor’s degree in Industrial Management in 1984. One of the first members of his 
family to attend college, Stansbury also earned a Master of Science degree in Sports 
Administration from Georgia State University in 1993. He has taught courses as an 
adjunct professor at Oregon State and Houston. 

S~bscribe Jns~bscribe Send ~.his t< a [?lend 

nfoura.org 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 
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¯ Early-Bird Rate Extension 

¯ Opening Speaker - Todd Stansbury 

The early-bird rate has been extended through this Friday, April 6, 2012! We look forward to 
seeing you all at the 37th National Convention on June 7-10, 2012 in Buffalo. 

Register online now at http://nfoura.orq/convention/ 

Opening S£eaker o Todd Stansbuw 

We would like to announce that Todd Stansbury will be our Opening Session Speaker at the 
National Convention in Buffalo. He will be addressing the N4A on Thursday, June 7th, 2012. 
Please make plans to join us for his presentation. 

Todd Stansbury became vice president and director of athletics at the University of Central 
Florida in March 2012. 

He oversees a program that features 16 sports and about 500 student-athletes. UCF’s student- 
athletes have won 33 Academic All-American awards since joining Conference USA in 2005, 
and they have collectively achieved a GPA of at least 3.0 for each of the last eight semesters. 

Stansbury’s career began in 1988, when he was named the academic advisor for football at 
Georgia Tech. During his seven years at Georgia Tech, he earned a promotion to assistant 
athletic director. He also developed an academic support program that became the model for 
the NCAA’s CHAMPS Life Skills program, which emphasizes the role of intercollegiate athletics 
in supporting student-athletes’ intellectual, personal and career development, as well as their 
commitments to serving their campuses and communities. During Stansbury’s tenure, Georgia 
Tech regularly earned recognition for the graduation rates of its student-athletes. 

In 1995, Stansbury became international coordinator for the Institute for International Sport. 
He traveled around the world for 16 months to promote the 1997 World Scholar-Athlete 
Games. 

Upon his return to intercollegiate athletics, Todd was named associate athletic director at the 
University of Houston, where he oversaw Academic Support and Compliance. He implemented 
several academic support and life skills programs that helped to increase the graduation rates 
of student-athletes, and the university was recognized by USA Today for those 
accomplishments. 

In 2000, Stansbury was named director of athletics at East Tennessee State University. He 
became executive associate athletics director at Oregon State University in 2003. During his 
tenure, more than half of Oregon State’s student-athletes achieved grade point averages of 3.0 
or higher. 



Stansbury played linebacker on Georgia Tech’s football team and graduated with a bachelor’s 
degree in Industrial Management in 1984. One of the first members of his family to attend 
college, Stansbury also earned a Master of Science degree in Sports Administration from 
Georgia State University in 1993. He has taught courses as an adjunct professor at Oregon 
State and Houston. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 7:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 4-2-12: NFL Pro Day Highlights, Baseball Wins Vandy Series 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 4-2-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Wednesday April 4 
Track & Field Open Meet 
Friday April 6 
VVIN vs. LSU - 3 PM 
BSB vs. Tenn. - 7 PM 
Saturday April 7 
BSB vs. Tenn. - 8 PM 

Sunday April 8 
VVIN vs. Arkansas - 12 PM 
BSB vs. Tenn. - 1:30 PM 

The radio 
is on us. 

Legend 
Homer Delivers Weekly Honor n AHo Elkns 

Series Win So~ball Swee Passes Awa’ 

Garnet & Black Baseball Auction Baseball Auction 
Sprin.q Game & Packa.qes Packaqes 
Fan Fest Pre-Game Facility Perch seating, all- 
Join us on Tour & Watch you-can-eat 

April 14,~1:00 PM Batting Practice buffet, signed Ray 
Details A>> on Field Tanner baseball 

Details A>> Details 

Click here for more info on this 
week’s games & promotions! 

Gamecock Spotlight 
- BSB: Evan Marzilli 
-A SFB: Kaitlin Westfall 

- MTN: Andrew Adams 
- VVTN: Josefin Andersson 
General 
- SC Nominees for SEC Post- 

Grad Scholarships 
Equestrian 
- SC Beats No.1 UGA for 
Southern Eq, Championship 

Women’s Tennis 
- 4-3 W Over Auburn 
Men’s Tennis 
- 1st SEC Win vs. Alabama 

Men’s Golf 
- Harbin Sets Career-Best 
Women’s Golf 
- 5th at Liz Murphey 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question:~. Is it permissible for a Gamecock 

Club County Chapter to invite high school 
coaches to its meetings? 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours: Mon-F[ ,A 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Phone: (803) 777-4274 oF (800) 4SCoFANS 
(800) 472-3267 
Ema: athletictickets@sc.ed u 

Fax: (803)7777971 
Univers ty of South Caro ina 
Ath et cs Ticket Offce 
801 Lincoln Street 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Answer: No, it is not permissible for the 

athletics booster club to invite high school 
coaches to its meeting unless the invitation is 
advertised and extended to all members of the 
public who are interested in attending. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Twitter: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: sc.edu 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800o4SC-FANS OR ~amecockt ckets(~@sc.edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 7:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FERPA 8,: Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance, 5/2 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

This 60-minute webinar will provide you and your colleagues with the critical 
FERPA regulations to keep your college in compliance. 

"FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance" 
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
http;iiww w.~professortrah~ingtodav .com!29Li0i2ip778ZG~79RDRM(~iip0e 

FERPA is an ever-evolving complex law that requires your constant attention. 
How can your college ensure complete FERPA compliance and avoid unnecessary 
litigation? Join us for this 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues 
will discover: 

** Releasing student records: disclosure do [] s and don[]ts 
** Record Retention & Documentation: Keys to ensure FERPA compliance 
** Keys to keep faculty and staff updated on the requirements of FERPA 
** Auditing strategies to ensure compliance university wide 

Your expert presenter: 

Carolyn Reinach Wolf is a Partner in the law firm of Abrams, Fensterman, 
Fensterman, Eisman, Greenberg, Formato & Einiger, LLP and Director of the Firm’s 
Mental Health Law practice. Ms. Wolf holds a J.D. from Hofstra University School 
of Law, an M.S. in Health Services Administration from the Harvard School of 
Public Health and an M.B.A. in Management from the Hofstra University School of 
Business. She is admitted to practice in New York State and Federal Courts as 
well as the U.S. Supreme Court. Prior to practicing law, Ms. Wolf is a former 
hospital administrator and Director of Hospital Risk Management. 

** Ms. Wolf is the Fotmder and President of a higher education consulting 
company called Campus Behavioral Health Risk Consultants (CBHRC), LLC. 
** Ms. Wolf is a frequently invited speaker and consultant to health care and 
mental health organizations as well as institutions of higher education, 
specifically university counseling centers and administrators, and professional 
associations throughout the country regarding mental health law issues. 

*FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, May 2, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofcssor~raini~.comi29Li0i2i~gZGc/~79RDRM6i/~.0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 



7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

ro~:essor~rainir~.corr~/29Li4Ci2 79RDRM6ii.p0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

ff registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 262145 

Contact ID#: -1618156478 





How do we "measure" educational experiences? 
The experience itself is - by its very nature - 
qualitative in nature 

Graduation rates become a proxy for measuring 
educational experiences 

Three commonly used metrics 

~ Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) 

o Graduation Success Rate (GSR) - NCAA 

Adjusted Graduation Rate (AGR) - CSRI 



...student-athletes are shown to 
graduate at a higher rate than their 
peers in the general student body" 
(National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, n,d,, para, 4), 
[emphasis added] 



Not all data 
"graduation 
athletes. 

allows for comparisons of the 
rates" of students and NCAA 

Two metrics allow for such comparisons 
~ Federal Graduation Rates (Fed Rates) 

Adjusted Graduation Rate (CSRI) 

Can blitz through these slides 



In the minds of the general public and media 
Graduation Rate comparisons have been 
confounded by the NCAA’s advocacy of its 

relatively new athiete-oni~v Graduation 

Success Rate (GSR). 

The GSR accounts for transfers, resulting in 
a number much higher than the athlete Fed 
Rate, which the NCAA no doubt finds 
attractive. 



While the GSR is a legitimate alternative 
measure, there is no comparable number for 

the general student body. 

The NCAA can adjust for transfers because 
it tracks athletes as they change schools to 
police its eligibility requirements. 
Such tracking is too costly for the general 
student body because of the huge number of 
students involved. 



Can compare 
athletes from 
but 

GSR and FGR results among 
various teams and programs, 

GSR unavailable for non-athletes 
No GSR comparison possible between athletes 
and non-athletes 

There is confusion about this by media and 
l~eneral public 
The NCAA may foster such confusion by reportinl~ 
the results side by side in media releases, etc. 



Men’s BB GSR 66 
Men’s BB FGR 48 

Male Student FGR 60 

Note the Men’s BB GSR score is 18 points higher than the Men’s 
BB FGR 

¯ The Men’s BB FGR is 12 points lower than the Male Student FGR 



While comparisons of student and athlete graduation 
rates can be made using the FGR the peer rate at many 
schools includes part-time students who take longer to 
graduate, pulling down the all-student FGR average. 

The CSRI’s Adjusted Graduation Rate removes this bias, 
exposing significant graduation shortfalls for high-revenue 
football and men’s basketball, in particular, when their 
graduation rates are compared to those of full-time 
students. 



Why such a comparison? 
> NCAA Athletes must be full-time students 

Requirement for eligibility 

Athlete FGR based on fullotime athletes 

All-student Fed Rates are not based on just full-time 
students 

Part-time bias 



FGR sample" 
~ "First time, full-time freshman" (fall start) 
~ "Attend full-time when the~/beqin" 

No correction for switchinl~ to part-time 

_40% of public college students are part-timers. 
Only 25% go full-time to a residential college and do 
not work 

Only 25;% of part-time students ever graduate 

Fed Rate undoubtedly includes a sil~nificant 
number of part-timers {switchers) 





Estimate full-time all-student enrollment 

o Based on relation between Fed Rate and part-time 

enrollment 

o Fed Rate data from NCAA 

o Part-time enrollment from DOE (IPEDS] 

Key assumption: 

o More part-timers correlated with greater "switching" 



Adjusted All-student Fed Rate (FGR) 
> Sport 
> Gender 

> Mean full-time estimate (quadratic regression) 
> Public = 71.6% 
> Private = 79.z~% 
> Part-time = 5% 

~diustment by_ school 
IPEDS (DOE) Database 
Based on deviation from regression line 
Reflects school-specific factors 
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Athlete FGR- Adjusted FGR- AGG 

Calculated by 
o Conferences 

o Men’s D-I BB Tournament Participants 

o Can look at ethnicity variable within samples 

Individual school estimates not reported 
o Too much statistical "noise" 

o Sample-size issues 





MBB MBB MBB 

Conference Rating AGG 

Atlantic Coast 86.04 -41.5 

SEC 82.41 -32.8 

Big East 82.36 -27.2 

Big 12 82.08 -34.2 

Big Ten 81.11 -34.8 

Pac- 10 79.74 -37.8 

C-USA 78.53 -29.0 

Mountain West 78.06 -33.1 

Missouri Valley 77.03 -10.5 

WAC 76.44 -25.4 

West Coast 76.32 - 19.1 

Atlantic 10 75.72 -31.9 

Mid-American 74.66 -12.4 

Horizon 73.02 -20.9 

Big West 72.84 -27.2 

Sun Belt 72.78 -31.6 

Colonial 72.52 -17.0 

Southern 70.61 -4.9 

Summit 70.28 -21.4 

Metro Atlantic 70.20 1.3 

Ohio Valley 69.28 -10.3 

America East 69.27 -18.0 

Big Sky 69.03 -31.6 

Atlantic Sun 68.27 -7.8 

Patriot 67.51 - 13.3 

Southland 67.06 -32.7 

Big South 66.49 -7.6 

Northeast 65.96 4.9 

Mid-Eastern 62.68 -8.3 

SWAC 61.13 -5.2 

-0.704 = correlation 
5.2 = t-stat 



@ 

AGG 







A statistical analysis of Federal Graduation 
Rate (FGR) data 

Accounts for part-time bias 

Allows for a Full-time to Full-time comparison 
~ By Sport 
~ By Gender 

An additional research tool to provide a more 
complete view of a complex issue 



Measurement and comparability issues 
between these metrics create a "fog" that 
works to the NCAA’s advantage. 
For example, uninitiated members of the 
media and general public can easily and 
inadvertently compare the various metrics 
and misinterpret graduation data. 
This confusion may lead to people drawing 
incorrect conclusions that, as it happens, 
generally favor the NCAA. 



The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) believes in 
the full disclosure and discussion of FGR, AGG & GSR 
analyses, since one measure is not inherently better, 
more accurate, or somehow fairer than the other. 

Various metrics measure different things. 

The FGR focuses on an institution’s ability to retain the 
students it admits, while the GSR attempts to account 
for athletes who leave a school that recruited them. 

The AGG compares full-time student FGRs to full-time 
athletes’ FGRs 



Does the amount of time and energy 
athletes devote to their sport (voluntarily or 
not) negatively impact their educational 
experience? 

The most common reason students become 
part-timers is because they have must hold 
dow~ a full-time "o~ob (+/- 40 hours per 
week). 

Athletes devote 
to their sports 

nearly 40 hours per week 

(NCAA, 2011) 



Does a fixation on graduation as THE 
measure of success contribute to under- 
prepared athletes not being afforded an 
equal opportunity to an education? 



Full AGG Reports available. 

Click on the "Research"Tab 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uneaa.une.edu~ 

Amplification, T.V. Infomereials and How They Can Make You a Better Recruiter 

TEXT.htm 
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April 3, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 14 

Amplification, T.V. hil’omercials, 

anil How They Can Make You a Better Recruiter 

I know we probably hate to ach~fft it, but there is a strange allme to television 
infomercials. 

You M~ow the ones: The ShamWow [h¢tlo:!k20 rs6 net/{vl ~?e 00152LMaJ:~eViAgpz65*gdDHiaYk4NMG:~MhS-izTABD- 
~NRJNNh Y cEbE J8 JZp~vee7 P~I                             ~nliZiYzdiKNEa3hc2V7u~[kg~Os~,i,FExA~Q~qflvJ~]...The 
SmgNe [~j~://~2Ors6ner/~?e 00152LMaJx~eX~N~iV~WMI0vogH46M1XClgib~o03YdW~vBId~cnlBJEMPO~WgAeY 403hgDBTbTdK6 dtPiKeuY P9ISYL3Kd2i2~C2AY19dX- 
w~qoy~xE32e0 :]...Bu~ng 
No-Money-Down Real Estate [B~:/k2~N~?e 00152LMaJxaeVjL2 _¢~XyPaEMJoxaBYL, COaIIJTFFCiPXvvaBmvEM 

oeXo HKBOY 5me 9OHNgABwi~)hdI ~,2 Y               ]...there 
are literally h~&e& of proilucts being ailveNsed on television. 

Anil all the ads look, som~d and feel pretty much the same. 

Ever wonder why? 

The answer is simple: The formula works. 

Anil yon, as a college coach, can employ the same psychological justification thut 
successful infomercial marketers use to rack-up billions anil billions of ilollars 
of sales every single year. 

Hang with me here...I know the idea of being just like a TV pitchman may illb you 
the wrong way. Anil, it should. But that’s not what I’m asking. You ilon’t huve to 

become college recrulting’s version of the late Billy Mays. 

It all comes down to the language. And thut’s whut I want to teach you in one simple 
lesson today... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20 rs6 ne~J~nisp?e 00152LMaJx~eVh3*fl’-Z{A6PCTQ-E HmbiAaBiesq4UgLTRlc51FC0sbkR297kYGHZQ-gMu3iVz5ra- 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?e 00152LMaJxreVj8vvGtL2BqNsYGDhgY5MXe2Ry-6icT- 
fifo c~tRpHdNtGJTe9 Jlx82xl PaLzaC2xWAY CmoUwM CTOhC XmnbjwyH S 1 wgEWhGv3M 8WRsTp8wSalZ SDqtw29 SWIlMDIE OkPNOMxZn6- 
ex41JggU2 41Lxl qQ JCDkizZ qqkDDV9 EaXVH8ge PwGUlJW1 MXcgWklhI K 1WvOTO P c2ilO92Qm3ttA4xFKv8 K B23xqxQ 1 a D 69 Fuf296~tNYZ 0dEIlilWeUR-AHKOviTGM e6dMmaIAcZ S DTdKsAr] 
FollowusonTwitter[hh~:,,’!~2Ors6:~tetq~is~?e ~152LMaJx~eVhNBC~m~‘~xaEc~XzD~xv‘‘Ucti~R~vsY5inCmR~Y~Ysvs14sR4~3Lu~Cv34ciK~8DQ~ 0SD~lk6o~ 3e, GY1BR9ADSY2anpCda02GvMN~-~m~I2TmEtiw ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the ~ufion’s top prospects for fiee. 
e ~152LMaJx~eVh‘tLNM1H~h~t~W~Nc~{J~KH‘V1e1T~ALQFdVSmsUU~W6~YX7F~WxJbE~t1~Y5QWM8OHA~K~‘&K5~7PGd~ QlipcMoEpAXBSBqOk~dlatiTI6IAu~5gdlFTIIgdOhofFw~u- 
p%’lp0~.£~vkAP 5~’NwsRWo7C-vY8 s ] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~o://120 rs6 net/~Ap?e 00152LMaJx~eV~/~oYJeEbNzddABiaOOM00z. 
yzbh~ eT WiZ JN 2i~.~osQ                           ~QlwKMSPOToLON~o_.A~,~z’~3,~O~mRliHNMLre7.uS582eKDDOv~aD1EHA ] 

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENTS RAMPING UP SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING 

As nlore and nlore college attfletes are tm-ulng to social media to express themselves, 
it’s creating a new chulle~ge for coaches anil a&~intistrators who want to keep their 
comments in check. How are some programs hundling tiffs new chullenge? Visit our 
Facebook page for the whole story! CLICK HERE [~_/~20 rs6 ~__,n~j:~?e 00152LMalyae\/~.~o’l’JeEbNzilOABiaOOM00z- 

y zb h~ eT WiZ .[N 2i dL ;~ o sO 3 V R ep W X2 ;~RpsN 9 e xt~T X5zcl 04ul~l. 74 Q 1 w K M S P OT oU O NgAV4zM VO Y ,~.~1L E H H u cl 1 i }IN M L re 7-uS 582 e K D D O v J0i t{ 5m D 1 E H A :] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [b,t~p2,//~2Ors6~p.?e 00152LMaJxre\~ZsFHN~a~zskTieb6TotEMvoL v2~o¥1HM HYcil)bN~GL4(ilP~blcY4,z,Z iBF- 
jJ~, c X~td~5 D L r 7Z f’¢/Sxt O D/~)2~] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yotu- daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recrulti~g news, and otu- obsei~cations anil commentary 
on all the big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [ tYdDbxuGL4G1PI O5JbTcY~wZ UcXZtd~5DL~TZfWSxtOD~0~] 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 



NCRC 3-DVD SET [h~p:/!r20 rs6 netz~i~ 
e7cv9Tr G ~,JBzG~f3 B 8z 1U 

:] 

Our team of experts helped hunch-eds of coaches 
last year. Be one of them tiffs year. CLICK HERE [h~p://120~- l!bel j.sp?e 00152LMaJxre\rtlggT ~aI.r~TSw-z~:l- 
MFfl 6 XSPcxt’I’R3)~z-dlMJa9 WerK22eTg~aV                                                                                                                           ] 

2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference 

2012 NCRC [h,Sp:!,q20 
e= 00152LM aJx~ eVi~ slSUzd RM CB V9b9tlxwBm 2wbctsMm4Ha U~30~_f~4eTcv9Tr Gw BzC-~’3B 8z 1U J,a, cVIo2 SF 1 fSM1KF6v~ 5BvEOBDHc~S~5MRBtlC0%K 

:] 

FINAL FEW WEEKS TO REGISTER! Don’t miss the best weekend for college reci~iters. 
CLICK HERE [hNo://12Ors61~eti~*isp?e ~152LMaJxre\~1~84EDSw4eK\~RpaSCz-111DEw~M1N~kiL6HH2T2G1CdEx5‘~1Nt1WwbErLt1DBc~A\‘g8C~.~DM6xUF49t1~3qA-H4M dgzLHi~Cmf eMa0Nr~,IlrT~.~cgA[~i] 

National Recruiting Co~fference Boastii~g Incredible Line-Up of Experts, Coaches and 
Leaders 

The weekend of June 1-3 is shaping up to be a great one if you’re a coach who is 
planning on a~encli~g the 2012 Nation,el Collegiate Recruiti~g Conference [~?~://~20 x~eVh8 

~ 1 DEw~ M1N~&~_,6 ttH2T2CtlCdEx5 ~Nt 1 WwbErLtIDBcJA~g]~Cfi~A’DM6xUF4911P3 Ma0Nr6Ilr7uc9ARd] 
~ Boston. 

Just a few of the experts set to speak to tiffs annual gathering of coaches and recruiters 
inclndes: 

* Dan Tudor, talking about the latest research and trends in recruiting for the 
class of 2013 and beyond. 
* Mandy Gree~. Division I coach and organization expert. 
* Ct~aflie Adams, author and speaker for NCSA Athletic Recruiting, talking about 
tt~e latest infom~ation about parents of recruits, how they’re searchi~g for the 
right fit, and what coaches can do to improve their ct~ances to get them on their 
side. 

* Dr. Thom Park, former D1 football recmiti~g coorcli~ator and athletic director. 
* Rick Chandler, i~tspirational speaker and life coach and creator of the popular 
"Untie Yore Sailboat" message. 

* Jotm Brubaker, author and fomler college coach who is now an in-demand speaker 
on the topic of coaching and worklife balance. 

* Paul Biancardi, popular ESPN recmiti~g columnist. 
* Adam Mabel, iimovative college coach and recruiter...back by popular demand! 
* Sean Devli~. the tectnffcal genus betul~d the popular Front Rush recruiting system. 
* And, many more experts set to share their secrets with ore co~fference anendees!&#xfeff; 

Dear Brent, tiffs is goii~g to be an incredible weekend for serious rec~afiters! 

Some discom~ted hotel room packages are still available, so hm~y and register tiffs 
week and make plans on a~enclii~g the 2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference!... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [h~!o:!/~20 rs6 ne~21~ isp?e 00152LMaJ.,~le\/h84EDSw4eK~RPaSCz-fil DEwIM1N~kiL6HH2T2GICdEx571Ntl \,VwbErLtIDBcJAvgSCfiiZDMdxqd F49tIPBqA- 
H4 \4_dgzLHt~Cm f eMa0Nr6IirT~cgAR~i] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 00152LMaJxreVj8vvGtL2BqNsYGDt~gY5MXe2Ry-6icT- 
fi~9 c~tRpHdNtGJTe9 J~x82xl PaLzaC2xWAY CmoUwM CTOhC XumbjwyH S 1 wgEWhGv3M 8WRsTp8wSalZ SDqtw29 SWdMDIE OkPNOMxZn6- 
ex41J 9gU2 4r L x 1 qQ J C D ldzZ qqkD D V9 E a XVH 8 g e PwGni J W 1 M X cg~VklhI K 1WvOT O Pc 2 dO 92 Qm 3ttA4xF Kv8 K B 23xqxQ 1 a D 69 Fur296 ~kN Y Z 0 dE ddWeU R-AHKOviTGM e 6 d Mur a IAcZ S D T dKsAr] 
FollowusonTwitter[t~t~o:,//~2Ors~:~el/l~isp?e ~152LMaJxreVI~B(lmN~xaEq~D~x‘~‘UctipR~vs~5i~CmR~Y~YsvsI4sR4~LulCv~4ci~8D©nA 0SD~c~ 36C-~/IBRgADS~2~pCda02C-~MNUu~n2TmEtiw ] 

Dont Rush [ 
jovAq~49paYJKH3Ee ~,{ltobihb4MCb S915OowcEZF()~OT Hod 24g f>~ ] 

Cieatii~g Checklists to Save Time in the Office 

by Mandy Green, Head Soccer Coach 

Uifiversity of South Dakota 

There are a lot of tasks that we do as coaches every d~y, week and year in the office, 
with ore teams, staft; and with recmiti~g. If you want to save time, and want to 
do it right every time, use a checklist. 

For example, setting up a successful campus visit potentially can take a lot of 
time because fl~ere are a lot of details involved. 

For those that read Dan’s a~icles, you know tt~at you need to plan every possible 
area of yore visit and yore interaction with yore recruits because they are watctul~g 
yore every move, and maki~g jndgment calls along fl~e way as to whether or not to 
buy wt~at you’re selli~g. On-campus visits are a pretty big deal, are a lot of work 

to set up, and can make or break yore recmiti~g effo~s. 

An easy way to reduce the time it takes to schedule the visit and make sme tt~at 
everyttff~g gets taken care of is to invest a few horns creati~g a strea~flined procedme 
and t~ave eve~tNng documented on an on-campus visit checklist. 

The reason why checklists are good is simple: it’s easy for us to forget tNngs. 
When you do somettff~g that involves multiple steps, it’s likely that you would... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                     ?e: 00152LMaJme                                    oo2HW4az3LEk~@z 
~’ 9xBLC YB c~36M sH6 c0A~IB 0~2~Z ~’ipP22 Z’~/A~oID~t~BB olcIOB 8 D fP ~IP’~ I~@~%__] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 00152LMaJxreVj8vvGtL2BqNsYGDt~gY5MXe2Ry-6icT- 



fifo cikRpHdNtGJTe9 Jlx82xl PaLzaC2xWAY CmoUwM CTOliC XumbjwyH S 1 wgEWhGv3M 8WRsTp8wSalZ SDqtw29 SWdMDIE OkPNOMxZn6- 
ex41J 9gU2 4r L x 1 qQ J C D ldzZ qqkD D V9 E a XVH 8 g e PwGni J W 1 M X cg~VklhI K 1WvOT O Pc 2 dO 92 Qm 3tkA4xF Kv8 K B 23xqxQ 1 a D 69 Fur296 IkN Y Z 0 dE ddWeU R-AHKOviTGM e 6 d Mur a IAcZ S D T dKsAr] 
Followus onTwitter [                     ?e 00152LMaJ~aeV[iNBCm\OxaE~_~PROvs~5i~CmRP~P~s~sI4sR403LalCv34c                                                                       ] 

Calipali Finds Success witli "One-and-Done" 

Recruiting Strategy 

Blue-chip players flock to Jotm Calipali, eager to sliarpen tlieir skills - to say 
nothing of tlieir resumes - in wliat’s become a de l:octo NBA apprenliceship. These 
"one-and-dones" won’t have diplomas wlien tlieir bli~k-and-you’ll-miss-it thne at 
tt~e beloved alma mater is done. 

But tliey’ll liuve jobs in tlie "association" and tlie lot contracts tliat go witli tliem, 
which is wliut tliey were afier in tlie first place. 

"If you’re a player tliat wants to win and tliat’s looki~g to get on to tt~e next level, 
Kentuclci is tlie place," said Delrick Rose, one of~ffne Calipali players to go in 
tlie first round of tlie last four NBA drafts. "... Getting guys to tlie next level, 

his restm~e speaks for itself." 

And Calipali makes no apologies for it... 

Sign-up for tlie Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to otlier coaclies! 
}St~:/~cff co~>t~a~tco*~tact com!sa,i~a" x~9ab&m 1101038493377&ea blaato~a~gmcaatatc ed~&~1109683993356 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Amplification, T.V. Infomercials, 
and How They Can Make You a Better Recruiter 

I know we probably hate to admit it, but there is a strange 
allure to television infomercials. 
You know the ones: The ShamWow...The 
Snuooie...Buying No-Money-Down Real Estate...there 
are literally hundreds of products being advertised on 
television. 

And all the ads look, sound and feel pretty much the same. 

Ever wonder why? 

The answer is simple: The formula works. 

And you, as a college coach, can employ the same 
psychological justification that successful infomercial 

marketers use to rack-up billions and billions of dollars of sales every single year. 
Hang with me here...I know the idea of being just like a TV pitchman may rub you the wrong 
way. And, it should. But that’s not what I’m asking. You don’t have to become college 
recruiting’s version of the late Billy Mays. 

It all comes down to the language. And that’s what I want to teach you in one simple lesson 
today... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



ATHLETIC DEPARTMENTS RAMPING UP SOCIAL MEDIA 
MONITORING 

As more and more college athletes are turning to social media to 
express themselves, it’s creating a new challenge for coaches and 
administrators who want to keep their comments in check. How are 
some programs handling this new challenge? Visit our Facebook page 
for the whole story! CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get 
exclusive recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our 
observations and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the 
day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year° Be one of them this year° CUCK HERE 

F~NAL FEW WEEKS TO REG~STER~ Don~t miss the best 

weekend for co~e~e recruiters° (U(K HERE 



National Recruiting Conference Boasting Incredible 
Line-Up of Experts, Coaches and Leaders 

The weekend of June 1-3 is 
shaping up to be a great 
one if you’re a coach who is 
planning on attending the 

Recruitin,q Conference in 
Boston. 

Just a few of the experts set 
to speak to this annual 
gathering of coaches and 
recruiters includes: 

¯ Dan Tudor, talking about the latest research and trends in recruiting for the class of 
2013 and beyond. 

¯ Mandy Green, Division I coach and organization expert. 
¯ Charlie Adams, author and speaker for NCSA Athletic Recruiting, talking about the 

latest information about parents of recruits, how they’re searching for the right fit, and 
what coaches can do to improve their chances to get them on their side. 

¯ Dr. Thom Park, former D1 football recruiting coordinator and athletic director. 
¯ Rick Chandler, inspirational speaker and life coach and creator of the popular "Untie 

Your Sailboat" message. 
¯ John Brubaker, author and former college coach who is now an in-demand speaker 

on the topic of coaching and worklife balance. 
¯ Paul Biancardi, popular ESPN recruiting columnist. 
¯ Adam Martel, innovative college coach and recruiter...back by popular demand! 
¯ Sean Devlin, the technical genius behind the popular Front Rush recruiting system. 
¯ And, many more experts set to share their secrets with our conference attendees! 

Dear 

Some 
make 

Brent, this is going to be an incredible weekend for serious recruiters! 

discounted hotel room packages are still available, so hurry and register this week and 
plans on attending the 2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference!... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 



Creating Checklists to Save Time in the Office 

Mandy Green, USD 
by Mandy Green, Head Soccer Coach 

University of South Dakota 

There are a lot of tasks that we do as coaches every day, week 
and year in the office, with our teams, staff, and with 
recruiting. If you want to save time, and want to do it right 
every time, use a checklist. 

For example, setting up a successful campus visit potentially 
can take a lot of time because there are a lot of details 
involved. 

For those that read Dan’s articles, you know that you need to 
~lan every possible area of your visit and your interaction with 
your recruits because they are watching your every move, and 
making judgment calls along the way as to whether or not to 

buy what you’re selling. On-campus visits are a pretty big deal, are a lot of work to set up, 
and can make or break your recruiting efforts. 

An easy way to reduce the time it takes to schedule the visit and make sure that everything 
gets taken care of is to invest a few hours creating a streamlined procedure and have 
everything documented on an on-campus visit checklist. 

The reason why checklists are good is simple: it’s easy for us to forget things, When you 
do something that involves multiple steps, it’s likely that you would... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Calipari Finds Success with "One-and-Done" 
Recruiting Strategy 



John Calipari 
Blue-chip players flock to John Calipari, eager to 
sharpen their skills - to say nothing of their resumes 
- in what’s become a de facto NBA apprenticeship. 
These "one-and-dones" won’t have diplomas when 
their blink-and-you’ll-miss-it time at the beloved 
alma mater is done. 

But they’ll have jobs in the "association" and the fat 
contracts that go with them, which is what they 
were after in the first place. 

"If you’re a player that wants to win and that’s 
looking to get on to the next level, Kentucky is the 

place," said Derrick Rose, one of nine Calipari players to go in the first round of the last four 
NBA drafts. "... Getting guys to the next level, his resume speaks for itself." 

And Calipari makes no apologies for it... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

f~ the 
CLICK 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 11:11 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] What the National Collegiate Athletic Association wants college presidents to 
know and say. 

htt~:/ifs.~caa.orgiDocs/newmediai2O l Oi~mmert/Part5/academic.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Academic Room" <admin@academicroom.org> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 7:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Next-Generation Platform for Academics 

TEXT.htm 

Dear colleague, 

Academic Room is an online initiative that facilitates 
interdisciplinary engagements among scholars and researchers 
around the world. Our mission is to curate and disseminate 
scholarly resources, which are organized in over 10,000 
academic sub-disciplines. 

We share the conviction that easy and unimpeded ability to 
obtain quality educational resources should be a right and not a 
privilege. The platform allows academics, researchers and 
students to create highly specialized portals for their 
subfields. These portals can be enriched with professional 
directories, scholar profiles, video lectures, bibliographies, 
journal articles, books, reviews, images, ancient manuscripts 
and audio recordings. 

You are invited to participate in our pilot launch. Please 
register at www.academicroom.com and also encourage 
students, teachers and researchers within your institution 
to join. Together, we can make a real difference. 

Best wishes, 

Academic Room Editors 

Academic Room, 184 Green Street, Suite 1, Cambridge, MA 02139 

To unsubscribe: 
ht~p:ilacademicroom org/marketingi~ns~bscribe.ph~?M=237874&C=2a(~803 ~cd I dd0ac69e3 ladde23a0570f&L=4&N=33 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingsite.com <audio@professortrainingsite.com> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 1:05 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Accommodating ADD to Autism: Legal & Effective Strategies for Colleges - 5/3 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

For those concerned with effective strategies to enhance academic success for 
special needs students on campus while remaining legally compliant, there will 
be a live 60-minute webinar: 

"Accommodating ADD to Autism: Legal & Effective Strategies for Colleges" 
Thursday, May 3, 2012 [] 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 

w.~ro fessortrainingsi~e .comi29Y/Oi2/~76MUBc 

Students with special needs present a unique challenge for higher ed 
institutions. The number of learning disabled identified students is rising and 
colleges must be fully prepared to accommodate and educate these students 
effectively and legally. How can your institution help these students succeed, 
while minimizing liability? Join us for this 60-minute webinar where you and 
your colleagues will discover: 
** From ADD to autism: How to enhance students’ unique learning needs 
** Legal ramifications of special needs students: How to minimize liability 
** How much accommodation is really needed [] what you need to know 
** Valuable resources for students with a variety of learning needs 

Your expert presenter: 
Lezley Holmes, Licensed Educational Psychologist earned her BA from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln in psychology in 1992. She earned her MS and PPS 
credentials from California State University, Sacramento in 1996. 
** Her assessment and behavioral training experience ranges from students aged 
four to adult. She has extensive experience with children diagnosed with 
Asperger’s Disorder, ADHD, ADD and other anxiety based disorders. Lezley also 
worked at West Valley Community College in the Learning Disabilities Center to 
evaluate and assist students with accessing services and learning in the college 
setting. 
** Lezley has worked for the last fifteen years in public schools. She has 
served as a district 504 coordinator, a counselor for special education 
students, and ran conflict management and social skills groups for elementary 
schools. 
** She has served as a PENT representative where 200 psychologists in the state 
of California were chosen due to their behavioral specialties and expertise. She 
has also developed the Behavior Support Plans and procedures for an urban school 
district in Northern California. 
** She is also founder and CEO of Parent Help Live, a web based premiere 
resource for parents of children aged 3 to 18. 

* Accommodating ADD to Autism: Legal & Effective Strategies for Colleges * 

* Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, May 3, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofcssortrainin%ite.comi29YiOi2~76MUBc 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 



Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.professor~raimrtgsi~e.cmr~/29Yi4Ci2ip76MUBc/p79QVRK3i/~pOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 267847 

Contact ID#: -1608424516 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Preview it in a browser: 
h~ ~p :!ia~p.m~; emailf x. co r~Jv-eov ~v ~t-mki~rdr-ib’ 

Springer Publishing [] Social Work & Counseling Express 

Below please find our featured journals in Social Work & Counseling. 
You can read more below and download a free sample copy ! 

Journal of EMDR Practice and Research: The Official Publication of the EMDR International Association 
htt~):~w.ww~                rod~cti19333196 

Partner Abuse: New Directions in Research, Intervention, and Policy 
ht~p:iiwww~spri~gerpu°b.co~r~/prod~c~i194(~(~5(~0 

Violence and Victims 

Click Free Sample Issue above to download a copy of the 
journal(s) in which you are interested 

Check out our New Social Work & Counseling Catalog 
[http:~/www.          .~omico~tent!ca~IogsiSociaI Work Com~seling Sprir~g Smm~er 2012.~dq 
for New & Forthcoming Titles, Bestsellers, and Key Textbooks 

Browse New Books in: 
Nursing: 
~:iiwww. rod~cts/sabj ectsiN~rsing 

P&c~lo~: 

Gerontology: 
ht~:,~iwww.swingierpub~comiproductsisubiectsiGero~tolog:~ 

Social Work: 
~:iiwww. roducts/subjectsiSocial-Wo~k 

Counseling: 
http:iiwww, roducts/subjects/Cour~seling 

Public Health: 
ht~:/iwww, swingierpub~comiproductsisubiectsiPublicoHealth 

Rehabilitation: 
htt~:¢9~w.ww, roductsisubj ectsiRehabilie~tio~ 



Follow us on Facebook! [] 
htJ~p:iiwww.fiaccbook.com@ages/Sprir~geroPublisI~ir~oCompa~v/174423022596078 

Follow us on Twitter! [] ~:i/m’i~er.corr~/#!i 

To Order by Phone and for Textbook Support: 
877-687-7476 or 212-431-4370    l~tp:,6Zwww.s~irtgerp~b:com 

If you would like to stop receiving these emails, please 
tmsubscribe by clicking here.            emaili~x.co 

Springer Publishing Company 
11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 



Havng trouble v ewing this emai? Preview it in a browser 

More New Social Work 

Below please f~nd our fbatured journals in 

Social Work & Coussel~go 

Child and Family Social Work 

Clinical Social ~’t/ork 

Family and Interpersonal 
Violence 

Gerontological Social Work 

Health Care Social 

Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse 

Research in Social Work 

Sociat Service Administration 

Sociat VVork and Legal Issues 

Sociat VVork and Public Health 

Social Work and Social Policy 

Social Work General Interest 

Social Work Practice 

More New Cou~seling 

Counseling General Interest 

Gerontological Counseling 

Grief Counseling 

Marriage and Family Counseling 

Mental Health Counseling 

Psychotherapy 

Rehabilitation Counseling 

Stress and Trauma Counseling 

Substance Abuse Counseling 

Browse New Books in: 

Nursing 

Check out ou~~ New Socia/ gZork dr Counse/ing Cata/ogfo~~ 
New dr ];"Orthcomi~g Ti~/es, ]~es:,se/lers, a~d Ke.v ]~xtbooks 

Click Free Sample issue above to download a copy of 

the journal(s) in which you are interested 



Psychology 

Gerontology 

Social Work 

Counseling 

Public Health 

Rehabilitation 
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Read&Write GOLD[1]Promotions! 

Get 50% offHome Access! 

Give students access to Read&Write GOLD, anytime, anywhere! 

Buy a new Read&Write GOLD unlimited site license for your school or college, 
Get 50% offHome Access! 

Offer valid through 06/30/12. 

March Madness Continues! 

Was your school in the NCAA Div 1 Basketball Tournaments? Call us to get your 
discount on Read&Write GOLD ! 

Offer valid through 04/30/12. 

$99 Gmduation Special! 

Get Read&Write GOLD DVD or MOBILE for only $99! 

Offer valid through 08/31/12. 

Contact Texthelp for more details! 

Submit Your Videos! 

See Read&Write GOLD Training [2]videos by Bismarck State College. If you have a 
video to share, [3]let us know. 

Check out the new playlists on our [4]YouTube channel! 

Product News 

Read&Write 5 GOLD for Mac 

Version 5 of Read&Write GOLD for Mac was released at the end of January ! 
Upgrade now or download a free trial to experience the exciting [5]new features 
and enhancements, including: Picture Dictionary, Verb Checker, Paragraph 
Translator, Confusable Words, Vocabulary List Builder, and Integration with 
Apple Pages. 



[61 

Call 888-248-0652 or email [7]u.s.info@texthelp.com for more information or to 
upgrade today! 

Texthelp Web Apps 

Have you tried the Web Apps? It[] s only been six months since the release of our 
Web Apps and more than 75% of our eligible customers are already using 
Read&Write Web, eBook Reader, Dictionary, and Speech. 

Ashley Tremblay, AT Specialist, CES, Trumbulk CT explains her excitement over 
the Apps, "I am thrilled with the new Web Apps from Texthelp! Our 
students are able to use the Apps directly on their iPads, in the classroom or 
media center, sitting in the beanbag chairs or wherever they want. They do not 
have to go sit at a big computer and look "different" than the other kids. [] 

We would love to hear how you or your students are using Web Apps. Share your 
stories at [8]u.s.info@texthelp.com or on [9] or [10]Button Link - Twitter. 

Read&Write GOLD Singles with Web Apps and More Apps are on their way, so stay 
tuned! 

Fluency Tutor Version 2.3 

Fluency Tutor Version 2.3 is now live! See below for some of the exciting new 
updates and enhancements now available for teachers and students in Version 
2.3. 
* Meet Salli - Students love listening to Salli, our new text-to-speech 
voice. 
* Marking Up Student Recordings - Teachers now get notified at the minute 
mark to calculate the WCPM correctly. 
* Student Practice Exercises - Most recent practices will be listed first; 
Limit 20 passages in list. 
* Importing Students into Fluency Tutor - A .CSV template is now available 
for importing multiple students. 
* Translation Language Option - Choose from four translation languages: 
Spanish, French, Portuguese, or Chinese. 
* Enhanced Resources - Passage Details and Comprehension Question Types are 
now available. 

Corporate News 

Learn more about Successful Higher Ed Implementations 

On April 25th, we will be hosting a complimentary webinar, Stories of 
Successful Campus-wide AT Implementations, featuring a panel of Higher 
Education experts discussing how they have successfully implemented Assistive 
Technology at their college or university. 

Discussion topics will include: Initial roll out and getting the product 
into the hands of students for use on and off campus; Training of staff and 
students; and How to keep the excitement going and growing. 

Please join us to learn first hand how you can successfully implement [11] 
[gif] Read&Write GOLD for use by all students on and off campus! 

When: Wednesday, April 25 at 2pm EDT 



Jean Vizvary is the 2012 AT Champion 

Jean Vizvary, Director of Special Services at Marist College, received the 
Texthelp AT Champion Award at the ATIA Orlando Conference in January. This 
Award is given annually to someone who embodies the characters of a true 
champion - someone who inspires others, has a passion for what he or she does, 
and is always looking for new and better ways to use technology to help 
students, teachers, parents, and administrators. 

Jean has been a champion to the students she works with as well as to countless 
others who have been impacted by her desire to improve the lives of individuals 
with disabilities. 

Houghton Mifflin Embeds Text-to-Speech In Social Studies Series 

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt recently enhanced its Social Studies Online Content 
with Texthelp’s SpeechStream. The award-winning HMH Social Studies Series is 
now speech-euabled using our web based literacy and language support technology 
to help readers improve reading and comprehension skills and increase the 
alignment of Social Studies 2012 with Common Core Standards. [12]Read More... 

Bookshare and Texthelp Make eBooks Accessible 

Texthelp and Bookshare have been collaborating to get the word out about eBook 
Reader, the powerful new App for accessing Bookshare eBooks on iPads, PCs, 
Macs, and more! Students can log into Bookshare from any device, download or 
open a Bookshare eBook, and read the eBook aloud with dual color highlighting. 
Students also have access to Dictionary, Picture Dictionary, Translator, and 
Study Skills Highlighters. Highlights are even saved so they will still be 
there the next time they open the book! Options to personalize speech and 
reading options and manage their bookshelf are also available. 

"Being able to access Bookshare through Read&Write GOLD []s eBook Reader Web App 
finally adds the missing pieces that struggling readers need! The highlighting 
tools and built in dictionaries give students the tools to finally be able to 
annotate eBooks and find definitions of unknown words without ever leaving the 
Bookshare site." 

Denise Falcon, Consultant, The Lillian & Betty Ratner School, OH 

To learn more, listen to "[13]Read Bookshare with Texthelp eBook Reader". 

Check out the new [14]eBook Reader "How to" video to see how easy it is to use! 

Read&Write GOLD Wins Honorable Mention 

[15] [jpeg] Read&Write GOLD received an Honorable Mention in this year’s 
[16]eSchoolNews Reader’s Choice Awards. Thanks to everyone who nominated 
Read&Write GOLD as a solution that is making a difference in schools! 

Customer News 

See Fluency Tutor in Action[17] 

Want to learn more about Fluency Tutor? Watch this video - [18]How Fluency 
Tutor has Transformed Reading at Castlewellan Primary School. We are sure 
you’ll enjoy hearing about these students who are finding success and joy in 
their readin~ with the help of Fluency Tutor! 



Gloria-ons Return To Education: The Story of an Adult ESL Learner 

"Without Read&Write GOLD I wouldn’t be looking at a future for myself. It has 
allowed me to pursue my education and a new career and because of that, I 
recommend Read&Write GOLD to all my friends. It is so helpful for me, I know it 
can help everyone. [] 

[19]Gloria Rodriguez straggled as an ESL Learner when she returned to school as 
an adult. Learn how Read&Write GOLD is helping her succeed in an intensive 
program at MiraCosta College. 

Picture Dictionary Tool is a hit with Toronto District School Board 

The Toronto District School Board featured the new Read&Write GOLD Picture 
Dictionary and Vocabulary List tools in its latest [20]newsletter. See examples 
of how they are using the tools to pair images with vocabulary and help 
students who need visual support or reinforcement. 

See other helpful [21]resources created by TDSB. 

Conference Connection 

This winter, Texthelp exhibited at National Title 1, ATIA, and CSUN as well as 
at many regional conferences. It was great to see so many familiar faces and 
meet many new ones. 

Click on the links below to view some of the presentations that featured 
Texthelp products. 

ATIA Orlando: 
* [22]"Texthelp [] s Newest Literacy Solutions - Read&Write 5 GOLD for Mac and 
Web Apps for Mobile Learning" 
* [23]"AT Solutions and Strategies to Differentiate Instruction for All 
Students" 
* [24]"Marist College’s Learning Disabilities Support Program Graduates 
Independent Learners" 

CSUN: 
* [25]"What the Cloud Means for AT in Education" 
* [26]"Bookshare and Texthelp Discuss Simple, Secure, Scalable [] AIM in the 
Cloud" 

Texthelp will be busy exhibiting at many more conferences throughout the US and 
Canada in the coming months. We hope you will stop by and see us at an 
[27]event near you! 

Upcoming National Conferences! 

Visit Booth #2345 at the IRA Conference in Chicago, IL from April 29th - May 
2nd. Be sure to check out the session below: 

"Waubesa Intermediate School - Hear how students using Fluency Tutor saw 
significant increases in 5th grade reading scores." 

Edie Eastman, Waubesa Intermediate School 

May 1st 3:00pm - 4:00pm in Regency Ballroom A 



Visit Booth #5249 at ISTE in San Diego from June 25th - 27th. 

[28]Online Webinar Registration [29]Request Information [30]Newsletter 
Archive 

[31] Button Link - Facebook [32]Button Link - Twitter [33]Button Link - 
YouTube 
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Sports Management Wor dw  
Mixed Martial Arts Management Course Begins April 9th! 

Spo[ts Management Fdorldwide is proud to announce that MMA 
Management guest speaker, Chael Sonnen will rematch Anderson 
Silva for the UFC middleweight belt in Rio de Janeiro Brazil at 
the Joao Havelange Stadium. 

"%q~ts wil! be the biggest sporting event of the yea&" said UFC 
president Dana White~ "Bigger than the NFL, the NBA, you name ~t - 
UFC !47 b~7f be the bfggesL Zhe whole world wants to see this fight 
between Silva and Sonnen. 7aZe are broadcast in o~ler 150 counWies 
in 22 languages in haft a bt~t£on homes. {&?Jerever those fans 
are, they a,~e going to be watc~bing this fighL " 

Joao Havelange Stadium holds 46,931 for a soccer match, but 
hopefully floor seats will help the UFC break its record of 55,000 set 
at UFC 129 in Toronto. 

Simply put MMA is growing. If you want to be a pa~ of this exciting 
growth, have a chance to network with top fighters and managers in 
the industry, and learn how to accelerate your career on the 
business side of MMA, you should ~@gi~.~[ ~9>% 

Star a career you love today, Class stars the week of Apdl 9th with live 
audo chats with nstructors and guest speakers.Your resume wil never be 
the same 

MMA Management Course 
Learn from the experts! 

The Mixed Ma~lial A~s Management Co~rse is an 8 
week online course that offers cutting edge theories 
on how to develop a career in one of the fastest 

Chael Sonnen 
Commercial 

Chael Sonnen commercial 

Click here to watch Chael 
Sonnen featured in this 30 

second TAPOUT commercial. 

MMA Management Course is 
taught by the team at 
TeamQuest. Read more about 
Chael and TeamQuest here. 

~ Today Free 
and take the first 

step towards 
working on the 

business side of 
MMA! 



growing sports in the wodd. Taught by MMA industry leader Matt 
Lindland and Team Quest, The Mixed Martial Ad.s Course will give 
you the insight and knowledge needed to further your business 
career in MMA Management. 

V~Latch and Learn about the MMA Management Course: 
YouTube: MMA Managlement Course Overview 

TALK TO DR. LASHBROOK: 

Can’t decide 
which course 
to take or 
how to get 
started? Fill 
out this quick 
form and Dr. 
Lashbrook 
will answer 
your questions. 

EARN 
UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE CREDIT 
for taking this course! 

Don’t wait to get your dream career staked! The ne£ MMA Course 
begins April 9th. 

now here, 

Already accepted? 
ister now here. 

Your Future in MMA 

Work in MMA 
Our goal is to see all Mixed Martial 
A~ts Management graduates gainfully 
employed in MMA worldwide. Your 
chances of accepting an offer of 
employment within MMA will improve 
by going through the program. SM~A@# 
will customize a MMA portfolio to 
assist you with your career goals. 

Through our growing network of MMA 
worldwide, our o~ective is to prepare you for when the right job 
oppo[tunities become available. Numerous people that have gone 
through our’ programs are now employed in great positions and you 
could do the same. We want to help you launch your career and help 
you find a position where you can be the most successful and 
satisfied. 

Are you a current college 
student? Do you want a job in 
sports upon graduation? Do 
you want to qualify for an 
internship with a professional 
team or well-know sports 
agency? 
Western Oregon University 
(WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, 
has put its stamp of approval 
on Sports Management 
Worldwide’s courses and 
offers a separate Credit 
Overlay Program. Students 
from all over the United States 
and Canada take SMWW 
courses, get college credit 
transferred to their university! 

Team Quest Franchise Oppo~unities: 
For those individuals who might be interested in owning their own 
Team Quest Franchise this course is a great way to get to know the 



MMA industry and Matt Lindland and the staff at 

Follow SMVVVV on Twitter and Facebook 

Follow Team Quest on Facebook 

Sports Management Worldwide Headquarters 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 
www SMWW.com 

US Office: 1-877-SMWW-NOW or 503 445 7105 (Portland, Oregon) 
UK Office: +44 (0)871 288 4799 (London, England) 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by workshop@smww.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



Thursday April 05~ 20Z2 Unsubscribe I Printable Ve{s on I Send this to a frend 

In this issue: 

¯ Early-Bird Rate Extension 

¯ Featured Speaker - Bob Vecchione 

The early-bird rate has been extended through this Friday, April 6, 2012! We look forward to 
seeing you all at the 37th National Convention on June 7-10, 2012 in Buffalo. 

Register online now at http://nfoura.orq/convention/ 

Featured Speaker o 8ob Ve¢chione 

N4A is very excited to begin our partnership with NACDA! We will formally kick off that 
partnership on August 1, 2012. Bob Vecchione, the Executive Director of NACDA, has been 
instrumental since the agreement was reached to make the transition to NACDA as seamless 
as possible. 

Click Here to learn more about Bob’s career and achievements. 

Join us on Friday, June 8 at the National Convention to learn more about NACDA and the future 
of the N4A. 

Subscr be I Unsubscribe I Send ths to a friend 

nfoura.orq 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 
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This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Happy Easter from ACS Athletics! We hope your spring is off to a great start and you and your family enjoy 
the holiday weekend! 

ACS Athletics will be closed Friday, April 6 in observance of the holidays. Please email 
helpdesk@acsathletics.com to submit a work ticket or call 800-343-6220 option 2 for our emergency support 

line. 

Wishing you and your family a safe and Happy Holiday! 
The Client Services Team at ACS Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



SMVVVV Athlete Management 
Course 

The Athlete Manaqement 
(Sports Agent) course provides 
aspiring sports agents the skills, 
strategies, and requirements to 
represent professional athletes. 
This is a premiere, oneoo?ao 
kind, 8-week online interactive 
course for individuals who are 

passionate about developing a career as a sports 
agent, marketing clients, working with sports 
agents, or operating their own sports agency. 

There are still a few spots left for the Athlete 
Management Course that starts April 9th. 
and start representing professional athletes! 

Ask about CLE’s for attorneys or colbge credit 
(Soccer Agent Course starts April 30th.) 

NFL Draft Special Report 
It’s so palpable, you 
can taste it and 
SM~S&’d couldn’t be 
more ready. The 
impending NFL 
draft season is 
upon us again, fully 
equip with 
excitement 

surrounding player trades, acquisitions, and bounty 
punishments. This week alone debutant Nike 
generated its own hype with the public revelation of 
uniforms and apparel at the start of its first season 
in the NFL Although, you might want to hold off 
from buying your favorite team’s new jersey until 
after’ the Draft (/April 26thoApril 28th on the NFL 
Network). This year looks to hold great promise for 
many NFL candidatesl you may even find your’ 
college favorites proudly sporting your’ colors during 
the 2012 season. Granted, many eyes are trained 
on the prominent Div. I football schools, one 
SM~ao^o/ client is making sure the smaller schools 
are noticed in a big way. And what could be more 
(AIF)Amedcan than the story of hardonosed and 
hardworking Randy Colling-a defensive tackle from 
Division II Gannon University. Coiling, who started 
with 9 total tackles as a true freshman, worked his 
way toward 88 tackles as a senior° 39 of them solo. 
Represented by SM~A^A/Agent Advisor Phil Easton, 
Coiling intrigued NFL scouts across the nation at 
the California University (Pa.) pro-day to the e£ent 

Follow SMWW on Twitter and 
Facebook 

S#~WW Agenc~ Quick Links 

Will Johnson wows the Steebrs brass at West 

CONC{i}RD]A 

CHICAGO 
Sports Management Bachelors, Masters & 

Doctorate Degrees: 

Have you always dreamed about getting your 
Bachelors, Masters, or Doctoral Degree from an 
institution with a solid reputation, but do not have 

the time to attend classes or residencies? SMWNV 
has the solution! 

SMWW has partnered with Concordia University 
Chicago (CUC) to offer you a regionally accredited, 

online and affordable opportunity to earn your 
Bachelors, 
Masters, 

and 
Doctorate 

in Education/Sports Management & Leadership. 

More information here... 

EARN UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE CREDIT 



that Gannon organized a special workout to 
showcase his power and skill to the entire league. 

East to West, the college proodays, regional/super 
regional combines and workouts have produced a 
flurry of excitement and anticipation for our 
athletes and their respective agents. We’d like to 
share that excitement and introduce you to a 
sample of our 2012 NFL draft class: 

Albert Evans, S Purdue 
Clifton Tucker, ~/~ UTEP 
Cody Endres, S U of San 

÷ Nate Chandler, DT UCLA 
e Nate Menkin, OT Mary Hardin° 

Nathan Dick, QB Central 
Arkansas 
Phillipkeith Manley, OG Toledo 
Pompey Festeio S San Jose 
State 
Sioeli Fakalata, OG New Mexico 
State 
TeCRan Benton SS Iowa State 
Tyler Wharton, FB Towson 
W~llie Ca~er Hback Howard 
Zach Brown, RB 

Are you a current college student? Do you want a 
job in sports upon graduation? Do you want to 
qualify for an internship with a professional team or 
well-know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University (WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, has put its stamp of 
approval on Sports Management Worldwide’s 
courses and offers a separate Credit Overlay 
Program. Students from all over the United States 
and Canada take SMWW courses, get college credit 
transferred to their university! 
Earn colleg~ credit... 

If you’re like us and can’t wait until draft day to 
satisfy your football needs or crave more 
information on the draft and scouting process visit 
us at SMWW.com to get your spots fill. 

SMWW is proud to announce that 8 new agent 
advisors have joined our fir~ in the ~ast ~onth: 

Lamar Johnson Springfield, MA 
Jesse Watson Jr., Sugar Land, TX 
Lamar Scott, Jersey City, NJ 
Forrest West Philadelphia, PA 
Moises Rodriguez, Jackson, MS 
Vaughan Daley, Hamilton, ON 
Isiah Brooks, Miami, FI 
Damell Scott Jr., Austin TX 

SMVVVV Alumni Success 

SM@M,! Football GM and Scouting graduate Jeff 
Cuffs, recently wrote a feature for the Roar Report 
and shares his thoughts on preparing for’ the NFL 
Draft: Click here for the 



~¢~}at is ~}e NFL Super Regional Combine ? 

The first step to success is showing up For those 
athletes not selected for the NFL’s National 
Scouting Combine the NFL is proud to host their 
annual Regional and Super Regional Combines o 
their strategy to harvest the best from the 750 
football programs around the country. The NFL 
Regional Combines give athletes an oppod.unity to 
leave an impression with scouts by displaying their 
ability and aptitude; the NFL Super Regional 
Combine further increases their stock by allowing 
select invitees from the Regional Combines yet 
another occasion to expose their talents. To be 
invited to a Super Regional Combine, a player must 
first attend their Regional Combine and prove their 
worth. Those in attendance of both Regional and 
Super Regionals include an array of current draft 
eligible playeps with strong pedigrees from FBS 
royalty schools to Division Ill dynamos. The 
purpose behind the NFL’s Super Regional Combine 
is to prevent any hidden gems, from staying hidden. 

As someone with a vested interest in the NFL Draft 
the Super Regional Combine is a fantastic and rare 
supplement for NFL hopefuls. Simply put, the more 
oppo~lunities you receive to be viewed, the greater 
the odds of catching a team’s (or’ teams’) eye. The 
NFL created the Regional and Super Regional 
Combines to ensure it wouldn’t miss any diamonds 
in the rough. So why attend the Super’ Regional? 
Maybe the question should be... "Why would you 
pass up the chance to present your best before 
scouts and player per:sonal staff from every single 
team in the league?" In sum, the Super Regional 
Combine gives you a chance to show up and be 
seen. Many SM~,o&&~ Agent Advisors utilize this as a 
way to get their’ clients more exposure. This is also 
where teams send young scouts to get experience 
working with draft eligible talent in a competitive 
testing setting. 

If you have a passion for the NFL draft process, 
SM~M,~’s Athlete Manaqoement & Football GM and 
Scout n£ courses could be your ticket to working in 
this exciting world of pro football. 

Learn More About the Athlete 
Management Course 



SPORTS AGENT Course Overview 

SPORTS AGENT Course Overview 

Sports Management Worldwide 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, Oregon, USA 97209 
www~SMWW~com 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 

USA +1 503 445 7105 
UK +44 (0)871 288 4799 

info@smww.com 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc,edu by workshop@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe TM 

I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 7, 2012 3:06 PM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
weekly report 

TEXT.htm; weekly4-6.pdf 

attached is the report for 4/1-4/6. 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Studem- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 8, 2012 10:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
2012 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

TEXT.htm; envelope.jpeg 



If you click here to add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book, you will 

receive all mail from UNC Student-Athlete Advisory Council on time in the future The delivery 

of this Paperless Mail may have been delayed due to your email and spam blocking settings. 

View invitation: paperless.ly/HXbGZy 

View on Map 

Add to: Google Calendar 

Outlook, iCal 

2012 Student-Alhlete Graduation Reception 

Wednesday, May 2nd at 2:30 PM 

The George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Dr., Chapel Hill, NC 



Block this sender from your Paperless Mail 

Create and send your own custom cards at paperlesspost.com 

Add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book to ensure that you’lt receive all future Papedess Mail in your inbox 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy Policy. 

~£;} 2012 Papedess Post, 151 West 25th St, 9th Floor, New York, NY I0001 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 4:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance, 5/2 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

Navigate your way through FERPA by participating in this highly effective, 
60-minnte webinar which will provide you and your colleagues with the nuts and 
bolts of University compliance. 

"FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance" 
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

oda~, .comi29Li0i2 

FERPA Compliance: Everything You Wanted to Know But Were Afraid to Ask 
** FERPA do’s and don’ts when handling student information 
** How to navigate student and parent rights under FERPA 
** Required consent: ways to avoid illegal record disclosure 

Crisis Management: FERPA Laws Regarding Emergency Situations 
** What you can and can’t disclose under FERPA in a crisis 
** Keys to safeguarding your university from unwanted litigation 
** Record retention and management strategies to ensure easy access 

Record Retention & Documentation Guidelines for Your University 
** Auditing strategies to ensure your school is FERPA compliant 
** What is - and is not - considered an educational record 
** Exceptions to FERPA: when the law is on your side 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your FERPA Questions Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

Carolyn Reinach Wolf is a Partner in the law firm of Abrams, Fensterman, 
Fensterman, Eisman, Greenberg, Formato & Einiger, LLP and Director of the Firm’s 
Mental Health Law practice. 

** Carolyn is also an Adjunct Professor, Hofstm School of Law, where she 
teaches Law and Psychiatry. 
** She holds a J.D. from Hofstra University School of Law, an M.S. in Health 
Services Administration from the Harvard School of Public Health and an M.B.A. 
in Management from the Hofstm University School of Business. She is admitted to 
practice in New York State and Federal Courts as well as the U.S. Supreme Court. 
** Prior to practicing law, Ms. Wolf is a former hospital administrator and 
Director of Hospital Risk Management. 
As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

* FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance * 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, May 2, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofe ssor~rainin~_da~, .comi29Li0i2 79RDRM6i~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 



Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.profe ssor~raimn~today :comi29Li4Ci2i~78ZGcip79~RM6i?pOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 262145 

Contact ID#: - 1614047951 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of April 9, 2012 
Date 
4/9 
4/10 
4/11 
4/12 
4/13 
4/14 
4/14 

Event 
Leadership Academy 
Women’ s Group 
Athletes in Action 
Men’s Bible Study 
Football Lettermen’s Dinner 
Rams Club Board Meeting 
Spring Game 

Time 
6:00 PM 
Noon 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
TBD 
All Day 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Pope Box 
Blue Zone 

Week of April 16, 2012 
Date 
4/16 
4/17 
4/17 
4/18 
4/18 
4/19 
4/19 
4/20 
4/21 
4/21 
4/21 
4/22 
4/22 

Event 
Admissions Event 
Women’ s Group 
Tar Heel Tour 
Admissions Event 
Athletes in Action 
Men’ s Bible Study 

Sports Administration 
Admissions Event 
10 K Run 
Field Hockey Rain Site 
Softball Banquet 
Band Event 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
8:00-10:00 AM 
Noon 
5:00-8:00 PM 
8:00-10:00 AM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
TBD 
8:00-10:00 AM 
Morning 
2:00-4:00 PM 
7:00 PM 
TBD 

@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Concourse Club 
Kenan Stadium 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Week of April 23, 2012 
Date 
4/24 
4/25 
4/25 
4/26 
4/29 
4/29 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
Leadership Academy 

Athletes in Action 
Men’ s Bible Study 

Rowing Event 
Swim & Dive Event 

Time 
Noon 
Noon-1:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
2:00-4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@webprofessionaltraining.net <audio@webprofessionaltraining.net> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 5:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
New OSHA HazCom Standard: Keeping Your Campus Compliant - Webinar 05/09/12 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

Campuses storing heating oil, cooking oil, and any of the wide range of 
substances determined as hazardous must comply with OSHA[ s Hazardous 
Communication Standard. OSHA has just released changes to the standard that 
will impact how campuses classify, label and manage "hazardous" substances. 
Please join us for: 

"New OSHA HazCom Standard: Keeping Your Campus Compliant" 
Wednesday, May 9, 2012 - 1:00 - 2:00 PM (ET) 
ht~ : /iwww~ web~ro~gessio naltrai~in~neti2 AX/Oi2ip T~S CF l~ 7 AJ 2 5 FLii~Oe 

In this 60-minute webinar, you and your team will learn: 
** What has changed with the new hazard communication rules 
** Specific examples of new labels and Safety Data Sheet (SDS) 
** Guideline for training campus employees on the changes OSHA made 
** Tips for updating your campus HazCom program with the new standard 

Your expert presenter: 
Adele L. Abrams, Esq., CSMP is nationally recognized as a leading authority on 
occupational safety and health law. She has represented hundreds of employers 
in OSHA and MSHA litigation nationwide, and provides consultation and auditing 
services. She is president of the nine-attorney Law Office of Adele Abrams in 
Beltsville, MD. 
** Ms. Abrams is an adjunct faculty member at the Catholic University of 
America, where she teaches in their Master’s in Management Program. She has 
also been a guest lecturer for several universities, including Johns Hopkins 
School of Public Health and University of Alabama. 
** Ms. Abrams is a frequent author on safety, health and legal compliance 
issues, including writing columns in []Aggregates Manager[] and []Pallet Central[] 
magazines, articles in "Professional Safety" and "Compliance," writing for 
ASSE publications and co-authoring several books including the widely 
reviewed "Construction Safety Management and Engineering". She also write 
** Ms. Abrams is a regular presenter at prestigious safety conferences like the 
American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), where she specializes in providing 
real-world solutions to real-world problems. 

* New OSHA HazCom Standard: Keeping Your Campus Compliant* 
* Live, 60-Minnte Webinar ** 
* Wednesday, May 9, 2012 - 1:00 - 2:00 PM (ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:L/www.web~rofessiona~raini~.r~ct!2~"~/Oi2/p78CFlci~)7AJ25FLi?~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 



Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~ :/!www.w~bj)rol~essior~altrai~ng. net/2 AXi4 C/2          7AJ25FLii~?0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 267225 

Contact ID#; -1613208455 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richard Mulcahy <rsm@u.washington.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 7:29 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] FW: looking for student-athlete survey instruments 

TEXT.htm 

Dear N4A members, 

Greetings from sunny Seattle. I know many schools administer some form of "Senior Exit Survey" to student-athletes who are 
graduating or who have exhausted eligibility and we do that as well here at the University of Washington. Those surveys are very 
helpful in evaluating athletic dept services and in gauging the overall student-athlete experience, but those surveys focus on students 
who are on the way out and who may not have used support services recently. 

We would like to develop some sort of freshmen/sophomore student-athlete survey to complement the exit survey because we feel that 
survey would capture information about student-athletes who are still adjusting to sport and school, still deciding major directions and 
still utilizing the most academic resources. Getting their evaluations on student development programming, major exploration 
concerns, class registxation issues, tutoring, etc. would be very helpful. 

If your institution uses any kind of "sophomore survey" to evaluate student-athlete academic/athletic experiences and needs, we would 
appreciate any information you could share on that. If it is possible to send a copy of any current surveys you do use or provide a link 
to that information, we would be very grateful as well. I would be happy to share information on any final survey product we might 
end up creating. 

Ok, thanks for your time. Have a great spring. 

Best, 

Rick Mulcahy 

Rick Mulcahy 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
University of Washington 
206-616-2407 
rsm@uw.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sandy Meyer <skm2@psu.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 10:05 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye 15;. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Julie Owen 
<jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NACADAiNCAA Seminar 

Where’s N4A’s input in this seminar? Inquiring minds would like to know. 

Sandy Meyer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 10:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Struggling Prospects, and What You Should Do to Help Them (and Your Recruiting) 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

r20 co~ta~tco~tactco~’ier~der?lli hi,,h,~c2~bab&v 001RSBzIE~N872BR1WiZ4 OMFCTrsPx7w0M2hir~nM DU5BJUfI~3xH3~. 
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if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 
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Aplil 10, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 15 

Str~ggling Prospects, and Wliut You Should Do 

to Help Them - and Your Recruiti~g 

As coaches, you often search for the best stuffto talk about with your prospects. 

What’s going right in their lives, what they’re excited about, wliut they did for 
fm~ last weekend. 

Generally, coaches search out the line of conversation tliut will make the prospect 
smile, laugh and feel comfortable talking. And most of the time, with most yotu- 
recruits, tliufs the iight approach. 

But there’s another possible conversation tliut may win their allegiance in a l:oster, 
more eftlictive, more meani~gful way. And we discovered it by accident! Here’s the 
stow: 

In review focus group research we’ve gathered over the past two years wor]cJng with 
coaches who have us help them develop their reci~ting campaigms and storylines 
[h~]~:/!:2O rs6 :tet,’i~ isp?e O01JMliNO7SgNPQMZa78pSZMUALa~POWt\&/KXRU5a~x~=p2~b~eJZ9VE\,Vic~ko:~eEf- 

we noticed somettfi~g culious tliut we had previously glazed over. Occasionally, but 
consistently, prospects would reveal that there was a moment in the recmiling process 
where the coach that they ended up committi~g to would stmnble upon something the 
prospect was sti-~ggling with - l~hily issues, a tough class at school, a pafifful 
relationship break-up - and oiler some deep, heartfelt sympathy. In the prospect’s 
eyes, for both males and females, they achieved a powerful co~mection with tt~ese 
coaches that "co~mected" with tt~em and showed them tliut they cared for them over 
and above wliut they could biing to their college sports program. 

Thiee stories stood out as we started uncoveling these previously hidden strategic 
gems... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                     ?e 001JMliNOTSSNP©~jA~RT~4YO~KXc\~voY7Os53JSMKU~.~eHPZ5WIPePlm                    R*MeXme~z.klOOEEDwLL~z:,~E 4WooSzvC-liUkeg_g©~. 
Nztlm16 ZLP6t~aW9HI~’9Mz5BGvA~vopYooDNLrtNZmae-ICRw&~K                   cs~3F20bSPcKQU5SFil XTKD6 DCB~!.)_.] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?e 001JMhNO7S8NPTkqWVqGcEFGct9hgUtkAn5LKX6PfA)loHbqZgWpPRiJYmJGUITVj0R U6vAIT7P xCm- 
Z36t4yH8EXeDp5~cp~QAjIn6NHsdAnyGrG6uM2CduX9fWgj8ssHWtjWkzQhi874f~ED8Sjj~ZECF~him~WtAM~fUt9sJLxTfrIUm3ugWza~n WzptMlt4VaEKX0wwsNPldNcpRcfsMBHoBOVElkD aW~RT1RjEO61m& 

FollowusonTwitter[lih~:.,’!~2Ors(~:rtel/~is~?e 001JMllNOTSSNPRT9mxKABxSdS~C3iiCxp~’6~20tgw’f’uI,/ !aD~rbOsT~4Z JpVI,~vH-Hvd6roJO-IIfTW86 oG-EeA;~-MLDqc-Xz~obB~_~BAJBkoeCgRFNCKeD2Z6w :] 

Front Rush [ MrlvP0oGa753K- 
BKPzQzVDUec6~aLo7xx2SwkLkVPAci£ObGhFW:~PB10ubao~&a~22daLT U’Fvt%AVRJ 

DEADLINE APPROACHING: 

Reselwe Yotu- Seat in Boston for Lan&nark Recrulti~g Conference in 51 Days 

The weekend of June 1-3 is shaping up to be a great one if you’re a coach who is 
planning on attenchi~g the 2012 Nafio~ul Collegiate Recrulti~g Conference [t>~p://~20 rs6 ne~/~sp?e O01JMliNOTSSNPQZVd~ZuLqt~VD3NWQNDX~,,4a-2-z~4r4PkdI:GAG6- 
ep~7Qkd61~OT~taTFUl@dds193KwOd~q~l<[~ HuLk ZzPIxWKz~MheRMtdo@XxR86PVUrmcS-I1kS] 
in Boston. 

Just a few of the experts set to speak to tiffs annual gatheling of coaches and recruiters 
includes: 

* Dan Tudor, talking about the latest research and trends in recruiting for the 
class of 2013 and beyond. 
* Mandy Giee~, Division I coach and organization expert. 
* Cliuflie Adams, author and speaker for NCSA Atliletic Recruiting, talking about 
tile latest infommtion about parents of recruits, how they’re searchi~g for the 
iight fit, and what coaches can do to improve their cliunces to get them on their 
side. 

* Dr. Thorn Park, former D1 football recmiti~g coorchi~utor and atliletic director. 
* Rick Chancller, inspirational speaker and life coach and creator of the popular 
"Unlie Your Sailboat" message. 

* Jotm Brubaker, author and fom~er college coach who is now an in-demand speaker 
on the topic of coaching and worklife balance. 



* Paul Biancardi, popular ESPN recmitillg colunndst. 
* Adam Mattel, i:movative college coach and recruiter...back by popular demand! 
* Sean Devlii~, tile techulcal genus betulld tile popular Front Rush reclaffting system. 
* And, many more experts set to share their secrets with our co:ti’erence a~endees! 
&gxfeff; 

This is an event you won’t want to nffss, Coach. Make sure your staffand college 
is represented in Boston tiffs COlulng June 1-3 ! 

P.S. Some discomlted hotel room packages are still available, so huliy and register 
tiffs week and make plans on a~endi:lg tile 2012 Natio::ul Collegiate Recruiting Conference !... 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001JMhNOTS8NPTkqWVqGcEFGctghgUhAn5LKX6PfA)loHbqZgWpPRiJYmJGUfFVj0R U6vAITTP xCm- 
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Looking for better recruiting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [                     ?e 001JMh’~OTSSNPSI:CEyhdK\~;ZiliwHUnol                  MINi- 
MHAQg:ARAP©¥vAPb4z ~‘~R5WLJdd‘~‘~iMG~d1~×~EBe¥~g~?:~H3i2F3TD\~:‘pM7LHpJze9~5lCLJEH514s~d~c‘JLQ~M~dc$53QNN~ib5gObZGOTK~¥~M347aRWHmF~GOxiR~qI~Q 212Lx~RGz~DN] 

Our team of experts helped hml&-eds of coaches 
last yea:. Be one of them tiffs yea:. CLICK HERE [~2l)://:20:s~::et/r::)}J)?e 001JMli’~OTSSNPgx:Z~_lg:~ss MG0- 
NLZT o© V c V s St~ 7tvVrFI S M 487 ~P G2 C’~,, K P 6 x~/"~ ~,GE0 vwxDkxPaN J 8 D tC Fell aT V L ~:GeC V AhlxP C C-~Z L U O fU W~TdZdoL 9Ui V},v D g Of Z rr:I :/e ~p6 P tLxc-:k3 F uSasE J] 

National Recruiting Network Launches Cutting-Edge Mobile Design for College Coaches 

NCSA Athietic Recmiti:]g lius gone Mobile! 

Tile :]utioffs largest network of prospect recruiti:lg informatio:~, NCSA is implementing 
some significant changes ahead of the busy Stm]mer recruiting season to make Coaches’ 
lives easier. 

They just launched a new sleek design for their profiles that’s 100% compatible 
with all mobile and tablet devices. Review video, h-ansclipts and contact lilfo fiom 
tile pahn of your liund! Check it out here [~:i/:20rs6::et/~::~ 
e :001JMliNOTSgNPQ~Si5S4KMBiXvW~mTVbleZieJ:~o0RSt:UA~OgKvvIX RHlisHSL08~v0:oTGQmkfQ~,;TxYSTNUZ4MB1AV93pG:d3A65QvlgG~:ClivHHhdSYHwSAQ6- 
ZSD $3 H:~0 DM:r:gdfN Si? 10XgdHY f~’ 7oVOQEiP~gii4iLtlXroi-spNsE ]! 

"We came to tile obvious realization a vast majolity of recruiting is done on tile 
go. Whether it’s a coach whippi::g around between high schools, or a coach making 
a recruiting call on tile road, most of the work is :low done on tile move" says Head 
of College Relatio::s, Ryan Newman. "With tile new mobile friendly recruiti::g profiles, 
and Recruiting Management System College Coaches now have access to NCSA from anywhere!" 

Make sure to hy it out [~!~)o://:20rs6net/l::                                                                                                                                         19G~aCh,~HHhdSYHwSA~?): 

] 
on you: smatt phone today!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
e==001JMh\ O7SSNPO~Sj 5 S4KM3iAh, W :mT\,qo i 

ZSDS3Hu0DM::                                                 ] 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?e 001JMhNOTS8NPTkqWVqGcEFGctghgUhAn5LKX6PfA)loHbqZgWpPRiJYmJGUfFVj0R U6vAITTP xCm- 
Z36t4yH8EXeDp5~cp~QAjIn6NHsdAnyGrG6uM2CduX9fWgj8ssHWtjWkzQhi874f~ED8Sjj~ZECF~hmnWtAM~fUt9sJLxTfrIUm3ugWz:til WzptMlt4VaEKX0wwsNPldNcpRcfsMBHoBOVElkD aW:tiT1RjEO61m& 
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2012 National Collegiate Recmiti::g Conference 

2012 NCRC [~. /r20rs6:~e~/~::~.~?e 001JMt~’,OTS~NPSRE,thdK\tZitiwHU:~ol~3~¢~VKA:~.F.~MfXi. 
MIJAQgulRAPQY:~tPb4z UR5~‘~JddwiMG~d~.EBeYXg~BH~2F3TD~LH~Jze9~5~CLJEH514sUU~JLQ~MUcS53QNNv~b5g~li~G~TK6Y~M34%RWHmF~G~x~R~q~B~ 212L~R£1zfDN] 

FINAL FEW WEEKS TO REGISTER~ Don’t miss the best weekeM for college rec:~ters. 
CLICK HERE [:~ko://i2Ors6net,’~::ke?e 00IJMt2~OTSSNP 4:4Pkdf~SAG6-eP£:!)Kd6N?~naTFU1@44s193K~z~O4VNKli H:J&k ZzPIxW~&MheRMtdoQP~&86PVIJ:g:cS-I1kS] 

hnagining tile Recmitillg Possibilities 

with Google Glass 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [t_:n2o:/!:2Ors6::et/~x:js:o?e 001JMI~7S~N~Rs~if~Z*ZsBtGILID6JRLbf~::~mtMNtN4Hlf~zFQ~-KWe3tZOCc5ai?~1~‘)CDCeh5iEt Z607Ous tMOiCmwB- 
shS~’~,kCw ahr~J\/2:cvl5E:~hRS::fr 67:1~3 fTKt:5VR5xf~2 C] 

Last week, Google announced their "Glass" project which is their peak into the futm-e 
of mobile computing. 

We here at Front Rush [:!>1~://:20 rs6:1~’1/*:: ~:??e 001JMhNO7SgNPSsScbCb :2NBNw3sD MkOXbVbVETbP~]Rb::cHE:r,,:?:dt3a:2eMVzlxVT:kA-P~:ql~)R031YTA5hi/H16A ] 
see it as a peek into recruiti::g tectmology for you, Coach. Tile Google Glass project 
look like evelTday glasses tliut tile user will wear and be able to perfoi:n all kinds 
of cool tasks. Tile example video showed tile user looki::g outside (with tile glasses 
on) and seeing from within tile glasses tile weather conditions for tile day. They 
tilen walked into a book store and tile glasses showed them tile layout so they could 
find tile book they were looki::g for. As tiley were shopping, they were alerted that 
one of their friends was 400 fi away and tile two met up for a cof*lie. Tile user then 
contacts another friend and video chats directly from within tile glasses. 

Ifyouhaven’t seen the video, it canbe foundhere [h~t-p://r20is611eL~: [sp?e=:001JMhNOTSSNPS25SC0iFENxR 9dzskG6Uio5k£?~Pir-vl- 

396D77Vcm::X6 B 87zcv, d~OX8 PBZtVFXd~ cN                                                       ]. 

So what does tiffs mean for reclulling?... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ ?e 001JMliNOTS8NPr~oDgRoalvLMOMbPDdafi~zt5PMmG1 
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Z36t4yH8EXeDp5~cp~QAjIn6NHsdAnyGrG6uM2CduX9fWgj8ssHWtjWkzQhi874f~ED8Sjj~ZECF~hiunWtAM~fUt9sJLxTfrIUm3ugWznh WzptMlt4VaEKX0wwsNPldNcpRcfsMBHoBOVElkD aWiff’Y1RjEO61m& 
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Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more tliun 100,000 of the ~ution’s top prospects for fiee. [ 
e 001J’vlhHOTS8NP©~5 S4KM3iiXv Wu~TVb 1 eZ~ie Jno0 RS al~ A~O9 K~ fN2 oPd~lhsH8I~ 08 Yv0.t)TG ©mkf~t)~z~ ¥ SzNUZ4M3IAV93pG~ d3A65©~ 19 Ga~ Cli~HHhdS~ HwSA©~ 
7_ 8DS3Ht~0DMmgd                   )Q EiAx 9i~ 4~ LliX~] 

Not-So-Secret Strategy to Bolster E~-ollment Nmnbers on Campus? Addling Lacrosse 

Courtesy Inside Higher Ed 

Ten years ago, if you were a Chicago-area high school student who wanted to play 
lacrosse in college, a couple ofthi~gs were true about you. You were likely white, 
fiom a well-educated and wealthy household, l:aifty mtcommon (o~ily 7,085 high school 
boys and 3,420 high school gifts played the sport in the 12-state Midwest region 
in 2001), and going East for college, since the East is where college lacrosse 
progr aIIls were. 

Nowadays, rite first two are still largely tree. The la~er two are not. The sport’s 
popularity lias boomed in the r egio~, particularly in the submbs of Chicago and 
rite Twin Cities, and Midwestem colleges have rapidly added programs to tty to keep 
pace. Since 2010, 17 private colleges in the Midwest have added Division III men’s 
lacrosse progn-ams and 16 liave added women’s programs. The growth is pa~iculafty 
notable because many colleges liave been eli~ulnati~g some sports programs dmi~g 
the same time period. 

The push by Midwestem liberal arts colleges to add lacrosse progn-ams is one of 
several tactics employed by these institutions in recent years to hold on to a demogn-aphic 
tttat presidents say is central to these i~tstitutio~ts’ identities and bosom lines, 
pa~iculafty as the population shi-i~ks and becomes more coveted by other types of 
instilutions. Middle-class submban students, who are not o~ily able but willing 
to pay tire high price for private education, used to be liberal a~s colleges’ bread 
and buyer. Now tttey’re increasingly lmed to other types of institutions. 

Lacrosse is a weapon in tire fight to keep them 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e ~JM~N~7S8N~Tsb7~scL8~yj~‘5~5afFkqr8c~4k~gB9ZrS~iY~ZK7gecFQr~sN27AasXR5XRyLNxEAQtqvNYiZA~Gpi8y6~aceLrMQ8GMW2RXcNKXBDKcZN4vuAUT~ascJU8wWp95Rgb~aw5FwYY~p~6HL 
-CgbVcwakFyr S4YZltMUSNUjTB] 
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Dan 2006 Pictm-e [hNo://~2Ors6net/,:~@sp?e O01JMh\O7S8NPR8F~JHQEh6OXelLXTP2Q ~d~s~,,I01_.va~}¢B~tPZgk~,7Ek6K) 
imU8sin3 YDH7 Sy2~ V6 aq StbKuO S~fqEs 1 ~u8Fzw bCa, k~’mO~] 

BONUS RECRUITING TIP: CHANGING YOUR PROSPECT’S WORLDVIEW 

As you get ready to a~ack another year of rec~ting, wliut is one of the big-piclm-e 
ttff~gs you and your staff should foc~ on? Step n~ber one, in ore opiio~ is 
to change the wofldview of yore pro~am. How do you do tliuff Visit ore Facebook 
page for the whole sto~ CLICK HERE [h~?~:/!~2Ors6net~:~sp?e 001JMliNOTSSNPRSFQtQps~9-OCHQEh~OXe1LK~P2Q5wmsie-SJK~ ~?Fn-a~xHQFAmswIOUwwtB~PZgkvTEk~tQIkTNz3 ~,~Lgf~0kW~f4- 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [ JoLk~i~\/9)82bLD ] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmiti~g a~icles, late-breaking recruiti~g news, and our obse~-gations and commentary 
on all the big college spots topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~:/’~20 rs6 net//~                                            G~_,HdZbPZ15of?IXH0w2~’IBTe6oBv2HTE                JoLkul~\/~82bLDZg~ B2adf4rTTdZGZkzgl~FeTPT                  ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
h~Ip:/!ulco~sta~Ico*~actcom!sail\a~lfiisp?llr=b~aheq*~loab&m=:1101038493377&ea=bla~*on~oauc aa unc edu&a=:1109734355231 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Triangle Business Journal" <triangle@bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 11:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Social Media Challenge: Get in the Game! 

TEXT.htm 

Social Madness Nominations 
To view this email as a web page, click 

h~l?:iiview.e ~acttarget.comi? 

i ~6al !717665057~751c&m fefc1372746c05&ls fdeg17767d6d0dTg75137172&l i~921072776d067e72&s {d~215717d61047~Tc137572&i~f~f14&j~ 
here. 

urnals~comitriangle/nomination/20851 

Social Madness presented by Capital One Spark Business is a one-of-a-kind corporate media challenge that measures the growth of a company’s social 
presence. Compete against other Triangle area businesses by making new connections on top media social sites and votes on The Triangle Business Journal’s 
Social Madness pages. 

~o:/iwww.bizj_ournaIs.con~itrianglei~ominatio~i20851 

Why should your company participate? 

Improve your social profile and followers. 

Showcase your social media program to the Triangle Business Journal audience. 

Gain exposure to media through syndication and public relations eftbrts. 

Gain expertise and insight into social media best practices for business. 

Charitable donation will be made on behalf of the three national winners. 

The deadline for submitting a nomination is May 15 

This email was sent by:Triangle Business Journal 
3600 Glenwood Ave, Suite 100 Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 

h~c~_~:/icl.exct~r~e*&msub center.asp×? 
s [~d~215717d61047Uc137572&i [?6a11717665057~751c&mid [}t?1372746c05&lid [?921072776d067e72& 
Unsubscribe or 

~?:iicl.exct me~/wo~ile cen~_er~as~x? 
s ~?d~215717d61047~Tc137572&mid fe~>~1372746cO5&~ [%6a11717665057f751c&! [~921072776dO67e72&~b [~:cf14&~ 
Update your profile 

2012 American City Business Journals, Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved. The material on this may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached 
or otherwise used, except with the written permission of bizjournals. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 11:44 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; HAROLD WOODARD 
<hwoodard@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [n4a] Football and Swahili - NYTimes.com 

[n4a] Football and Swahili - NYTimes.com.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:47 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou, edu>; Julie Owen <j kowen@olemi ss. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Football and Swahili - NYTimes.com 

http ://www.nytimes. c~m/2~ ~ 2/~4/ ~ ~/~pini ~n/n~cera-f ~~tba~~-and-swahi~i.htm~ ?-r= ~ &sei d=aut~&smi d=tw- 
nytimessports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 4:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

So Much to See and Do at the Ackland! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewfilg tiffs email? 
Click here 

tir~rlv9dSz~b&v 001RSBzIE~ ,m@IlLtnviiZIH6dd5ebdBd7WFa¢CMD77dbeAi Xc9AEVHscB6Z YvM~ F2i 2\,q~CR~HWRBMc8InaOkhin f’UKWOd fGgoeXOA4UJon4x b~ OoEtaXePfk~ exl z-a- 
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tiffs week at theACKLAND 10 April 2012 

Tonight! Ackland Fihn Fonm~ 
Art21 Access ’ 12: "Chunge" 

Tuesday, 10 April, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Frmfldin Street 

How do ai~ists respond to a world in flux? In what ways do ai~ists act as agents 
of change, and what kinds of aesthetic choices do they make to express it9 

This episode of Art21 featm-es ai~ists who bear wih~ess, thi-ough their work, to 
transformation-cultm-al, matelial, and aesthetic-and actively e~gage commtmities 

as collaborators and subjects. 
This flhn is sponsored by the Sloane Art Library at UNC-Chupel Hill. 
Free and open to the public. Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Noi~h Carolfim Public Rudio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland Fihn 
Fo~am~[h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~76KTq6~qxRA~XW5I--FzpgJ~gDdiM~I~TUmkRDRTLv9e~zmXTekg~g~LXd8SWZ2w~2I2p~ZUwIMy~ Lix0111xuIvSGWf5g5TCGV-L EZWvDLExlHBoNfvDFgDFrQn- 
LAGnU3tPipMRgrE28GEgDsONRPVKT3PGJxIYOKbicQMagwPeY%zoYS2NoOT QyANEoVxt20ivrfvSHtgDtOMgsPuitgjkBnbC nbFwjpsMDxW01mc5bvkR39OJelPE4OxU19DLHJFihttinRQzBUjjqTpJlrO3VHON, 

In This Issue... 

Heather Williams and her History Quilts 
MFA 2012 Opens! 
New Paintings at ti~e Ackland Museum Store 

Glmm Hinso~, The Branchettes, & More! 
Spling Lm~cheon: You’re Invited! 

Tea at Two: "Piecfilg the Past" 
Wechiesday, 11 April, 2:00 PM 

This Wechiesday, Heati~er Williams (Associate Professor of History, UNC-CH) discusses 
her hund-crafled History Quilts, in which vibrant ~ahiic s and historical doctm~ents 
merge to create poigmant representations of the black expelience in the Uiffted States. 
Presented in conjm~ction with the Ackland extffbition "Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, 
and Conshuctions." 

Dee to members I $10 non-members 
RSVP to: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [mailto:acklaadRSVP~)>!] 

Tea at Two is supported in pai~ by Wayne Vangtm and Shirley Drechsel. 

Ope:ff::g Reception: New Cun-ents in Contemporary Art: MFA 2012 
Thursday, 12 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 
Each spling, the Ackland Art Museum at The U:ffversity of Noffi: Carolina at Chapel 
Hill presents an highly-anticipated extffbition of works by graduating UNC-Chapel 

Hill master of fine arts students. Marking the cuhnination of a two-year program, 
New Cun-ents in ContemporalT Art: MFA 2012 inhoduces eight emergi::g artists who 
interpret ideas rangi::g fiom the perso:ml to the process-oliented in a wide variety 

of media and slyles. 
The extffbition will be on view ttu-ongh 13 May 2012. 
The opening reception is fiee and open to the public. 

2nd Fi4day A~Walk at the Ackland Musetm: Store! 
Perspectives in Mentoi4::g: The Painti::gs of Anthony Ulinski and Dene[~ Black 
Ope:ff::g Reception: 
Friday, 13 ApI4l 
7:00-9:00 PM 
For resei~ations, 
RSVP to 
919.962.0216. 



A~ists Anthony Ulinski and Dene[~ Black have worked together as mentor and prot[~g[~ 
for several years. Their painti~lgs in Perspectives on Mentoling reflect not o~fly 
tile urban landscapes obse~ced by each, but tile evolvi~lg natm-e of their working 
relatio~lship. 

Perspectives in MentoriI~g will be on view at tile Ackland Muselml Store through 10 
June 2012. Visit ackland.org/shop [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~76KTq6~qxRBc4gu~AWL~5f2tn~:dkhy4B~C49p3wwWgr2MKiETLB~r~vd-t~mDw4zTKeva~bkb2e-Qp~tLfA-FJvDnudee~C4ZEEzNm- 
6SrfNgVRWRMZ3WYMrV-IAkDj6MfRAEtmmBOLGTvUyG6HaWpyYkpI~G1 VwYObRNBdYLswdH8T60SbWwHTtRmhLke2U8-i2J53ZsKoI6oe2UdIoAJBjTsggpd- 
crOul jpaliHgCj JOjkbsI1PYTL JI aHkDVu00xa4h3g ] 
for more infol:nation. 

Conversations in Contemporary Art: 
Tile Vernacular 
Sunday, 15 April 
A day of tours, music, and discussion highlighti~g tile ai~ on view at tile Ackland 
this spling. Free and open to tile public! 

1:15 PM 

Guided Tom: "Tile Vernacular through Time", Ackland Art Muselm~ 

Acldand graduate interllS Lam-a Fravel and Kimberly Kutz COllSider vernacular culture 

in 20th-centm3~ Mnerican ai~. 

2:00 PM 

Talk + Music: "Gospel Music as Vernacular Art Folan" 

Hanes Art Center Auditoriuln, UNC Chupel Hill 

Learn about regional gospel music h-aditiOllS -- one of Thornton Dial’s most significant 
influences -- with Glenn Hinson (Anthropology, UNC-CH) and The Branchettes of Johnston 
County, who huve been per folaning hylnns and gospel SOllgS in Noi~h Carolii:a for almost 
40 years. 

3:00 PM 

Conversation in Colltemporary Art: "Wily Vernacular?" 

Hanes Art Center Auditorilm~, UNC Chupel Hill 

Elnily Kass, director of Ackland Art Muselm~, leads a discussion of vernacular h-adition 
and a~ists working outside tile mainsheam wifll Beri:ard L. Helanan (guest cm-ator 
of tile exhibition and book Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper), Chmles Russell (American 
Studies, Rutgers University), and Lorie Metres (independent curator of contemporary 
ai~). A reception at tile Ackland follows. 

All programs are flee and open to tile public. 

Spring Luncheon 
You are cordially invited to join tile Friends of the Ackland for lunch at Tile Carolina 
hln in conjunction with tile exhibition New Culients in Colltemporary Art: MFA 2012. 
Thursday, 3 May 
11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 
Guest speaker: Elnily Kass, Director, Acldand Art Muselml 
Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible) and may be purchused at tile Acldand Muselm~ Store, 
in person or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Looldng Ahead... 
Thursday, 19 April, 7:00 PM 
AcklandFilm Foi-lm~ [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~76KTq6~qxRA~XW5~--FzpgJ~gDdiM~TUrnkRDRTLv9e~zmXTekg~gPLXd8SWZ2wP2I2pfZUwIMy~Lix~xaIvSGWf5g5TCGV- 
LEZWvDLExlHB oN fvDFgD Fr Qn- 
LAGnU3tPipMRgrE28GEgDsONRPVKT3PGJxIYOKbicQMagwPeY%zoYS2NoOT QyANEoVxt20ivrfvSHtgDtOMgsPuitgjkBnbC nbFwjpsMDxW0hnc5bvkR39OJelPE4OxU19DLHJFihnlnRQzBUjjqTpJlrO3VHON, 
I’m Not There 
Satin-days, 21 & 28 April 
1:00-5:00 PM 
Free-foi~n Quilting Workshop [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 00176KTq6oqxRC1SMSztbTluiJ-ssuQDlxKU8B LTi L-8R3Acelr- 
9Yfil s3sV7MU7Eg95Q4Qr~pFNkZUWyZwiuvvUAkV7MNbXCnapza~g~uWKGz~Bghy~Jrgqy-4CcxaKK~RC~WSH6pT~m8dtFv6C~ryrzLeHh~Yk~pB7rDxJ~Ddb~ThsQz MmRtFZRgQSfz WyYxSFX4ZfzwuzZ- 
~vps5iJXD JlalZv¥’r BOT Y f5TwM3 CTuHsq5NgkmRyoB JDO73GO 5UiiA09DkGQrMEN J88ssidJw-dV-Hk] 

DZmgs5 FuG6 Dqt- 9ct fONOyeC7zroz8 MgZ YPTkO-PwymmH67~VaSuxnt6xiYe -47dUgcmFDLy6 IWP Ecc 17II~Z a2122ilizGzKTFYphGo60 s8hT ET- 
NT4AdcUbAgzxVM JvEsTvEygDlkXO JLn 8 SbUIAGLaRif6D fGZXVk] 

vases [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 00176KTq6 oqxRB c4gulOAWL15 f2tlll:dkhy4B PC49p3wWWgr 2MKi ETLBir~vd-t~mDw4zTKeval00bkb2e-QpPtL fA-F JvDnudee 1C4ZEEzNm-6 SrfNgVRWRMZ3WYMrV- 
IAkDj 6 M fRAEhmriBOL GTvUyG6 HaWpyYkp0 G 1VwYObRNBdYLswdH8T60 SbWwH 7tRmhLke2U8-i2 J53ZsKoI6oe2U dIoAJBj 7sggpd- crOu ljparrHgCj JOjkbsI1PYT L JIaHkDVu00xa4h 3g~] 
SHOP [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 00 ~76KTq6~qxRBc4gu~AWL~5f2t~f~k~y4B~C49p3wWWgr2MKiETLB~vd-fJ~Dw4zTKew~bkb2e-Qp~tLfA-FJvD~u~ee~C4ZEEzN~-6S~.fN9VRWRMZ3WYMrV- 
IAkDj 6 M fRAEhmriBOL GTvUyG6 HaWpyYkp0 G 1VwYObRNBdYLswdH8T60 SbWwH 7tRmhLke2U8-i2 J53ZsKoI6oe2U dIoAJBj 7sggpd- crOu ljparrHgCj JOjkbsI1PYT L JIaHkDVu00xa4h 3g~] 

Polke [hgp://r20.r s6 .netJtn.j sp? 
e O0176KTq6oqxRDJsrTgYxd¥’muOoyFazcen~z4HRgOVcgslzTcp7hOxKALU6U6YR5IOiq61YulB9 ngb~qtuFckW59YDv4b6yTs~MSiF~JnTpk9ybQ2AaHdKkQ~259~a~KHW~r~MeWWuTTjvLzwENF~Wd9WeBLuHi~ 
-07agbI1ZS15jiMe42LhgigzBYtkSdFU ]JOIN 

[hgp://r20 .rs6 .net~tn.j sp?e 00176KTq6oqxRBhfEH2tG2QCjvIka8 dCWOUt3WIZB YKMyF21vTIATOURZ X 1 yAUeeIRNkcqUrpQ6 - 
w3wIaWJRe4YYj8Onkz7 NRRU4F2YrvwL3iVkBgaTeUHraagjPUI fzX8aROOXYS4qdineQkRlcTSMdjAZLMcqCnH2ok8DJklKCzmo 1Wn8ZyraoIU8PBke610t 1Pw- 
mNagP2YnqSM 3UdQvsDP97ksw5 I<5~JP5uP61 wieyTScRtDiflf58bsePxzbB IeV0 afC4QPtgYOo3 eCL4qYpAiOgEr C] 

Tell Us Your Ackland StolT 



Like us on Facebook [ 
VZ8Ot~zD~,¢dikZxEY hYb3wXTakgmVABFLIfk;otc%BmKvlKNc3E059i~,3s~/~JBHsiEfR o6HZd& V\NlizI ] 

Follow ~ on Tm~er [i~l~:/,’~20rs6~et,,’l~sp?e :00176Krqdoqxf~A fB%~pzJzQ4xISHs0plNcgbaKH~,n2TNbSt t%,~HFbIf~.~a5~wwSJy~QiOZ~VUWWirC01?P{I~b,34v~KpM- 
e f8 rKvetsb9g YETSHk~,9Y~ZRII~BudktQoVK~.6Dog0 ] 
View ore pliotos on flick [~~?e~17~fc~5~ee~G71eG~kc~9SKv‘~SVBkFW~Asb2rE6m~NVY~kC1W1KEI~G9US~K[B~kS7VH2vk~Fl/YUkaJ - 

78G~swNTO62HPvM~d eHV 1UDPBA62 Pv~d~! _] 
SHARE 

Tlie Ackland’s extfibitio~s and public programs are made possible by generous support 
fiom Ackland Art Musetm~ members and fiiends like you. 

Become a member oftlie Ackland Art Musetm~! [li~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 00176KTq6oqxRBhfEH2tG2QCjvIka8d CWOUt3WIZBYKMyF21vTIATOURZXlyAUeeIRNkcqUVpQ6- 
w3wIaWJRe4YYj80~kz7 NRRU4F2YrvwL3iVkBgaTeUHr aagj PUI fzX8aROOXY S4qclineQkRlcTSMd~AZ LMcqCnH2ok8 D Jkl KCzmo 1Wn8ZyraoIU8 PBke610t 1Pw- 
mNagP2YnqSM 3UdQvsDP97ksw5 I<5~JP5uP61WleyTScRtDulf58bsePxzbB IeV0 afC4QPtgYOo3 eCL4qYpAiOgEr C] 

Find out more about membership benefits and liow your membership dollars suppoll 
our mission! 

Comments on tlie Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to tlie eclitor. [                           ] 

Images: 

Tliomton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Lady Holds tlie Lo~g Neck Bird, 1991; watercolor. 
29-5/8 x 22 in. Ackland Art Musetm~, Gift oftlie Souls Grown Deep Fom~dstio~, 2011.15.6. 

Astfley Florence, Amelica~, born 1978: Becomi~g "Becomi~g an Unwed Motlier," 2012; 
C-print. Collection of tlie allist. 

Sigmar Polke, Gemmn, 1941-2010: His Higtmess, or When Do Points Comet (S.H. - Oder 

wam~ z[~tflen die Pm~kte), 2002. James Keitli Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Dene[~ Black, Stroll on Pa~on Avenue, acrylic. 

Tliomton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Pictm-e Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and graptfite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Comtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin, L2010.20.5. 

Jason E. Osborne, Amelican, born 1979: Togetlier, 2011; acrylic e~mmel on canvas 
witli bmlap and pipe cleaners. Collection of tlie allist. 
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TMUSEUM 
this week at the ACKLAND ~0 April 2012 

Tonight! Ackland Film Forum 
Art21 Access "12: "’~.hange’" 
Tuesday, 10 April, 7:00 P/Vl 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

How do artists respond to a world in 
flux? In what ways do artists act as 
agents of change, and what kinds of 
aesthetic choices do they make to 
express it? 

This episode of Art21 features artists 
who bear witness, through their work, to transformation-cultural, 
material, and aesthetic-and actively engage communities as 
collaborators and subjects. 

This film is sponsored by the Sloane Art Library at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Free and open to the public. Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre 
Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the 
Ack[and Film Forum. 

Now on V~ew 

In This issue°°° 

Heather Wfll~ams and 
her History Quilts 

MFA 2012 Opens! 

New Palntin% at the 
Ack[and t,4useum Store 

Glenn Hinson, The 
Branchettes~ E k4ore~ 

SprinS Luncheon: You’re 

~nvited ~ 

Tea at Two: "Piecing the Past" 
Wednesday, 11 April, 2:00 PM 

This Wednesday, Heather Williams 
(Associate Professor of History, UNC-CH) 
discusses her hand-crafted History 
Quilts, in which vibrant fabrics and 
historical documents merge to 
create poignant representations of the 
black experience in the United States. 
Presented in conjunction with the 
Ackland exhibition "Piece by Piece: 
Quilts, Collages, and Constructions." 

Free to members I $10 non-members 
RSVP to: acklandRSVP®unc.edu 



Tea at Two is supported in part by Wayne Vau~lhn and Shirley DrechseL 

Opening Reception: New Currents in 
Contemporary Art: MFA 2012 
Thursday, 12 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Each spring, the Ackland Art Museum at 
The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill presents an highly- 
anticipated exhibition of works by 
graduating UNC-Chapel Hill master of 
fine arts students. Marking the 
culmination of a two-year program, New 
Currents in Contemporary Art: N1FA 
2012 introduces eight emerging artists 
who interpret ideas ranging from the 
personal to the process-oriented in a 

wide variety of media and styles. 

The exhibition will be on view through 
13 May 2012. 

The opening reception is free and open 
to the public. 

2nd Friday ArtWa[k at the Ack[and Museum Store! 
Perspectives in Mentorin~: The Paintings of 
Anthony Ulinski and Dene~ Black 

Opening Reception: 
Friday, 13 April 
7:00-9:00 P/Vl 
For reservations, 
RSVP to 
919.962.0216. 

Artists Anthony Ulinski 
and Dene~ Black have 

worked together as mentor and prot~g~ for several years. Their 
paintings in Perspectives on Mentorin~ reflect not only the urban 
landscapes observed by each, but the evolving nature of their working 
relationship. 

Perspectives in Nlentorin~ will be on view at the Ackland Museum Store 
through 10 June 2012. Visit ackland.or~/shop for more information. 

Conversations in Contemporary Art: 
The Vernacular 
Sunday, 15 Apri~ 

Te~ Us Your 
Ack~and Story 



A day of tours, music, and discussion highlighting the art on view 
at the Ack[and this spring. Free and open to the pubUc! 

1:15 PM 
Guided Tour: "’The Vernacular through Time", Ackland Art 
Museum 

Ackland graduate interns Laura Fravel and Kimberly Kutz consider 
vernacular culture in 20th-century American art. 

2:00 PM 
Talk + Music: "Gospel Music as Vernacular Art Form" 
Hanes Art Center Auditorium, UNC Chapel Hill 

Learn about regional gospel music traditions -- one of Thornton Dial’s 
most significant influences -- with Glenn Hinson (Anthropology, UNC- 
CH) and The Branchettes of Johnston County, who have been 
performing hymns and gospel songs in North Carolina for almost 40 
years. 

3:00 PM 
Conversation in Contemporary Art: "Why Vernacular?" 
Hanes Art Center Auditorium, UNC Chapel Hill 

Emily Kass, director of Ackland Art Museum, leads a discussion of 
vernacular tradition and artists working outside the mainstream with 
Bernard L. Herman (guest curator of the exhibition and book Thornton 
Dial: Thoughts on Paper), Charles Russell (American Studies, Rutgers 
University), and Lorie Mertes (independent curator of contemporary 
art). A reception at the Ackland follows. 

All programs are free and open to the public. 

Luncheon 

You are cordially invited to join the Friends 
of the Ack[and for lunch at The Carotina Inn 
in conjunction with the exhibition New 
Currents in Contemporary Art; 44FA 2012. 

Thursday, 3 May 
11:30 AM- 2:00 PM 
Guest speaker: Emily [(ass, Director, 
Ack[and Art Museum 

Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible) and may be 
purchased at the Ack[and Museum Store, in 
person or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

LooMng Ahead°°° 



Thursday, 19 April, 7:00 PM 
Ackland Film Forum 
I’m Not There 

-5:00 PM 
Free-form O.uilting Workshop 

Satur, 
21 

28 
April 
1:00 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible 
by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and 
friends [iRe you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 
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Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Lady Holds the Lon~ Neck Bird, 1991; watercolor. 29-5/8 x 22 in. Ack[and Art Museum, 
Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation, 2011.15.6. 

Ashley Florence, American, born 1978: Becomin~ "Becomin~ an Unwed Mother," 2012; C-print. Collection of the artist. 

Sigmar Po[ke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zShlen die Punkte), 2002. James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Dene~ Black, Stroll on Patton Avenue, acrylic. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Picture Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor and graphite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Courtesy of 
Mr. Tom Larkin, L2010.20.5. 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: To~ether, :2011; acry[ic enamel on canvas with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection 
of the artist. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Datagain Transcription" <transcriptionsales@datagain.net> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 10:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Affordable transcription services 

Greetings, 

This is to introduce Datagain’s low cost transcription services for faculty, researchers and graduate students. Some features of our 
services include: 

1. Rates starting at only $1.50 per audio minute with further discounts for large volume and on-going projects. 
2. Trusted by many researchers at leading U.S. universities. 
3. Secured transfers/storage/management of data using state-of-the-art infrastructure. 
4. 100% U.S. based transcriptionists. 
5. High quality results with multiple levels of proofreading. 

To learn more, please visit our website: www.datagain.nel!tmnscription. Please contact us for a customized quote, free trial, or if you 
have specific questions. Also, please feel free to forward this email to someone you know who might be interested in our services. 

Thankyou! 

Datagain Transcription 
Email: tmnscriptionsales@datagain.net 
Phone: 1-800-252-7067 

Please note: To prevent receiving future mails from us, please reply with ’Remove’ as subject. We apologize for any inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingsite.com <audio@professortrainingsite.com> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 2:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Special Needs Students: Legal & Effective Strategies to Promote Learning - 5/3 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

For those concerned with effective strategies to enhance academic success for 
special needs students on campus while remaining legally compliant, there will 
be a live 60-minnte webinar: 

"Special Needs Students: Legal & Effective Strategies to Promote Learning" 
Thursday, May 3, 2012 [] 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
~:Iiwww..~ro fessortrainin~si~e .co~V29Y!OI21p76MUBclp79QVR-K3ii-" (p_~ 

Students with special needs present a unique challenge for higher ed 
institutions. The number of learning disabled identified students is rising and 
colleges must be fully prepared to accommodate and educate these students 
effectively and legally. How can your institution help these students succeed, 
while minimizing liability? Join us for this 60-minnte webinar where you and 
your colleagues will discover: 
** From ADD to autism: How to enhance students’ unique learning needs 
** Legal ramifications of special needs students: How to minimize liability 
** How much accommodation is really needed [] what you need to know 
** Valuable resources for students with a variety of learning needs 

Your expert presenter: 
Lezley Holmes, Licensed Educational Psychologist earned her BA from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln in psychology in 1992. She earned her MS and PPS 
credentials from California State University, Sacramento in 1996. 
** Her assessment and behavioral training experience ranges from students aged 
four to adult. She has extensive experience with children diagnosed with 
Asperger’s Disorder, ADHD, ADD and other al~xiety based disorders. Lezley also 
worked at West Valley Community College in the Learning Disabilities Center to 
evaluate and assist students with accessing services and learning in the college 
setting. 
** Lezley has worked for the last fifteen years in public schools. She has 
served as a district 504 coordinator, a counselor for special education 
students, and ran conflict management and social skills groups for elementary 
schools. 
** She has served as a PENT representative where 200 psychologists in the state 
of California were chosen due to their behavioral specialties and expertise. She 
has also developed the Behavior Support Plans and procedures for an urban school 
district in Northern California. 
** She is also founder and CEO of Parent Help Live, a web based premiere 
resource for parents of children aged 3 to 18. 

* Special Needs Students: Legal & Effective Strategies to Promote Learning * 
* Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, May 3, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 



calling 1-888-669-6067: 
rofe ssor{rairfip.gsi~e, comi29 Yi0i2ip76MUB c 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

rofessor~raini~site.comi29Y/4Ci2~76MU Bc 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sere this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 267847 

Contact 11)#: -1603206128 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patricia Melton & Brett Hoover<patricia@x-mester.com> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 2:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student Opportunities 

Greetings from Indianapolis, 

As an NCAA Silver Anniversary Award recipient and a former Ivy League athletics administrator, we are once again searching for student-athletes ready to accept a 
challenge and make a transformative impact on nearly 200 high school students in Indiana. Many have answered the call and joined us for an intense yet unforgettable 
experience. This paid service opportunity D the X-Mester summer program (~:i/x-mester~comi) D is ideal for students with a variety of career goals, whether 
headed to Teach for America or Wall Street to law school or a social-justice organization. 

Selected fellows, in many cases, have changed our scholars lives and, as a consequence, have been changed themselves. While any outstanding student is encouraged 
to apply, our strongest candidates came from referrals such as yourself last year and we are asking you to please help us spread the word again. 

X-Mester, which pays a $1,500 Fellow stipend plus room and board (as well as travel as necessary), is an 18-day accelerated program which partners successful 
collegians and recent graduates with at-risk high school students for a residential university experience designed to improve college readiness and completion for the 
high school students. 

The Fellows have discovered the experience ~ scheduled for June 13 ~ June 30, 2012, in Vincennes, Ind. ~ has been particularly important, eye-opening and 
effective in helping them plaaa for the future. Former All-Ivy wide receiver Trey Peacock of Princeton told the NCAA News that the experience was the "best thing 
I’ve ever done in my life so far." Others have made similax statements. 

Eighty percent of our Fellows who have applied to Teach for America have been accepted. With the unique experience of serving multiple roles as teacher, 
leadership coach, tutor, college advisor, mentor and residential advisor, the Fellows gain valuable insight into urban education reform and gain invaluable real-world 
leadership experience. The TFA candidates have reported that a substaaatial component in their TFA interviews has been their X-Mester experience. 

The Fellowship is open to all rising college seniors and graduates ~ not just athletes D yet we have had particular success with those harboring the assets and 
character formed by collegiate competition. Nearly 20 scholar-athletes have been chosen as fellows. The NCAA has profiled the prosram and here is the link: 
~://www.ncaa.o~s/wcm/connecti~2ublic/ncaa!reso~lrcesilates~newsi2010 ~news ~stories/aug~st i latest ~-aewsisilver ~wmner ~L~atricia ~mel~on i~v-s ~i~brward. 

For much more about the Fellowship as well as the application process, please visit http:iixomes~er.com/and thank you in advance for sending us your best. 

With much appreciation, 

Patricia Melton & Brett Hoover 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"iiBIG Education Finance" <financeevent@iibig.com> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 2:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Education Finance Summit - New Agenda, New Attendees, Different Industry 

TEXT.htm 

iiBIG Presents: 

Education Loan & Financing Executive Summit 

May 9-10, 2012 
DoubleTree by Hilton 

Washington D.C. 
Website: ~ :i!www.iibig~com?Ed~ca~ion 

Education Loan Finance Summit [] New Agenda, New Attendees, Different Industry? 
To Register Today, Please Click Here: 
~:/iwww.cvent.cor~Vd/Xn4GnpzteU6mOBQ9ROthwOi6~9t?P l/4W? 

Conference Agenda and Attendee List Now Available 

For the Conference Agenda: 
~:/iwww.~fbig.cora/co~ere~cesiF 1202iagenda.html 

For the Attendee List: 
~ :iiwww Aibig., comicorffemnce s!~’ 1202/attendees A-m-al 

Risks of a Single Payer System: Why Universities Should Support Vibrant Private Education Finance Markets 

With the end of FFELP and reductions in state government support of higher education, we are moving toward a single-payer system 

for higher education. At many schools, both private and public, nearly all funds, whether research grants, need-based grants, need- 

based loans, Stafford Loans, PLUS Loans, or veterans [] benefits, come from and through the federal government. Such a system is 
riskier for schools and students than one with diversified funding sources. Case in point: President Obama, in his state of the union 
speech, proposed to withhold federal funds from schools with impermissible tuition hikes or high costs of attendance, as a means of 
addressing the unsustainable cost of college for many students. Perhaps some colleges should charge less tuition, but government price 

controls would probably only hurt students and schools. 

Moderator: 
Tonio D. DeSorrento, Associate, ORRICK, HERRINGTON & SUTCLIFFE LLP 

Panelists: 
Thomas Graf, Executive Director, 
MASSACHUSETTS EDUCATIONAL FINANCING AUTHORITY (MEFA) 

Jason Delisle, Director, Federal Education Budget Project, 
NEW AMERICA FOUNDATION 

Howard A. Tullman, President & CEO, 
TRIBECA FLASHPOINT MEDIA ARTS ACADEMY 
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Rhode Island Student Loan Authority (RISLA) 
Sidley Austin LLP 
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U.S. Education Finance Group 
Education Finance Council (EFC) 

Become a Conference Supporter: 
Take advantage of outstanding opportunities to increase your company [] s visibility in this industry. To view a current list of 
conference supporters and exhibitors, please click here. For more information, please contact: 

Rita Karsadi 
Managing Director, Finance Division, iiBIG 
Phone: 704-999-9806 
E-mail: ritak@iibig.com 

For Conference Updates and to Register: All registrations are subject to review and approval. 
=Standard Rate: $1,895 
=Institutional Investor Rate: $1,195 
=Not-For-Profit/Government Rate: $995 
=Academic Rate: $795 

For more information on available group discounts: 
Rita Karsadi at ritak@iibig.com 

Visit: ~:rttl~:/i~.ww.iibiz.com?Education 
Phone: 212-300-2520 
E-mail: info@iibig.com 

To Register Today, Please Click Here: 
~ :iiwww. cv enl.comidi~Xn4 Gnpz’te Udlr~OB ngUPl/4W? 

About iiBIG 
iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company dedicated to organizing 
business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business executives. We provide learning and networking settings for 
some of the business community [] s BIGgest thinkers [] those who occupy the highest levels in their companies and organizations. 
Our events focus on the most pressing and timely issues facing decision-makers in today [] s global economy. For more information, 
visit: htt~ :~q~w ww.iibiz~com 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a B2B service to our clients 
and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business development opportunities. If you wish to be removed 
from our e-mail distribution list, please click here: 
~:/i~,ww.cvent.comi         1EWO7vi-dTMKOg/6~9t!E1/gD? 

iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
Bank of America Building 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
Phone: 212-300-2520 
E-mail: info@iibig.com 

Copyright [] 2012 International Institute for Business Information & Growth. All rights reserved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Denise A Fergus Poole <denise.poole@nyu.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 4:05 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] It Gets Better Proj ect - NYU Athletics 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Colleagues, 

NYU Athletics released an official "It Gets Better" video yesterday and I 
wanted to share it with all of you. The NYU video, directed by one of our 
men’s volleyball student-athletes, highlights the supportive nature of our 
department and University while also directing viewers to support services 
both on and off-campus. As many of you are aware, "It Gets Better" videos 
have been made by a number of sports teams and celebrities around the 
country. They started after a series of LGBTQ youth suicides. The videos 
offer LGBTQ youth a message of hope and information about support services 
available. They also serve as an anti-bullying campaign. 

I’m so incredibly proud of our SAAC, community of athletes, coaches and 
staff for their support of this effort and am sending this to you to help 
spread this important message: IT GETS BETTER! 

~ :i/try ulocat,cor~/onocampusi2012/04/09k oaNete-in tsobetter-videoi 

ht~p:/i~.ww.huffi~ost.com!2012/04/10/i~-gets-be~teronewovork-u:aiversi~}/oa~h~etics n 1415845.h~r~fl 

ua~}fietics.co~r~/news/2012/4/9/GEN 0409125614.as~ 

Regards, 

Denise 

*Denise A. F. Poole* 
Coordinator of Academic Services & 
Compliance Officer 
Academic Affairs Office/NYU Athletics 
181 Mercer Street, New York, NY 10012 
denise.poole@nyu.edu <fergus@nyu.edu> 
212-998-2038 (phone) 
212-995-4105 (fax) 

ua~Netics.comi 
*Go Violets! * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <        @ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 8:09 PM 

Megan Albidrez <        ~ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] One last reminder 

TEXT.htm 

One last reminder... 
If you are thinking about nominating someone for the Professional 
Promiseaward, I will need your nomination by 
*5pm on Friday April 13th*. This award is given yearly to one member from 
each region, the N4A Professional Promise Award honors "new" professionals 
who serve student athletes and who have dedicated their energy to the 
Association and its mission. *Winners must have been N4A members for more 
than one year but fewer than five years*. The five winners are recognized 
at the Awards Luncheon at the National 
Convention. 

ht~p:iintbura.o        rofcssio~al-promise-award.2 

If you would like to nominate a worthy Region II member, please send me the 
following by April 13tlL 2012 

1. *Name, Title and School of nominee* 
2. *The Nominee’s number of years of professional service in athletics 
academic advising* 
3. *The Nominee’s number of years of membership in N4A * 
4. *A one- to two-page nomination statement, addressing why the 
individual deserves the award * 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 

@ncsu.edu 
h~p:i/ncs~.ed~iaspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brenda Hughes <bhh@aber.ac.uk> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 10:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Helpdesk 

You have exceeded your Email Quota Limit of 450MB and you need to 
expand your quota, upgrade your Email Quota Limit, your email account 
will be disable.To expand your email quota limit to 5GB, use any of 
the below web links: 
~ueer~slandtax.com.a~/fforms&seilife I ifbrm ].lm~ 

Thank you for your understanding. 
[]2012 Helpdesk Support Webmail Centre. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 12:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday 

TEXT.htm 

Brent - do you want to drive to G"oorro with Lissa on Monday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 1:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Monday 

TEXT.htm 

I don’t think she needs one she is just thinking why not save the gas...I can see if Beth wants to share with her. BTW, I don’t have an 
agenda yet for the meeting but ya’ll are invited to lunch and the panel will start right after lunch. RJM 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 4/12/2012 12:36 PM >>> 
I was going to drive myself since I have to pick up the kids after school. Does she need a ride? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Robert Mercer" <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Subject: Monday 
Date: Thu, Apr 12, 2012 12:13 pm 

Brent - do you want to drive to G"oorro with Lissa on Monday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 13, 2012 8:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday 4/15 

TEXT.htm 

I ran the reports for Sunday already. Just wanted to let you know. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 10:18 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

report 

TEXT.htm; weekly4-13.pdf 

Attached is the report for the week ending 4/13. Good luck this weekend in NJ! 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 11:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Can call to set up an appointment as well. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 1:28 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: RE: 2012 Academic Support Survey 

TEXT.htm; RE_ 2012 Academic Support Survey.msg 

Lissa - Brent is going to drive himself as he needs to get back quickly to pick up his kids from school. RJM 

*agenda atached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Brown, Shamaree" <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 4:53 PM 

Adrien Harraway <ah4nb@virginia.edu>; baugh@pitt.edu; Jane Caldwell 
(caldwejh@wfu.edu); Carrie Leger (carrie_leger@ncsu.edu); Chris Uchacz 
<cuchacz@umd.edu>; David Wyman (d.wyman@miami.edu); Dard Miller 
(dard.miller@bc.edu); Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu); JermaineHolmes 
(j eholmes@vt.edu); Jason Pappas (j pappas@admin.fsu.edu); Kevin M Wall 
<kmwall@syr.edu>; Megan Albidrez <megan_albidrez@ncsu.edu>; Phyliss LaBaw 
<plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu>; Rebecca Bowman (rbowman@clemson.edu); Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; sduzan@admin.fsu.edu; Shelia Meek 
(ssm2b@virginia.edu) 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; 
Tracey Haith <thaith@theacc.org> 
RE: 2012 Academic Support Survey 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; 2Agenda April 2012.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Please find attached the agenda and supplements for next week’s meeting for your review. The agenda and 
supplements will be provided at the meeting, so no need to bring this document with you. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks 
Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 - Office 
336-369-0065 - Fax 

[cid:image001 .png@01CD 18CC.C2FE4090] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 1:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: CTOPS 

Ok. Will push that with those guys. Can we beg for as many spots as possible in the June 18-19 session? Ha. Thanks again for all 
your help. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 13, 2012, at 12:14 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Scott, 
> We have eight spots locked in with maybe a shot at a few more. Try and spread them over the two sessions if you can because I am 
not sure what more we can get. Have the guys that are more local come to the first session we have spots for maybe. 
> 
>B 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Scott Jackson [               unc~m.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 4:50 PM 
> To: Blanton, Brent S 
> Subject: CTOPS 
> 
> Brent: 
> 

> Most all of our freshman class for the fall will be enrolling in summer school. Is there anyway we can put all of them in the CTOPS 
session that is just before Summer Session II? June 18-19 1 believe. Thanks for your help. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez "        ;@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 2:50 PM 

Megan Albidrez         @ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Region II, 

I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out at 
the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to help at the 
Registration table. I need a total of 10 volunteers to help for 1 hour 

time slots. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
*Thursday, June 7th: * 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 
12pm-lpm 
4pm-5pm 

*Friday, June 8th* 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify 
what day/time you would like to help. Since we only need 1 volunteer from 
our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you 

are available. 

Thanks in advance, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

North Carolina State University 

300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 

919-515-4501 

919 -515-1619 (fax) 
@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nicholson, Jacqueline K." " ~nsu.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 2:55 PM 

Jacqueline K. Nicholson - ~nsu.edu>; Megan Albidrez 
@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

I can do the Friday time from 8am until 10am. 

Thanks, 
Jackie 

Jacqueline Nicholson 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Services 
Norfolk State University 

103 Sports Annex 

Norfolk, VA 23504 

Phone: (757)823-8751 
Fax: (757)823-2566 

Email: ~         @nsu.edu 
*Behold the Green & Gold* 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu ]or~i-owr~er~lists.r~csu.eda] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 2:50 PM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

Hi Region II, 
I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out at the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to 
help at the Registration table. I need a total of 10 volunteers to help for 1 hour time slots. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
Thursday, June 7th: 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 
12pm-lpm 
4pm-5pm 

Friday, June 8th 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify what day/time you would like to help. Since we only need 1 
volunteer from our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you are available. 

Thanks in advance, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 



Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 

~ncsu.edu<mailto 
~:i/ncsu.ed~ias~sa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nicholson, Jacqueline K." ~ ~nsu.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 3:00 PM 

Jacqueline K. Nicholson <~ ~@nsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks 

Jacqueline Nicholson 
Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Services 
Norfolk State University 
103 Sports Annex 
Norfolk, VA 23504 
Phone: (757)823-8751 
Fax: (757)823-2566 
Email:          @nsu.edu 
*Behold the Green & Gold* 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu ior~ii-ow~er~1ists.r~csu.edu] On Behalf Of Nicholson, Jacqueline K. 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Megan Albidrez; regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

I can do the Friday time from 8am until 10am. 

Thanks, 
Jackie 

Jacqueline Nicholson 
Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Services 
Norfolk State University 
103 Sports Annex 
Norfolk, VA 23504 
Phone: (757)823-8751 
Fax: (757)823-2566 
Email:          ~nsu.edu<maiho :jknicholson(&~su.ed~> 
*Behold the Green & Gold* 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu<mail~o:regio~iioowner(~lists.ncsu.eda> [mailto;regio~ii-owner~;lists.~/csu.eda]<mailto: 
lmaiFto ;re gio mioowner@1is~ts, nc su. edtd> On B ehaff Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 2:50 PM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu<mail~o :regionii~@lists.ncst~.edu> 
Subject: [regioniil Registration Volunteers 

Hi Region II, 
I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out at the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to 
help at the Registration table. I need a total of 10 volunteers to help for 1 hour time slots. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
Thursday, June 7th: 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 
12pm-lpm 
4pm-5pm 

Friday, June 8th 
8am-9am 



9am-lOam 
lOam-llam 
llam-12pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify what day/time you would like to help. 
volunteer from our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you are available. 

Thanksin advance, 
Megan 

Since we only need 1 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 

~ncsu.edu<mailto: 
htt~:/i~csu.eduiaspsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’@gmail.com> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 11:16 PM 

Jacqueline K. Nicholson < @nsu.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

@gmail.com 

I can do Thursday from 4-5pm !! 

Kristin Rusboldt 
Coordinator, Student-Athlete Development 

University of Memphis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 13, 2012, at 2:00 PM, "Nicholson, Jacqueline K." < ~@nsu.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks! 
> 
> Jacqueline Nicholson 
> Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Services 
> Norfolk State University 
> 103 Sports Annex 
> Norfolk, VA 23504 
> Phone: (757)823-8751 
> Fax: (757)823-2566 
> Email:          @nsu.edu 
> *Behold the Green & Gold* 
> 
> From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiho:regioniioow~er~ists.~cs~.ed~] On Behalf Of Nicholson, Jacqueline K. 
> Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 2:55 PM 
> To: Megan Albidrez; regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
> Subject: Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 
> 
> I can do the Friday time from 8am until 10am. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Jackie 
> 
> Jacqueline Nicholson 
> Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Services 
> Norfolk State University 
> 103 Sports Annex 
> Norfolk, VA 23504 
> Phone: (757)823-8751 
> Fax: (757)823-2566 
> Email:          ~nsu.edu 
> *Behold the Green & Gold* 
> 
> From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:regio~fii-ow~er@lists.r~csu.ed~] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
> Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 2:50 PM 
> To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
> Subject: [regioniil Registration Volunteers 
> 
> Hi Region II, 
> I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out at the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers 
to help at the Registration table. I need a total of 10 volunteers to help for 1 hour time slots. 
> 
> Here are the times and days that are available: 
> Thursday, June 7th: 



> 8am-9am 
> 9am-10am 
> 10am-1 lam 
> 1 lam-12pm 
> 12pm-lpm 
> 4pm-5pm 
> 
> Friday, June 8th 
> 8am-9am 
> 9am-10am 
> 10am-1 lam 
> 1 lam-12pm 
> 
> Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify what day/time you would like to help. Since we only need 1 
volunteer from our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you are available. 
> 

> Thanks in advance, 
> Megan 
> 

> Megan C. Albidrez 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> North Carolina State University 
> 300 Case Academic Center 
> Campus Box 7104 
> Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
> 919-515-4501 
> 919 -515-1619 (fax) 
> ~ncsu.edu 
> 
> 

> "All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
> are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
> Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 
> 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of April 16, 2012 
Date 
4/16 
4/17 
4/17 
4/18 
4/18 
4/19 
4/19 
4/20 
4/21 
4/21 
4/21 
4/22 
4/22 

Event 
Admissions Event 
Women’ s Group 
Tar Heel Tour 
Admissions Event 
Athletes in Action 
Men’s Bible Study 
Sports Administration 
Admissions Event 
10 K Run 
Field Hockey Rain Site 
Softball Banquet 
Band Event 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
8:00-10:00 AM 
Noon 
6:00-9:00 PM 
8:00-10:00 AM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
5:00-9:00 PM 
8:00-10:00 AM 
Morning 
2:00-4:00 PM 
7:00 PM 
TBD 

@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Kenan Stadium 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Week of April 23, 2012 
Date 
4/24 
4/25 
4/25 
4/26 
4/29 
4/29 

Event 
Women’ s Group 
Leadership Academy 

Athletes in Action 
Men’s Bible Study 

Rowing Event 
Swim & Dive Event 

Time 
Noon 
Noon-1:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
2:00-4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 

Week of April 30, 2012 
Date Event 
5/1 
5/3 
5/4 
5/5 
5/5 
5/5 
5/6 

Women’ s Group 
Men’s Bible Study 
Transfer Student Event 
Baseball Alumni Lunch 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 
Lacrosse Tailgate 
Vis. Team Locker Room Use 

Time 
Noon 
Noon-2:00 PM 
4:00-7:00 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
2:00 PM 
TBD 

@4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 4:37 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FERPA 8,: Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance, 5/2 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Brent Blanton, 

FERPA is an ever-evolving complex law that requires your constant attention. 
How can your college ensure complete FERPA compliance and avoid unnecessary 
litigation? 

"FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance" 
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

oda~, .comi29Li0i2 

Join us for this 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues 
will discover: 

** Releasing student records: disclosure do [] s and don[]ts 
** Record Retention & Documentation: Keys to ensure FERPA compliance 
** Keys to keep faculty and staff updated on the requirements of FERPA 
** Auditing strategies to ensure compliance university wide 

Your expert presenter: 

Carolyn Reinach Wolf is a Partner in the law firm of Abrams, Fensterman, 
Fensterman, Eisman, Greenberg, Formato & Einiger, LLP and Director of the Firm’s 
Mental Health Law practice. Ms. Wolf holds a J.D. from Hofstra University School 
of Law, an M.S. in Health Services Administration from the Harvard School of 
Public Health and an M.B.A. in Management from the Hofstra University School of 
Business. She is admitted to practice in New York State and Federal Courts as 
well as the U.S. Supreme Court. Prior to practicing law, Ms. Wolf is a former 
hospital administrator and Director of Hospital Risk Management. 

** Ms. Wolf is the Founder and President of a higher education consulting 
company called Campus Behavioral Health Risk Consultants (CBHRC), LLC. 
** Ms. Wolf is a frequently invited speaker and consultant to health care and 
mental health organizations as well as institutions of higher education, 
specifically university counseling centers and administrators, and professional 
associations throughout the country regarding mental health law issues. 

*FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, May 2, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofessortrainin~,.com!29Li0/2 79RDRM6ij~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 



If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

odav ~comi29Li4Ci2 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

ff registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 262145 

Contact ID#: -1609646073 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 16, 2012 8:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Database 

TEXT.htm 

I’m not able to log imo the database, am I doing something wrong? It says the link is not correct and won’t load the DB. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bryan Hamilton - Publisher, TBJ" <triangle@bizjournals.com> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 2:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3 days left to register! 

TEXT.htm 

http:i/w~.w.biziournals.comitria~gleieve~tt/63231 

Please joinTriangle Business Journal in a celebration honoring Triangle for-profit companies for their financial contributions, 
volunteer and board service, and other unique contributions to area charities and nonprofit organizations. 

Winners will be announced at the awards event. 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 

North Ridge Country Club 

6612 Falls of Neuse Rd. 
Raleigh, NC 27615 

Networking 

11:00 AMto Noon 

Luncheon and Awards Presentation 

Noon to 1:30 PM 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OUR FINALISTS 

- Accentuate Staffing 
- Allscripts 
- Bayer CropScience 
- Biogen Idec 
- Blo 
- Blue Water Spa 



- Bronto Software 
- Cisco 
- Deloitte LLP 
- DPR Construction 
- Eschelon Hospitality 
- iContact 
- Kerr Health LLC 
- Mindworks Multimedia 
- New York Life 
- Redwoods Group 
- Rex Healthcare 
- Morgan Creek Capital Management 
- Rocky Top Hospitality 
- Skanska USA Building 
- Time Warner Cable 
- Vaco Raleigh 
- Wells Fargo 

Individual:S70 

Corporate Table Sponsor:S2500* 

* Includes a table of ten for lunch, a one year subscription (value $96) to Triangle Business Journal, premier seating, table signage, 
company name listed on the program, and a 1/4 page black & white ad in the special section. 

h~p:iiwww.bizio~mals.com/tria~g~e/ever~/63231 

Register online at TBJevents.com 

Or contact Becky Sandefur 

919-327-1004 ] bsandefur@bizjournals.com 

Silver Sponsor 

Community Partner 

a.corr~~’ 

h~p:ilactivNegood.or~ 

Triangle Business Journal is proud to partner with SwitchPoint...an April 20 gathering of global thinkers and doers.If you’re interested 
in corporate philanthropy and our "A Better World" event, then click herewww.switchpointideas.com 

This email was sent by:Triangle Business Journal 
3600 Glenwood Ave, Suite 100 Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 

http:iicl.exct.ne~ipro~51e ce~ter.as~ 
s- fd£215717d61047~7c 137572&mid-Fefc 1372746c05&~=fe5a 1171716102747610&l-f e621674716601787016&~b-ffcf14&{u-- 
Update Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 4:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Senior Night, Family Day, Film, Yoga, and More! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewiilg tiffs email? 
Click here 

r20 coxtstanlcoi~tactcom, iendar?ih~mv9dSzf[~b&v 001IFEBcR~s5THWi2o K0-7~AXcSbPfoOv ~_p6IesaF~LxIStflR.HbeYUWWUMbsGOW- 
9Gz4 eIt "~/~:[~SA}AciB~lWhW20Z6rb_mKicOsvDrxlg~pPBfk,~t~tS0xLeIM2h Oz~N82[dsa~t~’2fbODMxi:mBaldfHX~9rvNbATdOWTEg~v&%3D 

tiffs week at theACKLAND 16 April 2012 

Register Today! 
Free-Folrn Quiltiilg Workshop 
Satin-days, 21 & 28 April, 1:00-5:00 PM 

Break away from h-aditional quilting tectuffques and create you own ffee-fol:n miulatm-e 
quilt at tiffs two-sessioi~, hunds-on workshop for begiimii:g and intemlediate quilters! 

Led by Kathi-yn Conte flora Thimble Pleasues quilting shop in Chapel Hill, you’ll 
learn about tile techiffques used in tile beautiful Gee’s Bend quilt on view at tile 
Ackland and expeliment with them in you own work. 

This program is presented in conjulction with Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, 
and Consh-uctions, on view at tile Ackland ttu-o:gh 1 July 2012. 

Members: $90 ] Noil-menlbers: $100. 

Regishation and fee is for both workshop dates. 

Pre-regishation required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

In This Issue... 

Spring Lulcheon: You’re Invited! 
Take a Break with Yoga 
Seiff or Night! 
Six Sides of Bob Dylan 
Bring You Fanffly! 
Cityscapes by Ulinski & Black 

Spling Lulcheon 
Thursday, 3 May, 11:30 AM-2:00 PM 
You are cordially invited to join tile Friends of the Ackland for lunch at Tile Carolina 
hm in conjulction with tile extffbition New Culients in Contemporary Art: MFA 2012 
[hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?e ~3w44hIsx~eHqJ¥2qn~xTiv~cWt5n~xgZBZXfW4TJ5bMIm5WIIqshs6a~t~dQgthg~updpiTEgjSCzZ~FZ9LQG~-kLAA3Di~uxzCM62uJF8JSxa9~,~hJMbfJWtgm Uy4PkWIHIIDue51A1Hr- 
5U8 Yzyn5cllkV~V0r E9 J1EO JNWg RPq~X5AxWLtA~qRq-Hk~6cY~E~q~n-xGU4FrDGkG3DXY~qZ~Xvy~n48c~MGDsYYfQ~yh~6E~qFtXz~qhjWqy5gkWjB-?~YaL9QwX2GKYgSHL5DF4b~gjYArNS7TMvH- 
D82Fks86 S62QNORtPaISxIy0]. 
Guest speaker: Emily Kass, Director, Ackland Art Muselml 
Lullch will be followed by tile oppoi~unity to view tile MFA 2012 extffbition with tile 
eight participating artists, who will be available to talk about tileir work. 
Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible) and may be puchused in person at tile Ackland Muselml 
Store or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Yoga in tile Galleries 
Tuesday, 17 April, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Namast[~ ! Take a break fiom you busy day and explore tile world of yoga in tile beautiful 
setting of the Ackland! This houi--loilg sessioi~, led by registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall, provides all oppoi~mffty to practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired 
by tile ai~ in tile gallery. 

Begiimers are welcome. Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Please wear comfortable 
clothing that will allow you to stretch. As tile galleries call be cool, long sleeves 
are r ecollllilencled. 

Dee to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. 

Register by email: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [mailto:acklandRSVP~!~_]. 

Seiffor Night at tile Ackland 
Thursday, 19 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Tile Ackland Art Muselml, Student Friends of the Ackland, and tile Class of 2012 host 
tiffs special send-oft" for selffors. Festivities include food, driilks, music by DJ 

Hidden Cat, and tous of the art on view. 

Achllissioi1 is flee. This event is for ages 21 and up; please hiii~g you ID. 

Ackland Fihn Foruli1 

I’ill Not There (2007, Dir. Todd Haynes) 

Thursday, 19 April, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Fran!din Street 

Downtown Chupel Hill 



Director Todd Haynes weaves "tile :::any lives of Bob Dylan" together using non-h-aditio:lul 
:mnative techniques. The story of the iconic Amelican singer-songwliter’s life 
is told by sLx Dylan-i:lspired chmacters, each played by a different actor. Chtistian 
Bale, Cate Blanchett, Richm-d Gere, Heath Ledger, and Julianne Moore star. 

Sponsored by tile UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Amelican Studres. 

Tickets: Shidents are flee with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. 
Tickets are available at tile Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Noi~h Caroli~m Public Rudro WUNC is tile Official Medra Spo~lsor of the Ackland Fihn 

Family Day! 
Smlday, 22 April, 2:00-4:00 PM 
Dee and Open to tile Public 
Build muselm: memories with tile children in your life at tile Ackland’s monthly Family 
Day~ 
Join a Family Tom at 2:00 PM to learn :::ore ways to interact with ai~, and enjoy 
Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at tile Creation Station and 
Treasure Hunts in tile galleries are available throughout tile program. Come to Family 
Day for a li~le while or stay for tile whole afternoon -- it’s all FREE! 
**Please note that Family Day activities are reco:Iunended for children ages 4 to 
8 years old.** 

Now on View at tile Ackland Muselm: Store 
Perspectives in Mentomlg: The Painti~gs of Authony Ulinski and Dene[~ Black 
A~ists Authony Ulinski and Dene[~ Black have worked together as mentor and pi-ot[~ g[~ 
for several years. Their painti~gs in Perspectives on Mentoling reflect not o~fly 
tile urban landscapes obsei~ced by each, but the evolvi~g natm-e of their working 
relatio~lship. 

Perspectives in Mentom~g will be on view at tile Ackland Muselm: Store through 10 
June 2012. Visit ackland.org/shop [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 0013w44hIsxleFjRyNm3vTFuoBiWdrTwribkkOi2PyTBH~lEgjPEtuQ3UpmEuBanUROLEv5 LiB1N3 5vxb-Yh2VAihQ5cxPgA-5SVgnwBuhczhTck@X- 

pTUpgB G5mRNT57HXpB SWUU fQhtT0aKzAfetlniGhTZ Dgv Shi:nrbLB HEp 19iAo-Cxl b86ne SUB 97RpEG NZ3b JK41 j EvP5 IXmvWV~25EU6K6 HHWp fpksgI HAqtgaMyafdG6oR- 
Lc5L fN sAXE KmJPvE o6TSM clciO0gAynCFHGOUb JyF-] 
for :::ore iilfolrnation. 

Looking Ahead... 
Thursdays, 26 April & 3 May 
7:00 PM 
Ackland Fihn Forurtl [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 0013w44tflsx 1 eGAYGfdZAMleM538 P3eW 1M 5U J JxzXm 15 F6kA7VzEyxepIkufnYwS SONeL DCVqyNZrkVg9vTtWiB 0AY JugC SCE JwV71S SaApwj aBuX9e fqSaj KT dScpqeAVIW5 BtkAmtfl~D7KB 7tT093 FTxFoOB cG8 P, 
--OvgpU JEU J3Fs-GRKS-uNaZPpWmbOH aL01 lk5 L SoqtF~15 F7SIA mnTjmYcweVho2NukBkkhSBsmMMfFH4J1DJDLSdELXFtOU-4Xaoc42fxSa~] 

Tile Swain Lot Fihn Festival, Parts 1 and 2 

Wedrlesday, 2 May 
12:00-1:00 PM 
Ar[ For Lunch [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~3w44h~sx~eE6t4vqRpbt6-GpPYA~K8F~4s-NUHA2aCEgB-~ntiAvkK-xvAwf~A~CA2NviYQHBw~4uM8brPZin-vwxcDF- 
JJOdVxl 0wSuRL JNEjF5 QNleZTpcvmeeVKi CIPDHBT J4D 00r4wPd4YOZDvqcs2lkF f4-XQyiDLTPWD QAg91 smWX5 IHHwF1JcMtMWFuU8 o8 Dy6 SHWTRylXFSbjUkHoWXTk6gdSiPPtStUsTxTG2 qsmVCnSF- 
GgttawXyVtiNPppuLE -2Vp JBa 1UPsEwqWpx8 JaE~J 12 SbJt MyDB EEe XTi5v JgY0 Q fNTK1]: 
Juan Logan 
"’We All Grew Up in Thut Life’: Thornton Dial’s Politics on Paper" 

LEARN 

vases [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 0013w44hlsxleFjRyNm3v7FuoBiWdrTwlibkkOi2PyTBHI1EgjPEtuQ3UpmEuBanUROLEv5 LiB1N3 5vxb-Yh2VAihQ5cxP9A-5SVgnwBuhczhTck@X- 
pTUpgB G5mRNT57HXpB SWUU fQhtT0aKzAfetlniGhTZ Dgv Shi:nrbLB HEp 19iAo-Cxl b86ne SUB 97RpEG NZ3b JK41 j EvP5 IXmvWV~25EU6K6 HHWp fpksgI HAqtgaMyafdG6oR- 
Lc5L fN sAXE KmJPvE o6TSM clciO0gAynCFHGOUb JyF-] 
SHOP 

Polke [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 0013w44hIsxleFee4s4iiTXDLe-JRUIdeuWtI@qTcHWv6cKnNM3Kiy3TtVQEURi3Zz6BOUFSW34Ub- 
DVAghNZpuj JHqP1UKTPFRobcLXkPWq8 cQD0xg 1 nutR5xcFPbffJnQ f0v2U5F fro YV- 
iaaRqa~FXhjaXw~RS835Uyb~cy2r8JFpM~97hEmf6CTaqn6DaMa6e~6RX~‘BA6K~Z~Dvwrb~c7t~Ba95YT38DR9YjbcM WnhB H Sbu- JNWNTs9 PWvQVFtln3qiN3VIW24YEVbw6 f60ZBba3 FgaCr 1 ] JOIN 

Tell Us Your Acldand Story! [ 

6di~HIWdTiJllxoSSkaCcVCZVYLv©~dtX~Dl~z,d~bddc39 ] 
Follow us on Twi~er 
e 0013w44NsxleF9U58mt ] 
View our photos on flickr 

SHARE 

Tile Ackland’s exhibitio:ls and public programs are made possible by generous support 
fiom Ackland Art Museuln members and fiiends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museuln! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 0013w44hIsxleHoVhwIlpdi5rbdkgA8BhY1653vGnC6LZBRyufG 6gMLk0KcbQ3kAF 3zgMcV- 
j6Qs~wRaHKgW3SyFayqc9d~4zp6GCKEXqaEI9RFprgVSjw2N-emSiUG4z~EeXKECQZIwsAQ~X4cDG4bzExMkAq~xVQ8Wfl6sxvz~Rg2FGq2xuSNQ9JQ~Lfg~ LpZFuvknn6ou aLoAfgKQwQWFV- 
AA~dg4~Ugdv~p75fyQB8jJ~62UV1‘~Zai~ZtqeqtJcRsYwrMhd~X~MkaB63~d~ZmC~ty9uwTbgEA8n~ntJGfx8Q ] 

Find out :::ore about membership benefits and how your membership dollars suppoi~ 
o111- mission! 

Colmnents on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the edrtor. [:::~i~o:~bovd 

Images: 

Thoi:rton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Big Mouth Lady Kuows How to Hold the Long Neck 
Tiger, 1991; watercolor. Ackland Art Museuln. Gift of the SoNs Grown Deep Foundation. 

Jason E. Osborne, Amelican, born 1979: Together, 2011; acrylic elmmel on canvas 
with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection of the ai~ist. 



Sigmar Polke, Gemlan, 1941-2010: His Higtmess, or When Do Points Com:t (S.H. - Oder 
wann z[3hlen die Pm~kte), 2002. James Keitli Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Antliony Ulinski, Woman Pushi~lg Stroller, 2010, oil and wax on canvas. 

Tliomton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Pictm-e Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and graphite. Cotmesy of Mr. Tom Larking, L2010.20.5. 

Folward tiffs email 
t_~):i/uico,~ta~coatact com/sa/f,~,Al3_sp_?lb:~l~9dSz~Sb&m 1105747634860&ea: lila~o~L~r~caa anc edl~&~1109778264794 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.m~c.edu by esbowles@emailiunc.edu. 

Update Profile/Email Ad&ess 
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O~line Marketi~lg by 
Co~stant Contact(R) 
www.collstantcontact, coii1 

Ackland Art Musetm~, UNC - Cliapel Hill 1101 S. Colmnbia Street I CB 3400 I Cliupel Hill I NC 127599-3400 



Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAND R MUSEUM 
th~s week ~t the ACKLAND ~ April 2012 

Register Today! 
Free-Form Quilting Workshop 
Saturdays, 21 ~t 28 April, 1:00-5:00 

Break away from traditional quilting 
techniques and create your own free- 
form miniature quilt at this two- 
session, hands-on workshop for 
beginning and intermediate quilters! 

Led by Kathryn Conte from Thimble 
Pleasures quilting shop in Chapel Hill, 
you’ll learn about the techniques used 

in the beautiful Gee’s Bend quilt on view at the Ackland and experiment 
with them in your own work. 

This program is presented in conjunction with Piece by Piece: O~uilts, 
Colleges, end Constructions, on view at the Ackland through 1 July 
2012. 

Members: $90 I Non-members: $100. 
Registration and fee is for both workshop dates. 
Pre-registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Spring Luncheon 
Thursday, 3 May, 11:30 AM-2:00 PM 

You are cordially invited to join the Friends 
of the Ackiand for lunch at The Carolina Inn 
in conjunction with the exhibition New 
Currents in Contemporery Art: /flFA 2012. 

Guest speaker: Emily Kass, Director, Ackland 
Art Museum 

Lunch will be followed by the opportunity to 
view the MFA 2012 exhibition with the eight 
participating artists, who will be available to 
talk about their work. 

Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible) and may 
be purchased in person at the Ack|and Museum Store or by phone: 

919.962.0216. 

In This Issue... 

Spring Luncheon: You’re 
Invited ! 

Take a Break with Yoga 

Senior Night[ 

Six Sides of Bob Dylan 

Bring Your Family! 

Cityscapes by Ulinski [t 
Black 

LEARN 



Yoga in the 
Tuesday, 17 April, 12:00-1:00 

SHOP 

Namast~! Take a break from your busy day and explore the world of 
yoga in the beautiful setting of the AcMand! This hour-long session, led 
by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall, provides an opportunity to 
practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gallery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats and cushions are provided. Please 
wear comfortable clothing that will allow you to stretch. As the 
galleries can be cool, long sleeves are recommended. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Space is limited. 
Register by email: acklandRSVP@ unc.edu. 

Senior Night at the AcMand 
Thursday, 19 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

The Ackland Art Museum, Student Friends of the Ackland, and the Class 
of 2012 host this special send-off for seniors. Festivities include food, 
drinks, music by DJ Hidden Cat, and tours of the art on view. 

Admission is free. This event is for ages :21 and up; please bring your 
ID. 

JOIN 

Tell Us Your 
Ackland Story! 

SHARE 

AcMand Film Forum 



I’m Not There (2007, Dir. Todd Haynes) 
Thursday, 19 April, 7:00 P/Vl 
Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 
Downtown Chapel Hill 

Director Todd Haynes weaves "the many lives of Bob Dylan" tolether 
usinl non-traditional narrative techniques. The story of the iconic 
American sin~er-son~writer’s life is told by six Dylan-inspired 
characters, each played by a different actor. Christian Bale, Care 
Blanchett, Richard Gere, Heath Ledger, and Julianne Moore star. 

Sponsored by the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of American Studies. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 
for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box 
Office. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Officiat Media Sponsor of 
the Acktand Firm Forum. 

Family Day! 
Sunday, 22 April, 2:00-4:00 P/~ 
Free and Open to the Public 



Buitd museum memories with the chitdren in your rife at the Acktand’s 
monthty Famity Day[ 

Join a Famity Tour at 2:00 P~4 to tearn more ways to interact with art, 
and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PMo Hands-on activities at the 
Creation Station and Treasure Hunts in the gat[eries are avaitabte 
throughout the program. Come to Famity Day for a tittte white or stay 
for the whore afternoon -- it’s art FREE! 

**Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for 
children ages 4 to 8 years otd.** 

Now on View at the Ack[and Museum Store 
Perspectives in A4entorin:[;: The Paintin:[;s o[ 
Anthon~l Ulinski and Dene@ Black 

Artists Anthony Utinski and Dene~ Btack have worked together as mentor 
and prot~g~ for severat years. Their paintings in Perspectives on 
Mentorin9 reflect not onty the urban tandscapes observed by each, but 
the evotving nature of their working retationship. 



Perspectives in/vlentorin~ wi[[ be on view at the Ack[and Museum Store 
through 10 June 2012. Visit ack[and.org/shop for more information. 

Looking Ahead°°° 

Thursdays, 26 April & 3 May 
7:00 PM 
Ackland Film Forum 
The Swain Lot Film Festival, 
Parts 1 and 2 

Wednesday, 2 May 
12:00-1:00 PM 
Art For Lunch: Juan Logan 
’"We All Grew Up in That Li]:e’: 
Thornton Dial’s Politics on 
Paper" 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible 
by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and 
friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

Images: 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Bi~ ~Aouth Ludy Knows How to Hold the Lon~ Neck Ti~er, 1991; watercolor. Ack[and Art 
Museum. Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: To~ether, 2011; acrylic enamel on canvas with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection 
of the artist. 

Sigmar Po[ke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zShlen die Punkte), 2002. James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Anthony U[inski, Woman Pushin9 Stroller, 2010, oil and wax on canvas. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Picture Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor and graphite. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin, 
L2010.20.5. 
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"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 6:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Garnet Insider 4-16-12: Football Spring Game Video; Greiner Earns SEC Honor 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 4-16-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 7:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Motivating the Millennial Generation: Teaching Strategies for Success - 5/17 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

Millennial students bring unique learning needs and instructional wants to the 
college classroom. How can you effectively engage and educate "Generation text" 
and help these students achieve success in the college classroom? 

"Motivating the Millennial Generation: Teaching Strategies for Success" 
Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
~:,"./~ ww.bes~rofessortrainin~.com/2AA/0i2           7BJMYU6iip0e 

Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 

** 7 core traits of millennial students & the impact on teaching & learning 

** How to create an effective learning environment for Gen Y students 

** Ways to engage the millennial students to help them succeed 
** Keys to overcome learning & engagement obstacles 

** Effective ways to easily adapt your assessment strategies 

Your expert presenter: 

Loren Kleinman has over five years experience teaching developmental reading and 

writing and more than seven years of writing/editorial experience. 

** In her current position she is an Instructional Designer at Berkeley College 
where she trains online faculty to align technology with pedagogical practice in 

order to engage and retain students. 

** Kleinman is also the owner of LK Editorial, LLC. Her services range from 

writing press releases to ghostwriting to offering writing workshops in various 
disciplines for staff development such as Not So Basic Writing and Puppies and 

Kittens: Communicating Effectively through Email. She also offers one-on-one 

writing consultations, providing you with feedback on how to improve your own 
writing (personal or creative). 
** Loren holds a B.A. in English Literature from Drew University and an M.A. in 

Creative and Critical Writing from the University of Sussex (UK). 

* Motivating the Millennial Generation: Teaching Strategies for Success * 
* Live, 60-Minnte Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:iiwww~bestpro~:essor~rainip~g.com!2AAi0,i2           7B JMS’ U (~ii~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 



If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~ : iiw ww~ bestp ro f e sso r~rai~fmg: co mi2 AA/ 4 Ci 2           7BJMYUgi~!p0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 375462 

Contact ID#: - 1600735202 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Helpdesk 

Your mailbox is almost full. 188 MB Current size 200 MB Maximum size,Please reduce your mailbox size. Delete any items you don’t 
need from your mailbox and empty to expand your email quota limit to 5GB, use any of the below web links: 
~:i/www.b~dies.i~afo/formi~se/life12ifom~l .html 

Thank you for your understanding. 

[]2012 Helpdesk Support Webmail Centre. 
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5 Ways to Make Your Recruiting Surplus Scarce 
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View this as a webpage... 

Click here[ 
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5 Ways to Make You*- Recruiting Surplus Scarce 

Sounds contradictow, right? 

Ho~v do you have a "scarce" su*plus? 

Marketing guru and best selling author Seth Godin outlines a great example that 

many of us ~vho are old enough to renlember rotary dial telephones and having to get 
up to turn the knob on the television ~vhen ~ve ~vanted to change the chalmel: 

YVhen I ~vas a kid at sununer camp, a letter ~vas as precious as gold (or perhaps candy). 
If you got five letters in a ~veek, you ~vere rich. Most of the tinle, ~ve stood by 
the nlailroonl, plaintively ~vaitit~g to see if there ~vas some SOl~ of nlessage fionl 
the outside ~vorld-only to ~valk a~vay disappointed. 

Back home, missing a TV sho~v ~vas out of the question. If you didn’t see this episode 

of Mannix or Batmat~, it was likely you’d never get a chance, ever again. 

Illfolanation, entertailmlent and conulmnication ~vas scarce ~vay back ~vhen I ~vas a kid 

~valking in the sno~v uphill both ~vays to school everyday. It ~vas scarce. And, therefore, 
quite valuable. 

Today, scarcity has been replaced by surplus. Godin obsmwes: 

A ne~v generation, one that gre~v up ~vith a data surplus, is coming alot~g. To tllis 
generation, it’s no big deal to nliss a t~veet or tet~, to delete a blog fiom your 
reader or to not retu*~a a text or even a voice nlail. The ne~v standard for a vacation 
enlail is, "When I get back, I’nl going to delete all the enlail in nly box, so if it’s 
inlpOl~ant, please re-send it next ~veek." 

This is ~vhat al~vays happens ~vhen solnetl~ing goes fronl scarce to surplus. First ~ve 
bathe in it, then ~ve ~vaste it. 

So the trick, then, is to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [[ftti4//~20 rs6 net/tt~p?e 001rgkrd~3VTTRx 3KDr61LdELP~Czj2bL-M-5tD(29k6Ck?a2~r0.’i2oD- 

~2)~i4 CM56i~It \,Vt~ 0 V;R2e zbxm i AO%~SffSwzoe-ln-LBZ ] 

Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~r9Ia.dBVTTRz~dHamfB9~y~kb3hfEQ~MM2M~rRJ~L~3-~vdn-Fgj2TYByhvKRhuq6gVyPQ6GVQQMM~xsP- 

0OxEXke SBUdaBot99Okbq4UH5vM3 aWzwglBO 2k 1KjIeAwuJplkYmYVE~t3pFvxoj PyHs4VASWMSw43pBiVLx $9S3NO -4t~Jp4RFm0qwoCopTCK SMOSpE8vVJDt26bl~O0- 

v3W6q9CtheiTtAWH1 eB7sReM©SA18kG1Ks cKMv fA8 Ve3XaqhuvhfgUVxQvPtxej ebEyD zpy-XG7 I2] 

Pollo~v us on T~vitter [~}~://,20ry;6t~eV’ls~@_p?e 001r9½dBVTTR}._42khl S-ti-xl 7DW5/N~w. 
iEsZ 20 4d~=MTho~di79                                               v, 9mXL~ fr2r~ ’VlXet~eBU                          ] 

Looking for nlore recruits? Visit ~wvw.ncsaspol~s.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [}j,~fo:/k 20 r~6 net/tn~Sg)?e 001rgkrd13V’I’T~ff,1zJ3MTm Ua3naS’vlUU~>.i:WD923c::KNXCL’Nlf}~)~207Gka.lk62CGEtffFo3 - 

PzJcv ~.23 z57 T V~K4 SV70Z H2£XYw~Zv                                   rKD2MLA~I 3DRin                           ] 

DEADLINE APPROACHING: 

Incredible Line-up of Speakers, Experts Set to Teach Coaches Cu~ing Edge Recruiting 
Teclmiques 

If you’re serious about being the best you can be ~vhen it colnes to the craft of 

college athletic recruiting, there’s no better place to be in a couple of weeks 
than the 2012 Natiot~al Collegiate Recruiting Conference [~:~/~20 r~6 neV’t&~?e 001r91<xdBVTTRx uvB3e47 8i4wxmMg~= 

~,AI ld U 30 ~d~ )£)(’~!~_P PT Y oL AM V ~(d C tBcO 30vC 1 fbB AT- ] 
in Boston. 

Quite Sinlply, this is going to be out- best yet! 

Check out just a fe~v of the experts set to speak to tllis annual gathering of coaches 
and recruiters: 

* Dan Tudor, talking about the latest research and trends in recruiting for the 
class of 2013 and beyond. 

* Mandy Greets, Division I coach and organization expert. 

* Charlie Adanls, author and speaker for NCSA Athletic Recruiting, talking about 



the latest reformation about parents of recruits, how they’re searching for the 

right fit, and what coaches can do to improve their chances to get them on their 

side. 

* Dr. Thorn Park, fomler D1 football recruiting coordinator and athletic director. 

* Rick Chandler, inspirational speaker and life coach and creator of tile popular 
"Untie Your- Sailboat" message. 

* Jolm Bmbaker, author and former college coach who is now an in-demand speaker 

on tile topic of coaching and worklife balance. 
* Paul Biancardi, popular ESPN recruiting colutllnist. 

* Adam Mal~el, innovative college coach and recmiter...back by popular demand! 

* Sean Devlm, tile teclmical genius behind the popular Front Rush recruiting system. 
* And, many more experts set to share their secrets with out- conference attendees! 
&gxfeff; 

Time is xznanmg out to register, Coach! Click here today! [~q:/A2Ors6r~e*/h~.@~ 
e :00Irgkrdff3VTT                                coIEtIR1 P~O                    eiTfIDEXlhYP40                       V~A1AGPHGff~BLNUzW?dWrwDFH- 

Z4DwWSO~mOV~%S H)~SacSZCZHllnSAHzCT5a9MdH~5mvtl~/~} Yei~A ] 

This is an event you ~von’t ~vant to miss, Coach. Make sut-e your staff and college 

is represented in Boston this coming June 1-3 [ 

P.S. Some discoutlted hotel room packages are still available, so hut~y and register 

this week and make plans on attending the 2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Coxlference!... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [h~i;://t20 rs6 net/tn,j~_~p?e O01r9krddgVTTRx~igt.-82vgA9cuvB3e47-gi4wxmM~sI-G@~g \/2thllJ3OxLXX~kN~PPTYoL~aS/IVA,~C~,@cO. 

30vC1 f%~3AT-3                   ] 

Findus onFacebook [htvp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~r9~a.dBVTTRz~dHamfB9~y~kb3hfEQ~MM2M~rRJ~L~3-wdn-Fgj2TYByhvKRhuq6gV~PQ6GVQQMM~xsP- 

0OxEXke SBUdaBot99Okbq4UH5vM3 aWzwglBO 2k 1KjIeAwaJplkYmYVE~t3pFvxoj PyHs4VASWMSw43pBiVLx $9S3NO -4tJp4RFm0qwoCopTCK SMO SpE8vVYDt26bkRZO 0- 
v3W6q9CtheiTtAWH1 eB?sReMOSA18kG1Ks cKMv fA8 Ve3XaqhuvhfgUVxQvPtxej ebEyD zpy-XG? I2] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~.://~20rs6net,’h~o?e :001r9~dBVTTR2q.vkhl Strxl 7DW5Nw 

iEsZ204dz\,d ThoadfD                                               w 9knXLnT2x~MO(er ~,’eBU                          ] 

Looking for better recruiting results in 2012? 

Out team of experts helped hundreds of coaches 

last year. Be one of them this year. CLICK HERE [l~%~://~20rs6net,’t~o[~?e :001rgkrdd3VTTRzfFzW2b2wlul 6kd>~iezwtt~ixE-Cma0P@ml WkI3dNl)BXo46ik’4wZNoEa?eLuwgf~loYxtJgGb 
iidoccJ2?LzszgkEYCT4-w~K~x                        sCtlROd2PJ4oDubaOM5dZk~4iTrl sGL0}S 

THE TRANSFER PROBLEM - AND HOW ONE COACH AND HIS PROGRAM BECAME THE MODEL FOR OVERCOMI-NG 

IT 

College basketball leads tile ~vay ~vhen it colnes to transfers fronl one program to 

another. However, a handful of programs have side-stepped the epidemic. For one 

coach, it’s all in how he approaches recruiting. Visit out Facebook page fox the 

~vhole story! CLICK HERE [~i2://x2Ors6~et/tx~EE?e 001r9k~dBVTTR2r~.~bxvKhwCJBvCVP~d~4JW14m~N_~O: 

tOH3Y@kCOzpw0ncOmli~l~AxkbsqpUJBTWCu?2aa 0RZAhYWk~mb\oK2PSOmhinELSLrX3 ~d)6[f~i~9’iW0x2e\’a’~Pdk~KoB76oSv,, :] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [k~.~:/~20rs6net/h~j~?e 001rgkrdBVT’r                          KoMOG_N~EW- 

uW_N 312h4                    A f9 Cv_~_h idvr ff~ t,’j Y m 7N 460~ B 5 ? Z BK W x~ktt Gt O~20i~R b oxXl£~ 3n Sr z3~_X_@ 

FOLLOW DAN ON TYVITTER! 

If you aren’t make it pal~ of your daily habit as a college coach[ Get exclusive 
recruiting al~icles, late-breaking recruiting news, and out obsex-cations and commentary 

on all tile big college sports topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~o:6%20 rs6net/[n~’?e 001r9krdBVTT                          KoMOG%E%’- 

u V, LN 312h4 LKL v 2i k W Lg dC Y 8iAf~CnM h ff£nPfi Ym 7N 460Z B 57 Z B K Wx~ k [-2 GiO ~20i t’7~2~ oxXk\ 3nSrz3xp zM c0mpX i ] 

Front Rush [kQO: / /~2O rs6 net/m~4?e 001rgkrdlBVTTRi,frma- Uh6mFBBmKLV9Ccvi9d~_~S-oXJefilA~;~A£ZK26vd@OO$<xZUAW@~q~6Xl keeI,dG6i5Wz~M2,dgc.- 

TLOFkx&g’~.E@,sUxCPdSI{~] 

Sununer Recruiting Strategy: 

Inlproving Your Neevvorking Outreach as a Coach 

With tile Sutnmer recruiting frexzzy just a fe~v ~veeks a~vay, there’s an oppoxtmlity 

that many college coaches will put on tile recruiting back-burner: 

Net~vorking ~vith other coaches, and taking full advantage of being in a different 

area, is key in developing your recruiting network. 

One idea fronl one of out recruiting resoutces [13t~>~o:i/x2Ors6x~el/in~>’?e ~1r9kdJ3VTTRwE~&J~V5~i~I474Miwcdk~L.4Zut~6~abs~sk~hsyvE4WY~yCYvJDu-u7~9MIWPrec3G~6gSvksWx~ 

~ b8 SecXGoiVE 0~eXY 7Ar×e2dQ ], 
"¥Vhat They Didn’t Teach You About Recruiting", involves a different approach to 

reaching out to high school and club coaches: 

Call one ne~v coach every day in the office. 

Ask thenl who they have that’s good...or ~vho they’d reconunend fronl another team...ask 
them if they need advice on anything related to recruiting, or any instructional 

tips. Spendjusttenminutes talking tothem, and you will have taken a big step 
towards creating a recruiting disciple ready to spread tile word about your- program 
to their kids. I’ve seen it happex~, and it works. 

Just thillk: If you did that every day, for just ten nlinutes a day, you’d build yout 
network to over 200 coaches m just one year, and have those coaches be enthusiastic 

about your progranl because you took a few nlinutes to introduce yourself to thenl. 



The key is to stal~ no,v, Coach. Sumnler is one of the most crucial recruiting periods 

of the year, and not just when it conies to scouting new talent. It’s a prinle oppm~m~ity 
to expand your network that will pay off for your program long after you* Sumnler 

recruiting is done. 

Want more ilffOmlation and tips to prep for a ne~v recruiting year? Get tlae guides 

that have changed the way coaches recruiting across the countw... 

CLICK H~RE TO CONTINUE [h~:/Tt2Ors6neff*t~i~p?e 001rgkrcff3VTTRwk~oRJOV5~@.)I474Mb, v’cdk~ 4Zu*Ol~bsh-sklt~ss~vE4WYl~IbyCYvJDu-uT-9\AI/,~Prec3G-6gSvksWx 

~d~b8 SecXGoAT/S~eXYTA~xe2d~_ .] 

Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~1r9~a.dBVTTRz~dHamfB9~y~kb3hfEQ~MM2M~rRJ~L~3-wdn-Fgj2TYByhvKRhuq6gVJPQ6GVQQMM~xsP- 

0OxEXke SBUdaBot99Okbq4UH5vM3 aWzwglBO 2k 1KjIeAwaJplkYnlYVE~BpFvxoj PyHs4VASWMSw43pBMx $9S3NO -4t~Jp4RFnl0qwoCopTCK SMO SpE8vV JDt26bkRZO 0- 

v3W6q9CtheiTtAWH1 eB7sReMOSA18kG1Ks cKMv fA8 Ve3XaqhuvhfgUVxQvPtxej ebEyD zpy-XG7 I2] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~.:/k2Ors6net/h~o?e :001r9 -l~dBVT’rR2%vkhl S t~-xl 7DW5Nw 
i>;sZ204dz\,d ThoadfD                                               w 9knXLnT2nMO(er ~,’eBU                          ] 

2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 

FINAL FEW YVEEKS TO REGISTER! Don’t miss the best ~veekend for college recruiters. 

CLICK H~RE [L~://~2Ors6net/md}s~?e O0 lrgkrdBVTTPo~                uvB3e4%Si4wxm                   d[~ 3OxLXX-~,2~’~PTYoLAS/_VAv~CrBcO -30vC1 fSBA’r ~ 

] 

College Football Programs Stu*nble Upon a Creative - and Perfectly Legal - Spring 

Recruiting Idea 

CouOesy Michael Carvell, Atlanta Journal Constitution 

The Utfiversity of North Carolina is doing sometl~ng this spring that may be developing 
into a trend among other college football teams in the Southeast. 

It’s a temfic idea, especially froln a recruiting standpoint, by UNC fit-st-year 

coach Larry Fedora. 

The Tat Heels have nloved one of theit- spring practices to an off-campus location 

- 135 nliles away to the fel~ile recruiting grounds of Charlotte. Thu*-sday’s open 
scrinmlage will be held at Mallard Creek High School - and it’s perfectly legal within 

NCAA roles. UVA coach Mike London has been doing this for two years, and the Cavaliers 

have practices at three different off-campus sites this spring... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTENrk~ [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001r9krdBVTTRzXXDLbb ZMkEZcDiVb(aloyD2UbaZO0sqWsiVT3603nlD84Tuqd8OAQjftoEkzFsVPPQvXNMMotzqVQAJnp22 hQwW8- 
GJhyCkf3Lv SzcNHNOJ 1 g 7LuFH7 lzEHXx@KuQ0m6HorE ShSLMVpHOJDge8 e4LIxj EbKdCOIQ-C uM- 
e~ttH1~xLMEPcFaNLjnkg3ZN9V5aNdzHYLV4NF96kLdgB2ByTE~DExxkiiza~URpVdjZji3~zYSR9Fx5pcy~pERikjdM~ ] 
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Jmnp Stal~ YomProgranl’s Recruiting, Brent[ 

BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP! 

Schedule You*- Fall 2012 Event Now Click Here [~4:/~20 rs6 net~m~ 
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The Grooving Problem of Not Being Able to Graduate froln College in Fore Years 

As nlany college advisors are finding out, the jig is up. 

College students - as ~vell as athletes at many u*aiversities - are begitmmg to realize 

that not only is it nearly inlpossible to earn a college degree in fou* years, it’s 

also the plata that nlany colleges secretly have put in place. 

As you read the al~icle at the litik belo~v, there are a fe~v lessons for coaches and 
recruiters: Fitst, laying out a plata that enables a student-athlete to graduate 
in the traditional fou*-year ~vindo~v is gold. Secondly, as this issue gets nlore 
and nlore a~ention, ho~v your college plans for a student-athlete’s career is going 

to stal~ detemlming ~vhether or not they say yes to your invitation to compete. 

Read tlais great student perspective on tlae grooving problenl... 

Findus onFacebook [htrp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~r9~a.dBVTTRz~dHamfB9~y~kb3hfEQ~MM2M~rRJ~L~3-~vdn-Fgj2TYByhvKRhuq6gVJPQ6GVQQMM~xsP- 

0OxEXke SBUdaBot99Okbq4UH5vM3 aWzwglBO 2k 1KjIeAwaJplkYmYVE~BpFvxoj PyHs4VASWMSw43pBMx $9S3NO -4t~Jp4RFm0qwoCopTCK SMO SpE8vV JDt26bkRZO 0- 

v3W6q9CtheiTtAWH1 eBTsReMOSA18kG1Ks cKMv fA8 Ve3XaqhuvhfgUVxQvPtxej ebEyD zpy-XG7 I2] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~a://~2Ors6net’m~o?e 001r9k~dBVTTP©:~_c~,&hl S-{nx] 7DW5\w- 
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Sign-up for the Ne~vsletter[ 

CLICK H~RE 



Fol~vard this email to other coaches! 
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Preparing for Final Exams 

Choose Your Environment Carefully- Do not just start studying anywhere. Find a quiet, orderly place. 

Unfortunately, your dorm room is probably a bad place to study. With all the familiar objects around, it 

would be too easy to get distracted. Instead, try to find your "own" corner of the library. Everyday, get 

there early and start studying. A peaceful environment will be an immeasurable help to your 

concentration. 

Take Short Study Breaks- Studying non-stop is actually not helpful. After a long period of studying, your 

concentration will be broken, and the material that you are trying to learn will not be retained well. A 

trick from Accelerated Distance Learninq by Brad Voeller is taking study breaks. He explains that not all 

study time is equal. For example, one hour of solid study time is not as useful as three study times of 20 

minutes with five minute breaks in between. In either instance, you would study for one hour, but in the 

second case your concentration and retention levels would be raised by the short breaks. During these 

short breaks you can exercise, eat, rest, or do some other activity that takes your mind offthe study 

material. 

Prioritize - "Failing to plan is planning to fail." We have all heard and agreed with that old adage, but 

how many times do we still forget to plan? If you just start studying without a plan, you are likely to 

overlook important areas and over-study unimportant subjects. Plan your week, plan your day, and plan 

what to study. 

Use Study Groups- Study groups are a very controversial subject. Should they be used or ignored? 

Much of the final decision depends on the individual group. Some study groups are not at all useful for 

study, and others are somewhat useful. The best way to use study groups, if you do use them, is for 

review. Learn the material by yourself, and review it by explaining the subject to the study group. Be 

very wary of using study groups to study- it rarely works. 

Double-Check Your Exam Times- You might think this is unnecessary. "Oh, I would never forget my 

exam times", you might say, ’3 have even had nightmares about them!" Nevertheless, it has happened. 

When you are taking many exams in the same week, it is easy to confuse the times. Write the time on a 

sticky note and put it on your refrigerator, computer, class books...anything that you will see on a 

regular basis. 



ATHLIFE FOUNDATION - CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

The Athlife Foundation would like to extend an invitation to all N4A members to submit proposals 
for presentation to be presented at the 2012 Conference for Secondary Education Professionals, 
"Impact Programming for Student-Athletes". The Athlife Foundation has created a platform for high 
schools nationally to develop the Academic-Athletic Support profession, and to create powerful 
programming aimed at student-athletes to promote higher graduation leadership skills. 

This year’s conference will be held .July 12-15 at the Sheraton Suites in Alexandria, VA. The 
Washington Redskins Charitable Foundation’s Coaches in the Classroom program will serve as host. 
We are seeking a range of presentation topics relating to academic-athletic support aimed at the high 
school level. Some areas of particular interest are: study hall management, programminD and 
expectations; counselor coach relationship; first year success course content; community outreach and 
service learning initiatives; pertinent issues surrounding selecting major or field of study, degree 
persistence, progress, and attainment. 

Eligibility for Submission: Any N4A member involved in collegiate academic-advising 
(administration, faculty, full-time advisors, and administrative staff) is invited to submit a proposal. 
Proposals should include your presentation title, learning objectives, and desired format (break out or 
topic presentation). Please include a brief abstract describing your presentation, an outline of 
presentation, the desired learning objectives, and any other information. Abstracts will be included in 
the conference program. Please limit abstracts to 125 words. 

Format options: Conference sessions include breakout sessions, paper or topic presentations 60-75 
minutes in length. 

¯ Breakout sessions can be highly participatory sessions, and presenters should plan to include 
some lecture as well as possible small and large group activities, and a question and answer 
period. Breakout sessions should be very hands-on and issue specific with strategies and 
techniques that the high school staff participants can draw from to potentially incorporate into 
their own programs. 

¯ Paper or topic presentations discuss current issues in academic-athletic support that will 
resonate with the high school profession. Some are based on research, some share best 
practices, and some are developmental, while others are theoretical. The format may be mostly 
lecture with a discussion following or a more informal discussion. 

All sessions are to be proposed 60-75 minutes in length. For questions, or to submit a proposal please 
contact Jeff McCann, Executive Director: jmccann@athlife.org - We will accept proposals from April 
17, 2012, to May 25th, 2012. Selected Presenters will be notified via email by the end of May 2012. 
Conference registration fees will be waived for selected presenters. 

Registration information for those interested in this attending this professional development 
opportunity will follow. The conference will have presentation topics relevant for the college level 
professional, and is aimed at the college level professional that has a strong desire to assist the high 
school professional population more formally. Learn more at www.athlife.org 

Learn, Serve, Play, & Achieve! 



Athlife Foundation Conference for 
Secondary Education Professionals 

Dr. A1 Petitpas 
Director - The Center for Youth Development 
and Research, Springfield College 

Dr. Petitpas has provided consulting services to 
a wide range of sport organizations including, 
2he First Tee, Play It Smart, the NCAA, NBA, 
NFL, USOC, US Ski Team, and LPGA. 

Loretta Lamar 
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and 
Senior Woman Administrator, 
US Naval Academy 

An experienced collegiate level administrator, 
Loretta has delivered a variety of workshops to 
high school programs over the years, q-he new 
changes in NCAA Initial eligibility may present 
challenges for maW schools, and this workshop 
is intended for schools to create a solid game 
plan in educating student-athletes and parents. 

Dr. Kathleer~ Gabriel 
Faculty, School of Education, 
California State University, Chico 

Dr. Gabriel is nationally known for creating and facilitating 
workshops on the art and science of teaching for both faculty 
and graduate teaching assistants. She has extensive experience 
in student-athlete development, and is a former 
high school educator. 

Host Program: 

Washington Redskins 
Charitable Foundation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 12:23 PM 

Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry 
<candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Julie Domina 
<j domina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High <j high@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt 
<jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder 
<kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson 
<krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NEW forms 

TEXT.htm; COE-StudentSPA(04-01-2012).dot; COE-StudentEPA(ap-2s)2007.dot; 
COE-Temp-Int 03232011 a.doc; COE-Temp-Reg 03232011 a.doc; Tracy Harris.vcf 

As you know, when hiring temporary employees there are two forms we require you and the new employee/re-hired employee to 
complete and bring with them to their payroll processing meeting: the "Conditions of Employment" and the "Payroll Data Sheet". 
Because there are four types of temporary employees, the conditions of employment for each differ slightly. In order to insure that we 

convey the correct information to each new hire, please note the following categories and the title of the appropriate "Conditions of 

Employment" for each category: 
SPA Student Assistant (paid bi-weekly): "SPA Student Employee Certifications and Conditions of Employment" 

EPA Student Assistant (students on stipends-paid monthly): "EPA Student Employee Certifications and Conditions of Employment" 
SPA Temporary (regularly work more than 25 hours/week): "Conditions of Employment-SPA Intermittent Temporary Employee" 

SPA Intermittent Temporary (generally work 25 hours/week or less): "Conditions of Employment-SPA Temporary Employee" 
Copies of each of these COE’s are attached for your use. Please be sure that you use the correct one for each category of temporary. If 

you have any questions, please let me or Joyce know. 
NOTE: the "Payroll Data" form currently remains unchanged but is in the process of being revised, so stay tuned for the revised 

edition!! 
If you have any questions, please let me or Joyce know. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

William Richards <wrichards@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 8:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hours 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 
I still don’t have an onyen/pid, but Raphael said that you had taken the 
sign in sheet, so I couldn’t sign in. He said that I should email my hours, 
so that’s what I am doing. They are 6:45pm to 8:00pm. 

Thanks, 
William Richards 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Metzger <lee.metzger@bc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 1:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Handbook 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 

It was nice to meet you at the ACC Directors meeting Monday and Tuesday. Dard and I really appreciated you and your colleagues 
speaking about your experiences. I was wondering if you would be willing to share your tutor manual with us here at BC. We are in 
the process of revising ours. It would be really helpful for us to see what you cover and are using for training purposes. Thanks again 
for all of your insight and willingness to be open and helpful to the rest of us. 

Best, 
Lee 

Lee Metzger 
Assistant Director 
Learning Resources for Student-Athletes 
Boston College 
(617)-552-0617 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Athletic Department Play Day 

Text.htm 

MEMO 

To: Athletic Department Personnel 

From: Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: Athletic Department Play Day 

On May 3, 2012 all members of the Athletic Department are invited to participate in golf, tennis, walking or line dancing activities. 

Please complete the attached form and indicate your preference of activity and return it to Beth Miller by April 25th. If you would like 
to play golf with specific people, please indicate this on the form along with your handicap or average score. 

Golfers will begin play at 10:30 a.m. at Finley Golf Course. Tennis players should meet at the UNC Tennis Center at 1:30 p.m. 
Walkers should meet Steve Gisselman at 10:30 a.m. in the Loudermilk Center Weight Room (lst floor) and line dancers meet in 
Carmichael Arena at 1:30 p.m. 

I hope all of you will be able to participate and we look forward to being with you at this time. 

Bubba 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingsite.com <audio@professortrainingsite.com> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 12:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
How Can Your College Improve Learning for Special Needs Students? 5/3 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

Students with special needs present a unique challenge for higher ed 
institutions. The number of learning disabled identified students is rising and 
colleges must be fully prepared to accommodate and educate these students 
effectively and legally. How can your institution help these students succeed, 
while minimizing liability? Join us for our live, 60-minnte webinar: 

"Special Needs Students: Legal & Effective Strategies to Promote Learning" 
Thursday, May 3, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
~:ii\:vww.professortrainingsi~e.co~V29Y!Oi2ip76MUBc/p79QVRK3iipOe 

Program Highlights: 

Strategies to Enhance Special Needs Students’ Learning Experience 
** How to help LD students take better notes, organize workload & more 

** Solutions to improve reading comprehension skills of LD students 

** Keys to helping students avoid concentration lapses & stay focused 

Accommodations, Lawsuits & More: Legal Ramifications of LD Students 

** Test times, course waivers & more: Keys to proper compliance 

** Documentation & accommodation: Legal do’s & don’ts 

** Cheating or disability - How to respond to claims of learning struggles 
** 3 key issues to avoid at all costs - do’s & don’ts you need to know 

Solutions to Foster LD Student Development Outside the Classroom 
** How to empower special needs students through self-advocacy 
** Mentorship programs: What works and what doesn’t 
** Tips to help students study for exams and write papers at home 

Live question & answer session: Have your special needs student questions answered 

Your expert presenter: 
Lezley Holmes, Licensed Educational Psychologist earned her BA from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln in psychology in 1992. She earned her MS and PPS 
credentials from California State University, Sacramento in 1996. 
** Her assessment and behavioral training experience ranges from students aged 
four to adult. She has extensive experience with children diagnosed with 
Asperger’s Disorder, ADHD, ADD and other al~xiety based disorders. Lezley also 
worked at West Valley Community College in the Learning Disabilities Center to 
evaluate and assist students with accessing services and learning in the college 
setting. 
** Lezley has worked for the last fifteen years in public schools. She has 
served as a district 504 coordinator, a counselor for special education 
students, and ran conflict management and social skills groups for elementary 
schools. 
** She has served as a PENT representative where 200 psychologists in the state 
of California were chosen due to their behavioral specialties and expertise. She 
has also developed the Behavior Support Plans and procedures for an urban school 
district in Northern California. 
** She is also founder and CEO of Parent Help Live, a web based premiere 
resource for parents of children aged 3 to 18. 

* Special Needs Students: Legal & Effective Strategies to Promote Learning * 
* Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 



* Thursday, May 3, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rof esso r~rairfrtgsite, co m/2 9 Y iOi2~ 7 6MUBc 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

ff registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 267847 

Contact ID#: -1599012270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 8:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Athletic Department Play Day 

TEXT.htm; Athletic Department Play Day Form.docx 

MEMO 

To: 

From: 

Athletic Department Personnel 

Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: Athletic Department Play Day 

On May 3, 2012 all members of the Athletic Department are invited to participate in golf, tennis, walking or line dancing activities. 

Please complete the attached form and indicate your preference of activity and return it to Beth Miller by April 25th. If you would 
like to play golf with specific people, please indicate this on the form along with your handicap or average score. 

Golfers will begin play at 10:30 a.m. at Finley Golf Course. Tennis players should meet at the UNC Tennis Center at 1:30 p.m. 
Walkers should meet Steve Gisselman at 10:30 a.m. in the Loudermilk Center Weight Room (lst floor) and line dancers meet in 
Carmichael Arena at 1:30 p.m. 

I hope all of you will be able to participate and we look forward to being with you at this time. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Athletic Department Play Day Form 

Name: 

I will play golf 

Handicap or Average Score 

Others you would like to play with: 

I will play tennis 

I will walk 

I will line dance 

**** Please return form to Beth Miller by April 25, 2012 **** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: tutor termination letter 

TEXT.htm; tutor termination letter.msg 

Brent - will you send a copy of the letter to Heather at Duke and Shamari at the conference office. Thank you. RJM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Heather Ryan" <hryan@duaa. duke. edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 12:12 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutor termination letter 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Robert, 

Great to see you Monday .... thank you so much for the presentation and 
for sharing your experiences. Quick question...any chance you could 
send me your termination letter for your tutors? I would really 
appreciate it. Thanks! Goodluck finishing the semester! 

Heather 

Heather Ryan 

Executive Director of Academic Support 

Duke Athletics 

(919) 681-3160 

hryan@duaa.duke, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Golf for Play Day 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Very much so ! Thanks for the invite. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/19/2012 8:59 AM >>> 

Good morning Shelley! 
Spencer, Nate and I are wondering if you would like to play golf with us again this year. Interested? 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p : //tarhee lb lue. cs~v, com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 6:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Finals Review Schedule (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, April 23rd (ACC Championship) and will have limited access to email during this time. I will 
respond to all emails as promptly as possible once I return. 

Thanks for your patience. 

Go Heels ! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 04/19/12 18:01 >>> 

Good evening, 
I hope this email finds you all well. As finals approach rapidly, I wanted to send out our large group review schedule; it is attached. 
The identified courses are the large group reviews that the program will support; if you are meeting with a tutor for another course not 
shown on this list, you may have already set up a review time - perfectly understandable. For those courses in which we do not have 
great numbers of students, I left it up to you and your tutor to establish a review time. 

Let me know if you have questions and good luck on your finals - I know you will do well! 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itarhce~b]ue.cstv.cora<~://tarheeIbIue.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



All, 

There will be a very special event in Carmichael Arena on Tuesday. At this time, I am unable to give specifics of this 

event, however you should be aware by the end of the day today via local news. 

The reason for my email is because I wanted to go ahead and let everyone know that Carmichael will be a 

restricted location on campus that day. Please do not plan to bring recruits by, etc. on this day. 

Also, the Olympic Sports Athletic Equipment room will be unavailable that day as well, so please make prior 

arrangements if you need to do so. 

Thanks for everyone’s cooperation, & GO HEELS!!! 
~Stacey 



Thursday, May 3,a 

Ty Votaw 9:00 to 10:00 
The Olympics & Athlete Development Executive Vice President of Communications and 

International Affairs - PGA TOUR 

Doping in Sport: Compelling and Effective Ways 
to Educate Athletes 

Travis Tygart 

CEO US Anti-Doping Agency (USADA) 

10:15 to 11:30 

Enhancing Athlete Safety: Experience from 
International Tennis 

Kathy Martin 
Senior Director of Athlete Assistance WTA 

2:00 to 3:00 

Coaching for the Future Pia Nilsson & Lynn Marriott 3:15 to 4:30 
Vision 54 

J,~.OJ~.~.e.,o].~P.,o!.,nJ~.,o .,o ~.~°.~°~L~~~~~~~~~.~.~°!.~J!~.~°]~.~?.~°~.~.9 
The Driving Range: An Applied Coaching Pia Nilsson & Lynn Marriott 5:30 to 6:15 
Experience Vision 54 

Friday, May 4~ 

How Social Media is Changing the Game: 
Navigating the Opportunities and Challenges 
Facing Athletes on Twitter, Facebook and 
Beyond. 

Evolution of Athlete Development 

Ellyn Angelotti 
Poynter Media Institute 

9:00 to 10:15 

10:30 to 12:00 

EAD SLOT # 2 Joshua Gordon 
CNC & Axon 

"Training Above the Neck" 

11:00 to 11:30 



ABOUT THE ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT 2012 

The 2012 ADS will be held May 3-4, in Orlando, Florida. The Rosen 

Shingle Creek will serve as host hotel, and ADS sessions will be held at the nearby 

Rosen College of Hospitality Management. Discounted registration fees are 

provided to members of PAADS. To learn more visit: www.paads.orfl/ads2012-2. 

The Athlete Development Summit (ADS) was a concept first created by the 

NFLPA and hosted by the NFL in 2002. In conjunction with the NBA, it was 

expanded to include additional leagues and experts in the field of athlete 
development. Since then, the ADS has evolved into an annual conference 

attracting many of the leaders in athlete development from major sports 

organizations around the world. The ADS provides athlete development specialists 

with a forum for connecting with representatives of a wide variety of organizations in 

the profession and sharing best practices and ideas in the field of athlete 

development. 

The 2011 ADS was held May 4-6 in Orlando, Florida. In addition to 

attendees from major U.S. leagues, governing bodies, teams and universities, the 

2011 ADS was attended by representatives from the sport of rugby in Australia and 

tennis in the United Kingdom. 

Renowned speaker Dr. Jim Loehr of the Human Performance Institute 

delivered the keynote address for the 2011 ADS, "Self Determination Theory, 

Intrinsic Motivation and Character Development in Elite Athletes." Among the other 

topics at the 2011 ADS were "The Globalization of Sport", led by Mike Whan, LPGA 

Commissioner, and "The Athlete Cradle to Grave: Amateur to Pro to Transition", led 
by Dr. Janice Hilliard, NBA Vice President, Player Development. 

Previous ADS conferences have also included a diverse array of speakers 

and topics. Among these speakers were David Stern, Commissioner of the NBA, 

and Kenneth Shropshire, a founder of the Wharton Sports Business Initiative at the 

University of Pennsylvania. 

Founding Leagues 



FYI: The fire alarm will be tested in Carmichael in the next hour!!!!!!!!!!!!! You do NOT have to exit the 
building!!!!!!! 

Thanks 
Stacey 

> > > Stacey Harris 4/20/2012 8:58 AM > > > 
All, 

There will be a very special event in Carmichael Arena on Tuesday. At this time, T am unable to give specifics of this 

event, however you should be aware by the end of the day today via local news. 

The reason for my email is because T wanted to go ahead and let everyone know that Carmichael will be a VERY 

restricted location on campus that day. Please do not plan to bring recruits by, etc. on this day. 

Also, the Olympic Sports Athletic Equipment room will be unavailable that day as well, so please make prior 
arrangements if you need to do so. 

Thanks for everyone’s cooperation, & GO HEELS!!! 

~Stacey 



Sorry for the last email about the fire alarm!! Should have been sent to Carmichael staff only. 

> > > Stacey Harris 4/20/2012 8:58 AM > > > 

All, 
There will be a very special event in Carmichael Arena on Tuesday. At this time, I am unable to give specifics of this 

event, however you should be aware by the end of the day today via local news. 

The reason for my email is because I wanted to go ahead and let everyone know that Carmichael will be a VERY 

restricted location on campus that day. Please do not plan to bring recruits by, etc. on this day. 

Also, the Olympic Sports Athletic Equipment room will be unavailable that day as well, so please make prior 
arrangements if you need to do so. 

Thanks for everyone’s cooperation, & GO HEELS!!! 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 11:31 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
weekly report 

TEXT.htm; weekly4-20.pdf 

Not much to report this week. For some reason the weekly study hall hours did not show up on the report. 
if you need me to. I can send you a separate report on Monday. Let me know. 

Kym 

I can manually enter them 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



Not much to report this week. For some reason the weekly study hall hours did not show up on the report. I can 

manually enter them if you need me to. I can send you a separate report on Monday. Let me know. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Prol~ram for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"For KidSake" <For_KidSake@mail.marketingcenter.intuit.com> 

Saturday, April 21, 2012 11:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Respectful Schools Newsletter 

TEXT.htm 

Click to view this email in a browser 
h~p~//hos~ed.ma~ketingcer~er.im~it.c~rrv~6~73/5e3~db~d.f3/~3~9~3/ad19~713/ 

Depressed kids bullying targets 

Do kids become depressed after they are bullied, or are they bullied 
because they are depressed kids? Kids who are ostracized by their 
peers and bullied often become depressed, but new research suggests 
that the relationship may work the other way around as well: 
children,s depressive symptoms in elementary school precede social 
victimization and isolation later on. The thinking is that children 
with depression are not only less likable to others, but they are 
also visibly marked as having low status. That attracts the attention 
of bullies who like to prey on weaker victims who won[] t fight back. 
It also leads other children who might previously have liked them, or 
at least tolerated them, to become afraid to associate with them too, 
because they don[] t want to attract the bullies [] attention 
themselves and because being linked with low-status peers may reduce 
their own social standing. So by 6th grade, not only are the 
depressed children more likely to be bullied, they [] re also more 
likely to be rejected by the rest of their peer group. 

The researchers also note that the pathway from depression to 
bullying may run the other way in older grades. As socializing 
becomes more important in the teen years, vulnerable kids who 
experience social difficulties like bullying and rejection may become 
more likely to develop depression, or if they were previously 
depressed, their social problems may exacerbate their symptoms. 

read- 
~//cts.ma~ke~ingce~er.mmi~.c~m/c/?~S~ions/5e3~db~df3/ad19~13/3f4~e3~2c~ more about this study 

You can learn all about helping victims by signing up for our 
Supporting Victims of Bullying TeleClass here - 
~//cts.ma~keti~gce~er.intmt.c~m/c/?7S~i~ns/5e36db7df3/ad19~6713/3f596eb52~ 

Getting to "I’m sorry" 

Asking students to apologize after saying or doing something hurtful 
can work...or not! Sometimes students merely go thru the motions of 
an apology and it leaves staff feeling frustrated, and not knowing 
what to do about it. Here’s a tip: Ask those witnessing the offered 
apology to evaluate the sincerity of the apology using a thumbs, up, 
down or sideways. Thumbs up means the apology was sincere, thumbs 
down means it was not, and thumbs sideways means the person judging 
doesn’t know whether the apology was sincere or not. Have a standing 
rule in place that "any thumbs down and you (the kid apologizing) 
have to apologize again in a different way." Be sure to remind 
students that "we are evaluating the sincerity of the apology, not 
either person involved in the put-down." 

You can learn all about teaching kids social skills by signing up for 
our Giving Kids the Social Skills They Lack TeleClass here - 
htt~:/icts~marketm~cer~ter.ir~t~it.comici?7 Solutionsi5e3 (~dbTd~iad 198(~(~713/125c(~72caa 



The Respectful School Companion 

A free resource brought to you regularly by the staff at For KidSake. 
Please feel free to forward this to your friends and colleauges, or 
have them sign up for their own copy at www.forkidsake.net/teleclass 

http : //cts.marketir~gcent e r Ar(mit.c~ m/c/?~ So ~tio r~s/ 5e3 6db 7 d~3 /ad19%(~ 713 /d6c 4d7 2 3 9d 

Forward this newsletter to a friend - 
hll~:/Toptin.mafi~etingcen~er.inmit.com!f2~/v4/send to friend.html?ch=5e36dbTd£3&lid=6389603&ldh=ad19866713 

tir~.marketi~a~center.inmit.com/f2a~v4isend to f~ie~d.htr~fl?ch=5e36dbTd~&lid=638%03&1d~=ad19866713 - 
h~p:L/cts.marke~r~ceNerAnt~it.c~m/c/?7S~h~ti~ns/5e36db~df3/ad19866713/3c1dc32~e~ 

In This Issue 

Depressed kids get bullied 
Apology strategies 

Free TeleClass! 

The Latest and Best Strategies for Great School Climate for Pupil 
Personnel 

Schools have been striving to bullyproof their buildings now for a 
number of years [] long enough to create a opportunities to learn what 
works and what does not. This TeleClass delivers all that! 

~://cts.marke~ir~gcen~erAnt~it.com/c/?7S~t~i~ns/5e36db~df3/ad19866713/cc9~6425f1/instance id=210 Register for FREE 

Lots of other TeleClasses to help you in your work... 

Dealing with Bullies 
Supporting Victims 
Counselors in the Classroom 
When Parents are part of the Problem 
High-impact Interventions 
Reaching the Unmotivated Student 

Giving Kids Social Skills they Lack 

Quick and Easy Support Groups 

See the entire list of our class offerings here - 
ht~p://cts.marke~n~en~erAntmt.c~m/c/?7S~ti~ns/5e36db~d~3/ad19866713/2bd146~65d 

- info@forkidsake.net info@forkidsake.net 

~:/icts.marketir~gcer~terAr~tuit.comici?7 Soludonsi5e36dbTd~iad 19866713icalbff4~ga www.forkidsake.net/teleclass 

509. 293. 6912 

~:iicts.marketingocenterAr~tui~.com!ci?7 Solutionsi5e36dbTd~Uad 19866713/dd8758332e 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this 
message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the 
following link: 

~:iicts.marketingcenlerAnmit.comit~?5e36dbTd£3/ad 19866713/mlpftw 



This message was sent by For KidSake 

For KidSake 
750 Swanson Gulch Rd 
Manson, Washington 98831 
US 



Click to s, iew this email in a browser 

Depressed kids bullying 
targets 

Do kids become 
] 1000791856 3 

depressed after they are 

bullied, or are they bullied 

because they are 

depressed kids? Kids who 

are ostracized by their 

peer~ and bullied often 

become depressed, but 

new research suggests that the relationship may work 

the other way around as well: children’s depressive 

symptoms in elementary school precede social 

victimization and isolation later on. The thinking is that 

children with depression are not only less likable to 

others, but they are also visibly marked as having low 

status. That attracts the attention of bullies who like to 

prey on weaker victims who won’t fight back. It also leads 

other children who might previously have liked them, or at 

least tolerated them, to become afraid to associate with 

them too, because they don’t want to attract the bullies’ 

attention themselves and because being linked with low- 

status peer~ may reduce their own social standing. So 

by 6th grade, not only are the depressed children more 

likely to be bullied, they’re also more likely to be rejected 

by the rest of their peer group. 

The researchers also note that the pathway from 

depression to bullying may run the other way in older 

grades. As socializing becomes more important in the 

teen years, vulnerable kids who experience social 

difficulties like bullying and rejection may become more 

likely to develop depression, or if they wer~ previously 

depressed, their social problems may exacerbate their" 

symptoms. 

read more about this study 

You can learn all about helping victims by signing up 

for our Supporting Victims of Bullying TeleClass 

Getting to ":i’m sorry" 

Asking students to apologize after saying or doing 

something hurtful can work...or not! Sometimes students 

merely go thru the motions of an apology and it leaves 

staff feeling frustrated, and not knowing what to do about 

it. Here’s a tip: Ask those witnessing the offered apology 

to evaluate the sincerity of the apology using a thumbs, 

up, down or sideways. Thumbs up means the apology 



was sincere, thumbs down means it was not, and 

thumbs sideways means the person judging doesn’t 

know whether the apology was sincere or not. Have a 

standing rule in place that "any thumbs down and you 

(the kid apologizing) have to apologize again in a different 

way." Be sure to remind students that "we are evaluating 

the sincerity of the apology, not either person involved in 

the put-down." 

You can learn all about teaching kids social skills by 

signing up for our Giving Kids the Social Skills They 

Lack TeleClass here 

The Respectful School 
Companion 

A free resource brought to you regularly by the staff 

at For KidSake. Please feel free to forward this to 

your friends and colleauges, or have them sign up for 

their own copy at ~,~forkidsake~net/teleclass 

Forward this ne~#sJetter to a friend 

I~1 mini logo 4 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

For KidSake 

750 Swanson Gulch Rd 

Manson, Washington 98831 

US 



<div class="gmail_extra">Hi Brent,<br><br>The punch out time would be 9pm on Weds. 
4/18. <br><br>This was the result of some &quot;gremlin&quot; because when I did sign out 
that night the screen was in a totally different configuration for some reason., in any event, 
thanks for taking care of this for me I appreciate it.<br> 
<br>Regards<br><br><div class="gmail_quote">On Sun, Apr 22, 2012 at 5:29 PM, Blanton, 
Brent S <span dir="ltr">&lt;<a href="mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu" 
target="_blank">blanton@uncaa.unc.edu</a>&gt;</span> wrote:<br><blockquote 
class="gmail_quote" style="margin:0pt Opt Opt 0.8ex;border-left: 1 px solid 
rgb(204,204,204); padding-left: 1 ex"> 

<div link="blue" vlink="purple" lang="EN-US"> 
<div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt">Good 
evening,<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt">You are receiving this email because 
you have a missed punch on the system. Let me know what time to put in to correct the error 
or I will not be able to approve your timecard tomorrow.<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 

<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt">Thank you,<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt">Brent<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<div style="border-width:medium medium 1.5pt;border-style:none none solid;border-color:- 
moz-use-text-color -moz-use-text-color windowtext;padding:0in 0in 1 pt"> 
<p class="MsoNormal" style="border:medium none;padding:0in"><span style="font- 
size: 12pt;font-family:Mistral;color:rgb(23,54,93)">Brent Blanton<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
</div> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Associate 
Director <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Undergraduate 
E ducation <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">College of Arts and 
Sciences <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">University of North Carolina, Chapel 



Hill<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><a href="tel:%28919%29%20962-9536" 
value="+19199629536" target="_blank">(919) 962-9536</a> ofc I <a 
href="tel:%28919%29%20962-8247" value="+ 19199628247" target="_blank">(919) 962- 
8247</a> fax<u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 

<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><a href="http:lltarheelblue.cstv.coml" 
target="_blank">http:lltarheelblue.cstv.com<la><u><lu><u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><u></u> <u><lu><lspan><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Loudermilk Center for 
Excellence <u> <lu> <u> <lu> <lspan > <lp > 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">344 Ridge Road, CB 
3107<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size: 10pt;font- 
family:&quot;Constantia&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3107<u></u><u></u></span></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><u></u> <u></u></p> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><img src= .... alt="Description: Description: smaller NC logo" 
width="72" border="0" height="59"><u><lu><u><lu><lp> 
<p class="MsoNormal"><u></u> <u></u></p> 

</div> 
</div> 

</blockquote></div><br><br clear="all"><br>--<br>Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT<br>World 
History, AP European History<br>Cedar Ridge High School<br><br><br> 
</div> 

<pre>NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under 
federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the 
person to whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, 
please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have 
received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete the 
message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public 
Records law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, corn <audio@professortrainingtoday. corn> 

Sunday, April 22, 2012 7:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance! FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance, 5/2 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

Last Chance ! 
There are only a few days left to register for this comprehensive event: 

"FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance" 
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

FERPA Compliance: Everything You Wanted to Know But Were Afraid to Ask 
** FERPA do’s and don’ts when handling student information 
** How to navigate student and parent rights under FERPA 
** Required consent: ways to avoid illegal record disclosure 

Crisis Management: FERPA Laws Regarding Emergency Situations 
** What you can and can’t disclose under FERPA in a crisis 
** Keys to safeguarding your university from unwanted litigation 
** Record retention and management strategies to ensure easy access 

Record Retention & Documentation Guidelines for Your University 
** Auditing strategies to ensure your school is FERPA compliant 
** What is - and is not - considered an educational record 
** Exceptions to FERPA: when the law is on your side 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your FERPA Questions Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

Carolyn Reinach Wolf is a Partner in the law firm of Abrams, Fensterman, 
Fensterman, Eisman, Greenberg, Formato & Einiger, LLP and Director of the Firm’s 
Mental Health Law practice. 

** Carolyn is also an Adjunct Professor, Hofstm School of Law, where she 
teaches Law and Psychiatry. 
** She holds a J.D. from Hofstra University School of Law, an M.S. in Health 
Services Administxation from the Harvard School of Public Health and an M.B.A. 
in Management from the Hofstm University School of Business. She is admitted to 
practice in New York State and Federal Courts as well as the U.S. Supreme Court. 
** Prior to practicing law, Ms. Wolf is a former hospital administrator and 
Director of Hospital Risk Management. 
As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

* FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance * 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, May 2, 2012 [] (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
hllp:i/ww~.pro~:essor~raini~glodav corw’29LiOi2ij)778ZGc/p79P, DRM6i/pOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 



Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
h~p:iiwww.profe ssor~raimn~today :comi29Li4Ci2i~78ZGcip79~RM6i?pOe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 262145 

Contact ID#: -1604028166 



Brent Blanton, 

Last Chance! 
There are only a few days left to register for this comprehensive event: 

"FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance" 
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
hJttp :iiwww.pro~:esso~rair~ir~gtoda~< com/29Li0i2ip778ZGcip79RDR~v~[6iip0e 

FERPA Compliance: Everything You Wanted to Know But Were Afraid to Ask 
FERPA do’s and don’ts when handling student information 
How to navigate student and parent rights under FERPA 
Required consent: ways to avoid illegal record disclosure 

Crisis Management: FERPA Laws Regarding Emergency Situations 
¯ What you can and can’t disclose under FERPA in a crisis 
¯ Keys to safeguarding your university from unwanted litigation 
¯ Record retention and management strategies to ensure easy access 

Record Retention & Documentation Guidelines for Your University 
¯ Auditing strategies to ensure your school is FERPA compliant 
¯ What is - and is not - considered an educational record 
¯ Exceptions to FERPA: when the law is on your side 

Question & Answer Session - Have All of Your FERPA Questions Answered! 

Your expert presenter: 

Carolyn Reinach Wolf is a Partner in the law firm of Abrams, Fensterman, 
Fensterman, Eisman, Greenberg, Formato & Einiger, LLP and Director of the Firm’s 
Mental Health Law practice. 

Carolyn is also an Adjunct Professor, Hofstra School of Law, where she 
teaches Law and Psychiatry. 
She holds a J.D. from Hofstra University School of Law, an M.S. in Health 
Services Administration from the Harvard School of Public Health and an M.B.A. 
in Management from the Hofstra University School of Business. She is admitted to 
practice in New York State and Federal Courts as well as the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Prior to practicing law, Ms. Wolf is a former hospital administrator and 
Director of Hospital Risk Management. 
As a leader in fast-read, actionable advice on workplace issues, the conference 
gives you the opportunity to add immediate impact to your recruiting efforts in 
a manner that is: 

* FERPA & Your College: Critical Guidance for University Compliance * 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, May 2, 2012 - (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 



calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http :~www.professor~rair~in .comi29LiOi2/l~778ZGcir?79RDRM6i~Oe 

We hope you’ll j oin us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
furore conferences, please click here: 
h~ttp:/~i’,~w,:a~.~professor~rair~in      .comi29Li4Ci2i~778ZGc              Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 262145 

Contact ID#: - 1604028166 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 8:40 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 
Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly 
Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Upcoming Events 

TEXT.htm; 42312.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of April 23, 2012 
Date 
4/23 
4/24 
4/24 
4/25 
4/25 
4/25 
4/26 
4/29 
4/29 

Event 
Compliance Meetings 
Women’ s Group 
Compliance Meetings 
Leadership Academy 
Compliance Meetings 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Rowing Event 
Swim & Dive Event 

Time 
3:00-5:30 PM 
Noon 
2:30-3:00 PM 
Noon-1:00 PM 
4:00-4:30 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
2:00-4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 

Week of April 30, 2012 
Date 
5/1 
5/3 
5/4 
5/5 
5/5 
5/5 
5/6 

Event Time 
Women’ s Group Noon 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study Noon-2:00 PM 
Transfer Student Event 4:00-7:00 PM 
Baseball Alumni Lunch Noon-2:00 PM 
Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 2:00 PM 
Lacrosse Tailgate TBD 

Vis. Team Locker Room Use @4:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Visiting FB Locker Room 

Week of May 
Date 
5/8 
5/8 
5/9 
5/10 
5/10 
5/10-12 
5/11 
5/12 
5/12 
5/13 

7, 2012 
Event 
Women’ s Group 
Catering Expo 
ACC Softball Meeting 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Commencement Prep 
ACC Softball Tournament 
Commencement Prep 
Commencement Prep 
Alumni Association 
Commencement 

Time 
Noon 
TBD 
TBD 
Noon-2:00 PM 
All Day 
All Day 
All Day 
All Day 

7:00-9:00 PM 
All Day 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 
Locker Rooms 
Blue Zone 
Blue Zone 
Upper & Concourse Club 
Blue Zone 



Just a reminder, everyone except managers should be using the following URL to access TiM: 

~s://ur~ctimoUr~c.edu/wfc/a~lications/w~¢k/htm!/ess/Io 



Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 10:26 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Panel says things are better, but not perfect, for LGBT athletes I Inside Higher Ed 

~:iiwww.insideh’@~ered.comilaewsi2012/04/23 soareobet~er~ot toa~h~eJtes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 1:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Newest Challenges of 18 Year Old Students & How to Overcome Them - 5/17 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

Today’s students bring unique learning needs and instructional wants to the 
college classroom. How can you overcome these challenges and effectively 
engage and educate the newest generation of college students to achieve success 

in the classroom7 

"The Newest Challenges of 18 Year Old Students & How to Overcome Them" 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 

~ :iiwww .bes’~professortraining. com/2AA20/2           7BJ MYU 6i.,~p0e 

Program Highlights: 

Today’s Students: Who is the Millennial Learner & What are Their Needs 
** How do students of today differ from previous generations 
** What are the unique characteristics & traits of millennial students 
** How millennial behaviors impact your teaching & their learning 

Enhance Teaching Effectiveness for Gen Y Students: Tips for Success 
** Teaching methods to use to achieve learning with Generation Y 
** How to use technology to further engage today’s students 
** Effective strategies to overcome learning & engagement obstacles 

Assessment Strategies: What Works with Today [] s Students 

** Strategies to create effective assignments & team oriented exercises 
** Providing feedback - Keys to communicate with Gen Y students 
** How to balance your teaching methods to engage your entire classroom 
** Rewarding today’s students [] Effective motivational tips for faculty 

Live question and answer session - Have your millennial student questions answered 

Your expert presenter: 

Loren Kleinman has over five years experience teaching developmental reading and 
writing and more than seven years of writing/editorial experience. 
** In her current position she is an Instructional Designer at Berkeley College 
where she trains online faculty to align technology with pedagogical practice in 
order to engage and retain students. 
** Kleinman is also the owner of LK Editorial, LLC. Her services range from 
writing press releases to ghostwriting to offering writing workshops in various 
disciplines for staff development such as Not So Basic Writing and Puppies and 
Kittens: Communicating Effectively through Email. She also offers one-on-one 
writing consultations, providing you with feedback on how to improve your own 
writing (personal or creative). 
** Loren holds a B.A. in English Literature from Drew University and an M.A. in 
Creative and Critical Writing from the University of Sussex (UK). 



* The Newest Challenges of 18 Year Old Students & How to Overcome Them * 
* Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~:iiwww.bestl?rofessor~rai~ng.comi2AA/Oi2ip7 ATYQci~7B~MY U6b’~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~ : iiwww, bestp ro f e sso rtrai~ng co m/2 AA/ 4 Ci 2,~ 7 AT Y Qc /p 7B JMYU 6 i~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 375462 

Contact ID#: -1595001448 



Brent Blanton, 

Today’s students bring unique learning needs and instructional wants to the 
college classroom. How can you overcome these challenges and effectively 
engage and educate the newest generation of college students to achieve success 
in the classroom? 

"The Newest Challenges of 18 Year Old Students & How to Overcome Them" 
Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
!~ttp :iiwww.besJ~professor~raining.corni2AAi0i2!          7B JM’i%~’ 

Program Highlights: 

Today’s Students: Who is the Millennial Learner & What are Their Needs 
¯ How do students of today differ from previous generations 
¯ What are the unique characteristics & traits of millennial students 
¯ How millennial behaviors impact your teaching 8: their learning 

Enhance Teaching Effectiveness for Gen Y Students: Tips for Success 
¯ Teaching methods to use to achieve learning with Generation Y 
¯ How to use technology to further engage today’s students 
¯ Effective strategies to overcome learning & engagement obstacles 

Assessment Strategies: What Works with Today’s Students 
¯ Strategies to create effective assignments & team oriented exercises 
¯ Providing feedback - Keys to communicate with Gen Y students 
¯ How to balance your teaching methods to engage your entire classroom 
¯ Rewarding today’s students - Effective motivational tips for faculty 

Live question and answer session - Have your millennial student questions answered 

Your expert presenter: 

Loren Kleinman has over five years experience teaching developmental reading and 
writing and more than seven years of writing/editorial experience. 

¯ In her current position she is an Instructional Designer at Berkeley College 
where she trains online faculty to align technology with pedagogical practice in 
order to engage and retain students. 

¯ Kleinman is also the owner of LK Editorial, LLC. Her services range from 
writing press releases to ghostwriting to offering writing workshops in various 
disciplines for staff development such as Not So Basic Writing and Puppies and 
Kittens: Communicating Effectively through Email. She also offers one-on-one 
writing consultations, providing you with feedback on how to improve your own 
writing (personal or creative). 

¯ Loren holds a B.A. in English Literature from Drew University and an M.A. in 
Creative and Critical Writing from the University of Sussex (UK). 

* The Newest Challenges of 18 Year Old Students & How to Overcome Them * 
* Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference * 



* Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
bttp ://w~,w.bestprof~essor~raining.com/2AA!Oi2i          7BJMYU6ii~ 

We hope you’ll j oin us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
furore conferences, please click here: 
~ : / iw~w. b estpr o f e ssortrainin g. com/ 2 AAi 4 C i2 /          7BJMYU6ii~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 375462 

Contact ID#: -1595001448 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 6:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 4-23-12: Baseball Sweeps; Softball to Host Final Home Series 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 4 -23-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Club 
Weekend Sweep Sixth at SEC Fan Fest Tour 

at Auburn Chain Dates Announced 

Softball Hosts Baseball Auction Get the 2012 
Final Home Packa.qes for LSU Gameday T-Shirt 
Series Two,~, Packages Get the gameday 
Senior Day Available for Final t-shirt design 
Sunday; Honoring Home Baseball voted on. by fans! 
Beckham Field Series Details 
Details i&,>> Details 

Thursday April 26 
BSB vs. Alabama - 7:30 PM 
TV: ESPNU 

Friday April 27 
BSB vs. Alabama - 7 PM 
SFB vs. Auburn - 7 PM 
Saturday April 28 
BSB vs. Alabama - 1:30 PM 
SFB vs. Auburn - 7 PM 
Sunday April 29 
SFB vs. Auburn - 1 PM 
*Senior Day* 

Click here for more info on this 
week’s games & promotions! 

Gamecock Spotlight 
-WGF: Katie Bumett 
-A MGF: Dykes Harbin 
- MTN: Harry Menzies 
Baseball 
- Weekly" Notebook 
Cross Country 
- 3 Athletes Win Awards 

Women’s Soccer 
- DiAn~qelo Wins Top Honor 
Women’s Tennis 
- SC Wins SEC Tourney 1st 
Round Match 
Football 
- Travelle Wharton Adiusts to 
Cincinnati 

forSODaw 
radio is on us. 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question: Student-Athletes cannot wager on 

sports in which the NCAA conducts 

championship co_mpetition. Does this rule apply 
to anyone else?A 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours: MonoFr A 9:00 a,m, ~ 5:00 pro, 

Phone: (803) 777°4274 or (800) 4SCoFANS or 
(800) 472°3267 
Ema athletictickets@sc ed u 

Fax: (803)7777971 
Univers ty of South Caro ina 
Ath et cs Ticket Offce 
801 Lincoln Street 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Answer: Yes, this rule also applies to all 
athletics department staff members, as well as 
any institutional staff members who work 
directly with the athletics department. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Twitter: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: sc~edu 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800o4SCoFANS OR ~amecockt ckets@sc,edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 



Honday~ April 23~ 2012 Unsubscribe I Printable Ve{s on I Send this to a frend 

N4A Members, 

Click Here to read the latest edition of the N4A News. In this issue you will find: the 
President’s Corner, the National Convention highlights, a letter from the candidate for 
President-Elect, biographies on our Featured Speakers, descriptions on the two NCAA 
Educational Sessions, summaries about our sponsors and vendors, and convention 
announcements and reminders! 

To view the latest convention agenda, Click Here. 

To review the proposed by-law changes, Click Here. 

We look forward to seeing you all in Buffalo! Remember that the registration rates change on 
May 12, 2012 to our on-site rates and that online registration closes on May 25, 2012. Also, 
be sure to book your hotel reservation early as the hotel is filling quickly. 

Visit us online at htt~:!/nfoura.orcL/convention! to register and book your hotel room. 

Subscr be I Unsubsc{ibe I Send ths to a friend 

nfoura.orq 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



<p>Hello,</p> 

<p>I was wondering what effect, if any, the president&#39;s visit today will have on 

UNC roads and our ability to get to the tutoring center. We received a message from the 

CHCCS system saying that traffic in town would affected and therefore access to parts 

of town limited.</p> 

<p>Thanks,<br> 

William Richards</p> 

<pre>All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 

City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 

parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Chris Butler" <chris@newfangled.com> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Why Scope Creep is Your Fault (and What You Can Do to Prevent It) 

TEXT.htm 

How to Prevent Scope Creep with Thre Simple Questions 
[.~:!/w~ wmewfar@ed.comiwl~.scop e_creep_is your~’a~ff~] 

Scope creep. It’s every designer and developer’s enemy. But have 
you ever stopped to think about why scope creep happens? This 
month, Chris Butler makes the case that we ~not our clients ~are 
ultimately responsible for overloading our designs with 
unnecessary features and blowing the budget in the process. But 
he won’t leave you hanging. He outlines a simple, three-step 
process you can use to prevent scope creep for good... 

Read More > 
[ht~p:iiw~w.newfangled.com/why sco~e creep is your fa~1t] 

Register For Our Webinar 

Transitioning from Push to Pull Marketing 
[~:iiwww.newfa~                 ~_ma~keti~g ~ransi~io~] 

Let’s Talk 

If you would like to hire Newfangled for consultation or web 
development work, let’s setup a call. 
[~ ://w~ w. newfar@ed.com/cor~tact] 

[] 2010 Newfangled I Unsubscribe hrt~:i!r~ewfangled.createsend4.co~rv~t!r-uodkli{uMdttiiirr={i 



HOW TO PREVENT SCOPE CREEP W~TH 
THRE S~MPLE QUESTIONS 

Register For Our 
Webinar 

Transtionin9 from Push 

to Pull Marketing 

Let’s Ta~k 

If you would Ike to hire 

Newfengled ~ 

consultation or web 

development work lets 

setup a cal 

Scope creep. It’s every’ designer and developer’s enemy. But have you ever stopped to think about why 

scope creep happens? This month, Chris Butler makes the case that weSC’not our clients~(:"are 

ultimately responsible for overloading our designs with unnecessary features and blowing the budget in 

the process. But he won’t leave you hanging. He outlines a simple, three-step process you can use to 

prevent scope creep for good_. 

Read More > 

@ 2010 Newfangled J Unsubscr be 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 10:02 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Michelle 
Roberts <MichelleR@gators.ufl.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 

<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Re: University of Florida Eliminates Computer Science Department, Increases 
Athletic Budgets. Hmm. - Forbes 

Only for the sake of discussion, should the UAA be a part of the University rather than a separate entity? 
When programs are being cut, maybe athletics should not be growing their budget. With a budget of more than 100M, Florida relies 
on student fees, 2.5M, and almost 2m in direct state support (see below). Shouldn’t a profitable athletic department assist a University 
in tough economic times? 

University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 

Southeastern Conference 

Line item description Dollar amount Percent of revenue or expenses 
REVENUE 
Ticket sales 
$20,856,094.00 
17.81% 

Student fees 
$2,507,391.00 
2.14% 

Guarantees 
$207,115.00 
0.18% 

Contributions 
$39,350,660.00 
33.6% 

Compensation and benefits provided by a third party 
$588,500.00 
0.5% 

Direct state or other government support 
$1,903,510.00 
1.63% 

Direct institutional support 
$o.oo 
0% 

Indirect facilities and administrative support 
$0.00 
0% 

NCAA/conference distributions including all tournament revenues 
$21,025,218.00 



17.95% 
Broadcast, television, radio, and internet rights 
$7,450,000.00 
6.36% 

Program sales, concession, novelty sales, and parking 

$4,321,217.00 
3.69% 

Royalties, licensing, advertisements and sponsorships 

$7,915,283.00 
6.76% 

Sports camp revenues 

$2,851,247.00 
2.43% 

Endowment and investment income 

$6,528,344.00 
5.57% 

Other 

$1,599,828.00 
1.37% 

Subtotal operating revenue 

$117,104,407.00 

EXPENSES 
Athletic student aid 
$8,165,347.00 
7.72% 

Guarantees 
$2,507,445.00 
2.37% 

Coaching salaries, benefits, and bonuses paid by the university and related entities 
$18,945,597.00 
17.9% 

Coaching other compensation and benefits paid by a third paw 
$588,500.00 
0.56% 

Support staff/administrative salaries, benefits and bonuses paid by the university and related entities 
$20,147,494.00 
19.04% 

Support staff/administrative other compensation and benefits paid by a third party 
$0.00 
0% 

Severance payments 
$61,424.00 
0.06% 

Recruiting 
$1,407,174.00 
1.33% 

Team travel 
$6,806,255.00 
6.43% 

Equipment, uniforms and supplies 
$1,550,716.00 
1.47% 

Game expenses 
$5,404,431.00 
5.11% 

Fund raising, marketing and promotion 
$4,493,921.00 
4.25% 

Sports camps expenses 
$1,758,426.00 
1.66% 

Direct facilities, maintenance, and rental 
$16,876,339.00 
15.95% 



Spirit groups 
$1,077,377.00 
1.02% 

Indirect facilities and administrative support 
$o.oo 
0% 

Medical expenses and medical insurance 
$2,174,975.00 
2.06% 

Memberships and dues 
$12,745.00 
0.01% 

Other operating expenses 
$13,846,210.00 
13.08% 

Total operating expenses 
$105,824,376.00 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Care Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: (405) 249-5835 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michelle Roberts [maillo:MichelleR~alors.t~fl.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:45 AM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis 
W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.ntexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris 
Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, 
Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; 
Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: RE: University of Florida Eliminates Computer Science Department, Increases Athletic Budgets. Hmm. - Forbes 

The University Athletic Association is a separate entity from the University of Florida. The Athletic Association actually gives money 
to the university each year. People should get their stories straight before assuming things. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:r~4a-owner~1ists.ncst~.edtO On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris 
Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, 
Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu.edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; 
Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] University of Florida Eliminates Computer Science Department, Increases Athletic Budgets. Hmm. - Forbes 

~ttp :~O~w, ww.forbe s.com/si~esistcvensal/berg/2012i04i22/m~iversity oo [ofloridaoeliminateSoCOmputeroscier~ceodepa~lmer~toincreaseso 
athlletic-b~dgets-hmrr~i 

This message comes from outside the UAA. If you believe this message is spam, please Click 
h~ps ://www.mailcontrol.comisr/TKmGcEz!iZDTndxI ! oX7UjaeDmea67kXhPEZFME61 \Vy 4XI+Y2v~9~Rv CD ! 
+kll~+VEWAxl~+mit~MVTJi~w .... to report this email. Reporting spam messages will help to strengthen the UAA’s filters and 
improve our ability to keep these types of messages out of your mailbox. 
Please contact helpdesk@gators.uaa.ufl.edu or call us at x6499 if you have any questions. 

Thank You, 
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The Facts You Need to I~ow 

About Follow-up Reci~fing Phone Calls 

Phone calls to reci~ts don’t rm~k veiN high on most coaches’ list ofthi~gs to 
do. 

So, what about follow-up phone calls? Even harder, for most recruiters. It’s a chullenge 
to work thi-ough the first phone call effectively, but what in the world do you talk 
about on phone call number two, thi-ee or ten??? It’s not an easy subject to tackle. 

So, what’s a perplexed coach to do? I know whut you want to do. You want to pick 
up the phone and make another follow-up call to thut prospect who’s takfi~g just 
a li~le too lo~g to call you back with their decisio~, or the prospect thut is 
slow in even showing interest in yotu- program. 

So, since many of you are l~ocfi~g the challe~ge of making effective follow-up phone 
calls on a l:oirly regular basis, I wanted to give you six tips for making great 
follow-up calls to your recruits. 

1. Get a Commitment for the Follow-up 

Perhups the single biggest mistake coaches make is not establishing a specific date 
and time for the follow-up call at the end of their previous visit. Vagae commitments 
fiom prospects ("call me next week") or recruiters ("I’ll send the papelwork you 
need and follow-up in a couple of days") result in ~ulssed calls, voice mail messages 
and ultimately a longer recruiting cycle. All you need to do is ask for a follow-up 
date and time. 

TIN somethinglike this, Coach: "I’ll be gladto thut i~ffOl~mtion about our business 
program pulled together so I can mail it to you. And what I love to suggest is thut 
we set up Tuesday, the 19th, maybe around 8:45 to review it in detail and detemffne 
tt~e next steps if any. How does thut sound?" 

If you’ve had us on campus to work with your athletic depattment [ 

you have learned all about why asking how somethi~g "sounds" is vital to movfi~g 
tt~e process forward. For iight now, just trust me... ask "how does thut sound?" instead 
of somethi~g like... 

-21{E \,V-Rw3HDrZ{kB5c5h{d_~2~3~fD89Jc :] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/h~.jsp? 
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qc4B68ij R f4iIomJ JXKqpVvdiNB V MgYiIYE Hn4BoXeOke 2CQqjBhwmDQtX 1 NHw3t~Z0htXw73 S v0 XUMs9VgMQ5 X HgsNdHGf9b6 clOTCdv4PM s aAnWdO6 o qRMv60poeRTguRtG9yGj fM] 
Follow us on Twitter [~~,~9? 
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I59iPO1~kXvV3rEA3x,o~NpL e8oX;~q’A ] 

2012 NCRC SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED[ 

Incredible Line-up of Speakers, Experts Set to Teach Coaches Cutting Edge Recmi~g 
Techiffques 

It’s official: If you’re a serious college recruiter and you miss the 2012 Nafional 
Collegiate Recr~fing Conference [hitp://r20 rs6 ne~q~ ~sp?e 00 lnv ~ VMLHUoI<]PJvv G23 VvMiFL WX~Qdba~5OugoLe-Fc~CPkQffiJ~/~aNQtL/~mO5V3FaS~GSVEPsO ~q~?,~g~ hSv536CLBo~w 593- 
P(!L M df’~f RL Mg 5 ?~o 1 ] 
fit Bosto~g you’re going to re~et it. 

QNte simply, tiffs is going to be ore best yet~ 

Here’s fl~e line-up of speakers [h~:p:/.,’120 rs6 ne~dm~s-~?e ~1nx~x~VMLHU~k~Js~5p~(~6~r~AUr~2~qz~rbFWQt9uITJtiEzr~bf‘~x~e~IiKA~a~ts~svI~Q~C(;~FW~‘~‘/qi~‘~8~dVBc~nY‘~‘~3- 
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we’ve co~ffirmed for ore NCRC a~endees: 

Fri&y 

@m ~ck-off Rom~dtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 

5pm ~ck ChunNer, "Untie Yore SNlboat" 

6pm PaN BiancarN, ESPN RecrNfi~g ~dyst 

7pm Dr. A&m N@or, Telos Spots Psychdogy CoacHing 



8pro Coach JotmBmbaker, "Whythe Successful Succeed" 

Satin-day 

8am Dr. Thorn Park, "Reci~ting: Then and Now" 

9am Chuflie Adams, "Parents, the RecrNfing Process, and Fincfing the Nght Fit" 

10am Nck Chunc~er, "The College Coaches Most Overlooked RecrNfi~g Tool" 

11 am Dan Tudor, "The 7 Deac~y RecrNfing Sins (and How to Avoid Them)" 

12pm L~ch- Provided byNCSA Attflefic Rec~fi~g 

2pm Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

3pm Dr. Thom Mark, "~y Coaches Need Con~acts" 

@m Coach Adam Mabel, "D 1 RecrNfing on a D3 Bucket" 

5pm Jotm Bmbaker, "Finch~g a Wor~Life Balance in Coacbi~g and Rec~fi~g" 

SmMay 

8am Coach Ma~dy Green, "OrgaNN~g Yore CoacN~g and Rec~fi~g Life" 

9am Ma~ B@es, Rec~g Researcher 

10am RoNMtable Disc~sion: Pa~ One 

llam RoNMtable Disc~sion: Pa~Two 

For a complete detailed overview of each session, click here [h~p:.//~2Ors6~et,"~p?e O01r~NVMLHl_,o~b~aPfltGdm~c~ 
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Time is r~ng out to reNster, Coach~ If you want to be a pa~ oftbis increNNe 
lea~ng oppo~fi~ and are rea@ to reserve yore seat, Click here today~ 
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EZrde~IP79SOOS~,,hTcH~&TJF2GgF5T60LMCD~Q DxY dJs vPc SsOPAH JNSbT~] 

TNs is an event you wofft want to miss, Coach. Make sme yore staffand college 
is reNesented in Boston tiffs co~Nng J~e 1-3 ~ 

P.S. Some Nsco~ted hotel room packages are still available, so hmay and register 
~fis week and make plans on a~encfi~g the 2012 Nafio~al ColleNate RecrNfing Conference ~... 

CLICK HERE TO ~GISTER[h~do:/.,’~20rs6ne~21~]sp?e 00Invx~VMLHUo.~.PJx~,, G23VvM]FLW~Odbc15OaSuLe-Fc%,CPkOr~b~.NQILz~n~O5V3FaStGSVEPsOVhX~ayh hSv536CLBo%z~h~5, 593- 
~N£L Mg5I~ST8 JS @ O%~_p ol ] 

Hnd ~ on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
e 001nvNVMLHUo~il~OIbqfvZgx0Zlc~Lha xpnwZIgPsqTfljEL2x ~Z%~nYtz~3Zch~n~z~aEHUquqE~yZ~6sn~.JjJ~2QkVsua~smg~jK~cpTjr~AjTKI5UgK~ncNQmH8C~hb~.- 
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Fallow us on TmRer [b~o:iil20 rs6 
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Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the ~lutioffs top prospec~ for fiee. [~p:/.q20 rs6 ~et/t~ *~ 
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EDo~tEx                       ] 

THE END OF THE BLACKOUT PERIOD EARNS RAVE REVIEWS 

Usually, coaches vent to tile media about new NCAA roles thut humstring thalr recruiting 
effbrts and limit tile way ttley can commtmicate with recruits. But a new role is 
eamii~g rave reviews. What is it? Visit ore Facebook page for tile whole story! 
CLICKHERE[h~:i.q20rs6~le~2mi<~?e 001:rtv\VMLH~_~UlZ~ni77HP~Ds~dlt0~fFGP3MaHirST30h5ON4uHbCLE P’H1~II4Z~d~F~DzM~NPJA5vD2~XKC-UZC-h4x~JJ1m~DdJ~ mK6eiUstsg2Dd~Pw :r~dc2~ 
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Dan 2006 Pictm-e [                                                                                                                                                                          ] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yore daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recrulti~g news, and ore obsei~cations and commentary 
on all tile big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [ W60dPrE1MM9A] 

Looking for better reci~ting results in 2012? 

-XjRwo}cl~0NZSgKUD] 

Our team of experts helped hmlch-eds of coaches 
last year. Be one of them tiffs year. CLICK HERE 
e: 001n\,\VMLHUoKk ldI lsKFRSNY Bx92RTkclk2ixATMzSU6 HK~IQgbs9R 1 si2A~I2b2tSTsmTFCYK3C6 

Tile Newest Cool Tool for Advanced College Recruiters 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush [b~o:/!~20 ~s6 :rtel/!m~p?e O01nvNVMI,HUoKIK)OlsF~RNCtKb 125toeaELbGlT~1Y{4PESC:r~ZCbDM-osv’TnFz6P~.~Z~Mlt~- 
z)’.ELhK~nU0i5in66s V~b9tKUdDAPe36LFBGEbD*~IIGslV8PM9XD1A93bzK-IcKG80Kv3 BShBA-VSQ _] 

Are you looking for a better way to show off your school’s l~ocilities to recruits? 

We fomld a really cool app that can help. 

There is a new app out on tile iPhone and iPad called TourWiist (tourwlist.com [ 
fxiGKbLN1LRa8 ]) 

ttlat allows you to take full panoramic pictm-es of, well, anythi~N and st~me them 



via email, on the web, l:dcebook, twi~er, or other social media shm-iilg websites 
(or even your school’s website!) 

All thut you do is... 

Find us on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
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2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~lg Conference 

2012 NCRC [ 

] 

FINAL FEW WEEKS TO REGISTER! Don’t miss the best weekend for college recruiters. 
CLICK HERE [t~’p://i20rs6~tet,’~?e: 001~NVMLHUoK1PJvvo G23VvMiFLWXz.ff~d~c150aS~Le-Fc~Pk()rf~ibAx£’~QtLz~r~O5V3FaStGSVEPsOVhNag~ hS~536CLBov~-.~, 593-PGLMd~-’LIRLMg~51jSTgJSBO-~5ol] 

High School Visits: 

A Student-Athlete’s Perspective 

by Ryan Newman,. Head of College Relatio~s - NCSA Athletic Recruiting [tll~:~!:,//r20 rs5 nei,qn isp? 
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As we head into evaluation periods for sports in the spring, it is impottant to 
understand whut can make an impact on student-athletes during high school visits. 
In our cormmmications with student-athletes we have fotmd some co~tsistent ideas 
thut can excite a prospect about a school. 

Below are some tips that may tip the scales in your l~dvor when visitii~g a school. 

Tip # 1: Evaluate the student-athletes before you visit 

You could be one of several coaches &oppi~g by the school, so differentiating yourself 
is key. One way to do this is by talki~g specifically about a student-athlete. 
Jumpi~g on the schools website to find out how the team did. checking out stats, 

or even having the oppoi~mfity to view video can show the student-athlete thut you 
are truly interested in them. You can do tiffs by usiilg online resources such as 
maxpreps, youtube, and of comse us here at NCSA [5~.~:/I~20 rs6 ~e/A~ isp?e: 00i m, NVMLHUoKIRdSTMIc.~mca,/eL~0aAVH1LR~ tsi,~LON4Bttz9sZ9uPbi KVOSHeQFgM3%Y 3WVN2BKCF~eC5PH29 ges- 
~/YadQOv OzSpkl-zbh¢f’cldQ- YraJ~};Fo43SOrvSpWZzx~4hK2ExdlDIVoPP~bQOldKREbl~i,, V~ev,~Zw ]. 

Tip #2: Leave the school with a plan of next contact 

One of the most co~tfusi~g steps for student-athletes after a coach visits their 
school is whut huppens next. Leavi~g a business card. expectation of when fihn 
should be tm~ed in, or when you will follow up with the student-athlete can show 
tt~e athlete you huve legitimate interest in them. Also, if you need more i~tformation 
on them to evaluate, make sure you request it fiom the student-athlete and set a 
timeline for delivery of the infomlation. 

Tip #3: Promote the unique uatm-e of your school 

As one of the many coaches co~uli~g ttu-ough the school, showing how your school is 
different and the unique oppoi~mffties presented to student-athletes can catch 

tt~e recruit’s interest. Promoti~lg special programs, unique oppoi~tmities, or defiul~g 
featm-es about your school can separate your school fiom the usual rhetolic of wo~loss 
records. 

* Join Dan Tudor in his latest educational webi~mr series, presented by NCSA Athletic 
Recruiting, tomon-ow - Wednesday, April 25th at 10am PST, 12noon CST, lpm EST. 
Oiine seafi~g is li~Nted...lo~n early by c~c~g here [~c~/,,~20rs6~e~’~v~VMLHL, o~Yx~z-cgPY~,87GZWViS~’~ _ B~6d~JoSl~c2~ 
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Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.net/ttl.jsp? 
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qc4B68ij R f4iIomJ JXKqpVvdiNB V MgYiIYE Hn4BoXeOke 2CQqjBhwmDQtX 1 NHw3t~Z0htXw73 S v0 XUMs9VgMQ5 X HgsNdHGf9b6 clOTCdv4PM s aAnWdO6 o qRMv60poeRTguRtG9yGj fM] 
Follow us on Twitter [ 
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Jmnp Statt Your Program’s Recruiting, Brent[ 
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BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP~ 
SchedNe Yore Fall 2012 Event Now Click Here [ ?e 001m, NVMLHUoKIOSxN IOBik~c3JIAXz3R5DSD~2]~X~R5EnwdsHWWw SOS>,fBk4CqvzXVLz84e- 

AYva ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
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The Facts You Need to Know 
About Follow-up Recruiting Phone Calls 

Phone calls to recruits don’t rank very high on most 
coaches’ list of things to do. 

So, what about follow-up phone calls? Even harder, 
for most recruiters. It’s a challenge to work through 
the first phone call effectively, but what in the world 
do you talk about on phone call number two, three or 
ten??? It’s not an easy subject to tackle. 

So, what’s a perplexed coach to do? I know what you 
want to do. You want to pick up the phone and make 
another follow-up call to that prospect who’s taking 
just a little too long to call you back with their 

decision, or the prospect that is slow in even showing interest in your program. 

So, since many of you are facing the challenge of making effective follow-up phone calls on a 
fairly regular basis, I wanted to give you six tips for making great follow-up calls to your 
recruits. 

1. Get a Commitment for the Follow-up 

Perhaps the single biggest mistake coaches make is not establishing a specific date and time 
for the follow-up call at the end of their previous visit. Vague commitments from prospects 
("call me next week") or recruiters ("I’ll send the paperwork you need and follow-up in a 
couple of days") result in missed calls, voice mail messages and ultimately a longer 
recruiting cycle. All you need to do is ask for a follow-up date and time. 

Try something like this, Coach: "I’ll be glad to that information about our business program 
pulled together so I can mail it to you. And what I love to suggest is that we set up Tuesday, 
the 19th, maybe around 8:45 to review it in detail and determine the next steps if any. How 
does that sound?" 



If you’ve had us on campus to work with your athletic department, you have learned all 
about why asking how something "sounds" is vital to moving the process forward. For right 
now, just trust me...ask "how does that sound?" instead of something like... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Incredible Line-up of Speakers, Experts Set to Teach 
Coaches Cutting Edge Recruiting Techniques 

It’s official: If you’re a serious college recruiter and you miss the 2012 National 
Collegiate Recruiting Conference in Boston, you’re going to regret it. 

Quite simply, this is going to be our best yet! 

Here’s the line-up of speakers we’ve confirmed for our NCRC attendees: 

Friday 
4pm Kick-off Roundtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 
5pm Rick Chandler, "Untie Your Sailboat" 
6pm Paul Biancardi, ESPN Recruiting Analyst 
7pm Dr. Adam Naylor, Telos Sports Psychology Coaching 
8pm Coach John Brubaker, "Why the Successful Succeed" 

Saturday 
8am Dr. Thorn Park, "Recruiting: Then and Now" 
9am Charlie Adams, "Parents, the Recruiting Process, and Finding the Right Fit" 
10am Rick Chandler, "The College Coaches Most Overlooked Recruiting Tool" 
11am Dan Tudor, "The 7 Deadly Recruiting Sins (and How to Avoid Them)" 
12pm Lunch - Provided by NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
2pm Sean Devlin, Front Rush 
3pm Dr. Thorn Mark, "Why Coaches Need Contracts" 
4pm Coach Adam Martel, "D1 Recruiting on a D3 Budget" 
5pm John Brubaker, "Finding a Work/Life Balance in Coaching and Recruiting" 

Sunday 
8am Coach Mandy Green, "Organizing Your Coaching and Recruiting Life" 



9am Matt Boyles, Recruiting Researcher 
10am Roundtable Discussion: Part One 
11am Roundtable Discussion: Part Two 

For a complete detailed overview of each session, click here. 

Time is running out to register, Coach! If you want to bea part of this incredible learning 
opportunity and are ready to reserve your seat, Click here today! 

This is an event you won’t want to miss, Coach. Make sure your staff and college is 
represented in Boston this coming June 1-3! 

P.S. Some discounted hotel room packages are still available, so hurry and 

register this week and make plans on attending the 2012 National Collegiate 

Recruiting Conference!... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 

THE END OF THE BLACKOUT PERIOD EARNS RAVE REVIEWS 

Usually, coaches vent to the media about new NCAA rules that 
hamstring their recruiting efforts and limit the way they can 
communicate with recruits. Buta new rule is earning rave reviews. 
What is it? Visit our Facebook page for the whole story! CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 



If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive recruiting 
articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our observations and commentary on all the big 
college sports topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLXCK HER~E 

Our team of experts helped hundreds of coaches 

last year° Be one of them this year° CLICK HERE 

The Newest Cool Tool for Advanced College Recruiters 

by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

Are you looking for a better way to show off 
your school’s facilities to recruits? 

We found a really cool app that can help. 

There is a new app out on the iPhone and iPad 

called TourWrist (tourwrist.¢om) that allows 
you to take full panoramic pictures of, well, anything and share them via email, on the web, 
facebook, twitter, or other social media sharing websites (or even your school’s website!) 

All that you do is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

F~NAL FEW WEEKS TO REG~STER~ Don~t miss the best 

weekend for co~ege recruiters° CL~CK HERE 



High School Visits: 
A Student-Athlete’s Perspective 

by Ryan Newman, Head of College Relations - NCSA 

Athletic Recruiting 

As we head into evaluation periods for sports in the 
spring, it is important to understand what can make 
an impact on student-athletes during high school 
visits. In our communications with student-athletes 
we have found some consistent ideas that can excite a 
prospect about a school. 

Below are some tips that may tip the scales in your 
favor when visiting a school. 

Tip #1: Evaluate the student-athletes before you visit 
You could be one of several coaches dropping by the school, so differentiating yourself is 
key. One way to do this is by talking specifically aboutastudent-athlete. Jumping on the 
schools website to find out how the team did, checking out stats, or even having the 
opportunity to view video can show the student-athlete that you are truly interested in 
them. You can do this by using online resources such as maxpreps, youtube, and of course 
us here at NCSA. 

Tip #2: Leave the school with a plan of next contact 
One of the most confusing steps for student-athletes after a coach visits their school is what 
happens next. Leaving a business card, expectation of when film should be turned in, or 
when you will follow up with the student-athlete can show the athlete you have legitimate 
interest in them. Also, if you need more information on them to evaluate, make sure you 
request it from the student-athlete and set a timeline for delivery of the information. 

Tip #3: Promote the unique nature of your school 
As one of the many coaches coming through the school, showing how your school is different 
and the unique opportunities presented to student-athletes can catch the recruit’s interest. 
Promoting special programs, unique opportunities, or defining features about your school 
can separate your school from the usual rhetoric of won/loss records. 

¯ Join Dan Tudor in his latest educational webinar series, presented by NCSA Athletic 
Recruiting, tomorrow - Wednesday, April 25th at 10am PST, 12noon CST, lpm EST. 
Online seating is limited...Iogin early by clickinq here. 

DAN TUDOR AND H~S TEAM TO YOUR 



CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP~ 

Schedule Your Fa~ 2o~2 Event Now C~ick Here 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies I 455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafter I CA I 93263 



Brent, 
any grades on them? 

other than what is listed on their individual pages? 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 12:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Football Requests 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you!! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Apr 24, 2012 11:47:34 EDT 
Subject: Football Requests 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 2:16 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Student-Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

cake! 

Hi all, 
There’s strawberry cake & whipped cream in the kitchen. Please feel free to help yourself! 
-- Dana 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 4:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Luncheon, Slow Looking, Tours, & Talks! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
bt~p:i/camo~nr20constantcontactcom/re:r~der?llr mvgdSz~ab&v 001XLu1P1S4ADTalh RaSIGOIT~h,~IeP9E4B56GaEZQ\m TVTYaeBqpC5ZG5arlL]cDvxDY- 
U XrdgclPfl¥C~5~mg(}embdi’i-~KOxt2139~vl~J A-v~WiltmFl"~S~?A612\iSEiK_65W~flq5V0eTnocr~67XEz(Z’~K~izXh(~o%BD 

this week at theACKLAND 24 April 2012 

Spring Luncheon - RSVP Today! 
You are cordially invited to join the Friends of the Ackland for lunch at The Carolina 
Inn. 
Thursday, 3 May 
11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 
Special Guests: The eight artists featured in the exhibition New Currents in Contemporary 
Art: iVIFA 2012. 
Remarks by Emily Kass, Director of the Ackland Art Museum. 
After lunch, please join us at the Ackland for a special viewing of New Currents 
in Contemporary Art: iVIFA 2012. The artists will be in the galleries near their 

work, answering questions and discussing the processes, meaning, and artistic vision 
behind the works on view. 
Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible) and may be purchased in person at the Ackland Museum 
Store or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Also in This Issue... 

Slow It Down 
Short Films by UNC Students 
"Insider/Outsider Art": Two Views 
Art (and Politics) For Lunch 
Now on View @ Ackland Museum Store 
Looking Ahead... 

Slow Art Day 
Saturday, 28 April, 11:00 AM - 1:30 PM 
The premise of Slow Art Day is simple: when we slow down to look at art, we really 
see it. 
Join Amanda Hughes, the Ackland’s director of external affairs, for a "slow look" 
at pre-selected works of art at the Museum. After viewing the works for 10 minutes 
each, the group will stroll over to Spanky’s restaurant and enjoy conversation about 
the experience over lunch. 
You’ll not only benefit from the viewing experience, but be empowered by being a 
part of the collectiv e experience. 

Program and museum admission are free. Participants pay their own way at lunch. 

More information and event registration... [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e ~bpgtVKTscEbb3~CNe~gKeVA~ZEpneC~csK~bM~Ij9VX~iBLuE~py3mwNiMzX5SJ6~PbmaFVcyGfinW - 
Fytz5ceK1RHSBuvnezLI5j lcuUukAoLJ6mRTK5BP7HecO9oyOh2HQV0zws105uiWzexOwZL9PZ5G5Wa41EhxH-1LkfKWP98KK9zH OUj3-Re5UWcjkilEwUOEreZZNB -dLk- 
ozJS SNYcloP5wiMhvdtC9h9ylVs 1F0juH fZb SVAxhHmUaAC-M ] 

Ackland Film Forum 

Swain Lot Film Festival, Part 1 

(2012, Short Films) 

Thursday, 26 April, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

Part one of the annual festival of student film s at UNC, these screenings will feature 
the best works produced in 2011-12 by the media production students in the Department 
of Communication Studies. 

Part 2 of the Swain Lot Film Festival will be held on Thursday, 3 May, at 7:00 PM, 
Varsity Theatre. 



Sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. 
Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WU-NC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland Film 
Forum. 

"Take Two" Tour: Insider/Outsider Art 
Sunday, 29 April, 2:00 PM 

In every "Take Two" Tour at the Ackland, a pair of experts leads a guided, conversational 
tour through one or more of the Museum’s current exhibitions, approaching the art 
on view from different angles. 

This Sunday, join Ackland Student Guides Isabella Archer and Rachel Fesperman as 
they examine themes of "insider" and "outsider" art. The tour will discuss gender, 
sexuality, class, and race in connection with works in the exhibition Piece by Piece: 
Quilts, Collages, and Constructions. 
Free and open to the public. No reservation is required. 

Art For Lunch 
"’We All Grew Up in That Life’: 
Thornton Dial’s Politics on Paper" 
Wednesday, 2 May, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Bring a bag lunch (yes, people really do!) and learn about art currently on view 
at the Ackland. 

In this lunchtime talk, Juan Logan discusses ways in which Thornton Dial’s works 
on paper deal with the complex relationships between men and women, the social 
worlds they inhabit, and the construction and perception of political and social 
power. 

Logan is a professor of Studio Art in the UNC-Chapel Hill Art Department, and a 
contributor to the exhibition’s publication. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders ] $5 non-members. 

Registration required: RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Now on View at the Ackland Museum Store 
Perspectives in Mentoring: The Paintings of Anthony Ulinski and Dene [] Black 
Artists Anthony Ulinski and Dene [] Black have worked together as mentor and prot[]g [] 
for several years. Their paintings in Perspectives on Mentoring reflect not only 
the urban landscapes observed by each, but the evolving nature of their working 
relationship. 

Perspectives in Mentoring will be on view at the Ackland Museum Store through 10 
June 2012. Visit ackland.org/shop [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001bpgtVKTscFD- 
9U608mYNia6S4AoYWWzumbu93zGbdVebQtrchoNFV5jpmBBA53JI NycqPGuAltvVhvNt47RkJLrrNXAhYvTQASOBOyqqWaCiS2KvQZmls4r0HGM 3oNh4iU14hgTtFNvN- 

for more information. 

Looking Ahead... 
Art Adventures: [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e ~bpgtVKTscG5X-FQvM~jEcBN~K8V~wb6K8flY8Fd~ZdyT4c7~3kcwFdwhLt2pnwEiikm3J2N5M-QMJtztRL6NUt-SaEfiNIywN9ex~R~- 
osyUDo9BOC4oPGtm 7jsStSovkZXLc2NnViT6IIanfF 1 e tGhNNA-ROAzDRQtns3F-Cdnd7VbssgzSxNmVaMzQD7rm0OWrozcpMVmDmX5qonEzCUA- 
Nn9yAEkfGfijgFbgBlcxuqOvLWX3bcuVgpiSuiJ8qj6nVCjCldufeENKcuVTSm-LEzZCe OnwY7HFQMEavaa5YI’SLLDw ] 
MFA: "My Favorite Art" 
Saturday, 5 May 
10:30 AM-12:00 PM 
Watercolor Workshop [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e ~~~bpgtVKTscFCsdbwBfNIrXC3QBcGJnq8FIMHTW6~5S-4G-~~vrZhKR~v~W8sJAzeCa~JBSLcfhNSx- 
fnnVzbWMV6IxWo0BZsSPsNG3CDOkQXbtk6U3y285duVfBHiQdvm zQsCb VZiPHCFuPzU4awE4rttPHv9LsKmeY0gw2HMml sFsBefLk7DJgQOZskgaPEVvMZXWCP6dn6tDc5DG orvl- 
FRtbkMYtzQuFm YXtxsWHqRluebNPIZQ5avsqt JsPP58kOCvZ8MYaoz96OsRaFEdCaHQu] 
with Amanda Hughes 
Saturday, 5 May 
1:00-5:00 PM 
TeaatTwo: [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001bpgtVKTscEozcS2DWGzlQwxwZ6OQrYS0gWKdOUQ2PwksPvCrZg6kkzwzkZp4Pee- 
9fabm 0QIZ0 RDIx8Oidov fydpU1N8 S2jp5FgMGaQr0Zkv2vNsUny5HmZ fuT 2ei6--Udv2nYonkEiJ-o0xKL74VhFVaL56bJ- 
pjCxGQiWoQ6ufdeqDkePRTQ9BFKyTEzWNBA8poI9K0jX4ETXQ2eaL-TO0gEjkQqg S2Uiu5o e3ZfckStTiFR7KfGEOVbK73aq9wtTsFdH8xFRGZ9PoRnP- 
fleeQRLFbbO6azedvToxLH40WNMg ] 
"Regionalism, Realism, and Mark Twain" 
Wednesday, 9 May 
2:00 PM 

LEARN 



vases [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001bpgtVKTscFD- 
9U608mYNia6S4AoYWWzumbu93zGbdVebQtrchoNFV5jpmBBA53JI NycqPGuAltvVhvNt47RkJLrrNXAhYvTQASOBOyqqWaCiS2KvQZmls4r0HGM 3oNh4iU14hgTtFNvN- 
Q3grDnJSrOG1GBgVPzx9jrxK3hBxzSZjweDBtQdLFYdI7oacJGOFNQkjHqolm I 1MEqzCsvTv9bzaKqHZcZoy-SlimBqb9-eTWv S0iyxEg 1Ve-CHqtb0fEY ] 
SHOP 

Polke [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001bpgtVKTscEoheMogwO32ekOiM60rmYdUYbeta3dNkBBKAnQUVIVXQZHdd6pGDb3w- 
nhSrqN6ZygL lvaXUF SF 8U5v c9m 4i3xxMRrbthxs8cIbzubeM501FqW~NOPiH5dtIRkcKpnVpm £X JH5-wZ4MbzE-2tzl58QOGC- 
qCUQdBYwQzQ 8tObuCX 1 uurTghh94JYjFIerroU8Ed8 SBjy 1CT1DRnh9Rfa7QTXrTbaQm 11Uohl sMMdqlsd3hlPYa8ED 1 sZNpATQMy0 ]JOIN 

Like us on Facebook [~:/~r20 rs6 net/~nj~N~?e 0~bp~.,t~.~\’%Tsc~46qena2bPmei~‘sFYfZtG9nBt96Dzr4~r~<~U75tcCM~FHV7~cZ~ith~9Vdr~)p. fb91KnbYc~f{lIWcf}Ozvna£ 
M ~n~KM34ZX 0sin q 08F ~tE 0 aRbzbibG6 ~,S’~ Q~i~Y 93AH~1eEDi5H 3kQ ~TX rIcM ] 
Follow us on Twitter [ht~p://r20 rs6 net/tn ~p?e: 001b*~<TscEuS17kVi<hbQmYE~hC 
DldHSnUMxQ6XSQllgSRduDB6~,/ADAs~Xm14Sy0cgd~58o~hq~SiXOTqzCO~&SpTRw1M ~)~FlbVLFTipO3I)wGp£Ow4I ] 
View ow photos on flick [~5ip://r2Ors6net/tn~i 
e O0182g%.VKTscHKvUXzY3Q~I)sfEO1ExoLi4~5MmXO%8os~ASOh 4sTWKSw13silrf6CM4HFrmr~PC82VKCcKTefwUI@IrilYDzePkY~: 
~BzWxOKS’~A6YzSnbIr95Zui~,’vfbk%RZculw 
SH~ 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support 
from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e 001 bpgtVKTscGv 4rXyGpGFD2Iy9qPR7KVZPmpO foO9a99njvyYCaq8g9g3eamZa5 f2cvaDrsyp f2vUGze6YHDIOBUC9Bb4XQiUoMiB6jKCHKHgZKzzYM5nOL6STFo4PPeVQArCg- 
bPNnclN-R7bVruDMZRs JljRA6cIosT zcKpUeISkvkNF5~~~MRJ~~Za79ksp8LkrS9Y96AAhGf~SqThWyYB-xHQp4Drq~y2~ycKcv6-CrpGCvfRqv~~xmIwpZxv7is4- 
ZsRlIvTplfi 1 e5t49KUSDGmn] 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership dollars support 
our mission! 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. [mailto:esbowlesi(~email uric e&~] 

Images: 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: Together, 2011; acrylic enamel on canvas 
with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection of the artist. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Lady Holds the Long Neck Bird, 1991; watercolor. 
29-5/8 x 22 in. Ackland Art Museum, Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation, 2011.15.6. 

Sigmar Polke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder 
warm z[~hlen die Punkte), 2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Lezley Saar, American, born 1953: Elizabeth Keckley: Mrs. Lincoln’s Seamstress, 
2002; acrylic on fabric. Ackland Fund. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Picture Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and graphite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin, L2010.20.5. 

Dene[~ Black, Stroll on Patton Avenue, acrylic on canvas. 

Thom as Hart Benton, Am erican, 1889-1975: Huck Firm, 1936; lithograph; Gift of W. 
P. Jacocks. 
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ACKLAND R MUSEUM 
th~s week ~t the ACKLAND ~ April 2012 

Spring Luncheon o RSVP Today! 

You are cordially invited to join the 
Friends of the Ack[and for lunch at The 
Carolina Inn. 

Thursday, 3 May 
11:30AM- 2:00 PM 

Special Guests: The eight artists featured 
in the exhibition New Currents in 
Contemporary Art:/HFA 2012. 

Remarks by Emily Kass, Director of the 
Ack[and Art Museum. 

After lunch, please join us at the Ack[and 
for a special viewing of New Currents in Contemporary Art: /HFA 2012. 
The artists wi[[ be in the galleries near their work, answering questions 
and discussing the processes, meaning, and artistic vision behind the 
works on view. 

Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible) and may be purchased in person at the 
Ack[and Museum Store or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Also in This 
Issue... 

Slow It Down 

Short Films by UNC 
Students 

"Insider/Outsider Art": 

Two Views 

Art (and Politics) For 
Lunch 

Now on View @ Ack[and 
Museum Store 

Looking Ahead... 

Slow Art Day 
Saturday, 28 April, 11:00 A/~ - 1:30 P/~ 

The premise of Slow Art Day is simple: 
when we slow down to look at art, we 
really see it. 

Join Amanda Hughes, the Ackland’s 
director of external affairs, for a "slow 
look" at pre-selected works of art at 

Slow Art Day the Museum. After viewing the works 
for 10 minutes each, the group will 
stroll over to Spanky’s restaurant and 

enjoy conversation about the experience over lunch. 

You’ll not only benefit from the viewing experience, but be empowered 
by being a part of the collective experience. 

LEARN 



Program and museum admission are free. Participants pay their own 
way at lunch. 

More information and event reRistration... 

AcMand F~im Forum 
Swain Lot F~lm Festival, Part 1 
(2012, Short Films) 
Thursday, 26 April 7:00 PM 
Varsity Theatre, 123 Eo Franklin Street 

Part one of the annual festival of 
student films at UNC, these 
screenings will feature the best 
works produced in 2011-12 by the 
media production students in the 
Department of Communication 
Studies. 

Part 2 of the Swain Lot Film Festival will be held on Thursday, 3 May, at 
7:00 PM, Varsity Theatre. 

Sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chapel 
Hill. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 
for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box 
Office. 

SHOP 

North Caro[ina Pub[ic Radio WUNC is the Officia{ Media Sponsor of 
the Ack{and Fi[m Forum. 

JOIN 

SHARE 

"Take Two" Tour: Insider/Outsider Art 
Sunday, 29 April 2:00 PM 

In every "Take Two" Tour at the Ackland, 
a pair of experts leads a guided, 
conversational tour through one or more 
of the Museum’s current exhibitions, 
approaching the art on view from 
different angles. 

This Sunday, join Ackland Student 
Guides Isabella Archer and Rachel 
Fesperman as they examine themes of 
"insider" and "outsider" art. The tour will 
discuss gender, sexuality, class, and 
race in connection with works in the 
exhibition Piece b~/ Piece: C~uilts, 
Cotla~es~ and Constructions. 



Free and open to the pub|i�. No reservation is required. 

Art For Lunch 
’"We All Grew Up in That Life’: 
Thornton Dial’s Politics on Paper" 
Wednesday, 2/~ay, 12:00-1:00 P/~ 

Brin8 a ba8 lunch (yes, people really do!) 
and learn about art currently on view at 

the Ackland. 

In this lunchtime talk, Juan Losan 
discusses ways in which Thornton Dial’s 
works on paper deal with the complex 
relationships between men and women, 
the social worlds they inhabit, and the 
construction and perception of political 
and social power. 

Losan is a professor of Studio Art in the 
UNC-Chapel Hill Art Department, and a 
contributor to the exhibition’s 
publication. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non- 
members. 
Re~Jistration required: RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 
919.843.3687. 

Now on View at the AcMand Museum Store 
Perspectives in/t4entoring: The Paintings o[ 
Anthony Ulinski and Dene# Black 



Artists Anthony U[inski and Dene6 Black have worked together as 
mentor and prot&g& for several years. Their paintings in Perspectives on 
/vlentorin9 reflect not only the urban landscapes observed by each, but 
the evolving nature of their working relationship. 

Perspectives in Nlentorin9 wi[[ be on view at the Ack[and Museum Store 
through 10 June 2012. Visit ack[and.org/shop for more information. 

Looking Ahead°°° 

Art Adventures: 
/VIFA: "/Vly Favorite Art" 
Saturday, 5 May 
10:30 AM-12:00 PM 



Tea at Two: 

"Re8ionalism, Realism, 
and Mark Twain" 
Wednesday, 9 May 
2:00 PM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible 
by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and 
friends like you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Imases: 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: To~etheG 2011; acrylic enamel on canvas with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection 
of the artist. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Lady Holds the Lon~ Neck Bird, 1991; watercolor. 29-5/8 x 22 in. Ack[and Art Museum, 
Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation, 2011.15.6. 

Sigmar Po[ke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (5.H. - Oder wann zShlen die Punkte), 2002. James 
Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Lez[ey Saar, American, born 1953: Elizabeth Keckley: 44rso Lincoln’s Seamstress, 2002; acrylic on fabric. Ack[and Fund. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Picture Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor and graphite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Courtesy of 
Mr. Tom Larkin, L2010.20.5. 

Dene~ Black, 5troll on Patton Avenue, acrylic on canvas. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: Huck Finn, 1936; lithograph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 4:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Finals Reviews 

TEXT.htm 

please do 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Apr 24, 2012 15:54:10 EDT 
Subject: Finals Reviews 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 9:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[Webinar Thursday] How to Coach Your Support Team with Strength-Based 
Communication 

TEXT.htm 

Creating a Highly Effective Support Team 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.co~v?elq=3 c 197161 fl d24e2bSc0d64c724bd629d&el rid=> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Creating a 
Highly Effective Support Team .... 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar Series <           toassist.comiformsi@series-NA-G2A-WBRoL 1 ? 
1D-70150000000Y6Bg&el~=3c 197161 fld24e268c0d64c724bd629d> .... 

Brent: 

If you manage a customer contact operation, you already know what your biggest issues are: coaching, performance measurement, 
training and onboarding. But did you know there is an effective, new approach known as "strength-based communication" that can 
you help move ahead in all these areas? 

Register for this webinar series with Rich Gallagher, communications skills expert and former support manager, to learn new 
techniques that will help you lead your team to excellence in 2012. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

REGISTER <hllp://%arr~ gotoassist.cor~v’formsi@ series-NAoG2A-W~RoL 1 ? 
[D=70150000000Y6B 9&elo~:3c 197161 fl d24e268c0d64c724bd629d> .... 

Webinar Series: [Support Summit 2.0] New Strategies for Elevating Your Support Team’s Performance 

Topic One: Coaching Your Support Team with Strength-Based Communication 

Date: Thursday, April 26 

Time: 10 AM PDT 

Topic Two: The "Quality Support Start": A New Approach to Metrics and Performance Management 

Date: Thursday, May 24 

Time: 10 AM PDT 

Topic Three: Skills Training vs. Smile Training: Creating a Learning Environment for Support 
Date: Thursday, June 21 

Time: 10 AM PDT 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Founder, Point of Contact Group 

.... <          otoassist.com!formsi@ seriesoNA-G2A-W BR-L 1 ? 
~70150000000Y6Bg&elq:3c 19716 lfld24e268cOd64c724bd629d> 
Rich Gallagher 



Attend this interactive webinar series to learn: 
communication 
*A new approach to metrics and performance management 
*Strategies for creating a learning environment for support 
*And more... 

*How to coach your support team with strength-based 

Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <          otoassist.comifom~s/ql seriesoNAoG2A&,~%RoL 1 ? 
D TO150000000Y6Bg&elq- 3c197161fld24e268cOd64c724bd629d> .... 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach ] VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <ht~p:i/www.citrixo~fJmecor~v~?e~ff-3c 19716 lfld24e268cOd64c724bd629d&ek~_Cam~n[d=> 

"Facebook" <~:iTw.ww.facebook.comisharer.                  toassist.comiforms/@ seriesoNAoG2AoWBRoL 1 
lr)=70150000000Y6B 9&elq=3c 197161 fl d24e268c0d64c724bd(~29d&elqCampaign[d=>           Share 
<~:/iwww.facebook.comisharer                  toassist.comifom~s/@ seriesoNAoG2A&,~%RoL 1 ? 
D-70150000000Y6Bg&elg~=3c197161fld24e268cOd64c724bd629d&el        Nd->          "Twittter" 
status=Creatin         Effective Su~ort Team                           toassist.comiforms/gl seriesoNAoG2AoW~BRoL 
I~D=70150000000YgB9&ek~=3c 19716 lfld24e2bScOd64c724bd629d&ek~Camp~Nd=> Tweet 
stams=Crea~in~ HiaNv Effective Su~ort Team 
1D=70150000000Y(~B 9&elqpSc 197 ld lfl d24e268c0dd4c724bdd29d&eI        hid=> 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:/A~ww.citrixo~iac.co~ 
Unsubscribe: http:iiiearr~.cit~ixo~fline.corr~fonns/Uns~bscgibe? 
m~iqueid=3 c 1971 d 1 fl d24e268c0dd4c724bdd29d&email=blaNon@ncaa, u~c.edu 



Questions? 
o800o549o8541 

Creating a 
H ig h ly Effective 
Support Team 

Register for the Comp~imer~tary Webir~ar Series 

Brent: 

If you manage a customer contact operation, you already know what 
your biggest issues are: coaching, performance measurement, 
training and onboarding. But did you know there is an effective, new 
approach known as "strength-based communication" that can you 
help move ahead in all these areas? 

Register for this webinar series with Rich Gallagher, communications 
skills expert and former support manager, to learn new techniques 
that will help you lead your team to excellence in 2012. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

Webinar Series: [Support Summit 
2.0] New Strategies for Elevating Your 
Support Team’s Performance 

Topic One: Coaching Your Support 
Team with Strength-Based 
Communication 
Date: Thursday, April 26 
Time: 10 AM PDT 

Topic Two: The "Quality Support 
Start": A New Approach to Metrics and 
Performance Management 
Date: Thursday, May 24 
Time: 10 AM PDT 

Topic Three: Skills Training vs. Smile 
Training: Creating a Learning 
Environment for Support 
Date: Thursday, June 21 
Time: 10 AM PDT 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Founder, Point of 

Rich Gallagher 



Contact Group 

Attend this interactive webinar series to learn: 

¯ How to coach your support team with strength-based 
communication 

¯ A new approach to metrics and performance management 
¯ Strategies for creating a learning environment for support 
¯ And more... 

Reserve Your Complimentary. Seat 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the 
recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li ne. corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

I Unsubscdbe 
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Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
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style="font-family: Calibri">to register for a LIVE demonstration on Wednesday, May 2 at 3pm 
EST/12pm PST.</span></p> <p align="center" class="MsoNormal" style="margin-bottom: 
0.25in; text-align: center"><strong><span style="font-family: Calibri">ACS Monthly All-Star 
User Award!</span></strong><span style="font-family: Calibri"></span></p> <p 
class="MsoNormal" style="margin-bottom: 0.25in"><span style="font-family: Calibri">We are 
excited to announce the winners of our Monthly User Awards: Brown University Women’s 
Basketball and University of North Carolina Women’s Golf! Both staff’s will receive lunch on 
ACS to celebrate! Want to see your name here?</span><font size="l"><font size="2"><span 
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style="font-family: Calibri">for our SIDELine newsletter to find out how they won and for news 
on the latest technology trends! We recommend printing this monthly newsletter for your 
staff!</span><span style="font-family: Times"></span></p> <p class="MsoNormal"><span 
style="font-family: Calibri">&nbsp;Thank you, ACS Athletics</span><span style="font-family: 
Times"></span></p> <!--EndFragment--></div><p>&nbsp;</p><div style="text-align: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Heather Ryan" <hryan@duaa. duke. edu> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 11:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Termination Letter Sent to Tutors 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks Brent! 

From: Blanton, Brent S [.mailto:blamor~uncaa,~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 10:12 AM 
To: Heather Ryan; sbrown@theacc.org 
Subject: Termination Letter Sent to Tutors 

Good morning, 

I hope this email finds you well; it was good to see you at the meeting 
last week. Robert asked me to send this letter along to the two of you. 
I apologize for the delay. 

Let me know if you need anything else, 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~ :i!tarhee~b~e. cs~-v.com <~:ii~arheelbh~e.cstv.com/> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 



Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3107 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 9:32 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] U. of Florida Backs Off Plan on Computer Science Inside Higher Ed 

~:/(/www.insidehighercd.com!{tuicMakes/2012iO4i26/uofloridaobacks uter-sclertce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 9:34 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA Board of Directors weighs changes to stipend proposal - USATODAY.com 

~:~(,’www.usa~odav.comispor~s/collegeis~orv/2012 °04-25i~CAA-s~ii~endsoDavid-Berst-athle~es-APRobowloschedulei54538496/1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 10:41 AM 

Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart 
Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Rebecca L. Heeney <beckyh@ou.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Casey A. Partridge 
<cap@ou.edu>; Charles G. Baker <cbaker@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W.Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Elisa M. Smith 
<elisasmith@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman 
<hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jerome C. Weber <j cweber@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo 
<kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Logan L. Lockhart 
<logan5687@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Tatianna L. Proctor <tatianna@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Athletic giving crowds out academic donations, research finds ] Inside Higher Ed 

~:iiwww.insidehi~ered.cominewsi2012i04i27ialh~etic~,-crowdsoom-academicodo~vationsoresearchofmds 



Dear Brent Blanton, 

This is a reminder that 2012 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception will take place 

Wednesday, May 2rid at 2:30 PM at The George Watts Hill Alumni Center, Stadium Dr., 

Chapel Hill, NC. 

We are looking forward to seeing you there. 

-UNC SAAC 

You have replied: A~endin9 

Click here to change your response 

Add this event to your: ~ Google Calendar 

Find Location on: 

Outlook y Yahoo Calendar ~ iCal 

Google Maps 

2012 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

Wednesday, May 2nd at 2:30 PM 

The George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Dr,, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Mail 

Create and send your own custom cards at paperlesspost.com 

Add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book to ensure that you’lt receive all future Papedess Mait in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy. To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy Policy. 

gi~" 2012 Papedess Post, 151 West 25th St, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 9:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3 Core Principles for Overcoming Prospect Objections 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

IC~ifZG- 
~92j~PRSxn?z6dzStlkP2 j_Igk%3D 
You’re receiving tiffs email because of yore relatioitship with Tudor Collegiate Sh-ategies. 
Please eonfilZ1 
~:/Ix, Jsitorr20co~st~nlconlactcom/cis~?11r b,a, he~bab&~- 11098953940395611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,zd: F 
yore continued interest in receiving email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~;~:iIvisitor cor~:~tantcoatactco~tv’do?p~un&mse: 0018fi~OWgLavdMoB~F tmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&~ 001sTwBK ~AY89AmWUgB3~:kSw%3D%3D&~eason 001I~EsL,%3D&Ilr L-~heqx0oab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emails. 

Newsletter Header [h~qo://i20rs6net,’lnisp?e 00147dTYDP04ilPUv ¢~KgIn6QP5vKE6ASmclRbPC-hA2v6egllZ~n-i0-m4mYYMFkhqGJQK28hI(I~,~ZK~vIB 16EhHLLJ9PPaDDAOcltMcmLOTXizQ3gi-¢kl-z~2nA :] 

May 1, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 18 

3 Core Plinciples for Overcoming 

l~-ospect Objeclions 

Facing a prospect objection isn’t just inconveiffent and fla~sti-a~lg. For a college 
coach, it may also be a job buzard ttmt can ttip-up the best laid recmiti~g plaits. 

Why? 

Because if your prospect’s objections aren’t being overcome tin-oughout the recruiting 
process, they are probably not going to sign with you and your program. 

It’s nothi~g personal, Coach. But the way tt~ey’re wired makes it ahnost impossible 
for them to commit to somettffng tbut they aren’t sold o~. and they certainly aren’t 
going to come compete for you if they buve downright negative vibes about you, your 
team or your program. 

Since coaches are prepaling to deal with the objections in a new recmitii~g class, 
I wanted to give everyone tin-ee core principles to take into a recruitii~g situation 
with them when it comes to l:ocing, and overcoming, their initial objections. 

Here they are: 

PRINCIPLE # 1: You should want to hear objeclio~ts from your prospects, especially 
the ones you really want. 

Whenever I talk about that when I work with coaches in an athletic depattment duting 
one of our On-Campus Workshops [~I,q20 rs6 nei/~p?e :00147d7YDP0 finL9Ci93DNIEYdKkR5t~idM~gZk271L~hIYkRObBes~42acAsxeUwO4ZK5By~DOBP~umu- 
WS499CLI2 ~%2j.~@FzOIWsDMf591C4vYMIodOcAIWMg ], 

I o~en get p~ed looks. "I want people to object to somettfi~g about ore campus 
or ore program???" Yes, Coach, you do. 

An objection ustMly indicates that they are actively liste~ffng, processing the 
infommtion tbut tt~ey are seeing themselves or healing fiom you, which is the first 
step in them reaching a decision on whether or not to come to your school. 

Think about it: When was the last time that you signed a prospect that cfichft have 
questio~ts, concerns or fim~ objections to somethi~g you talked to them about: Your 
domes, tt~eir role on the team, the amount of (or lack of) a scholarship offer...most 
coaches lace objections all the time. 

When you hear an objections, it’s a classic "buying sig~lul". It means you are one 
step closer to getting them to see it your way. 

So, your attitude should be... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [                     ?e ~147d7YDP~4~iTFVNC1Wz~X~[D9eHpi~t~U~t\/2‘~T~Ubc~bLg~6~w~V7A5i9U2DTW~E-S6Nss~6 XSHPii0mgzKcUn2 
UIRbTSBPX~SvE3i                                                                        ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJm.jsp? 
e ~47d7YD~4jmjwWZapu~a.bRpVv~FD8s9bCbqwm9hnLmppS7~A7Wvs8dm3E~5GHB76X~‘E7MmKzXVcmv~BHHyeYFyM8~w3FAqJ7~VjWZQR8~Zw~8Tgs3V2t mLqsaUY8zUM8c ccPKVCVg0315E81jRZV 
-m~IR~u.bV33gGMtF~z2N~xSiUJAFHkqDXjuvynjDVA~3~svMZ7izZ8hWAKB-byNWW~ZZN~w~ycr~di~MFTqJEVKW Bm~gPIvRJm011cO-i~nU m~qNEcDmgKRUef5AQ] 

Follow us on Twitter [ e: 00147dTYDP0~2~,4GI bGGs4ol-eX5S9TczdAD2Psn3eTJFt24hUd481kvQCB P2 kH U c L ?tA 5 p~/©_.29 dCd’3 v F \,V91ofZEMibl~Tz2iaWh2kB V fS~ so~[~Q ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more thun 100,000 of the i~utioffs top prospects for flee. [h~:~a:!/~20 rs6 nel/tu {s~ 

e:::00147d’7YDP0~O£~3ed N 2~ ’~,a/7 ~ e0xg f’P0vw~.~jZ/~>eN 1 ~%7zR f)l O ~ 1L D c~]~ zQ4nyiH5P 4fi~n~ t~A Hx40 f~)g~Ra BP~qK- 
z781                             Jl~a, TDok5~dWEtkQ _] 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE APPROACHING[ 

Incredible Line-up of Speakers, Experts Set to Teach Coaches Cutting Edge Recmi~g 
Tectmiques 

There’s just two weeks left, Coach: If you’re a selious college recruiter and you 
miss the 2012 National Collegiate Recmi~g Co~fference [ ?e 00147dTYDP0 kPNLemkzJV~i;c-MlilLgPG’70v27pSaF5bJrP~BAV 

SFV~g,3caL XpS SwOB C~t~8 FEqiDGROWOD¢I 8PEWET1 Aq:~o.C32~ Lvgoaf~AZaCcXL5] 
in Boston,. you’re going to regret it. 

Quite simply, tiffs is going to be our best ~mtio~ml conference yet! 

XPf’/,dMD£aVgadC.IgxTf%2YCALExtm, X,z, gabCOP~fi&Ig/.wcC.AW5~fmGDv {2viOCt~XTvK1LoM cd~] 
we’ve co~tfirmed for our NCRC attendees: 

Fridey 

4pm Kick-off Rom~dtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 



5pro Rick Ct~andler, "Untie Yore Sailboat" 

6pm Paul Biancardi, ESPN Recrulti~lg Analyst 

7pm Dr. A~m N@or, Telos SpoAs Psychology CoacN~g 

8pm Coach JotmBmbaker, "~ythe Success~ Succeed" 

Sa~day 

8am Dr. Thom Park, "Rec~fing: Then and Now" 

9am Ct~aflie Adams, "Parents, the RecrNfing Process, and Finr~ng the Nght Fit" 

10am ~ck Ct~anNer, "The College Coaches Most Overlooked RecrNfi~g Tool" 

11 am Dan Tudor, "The 7 Dearly RecrNfing Sins (and How to Avoid Them)" 

12pm L~ch- Provided byNCSA Attflefic Rec~fi~g 

lpm Coach Tyler Brandt, "Locafio~ Locafio~ Location" 

2pm Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

3pm Dr. Thom Mark, "~y Coaches Need Con~acts" 

@m Coach Adam Mabel, "D 1 RecrNfing on a D3 Bucket" 

5pm Jotm Bmbaker, "Finrh~g a Wor~Life Balance in CoacN~g and Rec~fi~g" 

SmMay 

8am Coach Ma~dy Green, "OrgaNN~g Yore CoacN~g and Rec~fi~g Life" 

9am Ma~ B@es, Rec~g Researcher 

10am RoNMtable Disc~sion: Pa~ One 

llam RoNMtable Disc~sion: Pa~Two 

For a complete detailed overview of each session, click here 

Time is r~ng out to reNster, Coach~ If you want to be a pa~ of tiffs increNNe 
lea~ng oppo~fi~ and are rea@ to reserve yore seat, Click here today~ 
e: 00147dTYDP0@~Tfd2Hs ~,~GRHEz2 U~’l"pl E VFt~FKTaS~I~ 51Ex;~miKAMsrd;,2AFQ~ObGE~IKASpM E 1SHmaO VKXGfI:,~,~UNND W~St5iTXg(~A~k~ S5DZ cTxwzkb V83 orrlcNi~5~ s 4N 2k tt K-Xi2~lwiRT Z~iL ~l v o, 

TNs is an event you wofft want to miss, Coach. Make sme yore staffand college 
is represented in Boston tiffs co~Nng J~e 1-3 ~ 

P.S. Some Nscom~ted hotel room packages are still available, so hm~y and register 
tiffs week and make plans on a~ench~g the 2012 Nafio~ul ColleNate RecrNfing Conference ~... 

CLICK HERE TO ~GISTER [~’~s~net/i~isp?e: 00147dT~)P04inDcXJiE3CSF~lk ~5bJrPp 1BAV- 
SFVaZ 3caL XKSSv~z~ ~ tt~DG~ OWO~?~ 8PEWET 1E:~RC32x~ Lxs~oa~?/~J%CcXL5] 

Find ~ on Facebook [h~p://r20.rs6.neg~.jsp? 
e ~47d7YD~4jmjwWZa~m.bRpVv~FD8s9bCbqwm9~mLmppS7~A~vs8&n3E~5GHB76~E7Mm~XVcmv~BHHyeYFyM8~w3FAqJ~V~WZQR8~Zw~8Tgs3V2t mLqsaUY8zUM8c ccPKVCVg0315E81j~V 
-m~I~u.bV33gGMtF~z2N~xSiUJAFHkqDXjuv~jDV~svMZ7i~8hWAKB-byN~ZN~w~ycr~N~MFTqJEVKW BmNPIvRJm011cO-m~U m~qNEcDmgKRUef5AQ] 
FollowusonTm~er[lt~4~://i2Ors¢~ne~t/tn~sp?e O0147dT~ZDPO4]kdr,~MGIbGGs4ol-eX5SgTczdAD2Psn3eTJFt24t~Ud481kvQCBP2kHUcLHA5~NO 9dG~3vFWglo~EMiblfYz2ia~,,~:~2kBV~Nsou~bY~Li2~] 

Jmnp Statt Yore Program’s Recruiting, Brent[ 

On Campus Workshop [~ ~et/~l.~k~I~?e 00147d7YDP0 f~IL9Ci93DN~EYdKkR5hBt6M~m~Zk27~LtFH~.~h1YkRObBes~42acAsx‘~Uw~ZK5B‘p-QDOB~r~sr~. 

WS499ClI2 w2ixgFz0~WsDMf~91C4vYM~o-lOcAIWM~g ] 

BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP~ 
SchedNe Yore Fall 2012 Event Now Click Here [ 
e: 00147d7YDP0~ ~:;oKKPfEr~Y b~L9Ci93DN~E~d;~kR~t~M~p~Zk27~LtFHz5‘h~kROb~esr42acAsxeUw~dZK5B;~DO~r~u~WS499C112 w2ixgFz0IWsDMf59iC@YMIo-lOcAI~2~] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~ttro://*2Orstnet/l~lisp?e ~147d7YDP~4{mf~%©VEC~\4L~fFHds~AQTKIbf7Kg8dasbG1sP9~A\Fkkw~x~a~Kmpi-~aKisGY‘~‘~xJtA61rq~iDGeA9Uv~\~\~’~4MVs~kUkHYD~:~‘\ziC3RX7dY3DKYAr- 
sGHUiX4~.~ XuaM                     ] 

COACHES TALK ABOUT TRANSFER EPIDEMIC IN NCAA 

Transfer rates are tta-ongh tile roof in tile NCAA, especially when it comes to men’s 
basketball players. Some coaches are institutillg sttict policies against players 
transfemng to other programs in their own conference. What do others say about 
it? CLICK HERE [~p:,’/~2O rsg net~ is3~ O014?dT~DP~/EGi\LPfFH ~A\~q~kw~k~F‘~[il-~a~sG¥~61r@-iDGeA9U~W~4MVs~kUkH~D~x~ViC3RX7d~3DK¥A~- 

sGHUiX4dZ X~l~ M 0v 10 JIOH0 ~:) __] 

Dan2006 Pictm-e [~aro://*2Orstnet/~lisp?e ~14~d7\~DP~4im~JRD~5~ic~dH-CD~11~Ms3eVJm1LiE1c~eqD~\~Y2ta-mShg~iJ~‘a~LTE~rJdQB8~K73~:8r3 vcSFUlecsG*QvI3CB¢~3UKKwKN d,a, gb0 egc3It~%HT-DZ] 

FOLLOW DAN ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmitii~g atticles, late-breaking recrulti~g news, and our obsei~cations and commentary 
on all tile big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [t_~1~..~_//~_20 rst:~let/~ i                 4imOJ                     s3eVJmlLi£_lcleciD~’o~_S_hgoiJ                              ecsG                      9b0 egc31~IBHT-DZ] 

Front Rush [ KAMBgiFSd-S 

Tile Impeliled Promise of College 

Courtesy Fraitk Bruni, New York Times 

For a long time and for a lot of us, "college" was more or less a synonym for success. 

We had ouly to go. We t~ud ouly to graduate. And if we did, according to parents 
and high-school guidance counselors and evelTtNng we heard and evelTthi~g we read, 
we could pretty much comtt on a career, just about depend on a decent income and 
more or less expect security. A diploma wasfft a piece of paper. It was an amulet. 



And it was broadly accessible, or at least it was spoken of that way. With the right 
mix of intelligence, moxie and various kinds of aid, a motivated person could supposedly 
get there. College was seen as a glitteri~lg centeipiece of the American oh-earn, a 
reliable engine of social mobility. 

I’m not sure thi~lgs were ever thut simple, but they’re definitely more complicated 
now. And that was an unacknowledged back&op for the pitched debate last week about 
federal student loan rates and whether they would be kept at 3.4 percent or allowed 
to retm~ to 6.8 percent. Thut was one reasons, amo~g many, that it stin-ed up so 
much aKxiety and got so much a~ention. 

Because of levitati~g costs, college these days is a luxury item. Whut’s more, ifs 
a luxury item with newly uncertain retm-its... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~47d7YD~4jm7w6U~deIStSL~pX8D2~af9z~Dg89eepZuAHyK9qg5HD9tvDuYFbH~X5QrCBZmE3UnV~V-EZfin9neFva~sSuTpL- 
xREltUEGrCi9 hITgUNJ 7IQcc2g~zFas-~4hvT~D6I5ptIsnKT~LsddezJLaB~Q8HXd5vYFsbI4JwAFz7swU~irBr5EAyitFU~iv2~I4~uwI~Hk3Qidb~q~N nDmlyiWC5AA3~] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e ~47d7YD~4jmjwWZapu~a.bRpVv~FD8s9bCbqwm9hnLmppS7~A7Wvs8dm3E~5GHB76X~‘E7MmKzXVcmv~BHHyeYFyM8~w3FAqJ7~VjWZQR8~Zw~8Tgs3V2t mLqsaUY8zUM8c ccPKVCVg0315E81jRZV 
-m~IR~u.bV33gGMtF~z2N~xSiUJAFHkqDXjuvynjDVA~3~svMZ7izZ8hWAKB-byNW~V~ZZN~w~ycr~di~MFTqJEVKW BvmgPIvRJm011cO-i~nU m~qNEcDmgKRUef5AQ] 
Follow us on Twitter [~t~p:/k2Ors6neff,~njsp?e 00147dTYDP04~,MGIbGGs4ol-ex5SgTczdAD2P n3eTJFt2~hL.d~81kv~CBP2kHUcLHA5I.@~2 9dGT3vF’¢fgIo£&EMib[iTz2i~’,~/tt2kBVfSiso’~ _] 

Looking for better retorting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [ 
5LVTaVvglPEzHxNE                                                                                                    ] 

Our team of experts helped hm~ch-eds of coaches 
last year. Be one of them tiffs year. CLICK HERE [~YI,2Ors6net/m~_~ 

e 00147dTYDP0 ox>, 8Z WOmJ-O4HG3xg~io~ 

] 

Thousands Log-on to Wutch YouTube Video of College Baseball Ruin Delay Dance Off 

In the midst of budget cuts, scandsls, and the m~fortunate m~derside of college 
sports that sometimes gets exposed in the media, it’s nice to see some Division 
I kids beii~g...well, kids. 

Such was the case when rain caused a delay between the University of Nebraska and 
California State U~tiversity, Bakersfield. Bott~ teams decided to make the most of 
tt~eir fiee time, which resulted in a hilarious and amazingly creative ~tine minute 

dsnce-off between the two teams. [~/~2,0 
e O0147dTYDPO@56ChYFgGVRPETKtff&~ovaYtRe39HtFk 2ZwK~YrbeL12~2F~KzbD9~a~i9mX1W(~1cs31sed~rV~R~tLdd~CVI9VB~LvjN1TRRS22M~e~-FDb~[~ MAR~rS61- 

GHL3764Q7~")u i>ZTMaBr0eJx?c/SQ] 

It’s become a YouTube hit with college coaches, and since we take ourselves way 
too seriously sometimes - and because Dan Tudor is a proud graduate of CSUB (class 
of’89) - we thonght tiffs was a perfect chunce to waste ~tine ~ulnutes of your Tuesday 
inoriffng. 

You’re welconle. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO 
e: 00147dTYDPO@5dChYF9GVRPETKt~AxBvaYtRe39HtFk f:~ 2FdKzbD9oaii9mXlWOIcs3Ised61VdRO~l ,ddoCVI9vBPL2d\lTRRS22M-eoS-FDb~r ~},~AR~ $61- 
GHL3764                              ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
e ~47d7YD~4jmjwWZapu~a.bRpVv~FD8s9bCbqwm9hnLmppS7~A7Wvs8dm3E~5GHB76X~‘E7MmKzXVcmv~BHHyeYFyM8~w3FAqJ7~VjWZQR8~Zw~8Tgs3V2t mLqsaUY8zUM8c ccPKVCVg0315E81jRZV 
-m~IR~u.bV33gGMtF~z2N~xSiUJAFHkqDXjuvynjDVA~3~svMZ7izZ8hWAKB-byNW~V~ZZN~w~ycr~di~MFTqJEVKW BvmgPIvRJm011cO-i~nU m~qNEcDmgKRUef5AQ] 

Follow us on Twitter [ e 0~14~d~YD~\4G1bGGs4~1~eX5S9TczdAD2~sn3eWFt24hUd481kvQCB~2kHUcLHA5~:~9dC’T3vFW9I~fZEMib1fFz2ia\~a2kBV~3~s~.~©~] 

2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference 

2012 NCRC [ YDP04i:~IaMg~9~J[~L6TLcI~I~HB@MAeddUxd6yi 
5LVT aVv91PEzHxNE l~zTHMTtoTO ] 

FINAL FEW WEEKS TO REGI STER[ Don’t miss the best weekend for cofiege rec~ters. 
CLICK HERE [                     ?e 00147d?’YDP0~~lkFNLex~ff~zJV6~c-MliILSPGT0v2~q~BAV SFV~ZBcaL                    DGROt~OfMSPEWET1Nffff<C32xxLv~oag~aCcXL5] 

New Trend Developii~g: Coaches Staying Put? 

When coaches chunge jobs, it usually makes news. 

However, the newsworthy trend that is actually causi~g ripples thi-ongh the NCAA 
is how hmd some jobs are to fill. 

There was a lime when jumpi~g from school to school was a rite of passage for a 
college coach. Not so now. 

htstead, tiffs recent trend is yet another illustration of a growi~g trend amoilg 

college coaches, who are showing more reluctance than ever when deciding whether 
to move from one school to another. 

"Guys you’d thi~k would be candidstes ... you can’t even get them to listen to yon," 
said one athletic director recently involved in a coachi~g search. "So many coaches 
tttese days are already well-paid, and prestige and status aren’t as big of a deal 
to them. 

"People are just happy where they are. They don’t want to leave." 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp?e 00147d7YDP04jkWoYxzTrl37VGQqgq57BPf~ee-u xXjwrbtCSfMdARyFgBaCd-UvVGtvOMfobZuT--Fr0tvf~pRt9z9-mRs3aV6zUrb-5idu2J abcp7f63H4T- 
bBsWJRYdMVetlgRil06giOTe2MXGJrzt~xW 2VEWvqZZ3GzQIxjrjIfsFEMNihpnb2M9~yb68vDxaykzbHd~CAM5iXDZGtD3TpHk7¥~ItVSREpZ~yLjHr~6X Mb0CmT1TA~tFvjXEZsT- 
ICxC BxOzy 1EtYKvvffVFPkwO fFpgolvR0r 2ydtc ] 

Find us on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtt~.jsp? 
e ~47d7YD~4jmjwWZapu~a.bRpVv~FD8s9bCbqwm9hnLmppS7~A7Wvs8dm3E~5GHB76X~‘E7MmKzXVcmv~BHHyeYFyM8~w3FAqJ7~VjWZQR8~Zw~8Tgs3V2t mLqsaUY8zUM8c ccPKVCVg0315E81jRZV 
-m~IR~u.bV33gGMtF~z2N~xSiUJAFHkqDXjuvynjDVA~3~svMZ7izZ8hWAKB-byNW~V~ZZN~w~ycr~di~MFTqJEVKW BvmgPIvRJm011cO-i~nU m~qNEcDmgKRUef5AQ] 
FollowusonTwitter[h~p://i20rs6netdnj~.~.?e O0147d7YDPO~,~_c~5:MGIbGGs4ol-eX5SgTczcD~D2Psn3e7JFt24hbd~gikvQCBP2kHUcLHA5~O 9dGT3vF’¢,,~IofZEMibliTz2ia’,~,~q~2kBVfSiso~_~2.~ ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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this week at theACKLAND 1 May 2012 

Art For Lunch 
"’We All Grew Up in That Life’: 
Thornton Dial’s Politics on Paper" 
Wednesday, 2 May, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Bring a bag lunch (yes, people really do!) and learn about art currently on view 
at the Ackland. In this lunchtime talk, Juan Logan discusses ways in which Thornton 

Dial’s works on paper deal with the complex relationships between men and women, 
the social worlds they inhabit, and the construction and perception of political 
and social power. 
Logan is a professor of Studio Art in the UNC-Chapel Hill Art Department, and a 
contributor to the exhibition’s publication. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non-members. 

Registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [mailto:acklandRS Vl~rdi4] or 919.843.3687. 

In this Issue 

Art for Lunch 
Deadline Today: Spring Luncheon 
Swain Lot Film Festival 
Watercolor Workshop 
Happy Birthday, Ackland Museum Store! 
Regionalism, Realism, and Mark Twain 

EXHIBITIONS 

Spring Luncheon 
Thursday, 3 May, 11:30 AM-2:00 PM 
The Carolina Inn 

It’s the last day to reserve your space[ 

The Friends of the Ackland invite you to lunch at The Carolina Inn in conjunction 
with the exhibition New Currents in Contemporary Art: MFA 2012. 
Emily Kass will give welcoming remarks and a preview of the upcoming year of exhibitions. 
Lunch will be followed by the opportunity to view the MFA 2012 exhibition with the 
eight participating artists, who will be available to talk about their work. 
Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible). 
Buy tickets at the Ackland Museum Store, either in person or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Ackland Film Forum 

Part 2 

Thursday, 3 May, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

The second part of the annual festival of student film s at UNC, this screening will 
feature the best works produced in 2011-12 by the media production students in the 
Department of Communication Studies. 

Sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. 
Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WU-NC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland Film 
Forum. 

Watercolor Workshop 
with Amanda Hughes 
Saturday, 5May, 

1:00-5:00 PM 



When creating his "thoughts on paper," artist Thornton Dial employed watercolors, 
pencil, charcoal, and even a little bit of coffee here and there. Learn more about 
the techniques and materials Dial used through a guided look at his extraordinary 
watercolors, then try your hand at his chosen medium. Amanda Hughes leads this class 
for teens and adults. 

Beginners are welcome. 

Bring your own materials; a list will be provided upon registration. Mid-afternoon 
snack provided. 
Members: $35 I Non-members: $40. 
Pre-registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [m ailto:ackla~d~.£S \i]~_d~] or 919.843.3687. 

Happy Birthday, Ackland Museum Store! 
On the first anniv ersary of the opening of the Ackland Museum Store, we send a heartfelt 
thank-you to the many visitors, local residents, and downtown Chapel Hill businesses 
that have helped make our first year such a success! 
Come shop the Store’s new spring merchandise and see the current gallery exhibition, 
Perspectives in Mentoring. Visit ackland.org/shop [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e 0019cM1 aj eWJ~NzSBtCcedJbAMrJi2GNWf0ix4eEVrIn3pXK4HEAJkU 1 om 9tzKoMKmLWznrbAJsD 1DO5pY3xLAa2sJhyLA4E5Elfr whNXbJklH SiExpXwfdFL J1 &x2J- 
mTEq7k2rC9Q2ctQWIjTt7DgCXvVr~cJRs4t-TYv2hjM9R8y3VBwKIG8uDADFbgJb~u3nFngwytbnS-ar a2NTE9xVlnSRwAiYE5gyPDWatRhjIwTAjUjC4j4Fs4-5YAKCmC3zEAwsZX6a6k ] 
for more information. 

Looking Ahead... 
Tea at Two: "Regionalism, Realism, andMark Twain" 
Wednesday, 9 May, 2:00 PM 
Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 
Reservation required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [~ailto:ackland~£S~, ~e~!a] 

PROGRAMS 

STORE 

Polke [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 0019cMlajeWJ~NzQwSIS- 
6nzHUJgvHgpL T JwRftNjn86oasT 8dc04aHzyRyXCReLv75DiKqcxFkOOGUm S mgxL7kORmuF2cJDGOYO6HStk7hgqthGBoP7JkrKyLIdiW2h-nj JAu0cAWG- 
bqwpOnYimRULeiZEwiyHbHY6aZkPSv 848rErw5umZeeYF5EFB6Qy8GIX6fzZ3KLzrpE41b15y-O SPgFgQleX4-v0x5- 
wKzwFXK4OdOi6749~vNTu43 Ydt56nlYKCUh53nBTjFMevrRqHpiWyg ] 
MEMBERSHIP 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support 
from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e 0019cMlajeWJ~NzRnqiE9D00illyHqGufpjfuU1SS ~6Bja~rspUGF8~5GA~X~mAMHMEsdTGe5y~g3ps6jcxbgMGS9cA73nr~Bf4LsGTQcYxwiCYBtKxd8fQB~SCwFBV~SxQ~A6M~MLb 0 
1 b6P~BZSEOKMCVfGh9bGoPBNsFI69AVTdHicYjiY-6V7ZdCskT JDaeAj 6o7SRmwcvAmkPHiP um fXpBkarmMCgI0-3EANAiYICMX8 J4XX GK9sdKYkJw4BB4- 
W2e 8Eb3 JR9pgu7g4ESpWQ4o6E-thvWtVD84s ] 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership dollars support 
our mission! 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. [mailto:esbowlesl@email a~c ed~] 

Images: 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Tiger Will Stand By This Lady, As Life Go On, 
1990; watercolor, gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Josef Albers, American, born in Germany, 1888-1976: Blue/Yellow/Gray, 1949; collage. 
Gift of John A. Parker in memory of Robert Curtis Parker, 1938-1986. 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: Together, 2011; acrylic enamel on canvas 
with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection of the artist. 

Dene[Z Black, Stroll on Patton Avenue (detail), acrylic on canvas. 

Sigmar Polke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder 
warm z[Zhlen die Punkte), 2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Thornton Dial, Am erican, born 1928: Big Mouth Lady Knows How to Hold the Long Neck 
Tiger, 1991 ; watercolor, graphite, and charcoal. Gift of The Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Thom as Hart Benton, Am erican, 1889-1975: Huck Finn, 1936; lithograph; Gift of W. 
P. Jacocks. 
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Art For Lunch 
’"We All Grew Up in That Life’: 
Thornton Dial’s Politics on Paper" 
Wednesday, 2/~ay, 12:00-1:00 P/~ 

Bring a bag lunch (yes, people really do!) and learn about art currently 
on view at the Ackland. In this lunchtime talk, Juan Logan discusses 
ways in which Thornton Dial’s works on paper deal with the complex 
relationships between men and women, the social worlds they inhabit, 

and the construction and perception of political and social power. 

Logan is a professor of Studio Art in the UNC-Chapel Hill Art 
Department, and a contributor to the exhibition’s publication. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non- 
members. 
Registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

In this Issue 

Art for Lunch 

Deadline Today: Spring 
Luncheon 

Swain Lot Film Festival 

Watercolor Workshop 

Happy Birthday, 
Ackland Museum Store! 

Regionalism, Realism, 
and Mark Twain 

Spr~ng Luncheon 
Thursday, 3 May, 11:30 AM-2:00 PM 

The Carolina Inn 

It’s the last day to reserve your space! 

The Friends of the Ackland invite you to lunch 
at The Carolina Inn in conjunction with the 
exhibition New Currents in Contemporary Art: 
~FA 2012. 

EXHIBITIONS 



EmiLy Kass will give welcoming remarks and a preview of the upcoming year 
of exhibitions. 

Lunch will be followed by the opportunity to view the MFA 2012 exhibition 
with the eight participating artists, who will be available to talk about their 
work. 

Tickets are $50 ($25 deductible). 
Buy tickets at the AckLand Museum Store, either in person or by phone: 
919.962.0216. 

Ackiand F im Forum 

Varsity Theatre, 

Part 2 

Thursday, 3 May, 

123 £. Franklin Street 

The second part of the annual festival of student films at UNC, this screening 
will feature the best works produced in 2011-12 by the media production 
students in the Department of Communication Studies. 

Sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 
others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and 
Film Forum. 

Watercolor Workshop 
with Amanda Hughes 

Saturday, 5 May, 1:00-5:00 

When creating his "thoughts on paper," 
artist Thornton Dial employed 
watercolors, pencil, charcoal, and even a 
little bit of coffee here and there. Learn 
more about the techniques and materials 
Dial used through a guided look at his 
extraordinary watercolors, then try your 
hand at his chosen medium. Amanda 
Hughes leads this class for teens and 
adults. 

Beginners are welcome. 

PROGRAMS 

STORE 

MEMBERSHIP 

Bring your own materials; a List will be 



provided upon registration. Mid-afternoon snack provided. 

Members: $35 I Non-members: $40. 
Pre-registration required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Happy B~rthday~ Ack[and Museum Store! 

On the first anniversary of the openin~l of the Ack[and Museum Store, we send a 
heartfelt thank-you to the many visitors, local residents, and downtown Chapel Hi[[ 
businesses that have helped make our first year such a success! 

Come shop the Store’s new sprin~l merchandise and see the current ~.la[[ery 
exhibition, Perspectives in Nlentorin~. Visit acktand.org/shop for more 
information. 

Looking Ahead°°° 

Two: "Regionalism, Realism, and/~lark Twain" 
Wednesday, 9 h~ay, 2:00 Ph~ 

Tea 



Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 
Reservation required: acktandRSVP®unc.edu 

The Ack[and’s exMbitions and public programs are made possible by 
generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 
you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 
dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 
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Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Tiger Will Stand By This Lady, As Life Go On, 1990; watercolor, gift of the Souls Grown Deep 
Foundation. 

Josef A[bers, American, born in Germany, 1888-1976: Blue/Yellow/dray, 1949; collage. Gift of John A. Parker in memory of Robert 
Curtis Parker, 1938-1986. 

Jason E. Osborne, American, born 1979: Together, 2011; acrylic enamel on canvas with burlap and pipe cleaners. Collection of the 
artist. 

Dene6 Black, Stroll on Patton Avenue (detail), acrylic on canvas. 

Sigmar Po[ke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zdhlen die Punkte), 2002. James Keith 
Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Bi~ Mouth Lady Knows How to Hold the Lon9 Neck Ti~er, 1991; watercolor, graphite, and 
charcoal Gift of The Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: Huck Finn, 1936; lithograph; Gift of W o P. Jacocks. 
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Brent, 
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Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rochelle Robinson <rrobi030@odu.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:46 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Rochelle Robinson <rrobi030@odu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 

Good afternoon, 

Did you still need more volunteers to work the registration table? If you 
still have open slots for Friday I am free to do any available time. 

Thanks, 

Rochelle Robinson 
On Fri, Apr 13, 2012 at 2:49 PM, Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Hi Region II, 
I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out 
at the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to help at the 
Registration table. I need a total of 10 volunteers to help for 1 hour 
time slots. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
*Thursday, June 7th: * 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-1 lam 
1 lam-12pm 
12pm-lpm 
4pm-5pm 

*Friday, June 8th* 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-1 lam 
1 lam-12pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify 
what day/time you would like to help. Since we only need 1 volunteer from 
our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you 
are available. 

Thanks in advance, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan_albidrez@ncsu, edu 
~ : iTncsu, ed ~iaspsa/ 



"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 

Spam<~s :i!www.s~.odt~.edt~/~.~ ?i=64 27 21987 &m=b 3 5 77a2 9c46a&Jt= 20120413&c s> 
Not spam<~s:/iwww.        .odu.ed~JS.~?i=642721987&re=b3577a29c46a&t=20120413&c=~> 
Forget previous vote<l’~ll~s:i/www.spamlra~?.o&~.edt~i5,~l~,t~?i=~42721987&m-b3577a29c4~a&~=20120413&c-f> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sharon D Johnson <sharondj @uab.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:56 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Sharon D Johnson <sharondj @uab.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Meghan-do you still need more volunteers? I will come in on Wed. I am available on Thursday if you still need help. 
Sharon Johnson 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [maiIto:regior~ii-owr~er@lists.r~csu.edul On Behalf Of Rochelle Robinson 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Megan Albidrez; regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

Good afternoon, 

Good afternoon, 

Did you still need more volunteers to work the registration table? If you still have open slots for Friday I am free to do any available 
time. 

Thanks, 

Rochelle Robinson 
On Fri, Apr 13, 2012 at 2:49 PM, Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu<maiFto:mca~bidr;&ncst~.edu>> wrote: 
Hi Region II, 
I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out at the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to 
help at the Registration table. I need a total of 10 volunteers to help for 1 hour time slots. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
Thursday, June 7th: 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 
12pm-lpm 
4pm-5pm 

Friday, June 8th 
8am-9am 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify what day/time you would like to help. Since we only need 1 
volunteer from our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you are available. 

Thanks in advance, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 



919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu<mailto:me~ albidrez~ncsu.edu> 
htJ~p:iincsu.eduiaspsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 

Spam<~s :/A~.ww. s~.odu.edui5.~?i=6427219gT&m=b3577a29c46a&t=20120413&c=s> 
Not spam<ht~ps :i!www. s~am~rap.od~.edu,,~.~hp?i-642721987&m-b3577a29c46a&~=20120413&c-n> 
Forget previous vote<h~t~s:iiwww.        .odu.edui~.~?i=642721987&m~b3577a29c46a&t=20120413&c=~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Pierce, Kelly N" <kpierce@miami.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 4:40 PM 

Kelly N Pierce <kpierce@miami.edu>; Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: [regionii] One last reminder 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hey Megan, 

I don’t know if you are the correct person to contact about this but I am interested in helping out on any panel regarding females advising 
football, or tutor program related. I remember there being a session that had a panel of women working with football and I thought it was 
great. I know there are Tutor Coordinator breakout sessions as well. I’m not sure if the specific topics have been posted yet, but if you know 
of anyone that needs help filling a panel, I would be happy to help, thanks, 

Kelly 

Kelly Pierce 
Athletic Academic Advisor/Tutor Coordinator I University of Miami Athletics 

Hecht Athletic Center I 5821 San Amaro Drive I Coral Gables, FL 33146 
Direct: (305) 284-2652 I Fax: (305) 284-1140 I hurricanesports.com 

[iaboutu] 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [ onii-owner~lists.ncsu.e&~] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 8:09 PM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [regionii] One last reminder 

One last reminder... 
If you are thinking about nominating someone for the Professional Promise award, I will need your nomination by 5pm on Friday April 13th. 
This award is given yearly to one member from each region, the N4A Professional Promise Award honors "new" professionals who serve 
student athletes and who have dedicated their energy to the Association and its mission. Winners must have been N4A members for more 
flaan one year but fewer than five years. The five winners are recognized at the Awards Luncheon at the National 
Convention. 
http://nfb ara,or         roi<e ssional~orornise~aw ard~ 

If you would like to nominate a worthy Region II member, please send me the following by April 13th, 2012 

1. Name, Title and School of nominee 
2. The Nominee’s number of years of professional service in athletics academic advising 
3. The Nominee’s number of years of membership in N4A 
4. A one- to two-page nomination statement, addressing why the individual deserves the award 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan_albidrez@ncsu, edu<mailto :metaan albi&ez~ncsc~.ed~> 

"All electronic mail messages in connection wifla State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 8:37 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Region II, 
I still have some times available for volunteers to help with the 
Registration table. I need 3 more volunteers from our Region. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
*Thursday, June 7th: * 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
12pm-lpm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering and what time you 
are available. Thanks in advance for your help! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sharon D Johnson <sharondj @uab.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 9:34 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Sharon D Johnson <sharondj @uab.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning Megan, 

I can work these times. 
Sharon 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu.edu ior~iioowrrer~lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2012 7:37 AM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

Hi Region II, 
I still have some times available for volunteers to help with the Registration table. I need 3 more vohmteers from our Region. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
Thursday, June 7th: 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
12pm-lpm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering and what time you are available. Thanks in advance for your help! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu<maiF~o:me~ albidrez,%.l~csu.ed~> 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 10:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 5.4.12 at 10am.xlsx 

Attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Practice schedules 

TEXT.htm; Fall201 l practiceschedules (Autosaved).xlsx 

Please look at the fall practice schedule from last year and let me know if anything has changed for your teams. I would like to have 
this available to give the College of Arts and Sciences advisors by next week. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Sport 
Football 

Baseball 

M Basketball 

W Basketball 

Cross Country 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

M Golf 

W Golf 

W Gym 

M Lacrosse 

W Lacrosse 

Rowing 

M Soccer 

W Soccer 

Days 
M 
T-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M,W,F 
T,R 

M-F 

M,T, R, F 
W 

M-F 

M,T, R, F 

M 
T,R 
W 

F 

M-F 

M-F 

Times 
No practice 
2:00pm--6:00pm 
No classes after 1:00pm 

1:00pm--6:00 pm 

3:00pm--7:00pm 

1:00pm - 6:00pm 

no classes before 9:00 am 
3:00pm-6:00pm 

3:00pm-6:00pm 

1:00pm - 3:30pm 

12:00-5:00pm 
1:00-5:00 

12:30-6 

1:30pm-4:00pm 
No practice 

8:00am-10:45am 
No classes before 11 am 

2:00pm-5:00pm 

3:30-6:00pm 
8:00-9:00am, 3:45-6:00pm 

7:30-8:30am 
7:45-8:30am, 3:30-6:00pm 

2:00pm-6:00pm 

1:00pm-6:00pm 

Advisor 
Beth Bridger 
Tia Overstreet 
Jaimie Lee 

Brent Blanton 

Jenn Townsend 

Brent Blanton 

Kym Orr 

Kym Orr 

Tony Yount 

Spencer Welborn 

Tony Yount 

Beth Lyons 

Spencer Welborn 

Tony Yount 

Kym Orr 

Spencer Welborn 

Brent Blanton 

Fall 2011 Practice Schedule 
Softball 

MW Swim 
MW Diving 

M Tennis 

W Tennis 

MW Track 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Athletic Academic Counselors Contact Info: 

Brent Blanton 
Beth Bridger 
Jaimie Lee 
Beth Lyons 

Kym Orr 

Tia Overstreet 

Jenn Townsend 
Spencer Welborn 
Tony Yount 

M-F 
M,W, F 
F,R 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 

M-F 



2:00pm-6:00pm Jenn Townsend 
8:00am-12:00pm 

1:00-5:00pm Jenn Townsend 
11:00-3:00pm Spencer Welborn 
2:00-5:00 

2:00pm-6:00pm Beth Lyons 

1:00pm-6:00pm Brent Blanton 

no classes before 9:00 am Kym Orr 
3:00pm-6:00pm 

2:30pm-6:00pm Tony Yount 

3:00pm-6:00pm Spencer Welborn 

962-9536, blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-5669, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-6566, jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-(5029, emlyons@uncaa.un¢.edu 

843-2425, knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-4400, overstre@u ncaa.u n¢.ed u 
962-9538, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

843-2328, welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
843-2328, tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 11:38 AM 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

20120504113806619.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10459" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.04.2012 11:38:06 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Katie Sheridan <kpsherid@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 2:27 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[n4a] Legislation Update/NCAA Ed Column 

TEXT.htm; April+2012+CAP+Report final.pdf 

All - 
Below are some important updates from NCAA staff and the recent Committee 
on Academic Performance (CAP) meeting. 

*NCAA staff have provided an updated Educational Column on Fall 
Term Academic Requirements for Football.* The full column can be found at 
the following link: 
~s :iTweb 1~ ncaa, or~IL SDBilexeciedCo~mn~Dis~ ?edCoh~mnDisp~a~ Submit-Display &muNp~e- ~ 9999&division: 1 

*The effective date for Core Course Requirements and Initial Eligibility 
Index has been pushed back one calendar year to August 1, 2016.* More 
details are attached in the full report from the April CAP meeting. 

**The NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance recommends the 
NCAA Division I Board of Directors amend the effective date of NCAA 
Division I Proposal Nos. 2011-94, 2012-6 and 2012-7 to August 1, 2016, for 
student-athletes initially enrolling full time in a collegiate institution 
on or after August 1, 2016. 

Katie Sheridan 
Assistant Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
306 Case Academic Center - Campus Box 7104 
Office: 919.513.0997 
Fax: 919.515.1619 
katie sheridan~ncsu.edu 



REPORT OF THE 
NCAA DIVISION I COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

APRIL 23-25, 2012, MEETING 

KEY ITEM. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2011-94 Eligibility - Freshman Academic 
Requirements - Eligibility for Financial Aid, Practice and Competition - Core 
Course Requirements and Initial-Eligibility Index. The NCAA Division I Committee 
on Academic Performance recommends the NCAA Division I Board of Directors amend 
the effective date of NCAA Division I Proposal Nos. 2011-94, 2012-6 and 2012-7 to 
August 1, 2016, for student-athletes initially enrolling full time in a collegiate institution 
on or after August 1, 2016. 

A CTION ITEMS. 

Legislative Items. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2011-94 Eligibility - Freshman Academic 
Requirements - Eligibility for Financial Aid, Practice and Competition - 
Core Course Requirements and Initial-Eligibility Index, Proposal No. 2012-6 
- Eligibility - Freshman Academic Requirements - Eligibility for Financial 
Aid, Practice and Competition - Qualifier - Core-Course Requirements - 
Exception - International Prospective Student-Athletes, and Proposal No. 
2012-7 - Eligibility - Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements - Eligibility for 
Practice during Each Term of the Initial Year in Residence. 

(1) Recommendation. The Committee on Academic Performance 
recommends the Board of Directors amend the effective date of Proposal 
No. 2011-94 to August 1, 2016; for students initially enrolling full time in 
a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016. This one-year delay 
would also require amendments to the effective date of Proposal Nos. 
2012-6 and 2012-7. 

(2) 

(3) 

Effective Date. August 1, 2016; for students initially enrolling full time in 
a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016. 

Rationale. Feedback from the NCAA membership indicates general 
support for delaying the effective date from August 2015 to August 2016. 
The current effective date was set to ensure that prospective student- 
athletes have adequate time to learn, understand and meet the new initial- 
eligibility standards. The timing of the adoption of the legislation resulted 
in a limited opportunity to educate prospective student-athletes that are 
freshman in high school during the 2011-12 academic year. With the 
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o 

current effective date, these prospective student-athletes would be 
responsible for meeting the new initial-eligibility standards. Delaying the 
effective date of this legislation will allow for a robust education plan to 
be realized for the first class of prospective student-athletes that will be 
responsible for meeting the new standards. The membership, including 
the NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet, generally support this one-year 
delay. 

(4) Estimated Budget Impact. None. 

(5) Student-Athlete Impact. None. 

Nonlegislative Items. 

a. NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Manual. 

(1) Recommendation. The Committee on Academic Performance 
recommends the Board of Directors approve the NCAA Division I 
Academic Performance Program Manual for the 2012-13 academic year, 
which is included in the Committee on Academic Performance meeting 
materials, Supplement No. 6. 

(2) Effective Date. Immediate. 

(3) Rationale. The APP Manual was updated based on the changes adopted 
by the Board in October 2011 and throughout this past year. The 
Committee on Academic Performance policies and procedures have been 
combined to include the former penalties guide, data collection guide, 
NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Adjustment Directive, and 
APP penalty waiver directive. The documents have been combined into 
one document that will assist institutions with the 2012-13 data collection 
process and penalty applications and will be posted on the committee’s 
page on the NCAA website at www.ncaa.org. NCAA legislation requires 
Board approval of the committee’s policies and procedures annually. 

(4) Estimated Budget Impact. None. 

(5) Student-Athlete Impact. None. 

bo Proposal No. 2011-69 Eligibility - Transfer Regulations - 2-4 and 4-2-4 
College Transfers. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Recommendation. The Committee on Academic Performance 
recommends the Board of Directors seek membership input on a possible 
one-year delay in the effective date for Proposal No. 2011-69. 
Specifically, the two-year college community has requested a delay for 
Proposal No. 2011-69 in order to provide a longer period of education for 
the two-year college community. The current effective date is August 1, 
2012; for student-athletes initially enrolling full time in a collegiate 
institution on or after August 1, 2012. In addition, the Committee on 
Academic Performance seeks further input regarding Proposal No. 2011- 
65 Eligibility - Two-Year College Transfers - Year of Academic 
Readiness at Two-Year College and possible amendments. 

Effective Date. Immediate. 

Rationale. NCAA research indicates that two-year college transfer 
student-athletes underperform academically upon enrollment at a four- 
year institution. Increased standards were adopted by the Board in 
October 2011 to better predict academic success at time of enrollment at a 
four-year institution. Further, the Board tabled Division I Proposal No. 
2011-65 Eligibility - Two-Year College Transfers - Year of Academic 
Readiness at Two-Year College. The intent of this proposal is to provide 
academically underprepared student-athletes with an opportunity to gain 
an educational foundation to be successful at time of enrollment at a four- 
year institution. The Committee on Academic Performance seeks 
membership input prior to its July meeting regarding a possible delay in 
effective date of Proposal No. 2011-69 with a possible recommendation 
for consideration by the Board in August. The committee did note, 
however, that unlike the delay recommended for initial eligibility, no 
currently enrolled two-year college students are impacted by the current 
2012 effective date. In addition, the Committee on Academic 
Performance seeks further input regarding possible amendments to 
Proposal No. 2011-65. 

Estimated Budget Impact. None. 

Student-Athlete Impact. None. 

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS. 
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Penalty Hearings. The committee conducted five hearings for five teams subject to 
Level-Three Penalties. 

Review of the Application of Various APP Penalties. The committee discussed the 
application of various APP penalties. For the sport of men’s basketball, the committee 
confirmed that the 10 percent reduction of the playing and practice season results in a 
reduction of 10 days taken at the beginning of the season. Specifically, a basketball team 
subject to a reduction of the playing and practice season must start its regular season 10 
days later than first permitted day of in-season practice. Additionally, the committee 
confirmed for the sports of men’s and women’s basketball, the APP penalty that requires a 
reduction of 10 percent of the number of contests results in a three game reduction from 
the maximum number of permissible contests. Further, the committee confirmed that 
summer access is not included in the prescribed level-One and -Two APP penalties. 
Finally, the committee confirmed that a team subject to a Level-Two APP penalty that 
reduces the number of hours of athletically related activities outside the playing season 
from eight hours to four hours is not required to provide an additional day off as part of 
the out-of-season penalty due to the limited number of hours of athletically related 
activity. 

APR and Penalty Reporting Forms. The Committee on Academic Performance 
approved the institutional and public APR and penalty reports to be used during the 2012- 
13 academic year. The reports are intended to provide institutions with teams’ APR, as 
well as a summary of the teams’ penalties and/or postseason ineligibility. 

Definition of Graduation within the Academic Performance Program. The NCAA 
Division I Committee on Academic Performance Subcommittee on Data Collection and 
Reporting considered a scenario in which a student-athlete completes all requirements for 
graduation after a summer term but does not officially graduate until the following winter 
because the institution does not have a summer commencementand does not confirm 
degrees until end of winter term. The subcommittee was asked to determine whether 
such a student-athlete should be considered a graduate after the summer term for the 
purposes of the APR. 

The current definition of graduation, as found in the APP Data Collection Guide, states: 
"A student-athlete is considered "graduated" for purposes of the APR if he or she has 
completed all graduation requirements (e.g., academic and administrative) and is 
considered by the institution to have graduated." 

Under this definition, an institution would not be permitted to mark a student-athlete as 
graduated for the previous spring-retention point because the institution does not 
officially consider such student-athletes as graduated until the degree is conferred. The 
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institution would also not be permitted to award the eligibility point for the spring term if 
the student-athlete in this situation has completed 10 semesters or 15 quarters as a full- 
time student. The subcommittee agreed not to change the current definition of 
graduation, but noted that institutions that lose APR points for such student-athletes may 
request relief for any lost points through the APR adjustment process since such 
circumstances are outside the control of the student-athlete. The subcommittee noted that 
changes to the definition of graduation has implications beyond this scenario and thus, 
this was best handled in the adjustment process. 

Limited-Resource Institution Pilot Program Concept. The committee received an 

update regarding the development of a pilot program for limited-resource institutions and 
enhancements to the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Supplemental 

Support Fund. The committee was generally supportive of the two recommendations, 
noting that they will be reviewed by the NCAA Executive Committee Finance 
Subcommittee and potentially acted on by the Board in August. 

NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Press Releases. The committee 
received an update on the annual Division I Academic Progress Rate, Penalty, Postseason 
Ineligiblity, and Public Recognition press releases. The public release will occur in mid- 
June and institutions can expect communication in May with more specifics. 

Update on the Governance Survey. The committee received an update on an upcoming 
survey from the national office to all governance committee members. 

Update on Men’s and Women’s Basketball Coaches’ Meetings. The committee 
received an update regarding recent meetings with the Women’s Basketball Coaches 

Association and the National Association of Basketball Coaches. 

APR Data and Penalties. The committee received a summary of the most recent APR 
data submitted by member institutions and a summary of the penalties imposed under the 
new APP penalty structure and access to postseason, which will be available for public 
review in June. 

10. 

11. 

March Teleconference Report of the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic 
Performance. The committee reviewed the report. 

NCAA Working Group on the Collegiate Model - Bylaw 14. The committee received 
an update on the NCAA Working Group on the Collegiate Model - Rules and provided 
feedback on the principles and preliminary concepts developed for NCAA Division I 
Bylaw 14. The committee expressed concern that elimination of the requirement for 
institutions to submit final high school transcripts for early academic qualifiers will have 
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12. 

a detrimental impact on the research efforts crucial to informing initial-eligibility 
legislation standards and policies. The committee recommended the research staff be 
consulted before a final decision on the elimination of this requirement is made. 

NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Adjustment Requests for Student- 
Athletes who Transfers From an Institution Subject to Postseason Ineligibility. The 
committee approved an amendment to the APR adjustment directive when a student- 
athlete transfers from an institution in which his/her term is ineligible for postseason 
competition due to the APP and the student does not need an NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief waiver for the residency 
requirement (e.g., sports that allow for the one-time transfer exception or situations where 
a student-athlete transfers to a Division II institution). The retention point will be 
adjusted provided the following criteria are met: 

The student-athlete immediately transferred to another four-year institution. This 
requires full-time enrollment at the new institution at the next available regular 

academic term. 

The student-athlete did not lose any APR points at that institution, including the 
eligibility point in the last semester of enrollment prior to transfer. 

The penalty would preclude the institution’s team in that sport from participating 
in postseason competition during all of the remaining seasons of the student- 
athlete’s eligibility. 

This change will be effective with the 2011-12 APR data, submitted fall 2012 and would 
not apply retroactively. Such requests will be considered during the normal adjustment 
process with appropriate documentation (e.g., transcripts) to be provided by the 
institution requesting the adjustment. 
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Committee Chair: 

Staff Liaisons." 

Walter Harrison, University of Hartford, America East Conference 
Diane Dickman, Academic andMembership Affairs 

Kevin Lennon, Academic and Membership Affairs 

Todd Petr, Research 
Bill Regan, Academic and Membership Affairs 
John Shukie, Academic and Membership Affairs 

Jennifer Strawley, Academic and Membership Affairs 

April 23-25, 2012 

Attendees                                  Absentees 
Jan Blade, Delaware State University Melvin Johnson, Tennessee State University 

Jerry Bovee, Weber State University 

Jennifer Brown, Western Carolina University 

Michael Cross, Bradley University 

Jack Evans, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill (participated via teleconference) 

Kenneth Ferguson, University of Missouri, 
Kansas City 

Walter Harrison, University of Hartford 

David Jamison, Robert Morris University 

Barbara Luebke, University of Rhode Island 

Roderick McDavis, Ohio University 

Lisa Melz, Western Illinois University 

John Morris, University of Washington 

Vince Nicastro, Villanova University 

Brennan O’Donnell, Manhattan College 

Greg Sankey, Southeastern Conference 

Other NCAA Staff Members in Attendance: Kelly Brooks, Steve Clar, Greg Dana, Diane 
Dickman, Bernard Franklin, Michelle Hosick, Kevin Lennon, Andy Louthain, Matt Maher, Binh 
Nguyen, Tom Paskus, Todd Petr, Bill Regan, Tiese Roxbury, John Shukie, Naima Stevenson, 
Jenn Strawley, Katy Yurk. 

h ttp://documentcenter.ncaa.org/msaa/ama/CommitteeonAcademicPerformance/M eetings/2012/Apri123_25/Report/Apri12012CAPReport/DED:br/04272012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 4:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report #2 

TEXT.htm; 5.4.12 at 4.50pm.xlsx 

Just ran this at 4:50pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 5:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Grade Update 

TEXT.htm 

Not sure yet .... 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, May 4, 2012 20:51:00 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Today’s Grade Update 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, May 5, 2012 4:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Grade Updates 

TEXT.htm 

Brent. 

Tuesday is good. Why time do you get into the office! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 4, 2012, at 4:50 PM, "BlantolL Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon sir, 
Attached is today [] s update; let me know if you have questions. 

Are you free to meet sometime on Tuesday? Just want to go over a few things now that the term is over. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc [ (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:~tarheelNue,cstv ~com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

<image001.jpg> 

<wte grades - gpas.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, May 5, 2012 5:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Grade Updates 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, I will stop be at 8:30 at your office. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 5, 2012, at 5:14 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’ll probably be inby 8:30. 
> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 
> 

Reply message ..... 
> From: "Brian Kalbas" <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Today&apos;s Grade Updates 
>Date: Sat, May 5, 2012 4:21 pm 
> 

> 

> 

> Brent. 
> 

> Tuesday is good. Why time do you get into the offic!! 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On May 4, 2012, at 4:50 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Good afternoon sir, 
>> Attached is today’s update; let me know if you have questions. 
>> 
>> Are you free to meet sometime on Tuesday? Just want to go over a few things now that the term is over. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Brent 
>> 
>> Brent Blanton 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
>> Undergraduate Education 
>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> (919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
>> ~:iitarheelNue~cstv.com 
>> 
>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
>> 

>> <image001.jpg> 
>> 

>> <wte grades - gpas.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 6, 2012 5:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 5.6.12.xlsx 

Attached. Sorry for the delay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 9:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
today 

Hi Guys, 
Staying home today... I am available by phone or email if you need me. See you tomorrow. 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 10:24 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; 5.7.12 at 10.20am.xlsx 

Attached ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 7, 2012 11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grades are in DB 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

THANKS AGAIN BRENT! ! 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/7/2012 10:38 AM >>> 

Good morning, 
The update for this morning is in the database to be viewed. You can print grade reports for interested coaches, etc. DO NOT, 
however, begin changing numbers in the grid to reflect degree-applicability. There are still so many grades remaining to be populated, 

I will run several more updates in the coming day or two. I did update the GPAs for everyone so you can see those on various reports 
ff necessary. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 

ht~ip : //tarhee ~b lue. cs~v, com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 1:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Register for Motivating the Millennial Generation: Teaching Strategies 
for Success - 5/17 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

This is your last chance to register for our live, 60-minute webinar: 

"Motivating the Millennial Generation: Teaching Strategies for Success" 
Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 
http :i/www .-best~ro ~essor~rainin~. comi2AAi0i2           7BJMY U (>iil~0e 

Millennial students bring unique learning needs and instructional wants to the 
college classroom. How can you effectively engage and educate "Generation text" 
and help these students achieve success in the college classroom? Join us for a 
60-minnte webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 

** 7 core traits of millennial students & the impact on teaching & learning 
** How to create an effective learning environment for Gen Y students 

** Ways to engage the millennial students to help them succeed 

** Keys to overcome learning & engagement obstacles 
** Effective ways to easily adapt your assessment strategies 

Your expert presenter: 

Loren Kleinman has over five years experience teaching developmental reading and 
writing and more than seven years of writing/editorial experience. 

** In her current position she is an Instructional Designer at Berkeley College 
where she trains online faculty to align technology with pedagogical practice in 
order to engage and retain students. 
** Kleinman is also the owner of LK Editorial, LLC. Her services range from 
writing press releases to ghostwriting to offering writing workshops in various 
disciplines for staff development such as Not So Basic Writing and Puppies and 
Kittens: Communicating Effectively through Email. She also offers one-on-one 
writing consultations, providing you with feedback on how to improve your own 

writing (personal or creative). 
** Loren holds a B.A. in English Literature from Drew University and an M.A. in 
Creative and Critical Writing from the University of Sussex (UK). 

* Motivating the Millennial Generation: Teaching Strategies for Success * 
* Live, 60-Minnte Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~:iiwww.bestprofessorlrainin£~.com!2AA/Oi2           7B~MY U6b’p0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 



Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http:/iwww~best~?ro[~essortraiv:ir~g.com/2AAi4C/2           7B JMYU (~f/p0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 375462 

Contact ID#: -1585517445 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@supertrainme.com <audio@supertrainme. com> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 2:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Minors on Campus: Policies to Protect Students & Avoid Legal Liability 5/30 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

For those concerned with policies that will protect minors and help avoid 
legal liabilities on campus, there will be a live 60-minnte webinar: 

"Minors on Campus: Policies to Protect Students & Avoid Legal Liability" 
Wednesday, May 30, 2012 - 1:00-2:00pm ET 
~:i!~vww. S~l~ertramme.comi2AZi0i2ip7P 19 VcipTDYXX2Wiip0e 

Whether it[] s minors enrolled as students, in summer programs, or in campus child 

care centers, having minors on campus raises additional legal issues not 
commonly addressed by current campus policies and procedures. How can your 
institution policies be updated to protect minors and keep your institution out 

of legal trouble? Join us for this 60-minute webinar to discover: 

** How to update your policies to provide the safest environment for minors 

** Legal ramifications of having minors on campus: What you should know 

** Actions & mandatory reporting requirements if foul play is suspected 

** Communication with parents: Keys to keep them informed & comfortable 

Program Highlights: 
Policies to Protect Minors on Campus - What You Need to Know 
** How to handle hazing, harassment, and bullying on campus 
** Computer policies & banned websites - guidelines to protect minors 
** Keys to drafting effective alcohol and drug use policies 

When Kids Come to Campus: Keys to Avoid Disaster 
** When problems happen - Effective strategies to keep parents informed 
** How to handle romantic relationships between minors & adults 
** Keys to conducting background checks on employees who work with minors 

Minimizing Liability [] Legal Do [] s & Don[] ts for Your Campus 
** Ways to keep your institution FERPA-compliant as it applies to minors 
** What you need to know about mandatory reporting requirements 
** How to create reliable and effective liability waivers 

Question & Answer Session 

Your Expert Presenter: 

Natasha Baker is a senior associate with Curiale Hirschfeld Kramer LLP, in the 
firm’s San Francisco office. 
** Ms. Baker represents institutions of higher education (private and public) 
in a broad range of legal matters, including faculty discipline and dismissal, 
tenure denial, and employment matters such as harassment, discrimination, and 
wrongful termination, student discipline, FERPA compliance, and disability 



accommodation for students and employees. 
** Ms. Baker regularly reviews handbooks and institutional policies for her 
clients and presents training sessions to administrators and faculty around the 
country on higher education issues. 
** Ms. Baker is a member of the California Bar and is a graduate of Tufts 
University and the University of Maine School of Law. 

*Minors on Campus: Policies to Protect Students & Avoid Legal Liability* 
*Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, May 30, 2012 - (1:00-2:00pm ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
htt~? :,~1w.ww. supertrai~m~e, co mi2 AZi0i2          7DY X_X2 Wiip. 0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
ht~p:/iwww.su~ertminme.comi2AZi4Ci2          7DYXX2Wii~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 262676 

Contact ID#: - 1587425627 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 6:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 5-7-12: Gamecocks Graduate; Baseball 1 st in SEC 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 5-7-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more illfOm~ation and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 10:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; 5.8.12 at 10am.xlsx 

Here you go ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 10:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cementing Your Prospect Relationship with This Tested Technique 

TEXT.htm 

Vie~v tiffs as a ~vebpage... 
Click here! 

r20 constai~tcontsct coi~endey’?lli- b~,heci~bal~&~, 0018H6J lk21hMn~ GP£x, J4-FP lrTwL YOdb DWOa2kF bZG f~PB10~zy J FZnd- 
N5DK3VX2.dC~W ~,t kTrCVxJw~BOcCWSUl)%ZD 
You’re recdving tiffs emN1 because of yo~ relafionsNp ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Here confim~ 
~!~:/~,isitur~20 constantcos~tactcor~,c               bsb&t :1109950352267 56114 519399512&m 1101038493377&wl F 
yo~ continued interest in receiving emN1 from us. You may ~subscfibe 

~://~/isitor consts~tco~lact com/do?~ %re&rose 0018fktOWcl~dkioBg~2r tmJbK~0~L5bmJwe55VSZ6CM~z,,%3D&t :0016I~z~,SkKOGF2 ~,,%3D%3D&reason 00 lI~EsU%3D&llr bwheq!~bsb 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Ne~vsletter HeMer [t~2~):,"!i20rs6netdn~@S~_~,uHIPRSk3KTZir~UAn S3t-O~iReo~,O2di, tfft6V1c99oC3MSKw 18S0BRsc4mS~L~.~,s@.Oe91111PoGh?.gdVTRVEGSkivFe~@i~0 _] 

May 8, 2012 Volulne 8, Issue 19 

Cementing Your l~-ospect Relationship 

Using Tiffs Tested Technique 

Tilere’s a great deal of psychology that tile professional business ~vorld uses daily 
in their intei~ctions with their prospects alld clients. As a college sports recnliter, 
you call (alld should) use tile same kind of techniques to solidify your relationship 
with your athletic prospects. 

One such technique is ~vhat I call tile "stay the course" technique. Here’s a sampling 

of how it works, using all actual study that was conducted to back up my ideas to 
you today. 

When most people (your prospects included, coach) decide on a course of action, 
they have a very strong desire to stay with that course. Frequently, tiffs desire 

is so powerful that they will refuse to alter their chosen path ... even when there 
is ovei~vvhehnii~g evidence that it is unwise. 

Tilere are several reasons for tiffs. For one thing, there’s the simple po~ver of ego. 
Nobody likes to feel like they made a bM decision. Perhaps more important is that 
nobody likes a "flip-flopper." A classic example from tile world of politics would 
be a calldidate who "flip-flopped" on positions alld, therefore, couldn’t be trusted. 
Tilere have been nunlerous instances over tile past decade where tile allegation alone 

were enough to dei~il the political aspirations of many politicialls. As a society, 
we don’t like people who appear to not keep their coiimlitlnents. 

Once a peison chooses a certain position, their desire to be consistent will compel 

theln to behave as promised. 

All interesting study illustrated tiffs universal human tendency. A "beachgoer" (all 
accomplice to tile study) ~vould stroll onto tile sand alld choose a spot neal a target 
subj ect. Tile "beachgoer" ~vould then... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE ~)J35l:/,,’~2Ors6zlei/~s~Lgp?e 001 _Ut~HIPRSk3J9HW lvipA-AciAzMhTCuvANhcduFd0OY750Fd )L~0bGmbPVJvQ~jg,twINa7,#,c~WElR A-OT- 
P2F2E81 JL ST~LL 7tOddaAP4dxFF\,BHWsO 1 ,/b FCxOef\~R-Bt918~Oi;x0dJ~:65 CxVV SZsI h/xU s-%:H33 C QnlBi’l G 6D2qNmOTFBW 5vduq~] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?e 001UuHIPR8k3JfKOxlO8KEPX,x5m-s-lWjNyXjPeua2QiL6dWqrKGp25Y-VzldFHx3b- 
KiIh~KtcK 1D8yF 1 z4rGAQM7H61 syV1NpnQ9T80B2oNRtGAJWb fcld2ERTC9K2gNtNAbtDJaTOcgWx7a-pgL YG z1L 8-LU 6FoGNeKR7IxY8T2 flVGgL fPfKs-3 CI<hlu~vvipo fVfvGea5 Bs6NU - 
ht F57w4NWkYBKWYto SC -3mFyq7I 4waxxDcm5v SInS Yi 1 saye6Itod8G9tEm-j cPPg6zWf3yiVO J7o] 

Follo~vus on Twitter [h~i172:/!i20i~6i~et,’lni[p?e 001 UuHIPRSk3LactI5NTi MGhC9iChTb~‘wDRBVnP..~Mm41cS~RDGediFK2~zF~CiERWg~I1~1VR6WRPK~Gk~zd4~‘~pbNa2H~ 

2~!1 MZ SBHz3 YD3 sUkMF-X 1A ] 

ONLY 10 DAYS LEFT TO REGISTER! 

Incredible Line-up of Speakels, Expel~s Set to Teach Coaches Cutting Edge Reclulting 
Techniques 

You only have a fe~v days lefl to register, Coach: If you’re a selious college reclulter 
alld you miss tile 2012 National Collegiate Reclulting Conference [h~://i20~6ile~/~n~?e 001 UuHIPR~kZ~aD~2I _iXli1OCd~tPB~lCeDhEISL7cL3ISbnlLhc~3- 
w V Aa l V l wG Z,~, 5r5~mWX5t l W~sucvE~vvaKsCLc~’~6SB6-A5xb 2AIYAzl Zs~NV-PC~EOd~d ] 
in Boston, youTe going to regrN it. 

Quite simply, tiffs is going to be our best national conference yet! 

Here’s tile line-up of speakels [~[~:/h2~rs6net‘‘~n~uHIPR~k3J~H1V~9~beHB~2e9vAVM~)~9SM~n3l~‘~E~6JmUHb~D 
QL)d~dgT~(71c~A 2~‘~J~Ld4g~ E~[F~9~6¥A~ Y ~59L v‘~SCc~q~F~-5iS~M(‘’~K ~H~f)~ %‘~ik‘‘~\MAA ] 

we’ve confilaned for our NCRC attendees: 

Friday 

4I)Ill Kick-off Roundtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 



5pro Rick Chandler, "Untie Your Sailboat" 

6I)Ill Paul Biancardi, ESPN Recnliting Analyst 

7pin Dr. Adam Naylor, Telos Sports Psychology Coaching 

Spin Coach John Bmbaker, "Wily tile Successful Succeed" 

Saturday 

Sam Dr. Tilonl Park, "Reci~liting: Then and Nosy" 

9aln Charlie Adams, "Parents, the Reclulting I~-ocess, and Finding the Right Fit" 

10am Rick Chandler, "The College Coaches Most ©verlooked Reclulting Tool" 

1 lain Dan Tudor, "The 7 Deadly Recraiting Sins (and Ho~v to Avoid Theln)" 

12pin Lunch - I~-ovided by NCSA Athletic Recraiting 

lpln Coach Tyler Brallclt, "Location, Locatioi~, Location" 

2pro Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

3pin Dr. Tholn Mark, "Wily Coaches Need Contracts" 

4pin Coach Adam Mal~el, "D1 Reci~liting on a D3 Budget" 

5pin John Bmbaker, "Finding a Work/Life Balance in Coaching and Reclulting" 

Sunday 

Sam Coach Mandy Green, "©rgaulzing Yore- Coaching and Recraiting Life" 

9aln MaN Boyles, Reci~liting Researcher 

10am Roundtable Discussion: Part One 

llaln Roundtable Discussion: Part T~vo 

For a complete detailed overvie~v of each session, click here ~!~!~://I20~6netl~n~o?e: 001 UuHIPRSk3JoHIVo£,c_)2f)[~eHBv2e9,/AVMDiXgSMin3nwEw6JmLHbSD 

~PrL>, dsd89bE f91 DC>4gslbbHHE RIud90~_g~2~71 cgA2oW-Ud~3 KIFoa906~A Po               Cc0kF t -5iSFnM63 K 1 HFDg=~/~P~ ARNM EK~ _ ]. 

Time is ixmning out to register, Coach! If you want to be a part of this incredible 
learning oppolAllffty and are ready to reserve yore seat, Click here today! ~:ik20 ~s6 net,’tn}~9?e 001 UuHIPRSk3Ig&~%’~Xi~MTJs~hOSVhRV4 i- 
uZkCoTQ[OiovGio5ZL dC5 ~(                                                                                                     ZU3 JVsb51JDCL Vm0hW PEz46C coCFLv,, 3v,, ~&4PO~!~g ] 

Tiffs is an event you won’t want to miss, Coach. Make sure your staff and college 
is represented in Boston tiffs coming June 1-3 ! 

P.S. Some discounted hotel room packages are still available, so hurry and register 
tiffs week and make plans on a~ending tile 2012 National Collegiate Reclulting Conference! ... 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER [h~.~:!/,20 rs6 ,le~J~;/?e 001o.UutIIPRSk3K~N~fldaDz2I iXl:rtOCd{*PBnCeDhFiSLTcL3ISbmL~er3-v,,VAalVlwGZw5r5xamV<~f5tl W{sucvE6vvaKsCL~),68B6- 
A5xh2AI~ZAzlZsnNV PCuE0dH] 

Find us on Facebook [htrp://r20.rs6.netJtnd sp?e 001UuHIPR8k3JfKOxIO8KEPXx5nl-s-IWjNyXjPeua2QiL6dWqrKGp25Y-VzldFHx3b- 
KiIh~KtcK 1D8yF 1 zdrGAQM7H61 syV1NpnQ9T80B2oNRtGAJWb fdd2ERTC9K2gNtNAbtDJaTOcgWx7a-pgL YG z1L 8-LU 6FoGNeKR7IxY8T2flVGgL fPfKs-3 CI<)lUWVlpO fVfvGea5 Bs6NU - 
ht F57wdNWkYBKWYto SC -3nlFyq7I 4waxxDcnl5v SnlS Yi 1 saye6Itod8G9tEnl-j cPPg6zWf3yiVO J7o] 

FollowusonTwitter[h{tp://~20:*.~6=,&/t~%{sp?e 0~01 UuH{PRgk3Lmfi5NTi MC’hC9k~hT~;-p¢‘~DRBV‘‘.~Q~Mm41c%~RD(1"ed~‘1Cr~A~C~‘~2~‘%~g0~1~1VR6~~.~bNa2H- 
2vIMZSBH73 Y D3sUkMF-X1 A ] 

Looking for more recraits? Visit w~v.ncsasports.olg/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access nlore than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [ ?e 001 UuHIPRSk3KGR2aSghsKCx~/FOScw91d~R6Q~’hq~ITV- 
Ad6c RDU6z4VOL9VI3kC6v55m0365etkw3 LIVI~EvUml-%%&4c: ] 

VaI2WcAGwNb~9pQYdEYeliv,.PRPp##.~5 Mgh0w ] 

COACHES TALK ABOUT TRANSFER EPIDEMIC IN NCAA 

If you haven’t heard tile name Alex Kline, you will. He’s becolne the go-to expel~ 
for college basketball coaches ~vho ~Vallt tile inside infolanation on ~vtffch recruits 
are leaning ~vhere. At 17 years old, he’s all anlazing success stoiy in tile ~vorld 

of college sports. CLICK HERE [~://r20 ~s6 ne~:/tnjs~??e 001 UuHIPRSk3h~PDai}~7Nit£vbfl~lR6f~2vdNKait~74Ir44qvXcBHMii2sAt~iR~pP.~2;MInTYDb-~ ~2QiDbMDDLca~V,~.l~D-1MByQ5ollasm~lw7zcll~)_~ 
Va~2WcAGw’~@~[oOYdEYe~wPRF~wn5 ~M~,h0w ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e ?e 001 ~UuItIPRSk3KZ3KGb4ApgHEPYPVVdIYIBSHBh~L ~f>,lBNAPxVb6~t JPedbYtshV, g3R7OtlsrGUttD7nV,’9-BPMltD©~3!Z: 

~,io~ 6 P f<~ib!] 

KEEP TRACK OF DAN THIS SUMMER ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recruiting al~ides, late-brealdng recruiting ne~vs, and our obselvations and COlimlentaiy 

on all tile big college spoils topics of the day. Follo~v us on T~vitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [~_~12p:/.q20~6nel/l~l~4?e 001 UuHIPRgk3IQZ3KGb4A)~-9HEPYPVVdIYfBSHBt~a YQ~%,.TBNAPx\~6H JPedbYtaIW3R7Ohs~GUHD7n\~J9-BPMltDQ~.~_)j_~£6: 

] 

Julnp Stal~ Your I~-ogmnfs Recraifing, Brent! 

On Campus Workshop [h~p:i/~2Ors6neEm{sp?e 001 UuHIPt~Sk3J9090h~pkC-WgkGSrMSQRt2KSN6nSUtz,¢MmU2tlEGAJmSOPSf:(.)M9 GWqJeDAGFD{~,IABWPhPiRWmWassWDIa~x.BfM10vXD,/- 



BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP! 
Schedule Yore Fall 2012 Event No~v Click Here [>~a://~20~s6nel’,,~ni~ 
e:001 UuHIPRgkBJg090I Rt2KSN6nSUt zeMmU2bEO Aims R~:~nW ~ssWDIawBfMi k-sS0c0>,£nCtt~;~: 
~HUvaRBsBG801 zA :] 

JUST RELEASED: Ne~v Ouline Tool for Coaches from tile Reclmting Expel~s at Front 
Rush 

Front Rush has been kings of the Olfline recruiting organization game for years no,v, 
and they are used by thousands of college coaches across tile comltW. 

Nosy, they’ve introduced ane~v ouline tool called CoachPacket.com [ht~):I/~2Ors6net,’~n~?e: 001 UuHIPRSkIKaHdaWsC                              J-EYGE0u- 
),HKC98q_xY CbWNVuTHu BPOc~d2%5 9oRUUzLaA _7 KBSWTd~NnZ791~koiw ] 
that is going to be a tfft with college coaches - especially as hml&eds of programs 
get ready to host Summer tounlaments. 

It’s already eamii~g rove revie~vs from college coaches. YOU need to take a look 
at tiffs short video that tells you ~vhat it is, and ~vhy you’ll ~vant to use it tiffs 
Sumnler... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [[!~o:i,,’~20rs6net,’m,j_~’?e :001 UuHIPRSk3IvaSMokX RBlcb7E41\,%Imtfl; B6D 
~rDYtIq~MKr~HtCsHaG dEuZDBx5zlO4 uCW7 E4Fl~4THAWHIIG J5T0’l~37vPdG WvTg~] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.j sp?e 001UuHIPR8k3JfKOxlO8KEPXx5m-s-lWjNyXjPeua2QiL6dWqrKGp25Y-VzldFHx3b- 
KiIh~KtcK 1D8yF 1 z4rGAQM7H61 syV1NpnQ9T80B2oNRtGAJWb fcld2ERTC9K2gNtNAbtDJaTOcgWx7a-pgL YG z1L 8-LU 6FoGNeKR7IxY8T2 flVGgL fPfKs-3 CI<)lu~vv~po fVfvGea5 Bs6NU - 
ht F57w4NWkYBKWYto SC -3mFyq7I 4waxxDcm5v SInS Yi 1 saye6Itod8G9tEm-j cPPg6zWf3yiVO J7o] 

Follo~vus on Twitter [~o:i,,’~20*~6netq~l~o?e 001 DuHIPRgk3LuoI,5Nri MGhC9iChT~-TwDRBVn~AQMm4~cS~RDGediF1<2~zF~CiERW~I~1VR6WR~i<‘qGkvd~XJPbNa2H- 
~zIMZSBHzIY D3sUkMF X1A :] 

Looldng for better retorting results in 2012? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET ~k~_l~:/,q20 ~s6 netZ~,~j~p?e 001 UuHIPRSk3LXBRiv’¢/221b-TYDPGeSdTsCgXVRKGkiW ~3-\7-qs4U14Is0Q18PONzrlL2ExgOecNJHZgG3Qoskg- 

22 S1DoJL 3 fw A O %~, D 40 E xgtfi<gq~W 11 S blEg~ttfi<03 T z t~,m~, NoOsE 5pw P FFI C e Rb FxgtSOh 1 f36M eZ fBG p E 1 ktfl V 3vgr5 R dj.gb V c5 D Sk 4N ] 

Ore-team of experts hdped hmlch-eds of coaches 
lastyear. Beoneofthemttffsyear. CLICKHERE ~o://~20,s6neiltnis~??e 001 UuHIPRSk3JlmK~ZfPcEMPP’,,Ke6EAvv,~Fle",¢-,,- 

aDxs4                  SECrf~7 TCSTFAwEnJ                                       F SH~L~>i)dZQxoqADVtulcn-017                                        ] 

College Costs Playing Bigger Role in Athlete Decisions 

College-a&ifissions expel~s say many college-bound teens are saying no to their ch-eanl 
schools in ~Pavor of less-costly options. More students have opted to stay in-state, 
enrolling in public institutions and in some cases, kicking offtheir post-secondary 
career at commuulty colleges before moving on to four-year institutions. 

"More JPanfilies and more students seem to mldelstand ~vhat it nleans to deJPault," said 
Lisa Sotmler, a past board nlenlber for tile National Association for College Admission 
Counsding. "Tiley mlderstand ~vhat it means to take on loans they can’t manage because 
it has been in tile ne~vs." 

Tile prospect of leaving school saddled ~vith debt - and not finding aj ob to cover 
the loan payments - has students pu~ng public, in-state universities at the top 
of thalr lists... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001UuHIPR8k3J2ijWkQtsnU0fH~vml86j lzUtxeJ1LYT7OsSAtjpDzbcq2~vqqZgsEdI4UprgyPTXuIMov7- 
0tmu2GNPViwbdCLlg962mUqPhWX5tML2KFLiTIllOc31~IXZPN qSxpdL62YN~w3eSXwbism~2CvrBIxrdyxdSdAkpNFS3rVBSBg~QnhciaT2~sd5wzL~EALm8uHtAK~3k~qYneQi2T4k~zJ~>vvqQUQtNVC7~ ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.j sp?e 001UuHIPR8k3JfKOxlO8KEPXx5m-s-lWjNyXjPeua2QiL6dWqrKGp25Y-VzldFHx3b- 
KiIh~KtcK 1D8yF 1 z4rGAQM7H61 syV1NpnQ9T80B2oNRtGAJWb fcld2ERTC9K2gNtNAbtDJaTOcgWx7a-pgL YG z1L 8-LU 6FoGNeKR7IxY8T2 flVGgL fPfKs-3 CI<)lu~vv~po fVfvGea5 Bs6NU - 
ht F57w4NWkYBKWYto SC -3mFyq7I 4waxxDcm5v SInS Yi 1 saye6Itod8G9tEm-j cPPg6zWf3yiVO J7o] 

Follo~vus on Twitter [~lU/,20,s6nel!~s~l?e 001 UuHIPRgk3Lmfl5N’fi MGhC9iC1~TU-~p¢‘‘DRBVnP-~*~QMm~1cSnRDGed~F1<~zF~CiERWg~I1~VR6WRPK@~k~,d4XJPbNa2H- 
~vIMZSBH~’BYD3sUkMF-X1A : ] 

2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 

2012 NCRC [~,~:i/~20 ~s6 neff~n~N?e ~1~ I~uHI~R8k3LXBFdw~v22~h-TYDPGe8dTsC8XVRKGki~3N7qs4ul4Is~1~P~Nz~lL2Ex9~ecNJHZ9G3~Sk9- 
22 SIDoJL 3 f\/,~AO Swb 4oExStfi<9~&dltfl~03 TzWmvNo0sE5                 S Oh 1 f56MeZ fIGj_~E 1MflV3v 9r5 R               ] 

FINAL FEW WEEKS TO REGISTER! Don’t miss tile best ~veekend for college recralte~s. 
CLICKHERE[h!~xiI~gO~;6neffI~ aD~Z2I i~h~OCd~PBnCeDhF1SL7cL31Sbn~Lhc~B-v,~ V AalV lv,~G ZwSr5rm~WX5t 1W ~sucvE6vvaKsCLq\ 6SB6 A5xb2AI Y AzlZsn\~V 
PCuE0dt[] 

Sign-up for tile Ne~vsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs elnall to other coaches! 
~{~:Iiaiconstantcon*acl conds~Jf\~,~ ab&m l10103S493377&eabian*o*g~j~tca~urmedu&a 1109950352267 

Tiffs elnail ~vas sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Emall Adchess 
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t~f[R):,/,,~zisitor const~tl.contacl com/do?f2 ~_m&mse 0018fk~OW q!~xdldoBKxT ~mJbK@0~L5bmJ~,~e55VSZ6CMw%3D&t 00161,SDz~_~f)x[SkKOGF2.~,,%3D%3D&reasor~ 00 lI~2q~sU%3D&ll~- b~,,t~ecg’~bab 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <ackland@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 2:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This Week at the Ackland 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing tiffs email? 
Click here 

ilr--m~, 9d8z~Sb&v 0018H6Jlk21hM~rls 6VJ6~?~a*btcD 
dBxsA x3H8WME2YMvU5MsfY -Z-4KNZkw%3D 

tiffs week at theACKLAND 8 May2012 

Tea at Two [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 001YQjgeHYpAcLxsgPXsvqMXXj6jKpAkk35yklHVdbi1JvUDn UunpJaMgJcsdwIIcBU037jVrlZMb0J9ZFSC3prk76ZEOMla2CAyndU3VpITzdOexPDEW6cMBaJ4hTdl 1EXSSLZSWM86NPm-Samz-KpWGQ- 
51WXYDTZJNhDTM0dEDGa52zQsGILMGVntDL3wie WD0 FHPmstLHvjBZ13JuZ6yJejw-5ESxw0GMKoA- 
iZ K3GTi~gk51 Fj RF4hXalgOnHTuKORz6057mI<SiP0k JC1LB f5 I<5~DPoWAYnF JZTa86KaHT BnQ0zmm4~] 
"Regionalism, Realism, and Mark Twain" 
Wechiesday, 9 May, 2:00 PM 

Enjoy tea, cookies, and conversatioi~, as Robert Brace leads an infomM discussion 
of America’s most lZamous social satirist and his geographic, political, religious, 
a~istic, and cultm-al musings. 

Brace is director of the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
at UNC-Chupel Hill. He hus taught American literatm-e, American humor, and Mark 
Twain comses for more thun fifteen years. 

Free for Ackland members I $10 for non-members. 

h-e-regish-ation required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu [~ V p~ cl~a] or 919.843.3687. 

Tea at Two is supported in pa~ by Wayne Vanghil and Shirley Drechsel. 

Join Ore Mailii~g List [~p://vis~tor r 20 coi~sta~ttco~tact comiemail ~p?m 1105747634860] 

In tiffs Issue: 

Twain for Tea at Two 
Filmed in NC: Junebng 
Drawing for Grown-Ups 

Tweens Call Draw, Too! 
A Summer of Art & Literatm-e 

Don’t Miss MFA 2012! 
Last Day: 
Stmday, 13 May 

IxiCIUuhtAGSy55neCt 14W8nqihaS~uKaedZ aj 8nE JsiEi~B 4a94uYspsZYUMTutjx3VAKL3uKTB2 M J82TI 6aZzFXTuRsnoz 9U fUvwyXanXnT 9zZlpzjyM SNsVkLI MqWlkj FYhbbZh4x62 Lkx5NP- 
DHwkAVeA8 IhzQ3e 15CRpHZuOWVXU9qFq2 Lj YsWAD QFqQXUN] 
Junebng 

Thmsdsy, 10 May, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theahe, 123 E. Fraifldin Sheet 

A dealer in "outsider" a~ havels fiom Chicago to Norttl Carolina to meet her new 
in-laws, challenging tile equilibrium of their l:a~ully and grappling with being all 
outsider herself. The New York Tinges called Jmlebug "a wise, bittersweet, beautifully 
acted comedy." Amy Adams received all Academy Award nomination for her porttayal 
of tile somewhat i~aive and very talkative Ashley. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. 
Tickets are available at tile Varsity Theatte Box Office. 

Jmlebng is presented in connection with tile Ackland Art Museum’s e..dffbitions Thornton 
Dial: Thoughts on Paper [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAdzjnU4LRHOdinJ1E68C8BIJ4mB5qg8hil-RtLHw¥’obu8WdVZMgZ3r4sVy2LSkSyKT- 
dIg2WdXmV8rgObNDLCkjWpdYZyTewmZnPEm4AAl%NIGb 1 ytFhomYyCeT PEUONE fDP-hTUoEgaGSvE-CIr-nGGo4ghTXmbKoXyTaDXndyZE H TL SXPjj fcufXlj 3 YHju448 MCmgAE- 
VrbzE 0 SyL5 JT1PCWRFuXmEri~xldvlgHx2piLKf50 OmlKL JT IZGY8ne5 -Odd6 CUibyvRYG 15k4AEnXXwH1TCufPj 4 ] 
andPiecebyPiece:Quilts, Collages, andCoi~stt~ctions[h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?e 001Y QjgeHYpAdzl XYs6 EgM 3N9 PwCmeVICECMWwx2 sqRSO qCgaz-y011 v8 CKHt- GUAn4D SZtLNUo487XKwXOdJMLW0izx6 KIdap- 
uaGMvWLYgL 1 fdOmvuGG AuPdPtjwVgNABt2x4QC0bp82xQot~E 772ZccDTj HTA5MFyDE3 MFd 16bWFiqNdsTBN2Hx6yTv-X8 SMz4x2I MorZ3tN C01Gdp STGH~t~XAAt4UM 5 S00 VsclUtlv6UI~tll - 
ArWa EBTvfd5x5v2 sPALxvtgzgO KcGTwoF8p~ZTyB 1GB6EU-tkl OOI<5~kg~], 
bottl on view tinongh 1 July 2012. 

Notth Carolina Public Radio WUNC is tile Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland Fihn 
Fo~am~. 

Drawii~g in the Galleries [h~p://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAcLxZTaG ddLEQ4yEjVnF9MLQIcCIwVSj49Q9SjcleS5r xq6Q1C4SB1 dTX74kFtMo~LHQd- 
LCYbUsuqcx8SMz7BmVEbKISfp4zz8Lsy~dwWKfi.SCg2U9dzte~9x~rQTUfABJdc3QEU9uTdykvpijYQ5U~d7g- 
RL8w~xxw~ekiWiwGXwrK~vYUdYBU9D3UYEb~I~wbjqx6finM5Ic7BG6TMiHyBV~SKt~h7s~p~.~FFTT~G¥~55ITLzXH9wTXKFdRJpgsCGk Eubu- sGlol8A-MCjiMTQ JI’oGDKwwEvE411G21alK] 
Satm-day, 12 May, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

On tile second Satm-dsy of eve~3~ month, Amanda Hughes, tile Ackland’s director of 
external affairs, leads patticipants in a creative exploration of a patticular object 
in tile Museum’s collection. 

Bring paper aM ch-y media (crayoi~. pencils, etc.). All levels are welcome. 

Free and open to tile public. 



Drawillg for Tweens [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAdyH-OsEZabVpyGX2cL5ETNwDbVcVoln9bcxXMXg2fqCBX4DR0yR7dwGXaRA1- 
dll XZ E J xj IC’cxKUvU J 9 Dbgx esadxKvMRZcwUZKdnE vEM McGg4pbvqknLzSbukL22C0oB 6I aFqfHUiw5U XjlWPBuvZUdDRBtOI a~v8qRF-b0zD1VayekTNZhSj InlkaCQ JQKPTs77 $26 a- 
RuzcF~bcIfLuPSbvIiscpkMLVLadFJZFIO5nqvcmt73CczwPOxliFwOYMxJ4899mSSrTo3 nTyMie~LOk0j5GdgUO~lLRe8JNtTXXcCcyhilllqlXF3yvfXHJE ] 
Satm-day, 12 May, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

This progn-am invites 10- to 13-year-olds to look at selected works in tile Ackland’s 
galleries and identify techniques tliut tile ai~ists used to make them. Learn more... 
[hgp://r20 .rs6 .net~tn.j sp?e O01YQjgeHYpAdyH-OsEZabVpyGX2%5ETNwDbVcVomgbcxXMXg2fqCBX4DROyRTdwGXaRA1- 
dll XZ E J xj IC’cxKUvU J 9 Dbgx esa&xKvMRZcwUZKclilE vEM McGg4pbvqknLzSbukL22C0oB 6I aFqfHUiw5U XjlWPBuvZUdDRBtOI a~v8qRF-b0zD1VayekTNZhSj ImkaCQ JQKPTs77 $26 a- 
RuzdlbcIfLuPSbvIiscpkMLVLadFJZFIO5nqvcmt73CczwPOxriFw0YMxJ4899mSSrTo3 nTyMielLOk0j5GdgUO~lLRe8JNtTXXcCcybullqlXF3yvfXHJE ] 

Free to men~bers I $5 nOll-men~bers. 

Pre-registrationrequired: culbert@unc.edu [ ] or 919.962.3342. 

NEW~ 
Art & Literatm-e inthe Galleries [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAdwP- 
2t0jpMDoYI4EQmudWIeKUPHPXmoGHL O vty 1 Y UcZ IxsilP0xL123 B5ncoHzM56 JR0 S7Ap3iHhinOvuXfxWD2uZeW3 IP3iMZzM JK1UEO f-505CBAhwrTIml9B-YC J NHOKV2ssB Gk5 fGJBL fl7yibRDE5 c S5- 
AEWmYsRvNF~N1De-4HPe9TxdM S5bdB syNzyf25 O VLI QmTkpD E qxfl n~ZL d l aGCuS 1RZKmrqkY9rM2Anl R87yVgv9e CL c7t7psUPxM5rXWkHPZmlqr2033fN6PuYC- 
dSkS 144QCOYyBq6CLIxzZ&-zqt7Yo anIhE4pkfFZq~] 
Smlmler 2012 

Tile Ackland’s popular Art & Literatm-e in tile Galleries progn-am reslm~es in June 
with a series entitled "Black Experience in Modern and Contemporary Art and Literatm-e." 
Reacli~g selections will broaden appreciation for and explore relationships between 
works on view at tile Ackland tiffs spri~g and SUlmner, includi~g those in tile extlibitiolls 
Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper and Director’s Choice. 

Click here to leai~l more about the Summer 2012 Art & Lit programs. [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAdwP- 
2t0jpMDoYI4EQmudWIeKUPHPXmoGHL O vty 1 Y UcZ IxsilP0xL123 B5ncoHzM56 JR0 S7Ap3iHhinOvuXfxWD2uZeW3 IP3iMZzM JK1UEO f-505CBAhwrTIml9B-YC J NHOKV2ssB Gk5 fGJBL fl7yibRDE5 c S5- 
AEWmYsRvNF~N1De-4HPe9TxdM S5bdB syNzyf25 O VLI QmTkpD E qxfl n~ZL d l aGCuS 1RZKmrqkY9rM2Anl R87yVgv9e CL c7t7psUPxM5rXWkHPZmlqr2033fN6PuYC- 
dSkS 144QCOYyBq6CLIxzZdrzqt7Yo anIhE4pkfFZq~] 

Looking Ahead... 
Crazy for Quilts: [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpA&xTmdGxBGEs6B~IjtN1DtaOugHmTp- 
h8Xvw~72iCaxeZNBz~XFxQQC~jN~4BySNK~S7~tBKXKL~tWWHIjdRVaU~QE~w6D9viJzSCIM~N¥~fMYfkNt7sjN3xnvVaz4kDEC~ 2sUO37KGshY- 
X~I3nNvR37BYMv~wL7GaWM5Ln8AkC7hYbMT6TmBfRggE~9p2wMNGXDkvGqUWJ~juyA5bkL5n~9beEUqw5ICxpD4AB7Wd3S iZpbd7BgVYbH18vLgSxJiIUwXirSTtPlvCrA2uU90&nnoL9Gc Dj3i5JOIXFMDSe’, 

AnAckland-KidzuCollaboration[hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpA&-~TmdGxB GEs6B~IjttfitDtaOuSHmTp- 
h8Xvw~72iCaxeZNBz~XFxQQC~jN~4BySNK~S7~tBKXKL~tWWHIjdRVaU~QE~w6D9viJzSCIM~N¥~fMYfkNt7sjN3xnvVaz4kDEC~ 2sUO37KGshY- 
X~I3nNvR37BYMv~wL7GaWM5Ln8AkC7hYbMT6TmBfRggE~9p2wMNGXDkvGqUWJ~juyA5bkL5n~9beEUqw5ICxpD4AB7Wd3S iZpbd7BgVYbH18vLgSxJiIUwXirSTtPlvCrA2uU90&nnoL9Gc Dj3i5JOIXFMDSe’, 

Thursday, 17 May, 4:00-5:30 PM 
Music in tile Galleries: The Carrborators [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~YQjgeHYpAdyi~4DJpG8kE~tbhYheeGICtCtLwCzaC2Ap~7~WRSGuS~2yrD~G5GCmLjN3J~Zi~3M4HXUCtV1‘rH~iE~g~mFZZevrK~alwV9rs- 
3E93CuFOB02 lpD39QSdG4KESSTp--5AjGe-crL9Y026 S6jXByd14cIVSCJVEv3fL9S221hthl EXPSr3jWBzIiakE7aBnLSxPICxXmlc YwlgWY5ppR!meZYFRbNWDCmc JegO SGC- 
0IySGvqVzYTb SHheX 15NdVsuI 3T BVOoS6vlYc56vzB-F8Lt 1HW51E3Uk5H1MDMvOHn2iZrSkskP3] 
Smlday, 20 May, 2:00 PM 

Fantily Day: Thonghts on Paper [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAcLxCA7PY1F56hCg9bkU lmlMnbd0wVR0d4NQK96jXW9G9J1VjEX5IjROX7HcwnoQB L-neZnBuctWNlkgyM6p- 
D~BKTJJu9RhilQjdEK3KjN~nYE3H4wcX2jgjdZ36wWj7SIWYp2jMX9MGvV3MAQ~KNIya7~8MdTtAWdybh4gE~7hsD3H~e~Im 4HXRdMOag- 

z41B 5K8wlpnj BUYNZhBgbgJq2rjINI~zUC 1UwOt~xMxGr6QHAN3ul JaQD YYXNbDHUirhw00eQF6gJwt8 S- HcyF84hSYDZaFUUe ahodBbdBk59OF2 GpxV~15] 
Sunday, 27 May, 2:00-4:00 PM 

EXHIBITIONS 

STORE 

Polke [hgp://r20.r s6 .netJtn.j sp? 
e 001YQjgeHYpAd~0ZJVEOqoI5txpoFalTA)qfHLDREFe8tzBhGiy xtJ~sN8s8hf’!LV7ObPd-gmmlqBghKlfWL D5i5HXQKWobiiO14j4v9RNfXHxcb9PaGKFJRN6Mqll8P4COpXxNotCEtrd0B1RFWynLYAE5cjX5kol 
-zvZ 2ZnH 1PHkesTI J8NcEwPt5WTehbe JuIOZy-Lh-Kx2rsooXVKai37QzI Jul 1D~JoekWB HQcU8X4EstLOtQQBpMzcqkjZ fWrQ ] 
MEMBERSHIP 

Like us on Facebook [                                                  -2Md4OLZ- 
~LZ1g~A~ZwE1Cvb8VceW~H7HF65HK6vN~1TsCr4C96~TK7HULJ3~DaDSW~m~"~N-~2~d.-~gT1~GC7¥tz1AM                     &v ucLcbXzB 14 J7HNee fVTNE1EN K~alUxcZOHhinV aDx3~ P- 0 ] 
Follow ~ on Tm~er [tt~p://~20 rs6 ~te~"~sp?e: 00~pAdwzPtff,/iU~mmz 0FJ~vlUgvKtJ~WNEwXda~5P£~¢~,Bd& ~P~HWR PQt~P~oneByeBTA2x~~5aaOHYYkoZG-R2S~ 
~Bg) iccLOed2cm6T DVzM_] 
View ore photos on flicD [~tt-p://~ 20 ~ s6 *~e~d~ {sp?e:=001YQ{geH Y-~A &20~eX7 G9375~,zlxexIz* N w TmCm3 H C VF8 ~1’ ~,&~U~IW2T oAv~2 H~BI>Rn0~UlLAXU 0azzHLU o Mc~dV2M VHb5 P g3 FNUlv~0 V J1D~miVI~/B XN- 

k~0 1DZliJ~.sagclSyxgYaXdz-~,qpclBuw ] 

Tile Ackland’s extlibitio~ls and public progn-ams are made possible by generous support 
fiom Ackland Art Muselm~ members and fiiends like you. 

Become amember oftheAcklandArt Muselml! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001YQjgeHYpAdy-9HSdonbMJQuDUqCg3jEytbAWjiRV7dPy28TBmJfgd-FLKTtLOk44bIkyAXTlaLk- 
4BTOgV3no8Tk6isxJMrmE5iYpslWY8JCGMTR2ucSxjBC4MW85SBOaMCTjO KapmMRkNYTizoggap-uKQD-EKPWN5tb8BGgKdHGJtgTTFhRGzOea2V - 
~zkQLy9e~UI~ala~fCzEy~JDsZ~Xy4sSXQ6Tg~EkAhc~mmSj-Sw2qdudqZL~8vht~v4YKMZjNFsjsmjULkFHBzYKmvv~yQMA~IQi&‘~WA2EU ] 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership dollars suppoi~ 
our mission! 

ColmnelttS on tile Ackland’s e-news? Send all email to tile editor. [                           ] 

Images: 

Thomas Hart BelttolgAmericalg 1889-1975:Huck Film, 1936;lithograph;Gi~ of W. 
P. Jacocks. 

Ashley Florence, Americai~, born 1978: Becomii~g "Becomii~g all Unwed Mother," 2012; 
C-print. Collection of the aI~ist. 
Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956:Landscape,1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 
DeneS Black, Stroll on Panon Avenue (detail), aclTlic on canvas. 
Sigmar Polke, Gelanan, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder 

wann z[~hlen die Pmlkte), 2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 
Thornton Dial, Amelican, born 1928: Lady Holds tile Loi~g Neck Bird, 1991; watercolor. 
Acldand Art Muselm~, Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Romare Beaide~, Americai~, 1911-1988: Untitled (detail), 1976; screenplint on cotton. 
Lent by Susie Ruth Powe11. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 8:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Counseling Express: Guide to Trauma Assessment and Treatment 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Preview it in a browser: 
emailfx.com               rdr-si 

Springer Publishing [] Social Work & Counseling Express 

A Comprehensive Guide to Trauma Assessment and Treatment 
~:ii~.w~          .cor~]groducti9780826106834] 

Editor: Lisa Lopez Levers 
Pub. Date: 3/2012; 624pp. Hardcover 
ISBN: 9780826106834; Price: $70.00 

Trauma Counseling is a comprehensive, multidisciplinary guide to 
the theory and treatment of survivors of a broad spectrum of 
traumatic events, including interpersonal violence, hate crimes, 
school violence, community violence, natural disasters, and war 
and terrorism. It is written by a Fulbright scholar who is 
internationally recognized for her work with traumatized 
populations in Rwanda, several southern African countries, 
Russia, and the United States. It also includes the 
contributions of researchers from the United States, Australia, 
Africa, and Europe. 

Key Features: 

[] Addresses the theory and treatment of trauma survivors of 
interpersonal violence, hate crimes, school violence, community 
violence, natural disasters, and war and terrorism 
[] Provides a multidisciplinary approach to treatment that 
integrates findings from neuropsychology and psychopharmacology. 
[] Includes evidence-based counseling techniques 
[] Illuminates the intersections of trauma, crisis, and disaster 
issues, exceeding related requirements of CACREP standards 
[] Examines ethical dimensions and the need for self-care among 
trauma counselors 
[] Emphasizes the relevance of clinical supervision in trauma care 
[] Offers topic-relevant resources at the end of each chapter 

Enter promo code FSSWC5912 upon check-out to receive free 
shipping on your order. But hurry, this special promotion is 
valid for one week only. 



This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North America. 

For all international orders please email 

[chardin@spfingerpub.com] to receive a special discount. Special 
promotion of free shipping via USPS will expire at the end of 
the seventh day following the mail date of this email (shipping 
via USP Ground or FedEx Overnight is available at an additional 
charge). Offer is valid via ~:iiwww.spfi~b corn], and 
is not valid on bull orders, previous purchases, or in 

combination with any other promotion. 

Browse New Books in: 
Nursing: 

roductsisubjectsi2q ursmg 

Psychology: 
~:iiwww. roducts/s~biectsiPsv cholo~ 

Gerontology: 
~:iiww~ .s .co,~’~prod~ctsis~bj ectsiGeror~ologz 

Social Work: 
~]iwww. .corr~prod~ctsisubj ectsiS ocial-Work 

Counseling: 
om,)roductsisubj ects/Cour~selh~g 

Public Health: 
rod uct s/s~ibj ects/P ublic -Healfl-~ 

Rehabilitation: 
~:iiwww. roductsis~bj ects/Rel~abilitatior~ 

Follow us on Facebook! [] 
~:iiwww.facebook.com~aes/S~erop~blishingoComtmm~i 174423022596078 

Follow us on Twitter! [] ~:i!iwiiter.corr~/#!/sp 

Forward to a Frien!! ~:i/spria~r~ublis ~e~ts.forwardtomvffiend.cor~iy-mkifjrdr-1686929A 

To Order by Phone and for Textbook Support: 

877-687-7476 or 212-431-4370 
ub.com 

If you would like to stop receiving these emails, please 
unsubscribe by clicking here.           emai~fx.corrd                r-w/ 

Springer Publishing Company 
11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10036 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 4:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; 5.9.12 at 4.20pm.xlsx 

See attached for a late afternoon run ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; 5.10.12 at 9.10am.xlsx 

Attached .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 1:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Year End Report 

TEXT.htm; 2011 - 12 End of Year Report. docx 

Attached. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 11:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Attached is my EOY report. Let me know if there are anything I need to modify or 
change. 

TEXT.htm; Orr EOY Report 2011-12.docx 

Attached is my EOY report. Let me know if there are anything I need to modify or change. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 12:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 5.11.12.xlsx 

Attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 1:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Revised report. 

TEXT.htm; Orr EOY Report 2011-12.docx 

Revised report. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



I. Teams 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-A THLETES 

END OF YEAR REPORT 

2011-2012 

Kym N. Orr, Academic Counselor 

of Students:~ 

42 

34 

Student Meetings-Fall 

19 

14 

Men’s Track and Cross Country                                                           9 

Women’s Track and Cross 6 

Country 

Rowing (Varsity and Novice) 55 - (31 are Novice Rowers in 5 3 

Fall only) 

Men’s Fencing 26 1 0 

Women’s Fencing 23 1 0 

II. Academic Counseling 

A. Weekly meetings 

During both the fall and spring semester, I had regularly scheduled meetings either weekly or bi- 

weekly with my first year students and any upperclassmen that had academic issues. I began each semester by 

collecting syllabi and going over them to get a picture of the overall semester and when tests and papers were 

scheduled. I also had each student set academic goals and identify their academic strengths and the areas in 

which they felt they needed to improve. The weekly meetings during the semester were used to record the 

students’ grades in each of their classes, discuss any academic issues and continue to work on their academic 

goals. For any other students, I would communicate with them by telephone, email, text or meet with them on 

a drop-in basis about their grades and any academic issues they may have had. 

B. Structured Study 

All first year students and upper class students who did meet their team’s academic standards were 

assigned weekly study hours to be completed at the Academic Center. Most of these students also requested 

tutoring for most of their core subjects and they met with each tutor at least once a week. Students who needed 

additional academic guidance were also assigned mentors or required to attend mandatory tutoring. I 

encouraged all students to use their study hours productively and to take advantage of tutoring while here. At 

the end of each week, a report was sent to each coach stating whether students had completed all of their 

required study hours and attended their tutor session. 

C. Academic Progress Monitoring/Reporting 



One of my main responsibilities is to maintain accurate records of where student-athletes stand 

currently in each of their classes. I require most of my students on the team to report all grades on each 

assignment, paper and test. For some of these students, I will also confirm the grades by looking at their 

Blackboard and Sakai accounts or by seeing the graded assignment or test. In addition to the twice a semester 

grade reports we send out to professors, I also communicate on a regular basis with certain professors about 

how student-athletes are doing in their classes. This feedback is important and helps me to make sure that 

students have an accurate idea about how they are doing in their courses and what actions they need to take to 

improve their grades. All of this information is communicated informally on a daily basis to the coaching staff 

along with class attendance. Additionally, each week, I provide the coaching staff with a detailed report on how 

each student is doing in each course and record their current grade. I also provide a weekly calendar which lists 

all assignments and tests for every day of the current week, upcoming assignments and tests for the following 

week, and important academic reminders. 

D. Registration/General Advising 

During both of the fall and spring semesters, I met with all of my continuing student-athletes to discuss 

courses for the upcoming semester. We also review their major worksheets to make sure that everything is 

accurate. I encourage all of my students to also meet with their regular academic advisor on campus. In addition 

to advising on course registration, I provide students with information about other academic requirements such 

as the procedures for declaring majors, dropping/adding courses, taking summer school classes at another school 

and any other issues that arise. My other registration related duty was providing information for the 

department’s priority registration application materials during both the fall and spring semesters. 

E. Continuing Eligibility Monitoring 

At the beginning of each semester, I conduct schedule audits to make sure that students are in the 

appropriate classes to maintain their eligibility and to progress toward graduation. During the semester, I meet 

with each student (usually in conjunction with course registration) to discuss their eligibility status and what they 

need to do to maintain it. At the end of each semester, I update the students’ worksheets and the database 

based on their recorded grades. I also meet with Susan Maloy and the Registrar’s office staff each semester to 

compare numbers and certify each student athlete’s eligibility for the upcoming year. 

F. Team Meetings 

I meet with each team at the beginning of the both the fall and spring semesters. These meetings were used 

to go over the rules of the academic center (including NCAA tutoring guidelines and regulations), discuss 

important dates, university rules and regulations and eligibility information. Additionally, I will meet with the 

team throughout each semester to remind them and inform them of upcoming deadlines and certain policies 

(registration procedures, drop/add deadlines, etc.) 

III. Other Duties 

A. Recruiting 

One of my responsibilities is to assist my coaches in the recruiting process. The recruiting process involves 

visiting with prospective student-athletes and their parents during their campus visits (both official and 

unofficial) and corresponding with them to answer any follow-up questions they may have about academics. 

can also involve presentations at recruiting events such as junior days. 

It 



B. Travel Responsibilities 

I perioclicall¥ travel with the men’s and women’s track and field teams. My responsibility is to coordinate 

study hall and proctoring for exams for selected student-athletes when needed. I also had the opportunity to 

speak with any parents that attended away meets and address any concerns about their child’s academic 

progress. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 11, 2012 2:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cell phone 

TEXT.htm 

I deleted your message because I figured I would see you at tennis. I was only able to be om there for like 30 min. 
sending me your cell # again. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Would you mind 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 5:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutor Hire Memorandum (Vacation) 

Sorry I’m unable to respond to messages at this time. If you need immediate attention please feel free to contact Joyce Dalgleish at 
919-961-7850. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 05/11/12 17:02 >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is a request to hire a new a new GEOL tutor. 

Thanks and have a great weekend! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~://tarheelblue.cstv.com<~:i!mrhee~b~e.cstv,comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 12, 2012 7:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Hire Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I approve this hire. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/11/2012 5:02 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is a request to hire a new a new GEOL tutor. 

Thanks and have a great weekend! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:l%arhee~Nue.cs~<com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@mycollegeprofessortraining.com <audio@mycollegeprofessortraining.com> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 5:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
How to Get More Money for Your Campus 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

In this 60-minute program, you and your colleagues will learn proven steps for 
securing the coveted major gift for your institution Please join us for: 

"Increase Major Gift Donations: Cutting-Edge Strategies for Your College" 
Tuesday, June 5, 2012 - 1:00 - 2:00 PM (ET) 
http:iiwww.m~ollcg~rofessortraining.comi2B3iOi2/p7VCVgcip7FM2U1HiipOe 

Getting To "Yes" With Your Prospects 
** How to use prospect screening to choose "ready" prospects 
** Best practices that guarantee the secured major gifts 
** How to alter perceptions: From making a donation to making a difference 

Keys to Building Strong Donor Relationships 
** The best-kept secret to ensuring a conversation 
** What to say when [] and when not to say anything 
** When should you communicate by e-mail, telephone, mail, or in person? 
** What works best with donors in different regions of the country 

Involving Your Entire Fundraising Team 
** Keys to uniting board members, staff and volunteers 
** Guidelines for defining goals, roles and accountability 
** Tips for improving your team’s culture, momentum and energy 

Question and Answer Session [] Have your specific major gifts questions answered 

Your expert presenter: 
Karen Porterfield is the Associate Dean for Strategic Development in the 

College of Arts and Sciences at Seattle University, and has over two decades of 

experience in fund development. Karen is one of only six certified Advanced 
Certified Fund Raising Executive on the west coast. Some of her accomplishments 
include: 

** As Director of Development for The Salvation Army, Northwest Division, Karen 
oversaw the completion of seven successful capital campaigns with over $130 

million raised. 
** Karen facilitated the turn-around of Bellevue Arts Museum with a new mission 
and strategic plan, developed a communication plans for key constituency groups 

with full implementation, and raised $3 million to support successful opening 

on June 18, 2005. 
** To date, Ms. Porteffield has helped charities raise over $265 million for 

organizations such as the Boys & Gifts Club of King County, and the United Way. 

** Ms. Porterfield is an Adjunct Professor in the School of Public 

Administration, Seattle University where she teaches and presents in the field 
of philanthropy and management. 
** Karen managed the construction of senior and transitional housing in 

Washington and Montana, including the management of successful HUD and other 

governmental funded projects and programs. Some of her recent clients include 

The Non Profit Times, NPower, The Ebenezer Senior Housing Program of 
Minneapolis, Boys and Gifts Club of King County and Seattle Emergency Housing. 

* Increase Major Gift Donations: Cutting-Edge Strategies for Your College* 
* Live, 60-Minnte Webinar ** 
* Tuesday, June 5, 2012 - 1:00 - 2:00 PM (ET) * 



Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:liwww,mvco~c~rofcssor~rair~ir~g,coml2B3lO/2ipTVCV9c/pTF’M2U1Hi/~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~:lTwww r~        rofessor~mi~i~,co~rv’2B314C/2lpTVCVgci~)7~?M2U 1Hb~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 420131 

Contact ID#: - 1577070842 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 7:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

TEXT.htm 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of May 
Date 
5/16 
5/17 
5/18-5/19 
5/19 
5/20 

14, 2012 
Event 
Athletes in Action 
Student Affairs 
Weight Clinic 

Time 
8:30-10:30 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
TBD 

Vis. Team Locker Room Use @4:00 PM 
Ellington Bday Party       TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Weight Room 
Visiting FB Locker Room 
Suite Level 

Week of May 
Date 
5/23 
5/24 

21, 2012 
Event 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Time 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of May 
Date 
5/29 
5/30 
5/30 
5/31 
6/1 

28, 2012 
Event 
Marketing Retreat 
Marketing Retreat 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
UNC Development Retreat 

Time 
11:00 AM-5:00 PM 
8:00 AM-5:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

Location 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse and Upper Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 9:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE.gif_I 

Just wanted to be sure you were aware of this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates" <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 5/12/2012 9:30 AM >>> 

LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May 11, 2012 NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student-Athletes (I) 
Educational Cohunn -- NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student- 
Athletes (I) (~s://web1.ncaa~/LSDBi/exec/edC~mrmDis~?edC~mm~Dis~S~b1~=Disp~a~&m~F~ip~e-2~99&division~1) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter your 
NCAA.org id and password. 

This email was sent to: ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
This email was sent by: The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
700 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click here (        kdng~ncaa.or~ti23872079/31954~40~/50172148/0/? 
3e0%dlg-YW~zY2hl~ZUB lbmNhYS5 lbmM~WRl&c73c%O4-bmNhYSlsc2RiaQ%3d%3d&x-177074~9 ) to be removed from 
this mailing list. ( htt~:/itracking.~c~.orgA/23872079/319546406/54290914/0/) 

Click here ( hllp: 79/319546406/54067568/0/) to view our privacy policy. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 9:50 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE.gif_I 

Do you think this warrants a new question to be added to the One-Time-Transfer Exception? 

>>> Amy Herman 5/14/2012 9:07 AM >>> 
Just wanted to be sure you were aware of this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates" <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 5/12/2012 9:30 AM >>> 

LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May 11, 2012 NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student-Athletes (I) 
Educational Column -- NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student- 
Athletes (I) ( ~s:i7~eb 1 .~caa.orgiLSDBi/execiedCo~mm-~isj~a~, ?edCo~l~mnDisp~av Submi~=Dis~a~, &m~ltip~e=20099&division= 1 ) 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter your 
NCAA.org id and password. 

This email was sent to: ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu 
This email was sent by: The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
700 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click here (                    3872079/31954~40~/50172148/0/? 
3e076dl 8--Y~!~zY2hl~ZUB lbrreNhYS5 lb~r~MuZWRl&c73cSe04-brr~NhY S lsc2RiaQ%3d%3d&x-177074~9 ) to be removed from 
this mailing list. (                                               ) 

Click here ( 3872079/31954~406/540675(~8/0/) to view our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 9:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE.gif_I 

Nah, I don’t think so. It’s basically the same as when you have a student-athlete who transfers after a post-season ban issue (from a 
major infraction), so I think we would get the information in a different manner. I think it’s going to be so rare that it happens that a 
line on the form isn’t really necessary. Good thought, though... 

Amy 

>>> Susan Maloy 5/14/2012 9:50 AM >>> 
Do you think this warrants a new question to be added to the One-Time-Transfer Exception? 

>>> Amy Herman 5/14/2012 9:07 AM >>> 
Just wanted to be sure you were aware of this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates" <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 5/12/2012 9:30 AM >>> 

LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May 11, 2012 NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student-Athletes (I) 
Educational Column -- NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student- 
Athletes (I) ( ~s:i7~eb 1 .~caa.orgiLSDB~/execiedCo~mm©is~, ?edCo~m~ff)is~ Submi~:Dis~a~, &m~ltip~e=20099&division= 1 ) 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter your 
NCAA.org id and password. 

This email was sent to: ajschae@uncaa.tmc.edu 
This email was sent by: The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
700 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click here (                    23872079/319546406/50172148/0/? 
3e076dl 8=YW~zY2N~_;UB lbr~NhY $5 lbmMuZWR l&c73cSe04=bmNtiY S lsc2RiaO%3d%3d&x= 17707469 ) to be removed from 
this mailing list. ( h~tp:iitrackir~g.ncaa,or~ti23872079/319546406/54290914/0/) 

Click here ( )d 23872079/319546406/54067568/0/) to view our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 9:57 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE.gif_I 

I agree that this should be rare, unless the new 930 threshold eventually jumps up and bites some folks in the coming years. 

>>> Amy Herman 5/14/2012 9:52 AM >>> 
Nah, I don’t think so. It’s basically the same as when you have a student-athlete who transfers after a post-season ban issue (from a 
major infraction), so I think we would get the information in a different manner. I think it’s going to be so rare that it happens that a 
line on the form isn’t really necessary. Good thought, though... 

Amy 

>>> Susan Maloy 5/14/2012 9:50 AM >>> 
Do you think this warrants a new question to be added to the One-Time-Transfer Exception? 

>>> Amy Herman 5/14/2012 9:07 AM >>> 
Just wanted to be sure you were aware of this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates" <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 5/12/2012 9:30 AM >>> 

LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May 11, 2012 NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student-Athletes (I) 
Educational Column -- NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance -- Application of Penalties for Transfer Student- 
Athletes (I) (~s:i/webl.ncaa.o~/LSDBb’execiedCo~m~mOis~av?edColmrmDisp~av S~bmit:Displav&~mhiple=20099&division=l ) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter your 
NCAA.org id and password. 

This email was sent to: ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
This email was sent by: The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
700 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click here ( 
3e07(~dl 8=YWpzY2h~UB lbmNhY $5 lbrr~MuZWR l&c73cge04=bmNhY S 1 sc2RiaQ%3d%3d&x= 17707469 ) to be removed from 
this mailing list. ( ~it             23872079/31954640~/54290914/0/) 

Click here ( 3872079/319546406/54067568/0/) to view our privacy policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 4:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Designing Group Projects: Strategies for Effective Student Collaboration - 6/14 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with important information on how to define, monitor and 
assess performance for group projects that promotes teamwork and collaboration, 

there will be a live, 60-minute webinar: 

"Designing Group Projects: Strategies for Effective Student Collaboration" 
Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET 
~:iiwww.bes~professorlrainin~com/2BJiOi2!~SDWWJc/~7GSEJTZiit?Oe 

Group projects are complex to design and assess, however, done right, they 
promote critical intellectual and social skills for your students. How can you 
develop group projects that promote teamwork and collaboration? Join us for our 
live, 60-minnte webinar where you will learn: 

** Strategies for designing effective group projects 
** What are the challenges of group work & how to address them 
** Defining groups [] Key considerations to carefully structure for success 
** What you need to know when monitoring teamwork 
** Keys to assess individual & group learning performance 

Your expert presenter: 

Barbara Millis, PhD, is the Director of The Teaching and Learning Center at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. 
** Barbara’s prior experience includes Director of the Excellence in Teaching 

Program at the University of Nevada at Reno, Director of Faculty Development at 
the US Air Force Academy, and faculty at the University of Maryland, University 
College. 
** Dr. Millis is currently an Executive Editor for College Teaching. She 

served as a member of the Core Committee for the POD Network [Professional and 
Organizational Development] in Higher Education, the largest professional 
association for faculty development in the United States. 
** Barbara is a sought after speaker and frequently offers workshops at 

professional conferences on topics including cooperative learning, critical 
thinking, classroom assessment, course design and deep learning. 
** Dr. Millis has numerous published articles and has co-authored or edited 

four books: Cooperative Learning in Higher Education: Across the Disciplines, 
Across the Academy (2010, Stylus Press); The Course Syllabus: A 
Learning-Centered Approach (2008, Jossey-Bass); Using Simulations to Enhance 
Learning in Higher Education (2002, Stylus Press); and Cooperative Learning for 
Higher Education Faculty (1998, ACE/Oryx Press). 

** During her career, Barbara has been the recipient of both teaching and 

research awards. 
** Dr. Millis received her PhD in English literature from Florida State University. 

* Designing Group Projects: Strategies for Effective Student Collaboration * 



* Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~:iiwww.bestprofessortrairfing.com/2BJiO!2i~gDWWJcJ~7GSEJ~l~Zi~/~Oe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~:i!~vww.bes~t~?rofessor~rai~ co~v"2BJ/4Ci2ipSDWWJc!~?7GSEJ’rZiiI~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 135606 

Contact ID#: -1588162603 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 9:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Irrational Recruiting Decisions Made by Prospects (and College Coaches) 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

2HIFJZo0NMTS U%3D 
You’re receiviilg tiffs email because of yore relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
Please c onfilTtl 
t_~l~://\,Jsitorr20co~st~lco:~lactcom/cisp?11r b,a, hec!lba b&~- 11100026073795611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,~d: F 
yore continued interest in receivfilg email from us. You may unsubsclibe 
t_t,~p.:i/visitorcor~:~tantcoatactco~’do?p~u~&mse: 0018fhOWgLavdkioBKKF tmJbK@0rL5hiriJwe55VgZdCMw%3D&t 001U2T~xxnfl~8t9OdT~eFAbLA%3D%3D&~eason 001I~)9?s.EsU%3D&lh b~k~ecgtbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

NewsletterHeader[htqo://x2Ors6net/Inisp?e O01MxCAh2clb\,\;i)flJJ5\~,/ezZC.vqbICP14hvpk4xi~ovTROc{XQvYclBex2kZ~m~:lQc8 elQe5FHQY8-uC-0{Dm crXplazW5CKSy6GIN8Zt5PX71t2QYLR\dX-#~ ] 

May 15, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 20 

In-atioiml Reci~ting Decisions Made by Reci~ts 

( and College Coaches ) 

It’s the thing thut chives recruiters absolutely crazy when it comes to m~derstandi~g 
how tee~mge athletes make their fi~lul decisions. 

Most of the time, they make in-atioi~ul fi~ul decisions. 

This past year it seems like I’ve seen nlore examples then ever of that in our o~going 
work with college coaches [~t~://~20 rs6 ne~ ’~ih~?e 001MxCAt~                 G~iFUaGK~de~XLW~Cs@~4KLVc~A~H14Xu2q~7m~bLZF2e3mckiv&Bb~NHR~w~-8~DsB~7W6~dJ- 
NPFoTxdmnMD61XOGwM3£~ E~ZgzptgROFJAr3 lw ]. 
Here are some of the constants I see in tt~s generation of recrNts when it comes 
D how ~ey are choosfi~g the schod tha they woNd describe as "the fight fit" 
for them: 

They are decidi~lg based upon their emotions. That includes bott~ male and female 
prospects, Coach. How they feel - and how their parents feel - about you and yotu- 
program seem to consistently seem outweigh the logic and Facts behind your program. 

They aren’t taking a long tem~ view of their college experience. Make no mistake, 
tt~ey start tt~idng about it iight after they make their decision (hence all tt~e 
de-commits and second looks) but as they are making their fi~ul decision (the fnst 

one, anyway) they are, in large part, considerfi~g whut feels right at thut very 
moment. I’ve said it many times before: They choose with tt~eir hearts, and justify 
ttmt decision with their head. 

They are conscious of the highs and lows in recmiti~lg. If you skip talking to them 
for a few weeks, expect them to be lookfi~g elsewhere for options. If you’re consistently 
talkfi~g to them? You earn big points. And so it goes...up and dow~. over the cotu-se 
of recmiti~g. And they are remembeli~g who is... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~:u:!/~20 rs6 nel/{nis~?e ~MxCA~c~bW~IMEbC~‘:/~<PzlX~eeACke\&~9‘7JW5k~C~5\;61cY9n[ki~wtwzWKSBb8~TFt92h84iiCe;~- 
5u9eal< Cxl]% $518W~n.~T                    b~ KHucE lteFU30 aBiL 7Ptci8 lm\~,&6 V2Hv2"               3cPIU9DW3zC.eh\~I.EwMOsVdlh5.IiW8XzXI~OV~LP~PI] 

-tFoAB Q f4-p2qtJG4n6 D4iiumtmff alZUOt8 Q DPXUJPcDbs478uj VVeL2TMj F S JXBZafLXj 1 iN4TbO52-ey3 PVvEleadFD S6hNNkrFoL G92U06NbWihiff~8-] 
Followus onTwitter [h~20://~20 rs6 nel/l~isp?e ~1MxCA1~2qbW~L~‘TbOpMs9WHC~a~r~Ekr~\~UWuNXS~cMK~bbEI?uCRFvz~e2i~V84D41‘~m~2FEAiDWLN~LN- 

] 

Looking for more reclafits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more ttlun 100,000 of the i~ufion’s top prospects for flee. [trO:p:!/~2Ors6ne{/{nisp?e 001MxCAh2qb\,VfIGM APS6~z, BoEXx6TB3yMOT%x~> 
OCniao2~I3Z~IiLsEiCOZ2PQYro U9HlaqMwLTcI~IHO/’d~t’7IVD6vOATmiNckS’76aegN5mJte4PZl(Dx-pgpKI6BCoWKCOZ ~.[wR&t~dB69MNCcWHiOoksXDXI4.~C8K\,\R,~iyBUv17sY ] 

Coach and 2012 NCRC Speaker Uses Origfiml Approach 

to Get Recruit’s A~enfion 

Mm:dy Green is one of ore- featm-ed speakers at tiffs year’s Natio:ml Collegiate Reclafiting 
Coifference in a few weeks in Boston. 

She’s also a Divison I head coach who hies to take an oligfi~ul approach to her 
recmitiilg messaging. She is an associate presenter and organizatio~ul expert here 
at Tudor Collegiate Strategies, and recently had a reci~t respond to an eye-catching 
sentence in an email she sent. 

Went to see whet huppens when you take an oligfi~ul approach to recmiling tiffs generation 
of athletes?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [t~{~:i/r20rs6ne~Jlnisp?e 001MxCA}~2clbWfLwCCU1 MZAW4trERo7d2uE R, Cv6cx>,StCqKZRgNSrcxKgPJBki~,RLA7qUo\&,~W1214~phO.J-59NrlR~GOmO5qrmW~36im18 103Z- 
Pi~d Y S~’.._[£7_SD417 F                   Yo81                                        9UJ~ceZHM~.                         ] 

Front Rush [ 
~UTGdNmIsS~U8~EvVD~‘~Bbcb~gZU~ww~3h~CBv6Ir~i<uDE~sJhi~9Bp~-SVZ~CN~f~P~‘NkJv~jLEtYa8IA ] 

FINAL WEEK TO REGISTER! 

Register Today or Miss Joi~ff~lg Other Coaches to Learn Cutting Edge Recmitii~g Tectuffques 

You only huve a few days left to register, Coach: If you’re a serious college recruiter 



and you iniss the 2012 National Collegiate Recmitillg Conference [ 
e 001MxCAtff~@W~L2cYNIJJ2CQSxlffnsSC4 diKdFR~jhWf~dxlXZFWLSIJB~teMsgT TIS~DC18MhrIOYKG[~A~?[ZlDJA~5CW-HC6LbTW~IS~)~iv~65w35VKa’g0.] 
in Bosto~ you’re going to re~et it. 

QNte simply, tiffs is going to be ore best ~mfio~ml conference yet~ 

Here’s fl~e line-up of speakers [t~//~20 ~s6 :~el/ln j~?~JO I MxCA~                       C.8"~(}.j)srCsRINimAO19g?~wvIiXPu7[e4suMJzA1WT ~A,%nW~,~]E M- 
TYWGkeMYbWK;~gwzW~ mw 1 ~a5,c 9yENxgvGFUGSvE5zcZhBivL6G ib?clkKm’Tm 1 lgzoixVV4 W~E laQFvXP~Ox-TZ                    ] 

we’ve co~Nrmed for ore NCRC a~endees: 

Fri&y 

@m ~ck-off Romtdtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 

5pm ~ck ChanNer, "Untie Yore Sailboat" 

6pm PaN BiancarN, ESPN RecrNfi~g ~mlyst 

7pm Dr. A&m N@or, Telos SpoAs Psychology CoacN~g 

8pm Coach JotmBmbaker, "~tythe Success~ Succeed" 

Sa~day 

8am Dr. Thom Park, "Reci~fing: Then and Now" 

9am Chaflie Adams, "Parents, the RecrNfing Process, and NnNng the ~ght Fit" 

10am ~ck ChanNer, "The College Coaches Most Overlooked RecrNfi~g Tool" 

11 am Dan Tudor, "The 7 DeaNy RecrNfing Sins (and How to Avoid Them)" 

12pm L~ch- Provided byNCSA Attflefic Reci~fi~g 

lpm Coach Tyler Brandt, "Locafio~g Locafio~g Location" 

2pm Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

3pm Dr. Thom Mark, "~ty Coaches Need Con~acts" 

@m Coach Adam Mabel, "D 1 RecrNfing on a D3 Bucket" 

5pm Joint Bmbaker, "FinNing a Wor~Life Balance in CoacN~g and Reci~fi~g" 

SmMay 

8am Coach Mmtdy Green, "OigaNN~g Yore CoacN~g and Reci~fi~g Life" 

9am Ma~ B@es, Reci~tg Researcher 

10am RomMtable Discmsion: Pa~ One 

llam RomMtable Discmsion: Pa~Two 

For a complete detailed overview of each session, click here [~n://~20rs6~xel,,’iv~{sp?e :001MxC/~2@:xt,;fJlgdASKpotm:daeGSw0 Ds*CsR1NimA019g?~xS~,qiXP~.~Tie4suMJzAli~,rfki3ShMcnWvR EEM- 
Lr WCm I O~Nd~T Y WGk eMYb V~q( CB E~~, 1Ax-kc 9~¢ ENxSvGFUGSvE5zcZhBivL6GibTc~gm                          Qx- ~’sb5~AQu Pila~w ]. 

Time is r~ng out to reNster, Coach~ If you want to be a paA of tiffs increNNe 
lea~ng oppoi~fi~ and are rea@to reserve yore seat, Click here today~ [http:i,,’~2Ors6net/ttt}~¢?e 001MxC~dt2~ffd0B~i~,v7nrLS- 
LIUUUo4aR9 ~YGqY~1w1~TN~dd~WX59sBL~4BGHMVGC6~UF ~Cm[~RFXQ~Tk~nVXgkfb5K6FT1U3C~SN~st~h4~3h2VTVg5hCeE1~3Kq~WLEJ5bIZ~hpV33EE~5c~rxS1BWf~TxG~ ] 

TNs is an event you wofft want to miss, Coach. Make sme yore staffand college 
is represented in Boston tiffs co~Nng J~e 1-3 ~ 

P.S. Some Nscomtted hotel room packages are still available, so hm~y and register 
~fis week and make plans on a~encff~g the 2012 Nafio~al ColleNate RecrNfing Conference ~... 

CLICK HERE TO ~GISTER [ ?e 001MxCAh2@WfJL2cYNUJ2C~Sxlffx~sSC4 d~KdFRdj.hWR;xl~ZFWLSUB~xeMS9TWTgk DC18MImOYKC-h*AtNR*DJAxx5CW- 
tIC6Lb7WxI 

Nnd m on Facebook [hgp://r20.rs6.neg~t.jsp? 
e 001MxCMff @W~0kCml xTDVvRE1L4P~sT3N6reCaymb62GMN’r54~NbqXIUofi 1 oN5uvmT03WrTQ~Galr51nTgROTThTweIsIL6~OIPHobc6QFT~nSzcnm5ks6iKLOpBE 1 bnyDCgX1 epKG2aK253EGCgo 
-tFoABQf4-p2qtJG4n6D4iim~mfialZUOgQDP~JPcDbs478NVVeL2TMjFSJXBZa~XjliN4TbO52-ey3PVvEleacWDS6hNNkrFoLG92U06NbWib~fi~8-] 
Followus onTmRer [h~p://*2O rs6 netIl~¢ {sp?e ~1MxC~ qb WILUTb~PMs9WHC~r~Ekrl~/~ WnNXS~cMK~bbBf~uCRFv~2 ~V84D4K m~2FE~DWLI~LN~ 

] 

Looking for better reclafiting results in 2012? 

Otu team of experts helped hm~&eds of coaches 
last year. Be one of them tiffs year. CLICK HERE 
e=~1M~C~2qbW~<gF~iH~bpnUI~I2r~d~6B~i&~gwOQM{kD~8‘~eO~i~7B~scMKHcJcN4G29kMDNMc~pJWJPPt3YA~‘wxc~\~‘r~T‘ac~9Yz7e~HgkaYIagavMO~Ue~m18MC~h~‘~vf Hpv,,bclB X~s~lPgI~m4~ B-~ 

MORE ON THE TRANSFER RATE: ARE COACHES TO BLAME? 

Lots of comments came in last week after our li~tk to a stolT on the soaring NCAA 
transfer rates for Division I men’s basketball programs. Now, one respected colummst 

is pointi~g the finger of blame at college coaches. What do you ttff~k? CLICK HERE 
[h~p://~20 rs6 ~e~ t~ ~&~?e 001MxCAh2 qbV,/fLI{\N~%o~NciKE Sd-xwEE93czKV3-6EbO3we- 

ksnc68ft~za lc~qLiYglOIOdwRoxKLUb *~2O5’JMPSZS~aCOb~I5f~t~.NVQb07G ~elbY’I’GAG5U~IFiTxgShU@Ut~C21~qlccNmC4 Q ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [~;,~_Jo://*20rs6~let,q~Jd?e 001MxCP,it2                       rslC/,xf? OLSKsvRrMPs~)>#i~.~3ak 7anGP3DZEMQRU- 

] 

KEEP TRACK OF DAN THIS SUMMER ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yotu- daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmiti~g atticles, late-breaking recrulti~g news, and otu- obsei~cations and commentary 
on all the big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [t~p://~20~s6~et’tt~{s~’)?e 001MxCAt~2qbW f? udM~,ZFgE’a~ELi~pk*sKZxf[ OLgK~v RrMPsiiA~tN Jq93a}~%nGP3DZEMORL-Ugf[ HoLtle6HvE3Xmm29TkzX?4il:dgOfG?wov}lBLXlraFPWA~raqW29NALr] 



Jmnp Star Yore Program’s Recruiting, Brent[ 

On Campus Workshop [~’~l~:ih 20 rs6 ~iel/~-~ isp?e 001MxCAh2 ~ibWfL JTbXEDWL-1JU~cM C~I ~_~ Z~C-5!sDFmbad~tH83 SNXs SI~v GEi sd~I~ZcbTVUA~\i b ~Q W4~xSbdlw5orKF 

uUBQdltPvdrbPSCe~Us~COwH~RBwb£xOSMmh3pOSQz-~HsilWfQ lqc3fiA ] 

BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP~ 
SchedNe Yore FN1 2012 Event Now Click Here [~))k):/Ix2Ors6~xe#t~tj}ip?e 001MxCA~2@W~Tb~EDWL~1JUxMC~xYZ~tC~sDFmbad~H83SN~sSKvGEisd~M~cb~‘x~A~i~fx~bd1w5~KF AdL0- 
@_,BQdltPvdrbPSCezb~?COwHjRB~,~A)~OSM~it3i~PHsilW6O lqc3iiA ] 

Small Budgets Mean Added D1 Recmiti~g Hm-dles for Some College Programs 

Lost at times in tile college budget discussion is tile smaller Division I school 
ttlat has to fight and scratch for every extra cent they can to pay for their program. 

Read about tile ct~allenge tt~at many coaches t~ave to endme, and how they make it 
work in their eft’ors to compete with their bigger-school bretheren... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e 001MxCAh2 qbWfLqSKAzdGI~x4HUQQ0iWUpMOLyFOZO0qZgmi amX8XnVwc 1 mFt~xdB 6 FdgWAplC3bWkWyfAj5 7SkTRifMNCUskCu49n5LTtfi~UbsQA2 eyrm~eFcb8- 
xC BhTilj I8 Y z0aNPY GdOWDqW~VJ 1 NGRI EQHpOxNbuPk J K61 m kzH Vj L t~31paTxHKTvgMokDaPnIWj 0nHs2gw 1 GvYmLnU31 mSH3aPqBMZTul F6vY8eNRB ~] 

-tF~ABQf4-p2qtJG4n6D4iim~uhia~ZU~t8QDPXUJPd9bs4~8ujVVeL2TMjFSJXBZafLXj~iN4Tb~52-ey3PVvE~eadFDS6hNNkrF~LG92U~6NbWihiff~8-] 
Follow us on Twitter [~jo:/’I~2Ors6~tet,’~j~p?e 001MxCT~d@ @Wf~I~TbO~Ms9WHCX~r~OEkrf~‘~?~‘;uNXS~cMI~b~f~uC~Fvzxfi~2j~V84D4Ku~2FEA[DWL[~LN- 

] 

2012 National Collegiate Recmiti~g Conference 

FINAL FEW DAYS TO REGISTER! Don’t miss tile best weekend for college recruiters. 
CLICKHERE[h~p:i/~2Ors6~etrt~?e 001MxCAtLdqbWf?L2cYNUJ2COSxlff~sSC4 diKdFR6ihWfUxlXZFWLSUB~eMSPTWT~kclJBSOU5~,_,DC18MhnOYKGl~A~N~3DJA~5CW- 

New O~fline Tool for Coaches fiom tile Reci~fing Experts at Front Rush 

CoachPacket[hr~p://120rs6~’t:~r~%s?e 001MxCAt~2qbWfL~;aH5xds0vGYzM CY-Ib4CM-cd~-XThAf~3RCF~‘)S3h~rAkd~xa1~6~igMt4sIKR~C6~IHKRxbYie~U66KB~Mi~,~r~Ei3tzL~‘~VM~vzCA ]Last 
week, coaches fiom all over tile comltty learned about a new Surfacer rec~ting tool. 

It’s a new oifline tool called CoachPacket.com 

] 
ttlat is going to be a hit with college coaches - especially as hundreds of programs 
get ready to host Summer tournaments. 

It’s already ear~hilg rave reviews fiom college coaches. YOU need to take a look 
at tiffs shot video that tells you wt~ut it is, and wily you’ll want to use it tiffs 
Sunmler... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [t~,~,"/~2~kjNo’?e 00 

-tF~ABQf4-p2qtJG4n6D4iium~uhia~ZU~t8QDPXUJPd9bs4~8ujVVeL2TMjFSJXBZafLXj~iN4Tb~52-ey3PVvE~eadFDS6hNNkrF~LG92U~6NbWihiff~8-] 
Follow us on Twitter [~jo:/’I~2Ors6~tet,’~j~p?e 001MxCT~du2 @WfLIdTbO~Ms9WHCX~r~OEkrf~?~;uNXS~cM~4~b~f?uCRFvzxfi~2j~V84D4I4u~2FEAiDWL[~LN- 

] 

Sign-up for tile Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward tiffs email to other coaches! 
~dp:i,/ui co~lstsu~co~act com!sail\a~t fl ab&m:=l 101038493377&ea=blau~o~2~r~c a a uric ed~&a:=l 1 i0002d07379 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.mlc.edu by dml@dantudor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Ad&ess 
~t~J~:/I\,isitorco:~st~rltco~tactcom/do?p oo&mse 0018lllOW@2’_<td~,oBKxT lmJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VaZt;CMw%3D&~ 001U2T~t.~zltbQSt9OdTueFAULA%3D%3D&~easor~ 001I~!._~:sU%3D&lh b’a, tle~lbab 

h~stant removal with SafeUnsubscfibe(TM) 
h~:/!visltorco~starltcontactco~’do?p un&mse 0018fi~OWqLa;~dkioBiCx~’ ~mJbKqq0rL5bmJwe55VSZ6CMw%3D&~- 001U2T~gutbQSt906TueFAULA%3D%3D&~easo~l 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr=b,adleclnb~b 

Privacy Policy: 

O~line Marketi~g by 
Co~stant Contact(R) 
~g~)://www conslantco~ltact corn/home 

Tudor Collegiate Stt-ategies 1455 Kern St I Suite D I Shafler I CA 193263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 12:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reports 

TEXT.htm; 5.15.12.xlsx; Spring 2012 Academic Standing 5.15.12.xlsx 

Attached .... 

Does 589 total athletes on the Academic Standing Report sound right according to the database? 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 12:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Webinar] Best Practices for Improving Your Support Team’s Performance 

TEXT.htm 

Creating a Highly Effective Support Team 

"Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.comi?elq=92ceObe48~ib140(~dad28be2fee93669d&el rfld=> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 

Creating a 
Highly Effective Support Team 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar Series <h~p:/ileara.gotoassist.comiformsiq lse~iesoNA-G2A-WBRoL 1’? 
~D=70150000000X~.Ni&elq=92ce0be48ab 1406dad2gbe2fee93669d&el         [d=> .... 

Brent: 

If you manage a customer contact operation, you already know what your biggest issues are: coaching, performance measurement, 
training and onboarding. But did you know there is an effective, new approach known as "strength-based communication" that can 
you help move ahead in all these areas? 

Register for this webinar series with Rich Gallagher, communications skills expert and former support manager, to learn new 
techniques that will help you lead your team to excellence in 2012. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

REGISTER <           toassist.co~v’formsi@ series-NA-G2A-WBR-L 1 ? 
[~=70150000000XwNi&elq=92ce0be4gab 140(~dad28be2~ee93 ~(~9d&elq Car~ai~ld=> 

Webinar Series: [Support Summit 2.0] New Strategies for Elevating Your Support Team’s Performance 

Topic One: Coaching Your Support Team with Strength-Based Communication 
On-Demand, Register to view 

Topic Two: The "Quality Support Start": A New Approach to Metrics and Performance Management 
Date: Thursday, May 24 

Time: 10 AM PDT 

Topic Three: Skills Training vs. Smile Training: Creating a Learning Environment for Support 
Date: Thursday, June 21 

Time: 10 AM PDT 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Founder, Point of Contact Group 

.... <http :i!leamgoloassist.comiformsi~ 1 seriesoNA-G2A-WBR-L 1 ? 
~D=70150000000XwNi&ek~=92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2fee93669d&e~ ~Id=> 
Rich Gallagher 



Attend this interactive webinar series to learn: 
communication 
*A new approach to metrics and performance management 
*Strategies for creating a learning environment for support 
*And more... 

*How to coach your support team with strength-based 

Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <          otoassist.comifom~si@ seriesoNAoG2AoX~,Sr~RoL 1 ? 
~D=70150000000XwNi&ek~-92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2fee93669d&ek~_Camp~fld-> .... 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach ] VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <hl~ :,q/www.ci’mxo~lme.com!?elq-92ceObe48ab 1406dad28be2fee93669d&elqCagtp~ignId- > 

"Facebook" <http :/?’~.ww.facebook. comisharer.~hp%=l~ttp:i/learn.gotoassist, com/formsiq 1 series-NA-G2A-WBR~L 1 ? 
gD-70150000000XwNi&el~.=92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2~?e93669d&elqCarrc~fld->           Share 
<~:/iwww.facebook.comis~a~er                  toass~st.comifom~si~l series~NA-G2A~%R-L 1 ? 
lr)=70150000000X~.Ni&elq=92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2fee93669d&elq d=> "Twitter" <http:iitwitter.com/? 
smms=Creafin~Nv Effective Su~or~ Team toass~st.cor~formsi@ ser~es-NA-G2A-WBR-L 1 ? 
~-70150000000XwNi&ek~=92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2~:ee93669d&el rid> Tweet <~:/itwi~er.com!? 
status=Creafin         Effective Su~o~ Team                           toassist.comiforms/@ series-NA-G2A-WY3R-L 1 ? 
~D=70150000000XwNi&ek~=92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2fee93669d&ek~Cam~fld=> 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: k~tt~:i/’w~.a..citrixoNinc .com/p~ivacy.tmpl 
Unsubscribe: ~ :i!~eam.cit~xo~ine.com/fonr~s/Ur~s~bscfibe ? 
m~iqueid=92ce0be48ab 1406dad28be2fee93669d&email=bla~ton~.ur~c;~.m~c.edu 



Questions? 
1 o800o549o854~ 

Creating a 
H ig h ly Effective 
Support Team 

Register for the Comp~imer~tary Webinar Series 

Brent: 

If you manage a customer contact operation, you already know what 
your biggest issues are: coaching, performance measurement, 
training and onboarding. But did you know there is an effective, new 
approach known as "strength-based communication" that can you 
help move ahead in all these areas? 

Register for this webinar series with Rich Gallagher, communications 
skills expert and former support manager, to learn new techniques 
that will help you lead your team to excellence in 2012. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

Webinar Series: [Support Summit 
2.0] New Strategies for Elevating Your 
Support Team’s Performance 

Topic One: Coaching Your Support 
Team with Strength-Based 
Communication 
On-Demand, Register to view 

Topic Two: The "Quality Support 
Start": A New Approach to Metrics and 
Performance Management 
Date: Thursday, May 24 
Time: 10 AM PDT 

Topic Three: Skills Training vs. Smile 
Training: Creating a Learning 
Environment for Support 
Date: Thursday, June 21 
Time: 10 AM PDT 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Founder, Point of 
Contact Group 

Rich Gallagher 



Attend this interactive webinar series to learn: 

¯ How to coach your support team with strength-based 
communication 

¯ A new approach to metrics and performance management 
¯ Strategies for creating a learning environment for support 
¯ And more... 

Reserve Your Complimentary Seat 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the 
recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li ne. corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footballfoundation.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 12:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NFF Announces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision College Football Hall of Fame Class 

TEXT.htm 

-FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

<table><tbody><tr ><td> 
(hffp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001y5LOQEvQMDUUiJcW8D9w uyS8LqJ1W-CsILeQySc2bgv6uAuk55iReqdYudkCuNiba3A ngmqQRnpERTRvnDsDGPX1QUX-iFYKU2zgw0WkWilVfJZT6fW- 

YOWNpitlKVI fY3p6cB Iws J JRiInWAPpffV’3sAymtw3I Ow3zq8v3VggtunL YvUaL YuWdWEbO SU xuJ fl CSjhv-YsWF2ATXRQe -plngJ 1DqETAKgUqAf4qno4@</td> 
<td> 

(tlttp://r2O rsd ~te~l~l isp?e 001y5LOQEvQMDV6- 
vaBUw59ZC.~JK~Ap~oYgvOEwLSmJ4cFLYESKJ2D~PBaxDDcMR~SVltCk~KI\Wc </td> 
<td> 

<table> 
<tr><td width "100%"> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 

<table><tr><td width "30%"> 
Media Contact: 

Ptil Marwlll 
Mobile: 917-579-4256 
pmal~ill@ football foundation.corn 

Twitter: @NFFNetwork 
OGlIdCaBUo9DAsw@zEfSaAv LKwi\,rl’W9i7R~,~o6wh5bbF@/!3B£ (~3~f~54DH9tlIMaxOewckASLA4dLcMmrTRcM3rdI@ 

<td valign "middle"> 
</td></tt-></table> 

NFF Aimounces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision 
College Football Hall of Fame Class 

14 Players and Ttuee Coaches to Enter College Football’s Ultimate Shiine 

NOTE: Please use the new NFF logo for all stories related to this event. Click here (b~;~:/.,~20~s6~et,’l~i                              aggL                CEx0TL20 
for eps and jpeg files of the new logo. 

NEW YORK, May 15, 2012 - From the i~utio~ul ballot of 76 candidates and a pool of hunch-eds of eligible nominees, Ai-chie Manning, chairman of The Natio~ul Football Foundatio~ & College Hall of Fame, announced 
today the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision Class, which includes the names of 14 First Team All-Amelica players and ttu-ee legendary coaches. 

2012 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 
PLAYERS 

* CHARLES ALEXANDER - TB, LSU (1975-78) 

* OTIS ARMSTRONG - HB, Purdue (1970-72) 

* STEVE BARTKOWSKI - QB, California (1972-74) 

* HAL BEDSOLE - SE, Southern California (1961-63) 

* DAVE CASPER - TE, Notre Dame (1971-73) 

* TY DETMER - QB, BYU (1988-91) 

* TOMMY KRAMER - QB, Rice (1973-76) 

* ART MONK - WR, Syracuse (1976-79) 

* GREG MYERS - DB, Colorado State (1992-95) 

* JONATHAN OGDEN - OT, UCLA (1992-95) 

* GABE RIVERA - DT, Texas Tech (1979-82) 

* MARK SIMONEAU - LB, Kansas State (1996-99) 

* SCOTT THOMAS - S, Air Force (1982-85) 



* JOHN WOOTEN* - OG, Colorado (1956-58) 

* Selection from tile FBS Veterans Committee 

COACHES 

* PHILLIP FULMER - 152-52-0 (74.5%); Teimessee (1992-08) 

* JIMMY JOHNSON - 81-34-3 (70.0%); Oklahoma State (1979-83) and Miami (Fla.) (1984-88) 

* R.C. SLOCUM - 123-47-2 (72.1%); Texas A&M (1989-02) 

"We are extremely prond to almounce tile 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Class," said Manning, a 1989 College Football Hall of Famer fiom Ole Miss. "Each year tile selection process becomes increasingly more 
difficult, but Gene Comgan and tile Honors Coui~ do all amaziilg job of selecting a diverse group of tile most amazing players and coaches in our sport’s rich history. This class is certainly no exceptioi~, and we look forward 
to honoring them and celebrating their achievements throughout tile year ahead." 

Tile 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Class will be inducted at tile 55th NFF Annual Awards Diimer on December 4, 2012, at tile Wuldor f~Astoria in New York City. They will be 
honored gaests at tile National Hall of Fame Salute at tile Allstate Sngar Bowl in New Orleans on January 2, 2013 and officially eilshtined in tile SUlmner of 2013. 

Today*s annolmcement was made from Tile NASDAQ OMX MarketSite in Times Square, wllich has hosted tile event for tile past foul- COilSecutive years. XOS Digital produced tile NFF web streams for tile second 
consecutive year, and tile Orange Bowl and tile law firm of Troutlnan Sanders LLP pai~icipated as tile supportiilg sponsors of tile annolmcement. 

2012 FOOTBALL BOWL SUB DIVI SION 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS NOTES 
PLAYERS: 

* 11 consensus First Team All-Americans 
(Alexander - 2x, Am~stroi~g, Bai~kowski, Bedsde, Casper, Detlner - 2x, I~-amer, Myers, Rivera, Simonean, Thomas) 

* ONE unanimous First Team All-American (Ogden) 

* THREE multi-year First Team All-Americans 
(Alexander - 2x, Detlner - 2x, Myers - 2x) 

* TWO members of national championship teams (Bedsde, Casper) 

* ONE Heisman Trophy wlilner (Detlner) 

* THREE wlimers of college football major awards 

* FIVE COilference player of the year honorees 

* FIVE members of COilference championship teams 
(Bedsde, Detlner, Myers, Ogdei~, Thomas) 

* TWO NFF National Scholar-Athletes (Casper, Myers) 

* TEN offensive players 
(Alexander, Am~stroi~g, Bai~kowski, Bedsole, Casper, Detlner, I~-amer, Moilk, Ogdei~, Wooten) 

* FOUR defensive players (Myers, Rivera, Simonean, Thomas) 

* SEVEN first-round NFL draft selections 
(Alexander, Am~stroi~g, Bai~kowski - 1 st overall, I~-amer, Moilk, Ogdei~, Rivera) 

(Detlner - Maxwell, O’Bfien; Myers - Tho~l)e; Ogden - Outland) 

(Alexander, Armstroi~g, Detlner, I~-amer, Simoneau) 

* FIVE decades represented: 1950s (1) - Wooten; 1960s (1) - Bedsole; 1970s (6) - Alexander, Am~stroilg, Bai~kowski, Casper, I~-amer, Mollk; 1980s (2) - Rivera, Thomas; 1990s (4) - Detmer, Myers, Ogden, Simoneau 
COACHES: 

* TWO i~utioi~ul chumpiollships (Fulmer, Johnson) 

* SIX COllference championships (Fulmer - 2, Sloclm~ - 4) 

* 33 bowl bei~hs (Fulmer - 15, Johnson - 7, Sloclm~ - 11) 

* 28 Top 25 finishes (Fulmer - 13, Johnson - 5, Sloclml - 10) 

* 45 First Team All-Americans coached (Fulmer - 19, Johnson - 12, Sloclm~ - 14) 

* SEVEN major award wilmers coached 
(Fulmer - John Henderson, Peyton Manning, Michuel Munoz; Johnson - Belmie Blades, Russell Maryland, Vilmy Testaverde; Sloclm~ - Dat Ngayen) 

* FOUR NFF Natioi~ul Scholar-Athletes coached (Fulmer: Peyton Mannii~g and Michuel Munoz. Johnson: Dong Freeman. Sloclml: Lance Pavlas) 
CRITERIA 



1. First and foremost, a player must have received Fh-st Team All-America recoglfftion by a selector orga~ffzation that is recog~ffzed by tile NCAA and utilized to comprise their CO~lsensus All-America teams. 

2. A player becomes eligible for consideration by tile Foundation’s Honors Coui~s ten years after his fillal year of intercollegiate football played. 

3. While each nolninee’s football achievements in college are of prince COllSideration, his post football record as a citizen is also weighed. He must have proven himself worthy as a citizen, calTyillg tile ideals of football 
forward into his relations with his community and fellow man. Consideration may also be given for acadelnic honors and wllether or not tile candidate earned a college degree. 

4. Players must have played tileir last year of intercollegiate football within the last 50 years*. For example, to be eligible for tile 2012 ballot, the player must huve played his last year hi 1962 or tilereafter. In additioi~, 
players wllo are playing professioi~ally and coaches wllo are coaching on the professional level are not eligible until after they retire. 

5. A c~ac~bec~mese~igib~et~u.eeyearsafterretiren~ent~ri~nmec~ate~yf~wlngretiren~entpr~videdheisat~east7~years~fage. Active coactlesbecome eligible at 75years of age. He must have been a head coach for a 
miNmlml of 10 years and coached at least 100 games with a .600 wilming percentage *. 

* Players that do not comply wlti1 tile 50-year role may still be eligible for COllSideration by tile Football Bowl Subdivision and Divisioi~al Honors Review Comlnittees, which exalnine unique cases. 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME FACTS 

* Including tile 2012 FB S class, ollly 914 players and 197 coache s, huve been inducted into tile College Football Hall of Fame from tile nearly 4.86 million wllo huve played or coached tile game over tile past 143 years. In 
other words, ollly two one-hunch-edtils of one percent (.0002) of tile illdividuals wllo have played tile game huve been cleemed woi~hy of tiffs distinction. 

* Founded in 1947, The Natioi~ul Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame inducted its first class of inductees ill 1951. The first class included 32 players and 19 coaches, includii~g Illinois’ Red Grange, Notre Dame’s 
I<51ute Rockne, Amos Alonzo Stagg and Carlisle’s Jiln Thoi1)e. 

* 288 schools are represented with at least one College Football Hall of Famer. 

* Induction for tiffs class of Hall of Famers will take place December 4, 2012 at tile 55ti1 NFF Annual Awards Dilmer in New York City’s historic Waldorf Astoria. 

CHARLES ALEXANDER 

Louisiana State Ulliversity 

Tailback, 1975-78 

One of the truly great nmners of his era, Charles Alexander dolninated tile Southeastern Collference in tile late 1970’s. He becomes tile eighth Tiger to enter tile College Football Hall of Fame and tiffrd iamnii~g back in tile last 
five years, following Billy Cannon in 2008 and Jeliy Stovall in 2010. 

Nicknamed "Alexander tile Great", he left Baton Rouge as tile most accomplished rasher in SEC history, holdii~g tile leagae’s career records for rushing a~empts, yards and touchdowns. He became tile first back in SEC 
history to hieak tile 4,000-yard barrier and record 40 rushing touchdowns. Alexander earned COllsensus All-America honors and was named team MVP in 1977 by setting school and league records with 311 a~empts for 1,686 
yards and 17 touchdowns. His carries and yards marks remain single-season records at L SU. Alexander followed thut up by again receiving consellSUS All-America accolades in 1978 by rushing 281 times for 1,172 yards and 
14 touchdowns. His stellar efforts as a junior and selffor helped lead tile Tigers to back-to-back bowl games, mshii~g for a combined 330 yards in tile 1977 Sun Bowl and tile 1978 Liberty Bowl. 

Tile Missouri City, Texas, i~utive was chosen in tile first round of the 1979 NFL Draft by tile CillCillnUti Bengals. He amassed 2,645 rushing yards and 1,130 receivii~g yards durillg seven seasons in Cincillnati, helpii~g tile 
Bengals reach Super Bowl XVI. 

A folaner menlber of the Tiger Athietic Foundstion Board of Directors, Alexander worked with tile Louisiana State Youth OppolAlnities Ulllintited. He also regularly volunteered wlti1 tile Ullited Way in Cincillnati, Ohio, as a 
men~ber of tile Bengals. He was named to tile L SU Modern Day Team of the CeltiUry and is also a men~ber of the Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame, tile 75th Anniversary All-Sun Bowl Team and tile Houston Area All- 1970’s 
Team. 

OTIS ARMSTRONG 

Pro-due Ulliversity 

Hall’oack, 1970-72 

One of the top runners of his era, Otis Am~strong left school ownii~g Big Ten MVP honors, First Team All-Conference accolades and tile league’s all-tinge mshii~g record. He becomes tile sixth Boilermaker to enter tile 
College Football Hall of Fame. 

Tile eighth-place fillisher in 1972 Heisman Trophy votii~g and a consellSUS All-Americai~, Am~strong’s 3,315 career rushing yards set school and COllference records and placed tffm sixth in NCAA history at career’s end. 
Am]strollg’s selffor campaign in 1972 remaillS tile best in Purdue history. He earned tile Swede Nelson Award for great spoi~smanship and team MVP honors by rushing 243 times for 1,361 yards, acculimlatii~g 1,868 all- 
purpose yards (all of which set sii~gle-season school records at tile time). Am]strong led tile Big Ten in rushing tilat season, and his 276-yard eftbrt versus Indiana remaillS a school best. His 670 career canies remain a school 
record. 

A first round selection by tile Denver Broncos in tile 1973 NFL Draft, Am~strong played eight seasollS with Denver. He led tile NFL in rushing in 1974, eamii~g First Team All-Pro honors and appearii~g in his first of two Pro 
Bowls. The Englewood, Colo., ilutive helped tile Broncos appear in Super Bowl XII. Am~strong is all active church member, and he frequently helps young chilch-en stay out of trouble by teaching football skills. He was 
illducted into tile Purdue Athietic Hall of Fame in 1997. 



STEVE BARTKOWSKI 

Ui~iversity of California 

Qu~erback, 1972-74 

Anottler legend in a long line of prolific Pac- 12 passers, Steve Ba~kowski becomes the 16th Califorifia Golden Bear to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bartkowski earned conse~tsus All-America honors by leading the nation in passi~lg with 2,580 yards in 1974. The gunslinger also set school single-season records dmi~lg iris se~tior campaign by a~empting 325 passes and 
accumulating 2,387 yards of total offense. He was universally named the best quarterback in the West followi~g iris se~tior year after bei~g ~amed team MVP, First Team All-Pac-10, an All-Coast Team selection and the 
NorCal Player of tt~e Year. His fore 300-yard passi~g games set a school record and still ra~k amoilg the top five in Golden Bears ttistory. 

The first pick of tt~e 1975 NFL Draft, Ba~kowski played 11 seasons with the Atlanta Falcons and one year with tile Los Angeles Rams. He was named the 1975 NFL Rookie of the Year, appeared h~ two Pro Bowls and 
compiled 24,124 career passing yards. 

In addition to iris football exploits, Bartkowski was an All-American first baseman for the Golden Bears baseball team h~ 1973. He became a member of the California Sports Hall of Fame in 1990. Ba~kowski also hosted the 
outdoors shows Backroad Adventm-es wltt~ Steve Ba~kowski on TNN and Suzuki’s Great Outdoors with Steve Ba~kowski on ESPN. The Atlanta ~utive se~-ges on the board of directors for multiple organizations and is a 
member of the Ctmstian Sportsmen Fellowship. 

HAL BEDSOLE 

U~iversity of Southern Califomi a 

Split End, 1961-63 

Al~ead of iris time as a long, big-play ttu-eat, Hal Bedsole helped College Football Hall of Fame coach Jotm McKay and USC win tile 1962 ~utioi~ul championship. He becomes the 30th Trojan to enter tt~e College Football 
Hall of Fame. 

Bedsole set school sh~gle-season receivi~g records dining iris conse~tsus All-America 1962 campaig~, co~alling 33 passes for 827 yards and 11 touchdow~ts. He became the first player in USC history to top 200 receiving 
yards in a si~lgle game on Oct. 20, 1962 in a win over California. He capped the record-setting year with a huge game in the 1963 Rose Bowl, leading top-ra~tked USC over No. 2 Wisconsin with two touchdown passes in a 
42-37 Trojans victory. The two-time All-Pac-8 honoree led the Men of Troy in scori~g in 1961 and 1962 and set a school record by averagi~g 20.94 yards per reception for his career. He caught 82 passes for 1,717 yards with 
20 touchdowns dining iris years on campus. 

Drafted by the NFL’s Mi~mesota Vikings and the AFL’s Kansas City Cttiefs in 1964, Bedsole played thi-ee seasons in Mi~mesota. Inducted into the USC Atttletic Hall of Fame in 2001, Bedsole retired after a loi~g career as a 
radio broadcast sales massager. 

DAVE CASPER 

U~iversity of Notre Dame 

Tight End, 1971-73 

Cited by College Football Hall of Fame coach Ara Parseghian as perhaps the gu-eatest athlete he ever coached, Dave Casper earned All-America honors on the field and in the classroom. He becomes Notre Dame’s 44th player 
to be selected to the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Serving as Notre Dame’s co-captain and offeitsive MVP duri~lg his se~tior season of 1973, Casper led the Fighting hish to a national championship wl~ile eami~g conse~tsus All-America honors. He was also i~amed an NFF 
National Scholar-Athlete, a CoSIDA Academic All-America~, and an NCAA postgu-adu~te scholarship wlimer. Casper was a proficient tight end, catchi~g ttu-ee passes for 75 yards in No. 5 Notre Dame’s 24-23 win over No. 
1 Alabama in the 1973 Sugar Bowl. A versatile asset, he also saw action at split end, as an offensive tackle and along the defensive line dining his career. 

Taken in the second rotund of the 1974 NFL Draft, he played 11 seasoits for the Oakland Ruiders, Houston Oilers and the Mi~mesota Vikings. The Alamo, Cali£, resident was named a First Team All-Pro perfom~er five times, 
appeared in fore Pro Bowls and was chosen to tile Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2002. 

A long-~ne member of tt~e NFF Ctticago Metro Ct~upter, Casper sat on the Ro~luld McDonald House’s board of directors begiimi~g in 1986. He fomlded the Dave Casper Celebrity Golf Tournament in 1985 to benefit the 
Ro~uld McDo~uld House. Casper also supports the Big Brother/Big Sister Organization and Rotary hrtemational. He received the GTE Academic Hall of Fame for Outstandi~g Career Achievement and Contributio~ts to the 
Community award h~ 1993, and he was one of six people to receive an NCAA Silver A~miversary Award for livi~lg a life of distinction in 1999. 

TY DETMER 

B~igt~um Young U~iversity 

Qu~erback, 1988-91 

With a Heisman Trophy, a Maxwell Award, two Davey O’B~ien Awards and 59 NCAA records, Ty Detmer left BYU as one of the most accomplished quarterbacks in college football ttistory. His accomplishments led him to 
become a College Football Hall of Fame inductee, and the sixth Congar to enter tt~e spo~’s ultimate shihle. 

Twice named a consensus All-Ame~ican, Detmer won ~atioi~al player of the year awards fiom organizatio~ts such as UPI, CB S, Scripps Howard and the U.S. Sports Academy. His 15,031 career passi~g yards and 121 



touchdowns were NCAA bests at tile time, and tile glmslinger still holds iline NCAA records. A three-time First Team All-WAC performer, Detmer led College Football Hall of Fame coach LaVell Edwards’ teams to three 
conference championships, foul- bowl games, three AP top 25 finishes, a 28-21 win over top-rallked and defending national ct~umpion Miami on Sept. 8, 1990 and a 37-13-2 overall record. The NCAA Today*s Top VI Award 
recipient still holds 10 school records, including tile season and career marks for total oft’ellse, passing yards and 400-yard games. 

A ilinth round selection of the 1992 NFL Draft by tile Green Bay Packers, Detmer played 14 seasons with tile Packers, Philadelphia Eagles, San Francisco 49ers, Cleveland Browns, Detroit Lions and Atlanta FalcollS. 

Tile founder of the Ty Detmer Charitable Foulldstioi~, he regularly holds tile Ty Detmer Youth Football League in Grants, N.M. He remaillS involved in tile Davey O’Blien Foulldstion and tile Chilch-en’s Miracle Network, and 
he makes yearly appearances at nlm~erous funch-aising events for youth organizations. A 2000 inductee of the BYU Athletics Hall of Fame, Detmer is cun-ently tile head coach at St. Anch-ew’s Episcopal School in Austin, 
Texas. 

TOMMY KRAMER 

Rice Uiliversity 

Qum~erback, 1973-76 

One of ollly two quai~erbacks in college football history to earn consellSUS All-America honors for a sub-.500 team since 1970, Tolmny Kiamer proved his woi~h by finishing fifth in Heisman Trophy voting in 1976. Kiamer 
becomes tile sixth Owl to be inducted into tile College Football Hall of Fame. 

A consellSUS All-American in 1976, Kiamer led tile nution with 3,317 passing yards and 3,272 yards of total offellse. Both marks rallked second in NCAA single-season history at tile time. The 1976 Southwest Conference 
Player of the Year became tile first player in leagae history to top 3,000 yards of total offellse in a single season wllile also recording foul- of the top eight passing perfolanances in SWC history. Tile San Antonio native held 
every career and single-season school record for passing and total offense for more tt~un 30 years, and he led tile Owls in passing all foul- years on campus. 

Chosen by tile Minnesota Vikings in tile first roulld of tile 1977 NFL Draft, Kiamer compiled nearly 25,000 career passing and 159 touchdowns yards dul-ing 14 NFL seasollS. He was named tile NFL’s Comeback Player of 
tile Year and earned his ollly Pro Bowl berth duling tile 1986 campaign. 

Kiamer was chosen to tile Rice Athletics Hall of Fame and also tile Texas Sports Hall of Fame in 2009. He earned tile nickname "Two-Minute Tommy" for executing multiple late-game comebacks. A Kiwanis Club member, 
Kiamer is still active with tile Rice football progn-am, retm-ning to campus allnu~lly for tile Hudclle Up football reunion and sei-ging as tile Owls’ honorary captain on nlmlerous occasions. 

ART MONK 

Syracuse University 

Wide Receiver, 1976-79 

Tile wlllner of the Lambert Trophy as tile top college football player in tile Eastern U.S. in both his freshman and Sellior seasollS, Art Mollk became tile mark of consistency duting his remarkable career with tile Orange, 
earning First Team All-America honors in 1979. Mollk is tile ninth Syracuse player to enter tile College Football Hall of Fame. 

As a Sellior in 1979, Mollk hauled in 40 receptiollS for 716 yards (17.9 yards per reception) with three touchdowns. He set a school record in 1977 for most receptiollS and receiving yards by a sophomore, catching 41 passes 
for 590 yards and foul- scores. With 1,644 career receiving yards in 35 games, Mollk set a school record with a 47-receiving yards per game average. He also recorded tile gn-eatest game by a receiver in Syracuse history on 
Nov. 5, 1977 against Navy, catching 14 passes for 188 yards and two touchdowns. A versatile playmaker wllo entered college as a running back, he posted 31 kickoffreklmS for 675 yards and 44 punt retm~ls for 430 yards. 
Mollk rallks sixth in school history with 3,899 career all-pulpose yards. Tile last player to lead Syracuse in receiving for three COllSecutive seasons, Mollk led Syracuse to its first bowl victory in 13 years with a 31-7 win over 
McNeese State in tile 1979 Independence Bowl. 

Chosen in tile first roulld of the 1980 NFL Draft, Mollk played for tile Washington Redskins from 1980-93 and tile New York Jets in 1994. He set all all-time single-season receiving mark in 1984 by catching 106 passes. 
Mollk broke Steve Largent’s all-time career receiving record with 819 career receptiollS, and he was inducted into tile Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2008. 

An active member of the NFF Central New York Ct~upter, Mollk sits on tile board of tnlstees at Syracuse. Tile co-founder of the Good Samaritan Foundation, he has worked with tile Leukelnia Society, Project Harvest and I 
Have a Dream. 

GREG MYERS 

Colorado State University 

Defensive Back, 1992-95 

Tile persolli fication of "student-athlete" and tile wlllner of tile 1995 Thoi]~e Award, Greg Myers claimed as many decorations offthe field as he did for his stellar on-field performance. Myers becomes tile second Rum to enter 
tile College Football Hall of Fame, following 1981 inductee Thulman McGraw. 

Tile first player in WAC history to earn All-WAC honors foul times, Myers holds tile leagae record with seven all-conference selectiollS, foul- as a defellsive back and three as a retm-n specialist. A two-time Fhst Team All- 
Americai~, Myers led tile NCAA with 555 punt retm-n yards and three pulrt reklm touchdowns. He also set tile WAC record with 1,332 career pulrt retinal yards, and he posted Colorado State records with three punt retail 
scores and a 15.9-yard average. As a defensive back, he totaled 295 tackles and 15 interceptions. Myers helped game tile Rams to back-to-back WAC titles and Holiday Bowl bei~hs. 

A 1995 NFF Nationul Scholar-Athlete, he was also named tile Honda Scholar-Athlete of the Year tt~ut IM1. Myers was named a two-time AcadelniC All-Amelican and a four-time AcadelniC All-WAC honoree. Tile 1996 Nye 
Trophy recipient as CSU’s most outstanding male athlete in academics, he was named to tile NCAA Today*s Top VIII. He earned a bachelor’s degn-ee in biological sciences in 1996 and a M.D. fiom tile University of Colorado 
in 2006. 



A fifth round pick in tile 1996 NFL Draft, Myers played five seasoils with tile Cincinnati Beilgals and Dallas Cowboys. A 2001 Colorado State Uiliverslly Spoils Hall of Falne inductee and a 2012 Colorado Sports Hall of 
Fame member, Myers tlus sponsored tile Greg Myers Scholarship Golf Tolmlament to raise money for student-athietes. He t~us worked with Shriners Hospitals; made nlm~erous appearances at iimer-city schools; and 
pai~icipated in Dong Pelfrey*s Kicks for Kids. He is a member of tile Groupsmart Community Outreach Program. 

JONATHAN OGDEN 

Uiliversity of California - Los Angeles 

Offensive Tackle, 1992-95 

A unanimous All-American and tile wlilner of tile Oufland Trophy in 1995, Joi:uthan Ogden was a cornerstone left tackle all foul- years he spent as a Bruin. He becomes tile 1 lth UCLA player to be inducted into tile College 
Football Hall of Falne. 

Ogden won tile Morris Trophy as tile Pac-1 O’s top offeilsive linemai~, tile UPI Lilleman of the Year award and shared tile Heilry "Red" Sanders Award as tile Bmiils’ most valuable player as a seilior in 1995. The four-year 
starter allowed just one sack as a seilior. 

Ogden experienced success early during his years in Westwood, eamii:g tile John Bonchefl; Jr. Memorial Award as UCLA’s top freshman and a Freshman All-America nod fiom Tile Sportii:g News. Playing for College 
Football Hall of Falne coach Tei:y Donahue, he also helped tile Bmiils win tile Pac- 10 title in 1993. Ogden’s No. 79 jersey is one of eight to be retired by UCLA. A two-sport athiete, he earned two top-five fiilishes in shot-put 
at tile NCAA hldoor Championships and also placed fou~h in shot-put at tile 1995 NCAA Outdoor Ctlumpioilships. 

Tile foui~h overall pick in tile 1996 NFL Draft, Ogden played 12 seasoils for tile Baltimore Raveils. He stained 176-of- 177 gaines; earned First Tealn All-Pro honors foul- times; and appeared in 11 Pro Bowls. Ogden helped 
tile Raveils win Super Bowl XXXV. 

He founded tile Jonatt~un Ogden Foundation, wllich aims to assist iimer-city students through athletics, and tile foundstion suppoi~ed tile NFF’s Play It Smai~ progn-am at Paterson HS in Baltimore for many years. Tile 
Henderson, Nev., resident also established tile Ogden Club, wllich hires tutors to work with Baltimore City high schools, and in tm-n enlists high school athletes to tutor at local elementary schools. Ogden stages tile Joi~uthan 
Ogden Foundstion Celebrity Golf Touri~ament, benefittii~g youths in Las Vegas and Baltimore. 

GABE RIVERA 

Texas Tech Uiliversity 

Defensive Tackle, 1979-82 

Tile most accomplished defensive lineman in Texas Tech history, Gabe Rivera was a COilsensus All-American as a seilior in 1982. He becomes tile fou~h Red Ruider to enter tile College Football Hall of Fame. 

Carlying tile ilickname "Se [] or Sack", Rivera averaged 80 tackles per season from his defeilsive tackle spot. He compiled 62 solo tackles, 43 assists, 10 TFL, five sacks, 25 quarterback pressures and eight pass breakaps 
durii~g his All-America campaign in 1982. He was named an Honorable Mention All-American in 1980 and 1981, and earned First Team All-Southwest Coilference honors in 1982 and Second Team All-SWC accolades in 
1981. 

Chosen with tile 21 st overall pick in tile 1983 NFL Draft, Rivera played six games for tile Pittsburgh Steelers. Rivera t~ud his career cut short wllen he was left a paraplegic by injuries suffered in a car accident midway 
ttn-ongh his rookie season. 

Rivera was illducted into tile Sail AntolliO Sports Hall of Fame in 2005. He is also a member of tile Texas Tech Hall of Honor. He t~us volunteered as a tutor with Illner City Development in Sail AntolliO, and he tlus worked 
with Gridiron Heroes, a nonprofit that aids high school football players that have suffered spinal cord injuries. 

MARK SIMONEAU 

Kansas State Ulliversity 

Linebacker, 1996-99 

A two-time All-Americai~, Mark Simoneau stands as possibly tile greatest defender in Kansas State history. He becomes tile second Wildeat to enter tile game’s nltimate shrine following Gary Spani a decade earlier. 

A three-time team captain, Simoneau holds a school record with 251 career unassisted tackles, rallks third in school history with 400 total tackles, 52 TFL and eight forced fumbles. The 1999 Big 12 Defellsive Player of tile 
Year also notched 15.5 sacks and seven fumble recoveries. A 1999 Butkus Award runner-up and a three-time First Team All-Big 12 selection, he led Kansas State to one of the gn-eatest stretches in school history. With 
Simoneau on tile roster, tile Wildcats earned a 42-7 record, a 28-4 record in Big 12 play, a claim to two Big 12 Noi~h rifles, three AP top 10 fillishes, tile first No. 1 rallking in school history, and wins in tile 1997 Fiesta Bowl 
and tile 1999 Holiday Bowl. 

Drafted in tile third round of the 2000 NFL Draft, Simoneau played 11 seasons for tile Aflanta Falcons, Philadelphia Eagles, New Orleans Saints and Kansas City Chiefs. He recorded 370 total tackles in 124 career NFL 

Simoneau t~us pai~icipated ill seI~ice events with local chilch-en’s hospitals, retirement homes and tile Ullited Wuy of New Orleans. Simoneau’s high school was tile center piece of tile book Our Boys: A Perfect Season on tile 
Plains with tile Smith Center Rechnen by Joe Drape. 

SCOTT THOMAS 



Ui:ited States Air Force Academy 

Safe~y, 1982-85 

A ch-iving force in one of the most successful fom-year :ms in the history of Ah Force football, Scott Thomas earned co::se::sus All-Ainerica honors iris se::ior yea: in 1985. He becomes the third Falcon player to enter the 
College Football Hall of Fame. 

Playi:lg for 2011 Hall of Fame coach Fisher DeBe::y, Thomas notched 221 career tackles with fore TFL, 10 htterceprions, 22 pass hi-eakaps wl:ile averagi:lg 28.8 yards per kickoff retm::. He retm-ned a punt, kickoff and 
htterceprion for a touchdown duri::g his 1985 All-Ainerica campaign. A two-rime All-WAC honoree, Thomas led the Falcons to the first conference rifle in progn-am history with a 12-1 record and No. 5 fi::ul ra:fld::g in 1985. 
He also guided Air Force to a 38-12 overall record, four co::secutive bowl wi::s, fore wins over Nohe Dame, the first top 10 finish in academy history and ttu-ee Commander-in-Chiefs Trophies with a 7-1 record agai::st 
storied rivals Ai~ny and Navy. 

Thomas also was a fom-year lette::nan for the Air Force basketball team, and he logged more tt:un 4,100 hours of :nilitary flight rime. He gained :lurio::ul attenrion during the first Gulf War after iris plane went down over 
enemy territory in 1991. Thomas cun-enfly se::es as a lieute::unt colonel in tt:e Air Force reserves wl:ile working as a commercial pilot. 

A regular keynote speaker for nonprofit organizarions, he volunteers with Young Life youth minishies and as a linie league coach. He is also a Kiwanis Club member. Thomas se::ed as the guest picker dining ESPN’s 
College GameDay visit for the Ai:ny game on Nov. 7, 2009. Thomas is a 2011 U:tited States Ah Force Academy Athieric Hall of Fame inductee. 

JOHN WOOTEN 

U::iversity of Colorado 

Offensive Guard, 1956-58 

Described as a "quick, agile tackle wl:o provided bone-c::mchi::g lead blocks" by Colorado historian Fred Casoni, John Wooten blazed a path for others to follow, beco:ning one of the first African-Ainericans to earn All- 
Ainerica honors as a lineman. The 1958 All-Ainerican will join five other BufFalo players as College Football Hall of Fame inductees. 

Wooten paved the way for one of the most powerful :~shi::g attacks in college football, ch-iving the BufFaloes to ra::k 12th :lurio::ully in 1956 with 252.1 yards per game, first in 1957 with 322.4 yards per ouring and fifth in 
1958 with 249.5 yards per game. In 1957, Colorado fi::i shed second h~ the counhy with 415.2 yards of total offense per game, and ::mni:~g back Bob Sh-anslci ra::ked second narionally with 1,097 :~shi:~g yards. The 1957 All- 
Big 7 performer also saw acrion on the clefe::sive line wl:ere he recorded half a dozen fumble recoveries. Wooten aided Colorado to a 20-9-2 overall record with a 27-21 victory over Clemson h: the 1957 Orange Bowl. 

Chosen in the fil:h romni of the 1959 NFL Draft, Wooten played 10 seaso::s in the NFL with the Cleveland Browns and Wushington Redskins, appearing in 136 games. A two-time All-Pro, he patticipated in two Pro Bowls. 
He is a 2010 inductee to the Cleveland Browns Ring of Honor. 

Afier reriring from football, Wooten t:ud a lo:lg achi:i:tish-arive career with the Dallas Cowboys, Philadelphia E@es and Balrimore Ravens before reriri::g in 1998. He was :Yarned to Colorado’s All-Centmy Team in 1989, the 
Texas Black Sports Hall of Fame in 2002 and the Colorado Sports Hall of Fame in 2004. Wooten serves as the chai::nan of tt:e Fritz Pollard Alliance Foundsrio:~, wl:ich works to promote diversity in NFL coachi::g, front 
office and scouring stafik. 

PHILLIP FULMER 

U::iversity of Te:messee 

Head Coact~, 152-52-0 (74.5%) 

Te:messee’s head coach fiom 1992-2008, Phillip Fulmer led the Volm:teers to the school’s sixth ::urio:lul ct:umpio::ship in 1998. Under Fulmer’s leadership, Te:messee fi::ished in the AP top 25 in 13-of-17 seaso::s and 
appeared in 15 bowl games. 

The 1998 Narional Coach of the Yea: achieved 137 wi::s in iris first 15 campaig::s, tying for the fou~h-most in a 15-year span h: college football history. Fulmer owned two SEC ct:umpio::ships, a piece of seven SEC East 
Division rifles, an impressive 5-0 record wl:en playing the narion’s No. 1-ra::ked team, an 88-19 home record and :fine 10-win seaso::s. He hails only College Football Hall of Fame coach Gen. Robert Neyland on Te:messee’s 
all-rime whys list. Fulmer’s teams appeared in two BCS games, wi:mi::g the first ::urio:lul rifle in the system’s history witty a victory over Florida State in the 1999 Fiesta Bowl. 

Fulmer coached two William V. Campbell Trophy wl:mers in Peyton Manni::g and Mict:uel Munoz. Nineteen players earned First Team All-Ainerica honors under Fulmer, and 70 Volunteers were named First Team All-SEC 
dmi::g his tenure. He also coached :fine 1,000-yard rashers and six 1,000-yard receivers. 

A co-captain of the 1971 Volunteers football team, Fulmer is the ::urional spokesperson for the Jason Foundsrio:~, an educarional organizarion aimed at preve:ni:lg teenage suicide. A member of the board of directors for 
Alzheimer’s Te:messee, Inc., he is active with Boys and Gifts Club, Team Focus, and Child and Family Services. The 2003 Ainerican Football Coaches Association president, Fulmer is the co-ct:uir for tt:e Ride for Prostate 
Cancer event and the vice-chair for Boy Scouts of Ainerica. He conhibuted $1 :nillion to the University of Te:messee to be split evenly between athierics and academics. Fulmer was inducted to the Te:messee Sports Hall of 
Fame in 2001 and the Ki:oxville Sports Hall of Fame in 2008. 

JIMMY JOHNSON 

Oklahoma State U:tiversity, U:tiversity of Miami 

Head Coact~, 81-34-3 (70.0%) 

The Oklahoma State head coach from 1979-83 and Miami head coach from 1984-88, Jimmy Jotmson conrinuously led iris teams to victory, earning nm::erous coachi::g honors alo::g the way and the ::urio:lul rifle with the 
Hun-icanes in 1987, capped by a 20-14 victory over Oklahoma in the 1988 Orange Bowl. 



JoMson began his head coachillg career in Stillwater, Okla., leadillg tile Cowboys to a 29-25-3 mark. He won Big 8 Coach of the Year honors his first year after taking Oklatloma State to a 7-4 record. Under Johnson, tile 
Cowboys won tile 1981 Independence Bowl and tile 1983 Bluebollnet Bowl. He coached 15 First Team All-Big 8 perfolaners during his five seasons with tile Pokes. 

At Miami, Johnson enjoyed a 52-9 mark in five seasoils with five New Year’s Day bowl appearances. Durii~g his filial foul seasoils in Miami, he posted a remarkable 44-4 record, including foul- top 10 fiilishes and two 
imtional title appearances. He earned two Natioi~al Coach of tile Year distinctions while coachiilg 12 First Team All-Americans. JoMson’s star pupils included futm-e College Football Hall of Famers Bmmie Blades and 
Russell Maryland as well as tile school’s first Heisman Trophy winner in Viilny Testaverde. JoMson’s tenure was tile genesis of all NCAA-record 58 home-game wiiming streak, which lasted from 1985-94. 

A men~ber of Arkansas’ 1964 national chunlpiollship team, JoMson became tile ollly person to win a college imtioi~ul chun~piollship as a player and coach and lead a team to a Super Bowl victory when he guided tile Dallas 
Cowboys to victories in back-to-back Super Bowl victories following tile 1992 and 1993 seasons. In tile NFL, he held tile Cowboys head coachillg job from 1989-93 and with tile Miami Dolphins from 1996-99. 

A men~ber of tile Ulliversity of Arkansas, Ulliversity of Miami, State of Texas and State of Florida Sports Halls of Fame, Johnson supports charities such as The Chil&en’s Health Fund, Malaria No More, City of Hope, and 
St. Jude’s Chil&en’s Research Hospital. Johnsoi~, who works as all NFL aI~alyst on FOX, has donated his time visitii~g troops overseas and hostii~g a fun&aiser for tile Gridiron Greats Foundatioi~, which raises money for 
former NFL players in need of medical assistance. 

R.C. SLOCUM 

Texas A&M Ulliversity 

Head Coact~, 123-47-2 (72.1%) 

The head coach at Texas A&M from 1989-2002, R.C. Sloclml is tile wilmillgest coach in Texas A&M and Southwest Conference history. A four-rinse national coach of tile year honoree, Sloclmfs Aggies experienced reigllS 
of domilmnce over tile SWC, including a 22-game leagae Wilmii~g streak, a 28-0-1 conference record from 1991-94, and three SWC rifles. He also led tile Texas A&M to one of tile school’s lan&nark victories on Dec. 5, 
1998, with a 36-33 double-ovei~ime upset of Kansas State, which gave tile Aggies their Olfly Big 12 championship and only win over a No. 1-rallked team. 

Slocum led tile Aggies to 11 bowl games in 14 seasons, five New Year’s Day bowl appearances and 10 AP top 25 fillishes. He retired as college football’s sixth-wilmingest active coach. Under Sloclmfs leadership, 14 players 
earned First Team All-America status. Linebacker Dat Ngayen sublnitted one of the finest seasons hi school history in 1998, Wilmii~g tile Bech~arik and Lombardi awards. 

Slocum, a standout receiver and defellsive lineman for at McNeese State, holds a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree from his ahna mater, and he was named a Distillguished Alumnus in 2001. He Clm-enfly works as a 
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NFF Announces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision 
College Football Hall of Fame Class 

14 Players and Three Coaches to Enter College Football’s Ultimate Shrine 

NOTE." Please use the new NFF logo for all stories related to this event. CYck here for eps 
andjpegfiles of the new logo. 

NEW YORK, May 15, 2012 - From the national ballot of 76 candidates and a pool of 
hundreds of eligible nominees, Archie Manning, chairman of The National Football 
Foundation & College Hall of Fame, announced today the 2012 College Football Hall of 
Fame Football Bowl Subdivision Class, which includes the names of 14 First Team All- 
America players and three legendary coaches. 

2012 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

PLAYERS 

CHARLES ALEXANDER - TB, LSU (1975-78) 
OTIS ARMSTRONG - FIB, Purdue (1970-72) 
STEVE BARTKOWSKI - QB, California (1972-74) 
HAL BEDSOLE - SE, Southern California (1961-63) 
DAVE CASPER - TE, Notre Dame (1971-73) 
TY DETMER - QB, BYU (1988-91) 
TOMMY KRAMER - QB, Rice (1973-76) 
ART MONK - WR, Syracuse (1976-79) 

GREG MYERS - DB, Colorado State (1992-95) 
JONATHAN OGDEN - OT, UCLA (1992-95) 
GABE RIVERA - DT, Texas Tech (1979-82) 
MARK SIMONEAU - LB, Kansas State (1996-99) 
SCOTT THOMAS - S, Air Force (1982-85) 
JOHN WOOTEN* - OG, Colorado (1956-58) 

* Selection from the FBS Veterans Committee 

COACHES 



PHILLIP FULMER- 152-52-0 (74.5%); Tennessee (1992-08) 
JIMMY JOHNSON - 81-34-3 (70.0%); Oklahoma State (1979-83) and Miami (Fla.) 
(1984-88) 
R.C. SLOCUM - 123-47-2 (72.1%); Texas A&M (1989-02) 

"We are extremely proud to announce the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Class," said 
Manning, a 1989 College Football Hall of Famer from Ole Miss. "Each year the selection 
process becomes increasingly more difficult, but Gene Corrigan and the Honors Court do an 
amazing job of selecting a diverse group of the most amazing players and coaches in our 
sport’s rich history. This class is certainly no exception, and we look forward to honoring 
them and celebrating their achievements throughout the year ahead." 

The 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Class will be 
inducted at the 55th NFF Annual Awards Dinner on December 4, 2012, at the 
Waldorf=Astoria in New York City. They will be honored guests at the National Hall of 
Fame Salute at the Allstate Sugar Bowl in New Orleans on January 2, 2013 and officially 
enshrined in the summer of 2013. 

Today’s announcement was made from The NASDAQ OMX MarketSite in Times Square, 
which has hosted the event for the past four consecutive years. XOS Digital produced the 
NFF web streams for the second consecutive year, and the Orange Bowl and the law firm of 
Troutman Sanders LLP participated as the supporting sponsors of the announcement. 

2012 FOOTBALL BOWL SUBDIVISION 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

NOTES 

PLAYERS: 

11 consensus First Team All-Americans (Alexander - 2x, Armstrong, Bartkowski, 
Bedsole, Casper, Detmer - 2x, Kramer, Myers, Rivera, Simoneau, Thomas) 
ONE unanimous First Team All-American (Ogden) 
THREE multi-year First Team All-Americans (Alexander - 2x, Detmer - 2x, Myers - 
2x) 
TWO members of national championship teams (Bedsole, Casper) 
ONE Heisman Trophy winner (Detmer) 
THREE winners of college football major awards (Detmer - Maxwell, O’Brien; Myers 
- Thorpe; Ogden - Outland) 
FIVE conference player of the year honorees (Alexander, Armstrong, Detmer, 

Kramer, Simoneau) 
FIVE members of conference championship teams (Bedsole, Detmer, Myers, Ogden, 

Thomas) 
TWO NFF National Scholar-Athletes (Casper, Myers) 
TEN offensive players (Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski, Bedsole, Casper, Detmer, 
Kramer, Monk, Ogden, Wooten) 
FOUR defensive players (Myers, Rivera, Simoneau, Thomas) 
SEVEN first-round NFL draft selections (Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski - 1 st 
overall, Kramer, Monk, Ogden, Rivera) 
FIVE decades represented: 1950s (1) - Wooten; 1960s (1) - Bedsole; 1970s (6) - 
Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski, Casper, Kramer, Monk; 1980s (2) - Rivera, 
Thomas; 1990s (4) - Detmer, Myers, Ogden, Simoneau 



COACHES: 

TWO national championships (Fulmer, Johnson) 
SIX conference championships (Fulmer - 2, Slocum - 4) 

33 bowl berths (Fulmer- 15, Johnson- 7, Slocum- 11) 
28 Top 25 finishes (Fulmer - 13, Johnson - 5, Slocum - 10) 

45 First Team All-Americans coached (Fulmer - 19, Johnson - 12, Slocum - 14) 
SEVEN maj or award winners coached (Fulmer - John Henderson, Peyton Manning, 
Michael Munoz; Johnson - Bennie Blades, Russell Maryland, Vinny Testaverde; 
Slocum - Dat Nguyen) 
FOUR NFF National Scholar-Athletes coached (Fulmer: Peyton Manning and Michael 
Munoz. Johnson: Doug Freeman. Slocum: Lance Pavlas) 

CRITERIA 

1. First and foremost, a player must have received First Team All-America recognition by a 
selector organization that is recognized by the NCAA and utilized to comprise their 
consensus All-America teams. 

2. A player becomes eligible for consideration by the Foundation’s Honors Courts ten years 
after his final year of intercollegiate football played. 

3. While each nominee’s football achievements in college are of prime consideration, his post 
football record as a citizen is also weighed. He must have proven himself worthy as a citizen, 
carrying the ideals of football forward into his relations with his community and fellow man. 
Consideration may also be given for academic honors and whether or not the candidate 
earned a college degree. 

4. Players must have played their last year of intercollegiate football within the last 50 
years*. For example, to be eligible for the 2012 ballot, the player must have played his last 
year in 1962 or thereafter. In addition, players who are playing professionally and coaches 
who are coaching on the professional level are not eligible until after they retire. 

5. A coach becomes eligible three years after retirement or immediately following retirement 
provided he is at least 70 years of age. Active coaches become eligible at 75 years of age. He 
must have been a head coach for a minimum of 10 years and coached at least 100 games with 
a .600 winning percentage*. 

* Players that do not comply with the 50-year rule may still be eligible for consideration by 

the Football Bowl Subdivision and Divisional Honors Review Committees, which examine 
unique cases. 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME FACTS 

¯ Including the 2012 FBS class, only 914 players and 197 coaches, have been inducted 
into the College Football Hall of Fame from the nearly 4.86 million who have played 
or coached the game over the past 143 years. In other words, only two one- 
hundredths of one percent (.0002) of the individuals who have played the game have 
been deemed worthy of this distinction. 

¯ Founded in 1947, The National Football Foundation & College Hall &Fame inducted 
its first class of inductees in 1951. The first class included 32 players and 19 coaches, 
including Illinois’ Red Grange, Notre Dame’s Knute Rockne, Amos Alonzo Stagg and 



Carlisle’s Jim Thorpe. 
288 schools are represented with at least one College Football Hall of Famer. 
Induction for this class of Hall of Famers will take place December 4, 2012 at the 55th 
NFF Annual Awards Dinner in New York City’s historic Waldorf=Astoria. 

CHARLES ALEXANDER 
Louisiana State University 

Tailback, 1975-78 

One of the truly great runners of his era, Charles Alexander dominated the Southeastern 
Conference in the late 1970’s. He becomes the eighth Tiger to enter the College Football Hall 
of Fame and third running back in the last five years, following Billy Cannon in 2008 and 
Jerry Stovall in 2010. 

Nicknamed "Alexander the Great", he left Baton Rouge as the most accomplished rusher in 
SEC history, holding the league’s career records for rushing attempts, yards and touchdowns. 
He became the first back in SEC history to break the 4,000-yard barrier and record 40 
rushing touchdowns. Alexander earned consensus All-America honors and was named team 
MVP in 1977 by setting school and league records with 311 attempts for 1,686 yards and 17 
touchdowns. His carries and yards marks remain single-season records at LSU. Alexander 
followed that up by again receiving consensus All-America accolades in 1978 by rushing 281 
times for 1,172 yards and 14 touchdowns. His stellar efforts as a junior and senior helped 
lead the Tigers to back-to-back bowl games, rushing for a combined 330 yards in the 1977 
Sun Bowl and the 1978 Liberty Bowl. 

The Missouri City, Texas, native was chosen in the first round of the 1979 NFL Draft by the 
Cincinnati Bengals. He amassed 2,645 rushing yards and 1,130 receiving yards during seven 
seasons in Cincinnati, helping the Bengals reach Super Bowl XVI. 

A former member of the Tiger Athletic Foundation Board of Directors, Alexander worked 
with the Louisiana State Youth Opportunities Unlimited. He also regularly volunteered with 
the United Way in Cincinnati, Ohio, as a member of the Bengals. He was named to the LSU 
Modern Day Team of the Century and is also a member of the Louisiana Sports Hall of 
Fame, the 75th Anniversary All-Sun Bowl Team and the Houston Area All-1970’s Team. 

OTIS ARMSTRONG 
Purdue University 
Halfback, 1970-72 

One of the top runners of his era, Otis Armstrong left school owning Big Ten MVP honors, 
First Team All-Conference accolades and the league’s all-time rushing record. He becomes 
the sixth Boilermaker to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

The eighth-place finisher in 1972 Heisman Trophy voting and a consensus All-American, 
Armstrong’s 3,315 career rushing yards set school and conference records and placed him 
sixth in NCAA history at career’s end. Armstrong’s senior campaign in 1972 remains the best 
in Purdue history. He earned the Swede Nelson Award for great sportsmanship and team 
MVP honors by rushing 243 times for 1,361 yards, accumulating 1,868 all-purpose yards (all 
of which set single-season school records at the time). Armstrong led the Big Ten in rushing 
that season, and his 276-yard effort versus Indiana remains a school best. His 670 career 
carries remain a school record. 



A first round selection by the Denver Broncos in the 1973 NFL Draft, Armstrong played 
eight seasons with Denver. He led the NFL in rushing in 1974, earning First Team All-Pro 
honors and appearing in his first of two Pro Bowls. The Englewood, Colo., native helped the 
Broncos appear in Super Bowl XII. Armstrong is an active church member, and he frequently 
helps young children stay out of trouble by teaching football skills. He was inducted into the 
Purdue Athletic Hall of Fame in 1997. 

STEVE BARTKOWSKI 
University of California 
Quarterback, 1972-74 

Another legend in a long line of prolific Pac-12 passers, Steve Bartkowski becomes the 16th 
California Golden Bear to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bartkowski earned consensus All-America honors by leading the nation in passing with 
2,580 yards in 1974. The gunslinger also set school single-season records during his senior 
campaign by attempting 325 passes and accumulating 2,387 yards of total offense. He was 
universally named the best quarterback in the West following his senior year after being 
named team MVP, First Team All-Pac-10, an All-Coast Team selection and the NorCal 
Player of the Year. His four 300-yard passing games set a school record and still rank among 
the top five in Golden Bears history. 

The first pick of the 1975 NFL Draft, Bartkowski played 11 seasons with the Atlanta Falcons 
and one year with the Los Angeles Rams. He was named the 1975 NFL Rookie of the Year, 
appeared in two Pro Bowls and compiled 24,124 career passing yards. 

In addition to his football exploits, Bartkowski was an All-American first baseman for the 
Golden Bears baseball team in 1973. He became a member of the California Sports Hall of 
Fame in 1990. Bartkowski also hosted the outdoors shows BackroadAdventures with Steve 
Bartkowski on TNN and Suzuki’s Great Outdoors with Steve Bartkowski on ESPN. The 
Atlanta native serves on the board of directors for multiple organizations and is a member of 
the Christian Sportsmen Fellowship. 

HAL BEDSOLE 
University of Southern California 

Split End, 1961-63 

Ahead of his time as a long, big-play threat, Hal Bedsole helped College Football Hall of 
Fame coach John McKay and USC win the 1962 national championship. He becomes the 
30th Trojan to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bedsole set school single-season receiving records during his consensus All-America 1962 
campaign, corralling 33 passes for 827 yards and 11 touchdowns. He became the first player 
in USC history to top 200 receiving yards in a single game on Oct. 20, 1962 in a win over 
California. He capped the record-setting year with a huge game in the 1963 Rose Bowl, 
leading top-ranked USC over No. 2 Wisconsin with two touchdown passes in a 42-37 
Trojans victory. The two-time All-Pac-8 honoree led the Men of Troy in scoring in 1961 and 
1962 and set a school record by averaging 20.94 yards per reception for his career. He caught 
82 passes for 1,717 yards with 20 touchdowns during his years on campus. 

Drafted by the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings and the AFL’s Kansas City Chiefs in 1964, Bedsole 
played three seasons in Minnesota. Inducted into the USC Athletic Hall of Fame in 2001, 



Bedsole retired after a long career as a radio broadcast sales manager. 

DAVE CASPER 
University of Notre Dame 

Tight End, 1971-73 

Cited by College Football Hall of Fame coach Ara Parseghian as perhaps the greatest athlete 
he ever coached, Dave Casper earned All-America honors on the field and in the classroom. 
He becomes Notre Dame’s 44th player to be selected to the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Serving as Notre Dame’s co-captain and offensive MVP during his senior season of 1973, 
Casper led the Fighting Irish to a national championship while earning consensus All- 
America honors. He was also named an NFF National Scholar-Athlete, a CoSIDA Academic 
All-American, and an NCAA postgraduate scholarship winner. Casper was a proficient tight 
end, catching three passes for 75 yards in No. 5 Notre Dame’s 24-23 win over No. 1 Alabama 
in the 1973 Sugar Bowl. A versatile asset, he also saw action at split end, as an offensive 
tackle and along the defensive line during his career. 

Taken in the second round of the 1974 NFL Draft, he played 11 seasons for the Oakland 
Raiders, Houston Oilers and the Minnesota Vikings. The Alamo, Calif., resident was named 
a First Team All-Pro performer five times, appeared in four Pro Bowls and was chosen to the 
Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2002. 

A long-time member of the NFF Chicago Metro Chapter, Casper sat on the Ronald 
McDonald House’s board of directors beginning in 1986. He founded the Dave Casper 
Celebrity Golf Tournament in 1985 to benefit the Ronald McDonald House. Casper also 
supports the Big Brother/Big Sister Organization and Rotary International. He received the 
GTE Academic Hall of Fame for Outstanding Career Achievement and Contributions to the 
Community award in 1993, and he was one of six people to receive an NCAA Silver 
Anniversary Award for living a life of distinction in 1999. 

TY DETMER 
Brigham Young University 

Quarterback, 1988-91 

With a Heisman Trophy, a Maxwell Award, two Davey O’Brien Awards and 59 NCAA 
records, Ty Detmer left BYU as one of the most accomplished quarterbacks in college 
football history. His accomplishments led him to become a College Football Hall of Fame 
inductee, and the sixth Cougar to enter the sport’s ultimate shrine. 

Twice named a consensus All-American, Detmer won national player of the year awards 
from organizations such as UPI, CBS, Scripps Howard and the U.S. Sports Academy. His 
15,031 career passing yards and 121 touchdowns were NCAA bests at the time, and the 
gunslinger still holds nine NCAA records. A three-time First Team All-WAC performer, 
Detmer led College Football Hall of Fame coach LaVell Edwards’ teams to three conference 
championships, four bowl games, three AP top 25 finishes, a 28-21 win over top-ranked and 
defending national champion Miami on Sept. 8, 1990 and a 37-13-2 overall record. The 
NCAA Today’s Top VI Award recipient still holds 10 school records, including the season 
and career marks for total offense, passing yards and 400-yard games. 

A ninth round selection of the 1992 NFL Draft by the Green Bay Packers, Detmer played 14 
seasons with the Packers, Philadelphia Eagles, San Francisco 49ers, Cleveland Browns, 
Detroit Lions and Atlanta Falcons. 



The founder of the Ty Detmer Charitable Foundation, he regularly holds the Ty Detmer 
Youth Football League in Grants, N.M. He remains involved in the Davey O’Brien 
Foundation and the Children’s Miracle Network, and he makes yearly appearances at 
numerous fundraising events for youth organizations. A 2000 inductee of the BYU Athletics 
Hall of Fame, Detmer is currently the head coach at St. Andrew’s Episcopal School in Austin, 
Texas. 

TOMMY KRAMER 
Rice University 

Quarterback, 1973-76 

One of only two quarterbacks in college football history to earn consensus All-America 
honors for a sub-.500 team since 1970, Tommy Kramer proved his worth by finishing fifth in 
Heisman Trophy voting in 1976. Kramer becomes the sixth Owl to be inducted into the 
College Football Hall of Fame. 

A consensus All-American in 1976, Kramer led the nation with 3,317 passing yards and 
3,272 yards of total offense. Both marks ranked second in NCAA single-season history at the 
time. The 1976 Southwest Conference Player of the Year became the first player in league 
history to top 3,000 yards of total offense in a single season while also recording four of the 
top eight passing performances in SWC history. The San Antonio native held every career 
and single-season school record for passing and total offense for more than 30 years, and he 
led the Owls in passing all four years on campus. 

Chosen by the Minnesota Vikings in the first round of the 1977 NFL Draft, Kramer compiled 
nearly 25,000 career passing and 159 touchdowns yards during 14 NFL seasons. He was 
named the NFL’s Comeback Player of the Year and earned his only Pro Bowl berth during 
the 1986 campaign. 

Kramer was chosen to the Rice Athletics Hall of Fame and also the Texas Sports Hall of 
Fame in 2009. He earned the nickname "Two-Minute Tommy" for executing multiple late- 
game comebacks. A Kiwanis Club member, Kramer is still active with the Rice football 
program, returning to campus annually for the Huddle Up football reunion and serving as the 
Owls’ honorary captain on numerous occasions. 

ART MONK 
Syracuse University 

Wide Receiver, 1976-79 

The winner of the Lambert Trophy as the top college football player in the Eastern U.S. in 
both his freshman and senior seasons, Art Monk became the mark of consistency during his 
remarkable career with the Orange, earning First Team All-America honors in 1979. Monk is 
the ninth Syracuse player to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

As a senior in 1979, Monk hauled in 40 receptions for 716 yards (17.9 yards per reception) 
with three touchdowns. He set a school record in 1977 for most receptions and receiving 
yards by a sophomore, catching 41 passes for 590 yards and four scores. With 1,644 career 
receiving yards in 35 games, Monk set a school record with a 47-receiving yards per game 
average. He also recorded the greatest game by a receiver in Syracuse history on Nov. 5, 
1977 against Navy, catching 14 passes for 188 yards and two touchdowns. A versatile 
playmaker who entered college as a running back, he posted 31 kickoff returns for 675 yards 
and 44 punt returns for 430 yards. Monk ranks sixth in school history with 3,899 career all- 



purpose yards. The last player to lead Syracuse in receiving for three consecutive seasons, 
Monk led Syracuse to its first bowl victory in 13 years with a 31-7 win over McNeese State 
in the 1979 Independence Bowl. 

Chosen in the first round of the 1980 NFL Draft, Monk played for the Washington Redskins 
from 1980-93 and the New York Jets in 1994. He set an all-time single-season receiving 
mark in 1984 by catching 106 passes. Monk broke Steve Largent’s all-time career receiving 
record with 819 career receptions, and he was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 
2008. 

An active member of the NFF Central New York Chapter, Monk sits on the board of trustees 
at Syracuse. The co-founder of the Good Samaritan Foundation, he has worked with the 
Leukemia Society, Project Harvest and I Have a Dream. 

GREG MYERS 
Colorado State University 
Defensive Back, 1992-95 

The personification of "student-athlete" and the winner of the 1995 Thorpe Award, Greg 
Myers claimed as many decorations off the field as he did for his stellar on-field 
performance. Myers becomes the second Ram to enter the College Football Hall of Fame, 
following 1981 inductee Thurman McGraw. 

The first player in WAC history to earn All-WAC honors four times, Myers holds the league 
record with seven all-conference selections, four as a defensive back and three as a return 
specialist. A two-time First Team All-American, Myers led the NCAA with 555 punt return 
yards and three punt return touchdowns. He also set the WAC record with 1,332 career punt 
return yards, and he posted Colorado State records with three punt return scores and a 15.9- 
yard average. As a defensive back, he totaled 295 tackles and 15 interceptions. Myers helped 
guide the Rams to back-to-back WAC titles and Holiday Bowl berths. 

A 1995 NFF National Scholar-Athlete, he was also named the Honda Scholar-Athlete of the 
Year that fall. Myers was named a two-time Academic All-American and a four-time 
Academic All-WAC honoree. The 1996 Nye Trophy recipient as C SU’s most outstanding 
male athlete in academics, he was named to the NCAA Today’s Top VIII. He earned a 
bachelor’s degree in biological sciences in 1996 and a M.D. from the University of Colorado 
in 2006. 

A fifth round pick in the 1996 NFL Draft, Myers played five seasons with the Cincinnati 
Bengals and Dallas Cowboys. A 2001 Colorado State University Sports Hall of Fame 
inductee and a 2012 Colorado Sports Hall of Fame member, Myers has sponsored the Greg 
Myers Scholarship Golf Tournament to raise money for student-athletes. He has worked with 
Shriners Hospitals; made numerous appearances at inner-city schools; and participated in 
Doug Pelfrey’s Kicks for Kids. He is a member of the Groupsmart Community Outreach 
Program. 

JONATHAN OGDEN 
University of California - Los Angeles 

Offensive Tackle, 1992-95 

A unanimous All-American and the winner of the Outland Trophy in 1995, Jonathan Ogden 
was a cornerstone left tackle all four years he spent as a Bruin. He becomes the 1 lth UCLA 
player to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 



Ogden won the Morris Trophy as the Pac-10’s top offensive lineman, the UPI Lineman of the 
Year award and shared the Henry "Red" Sanders Award as the Bruins’ most valuable player 
as a senior in 1995. The four-year starter allowed just one sack as a senior. 

Ogden experienced success early during his years in Westwood, earning the John Boncheff, 
Jr. Memorial Award as UCLA’s top freshman and a Freshman All-America nod from The 
Sporting News. Playing for College Football Hall of Fame coach Terry Donahue, he also 
helped the Bruins win the Pac-10 title in 1993. Ogden’s No. 79 jersey is one of eight to be 
retired by UCLA. A two-sport athlete, he earned two top-five finishes in shot-put at the 
NCAA Indoor Championships and also placed fourth in shot-put at the 1995 NCAA Outdoor 
Championships. 

The fourth overall pick in the 1996 NFL Draft, Ogden played 12 seasons for the Baltimore 
Ravens. He started 176-of-177 games; earned First Team All-Pro honors four times; and 
appeared in 11 Pro Bowls. Ogden helped the Ravens win Super Bowl XXXV. 

He founded the Jonathan Ogden Foundation, which aims to assist inner-city students through 
athletics, and the foundation supported the NFF’s Play It Smart program at Patterson HS in 
Baltimore for many years. The Henderson, Nev., resident also established the Ogden Club, 
which hires tutors to work with Baltimore City high schools, and in turn enlists high school 
athletes to tutor at local elementary schools. Ogden stages the Jonathan Ogden Foundation 
Celebrity Golf Tournament, benefitting youths in Las Vegas and Baltimore. 

GABE RIVERA 
Texas Tech University 

Defensive Tackle, 1979-82 

The most accomplished defensive lineman in Texas Tech history, Gabe Rivera was a 
consensus All-American as a senior in 1982. He becomes the fourth Red Raider to enter the 
College Football Hall of Fame. 

Carrying the nickname "Sefior Sack", Rivera averaged 80 tackles per season from his 
defensive tackle spot. He compiled 62 solo tackles, 43 assists, 10 TFL, five sacks, 25 
quarterback pressures and eight pass breakups during his All-America campaign in 1982. He 
was named an Honorable Mention All-American in 1980 and 1981, and earned First Team 
All-Southwest Conference honors in 1982 and Second Team All-SWC accolades in 1981. 

Chosen with the 21 st overall pick in the 1983 NFL Draft, Rivera played six games for the 
Pittsburgh Steelers. Rivera had his career cut short when he was left a paraplegic by injuries 
suffered in a car accident midway through his rookie season. 

Rivera was inducted into the San Antonio Sports Hall of Fame in 2005. He is also a member 
of the Texas Tech Hall of Honor. He has volunteered as a tutor with Inner City Development 
in San Antonio, and he has worked with Gridiron Heroes, a nonprofit that aids high school 
football players that have suffered spinal cord injuries. 

MARK SIMONEAU 
Kansas State University 

Linebacker, 1996-99 

A two-time All-American, Mark Simoneau stands as possibly the greatest defender in Kansas 
State history. He becomes the second Wildcat to enter the game’s ultimate shrine following 



Gary Spani a decade earlier. 

A three-time team captain, Simoneau holds a school record with 251 career unassisted 
tackles, ranks third in school history with 400 total tackles, 52 TFL and eight forced fumbles. 
The 1999 Big 12 Defensive Player of the Year also notched 15.5 sacks and seven fumble 
recoveries. A 1999 Butkus Award runner-up and a three-time First Team All-Big 12 
selection, he led Kansas State to one of the greatest stretches in school history. With 
Simoneau on the roster, the Wildcats earned a 42-7 record, a 28-4 record in Big 12 play, a 
claim to two Big 12 North titles, three AP top 10 finishes, the first No. 1 ranking in school 
history, and wins in the 1997 Fiesta Bowl and the 1999 Holiday Bowl. 

Drafted in the third round of the 2000 NFL Draft, Simoneau played 11 seasons for the 
Atlanta Falcons, Philadelphia Eagles, New Orleans Saints and Kansas City Chiefs. He 
recorded 370 total tackles in 124 career NFL games. 

Simoneau has participated in service events with local children’s hospitals, retirement homes 
and the United Way of New Orleans. Simoneau’s high school was the center piece of the 
book Our Boys: A Perfect Season on the Plains with the Smith Center Redmen by Joe Drape. 

SCOTT THOMAS 
United States Air Force Academy 

Safety, 1982-85 

A driving force in one of the most successful four-year runs in the history of Air Force 
football, Scott Thomas earned consensus All-America honors his senior year in 1985. He 
becomes the third Falcon player to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Playing for 2011 Hall of Fame coach Fisher DeBerry, Thomas notched 221 career tackles 
with four TFL, 10 interceptions, 22 pass breakups while averaging 28.8 yards per kickoff 
return. He returned a punt, kickoff and interception for a touchdown during his 1985 All- 
America campaign. A two-time All-WAC honoree, Thomas led the Falcons to the first 
conference title in program history with a 12-1 record and No. 5 final ranking in 1985. He 
also guided Air Force to a 38-12 overall record, four consecutive bowl wins, four wins over 
Notre Dame, the first top 10 finish in academy history and three Commander-in-Chief’s 
Trophies with a 7-1 record against storied rivals Army and Navy. 

Thomas also was a four-year letterman for the Air Force basketball team, and he logged more 
than 4,100 hours of military flight time. He gained national attention during the first Gulf 
War after his plane went down over enemy territory in 1991. Thomas currently serves as a 
lieutenant colonel in the Air Force reserves while working as a commercial pilot. 

A regular keynote speaker for nonprofit organizations, he volunteers with Young Life youth 
ministries and as a little league coach. He is also a Kiwanis Club member. Thomas served as 
the guest picker during ESPN’s College GameDay visit for the Army game on Nov. 7, 2009. 
Thomas is a 2011 United States Air Force Academy Athletic Hall of Fame inductee. 

JOHN WOOTEN 
University of Colorado 

Offensive Guard, 1956-58 

Described as a "quick, agile tackle who provided bone-crunching lead blocks" by Colorado 
historian Fred Casotti, John Wooten blazed a path for others to follow, becoming one of the 



first African-Americans to earn All-America honors as a lineman. The 1958 All-American 
will j oin five other Buffalo players as College Football Hall of Fame inductees. 

Wooten paved the way for one of the most powerful rushing attacks in college football, 
driving the Buffaloes to rank 12th nationally in 1956 with 252.1 yards per game, first in 1957 
with 322.4 yards per outing and fifth in 1958 with 249.5 yards per game. In 1957, Colorado 
finished second in the country with 415.2 yards of total offense per game, and running back 
Bob Stransky ranked second nationally with 1,097 rushing yards. The 1957 All-Big 7 
performer also saw action on the defensive line where he recorded half a dozen fumble 
recoveries. Wooten aided Colorado to a 20-9-2 overall record with a 27-21 victory over 
Clemson in the 1957 Orange Bowl. 

Chosen in the fifth round of the 1959 NFL Draft, Wooten played 10 seasons in the NFL with 
the Cleveland Browns and Washington Redskins, appearing in 136 games. A two-time All- 
Pro, he participated in two Pro Bowls. He is a 2010 inductee to the Cleveland Browns Ring 
of Honor. 

After retiring from football, Wooten had a long administrative career with the Dallas 
Cowboys, Philadelphia Eagles and Baltimore Ravens before retiring in 1998. He was named 
to Colorado’s All-Century Team in 1989, the Texas Black Sports Hall of Fame in 2002 and 
the Colorado Sports Hall of Fame in 2004. Wooten serves as the chairman of the Fritz 
Pollard Alliance Foundation, which works to promote diversity in NFL coaching, front office 
and scouting staffs. 

PHILLIP FULMER 
University of Tennessee 

Head Coach, 152-52-0 (74.5%) 

Tennessee’s head coach from 1992-2008, Phillip Fulmer led the Volunteers to the school’s 
sixth national championship in 1998. Under Fulmer’s leadership, Tennessee finished in the 
AP top 25 in 13-of-17 seasons and appeared in 15 bowl games. 

The 1998 National Coach of the Year achieved 137 wins in his first 15 campaigns, tying for 
the fourth-most in a 15-year span in college football history. Fulmer owned two SEC 
championships, a piece of seven SEC East Division titles, an impressive 5-0 record when 
playing the nation’s No. 1-ranked team, an 88-19 home record and nine 10-win seasons. He 
trails only College Football Hall of Fame coach Gen. Robert Neyland on Tennessee’s all-time 
wins list. Fulmer’s teams appeared in two BCS games, winning the first national title in the 
system’s history with a victory over Florida State in the 1999 Fiesta Bowl. 

Fulmer coached two William V. Campbell Trophy winners in Peyton Manning and Michael 
Munoz. Nineteen players earned First Team All-America honors under Fulmer, and 70 
Volunteers were named First Team All-SEC during his tenure. He also coached nine 1,000- 
yard rushers and six 1,000-yard receivers. 

A co-captain of the 1971 Volunteers football team, Fulmer is the national spokesperson for 
the Jason Foundation, an educational organization aimed at preventing teenage suicide. A 
member of the board of directors for Alzheimer’s Tennessee, Inc., he is active with Boys and 
Girls Club, Team Focus, and Child and Family Services. The 2003 American Football 
Coaches Association president, Fulmer is the co-chair for the Ride for Prostate Cancer event 
and the vice-chair for Boy Scouts of America. He contributed $1 million to the University of 
Tennessee to be split evenly between athletics and academics. Fulmer was inducted to the 
Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame in 2001 and the Knoxville Sports Hall of Fame in 2008. 



JIMMY JOHNSON 
Oklahoma State University, University of Miami 

Head Coach, 81-34-3 (70.0%) 

The Oklahoma State head coach from 1979-83 and Miami head coach from 1984-88, Jimmy 
Johnson continuously led his teams to victory, earning numerous coaching honors along the 
way and the national title with the Hurricanes in 1987, capped by a 20-14 victory over 
Oklahoma in the 1988 Orange Bowl. 

Johnson began his head coaching career in Stillwater, Okla., leading the Cowboys to a 29-25- 
3 mark. He won Big 8 Coach of the Year honors his first year after taking Oklahoma State to 
a 7-4 record. Under Johnson, the Cowboys won the 1981 Independence Bowl and the 1983 
Bluebonnet Bowl. He coached 15 First Team All-Big 8 performers during his five seasons 
with the Pokes. 

At Miami, Johnson enjoyed a 52-9 mark in five seasons with five New Year’s Day bowl 
appearances. During his final four seasons in Miami, he posted a remarkable 44-4 record, 
including four top 10 finishes and two national title appearances. He earned two National 
Coach of the Year distinctions while coaching 12 First Team All-Americans. Johnson’s star 
pupils included future College Football Hall of Famers Bennie Blades and Russell Maryland 
as well as the school’s first Heisman Trophy winner in Vinny Testaverde. Johnson’s tenure 
was the genesis of an NCAA-record 58 home-game winning streak, which lasted from 1985- 
94. 

A member of Arkansas’ 1964 national championship team, Johnson became the only person 
to win a college national championship as a player and coach and lead a team to a Super 
Bowl victory when he guided the Dallas Cowboys to victories in back-to-back Super Bowl 
victories following the 1992 and 1993 seasons. In the NFL, he held the Cowboys head 
coaching job from 1989-93 and with the Miami Dolphins from 1996-99. 

A member of the University of Arkansas, University of Miami, State of Texas and State of 
Florida Sports Halls of Fame, Johnson supports charities such as The Children’s Health Fund, 
Malaria No More, City of Hope, and St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital. Johnson, who 
works as an NFL analyst on FOX, has donated his time visiting troops overseas and hosting a 
fundraiser for the Gridiron Greats Foundation, which raises money for former NFL players in 
need of medical assistance. 

R.C. SLOCUM 
Texas A&M University 

Head Coach, 123-47-2 (72.1%) 

The head coach at Texas A&M from 1989-2002, R.C. Slocum is the winningest coach in 
Texas A&M and Southwest Conference history. A four-time national coach of the year 
honoree, Slocum’s Aggies experienced reigns of dominance over the SWC, including a 22- 
game league winning streak, a 28-0-1 conference record from 1991-94, and three SWC titles. 
He also led the Texas A&M to one of the school’s landmark victories on Dec. 5, 1998, with a 
36-33 double-overtime upset of Kansas State, which gave the Aggies their only Big 12 
championship and only win over a No. 1-ranked team. 

Slocum led the Aggies to 11 bowl games in 14 seasons, five New Year’s Day bowl 
appearances and 10 AP top 25 finishes. He retired as college football’s sixth-winningest 
active coach. Under Slocum’s leadership, 14 players earned First Team All-America status. 



Linebacker Dat Nguyen submitted one of the finest seasons in school history in 1998, 
winning the Bednarik and Lombardi awards. 

Slocum, a standout receiver and defensive lineman for at McNeese State, holds a bachelor’s 
degree and a master’s degree from his alma mater, and he was named a Distinguished 
Alumnus in 2001. He currently works as a special assistant to President R. Bowen Loftin at 
Texas A&M. 

A Texas Sports Hall of Fame and Texas A&M University Athletics Hall of Fame member, 
Slocum served as the chairman of the Children’s Miracle Network in Central Texas as well as 
the Cattle Baron’s Association, which raises scholarship money for young people in ranching. 
He is active with Fellowship of Christian Athletes and the Scotty’s House home for abused 
children. A former AFCA Board of Trustees member, he served as grand marshal at the 
Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo Parade. 

NASDAQ Senior Vice President Bob McCooey, College Football Hall of 
Fame coach Jimmy Johnson, NFF President and CEO Steve Hatchell and 

College Football Hall of Fame inductee Steve Bartkowski stand at Times 
Square before the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Announcement 

Ceremony. 

About The National Football Foundation: 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army coach EaH "Red" Blaik 
and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football Foundation & College Hail of Fame is a non-profit 
educational organization that runs programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing 
scholarship, citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 121 chapters and 12,000 members 
nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hail of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards, 
presented by Fidelity Investments, Play It Smart, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF National Scholar- 
Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high school scholar- 
athletes. The NFF presents the MacArthur Bowl, the William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth, and 
releases the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) Standings. NFF corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar 
Bowl, the BCS, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutual, NCAA Football, and Under Armour. For more 
information, please visit ~.~w.foo~ballfoundaL~:on~or~2. 
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Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 5:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scott Palanjian <palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 
<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Messaging System 

TEXT.htm; Ken Cleary.vcf 

All - 

Thanks for your time this morning. Scott Palanjian has graciously offered to help tutor on the basics of the Tightrope Messaging 
System. He’s cc:d here, and his email address is palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu. Sandy, would you mind scheduling a time with Scott that 
works for everyone (or most) in the Loudermilk Center? 

As a couple of references... 
Here’s a demo video on what a digital signage system is and how the Tightrope system works: 

Here are links to the full training videos for the system: 

~:/!w~,w. youtube.comi~ ~ist?list=PLF4 213801BCO2713 5&feature=~ 

Link to the Carousel page on the Tigthrope Media System website: 
~:iiw~,w.trms.comisi~eicarousel 

Link to the Carousel system manual: 
~:iiw, w,w.trms.comiassetsi249/Carousel 

Hope all of the above helps. Please let me know if I can provide any additional resources. Also, I will follow up with Richie on the 
status of the two lounge TVs, and what our options are to get better resolution on all the monitors. 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 
Director of New Media 
Univ of North Carolina Athletics 
Dean Smith Center 
kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu 
919-843-2076 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 5:34 PM 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Palanjian <palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Messaging System 

TEXT.htm 

2 lounge tvs should be going up tonight. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 
Sent from my iPad 

On May 15, 2012, at 5:17 PM, "Ken Cleary" <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> All - 
> 
> Thanks for your time this morning. Scott Palanjian has graciously offered to help tutor on the basics of the Tightrope Messaging 
System. He’s cc:d here, and his email address is palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu. Sandy, would you mind scheduling a time with Scott that 
works for everyone (or most) in the Loudermilk Center? 
> 
> As a couple of references... 
> Here’s a demo video on what a digital signage system is and how the Tightrope system works: 
> outube.comA~ atch?v=k6kXA85zVOY&~ist=UU~xJ~X~H AoWU 18 A&index= 1 &~ature=~ 
> 
> Here are links to the full training videos for the system: 
> outube.comJ~list?li sJ~=PLF4213801B C027135&~%ature=~ 
> 
> Link to the Carousel page on the Tigthrope Media System website: 
> ~:i/www.mns.co~r~isi~eicarousel 
> 
> Link to the Carousel system manual: 
> ~:/iwww.mr~s.corr~/assets/249/Carousel 6.2.3-Web.~ 
> 
> Hope all of the above helps. Please let me know if I can provide any additional resources. Also, I will follow up with Richie on the 
status of the two lotmge TVs, and what our options are to get better resolution on all the monitors. 
> 
> Ken 
> 

> 

> Ken Cleary 
> Director of New Media 
> Univ of North Carolina Athletics 
> Dean Smith Center 
> kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 919-843-2076 
> <Ken Cleary.vcf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:16 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc. edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Folks - Matt Terrell from the Rams Club will be meeting with our unit to update and 
collect feedback for the Athletic Department Strategic Plan. Please plan on attending this 
meeting... 

TEXT.htm 

Folks - Matt Terrell from the Rams Club will be meeting with our unit to update and collect feedback for the Athletic Department 
Strategic Plan. Please plan on attending this meeting... 

Required Staff Mtg. 
Athletic Department Strategic Planning Update/Feedback 
Thursday, May 24th at 2:15 here in the ASPSA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:31 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] David Coleman to Lead College Board - NYTimes.com 

ht~£> :iiwww. r~2dimes.com/2012/05/16ieduca~tio~idavidocolema~o~ooleadocolleg¢ oboard.htmli( ~ 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:45 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA Clears Missouri-Kansas City of Grade Changing ] Inside Higher Ed 

~ :~(~’www. msideNghercd.com!~taick~ake s/2012/05/1 (~/~caaoclearsomissouriokartsas oci’~v o 



i forgot to sign the sheet March 13 b/c I have notes to back it up. he doesn’t put notes up on bboard. The other two days 
I missed. However you were allowed two unexcused. The two from January I was never enrolled so those would be 
voided leaving me with only two unexcused absences. 

Overall I was 5 unexcused 
january 12/17 wa snot enrolled 
March 13-was in class didnt sign roll (have notes to prove) 
March 22/April 3rd****should be my only 2 absences 

From: Blanton, Brent S [blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: Palmer, Clark 
Subject: Re: appealing 

Well. He’s got you on the failure to sign the roll sheet. So he has five absences, only one being in the first week 
of classes, and you have two absences. Are the other three because you didn’t sign in on days you were there? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Clark Palmer" <cipalmer@live.unc. edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: appealing 
Date: Wed, May 16, 2012 11:52 am 

I have the scores B+ midterm B on paper B on Final OVERALL = B in class on an email from Vargas. This guy is being 
ridiculous 

From: Blanton, Brent S [blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Palmer, Clark 
Subject: Re: appealing 

First, get your scores from Vargas. Then speak with Wanda Wallace about how to appeal within HIST 
department. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Clark Palmer" <cipalmer@live.unc. edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: appealing 
Date: Wed, May 16, 2012 11:45 am 

How do I go about appealing this grade through the dean of students? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"DAM Coalition" <updates@createasphere.com> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 1:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DAM Coalition May 2012 Newsletter 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 3:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon to the Ackland! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing tiffs email? 
Click ltere 

MEoNwb’~:,i a88Mb.Qi:~lt:~!~)R~:~GzvoS7B oCGLcNHPI~PVlullDLx8ZWMSW~)47oiZD blXWydliNY8V9bddN2fBe~’~im79sw%3D 

conffng soon to tlteACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Crazy for Quilts! 
Au Ackland-Kidzu Collaboration 
Tltursd~y, 17 May, 4:00-5:30 PM 

In this special program for 4- to 8-year-olds, we’ll investigate paintings, quilts, 
collages, and pltotograplts on view in tile Ackland’s exltibition Piece by Piece, tlten 
ltead over to Kidzu Cltilclten’s Muselm~ to make bookmarks and collaborate on a quilt 
for display at Kidzu. 
$5 per cltild. Pre-registration required: call Kidzu Cltilch-en’s Muselml at 919.933.1455 
or register olfline at kidzucltilcltensmuselm~.org [lt~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001qU1DSEiNAGTxp6qq6W2iZTkZ8WQyiN6DtZ-wDDHg007f3zgTlmL6Fljn5B aTNcjfDdDDwl4- 
zvQaT0bGLK6HKgPgzJ ycyAeRrCyvtYw89HIaASII4TTcsK95oHLebTx0Ke-CsQ 8SsXIWCAQqDG- 
pDEGlt6IEBCR2pjdMXdpLE2~j5bCLMTiHFachiF7Gb~~UTveCYMxavi~ezaYCU~gXKus~kE9iSqqpCYpUjzLQ7 w8NR!~UcX0bIYyrHiw2o~8zaOMbaVqY0xvp2iXLGrXagr-AqS2HqeJIyJaU ]. 

In this Issue: 

Membership Discounts! 
Music in tlte Galleries: The Carrborators 
Fanffly Day! 

Intemutioi~ul Art Muselml Day 
Enjoy Ackland Membership Discounts tiffs Weekend! 

In celebration of International Muselm~ Day (this Friday, May 18tit), tile Ackland 
Muselm~ Store is offering a 10% discount on all Ackland Memberships at tile hldividual 
Level and above [lt~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001qU1DSEiNAGTfCDzkINaltGfEbw5KXzD);7oDzrpHoU1ZXd3tg6J6bqR- 
KoPbTB XSgHU1GpWcc6xS~a02zgMwL YiVxT3 HbUpzYee0rq35 oVkZZ fMEgvkQ6F95v4qNT 8k2~pyfG9~6xt39lts~e4~kx~7AsZJYkS~r9p~SQIh~6Y~7J8pj7hn5XAwBaAu7~a~kCAJN3Gu‘‘~xrCSu~Di7I24Z~UJFQA- 
VrRp6~g J8 JyzHIYAweMeyr-dAUmCNvfLnRgwTKopZAIF-yZPNjAX4OWOF30TeY1X:-ARgwbp54HLg0 L861Z CqlV 1UldU3VXCFYOxWTbb81qtD6uHQnI~xZdXLj~] 
fiom Friday, May 18tit, througlt Sunday, May 20tit! Take advantage of this offer at 
tile Ackland Muselm~ Store! 

Participate in Intemutio:~ul Art Muselm~ Day by: 

* Joilff~g tile conversation on Twitter by using tile haslttag #ArtMuselm~Day 
* Posting images of your visit to tile Ackland or anotlter att muselm~ on Flickx using 
tile "ArtMuselm~Day" tag 
* Following our countdown oftlte Top Ten Wuys to Enjoy Art at tile Ackland on Facebook 

~ 1DSEiNAGRK4VRbw                                Lw2kbD JoBxP~z~.~B XeOiOc IIBsNRCm 

] 
* Telling us wltat you like about visiting at tile Ackland via Facebook, Twitter, 
or our co:iunent book in tile Museuln! 

Music in tile Galleries: The Carrborators 
Sunday, 20 May, 2:00 PM 
Tile Ackland is pleased to welcolne The Can-borators and tlteir "Americana s~yle" blend 
of folk, rock, and jazz influences. Enjoy layered vocal lim:nonies intertwined witlt 
a mix of flarpicking and finger-s~yled guitars, mandolin, dobro, harmonica, and 
bass. The Carrborators’ music will e:fllunce your experience oftlte clm-ent exhibitio:ls 
Tltomton Dial: Thougltts on Paper and Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, and Co:lshaictions. 

Free and open to tile public. 

Fanffly Day: Tltongltts on Paper 
Sunday, 27 May, 2:00-4:00 PM 

This montlt’s Falnily Day eI~ubles you to build muselm~ men~ories witlt tile children in 
your life while enjoying tile vivid and lyrical cltawings in Thornton Dial: Tlto~gltts 
on Paper. 

Join a Family Tour at 2:00 PM to discover lots of ways to interact witlt art, and 
enjoy Stoi3: Time togetlter at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at tlte Creation Station 
and Treasure Hunts in tlte galleries are available througltout tlte afternoon. Colne 
for a little while or stay for tlte wltole afternoo!! 

Free and open to tile public. 

Please note tliut Family Day activities are recolIunended for cltilclten ages 4 to 8 
years old. 

Looking Altead... 
Art Adventm-es [lt~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001qU1DSEiNAGQj2JIYG9qiXYGqpAmTpU- 
qxhljpZeXwiiMFxRTtizCTsTqqBUxlZvltj4qMZFhdBWT5P0Z mDQOkwQjJQgSzuIZCgvQdQJTmfQBsl SYVIL4U8Ss6v9fGvSieVAFC~AN~3Gvp2jw3FDESLrKqIpKk~XuCEqfpSmbqHLp~nYI~K89~BUnd6YfUq 
-FirW-bwY cqX-Qpj 3 JqlNGUIAGe $5 sa JoLc0yTP- SetWTt2r VhReXCmYCoC3WizrQZaE Er01PA5xPtPRFqyH 1 qizenTo01 nyLL00ZxSJ JB LqWQ ] 
Satm-day, 2 June, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 

Art & Literatm-e intlte Galleries [lt~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~qU~DSEiNAGRs2n1S~2jNCiLMLFxF85LyRQ8~UpUMn:PGYLG3~i8n:X6BJd~MUw~Vva5sFjQ-5SnQbFwDrFf~vm-5~x- 

NGQEbjrGsYlxIEx3 ejAQOFviqltuJLJLgw6NPxAtaCxzUxE1Z0uDttV5elwggYVQDgvIqI2itzLrOaioQf EA4PPsf0dGWcLIfqARjCWwL5MyuAmPTeAUOSyHB3XvgSgZATOJnBi14wNDcYlltw88D4N- 
MPzGx16DTOuFO84JPXmgzgzn qwDbyarav LI<LxtNy5MuqZRy FXoSGRtVAYKsERMqglK44sHeMwgTZgZcWTSY6U ] 
Tltursd~y, 14 June, 6:00-8:00 PM 



EXHIBITIONS 

STORE 

Polke [ligp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 001qU1DSEiNAGQKFo8ctgP5sxWH8hKw0CdJICIrLLGnqJFUeU4EPpXuXt~gVIY4ey5 qLQelvyKuDArchfX5y- 
~iWZqvAJbqX~uUw7yaYy3RLbUhEBSxcbdMz~3TeDygsA2UcdJrbR4Fjcp~ypK2Kw29KZ4~W~Z5HEM~eliUURqr~rHi7GmS7Xw~ERAwdmwRGyAdFd- 
bxrMr5kDmibdsCNCj 6dYek fNx59j 0ZhmW 10pqRTFti5 IQtU6 YoHEcTuPP2 PHiyOIOFyKJU S JTFgT 1XieiFQ ] 
MEMBERSHIP 

Tile Ackland’s e..dffbitions and public progn-ams are made possible by generous suppor~ 
fiom Ackland Art Muselm~ members and fiiends like you. 

Become a member oftlie Ackland Ar~ Muselm~! [ligp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e ~qU~DSEiNAGQKTz~abzkKk8AijtAJ8NeicYyQV68EC~yJQf3uyVJAcvvIZmVKbJq~ILxMrcL~eh~UXaGDrB~H4V98pFYuBHsE3nMN9duda5M~3QWUtEw2Qj~Xj~IQa7liTvWQ~v~N~tgB- 
rQfulRRgCSIjBVpJM QvvovcHVRj-KgamRqxlPKWi0RPz87PTRT8 yaGadCV zqYZ~wsIZvliqXa7JIhKD~wma~urrYp9aFKn~LAd6a-jSxU9LzdyFUyQ9cuYMjL~2rSR~7chikUg~uYiq4~z~- --Ht~Vqo ] 

Find out more about membership benefits and liow yore membership dollars suppoi~ 
om mission! 

Colim~ents on tile Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to tile eclitor. [mailto:esbowles~l m*c eda] 
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com~n~ soon to the 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Crazy for Qu~[ts[ 
An Ack[andoK~dzu Collaboration 
Thursday, 17 May, 4:00-5:210 

In this speciat program for 4- to 8-year-otds, we’tt 
investigate paintings, quirts, cottages, and 
photographs on view in the Acktand’s exhibition 
Piece by Piece, then head over to Kidzu Chitdren’s 
Museum to make bookmarks and cottaborate on a 
quirt for disptay at Kidzu. 

$5 per child. Pre-registration required: call 
Kidzu Children’s Museum at 919.933.1455 or 
register online at kidzuchildrensmuseum.org. 

In this Issue: 

Membership Discounts! 

Music in the Gatteries: 
The Carrborators 

Famity Day! 

~nternat~ona~ Art Museum Day 
Enjoy Ackland Membership Discounts this Weekend! 

In cerebration of International 
Museum Day (this Friday, May 
18th), the Acktand Museum Store is 
offering a 10% discount on all 
Acktand Memberships at 
the Individual Level and 
above from Friday, May 18th, 
through Sunday, May 20th! Take 
advantage of this offer at the 
Acktand Museum Store[ 

Participate in [nternationa! Art 
Museum Day by: 

Joining the conversation on Twitter by using the hashtag 
#ArtMuseumDay 
Posting images of your visit to the Ack[and or another art 
museum on F[ickr using the "ArtMuseumDay" tag 
FoL[owing our countdown of the Top Ten Ways to Enjoy Art at 
the Ackland on Facebook 

EXHIBITIONS 



TeLLing us what you Like about visiting at the AckLand via 
Facebook, Twitter, or our comment book in the Museum[ 

Music ~n the Galleries: The Carrborators 
Sunday, 20 May, 2:00 PM 

The AckLand is pleased to welcome The Carrborators and their 
"Americana style" blend of folk, rock, and jazz influences. Enjoy Layered 
vocal harmonies intertwined with a mix of flatpicking and finger-styLed 
guitars, mandolin, dobro, harmonica, and bass. The Carrborators’ music 
wiLL enhance your experience of the current exhibitions Thornton Dial: 
Thoughts on Paper and Piece by Piece: CLuilts, Colla~es, and 
Constructions. 

Free and open to the public. 

STORE 

MEMBERSHIP 

Family Day: Thoughts on Paper 
Sunday, 27 May, 2:00-4:00 PM 

This month’s FamiLy Day enables you to build museum memories with 
the children in your Life while enjoying the vivid and Lyrical drawings in 
Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper. 

Join a FamiLy Tour at 2:00 PM to discover Lots of ways to interact with 
art, and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at 
the Creation Station and Treasure Hunts in the gaLLeries are avaiLabLe 
throughout the afternoon. Come for a LittLe while or stay for the whole 
afternoon! 



Free and open to the pub{ic. 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children 

a$es 4 to 8 ~/ears old. 

Looking Ahead°°° 

Art Adventures 
Saturday, 2 June, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 

Art 8 Literature in the Galleries 
Thursday, 14 June, 6:00-8:00 PM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pub[ic programs are made 
possib[e by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the AckLand Art ~¢~useum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership doL[ars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an ema~ to the 
edLtoro 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 10:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Orientation presentations this summer 

TEXT.htm; 2012 Orientation Dates-3.pdf 

Hi, 

I have attached the schedule for Orientation this summer. We will still be doing our presentations during the afternoons of Day 2 of 
the regular first year sessions. Those dates will be: 

June 5, 8, 12, 19, 26, 29 
July 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 31 

August 17 

I think it would be good for all of us to do at least one presentation so that we are not overburdening any one person. 

Please let me know if you cannot do any of these dates. I will have the schedule done by early next week. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



First Year Orientation Session 1: 
First Year Orientation Session 2: 
First Year Orientation Session 3: 
Transfer Orientation Session 4: 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 

Transfer Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 

Transfer Orientation Session 

First Year Orientation Session 

2012 ORIENTATION SESSION DATES 

5: 

6**: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
17: 
18: 

Monday, June 4 -Tuesday, Jtme 5 
Thursday, June 7- Friday, June 8 
Monday, June 11- Tuesday, June 12 
Friday, June 15 (CSTEP Program, June 14) 
Monday, June 18-Tuesday, June 19 
Thursday, June 21 - Friday, June 22 
Monday, June 25- Tuesday, June 26 
Thursday, June 28 - Friday, June 29 
Monday, July 9 - Tuesday, Julyl0 
Thursday, July 12- Friday, July 13 
Monday, July 16 - Tuesday, July 17 
Thursday, July 19- Friday, July 20 
Monday, July 23- Tuesday, July 24 
Friday, July 27 
Monday, July 30- Tuesday, July 31 
Wednesday, August 15 
Thursday, August 16- Friday August 17 

** Session 6 is designated as the Honors Carolina Orientation Session. All Honors Carolina Students will receive a 

special invitation to attend the designated session that is specifically tailored to the Honors Carolina student 
population. Only Honors Carolina students and parents/families will be in attendance. 

Transfer Orientation: 
Friday, June 15; Friday, July 27; Wednesday, August, 15 

First-Year Orientation Day 1: 
Jtme 4, 7, 11, 18, 21, 25, 28; July 9, 12, 16, 19, 23, 30; August 16 

First-Year Orientation Day 2: 
Jtme 5, 8, 12, 19, 22, 26, 29; July 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 31; August 17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Revised report 

TEXT.htm; Orr EOY Report 2011-12.docx 

Revised report 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Schiferl <karen@gradesfirst.com> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 2:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

GradesFirst 

TEXT.htm; Athletic_Cover_Sheet front_and_back 2-6-12.pdf; Athletic 
9 fullsize_2-6-12.pdf 

Data Sheets 1- 

Hello Brent, 
By way of introduction, my name is Karen Schifefl. I am currently working 
with GradesFirst on their athletic accounts. I believe you may have spoken 
in the past with Tahara Evans. I left you a voice mail earlier this week 
and I am following up with you now after having spoken briefly to John 

Blanchard. 

I have attached some information to this email and you can find some more 
at www.gradesfirst.com about GradesFirst. In addition, several other ACC 

schools are using the program so you can also get some information from 
them if needed (Florida State, Maryland, NCState, Miami to name a few). 

I would love to talk more to you about GradesFIrst and hope to hear from 
you soon. 
Best, 
Karen 

Karen Schiferl 
Sales Consultant 
karen@gradesfirst.com 
800-745-5180 x1024 



Early Alert Progress Reports 
pinpoint at-risk student athletes early in 
the term to allow for timely intervention. 
Once they have been identified, the work- 
flow and communication efficiencies in 
GradesFirst make it remarkably easy for 
support units to reach out and provide as- 
sistance. 

¯ Progress Reporting 
¯ Actionable Reports 
¯ Statistical Reports 
¯ Attendance Tracking 
¯ EasyTo Use 

Study Ha l Management 
simplifies student support by allowing 
you to assign, monitor and report 
hours for each student-athlete. No 
more tallying with pen and paper. 
You are able to generate real-time 
reports in a matter of seconds. 

Student Kiosk 

Swipe Card System 

Real-time Attendance Monitoring 

Assigned Study Hours 

Actionable Reports 

Tutor Management 
provides efficient tutor scheduling by 
cross-referencing calendars, tracking 
sessions with centralized documentation 
and even managing tutor payroll. Now 
departments can collaborate on the steps 
necessary to support students in need. 

° Calendar Synchronization 
¯ Session Tracking 
¯ Session Notes 
¯ Tutor Payroll 

GradesFirst Conversations 
uniquely enables you to reach student- 
athletes the way they prefer while capturing 
every message for review. Communications 
Routing also acts as a technology 
translator when advisors prefer to email 
but students choose to text or call. 

Communications Routing 

Conversation Capture 

Two-Way Texting 

Facebook App 

Voice Integration 



From 

An Increase in Faculty Response 
"GradesFirst has allowed our support staff 
to get real-time feedback on our student- 
athletes from professors and tutors. This is 
important because we are able to identify 
which students need additional academic 
support before it is too late. The system 
really enhances and supplements our daily 
work as we strive to develop these young 
people into independent learners." 

David Lo Graham, Ph~D~ 
Assistant Provost/Associate Athletics 
Director for Student Athlete Success 
The Ohio State Universt[y 

"GradesFirst has provided an opportunity to 
communicate with our faculty and students in a 

.very timely manner. It has improved the monitor- 
~ng of the academic progress of our student- 
athletes." 

To Vardaman 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Alabama 

No extra staff needed.., simplifies current workflow 

~~ 
"Just wanted to thank you once again for the 
fantastic support you’ve provided for such a 

.... fantastic product... GradesFirst has simplified 
many of the tasks we do around here, short- 
ening work times by days in some instances. 
The interface is so clean, the program is so 
simple to use... It is truly a joy working with you 
and your staff as we learn more and more 
about this new system!" 

Jo Shaw 
Administrative Support Coordinator 
San Jose State University 

"If your university is NCAA Division II, Grades- 
First will help you save hours of work because 
of how easy it is to use. In most Division II in- 
stitutions, athletic staff wears more than one 
hat, and GradesFirst will ease the workload on 
your department. Our faculty at Valdosta 
State University has been pleased with how 
easy it is for them to enter the grades and 
comments. GradesFirst is going to make a 
difference in our student-athletes success!" 

Director of Compliance and Academic Services 
Va[dosta State University Athletic Department 

Allows Coaches More Time to Coach 
"GradesFirst creates a clear communication 
channel for the academic staff and coaching 
staff and allows for both to stay informed of 
the athletes’ schedules including academic, 
athletic and strength/conditioning commit- 
ments. Further, it allows coaches and 
trainers to communicate with the athletes. 
It is a great recruiting tool! You cannot beat 
the timely and accurate reports!" 

Coach Jimbo Fisher 
Head FootbaJ[ Coach 
Florida State University 

~ 
" 

Tracking the student-athletes study hours has 
been very helpful. Coaches can receive up-to- 
the-minute reports. I also appreciate the 
immediate feedback we receive from 
instructors of "At-Risk" students." 

Justin Hecken[aib[e 
Head Men’s gasketba[[ Coach 
Minnesota West Community and Technical College 

For more information or an online demo 800-745-5180 www.gradesfirst.com 



Progress Report Campaigns 

In University athletics, progress reports are a critical component of 

your Early Alert system. The GradesFirst Student Support System 

automates all aspects of the creation, compilation, and review of 

student progress reports. Think about the steps currently associated 

with the generation of individual progress reports for your student- 

athletes. Are you using index cards, email, Excel spreadsheets, or 

paper forms? Do you spend several weeks preparing to simply send 

progress reports? 

Using GradesFirst, your progress reports can be generated in three 

easy clicks. Your ability to monitor the reports lets you know in a 

glance the students whose progress reports are still outstanding and 

the faculty members that have not responded. GradesFirst also 

provides for secure communication of confidential information 

between all parties. 

Increase Faculty Responses 

GradesFirst clients have reported faculty response rates of over 

80% and begin receiving responses to progress report requests 

in less than five minutes. The reasons are simple: 

Emailed requests for progress reports provide a secure embedded 

link directly to a list of the professors’ students in GradesFirst. 

The faculty progress report page requires no additional faculty log- 

ins, it will not time out, and works with all modern browsers. It’s 

simple. 

Securely reporting student’s information is easy, fast, and 

efficient for faculty. 

Client Responses 

"l can’t tell you how much time the 

professor email saves us! The ease 

of progress reports has been one of 

the most effective tools in improving 

the academic performance of our 

student-athletes." 

Kdstina Therdault 

Assistant Athletic Director 

Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 

"Advisors can send progress 

reports at the touch of a button and 

receive instantaneous feedback 

regarding their respective student- 

athletes academic progress." 

Tara Wuorinen 

Academic - Athletic Coordinator 

Saint Peter% College 



GradesFirst Conversations 

Student retention is built on relationships between students and 

support staff, and communications technology is a powerful tool to 

cultivate healthy relationships. Unfortunately, although e-mail is still the 

official means of communication at most universities, it is no longer 

sufficient for connecting with students. This creates problems for 

student support and engagement. GradesFirst is the solution: enabling 

e-mail, texting, voice, and Facebook conversations while providing 

market-leading features for each of them. 

Eomail 
Everybody uses e-mail, but GradesFirst’s advanced recipient search, 

student status notifications, conversation capture, and precise group 

mailings empower you to utilize e-mail like never before. 

Two-Way Texting 

Other companies may provide texting capability, but can students 

respond to these texts? Are these responses routed to the correct per- 

son without disclosing their personal contact info? Are these 

interactions automatically added to the student’s record? They are 

with GradesFirst! You can truly connect with students via texting 

because GradesFirst supports conversations, not just notifications. 

Voice 

Make outgoing phone calls without even dialing the number. Simply 

select a student and click to call. GradesFirst will instantly connect 

your phone and the student’s phone. To top it off, GradesFirst automat- 

ically logs the call’s duration and participants, while also accommodat- 

ing easy documentation for future reference or sharing. 

Facebook 

The GradesFirst Facebook app lets students request tutors, schedule 

advising appointments, and view up-to-date contact information for 

faculty, advisors, and other support staff. It even allows students to 

interact with faculty who don’t have a Facebook account of their own! 

All this while providing air-tight security and FERPA compliance. 

Client Responses 

"Thank you for GradesFirst. Your 

partnership is invaluable. Seriously, 

I’m not sure I can begin to tell you 

how you have enhanced our opera- 

don. Not to mention our credibility 

with our own students and the CU 

faculty." 

Kris Livingston 

Director of Academics 

University of Colorado 



GradesFirst Conversations Continued 

GradesFirst Conversations provides E-mail, 2-way Texting, Voice, and 

Facebook capabilities. But it doesn’t just enable basic functionality. 

GradesFirst’s groundbreaking communications platform facilitates 

natural conversations with students and provides powerful tools to 

address the engagement issues facing higher education. 

Communications Routing 

Most students favor texting and Facebook, but university staff often 

prefer e-mail. This creates a disconnect and a communications barrier. 

GradesFirst acts as a technology translator, allowing support staff and 

students to have conversations with each other using different 

technologies. An advisor can use e-mail, but all the while, students 

think they are texting! Or, a student might wish to reply to a text with a 

phone call. No worries - GradesFirst automatically receives the call and 

rings the advisor’s phone(s) based on their preference. 

Targeted Communications 

Need to contact all your Football Linebackers? Freshmen in English 

101, Section 3? Probation students with a GPA less than 2.5? You can 

do it in seconds with GradesFirst’s precise communications tools. 

Conversation Capture 

Keeping track of all your student interactions can be overwhelming. 

That’s why we built Conversation Capture. it creates automatic 

documentation of student support interactions that occur via e-mail, 

text, or telephone. Once documented, you can share access to notes 

and interactions across your department or campus with professors, 

coaches, and other support staff. 

Stats Tracking and Assessment 

Access detailed reporting on every student support interaction. 

Easily track outgoing/incoming phone calls, texts, and e-mails. 

Monitor the number of appointments advisors, tutors, and professors 

have made, and utilize these reports for efficient and informed 

assessments. 

Qient Responses 

"Sure, text messaging allows me 

to reach students quickly. Ill need 

them to come and see me between 

classes, all I have to do it text them 

since many of our students do not 

check their email frequently. Also, if 

a student misses a tutoring or aca- 

demic meeting, they have no excuse 

as they were sent a text message re- 

minding them. Many of our students 

have come to rely on those messag- 

es. Basically, with text messaging I 

am sure that the student received the 

message in a timely fashion which 

has cut down on the "l didn’t read my 

email’ excuse." 

Emily Blackman - 

University of Tennessee 

at Chattanooga 



Appointment Scheduling 

Time management is a critical component of improving effldendes. 

GradesFirst online appointment scheduling automates the process of 

determining availability of advisors and students. When making an 

appointment, GradesFirst cross-references the schedules of multiple 

students and support personnel to recommend possible appointment 

times based on everyone’s availability. 

Online Appointment Scheduling 

Set individual schedules and dictate available appointment times. 

Set and automatically send text message and email reminders for 

upcoming appointments. 

Integrate calendars with Outlook, Google Calendar, iCal, or other 

personal calendars that support the iCalendar protocol. 

Generate activity reports documenting advisor/student interactions. 
Client Responses 

"We’ve found that GradesFirst has 

simplified many of the tasks we do 

around here, shortening work times 

by days in some instances. The 

interface is clean, the program is so 

simple to use, and each day, we dis- 

cover a new (and very useful) func- 

tion. Appointment scheduling has 

never been easier." 

Joy Shaw 

Administrative Support Coordinator 

San Jose State University 



Study Hall Management 

Many athletic programs require at-risk student-athletes to log a certain 

number of hours per week in a formal study hall program. Spending 

your time monitoring these hours can be tedious and non-productive. 

How many calls or emails do you receive inquiring about study hall 

hours from students, faculty, or coaches? Are hours logged on a paper 

form then transferred to some type of spreadsheet for reporting 

purposes? 

Automate Study Nail Management 

With GradesFirst, Study Hall Management becomes a breeze. Your 

time can be spent productively rather than tediously compiling paper 

logs and reports. Using GradesFirst, you can: 

Install a simple swipe card system that uses existing University ID 

cards to track attendance and log hours. 

® 

® 

® 

® 

See in real time who has reported to study hall each day. 

Set a required number of hours according to each student’s 

individual needs. 

Easily create reports of study hall usage. 

Allow students to Iogin and check their own hours and individual 

requirements through GradesFirst Facebook integration, or 

University branded mobile apps. 

Client Responses 

"/like the convenience of student- 

athletes swiping their ID card in and 

out when they come to study hall. 

I used to tally with pen and paper 

when a student-athlete checked into 

study halL Then, at the end of the 

week, I’d compute each student’s 

time and e-mail it to each coach. 

End of the week tallying would take 

about 2 hours to complete. Now, with 

a couple of clicks, I am able to cal- 

culate to the minute how long each 

student-athlete was in study hall for 

that week. This process takes me 

about 30 seconds!" 

Emily Cobb 

Academic Coordinator for 

Student - Athletes 

Troy University 



On-Site Kiosk Module 

The GradesFirst Kiosk Module is a way to keep track of your students’ 

Study Hall and Student Services Center activities. The kiosk screen is 

customizable and allows you to create and set up your student 

services facilities and visit reasons specific to your unit. Some of the 

available options are: 

¯ Track a student(s) visit to an Advising Center 

° Manage appointment queues 

~ Manage advising related appointments or activities 

~ Track a student(s) time in Study Hall 

~ Track workshop attendance 

~ Allow students to send a message from the Kiosk 

° Track a student(s) computer usage 

~ Notify when student logs in 

~ Compile reports of your services center’s different utilizations 

Appointment Management 

Students can request or manage scheduled appointments. They can 

check in for an appointment or add themselves to the wait list. 

Support Center Visitaion 

Support units may track students visiting the advising or student 

support/learning center. Additional information such as the reasons 

why the student visited and the duration of their visit along with other 

data will enhance reporting and evaluation capabilities. 

Support Center Dashboard 

Students can also choose to be added to a wait list to see an advisor in 

a first-come first-serve approach. School personnel are alerted when a 

student "swipes in". 

Touch Screen Capabilities 

These tools are built to be used with touch-screen capable computers 

and other touch screen devices, such as Apple’s iPad. It allows 

students to easily interact with the system and clear up desk space. 



Tutor   anagement 

Tutoring is a proven way to assist students enrolled in classes in 

which they may need an extra boost. Scheduling tutors, tracking 

attendance, and reporting results can be a time consuming task. 

Student-athletes have busy schedules and finding time to call a tutor 

to set an appointment or remembering to go to a scheduled session 

can be an issue. 

Improve Tutoring Results: 

Providing tutoring services to students is an expensive but necessary 

and proven component of student retention and success. GradesFirst 

allows you to maximize your investment in tutoring resources by: 

Simplifying the requesting of tutor resources through our Facebook 

integration, mobile apps, and online scheduling. 

° Easily allow tutors to report on results of tutoring sessions. 

~ Report no-shows in real time. 

~ Automate reminders to students of tutor appointments via text 

messages and email. 

Report the number of hours students spend in tutoring and more 

easily manage tutor resources. 

Client Responses 

"The other component that has been 

very helpful for our student-athletes 

is the tutor request. The tutor request 

function makes it very easy for our 

student-athletes to request a tutor 

and allows our tutor coordinator to 

get the information immediately and 

start matching the student-athlete 

with a tutor. If we don’t already have 

a tutor for that subject, she is able to 

start searching for one quickly." 

Kdstina Therdault 

Assistant Athletic Director of 

Student Services 

Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale 



Travel Letters 

How long does it take you to identify what classes, assignments, and/ 

or appointments each individual student-athlete will miss because of an 

away game? In addition to providing this information, the GradesFirst 

Travel Letters add-on will also give you the ability to send a custom 

message to professors, advisors, tutors, or students electronically 

or in print! 

Advantage of Travel Letters: 

GradesFirst Travel Letters quickly identify and manage classes, 

appointments, and assignments missed by student-athletes due to 

travel, sporting events, or other activities. 

¯ Immediately assemble details of conflicting student responsibilities. 

° Customize message content of notification to professor, advisor, 

tutor, or student. 

Track communication and notifications sent for all events and 

reports of study hall usage. 

Distribute notifications to professors, advisors, or tutors via email 

and/or paper. 

~ Give students a "responsibility package" in advance via email, text 

message, Facebook, or printed hard copy. 

Save time and money by notifying tutors and advisors prior to 

missed appointment. 

Client Responses 

"The activity letters from Grades First 

make it very simple and quick to 

communicate with the faculty. They 

took a very time consuming process 

and made it extremely effortless for 

our staff. Thanks again for all your 

assistance." 

Samantha Cost 

Academic Advisor for Athletics 

Coastal Carolina University 



Data Integration 

So how does GradesFirst get the necessary data? Don’t worry, you 

do not have to re-enter all of the information! GradesFirst integrates 

with student information and course management systems like Banner, 

DataTel, Jenzabar, and Blackboard. 

Single Sign-0n Campus Authentication 

No new Iogins or passwords! GradesFirst Single Sign-On (SSO) feature 

allows users to gain access to GradesFirst without requiring multiple 

usernames and passwords. GradesFirst SSO is based on the Central 

Authentication System (CAS) process, which is the industry standard in 

universities. 

Security 

The security of your information is our priority. Our data centers are 

world-class, SAS70 Type II compliant facilities and provide the security 

that IT departments require where student information is concerned. 

GradesFirst complies with regulations concerning FERPA and student 

privacy. 

Software as a Service 

GradesFirst is provided in a "software-as-a-service" (or SaaS) format, 

meaning the services we offer are hosted, managed, secured and 

maintained by our team of IT experts. Advantages of the GradesFirst 

SaaS model include: 

Low Cost of Entry & Predictable Costs - Upfront costs for GradesFirst 

are extremely low. There are no hidden costs; making technology 

expenditures easy to incorporate into a monthly budget. 

Rapid Deployment - GradesFirst can be up and running on campus or 

in an advising center in a matter of days; not weeks or months. 

Automatic Upgrades - GradesFirst is focused on continuously 

expanding the features and functionality of our application. Our 

customers automatically receive the latest core updates and feature 

releases that GradesFirst delivers throughout the year at no additional 

cost. 

Client Responses 

"The folks at GradesFirst are 

always asking us what they can do to 

improve their product to allow us to 

better monitor the academic 

progress of our student-athletes. 

They understand today’s demands 

on student-athlete academic support 

and strive to make our jobs, if not 

easier, then definitely more orderly." 

Matt Mayotte 

Director of Academic Services for 

Student - Athletes 

Troy University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 2:13 PM 

Crystal Lineberry <clineber@email.unc.edu>; Rocky J Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu>; 
senora@unc.edu 

APR - Fall Cohort Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; Fall 2011 Export from Connect - Cohort Verified 5.8.12.xlsx 

Hi Every’one ...... Thanks for meeting today. 

Attached is the Fall Cohort that came from Connect. The students whose data is blank, are names that I needed to add to the report; 

therefore, their data was not pulled from Connect, and I have obviously not filled in the gaps yet. 

As you look through everything, let me know what questions you have. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 2:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Comm 

TEXT.htm 

Do we have any comm tutors this summer? For COMM 525 (it’s one of the organizational classes). 

Jeml 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 4:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
afam 259 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, 

Do we have a tutor for AFAM 259? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 5:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: afam 259 

TEXT.htm 

would this person possibly be available during the afternoon? Like 1:30ish? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/17/2012 4:52 PM >>> 

I do 

From: Jennifer Townsend [ r~caa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: afam 259 

Do we have a tutor for AFAM 259? 

Jeml 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 17, 2012 10:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutorial Attendance 5/17 

Text.htm 

Brent, 

I went ahead and did tonight’s tutorial attendance and made the copies of feedback forms. Let’s come up with the best plan of attack 
for this on Monday afternoon. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 10:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
W Tennis 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm 

Could you please send me the list of 3.0 GPA’s for W Tennis? 

Tough loss last night for the team. 

Thanks, 

Shelly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 1:25 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ramification Sheet 

TEXT.htm 

Spencer, 

Brent told me that you could forward me a sample of one of these from Susan. I’d appreciate that, as I need to do one this afternoon 
while she’s out. 

Thanks so much! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 1:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: W Tennis 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm 

Just for this semester. 

Thanks, 

-SS 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/18/2012 1:28 PM >>> 

It was. Do you need term GPAs or cumulatives? 

From: Shelly Streett [ 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: W Tetmis 3.0 GPA’s 

Could you please send me the list of 3.0 GPA’s for W Tennis? 

Tough loss last night for the team. 

Thanks, 

Shelly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 1:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: afam 

TEXT.htm 

Okay, would you mind sending me the specific times she is available each day? 

Thanks so much! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/18/2012 9:45 AM >>> 
She cannot do afternoon but she can do early morning or evening. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: afam 
Date: Thu, May 17, 2012 5:23 pm 

would this person possibly be available during the afternoon? Like 1:30ish? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/17/2012 4:52 PM >>> 

I do 

From: Jennifer Townsend [ ncaa.anc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: afam 

Do we have a tutor for AFAM ? 



Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 12:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: afam 

TEXT.htm 

Do you know if she could do 6:30? Sorry to keep bugging you, but I am under pressure to get this straightened out. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/18/2012 3:26 PM >>> 

Every night at 8:30. She has a 7:30 on the books but nothing thereafter. I am assuming by early morning, she means 8am[] 

From: Jennifer Townsend [~a....i_[[..o_.;j~ownsend 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 1:56 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: afam 

Okay, would you mind sending me the specific times she is available each day? 

Thanks so much! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/18/2012 9:45 AM >>> 
She cannot do afternoon but she can do early morning or evening. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: afam 
Date: Thu, May 17, 2012 5:23 pm 



would this person possibly be available during the afternoon? Like 1:30ish? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/17/2012 4:52 PM >>> 

I do 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto?jto~nser~d,~uncaa.u_~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: afam 

Do we have a tutor for AFAM ? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 4:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Enhance Learning with Group Proj ects: Keys for Student Development - 6/14 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

Group projects are complex to design and assess, however, done right, they 
promote critical intellectual and social skills for your students. How can you 
develop group projects that promote teamwork and collaboration? 

"Enhance Learning with Group Projects: Keys for Student Development" 
Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET 
~://~ ww.besg?rofessortraininj~.com/2BJiO/2i~SDWWJc/p7GSEJTZii1~Oe 

Program Highlights: 

Defining Groups: Strategies to Enhance Teamwork & Individual Learning 
** Tips to design effective group projects [] what you need to know 
** What are the learning benefits & skills group projects provide students 
** Keys to effectively organize teams for optimal cohesion & learning 
** How to use role assignment to enhance leadership skills for the entire group 

Cooperative Learning: Monitoring the Success & Obstacles of Team Projects 
** What is the role of the instructor in helping students develop their ideas 
** Keys to providing a constructive framework for group interactions 
** What you can do to anticipate and prepare for potential problems 

Assessing Performance: Keys to Provide Clear & Concise Grading Criteria 
** Best practices to gather information and provide feedback 
** Assessment techniques that measure group & individual performance 
** Team, peer & self evaluations [] tips to assess process as well as product 

Live question and answer session - Have your group projects questions answered 

Your expert presenter: 

Barbara Millis, PhD, is the Director of The Teaching and Learning Center at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. 

** Barbara’s prior experience includes Director of the Excellence in Teaching 
Program at the University of Nevada at Rent, Director of Faculty Development at 
the US Air Force Academy, and faculty at the University of Maryland, University 

College. 

** Dr. Millis is currently an Executive Editor for College Teaching. She 
served as a member of the Core Committee for the POD Network [Professional and 
Organizational Development] in Higher Education, the largest professional 

association for faculty development in the United States. 

** Barbara is a sought after speaker and frequently offers workshops at 
professional conferences on topics including cooperative learning, critical 
thinking, classroom assessment, course design and deep learning. 

** Dr. Millis has numerous published articles and has co-authored or edited 

four books: Cooperative Learning in Higher Education: Across the Disciplines, 
Across the Academy (2010, Stylus Press); The Course Syllabus: A 
Learning-Centered Approach (2008, Jossey-Bass); Using Simulations to Enhance 
Learning in Higher Education (2002, Stylus Press); and Cooperative Learning for 

Higher Education Faculty (1998, ACE/Oryx Press). 

** During her career, Barbara has been the recipient of both teaching and 
research awards. 
** Dr. Millis received her PhD in English literature from Florida State University. 



* Enhance Learning with Group Projects: Keys for Student Development * 
* Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~ : iiw ww. bestpro f e sso r~rai~, co mi2 B J iOi 2 ipS D WW J cip T G S E J1Z f /pOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http:i/www.bes~professortrammg.corrd2BJ/4Ci2i_pgr)WWJcipTGSEJTZi/~Oe 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 135606 

Contact ID#: -1584386005 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of May 21, 2012 
Date Event Time Location 
5/23 FCA TBD Football Center 
5/23 Athletes in Action 8:30-10:30 PM Concourse Club 
5/24 Faculty/Staff Bible Study Noon-2:00 PM Concourse Club 

Week of May 
Date 
5/29 
5/29 
5/30 
5/30 
5/31 
6/1 

28, 2012 
Event 
Marketing Retreat 
Board of Visitors 
Marketing Retreat 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
UNC Development Retreat 

Time 
11:00 AM-5:00 PM 
3:00-9:00 PM 
8:00 AM-5:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

Location 
Upper Club 
Pope Box 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse and Upper Club 

Week of June 
Date 
6/4 
6/6 
6/6 
6/7 

4, 2012 
Event 
Sports Admin Lunch 
UNC Facilities Lunch 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Time 
Noon-2:00 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Guy’s - please complete your teams section of the grade composite. Thank you. RJM 

TEXT.htm 

Guy’s - please complete your teams section of the grade composite. Thank you. RJM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"VISA POS" <global@visasecuritysense.com> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 7:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Visa Business - Update your Point of Sale retail 

TEXT.htm 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 
Wednesday, May 23, 2012 11:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From Baby Boomers to Gen X, Y and Z: How to Best Support Multiple Generations 

TEXT.htm 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < *oassist.com/?el~63dO14adaf~24183bfb~8709089091b&el hid=> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Best practices: How to support multiple generations. 

Download the Complimentary White Paper <~:/ilearn.go*oassis*.comiG2AC-Bab2g-Boomer-Ll? 
ID=70150000000~ AST&ek 63d014ada~24183b~b~g870908909 lb&ekCam~Id ..... 

Brent: 

There is no one-size-fits-all for the support center. From veterans and baby boomers to generations X, Y and Z, there are now 5 distinct generations in the mix. And 
you [~ ve got to effectively support them all. 

"If your support isn’t clear enough to older consumers [~ or fast enough for the technologically savvy [~ you will often lose those customers." 

This SupportIndustry.com white paper explores the distinctive characteristics and expectations of the 5 generations of customers and provides guidance on how to 
leverage support channels and communication styles to best support each one. 

Download the white paper to learn: 
DOWNLOAD <h~*.1:);/.,(!~arrL~;ol.oassis*.comiG2AC-Bab?~-Boomer~L! ? 

ID=70150000000YAgT&ekl 63d014adaf~24183b~b~?8870908909 lb&el          Id=> 

*Characteristics of the 5 generations you support 
*Strategies for effective communication 
*Which tools work best for supporting each generation 
*And more S 

How to Support Baby Boomers, Know-It-Alls, and Impatient Customers <h~.p;iilearn,go*.oassis*.comiG2AC-Babv-Boomer-I A ? 
ID=70150000000YAgT&ekl 63d014adaf~24183b~b~?8870908909 lb&el          Id=> 

"Asset" < otoassist.com/G2AC-Baby-Boomer-.Ll?ID=70150000000YAgT&el~=~3d014adaff24183b~b~SggT09089091b&el Id=> 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach ] VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com ~p:/"/ww~citrixon~ine~com/~elq.~3dO14adaf~24183b~bf~870~OggO91b&el Id=> 



~D 70150000000YAST&el~ b358759b79ce4~g2872c~Talc68ad264&ek~Caml~nId: &ekl: 63dO14adaf~24183b~b~?ggTogoggo91b&elqCampa~nId: > 
Share <~://’~:¢:~ ~?cebook.comi’sharer.~ ?~=h~t~:!’!leam ~o~oassis~.comiG2AC~Baby~Boomer~Ll? 
ID 70150000000YAST&el~b358759b79ce4~82872cfTalc68ad264&el                  63dO14adaf{24183bfb~’~8709089091b&el          Id > 
"Twi~er" <h~p://~vi~er.com/?sta~s Best Practices: Howto support multiple generations(via @gotoassist) h~p://leam.gotoassist.com/G2AC-Baby-Boomer-Ll? 
ID 70150000000YAST&elq b358759b79ce4~2872cffalc68ad264&elqCampaignId &elq 63d014adaf124183b~8709089091b&elqCampaignId > 
Tweet <h~p://twi~er.com/?sta~s Best Practices: How to support multiple generations(via @gotoassist) h~p://learn.gotoassist.com/G2AC-Baby-Boomer-L1 ? 
ID 70150000000YAST&elq b358759b79ce4~2872cffalc68ad264&elqCampaignId &elq 63d014adaf124183b~8709089091b&elqCampaignId > 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online 16500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

D 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: 
Unsubscribe: ~://~1earn~citrixon~ine~c~m/~b~s/Uns~bscribe~ni~ueid=63d~14ada~241~3b~b~87~9~9~91b&emai1=b1an~n~@mcaa~nc~eda 



Questions? 
1 o8GGo549o854~ 

Best practices: How to 
support multiple 
generations. 

Dowrfload the Com[3~imentary White Paper 

Brent: 

There is no one-size-fits-all for the support center. From veterans and 
baby boomers to generations X, Y and Z, there are now 5 distinct 
generations in the mix. And you’ve got to effectively support them all. 

"If your support isn’t clear enough to older consumers - or fast enough 
for the technologically savvy - you wifl often lose those customers." 

This Supportlndustry.com white paper explores the distinctive 
characteristics and expectations of the 5 generations of customers 
and provides guidance on how to leverage support channels and 
communication styles to best support each one. 

Download the white paper to 
learn: 

¯ Characteristics of the 5 
generations you support 

¯ Strategies for effective 
communication 

¯ Which tools work best for 
supporting each generation 

¯ And more... 

How to Sup_port Baby 
Know4t-A~s, and ~mpatient 

Customers 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 



Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li he. corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

I Unsubscribe 



Instructor: 
Office Hours: 
Office: 
Mailbox: 
email: 
Contacting me: 

AMST 3100 - 1930s 
Course Syllabus: Spring 2012 

Monica Belus 
T 10:15-10:45; M 4:30-4:50 and by appointment 
Fretwell 245-A 
Interdisciplinary Studies - 2nd floor Fretwell 
mfbelus@uncc.edu 
email or send me a message via the "messages" block on 
class homepage on Moodle 

Required Texts: 
Bud, Not Buddy, Christopher Paul Curtis 
Growinq Up, Russell Baker 
Out of the Dust, Karen Hesse 
Numerous E-Reserve selections via UNCC Library website 

Course Description: 
In this completely on-line class, we will examine how diverse social, economic, artistic, 
literary, philosophical and political forces shaped American socieb/during the 1930s. We 
will discuss the complex and multifaceted nature of American culture during a 
tumultuous era that experienced the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl, the demise of the 
American Dream, the New Deal, and the rise of modern activism. The 1930s powerfully 
impacted the lives of ordinary people living under extraordinary circumstances. What 
can we learn from their experiences? Classes will be taught in Moodle with 
asynchronous modules that explore and interpret the evolution of American 
adolescence. Students will be expected to participate in on-line discussions, 
assignments, Second Life activities and complete various reading and writing 
assignments, quizzes, and the final exam. 

Also please note - Important: I have now taught completely on-line courses a 

few times and have noticed that many students are not prepared for the 

amount of work expected from them. Although it sounds exciting to not have 

to go to a "traditional" class, with an on-line experience, you are essentially 

expected to teach the material to yoursell~ I provide the guidelines, 
parameters, and expectations for you to learn the material and you learn it 

independently. To be successful in this class you must be self-motivated and 

dedicated to succeed in order to complete all of the requirements each week 

- there will be a considerable amount of work- writing, reading, viewing, 

etc. every week. There will also be reading quizzes (probably every week) to 

ensure that you are learning the materia~ however, you must read critically, 

not skim or briefly glance at the material. The quizzes are surface level 

questions that are easily answered if you have indeed completed all of the 

requirements; however, I usually only ask 1-2 questions from each selection 



- you can’t just "wing" it ifyou want to succeed. I have taught at the 
University for 13 years, and students typically earn a letter grade lower in a 

completely on-line course than they do in a traditional class. I state this to 
make sure that this is the right class and method of learning for you; if not, 

you may want to consider another course. Please be honest with yourself. 

General Class Guidelines: 

To be a member of this class, you must have on-line access with high-speed internet 
and be able to participate in these projects via UNCC’s 49er Express. 

Students are required to complete all of the reading assignments, on-line 
assignments, weekly quizzes, the final exam, and view all films and documentaries 

The reading/viewing quizzes will be based on any and all readings and assigned 
films/documentaries due for each week; the questions will only be relevant for each 
week’s assignments, not previous weeks (unless otherwise indicated on the 
assignment). Tested material will include all on-line selections as well as readings 
from novels, e-reserve, etc. There will be no make-up quizzes; so please read 
through all expectations and direction prior to taking the quiz. If you have questions, 
contact me (but not about technical issues) or someone in student technical suppor~ 
for assistance. DO NOT WAIT until the last minute to take the quiz!! 

Each week you will earn a single score of up to 15 possible points for a combination 
of on-line postings and quiz scores - the format for each week will vary. I will take 
numerous factors in consideration. Please see rubric below for specific grading 
guidelines. 

Read the weekly overviews completely each week for assignment guidelines and 
follow the links in the order I have created them. DO NOT A-I-I-EMPT to just complete 
weekly assignments by simply accessing the links without first reading the 
overviews! ! 

You should be also commenting on, analyzing, and further questioning your peers’ 
postings. Offering beneficial commentary improves your grade for this course. (See 
rubric below for expectations). I will be looking to see engagement among the 
students. 

As there will be no make-up quizzes or acceptance of late assignments, I will drop 
your lowest weekly score of the semester (13 weekly assignments at 15 points - 12 
will count = 180 possible points). Plan on completing ALL 13 weekly assignments 
and reserve this "dropped" score for emergencies. As you are all aware, inopportune 
situations occur in life and this policy has been created to accommodate those 
various circumstances. Don’t just neglect an assignment as you may needto drop a 
weekly score later in the semester. 



Also, for each assignment/discussion, you will be given specific guidelines and 
expectations, and if any aspect of a prompt or assignment is unclear, it is your 
responsibility as a student to seek clarification - don’t just skip the assignment. As 
Moodle is where we will be conducting on-line classes, assignments and discussion 
will also be submitted the same way. If University system complications occur with 
Moodle, I will evaluate each situation as a case-by-case issue and further asses how 
to alter assignments. 

Remember that if you use outside sources, cite them properly!!! Document carefully 
according to MLA, and do not submit work in this class that has received a grade in 
another class. Plagiarism is a serious offense and can result in failing the class and, 
potentially, can lead to dismissal from the University. 

Please show respect for different viewpoints that may be expressed in class. You 
don’t have to agree with them, but I hope you will respect different opinions. 

You will be responsible for accessing and reading numerous articles and resources 
on the University library’s electronic reserves. To access them please follow the 
information below: 

Guidelines on Finding Library Electronic Reserves: 
NOTE: you may now need a password to access course reserves. The password 

for my class is: amstspring12 

Librabry.uncc.edu (or connect through link on Moodle) 
Course reserves 
Sign into course reserves 
Enter your Novell user name and password (ask for assistance if unsure 
about Novell Iogin) 
Search for instructor’s course (Belus) by using tabs in center of the screen 
Click on the course 
Enter the course reserves page password in the box (amstspring12) and 
click the ’Accept’ button (copyright agreement) to continue 
Choose reading and be patient while it downloads (it may take a couple of 
minutes) 

NOTE: you may now need a password to access course e-reserves via the 
University library. The password for my class is: amstspring12 (If you 
missed it above) 

Overview and Expectations for On-line Submissions: 

All postings are due at 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday; however, your first assignment is due in 
two weeks to accommodate drop/add and creation of your Second Life avatar. I will 
provide careful expectations for each assignment, and you are responsible for meeting 
these and following directions. Your postings are going to closely resemble journal 
entries as you will be exploring and learning about the material in this course 
independently. You will be expected to reflect and discuss elements as a critical thinker 
with the information you have learned founded in your research. Your goal is to show 



me what you have learned, thought about and considered; please make an effort to 
include a variety of responses. I will also be looking for curiosity, willingness to discover 
new things, engagement of others in class discussions, and a desire to write in a 
thorough and contemplative manner. 

General guidelines for on-line responses: 

Unless specified otherwise, all weekly assignments will be due by 8:00 A.M. on 
the Tuesday following the assignment (you will have a week to complete each 
weekly assignment); however, your first assignment is due in two weeEs to 
accommodate drop/add and creation of your Second Life avatar. I will 
not accept nor give credit to late assignments, and Moodle will not allow late 
submissions, so please be responsible and be certain to submit all assignments 
and complete all quizzes well before the due date. 

will not accept any late assignments. 

Try to generate in-depth responses - not short, superficial ones. 

All submissions should be free of spelling and grammatical errors and in MLA 
Style with all applicable citations and a works cited page (if applicable). 

You should write all responses in Word (or equivalent) prior to submitting your 
response on Moodle, this way you have a copy in your hard drive and many 
spelling errors, etc. will be corrected. Remember, this does not take the place of 
proofreading. Take pride in your work and proofread everything before 
submission to minimize point loss. 

Grading of on-line assignments and discussions will be based on 
thoroughness, lucidity, and quality (see specifics on attached link). Of course, 
writing will also be graded on aspects of mechanics, structure and grammar. You 
should write all responses in Word (or equivalent) prior to submitting your 
response on Moodle, this way you have a copy in your hard drive and many 
spelling errors, etc. will be corrected. Remember, this does not take the place of 
proofreading. Take pride in your work and proofread everything before 
submission to minimize point loss. 

Specific Expectations for Discussion Board Postings: 

Class participation is an important expectation of this course. Students are expected 
to offer comments, questions, and replies to the discussion questions that will be 
posted for each module as well as to classmates’ postings. Students are expected to 
actively participate in EACH module’s discussion EACH week throughout the session. 
My role as instructor is to observe and facilitate, and I will be readings all messages. 

Discussions should be at a critical level which means: 
o discussing things such as your opinion of the point mentioned, 
o whyyou hold that opinion, 



what you see wrong with the point mentioned, 
how you see the point consistent/inconsistent with what you have 
learned so far, 
implications for the future, 
consistencies/inconsistencies within the article, reading, documentary, 
etc.. 
In other words, critiquing a source means analyzing the good/or bad 
aspects of it and justifying your analysis. 
Do not just tell me what the article or readings states...I already 
know that!! 

When replying to other students’ postings, you may reply to points you 
like/agree with, points you dislike/disagree with, and why. 
Your posting should fully address the module question and stimulate at least one 
substantial follow-up posting. 

Rubric for grading on-line posted submissions: 

Criteria 

Overall/ 
General 
Qualities 

Critical 
Thinking 

("A") 
Excellent 

Fully addresses all 
components of the 
course and question 
--readings, films, 
internet explorations, 
etc. Includes several 
responses to 
students’ postings 
that help continue 
and promote further 
discussions. 

Rich in content; Full 
of thought, insight, 
and analysis. Shows 
curiosity, asks 
questions, and offers 
thoughtful Responses 
are in-depth in nature 

("B") 
Proficient 

Shows good 
understanding of 
the course and 
its readings, 
films, internet 
explorations, etc. 
Includes some 
responses to 
students’ 
postings that 
help continue 
and promote 
further 
discussions. 
Substantial 
information; 
Thought, insight, 
and analysis 
present. 
Responses are 
mostly well- 
developed. 

Cc") 
Basic 

Shows adequate 
understanding of 
the courses and 
its readings, 
films, internet 
explorations, etc. 
Includes few if 
any responses to 
students’ 
postings. 

Generally 
competent; 
Information is 
commonplace. 
Development is 
adequate but not 
predominantly 
in-depth. 

("D") 
Below 
Expectations 

Shows minimal 
or inadequate 
understanding 
of the course 
and its 
components. 
Does not 
include 
responses to 
students’ 
postings. 

Rudimentary 
and mostly 
superficial 
development; 
no analysis or 
insight 
displayed 



Connections 
to Content 

Stylistics 

Finds strong 
connections between 
ideas, texts, and 
materials and pulls 
them together. 

Few grammatical or 
stylistic errors 

Finds good 
connections 
between ideas, 
texts, and 
materials and 
pulls them 
together 

Several 
grammatical or 
stylistic errors 

Finds a few 
connections 
between ideas, 
texts, and 
materials, and 
makes a modest 
effort to pull 
them together 
Obvious 
grammatical or 
stylistic errors; 
Errors interfere 
with 
understanding 
content 

Does not 
attempt to find 
connections 
between ideas, 
texts, and 
materials. 

Many 
grammatical or 
stylistic errors; 
Makes 
understanding 
impossible 

Academic Integrity and Student Responsibility: 

~ To be a member of this class, you must have on-line access with high-speed 
internet and be able to participate in these projects via UNCC’s 49er Express. 

Check your UNCC email and Moodle regularly - this is how I will contact you 
individually or as a class. Also, I may on occasion create an announcement for 
the class, so it is your responsibility to check the announcements frequently. 

As a student at UNC Charlotte, you have certain rights and responsibilities under 
UNC Charlotte Code of Student Academic Integrity. The full code is available 
online at: http://www.leqal.uncc.edu/policies/ps-104.html 
http://www.leqal, uncc.edu/policies/ps- 105. html 

Do your own work, give credit when credit is due, document carefully according to 
MLA, and do not submit work in this class that has received a grade in another class 
(including a class you may have had with me!!). Plagiarism is a serious offense and 
can result in failing the class and, potentially, can lead to dismissal from the 
University. 

Please show respect for different viewpoints that may be expressed in class. You 
don’t have to agree with them, but I hope you will "listen" thoughtfully to different 
opinions. 

A note on emails: pertaining to correspondence that you send to me - proofread, 
write in coherent sentences, and please refrain from using "texting jargon." I will 
always respond to emails, so if you haven’t received a response from me within 1-2 
days, assume I did not receive your email and resend it. 

Grading: 
> Based on a 200 point system, and there will be no extra credit projects: 



Weekly Assignments 180 (possible points) 
Final Exam          20 (possible points) 

200 (possible points) 

Breakdown for specifics grades: 
~ Weekly Assignments - combination of quizzes, class discussions and written 

assignments; these will vary weekly. Based on a 200 point system, and there will be 
no extra credit projects: 

13 weekly assignments: 12 count at 15 possible points = 180 possible points 
Final Exam: 20 (possible points) 

Grading scale on 200 point system: 

A - 182-200 
B - 162-181 
C - 142-161 
D - 122-141 
F - Below 121 

Course Calendar Notes: This calendar represents only the major topics to be covered 
in this course. Additional material will be added weekly at the discretion of the 
instructor, and there will including additional readings assigned for the class. General 
assignments are outlined by week; specifics will be designated with each weekly 
posting. Assignments are to be completed in their entirety on the dates stipulated. 

Tentative schedule: 

Week 1: beginning January 9 
Topic: Introduction to course, events leading up to The Great Depression 
~ "Who Was Roaring in the Twenties?" 
~ Orientation to Second Life and avatar set-up 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, January 24 
(Due in two weeks to accommodate drop/add and creation of your Second 
Life avatar) 

Week 2: beginning January 16 - Last Day to Drop/Add a Course (1119) 
Topic: combined with assignment in week 1 
~ "Who Was Roaring in the Twenties?" 
~ Orientation to Second Life and avatar set-up 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, January 24 

Week 3: beginning January 23 



Topic: Politics/President Hoover 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, January 31 

Week 4: beginning January 30 
Topic: Politics/FDR and The New Deal 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, February 7 

Week 5: beginning February 6 
Topic: Life in the 1930s 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, February 14 

Week 6: beginning February 13 
Topic: Life in the 1930s 
Novel you will need to have finished to complete this assignment (not including 
supplemental readings as indicated on Moodle): 
~ Growinq Up (in its entirety) 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, February 21 

Week 7: beginning February 20 
Topic: Hobos, Riding the Rails 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, February 28 

Week 8: beginning February 27 
Topic: Hobos, Riding the Rails 
Novel you will need finished in order to complete this assignment (not including 
supplemental readings as indicated on Moodle): 
~ Bud, Not Buddy (in its entirety) 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, March 13 
(Due week after Spring break) 

Week 9: beginning March 5 
Topic: No Assignment this week - Spring Break 

Week 10: beginning March 12 
Topic: Dust Bowl, Weed-Patch Camp 
Novel you will need finished to complete this assignment (not including supplemental 
readings as indicated on Moodle): 
~ Out of the Dust.(in its entirety) 

Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, March 20 

Week 11: beginning March 19 
Topic: Jazz 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, March 27 

Week 12: beginning March 26 
Topic: Radio, Entertainment 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, April 3 



Week 13: beginning April 2 
Topic: Radio, Entertainment 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, April 17 (Due 
week after "Spring Recess") 

Week 14: beginning April 9 
Topic: No Assignment this week - "Spring Recess" 

Week 15: beginning April 16 
Topic: Entertainment; children’s culture 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, April 24 

Week 16: beginning April 23 
Topic: Entertainment; children’s culture; Final Exam info TBA 
Assignments completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, May 1 

Week 17: beginning April 30 
Final Exam - to be completed and posted on Moodle by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, May 8 

Guidelines on Finding Library Electronic Reserves: 
NOTE: you will now need a password to access course reserves. The password 
for my class is: amstspring12 

~ Librabry.uncc.edu (or connect through link on Moodle page) 
~ Course reserves 
~ Sign into course reserves 
~ Enter your Novell user name and password (ask for assistance if unsure 

about Novell Iogin) 
~ Search for instructor’s course (Belus) by using tabs in center of the screen 
~ Click on the course 
~ Enter the course reserves page password in the box (amstspring12)and 

click the ’Accept’ button (copyright agreement) to continue 
~ Choose reading and be patient while it downloads (it may take a couple of 

minutes) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 12:23 PM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Ohio State department of athletics to provide iPads to athletes - ESPN 

.corn/colic id/7965673/oNoostae~depar~me~J~oahle~tics adsoa~Ne/es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Schiferl <karen@gradesfirst.com> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 2:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grades First follow up 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Brent, 
I hope you are having a great day. 

I wanted to follow up on our phone call last week. You mentioned that the 
price quote you received was too steep and/or there may only be certain 
modules that you are interested in. Can you give me a ballpark figure of 
what might work for UNC? Also, I would love to know what modules you would 
find most useful. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 
Best, 
Karen 

Karen Schiferl 
Sales Consultant 

GmdesFirst 
River Ridge Centre 
2100 River Haven Drive Suite 120 
Hoover, AL 35244 
karen@gradesfirst.com 
1-800-745-5180 ext. 1024 



All, 

There has been some discussion about how to certify the 18 hour Rule for a student who enrolled mid year. I want to be sure that everyone understands that only the % 

toward degree and GPA are certified prior to the Spring term (based on the students terms of enrollment), The 18 hour rule is ~ certified prior to the Spring term in the 

students 1st year of enrollment, After that, the 18 hour rule is certified prior to the Fall term for each subsequent year, It may seem awkward, but you will actually use the first 

fall semester twice to certify the 18 hour rule in order to get them back on track, Please let me know if you have any questions about this, I ran this by the ACCjust to be sure I 

wasn’t misinterpreting the rule, and her response is below, Also at the bottom in blue is an archived interp that is now incorporated into Bylaw 14,4,3,1,4,1 that helps to further 

explain this. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Yes, you’r~-:~ looking at l:hat le{~islation correctly, 

Lindsey 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 20:[2 4:53 PM 
To-" Babcock, Lindsey 
$~bject-" RE: RE: RE: Double Majors within the 2 Degree Programs 

Thanks so much Lindsey. 

Can you weigh in on another one for me? Am I correct that Bylaw 14.4,3.1.4,1 requires us to certify the 18 Hour Rule for a Mid year enrollee who initially enrolled in Spring 

2011 using Spring 2011 and Fall 2011 the first time and then Fall 2011 and Spring 2012 to get him back on track? So we essentially use the first Fall semester (Fall 2011) twice 

to certify the 18 hour rule, Do you agree? 

14.4.3.1.4.1 Application to a Midyear Enrollee. After a midyear enrollee’s initial certification, (prior to the start of the institution’s third semester or fourth quarter 

followinq the student-athlete’s initial full-time enrollment) the student-athlete’s completion of the 18-semester/27-quarter hour requirement shall be certified 
prior to the start of each academic year based on the student-athlete’s record since the beqinninq of the previous fall term. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

Application of 18/27 Credit Hour Requirement to a Midyear Enrollee or Midyear Transfer Student Athlete (~) 

Date Published: April 30, 2008 

Item Ref: 1 

Archive Info: Incorporated into Division I Manual (see I 2009 1). 

Interpretation: 

rhe cornrnittee determined that an institution is not required to certify the 18/27 credit hour requirement for a rnidyear enrollee or transfer student athlete until the 
completion of two regular, full time semesters or three full time quarters at the certifying institution. After the initial certification, the institution shall certify the 18/27 credit 

hour requirement based on the student athlete’s record since the beginning of the previous fall term. For example, an institution would not certify the 18/27 hour requirement 

for a student athlete who initially enrolls at the institution in the spring semester or winter quarter until the start of the following spring semester or winter quarter. Thereafter, 

the institution would certify the 18/27 hour requirement prior to the start of each fall term. 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

s_.b__ .m___a Ioy@ u nca a. u nc.ed u 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             7:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Transfer credits - 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for everyone’s help with all of this. 

So in "dummy terms," 

No rush to respond at this point in the evening. Just curious. Im sure we’ll 
get together tomorrow. 

Thanks 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
To: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.tmc.edu>, Andrew Sapp 
<masapp@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu,            22:58:35 GMT+00:00 
Subject: =?utt=8?13 ? U kU 6IFJFOiBUcmFuc2ZlciBj cmVkaXRzIC0gTWVuJ3MgR29sZg .... ?= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 8:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Orientation list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSlist5-24.xlsx 

I finally received the updated list from CTOPS today. 

I have highlighted all of the students who have not yet registered in blue. Please remember that all transfer students must attend 
Orientation this year. 

All students will now have to pay a $50 late fee. Please communicate to your coaches about the students who have not yet registered. 

Let me know if there should be any additions or deletions from any of your teams. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



I finally received the updated list from CTOPS today. 

I have highlighted all of the students who have not yet registered in blue. Please remember that all transfer students 

must attend Orientation this year. 

All students will now have to pay a $50 late fee. Please communicate to your coaches about the students who have not 

yet registered. 

Let me know if there should be any additions or deletions from any of your teams. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             8:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Transfer credits - 

TEXT.htm 

Ok..sounds good. Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>, Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, __~ ,     23:29:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: =?uff-8?B ?UkU6IFJFOiBUcmFuc2ZlciBj cmVkaXRzIC0gTWVuJ3MgR29sZg .... ?= 



Ok..sounds good. Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>, Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu,            23:29:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: I~E:-I:ransfer credits- 

I’m not sure which courses converted to two of the three business courses but it seems to me he should have the hours 

now (under ). 

From: Andrew DiBitetto rmailto:afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,           7:16 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Lance Markos 
(:(:: Andrew Sapp 
Subje(:t: RE: RE: Transfer credits- 

Thanks for everyone’s help with all of this. 

So in "dummy terms," 

No rush to respond at this point in the evening. Just curious. Im sure we’ll get together 
tomorrow. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>, Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu,            :22:58:35 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: RE: Transfer credits- 



Attached are the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great Memorial Day weekend! 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of May 28, 2012 
Date Event Time 
5/29 Marketing Retreat 11:00 AM-5:00 PM 
5/29 Board of Visitors 3:00-9:00 PM 
5/30 Athletes in Action 8:30-10:30 PM 
5/31 Faculty/Staff Bible Study Noon-2:00 PM 
6/1 UNC Development Retreat 8:00 AM-6:00 PM 
6/1 NCAA Baseball All Day 

Location 
Upper Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse and Upper Club 
Visiting Locker Room 

Week of June 4, 2012 
Date Event Time 
6/4 Sports Admin Lunch Noon-2:00 PM 
6/6 UNC Facilities Lunch 11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
6/6 Athletes in Action 8:30-10:30 PM 
6/7 Faculty/Staff Bible Study Noon-2:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 11, 2012 
Date Event 
6/12 NCHSAA Meeting 
6/13 NCHSAA Meeting 

6/13 Athletes in Action 
6/14 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Time 
All Day 
All Day 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 

Location 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 9:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updates 

TEXT.htm 

Directors 
I hope your semesters have gone very well and now you are embracing summer school. 
For those still in quarters, we feel for you. 

I have a few quick requests for your time: 

1) Research continues to be done on our profession. One highlight of our move to NACDA will be a new membership database to 
assist us in better researching who we are as a profession and as an organization. 

For FBS directors only, a request was made to submit this survey 

mis~readsheetiview~brm?~:ormkcy=dFVZOGcz\~U~ZXhX~FlzMEg’~RUVtT3c6M(~id=O 

2) The NCAA has asked for my assistance in identifying volunteers. Please read this note: 

I need your assistance in developing a small core group of N4A volunteers that would be "thought leaders" in the former Athletic 
Certification program rebranded as the Institutional Performance Program or IPP. They would like to involve N4A in helping to 
develop and provide feedback on some of the academic pieces of new IPP program. We would need 3-4 folks that would need to 
dedicate their time for 4 to 5 hour-long conference calls and some additional time reading and reviewing materials. 

If interested, please email me by Wednesday, May 30. I need to give them 4-6 additional names. We would like to submit 
directors only. 

Hope to see everyone in Buffalo June 7-10. 

Thanks 
Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.org<~:,~iwww.nfoura.org>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
j luckey@memphis.edu<mai~to :j l~cke~mempNs.ed~> 



Directors 

I hope your semesters have gone very well and now you are embracing summer school. 

For those still in quarters, we feel for you. 

I have a few quick requests for your time: 

1) Research continues to be done on our profession. One highlight of our move to NACDA will be a new 

membership database to assist us in better researching who we are as a profession and as an organization. 

For FBS directors only, a request was made to submit this survey 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formke¥=d FVZOGczVjUzZXhXRFIzM EStRUVtT3c6MQ#gid=0 

2) The NCAA has asked for my assistance in identifying volunteers. Please read this note: 

I need your assistance in developing a small core group of N4A volunteers that would be "thought leaders" in 

the former Athletic Certification program rebranded as the Institutional Performance Program or IPP. They 

would like to involve N4A in helping to develop and provide feedback on some of the academic pieces of new 

IPP program. We would need 3-4 folks that would need to dedicate their time for 4 to 5 hour-long conference 

calls and some additional time reading and reviewing materials. 

If interested, please email me by Wednesday, May 30. I need to give them 4-6 additional names. We would 

like to submit directors only. 

Hope to see everyone in Buffalo June 7-10. 

Thanks 
Joe 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 
N4A President (www.nfoura.orq) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle UPK" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 9:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Oracle UPK FY 12 - Year in Review! 

TEXT.htm 



View this messaq# in a web browser. 

User Productivity Kit Customer Newsletter 

Oracle UPK FY 12 8~" Year in Review 

This issue: June 2012 

Product News & EventsA 

New ResourcesA 
Content Module UpdateA 

T!~ps and TricksA 
Customer ShowcaseA 

A Product News & Events 

In FY 12, did you know we launched: 

Oracle UPK 11.0 

Oracle UPK 11.0 ESP1 

Oracle UPK 11.1 

Oracle UPK SDK 

Are you using UPK or UPK Pro 11.1?/~ Develop Your Upgrade Plan Today!A 
During FY12, we shipped Oracle UPK and UPK Pro 11.0 (J.uly 2011), UPK and UPK Pro 11.0 ESP1 
(October 2011), and UPK and UPK Pro 11.1 (March 2012)!A Existing customers who are current on 
maintenance can download the product from the Oracle Software Deliver~, Cloud. A If you are not 
familiar with UPK or UPK Pro 11.1, listen to our WhatSCT~s New podcast or view our VVhatS~T~s 
New webinar.A 

Check out the Oracle UPK In-Application Support Software Development Kit (SDK) -- Reduce 
Help Desk Calls and Increase Productivity 
FY12 brought the introduction of the In-Application Support SDK.,& The UPK SDK enables 
organizations to leverage their UPK investment by enabling any browser-based application with the 
powerful in-application support capabilities that UPK traditionally provides for Oracle applications. 
Existing customers who are current on maintenance can download it from the Oracle Technolo(~y 
Network. 

Oracle UPK Had Stellar Performance at Oracle OpenWorld 2011~ 



To recap Oracle OpenWorld 2011 ~�" all we can say is~�[.it was a smashing success and our 
message touched over 1,300 attendees! We had our first ever UPK Track, User Productivity and 
Adoption with over 14 sessions, demo pods, and hands on labs. Oracle UPK also exhibited at other 
user group conferences throughout the year ~�" OpenWorld Sag Paolo, Alliance, Collaborate, and 
OHUG to name a few. 

Experts from the Oracle UPK product management and development teams will be showcasing 
Oracle UPK at Oracle OpenWorld 2012 -Sunday, September 30, 2012 ~�" Thursday, October 4, 
2012 ~�" Moscone Center San Francisco (San Francisco, CA). UPK offerin~gs at this event are still 
being finalized but we hope to have a repeat of last year! ,& Register now. A 

back to the top& 

New Resources 

In FY 12, did you know we: 

Introduced UPK Online Documentation Library 
Developed and Launched the Getting Started Content 
Hosted customer Webcast and product podcasts 
Refreshed product collateral 

The Oracle UPK Online Documentation Library including SimHelp was introduced in FY 12 
Have you seen the online documentation library including SimHelp on the Oracle Technology 
Network? This new library provides a comprehensive online resource for all of your UPK and UPK 
Professional documentation needs. SimHelp, including hundreds of simulations demonstrating how 
to effectively use the Developer and Knowledge Center, is also available in this content. This 
content also provides useful links to the Getting Started content, Technical Specifications, the UPK 
Blog, and the UPK Resource Library. You can access the online documentation library here. 

Getting Started Content Jump Starts Project Plans,& 
Getting Started Content is helping customers establish their best practices for UPK. ,& Have you 
taken advantage of this great resource?,& Check out the Gettin¢~ Started Content for best practices 
and tips on managing your UPK environment. 

Customers and Product Experts Shared their UPK Experiences in FY 
Check out the videos, Webcast, and podcasts from FY 12. 

Videos: 
- CN Rail Creates Manual Test Scripts 50% Faster with Oracle UPK 

Webcast: 
- Dramatically Reduce Testinq Time & Perform UAT and Reqression Testinq with Oracle UPK 
- VVhat’s New in Oracle UPK 11.1 and Oracle UPK Professional 11.1 
- Follow Panduit’s lead and bveraqe Oracb’s User Productivit2 Kit for Oracle and nomOracb 
a_pplications to achieve yo#[ £~oals in 2011 
- LeveragL~q Oracle User Productivity Kit to Accelerate Your Peo£bSoft Up~qrade Featuring 
the Cibz and County of San Francisco 
- Oracle UPK 11.0 o More than Just a Traininq Tool 

Podcasts: 
- Get the most out of UPK o Miqrate to UPK Pro 11.0 to Better Mana£L~.and Dep!o~: Content,& 
- What’s New in the latest release of Oracle User Productivity Kit 11 
- Enable Seamless Transformation and Effective Adoption of Chancre with Oracle User 
P rod u ctivih/Kit,& 



- Oracle User Productivib/Kit Best Practices for U£g[~d~ ~[ojectsA 

New Oracle UPK Professional and Oracle UPK Collateral~ 
Updated collateral is available on orade.com.,~ 

A Content Module Update 

back to the top_,&, 

During FY 12, there were over 60 new UPK pre-built content modules released and made available 
on Oracle Software Delivery Cloud. This includes modules for Agile, Fusion, Demantra, E-Business 
Suite, Hyperion, JD Edwards, PeopleSoft Enterprise, Primavera, Siebel, and Oracle Utilities. 

back to the toE,&, 

Tips and Tricks 

Create Manual Test Scripts 50% Faster with Oracle UPK and UPK ProfessionalA 
Did you know~@~.Oracle UPK enhances the testing phase of the implementation lifecycle by 
reducing test plan creation time, improving accuracy, and providing the foundation for reusable 
training documentation, application simulations, and end-user performance support ~�" all critical 
assets to support an enterprise application implementation. 

Thorough and accurate testing is a critical step in any application project. Oracle UPK and UPK 
Professional can reduce testing time and successfully perform UAT, regression, and QA testing. 
Click here for the UPK for Software Testing data sheet. 

back to the top-,~, 

Customer Showcase 

Are you getting the most out of your Oracle UPK investment? View the customer snapshots to see 
how other organizations are using Oracle UPK to mitigate risk, increase productivity, and condense 
their project timeline. 

back to the 

Copyright ,&© 2012, Oracle. All rights reserved. Contact Us I ~ Notices and Terms of Use I 

NSL100075280 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 
States 

Your privacy is important to us. You can !#gin to your account to update your e-mail subscriptions or you can 9~P~:#!-Lt of all Oracle 
Marketing e-mails at any time. 

Please note that opting-out of Marketing communications does not affect your receipt of important business communications related to 
your current relationship with Oracle such as Security Updates, Event Registration notices, Account Management and Support/Service 
communications. 
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for your eyes only please. 



his response, please do not forward to anyone either. 

thanks 



his response, please do not forward to anyone either. 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 1:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
CTOPS presentation schedule 

TEXT.htm; CTOP S Presentation Schedule2012. docx 

I am attaching the presentation schedule for day two of Orientation. I am assuming if I did not hear from you that you were okay" to do 
any date. If you have any scheduling comqicts, please first try to find another counselor to switch with you. If you cannot find a 
replacement, please let me know. 

I have scheduled every counselor at least one time, so I hope the schedule should be a little more even this year and none of us will be 
overburdened with doing too many presentations. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will have the presentation materials ready by next week. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



I am attaching the presentation schedule for day two of Orientation. I am assuming if I did not hear from you that you 

were okay to do any date. If you have any scheduling conflicts, please first try to find another counselor to switch with 

you. If you cannot find a replacement, please let me know. 

I have scheduled every counselor at least one time, so I hope the schedule should be a little more even this year and 

none of us will be overburdened with doing too many presentations. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will have the presentation materials ready by next week. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Hi all, 
Here’s the department newsletter for May: 

http://newsletters.athletics.unc.edu/DeptNewsletter Mayl 2.pdf 
Hope you have a great and safe weekend! 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarhee~b~e.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 27, 2012 9:46 PM 

Key Contacts <orientationpresenters@listserv.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[orientationpresenters] Orientation Presenter Meeting Handouts 

TEXT.htm; Orientation Presenters Meeting Handout.pdf; 2012 Orientation Overview for 
First-Year and Transfer Student Orientation.pdf 

Hello, 
We appreciate the time that you and your staff dedicate to welcome our new students and families at Orientation and assist them in 
their transition to Carolina. To ensure a smooth experience for all Orientation presenters, please see the note below for important 
presenter updates, timelines and the Orientation schedules. 

Orientation Presenters Meeting Handouts: 
In case you were unable to attend the May 21st Orientation Presenters Meeting or would like another copy of the materials, we have 
attached the handouts from the meeting to this note. Please review the handouts for important information related to: 

* 2012 First-Year and Transfer Orientation schedule overview and highlights 

presenter technology resources and procedures (please note that all videos must include captions) 

session transitions and staff support 

* important new student dates and action-steps 

Orientation Presentation Files 
Just a friendly reminder to please send all Orientation Presentations to newstudents@unc.edu<mailto:newsmdents(~mc.eda~> no later 
than May 30. Meeting this deadline will enable staff to adequately test presentations to ensure files load properly. Additionally, all 
presenters are encouraged to sit-in/observe presentations throughout the first two sessions to gain insight on information 
communicated to new students/families. 

2012 Orientation Schedule 
The 2012 Orientation schedules are available on-line. 
First-Year Orientation Schedule, please click here< ~mc.eda/first-~ear-smden~siorien~a~ioniorien~atio~-sched~le> 
Transfer Orientation Schedule, please click here<~://r~scp_p.unc.edu/mmsfer-orientatior~-sched~les.Nml> 

If you have any questions or if we can be of assistance as you prepare your presentation, please do not hesitate to contact the Office of 
New Student & Carolina Parent Programs. 

Thanks so much 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

--- You are currently subscribed to orientationpresenters as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-31567570-4648685.30985ad9f4b69b40ff012619b9afaa 1 d@listserv.unc.edu 



Hello, 
We appreciate the time that you and your staff dedicate to welcome our new students and families at Orientation and 

assist them in their transition to Carolina. To ensure a smooth experience for all Orientation presenters, please see the 

note below for important presenter updates, timelines and the Orientation schedules. 

Orientation Presenters Meeting Handouts: 

In case you were unable to attend the May 21st Orientation Presenters Meeting or would like another copy of the 

materials, we have attached the handouts from the meeting to this note. Please review the handouts for important 

information related to: 

¯ 2012 First-Year and Transfer Orientation schedule overview and highlights 

¯ presenter technology resources and procedures (please note that all videos must include captions) 

¯ session transitions and staff support 

¯ important new student dates and action-steps 

Orientation Presentation Files 

Just a friendly reminder to please send all Orientation Presentations to newstudents@unc.edu no later than May 30. 

Meeting this deadline will enable staff to adequately test presentations to ensure files load properly. Additionally, all 

presenters are encouraged to sit-in/observe presentations throughout the first two sessions to gain insight on 

information communicated to new students/families. 

2012 Orientation Schedule 

The 2012 Orientation schedules are available on-line. 

First-Year Orientation Schedule, please click here 

Transfer Orientation Schedule, please click here 

If you have any questions or if we can be of assistance as you prepare your presentation, please do not hesitate to 

contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs. 

Thanks so much 

Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 
http://nscpp.u nc.edu/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
orientationpresenters as: <a href="mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu">blanton@uncaa.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-31567570- 
4648685.30985ad9f4b69b40ff012619b9afaal d@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31567570- 
4648685.30985ad9f4b69b40ff012619b9afaal d@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



New Student Orientation Presenters Meeting 
Monday, May 21, 2012 
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

FPG Union, 3206 A&B 

Orientation Dates and Session Notes 

First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
Transfer Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation 
First Year Orientation Session 
Transfer Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
Transfer Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 

Session 1: 
Session 2: 
Session 3: 
Session 4:* 
Session 5:** 
Session 6***: 
Session 7: 
Session 8: 
Session 9:* 
Session 10: 
Session 11: 
Session 12: 

13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 

Monday, June 4 -Tuesday, June 5 
Thursday, June 7- Friday, June 8 
Monday, June 11- Tuesday, June 12 
Friday, June 15 
Monday, June 18- Tuesday, June 19 
Thursday, June 21 -Friday, June 22 
Monday, June 25- Tuesday, June 26 
Thursday, June 28 - Friday, June 29 
Monday, July 9 - Tuesday, Julyl0 
Thursday, July 12-Friday, July 13 
Monday, July 16 - Tuesday, July 17 
Thursday, July 19- Friday, July 20 
Monday, July 23- Tuesday, July 24 
Friday, July 27 
Monday, July 30- Tuesday, July 31 
Wednesday, August 15 
Thursday, August 16- Friday August 17 

* Transfer Sessions 4 and 5: 
Transfer students may arrive the evening prior to Orientation (arriving June 14/July 26) and stay in on- 
campus Orientation Housing in Cobb Residence Hall. A special evening program will be offered for 
Transfer students who have an Early Arrival reservation. The program, facilitated by Ray Angle, Director 
of University Career Services, will provide an opportunity for transfer students to meet other new transfer 
students and learn lifelong networking skills. The June 14, Transfer Orientation, invites 60 CSTEP 
students to participate in a June 14 evening CSTEP dinner, followed by the Early Arrival Transfer 
Workshop, and the June 15 Transfer Orientation. 

** Session 5 
Students matriculating in Summer Session II (SSII) typically attend this session as it is the final session 
before SSII begins. We are excited to welcome students that are also participating in the Summer Bridge 
Program as well as several student-athletes who will begin their Carolina career in SSII. 

***Session 6 
All Honors Carolina Students received a special invitation to attend Session 6 as it is specifically tailored 

to Honors Carolina students and families. Only Honors Carolina students and parents/families will be in 
attendance. The Day 1 Orientation Check-in, Welcome and Carolina Curriculum sessions will be 
facilitated in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center. The Day 1 Parent and Family Honors Carolina 
Orientation sessions (Partners in Transition, Supporting a College Student, The Carolina Way, and 
Housing and Residential Education sessions) will also be facilitated in the George Watts Hill Alumni 
Center. 



Orientation Presenter Logistics 

Presentation Files 
¯ Please send all Orientation Presentations to ne~vstudents@unc.edu no later than May 30 
¯ If the presentation changes, please resend the whole presentation to ne~vstudents@unc.edu as a full, 

new file, rather than individual edits (please send no later than 2-days prior to your next presentation) 

¯ All videos must be played with closed captioning 

¯ Please save all presentation files as detailed below 

o FY_Session Title_Date (FY_Academic Advising and Your Student_5.30.12) 

o TR_ Session Title_Date (TR_ Academic Advising and Your Student_5.30.12) 

(if your presentation is specific for students or families, please save as follows): 

~ FY_Students_ Session Title_Date (FY_Students_The Carolina Way_5.30.12) 

~ FY_ Families_Session Title_Date.(FY_Families_The Carolina Way _5.30.12) 

~ TR_Students_Session Title_Date (TR_ Students_The Carolina Way _5.30.12) 

~ TR_ Families_Session Title_Date.(TR_ Families_The Carolina Way _5.30.12) 

Presentation Transitions 
Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to your presentation. 

o If presenting in the Union, please check in with Orientation staff at the Orientation Help Desk 
located next to the Union Information desk 

~ If presenting in Hamilton 100, please check in with Pete Xiong, NSCPP Graduate Intern, near 
the back of the hall and/or Orientation Leader Staff 

¯ At the conclusion of your presentation, please hand the microphone/group back to the Orientation 
Staff present in the room (often an OL) 

¯ For all questions and concerns, please consult Orientation staff at the Orientation Help Desk located 
next to the Union Orientation Help Desk 

Interest Session Presenters please check in at the Orientation Help Desk but you may dismiss the 
groups upon concluding your session. 

Should you experience technology difficulties prior to the start of your session, please consult the 
Orientation staff present in the room or call Shandol Hoover at 919-260-8986 

Orientation Presenter Contacts 

Please email Shandol Hoover at schoover@email.unc.edu with the name, office phone and cell phone 
for the primary point of contact and a backup contact for Orientation Staff to call in the event the 
scheduled presenter for your presentation does not arrive and/or a critical message needs to be 
communicated. 

Orientation Presentation Practice and Observation 
If you or your staff would like to practice your presentation in the Great Hall, complete with 
microphones and associated technology, please sign-up for a time: 

~ May 23:2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

~ May30:9:00 a.m.-Noon 
All presenters are encouraged to observe other presentations throughout the first two sessions to gain 
insight on the information presented to new students/families. 

2 



Fostering a Welcoming and Inclusive Environment 
A primary goal of Orientation is to foster an environment that welcomes and celebrates the enriching 
diverse backgrounds and experiences new first-year and transfer students bring to Carolina. 
The words we choose to use help facilitate a welcoming an inclusive environment. 

o First-year students instead of freshmen 
o New Student Orientation rather than CTOPS/TSOP 
~ Student rather than son/daughter/child 
~ Residence Hall rather than dorm 
~ Parents & Families rather than only parents 

Transfer students bring a wealth of prior college/university experiences but the students understand 
there are differences between Universities. It is helpful to provide insight on Carolina policies, 
procedures, resources and overall strategies for navigating the Carolina community. Transfer Student 
Orientation is intentionally designed as a one-day program tailored to transfer student needs. 

Important Dates for New Students 
Thurs., Aug. 16 - Sat., Sept. 2: Tar Heel Beginnings & Week of Welcome (WOW): 

All students will receive a 2012-2013 Tar Heel Beginnings Guide upon moving into the residence 
halls/Granville Towers; new transfer students living off-campus also receive the Guide. The Guide 
details WOW Programming, Resources for new students, Summer Reading discussion questions 
and intentional campus-wide program opportunities throughout the fall semester. 

Fri., Aug. 17-Sat. Aug. 18: Residence Halls Open for New Students 

Sun., Aug. 19, 7pm: New Student Convocation & Your Tar Heel Beginning - Carmichael Arena 

Sun., Aug. 19, 9pm: FallFest - South Road 

Mon., Aug. 20, lpm-3pm Carolina Summer Reading Program, The Shallows by Nicholas Carr 

Fri. Sept. 28 - Sun., Sept. 30 - Family Weekend 



2012 New Student Orientation Overview 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

3318 SASB South, Campus Box 5490, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(T) 919-962-8304 (F) 919-962-4725 

http://nscpp.unc.edu newstudents(~,unc.edu parents(~,unc.edu 

Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs Mission Statement 
The mission of the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is to provide new undergraduate students the 
information and activities needed to transition smoothly to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and to promote an 
on-going relationship between the parents/families of all Carolina students and the University in support of their students’ 
success at Carolina. 

Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Proqrams Core Values 
Learning: Facilitate the student academic experience 
Student Success: Provide support through transitions 
Inclusivity: Cultivate an inclusive campus community 
Collaboration: Foster community connections with internal and external partners 
Communication: Communicate expectations, services, and resources 
Leadership: Promote leadership and engagement opportunities 

First-Year Orientation 
New first-year students are required to attend a two-day program. As a result of participating in Orientation, students will: 
¯ identify components of the Carolina Curriculum. 
¯ compare and contrast academic responsibilities and expectations between high school and college. 
¯ learn about the Carolina Honor Code and University policies and procedures. 
¯ understand the University’s expectations for living and learning in a diverse community. 
¯ identify environments and decisions that promote healthy behavior and reduce risk. 
¯ identify opportunities related to student engagement and involvement 
¯ learn about campus resources and services. 
¯ understand how to initiate connections with faculty, staff and current students. 
¯ learn how to establish and manage interpersonal peer relationships 
¯ learn to navigate the physical and virtual campus environment. 
¯ define ways to contribute to the Carolina community. 

Transfer Orientation 
New transfer students are required to attend a one-day program. As a result of participating in Orientation, students will: 
¯ identify components of the Carolina Curriculum. 
¯ compare and contrast academic responsibilities and expectations between Carolina and previous institution. 
¯ compare and contrast institutional culture between previous institution(s) and Carolina. 
¯ learn about the Carolina Honor Code and University policies and procedures. 
¯ understand the University’s expectations for living and learning in a diverse community. 
¯ identify environments and decisions that promote healthy behavior and reduce risk. 
¯ identify opportunities related to student engagement and involvement 
¯ learn about campus resources and services. 
¯ understand how to initiate connections with faculty, staff and current students. 
¯ learn how to establish and manage interpersonal peer relationships 
¯ learn to navigate the physical and virtual campus environment. 
¯ define ways to contribute to the Carolina community. 

Parent/Family Orientation 
Parent/family members are encouraged to attend Parent/Family Orientation which is held concurrently with New Student 
Orientation. Attending Parent/Family Orientation provides an opportunity for family members to: 

¯ learn about the Carolina Curriculum 
¯ meet with faculty, staff, current students and other Carolina parents and families 
¯ learn about how to utilize Carolina campus resources and services 
¯ gain insight on ways to become involved in the Carolina community 
¯ discover what it is like to live and learn in the diverse Carolina community 

Steps to complete an Orientation Reservation 
1. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 
2. Activate UNC email account (http://my.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 
3. Pay/defer enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 
4. Go to http://my.unc.edu, select Undergraduate Orientation link, enter ONYEN and password, complete Student and 

Parent/Family Orientation Reservation 
5. Payments are accepted via credit/debit Visa and MasterCard, check or money order (payable to NSCPP) 



2012 Orientation Dates 
First Year Orientation 
Session 1: Monday, June 4 -Tuesday, June 5 
Session 2: Thursday, June 7- Friday, June 8 
Session 3: Monday, June 11- Tuesday, June 12 
Session 5: Monday, June 18- Tuesday, June 19 
Session 6*: Thursday, June 21 - Friday, June 22 
Session 7: Monday, June 25- Tuesday, June 26 
Session 8: Thursday, June 28 - Friday, June 29 
Session 9: Monday, July 9 - Tuesday, July10 
Session 10: Thursday, July 12- Friday, July 13 
Session 11 : Monday, July 16 - Tuesday, July 17 
Session 12: Thursday, July 19- Friday, July 20 
Session 13: Monday, July 23- Tuesday, July 24 
Session 15: Monday, July 30- Tuesday, July 31 
Session 17"*: Thursday, August 16- Friday August 17 

Transfer Orientation 
Session 4: Friday, June 15 
Session 14: Friday, July 27 
Session 16: Wednesday, August 15 

*All Honors Carolina Students will receive a special invitation to attend the designated session that is specifically tailored to the Honors 
Carolina student population. Only Honors Carolina students and parents/families will be in attendance. 

**Reserved ONLY for those students who are unable to attend a session in June or July. Please contact NSCPP for additional information. 
Phone: 919-962-8304 or newstudents~,unc.edu. 

First Year Orientation Fees 
¯ Student: $210.00 - includes 5 meals, New Student Guide to Carolina, First-Year Seminar Brochure, Undergraduate 

Bulletin, staffing, facility usage, parking, shuttles, and overnight student accommodations for I night 
¯ Student early arrival/late departure fee: $35.00 

¯ Early arrival/late departure is not available for August Orientation Reservations (students will move into their 
Fall Residence Hall/Granville Towers Housing Assignment) 

¯ First guest over age 17:$105.00 - includes 5 meals, Parent & Family Handbook, Parent & Family Calendar, staffing, 
facility usage, parking, and shuttles 

¯ Each additional Guest - includes 5 meals, staffing, facility usage, parking, and shuttles 
¯ Over age 17:$85.00 
¯ Ages 6-17:$40.00 
¯ Ages 5 and under: no fee 

¯ On-Campus, Overnight, Guest Housing: $69 (fee is in addition to the Guest Orientation Reservation Fee) 
¯ Guest early arrival/late departure, overnight on-campus housing: $69.00 per night 
¯ Guest housing is not available for August Orientation Reservations 

Transfer Orientation Fees 
¯ Student: $105.00 - includes 2 meals, New Student Guide to Carolina, Transfer Insider’s Guide, Undergraduate Bulletin, 

staffing, facility usage, parking, and shuttles 
¯ Transfer Student early arrival fee: $45.00 

¯ Early arrival is not available for August Orientation Reservations (students will move into their Fall Residence 
Hall/Granville Towers Housing Assignment) 

¯ Transfer Student late departure fee: $35 
¯ Late departure is not available for August Orientation Reservations (students will move into their Fall Residence 

Hall/Granville Towers Housing Assignment) 
¯ Guest fee - includes 2 meals, Parent & Family Handbook (1 copy per family), Parent & Family Calendar (1 copy per 

family), staffing, facility usage, parking, and shuttles 
¯ Over age 17:$65.00 
¯ Ages 6-17:$15.00 
¯ Ages 5 and under: no fee 

¯ On-Campus, Overnight, Guest Housing: $69 (fee is in addition to the Guest Orientation Fee), 
¯ Guest early arrival/late departure, overnight on-campus housing: $69.00 
¯ Guest housing is not available for August Orientation Reservations 

Important 2012 Orientation Reservation Dates and Deadlines 
¯ Wednesday, February 15 at 9:00 a.m. (EST) 

o Orientation Reservation System opens 
¯ Wednesday, May 23, 2012 at 11:59 p.m. (EST) 

o First-Year Orientation Reservations completed after this time will include a $50 Late Fee 
o Last day to request an Orientation Reservation Fee Refund for first-year students who have withdrawn from UNC 

¯ Wednesday, August 1,2012 at 11:59 p.m. (EST) 
o Transfer Orientation Reservations completed after this time will include a $50 Late fee for Transfer Orientation 
o Last day to request a Transfer Orientation Reservation Fee Refund for transfer students who have withdrawn 

from UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, May 28, 2012 3:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Designing Group Projects: Strategies for Effective Student Collaboration - 6/14 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with important information on how to define, monitor and 
assess performance for group projects that promotes teamwork and collaboration, 

there will be a live, 60-minute webinar: 

"Designing Group Projects: Strategies for Effective Student Collaboration" 
Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET 
~://~ ww.bes~?rofessortrainin~.com/2BJiO/2ij?SDWWJc/p7GSEJTZii1~Oe 

Group projects are complex to design and assess, however, done right, they 
promote critical intellectual and social skills for your students. How can you 
develop group projects that promote teamwork and collaboration? Join us for our 
live, 60-minnte webinar where you will learn: 

** Strategies for designing effective group projects 
** What are the challenges of group work & how to address them 
** Defining groups [] Key considerations to carefully structure for success 
** What you need to know when monitoring teamwork 
** Keys to assess individual & group learning performance 

Your expert presenter: 

Barbara Millis, PhD, is the Director of The Teaching and Learning Center at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. 

** Barbara’s prior experience includes Director of the Excellence in Teaching 

Program at the University of Nevada at Reno, Director of Faculty Development at 
the US Air Force Academy, and faculty at the University of Maryland, University 

College. 

** Dr. Millis is currently an Executive Editor for College Teaching. She 

served as a member of the Core Committee for the POD Network [Professional and 
Organizational Development] in Higher Education, the largest professional 

association for faculty development in the United States. 

** Barbara is a sought after speaker and frequently offers workshops at 

professional conferences on topics including cooperative learning, critical 
thinking, classroom assessment, course design and deep learning. 
** Dr. Millis has numerous published articles and has co-authored or edited 

four books: Cooperative Learning in Higher Education: Across the Disciplines, 
Across the Academy (2010, Stylus Press); The Course Syllabus: A 
Learning-Centered Approach (2008, Jossey-Bass); Using Simulations to Enhance 

Learning in Higher Education (2002, Stylus Press); and Cooperative Learning for 

Higher Education Faculty (1998, ACE/Oryx Press). 

** During her career, Barbara has been the recipient of both teaching and 
research awards. 
** Dr. Millis received her PhD in English literature from Florida State University. 

* Designing Group Projects: Strategies for Effective Student Collaboration * 
* Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
http:/iwww.bestprofessortrair~ing, cor~/2B~/O/2ipSDWWJcip7GSEJTZii~Oe 



We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~:iiwww.bestg~ro~:essor~rainip~g.com!2BJ74C/2i~gDWWJc/~)TGSEJTZi!~()e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 135606 

Contact ID#: -1578910539 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CAi for Brent 

TEXT.htm 

I just gave Brent full access to CAi, as well as to LSDBi. 
one he used to set up his accotmt - let me know if not! 

Let me know if something doesn’t work! 

I used blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu as the email address, so hopefully that’s the 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:06 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: CAi for Brent 

TEXT.htm 

Okay, I fixed it. Should work now. 

>>> "Blanton, Brem S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/29/2012 9:55 AM >>> 

Hi Amy, 
I actually used blanton@unc.edu. Will that trip me up? 

Thanks ! 
B 

From: Amy Herman [ ] 
Sere: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:39 AM 
To: Blanton, Brem S; Susan Maloy 
Subject: CAi for Brem 

I just gave Brent full access to CAi, as well as to LSDBi. I used blanton@uncaa.unc.edu as the email address, so hopefully that’s the 
one he used to set up his account - let me know if not! 

Let me know if something doesn’t work! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:24 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

7 Ways to Make It All About You (and Why It’s a Smart Recruiting Strategy) 

TEXT.htm 

Vie~v tiffs as a ~vebpage... 
Click here! 

r20 constarttcontact colru’render’?ill- b>A~e0d~bak&v=00112DoRdDi~4tHSovPCAt~±)FG60dMe~R~.JLDxL1- 
DagqK0ngczTg~Oi~kXS 1XA PgCl~[l~eal176i3mSxbO’~0iT\ COK;~k-Os~’,ZU VPe\~JTAT3x75R ~_~2 

You’re recdving tiffs emN1 because of yore relafionsNp ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Ne~e confiml 
~)://visitor~2Oconst~ntcontactco~v’c                ab&t 1110103011006 56114 519399512&m: 1101039493377&wl F 
yore continued interest in receiving emN1 from us. You may mtsubscfibe 
t~;p:,’Tvisitor const~contact convdo’~ ~m&mse 0018fhOW~dNoB~T tmJbK~d0~L5hlnJwe55VSZ6CM>~/~3D&t 001 T %3D%3D&~ason 001I~q~sU%3D&llr bwhe~hl~ak 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

Ne~vsletterHeader~):,//~2Ors6net/~n~?e OOlFLDogaWM),~,MY6~g61o6OhOo69IIc~A ZpRUSDlsvh5SRigHkluh~ZnlOPN:dI O6r~Pn86vA6vIuLiVAd~kzvQa~t~c~k0L},LZ~M7eov,,lmZi5taenw :] 

May 29, 2012 Volulne 8, Issue 22 

7 Ways to Make It All About You 

(and Wily It’s a Siilart Reci~liting Strategy) 

Last ~veak at all On-Campus Workshop 
e O01FLDo9aW tSC TSPhIP~ oUn3 YdeFe2TWb VR7EVRAx6 ], 
it happened again. 

A coach that I ~vas spealdng ~vith had ~vay too much modesty for his o~vn good. He ~vas 
tile hlcest, most hmnble pelson you’d ever ~vant to meet. Ho~vever, from a recraltii~g 
standpoint, it could be inaldng a hard task even harder. 

Wily? Because yore prospects are twing to get to kilO~V their potential coaches. It’s 
not that different fionl a kid playing li~le league baseball - all they really ~vant 
is tile approval of their coach. They are twing to mlderstand ~vhether you ~Vallt 
them or not. And they are tlying to fomlulate tile begilmii~gs of a relationship ~vith 
you. 

And ~vhen a coach is reselved, quiet, and - yes - even a little too hmnble, it makes 
it hard for a recruit to get a good "read" on ~vho you are and, more importantly, 
~vhether or not you’re excited about tile prospect of them competing for you. 

It all illustrates a hard, cold ~act of life for coaches that they need to mldelstand 
about this generation of teenage prospects: Out reasearch 

e OO1FLDo9~I!h~/~v,,OJdDRAh/POOc~h4TFOaT~2;5~DYKER ulSu4vYTVDLKOFN~.j_.~teZBzEm~ ~d:i~H36uQ ] 

shows that one of the ~vo major Pactors in how they deride if a college is fight 
for them is their view - m~d their relafionsNp - ruth the coach at that school. 
Take the coach out of the equation, m~d suddeNy the college isn’t viewed in the 

s~e light as it once w~. 

Agree with me so far? Good. No~v that I’ve established tiffs nearly universal tnlth 
about today’s college prospect, here’s tile bad news for a lot of you that are reading 
tiffs: 

Tile lettels, elnalls and other printed material you send a prospect bardy reference 

you. 

I’m serious, Coach: Wilat percentage of your inallings talk about... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE                       ?e O01FI.DoguWM~);5~mo7OvId4f!</N.eDfTA7c~nsMMg~IDRLI~yHG ¥3X0WASWA~:}- 
INhEY q~ox~5z~-v YEPUspOnz7idlWBvige)G h/n~uEGrHQ9t~go6OIgq~7IBl~50’I’sE 1 qfL)rKHUbYr9Mhf4hbxEgWDl<~xOZbw I PLtx-g{cJ9mvHnlAdogo~lAzD7C~Iw~,,EOxCnfi aU 5hTvtfimO OWGTRVY1w ] 

Findus on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~FLD~9uwMy~vPE~VsJt~tXyeOMV~MfQLDYH5tzMQVy3BihgCbbIYRbZnB9MKhK9t4~c42F4E2n6JAbN~MiSAD- 
1XpAmR4XenGTpEAQTtlaXPUdn8ABs2op85onlOYdDgOyqScFwOJtVbUaT sVOL25-qzPT4XsYFb0dXcZmHSCmQ1Pt3ZpBOSQjT7tnikc-ZUXKIaJw x uGSrPa4UxpUj0~mxdFwvOSDLmWrSHC71392~vV- 
s J03B S2bmLyvPhNcL 8kNchzZNGhhPWD SVsA41~nuZktEF] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
e O01FLDo9uWM~v~MmGt6OX¥OLO>~AW~’P6                   EX3F(~6DW3h>~aSH6                                                              Sld~aTXVdlzSQ _] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.olg/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [~N~/*’20 rs6 net!_~ 
e O01FLDo9~\,VMywM51LDV 1 ~32fl~ON1TNTgYOR~J2GPcZ9CosToAL2C1D4iomvw~Ci~J~mluKZg~’~B:/I~Tx~i~fe ~Z- 

~d oa5 BhHbFfW 3pGhs~vex~ dR3AI0 ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [b~p://t2Ors6net,/tuj~?e: 001FLDo9uW[~j£SfFPsUPKI859Gf?gRxEiaI ShV2V5ttPODPOTaOM4(3inPasK- 
75 EN3 IL EL h~<0sK~[ 202Nq                     r2Ulb2 YbpcZ7Uro4d                        H2Y?~q569ic% ] 

QUESTION: IS COLLEGE FOR EVERYONE? 

It’s a growing line of thinking these days: Should athletes and students in high 
school consider skipping college? Many experts are beginuli~g to say "yes", and 
they’re becoming more vocal in their algulnents. What do you think? CLICK HERE 

~,~,~://I’20 ~6 ~lei/ln~?e :O01FLDog~\,VMvwNTOm~f5fb’PsUPKI859Gf~IgR~Eia~. ShV2V51tPODPOTaQ~M4OinPasK- 
75EN3ILEL hd<0s                                                                              H2Y\,~,q5691Q ] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [t2~_~o://,20rs6net,,’*n[}p?e 001FLDo9uW 01AZkgA249v 8OzKS0- 

uEzIdY OzIcDKEVNJUkI lihVJ44SZic3Z] 

KEEP TRACK OF DAN THIS SUMMER ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of yore daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recralting al~ides, late-brealdng recralting ne~vs, and out- obselvations and colrmlentary 

on all tile big college spoils topics of the day. Follo~v us on T~vitter, Coach! CLICK 
HERE [hl~o:/,~20 ~6 nei/~n [~D?e O01FLDo9o!~M,/,¢,.’~ESEDm~vBZSiD35FOM6;:h~dioi{dKQwJFpLnaUHVSka5i w01AZk9A249vepPCH.I~8OzKS0-oEz!dYOzIcDKEV\JUkIlih\~’44SZic3Z] 

Coaches Preparing for Upcoliffng NCRC in Boston 



If youTe coining to Boston tiffs ~veekend for tile 2012 National Collegiate Recralting 
Conference, get ready for all absolutely incredible weekend of learning alid new ideas 
to take into tiffs next recralting year! 

Here’s your schedule of speakels alid events: 

Friday 

419111 Ki ck-off Roundtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 

5pro Rick Chandler, "Untie Your Sailboat" 

6I)Ill paul Biallcardi, ESPN Recralting Analyst 

7pin Dr. Adam Naylor, Telos Sports Psychology Coactffng 

Spin Coach John Bmbaker, "Wily tile Successful Succeed" 

Saturday 

Sam Dr. Tilonl Park, "Reci~liting: Then alld Nosy" 

9aln Charlie Adanls, "Pal-ents, the Reclulting I~-ocess, alld Finding the Right Fit" 

10am Rick Chandler, "The College Coaches Most Overlooked Reclulting Tool" 

1 lain Dan Tudor, "The 7 Deadly Recralting Sins (and Ho~v to Avoid Theln)" 

12pin Lunch - I~-ovided by NCSA Athletic Recralting 

lpln Coach Tyler Bralldt, "Location, Locatioi~, Location" 

2pro Sean Devlin, Front Rush 

3pin Dr. Tholn Pal-k, "Wily Coaches Need Contracts" 

4pin Coach Adanl Mal~el, "D1 Reci~litillg on a D3 Budget" 

5pin John Bmbaker, "Finding a Work/Life Balance in Coactffng alld Reclulting" 

Sullday 

Sam Coach Mandy Green, "Orgaulzing Yore- Coactffng and Recralting Life" 

9aln MaN Boyles, Reci~litillg Researcher 

10am Roundtable Discussion: Part One 

llaln Roundtable Discussion: Part T~vo 

Watch for infolination on tile upcoming DVD recording of the 2012 NCRC soon! 

Findus on Facebook [htVp://r20.rs6.neVtn.jsp?e ~FLD~9uwMy~v~E~VsJt~tXyeOMV~MfQLDYH5tzMQVy3BihgCbb~YRbZnB9MKhK9t4Oc42F4E2n6JAbN1MiSAD- 
1XpAnlR4XenGTpEAQTtlaXPUdnSABs2opS5onlOYdDgOyqScF~vOJtVbUaT sVOL25-qzPT4XsYFbOdXcZnlHSCInQ1Pt3ZpBOSQjT7tulkc-ZUXI~IM~v x uGSr~a4UxpUj0ImxdFwvOSDLInWrSHC7139~NV- 
s J03B S2bi~lLyvPhNcL SkNchzZNGhhPWD SVsA41~nuZIdEF] 

Follo~v us on Twitter [~!:/.,~20 ~s6 ne~’~ i~ 
e O01FLDo9aW’,A£wMmGt6OF~OLOwAWYP6                   EF~3XI6DW3hw~SH6                                                              Sld<mTXVdI z5~] 

Front Rush ~.o://,20,,.~6nei/[n~o?e 001FLDo9oV,,’M3~TIWRx.yi~o.~!mUKSWdDMe7):PNqa/LD*~5j5 
odeLPCw\~j_~?~igcBeEoCz~,gI15vRg~J,iW)~q._,6~flbN4                   SVPFO19FiucgeOIFWQUU3NEcKBTit,52-GARg~lYISTcSmGSHXf);~_] 

T~vo Critical Time Management Mistakes Coaches Make 

by Mail@ Green, Head Soccer Coach - Univelsity of South Dakota 

Coact~, have you ever colne back fronl lunct~, checked your elnail, fiddled around on 
tile ~veb, and realized that evvo or three hours had just slipped a~vay fronl you? Every 
day, so many coaches engage themsdves in activities that ale *lot rdevallt to their 
goals, recralti,~g, or their vision for their program. 

Tilese coaches ~vaste an enoi~ilOUS alilOUllt of tilne every day and they alen’t even a~vale 
that they ale doing it. 

Briall Tracy, illOtivatioi~al speaker alld best-selling author, says most people Call 
~vaste up to one and a hal f hours per day because of tinle-nlallagelnent mistakes. That’s 
seven alld a half hours per ~veek... almost all entire ~vork day! It’s not a solid block 

of all hour and a half, but a inilmt e here and a inilmte there, like a leaky hot ~vater 
faucet...chip, cMp, chip...it doesn’t seem like a major loss, but at the end tile 

day, ~ve’re dulnping gallons of hot ~vater down tile ch-ain. 

Tile simple tlllth is that if you could just avoid or properly inallage tile follo~ving 

list of tilne-~vastels alld enelgy-ldllels be~er, you ~vould be free to accomplish 
your goals and gro~v your progmnl in profound ~vays... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE ~):/!r2Ors6nel2tuai~4?e O01FLDogo\}¢i~’!wMoCv-hNQ7zSuWPgOWJcxO4zLJoAguLAC~LHIv-VP- 
4H30Cc V~{.R lit Y MV6A69Ae@Vkb’iud6ro~dL zB               E I uls Si Ko AtgZ ~)v R2~7~ z00 W zX!d<B xo5141U~.F%PH2cHCOxV2eww&DztaCH                                   ] 

Findus on Facebook [htVp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~FLD~9uwMy~vPE~VsJt~tXyeOMV~MfQLDYH5tzMQVy3BihgCbb~YRbZnB9MKhK9t4~c42F4E2n6JAbN~MiSAD- 
1XpAnlR4XenGTpEAQTtlaXPUch18ABs2op85onlOYdDgOyqScFwOJtVbUaT sVOL25-qzPT4XsYI~o0dXcZnlHSCnlQ1Pt3ZpBOSQjT7tnikc-ZUXKIaJw x uGSrJPa4UxpUj0IImxdFwvOSDLnlWrSHC71391NV- 
s J03B S2blxlLyvPhNcL 8kNchzZNGhhPWD SVsA41<hnuZktEF] 

Follo~v us on Twitter [h~p:!/~20 ~6 net~m ~ 

e :001FLDo9 uW ~,4]~w MmGt60X~ OL OwAW ~P60~. 8~XT _b ~ adi)dEFf3X~6DW3hw a5 H6Ni Dise2 ~,qHpHG S B[ vN I~;dNDE~.IF&clKE~LXv ~yl 6 M v HS~ ~ Sld<~ u’l’XVdI z5 ~] 

Looking for better reclulting results next season? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET ~:/.,’~20~6netl~*~p?e 001FLDo9oV,/                                                                     LeOzFtJZ~dS33xa--Hh/v,.B3°~’ &d_~_- 
S FFU Bu5 f~<G @ ~10 M PsI~ 7Y VG 91N 5b6ultGo V Ral S6X-{ V v,, 3 K0wxI~ ~ V JRIWItF12 L 1 l z2~ sp~O 1 ’I’swnSo Vu7 S~ocTuDSQ N 3-L’I’>m] 

~" te~l of expels hdped tlmlcheds of coaches 
l~t year. Be one of them tiffs yem. CLICK HERE 



e :~F~D~9uWk~},w%~uW9HS~u3cct~b~s~tRT~A~nE~£pA3k~C~¢ZDF2tFAREetzGC9uC~RxmNR~\~zh3 ~.lidkWi7TSYPDw6OLsS6bvCOZi u2w×ChPms97ISi2TD-b2xLWe-xIiPtewK- 

] 

Ci~ffing Good Questions and Ans~vers for Recruits 

An ongoing quest for most coaches these days is to develop great questions to ask 
their prospects. 

To help with that, ~ve ~vanted to pass along a great a~icle on tile subject...it’s 
a ttu-ee part series on developing good questions and folming a relationstffp with 
a reci~t, their parents or their coaches. 

hlteresting somce for tiffs a~icle: "The Art of Manliness". Enjoy, Coach!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE                       ?e: 001FLDoguWMI~/,~O19~N.4aC3clI7i~GCwV 
FWn~xmn~s76Tv903M53f"4K21z~0@JC T9X1ZIabx~hde~iCC~H;~V~bAkxprK~BQiV73~Y~1v1~‘~C~AiMPKeW-IPaJDzUMbi11JNEG2Ske~‘~‘qipHMiW~ ] 

Findus on Facebook [htVp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e ~FLD~9u~My~vPE~VsJt~tXye~MV~MfQLDYH5tzMQVy3BihgCbbIYRbZnB9MKhK9t4~c42F4E2n6JAbN~MiSAD- 
1XpAmR4XenGTpEAQTtlaXPUch18ABs2op85omOYdDgOyqScFwOJtVbUaT sVOL25-qzPT4XsYFb0dXcZmHSCmQ1Pt3ZpBOSQjT7t~ffkc-ZUXKIaJw x uGSr~a4UxpUj0~mxdFwvOSDLmWrSHC71392W- 
s J03B S2bmLyvPhNcL 8kNchzZNGhhPWD SVsA41~nuZktEF] 

Follow us on Twitter [ 
e O01FLDogu1~Mg~,,MnlGt60K~dOLO.~,,AWYP6                   E~X23)"ft6DWShwa5H6                                                              Skkm’I’XVdI ~S ~ _~] 

Jump Stal~ Yore I~-ogi~m’s Recraiting, Brent! 

On Campus Workshop 
e 001FLDo9uWk/[ywPOFxWV~’~(-!.34LM dwr2 tSCTSPhI~oUn3"~deFe2TiA~e~ENf0A4-~aM~r50R~VL4~=~t5e~V~bVRTEVRAx6 T12FKVQXv,~ :] 

BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP~ 
SchedNe Yore FN1 2012 Event Now Click Here 
e 001FLDo9uW                                           1t~1 aG dv~q. tgC TSPhI~4~ oUn3 h/deFe2T/~#~                                                          VR7EVRAx6                                ] 

Sign-up for tile Ne~vsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Foi-~vard tiffs email to other coaches[ 

~t~dz//uiconsts~tcontactcom/ssJf\5~t sb&m 1101038493377&ea #lsnto~.2~:~cs:duncedu&a 1110103011006 

Tiffs email ~vas sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.coln. 

Update I~-ofile/Elnai 1 Adch-ess 
h~?~z/,wisito~ const~ntcontacl com/do?d~ oo&mse 0018fklOWqb~v4idoBI4~T tmJbKq40~L5bmJwe55VSZ6C_h,lv, PAGD&t 001 T ~-~,Utb-Pf~s60%3D%3D&xeason 001Icl~b~..EsU%3D&ih bwheqflbab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
~:[~p://~isitor constsntcontacl com/do?I~ ~&mse 0018fhOW 9I~dkffoBKxT tmJbK@0t~5bmJ~,~e55VSZ6CMw%3D&~ 00 %3D%3D&~easo~i 001I~2~g]EsU%3D&11r: bwheq~bab 
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View this as a webpage... Click here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your 

continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

7 Ways to Make It All About You 
(and Why It’s a Smart Recruiting Strategy) 

Last week at an On-Campus Workshop, it 
happened again. 

A coach that I was speaking with had way too 
much modesty for his own good. He was the 
nicest, most humble person you’d ever want to 
meet. However, from a recruiting standpoint, it 
could be making a hard task even harder. 

Why? Because your prospects are trying to get 
to know their potential coaches. It’s not that 
different from a kid playing little league baseball 
- all they really want is the approval of their 

coach. They are trying to understand whether you want them or not. And they are trying to 
formulate the beginnings of a relationship with you. 

And when a coach is reserved, quiet, and - yes - even a little too humble, it makes it hard 
for a recruit to get a good "read" on who you are and, more importantly, whether or not 
you’re excited about the prospect of them competing for you. 

It all illustrates a hard, cold fact of life for coaches that they need to understand about this 
generation of teenage prospects: Our reasearch shows that one of the two major factors in 
how they decide if a college is right for them is their view - and their relationship - with the 
coach at that school. Take the coach out of the equation, and suddenly the college isn’t 
viewed in the same light as it once was. 

Agree with me so far? Good. Now that I’ve established this nearly universal truth about 
today’s college prospect, here’s the bad news for a lot of you that are reading this: 

The letters, emails and other printed material you send a prospect barely reference 
you. 



I’m serious, Coach: What percentage of your mailings talk about... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

QUESTION: IS COLLEGE FOR EVERYONE? 

It’s a growing line of thinking these days: Should athletes and students 
in high school consider skipping college? Many experts are beginning to 
say "yes", and they’re becoming more vocal in their arguments. What 
do you think? CLICK HERE 

Dan 2006 Picture 
KEEP TRACK OF DAN THIS SUMMER ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get 
exclusive recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and our 
observations and commentary on all the big college sports topics of the 
day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK HERE 

Coaches Preparing for Upcoming NCRC in Boston 

If you’re coming to Boston this weekend for the 2012 National Collegiate Recruiting 
Conference, get ready for an absolutely incredible weekend of learning and new ideas to 
take into this next recruiting year! 

Here’s your schedule of speakers and events: 



Friday 
4pm Kick-off Roundtable Discussion - Hosted by Dan Tudor 
5pm Rick Chandler, "Untie Your Sailboat" 
6pm Paul Biancardi, ESPN Recruiting Analyst 
7pm Dr. Adam Naylor, Telos Sports Psychology Coaching 
8pm Coach John Brubaker, "Why the Successful Succeed" 

Saturday 
8am 

10am 
11am 
12pm 
lpm 
2pm 
3pm 
4pm 
5pm 

Dr. Thorn Park, "Recruiting: Then and Now" 
Charlie Adams, "Parents, the Recruiting Process, and Finding the Right Fit" 
Rick Chandler, "The College Coaches Most Overlooked Recruiting Tool" 
Dan Tudor, "The 7 Deadly Recruiting Sins (and How to Avoid Them)" 
Lunch - Provided by NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
Coach Tyler Brandt, "Location, Location, Location" 

Sean Devlin, Front Rush 
Dr. Thorn Park, "Why Coaches Need Contracts" 
Coach Adam Martel, "D1 Recruiting on a D3 Budget" 
John Brubaker, "Finding a Work/Life Balance in Coaching and Recruiting" 

Sunday 
8am Coach Mandy Green, "Organizing Your Coaching and Recruiting Life" 
9am Matt Boyles, Recruiting Researcher 
10am Roundtable Discussion: Part One 
11am Roundtable Discussion: Part Two 

Watch for information on the upcoming DVD recording of the 2012 NCRC soon! 



Two Critical Time Management Mistakes Coaches 
Make 

Coach Mandy Green 
by Mandy Green, Head Soccer Coach - University of South Dakota 

Coach, have you ever come back from lunch, checked your email, 

fiddled around on the web, and realized that two or three hours had 
just slipped away from you? Every day, so many coaches engage 
themselves in activities that are not relevant to their goals, 
recruiting, or their vision for their program. 

These coaches waste an enormous amount of time every day and 
they aren’t even aware that they are doing it. 

Brian Tracy, motivational speaker and best-selling author, says most 
people can waste up to one and a half hours per day because of 
time-management mistakes. That’s seven and a half hours per 
week.., almost an entire work day! It’s not a solid block of an hour 
and a half, but a minute here and a minute there, like a leaky hot 
water faucet...drip, drip, drip...it doesn’t seem like a major loss, but 

at the end the day, we’re dumping gallons of hot water down the drain. 

The simple truth is that if you could just avoid or properly manage the following list of time- 
wasters and energy-killers better, you would be free to accomplish your goals and grow your 
program in profound ways... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Our team of experts he~ped hundreds of coaches 

~ast year° Be one of them this year° CUCK NERE 

Crafting Good Questions and Answers for Recruits 

Asking great questions 
An ongoing quest for most coaches these days is to 
develop great questions to ask their prospects. 

To help with that, we wanted to pass along a great 
article on the subject...it’s a three part series on 



developing good questions and forming a relationship with a recruit, their parents or their 
coaches. 

Interesting source for this article: "The Art of Manliness". Enjoy, Coach!... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

BR+NG DAN TUDOR AND HiS TEAM TO YOUR 

CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON+CAMPUS 

Schedu+e Your Fa++ 20+2 Event Now C~+ck Here 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com 1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: CAi for Brent 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 5/29/2012 10:33 AM >>> 

I [] m in; thanks ! 
B 

From: Amy Herman [              uncaa.m~c.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:39 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Susan Maloy 
Subject: CAi for Brent 

I just gave Brent full access to CAi, as well as to LSDBi. I used blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu as the email address, so hopefully that’s the 
one he used to set up his accotmt - let me know if not! 

Let me know if something doesn’t work! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 1:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Latte & Learn: How does customer service help retention? 

TEXT.htm 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Great service boosts retention 

<htt~;//ww~’~gotoassist.c~m/?e~q~b4e53fa7b82b4ae1bc59(~444~ad(~a92b&e~qCam~gv~d=>’’L~g~: GoToAssist" 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar <          otoassist.com!060712-NAoG2ACoS~%port-WBR-L 1 ? 
It)=70150000000Y ~x2&elq=b4e5 ~faTbg264ae lbc596444fad6a92b&el~Cam~a~gr~d= 

Brent: 

The oft-told "rescue stories" of cancel-ready clients saved by great customer service experiences demonstrate the bottom-line benefits 
of strong customer support. 

But what about other customer service stories? How do they affect retention? If your service organization is seen as a cost center, you 
can shift that view. 

Grab a latte and join Tabitha Dunn, director of customer insights at Citrix, as she explores the relationship between great customer 
service calls and customer retention. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

REGISTER <~;/i~a~gotoassist.comi060712 oNAoG2AC-S u~ortoWBR-L 1 ? 
I~D=70150000000Y 5x2&e~=b4e53faTbg264ae lbc5 %444fad~a92b&el         Id-> 

Topic: Latte & Learn: Great Customer Service = Customer Retention 

Date: Thursday, Jtme 7 
Time: 10 AM (PST) / 1 PM (EST) 
Duration: 1 Hour 

Speaker: 
Tabitha Dunn, Director Customer Insights, Citrix Online 

toassist.corr~!060712oN AoG2AC-Sa~or~-WBR-L 1? 
[D=70150000000Y5x2&ek2t=b4e53fa768264ae lbc596444fad6a92b&el ~Id-> 
Tabitha Dunn, GoToAssist Corporate 

Attend this interactive webinar to learn how to: 
*Find drivers of retention in your customer feedback 
*Convince stakeholders of the customer retention value 
*And more... 

*Tie customer calls to customer behavior 



Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <           toassis~.cor~’060712oNAoG2ACoSu~ortoWBRoLl? 
iD=70150000000Y5x2&elq=b4e53faTbP,264aelbc5%444fad(~a92b&elqCamg~aigy~id=> .... 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike MansbachI VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~:iiw~,w,~citrixo~i~e~com/?elq~b4e53:~Tbg264aelbc59(~444fad6a92b&e~ ~d=> 

"Facebook" <~:iiwww.facebook.comishacer.                  ~oassist.cor~/060712oNAoG2ACoSt~EportoWBRoL 1’? 
1D=70150000000Y5x2&elq=b4e53faTbg2b4ae lbc5%444~ad(~a92b&elqCamg~aig_r~Id=>         Share 
<l-~tp:iiwww.facebook.comisharer          :i/leamgotoassist.comi060712-N A-G2ACoSt~ortoWBRoL 1 ? 
~D=70150000000Y5x2&el~=b4e53faTbg264ac lbc596444fad6a92b&el          d=>         "Twittter" <~:i/~wil~er.com/? 
stares=Great sea;ice boos~ts reteNior~                         otoassist.com!060712oNAoG2ACoSup_por~oWBRoL 1 ? 
ID=70150000000Y5x2&elq=b4e53faTbg264ae lbc596444fad6a92b&elqCampaigrt~d=>         Tweet 
stares-Great ser~dce boos~ts rete~ion(5.’i~ ~O~N~ssis~)!~t~W..;/i!~m~gotoassist.co~gO60712-NAoG2ACoSup=portoWBRoL1’, 
IO=70150000000Y 5x2&elg=b4e53faTbg2b4ac lbc596444fad6a92b&el          d=> 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:/iwww.citrixorflir~e.com 
Unsubscribe: l~tlp:ii~earr~.citrixo~Iine.com/formsfUr~subscribe? 
u~iqueid=b4e53faTbg264ae I bc5 %444fad6a92b&emNl=blaNon~uncaa. ur~c.edu 



Questions? 
o8GGo549o854~ 

Great service boosts 
retention 

Register for the Comp~imer~tary Webir~ar 

Brent: 

The oft-told "rescue stories" of cancel-ready clients saved by great 
customer service experiences demonstrate the bottom-line benefits of 
strong customer support. 

But what about other customer service stories? How do they affect 
retention? If your service organization is seen as a cost center, you 
can shift that view. 

Grab a latte and join Tabitha Dunn, director of customer insights at 
Citrix, as she explores the relationship between great customer 
service calls and customer retention. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

Topic: Latte & Learn: Great Customer 
Service = Customer Retention 

Date: Thursday, June 7 
Time: 10 AM (PST) / 1 PM (EST) 
Duration: 1 Hour 

Speaker: 
Tabitha Dunn, Director Customer 
Insights, Citrix Online 

Tabitha Dunn, Go ToAssist Corporate 

Attend this interactive webinar to learn how to: 

¯ Tie customer calls to customer behavior 
¯ Find drivers of retention in your customer feedback 
¯ Convince stakeholders of the customer retention value 
¯ And more... 



Reserve Your ComE~imenta~ Seat 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the 
recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li he. corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privac~~ Policy I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Returning to Learning: How to Woo Adult Students to Your College, Webinar, 6/27/12 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

This practical, 60-minute webinar will equip you with effective techniques to 
help you reach the adult student market with innovative marketing strategies to 
attract more adult students to your campus. 

"Returning to Learning: How to Woo Adult Students to Your College" 
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

rofe ssor~raining~mda~, .comi2BU/Oi2ipSFUM5cip7YA5GPgiipOe 

The economic downtum is funneling thousands of over-25 Americans into 
post-secondary education; some to complete degrees they never finished, some 

to add extra armor to their resume to compete in a highly technical global 
economy. What steps can your institution take to attract & keep this growing 

population from first contact through graduation? Join us for a live, 60-minute 
webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 

** How to attract adult students to your college 
** Keys to develop a social network strategy that targets adults 
** Critical services that meet the unique needs of adults 
** Strategies for a campus-wide recruitment effort 

Your expert presenter: 

Carol B. Aslanian is Senior Vice President of Aslanian Market Research, 
EducationDynamics, which provides enrollment management services, including 

commtmity-wide market studies, institutional audits, and development of 
education-employer partnerships to colleges and universities interested in 

serving the adult student market. 

** Until July 2009, she was President of Aslanian Group in New 
York City which focused on assisting colleges and universities in the 
recruitment and servicing of adult students in higher education. 

** Ms.Aslanian is a national authority on the characteristics and learning 
patterns of adult students and has made hundreds of presentations to educational 

institutions, state agencies, and national associations, focusing on her major 
area of expertise [] access to higher education for place-bound and time-botmd 

students. 
** For more than 20 years, Carol Aslanian served as director of the Office of 

Adult Learning Services at the College Board in New York. She also served as the 
College Board’s Director of the Office of Commtmity College Relations and 

assisted in enhancing the Board’s service to community colleges. 
** Ms. Aslanian is the author of a number of landmark reports and professional 

papers on adult learning. She has received several national awards for her 
contributions to the fields of community service and continuing education. 

** Ms. Aslanian received her degrees from Cornell University and Harvard University. 

*Returning to Learning: How to Woo Adult Students to Your College * 

*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
ht~:/iw w. w.profc ssor~rai~n~odav .com/2BUiOi2ipSFUM5cip7YA5GP9iipOe 



We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

rofessortrainin~, ~com!2BUi4C/2~pSFUM5ci~TYA5 GPgiip0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 508839 

Contact ID#: - 1567740651 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball" <dimbkbtickets@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2013 NCAA Men’s Final Four Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

CLICK BELOW to read this message in your browser: 
h~lp:iitmcking~ncaa~orgit/24074776i724831572/54894829/0/? 
b44edl 4b=OWN1MmY2NWQ3 YmM5ZTQOM2F1M~ 3ZWZ~DU%3d&x=ge9220~;8 
If clicking doesn’t work, copy the line above and paste it into your browser window. 

To remove your name from this list, send a blank email to 
leave-24074776-724831572.a4d99519 labd662ada33afla862b4370@lists.n-emai12.net 
or click the link below 
~:iitmcki~          24074776/724831572/50172148/0/? 
3e076d 18=Ymx[fbr~RvbkB 1 bmNhY S 51 bmM~Z WR 1 &c 73c8e04 =bmNhY S 1 ~W5 zL WJhc2tldGJl~fb G w. %3 d&x=4abbce~? 

This email was sent to: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
This email was sent by: NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 



To view an online version of this emeil, click here, 

Division ~ ~len°s 

NCAA® Men’s Basketball Fans, 

Time is running out on your chance to apply for tickets to the 2013 NCAA 
Men’s Final Four®, April 6 and 8 at the Georgia Dome in Atlanta. 

You won’t want to miss a moment of action as the NCAA celebrates the 75th 
season of March Madness®! 

CLICK ~ERE to apply for tickets by before the application deadline passes. 
Applications will be accepted through Thursday, May 31, 2012. 

See you there! 

For information regarding the NC~ please visit ~oevw.ncaa.org, Or visit ~t~.Lncaa.com for 
information regarding the NC~’s 89 championships in 23 spoRs. 

Click here to forward this mailing with your personal message. 

This email was sent to: 
This email was sent by: 

P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, ~N 46206 

Click here to be removed from this mailing list, 

Click here to view our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 9:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
UPdated CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSlist5-30.xlsx 

Please let me know if you have any additions or deletions. Please stay in touch with your coaches about students who have not yet 
registered and remind them that those students will now have to pay the $50 late registration fee. 

We are supposed to be getting the list with groups for sessions 1 and 2 next week very soon. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
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style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="1 "><img border="0" height="287" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/10f7f2b8-a5cd-47b6-b295- 
d5c5c578f0fd.gif" width="1"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="33"><img border="0" height="287" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/6839dcba-905a-4dcb-8f9d- 
1f68d7603421 .gif" width="33"/></td><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" 
valign="top" width="636"><table align="left" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
width="636"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line- 
height: 100%" valign="top" width="636"><img border="0" height="7" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/d 1970ace-8602-4229-9e9a- 
e392b689dlef.gif" width="636"/></td></tr><tr style="line-height: 0"><td align="left" 
bgcolor="#ffffff" style="line-height: 100%" valign="top" width="636"><table border="0" 
cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="636"><tbody><tr style="line-height: 12pt"><td 
style="line-height: 100%" width="10"><img border="0" height="1" 
src="http://templateimages.onmarketer-534.com/i/8c222793-243c-4b25-98c3- 
6bddcl d60849.gif" width="10"/></td><td align="left" class="text" style="line-height: 110%" 
width="616"><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: AriaI,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; 
color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 



Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><font face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif"><u><strong><span>ACS University 
June Schedule Released! </span></strong></u></font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font- 
family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font 
face="arial, helvetica,sans-serif"></font></p><p><font face="arial, helvetica,sans-serif" 
size="2">ACS Athletics is happy announce the ACS University schedule for the month of 
June!&nbsp; Thank you to everyone who attended our May courses and helped make ACS 
University a great tool for continued learning. Make sure to look at June’s schedule for newly 
added courses!</font></p><p><font face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" size="2">Please review 
the schedule below and click the Register link to attend the courses.&nbsp; We are proud to 
offer ACS University as a service to all coaches and staff.&nbsp;</font></p><p><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" size="2"><strong><u>lnterested in On Campus 
Training?&nbsp; Book it today!&nbsp; </u></strong></font></p><p><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif" size="2">lf you are interested in on-campus training this 
Summer, please contact us today!&nbsp; New and affordable training packages are available 
for 1 and 2 day on campus training.&nbsp; On campus training is a great way to provide face- 
to-face training with you and your staff.&nbsp; New to ACS or want more training on new 
features available, such as Facebook messaging?&nbsp; If so, schedule your on campus 
training today! </font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif"></font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif">Thank you!</font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif"></font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif">Megan Rogers</font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font 
face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif">Software Training Specialist</font></p><p style="margin: 
0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans- 
serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><font size="4"><u><strong>ACS University 
Classes</strong></u></font></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><br/><strong>ACS 101 - ACS InControl Basics</strong><br/><br/>Get 
started with your ACS InControl system! This session will cover how to log in, basic page set- 
ups, how to navigate the system, add prospects, search, run reports and functions.&nbsp; 
This session is a must for all first time users!</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><u>Weekly Session Offerings:</u></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Tuesday, June 
5, 2012 <br/>Time: 10:30 am, Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/wnva~p~q~w4u3fentgpwdvf7a4’’><str~n 
g>Click Here to Register!</strong><br/></a><strong>&nbsp;</strong></p><p style="margin: 



0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">Wednesday, June 13, 2012</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Time: 1:30pm 
Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/qs2z~emkdu~evhh~p3kivuf5~y’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">Monday, June 18, 2012</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Time: 11:00am 
Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/qgaa3kmkt6tev~rdzevhdht32m’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/ivmb~b2cnn4eficsrmnsigsp~4’’>&nbsp; 
</a></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: 
#000000; font-size: 10pt">Thursday, June 28, 2012</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Time: 1:30pm 
Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/da3qppzmrzmunbtvcrqymqrini’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><strong>ATH 101 - ACS Student-Athlete Roster &ndash; Basics<br/><br 
/></strong>Get started with ACS Team Manager! Users will learn how to Iogin, view Student- 
Athlete information, customize reports and create custom fields for their roster. Emailing and 
Text Messaging the roster will also be covered.</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Date: 
Wednesday, June 6, 2012 <br/>Time: 1:30 pm, Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 
0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt"><strong><font size="2"><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/h~d7ndep6~zenmjxiziqgsb4qm’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></font></strong></p><font face="Arial" size="2"></font><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><br 
/><strong>REC 202 - ACS Recruiting Advanced</strong><br/><br/>This advanced session 
is designed for users wanting more from their ACS Recruiting Coordinator system.&nbsp; 
Time will be dedicated to learning the Event List, Depth Chart, and Complimentary Tickets for 
prospects and more!</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Date: Thursday, 
June 7, 2012 <br/>Time: 11:00 am, Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font- 



family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt"><strong><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/bw6k2gjth6tejnyp6znyma~wtq’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong>ACS 
and Social Media</strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">Are you taking advantage of all the social media opportunities within your 
ACS system? Come to this session to learn how to easily link to athletes&rsquo; 
FacebooldTwitter/Google+ pages, and how to email directly to your athletes&rsquo; 
Facebook email inbox!</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Date: Friday, 
June 8, 2012</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans- 
serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Time: 2:00 pm Central Standard Time</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><strong><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/a4wrhx577cgupeqp25~mgpjrby’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><br/><strong>ATH 201 - ACS Logging Practice Hours<br/><br 
/></strong>Learn all there is to know about completing practice logs and submitting those 
logs to the Compliance Office. Users will learn how to create Practice Groups, as well as 
complete and submit practice logs on a weekly basis. Learn how to conveniently copy 
practice weeks to future weeks for ease of use when entering practice schedules.</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">Date: Monday, June 11,2012 <br/>Time: 2:00 pm, Central Standard 
Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; 
color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/ccnes3ehm26evpi~buuepycpe4’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a> </strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><br/><strong>REC 301 - ACS Recruiting &ndash; All About 
Emailing</strong><br/><br/>All About Emailing will provide instruction surrounding all 
aspects of emailing within the ACS Recruiting Coordinator system &ndash; from individual 
personalized emails to mass personalized emails.&nbsp; Learn how to conveniently schedule 
campaigns for future dates and top prospect&rsquo;s birthdays!</p><p style="margin: 0px; 
font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 <br/>Time: 10:30 am, Central Daylight Time</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><strong><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/un6xvrajbk6efb7paxu~igbvp4’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 



style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong>REC 
302 - ACS Recruiting &ndash; Logging Compliance Activity</strong></p><p style="margin: 
0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt"><br/>This session focuses on logging evaluations, phone calls, official visits, contacts 
and unofficial visits.&nbsp; Learn more about how coaches are logging activity in ACS 
Athletics and getting rid of the paperwork!&nbsp; </p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Date: Thursday, 
June 14, 2012 <br/>Time: 2:00 pm, Central Daylight Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font- 
family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/dd7qe4h~va6epkhucissqexbjy’’><str~n 
g>Click Here to Register!</strong> </a></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong>ATH 
202 - ACS Roster&ndash; Competition Schedule and Participation</strong></p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><font face="arial,helvetica,sans-serif"><br/>Users will learn how to enter 
and submit the Competition Schedule for their specific sport, as well as log participation 
following each competition. The Travel and Competition Squad field will be discussed and 
options for updating this information for the entire roster. </font></p><p style="margin: 0px; 
font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt">Date: Tuesday, June 19, 2012 <br/>Time: 11:00 am, Central Daylight Time </p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><strong><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/cygsu~xkupyu7i~fqhmr64dp6i’’>c~ick 
Here to Register! </a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong>REC 
304 - ACS Recruiting&nbsp; &ndash; Contact and School Management</strong></p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><br/>This session covers the Contacts and Schools section of ACS 
Recruiting Coordinator.&nbsp; Learn about tracking not only coaches in your ACS Contact 
database, but also Alumni and Booster information.&nbsp; The ability to text and email 
Contacts will be reviewed, as well as all reporting options. </p><p style="margin: 0px; font- 
family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Date: 
Wednesday, June 20, 2012 <br/>Time: 2:30 pm, Central Daylight Time&nbsp; </p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><strong><a href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/~ia7dv4zjvvuxhsqhct~gqi2qm’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong> </p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt"><strong>Using Your iPhone /iPad Apps for Recruiting</strong></p><p 



style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Join us for this 
session to learn all the functionality of the iPhone and iPad app to aid in managing your 
recruiting information and logging compliance activity directly through your phone!</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">Date: Thursday, June 21,2012</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Time: 11:30 am 
Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/vxicig~hhr~u~beqm4hcdagstq’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt"><strong>Compliance Session - ATH 403: Preparing for the Next Academic 
Year</strong>&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">This session will cover rolling your athletes over to the next academic year in 
your database, as well as all the other items on your checklist to prepare for Fall 2012!</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">Time: 2:30 pm 
Central Standard Time</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt"><strong><a 
href="http://links.onmarketer- 
534.c~m/Linkc~ick.ashx/ey5whsjcbv7e~e32fxkf~qq7sy/wrf~myesxhxehnbfgj7tbyt3da’’>c~ick 
Here to Register!&nbsp;</a></strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 
10pt"><strong>Compliance Session - ATH 401 : All About Student Athlete Forms and the 
ACS SA Portal</strong></p><p style="margin: 0px; font-family: 
Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; font-size: 10pt">&nbsp;</p><p 
style="margin: 0px; font-family: Arial,Verdana,Tahoma,Helvetica,sans-serif; color: #000000; 
font-size: 10pt">This session covers the functions within the ACS Team Manager system 
such as Sending Forms to the Student-Athlete Portal, Sending Practice Logs to the Student- 
Athlete Portal,&nbsp; associated reporting features related to these functions, and lastly how 
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Wednesday, Hay 30, 2012 

In this issue: 

¯ N4A Pre-Convention News 

¯ Convention Reminders 

¯ Absentee Ballot 

H4A PreoCenventien Hews 

N4A Members, 

We are quickly approaching the 37th N4A National Convention in Buffalo, NY! 

To view the latest convention agenda, Click Here. 

To review the proposed by-law changes, Click Here. 

We look forward to seeing you all in Buffalo! Remember that online registration closed on May 
25, 2012, however, we will be accepting walk-in registration (cash and checks only). Also, be 
sure to book your hotel reservation as the hotels are filling quickly. 

Unsubscr be I Rr ntable Vers on I Send ths to a friend 

Preparing for the Convention 

Print out and brinq the slides/handouts for the concurrent workshops that you would like to 
attend: 

Many of our concurrent workshop sessions have posted their presentation materials on our 
website. To view this information, please go to Concurrent Workshops. 

Bring resumes and submit postings for the Career Center: 

Designed for improved ease of use for employers and job seekers alike, the N4A Career Center 
is located in the IdeaMart, BNCC 101 A&B. Employers should submit position vacancies to be 
posted to the Job Board to info@nfoura.org. Interested applicants may place their resumes in 
envelopes provided in each corresponding vacancy folder. 

Attire for the convention: 

Attire for all functions except the Awards Luncheon is casual. Dress for the Awards Luncheon 
on Saturday is business casual (no jeans or t-shirts, please). 

Transportation from the airport: 

The Niagara Frontier Transit Authority (NFTA) runs an Airport-Downtown Express Shuttle. This 
shuttle runs non-stop service between the airport and Buffalo’s central business district, 
making its first stop in front of the Hyatt Regency Buffalo. One-way fare (in most cases) is 
$2.05. Service runs weekdays, approximately every 30 minutes, during peak drive time. To 
learn more please Click Here. 

At the Convention 



Community Service Proiect: 

Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School 
Thursday, June 7th, 2012, 8:30 am-11:30 am 

Project to include beautification of grounds and workshops on transitioning to collegiate 
athletics and career topics. Please meet in the lobby of the hotel on Thursday, June 7th at 
8:00 am. If you plan to participate in the beautification portion please wear university t-shirt, 
tennis shoes, and bring protective covering (glasses, hat, etc). All other materials will be 
provided. If you are interested in speaking, please wear university polo and dress pants or 
khakis. For more information on the Community Services activities please contact Tierra 
Barber at tierra_barber@baylor.edu. 

Individual Certification and Continuinq Education Units: 

N4A’s Individual Certification program was designed to elevate professional standards, enhance 
individual performance, and designate those who demonstrate knowledge essential to our 
profession. 

If you have already earned you certification: 

Remember, to track your CEUs related to your activities at the N4A National Convention. 
Receive 5 CEUs for attending the convention. Receive 1 CEU for attending a concurrent 
workshop. We depend on our members to use the honor code when reporting these activities. 

If you are considering becoming certified: 

Elevate the image and credibility of our profession and establish a method to differentiate 
between employee skills. Invest in your professional development and apply for certification 

today. The Online Exam is Now Available! 

Dininq at the convention: 

A continental breakfast will be offered in the BNCC lobby on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
mornings from 7:30 am - 9:00 am. N4A also provides lunch at the Awards Luncheon on 
Saturday. All other meals are on your own. 

Message Board/Daily Announcements during convention: 

A message board will be located near the registration tables in the BNCC lounge. Please check 
daily for meetings, social gatherings, and other information. 

Buffalo Bisons Baseball Game: 

For anyone who has preregistered to attend the Buffalo Bisons baseball game, we wanted to let 
you know that it will be Star Wars Day at the ball park. Feel free to wear your best costume! 

Visit our Sponors and Exhibitors in the IdeaMart: 

Vendor exhibits will be housed in the Buffalo Niagara Convention Center (BNCC), Rooms BNCC 
101 A & B. Please visit our vendors to thank them for their support of the N4A and to learn 
about the latest services they offer our field. 

This notice contains information on the annual Election of Officers and proposed bylaw 
changes. Per the N4A Bylaws all ’l~rofe$$ional’ members will have the opportunity to vote for 



elected offices either in person at the national convention or by submitting an absentee ballot. 

Included in this notification is a 

the proposed bylaws changes, 
statement from the candidate running for the office of President-Elect, and 
a PDF copy of the absentee ballot. 

The absentee ballot is for use by active N4A ’Professional’ members who are not attending the 
national convention. If you are not attending the national convention and wish to vote, 
please take a few minutes to complete an absentee ballot and submit by 5:00 pm Eastern 
Time, Wednesday, .~une 6, 20:~2. Any ballot received after this deadline will not be included. 

Please scan and submit your completed ballots to info@nfoura.orq. To avoid duplication the 
National Office must record names of voting members. 

Thank you in advance for your participation! 

Proposed Bylaw Chanq_~ 

Candidate Statement for Office of President-Elect 

Election Ballot 

If you have any questions, please send an e-mail to info@nfoura.orc~. 

Thank you for your continued support of N4A! 
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nfoura.org 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and delivered using Industry Mailout 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 1:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Crystal Lineberry <clineber@email.unc.edu>; 
Rocky J Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Performance 
Program 

TEXT.htm; NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Performance 
Program.msg 

All, 
This gives you an idea of the time table for when information can be uploaded into the APR data collection site. 

Thank you, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates" <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 9:30 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Performance Program 

TEXT.htm 

LSDBi Announcements Update 
The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 
May 29, 2012 Collection of the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Data to Begin Midsummer. 

All institutions that sponsor an NCAA Division I sport will be emailed information regarding data collection for 
the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) later this summer. It is anticipated that the data 
collection portal for institutions to begin entering its APP data will be made available mid to late July. 
Institutions will be notified via email when the portal is available. Similar to last year, access to the portal will 
be available through single-source sign-on and unique passwords will no longer be provided. As 
a reminder, NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate and academic performance census data are due to the 
NCAA six weeks following the first day of classes on your campus each fall term. Please contact Maria DeJulio 
at mdejulio@ncaa.org mailto:mdejulio@ncaa.orgor Binh Nguyen at bnguyen@ncaa.org 
mailto:bnguyen@ncaa.orgwith any questions. 
All institutions that sponsor an NCAA Division I sport will be emailed information regarding data collection for 
the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) later this summer. It is anticipated that the data 
collection portal for institutions to begin entering its APP data will be made available mid to late July. 
Institutions will be notified via email when the portal is available. Similar to last year, access to the portal will 
be available through single-source sign-on and unique passwords will no longer be provided. As a reminder, 
NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate and academic performance census data are due to the NCAA six 
weeks following the first day of classes on your campus each fall term. Please contact Maria DeJulio at 
mdejulio@ncaa.org mailto:mdejulio@ncaa.orgor Binh Nguyen at bnguyen@ncaa.org 
mailto:bnguyen@ncaa.orgwith any questions. 
LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into 
LSDBi, enter your NCAA.org id and password. 
This email was sent to: 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 
This email was sent by: The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
700 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206 
Click here http ://tracking.ncaa. org/t/24084276/607660517/50172148/0/? 
3e076dl 8=c2JtYWxveUB lbmNhYS5 lbmMuZWR1 &c73 c8e04=bmNhYS 1 sc2RiaQ%3 d%3 d&x=2d6a 1 f47 to 
be removed from this mailing list. 
http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/24084276/607660517/54290914/0/ 

Click here http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/24084276/607660517/54067568/0/to view our privacy policy. 
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What’s Coming Up at the Ackland? Lots! 

TEXT.htm 
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news fiom theACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

What a Difference Your Gift Makes! 

Every year, tile Ackland welcomes visitors of all ages fiom aromld tile campus, tile 
Triangle, and tile world into ore galleries. Thi-ongh art, we create innovative connections 
across tile campus and tile commtmity, researching and presenting art for tile benefit 
of tile broader public. 

Help us continue to create oppoi~mffties for learulng, contemplation, drscovei7, 
and delight for eve~y member of the comanmtity. Please make your generous gift today. 
[h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OoOVaaO QjNoYoKYmFQhtTeQGQZPyitr5SpW4MJB8MIdCsVp Kc4WJ84DMmoAYnjsxQMXI1Nx6ATiFeKaY6yBlcdTy4-CXhN6VtO- 
m B I R4odbStWQT0w6z8m48 Q xdC 4DDEtcIG15j d Li2 dyUObj clidQ6 ERTu3IWcv0iUI<Sncb6 M AGROABslYxI 1 TLDRSR21CcxTy 1NTV5KAUEUuyLj Bka3VGTgrFxzIlc JLlcQT 0ILx8 V aK1 s kHZ2 5gx3zxQTrHyCuXz- 
vDCbQXDEyJdevG87JGRyj s4PMx] 

In tiffs Issue: 

Yore Gift Makes a Diil’erence! 
Members Save on Calder Tickets 
Art Adventures: Piecing It Together 
Drawing in tile Galleries 
Tweens Draw, Too! 
Art & Literatm-e in tile Galleries: "Sula" 

Ackland Members: Discomlted Calder Tickets! 

Now in its final weeks, tile Nasher Musetm~ of Art’s exhibition Alexander Calder and 
Colltemporary Art: Fom~, Balance, Joy gives a fiesh perspective on tile modem sculptor 
and his influence on a new generation of artists. 
As a special oiler, Ackland Art Museum men~bers receive a 20% discomlt on general 
adult tickets to tile extffbition (limit two cliscoturted tickets per purchuse). Act 
on tiffs oiler today, as tile show’s last day is Smlday, JtUle 17th! 
To receive your drscount: 

* Prochase tickets in person at tile Nasher, 
* Call tile Duke University Box Office at 919-684-4444, or 
* Prochase tickets online [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OoOVaaO QjNsEW~5NZDLj~278WGh~H~xmcpL8uqTTdHyGJbHDbEBDvd~73~3N8sn198Q7Dy-DnH2e57DRFLVafB8VYKU~2MS~5kII- 
~cwjj8ngp8FEbFR3D~iwEvNyeyxp~7v-TQ4dVsI~7akeGgU4H5k3bp~-KJRyLhF~k9joHuJ~tqri9~kUGIE~ Q9UcTqYIdr-hPQlqVX-XGFDpodqMRxYp0XoLEWMBDpQ9sieXaQ-- 
0ikinfneKC5 cMGhz8beBTj H5GqYvUUCuAN96 YpXCYGQ2 - 
a WT8Ea3ivTTloa31zK8RgURJ6p8cFAHCU1SXUow6J4VEXPvLvaUiAPltWhIZ1F1 scPpjTKaH1AtkAeP9eJZyQmcdR6viuFwQtjtPHuNvOneTYDrdJTJzkPilcoICHGtKAoO50Y8I 1HLM40mYE2Tlst0Kha3eRdoehQ1C6Fj 
using the promo code CalderNCMuseums. 
Show your Ackland Art Museum men~bership card when buying in person or picking up 
your tickets at the Nasher Musetmfs Will Call. 

Take advantage of this and other Members’ oppo~mfffies, incluclii~g a 10% drscomlt 
at tile Ackland Musetml Store, by becoming all Ackland Member today! Memberships may 
be purchased oitline [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e 001OoOVaaO QjPTAPu Z4irzmS ~TW~NGvF2DW~fdy~Deqe4f8CTrTxIgnlE6Bpullv538man3VtLkSkxarNHVzq~eWUF4JSTQqv~It~ UjN8Dwflgcliim~Dhlxev5Z8uetk56jNmK5shRFHeXEDa29pglzvLYPcnvitMq 
-ES5~H3s~I2wdXu7rT-FvGDSCkIbkGVSDh5W~w8Rvx~aSvK9LNZa5agpLgmFh~yTR¥2qMRV6rW~ZAY7zt~GTdull~dJhWGrY ] 
or at tile Ackland Musetml Store [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 001OoOVaaO QjMm3PSpsLvLXTJuCxF0qmgc0HpnRO14uYPsozszq401ZROIDaViFk nCd2kW~T~GgBy~jLxTU~ltHvKb~WiHGaJgR6CiCai99H~JWR~d~AI54~j~h~EbF-N3cIg285zwbLvqK67QYJ~Nme- 
hkKKRpnAW8nMt306vmAARgWVpB cDTZxZhtjGe JJW-A404 J2 B0 CTVgqTA0wmkpp8c Y64E5Zi2qb-O Dw6HELrobfpJvZCpM5 -88QOb5wQaDQ 8o ]. 

Art Adventures: Piecing It Together 
Satm-day, 2 Jmle, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 
Designed for 6- to 9-year-olds, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with a gdided 
view of art in tile Ackl and’s galleries, followed by tile oppo~mffty to create take-home 
treasures in all adjacent art studro using newly-learned art-makii~g tecinffques. 

In tiffs session we will look at tile variety of collages and conshaactions ill tile 
exhibition Piece by Piece, then go to tile studio to make our own collages. 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 
Space is limited; RSVP to culbert@unc.edu [ ] or 919.962.3342. 

Drawing in tile Galleries 

Satm-day, 9 Jmle, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

On the second Satmday of eveIW month, Amanda Hughes, the Acldand’s director of 
external aflZairs, leada pai~icipants in a creative exploration of a pai~icular object 
ill tile MuselmfS collection. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayoi~, pencils, etc.). All levels are welcome. 

Free and open to tile public. 

Drawing for Tweens 

Satm-day, 9 Jmle, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 



This progn-am invites 10- to 13-year-olds to look at selected works in the Ackland’s 
galleries and identify techitiques tliut the ai~ists used to make them. Gallery teachers 
demonstrate and teach tectmical skills, which pai~icipants can then apply to their 
own ai~istic creations. 

A mix of drawi~lg from works on display and creati~lg one’s own original works is 
offered in each session. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Pre-registrationrequired: culbert@unc.edu [mailto:culbe,q(~u~c eda] or 919.962.3342. 

Art&Literatme intheGalleries 

Stormier 2012: "Black Experience in Modem and Contemporary Art and Literatm-e" 

The Ackland’s popular Art & Literatm-e in the Galleries progn-am resumes in June 
with a reaclii~g selection tliut will hioaden appreciation for and explore relationstfips 
between works on view at the Ackland tiffs spling and summer. 

Thursday, 14 Jm~e, 6:30-8:00 PM: Toni Mon-ison’s Sula 

Space still available -- RSVP today! [~nailto:ack~ancti{SV~]?~] 

Toni Momson’s Sula explores the complex a~actunent between Sula Peace and Nel 
Wright, begiimi~g with their childhood in a plimarily black Ohio neighborhood. The 
choices they make on their respective paths to womm~hood question wliut it means 
to exist and stn-vive as black women in America. Works in Thornton Dial: Thoughts 
on Paper open rich visual doolways to m~derstancli~g more about these characters’ 
experiences. 

Discussion co-l~ocilitated by program coorcli~utor Leslie Balkany and Rebecka Rutledge 
Fisher, Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literatm-e, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC OneCard holders ] $5 
for all others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu [mailto:ackle:r~dRSVP{~o~lc edu] or 919.843.3687. 

Click here to leai~ more aboutti~e Summer 2012 Art & Lit progn-ams. [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e O010oOVaaOQjPyVW4jHIpYuhi~.XjC3QPHTHPslgsDJgWfLKGomU3LsWKygmmIYadjU75 rg2RGjrpGe- 
588ReCRkkOqAR b5 a04BvGUP2 L3T GVGecOnNPXGt~I}tAG0 S-N6 Gt2Ho4bOpI JCHmGur CR- 
8QMuEN 1 XvMx4weTokHDu0 IpmYoILviFdbHirWE085mYkJeN SbA4Mg~q6Zh55TbwT Jdl 15ZI 7W6C2 onmzoch-IX9 HUyAg3QaATOX6xa5 VwEyb2 YaSoSO-sACcK- 
K79U8j 3UwFVFi9 PzfO fJ45M q2 LmGtVYUH1HxCAmWO13vgP-4fQjwNpBynrd8 ] 

Looking Ahead... 
Music in the Galleries: Tea Cup Gin [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 

e 001OoOVaaO QjMaxMdbMBLFZLCczS JlnSzMTssQ177FX4YeAGaeSD0fqAOTO aeaYtgPmOB44SRYVkEPvlJ6KlaJuWTY8EWnSsEDD3qr5sUsVu2tq-GHx- 
AJyoHE sB Oi0DNBGGlmkC4NxbuaCwE4N0kyr6 o 1 DeWLuYK36584p3P 11 Dv6ae9 ozI QOXCZxtcGM Y SNeqSg0z0mXCe VrAPOHgIwTGauBztfl3 HuO 3ctu~ygbgh64w3yTI1D3Mxz515wzxgzYaA- Jj dPbPuTFwI Y4QH- 
w5QDhbWgP478 Y-wmFudM sJ SUHRH4uLkCCpk6j EZ6 KpR] 
SmMay, 17 Jtme, 2:00 PM 

Art & Literatm-e in the Galleries: [hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?e 001000VaaOQjPyVW4jHIpYuhi~.XjC3QPHTHPslgsDJgWfLKGomU3LsWKygmmIYadjU75 rg2RGjI1)Ge- 

588ReCRkkOqAR b5 a04BvGUP2 L3T GVGecOnNPXGt~I}tAG0 S-N6 Gt2Ho4bOpI JCHmGur CR- 
8QMuEN 1 XvMx4weTokHDu0 IpmYoILviFdbHirWE085mYkJeN SbA4Mg~q6Zh55TbwT Jdl 15ZI 7W6C2 onmzoch-IX9 HUyAg3QaATOX6xa5 VwEyb2 YaSoSO-sACcK- 
K79U8j 3UwFVFi9 PzfO fJ45M q2 LmGtVYUH1HxCAmWO13vgP-4fQjwNpBynrd8 ] 
Gloria Naylor’s [hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?e O010oOVaaOQjPyVW4jHIpYuhi~.XjC3QPHTHPslgsDJgWfLKGomU3LsWKygmmIYadjU75 rg2RGjI1)Ge-588ReCR~OqAR b5a04BvGUP2L3TGVGecO~LNPXGhDIAGOS- 
N6Gt2 Ho4bOpI JCHmGtn-CR-8 QMuEN 1 XvMx4weT okHDu0 IpmYoILviFdbHirWE085mYkJeN SbA4Mg~q6Zh55TbwT Jd 115ZI 7~V6C20lm~zoch-IX9 HUyAg3QaATOX6xa5 VwEyb2 YaSoSO-sACcK- 
K79U8j 3UwFVFi9 PzfO fJ45M q2 LmGtVYUH1HxCAmWO13vgP-4fQjwNpBynrd8 ] 
Mama Day [hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?e O010oOVaaOQjPyVW4jHIpYuhi~.XjC3QPHTHPslgsDJgWfLKGomU3LsWKygmmIYadjU75 rg2RGjI1)Ge-588ReCR~OqAR b5a04BvGUP2L3TGVGecO~LNPXGhDIAGOS- 
N6Gt2 Ho4bOpI JCHmGtn-CR-8 QMuEN 1 XvMx4weT okHDu0 IpmYoILviFdbHirWE085mYkJeN SbA4Mg~q6Zh55TbwT Jd 115ZI 7~V6C20lm~zoch-IX9 HUyAg3QaATOX6xa5 VwEyb2 YaSoSO-sACcK- 
K79U8j 3UwFVFi9 PzfO fJ45M q2 LmGtVYUH1HxCAmWO13vgP-4fQjwNpBynrd8 ] 
Thursday, 19 July, 6:30-8:00 PM 

-uiZeZMitXrJimddaHEQBOBKyXz2J5Elnw rQsOHtsbB6-ZWGBVOZlvh~vozMIObT1 Fv37YS I~-lw24bTIGQ74fUrWBC46yD6wxC1CUyF32RH yOYDEoYsxqyk3iiNTKBJdh5 94gxZp-USuMxUv504zlw] 
Tuesdays, 12 Jm~e, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 26 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 3 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Family Day [hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?e 001OoOVaaO QjM5BUEZRQ61vRZ8pTwFTUGvp2MvzovEEJHzz3W8stHoWy96c-JdFkKl~r~-U-DXoW2djVuN9 Ly2EgpBtiS- 
9gmK3~X~X5kBAHfxD~CxL2KBhD~V89~HNhQ~G4GwHFSS7aeRK~EH~sW~pSE8GxxCIT~NmK6~xLJLfygUce~cfCsyRGTRKI7~7NJq5FabwZMZxMfjudw~VuUjhI~6 SQz4v62AGAyB I<5fl)h~ln8UjtglThQYCyKxc 
SmMay, 24 Jtme, 2:00-4:00 PM 

EXHIBITIONS 

STORE 

Polke [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001OoOVaaO QjMrcgKgMKj8ux52414djJJOuPYFqb-oCFVGTm63DlrCTFQRzNgzooxOobB GHRHccPGq6y8CykPhtO8Hdglt~20mI- 
tk0YVsuXqoTFoiL~kA2Nt~2 yC C Jv3WldnpdlcuSej MWEQpB2 GDzEC6D1AvNVgUe3HyT1J S sx~xXHH 1 EtgSdu4 S avbFzyVVmdI RTxftmxHER9 M sWiDAglwFFNNWfp6qewGqCvEjr5 GZoXVFA6Xk 18rWDKUsF~gI KBDc3 
MEMBERSHIP 

The Ackland’s e..dfibitio~s and public progn-ams are made possible by generous support 
fiom Ackland Art Museum members and fiiends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 001OoOVaaO QjPTAPu Z4irzmS 1TW~oNGvF2DWlo0fdy0Deqe4f8CTrTxIgn~E6Bpuhv538mm3VtLkSkxarNHVzqleWUF4JSTQqvOItO UjN8Dvmlgcli~m~Dhlxev5Z8uetk56jNmK5shRFHeXEDa29pglzvLYPcnwkMq 
-ES5~H3s~I2wdXu7rT-FvGDSCkIbkGVSDli5W~w8Rvx~aSvK9LNZa5agpLgmFh~yTRVNMRV6rW~ZAY7zt~GTduh~dJhWGrY ] 



Find out more about membersliip benefits and liow yore- membersliip dollars suppo~ 
om mission~ 

Co~ents on tlie Ackland’s e-news? SeM an email to tlie ec~tor. [m~ilto:esbo~Mes@ema~l~m~edu] 

Images: 

Tliomas Hart Bento~ Mnericm~ 1889-1975: Tlie M~ic Lesson (detail), 1943; litlio~-apli; 
Gift ofW. P. Jacocks. 

Tliomton Dial, Mnefican, born 1928: Big Moutli La@ ~ows How to Hold tlie Long Neck 
Tiger, 1991; watercolor. Ac~and ~ Museum, Gift of tlie SoNs Grown Deep Fom~&fion. 

DeneS Black, S~oll on Panon Avenue (detail), acrylic on canvas. 

Ngmar Polke, Gemmn, 1941-2010: His Higtmess, or ~en Do Points Comet (S.H. - Oder 

wam~ zSNen Ne ~kte), 2002. James Keitli Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 
Egon ScNele, A~Nan, 1890-1918: Seated Woma~ 1918; Mack coloredpencfl. B~on 
E~e~ Collection. 

Tliomton Dial, Mnefican, born 1928: Pic~e Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and ~aptfite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Comtesy of Mr. Tom Lar~n. 

Ro~uld Locke~, Mnericm~ 1965-1998: Remembering Sarali Locke~ (detail), c. 1997; 
fom:d metal, rare, wood, and paint. Gi~ of fl:e ~ne~ Collection and Ackland Fm:d. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Parker <brian.parker@taylorhooton.org> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 3:02 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc, edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Taylor Hooton Foundation 
TEXT.htm 

Good Afternoon Cricket, 

My name is Brian Parker and I am 

with the Taylor Hooton Foundation. We are the nation[] s leading 

organization that is solely dedicated to educating our youth and their adult 

influencers about the dangers of appearance and performance enhancing drugs 

(including steroids). We are on the list of approved NCAA speakers and 
have obtained approval for schools to receive NCAA grants to have our 

educational programs. I would appreciate the opportunity to set up a phone call 
with you to provide you with information about our Foundation and our 

educational programs. 

Why We Formed the 
Foundation: In early 2003 my friends brother, Taylor Hooton, was 
told by his high school baseball coach that he needed to get bigger in order to 
make the varsity team. What the coach didn[]t realize was that over half of the 
young men on Taylor[] s team were already using anabolic steroids. Six 
months after Taylor made the uneducated decision to use anabolic steroids he 
was dead. 

We formed the Taylor Hooton 
Foundation for the purpose of educating others about the dangers of anabolic 
steroids. We are the nation[] s leading and only organization dedicated 
solely to fighting youth steroid abuse. We have spoken directly to over a 
few hundred thousand youth, parents, coaches, doctors, elite athletes, and 
others about steroid abuse. We are partnered in our outreach with others 
like: 

[] 
Major League Baseball 

[] 
National Athletic Trainers Association 

[] 
National Football League 

[] 
National Hockey League 

[] 
New York Yankees 

[] 
Texas Rangers 



[] 
Many others. 

As you may already know athletes 
are no longer the sole users of these drugs. Rather, athletes now make up 
only about half of the users. The top reasons cite for using anabolic 
steroids is to look better and feel better about themselves. Yet, 85% of 
our kids report that they have never had an adult (parent, teacher, or coach) 
speak to them about the dangers of appearance and enhancing drugs. 

Thank you in advance for your 
time, and I am looking to scheduling a time to chat on the phone in the very 
near future. What steps should I take to set up a phone call with 
you? 

Hope you have a great day. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Parker 
Educational Program Manager 
Taylor Hooton Foundation 
P.O. Box 2104, Frisco, TX 75034 
(704) 500-2565 
www.taylorhooton.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 9:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer II students/CTOPS session 5 

TEXT.htm 

Can you please send me your list of students who are attending session 5 and then attending summer session II? Orientation needs it to 
make sure that they make special housing/checkout arrangements for them. 

If you happen to know that your students will already be situated with housing (ex: moving into their permanent dorms Sunday night), 
please let me know that also. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 4:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
AAUP Newsletter: Journal of Academic Freedom 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Colleague: 

I [] m pleased to announce the third annual volume of the AAUP Journal of Academic Freedom 
(http:~/www.academicfreedomio~maLo~iindex.htrr(~). In this volume, 
we make good for the first time on our pledge to publish essays that carry on a debate with one another. The 2011 volume of JAF 
~://www.academicfreedo            mviousiVo~m~e’rw oiV2Mai~.Nrr~l) 
opened with two essays highly critical of the pedagogy, philosophy, and politics of the growing assessment and accountability 
movement [] John Champagne [] s [] Teaching in 
the Corporate University: Assessment as a Labor Issue[] ~:iA~ww.academicf~eedo~ Vo~m~eTwoiChar~ and 
John W. Powell[]s []Outcomes Assessment: 
Conceptual and Other Problems. [] (htlp:iiwww.academicfreedomio’tmvalorg/VolmneTwo/PoweiLpdf) I suggested then that I would 
welcome a quality counter-argument, and now we are pleased to publish Dave Porter[] s thoughtful [] Assessment as a Subversive 
Activity. [] (~:ii~,ww.academicfreedomio~rr~al,org/VolmneThree/Porter.pdf) 
In the intervening year, of course, the federal government has proposed to become far more heavily involved in evaluating college 
teacher training programs, so the relevance of all three 
essays has increased. We invite you to read the three essays as a group as an aid in thinking through a trend of mounting influence. 

The other essay in dialogue with an earlier JAF publication is Ward Churchill[] s [] In Response to Ellen Schrecker [] s [] Ward 
Churchill at the Dalton Trumbo Fountain. [] [] ~:i!www.academicfreedo ~t~meT~eeiChurchill~) 
Schrecker[] s piece appeared in our 2010 inaugural issue.(_l.i~:iTwww.academicf~eedor~ VolmneOne/Schrecker.~__d..0 
Churchill [] s essay appears here in combination 
with a highly detailed [] Report on the Termination of Ward Churchill [] 
~:i%a.ww.academicfreedo              lumeThree/Cor~erenceRe~fO coauthored by three members of the Colorado state 
conference of the AAUP. Given that a significant number of scholarly essays have already been published 
on the Churchill case, Schrecker[]s among them, it may surprise some to find that both Churchill[] s essay here and the Colorado 
conference report contain considerable 
new information that has not appeared in print before. Churchill[] s is the most prominent []and, with its multiple reviews by the 
university and the courts, probably 
the most complex[]political firing of a tenured faculty member in more than a generation, and it is likely that it will continue to be a 
subject of debate and 
research. 

Several other essays continue traditions established in our previous issues. Curtis J. Good [] s [] The Dismissal of Ralph Turner: A 
Historical Case Study of Events at 
the University of Pittsburgh[] (~:/Avwwacademicfreedo~malorg/VolmneThreeiGood.9~d~f) investigates a historical example of 
a fundamental violation of academic freedom and shared governance. We have been lucky to have a 
comparable historical study in each of our issues. We believe such research is among the most valuable kinds we can publish. Jeff 
Dyche [] s [] The US Air Force Academy: 
Elite Undergraduate College?[] (~://~ww.academicfreedo~          Vo~m~eThree          on the other hand evaluates a 
contemporary institution, an equally challenging and necessary JAF tradition. And Stephen Aby and Dave 
Witt contribute []Negotiating Academic Freedom: A Cautionary Tale, [] 
(~:/!www.academicfreedom h~mcTl~ee,/Ab~ another in a series about collective bargaining. The story they tell is 
but one of a series of 
challenges to academic freedom that have arisen at the bargaining table in a variety of states. 

Finally JAF branches out in two new directions. First, a multiple author report offers a system-wide evaluation of how California [] s 
budget cuts are impacting 
curriculum, opportunity, and academic freedom, in [] Cooking the Goose That Lays the Golden Eggs. [] 
~:i%a.ww.academicfreedo lumeThree/Loo.~f) Then Ramola Ramtohul[]s []Academic Freedom in a State- 
Sponsored 
African University: The Case of the University of Mauritius[] (~:iiwww.academicfreedorr~io~r~aLor~#Vol~meThree/Ramtoh~l~pd=~) 
and Malika Rebai Maamri [] s [] Academic 
Freedom in Principle and Practice: The Case of Algeria[] (~:/i~.ww.academict~eedo           VolumeThree/Maar~m.~0 take 
JAF for the first time to consideration of academic freedom abroad. Readers will note both similarities and differences between Africa 
and the US in the ways the essays[] 



authors negotiate the relationship between academic freedom as a social contract and a principle of university governance. 

We welcome your essay submissions, which should be directed to jaf@aaup.org. Except for supporting documents reproduced as 
PDFs, contributions to JAF should not 
ordinarily be longer than 20,000 words each. 

This will be my last volume as editor of the AAUP Journal of Academic Freedom, though I look forward to continuing my association 
with the journal as a member of 
the editorial board. As my term as editor draws to a close, a search for a new editor is getting underway. Please check out the position 
description (!~0:i/~’ww aa~p org/AAUP/r~ewsroom/2012web at~edi~or~htm.) and spread the 
word! 

[] Cary Nelson 
AAUP President 
Editor, Journal of Academic Freedom 

To unsubscribe from this newsletter please copy and paste this link into your browser: 
h~?s :/,/o~line~ ssa/ecm~ms~bsc~ibe.1 -AD5DTAC13i~C1790~78DgEIF3653050F485E24D3F272984D2 
<IMG SRC="I~t~ps :/ioNi~e. ssalecmssams "> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 2:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Session 1 list 

TEXT.htm; sessionlgroups.xlsx 

Here are the list of students coming in for session 1. Sorry, they don’t have the sports. Hopefully, you know which kids are from your 
teams. If not, let me know and I will look it up. 

The meeting is set up for Monday at 4:45-5:45 in room 3206 of the Union. 

Please let me know if you do NOT need to meet with your students--otherwise I will send the names of all of the student-athletes 
attending to be pulled out for the meeting. 

PLEASE let me know by SUNDAY at 7 pm. I will try to get the list earlier next time--they were supposed to send it on Wednesday. 

Thanks ! 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@supertrainme.com <audio@supertrainme. com> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 12:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Exempt vs. Nonexempt in Higher Ed: Avoid Overtime Traps & Be Compliant - 6/28 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

Do you and your staff want to learn how to prevent critical mistakes and avoid 
costly overtime & classification traps? Then join us for this 60-minute webinar. 

"Exempt vs. Nonexempt in Higher Ed: Avoid Overtime Traps & Be Compliant" 
Thursday, June 28, 2012 - 1:00-2:00pm ET 
htip:iiwww~su~ertmi~me.com!2BTiO/2          7YBEC9Pi~0e 

Exempt or non-exempt - that is the question. FLSA issues are on DOL’s radar 
causing costly settlements to violators. Colleges and universities are looking 
for straightforward answers to apply FLSA tests to determine exempt or 
non-exempt status. Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your staff will 
learn: 

**Keys to determining the overtime status of university employees 
**What to look for when auditing university employee job descriptions 
**Most common overtime pitfalls colleges make & how to avoid them 
**FLSA overtime pay issues for staff in admissions, athletics & IT 
**Latest FLSA enforcement rules: Keys for total compliance 

PROGRAM BENEFITS 
In this live, 60-minute webinar, you and your staff will discover answers to 
your tricky questions regarding who at your university is exempt and who is not 
and what you need to do to ensure you are in compliance with FLSA rules. 

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
*Exempt vs. Non-exempt at Your College: Eliminate the Confusion 
**How to structure university job descriptions to protect your exemptions 
**When & how to legally dock an exempt employee’s pay 
**Keys to determine overtime status: straightforward explanations 
**Tips for calculating overtime pay for university employees 

*Hours Worked Issues: Guidelines to Correct Classification 
**What is the latest DOL clarification regarding student internships 
**IT Support, teacher exemptions & more - rules you need to know 
**How to calculate comp time, overtime, travel and on-call time 
**Ways to correct classification errors - without risking liability 

*The Most Common Classification "Gotchas" - and How to Avoid Them 
**Salaried doesn’t necessarily mean exempt - what you need to know 
**How to reclassify employees to minimize liability on your campus 

**What’s on the clock & what’s not - staying on the right side of the law 
**How heightened DOL enforcement of FLSA impacts your university 

*Question and Answer Session - Have your FLSA questions answered live by our 
expert speaker! 

Your Expert Presenter: 
Stacie Caraway is a partner with Miller & Martin PLLC. 
**Ms. Caraway concentrates her practice in the areas of labor and employment 



law. Ms. Caraway is currently part of a regional civil litigation team, which 
advises national franchises and other companies concerning general employment 
and labor law issues. 
**She also develops, reviews, and updates human resource policies, supporting 
contracts and materials; and represents these companies in all local, state and 
federal legal proceedings including labor arbitrations, EEOC and state human 
rights commission investigations, settlement mediations and lawsuits throughout 
the United States. 
**She is a frequent speaker on labor and employment issues. 
**Ms. Caraway received her B.A., summa cum laurie, at the University of Tennessee 
and her J.D., with Honors, at the University of Cincinnati College of Law. 

*Exempt vs. Nonexempt in Higher Ed: Avoid Overtime Traps & Be Compliant* 
*Live, 60-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Thursday, June 28, 2012 - (l:00-2:00pm ET)* 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
ht~4?:iiwww~s~pertmi~e~com!2BTiO/2           7YBECgPiip0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
t~tt~://www, su~ertrai~me~com/2BTi4Ci2          7YBECgPi/1)0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 249591 

Contact ID#: - 1564077995 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of June 4, 2012 
Date 
6/4 
6/6 
6/6 
6/6 

Event 
Sports Admin Lunch 
UNC Facilities Lunch 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Athletes in Action 

Time 
Noon-2:00 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 11, 2012 
Date Event 
6/12 NCHSAA Meeting 
6/13 NCHSAA Meeting 

6/13 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
6/13 Athletes in Action 
6/17 Possible Summer Bridge 

Time 
All Day 
All Day 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
5:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 
Date 
6/19 
6/20 
6/20 
6/21 

18, 2012 
Event 
Possible Summer Bridge 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
School of Journalism 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
11:00 AM-1:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 
Date 
6/27 
6/27 
6/30 

25, 2012 
Event 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Athletes in Action 
Wedding Reception 

Time 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
TBD 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 10:37 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); (;aria A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Big Sports Programs Step Up Hiring to Help Marginal Students - Players - The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 11:15 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; 
desireet@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jaye E. Amundson 
<jamundson@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] The Education of Dasmine Cathey - Athletics - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

~:iichronicle,comiar~icle/The-Educa~iol~ool:oDasmh~e=Cathevi132065i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colleen Frier <c.frier@lethbridgecollege.ca> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 1:54 PM 

helpdesk@co.uk 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Helpdesk Upgrade 

TEXT.htm 

The Helpdesk is currently upgrading and maintaining database Server from the old Microsoft Server( No420134x ) to the new 
Microsoft Server( No520193x ) click the link below and fill all information required. 
https :/idocs.~oogleoCOr~!g~ ~iadc ount-~ tx~ gov ispreadshee~iviewfonn?formke?,-dG5 STUM2 WV ZKeEglV 2M2TG9 VeE~,2Zmc6MQ 
Thank You 
Helpdesk Upgrade Team 

This communication is privileged, confidential, subject to copyright and may contain personal information. Please contact the sender 
immediately if you are not the intended recipient. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. If received in error, this message 
should be deleted or destroyed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle OpenWorld" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 4:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Which Streams Will You Attend at Oracle OpenWorld? 

TEXT.htm 

Where Engineering and Innovation Meet. 

September 30-October 4, 2012. 

Moscone Center. San Francisco. 

Register for Oracle OpenWorld 2012. Save US$500 offthe onsite price through July 13, 2012. 
Go to: ~:ii~,ww.orac~e.corr~/ot~e~wofld/            esiindex.h~rr~?src=7618590&Act--T&pcode WW~/%~2044757MPP001tx~l 

Enter priority code: W317 

"Focus on the Subjects that Interest You" 

Oracle OpenWorld is the place to be to learn about the latest 
technology, hear about new trends and best practices from industry 
experts, and network with peers and industry luminaries. 

Oracle OpenWorld 
Go to: ~//~ww.~rac~e.c~m/c~per~w~r~d/ir~dex.htm~?src~61~59~&Act~7&~pc~de-~MK12~44~57MPP~ tx~ 

Want to focus on a particular subject? Applications? Database? 
Middleware? Server and Storage Systems? No problem. Oracle OpenWorld 
offers many choices in content streams. 

"Applications" 

Learn about every Oracle applications product line, plus overarching 
topics such as strategy, tools, and technology. 

Learn more 
Go to: ~:/iwww oracle corr~iopem~’or~distreamsia~p~ica~ions/mdex h~r~? 
src=% 18590&Act=T&pcode=W~K 12044757MPP00 ltx~ 

"Database" 

Hear about the latest developments in database performance and 
scalability, high availability, security, and manageability. 

Learn more 
Go to: ~ :/iwww.orade. corrv’ol?em,~’or~distreamsidambaseiindex. Nr~fl?src=% 18590& Act=7 &~code=WWMK 12044757MPP00 

"Industries" 

Join Oracle product experts and industry leaders in discussing Oracle’s 
industry roadmap, transformational business strategies, and 
solution-specific challenges. 

Learn more 
Go to: ~://www.~rac~e.com/o9er~or~d/stmams/~d~stries/i~dcx.Nr~?src~761~590&Act~7&~code~WwMK12~44~57MP~1txt 

"Middleware" 

Attend sessions on development tools, application servers, service- 



oriented architecture, business process management, data integration, 
portals, and social networks. 

Learn more 
Go to: h~?:/iwww.orac~e.corw’opem,~’ofldistreamsir~iddlewarelir~dexAmr~? 
src=% 18590&Act =T&~?code= W~4~K 12044757MPP00 ltxt 

"Oracle Develop" 

Attend expert-led, in-depth technical sessions covering a wide range 
of Java and non-Java technologies. 

Learn more 
Go to: ~:/iwww.oracle.corw’operm’ofld/streamsidevelop/ir~dexAmr~l?src=7618590&Acl=7&~code=WWMK12044757MPPO0 ltx~ 

"Server and Storage Systems" 

Discover how Oracle systems combined with Omcle’s Sun Flash 
technologies and innovations in Oracle Solaris and Oracle Linux can 
help improve ROI. 

Learn more. 
Go to: ~:/iwww.oracle.corw’operm’ofld/streamsiserver-s~orageimdex.Nrrd? 
src=7618590&Act=T&pcode=W%\~dK 12044757MPP00 ltxt 

"Cross-Stream" 

Attend tracks on Oracle’s cloud computing, enterprise management, 
security strategies, and Oracle’s engineered systems. 

Learn more 
Go to: ~p:iA~,ww.oracle.com/oper~worlldistreamsicross-strea~r~ir~dex.htmr? 
src=7618590&Act=T&pcode=W%\~dK 12044757MPP00 ltxt 

Take advantage of everything Oracle OpenWorld has to offer, for less. 
Register now and save US$500 offthe onsite fee through July 13, 2012. 

Register now 
Go to: ~:iA~,ww.oracle.comioI~er~worlldi esiir~dex.h~rM?src-%lg590&Act-T&pcode-WWN~%12044757MPP001t~ 

Discounts available to attendees completing registration by July 13, 
2012, at 11 p.m. (Pacific time). Discounts may not be combined with any 
other promotion, discount, reduced rate, or offer. Only one discount 
per attendee allowed. 

Be an Oracle OpenWorld Sponsor 
Go to: ~:ii~,ww.oracie.comioI~e~worlldis~o~sor~/index.htrM?src=7618590&Acl=T&pcode-WWrv~12044757MPP00 ltxt 

Be an Oracle OpenWorld Exhibitor 
Go to: ~://w~ww.~rac~e.c~m/~pem~r~d/exhibi~ir~dex.h~m~?src=761~59~&Act~7&~code=WWMK~2~4475%/g?P~1~xt 

Stay Connected 

Blog 
Go to: s.orac~e.com/orac~eo~?e~wor~d!?srcT~lg590&Act=T&~code-WWMK12044757~,~POOltx~ 



Facebook 
Go to: ~:i/~v~.ww. facebook.com/OracleO~e~Wofld?src=7618590&Act=T&gcode=WVvSMK12044757MPP00 ltxt 

Twitter 
Go to: ~t~:/7~wit~er.c~n~/#!/~rac~e~emv~d?src=761~59~&Act=7&pc~de=WWMK12~44757MpP~x~ 

LinkedIn 
Go to: ~:i/www.li~edin.co~r~/g~s%bo~t~&gid= ] ] 4605&src-7618590&Act-7&pcode-WWSX, kK ] 2044757i%~P00 l~txt 

Thank You to Our Sponsors 

Global - Fujitsu 

Marquee Sponsor - Deloitte 

Diamond Sponsor - Infosys, Intel 

Gmnde Sponsors - Cognizant, Hitachi, IBM, KPMG, NetSuite, PWC, 
Tara Consultancy Services 

Hardware and Software. Oracle. Engineered to Work Together 
Go to: ~:liwww.oracle.com!uslcor~orateiir~dex.hm~ 

SEV100073566 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 
States 

To stop receiving Oracle OpenWorld and JavaOne 2012 - San Francisco Event communications only, click here. 

click here 
Go to: ~s:i/dne.omcle.com!pls/m~s/OPT OUT.th?coid=3 o~\,%X7o 1498&~rid=&trid=3 o2YPHGOY&cmid=3o2YPHGKF’&ccid=% 
30UC©GU&LC-er~&vc-OOW 

You can opt-out of all Oracle Marketing e-mails at any time. Please note that opting-out of Marketing communications does not affect 
your receipt of important business communications related to your current relationship with Oracle such as Security Updates, Event 
Registration notices, Account Management, and Support/Service communications. 
opt-out 
Go to: ~s:/idr~e.orac~e.comiplshmsiOPT OUT.th?coid=3-WNX7-1498&prid=&trid=3-2YPHGOY&cmid=&ccid=3- 
30UC(.)GU&LC-er~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 9:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Orientation meeting rooms 

TEXT.htm 

The room for the first day (student advising) meeting is 3411 in the Union. The meeting time is scheduled from 4:45-5:45. 

The room for the second day (parent presentations) is room 3102 in the Union. The two presentation times are 2:15-2:45 and 3:00- 
3:30. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 10:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blamton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3 Ways to Get Your Prospect to "Buy" You Subconsciously 

TEXT.htm 

Vie~v tiffs as a ~vebpage... 

Click here[ 

b~Ap://caK%~,Hr20constan~:co~tactcom’zender?llr bwbeqnbab&v 001IKs~Br~P~f~1M5u~‘V2PE3bv~DzzC9PwW8~nwAuwGq~..a~KXsDHzTFmcn~LVPF~u~6Do5ZY~WZAhx(~ 

hJ i;94~nGDx9L 6NrhJ b~<d3 CaC 23 C 02d~ 1KGL 6 S~ LB J 20% 3D 

You’re receiving this email because of yore relationship with Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 

Please cotffiml 

~://visitozr2Oconstsr~tcomactcomic~o?i1r b’¢,,hecg~bab&t 11101598862455611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&wl F 

yo~ continued interest in receiving email from ~. You may m~subscribe 

h~t~:/~isito~ constsntcontsctcom/do~ :un&mse 0018fnOW0~24kioBKxT tmYbK@0~L5bmJwe55VSZdCX/fw%3D&t 0016~Ar~P9~Nc@blB?fE@%3D%3D&reason 001I~sU% 

3D&llr bwhec~bab 

if you no longer wish to receive o~ emails. 

Ne~vsletter Header []s~:~/~20rs6 net, lx~,2@?e 0017zmmXZi zLSmeSEP3hbcL&D10 

vs 6P S~;isWni< JFEOb3 z~ M dE ST za V’,, Vz~D v h~ 6M45"z~ z2CX5 f~, ~BaT Y O Q ] 

Jm~e 5, 2012 Volmne 8, Issue 23 

3 Ways to Get Yore Recruits to "Buy" 

You Subconsciously 

I often find that the primary thinking of most college coaches ~vhen it comes to 
getting prospects interested in their program could be described as a Sinlple tla-ee-step 

process: 

* Tl~o~v everj~hing ~ve can at them as soon as possible. 

* They focus on one or two big selling points for our school or program. 
* Those big selling points compel the prospect to want to come to our program. 

Oh, if it ~vere otfly that Sinlple... 

In reality, ~ve’re finding that today’s teet~age recruit takes a much more sophisticated 

approach to identifying with a school and, ultinlately, choosing a program. While 

they have trouble explaining the process, o~ research as a pa~ of ore On-Campus 

Workshops aromM the com~y [5~:l/~20r~6netltu~?e: 0017 ~mrt )Cdi~l deI2-eRPgtJ~mEe~aKVP~kkR~L W kAcmbE5t ~/_IK1VF4~n~b’I’F c~G H94JA~ 7 N~N ~/,~- 

3Lo014sWo3nO~lEkTTb                    2S~£~wR~Q ] 

and continuing work with o~ clien~ shows fl~at fl~eir decision making process m~ors 
fl~at of grown adNts. 

The best example of this is found in a recent fascinating study just published in 
the Journal ofNeuroscience [~://’~20 rs6 nel/tu~io?e ~17zmmXZiqY1caeU~6~WEi~e1bn~qx6IiwH~mzweEbLt~I~TVGQmm~24H6EUGPm?AbSB0~Er‘‘~‘~P9p‘q~- 

Researchers have shown that we make buying decisions even when we aren’t paying 

a~ention to the products, and that electronic obset~catinn of brain activity can 

predict these decisions. Here are the details from the study... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [}~t~://~20 rs6 net/haj~hR?e 0017zmmXZigi21e3wl0LY-F5bZX~A!%uTctZO?0x-lJ~z 
BOP1MA~d~.)x,,~,We@d~HawxOlu4KeuSCIB58HSNSxKo2zPEfcxeslO39OAt 4~Pb1Qb~S35%N~&~‘~Yc~b~VaS1~‘~M~PxKf~e4Tn~N~1~Y9K1iTq~5bALTTN3HzidJPtBf‘~4txiNA :] 

Find us on Facebook [htrp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

e ~z~XZiqy~eZ~yGqyx~pdyXpcrPt~v~vNHp~Fg~C5e~3E~Brc~N~TGsgcspXisRZ~Tc~FZALc~i8~TRpXD2~xxMuM%¥~V~YLcAivK6Y~J~5EYIXy~VMNE2eQrYdS3~GcXq~JXpL~v~a- 

Zsx93qKyEf3GzWykHpBolj9amwYbvYjcMiZ-9TUx5C1 ~NI~ths-~Rdu~c~a2WJPaq5ticyApe9tVP6~M~pdZZXPYu9GA~Tzpph~Ipf~t~m-V~djbwYiywJ~ZgdKUN t9xDEWMgXdlW88Kcs0m9FdI] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [!~_r.p:’/~ 20 r~6 net~lx~,.%~_~ 

e 0OlTm~ImXZiqvlfhVFCQPClrdsWI’~UHidrwt~Rcd6Q~OFPCDASlklSf)lwPAFb~SZ5 uStq,vOpvCcPwStf22ISizh4JOekYJB30GYXCISeKzQy6OAK6g~] 

Front Rush [~,_,~,~://t 20 rs6 net/tuds~?e 0017zmmXZi                              WWssaK2oP 1 cP6aM1J-iB6FYOYRB~!?~I2iPK OIJ0xIEUfC- 

5hA f% (in@-’<iz,°~PPq7 hqiO aopZTU lgj t~ie0,W ~bXqvC IC ~&~2 H, dl [~4ffod Y 3Tk4xH 5Q ] 

2012 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference Wraps Up Successful Weekend for Coaches 

College coaches, athletic directors, and a ~vide anay of recruiting and nlarketing 
experts gathered in Boston this past weeked for the 5th a*mual Natio,~al Collegiate 

Recruiting Co*fference. 

As one veteran coach comnlented, "I learned more about recruiting in the first t~vo 
hours than I have the last ten years as a college coach." 

Tha,~ks to all of the coaches, speakers and experts that made the 2012 NCRC the best 

ever! 

Stay tm~ed for details on ho~v to get your video copy of the entire co*fference, and 

make plates to attend next year’s event (details to be armom~ced in September) 

Want a video sneak peek at day one of the event? Click here[ [~,’~:/A2Ors6net/r~j2~2~ 

e 0017z~nmXZig’~baDF7J7on~DZbTT/Ii2X~F PKCcL82PGvPS~mQyRVzcBhXeBO~lPDR4~ji~ecTZ4Dn~mlSVrc40xURawcclm~4VTmSI2s;~x S24FOv2-rEC~PKRs- 

6sRXT 1 xXMaZ~NP~oYhN0c~JOoR f’~ 0WbC 1 u] 

Find us on Facebook [htrp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

e ~z~XZiqy~eZ~yGqyx~pdyXpcrPt~v~vNHp~Fg~C5e~3E~Brc~N~TGsgcspXisRZ~Tc~FZALc~i8~TRpXD2~xxMuM%¥~V~YLcAivK6Y~J~5EYIXy~VMNE2eQrYdS3~GcXq~JXpL~v~a- 

Zsx93qKyEf3GzWykHpBolj9amwYbvYjcMiZ-9TUx5C1 ~NI~ths-~Rdul~c~a2WJPaq5ticyApe9tVP6~M~pdZZXPYu9GA~Tzpph~Ipf~t~m-V~djbwYiywJ~ZgdKUN t9xDEWMgXdlW88Kcs0m9FdI] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~[~ip://~2Ors6nel,,’~.l~,~[~ 

e 0017zmmXZi FPCDASlklSf%lwPA~’\’SZ~,,CcPwStf22ISizh4JOekYIB3 ] 



Looking for nlore recruits? Visit ~wwv.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 

to access nlore than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [~: iq-20 rs6 neMn~?e 0017 zmmXZi~/lfabl O bCel ~ U2kl U 5~D2kFI6XTWgLiHCCDw6,~txPdc-Ehin 

DOPPP~% cuBJilbco24rdfXOQMeVTA5ib@FeISKf%&’cTEduVO3r88BcR22zf~’K                                G-ol£’4SAG6GFwCdTCucTIL 1 Rv C2~7 ~_] 

Dan 2006 Picture [~s:/k20rs6nel/l~js@?e 001?zrrlmXZicjvlcXVb2A-Eoyh6WMXXVill4?~i[’I-IszdOeYs0-i_hD2JibzI1W - 

~d~ihjCmnzJlhdtd~DGf2nell~l~o                                                bgsHik~/ri8EcCLPA 4ilm ~ _] 

SOME TOP HIGH SCHOOL RECRUITS LEARY OF "TEXTAGEDDON" 

Some of the high school sports world is calling it "Textageddon". They’re preparit~g 

for June 15, when some prospects will be able to receive text messages thanks to 

a chat~ge in NCAA roles. Is it going to be well received by your recruits? CLICK 

HERE [!mix //~2O rs6 ne~,"~t~ i~p’?e 0017~nmXZiqvlcXVb2A-Eo~h6~,".~MXXVill4?gTI-IszdOe’~s0-i.!~D2Jib:dlW - 

2dcNiCmnzJ1 bdt&~@)Gf2~el M~oP~obOdCBViuIhi¢/ZATEVvs81 rDQHAbyDeIvG ~gbgsHikMISEcCLPA 4il m 

Dan 2006 Picture [iSt2:/k20 rs6 neff~t%~ss?e 001?zmmXZi@21elC\.¢D’DL4VUOdu E1SXvkDsBWZQ?SJ-xiBXnfLII{AgaTxlMz aObz\~’is155PSLh81HY2bZ~:E’~ 

C WAkZ5OFFL~3w4D1 ~LxOvAX~IZHRDhfzXueS>s] 

KEEP TRACK OF DAN THIS SUMMER ON TWITTER! 

If you aren’t make it pal~ of your daily habit as a college coach[ Get exclusive 

recruiting articles, late-breaking recruiting news, and out- obsm~cations and commentary 

on all tile big college sports topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 

HERE [~o:/k20rs6net/~kd~,p.?e 0017zmm)~ZicjylelCMDTtL4VUOd~ E1SXvkD~;BWZQTSI~xif3Y,~iL1]-tAgaTxlMz aObzWis155PSLh81}IY2bZ~:: 
G W AkZ 50 FFL l~!~[g_3 >, 4D 1 tLx0v ANIZ HfdJghfz)(.ue8r~ ] 

Looking for better recruiting results next season? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [~)[[~:/k20 rs6 net/~n:~?e 0017=r~mXZi                                        nvXEOX038nVOs~ 

tong0MZ3BAC51 csUer‘/~vUP~I9~6S7H8~piXdJ~Q~c2k~Bb~jQiQ23~DU~3M>~prDW7~‘~1~‘~6M6u~b‘~S~(~‘~e ~wc2~K i>~.,-t 2o s n-P YL ~X d JE/"% 1 .,~, 10~IY 2:~@is Yg86Ri] 

Out team of experts helped hundreds of coaches 

last year. Be one of them this year. CLICK HERE 

e 0017zmH~iZig~,lfQ)iPQ5 N6j~£SzVe~/gzkqufdKgdilpPM;’~DdSZTCGobmlQWDD12~.’f[gqsohyQSt~jLlf(jOQ?Cs~ V~_’~]~OxOBzplZB@~rCZdVcZOM.’~B]~F)oNuWb- 

OXJSZsC~cBMayToXi8181 WZ fRRdGDYBUiRN WT21~] 

Do Colleges Spend More on Books or Spoils? 

The Research is In... 

It’s an ongoing war of words between tile academic and athletic sides of campus, 

and tile suppol~ers of both sides: 

Does a college budget devote too many dollars to athletic depal~ments at tile expense 

of pu~it~g books on tile library shelves ? 

Well thanks to a new research study in a recent edition of Inside Higher Ed, we 
have tile answer. 

(Hint: Coacl~, you may ~vant to read this, print it out, and keep it handy tile next 

tinle you get file evil eye fronl that gtamlpy biology professor who is convinced you 

are taking nloney away from his classroom)... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e 0017zmmXZiqyld4icMTHOFdfszSkG5bfJkux6JkaD70ih55uxnJ8~vbyKnNHqKp8aplVHDt8L- 
f9LYGUnrFEcMo qYZ8pHGry~2~ T6~d~3vR3dDaMYM~cPg~3KfP9X8SbDLumtRWpd~Linf~es~ ~FdkUjwHcuy~e~K7ePHijcWq~wn~YksQbQTgeU6cMVdNfPunq~K4V8QWeWnTIP3t6~x7pCYiyf. 

-JTQT6sZ8AsFRDMEbIIUaWCpMw ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

e ~7zmn~XZiqy~eZhyGqyx~n~pdyXpcrPtwwNHp~Fg~C5e~3E~BrdNn~TGsgcspXisRZhTdFZALdi8~TRpXD2n~xxMuMWV~YLcAivK6Y~J~J~5EYIXy~VMNE2eQrYdS3n~GcXqnJXpLw~a- 

Zsx93qKyEf3GzWykHpBolj9amwYbvYjcMiZ-9TUx5C1P~NI~ths-~Rdu~‘~Za2WJPaq5ticyApe9tVP6~M~pdZZXPYu9GA~Tz~r)ph~Ipf~t~n~-V~djbwYiywJ~ZgdKUN t9xDEWMgXdIW88Kcs0m9FdI] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~://~20 rs6 nei/in~ 

e: 0017 ~ar~mXZic~S fhV                                         F9CDASlklSf)I wPA,~% 8Z~vC cPv., Stf22ISJi~4JOek’NB3                   AK6~] 

Jump Stal~ Your Program’s Recruiting, Brent[ 

On Canlpus Workshop [~:/’,’~2Ots6neVt~l j~??e 0017 mnmXZk~ 1 de]~2-eRPS~LmEectuKV9xBkkRtUWfi~ui2wvi~iJD~hu<~kAcmbE5CM ~K1VF4Am£~bTFuf?:C H94JAc~,,7NNw- 

3Lo014sWo3r                                                  ] 

B~G DAN T~OR AND HIS TEAM TO YO~ CAIUS FOR O~ FAMOUS ON-C~PUS WO~SHOP~ 

SchedNe Your Fall 2012 Event Now Click Here [~:~’~20 rs6 nel~tn~9?e 001 ?zmmXZi%sd deI2-eRPg¢~.mEequ.KVg~EkkR~h_fWf:Owyui2wvliIiJDEAhu- 

~cmbE5t ~/LMIK 1 VF 4AmBpbTFuffGH94JA~NNNw -3Lo014sWo3n                                                  ] 

California Students and Athletes Beit~g Lured A~vay by Out-of-State Colleges 

by Stephen Ceasar, Los Angeles Tm~es 

Their pitches ~vere sm~ple and tailored to tile audience. 

Come to my college, tile out-of-state recruiters recently told high school students 

in Lakewood, and you will be taught in small classes and you’ll graduate in four 

years. We’ll even throw in a few thousand dollars just for beit~g from California. 

And at one school, you won’t even be l%r from an In-N-Out Burger. 

Their attempt at wooing California high schoolers was a not-so-subtle move in a 
state whose public utliversities have been hit with severe budget cuts - $1.6 billion 

in 10 years - leadit~g to tuition hikes, enrollment caps and fewer courses. 

Meanwhile, nearby out-of-state colleges have reaped tile benefits. 

Neighboring states have seen an reflux of California students enrolling in their 
universities, and colleges have significantly bolstered their recruiting efforts 

in the state. By enrolling Californians, not only do these schools receive non-resident 

tuitiot~, they increase tile diversity of their campuses as well... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [tmp://~2Ors6ne~/tu~2?2 

e 0017zmmXZiqvlcTdOsv.,O2’~_XcC4PzGTVA\X~Op6H3FrSvxa i ~KJ56b~wZO~wTgsQTTeE5H1%o401eOfT1DT@mS~LkOfN~26TPhin-TCgSX4iO2t82~S m0aM9G2Y?hi~3o~d- 

~;<n0Muldu6cKmLVso3ON1 xX                               zG0sDZm~i/; ~!~M8 Uv, Em 2~lI ] 



Find us on Facebook [htrp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

e ~7z~XZiqy~eZ~yGqyx~pdyXpcrPt~v~vNHp~Fg~C5e~3E~Brc~N~TGsgcspXisRZ~Tc~FZALc~i8~TRpXD2~xxMuM~¥’V~YLcAivK6Y~J~U~5EYIXy~VMNE2eQrYdS3~GcXq~JXpL~v~a- 

Zsx93qKyEf3GzWykHpBolj9amwYbvYjcMiZ-9TUx5C1 p2qI~ths-~Rdu~ikZa2WJPaq5ticyApe9tVP6~M~pdZZXPYu9GA~Tz~ph~Ipf~t~m-V~djbwYiywJ~ZgdKUN t9xDEWMgXdlW88Kcs0m9FdI] 

Follo~v us on T~vitter [~:/7~20rs6~e~/~ 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Fotsvard this email to other coaches! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 1:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work, 6/27 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

The economic downtum is funneling thousands of over-25 Americans into 
post-secondary education; some to complete degrees they never finished, some 

to add extra armor to their resume to compete in a highly technical global 
economy. What steps can your institution take to attract & keep this growing 

population from first contact through graduation? Join us for our live, 
60-minute webinar: 

"Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work" 
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

rofessor~rai~il~,.com!2BU/0i2ipSFUMScip7¥A5GP9i!p0e 

Connecting with Adult Learners: Marketing & Recruitment Vehicles that Work 
** Tips to create an "adult friendly" marketing campaign 
** Keep your college competitive - innovative techniques for success 
** LinkedIn, Facebook & more: social network strategies that work 

Adult Student Programs: What’s Working to Attract Adults to your Campus 
** Ways to strike a balance between on-campns, on-line & distance learning 

** How to meet the academic, financial & life-balance needs of adults 
** Strategies to "map" a clear path that leads to degree attainment 

Boost the Adult-Student Experience by Adopting a Whole-Campus Approach 
** Keys to match adult career objectives with your school’s program 

** Cross-departmental efforts & strategies to retain adult students 

** How to communicate in each stage of the enrollmen & admissions funnel 

Your expert presenter: 

Carol B. Aslanian is Senior Vice President of Aslanian Market Research, 
EducationDynamics, which provides enrollment management services, including 
community-wide market studies, institutional audits, and development of 

education-employer partnerships to colleges and universities interested in 

serving the adult student market. 

** Until July 2009, she was President of Aslanian Group in New 
York City which focused on assisting colleges and universities in the 
recruitment and servicing of adult students in higher education. 

** Ms.Aslanian is a national authority on the characteristics and learning 

patterns of adult students and has made hundreds of presentations to educational 
institutions, state agencies, and national associations, focusing on her major 

area of expertise [] access to higher education for place-bound and time-bound 

students. 
** For more than 20 years, Carol Aslanian served as director of the Office of 
Adult Learning Services at the College Board in New York. She also served as the 

College Board’s Director of the Office of Community College Relations and 

assisted in enhancing the Board’s service to community colleges. 
** Ms. Aslanian is the author of a number of landmark reports and professional 

papers on adult learning. She has received several national awards for her 
contributions to the fields of community service and continuing education. 
** Ms. Aslanian received her degrees from Cornell University and Harvard University. 

*Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work* 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 



Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofe ssor~raimr~todav .com/2B U/0i2ipSF~UM5cipTYA5 GPgi/~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http;iiw~.w.pro~cssortrai~ir~g~odav.com/2BU/4Ci2/pgPUM5cipTYA5GP9i/pOc 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 508839 

Contact ID#: -1562458301 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 2:45 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Availability During Compliance Review 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I should be available anytime during the visit also except June 18 after 4:00pm which I am guessing Brent may be tied up with as well. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 6/5/2012 2:36 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

Thanks for your email. The law firm would like to have a joint 30-minute interview with you and Susan. Susan [] what is your 
availability on June 18-20? 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blar~to~~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 9:14 AM 
To: mbnorton@unc.edu 
Subject: Availability During Compliance Review 

Hi Molly, 
Not sure if you need this but I am responding to Bubba[] s email. I am available pretty much anytime during the visit. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarhee~b~e.csW.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 3:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Availability During Compliance Review 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Yes, 1:30 and 2:00 on Tuesday, June 19th works fine for me. 

Susan 

>>> "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 6/5/2012 2:54 PM >>> 

Brent and Susan, 

Would Tuesday, June 19 at 1:30pm in the AD Conference Room (236 EWAC) work for both you? 

If so, the law firm also needs to do an individual 30-minute interview with you, Susan. Would you be able to stay and meet with them 
at 2:00pm on Tuesday, June 19? 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmalo~mac~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 2:45 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Availability During Compliance Review 

I should be available anytime during the visit also except June 18 after 4:00pm which I am guessing Brent may be tied up with as well. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 6/5/2012 2:36 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

Thanks for your email. The law firm would like to have a joint 30-minute interview with you and Susan. Susan [] what is your 
availability on June 18-20? 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blar~to~%~ur~caa.mac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 9:14 AM 
To: mbnorton@unc.edu 
Subject: Availability During Compliance Review 



Hi Molly, 
Not sure if you need this but I am responding to Bubba[] s email. I am available pretty much anytime during the visit. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
Center for Smdem Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 4:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Summer I for Schedule Upload.xlsx; Summer II for Schedule Upload.xlsx 

See aUached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@webprofessionaltraining.net <audio@webprofessionaltraining.net> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 5:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Handling Campus Parking Complaints: Real-world Solutions for Your College - Webinar 
07/11/12 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton~ 

Parking is always a highly charged issue on college campuses, and despite the 
best planning, everyone seems to still complain. It is critical that proper 
guidance is given to those handling these complaints in order to reach 
effective resolutions in a timely manner. Please join us for: 

"Handling Campus Parking Complaints: Real-World Solutions for Your College" 
Wednesday, July 11, 2012 - 1:00 - 2:00 PM (ET) 
htt~:l~%~.ww~wcb~rofessio~va~trair~h~.~~et/2 CB/0/2          7J4ZNASiip0e 

Join us for this 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will learn: 
** Strategies for handling difficult situations due to campus parking 
** Easier ways to handle the number one campus parking complaint 
** What parking enforcement officers can do to prevent problems 
** Best practices for handling angry students, staff & visitors 

Your expert presenter: 
James T. Overton, Chief of Police, University of Massachusetts. 
** Chief Overton started his law career in 1984 as a police cadet with the 
Hampton Police Division, Hampton, VA. He spent 18 months in that position and 
was then promoted to police officer and attended the Hampton Roads Regional 
Police Academy in 1985. His assignments included patrol, minority recruiter, 
street crimes unit, and community policing project manager. As a corporal his 
assignments included special investigations, DEA task force, and patrol 
supervisor. As a sergeant his assignments included special investigations 
supervisor, patrol supervisor, and SWAT counter-sniper. 
** He left Hampton Police in May 2000 to become Deputy Chief at the newly 
created Delaware State University Police Department, Dover, DE. 
**After 5 years in the position, he was appointed as the 2nd ever Chief of 
Police for DSU in May 2005 and also serves as the Associate Vice President for 
Public Safety. 
** Chief Overton is a member of and active in several law enforcement 
organizations to include the International Association of Campus Law 
Enforcement Administrators (IACLEA), the International Association of Chiel~s 
of Police (IACP), the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives 
(NOBLE, serving as the Delaware Chapter’s President), and the Delaware College 
and University Public Safety Association 

* Handling Campus Parking Complaints: Real-World Solutions for Your College * 
* Live, 60-Minute Webiuar ** 
* Wednesday, July 11, 2012 - 1:00 - 2:00 PM (ET) * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
h~p:iiwww.webprofessionahraimn~.~eL/2CB/Oi2          7J4ZNASi/p0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 



P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now until 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~ :iiwww.web~rofessior~altraini~. ~eti2 CB/4 C/2          7J4ZNAg~/t~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 501452 

Contact ID#: -1559963674 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 5:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: FW: Link for posting 

TEXT.htm 

Brent 

Is this link still work, job still posted? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/27/2012 2:36 PM >>> 

Here it is... 
B 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [             tmcaa.~mc.e&~] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 10:38 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Link for posting 

The position posting for tutors has been posted on the UNC website. All interested candidates who are NON-STUDENTS must 
apply at this link: 

leadmin.com~si1336 

If anyone contacts you, just have them apply at this link even if you do not have a need for a tutor at that time. That way they will 
already have applied. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 6, 2012 5:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: FW: Link for posting 

TEXT.htm 

We have someone we need to hire for summer 2 as a Learning Assistant...what 
should we do? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jun 5, 2012 20:01:31 EDT 
Subject: =?utf-8?B ?UmU6IEZXOiBMaW5rIGZvciBwb3N0aW5n==?= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 8:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Webinar Tomorrow] Latte & Learn: How does customer service help retention? 

TEXT.htm 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Great service boosts retention 

<htt~;!iww~.,gotoassist.comi?elq=977a2761 d18949988d0c71 a4210cScee&elqCamp~nld=>"Logo: GoToAssist" 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar <          otoassist.com!060712-NAoG2ACoS~%port-WBR-L 1 ? 
ID=70150000000YBGi&elq=977a2% 1 d189499%d0c7 la4210cgcee&elqCam-~aigrfld=> .... 

Brent: 

The oft-told "rescue stories" of cancel-ready clients saved by great customer service experiences demonstrate the bottom-line benefits 
of strong customer support. 

But what about other customer service stories? How do they affect retention? If your service organization is seen as a cost center, you 
can shift that view. 

Grab a latte and join Tabitha Dunn, director of customer insights at Citrix, as she explores the relationship between great customer 
service calls and customer retention. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

REGISTER <~ ]i~a~,gotoassist.comi060712 oNAoG2AC-S u~ortoWBR-L 1 ? 
i~D=70150000000 YBGi&e~g=977a27~ l dl g94 9988dOc71a4 210cScee&el        ~ffd=> 

Topic: Latte & Learn: Great Customer Service = Customer Retention 

Date: Thursday, Jtme 7 
Time: 10 AM (PST) / 1 PM (EST) 
Duration: 1 Hour 

Speaker: 
Tabitha Dunn, Director Customer Insights, Citrix Online 

Attend this interactive webinar to learn how to: 
*Find drivers of retention in your customer feedback 
*Convince stakeholders of the customer retention value 
*And more... 

*Tie customer calls to customer behavior 



Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <           toassist.cor~’060712oNAoG2ACoSu~ortoWBRoLl? 
~D=70150000000YBGi&ekj=977a27(~ldlg949988dOc71a4210cgcee&elq~am-i)aigr~id=> .... 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike MansbachI VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~:iiw~,w~citrixo~i~i~e~com/?elq_~977a276 ldl g949988d0c71 a4210cScee&e~ ~d=> 

"Facebook" <~:iiwww.facebook.comishacer.                  ~oassist.cor~/060712oNAoG2ACoSt~ortoWBRoL 1’? 
1D=70150000000YB Gi&elq=977a27(~ 1 d 18949988d0c71 a4210cgcee&elqCam-~aigNd=>         Share 

~D=70150000000YBGi&ekL=977a2761d18949988dOc71a4210cScee&el        Nd=>         "Twittter" <~:i/~wi~er.com!? 
stores=Great service boos~ts retemior~                         otoassist.com!060712oNAoG2ACoSup_porloWBR°L 1 ? 
ID=70 ] 50000000YB Gi&elq=977a2761 d 18949988d0c7 ] a4210cgcee&elqCam~Nd:>         Tweet <~:/ilwitter.corrd? 
stores-Great ser~dce boos~ts rete~ior~{5.~i~ ~Nassis~)!~t~;/i!~m~gotoassist.co~g060712oNAoG2ACoSuEportoWBRoL]’~ 
ID=70150000000YB Gi&elq=977a276 ] d i 8949988d0c71 a4210cgcee&el        Nd=> 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:/iwww.citrixoNir~e.com 
Unsubscribe: l~tlp:ii~earr~.citrixo~line.com/formsfUr~subscribe? 
u~iqueid=977a2761 d 18949988d0c71 a4210cgcee&emNl=blaNor~uncaa. ~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 8:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Job Posting Online 

TEXT.htm 

That’s correct. It closed May 31st. When you want to repost it mid July/August timeframe. You’ll need to submit 
another request form, and we’ll post it through May 2013. We should be able to basically copy from the posting 
that just closed. 
Hope that helps..let me know if you have any questions. 

Joyce 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/5/2012 5:48 PM >>> 
Hi Joyce! 
Our tutor position is no longer listed online, right? 

Thanks, 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 9:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Kym 
N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Incomming freshmen folders 

TEXT.htm 

I will just give Nate the CTOPS list. That should include everyone. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Yarbrough, Nathan John" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 6/7/2012 9:30 AM >>> 

All, 

Could I please get everyone [] s incoming freshmen information so that I can get the folders ready for the 2012 fall semester. I am 
thinking yellow this year. 

Thanks, 
Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Teresa Farnum & Associates, Inc." <info@teresafarnum.com> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 9:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Workshop Giveaway I Enter Now for All-Sessions Retention & Recruitment Pass 

TEXT.htm 

Mr. Blanton, 

This July, Teresa Farnum & Associates (TFA) will be hosting our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop in 
Baltimore, Maryland (see: ~:!i~vww.cve~l.comidiJKN51[EUh~UXK3vRHDR©iOTt3/Pl ?), and we’re giving away two all-sessions 
passes--one for you, one for a colleague. Both passes include a catered dinner event as well as an Inner Harbor cruise.* To be entered 
in the drawing, sign up by going to: ~:/iwww.cver~t.com!diz29beoWceO~N_._©CRTAv51wiOTt3/c1/gciNgNZR57Q_R_.Q-~..? 

When: July 16-19, 2012 

Where: Tremont Plaza Hotel & Grand Historic Venue, 222 Saint Paul Street, Baltimore, MD 21202 

Session Descriptions: Click here for session summaries and learning outcomes: 
~:i7~.ww.cver~.comidiJKR5~EUh@~igUY2K3v~r)R©/OT~3/Pli1K?. Examples of topics include: 

- Root Causes of Student Attrition & Strategies for Promoting Persistence to Completion 
- Adult Learners: Research-based Strategies for Recruitment and Retention 
- Retention by Design: How Complex Campus Environments Influence What Students Do (or Don’t) 
- Enhancing Educational Productivity: A Macrolevel Approach to Institutional and Student Success 
- Five Steps to Building a Successful Retention Plan 
- Online Learners: Refining Student Services to Improve Retention 

Distinguished Presenters: A total of nine eminent practitioners 
(~:iiwww.cver~t.comigiJKR51EUh~UXK3v~DRQi07t3iP 1/2K?) will join us for this event, including University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County President Freeman Hrabowski, III, Ph.D; James Groccia, Ed.D.; Joe Cuseo, Ph.D.; and Cam Cruickshank, Ph.D. 

Winner Notification: The recipient of the all-sessions passes will be contacted by email on Monday, June 1 lth. Please note that you 
can only enter the drawing once. 

Want to register now for the Workshop? We’ll take 10% off registration fees just for joining our newsletter mailing list by June 10! 
Use code MAIL on the payment page. Click here for complete Workshop details and to register: 
~:ii~.ww.cve~t.cor~v~d/L~R5~E~jh~.~UXK3vRHDRQ/OTt3/Pl ?). 

All the best, 

Teresa Farnum & Associates 

196 2nd NH Turnpike 
New Boston, NH 03070 
P: 303.953.8763 
F: 866.361.5467 
Email: info@teresafarnum.com 
Website: ~:i/~eresafa~mm.com 
LinkedIn: ~ :/qlir~kedin. comii~i~eresafarrmm 
Facebook: ~:iifacebook.comAeresa.farrmm.com 

*The total value of the passes is $1700. Please note that the winner is responsible for assuming travel expenses. Special hotel rates are 
available for Workshop attendees. 



Please click here (l~J~!~:iiwww.cvex~.cox~foL~JKR5IEUl~UXK3~’Pd-~DR©i07t3iPl/3Z?) if you do not wish to receive additional 
communications regarding our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop. 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails 
alerting people to these opportunities. Click here (~:!iwww.cven~.comidiHW~ZGD~fl~6~l"~,~Rs@~ob~iO7J~3/E1iSD?) to remove 
your name from both the Workshop mailings and any future promotional notifications. 

Powered by Cvent 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 7:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Hour Totals/Eligibility Issues 

Text.htm; image001 .j pg 

This is helpful 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/7/2012 2:01:58 PM >>>Hi Mike, 
After speaking on Tuesday, I thought this would help square all of the numbers up in your records. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.com<~:iimrhee~b~c.cs~v.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 11:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Session 3 

TEXT.htm; 2012.06.11-12.Athletic.xlsx 

Here are the kids coming in for Session 3 starting on Monday. Please let me know if you do NOT plan on meeting with any of your 
students. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Jordan, Scarlett L" <scadett@unc.edu> 6/8/2012 10:54 AM >>> 

Sorry about that. It[]s attached! Have a great weekend dear J 

From: Jennifer Townsend [ ncaa.anc.eda] 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Jordan, Scaflett L 
Subject: Session 3 

Hi, Scarlett: 

I hope you are doing well. I just wanted to see if I could get the session 3 groups when you get a chance. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of June 11, 2012 
Date Event 
6/12 NCHSAA Meeting 
6/13 NCHSAA Meeting 

6/13 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
6/13 Athletes in Action 
6/17 Possible Summer Bridge 

Time 
All Day 
All Day 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
5:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 
Date 
6/19 
6/20 
6/20 
6/21 

18, 2012 
Event 
Possible Summer Bridge 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
School of Journalism 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
11:00 AM-1:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 25, 2012 
Date Event 
6/26 NCHSAA Meeting 
6/27 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
6/27 Athletes in Action 
6/30 Wedding Reception 

Time 
TBD 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
TBD 

Location 
Suite Level 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
TBD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 3:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor times 

TEXT.htm 

I need to edit the availability of some of my guys for summer II, but I can’t seem to get into their requests to make changes ( I 
accidentally erased one). Can you show me how to do this tomorrow? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 7:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You Gamecock Country 

TEXT.htm 

Thunk You Galnecock Country 

Gamecocks - 5, Sooners 1 

It’s a retm-n to Omahu 

It’s Fear The Fish 

It’s Great to be a Gamecock 

h~p://slnr .imn.ticketli~aster. corn: 80/tr ack? 
~ipe click&enid ZWFz~TEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TE~NzQyMDMmbWVzc2F~Zw~k~TE2MjYwNjM~ZGF~YWJhc2VpZD~EQVRBQkFTRU~EJnN~cm~hbD~xNjg2NTYw~SZ~bWFpbG~k~UJMQU5UT~5A¥q55DQUEu¥q5 

Go to GamecocksOilline.com for full coverage. 

To unsubsclibe from futm-e mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolilla Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. corn> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Disruptive Behavior in the Classroom: Stop it Before it Gets Out of Control - 7/12 
Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

For those concerned with important strategies to effectively handle disruptive 
college students and safely navigate challenging situations, there will be a 

live, 60-minute webinar: 

"Disruptive Behavior in the Classroom: Stop it Before it Gets Out of Control" 
Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET 
~ :ii\:vww.bes~professor~raining~comi2CHi0i2         7JS4B35Lij?0e 

College and universities are experiencing an increase in disruptive and even 
aggressive student behavior. However, little training is offered to faculty and 
staff to successfully manage these situations. How can you address and manage 
student’s difficult and sometimes challenging behavior? Join us for a 60-minute 
webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 
** Effective strategies to deal with disruptive student behavior 
** Tips to proactively respond to even the most difficult students 
** Ways to eliminate the fear of confronting aggressive students 
** Warning signs & tools to diffuse challenging student behavior 
** Conflict resolution strategies that help build positive relationships 

Your expert presenter: 

Steven R. Van Hook has spent more than a decade as an on-ground and online 
instructor, mentor, and faculty trainer for universities and organizations 
including University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), University of 
California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), California Lutheran University, Antioch 
University, Ellis University, Cardean Learning Group, as well as a guest 
lecturer at universities in Russia and Ukraine. 
** Steve has a PhD specializing in cross-cultural education, an MA in 
communications, and a BA in journalism. He has published scholarly articles on 
the use of transcultural media themes and images in international settings. 
** Steve has worked as a crisis counselor, a department of corrections intake 
officer, and completed graduate level studies in counseling psychology. 
** Steve has been a television news anchor, news division manager for an NBC 
affiliate, host for a TalkNet radio program on business and government affairs, 
and a weekly newspaper columnist. He managed the American side in Russia of a 
US/US SR joint-venture with the newspaper Literaturnaya Gazeta, and produced 
public education television, radio, and newspaper projects in Ukraine. 

* Disruptive Behavior in the Classroom: Stop it Before it Gets Out of Control * 
* Live 60 - Minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 



calling 1-888-669-6067: 
~ :iiwww.bestt?rofe ssor~rair~ing corral2 CHi0i2 7JS4B35i!~p0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
~:iiwww.best$?rofessor~raining co~/2CH/4Ci2         7JS4B35i~p0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 502270 

Contact ID#: -1556770978 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Recruiting Phone Call Rules Equal Big Opportunities 

TEXT.htm 

View tiffs as a webpage... 
Click here! 

r20 co:tsta:ttco::tact co:~v:ender?ih-b~:,heq~ab&v 00177 hio5ARRGabkZWw~pgNrMGznVz 9ct-EN-S r2I-LDavSM:~f£NkXx4dOkW-62uO IhlIZ0 
f ~,NIGINIJSx~erOLAPXOA~ciuOZJO6tV~MBG9HFKwiA%3D 
You’re receivfi~g tiffs email became of yore relafio~Np ruth Tudor Collegiate S~-ategies. 
Please 
~o://x, Jsitor r20 co~sta~*{co:a{act com/c {sp?11r b,a, he~ba b&l- 11102143895655611451939951 2&m 1101038493377&,zd: F 
yore continued interest in receivfi~g email from m. You may ~ubscfibe 
~j~:i/visitorcor~:~tantcontactco~’do?p~u~&mse: O018fhOW~LavdMoB~F ~mJbK@0rL5bmJwe55VgZ6CMw%3D&t 001S~DooAF2V-e7UCYG~XDw%3D%3D&~easo~ 001I~)9~N~sU%3D&tir bwlieq~bab 
if you no longer rash to receive ore emNls. 

NewsletterHeader[h~o://:20rs6net//nisp?e 001P13pUclu527pl-EGOk-t~XiGkW M1RDSNW9NSoW-Rt~OSoblxvadlSM5t~fFP6tclp2HD{~l ONbo 5ZY~lo421biJI4Qg47KeJ*3TP~LSO{CuxsGsvDJn2t~Xw :] 

Jmle 12, 2012 Volume 8, Issue 24 

New Recmi~lg Phone Call Rules Equal Big Oppol~uulties 

Tile new roles are here, Brent: 

Jmle 15th is holclii~g a new special meauli~g for coaches aroutld tile COmltly who are 
lookii~g to get a jump on their top recruits. It’s goii~g to get easier, thanks to 
new approved contact fime periods by tile NCAA. 

To help with tilose limd-to-make phone calls tliut are co~ulng up, we wanted to give 
you a plimer for how to effectively make those all-impottant fnst phone calls to 
a new class of recruits. 

First, here are tile key points you’ll need to know as you set out to make phone 
calls later tiffs week to your recruits: 

Why You Should Reach for tile Phone to Reach New Recruits [                                                                     1 dBGVSVdXBaLw1~2q2oVwBa7HJGXbLVI2ZHYLU- 
Kt0~7nb5EgAe4tdq VL2HsO~0PEet-ABIebI0~gWDzOhM3RdR2w7EUp~L~oV~2vXGg~’G(~sF1H6TI@~.)Y~u G/5,ht~E{qHW1JTtDoHMZDNDcVEh] 

We also wanted to give you some ideas on tile topics tliut today’s tee~mge reci~ts 
like talkfi~g about, and how to wrap tilose conversations into ideas about wily your 
college and program would be tile best choice: 

Creative Topics To Get Yout Prospects Talkfi~g [ 

~.flJtOLaB Zve 7f?6xzSHR3pZSGIbbKUbz-D82afbvult4M4Fvv-mdd316WwGe2SYaO9vGeUd~] 

For many of you, tiffs is an important week of first contact with a new group of 
student-athlete prospects. If you liuve adclitio~ul questions, we’d love to help. 

Email Dan Tudor one-on-one with your questions at dan@dantudor.com [m~filto                 ] 
tiffs Tuesday and Wechiesday. 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~F~3pUqn527qeH2HU6LRzTas4IK2GpdR~yBgdvSkT8PDQ6CXa~qJ~UicsfgyyGVVcGSD4~f~jqh:-- 
VqZacLxr MnyTWvh03ZgcmsN fNxf~xm4m0cXX~MvawwKhpsr MD42uKhWGG 170DOmoDTz44p 1 fPiSCokGAggtuZXNjZ 0k4DI<alMbly fCOkVj4TNgPaOOrdYKglJFTKekJcLxkVZ3dWYplAX8Ffo6ICBPcYpY65KvYgBq 
-H2y6tjoD3afWBQ-f9oJj fuqzPf34EJ2C] 
Follow us on Twitter [                                                 DOJDZAiclI~xNTFTI3BXU iwH 9OliMSCwKf S1961Pi3DEwhsavP~lvhSIe~Z,’~LC5BgcS6FnbS21LPA-Cx~P1XBkIS@~ _] 

NCSAAthletic Recmiti~g [li~,~p:i/~2Ors6nel,’~n~&~}?e 001H3pL~qu527rsv~omD’~5?OkVJ\~qDEvnekJVGEhM78                            RIVBZI~S61~s~TasHPYwJFCY1BbTTI- 
Lr\,V2JC.liC97srlosl)\,Mc9HZvme,~JeLYgre               5ITJ dMiIIRDkt~sl C78sl wRJf\,B82H~] 

Starti~g Your Coaching Day Out Right 

by Mandy Green, Uulversity of South Dakota 

I have been talking to a lot of coaches lately who are looking for ways to help 
tilem get nlore producfive with their day. Tile first area we look at is wliut they 
do first thi~g in tile monffng when they wake up. I always start there with tile coaches 
I am working with because I believe tilat what you do in tile first hour of your day 
will set tile tone for how productive you will be for tile enfire day. 

As coaches, we spend a lot of time tinting to figare out how to get out athletes 
to perfom~ at their highest levels and preach about cliet, sleep, hych-atio~, and 
being physically and mentally fit because we utlderstand how doting those things right 
affects perfommnce. Now, a lot of coaches won’t achifft tiffs but they liuve been secretly 
operati~g on tile do as I say, not as I do when it comes to prepaling themselves 
to perfom~ at a high level duting tile day in tile office. I believe that if you take 
care of yourself first, you will do a much better job oftakfi~g care of evelTbody 
else... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [ 
e 001F1 H w 10 P ~-u~.cz~ 8 ~/.~ CS~v:BcBDALxV38 lkE QliMC- 

\/2~2B 4CHdzb b.{g] 

Findus onFacebook [hgp://r20.rs6.netJttl.jsp?e ~F~3pUqn527qeH2HU6LRzTas4IK2GpdR~yBgdvSkT8PDQ6CXa~qJ~UicsfgyyGVVcGSD4~f~jqh:-- 
VqZa&xr MnyTWvh03ZgcmsN fNxf~xm4m0cXX~MvawwKhpsr MD42uKhWGG 170DOmoDTz44p 1 fPiSCokGAggtuZXNjZ 0k4DI<alMbly fCOkVj4TNgPaOOrdYKglJFTKekJ&xkVZ3dWYplAX8Ffo6ICBPcYpY65KvYgB( 
-H2y6tjoD3afWBQ-f9oJj fuqzPf34EJ2C] 
Follow us on Twitter [hh:p:/7~20 rs6 net/~n                                                                                                                                                            ] 

Looking for better reci~fing results next season? 

NCRC 3-DVD SET [ 
V5V5R6iMsD               AO4dSoLeSCiUIaFB WSChIHUi000 RkZLTlGzat~crk 

Out team of experts helped hml&eds of coaches 
last year. Be one ofthem this year. CLICKHERE [h{t:o://:2Ors6netq:tjsp?e 00iF13pUq::527rMZZgH55Bf~J2d~IPSEKW©NZWzl4M1YFaKSli::S- 
Z.~2i4WiRC26CXDBMUlk                                     uv TP6hi:tLds4sctA~,~T Q’] ~’ ’~ v _ _ _ ~:~S5Fbi~CiI-NH7ioFxQdl)RsiMUa61R0 GsQig_] 

Help Yout Gradualing Team Members witi1 



Tips on These Great Spotts Job Oppo~Alnities 

by Ryan Newlnai~. NCSA Athletic Recmitiilg - Head of College RelatiOilS 

NCSA Athletic Recmitiilg’s College Relations team are doing amazing thii~gs to connect 
coaches with the right student-athletes. With tile rate ttffi~gs are going we need 
help. Tile team is looking for 1-2 interns for tile SUlmner (paid or college credit). 
Ideally, tile candidate has coaching/playing experience at tile college level, hus 

some customer service experience and would thtive in a high energy work envirolm~ent. 

We are also pursuing a Marketer/Copywriter. Tiffs person would be responsible for 
implementing strategies towards increasing awareness about tile NCSA recruiting network 
[~s6~J’l~l~_.~?e ~q~527rsw~DW~kVJWDEvnekJVGEI~‘,~78hp~.~fi8~5~-mTJ~1gR1V~1~xP3~T~HPYw~FCY1’r3b1‘T1- 

LrW2JC:hCgz~mos                                               iIIRDk~isi C78siwRJlk~B82Hg_ ]. 
Preferably, we are looking for a recent grad, ruth a college attflefics experience 
and hus a major in Marketing. 

Please contact Ryun Newman at mewman@ncsaspotts.org [mailto:mewma~              ] 
if you huve any student-athletes thut would like to come work in Chicago, get gn-e at 
hunds on experience and apply theh- sports background to tile professional arei~a. 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~F~3pUqn527qeH2HU6LRzTas4IK2GpdRIyBgdvSkT8PDQ6CXa~qJ~UicsfgyyGVVcGSD4~f~jqh~-- 
VqZa&xa-MnyTWvh03ZgcmsN fNxtlxnr4m0cXX~MvawwKhpsr MD42uKhWGG 170DOmoDTz44p 1 fFISCokGAggtuZXNjZ 0k4DI<hlMb~y fC0kVj 4TN9 PaO0rdYKg 1JFTKek J&v&VZ3 dWYplAX8 F fo6ICB PcYpY65KvYgB ~ 
-H2y6tj oD3afWB Q- f9o Jj fuqzPt3 4E J2 C] 
FollowusonTwitter[bh~:,,’!~20rs61tei/l~isp?e 001F13pOqu527qaJdS~/N,/DOJDZ/~.clI~TFTI3BXUIwH 9OtlM8CwKf SlgblPi3DEwl~savP~lvh8IeSrffbHseVe4gLC5BgcS6F~il~S21LPA-Cx~1XBklSqbA ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the ilatioffs top prospects for fiee. [ 527~uDWOkVJWDEvnekJVGEl~,’178 FasHP~wJFC’~IBbTTI~ 
LrW2JCil~cgzrrlosli~vMcg"ftZ~r~l~/.IeL~/greQrgwa3sx5kQgD5ITJ d2~diI IR DI¢~J sl C78 slwRJfvB 82 H ~] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [ 
GF~JC HYhg.il:~cdbI QYN fJkXjCv 106Px3 FUrVa5bai4B I384J f? Yb,_~tX GL P~flRPCX~-UbFaMU;Sw~Bz ld& Q~] 

COACHES READY FOR FRIDAY’S TEXTING RECRUITING KICKOFF 

In addition to tile new allowances being given to college coaches with recruiting 
phone calls, new rules are going into effect when it comes to texfing. Wbut will 

tiffs new communication method mean for college coaches? Find out today. CLICK HERE 
[h~:/,q 20 rs6 ne~qi~ i&~?e ~1F13P~’~527~GkNA~T9i6A~%bDDX9dix~/~mCy,A~M2D9r~x~HVEE7~S~tZ16-G~JC~..~1E~c~iRedbIQ¥Nffi<~iC~6~3F~LrVa5bai4~I384J~¥b~tNGL~ulR~CX~- 

UbFaMUAwBzl dS~] 

Dan 2006 Pictm-e [ 
e: 001F13pl_, qu527q~dl~HIP;~,hi~O5tML73AxMva5UKfW fN Cw ldLmNa4Qk.~¢/~28 offrH0c 0 Sine W~hl~E,N 1 wMFKugPZI3PVLqGi0wsXO~,T7P8v6zbM1QRlibOIbcgM 3~bQ] 

KEEP TRACK OF DAN THIS SUMMER ON TWITTER[ 

If you aren’t, make it part of your daily habit as a college coach! Get exclusive 
recmitii~g atticles, late-breaking recrultii~g news, and our observations and co~mnentary 
on all tile big college spotts topics of the day. Follow us on Twitter, Coach! CLICK 

HERE [                                                                                                                            ] 

Video Highlights of 2012 NCRC Now Available 

College coaches, athletic directors, and a wide anay of recruiting and marketing 
experts gathered in Boston two weeks ago for tile 5th annual Natioilul Collegiate 
Recruiting Conference. 

And now, you call get a sneak peek of some of tile gn-e at speakers and topics we covered 
at this year’s event. Click here [~:!/~20 rs6 i~e                      27r 4XuFlil?,’1E~31Ur~DG mlSALIk4NsJD~taMF ~¢~8a~D~?~wIxoHaX11 G ~nebgZ~,sv~’~4bC 

3E~hL4Ge;l’eqPqdH3~OFOZ4Glo~95a~ k~6Ch~cVYHvq2F49 LI~dS~GRUI~wL3] 
to get the NgNigNs~ 

And, stay tmled for details on how to get your video copy of 2012 NCRC, and make 
plans to attend next year’s event (details to be announced in September) 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~F~3pUqn527qeH2HU6LRzTas4IK2GpdRIyBgdvSkT8PDQ6CXa~qJ~UicsfgyyGVVcGSD4~f~jqh~-- 
VqZa&xa-MnyTWvh03ZgcmsN fNxtlxnr4m0cXX~MvawwKhpsr MD42uKhWGG 170DOmoDTz44p 1 fFISCokGAggtuZXNjZ 0k4DI<hlMb~y fC0kVj 4TN9 PaO0rdYKg 1JFTKek J&v&VZ3 dWYplAX8 F fo6ICB PcYpY65KvYgB ~ 
-H2y6tjoD3afWBQ-f9oJj fuqzPB4EJ2C] 
Follow us on Twitter [~d.~:/I~2Ors6net,q~                                                                                                                     C5BgcS6F~IbS21LPA-CxuPIXBklS@~/a _] 

Jmnp Statt Your Progn-am’s Recruiting, Brent[ 

On Campus Workshop [                                   527oReOOK~BWd                             BaZYgB98zo-~oPE7xSeLA mefi7 Bm2xU6-85XUOA1 
2MDkMV8 ATxzoK~IQYRI\AWEk@E_qjCou~gQNYm2Xiw ] 

BRING DAN TUDOR AND HIS TEAM TO YOUR CAMPUS FOR OUR FAMOUS ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOP! 
Schedule Your Fall 2012 Event Now Click Here [h~:j~:!i~20 rs6 neL/tn isp?e 001F13pU~u527oReOOKbBWdOpWoREUbO2~xyO71y~kU4pBazYgB98zo-~oPpTxSeLA met7 Bm2xU6-85XUO~2~ 8VE~7EoQYSHpdA.% 
H ope-2MDkMV8 AT~oKrlQYRXAWE~uaS~C0ugQNYm2Xiw ] 

An hlside Look at D1 Recruiting Budgets - 

and How Top Schools Compete for Top Recruits 

When he met with tile Florida State Athletics Board on May 2 to ad&ess tile Seminoles’ 

proposed budget for tile comii~g fiscal year, athletic director Randy Spetlnan outlined 
variables that were outside tile university’s control. 

He lamented tile rising costs of~uition and athletic scholarships and tile fact that 
booster contributions have remained relatively flat in recent years. He also detailed 
the substantial loss in ticket revenue caused by West Virgiiffa’s football team canceling 

its much-anticipated trip to Tallahassee this fall At tile time, he projected a 
$2.4-million deficit, red mk that apparently disappeared Friday when payments fiom 
the Atlantic Coast Conference amved with much more cash than expected. 

What Spetlnan dichi’t discuss, much of it completely within tile attiletic depattment’s 

control, was a surge in operatii~g expenses related to i-ecmitii~g. 

According to a review of more than 1,000 athletic depattnlent doclm~ents, obtained 
through public records requests, tile Selninoles are spending nearly twice as much 



on football recruitiilg now titan they did m~der former head coach Bobby Bowden. 

Where Bowden’s staff spent just more tliun $280,000 on rec~a]iti~g duling tffs final 
season ttu-ee years ago, FSU cra~ked tliut budget up to $500,000 in 2010-11 and raised 
it again to $525,000 in 2011-12. Tliut’s an overall increase of nearly 86 percent... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001F13pUqn527qrM2Sk-D3BSA36kOSbakjVtDsYTySTZgRAWIMA- 
I78jUz 10 D1KVJqfMxAnT8 Cg S fin4e 9 SbfP61 I K4kDY3rEvXGql tba9 VA51 g3UnQ3ze6 PrR3PohoD0zfFqHKcLio3 l jmmEy6 Y24fFFsHC 11Ytmagcr 17oJOJ3hnHxgEC5-bilWUkdIgWaPY8fLt- 
~xvi~H4zTqy6x~6s8d~Sp4Kgauch~8~vFfFA9tff-wQIA~mz7q~Ig~I~6bgrbN8vakbY5Rwnu3D7q9ewyCkgxw2zIa~EhYdETsUII ] 

Want a look at how other sports at major colleges are copi~g with increased expectafions 
without the increased budgets tliut many football programs enjoy? 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~F~3pUqn527qzTEhu*~nDU~kbIwLUxyNBnU9uZZV453HT~3c36yQfGBX3X~.XR-~HstSA8CHkskdV2BZqS~3Yiw-F- 
RPx vC7s~vFzn8xBrzaa~hz4UHc2~MkA~WQ~Z5MH~V~CeFRT9MNK-gy~JY2pv-J-SR~B2kWn9JNx7~T8smu4BJKbbqN~FtLRE R-fpUyIQKfRzSMLkVTqM6TTO4P1X- 
RCZ SmItr~-fxdEh60 KB0zIvqmWfcHGYvI FBW2xXTm3oTZQ JRMGrhgXU-EM0 ClrA ] 

Findus onFacebook [h~p://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e ~F~3pUqn527qeH2HU6LRzTas4IK2GpdR~yBgdvSkT8PDQ6CXa~qJ~UicsfgyyGVVcGSD4~f~jqhu.-- 
VqZa&~-MnyTWvh03ZgcmsN fNxt~xm4m0cXX~MvawwKhpsr MD42uKhWGG 170DOmoDTz44p 1 fPiSCokGAggtuZXNjZ 0k4DI~Mbly fCOkVj4TNgPaOOrdYKglJFTKekJ&xkVZ3dWYplAX8Ffo6ICBPcYpY65KvYgB( 
-H2y6tjoD3afWBQ-f9oJj fuqzPB4EJ2C] 
Follow us on Twitter [t~:p:/7~20 rs6 ~et/~                                                                                                                                                            ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Folward tiffs email to other coaches! 
h~o:I/uJco*lsta~{co*~tactcorrl/s;v’~’,a,H2isp?ll~ b,a, tleq~lbab&m:=i 101038493377&ea blaa{on~&ux~caaunc ed~,a 1110214389565 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.m:c.edu by dm:@dantudor.com. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 12:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 6-12-12: Back to Omaha! Team Send-Off Wednesday 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 6 - 12 -2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



NCAA Colleqe World Series 

Saturday JuneA 16 
Game 1 
SC vs. Florida -A 9 PM 
TV: ESPN/ESPN3.com 

Gamecock Club members: 
XFD ~ R#quest tickets online 

Baseba Team NewWomen’s Lackey Named 
SendoOff on Terms Coach Second Team All 
Wednesday Hred Ame~ can 

2012 Football    Summer Sports College World 
Season Tickets Camps Series Gear 
Experience it for Check out the SC Get your gear 
the first time.., sports camps for,& Omaha now! 
again, available this Details 
Details ,&>> summer! 

Details 

Click here to see the full NCAA 
Tournament bracket! 

Baseball 
- ~po~!Lqh£ ~a~ P~ice 
- Video: Michael Roth Curtain 
Cal__J 
Track & Field 
- NCAA Outdoor 
Championships Conclude 
Softball 
- New Softball Stadium Proiect 
Officially Uncle[way 
Women’s Tennis 
- Ado EIkins Remembered 
Women’s Golf 
- Burnett Ca#ital One Academic 
All-America 
Volleyball 

Adventure - Belqique e~ Pads 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

~ your home 

virtually 

Ca~l t~y 
more 

Question: May a booster purchase an item that 
belongs to a current student-athlete or is signed 
by a current student-athletes?A 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours: Mon-Fr A 9:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m, 

Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SCoFANS or 
(800) 472-3267 
Emaik athbfictickets@sc.edu 
Fax: (803)777o797I 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia SC 29208 

Answer: A booster may not purchase an item 
that belongs to a current student-athlete or is 
signed by a current student-athlete.A If a 
current student-athlete attempts to sell their 
personal items to you, this will immediately 
affect their eligibility.A This includes purchasing 
gear, apparel, jerseys, helmets, gloves, balls, 
awards (e.g., conference championship rings), 
shoes, cleats, etc. 

Office of Compliance Services: 
Twitter: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: at h !eticscom R/iance@sc ed~.i 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR ~aamecocktickets@sc.edu 
CLICK HERE o unsubscdbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             1:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Review Possible Transfer for MGOLF 

TEXT.htm; RE_ Review Possible Transfer for MGOLF.msg 

See what ya think... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Scholastic Parents" <scholastic-parentandchild@shpc-email.com> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 2:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
SCHOLASTIC PARENT & CHILD NewsletterI June 2012 

TEXT.htm 

SHARE THIS MESSAGE 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
E-NEWSLETTER for PARENTS brought to you by Scholastic Parent & Child Media and Our Valued Sponsors 

÷ REFER A FRIEND! 
Know someone who wants to receive the 
Scholastic Parent & Child monthly E-NEWSLETTER & MARKETPLACE? click here 

New on Our iPad App 
Global Pen Pals: Connect your children with kids across the world through an international pen-pal program. Writing letters and 
exchanging photographs (and even sending small gifts!) will help broaden their perspective and create excitement around writing. 

Hello Readers, 

June is a very special time at Scholastic Parent & Child. Not only do we salute fathers everywhere for Father’s Day, but this issue 
features our "Family of the Year" where we honor everyday families who make a difference in their communities. This year, our grand 
prize winner, the Burgess Family from Homestead, Florida, wowed us with their passion for rescuing dogs in need. We hope you will 
find inspiration in their story and take steps to make a difference in your own neighborhood every day. 

As always, please take advantage of the special offers from our valued sponsors. There are many exciting promotions and information 
on timely topics that can benefit your whole family. If you’re not receiving every issue of Scholastic Parent & Child magazine at home 
each month, you can subscribe with special introductory savings by clicking here. 

Thanks for reading. 

Nick Friedman 
Editor-In-Chief 
Scholastic Parent & Child 

BACK TO TOP ~ 

Escape with Me 



Escaping into books--whether beach reads, great lit, or graphic novels--is something we cheer here at the magazine, especially when 
it comes to kids in the summer. Studies show that children’s comprehension skills can regress when they’re out of school for the 
season. Reading is one way to combat this "summer slide," and we know just the place to find the right books your child can escape 
into: Scholastic’s "Summer Reading Challenge" website. Check it out-- then check out some books with your young reader. 

Meet the Dogs of Scholastic 

Submit your dog to be photo of the week! Winners will receive a signed copy of our Top Dog picture book. learn more 

Scholastic StoriaTM Awarded the "Editor’s Choice Award" by Children’s Technology Review 

The Children’s Technology Review, the "Consumer Reports" of products and trends in children’s interactive media, has awarded 
StoriaTM, Scholastic’s new eReading app, with the 2012 Editor’s Choice Award. The Editor’s Choice Awards are given to only the 
highest quality children’s products in the interactive media category. These are the "no fail" products, worthy of their cost, and able to 
keep children engaged for days at a time. 

According to Children’s Technology Review Editor Warren Buckleitner, "In the past month, we’ve notice a dramatic increase in the 
number of tablet based book collections that specifically target children. Which is best? If you study the ratings, you’ll see that while 
each has specific strengths and weaknesses, Scholastic’s Storia comes out on top." 

BACK TO TOP ~ 

MANNERS 101 FOR BOYS 
When teaching manners, begin by choosing a low-stakes environment in which your son can succeed. 

FOOD DETECTIVE: COULD GLUTEN BE CONNECTED TO TROUBLE FOCUSING? 
Author Kelly Dorfman, a.k.a the Nutrition Detective, uses diet plans to help determine and overcome the causes of health issues in 
children. 

WHAT’S THE SAFEST AND MOST ECO-FRIENDLY KIND OF BODY SOAP? 
To make a safe choice, start by reading the label. Avoid those soaps that contain triclosan, triclocarban, "fragrance," and/or DMDM 
hydantoin. These chemicals are not only harmful to the environment, they have also been associated with health concerns in humans. 
You can find soap brands approved for safety and learn more about other safe personal care items at safecosmetics.org and 
ewg.org/skindeep. For added eco-friendliness, consider buying bar soaps instead of liquids since they tend to require less packaging. If 
you prefer liquid, you might buy reusable dispensers that you can refill with soap you buy in bulk. (Don’t forget to recycle that bulk 
bottle!) 
Sources: Kimberly Button, author of The Everything Guide to a Healthy Home, and Leeann Brown, spokesperson for the 
Environmental Working Group 



BACK TO TOP, 

PARENT & CHILD’S 2012 FAMILY OF THE YEAR, 
Meet the Burgesses of Homestead, FL, who wowed us with their passion for rescuing dogs in need. They eamed top honors (and 
$20,000 in college savings bonds) in our third annual Family of the Year contest! 

FOR KIDS, BY DADS: 3 DAD-OWNED COMPANIES INSPIRED BY KIDS, 
This Father’s Day, we’re celebrating dads who started businesses based on gaps in the market--which their children helped them 
realize. 

+ Starting Monday, June 1 lth, you can enter our sweepstakes for a chance to win one of the products featured in the article! 

KING OF THE CASTLE, 

How to make the perfect Father’s Day gift. 

WHEN SCHOOL’S OUT, REVIEW YOUR CHILD’S GROWTH, 
Don’t close the books just yet--instead, set the stage for next year by reviewing personal and academic growth together. 

5 IRRESISTIBLE FAMILY DESTINATIONS, 
These spots are rich in local color and kid attractions. After visiting, we brokered a few exclusive hotel deals to give you a leg up on a 
summer vacation you’ll be talking about for years. 

BACK TO TOP, 

Activity Book 

SIMPLE STEPS TOWARD A HEALTHIER EARTH 
by Molly Smith 
More than 55 activities and games that help children to see how small actions add up to a big impact when it comes to preserving the 
natural world. Printed on 100-percent recycled material; developed with the Natural Resources Defense Council. 
Chronicle Books I $12.99 

BACK TO TOP, 

Gourmet Father’s Day Recipes from Chef Jeffrey Saad 

Chicken shines in these dinners for dad from star chef Jeffrey Saad of The Food Network. Just in time for Father’s Day on June 17! 

Chef Saad offered up his top four tips for preparing your bird like a pro: 
1. Slice it thin. Cut chicken breasts in half horizontally before marinating them. This lets the flavor sink in deeper: even if you 
marinate meat for a month, the marinade only penetrates 1/4". A thin cut also makes it easier to cook without burning. 
2. Choose organic. Meat should never cost less than a bag of tomatoes. Buy the best chicken you can find. Though it’s more 
expensive, there is a huge difference in taste and health benefits when you splurge on a bird that’s organic, antibiotic-free, and free- 
range. Since chicken meat has less fat than red meat, it’s actually more important taste-wise to get top quality than it is with beef or 
steak. 



3. Buy the whole bird. It’s easy to break down a chicken yourself and saves you money. You know exactly what you’re getting and can 
use each piece for different dishes. 
4. Think outside the box. Or, in this case, think outside the chicken finger. Chicken is often cooked in bland ways, but it really can be 
exotic when it is prepared using interesting and dynamic recipes. 

Now, go beyond the basics and check out these delicious recipes: 
Ginger-Spiced Chicken Tikka Sandwich with Cumin-Tomato Mayo 
Chinese Chopped Chicken Salad with "Wok"-Fried Spicy Peanuts 
Grilled Chicken with Tarragon-Roasted Tomatoes 
Whole Tandoori Chicken with Mustard Seed-Roasted Potatoes 
Garam Masala Chicken Pot Pie 

BACK TO TOP ~ 

Follow Scholastic Parents on Facebook and Twitter. 
Check out the Scholastic Channel on YouTube. 
Visit Scholastic.com For Kids ] For Parents ] For Teachers 

We hope you enjoyed receiving this message from Scholastic Parent & Child Media. 
You received this newsletter because you are a valued Scholastic customers. 
If you would rather not receive e-publications from this division of Scholastic, please 
click here to unsubscribe. 

Scholastic Parent & Child Media E-Marketing I 557 Broadway, New York, NY 10012 
I 1-800-SCHOLASTIC 
©2012 Scholastic Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 5:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: LD Screening 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

ok sounds good 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/12/2012 4:27 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
I am told the guys need to be prepared to be here for 2-3 hours the afternoon of the 29th. That will allow time for us to get them 
screened and potentially see needs down the road and begin getting the paperwork in order for campus, etc. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ :iiitarheelbl~e. cs~-~ ~com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 6:33 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work, 6/27 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

This practical, 60-minute webinar will equip you with effective techniques to 
help you reach the adult student market with innovative marketing strategies to 
attract more adult students to your campus. 

"Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work" 
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

rofe ssor~raining~oda~, .comi2BU/0i2ipgFUM5cip7¥A5 G Pgiip0e 

Adult learners are exploding onto the higher education scene and college 

recruiters are struggling to develop the magic marketing mix that will attract 

them to their campus. But luring back adults who are knee-deep in life 

responsibilities is no small task. Learn what marketing strategies work to not 
only attract adult learners to your college but ensure that you are meeting 

their unique needs. Join us for a live, 60-minute webinar where you and your 

colleagues will discover: 

** What adult learners want and how to catch their attention 
** Ways to develop an []adult friendly[] website 
** How social media can seal the deal 
** Strategies for a campus-wide recruitment effort 
** Critical services that meet the unique needs of adults 

Your expert presenter: 

Carol B. Aslanian is Senior Vice President of Aslanian Market Research, 
EducationDynamics, which provides enrollment management services, including 
commtmity-wide market studies, institutional audits, and development of 

education-employer partnerships to colleges and universities interested in 

serving the adult student market. 

** Until July 2009, she was President of Aslanian Group in New 
York City which focused on assisting colleges and universities in the 
recruitment and servicing of adult students in higher education. 

** Ms.Aslanian is a national authority on the characteristics and learning 

patterns of adult students and has made hundreds of presentations to educational 
institutions, state agencies, and national associations, focusing on her major 

area of expertise [] access to higher education for place-bound and time-bound 

students. 
** For more than 20 years, Carol Aslanian served as director of the Office of 
Adult Learning Services at the College Board in New York. She also served as the 
College Board’s Director of the Office of Commtmity College Relations and 

assisted in enhancing the Board’s service to community colleges. 
** Ms. Aslanian is the author of a number of landmark reports and professional 

papers on adult learning. She has received several national awards for her 
contributions to the fields of community service and continuing education. 
** Ms. Aslanian received her degrees from Cornell University and Harvard University. 

*Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work * 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 



Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofe ssor~raimr~todav .com/2B U/0i2ipSF~UM5cipTYA5 GPgi/~0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
http;iiw~.w.pro~cssortrai~ir~g~odav.com/2BU/4Ci2/pgPUM5cipTYA5GP9i/pOc 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 508839 

Contact ID#: -1558014290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 8:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[Webinar] Skills Training vs. Smile Training: Creating an Effective Learning 
Environment for Support 

TEXT.htm 

Creating a Highly Effective Support Team 

...... Logo: GoToAssist" < toassist.co~v?elq:b65ee8673ced4e4661acO87~c~B6e62&el d:> 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

Creating a 
Highly Effective Support Team .... 

Register for the Complimentary Webinar Series <           toassist.comiformsi@seriesoNAoG2A-WBRoL 1 ? 
kr)-70150000000X~.N~&e~q_~b(;5ee%73 ced4e4~b 1 ac08%ac.~5(;e62> .... 

Brent: 

If you manage a customer contact operation, you already know what your biggest issues are: coaching, performance measurement, 
training and onboarding. But did you know there is an effective, new approach known as "strength-based communication" that can 
you help move ahead in all these areas? 

Register for this webinar series with Rich Gallagher, communications skills expert and former support manager, to learn new 
techniques that will help you lead your team to excellence in 2012. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

REGISTER <~?://%am. gotoassist.cor~vTormsi@ series-NAoG2A-W~RoL 1 ? 
[D=70150000000XwN~&e~q=b~,5ee8673 ced4e4~b 1 ac087fac~5 ~,e(~2> .... 

Webinar Series: [Support Summit 2.0] New Strategies for Elevating Your Support Team’s Performance 

Topic One: Coaching Your Support Team with Strength-Based Communication 
On-Demand, Register to view 

Topic Two: The "Quality Support Start": A New Approach to Metrics and Performance Management 
On-Demand, Register to view 

Topic Three: Skills Training vs. Smile Training: Creating a Learning Environment for Support 
Date: Thursday, June 21 

Time: 10 AM PDT 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Founder, Point of Contact Group 

.... <~ ii~;a~otoassist.comifom~sioil seriesoNA-G2AoWBR-L 1 ? 
I~D=70150000000XwNn&elq-b65ee8673 ced4e46b lac087facf56e62> 
Rich Gallagher 



Attend this interactive webinar series to learn: 
communication 
*A new approach to metrics and performance management 
*Strategies for creating a learning environment for support 
*And more... 

*How to coach your support team with strength-based 

Reserve Your Complimentary Seat <          otoassist.comifom~si@ seriesoNAoG2AoX~.Sr~RoL 1 ? 
lID=70150000000XwNn&ek!-b65ee8673 ced4e46b lac087facf56e62> .... 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike MansbachI VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <h~:,(/www.ci’mxo~lme.com!?elq-b65ee8673ced4e46b lac087facf56e62&elqCampaignld-> 

"Facebook" <http :/?’~.ww.facebook. comisharer.~hp%=l~ttp:i/learn.gotoassist, com/formsiq 1 series-NA-G2A-WBR~L 1 ? 
gD-70150000000XwNn&e~qb65eeg673ced4e46b lac087~Scf56e62&e~qCa~r~d- >           Share 
<~:/iwww.facebook.comis~a~er                  toassist.comifom~si~l series~NA-G2A~%R-L 1 ? 
g)=70150000000X~.N~&elq=bS5ee%73ced4e46b lac087facf56ed2&elqCampai~:~d=>           "Twi~ter" <h~tp://~,~er.com!? 
smms=Creafin~hlv Effective Su~or~ Team toass~st.cor~formsi@ ser~es~NA-G2A~WBR~L 1 ~ 
~-70150000000XwNr~&e~q- b65ee%73ced4e4~b lac087facf56ed2&e~ d-> Tweet <~:iilwi~ter.comi? 
status=Creafin         E.r~ctive Su                                    toassist.comiforms/@ series-NA-G2A-W~3R-L 1 ? 
~D=70150000000XwNn&ek~=b65eeS673 ced4e46b lac087fac~Sge62&el~Camp~fld=> 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online I 6500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

[] 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: k~tt~:i/’w~.a..citrixoNinc .com/p~ivacy.tmpl 
Unsubscribe: ~ :i!~eam.cit~xo~ine.com/fonr~s/Ur~s~bscfibe ? 
m~iqueid=b(~5ee8673 ced4e4(~b 1 ac087t)cgSge62&emNl=blaNor~uncaa, unc.edu 



Questions? 
1 o800o549o854~ 

Creating a 
H ig h ly Effective 
Support Team 

Register for the Comp~imer~tary Webinar Series 

Brent: 

If you manage a customer contact operation, you already know what 
your biggest issues are: coaching, performance measurement, 
training and onboarding. But did you know there is an effective, new 
approach known as "strength-based communication" that can you 
help move ahead in all these areas? 

Register for this webinar series with Rich Gallagher, communications 
skills expert and former support manager, to learn new techniques 
that will help you lead your team to excellence in 2012. 

GoToAssist 
Live Webinar 

Webinar Series: [Support Summit 
2.0] New Strategies for Elevating Your 
Support Team’s Performance 

Topic One: Coaching Your Support 
Team with Strength-Based 
Communication 
On-Demand, Register to view 

Topic Two: The "Quality Support 
Start": A New Approach to Metrics and 
Performance Management 
On-Demand, Register to view 

Topic Three: Skills Training vs. Smile 
Training: Creating a Learning 
Environment for Support 
Date: Thursday, June 21 
Time: 10 AM PDT 

Speakers: 
Rich Gallagher, Founder, Point of 
Contact Group 

Rich Gallagher 



Attend this interactive webinar series to learn: 

¯ How to coach your support team with strength-based 
communication 

¯ A new approach to metrics and performance management 
¯ Strategies for creating a learning environment for support 
¯ And more... 

Reserve Your Comp~imer~tary Seat 

Interested, but can’t attend? Register anyway and we’ll send you the 
recording. 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li he. cons 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

I Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 11:57 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Message from Region 2’s new secretary 

TEXT.htm 

Greetings All! 

I am Kellynn Wilson and I am the newly elected Secretary for Region II. I 
iust wanted to send a short note to thank everyone for electing me to this 
position and I am very eager to serve our Region. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to comact me at any time. 

Respectfully, 

Kellynn A. Wilson, M.Edl Assistant Director 

University of Louisville Athletics 
www.UofLsports.com<http:iiwww, uofis!?orts.com!> 
Office: 502-852-8863 Fax: 502-852-7924 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Parker <          @taylorhooton.org> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 1:37 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc, edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Taylor Hooton Foundation 
TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Good Afternoon Cricket, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Wanted to follow up with you and see if you received my email on 5/30 about our Foundation. I know you have a lot on your plate but 
I would love a moment of your time to discuss this topic and our educational programs. We are an approved NCAA program and I 
would appreciate the opportunity to explain our resources for future consideration. Let me know if you have any questions on the 
material and when would be a good time to talk. Thank you so much for your time. 

Sincerely, 

[Description: Description: cid:image004.jpg@01CCBF10.4382CF90] 

Brian Parker 
Educational Program Manager 
P.O. Box 2104, Frisco, TX 75034 

www.taylorhooton.org<~:iiwww~ta~1orhootola~or~> 

Become Friends on Facebook<h~p:iiwww.facebook.corr~Jprofile.pl_~p?id- 1461603870> 
Follow us on Twitter<~s :i!twil~er.co~g# !iThe’I"HF> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 4:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exhibitions & Programs: Ackland Art Museum 

TEXT.him 

Having trouble viewiilg ttis email? 
Click here 

ilr--mv9d8zl%b&v 001xESrKcN5~A’5YPJ~ Lt05T~;I@}r~L~4voV4Kr0C8vZKN312ZlhvCeHvTOiNHzim6L2 tX8Di8MPv5 dauTX9CGURVcd O/)Yz~,P,,~,’~YTlknlmI6 So2EDMsPc9PL6T 

news fiom theACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Ackland Museum Store: Ope~ing Reception 
Ea~hly Delights: Potte~y & Textiles 
Openi~lg reception: Thm-sday, 14 June, 6:30-8:30 PM 

As space is limited, a reservation is requh-ed to attend tile reception. Please RSVP 
to 919.962.0216. 

The works of potter Joseph Sand and textile artist Sonch-a Dora reveal keen observations 
of and deep co:mections to tile world aromld them. 

Techilology -- in tile form of ai:l)lanes, microscopes, and computers -- enables Sonch-a 
Dora to shift between different 

vantage points and to see both tile micro and tile macro, but tile linen that she works 
with ultimately hii::gs her a~ back to a human, perso::ul scale. "I el:gage with tile 
forms I’ve discovered in tile world aromld me, dissolvi::g and reconstituti:lg them 
with l~ahi-ic, ttu-ead, dye and i:~k," saysDom. 

Sand says of his work, "[it’s been] cultivated within tile lineage of the sho::g, 
fmlctio::ul ethics of Bernard Leach, Michuel Cardew, and Mark Hewitt. In this respect, 

my work has a sho::g co:mection to tile past." It is also influenced by Sand’s ongoi:lg 
study of contemporary potte:T, Southern alkaline glazes, and Middle Eastern and 
East Asian desigm. 

Thm-sday eve:~ing’s ope:~ing reception will fealm-e live music by local harpist Kelsey 
Bemlett. 

Ea~hly Delights: Potte~T & Textiles will be on view in tile Ackland Musetml Store 
thi-ough 4 Angust 2012. 

In this Issue: 

Ea~hly Delights: PottelT & Textiles 
Music in tile Galleries: Tea Cup Gin 
"Apollo" Now on View 
Art & Literatm-e Smlm~er Series 
Family Day 
Yore Gift Makes a Differenc!! 

Music in tile Galleries: Tea Cup Gin 
Smlday, 17 Jmle, 2:00 PM 

Every third Smlday of the month, enjoy music in tile Ackland galleries. A wide variety 
of performers can be heard, from classical quartets to bluegrass, to enhance yore 
Musetm~ experience. 

This Smlday, Tea Cup Gin plays jazz and show tmles fiom tile early 20th centmy, 
oh-awing inspiration fiom performers such as Jelly Roll Morton, Fats Waller, Hoagy 
Car~ulchael, W.C. Handy, and Billie Holiday. 

Free and open to tile public. 

A Significant Acquisition Now on View 

Adchilg to tile Mix 4: Johann Joachim K[~ndler’s Apollo 

1 Jmle - 12 August 2012 
This exhibition focuses on a major example of eighteenth-centmy Meissen porcelain 
recently acquired by tile Ackland: a figm-e of Apollo by Johann Joachim K[~ndler. 
Porcelain, lo~g made hi China, was first produced in Emope aromld 1710 at tile Meissen 
lZactory near Dresdei~, and K[~ndler was recognized as tile foremost Emopean sculptor 
hi tile medium. 

In Adcti~g to file MLx 4, tile Apollo figtu-e is shown aloi~gside a variety of works 
fiom tile Ackland’s collection to tfighlight tile distinctive qualities of porcelain 
as a medium for sculptm-e. Additionally, a selection of prints and drawfi~gs examines 
various aspects of Apollo -- sml-god, lover, slayer of the monstrous pythons, and 
patron of poetIT -- as visualized by ai~ists fiom tile sixteenth to tile nineteenth 
centreT. 

Art & Literatm-e in tile Galleries 

Summer 2012: "Black Experience in Modem and Contemporary Art and Literatm-e" 

Tile Ackland’s popular Art & Literatm-e in tile Galleries program continues this summer 
with a reacti~lg selection thut will hioaden appreciation for and explore relationships 
between works on view at tile Ackland. 

Art and Literatm-e in tile Galleries programs take place on select Thtu-sday evm~i~gs 



from 6:30-8:00 PM, dm-i:lg tile Ackland’s extended eveul~lg horns. 

14 Jmle: Toni Moi:ison’s Sula -- FULL 

19 July, Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day 

This novel explores tile clash between ideas c ommo:tly held in reban, "modem" Amelica 
and cultmul beliefs deeply rooted in religion and spirituality. Like Sula, it grapples 
with a tender but painful relationship between two women, in tliis case tile mystical 
healer Mama Day and her liberated greatmiece, Ophelia. Among tile Ackland works 
we will bri:~g into ore discussion will be Alison Saar’s Smokin’ Papa Chaud and Cool 
Maman, both of which reference transfoi:national energy as well as identity stereolypes. 
Facilitated by program coordinator Leslie Balkany. 

16 August, Edward P. Jones’s Lost in tile City 

Tile protago~ists this award-wi~mi:~g collection of short stories are black men and 
women livi~g in Wastullgto~, D.C., duri:~g tile 1960s and ’70s. Cliaracters that transcend 
tileir meager existence in unexpected -- and sometimes heroic -- ways figu:e prominently 
li1 foui~een beautifully crafted stories. Several of these cliaracters could liave 
been models for works on view in tile suramer ext~ibition Director’s Choice. Co-facilitated 
by Johil B owles, Associate Professor of African Amelican Art, Art Department, UNC-CIIapel 
Hill. 

Dee to Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC OneCard holders I $5 

each session for all others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu [mailto:acklamdRSVP{~o:lc edu] or 919.843.3687. 

Click here to learn more about tile Suramer 2012 Art & Lit programs. [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp? 
e 001 3XswZ 3ULAuculm~7RdDu53~Wmyj8y~YC2b2~UUvNC~Dzn~ya2H~SEyyScudFFBi~icj~3QyDsXMMLY4lIgNg5v~gAiB5wk~jpZMsUjcC9~NT~v~s~K- 
BNCGDY47ux01 T5 c B SPG17cF 1 qoUDI GXKLRuUo6XBuxKkZp3GlnK3GdboU S VFPm5u 1 Q6 s C7qL-2OOyye7wHZwLgQ95qDD JxbHScdCPt fTRAXoB 9 P7e6hitM5TtungbgdV- 
QozPBkZ4mWmMZty9m188 f9gU3 qgnccm9AT Gt:~2i5~dH q58hdexcjrSbAhWFIT OyXmi2KCCBd7xpxq-NoMdvg ] 

Family Day 

Smlday, 24 Ju:le, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Dee and open to tile public. 

Build musetm~ memories with tile cliildren in your life at tile Ackland’s monthiy Family 
Day! Come for a li~le wliile or stay for tile whole afternoon -- it’s all FREE! 

**Please note tliut Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 4 to 
8 years old.** 

Family Tow @ 2:00 PM 

Learn about ways to interact with tile ai~ on view in Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, 
and Co:lshuctio::s. 

StolT Time @ 3:00 PM 

Creation Station, drop in 2:00-4:00 PM 

Enjoy hands-on "quilt" and collage maki~lg. 

Treasure Hmlts, available 2:00-4:00 PM 

What can you spy with your li~le eye? 

~Vhat a Dif*lirence You:- Gift Makes! 

Every year, tile Ackland welcomes visitors of all ages from arou:ld tile campus, tile 
Tliangle, and tile world into our galleries. Thio~gh ai~, we create i:movative connection,s 
across tile campus and tile commtmity, researching and presenting art for tile benefit 
of tile broader public. 

Help us continue to create oppol~m~ities for learning, contemplation, drscovelT, 
and delight for evelT member of the commu:~ity.Please make you: generous gift today. 
[hgp://r20.rs6.net~tn.jsp?e 001 3XswZ 3ULBdS10AeCMDpEYp-zGeBaY5LVXCOCR-KOU:I-wC4F2FaiA6UBsxvSgMo2ZpVZPgYNYD- 
9xMw0sfvXR1GQGEBvZUCbrfout0AIIuIA3byxQvjGMIoyN1GeMgUGOMAll0MCZWMsLsTyFuQh J6XnQ 434JnUPiI6QrZb8E3kBpr4oc5Xj2vsJQhRsJSeg2kRXTmT-de90QMhG4m4x8oJzxifikAMN- 
1Ct6I~x6 qeKXdfR8x0D G12R1CYj S6tAuMhUIB 8rzMcC JA17Vd6E 1LIV] 

Looking Ahead... 

Yogainthe Galleries [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001 3XswZ3ULDyhqiKe3Ry 6MyTZ4~dasCPaJzJF~CJiABw7VBnej4c~6Bsb~6RqtxeNUV2RMYdZ-rChilKGNK~h~zn8CevXkaV-HwiH~- 
KXY0mQTG 1 gaI2 VUjZXTkuTkf6uJpoGCiGXB JaN - 
jiPKidWCfvz d32zt~xvtFyOoEDtUWWqlBqgkLcndlimTUEVXTe3T ~k3cHjnUN~C9EBsmDxLqwbkRyyg~5MGACK5IX64J3NEkY~T4~EavZK~5k~M6MMesw~hpi78~X6RT~jVu7~lI52Buz2eLI~JrJWev~SNY~tkAUI~ 
Tuesday, 26 Ju:le, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 3 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

"Last Look" at Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper 
Smlday, 1 July, 1:00-5:00 PM 
On tile last day of the exhibition, enjoy refreshments, tows, and music by tile Sigmon 
Strangers. 

EXHIBITIONS 

STORE 

Polke [hgp://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?e 001 3XswZ 3ULBzrp36jjVGD5DSl1011bwZyhWvdZZ088blrqqOieQSyEsgq31N3YC Lc-Ku7vgvN9jUINGQO9bKcbBnIHfC-pyVD- 
yDDySWFOZZd3ul:sagsvtOXH Jj MkGCLzwuFNaB YgpG5neejtTxtMQnB6 VAk- 
jVS2XX8iLFYxkwt2j~h~QIa3YylI.X326JLRFN~a~iCIjMTwTLgqsckCU4pYnb~Vgmj5~7s5dUQEH~hGsaF~IYaFrRFvW~gAFf~lgywT3nw3AdGdYyFQt~ ] 

MEMBERSHIP 



Like us on Facebook [ 
e 001 3XswZ 3ULA7DCk4o \/~iVJ~d~5D@[ICm8CVJ64m6MtGA~i~q~VFtG?1d~q~‘YwaC481R~b~4JHEAd:~zF35E~1dT~cti1~ZM4SDV59V ~N~H6JCS407GY4HoL 

Follow ~ on Tm~er [~!~o:,"/~20rs6~et/~x~i~?e 001 3XswZ 3ULC2~2PDTxCIZstfP51xo2GCUsc~TI~S-ePrsTUJVd[!~%. ctV~vc5~6~tA4YA~bRid~GrZ~5~2~Vf~/JMLliH~9~M5sS5~kExz~f~‘~hi~D5HC~1~ 
~i2Jkw ] 
View ore pliotos on flic~ 

2~AQ~oHg 1 e]BG6PW2PY1CRcHx0qWedSBBLLOexvDEkDdowII(I5A ] 

Tile Ackland’s extffbitio~ls and public programs are made possible by generous support 
fiom Ackland Art Muselm~ members and fiiends like you. 

Become a member oftlie Ackland Art Muselm~! [li~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
e 001 3XswZ 3ULDvaPw6tJiCoNopE1QgERkQxPQynxTM5 KUOOKqBTjvwDNGICSgbiBRfAxdlb4GA63gBXlqUxHGfmCTYJtOsDW6jODZOIDQbl- 
9Q 1 XYCAj 60yKbeg~3 C qQ~QkItEkH~lhUwqj~cEaB DLw4YLVMZ DT2-cuu-cclj OQr 1 e J NtnFm S W1 udH4RtrKGEn514vvFvWDv98Uvl~gMV-Dq74DgoMV8 V G4e fcdXEj M ZM2 c2raqF-U482d063nFOMK- 
6B CL dZi2 QbipFN fg SQQsxs0 f7dkwZLoxl onYt JcI ] 

Find out more about membership benefits and liow your membership dollars suppoi¢ 
our mission! 

Colmnents on tile Ackland’s e-news? Send all email to tile eclitor. [                           ] 

Images: 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Art Muselm~, 
Acldand Fund. 

Sonch-a Dora, Sea Holly in a Cool Green Sky, 2011 ; textile. 

Joseptl Sand, M onlm~ental Jar, 2012, approx. 51" t~, pottei3~, ash glaze. 

Ttlomton Dial, Alnerican, born 1928: Pictm-e Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercolor 
and graphite. CouI~esy of Mr. Tom Larkin. 

Sonch-a Dom, Reflection Series: Desert Morlling (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed textile 
witli stitching mounted on board. 

JoliUlUl Joachim K[~ ndler, Gelanai~, 1706-1775: Apollo, from tile Batli of Apollo centei1)iece, 
c. 1748; porcelain witli clear glaze. Ackland Art Muselm~, Gift oftlie William E. 
Shipp Estate, by excliunge. 

Sigmar Polke, Gelanan, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder 
wann z[3hlen die Punkte), 2002. James Keitli Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Tliomton Dial, American, born 1928: Tiger Will Stand by This Lady, As Life Go Oi~, 
1991 ; watercolor. Ackland Art Muselm~, Gift oftlie Souls Grown Deep Foundalion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:03 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer school 

TEXT.htm; Summer I for Schedule Upload 6.14.12.xlsx; Summer II for Schedule 
Upload 6.14.12.xlsx 

Here you go .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 12:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Appeal Petition Response 

Appeal Petition Response.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 16, 2012 4:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: confirming Session 5 SSII late stay Housing Students 

TEXT.htm; Session5 summer2housinglistathletics.xlsx 

Not sure if the baseball and volleyball coaches know all the details of this, so they might want to make sure that their students have 
filled out the housing applicaiton. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 7:23 PM >>> 

Hello Jenn and Andre, 
Thanks so much for reviewing and updating the list of Session 5 Students who are registered for SSII. As previously confirmed, our 
good colleagues in Housing and Residential Education have arranged for students to move over to their summer assignment on 

The students will just need to complete the move after Orientation is over (5pm) and no later than 9pm. Also just a quick 
reminder that in order to complete the move, students will have needed to complete their SSII Housing Application. If students have 
not completed their SSII Housing Application I would recommend they contact Housing as soon as possible. 

Thanks again! 
Shandol 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mail~o:jtownsend@ar~caa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 4:50 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Hoover, Shandol Christine; Andre Williams 
Cc: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Subject: Re: confirming Session 5 SSII late stay Housing Students 

Okay, I have double-checked every possible list I could and I have double-checked students’ enrollment for summer session II. I 
believe this is the comprehensive list of students who will be attending session 5 and also enrolling in summer session II (minus the 

players who are moving into their dorms Sunday night). 

If they are not on this list, they are either not enrolled in session 5 or they are not enrolled in summer session II. 

If you think I have left anyone off of this list, please let me know. 

Thanks 

Jenn 



Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@professortrainingtoday, com <audio@professortrainingtoday. com> 

Sunday, June 17, 2012 3:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
What are the Latest Techniques to Attract Adult Learners to Your College? 6/27 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent BlantolL 

This is your last chance to register for our live, 60-minute webinar: 

This practical, 60-minute webinar will equip you with effective techniques to 
help you reach the adult student market with innovative marketing strategies to 
attract more adult students to your campus. 

"Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work" 
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 
~:/iww.w.professortrail~ingtoda~’.com/2BUiO/2il) gFUM5cip7Y A5GPgii~Oe 

Adult learners are exploding onto the higher education scene and college 
recruiters are struggling to develop the magic marketing mix that will attract 
them to their campus. But luring back adults who are knee-deep in life 
responsibilities is no small task. Learn what marketing strategies work to not 
only attract adult learners to your college but ensure that you are meeting 
their unique needs. Join us for a live, 60-minute webinar where you and your 

colleagues will discover: 

** What adult learners want and how to catch their attention 
** Ways to develop an []adult friendly[] website 
** How social media can seal the deal 
** Strategies for a campus-wide recruitment effort 
** Critical services that meet the unique needs of adults 

Your expert presenter: 

Carol B. Aslanian is Senior Vice President of Aslanian Market Research, 
EducationDynamics, which provides enrollment management services, including 
community-wide market studies, institutional audits, and development of 

education-employer partnerships to colleges and universities interested in 
serving the adult student market. 
** Until July 2009, she was President of Aslanian Group in New 
York City which focused on assisting colleges and universities in the 
recruitment and servicing of adult students in higher education. 

** Ms.Aslanian is a national authority on the characteristics and learning 
patterns of adult students and has made hundreds of presentations to educational 
institutions, state agencies, and national associations, focusing on her major 

area of expertise [] access to higher education for place-bound and time-bound 

students. 
** For more than 20 years, Carol Aslanian served as director of the Office of 

Adult Learning Services at the College Board in New York. She also served as the 
College Board’s Director of the Office of Community College Relations and 



assisted in enhancing the Board’s service to community colleges. 
** Ms. Aslanian is the author of a number of landmark reports and professional 
papers on adult learning. She has received several national awards for her 
contributions to the fields of community service and continuing education. 
** Ms. Aslanian received her degrees from Cornell University and Harvard University. 

*Attract Adult Students to Your Campus: Recruitment Strategies that Work * 
*Live,(60)-Minute Webinar Conference* 
*Wednesday, June 27, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 

rofessorm~inil~,.comi2BU/0i2ipSFUM5c/r~7YA5GP9i/p0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 

rofcssortrai~r~comi2~ Ui4Ci2il~gFUM5cip7YA5 GP9~p0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 508839 

Contact ID#: -1555064491 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of June 18, 2012 
Date Event Time 
6/20 Faculty/StaffBible Study Noon-2:00 PM 
6/20 Athletes in Action 8:30-10:30 PM 
6/21 School of Journalism 11:00 AM-1:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 25, 2012 
Date Event 
6/26 NCHSAA Meeting 
6/27 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
6/27 Athletes in Action 
6/30 Wedding Reception 

Time 
TBD 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
TBD 

Location 
Suite Level 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
TBD 

Week of July 2, 2012 
Date Event 
7/4 ~r of July Festivities 

7/4 UNC Grounds/Patti Thorp 

Time 
All Day 
Evening 

Location 
Kenan Stadium 
Concourse Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 9:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting at 4:45 today 

TEXT.htm; Session5groupsfinal.xlsx 

Here is the final list of student-athletes attending session 5 today and their assigned groups. Everyone will be attending the 4:45 
meeting today in room 3408. This will be a tight space so we need to make sure that the kids all sit close together; we should also try 
to keep the football players up front because they are staying in the room. After a brief introduction to the College of Arts and 
Sciences advisors, we will leave the football players in room 3408 and the rest ofns will take our students to other rooms. 

Here are the room assignments: 

a. Kym--since you only have one student, I will let you find your own space 
b. 3102--Jenn (Men’s Basketball and Softball) 
c. 3411--Brent (Baseball) 
d. 3409--Spencer (Mens’ Lacrosse) 
e. 3206 A--Tony (Women’s Lacrosse and Volleyball) 
f. 3206B--Beth (Women’s Basketball and Swimming) 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"For KidSake" <soren@forkidsake.net> 
Monday, June 18, 2012 12:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Bullying Prevention 

TEXT.htm 

Your email client cannot read this email. 
To view it online, please go here: 
~ :iiwww. forkidsake.ne~/emailmafl~eteridi ?M-592052&C=2eaffd29cdgcaOObb~’~Td2aa74aOb93d&S=~,3&L=2 I&N= 17 

To stop receiving these 
emails :~ :/iwww.~fl~idsake.ne~/emaihrtarketer/tmst~b sc,ibe.~ 
M-5 9205 2& C- 2eaffd2 9cdgcaOObbf87 d2aa7 4 aOb93d&L=21&N- 6 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             1 : 15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Housing for Summer 2 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

that is great Brent. thanks. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 10:52 AM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
The guys can move in tomorrow night between 5 and 9; housing has made the rooms available early to help in the transition. As long 
as they have completed their summer 2 housing applications, all should be good-to-go. 

Let me know if you have questions, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
ht~p : /itarhee lb lue. cs~v, com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICT1CKETS@SC.EDU> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 2:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 6-18-12: Gamecocks Face Arkansas Monday Night 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet Insider 6- l 8-2012 

Click to allow pictures or HTML to view e-mail fully. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information and all your South Carolina Athletics news. 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800-4SC-FANS OR gamecocktickets@sc.edu 



Baseball Beats Payne Wins Forcucci Ridenou~ 
Flo[ da, 73, in Elite 89 Award at to US Olympic 

Omaha O CWS Trials 

NCAA Colleqe World Series 

Monday June,&. 18 
Winners Bracket 
SC vs.~, Arkansas -~, 9 PM ET 
TV: ESPN2/ESPN3.com 
Gamecock Radio Network 

Click here to see the full NCAA 
Tournament bracket! 

Baseball 
- Spotlight: Matt Price 

- Game Notes: Arkansas 
- Corv& Andy Recap Win Over 
Florida 

Track & Field 
- Gamecocks Qualify for Junior 
World Championships 

Men’s Golf 
- Gamecock Wins 
Southeastern Amateur Title 

Academics 
-Grades Released; New 
Record-High Departmental 
GPA 

2012 Football    Summer Sports 2012 Football 
Season Tickets Camps Gameday T-Shirt 
Experience it for Check out the SC Top-selling item! 
the first time.., sports camps Details A>> 
again, available this 
Details ,&,>> summer! 

Details A>> 

COMPLIANCE CORNER: 

Question: May a booster speak with a student- 
athlete at an athletic event or banquet?~, 

Answer: Yes, it is permissible for a booster to 
communicate with current student-athletes. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

Hours: MonoF[ A 9:00 a,m, ~ 5:00 pro, 

Phone: (803) 777°4274 oF (800) 4SCoFANS oF 
(800) 472°3267 
Ema athletictickets@sc ed u 

Fax: (803)777 7971 
Univers ty of South Caro ina 
Ath et cs Ticket Offce 
801 Lincoln Street 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office of Compliance Services: 

Twitter: 
Phone: 803.777.1519 
Email: sc.edu 

CONTACT SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS AT 800o4SCoFANS OR ~amecockt ckets@sc.edu 
CLICK HERE to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

audio@bestprofessortraining.com <audio@bestprofessortraining. com> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 4:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Dealing with Difficult Students: Keys to Handling Disruptive Behavior - 7/12 Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton, 

College and universities are experiencing an increase in disruptive and even 
aggressive student behavior. However, little training is offered to faculty and 
staff to successfully manage these situations. How can you address and manage 
student’s difficult and sometimes challenging behavior? 

"Dealing with Difficult Students: Keys to Handling Disruptive Behavior" 
Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET 
~:i/www.bestprofessortrainir~g.comi2CHiOi2         7JS4B3.%J~0e 

Join us for a 60-minute webinar where you and your colleagues will discover: 

Strategies for Dealing with Disruptive & Offensive Student Behavior 
** Practical recommendations on how to handle difficult students 
** Methods to keep disruptive behavior from spreading to other students 
** Strategies for conducting one-on-one sessions with difficult students 
** How to manage disruptive technology: Cell phone use & texting in class 

When Disruption Escalates: How to Diffuse Aggressive Behavior 
** Ways to recognize the spoken & unspoken cues that come with aggression 
** Communication tips for faculty & staff : What to say & what not to say 
** Crisis control: What to do when the situation spins out of control 
** Techniques to redirect, manage, and calm aggressive behavior 

Aggressive, Irritated & Obstinate: Keys to Deter Future Disruptions 

** Strategies to properly assert authority and NOT become a tyrant 

** Step by step guide to diffuse student-to-student confrontation 
** Methods for effective conflict resolution: Who to talk to & when 

** Ways to build positive relationships with troubled students 

Live question and answer session - Have your specific questions answered on 
dealing with disruptive students. 

Your expert presenter: 

Steven R. Van Hook has spent more than a decade as an on-ground and online 
instructor, mentor, and faculty trainer for universities and organizations 
including University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), University of 
California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), California Lutheran University, Antioch 
University, Ellis University, Cardean Learning Group, as well as a guest 
lecturer at universities in Russia and Ukraine. 
** Steve has a PhD specializing in cross-cultural education, an MA in 
communications, and a BA in journalism. He has published scholarly articles on 
the use of transcultural media themes and images in international settings. 
** Steve has worked as a crisis counselor, a department of corrections intake 
officer, and completed graduate level studies in counseling psychology. 
** Steve has been a television news anchor, news division manager for an NBC 
affiliate, host for a TalkNet radio program on business and government affairs, 
and a weekly newspaper columnist. He managed the American side in Russia of a 
US/US SR joint-venture with the newspaper Literaturnaya Gazeta, and produced 
public education television, radio, and newspaper projects in Ukraine. 

* Dealing with Difficult Students: Keys to Handling Disruptive Behavior * 



* Live 60-minute Webinar Conference * 
* Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:00-2:00 pmET * 

Register now for this exciting event by clicking the following link or 
calling 1-888-669-6067: 
htt]):iiwww.best~)ro~:essor~rair~i~g.com!2CHi0i2         7JS4B35i/~)0e 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Education 
P.O. Box 31 
Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not satisfied, a full refund will be given from now tmtil 
7 days after the event. 

If you do not wish to receive further notices about this conference or 
future conferences, please click here: 
htt~ :/iwww.best~?rofe ssortrair~ing, corr,/2 CHi4 C/2         7JS4B35~0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 
process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 
code: 502270 

Contact ID#: -1551847450 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 6:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Survey for our Reading/Writing Specialist 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

brent, 
i have already completed this. 
mike 

>>> "B lanton, B rent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 6/18/2012 4:19 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
I am writing to solicit your assistance on a survey our Reading and Writing Specialist has put together. He received approval from 
John Blanchard to send it out to you all in hopes to continue to bolster the support services we are offering our students. I am told it 
will take between 20 and 30 minutes to complete and it covers the strategies you use to motivate your students academically. Please 
let me know if you have questions; I thank you in advance for your assistance and know that Bradley Bethel (our specialist) does as 
well. The link to the survey is below. 

~s :iiuceducation.gua~trics.com/SEi? SID=S V_ OkY 

Take care, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
h~p: i/rathe e ~b ~e. c s~-~. c o m 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Teresa Famum & Associates, Inc." <info@teresafamum.com> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 6:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Four Weeks Remaining Until Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop 

TEXT.htm 

Mr. Blanton, 

July 16 marks the start of TFA’s 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop: 
~o:/TwwwcvenLcom!d/JK2~51EUh~UXK3v~t{DR©iOTt3/Pl ?! Hosted in Baltimore, Maryland, it features a broad array of sessions 
focused on essential components of enrollment management and facilitated by experts with extensive backgrounds in college administration, 
teaching, and research in public, private, and for-profit institutions. 

Sessions Spanning the Gamut of Retention & Recruitment ~:~a, ww. c ve~t. corri/di.lKR5 IE Uh~ U XK 3 vRHDR(_Q/07t3/P 1 / 1K ? 
Attendees can select from a total of 12 two-hour workshop sessions (plus a full-day session!) with a range of topics such as: 
- Retention by Design: How Complex Campus Environments Influence What Students Do (or Don~t) 
- Second-Year Programming: Exploring Models and Best Practices 
- Using Research Findings to Advance Effective and Evidence-Based Teaching 
- Adult Learners: Research-based Strategies for Recruitment and Retention 
- Five Steps to Building a Successful Retention Plan 

Distinguished Presenters ~:/iwww.cvent.com!diJKR51EUh~JXK3vRHDRQ.:/O7t3?Pl/2K? 
We are delighted to have a number of eminent facilitators join us for this event including (among others): 
- Joe Cuseo, Ph.D. 
- Freeman Hrabowski, III, Ph.D. 
- Jim Groccia, Ed.D. 
- Carney Strange, Ph.D. 

Flexible Pricing h~_~.~:~awv,,.cvent.co~diJKR5IEUh{~UXK3 vf#d tDRQi07t3/P 1/5K ? 
Pricing Option 1: TFA offers [] la carte, per-session pricing, with session costs ranging from $99-$2251session. 
Pricing Option 2: Purchase an All-Sessions Workshop Pass for $689. 
Group discounts of 10-15% are also available. 

Outstanding Locati on ~ :~w,~< c v e nt. co m!d,’/J KR5 IE-U}~ ~JXK 3 v RHDR (~’i(l 7 t 3/P 1/4 K ? 
This four-day event (July 16-19) will take place at the celebrated, all-suite Tremont Plaza Hotel & Grand Historic Venue. Special Workshop 
rates of $129/night are available through TFA. 

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact us via phone, email, or social media outlets--all of which are listed below. 

Sign up today for this event: l~ttp:/~),,.ww~cvent~com!&’gKR51EUha~UXK3vRl.~!)RO:’O7t3/}~l?! 

Best regards, 

Teresa Farnum & Associates 

196 2nd NH Tumpike 
New Boston, NH 03070 
P: 303.953.8763 
F: 866.361.5467 

Email: info@eresafarnum.com 
Website: ~://teresafamt~:~corn 
LinkedIn: ~:/ilir~edm.com/in/teresaf’amum 
Facebook: ~t~:~):/i~;acebook.com/teresa.f;amum.com 

Please click here if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment 
Workshop: ~:/Twww.cver~.com!d/JKR5IEUhc~UXK3vRltDR©/O7t3/~l/3Z?) 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails 
alerting people to these opportunities. Click here to remove your name from both the Workshop mailings and any future promotional 
notifications: ~:llwww.cvenLcomldiJA1vvSnELC~E2bGnDO5HI~07t3/E !/8D?). 

Powered by Cvent 



Mr. Blanton, 

July 16 marks the start of TFA’s 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop! 
Hosted in Baltimore, Maryland, it featuresA a broad array of sessions focused or~ essential components of 
enrollment management and facilitated by experts with extensive backgrounds in college administration, 

teaching, and research~ ir~ public, private, and for-profit institutions. 

Sessions Spanning the_~ Gamut of Retention & Recruitment 

Attendees can select from a total of 12 two-hour workshop sessionsA (plus a full-day session!) with a range of 
topics such as: 

Retention by Design: How Complex Campus Environments Influence What Students Do (or DonfiCTMt) 

Second-Year Programming: Exploring Models and Best Practices 

Using Research Findings to Advance Effective and Evidence-Based Teaching 

Adult Learners: Research-based Strategies for Recruitment and Retention 

Five Steps to Building a Successful Retention Plan 

Distinguished Presenters 

We are delighted to have a number of A, eminent facilitators join us for this event including doe Cuseo, Ph.D.; 
Freeman Hrabowski, III, Ph.D.; dim Groccia, Ed.D.;A, and C. Carney Strange, Ph.D. 

A Flexible Pricing 

Pricing Option 1: TFA offers X la carte, per-session pricing, with session costs ranging from $99-$225/session. 
Pricing Option 2: Purchase an All-Sessions Workshop Pass forA $689. 

Group discounts ~f ~o-15% are also availableo 

Outstanding Location~ 

This four-day event (duly 16-19) will take place at the celebrated, all-suite Tremont Plaza Hotel & Grand Historic 
Venue. Special Workshop rates of $129/night are available through TFA. 

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact us via phone, email, or social media outlets--all of which~ area listed below. 

_~ Si_~ up today_~ for this event.~ 

Best regards, 

Teresa & A o  tes 



196 2nd NH Turnpike 
New Boston, NH 03070 

P: 303.953.8763 
F: 866.361.5467 

Email: ~nfo@teresafarn~rn.c~va 
Website: ~a~w.teresafarnurnocom 

Please click here-~ if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop. 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and se~ziees. Occasionally, we send emails alerting people 

to these opportunities. Click here-~ to remove your name from both the Workshop mailings and any future promotional notifications. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 9:40 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Athletes’ tendencies to ’cluster’ in certain academic fields problematic, some say / 
LJWorld.com 

ht~:/i,a.ww2.1jwofld.comincws/2012,~un/15iah~e~eso~e~dencies-clus~erocer~ainoacademicofieldi?s~por~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 10:43 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[regionii] Region II Conference Information 

TEXT.htm 

Region II Members, 

I hope everyone is enjoying your summer and preparing for the upcoming 
school year. Now that the National Convention is over, I would like to 
bring your attention to the Region II Conference in Atlanta, GA on October 
14 [] 16, 2012. As we start to finalize the agenda, we would like to get 
some input from the Region on the topics that you would like to see 
presented this year. *Please email your ideas to 
dfpatton@gsu.edu.<dfpatton@gsu.edu> 
* 

We will be sending out a call for proposals after we collect feedback on 
the topics. I will send a follow up email with that link once it is 
ready. 
** 

There is a copy of the proposed agenda, the conference flyer, hotel 
information and the link to register for the conference at the following 
web site :~//~ 

The early bird registration ends on July 31st, so I would encourage you to 
register early. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fax) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu 
h~p:iincsu.ed~!aspsai 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Mansbach, Citrix Online" <mmansbach@citrixonline.com> 
Tuesday, June 19, 2012 11:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

5 Compelling Value Propositions of Home-Based Agents 

TEXT.htm 

"Logo: GoToAssist Corporate" < loassis’r.com. ’~el~=3e2~7061~80d4d3669330178:)c)f’,31)12&el 

Questions? 
1-800-549-8541 .... 

The 5 compelling value propositions of home working. 

Download the Complimentary White Paper <~:/ilearn.gotoassist.comiG2AC-Next-GenoCon~ac~-L1 ? 
ID=70150000000~ f)5 J&el~. 3e~706~:~ 80d4d36bc)330 178c)9f! 3~ 12&elqCam~’~Id ..... 

Brent: 

Greater efficiency gains and cost savings in the contact center start at home S with home-based agents. 

"The home working model saves companies money, is easy and low cost to deploy and expand, and makes people really, really happy." 

This white paper explores how home-based agents help reduce support costs, elevate customer satisfaction and expand the pool of potential support agents to the 
best and brightest in the field. 

Download the white paper to learn: 
DOWNLOAD 

ID=70150000000 ~,~D5 J&e1~3e2f~706b 80d4d366933017899fi 3b 12&el          Id=> 

*Why contact centers are evolving to customer relationship platforms 
*Top value propositions of home working 
*Five critical technology components for home-based working 
*And more S 

Next Generation Contact Centers <~t*.~;.({~arn,go*.oassist.com/G2AC-Next-Ge~-Contact~Ll ? 
ID=70150000000YD5 J&e1~3e2f~706b 80d4d366933017899fi 3b 12&el          Id=> 

"Asset" < otoassis*..comiG2AC-Nex*.~Gen-Cor~tac*.-Ll ? 
ID=70150000000YD5 J&el~3e2f{706b 80d4d366933017899~’13b 12&e1          Id=> 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www.citrixonline.com <~://ww~:~.citrixonlirie.com/ ? 
~= 985 (~ 8d92d7cc4fl ~b31 b01 a542467c~ 1 &e~Cam~a_j,i~ k1~!~=3 e2~706b 80d4d366933017899fl 3b 12&el{l~am~ m~n!d 



ID 70150000000YD5J&el~98568d92dTcc4f1~b31k~Ola542467c21&el                  3e2f[706680d4d36~933017899~3612&el          Id > 
Share <h~p:/!,a,~,,w~facebook~com/sh arer .php?~h~p:!/leamogo~oas sist~comiG2ACo, Nex~.-Gen-Cor~ac~.~ S ? 
ID 70150000000YD5J&ekl. gg56gd92dTcc4fllb31bO1a542467c21&el                  3e2ffT06bg0d4d366933017899f13612&el          Id > 
"Twitter" <http://twitter.com/?status The Five Compelling Value Propositions of Home Working (via @citrixonline) http://learn.gotoassist.com/G2AC-Next-Gen- 
Contact-S? 
ID 70150000000YD5J&elq 98568d92d7cc4flfb31b01a5424b7c21&elqCampaignId &elq 3e2flT06bS0d4d36b933017899f13b12&elqCampaignId > 
Tweet <http://twitter.com/?status The Five Compelling Value Propositions of Home Working (via @citrixonline) http://learn.gotoassist.com/G2AC-Next-Gen- 
Contact-S? 
ID 70150000000YD5J&elq 98568d92d7cc4flfb31b01a5424b7c21&elqCampaignId &elq 3e2flT06bS0d4d36b933017899f13b12&elqCampaignId > 

"Logo - Citrix Online" 

Citrix Online 16500 Hollister Avenue 
Goleta, CA 93117 

S 2010 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 
Privacy Policy: ~:,’, v~ww citrixonline.com,!i~r~va~’~!n~_l 
Unsubscribe: ~:iileam.ci~rixonline.comi~brms/Uns~bscribe~miqueid=3e2~iFO6bSOd4d36693301789)~13b 12&email=blanlon,~ancaa.m~c.edu 



Questions? 
o8GGo549o854~ 

The 5 compelling value 
propositions of home 
working. 

the ComE~ime~t~y White P~per 

Brent: 

Greater efficiency gains and cost savings in the contact center start at 
home- with home-based agents. 

"The home working model saves companies money, is easy and low 
cost to deploy and expand, and makes people really, really happy." 

This white paper explores how home-based agents help reduce 
support costs, elevate customer satisfaction and expand the pool of 
potential support agents to the best and brightest in the field. 

Download the white paper to 
learn: 

¯ Why contact centers are 
evolving to customer 
relationship platforms 

¯ Top value propositions of 
home working 

¯ Five critical technology 
components for home-based 
working 

¯ And more... 

Next Generation Contact 
Centers 

Please forward this to colleagues who might be interested. 

Best regards, 



Mike Mansbach I VP & GM 

Citrix Online 
A division of Citrix Systems, Inc. 
www. citrixon li he. corn 

Share Tweet 

Citrix Online I 7414 Hollister Avenue 

Goleta, CA 93117 

© 2012 Citrix Online, LLC. All rights reserved. 

8riva~:~, 8o!iw I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2007 9:50 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 8:28 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: New & Updated Discounts 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my remm. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 9:38 AM 

Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hypnosis - The Show 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my remm. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 10:14 AM 

Drake, Carrie [ATHDP] <carried@iastate.edu> 

Re: Interview 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 10:37 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Hypnosis - The Show 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my remm. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2007 12:07 PM 

Best, Kevin <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: ESPNU in needs of mic holders and cable pullers 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my remm. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 3:09 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: this is what I’ve been trying to say... 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 21, 2007 8:30 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 360 Online Export 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my remm. Take care, 
Brent 



Froul: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 21, 2007 9:42 AM 

Battle, Allison <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SECC AUCTION FOR 2007 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2007 12:00 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 23, 2007 6:12 AM 

haigh, zul @givangel.hu> 

Re: uutuohut 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, November 25, 2007 1:03 PM 

Gallo, Larry <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ERNIE WlLLIAMSON ATHLETICS CENTER 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2007 7:14 AM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: server room and my office moves 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my retum. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 26, 2007 8:37 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Wrestling COS 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my remm. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2007 9:43 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: candidates 

I will be out of the office until Monday, November 26. Have a great Thankgiving, and I’ll get back to you upon my return. Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 3, 2007 3:35 PM 

1 eave- 19383871 - 10689737. d7547 c43619cb 82389cd241 fe6266bc3 @li stserv.unc, ed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 3, 2007 4:28 PM 

leave- 19383871 - 10684560. fl 5 a4646efb 8723 fdd836eff6edaTe68@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 16, 2008 4:41 PM 

welborn@uncaa.unc.education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 5, 2008 4:22 PM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office umil Monday, August 11. Should you need immediate assistance, comact Spencer Welbom at 919.843.2328 
or welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Take care, Brem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              6:07 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: hello,                  (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, 
or welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Take care, Brent 

Should you need immediate assistance, contact Spencer Welbom at 919.843.2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 5, 2008 7:03 PM 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon. com> 
Re: Amazon.com recommends "Foyle’s War: Set 5" and more (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, August 11. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Spencer Welborn at 919.843.2328 
or welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Take care, Breut 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 5, 2008 5:14 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Bro-Skee (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 9:10 AM 

Gibson, Dana <dana@societyhq.com> 

Re: FW: Halloween (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 10:13 AM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Thursday night study hall. (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 10:54 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Activities for Adoption Awareness Month in November (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 12:03 PM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 4:56 PM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 6:21 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: academic report (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on Thursday, Novermber 6. Should you need immediate assistance, contact Sherron Peace at 919.962.9537 
or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2008 11:57 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HERE.. (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thatkksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 25, 2008 12:02 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [its_changes] EMERGENCY: network performance issue thru Kenan Labs Tier 1 
(Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2008 12:02 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [its_changes] EMERGENCY: network performance issue thru Kenan Labs Tier 1 
(Out of Office) (I am on vacation...) (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2008 2:33 PM 

Brooks, Daniel <DBrooks@ohdcapitalcity.com> 

RE: Order of Interest (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2008 2:37 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, December 1 st (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2008 5:27 PM 

Depot, Office <specials@officedepot.com> 
Re: The Thanksgiving Sale You’ve Been Waiting For Starts Friday! (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 5:14 AM 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Re: YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 11:30 AM 

Athletics, South Carolina <webmaster@mypacmailreply.paciolan.com> 

Re: Garnet Insider - Darrin Horn Feature (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 12:49 PM 

Parrish, Shane <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Mens Soccer (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 1:30 PM 

Museum, Ackland Art <ackland-e-news@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [ackland-e-news] Community Day; An Evening of Voices with PlayMakers Rep 
(Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 2:25 PM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 26, 2008 5:12 PM 

Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Call for Nominations - Carolina College Advising Corps (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 27, 2008 12:55 PM 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon. com> 
Re: Brent S Blanton: Amazon.com’s Black Friday Deals (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 28, 2008 12:19 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Study Hall Reports this semester (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, November 30, 2008 3:10 PM 

Pulse, Plaxo <pulse@mx.plaxo.com> 

Re: Plaxo Weekly: Changes from the people you know (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 1, 2008 9:16 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 1, 2008 9:37 AM 

Evite <info@evite.com> 
Re: Evite: Reminder for Carolina Softball Holiday Party (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 1, 2008 10:35 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Critical List (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great That~ksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 1, 2008 10:48 AM 

Suits, Christy <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Christy’s Schedule today - out at 1:00 pm. (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 1, 2008 12:42 PM 

Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Helping Out for the Holidays (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December 1, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 1, 2008 3:13 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: JINGLE BELL JOG (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, December l, with limited access to email. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Take care, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 5, 2009 3:15 PM 

AAA <aaa@cpbnc.com> 

Re: Feb 2009 eUpdate (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office until Monday, February 9, with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 27, 2009 9:12 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

TEXT.htm 

They apparently back-dated it. She was still working with professors since that time. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/27/2009 8:56 AM >>> 
Do you know the answer to this? I assume she has been attending class up until this week, right? 

SusaIl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 27, 2009 9:46 AM 

D’Alonzo, Pete <pdalonzl@temple.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete Academic Recognition 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We have a very "loose" event at the end of the spring term called the All-Sports Banquet. Every member of every team is invited, and 
we recognize only a few of the awards actually won throughout the year (the banquet is put on by someone else). Other than this ’non- 
event’ for the purposes of your question, we really don’t do anything. 

I doubt that helps, but that’s all I’ve got. Take care, 
Brent 

>>> "Pete D’Alonzo" <pdalonzl@temple.edu> 2/26/2009 3:01 PM >>> 

Dear Brent: 

Temple University Athletics is in the process of assessing its student-athlete academic recognition awards event and we would like 
your input on a particular area. 

If you have a minute it would be greatly appreciated if you would take a look at the three questions below. Each can be answered quite 
briefly, but please feel free to elaborate. 

1. At your annual Student-Athletes [] Academic Awards Event, are first-year student-athletes invited? 
2. If so, do first-year student-athletes need to meet a certain GPA requirement to be invited? 
3. If so, what is that GPA requirement for first-year student-athletes? 

Many thanks, 

Pete D [] Alonzo 
E-Mail: Pete@Temple.Edu 

Direct Phone: (215) 204-1809 
Temple University 
Assistant Director of Athletics 

Pete D’Alonzo 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Temple University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 27, 2009 10:50 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

TEXT.htm 

When her health allowed, she attended through Tuesday. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/27/2009 10:45 AM >>> 
When did she stop going to class? This will help Amy determine how to handle her room and board check as opposed to using the 
Jan. 22nd date. 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/27/2009 9:12 AM >>> 
They apparently back-dated it. She was still working with professors since that time. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/27/2009 8:56 AM >>> 
Do you know the answer to this.’? I assume she has been attending class up until this week, right? 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 11:12 AM 

j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

Travel Plans 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jan, 
When is the team leaving for Greensboro? 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 1:44 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm 

The exam’s been moved to the Friday after Spring Break, so it will be the Monday coming out of it. 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:42 PM >>> 
Are you holding review for History tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 2, 2009 1:48 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jan, 
The exam has been pushed back until the Friday AFTER the break. We receive the prompt on Wednesday, so there is plenty of time 
prepare. We’ll have two reviews like last time after the week off. 

B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:41 PM >>> 
Brent, 
I feared the worst for the History exam. They have another on Friday, 
for which they will not be here. I will be with them in Greensboro. Do 
you think the instructor would let me monitor it and get it back to the TA? 

The team leaves on Wednesday at 4 p.m., meeting locker room for film etc 
at 3:30. They will not returning to UNC tmtil Stmday after the 
championship game--win or lose. 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 1:54 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Hi story 

TEXT.htm 

Two weeks from tonight and one other night that week, depending upon the students’ availability. 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:53 PM >>> 
So when will you hold a review session? 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
The exam’s been moved to the Friday after Spring Break, so it will be 
the Monday coming out of it. 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:42 PM >>> 
Are you holding review for History tonight? 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Cemer for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Departmem of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website :parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 2:00 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm 

I do it all the time... 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:53 PM >>> 
Okay--I misread the email--got it. Sorry :( 
Jan 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
The exam’s been moved to the Friday after Spring Break, so it will be 

the Monday coming out of it. 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:42 PM >>> 
Are you holding review for History tonight? 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 

Director, Parr Cemer for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Departmem of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website :parrcenter.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 2:02 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: History exam 

TEXT.htm 

Yep; that would mean we miss it. They can speak with their TAs and have it moved up to that Wednesday before departure probably. 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 2:00 PM >>> 
It is likely that we will not be here for the exam on March 20th, as 
that is the 19th begins the first round of the NCAA tournament. 
Depending where we go, we would leave likely on Wednesday afternoon. 

Jan 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
> Hi Jan, 
> The exam has been pushed back until the Friday AFTER the break. We 
> receive the prompt on Wednesday, so there is plenty of time prepare. 
> We’ll have two reviews like last time after the week off. 
> 
>B 
> 
> >>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/2/2009 1:41 PM >>> 
> Brent, 
> I feared the worst for the History exam. They have another on Friday, 
> for which they will not be here. I will be with them in Greensboro. Do 
> you think the instructor would let me monitor it and get it back to the TA? 
> 
> The team leaves on Wednesday at 4 p.m., meeting locker room for film etc 
> at 3:30. They will not returning to UNC until Sunday after the 
> championship game--win or lose. 
> 
> Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 2:04 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 3.2.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
I hope all is well on this bright and shiny spring day! Attached is the weekly report; let me know if you have any questions. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 3:09 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 3.2.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the weekly. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great week! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 2, 2009 6:51 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Jaimie, 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jaimie, 
Can you see me when you get in? 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director/Academic Advisor 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 2, 2009 6:58 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 2, 2009 6:58 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 3, 2009 10:13 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Invite 

TEXT.htm; BA FD.docx 

Here is the flyer... B 



Faculty Staff Family Day at Baseball will be held on Saturday, March 7 at 2pm vs. 

Clemson at the newly-renovated Boshamer Stadium. We will have pre-game 

hospitality for the Faculty and Staff families. Coach Fox will address the group 

before the game. All kids will get to take the field with the team for the anthem, 

and then meet the team and get autographs following the game. Faculty and 

staff can pick up complimentary baseball tickets for themselves and their 

immediate family members at Boshamer Stadium beginning 1.5 hours prior to 

the game. Please bring your UNC One Card, UNC Hospitals card, or 2008-09 

Complimentary Season Pass. Visit TarHeelBlue.com/faculty for more information 

about tickets, parking and directions to Boshamer Stadium. Please RSVP with the 

number in your party by Thursday, March 5 to bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu if you 

would like to attend this event. 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Department 

Other upcoming events: 

Faculty Staff Family Day at Softball 

Tuesday, March 24, 5pm vs. Ohio State 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 3, 2009 11:16 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; fwvogler@email.unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; j mboxill@email.unc.edu; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, 
Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We will NOT have a staff meeting today. Please do however speak with your supervisor abom work attendance during the break and 
get your plans approved. Once approved, let Sherron know so he can put together a master calendar for Robert. 

Thank, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 3, 2009 11:27 AM 

Restivo, Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Survey Template 

TEXT.htm; Survey Template.xlsx 

Here it is ma’am... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 3, 2009 4:44 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 3, 2009 4:48 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 11:33 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Replacement Computer 

TEXT.htm 

lol.., nice 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 3/4/2009 11:23 AM >>> 
New spelling of my name. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Amy Herman 3/4/2009 11:12 AM >>> 
Dan, 

This is Amy in Compliance. I received word from the Help Desk that your computer is broken beyond repair. Therefore, I am 
sending a replacement computer up to Spencer Walborn in the Academic Center. It should arrive there by tomorrow, so you can stop 
by his office to pick it up tomorrow afternoon (Thursday). 

You will need to complete the loaner agreement that will be with it and have Spencer return it to me. Then you need to take the 
computer to the Help Desk and get it re-imaged into your name. Also, it does not have a power cord/adaptor with it, but your adaptor 
from your original computer will work with it, so you will need to keep that one (or retrieve it from the Help Desk if you dropped it 
off there with your original computer). 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 11:36 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Today’s Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
Tom tells me that you are meeting with the girls this afternoon here in the building. 
at the very beginning? If so, where and when? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~Nue.cstv.cor~i ( mail’~o:bla~’~or~uncaa.u~c.edu ) 

IS that true? Can I squirrel two minutes from you 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 11:38 AM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday and Saturday 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds great to me Scott! I’ll see you on Friday. Good luck today! B 

>>> Scott Jackson 3/4/2009 9:44 AM >>> 
Here is what I have planned for Friday and Saturday, let me know your thoughts .... 

Friday - 

Saturday - 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-0308 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 1 1:51 AM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Was he here last night? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 11:57 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Today’s Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Where are you meeting them? 

>>> Shelley Johnson 3/4/2009 11:55 AM >>> 

it is true ! i was told that they would be finished with weights between 4-415. consider your time "squirreled." 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/4/2009 11:35 AM >>> 
Hi Shelley, 
Tom tells me that you are meeting with the girls this afternoon here in the building. IS that true? Can I squirrel two minutes from you 
at the very beginning? If so, where and when? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:i!tarhee~b~e.csJ~v.com/( mai~to :b~an~on~mcaa.m~c.ed~.) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 12:04 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Meetin~ 

TEXT.htm 

Cool. Thanks! 

>>> Shelley Johnson 3/4/2009 11:58 AM >>> 
Weight room lobby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton 
To: Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 3/4/2009 11:57:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Today’s Meeting w/Soccer 

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Where are you meeting them? 

>>> Shelley Johnson 3/4/2009 11:55 AM >>> 

it is true ! i was told that they would be finished with weights between 4-415. consider your time "squirreled." 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/4/2009 11:35 AM >>> 
Hi Shelley, 
Tom tells me that you are meeting with the girls this afternoon here in the building. IS that true? Can I squirrel two minutes from you 
at the very beginning? If so, where and when? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:l%arheelNue.cs~<com! ( mailto:blar~or~r~caa.u~c.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 4:32 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: WBB Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

I’ll run it down for you. B 

>>> Amy Herman 3/4/2009 3:02 PM >>> 
Are you the one who’s going to be able to tell me what our WBB players are planning to do for summer school? In terms of the 
number of hours per session they plan to take? I need a rough estimate so I can figure budgets for the rest of the sports. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 4:34 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Charlotte <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Amy is need of the summer school hour projections for each young lady so she can figure budgets for the other sports. Can someone 
send me that information so she can move forward? 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheerb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~unc~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 9:13 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting with recruit 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sara, 
Do you know when she plans to arrive on Friday? We typically head to Columbia for Easter services with family and enjoy a long 
weekend, but I am not sure as to when we are leaving. 

B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 3/4/2009 5:28 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

We have a recruit who would like to come in on an unofficial visit on April lOth and 1 lth. She would really like to meet with you 
tough but I know that the lOth is good Friday. Would you be able to meet with her that day? If not, it is no big deal but I just wanted to 
check with you first before I give her the ok to come in that weekend. If you could just let me know, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 5, 2009 9:15 AM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Jan! B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 3/4/2009 6:35 PM >>> 
I’ll talk with Coach Calder and get this asap. I am in Cincinnati right 
now and won’t be seeing him until Friday. I did bring all the stuff with 
me, so I’ll try to send him my recommendations. 

Jan 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
Good afternoon, 
Amy is need of the summer school hour projections for each yotmg lady so 
she can figure budgets for the other sports. Can someone send me that 
information so she can move forward? 

Thanks, 
>B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/imrheelNue~cs~comi <maflto :blan~o~uncaa~unc~edu> 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 10:25 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting with recruit 

TEXT.htm 

Will 1:00 work on the 3rd? If so, that is perfect for me, B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 3/5/2009 10:01 AM >>> 
Hey Brent, 

I am going to email her back and let her know your situation but would you possibly be able to meet with her on Friday April 3rd? 

Sara 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/5/2009 9:12 AM >>> 
Hi Sara, 
Do you know when she plans to arrive on Friday? We typically head to Columbia for Easter services with family and enjoy a long 
weekend, but I am not sure as to when we are leaving. 

B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 3/4/2009 5:28 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

We have a recruit who would like to come in on an unofficial visit on April 10th and 1 lth. She would really like to meet with you 
tough but I know that the 10th is good Friday. Would you be able to meet with her that day? If not, it is no big deal but I just wanted to 
check with you first before I give her the ok to come in that weekend. If you could just let me know, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 10, 2009 11:58 AM 

j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Review 

TEXT.htm; HISTORY 127 - Exam 1 Review.pdf 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:blta~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 11, 2009 12:29 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Have you heard from anyone on this yet? I haven’t, but that is no big surprise... B 

>>> Amy Herman 3/4/2009 3:02 PM >>> 
Are you the one who’s going to be able to tell me what our players are planning to do for summer school? In terms of the 
number of hours per session they plan to take? I need a rough estimate so I can figure budgets for the rest of the sports. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 11, 2009 12:31 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

My mouth is agape with surprise... 

>>> Amy Herman 3/11/2009 12:29 PM >>> 
Nopers... 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/11/2009 12:28 PM >>> 
Have you heard from anyone on this yet? I haven’t, but that is no big surprise... B 

>>> Amy Herman 3/4/2009 3:02 PM >>> 
Are you the one who’s going to be able to tell me what our players are planning to do for summer school? In terms of the 
number of hours per session they plan to take? I need a rough estimate so I can figure budgets for the rest of the sports. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 11, 2009 12:46 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

a never-ending state with that team... 

>>> Amy Herman 3/11/2009 12:31 PM >>> 
I could drive my car in it, I’m sure. 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/11/2009 12:30 PM >>> 
My mouth is agape with surprise... 

>>> Amy Herman 3/11/2009 12:29 PM >>> 
Nopers... 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/11/2009 12:28 PM >>> 
Have you heard from anyone on this yet? I haven’t, but that is no big surprise... B 

>>> Amy Herman 3/4/2009 3:02 PM >>> 
Are you the one who’s going to be able to tell me what our players are planning to do for summer school? In terms of the 
number of hours per session they plan to take? I need a rough estimate so I can figure budgets for the rest of the sports. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 12, 2009 7:26 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Summer School 

Mail.msg 

Attached is an email from Jan Boxill regarding summer school recommendations. They look fine to me... 6-12 hours for everyone 
would take care of any issues. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 16, 2009 11:51 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Student Athlete Stops and Registration Times for 092 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Susan. Can he rerun this sorted by sport? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/16/2009 9:35 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Please pass this information around to everyone in your office who needs this information. Let me know if there are any other details 
that you would like to see included on this report. Does it matter that they are not identified by sport even though it looks like they are 
still grouped by sport? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 16, 2009 1:55 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Student Athlete Stops and Registration Times for 092 

TEXT.htm 

You are correct. They are jumbled by name (probably sorted by pid), but they are in the proper sport groupings. Thanks for getting 
this us! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/16/2009 12:22 PM >>> 
I think they are sorted by sport, but they are just not identified. At least that is what I thought when I looked at it quickly. They are in 
training meetings all day all week this week. So I am not sure how quickly he will be able to get it to us. Can you live without it this 
time? I have already asked him for this in future reports. 

Susan 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/16/2009 11:50 AM >>> 
Hi Susan. Can he rerun this sorted by sport? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/16/2009 9:35 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Please pass this information around to everyone in your office who needs this information. Let me know if there are any other details 
that you would like to see included on this report. Does it matter that they are not identified by sport even though it looks like they are 
still grouped by sport? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 1:57 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: database 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Cynthia, 
It is possible to have a blank; just delete the name in the coach field. The rest of us always leave that field blank, so it should be no 
problem. 

B 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 3/13/2009 3:05 PM >>> 
b, 
is there a way to have a "olank’ for a position coach? this would enable me to ’dump’ graduating students, medicals and other fb 
students who are no longer on the "active" roster, but I still need to keep active for susan and for tracking. 
when we print out grade reports, etc. these students fall into the coaches list .................. and we both know they don’t want them on the 
list since they are no longer responsible for them, football-wise. 

let me know if this is or is not a possibility. 
thanks. 
c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 17, 2009 10:42 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; fwvogler@email.unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; j mboxill@email.unc.edu; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, 
Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Just a reminder about staff meeting this afternoon at 3 in 213B. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 17, 2009 10:45 AM 

kallison@email.unc.edu 
Leave Time for March 

TEXT.htm; 2009 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Thanks! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 19, 2009 12:24 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Numbers are below... B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 3/19/2009 12:19 PM >>> 

fall VLs not listed in TEAM LEADERS... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 19, 2009 2:13 PM 

verstrat@email.unc.edu 
Placement Test Site 

TEXT.htm 

Here it is... B 
hap :iiwww.ur~c.ed~/lan~Naceme~ii~dex.~ 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p:iitarhee~N~e.cs~-~’.co~r~~ ( mai~to:bla~or~)~r~caa.~mc~ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 20, 2009 11:41 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Specifications for Athletic Participation Modification] 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/20/2009 10:36 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Chris Dericksonjust sent me a "semi" final version of the Mod for Athletics in PeopleSoft. He is hoping to hear back from me by 
next Friday with changes, corrections, etc. Can you take some time to look through this closely and let me know of any comments or 
concerns that you have from your end? 

Thanks so much. Hope all is well. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 23, 2009 10:29 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CORRECTION-NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award application link. 

There is a change. Please let your girls know if you have already sent the previous link. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 

>>> Dick Baddour 3/23/2009 10:21 AM >>> 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>>> On 3/20/2009 at 2:58 PM, in message <FF9AD53292A0574BB 142CBCC30C82A46040DA659@NCAA- 
MAIL.ncaa.org>, "Reagan, Betty" <breagan@ncaa.org> wrote: 
CORRECTED MEMORANDUM 

March 20, 2009 

TO: Directors of Athletics of NCAA Division I Member Institutions. 

FROM: Ellen Summers 
Librarian. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards. 



The application for the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award for the fall/spring 2009-10 term is now 
available at: 

http ://www.ncaa. org/wps/ncaa?ContentlD= 1086 

To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I 
member institution; enrolled originally in or before September, 2004; exhausted institutional eligibility for 
athletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an 
undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives from seven NCAA Division I member 
institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awards to be made to less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is 
important to stress to your students that they must fill out the application completely and provide all supporting 
documents in order to be considered for this award. 

The completed application and supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office and be 
postmarked not later than May 22. The committee will make its decisions on funding by June 30. 

Please contact me at 317/917-6308 or esummers@ncaa.org, or Karen Cooper at 317/917-6307 or 
kcooper@ncaa.org if you have questions about this award or the application. 

ES:kc 

cc: Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Senior Woman Administrators 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may 
be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 23, 2009 4:48 PM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 3.23.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly report. We have some work to do, but there is still plenty of time to get things done. The guys just need to 
realize what needs to be done and get on it. This week is a big week for a few of them - 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 23, 2009 5:02 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 3.23.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Congrats on the successful weekend; I’m looking forward to tomorrow aftemoon’s Faculty-Staff Family Day event. Attached is the 
weekly report. Let me know if you have any questions; my concerns continue to be       and 

Talk to you soon, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 23, 2009 5:19 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 3.23.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the weekly for last week. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 25, 2009 9:25 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Review of Athletic Participation Specs 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Susan, 
I’d love to come, but since it is registration time, I have several appointments on that front. 

B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/24/2009 1:13 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Here is the officially scheduled meeting. If you can come, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

I am still reading through the material. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 25, 2009 2:22 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Reg. Time Report/Screen 681 

TEXT.htm 

Did he mention when the online would be reliable? - it isn’t now... 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/25/2009 2:17 PM >>> 
Hey Mercer and Blanton, 
Just talked with Steve about the Registxation Time/Holds Report. Students who are no longer on the team are updated manually each 
semester in SIS. The report is pulling data from Fall 09 since that is where the registration times are stored. Student-athlete status has 
not been updated for Fall 09 yet, so that is why you have people on the report who are no longer on the team. Steve is going to talk to 
some folks to see if it is possible to rewrite the criteria for the report. 

Brent, I also talked with him about Screen 681 that you asked me about the other day. He said that this is the old degree audit system 
which has not been updated and is therefore not reliable. He also doubts that they would give us access since the University is moving 
away from this. This is more or less what I thought he would say. 

Let me know if you guys have thoughts or questions about any of this. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 26, 2009 12:20 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Maymester and Online? 

TEXT.htm 

Knowing who I am thinking of and the fact that they changed the language, I am not concerned about it. Thanks, B 

>>> Amy Herman 3/26/2009 10:38 AM >>> 
Thanks, Carol. 

I’ll be sure to pass on to our academic counselors that this should NOT be something that they advise students to do. But in a case 
where it is necessary for the student’s progress toward graduation and the counselors believe the students can handle it, I will tell them 
that it IS a viable option. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 3/26/2009 9:58 AM >>> 
Amy, 
You are correct in that they did change it. This will be the 3rd year 
of Maymester. Last year I thought they changed it to "not recommended". 
This is still a strong statement but I don’t think my office will be 
looking that closely but in some cases we will notify the student if we 
see a Maymester course on their schedule. But the students have to have 
some responsibility in this. 
CarolQuoting Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Carol, 

Apparently the wording on the website this year has changed to say 
that it is "not recommended" that a student take a Maymester course 
and an online course. I know that last summer, it wasn’t permitted 
at all. Have they become more lenient about this issue? Is it 
something that requires a dean’s signature? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 31, 2009 11:25 AM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Scott, 
Can you send me a list of the incoming guys and where they are from? I need to look them up and get pids and get them over to 
CTOPS by Friday. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 31, 2009 4:32 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Progress Report #2 

TEXT.htm; Progress Report Export.txt; Progress Report w ltrhd APR 10.docx 

Thanks for handling this for me... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue,cs~v,com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~,unc,edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 31, 2009 10:30 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Incoming List 

TEXT.htm 

GO HOME! 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 3/31/2009 10:20 PM >>> 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 31, 2009 10:39 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Updated Incoming List 

TEXT.htm 

I hear ya; let’s both call it quits. 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 3/31/2009 10:32 PM >>> 
Ha. 

Trying to get things done ..... you quit checking your email so late. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/31/2009 10:29 PM >>> 
GO HOME! 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 3/31/2009 10:20 PM >>> 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welbom~ul,caa.unc, edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 1, 2009 12:58 PM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting April 10th 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sara, 
I’m sorry, but I will be out that morning. We have a tradition of taking the kids to their grandparents that weekend, and we actually 
leave on Thursday night. 

Take care, 
B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 4/1/2009 12:07 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

I know that we spoke about this a few weeks ago but we have another recruit coming to visit next weekend of April 10th and 1 lth. 
She would really like to meet with you but I did tell them that you were possibly going out of town that Friday. Are those still your 
plans or would you be able to meet with her Friday morning? If you could let me know, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 1, 2009 11:37 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database 

TEXT.htm 

Welhom! Working TOO late again I see. Thanks for the props; greatly appreciated. 
morning because you are reading this actually in the morning... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/1/2009 10:40 PM >>> 
Rent 

See you in the morning, which had better be this 

I just wanted you to know that the database looks great!!! 

Job well done and I dig the blue. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 8, 2009 11:58 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: REMINDER: 2009 Drive-In Conference 

TEXT.htm 

Yes... 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/8/2009 11:07 AM >>> 
We need to register? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Robert Mercer 4/3/2009 2:50 PM >>> 

>>> "Aspsa Tutor" <aspsatutor@gw.fis.ncsu.edu> 4/3/2009 11:56 AM >>> 
The 8th Annual Drive-In Conference is only 3 weeks away. If you haven’t already, please visit our website at 
~:i!~.ww.ncst~.ed~iaspsaidrivein~is~tra:tion.htm~to register. Please extend this invitation to your staff and other interested parties 
in your department. The registration deadline is Friday April 17. 

For more information visit our website ~:ii%~ww.ncsu.eduias~saidrivein.html 

We look forward to seeing you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 8, 2009 2:24 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FA09 Schedules 

TEXT.htm; fa09 baseball.pdf 

Hi Mike, 
Attached are the schedules for the guys this fall - everyone is registered for something at least. I’ve made comments and will begin 
working with the guys to correct these issues. Let me know if you have any questions. Good luck tonight and this weekend! 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p://tafl~eeib~ue.csW.com/( mai~to:Nar~on,~ncaa.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 8, 2009 2:35 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FA09 Schedules 

TEXT.htm; fa09 softball.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
First of all, great job over the weekend! I hope this afternoon goes well. Attached are the fall schedules with commems; let me know 
if you have any questions. On another note, there was no report for last week because everyone hit hours and I was away at 
conference meetings Monday and yesterday. 

Good luck today and this weekend! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarhee~blue.cstv.comi ( mailto:bla~tor~nc~.ur~c.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 8, 2009 2:40 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FA09 Schedules 

TEXT.htm; fa09 field hockey.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached are the girls’ schedules for the fall with comments on a few; let me know if you have any questions. Also, there was no 
report for last week because I was away at conference meetings Monday and yesterday. As far as hours go, everyone hit the mark, 
and the meetings were mostly about registration. 

Speak to you soon! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:i/’~arheerN~e.cs~colr~! ( mai~to:b~ar~or@~mcaa.~mc~ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 13, 2009 12:52 PM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 4.13.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Sorry about the results of the weekend; I have no doubt we will pick it up with a strong performance this week. I look forward to this 
weekend especially. 

Attached is the weekly; hopefully with a more routine schedule this week, I can catch up with everyone and get on good footing 
heading into the final week of the term. There are a few that need to suck it up these last weeks and pick a few grades up. Regarding 
hours, I only required four of everyone since two midweek games, the championship game and travel on Thursday effected most. 
Honestly, four hours was a stretch. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and good luck this week! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 13, 2009 1:38 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne 
<wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Graduation Reception 

Hi gentlemen, 
Can I assume that we will all be attending? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 13, 2009 2:22 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Graduation Reception 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for the responses... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 13, 2009 2:39 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 4.13.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the weekly. Let me know if you have any questions, but this is a big week for us. Many of the grades should be back in 
giving us a clearer picture heading into finals. 

Have a great week! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 13, 2009 3:46 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Luncheon 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kathy, 

I will be in attendance. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

h~p://tafl~ee~b~ue.csW.com/( mai~to:Nar~lon,~ncaa.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 13, 2009 4:01 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting Tomorrow @ 3 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Since we have no staff meeting tomorrow, we will meet to go over eligibility, end of term things, etc. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 14, 2009 9:48 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Top 15 

TEXT.htm; Top 15.xlsx 

Here it is... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

Date: 

Personal Contact Information 

Name: 
LAST FIRST I~IDDLE 

Email: 

Chapel Hill Address: 
STREET ZIP CODE 

Local Phone: 

Permanent Address: 
STREET 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Academic Information 

Major: 
ENGL, NURS, BIOL, PSYCH, ETC, 

PID: 

School Enrolled at UNC-CH: 
JOMC, ARTS & SCIENCES, ETC. 

Off-Campus Coursework 

During: [~I SUMMER [~I 2007 I plan to take courses at: Is this coursework being completed as Study Abroad? 

[~I FALL [~I 2008 
[~I YES 

COLLEGEIUNIVERSITY If yes, is the Study Abroad completed through a 
[~I WINTER [~I 2009 UNC-sanctioned program? 

[~I SPRING [~I 20"10 
(SeeSpecialRulesonfollowing page) 

CITY STATE 
[~ NO 

List below the course(s) you plan to take, along with the appropriate identifying information. Please provide a copy of the course description, either printed from the Web or copied from a paper catalog. Please bring 
your completed form to the Admissions Office in Jackson Hall. It takes approximately three working days to process your request. You can then pick up the form and take it to your advisor for sig nature. Keep the form for 
your own records. 

Course Information (list course details from other institution here) 

Department Course # Hours earned 

SEM/QTR HRS 

SEM/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

Submit this form to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Jackson Hall, CB #2200. Please see additional instructions on the following page. 



Complete this form if you plan to take courses at another institution and would like to receive credit for the course(s) toward your degree. 

Please visit admissions.unc.edu to see a list of courses already in our database that transfer from other institutions to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Special Rules 

¯ If you have already completed 64 semester hours of credit at UNC-Chapel Hill, or will have 64 hours at the conclusion of the semester 

in which you plan to dual-enroll at a two-year school, you cannot transfer additional credit hours for concurrent courses taken at the 

two-year institution. 

¯ You may take course work away from UNC-Chapel Hill provided that your UNC-Chapel Hill grade point average meets the minimum 

academic eligibility requirement for the semester you plan to re-enroll (see UNC-Chapel Hill catalog section entitled "Academic 

Eligibility"). Grades and quality points earned elsewhere are not computed into your UNC cumulative grade point average. Enrollment 

elsewhere (other than summer school) will be counted as semesters earned toward computing eligibility requirements. 

¯ For study abroad, please note that you may receive credit only for courses taken through officially sanctioned UNC programs. Contact 

the Study Abroad Office to learn more. 

¯ A minimum of 45 semester hours of credit must be earned at UNC-Chapel Hill in order to receive a degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. 

¯ Only 6 hours of your last 30 semester hours may be taken at another institution by permission of your Dean. 

¯ A minimum of 18 hours of "C" or higher grades (not "C" average) in the major is required. 

¯ We do not award more hours to be transferred for approved courses than those earned at the original institution. 

¯ The conversion for quarter hours to semester hours is a 2/3 ratio. For example, a 5-quarter-hour course converted to semester hours is 

3.33 semester hours. 

How to submit this form 

After completing the attached form, bring or mail it to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall (CB# 2200). It takes three 

business days to process the form. You can then pick up the form and take it to your advisor for signature. You will then keep the form for 

your own records. 

Credit for any courses listed on the form will not be granted until you complete the course(s) with a grade of"C" or higher and the 

registrar at the other institution mails a transcript directly to: 

Undergraduate Admissions 

ATTN: Credit Evaluator 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 16, 2009 12:23 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Hot/Watch Lists 

TEXT.htm 

I now want your hol!watch lists in writing by Monday. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 17, 2009 1:02 PM 

Brooks, Daniel <DBrooks@ohdcapitalcity.com> 

Re: Hello 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Daniel, 
We always run our issues through Mr. James Spurling, he handles all stadium and related buildings issues. He will probably not be 
the exact person you are looking for, but he may know who that person is. His number is 962-7873. 

I hope that helps! See you tonight! 

B 

>>> "Daniel Brooks" <DBrooks@ohdcapitalcity.com> 4/16/2009 2:44 PM >>> 

Brent, 

Hope all is well[]I was wondering if you could poim me in the right direction on something. I[]m looking to get in contact with 
someone who handles the maintenance of the facilities there at the University. Is there a department or something? Let me know if 
you have any info. Just thought I would ask before I start stabbing in the dark! 

Take care, 
Daniel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 20, 2009 1:04 PM 

Jessica <j esmit@email.unc, edu> 

Re: question 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Jessica! I am glad you got to enjoy the day on Friday! B 

>>> "Jessica" <jesmit@email.unc.edu> 4/20/2009 10:04 AM >>> 

Hi Brent! 

I just got your voicemail, I was out of the office on Friday (the day was just too nice to be here !) As long as the student is being 
evaluated under the old curriculum based on prior conversations I have had with Academic Advising 312 would count as an upper 
level because that is how it is spelled out on the worksheet. Hope you are doing well! I am excited for summer and a little peace and 
quiet [] emphasis on the little []. 

Best, 

Jess 

Jessica Smith 
Communication Studies Department 
Undergraduate Student Services Manager 

Departmental Registrar 

113 Bingham Hall 

CB# 3285 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-962-4981 

jesmit@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 20, 2009 1:06 PM 

Moses, Philip <pamoses@gw.ncsu.edu> 

Re: Panel 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Phil, 
No problem. Are we speaking about the process in general, details, our role? 

B 

>>> "Philip Moses" <pamoses@gw.ncsu.edu> 4/18/2009 12:03 PM >>> 
Good afternoon Brent. I am writing to seek your participation on a panel next Friday at the drive in. There will be 3 of us talking for 
about 30 minutes total about official visits, This will be presented to the high school counselors at 1:25 so it might change your 
schedule a little. 

Thanks for your help with this. 
See you Friday. 
Take care, 
Phil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 20, 2009 2:23 PM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 4.20.pdf; CTOPS Roster.xlsx 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
It was good seeing you all at lunch today; congratulations again on the week/weekend. Coach Fox, congratulations on the contract 
extension. Attached is both the weekly report and a roster of the incoming guys with pid’s. I also put the dates currently set aside for 

the guys at CTOPS, but I need to start getting names with correct dates so I can get CTOPS fully in the loop. If you guys know or the 

kids can contact me directly, it is better to know sooner rather than later. 

For this week’s report, I adjusted the required hours since we had two midweek games again, etc. Also, this will probably be the final 
grade update since most of the information we can get back is already back. If there are significant updates, I’ll let you know. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions, and good luck this week! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 20, 2009 2:59 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Charlotte <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 4.20.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
I hope all is well for you this afternoon and that you all had good weekends. Attached is the weekly regarding study hall attendance. 
Class attendance was perfect for the week. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 21, 2009 9:38 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; fwvogler@email.unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Willingham, Mary 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, 
Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne 
<wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Today @ 3pm 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 21, 2009 11:21 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Staff Meeting Today @ 3pm 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Barbara; feel better! B 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 4/21/2009 11:15 AM >>> 
Hey, Brent 

I’m not feeling very well and have a program to do tonight, so I’m going 
to go home early this afternoon and rest. This means I’ll miss the 
meeting. Please share any pertinent info with me, and let me know if you 
need anything from me. 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
Just a reminder... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 21, 2009 2:44 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Online Course Names/Numbers 

TEXT.htm 

What I have so far is below. Thanks! B 

>>> Amy Herman 4/21/2009 11:36 AM >>> 
All, 

I need to know which online courses the following student-athletes intend to take this summer. Once I get courses from each of you, 
I’ll be able to send the Friday Center a memo to clear them to register without having to pay... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 10:50 AM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; sportlaw@unc.edu 

Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Will do. Barbara, canyou make it to our May 5 staff meeting at 3? Brent 

>>> Robert Mercer 4/23/2009 10:43 AM >>> 
I agree - it would be a good idea - Brent can you schedule Barbara for our next staff meeting? RJM 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 4/23/2009 10:18 AM >>> 
Good morning, Barbara! 
I think it would be beneficial to all advisors to hear your thoughts. 
We have staff meetings (usually) the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays of the month at 3pm. 
Would you have time to come talk at one of them? 
Let me know. I will cc: this to Brent and Robert, also. 
Thanks. 
cr 

>>> Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@tmc.edu> 4/22/2009 8:35 PM >>> 
Hi Cynthia, 
Not sure if I should be contacting you or Robert, but is there a time 
that I could meet with you to discuss the sport administration track in 
the EXSS major? Now that a significant number of student-athletes are 
enrolled, I thought it might be helpful to talk about the recommended 
sequence of courses, talk about which classes would be better for summer 
school, etc. If you want me to go through Robert, just let me know. 
Or, if you’d want to do a meeting with all of the advisers, that would 
be fine, too. 

I hope you are well and not too crazy as the end of the semester approaches! 

Take care, 
Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 12:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

http://americanhistory, suite 101.com/article.cfm/being~ooor in depression_era_texas 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeIblue~cs~v,comi ( mai~o:b~m~on(a~ncaa,unc.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 12:11 PM 

sportlaw@unc.edu 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

It sounds like the 19th it is; we definitely don’t want to make you rash or miss anything. We look forward to seeing you May 19 at 3 
in room 213B of our place. 

Thanks 
Brent 

>>> Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@tmc.edu> 4/23/2009 11:25 AM >>> 
Hi Brett, 
I have faculty athletics committee meeting at 4:00pm on May 5, so I 
would prefer the 19th, but if May 5 works better for y’all, I will make 
it work for me. 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
Will do. Barbara, can you make it to our May 5 staff meeting at 3? Brent 

>>> Robert Mercer 4/23/2009 10:43 AM >>> 
I agree - it would be a good idea - Brent can you schedule Barbara for 
our next staff meeting? RJM 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 4/23/2009 10:18 AM >>> 
Good morning, Barbara! 
I think it would be beneficial to all advisors to hear your thoughts. 
We have staff meetings (usually) the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays of the month 
at 3pm. 
Would you have time to come talk at one of them? 
Let me know. I will cc: this to Brent and Robert, also. 
Thanks. 
cr 

>>> Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 4/22/2009 8:35 PM >>> 
Hi Cynthia, 
Not sure if I should be contacting you or Robert, but is there a time 
that I could meet with you to discuss the sport administration track in 
the EXSS major? Now that a significant number of student-athletes are 



> enrolled, I thought it might be helpful to talk about the recommended 
> sequence of courses, talk about which classes would be better for summer 
> school, etc. If you want me to go through Robert, just let me know. 
> Or, if you’d want to do a meeting with all of the advisers, that would 
> be fine, too. 
> 
> I hope you are well and not too crazy as the end of the semester approaches! 

> Take care, 
> Barbara 
>__ 

> Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
> Associate Professor 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina 
> CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 
> 919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 5:21 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: test (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 5:22 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: test 

TEXT.htm 

icles 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/23/2009 5:21 PM >>> 
test 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 6:50 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: here you go (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 24, 2009 10:10 AM 

Club, Columbia House DVD <columbiahouse@mail.columbiahouse.com> 
Re: Stop Missing Out! (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 24, 2009 11:09 AM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: IT road map for Fiscal Year 2009-2010 (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 24, 2009 1:20 PM 

Harris, Stacey <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: s8 permit holders - IMPORTANT!!!! (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 24, 2009 4:32 PM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 
Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, April 25, 2009 6:48 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, April 27th (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 8:44 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 8:54 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office today, Friday, April 24, with limited no access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu or Robert Mercer at (919) 962-9534 or rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 9:33 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: test 

TEXT.htm 

icles. Thanks! B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/27/2009 9:32 AM >>> 
test 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 11:07 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: banquet 

TEXT.htm 

HI Sam, 
I will be there! 

B 

See you next week, 

>>> Sara Anundsen 4/27/2009 10:09 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

I have attached our end of the year banquet invitation. Hope you can make it! 

Sara Anundsen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 11:36 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm; Session Dates.docx 

H1 Susan, 
Attached is the listing of sessions; I will get times out later when they are complete. 

B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/27/2009 8:43 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Can you send me any CTOPS info that you have, dates, times, etc? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



2009 ORIENTATION SESSION DATES 

CTOPS Session 1: June 1-2 
CTOPS Session 2: June 4-5 
CTOPS Session 3: June 8-9 
CTOPS Session 4: June 11-12 
CTOPS Session 5: June 15-16 
CTOPS Session 6: June 18-19 
TSOP Session 7: June 22 (C-STEP orientation will begin June 21 and will overlap) 
CTOPS Session 8: June 25-26 
CTOPS Session 9: July 13-14 
CTOPS Session 10: July 16-17 
CTOPS Session 11: July 20-21 
CTOPS Session 12: July 23-24 
CTOPS Session 13 July 27-28 
CTOPS Session 14: July 30-31 
TSOP Session 15: August 19 
CTOPS Session 16: August 20-21 
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August 20, 2007 

Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the 
University of North Carolina. I am excited that you have joined us in our efforts to provide 
professional and high quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our 
students run the full gamut in terms of ability, motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor 
you can help the students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that 
student-athletes neither gain special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own 
work and reap the consequences, positive or negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their 
right to confidentiality regarding their academic progress. The ethics and integrity which 
guide your own academic work fully apply here in the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your 
role. Please read it thoroughly. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor 
coordinator or any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to 
our success is having a staff of tutors committed to quality education. I appreciate your 
contributions to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is administratively part of the 
Academic Services unit of the College of Arts and Sciences. The program serves as an 
educational resource to students who participate in varsity athletics at the University. 

We are committed to the true student-athlete concept, applying the same principles that have 
made superior athletes to develop superior students. A superior athlete is dedicated, 
hardworking, committed, and never misses practice. A student with the same qualities who 
never misses class will achieve the same high level of-academic success. 

Staff members include: 

Robert Mercer 

Wayne Walden 

Cynthia Reynolds 

Brent Blanton 

Tony Yount 

Kym Orr 

Octavus Barnes 

Jaimie Lee 

Beth Bridget 

Mary. Willingham 

Dr. Jan Boxill 

Sherron Peace 
Doug Roberts 
Shade Little 

Director 

Associate Director 
Men’s Basketball, Men’s & Women’s Swimming and Diving, Volleyball 
Associate Director 
Football 
Associate Director 
Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Women’s Soccer, Men’s Golf, Softball, 
Field Hockey, Women’s Tennis 
Academic Counselor 
Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse, Men’s Lacrosse, Wrestling 
Academic Counselor 
Men’s and Women’s Track & Field and Cross Country, Men’s Soccer, 
Gymnastics, Men’s Tennis, Rowing, Fencing 
Academic Counselor 
Football 
Academic Counselor 
Football 
Learning Specialist 
Football 
Learning Specialist 
Olympic Sports 
Academic Counselor 
Women’s Basketball 
Tutorial Assistant 
Office Manager 
Assistant Dean 

Feel free to contact any of us if you have a question or concern about a student-athlete or the 
policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 
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ACADEMIC CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

8:00am to 5:00pm & 7:00pm to 10:00pm 
8:00am to 5:00pm 
7:00pm to 10:00pm 

TUTORING SESSIONS 

Sunday-Thursdays 7:00pm- 10:00pm 

Daytime tutoring TBD- Check tutoring bulletin board for times 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Primary Responsibilities 

The primary goal of the tutoring program is to provide student-athletes with quality academic 
assistance beyond that which they receive in the classroom. In order to accomplish this goal, 
our tutors must be able to understand and clearly communicate course content to students. 
Tutors must also report concerns about students to the tutor coordinator or academic 
counselor. Areas of concern to report are: absenteeism, lack of class participation, emotional 
stress, or other indications of impediments to academic progress. When tutors report such 
concerns in a timely fashion, the full-time staff can more effectively provide the appropriate 
services. A Daily Tutoring Summary on all students tutored is now required at the end 
of each day. 

Desirable Knowledge and Abilities 

1. Thorough knowledge of the subject matter to be tutored 
2. The ability to communicate subject matter effectively 
3. The ability to motivate and provide study skills assistance 
4. The ability to act professionally at all times and serve as a positive role model 
5. The ability to know when to make referrals 
6. The ability to work as part of a team 

Requirements 

1. Must be a graduate student enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. 
Exceptions: Exceptional seniors/juniors or non-students who have already 
graduated with a bachelor’s degree or advanced degree may be considered. 

2. Prospective tutors who have previously taken or taught the course at UNC or at 
another institution. 
Exceptions: Individuals who show competency in a specific course or area, 
such as math or languages. 
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3. Tutors are required to maintain confidentiality regarding the student-athlete’s grades 
or progress with anyone other than the staff of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

4. Tutors must be available for scheduled night study hall hours, including extra hours 
during finals. Availability for special appointments is desirable but not required. 

RELEASE AND DISMISSAL 

Since tutoring demands vary from semester to semester, it is difficult to maintain a fixed 
number of tutors or to guarantee any tutoring work beyond a given semester. For that 
reason, you are encouraged not to depend on tutoring as your only source of income. 

A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

1. Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including 
repeatedly failing to turn in daily tutoring summaries. 

2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

3. Deficient academic skills. 

4. Falsification of time sheets. 

5. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

6. Violation of University policies regarding academic honesty. 

7. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of 
the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, the student-athletes or the 
University. 

PAYMENT 

Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for 
simultaneously tutoring a number of students during a given time period. No 
additional pay is granted for preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless 
an academic counselor has requested your services for a special assignment. 

All time for tutoring must be submitted on the appropriate form. Your times must be 
consistent with the Daily Tutoring Summary forms for that pay period; any 
irregularities in times will not be honored. Time sheets without signatures cannot 
be submitted for payment. 

Time sheets should be turned in by noon on Friday of the pay period ending the 
following Sunday. If you tutor on Sunday, you should anticipate your Sunday hours 
for that pay period and turn in your time sheet on Friday. Time sheets turned in 
late will be held until the next pay period. 
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4. Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis; two weeks following the day 
time sheets were submitted. (See the Tutor Board in the resource room for Pay 
Schedule and consult the Fall Calendar at the end of this handbook, Appendix A). 

TUTOR DUTIES/REQUIREMENTS 

Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are 
required: 

¯ All tutoring must be done at the Academics Center. 
¯ Arrive promptly for all sessions. 
¯ Be in the room assigned to you. If no student is in the room with you, leave the door 

open and be accessible. If you are doing some of your own work, remain ready to 
tutor. 

¯ In the event that you must miss a tutoring session, it is your responsibility to find a 
substitute (get names, schedules and numbers from the posted tutor list) and inform 
the tutor coordinator of that substitution. In extreme cases, alert the tutor 
coordinator of your absence so the coordinator can inform students. 

¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The tutor coordinator assigns all tutor 
hours. Neither students nor tutors may make appointments for private 
sessions without the express approval of a counselor. 

¯ Wait 15 minutes for special appointments, and then ask a full-time counselor if you 
should leave. 
Document the no-show on your tutor report form. 

¯ Properly fill out and turn in the Daily Tutoring Summary forms and time sheet. 

NO SHOW POLICY 

If a number of weeks go by and not many students have been showing up to seek your 
tutoring services, we may reduce the number of nights/hours you work and/or make you an 
on-call tutor. An on-call tutor would be used on an appointment basis only when requested 
by the student through his/her counselor. 

TUTOR REPORT FORMS 

Fill out a Daily Tutoring Summary for each tutoring session, even for no-shows. Please use 
black pen or dark pencil and legibly write out each student’s full name, sport and course. 
Return these sheets to the appropriate box in the break room (See sample forms, Appendices 
B and C). The hours on your time sheet are verified by these reports. All tutorials MUST 
be scheduled by Sherron if pay is expected! 
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TIME SHEETS 

Properly fill out time sheets and return them to the appropriate box in the break room. Use 

the guide on the back of the time sheet to determine fractions of hours. Time sheets are due 

no later than noon on the Friday nearest the period ending date for that pay period. Early 

submissions apply around holidays. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss 

a student’s academic concerns only with the student and the academic counselors. You may 

not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty or members of the 

media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the Buckley 

Amendment. 

FACULTY CONTACT 

Tutors are not to contact a faculty member or graduate assistant regarding a student’s work. 

If you feel it is absolutely essential that you do so, contact the student’s academic counselor 

for approval. 

PLAGIARISM 

Tutors are not to prepare the student’s work or encourage plagiarism in any way. Should a 
student-athlete make such a request, or if it appears he/she may be involved in inappropriate 
activities, please bring it to the immediate attention of the tutor coordinator. 

NCAA/UNC ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY FORM 

As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for student-athletes, you are required to carefully 
read, sign and date the NCAA/Academic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides 
guidelines that should be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support 
Center. It is a statement indicating that tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as 
articulated by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will 
result in immediate termination of employment. 

TUTOR DEPENDENCY 

Tutor dependency is actively discouraged. Tutors should help the student learn for 

him/herself. This may involve working on study skills. 

EVALUATIONS 

Tutors are not evaluated by the grades of their students, but rather by their own 
performances in teaching and directing students. You will be asked to complete an evaluation 
of our tutor program and likewise the students will have the opportunity to evaluate the 
tutoring program. 
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WEATHER POLICY 

If we are experiencing bad weather or may have the threat of bad weather, please call 962- 
9536 after 5pm, and a message regarding our plans for the evening operation of the building 
will be stated. 

PARKING POLICY 

Night tutors can park in the S-8 lot in front of the Kenan Field House after 5:00pm. No 
parking fines are issued after that time except during special events. Those who must report 
to work between 8:00am and 5:00pm are subject to ticketing if they park in the S-8 lot. 
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EDUCATION SESSION FOR DEPARTMENTAL 
TUTORS/MENTORS/MONITORS REGARDING 
NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 7/9/04 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.12): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by 
the athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the 

recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their 

families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you 
are considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an 
individual who performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the 
individual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive 
compensation from the institution for performing such services. Once an individual is 
identified as such a representative, he/she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.13) 
Others considered in this category are coaches, professors, other students and student- 
athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled 
student-athlete member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a 

prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete 

an improper inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper 
financial aid 

¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting 
between a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent 
or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not 
the incident must be reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self report a 
violation of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, 
etc) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an 
enrolled student-athlete. An example of this would be if an institutional staff member is 
involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work or typing a 
paper for a student-athlete; and if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance 
from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit obtained. 
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An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly 
becomes involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit. An example of this would be if a 
student were to purchase a term paper off the Internet and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. 
"Apex-Termpapers.com") Also if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught and it is later 
determined that he/she cheated. 

Other examples are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where 
participation/attendance is part of the final grade. 

Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose 
of obtaining extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection 
with the extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term 
paper and gets caught) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is 
not required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be 
addressed through the University Honor Court system. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, we 
would like for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause huge 
problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report was 
made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind that cheating that does not provide enough 
assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the course does not lessen the violation. Also, 
improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically assigned to you does 
not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of 
the institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative 
or friend a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit 
by student-athletes and their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is 
demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s students or 
a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for 
eligibility purposes. 

4. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 
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5. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing 
a paper. 

o We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does 
not include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study 
materials not specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared 
and you may want to help by providing them with a notebook and other materials that 
you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible although 
you may certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next 
session. 

o Providing student-athletes with disks in the computer lab is not permissible no matter 
what kind of a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with disks could 
come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper 
in to you on disk and not a hard copy asking for you to proof it. Corrections may not be 
made directly on the document saved on the disk. 

8. Use of a copy machine only for student-athletes is prohibited. 

9. Use of a fax machine only for student-athletes is prohibited. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

11. An institutional staff member may not provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, 
board, transportation etc.) for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the 
institution where he or she is enrolled. 

12. An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any 
circumstances. However, staff members may provide reasonable local transportation to 
student-athletes on an occasional basis. Any place beyond the local area would not be 
permissible even if the student-athlete provides reimbursement of expenses. (A 
University student who is also a part-time employee of the athletic department and is an 
established family friend of a student-athlete may continue to provide transportation and 
occasional home meals to the student-athlete based on the individual’s preexisting 
relationship.) 

13. A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an 
institutional staff member or booster/representative of athletics interests under the 
following conditions: 
¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home. It may, 

however be catered. 
¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must 

be in the locale of the institution. 
¯ In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local 

transportation to the student-athletes to attend the meal. 
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Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 

Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance 
office, receive permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary 
paperwork. This must occur PRIOR to the meal. Failure to follow this policy 
could result in an NCAA extra benefits violation. 

14. A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a 
purchase or a service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics 
interest. 

15. A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) 
without charge. 

16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for 
personal reasons without charge or at a reduced cost. 

17. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a 
student-athlete with a loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

18. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits 
for an enrolled student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Additional Information 
Complimentary Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentary admissions per 
home and away contests to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. 
However, admissions shall be provided only through a pass list for individuals designated by 
the student-athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 

Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

How to begin without an idea 
¯ 50% of the paper is what you do before you write 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in 

the assignment. 
¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what 3 points they want to make 
¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 
¯ Students should be taking notes during the brainstorming discussion rather 

than the tutor. Although the tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper 
(i.e. mapping, outlining), but the tutor must keep the paper 

II. How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may go to the library with the student to teach him/her how to find 

research materials and point them in the right direction. 
¯ A tutor may not provide library books or other research materials to the 

student for purposes of writing a paper. 
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III. 

IV. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the 

best articles rather than the first 3 on the list. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by 

helping them to come up with good search words. 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor 

may discuss the material. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the 

assignment by teaching them how to think critically about sources. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and experts within the area they are writing 

about to talk to. 

How to Assist in the Writing Process 

¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 

¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own 

words. 
¯ Have them talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Use a tape 

recorder if a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A 
tutor should never be writing on a student’s paper during any stage of 

the paper. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes 

sense and to listen for mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper. 
¯ Do not circle misspelled words or punctuation. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in 

an hour. 
¯ Do not read papers from a student’s disks or laptops, only from 

printouts. 
¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and 

argument. 
¯ Review their works cited according to the appropriate style manual. 
¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what 

he/she meant to say. 
¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 

TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syllabus 
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¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, 
and assignment deadlines. 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that 
last-minute tutor sessions are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s 
strengths and weaknesses in the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for maior 

themes. 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance 
preparation, effective note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly 
remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your 
goals are to guide rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than 
lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that elicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to 

begin with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements 

made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, 

inform the academic counselor for that student’s sport. 
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Spring pay periods and pay dates will be posted at the beginning of the spring 

semester. 

University Holidays 

During Fall Semester 2007 & 

Spring Semester 2008 

Labor Day September 3, 2007 (Mon) 

Fall Break October 8-19, 2007 (Thu, Fri) 

Thanksgiving November 21-23, 2007 (Thu, Fri) 

Martin Luther King Day January 21, 2008 (Mon) 

Spring Break March 10-14, 2008 (Mon-Fri) 

Good Friday March 21, 2008 (Fri) 

See back of time sheet for table to round minutes worked to nearest one-tenth hour 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 2:32 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 4.27.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
I hope you had a great weekend. Attached is the final weekly of the year but it is a grade report only. The girls met their hours this 
week with no problems (several even doubled the required six). Attached are grades only so you know what I know heading into 
finals. This has been another sub-par term for the freshmen unfortunately. Several have struggled with legitimate courses like BIOL 

but there are also a few surprises where they simply underachieved. 

Let me know if you have any questions; otherwise, I’ll see you on Friday! As grades post, I’ll send reports. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 6:16 PM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Barbara, 
We’ll get everyone to one of the sessions. One question though, May 14 is a Thursday. Did you mean May 13? 

B 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 4/27/2009 4:30 PM >>> 
Hi Brent & Robert 

I wanted to touch base with you regarding CTOPS and CTOPS training this 
year. If you and/or any of your advisors wish to attend our training, we 
have two different dates (with the same content for both) this spring: 
Friday, May 1, 10:30-noon, in Murphey 105, and Wednesday, May 14, 
10:30-noon, in Greenlaw 222. 

If either of you or someone else in your office wishes to be a part of 
the training agenda (obviously to talk about student-athletes!), please 
let me know. As always, you’re all welcome to attend regardless. 

Prior to the first CTOPS on June 1/2, we will need a schedule of fall 
practice times for the various sports so that we can advise 
student-athletes accordingly. When can I expect this information from you? 

I assume that the standard staff meetings are now suspended until the 
fall semester begins. Is that right? 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 8:51 PM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tom, 
Can you send me a list of the incoming girls this fall? 
give me the names, I can get pids. 

Thanks, 
B 

I am trying to begin my CTOPS/summer planning, and I need pids, etc. If you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 27, 2009 8:56 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brian, 
Can you send me a list of the incoming students for the fall? 
need them to figure out pids, etc. 

Thanks, 
B 

I am trying to put together my CTOPS/Hot List for the summer, and I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 27, 2009 8:58 PM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Bev, 
Can you send me a list of the incoming students for the fall? 
need them to figure out pids, test scores, placements, etc. 

Thanks, 
B 

I am trying to put together my CTOPS/Hot List for the summer, and I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 28, 2009 10:50 AM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Bev! B 

>>> Beverly Smith 4/28/2009 7:56 AM >>> 
Ignore the housing request information ..... 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/27/2009 8:57 PM >>> 
Hi Bev, 
Can you send me a list of the incoming students for the fall? 
need them to figure out pids, test scores, placements, etc. 

Thanks, 
B 

I am trying to put together my CTOPS/Hot List for the summer, and I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 28, 2009 10:57 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Barbara! B 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 4/28/2009 8:39 AM >>> 
No, I meant May 14. A Thursday. Sorry! 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:i/advismg~Coed~ 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
> Hi Barbara, 
> We’ll get everyone to one of the sessions. One question though, May 14 is a Thursday. Did you mean May 13? 
> 
>B 
> 

> 

>>>>Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 4/27/2009 4:30 PM >>> 
> 

> Hi Brent & Robert 
> 
> I wanted to touch base with you regarding CTOPS and CTOPS training this 
> year. If you and/or any of your advisors wish to attend our training, we 
> have two different dates (with the same content for both) this spring: 
> Friday, May 1, 10:30-noon, in Murphey 105, and Wednesday, May 14, 
> 10:30-noon, in Greenlaw 222. 
> 
> If either of you or someone else in your office wishes to be a part of 
> the training agenda (obviously to talk about student-athletes!), please 
> let me know. As always, you’re all welcome to attend regardless. 
> 
> Prior to the first CTOPS on June 1/2, we will need a schedule of fall 
> practice times for the various sports so that we can advise 
> student-athletes accordingly. When can I expect this information from you? 
> 
> I assume that the standard staff meetings are now suspended until the 
> fall semester begins. Is that fight? 
> 
> Looking forward to seeing you soon. 
> 

> Best, 
> Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 28, 2009 11:32 AM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tom! B 

>>> Tom Sander 4/28/2009 11:14 AM >>> 
Here you go. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations - UNC Women’s Soccer 

>>> On 4/27/2009 at 8:51 PM, in message <49F61AD4.1C2B.00D2.0@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brent Blanton wrote: 
Hi Tom, 
Can you send me a list of the incoming girls this fall? I am trying to begin my CTOPS/summer planning, and I need pids, etc. If you 
give me the names, I can get pids. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 29, 2009 9:36 AM 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: FW: summer school 

TEXT.htm; RE_ FW_ summer school.msg; Re_ Summer School.msg 

Hi Missy, 
Attached are more detailed emails from the other two. 

Thanks again! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 30, 2009 9:10 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: 360 results 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing; what day were you thinking? 

>>> Shelley Johnson 4/29/2009 5:59 PM >>> 

Brent, 

Is there a time in the next week when we might be able to meet about the 3-variable reporting, etc.., stufF? 

Thanks ! 

-Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 30, 2009 10:35 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: 360 results 

TEXT.htm 

Let’s go with Thursday at 10. Did I read your symbols correctly? 

>>> Shelley Johnson 4/30/2009 10:19 AM >>> 

how about Monday afternoon (>1:30pm) or Thursday morning (>10am)? 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/30/2009 9:09 AM >>> 
Sure thing; what day were you thinking? 

>>> Shelley Johnson 4/29/2009 5:59 PM >>> 

Brent, 

Is there a time in the next week when we might be able to meet about the 3-variable reporting, etc.., stuff? 

Thanks ! 

-Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 30, 2009 1:51 PM 

dana@societyhq.com 

Fwd: Treadmill Gansta 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Treadmill Gansta.msg 

Pretty good... 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:blta~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Octavus Barnes <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 30, 2009 11:49 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: Treadmill Gansta 

TEXT.htm; Treadmill Gansta.msg 

enjoy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 30, 2009 3 18 PM 

Gibson, Dana <dana@societyhq.com> 

RE: FW: Why Waste A Good Tantrum When No One Can See You?. 

TEXT.htm 

I am conducting the review for some 20 students. The picture should actually be a video. 

>>> "Dana Gibson" <dana@societyhq.com> 4/30/2009 2:43 PM >>> 

Are you taking a history exam or giving a review for a student? 

There does not seem to be a treadmill video, just a photo. Is there a link to the video? 

Dana Gibson 
SCA Association Manager 
804.282.0084 ext. 6303 

From:Brent Blanton [mafito :blaa~o~~uncaa. m~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2009 2:46 PM 
To: Dana Gibson 
Subject: RE: FW: Why Waste A Good Tantrum When No One Can See You?. 

Preparing a review for a history exam - quite laborious but fun. 

>>> "Dana Gibson" <dana@societyhq.com> 4/30/2009 2:39 PM >>> 
Thought you would like that one ! Having a great day. You? 

Dana Gibson 
SCA Association Manager 
804.282.0084 ext. 6303 

From:Brent Blanton [mail~o :blamor~uncaa. mac.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2009 1:51 PM 
To: Dana Gibson 
Subject: Re: FW: Why Waste A Good Tantrum When No One Can See You?. 

That is awesome! I am still laughing. I am about to forward you another one that is pretty funny as well. Having a good day? B 

>>> "Dana Gibson" <dana@societyhq.com> 4/30/2009 12:19 PM >>> 
I had to send you this video. You will be amused! 

Dana Gibson 
SCA Association Manager 
804.282.0084 ext. 6303 



1. Adams-Onis Treaty 

1819: treaty that ended the dispute between Spain and the US over border. Spain originally contested the amount of land US stated it gained through the Louisiana 

Purchase, but because it was weakened over the years, it ceded western territories to the US in exchange for ~5 million dollars in claims against the Spanish 

government by the American people. The US picked up Spanish Florida and the Oregon Country, helping it reach all the way to the Pacific Ocean. The US also 

dropped claims it had against Spain in the Texas territory. 

The treaty was negotiated by John Quincy Adams (Secretary of State for James Monroe) and Luis de Onis. A great stroke of genius for Adams, a much better 

Secretary of State then President. 

2. Wilmot proviso 

1846: as the Mexican-American War was ending, David Wilmot added a proviso to an appropriations bill that stated slavery was to be prohibited in all lands gained 

from Mexico. Proviso did not pass but continued to splinter the parties over the slavery issue. Southern Democrats recognized that slavery needed an outlet and 

could not afford the precedent set by the proviso, as the North could use it to gain electoral representation that could end slavery for everyone. 

3. Monroe Doctrine 

1823: another master stroke of John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State. The US and Britain did not want European nations, especially Spain, to re-colonize the 

Americas. Britain said its navy could help stop such expansion, but Adams did not want the US beholden to Britain any longer. After all, after the win in the War of 

1812, the US was truly an independent nation -why go backwards? As a result, President Monroe announced his new doctrine that the US would recognize newly- 

established states in the Americas and promised NOT to meddle in their affairs. The US would also be a protector in the event that European powers attempted to 

re-colonize. The US would also be neutral towards all wars between European nations and their pre-existing colonies. 

4. Kansas-Nebraska Act 

1854: created the territories of Kansas and Nebraska, repealed the Missouri Compromise of 1820 and allowed settlers to decide whether the territory was to be free 

or slave, "popular sovereignty". Incredibly divisive legislation that split the democratic and Know Nothing parties and gave rise to the Republican Party. Also split the 

nation into two parties that defined the two sections of the country - Republicans in the North and Democrats in the South. 

5. Compromise of 1850 

1850: a series of five laws that attempted to resolve territorial and slavery disputes after the end of the Mexican-American War. The laws were: (1) California was 

admitted as a free state, (2) Texas received monetary compensation for giving up lands west of the Rio Grande to Mexico, (3) the New Mexico territory was organized 

without specific prohibitions to slavery, (4) slave trade was ended in Washington D.C., and (5) the Fugitive Slave Law was passed (allowed for slave owners to retrieve 

their slaves after escape to free territories). After Zachary Taylor died in office, his successor, Millard Fillmore, was a supporter. The Wilmot Proviso, obviously, was 

NOT approved. The compromise leaned towards the wants of the slave states in the South over the anti-slavery states of the North. It did relieve some of the 

sectional strain for four years (Kansas-Nebraska Act). Legislation passed because Stephen Douglas broke it into five separate legislative acts (politicking for 

presidential election). 

6. T~e Bank Veto 

1832: Andrew Jackson vetoed a bill from Congress that would have extended the Second National Bank’s charter. Jackson disliked the bank because of its fraud and 

corruption. He even had an investigation done that stated that it attempted to influence elections of public officers with its money. It didn’t hurt that he defeated an 

old political rival in Henry Clay (Corrupt Bargain) who had steered the extension bill through Congress. He stated in his veto message that the bank needed to be 

abolished because it concentrated an excessive amount of the nation’s financial strength in a single institution, exposed the government to control by foreign 

interests, served mainly to make the rich richer, exercised too much control over members of Congress, and favored northeastern states over southern and western 

states. Jackson felt as Jefferson did that the country should be an "agricultural republic". The bank, however, built an elite circle of commercial and industrial 

entrepreneurs at the expense of farmers and laborers. 

7. Gag Rule 

1831-1844: a rule that prohibits discussion of a particular topic. In this case, it concerns Congress between 1835 and 1844 when it prohibited anti-slavery petitions. 

Beginning in 1831, pro-slavery legislators would not allow discussion on the slavery topic, so anti-slavery proponents (John Quincy Adams for one) tried a technical 

route - petitions. Since the Right to Petition is a right guaranteed in the First Amendment of the Constitution, they figured they would have to be allowed. Pro- 

slavery legislators tabled the discussions, however, until a later date (that never came), preventing them from being read or discussed. 

8. Emancipation proclamation 

1862-63: two executive orders issued by President Lincoln during the Civil War. The first order, issued on September 22, 1862, declared the freedom of all slaves in 

any state of the Confederate States of America that did not return to Union control by January 1, 1863. The second issued on January 1, 1863, named the specific 

states where it applied. It was criticized because it only freed slaves in areas where the Union had no control, but it committed the Union to ending slavery - a 

measure that was controversial in the North. It was not passed by Congress but was instead an executive order given by the "Commander in Chief of the Army and 

Navy". At first, it only freed those slaves who had escaped to the North, but as the Union army conquered the Confederacy, it freed thousands each day until almost 

all four million were freed by July of 1865. 

9. William Lloyd Garrison 



1831: founded the weekly anti-slavery paper The Liberator, a paper dedicated to the immediate abolition of slavery via emancipation (there were 1820 editions of 

this paper). In 1832 and 1833 respectively, he founded the New England and American Anti-Slavery Societies. He was a VERY outspoken opponent of the institution 

of slavery and even burned copies of the Constitution because he thought it was a pro-slavery document. 

lO. Erie Canal 

1817 - 1825 (built between): it created a canal from the Hudson River to Lake Erie - connecting the eastern seaboard to the western interior of the US. It cut 

transportation costs 95%, allowing for more economical ways to move goods and crops to bigger markets in the east. Helped make New York City the country’s 

primary port and contributed greatly to its growth into the nation’s largest city. 

11. Antietam 

September 17, 1862: the bloodiest and deadliest single-day battle in American history - 23,000 troops were killed. It was also the first major battle of the Civil War. 

Major Generals McClellan and Hooker’s attacks on General Lee’s army at Antietam Creek in Maryland ended Lee’s Maryland invasion, but the cautious nature of the 

Union general’s allowed him to escape to the South to regroup for later battles. It did empower President Lincoln enough, however, to deliver his Emancipation 

Proclamation. 

12. john Tyler 

1841-1845: tenth President of the United States. Became president after William Henry Harrison died after a month in office. Tyler was never taken seriously, and 

his presidency was marred by conflict and disaster. Helped incite the sectionalism that defined the following 20 years by nominating John C. Calhoun to be his 

Secretary of State (Southern Democrat). Survived the first impeachment legislation in the country’s history and pushed for the annexation of Texas, which would 

happen shortly after he left office. He was also the first president to have a veto overridden by Congress. 

13. ~CorruptBargain~ 

1824: alleged deal that won John Quincy Adams the presidency over Andrew Jackson. No candidate won a majority of the electoral vote, so the outcome was placed 

in the hands of the House of Representatives. Speaker of the House Henry Clay convinced Congress to elect Adams. Clay was subsequently named Adams’s Secretary 

of State. Many thought an agreement had been reached ahead of time, so Jackson referred to it as a "corrupt bargain". Jackson then referred to Clay as the "Judas 

of the West". Settled an incredibly sectionalized race for the presidency between four candidates. 

14. _Z.!ncle Tom’s Cabin 

1852: novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe that helped fuel sectionalization and eventual Civil War. The novel surrounds the character of Uncle Tom, a long-suffering 

Christian slave, and those by whom he is surrounded. The novel was the second-best seller of the 19th century behind the Bible and helped shape attitudes towards 

African-Americans and slavery as an institution in the United States. Lincoln is said to have said when he met Stowe, "So this is the little lady who made this big war." 

Stowe was a Connecticut-born teacher in Hartford and an abolitionist. 

15. Cult of Domesticity 

1825 - 1850s - designed to keep women within the home. They were thought to be uniquely pure, more religious and nurturing. They were to teach to and nurture 

in children Christian values. They were the home’s moral compass/teacher. There were four main virtues: piety (women to be more religious and spiritual than 

men), purity (pure in heart, mind and body), submission (submissive to men in all actions and decisions) and domesticity (a division between work and home - men at 

work, women at home). It is said that one-quarter of all New England women served as teachers at some point between 1825 and 1860. Also, birth rates were 

slowing in the middle class, and this movement attempted to arrest that trend. 

16. Dred Scott Decision 

1857: Dred Scott v. Sandford was a case about whether or not a slave gained his/her freedom after moving into free states/territories. Dred Scott sued for his 

freedom since he had lived in a free state while a slave and said that he was now a free man. The decision stated that no person of African descent and imported as a 

slave - or their descendants - could become citizens of the United States and that the US Congress could NOT prohibit slavery in any federal territory. Slaves could 

not sue in courts, and they, being viewed as chattel, could not be taken away without due process. The judge who wrote the decision thought it would end the 

slavery debate, but it only fueled it by strengthening slavery opposition and the Republican Party in the North, splitting the Democratic Party along party lines and 

encouraged secessionist elements to make even bolder demands. 

17. Free Soilparty 

1848-1854: another step towards Civil War. This was a third political party in the elections of 1848 and 1852. The party took an anti-slavery viewpoint in the newly 

acquired western lands of the country. It thought that "free men on free soil" was a superior economic system to slavery. It did NOT argue against the continuation 

of slavery in states where it already existed. Had an effect in the 1848 election even though its candidate, Martin Van Buren, received no electoral votes - it split the 

vote helping Zachary Taylor (Whigs) win a close election. 

18. Federal Slave Code 

19. Nullification 

1832: as a response to the Tariff of 1828, South Carolina enacted the Nullification Ordinance that claimed the tariff was unenforceable in the state after February 1, 

1833. The tariff was passed to protect the young country’s products from European competition by raising the prices of European products (import tax, basically). 



South Carolina’s economy had been in decline since the end of the War of 1812, and the new tariff added more stress to the economy. This state was hoping that 

with the election of Andrew Jackson, the tariff would be repealed, but he only slightly lessened the impact in 1832 - too little, too late. Issue caused a public riff 

between President Jackson and his VP, John C. Calhoun of South Carolina, until the VP resigned in 1832. One of the first challenges to the national government under 

the auspices of states’ rights, an issue that would eventually lead to the Civil War. 

2o. john Brown 

1856 & 1859: white abolitionist who led armed insurrections asa means to abolish slavery. Led the Pottawatomie Massacre in 1856 in Bleeding Kansas and the 

unsuccessful raid at Harpers Ferry in 1859. In the Pottawatomie Massacre, he led the killings of five pro-slavery southerners in response to a raid of the "free-soil" 

city of Lawrence. He is most famous for leading a raid on the armory in Harpers Ferry, VA in attempts to arm slaves against their masters. The raid was defeated, and 

he was executed asaresult. His trial and execution are considered important parts of the origins of the Civil War. Many in the North rallied around him and made 

him a martyr for the cause. He actually took over the armory and, in effect, sat on it until he was captured. He used his trial as a pulpit for his abolitionist viewpoint. 

A1.      Discuss and analyze the impact that the War of 1812 had on both American foreign policy and domestic politics in the period from 1815 through 
the election of 1824. 

:711esls: :711e period between 1815 and 1824 was a time of great unity and strength for the United States’ foreign policy but one marked by division and 
discord domestically. Outwardly, the US displayed its new strength and confidence derived from victory in the War of 1812, but inwardly, prosperity was 
followed immediately by economic hard times and extreme sectionalization. 

1. Foreign policy - the United States emerges as the most powerful nation in the western hemisphere 

politics changed after the end of the War of 1812 
¯ The USand Britain became closely tied to each other in a positive manner, despite the fact that a war had just separated the two countries 

o    Politics had changed since the end of the war 
¯ The US was empowered by victory (New Orleans/Andrew Jackson) and was no longer threatened from within by split loyalties 

(UK v. France - Republicans v. Federalists) 
¯ Britain no longer felt the looming Napoleonic threat 

o The relationship made good business sense 
¯ The US produced cheap foodstuffs and cotton for beginnings of industrialization 
¯ Britain had manufactured goods and investment capital for US markets 

¯ Rush-Bagot Agreement (1817) 

o    Demilitarized the Great Lakes and border with Canada 
¯ Removed potential tensions and antagonizations between countries 

¯ Anglo-American Accords (1818) 

o Restored fishing rights off coast of Labrador and Newfoundland to US 

o Established 49~h parallel as official border between US and Canada 

o Joint occupation of Oregon territory 
¯ Citizens of each country had protected rights 
¯ Agreement ran for 10 years and was renewable 

¯ Non-discriminatory trade between British Empire and US, with the exception of the British West Indies 

With the northern border secure, US looked to deal with Spanish presence in western and southern border regions 
¯ John Quincy Adams, James Monroe’s Secretary of State, wanted all of Florida and a window out west to the Pacific 

o After Jackson rampaged through Spanish Florida, Adams used incendiary actions to get Spain to the table for border talks (Spain had 

previously been stalling because it had a weak hand) 

¯    Spain wanted to keep US out of Texas, which the US claimed it bought as part of the Louisiana Purchase 

o US gave up claims on Texas in exchange for present-day Florida and a definitive border between Louisiana and Spanish territories that 

extended to Pacific (Adams-Onis Treaty/Trans-Continental Treaty - 1819) 

¯    The Monroe Doctrine (1823) 

o Seeing great opportunity in trade with newly-formed South American nations, Britain wanted to make a joint declaration that the US and 

Britain opposed any future re-colonization of South America or any attempt to assist Spain regain its colonies 

o Adams did not want US to appear beholden to Britain in any way, and he did not agree with Britain’s stipulation that neither country 

annex former Spanish territory 
¯ Adams correctly saw US population growth and eventual annexation of Texas, California and perhaps Cuba 

o US rejected British proposal and announced doctrine 
¯ Americans were no longer to be considered subjects for future European colonization 
¯ US pledged not to interfere with internal affairs of European states 
¯ With recognition of new Latin and South American states (1822) - and their courting possibilities - and the rapid growth of US 

territory taking shape, US proclaimed itself the guardian of New World liberties 

Domestic politics - what began well as time of great accord quickly turned into harsh sectionalism 

The ~Era of Good Feelings~ defined politics and llfe from 1815-1819 
¯ There was a great surge in national pride in the years immediately after the war 

¯ The Federalist Party effectively died, so the Republican Party became the only true party in politics 



¯    Republicans jumped on economic nationalism movement 

o A new Bank of the United States (BUS) was created to get economy and inflation under control (1816) 

¯    Became largest bank in the US and could establish branches in any state 

First protective tariff in young US history (1816) 

¯    US needed to stop Britain from flooding US markets with cheap British goods and protect fledgling industry in US 

Money from tariff and BUS was directed towards transportation improvements to assist westerners get goods to market more easily 
¯ President vetoed bill, but only after Congress had agreed to it and passed the legislation - marked the pinnacle of Republican 

nationalism 

~Era of Good Feelings" ends in 1819 and domestic discord ensues 
¯ Financial Panic of 1819 

Prosperity between 1815-1819 caused a great bubble to develop 
¯ Cotton prices doubled 
¯ Banks overextended themselves as demand for western lands boomed 
¯ Land values skyrocketed and amount owed for land was greater than farm production 

British demand for cotton returned to pre-boom norms and expected returns were what backed an intricate credit network based in 

Britain 
¯ Credit contraction ensued 
¯ Land values and commodities dropped, especially in West 

BUS stopped all loans, called in debts and refused to honor bank drafts in South and West 
¯ Bankruptcies mushroomed 
¯ Westerners blamed the BUS for depression to took hold 

Southerners focused their attention on tariffs passed by federal government and reverted back to states’ rights doctrines 

¯    Missouri Compromise of 1820 

o Missouri sought statehood as a slave state 

o Many thought slavery would die a natural death because of decline of tobacco farming 
¯ Slavery actually grew despite prohibitions in North and national prohibition of slave trade 

o Missouri issue increased long-simmering Northern resentment over the spread of slavery and the political ramifications for Southerners 

o James Tallmadge, R-NY, proposed an amendment mandating a ban on future slave imports and gradual emancipation in exchange for 

admission of Missouri as a state 
¯ Missourians and Southerners rejected amendment 

o There were NOT two distinct parties, so no compromising was done. Northern-controlled House passed amendment, but it was 

repeatedly blocked by evenly-split Senate 

o    Henry Clay’s compromise: 

¯    NO restrictions on slavery in Missouri - it entered as a slave state and Maine entered as a free state, keeping the balance 

between pro- and anti-slave states 
¯ Future expansion north of 36-30" parallel in Louisiana Purchase prohibited slavery 

-Southern states threatened to secede from the Union because of proposed ban on slavery in Missouri territory - long way from ~Era of Good 
Feelings’: 
-The country was so fractured in 1824, four presidential candidates received significant votes, but no one received a majority - lead to the 
~Corrupt Bargain" that underscored the splintered times in nations political arena 

A2. What factors transformed American politics bet~veen 1824 and 1840 and holy and ~vhy did a new party system take sSape by 1840? 

¯ The extension of white male democracy 

Reaction to the Salary Act of 1816 marked a remarkable transition from deferential politics of the Federalist-Republican era to the 

egalitarianism of the Jacksonian era (70% of politicians were voted out of office in response). By the end of the 18208, all but three states 

(RI, VA and LA) had universal white male suffrage. 

There were no more appointments for local positions - the common man now voted in private and elected his own man. By getting 

involved, the commoner was now on par with the elite. 

Religion also transformed as more people rejected the theology that most were sinners predestined to damnation. Because religion 

opened up, the notion that damned sinners could not contribute was also destroyed. "Salvation open to all" reinforced the legitimacy of 

"one man, one vote". 

¯ Jacksonian Democrats molded and organized this new democratizing impulse. They fashioned communications techniques that tapped into the 

hopes and fears of ordinary Americans. The result was the first mass-based political party in American history. 

Andrew Jackson personified this new democratization. He was from the backcountry and a self-made product. He had no formal 

education, family money or connections on which to depend. He relied on his own wits and courage to become a military hero after 

winning the Battle of New Orleans. He conquered the British, Spanish and Indians, all of whom had blocked frontier expansion, and 

achieved incredible popularity in the South. He embodied the strengths and prejudices of southern Americans and became a folk hero. 

Jackson was the anti-elitist champion of the people as a candidate. His defeat in 1824, which he called the "corrupt bargain", only 

endeared him more to the people. He became the honest man of the people from whom the rightful claim to the presidency was spurned 

by intriguing politicians in Washington. 

¯ Martin van Buren also belonged to and enhanced this new political breed. 



He developed a tightly disciplined state political machine in New York. He knew that the discipline and regularity of strict party 

organization gave those from the middle ranks a winning edge in competition against their social superiors. He battled against the system 

of family-centered wealth and prestige on which politics had previously been based. He defined parties as something good in and of 

themselves. He argued that parties were indispensible instruments for the successful expression of the popular will against the 

dominance of elites. 

State party leaders organized a national campaign in 1828 that relied exclusively on techniques of mass mobilization. They used party- 

subsidized papers and organized frantic schedules of meetings and events (barbeques). The grass roots campaigns helped wake up the sleepy 

countryside to participate in politics. 

The election of 1828 centered on personalities - Jackson’s man-of-the-people image vs. Adams’s call of strong national government with 

privilege for a few. 

Voter turnout increased to 55% from 24% in 1824, and Jackson won 56% of the popular vote (68% of the electoral) 

Jackson’s first term in office was defined by the Bank War and the nullification crisis, 1832 and ’33 respectively. By crushing wins in both, he 

firmly established the Democrats as the enemy of special privilege, the friend of the common man, and the defender of the Union. The 

Democrats were so defined by these, that they were able to elect Martin Van Buren, who had none of Jackson’s personal magnetism or broad 

appeal. 

Through the Bank War, Jackson made it out that he was protecting the common man by dispensing with a corrupt bank that helped create 

and perpetuate elites at the expense of the commoners. While not true, he rallied the masses around that notion and won another 

election. 

Slavery also helped shape the party system. Via the gag rule, which came to be known as a Democratic initiative, slavery discussion was 

suppressed between 1831 and 1844 in Congress. Because it became a Democratic initiative, that party came to be known as a pro-southern 

party to northerners on this issue. 

As anti-Jackson sentiment rose as a result of his major decisions/reJections (he used the veto 12 times, twice more than all of his predecessors 

combined), his opponents gravitated towards each other and created the Whig party. They mastered the techniques of political organization, 

and via that expertise and the decline of the American economy under the watchful eye of the Democrats, they stormed to victory in 1840. 

The Anti-Masons formed in western New York in response to the presumed murder of William Morgan, who threatened to expose the secrets 

of the Order of the Freemasons. Efforts to investigate his death were stone-walled, so word spread that the Masons constituted a vast 

conspiracy that conferred special privileges and legal protection to its members. The Anti-Masons pushed for equal rights and privileges among 

the freemen of the country. Many of its members were evangelicals as well, and they saw the Masons rituals as being a desecration of the 

Christian faith. It became the first party to call for equal opportunity and moral reform of a sinful society. 

After losing the 1836 election, the Whigs attacked to heavy-handedness of the president via Jackson and the party organization that put 

Jackson and Van Buren into office. Even though it would eventually become what it railed against, the party did not believe in the party system. 

They said an election should be that of a president of a nation, not of a party. It then drew it membership from those who disagreed with 

Jackson’s anti-bank actions and backed a government that promoted economic development via a number of measures. It also drew from 

evangelicals who wanted social reform. By putting together a fairly widespread coalition that pounced on Democratic failures in the Van Buren 

presidency, the Whigs took control of government in the election of 1840 and cemented the second party system. 

The Whigs completely reversed the roles from the 1828 election to win victory in 1840. The Democrats criticized the Whig candidate, William 

Henry Harrison, but the Whigs responded by making him out to be a yeoman farmer of humble origins and homespun tastes, a model of 

success that other Americans could follow. It didn’t matter that Harrison was never that person; the Whigs just improved its party machinery 

and blasted that image on the American voters. Whereas Adams was the aristocratic candidate that lost out to Jackson’s common man image 

in 1828, the Whigs projected the common man onto its candidate and pointed to the lavishness of Van Buren’s presidency that cost the 

American economy as proof that the Democrats were now the party of aristocracy. The Whigs also put together a campaign of catchy slogans, 

parades and pageantry that swayed the minds of the voters. If that was not enough, they also wined and dined them further swaying public 

sentiment in their direction. 

Politics was now a mass spectacle, and it turned out 78% of the vote in the ’40 election. 

B2. What was the logic and sequence bg which American politics became sectlonalized between the Mexican War and secession in 1860-61? 

expressly, in which new territories would it be allowed/prohlblted and what would that do to the political balance in government (slave v. anti-slave 

states). Even further, how far could the powers of the federal government reach in attempts to control the institution? 

When the Mexican War ended, parties began splintering and forming over the question of whether or not territories could establish 

slaver~ within its borders 

o Wilmot Proviso: Immediately, anti-slavery factions began attempting to prohibit the practice in newly-acquired lands from Mexico 
¯ David Wilmot proposed that it not be allowed in efforts to help white laborers find work in the new territories 



¯    Southerners would not accept the proposal because slavery needed new outlets 

¯    The South also could not afford the precedent being set and then applied in future acquisitions. They felt that 

it was the beginning of the North’s move to get a representative majority that would allow slavery to 

eventually be prohibited everywhere 

Election of 1848 
¯ Both the Whigs and Democrats ran campaigns pandering to their audiences 

¯    When in the North, the favored the Proviso; when in the South, they rejected it 

¯    Former President Martin Van Buren ran on the ticket of a new party, the Free Soil Party - founded on the principle of 

"free soil, free speech, free labor, free men" 
¯ Zachary Taylor, a Democrat, won the election and elected to skip the territorial stage and move directly to statehood 

¯ California had already written a free-state constitution and New Mexico was on the cusp of doing the same 

¯ Southerners cried foul and Congress became deadlocked on the issue 

Henry Clay’s Compromise 

¯    Admit California as free and break up the rest of the territory - New Mexico and Utah regions 

¯ Let these two territories decide for themselves 
¯ End the slave trade in the District of Columbia 
¯ Pass a new fugitive slave law requiring the return of slaves when a claim is made by the slaveowner 
¯ Set the boundary between Texas and New Mexico and pay Texas ~10 million for lost territory 

Furious debate ensued over the compromise, and it was originally rejected (President Taylor had vowed to veto it anyway) 

Taylor died and Millard Fillmore took over - he was for the compromise and made it known to the proper parties 

Compromise of 1850: Stephen Douglas decided to break the omnibus bill apart and each part passed on its own. 

¯    Staved off secession efforts from both South Carolina and Mississippi 

Franklin Pierce was elected in 1852 
¯ He was pro-Southern in his platform, a states’ rights Democrat from New Hampshire 
¯ His term in office was marked by political failure, family struggles and alcohol and presided weakly over the nation 

¯ Northerners continued to experience outrage as Pierce more-and-more deferred to proslavery interests. 

Kansas-Nebraska Act (1854) 
¯ Stephen Douglas introduced bill that split the Nebraska territory in two with the implicit understanding that Kansas would 

be allowed into the Union as a slave state 

¯ The bill repealed the Missouri Compromise of 1820 because Southerners were allowed to bring slaves into an 

area formerly closed to slavery. Douglas thought that "popular sovereignty" should be allowed in the 

territories 

¯ The bill further enraged Northerners because the compromise had been the basis for sectional peace for 34 

years 

~    Northerners felt that the South was now getting greedy and threatening to push slavery further 

into lands where it had previously been prohibited and expand the South’s political power 

~    President Pierce backed the bill, so it passed 

"Bleeding Kansas" 
¯ The race to make Kansas either pro- or anti-slavery was on 
¯ Pro-slavery inhabitants, with the help of illegal votes from pro-slavery Missourians, "won" the election for a new 

legislature and put into place extremely harsh laws 

¯ Anyone helping a slave fugitive could be put to death 

¯ Anyone making comments against slavery could be jailed 
¯ An anti-slavery contingent went to Topeka and set up their own government 
¯ Pro-slavery faction then drunkenly fire on and burned the free-soil town of Lawrence 

¯ No one died, but it was reported as the "sacking of Kansas" in eastern papers 
¯ Northerners began viewing Southerners as despotic in their ways of spreading slavery, lumping them into the same 

categories as people such as Napoleon, who usurped power from the people and had a harsh rule 

The Caning of Charles Sumner 
¯ Sumner made a scathing speech about pro-slavery people, including calling out some by name, and called the sacking of 

Lawrence to be the "rape of Kansas" 

¯ Called out South Carolina’s Andrew Butler by name 
¯ Butler’s nephew, also a congressman, entered the Senate chamber and beat Sumner on the head with a walking cane 

¯ Sumner was knocked unconscious, and his injuries kept him fro the Senate for over three years 

¯ As Northerners looked at his empty chair, they were reminded of the despotic nature of the pro-slavery 

factions 

Dred Scott Decision 
¯ Dred Scott was a slave who was taken into free territory and, because he lived there, sued for his freedom 
¯ The Supreme Court found against Scott and dropped two bombshells on the American people: 

¯ African Americans were not and could not ever be American citizens (and thus had no right to bring suit 

against his master’s widow) 

¯ The Missouri Compromise of 1820 was unconstitutional because it deprived people of their property without 

due process of law - slaves were considered property 

The Lecompton Constitution 
¯ Pro-slavery forces "won" elections for a territorial legislature 
¯ James Buchanan’s hand-picked governor of the territory threw out certain returns allowing the free state backers to win. 
¯ Buchanan dismissed Walker, the governor, and appointed a new one but ignored his advice to throw out the pro-slavery 

Lecompton Constitution 
¯ Buchanan submitted it to the Senate for approval, where it was accepted 
¯ These deliberate acts by the President, complicit with territorial pro-slavery forces, further enraged Northerners 



The Election of 1860 
¯ The Democratic Party, while the only remaining national party, was fractured 

¯ Riff between northern and southern Democrats undercut any shot the party had of winning with Stephen 

Douglas 
¯ Abraham Lincoln won the election going away, and South Carolina convenes to consider secession 
¯ The Confederate States of America was formed in February, electing Jefferson Davis as president, before Lincoln even 

took office 
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1. Adams-Onis Treaty (2) 

1819: treaty that ended the dispute between Spain and the US over border. Spain originally contested the amount of land US stated it gained through the Louisiana 

Purchase, but because it was weakened over the years, it ceded western territories to the US in exchange for $5 million dollars in claims against the Spanish 

government by the American people. The US picked up Spanish Florida and the Oregon Country, helping it reach all the way to the Pacific Ocean. The US also 

dropped claims it had against Spain in the Texas territory. 

The treaty was negotiated by John Quincy Adams (Secretary of State for James Monroe) and Luis de Onis. A great stroke of genius for Adams, a much better 

Secretary of State then President. 

Wilmot proviso (11) 

1846: as the Mexican-American War was ending, David Wilmot added a proviso to an appropriations bill that stated slavery was to be prohibited in all lands gained 

from Mexico. Proviso did not pass but continued to splinter the parties over the slavery issue. Southern Democrats recognized that slavery needed an outlet and 

could not afford the precedent set by the proviso, as the North could use it to gain electoral representation that could end slavery for everyone. 

3. Monroe Doctrine (3) 

1823: another master stroke of John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State. The US and Britain did not want European nations, especially Spain, to re-colonize the 

Americas. Britain said its navy could help stop such expansion, but Adams did not want the US beholden to Britain any longer. After all, after the win in the War of 

1812, the US was truly an independent nation - why go backwards? As a result, President Monroe announced his new doctrine that the US would recognize newly- 

established states in the Americas and promised NOT to meddle in their affairs. The US would also be a protector in the event that European powers attempted to 

re-colonize. The US would also be neutral towards all wars between European nations and their pre-existing colonies. 

Kansas-Nebraska Act (16) 

1854: created the territories of Kansas and Nebraska, repealed the Missouri Compromise of 1820 and allowed settlers to decide whether the territory was to be free 

or slave, "popular sovereignty". Incredibly divisive legislation that split the democratic and Know Nothing parties and gave rise to the Republican Party. Also split the 

nation into two parties that defined the two sections of the country - Republicans in the North and Democrats in the South. 

Compromise of 1850 (13) 

1850: a series of five laws that attempted to resolve territorial and slavery disputes after the end of the Mexican-American War. The laws were: (1) California was 

admitted as a free state, (2) Texas received monetary compensation for giving up lands west of the Rio Grande to Mexico, (3) the New Mexico territory was organized 

without specific prohibitions to slavery, (4) slave trade was ended in Washington D.C., and (5) the Fugitive Slave Law was passed (allowed for slave owners to retrieve 

their slaves after escape to free territories). After Zachary Taylor died in office, his successor, Millard Fillmore, was a supporter. The Wilmot Proviso, obviously, was 

NOT approved. The compromise leaned towards the wants of the slave states in the South over the anti-slavery states of the North. It did relieve some of the 

sectional strain for four years (Kansas-Nebraska Act). Legislation passed because Stephen Douglas broke it into five separate legislative acts (politicking for 

presidential election). 

6. The Bank Veto (8) 

1832: Andrew JacKson vetoed a bill from Congress ti~at would have extended the Second National Bank’s charter. Jackson disliked the bank because of its fraud and 

corrubtion. He even had an investigation done that stated that it attempted to influence elections of Bublic officers with its money. It didn’t hurt that he defeated an 

old Do tical rival in Henry Clay (Corrupt Bargain) who haa steered the extension bi through Cong’ess. He stated in his veto message that tne Bank needed to be 

abolished because it concentrated an excessive amount of the nation’s financia strength in a sing e institution, exbosed tne govern’nent to control by foreign 

interests, served maimy to make the rich richer, exercised too much control over members of Congress, and favored northeastern states over southern and western 

states. Jackson felt as Jefferson did that the country should be an "agricultural republic". The bank, however, built an elite circle of commercial and industria 
entrepreneurs at ti~e expense of farmers and laborers. 

7. Gag Rule (9) 

1831-1844: a rule that orohibits discussion of a particular topic. In this case. it concerns Congress between 1836 and 1844 wnen it prohibited anti-slavery petitions. 

Beginning in 1831, bro-slavery legislators would not allow discussion on the slavery topic, so anti-slavery proponents (John Quincy Adams for one) tried a technical 

route - petitions. Since the Right to Petition is a right guaranteed in the First Amendment of the Constitution, they figured they would have to be al owed. Pro- 

slavery legislators tabled the discussions, nowever, until a later date (that never cart e), preventing them from being read or discussed. 

8. Emancipation proclamation 

1862-63: two executive orders issued by President Lincoln during the Civil War. The first order, issued on Sebtember 22, 1862. declared the freedom of all slaves in 

any state Of the Confederate States of America that did not return to Union control by January 3_, 1863. The second issued on January 3_, 1863, named the sbecific 

states wi~ere it applied. It was criticized because it only freed slaves in areas where the Union had no control, but it committed the Union to ending slavery - a 

measure that was controversial in the North. It was not passed by Congress but was instead an executive order given by the "’Commande" in Chief of the Army and 

Navy". At first, it only freed those slaves who had escaped to the North, but as the Union army conquered the Confederacy, it freed thousands each day until almost 

all four million were freed by July of 3.865. 

9. William Lloyd Garrison (6) 

1833_: founded the week y anti-s~avery paper The Liberator. a paper dedicated to the immediate abolition of slavery via emancipation (there were 1820 editions of 

this paper). In 1832 and 3_833 respectively, ne founded the New Eng and and American Anti-Slavery Societies. He was a VERY outsBoKen opponent of the institution 

of slavery and even burned copies of the Constitution because he thought it was a Dro-s avery document. HUGE leader of the abolition movement until 3_840, wnen 

many abolitionist split from his platform because he sympathized with women’s rignts as well. 



lO. Erie Canal (1) 

1817 - 1825 (built between): it created a canal from the Hudson River to Lake Erie - connecting the eastern seaboard to the western interior of the US. It cut 

transportation costs 95%, allowing for more economical ways to move goods and crops to bigger markets in the east. Helped make New York City the country’s 

primary port and contributed greatly to its growth into the nation’s largest city. 

11. Antietam (19) 

September 17, 1862: the bloodiest and deadliest single-day battle in American history - 23,000 troops were killed. It was also the first major battle of the Civil War. 

Major Generals McClellan and Hooker’s attacks on General Lee’s army at Antietam Creek in Maryland ended Lee’s Maryland invasion, but the cautious nature of the 

Union general’s allowed him to escape to the South to regroup for later battles. It did empower President Lincoln enough, however, to deliver his Emancipation 

Proclamation. 

12. John Tyler (10) 

1841-1845: tenth President of the United States. Became president after William Henry Harrison died after a month in office. Tyler was never taken seriously, and 

his presidency was marred by conflict and disaster. Helped incite the sectionalism that defined the following 20 years by nominating John C. Calhoun to be his 

Secretary of State (Southern Democrat). Survived the first impeachment legislation in the country’s history and pushed for the annexation of Texas, which would 

happen shortly after he left office. He was also the first president to have a veto overridden by Congress. 

13. "Corrupt Bargain~ (4) 

1824: alleged deal that won John Quincy Adams the presidency over Andrew Jackson. No candidate won a majority of the electoral vote, so the outcome was placed 

in the hands of the House of Representatives. Speaker of the House Henry Clay convinced Congress to elect Adams. Clay was subsequently named Adams’s Secretary 

of State. Many thought an agreement had been reached ahead of time, so Jackson referred to it as a "corrupt bargain". Jackson then referred to Clay as the "Judas 

of the West". Settled an incredibly sectionalized race for the presidency between four candidates. 

14. _~ncle Tom’s Cabin (15) 

1852: novel by Harriet BeecherStowethat helped fuelsectionalization and eventual Civil War. The novel surrounds the character of Uncle Tom, a long-suffering 

Christian slave, and those by whom he is surrounded. The novel was the second-best seller of the 19th century behind the Bible and helped shape attitudes towards 

African-Americans and slavery as an institution in the United States. Lincoln is said to have said when he met Stowe, "So this is the little lady who made this big war." 

Stowe was a Connecticut-born teacher in Hartford and an abolitionist. 

15. Cult of Domesticity (5) 

1825 - 1850s - designed to Keeo women within the home. They were thought to be uniquely pure, more religious and nurturing. They were to teach to and nurture 

in children Christian va ues. They were the home’s moral compass/teacher. There were four main virtues: D~ety (women to be more religious and spiritual than 

men} ~)urity (pure in heart, mind and body), submission (submissive to men in all actions and decisions) and domesticity (a division between WOrK and home- me ~ at 

WORK, women at home). It is said that one-quarter of all New England women served as teachers at some point between 1825 and 1860. Also. birth rates were 

slowing in the middle class, and this movement attempted to arrest that trend. 

16. Dred Scott Decision (18) 

1857: Dred Scott v. Sandford was a case al~out whether or not a slave gained his/her freedom after moving into free states/territories. Dred Scott sued for his 

freedom since he had lived in a free state while a slave and said that he was now a free man. The decision stated that no person of African descent and imported as a 

slave -or their descend ants -could become citizens of the United States and that the US Congress could NOT prohibit slavery in any federal territory. Slaves could 

not sue in courts, a nd they, I~emg viewed as chattel, could not be taken away without due process. The judge who wrote the decision thought it would end the 

slavery debate, but it only fueled it by strengthening slavery opposition and the Reoublican Party in the North, splitting the Democratic Party along party lines and 

encouraged secessionist elements to ma (e even bolder demands. 

17. Free Soilparty (12) 

1848-1854: another step towards Civil War. This was a third ~)olitical party in the elections of 1848 and 1852. The party tOOK an anti-slavery viewpoint in the new~y 

acquired western lands of the country. It thought that "free men on free soil" was a superior economic system to slavery. It did NOT argue against the continuation 

of slavery in states where it already existed. Had an effect in the 1848 election even though its candidate, Martin Van Buren, received no electoral votes - it s~)lit the 

vote helping Zachary Taylor (Whigs) win a c~ose e~ection. 

18. Federal Slave Code (14) 

19. Nullification (7) 

1832: as a res~)onse to the Tariff of 3_828, South Carolina enacted the Nullification Ordinance that claimed the tariff was unenforceable in the state after February 1, 

1833. The ta tiff was ~)assed to ~)rotect the young country’s products from Euro~)ean com~)etition by raising the ~)rices of European ~)roducts (import tax, basically). 

South Carolina’s economy had been in decline since the end of tne War of 1812, and the new tariff added more stress to the economy, This state was hoping that 

with the election of Andrew Jackson, the tariff would be repealed, but he only slightly essened the impact in 1832 - too little, too late. Issue caused a public riff 

~)etween President Jackson and his VP, John C. Calhoun of South Carolina, until the VP resigned in 1832. One of the first challenges to the nationa government under 

the ausoices of states’ rights, an issue that would eventually lead to the Civil War. 



2o. John Brown (17) 

1856 & 1859: white abolitionist who led armed insurrections as a means to abolish slavery. Led the Pottawatomie Massacre in 1856 in Bleeding Kansas and tne 

unsuccessful raid at Harpers Ferry in 1859. In the Pottawatomie Massacre, he led the killings of five pro-slavery southerners in response to a raid of the "free-soi " 

city of Lawrence. He is most famous for leading a raid on the armory in Harpers Ferry, VA in attempts to arm slaves against their masters. The ra id was defeated and 

he was executed as a result. His tria and execution are considered important Darts of the origins of the Civil War. Many in the North ra lied around him and made 

him a martyr for the cause. He actua y took over the armory and, in effect, sat on it until he was captured. He used his trial as a PunDit for his abolitionist view 3oint. 

A1.     Discuss and analyze the impact that the War of 1812 had on both American foreign policy and domestic politics in the period from 1815 through 
the election of 1824. 

Thesis: The period between 1815 and 1824 was a time of great unity and strength for the United States" foreign policy hut one marked by division and 
discord domestically. Outwardly the US displayed its new strength and confidence derived from victory in the War of 1812, but inwardly, prosperity was 
followed immediately by economic hard times and extreme sectionalization. 

Foreign policy - the United States emerges as the most powerful nation in the western hemisphere 

politics changed after the end of the War of 1812 
¯ The US and Britain became closely tied to each other in a positive manner, despite the fact that a war had just separated the two countries 

~    Politics had cnanged since the end of the war 
¯ The US was empowered by victory (New Orleans/Andrew Jackson) and was no longer threatened from within by split loyalties 

(UK v. France - Republicans v. Federalists) 
¯ Britain no longer felt the looming Napoleonic tl~reat 

The relationship made good business sense 
¯ The US produced chean foodstuffs and cotton for beginnings of industrialization 
¯ E~ritain had manufactured goods and investment capital for US markets 

¯ Rush-Bagot Agreement (1817) 

~    Demilitarized the Great Lakes and border with Canada 
¯ Removed potential tensions and antagonizations between countres 

¯ Ang o-American Accords (18181 

- Restored fishing rights off coast of Labrador and Newfoundland to US 

- Estabhshed 49 parallel as offlc~a border between US and Canada 

~ Joint occupation of Oregon territory 
¯ Citizens of eacn country I~ad brotected rights 
¯ Agreement ran for 10 years and was renewable 

¯ ~lon-discriminatory trade between British Empire and US, with the exception of the British West Indies 

With the northere border secure, US looked to deal with Spanish presence in western and southern border regions 
¯ John QuincyAdams, James Monroe’s Secretary of State, wanted all of Florida and a window out west to the Pacific 

After Jackson rampaged through Spanish Florida, Adams used incend~a’y actions to get Spain to the table for border ta~Ks (Spain had 

previously been stalling because it had a weak hand) 
¯ Spain wanted to keep US out of Texas, which the US c aimed t bought as part of the Louisiana Purchase 

US gave up claims on Texas in exchange for present-day Florida and a definitive border between Louisiana and Spanish territories that 

extended to Pacific (Adams-Onis Treaty/Trans-Continental Treaty-1819) 

¯ The Monroe Doctrine (1823) 

Seeing great opportunity in trade with new~y-formed South American nations, Britain wanted to make a joint declaration that the US a nd 

Britain opposed any future re-colonization of South America or any attempt to assist Spain regain its colonies 

Adams did not want US to appear beholden to Britain ~n any way, and he did not agree with Britain’s stipulation that neither country 

annex former Spanish territory 
¯ Adams correctly saw US population growth and eventual annexation of Texas, Ca ifornia and ~ernaDs Cuba 

US rejected British proposal and announced doctrine 
¯ Americans were no onger to be considered subjects for future European colonization 
¯ US p~edged not to interfere with internal affairs of European states 
¯ With recognition of new Latin and South America ~ states (1822) - and their courting possibilities - and the rapid growtr~ of US 

territory taking snaDe, US proclaimed itself the guardian of New World liberties 

Domestic politics - what began well as time of great accord quickly turned into harsh sectionalism 

The ~Era of Good Feelings,, defined politics and life from 1815-1819 
¯ There was a great surge in national pride in tlae years immediately after the war 

¯ The Federalist Party effectively died, so the Republican Party became the only true party in politics 

¯ Rebut) cans jumped on economic nationalism movement 

A new Bank of the United States (BUSI was created to get economy a ~d inflation under control (1816) 

¯    E~ecame ~argest bank in the US and could establish branches in any state 

First protective tariff in young US history (1816) 

¯    US needed to stop Brita ~ from flooding US marketswith cheap British goods and orotect fledgling ndustry in US 

Money from tariff and BUS was directed towards transportation improvements to assist westerners get goods to market more easi y 



¯ President vetoed bill. but only after Congress had ag "eed to it and passed the legis ation - marked the Binnacle of ReBuB ican 

nationalism 

"Era of Good Feelings" ends i. 1819 and domestic discord ensues 
¯ Financial Panic of 1819 

Prosperity between 1815-1819 caused a great bubble to develoB 
¯ Cotton Brices doubled 
¯ 5anKs overextended themselves as demand for western lands boomed 
¯ Land values sKyrocketed and amount owed for and was greater than farm Broduction 

British demand for cotton returned to ore-Doom norms and exBected returns were what backed an ntricate credit network based in 

Britain 
¯ Credit contraction ensued 
¯ Land values and commodities dropped, especially in West 

~ BUS stoBBed all loans, called in debts and refused to honor bank drafts in South and West 
¯ E~a nKruBtcies mush roomed 
¯ Westerners blamed the BUS for deBression to took hold 

~ Southerners focused their attention on tariffs passed by federal government and reverted back to states’ rights doctrines 

¯ Missouri ComBromise of 1820 

~ Missouri sought statehood as a slave state 

~ Many thought s~avery would die a natural death because of decline of tobacco farming 
¯ S avery actually grew despite arohibitions in North and national Brohibition of slave trade 

- Missou’ issue increased Iong-simrr ering Northern resentment over the sBread ofs avery and the political ramifications for Southerners 

- James Tallmadge, R-NY, proposed an amendment mandating a ban on future slave imports and gradual emanciBation in exchange for 

admission of Missouri as a state 
¯ Missourians and Southerners rejected amendment 

~ There were NOT two distinct parties, so no compromising was done. Northern-contro ed House Bassed amendment, but it was 

reBeatedly Blocked by evenly-split Senate 

Henry C ay’s compromise: 

¯    NO restrictions on slavery in Missouri - it entered as a s~ave state and Maine entered as a free state, keeping the balance 

aetween oro- and anti-slave states 
¯ Future exBansion north of 36-30" Barallel in Louisiana Purchase Brohibited slavery 

-Southern states threatened to secede from the Union because of proposed ban on slavery in Missouri territory - long way from "Era of Good 
Feelings~ 
-The country was so fractured in 1824, four presidential candidates received significant votes, but no one received a majority - lead to the 
"Corrupt Bargain" that underscore~ the splintered times in nations political arena 

A2. What factors transformed American politics between 1824 and 1840 and how and why did a new party system take shape by 1840? 

¯ The extension of white ma e democracy 

Reaction to the 5alary Act of 1816 marked a remarkable transition from deferential Bolitics of the Federalist-ReBublican era to the 

egalitarianism of the Jackson an era (70% of Boliticians were voted out of office i ~ response). By the end of the 1820s, all but three states 

(RI, VA and LA) had universal white male suffrage. 

There were no more aBBointments for local Bositions - the common man now voted in Brivate and elected his own man. By getting 

nvolved, the commoner was now on Darwith the elite. 

Religion also transformed as more Beople rejected the theology that most were sinners oredestined to damnation. Because religion 

oBened up. the notion that dam ned sinners could not con tribute was also destroyed. "Salvation oBen to all" reinforced the legiti "nacy of 

"one man, one vote". 

¯ Jacksonian Democrats molded and organized this newdemocratizing impulse. They fashioned communications techniques that taBBed into the 

nodes a ~d fears of ordinary Americans. The result was the first mass-based Bolitical Batty in American history. 

Andrew Jackson Bersonified this new democratization. He was from the BacKcountry and a Self-made Broduct. He had no forma 

education, family money or connections on which to deBend. He relied on his own wits and courage to become a military nero after 

w~nning the Battle of New Orleans. He conquered the British, Spanish and Indians, all of whom had blocked frontier exBans~on, and 

achieved incredible popularity in the South. He embodied th £ strengths and prejudices of southern Americans a nd became a fo~K n £ro. 

Jackson was the anti-elitist cnamBion of the BeoB~e as a candidate. His defeat in 1824, which he called the "corruot bargain", omy 

endeared him more to the BeoB~e. He became the honest man of the BeoBle from whom the rightful claim to the Bresidency was sBurned 

by intriguing politicians in Washington. 

¯ Martin van Buren also belonged to and enhanced this new political breed. 

He developed a tightly disciBlined state Bolitica machine in New York. He knew that the discipline and regularity of strict party 

organization gave those from the middle ranks a winning edge in competition against their social suBeriors. He battled against the system 

of family-centered wealth and prestige on which Bolitics had Brevious~y been based. He defined Battles as something good Jn and of 

themselves. He argued that parties were indispensible instruments for the successful exBression of the popular will against the 

dominance of elites. 



State party eaders organized a national campaign in 1828 that relied exclusive y on techniques of mass mobilization. They used party- 

subsidized BaBers and organized frantic schedules of meetings and events (barbeques). The grass roots campaigns nelBed wake UB the s~eepy 

countryside to BarticiBate in Bolitics. 

The election of 1828 centered on 3ersonalities - Jackson’s man-of-the-BeoBle image vs. Adams’s call of strong national government with 

privilege for a few. 

o o o o Voter tu rnout increased to 55N from 24% in 1824. and Jackson won 56% of the BoBular vote (68% of the electo "al) 

Jackson’s first term in office was defined by the Bank War and the nullification crisis, 1832 and ’33 respectively. By crushing wins in both, ne 

firm y established the Democrats as the enemy of special Brivilege, the friend of the common man. and the defender of the Union. The 

Democrats were so defined by these, that they were able to elect Martin Van Buren. who had ~one of Jackson’s personal magnetism or Broad 

aooea 

Through the Bank War, JacKse n made it out that he was Brotecting the common man by dispensing with a corruBt bank that helBed create 

and Deroetuate elites at the expense of the commoners. While not true, me re led the masses around that notion and won another 

election. 

S avery a~so ne~ped shade the party system. Via the gag rule, which came to be known as a Democratic initiative, slavery discussion was 

suppressed between 1831 and 1844 in Congress. Because it became a Democratic initiative, i~hat party came to be Known as a ore-southern 

party to northerners on this issue. 

As anti-JacKson sentiment rose as a result of his major decisions/rejections (he used the veto 12 times, twice more than all of his Bredecessors 

combined), his opponents gravitated towards eacn other and created the Whig Barry. They mastered the techniques of political organization, 

and via that exoertise and the decline of the American economy under the watchful eye of the Democrats, they stormed to victory in 1840. 

The Anti-Masons formed in western New York in resoonse to the Bresumed murder of William Morgan, wno threatened to exBose the secrets 

of the Order of the Freemasons. Efforts to investigate his death were stone-walled, so word spread that the Masons constituted a vast 

conspiracy that conferred special Drivile!~es and legal protection to its members. The Anti-Masons pushed for equal rights and privileges among 

the freemen of the country. Many of its members were evangelicals as well, and they saw the Masons rituals as being a desecration of the 

Christian faith. It became the first party to call for equal opportunity and moral reform of a sinful society. 

After losing the 1836 election, the Whigs attacked to ~eavy-handedness of the Bresident via Jackson and the party organization that But 

Jackson and Van Buren into office. Even though it would eventuany become what it railed against, the party did not believe in the party system. 

They said an election should be that of a Bresident of a nation, not of a Batty. It then drew it membershiB from those who disagreed with 

Jackson’s anti-bank actions and backed a government that promoted economic development via a number of measures. It also drew from 

evangelicals who wanted social reform. By putting together a fairly widespread coalition that Bounced on Democratic failures in the Van Buren 

presidency, the Whigs took control of government in the election of 1840 and cemented the second party system. 

The Wh igs comBletely reversed the roles from the 1828 election to win victory in 1840. The Democrats criticized the Whig candidate, William 

Henry Harrison, but the Whigs responded by making him out to be a yeoman farmer of humble origins and homespun tastes, a model of 

success that other Americans could follow. It didn’t matter that Harrison was never that Berson: the Whigs just improved its party machinery 

and b asted that image on the American voters. Whereas Adams was the aristocratic cand date that lost out to Jackson’s common man ~mage 

in 1828, the Whigs Brojected the common man onto its candidate and Bointed to the lavishness of Van Buren’s presidency that cost the 

American economy as Broof that the Democrats were now the party of aristocracy. The Whigs also put together a campaign of catchy s~ogans, 

oarades and pageantry that swayed the minds of the voters. If that was not enough, tney also wined and dined them further swaying public 

sentiment in their direction 

o Politics was now a mass soectacle, and it turned out 78% of the vote in the ’40 election. 

¯ sOutherneis would not accept the proposa! because slavery needed new Outlets 

, The South al~o Ceu!d not affoid ihe Precedent being set and then applied in future aCquiSitiOnS. They felt that 

it was t~e beginning Of~he Nerth,~ move te get a ~ePresenta[i#e majorit~ that w6uid ai!6W Slavery te 

e£#ntualiy be P~Ohibited everywhere 

EleCti0n 0f I848 

¯ Bo~h th~ whigs a~d Democrats ra~ Campaigns pande~Jn~ to their audienCe~ 

, 
¯ ~0rmeP P~eSident Mar~i~ BUren Pan0n the ticket ~f a new Pa~tY; the Feed 50il party ~ f~unded 0nine print;pie 0f 

¯ Zachary Ta~lo~ a DemoCrat, won the election and #leC~ed to ~kip the te~PitOrial ~taae and m0£e dire~{ly to Statehood 



¯ California had a ready written a free-state constitution and New Mexico was on the cusp of doing the same 

¯ Southernerscried foul and Congress Became deadlocked on the issue 

Henry Clay’s Compromise 

¯    Adrr ~t California as free and brea < uD the rest of the territory ~ New Mexico and Utah regions 

¯ Let these two territories decide for themselves 
¯ End the slave trade n the District of Columbia 
¯ Pass a new fugitive s~ave ~aw requiring the return of slaves when a claim is made by the slaveowner 
¯ Set the boundary between Texas and New Mexico and ~)ay Texas $10 million for lost territory 

Furious debate ensued over the comBromise, and it was originally rejected (President Taylor had vowed to veto it anyway) 

Taylor died and Millard Fillmore took over- ne was for the compromise and made it known to the proper parties 

Compromise of 1850: SteBhen Douglas decided to break the omnibus bill aBart and each part Bassed on its own. 

¯ Staved off secession efforts from both South Carolina and MississiBBI 

Franklin Pierce was elected in 1852 
¯ He was Bro-Southern in his platform, a states’ rights Democrat from New Hampshire 
¯ His term in office was marked by political failure, family struggles and alcohol and presided Weakly over the nation 

¯ Northerners continued to exBerience outrage as Pierce more-and-more deferred to Broslavery interests. 

Kansas-NeBraska Act (1854) 
¯ Stephen Douglas introduced bill that split the Nebraska territory in two with the imBlicit understanding that Kansas would 

be allowed into the Union as a slave state 

¯ The Bill reBealed the Missouri ComBromise of 1820 because Southerners were allowed to bring slaves into an 

area formeny closed to slavery. Douglas thought that "BoBular sovereignty" should be allowed in the 

territories 

The bill further enraged Northerners because the comb romlse had been the basis for sectional Beace for 34 

years 

~ Northerners felt that the South was now getting greedy and threatening to push s~avery further 

into lands where it had Breviously Been Bronibited and exBand the South’s Bolitical power 

o    President Pierce backed the bill, so it Bassed 

"Bleeding Kansas" 
¯ The race to make Kansas either pro- or anti-slavery was on 
¯ Pro-slavery inhabitants, with the he p of ihegal votes from Bro-s~avery Missourians, "won" the election for a new 

legislature and put into Blace extremely harsh laws 

¯ Anyone helping a slave fugitive could be ~)ut to death 

¯ Anyone making comments against slavery could be .iai/ed 
¯ An anti-slavery contingent went to ToBeka and set uB their own government 
¯ Pro-s avery faction then drunkenly fire on and burned the free-soil town of Lawrence 

¯ No One died, but it was reuorted as the "sacking of Kansas" in eastern papers 
¯ Northerners began viewing Soutnerners as desuotic in their ways of spreading slavery, lumping them into the same 

categories as BeoBle such as NaBoleon, who usurped power from the BeoBle and had a harsh rule 

The Can qg of Charles Sumner 
¯ Sumner made a scathing speech about Bro-slavery peoBle, including calling out some By name, and called the sacking of 

Lawrence to 3e the "rape of Kansas" 

¯ Called out South Carolina’s Andrew Butler by name 
¯ Butler’s neBnew, a~so a congressman, entered the Senate chamber and beat Sumner on the head with a walking cane 

¯ Sumner was knocked unconscious, and his injuries KeBt him fro the Senate for over three years 

¯ As Northerners lOoked at his emoty cnair, they were reminded of the clesBotic nature of the Bro-s~avery 

factions 

Dred Scott Decision 
¯ Dred Scott was a s ave who was taken into free territory and, because ne ived there, sued for his freedom 
¯ The SuBreme Court found against Scott and droBBed two bombshel s on the American BeoBle: 

¯ African Americans were not and could not ever be American citizens (and thus had no rignt to bring suit 

against his master’s widow) 

¯ The Missouri Comuromise of :1820 was unconstitutional because it deBrived ueoule of ther property without 

due Brocess of law-slaves were considered property 

The LecomBton Constitution 
¯ Pro-slavery forces "won" elections for a territorial legislature 
¯ James Buchanan’s hand-picked governor of the territory threw out certain returns allowing the free state backers to win. 
¯ Buchanan dismissed Walker. the governor, and appointed a new one but ignored his advice to throw out the Bro-s~avery 

Lece mBton Constitution 
¯ Buchanan submitted it to the Senate for aDBroval, wnere it was acce pted 

¯ These deliberate acts by the President. comulicit with territoria pro-s~avery forces, further enraged Northerners 

The Election of 1860 
¯ The Democratic Party, while the on y remaining national party, was fractured 

¯ Rift between northern and southern Democrats undercut any shot the party had of winning with Stephen 

Douglas 
¯ Abraham Lincoln won the election going away, and South Carolina convenes to consider secession 
¯ The Confederate States of America was formed in February, electing Jefferson Davis as oresident, before Lincoln even 

took office 



B1. After first defining abolitionism, explain why it emerged in the early 1830s, discuss the reaction to the movement in the North and South and 

trace its impact on American politics and sectional attitudes down to the election of 1848, 

Abolitionism called for the immediate end to slavery, denouncing it and racial prejudice as moral sins. Alarmed and inspired by Nat Turner s 
Rebellion, a group of anti-slavery whites believed an immediate end was necessary. What ensued was several decades of political division and 
.,any theories on white supremacy and the importance of slavery as an institution. 

Nat Turner’s Rebellion: revolt in Southam ~ton County, VA during which some 60 whites were killed after a literate slave, Nat Turner, led a small band 

of slaves on murderous rampage. Turner and some 30 others were aDDrenended and ha aged, while another 100 were killed ~y antsy whites as a result of 

the rebellion. 

William Lloyd Garrison: founded an anti-slavery paper called The Liberator and was a leading figure n tl~ e abolitionist movement. He also founded 

~oth the New England and American Anti-Slavery Societies in hopes that they could broadcast the message to a wider audience. He committed 

abolitionism to twin goals of immediatism a nd racial equality. 

Theodore Dwight Weld: a young evangelical ministe" who wrote Americnn Slavery as It Is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses, which 

~ecame a bestse ler in 1839. He fused abolitionism and religious revivalism. 

Abolitionists viewed themselves as social agitators, so they used mass propaganda in attempts to sway the minds of whites. 

Reactions: 

Anti-abolitionist mops went on a rampage in the North n the mid-1830s. Tney disrupted anti-slavery meetings, peat and stoned soeakers, destroyed 

~rintin~ presses, burned homes of the wealthy benefactors of the movement and vanda ized free black neighborhoods in a wave of terror that drove many 

blaCKS away from northern cities. 

n the South, the hostility took the form of burning and censoring ant-slavery literature, offering rewards for the capture of leading abolitionists for 

nciting s~ave revolts and tightening u ~ slave codes and the surveillance of free black people 

Politically, pro-slavery Democrats were able to pass the Gag Rule that was in effect from 1836 to 1844. This rule did not allow for even petitions to be 

heard in Congress addressing the s avery issu e - hundreds of thousands were filed and suppressed, or tabled 

Religious and White Arguments for Slavery Defense: 

Southern evangelica s used the Bible, or certain Darts as they chose to use tnem, upon which to base the rightness of slavery as an institution. Slavery was 

an accepted Dart of 3iblical history: patriarchs of Israe had slaves as did the Romans at the time of Jesus’s life. They argued that slavery was a DOS rive 

good, an institution ordained by God as the foundation of southern prosperity, white democracy and Christian instruction for heathen Africans. 

These arguments caused sectional splits within the Presbyterian, Methodist EPiscoPal and BaPtist churches, 

Another argument made Dy whites was that blacks were not fit for freedom. This racial defense was based upon the notion that b acks were natura y lazy 

andinherentlyinferiortowhites. If freed it was thougnt that blacks would resort to crime, including the sexual assault of white women. Only the controls 

of slavery allowed the races to coexist in the South. Many in the North, WhO were every bit as racist as those in the South, thought it was the resDonsibi ity 

of whites to end slavery and help blacks improve themselves. 

n addition to the Gng Rule, severa~ new political parties were formed via abolitionism. The Liberty party opposed the expansion of slavery in new y 

acquired/formed territories, condemned racial discrimination in the North as well as slavery in the South and won the SUPPOrt on D~ack abolitionists. 

African Americans were trying to assert leadership in an anti-slavery movement that rarely treated them as equals. 

Frederick Douglass was one of th e most influential speakers of this movement. He was a freed slave who wrote a classic autobiography, Narrative 
of the Life of Frederick Douglass, and American Slave. He eventually founded his own paper after breaking away from the Garrisonian 

viewooint of abolitionism, the North Star. The biggest difference Doug ass had with Garrison was Garrison’s view of the Constitution - he felt it was a 

flawed document, pro-s avery in nature. Douglass felt it to be "a glorious liberty document". 

The Liberty party did not garner many electoral votes during its time in the 1840s, but it did keep slavery in the forefront throughout that time. They 

also cited the Gng Rule and President Tyler’s push to annex the s ave territory of Texas as being examples of "the Slave Power" that had developed in 

government - the planters’ alleged alliance with aorthern lackeys that controlled the federa government and was Plotting to spread slavery and subvert 

free institutions that OPPosed it. 

Northe "n fears that free labor would be shut out of the new territories won in the Mexican War provided a ra ying cry for the Free-Soil party of 1848, 

which ran so well it split the Democratic vote and allowed Zachary Taylor to emerge as president. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 5, 2009 9:37 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; fwvogler@email.unc.edu; jmboxill@email.unc.edu 
Staff Meeting Today 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We have staff meeting today @ 3 in 213B. Hope you can make it! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            9:58 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 5.5 grade update.pdf 

Good morning sir, 
Again, I want to thank you for your kind words last night; you run a classy program in all aspects, and I am just glad to be a part of it. 
Attached is what passes for a grade report one week into finals; let me know if you have any questions. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 6, 2009 9:03 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: end of fiscal year ordering computer equipment 

TEXT.htm; end of fiscal year ordering computer equipment.msg 

So you and I are getting new ones this year right? This is the end of year three, and mine is a piece of crap... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 6, 2009 9:22 AM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grades Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.6 ba grade summary.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached are today’s updates; no real womes emerging. Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon. Good win 
last night. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 7, 2009 4:58 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Database 

TEXT.htm 

The 2008/09 numbers have been uploaded, so you should be able to run reports on final evals for 07/08 and 08/09. Speak to you 
soon! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 8, 2009 9:12 AM 

Williams, Tracey <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS Protocol 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tracy, 
For CTOPS, the young ladies need to go to applicationcentral.tmc.edu and register for any session of CTOPS that is open - make sure 
they register their parents if they are also attending at that time (changes cost $25). When payment is asked for, they can defer until 
later and we’ll pick up the tab for the students only - parents must pay their own balance. Once they’ve gotten registered, they just 
need to send me an email and I will alert CTOPS so they can drop them in the proper session (session 5: June 15-16 - listed as full). 

Let me know if you have any more questions, and I’ll speak to you soon! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/imrheerblue.cs~<com! ( mai~to:blantor~nc~.unc.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 8, 2009 10:00 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Updated Grade Report 

TEXT.htm 

It depends; can I play? 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 5/8/2009 9:56 AM >>> 
What are the chances I can do this? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> John Inman 5/8/2009 9:54 AM >>> 
Best news I have heard in a while! What are you doing Monday morning .... I need to fill some players for our big 4 match over at 

Treybum .... would love to have you so let me know if you are available. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 8, 2009 10:03 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Updated Grade Report 

TEXT.htm 

Do it! 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 5/8/2009 10:01 AM >>> 
I can ask! 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/8/2009 10:00 AM >>> 
It depends; can I play? 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 5/8/2009 9:56 AM >>> 
What are the chances I can do this? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( maiF~o:welbom~m~caa.unc, eda) 

>>> John Inman 5/812009 9:54 AM >>> 
Best news I have heard in a while! What are you doing Monday morning .... I need to fill some players for our big 4 match over at 
Treybum .... would love to have you so let me know if you are available. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 8, 2009 11:16 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EOY Report 

TEXT.htm; B SB EOY REPORT 2008-2009.docx 

Hi Sherron, 
Mine is attached. Let me know if you need anything else. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 8, 2009 4:36 PM 

coxl@email.unc.edu 
Friday Center Website 

TEXT.htm 

Here is the link for the Friday Cemer’s courses. On the left is the link to enroll online. Let me know if I can help anymore, B 

htt~:i/w~,w.~ida~cer~ter.unc.ed~icpicco/courses.html 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue~cstv~com/( mailto:Nm~to~-~nc~u~c.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 11, 2009 2:12 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.11 te grade summary.pdf 

Good afternoon sir, 
I’m sorry about the way the season ended for us. We still have some gifts playing next week though, so hopefully we can have some 
more success then! Attached is the grade report; we are still waiting on four grades, so this is not the marked-up version with ACC 
Honor Roll status, etc. on it. That will hopefully come tomorrow. One thing is certain, though: everyone is eligible both for UNC and 
the NCAA to return in the fall in good standing. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 12, 2009 11:12 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Watch Lists 

TEXT.htm 

I want your information in the database regarding the watch lists by the end of tomorrow. That doesn’t mean that I want your numbers 

completed by then - that should be done by Monday along with worksheets. But look at my sports as an example so we will be 
uniform in our watch lists. 

Thanks, 
B 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

Date: 

Personal Contact Information 

Name: 
LAST FIRST I~IDDLE 

Email: 

Chapel Hill Address: 
STREET ZIP CODE 

Local Phone: 

Permanent Address: 
STREET 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Academic Information 

Major: 
ENGL, NURS, BIOL, PSYCH, ETC, 

PID: 

School Enrolled at UNC-CH: 
JOMC, ARTS & SCIENCES, ETC. 

Off-Campus Coursework 

During: [~I SUMMER [~I 2007 I plan to take courses at: Is this coursework being completed as Study Abroad? 

[~I FALL [~I 2008 
[~I YES 

COLLEGEIUNIVERSITY If yes, is the Study Abroad completed through a 
[~I WINTER [~I 2009 UNC-sanctioned program? 

[~I SPRING [~I 20"10 
(SeeSpecialRulesonfollowing page) 

CITY STATE 
[~ NO 

List below the course(s) you plan to take, along with the appropriate identifying information. Please provide a copy of the course description, either printed from the Web or copied from a paper catalog. Please bring 
your completed form to the Admissions Office in Jackson Hall. It takes approximately three working days to process your request. You can then pick up the form and take it to your advisor for sig nature. Keep the form for 
your own records. 

Course Information (list course details from other institution here) 

Department Course # Hours earned 

SEM/QTR HRS 

SEM/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

SEN~/QTR HRS 

Submit this form to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Jackson Hall, CB #2200. Please see additional instructions on the following page. 



Complete this form if you plan to take courses at another institution and would like to receive credit for the course(s) toward your degree. 

Please visit admissions.unc.edu to see a list of courses already in our database that transfer from other institutions to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Special Rules 

¯ If you have already completed 64 semester hours of credit at UNC-Chapel Hill, or will have 64 hours at the conclusion of the semester 

in which you plan to dual-enroll at a two-year school, you cannot transfer additional credit hours for concurrent courses taken at the 

two-year institution. 

¯ You may take course work away from UNC-Chapel Hill provided that your UNC-Chapel Hill grade point average meets the minimum 

academic eligibility requirement for the semester you plan to re-enroll (see UNC-Chapel Hill catalog section entitled "Academic 

Eligibility"). Grades and quality points earned elsewhere are not computed into your UNC cumulative grade point average. Enrollment 

elsewhere (other than summer school) will be counted as semesters earned toward computing eligibility requirements. 

¯ For study abroad, please note that you may receive credit only for courses taken through officially sanctioned UNC programs. Contact 

the Study Abroad Office to learn more. 

¯ A minimum of 45 semester hours of credit must be earned at UNC-Chapel Hill in order to receive a degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. 

¯ Only 6 hours of your last 30 semester hours may be taken at another institution by permission of your Dean. 

¯ A minimum of 18 hours of "C" or higher grades (not "C" average) in the major is required. 

¯ We do not award more hours to be transferred for approved courses than those earned at the original institution. 

¯ The conversion for quarter hours to semester hours is a 2/3 ratio. For example, a 5-quarter-hour course converted to semester hours is 

3.33 semester hours. 

How to submit this form 

After completing the attached form, bring or mail it to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall (CB# 2200). It takes three 

business days to process the form. You can then pick up the form and take it to your advisor for signature. You will then keep the form for 

your own records. 

Credit for any courses listed on the form will not be granted until you complete the course(s) with a grade of"C" or higher and the 

registrar at the other institution mails a transcript directly to: 

Undergraduate Admissions 

ATTN: Credit Evaluator 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 12, 2009 12:23 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.12 fh grade summary.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the latest update w/commentary added. Let me know if you have any questions and also when we can meet to go over 
everyone’s situation. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 12, 2009 12:25 PM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.12 so grade summary.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is today’s update, and almost everything is in. GPA’s are pretty set, so I added comments regarding ACC Honor Roll, Dean’s 
List, eligibility, etc. 

Let me know if you have any questions and also, Anson, let me know when a good time is to come over and review everyone’s 
situation heading into the summer/fall. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 12, 2009 12:26 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Follow-Up 

TEXT.htm 

I meant to put this in the last email, but let me know when we can sit down to review everyone’s situation heading into the 
summer/fall. Travel safely and good luck tonight! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 12, 2009 2:04 PM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grade Update 

TEXT.htm 

I’ll see you next week at 11. Thanks Anson! B 

>>> Anson Dorrance 5/12/2009 1:43 PM >>> 
Thank you Brent .... Wed May 20th late morning is good for me around 11 Am. 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/12/2009 12:24 PM >>> 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is today’s update, and almost everything is in. GPA’s are pretty set, so I added comments regarding ACC Honor Roll, Dean’s 
List, eligibility, etc. 

Let me know if you have any questions and also, Anson, let me know when a good time is to come over and review everyone’s 
situation heading into the summer/fall. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 13, 2009 10:00 AM 

Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: admission pros 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Octavus, 
The link for the latest is below. Since you don’t currently have it on your computer, it should go pretty easily. Let me know if you get 
hung up. 

B 

ms :i/admissionsa~.unc.eduis =al%tics 

>>> Octavus Barnes 5/13/2009 9:52 AM >>> 
Brent, 

IF you get a free second, after Kent upgraded my computer some how admission pros cannot be found. He stated you can 
download the program for my computer. 
Thank you in advance ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 13, 2009 3:33 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: April Checks Sign-In Sheet 

TEXT.htm 

On its way... B 

>>> Amy Herman 5/13/2009 1:47 PM >>> 
Brent, 

Do you have this sign-in sheet for the non-FB kids? Can you send it to me, please? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 13, 2009 3:55 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Resume 

TEXT.htm 

Can you give me a copy of the resume I gave 4.5 years ago? Do you still have it in my file? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 14, 2009 2:05 PM 

Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS Letter 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Welcome Informational.docx 

Here you go sir... B 



Dear Student-Athlete: April 9, 2009 

Congratulations on your decision to attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt! At this time, you should be receiving 
information from the University. If not, you probably have not returned your Enrollment Deposit Card that came with your Admissions 
Packet. This card informs the University that you plan to attend UNC in the fall. Failure to return the card implies that you are not 
accepting admission! Below are some important reminders that wilt make your transition much smoother: 

1. Return to the University everything requested of you, especially your Enrollment Deposit Card. After your deposit is received you 

will have access to the CTOPS New Student Orientation registration page via the Internet at http://orientation.unc.edu/. Please 

note that this internet site is the only way to register for CTOPS, and registration ends on May 29 (TSOP on July 31 ). 

2. CTOPS: You must attend one CTOPS testing and orientation session. CTOPS sessions wilt be held at UNC on the following dates: 
JUNE 1-2, 4-5, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 18-19, 25-26 JULY 13-14, 16-17, 20-21, 23-24, 27-28, 30-31 AUGUST 20-21 

*You should plun to be on cumpus until 5pro of the second duy of CTOPS. Pleuse muke your truvel pluns uccordin~ly. 

T-SOP: There wilt be two T-SOP sessions available to transfer students on JUNE 22nd ~t AUGUST 19th 

REGISTRATION FOR FALL CLASSES AND LAPTOP DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR DURING CTOPS! We encourage you to attend the earliest 
CTOPS possible. Our office would like to be aware of when you wilt be attending CTOPS, so please notify us at 919-966-4102 at least 
two weeks in advance of your arrival to campus. If you are having difficulty registering for CTOPS please contact the 

Orientation/CTOPS office at (919) 962-8304. 

Our office will be conducting special sessions during the second day of the program. We will meet with you, the student- 
athlete, during one of the special interest sessions in the morning and with your parents as part of the Information Fair in the 
afternoon. We will also be available to assist you with registration/orientation questions at our facility in Kenan Field House 
(located in the east end zone of Kenan Memorial Stadium) between the hours of 9am and 4pm. Because of the CTOPS schedule, 
it may be best for you to visit us during one of your lunch hours or the day before your CTOPS session begins. 

We recommend that all incoming students take the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam before fall. Not all math courses at UNC 
require placement scores derived from the exam, but some do.     Please read the First-Year Guide online 
(http://advisin~.unc.edu/newstudents) to determine which courses do require these placement scores, but as insurance, it is not a 
bad idea to take the exam so a score is on rite. Please contact your high school guidance counselor for more information about the 
SAT Math Subject Test 2 or contact The College Board Online at http://www.colle~eboard.com/. For those enrolled in AP Calculus, it 
is possible to have a high enough AP math score to replace the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam as math placement. AP scores from this 
year’s test administration are not available until mid to late July. Scores from AP tests taken in the junior year wilt not be on file 
with the University. It is very important that you bring a copy of any AP and/or SAT Math Subject Test 2 scores with you to CTOPS. 

As a freshman, you must begin to satisfy your English composition/rhetoric requirement in the fall. Due to strict attendance 
policies for English courses at the University, we strongly advise you to register for an English course that meets on Tuesdays 
~ Thursdays if your competition season begins this fall. This will limit your absences due to your team travel schedule. 

I hope you find this information helpfuL. When you arrive for CTOPS, one of our staff members wilt be available to help during the 
registration process. Enjoy your summer and call me if you have any questions; I took forward to seeing you in August! 

Sincerely, 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
919-962-9536 
blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 9:04 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Canes!!!! 
TEXT.htm 

Go Pens! I love Sydney Crosby! 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/15/2009 8:14 AM >>> 
Are you on the Canes band wagon yet?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 9:07 AM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
Thank you for the literature; it is very helpful knowing what the students receive. Are you free to speak with our staff on Tuesday at 
3? 

B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/14/2009 6:09 PM >>> 

Hello Brent, 

Thanks so much for meeting with Scarlett and me last week. It was most helpful to touch base and tall about our processes this year. 
I[]ve attached a copy of a letter that we are mailing to all new first-year students. The letter details important steps/processes students 
should complete before orientation (most specifically related to foreign language placement tests) Please feel free to share this letter 
with your staff. I []ve also attached the version we sent to transfer students are there are some very important differences. 

Also I wanted to share that a few scholarship student-athletes have inquired about what aspects their athletic scholarship covers. My 
tmderstanding is the athletic scholarships covers the student-athletes registration fee $160. All early arrival and late departure housing, 
any parent orientation fees and late registration fees (after May 29th at midnight) are the responsibility of the student. If they have 
persisting questions, is there someone in athletics that you would like us to refer them to? 

Thanks, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

( ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 9:10 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Canes!!! 
TEXT.htm 

He’s boring... He didn’t even score in game 7! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/15/2009 9:09 AM >>> 
Get out of town dude!! You need to start loving some Eric Stahl!!!!! 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/15/2009 9:04 AM >>> 
Go Pens! I love Sydney Crosby! 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/15/2009 8:14 AM >>> 
Are you on the Canes band wagon yet?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 9:11 AM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
Regarding who the students should contact, have them call Amy Herman at 962.7853. She is the Compliance Director and in charge 
of all monies. 

B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/14/2009 6:09 PM >>> 

Hello Brent, 

Thanks so much for meeting with Scarlett and me last week. It was most helpful to touch base and tall about our processes this year. 
I[]ve attached a copy of a letter that we are mailing to all new first-year students. The letter details important steps/processes students 
should complete before orientation (most specifically related to foreign language placement tests) Please feel free to share this letter 
with your staff. I []ve also attached the version we sent to transfer students are there are some very important differences. 

Also I wanted to share that a few scholarship student-athletes have inquired about what aspects their athletic scholarship covers. My 
tmderstanding is the athletic scholarships covers the student-athletes registration fee $160. All early arrival and late departure housing, 
any parent orientation fees and late registration fees (after May 29th at midnight) are the responsibility of the student. If they have 
persisting questions, is there someone in athletics that you would like us to refer them to? 

Thanks, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

( ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 9:15 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Canes!!!! 

TEXT.htm 

What a sap... 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 5/15/2009 9:14 AM >>> 
Great game last night ..... my heart is still racin!! 

Lets hope we can put together another series win against Brent and the Penguins. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/15/2009 9:12 AM >>> 
That’s ok, he took all the attention away so the others could score. Chara was all afraid of what Stahl can do. HA! 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/15/2009 9:09 AM >>> 
He’s boring... He didn’t even score in game 7! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/15/2009 9:09 AM >>> 
Get out of town dude!! You need to start loving some Eric Stahl!!!!! 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/15/2009 9:04 AM >>> 
Go Pens! I love Sydney Crosby! 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/15/2009 8:14 AM >>> 
Are you on the Canes band wagon yet?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 9:32 AM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

TEXT.htm 

I am not sure of the amounts; that is Amy’s department. As for the staff meeting, I will handle it. That is our last meeting for 
sometime, but no worries! B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/15/2009 9:21 AM >>> 

Thanks Brent, That sounds good. Am I correct on the amotmts? 

Also, I would be more then happy to come speak with staff, but unfortunately, I am beginning to start OL training which is a hectic 
schedule. Is there another time that works? Generally, early in the morning is better for me. Next week is looking very tight what 
about the following week? 

Thanks, 
Shandol 

From:Brent Blanton [mailto :bla~to~~((~uncaa. unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2009 9:11 AM 
To: Shandol Hoover 
Subject: Re: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

Hi Shandol, 

Regarding who the students should contact, have them call Amy Herman at 962.7853. She is the Compliance Director and in charge 
of all monies. 

B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/14/2009 6:09 PM >>> 

Hello Brent, 

Thanks so much for meeting with Scarlett and me last week. It was most helpful to touch base and tall about our processes this year. 
I[]ve attached a copy of a letter that we are mailing to all new first-year students. The letter details important steps/processes students 
should complete before orientation (most specifically related to foreign language placement tests) Please feel free to share this letter 
with your staff. I []ve also attached the version we sent to transfer students are there are some very important differences. 

Also I wanted to share that a few scholarship student-athletes have inquired about what aspects their athletic scholarship covers. My 
tmderstanding is the athletic scholarships covers the student-athletes registration fee $160. All early arrival and late departure housing, 
any parent orientation fees and late registration fees (after May 29th at midnight) are the responsibility of the student. If they have 
persisting questions, is there someone in athletics that you would like us to refer them to? 

Thanks, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 



919-962-8304 (phone) 

919-962-4725 (fax) 

( ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 11:36 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel Letter 

TEXT.htm; Travel Letter-Fall 2008. docx 

Here is one for the fall you can manipulate... B 



Fall Semester - 2008 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This 
is to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters 
often change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities 
and who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 966-4102. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Shade Little 
Interim Associate Dean of Academic Services 

STUDENT NAME: 



PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 15, 2009 3:29 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Every second day from 2-3.15 in Union 3201. 

>>> Amy Herman 5/15/2009 1:54 PM >>> 
Do we know yet what day of the CTOPS sessions our lecture will be? And what time? Just trying to get it planned for the compliance 
staff... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 18, 2009 10:55 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.18 te grade summary.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
I know you are probably busy with the girls at NCAA’s, bm I wanted to give you the update on grades. Let me know when you return 
so we can schedule a time to meet to go over everyone’s situation. 

Take care, and good luck to the girls! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 18, 2009 10:57 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grades Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.18 sb grade summary.pdf 

Good morning, 
First of all, congratulations again on this season’s success; I am sorry it ended when it did, but this team did a great job continuing to 
grow the program. 

Attached is the final grade report for the spring. Let me know if you have any questions and also when a good time is to come over 
and go over everyone’s situations heading into summer/fall. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 18, 2009 10:58 AM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducal Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report Update 

TEXT.htm; 5.18 so grade summary.pdf 

Good morning gemlemen, 
Attached is the final grade report for the spring term. Look it over and let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll see you on 
Wednesday. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 18, 2009 12:42 PM 

Powell, Candice <candicef@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Invitation to Orientation Leader May training 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Candace, 
I thought I had responded to this already but had not. I will be there this Friday @ 4. Speak to you soon, 

Brent 

>>> Candice Powell <candicef@email.unc.edu> 5/6/2009 5:16 PM >>> 
Dear Brent, 

Each year, the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
recruits and trains a group of talented Orientation Leaders (OLs) to 
help transition our newest students to life at Carolina. As part of our 
May training schedule, we would very much like to continue the tradition 
of meeting with Athletics to learn more about how our OLs can best 
support our new student athletes and how to answer questions that 
parents and students might have during Orientation. 

We were hoping that we could coordinate a date and time for to meet at 
in the Union room 3209 on Friday, May 22 at 4pm. If this time and date 
works for you, please let us know. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and thank you for your 
consideration. 

All the best, 
Candice Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 18, 2009 1:04 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne 
<wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Practice Times 

TEXT.htm 

I need all of your practice times for the fall by tomorrow morning please. I am putting together the list for Barbara and want to give it 
to her tomorrow at staff meeting. Thanks! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 18, 2009 1:07 PM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; fwvogler@email.unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; j mboxill@email.unc.edu; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, 
Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just the bi-monthly reminder about staff meeting tomorrow. See you then in 213A! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 18, 2009 1:08 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

She couldn’t come, so I will do it. 

>>> Robert Mercer 5/18/2009 1:07 PM >>> 
Were you able to get someone from CTOSP? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/18/2009 1:06 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Just the bi-monthly reminder about staff meeting tomorrow. See you then in 213A! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 18, 2009 1:09 PM 

sportlaw@unc.edu 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Professor Osborne, 
I wanted to touch base and make sure that tomorrow afternoon still works for you. We will meet at 3 in our facility’s room 213A. I 
look forward to seeing you tomorrow! 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheerblue.cs~v.corr~i ( mailto:bla~tor~nc~m.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 9:11 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Barbara, 
This is the last one. We will only meet fro here on out if something comes up. 

B 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 5/18/2009 1:50 PM >>> 
Brent 

So sorry, but I’m not able to make it. CTOPS overtakes me!! Will you 
continue to hold these meetings throughout the summer? 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
Good afternoon, 
Just the bi-monthly reminder about staff meeting tomorrow. See you then in 213A! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 9:12 AM 

darob ert@mailb ox. sc. edu 

Re: IMG00056.jpg 

TEXT.htm 

The hotel at the Advocacy Center! I LOVE that part of campus! B 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 5/18/2009 1:44 PM >>> 
Name that buildinf.... 

Sent on the Now Network from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 9:22 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Practice Times 

TEXT.htm 

I need them... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 9:35 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Practice Times 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks 

>>> Kym N. Orr 5/19/2009 9:31 AM >>> 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/19/2009 9:21 AM >>> 
I need them... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 10:43 AM 

darob ert@mailb ox. sc. edu 
Re: IMG00056.jpg 

TEXT.htm 

Of course 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 5/19/2009 10:32 AM >>> 
Correctomundo. 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Brent Blanton 
To: darobert@mailbox.sc.edu 
Subject: Re: IMG00056.jpg 
Sent: May 19, 2009 9:11 AM 

The hotel at the Advocacy Center! I LOVE that part of campus! B 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 5/18/2009 1:44 PM >>> 
Name that buildinf.... 
Sent on the Now Network from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 

Sent on the Now Network from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 10:58 AM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
Can our parents simply wait to pay when they amve on campus for their sessions? Many of our footballers and basketballers may 
need that option. Thanks! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 2:20 PM 

darob ert@mailb ox. sc. edu 
Re: IMG00061 .jpg 

TEXT.htm 

I’m going to say Sloan College or Hamilton. Way to give me a great backside view... 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 5/19/2009 2:02 PM >>> 
? 
Sent on the Now Network from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 8:39 PM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Admissions Website 

Hi Anson, 
The website is ~:iiwww.adrr~issions.unc.edu~/ readmission.htm. 

I’ll see you in the morning, 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 8:59 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: tickets for tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you sir; good luck! B 

>>> Mike Fox 5/20/2009 8:51 AM >>> 
your name is on the pass list 
mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 9:26 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I just found out from the ticket office that we do not get tickets/passes for the ACC 
Baseball Tourney. 

TEXT.htm 

I’ve got you taken care of if you want to go tonight. 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 5/20/2009 9:24 AM >>> 
I just found out from the ticket office that we do not get tickets/passes for the ACC Baseball Tourney. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :v~. elbom.~m, caa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 10:32 AM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Additional Pay 

TEXT.htm 

Cool. Thanks Kim! B 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 5/20/2009 10:00 AM >>> 
Hey Brent, 

The period end date of your additional pay is June 30 so it won’t be 
issued until then. The action is still in progress (sitting in the 
Office of Human Resources) awaiting approval. 

I’ll keep you posted. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Academic Services 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 2:38 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

TEXT.htm 

We are working on it 

>>> Amy Herman 5/20/2009 11:33 AM >>> 
Do our coaches know about the 5/29 deadline?!? We need to make sure everyone gets registered by then... 

Amy 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/20/2009 11:28 AM >>> 

Hi Brent and Amy, 

Thanks so much for your e-mail and your communication regarding student-athlete registrations. It is timely as I []ve had a few other 
questions related to student-athlete payment-in particular related to football and basketball student-athletes. 

We []ve had a few questions regarding adding parents to registration as well as switching student-athletes in and out of sessions. To 
help streamline our processes I thought it would be helpful to move forward with the following guidelines. 

Parent Registration 
Parents should register to attend CTOPS at the same time their student registers. To be consistent in our practice for all other students, 
there is a $25 change fee if a student registers and then adds a parent later. If payment for the parent at that on-line registxation time is 
not possible, the student should click on []pay by check[] and then e-mail orientation@unc.edu and request a deferred payment for the 
parent registration. We can then communicate with the parent to establish a payment plan which will likely be accepting the parent 
payment at no additional cost at the time of check-in. As such, the only time there would be a change fee for parents, is if the parent is 
added to the students registration AFTER the initial student registration. This is consistent for our practice with our general student 
populations and registrations. 

Student Registration and Date Changes 
We have reserved seats for student-athletes as requested by athletics. Until 1 week prior to the student[] s registered session, we can 
switch the student-athletes to a new session without a change fee. However, after 1-week prior to the CTOPS session, we will need to 
charge a $25 change fee at that time (this would then include walk-up registxations). This helps to provide consistency at our check-in. 
If you need to switch a student-athlete [] s session, please e-mail Scarlett at orientation@unc.edu at least one week out and then we can 
make proper arrangements. 

Late fees 
The deadline for registering for CTOPS is May 29th at midnight. Any registrations after May 29th (except for waitlisted students- 
deadline for waitlisted students is July 1) will incur a $50 change fee. 

I most appreciate your assistance and communication related to student-athletes. If you have any questions or would like to discuss 

this further, please feel fee to call me at 919-962-8304 or my cell phone at 919-260-8986, I would be more then happy to talk through 
the process or provide any additional information that would be helpful. Also, as I will be in final preparations for CTOPS, should you 

need an immediate response and I[]m not available, please feel free to follow-up with April Mann, the Director of New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs. 

Thanks so much! 
Shandol 



From:Brent Blanton [maillo:blar~lon@tmcaaamc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 10:58 AM 
To: Shandol Hoover 
Subject: Re: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

Hi Shandol, 

Can our parents simply wait to pay when they amve on campus for their sessions? Many of our footballers and basketballers may 
need that option. Thanks! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 2:56 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; FA09 INCOMING STUDENTS.pdf 

Gentlemen, 
I’ve discussed this a little alma@, but I wanted to send you my copy of the listing that I want used. Pay special attention to page 2 - it 
is the nomenclature and system that we will use to classify and service students until they am ready to do on their own. Let me know 
if you have any questions, and get me your lists as soon as possible, also, pay special attention to CTOPS dates because the 29th is the 
last day to register - MAY 29! 

Thanks, 
B 



Dear Student-Athlete: May 20, 2009 

Congratulations on your decision to attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! I look forward to welcoming you all to campus this 

fall. In the meantime, however, I want to go over a few things with you in advance of your arrival: 

L CTOPS: You must attend one CTOPS testing and orientation session. CTOPS sessions will be held at UNC on the following dates: 

JUNE 1-2, 4-5, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 18-19, 25-26 JULY 13-14, 16-17, 20-21, 23-24, 27-28, 30-31 AUGUST 20-21 

*You should plan to be on campus until 5pro of the second day of CTOPS. Please make your travel plans accordingly. 

T-SOP: There will be two T-SOP sessions available to transfer students on JUNE 22"a & AUGUST 19th 

REGISTRATION FOR FALL CLASSES AND LAPTOP DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR DURING CTOPS! We encourage you to attend the 
earliest CTOPS possible. Please let me know when you plan to arrive; I would like to meet with you prior to your class registration on day 

2 - my number and email address are below. If you are having difficulty registering for CTOPS please contact the Orientation/CTOPS office 

at (919) 962-8304. 

Most of you have already registered, but for those who have not, make sure you do it before May 29th! 

We recommend that all incoming students take the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam before fall. Not all math courses at UNC require 
placement scores derived from the exam, but some do. Please read the First-Year Guide online (http://advising.unc.edu/newstudents) to 

determine which courses do require these placement scores, but as insurance, it is not a bad idea to take the exam so a score is on file. 

Please contact your high school guidance counselor for more information about the SAT Math Subject Test 2 or contact The College Board 

Online at http://www.collegeboard.com/. For those enrolled in AP Calculus, it is possible to have a high enough AP math score to replace 
the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam as math placement. AP scores from this year’s test administration are not available until mid to late July. 

Scores from AP tests taken in the junior year will not be on file with the University. It is very important that you bring a copy of any AP 

and/or SAT Math Subject Test 2 scores with you to CTOPS. 

3- Complete Foreign Language Placement Exams: You are required to take a University foreign language placement exam if your high 
school foreign language (2 or more years in grades 9-12) is Spanish, French, German, or Latin. Even if you plan to take another language, or 

if you have completed the AP Language/Literature, IB or SAT subject test, you will need to take the Carolina placement exam. 

Spanish, French and German Placement Exams: Please note that all Spanish, French and German placement exams will be administered 

online and must be completed prior to attending CTOPS. 
L You will need to have created your ONYEN to take the Language Placement exam. If you have not already done so, please go to 

http://onyen.unc.edu. 
2. No later then two weeks prior to your Orientation session, please take the exam at http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 

3- Print your placement test results. 

4- Bring your test results to your CTOPS session. 

Latin Placement Exam: The Latin Placement Exam will be administered at CTOPS. You will be required to take the Latin placement exam 

if Latin is your high school foreign language. 

Other Foreign Languages: If your high school foreign language is not one of the aforementioned languages, you should contact the 
appropriate language department to be evaluated for proper language placement. Please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement 

for Foreign Language Department Contacts. 

For additional questions about foreign language placement, please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 

4. As a freshman, you must begin to satisfy your English composition/rhetoric requirement in the falL Due to strict attendance 

policies for English courses at the University, we strongly advise you to register for an English course that meets on Tuesdays & 

Thursdays if your competition season begins this fall. This will limit your absences due to your team travel schedule. 

I hope you find this information helpful. When you arrive for CTOPS, I or one of our staff members will be available to help prepare you for the 

registration process. Enjoy your summer and call me if you have any questions; I look forward to seeing you soon! 

Sincerely, 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

919-962-9536 

blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 3:58 PM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Informational for Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Welcome Informational.pdf 

Hi Scott, 
I know you are busy at the ACC Tournament, but I wanted to send you this informational and ask that you send it to all of the guys. 
There is some very helpful information in it that they can benefit from before arriving for CTOPS. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and good luck tonight! I’ll see you there! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~Nue.cstv.cor~i ( mail’~o:bla~’~or~uncaa.u~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



Dear Student-Athlete: May 20, 2009 

Congratulations on your decision to attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! I look forward to welcoming you all to campus this 

fall. In the meantime, however, I want to go over a few things with you in advance of your arrival: 

L CTOPS: You must attend one CTOPS testing and orientation session. CTOPS sessions will be held at UNC on the following dates: 

JUNE 1-2, 4-5, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 18-19, 25-26 JULY 13-14, 16-17, 20-21, 23-24, 27-28, 30-31 AUGUST 20-21 

*You should plan to be on campus until 5pro of the second day of CTOPS. Please make your travel plans accordingly. 

T-SOP: There will be two T-SOP sessions available to transfer students on JUNE 22"a & AUGUST 19th 

REGISTRATION FOR FALL CLASSES AND LAPTOP DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR DURING CTOPS! We encourage you to attend the 
earliest CTOPS possible. Please let me know when you plan to arrive; I would like to meet with you prior to your class registration on day 

2 - my number and email address are below. If you are having difficulty registering for CTOPS please contact the Orientation/CTOPS office 

at (919) 962-8304. 

Most of you have already registered, but for those who have not, make sure you do it before May 29th! 

We recommend that all incoming students take the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam before fall. Not all math courses at UNC require 
placement scores derived from the exam, but some do. Please read the First-Year Guide online (http://advising.unc.edu/newstudents) to 

determine which courses do require these placement scores, but as insurance, it is not a bad idea to take the exam so a score is on file. 

Please contact your high school guidance counselor for more information about the SAT Math Subject Test 2 or contact The College Board 

Online at http://www.collegeboard.com/. For those enrolled in AP Calculus, it is possible to have a high enough AP math score to replace 
the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam as math placement. AP scores from this year’s test administration are not available until mid to late July. 

Scores from AP tests taken in the junior year will not be on file with the University. It is very important that you bring a copy of any AP 

and/or SAT Math Subject Test 2 scores with you to CTOPS. 

3- Complete Foreign Language Placement Exams: You are required to take a University foreign language placement exam if your high 
school foreign language (2 or more years in grades 9-12) is Spanish, French, German, or Latin. Even if you plan to take another language, or 

if you have completed the AP Language/Literature, IB or SAT subject test, you will need to take the Carolina placement exam. 

Spanish, French and German Placement Exams: Please note that all Spanish, French and German placement exams will be administered 

online and must be completed prior to attending CTOPS. 
L You will need to have created your ONYEN to take the Language Placement exam. If you have not already done so, please go to 

http://onyen.unc.edu. 
2. No later then two weeks prior to your Orientation session, please take the exam at http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 

3- Print your placement test results. 

4- Bring your test results to your CTOPS session. 

Latin Placement Exam: The Latin Placement Exam will be administered at CTOPS. You will be required to take the Latin placement exam 

if Latin is your high school foreign language. 

Other Foreign Languages: If your high school foreign language is not one of the aforementioned languages, you should contact the 
appropriate language department to be evaluated for proper language placement. Please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement 

for Foreign Language Department Contacts. 

For additional questions about foreign language placement, please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 

4. As a freshman, you must begin to satisfy your English composition/rhetoric requirement in the falL Due to strict attendance 

policies for English courses at the University, we strongly advise you to register for an English course that meets on Tuesdays & 

Thursdays if your competition season begins this fall. This will limit your absences due to your team travel schedule. 

I hope you find this information helpful. When you arrive for CTOPS, I or one of our staff members will be available to help prepare you for the 

registration process. Enjoy your summer and call me if you have any questions; I look forward to seeing you soon! 

Sincerely, 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

919-962-9536 

blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 4:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Athlete CTOPS Confirmation 

TEXT.htm; RE_ Athlete CTOPS Confirmation.msg 

Follow-up from some of yesterday’s CTOPS conversation. Let me know if you have any questions. 

B 



Dear Student-Athlete: May 20, 2009 

Congratulations on your decision to attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! I look forward to welcoming you all to campus this 

fall. In the meantime, however, I want to go over a few things with you in advance of your arrival: 

L CTOPS: You must attend one CTOPS testing and orientation session. CTOPS sessions will be held at UNC on the following dates: 

JUNE 1-2, 4-5, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 18-19, 25-26 JULY 13-14, 16-17, 20-21, 23-24, 27-28, 30-31 AUGUST 20-21 

*You should plan to be on campus until 5pro of the second day of CTOPS. Please make your travel plans accordingly. 

T-SOP: There will be two T-SOP sessions available to transfer students on JUNE 22"a & AUGUST 19th 

REGISTRATION FOR FALL CLASSES AND LAPTOP DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR DURING CTOPS! We encourage you to attend the 
earliest CTOPS possible. Please let me know when you plan to arrive; I would like to meet with you prior to your class registration on day 

2 - my number and email address are below. If you are having difficulty registering for CTOPS please contact the Orientation/CTOPS office 

at (919) 962-8304. 

Most of you have already registered, but for those who have not, make sure you do it before May 29th! 

We recommend that all incoming students take the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam before fall. Not all math courses at UNC require 
placement scores derived from the exam, but some do. Please read the First-Year Guide online (http://advising.unc.edu/newstudents) to 

determine which courses do require these placement scores, but as insurance, it is not a bad idea to take the exam so a score is on file. 

Please contact your high school guidance counselor for more information about the SAT Math Subject Test 2 or contact The College Board 

Online at http://www.collegeboard.com/. For those enrolled in AP Calculus, it is possible to have a high enough AP math score to replace 
the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam as math placement. AP scores from this year’s test administration are not available until mid to late July. 

Scores from AP tests taken in the junior year will not be on file with the University. It is very important that you bring a copy of any AP 

and/or SAT Math Subject Test 2 scores with you to CTOPS. 

3- Complete Foreign Language Placement Exams: You are required to take a University foreign language placement exam if your high 
school foreign language (2 or more years in grades 9-12) is Spanish, French, German, or Latin. Even if you plan to take another language, or 

if you have completed the AP Language/Literature, IB or SAT subject test, you will need to take the Carolina placement exam. 

Spanish, French and German Placement Exams: Please note that all Spanish, French and German placement exams will be administered 

online and must be completed prior to attending CTOPS. 
L You will need to have created your ONYEN to take the Language Placement exam. If you have not already done so, please go to 

http://onyen.unc.edu. 
2. No later then two weeks prior to your Orientation session, please take the exam at http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 

3- Print your placement test results. 

4- Bring your test results to your CTOPS session. 

Latin Placement Exam: The Latin Placement Exam will be administered at CTOPS. You will be required to take the Latin placement exam 

if Latin is your high school foreign language. 

Other Foreign Languages: If your high school foreign language is not one of the aforementioned languages, you should contact the 
appropriate language department to be evaluated for proper language placement. Please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement 

for Foreign Language Department Contacts. 

For additional questions about foreign language placement, please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 

4. As a freshman, you must begin to satisfy your English composition/rhetoric requirement in the falL Due to strict attendance 

policies for English courses at the University, we strongly advise you to register for an English course that meets on Tuesdays & 

Thursdays if your competition season begins this fall. This will limit your absences due to your team travel schedule. 

I hope you find this information helpful. When you arrive for CTOPS, I or one of our staff members will be available to help prepare you for the 

registration process. Enjoy your summer and call me if you have any questions; I look forward to seeing you soon! 

Sincerely, 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

919-962-9536 

blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 21, 2009 1:17 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: letter 

TEXT.htm; First Year Student Language Letter.doc 

Regarding foreign language substitutions? That one is attached. B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 5/21/2009 12:21 PM >>> 
Do you have an electronic copy of the letter that went out from 
admissions that you could send me--the one you gave us at the meeting on 
Tuesday. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



THE UNIVERSITY 

@¢ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF NEW STUDENT & 

CAROLINA PARENT PROGRAMS 

SUITE 3318, SASB BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 5490 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27399-5490 

T 9~9.962.8304 

P 919.962.4715 
www.nsepp.tl~c.edu 

May 11, 2009 

Dear 

Welcome to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! We are very excited that you have decided to join our 
Carolina community! The next step in your transition to Carolina is to prepare for your Carolina Testing Orientation 
Program Session (CTOPS). 

Register for CTOPS (Registration deadline is midnight, May 29, 2009): All new first-year students are required to 

attend this two-day Orientation program. You will learn about the Carolina curriculum, register for fall classes, meet 

faculty, staff, administrators, students and fellow members of the class of 2013, and learn about the expectations for 

living and learning in the Carolina community. All new parents and family members are also encouraged to attend the 

separate Parent Orientation program that runs concurrently with CTOPS. Registration is available online at 

http://applicantcentral.unc.edu. 

Complete Foreign Language Placement Exams: You are required to take a University foreign language placement 

exam if your high school foreign language (2 or more years in grades 9-12) is Spanish, French, German, or Latin. Even 

if you plan to take another language, or if you have completed the AP Language/Literature, IB or SAT subject test, you 

will need to take the Carolina placement exam. 

Spanish, French and German Placement Exams: Please note that all Spanish, French and German placement exams 

will be administered online and must be completed prior to attending CTOPS. 

1. You will need to have created your ONYEN to take the Language Placement exam. If you have not already done 

so, please go to http://onyen.unc.edu. 
2. No later then two weeks prior to your Orientation session, please take the exam at 

http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement. 
3. Print your placement test results. 

4. Bring your test results to your CTOPS session. 

Latin Placement Exam: The Latin Placement Exam will be administered at CTOPS. You will be required to take the 

Latin placement exam if Latin is your high school foreign language. 

Other Foreign Languages: If your high school foreign language is not one of the aforementioned languages, you 
should contact the appropriate language department to be evaluated for proper language placement. Please visit 
http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement for Foreign Language Department Contacts. 

For additional questions about foreign language placement, please visit http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement 

Consider taking the SAT Math Subject Test: The SAT Math Subject Test is needed only if you plan to take 

calculus, statistics, and/or CHEM (chemistry) 101/101L. Students who plan to major in Business, the sciences, most 

health professions, and similar fields will be required to take a specific mathematics and/or statistics course that have 

Math 110 as a prerequisite. With an SAT Math Subject Test score, you may either place into Math 110 or you will 

place out of it and can take the appropriate math (QR) course. UNC strongly recommends that incoming students take 

the SAT Subject Test in Mathematics Level 2 to give them more flexibility in their choice of math classes. For 

additional questions regarding math placement, please visit http://advising.unc.edu 

Review the First-Year Advising Guide: Before coming to CTOPS, please visit http://advising.unc.edu, under the 

link for "First-Year Students," to review the First-Year Advising Guide. The Guide provides detailed information 

regarding the Carolina curriculum and important information to help you prepare for your fall course registration. The 

Guide will be available online on May 10, 2009, and all new first-year students will receive a hard copy at CTOPS. 

Again, congratulations on deciding to join the Carolina community! We look forward to meeting you at CTOPS. Please feel 
free to contact us at 919-962-8302 or visit http://orientation.unc.edu for more information! 

Sincerely, 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 21, 2009 2:56 PM 

j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

FA09 Welcome Informational.docx 



Dear Student-Athlete: May2o, 2oo9 

Congratulations on your decision to attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! I look forward to welcoming you all to campus this 

fall. In the meantime, however, I want to go over a few things with you in advance of your arrival: 

1. CTOPS: You must attend one CTOPS testing and orientation session. CTOPS sessions will be held at UNC on the following dates: 

JUNE 1-2, 4-5, 8-9, 11-12, 15-16, 18-19, 25-26 JULY 13-14, 16-17, 2o-21, 23-24, 27-28, 3o-31 AUGUST 2o-21 

*You should plan to be on campus until 5pro of the second day of CTOPS. Please make your travel plans accordingly. 

T-SOP: There will be two T-SOP sessions available to transfer students on JUNE 22nd &AUGUST 19th 

REGISTRATION FOR FALL CLASSES AND LAPTOP DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR DURING CTOPS! We encourage you to attend the 

earliest CTOPS possible. Please let me know when you plan to arrive; I would like to meet with you prior to your class registration on day 

2 - my number and email address are below. If you are having difficulty registering for CTOPS please contact the Orientation/CTOPS office 

at (919) 962-8304. 

Most of you have already registered, but for those who have not, make sure you do it before May 29th! 

We recommend that all incoming students take the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam before fall. Not all math courses at UNC require 

placement scores derived from the exam, but some do. Please read the First-Year Guide online (http://advising.unc.edu/newstudents) to 
determine which courses do require these placement scores, but as insurance, it is not a bad idea to take the exam so a score is on file. 

Please contact your high school guidance counselor for more information about the SAT Math Subject Test 2 or contact The College Board 

Online at http://www.collegeboard.com/. For those enrolled in AP Calculus, it is possible to have a high enough AP math score to replace 
the SAT Math Subject Test 2 exam as math placement. AP scores from this year’s test administration are not available until mid to late July. 

Scores from AP tests taken in the junior year will not be on file with the University. It is very important that you bring a copy of any AP 
and/or SAT Math Subject Test 2 scores with you to CTOPS. 

3- Complete Foreign Language Placement Exams: You are required to take a University foreign language placement exam if your high 

school foreign language (2 or more years in grades 9-12) is Spanish, French, German, or Latin. Even if you plan to take another language, or 

if you have completed the AP Language/Literature, IB or SAT subject test, you will need to take the Carolina placement exam. 

Spanish, French and German Placement Exams: Please note that all Spanish, French and German placement exams will be administered 

online and must be completed prior to attending CTOPS. 

1. You will need to have created your ONYEN to take the Language Placement exam. If you have not already done so, please go to 

http: //onyen,unc,edu, 

2. No later then two weeks prior to your Orientation session, please take the exam at http:[[www,unc,edu[languageplacement, 

3- Print your placement test results. 

4- Bring your test results to your CTOPS session. 

Latin Placement Exam: The Latin Placement Exam will be administered at CTOPS. You will be required to take the Latin placement exam 

if Latin is your high school foreign language. 

Other Foreign Languages: If your high school foreign language is not one of the aforementioned languages, you should contact the 

appropriate language department to be evaluated for proper language placement. Please visit http:[[www.unc.edu[languageplacement 
for Foreign Language Department Contacts. 

For additional questions about foreign language placement, please visit http:[[www.unc.edu[languageplacement. 

4. As a freshman, you must begin to satisfy your English composition/rhetoric requirement in the fall. Due to strict attendance 

policies for English courses at the University, we strongly advise you to register for an English course that meets on Tuesdays & 

Thursdays if your competition season beyins this fall. This will limit your absences due to your team travel schedule. 

I hope you find this information helpful. When you arrive for CTOPS, I or one of our staff members will be available to help prepare you for the 

registration process. Enjoy your summer and call me if you have any questions; I look forward to seeing you soon! 

Sincerely, 

Brent Blanton 



Associate Director 

919-96~-9536 

blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 26, 2009 11:37 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FA09 INCOMING STUDENTS.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 27, 2009 9:38 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu 
FA Practice Times for Respective Sports 

TEXT.htm; Practice Times for Advising.pdf 

Hi Barbara, 
Attached is a pdf with the necessary information by sport. Let me know if you need anything else! 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p://tafl~eeib~ue.csW.com/( mai~to:Nar~on,~ncaa.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



FALL PRACTICE TIMES for CTOPS ADVISORS 

Men’s and Women’s Cross Country 

Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

Men’s Tennis 

Men’s and Women’s Fencing 

Rowing 

Football 

Men’s Basketball 

Swimming and Diving 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 
Men’s Golf 

Men’s Soccer 
Men’s Lacrosse 
Gymnastics 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Baseball 
Women’s Basketball 
Field Hockey 
Women’s Soccer 
Softball 

Women’s Tennis 

Mon.-Fri. 2 PM - 5 PM 

Mon.- Fri. 3 PM - 6 PM 

Mon. - Fri. 2 PM - 5 PM 

Mon. - Fri. 3 PM - 5 PM 

Mon., Wed., Fri. 6 AM - 8 AM 

Tues., Thurs. 3 PM- 5 PM 

MWF Out of class by lpm 

TR Out of class by 1:45 

Out of class by 2pm 

Out of class by 2pm 

MWF Out of class by 3pm 

TR Out of class by 2pm 

Classes between 9am and 2pro 

MWF Out of class by 12pm 

TR NO morning classes 

Out of class by 2pm 

NO classes before nam 

Out of class by 12pm each day 

Out of class by 12pm each day 

No class after 12/12:15pm each day 

No class after 12/12:15pm each day 

No class after 12/12:15pm each day 

No class after 12/12:15pm each day (TR 8ams are also risky) 

No class after 12/12:15pm each day 

MWF No class AFTER 12/12:15pm each day 

TR No class BEFORE 12:3opm 

MWF No class AFTER 12/12:15pm each day 

TR No class BEFORE 12:3opm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 27, 2009 1:45 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Incoming Student Profiles 

TEXT.htm; FA09 INCOMING STUDENTS.docx 

Hi Mike, 
Attached is the listing of guys w/test scores, etc. Let me know if you need anything else, and good luck this weekend! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 28, 2009 10:04 AM 

schoover@email.unc.edu 
Re: CTOPS Registrations 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
I completely understand about space, but I am afraid some of our kids will not have matriculated through the admissions system by 
then and will not be able to register before the 3rd. You can bank on the basketballers being there and most if not all of the 
footballers, but they will go down to the wire. I will get a status check on them all and get back to you, but I am leery of some of what 
I will find out in relation to that date. 

I enjoyed the chat as well; great group with great questions! I hope I didn’t offend any of the Dawgs that were in the room! 

B 

>>> <schoover@email.tmc.edu> 5/28/2009 5:20 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

I hope you are well. Thanks again for speaking so candidly with the 
OLs. They very much appreciated your honesty and time with them. Both 
returners came up to me afterward and said they were glad that you came 
this year and appreciated your insight. 

I did want to quickly check in with you regarding athlete’s CTOPS 
registration. I know you are pushing as much as you can to get the 
students registered, and I appreciate your work. I did want to let you 
know that in taking inventory of our seats, it looks like there are 
several athletes who still need to register. I will need to release 
seats very shortly for session 5, and can’t hold seats much longer for 
that session past Wed. June. 3. Session 5 is a critical session for a 
number of programs and I’m trying to keep everything balanced. Thanks 
for your help! 

Thanks, Shandol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 29, 2009 8:59 AM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Overload Payment 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Kym; you are awesome! B 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 5/28/2009 8:50 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 

Your overload payment action was approved (5/27/09). You will receive 
your payment with your June 30th check. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Academic Services 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 29, 2009 9:10 AM 

schoover@email.unc.edu 
Re: CTOPS Registrations 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Shandol; we are trying to get everything straight, but on several, we are waiting on Admissions. As things are taken care of on 
that end, we are doing our best to get everything in order. Thanks! B 

>>> <schoover@email.tmc.edu> 5/28/2009 10:26 PM >>> 
Thanks so much Brent, 

I know you are assisting as much as you can and that you are trying to 
balance lots of aspects. I appreciate your help and your insight on the 
numbers. We’ll just continue to touch base to see where we are at on 
things. 

No offense taken, the Ols appreciated your "cut to the chase" examples. 

Thanks, Shandol 

Quoting Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Hi Shandol, 
I completely understand about space, but I am afraid some of our kids 
will not have matriculated through the admissions system by then and 
will not be able to register before the 3rd. You can bank on the 
basketballers being there and most if not all of the footballers, but 
they will go down to the wire. I will get a status check on them all 
and get back to you, but I am leery of some of what I will find out 
in relation to that date. 

I enjoyed the chat as well; great group with great questions! I hope 
I didn’t offend any of the Dawgs that were in the room! 

>B 

>>>> <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/28/2009 5:20 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

I hope you are well. Thanks again for speaking so candidly with the 
OLs. They very much appreciated your honesty and time with them. Both 
returners came up to me afterward and said they were glad that you came 
this year and appreciated your insight. 

I did want to quickly check in with you regarding athlete’s CTOPS 
registration. I know you are pushing as much as you can to get the 
students registered, and I appreciate your work. I did want to let you 
know that in taking inventory of our seats, it looks like there are 
several athletes who still need to register. I will need to release 
seats very shortly for session 5, and can’t hold seats much longer for 
that session past Wed. June. 3. Session 5 is a critical session for a 
number of programs and I’m trying to keep everything balanced. Thanks 
for your help! 

Thanks, Shandol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 29, 2009 1:54 PM 

schoover@email.unc.edu 

Reimbursements 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
Quick question: if one of our parents paid their child’s fees bm the child is being paid for by us, when and how should they go about 
being reimbursed? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarhee~Nue.cs~v.corr~~ ( maiho:blamon~ncaa.unc.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 8:40 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely sir; what time is good for you? 

>>> Brian Kalbas 6/2/2009 8:29 AM >>> 
Brent, 

Sorry I have not gotten back to you but I just returned from a recruiting trip. Can you meet on Friday morning? 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 8:45 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Let’s go with 10; see you then! B 

>>> Brian Kalbas 6/2/2009 8:41 AM >>> 
anytime. I arrive in the office around 8:00 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/2/2009 8:40 AM >>> 
Absolutely sir; what time is good for you? 

>>> Brian Kalbas 6/2/2009 8:29 AM >>> 
Brent, 

Sorry I have not gotten back to you but I just returned from a recruiting trip. Can you meet on Friday morning? 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 8:46 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting 

TEXT.htm 

I’ll come to you. 

>>> Brian Kalbas 6/2/2009 8:45 AM >>> 
do you want me to come to your office? 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/2/2009 8:45 AM >>> 
Let’s go with 10; see you then! B 

>>> Brian Kalbas 6/2/2009 8:41 AM >>> 
anytime. I arrive in the office around 8:00 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/2/2009 8:40 AM >>> 
Absolutely sir; what time is good for you? 

>>> Brian Kalbas 6/2/2009 8:29 AM >>> 

Brent, 

Sorry I have not gotten back to you but I just returned from a recruiting trip. Can you meet on Friday morning? 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 9:32 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

3201 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 6/2/2009 9:26 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Do we know what room we are in for CTOPS today? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 9:36 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Updated Athletics List (6.2.09) 

TEXT.htm 

Can I get a scholarship breakdown of the incoming frosh? 

>>> Amy Herman 6/2/2009 9:35 AM >>> 
All, 

See attached for the most updated version of students for whom Athletics will pay summer CTOPS and TSOPS fees. Please let me 
know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 9:39 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Updated Athletics List (6.2.09) 

TEXT.htm 

I’ve gotten it before... Let’s me know how to handle certain people. Also helps answer questions when you are not around. 

>>> Amy Herman 6/2/2009 9:36 AM >>> 
Confidential information. 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/2/2009 9:36 AM >>> 
Can I get a scholarship breakdown of the incoming frosh? 

>>> Amy Herman 6/2/2009 9:35 AM >>> 
All, 

See attached for the most updated version of students for whom Athletics will pay summer CTOPS and TSOPS fees. Please let me 
know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 9:40 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: We play Sat Sun Mon 

TEXT.htm 

yup... 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/2/2009 9:39 AM >>> 
We play Sat Sun Mon 

~:iTwww.baseballlamefica.comCMo -1697 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( maflto:welbora,~tmcaa.tmc.edt~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2009 9:41 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Aid Info 

TEXT.htm 

You crazy jokester you! 

>>> Amy Herman 6/2/2009 9:39 AM >>> 
Ha! I was just messin’ withyou this morning. See attached. You can ignore the 2nd and 3rd tabs. The first one is the only one you 
need. :-) 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 3, 2009 11:00 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Coach Evaluations 

TEXT.htm 

Do you have our measurement guidelines? 

>>> Robert Mercer 6/3/2009 10:56 AM >>> 

>>> Beth Miller 6/2/2009 4:20 PM >>> 

Robert, 

I wanted to let you know that I have tweaked the evaluation measurement terms for our Head Coach Annual Evaluation forms. I 
think the following terms may work better to describe their performance: 

Outstanding 

Very Good 

Needs Improvement 
Not Satisfactory 

If you can adapt your evaluations to these terms, I would appreciate it. 

thanks, 
-Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 3, 2009 11:05 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Coach Evaluations 

TEXT.htm 

Cool. 

>>> Robert Mercer 6/3/2009 11:00 AM >>> 
I’ll find them and then we should meet - most likely tomorrow morning. 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/3/2009 10:59 AM >>> 
Do you have our measurement guidelines? 

>>> Robert Mercer 6/3/2009 10:56 AM >>> 

RJM 

>>> Beth Miller 612/2009 4:20 PM >>> 

Robert, 

I wanted to let you know that I have tweaked the evaluation measurement terms for our Head Coach Annual Evaluation forms. 
think the following terms may work better to describe their performance: 

Outstanding 
Very Good 
Needs Improvement 
Not Satisfactory 

If you can adapt your evaluations to these terms, I would appreciate it. 

thanks, 
-Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 3, 2009 4:18 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

TEXT.htm 

te st 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelN~e.cs~v.comi ( maiFto :blar~on,~mcaa.unc~ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 4, 2009 10:55 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Entering Frosh 

TEXT.htm; FA09 INCOMING STUDENTS.docx 

Here is the sheet we looked at this morning. Let me know if you need anything else! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 4, 2009 1:10 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Non-Counter Rec Memo 

TEXT.htm; NON-COUNTER RECOMMENDATIONS. docx 

Here is the format I use... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 4, 2009 1:11 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: EPA Performance Review 

TEXT.htm 

That’s instead of our formal letters, right? 

>>> Robert Mercer 6/4/2009 12:58 PM >>> 
Cyn and I talked about using these to evaluate staff this year - what do you think? RJM 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 6/4/2009 11:51 AM >>> 
per your request ............ 
c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 4, 2009 1:12 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: EPA Performance Review 

TEXT.htm 

I like it, but then I also have a softball shirt on my desk that has a baseball on it... 

>>> Robert Mercer 6/4/2009 1:11 PM >>> 
yes 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/4/2009 1:10 PM >>> 

That’s instead of our formal letters, right? 

>>> Robert Mercer 6/4/2009 12:58 PM >>> 
Cyn and I talked about using these to evaluate staff this year - what do you think? RYM 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 6/4/2009 11:51 AM >>> 

per your request ............ 

c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 4, 2009 2:28 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm 

If it’s with those dates of previously being on the list, I am rebelling... They have the previous lists, so they can fill that in! 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 6/4/2009 2:16 PM >>> 
help!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ............... I need immediate assistance to keep out of your hair for the next week!!! 

:) 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 6/4/2009 2:14 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office Wednesday, June 4 through Monday, June 8. If you need immediate assitance please contact Brent Blanton 
at 962-9536. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 4, 2009 2:32 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm 

Oh, and he misspelled assistance... 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 6/4/2009 2:16 PM >>> 
help!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ............... I need immediate assistance to keep out of your hair for the next week!!! 

:) 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 6/4/2009 2:14 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office Wednesday, June 4 through Monday, June 8. If you need immediate assitance please contact Brent Blanton 
at 962-9536. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 8, 2009 10:03 AM 

Gallo, Larry <athgallo@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Kenan Field House Rams Room/Jerome Room -FOLLOW-UP! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mr. Gallo, 
For some reason, they painted AFTER they put the carpet in, so I think it may be a painter that moved the furniture so they could get to the 
wall. 

I hope you had a great weekend; what a baseball series! 
Brent 

>>> Larry Gallo 6/5/2009 4:05 PM >>> 
Dear Department Staff: 

The below email that Martina has sent to all of us begs the question (at least for me it does) - you have got to be kidding me?! ?! 

It is my hope, and it should be the hope of us all, that if anyone knows any information about who used the Jerome Room, while it 
remained "under renovation" and then moved/dragged "the stacked-up" furniture (which means that the furniture was not to be used, 
because it never is in "a stacked-up" position in this room) onto the new carpet and caused it to rip - please come forward and let us 
know. I know this may be wishful thinking, but as I stated originally, you have got to be kidding me!!! I am sure it was an accident, and it 
is OK, because accidents do happen ~ BUT to have this happen and we not know who was responsible, is just not right. 

Thanks for your time, and I am sorry I have to fill your inbox with these type of communiques! 

Have a good weekend. 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

>>> Martina Ballen 6/5/2009 3:41 PM >>> 
All, 

While the Kenan Field House and the John Pope Academic Center factor into the long range plans for renovating the Kenan Stadium 
Complex, we decided to make a few cosmetic changes to some of the common areas in order to make them more presentable. James 
Spurling coordinated efforts for painting rooms and hallways where needed, replacing chairs in the Academic Support Auditorium and 
replacing the carpet in the Rams Room and Jerome Room. Much to our dismay, we found that someone had gone into the Jerome Room 
recently and moved the old sectional furniture around on the new carpet and ripped it in several places. The room wasn’t yet ready for use, 
which should have been evident to anyone looking for a place to meet. 

We are excited about the improvements being made to these spaces and believe that others will appreciate what we’ve done. There is a 
constant demand for use of the Rams Room and Jerome Room, but these areas mustbe reserved through James Spurling, Sherron Peace or 
Sandy Restivo. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Martina 

Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
For Business & Finance 
University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill 

Office: (919) 962-2715 
Fax: (919) 962-0667 
mballen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 11:32 AM 

Spufling, James <j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ripped Carpet in Jerome Room 

TEXT.htm 

Hi James, 
I saw you were copied on the email from Mr. Gallo. Just a thought about it maybe being a painter that ripped the carpet - accidently 
of course. The chairs were moved out like they were trying to get to the wall. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p://tafl~eeib~ue.csW.com/( mai~to:Nar~on,~ncaa.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 3:36 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All-ACC Baseball 

TEXT.htm 

Unless you warn me to OK the format of something you didn’t create, I think you forgot something... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/8/2009 3:27 PM >>> 
Brent: 

Could you look over the attached form to make sure all of the information is correct. Please let me know if I need to add anyone. 

Requirements: 

Spring 2009 GPA 3.000 or better AND cumulative GPA 3.000 or better 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 4:02 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: question ..... 

TEXT.htm 

April Mann is the director, Shandol Hoover runs the day-to-day CTOPS and Scarlett Jordan is her assistant. 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 6/8/2009 3:58 PM >>> 
What are the names of the orientation staff? I couldn’t find their names anywhere ........ on the web, in the phone book, etc. 

The Director ? 
The two women who are in charge of Ctops? 
Thanks. 

cr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 4:05 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All-ACC Baseball 

TEXT.htm 

Looks great, B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/8/2009 3:41 PM >>> 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/8/2009 3:36 PM >>> 
Unless you want me to OK the format of something you didn’t create, I think you forgot something... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/8/2009 3:27 PM >>> 
Brent: 

Could you look over the attached form to make sure all of the information is correct. Please let me know if I need to add anyone. 

Requirements: 

Spring 2009 GPA 3.000 or better AND cumulative GPA 3.000 or better 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

(mail~o:welbom~u,~caa.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 4:36 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
sfv 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:blta~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 4:36 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: sfv (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 4:50 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question ..... (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 5:07 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: MAJOR: update Onyen Services (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 8, 2009 10:16 PM 

shadekey@email.unc.edu 
Re: Major Change (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 9:00 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 9:53 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FB COS (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 10:34 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All-ACC Softball (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 10:44 AM 

Museum, Ackland Art <ackland-e-news@listserv.unc.edu> 
Re: [ackland-e-news] This week at the Ackland (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 11:01 AM 

Boone, Josh <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Year End Memo - Fiscal Year 08/09 (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 12:36 PM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 
Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 4:55 PM 

Harris, Stacey <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Attention S 11 Permit Holders: (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 6:25 PM 

notify@quickbase, com 

Re: Youve been asked to be a reference! (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office Tuesday, June 9. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Sherron Peace at (919) 962-9537 or 
stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 10, 2009 9:20 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All-ACC Softball 

TEXT.htm 

Looks great. 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/9/2009 10:34 AM >>> 
Brent: 

Could you check over my work for softball....spelling/right number of people/etc? 

Spring GPA >3.00 
Cumulative GPA > 3.00 

Thanks....enjoy your day off. 

FYI: I looked up the little baseball case on the intemet and all of them were under $5 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 9:30 AM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Session 5 Student Athletes attending SSII 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
I appreciate your assistance with this; that break will ease the financial strain on our department (we had decided to pick up the 
charges). As for any other sports, I know that others are in the same boat, but I have heard from no one with this same need. 

Thanks for reaching out! 
Brent 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 6/10/2009 7:58 AM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

I hope you are well. I []ve coordinated with Housing to allow student-athletes as well as scholars program to allow students attending 

June 15-16 CTOPS who are moving directly into Summer Session II spaces on June 17th, to have a late CTOPS checkout with no 

additional cost. I just need to provide a list of the names to Housing. 

I have a list of the football student-athletes in this situation, but wondered if you might be able to send me the names of any other 

student-athletes in this situation. Again, it is only student-athletes attending Session 5 CTOPS because they need to attend Summer 
School and cannot move into their SSII spaces until Noon on June 17th. 

Thanks, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

( ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 10, 2009 2:28 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Grade Report 

TEXT.htm 

Here is the update. Good luck in Omaha! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 10, 2009 4:03 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Updated Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; 6.10 ba grade summary.pdf 

We’ll try again... B 

>>> Mike Fox 6/10/2009 4:02 PM >>> 
NOTHING ATTACHED? 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/10/2009 2:28 PM >>> 
Here is the update. Good luck in Omaha! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :i/~arheerN~e. cs~ ~colrv1( maiho :b~an~on~lmcaa.m~c.ed~) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 12, 2009 7:17 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Football & BBall Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Barbara, 
We will definitely make sure they know their responsibilities and attend the sessions. Should they not make it, it will not be because 
they were not told several times. Have a good Day 2 today and weekend, and we’ll see you next week! 

Thanks 
Brent 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 6/11/2009 12:30 PM >>> 
Hey Brent 

Hope you’re doing well. 

Wanted to touch base with you regarding the next CTOPS session on 
Monday/Tuesday of next week when the football and basketball recruits 
are in attendance. 

Will you please emphasize the importance of attending the advising 
workshop on Day 1 and the advising appointment on Day 2? The expectation 
is that they will come to their advising appointments prepared--with 
their Get Ready to Register form filled out (including a lot of options 
for course selection). And remember that they will be blocked from 
registration if they don’t show! 

Thanks for all you do to help make our jobs easier. Please let me know 
if you need anything from me. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: h~tt~2iadvisi~.mac~ed~ 



Good afternoon! 

I hope this email finds you all doing well and enjoying your summer. I wanted to touch base since a few of you begin 

coming in for CTOPS this week. I know when you are all registered to come already, but if you can let me know when you 

plan on arriving to campus, we can set up a meeting time to go over the session, what to expect and registration 

information for Day 2 of the schedule. We can either meet the previous afternoon/evening or early (7am) on one of the 

mornings of CTOPS. 

You should all have also received by now the foreign language placement information from CTOPS regarding those who 
took Spanish, French, German or Latin while in high school. Please go online and complete the placement exam before 
arrival so we know how to proceed with that portion of the registration process. If you did not receive the email, the 
information is below. 

Other than that, there is nothing else really to prepare for before coming. Please have a great summer and touch base with 
me so we can line up a meeting time - it will help CTOPS go MUCH smoother. 

Take care, and I look forward to seeing you all soon! 
Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 855° 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 
Foreign Language Placement: 
1.     Complete Foreign Language Placement Exams: You are required to take a University foreign language placement exam if your high school 

foreign language (2 or more years in grades 9-12) is Spanish, French, German, or Latin. Even if you plan to take another language, or if you have 

completed the AP Language/Literature, IB or SAT subject test, you will need to take the Carolina placement exam. 

Spanish, French and German Placement Exams: Please note that all Spanish, French and German placement exams will be administered online 

and must be completed prior to attending CTOPS. 
1.     You will need to have created your ONYEN to take the Language Placement exam. If you have not already done so, please go to 

~:/ /onverLuncoedu. 
2. No later then two weeks prior to your Orientation session, please take the exam at ~acement. 

3. Print your placement test results. 

4. Bring your test results to your CTOPS session. 

Latin Placement Exam: The Latin Placement Exam will be administered at CTOPS. You will be required to take the Latin placement exam if Latin 

is your high school foreign language. 

Other Foreign Languages: If your high school foreign language is not one of the aforementioned languages, you should contact the appropriate 

language department to be evaluated for proper language placement. Please visit ~acement for 

Foreign Language Department Contacts. 

For additional questions about 
h tp://wwwom~c,edu/lm~ lacemem. 

foreign language placement, please visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 15, 2009 2:37 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Annual Review 

TEXT.htm 

How does 2 on Wednesday sound? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 16, 2009 10:14 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC S#@t! 

TEXT.htm; Honor Roll Form.xlsx 

Here it is... I know you are just the messenger, but I want my answer... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:blta~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 17, 2009 10:12 AM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Seats in July Session 

TEXT.htm 

I’ve asked the staff to give me their final requests, so as soon as I hear from them all, I will let you know. Thanks! B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 6/17/2009 8:42 AM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

Just wanted to touch base. In the craziness of Session 5, I vaguely recall you indicating you might be able to release some of the soft 
holds. Might you be able to remind me which date that was and touch base with Scarlett? 

Thanks so much, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

.unc.ed~/( .unc.ed~ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 17, 2009 10:46 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Evaluation 

TEXT.htm; Welhorn Eval.docx 

Here it is sir; see you in a minute... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 17, 2009 1:31 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Evaluation 

TEXT.htm; Orr Eval.docx 

Here is your evaluation sir. Read it over and we can discuss it at 2. Thanks, B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



H 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 18, 2009 3:10 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Respond to this please... 

TEXT.htm 

I need to know that you received the email. Thanks, B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarl~ee~Nue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 18, 2009 4:18 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 855° 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 19, 2009 8:32 AM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Congratulations on a Great Season 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning gentlemen, 
I just wanted to drop you a line and say congratulations on another outstanding season; I know it didn[t end the way we had hoped, 
but it was a great ran. I can[] t be at the welcome home gathering because of a family obligation, but great job this season [ I [ m 
proud to be associated with a exceptional group of guys who just so happen to be as good a group of coaches/players arotmd. 

Take care, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : /itarhee l[b lue. cstxT, co mi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 19, 2009 10:08 AM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Summer I Grades 

TEXT.htm; bb grades.pdf 

Hi Andrew, 
Attached is a listing of grades; let me know if you have any questions. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeIblue.cs’~v.comi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 22, 2009 4:03 PM 

Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Test 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



PHIL - SUMMER 2009 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

Jan Boxill 

REQUIRED BOOKS: 

SPORTS ETHICS: An Anthology by Jan Boxill 

ASSIGNMENTS: 

In Sports Ethics book: Read Chapter 1 

Pick three ethical issues and write a five [5] page paper on each; or you can 

combine all three and do a 15 page paper. You will use the information from 

Chapter 1 as background for all the issues. 

Issues: 

Sport as Education 

Sportsmanship 

Drugs in Sports 

Racism in Sports 

Title IX 

Cheating & Violence in Sports 

Athletes as Role Models 

PAPERS ARE ALL DUE BY LAST DAY OF CLASSES: Tuesday, July 21st 

I prefer hard copies, but you can email them if you wish. If you email them be 

sure to put PHIL    in the subject box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 25, 2009 3:23 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer I Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; sb sl grades.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is grade report for first session; let me know if you have any questions. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue.csJ~.,.comi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 25, 2009 3:29 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer I Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; fh sl grades.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the grade report from session I. Let me know if you have any questions, and I[]ll speak to you soon. 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue.cs’~v.comi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 26, 2009 11:58 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Leadership Academy: 360 online tweaks 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley ! 
I am out of town for the next two weeks returning on Monday, July 13. We can meet some time over those last weeks of the month if 
that is OK with your schedule. I [] 11 go ahead and begin looking into these in the meantime. 

Take care! 
B 

From: Shelley Johnson 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2009 11:43 AM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Carolina Leadership Academy: 360 online tweaks 

Hope you are doing well. 

During the spring, we discussed the idea of updates to the 360 online system during June. I am sorry that I have not touched base with 
this in a more timely fashion. Where does the time go? ! 

You mentioned that you were going to re-write some of the programming to accommodate the initial and re-evaluation processes as 
well as enable a distinction between the year-end averages of each. Also, there were some items which I would like to explore the 
possibility of being tweaked. I have listed them below. When might we be able to meet to discuss what my cryptic notes mean? 

- Shelley 

list of 3-DL: name, sport, scores (s/t!c) 
list of Veteran Leaders by season: name, sport, scores (s/t/c)... red flags, 3-DLs 
ask for reconfirmation of your PID and VL name 
YOUR PID (require 9 digits) 
drop-down box.., switch to toggle 
add key to third column (difference between c/t and s) 

Rating Scale 
5 = top 20% of all-time leaders 
4 = top 40% of all-time leaders 
3 = middle 20% of all-time leaders 
2 = bottom 40% of all-time leaders 
1 = bottom 20% of all-time leaders 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 26, 2009 2:02 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Test 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 26, 2009 2:03 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Test 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:blta~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 26, 2009 2:03 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Test (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 26, 2009 2:08 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Breneman, Janelle 
<breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducal Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; 
Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott 
<sj ackson@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vacation 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
I am out of the office until July 13 on vacation with my family. There are no CTOPS sessions during that time, and everyone in class 
should be set up with tutorial, etc., for the time I am gone. Should you need anything, you can always call me on my cell, but if you 
have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or x3-2328. 

Have a great fourth next week, and we []11 touch base when I return. 

Take care, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

~:iitarheelNue.cs~v.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 26, 2009 4:57 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: thank you (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, June 27, 2009 1:05 AM 

Reservations, La Quinta <reservations@laquinta.com> 

Re: La Quinta Hotel Reservation for BRENT BLANTON (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 27, 2009 7:14 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer I Grades (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 

Welbom at welbom@uncaa.tmc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 29, 2009 11 : 19 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Tar Heels finish second in Directors Cup (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 29, 2009 1:20 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Summer II Book Charging (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 29, 2009 4:32 PM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 
Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 29, 2009 5:19 PM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: New Orientation Dates - (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 29, 2009 7:14 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fall, 2009 Baseball (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 30, 2009 9:05 AM 

Boone, Josh <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Independent Contractor Reminder (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 30, 2009 2:17 PM 

Hamlett, Leon <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [sis-chat] [Fwd: Training for WebFOCUS in July] (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 1, 2009 8:20 AM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: EMERGENCY: Network connectivity problems (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 1, 2009 9:01 AM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 
Re: [academic-services-staff] [all-college-staff] MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN (Out of 
Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 1, 2009 6:50 PM 

Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: article (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 2, 2009 11:03 AM 

Harris, Stacey <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Cameron Avenue Paving (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 2, 2009 2:09 PM 

Samples, Jamie <samples@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: FW: Workshop Follow-Up (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 2, 2009 2:26 PM 

shutton@email.unc.edu 
Re: [seanc] Fwd: The SEANC Scoop (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 6, 2009 2:16 PM 

King, Larry <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: To Fellow Employees: (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 6, 2009 7:58 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Camp Session- next week (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 7, 2009 12:12 PM 

Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Dept. newsletter for July (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 8, 2009 12:30 PM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Leave Time (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 8, 2009 3:22 PM 

Suits, Christy <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Email (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 9, 2009 3:09 PM 

Biener, Eric <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Class Schedules (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 10, 2009 12:37 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Camp Day and times-revision 

Hi Janelle, 
Shouldn’t be a problem. I’ll speak to you next week! 

B 

>>> Janelle Breneman 07/09/09 5:03 PM >>> 
Brent, 
I know you are out of the office good for you!!! 
I have a revised plan from my previous email. 
If you can be available for the below times on Thursday, that would be great. 

Thur. July 16th 9:00-9:45 & 9:45-10:30/1:15-2 & 2-2:45 
(each group would be about 25 players) 

Thanks, 
Janelle 

TEAM CAMPS June 16, 17 & 18 
PITCHING AND CATCHING July 13 & 14 

ADVANCED CAMP July 14-17 
WEEKLY CAMP SPECIAL July 13-17 
ALL-SKILLS July 20-23 

LIL’ HEELS July 21-23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 10:46 AM 

lb ab cock@theacc, org 

RE: Expenses 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Lindsey, 
Thanks for checking, but I only spent around $20 [] not worth the paperwork. 

Take care, and thanks again! 
Brent 

From: "Babcock, Lindsey" [mailto:lbabcock2~theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 07, 2009 9:09 AM 
To: "blanton@uncaa.unc.edu" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Expenses 

Hi Brent, 

Will you be submitting a reimbursement request from the Workshop? If you [] re planning on submitting anything let me know ASAP 
since we need to close our 08-09 fiscal year. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 
336-369-0065 (fax) 
lbabcock@theacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 13, 2009 10:48 AM 

kallison@email.unc.edu 
RE: Leave Time 

2009 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
I was on vacation, so here is my updated sheet. 

Thanks 
B 

From: Kim Allison [mai~to:kaNson~emaiLm~c.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 12:30 PM 
To: Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>, Cynthia Reynolds <cymhiar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brem Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>, Kim Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>, Octavus Barnes <obames@email.unc.edu>, Spencer Welbom 
<welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Leave Time 

If you haven’t do so, please send me your leave information for the 
month of June by the end of the business day today. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Academic Services 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



Vacation/Sick Leave Record Calendar Year 2009 

Name: 
Department: 

Brent Blanton 
Academic Supp Prog 

PID: 
Dept Number: 

711672372 
9821 

Vacation Leave 
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Total Vacation Leave Earned - Taken - Balance for Next Year 

**Maximum carried to Januar 

Earned    ITaken Balance 

**Balance from Prior Y~ 232 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 11:05 AM 

Biener, Eric <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Class Schedules 

Tennis Schedules.pdf 

Hi Eric, 
Here are the preliminary schedules minus the incoming kids. 

B 

From: Eric Biener 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2009 3:09 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Class Schedules 

Brent, 

I know they’re probably not finalized yet, bm would you be able to send me the fall class schedules for the tennis teams when you get 
a chance? 

Thanks. 
Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 11:21 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall, 2009 Baseball 

The auditorium is ours from 4:30-5:30 on Wednesday, August 26. Don[]t worry about the changes; hopefully they all work out. B 

From: Mike Fox 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2009 11:15 AM 

To: Blanton, Brent 
Subject: RE: Fall, 2009 Baseball 

that would be great! SOITy for all the changes for c-tops. 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/13/2009 10:59 AM >>> 
Do you want me to reserve the auditorium for 4:30? I am awaiting answers on the CTOPS questions. B 

From: Mike Fox 
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2009 7:14 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent; Greg Gatz; Malty, Susan B.; Mario Ciocca; Terri Jo Rucinski 

Cc: Arendas, Dave 
Subject: Fall, 2009 Baseball 

Hello everyone, 

Time to begin planning for the fall. Here is our tentative schedule for first week of classes. 
Just want to check on dates and times for our availability. It is similar to the past few years. 

Mon. Aug. 24 Medical Screenings-Fetzer or Boshamer? 9-5pm Terri Jo 

Tue. Aug. 25 All baseball meetings 

New players physicals at Student Health 12-4pm Dr. Ciocca could have about 17!! 
Brent Blanton 

Greg Gatz 
Susan- same as last year? 

Wed. Aug. 26 
Academic Meeting after physicals 
Wt. Lifting orientation after academic meeting 
Eligibility Meeting 7pm. 

Thur. Aug. 27 Physical Testing -afternoon 

Let me know when you can if these dates and times will work with you. 
Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 11:35 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Staff Manual 

TEXT.htm 

No problem; did she send you a copy? 

From: Robert Mercer 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2009 11:31 AM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Fwd: Staff Manual 

Can you check to see what changes, besides personnel, that we have - I’m knee deep in football today. RJM 

>>> Stacey Hams 7/10/2009 8:43 AM >>> 
Just a reminder that I need any updates you have for the staff manual asap. 
If you have changes and need me to email me your sections again, I will be glad to do so. 

Thanks 
Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 11:37 AM 

Harris, Stacey <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Manual 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Stacey, 
Can you send me a copy of the Academics portion of the manual? I need to look it over for possible changes. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p ://tafl~eeib~ue. cs’~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 2:39 PM 

swift 13 @email.unc. edu 
Crude HR Chart 

TEXT.htm; Crude HR Chart.xlsx 

Here it is sir[] B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 13, 2009 4:35 PM 

Harris, Stacey <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 2009-10 Staff Manual 

TEXT.htm; XIII Academics.docx 

Here is our updated version. Thanks, Brent 

From: Stacey Hams 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2009 11:40 AM 

To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Fwd: 2009-10 Staff Manual 

>>> Stacey Hams 6/15/2009 8:59 AM >>> 
Folks, 
Attached is your area of the staff manual. Please download your attachment(s) and make changes as needed. Please email me the 
updated version (do not change the document name). 

Please email all updated sections to me by July 10th. 

Thanks so much! 
Stacey 



XIII 

ACADEMICS 

A. University Orientation 

Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs (CTOPS): All new students are 
required to participate in CTOPS prior to the start of their first semester. At CTOPS, 
incoming freshmen and transfer students attend orientation programs, take 
placement exams, pick up laptop computers, and register for fall classes. The 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) offers information sessions 
for students and parents on Day 2 of the program. Space is limited in each CTOPS 
session and is reserved on a first-come, first-served basis. Students register online for 
their desired session or the next available session. Attendance at a CTOPS session is 
required for matriculation in the University. 

Registration 

Pre-registration: New student-athletes register at C-TOPS for the fall semester. 

Returning student-athletes pre-register during their registration times in both their 

fall and spring semesters. Students are required to see their advisors in regard to 
course selection, progress towards degree, and eligibility. 

Academic Load: The normal academic load for a semester is 15 credit hours, i.e., five, 
three-hour courses. The minimum academic load for a single semester is 12 credit 

hours, exclusive of physical education activity classes. Eligibility standards for the 
NCAA require 24 degree-applicable hours per year in residence. In addition, 75% of 

these hours, or 18 per year, must be completed during fall and spring semesters. The 

University requires 24 hours completed after the freshman year and 27 hours each 

subsequent year. 

A student must be enrolled in at least 12 academic credit hours per semester unless 
they are in their last semester of enrollment and less than 12 hours is needed to 
graduate. In such case, the student-athlete must obtain under-load approval from the 
College of Arts & Sciences and turn a copy of the approved under-load form in to 
their academic counselor. 

3. Priority Registration is available to all returning student-athletes pending a formal 

request to and approval from the Priority Registration Committee. Requests are made 

by each teams’ Academic counselor. 

C. Study Program 

Supervised Structured Study: The Academic Support Program staff provides 
supervised study throughout the academic year. This is available to selected 
student-athletes within the guidelines established by the director. Students are 
expected to abide by the regulations established by the director. 

2. Tutoring: Tutors are available in a variety of subject areas. Student-athletes should 
see their academic counselor to request tutorial assistance. 



Academics (continued) 

Monitoring of Progress: The staff of the Academic Support Program will, under the 
direction of the Director of Certification, monitor the progress of the 
student-athletes towards degree, NCAA and institutional academic eligibility as well 
as monitor their progress during each semester. Each fall, all student-athletes are 
required to meet with their academic counselor to review their eligibility standing. 
When problems arise, coaches will be contacted immediately and corrective action 
taken. In addition, coaches will receive midterm and semester grade reports. 
Coaches and appropriate administrators receive grade and eligibility updates on a 
continual basis. 

4. The Athletic Retention Study: The Athletic Retention Study is an ongoing study 
monitoring the progress of the student-athlete population in general and individual 
teams in particular. Coaches will be advised of the results of this study annually. 

D. Academic Advising 

Like regular students at the University, student-athletes are assigned advisors in the 
General College during their first two years of study. After declaring a major, 
student-athletes are then assigned an advisor in their major academic department. 
In addition, student-athletes have athletic academic counselors in the Academic 
Center who work jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising 
and registration processes. It is important that student-athletes get to know both 
their campus and athletic advisors and meet with each on a regular basis to insure 
their academic progress towards graduation and athletics eligibility. 

E. Travel 

1. Because of often extensive travel involved in athletics participation, it is important 
that student-athletes get to know their professors early in the semester and make 
plans to make-up any work missed due to athletics participation. 

2. The Academic Support Center staff provides a travel letter for student-athletes to 
give to their instructors. However, student-athletes are still responsible for 
reviewing this letter with their instructors and planning for absences accordingly. 

Travel for NCAA-sponsored activities will receive the greatest support and 
endorsement by the Academic Support Center staff. Although many student- 
athletes will have unique opportunities to participate in their sport at the highest 
levels outside the university, it is primarily their responsibility to negotiate these 
absences with their instructors. These student-athletes are strongly encouraged to 
discuss these situations with their athletic academic counselor and the Director of 
Eligibility to determine the most appropriate course of action to follow. 



Academics (continued) 

2, Regulations Regarding Academic Eligibility 

1. University Regulations: To be eligible to remain in the University: a student who 
enters the University between May 15, 1982 and May 14, 2007 must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 

1.50 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin the third semester in residence. 

1.75 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

1.90 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to 
begin a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

Students wanting a 10th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in 
residence. 

Required physical education activities courses (t’HYA) do not count as academic 
semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 1.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

Students who enter the University after May 14, 2007 must meet the following 

minimum requirements: 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin the third semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
to begin a fifth semester in residence. 

2.0 cumulative grade point average and 78 academic hours (cumulative) to begin 
a seventh semester in residence. 

2.00 cumulative grade point average and 105 academic semester hours 
(cumulative) to begin a ninth semester in residence. 

In addition, every student entering after May 14, 2007 MUST maintain a 2.0 
cumulative GPA each semester or they will be subject to academic probation. 



Academics (continued) 

Students wanting a 9th semester in residence must see their academic counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with their college or school. 
Students do not always receive University permission for a 9th semester in 
residence. 

One required life-time fitness physical education course (LFIT) DOES count 

towards academic semester hours. 

Students who do not earn at least a 2.00 grade point average and pass nine 
academic hours in any semester must appeal to be reviewed by the dean or 
appeals committee of the schools or colleges in which the students are enrolled to 
determine their academic eligibility. 

2. Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Requirements: 

* See ACC manual 

NCAA Academic Requirements for Students who first enrolled in college after 
August 1, 2003: To be eligible for athletic competition after 1 st year of 
enrollment, students must pass 24 academic hours toward their degree within one 

calendar year. Also this first year and each subsequent year, students must pass 

18 hours toward their degree between the fall and spring semesters only while 

meeting percentage toward degree and GPA requirements as outlined in the 

following. Further, NCAA regulations require students to officially declare a 
major by the start of their fifth semester in residence. 

Fulfillment of Degree Requirements: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 
degree requirements: 

NCAA 
To enter 3rd year, 40% in degree program 

(48 hours) 
To enter 4th year, 60% in degree program 

(72 hours) 
To enter 5th year, 80% in degree program 

(96 hours) 

UNC 

51 hours 

78 hours 

105 hours 

Fulfillment of 

To be eligible 
grade-point average requirements: 

NCAA 

Grade-Point Average Requirements: 

for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum 

To enter 2nd year, 90% of 2.0 or 1.80 
To enter 3rd year, 95% of 2.0 or 1.90 
To enter 4th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 
To enter 5th year, 100% of 2.0 or 2.0 

UNC (pre-/post-May 14, 2007) 

1.50/2.0 
1.75/2.0 
1.90/2.0 
2.00/2.0 



Academics (continued) 

Mid Year Eligibility Certification for students entering the University after August 

1, 2003: 

After their first year of enrollment, students must maintain the cure GPA required 
for the start of the year in order to compete the following spring semester. 

Term by Term Eligibility Certification for ALL students: 

Students must earn six hours toward degree the preceding regular full-time 
academic term in order to be eligible for the next regular academic term. This 

does not include summer school hours. 

G. Grading System, Honors, Graduation: 

Grading System: A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic 
performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade receives a 
numerical value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade 
point average for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semester’s 
work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades and the quality points represented by each (as of August 24, 
1978) are as follows: 

A    = 4.0 13+ = 3.3 C+ = 2.3 D+ = 1.3 

A-= 3.7 B = 3.0 C = 2.0 D = 1.0 

B- = 2.7 C- = 1.7 F = 0.0 

Temporary grades of IN and AB carry the force of an _F until replaced by a 
permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are 
not considered in establishing a grade point average. 

A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the 
"pass/D-F" grading system and a total of 11 may be applied to graduation 
requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for pass/fail 
registrants as for regular registrants. The minimum performance for a PS grade is 
equivalent to the minimum performance for the letter grade "C-". 

If a student reduces his academic load after the drop-add period, the notation of 

W will appear on the grade slip and transcript, signifying that the student 
withdrew from the course. 

Note: If a student is registered for a class and doesn’t attend the first two 
meetings, the instructor may remove him from his roll. However, this is not an 
official drop. The student must officially drop the course. 



Academics (continued) 

2. Honors: Dean’s List: To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must meet one of 
the following sets of requirements: 

(1) a 3.2 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of required physical 
education; 

(2) a 3.5 grade point average with no grade lower than a "C" if she/he is enrolled 
in at least 12 but fewer than 15 hours of letter grade credit, exclusive of 
required physical education. 

Graduation: To qualify for a B.A. degree a student must complete 120 credit 
hours plus two required physical education activity courses with at least a 2.0 
grade point average and successfully pass the University swim test. Students must 
regularly consult with their college advisor to make sure they have met college 
and major requirements to graduate. 

H. Disposition of Textbooks 

Textbooks purchased from grant-in-aid funds for student-athletes become the property 
of the student-athlete upon completion of the course for which they were purchased. 

Should a student-athlete not complete a course for which a textbook was purchased, any 

texts must be turned over to a member of the staff of the Academic Support Program. 
Any books returned will, at the discretion of the director, either be returned to the vendor 

for credit or be added to the Academics Center Library. 

I. Guidelines for Coaches in Working Effectively with Academic Counselors 

1. Beginning of Fall Semester 

a. Team phone and address list 

2. Before Each Semester 

a. Team meeting date and time arranged 
b. Structured study assignments 
c. Individual meetings assigned (names of students) 
d. Updated rosters 

3. Ongoing 

a. Return phone calls 
b. Relay important information about team or students 
c. Assistance in locating students 
d. Recruiting appointments made in advance 
e. Consequences assigned and implemented by coach for students not meeting 
academic requirements 
f. Consistency with rules, decisions, policies 



g. Support for counselor’s decisions 
Academics (continued) 

Services to Expect from Counselors 

1. Weekly written reports 

a. Structured Study list 

b. Tutor use 

c. Individual meetings and progress 

d. Concerns/problems with specific students 

2. Grade Reports 

a. Midterm grade reports 

b. Final semester grade reports 

3. Other Services 

a. Recruiting (with advanced notice/appointment) 

b. Programming 

c. Information on students as needed (problems, concerns) 

K. Things Counselors Do Not/Cannot Do 

1. Register a student for classes unless the student is traveling or competing 

2. Change grades 

3. Write appeal letters for students 

4. Influence professors in any way 

5. Arrange for make-up exams and other assignments missed because of team travel or 
sickness this responsibility lies with the student 

Lo Important Notes 

The Academic Counseling staff requests that all communication with faculty and 
University Staff occur in conjunction with the Academic Support Center. This will 

contribute to developing and maintaining positive relationships between the Department 

of Athletics and faculty and staff. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 15, 2009 12:49 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

TEXT.htm; Student-Athlete Services.docx 

Hi Cricket, 
Attached is the updated version; let me know if you have any questions. 

B 

From: Cricket Lane 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2009 4:22 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

Hi All, 

It’s that time again... Student-Athlete Handbook time... Attached you will find "your part" of the handbook. Please edit and track 
changes. I need to have your edited text emailed to me by July 6th. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



STU 
T-ATHLETE SERVICES 

The Department of Athletics provides support services to our student-athletes designed to reach each student-athlete, based on 
his or her individual needs focusing on the individual as a whole. These services include the Academic Support Program, 
Student-Athlete Development, and the Carolina Leadership Academy. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Student-Athletes Services at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide services and develop 
relationships which foster a climate that supports University of North Carolina student-athletes advancing toward graduation, 
building character, and developing leadership. 

ACADEMICS 
The Department of Athletics maintains an Academic Support Program to offer student-athletes the greatest opportunity to excel 
in academics while at the same time competing in intercollegiate sports. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide 
programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student-athletes in achieving 
academic success. These programs and services are designed to advance responsibility and enhance leadership potential, 
while inspiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
Each intercollegiate athletic team is permitted to use the support programs conducted in the Academics Center through the 
guidance of their assigned Academic Counselor. Academic Counselors are available to help student-athletes reach their 
academic potential and career aspirations. They can assist student-athletes in developing time management skills, successful 
study skills, an individualized study plan, and other strategies to enhance personal growth. 

Academic Counselors monitor the degree progress of each student-athlete, as well as monitor their eligibility status according to 
NCAA and UNC eligibility regulations. In addition, Academic Counselors in the Academics Center work jointly with the campus 
advising staff to coordinate the advising and registration processes. Academic Counselors also refer student-athletes to 
appropriate on-campus resources. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Students who represent the University of North Carolina in intercollegiate athletic competition are regular, full-time students of 
the University and, as such, have the same academic responsibilities as students who are not athletes. In addition, student- 
athletes must devote sizable amounts of time and energy to participating in their sports. Although the Academic Support 
Program offers a wide range of excellent academic services to student-athletes, the ultimate responsibility for learning and for 
following a program that leads to a degree lies, of course, with the students themselves. 

Student-athletes at the University of North Carolina are expected to meet the following responsibilities: 
1. To develop and maintain habits of learning commensurate with education at the University level and to pursue a program of 
study leading to a degree. 
2. To know the provisions of the Code of Student Conduct and to abide by them. 
3. To seek academic advice in the Office of Academic Advising and department of their major, or in the appropriate professional 
school, at the regularly prescribed times, and to pre-register every semester during the official pre-registration period. Advising 
offered by the Academic Support Program complements the regular University advising system. Student-athletes are not free 
to bypass ordinary advising procedures. 
4. To attend all class meetings, labs, required discussion sessions, and required conferences with teachers for all courses. The 
only acceptable reasons for missing course obligations or appointments with teachers are serious illness, family emergency, or 
official travel to University-sponsored activities. The Academic Support Program provides each student-athlete with a travel letter 
to present to each of their professors along with their competition/travel schedule. By University policy, students are not to be 
penalized for absences from class and other academic obligations during those specified times when they are involved in 
University-sponsored activities. On the other hand, coaches have been advised that in the event of a conflict between practice 



and a scheduled class or laboratory, make-up session, field trip, or student-teacher conference, students shall be permitted to 
miss practice without penalty. It is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 

a) Students should be familiar with the University policy regarding class attendance as printed in the latest edition of 
The Undergraduate Bulletin, which states, in part, "Absences from class for valid reasons are excused only by the instructors. A 
student should present his or her explanation for any absences to the instructor at the next meeting of class." 

b) Students should find out the instructoCs attendance and makeup policies for all courses in which they are enrolled. 
c) Students are responsible for all material covered in class when they are absent, as well as for all assignments due 

or assigned on a day when class is missed. Students must take the initiative to talk to their professors about making up work 
missed because of an absence as a result of athletics travel and competition (e.g., UNC, National Team, etc.). 

d) For travel and competition that occurs during the final exam period, students are responsible for notifying their 
professors of the conflict and obtaining an exam excuse approved by an Academic Dean. Students should communicate all final 
exam conflicts to their Academic Counselor. 
5. To fulfill all requirements of all courses being taken, including turning in all papers and assignments on time and taking all 
quizzes, tests, and final examinations on the scheduled dates. 
6. To seek out the advice or help of the instructor about difficulties in a course, preferably during the instructoCs regular office 
hours. If that time is not possible, arrange an appointment with the instructor at another time. 
7. To keep their assigned Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program and their coach informed of academic 
progress during the semester. 

a) Students should notify their Academic Counselors of athletic commitments which might interfere with fulfilling their 
academic responsibilities every semester. 

b) Students should speak with their Academic Counselors right away if they are having difficulty in a course. 
c) Students for whom structured study or individual tutoring is deemed appropriate by their Academic Counselors must 

abide by the procedures of the Academic Support Program in availing themselves of those services. 
d) Students should keep in mind that tutoring is never a substitute for class attendance. 

8. To cooperate with and abide by their team’s academic policies. For example, some teams require team members with 
averages below a certain grade point to turn in weekly academic logs. 
9. To know and abide by the policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program. 

PLAGIARISM AND THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM 
All student-athletes should remember that they are to follow the University Honor Code at all times. The definition of the Honor 
Code is referenced in the Code of Conduct section of this Handbook. 

Occasionally, scholastic dishonesty occurs as the result of a lack of information or misinformation. Everyone knows cheating on 
an exam is dishonest; however, students have, on occasion, turned in papers which they thought were acceptable only to find 
they were accused of plagiarism. 

One area of essay or term paper writing that often causes students confusion is citing sources. If you use another person’s 
ideas or expressions in your writing without acknowledging the source, you are guilty of plagiarism. Although most 
students understand that you are plagiarizing if you use someone else’s work more or less verbatim, they do not realize that not 
giving proper credit for ideas, research conclusions, etc., is also considered plagiarism. 

A good rule of thumb is to quote the unique or witty and paraphrase the rest; but, remember, if you are paraphrasing someone 
else’s work, you must acknowledge your source either by direct quotations or by footnotes/endnotes. 

It is often difficult to separate your thoughts from someone else’s after reading an article. In general, do not write your thoughts 
while you are reading someone else’s research material. 

Many students have the most difficulty when they are asked to prepare a commentary or critique on a particular book. If you 
consult a critical essay or book review to stimulate your thinking, it is very likely that you will need to acknowledge/cite this 
material within your paper. 

A simple principle helpful when trying to determine if you should acknowledge a source: If you knew it or it was your opinion 
before you did any reading on the subject, it need not be acknowledged/cited. 

Remember, whenever specific facts, opinions, judgments, or explanations are obtained from your readings, they must be 
acknowledged/cited, even if you present the facts entirely in your own words. 



PHILOSOPHY OF COACHES REGARDING THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Student-athletes look to their coaches for guidance in their lives. As such, the coach is usually in the best position to stress the 
importance of academic achievement in preparation for successful careers beyond the undergraduate level. Coaches best serve 
the interests of the student-athletes when they emphasize the importance of academic achievement. Coaches promote 
academic achievement by: 

1. Understanding the academic expectations that the faculty hold for student-athletes. 
2. Creating an atmosphere in which team members strive for stated academic goals. 
3. Making class, laboratory, and required study session attendance mandatory and enforcing this policy. 
4. Scheduling practice sessions that minimize conflict with courses and excusing students from practice when 

these conflicts occur. Again, it is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
5. Regulating the amount of practice, competition, and travel time such that each week the students are able to 

devote a minimum of 2 hours, for each credit hour taken, to academic pursuits; this time is exclusive of time 
spent in the classroom. 

6. Advising students to take advantage of the off season to enhance significantly their academic standing within 
the University. While conditioning and athletic skill enhancement may occur during this time, the student 
should have every opportunity to lead a "normal" student life. 

7. Arranging travel time to minimize missed classes, labs, and required study sessions. 
8. Structuring study times during extended travel periods. 
9. Requiring that each team member contact the Academic Support Program (ASP) staff to discuss academic 

progress at the time interval determined by the ASP staff. Decisions made by the ASP staff regarding the 
amount of time each team member should be spending in structured study should be strictly adhered to. 
Students who are not making satisfactory academic progress, in the view of the ASP staff and/or the coach, 
should be instructed to substitute supervised structured study time for time normally devoted to athletic 
activities. 

10. Providing special recognition for students who meet or exceed the stated academic goals and for those 
students who demonstrate improvement over last semesteCs academic performance. 

DROP/ADD APPROVAL FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Each semester (fall, spring, and summer) after the last day to drop a course using the web registration system, student-athletes 
must obtain written approval from their athletics academic counselor, in addition to their Arts & Sciences academic advisor, in 
order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE that student-athletes must continue to attend class in the course(s) that they wish 
to drop until the written approvals from both their advisor and counselor have been granted. 

In some cases, the professor may drop you from a course if you do not attend the first and/or second day of class. Though you 
will be removed from the class roll, you still MUST follow the appropriate steps required for dropping a course. Failure to do so 
may result in an "F" as a final grade. 

ACADEMIC TEXTBOOK PURCHASING POLICY 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship must follow the proper protocol when 

purchasing academic textbooks. 
¯ Student-Athletes must obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academics Support Center, complete this form, and 

obtain signatures from the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are stated explicitly on the course syllabus as required may be purchased 

through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Only textbooks and materials that are required by a course for which the student-athlete is officially registered for may 

be purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship are allotted a maximum of $600 per semester 

to buy books. Exceptions may be approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics 
Support personnel. 

¯ Student-athletes are ultimately responsible for the purchase and safeguarding of their books. If books or materials are 
lost or stolen, it is the student-athlete’s responsibility to report the loss to the police. A police report is necessary in 
order to purchase replacement books and course materials through the book scholarship program. 

¯ Student-athletes have up to one month after the first day of classes to purchase required textbooks and/or course 
materials and submit a receipt for reimbursement of textbook and course material purchase. Exceptions may be 
approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 



If a student-athlete drops a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to the appropriate 
Academics Support personnel. 

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR 
You are required to officially declare a major before your fifth semester. After the beginning of your junior year, you may not 
switch from one major to another without the approval of your University academic advisor. Your course of study during your 
junior and senior years must include the minimum departmental requirements for your major in addition to any other courses 
selected by you and your University Academic Advisor. All courses must be applicable towards NCAA degree progress 
requirements (see NCAA Academic Requirements section). 

Before changing your major, notify your Academic Counselor. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
Every effort should be made to maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. If, despite your best efforts, it becomes 
necessary for you to attend summer school, please consult with your head coach. Because of budgetary restraints, it is not 
always possible to cover summer school expenses for every student-athlete who wishes to attend summer school. 
However, it is a departmental goal to have all student-athletes graduate, so as much help as possible is given. 

If you need more information on the summer school program, online courses, correspondence courses, or independent study 
courses at the University, please contact your Academic Counselor. 

If you wish to attend summer school at a university other than the University of North Carolina, you must first obtain written 
permission from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to ensure that the hours will transfer. 

The Department of Athletics does not pay for courses taken at other universities. Summer school at other universities cannot 
improve your GPA, as only the credit hours, if approved by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, will transfer. You must make 
a "C" or better in order for the hours to transfer. 

ONLINE COURSES 
Carolina Courses Online is becoming increasingly popular. Each course follows the University calendar for the term in which it is 
offered and is therefore counted within the total hours of enrollment (12 credit hours or more). Students may register for only one 
online course per semester. There may be athletic scholarship/grant-in-aid implications when registering for an online course. 
Students who wish to take an online course must meet with their Academic Counselor for approval before officially 
enrolling in the course. See Policy for Funding Online Courses in Financial Aid section for information on payment of online 
courses. 

UNC-CH ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible to remain in the University, a student who entered UNC prior to the fall of 2007 must meet the following 
minimum requirements: 

To begin the third semester in residence: 
1.50 grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a fifth semester in residence: 
1.75 grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a seventh semester in residence: 
1.90 grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a ninth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) 

Students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 9 semesters. If additional time is needed, students must submit 
an application for a 10th semester to the Dean’s office for approval prior to their 9th semester. A plan to seek a 10th semester 
should be discussed with your Academic Counselor one year in advance to begin the necessary process with your college or 
school. Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in residence. Each Academic Counselor will 
verify with their coaches in July which of their athletes will be in need of a 10th semester. The list of students the counselor 
receives from the coaches will be given to the Director of the Academic Support Program, who will forward it to the Associate 
Dean of the Office of Academics Advising. 



First-year students entering the University on or after May 14, 2007 are required to meet the requirements listed below. These 
standards will apply to sophomore transfer students beginning Fall 2008 and to junior transfer students beginning Fall 2009. 

Eligibility Standards 
Good standing entitles a student to enroll in a fall or spring term. The requirements for ordinary Good Standing are as follows: 

A 2.0 cumulative grade-point and the following number of credit hours passed: 
9 hours to enter a second semester 
24 hours to enter a third semester 
36 hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 hours to enter a fifth semester 
63 hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 hours to enter a seventh semester 
93 hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the Dean to enter a ninth semester 

A student who falls short of these standards will be considered in "good standing-on probation" for one semester provided he 
or she passed at least nine credit hours of graded coursework in the preceding semester and was not already on probation. 
Probation is considered good standing. 

Academic Ineligibility 
Students who do not qualify for automatic probation or who do not meet cumulative eligibility standards after a probationary term 
are academically ineligible and may not enroll in a spring or fall term. 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering EACH semester: 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 6 semester hours of degree applicable academic credit in the previous full- 
time regular academic term. 
2. The student’s GPA must be certified on a term-by-term basis, which means that the GPA listed below must be maintained 
throughout the year. 

Entering the second year (third semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 24 hours of academic credit. 
2. At least 18 of these hours must have been earned during the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters). The 
remaining 6 hours could be earned during the summer. 
3. The student must have a 1.8 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the third year (fifth semester): 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
3. The student must have completed 48 hours toward his/her degree program (40% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
4. The student must have a 1.9 cumulative GPA (95% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fourth year (seventh semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 72 hours toward his/her degree program (60% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 
Entering the fifth year (ninth semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 96 hours toward his/her degree program (80% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

FOR ALL STUDENTS 
¯ Hours earned from repeated courses will not count toward eligibility. 
¯ PHYA activity hours do not count toward eligibility; LFIT courses (one is required) do. 



Taking level one of your high school foreign language will never count toward graduation. It will only count toward 
NCAA progress toward degree if it is taken in your freshman year of enrollment. 
If you miss a complete term or are unable to complete a term, you must review your eligibility status with your athletics 
Academic Counselor and the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eliqibility. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR POST-SEASON COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMS 
In order for any student-athlete to be eligible to compete in post-season competition (e.g. conference tournament, bowl game, 
NCAA Championships, etc.) that occurs between regular terms (including summer), he/she must pass six degree-applicable 
hours during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment. For example, if football is participating in a bowl game 
in December or January, all student-athletes must have passed a minimum of 6 hours toward their degree that Fall semester in 
order to participate in the bowl game. Additionally, student-athletes who are in their final season of competition and are enrolled 
in an approved underload of less than 12 hours must pass a minimum of 6 hours the preceding regular academic term. If the 
student-athlete is enrolled in an approved underload of less than six hours, he/she must pass the number of semester hours in 
which he/she is enrolled during the preceding regular academic term. 

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
All student-athletes must be enrolled as a full-time student in a minimum of 12 academic hours, not including Physical Education 
activity courses (PHYA), in order to be eligible to practice and compete. At the start of each semester, students will have 5 class 
days to register themselves in a minimum of 12 hours. During these 5 days, student-athletes are permitted to practice but NOT 
compete. Only seniors in their last semester may apply and take less than 12 hours, i.e., an underload. These graduating 
seniors must seek written approval from their college dean for this underload and provide copies of their approval to the 
RegistraCs Office and the Academic Counselor. 

UNC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfully complete at least 120 semester hours, although some 
programs’ requirements are higher than this minimum. Also, the student must have a 2.0 cumulative grade point average in all 
work attempted at the University of North Carolina. 

The required 2.0 average must be earned in a total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the m~nimum graduation 
requirements (120 hours) for the degree being sought. A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be taken at UNC-CH. 
Twenty four of the last 30 hours must be taken on the UNC-CH campus. In the College of Arts and Sciences, generally at least 
18 semester hours of work with grades of "C" or higher are required in the student’s major, and at least half the student’s major 
must be completed at this University. 

Students who are going to graduate must: 
1. File an application for a degree at least one semester before the expected date of graduation with the Dean of your college. 
2. See their University Academic Advisor to complete an official degree audit form at least one semester before the expected 
date of graduation. Students should verify their graduation status with their advisor. 
3. Pay all tuition, fees, and other obligations owed to the University before receiving a diploma. 

GRADING SYSTEM 
A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade 
receives a numeric value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade point average for a semesteCs work 
and for averaging grades for all semesters’ work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades, and the quality points represented by each, are as follows (all numeric values are per hour): 
A = 4.0 A- = 3.7 B+ = 3.3 B = 3.0 B- = 2.7 
C+ = 2.3 C = 2.0 C- = 1.7 D+ = 1.3 D = 1.0 
F = 0.0 FA = 0.0 AB = 0.0 IN = 0.0 

TEMPORARY GRADES: 
Temporary grades of IN or AB carry the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or 
notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a grade point average. 



PASS/D/FAIL CLASSES: 
A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the "PasslDIFail" grading system. A total of 11 
Pass/D/Fail credit hours may be applied to graduation requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for 
Pass/D/Fail registrants as for regular students. The minimum performance for a PS grade is equivalent to the minimum 
performance of the letter "C-". A student can only sign up for a Pass/D/Fail grade in a class they wish to use for an 
elective. 

To take a course Pass/D/Fail, a student must complete the Pass/D/Fail course registration form. It is obtained from their 
Academic Advisor or Dean’s office. The period for making Pass/D/Fail declarations begins on the 5th day of classes each 
semester and concludes at the end of the eighth week of classes. Once a form is submitted, the declaration cannot be changed. 

DEAN’S LIST 
To be eligible for the Dean’s List, you must have: 
1. A 3.2 grade-point average with no grade lower than C and be enrolled in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit (exclusive of 

physical education (PHYA) activities courses); or 
2. A 3.5 grade-point average and no grade lower than a C and be enrolled in at least 12 hours but fewer than 15 hours of letter 

grade credit (exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses). 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ACADMEIC HONOR ROLL 
To receive recognition on the ACC Honor Roll, students must earn a 3.0 GPA or better for the academic year, which is a 
combined average from the fall and spring semesters. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND INTERNSHIPS 
Numerous postgraduate scholarships, academic and leadership awards, along with internship opportunities, are available to all 
UNC student-athletes through a competitive application process coordinated through the Academic Center. For information 
about these opportunities, see your athletics Academic Counselor. A complete description of all scholarships, awards, 
internships, and their deadlines are available upon request. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Go to class! It cannot be emphasized enough that there is a direct correlation between classroom attendance and academic 
success. Be sure to attend your classes each time your classes meet. 

Be aware that certain classes, for example English 100, 101 and 102, have very strict attendance rules. If you exceed the 
specified number of absences allotted, you automatically fail the course, even if your grades are excellent. There is no 
such thing as an "excused absence." Whether you are hospitalized or on a team trip, it is still counted as an absence. Your 
class attendance and academic progress is monitored by your Academic Counselor and reported to your coach. You should 
inform your professor if illness requires you to miss a class. If a conflict is caused by away games, your professors are usually 
more than willing to assist you in resolving this conflict when advance notice is given. You will be given a letter from the Director 
of the Academic Support Program to give to each of your instructors at the beginning of each semester. Your travel schedule will 
be attached to this letter. The letter will state that you will make up any missed assignments due to team travel and that you will 
remind your instructor of all approaching travel dates. Be sure each of your instructors receives this letter! 

MISSING FINAL EXAMS DUE TO TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
The possibility of missing a final exam due to post season competition opportunities may arise. Should this occur, student- 
athletes must immediately notify their professor and their athletics Academic Counselor and obtain an exam excuse from a Dean 
in the Steele Building. Confirmation of the departure and competition dates will be provided to the Dean by the Academic 
Support Staff. 

TUTORING PROGRAM 
The Academic Support Program provides quality tutorial instruction to student-athletes. The program employs qualified 
personnel who tutor major subjects offered by the University. Students meet regularly with tutors during evening and daytime 
hours for individual instruction. Assisting students with comprehension of subject matter, test-taking strategies, and study 
techniques, the tutors continue to form a strong foundation for the success of the Academic Support Program. Additional tutorial 
assistance can also be obtained through other on-campus services such as the Learning Center, the Writing Center, and the 
Math Help Center. 



SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a learning enhancement program designed to organize and improve the ways in which students 
prepare for class outside of the classroom. SI is attached to courses to provide students with a systematic and disciplined 
approach for processing the course material assigned by the professor. SI leaders are assigned to each course selected. 
Student-athletes will be identified to join a SI group at the beginning of each semester. The meetings will take place during their 
regular study hall hours. The SI supervisor will attend class and lead the SI sessions. 

COMPUTER LAB 
The Academics Center houses its own computer lab for student-athletes. The lab holds PC-compatible computers plus 2 laser 
printers. The computers are equipped with standard applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, and Publisher. All 
computers also have internet access as well as access to the University email system. The lab is staffed with a lab monitor to 
help students with computer questions and issues. 

STRUCTURED STUDY 
The Academic Support staff views structured study the same way your coach views practice. Those student-athletes assigned 
structured study hours are expected to attend regularly, come on time, and be prepared to study. During structured study 
periods, you must study in designated areas. 

In general, all freshmen on an athletic scholarship, any student-athlete who has less than a 2.0 GPA, and those student-athletes 
recommended by an Academic Counselor or a head coach are required to attend structured study. All student-athletes are 
welcome to use the academic facilities Sunday through Friday; however, because of the limited amount of space in the evening 
structured study program, those wishing to attend should talk to their Academic Counselor. Please contact the Academics Center 
staff for hours of operation as they may vary throughout the semester. 

The following are the only acceptable reasons for missing structured study: 
1. You are hospitalized; 
2. You are attending a review session held by your professor; 
3. You have a scheduled game; or 
4. You are on a team trip. 

A question frequently asked is, "Can the time I spend in the library be substituted for my structured study hours?" The answer is 
NO. If you are required to attend structured study, you must spend the full time required in the supervised study areas of the 
Academic Center. 

STRUCTURED STUDY RULES 
The Academic Center’s study programs are designed to maintain a comfortable and conducive academic environment. The 
following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

Arrive promptly. 
Come prepared to study: have the required books, papers, notebooks, etc. 
Do not disturb other student-athletes who are trying to study. 
Food or drinks are not allowed. 
Radios, personal stereos, cell phones, magazines, etc. are not allowed. 
Proper attire must be worn in structured study. 
Smoking and chewing tobacco are not allowed in the Academic Center. 
Falsifying forms used by the Academic Support Program is an Honor Code violation. 
Disrespect d the staff and/or tutors/monitors will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
NCAA rules require that staff phones be off-limits. Copiers are available ONLY by approval of a support staff member. 
Inappropriate language will not be tolerated. 
No viewing d inappropriate web-sites is permitted in the computer lab or on laptops in Study Hall. 

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
For students of all academic achievement levels, there are general rules that will help you perform to your academic potential. 
They are as follows: 



1.     Attend class. Tests are most dten based on the material covered in class. If you are going to be away from campus 
for a game, alert your instructors ahead of time. Get your assignments in advance, if possible, and determine when the work is 
due. Let your instructor know when you are ill. Your class attendance may be one criteria used by your professor when assigning 
final grades. 

Go to class prepared. You should have all reading and written assignments completed on time. If you go to class 
unprepared, it is often difficult to understand the material presented in class. Also, your instructor may tag you as a 
student with a poor attitude, which may influence your grade. 
Know your instructor. Introduce yourself to your instructor; if you have any questions relative to the course 
throughout the semester, meet with your instructor. Your professor is interested in your performance in the classroom 
and will generally be happy to discuss material related to the course with you. 
Make a good impression. Go to class on time. Entering class late causes a disruption. Do not read newspapers, 
listen to radios, etc. in class. It is recommended that you sit near the front of the classroom and not within a large group 
of student-athletes. 
Don’t let little problems become big problems. If you feel yourself falling behind in class, contact your Academic 
Counselor for help. Also, remember your instructors are there to teach. Don’t be afraid to make an appointment and 
ask a question about material you don’t understand. Make sure someone knows you need help before you reach the 
point where you cannot possibly do well in the course. 
Use tutoring help wisely. Tutors are available in select subjects. They are there to help you understand your 
assignments, not to do your work for you. If you don’t have the notes or haven’t read the assignments, tutors will not be 
able to work with you. If you require a tutor in a special subject that is not normally provided, inform your Academic 
Counselor as soon as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 15, 2009 2:40 PM 

sdobbins@email.unc.edu 
RE: chart - woohoo 

Thanks Steve! I[]ll always give you credit when sharing! B 

From: Steven Dobbins [mailto:sdobbms~emaiLm~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 2:30 PM 
To: <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Subject: chart - woohoo 

Brent - 
Enjoy. Impress your friends. 
SED << File: TRN - 099 - class standing and semester tally CHARTv6 - 2009-06-29.xls >> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 17, 2009 12:15 PM 

fclark@email.unc.edu 
RE: [Fwd: Re: Afrikaans as a foreign language] 

Perfect! Thanks Fred; have a great weekend, B 

From: Fred Clark [r~ailto:~clarkSa~email.m~c.eda] 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2009 11:36 AM 
To: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Afrikaans as a foreign language] 

Is this what you need? Fred 

<< Message: Message >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 17, 2009 12:15 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lunch 

TEXT.htm 

Are you lunching? 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 17, 2009 12:16 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Lunch 

TEXT.htm 

gotcha 

From: Robert Mercer 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2009 12:16 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

no - eating in my office 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/17/2009 12:15 PM >>> 
Are you lunching? 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~b~ue. cs~-v.colr~~ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 17, 2009 3:42 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policy Handout 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2008.pdf 

Here it is sir[] B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~Nue.cs~’.co~r~~ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 8:7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin Tuesday, Aug. 19th 

Last Day to Add Monday, Aug. 25th 

Holiday Monday, Sept. Ist 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) Tuesday, Sept. 2nd 

File for Graduation Friday, Oct. 10th 

Last Day to Drop (w/Dean) Monday, Oct. 13th 

"IN" changes to F* Monday, Oct. 13th 

Last Day Pass/Fail Option Monday, Oct. 13th 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm Wednesday, Oct. 15th 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 
Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Monday, Oct. 20th 

Wednesday, Nov. 26th 

Thur.8: Fri., Nov. 27th - 28th 
Wednesday, Dec. 3r~ 

Wednesday, Dec. 3r~ 

Thur., Dec. 4th 8: Wed., Dec. 10th 
Friday, Dec. 5th 

Friday, Dec. 12th 

Sunday, Dec. 14th 

Robert Mercer rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 

cynthiar®uncaa, unc.edu 

wwalden®uncaa, unc.edu 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 

tonyyount®uncaa, unc.edu 

knorr®uncaa, unc.edu 

obarnes®uncaa, unc.edu 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 

mwi[[ingham®uncaa, unc.edu 

jmboxi[[®emai[.unc.edu 

jaimie[ee®uncaa.unc.edu 

welborn®uncaa, unc.edu 

96219534 

96219893 

96219538 

96219536 

96219535 

843-2425 

843-4400 

843-5669 

843-6029 

962-3317 

843-6566 

843-2328 

96614102 

96218247 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 
line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 
SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete 6 hours of structured study per week. 
Upperclassmen who are below a 2.1 cumulative GPA will also have regular study hours (this will not include computer lab usage). Structured 
Study starts on Sunday, August 24th. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 
sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Sunday, August 24th. The tutor schedule 

is posted on the bulletin boards in the Academic Center. This schedule is constantly changing so be sure to check it on a regular basis. If you need 
an individual tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes and 

materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
All computers have Internet and email access. During peak hours you will be limited to one hour at the computer. If you have any questions about 
the computers or software please see the computer lab monitor. He/she will be glad to assist you. Computer lab monitors will be on duty Sunday 
through Thursday from 7:00pm to 10pm. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform 
your professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a 
class due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LETTERS 
All students in their competition season need to contact their professors durin~ the first week of school and make them aware of their travel 
schedule by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts 
as soon as possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at 
the Academic Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 
Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained SI leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information 
about participation in Supplemental Instruction. 



TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasin~ form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form si~ned between the hours 
of 10:00am ~ 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be si~ned without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ OnLy textbooks and course materials that are Listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are aLLotted a maximum of $600 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 
¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by September 15th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 
¯ If you drop a course, aLL textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor. 
¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For aLL "recommended" materials on your syLLabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 8~ EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 PHYA needed (check with your Academic Support advisor to make sure that credit for pLayin~ your varsity sport has been added) 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~ Sciences or Professional School and complete an official de~ree audit durin~ your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At Least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ AppLication for 10th semester (if necessary) 
¯ Last day to file for FaLL 2008 ~raduation - Friday, October 10th 
¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~ Sciences or Business CoLLege 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must decLare a major before your junior year, specificaLLy durin8 the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~ Sciences and 

fi[[ out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 
beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enroLLed FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. PLease contact your Academic Support CounseLor PRIOR to droppin8 or 

addin8 a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN 8~ CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

i 1*~1 I1 (=l _.. 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

I0th semester 

1.5 cum ~pa and 24 hours 

1.75 cum ~pa and 51 hours 

1.9 cum ~pa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum ~pa and 105 hours 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

2.0 cum ~pa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum ~pa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum ~pa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum ~pa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 1.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athLete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~ HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

3rd Semester 

4th Semester 

5th Semester 

6th Semester 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

1.8 spa and 24 total hours 

1.8 spa 

1.9 spa and 48 total - 48 DA hours + declare major 

1.9 spa 

2.0 spa and 72 total - 72 DA hours 

2.0 spa 

2.0 spa and 96 total - 96 DA hours 

DA = Desree AppLicabLe 

FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 degree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned during the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and spring semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA eLigibiLity and therefore 

are not counted toward fuLL-time enroLLment for aLL students foLLowin~ UNC’s old curriculum standards. Lifetime fitness courses DO 
count for aLL students foLLowin~ the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 20, 2009 11:09 AM 

stpeace@email.unc.edu 

Policy Sheet for Fall 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2008.docx 

Hi Sherron, 
Attached is last fall[] s policy sheet. Can you go ahead and begin updating it for me? We [] ll need 600 copies before August 20 [] 
Travel Letter as well. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheerblue.cst~<cor~i 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2008 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Tuesday, Aug. 19t" 

Monday, Aug. 25t" 

Monday, Sept. Ist 

Tuesday, Sept. 2nd 

Friday, Oct. I0t" 

Monday, Oct. 13t" 

Monday, Oct. 13t" 

Monday, Oct. 13t" 

Wednesday, Oct. 15t" 

Monday, Oct. 20t" 

Wednesday, Nov. 26t" 

Thur.E Fri., Nov. 27t" - 28t" 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

cynthiar®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9893 

wwalden®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

obarnes®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

mwillingham®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

jaimielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

Classes End 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 3rd 

Wednesday, Dec. 3rd 

Thur., Dec. 4th ~L Wed., Dec. 10th 

Friday, Dec. 5th 

Friday, Dec. 12th 

Sunday, Dec. 14th 

96614102 

96218247 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete 6 hours of structured study per week. Upperclassmen 
who are below a 2.1 cumulative GPA will also have regular study hours (this will not include computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on 

Sunday, August 24th. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center opens at 7pm and smaLL group tutoring wiLL run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee sufficient 

time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring wiLL begin on Sunday, August 24th. The tutor schedule is posted on 

the buLLetin boards in the Academic Center. This schedule is constantly changing so be sure to check it on a regular basis. If you need an individual 

tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
All computers have Internet and email access. During peak hours you wiLL be Limited to one hour at the computer. If you have any questions about the 

computers or software please see the computer lab monitor. He/she wiLL be glad to assist you. Computer lab monitors wiLL be on duty Sunday through 

Thursday from 7:00pm to 10pm. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 
possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5600 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by September 15th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor. 
¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 PHYA needed (check with your Academic Support advisor to make sure that credit for playing your varsity sport has been added) 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cam 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2008 graduation - Friday, October 10th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UIqC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

1.5 cum gpa and 24 hours 

1.75 cum gpa and 51 hours 

1.9 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 1.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

ITo be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 

4th Semester 

5th Semester 

0th Semester 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

1.8 gpa and 24 total hours 

1.8 gpa 

1.9 gpa and 48 total - 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

1.9 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 total - 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 total - 96 DA hours 

DA = Degree Applicable 

FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 



IMPORTANT!!! 18 degree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned during the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and spring semester). Physicat education activity ctasses DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA eti~ibitity and therefore 

are not counted toward futt-time enrottment for art students fottowin~ UNC’s otd curricutum standards. Lifetime fitness courses DO 
count for art students fottowin~ the new curricutum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 22, 2009 12:59 PM 

sljordan@email.unc.edu 

RE: Ramses... 

I [] d contact the athletics department main line and ask who handles that portion of the football program. B 

From: "Scarlett @ work" [ maiLunc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2009 10:08 PM 
To: Brem Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Ramses... 

Hey Brem! 
Haven’t heard from you in a while. Hope you are well I need to hire 
the Ram. Ha! What do I do? 
Thanks for your help, 
S 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Studem and Carolina Parem Programs 
3318 SASB South, CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 22, 2009 4:27 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Thank you! 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Janelle, 
It is always a pleasure. I hope the summer has treated you well; I can[]t believe it is almost over! 

Take care, and thanks! 
B 

From: Janelle Breneman 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2009 3:54 PM 
To: Brent Blanton; mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Thank you! 

Brent & Steve, 
Thank you so much for assisting with Camp. We appreciate the time and energy you take to promote our program! 

You will be seeing your checks in campus mail today or tomorrow. 

Thanks ! 
J 

TEAM CAMPS June 16, 17 & 18 
PITCHING AND CATCHING July 13 & 14 

ADVANCED CAMP July 14-17 
WEEKLY CAMP SPECIAL July 13-17 
ALL-SKILLS July 20-23 

LIL’ HEELS July 21-23 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 28, 2009 10:13 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: re: phone call 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Sherron; we should all be here that week, so there should be no issues. Thanks for running this down! B 

From: Sherron Peace 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2009 10:10 AM 

To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Fwd: re: phone call 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 28, 2009 5:07 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: REAL MENTOR LIST 

You can punch him tomorrow Sherron[] B 

From: Spencer B. Welborn 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2009 5:06 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent; Peace, Sherron 
Subject: REAL MENTOR LIST 

I was just keeping you two on your toes with the last two emails .... 

This is the updated list as the list before were all of my RED lines ..... this list indicates guys that are ENGL 100 and that need to meet 
with mentors. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

<< File: Incoming Mentor.xlsx >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 29, 2009 11:33 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: agenda’s 

TEXT.htm 

Sure 

From: Robert Mercer 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2009 10:36 AM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: agenda’s 

Can we talk today about agenda’s? 



]Sl~ort Code ]Name - Last ]Name - First I Name - Middle Student-Major 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

Student-Major #2 

INTS 



BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU ECON 

BUSU 

BUSU 

BUSU 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC INTS 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC HIST 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC ROML 

ELEM 

ELEM 

ELEM 



ELEM 

ELEM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 30, 2009 4:00 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Retreat Addition 

TEXT.htm 

Do we want to invite Cynthia Demetriou again to go over Retention? 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~-v.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 30, 2009 4:04 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Retreat Addition 

TEXT.htm 

Are you going to do it? 

From: Robert Mercer 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2009 4:01 PM 

To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Re: Retreat Addition 

yes 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/30/2009 4:00 PM >>> 

Do we want to invite Cynthia Demetriou again to go over Retention? 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~Nue. cst-v.colr~~ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 30, 2009 5:24 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: ENGL100.003 opened today 

TEXT.htm 

Gentlemen, 
A new section of ENGL 100 is now open; check into it if you have any remaining fro sh needing it or if it would better serve someone 
in one of the other sections. 

B 

From: "Karen Sardi" [mailto :ksardi@~email.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2009 4:51 PM 
To: <julia_nichols@unc.edu>, "Barbara Lucido" <blucido@email.unc.edu>, <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Jane Danielewicz" <janedan@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: ENGL 100.003 opened today 

Hello to all, 

We wanted to let you know we have opened a third section of ENGL 100 today. It will meet TR 8:00 - 9:15. 
the CTOPS Advisors know that it is available tomorrow. 

Could you please let 

Brent and Cynthia, could you please let everyone in Athletics know also. 

Thanks very much to everyone, 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant 
Writing Program 
Dept. of English & Comparative Lit. 
CB 3520 
202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
T: 919 962 6871 
F: 919 962 3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 30, 2009 5:24 PM 

ksardi@email.unc.edu 
RE: ENGL100.003 opened today 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Karen; I[]ve already spread the word. Have a great evening! B 

From: "Karen Sardi" [maiF~o :ksardi@emaikunc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2009 4:51 PM 
To: <julia_nichols@unc.edu>, "Barbara Lucido" <blucido@email.unc.edu>, <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Jane Danielewicz" <janedan@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: ENGL 100.003 opened today 

Hello to all, 

We wanted to let you know we have opened a third section of ENGL 100 today. It will meet TR 8:00 - 9:15. Could you please let 
the CTOPS Advisors know that it is available tomorrow. 

Brent and Cynthia, could you please let everyone in Athletics know also. 

Thanks very much to everyone, 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant 
Writing Program 
Dept. of English & Comparative Lit. 
CB 3520 
202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
T: 919 962 6871 
F: 919 962 3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 31, 2009 5:01 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, 
Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Team Meetings for FA09 

TEXT.htm 

Good evening, 
I wanted to touch base with you now about times for team meetings before the schedule begins to get tough. I [] d love to have them 
during the first week of classes, but I tmderstand if your schedule does not allow for that. Let me know your thoughts on when we can 
do this; I look forward to the coming year. 

Have a great weekend, and we []11 speak soon, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p:iimrheelbl~e.cs~.comi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 31, 2009 5:11 PM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Team Meetings for FA09 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thursday the 26th at 10 works for me. Thanks! B 

From: Beverly Smith 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 5:10 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Cc: Donna J. Papa 
Subject: Re: Team Meetings for FA09 

How does Wednesday or Thursday work for you? 8/26 or 8/27? Wednesday at 4 pm or Thursday at 10 am? 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/31/2009 5:01 PM >>> 
Good evening, 
I wanted to touch base with you now about times for team meetings before the schedule begins to get tough. I [] d love to have them 
during the first week of classes, but I tmderstand if your schedule does not allow for that. Let me know your thoughts on when we can 
do this; I look forward to the coming year. 

Have a great weekend, and we []11 speak soon, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~n:/i/tarheelbl~e.cs~-~colrL! 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 31, 2009 5:12 PM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Team Meetings for FA09 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thursday the 27th that is [] B 

From: Beverly Smith 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 5:10 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Cc: Donna J. Papa 
Subject: Re: Team Meetings for FA09 

How does Wednesday or Thursday work for you? 8/26 or 8/27? Wednesday at 4 pm or Thursday at 10 am? 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/31/2009 5:01 PM >>> 
Good evening, 
I wanted to touch base with you now about times for team meetings before the schedule begins to get tough. I [] d love to have them 
during the first week of classes, but I understand if your schedule does not allow for that. Let me know your thoughts on when we can 
do this; I look forward to the coming year. 

Have a great weekend, and we []11 speak soon, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue.cs’~v.comi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 3, 2009 4:07 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

TEXT.htm 

HI Cricket, 
I[]m sorry; I was so late in getting it back to you that I read right over that part of your original message¯ If you can give me a day, 
I[]ll go over what you originally emailed and what I returned and let you know¯ Does that sound OK? 

B 

From: Cricket Lane 
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2009 3:51 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

DO you know what changes you made... I’ve changed the layout so cutting and pasting messes up the formatting. No worries if not. 
¯. I’ll figure out something 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/15/2009 12:48 PM >>> 
Hi Cricket, 
Attached is the updated version; let me know if you have any questions. 

B 

From: Cricket Lane 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2009 4:22 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

Hi All, 

It’s that time again... Student-Athlete Handbook time... Attached you will find "your part" of the handbook. Please edit and track 
changes. I need to have your edited text emailed to me by July 6th. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 3, 2009 4:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: Supplemental Education - FL Level 4 

That [] s the stupidest interpretation I could imagine in this situation. Level 3 is level 3 and level 4 is level 4 regardless of when it is 
taken or why [] 

From: Susan B. Maloy 
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2009 1:36 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Orr, Kym N.; Reynolds, Cynthia; Welborn, Spencer B.; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Mercer, Robert 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Supplemental Education - FL Level 4 

Hello All, 
Attached is further clarification on when foreign language level 4 may be counted as a supplemental education requirement. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Someone please forward this on to Jenn once her email is up an running. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 
<< Message: Re: Sulgplemental Education question >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 3, 2009 4:56 PM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule Changes 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Bev, 
I [] 11 put them all together in the morning and get them to you. Sorry for the delay, but today has been crazy trying to get people [] s 
schedules straight. 

B 

From: Beverly Smith 
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2009 11:04 AM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Re: Schedule Changes 

Can you send me a copy of the freshman schedules...I know they will change but I want to look at them so I can schedule physical 
appts for them. 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/31/2009 3:40 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
For those with whom I met this summer, it was great seeing you to go over courses. Hopefully your experiences here were positive 
and you were able to feel more at ease with the registration process. I know that many of you had questions about your schedule 
coming out of the session; several of you have already contacted me about making certain changes. For those with whom I did not 

have the pleasure of seeing, I look forward to seeing you in a few weeks. 

For all of you, I already have your schedules and made notes about conflicts/concerns/questions/etc, that we can address beginning 
Monday - registration re-opens for you all at 7am on that day. Please contact me next week or in the weeks thereafter to go over your 
schedule in preparation for your return. I want to make sure each of you is comfortable with your courses heading into term. 

Again, I look forward to seeing you all again and helping to ensure that your transition into the University is seamless and pleasant. 
Our office offers much support, and I look forward to being a part of your experience here at UNC. 

Until we speak, take care. 

Sincerely, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

~n :i/’~arheerN~e. csW ~colr~! 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 4, 2009 11:07 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Handbook Changes 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Cricket, 
I’ve deleted the original you sent; can you send me the original version again? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 4, 2009 12:46 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

TEXT.htm; Student-Athlete Services.docx; Student-Athlete Services.doc 

Here are the documents. Look them over for me and let me know the differences. 

Thanks, 
B 

From: Cricket Lane 
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2009 12:46 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Fwd: Student-Athlete Handbook 2009-2010 

>>> Cricket Lane 6/22/2009 4:21 PM >>> 
Hi All, 

It’s that time again... Student-Athlete Handbook time... Attached you will find "your part" of the handbook. Please edit and track 
changes. I need to have your edited text emailed to me by July 6th. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



STU 
T-ATHLETE SERVICES 

The Department of Athletics provides support services to our student-athletes designed to reach each student-athlete, based on 
his or her individual needs focusing on the individual as a whole. These services include the Academic Support Program, 
Student-Athlete Development, and the Carolina Leadership Academy. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Student-Athletes Services at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide services and develop 
relationships which foster a climate that supports University of North Carolina student-athletes advancing toward graduation, 
building character, and developing leadership. 

ACADEMICS 
The Department of Athletics maintains an Academic Support Program to offer student-athletes the greatest opportunity to excel 
in academics while at the same time competing in intercollegiate sports. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide 
programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student-athletes in achieving 
academic success. These programs and services are designed to advance responsibility and enhance leadership potential, 
while inspiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
Each intercollegiate athletic team is permitted to use the support programs conducted in the Academics Center through the 
guidance of their assigned Academic Counselor. Academic Counselors are available to help student-athletes reach their 
academic potential and career aspirations. They can assist student-athletes in developing time management skills, successful 
study skills, an individualized study plan, and other strategies to enhance personal growth. 

Academic Counselors monitor the degree progress of each student-athlete, as well as monitor their eligibility status according to 
NCAA and UNC eligibility regulations. In addition, Academic Counselors in the Academics Center work jointly with the campus 
advising staff to coordinate the advising and registration processes. Academic Counselors also refer student-athletes to 
appropriate on-campus resources. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Students who represent the University of North Carolina in intercollegiate athletic competition are regular, full-time students of 
the University and, as such, have the same academic responsibilities as students who are not athletes. In addition, student- 
athletes must devote sizable amounts of time and energy to participating in their sports. Although the Academic Support 
Program offers a wide range of excellent academic services to student-athletes, the ultimate responsibility for learning and for 
following a program that leads to a degree lies, of course, with the students themselves. 

Student-athletes at the University of North Carolina are expected to meet the following responsibilities: 
1. To develop and maintain habits of learning commensurate with education at the University level and to pursue a program of 
study leading to a degree. 
2. To know the provisions of the Code of Student Conduct and to abide by them. 
3. To seek academic advice in the Office of Academic Advising and department of their major, or in the appropriate professional 
school, at the regularly prescribed times, and to pre-register every semester during the official pre-registration period. Advising 
offered by the Academic Support Program complements the regular University advising system. Student-athletes are not free 
to bypass ordinary advising procedures. 
4. To attend all class meetings, labs, required discussion sessions, and required conferences with teachers for all courses. The 
only acceptable reasons for missing course obligations or appointments with teachers are serious illness, family emergency, or 
official travel to University-sponsored activities. The Academic Support Program provides each student-athlete with a travel letter 
to present to each of their professors along with their competition/travel schedule. By University policy, students are not to be 
penalized for absences from class and other academic obligations during those specified times when they are involved in 
University-sponsored activities. On the other hand, coaches have been advised that in the event of a conflict between practice 



and a scheduled class or laboratory, make-up session, field trip, or student-teacher conference, students shall be permitted to 
miss practice without penalty. It is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 

a) Students should be familiar with the University policy regarding class attendance as printed in the latest edition of 
The Undergraduate Bulletin, which states, in part, "Absences from class for valid reasons are excused only by the instructors. A 
student should present his or her explanation for any absences to the instructor at the next meeting of class." 

b) Students should find out the instructoCs attendance and makeup policies for all courses in which they are enrolled. 
c) Students are responsible for all material covered in class when they are absent, as well as for all assignments due 

or assigned on a day when class is missed. Students must take the initiative to talk to their professors about making up work 
missed because of an absence as a result of athletics travel and competition (e.g., UNC, National Team, etc.). 

d) For travel and competition that occurs during the final exam period, students are responsible for notifying their 
professors of the conflict and obtaining an exam excuse approved by an Academic Dean. Students should communicate all final 
exam conflicts to their Academic Counselor. 
5. To fulfill all requirements of all courses being taken, including turning in all papers and assignments on time and taking all 
quizzes, tests, and final examinations on the scheduled dates. 
6. To seek out the advice or help of the instructor about difficulties in a course, preferably during the instructoCs regular office 
hours. If that time is not possible, arrange an appointment with the instructor at another time. 
7. To keep their assigned Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program and their coach informed of academic 
progress during the semester. 

a) Students should notify their Academic Counselors of athletic commitments which might interfere with fulfilling their 
academic responsibilities every semester. 

b) Students should speak with their Academic Counselors right away if they are having difficulty in a course. 
c) Students for whom structured study or individual tutoring is deemed appropriate by their Academic Counselors must 

abide by the procedures of the Academic Support Program in availing themselves of those services. 
d) Students should keep in mind that tutoring is never a substitute for class attendance. 

8. To cooperate with and abide by their team’s academic policies. For example, some teams require team members with 
averages below a certain grade point to turn in weekly academic logs. 
9. To know and abide by the policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program. 

PLAGIARISM AND THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM 
All student-athletes should remember that they are to follow the University Honor Code at all times. The definition of the Honor 
Code is referenced in the Code of Conduct section of this Handbook. 

Occasionally, scholastic dishonesty occurs as the result of a lack of information or misinformation. Everyone knows cheating on 
an exam is dishonest; however, students have, on occasion, turned in papers which they thought were acceptable only to find 
they were accused of plagiarism. 

One area of essay or term paper writing that often causes students confusion is citing sources. If you use another person’s 
ideas or expressions in your writing without acknowledging the source, you are guilty of plagiarism. Although most 
students understand that you are plagiarizing if you use someone else’s work more or less verbatim, they do not realize that not 
giving proper credit for ideas, research conclusions, etc., is also considered plagiarism. 

A good rule of thumb is to quote the unique or witty and paraphrase the rest; but, remember, if you are paraphrasing someone 
else’s work, you must acknowledge your source either by direct quotations or by footnotes/endnotes. 

It is often difficult to separate your thoughts from someone else’s after reading an article. In general, do not write your thoughts 
while you are reading someone else’s research material. 

Many students have the most difficulty when they are asked to prepare a commentary or critique on a particular book. If you 
consult a critical essay or book review to stimulate your thinking, it is very likely that you will need to acknowledge/cite this 
material within your paper. 

A simple principle helpful when trying to determine if you should acknowledge a source: If you knew it or it was your opinion 
before you did any reading on the subject, it need not be acknowledged/cited. 

Remember, whenever specific facts, opinions, judgments, or explanations are obtained from your readings, they must be 
acknowledged/cited, even if you present the facts entirely in your own words. 



PHILOSOPHY OF COACHES REGARDING THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Student-athletes look to their coaches for guidance in their lives. As such, the coach is usually in the best position to stress the 
importance of academic achievement in preparation for successful careers beyond the undergraduate level. Coaches best serve 
the interests of the student-athletes when they emphasize the importance of academic achievement. Coaches promote 
academic achievement by: 

1. Understanding the academic expectations that the faculty hold for student-athletes. 
2. Creating an atmosphere in which team members strive for stated academic goals. 
3. Making class, laboratory, and required study session attendance mandatory and enforcing this policy. 
4. Scheduling practice sessions that minimize conflict with courses and excusing students from practice when 

these conflicts occur. Again, it is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
5. Regulating the amount of practice, competition, and travel time such that each week the students are able to 

devote a minimum of 2 hours, for each credit hour taken, to academic pursuits; this time is exclusive of time 
spent in the classroom. 

6. Advising students to take advantage of the off season to enhance significantly their academic standing within 
the University. While conditioning and athletic skill enhancement may occur during this time, the student 
should have every opportunity to lead a "normal" student life. 

7. Arranging travel time to minimize missed classes, labs, and required study sessions. 
8. Structuring study times during extended travel periods. 
9. Requiring that each team member contact the Academic Support Program (ASP) staff to discuss academic 

progress at the time interval determined by the ASP staff. Decisions made by the ASP staff regarding the 
amount of time each team member should be spending in structured study should be strictly adhered to. 
Students who are not making satisfactory academic progress, in the view of the ASP staff and/or the coach, 
should be instructed to substitute supervised structured study time for time normally devoted to athletic 
activities. 

10. Providing special recognition for students who meet or exceed the stated academic goals and for those 
students who demonstrate improvement over last semesteCs academic performance. 

DROP/ADD APPROVAL FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Each semester (fall, spring, and summer) after the last day to drop a course using the web registration system, student-athletes 
must obtain written approval from their athletics academic counselor, in addition to their Arts & Sciences academic advisor, in 
order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE that student-athletes must continue to attend class in the course(s) that they wish 
to drop until the written approvals from both their advisor and counselor have been granted. 

In some cases, the professor may drop you from a course if you do not attend the first and/or second day of class. Though you 
will be removed from the class roll, you still MUST follow the appropriate steps required for dropping a course. Failure to do so 
may result in an "F" as a final grade. 

ACADEMIC TEXTBOOK PURCHASING POLICY 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship must follow the proper protocol when 

purchasing academic textbooks. 
¯ Student-Athletes must obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academics Support Center, complete this form, and 

obtain signatures from the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are stated explicitly on the course syllabus as required may be purchased 

through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Only textbooks and materials that are required by a course for which the student-athlete is officially registered for may 

be purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship are allotted a maximum of $600 per semester 

to buy books. Exceptions may be approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics 
Support personnel. 

¯ Student-athletes are ultimately responsible for the purchase and safeguarding of their books. If books or materials are 
lost or stolen, it is the student-athlete’s responsibility to report the loss to the police. A police report is necessary in 
order to purchase replacement books and course materials through the book scholarship program. 

¯ Student-athletes have up to one month after the first day of classes to purchase required textbooks and/or course 
materials and submit a receipt for reimbursement of textbook and course material purchase. Exceptions may be 
approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 



If a student-athlete drops a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to the appropriate 
Academics Support personnel. 

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR 
You are required to officially declare a major before your fifth semester. After the beginning of your junior year, you may not 
switch from one major to another without the approval of your University academic advisor. Your course of study during your 
junior and senior years must include the minimum departmental requirements for your major in addition to any other courses 
selected by you and your University Academic Advisor. All courses must be applicable towards NCAA degree progress 
requirements (see NCAA Academic Requirements section). 

Before changing your major, notify your Academic Counselor. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
Every effort should be made to maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. If, despite your best efforts, it becomes 
necessary for you to attend summer school, please consult with your head coach. Because of budgetary restraints, it is not 
always possible to cover summer school expenses for every student-athlete who wishes to attend summer school. 
However, it is a departmental goal to have all student-athletes graduate, so as much help as possible is given. 

If you need more information on the summer school program, online courses, correspondence courses, or independent study 
courses at the University, please contact your Academic Counselor. 

If you wish to attend summer school at a university other than the University of North Carolina, you must first obtain written 
permission from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to ensure that the hours will transfer. 

The Department of Athletics does not pay for courses taken at other universities. Summer school at other universities cannot 
improve your GPA, as only the credit hours, if approved by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, will transfer. You must make 
a "C" or better in order for the hours to transfer. 

ONLINE COURSES 
Carolina Courses Online is becoming increasingly popular. Each course follows the University calendar for the term in which it is 
offered and is therefore counted within the total hours of enrollment (12 credit hours or more). Students may register for only one 
online course per semester. There may be athletic scholarship/grant-in-aid implications when registering for an online course. 
Students who wish to take an online course must meet with their Academic Counselor for approval before officially 
enrolling in the course. See Policy for Funding Online Courses in Financial Aid section for information on payment of online 
courses. 

UNC-CH ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible to remain in the University, a student who entered UNC prior to the fall of 2007 must meet the following 
minimum requirements: 

To begin the third semester in residence: 
1.50 grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a fifth semester in residence: 
1.75 grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a seventh semester in residence: 
1.90 grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a ninth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) 

Students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 9 semesters. If additional time is needed, students must submit 
an application for a 10th semester to the Dean’s office for approval prior to their 9th semester. A plan to seek a 10th semester 
should be discussed with your Academic Counselor one year in advance to begin the necessary process with your college or 
school. Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in residence. Each Academic Counselor will 
verify with their coaches in July which of their athletes will be in need of a 10th semester. The list of students the counselor 
receives from the coaches will be given to the Director of the Academic Support Program, who will forward it to the Associate 
Dean of the Office of Academics Advising. 



First-year students entering the University on or after May 14, 2007 are required to meet the requirements listed below. These 
standards will apply to sophomore transfer students beginning Fall 2008 and to junior transfer students beginning Fall 2009. 

Eligibility Standards 
Good standing entitles a student to enroll in a fall or spring term. The requirements for ordinary Good Standing are as follows: 

A 2.0 cumulative grade-point and the following number of credit hours passed: 
9 hours to enter a second semester 
24 hours to enter a third semester 
36 hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 hours to enter a fifth semester 
63 hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 hours to enter a seventh semester 
93 hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the Dean to enter a ninth semester 

A student who falls short of these standards will be considered in "good standing-on probation" for one semester provided he 
or she passed at least nine credit hours of graded coursework in the preceding semester and was not already on probation. 
Probation is considered good standing. 

Academic Ineligibility 
Students who do not qualify for automatic probation or who do not meet cumulative eligibility standards after a probationary term 
are academically ineligible and may not enroll in a spring or fall term. 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering EACH semester: 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 6 semester hours of degree applicable academic credit in the previous full- 
time regular academic term. 
2. The student’s GPA must be certified on a term-by-term basis, which means that the GPA listed below must be maintained 
throughout the year. 

Entering the second year (third semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 24 hours of academic credit. 
2. At least 18 of these hours must have been earned during the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters). The 
remaining 6 hours could be earned during the summer. 
3. The student must have a 1.8 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the third year (fifth semester): 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
3. The student must have completed 48 hours toward his/her degree program (40% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
4. The student must have a 1.9 cumulative GPA (95% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fourth year (seventh semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 72 hours toward his/her degree program (60% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 
Entering the fifth year (ninth semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 96 hours toward his/her degree program (80% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

FOR ALL STUDENTS 
¯ Hours earned from repeated courses will not count toward eligibility. 
¯ PHYA activity hours do not count toward eligibility; LFIT courses (one is required) do. 



Taking level one of your high school foreign language will never count toward graduation. It will only count toward 
NCAA progress toward degree if it is taken in your freshman year of enrollment. 
If you miss a complete term or are unable to complete a term, you must review your eligibility status with your athletics 
Academic Counselor and the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eliqibility. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR POST-SEASON COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMS 
In order for any student-athlete to be eligible to compete in post-season competition (e.g. conference tournament, bowl game, 
NCAA Championships, etc.) that occurs between regular terms (including summer), he/she must pass six degree-applicable 
hours during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment. For example, if football is participating in a bowl game 
in December or January, all student-athletes must have passed a minimum of 6 hours toward their degree that Fall semester in 
order to participate in the bowl game. Additionally, student-athletes who are in their final season of competition and are enrolled 
in an approved underload of less than 12 hours must pass a minimum of 6 hours the preceding regular academic term. If the 
student-athlete is enrolled in an approved underload of less than six hours, he/she must pass the number of semester hours in 
which he/she is enrolled during the preceding regular academic term. 

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
All student-athletes must be enrolled as a full-time student in a minimum of 12 academic hours, not including Physical Education 
activity courses (PHYA), in order to be eligible to practice and compete. At the start of each semester, students will have 5 class 
days to register themselves in a minimum of 12 hours. During these 5 days, student-athletes are permitted to practice but NOT 
compete. Only seniors in their last semester may apply and take less than 12 hours, i.e., an underload. These graduating 
seniors must seek written approval from their college dean for this underload and provide copies of their approval to the 
RegistraCs Office and the Academic Counselor. 

UNC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfully complete at least 120 semester hours, although some 
programs’ requirements are higher than this minimum. Also, the student must have a 2.0 cumulative grade point average in all 
work attempted at the University of North Carolina. 

The required 2.0 average must be earned in a total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the m~nimum graduation 
requirements (120 hours) for the degree being sought. A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be taken at UNC-CH. 
Twenty four of the last 30 hours must be taken on the UNC-CH campus. In the College of Arts and Sciences, generally at least 
18 semester hours of work with grades of "C" or higher are required in the student’s major, and at least half the student’s major 
must be completed at this University. 

Students who are going to graduate must: 
1. File an application for a degree at least one semester before the expected date of graduation with the Dean of your college. 
2. See their University Academic Advisor to complete an official degree audit form at least one semester before the expected 
date of graduation. Students should verify their graduation status with their advisor. 
3. Pay all tuition, fees, and other obligations owed to the University before receiving a diploma. 

GRADING SYSTEM 
A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade 
receives a numeric value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade point average for a semesteCs work 
and for averaging grades for all semesters’ work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades, and the quality points represented by each, are as follows (all numeric values are per hour): 
A = 4.0 A- = 3.7 B+ = 3.3 B = 3.0 B- = 2.7 
C+ = 2.3 C = 2.0 C- = 1.7 D+ = 1.3 D = 1.0 
F = 0.0 FA = 0.0 AB = 0.0 IN = 0.0 

TEMPORARY GRADES: 
Temporary grades of IN or AB carry the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or 
notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a grade point average. 



PASS/D/FAIL CLASSES: 
A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the "PasslDIFail" grading system. A total of 11 
Pass/D/Fail credit hours may be applied to graduation requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for 
Pass/D/Fail registrants as for regular students. The minimum performance for a PS grade is equivalent to the minimum 
performance of the letter "C-". A student can only sign up for a Pass/D/Fail grade in a class they wish to use for an 
elective. 

To take a course Pass/D/Fail, a student must complete the Pass/D/Fail course registration form. It is obtained from their 
Academic Advisor or Dean’s office. The period for making Pass/D/Fail declarations begins on the 5th day of classes each 
semester and concludes at the end of the eighth week of classes. Once a form is submitted, the declaration cannot be changed. 

DEAN’S LIST 
To be eligible for the Dean’s List, you must have: 
1. A 3.2 grade-point average with no grade lower than C and be enrolled in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit (exclusive of 

physical education (PHYA) activities courses); or 
2. A 3.5 grade-point average and no grade lower than a C and be enrolled in at least 12 hours but fewer than 15 hours of letter 

grade credit (exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses). 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ACADMEIC HONOR ROLL 
To receive recognition on the ACC Honor Roll, students must earn a 3.0 GPA or better for the academic year, which is a 
combined average from the fall and spring semesters. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND INTERNSHIPS 
Numerous postgraduate scholarships, academic and leadership awards, along with internship opportunities, are available to all 
UNC student-athletes through a competitive application process coordinated through the Academic Center. For information 
about these opportunities, see your athletics Academic Counselor. A complete description of all scholarships, awards, 
internships, and their deadlines are available upon request. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Go to class! It cannot be emphasized enough that there is a direct correlation between classroom attendance and academic 
success. Be sure to attend your classes each time your classes meet. 

Be aware that certain classes, for example English 100, 101 and 102, have very strict attendance rules. If you exceed the 
specified number of absences allotted, you automatically fail the course, even if your grades are excellent. There is no 
such thing as an "excused absence." Whether you are hospitalized or on a team trip, it is still counted as an absence. Your 
class attendance and academic progress is monitored by your Academic Counselor and reported to your coach. You should 
inform your professor if illness requires you to miss a class. If a conflict is caused by away games, your professors are usually 
more than willing to assist you in resolving this conflict when advance notice is given. You will be given a letter from the Director 
of the Academic Support Program to give to each of your instructors at the beginning of each semester. Your travel schedule will 
be attached to this letter. The letter will state that you will make up any missed assignments due to team travel and that you will 
remind your instructor of all approaching travel dates. Be sure each of your instructors receives this letter! 

MISSING FINAL EXAMS DUE TO TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
The possibility of missing a final exam due to post season competition opportunities may arise. Should this occur, student- 
athletes must immediately notify their professor and their athletics Academic Counselor and obtain an exam excuse from a Dean 
in the Steele Building. Confirmation of the departure and competition dates will be provided to the Dean by the Academic 
Support Staff. 

TUTORING PROGRAM 
The Academic Support Program provides quality tutorial instruction to student-athletes. The program employs qualified 
personnel who tutor major subjects offered by the University. Students meet regularly with tutors during evening and daytime 
hours for individual instruction. Assisting students with comprehension of subject matter, test-taking strategies, and study 
techniques, the tutors continue to form a strong foundation for the success of the Academic Support Program. Additional tutorial 
assistance can also be obtained through other on-campus services such as the Learning Center, the Writing Center, and the 
Math Help Center. 



SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a learning enhancement program designed to organize and improve the ways in which students 
prepare for class outside of the classroom. SI is attached to courses to provide students with a systematic and disciplined 
approach for processing the course material assigned by the professor. SI leaders are assigned to each course selected. 
Student-athletes will be identified to join a SI group at the beginning of each semester. The meetings will take place during their 
regular study hall hours. The SI supervisor will attend class and lead the SI sessions. 

COMPUTER LAB 
The Academics Center houses its own computer lab for student-athletes. The lab holds PC-compatible computers plus 2 laser 
printers. The computers are equipped with standard applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, and Publisher. All 
computers also have internet access as well as access to the University email system. The lab is staffed with a lab monitor to 
help students with computer questions and issues. 

STRUCTURED STUDY 
The Academic Support staff views structured study the same way your coach views practice. Those student-athletes assigned 
structured study hours are expected to attend regularly, come on time, and be prepared to study. During structured study 
periods, you must study in designated areas. 

In general, all freshmen on an athletic scholarship, any student-athlete who has less than a 2.0 GPA, and those student-athletes 
recommended by an Academic Counselor or a head coach are required to attend structured study. All student-athletes are 
welcome to use the academic facilities Sunday through Friday; however, because of the limited amount of space in the evening 
structured study program, those wishing to attend should talk to their Academic Counselor. Please contact the Academics Center 
staff for hours of operation as they may vary throughout the semester. 

The following are the only acceptable reasons for missing structured study: 
1. You are hospitalized; 
2. You are attending a review session held by your professor; 
3. You have a scheduled game; or 
4. You are on a team trip. 

A question frequently asked is, "Can the time I spend in the library be substituted for my structured study hours?" The answer is 
NO. If you are required to attend structured study, you must spend the full time required in the supervised study areas of the 
Academic Center. 

STRUCTURED STUDY RULES 
The Academic Center’s study programs are designed to maintain a comfortable and conducive academic environment. The 
following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

Arrive promptly. 
Come prepared to study: have the required books, papers, notebooks, etc. 
Do not disturb other student-athletes who are trying to study. 
Food or drinks are not allowed. 
Radios, personal stereos, cell phones, magazines, etc. are not allowed. 
Proper attire must be worn in structured study. 
Smoking and chewing tobacco are not allowed in the Academic Center. 
Falsifying forms used by the Academic Support Program is an Honor Code violation. 
Disrespect d the staff and/or tutors/monitors will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
NCAA rules require that staff phones be off-limits. Copiers are available ONLY by approval of a support staff member. 
Inappropriate language will not be tolerated. 
No viewing d inappropriate web-sites is permitted in the computer lab or on laptops in Study Hall. 

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
For students of all academic achievement levels, there are general rules that will help you perform to your academic potential. 
They are as follows: 



1.     Attend class. Tests are most dten based on the material covered in class. If you are going to be away from campus 
for a game, alert your instructors ahead of time. Get your assignments in advance, if possible, and determine when the work is 
due. Let your instructor know when you are ill. Your class attendance may be one criteria used by your professor when assigning 
final grades. 

Go to class prepared. You should have all reading and written assignments completed on time. If you go to class 
unprepared, it is often difficult to understand the material presented in class. Also, your instructor may tag you as a 
student with a poor attitude, which may influence your grade. 
Know your instructor. Introduce yourself to your instructor; if you have any questions relative to the course 
throughout the semester, meet with your instructor. Your professor is interested in your performance in the classroom 
and will generally be happy to discuss material related to the course with you. 
Make a good impression. Go to class on time. Entering class late causes a disruption. Do not read newspapers, 
listen to radios, etc. in class. It is recommended that you sit near the front of the classroom and not within a large group 
of student-athletes. 
Don’t let little problems become big problems. If you feel yourself falling behind in class, contact your Academic 
Counselor for help. Also, remember your instructors are there to teach. Don’t be afraid to make an appointment and 
ask a question about material you don’t understand. Make sure someone knows you need help before you reach the 
point where you cannot possibly do well in the course. 
Use tutoring help wisely. Tutors are available in select subjects. They are there to help you understand your 
assignments, not to do your work for you. If you don’t have the notes or haven’t read the assignments, tutors will not be 
able to work with you. If you require a tutor in a special subject that is not normally provided, inform your Academic 
Counselor as soon as possible. 



STU 
T-ATHLETE SERVICES 

The Department of Athletics provides support services to our student-athletes designed to reach each student-athlete, based on 
his or her individual needs focusing on the individual as a whole. These services include the Academic Support Program, 
Student-Athlete Development, and the Carolina Leadership Academy. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Student-Athletes Services at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide services and develop 
relationships which foster a climate that supports University of North Carolina student-athletes advancing toward graduation, 
building character, and developing leadership. 

ACADEMICS 
The Department of Athletics maintains an Academic Support Program to offer student-athletes the greatest opportunity to excel 
in academics while at the same time competing in intercollegiate sports. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide 
programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student-athletes in achieving 
academic success. These programs and services are designed to advance responsibility and enhance leadership potential, 
while inspiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
Each intercollegiate athletic team is permitted to use the support programs conducted in the Academics Center through the 
guidance of their assigned Academic Counselor. Academic Counselors are available to help student-athletes reach their 
academic potential and career aspirations. They can assist student-athletes in developing time management skills, successful 
study skills, an individualized study plan, and other strategies to enhance personal growth. 

Academic Counselors monitor the degree progress of each student-athlete, as well as monitor their eligibility status according to 
NCAA and UNC eligibility regulations. In addition, Academic Counselors in the Academics Center work jointly with the campus 
advising staff to coordinate the advising and registration processes. Academic Counselors also refer student-athletes to 
appropriate on-campus resources. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Students who represent the University of North Carolina in intercollegiate athletic competition are regular, full-time students of 
the University and, as such, have the same academic responsibilities as students who are not athletes. In addition, student- 
athletes must devote sizable amounts of time and energy to participating in their sports. Although the Academic Support 
Program offers a wide range of excellent academic services to student-athletes, the ultimate responsibility for learning and for 
following a program that leads to a degree lies, of course, with the students themselves. 

Student-athletes at the University of North Carolina are expected to meet the following responsibilities: 
1. To develop and maintain habits of learning commensurate with education at the University level and to pursue a program of 
study leading to a degree. 
2. To know the provisions of the Code of Student Conduct and to abide by them. 
3. To seek academic advice in the Office of Academic Advising and department of their major, or in the appropriate professional 
school, at the regularly prescribed times, and to pre-register every semester during the official pre-registration period. Advising 
offered by the Academic Support Program complements the regular University advising system. Student-athletes are not free 
to bypass ordinary advising procedures. 
4. To attend all class meetings, labs, required discussion sessions, and required conferences with teachers for all courses. The 
only acceptable reasons for missing course obligations or appointments with teachers are serious illness, family emergency, or 
official travel to University-sponsored activities. The Academic Support Program provides each student-athlete with a travel letter 
to present to each of their professors along with their competition/travel schedule. By University policy, students are not to be 
penalized for absences from class and other academic obligations during those specified times when they are involved in 
University-sponsored activities. On the other hand, coaches have been advised that in the event of a conflict between practice 



and a scheduled class or laboratory, make-up session, field trip, or student-teacher conference, students shall be permitted to 
miss practice without penalty. It is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 

a) Students should be familiar with the University policy regarding class attendance as printed in the latest edition of 
The Undergraduate Bulletin, which states, in part, "Absences from class for valid reasons are excused only by the instructors. A 
student should present his or her explanation for any absences to the instructor at the next meeting of class." 

b) Students should find out the instructoCs attendance and makeup policies for all courses in which they are enrolled. 
c) Students are responsible for all material covered in class when they are absent, as well as for all assignments due 

or assigned on a day when class is missed. Students must take the initiative to talk to their professors about making up work 
missed because of an absence as a result of athletics travel and competition (e.g., UNC, National Team, etc.). 

d) For travel and competition that occurs during the final exam period, students are responsible for notifying their 
professors of the conflict and obtaining an exam excuse approved by an Academic Dean. Students should communicate all final 
exam conflicts to their Academic Counselor. 
5. To fulfill all requirements of all courses being taken, including turning in all papers and assignments on time and taking all 
quizzes, tests, and final examinations on the scheduled dates. 
6. To seek out the advice or help of the instructor about difficulties in a course, preferably during the instructoCs regular office 
hours. If that time is not possible, arrange an appointment with the instructor at another time. 
7. To keep their assigned Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program and their coach informed of academic 
progress during the semester. 

a) Students should notify their Academic Counselors of athletic commitments which might interfere with fulfilling their 
academic responsibilities every semester. 

b) Students should speak with their Academic Counselors right away if they are having difficulty in a course. 
c) Students for whom structured study or individual tutoring is deemed appropriate by their Academic Counselors must 

abide by the procedures of the Academic Support Program in availing themselves of those services. 
d) Students should keep in mind that tutoring is never a substitute for class attendance. 

8. To cooperate with and abide by their team’s academic policies. For example, some teams require team members with 
averages below a certain grade point to turn in weekly academic logs. 
9. To know and abide by the policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program. 

PLAGIARISM AND THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM 
All student-athletes should remember that they are to follow the University Honor Code at all times. The definition of the Honor 
Code is referenced in the Code of Conduct section of this Handbook. 

Occasionally, scholastic dishonesty occurs as the result of a lack of information or misinformation. Everyone knows cheating on 
an exam is dishonest; however, students have, on occasion, turned in papers which they thought were acceptable only to find 
they were accused of plagiarism. 

One area of essay or term paper writing that often causes students confusion is citing sources. If you use another person’s 
ideas or expressions in your writing without acknowledging the source, you are guilty of plagiarism. Although most 
students understand that you are plagiarizing if you use someone else’s work more or less verbatim, they do not realize that not 
giving proper credit for ideas, research conclusions, etc., is also considered plagiarism. 

A good rule of thumb is to quote the unique or witty and paraphrase the rest; but, remember, if you are paraphrasing someone 
else’s work, you must acknowledge your source either by direct quotations or by footnotes/endnotes. 

It is often difficult to separate your thoughts from someone else’s after reading an article. In general, do not write your thoughts 
while you are reading someone else’s research material. 

Many students have the most difficulty when they are asked to prepare a commentary or critique on a particular book. If you 
consult a critical essay or book review to stimulate your thinking, it is very likely that you will need to acknowledge/cite this 
material within your paper. 

A simple principle helpful when trying to determine if you should acknowledge a source: If you knew it or it was your opinion 
before you did any reading on the subject, it need not be acknowledged/cited. 

Remember, whenever specific facts, opinions, judgments, or explanations are obtained from your readings, they must be 
acknowledged/cited, even if you present the facts entirely in your own words. 



PHILOSOPHY OF COACHES REGARDING THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Student-athletes look to their coaches for guidance in their lives. As such, the coach is usually in the best position to stress the 
importance of academic achievement in preparation for successful careers beyond the undergraduate level. Coaches best serve 
the interests of the student-athletes when they emphasize the importance of academic achievement. Coaches promote 
academic achievement by: 

1. Understanding the academic expectations that the faculty hold for student-athletes. 
2. Creating an atmosphere in which team members strive for stated academic goals. 
3. Making class, laboratory, and required study session attendance mandatory and enforcing this policy. 
4. Scheduling practice sessions that minimize conflict with courses and excusing students from practice when 

these conflicts occur. Again, it is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
5. Regulating the amount of practice, competition, and travel time such that each week the students are able to 

devote a minimum of 2 hours, for each credit hour taken, to academic pursuits; this time is exclusive of time 
spent in the classroom. 

6. Advising students to take advantage of the off season to enhance significantly their academic standing within 
the University. While conditioning and athletic skill enhancement may occur during this time, the student 
should have every opportunity to lead a "normal" student life. 

7. Arranging travel time to minimize missed classes, labs, and required study sessions. 
8. Structuring study times during extended travel periods. 
9. Requiring that each team member contact the Academic Support Program (ASP) staff to discuss academic 

progress at the time interval determined by the ASP staff. Decisions made by the ASP staff regarding the 
amount of time each team member should be spending in structured study should be strictly adhered to. 
Students who are not making satisfactory academic progress, in the view of the ASP staff and/or the coach, 
should be instructed to substitute supervised structured study time for time normally devoted to athletic 
activities. 

10. Providing special recognition for students who meet or exceed the stated academic goals and for those 
students who demonstrate improvement over last semesteCs academic performance. 

CLASS REGISTRATION DURING TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
When student-athletes are traveling for athletics competition or competing at home on their specified registration date, a system 
is in place through which student-athletes may be registered by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes staff 
provided he or she is on the travel roster. All students with advising flags are expected to see their Academic Advisors in Steele 
Building to discuss course selection, receive their PIN #, and remove academic registration holds as soon as the advisement 
period begins. Appointments to see advisors should be made online. Students must then complete the Pre-registration Form in 
the Academics Center and return it to their Academic Counselor no later than 5 pm on the Wednesday before their registration 
date. This form should include a preferred list of courses totaling at least 12 hours including section number, day and time, and a 
list of several alternate courses. Student-athletes who have financial holds on their account will not be registered until those 
holds are removed; thus it is important to review your student account prior to submitting pre-registration materials to the 
Academics Center. Upon return from competition, it is the responsibility of the student-athlete to review his or her academic 
record online or meet with his/her Academic Counselor to ensure that the class schedule for the upcoming semester is correct. 

DROP/ADD APPROVAL FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Each semester (fall, spring, and summer) after the last day to drop a course using the web registration system, student-athletes 
must obtain written approval from their athletics academic counselor, in addition to their Arts & Sciences academic advisor, in 
order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE that student-athletes must continue to attend class in the course(s) that they wish 
to drop until the written approvals from both their advisor and counselor have been granted. 

In some cases, the professor may drop you from a course if you do not attend the first and/or second day of class. Though you 
will be removed from the class roll, you still MUST follow the appropriate steps required for dropping a course. Failure to do so 
may result in an "F" as a final grade. 

ACADEMIC TEXTBOOK PURCHASING POLICY 
Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship must follow the proper protocol when 
purchasing academic textbooks. 

¯ Student-Athletes must obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academics Support Center, complete this form, and 
obtain signatures from the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 



Only textbooks and course materials that are stated explicitly on the course syllabus as required may be purchased 
through the book scholarship program. 
Only textbooks and materials that are required by a course for which the student-athlete is officially registered for may 
be purchased through the book scholarship program. 
Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship are allotted a maximum of $600 per semester 
to buy books. Exceptions may be approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics 
Support personnel. 
Student-athletes are ultimately responsible for the purchase and safeguarding of their books. If books or materials are 
lost or stolen, it is the student-athlete’s responsibility to report the loss to the police. A police report is necessary in 
order to purchase replacement books and course materials through the book scholarship program. 
Student-athletes have up to one month after the first day of classes to purchase required textbooks and/or course 
materials and submit a receipt for reimbursement of textbook and course material purchase. Exceptions may be 
approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 
If a student-athlete drops a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to the appropriate 
Academics Support personnel. 

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR 
You are required to officially declare a major before your fifth semester. After the beginning of your junior year, you may not 
switch from one major to another without the approval of your University academic advisor. Your course of study during your 
junior and senior years must include the minimum departmental requirements for your major in addition to any other courses 
selected by you and your University Academic Advisor. All courses must be applicable towards NCAA degree progress 
requirements (see NCAA Academic Requirements section). 

Before changing your major, notify your Academic Counselor. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
Every effort should be made to maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. If, despite your best efforts, it becomes 
necessary for you to attend summer school, please consult with your head coach. Because of budgetary restraints, it is not 
always possible to cover summer school expenses for every student-athlete who wishes to attend summer school. 
However, it is a departmental goal to have all student-athletes graduate, so as much help as possible is given. 

If you need more information on the summer school program, online courses, correspondence courses, or independent study 
courses at the University, please contact your Academic Counselor. 

If you wish to attend summer school at a university other than the University of North Carolina, you must first obtain written 
permission from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to ensure that the hours will transfer. 

The Department of Athletics does not pay for courses taken at other universities. Summer school at other universities cannot 
improve your GPA, as only the credit hours, if approved by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, will transfer. You must make 
a "C" or better in order for the hours to transfer. 

ONLINE COURSES 
Carolina Courses Online is becoming increasingly popular. Each course follows the University calendar for the term in which it is 
offered and is therefore counted within the total hours of enrollment (12 credit hours or more). Students may register for only one 
online course per semester. There may be athletic scholarship/grant-in-aid implications when registering for an online course. 
Students who wish to take an online course must meet with their Academic Counselor for approval before officially 
enrolling in the course. See Policy for Funding Online Courses in Financial Aid section for information on payment of online 
courses. 

UNC-CH ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible to remain in the University, a student who entered UNC prior to the fall of 2007 must meet the following 
minimum requirements: 

To begin the third semester in residence: 
1.50 grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a fifth semester in residence: 
1.75 grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 



To begin a seventh semester in residence: 
1.90 grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a ninth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) 

Students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 9 semesters. If additional time is needed, students must submit 
an application for a 10th semester to the Dean’s office for approval prior to their 9th semester. A plan to seek a 10th semester 
should be discussed with your Academic Counselor one year in advance to begin the necessary process with your college or 
school. Students do not always receive University permission for a 10th semester in residence. Each Academic Counselor will 
verify with their coaches in July which of their athletes will be in need of a 10th semester. The list of students the counselor 
receives from the coaches will be given to the Director of the Academic Support Program, who will forward it to the Associate 
Dean of the Office of Academics Advising. 

First-year students entering the University on or after May 14, 2007 are required to meet the requirements listed below. These 
standards will apply to sophomore transfer students beginning Fall 2008 and to junior transfer students beginning Fall 2009. 

Eligibility Standards 
Good standing entitles a student to enroll in a fall or spring term. The requirements for ordinary Good Standing are as follows: 

A 2.0 cumulative grade-point and the following number of credit hours passed: 
9 hours to enter a second semester 
24 hours to enter a third semester 
36 hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 hours to enter a fifth semester 
63 hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 hours to enter a seventh semester 
93 hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the Dean to enter a ninth semester 

A student who falls short of these standards will be considered in "good standing-on probation" for one semester provided he 
or she passed at least nine credit hours of graded coursework in the preceding semester and was not already on probation. 
Probation is considered good standing. 

Academic Ineligibility 
Students who do not qualify for automatic probation or who do not meet cumulative eligibility standards after a probationary term 
are academically ineligible and may not enroll in a spring or fall term. 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
Those students first entering a collegiate institution full-time prior to August 1, 2003: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must (1) pass 24 academic hours within the span of one calendar year (fall, 
spring, and summer semesters), or (2) pass an average of 12 academic hours per semester for every semester that a student 
has been in attendance since initial enrollment at the University. In addition, 75% of these hours (18 hours) must be earned 
during the fall and spring semesters. The remaining 25% of these hours (6 hours) may be earned in the summer. Further, a 
student must earn at least 6 degree applicable hours during each regular academic term to be eligible to compete the following 
term. 

To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering the fifth semester: 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed 30 hours toward his/her degree program (25% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 1.80 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the seventh semester: 
1. The student must have completed 50% of his/her degree program (60 hours). 
2. The student must have a 1.90 cumulative GPA. 



Entering the ninth semester: 
1. The student must have completed 75% of his/her degree program (90 hours). 
2. The student must have a 1.90 cumulative GPA. 

Those students first entering a collegiate institution full-time on or after August 1, 2003: 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering EACH semester: 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 6 semester hours of degree applicable academic credit in the previous full- 
time regular academic term. 
2. The student’s GPA must be certified on a term-by-term basis, which means that the GPA listed below must be maintained 
throughout the year. 

Entering the second year (third semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 24 hours of academic credit. 
2. At least 18 of these hours must have been earned during the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters). The 
remaining 6 hours could be earned during the summer. 
3. The student must have a 1.8 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the third year (fifth semester): 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
3. The student must have completed 48 hours toward his/her degree program (40% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
4. The student must have a 1.9 cumulative GPA (95% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fourth year (seventh semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 72 hours toward his/her degree program (60% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 
Entering the fifth year (ninth semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 96 hours toward his/her degree program (80% of the required 120 hours for graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

FOR ALL STUDENTS 
¯ Hours earned from repeated courses will not count toward eligibility. 
¯ PHYA activity hours do not count toward eligibility, with the exception of Lifetime Fitness courses 
¯ Taking level one of your high school foreign language will never count toward graduation. It will only count toward 

NCAA progress toward degree if it is taken in your freshman year of enrollment. 
¯ If you miss a complete term or are unable to complete a term, you must review your eligibility status with your athletics 

Academic Counselor and the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eliqibility. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR POST-SEASON COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMS 
In order for any student-athlete to be eligible to compete in post-season competition (e.g. conference tournament, bowl game, 
NCAA Championships, etc.) that occurs between regular terms (including summer), he/she must pass six degree-applicable 
hours during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment. For example, if football is participating in a bowl game 
in December or January, all student-athletes must have passed a minimum of 6 hours toward their degree that Fall semester in 
order to participate in the bowl game. Additionally, student-athletes who are in their final season of competition and are enrolled 
in an approved underload of less than 12 hours must pass a minimum of 6 hours the preceding regular academic term. If the 
student-athlete is enrolled in an approved underload of less than six hours, he/she must pass the number of semester hours in 
which he/she is enrolled during the preceding regular academic term. 

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
All student-athletes must be enrolled as a full-time student in a minimum of 12 academic hours, not including Physical Education 
activity courses, in order to be eligible to practice and compete. At the start of each semester, students will have 5 class days to 
register themselves in a minimum of 12 hours. During these 5 days, student-athletes are permitted to practice but NOT compete. 



Only seniors in their last semester may apply and take less than 12 hours, i.e., an underload. These graduating seniors must 
seek written approval from their college dean for this underload and provide copies of their approval to the RegistraCs Office and 
the Academic Counselor. 

UNC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfully complete at least 120 semester hours, although some 
programs’ requirements are higher than this minimum. In addition to these semester hours, you are required to complete 2 
physical education activity courses. Athletes receive credit for 1 physical education course through participation on an 
intercollegiate team. Please check with your coach to ensure that he or she has submitted your name to the Department of 
Exercise and Sport Science for this credit to be applied toward your academic record. Also, the student must have a 2.0 
cumulative grade point average in all work attempted at the University of North Carolina. 

The required 2.0 average must be earned in a total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the minimum graduation 
requirements (120 hours) for the degree being sought. A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be taken at UNC-CH. 24 
of the last 30 hours must be taken on the UNC-CH campus. In the College of Arts and Sciences, generally at least 18 semester 
hours of work with grades of "C" or higher are required in the student’s major, and at least half the student’s major must be 
completed at this University. 

Students who are going to graduate must: 
1. File an application for a degree at least one semester before the expected date of graduation with the Dean of your college. 
2. See their University Academic Advisor to complete an official degree audit form at least one semester before the expected 
date of graduation. Students should verify their graduation status with their advisor. 
3. Pay all tuition, fees, and other obligations owed to the University before receiving a diploma. 

GRADING SYSTEM 
A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade 
receives a numeric value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade point average for a semesteYs work 
and for averaging grades for all semesters’ work to find a student’s cumulative grade point average. 

The letter grades, and the quality points represented by each, are as follows (all numeric values are per hour): 
A = 4.0 A- = 3.7 B+ = 3.3 B = 3.0 B- = 2.7 
C+ = 2.3 C = 2.0 C- = 1.7 D+ = 1.3 D = 1.0 
F = 0.0 FA = 0.0 AB = 0.0 IN = 0.0 

TEMPORARY GRADES: 
Temporary grades of IN or AB carry the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade. Courses assigned a grade (or 
notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a grade point average. 

PASS/D/FAIL CLASSES: 
A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the "PasslDIFail" grading system. A total of 11 
Pass/D/Fail credit hours may be applied to graduation requirements. Course content and requirements are the same for 
Pass/D/Fail registrants as for regular students. The minimum performance for a PS grade is equivalent to the minimum 
performance of the letter "C-". A student can only sign up for a Pass/D/Fail grade in a class they wish to use for an 
elective. 

To take a course Pass/D/Fail, a student must complete the Pass/D/Fail course registration form. It is obtained from their 
Academic Advisor or Dean’s office. The period for making Pass/D/Fail declarations begins on the 5th day of classes each 
semester and concludes at the end of the eighth week of classes. Once a form is submitted, the declaration cannot be changed. 

DEAN’S LIST 
To be eligible for the Dean’s List, you must have: 
1. A 3.2 grade-point average with no grade lower than C and be enrolled in 15 or more hours of letter grade credit (exclusive of 

physical education activities courses); or 
2. A 3.5 grade-point average and no grade lower than a C and be enrolled in at least 12 hours but fewer than 15 hours of letter 

grade credit (exclusive of physical education activities courses). 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ACADMEIC HONOR ROLL 
To receive recognition on the ACC Honor Roll, students must earn a 3.0 GPA or better for the academic year, which is a 
combined average from the fall and spring semesters. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND INTERNSHIPS 
Numerous postgraduate scholarships, academic and leadership awards, along with internship opportunities, are available to all 
UNC student-athletes through a competitive application process coordinated through the Academic Center. For information 
about these opportunities, see your athletics Academic Counselor. A complete description of all scholarships, awards, 
internships, and their deadlines are available upon request. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Go to class! It cannot be emphasized enough that there is a direct correlation between classroom attendance and academic 
success. Be sure to attend your classes each time your classes meet. 

Be aware that certain classes, for example English 100, 101 and 102, have very strict attendance rules. If you exceed the 
specified number of absences allotted, you automatically fail the course, even if your grades are excellent. There is no 
such thing as an "excused absence." Whether you are hospitalized or on a team trip, it is still counted as an absence. Your 
class attendance and academic progress is monitored by your Academic Counselor and reported to your coach. You should 
inform your professor if illness requires you to miss a class. If a conflict is caused by away games, your professors are usually 
more than willing to assist you in resolving this conflict when advance notice is given. You will be given a letter from the Director 
of the Academic Support Program to give to each of your instructors at the beginning of each semester. Your travel schedule will 
be attached to this letter. The letter will state that you will make up any missed assignments due to team travel and that you will 
remind your instructor of all approaching travel dates. Be sure each of your instructors receives this letter! 

MISSING FINAL EXAMS DUE TO TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
The possibility of missing a final exam due to post season competition opportunities may arise. Should this occur, student- 
athletes must immediately notify their professor and their athletics Academic Counselor and obtain an exam excuse from a Dean 
in the Steele Building. Confirmation of the departure and competition dates will be provided to the Dean by the Academic 
Support Staff. 

TUTORING PROGRAM 
The Academic Support Program provides quality tutorial instruction to student-athletes. The program employs qualified 
personnel who tutor major subjects offered by the University. Students meet regularly with tutors during evening and daytime 
hours for individual instruction. Assisting students with comprehension of subject matter, test-taking strategies, and study 
techniques, the tutors continue to form a strong foundation for the success of the Academic Support Program. Additional tutorial 
assistance can also be obtained through other on-campus services such as the Learning Center, the Writing Center, and the 
Math Help Center. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a learning enhancement program designed to organize and improve the ways in which students 
prepare for class outside of the classroom. SI is attached to courses to provide students with a systematic and disciplined 
approach for processing the course material assigned by the professor. SI leaders are assigned to each of the "perspective" 
courses selected. Student-athletes will be identified to join a SI group at the beginning of each semester. The meetings will take 
place during their regular study hall hours. The SI supervisor will attend class and lead the SI sessions. 

COMPUTER LAB 
The Academics Center houses its own computer lab for student-athletes. The lab holds PC-compatible computers plus 2 laser 
printers. The computers are equipped with standard applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, and Publisher. All 
computers also have internet access as well as access to the University email system. The lab is staffed with a lab manager and 
lab monitors to help students with computer questions and issues. 

STRUCTURED STUDY 
The Academic Support staff views structured study the same way your coach views practice. Those student-athletes assigned 
structured study hours are expected to attend regularly, come on time, and be prepared to study. During structured study 
periods, you must study in designated areas. 



In general, all freshmen on an athletic scholarship, any student-athlete who has less than a 2.0 GPA, and those student-athletes 
recommended by an Academic Counselor or a head coach are required to attend structured study. All student-athletes are 
welcome to use the academic facilities Sunday through Friday; however, because of the limited amount of space in the evening 
structured study program, those wishing to attend should talk to their Academic Counselor. Please contact the Academics Center 
staff for hours of operation as they may vary throughout the semester. 

The following are the only acceptable reasons for missing structured study: 
1. You are hospitalized; 
2. You are attending a review session held by your professor; 
3. You have a scheduled game; or 
4. You are on a team trip. 

A question frequently asked is, "Can the time I spend in the library be substituted for my structured study hours?" The answer is 
NO. If you are required to attend structured study, you must spend the full time required in the supervised study areas of the 
Academic Center. 

STRUCTURED STUDY RULES 
The Academic Center’s study programs are designed to maintain a comfortable and conducive academic environment. The 
following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

Arrive promptly. 
Come prepared to Study: have the required books, papers, notebooks, etc. 
Do not disturb other student-athletes who are trying to study. 
Food or drinks are not allowed. 
Radios, personal stereos, cell phones, magazines, etc. are not allowed. 
Proper attire must be worn in structured study. 
Smoking and chewing tobacco are not allowed in the Academic Center. 
Falsifying forms used by the Academic Support Program is an Honor Code violation. 
Disrespect d the staff and/or tutors/monitors will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
NCAA rules require that staff phones be off-limits. Copiers are available ONLY by approval of a support staff member. 
Inappropriate language will not be tolerated. 
No viewing d inappropriate web-sites is permitted in the computer lab or on laptops in Study Hall. 

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
For students of all academic achievement levels, there are general rules that will help you perform to your academic potential. 
They are as follows: 

1.     Attend class. Tests are most dten based on the material covered in class. If you are going to be away from campus 
for a game, alert your instructors ahead of time. Get your assignments in advance, if possible, and determine when the work is 
due. Let your instructor know when you are ill. Your class attendance may be one criteria used by your professor when assigning 
final grades. 

Go to class prepared. You should have all reading and written assignments completed on time. If you go to class 
unprepared, it is often difficult to understand the material presented in class. Also, your instructor may tag you as a 
student with a poor attitude, which may influence your grade. 
Know your instructor. Introduce yourself to your instructor; if you have any questions relative to the course 
throughout the semester, meet with your instructor. Your professor is interested in your performance in the classroom 
and will generally be happy to discuss material related to the course with you. 
Make a good impression. Go to class on time. Entering class late causes a disruption. Do not read newspapers, 
listen to radios, etc. in class. It is recommended that you sit near the front of the classroom and not within a large group 
of student-athletes. 
Don’t let little problems become big problems. If you feel yourself falling behind in class, contact your Academic 
Counselor for help. Also, remember your instructors are there to teach. Don’t be afraid to make an appointment and 
ask a question about material you don’t understand. Make sure someone knows you need help before you reach the 
point where you cannot possibly do well in the course. 



Use tutoring help wisely. Tutors are available in select subjects. They are there to help you understand your 
assignments, not to do your work for you. If you don’t have the notes or haven’t read the assignments, tutors will not be 
able to work with you. If you require a tutor in a special subject that is not normally provided, inform your Academic 
Counselor as soon as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 5, 2009 1:43 PM 

kallison@email.unc.edu 
RE: Leave time 

2009 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
Attached is my updated leave sheet; let me know if you need anything else [] July was a busy month for us being out of the office. 

Take care, 
B 

From: Kim Allison [mailto:kallison~emaiLunc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2009 9:29 AM 
To: Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>, Cynthia Reynolds <cymhiar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, Brem Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>, Kim Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>, Octavus Barnes <obames@email.unc.edu>, Spencer Welbom 
<welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Leave time 

If you haven’t do so already, please send me your leave information for 
the month of July by Friday, August 7. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Academic Services 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 6, 2009 3:36 PM 

stpeace@email.unc.edu 

Policy Sheet 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2009.docx 

Here is the file; thanks Sherron, B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~Nue.cs~’.co~r~~ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2009 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Tuesday, Aug. 25t" 

Monday, Aug. 31st 

Monday, Sept. 7t" 

Tuesday, Sept. 8t" 

Friday, Oct. 9t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Wednesday, Oct. 21t" 

Monday, Oct. 26t" 

Wednesday, Nov. 25t" 

Thur.E Fri., Nov. 26t" - 27t" 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

cynthiar®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9893 

®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

mwillingham®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

jaimielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

stpeace®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

Classes End 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 9th 

Wednesday, Dec. 9th 

Thur., Dec. 10th/Tues., Dec. 15th 

Friday, Dec. 1 lth 

Friday, Dec. 18th 

Sunday, Dec. 20th 

96614102 

96218247 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete 6 hours of structured study per week. Upperclassmen 
who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include computer lab usage). 

Structured Study starts on Sunday, August 30th. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center opens at 7pm and smaLL group tutoring wiLL run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee sufficient 

time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring wiLL begin on Sunday, August 30th. The tutor schedule is posted on 

the buLLetin boards in the Academic Center. This schedule is constantly changing so be sure to check it on a regular basis. If you need an individual 

tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
All computers have Internet and email access. During peak hours you wiLL be Limited to one hour at the computer. If you have any questions about the 

computers or software please see the computer lab monitor. He/she wiLL be glad to assist you. Computer lab monitors wiLL be on duty Sunday through 

Thursday from 7:00pm to 10pm. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5600 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by October 2nd. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 
¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor. 
¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 PHYA or LFIT - depending upon initial enrollment date - needed (check with your Academic Support advisor to make sure that credit for playing 

your varsity sport has been added for those who entered prior to summer/fall 2006) 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~ Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cam 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2009 graduation - Friday, October 9th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~ Sciences or Business College 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~ Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

1.5 cum gpa and 24 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

1.75 cum gpa and 51 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

1.9 cum gpa and 78 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA E HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours + declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 

FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 



IMPORTANT!!! 18 degree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned during the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and spring semester). Physicat education activity ctasses DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA eti~ibitity and therefore 

are not counted toward futt-time enrottment for art students fottowin~ UNC’s otd curricutum standards. Lifetime fitness courses DO 
count for art students fottowin~ the new curricutum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 7, 2009 9:19 AM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Summer Grades 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Anson; I hope camp is going well! B 

From: Anson Dorrance 
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2009 9:44 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Cc: Robert Mercer 
Subject: Re: Summer Grades 

Thanks Brent ..... and well done .... this is worthy of a raise! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/6/2009 1:15 PM >>> 
Hi Anson, 
Attached are the grades from both sessions. 
of their business this summer. 

As we’ve discussed, everyone is eligible and ready to go for the fall, so they all took care 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 7, 2009 10:17 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutorial Requests 

TEXT.htm; Initial Tutorial Request Form.docx 

Gentlemen, 
Attached you will find the initial tutor request form. Add your names to the appropriate grids and add courses when necessary. Note 
that my Level 3 [] s are italicized; we will not mandate that they attend tutorial. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Work together to complete it and have it back to me by Wednesday. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 7, 2009 11:57 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Computer 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder, I need your computer password so we can access your computer and get your files next week while you are away. I 
strongly suggest you back up all of your files into an easily recognizable file on your desktop [] anything important, back it up there. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p ://tafl~eeib~ue. cs’~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 7, 2009 2:06 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: New Computer 

TEXT.htm 

You know Kent[] who knows when we can get him here in the first place, much less a potential second time. 

From: Robert Mercer 
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2009 1:13 PM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Re: New Computer 

Can they switch my computer out after I get back? 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/7/2009 11:56 AM >>> 
Just a reminder, I need your computer password so we can access your computer and get your files next week while you are away. I 
strongly suggest you back up all of your files into an easily recognizable file on your desktop [] anything important, back it up there. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheerNue.cstv.cor~i 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 10, 2009 9:40 AM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday through Friday 

TEXT.htm 

Put me down for 9am if you don[]t already have someone. I[]ll be here at 7 if you need me to be. Thanks, B 

From: Kent Pennington 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2009 9:19 AM 

To: Brent Blanton; Cricket Lane; Cynthia Reynolds; Jaimie Lee; Martina Ballen; Michael Perkins; Octavus Barnes; Robert Mercer; 
Spencer B. Welborn 

Subject: Wednesday through Friday 

I would like to install new laptops over in your building this coming Wednesday through Friday (schedule permitting for all parties). 
Please send me your available times for this period so I can try to schedule everyone. It will be hectic. It takes approxiamately 30 
minutes to switch out a computer depending on how much data you have and how extra apps to reinstall. 

Thanks 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 10, 2009 10:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial Request Sheet 

TEXT.htm; Initial Tutorial Request Form.docx 

Hi Tony, 
Attached is the request sheet that I want to turn into Sherron as soon as possible. Add to this list whatever your needs and return to me 
by Wednesday if possible. The guys are doing the same, so hopefully we can be pretty well-covered by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :~’mrhce~Nue. cstv-.cor~i 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 10, 2009 10:44 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Hall Students 

TEXT.htm 

I need a list of all your study hall students by sport and with pids so I can send them off to Study Hall Tracker. Can you get me those 
lists by Wednesday? 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue.cstv.comi 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 10, 2009 2:45 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Call a man and ask him to do his job, and he then asks you for tickets [] 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 

I wonder why he has the nickname he does [] B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 2:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall Students 

TEXT.htm; Study Table Roster.docx 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarhee~b~ue. cs~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 3:17 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Team Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
I hope all is well this week. I wanted to make sure the plan is still to meet with the team on August 26 @ 4:30. Also, with recruiting 
heating back up this fall, is there any way I could talk to Tyson about a polo? Mine are getting rather ragged or marked up [] just a 
question. 

Again I hope all is well, and I[]11 speak to you soon. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.corr~~ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 12, 2009 10:58 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Team Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Mike; I have it set for 4:30 in the auditorium, but let me know if you need to change anything.. As for polos, I wear mediums 
-thanks! B 

>>> Mike Fox 8/11/2009 7:22 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Yes, meeting is scheduled for Aug. 26. We have physicals for fr. from 12-4 so I hope they are all done. 
we go to Coach Gatz after you. 
Dave Arendas handles all our Nike items for you guys. (We let Tyson handle all our players only) I will let him know. What size? 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2009 3:17 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
I hope all is well this week. I wanted to make sure the plan is still to meet with the team on August 26 @ 4:30. Also, with recruiting 
heating back up this fall, is there any way I could talk to Tyson about a polo? Mine are getting rather ragged or marked up [] just a 
question. 

Again I hope all is well, and I[]11 speak to you soon. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:Iitarhee~b~ue.cs~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.2126 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 13, 2009 10:35 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Hall Roster 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kym, 
I need your list of students to go into the website by the end of today. All students who will have study hall hours required - Levels I 

and II. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 14, 2009 10:56 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Database 

TEXT.htm 

Bm I included the ;) symbol? ! ? Thanks ! I’m done now, B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/14/2009 10:39 AM >>> 
You could be a little nicer. HA! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/14/2009 10:36 AM >>> 

GET OFF!!! ;) B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 14, 2009 1:03 PM 

Arendas, Dave <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

Gentlemen, 
Thank you for the polos; I greatly appreciate it. I hope you both have good weekends, 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 11 : 17 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policy Handout 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron, 
Can you email me the final copy that was sent to printer? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 17, 2009 1:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial Requests 

Initial Tutorial Request Form.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 1:43 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
B. <welborn@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

TEXT.htm; RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Here is the latest install I have for AdmissionPros. Follow the steps to install. If you have trouble with the shortcut, let me know. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sean M. Crisman" <       @admissionpros.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 2:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: XML process 

Susan, 

I got a reply stating nothing appeared to be wrong, that the slowness 
might just be because of a busy season right now. 

Since that does not help out much, I have changed some settings in the 
program to handle the latency a little better. I have placed a new 
install on the support site for you to install. 

https://admissionsapp.unc.edu/support/?setup=athletics 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 
Fax: 919.468.5553 

~admissionpros.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 1:18 PM 
To: Sean M. Crisman 
Subject: Re: FW: XML process 

OK thank you. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC 
Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Sean M. Crisman" < 
>>> 

Susan, 

@admissionpros.com> 12/17/2007 12:02 PM 

There does appear to be a slowness problem. I’ve sent an email to them, 
and cc-ed you, explaining the problem so they can look into it. 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 
Fax: 919.468.5553 

@admissionpros.com 



From: Sean M. Crisman 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 12:00 PM 
To: ’Rick Kinney’ 
Cc: ’Susan B. Maloy’ 
Subject: XML process 

Rick, 

Could you check to see if there is a problem with the s4.its.unc.edu 
server. I appear to be having problems getting large numbers of 
students (75) from one XML query. Example: 

<sisrequest><login user="?’’ password="?’’ reqdept="ath’’/><request 
reqtype="students’’ term="20079"><selects><select seltype="career’’ 
/><select seltype="degree’’/><select seltype="term’’/><select 
seltype="transfer’’/></selects><students><student pid=’ " 
/><student pid=’’~ "/><student pid=’’ "/><student 
pid=’’         "/></students></request></sisrequest> 

These 4 return quickly on the test server, s4t, but they take a while 
to return on the live server. We have been doing 75 per query for the 

last year at least in under 90 seconds, but now I’m having about a 
50/50 chance of getting 10 back in that timeframe before it times out. 

Thanks, 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 
Fax: 919.468.5553 

@admissionpros.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 2:05 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: policy 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Sherron! B 

>>> Sherron Peace 8/17/2009 1:11 PM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 2:23 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Policy Handout 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2009.docx 

Hi Andrew, 
Attached is our policy handout for the coming term; let me know if you have any questions about it. Also, the 25th at 1:30 works for 
me. 

B 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2009 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Be~in 
Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" chan~es to F* 
Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanks~ivin~ Recess 

Tuesday, Au~. 25th 

Monday, Au~. 31st 

Monday, Sept. 7th 

Tuesday, Sept. 8t" 

Friday, Oct. 9t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19th 

Wednesday, Oct. 21t" 

Monday, Oct. 26t" 

Wednesday, Nov. 25t" 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

cynthiar®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9893 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

brid~erb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

mwillin~ham®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

jaimielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

Thanks~ivin~ Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

"AB" chan~es to "F" 
Readin~ Day(s) 

Exams Be~in 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Thur.~t Fri., Nov. 26t" - 27~h 
Wednesday, Dec. 9t" 

Wednesday, Dec. 9t" 

Thur., Dec. I0t" ~t Tues., Dec. 15t" 
Friday, Dec. 11 th 

Friday, Dec. 18t" 

Sunday, Dec. 20t" 

96614102 

96218247 

DROPIADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to ~et their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any chan~es in enroLLment wiLL be aLLowed once the on- 
line dropladd period ends. Should you ~o to the Re~istrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 
SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATUREIAPPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participatin~ in our structured study program wiLL be required to complete 6 hours of structured study per week. Upperclassmen 
who are below a 2.1 cumulative GPA will also have regular study hours (this will not include computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on 
Sunday, September 1st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center opens at 7pm and smaLL ~roup tutorin~ wiLL run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to ~uarantee sufficient 
time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evenin~ tutorin~ will be~in on Sunday, September 1’t. The tutor schedule is posted 

on the bulletin boards in the Academic Center. This schedule is constantly chan~in~ so be sure to check it on a regular basis. If you need an 
individual tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutorin~ session to be useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes and 

materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
All computers have Internet and email access. Durin~ peak hours you wiLL be Limited to one hour at the computer. If you have any questions about the 
computers or software please see the computer lab monitor. Helshe will be ~lad to assist you. Computer lab monitors will be on duty Sunday through 
Thursday from 7:00pm to 10pm. 

CLASS A3-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to ~ive to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to ~ive the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LE3-FERS 
All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 
by handin~ them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 
possible. Remind professors each week of pendin~ competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 
Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 



SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 
SI is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained SI leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5600 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by October 2nd. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor. 
¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 PHYA needed (check with your Academic Support advisor to make sure that credit for playing your varsity sport has been added) 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cam 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2009 graduation - Friday, October 9th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UIqC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN 8 CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

1.5 cum gpa and 24 hours 

1.75 cum gpa and 51 hours 

1.9 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

ITo be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 

4th Semester 

5th Semester 

0th Semester 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

1.8 gpa and 24 total hours 

1.8 gpa 

1.9 gpa and 48 total - 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

1.9 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 total - 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 total - 96 DA hours 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 

IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 

and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 

are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment for a[[ students fo[[owin8 UNC’s old curriculum standards. Lifetime fitness courses DO 

count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 2:57 PM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FA09 Staff Retreat 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just a reminder that we have our fall retreat tomorrow from noon to 4:00/4:30 in the North Box. The end time is little iffy because we 
will have our pictures taken at the meeting’s conclusion for the football game-day program. For those with a box in our building, I 
placed agendas in your box. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 4:01 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutorial Requests for Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; Initial Tutorial Request Form.docx 

Here is the list Sherron; let me know if you need anything else in regards to scheduling. 

Thanks, 
B 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2009 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Be~in 
Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" chan~es to F* 
Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanks~ivin~ Recess 

Tuesday, Au~. 25th 

Monday, Au~. 31st 

Monday, Sept. 7th 

Tuesday, Sept. 8t" 

Friday, Oct. 9t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19th 

Wednesday, Oct. 21t" 

Monday, Oct. 26t" 

Wednesday, Nov. 25t" 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

cynthiar®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9893 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

brid~erb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

mwillin~ham®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

jaimielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

Thanks~ivin~ Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

"AB" chan~es to "F" 
Readin~ Day(s) 

Exams Be~in 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Thur.~t Fri., Nov. 26t" - 27~h 
Wednesday, Dec. 9th 

Wednesday, Dec. 9th 

Thur., Dec. 10thlTues., Dec. 15th 

Friday, Dec. 1 Ith 

Friday, Dec. 18th 

Sunday, Dec. 20th 

96614102 

96218247 

DROPIADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to ~et their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any chan~es in enroLLment wiLL be aLLowed once the on- 
line dropladd period ends. Should you ~o to the Re~istrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 
SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATUREIAPPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participatin~ in our structured study program wiLL be required to complete 6 hours of structured study per week. Upperclassmen 
who are below a 2.1 cumulative GPA will also have regular study hours (this will not include computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on 
Sunday, September 1st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center opens at 7pm and smaLL ~roup tutorin~ wiLL run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to ~uarantee sufficient 
time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evenin~ tutorin~ will be~in on Sunday, September 1’t. The tutor schedule is posted 

on the bulletin boards in the Academic Center. This schedule is constantly chan~in~ so be sure to check it on a regular basis. If you need an 
individual tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutorin~ session to be useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes and 

materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
All computers have Internet and email access. Durin~ peak hours you wiLL be Limited to one hour at the computer. If you have any questions about the 
computers or software please see the computer lab monitor. Helshe will be ~lad to assist you. Computer lab monitors will be on duty Sunday through 
Thursday from 7:00pm to 10pm. 

CLASS A3-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to ~ive to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to ~ive the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LE3-FERS 
All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 
by handin~ them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 
possible. Remind professors each week of pendin~ competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 
Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 



SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 
SI is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained SI leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5600 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by October 2nd. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor. 
¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 PHYA needed (check with your Academic Support advisor to make sure that credit for playing your varsity sport has been added) 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cam 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2009 graduation - Friday, October 9th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UIqC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN 8 CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

1.5 cum gpa and 24 hours 

1.75 cum gpa and 51 hours 

1.9 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

ITo be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 

4th Semester 

5th Semester 

0th Semester 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

1.8 gpa and 24 total hours 

1.8 gpa 

1.9 gpa and 48 total - 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

1.9 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 total - 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 total - 96 DA hours 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 

IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 

and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 

are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment for a[[ students fo[[owin8 UNC’s old curriculum standards. Lifetime fitness courses DO 

count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 4:56 PM 

Sardi, Karen <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 
Re: One more ENGL 102 section just opened 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for the heads up! B 

>>> "Karen Sardi" <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 8/17/2009 4:50 PM >>> 
Hello to everyone, 

We have opened up one additional section of ENGL 102 today. Please advise students who contact you that it is available. 

It is ENGL 102.003. 
MWF 10:00 - 10:50 
Peabody 306 

It’s capped at 16 until the Friday CTOPS, when it will change to 19. 

Thanks for all your help, 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant 
Writing Program 
Dept. of English & Comparative Lit. 
CB 3520 
202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
T: 919 962 6871 
F: 919 962 3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 18, 2009 8:37 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 1 more thing... 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jaimie, 
I am also an Outlook user, but I have had to switch back to Groupwise for the time being because I could not make Outlook work 
properly. I also lost all of my calendar data (the entire fall term...), so I have now switched to Google Calendar. In setting things up, 
Kent didn’t do something, so the program will not run as it should. He is working on it though, so hopefully there will be resolution 
soon. 

B 

>>> Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/17/2009 5:57 PM >>> 
Thank you again for helping me out! Question-I use outlook instead of groupwise and all of my calendar items are now gone....do you 
know if there is any way to retreive all of the dates I entered on my outlook calendar?? ;/...thanks!...J 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 4:38 PM 
To: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

I’ll be right there to help you install... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 18, 2009 8:39 AM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Bey, 
Does 2 work tomorrow? I understand about the ENGL both ways, but I lean towards your thoughts of learning to write early as well. 

Speak to you tomorrow! 
B 

>>> Beverly Smith 8/18/2009 8:10 AM >>> 
are you available on wednesday after lunch to meet with a recruit? I still want to talk about the English class again....I’m still working 
on djp. I hate for them not to learn to write early. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 19, 2009 11:28 AM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Bey; I[]11 try to get them all enrolled in the next few days. See you this afternoo!! B 

From: Beverly Smith [mailto:bsrmth~t~caa.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2009 10:52 AM 
To: Brent Blanton 
Subject: Re: Wednesday 

Got the ok today.... 11 am English....for the 3 girls is fine. 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/18/2009 8:39 AM >>> 
Hi Bev, 
Does 2 work tomorrow? I understand about the ENGL both ways, but I lean towards your thoughts of learning to write early as well. 

Speak to you tomorrow! 

B 

>>> Beverly Smith 8/18/2009 8:10 AM >>> 
are you available on wednesday after lunch to meet with a recruit? I still want to talk about the English class again....I’m still working 
on djp. I hate for them not to learn to write early. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 20, 2009 9:12 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10th Semester Needs 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning gentlemen, 
Just a reminder that I need the lists before end of business Monday. 

Thanks 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 20, 2009 4:12 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: FW: Academic Support Evaluation Guide 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing... B 

>>> Robert Mercer 8/20/2009 4:11 PM >>> 
let’s talk about this tomorrow... 

>>> "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 8/18/2009 9:08 AM >>> 

Hi Everyone [] attached is an electronic copy of the Academic Support Services Evaluation Guide completed by the N4A in 
partnership with the DI Committee on Athletics Certification. The evaluation guide includes an example academic support review for 
the either required areas only. However any academic evaluation should include those eight required areas and any other areas in 
which support services are provided to student-athletes. 

This information was shared with the CCACA last week. Since Eric is currently out of the office I thought I would share it with you in 
hopes that you find the information useful. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Atlantic CoastConference 
Director of Compliance & Governance 
336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (fax) 
lbabcock@theacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 20, 2009 4:13 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission Pros & Dbase 

TEXT.htm 

Be right there, B 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 8/20/2009 4:08 PM >>> 
Can you download these onto my new laptop when you have the time? 
Thanks. 
cr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 24, 2009 8:28 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Room Reservations 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron, 
Can softball have the Ram’s Room on Wednesday at 4 since I have the Auditorium already at 4:30 (don’t I)? Also, can I get the 
Auditorium again Thursday morning (27th) at 10 (half hour)? 

Thanks 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 24, 2009 8:45 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Room Reservations 

TEXT.htm 

Cool. Can I have the Ram’s Room then Thursday morning as well as for softball Wednesday @ 4? 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Sherron Peace 8/24/2009 8:43 AM >>> 
I can reserve the Ram’s Room for softball at 4 and you do have the Auditorium reserved at 4:30. 
The Auditorium is reserved Tuesdays and Thursday for EXSS 9:30-10:45 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/24/2009 8:27 AM >>> 
Hi Sherron, 
Can softball have the Ram’s Room on Wednesday at 4 since I have the Auditorium already at 4:30 (don’t I)? Also, can I get the 
Auditorium again Thursday morning (27th) at 10 (half hour)? 

Thanks 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 24, 2009 9:26 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel Letter 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Travel Letter.docx 

Here you go... Thanks! B 



Fall Semester - 2009 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is to 
inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make arrangements 
with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often change, the student is 
responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and who may 
be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved period of 
absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible University official to the 
instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this list please 
contact me at 966-4102. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team travel or any 
academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean and Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 24, 2009 3:20 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Apology 

TEXT.htm 

Hey dude, 
I really am sorry for just barging in and taking your lamp. No excuse, just bad behavior. Don’t you hate the day before and first two 
days of classes? 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 24, 2009 5:06 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: status of 360 online tweaks 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
I’m slowly getting there on much of it, but some things I doubt we will be able to do. We need to meet to go over things, but I need to 
get these first few weeks under my belt first - so many of these kids do nothing on their own! 

B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 8/23/2009 10:27 AM >>> 

Brent, 

Hope you are having/had a good weekend. 

Just checking on the status of the tweaks we discussed (mostly through email) for the online 360. We will begin putting it through its 
paces in mid October with the re-evaluations for fall VLs. We have decided to make re-evaluation optional this year. Last year they 
were mandatory. I would think there would be fewer re-evals then. Winter and Spring come fast on the heels though at the beginning 
of and mid November. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:47 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: practice schedules 

TEXT.htm 

Women’s soccer is basically 2-6 although there practice schedule is pretty erratic. 
1-5. Softball goes 2-6 MWF and 8-12 TR. 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 8/26/2009 12:30 PM >>> 
Please send me the practice schedules of my advisee’s teams when you get time. 
thanks. 
c 

Tennis is 2-6 as well, baseball 1-6 and field hockey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:47 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Anytime is good for me. 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 8/26/2009 12:17 PM >>> 
Any particular time good to take your "book" and copy worksheets? 
c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 26, 2009 2:48 PM 

j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

396 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jan, 
Are you doing any 396 this semester? We have a young man who may be on some level of the national soccer team and we need 
some flex in his schedule from the day-to-day standpoint. 

Any help you can lend would be great, but I tmderstand if you cannot as well. 

Take care, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 26, 2009 4:09 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: PHIL 112 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Jan; let me know if we are able to get the smdem in. I’ve had so many, I forgot which studem I made the request for!?! 

B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 8/26/2009 3:46 PM >>> 
I have to wait to add anyone, as the instructor has requested to control 
her own enrollment. 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 28, 2009 4:46 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: geog 111 

TEXT.htm 

what do you mean? 

>>> Beth Bridger 8/28/2009 4:45 PM >>> 
what if we made SI session at 630 or 6 on Thursday if we are trying to just hit the "class" 

BETH 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 31, 2009 8:41 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: JOMC Worksheets 

TEXT.htm 

There is no link... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 8/30/2009 9:16 PM >>> 
Here is a link to the JOMC website (worksheets) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 31, 2009 8:42 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Adding a class for the following guys in only 12 hours 

TEXT.htm 

We’ll do our best! B 

>>> Mike Fox 8/30/2009 7:15 PM >>> 
Brent, 

I know this scheduling is driving you nuts. Hopefully we can add some classes for the following guys in only 12 hours. 

I told all of them today it is their responsibility as well to get their schedule complete. 
All of them should come see you tomorrow! 

They are all aware tomorrow is the last day to add!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 11:50 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Staff Meeting Tomorrow! 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Just a reminder that we will meet tomorrow at 3 in 213A. 

Thanks 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 31, 2009 1:22 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Staff Meeting Tomorrow! 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, but you have much more important things on your hands ! How is everything? B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 8/31/2009 12:38 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Unfortunately I will not be able to make the meeting. :( 
Jan 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
Good morning, 
Just a reminder that we will meet tomorrow at 3 in 213A. 

Thanks ! 
>B 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website :parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 1, 2009 9:11 AM 

j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

Tutorial Schedule 

TEXT.htm; WBB Tutorials.xlsx 

Hi Jan, 
Attached are the tutorials currently set up for the ladies. Let me know if you have any questions or see any problems. 

Take care! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheerblue.cs~v.cor~i ( mailto:bla~tor~nc~m.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 1, 2009 9:37 AM 

mredward@email.unc.edu 
10th Semester Requests from Athletics 

TEXT.htm; 09-10 10th Semester Needs.docx 

Hi Melissa, 
Thanks for the help with this! 
concerIls. 

Thanks 
B 

The list is attached; look it over and let me know if you or Dean Cannon have any questions or 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p:iitarhee~Nue.cs~v.corr~~ ( maiho:blamon~ncaa.unc.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Hi Melissa, 
Thanks for the help with this! The list is attached; look it over and let me know if you or Dean Cannon have any 

questions or concerns. 

Thanks! 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box :Zl:Z6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :z7599.31o7 



Yes ma’am - Carol Williams 

> > > Beth Bridger 9/1/2009 11:42 AM > > > 

do we have a tutor for this? 

BETH 

Beth Bridger 

Learning Specialist, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-5669 

brid~erb @ur~caaoU r~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 1, 2009 4:17 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FA09 Tutorial Schedule 

FA09 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 1, 2009 4:35 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Contact List 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Tutor Information.xlsx 

Here it is... B 



Here it is... B 



Good evening, 

Just sending out today’s version of the schedule; we’ve actually wised up a little and marked in yellow the best we can 

today’s additions. Look it over and make sure there are no questions/concerns/etc., and thank you again! 

I’ll touch base again tomorrow, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box :Zl:Z6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :z7599.31o7 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 9:00 AM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Are we going to give the Aud. monitor a laptop to check those students in and out 
this semester? Or will there 

TEXT.htm 

In the hallway only... 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 9/3/2009 8:44 PM >>> 
Are we going to give the Aud. monitor a laptop to check those students in and out this semester? Or will there 

just be the one by the computer room? 
c 



in the hallway only... 

> > > Cynthia Reynolds 9/3/2009 8:44 PM > > > 

Are we going to give the Aud. monitor a laptop to check those students in and out this semester? 

just be the one by the computer room? 

C 

Or will there 



Good morning gentlemen, 

Attached is last week’s report. It is a little short on detail because of my absence, but I wanted you to have the 

information. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box :Zl:Z6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :z7599.31o7 



From Jan... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009 4:06 PM 

Hoover, Shandol <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS Check-in 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
It is crazy around here, but things will settle down in the next week or so. I enjoyed very much our working relationship this summer 
as well, and the training session was every bit as good for me as it sounds like it was for the OLs - I am glad they found it helpful. I 
usually shoot from the hip and try to be straight; I’m glad it was appreciated. 

We’d love to have you come by; early spring is probably best since that is when we begin to get in summer-planning mode. I hope 
things have calmed down for you all and you are able to enjoy a little time off. 

Keep in touch and let me know if you need anything from this end; I am happy to help. You all are awesome and really do help our 
students have a good experience each summer! 

Speak to you soon! 
B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 9/9/2009 3:39 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

I hope you are well and I trust you are well into the Fall semester. I wanted to send a quick note to thank you for your communication 
and insights through CTOPS this summer. As this was the first summer I worked with the program, it was very helpful to have your 

insight and to be able to work with you. I anticipate having the dates for CTOPS 2010 finalized soon, and as soon as I have that 

information, I [] 11 be sure to touch base with you so we can get those on the calendar. At some point, perhaps we could just quickly 

touch base to see what went well this summer and what might make things easier next summer. 

I will say that our OLs remarked that of all the May Training sessions, they appreciated meeting with you as one of their most helpful 
sessions. They appreciated your direct and genuine answers and information. They seemed more aware and informed this summer-so 
thank you and I[]d love to continue to incorporate that in our OL training. 

On a related note, I wondered if it might be possible for April Mann, Director of NSCPP and me to talk with Athletic staff at some 

point-either later this fall or early in the spring. Our office facilitates several great orientation-related programs that might not only 
benefit student-athletes, but also the parents/families of student-athletes. I think there could be some great partnerships and as you talk 
with prospective student-athlete families and then first-year families, our office has some great resources. It might even help for us to 
provide a brief overview of the steps involved with students [] orientation programming and what the orientation programming entails. 
Let me know if you think setting something up like that might be possible and what information would be helpful for your staff. 

Again thanks so much! 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 

.ur~c.edu/( .m~c.edu ) 



Hi Shandol, 

ft is crazy around here, but things will settle down in the next week or so. f enjoyed very much our working relationship 

this summer as well, and the training session was every bit as good for me as it sounds like it was for the OLs - f am glad 

they found it helpful, f usually shoot from the hip and try to be straight; f’m glad it was appreciated. 

We’d love to have you come by; early spring is probably best since that is when we begin to get in summer-planning 

mode. f hope things have calmed down for you all and you are able to enjoy a little time off. 

Keep in touch and let me know if you need anything from this end; f am happy to help. You all are awesome and really 

do help our students have a good experience each summer! 

Speak to you soon! 

B 

> > > "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu > 9/9/2009 3:39 PM > > > 
Hi Brent, 

I hope you are well and I trust you are well into the Fall semester. I wanted to send a quick note to thank you for your 
communication and insights through CTOPS this summer. As this was the first summer I worked with the program, it was 
very helpful to have your insight and to be able to work with you. I anticipate having the dates for CTOPS 2010 finalized 
soon, and as soon as I have that information, I’ll be sure to touch base with you so we can get those on the calendar. At 
some point, perhaps we could just quickly touch base to see what went well this summer and what might make things 
easier next summer. 

I will say that our OLs remarked that of all the May Training sessions, they appreciated meeting with you as one of their 
most helpful sessions. They appreciated your direct and genuine answers and information. They seemed more aware 
and informed this summer-so thank you and I’d love to continue to incorporate that in our OL training. 

On a related note, I wondered if it might be possible for April Mann, Director of NSCPP and me to talk with Athletic staff 
at some point-either later this fall or early in the spring. Our office facilitates several great orientation-related programs 
that might not only benefit student-athletes, but also the parents/families of student-athletes. I think there could be some 
great partnerships and as you talk with prospective student-athlete families and then first-year families, our office has 
some great resources. It might even help for us to provide a brief overview of the steps involved with students’ 
orientation programming and what the orientation programming entails. Let me know if you think setting something up 
like that might be possible and what information would be helpful for your staff. 

Again thanks so much! 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 
http://nscpp.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 11, 2009 8:46 AM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Next Saturday 9/19 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds great sir; I’ll see you then if not before. B 

>>> Scott Jackson 9/11/2009 8:44 AM >>> 
Guys: 

Next Saturday we will have our 2010 Committed guys here, three 2011 kids and one 2012 for the ECU game. I would like to do our 
campus tour on Saturday around 10 AM and then get to the academic center around 11 AM. 

Brent can you do 11:00 AM 
Coach G can you talk to our guys immediately after (approx 1120 AM) in the acad auditorium???? 

Thanks!!!! 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sounds great sir; I’ll see you then if not before. B 

> > > Scott Jackson 9/11/2009 8:44 AM > > > 
Guys: 

Next Saturday we will have our 2010 Committed guys here, three 2011 kids and one 2012 for the ECU game. I would like 

to do our campus tour on Saturday around 10 AM and then get to the academic center around 11 AM. 

Brent can you do 11:00 AM 

Coach G can you talk to our guys immediately after (approx 1120 AM) in the acad auditorium???? 

Thanks!!!! 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-0308 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

~ackson (~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 11, 2009 10:52 AM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Re Schedule?? 

TEXT.htm 

Sure. 

>>> Scott Jackson 9/11/2009 10:22 AM >>> 
CAN WE GO AT 10:30 AM Saturday INSTEAD OF 11 AM???? 

THANKS ! ! ! ! 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sure. 

> > > Scott Jackson 9/11/2009 10:22 AM > > > 
CAN WE GO AT 10:30 AM Saturday INSTEAD OF 11 AM???? 

THANKS!!!! 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 

919-962-3865 Fax 

~s)ackson @u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 11, 2009 5:13 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.11 .pdf 

Good afternoon, 
I hope you’ve all had a great week. Most of the girls met with me before Tuesday’s report, so today’s is a little light on detail. The 
grade report with dates, etc., is included however. There are a few holes, but I will have them complete by next week’s report. Exams 
are beginning to loom large, so hopefully tutorial will settle in and we can prepare well. 

Have a great weekend! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 11, 2009 5:16 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial Master 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Baseball Tutorial.xlsx 

Hi Mike, 
I forgot to attach the master tutorial schedule. Sorry about that... 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 15, 2009 9:08 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.15.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
First of all, congratulations on the great start to the season. I same many of the girls last night, so I can tell they are enjoying how 
things have begun. Attached is the weekly report - I did not have a required number of hours for last week since we had the holiday 
and a travel day on Thursday. I told the girls just to give what time they had. This week should be back to normal. Also, the grade 
report with due dates, etc., will be ready on Friday. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 15, 2009 9:17 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc. edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, 
Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning all, 
Just a reminder that we have staff meeting today at 3 in 213A. 

See you then, 
B 

Cynthia Demetriou will be here to go over PRAC expectations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 15, 2009 11:05 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting time 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely; thanks for the information on the girls. See you Friday, B 

>>> Brian Kalbas 9/15/2009 10:38 AM >>> 
Brent, 

Can you meet with our recruits on fri at 1:45 instead of 1:30? 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 15, 2009 11:06 AM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Saturday 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Because I will probably have someone at the game, I’d prefer to do it before if it still works. 

>>> Beverly Smith 9/15/2009 8:07 AM >>> 
On Saturday, can you give us your 15=20 minute talk at halftime instead of 10 am? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 4:57 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Priority Registration 

TEXT.htm 

Good evening, 
I am in the process of writing the rationale for each of your teams, but I need as specific practice information as you can provide me so 
I can make them as strong as possible. If you can provide me these details for the Spring semester by the end of business tomorrow, 
then I will have your rationale written and to you to approve by the end of business Thursday. Also, please let me know of any 
managers/student assistants (including PIDs) that you want me to include on the roster - they will be designated as just that so I cannot 
guarantee their approval, but I want to give it a shot for each of them. 

Thanks, and I look forward to speaking to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 16, 2009 11:19 AM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Registration 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tom; I submit to Robert Friday afternoon. As oong as I have the pid’s before then, I should be OK. 

>>> Tom Sander 9/16/2009 11:13 AM >>> 
Brent, 

I’m not sure exactly what you need, but we’ll practice Tues and Thurs from 8-10 am and Mon Wed Fri from 2-4 pm. Let me know if 
you need anything else. PIDs for managers are coming... 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations - UNC Women’s Soccer 

>>> On 9/15/2009 at 4:57 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 
Good evening, 
I am in the process of writing the rationale for each of your teams, but I need as specific practice information as you can provide me so 
I can make them as strong as possible. If you can provide me these details for the Spring semester by the end of business tomorrow, 
then I will have your rationale written and to you to approve by the end of business Thursday. Also, please let me know of any 
managers/student assistants (including PIDs) that you want me to include on the roster - they will be designated as just that so I cannot 
guarantee their approval, but I want to give it a shot for each of them. 

Thanks, and I look forward to speaking to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 16, 2009 11:20 AM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Registration 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry, one more thing. When will they lift? 

>>> Tom Sander 9/16/2009 11:13 AM >>> 
Brent, 

I’m not sure exactly what you need, but we’ll practice Tues and Thurs from 8-10 am and Mon Wed Fri from 2-4 pm. Let me know if 
you need anything else. PIDs for managers are coming... 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations - UNC Women’s Soccer 

>>> On 9/15/2009 at 4:57 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 
Good evening, 
I am in the process of writing the rationale for each of your teams, but I need as specific practice information as you can provide me so 
I can make them as strong as possible. If you can provide me these details for the Spring semester by the end of business tomorrow, 
then I will have your rationale written and to you to approve by the end of business Thursday. Also, please let me know of any 
managers/student assistants (including PIDs) that you want me to include on the roster - they will be designated as just that so I cannot 
guarantee their approval, but I want to give it a shot for each of them. 

Thanks, and I look forward to speaking to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 11:44 AM 

Cheek, Donna <dcheek@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: here is another email,. ........ the team roster ....... 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Donna! B 

>>> Donna Cheek 9/16/2009 11:33 AM >>> 
here is another email .......... the team roster ....... 

if you need anything else, just let me know. 

Donna Cheek 
Department of Athletics 
962-5231 

Go Heels ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 16, 2009 7:18 PM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: computer lab reservation 

TEXT.htm 

Sum Tom; I’ll alert Sherron, our office manager, and we’ll make sum the room is yours. See you tomorrow. 

B 

>>> Tom Sander 9/16/2009 11:49 AM >>> 
Brant, 

Is there a way to reserve the computer lab over them for an hour on Thurs from 2-3 pm so our players can take an online evaluation? 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations - UNC Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 3:12 PM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Soci 122 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Barbara! Have a great vacation! B 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 9/17/2009 11:50 AM >>> 
Dear Brent 

Please pass along the following information regarding Soci 122: 

Students are governed by the catalogue trader which they entered UNC, so 
those who took SOCI 122 to fulfill EE should be allowed to count it. At 
the same time, since SOCI 122 no longer meets the criteria for EE, 
students who have not yet taken 122 should be advised to enroll in some 
other course, one that DOES satisfy the criteria for EE. (From Erika 
Lindemalm) 

First-year students, in other words, will NOT be able to enroll in Soci 
122 in order to fulfill their EE requirement; but continuing students 
who have taken it or enroll in it may use it to satisfy EE. 

Thanks for your patience with this. Please let me know if you have 
questions. 

By the way, I will be on vacation for the next two weeks, returning on 
Monday, October 5. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:i/ad~dsmg~unc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 3:13 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Registration Appeal 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Andrew; I’ll change the start times and stretch it out to 5 with weights and conditioning. B 

>>> Andrew Calder 9/17/2009 3:11 PM >>> 
Brent, 

Great!!! The practice times for spring 2010 are going to be 12:30-3:30. They need to be out of class at noon on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday. They need to be out of class at 12:15 on Tuesday and Thusday. 

Thanks ! 

Andrew 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/17/2009 3:03 PM >>> 
Hi Andrew, 
Attached is the proposed appeal. I didn’t hear anything about times, so I went off of both last spring’s and the fall’s. Read it over and 
let me know what you think. I submit it to Robert tomorrow, and he will submit to the committee on Monday. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bla~tor~ur~c~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 3:21 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Master Student Listing 

TEXT.htm; Master Student List.xlsx 

Attached is the master student listing in excel. Simply sort by your name to get your students for PRAC appeals. Let me know if you 
have any questions. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 4:21 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Master Student Listing 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Beth Bridger 9/17/2009 4:19 PM >>> 
what is this? I mean where were you in the morning when i made a sheet? 

BETH 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/17/2009 3:20 PM >>> 
Attached is the master student listing in excel. Simply sort by your name to get your students for PRAC appeals. Let me know if you 
have any questions. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 18, 2009 9:22 AM 

Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: PRAC Appeal 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Thanks Donna; it was a pleasure! Brent 

>>> Donna J. Papa 9/17/2009 5:23 PM >>> 
Looks good. 

FYI 

Thanks for meeting with the 
Donna 

( ~:iitarheelblue.cstv.comisports/w. osoftbIiur~co~, osoftblZbodv.htrrfl ) 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/17/2009 3:09 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Attached is the proposed appeal. Let me know what you think - I submit to Robert tomorrow and he submits to the committee on 
Monday. 

Thanks 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 9:40 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: PRAC Appeals 

TEXT.htm 

Only softball. 

>>> Robert Mercer 9/18/2009 9:38 AM >>> 
Brent - I noticed in your appeals you used the only the more generic paragraph to answer the question on shared facilities. That is fine 
but others continued in another paragraph to state who facilities were shared with, see Spencer’s for an example. Also, which of your 
teams were denied in the past? RJM 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/17/2009 3:28 PM >>> 
Attached are five of my six; soccer is wanting to submit managers, so I am waiting on names and pids... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 10:31 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.18.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly; let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll see you tomorrow at halftime. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 18, 2009 10:39 AM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.18.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly; let me know if you have any questions. As for attendance, another outstanding week had by all. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 18, 2009 10:45 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.18.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; for those with blank comment fields, nothing has changed since Tuesdays report for last week. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 18, 2009 10:50 AM 

Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

It’s the card they need to get into the drama productions on campus. I think it’s like $18 or something. 

>>> Donna J. Papa 9/18/2009 10:46 AM >>> 
Brent, 
What is a privelege card? 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/18/2009 10:30 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly; let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll see you tomorrow at halftime. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 18, 2009 11:07 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Tutorial Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron, 
Can you send me the latest master schedule? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 18, 2009 11:40 AM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.18.pdf 

Good morning gemlemen, 
Attached is the weekly report for this week. Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll see you in the morning. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 21, 2009 9:46 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Soccer PRAC 

TEXT.htm; SP10 Soccer PRAC.pdf 

Attached is soccer’s appeal. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 22, 2009 8:53 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sara, 
It was a pleasure as always; they were a great group! I’d love to sit down and go through things with you. When are you free this 
week’? I am out on Friday. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 9/21/2009 9:26 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 

Thanks so much for meeting with our recruits this past weekend. They all said that it was really helpful and that you were great! I 
wanted to write you to see if you had any time to meet with me this week to talk about possibly taking classes sometime. I am 
definitely interested but do not know what my options are. If you could let me know, that would be great! 

Thanks, 
Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 22, 2009 9:09 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: C Byrd Vacation Time Fall, 2009 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ C Byrd Vacation Time Fall, 2009.msg 

Charlie’s vacation days... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 22, 2009 9:11 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: BREAKFAST CLUB! 

TEXT.htm 

I’m in! B 

>>> Beth Bridger 9/18/2009 2:19 PM >>> 
Wouldn’t your Fridays be so much better if you came to work and their was breakfast provided? 
I don’t know about you, but mine would! 

Lets try to build a little staff comradery with the Friday Breakfast Club. 

Depending on who is interested, I will put together a schedule of people to provide breakfast on Fridays (prob every other Friday) 
You would be responsible for brining in a breakfast treat for everyone in the club on your assigned day. For example, muffins and 
juice, bagels and coffee, etc. The creativity of your breakfast is up to you! 

Let me know if you want to partake. If you don’t, no womes, just please be mindful not to eat breakfast on the days it is provided. 

Hopefully we can have our first Breakfast Club next week! 

BETH 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 22, 2009 9:31 AM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Faculty Family Day Invite 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Family Day.pdf 

Good morning Tom, 
Attached is an invite I need the gifts to hand out to any professor they want to invite. Plenty of professors have already responded I 
believe, but this will allow a personal touch. Tell the girls to tell the professors to disregard the RSVP date if it has passed and hand 
them out when they get a chance. 

Thanks 
B 



Dear Faculty Member: 

UNC Athletics is pleased to announce a Faculty/Staff Family Day event at Women’s Soccer. This 

is an excellent opportunity for you and your family to come out and support the Tar Heels as 

you are all invited to attend. The details are below. 

Please RSVP with the number in your party to bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu by Wednesday 

September 23 if you plan on attending. 

UNC Women’s Soccer vs. Wake Forest 

Sunday, September 27th, 5pm at Fetzer Field 

Hospitality event open from 3:45 - 4:45 at the Eddie Smith Field House. 

Head Coach Anson Dorrance will speak to the group at 4pm. 

Autographs with the team following the game. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 22, 2009 11:29 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: meeting 

TEXT.htm 

How does Monday at 10 sotmd? 

>>> Sara Anundsen 9/22/2009 10:08 AM >>> 
We are actually leaving for a tournament this Thursday and get back on Sunday. Would you be available to meet sometime next 
Monday? 

Thanks, 
Sara 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/22/2009 8:52 AM >>> 

Hi Sara, 
It was a pleasure as always; they were a great group! 

week? I am out on Friday. 

I’d love to sit down and go through things with you. When are you free this 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 9/21/2009 9:26 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 

Thanks so much for meeting with our recruits this past weekend. They all said that it was really helpful and that you were great! I 

wanted to write you to see if you had any time to meet with me this week to talk about possibly taking classes sometime. I am 

definitely interested but do not know what my options are. If you could let me know, that would be great! 

Thanks, 
Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 11:31 AM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grades 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Anson, 
I got your message. Unfortunately, I don’t have much to tell you right now because not many grades have come in so far. I will be 
calling everyone in in the next week-or-so to go over the first round of exams that are ongoing through the end of next week. We then 
send progress reports out that following week. I should have something to tell you in a week-and-a-half or so, but right now it is a 
little light. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 5:00 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Breneman, Janelle 
<breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike 
<mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday Absence 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
I wanted to let you all know that I will not be here tomorrow. 
with students this week. 

Take care, and have a great weekend, 
Brent 

I will send weeklies on Monday with all of my thoughts after meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 9:45 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Athletes with dropped courses (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 10:39 AM 

Boone, Josh <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Reimbursements (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 

If you need immediate assistance, please contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 11:33 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: missed you! (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 

If you need immediate assistance, please contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 11:39 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: cancellation of session 9/28 CHEM 101 & MATH 152 (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 11:50 AM 

Direct, NCAA News <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Re: NCAA News Direct Division I Daily Update (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 12:21 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: windows 7 (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 

If you need immediate assistance, please contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 1:10 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Swahili Group-Thursday nights (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 2:00 PM 

Library, GrantSource <gs@unc.edu> 

Re: RASG is back--please distribute to your research support staff (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 2:44 PM 

Lloyd, Gary <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Re: [sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on] (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 2:56 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: server work and upcoming schedule (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 25, 2009 8:25 PM 

messagingoutage@unc, edu 
Re: Planned E-mail Outages Scheduled (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 8:59 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, September 28 with limited access to email. 
Spencer Welborn at welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 

If you need immediate assistance, please contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 9:33 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: C Byrd Pay Day 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ C Byrd Pay Day.msg 

Hi Sherron, 
Did Chaflie drop by for help with this? 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 9:37 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: 360 Online (Wednesday, September 30) 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
I believe the names are already on the site, but I think it a good idea for us to clean up the names since their are so many listed. As for 
some of the changes, I am making them to the database end of things where applicable, but I don’t know how to manipulate the 
website beyond an extremely shallow level. Let me know when you have time in the next day or two, and we can go through what we 
can do and clean up names, etc. 

I was out of the office Friday, so sorry for not responding before now. 

B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 9/26/2009 3:54 PM >>> 

Brent, 

I left a voice mail at your office on Thursday. This coming Wednesday, the fall Veteran Leaders will have the option of being re- 
evaluated. Just wanted to touch base to see if we are up and ready to go with website. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 10:15 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuition Waiver Policy (weak...) 

TEXT.htm 

Here is the link for tuition waivers. B 

~ :iihr.unc. edu/Jr) at a, Senefits/tuitior~ramsit uitiom~, aiver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 1:14 PM 

Parrish, Shane <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NEW SHOE TIME 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Hi Shane, 
I was out a few days last week. 

Thanks, 
B 

Any way I can still get an order in? 

>>> Shane Parrish 9/21/2009 4:18 PM >>> 

Dear Athletic Dept Employee, 
It [] s time for you to order a pair of NIKES. All athletic department employees that do not have a personal Nike allotment or 
NIKEELITE, are eligible to order. ATTACHED you will find the available shoes in categories by gender. Please REPLY to this 
email, with 3 choices and the SIZE. 
(Example. lst- E (11), 2nd- K(9.5), 3rd- A (11).) 
ALL ORDERS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, SEPT. 25, 2009 AT 5PM. 

B. SHANE PARRISH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 1:46 PM 

Parrish, Shane <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NEW SHOE TIME 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE.jpg_I 

Thanks Shane. Let’s go with: 1st - O (6), 2nd - Y(6) and 3rd - V (6). Thanks! 

>>> Shane Parrish 9/28/2009 1:40 PM >>> 
yes, asap, preferably today 

B 

B. SHANE PARRISH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/28/2009 1:13 PM >>> 
Hi Shane, 
I was out a few days last week. Any way I can still get an order in? 

Thanks, 
B 

>>> Shane Parrish 9/21/2009 4:18 PM >>> 

Dear Athletic Dept Employee, 
It [] s time for you to order a pair of NIKES. All athletic department employees that do not have a personal Nike allotment or 
NIKEELITE, are eligible to order. ATTACHED you will find the available shoes in categories by gender. Please REPLY to this 
email, with 3 choices and the SIZE. 
(Example. lst- E (11), 2nd- K(9.5), 3rd- A (11).) 
ALL ORDERS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, SEPT. 25, 2009 AT 5PM. 

B. SHANE PARRISH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 2:25 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Education Article 

TEXT.htm 

Here it is... B 
h~p:iiwww.msnbc.msn.comiid!33054056/nsieas_-_newsoed:uca~ior~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 2:29 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; blucido@email.unc.edu; 
j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

NO STAFF MEETING THIS WEEK!!! 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just as a reminder, we will NOT meet tomorrow since it is the fifth Tuesday of the month. Enjoy the afternoon, and we’ll see you next 
week! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 3:13 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NO STAFF MEETING THIS WEEK!!! 

TEXT.htm 

Why do I sense you being a smart@$$ there... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 9/28/2009 2:46 PM >>> 
Thank you for the update. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbom@uncaa.ur~c.edu ) 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/28/2009 2:29 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Just as a reminder, we will NOT meet tomorrow since it is the fifth Tuesday of the month. Enjoy the afternoon, and we’ll see you next 
week! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 28, 2009 4:07 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Payroll 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron, 
You and I need to sit down tomorrow and go through the tutor list to see who did not return from summer to fall. Robert wants to 
send them all letters, so we need to give him a list with addresses so he can send. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 29, 2009 11:31 AM 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting with Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sara, 
It was pleasure; you know you can come in anytime to go over your thoughts going forward. As for Friday, can we go with 1:30? 

See you soon! 
B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 9/29/2009 11:17 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Thanks again for meeting with me yesterday, I really appreciate it. Do you have any time this Friday to meet with our recruits? We 
have 2 coming in for sure and possibly a third. We were wondering if you could meet on Friday anytime between noon and 2:00? If 
you could let me know, that would be great! 

Thanks 
Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 29, 2009 11:43 AM 

Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing; congratulations again! B 

>>> Scott Jackson 9/29/2009 11:36 AM >>> 
Can you meet us at 10:30 AM at the academic center on Saturday just like we did for the ECU game?? THANKS!!!!! 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 10:48 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
B. <welborn@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Eligibility Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
The eligibility statements are now on the server and ready for you to manipulate, print and begin meeting students. Let me know your 
schedule of meetings so I can tell Robert; he and Susan will be sitting on a few of them. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions (like how to find, manipulate and print the statements...), 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 10:53 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Email Listing 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron, 
Knowing that we’ve added several tutors in the last few weeks, can you make a master spreadsheet with all of the tutor’s contact 
information for me? I need to send out an email to them all, and I don’t have an updated version since early term. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 2, 2009 9:37 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.2.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; let me know if you have any questions. 
young lady last weekend and good luck tomorrow! 

Brent 

Congratulations on getting the commitmeut from the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 9:45 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.2.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; let me know if you have any questions, and have a great weekend! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 2, 2009 4:45 PM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.2.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; let me know if you have any questions. I’ll see you in the morning at 10:30. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 5, 2009 1:28 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Progress Report Files 

Text.htm; FA09 Progress Report Listing.xlsx; Progress Report w ltrhd Oct 16.docx 

Hi Sherron, 
Attached are the files for the progress reports. If you can get them to print today, then hopefully we can get them out tomorrow? 

Thanks 

B 



Academic Sup~r~ Program fo~ Smdem-AtNetes 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAPEL HILL 

Dear P rofessor -INSTRUCTOR_LAST_NAME-: - EMAIL_ADDRESS- 

The Cortege of Arts and Sciences is interested in the progress of the student listed below. Please complete this form 
and return to Robert Mercer, Director, Student-Athlete Development Center, CB# 8550, by October 16th, or as soon as 
there is a grade to report. 

Student’s Name: 
Student’s ID Number: 
Course and Course Number: 

Attendance 

,,NAME,, (-SPORT_CODE-) 
-PID- 
-COURSE_SUBJECT .... COURSE_NUMBER-, -COURSE_SECTION- 

Present for Tests/Quizzes 

( ) Satisfactory ( ) Present 
( ) Unsatisfactory ( ) Missed 
( ) Unable to reply ( ) Dates missed: 

Dates missed, if available: 

Turned in Assignments Test/Quiz/Homework Performance 

( ) On Time ( ) Satisfactory 

( ) Late ( ) Unsatisfactory 

( ) Not turned in at all ( ) Unable to reply 

Please list late assignments 

and those not turned in: 
Comments: 

Estimated grade at this time: 

What % of the final grade does this represent? 

Did the student turn in his/her Travel Letter to inform you of potential travel conflicts this semester? 

Comments: 



Signature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 1:44 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Windows 7 

Text.htm 

Hi Kent, 
I am good with anytime Thursday morning. 

B 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/05/09 7:54 AM >>> 
I am ready to upgrade staff laptops in Academics to Windows 7. I wanted to do it the week of Fall break if possible. I am off on 
Wednesday, Oct. 21st but am available the remaining days and the following week. The update generally takes 2 hours per laptop. If 
you would like to schedule your time, that would be a great start in getting this project going and completed in a timely fashion. I can 
update multiple laptops during the same time frame if needed. 

Just send me some tentative dates that would work best for each of you and I will try to schedule you for the upgrade. 

thanks 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 6, 2009 1:40 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; blucido@email.unc.edu; Boxill, Jan 
<j mboxill@email.unc, edu> 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
I didn’t realize how important these emails are, so forgive me for not sending this sooner. We DO have a staff meeting today. 

See you at 3 in 213A, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 6, 2009 2:39 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: would you be able to send me an email... 

TEXT.htm 

The export!import has been done, but I need to change the names.., should be done by 5. 

>>> Shelley Johnson 10/6/2009 2:05 PM >>> 

...when the export is completed? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 6, 2009 2:53 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: would you be able to send me an email... 

TEXT.htm 

Everything is ready! 

>>> Shelley Johnson 10/6/2009 2:05 PM >>> 

...when the export is completed? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               8:25 PM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Evaluation Reports 

TEXT.htm 

Let me know what you think; I’ll see you in the morning! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 12, 2009 11:02 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutorial Appointments 

TEXT.htm 

How many? 

>>> Sherron Peace 10/12/2009 10:57 AM >>> 
Please let me know if you have approved any extra tutorial sessions so I can add them to the schedule. There are some inconsistencies 
with the master schedule and TIMS. 

She~on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 12, 2009 11:35 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: quantitative results 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
Go to the 360-degree feedback folder on the drive and open the CLA temporary file - you should be able to print the evaluations with 
the non-rounded totals. I will solve the integer problem in the new database before the next run. When will that be? 

Brent 

>>> Shelley Johnson 10/11/2009 10:17 AM >>> 

Brent, 

I noticed on the quantitative reports that all leader by example and vocal leader averages for teammate and coaches seemed rounded to 
the nearest whole number. Could you check the formatting for these? In the past, they were rounded to the nearest tenth.., which is 
what we would like. Thanks. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 13, 2009 11:46 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Faculty Day Sheet 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Family Day.docx 

Here it is sir... B 



Dear Faculty Member: 

UNC Athletics is pleased to announce a Faculty/Staff Family Day event at Women’s Soccer. This 

is an excellent opportunity for you and your family to come out and support the Tar Heels as 

you are all invited to attend. The details are below. 

Please RSVP with the number in your party to bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu by Wednesday 

September 23 if you plan on attending. 

UNC Women’s Soccer vs. Wake Forest 
Sunday, September 27th, 5pm at Fetzer Field 

Hospitality event open from 3:45 o 4:45 at the Eddie Smith Field House. 
Head Coach Anson Dorrance will speak to the group at 4pm. 

Autographs with the team following the game. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 13, 2009 2:08 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: does softball have any days off during the week? 

TEXT.htm 

It would be Mondays if they do, bm that isn’t anything you can bank on (I’m assuming you were asking abom spring). 

>>> Cynthia Reynolds 10/13/2009 2:02 PM >>> 

does softball have any days off during the week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 9:38 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Outlook 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kent, 
Any idea when Outlook will be straightened out on our computers? I’d like to begin collecting data via email to update our database, 
but I cannot do so since Outlook doesn’t work. I need this ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 8:55 AM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Outlook 

TEXT.htm 

I didn’t forget, but I never assume when it comes to things like this... I would have thought a new computer and configuration would 
have worked too. Am I slated for Thursday at 9? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/15/2009 7:25 AM >>> 
I guess you forgot you are being upgraded to windows 7 next week? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/14/2009 9:38 PM >>> 
Hi Kent, 
Any idea when Outlook will be straightened out on our computers? I’d like to begin collecting data via email to update our database, 
but I cannot do so since Outlook doesn’t work. I need this ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 15, 2009 9:03 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bobbi Owen’s Memo 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Barbara; we know you’re just the messenger! 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 10/15/2009 8:56 AM >>> 
Brent 

Attached is the memo I promised to send. Looking forward to a lively 
discussion on Tuesday!! 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:i/ad~dsm~u~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 15, 2009 10:05 AM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Re: September Leave 

TEXT.htm; 2009 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
A~achedis my spreadsheet-Ihadto updateitbecauseIputad~eon August’slineinsteadofSeptember. 
samenow, figN? 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 10/1/2009 1:08 PM >>> 
Please send me your leave for the month of September by October 16th. 
Also, check your check stubs to be sure your leave time is correct. If 
you have any discrepancies let me know. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Our two sheets are the 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Academic Services 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 15, 2009 10:13 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: database 

TEXT.htm 

Yes ma’am, I can do that. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/15/2009 8:24 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Is it possible to add a check box in the database for Medical Non-counter and 5th year non-counter so that we don’t actually make 
these athletes inactive and could perhaps query reports on just those kids if necessary? 

Just a thought. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 15, 2009 11:25 AM 

Derickson, Chris <derickso@email.unc.edu> 
Re: CAi Bridge Program Documentation 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Chris, 
For some reason, about the only thing that I could open and see anything on was the CAi-ISIS exchange document. Most of the 
folders were empty or had hollow files. Let me know possible meeting times, and I will make arrangements to be there. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

>>> Chris Derickson <derickso@email.unc.edu> 10/14/2009 6:26 PM >>> 
Brent - 

As you may or may not know, we are trying to borrow the code from UVa 
for an interface program that they have developed to work with CAi. We 
just received the documentation for this interface last week and have 
done some preliminary analysis of the code to try determine if it will 
work for us and, if so, what type of changes we will need to make. I am 
forwarding that documentation to you as a courtesy so that you can also 
begin to look at what UVa has developed. We would obviously like to 
include you and Susan as much as possible in the plans for developing 
and implementing this bridge program. 

Susan, if possible, I would like to schedule some time for early next 
week to talk through the process for entering data into CAi so that we 
can have a more complete picture of how this interface will fit in. If 
there are other folks from Athletics who you think should be at this 
meeting, just let me know and I’ll be happy to schedule something. 

Thanks so much for all your help so far. I look forward to hopefully 
meeting early next week. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Associate University Registrar and Student Records Team Lead 
Enterprise Resource Planning Project 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive, CB #3420 
ITS Manning Room 4402 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3420 Phone: 919-843-3979 
Phone (Registrar’s Office): 919-962-8289 
Fax: 919-962-0418 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 10:42 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.16.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is this week’s report with grades. The ones with asterisks are directly from Progress Reports returned this week. Let me 
know if you have any questions, and have a great weekend! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 10:43 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.16.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is this week’s report along with grades from meetings/progress reports. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend, and good luck! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 11:36 AM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.16.pdf 

Good morning gemlemen, 
Attached is the weekly along with grades fro serf-reports and progress reports (the ones with asterisks). Let me know if have any 
questions; otherwise, have a great weekend. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 11:38 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 099 Athlete Registration Times/Stops Report 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Susan, 
The report looks great, but it would be helpful to see the sport name instead of the letter. Can we have this mn again each week to 
make sure we are up on the holds and to see that the reg times are updated appropriately? 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/16/2009 10:52 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Let me know how this report looks to you. If you don’t know the sport codes, let me know. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 1:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 099 Athlete Registration Times/Stops Report 

TEXT.htm 

Tuesday I guess. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/16/2009 12:26 PM >>> 
Any particular time during the week that you would like the report? Not sure that the sport name will be picked up when running this 
type of report since SIS does not include sport names, only codes. 

Susan 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/16/2009 11:37 AM >>> 
Hi Susan, 
The report looks great, but it would be helpful to see the sport name instead of the letter. Can we have this run again each week to 
make sure we are up on the holds and to see that the reg times are updated appropriately? 

Thanks ! 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/16/2009 10:52 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Let me know how this report looks to you. If you don’t know the sport codes, let me know. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 4:18 PM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow-up Document 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Barbara; have a great weekend! B 

>>> Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 10/16/2009 3:37 PM >>> 
Dear Brent 

Attached is a document which will hopefully clarify some of the 
questions that were raised in regard to the memo I sent you from Bobbi 
Owen. Please distribute this document to your staff prior to Tuesday’s 
meeting. It may clarify current nagging questions, but of course I’m 
happy to attempt to clarify anything else that may be unclear! 

Have a great weekend. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:i;/a~;~vismgounCoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 4:20 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Further Explanation from Steele 

TEXT.htm; Clarification for 10 12 09 advising issues memo.docx 

Attached is a follow-up statement regarding the memo from Dean Owen that I passed around earlier this week. Look it over before 
staff meeting on Tuesday so we can ask Barbara questions while she is here. 

Have a great weekend! 
B 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

October 14, 2009 

ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM IN THE 

COLLEGE of ARTS & SCIENCES 

AND THE GENERAL COLLEGE 

CAMPUS BOX 3110 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3110 

TELEPHONE: (919) 966-5116 

FAX: (919) 962-6888 

http://www.unc, edu/advising 

Dear Advisors: 

This correspondence is a follow-up to our discussion at the staff meeting on Tuesday, October 13. 

In general, students are expected to meet the requirements of the undergraduate curriculum as stated in 

their Undergraduate Bulletin. Realizing that some students intending May 2010 graduation may run into 

difficulty meeting the supplemental education requirements of the Making Connections Curriculum, the 

Office of Undergraduate Education has been proactive in providing Academic Advisors with some options. 

These options are meant to increase flexibility for cases in which the students, despite their best efforts, 

may need an alternative way of completing that requirement. The graduation division will be sending an 

email to all students in their seventh or later semester this Fall 2009 that will invite them to see an advisor if 

they have difficulty enrolling in a supplemental education course they need for May 2010 graduation. When 

these students come in to meet with us, we can explore which of the options for completing supplemental 

education might work best for them. Out of respect for the students who have made special efforts (e.g., 

attending summer sessions) to complete the requirements as stated, advisors are cautioned to use the 

flexibility of the alternate options only when necessary. These options are NOT meant to be simply another 

way to meet requirements, but rather allow advisors to provide an exception when there is not an 

alternative. 

In the paragraphs that follow, we provide resolution to issues that arose during our review of the October 

12, 2009 memorandum from Dean Bobbi Owen on "Advising Issues." 

Catalogue Year 

The ruling concerning catalogue year is as described in the memorandum of October 12, 2009. In cases 

where you may be confused about Catalogue Year, consult with the Senior Assistant Dean in your division. 

Note that the October 12 memorandum supports the use as general education requirements of any courses 

so designated at any time during the years a student is enrolled. 

Maiors and Minors 

1. Reminder that there is a list of current majors in Registrar’s Policy Memo No. 13 at 

http://regweb.oit.unc.edu/resources/rpm13.php (click on link at the bottom of the page). 

2. We will follow this as written. 



3. Resolution: Correct the final sentence to end with, "in each minor," as follows: "Thus, it is possible to 

minor in French and Spanish, in American studies and folklore, and in Asian studies as well as Chinese--so 

long as more than half of the credit hours and courses are counted exclusively in each minor. " 

Reminder: Note the rule on page 48 of the 2009-10 Undergraduate Bulletin that reads: "That is, for each 

major/minor, more than half (not merely half) of the courses and course credit hours taken to satisfy the 

requirements must be counted exclusively; they may not double count even if cross-listed with courses in 

the other field." 

We will continue to process Pass/D+/D/Fail declarations as we have in the past. 

Supplemental Education 

Items 1, 2 3, and 5 are not time sensitive. They apply to all current and future students, and can be changed 

only via communication from the Office of Undergraduate Education. 

Items 4, 6 and 7 are time sensitive, as explicitly stated. 

1. Resolution: Courses fulfilling Approaches requirements may not also be used to fulfill the distributive 

option. The final sentence should therefore read: Courses fulfilling Foundations and Approaches may not 

be used. 

2. A communication will go out from the graduation division to students in the Schools of Education and 

Journalism and Mass Communication who have declared second majors in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The email will let them know that we have a new determination that they have completed the Supplemental 

Education requirement by virtue of meeting the requirements of their primary major. 

3. As appropriate, a communication will go out from the graduation division to students whose primary 

major is in the Kenan-Flagler School of Business or the School of Information and Library Sciences who have 

declared second majors in the College of Arts and Sciences. (For example, the email would only go to 

students whose AS major is not also in social and behavioral sciences.) 

4. Advisors’ authorization to count a Fine Arts Division course numbered between 100 and 199 as satisfying 

the fine arts distributive option of the Supplemental Education requirement is in effect for students 

graduating in December 2009 and May 2010 only. Students should be encouraged to enroll in a new course 

rather than draw on a previously taken course, if at all possible. 

The exception of using a non-divisional course that focuses substantially on music, art, or dramatic art to 

fulfill the fine arts distributive option for the Supplemental Education requirement is in effect for May 2010 

graduates only, must be fulfilled by an above-199 level course, and must be approved by a Senior Assistant 

Dean. In rare cases, to facilitate May 2010 graduation, a prior course can be used in this way. 

5. As written. This is not time sensitive. 

6. As written. Note December 1, 2009 deadline for student petitions. 



7. Students graduating in May 2010 may satisfy the Supplemental Education requirement with an 

interdisciplinary minor, defined as any minor that includes courses from at least two divisions. (This includes 

but is not limited to Archaeology, Asian Studies, Cognitive Science, Christianity and Culture, Hispanic Studies, 

Jewish Studies, Latina/o Studies, Medieval and Early Modern Studies, Philosophy-Politics-Economics, Social 

and Economic Justice, Spanish for the Professions, Sustainability, and Women’s Studies.) Additionally, the 

courses chosen for the students’ minors must include courses from at least two divisions and be numbered 

above 199. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 19, 2009 9:25 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: New contact info 

TEXT.htm 

Nothing was attached; I am assuming those are our new Nike reps? 

>>> Sherron Peace 10/19/2009 8:22 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 19, 2009 9:31 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reg Times/Stops 

TEXT.htm; FA09 reg times-stops.xlsx 

Good morning, 
Not sure if I sere this out already, bm here it is... They will run a new report each Tuesday for the next few weeks. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 19, 2009 1:23 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: my work schedule this week 

TEXT.htm 

Having not heard back from you, I assume I am on for Thursday at 9. I’d like to push that back though if possible to noon or 1. Is it 

possible? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/19/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office this Wednesday, October 21 st. If you need assistance, please contact Christy Suits at 843-5296 or 

csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 19, 2009 2:15 PM 

Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: nevermind 

TEXT.htm 

You sound crushed! B 

>>> Tom Sander 10/19/2009 2:10 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Nevermind. The deadline was Oct 1. Phew! 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 20, 2009 9:14 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Reschedule 

TEXT.htm 

Friday morning is perfect. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/20/2009 8:07 AM >>> 
Brent- 
To reschedule the CAi meeting, would either the morning of the 22nd or 23rd work for you? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 9:20 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu>; Boxill, Jan <j mboxill@email.unc, edu>; Townsend, 
Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Malty, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Today’s Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Them will be NO staff meeting this afternoon. Due to family masons, I need to leave later this morning to head home, so we will 
forego this week’s meeting and come together again the first Tuesday in November - November 3. 

The main topic on the agenda was registration, so remember that it begins next Tuesday for Seniors (the 27th). I will send out a new 

holds report tomorrow morning. Make sure your students are checking their registration times so we can send an email of any 
oversights on Monday - I would assume all times would be changed by the end of Friday. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 20, 2009 9:44 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Sherron; it appears we are experiencing round 2 this week. 

>>> Sherron Peace 10/20/2009 9:28 AM >>> 
I hope everything is ok and if you need anything just let me know. 
Sherron 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/20/2009 9:20 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
There will be NO staff meeting this afternoon. Due to family reasons, I need to leave later this morning to head home, so we will 
forego this week’s meeting and come together again the first Tuesday in November - November 3. 

The main topic on the agenda was registration, so remember that it begins next Tuesday for Seniors (the 27th). I will send out a new 

holds report tomorrow morning. Make sure your students are checking their registration times so we can send an email of any 
oversights on Monday - I would assume all times would be changed by the end of Friday. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 1:09 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: my work schedule this week 

TEXT.htm 

I’m here all afternoon today - are you coming back? - and will be in tomorrow. 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 7:16 AM >>> 
Just released today is the short day and my lunch is from noon to 1 so today will not work since you’ve moved it back to one. Not 
really enough time if needed to do the job. I can squeeze you in on Friday if you want. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2009 1:22 PM >>> 
Having not heard back from you, I assume I am on for Thursday at 9. I’d like to push that back though if possible to noon or 1. Is it 
possible? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/19/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office this Wednesday, October 21 st. If you need assistance, please contact Christy Suits at 843-5296 or 
csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 22, 2009 1:11 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Non-Counter Check-In 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone’s cool for my standpoint, but I’ve only met with a few of them. I can speak to them when they come for these checks. B 

>>> Amy Herman 10/21/2009 3:13 PM >>> 
Catches, Brent, Beth, and Cricket, 

The time has come to check in with you all about our fall semester non-counters. I need to know if they have completed their October 
requirements in order to get their November checks (if applicable). 

In summary, they were each told that they have needed to meet with their coach, Brent/Beth, and Cricket during the month of October 
in order to be eligible to pick up their November checks. 

Coaches, please review your non-counters below and respond to me, letting me know whether your non-counters are meeting the 
team-specific requirements that you have in place for them (with regard to team involvement, if any). 

Brent/Beth, please respond as to whether these students (Beth for FB, Brent for everyone else) are okay from your perspective to get 
their November checks. 

Cricket, please let me know which of these students HAVE NOT met with you. They were all told that they must, so if they haven’t, 
their check will be withheld until they do. 

Thanks for your help with this. I need to hear from each of you no later than Wednesday, October 28th. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 1:13 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: my work schedule this week 

TEXT.htm 

I am here then; area you coming back to complete Robert’s computer today? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
what time tomorrow? 9am? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/22/2009 1 ;09 PM >>> 
I’m here all afternoon today - are you coming back? - and will be in tomorrow. 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 7:16 AM >>> 
Just released today is the short day and my lunch is from noon to 1 so today will not work since you’ve moved it back to one. Not 
really enough time if needed to do the job. I can squeeze you in on Friday if you want. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2009 1:22 PM >>> 
Having not heard back from you, I assume I am on for Thursday at 9. I’d like to push that back though if possible to noon or 1. Is it 
possible? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/19/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office this Wednesday, October 21 st. If you need assistance, please contact Christy Suits at 843-5296 or 
csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 22, 2009 1:14 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: my work schedule this week 

TEXT.htm 

Come back now; I have all of his information. Can you do mine at now as well? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 1:13 PM >>> 
yes, when he calls me back and tells me when he will be available. I left him a message. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/22/2009 1:12 PM >>> 
I am here then; area you coming back to complete Robert’s computer today? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
what time tomorrow? 9am? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/22/2009 1:09 PM >>> 
I’m here all afternoon today - are you coming back? - and will be in tomorrow. 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 7:16 AM >>> 
Just released today is the short day and my lunch is from noon to 1 so today will not work since you’ve moved it back to one. Not 
really enough time if needed to do the job. I can squeeze you in on Friday if you want. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2009 1:22 PM >>> 
Having not heard back from you, I assume I am on for Thursday at 9. I’d like to push that back though if possible to noon or 1. Is it 
possible? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/19/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office this Wednesday, October 21 st. If you need assistance, please contact Christy Suits at 843-5296 or 
csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks ! 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 1:16 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: my work schedule this week 

TEXT.htm 

Let’s do all we can; I am here until the game, so can I finish it up if it is started? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 1:14 PM >>> 
30 minutes to get over there, not enough time to get to yours today, takes a minimum of 2 hours and that would put us beyond the 3pm 

get of town today role. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/22/2009 1:13 PM >>> 
Come back now; I have all of his information. Can you do mine at now as well? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 1:13 PM >>> 
yes, when he calls me back and tells me when he will be available. I left him a message. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/22/2009 1:12 PM >>> 
I am here then; area you coming back to complete Robert’s computer today? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
what time tomorrow? 9am? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/22/2009 1:09 PM >>> 
I’m here all afternoon today - are you coming back? - and will be in tomorrow. 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/22/2009 7:16 AM >>> 

Just released today is the short day and my lunch is from noon to 1 so today will not work since you’ve moved it back to one. Not 
really enough time if needed to do the job. I can squeeze you in on Friday if you want. 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2009 1:22 PM >>> 
Having not heard back from you, I assume I am on for Thursday at 9. I’d like to push that back though if possible to noon or 1. Is it 
possible? 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/19/2009 1:10 PM >>> 
I will be out of the office this Wednesday, October 21 st. If you need assistance, please contact Christy Suits at 843-5296 or 
csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 22, 2009 1:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Reschedule 

TEXT.htm 

It does; see you then/ Where is it? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/21/2009 1:02 PM >>> 
Does the 10am meeting this Friday work for you? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/20/2009 9:14 AM >>> 

Friday morning is perfect. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/20/2009 8:07 AM >>> 

Brent- 

To reschedule the CAi meeting, would either the morning of the 22nd or 23rd work for you? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 2:22 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert’s Computer 

TEXT.htm 

So I guess you aren’t coming today for his either? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 22, 2009 3:48 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting - 2009-10-27 

TEXT.htm; 741C3E77.gif; 70482F6B.gif; IPTemplate_bkgd.gif; Staff Meeting - 2009- 
10-27.xml 

Please find the meeting information attached. 

MEETING AGENDA 
Title:Staff Meeting Organizer:Brent Blanton 
Location: 
Robert’s Office Date: 
10/27/2009 Start Time: 
3:00:00 PM End Time: 
4:00:00 PM 
Objective:Go over Registxation details and discuss relationship with Steele Building 

Attendees 

NameE-mail 
Jenn Townsendjtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
Beth Bridgerbridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu 
Brent Blantonblanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Discussion Items 

DIS CUS SION ITEM 
Title: 
Presenter: 
File Attachment 

Action Items 

TitleAssigned ToDue By 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 3:54 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Previous Email 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Beth, 
Disregard the previous email; it was a test of the InfoPath system... Bothy Jenn and I received the email, so now I know it works! 

B 



Sent: 

To." 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 23, 2009 2:44 PM 

darobert@mailbox, sc.edu 
Re: IMG00105.jpg 

TEXT.htm 

Enjoy fishing, and have a great weekend! B 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 10/23/2009 10:10 AM >>> 
Not in office today .... :) 

Sent on the Now Network from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 26, 2009 10:55 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Latest Holds Report I’ve Received 

TEXT.htm; FA09 reg times-stops.xlsx 

This is from Friday afternoon... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 13, 2009 10:43 AM 

Derickson, Chris <derickso@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Reports Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good; thanks Chris. B 

>>> Chris Derickson <derickso@email.unc.edu> 11/13/2009 10:29 AM >>> 
Susan and Brent - 

I will ask that you be added to the Wednesday meeting next week. We will be meeting in the OUR conference room (SASB 3103). 
Thanks in advance, and we’ll see you next Wednesday. 

Chris 

Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Chris, 
I need to keep Tuesday open, so Wed. at 1 lam would work best for me to. Where are they meeting? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> ( mailto:blar~ton(~m~caa.unc.eda ) 11/13/2009 9:41 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
Wednesday is probably better for me, but I can make it work if Susan needs 
Tuesday. 

B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Derickson [mai~to:derickso.~emaiLm~c.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 5:21 PM 
To: Susan B Maloy; Brent S Blanton 
Subject: Reports Meeting 

Susan - 

Would it be possible for you and Brent to attend a meeting next week 
with the report team to discuss reporting needs for Athletics? We are 
meeting with this team regularly to discuss report requirements, and I 
suggested today that Athletics be represented at one of these meetings 
next week. Currently, the meetings for next week are scheduled for 
Tuesday 1-2pm and Wednesday 1 lam-12pm. If you can attend either of 
these meetings, just let me know and I’ll have the report team add you 
to the meeting. If these times don’t work, just let me know and we’ll 
see what we can do to set up a time that does work. Thanks, and have a 
good evening. 

Chris 



Christopher Derickson 
Associate University Registrar and Student Records Team Lead 
Enterprise Resource Planning Project 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive, CB #3420 
ITS Manning Room 4402 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3420 Phone: 919-843-3979 
Phone (Registrar’s Office): 919-962-8289 
Fax: 919-962-0418 

Christopher Derickson 
Associate University Registrar and Student Records Team Lead 
Enterprise Resource Planning Project 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive, CB #3420 
ITS Manning Room 4402 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3420 Phone: 919-843-3979 
Phone (Registrar’s Office): 919-962-8289 
Fax: 919-962-0418 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 15, 2010 12:13 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Faculty Staff Family Day at Women’s Tennis 

TEXT.htm 

Will do. 

>>> Robert Mercer 1/15/2010 12:11 PM >>> 
Reminder to get the invite to the students. RJM 

>>> Brianna Apple 1/15/2010 11:09 AM >>> 
To Faculty and Staff Fans of UNC Athletics, 

Our Faculty Staff Family Day at Women’s Tennis will be held on Saturday, February 6th at 11 a.m. at the Indoor Facility of the Cone- 
Kenfield Tennis Center (located off of Friday Center Drive). The North Carolina Tar Heels will play host to the Wisconsin Badgers. 
Check-in will begin at 11 a.m. and we will have hospitality during the match. We will have a tennis contest for kids in between the 
doubles and singles matches. Please bring a tennis racquet if you have one. Please RSVP to me at santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu with 
the number in your party by Monday, February 1 st if you plan to attend. Admission is FREE for Women’s Tennis, so you will not 
need a ticket. Free parking is available at the Tennis Center lots. 

For directions to the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center, please click the link below: 
~:i/tarheeINue~cstv~comigenre~/071902aab~htm~#cone 

Details about each event will be posted on www.TarHeelBlue.com!facultystaffevents 
( !32~_~p:/iwww.tarheelblt~e.co~rv’fact~h~staffeven~s ). You can also access our website at www.TarHeelBlue.com 
( http:iiwww.tarheelblue.com! ), click on "Inside Athletics" and then "Faculty Staff Events." We will continue to email invitations via 
the FAN Listserv. They will come from Brianna Apple or Bonnie Clarke, both Assistant Directors of Sports Marketing. 

We hope to see many of you at our upcoming event! Go Heels! 

UNC Athletic Department 

Brianna Apple 
Assistant Director of Sports Marketing 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.5496 
santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 15, 2010 1:19 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST Tutors 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron, 
If we are short on HIST tutorial, just let me know. I already have another person coming in on Tuesday, but I have one in the wings as 
well that is a 5th-year HIST PhD candidate. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 26, 2010 10:58 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: Gen Ed question] 

TEXT.htm; Re_ [Fwd_ Re_ Gen Ed question].msg 

Folks, 

Attached is an email from Dean Owen to one of our certification officers regarding SOCI122. Please read and note the tenor of what 
she is saying. We must be wise in how we advise regardless of what we know to be true. 

If you have any questions, let me know, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 26, 2010 11:00 AM 

Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: signature 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Dana! B 

>>> Dana Gelin 1/25/2010 9:31 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 
How abom this? (And if it’s not right, let me know -- really, it took two seconds.) 
--dg 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 12:44 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: appeal letters 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Jan! B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 1126/2010 12:16 PM >>> 
Here they are 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 26, 2010 2:01 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Training for Counselors 

RE_ Training for Counselors.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 22, 2010 4:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Training for Counselors 

TEXT.htm 

Susan - 
Definitely have them start signing up. If you could send me a list of all the counselors, I can add them to the 
training list so that they will get an invite and a reminder about their training session. Either way, if they sign 
up, they can go attend the training. Have a great weekend. See you next week. 
Chris 

From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 3:01 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subj ect: Training for Counselors 

Hi Chris, 
I just left you a voicemail about training for the academic counselors regarding how to assist students in using 
PeopleSoft for registration, and I may have answered my own question with the link below. 

http://www.abcsignup.com/view/view month.aspx?as=52&aid=UNC-ITS&wp=614 

Should we just jump on board with these workshops to begin the process? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 9:29 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Dr. Johnson 

TEXT.htm 

Go through Amy now; she is the new poim-person. 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 1/26/2010 4:12 PM >>> 
What is the best way to get in touch with Lynn Johnson? I need a report on a few of my guys from previous testing. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 11:08 AM 

Jalloh, Abou Bakarr <abou_j alloh@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UAT Athletics Testing 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Abou, 
Friday is better for me as well. Is that still a possibility? 

Brent 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/27/2010 10:17 AM >>> 
Hi Abou, 
Friday would be better for me. Is that possible? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistam Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Departmem of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy @uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Jalloh, Abou Bakarr" <abou_jalloh@unc.edu> 1/26/2010 4:59 PM >>> 
Hi, 
I wanted to schedule a UAT session with you guys. Is Thursday good for you? 

Thanks, 

Abou Jalloh, jr. 

"I don’t know everything, I just need to know where to find it when I need it" - Albert Einstein 

On Jan 20, 2010, at 9:11 AM, "Brent B lanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Abou, 
My onyen is bsblanto. Do you need the password as well? Right now, Fridays are my best day. How long would a session last - the 
full 8:30-12? 

Brent 

On 1/19/2010 3:59 PM, Jalloh, Abou B akarr wrote: 

Susan and Brem, 
I have been referred to you by Chris Derickson as resources to help us test Athletics functionality of PeopleSofl which is schedule to 

Go Live in production February 22. Couple things we need to do to get this testing done. Brent: Can you send me your onyen so we 
can setup your security? Also, we are testing daily from 8.30 to 12. Let me know what day is good for you. 

Thanks, 
-Abou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 11:27 AM 

Jalloh, Abou Bakarr <abou_j alloh@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UAT Athletics Testing 

TEXT.htm 

Sure - 8:30 to noon? Where will it be? Brent 

>>> "Jalloh, Abou Bakarr" <abou_jalloh@unc.edu> 1/27/2010 10:26 AM >>> 

Brent: I know you have stated that Friday is usually good for you. Can we do it on Friday? 

Thanks, 
-Abou 

From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbma~ov~ancaa.ar~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 10:18 AM 
To: Jalloh, Abou Bakarr; BlantolL Brent S 
Subject: Re: UAT Athletics Testing 

Hi Abou, 

Friday would be better for me. Is that possible? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistam Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Jalloh, Abou Bakarr" <abou_jalloh@unc.edu> 1/26/2010 4:59 PM >>> 

Hi, 

I wanted to schedule a UAT session with you guys. Is Thursday good for you? 

Thanks, 

Abou Jalloh, jr. 



"I don’t know everything, I just need to know where to find it when I need it" - Albert Einstein 

On Jan 20, 2010, at 9:11 AM, "Brent B lanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Abou, 
My onyen is bsblanto. Do you need the password as well? Right now, Fridays are my best day. How long would a session last - the 

full 8;30-12? 

Brent 

On 1/19/2010 3:59 PM, Jalloh, Abou B akarr wrote: 
Susan and Brem, 
I have been referred to you by Chris Derickson as resources to help us test Athletics functionality of PeopleSoft which is schedule to 
Go Live in production February 22. Couple things we need to do to get this testing done. Brent: Can you send me your onyen so we 
can setup your security? Also, we are testing daily from 8.30 to 12. Let me know what day is good for you. 
Thanks, 
-Abou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 1:28 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UAT Athletics Testing 

TEXT.htm 

What’s hilarious is the quote at the bottom of his email from Einstein... 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/27/2010 12:09 PM >>> 
Why won’t he give us the time? 

>>> Brent Blanton 1/27/2010 11:26 AM >>> 

Sure - 8:30 to noon? Where will it be? Brent 

>>> "Jalloh, Abou Bakarr" <abou_jalloh@unc.edu> 1/27/2010 10:26 AM >>> 

Brent: I know you have stated that Friday is usually good for you. Can we do it on Friday? 

Thanks, 
-Abou 

From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmalov~uncaa.anc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 10:18 AM 
To: Jalloh, Abou Bakarr; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: UAT Athletics Testing 

Hi Abou, 

Friday would be better for me. Is that possible? 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Jalloh, Abou Bakarr" <abou_jalloh@unc.edu> 1/26/2010 4:59 PM >>> 

Hi, 

I wanted to schedule a UAT session with you guys. Is Thursday good for you? 



Thanks~ 

Abou Jalloh~ jr. 

"I don’t know everything~ I just need to know where to find it when I need it" - Albert Einstein 

On Jan 20~ 2010~ at 9:11 AM~ "Brent B lanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Abou~ 
My onyen is bsblanto. Do you need the password as well? Right now~ Fridays are my best day. How long would a session last - the 
full 8:30-12? 

]3rent 

On 1/19/2010 3:59 PM~ Jalloh~ Abou B akarr wrote: 
Susan and Brent~ 
I have been referred to you by Chris Derickson as resources to help us test Athletics functionality of PeopleSoft which is schedule to 
Go Live in production February 22. Couple things we need to do to get this testing done. Brent: Can you send me your onyen so we 
can setup your security? Also~ we are testing daily from 8.30 to 12. Let me know what day is good for you. 
Thanks~ 
-Abou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 2:03 PM 

Jalloh, Abou B <ajalloh@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: R6 UAT 

TEXT.htm 

I will be there as well. Thanks Abou, Brent 

>>> "Abou B Jalloh" <ajalloh@email.unc.edu> 1/27/2010 1:29 PM >>> 
The following meeting has been modified. 

Proposed by: Abou Jalloh 

Access level: Normal 
Importance level: Normal 

The following instances have been modified: 

Title: R6 UAT 
Monday, January 11, 2010 
Time: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: ITS-Manning Rm 1103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Tuesday, January 12, 2010 
Time: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: ITS-Manning Rm 1103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Wednesday, January 13, 2010 
Time: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: ITS-Manning Rm 1103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Tuesday, January 19, 2010 
Time: 8:30 am to 12:30 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: ITS-Manning Rm 4103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Wednesday, January 20, 2010 
Time: 8:30 am to 12:30 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: ITS-Manning Rm 4103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 
Time: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: SASB 3124 

Title: R6 UAT 
Thursday, January 28, 2010 

Time: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (EST5EDT) 

Location: ITS-Manning Rm 1103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Monday, January 18, 2010 



Time: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: ITS-Manning Rm 1103 

Title: R6 UAT 
Friday, January 22, 2010 
Time: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (EST5EDT) 

Location: ITS-Manning Rm 4103 

Tire: R6 UAT 
Friday, January 29, 2010 
Time: 8:30 am to 12:00 pm (EST5EDT) 

Location: ITS-Manning Rm 1103 



To Faculty and Staff Fans of UNC Athletics, 

Our Faculty Staff Family Day at Women’s Tennis will be held on Saturday: 
at 11 a.m. at the Indoor Facility of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center (located off of 
Friday Center Drive). The North Carolina Tar Heels will play host to the          ~ 

Check-in will begin at 11 a.m. and we will have hospitality during the 
match. We will have a tennis contest for kids in between the doubles and singles 
matches. Please bring a tennis racquet if you have one. Please RSVP to me at 
santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu with the number in your party by Wednesday, February 3rd if 
you plan to attend. Admission is FREE for Women’s Tennis, so you will not need a 
ticket. Free parking is available at the Tennis Center lots. 

For directions to the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center, please click the link below: 

http:iitarheelblue.cstv.comigenrel/o719o2aab.html#cone 

Details about each event will be posted on www.TarHeelBlue.com/facultystaffevents. 

You can also access our website at w-w-w.TarHeelBlue.com, click on "Inside Athletics" and 
then "Faculty Staff Events." We will continue to email invitations via the FAN Listserv. 
They will come from Brianna Apple or Bonnie Clarke, both Assistant Directors of Sports 
Marketing. 

We hope to see many of you at our upcoming event! Go Heels! 

UNC Athletic Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 3:37 PM 

Apple, Brianna <santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Brianna, 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brianna, 
I wanted to give you a heads up. Because of everything that was going on here in the first two weeks of class, I was not able to get the 
invitation for the Women’s Tennis Family Day to the students until today. Because the RSVP deadline of Monday was so close, I 
extended it to Wednesday in case travel causes them to miss an additional day between now and then. I hope that is OK. 

Let me know if it is not, or if you need me to do anything else. 

Take care, 
Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeINue.csJ~.,.comi ( raai~o:b~a~ton(a~uncaa.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 28, 2010 10:13 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Fw: ACC FALL (2009) SCHOLAR-ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 
NOMINATION INFORMATION 

TEXT.htm 

Is this referring to the list that I responded to yesterday? 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 1/25/2010 8:46 PM >>> 
Reminder: 

I need these names soon so I can get all the statistics and send them to the coaches for the final decisions. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Beth Miller 1/20/2010 7:22 AM >>> 
FYI ..... 

Thanks, 
-Beth 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Dery, Barb" <bdery@theacc.org> 
To: Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Dick B addour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: BillShults (wshults@admin.fsu.edu) <wshults@admin.fsu.edu> 
To: Phyllis M.LaBaw (plabaw@at.gtaa.gatech.edu) <plabaw@at.gtaa.gatech.edu> 
To: Dean Buchan(dbuchan@athletics.gatech.edu) <dbuchan@athletics.gatech.edu> 
To: DanRadakovich (drad@athletics.gatech.edu) <drad@athletics.gatech.edu> 
To: Theresa Wenzel(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu) <twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu> 
To: Chris Cameron (cameroch@bc.edu) <cameroch@bc.edu> 
To: Ferna L. Phillips PHD(ferna.phillips. l@bc.edu) <ferna.phillips. l@bc.edu> 
To: Gene DeFilippo(Gene.d@bc.edu) <Gene.d@bc.edu> 
To: Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu) <mooradjo@bc.edu> 
To: Tim Bourret(btimoth@clemson.edu) <btimoth@clemson.edu> 
To: Barbara Kelmedy-Dixon(kbarbar@clemson.edu) <kbarbar@clemson.edu> 
To: Terry Don Phillips (pterry@clemson.edu) <pterry@clemson.edu> 
To: RebeccaBowman (rbowman@clemson.edu) <rbowman@clemson.edu> 
To: Art Chase (chasea@duaa.duke.edu) <chasea@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: Heather Ryan(hryan@duaa.duke.edu) <hryan@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: Jaclyn Jacki Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu) <jsilar@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu) <kwhite@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: Kellie Elliott(klelliott@fsu.edu) <klelliott@fsu.edu> 
To: Randy Spetman(rspetman@fsu.edu) <rspetman@fsu.edu> 
To: Tina Dechausay(tthomas@fsu.edu) <tthomas@fsu.edu> 
To: Connie Nickel (cnickel@miami.edu) <cnickel@miami.edu> 
To: David Wyman(d.wyman@miami.edu) <d.wyman@miami.edu> 



To: Kirby Hocutt (hocutt@miami.edu) <hocutt@miami.edu> 
To: Mark Pray (mpray@miami.edu) <mpray@miami.edu> 
To: AnnabelleMyers <annabelle_myers@ncsu.edu> 
To: Carrie Leger(carrie_leger@ncsu.edu) <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu> 
To: Lee Fowler (lee fowler@ncsu.edu) <lee fowler@ncsu.edu> 
To: Michelle Lee(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu) <michelle_lee@ncsu.edu> 
To: Phillip Moses (philip_moses@ncsu.edu) <philip_moses@ncsu.edu> 

Sent: 1/19/2010 4:18:00 PM 
Subject: ACC FALL (2009) SCHOLAR-ATHLETE OF THE YEAR NOMINATION INFORMATION 

SENT ON BEHALF OF MICHAEL KELLY, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER/COMMUNICATIONS & FOOTBALL 
OPERATIONS 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Attached please find the following: 

-FALL (2009) Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nomination Explanation Cover Letter (cover letter listed below also) 

-Nomination Forms for the FALL (2009) Sports: 
Men’s Cross Country 
Women’s Cross Country 
Men’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 
Field Hockey 
Volleyball 

Thanks very much! Barb 

PLEASE READ BELOW 

January 19, 2010 

TO: ACC Athletics Directors 
ACC Academic Advisors 
ACC Senior Woman Administrators 
ACC Sports Information Directors 

FROM: Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, Communications & Football Operations 

2009 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nominations - Fall Sports 
Men’s Cross Country 
Women’s Cross Country 
Field Hockey 
Volleyball 
Men’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 

Attached please find the nomination forms for the 2009 Fall Sports Scholar Athlete of the Year. The nomination forms are being sent 
to the Athletic Directors, Academic Advisors, Senior Woman Administrators and the Sports Information Directors. 

The final nomination for the Scholar-Athletes of the Year will come from the Athletic Director’s office. 

The selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made by a committee appointed by the Commissioner and headed by 
the Associate Commissioner of Communications & Football Operations. 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 
2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during the last two semesters. 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination. I ask that you forward your nomination only to my attention. Once nominations are 



received, the Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will be selected and announced by the conference office. 

Please submit your nominees by Tuesday, February 2, 2010. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

My email is mkelly@theacc.org<lnailto:l-rike1 
The ACC Communications fax number is 336-854-8797. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 28, 2010 11:48 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: [n4a] N4A Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

I usually say no, but this one actually looks interesting. It’s always good to see how someone else does it; maybe there is something 
we can steal to improve our practices. 

>>> Robert Mercer 1/28/2010 11:45 AM >>> 
Do you think this is something we should do? 

>>> Kim Dittmann <kim.dittmann@nfoura.org> 1/28/2010 9:43 AM >>> 

The National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) will be hosting a webinar, []Making Athletes Successful 
Students [] The Nuts and Bolts of an Objective-Based Approach to Learning[]. 

Our presenters will go over how the MAS S program at the University of Massachusetts has individualized academic support and has 
kept each student-athlete accountable for all academic requirements through goal-setting. The program has proven results and 
translates to any size university with any size student athlete population! 

This is not something you want to miss if you are involved in academic support, are an advisor, learning specialist, or faculty athletic 
representative. Register today with your entire team for one rate! Because we only charge per internet connection, you can invite your 
colleagues to join you in your office or even in the office conference room to view the webinar. 

Join us Thursday, February 25 for some insight into your career! 

Register today or get more information by visiting ~:ii~fot~ra.or~/thelockerroorr~i~ebinars..p_h~ 

Kim Dittmann 
Admin. Assistant 
N4A 
CB #8509 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919/513-1003 phone 
919/513-0541 fax 
nfoura.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 28, 2010 11:48 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Do you have time to run up on campus? 

TEXT.htm 

Do you have time to run up on campus? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 29, 2010 1:26 PM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday - canceled visit - PID’s?? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Scott, 
Thanks for the heads up for Sunday. As for the pid’s, I’ve had trouble finding them in the system, who is your contact in admissions? 
If you let me know who that is, I will touch base and see what is going on. 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Scott Jackson 1/29/2010 9:33 AM >>> 
Brent -               has decided not to come this wknd due to weather!! No Sunday appointments!! 

..... any luck with those PID’s??? 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 29, 2010 2:42 PM 

willingh <willingh@email.unc. edu> 
Re: SI review schedule 

TEXT.htm; Supplemental Instruction Schedule.docx 

Sure Mary, 
Attached is the flyer we have on the board up front. Let me know if you need anything else, and have a great weekend! 

B 

>>> willingh <willingh@email.unc.edu> 1/29/2010 2:10 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 
Sherron sent me the schedule but I failed to save it before Kern took down 

my email - ughh. Could you ever send me a copy because I need to put the 
info. out on the website and also schedule a time to meet with the leaders 

to ’check in’. Thanks! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Studem Success and Academic Counseling 

2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-843-8698 



Supplemental Instruction Schedule 
(all sessions in room 2~3A unless otherwise noted} 

PSYC 
DRAM 

BIO[ 
SOCI: 

SOCI 
GEOL 

EXSS 

(Jordan): 
(Williams):. 

¯ (DeSaix): 
(Suzuki): 

(Hastings) 

(Bartek) 

(Myers):, 

- Sundays @ 7 
¯ Mondays @ 7 & 8 
Tuesdays @ 7 
- Thursdays @ 7 
- Thursdays @ 8 

- Thursdays @ 7 
(Study Room B - SRB) 

- Thursdays @ 7:3o (Study 

Room- SRA) 

*See Sherron Peace if you have any questions about this program or a particular session* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, January 30, 2010 3:32 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Study Hall report 

TEXT.htm 

Wanted to check a few tutor reports to see if I needed to say anything else. The hours are done, but... You’ll have it first thing 
Monday at the latest. B 

>>> Mike Fox 1/30/2010 1:32 PM >>> 
Brent, 
did not get report Friday. did you send one out? 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                11:07 AM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 1.29.pdf 

God morning gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for last week. Not a bad week on the whole, most of the guys are getting into their schedules pretty well. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                11:09 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 1.29.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly for last week. Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                11 : 10 AM 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 1.29.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the report for last week; things are beginning to get imo a pretty good groove. Once we get through this weather, we 
should be good-to-go. Study hall has been canceled for this evening, if you could please pass the word along. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 1, 2010 12:01 PM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday Study Table Is Canceled 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Because of projected poor road conditions again tonight, we have decided to cancel study table in the Academic Center. Please pass 
the word along to your students so we can limit the amount of unnecessary travel. 

Thank you! 
Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeltb~ue.cs~v.com! ( mai~to:bltantor~unc~.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 2, 2010 8:14 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu>; 
Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Today 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Just a reminder that we will have staff meeting today at 2 in room 213A. Have a great morning and we’ll you this afternoo!! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 2, 2010 3:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Discuss Impact of Changes to BSBA Requirements 

TEXT.htm; Discuss Impact of Changes to BSBA Requirements.msg 

Email regarding BSBA v. NCAA meeting on Thursday. Let me know if you can go, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Christopher P Derickson" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 1, 2010 10:48 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal N <clineberry@unc.edu>; Katsaounis, 
Stephen G <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; 
Samples, Jamie B <samples@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Discuss Impact of Changes to B SBA Requirements 

As discussed, we will meet with advisors for the BSBA program to discuss the impact on NCAA certification. 
We will be meeting in the Business School. If anyone else should be invited, just let me know. 

Chris 

The following meeting has been added to your agenda. 

Proposed by: Christopher Derickson 
Access level: Normal 
Importance level: Normal 

The following instance has been added: 

Title: Discuss Impact of Changes to BSBA Requirements 
Thursday, February 04, 2010 
Time: 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm (EST5EDT) 
Location: 4732 McColl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 2, 2010 4:27 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Summer School Allocation Packets 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy! Is it possible to do it sooner? 

>>> Amy Herman 2/2/2010 3:40 PM >>> 
I sent them out to coaches on March 10 last year. Just FYI. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 3, 2010 10:51 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Sherron 

>>> Sherron Peace 2/3/2010 10:42 AM >>> 
Needs: 
Wednesday, Thursday- Lounge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 3, 2010 11:31 AM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Progress report 2-3-10 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jan, 
I spoke with Robert yesterday, and there seems to be confusion over what was needed by the 6th and why it was needed. Give me a 
call if you get a chance. 

Have a great trip! 
B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 2/3/2010 10:56 AM >>> 
I met with everyone in study hall yesterday. We will be having study 
hall in Miami --2-3-10 at 8:30-9:30 tonight 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 





Here they are sir. Remember to tell the mentor that Enzo nor anyone else walks away with these. Give her/him a hard 
copy. See you in the morning; let me know if you need anything in the meantime. B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



HISTORY 127 (Barney) EXAM #1 REVIEW 

IDENTIFICATIONS 

1. James II 

King for only three years (1685-1688) and was overthrown in the bloodless coup known as the Glorious 

Revolution. During his three years, however, he was quite active in the colonies. Under the previous king, 

Charles II, the colonies had enjoyed times in which they were subjected to loose monarchical/parliamentary 

controls. James was the opposite. He wanted much more control and even reorganized the colonies into three 

or four provinces. He appointed governors to carry out policy that he himself formulated. His tight controls 

created much angst and frustration in the colonies with each decision, not the least of which was the levying of 

taxes without the colonists’ consent. 

2. Anne Hutchinson 

Wife and mother who arrived in the MBC in 1634, she challenged the teachings of local ministers to the point 

that she was banished from the colony in 1637. She held Bible meetings in her home for women that quickly 

appealed to men as well. John Winthrop was bothered as much by her "breach of gender roles" as he was her 

religious views. She and her family eventually migrated to Rhode Island, where there was more religious 

tolerance, and was eventually killed in the modern-day Bronx by Indians. 

3. Headright System 

Introduced in 1616 by the London Company. Gave 50 acres to each person who paid their own way to the New 

World AND an additional 50 acres for each person he brought with him. The Company was struggling to keep 

the colony alive, so this was a positive inducement to hopefully keep the colony populated in hopes it would 

become prosperous. 

4. Indentured Servitude 

First labor force brought in by company after the plantation society took hold. Desperately poor English would 

commit themselves for a certain period of time (typically 4-7 years) to work the land for the landowners. After 

the servant had served his/her time, they were released from service to pursue their own endeavors. 

5. John Winthrop 

First governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, founded in 1630. Stated the colony was a covenant between 

the settlers and God, and that it should be "a city upon a hill" at which all eyes would be looking. He served as 

governor for almost two decades. Believed in a strict Calvinist doctrine and discipline through and by which he 

ruled the colony. No religious tolerance to speak of- only those who had experienced a conversion could join 

the church. 

6. Bacon’s Rebellion 

Part of a group of frustrated colonists that could not advance in opportunities (land ownership, etc.) that moved 

westward. In doing so, they came into conflict with Indians over the Indians’ land. In 1675, Bacon waged a war 

against the Indians to acquire the land, and when the Virginia governor (Berkeley) spoke out against him, Bacon 

turned his eye to Jamestown. They took the fight to the colonial authorities and captured and burned the 

capital of the colony - Berkeley was forced to flee. Bacon eventually died from dysentery and most of his men 

drifted home. Berkeley hanged 23 rebels as a result after returning to Jamestown. 

7. Halfway Covenant 

Originally, New England’s founders had required convincing evidence of a conversion experience to gain church 

membership. By the 1660’s, however, fewer colonists sought admission, leaving them and their families outside 



of the church. In 1662, the church adopted the covenant as a way to increase church membership and 

attendance. The covenant allowed adults who had been baptized, because their parents were members, but 

had not experienced a conversion experience to join anyway and subsequently have their children baptized as 

well. 

8. Stono Rebellion 

Major slave revolt in South Carolina in 1739. In areas where there was a substantial slave number, whites were 

constantly afraid of revolts and uprisings. In this case, some 20 slaves broke into a store and stole guns to arm 

themselves. They then began marching southward towards Spanish Florida and picked up as many as 80 more 

slaves on the way. They attacked and killed white settlers on the way. In response, whites, with help from 

Indians, fought back and put down the insurrection in about a week’s time. The slaves were tortured and 

executed as a result (about 50 died as compared to two dozen or so whites). 

9. Roger Williams 

A minister in Massachusetts who condemned the colony’s churches because they refused to reject the Church of 

England and said they shared in its corruption. He opposed government interference in religious affairs and 

argued for the separation of church and state. He even stated that the king had no right to give Indian lands to 

English settlers. He was banished and escaped to Providence where he purchased land from the Narrangessett 

Indians in 1636. He founded the colony of Rhode Island. 

10.    Just Price 

Attempts to set standards of fairness in economic transactions. Massachusetts Bay Colony believed in this 

concept. Prohibits price gouging. Tomas Aquinas championed it, and it was taken up by the New England 

colony. Trade value for value, and just because someone had an urgent need for something, that is no reason to 

raise the price because the consumer must pay it. 

11. Reconquista 

Period of reconquest of the Spanish territory from the Muslims. In 711, Muslim invaders from North Africa 
entered and conquered Spanish territory. In the mid-11th century, Christian armies began a long effort to 

reclaim the territory. The reconquista finally came to a close in 1492, when the Christian forces claimed the final 

territory away from the Muslims. 

12.    Henry VIII 

Moved England from a Catholic nation to a Protestant one when the Catholic Church refused to annul his 

marriage to Catherine of Aragon. As a result, he named himself the head of the Church of England and seized 

the Catholic church’s property in England in 1534. He tried to colonize Ireland because it posed as a threat to 

England via another Catholic nation such as Spain. He had limited success, but it was England’s first venture into 

the colonization game sweeping across the European continent. 

13. Charles II 

When he was restored to the English throne in 1660, he revived English interest in North America. He rewarded 

many of his loyal supporters with huge tracts of land in America. Four colonies were founded during his reign, 

Carolina, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York. They were all proprietary colonies. 

14. London Company 

A company of investors based in London who petitioned King James I for and were granted a tract of land in the 

New World. It was a joint-stock company that sold shares to investors who expected a profit on their 

investment. It was responsible for establishing the Jamestown settlement in Virginia in 1607. 



15. William Penn 

Founder of the Pennsylvania colony in 1681. Pennsylvania was granted to Penn by Charles II, and he intended it 

to be a colony of peace and religious freedom. Penn was a member of the Society of Friends, or Quakers, and 

the colony was a refuge for them away from the persecution they endured in England. He led incredibly 

peaceful relations with the Indians in the territory, but his relations with his own constituents was less so. He 

collected fees from landholders and controlled foreign trade. He also established a legislative body, but they 

had limited powers compared to his. 

16. Pequot War 

Pequots were in the middle of expansion of Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. For years, the tribe 

had enjoyed a monopoly on trade in European goods, largely via the Dutch, and exerted dominance over their 

native neighbors. The Dutch then invited the Pequots rivals to trade at the same time when English colonies 

were growing. Massachusetts refused to ally with the Pequots against the Dutch, so the tribe turned on the 

English. Settlers in Connecticut wanted to the Pequots to be submissive to the English. A bloody war ensued 

over territory and trade rights in eastern Connecticut. The colonists allied with the Narrangesetts and 

Mohegans, rivals of the Pequots, and they overwhelmemed the Pequots. In 1637, English forces surrounded a 

Pequot village and set it on fire. Anyone trying to escape was shot. Between 300 and 700 Pequots were killed; 

the rest were sold into slavery or fled. 

17. George Whitefield 

An Anglican minister who experienced an intense religious conversion and was well-known in Britain. He toured 

the colonies in the winter of 1739-1740 and sparked widespread revival across Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 

His tour helped knit the local revivals of the time into the Great Awakening. He held open-air services and 

preached for hours challenging the audiences to examine their souls for evidence of the "indwelling of Christ". 

His sermons were highly dramatic, and very much in contrast to the structured, indoor services the colonists 

were accustomed to where they were assigned seating based upon social status. 

18. King Phillip’s War 

In 1675, Metacom, the leader of the Wampanoags, led the tribe in battle against outlying villages in the 

Plymouth Colony. The war was in response to the settlers continued encroachment into Indian territory and the 

persecution of the Indians. Three Wampanoags were hanged on what Metacom called trumped up charges, and 

another was killed in an abandoned house. After the last killing, the English ignored the Indians’ outrage. The 

Indians attacked villages all through the Connecticut River Valley and got within 20 miles of Boston. Other tribes 

joined in, but in the summer of 1676, the Indians were exhausted. Phillip, Metacom, moved into western New 

England and encountered the Mohawks, who were allied with the English in New York. Phillip died in an 

ambush in August 1676, and the war ended soon thereafter. At least 1000 colonists died and as many as 3000 

Indians died. It is still the deadliest conflict in American history in terms of the proportion of casualties to the 

total population. 

19. Navigation Acts 

1651-1733, in an aim to end Dutch dominance in overseas trade, a series of acts to regulate imperial trade. All 

trade in the English empire had to be conducted in English or colonial ships, with crews that were at least half 

Englishmen or colonists. The actions caused rapid growth in England’s merchant marine and New England’s 

shipping industry. Shipbuilding and earnings from transporting goods became the most profitable sector of New 

England’s economy. 

20.    House of Burgesses 

The first legislative body in English America that set the precedent for the establishment of self-government in 

other English colonies. The House made laws for the colony of Virginia, subject to the approval of the company 

of course. Established in 1619. 



ESSAY #1 

Compare and contrast sources of political authority and patterns of economic development in 17TM century Virginia 

and Massachusetts Bay. How do both regions illustrate the process by which Old World expectations were 

transformed by the environment of the New World? 

Thesis: Both colonies changed dramatically over the 16th century. The reasons were many and quite different 

for each colony, but the results were the same: neither colony lived up to its initial vision. Massachusetts was 

transformed from a religious escape centered upon purity and community to a merchant class-based society, 

and Virginia changed from a profit-centered colony for its investors to a colony of planters. 

II. Jamestown/Virginia 

¯ Began as in investor-driven profiteering venture 

¯ Much like the Spanish did in South America, the English were hoping to discover gold/silver/etc, that 

they could export and from which immediately see profits 

¯ One problem: there was no such gold/silver, only wide-open land 

¯ Jamestown was also in the worst kind of environment for a new settlement - a swampland basically that 

was saturated with mosquitos. 

¯ Result: Most died before any impact could be made on the land - it was a death-trap (1OK English 

came over, but 8K died through 1624) 
¯ Almost exclusively male, none of whom were used to the kind of work required to make the settlement 

go 
¯ Responding to the demands of the environment, the London Company instituted the Headright System to 

encourage rapid growth. 

¯ Population increases as a result, and colonists stumble upon tobacco. 

¯ Now, the colonists had land and a product to export 
¯ As population began growing, an outward expansion occurred 

¯ Friction with Indians ensued 
¯ British step in to defend the colonists and eventually take over the colony and make it part of the Crown 

¯ NO LONGERA PROFITEERING VENTURE FOR INVESTORS! 
¯ The House of Burgesses was introduced in 1619 

¯ As more women and children settled in the colony, more government was needed 

¯ It made laws for the colony, subject to the approval of the Company 
¯ Political: Marshal law versus the first governmental representative body in the country’s history 

III. Massachusetts Bay Colony 

¯ Began as a religious escape from differences with the Church of England and persecution 

¯ Society based upon purity and community 

¯ The greater society was given the nod over the individual 

¯ Believed in the Just Price theory of economics 
¯ MUCH better environment in which to establish a colony 

¯ Plymouth was NOT a swampland infested with disease 
¯ Colonists came over as family units, not individual profiteers 
¯ Puritans were MUCH more organized and disciplined than Virginians 

¯ Laws were strictly enforced by church 

¯ Town governmental structures were extensive 

¯ Orderly and compact 

¯ General Court granted plots of land to settlers 

¯ Tax structure was established in each town 
¯ There was NO cash crop to build trade upon as was the case in Virginia 

¯ No great servitude of any kind because the families were their own labor force 
¯ Strict policy regarding church attendance resulted in less attendance by the settlers over time 

¯ As a result, Puritan values became less important over the 17th century 



¯ A new merchant class resulted as the settlers began trading in the goods produced by others 

¯ Navigation Acts made shipbuilding and the transport of goods the leading sector of the New England 

economy 

Political: Church authority versus Orderly/compact governmental structures in each town 

ESSAY #2 

Discuss the factors behind the nature and timing of Europe’s global expansion in the 15TM and 16TM centuries and 

indicate the major lines of divergence between the experience of the Spanish and English colonial empires in the 

Americas. 

Thesis: Europe was the weakest of the four great societies after the Middle Ages; conquering nations from the 

north, east and south had their ways with the various nations on the European continent. 1492 was the 

inflection point, however, that changed the future and led to prosperity for countries such as Spain and England 
over the 15th and 16th centuries. Revolutions in agriculture, defense and navigation allowed them to take 

control of their own territories as well as look beyond their traditional borders to build empires. 

I1. Agricultural Revolution 

Much of Europe had not developed substantial agricultural systems before the late 15th century 

¯ Farmers could not cultivate the soil because of weak implements 

¯ The mold-board plow allowed for deeper penetration into the soil, which allowed farmers to produce 

more crops on land that had previously been underutilized 

¯ As more production was yielded, feudalism developed as a way to protect farmers, their land and 

their production. As the farmers banded together, more and better uses for the plow developed 

¯ A new three-field crop rotation system was developed that allowed the farmers to yield more 

production from their land as well 

¯ Production doubled, allowing for the support of a new warrior class 

III. Warrior Revolution -A Defense Capability 

Up to this point, if you wanted a piece of Europe and had a good army, you could take what you wanted (see 

the Muslims from the south, the Vikings from the North and the Magdars from the east) 

With the invention of the "stirrup", a new cavalry was possible 

¯ Allowed an armed cavalry to begin turning back the invaders and occupiers 

¯ European knights became the most effective cavalry in the world 

IV. Navigation Revolution 

¯ Europe was filled with trees. With new technology, Europeans were able to fell the trees and begin making 

ships with them 

¯ Shipbuilding became big business, leading to more navigation of the seas 

V. Spain 

¯ Spain had fallen prey to Muslim invaders from the south in 711 
¯ In the mid-11th century, Christina armies began to battle the Muslims to reclaim territory - Reconquista 

¯ In 1492, the Spanish reclaimed the last portion of their country from the Muslims 

¯ Once this was done, they began looking outward 
¯ Sailed to modern-day South America and discovered gold and silver in the mountains 

¯ Annihilated the Aztecs and Incans via disease and battle, enslaved the rest to mine for them 
¯ Strategy of extraction - take what they can and take it home to Spain - M UCH wealth 
¯ Savage in their dealings with the Indians 



Vl. England 

¯ London Company created the joint-stock venture to hopefully have the same results as the Spanish 

¯ One problem: no gold, no silver; just vast amounts of land 
¯ Initial dealings with the Indians were peaceful because they needed them to survive 
¯ Virginia was pure profiteering venture that turned into a planter society as the population increased and 

farming became more bankable 
¯ Massachusetts Bay Colony was an escape from the Church of England and its policies and its persecution 
¯ Biggest difference: Spanish = EXTRACTION, English = Settling new lands 

¯ Spanish were residents, English were settlers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 4, 2010 9:26 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FW: Information for CCACA: Registration for 2010 NCAA Regional Rules 
Seminars is now open 

TEXT.htm 

I’d love to go, but with the budget, all of our travel has been frozen. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/4/2010 8:50 AM >>> 
Brent, 
FYI regarding the NCAA Rules Seminar. Anyone from Academics planning to attend this year? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



I’d love to go, but with the budget, all of our travel has been frozen. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/4/2olo 8:5o AM 
Brent, 
FYI regarding the NCAA Rules Seminar. Anyone from Academics planning to attend this year? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6oo2 (fax) 
sbma~o~uncaa.unc~edu 



Good morning ladies, 

Jimmy needs to push tutorial to 7:45 tonight and work with both of you at the same time. 

problems; otherwise, have a great day and we’ll see you tonight! 

B 

Let me know if this presents 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box :Zl:Z6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :z7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 4, 2010 10:01 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CLA 360 Access database locked... 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
Did you update your system the way Kent sent the message to a few weeks ago? if you did, we need to do a system restore to the 
point your computer was at before the update. Christy can help with that as she did with our entire staff. 

Let me know if you mn into any roadblocks! 
B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 2/4/2010 9:45 AM >>> 

Brent, 

I tried to open the Access database yesterday and was unable to do so. Lots of error messages. I guess in the process of trying to close 
out of it I locked it. What have I done? ! 

- Shelley 



Hi Shelley, 
Did you update your system the way Kent sent the message to a few weeks ago? if you did, we need to do a system restore 
to the point your computer was at before the update. Christy can help with that as she did with our entire staff. 

Let me know if you run into any roadblocks! 
B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 2/4/2010 9:45 AM >>> 

Brent, 

I tried to open the Access database yesterday and was unable to do so. Lots of error messages. I guess in the process of 
trying to close out of it I locked it. What have I done?! 

- Shelley 



national field hockey coaches association 

2009 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA 
National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 

Coach’s Name Institution 

Team FALL GPA 

* The Cumulative GPA column should only be completed for student-athletes who have earned a cumulative GPA of 3.30 or higher. 

* The Fall 2009 GPA column should only be completed if your team qualifies for the National Academic Team Award meaning that your team’s GPA for 
the Fail 2009 semester is 3.0 or higher. 

* Aft GPAs must be listed/rounded to two decimal places (ex. 3.33) 

Student-Athlete’s Name 
Year of 

Participation 
(1-5) 

# Yrs Selected 
to Squad 

(including ’09) 

Cumulative 
GPA 

Fall 2009 GPA 



Student-Athlete’s Name 
Year of 

Participation 
(1-5) 

# Yrs Selected 
to Squad 

(including ’09) 

Cumulative 
GPA 

Fall 2009 GPA 

Signature of Compliance Officer/University Registrar 

My signature verifies that all information listed on this nomination form is accurate and correct. 
Digital signatures will be accepted when the nomination form is faxed from the mailbox of the Compliance Officer/University Registrar. 

Nomination forms must be faxed or emailed to your Regional Representative by 
Friday, February 19, 2010. 

Division I Representative 
Ainslee Lamb 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
Boston College 
Fax: 617-552-4930 
Email: ainslee.lamb@bc.edu 

Division II Representative 
Sandy Miller 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
East Stroudsburg University 
Fax: 570-422-3306 
Email: smiller@po-box.esu.edu 

Division III Representative 
Megan Callahan Fraser 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
Johns Hopkins University 
Fax: 410-516-5376 
Email: meganfraser@jhu.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 4, 2010 10:36 AM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Baseball Info 

TEXT.htm; Baseball Info.msg 

Hi Scott, 
Attached is an email from Missy with all of the pid’s for the incoming guys. Let me know if you need anything else on that front. 
From a CTOPS standpoint, we are beginning to prepare for this summer and I need to know when you will want spaces reserved for 
the guys. Will they all come to the same session as they did last year, or do we need to reserve slots in two sessions as in previous 
years? 

Speak to you soon! 
B 



Hi Scott, 
Attached is an email from Missy with all of the pid’s for the incoming guys. Let me know if you need anything else on that 
front. From a CTOPS standpoint, we are beginning to prepare for this summer and I need to know when you will want 
spaces reserved for the guys. Will they all come to the same session as they did last year, or do we need to reserve slots in 

two sessions as in previous years? 

Speak to you soon! 
B 



Good morning, 
You have probably already received an email from the Advising Office about this, but if you have not yet declared a major, 
you MUST do so before February 19 in order for registration to go smoothly. Go to 

scl~eduleana~ and click the link "schedule an appointment" near the bottom of the 
page to do so. If you have any trouble, let me know - we’ll figure it out and get everything straight. Let me know if you 
have any questions about possible majors, and even if you do not know what you want to major in, you must schedule this 
appointment. 

Speak to you soon! 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 4, 2010 11:54 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hi Tia, 
Attached is the install for AdmissionPros. Let me know when you are ready to perform and I will come do so as well as add the 
database. SIS will take a little longer and probably take Christy to do (sorry). 

Let me know when you’re ready! 
B 



Hi Tia, 
Attached is the install for AdmissionPros. Let me know when you are ready to perform and I will come do so as well as add 
the database. SIS will take a little longer and probably take Christy to do (sorry). 

Let me know when you’re ready! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 4:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Markos, Lance <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hello All, 
Attached is a new install from Sean. Some of you may be having trouble running grade reports with real time 
data. This new install is supposed to help with that to some extent. After installing myself, I ran football and it 
took a little over 15 minutes for the report to appear. Smaller sports should take less time. Go ahead with the 
new install anyway and hopefully it will be somewhat helpful. Running real time data is simply going to take a 
little longer, so you may want to factor that into planning as you work through these grade sheets. Let me know 
if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 2:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: XML process 

Susan, 

I got a reply stating nothing appeared to be wrong, that the slowness 
might just be because of a busy season right now. 

Since that does not help out much, I have changed some settings in the 
program to handle the latency a little better. I have placed a new 
install on the support site for you to install. 

https://admissionsapp.unc.edu/support/?setup=athletics 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 1:18 PM 
To: Sean M. Crisman 
Subject: Re: FW: XML process 

OK thank you. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC 
Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 12/17/2007 12:02 PM 
>>> 

Susan, 

There does appear to be a slowness problem. I’ve sent an email to them, 
and cc-ed you, explaining the problem so they can look into it. 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: Sean M. Crisman 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 12:00 PM 
To: ’Rick Kinney’ 
Cc: ’Susan B. Maloy’ 
Subject: XML process 

Rick, 

Could you check to see if there is a problem with the s4.its.unc.edu 
server. I appear to be having problems getting large numbers of 
students (75) from one XML query. Example: 

<sisrequest><login user="?’’ password="?’’ reqdept="ath’’/><request 
reqtype="students’’ term="20079"><selects><select seltype="career’’ 
/><select seltype="degree’’/><select seltype="term’’/><select 
seltype="transfer’’/></selects><students><student pid="714019958" 
/><student pid="713987410’’/><student pid="711092789"/><student 
pid="711276800"/></students></request></sisrequest> 

These 4 return quickly on the test server, s4t, but they take a while 
to return on the live server. We have been doing 75 per query for the 

last year at least in under 90 seconds, but now I’m having about a 
50/50 chance of getting 10 back in that timeframe before it times out. 

Thanks, 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 4, 2010 12:41 PM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm 

"C:~Program Files\Micro soft Office\Office 12WISACCE S S.EXE" "C :\Users\blanton\DB s\U S C\usc db.accdb"/runtime 



"C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Officel2\MSACCESS.EXE" "C:\Users\blanton\DBs\USC\usc db.accdb"/runtime 



Hi Chris, 
You should have received an email from scanner@uncoedu with Mi’s documentation attached. I included both her major 
worksheet fr the advisor as well as the GRADS printout showing it meeting the requirement. 

Thanks for the assistance, and I’ll speak to you soon, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



Thanks for doing that! I was out of town, so I just got your emails. Hope you had a great weekend! B 

>>> Meghan Lyons <melyons@email.unc.edu> 2/6/2OLO 12:47 PM 

Never-mind... found her email! Have a good weekend! :) Meghan 

On Jan 28, 2OLO, at 2:28 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Here is the link... B 

~ ;/iww~vo~deLeduLsL~ramer~’reg-o.~°~t m 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 8, 2010 3:44 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.8.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is the weekly with the grade report as well so you can see when assignmems are due, etc. Look it over and let me know if 
you have any questions. I know that the season is getting cranked up this week; unfortunately, tests are as well over the next week- 
and-a-half to two weeks. 

Take care, good luck and I’ll speak to you soon! 
B 



Good afternoon, 

Attached is the weekly with the grade report as well so you can see when assignments are due, etc. Look it over and let me 

know if you have any questions. I know that the season is getting cranked up this week; unfortunately, tests are as well 

over the next week-and-a-half to two weeks. 

Take care, good luck and I’ll speak to you soon! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 8, 2010 6:07 PM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.8.pdf 

Good evening gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for last week. Several were short on hours (I required only four since we were closed on Sunday and Monday) 
and several others are playing games with their times - they are noted. Also included is an individual grade report for each so you can 
see when assignments are due, etc. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon, 
Brent 



Good evening gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for last week. Several were short on hours (I required only four since we were closed on Sunday and 
Monday) and several others are playing games with their times - they are noted. Mso included is an individual grade 

report for each so you can see when assignments are due, etc. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 8, 2010 6:38 PM 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.8.pdf 

Good evening, 
Attached is the weekly for last week along with the grade report information. Let me know if you have any questions. Hope you had 
a great weekend! 

Brent 



Good evening, 

Attached is the weekly for last week along with the grade report information. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Hope you had a great weekend! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 8, 2010 7:27 PM 

sljordan@email.unc.edu 

Re: Orientation for 2010 Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Scadett! 
I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game plan and introduce you to Jelm Townsend, another associate 

director who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the both of you? 

Brent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 
Dear Brent, 

I hope you are having a great 2010 so far. If you can believe it, we 
are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 
our Orientation registxation this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 
seats in the appropriate CTOPS/TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 
attaching the 2010 dates for you to review. About how many seats total 
does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 
please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 
session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 
the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 
of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 
registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 
ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 
that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 
time. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions or concems regarding 
this list. 

Thank you, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 



Hi Scarlett! 

I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game plan and introduce you to Jenn Townsend, another 

associate director who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the both of you? 

Brent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 

Dear Brent, 

I hope you are having a great 2OlO so far. If you can believe it, we 

are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 

our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 

seats in the appropriate CTOPS]TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 

attaching the 2OlO dates for you to review. About how many seats total 

does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 

please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 

session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 

the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 

of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 

registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 

ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 

that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 

time. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 
this list. 

Thank you, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 9, 2010 10:17 AM 

sljordan@email.unc.edu 

Re: Orientation for 2010 Athletes 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Orientation Dates.docx 

Hi Scarlett, 
Here is our list of slots by date. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.tmc.edu> 2/9/2010 8:28 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
We are very excited to meet with Jelm and find out what her role will be 
with your department. I left you a voicemail this morning so just give 
me a shout and we can discuss. 
Thanks, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 

Blent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Scadett! 
I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game 

plan and introduce you to Jelm Townsend, another associate director 

who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the 
both of you7 

Blent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 
Dear Blent, 

I hope you ale having a great 2010 so far. ffyou can believe it, we 

are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 
our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 

seats in the appropriate CTOPS/TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 
attaching the 2010 dates for you to review. About how many seats total 

does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 
please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 

session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 

the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 

of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 
registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 
ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 

that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 
time. 



> Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 
> this list. 

> Thank you~ 
> Scarlett 

> Scarlett L. Jordan 
> New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 3318 SASB South 
> CB #5490 
> Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 
> (919) 962-8304 
> scarlett@unc.edu 



Hi Scarlett, 

Here is our list of slots by date. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/9/2010 8:28 AM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

We are very excited to meet with Jenn and find out what her role will be 

with your department. I left you a voicemail this morning so just give 

me a shout and we can discuss. 

Thanks, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Scarlett! 

I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game 

plan and introduce you to Jenn Townsend, another associate director 

who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the 

both of you? 

Brent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2olo 1:16 PM 

Dear Brent, 

I hope you are having a great 2olo so far. If you can believe it, we 

are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 

our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 

seats in the appropriate CTOPS]TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 

attaching the 2olo dates for you to review. About how many seats total 

does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 

please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 

session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 

the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 

of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 

registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 

ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 

that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 

time. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 

this list. 



Thank you, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 



UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

I(enan Field House, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

2olo Orientation Session Dates 

Session 1: June 3-4 

Session 2: June 7-8 
TSOP Session 3: June 11 (C-STEP Orientation will begin June lO and overlap) 

Session 4: June 14-15 

Session 5: June 17-18 

Session 6: June 21-22 

Session 7: June 24-25 

Session 8: June 28-29 
Session 9: July 12-13 

Session lO: July 15-16 

Session 11: July 19-2o 

Session 12: July 22-23 
Session 13: July 26-27 

Session 14: July 29-30 
TSOP Session 15: August 18 
Session 16: August 19-2o 

(FB and BB date: slot usage - 45) 

(BA date 1: 9) 

(BA date 2: 9) 

(FH date: 8) 
(VB date: 4) 

*CTOPS registration goes live on Wednesday, February lO, 

*Registration deadline is Friday, May 28 

*Our slots are protected until Monday, May 24; therefore, it is imperative that we get as much 

information to the students and vice versa AS SOONAS POSSIBLE* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 9, 2010 10:21 AM 

sljordan@email.unc.edu 

Re: Orientation for 2010 Athletes 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Orientation Dates.docx 

Here is updated copy... B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.tmc.edu> 2/9/2010 8:28 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
We are very excited to meet with Jelm and find out what her role will be 
with your department. I left you a voicemail this morning so just give 
me a shout and we can discuss. 
Thanks, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 

Blent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Scadett! 
I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game 

plan and introduce you to Jelm Townsend, another associate director 

who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the 
both of you7 

Blent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 
Dear Blent, 

I hope you ale having a great 2010 so far. ffyou can believe it, we 

are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 
our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 

seats in the appropriate CTOPS/TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 
attaching the 2010 dates for you to review. About how many seats total 

does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 
please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 

session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 

the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 

of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 

registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 
ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 

that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 
time. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 

this list. 

Thank you, 



Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scaflett@unc.edu 



Here is updated copy... B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/9/2OLO 8:28 AM 

Hi Brent, 

We are very excited to meet with Jenn and find out what her role will be 

with your department. I left you a voicemail this morning so just give 

me a shout and we can discuss. 

Thanks, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-83o4 

scarlett@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Scarlett! 
I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game 
plan and introduce you to Jenn Townsend, another associate director 

who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the 
both of you? 

Brent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 
Dear Brent, 

I hope you are having a great 2010 so far. If you can believe it, we 
are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 
our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 

seats in the appropriate CTOPS/TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 
attaching the 2010 dates for you to review. About how many seats total 
does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 
please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 
session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Mso once 
the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 
of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 
registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 
ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 

that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 
time. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 
this list. 

Thank you, 

Scarlett 



Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 



UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Kenan Field House, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

2olo Orientation Session Dates 

Session 1: June 3-4 

Session 2: June 7-8 
TSOP Session 3: June 11 (C-STEP Orientation will begin June lO and overlap) 

Session 4: June 14-15 

Session 5: June 17-18 

Session 6: June 21-22 

Session 7: June 24-25 

Session 8: June 28-29 
Session 9: July 12-13 

Session lO: July 15-16 

Session 11: July 19-2o 

Session 12: July 22-23 
Session 13: July 26-27 

Session 14: July 29-30 
TSOP Session 15: August 18 
Session 16: August 19-2o 

(FB and BB date: slot usage - 45) 

(BA date 1: 9) 

(BA date 2: 9) 

(FH date: 8) 
(VB date: 4) 

*We also have 3-4 "soft slots" each session with the exception of when we have "hard" slots, when we 
will only have TWO soft slots available. 
*CTOPS registration goes live on Wednesday, February lO at 9am. 
*Registration deadline is Friday, May 28 
*Our slots are protected until Monday, May 24; therefore, it is imperative that we get as much 
information to the students and vice versa AS SOONAS POSSIBLE* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 9, 2010 12:56 PM 

sljordan@email.unc.edu 

Re: Orientation for 2010 Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Scarlett! B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.tmc.edu> 2/9/2010 12:36 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
I have added the seats you requested to each session. Please let me 
know if there are any other concerns. 
Take care, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

Here is updated copy... B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.tmc.edu> 2/9/2010 8:28 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
We are very excited to meet with Jelm and find out what her role will be 
with your department. I left you a voicemail this morning so just give 
me a shout and we can discuss. 
Thanks, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

> Hi Scarlett! 
> I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game 
> plan and introduce you to Jenn Townsend, another associate director 
> who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the 
> both of you? 

>> 
> Brent 

>> 

> >>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 
> Dear Brent, 



>> 

> > I hope you are having a great 2010 so far. If you can believe it, we 
> > are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 
> > our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 
> > seats in the appropriate CTOPS/TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 
> > attaching the 2010 dates for you to review. About how many seats total 
> > does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 
> > please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 
> > session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 
> > the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 
> > of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 
>> 
> > Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 
> > registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 
> > ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 
> > that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 
> > time. 
>> 
> > Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 
> > this list. 
>> 

> > Thank you, 
> > Scarlett 
>> 

> > Scarlett L. Jordan 
> > New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
> > The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> > 3318 SASB South 
> > CB #5490 
> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> > (919) 962-8304 
> > scarlett@unc.edu 
>> 



Thanks Scarlett! B 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/9/2010 12:36 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

I have added the seats you requested to each session. Please let me 

know if there are any other concerns. 

Take care, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 
CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

> Here is updated copy... B 

> >>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/9/2OLO 8:28 AM >>> 
> Hi Brent, 
> We are very excited to meet with Jenn and find out what her role will be 
> with your department. I left you a voicemail this morning so just give 
> me a shout and we can discuss. 

> Thanks, 
> Scarlett 

> Scarlett L. Jordan 
> New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 3318 SASB South 
> CB #549o 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> (919) 962-8304 
> scarlett@unc.edu 

> Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Scarlett! 
I would like to take both you and Shandol out to lunch to both game 
plan and introduce you to Jenn Townsend, another associate director 

who will be handling things this year. When is a good time for the 
both of you? 

Brent 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 2/8/2010 1:16 PM >>> 
Dear Brent, 

I hope you are having a great 2OlO so far. If you can believe it, we 
are ready to start registering students for CTOPS! We will be launching 



our Orientation registration this week, and I want to be sure to reserve 

seats in the appropriate CTOPS]TSOP sessions for student athletes. I am 

attaching the 2olo dates for you to review. About how many seats total 

does the Athletics Department anticipate needing this year? If you can 

please send me the dates, with the number of seats needed for each 

session by the end of the day tomorrow, that would be great. Also once 

the athletes are identified, it would be great if we could get a roster 

of those names, PIDs, and e-mails. 

Because of the great demand for CTOPS sessions, we are reserving a 

registration deadline for all departmental held seats. We will release 

ALL seats being held on Monday, May 24th, at noon. Please make sure 

that all students needing to register for your held seats do so by that 

time. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns regarding 

this list. 

Thank you, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549° 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 



$1z/hour 

>>> Sherron Peace 2/10/2010 10:52 AM >>> 



PLACEMENT iNFORMATiON 

SAY FOREIGN LANGIAGE ?LAC%~ENT 

450 - 470 
480 - 540 

550 - 590 

’600 - 690 

700 & above 

4.50 & below 

510 -550 

*See d{~artment contacts on tDS pa~e. 

~tAYNE~ATICAL SCIENCES PLACE~ENT 

510 & below 

520 & above 

EIGLISI CO£1POSITION PLACEI£ENT (FOR STIIENTS TESTING IN I£AICI 2115 OR LAYER*) 



Lis~ed bdow are ~he labbs outlining lBe advanced placement credit associated wi~h scores recdved on Advanced P~acemen~ 
{AP} and ~n~e~x~afiona~ Baccalaureate Hi~he>Levd gxamff~afions (IBL UNC-Chapd HtFs Office of Under@~adua~e Admgsbns 
a~ lhe Un~ve~s~ty recdves CoHefie Board scores and ass~fins lhe p~x~pe~~ credt, which ~s de~e~x~fined by academic depar~cmen~s~ 

Im~o~ant Note: Effective Fal~ 2009~ the ~i~lowing lmits on exam credit (AP~B) are in ~i~rce: 

* No more than two co~rses {~ to 8 credit boars) of exam credit may be ased as pa~ of ~he core reqairements ~n any maDr. 
* No more than one coarse {3 to 4 credit boars) of exam credit may be ased as pa~ of a m~nor. 
* ~xam credit does not coant toward m~nimam grade reqairements in majors or m~nors. 

J Art Histoo/ 
J Ar~ Studio Brawing 

JArt2B 

Biology 

Biology 

Calculus AB o~ BC 

J Calculus AB 

J Calculus BB 

l OhemMry 

Chemislry 

Cemputer Science AB 

Cemputer Science A 

Economics 
-Either !:vlacro or l~{icro 

Economics 
-Beth Macro and Micro 

Englsh Language 

Englsh k~teratme 

Enwonmental Scbnce 

European g~stoo’ 

French Language or Literature 

French Language 

French Literature 

Geography (Human) 

German Language 

Governmenl and Pollcs US 

t.atin Literature 

Latin Virgil 

~,,1 usic [heory 

Physics B 

j Physics B 

j Physics C - [~,qechanical 

Physics C -- Mechanical 

Physics C 
-- Ebclrical & Mechanical 

Physics C 
-- Electrical & Mechanical 
Psychobgy 

Spanish Language or Literature 

Spanish Language 

Spanish Literature 

l Statistics 

Statistics 

US Histo(y 

World History 

IHL Art Studio 

Art Studio 

HL Biology 

HL Biology 

IIL Economics 

SL/:rench B 

It[ Finch B 

I SL Bench A 1 

HL French A 1 

IIL French A 2 

IIL German B 

HL German A 1 

IIL German A 2 

HL IViath 

HL Histoq, Africa 

HL HistoBh Amelicas 

HL History, Europe 

I IlL Music LiB/Bomposition 

IH[ Phlos@hy 

HL Physics 

HE Psycheb~y 

SE Spanish B 

HE Spanish B 

SE Spanish A ] 

HE Spanish A ] 

S[ Spanish A 2 

Visual £ts HL 

World ReJgion SL 

P/ease note: U/tlC-@apel Hi// accepts scores only t~om the tests 
above. £s~r CLEP test scores and pbcement inb~¢~a@n, phase go to 
the Admissbns webs/to: 

4,200 copies of this pubtc document were printed at a cost of $7,775 
or $1.85 pe~ copy. 

The Academic Advising Program wishes to thank the Office of [Sew Student 
and Carolina Parent Programs for their generous support in the publication 
of this 

Published by the Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts & 
Sciences and the General College. LtNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3110, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110~ 

B7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 12, 2010 9:39 AM 

scaflett@email.unc.edu 
Full-Scholarship Students 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Scarlett, 
Now that registration has opened and students are getting it done, how do our students communicate to you that we are paying the 
bill? Compliance just called because it has apparently become an issue already. 

Thanks for the help! 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheerNue.cs~v.cor~i ( maiIto:bla~tor~nc~m.m~c.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Hi Scarlett, 
Now that registration has opened and students are getting it done, how do our students communicate to you that we are 
paying the bill? Compliance just called because it has apparently become an issue already. 

Thanks for the help! 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 12, 2010 10:20 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Listing 

TEXT.htm; Active SAs.xlsx 

Good morning, 
As some may know, we do not have to do as extensive a job in preparing this semester’s PRAC requests. What we need you to do is 
update the attached spreadsheet to reflect everyone for whom you want priority by respective sport. Sort the file by your name and 
simply add rows when you need to add managers, etc., and delete those who need to be deleted. Once you completed your updates, 
return the file for your athletes to me. I will re-compile the master list and resend for your approval. Try to have this done by the end 
of business on Monday. 

Also, please update your listing of students in AdPros for whom you want progress reports. I want them to go out on Wednesday, so 
Sherron will need the prep time. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



Good morning, 
As some may know, we do not have to do as extensive a job in preparing this semester’s PRAC requests. What we need you 
to do is update the attached spreadsheet to reflect everyone for whom you want priority by respective sport. Sort the file 

by your name and simply add rows when you need to add managers, etc., and delete those who need to be deleted. Once 
you completed your updates, return the file for your athletes to me. I will re-compile the master list and resend for your 
approval. Try to have this done by the end of business on Monday. 

Mso, please update your listing of students in AdPros for whom you want progress reports. I want them to go out on 
Wednesday, so Sherron will need the prep time. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 12, 2010 12:05 PM 

McCay, Matthew <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.12.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; sorry to be the bearer of such bad news, but this was not our best week in here. Let me know if 
you have any questions, and have a great weekend (I hope you get all of the scrimmages in!). 

B 



Good afternoon gentlemen, 

Attached is the weekly for this week; sorry to be the bearer of such bad news, but this was not our best week in here. Let 

me know if you have any questions, and have a great weekend (I hope you get all of the scrimmages in!). 

B 



Eval field on the Squad List page 

>>> Beth Bridger 2/12/2olo 12:26 PM 

can you remind me how to update prog report status in Adpros? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bri       uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/12/2010 10:20 AM >>> 

Good morning, 

As some may know, we do not have to do as extensive a job in preparing this semester’s PRAC requests. What we need you 

to do is update the attached spreadsheet to reflect everyone for whom you want priority by respective sport. Sort the file 

by your name and simply add rows when you need to add managers, etc., and delete those who need to be deleted. Once 

you completed your updates, return the file for your athletes to me. I will re-compile the master list and resend for your 

approval. Try to have this done by the end of business on Monday. 

Also, please update your listing of students in AdPros for whom you want progress reports. I want them to go out on 
Wednesday, so Sherron will need the prep time. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 10:33 AM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 

RE: Database 

TEXT.htm 

Hi John, 
I’m working on everything, so hopefully I can give you an updated front end by the end of tomorrow. As for opening your older 
version of the db, Windows 7 should be able to recognize and open it, so I am not sure what is going on there - your computer tech 
should probably be able to figure that one out. 

Speak to you soon! 
B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 2/12/2010 6: 54 PM >>> 

Sorry one other thing Magdi mentioned he would like. Our old database had a field [] clock start date [] was located right below the 
[]USC enrollment date [] field. Can we get this added back? 

Thanks again! 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbac ] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 2:52 PM 
To: ’Brent Blanton’ 
Subject: RE: Database 

Hey Brent, 
Hope you [] re doing well. I was just wondering if you have had a chance to look at any of the below issues. 
Also, I have one addition per the request of one monica morita. She was wondering if there is a feature we could add to the debt list 
that would pull info from the daily entry portion of the database. In our previous database you could pull a debt report that would 
show the specific misses of each tutor (this info is pulled from the []payment owed[] portion of the daily entry field. 
Let me know if there is any progress. Thanks again and I hope you have a great 3 day weekend[].that is if they are giving you a three 
day weekend! 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbach(~sc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 12:57 PM 
To: ’Brent Blanton’ 
Subject: RE: Database 

I hope I added the right file. If not let me know 
New Database questions 
1. [] Debt list by sport [] is not working. What I believe it is doing is pulling all students alphabetically 
a. Also with the debt list, anyway we can have it NOT pull people that have a $0 balance? 
2. Can you please add the option to pull a grade report by coach. 
3. In []Daily Report Entry [] where you input the miss it is a small box and can not read full entry. Can we lengthen it? I think you 
said making it half the size of comment field 
4. In grade entry. It has %. Can we put pts and % 
5. Magdi added one more: if someone missed five things in one day the daily report kind of gets messy. Right now it puts the 
persons name and their point totals 5 times. He wants to know if in that case we can just have the persons name once and point totals 
once and then have the right side remain the same with the documented misses. 



6. How do we lock and put a password to enter from the desktop icon 

Other 
1. This one might be a pain. Something we can hopefully look at in the next couple of weeks if you have a second. The old 
database does not open. Im not sure if that is because we all of 07 now or if the thing is locked up for some reason. We use this to 

research misses and pull some generic reports from past terms. If you have any ideas let me know!! 

From: Brent Blanton [ma~lto:blanton,:V~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 9:41 AM 
To: John Mosbach 
Subject: RE: Database 

"C:~Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office 12LMSACCES S.EXE" "C:\Users\blanton\DB s\US C\usc db.accdb"/runtime 



Hi John, 
I’m working on everything, so hopefully I can give you an updated front end by the end of tomorrow. As for opening your 
older version of the db, Windows 7 should be able to recognize and open it, so I am not sure what is going on there - your 

computer tech should probably be able to figure that one out. 

Speak to you soon! 
B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 2/12/2OLO 6:54 PM >>> 

Sorry one other thing Magdi mentioned he would like. Our old database had a field "clock start date" was located right 

below the "USC enrollment date" field. Can we get this added back? 

Thanks again! 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbach@usc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 2:52 PM 
To: ’Brent Blanton’ 
Subject: RE: Database 

Hey Brent, 

Hope you’re doing well. I was just wondering if you have had a chance to look at any of the below issues. 

Also, I have one addition per the request of one monica morita. She was wondering if there is a feature we could add 

to the debt list that would pull info from the daily entry portion of the database, in our previous database you could 

pull a debt report that would show the specific misses of each tutor (this info is pulled from the "payment owed" 

portion of the daily entry field. 

Let me know if there is any progress. Thanks again and I hope you have a great 3 day weekend....that is if they are 

giving you a three day weekend! 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbach@usc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 12:57 PM 
To: ’Brent Blanton’ 
Subject: RE: Database 

I hope I added the right file. if not let me know 

New Database questions 

1. "Debt list by sport" is not working. What I believe it is doing is pulling all students alphabetically 



Other 

a. Also with the debt list, anyway we can have it NOT pull people that have a S0 balance? 

2. Can you please add the option to pull a grade report by coach. 

3. In "Daily Report Entry" where you input the miss it is a small box and can not read full entry. Can we lengthen 

it? I think you said making it half the size of comment field 

4. In grade entry. It has %. Can we put pts and % 

5. Magdi added one more: if someone missed five things in one day the daily report kind of gets messy. Right 

now it puts the persons name and their point totals 5 times. He wants to know if in that case we can just have 

the persons name once and point totals once and then have the right side remain the same with the 

documented misses. 

How do we lock and put a password to enter from the desktop icon 

This one might be a pain. Something we can hopefully look at in the next couple of weeks if you have a 

second. The old database does not open. Im not sure if that is because we all of 07 now or if the thing is 

locked up for some reason. We use this to research misses and pull some generic reports from past terms. 

If you have any ideas let me know!! 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 9:41 AM 
To: John Mosbach 
Subject: RE: Database 

"C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Officel2\MSACCESS.EXE" "C:\Users\blanton\DBs\USC\usc db.accdb"/runtime 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 10:37 AM 

Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: bio for baseball book 

TEXT.htm 

Hi again, 
Can I also take an updated picture? 

B 

>>> Dana Gelin 2/14/2010 10:04 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 
This is for the baseball book. Can you please confirm this is still OK? 
(Pulled it off the website, but saw that a couple of things were out-of-date so want to make sure all of this is OK. At some point, please 
take a look at THB and let me know of changes.) 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Brent Blanton 
Assoc. Director of the Academic Support Prog./ 
Academic Counselor for Baseball 

Brent Blantonjoined the University of North Carolina’s Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes in January of 2005 after 
three years at the University of Southern California. Prior to working at USC, he worked for three years at Florida State University. 

In addition to acting as the academic counselor for the baseball team and several other sports, Blanton oversees the Olympic sports 
program and the tutorial programs. 

Blanton is a native of Columbia, S.C. He graduated from the University of South Carolina in 1997 with a degree in broadcast 
journalism and earned his master’s in sport administration from FSU in 1999. 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hi again, 
Can I also take an updated picture? 

B 

>>> Dana Gelin :Z/14/:ZO10 10:O4 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 
This is for the baseball book. Can you please confirm this is still OK? 

(Pulled it off the website, but saw that a couple of things were out-of-date so want to make sure all of 

this is OK. At some point, please take a look at THB and let me know of changes.) 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Brent Blanton 

Assoc. Director of the Academic Support Prog.! 
Academic Counselor for Baseball 

Brent Blanton joined the University of North Carolina’s Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes in January of 2005 after three years at the University of Southern California. Prior to working 

at USC, he worked for three years at Florida State University. 

In addition to acting as the academic counselor for the baseball team and several other sports, 

Blanton oversees the Olympic sports program and the tutorial programs. 

Blanton is a native of Columbia, S.C. He graduated from the University of South Carolina in 1997 

with a degree in broadcast journalism and earned his master’s in sport administration from FSU in 

1999. 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box zlz6 

Chapel Hill, NC z7515 

(919) 96z-oo83 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

www~tar~ee~b~{ueocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 2:39 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.12.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is this week’s report; look it over and let me know if you have any questions. I had abbreviated meetings with a few of them 
last week, but things are beginning to take shape. This week is a busy week, so we’ll know at week’s end. 

Not sure how you feel about the weekend; I know the record is not what you were looking for, but we beat a few good teams at the 
same time. Good luck this weekend; I look forward to coming out on Friday ! 

B 



Good afternoon, 

Attached is this week’s report; look it over and let me know if you have any questions. I had abbreviated meetings with a 

few of them last week, but things are beginning to take shape. This week is a busy week, so we’ll know at week’s end. 

Not sure how you feel about the weekend; I know the record is not what you were looking for, but we beat a few good 
teams at the same time. Good luck this weekend; I look forward to coming out on Friday! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 3:49 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Field Hockey... 

NFHCA National Academic Nominations.doc 



national field hockey coaches association 

2009 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA 
National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 

Coach’s Name Institution 

Team FALL GPA 

* The Cumulative GPA column should only be completed for student-athletes who have earned a cumulative GPA of 3.30 or higher. 

* The Fall 2009 GPA column should only be completed if your team qualifies for the National Academic Team Award meaning that your team’s GPA for 
the Fail 2009 semester is 3.0 or higher. 

* Aft GPAs must be listed/rounded to two decimal places (ex. 3.33) 

Student-Athlete’s Name 
Year of 

Participation 
(1-5) 

# Yrs Selected 
to Squad 

(including ’09) 

Cumulative 
GPA 

Fall 2009 GPA 



Student-Athlete’s Name 
Year of 

Participation 
(1-5) 

# Yrs Selected 
to Squad 

(including ’09) 

Cumulative 
GPA 

Fall 2009 GPA 

Signature of Compliance Officer/University Registrar 

My signature verifies that all information listed on this nomination form is accurate and correct. 
Digital signatures will be accepted when the nomination form is faxed from the mailbox of the Compliance Officer/University Registrar. 

Nomination forms must be faxed or emailed to your Regional Representative by 
Friday, February 19, 2010. 

Division I Representative 
Ainslee Lamb 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
Boston College 
Fax: 617-552-4930 
Email: ainslee.lamb@bc.edu 

Division II Representative 
Sandy Miller 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
East Stroudsburg University 
Fax: 570-422-3306 
Email: smiller@po-box.esu.edu 

Division III Representative 
Megan Callahan Fraser 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
Johns Hopkins University 
Fax: 410-516-5376 
Email: meganfraser@jhu.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 15, 2010 4:28 PM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu>; Boxill, Jan <j mboxill@email.unc, edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Tomorrow @ 2 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just a reminder that our staff meeting will be at 2 tomorrow in room 213A. Let me know if you cannot attend for any reason; 
otherwise, we’ll see you tomorrow! 

B 



Good afternoon, 

Just a reminder that our staff meeting will be at ~ tomorrow in room ~13A. Let me know if you cannot attend for any 

reason; otherwise, we’ll see you tomorrow! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 4:29 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Staff Tomorrow @ 2 

TEXT.htm; Staff Tomorrow @ 2.msg 

Hi Tia, 
I am so sorry; in sending this out, I forgot to add your address. See you tomorrow at 2! 

B 



Hi Tia, 
I am so sorry; in sending this out, I forgot to add your address. See you tomorrow at 2 ! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 15, 2010 4:28 PM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu>; Boxill, Jan <j mboxill@email.unc, edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Tomorrow @ 2 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just a reminder that our staff meeting will be at 2 tomorrow in room 213A. Let me know if you cannot attend 
for any reason; otherwise, we’ll see you tomorrow! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 5:16 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Great Job! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brian, 
I just wanted to touch base and say great job on the rtm at Indoors! I know you are proud of the girls, as are we. Have a great trip 

home, and we’ll see you soon! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 15, 2010 7:30 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, 
Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PRAC Submissions/Names 

TEXT.htm 

Good evening, 
It is time for us to once again request priority registration for our students. As I put the master list of student-athletes together, there 
are always managers, student assistant coaches, etc., that I am requested to put on as well. Please let me know if there is anyone you 
would like added to the list by Friday; we have to have the list to Robert by that day, so I do not want to overlook anyone. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and thanks! 
Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

~:/itarheel~b~ue.cstv.comi ( mailto:blar~ton~unc~.ur~c~ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Good evening, 

It is time for us to once again request priority registration for our students. As I put the master list of student-athletes 

together, there are always managers, student assistant coaches, etc., that I am requested to put on as well. Please let me 

know if there is anyone you would like added to the list by Friday; we have to have the list to Robert by that day, so I do 

not want to overlook anyone. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and thanks! 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 16, 2010 9:46 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Nomination Forms - 2009 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National 
Academic Squad & Team Award 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Susan has it to sign and is bringing it to me this afternoon at our staff meeting so I can fax it in. 

>>> Karen Shelton 2/16/2010 8:33 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Was this completed???? 

Hi Brent, 

He is the National Academic forms for this year. 

Thanks for completing. 

Karen 

( ~:i;/tarl"~eelbh~e.cs~v.colr~/sporlsiwofieldh!~mcow-fieldh-bod~ h~m~ ) 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca.org> 2/1/2010 12:54 PM >>> 

Nomination forms for the 2009 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad and National Academic Team 
Award are now available. You can access your copy of the nomination form and nomination instructions by visiting the ’09 
Nomination Forms page of the NFHCA website ( ~:/i~,ww.nfl"~ca.or~ ). 
Please note that changes have been made to this year’s nomination form. Problems with the nomination form should be reported to the 
NFHCA Office at executivedirector@nfhca.org. 
Nomination forms are due to your Regional Representative by 5 p.m. on Friday, February 19th. 

Jennifer Goodrich 
NFHCA Executive Director 
P O Box 13289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-895-5751 
Cell: 480-789-1136 
Fax: 480-895-5818 
www.nfhca.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 16, 2010 10:25 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Progress Report Time 

TEXT.htm; Progress Report w ltrhd MAR 5.docx; Progress Report Export.xlsx 

Hi Sherron, 
Attached are the files for the progress reports. 

Thanks, 
B 

Can we get them printed and mailed by Friday? 



Hi Sherron, 
Attached are the files for the progress reports. Can we get them printed and mailed by Friday? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 16, 2010 1:02 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Seriously, Welcome Back Kotter... 

TEXT.htm 

so tree 

>>> Robert Mercer 2/16/2010 1:01 PM >>> 
You were born too late... 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/16/2010 12:58 PM >>> 
you know it! 

>>> Robert Mercer 2/16/2010 12:57 PM >>> 

Seriously, Welcome Back Kotter... 



so true 

>>> Robert Mercer 2/16/2OlO 1:Ol PM 

You were born too late... 

>>> Brent Blanton 2]1612OlO 12:58 PM 

you know it! 

>>> Robert Mercer 2/16/2olo 12:57 PM 

Seriously, Welcome Back Kotter... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 16, 2010 1:24 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First CTOPS List 

TEXT.htm 

You are the model of efficiency... 

>>> Amy Herman 2/16/2010 1:00 PM >>> 
All, 

See attached for the initial list of student-athletes for whom we will pay CTOPS charges. You’ll note that I don’t have PIDs entered 
yet. I will be working on this in the near future, but wanted to go ahead and get you the names, at least, since I know that students are 
registering now. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~uncaa.unc.edu 



You are the model of efficiency... 

>>> Amy Herman 2/16/2OLO 1:oo PM >>> 
M1, 

See attached for the initial list of student-athletes for whom we will pay CTOPS charges. You’ll note that I don’t have PIDs 

entered yet. I will be working on this in the near future, but wanted to go ahead and get you the names, at least, since I 

know that students are registering now. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@m~CaaoLmCoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 16, 2010 1:26 PM 

Carter, Ryan (rac8z) <rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Re: FW: CA Bridge Package 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Ryan! I believe Seaman is who was referenced by Susan in our conversation. I’ll pass the word along, and thanks again. I 

look forward to speaking to you tomorrow! B 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (mc8z)" <mc8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 2/16/2010 1:23 PM >>> 

Hey Brent, 

Good to hear from you[been too long my friend. 

Please see Art[] s email below. The package you have should be compatible with your student system. 

ff you [ re having difficulties, please get in touch with Lloyd Dollins (whom I think you met when you were last here) or Rick Seaman 
(is that the individual you[ve been working withT). 

I[m out of the office today, but will be back in tomorrow. I[11 give a call in the afternoon. 

Ryan 

From: Art Markos [ ] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 1:13 PM 
To: Carter, Ryan (racSz) 
Cc: Dollins, Lloyd (lmd8x); Seaman_Rick 
Subject: RE: CA Bridge Package 

RyalL 

Our bridge program is useable for any bridge program. We did not know at the time the program was developed which student system 
UVa would be using (either banner or PeopleSoft) so the bridge was designed to meet any student system. It was never designed to be 
for only PeopleSoft. 

I would suggest the UNC IT people contact Lloyd or Rick Seaman (afs@virginia.edu) to have their implementation questions 

answered. 
Hope this helps, 

Art 

Art Markos 
University of Virginia 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Compliance Office 
P.O. Box 400830 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4830 

Telephone 434-982-5546 
Fax 434-982-5213 

From: Carter, Ryan (racSz) [maiho:racgz(&eservices.vi ] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 12:57 PM 
To: Art Markos 
Cc: Dollins, Lloyd (lmd8x) 



Subject: CA Bridge Package 

Hey Art, 

Brent from UNC called a little bit ago about the Compliance Assistant bridge package that we share with other universities. 

Apparently, they went through the approval process and a non-PeopleSoft package was sent. 

What they actually need is the PeopleSoft bridge package, but apparently they [] re having difficulty getting that one sent down there. 

Do you know who sends those out? Brent was wondering if we could check the stares of the shipment. 

Ryan 



Thanks Ryan! I believe Seaman is who was referenced by Susan in our conversation. 
again. I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow! B 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (rac8z)" <rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 2/16/2OLO 1::~3 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 

I’ll pass the word along, and thanks 

Good to hear from you._been too long my friend. 

Please see Art’s email below. The package you have should be compatible with your student system. 

If you’re having difficulties, please get in touch with Lloyd Dollins (whom I think you met when you were last here) or 

Rick Seaman (is that the individual you’ve been working with?). 

out of the office today, but will be back in tomorrow. I’ll give a call in the afternoon. 

Ryan 

From: Art Markos [mailto:am@virginia.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 1:13 PM 
To: Carter, Ryan (rac8z) 
Cc: Dollins, Lloyd (Imd8x); Seaman_Rick 
Subject: RE: CA Bridge Package 

Ryan, 

Our bridge program is useable for any bridge program. We did not know at the time the program was developed which 

student system UVa would be using (either banner or PeopleSoft) so the bridge was designed to meet any student 

system. It was never designed to be for only PeopleSoft. 

I would suggest the UNC IT people contact Lloyd or Rick Seaman (afs@virginia.edu) to have their implementation 

questions answered. 

Hope this helps, 

Art 

Art Markos 
University of Virginia 

Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Compliance Office 

P.O. Box 400830 

Charlottesville, VA 22904-4830 

Telephone 434-982-5546 

Fax 434-982-52:13 

From: Carter, Ryan (rac8z) [mailto:rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2010 12:57 PM 
To: Art Markos 
Cc: Dollins, Lloyd (Imd8x) 
Subject: CA Bridge Package 

Hey Art, 

Brent from UNC called a little bit ago about the Compliance Assistant bridge package that we share with other 



universities. 

Apparently, they went through the approval process and a non-PeopleSoft package was sent. 

What they actually need is the PeopleSoft bridge package, but apparently they’re having difficulty getting that one sent 
down there. 

Do you know who sends those out? Brent was wondering if we could check the status of the shipment. 

Ryan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 17, 2010 9:13 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Color Prints 

TEXT.htm; sfpl.pub; sfp2.pub; sfp3.pub; sfp4.pub; sfp5.pub; sfp6.pub 

Thanks for the help with this; let me know when you send it, and I’ll wait by the printer. Can you print sfpl twice? Thanks again, B 



Thanks for the help with this; let me know when you send it, and I’ll wait by the printer. Can you print sfpl twice? Thanks 
again, B 





Down 

e l-e5 



Question 

Will a toy car travel faster 
down a ran~p 

covered in carpet, 
sandpaper, 

wood, or plastic? 



A toy car will travel faster 
down a ran~p covered 

in plastic than one covered 
in carpet, sandpaper or 

wood. 



Texture 

Plastic 

Wood 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 9:26 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Dean’s List Recipients 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Karen, 
First of all, thanks for the invite to the banquet; I did receive one and rsvp’d, so I am looking forward to it. As for who made Dean’s 
List, we had seven:, 

Let me know if you need anything else! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 17, 2010 9:36 AM 

ainslee.lamb@bc.edu 
UNC-Chapel Hill’s National Academic Squad Nominations 

TEXT.htm; NFHCA National Academic Nominations.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached you should find UNC’s nominations for the academic squad. Please let me know if there was any problem in transmission or 
if you need anything else. 

Thank you and take care, 
Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~b~ue.cstv.cor~i ( mailto:bla~tor~uncaa.u~c.edu 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Good morning, 
Attached you should find UNC’s nominations for the academic squad. Please let me know if there was any problem in 
transmission or if you need anything else. 

Thank you and take care, 
Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



......................................................................................... n tion ! fiehJhoc ey co  hes  ss )ci tion ............................................................ 

2009 Gladiator by SGJ/NFHCA 
National Academic Squad & Nationai Academic Team Award 

Coach’s Name Karen Shelton Institution University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Team FALL GPA 2.89 

* The CumuJative GPA column should only be completed for student.athletes wfio have earned a cumulative GPA of &30 or higher, 

* The Fall 2009 GPA column should only be completed if your team qualifies for the National Academic Team Award meaning that yourteam’s GPA for 
the Fail 2009 semester is 3. 0 or higher. 

*All GPAs must be listed/rounded to two decimal ptaces (ex. 3.33) 

Student=Athlete’s Name 
Year of 

Participation 

3 

# Yrs Selected 

(includ!.r~g ’09) 

Cumulative 
GPA 

3,44 

3.60 

3.50 

3.35 

Fall 2009 GPA 



Year of # Yrs Selected 

(including 
GPA 

Fair 2009 GPA 

My signature verifies that all information listed on this nomination form is accurate and correct. 
Digital si~jnatures will be accepted when the nomination form is faxed from the maiibox of the Compliance Officer/University Registrar. 

Nomination forms must be faxed or emailed to your Regional Representative by 
Friday~. February 19, 2010. 

Division I Representative 
Ainslee Lamb 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
Boston College 
Fax: 617-552-4930 
Email: ainslee.lamb@bc.edu 

Division ll Representative 
Sandy Miller 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
East Stroudsburg University 
Fax: 570-422-3306 
Email: smiller@po-box.esu,edu 

Division ill Representative 
Megan Callahan Fraser 
Head Field Hockey Coach 
Johns Hopkins University 
Fax: 410-5t6-5376 
Email: meganfraser@jhu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 10:59 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Active PINs for Registration 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Barbara just sent me a follow-up to our discussion from staff meeting yesterday. The new PIN’s for summer registration will be on the 
system once the new reg cycle is activated (February 27). We and the students will then be able to access them either through SIS, 
Faculty-Staff or Student Central. 

Also, we need to make sure our students hear often that a 9th semester is no longer a guarantee for any student who enrolled summer 
or fall of ’07 and since. Advising is taking a hard stance on this, so the students need to know what to expect not only when the time 
comes to apply for the "extra" term(s) but also during advising meetings in the meantime. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 17, 2010 11:04 AM 

Dollins, Lloyd (lmd8x) <lmd8x@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Re: NCAA CAi Interface 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Lloyd, 
Ryan did send me an email this morning, and I thank you both for all of your assistance. I do not actually have anything to do with 
this portion of the process except that I know a couple of cool guys who work with this at UVa. I have passed your name along to my 
Compliance Office who works in conjunction with our Registrar - they should contact you very soon. 

Thank you for your willingness to help, and take care! 
Brent 

>>> "Dollins, Lloyd (lmd8x)" <lmd8x@eservices.virginia.edu> 2/17/2010 10:27 AM >>> 

Hello Brent, 

I think Ryan will be sending you and email putting you in contact with me. I am the person who developed our CAi interface and will 
be glad to provide you with information on it. It works basically the same as it did before we went to PeopleSoft. We pull all of the 
information from an Oracle Reporting database which is refreshed nightly with PeopleSoft Financial Aid and Degree Progress data. 
Before we went to PeopleSoft we queried similar information from our old student system which also had an Oracle Reporting 
database that was refreshed nightly. Let me know how I can help. 

Thanks, 
Lloyd 

Lloyd Dollins 
Systems Analyst 
STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES 
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 
Carruthers Hall 
1001 N. Emmet Street 
Charlottesville, VA 22903 
ph: 434.982.2909 / fax: 434.982.5222 
dollins@virginia.edu 

Confidentiality Statement: This email message, including any attachments, is for 
sole use of the intended recipient and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email 
and delete the original and all copies of this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 17, 2010 2:29 PM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 
RE: Database 

TEXT.htm; usc db.accdb 

Hi John, 

Attached is the latest version; you will need to re-link this to your back-end so you can see up-to-date data. I did not do all of the 
updates b/c I need some data to fully view the issues. I did not update the five misses in a day problem or create the coach grade 
report. Send me the back end now that you have populated all tables, and I will complete that pretty quickly. 

Let me know if you have questions or issues, and I’ll speak to you soon! 
B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 2/12/2010 6:54 PM >>> 

Sorry one other thing Magdi mentioned he would like. Our old database had a field [] clock start date [] was located right below the 
[]USC enrollment date [] field. Can we get this added back? 

Thanks again! 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbach~@usc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 2:52 PM 
To: ’Brent Blanton’ 
Subject: RE: Database 

Hey Brent, 
Hope you [] re doing well. I was just wondering if you have had a chance to look at any of the below issues. 
Also, I have one addition per the request of one monica morita. She was wondering if there is a feature we could add to the debt list 
that would pull info from the daily entry portion of the database. In our previous database you could pull a debt report that would 
show the specific misses of each tutor (this info is pulled from the []payment owed[] portion of the daily entry field. 
Let me know if there is any progress. Thanks again and I hope you have a great 3 day weekend[].that is if they are giving you a three 
day weekend! 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbach ] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 12:57 PM 
To: ’Brent Blanton’ 
Subject: RE: Database 

I hope I added the right file. If not let me know 
New Database questions 
1. [] Debt list by sport [] is not working. What I believe it is doing is pulling all students alphabetically 
a. Also with the debt list, anyway we can have it NOT pull people that have a $0 balance? 
2. Can you please add the option to pull a grade report by coach. 
3. In []Daily Report Entry [] where you input the miss it is a small box and can not read full entry. Can we lengthen it? I think you 
said making it half the size of comment field 
4. In grade entry. It has %. Can we put pts and % 
5. Magdi added one more: if someone missed five things in one day the daily report kind of gets messy. Right now it puts the 
persons name and their point totals 5 times. He wants to know if in that case we can just have the persons name once and point totals 
once and then have the right side remain the same with the documented misses. 
6. How do we lock and put a password to enter from the desktop icon 
Other 
1. This one might be a pain. Something we can hopefully look at in the next couple of weeks if you have a second. The old 
database does not open. Im not sure if that is because we all of 07 now or if the thing is locked up for some reason. We use this to 
research misses and pull some genetic reports from past terms. If you have any ideas let me know!! 



From: Brem Blanton [g~ailto:blamon~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 9:41 AM 
To: John Mosbach 
Subject: RE: Database 

"C:~Pmgram Files\Microsoft Office\Office 12LMSACCES S.EXE" "C:\Users\blanton\DB s\US C\usc db.accdb"/runtime 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 19, 2010 9:49 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 360 (edit free response) 

TEXT.htm 

very similar.., it has been fixe!! B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 2/18/2010 4:45 PM >>> 

Brent, 

When I click on the button which takes me to where I edit the free responses, the free responses listed there are the free responses 
from the initial evaluations.., not the re-evaluations. Is this connected to this bug we identified yesterday? 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 19, 2010 9:56 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Review of PRAC Roster 

TEXT.htm; prac list.xlsx 

Look over the attachmem and let me know if I missed anyone.., this is our one and only shot. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 19, 2010 10:55 AM 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.19.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is this week’s report; let me know if you have any questions. Have a great weekend! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 19, 2010 10:56 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly... 

TEXT.htm; SHR 2.19.pdf 

I’ll actually attach it this time... Sorry, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 19, 2010 11:52 AM 

Johnson, Shelley <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 360 (edit free response) 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you and same to you! 

>>> Shelley Johnson 2/19/2010 11:49 AM >>> 
You are awesome. Thanks. Have a great weekend. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton 
To: Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2/19/2010 9:49:08 AM 
Subject: Re: 360 (edit free response) 

very similar.., it has been fixe!! B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 2/18/2010 4:45 PM >>> 

When I click on the button which takes me to where I edit the free responses, the free responses listed there are the free responses 
from the initial evaluations.., not the re-evaluations. Is this connected to this bug we identified yesterday? 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 19, 2010 11:54 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Final Review of PRAC Roster 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tia, 
This is the list of our studems who we are putting up for priority registration. I just need to know that the respective rosters are what 
they should be before we submit, so I sent it to everyone (extra eyes always helps!). 

B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 2/19/2010 11:23 AM >>> 
Hey Brem, 

Is there anything that you need me to do/look for when it comes to the Prac Roster? What exactly is this list for...? Thanks for 

explaining and catching me up :-) 

Tia 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/19/2010 9:56 AM >>> 
Look over the attachmem and let me know if I missed anyone.., this is our one and only shot. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 22, 2010 10:12 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutoring 

TEXT.htm; Tutoring.msg 

Hi Sherron, 
Can you help me om on this one? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 22, 2010 10:40 AM 

Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FSU 

TEXT.htm 

Hi John, 

I have two if you still need them (three actually, but it sounded like you needed for couples). 
B 

>>> John Blanchard 2/21/2010 9:27 PM >>> 
Folks, 

I need two, maybe four, for the FSU men’s basketball game on Weds. night. Can anybody help me out? John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



Attention Faculty and Staff Fans, 

Faculty Staff Family Day at Baseball will be held on Sunday,         at lpm vs. Michigan 

at Boshamer Stadium. We will have food and drink vouchers for you and your families to 

use at the concession stands. Coach Fox will address the group before the game. All ldds 

will get to take the field with the team for the anthem, and then the kids will get to run 

the bases after the game. 

You can pick up complimentary baseball tickets for yourselves and your immediate family 

members at Boshamer Stadium beginning 1.5 hours prior to the game at the 3rd base line 

entrance only. Tickets for this event will not be available at the main ticket window. 

Please bring your UNC One Card or UNC Hospitals card for identification. Visit 

TarHeelBlue.comifaculty for more information about tickets, parking and directions to 

Boshamer Stadium. Please RSVP with the number in your party by Monday,        ~o 

bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu if you would like to attend this event. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

UNC Athletic Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 22, 2010 3:42 PM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 

Re: disregard phone call 

TEXT.htm 

Great! 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 2/22/2010 2: 52 PM >>> 

Little trial and error and help of my tech guys I think I figured it out!!!! 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 22, 2010 8:45 PM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 
Re: agh 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 2/22/2010 7:53 PM >>> 

I lied its still messed up. can I give you a call when I get in at 8am our time 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 22, 2010 11 : 15 AM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant 
<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Fox, Mike 
<mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Registration Demonstration 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
I wanted to remind you all that the Registrar will be demonstrating the new registration system tonight at 7 in our auditorium. I’ve 
made it mandatory for the freshmen and sophomores, understanding that some sophs will have to go to Rising Stars instead, but I 

think it important for the students to see the system as often as possible before registxation day. If you can all help me by reminding 
the students of the session this afternoon in practice, I’d appreciate it. 

Thanks for the help, and I hope you all have a great week, 
Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~-v.com/( maiFto:b~anlon~uncaaamc.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 22, 2010 2:15 PM 

Beller, Debra L <debra beller@unc.edu> 
Re: proj ector? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Debra, 
We have a projector, but two is always better than one from an insurance standpoint - in case ours is non-cooperative... 

Many of our students may not bring their laptops because they know we will have more meetings with them in the coming weeks, but 
the information on the front end will be invaluable. 

Thanks 
Brent 

>>> "Belier, Debra L" <debra beller@unc.edu> 3/22/2010 1:47 PM >>> 

Hi, do we need to bring a projector tonight for the ColmectCarolina demo? Our plan is to demo for about 15-20 minutes, then have 
students log-in via their own laptops and be there to help with questions or issues. Thanks. 

Debra 

Debra Beller 
Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
ERP, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 
Email: debra_beller@unc.edu 

Web: ~:/iconaectcarolinaamc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 22, 2010 2:24 PM 

Beller, Debra L <debra_beller@unc.edu> 
RE: proj ector? 

TEXT.htm 

We work in conjunction with them to figure out the best schedule possibilities based upon in-season, out-of-season, balance, need, 
etc. The students actually register themselves in most cases. 

>>> "Belier, Debra L" <debra beller@unc.edu> 3/22/2010 2:21 PM >>> 

OK we will bring our portable projector. 

The experience will really work best if students bring laptops. I think you[]ll be really pleased at how quickly students understand the 
new registration system, especially once they get in and start playing around. Our presentation is a basic introduction because we have 
found that students take to it like a duck to water. (In fact, we are not training students, but are providing outreach and support; this is 
the only student training we are doing.) 

Do student athletes for the most part register themselves? Or do advisors do it for them and with them? Or are they block enrolled? 

DB 

From: Brent Blanton [mail~o:blanton,%awc~a.unc.edal 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 2:15 PM 
To: Beller, Debra L 
Subject: Re: projector? 

Hi Debra, 

We have a projector, but two is always better than one from an insurance standpoint - in case ours is non-cooperative... 

Many of our students may not bring their laptops because they know we will have more meetings with them in the coming weeks, but 
the information on the front end will be invaluable. 

Thanks ! 

Brent 

>>> "Belier, Debra L" <debra beller@unc.edu> 3/22/2010 1:47 PM >>> 

Hi, do we need to bring a projector tonight for the ColmectCarolina demo? Our plan is to demo for about 15-20 minutes, then have 
students log-in via their own laptops and be there to help with questions or issues. Thanks. 

Debra 

Debra Beller 
Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
ERP, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



211 Manning Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 

Email: debra beller@unc.edu 

Web: ~:i/co~mectcaro~ir~a~nc~ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 24, 2010 4:43 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Call the Registrar tomorrow... B 

TEXT.htm 

Call the Registrar tomorrow... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 24, 2010 5:10 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: GPA 

TEXT.htm; Top 50 GPAs.xlsx 

Sorry for the delay; here it is... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 3/23/2010 3:11 PM >>> 
Brent: 

When you get a chance, could you please run a report of the top 50 GPA’s for the Athletic Department. 

Thanks and hope your girls are feeling better. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 25, 2010 10:39 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS--baseball 

TEXT.htm 

Gmcias 

>>> Jemfifer Townsend 3/25/2010 10:36 AM >>> 
Sorry, forget to send this earlier, but baseball does have 4 extra seats in CTOPS session 4. They will release them May 24th, though, if 

they have not registered. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 25, 2010 2:41 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books from Dropped Courses? 

TEXT.htm 

If the seat in back of the cart can fold down, that should be enough (provided they have boxes). 

>>> Amy Herman 3/25/2010 2:39 PM >>> 
Can you give me an estimate on the number of books we’ll be returning? Shelly’s wondering if they can use a golf cart or if they need 
a car. :-) 

>>> Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/15/2010 11:15 AM >>> 
Yes ma’am. 

On 3/15/2010 11:08 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

From this semester? 

>>> Brent Blanton <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> ( mailto:blanto~~i~unc~.unc.edu ) 3/15/2010 10:34 AM >>> 
There are plenty in our cabinet. 

On 3/12/2010 12:01 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Academic Counselors, 

Are any of you in possession of books that student-athletes have returned to you after dropping courses? Please let me know if you 

are. Student Stores is willing to work with us on bringing them back in a big group for a refund, but we will need to organize it if 

we’re going to take advantage of the opportunity. 

So let me know if you have any and we’ll go from there... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 25, 2010 2:44 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books from Dropped Courses? 

TEXT.htm 

cool. I’m out in 15 minutes, so you’ll have to bug me more tomorrow... ;) 

>>> Amy Herman 3/25/2010 2:42 PM >>> 
OK, they’ll bring plastic mail bins for them. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/25/2010 2:41 PM >>> 
If the seat in back of the cart can fold down, that should be enough (provided they have boxes). 

>>> Amy Herman 3/25/2010 2:39 PM >>> 
Can you give me an estimate on the number of books we’ll be returning? Shelly’s wondering if they can use a golf cart or if they need 
a car. :-) 

>>> Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/15/2010 11:15 AM >>> 
Yes ma’am. 

On 3/15/2010 11:08 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

From this semester? 

>>> Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> ( mailto:bla~ton~tmcaa.m~c.e&~ ) 311512010 10:34 AM >>> 
There are plenty in our cabinet. 

On 3/12/2010 12:01 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Academic Counselors, 

Are any of you in possession of books that student-athletes have returned to you after dropping courses? Please let me know if you 

are. Student Stores is willing to work with us on bringing them back in a big group for a refund, but we will need to organize it ff 

we’re going to take advantage of the opportunity. 

So let me know if you have any and we’ll go from there... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 25, 2010 2:46 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books from Dropped Courses? 

TEXT.htm 

You too; I hope good health returns to the kiddies. 

>>> Amy Herman 3/25/2010 2:44 PM >>> 
Sweet - have a good night. 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/25/2010 2:43 PM >>> 
cool. I’m out in 15 minutes, so you’ll have to bug me more tomorrow... ;) 

>>> Amy Herman 3/25/2010 2:42 PM >>> 
OK, they’ll bring plastic mail bins for them. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/25/2010 2:41 PM >>> 
If the seat in back of the cart can fold down, that should be enough (provided they have boxes). 

>>> Amy Herman 3/25/2010 2:39 PM >>> 
Can you give me an estimate on the number of books we’ll be returning? Shelly’s wondering if they can use a golf cart or if they need 
a car. :-) 

>>> Brent Blanton <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 3/15/2010 11:15 AM >>> 
Yes ma’am. 

On 3/15/2010 11:08 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

From this semester? 

>>> Brent Blanton <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu> ( mailto:blanto~ancaa.ur~c.edt~ ) 3/15/2010 10:34 AM >>> 
There are plenty in our cabinet. 

On 3/12/2010 12:01 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Academic Counselors, 

Are any of you in possession of books that student-athletes have returned to you after dropping courses? Please let me know if you 
are. Student Stores is willing to work with us on bringing them back in a big group for a refund, but we will need to organize it if 
we’re going to take advantage of the opportunity. 

So let me know if you have any and we’ll go from there... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 25, 2010 2:50 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: EXSS Scholar Athlete Award 

TEXT.htm; EXSS Majors.xlsx 

Here you go... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 3/25/2010 1:57 PM >>> 
Can we run a query of EXSS Major for Seniors? I do not remember doing this last year but that does not mean anything. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 29, 2010 9:55 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Tutorial Schedule 

TEXT.htm; SP 10 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

Here it is... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 30, 2010 10:20 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Restivo, Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting and Easter Holiday Impact 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We will NOT have staff meeting this week. Also, in observance of the Easter holiday, we will not have study table Thursday or 
Sunday evenings. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 30, 2010 12:34 PM 

P.A., WARBURTON <p.a.warburton@durham.ac.uk> 

Re: Durham University 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Peter, 
It was a pleasure hosting you for however short a time; it can be a great relationship between our universities. I will definitely be on 
the lookout for potential matches, something that should be a possibility each year in all honesty. I thought I had one for this year, but 
she just took a job last week, so I am moving on to other targets. 

This is a great opportunity that hopefully our students will take full advantage of in the coming years. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 

>>> "WARBURTON P.A." <p.a.warburton@durham.ac.uk> 3/30/2010 3:04 AM >>> 

Dear Brent 

We have returned safely to the UK after a magnificent visit to the States. Quentin will be in touch I am sure but I just wanted to 
express my personal thanks for a number of your team giving up their time to talk with us. 

I very much hope that there will be some interest from your students of following a path to Durham in the years ahead. It would be 
great to feel we were able to offer both graduate coaching posts and MA scholarships to students from North Carolina on a regular 

basis. 

I trust we will be able to keep in touch and hopefully if things progress we will meet up again in the future. You would always be 
welcome to visit us in Durham. 

Very best wishes. 

Peter 

Dr Peter Warburton OBE 
Director of Sport 
Durham University 
The Graham Sports Centre 
Maiden Castle 
Durham DH1 3SE 

Tel: 0191 334 2175 
Mob: 
Fax: 0191 3840230 

PA: Carol Walker 
c.a.walker@durham.ac.uk 
0191 334 2174/ 

Visit our website at www.teamdurham.com 

Durham University Sport: Ranked sixth in the 2008/09 BUSA league table 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 31, 2010 1:50 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
It’s almost time to get into full CTOPS mode, so I am trying to get my checklists together. Can you forward me the names of your 
incoming students so I can begin getting PIDs, test scores, CTOPS dates, etc.? 

Thanks 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 31, 2010 2:50 PM 

willingh <willingh@email.unc. edu> 

Re: student survey 

TEXT.htm; Frosh-Soph Emails.xlsx 

Hi Mary, 
Attached is a spreadsheet containing all of our freshmen and sophomore student-athletes with email addresses. The only holes are in 
football, so it is a fairly comprehensive list. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 
B 

>>> willingh <willingh@email.unc.edu> 3/26/2010 1:44 PM >>> 

Greetings all - 
I am putting together a very brief survey (using survey money) to send out 
to students (target date - April 19). I would like to get some general 
feedback about all of our academic services that we (CSSAC) provide/- what 
is useful/how we might improve them etc. What I will need from all of you 
is an email list (in the form of a spreadsheet) of students who have used 
your/our services this past school year. If you have any specific 
questions/information that you would like me to gather, please advise. The 
results, of course, will be available to all. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 5, 2010 1:52 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Admission Pros 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 
Below is the link for Admission Pros. Let me know when you have five minutes, and I will come load the program for you. 

~s:/iad~r~ssionsa~.unc.edu/su~orgAtNetics%20Setup/UNC AtNetics.msi 

B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheeIblue~cs~v,comi ( raai~o:b~m~on(a~ncaa,unc.ed~ ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 5, 2010 4:03 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Tutorial 

TEXT.htm; SP 10 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

No commentary needed thank you... B 



No commentary needed thank you... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 6, 2010 10:58 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu>; Boxill, Jan <j mboxill@email.unc, edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NO Staff Meeting Today 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We will NOT meet today at 2 as planned. Our next meeting will be in two weeks on April 20. 

Brent 



Good morning, 
We will NOT meet today at 2 as planned. Our next meeting will be in two weeks on April 20. 

Brent 



Good afternoon! 

I just wanted to remind you all that registration for the fall begins on Monday of next week for seniors and then each 

subsequent day according to terms in residence. Make sure that you check your Student Center on ConnectCarolina 

DAILY to insure that no hold appears on your record. Also, check to see that your time has been reset to one of priority - 

either 8 or 8:15. 

Let me know if you have any questions/concerns/etc. I am here to help! Take care; have a great week, and I’ll see you 

soon! 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



Good morning, 
Forgive me is you received this same reminder yesterday, but we’ve had considerable problems with both our incoming 
and outgoing email of late. I received an email stating that most of you did not receive this yesterday because it never went 

out. That said... 

I want to remind you all that registration for the fall begins on Monday of next week for seniors and then a new group each 
subsequent day according to terms in residence. Make sure that you check your Student Center on ConnectCarolina 

DAILY to insure that no hold appears on your record. Also, check to see that your time has been reset to one of priority - 
either 8 or 8:15. 

Let me know if you have any questions/concerns/etc. I am here to help! Take care; have a great week, and I’ll see you 

soon! 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



Hi Missy! 
I hope you are having a great morning! I could do without this pollen (or at least the amount of it), but how I do love the 
warmer weather. 

I have a few incoming baseball players who want to enroll in summer II and have sent me emails requesting to have their 

enrollment date moved up. Will these emails suffice, or do you need anything else? 

Thanks! 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



Hi Missy! 
I hope you are having a great morning! I could do without this pollen (or at least the amount of it), but how I do love the 
warmer weather. 

I have a few incoming baseball players who want to enroll in summer II and have sent me emails requesting to have their 

enrollment date moved up. Will these emails suffice, or do you need anything else? 

Thanks! 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 7, 2010 10:03 AM 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 
RE: Changing Initial Enrollment Dates for Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thank you! Come on rain! B 

>>> "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 4/7/2010 9:56 AM >>> 

Hi Brent [] 
Yes, the pollen is killing me! Can[]t wait for tomorrow night [] hope it rains for hours!! J 
Yes, these emails will work. I will make sure these guys are updated in our system so they can register for class. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 (fax) 

( admissions.unc.edu ) 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 9:53 AM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: Changing Initial Enrollment Dates for Student-Athletes 

Hi Missy! 

I hope you are having a great morning! I could do without this pollen (or at least the amount of it), but how I do love the warmer 
weather. 

I have a few incoming baseball players who want to enroll in summer II and have sent me emails requesting to have their enrollment 
date moved up. Will these emails suffice, or do you need anything else? 

Thanks 

Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 



Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Thank you! Come on rain! B 

>>> "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 4/7/2OlO 9:56 AM >>> 

Hi Brent- 

Yes, the pollen is killing me! Can’t wait for tomorrow night - hope it rains for hours!! © 

Yes, these emails wil! work. I will make sure these guys are updated in our system so they can register for class. 

Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 (fax) 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 9:53 AM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: Changing Initial Enrollment Dates for Student-Athletes 

Hi Missy! 
I hope you are having a great morning! I could do without this pollen (or at least the amount of it), but how I do love the 
warmer weather. 

I have a few incoming baseball players who want to enroll in summer II and have sent me emails requesting to have their 

enrollment date moved up. Will these emails suffice, or do you need anything else? 

Thanks! 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 96~.9536 ofc 

(919) 96~.8~47 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box :Zl:Z6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC z7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 7, 2010 1:21 PM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP Scores Needed 

TEXT.htm; 2009-2010Guide AP Scores.pdf 

Here is the .pdf regarding scores needed by subject. Let me know if you need anything else! B 



Here is the .pdf regarding scores needed by subject. Let me know if you need anything else! B 



AP AND [g CREDIT 

Lish~d bdow are the tabbs outlining the advanced placement credit associated with scores recdved on Advanced P[acemen~ 
{AP) and ~n~er~~afiona[ Baccalaureate H~he>Levd gxamffmfions (IB)~ UNC+Chapd HH[% Office of Under@~adua~e Admgsbns 
a~ the University recdves Co[[erie Board scores and ass~fins the p~x~per credit w[fich ~s de~ermh~ed by academic departmen~s~ 

Im~o~ant Note: Effective Fail 2009~ the [iJbwing limits on exam credit (AP~B) are in [i~rce: 

No more than two co~rses {~ to 8 credit boars) of exam credit may be ased as pa~ of [he core reqakements ~n any maDr. 

No more than one coarse {3 to 4 credit boars) of exam credit may be ased as pa~ of a m~nor. 
Exam credit does not coant toward m~nimam grade reqairements in majors or m~nors. 

[Art Hint%/ 
[Ar~ Studio Drawing 

[Art2D 

[A43D 

[Biology 

[ ~iolo~y 

[Calculus AB or BC 

J Calculus AB 

[Chemistry 
[Chemislry 

[Computer Science AB 

Economics 

Economics 
-Beth Mac~o and Micro 
Eagl[sh Language 
English Literature 

Environmenta~ Sdence 

French Language or Literature 

[French Language 

French Literature 

[Geography (Human) 

[German Language 

Government and Politics US 

[Latin Literature 

[Latin Virgil 

[ ~,lusic [heory 

Physics B 

[Physics B 

[ Physics C - [~aechanical 

Physics C - lViechanical 

Physbs C 
- Eleclrical & Mechanical 

Physics C 
- Electrical & Mechanical 
Psychology 

Spanish Language or Literature 

[Spanish Language 

[Spanish Literature 

[Statistics 

Statistics 

US Histo<y 

World History 

JilL Art Studio 

[HL Art Studio 

HL Biology 

HL Biology 

[HL Chemis%’ 

HL Economics 

[HL English A 1 
[Sk French g 
HL French B 

[SL Bench A 1 

HL French A 1 
HL French A 2 

HL German B 
HL German A ] 
HL German A 2 
HL Malh 

HL History, Africa 

HL Hist%< Americas 

HL Histo¢, Europe 
HL Music Li~/Composition 

[Hi Philosophy 

HL Physics 

HE Psych@fly 

SE Spanish B 
HE Spanish B 
SE Spanish A ] 
HE Spanish A ] 
S[ Spanish A 2 
Visual £ts HL 
World ReJgion SL 

P/ease note: d/VC-@apet H~7/ accepts scorns on/}’ flora the tes~ ]£ted 
above. For CLEP test scores and pbcement bbrmat]o~ phase ~o to 
the Admssbns website: 

4,200 copies of this public document were printed at a cost of $7,775 
or $1.85 pe~ copy. 

The Academic Advising Program wishes to thank the Office of New Student 
and Carolina Parent Programs for their generous support in the publication 
of this Gu£e. 

Published by the Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts & 
Sciences and the General College. LtNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3110, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110~ 

B7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 7, 2010 1:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Priority Registration 

TEXT.htm 

I’m sure you’ve all noticed that priority has not been added to our students registration profiles yet. I learned this morning that only 
two people currently have authority to update times, and both of them are quite busy running the Registrar’s Office. It’s hard to 
believe, but even the registrar is having trouble gaining access for his staffers. That being said, they are trying to get all 1300 priority 

students taken care of, but it will take time. Should you be meeting with someone who’s time has not been updated, tell them not to 

worry. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



I’m sure you’ve all noticed that priority has not been added to our students registration profiles yet. I learned this morning 

that only two people currently have authority to update times, and both of them are quite busy running the Registrar’s 

Office. It’s hard to believe, but even the registrar is having trouble gaining access for his staffers. That being said, they are 

trying to get all 13oo priority students taken care of, but it will take time. Should you be meeting with someone who’s time 

has not been updated, tell them not to worry. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 9, 2010 11:38 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p ://tafl~ee~b~ue. cs’~-~.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 2:14 PM 

kallison@email.unc.edu 

Re: Sick & Vacation Leave for March 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
Here is my updated sheet; thank you! 

Brent 

>>> <kallison@email.unc.edu> 4/8/2010 1:13 PM >>> 
Please send me your sick & vacation for March. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 9, 2010 2:22 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS DATES! 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS DATES!.msg 

I believe this one is yours now... 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 9:39 AM 

Lucido, Barbara <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting TODAY 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
We WILL have staff meeting this afternoon at 2 in room 213A. 

See you then, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 20, 2010 1:23 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wow. 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/20/2010 1:14 PM >>> 
Wow. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbom~ncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 20, 2010 1:24 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: [student records_advisory] Quick Tip: Emailing all students in a class 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Susan, 
Can we get copies of schedules again? 

Thanks, B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/20/2010 1:08 PM >>> 
Hello All, 
Not sure if this will be helpful to you or not. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 21, 2010 1:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PeopleSoft Investigation/"Training" 

TEXT.htm 

Knowing that there is still MUCH that we do not know about PeopleSofl, I think it a good idea that we meet as a group to go over 
things and discover exactly what we do not have service-/screen-wise and what we need to find and learn about particular 
applications. On Reading Day, Thursday April 29, we will meet in the Auditorium with the projector and our laptops to begin 
discovering. The applications that are missing will be more easily reported to Susan (she will run the program), and we will all be 
able to see in application what each of us has discovered. 

Please let me know if this presents a problem for you. We will meet at 9:30 before the tutor drop-in luncheon that runs from 11:30-1. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 21, 2010 2:16 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PeopleSoft Investigation/"Training" 

TEXT.htm 

You know you like saying C’s, don’t you? 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 4/21/2010 2:13 PM >>> 
I am in like the C’s. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbom,@uncaa.ur~c.edu ) 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/21/2010 1:28 PM >>> 
Knowing that there is still MUCH that we do not know about PeopleSoft, I think it a good idea that we meet as a group to go over 
things and discover exactly what we do not have service-/screen-wise and what we need to find and learn about particular 
applications. On Reading Day, Thursday April 29, we will meet in the Auditorium with the projector and our laptops to begin 
discovering. The applications that are missing will be more easily reported to Susan (she will run the program), and we will all be 
able to see in application what each of us has discovered. 

Please let me know if this presents a problem for you. We will meet at 9:30 before the tutor drop-in luncheon that runs from 11:30-1. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 21, 2010 3:24 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Game Ticket for the LSU Game 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Tim, 
Robert told me to send you an email making the request for one ticket and that it be grouped with his. 

Thanks 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / itarhee lb lue~ csJ~.,, com! 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 22, 2010 2:36 PM 

Jackson, Scott <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Z 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Scott, 
All I got was the letter Z. Did you need something? 

B 

>>> Scott Jackson 4/22/2010 12:56 PM >>> 

Scott Jackson 
UNC Baseball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 23, 2010 3:49 PM 

fkessler@email.unc.edu 

Re: ESPN.com: Simmons: First-ever mock NFL draft 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Frank, 
I do hope he does well, but his previous stints as a NFL headman were rather dreadful. 

Have a great weekend! 
B 

>>> <fkessler@email.unc.edu> 4/22/2010 3:08 PM >>> 
You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

fkessler@email.unc.edu 

The "Simmons: First-ever mock NFL draft" story is located at hllp:iisports.espn.go.com/esp~e2istoo?page=simmonsilO0420 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

ESPN SportsFlash - Customized Headlines and Scores sent daily. 
ESPN.com’s daily headlines can be delivered to you each day by subscribing to SportsFlash today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 26, 2010 2:51 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with Beth Lyons 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jenn, 
I won’t be here onthe 5th (on the golf course) but have all day open onthe 3rd. Just let me know, 

B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 4/26/2010 1:10 PM >>> 
Hey, 

Could you let me know what your free times are on Monday, May 3rd? Also, are you going to be here at all on the 5th? If not, what 
will your free times be on Friday? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 26, 2010 3:57 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Exam Reviews and Altered Access to the AC 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Finals Review Schedule.docx 

Below is the email I sent to my students/coaches as well as the updated finals review schedule. Let me know if you have any 
questions, B 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/26/2010 3:53 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Attached you should find a copy of our exam review schedule. If you are in one of these sections and can attend, please do - any 

assistance is good during the final examination period. If you need assistance in something not included on this list, please see me to 

inquire about possible arrangements. 

Also, our parking lot is a construction zone beginning today. Half of the spaces are still available for the final two weeks we are in the 
building, but, as you know, it is first come-first serve at night - during the day, only permit-holders belong in the lot. Regardless, 
please be aware that your access to the building will change. 

The construction contractors are placing a man on the tunnel to instruct people that you are not supposed to walk through the lot any 
longer. Our request is that when you park in the Ramshead Deck, you take the stairs/elevator to the top level so you can then walk 
outdoors and down the hill to our main entrance. Also, should you look for a parking space in our lot and you see one inside the 
fence, DO NOT proceed to park there. Regardless of how light the construction traffic this week, it is still a work zone and you WILL 
be towed - plus, if it is daytime, you should not park in our lot for any reason. 

Please cooperate with the spirit of these requests from the contractor and the athletics department. 

Good luck on your finals, and let me know if I can assist in any way ! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 26, 2010 7:14 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Incoming Fall 10 

TEXT.htm; Incoming F all 10.xlsx 

Hi Jenn, 
Attached is Kym’s list of incoming students to add to the master. 

B 

>>> Kym N. Orr 4/26/2010 5:06 PM >>> 
Attached is my list of incoming for Track and Tennis. 

KNO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 26, 2010 10:23 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: sports for Acad A-A at-large 

TEXT.htm; 3.3 & Above.xlsx 

Here it is... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/23/2010 12:24 PM >>> 
Can we get a list of student-athletes with a 3.3 or better (sophomores and above). 
We can not do this by sport can we? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Dana Gelin 4/23/2010 10:34 AM >>> 

Hi Spencer, 
Looking for 3.3 or better overall GPA, sophomores and above from these sports: 
women[] s crew, men[] s and women[] s fencing, men[] s and women[] s golf, gymnastics, men[] s and women[] s lacrosse, men[] s and 
women[] s swimming, men[] s and women[] s tennis and wrestling. 

Thanks ! 
--dg 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 26, 2010 10:24 PM 

Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: sports for Acad A-A at-large 

TEXT.htm 

you too! B 

>>> Dana Gelin 4/26/2010 10:23 PM >>> 

thanks VERY much. Have a great night! 

--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 4/26/2010 at 10:23 PM, in message <4BD64A8B.CF8 : 210 : 7211>, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Here it is... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 4/23/2010 12:24 PM >>> 

Can we get a list of student-athletes with a 3.3 or better (sophomores and above). 

We can not do this by sport can we? 

Spencer B. Welbom 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



>>> Dana Gelin 4/23/2010 10:34 AM >>> 

Hi Spencer, 
Looking for 3.3 or better overall GPA, sophomores and above from these sports: 

women[] s crew, men[] s and women[] s fencing, men[] s and women[] s golf, gymnastics, men[] s and women[] s lacrosse, men[] s and 
women[] s swimming, men[] s and women[] s tennis and wrestling. 

Thanks 
--dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 28, 2010 12:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Finals Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Finals Review Schedule.docx 

Attached is an updated version - additional DRAM116 session. If someone needs something not listed, let me know and I’ll line it up 
if it is possible. Also, don’t forget lunch tomorrow between 11:30 and 1 with the tutor/mentor/monitor staff. 

B 



FINALS REVIEW SCHEDULE 

MATH119 - Wednesday, April 28 @ 2:3opm (room 213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Wednesday@ 3:3opm (213B) 

EXSS376 - Thursday, April 29 @ 8:3oam (213A) 

EXSS175 - Thursday, April 29 @ 9:3oam (213A) 

PSYClol (Jordan) - Thursday, April 29 @ 12pm (213A) 

MATHll9 - Thursday, April 29 @ lpm (213B) 

SOCI122 (Suzuki) - Thursday, April 29 @ 7pm (213A) 

***(Prof. Suzuki will conduct review)*** 

EXSS276 - Thursday, April 29 @ 7:3opm (Auditorium) 
SOCIlol (Hastings) - Thursday, April 29 @ 8pm (213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Friday, April 30 @ 2:30 (213A) 

DRAMll6 - Monday, May 3 @ 7 (213A) 

DRAMll6 - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (Auditorium) 
PORT - Tuesday, May 4 @ 12pm (Auditorium) 
SPAN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 1:3o (Auditorium) 
FREN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 3Pm (Auditorium) 
ITAL - Tuesday, May 4 @ 4pm (Auditorium) 

GEOLlol (Bartek) - Tuesday, May 4 @ 5pm (213A) 

SOCh3o - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (213A) 

***See your advisor if you need assistance with courses not listed*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 28, 2010 12:31 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EDUC441 Review 

TEXT.htm; Finals Review Schedule.docx 

EDUC has been added to the schedule for tomorrow at 3 in the auditorium - get the word out to your students enrolled in the class. 

Thanks, 
B 



FINALS REVIEW SCHEDULE 

MATH119 - Wednesday, April 28 @ 2:3opm (room 213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Wednesday@ 3:3opm (213B) 

EXSS376 - Thursday, April 29 @ 8:3oam (213A) 

EXSS175 - Thursday, April 29 @ 9:3oam (213A) 

PSYClol (Jordan) - Thursday, April 29 @ 12pm (213A) 

MATHll9 - Thursday, April 29 @ lpm (213B) 

EDUC441 - Thursday, April 29 @ 3pm (Auditorium) 
S0(~I122 (Suzuki) - Thursday, April 29 @ 7pm (213A) 

***(Prof. Suzuki will conduct review)*** 

EXSS276 - Thursday, April 29 @ 7:3opm (Auditorium) 

SOCIlol (Hastings) - Thursday, April 29 @ 8pm (213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Friday, April 30 @ 2:30 (213A) 

DRAM116 - Monday, May 3 @ 7 (213A) 

DRAM116 - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7Pm (Auditorium) 

PORT - Tuesday, May 4 @ l~,pm (Auditorium) 

SPAN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 1:3o (Auditorium) 

FREN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 3Pm (Auditorium) 

ITAL - Tuesday, May 4 @ 4pro (Auditorium) 
GEOLlol (Bartek) - Tuesday, May 4 @ 5Pm (213A) 

SOCh3o - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (213A) 

***See your advisor if you need assistance with courses not listed*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 2:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXS S 141 Added to Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Finals Review Schedule.docx 

EXSS has been added on Friday at 5 in the Auditorium. Pass it on... B 



FINALS REVIEW SCHEDULE 

MATH119 - Wednesday, April 28 @ 2:3opm (room 213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Wednesday@ 3:3opm (213B) 

EXSS376 - Thursday, April 29 @ 8:3oam (213A) 

EXSS175 - Thursday, April 29 @ 9:3oam (213A) 

PSYClol (Jordan) - Thursday, April 29 @ 12pm (213A) 

MATHll9 - Thursday, April 29 @ lpm (213B) 

EDUC441 - Thursday, April 29 @ 3pm (Auditorium) 
S0(~I122 (Suzuki) - Thursday, April 29 @ 7pm (213A) 

***(Prof. Suzuki will conduct review)*** 

EXSS276 - Thursday, April 29 @ 7:3opm (Auditorium) 
SOCIlol (Hastings) - Thursday, April 29 @ 8pm (213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Friday, April 30 @ 2:30 (213A) 

EXSS141 - Friday, April 30 @ 5pm (Auditorium) 

DRAM116 - Monday, May 3 @ 7 (213A) 

DRAM116 - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (Auditorium) 

PORT - Tuesday, May 4 @ 12pm (Auditorium) 

SPAN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 1:3o (Auditorium) 

FREN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 3Pm (Auditorium) 

ITAL - Tuesday, May 4 @ 4Pm (Auditorium) 
GEOLlol (Bartek) - Tuesday, May 4 @ 5Pm (213A) 

SOCh3o - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (213A) 

***See your advisor if you need assistance with courses not listed*** 



FINALS REVIEW SCHEDULE 

MATH119 - Wednesday, April 28 @ 2:3opm (room 213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Wednesday@ 3:3opm (213B) 

EXSS376 - Thursday, April 29 @ 8:3oam (213A) 

EXSS175 - Thursday, April 29 @ 9:3oam (213A) 

PSYClol (Jordan) - Thursday, April 29 @ 12pm (213A) 

MATHll9 - Thursday, April 29 @ lpm (213B) 

EDUC441 - Thursday, April 29 @ 3pm (Auditorium) 
S0(~I122 (Suzuki) - Thursday, April 29 @ 7pm (213A) 

***(Prof. Suzuki will conduct review)*** 

EXSS276 - Thursday, April 29 @ 7:3opm (Auditorium) 
SOCIlol (Hastings) - Thursday, April 29 @ 8pm (213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Friday, April 30 @ 2:30 (213A) 

EXSS141 - Friday, April 30 @ 5pm (Auditorium) 

DRAM116 - Monday, May 3 @ 7 (213A) 

DRAM116 - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (Auditorium) 

PORT - Tuesday, May 4 @ 12pm (Auditorium) 

SPAN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 1:3o (Auditorium) 

FREN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 3Pm (Auditorium) 

ITAL - Tuesday, May 4 @ 4Pm (Auditorium) 
GEOLlol (Bartek) - Tuesday, May 4 @ 5Pm (213A) 

SOCh3o - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (213A) 

***See your advisor if you need assistance with courses not listed*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              2:48 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Pre-Exam Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; Pre-Exam Grade Update.pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is the final grade report based upon meetings and progress reports. From this information, no one should completely blow 
up, but I am hoping the Ds come up after the final exams. A few of them will raise their GPAs this semester, but the others will 
probably stand pat where they are. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon. 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 29, 2010 1:36 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Access to Test Scores 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Susan; I am assuming the scores will be loaded at some point, but I am able to pull a student up. Can you get me the scores 
for 

Thanks ! 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/29/2010 12:18 PM >>> 
Hi Guys ! 

Ok, I attempted to find out where we can access SAT scores and the attached outlines the navigation. Never would have thought to 
look in Transfer Credit Evaluation. Hmm! 

Anyway, let me know if you are not able to see test scores under Transfer Credit Evaluation>Academic Test Summary. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             ,2:5 5 PM 

Sardi, Karen <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ENGL 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Karen, 
We probably will, but right now, we don’t know test scores for the students because of the new system and cannot enroll them right 
now. We should know in the next week though. 

Thanks for looking out for us! 
Brent 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 
Hi Brent, 

11:17 AM >>> 

Do you know if students in the Athletics Program may need to enroll in 
ENGL       for the second summer session? I’m asking as the 
enrollment is currently at only 3 which is below the number we must have 
to offer the course. 

Thanks Brent! 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant / Writing Program 
Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919 962 6871 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 30, 2010 4:10 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Access to Test Scores 

TEXT.htm 

Perfect; thank you! Have a great weekend! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/30/2010 3:39 PM >>> 
The new numbers are below in Blue. Did I miss anything? 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/30/2010 3:05 PM >>> 
here it is... B 

>>> Susan B. Malov 4/29/2010 3:07 PM >>> 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/29/2010 1:36 PM >>> 
Thanks Susan; I am assuming the scores will be loaded at some point, but I am able to pull a student up. Can you get me the scores 
for 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/29/2010 12:18 PM >>> 
Hi Guys ! 

Ok, I attempted to find out where we can access SAT scores and the attached outlines the navigation. Never would have thought to 
look in Transfer Credit Evaluation. Hmm! 

Anyway, let me know if you are not able to see test scores under Transfer Credit Evaluation>Academic Test Summary. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 3, 2010 2:15 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Access to Test Scores 

TEXT.htm 

Got it; thanks Susan! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/3/2010 10:11 AM >>> 
I just faxed it to you. Let me know if you don’t receive it or can’t read it. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/30/2010 3:05 PM >>> 
here it is... B 

>>> Susan B. Malov 4/29/2010 3:07 PM >>> 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/29/2010 1:36 PM >>> 
Thanks Susan; I am assuming the scores will be loaded at some point, but I am able to pull a student up. Can you get me the scores 
for 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/29/2010 12:18 PM >>> 
Hi Guys ! 

Ok, I attempted to find out where we can access SAT scores and the attached outlines the navigation. Never would have thought to 
look in Transfer Credit Evaluation. Hmm! 

Anyway, let me know if you are not able to see test scores under Transfer Credit Evaluation>Academic Test Summary. 

Thank you, 
Susan 



Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 3, 2010 9:36 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Murphey 111 @ 11. 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 5/3/2010 5:39 PM >>> 
Where is the CTOPs meeting Tuesday? 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 6, 2010 10:02 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Access to SAT scores in Connect 

TEXT.htm 

Wow... could they have made that any more confusing7 We have it though; thanks for your hard work! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 5/6/2010 9:56 AM >>> 
Good morning All, 
You should all now have access to SAT scores for incoming freshman through the following navigation: 

Records and Enrollment>Transfer Credit Evaluations>Academic Test Summary 

Let me know if this still does not work for you. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 7, 2010 10:40 AM 

junk, cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu> 

Re: How many First-Year Guides do you need? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Cheryl, 
We’ll take 13; thank you for this. Anytime on Monday? 

Brent 

>>> cheryl junk <tweeter@email.unc.edu> 5/7/2010 9:07 AM >>> 
Dear Brent, 
The First-Year Guides are being delivered as we speak. How many do you 
need? I will set them aside, and you can pick them up in my office on 
Monday. I am leaving soon for the day. Thanks, cj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 7, 2010 1119 AM 

Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: summer classes! 

TEXT.htm 

Hey John, 

I’d say the best one on that list is COMM113 - the MUSCs are definitely not courses that are traditionally on the easier side. If she can 
do online courses, COMM100 and INLS200 are two pretty solid shots at As. 

Brent 

>>> John Blanchard 5/6/2010 9:52 PM >>> 
Brent, 

Should any of these classes be avoided? Student has done poorly, bm is very bright. Needs to pull a couple of A’s. Any classes open 
that she could do real well in? John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 7, 2010 2:14 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall practice times 

TEXT.htm 

Here are mine ma’am; thanks! 

Women’s Tennis: 2-6 M-F 
Baseball: 1-6 M-F 
Field Hockey: 1-5 M-F 
Women’s Soccer: 2-6 M-F 
Softball: 2-6 MWF 

8am-noon TR 
Women’s Basketball: 1-6 M-F 

B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 5/5/2010 11:24 AM >>> 
Hi, 

Could you please send me your fall practice times for your sports as soon as you get a chance? Please include any other information 
about limits on scheduling classes for that semester also (i.e. no Fridays, evening classes, etc). 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 11, 2010 8:50 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

AdPms email... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 4:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Markos, Lance <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hello All, 
Attached is a new install from Sean. Some of you may be having trouble running grade reports with real time 
data. This new install is supposed to help with that to some extent. After installing myself, I ran football and it 
took a little over 15 minutes for the report to appear. Smaller sports should take less time. Go ahead with the 
new install anyway and hopefully it will be somewhat helpful. Running real time data is simply going to take a 
little longer, so you may want to factor that into planning as you work through these grade sheets. Let me know 
if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 2:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: XML process 

Susan, 

I got a reply stating nothing appeared to be wrong, that the slowness 
might just be because of a busy season right now. 

Since that does not help out much, I have changed some settings in the 
program to handle the latency a little better. I have placed a new 
install on the support site for you to install. 

https://admissionsapp.unc.edu/support/?setup=athletics 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 1:18 PM 
To: Sean M. Crisman 
Subject: Re: FW: XML process 

OK thank you. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC 
Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 12/17/2007 12:02 PM 
>>> 

Susan, 

There does appear to be a slowness problem. I’ve sent an email to them, 
and cc-ed you, explaining the problem so they can look into it. 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: Sean M. Crisman 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 12:00 PM 
To: ’Rick Kinney’ 
Cc: ’Susan B. Maloy’ 
Subject: XML process 

Rick, 

Could you check to see if there is a problem with the s4.its.unc.edu 
server. I appear to be having problems getting large numbers of 
students (75) from one XML query. Example: 

<sisrequest><login user="?’’ password="?’’ reqdept="ath’’/><request 
reqtype="students’’ term="20079"><selects><select seltype="career’’ 
/><select seltype="degree’’/><select seltype="term’’/><select 
seltype="transfer’’/></selects><students><student pid=’’ 
/><student pid=’’ "/><student pid=’’ "/><student 
pid=’’’ "/></students></request></sisrequest> 

These 4 return quickly on the test server, s4t, but they take a while 
to return on the live server. We have been doing 75 per query for the 

last year at least in under 90 seconds, but now I’m having about a 
50/50 chance of getting 10 back in that timeframe before it times out. 

Thanks, 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 11, 2010 10:47 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

End-of-Year Report 

TEXT.htm 

Gentlemen, 
Just a reminder that both the End-of-Year reports and eligibility information is due on Friday. Go to H:\Academics\Almual Reports 
and use mine as a template stylistically - Robert wants everything to look the same one report to the next. Make sure you send ME 
your eligibility information; I will then put everything together and submit to Robert. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 11, 2010 11:24 AM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 

Re: database ?? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi John, 

Sorry about the extreme delay in responding. Grades are posting daily and we also moved our offices last week and this, so email has 
been quite sporadic. I can do that fairly easily. Let me take care of it tonight, and then I’ll send it your way. Call me when you get it 
so we can import that query/report only. Cool? 

Sorry again, 
Brent 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 5/3/2010 7:33 PM >>> 

Hey brent, 

Hope you[re doing well. Quick question. Right now when I want to print a []positive point report[] I have to do each team 
separately. Is there a way to get it so I can pull all teams at once? 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 11, 2010 11:37 AM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 

RE: database ?? 

TEXT.htm 

That shouldn’t be a problem either. Just give me a call when you are ready to clean it up, and I’ll walk you through it. 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 5/11/2010 11:34 AM >>> 

No worries brent! ! 

Also, I know we will be clearing out the database after spring and getting it ready for summer. Being that it is new will there be any 
new procedures etc. I am not the one who has done this in the past it has been Jen Amran so I copied her on this. let us know if there is 
anything we need to watch out for. 

Thanks!!! 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blar~to~(b,m~caa.ur~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2010 8:24 AM 
To: John Mosbach 
Subject: Re: database ?? 

Hi John, 

Sorry about the extreme delay in responding. Grades are posting daily and we also moved our offices last week and this, so email has 
been quite sporadic. I can do that fairly easily. Let me take care of it tonight, and then I’ll send it your way. Call me when you get it 
so we can import that query/report only. Cool? 

Sorry again, 

Brent 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 5/3/2010 7:33 PM >>> 

Hey brent, 

Hope you[re doing well. Quick question. Right now when I want to print a []positive point report[] I have to do each team 
separately. Is there a way to get it so I can pull all teams at once? 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 8:56 AM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Vacation/Sick Leave 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
My sheet is attached, but I haven’t missed anything since March. Let me know if something is off, and thanks! 

B 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 5/11/2010 2:23 PM >>> 
Please send me your vacation/sick leave for the month of April. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 12, 2010 11:50 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Language Placement Access 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good morning, 
Dr. Cowell stated that I simply needed to send you my ONYEN for access to this information. I cannot thank you enough 
for allowing us this privilege; it will be very handy as students come and go through CTOPS each summer. 

Please let me know if you need anything else, and thank you again, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/imrheerNue.cs~<com! 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 12, 2010 3:43 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS availability 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jenn, 
I am on vacation from June 25 to July 9, so I should be here for most, if not all, sessions. 

B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 5/12/2010 3:01 PM >>> 
Hi, 

Could you please send me any dates that you have planned for vacation or any dates that you know you would not be available to help 
out with the CTOPS presentation in the afternoon? Also, if you have any days of the week that you know would work better for you, 
let me know. 

I am trying to put together the schedule for CTOPS. 

Thanks ! 

Tony, I am not sure if you are around to help at all, but I included you just in case. Let me know either way if you want to help out or 
if you can’t. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 12, 2010 4:59 PM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Grades/Summer Schedules 

TEXT.htm; mba update.pdf 

Here is the updated grade report and summer schedules; let me know if you anything else right now. I’ll send another update 
tomorrow. Good luck tonight! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 13, 2010 10:05 AM 

romoore@email.unc.edu 
Re: Language Placement Access 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Rob, Brent 

>>> "Rob Moore" <romoore@email.unc.edu> 5/13/2010 7:12 AM >>> 
Hi 

Sorry for the delay - I had a couple of fires to put out yesterday afternoon. I will get your access added and send you instructions later 
today. 

Rob 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 12 May 2010 11:52:30 
To: <romoore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Language Placement Access 

Good morning, 
Dr. Cowell stated that I simply needed to send you my ONYEN (bsblanto) for access to this information. I cannot thank you enough 

for allowing us this privilege; it will be very handy as students come and go through CTOPS each summer. 

Please let me know if you need anything else, and thank you again, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p : //tarhee ~b lue~ cs~v, com! 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 13, 2010 10:17 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Big Ten expansion: Big dollars, little sense 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.xxx; IMAGE 1.xxx; IMAGE_5.gif; IMAGE_6.gif; IMAGE_7.gif; 
IMAGE_8.gif; IMAGE_9.gif; IM~GE_10.gif; IMAGE.gif; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE_I.jpg; 
IMAGE_I .gif; IMAGE_2.gif; IMAGE_3.gif; IMAGE_4.gif; IMAGE.png 

She’s a little bitter... 

>>> Robert Mercer 5/13/2010 10:11 AM >>> 
Big Ten expansion: Big dollars, little sense 
PHOTOS 
Previous    Next 

Reports have the Big Ten conference making a run at several schools, including Missouri, above, which may have played its last 
spring game as a member of the Big 12, and fellow conference member Nebraska. (L.g. Patterson/associated Press) 

Jim Delany, Commissioner of the Big Ten, is aggressively trying to expand his conference. (Andy Manis - AP) 

Network NewshelpLoginX ( http://w~w.wasNngtonpos~cor~h~p-dy~-L~ 
node=admirdreB!stratior~imanage&destination=hpPref&r~extste ) Profile ( ~:ii~,ww.washin~ost.comi~,p~s~/network- 
~ewsi ) 
View Morn Activi~ ( ~:ii~ww.wasNr~ost.comiwg=s~inetwork-newsi ) 

TOOLBOX 
Resize 
Print ( ~:/h~.ww.washix~ost.corw’w~)-dvr~/con~ent/ar~iclei2010/05/11/A~2010051102473_pf.hlr~fl ) 
E-mail ( ~:/Vwww.wasNr~ost.com/ac2ix~,~iemailaf~end?cor~teNId=AR2010051102473&sent=r~o ) 
Yahoo ~ Buzz ( ~ :i~zz.vahoo.comi~zz’?p~blisher~m~=wasN~ %3 A%2F%2Fwww.wasN~g~_~.~post.com% 
2Fw~-~%2Fconte~t%2Fa~icle%2F2010%2F05%2F 11%2FA~010051102473.Nr~fl ) 
Reprints ( l~p:/~iwww.postw~lers~.com/r-and-~-sam~le.Nm ) 

( ~:i/www.washin~ost.com&~r~icoNent/a~iclei2010/05/11/;~2010051102473.N~fl ) 

( ~:/Valffarm.media~plex.com/ad/cL!14302o93014-2151-0?m, pt-80%40 ) 

COMMENT 
72 Comments I View All [] ( ~:iiwww.wasNr~.~ost.comiw~ 
~iconte~t!articlei2010/05/11/AR2010051102473~o~m~eNs.html ) 
POST A COUNT 
You must be logged in m leave a co~em. Log in ( 
3A2/www.wasN~k~ost.com!wp=dv~/conte~iaflicle/2010/05/11/~2010051102473.hlml ) I Register 
( ~:/iwww.wasN~ost.comiac2        rofileicmate?ufl=h~t~%3 Ai/~ww.wasNr~ost.comi~ 
dvr~/conlent/a~iclei2010/05/11/AN2010051102473.hm~1 ) Why Do I Have to Log In Again? 
Log In Again? 
CLOSE 

We’ve made some updates to washingtonpost.com’s Groups, MyPost and comment pages. We need you to verify your MyPost ID by 
logging in before you can post to the new pages. We apologize for the inconvenience. 

Discussion Policy 

Your browser’s settings may be preventing you from commenting on and viewing comments about this item. See instructions for 
fixing the problem. 
Discussion Policy 
CLOSE 



Comments that include profanity or personal attacks or other inappropriate comments or material will be removed from the site. 
Additionally, entries that are unsigned or contain "signatures" by someone other than the actual author will be removed. Finally, we 
will take steps to block users who violate any of our posting standards, terms of use or privacy policies or any other policies governing 
this site. Please review the full rules ( ~:iiwwwwaslm~Oost.cor~v’wp-sn~iliveor~ineide brutes lmn ) governing 
commentaries and discussions. You are fully responsible for the content that you post. 

Who’s Blogging 
(here.corn/) 
[] Links to this article ( hllp:/~)www.sphere.conffsearch? t:h~p:/i~ww.washin~ost.colrdw~ 
dv rdcon~en~/ar~icle/2010/05/11/~2010051102473.html ) 
By Tracee Hamilton 
Wednesday, May 12, 2010 

Jim Delany, I have just one thing to say to you: Take Missouri. Please. 
Just kidding. I don’t want the expansion-happy commissioner of the 11-team Big Ten (Motto: Come for the football, stay for the math) 
to take any of my beloved original Big Eight teams, even Missouri or Kansas State, my alma mater’s bitterest rivals. Yes, I know the 
Big Eight no longer exists, but those eight teams are the ones for which I feel nostalgia and loyalty. The rest of the Big 12? Not so 
much, so go ahead, Delany, grab Texas. Come for the Shiner Bock, stay for the thrashings. 
Of course, the Big 10-Eleven would love to have Texas, but Texas comes with a list of demands, which the Big 10-Eleven doesn’t 
want as much. It’s reportedly issued formal invitations to four schools, including Missouri and Nebraska of the Big 12 and Rutgers of 
the Big East. But the babe the Big 10-Eleven really wants to take to prom is Notre Dame. Not for the talent or the tradition or even the 
geography -- the heart of Big 10-Eleven country. No, the Big 10-Eleven wants Notre Dame’s television market. (Apparently, having 
your own profitable TV network isn’t enough.) The Irish appeal is not local or regional; it’s national, and it’s loyal, no matter how 
badly the team stinks. The Big 10-Eleven’s message seems to be: Join us or perish ( hltp://www.washinKtonpostcom!wpo 
~icontent/articlei2010i05/02iAR2010050203478.htm~ ). Cheery. 
This is what college football has become: mergers and acquisitions. Just like Wall Street. And we know how that worked out. Rutgers 
is the biggest puzzle among the quartet, but Delany apparently believes it would give him the New York television market. Which 
seems absurd. 
Missouri has the St. Louis TV market and is the biggest of the state’s universities. It’s also not terribly happy with the Big 12’s 
finances. When the Big Eight either expanded to include four newcomers from Texas (the Big Eight version) or died, before the Big 
12 was magically formed and the four Texas schools allowed its refugees to join them (the version the rest of the Big 12 tells), a rather 
complicated and unique revenue-sharing plan went into place. It basically boils down to this: Texas gets all the money. 
Nebraska, which can remember the glory days when it was beating the snot out of everyone in the Big Eight before Texas began doing 
the same to the Big 12, has also been an unhappy camper for some time. The Huskers bring to the table a strong football tradition, a 
dreadful basketball program and the Nebraska television market. Every TV set in the state is turned to the Huskers on game day -- 
unless the set’s owner has driven to the game. 
Ah, yes, driving to the game. Regional proximity used to matter. In the Big Eight, when I was in school, you could drive to any other 
campus in the Big Eight in eight to nine hours, max. Most were much closer. And people did. Nebraska and Oklahoma fans in 
particular would load up their RVs and come to town early on game days. They’d drive through campus, past the dorms, the 
scholarship halls, the frats and sororities and dive apartments, blowing their horns, which happened to play their fight songs. Fun. 

Who in his right mind would drive from Lincoln, Neb., to Piscataway, N.J.? Even the most crazed Huskers fans would think twice. 
And how are schools supposed to get their bands, cheerleaders and -- more important -- mascots to the far-away games? And yes, that 
matters. Those are the ingredients that go into a great college football experience. 
But fans who’ll drive all night to get to a game no longer matter. Schools want fans who’ll pay more money to sit closer to the field or 
the court. They want corporations who’ll buy suites. And they want the rest of you to watch on TV -- preferably on a network they’ve 
created, and from which they get all the profits. 
The attraction for Missouri and Nebraska is obvious. The Big 12 schools get $7 million to $12 million each from the school’s 
television contract; the Big 10-Eleven schools get $20 million to $22 million. 
There is no price tag for the rivalries, of course. Kansas vs. Missouri is the oldest college football rivalry west of the Mississippi. 
Nebraska vs. Oklahoma used to be the second-best thing about Thanksgiving, right after Grandma’s stuffing. 
But to hell with that. Let’s let Jim Delany decimate an entire conference and sell the parts, like a college football chop shop. Colorado 
may head to the Pac-10. I heard some talk on ESPN about Kansas and Kansas State going into the Pac-10 as well, to which I say, nuts 
to you. Texas... Texas can go wherever it wants. The SEC, perhaps. Or the Longhorns might start their own TV network. Conference 
affiliation? We don’t need no stinking conference affiliation! 
If we’re going to tear it up, let’s really tear it up. If old rivalries are no longer important, if regional play is no longer important, if the 
only thing that matters is television revenue, then let’s just admit that and move on. 
The six BCS conferences include 65 teams. Drop one. There’s dead weight in every conference, so put those names in a "Big Ten 
Rules!" cap and draw one. That leaves 64 teams, or four super conferences of 16 teams. Drop the regional names -- Pacific 10, 
Southeastern Conference, Big East, Atlantic Coast -- because those don’t mean so much in our new system. Heck, they don’t mean so 
much now. Notre Dame is a Big East basketball team despite the fact that it’s west of most teams in the league, and of half the country, 
for that matter. 
Now start over, with a giant draft. First, each super conference gets to take a team from recruiting- and television-rich Florida. Then 
rank the remainders in tiers, accordin~ to their Q ratin~ and ~eneral TV appeal. That seems fair. Hold the whole horror show in prime 



time and televise it on the Big lO-Eleven network, so that Delany can squeeze every last dollar out of the mess he’s made of what used 
to be a great sport. 





























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 13, 2010 1:51 PM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Novell Login 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kern, 
So how do Kym and I convince our computers that when we choose to log in to Novell and not the computer only that we are serious? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 13, 2010 3:00 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lol 

TEXT.htm 

Boom goes the dynamite! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             4:28 PM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report/Summer Schedules 

TEXT.htm;        update.pdf 

Good afternoon sir, 
Attached are final grades and summer schedules so you know what to expect from everyone this summer. I’ll send you a report 
w/Dean’s List/ACC Honor Roll information as well as any eligibility ramifications that I find after scrutinizing all hours and entering 
into the database. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I’ll speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 14, 2010 10:54 AM 

gmaitlan@email.unc.edu 

Re: Athletic practice schedule for fall ..... 

Text.htm 

Hi George, 
Jenn Townsend is now in charge of our CTOPS details. I will touch base with her and have her send it to you. 

Sorry for the delay 
Brent 

>>> George Maitland 05/14/10 9:38 AM >>> 
Good Morning Brent, 

Barbara Lucido is out of town for a few days and asked me to contact you 
regarding the CTOPS Committee obtaining a copy of the Fall Practice 
Schedules. We typically include this document in the advising resource 
book we hand out to advisors for use during CTOPS. 

If this list is ready could you email me a copy? If it is not complete 
yet could you give me some idea of when we may be able to obtain a copy 
so we can make plans for including it in the advisor materials. 

Thanks for you help .... 
George 

Dr. George Maitland - Academic Advisor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences Division 
CB# 3110 - 1003 Steele Building 
University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill 
Phone 919-843-6658 
Fax 919-962-6888 

Advising Website: http:iladvisir~.unc.eda 
For appointments: hltg:i!adxdsing.artsci.~mc.edaist~den~.hlm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 10:59 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, Beth <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Restivo, Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tuesday 

Text.htm 

Good morning, 
I’ve touched base with several of you already, but we need to meet as a staff to go over the new building rules as well as several other 
staff issues heading into the summer (CTOPS, summer study hall/tutorial, EOY reports). I originally asked about 10, but let’s go with 
10:30. We’ll meet in the tube and find a location from there. 

Please let me know if this is problematic for anyone. We are trying to get Spurling to come as well. 

Thanks 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 14, 2010 11:25 AM 

Spufling, James <j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Academic Support Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi James, 
We’ve called a staff meeting for 10:30 Tuesday morning to go over the new building procedures, etc. Can you attend this meeting to 
lend your thoughts? 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.csJ~.,.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,             12:42 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS List from Last Tuesday 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS    .xls 

Sow; I thought this was sent to everyone... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 17, 2010 3:43 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [campus_contacts] ConnectCarolina Campus Contacts meeting May 18 

TEXT.htm; [campus_contacts] ConnectCarolina Campus Contacts meeting May 18.msg 

Meeting agenda... B Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 10:09 AM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: annual report-edited 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Jan! B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 5/18/2010 10:06 AM >>> 
the last one I sent had an error; here is the correct one. 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 20, 2010 11:21 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: July 4th Week. 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 5/20/2010 10:24 AM >>> 
Would it be possible for me to work a half-day on July 2nd? We actually have off July 5th this year. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 21, 2010 9:11 AM 

Wagner, Sharon <swagner@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Misc pictures - Old Kenan Field House 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Sharon, 
They are being taken today; I was waiting to see where I was going to land in case I wanted to use them and then for a good 
opportunity to haul them out - Fridays are great for that. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 

>>> Sharon Wagner 5/21/2010 8:17 AM >>> 
Brent - 

During a walk thru of the old field house yesterday, we came across some pictures that are still in your office. Please note that these 
need to be removed before Tuesday, May 25th, 2010. 

Thank you - 

Sharon Wagner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 24, 2010 10:58 AM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vacation Requests 

TEXT.htm 

Here goes... 
Kym: July 5-16 and August 2-6 (three weeks) 
Spencer: August 2-6 plus various three-day weekends during summer (more spur of moment) (one week plus) 
Brent: June 25-July 9 plus probable time in Columbia to help Dad out during Mom’s treatment (two weeks plus) 

Tony’s schedule: after Wednesday, May 26, will only be in office for CTOPS-related work until August (return around August 16) 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 12:46 PM 

Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Grades Report 

TEXT.htm; wso grades.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the final grade report with Dean’s List and ACC Honors included. Look it over and let me know if you have any 
questions. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 24, 2010 3:16 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Excel Tools for ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm; ACC Honor Roll Calculator.xlsx 

Here they are... Honor Roll demo is sheet 1 and calculator is sheet 2. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:51 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Sign Out 

TEXT.htm 

done 

>>> Robert Mercer 5/25/2010 11:14 AM >>> 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/25/2010 11:13 AM >>> 
Forgot to sign out yesterday, should have been at 5 pm. 

Sorry about that again. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 8:13 AM 

Duffy, Clare <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: reimbursement 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Clare, 
C-SSAC is who we belong to in Arts and Sciences - Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling. 
represented, so it is a group greater than 8 in number. 

Thanks 
B 

There are four offices 

>>> Clare Duffy 5/25/2010 5:19 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Sorry to be a bother, but could you let me know what c-sac stands for, and who all was in attendance for the meeting? 
If it was more than 8 people, just indicate that it was a group of greater than 8. 

Thanks, 
Clare 

Clare Duffy 
Athletic Business Office 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-962-0011 (O) 
919-962-0125 (F) 
duffyce @uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 8:47 AM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; fh grades.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the final grade report complete with mark-ups, i.e. Dean’s List, ACC Honor Roll and AP information. Look it over and let 
me know if you have any questions. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 8:54 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Grade 

TEXT.htm; wte grades.pdf 

Hi Brian,                     ’ n               - 
Congratulations again on the team s ru in the tournament it couldn’t happen to a better group of people. Attached is the grade report 

complete with mark-ups. Take a look at it and let me know if you have any questions. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 9:00 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; mba grades.pdf 

Good morning sir, 
Attached is the final grade report complete with mark-ups. Take a look at it and let me know if you have any questions. Good luck on 

Monday, 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 26, 2010 9:13 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; sb grades.pdf 

Good morning, 
Again, congratulations on the way the team played this past weekend. Losing is never easy or fun, but the team’s effort was amazing - 
I know you’re proud. Attached is the final grade report with mark-ups, i.e. Dean’s List, ACC Honor Roll, AP information, etc. Let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 31, 2010 11:39 AM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 

Re: database 

TEXT.htm; without dash.xlsx 

Hi John, 

I think your columns were just out of order which caused several issues. I’ve re-ordered the file; give it a shot and let me know if 
everything goes well (or doesn’t). It populated everything on my end. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 5/28/2010 6:10 PM >>> 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



COLLEGE OE ARTS AND SCIENCES 

ACADEMIC SUPt~OR.T PROGI~.AM 

EOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

STUDENT ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT CENTER. 

CAMPUS BOX 8550 

PO BOX 2~26 

CHAPEL HILl.,, NC 27515-2126 

T 9~9.966.4IO2 

F 919.962.8247 

Academic Honesty Testimonial " 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

U niversity of North Carolina 

The Academic Support P,’ogram for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 
and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you COlnplete this 
testimonial as a way to compiete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty 
Policy, the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 
academic activity: 

writh~g or altering a paper fbr the student-athlete 
completing assignments fbr the student-athlete 
taking exams for the student-athlete 
any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 
ask that yon now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below, Again, thank 
y0tl for your investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I ueither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 

to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance poIicies aud regulations. __ 

I attest to the fi~ct that I did not engage in NCAA violatious and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in 
training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

NCAA Compliance 2009-2010 



A CADEIVIIC INTEGRITY STA TEIVIENT ADDENDUIVI 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our prol~ram for the future, so your candid responses to the followinl~ questions are I~reatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were I~iven adequate traininl~ on NCAA rules relatinl~ to academic intel~rity, extra benefits, I~amblinl~ and 

other applicable lel~islation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affectinl~ academic intel~rity, were you able to brinl~ your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any I~amblinl~ behaviors amonl~ student-athletes? If so, what types of I~amblinl~? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 1, 2010 11:48 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Graduates 

TEXT.htm 

Isn’t this what Cricket has already compiled? 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 6/1/2010 11:18 AM >>> 
Hello All: 

Could you please send me a list of all of your students that graduated in May or are graduating this Summer? 

Dana Gelin has asked for this information to include on Tarheelblue.com. If you could give me a list with the graduation (May or 
Summer) month a quickly as possible, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks Team. 
Spencer 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Keuan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 1, 2010 1:30 PM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 
RE: database 

TEXT.htm 

Always a pleasure! Glad it is up and running. B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 6/1/2010 1:00 PM >>> 

And boom goes the dynamite. 

Everything is working great. 

THANKS 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:bla~ftor~,~a~m~c~ka.unc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2010 8:39 AM 
To: John Mosbach 
Subject: Re: database 

Hi John, 

I think your columns were just out of order which caused several issues. I’ve re-ordered the file; give it a shot and let me know if 
everything goes well (or doesn’t). It populated everything on my end. 

Speak to you soon, 

B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 5/28/2010 6:10 PM >>> 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 

Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 

Phone: (213) 821-2057 

Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 2, 2010 9:14 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pdt’s? 

TEXT.htm 

Those are the ones. The day 1 meeting is pointless, so I’d tell Scarlett we will bail on that. If they want to let the students go at 4:15, 
then they can walk to our offices since they have an hour. BUT, they should contact their advisor prior to that since we leave 
normally at 4 - 1 think it ridiculous to ask someone to hang around for someone who may come by... too iffy. Let me know if you 
think otherwise... B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/1/2010 4:32 PM >>> 

Are these the PDF’s you were talking about? 

.unc.edu/si~esir~sc~.unc.edaifilesi2010%20book%2010.~ 
h~p:iinsc_~p.ur~c.ed~!si’tesir~scp_p.ur~c.ed~ifilesi2010%20book%201 ].~df 

So, we do have something scheduled for Day 1? This is the first I have seen this? Do you know what this is about? 

Jelm Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 3, 2010 10:11 AM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Incoming students 

TEXT.htm 

Got ’em; thanks! B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 6/3/2010 10:00 AM >>> 
Here are the schedules for the incoming first year players. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 3, 2010 11:21 AM 

Lyons, Beth <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS schedule 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS schedule.msg 

Here is the schedule... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 2, 2010 10:55 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS schedule 

Hi, 

Here are the links that provide the schedule for CTOPS for both Day 1 and Day 2: 

http://nscpp.unc.edu/sites/nscpp.unc.edu/files/2010%20book%2010.pdf 
http ://nscpp.unc. edu/sites/nscpp.unc, edu/files/2010%20book%2011, pdf 

You will notice on the Day 1 schedule, that it has a time and a room for student-athletes to see an advisor. We 
will NOT be sending someone over to staff the room. However, please communicate with your incoming 
students and with the coaches to let them know that they can come over and see you in our offices since we are 
now within reasonable walking distance. You should probably advise them to make an appointment with you in 
advance since the time set aside for them to meet with us is after 4:00. 

I have asked for the Session 1 list of groups are student-athletes are in and also for an updated roster with all 
student-athletes and the sessions they are in. I hope that I will be able to get that to you very soon. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 3, 2010 1:42 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Carolina Employee Express Plan News 

TEXT.htm 

I’m now registered; thanks! B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/3/2010 1:37 PM >>> 
Here is how you sign up: htlp://~.ww.o~ecard.unc.eda/carolina express plar~.ht~:~fl 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> One Card <Onecard@aux-services.unc.edu> 5/7/2010 3:11 PM >>> 

Dear Carolina Employee Express Plan Members: 

We hope you are enjoying the convenience of being a member of the Carolina Employee Express Plan. As you may know, today is 
the last day that the Dining Halls will be open for the spring semester. Starting next Tuesday, May 1 lth Lenoir Mainstreet will be 
open again and will offer a 10% discount to all members of the Carolina Employee Express Plan. Just present your one card at the 
checkout. This discotmt will only be available at Lenoir Mainstreet and will be good during summer operating hours only. In 
addition, whenever Top of Lenoir is open for Orientation (CTOPS) this summer you will receive a 30% discount on meals purchased. 
Summer Orientation begins on June 3rd and is held on Monday/Tuesday, Thursday/Friday and runs through July. Check Lenoir for 
those hours or check the Carolina Dining website at ~:i~iwww.dini~g.m~c~ed~i. We are still negotiating a discount for the fall and 
will let you know prior to fall semester. 
Be sure to check out the new Friends Caf~ in the Health Sciences Library. It is under new management and they accept the Carolina 
Employee Express Plan. ffyou have a friend or co-worker who is interested in signing up for this plan please send them this link: 
~:~iwww.o~ecardamc.edt~/carolina ex~lan.Nml and be sure to tell them about the 10% discotmt in Lenoir. 

Thank you for participating in the Carolina Employee Express Plan! 
UNC One Card Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 4, 2010 7:36 AM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 

Re: database and classes 

TEXT.htm 

Hi John, 

Everything is based upon the student ID, so start there. Sometimes in exports lines get crossed and numbers are switched. 

Let me know, 
B 

>>> "Johu Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 6/3/2010 5: 34 PM >>> 

Brent, 

Interesting thing I came across when entering grade information. Some of the classes correspond correctly with the names however 
there are also cases where students have the wrong classes showing up under their name??? 

Im going to do a little trouble shooting on my end when I have a second but thought you might have a quick idea 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 4, 2010 8:42 AM 

Lyons, Beth <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

Fwd_ RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 4:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Markos, Lance <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hello All, 
Attached is a new install from Sean. Some of you may be having trouble running grade reports with real time 
data. This new install is supposed to help with that to some extent. After installing myself, I ran football and it 
took a little over 15 minutes for the report to appear. Smaller sports should take less time. Go ahead with the 
new install anyway and hopefully it will be somewhat helpful. Running real time data is simply going to take a 
little longer, so you may want to factor that into planning as you work through these grade sheets. Let me know 
if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 2:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: XML process 

Susan, 

I got a reply stating nothing appeared to be wrong, that the slowness 
might just be because of a busy season right now. 

Since that does not help out much, I have changed some settings in the 
program to handle the latency a little better. I have placed a new 
install on the support site for you to install. 

https://admissionsapp.unc.edu/support/?setup=athletics 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 1:18 PM 
To: Sean M. Crisman 
Subject: Re: FW: XML process 

OK thank you. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC 
Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 12/17/2007 12:02 PM 
>>> 

Susan, 

There does appear to be a slowness problem. I’ve sent an email to them, 
and cc-ed you, explaining the problem so they can look into it. 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: Sean M. Crisman 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 12:00 PM 
To: ’Rick Kinney’ 
Cc: ’Susan B. Maloy’ 
Subject: XML process 

Rick, 

Could you check to see if there is a problem with the s4.its.unc.edu 
server. I appear to be having problems getting large numbers of 
students (75) from one XML query. Example: 

<sisrequest><login user="?’’ password="?’’ reqdept="ath’’/><request 
reqtype="students’’ term="20079"><selects><select seltype="career’’ 
/><select seltype="degree’’/><select seltype="term’’/><select 
seltype="transfer’’/></selects><students><student pid=’’ ." 
/><student pid=’’ ,"/><student pid=’’ "/><student 
pid=’’ "/></students></request></sisrequest> 

These 4 return quickly on the test server, s4t, but they take a while 
to return on the live server. We have been doing 75 per query for the 

last year at least in under 90 seconds, but now I’m having about a 
50/50 chance of getting 10 back in that timeframe before it times out. 

Thanks, 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 7, 2010 8:25 AM 

Lyons, Beth <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Session 1 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Re_ Session 1.msg 

Here is her email regarding group numbers and schedules. Let me know if you have any questions; great job this morning, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 2, 2010 3:45 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Session 1 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS student Day 2 Letter and Number Schedules.doc 

Here is the schedule for where each group will be during CTOPS. Let me know if you need more information. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <slj ordan@email.unc, edu> 6/2/2010 3:39 PM >>> 
I have attached it. 
Thanks, 
S 

Scaflett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Sorry, one more thing. Apparently there is a more detailed schedule 
> that actually shows when each group registers--is there anyway that we 
> would be able to get that? 
> 

> Thanks again, 

> Jenn 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



> 

> 

> 

> >>> Scarlett Jordan <slj ordan@email.unc, edu> 6/2/2010 2:55 PM >>> 
> Hi Jenn and Brent, 
> 
> Here is a list of student athletes that are registered for session 1, 
> with their group letters and numbers. I hope to have session 2 to you 
> tomorrow. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Scarlett 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Scarlett L. Jordan 
> New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 3318 SASB South 
> CB #5490 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>(919) 962-8304 
> scarlett@unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 7, 2010 11:13 AM 

Pennington, Kent <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MANDATORY: off-campus agreement form required for laptop/powerbook users 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kent, 
Can we delete my Adobe Pro and re-install so the tab returns in the Office programs? 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Kent Pennington 6/7/2010 10:51 AM >>> 
For folks outside of the department...you can ignore this email. 

For staff in the department who have a laptop or mac powerbook, you are required to complete the attached form on a yearly basis. 
This message applies to any department staff member who has the forementioned items. Units that have laptops used for video 
editing/stats that are carried off-campus need to have a completed form for them as well. 

I am required: 
to keep track of all equipment that is used off-campus by any staff member. 

To that end: 

Please print the attached form and fill in the following fields: 
User’s Name 
Department phone # 

Item Description - Latitude and model #, or powerbook 

Item serial# on bottom of Latitude laptops (express service code) 

Decal or bareode # is present, generally ESOC# 

sign your name in the user field 

Send the form to me through campus email: 

Kent Pennington 
Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

Room 224 

As mentioned, everyone using a laptop is required to complete the form. For those who I do not receive one from, I will continue to 
follow up until I get a completed form. If you need assistance, please contact me directly by replying to this message. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter. 

Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 7, 2010 11:28 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: GIA spreadsheet 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you! B 

>>> Amy Herman 6/7/2010 11:14 AM >>> 
See attached. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 7, 2010 11:37 AM 

Lyons, Beth <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Copy ofNLI-ASA, Equivalencies, CCI (2010-2011).xlsx 

TEXT.htm; Copy ofNLI-ASA, Equivalencies, CCI (2010-2011).xlsx 

Attached is the scholarship equivalency spreadsheet Amy puts together each year... Really helps in terms of loaner laptops, etc. Let 
me know if you have any questions, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 8, 2010 9:51 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm; ACC Honor Roll.xlsx 

Here it is... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 6/8/2010 8:29 AM >>> 
Hello All: 

It is time for our favorite part of the summer ..... ACC Honor Roll. Please read the attached memo that outlines the qualifications for 
ACC Honor Roll and then complete the Excel Spreadsheet accordingly. Please do not hesitate to ask questions as this is a very 
lengthy process in terms of registrar’s approval, FAR approval, etc. 

Please notice the ACC now requires us to list the student’s official name (First and Last) as well as the preferred name for publication. 
In the GPA section of the Spreadsheet, please calculate the students GPA from the Fall and Spring ONLY (unless the Senior 
graduated in the Fall). Although the Memo indicates that we need to have the list in alphabetical order, please send me your list 
separated by sport and I will sort the final spreadsheet appropriately. 

Lastly, please send me a list of all PID’s for your nominee’s. The registrar’s office is required to verify all GPA’s and providing them 
with each student’s PID will make it much easier on them. This list can be sent to me in a separate document. 

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions. This is not due for three more weeks however I would like to give the list to the 
registrar’s office ASAP. 

Spencer 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 8, 2010 10:03 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm; ACC Honor Roll.xlsx 

Sorry, I forgot the pids; they have now been added in the column to the right of the table. B 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 6/8/2010 8:29 AM >>> 
Hello All: 

It is time for our favorite part of the summer ..... ACC Honor Roll. Please read the attached memo that outlines the qualifications for 
ACC Honor Roll and then complete the Excel Spreadsheet accordingly. Please do not hesitate to ask questions as this is a very 
lengthy process in terms of registrar’s approval, FAR approval, etc. 

Please notice the ACC now requires us to list the student’s official name (First and Last) as well as the preferred name for publication. 
In the GPA section of the Spreadsheet, please calculate the students GPA from the Fall and Spring ONLY (unless the Senior 
graduated in the Fall). Although the Memo indicates that we need to have the list in alphabetical order, please send me your list 
separated by sport and I will sort the final spreadsheet appropriately. 

Lastly, please send me a list of all PID’s for your nominee’s. The registrar’s office is required to verify all GPA’s and providing them 
with each student’s PID will make it much easier on them. This list can be sent to me in a separate document. 

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions. This is not due for three more weeks however I would like to give the list to the 
registrar’s office ASAP. 

Spencer 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 8, 2010 10:06 AM 

Mosbach, John <mosbach@usc.edu> 
Re: database question 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Johu, 

That shouldn’t be too difficult. Let me know where you want it (orientation: below such-and-such), and I’ll get to work on it. 

B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 6/7/2010 7:55 PM >>> 

Hey brent, 

I redid the grade info part and everything works great now. Thanks. one other quick question. Request from a couple of coaches. Can 
we put a legend at the top of the daily report and point total summary? Put info there such as LS = Learning Specialist DISC = 
Discussion. They said it would help them. Thought this might be able to be made and located at the top of the page. 

Is this possible? 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 9, 2010 1:54 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Field Hockey File 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; fh grades.pdf 

Here it is sir... B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue~csJ~wcom/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 9, 2010 2:20 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Calculator 

TEXT.htm; ACC Honor Roll Calculator.xlsx 

Here it is gentlemen... Use the Calculator tab obviously... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:13 PM 

pyecha@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: summer school 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; summer school.msg 

Hi Missy, 
I have one more that wants to attend. Is this enough? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / itarhee lb lue~ csJ~.,, com! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:20 PM 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

You’re the best! B 

>>> "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 6/10/2010 2:17 PM >>> 

This should be fine. We[]ll get him changed in the system. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919) 962-9149 (fax) 

( admissions.unc.edu ) 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton,~a)~awc~ua.unc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:16 PM 
To: pyecha@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: summer school 

Hi Missy, 

I have one more that wants to attend. Is this enough? 

Thanks 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/itarhee~blue.cst~:.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 



PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:20 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue~csJ~wcom/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 11, 2010 4:51 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue~csJ~wcom/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 11, 2010 4:51 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Brent Blanton 06/11/10 16:50 >>> 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Brent Blanton 06/11/10 16:50 >>> 

or 

or 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelblue.csJ~.,.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 11, 2010 4:51 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at, 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Brent Blanton 06/11/10 16:50 >>> 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Brent Blanton 06/11/10 16:50 >>> 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Brent Blanton 06/11/10 16:50 >>> 

or 

or 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheerb~ue.cstv.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 11, 2010 9:26 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Out of the Office Next Week (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 06/11/10 21:25 >>> 

Brent, 
Hope all is okay. thanks for letting us know. 
Jan 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
> Good afternoon, 
> I will be out of the office next week because a 
> in Columbia. I will have my cell and computer, so ~1o not hesitate to 
> call if you need me. I will return on Monday, June 21, but I wanted you 
> to know of my absence in the meantime. 
> 
> Have a great weekend, and I’ll speak to you soon, 
> Brent 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.tmc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-962-3329 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i            11:52 AM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June       If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Brian Kalbas 11:51 >>> 

Brent, 

I am trying to see if our team qualifies for the ITA all academic award. What was our team’s GPA for this year(excluding 

)? 

Thanks. 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC Women’s Tennis Coach 
Chapel Hill, NC 

bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

or 

>>> Brent Blanton 8:54 AM >>> 
Hi Brian, 
Congratulations again on the team’s run in the tournament - it couldn’t happen to a better group of people. Attached is the grade report 
complete with mark-ups. Take a look at it and let me know if you have any questions. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 14, 2010 8:18 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re:                    (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Amy Herman 06/14/10 08:18 >>> 

Done yet? :-) 

or 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/24/2010 9:35 AM >>> 
I should remember but it wouldn’t be business as usual if you weren’t harassing me ;)! 

>>> Amy Herman 5/24/2010 9:32 AM >>> 
OK, thanks! Shall I harass you again later, or will you remember to tell me when it’s taken care o1"? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/24/2010 9:31 AM >>> 
Waiting on word from Steele Building - they can back date the drop, but we need to make sure all things are in order before they can 
do so - in the process of trying. 

>>> Amy Herman 5/24/2010 9:07 AM >>> 
Can you give me an update on this? 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 5/20/2010 9:23 PM >>> 
This done yet? If so, what was the effective date of the drop? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/19/2010 3:47 PM >>> 
She is having to drop the SPAN after speaking with Glynis Cowell in Romance Languages... 

>>> Amy Herman 5/19/2010 3:46 PM >>> 

What’s she taking this session? 1 regular and 1 online course? Both 3 hours? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 14, 2010 3:26 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

TEXT.htm 

It’s done - registxation correction like she was never in the class! B 

>>> Amy Herman 6/14/2010 8:18 AM >>> 
Done yet? :-) 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/24/2010 9:35 AM >>> 
I should remember bm it wouldn’t be business as usual if you weren’t harassing me ;)! 

>>> Amy Herman 5/24/2010 9:32 AM >>> 
OK, thanks! Shall I harass you again later, or will you remember to tell me when it’s taken care o1"? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/24/2010 9:31 AM >>> 
Waiting on word from Steele Building - they can back date the drop, but we need to make sure all things are in order before they can 
do so - in the process of trying. 

>>> Amy Herman 5/24/2010 9:07 AM >>> 
Can you give me an update on this? 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 5/20/2010 9:23 PM >>> 
This done yet? If so, what was the effective date of the drop? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/19/2010 3:47 PM >>> 
She is having to drop the SPAN after speaking with Glynis Cowell in Romance Languages... 

>>> Amy Herman 5/19/2010 3:46 PM >>> 
What’s she taking this session? 1 regular and 1 online course? Both 3 hours? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 14, 2010 4:31 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Listing 

TEXT.htm; S 10 Tutor Contact info.xlsx 

Here it is sir... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 14, 2010 4:35 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Listing (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Spencer B. Welbom 06/14/10 16:34 >>> 

Thanks Dude 

or 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/14/2010 4:30 PM >>> 
Here it is sir... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 14, 2010 5:13 PM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Listing 

TEXT.htm 

Tired, but OK on the whole considering. Thanks! B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/14/2010 4:34 PM >>> 
Thanks Dude 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/14/2010 4:30 PM >>> 
Here it is sir... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 14, 2010 8:27 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

TEXT.htm 

No; Columbia this week - Mizzou in two weeks. B 

>>> Amy Herman 6/14/2010 8:23 PM >>> 
Thanks ! 

Are you in Missouri? ! ? 

>>> Brent Blanton 6/14/2010 3:26 PM >>> 
It’s done - registxation correction like she was never in the class! B 

>>> Amy Herman 6/14/2010 8:18 AM >>> 
Done yet? :-) 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/24/2010 9:35 AM >>> 
I should remember bm it wouldn’t be business as usual if you weren’t harassing me ;)! 

>>> Amy Herman 5/24/2010 9:32 AM >>> 
OK, thanks! Shall I harass you again later, or will you remember to tell me when it’s taken care o1"? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/24/2010 9:31 AM >>> 
Waiting on word from Steele Building - they can back date the drop, but we need to make sure all things are in order before they can 
do so - in the process of trying. 

>>> Amy Herman 5/24/2010 9:07 AM >>> 
Can you give me an update on this? 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 5/20/2010 9:23 PM >>> 
This done yet? If so, what was the effective date of the drop? 

>>> Brent Blanton 5/19/2010 3:47 PM >>> 
She is having to drop the SPAN after speaking with Glynis Cowell in Romance Languages... 

>>> Amy Herman 5/19/2010 3:46 PM >>> 
What’s she taking this session? 1 regular and 1 online course? Both 3 hours? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 15, 2010 8:56 AM 

Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Freshmen in second summer session (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

or 

Brent 
>>> Terri Jo Rucinski 06/15/10 08:55 >>> 

Hi All 

I have scheduled the freshmen to get their screenings done with myself as well as Joe Myers etc on Monday the 21st starting at 1:15 at 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center. I will be giving them the information they need when I see them this Thursday at their 
physicals with Dr. Ciocca. They should be able to head to study hall after they are finished. We will have them all come at the same 
time as we will have about five - six stations which should move them all through quickly. When their screening with us is complete 
they are free to go. Thanks in advance for your understanding! 

Terri Jo 

Terri Jo Rucinski 
M.A., ATC, PT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Staff ATC for Women’s Basketball and Baseball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 15, 2010 6:28 PM 

Athletics, South Carolina <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 
Re: Gamecocks Going to Omaha (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> "South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 06/15/10 18:27 >>> 

The Gamecocks advanced to the College World Series for the ninth time in program history 
with a sweep of Coastal Carolina in the Myrtle Beach Super Regional. 

South Carolina will open play in the College World Series on Sunday at 2 p.m. against the Oklahoma 
Sooners at Rosenblatt Stadium on ESPN. 

Send offthe Gamecocks on Thursday morning at 10:30 a.m. at Carolina Stadium before they leave for 
Omaha! 

Are you traveling to Omaha? Click here for Gamecock Fan Info !. Two hours prior to the Gamecocks’ 
games on Sunday and Tuesday, the Gamecock Club and Carolina Alumni Association will be hosting a 
pre-game tent with snacks and drinks adjacent to the FanFest area. 

If you have questions about tickets while in Omaha, please call the South Carolina Athletics Ticket 
Office at 800-4SC-FANS (800-472-3267). 

For more on the 2010 College World Series, visit CWSOmaha.com. 

To unsubscribe, please e-mail gamecockstickets~sc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 7:06 PM 

willingh <willingh@email.unc. edu> 

Re: question 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mary, 
It’s all trial and error unfortunately. Once you’ve found certain screens, save them to your Favorites - it allows you to rename 
according to your own system. 

Sorry, 

>>> willingh <willingh@email.unc.edu> 6/15/2010 11:17 AM >>> 

Hey Brent, By any chance did you or anyone over there make up a ’short cut’ 
sheet for Carolina Connect - I am struggling to find stuff 
(understatement). Best, m 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,,            7:08 PM 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Final Grade 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brian, 
All of my resources are at the office unfortunately. Can I give that number to you on Monday? 

Brent 

>>> Brian Kalbas 11:51 AM >>> 

Brent, 

I am trying to see if our team qualifies for the ITA all academic award. What was our team’s GPA for this year(excluding 

Thanks. 

Brian Kalbas 
UNC 
Chapel Hill, NC 
919-962-6262 
bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton ~ 8:54 AM >>> 
Hi Brian, 
Congratulations again on the team’s run in the tournament - it couldn’t happen to a better group of people. Attached is the grade report 
complete with mark-ups. Take a look at it and let me know if you have any questions. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,            6:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Classes (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of           If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> @email.unc.edu> 18:27 >>> 

Hey Brent, 

I still need to sign up for classes for the Fall. When can I start to do 
this again?? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 17, 2010 2:45 PM 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Re: Training on June 24th for CSSAC (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 
>>> Jeff VanDrimmelen <jeffvand@unc.edu> 06/17/10 14:44 >>> 

Hey All, 

As many of you know, I am now living in Texas so this class will be taught 
using Elluminate, a virtual meeting room. I have been teaching classes 
using Ellumiuate for a couple of months and have been really impressed with 
it. 

I put together this screencast for how Elluminate works for you to review so 
you know what to expect. 

~:iimedia.oasis.unc.edu/instmctior~al tec[molo~ei~eral/e~lmmnateoi~o.swf 

On the day of the event you will all go to Howell Hall and we have 
headphones and mics all set up for the computers in that room. 

I am planning on starting out with and overview of the new exchange server 
and then talking about mail in Outlook, Calendar, Tasks, Contacts, and 
anything else you want. :) 

I am looking forward to chatting with some of my favorite people on campus. 
I’ll see you online then, but let me know if you have any questions before 

then. 

-Jeff 

Jeff VanDrimmelen MA, CMBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.530-0698 (Direct Line) 

Check my calendar and chat with me - ~:iloasisamc.e 

Create your own free webspace here at UNC at ~:/iwebamc.edt~. 

EMAIL POLICY: I try to only check email twice daily at 12:00PM ET and 4:00 
PM ET.If you require urgent assistance, please contact me via the phone 
number listed above. 

On Thu, Jun 17, 2010 at 12:08 PM, Billie Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>wrote: 

> ~:i/oasis.m~c.edt~/tmi~fin~ace/howelloO5osa~dbo~/?search~erm-sar~dbox 
> 
> The training on June 24 will be in the space linked above. It will start 
> at 8:30 and go until 11:30 am with breaks. Jeff will be covering new 



system of the calendar and email that the university is moving to. 

Thanks 
Billie 
962-4001 

wrote: 
> Hey, everybody. I talked with Harold this morning, just to clear up some 
> calendar questions I had, and volunteered to send out the latest update 
> to you all. 
> Next Thursday June 17 1 had a general assembly meeting followed by a 
> ad-man meeting on my calendar. That is in error. There will be no such 
> meeting on the 17th. 
> On the 24th, the following Thursday, Billie is lining up a training 
> session for anyone who can make it and is interested; topic: our new 
> email system on Outlook, which some may already have switched to, and 
> all will be on very shortly. Jeff VanDrimmelen is willing to do a 
> distance learning training session for us, though he will have left the 
> UNC campus. It should be very helpful in making yet another transition. 
> Billie will be in touch with details later. Just wanted to clarify our 
> events calendars...what’s hot, what’s not! Mimi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 17, 2010 4:13 PM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 2009-2010 CSSAC Annual Report (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office for the week of June 14-18. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks, and have a great week! 

Brent 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 06/17/10 16:11 >>> 

Attached is the 2009-2010 CSSAC Annual Report... 

K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 21, 2010 10:18 AM 

Harris, Tracy <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TIMS Approval 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Tracy, 
In trying to approve everyone, the system locked up on us for quite some time. We’ll will continue trying to get it done, but if the 
system is down, I am not sure when it will be complete. 

Sorry, 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.cs~v.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 22, 2010 9:24 AM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly 
<bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Schedules 

TEXT.htm; sb summer schedules.pdf 

Good morning, 
Sorry Bev I didn’t get this out yesterday afternoon - tough day. Let me know if you have any questions. The summer 1 schedules are 
online courses only, so that is why the format is a little different. Look it over and let me know if you have any questions. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 22, 2010 11:01 AM 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: GEOG 120 

TEXT.htm 

No and no. 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 6/22/2010 10:38 AM >>> 
Do we have a GEOG 120 rotor for the summer? 
How about a AFAM 101 rotor for the Summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 24, 2010 7:30 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hoover, Shandol 
<schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Confirming Time for Students to meet 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shandol, 
I’m sure Jelm has already responded, but if not, we would love to get the students at 4:15 so we have ample time without disturbing the 
remainder of the schedule. Also, the students need to know that if they have not contacted their advisor prior to that point in time, the 

advisor may not in fact still be here - we take our cues from the students, if they want to experience things without initial assistance, 

we will give them that space. I won’t require someone to stay in the office on the chance that their student "may" pop in. If the OLs 
can communicate to the students to make contact earlier in the day if they have not already done so, it would be great. 

Thanks again for meeting with us; it was a joy as always. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> "Shandol Hoover" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 6/23/2010 4:25 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn and Brent, 

Thanks so much for taking the time to meet with me today. I appreciate your insight and the opportunity to talk through the logistics. I 

wanted to confirm that we will have the OLs direct the student-athletes to the South Road Entrance of the Union on Day 1. I wanted to 
confirm the time as 4:45pm (the same time as Honors) or were you planning on meeting at 4:15pm. Please just let me know and we [] 11 
have an OL direct the students to meet your staff at South Road at the specified time. Then just direct the students back to the Union 
when they are done with the advisor. 

I also appreciate the reminder to the students to complete the [] Getting Ready to Register Forms []. I [] 11 see if I can get you a few 

spares so that staff members have some to give to students who might need a 2nd copy or just for general reference. I can also provide 

at least 2 copies of the Orientation Schedule (the full books). 

If there are students you need to have call you in the morning or meet with first thing, please just send me an email or text, and I can 
pull those nametags. I have the names of the two students for tomorrow. I [] m in the Union by 6:00am every MoIL Tuesday, Thursday 

and Friday so early is not a problem. 

I think that captures the basics, please just confirm the time for the Day 1 meeting and I[]ll go from there. 

Thanks again, 
Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 

919-962-4725 (fax) 

( ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 24, 2010 4:30 PM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: hello (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> Nate Yarbrough 06/24/10 16:30 >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 24, 2010 4:45 PM 

Newsletter, MyPlanIQ <newsletter@myplaniq.com> 

Re: MyPlan IQ Newsletter --- Retirement and Taxable Investment Intelligence (Out Of 
Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> MyPlanIQ Newsletter <newsletter@myplaniq.com> 06/24/10 16:44 >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 24, 2010 6:23 PM 

Cabezas, Melanie <mcarter@acsathletics.com> 
Re: ACS Recruiting Coordinator Training II (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> "Melanie Cabezas" <mcarter@acsathletics.com> 06/24/10 18:18 >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 28, 2010 12:20 PM 

Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SAVE the DATE - Rookie Brunch (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> Beverly Smith 06/28/10 12:19 >>> 

Hello Tar Heels! Just wanted to get on your calendar to Save the Date for the annual Softball Rookie Brunch. This is a meet and greet 
event for all of the incoming freshman, returners, parents, family, and friends of Carolina Softball. 

Sunday, August 22 - 11:30 am 

Details will follow, as I am still looking for a place to host the event...the Rams Room has been demolished! Incoming freshman, 
please forward this email to your parents. 

I look forward to seeing you all in Chapel Hill soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 28, 2010 1:40 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: [student records_advisory] YOUR FEEDBACK REQUESTED: survey on 
your ConnectCarolina experiences (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> Susan B. Maloy 06/28/10 13:39 >>> 

Hello All, 
Not sure if you received this or not, so I thought I would forward it to you anyway. Now is an opportunity for you to provide some 
feedback on the Registxation process through PeopleSoft. Please take the time to let your voice be heard. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 28, 2010 2:12 PM 

Athletics, South Carolina <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Re: Gamecock Baseball CWS Gear (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> "South Carolina Athletics" <GAMECOCKTICKETS@SC.EDU> 06/28/10 14:11 >>> 

Cheer on Carolina baseball with College World Sereis Tees by going to 
GamecocksOnline.com/store 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 28, 2010 3:24 PM 

Mayra Besosa, Co-Chair AAUP Committee on Contingent Faculty and the Profession 
<aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Re: AAUP Newsletter: Conference on Contingent Academic Labor (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 

>>> "Mayra Besosa, Co-Chair, AAUP Committee on Contingent Faculty and the Profession" <aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 06/28/10 

14:59 >>> 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Are you a full- or part-time non-tenure-track faculty member who is tired of being marginalized by the institutions you serve? Are 
you dismayed by the working conditions and lack of academic freedom protections that come with being hired on a contingent status? 
Are you concerned about what the corporatization of the university is doing to the teaching profession and to students [] learning 
conditions? 

I am. That’s why I’ll be joining hundreds of my colleagues from the United States, Canada, and Mexico at the ninth conference of the 
Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor (COCAL), in Quebec City, August 13 [] 15, 2010. 

The conference is run by contingent faculty activists and will feature practical workshops and sessions on topics including the 
following. 

Academic freedom for contingent faculty 
Bargaining for fair compensation 
Communicating to the public about contingent faculty issues 
Building alliances on campus and mobilizing faculty 
Developing solidarity on all levels 
Progress and prospects for unionization 
Sustainable development and the environment 
Recognition of adjtmct faculty and the quality of education 
Stabilizing j ob s 
Social programs such as unemployment benefits 

You Talk, They Listen 
Leaders of major higher education unions will participate in the conference, both to discuss their views on prospects for improving 
conditions for contingent faculty, and to hear your views on the subject. Plenary speakers will include Cary Nelson, president of the 
AAUP, as well as leaders of the National Education Association, the American Federation of Teachers, and major Canadian and 
Mexican faculty unions. 

Social and Recreational Events 
Included in the price of registxation are a cocktail hour and supper, a bus tour of Old Quebec City, an outdoor multimedia show, and a 
dinner cruise on the Saint Lawrence River. Take advantage of the down time to enjoy beautiful Quebec and continue the day’s 
discussions with your fellow activists. 

More Info 
Register for the conference or learn more. <link to ~:i!cocalir~errralionaLo~g!even~s.hm~> Early registration rates end July 2. 

Learn about the AAUP [] s work on issues affecting contingent faculty. <link to http:ii~,ww.aaur~.or~!AAUPiissuesiconti~ger~g/> 

COCAL Conferences are held every other year, usually alternating between the United States and Canada. Conferences feature 
simultaneous translation into English, French, and Spanish. Accommodations will be available in student residences or nearby hotels. 
Learn more about COCAL. <link to ~://cocalinteraatior~aLor~/N~or~’ 

Be part of an international movement to save higher education and the academic profession. Join us at the Universit [] Laval in 
Quebec City for COCAL IX, August 13 [] 15. 



The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more information about the 
AAUP, visit ~:i!~vris.eresources.com:gli~/5284420/4034459/470iO/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5284420-4034459.55902643f11745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 30, 2010 6:05 AM 

PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Re: YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> <PAYROLL_NOTIFY@UNC.EDU> 06/30/10 05:32 >>> 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
~:/ifinance.m~c.edu/universi~vocor~trol~e~roll-se~vicesi~.elcome.html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In trader Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
fight hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 30, 2010 7:41 AM 

EftQuestions@listserv.unc.edu 

Re: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript (Out Of 
Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> <ACH.Payments@unc.edu> 06/30/10 07:38 >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 1, 2010 7:02 AM 

Priceline. com <reply-fe6315747563027f7611-933855_HTML-676527743-71594- 
8922@emails.priceline.com> 

Re: $12/day Car Rental Deals! (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 

>>> "Priceline.com" <deals@emails.priceline.com> 07/01/10 07:01 >>> 

Untitled 
http:iiclick.emails.pricelir~e.com/?qs=5b 1 lf73fd5f14c07a0018674a43537ef(~gd31 f3094207deb252d720bf5c746~b lbeb4ae3751 ed50 

~//c~ick.emai~s4~rice~ine.c~m/?a~d~3c~27~65b63a7~6247c1~ba26~8~c3e~ef1922c~394I~d~9a5e84e642c523ddc(~ccb2a4b2 
mghts I 
~://c1ick.emai1s.~rice~ine.c~rr~/?qs-3~221a685~cc436ce1d~a1d~c3c47752c9d27~6a~9e1b494cf9~d42d26633f1bae3ab2655 
hotels I 
h~p://click.e~mils.price~i~e.comi?~_s-be89bce0ce 17865f~796d96f54e425eO94t~cef382eSdb0aSd364d7213 cf~B281072a2dde20a07 ld9 
rental cars I 
.!~.p://c~ick.emai~s.price1ine.corr~/?qs~c4~bf862753c86c~8ad6ac49~c3c2ce~3acbbf4ee 10f45 gddgf~:ebgde75e89514cf3bfl0gbgc lb3 
vacation packages I 
h~p:iTclick.e~mils,priceli~e.comi?c~_s= 1 laa1193ecdTg38f0~2falTd4e9cfc542bbe59354ebca6d7bab73961e61ad5c373943e6a74865 lc5 
cruises I 
http://c~ick.emai~s~price~ir~e.c~m/?qs=5c5542~99c4363b~5af494~a439fa9e939~e7abb34 lefce2bfacldb~ce2821albfffe989d(~5290 
attractions] 
~://click.emails.~riceli~e.comi?%s -ec5 H285ee7508fffeO6e7fcagOa6c4fag72459892a~e2c 185ad2682769fl a7ead0fdc3 ad7022ac 
pricebreakers ] 
http :iiclick.emails.price~ir~c. com/?qs=gc6eg4dgce33b ~ 99d6a07d I a20f46a3f53 c35a3 ee8547384313 abe46cc ~e216(~(,dcbb ~ 766540(,6db 
travel guides ] 
~:/!click.emails.~ficeline.corr~/?~=795377656gff208269ce5010ade364d579d0f96876cc2ebaG lcaTc496476886ffe ld34efl lda5(~72 
groups 

~ig!.!.p :i/click. e mails .price line. co rrv’?q s-a72bda8207615f036a 1 e eTd7262b 12e 1 ee0971 f0557fe62700eeT004b 83 d7798407df6d69f9fd84e 

http :iiclick.emails,pricelirte. com/?qs=ade(>093812ac21541 d70569ecd(:92c394733367a7bf283 a65179d(~ce6(~c6e3758d7978dfl ae94(~d2 
Great Summer Deals on Florida Remal Cars from $12/day! 

h~lp:iiclick.emails.priceline.corr~i?qs-ade6093812ac21541 d705bgecdf92c394733367aTbI2 83 a65179d6ce66c6e3758d7978dfl ae946d2 

hllp :iiclick.emails.priceline. corr~i?qs-ade6093812ac21541 d70569ecdf92c394733367a7bf283 a65179d6ce66c6e3758d7978dflae946d2 

5 days left 

Florida Car Rentals from $12/day 

~:iTc~ick~emai~s~2p~ce~ir~ecorr~/?qs-ade6093812ac2154 ~ dT05bgecdf92c3947333bTa7b~283 a65 ~ 79d6ce66c6e3758d7978dflae946d2 
More about this deal 
h~p :iiclick.emails.priceline. corr~i?~s-ade6093812ac21541 d70569ecdf92c394733367aTbf283 a65179d6ce66c6e3758d7978dflae946d2 



l~tl~) :iiclick.emails.griceline. com!?~s=ade6093812ac2154f(~e5~2fc20442deg325a737571259592e546~27ec03da3dc8308cd98 lb6afagd 
Weekend Rental Car Deals 

~:/iclick.emails.p~iceline.cor~i?%s=ade6093812ac2154f(~e5f2fc20442de8325a737571259592e546f27ec03 da3 dc8308cd98 lb6aga9d 

~D:iiclick.emails.priceline.com/?qs=ade0093812ac2154f(~e5f2fc20442de8325a737571259592e54()f27ec03 da3 dc8308cd98 lb6agagd 

5 days left 

Weekend Rentals from $13/day 

~://click.e~mils.griceli~e.comi?q.s -ade6093812a~2154fge5f2~;c20442de8325a?37571259592e54~27ec03 da3 dc8308cd98 lb6afagd 
More about this deal 
ht~p :iiclick.emails.pricelir~e. com/?qs=ade(~093812ac2154f(~e5f2fc20442de8325a737571259592e54(~f27ec03 da3 dc8308cd981 b6aga9d 





More Last Minute Car Deals We Like 





~:/!click.emails.priceline.corr~i?g~=ade6093812ac2154bd0284d86c271 c491 c2d9a4~cb827e31 caeb692304e5t216af209a16e4d3412c 

~ :iiclick.emails.l)riceline. com!?o~=ade6093812ac2154bd0284d86c271 c491 c2dga4fcb827e3 lcaeb692304e51216ai209a16e4d3412c 
Save up to 15% on Weekly Car Rentals with Budget! 

~://click.e~mils.l)riceli~e.comi%gs -ade6093812ac2154bdO284d86c27 lc49 lc2dga4~cb827e31 caeb692304e5t216af209a16e4d3412c 

13 days left 

l’~l~p:iTclick.emails,priceli~e.comi?qs=ade6093812ac2154bdO284d86c27 lc491c2dga4~cb827e3 lcaeb692304e5f216af209al 6e4d3412c 

~:iiclick.emails.priceli~c.conff?gs=ade6093812ac2154e0d746997efb0b4790096 lb03f2afeSd0d784730ea32ce83cc le 14acce 17374e 

~{p :iiclick.emails~pricelir~e. com/?qs=adeO093812ac2154eOd740997ef()Ob47900961 b03f2{~eSd0d784730e a32ce83 cc 1 e 14acce 17374e 
No Young Renters Fee for Hertz Rental Cars! $25/day Savings 

l~tp:iiclick.emails~pricelir~e.com/?qs=ade6093812ac2154e0d74(}997e{26064790096 lb03f2alt¢8d0d?84730ea32ce83cc 1 e 14acce 17374e 

13 days left 

~:iiclick.emails.p~iceline.corr~i?qs-ade6093812ac2154eOd746997efbOb4790096 lb03ff28~eSd0d784730ea32ce83 cc I e 14acce 17374e 

h~tp :iiclick.email s,priceline, co mi?qs=ade6093812ac2154831 ad 15 d40~?c~3 ~8ec22ffc2df3 c6be8c6efceEB 91483c61 eb264e50da4edbfa 

~:i/click.emails.l)riceline.comi?is-ade6093812ac215483 l ad15d40~cf3 fgec22flB 2df3c6begc6efcef3 9148 3c61eb 264e50da4edbfa 
Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with Avis! 

~:iTclick.emails.tp~icelir~e.corr~i?qs-ade6093812ac215483 lad15d40~cf3 fSec22ff~2df3 c6beSc6efcef391483c61 eb264e50da4edbfa 

13 days left 

~ :iiclick.emails.pficeline. com/?gs=ade6093812ac2154831 ad 15d4Ofc~ [’Sec22f£c2d£~ c4~beScgefcef391483c61 eb264e50&a4edbfa 



l~p:iiclick.emails.priceline.corr~i?qs-ade6093812ac2154ea83daaede5acTe27b le0598bdb4c 143acTbf52166877472521840a9c4 lca59a 

l~l~p :iTclick.emailSopriceli~¢. comi%~_s=ade6093 g 12ac2154ea83daaede5acTe27b le0598bdb4c 143acTbti52166877472521840a9c4 lca59a 
Big Deals in Small Places! Up to 65% off Hotels! 

l~p:i/click.emails,priceline.comi?~s-ade6093812ac2154ea83daaede5acTe27b le0598bdb4c 143acTbf52166877472521840a9c4 lca59a 

3 days left 

~ :/!click.email s.priceline, corr~i?q~a=ade~093812ac2154ea83 daaede5acTe27b 1 e0598bdb4c 143acTbf52166877472521840a9c4 lca59a 

1~p://c~ick.emai~s.price1ine.c~rr~/?qs~ade6~93812ac2154de9adf~52cab9ce93d6ec58c3b925cd1196834 21668 la286a95e07cg2797eS00 

~ig1.!.p:iiclick.emails..p,icelir~e.corr~i?qs -ade6093812ac2154degadf852cabgce93d6ec58c3b925cd119683421668 la286a95e07c82797e800 
July 4th Weekend 4-star New York City Hotels up to 36% of!! 

~:/iclick.er~mils.p~iceline.cor~i?%s=ade6093812ac2154degad~g52c~bgce93d6ec58c36925cd119683421668 la286a95e07cg2797eS00 

3 days left 

}tttp:/Tclick.emails,priceli~e.com/%~_s=ade6093812a~2154de9adff~852cabgce93d6ec58c36925cd 1196834216681 a286a95e07c82797eS00 

~:iiclick.emails.~riceline.corr~i?gs-ade6093812ac2154acSecc615498a79f42b 12549deTd l f783874fd7140063749fbTd433 d033 ]b55e2 



l"~?://click.emails,priceli~e.com/?qs-ade6093812ac2154acSecc615498a79f42b 12549deTdlf83874fd7140063749fbTd433d033 lb55e2 
4th of July Special! 4-Star Tampa Hotels $49/night! 

~ :iiclick.emails.i~riceline. co rr~i?qs-ade6093812ac2154acSecc615498a79f42b 12549de?d H~83874fd? 140063749fb?d433 d033 lb55e2 

3 days left 

~ :/iclick.er~mil s.~)riceline, cor~i?%s=ade6093812ac2154acSecc615498a79f42b 12549de7dlf83874fd7140063749~7d433d033 lb55e2 

h~p:iiclick.emails,priceline.comi?qs=ade6093812ac21548al 6eTb7feea972cdb46~b617b3babbb5 lf867238258c312710064ac95d3674 

~:i/click.emails.~riceline.comi?gs-ade6093812ac21548a16e7bTfeea972cdb46f3661763babbb5 lf867238258c3127 l O064ac95d3674 
55% off 3-Star St. Louis Hotels next Weekend! 

~:iTclick.emails.2p,iceline.com/?qs-ade6093812ac21548a16eTbTfeea972cdb46f36617b3babbb51 ~67238258c312710064ac95d3674 

3 days left 

~ :iiclick.emails.priceline. com/?gs=ade6093812ac21548a 16e767feea972cdb46tBb617b3babbb51 f867238258c312710064ac95d3674 



~:iiclick.emails4priceline.com!? 
fls=ade(~093812ac2154f5acTgb 1547a20b0ef4cd03 (~fa8891469e341 eeO(~5bada(~4c46a20c(~ab47a5(~cd 1 e3 drTbc943c991 

~:iiclick.emails.griceli~c.co~/? 
~s=ade(~093 g 12ac2154f5ac%b 1547a20b0e~cd036fag8914(~9e341 ee065bada(~4c4(~a20c6ab47a56cd i e3 d~Tbc943c991 
4th of July Weekend! 4-Star Atlanta Hotels 46% of!! 

~ :/iclick.emails.~)~iceline. cor~i? 
fls-ade6093812ac2154f5ac78b 1547a20bOef4cdO36faS891469e34 leeO65bada~4c4~a20c6ab47a56cdle3d~Vbc943c991 

3 days left 

~:iiclick.emails4~r~celine.com!? 
fls=ade6093812ac2 ] 54~Sac78b 1547a20bOef4cd036fa8891469e34 ] eeO(~5bada(~4c46a20c6ab47a56cd i e3 df~c943c99 ] 

~:iiclick.emails.priceline.com/? 
fls=ade6093812ac21549e994cd0e640c£538de42620e95d5ff5307e 115637dSa6c85bf4d50a79298026dfacO6291dafca94 

l~p ://click.e~mils,pricdi~e. comi? 

gs-ade6093812ac21549e994cdOe640cf538de42620e95d5ff5307e115637dSa6c85bf4d50a79298026dfacO6291da~?a94 
Save 33% on Isle of Palms, SC Hotels this Weekend! 

~:iiclick.e~mils.~riceli~e.comi? 
fls-ade6093812ac21549e994cdOeg40cf538de42620e95d5ff5307e 115637dSa6c85bf4dSOa79298026dfacO629 ldafca94 

3 days left 

~:iiclick.emails.pricelirte.com/? 
gs=ade6093 812ac2154 9e994cdOe640cf5 3 8de4 26 20e95d5 ff5 307e1156 3 7 dSa6c8 5b f 4d50a7 92 98026dfacO6 2 91dafca94 

ht’~p :iiclick.email s.pricelirte, corn/? 
fls=ade6093812ac21542d 1497ac502e2d3929608dfHTdbd5407db08cc3 (~2fd6befb5f265be6622718e05e0df48a395127c 

http:iiclick.emails,priceline.comi? 
fls=ade6093812ac21542d 1497ac502e2d3929(~08dfl f7dbd5407db08cc3 (~2fd6befb5f265be6622718e05e0df48a395127c 
3-Star Cozumel Mexico Resort from $67/night next Two Weeks! 

~,ttp :iiclick.email s,pricelirte, corn/? 
gs-ade6093812ac21542d 1497ac502e2d3929608dfl~dbd5407db08cc362fd6befb5f265be6622718e05e0df48a395127c 

3 days left 

~:iiclick.emails.~riceline.com/? 
fls=ade6093812ac21542d 1497ac502e2d3929(~08dfl fTdbd5407db08cc362fd6befb5 f265be6622718e05e0df48a395127c 



~ :iiclick.emails.priceli~c. co1~’? 
gs-ade6093812ac2154b050923~46248b688eg21bab79a973670bfd2cTdfgbe928d6cc1067a3beed3760daff~g4c7384e4f 

h~p :i/click.emails,priceline. comi? 

~s=ade6~93812ac2154b~5~923f24b248b688e82~bab79a973b7~bfd2c7df9be928d6cc1~67a3beed376~d~884c7384e4f 
$499 or less - Weeklong Vacation Rentals Available Nationwide 

~ :iiclick.emails.~riceline. corr,/? 
~s=ade6093812ac2154b050923f2462486688e82 lbab79a973b?0bfd2cTdfgbe928d6cc 106?a3beed3760dafg84c7384e4f 

5 days left 

~://click.e~mils4)riceli~e.com/? 
fls-ade6093812ac2154b050923f246248b688eg21bab79a973670bfd2cTdfgbe928d6cc1067a3beed3760daf884c7384e4f 

~:iiclick.emailsd?ricelir~e.comi? 
fls-ade6093812ac215466af43beca95689e68ba5 lbcde07ea6e9 lef6e27d3beb4a9b5c9ccc2c29i;,~ddgb4eddf684e27flO 

hllp :i/click.emails,priceline. comi? 
fls-ade6093812ac215466af43beca95689e6gba5 lbcde07ea6e9 lef6e27d3beb4a9b5c9ccc2c29ffcddgb4eddf684e27fl 0 
56% off 4-Star London Hotels This Summer! 

~ :iiclick.emails.~riceline. corr,/? 
fls=ade6093812ac215466;d43beca95689e68ba5 lbcde07ea6e9 lef6e27d3beb4a965c9ccc2c29ffcddgb4eddf684e27fl 0 



10 days left 

~:iiclick.emails.griceli~e.col~v’? 
fl:s=ade6093812ac215466a[~3beca95689e68ba5 lbcdeOTea6e91 ef()e27d3beb4agb5cgccc2c29ffcddSb4eddf684e27fl 0 

h~tp :i/click.emailSopriceline. co rr~i?qs-4675735647128bcf6487944353 de514e6d34982d71 c4bbb7208471 d32992667177fgc6cbfgfce72d 
flights 
h~tp://c~ick~emails~pricdi~e c omi?qs-41a55924aecg%769c7365bOdab7154527795616d3aO43547cd923f4516095cTdfgfgale633c545c 
hotels 
http :iiclick.emails.pricelir~e. com/?qs=648fOc3 %6021 c4fl 6bb56cc 18ff4c5ffl 5a2faSb3 eaTega6c6b41018bebcO68~745088765dc490 
cars 
~://c1ick~e1~mi1s‘price1i~c~m/?~=a22eeda37a921247a5c2332a447cee~2~e9ae~eeb~2e3ee54e~d135e5643~5ffdbcd58063eb9 
vacations 
http:iiclick.emails~pricelir~e.com/?qs=b83 eb5 g68aca556bdOc46697~b74fdadTbd6740(d4518c3 ge9443fc9671 ha63893534deTfO45cd86 
cruises 

pick-up location 

pick-up date 

pick-up time 
8:00 aml2z05 amlzO0 am2zO0 am3zO0 am4zO0 am5zO0 am6zO0 am7zO0 am8zO0 am9zO0 amlOzO0 aml lzO0 aml2zO0 pmlzO0 pm2zO0 
pm3:00 pm4:00 pm5:00 pm6:00 pm7:00 pm8:00 pm9:00 pmlO:O0 pml 1:00 pm 

drop-off date 

drop-off time 
8z00 am12:05 aml:00 am2:00 am3:00 am4:00 am5:00 am6:00 am7:00 am8:00 am9:00 aml0:00 aml 1:00 aml2:00 pml:00 pm2:00 
pm3 zOO pm4z00 pm5z00 pm6z00 pm7z00 pm8z00 pm9z00 pml0z00 pml 1 zOO pm 

~:iiclick.emails.~riceline.com/?qs=O 10cc 126364bc56622283dcd3dOadacbecO45a5ee27705114c28~53da3cee92d3731 f68a79~b4450 
search button not working? 

http:iiclick.emails,pricelirte.com/?qs=O9c4cc3dfcfgb841 d2l~)df619 ] eOe2d47a0259da944d401 d98al 7ca 16e566f192ag85ibS861908bd 

Flight deals 

http:iiclick.emails,pricelirte.com/? 
~s=adc6~93812ac2154 ~ 8c95 37a~c~495~d2~fc66cebb849dedeca4c ~ ~a6fd9ee929~5ef58e64e ~28818d86736~a281e 
Fly on the Cheap! Under $150 RT & No Booking Fees! 6 days left 



~J~p :iiclick.emails.pricelir~e. corn/? 
fls-ade6093812ac21._ 4f~a~f~d4f1~2f71481d~c33~42e3d~71ac~f1e8b4~8~ba63bc6~c64c4.~f316d36~c~46a5~3c7a~ 
Save up to Half-Off on Last Minute Flights! 6 days left 



~:iiclick.emails.~riceline.com!? 
~s=ade(~093812ac215416a3 e02867645dbae0e4a4e409cd~c0~;d72~beggc28086250cce2a9a3 d314deg52f%~7901 (~ 1625f6 
Round-Trip Flight + Full Size Rental Car from $271 !* 6 days left 



l"~p ://click.emails,pricelix~e. comi? 
fl_s-ade6093812ac2154beb45638e4eeed00b4a 19dr21769735cb29d35baf74a2065ecb49138eda4bae95a6184d43123 eb61 
Flights to South Africa from $1,050 round-trip!* 6 days left 

Vacation deals 



~ :/iclick.emails.~)~icelir~e. cor~i? 
~s-ade6093812ac2154egaceb47c053bb619f190a~gaT07 lf 4 2aO94 72c 4 9c877 5 7 56 2686 97 cTc 5 5aOdb 3ca 715 50c~ ~ccc 
$100 Instant Coupon on Beach Vacations 6 days left 

~tp:iiclick.emails~priceline.com/? 
fls=a@6093812ac2154c09554477171 cba77e i 84d435989377eb4ac4a(~a528901~ 1 f6299302675113 dg97796Od0a0(~bSbe8 
Flight + Hotel Packages to The Luxor Hotel and Casino from $116/night per person! 3 days left 

~:i/click.emails.~riceline.comi? 
~s=ade6093812ac21540dfd52 ldd50ee5eg5cg2caTc62dde993bg27290c139e25ec098elbfacOc6482f2614~b2ee115alb 
Flight + Hotel Packages to an All-Inclusive Punta Cana Resort from $179/night per person! 3 days left 



~:i/click.emails.griceline.comi? 
gs=ade6093812ac2154~eS06737eSc5d7dec0~c471795e60fMb9f5deg6395090838690d90d43fab69cd051523796f221 d 
Flight + Hotel Packages to St. Augustine, FL from $135/night per person! 3 days left 

~:i!click.emails.priceline.co~t~/? 
~s=ade6093812ac21547525f6t7e02049c 1 cc9ae073179c293 a3 a50d4c714~19ed 1661368100 lb4c 154cdbal 610c8 ld67176 
Flight + Hotel Packages to Seattle from $192/night per person! 3 days left 



~ :/iclick.emails~p~icelinc~ co~/? 
~qs--ade6093812ac2154cab3ebc3ad7833ced487aTc 13c9eab9c5b0549566819d6123%fc789a9472fd002795ddce46 lb62a 
2010 Honda Indy Toronto Package with bonus paddock passes $388/couple! 5 days left 

Cruise deals 



~ :i/cl~ck,ema~ls,~ficelii~te, cor~/? 
~s=ade6~93812ac21542e3229a1a5~2aa295~b22b5c65d6638eddce77e41778aebac5e3e68~f6aed71c29abdd2abc~85cb 
Weekend or Quick Cruises from $42/Night with Meals & More! 4 days left 



~s-ade6093812ac2154dbe2fSb36ffegg0070dc 10% lfe84dclV5~’geTb487477%TegSgdcgb93aaOgf72814cbb3978668 le 
Caribbean Cruises from $42/Night, FREE Hotel Stay & More! 4 days left 

~:/!click.emails.gficeline.corr~i? 



~qs--ade6093812ac21543d39afdae4eaeefTe983953b5665bc7025d77c786334~53d26563d5854ad81 lbe17c43cb743c84a9 
Bermuda Cruises now from $499, FREE Spending, Upgrade & More 4 days left 

l"~p ://click.emails.priceli~e. comi? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 1, 2010 9:54 AM 

Allison, Kim <kallison@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: [tim_administrators] New TIM Thinstall Announcement for Employees] (Out 
Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 07/01/10 09:52 >>> 

Good morning, 

**send me your leave information for June** 

This email is regarding the TIM Thinstall program used for tracking and 
reporting leave time. As it stands, I’ve been inputing your leave as 
you send it to me. 

By downloading this program you’ll be able to track and report your 
leave time. I’ll be happy to come over and show you how to use this 
program. I’m giving you the option of continuing to give me your leave 
information or you can begin inputing your leave information - the 
decision is up to you. 

I suggest you download the program that way you’ll have access to your 
leave record at all times. Let me know how you want to do this, either 
way I’ll still need to approve all actions. 

K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 1, 2010 10:05 AM 

UNC Ticket Office, UNC Ticket <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2010-2011 Women’s Basketball Season Tickets Available Now! (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> "UNC Ticket Office" <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 07/01/10 10:07 >>> 

UNCWALinked 711672372 3588 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 1, 2010 10:05 AM 

UNC Ticket Office <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2010-2011 Women’s Basketball Season Tickets Available Now! (Out Of Office) 
(Thank you for contacting the Carolina Athletic Ticket Offic!!) (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 

>>> UNC Ticket Office 07/01/10 10:05 >>> 

Thank you for contacting the Carolina Athletic Ticket Office. We will reply to your email concern as soon as possible. This email 
account is only checked during the normal business hours of 8am-5pm, Monday-Friday. 

Please do not submit any orders, seat request or will call name changes through this email account. This policy is in place in an effort 
to protect your tickets, as they are extremely valued. Please call the ticket office for assistance with any of those issues. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 1, 2010 2:13 PM 

House, Columbia <dvd@columbiahouse.com> 

Re: Presenting Your Director’s Selection. Respond by 07/12/2010 (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welbom at (919) 843-2328 or 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 

>>> "Columbia House" <columbiahousedvd@mail.columbiahousedvd.com> 07/01/10 14:11 >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, July 4, 2010 5:19 PM 

Breneman, Janelle <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Camp Sessions 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Janelle, 
Both of those times suit me perfectly. I will be back in the office on Monday, July 12. If you need me before then, call me on my 
cell; I have sporadic access to email this week. 

See you soon! 
B 

>>> Janelle Breneman 6/29/2010 2:22 AM >>> 
Steve and Brent, 
We would appreciate your assistance with our upcoming advanced camp. 

Let me know if this works for both of you: 
Thursday, July 15th 
2 -45 min. groups 9-10:45 
Following Lunch 
2- 45 min. groups 1:15-3 

Hope you are both doing well. 
Steve I heard the great news, congratulation I am very happy for you! 

Go Heels 
Janelle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 8, 2010 6:36 AM 

Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First week of fall baseball (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> Terri Jo Rucinski 07/08/10 06:35 >>> 

Coach Fox 

Everything looks good from my end. Thanks and have a great day! 

Terri Jo 

Terri Jo Rucinski 
M.A., ATC, PT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Staff ATC for Women’s Basketball and Baseball 
>>> Mike Fox 07/07/10 9:33 AM >>> 
Hello, 

This is how I would like to schedule first week. Can you look at this and tell me if medical screenings, physicals, eligibility meeting, 
academic meeting and weight lifting orientation fit into your schedule for baseball this first week. 
Thanks 
Mike 

WEEK ONE 
Mon. Aug. 23 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS- 

BOSHAMER TRAINING ROOM 

SEE SCHEDULE FOR YOUR TIME 

Tue. Aug. 24 CLASSES BEGIN 

2:00pm: TEAM MEETING- Returning players only PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 
3:15pm: TEAM MEETING- Entire Team PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 

Wed. Aug. 25 12:00-4:00pm: PHYSICALS- New players only SPORTS MEDICINE 
SEE SCHEDULE FOR YOUR TIME 

4:15pm: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team POPE BOX 4th floor 

5:00pm: WEIGHT LIFTING- New players only 
BOSHAMER WEIGHT ROOM 

7:00pm: ELIGIBILITY MEETING- Entire team SMITH CENTER 

Fri. Aug. 27 2:15pm: PHYSICAL TEST1NG NAVY FIELD 

Sun Aug. 29 4-player workouts-1:00-5:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 8, 2010 10:01 AM 

chris@newfangled, com 

Re: Storytelling is the Future of the Web (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> "Newfangled" <chris@newfangled.com> 07/08/10 10:00 >>> 

STORYTELLING IS THE FUTURE OF THE WEB 

This email is best viewed in your web browser. Click the link 
below to see it: 
ht~ :/!~ewfangled. createsend4, comit/~ie~ 

Storytelling is the Future of the Web 

Exploring storytelling, dispelling the myth that we can’t tell 
stories on the web, and identifying ways we can hone our craft as 
web-based storytellers 

Most of the successful marketing campaigns that stand out in my 
memory all revolve around characters. Some of them are simply 
charismatic spokespeople, like Geico’s gecko, Nationwide’s 
"Greatest Spokesperson in the World, or, I suppose, Burger King’s 
creepy king. Others keenly represent the intended customer[]think 
way back to Wendy’s "where’s the beef?" lady, or more recently to 
Apple’s mac and PC guys. In all of these cases, it was decided 
that a more compelling message could be created by using 
characters to tell a story, rather than putting the product 
itself front and center. 

Relating to characters and their stories is essential in order 
for people to make an initial connection with brands. Sure, some 
brands eventually transcend the need for connection and become 
themselves defining characteristics of people. In fact, Apple’s 
"I’m a mac/pc" was somewhat self-referential in that way. But in 
the beginning, people need to connect with a story in order to 
believe that a product or service matters to them. 

Of course, this isn’t news. This has been established marketing 
thinking for a very long time. But somehow, the concept of 
storytelling doesn’t seem to have worked its way down from the 
worldwide mega-brands to the next tier of businesses in which you 
and I work. But why shouldn’t it? After all, we’re endeavoring to 
speak to the very same people they are ! 



This month I’d like to explore storytelling, dispel the myth that 
we can’t tell stories on the web, and identify some ways we can 
hone our craft as web-based storytellers. 

Read More 
~:/!www.newfangled.cor~/~elling _a_ stor~w 

Web Strategy for Designers 
~:/~i~ww.~ewfm~g~ed.com/web strate~ :[:or desigp, ers webinar] 

We sent this email to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 

If you no longer wish to hear from us, click the link below to 
instantly unsubscribe: 
~:i/newfan~!ed.crea~esend4. 

Thanks, 
Newfangled 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 8, 2010 3:49 PM 

Christopher Miller <cemiller@mail.ucf.edu> 

RE: Reconnect Summer 2010 (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> "Christopher Miller" <cemiller@mail.ucf.edu> 07/08/10 15:48 >>> 

Thank you for the initial reply to my earlier inquiry and I hope you 
are having a great summer. 

I wanted to reconnect with you about any current changes that might be 
happening in your department before the academic year starts. With the 
N4A national conference just ending last month and this is the time of 
year when people move on or up to new positions [] sometimes very 
unexpectedly, I wanted to stay up to date with any 
information/advice/referrals you would have in regards to opportunities 
within athletic advising. 

I monitor the NCAA and N4A career websites daily but I am trying to 
network with people in the profession in hopes of being the right person 
at the right time with the right opportunity that is the right fit for 
me and a department in need of an advisor with great experience and a 
passion for helping student- athletes obtain their personal, academic 
and career goals. 

I apology in advance for the persistence but my father taught me two 
things: 

1. Make your opportunities happen[]., don[]t wait for them 
2. The harder you work at something []the luckier you get 

I will attach a bulleted list experiences and my resume in case you did 
not receive it from my earlier e-mail. 

Any information or referrals would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 

All the Best, 
Chris Miller 
Coordinator/Advisor 
Direct Connect Program 
University of Central Florida 
Phone 239-898-6680 

>>> "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/4/2009 9:21 AM >>> 
Hi Chris, 
Beth Bridger is running the search and would be a much better contact 
on 
this one since she is in charge. Her phone number is 919.843.5669. 

Good luck! 
Brent 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Christopher Miller [~ailto:cemiller@mail~uc;,ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2009 4:15 PM 
To: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Reconnect!Status Check 

I hope this e-mail finds that you are doing well. Hopefully you 

remember me 
from our meeting a few years back and my persistent e-mails checking 

on 
opportunities. I recently took a non-athletic advising position at the 

University of Central Florida for all the wrong reasons (more money) 

and 
want to get back into athletic advising. 

I recently found out that there is an opportunity at UNC with the 

Football 
Program and that the deadline has been extended. I wanted to check with 

you 
if this was accurate and the qualification/personality your department 

is 
looking for with this position. 

I was previously at University of Southern Mississippi working with 
the 
football program(I worked with Art Kaufman quite extensively with his 
stint 
at USM ) 

I know how busy you are but any information you could provide would 
be 
greatly appreciated. 

Thank you in advance 

All The Best, 

Chris Miller 
Direct Connect Coordinator/Advisor 
University of Central Florida 

239-898-6680 

Cemiller@mail.ucf.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 9, 2010 3:37 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: updated athletics list (Out Of Office) 

I will be out of the office until July 12. If you have an immediate need, contact Spencer Welborn at (919) 843-2328 or 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu or Nate Yarbrough at (919) 962-9537 or yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu. Thanks! 

Brent 
>>> Jennifer Townsend 07/09/10 15:36 >>> 

Here is the list and group numbers for the next two sessions next week. If you have students attending these sessions, please let me 
know if you will be meeting with them during the 4:30 meeting time. If you plan on meeting anyone on Monday, please let me know 
by Monday morning. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.tmc.edu> 7/8/2010 1:25 PM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 

I hope you had a chance to enjoy a nice long weekend over the holiday. 
Seeing as how we start up on Monday, I wanted to send you an updated 
athletics list. This has groups for sessions 9 and 10 (next week), as 
well as some additional registrations to sessions 14 and 16. Might you 
also be able to highlight those students on the list that will meet with 
your folks at 4:30 PM on Day 1 of each session? It would be helpful to 
have that information so the OLs don’t look for a person who is not missing. 

Thanks so much, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

scarlett@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 12, 2010 10:53 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: updated athletics list 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jenn, 
To my knowledge, I have no one here for this session. 

B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 7/9/2010 3:36 PM >>> 
Here is the list and group numbers for the next two sessions next week. If you have students attending these sessions, please let me 
know if you will be meeting with them during the 4:30 meeting time. If you plan on meeting anyone on Monday, please let me know 
by Monday morning. 

Thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> Scaflett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu> 7/8/2010 1:25 PM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 

I hope you had a chance to enjoy a nice long weekend over the holiday. 
Seeing as how we start up on Monday, I wanted to send you an updated 
athletics list. This has groups for sessions 9 and 10 (next week), as 
well as some additional registrations to sessions 14 and 16. Might you 
also be able to highlight those students on the list that will meet with 
your folks at 4:30 PM on Day 1 of each session? It would be helpful to 
have that information so the OLs don’t look for a person who is not missing. 

Thanks so much, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
scarlett@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 12, 2010 11:24 AM 

Christopher Miller <cemiller@mail.ucf.edu> 

RE: Reconnect Summer 2010 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Chris, 
Right now, we have no movement within the department. 

Brent 

Good luck in your search and have a great remainder of the summer. 

>>> "Christopher Miller" <cemiller@mail.ucf.edu> 7/8/2010 3:48 PM >>> 
Brent, 

Thank you for the initial reply to my earlier inquiry and I hope you 
are having a great summer. 

I wanted to reconnect with you about any current changes that might be 
happening in your department before the academic year starts. With the 
N4A national conference just ending last month and this is the time of 
year when people move on or up to new positions [] sometimes very 
unexpectedly, I wanted to stay up to date with any 
information/advice/referrals you would have in regards to opportunities 
within athletic advising. 

I monitor the NCAA and N4A career websites daily but I am trying to 
network with people in the profession in hopes of being the right person 
at the right time with the right opportunity that is the right fit for 
me and a department in need of an advisor with great experience and a 
passion for helping student- athletes obtain their personal, academic 
and career goals. 

I apology in advance for the persistence but my father taught me two 
things: 

1. Make your opportunities happen[]., don[]t wait for them 
2. The harder you work at something []the luckier you get 

I will attach a bulleted list experiences and my resume in case you did 
not receive it from my earlier e-mail. 

Any information or referrals would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 

All the Best, 
Chris Miller 
Coordinator/Advisor 
Direct Connect Program 
University of Central Florida 
Phone 239-898-6680 

>>> "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/4/2009 9:21 AM >>> 
Hi Chris, 
Beth Bridger is running the search and would be a much better contact 
on 
this one since she is in charge. Her phone number is 919.843.5669. 

Good luck! 
Brent 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Christopher Miller [mailto:cemiller@mail.ucf.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday~ November 03~ 2009 4:15 PM 
To: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Reconnecl!Status Check 

I hope this e-mail finds that you are doing well. Hopefully you 
remember me 
from our meeting a few years back and my persistent e-mails checking 

on 
opportunities. I recently took a non-athletic advising position at the 

University of Central Florida for all the wrong reasons (more money) 
and 
want to get back into athletic advising. 

I recently found out that there is an opportunity at UNC with the 
Football 
Program and that the deadline has been extended. I wanted to check with 

you 
if this was accurate and the qualification/personality your department 
is 
looking for with this position. 

I was previously at University of Southern Mississippi working with 
the 
football program(I worked with Art Kaufman quite extensively with his 
stint 
at USM ) 

I know how busy you are but any information you could provide would 

be 
greatly appreciated. 

Thank you in advance 

All The Best, 

Chris Miller 
Direct Connect Coordinator/Advisor 
University of Central Florida 
239-898-6680 
Cemiller@mail.ucf.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 12, 2010 11:26 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First week of fall baseball 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
Wednesday the 25th at 4:15 sounds fine, but it will probably be better to do it in the team room at the Bosh. Is that OK? 

Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 7/7/2010 9:33 AM >>> 

Hello, 

This is how I would like to schedule first week. Can you look at this and tell me if medical screenings, physicals, eligibility meeting, 
academic meeting and weight lifting orientation fit into your schedule for baseball this first week. 
Thanks 
Mike 

WEEK ONE 
Mon. Aug. 23 9:00am-5:00pm: MEDICAL SCREENINGS- 

BOSHAMER TRAINING ROOM 

SEE SCHEDULE FOR YOUR TIME 

Tue. Aug. 24 CLASSES BEGIN 

2:00pm: TEAM MEET1NG- Returning players only 
3:15pm: TEAM MEET1NG- Entire Team 

Wed. Aug. 25 12:00-4:00pm: PHYSICALS- New players only 
SEE SCHEDULE FOR YOUR TIME 

PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 
PLAYERS [] LOUNGE 

SPORTS MEDICINE 

4:15pm: ACADEMIC MEETING- Entire team 

5:00pm: WEIGHT LIFTING- New players only 
BOSHAMER WEIGHT ROOM 

7:00pm: ELIGIBILITY MEETING- Entire team 

CENTER 

POPE BOX 4th floor 

SMITH 

Fri. Aug. 27 2:15pm: PHYSICAL TESTING NAVY FIELD 

Sun Aug. 29 4-player workouts-l:00-5:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 12, 2010 11:30 AM 

Janelle Breneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Camp Session-Softball 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Janelle, 
So we are at 2:15-3:45 on Wednesday and Thursday now at Eddie Smith? 

B 

>>> Janelle Breneman 7/5/2010 1:46 PM >>> 

Brent & Steve- 
Glad to hear it works for the two of yo!! 

Please plan on these times on Thursday, 15th. 

Thursday, July 15th 

2 -45 rain. groups 9-10:45 

Following Lunch 

2- 45 min. groups 1:15-3 
This is what our brochure says: Campers will be offered a strength training session as well as a n informative session with a college 
academic advisor!!!! 

Brent without the academic center I am going to have you come to Eddie Smith. You can decide if you want to meet with them inside 

(gym voice) or I thought maybe outside in the shade on the soccer bleachers. Each of you will have a group of 40 for 45 rain and then 

will switch. 

Then we will do it over again after lunch. We do not have a fancy camp lunch but you are both invited to join us at the stadium for 
lunch break in between sessions. 

Thank you both for assisting with this camp! 

Take Care. 
J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 12, 2010 3:55 PM 

Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Thursday pm meeting? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Karen, 
I spoke with our director, Robert Mercer, this afternoon, and he feels that he and Beth should be in on the meeting. Beth and I are on 
the same level and, since these issues are most often with her students, it would be better that way. Robert is free Thursday at 1 if that 
suits. 

Brent 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/12/2010 12:17 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Jane would like to know if you could meet this Thursday between 12:30 
and 4:00? 

If so, could the meeting be in her office in Greenlaw? She is on the 
second floor. 

Let me know if that works in with your schedule. 

Thanks for your quick phone call this morning! 

Thanks very much, 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant / Writing Program 
Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919 962 6871 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, July 13, 2010 9:27 AM 

Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday pm meeting? 

TEXT.htm 

I think it better if they come to Greenlaw. I’ll pass the word along to Robert. 

>>> Karen S ardi <ksardi@email. unc. edu> 7/13/2010 9:26 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Jane said that lpm is fine with her. Where do you wish to meet? Should 
she go to Athletics? Or do you prefer to come to Greenlaw? She says 
she is happy to meet in either place. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant / Writing Program 
Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919 962 6871 

Thanks for setting this up! Brent 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
> Hi Karen, 
> I spoke with our director, Robert Mercer, this afternoon, and he feels 
> that he and Beth should be in on the meeting. Beth and I are on the 
> same level and, since these issues are most often with her students, 
> it would be better that way. Robert is free Thursday at 1 if that suits. 
> 

> Brent 
> 

> >>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/12/2010 12:17 PM >>> 
> Hi Brent, 
> 

> Jane would like to know if you could meet this Thursday between 12:30 
> and 4:00? 
> 

> If so, could the meeting be in her office in Oreenlaw? She is on the 
> second floor. 

> Let me know if that works in with your schedule. 
> 

> Thanks for your quick phone call this mornin!! 

> Thanks very much, 

> Karen 

> Karen Sardi 
> Program Assistant / Writing Program 
> Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> CB 3520 / 202 Oreenlaw Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
> 919 962 6871 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 13, 2010 9:28 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday Meeting with Danielewicz 

TEXT.htm 

Thursday lpm at her office in Greenlaw. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 13, 2010 10:09 AM 

Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Thursday pm meeting? 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Karen, 
B 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/13/2010 10:07 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Okay, I’ll let her know. Her office is 201. We have no receptionist at 
the moment, so come on in -- her office is to your right once you’ve 
entered the suite of offices. 
Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant / Writing Program 

Dept of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919 962 6871 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
I think it better if they come to Greenlaw. I’ll pass the word along 
to Robert. Thanks for setting this up! Brent 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/13/2010 9:26 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Jane said that lpm is fine with her. Where do you wish to meet? Should 
she go to Athletics? Or do you prefer to come to Greenlaw? She says 
she is happy to meet in either place. 

Thanks ! 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant / Writing Program 
Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919 962 6871 

Brent Blanton wrote: 
> Hi Karen, 
> I spoke with our director, Robert Mercer, this afternoon, and he feels 
> that he and Beth should be in on the meeting. Beth and I are on the 
> same level and, since these issues are most often with her students, 
> it would be better that way. Robert is free Thursday at 1 if that 
suits. 

>> 
> Brent 

>> 



> > >>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/12/2010 12:17 PM >>> 
> > Hi Brent, 
>> 
> > Jane would like to know if you could meet this Thursday between 12:30 
> > and 4:00? 
>> 
> > If so, could the meeting be in her office in Greenlaw? She is on the 
> > second floor. 
>> 
> > Let me know if that works in with your schedule. 
>> 
> > Thanks for your quick phone call this morning! 
>> 
> > Thanks very much, 
>> 

> > Karen 
>> 

> > Karen Sardi 
> > Program Assistant / Writing Program 
> > Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
> > UNC at Chapel Hill 
> > CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
> > 919 962 6871 
>> 



Thanks Karen, 
B 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/13/2OLO lO:O7 AM 
Hi Brent, 
Okay, I’ll let her know. Her office is 2Ol. We have no receptionist at 
the moment, so come on in -- her office is to your right once you’ve 
entered the suite of offices. 
Karen 

Karen Sardi 

Program Assistant / Writing Program 

Dept of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919 962 6871 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

I think it better if they come to Greenlaw. I’ll pass the word along 

to Robert. Thanks for setting this up! Brent 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/13/2OLO 9:26 AM 

Hi Brent, 

Jane said that lpm is fine with her. Where do you wish to meet? Should 

she go to Athletics? Or do you prefer to come to Greenlaw? She says 

she is happy to meet in either place. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 

Program Assistant ! Writing Program 

Dept of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919 962 6871 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

> Hi Karen, 

> I spoke with our director, Robert Mercer, this afternoon, and he feels 

> that he and Beth should be in on the meeting. Beth and I are on the 

> same level and, since these issues are most often with her students, 

> it would be better that way. Robert is free Thursday at i if that 

suits. 

>> 

> Brent 

> >>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 7/12/2OLO 12:17 PM 

> Hi Brent, 



Jane would like to know if you could meet this Thursday between 12:3o 

and 4:00? 

If so, could the meeting be in her office in Greenlaw? She is on the 

second floor. 

Let me know if that works in with your schedule. 

Thanks for your quick phone call this morning! 

Thanks very much, 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 

Program Assistant ! Writing Program 

Dept of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB 3520 / 2o2 Greenlaw Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919 962 6871 



I appreciate all of the help; she has a registration hold right now because of monies owed - not sure if it is scholarship- 

related or not. Once that is taken care of, I’ll let you know. As for the new system, all I can say is that it is crap.., too many 

moving parts making it too complicated. Jury’s out on the new website, although I will say I preferred the black 

background overlaying the picture, but we know how "in the box" people need things around here... 

B 

>>> Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 7/13/2010 11:40 AM >>> 
I think so, but I am not the instructor of record anymore--I will be 
working with the instructor though. I have been trying to add her, but 
get all kinds of"data errors" and then it sends me to a new screen. I 

hate this new system, and also the new UNC homepage!!! 

How was your vacation? Hope you had a great time. 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 13, 2010 1:09 PM 

Elizabeth Pratson <ELIZABETH.PRATSON@ATT.NET> 

Re: tutoring in Geology 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Hi Elizabeth, 
Let’s go with early next week. Any day or time works for me right now. Say Wednesday some time? 

Brent 

>>> Elizabeth Pratson <ELIZABETH.PRATSON@ATT.NET> 7/13/2010 10:56 AM >>> 
Yes, I would be happy to meet with you. I am leaving town this Thursday, but will be back Monday evening. I am here through the 
rest of July, but gone much of August (but back in time for classes). I could come in today or tomorrow, or after I return next week. 

Thank you for your interest, and I look forward to meeting with you. 
Elizabeth Pratson 
929-8655 

On Jul 13, 2010, at 9:07 AM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Good morning Ms. Pratson, 
Thank you for your interest in our program. We will indeed have a need in our program for a Geology tutor, but as of now, I must 
begin my search on campus. That being said, are you free to speak in the coming weeks about the possibilities given that our typical 
on-campus search efforts come up lacking? 

I look forward to speaking to you soon, 
Brent Blanton 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:ii~arheelbh~e.csW.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

>>> Elizabeth Pratson <ELIZABETH.PRATSON@ATT.NET> 7/12/2010 9:32 PM >>> 
Hello, 



My name is Elizabeth Pratson~ and I am currently teaching both 
"Introduction to Geology" and "Energy and Environment" at Elon as an 
adjunct professor. I am interested in part-time work closer to Chapel 
Hill, and was given your name as someone who may be able to use 
someone to tutor athletes. I am attaching my resume. You may use the 
contacts on the resume, or email me if you think that I can be of 
assistance. 

Thank you, 
Elizabeth Pratson 



Hi Elizabeth, 
Let’s go with early next week. Any day or time works for me right now. Say Wednesday some time? 

Brent 

>>> Elizabeth Pratson <ELIZABETH.PRATSON@ATT.NET> 7/i3/:~OlO lO:56 AM >>> 

Yes, I would be happy to meet with you. I am leaving town this Thursday, but will be back Monday evening. I am here 

through the rest of July, but gone much of August (but back in time for classes). I could come in today or tomorrow, or 

after I return next week. 

Thank you for your interest, and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Elizabeth Pratson 

929-8655 

On Jul 13, 2OLO, at 9:07 AM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Good morning Ms. Pratson, 

Thank you for your interest in our program. We will indeed have a need in our program for a Geology 
tutor, but as of now, I must begin my search on campus. That being said, are you free to speak in the 
coming weeks about the possibilities given that our typical on-campus search efforts come up lacking? 

I look forward to speaking to you soon, 
Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 

>>> Elizabeth Pratson <EL~ZABETH.PRATSON@ATT.NET> 7/l:Z/:ZO10 9:32 PM >>> 
Hello, 

My name is Elizabeth Pratson, and I am currently teaching both 

"Introduction to Geology" and "Energy and Environment" at Elon as an 

adjunct professor. I am interested in part-time work closer to Chapel 

Hill, and was given your name as someone who may be able to use 

someone to tutor athletes. I am attaching my resume. You may use the 

contacts on the resume, or email me if you think that I can be of 

assistance. 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth Pratson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 14, 2010 9:36 AM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policy Handout 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2009.docx 

Here it is sir... Let me know if you have any questions. B 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2009 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Tuesday, Aug. 25t" 

Monday, Aug. 31st 

Monday, Sept. 7t" 

Tuesday, Sept. 8t" 

Friday, Oct. 9t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Monday, Oct. 19t" 

Wednesday, Oct. 21t" 

Monday, Oct. 26t" 

Wednesday, Nov. 25t" 

Thur.E Fri., Nov. 26t" - 27t" 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

cynthiar®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9893 

®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

mwillingham®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

jaimielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

stpeace®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

Classes End 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 9th 

Wednesday, Dec. 9th 

Thur., Dec. 10th/Tues., Dec. 15th 

Friday, Dec. 1 lth 

Friday, Dec. 18th 

Sunday, Dec. 20th 

96614102 

96218247 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete 6 hours of structured study per week. Upperclassmen 
who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include computer lab usage). 

Structured Study starts on Sunday, August 30th. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center opens at 7pm and smaLL group tutoring wiLL run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee sufficient 

time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring wiLL begin on Sunday, August 30th. The tutor schedule is posted on 

the buLLetin boards in the Academic Center. This schedule is constantly changing so be sure to check it on a regular basis. If you need an individual 

tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
All computers have Internet and email access. During peak hours you wiLL be Limited to one hour at the computer. If you have any questions about the 

computers or software please see the computer lab monitor. He/she wiLL be glad to assist you. Computer lab monitors wiLL be on duty Sunday through 

Thursday from 7:00pm to 10pm. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5600 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by October 2nd. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 
¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor. 
¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 PHYA or LFIT - depending upon initial enrollment date - needed (check with your Academic Support advisor to make sure that credit for playing 

your varsity sport has been added for those who entered prior to summer/fall 2006) 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~ Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cam 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2009 graduation - Friday, October 9th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~ Sciences or Business College 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~ Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

1.5 cum gpa and 24 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

1.75 cum gpa and 51 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

1.9 cum gpa and 78 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours 2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA E HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours + declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 

FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 



IMPORTANT!!! 18 degree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned during the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and spring semester). Physicat education activity ctasses DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA eti~ibitity and therefore 

are not counted toward futt-time enrottment for art students fottowin~ UNC’s otd curricutum standards. Lifetime fitness courses DO 
count for art students fottowin~ the new curricutum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 14, 2010 10:46 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS meetings tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

I’m not. 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 7/14/2010 10:39 AM 
Please let me know if you are planning on meeting any students for CTOPS during the 4:30 time period tomorrow. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jerm Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 14, 2010 2:02 PM 

Janelle Breneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Advanced Camp Handout 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; UNC SOFTBALL ADVANCED CAMP.docx 

Hi Janelle, 
I am not handing this out today or tomorrow, but it is the bulk of my talking points. Should anyone want a copy, could you hand them 
out? I don’t want to saddle them with papers today when they are heading back outside. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.csJ~.,.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
Introduction to Academics 

THINGS I NEED TO KNOWAND BE ON TOP OF... 

¯ Grade Point Average 

¯ SAT/ACT Test Scores 

¯ Class Rank 

¯ Extracurricular Activities (besides softball) 

¯ Community Service 
¯ Institutions of Interest 
¯ NCAA ELIGIBILITY CENTER! 

¯ Official Visits 

WHA T FACTORS INTO GPA CALCULATION 

1. ENGLISH - FOUR years of credit 

2. MATH - THREE years at the Algebra I level or higher 

3- NATURAL SCIENCE - Two years (including at least one laboratory course if offered by the high school. Computer Science courses containing 

significant programming elements that meet graduation requirements in the area of natural or physical science also may be accepted.) 

4- ADDITIONAL COURSES IN ENGLISH, MATH OR NATURAL/PHYSICAL SCIENCE - ONE year 

5- SOCIAL SCIENCE - TWO years 

6. ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC COURSES - FOUR years 

¯ Any of the above areas plus foreign language, computer science, philosophy or nondoctrinal religion courses count in this 

category 

These courses represent the CORE courses that all NCAA eligibility is based upon. They are also fairly consistent with most institutions admissions 

standards. Below is a table showing the similarities and differences between UNC’s admissions standards and the NCAA standards. 

JNC Standar& 

FOUR English 

FOUR Math 

TWO Foreign Language 

THREE Science - one biological, one physical & one laboratory 

TWO Social Science (including one US history) 

Additional courses for a total of 16 

I’OTAL = 16 

qCAA Standard,~ 

FOUR English 

THREE Math 

NO Language requirement per se 

TWO Science - one laboratory 

TWO Social Science 

ONE Additional English, Math or Science 

FOUR Additional courses 

rOTAL = 1( 

THE COMBINATION OF TEST SCORES AND CORE GPA DETERMINE NCAA ELIGIBILITY 

_~ORE GP~ 

3.55 & above 

2.55 

2.45 

:2.3 

2,.175 

~.o~5 

2,.0 

4EQUIRED SAT TEST SCORE 

400 

8oo 

84o-85o 

9oo 

95° 

1OOO 

1010 

REQUIRED SUM ACT TEST SCORE 

37 

66 

7° 

75 

80 

85 

86 

CLASS RANK 

Class Rank is important because universities want to see how you measure up against your peers. Core GPA’s and test scores are all relative because they 

mean so many things for so many people. How rank within your own class, however, puts things into a better perspective for the evaluator. 

UNIVERSITIES PAY GREAT ATTENTION TO THIS CATEGORY! 

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

Universities want to see a well-rounded student. The more activities in which a person is involved, the more opportunities for that person to connect and 

work with others and develop skills that greatly enhance a college campus. Universities want students that bring things besides simple book learning to 

the table. 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 

Students who are involved in their local communities are attractive to universities because the institution sees those students as people who will help 
enhance the college community. 

NCAA ELIGIBILITY CENTER 

It is important for you to register with the eligibility center as soon as possible. Before any student is eligible to compete, he/she must be certified by the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. You can register at http://eligibilitycenter.org/ECWRMNCAA EMS/NCAA.html. All transcripts and test scores must be sent to 

the Eligibility Center at the address below: 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

Certification Processing 

PO Box 7136 
Indianapolis, IN 46zo7 



OFFICIAL VISITS 

Official vs. Unofficial - The difference is determined by who pays! If the institution pays for the visit, it is an OFFICIAL visit. In order to make an official 

visit, you MUST have submitted both your high school transcript AND your test scores to the institution BEFORE you can make the trip. 

An unofficial visit is paid for by the student, and no documentation is needed before the visit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 15, 2010 7:16 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Preseason business/College Services 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Anson, 
In year’s past we would have definitely qualified, but I’m afraid we missed the 3.0 threshold in both semesters last year. 
negative response; we should have a better year this year however. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> Anson Dorrance 7/14/2010 5:11 PM >>> 
Brent, 

see if we qualify for this .... 

Sorry for the 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 



Indicate type of waiver. Check all that apply: 

Division I- Credit Hour [] Grade-Point Average [] Percentage of Degree [] Other [] 

Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Disability) [] Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Other) [] 

Division II- Credit Hour [] Grade-Point Average [] Other [] 

Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Disability) [] Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Other) [] 

WAIVER OF PROGRESS-TOWARD-DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
PURSUANT TO NCAA BYLAW 14.4 and 14.1 

WAIVER APPLICATION 
2009-10 Academic Year 

For Use by Member Institutions Only 

This application must be completed and all required documentation noted in Attachment A must be submitted 
before the NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, NCAA Division I Committee on 
Progress-Toward-Degree Waivers or NCAA Division II Academic Requirements Subcommittee on Progress- 
Toward-Degree Waivers may process the waiver request. Please note that the NCAA academic and 
membership affairs staff has seven calendar days to process a complete waiver request and render a 
decision. Please type or print. 

For Division I only, the staff/committee/subcommittee will not consider waiver applications f!led on behalf of a 

student-athlete if that student-athlete’s eligibility will not be directly affected by the outcome of the waiver 
decision (e.g., no remaining eligibility, no longer in college). The progress-toward-degree waiver process is 
intended to address academic eligibility issues specific to a particular student-athlete. Cases f!led for purposes 
other than this will not be considered by the staff/committee/cabinet (e.g., case f!led for the purpose of increasing 
a team’s NCAA Division 1Academic Progress Rate) unless the following conditions are met: 

Circumstances beyond the control of the institution prevented timely submission of the waiver, 

The reason for missing the f!Hng deadline involved no fault of the student-athlete; and 

The supporting documentation for the waiver is available and complete. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Applicant institution: Conference: 

Sport: Division (of sport): 

Student-athlete’s name: 

Student-athlete’s SSN: Institutional ID: 

Seasons of competition remaining:. 

Student-athlete’s next scheduled contest or date of competition: 

Student-athlete’s status: 

Date of initial collegiate enrollment: 

Date of initial collegiate enrollment at applicant institution, if different: 

Date of discovery of the deficiency: 

Reason waiver is being requested. 



NCAA Progress-Toward-Degree Waiver Requirements 
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Bylaw 14.4 deficiency/Bylaw 14.1 request. 

(1) Please list the number of credit hours or grade points the student-athlete is 
deficient: 

(2) Please specify what bylaw(s) the student-athlete does not meet (list all that apply) (e.g., 
deficiency meeting the six-hour requirement). 

(3) If the request is for less than full-time enrollment, please indicate the number of credit hours 
in which the student-athlete will be enrolled: 

Special/mitigating circumstances. 

Please explain in detail in an attached letter the circumstances that precluded the student- 
athlete’s fulfillment of the progress-toward-degree requirements specified in Bylaw 14.4 or the 
basis for the request for less than full-time enrollment specified in Bylaw 14.1. Please attach to 
this application any additional supportive documentation the institution would like the Division I or 
II staff/committee/subcommittee to consider regarding these circumstances (e.g., affidavits, letters 
of corroboration or explanation, medical records), including what measures the student-athlete took 
to meet the requirements. Please refer to Attachment A, No. 4 in the event the mitigating 
circumstances involve misadvisement. 

10. Please list the student-athlete’s designated degree program (if one has been declared): 

11. 

How many credit hours in the student-athlete’s degree program are required for graduation? 

semester hours or quarter hours. 

Program length per official institutional catalog (please check one): 

[] Four years [] Five years [] Other (please explain): 

Please list any other degree programs previously declared and indicate the official date of this change: 

Degree Program Effective Date Number of Credit Hours in Program 

12. On the following page, please list in chronological order the student-athlete’s entire collegiate educational 
and participation history. This must be completed in full and totaled. (Attach copies of official 
transcripts from all institutions attended by the student-athlete to verify this information.) Please list 
information on a term-by-term basis. If more space is needed, please attach additional information using 
the same chart format. 
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[NOTE: When completing the chart on the following page, credits used to satisfy progress-toward-degree 
requirements are credits acceptable toward the current designated degree program, as opposed to the 
credits that were applicable to the designated degree in the term in which they were earned. In cases 
where a change in degree program is being presented as mitigation, please complete two grids, one 
indicating hours applicable to the current degree and one indicating hours applicable to the previous 
degree.] 

Please note the following symbol references: 

SSI - 1st Summer session; 
SSII - 2nd Summer session; 
F - Fall semester/quarter; 
W - Winter quarter or intersession (e.g., J-term); and 
S - Spring semester/quarter. 
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Academic 
term 
(example: 

fall 2005) 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

Totals 

Institution Full Two-year/ 
time/ Four- year 
Part institution 
time 

Credits 
attempted 

Total 
term 
credits 
earned 

Credits that 
meet 
progress- 
toward-degree 
requirements 

(as of that 
term) 

Credits that 
meet 
percentage-of- 
degree 
requirements 

(as of date of 
request, if 
applicable) 

Term 

grade- 
point 
average 

Did the 
student 
-athlete 
compet 
e? 
Yes/No 
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*Please total all columns. 

Student-athlete’s grade-point average used for eligibility 

certification: 

Total credits earned toward the student-athlete’s declared 

degree: 

13. Verification. 

THE SIGNATURES OF THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS ARE REQUIRED 
FOR ALL WAIVER REQUESTS: 

The undersigned understands that it is a violation of Bylaw 10.1 to knowingly furnish 
fraudulent academic credit, false transcripts or misleading information. 

Director of Athletics 
OR 

AND 
Senior Woman Administrator 

Faculty Athletics Representative 
OR 

Chancellor/President 

Name and title of institutional contact person: 

(Note: All correspondence regarding this waiver will be directed to the contact person.) 

Telephone number: 

Fax number: 

E-mail address: 

Within 72 hours (three-working days) of receipt of waiver, the contact person will be notified via e-mail to 
confirm receipt of the waiver, identify any missing information and provide the name of the staff member 
handling the waiver. Requests regarding the status of the waiver are discouraged within the 72-hour 
period (three-working days). 

To be completed by student-athlete. The undersigned understands that it is a violation of Bylaw 10.1 to 
knowingly furnish fraudulent academic credit, false transcripts or misleading information. 

Buckley Statement. I give my consent to disclose only to authorized representatives of this institution, its 
athletics conference (if any) and the NCAA, any documents or information pertaining to my NCAA eligibility. 
Additionally, I give my consent to the NCAA to disclose personally identifiable information from my education 
records to a third party (including but not limited to the media) in order to explain the NCAA’s decision regarding 
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this waiver request, without such disclosure constituting a violation of my rights under the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. 

Signature (student-athlete): 

Student-athlete’s address: 

Student-athlete’s city/state/zip: 

Please note that all notification 

Date: 

relative to this waiver request will be sent by e-mail. Please provide 

information for the following: 

Director of Athletics: 

Telephone Number: 

Conference Commissioner: 

Telephone Number: 

E-mail address: 

Fax number: 

E-mail address: 

Fax number: 

*Please fax completed waiver application and supporting documents to: 
Academic and Membership Affairs at 317/917-6962. 



ATTACHMENT A 

DOCUMENTATION 

1. Standard documentation (to be provided unless staff indicates otherwise): 

a. A completed progress-toward-degree waiver application; 

b. Written evidence (e.g., letters or statements) of the compelling mitigating circumstance(s) supporting the 
waiver request; 

c. Written documentation supporting the mitigation asserted by the institution; 

d. A copy of the student-athlete’s current official transcript and official transcripts from all previous 
institutions attended (print-screen transcripts will not be accepted); and 

An academic-recovery plan, designed by the institution, that demonstrates how the student-athlete’s 
individual efforts, course-schedule planning (including consideration of academic- and athletics-related 
time demands) and use of academic resources (including the use of support services and other 
accommodations for education-impacting disabilities) will correct the student-athlete’s academic- 
eligibility deficiencies. An acceptable academic-recovery plan should demonstrate that the student- 
athlete is able to graduate within five years of full-time enrollment. Both the student-athlete and an 
institutional representative with academic oversight must sign the student-athlete’s academic recovery 
plan. (See Attachment B for an example academic-recovery plan.) 

2. To be provided if requested by NCAA staff to support the waiver request: 

a. Description of the designated degree requirements as found in the academic catalog; 

b. Degree audit; and 

c. Current course-enrollment list. 

3. Additional documentation to be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions on behalf of student-athletes with education-impacting disabilities. 

If requesting a less than full-time enrollment waiver for a student-athlete with a current impairment that 
has substantial educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic performance, written documentation 
from an appropriate institutional academic authority (e.g., registrar) that the institution has defined the 
student-athlete’s full-time enrollment to be less than 12 hours to compensate for the student-athlete’s 
disability. 

b. A written copy of the institution’s policies and curriculum guidelines applicable to all students with 
current impairments that have a substantial educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic 
performance. [Note: The committee/cabinet will not consider appeals in cases in which the institution 
does not have an established written policy.] 

c. A summary of support services and other accommodations provided by the applicant institution designed 
to assist the student-athlete with a current impairment that have a substantial educational impact on the 
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student-athlete’s academic performance, in general, and the student-athlete for whom the waiver is being 
sought in particular. This summary normally would be expected to include accommodations provided by 
the institution with respect to the student-athlete’s athletics responsibilities, as well as the academic and 
other support services provided and any institutional accommodations related to adjustments of minimum 
academic performance requirements. 

Full and complete documentation of the student-athlete’s current impairment that has a substantial 
educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic performance including: 

A current diagnosis of the disability, including the results of specific measures or tests, which 
formed the basis of the diagnosis. If specific circumstances of the case indicate that this 
requirement is unnecessary, a prior diagnosis may be acceptable. [Note: The 
staff/committee/cabinet reserves the right to request a second opinion or diagnosis.] 

(2) A copy of the student-athlete’s recommended accommodations, if applicable. 

(3) A copy of the student-athlete’s individual education plan, if applicable. 

Additional documentation to be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions on behalf of student-athletes with psychological or mental health issues (e.g., depression, 
bipolar disorder, alcoholism, eating disorder): 

¯ Contemporaneous or other appropriate medical documentation provided by an individual who is 
qualified and licensed to diagnose and treat the particular illness (e.g., psychiatrist, psychologist). 

An institution filing a progress-toward-degree waiver for a student-athlete with an education- 
impacting disability must identify if it previously filed a disability initial-eligibility waiver request for 
the same student-athlete. 

(1) 

(2) 

If the institution previously submitted a disability initial-eligibility waiver request for the 
student-athlete, the institution must provide a summary of the support services and/or 
accommodations that the student-athlete has used at the institution. If the support services 
and/or accommodations provided differ from the support services and/or accommodations that 
were described in the student-athlete’s initial-eligibility waiver request, the institution must 
provide a written statement explaining why the support services and/or accommodations 
changed. 

If the student-athlete did not use any support services and/or accommodations, the institution 
must provide a statement explaining why the student-athlete did not use available support 
services and/or accommodations. 

4. Additional documentation must be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions that cite misadvisement, lack of advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward- 
degree regulations as a mitigating circumstance. 
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a. Documentation of misadvisement. 

A written statement of explanation from the person(s) responsible for providing erroneous 
information. This statement needs to summarize the information given to the student-athlete. In the 
event the individual responsible for the misadvisement is not available, the institution should submit 
a statement from the individual’s supervisor including an explanation as to the reason(s) the 
individual is not available (e.g., no longer employed, etc.). 

(2) If available, contemporaneous documentation demonstrating misadvice (e.g., notes, phone logs). 

(3) A written statement from the student-athlete in question demonstrating whether the student-athlete, 
in good faith, relied on the erroneous information to his or her detriment. The statement should 
include a chronology of events. 

(4) A written statement from the institution regarding its actions to educate the student-athlete about the 
progress-toward-degree requirements. 

(5) Previously submitted institutional recovery plans, if the institution has submitted a progress-toward- 
degree waiver based on misadvisement in the past. 

Institutional-recovery plan.* A written institutional-recovery plan regarding steps being taken by the 
institution to ensure proper advisement and avoid such problems in the future. Such a recovery plan may 
include but is not limited to: 

(1) Educational initiatives to be conducted by the institution relative to student-athletes and personnel 
who have a role in providing academic advisement to student-athletes. 

(2) Development of corrective actions to ensure that the student-athlete will receive proper academic 
advisement relative to the evaluation of student-athlete’s degree programs and course selection and 
the evaluation of the student-athlete’s transcript to ensure courses are acceptable for satisfying the 
progress-toward-degree requirements. 

(3) The plan must be signed by the athletics representative with academic oversight for student-athletes, 
the director of athletics and the faculty athletics representative. If the misadvisement, lack of 
advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations was committed by 
another staff member (e.g., a coach), that person should also sign the institutional recovery plan. 

Please note that institutional-recovery plans submitted with waivers citing misadvisement, lack of 
advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations as mitigation are kept 
on file at the NCAA national office. These plans are referenced when considering other progress- 
toward-degree waivers submitted by the same institution citing misadvisement, lack of advisement 
and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations as mitigation. Should an 
institution assert misadvisement in multiple years, the staff will review institutional recovery plans. 
If a plan was submitted by an institution and then not followed in a future year, the president or 
chancellor will be notified that the institution has an advisement issue. 



ATTACHMENT B 

Academic-Recovery Plan 

An academic-recovery plan for a student-athlete needs to be designed by the institution and demonstrate how 
the student-athlete’s individual efforts, course-schedule planning (including consideration of academic-related 
and athletics-related time demands) and use of academic resources (including the use of support services and 
other accommodations for education-impacting disabilities) will correct his or her academic-eligibility 
deficiencies. 

2. An acceptable academic-recovery plan also needs to demonstrate that the student-athlete is able to graduate 
within five years of initial full-time enrollment, including a term-by-term scheduling of courses to the greatest 
extent possible. 

3. When designing the academic-recovery plan, an institution should consider the student-athlete’s historical 
academic achievement to ensure that the plan is realistic and achievable. 

4. Both the student-athlete and an institutional representative with academic oversight (e.g., faculty athletics 
representative, director of academic support services, etc.) must sign the plan. 

5. The NCAA staff/committee/cabinet may request that additional information be included in the plan as 
needed. 

6. The staff/committee/cabinet may consider academic-recovery plans for student-athletes that deviate from the 
requirement that student-athletes graduate within five years of full-time enrollment. These plans will be 
accepted on a case-by-case basis when warranted by the particular facts of the waiver. 



SAMPLE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

MEMORANDUM 

Department of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Support Services 

TO: NCAA Division I Progress-Toward-Degree Waivers Committee 
NCAA Division II Academic Requirements Subcommittee on Progress- 
Toward-Degree Waivers. 

FROM: Faculty Athletics Representative/Director of Academic Services. 

DATE: Current. 

SUBJECT: Academic-Recovery Plan for John Doe. 

John Doe will enroll in 12 to 15 hours over the next several terms to complete his graduation requirements within 
five years of enrollment. In order to support his classroom endeavors, he must do the following (for example): 

1. Meet with his academic counselor once a week. 

2. Attend 10 hours per week in a structured learning environment that will consist of supplemental instruction, 
individual tutoring and monitored study time. When his grade-point average reaches 2.300, his mandatory 
attendance will be reduced to six hours. 

3. Record academic scores and grades to assist in monitoring academic performance as determined by his 
advisor. 

4. Attend all classes (including labs) unless excused for athletics travel or other circumstances approved by his 
advisor. 

5. Use all accommodations as prescribed by the institution’s Office of Disability Services or similar entity (if 
applicable). 

The student-athlete support services will remain committed to the academic progress of Mr. Doe, with the goal of 
achieving graduation within the scholarship time limitations outlined by the NCAA. 

[NOTE: Institutions may self impose penalties or sanctions for noncompliance.] 



SAMPLE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

JOHN DOE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

Attached are Mr. Doe’s current transcripts and degree plan. This academic forecast is based on the assumption 
that Mr. Doe will successfully complete the 12 hours he is presently enrolled for the spring term and a review of 
hours taken in previous semesters. The elective requirements allow some flexibility in scheduling for unforeseen 
circumstances. 

To complete his degree, Mr. Doe must complete 58 hours. His hours include: 

EH 208 
PPy 101 
MS 110 

IS 
GEO 231 
GEO 420 
GEO 425 
GEO 
GEO 
SCH 

Classics World Literature 3 Credits 
Intro to Philosophy 3 Credits 
Mathematics of Change & Motion 3 Credits 
Humanities 3 Credits 
International Studies 3 Credits 
PHSY GEO: Weather 3 Credits 
Methods of Social Research 3 Credits 
Survey Research Methods 3 Credits 
Applied Geography/Independent Study 3 Credits 
GEO Elective 3 Credits 
Speech 3 Credits 

Electives 25 Credits 
58 Credits 

SUMMER 05 
EH208 3 Credits 

MS 110 3 Credits 

Elect. 1 Credits 

7 Credits 

FALL 05 SPRING 06 
GEO 231 3 Credits SCH 3 Credits 
GEO 425 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 

15 Credits. 15 Credits 

SUMMER 06 
PPy 101 3 Credits 
IS 3 Credits 

6 Credits 

FALL 06 TERM TOTALS 
Hum 3 Credits SUM 04 7 Credits 
Ind.St 3 Credits FALL 04 15 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits SPR 05 15 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits SUM 05 6 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits FALL 05 15 Credits 

15 Credits 58 Credits 

By signing this plan, I understand that it must be completed as outlined. Failure to do so could result in additional 

progress-toward-degree deficiencies. Any future progress-toward-degree waivers will include a review of this plan to 

determine if it was followed. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Institutional Representative with Academic Oversight Date 

Other (optional) (e.g., coach, director of athletics) Date 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
May 18, 2009                   KEY:hrc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 1:22 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Rowing in database 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Susan, 
After going through everything, no one lost any commentary between my backup in May and now. It appears that not much was said 
if anything on several of them - maybe theyare on Novice and came on late. 

B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 7/2/2010 12:05 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 
Hope you are having a great vacation. 

I have been going through Rowing now that Kym has the spring hours in there, and for some kids, something just doesn’t seem right, 
meaning I don’t see any comments at all. At the very least, everyone should have at least 1 comment on the Compliance side, I think. 
Anyway, it just makes me nervous. Is that something that you are able to look into? I don’t know why some would have comments 
and some wouldn’t. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 16, 2010 9:44 AM 

darob ert@mailb ox. sc. edu 
Re: ESPN NCAAF Sources: NCAA probing UNC football 

TEXT.htm 

There’s a mighty steep price to pay when you completely sell out to a coach like Davis. I find it humorous that people say he "cleaned 
up" the Miami program. I guess they just kept things quiet better than most... 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 7/15/2010 11:51 PM >>> 
o.comincf/stor~’ ?storvId-5384232&tot~. 

Sent on the Now Network[2 from my Sprint[2 BlackBerry 

What the ...... ???? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 16, 2010 12:24 PM 

darob ert@mailb ox. sc. edu 

Re: ESPN NCAAF Sources: NCAA probing UNC football 

TEXT.htm 

First of all, lose the "our"... You are a Gamecock now. That said, from what limited knowledge I have of it, I’d say 6-7. 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 7/16/2010 11:56 AM >>> 
Scale 1 to 10 (worst), what’s our situation? 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Brent Blanton 
To: darobert@mailbox.sc.edu 
Subject: Re: ESPN NCAAF Sources: NCAA probing UNC football 
Sent: Jul 16, 2010 9:44 AM 

There’s a mighty steep price to pay when you completely sell out to a coach like Davis. I find it humorous that people say he "cleaned 
up" the Miami program. I guess they just kept things quiet better than most... 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 7/15/2010 11:51 PM >>> 
o.comir~cl~is~orv ?s~orvId=53g4232&~o~. 

Sent on the Now Network[] from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 
What the ...... ???? 

Sent on the Now Network[] from my Sprint[] BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 19, 2010 11:34 AM 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Conference call.., use of your office phone 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
Just got into the office this morning, so I am not sure if Nate responded or not. You can definitely use mine if you still need it. Also, I 
got your message from Friday afternoon. Everything OK? 

B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 7/19/2010 7:44 AM >>> 

Nate and Brent, 

Would I be able to borrow either of your phones today (Monday, July 19) at 1:00pm? I have a short (15-20 minutes) conference call 
scheduled with some SAs. Both of you have the magic "conference" button on your phone; I do not. Thanks in advance. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 19, 2010 12:21 PM 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Conference call.., use of your office phone 

TEXT.htm 

Cool; see you soon, B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 7/19/2010 12:14 PM >>> 

Thanks for the response. Nate has already responded that I would be able to use his, but I appreciate the willingness to share your 
phone. Everything is good. The call is to return the 360 feedback for w-lax. 

>>> Brent Blanton 7/19/2010 11:33 AM >>> 
Hi Shelley, 
Just got into the office this morning, so I am not sure if Nate responded or not. You can definitely use mine if you still need it. Also, I 

got your message from Friday afternoon. Everything OK? 

B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 7/19/2010 7:44 AM >>> 

Nate and Brent, 

Would I be able to borrow either of your phones today (Monday, July 19) at 1:00pm? I have a short (15-20 minutes) conference call 
scheduled with some SAs. Both of you have the magic "conference" button on your phone; I do not, Thanks in advance. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 19, 2010 1:22 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Can we all meet tomorrow at 10:30? RJM 

TEXT.htm 

Works for me 

>>> Robert Mercer 7/19/2010 1:21 PM >>> 
Can we all meet tomorrow at 10:30? RJM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 19, 2010 1:22 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Holiday time worked needs approval 

TEXT.htm 

all beth 

>>> Robert Mercer 7/19/2010 1:19 PM >>> 

>>> Joyce Dalgleish 7/19/2010 1:18 PM >>> 
Robert, 

The following employees in your area worked the holiday, because the are non-student temps are to be paid holiday premium pay for 
hours worked on a holiday. Please approve the holiday time worked ASAP. 
Thanks, 
Joyce 

Andrews 
Bynum 
Ewing 
Morgan 
Spencer 
Upson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010 1:16 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hi Jenn, 
Walk this email’s instructions and it should load pretty easily. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 4:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hello All, 
Attached is a new install from Sean. Some of you may be having trouble running grade reports with real time 
data. This new install is supposed to help with that to some extent. After installing myself, I ran football and it 
took a little over 15 minutes for the report to appear. Smaller sports should take less time. Go ahead with the 
new install anyway and hopefully it will be somewhat helpful. Running real time data is simply going to take a 
little longer, so you may want to factor that into planning as you work through these grade sheets. Let me know 
if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 2:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: XML process 

Susan, 

I got a reply stating nothing appeared to be wrong, that the slowness 
might just be because of a busy season right now. 

Since that does not help out much, I have changed some settings in the 
program to handle the latency a little better. I have placed a new 
install on the support site for you to install. 

https://admissionsapp.unc.edu/support/?setup=athletics 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 1:18 PM 
To: Sean M. Crisman 
Subject: Re: FW: XML process 

OK thank you. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC 
Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 12/17/2007 12:02 PM 
>>> 

Susan, 

There does appear to be a slowness problem. I’ve sent an email to them, 
and cc-ed you, explaining the problem so they can look into it. 



Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

From: Sean M. Crisman 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 12:00 PM 
To: ’Rick Kinney’ 
Cc: ’Susan B. Maloy’ 
Subject: XML process 

Rick, 

Could you check to see if there is a problem with the s4.its.unc.edu 
server. I appear to be having problems getting large numbers of 
students (75) from one XML query. Example: 

<sisrequest><login user="?’’ password="?’’ reqdept="ath’’/><request 
reqtype="students’’ term="20079"><selects><select seltype="career’’ 
/><select seltype="degree’’/><select seltype="term’’/><select 
seltype="transfer’’/></selects><students><student pid="714019958" 
/><student pid="713987410’’/><student pid="711092789"/><student 
pid="711276800"/></students></request></sisrequest> 

These 4 return quickly on the test server, s4t, but they take a while 
to return on the live server. We have been doing 75 per query for the 

last year at least in under 90 seconds, but now I’m having about a 
50/50 chance of getting 10 back in that timeframe before it times out. 

Thanks, 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



Indicate type of waiver. Check all that apply: 

Division I- Credit Hour [] Grade-Point Average [] Percentage of Degree [] Other [] 

Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Disability) [] Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Other) [] 

Division II- Credit Hour [] Grade-Point Average [] Other [] 

Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Disability) [] Less Than Full-Time Enrollment (Other) [] 

WAIVER OF PROGRESS-TOWARD-DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
PURSUANT TO NCAA BYLAW 14.4 and 14.1 

WAIVER APPLICATION 
2009-10 Academic Year 

For Use by Member Institutions Only 

This application must be completed and all required documentation noted in Attachment A must be submitted 
before the NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet, NCAA Division I Committee on 
Progress-Toward-Degree Waivers or NCAA Division II Academic Requirements Subcommittee on Progress- 
Toward-Degree Waivers may process the waiver request. Please note that the NCAA academic and 
membership affairs staff has seven calendar days to process a complete waiver request and render a 
decision. Please type or print. 

For Division I only, the staff/committee/subcommittee will not consider waiver applications f!led on behalf of a 

student-athlete if that student-athlete’s eligibility will not be directly affected by the outcome of the waiver 
decision (e.g., no remaining eligibility, no longer in college). The progress-toward-degree waiver process is 
intended to address academic eligibility issues specific to a particular student-athlete. Cases f!led for purposes 
other than this will not be considered by the staff/committee/cabinet (e.g., case f!led for the purpose of increasing 
a team’s NCAA Division 1Academic Progress Rate) unless the following conditions are met: 

Circumstances beyond the control of the institution prevented timely submission of the waiver, 

The reason for missing the f!Hng deadline involved no fault of the student-athlete; and 

The supporting documentation for the waiver is available and complete. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Applicant institution: Conference: 

Sport: Division (of sport): 

Student-athlete’s name: 

Student-athlete’s SSN: Institutional ID: 

Seasons of competition remaining:. 

Student-athlete’s next scheduled contest or date of competition: 

Student-athlete’s status: 

Date of initial collegiate enrollment: 

Date of initial collegiate enrollment at applicant institution, if different: 

Date of discovery of the deficiency: 

Reason waiver is being requested. 



NCAA Progress-Toward-Degree Waiver Requirements 
Waiver Application 
Page No. 2 

Bylaw 14.4 deficiency/Bylaw 14.1 request. 

(1) Please list the number of credit hours or grade points the student-athlete is 
deficient: 

(2) Please specify what bylaw(s) the student-athlete does not meet (list all that apply) (e.g., 
deficiency meeting the six-hour requirement). 

(3) If the request is for less than full-time enrollment, please indicate the number of credit hours 
in which the student-athlete will be enrolled: 

Special/mitigating circumstances. 

Please explain in detail in an attached letter the circumstances that precluded the student- 
athlete’s fulfillment of the progress-toward-degree requirements specified in Bylaw 14.4 or the 
basis for the request for less than full-time enrollment specified in Bylaw 14.1. Please attach to 
this application any additional supportive documentation the institution would like the Division I or 
II staff/committee/subcommittee to consider regarding these circumstances (e.g., affidavits, letters 
of corroboration or explanation, medical records), including what measures the student-athlete took 
to meet the requirements. Please refer to Attachment A, No. 4 in the event the mitigating 
circumstances involve misadvisement. 

10. Please list the student-athlete’s designated degree program (if one has been declared): 

11. 

How many credit hours in the student-athlete’s degree program are required for graduation? 

semester hours or quarter hours. 

Program length per official institutional catalog (please check one): 

[] Four years [] Five years [] Other (please explain): 

Please list any other degree programs previously declared and indicate the official date of this change: 

Degree Program Effective Date Number of Credit Hours in Program 

12. On the following page, please list in chronological order the student-athlete’s entire collegiate educational 
and participation history. This must be completed in full and totaled. (Attach copies of official 
transcripts from all institutions attended by the student-athlete to verify this information.) Please list 
information on a term-by-term basis. If more space is needed, please attach additional information using 
the same chart format. 
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[NOTE: When completing the chart on the following page, credits used to satisfy progress-toward-degree 
requirements are credits acceptable toward the current designated degree program, as opposed to the 
credits that were applicable to the designated degree in the term in which they were earned. In cases 
where a change in degree program is being presented as mitigation, please complete two grids, one 
indicating hours applicable to the current degree and one indicating hours applicable to the previous 
degree.] 

Please note the following symbol references: 

SSI - 1st Summer session; 
SSII - 2nd Summer session; 
F - Fall semester/quarter; 
W - Winter quarter or intersession (e.g., J-term); and 
S - Spring semester/quarter. 
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Academic 
term 
(example: 

fall 2005) 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

SS1 

SS2 

F 

W 

S 

Totals 

Institution Full Two-year/ 
time/ Four- year 
Part institution 
time 

Credits 
attempted 

Total 
term 
credits 
earned 

Credits that 
meet 
progress- 
toward-degree 
requirements 

(as of that 
term) 

Credits that 
meet 
percentage-of- 
degree 
requirements 

(as of date of 
request, if 
applicable) 

Term 

grade- 
point 
average 

Did the 
student 
-athlete 
compet 
e? 
Yes/No 
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*Please total all columns. 

Student-athlete’s grade-point average used for eligibility 

certification: 

Total credits earned toward the student-athlete’s declared 

degree: 

13. Verification. 

THE SIGNATURES OF THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS ARE REQUIRED 
FOR ALL WAIVER REQUESTS: 

The undersigned understands that it is a violation of Bylaw 10.1 to knowingly furnish 
fraudulent academic credit, false transcripts or misleading information. 

Director of Athletics 
OR 

AND 
Senior Woman Administrator 

Faculty Athletics Representative 
OR 

Chancellor/President 

Name and title of institutional contact person: 

(Note: All correspondence regarding this waiver will be directed to the contact person.) 

Telephone number: 

Fax number: 

E-mail address: 

Within 72 hours (three-working days) of receipt of waiver, the contact person will be notified via e-mail to 
confirm receipt of the waiver, identify any missing information and provide the name of the staff member 
handling the waiver. Requests regarding the status of the waiver are discouraged within the 72-hour 
period (three-working days). 

To be completed by student-athlete. The undersigned understands that it is a violation of Bylaw 10.1 to 
knowingly furnish fraudulent academic credit, false transcripts or misleading information. 

Buckley Statement. I give my consent to disclose only to authorized representatives of this institution, its 
athletics conference (if any) and the NCAA, any documents or information pertaining to my NCAA eligibility. 
Additionally, I give my consent to the NCAA to disclose personally identifiable information from my education 
records to a third party (including but not limited to the media) in order to explain the NCAA’s decision regarding 
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this waiver request, without such disclosure constituting a violation of my rights under the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. 

Signature (student-athlete): 

Student-athlete’s address: 

Student-athlete’s city/state/zip: 

Please note that all notification 

Date: 

relative to this waiver request will be sent by e-mail. Please provide 

information for the following: 

Director of Athletics: 

Telephone Number: 

Conference Commissioner: 

Telephone Number: 

E-mail address: 

Fax number: 

E-mail address: 

Fax number: 

*Please fax completed waiver application and supporting documents to: 
Academic and Membership Affairs at 317/917-6962. 



ATTACHMENT A 

DOCUMENTATION 

1. Standard documentation (to be provided unless staff indicates otherwise): 

a. A completed progress-toward-degree waiver application; 

b. Written evidence (e.g., letters or statements) of the compelling mitigating circumstance(s) supporting the 
waiver request; 

c. Written documentation supporting the mitigation asserted by the institution; 

d. A copy of the student-athlete’s current official transcript and official transcripts from all previous 
institutions attended (print-screen transcripts will not be accepted); and 

An academic-recovery plan, designed by the institution, that demonstrates how the student-athlete’s 
individual efforts, course-schedule planning (including consideration of academic- and athletics-related 
time demands) and use of academic resources (including the use of support services and other 
accommodations for education-impacting disabilities) will correct the student-athlete’s academic- 
eligibility deficiencies. An acceptable academic-recovery plan should demonstrate that the student- 
athlete is able to graduate within five years of full-time enrollment. Both the student-athlete and an 
institutional representative with academic oversight must sign the student-athlete’s academic recovery 
plan. (See Attachment B for an example academic-recovery plan.) 

2. To be provided if requested by NCAA staff to support the waiver request: 

a. Description of the designated degree requirements as found in the academic catalog; 

b. Degree audit; and 

c. Current course-enrollment list. 

3. Additional documentation to be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions on behalf of student-athletes with education-impacting disabilities. 

If requesting a less than full-time enrollment waiver for a student-athlete with a current impairment that 
has substantial educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic performance, written documentation 
from an appropriate institutional academic authority (e.g., registrar) that the institution has defined the 
student-athlete’s full-time enrollment to be less than 12 hours to compensate for the student-athlete’s 
disability. 

b. A written copy of the institution’s policies and curriculum guidelines applicable to all students with 
current impairments that have a substantial educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic 
performance. [Note: The committee/cabinet will not consider appeals in cases in which the institution 
does not have an established written policy.] 

c. A summary of support services and other accommodations provided by the applicant institution designed 
to assist the student-athlete with a current impairment that have a substantial educational impact on the 
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student-athlete’s academic performance, in general, and the student-athlete for whom the waiver is being 
sought in particular. This summary normally would be expected to include accommodations provided by 
the institution with respect to the student-athlete’s athletics responsibilities, as well as the academic and 
other support services provided and any institutional accommodations related to adjustments of minimum 
academic performance requirements. 

Full and complete documentation of the student-athlete’s current impairment that has a substantial 
educational impact on the student-athlete’s academic performance including: 

A current diagnosis of the disability, including the results of specific measures or tests, which 
formed the basis of the diagnosis. If specific circumstances of the case indicate that this 
requirement is unnecessary, a prior diagnosis may be acceptable. [Note: The 
staff/committee/cabinet reserves the right to request a second opinion or diagnosis.] 

(2) A copy of the student-athlete’s recommended accommodations, if applicable. 

(3) A copy of the student-athlete’s individual education plan, if applicable. 

Additional documentation to be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions on behalf of student-athletes with psychological or mental health issues (e.g., depression, 
bipolar disorder, alcoholism, eating disorder): 

¯ Contemporaneous or other appropriate medical documentation provided by an individual who is 
qualified and licensed to diagnose and treat the particular illness (e.g., psychiatrist, psychologist). 

An institution filing a progress-toward-degree waiver for a student-athlete with an education- 
impacting disability must identify if it previously filed a disability initial-eligibility waiver request for 
the same student-athlete. 

(1) 

(2) 

If the institution previously submitted a disability initial-eligibility waiver request for the 
student-athlete, the institution must provide a summary of the support services and/or 
accommodations that the student-athlete has used at the institution. If the support services 
and/or accommodations provided differ from the support services and/or accommodations that 
were described in the student-athlete’s initial-eligibility waiver request, the institution must 
provide a written statement explaining why the support services and/or accommodations 
changed. 

If the student-athlete did not use any support services and/or accommodations, the institution 
must provide a statement explaining why the student-athlete did not use available support 
services and/or accommodations. 

4. Additional documentation must be provided when evaluating waiver applications submitted by member 
institutions that cite misadvisement, lack of advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward- 
degree regulations as a mitigating circumstance. 
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a. Documentation of misadvisement. 

A written statement of explanation from the person(s) responsible for providing erroneous 
information. This statement needs to summarize the information given to the student-athlete. In the 
event the individual responsible for the misadvisement is not available, the institution should submit 
a statement from the individual’s supervisor including an explanation as to the reason(s) the 
individual is not available (e.g., no longer employed, etc.). 

(2) If available, contemporaneous documentation demonstrating misadvice (e.g., notes, phone logs). 

(3) A written statement from the student-athlete in question demonstrating whether the student-athlete, 
in good faith, relied on the erroneous information to his or her detriment. The statement should 
include a chronology of events. 

(4) A written statement from the institution regarding its actions to educate the student-athlete about the 
progress-toward-degree requirements. 

(5) Previously submitted institutional recovery plans, if the institution has submitted a progress-toward- 
degree waiver based on misadvisement in the past. 

Institutional-recovery plan.* A written institutional-recovery plan regarding steps being taken by the 
institution to ensure proper advisement and avoid such problems in the future. Such a recovery plan may 
include but is not limited to: 

(1) Educational initiatives to be conducted by the institution relative to student-athletes and personnel 
who have a role in providing academic advisement to student-athletes. 

(2) Development of corrective actions to ensure that the student-athlete will receive proper academic 
advisement relative to the evaluation of student-athlete’s degree programs and course selection and 
the evaluation of the student-athlete’s transcript to ensure courses are acceptable for satisfying the 
progress-toward-degree requirements. 

(3) The plan must be signed by the athletics representative with academic oversight for student-athletes, 
the director of athletics and the faculty athletics representative. If the misadvisement, lack of 
advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations was committed by 
another staff member (e.g., a coach), that person should also sign the institutional recovery plan. 

Please note that institutional-recovery plans submitted with waivers citing misadvisement, lack of 
advisement and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations as mitigation are kept 
on file at the NCAA national office. These plans are referenced when considering other progress- 
toward-degree waivers submitted by the same institution citing misadvisement, lack of advisement 
and/or misapplication of the progress-toward-degree regulations as mitigation. Should an 
institution assert misadvisement in multiple years, the staff will review institutional recovery plans. 
If a plan was submitted by an institution and then not followed in a future year, the president or 
chancellor will be notified that the institution has an advisement issue. 



ATTACHMENT B 

Academic-Recovery Plan 

An academic-recovery plan for a student-athlete needs to be designed by the institution and demonstrate how 
the student-athlete’s individual efforts, course-schedule planning (including consideration of academic-related 
and athletics-related time demands) and use of academic resources (including the use of support services and 
other accommodations for education-impacting disabilities) will correct his or her academic-eligibility 
deficiencies. 

2. An acceptable academic-recovery plan also needs to demonstrate that the student-athlete is able to graduate 
within five years of initial full-time enrollment, including a term-by-term scheduling of courses to the greatest 
extent possible. 

3. When designing the academic-recovery plan, an institution should consider the student-athlete’s historical 
academic achievement to ensure that the plan is realistic and achievable. 

4. Both the student-athlete and an institutional representative with academic oversight (e.g., faculty athletics 
representative, director of academic support services, etc.) must sign the plan. 

5. The NCAA staff/committee/cabinet may request that additional information be included in the plan as 
needed. 

6. The staff/committee/cabinet may consider academic-recovery plans for student-athletes that deviate from the 
requirement that student-athletes graduate within five years of full-time enrollment. These plans will be 
accepted on a case-by-case basis when warranted by the particular facts of the waiver. 



SAMPLE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

MEMORANDUM 

Department of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Support Services 

TO: NCAA Division I Progress-Toward-Degree Waivers Committee 
NCAA Division II Academic Requirements Subcommittee on Progress- 
Toward-Degree Waivers. 

FROM: Faculty Athletics Representative/Director of Academic Services. 

DATE: Current. 

SUBJECT: Academic-Recovery Plan for John Doe. 

John Doe will enroll in 12 to 15 hours over the next several terms to complete his graduation requirements within 
five years of enrollment. In order to support his classroom endeavors, he must do the following (for example): 

1. Meet with his academic counselor once a week. 

2. Attend 10 hours per week in a structured learning environment that will consist of supplemental instruction, 
individual tutoring and monitored study time. When his grade-point average reaches 2.300, his mandatory 
attendance will be reduced to six hours. 

3. Record academic scores and grades to assist in monitoring academic performance as determined by his 
advisor. 

4. Attend all classes (including labs) unless excused for athletics travel or other circumstances approved by his 
advisor. 

5. Use all accommodations as prescribed by the institution’s Office of Disability Services or similar entity (if 
applicable). 

The student-athlete support services will remain committed to the academic progress of Mr. Doe, with the goal of 
achieving graduation within the scholarship time limitations outlined by the NCAA. 

[NOTE: Institutions may self impose penalties or sanctions for noncompliance.] 



SAMPLE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

JOHN DOE ACADEMIC-RECOVERY PLAN 

Attached are Mr. Doe’s current transcripts and degree plan. This academic forecast is based on the assumption 
that Mr. Doe will successfully complete the 12 hours he is presently enrolled for the spring term and a review of 
hours taken in previous semesters. The elective requirements allow some flexibility in scheduling for unforeseen 
circumstances. 

To complete his degree, Mr. Doe must complete 58 hours. His hours include: 

EH 208 
PPy 101 
MS 110 

IS 
GEO 231 
GEO 420 
GEO 425 
GEO 
GEO 
SCH 

Classics World Literature 3 Credits 
Intro to Philosophy 3 Credits 
Mathematics of Change & Motion 3 Credits 
Humanities 3 Credits 
International Studies 3 Credits 
PHSY GEO: Weather 3 Credits 
Methods of Social Research 3 Credits 
Survey Research Methods 3 Credits 
Applied Geography/Independent Study 3 Credits 
GEO Elective 3 Credits 
Speech 3 Credits 

Electives 25 Credits 
58 Credits 

SUMMER 05 
EH208 3 Credits 

MS 110 3 Credits 

Elect. 1 Credits 

7 Credits 

FALL 05 SPRING 06 
GEO 231 3 Credits SCH 3 Credits 
GEO 425 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits Elect. 3 Credits 

15 Credits. 15 Credits 

SUMMER 06 
PPy 101 3 Credits 
IS 3 Credits 

6 Credits 

FALL 06 TERM TOTALS 
Hum 3 Credits SUM 04 7 Credits 
Ind.St 3 Credits FALL 04 15 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits SPR 05 15 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits SUM 05 6 Credits 
Elect. 3 Credits FALL 05 15 Credits 

15 Credits 58 Credits 

By signing this plan, I understand that it must be completed as outlined. Failure to do so could result in additional 

progress-toward-degree deficiencies. Any future progress-toward-degree waivers will include a review of this plan to 

determine if it was followed. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Institutional Representative with Academic Oversight Date 

Other (optional) (e.g., coach, director of athletics) Date 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
May 18, 2009                   KEY:hrc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010 4:03 PM 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Outlook 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Christy, 
Can we take a look at my Outlook again tomorrow? I want to be able to use it, but I am locked out. It kept opening up my 
GroupWise profile and then shutting down immediately, so I tried to delete that profile and begin anew.., it didn’t work. 

Help? ! ? 
Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :,~’~tarhce~blue. cst~7.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010 4:12 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

Fwd_ RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2007 4:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: FW: XML process 

RE_ FW_ XML process.msg 

Hello All, 
Attached is a new install from Sean. Some of you may be having trouble running grade reports with real time 
data. This new install is supposed to help with that to some extent. After installing myself, I ran football and it 
took a little over 15 minutes for the report to appear. Smaller sports should take less time. Go ahead with the 
new install anyway and hopefully it will be somewhat helpful. Running real time data is simply going to take a 
little longer, so you may want to factor that into planning as you work through these grade sheets. Let me know 
if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 

Monday,                  2:42 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: XML process 

Susan, 

I got a reply stating nothing appeared to be wrong, that the slowness 
might just be because of a busy season right now. 

Since that does not help out much, I have changed some settings in the 
program to handle the latency a little better. I have placed a new 
install on the support site for you to install. 

https://admissionsapp.unc.edu/support/?setup=athletics 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Susan B. Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1 : 18 PM 
To: Sean M. Crisman 
Subject: Re: FW: XML process 

OK thank you. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC 
Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Sean M. Crisman" <crisman@admissionpros.com> 
>>> 

Susan, 

12:02 PM 

There does appear to be a slowness problem. I’ve sent an email to them, 
and cc-ed you, explaining the problem so they can look into it. 



Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 

From: Sean M. Crisman 
Sent: Monday, 12:00 PM 
To: ’Rick Kinney’ 
Cc: ’Susan B. Maloy’ 
Subject: XML process 

Rick, 

Could you check to see if there is a problem with the s4.its.unc.edu 
server. I appear to be having problems getting large numbers of 
students (75) from one XML query. Example: 

<sisrequest><login user="?’’ password="?’’ reqdept="ath’’/><request 
reqtype="students’’ term="20079"><selects><select seltype="career’’ 
/><select seltype="degree’’/><select seltype="term’’/><select 
seltype="transfer’’/></selects><students><student pid=’’ " 
/><student pid=’’ )"/><student pid=’’ ’"/><student 
pid=          ,"/></students></request></sisrequest> 

These 4 return quickly on the test server, s4t, but they take a while 
to return on the live server. We have been doing 75 per query for the 

last year at least in under 90 seconds, but now I’m having about a 
50/50 chance of getting 10 back in that timeframe before it times out. 

Thanks, 

Sean M Crisman 
AdmissionPros, LLC 
Phone: 919.468.5558 x228 
Fax: 919.468.5553 
sean@admissionpros.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 21, 2010 1:01 PM 

John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu> 

Re: database 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks John; sorry to put you through so much trouble. Many changes over there, but they seem to be very good ones! Hopefully 
you all can have a nice quiet fall. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 7/21/2010 12:48 PM >>> 

This is the best I can find right now 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistam Director 
Studem-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Departmem 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 21, 2010 1:05 PM 

John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu> 
RE: database 

TEXT.htm 

I did; thanks! B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 7/21/2010 1:03 PM >>> 

Did you get the files??? Its not showing that it sent from my end? 

From: Brent Blanton [maflto:blanton(a~m~caa.unc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2010 10:01 AM 
To: John Mosbach 
Subject: Re: database 

Thanks John; sorry to put you through so much trouble. Many changes over there, but they seem to be very good ones! Hopefully 
you all can have a nice quiet fall. 

Speak to you soon, 

Brent 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 7/21/2010 12:48 PM >>> 

This is the best I can find right now 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 27, 2010 10:39 AM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Email to tutors 

TEXT.htm 

Below is a slightly altered version. Read it and let me know your thoughts; we need to get it out this afternoon. Thanks, B 

>>> Kym N. Orr 7/20/2010 2:30 PM >>> 
Here is my proposed email to our tutors: 

Greetings to all: 

I hope your summer is going well. I am writing to request some information from you as we are planning our tutorial program for the 
Fall 2010 semester. As you may or may not know, the Academic Center that we have grown to love has been demolished to make way 

for the new Center for Student Athlete Excellence. We will be temporarily housed on the 3rd, 4th and 5th floors of the Kenan 

Football Stadium. As a result, it has become critical that we plan accordingly to make sure we can accommodate our student athletes 
with tutorial services. There are 2 items that we need to know: 

1: Are you planning to return in the Fall semester as a member of the tutorial stafF? 

2: What is your availability (nights and times) during the Fall semester? 

We are planning our tutor training as well, and it looks like it will be broken up into two nights: Tuesday, August 24th and Thursday, 
August 26th - both nights at 7pm. 

Please respond to this email by: August 6th 

Hope to see you in the Fall! 

Kym N. Orr 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 27, 2010 1:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
August 17 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 
We are planning to have our fall staff retreat on August 17 from 9:45-3-ish. Just wanted to put it on your agenda. Do you foresee any 
issues in being here? I know you are backing up your return date this year. 

Thanks 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 27, 2010 1:50 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: August 17 

TEXT.htm 

awesome 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/27/2010 1:37 PM >>> 
I’ll be back on the 16th and ready to go 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 27, 2010, at 1:35 PM, "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> We are planning to have our fall staff retreat on August 17 from 9:45-3-ish. Just wanted to put it on your agenda. Do you foresee 
any issues in being here? I know you are backing up your return date this year. 
> 
> Thanks! 
>B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 29, 2010 9:28 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: BE credit toward major 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Jenn, 
No more than eight BE credits can count towards a student’s major core as of Fall 2009 (eight because of science lab credits, four-hour 
math classes, etc.). The following link is where it is detailed on Academic Advising’s website 
(ht~p:~iadvisin~,, u~c,edu!AcademicPo~iciesProcedurcs#b~ oexamoa~dowaiver). 

B 
>>> Jennifer Townsend 7/28/2010 5:23 PM >>> 
Hey, 

Can you remind me what the limits were on BE credits counting in your major (for someone who started in Fall 09)? I know I have it 
written somewhere but I can’t find it. Are there other limits on BE credit I am not remembering? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 2, 2010 11:20 AM 

Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Comp Instructors needed for Athletic’s "Writing Center" Evenings 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Karen! B 

>>> Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 8/2/2010 11:14 AM >>> 
Hello to all Composition Instructors 

Athletics is looking for several instructors to work in the evenings to 
tutor students with writing assignments. This would be organized in a 
way which is similar to how the Writing Center operates. Sessions are 
available Sunday through Thursday, 7pm to 10pm in the North Box. 

Please contact Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> in Athletics 
regarding this assignment if you would like to work with the students. 

Thanks 

Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant / Writing Program 
Dept of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB 3520 / 202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919 962 6871 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 2, 2010 9:58 PM 

John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu> 
Re: database roll 

TEXT.htm 

Will do sir; I look forward to your call! B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 8/2/2010 7:33 PM >>> 

Hope you are doing well. Just wanted to give you about a week heads up, im going to try and roll the database next Wednesday. I 
know ive done it before but not entirely confident in myself so I might be giving you a ring. Another reason why is we now have our 
own tech support here in our office so I would like to have him be part of the process and even get to speak with you some. My hope 
is he will manage the database moving forward. 

Well like I said just saying hi and giving you a friendly heads up and hopefully you will be willing to give me a few minutes of your 
time next week. 

Thanks!!!! 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 4, 2010 10:15 AM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Forms 

TEXT.htm 

Wow you’re quick! 

>>> Tracy Hams 8/4/2010 10:14 AM >>> 
:0) 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 4, 2010 11:59 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Schedules 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Schedule 8.4.10 2.PDF 

Hi Andrew, 
Attached is a copy of the schedules for the fall - it is a little ugly, but they are working at correcting the format as we speak. Let me 
know if you have any questions, 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 4, 2010 4:29 PM 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg; IMAGE_I .jpg 

Poor Alex Rodriguez ( ~:iisports,esp~.ge.comim~b/p~ayer~prefile?playerld:3115 ), he coulda been a contenduh. In a perfect big 
league world, a world in which sluggers drink their milk and take their Vitamin C and do their chin-ups, Rodriguez would have been 
everybody’s all-American boy. 
Handsome. Clean-cut. Driven to succeed. Able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. 
Rodriguez would’ve been the luckiest No. 13 alive. He would’ve smashed his 600th untainted home run for the world famous New 
York Yankees (            .cow2wnlbilea~w/ /nameinvvinewo~,’orkovar~kees ), and millions would’ve continued to cheer him as he 
passed Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron and beyond. 

A-Rod’s Road To 600 (                 .com/~ewo~,o~f~icolum~sistors:?co[umnisl=oconnor ian&id=53%727# ) 
Alex Rodriguez became the seventh player in major league history to hit 600 home runs Wednesday. Here’s how he got there. 
Photo gallery ( ~:/isports.espr~.£o.comh~ew-vor~/colunmsistorv?colmrmist=oco~mor im~&id=5396727# ) 

Instead, Rodriguez took the heavy lumber to his own good name. He mined the experience for everyone, most notably himself, by 
trading his physical gifts and blue-collar work ethic for a package of performance-enhancing drugs and an enabling cousin to be 
named later. 
Listen, steroids or no steroids, boli or no boli, it takes a hell of an athlete to send 600 pitched baseballs into orbit in fewer than 2,300 
regular-season games. If all major league hitters pumped their bodies with nuclear fuel and loaded their bats with superballs and cork, 
the vast majority still would’ve struggled to match half of A-Rod’s sum. 
So Rodriguez didn’t become the seventh man to hurdle the 600-homer barrier simply because he had a better back-room chemist than 
most. A-Rod also relied on his otherworldly swing and hand-eye coordination to get there, not to mention a pregame commitment to 
preparation and fitness that would humble most pros. 
And that’s the great shame of A-Rod’s Shakespearean tragedy. Without drugs, his talent and effort might’ve toppled the genuine career 
and single-season home run records held by Aaron and Roger Marls, never mind the living, breathing pharmacies that passed them. 
A-Rod’s clean pursuit of history would’ve taken longer, and could’ve ultimately fallen short. But had he chosen that path, imagine the 
feel-good karma that would radiate from Rodriguez right now, in a summer defined by LeBron’s embarrassing bailout, and in a time 
shaped by all the death and dying in the Yankees’ midst. 
The career home run record was the most prestigious milestone in sports, at least until it fell into Barry Bonds 
( ~:iissortsoeS~o.cor~’mlbil~versiprofile?r~’efid=1785 )’ hands. Rodriguez could’ve restored the romance and majesty to the 
mark, if only he were secure enough to gamble on himself. 
[+] Enlarge (                 .com/new~,orkicolumnsisto~,?colu~mist~ocom~o~ ja~&id=5396727# )Jim McIsaac/Getty 
ImagesAlex Rodriguez was greeted at the plate by Derek Jeter after hitting his 600th career home run off Blue Jays starter Shaun 
Marcum. 

A-Rod said he turned to performance-enhancing drugs for three seasons in Texas because he wanted to live up to his $252 million 
contract, a deal designed to double the previous team sport standard -- Kevin Garnett’s $126 million score with the Minnesota 
Timberwolves. Rodriguez claimed his absurd wage created a burden he couldn’t manage on his own. 
Funny, but A-Rod always said he was most proud of his quarter-billion-dollar-plus deal. "The only thing bigger than my contract," he 
told me once, "is the New York Yankees." 
When he confessed to crumbling under the weight of that contract, Rodriguez was sure to confine his steroid use to his Texas years, 
before the penalty phase of baseball’s drug program kicked in. Only those who tried to follow A-Rod’s logic -- in effect, the contract 
made me do it -- were left with a question Rodriguez couldn’t answer. 
Why did you stop using steroids as a Yankee, when the magnitude of the New York stage and, eventually, the size of an even bigger 
contract ($305 million, including $30 million in bonuses for reaching several homer milestones, including the record-breaking smash) 
naturally created more pressure to perform than you faced in Texas? 
Truth is, Rodriguez’s admitted actions challenge the credibility of every swing he’s taken. How many of his 600 homers were the 
product of some underground potion or pill? Two hundred? Four hundred? Six hundred? 
When a ballplayer admits he was a cheat for three full seasons, and only admits it after he’s been outed by a media outlet (in this case, 
Sports Illustrated), everything out of his mouth sounds like the old Bob Arum line: Yesterday, I was lying. Today, I’m telling the truth. 
Of course, Rodriguez is the one who put Rodriguez on trial in a case that never ends. Last summer, when I asked Derek Jeter 
(                 .comimlb                 efld=3246 ) why he never went the boli route, he talked of the lessons he learned 
from a father who worked as a drug and alcohol abuse counselor. Jeter mentioned two other factors in his decision to play it clean: the 
potential side effects of steroid use, and the lethal hit of disclosure on a user’s public image. 



"Eventually," Jeter said, "I think you’re making a deal with the devil." 
Rodriguez’s Faustian bargain came with the heaviest price. A-Rod was the only active baseball player to make Forbes’ top 10 list of 
most disliked sports figures; Jeter was named baseball’s most marketable player in a SportsBusiness Daily survey, and was the only 
baseball player named in the most recent Hams Interactive poll ranking America’s favorite sports stars (Jeter finished third overall). 
A-Rod is free to add to his r[]sum[] and trophy case, and to attempt to become the first player to hit 800 home runs. But if the 
celebration appears muted, well, Rodriguez party-pooped his own bash. 
Too bad for the slugger. He could’ve touched them all. 
Ian O’Connor is a columnist for ESPNNewYork.com ( o.com!newovofl~index ). You can follow him on Twitter 
( ~:iitwitter.comiI~t _OCormor ). 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 4, 2010 4:35 PM 

A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Transfer Equivalency Website 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
The following link, h~lps:iis4.its.m~c.edu~/sisiadl~/mCere%htmL will take you to the Admissions website where you can find courses that 
have transferred into the University from anywhere former students have been. Look up Durham Tech under D and it’ll pull up the 
listing - pretty exhaustive. Let me know if you have any other questions, 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iitarheelNue. cs~.,.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 6, 2010 11:19 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello Brent any update on the Learning Disability testing? Thanks, Tracey 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tracey, 
Call our new learning specialist, Ms. Beth Lyons; she can walk you through that entire process. I only know they are tested, not the 
specifics within. Beth’s number is x3.6029. 

B 

>>> Tracey Williams 8/5/2010 11:24 AM >>> 
Hello Brent any update on the Learning Disability testing? Thanks, Tracey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 6, 2010 11:20 AM 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete email list 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Shelley, 
This is something that was emailed to us fro Robert last time, but I am not sure where he got it from. We will have that information in 
the database in just a few weeks though if it can wait that long. Once it is in there, I can run a detailed report for you. 

B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 8/5/2010 10:10 AM >>> 

Brent, 

Do you know if a version for 2010-11 of the attached spreadsheet will be available? It proved exceptionally handy last year for a 
variety of reasons. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 9:47 AM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tennis Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Schedule 8.9.10 1.PDF 

Hi Eric, 
Attached is tennis, but Spencer will need to request lacrosse from Susan Maloy - we no longer have access to easy schedule printing 
with this new system (gotta love moving forward!). He is back now, so shoot him an email. 

See you soon, 

B 

Do you guys have the treadmills set up? Still have the old baseball one? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/10/2010 12:52 PM >>> 
Brent, 

When you get a chance, can you please send me the girls’ fall schedules? And, since Spencer is out of town, any way you can also 
send me mens lacrosse? 

Thanks. 
Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 9:57 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
I’m on it... B 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Im onlt... B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue~csJ~wcom/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 10:03 AM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tennis Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

You know me... creature of habit. Need treads. Are you saying I’m not jacked already?!? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 9:59 AM >>> 
Yeah, he got back to me yesterday...thanks. We didn’t bring any of the treadmills over because we didn’t have space or the right 
voltage...though that doesn’t mean you still can’t come in here and get jacked this semester! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 9:46 AM >>> 
Hi Eric, 
Attached is tennis, but Spencer will need to request lacrosse from Susan Maloy - we no longer have access to easy schedule printing 
with this new system (gotta love moving forward!). He is back now, so shoot him an email. 

See you soon, 

B 

Do you guys have the treadmills set up? Still have the old baseball one? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/10/2010 12:52 PM >>> 

Brent, 

When you get a chance, can you please send me the girls’ fall schedules? And, since Spencer is out of town, any way you can also 
send me mens lacrosse? 

Thanks. 
Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 10:12 AM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fall Tennis Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

I feel ya. I’ll begin working on that in earnest! 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 10:09 AM >>> 
.... well....I just know that I need you ready to go Hulk Hogan-style this May for tennis...tearing through that shirt at NCAA’s! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 10:02 AM >>> 
You know me... creature of habit. Need treads. Are you saying I’m not jacked already?!? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 9:59 AM >>> 
Yeah, he got back to me yesterday...thanks. We didn’t bring any of the treadmills over because we didn’t have space or the right 
voltage...though that doesn’t mean you still can’t come in here and get jacked this semester! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 9:46 AM >>> 
Hi Eric, 
Attached is tennis, but Spencer will need to request lacrosse from Susan Maloy - we no longer have access to easy schedule printing 
with this new system (gotta love moving forward!). He is back now, so shoot him an email. 

See you soon, 
B 

Do you guys have the treadmills set up? Still have the old baseball one? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/10/2010 12:52 PM >>> 
Brent, 

When you get a chance, can you please send me the girls’ fall schedules? And, since Spencer is out of town, any way you can also 
send me mens lacrosse? 

Thanks. 
Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 10:13 AM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Study Hall Tracker Invoice - 2010-2011 

TEXT.htm; Study Hall Tracker Invoice - 2010-2011.msg 

This is the invoice for our study hall tracker program. Can we begin work on this so he gets paid quickly? Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nate Althoff" <info@studyhalltracker.com> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 7:16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Study Hall Tracker Invoice - 2010-2011 

10-0022 -University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill.pdf 

Hi Brent, 

Here is the invoice for the upcoming school year. This covers the cost of 
the hosting & maintenance from September 1, 2010 until August 31,2011. 
Please try and have it submitted by September 15, if possible. Your 
environment will not be shut down if it’s late, but I would appreciate it if 
we could take care of it right away so I don’t have to worry about it down 
the line. If you have any questions or concerns about the invoice or need 
additional paperwork, please feel free to let me know. 

- What’s New this Year 
While I didn’t get everything done that I had hoped, I am happy to announce 
a few new additions to the tracker. If you don’t already have access to 
them, I will be adding them over the next few weeks. From there, it’ll be 
up to you to decide who gets permissions. 

-- Student Import - Rather than entering all students one by one, you can 
now import a CSV file that contains your students directly into the system. 
-- Resource Manager - If you have items that students can sign out 
(including laptops, study guides, books, etc), you can now track who has 
them and when they are do back right in the tracker! 
-- Usage Reports - If you utilize the Locations & Environments, you can now 
get detailed reports on how many students attend each Location. You can 
also drill in to see exactly when they signed in & out, as well as track the 
busy times for each Location. 
-- Card Swipe Login - This has been in the works for quite a while now and 
some schools have been using it already. I feel it’s ready for everyone 
now, but it will take some work (mostly on my end) to integrate it. 

- What’s Next? 
I’ve been busy working on a few new items for the system for the last few 
months. I feel that these have the potential to take the tracker to the 
next level, and am excited to let you know what’s coming! 

-- Class Manager - This tool will allow you to enter different classes for 
each semester, and then assign students that are taking them. This is a big 
tool that will allow for many, many other tools to use this information. 
-- Progress Reports - Advisors will be able to set up & send progress report 
requests to professors to get feedback on your student’s performance. 
Coaches and advisors will then be able to read this feedback right in the 
sy stem ! 
-- Attendance Tracking - If you are worried about a particular student’s 
attendance for any classes, you can send out a monitor to see if they are in 
class. The monitors can then fill out a CSV file and upload it in order to 
enter the results into the system for advisors and coaches to view. 
-- User Guide - FINALLY! I have to admit, the documentation for the tracker 



is poor. I have 2 out of date files that I send out when you first get 
access to the system and then there is nothing else from there. The User 
Guide I have started will give you an online resource that will cover all 
aspects of the tracker, available for every user when they need it! 
-- New Look - I’ve been working with a designer to update the look and feel 
of the tracker. Things will still work the same once we’re done; the 
tracker will just look a lot better while you’re using it. 

- Help Getting Ready 
If you need any help setting up the semester for the upcoming school year, 
please feel free to contact me. I’m more than happy to help you get the 
year off to a good start. Also, if you would like to have a different look 
and feel for your system, I’m willing to change the images for the header & 
background. I realize that the images I created for you may not be exactly 
what you want (or the logos may be out of date), so please let me know if 
you’d like to have things changed up a bit and go ahead & send any logos 
you’d like to use. 

- In Closing 
Before I get even more long winded, I’d just like to say thank you for using 
the system. This fall marks the 8th year I’ve had the tracker running in 
some fashion. It’s come a long way since then and I hope to take it even 
further in the near future. I appreciate your business and, more 
importantly, your patience & encouragement. 

Thank you! Please let me know if you need anything, no matter how small it 
may be. 

Nate 
Artemis Study Hall Tracking System 



Invoice No.    10-0022 

Cusfomer ID: unc 

To: 

University of North Carolina - 
Chapel Hill 

Mary Willingham 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919.843.6029 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

Payable fo: 

Nathan Alfhoff 
838 Elm Park Place 
West Fargo, ND 58078 

1 Hosting & Fees for the 2010-2011 School Year (Sept $250.00 $250.00 
Maintenance 1,2010 to Aug 31,2011) 

$0.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 10:16 AM 

dacrowde <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: hello 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Debby ! All is well on this end - busy summer though. Julius hasn’t been much help, but we are getting by. Right now, I just need 
Travis to help me find a SWAH tutor if that is possible, but I know Kym has already begun that conversation. How are you? I hope 
you are thoroughly enjoying retirement - are you? I’ll send you some new pics after I’ve downloaded the summer takes. 

Speak to you soon! 
Brent 

>>> dacrowde <dacrowde@email.tmc.edu> 8/10/2010 4:53 PM >>> 

Hi Brent. Just checking in to see how you all are getting along over 
there. I’m sure the summer has been a bit tense with the NCAA around. How 
are the kids? I’d still love to see some pictures. I understand my former 
boss has not been helpful. I am sorry, but not surprised. If there is 
ever anything I can do for you, please feel free to contact me. Debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 10:40 AM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Tennis Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

Definitely not. I dropped both softball and field hockey - Jenn and Tony picked them up respectively. Also Gymnastics transferred 
from Tony to Beth Lyons - new Learning Specialist. 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 10:18 AM >>> 
Is everyone still working with the same teams over there this year? It seems like a lot of things are changing/different... 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 10:11 AM >>> 
I feel ya. I’ll begin working on that in earnest! 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 10:09 AM >>> 
.... well....I just know that I need you ready to go Hulk Hogan-style this May for tennis...tearing through that shirt at NCAA’s! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 10:02 AM >>> 
You know me... creature of habit. Need treads. Are you saying I’m not jacked already?!? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 9:59 AM >>> 
Yeah, he got back to me yesterday...thanks. We didn’t bring any of the treadmills over because we didn’t have space or the right 

voltage...though that doesn’t mean you still can’t come in here and get jacked this semester! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 9:46 AM >>> 
Hi Eric, 
Attached is tennis, but Spencer will need to request lacrosse from Susan Maloy - we no longer have access to easy schedule printing 
with this new system (gotta love moving forward!). He is back now, so shoot him an email. 

See you soon, 

B 

Do you guys have the treadmills set up? Still have the old baseball one? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/10/2010 12:52 PM >>> 
Brent, 

When you get a chance, can you please send me the girls’ fall schedules? And, since Spencer is out of town, any way you can also 
send me mens lacrosse? 

Thanks. 
Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 11:06 AM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fall Tennis Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

I don’t know if you want to be part of our group! 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/20 l0 11:03 AM >>> 
Oh, okay, I guess that was it then...I picked up gymnastics, so I feel like part of the group now. 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 10:39 AM >>> 
Definitely not. I dropped both softball and field hockey - Jelm and Tony picked them up respectively. Also Gymnastics transferred 
from Tony to Beth Lyons - new Learning Specialist. 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 10:18 AM >>> 
Is everyone still working with the same teams over there this year? It seems like a lot of things are changing/different... 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/20 l0 10:l 1 AM >>> 
I feel ya. I’ll begin working on that in earnest! 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 10:09 AM >>> 
.... well....I just know that I need you ready to go Hulk Hogan-style this May for tennis...tearing through that shirt at NCAA’s! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 10:02 AM >>> 
You know me... creature of habit. Need treads. Are you saying I’m not jacked already?!? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/11/2010 9:59 AM >>> 
Yeah, he got back to me yesterday...thanks. We didn’t bring any of the treadmills over because we didn’t have space or the right 

voltage...though that doesn’t mean you still can’t come in here and get jacked this semester! 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/11/2010 9:46 AM >>> 

Hi Eric, 
Attached is tennis, but Spencer will need to request lacrosse from Susan Maloy - we no longer have access to easy schedule printing 
with this new system (gotta love moving forward!). He is back now, so shoot him an email. 

See you soon, 

B 

Do you guys have the treadmills set up? Still have the old baseball one? 

>>> Eric Biener 8/10/2010 12:52 PM >>> 
Brent, 

When you get a chance, can you please send me the girls’ fall schedules? And, since Spencer is out of town, any way you can also 

send me mens lacrosse? 

Thanks. 

Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 11 : 13 AM 

John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu> 

Re: database 

TEXT.htm 

Yes sir. 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 8/11/2010 11:12 AM >>> 

Hopefully working on the database here in the next 20 or so. Will you be around? 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 3:51 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Agenda 

TEXT.htm; FA10 Planning Meeting Agenda.docx 

Hi Robert, 
Attached is the proposed agenda. I will send it out with the reminder about the meeting if all is OK. 

Those attending are: Staff, Dana, Shelley (lunch only), Kim Allison, Dara Slivka, Spurling, Barbara, Andrea Caldwell, Bobbi Owen, 
Susan, Cynthia Demetriou, Harold and John. 

You’ve already sent the invitation and my email is a follow-up or is it the actual invitation? 

B 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Fall 2010 Planning Meeting 

Tuesday, August 17, 2010 

10am 

10:45 

11:15 

12pm 

12:30 

1:15 

1:35 

2 

Wetcome/Opening Remarks (Robert) 
Tutoring and Study Tabte Program (Brent) 

Learning Disabitity Services (Lyons) 

NCAA Comptiance - Book Poticies/Procedures (Susan) 

Generat Remarks 
Harotd Woodard 
John Btanchard 

Lunch 

Arts and Sciences Advising Information (Barbara) 

Student-Athtete Services (Dana) 

Schotarshp and Awards (Spencer) 

***These times ere a loose ~uide to the order of program*** 

Lunch consists of fried chicken satad, fruit satad, pasta satad and ham and cheese/turkey and cheese 
sandwiches. Chips and drink witt accompany. 

Cynthia Demetriou and James Spurting witt speak during tunch 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 4:18 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: One More Group 

TEXT.htm 

That may be a question to each advisor to think through their rosters. Probably isn’t documented anywhere unfortunately. 
chance to look over the agenda? 

>>> Robert Mercer 8/11/2010 4:00 PM >>> 

Maybe Spencer can help you with this... 

Have a 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue_walsh@unc. edu> 8/11/2010 2:41 PM >>> 

Robert, 

We just had a donor finish their scholarship and preferred that their recipient have an interest in the healthcare field. The donor is a 
doctor here at UNC. Any chance of pulling together a list of those athletes who are pre-med? I am sorry to even ask given your office 
predicament, but I can[]t wait for the University to be able to produce that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:22 PM 

James Spurling <j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Support Program Lunch Invitation 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi James, 
We are having our fall planning meeting on Tuesday and it includes a luncheon at 12:30 on the fifth floor of the North Box. We’d 
love to have you come over and enjoy some good food with us. Also, if you have anything you want to go over with us about the 
facility, like a reminder about game-day weekends and early closures on Fridays, you could speak to us at that time. 

We hope to see you; if you don’t have anything to say, no problem -just come enjoy a good meal with us! We appreciate all you do 
for us, especially during these transitional times. 

See you soon, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p :iitarhee~N~e. cs~-v.co~r~~ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 13, 2010 3:51 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Training Manual 

TEXT.htm; COMPLIANCE MANUAL PORTION. docx 

Hi Susan, 
Attached is the Compliance portion of my latest version. Doctor it up and resend, and I will incorporate it into the handbook. 

Thanks 
B 



EDUCATION SESSION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MENTORS/MONITORS 
REGARDING 
NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 7/9/04 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.12): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the 
athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the 

recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are 
considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student 
(e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution 
for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he/she 
retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.13) Others considered in this category are coaches, 
professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
¯ IGaowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a 

prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
¯ IGaowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an 

improper inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 
¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting 

between a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or 
advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the 
incident must be reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self report a violation 
of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc) is knowingly 
involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. An 
example of this would be if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student-athlete 
in obtaining grade changes in course work or typing a paper for a student-athlete; and if a student- 
athlete receives improper academic assistance from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit 
obtained. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes 
involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit. An example of this would be if a student were to 
purchase a term paper off the Internet and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. "Apex- 



Termpapers.com") Also if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught and it is later determined 
that he/she cheated. 

Other examples are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where 
participation/attendance is part of the final grade. 

Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of 
obtaining extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the 
extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term paper 
and gets caught) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not required 
to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the 
University Honor Court system. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, we would 
like for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause huge problems in the 
future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report was made at the time of the 
incident. Keep in mind that cheating that does not provide enough assistance to enable a student- 
athlete to pass the course does not lessen the violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a 
student-athlete who is not specifically assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the 
violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 
institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a 
benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student- 
athletes and their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that 
the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s students or a particular segment of 
the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility 
purposes. 

4. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

5. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a 
paper. 



We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not 

include course supplies {e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not 

specified on the course syllabus}. Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to 

help by providing them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them 

pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may certainly make a strong 

suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

Providing student-athletes with disks in the computer lab is not permissible no matter what kind 

of a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with disks could come up that 

borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper in to you on disk and 

not a hard copy asking for you to proof it. Corrections may not be made directly on the 

document saved on the disk. 

8. Use of a copy machine only for student-athletes is prohibited. 

9. Use of a fax machine only for student-athletes is prohibited. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

11. An institutional staff member may not provide payment of any expenses {e.g. room, board, 

transportation etc.} for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or 

she is enrolled. 

12. An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. 

However, staff members may provide reasonable local transportation to student-athletes on an 

occasional basis. Any place beyond the local area would not be permissible even if the student- 

athlete provides reimbursement of expenses. {A University student who is also a part-time 

employee of the athletic department and is an established family friend of a student-athlete may 

continue to provide transportation and occasional home meals to the student-athlete based on 

the individual’s preexisting relationship.} 

13. A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an 
institutional staff member or booster/representative of athletics interests under the following 
conditions: 

¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home. It may, however 
be catered. 

¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must be in 
the locale of the institution. 

¯ In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local transportation 
to the student-athletes to attend the meal. 

¯ Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 
¯ Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance office, 

receive permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary paperwork. This 
must occur PRIOR to the meal. Failure to follow this policy could result in an NCAA 
extra benefits violation. 



14. A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a 
purchase or a service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

15. A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without 
charge. 

16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal 
reasons without charge or at a reduced cost. 

17. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student- 
athlete with a loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

18. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an 
enrolled student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Additional Information 
Complimentary Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentary admissions per home and 
away contests to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. However, 
admissions shall be provided only through a pass list for individuals designated by the student- 
athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 

Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

How to begin 
¯ 50% of the 
¯ 

without an idea 

paper is what you do before you write 

Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the 
assignment. 

Talk to the student about the main idea and what 3 points they want to make 

Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 

Students should be taking notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the 
tutor. Although the tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper (i.e. 
mapping, outlining), but the tutor must keep the paper 

II. How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may go to the library with the student to teach him/her how to find research 

materials and point them in the right direction. 
¯ A tutor may not provide library books or other research materials to the 

student for purposes of writing a paper. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the best 

articles rather than the first 3 on the list. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the intemet by helping them 

to come up with good search words. 
¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may 

discuss the material. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the intemet for resources. 



¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by 
teaching them how to think critically about sources. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and experts within the area they are writing about to 
talk to. 

III. 

IV. 

How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 

¯ Have them talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Use a tape recorder 
if a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never 
be writing on a student’s paper during any stage of the paper. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and 
to listen for mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper. 
¯ Do not circle misspelled words or punctuation. 
¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an 

hour. 
¯ Do not read papers from a student’s disks or laptops, only from printouts. 
¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and 

argument. 
¯ Review their works cited according to the appropriate style manual. 
¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she 

meant to say. 
¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 13, 2010 3:54 PM 

Magdi <melshaha@usc.edu> 

Re: Hello and a question 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Magdi~ 
I hope all is well on your end as well; busy times I am sure getting ready for the new year. I’ll give you a call next week to catch up. 
In the meantime, however, I just wanted to let you know that we do not currently have a mechanism in place to monitor. Since our 
troubles began on such a site, I don’t figure it will take long for us to re-think that position however. Our director of the life skills 
portion of our program has pretty much just friended all of our athletes and done unofficial checks (not a sound policy obviously). Let 
me know what you find from the others; it will be interesting to know. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 

>>> Magdi <melshaha@usc.edu> 8/11/2010 9:31 PM >>> 

I hope that each of you are doing well, have had an opportunity to recharge this summer and spend some time away from the office 
with family, and are excited about the upcoming start of the school year. I realize there are a few of you on the list that I haven[t been 
in touch with for a while so hopefully we will have a chance to catch up sometime in the near future. Things are well over here and 
with all of the changes that have taken place at USC, there is a new energy within the department as we get ready for the new school 
year. 

I do have a question to ask, do any of your departments invest in any companies that monitor your student-athletes[] social networking 
sites? If so, let me know who you have hired and how it has been working out for you. We have been attacking the proper use of 

social networking the past few years through education but are thinking that it may be time to take another step in monitoring what our 
students are doing, which we didn[t initially want to do but in light of what has happened at some other places, are now at a point of 

investigating whether we should. 

I wish you all the best in your jobs and in your personal lives away from the office and thank you for any feedback that you can 
provide. God Bless. 

Magdi 

Dr. Magdi E1 Shahawy 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Director Student Athlete Academic Services 

The University of Southern California 
Heritage Hall B30, 3501 Watt Way 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 
Phone: (213) 740-0885 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 
www.usc.edu/saas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 11:06 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dress for Picture Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Just a few reminders abom tomorrow morning. Be on the 5th floor at 9:45 so we can be ready to go when others amve at 10. Also, 
wear a Carolina shirt that is either navy,Carolina blue or white with khakis or blue slacks - we are having our picture taken in the 2:00 
hour. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions abom tomorrow, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 11:42 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Picture Time Update 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning again, 
Our picture will actually be taken tomorrow morning at 9:30, so be on the 5th floor by then - the meeting’s beginning will take care of 
itself after the picture. Sorry about that... 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 3:55 PM 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Vacation & Sick Leave 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
Not sure when I sent this to you last, but attached is my updated form. 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 8/16/2010 3:51 PM >>> 
If you haven’t already, please send me your vacation/sick leave 
information for July. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



Vacation/Sick Leave Record Calendar Year 2010 

Name: 
Department: 

Brent Blanton 
Academic Supp Prog 

PID: 
Dept Number: 

711672372 
9821 

Vacation Leave 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

JAN 

FEB 

MAR 

APR 

MAY 

JUN 

JUL 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

NOV 

DEC 

18 

8 8 

88 8888 

19 2O 21 

8 8 8 8 

8 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

X X X 

X 

8 8 8 8 X 

X 

X 

Total Vacation Leave Earned - Taken - Balance for Next Year 

**Maximum carried to Januar 

Earned    ITaken Balance 

**Balance from Prior Y~ 240 

16 16 240 
16 0 256 
16 0 272 
16 0 288 
16 0 304 
16 72 248 
16 48 216 
16 32 200 
16 0 216 
16 0 232 
16 0 248 
16 0 264 

192 168 240 
1 may never exceed 240 hours 

Sick Leave 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

JAN 

FEB 8 

MAR 8 8 

APR 

MAY 

JUN 

JUL 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

NOV 

DEC 

18 19 2O 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Total Sick Leave Earned - Taken - Balance for Next Year 

Total Carfled over from vacation in excess of 240: 

Earned    ITaken Balance 

Balance from Prior Yea 160 

8 0 168 
8 8 168 
8 16 160 
8 0 168 
8 0 176 
8 0 184 
8 0 192 
8 0 200 
8 0 208 
8 0 216 
8 0 224 
8 0 232 

96 24 256 
24 



JAN 

FEB 

MAR 

APR 

MAY 

JUN 

JUL 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

NOV 

DEC 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Total Vacation Bonus Leave Earned - Taken - Balance for Next Year 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

40 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 4:33 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fields for Online Form 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for helping with this Dana! The fields are: 
Sport 
Name 
Course 
Date 
Start Time 
End Time 
Effort Level (drop-down if possible - Excellent, Good, Average, Below Average & Poor) 
Comments (expandable field to allow for quite a bit of conunentary) 
Thanks again! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 17, 2010 8:38 AM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fields for Online Form 

TEXT.htm 

I think that looks fantastic! I will show it off during staff today and let you know if there are any red flags raised. Thanks! B 

>>> Dana Gelin 8/16/2010 9:38 PM >>> 

Brent, 
He’s going to remove the parenthetical after "comments" but does this look good otherwise? Let me know ... 

~:i/tarheelNue~comiot/m~or-~eedback.ht~ik 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/16/2010 at 04:33 PM, in message <4C69A08F.8FB : 210 : 7211>, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Thanks for helping with this Dana! The fields are: 

Sport 

Name 

Course 

Date 

Start Time 

End Time 

Effort Level (drop-down if possible - Excellent, Good, Average, Below Average & Poor) 

Comments (expandable field to allow for quite a bit of commentary) 

Thanks again! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 17, 2010 2:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policy Handout 

TEXT.htm; FA10 Policy Handout.docx 

Here you are sir... B 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2010 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

Tuesday, Aug. 24th 

Monday, Aug. 30st 

Monday, Sept. 6th 

Tuesday, Sept. 7th 

Friday, Oct. 8th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Wednesday, Oct. 20th 

Monday, Oct. 25th 

Wednesday, Nov. 24th 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 25th - 26th 
Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8636 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

Thur., Dec. 9th/Wed., Dec. 15th 966-4102 

Friday, Dec. 10th 962-8247 

Friday, Dec. 17th 

Sunday, Dec. 19th 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete a certain number hours of structured study per week. 

Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include 

computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on Tuesday, August 31st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center (AC) opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 

sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Tuesday, August 31sL The tutor schedule is 

available through your academic advisor in the AC. If you need a tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and 

productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 

on the premises. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by November 5th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on October 
20th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2010 graduation - Friday, October 8th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 
are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 17, 2010 3:04 PM 

harold_woodard@unc.edu 
Database Meeting 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Harold, 
We set Thursday morning at 9:30 as our meeting time to go over the database. It’ll be a pretty comprehensive meeting but only an 
hour-and-a-half at most in duration. I hope you can come; if you can, we will meet here (4th floor) around 9:15 and then walk over as 
a group to the football center to use one of their smartboards. 

Hope to see you soon, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 17, 2010 3:14 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Baseball signess who have signed pro contracts 

TEXT.htm; FA10 Policy Handout.docx 

Hi Mike, 
I was following things online last night and saw the signings. Attached is the flier; I’ll pass out more next week at the meeting. 

See you soon, 
Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 8/17/2010 1:42 PM >>> 
Brent, 
sorry, left you off this email, thought you would want to know. 
please provide me with Academic Support Program "flier’ if one is available, details so I can put on our board, thanks. 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2010 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

Tuesday, Aug. 24th 

Monday, Aug. 30st 

Monday, Sept. 6th 

Tuesday, Sept. 7th 

Friday, Oct. 8th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Wednesday, Oct. 20th 

Monday, Oct. 25th 

Wednesday, Nov. 24th 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 25th - 26th 
Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8636 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

Thur., Dec. 9th/Wed., Dec. 15th 966-4102 

Friday, Dec. 10th 962-8247 

Friday, Dec. 17th 

Sunday, Dec. 19th 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete a certain number hours of structured study per week. 

Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include 

computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on Tuesday, August 31st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center (AC) opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 

sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Tuesday, August 31sL The tutor schedule is 

available through your academic advisor in the AC. If you need a tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and 

productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 

on the premises. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by November 5th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on October 
20th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2010 graduation - Friday, October 8th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 
are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 18, 2010 2:03 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall rotors schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
Those won’t be completed until the schedules are solidified next week. Monday will be busy! 

Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 8/18/2010 12:40 PM >>> 
Brent, 
have these been scheduled yet. 
trying to get my bulletin board all set up! 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 19, 2010 1 : 13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Fields for Online Form 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Fields for Online Form.msg 

Here is the link; remember to remove the period. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 9:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fields for Online Form 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
He’s going to remove the parenthetical after "comments" but does this look good otherwise? Let me know ... 

http://tarheelblue.com/ot/tutor-feedback.html. 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/16/2010 at 04:33 PM, in message <4C69A08F.8FB : 210 : 7211>, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Thanks for helping with this Dana! The fields are: 

Sport 

Name 

Course 

Date 

Start Time 

End Time 

Effort Level (drop-down if possible - Excellent, Good, Average, Below Average & Poor) 

Comments (expandable field to allow for quite a bit of commentary) 

Thanks again! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 19, 2010 3:55 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policies/Procedures 

TEXT.htm; FA10 Policy Handout.docx 

Hi Andrew, 
Attached is the handout. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Brent 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2010 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

Tuesday, Aug. 24th 

Monday, Aug. 30st 

Monday, Sept. 6th 

Tuesday, Sept. 7th 

Friday, Oct. 8th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Wednesday, Oct. 20th 

Monday, Oct. 25th 

Wednesday, Nov. 24th 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 25th - 26th 
Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8636 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

Thur., Dec. 9th/Wed., Dec. 15th 966-4102 

Friday, Dec. 10th 962-8247 

Friday, Dec. 17th 

Sunday, Dec. 19th 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete a certain number hours of structured study per week. 

Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include 

computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on Tuesday, August 31st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center (AC) opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 

sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Tuesday, August 31sL The tutor schedule is 

available through your academic advisor in the AC. If you need a tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and 

productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 

on the premises. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by November 5th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on October 
20th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2010 graduation - Friday, October 8th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 
are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 20, 2010 9:22 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calendar 

TEXT.htm; Calendar of Responsibility. docx 

Good morning, 
Attached is the calendar of responsibility so we know when things should be completed. Let me know if you have any questions. 

B 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

A( AI)F MI(  SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI)I: NT-ATHLI: TF S 
CALENDAR OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Schedule of Responsibility for Olympic Sport Staff 

August 
Complete ALL eligibility profiles by the end of first week (BEFORE vacation, and you MUST be reachable) - 
necessary appeal paperwork should be on file at week’s end (typical deadline for Advising Office in Arts & Sciences, 
but this date is subject to change). M1 eligibility work should be completed on database as well as on student 
worksheets. 

¯ Beginning the first full week of the month, entering freshmen schedules are typically open for changes. 
Communicate with frosh about needed changes and help them secure the best schedule possible before their return 
to campus. 

¯ Have all team meetings scheduled before first day of classes (August 24). 
First Week of Classes 

¯ Be available to students to accommodate necessary schedule changes and book requisition form signing. 
¯ Begin scheduling appointments with study table students according to their assigned levels. Communicate with 

tutorial coordinator ALL tutorial needs as they are known at that time. Each day should bring new changes once 
original list is communicated until all needs are met. 

¯ Team Meetings 
Second Week of Classes 

¯ Begin meetings with students and compiling syllabi to be entered into database - enter when the opportunity arises. 
¯ Continue team meetings and book form signing. 
¯ Monitor the drop report daily for any changes in schedule with an eye on eligibility. 

September 
¯ Once online drop period is over (September 7), begin schedule audits - audits should be completed and degree- 

applicable numbers entered into database by September 14. 
¯ Once audits are complete, Eligibility Meetings are to commence. 

¢ Conduct meetings by class (best time is probably at 6:3o before your scheduled Study Table night) 
Make notes before meeting of all students on the cusp of losing or struggling to meet eligibility - have a 
follow-up meeting with these students to alleviate any ignorance of situation - DOCUMENT) 

¯ By late month, begin advising for Spring semester, returning to students their copies of Eligibility Statement AND 
major worksheet completed to that point. 

October 
¯ Continue with weekly meetings and advising for Spring semester. 
¯ By Fall Break (October 21), ALL eligibility meetings should be COMPLETE. 
¯ Compare schedule audits with numbers provided by Registrar and meet with Brent to go over all eligibility 

situations. 
¯ Document and communicate all previously-mentioned situations to coaches and copy Brent. 

November 
¯ Continue weekly meetings with students and begin preparing them for finals period. 
¯ Ensure that all students have schedules for Spring semester and document for coach review. 

December 
¯ Communicate finals review session to students. 
¯ Process eligibility as soon as grades post and enter data into database - ALL eligibility profiles should be complete 

in database by January 1. 
¯ Review Spring schedules and note all deficiencies to be addressed when students return in January. Contact each 

student via email as to any necessary changes brought about by eligibility situation. 

Januar~ 
¯ Review fall degree hours earned against numbers provided by Registrar and resolve all differences before Spring 

semester begins (January lO). 



¯ Have all team meetings scheduled before first day of classes (January lo). 

First Week of Classes 

¯ Be available to students to accommodate necessary schedule changes and book requisition form signing. 

¯ Begin scheduling appointments with study table students according to their assigned levels. Communicate with 

tutorial coordinator ALL tutorial needs as they are known at that time. Each day should bring new changes once 

original list is communicated until all needs are met. 

¯ Team Meetings 

Second Week of Classes 

¯ Begin meetings with students and compiling syllabi to be entered into database - enter when the opportunity arises. 

¯ Continue team meetings and book form signing. 

¯ Monitor the drop report daily for any changes in schedule with an eye on eligibility. 

February 

¯ Once online drop period is over (January ~4), begin schedule audits - audits should be completed and degree- 

applicable numbers entered into database by January 31. 

¯ Once audits are complete, Eligibility Meetings are to commence. 

v/ Conduct meetings by class (best time is probably at 6:3° before your scheduled Study Table night) 

Make notes before meeting of all students on the cusp of losing or struggling to meet eligibility - have a 

follow-up meeting with these students to alleviate any ignorance of situation - DOCUMENT) 

¯ By late month, begin advising for Fall semester, returning to students their copies of Eligibility Statement AND 

major worksheet completed to that point. 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Continue with weekly meetings and advising for Fall semester. 

By Spring Break (March 4), ALL eligibility meetings should be COMPLETE. 

Compare schedule audits with numbers provided by Registrar and meet with Brent to go over all eligibility 

situations. 

By the end of Spring Break (March n), meet with Brent to go over potential/definite summer eligibility needs. 

Notify coach IN WRITING of all summer eligibility issues. 

Continue weekly meetings with students and begin preparing them for finals period. 

Ensure that all students have schedule for Fall semester and document for coach review. 

Compile Incoming Student data sheet in preparation for CTOPS. 

Make contact with each incoming student to re-introduce yourself and go over all information needed as CTOPS 

approaches. 

Communicate finals review session to students. 

Process eligibility as soon as grades post and enter data into database - ALL eligibility profiles should be complete 

in database by June L 

Have Hot List for summer completed by the beginning of Summer Session 1 (May lo). 

Continue tracking all students on your Hot List. 

Advise incoming students as a part of CTOPS program. 

At summer session I’s end (June 14), re-calculate all outstanding eligibility and submit updated Hot List to Brent by 

June 30. 

Continue tracking all students on your Hot List. 

Advise incoming students as a part of CTOPS program. 

At summer session II’s end (July 22), re-calculate all outstanding eligibility and submit updated Hot List to Brent by 

August lo. 

ALL eligibility numbers should be entered into and finalized in database by August 15. 

Communicate all appeal needs to both students and coaches by the appropriate date as defined by Academic 

Advising in Arts & Sciences and coordinate submission of all appeal materials. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 11:01 AM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Fields for Online Form 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Re_ Fields for Online Form.msg 

Hi Dana, 
Attached is the response from Beth regarding three other input forms. Are they explicit enough or will you need more. At the end, 
she states where they need to be emailed - Beth is bridgerb@uncaa, Jaimie is jaimielee@uncaa, tia is overstre@uncaa and Amy is 
kleissle@uncaa. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 11:05 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FB Parking 

TEXT.htm 

Don’t forget to ask... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 23, 2010 11:50 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
EXSS141 Section 002 

There are only two spots remaining b/c of a room capacity of 68. There are plenty in section 001 at 9:30. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 24, 2010 9:50 AM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Non-returners 

TEXT.htm; Non-returners.msg 

Hi Nate, 
Can you look up in the tutor files the addresses for the names in the attached email? 

Thanks, 
B 



ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2010 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

Tuesday, Aug. 24th 

Monday, Aug. 30st 

Monday, Sept. 6th 

Tuesday, Sept. 7th 

Friday, Oct. 8th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Wednesday, Oct. 20th 

Monday, Oct. 25th 

Wednesday, Nov. 24th 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 25th - 26th 
Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8636 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

Thur., Dec. 9th/Wed., Dec. 15th 966-4102 

Friday, Dec. 10th 962-8247 

Friday, Dec. 17th 

Sunday, Dec. 19th 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete a certain number hours of structured study per week. 

Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include 

computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on Tuesday, August 31st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center (AC) opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 

sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Tuesday, August 31sL The tutor schedule is 

available through your academic advisor in the AC. If you need a tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and 

productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 

on the premises. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by November 5th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on October 
20th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2010 graduation - Friday, October 8th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 
are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 24, 2010 4:57 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Carolina Leadership Academy: student-athlete panel 

TEXT.htm; Carolina Leadership Academy_ student-athlete panel.msg 

Can you all look at these names and get back to me with the info tomorrow morning (early)? Thanks; CLA needs this pretty quickly 
and I will reassemble the list with those who can. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 24, 2010 5:43 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Has anyone had a chance to add names to the list Harold sent for course 
substitutions? I forwarded the letter and list to you last week. RJM 

TEXT.htm 

Women’s basketball should be fine. As for the others, not all have taken courses yet, so I don’t guess they really need to be included. 
Let me talk to the guys again. 

>>> Robert Mercer 8/24/2010 5:41 PM >>> 
Also - did you check women’s basketball? 

>>> Brent Blanton 8/24/2010 4:54 PM >>> 
Here is a new memo with names from previous list. B 

>>> Robert Mercer 8/24/2010 3:08 PM >>> 
Has anyone had a chance to add names to the list Harold sent for course substitutions? I forwarded the letter and list to you last week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 24, 2010 6:01 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: create a form? FOR APPROVAL 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Re_ create a form_ FOR APPROVAL.msg 

Hi Beth, 
Look over the links in the email and let me know if they are OK. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 5:57 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: create a form? FOR APPROVAL 

TEXT.htm 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/24/2010 at 05:55 PM, in message 
<AANLkTim26elZkeFdY=FO5OYxYrU+WJEs3iXL3k+qdExy@mail.gmail.com>, Kyle Kensing 
<kyle.kensing@cb sinteractive, com> wrote: 

Hi Dana, I have built out these forms at the following locations: 

http ://tarheelblue.com/ot/os-mentor-feedback.html 

http://tarheelblue.com/ot/fb-tutor-feedback.html 

http ://tarheelblue.com/ot/fb-mentor-feedback.html 

Let me know your thoughts, and thanks! 

Kyle Kensing 

On Tue, Aug 24, 2010 at 2:15 PM, Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kyle, 
This is SO perfect that I’m wondering whether you could do a few additional ones, at your convenience. Only a 
few small changes from the first one you built: 

1. Looking to add one field, before Comments. New field is: 

Specific tasks/reminders for next session 



2. In the "Comments" field, please add, in parentheses: 
Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, 
the chapters, concepts, or assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral 
problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, or additional comments. 

So, the field would look like: 

Comments (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received 
assistance, the chapters, concepts, or assignments you worked on during the session, and any 
academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, or 
additional comments.) 

With these changes, we want three separate forms (all the exact same body, just different titles at the top): 

FB Mentor Feedback Form 

FB Tutor Feedback Form 

OS Mentor Feedback Form 

Responses for the first two (FB) forms would go to: 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Responses from the third (OS) would go to just two addresses: 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hope all of this makes sense. If not, just let me know. 

Thanks!!! 

--Dana 

Dana Gelin 



Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 8/18/2010 at 06:44 PM, in message <AANLkTikT SWsg8B Jkyv-Wh- 
o02PnLxFtqCPqndKCehWZX@mail.gmail.com>, Kyle Kensing <kyle.kensing@cbsinteractive.com> wrote: 

Hi Dana, this has been edited. Thanks! 

Kyle Kensing 

On Mon, Aug 16, 2010 at 3:45 PM, Kyle Kensing <kyle.kensing@cbsinteractive.com> wrote: 

Hi Dana, I have built out a page here http://tarheelblue.com/ot/tutor-feedback.html. Pending your approval, 
from where would you like this linked? 

Kyle Kensing 

From: Dana Gelin [mailto:dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 1:39 PM 
To: tarheelblue@collegesports, com 
Subject: create a form? 

Hi, 

Wondering whether someone can create a form for our Academic Services people to use on THB.com. Below 
are the requested fields. Is it possible to do a drop-down menu? If not, maybe just make that line read: 

Effort Level (specify Excellent, Good, Average, Below Average or Poor) 

The form responses should go to: knorr@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Any questions/problems, please let me know. 



Thanks very much! 
Dana 

Tutorial Feedback Form 
Sport 

Name 

Course 

Date 

Start Time 

End Time 

Effort Level (drop-down if possible - Excellent, Good, Average, Below Average & Poor) 

Comments (expandable field to allow for quite a bit of commentary) 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 8:39 AM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: create a form? FOR APPROVAL 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Re_ create a form_ FOR APPROVAL.msg 

Hi Dana, 
A few changes for the football forms online... Let me know if you have any questions. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 8:47 AM 

Ryan (rac8z) Carter <rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 
Re: Hola! 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Ryan, 
Are you serious? This has been a problem for three years?! ? Right now I cannot figure out what has happened. Can you send me 
both front and back ends so I can get a look at just what is going on? 

Hope all is well! First week is killing us! 
B 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (mc8z)" <mc8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 8/24/2010 11:18 AM >>> 

Hey there Brent [] How are things at UNC? I[]m sure you[]re crazy busy, so I[]ll get to the question. I just found out last week that 
the coordinators are unable to print reports out of the database (yes, they just told me this after using it for 3+ years). When they try to 
print a report that is pulled up on the screen, the report doesn[]t print, but rather the template of the database prints (what they see 
when they first open the db). I told them to click on the report and then try, but no luck. 

Any ideas? 

No rush on this [] .they []ve waited 3 years, they can wait a little longer. 

One more weekend withom college football! J 

Ryan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 8:59 AM 

Ryan (rac8z) Carter <rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 

RE: Hola! 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing; have a great day! 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (mc8z)" <mc8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 8/25/2010 8:55 AM >>> 

Oh, I [] m serious. Unbelievable, right? 

I have a crazy day, so probably won[]t get to that tmtil tomorrow. 

Hang in there! 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:bla~Jto~m~c~a.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 8:47 AM 
To: Carter, Ryan (racSz) 
Subject: Re: Hola! 

Hey Ryan, 

Are you serious? This has been a problem for three years?! ? Right now I cannot figure out what has happened. Can you send me 
both front and back ends so I can get a look at just what is going on? 

Hope all is well! First week is killing us! 

B 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (mc8z)" <mc8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 8/24/2010 11:18 AM >>> 

Hey there Brent [] How are things at UNC? I[]m sure you[]re crazy busy, so I[]ll get to the question. I just found out last week that 
the coordinators are unable to print reports out of the database (yes, they just told me this after using it for 3+ years). When they try to 
print a report that is pulled up on the screen, the report doesn[]t print, but rather the template of the database prints (what they see 
when they first open the db). I told them to click on the report and then try, but no luck. 

Any ideas? 

No rush on this [] .they []ve waited 3 years, they can wait a little longer. 

One more weekend without college football! J 

Ryan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 9:14 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Quick Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Can everyone be free at 10 this morning? I have a quick thing to go over with each of you - shouldn’t last more than 5 minutes. 
Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               3:10 PM 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spring Grades 

TEXT.htm; sb grades.pdf 

Hi Donna, 
Attached is the work up I did after the grades posted. I hope all is well for you this week; let me know if you need anything else. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 3:31 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Do any of you have team meetings remaining after today? If so, where do you plan to hold them? We are trying to avoid scheduling 
"snafoos" in the building. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                3:50 PM 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Grades 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

Great! That means you are fully-staffed again, right? Now you can begin the new term, huh? 

>>> Donna J. Papa         3:48 PM >>> 
Thanks so much. All is good. Hired another assistant. 

( ~:ii’mrhee~Nue.csJ~v.com/sportsiwoso~b~i~mcowosofJtb~obodv.h~rr~ ) 

>>> Brent Blanton 3:09 PM >>> 
Hi Donna, 
Attached is the work up I did after the grades posted. I hope all is well for you this week; let me know if you need anything else. 

B 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 2:56 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Dana, 
A few quick questions. Any word on the updates for football’s feedback forms? Also, Kym said he did not receive an email of the 
form I completed on Tuesday (I think it was Tuesday). Can we check whether it went out or not? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 27, 2010 10:05 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Schedule 8.26.10.PDF 

Good morning sir, 
This is the last report I received; hopefully will have another by early afternoon. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 12:35 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor paperwork 

TEXT.htm; Academic Integrity Exit Paperwork.pdf; Academic Honesty Policy.pdf 

Here you are ma’am. B 



Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 

and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this 

testimonial as a way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty 

Policy, the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 

academic activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 

ask that you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank 

you for your investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 
to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations. __ ~:~ i~ 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in 
training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

NCAA Compliance 2010-2011 



A CADEIVIIC INTEGRITY STA TEIVIENT ADDENDUIVI 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our prol~ram for the future, so your candid responses to the followinl~ questions are I~reatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were I~iven adequate traininl~ on NCAA rules relatinl~ to academic intel~rity, extra benefits, I~amblinl~ and 

other applicable lel~islation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affectinl~ academic intel~rity, were you able to brinl~ your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any I~amblinl~ behaviors amonl~ student-athletes? If so, what types of I~amblinl~? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 



NORTH CAROLINA 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGI~-AM 

FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT CENTEP. 

CAMPUS BOX 8550 

PO BOX 2tz6 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 2751,3-2126 

¯ 9~9.966.4~02 

F 919.96~.8247 

Academic Honesty Policy 
Academic Center for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

Tutoring sessions are meant to be learning experiences. Tutors are encouraged to 
discuss subject matters with students in effort to ensure that they understand and 
appreciate the material. 

Tutors are not to do work for students. Examples of academic fraud, unacceptable 
tutoring practices and extra benefits include but are not limited to: 

writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 

completing assignments for the student-athlete 
taking exams for the student-athlete 
any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 

conducting research for the student-athlete 

I attest to the fact that I have received training regarding NCAA and UNC 

academic assistance policies and regulations, specifically academic fraud 

and extra benefits. I fully understand my role as an institutional staff 

member and I will adhere to all NCAA, UNC and Academic Support Center 

policies. I understand that violating these policies would result in my 

termination. 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

Tutor Training 2010-2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 27, 2010 1:11 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutoring 

TEXT.htm; Tutoring.msg 

For when he comes on board... Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 27, 2010 1:43 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: update part 2 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy; it’s out. Have a great weekend! B 

>>> Amy kleissler 8/27/2010 1:31 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Robert was just here with             on speaker phone and we composed an email to send to all of the mentors/tutors/SI leaders. 
I have cc’ed you and sent it to everyone on my list. could you please forward it to the people on your list? Thank you so much. 
Amy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 27, 2010 3:32 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

No problem; thank you! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/27/2010 3:18 PM >>> 
Sorry these are so late. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 27, 2010 3:35 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Schedules 

TEXT.htm; MBA Scheds 8.27.pdf 

Hi Mike, 
Schedules from this afternoon. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 27, 2010 4:56 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Hall Folks 

TEXT.htm 

For the record, not one person has seen me since I made the announcement in the meeting that they needed to see me by the end of 
today. Send them my way if you will please. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 30, 2010 8:03 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks 8/27 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks 8_27.msg 

I believe I sent you Thursday’s report, so attached is Friday’s with a few misses. Brem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 30, 2010 11:51 AM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: tutoring this year 

TEXT.htm; tutoring this year.msg 

Since we have a need... But he must be trained, so that means meeting with Susan. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 30, 2010 1:36 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Schedule 8.30.10.PDF 

Here is today’s update... Let me know when you are free to meet tomorrow: I can do as early as 10. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 30, 2010 1:43 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Susan! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/30/2010 12:47 PM >>> 
Here you go. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



1. Clean out the Appointments table 

~. Allow Inactive students access to tutoring 

3. Shrink the size of the NC logo at the top of tutorial schedules 

4. USCs report request 

5. Better ways to delete appointments? 

6. Email tutorial schedules to students 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 31, 2010 9:30 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall 2010 Tutors and Mentors 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2010 Tutors and Monitors.xlsx 

Here it is sir... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 31, 2010 9:08 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Hall 

TEXT.htm 

OK, tonight was tough because we still haven’t gotten tutorial up and rtmning to the level it will be beginning next week. As a result, 
the 5th floor was loaded. Speak to your coaches to let them know that if complaints come, and they will, we are trying to get used to a 
new facility with limited room for adjustment to this week’s kind of demand. Both you and the coach need to tell the student to chill 
out and roll with things this week because things will get better. 

Also let your coaches know that students WILL be kicked out of study hall. When this happens, we will not allow that situation to 
come back on us - it is a result of the student’s choice that particular night. Get ready for it by having the conversation now to head 
things off. 

Let me know if there are any questions... 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 1, 2010 10:05 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Daily Report 

TEXT.htm; DR 9.1.pdf; Tutorial Schedules.pdf 

Good morning sir, 
Attached is the daily report. One question: the building is bursting at the seams with study hall, so can the guys make it there by 6? 
Several were there last night, and I want to expand the hours to 6-10 with my sports here between 6 and 8 for independent study. 

Also, the scheduled tutorials are attached; can you have the guys look at it when they come in today? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 1, 2010 11:52 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you!!!! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/1/2010 11:27 AM >>> 
attached 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 11:56 AM 

Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Re: Fwd: PORT 101.005 and 101.006 

TEXT.htm 

HI Jaimie, 
We will be doing it differently fr here on out, so that oversight should be corrected. 

Thanks! 
B 

>>> Jaimie Lee 8/31/2010 9:32 AM >>> 
Hello Brent! 

I just wanted to pass along this email from Kristine Taylor, Port Professor. She says she is never included for the midterm evaluations 
regarding student athletes, and I told her we would add her to the list. 

I am not sure if any of the other counselors have student athletes in her class, so would you mind passing this on to rest of the counselors? 
Thank you so much! 

Jaimie 

Jaimie Lee 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <kristitl@email.unc.edu> 8/30/2010 3:21 PM >>> 
Hi Jamie. 

I hope this email finds you well and that you have had a good summer. 

I just wanted to touch base with you about the the students in PORT 101 
in the sections at 1 pm and 2 pm. I am not sure how many of them are 
from the football team. 

The text book is "Working Portuguese for Beginners". It is a new book 
t~at we are using for the first time this semester. The students must 
also buy online access to the exercises which are mandatory. The access 
is aprox. $25, and the webiste is books.quia.com. Here each student 
must register, sign up for my course (the course code is JJEK699) and 
t~en buy access to the online work book. I have been told that the 
access is valid for 3 years, so the students can reuse it for PORT 102 
and 203, where we will be using the same book according to the plan. 
The first online exercises for Lesson 1 are due this evening. 

I am also asking the students to buy a dictionary, typically the 
Collins Portuguese-English/English-Portuguese Concise dictionary. 

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me. 

Do you know if my name is on the list of teachers who will receive mid 
term evaluations? I didn’t receive them in the previous semesters, but 
if I can help with any feedback, I am happy to do so. 

Thank you, 

Kristine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 1, 2010 1:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Can you sed over the mentor schedule for our side of the house? 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 1, 2010 4:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Next Week 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
We have our regularly-scheduled staff meeting Tuesday at 3pm, but also mark down Wednesday afternoon at 3pm as well - Bobbi 
Owen will be here to speak to us. 

Let me know if you have any questions. In review, there will be two staff meetings next week - regular on Tuesday and meeting with 
Dean Owen on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 1, 2010 6:58 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Daily Report 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
Five of the guys came in already and set up appointments and received copies of their tutor schedules again. I’ll let you know in the 
morning who remains to be seen. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> Mike Fox 9/1/2010 6:29 PM >>> 
sorry i missed you. crazy week as you know. 
i told all my guys today to get to you tomorrow for scheduling meetings. 
also told them about study hall at 6pm. we lift at 4:30 right now but that will change as we begin team practice so hopefully many of 
them can get there before 7pm for sure. I have a lot with night class on Monday (10)- 2 freshmen 
and Tuesday (14)-8 freshmen and Thursday (5)-2 freshmen. 
You know who those are. 
Will hopefully touch base tomorrow. 
Mike 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/1/2010 10:04 AM >>> 
Good morning sir, 
Attached is the daily report. One question: the building is bursting at the seams with study hall, so can the guys make it there by 6? 
Several were there last night, and I want to expand the hours to 6-10 with my sports here between 6 and 8 for independent study. 

Also, the scheduled tutorials are attached; can you have the guys look at it when they come in today? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 2, 2010 10:17 AM 

John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu> 
Re: legend 

TEXT.htm 

Hi John, 
I’ll have it to you this evening or tomorrow morning; sorry for the delay. 

B 

>>> "John Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 9/1/2010 5:50 PM >>> 

Did you ever get a chance to work on putting a legend at the top of the daily and point total summary report? 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 2, 2010 7:44 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
COMM113 Syllabus from SS2 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Comm113 SS2 Syllabus.docx 

Here is one from second summer session; let me know if you need anything else. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheerNue.cstv.cor~i 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Comm113 - Public Speaking 
Section 001 - SSII 2010 

Instructor: Carey Hardin 

hardinc@email.unc, edu 
Office: Bingham 303 
Office hours: Monday 9:30 - 11:00 

Wednesday 1:30 - 3:00 

Greenlaw 104 
ll:30to 1:00 

Conrse Description 
Public speaking is an essential part of a successful and fulfilling life. It is also the mode 

of engaging other citizens in the deliberative process of democracy. To speak in public is 
to engage others on issues of mutual importance. However, most people have little 
understanding of the theoretical foundations of effective public speaking or formal 
training in its execution. This course will introduce you to the theory and practice of 
rhetoric as the foundation of public speaking. You will thus gain the skills and invaluable 
practice necessary for you to research, organize and communicate your thoughts in the 
public context. In addition, you will gain the knowledge necessary to evaluate the 
rhetorical messages you encounter in the world around you. These skills and knowledge 
will prepare you to perform with confidence when you are called upon to speak in public 
in the future and enable you to critically analyze the speech of others. 

Course Goals 
By the end of this course you will be able to: 

1. Deliver both well researched and impromptu speeches on varied subjects. 
2. Analyze and fully address the rhetorical situation in which you must speak. 
3. Understand and execute different types of persuasion. 
4. Organize your ideas and support your arguments. 
5. Construct an outline and finished speech. 
6. Critically analyze and evaluate the rhetorical strategies of other speeches. 

Required Materials 
Keith, William M., and Christian Lundberg. The Essential Guide to Rhetoric. Boston: 

Bedford/St. Martin’ s, 2008. 
O’Hair, Dan, Hannah Rubenstein and Rob Stewart. A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking. 

3rd ed. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’ s, 2010. 

Course Requirements and Gradin~ 

Speeches and Outlines (75%) 
You will deliver 5 graded speeches and create 3 outlines over the course of the semester. 
You must attach the outline rubric to the front of your outline when turning it in. You 
must also use the outline template to create your outline. Both the rubric and template for 
outlines are found on Blackboard. Each will have a total point value as listed below. 



1. Introductory Speech (2 minutes): 5% 
2. Informative speech (4 to 5 minutes): 15% 

a. Outline: 5% 
b. Speech: 10% 

3. Persuasive speech (5 to 6 minutes): 20% 
a. Outline: 5% 
b. Speech: 15% 

4. Impromptu/Special Occasion speech (1 minute): 5% 
5. Final persuasive speech (6 to 7 minutes): 30% 

a. Outline: 10% 
b. Speech: 20% 

Total: 75% 

Quizzes and Written Reviews (10%) 
There will be unannounced quizzes during the semester that will test your knowledge of 
the reading assigned each day. The number of quizzes will depend on how prepared the 
class as a whole is as reflected in class discussion (that means that if everyone comes to 
class prepared there may be few or even NO quizzes!) In addition, at several points 
during the semester, I will request that you write a 1 page review of your progress in 
researching your topic or creating your argument for a particular speech. You will receive 
a prompt for each review no less than 2 days before it is due. If you miss class, you must 
contact a classmate to get the topic. Do not contact me unless you have a previously 
scheduled absence. 

Participation (15%) 
Class will consist of discussion, group work and practice speeches (yes you will speak in 
almost every class !) These activities are not optional and your full participation is 
required. Because we will do such activities everyday, your attendance will obviously 
affect your participation grade. 

Course Policies 

Class Meetings 
1. Cell phones, computers and other electronic devices (iPod, Sidekick, etc) are 

NOT permitted during class time. 
2. Come to all class meetings on time: Arriving late to class will affect your 

participation grade. If you come to class late, DO NOT ENTER until you are sure 
that no one is giving a speech. If you have to leave early, tell me before class and 
then make sure you DO NOT LEAVE during a speech. 

3. Attend all class meetings: This is a summer course, which means that two classes 
represent a full week of class in a normal semester. Missing class can add up very 
quickly. Absences will affect your participation grade. If you are absent you must 
tell me before hand and/or have a documented excuse in order to be given the 
opportunity to make up any work you miss, including speeches. If you know you 

2 



are going to be absent, you must notify me ONE WEEK in advance to schedule a 
make-up speech. 

4. Pay attention in class: It is important to be attentive and respectful in all classes. 
However, in this class, your ability to be a respectful audience member is of even 
greater importance because you will be watching your classmates give speeches. 
Considering that everyone in class may be nervous about speaking in front of the 
class, it is absolutely necessary that you are attentive and respectful. Do not eat, 
crumple paper or make other noise during speeches. 

5. Guidelines for class discussion: To facilitate discussion and greater understanding 
of the material we cover, please adhere to the following rules for discussion: 

a. Address ideas, notpeople. If you disagree with someone in class, 
make sure you address their ideas and not their identity. If you 
disagree with something someone says, do not interrupt the 
speaker. Instead, wait until he or she has finished and then make 
your point. 

b. Differentiate fact from opinion. If you have substantial research to 
support a fact, make sure you that you reference that evidence. If 
something you state is an opinion, make sure you frame it as an 
opinion. Ex. "Well, I think..." or "In my opinion..." 

c. Listen actively. Don’t just wait until the next chance to give your 
opinion. Instead, show the speaker that you are interested and 
consider the ideas he or she expresses. 

d. It is okay to disagree about very important things. We are not 
going to reach consensus on all the issues and there is no need to 
convince everyone. Instead, consider this class as a way to be 
exposed to a number of different viewpoints. 

6. Conduct: Degrading, offensive, disruptive, or disrespectful behavior will not be 
tolerated. No form of harassment (physical, verbal, sexual, etc.) or discrimination 
on any basis is acceptable. 

Preparing for Class 
1. Readings. All readings must be completed in time for the scheduled class 

discussion. Pop quizzes may occur at anytime to ensure that readings are 
completed. 

2. Speeches: Come prepared to deliver speeches on days they are due and/or days 
you are scheduled to speak. If you do not give a speech the day you are scheduled 
to speak you will receive a zero for the speech unless you have contacted me in 
advance and received email confirmation of an extension or unless you can 
provide documentation of an approved excuse after the fact. 

3. Written assignments: All written assignments are due at the beginning of class. 
Late assignments will not be accepted unless under exceptional circumstances and 
doctors notes or other verification may be required. If you anticipate that an 
exceptional circumstance will prevent you from being able to turn in your work, 
please let me know in advance. On all written work, include your name, the 
course name or number, your instructor’s name and an honor code statement 
verifying that you have not given or received any unauthorized aid on your 



assignment. All written work should have a title, although not a title page. Please 
use 12pt font, 1 inch margins, black ink, double space, and Times New Roman 
only. Be sure to adhere to page limits. 

Contacting the Instructor 
1. Office hours: I invite you to come to office hours at any point during the semester 

to discuss your performance in the class or to discuss a particular assignment. If 
you missed class, contact a classmate to get notes. I will not discuss what was 
missed in class. If you wish to discuss an assignment, you must come to office 
hours at least 24 hours before it is due. If you wish to discuss a grade, please 
come to office hours at least 24 hours after receiving the grade and bring written 
notes about what you would like to discuss. 

2. Email: Please type COMM113 in the subject line of your emails and sign your 
emails with your full name. I will not answer emails regarding information that 
can be found on the syllabus or regarding what was missed in class. 

Honor Code 
Do not cheat or plagiarize. You may not collaborate on outlines, quizzes or speeches 
unless given permission in class to do so. You must cite any words or ideas that are not 
your own. Please read the entire section below labeled "HONOR CODE AND 
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY." 

HONOR CODE AND ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
You will be held to the standards of UNC’s Honor Code (see http://honor.unc.edu/and 
http://instmment.unc.edu/.) The section describing academic dishonesty reads: 

B. Academic Dishonesty. 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to 
support the principles of academic integrity and to refrain from all forms of academic 
dishonesty, including but not limited to, the following: 

1. Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or 
ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether 
graded or otherwise. 

2. Falsification, fabrication, or misrepresentation of data, other information, or citations 
in connection with an academic assignment, whether graded or otherwise. 

3. Unauthorized assistance or unauthorized collaboration in connection with academic 
work, whether graded or otherwise. 

4. Cheating on examinations or other academic assignments, whether graded or 
otherwise, including but not limited to the following: a. Using tmauthorized materials and methods 
(notes, books, electronic information, telephonic or other forms of electronic communication, or 
other sources or methods); b. Violating or subverting requirements governing administxation of 
examinations or other academic assignments; c. Compromising the security of examinations or 
academic assignments; d. Representing another’s work as one’s own; or e. Engaging in other 
actions that compromise the integrity of the grading or evaluation process. 

5. Deliberately furnishing false information to members of the University community in 

4 



connection with their efforts to prevent, investigate, or enforce University requirements regarding 
academic dishonesty. 

6. Forging, falsifying, or misusing University documents, records, identification cards, 
computers, or other resources so as to violate requirements regarding academic dishonesty. 

7. Violating other University policies that are designed to assure that academic work 
conforms to requirements relating to academic integrity. 

8. Assisting or aiding another to engage in acts of academic dishonesty prohibited by Section 
II. B. 

Resources 
If you need assistance with writing, please contact the Writing Center 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/. If you feel you need additional accommodations on 
exams or assignments, please contact the Learning Center http://learningcenter.unc.edu/ 

Course Schedule 
Readings are to be completed PRIOR to and for the class date under which they are 
listed. 

6/17 

6/18 

6/21 

6/22 

6/23 

6/24 

Topic: Introducing the course 
Read for today: Syllabus and Public Speaking pgs 144-145. 
In class practice: Volume 
Assignment due: Personal information sheet. 

Topic: What is public speaking? 
Read for today: Public Speaking, Chapter 2 and pgs 145-148. 
In class practice: Pitch, rate, pauses, disfluencies and articulation. 
Assignment due: Introductory speeches. 

Topic: Rhetoric and choosing a discourse 
Read for today: Rhetoric, Chapter 1 and Public Speaking, Chapter 19. 
In class practice: Body language 
Assignment due: TBA 

Topic: The audience is the public 
Read for today: Rhetoric, pgs 11-21 and Public Speaking, Chapters 1, 5 and 6. 
In class practice: Responsive speaking 
Assignment due: TBA 

Topic: Ethical speech 
Read for today: Rhetoric, pgs 21-23 and Public Speaking, Chapter 4. 
In class practice: Establishing credibility (language choice and statement) 
Assignment: TBA 

Topic: Selecting a topic 
Read for today: Public Speaking, Chapters 7 and 23. 



In class practice: Transitions and signposting 
Assignment: Bring in 3 topic ideas for the informative speech. 

6/25 Topic: Rhetorical situation 
Read for today: Rhetoric, Chapter 3. 
In class practice: Genuine identification 
Assignment: TBA 

6/28 Topic: Organization 
Read for today: Public Speaking, Chapters 12-14. 
In class practice: Organization 
Assignment: Draft informative speech outline with works cited. 

6/29 Topic: Support 
Read for today: Public Speaking, Chapters 8 and 9. 
In class practice: Using support 
Assignment: TBA 

6/30 Topic: Introduction and Conclusion 
Read for today: Public Speaking, Chapters 15 and 17. 
In class practice: Attention getters and closing devices 
Assignment: TBA 

7/1 Speeches 
Read for Today: Nothing. 
Assignment: Final informative speech outline (all students), speeches (group 1). 

7/2 Speeches 
Read for today: Nothing. 
Assignment: Speeches (group 2). 

7/5 *HOLIDAY* 

7/6 Topic: Persuasion 
Read for today: Rhetoric, pgs 35-40, 47-50 and Public Speaking, pgs 188-200. 
In class practice: Syllogisms, enthymemes and examples 
Assignment: Bring in 3 topic ideas for persuasive speech. 

7/7 Topic: Impromptu speeches 
Read for today: Public Speaking, Chapters 3 and 25. 
In class practice: Demonstrating ethos 
Assignment: Impromptu speeches (nothing to prepare). 

7/8 Topic: Argumentation and support 
Read for today: Rhetoric, pages 44-47 and Public Speaking pg 202. 
In class practice: Policy stock issues 



Assignment: TBA 

7/9 Topic: Language 
Read for today: Rhetoric, Chapter 6 and Public Speaking, Chapter 16. 
In class practice: Repetition 
Assignment: Draft persuasive speech outline. 

7/12 Topic: Delivery 
Read for today: Reread Public Speaking, Chapters 18 and 19. 
In class practice: Visual aids 
Assignment: BRING LAPTOPS TO CLASS 

7/13 Speeches 
Read for today: Nothing. 
Assignment: Final persuasive speech outlines (all students), speeches (group 1). 

7/14 Speeches 
Read for today: Nothing. 
Assignment: Speeches (group 2). 

7/15 Topic: Adapting to a new audience 
Read for today: Nothing. 
In class practice: Antithesis and rhetorical questions. 
Assignment: None. 

7/16 Topic: Workshop outlines. 
Read for today: Nothing. 
In class practice: Metonymy and synecdoche 
Assignment: Draft final speech outline. 

7/19 Topic: Workshop outlines 
Read for today: Nothing 
In class practice: Metaphor 
Assignment: TBA 

7/20 Topic: Review, wrap up, evaluations. 
Read for today: Nothing. 
Assignment: Final final speech outlines (all students). 

7/21 *READING DAY* 

7/22 *FINAL SPEECHES* - 11:30 TO 2:30 

ENJOY THE REST OF YOUR SUMMER!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 2, 2010 9:02 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: COMM113 Syllabus from SS2 

TEXT.htm 

I’ll see what I can dig up. 

>>> John Blanchard 9/2/2010 9:01 PM >>> 
Can you get the Spring 2009 syllabus? I understand the difficulty here. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton 
To: John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 9/2/2010 7:44:13 PM 

Subject: COMM113 Syllabus from SS2 

Here is one from second summer session; let me know if you need anything else. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.cs~v,comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 10:57 AM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Employee PIDs 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Tutors 2006 2007 2009.xlsx 

Hi Tracy, 
I need to get these folks pids as quickly as possible today, so I figured you were probably the best, most dependable and quickest 
resource. 

The names are in the excel attachment; let me know if you are having trouble with anything. 

Thanks ! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :iita~ee~b~ue. cs~-~ ~colr~~ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 11:03 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Feedback Forms 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Feedback Forms.msg 

Feedback from SB mentor... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 11:37 AM 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Spreadsheet - MUCH Better! 

TEXT.htm; Tutors 2006 2007 2009.xlsx 

I think you’ll like this one better! B 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 12:41 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Paperwork 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Academic Honesty Policy.doc; academic integrity exit.doc; 
academic integrity statement addendum.docx 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Academic Honesty Policy 
Academic Center for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

Tutoring sessions are meant to be learning experiences. Tutors are encouraged to 

discuss subject matters with students in effort to ensure that they understand and 

appreciate the material. 

Tutors are not to do work for students. Examples of academic fraud, unacceptable 
tutoring practices and extra benefits include but are not limited to: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 

¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 

¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 

¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 

¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

I attest to the fact that I have received training regarding NCAA and UNC 

academic assistance policies and regulations, specifically academic fraud 

and extra benefits. I fully understand my role as an institutional staff 

member and I will adhere to all NCAA, UNC and Academic Support Center 

policies. I understand that violating these policies would result in my 

termination. 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

Tutor Training 2010-2011 



Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 
and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this 
testimonial as a way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty 

Policy, the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 
academic activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 
ask that you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank 
you for your investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 
to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations. __ Initial 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in 
training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ Initial 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

NCAA Compliance 2010-2011 



ACADEMIC INTEGRITY STATEMENT ADDENDUM 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our program for the future, so your candid responses to the following questions are greatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were given adequate training on NCAA rules relating to academic integrity, extra benefits, gambling and 

other applicable legislation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affecting academic integrity, were you able to bring your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any gambling behaviors among student-athletes? If so, what types of gambling? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 4:49 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.3.pdf; Tutorial Schedules.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached are both the weekly report and updated tutor schedules. Have a great holiday weekend. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 4:58 PM 

keadey@unc.edu 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutors from 2006 to Present 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Tutors 2006 2007 2009.xlsx 

Good afternoon, 
Robert asked that I provide you with these lists of tutors dating back to 2006. In the spreadsheet, each year has its own tab. 

Please let me know if I can provide anything else for you, and have a great holiday weekend. 

Sincerely, 
Brent Blanton 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / itarhee lb lue~ csJ~v, com! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 3, 2010 4:59 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutorial Schedules 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Tutorial Schedules by Student.pdf; Tutorial Schedules.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
The girls were in the building quite a bit this week, so we are off to a good start. I will begin sending weekly reports next week, but I 
wanted to send you a master of the tutorial schedule for them as well as copies of schedules by student. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and have a great holiday weekend! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.csJ~.,.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 4:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Database 

TEXT.htm 

Back up and running... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 5:06 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Schedule 9.7.10.PDF 

Hi Mike, 
Sorry for the delay in responding; I come in later on Tuesdays and Thursdays and had meetings as soon as I got in. Attached are the 
schedules; I’ll send an updated one tomorrow after the drop day ends tonight. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 5:08 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Baseball schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/7/2010 2:59 PM >>> 
Here it is. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 511 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Carolina Connection Question 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Carolina Connection Question.msg; Fwd 
Question.msg; Carolina Connection Question.msg 

Carolina Connection 

We are all getting hit by the UNC student journalists now... No one has responded. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 4:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Carolina Connection Question 

TEXT.htm; Carolina Connection Question.msg 

I’m guessing I should NOT respond to her request. Should I ignore or politely decline. 

Beth 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 5 14 PM 

Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Alan, 
I have not encountered that one before, but I am pretty sure I created the database using 7. 
his shortcut? Can you verify that the one he is using is identical to others? 

Brent 

I wonder if there is something wrong with 

>>> Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 1:15 PM >>> 
Hello Brent, 

I’m Alan Hong from SAAS and John Mosbach introduced us over the phone about a month ago and you showed us how to backup our 
Access Database. How are you doing? Hope you had a wonderful labor day weekend. 

We bought John a new computer recently and got everything up and going except for the database. For some reason whenever he tries 
to access the database he gets the error "Could not lock file" and it can’t open. The only time when he CAN access the database is if he 
is the first one to open it, but when he does, it locks everyone else out. I’ve researched this problem and many people have been saying 
that there is either a permission problem or there isn’t a front end or a back end to the database. I’ve confirmed that he has full read and 
write access to it and that we have a front end and a back end. My only suspicion is that because his new computer is running on 
Windows 7 maybe it isn’t working perfectly but that completely doesn’t make sense. Reason I claim this is because a few of the 
advisors are running Vista and they’re able to get on it just fine and because the two operating systems are pretty much the same thing. 

Have you ever encountered this issue with the "Could Not Lock File" in Windows 7 and Access 2007? 

Thanks so much! 
Alan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 5:44 PM 

alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 
Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 

TEXT.htm 

Is his Microsoft running out of a different subfolder? Officel4 versus Officel2 within Microsoft Office for instance? 

>>> alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 5:42 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Yes, I made sure that on the new computer, it is using the same shortcut as the others and it also has the "/runtime" command as well. 
None of that works. 

Thanks, 
Alan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 7, 2010 2:14 pm 
Subject: Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 
To: Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

> Hi Alan, 
> I have not encountered that one before, but I am pretty sure I 
> created the database using 7. I wonder if there is something wrong 
> with his shortcut? Can you verify that the one he is using is 
> identical to others? 
> 

> Brent 
> 

> >>> Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/20 l0 l:l 5 PM >>> 
> Hello Brent, 
> 
> I’m Alan Hong from SAAS and John Mosbach introduced us over the 
> phone about a month ago and you showed us how to backup our Access 
> Database. How are you doing? Hope you had a wonderful labor day 
> weekend. 
> 
> We bought John a new computer recently and got everything up and 
> going except for the database. For some reason whenever he tries to 
> access the database he gets the error "Could not lock file" and it 
> can’t open. The only time when he CAN access the database is if he 
> is the first one to open it, but when he does, it locks everyone 
> else out. I’ve researched this problem and many people have been 
> saying that there is either a permission problem or there isn’t a 
> front end or a back end to the database. I’ve confirmed that he has 
> full read and write access to it and that we have a front end and a 
> back end. My only suspicion is that because his new computer is 
> running on Windows 7 maybe it isn’t working perfectly but that 
> completely doesn’t make sense. Reason I claim this is because a few 
> of the advisors are running Vista and they’re able to get on it 
>just fine and because the two operating systems are pretty much the 
> same thing. 
> 
> Have you ever encountered this issue with the "Could Not Lock File" 
> in Windows 7 and Access 2007? 
> 
> Thanks so much! 
> Alan 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 6:40 PM 

alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 
Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 

TEXT.htm 

It does unfortunately; it affects the target, although since he’s been able to get into sometimes, I am not hopeful that this is the solution. 

>>> alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 6:16 PM >>> 
I’m not completely sure because I didn’t check that, but I’ll take a look. Does it really make a difference though? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 7, 2010 2:44 pm 
Subject: Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 
To: alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

Is his Microsoft rtmning out of a different subfolder? Officel4 
versus Office 12 within Microsoft Office for instance? 

>>> alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 5:42 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Yes, I made sure that on the new computer, it is using the same 
shortcut as the others and it also has the "/runtime" command as 
well. None of that works. 

Thanks, 
Alan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 7, 2010 2:14 pm 
Subject: Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 
To: Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

> Hi Alan, 
> I have not encountered that one before, but I am pretty sure I 
> created the database using 7. I wonder if there is something wrong 
> with his shortcut? Can you verify that the one he is using is 
> identical to others? 

>> 

> Brent 
>> 

> >>> Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 1:15 PM >>> 
> Hello Brent, 

>> 
> I’m Alan Hong from SAAS and John Mosbach introduced us over the 
> phone about a month ago and you showed us how to backup our Access 
> Database. How are you doing? Hope you had a wonderful labor day 
> weekend. 

>> 
> We bought John a new computer recently and got everything up and 
> going except for the database. For some reason whenever he tries to 
> access the database he gets the error "Could not lock file" and it 
> can’t open. The only time when he CAN access the database is if he 
> is the first one to open it, but when he does, it locks everyone 
> else out. I’ve researched this problem and many people have been 
> saying that there is either a permission problem or there isn’t a 
> front end or a back end to the database. I’ve confirmed that he has 
> full read and write access to it and that we have a front end and a 



> > back end. My only suspicion is that because his new computer is 
> > running on Windows 7 maybe it isn’t working perfectly but that 
> > completely doesn’t make sense. Reason I claim this is because a few 
> > of the advisors are running Vista and they’re able to get on it 
> >just fine and because the two operating systems are pretty much the 
> > same thing. 
>> 
> > Have you ever encountered this issue with the "Could Not Lock File" 
> > in Windows 7 and Access 2007? 
>> 
> > Thanks so much! 
> > Alan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 7:30 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor times 

TEXT.htm; Tutor times.msg 

Please fix... Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 10:30 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: econ 310 tutor 

TEXT.htm; econ 310 mtor.msg 

Please change... Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 8, 2010 8:40 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Study Hall Hours 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

I understand; they can spread things out over the week and do shorter stints in independent study - probably better that way anyway. 

Thanks, 
B 

>>> Mike Fox 9/8/2010 8:38 AM >>> 
Brent, 
that is very difficult for my players, we are on the field at times until 5 or 5:30pm. Getting showered and something to eat and right 
over there can be difficult. I will remind them and try to adjust practice plans accordingly. Baseball is a sport that takes a long time 
on the field as you know. 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/8/2010 8:34 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
Last night was a little better in terms of the building and its capacity for the number of bodies in study hall, but I want to remind you 
all that our time for independent study is from 6-8, NOT 6-10. We did expand our hours, but we did so to slot times by advisor so the 
building could better serve the need. 

If you have any questions about this change in policy, please let me know. But remember, we do independent hours between the 
hours of 6 and 8, NOT 8 and 10. Tutorial goes on as previously scheduled. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 8, 2010 4:43 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: study study story 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Dana, 
Did you say the feedback forms for football are done? 

B 

>>> Dana Gelin 9/7/2010 4:59 PM >>> 

FYI ... 

htt~:lO1~.ww.r~2times.comi2O lO/O9iO7ihealth/viewsiOT~rfind.htrrfl?th&emc=th 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 8, 2010 5:37 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: study study story 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Dana 

>>> Dana Gelin 9/8/2010 5:05 PM >>> 

No, I’ve emailed to see what the status is and I haven’t yet heard anything back. I’ll email again tonight and try to see what the deal 
is... 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 9/8/2010 at 04:42 PM, in message <4C87F545.72A : 210 : 7211>, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Dana, 

Did you say the feedback forms for football are done? 

B 

>>> Dana Gelin 9/7/2010 4:59 PM >>> 

FYI ... 

~:iiwwwxtvtimes.comi20 l Oi09/07ihealthiviewsiO7mind.ht~(~?th&emc=th 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Date 

Dear                   : 

As a former part-time member of our Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, we would 
like to take this opportunity to thank you for your service to our student-athletes and to our 
Program. We take great pride in the academic accomplishments of our student-athletes, and our 
tutorial program is a key component to this success. 

We strongly believe that only currently employed tutors/mentors should work with our student- 
athletes. It is through monitoring and supervision that we are able to ensure the proper 
environment for them. As a result of your departure from our Program, we ask that you 
refrain from working with our student-athletes in an academic setting from this point 
forward, i.e. tutoring, mentoring, academic counseling, etc. 

We would also like to remind you of some NCAA rules and regulations that still pertain to you even 
though you are no longer working with us. You may remember from our training session that once 
you become an institutional staff member, you retain this identity indefinitely. Should you 
continue tutoring our student-athletes outside of our Academic Support Program, the 
eligibility of our student-athletes could be jeopardized. The following NCAA regulations have 
been provided for further clarification. 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.13): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the 
athletic administration to: 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are 
considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student 
(e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution 
for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he/she 
retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.13) Others considered in this category are coaches, 
professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Thank you again for your time and dedication to the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer 
Director of Academic Support for 
Student-Athletes 

Susan B. Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification 
and Eligibility 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 9, 2010 10:27 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: APR report 

TEXT.htm 

Call me tomorrow and remind me just what it looks like, and I certainly will. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/9/2010 5:27 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Can you run that APR report from the database that you normally run for me? 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 10:37 PM 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Re: August Leave 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Brent Blanton.xlsx 

Hi Kim, 
Attached is my updated sheet. 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 9/9/2010 10:31 AM >>> 
If you haven’t done so, please send me your leave time for August. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 10, 2010 2:31 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.10 Binder.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is the weekly; it includes the commentary, grade report and updated tutorial schedule. Please post the tutorial schedule and 
draw attemion to it. Next week is our first full week, and I want it to go as smoothly as possible. 

Have a good weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 13, 2010 8:52 AM 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Scott, 
That time is cool with me. 

B 

See you Saturday around 11. 

>>> Scott Jackson 9/12/2010 8:23 PM >>> 
We need to gather our thoughts on the weekend and make a decision about a general itinerary. I am thinking about the following - 
please let me know what you guys think - Breut and Coach G are these times ok with you? 

8:30 AM - Campus Tour 
9:45 AM - Stadium Tour 
10:45 AM - Grab food and head to players lounge 
11:05 AM - Brent Blanton in Players Lounge 
11:20 AM - Coach Gatz in PLayers Lounge 
11:30 AM - Head up to Kenan 

This will be pushing it. I hate to get kids here any earlier than that but at least they can get here early and park and we can get them on 

their way after the game. Let me know what you think - 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 13, 2010 9:03 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Food in Study Hall 

TEXT.htm 

Last night, Beth Lyons fotmd the girls sitting in study hall arotmd a box of Krispy Kreme. When she told them they couldn’t eat, they 
complied, but they know food is not allowed. Do what you do to make sure this doesn’t happen again. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                  11:3 6 AM 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: NFCA Academic Awards 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

It has; I gave it to Jenn to submit, but we got everything together to be done. How are the new coaches? Everything going smoothly? 

>>> Donna J. Papa 11:16 AM >>> 
Brent, 
I had given you this earlier in fall. Has this been completed? 
Thanks 
Donna 

( ~:i/mrheelbl~e.cs~v.comisportsi~o 

>>> Lacy Lee Baker < @nfca.org> 5:24 AM >>> 
Dear Coach: 

This is a reminder that the girls got game Academic Awards program deadline is Wednesday, [] postmarked or faxed. 

Please go to the following link to see the names of institutions whose forms have been received by 5 p.m. Friday, 

~ :iiwww~ r~fca, or~ebanlci?id- 1686 

If you don’t have a form, go to the following link to download a PDF file: 

~:/iw.ww.rffca.orgiforms 

Thanks, 

NFCA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 13, 2010 4:55 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Files to be Pulled 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Tutor Profile Information.xlsx 

Attached is a listing of our current tutors. Can you pull the existing files for those who have them please? Thanks, B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/itarheelblue~csJ~wcom/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 3:43 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 9/14 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 9_14.msg 

Here is today’s report... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 3:45 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
SoD RSVP 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kathy, 

I will be in attendance for the meeting on the 27th. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 4:48 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Report 

TEXT.htm; DR 9.14.pdf 

Good aftemoon, 
Attached is the daily report - a new addition to the reporting to let you know daily how tutorial is going. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Study Hall does not happen on Mondays, but tutorial is still on 3. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 6:36 PM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dworsky’s Pool 

TEXT.htm; Juniors, Seniors 3-5 & Above.xlsx 

Here you are sir... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 6:48 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10th Semester Needs 

TEXT.htm 

OK, so the list is ready to go except for your three groups (if you have any). Remember to include anyone who will need a 10th next 
fall. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 6:48 PM 

William Littleton (US - Boston) Dworsky < 

Re: Deloitte Information for UNC Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

@deloitte.com> 

Hi Bill, 
I sent a list of candidates to Spencer, so I believe he will send you the names soon. 

Take care, 
Brent 

>>> "Dworsky, William Littleton (US - Boston)" 

Dear Mr. Blanton, 

@deloitte.com> 9/14/2010 12:46 PM >>> 

Alex Kenley and I are recent graduates of UNC and now work for Deloitte Consulting, a large strategic advisory firm that provides 
management consulting services for some of the nation[] s leading companies. While at Carolina, I played on the varsity soccer team 
(Alex was on the diving team), and we believe that many of the experiences we had and the values we developed as student-athletes 
have helped our transition from college to the working world. Now, at Deloitte, in attempting to recruit more new hires from UNC, 
we are looking to find other high-potential candidates from the athletic department. In particular, we are trying to target those student- 
athletes who: 

-Achieve above a 3.5 GPA 
-Exhibit a willingness to take initiative, try new things, and learn each day 
-Demonstrate critical thinking skills 

We think these are good ways to tell who will be successful in joining us. Of course, the first benchmark is objective, but we are 
hoping that you can help us identify student-athletes who are characterized by the second and third criteria from the teams you work 
with as an academic counselor. Many of our new hires come to Deloitte from the Kenan-Flagler BSBA program, but we are 
attempting to reach beyond that: there are no constraints by major or department (case in point: I was a Comparative Literature 
maj or!). We would greatly appreciate if by Friday, 9/17 you could provide us with a list of recommended seniors and juniors who you 
believe exhibit these attributes. We will follow up with each of these students individually in order to inform them of Deloitte [] s 
consulting position, as well as our upcoming events on campus during the fall recruitment period. 

We found in our time at UNC that there was a certain lack of awareness of future employment opportunities, so we are hoping you can 
help us spread the word about postgraduate options like Deloitte. Some of our colleagues and I will be on campus a few times this 
year delivering presentations and classroom sessions, and we hope to have the chance to meet some of our student-athlete brethren. 

Thanks for your help! 

Sincerely, 
Bill Dworsky and Alex Kenley 

This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is 
protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message. 

Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited. [v.E. 1] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 15, 2010 9:35 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentors 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Beth, 
Can you tell me the names and matches again for the Sunday night sessions? I know you had two mentors in mind, but you hadn’t 
determined which mentor went with which duo when we last spoke about it. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 15, 2010 2:18 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Tutorial Schedules.pdf 

Hey Mike, 
Thanks again for the meeting this morning; always good to hit "system reset" from time to time. I’ll touch base with you tomorrow 
afternoon about meeting with the guys on Friday. 

Attached are the updated schedules. 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 15, 2010 2:19 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wed. 9/15 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wed. 9_15.msg 

Today’s class check report... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 15, 2010 5:10 PM 

darob ert@mailb ox. sc. edu 
Re: IMG00161.jpg 

TEXT.htm 

That’s right behind the faculty club! Between it and Thomwell/Maxcy! 

>>> <darobert@mailbox.sc.edu> 9/15/2010 4:55 PM >>> 
Location? 
Sent on the Now Network[] from my Sprint[ Blacld3erry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 16, 2010 3:16 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 9/16 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 9_16.msg 

Today’s class check results... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 8:08 AM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.17.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the weekly report for the week - pretty good on the whole. We are beginning to get to the first exams, though, so they will 
need to begin honing in on certain things in their studying. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and have a great weekend! I hope everyone plays well! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 17, 2010 8:09 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Hours 9.17.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the report on hours; let me know if you have any questions. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 17, 2010 10:08 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Flyers for Prospects 

TEXT.htm 

Perfect; thanks! B 

>>> Amy Herman 9/17/2010 10:00 AM >>> 
Brent, 

Got your voicemail. We are still not permitted to create flyers specifically for prospects about the Academic Support Program, as that 
is not a permissible recruiting material. However, if we have something that we develop and provide to a different entity (e.g., our 
student-athletes, boosters, general public via thb.com), that is not created for recruiting purposes, then we would be able to make such 
an item an "attachment to general correspondence" and give a black and white copy of it to prospects. 

So if we have something that is already created for a purpose other than recruiting, then we can give it to recruits in black and white as 
long as it is attached to a general letter. But we are still not able to create something specifically for recruiting purposes. 

Hope this helps? 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 17, 2010 10:27 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Flyers for Prospects 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing 

>>> Robert Mercer 9/17/2010 10:26 AM >>> 
Please share Amy’s answer with your staff and the football staff. RJM 

>>> Amy Herman 9/17/2010 10:00 AM >>> 
Brent, 

Got your voicemail. We are still not permitted to create flyers specifically for prospects about the Academic Support Program, as that 
is not a permissible recruiting material. However, if we have something that we develop and provide to a different entity (e.g., our 
student-athletes, boosters, general public via thb.com), that is not created for recruiting purposes, then we would be able to make such 
an item an "attachment to general correspondence" and give a black and white copy of it to prospects. 

So if we have something that is already created for a purpose other than recruiting, then we can give it to recruits in black and white as 
long as it is attached to a general letter. But we are still not able to create something specifically for recruiting purposes. 

Hope this helps? 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 17, 2010 10:50 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Flyers for Prospects 

TEXT.htm; Flyers for Prospects.msg 

Attached is a great email from Amy; one of my coaches asked if we had a flyer that he could give to recruits and sparked the question. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 10:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Flyers for Prospects 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Got your voicemail. We are still not permitted to create flyers specifically for prospects about the Academic 
Support Program, as that is not a permissible recruiting material. However, if we have something that we 
develop and provide to a different entity (e.g., our student-athletes, boosters, general public via thb.com), that is 
not created for recruiting purposes, then we would be able to make such an item an "attachment to general 
correspondence" and give a black and white copy of it to prospects. 

So if we have something that is already created for a purpose other than recruiting, then we can give it to 
recruits in black and white as long as it is attached to a general letter. But we are still not able to create 
something specifically for recruiting purposes. 

Hope this helps? 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 17, 2010 10:53 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Writing Tutorials 

TEXT.htm 

So far, we only have 28 of a possible 60 scheduled, so put in more requests. At this point, I’d say put one in for anyone entering with 
an ENGL class on their schedule - no limitations. They are great tutors, and no one seems to be able to write anymore entering 
college - let’s use them! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 17, 2010 12:21 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.17.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly; all told, it was a good week. Let me know if you have any questions; I’ll see you tomorrow. Remember that I 
am forced out of the office this afternoon at 1. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 20, 2010 8:51 AM 

Jodie Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Flu Shot 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good morning, 
As per Mr. Gallo’s email, just wanted to say that I will be there on the 1 lth. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 20, 2010 8:51 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 9/17 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 9_17.msg 

Friday’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 20, 2010 10:16 AM 

Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Just a reminder email about our meeting tomorrow afternoon on the 3rd floor at 3. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 20, 2010 11:37 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Baseball today 

TEXT.htm 

see you then; I’ve seen several already this morning and talked about it with them. 

>>> Mike Fox 9/20/2010 11:35 AM >>> 
1:15 today with Freshmen ok 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/20/2010 8:14 AM >>> 
My pleasure sir; great news about the commit. Speak to you soon, B 

>>> Mike Fox 9/18/2010 6:27 PM >>> 
Excellent job. thank you for your time. One of the best 2012’s committed. 
Appreciate your help very much. 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                   11:5 8 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Reminder about Writing Workshops 

TEXT.htm 

You’re absolutely correct; for some reason, my mind keeps wanting to put these two events on the same evening. Sonny about fl~at. 

Brent 

>>> @gmail.com> 11:51 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

I was planning on going tomorrow because you had mentioned fl~at his office hours were from 4: 30-6pm on Tuesdays. Tonight is difficult for me 
because I have a class. Hopefully tomorrow is still ok. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

All the best, 

On Mon, at 11:49 AM, Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Shouldn’t be more fl~an 30 minutes. Are you going to see Dean Sauls tonight as well? 
Brent 

>>> @gmail.com> 11:47 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Thank you for your email. I was wondering how long the writing workshop will last. 

All the best, 

On Mon, at 8:30 AM, Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning! 
This email is just a reminder fl~at fl~ere are TWO writing workshops this week: tonight and Thursday, bofl~ at 6:30 on the 5fl~ floor office Kenan 
Football Center (west endzone of stadium). You MUST attend one of fl~ese sessions, whichever fits your schedule best. 
I realize fl~at not everyone tutors students on writing assignments, but fl~is is an essential portion of our txaining and it must be shown that 
everyone was familiarized wifl~ the protocol of fl~e Writing Center - somefl~ing we should all follow in our own endeavors of this nature. 
Let me know if you have any questions about this, and thank you for your attendance in advance. 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

!~t~t~ :,,~/tar~eelb l~e, c st~< com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 20, 2010 1:46 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 9/20 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 9_20.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 21, 2010 4:07 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 9/21 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 9_21.msg 

Today’s class-checking results... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 21, 2010 7:47 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Issues w/Submitting Tutor Requests 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tia, 
I believe all have been scheduled now. Is that not the case? 

B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 9/20/2010 2:42 PM >>> 
I put in 3 tutor requests by creating new requests, following the procedure correctly, etc. Since I don’t remember which students made 
the request for which class, I went to check on my requests so I can send a follow-up text to the students (to make sure they heard back 
from Kym). None of my requests are in the system. I searched by my name, but nothing came up...I also did a search for Jaimie and 
Beth and their requests popped up. What am I doing wrong? Why doesn’t the system like me? 

Thanks for looking into this for me Brent! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 21, 2010 10:09 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scheduled Updates, etc. 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kym, 
I know that you are busy with tutorial things, but you MUST complete your schedule audits this week. I need to know that you are 
fully aware of all of your student situations and prepared for eligibility meetings. Your @-a-Glances are in all honesty the ugliest I’ve 
ever seen - you have to clean them up. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010 10:27 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Issues w/Submitting Tutor Requests 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tia, 
It is only set up to show the outstanding requests to Kym when he is scheduling. Once they are scheduled, they are still stored in the 
system, but there is no query to recall them at that point. The requests that you still see are the ones that have yet to be filled - some 
are still there from August b/c the tutor is not on board yet. 

B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 9/22/2010 10:11 AM >>> 

Good Morning Brent, 

Yes Kym sent me the schedules for the guys BUT shouldn’t I be able to go to the request box and see which requests I made in the 
past...? I saw some requests that the other counselors made from back in August, but nothing for me. What do I need to do to have 
my request on file permanently? I guess I’m asking because when I have the student right in front of me I just send the request w/all 
the details...if it never saves, then I don’t recall which student it was nor what (if any) restrictions they had (i.e. No Tuesdays). This 
isn’t a big deal now, but when you get a chance please let me know so I can adjust for the Spring when submitting requests. Thanks a 
bunch Brent! ! 

Have a great day! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/21/2010 7:47 PM >>> 
Hi Tia, 
I believe all have been scheduled now. Is that not the case? 

B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 9/20/2010 2:42 PM >>> 
I put in 3 tutor requests by creating new requests, following the procedure correctly, etc. Since I don’t remember which students made 
the request for which class, I went to check on my requests so I can send a follow-up text to the students (to make sure they heard back 
from Kym). None of my requests are in the system. I searched by my name, but nothing came up...I also did a search for Jaimie and 
Beth and their requests popped up. What am I doing wrong? Why doesn’t the system like me? 

Thanks for looking into this for me Brent! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010 11:05 AM 

aoldham@email.unc.edu 
Student-Athletes Needing 10th-Semester Approval 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; 10th-Semester Needs.xlsx 

Good morning Ann, 
I serve as Associate Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and each year, one of my responsibilities has 

been to provide your office with a list of those student-athletes needing a 10th semester to not only graduate but also compete. 
Attached is that list for this year. We understand that the students must complete all paperwork required by your office, but we 

wanted the list on file for decision-making purposes. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. The list includes only those students who redshirted and thus have another year to 
compete. 

Thanks 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :i!tarhee~b~e. csJ~-~.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010 4:25 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 9/22 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 9_22.msg 

Today’s class-check update... Another good day! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:27 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Report 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for working on this for us; this is the only way we will be able to produce progress reports en masse. B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/22/2010 4:55 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Here is the update on the report of professor email addresses that you have requested. Sounds like it must be complicated on their 
end ...... at least until they become comfortable with how to access data in Connect. Hopefully we’ll have something by the end of the 
week. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:28 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Signed rotor forms 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Susan! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/22/2010 3:07 PM >>> 
I met with them today. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 23, 2010 3 15 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SWAH tutor 

TEXT.htm 

Not yet; will do next week. We can get her started as soon as Sunday though. When do you need her and for how many? 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 9/23/2010 1:45 PM >>> 
Do you know if she has been able to meet with Dean Sauls yet? 

Jelm Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 23, 2010 3:20 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 9/23 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 9_23.msg 

Today’s update.., another stellar day. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 23, 2010 3:24 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SWAH tutor 

TEXT.htm 

Monday/Wednesday after noon and Friday after 10. 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 9/23/2010 3:22 PM >>> 
I have four students total, but I am not entirely sure that I want them all in the same session. It is looking like Monday nights might be 
best, but I wanted to talk to her to see when her daytime availability is also. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> Brent Blanton 9/23/2010 3:15 PM >>> 
Not yet; will do next week. We can get her started as soon as Sunday though. When do you need her and for how many? 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 9/23/2010 1:45 PM >>> 
Do you know if she has been able to meet with Dean Sauls yet? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                 ~ 4:13 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Active Students for Priority Registration 

TEXT.htm; Active Student-Athletes.xlsx 

Attached you should find the spreadsheet listing every active student in the database. The list includes the number of total terms as 
well as Ciassification. Go through your students and make any adjustments necessary, but make sure you HIGHLIGHT IN YELLOW 
those changes. As I receive multiple files and begin reassembling the list, it will help me do so more easily and quickly. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 23, 2010 4:54 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PRAC List 

TEXT.htm 

One addendum to request, highlight the ones to be deleted in red - I will make the deletion. If you do it, I won’t see it... 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 24, 2010 1:58 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 9/24 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 9_24.msg 

a couple of tardies today, have a great weekend; I’ll send the hours report a little later. Brem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday,                 2:26 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR .pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is this week’s weekly. The guys have really settled in and have done a good job with their responsibilities; there are a few 
spots with need for improvement, but on the whole, great group-great week. 

Have good weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 24, 2010 2:27 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Hours/Missed Tutorials 

TEXT.htm; SHR 9.24.pdf 

Attached is this week’s report. Have a great weekend! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 24, 2010 5:14 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Report 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Susan; looks like it. Have a great weekend! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/24/2010 4:05 PM >>> 
Here is what you have been looking for. Should have what you needed. Let me know. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 27, 2010 2:13 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 9/27 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 9_27.msg 

Another good day... Hope you both had great weekends, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 27, 2010 2:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Progress Reports 

TEXT.htm 

Folks, 

The progress report flag on the database (Student-Athlete Entry page) MUST be checked by 3:30 today so I can begin producing the 
progress reports! 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 27, 2010 5:10 PM 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday Itinerary 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Scott, 
Sounds fine to me. See you this weekend, 

Brent 

>>> Scott Jackson 9/27/2010 8:22 AM >>> 
I’m thinking the following for Saturday, let me know what you all think: 

Noon: Amve at Boshamer Stadium - Eat 
1245: Brent Blanton - Academics 
100: Greg Gatz - Strength and Cond 
115: Players Panel 
145: Campus Tour 
245: Amve at Gate - tickets, find seats 
330: Football vs ECU 

Food can be here right at noon and folks can grab a plate as they amve. Brent can present in lounge and Coach G can speak in weight 
room. Let me know what I may have forgotten. 

Scott Jackson 
UNC Baseball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 28, 2010 8:20 PM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Request for New Hire Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; Request to Hire Memorandum 9.28.docx 

Hi Tracy, 
I have two more tutors I need approval for; attached is the memo. 

I hope all is well! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 29, 2010 11:33 AM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Feedback form 

Feedback form.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 29, 2010 2:18 PM 

rakelly@email.unc.edu 

Additional Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Additional PRAC Students.xlsx 

Hi Roberta, 
We submitted our packet to you on Monday, but, unfortunately, one of our advisors was out sick the latter portion of last week and 
was not able to adjust her portion of the master listing of student-athletes. As a result, a few of the men’s basketballers and soflballers 
were not included. Is it too late to submit their names? 

Just in case, I’ve attached them to this email in hopes they can still be considered. 

Thank you, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/i/tarhee~b~e.cs~-~colrL! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 29, 2010 2:20 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 9/29 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 9_29.msg 

Today’s report... B 



UNIVF, RSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPI:,L HILL 
A(~AlJl:.MI(~ SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUlJl:.NT-ATHLI:.TI:.S 

TUTOR HANlJBOOK 
2010-2011 

I’UI’OR IIANI)IIOOK, 1 AGF, 1 



August 24, 2OlO 

Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of 

North Carolina. I am excited that you have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and high 

quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students run 

the full gamut in terms of ability, motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the 

students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that student-athletes neither gain 

special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the consequences, 

positive or negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their 

academic progress. The ethics and integrity which guide your own academic work fully apply here 

in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. 

Please read it thoroughly. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator or 

any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our 

success is having a staff of tutors committed to quality education. I appreciate your contributions 

to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

TUTOR HANI)BOOK, PAGF~ 2 



The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is administratively part of the Academic 

Services unit of the College of Arts and Sciences. The program serves as an educational resource to 

students who participate in varsity athletics at the University. 

We are committed to the true student-athlete concept, applying the same principles that have made 

superior athletes to develop superior students. A superior athlete is dedicated, hardworking, 

committed, and never misses practice. A student with the same qualities who never misses class 

will achieve the same high level of academic success. 

Staff members include: 

Robert Mercer 

Brent Blanton 

Jenn Townsend 

Beth Bridger 

Kym Orr 

Spencer Welborn 

Tony Yount 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Beth Lyons 

Dr. Jan Boxill 

Nate Yarbrough 

Director 

Associate Director 

Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Women’s Soccer and Women’s Tennis 

Associate Director 

Men’s Basketball, Women’s Swimming and Diving and Softball 

Associate Director 

Football 

Academic Counselor 

Men’s and Women’s Track & Field and Cross Country, Men’s Tennis, 

Rowing and Fencing 

Academic Counselor 

Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Golf, Men’s Swimming & Diving and 

Wrestling 

Academic Counselor 

Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse, Field Hockey and Volleyball 

Academic Counselor 

Football 

Academic Counselor 

Football 

Learning Specialist 

Olympic Sports 

Academic Counselor 

Gymnastics 

Academic Counselor 

Women’s Basketball 

Office Manager 

Feel free to contact any of us if you have a question or concern about a student-athlete or the 
policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

ACADEMIC CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

8:ooam to 5:oopm & 7:oopm to lO:oopm 

8:ooam to 5:oopm 

7:oopm to lo:oopm 

TUTORING SESSIONS 
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Sunday-Thursdays 7:oopm - lO:oopm 

TUTOR INFORHA’I’10~~ 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Primary Responsibilities 

The primary goal of the tutoring program is to provide student-athletes with quality academic 

assistance beyond that which they receive in the classroom. In order to accomplish this goal, our 

tutors must be able to understand and clearly communicate course content to students. Tutors 

must also report concerns about students to the tutor coordinator or academic counselor. Areas of 

concern to report are: absenteeism, lack of class participation, emotional stress, or other indications 

of impediments to academic progress. When tutors report such concerns in a timely fashion, the 

full-time staff can more effectively provide the appropriate services. A daily tutoring summary on 

all students tutored is required at the end of each day, 

Desirable Knowledge and Abilities 

1. Thorough knowledge of the subject matter to be tutored 

2. The ability to communicate subject matter effectively 

3. The ability to motivate and provide study skills assistance 

4. The ability to act professionally at all times and serve as a positive role model 

5. The ability to know when to make referrals 

6. The ability to work as part of a team 

Requirements 

1. Must be a graduate student enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Exceptions: Exceptional seniors/juniors or non-students who have already 
graduated with a bachelor’s degree or advanced degree may be considered. 

2. Prospective tutors who have previously taken or taught the course at UNC or at another 
institution. 
Exceptions: Individuals who show competency in a specific course or area, 
such as math or languages. 

3. Tutors are required to maintain confidentiality regarding the student-athlete’s grades or 
progress with anyone other than the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes. 

4. Tutors must be available for scheduled night study hall hours, including extra hours during 
finals. Availability for special appointments is desirable but not required. 

RELEASE AND DISMISSAL 

Since tutoring demands vary from semester to semester, it is difficult to maintain a fixed number of 

tutors or to guarantee any tutoring work beyond a given semester. For that reason, you are 

encouraged not to depend on tutoring as your only source of income. 

A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including 

repeatedly failing to turn in daily tutoring summaries. 
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2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

3. Deficient academic skills. 

4. Falsification of time sheets. 

5. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

6. Violation of University policies regarding academic honesty. 

7. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of the 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, the student-athletes or the University. 

PAYMENT 

Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously 
tutoring a number of students during a given time period. No additional pay is granted for 
preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless an academic counselor has 
requested your services for a special assignment. 

2. M1 time for tutoring must be logged in the TIM system with the University. Your times 
must be consistent with the daily tutoring summary forms for that pay period; any 
irregularities in times will not be honored. 

3. Time sheets within the TIM system MUST be approved by the end of the final Sunday of the 

pay period. If you fail to approve your timesheet, the payroll manager will not approve 
your time and you will NOT be paid on time. 

4. Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis - two weeks following the day time 
sheets are approved. 

RULES AND POLICIES~ 

TUTOR DUTIES/REQUIREMENTS 

Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 

¯ M1 tutoring must be done at the Academics Center. 
¯ Arrive promptly for all sessions. 
¯ Be in the area assigned to you. If no student is with you, do not leave the area and be 

accessible. If you are doing some of your own work, remain ready to tutor. 
¯ In the event that you must miss a tutoring session, it is your responsibility to inform the 

tutor coordinator. 
¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The tutor coordinator assigns all tutor hours. 

Neither students nor tutors may make appointments for private sessions without 
the express approval of a counselor. 

¯ Wait 15 minutes for special appointments, and then ask a full-time counselor if you should 
leave. Document the no-show on the tutor report form online. 

¯ Properly complete daily tutoring summaries and your time sheet. 

NO SHOW POLICY 
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If a number of weeks go by and not many students have shown up to seek your tutoring services, we 

may reduce the number of nights/hours you work and/or make you an on-call tutor. An on-call 

tutor would be used on an appointment basis only when requested by the student through his/her 

counselor. 

TUTOR REPORT FORMS 

Fill out a daily tutoring summary for each tutoring session, even for no-shows. This form is online 
via tarheelblue.com and must be completed at the end of each work day. The hours on your time 
sheet are verified by these reports. All tutorials MUST be scheduled by the tutor coordinator if 

pay is expected! 

TIME SHEETS 

Properly punch in and out via the TIM system. If you have a missed punch, it is your responsibility 

to report that to the tutor coordinator so the situation can be rectified. If a pay period closes and 

the missed punch is still on record, your time sheet cannot be verified and approved - a delay in 

payment will result. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a 

student’s academic concerns only with the student and the academic counselors. You may not 

discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty or members of the media. This 

would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the Buckley Amendment. 

FACULTY CONTACT 

Tutors are not to contact a faculty member or graduate assistant regarding a student’s work unless 

prior approval is granted by the tutor coordinator. 

PLAGIARISM 

Tutors are not to prepare the student’s work or encourage plagiarism in any way. Should a student- 

athlete make such a request, or if it appears he]she may be involved in inappropriate activities, you 

MUST bring it to the immediate attention of the tutor coordinator. 

NCAA/UNC ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY FORM 

As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for student-athletes, you are required to carefully read, 

sign and date the NCAA/Academic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should 

be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support Center. It is a statement 

indicating that tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as articulated by the Academic 

Support Program for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will result in immediate termination of 

employment. 

TUTOR DEPENDENCY 

Tutor dependency is actively discouraged. Tutors should help the student learn for him/herself. 
This may involve working on study skills. 
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EVALUATIONS 

Tutors are not evaluated by the grades of their students, but rather by their own performances in 

teaching and directing students. You will be asked to complete an evaluation of our tutor program 

and likewise the students will have the opportunity to evaluate the tutoring program. The tutor 

coordinator also will occasionally drop in on tutor sessions to monitor the learning environment to 

ensure the integrity of the program. 

WEATHER POLICY 

If we are experiencing bad weather or may have the threat of bad weather, please call 962-9536 after 

5pm; a message regarding our plans for the evening operation of the building will be stated. 

PARKING POLICY 

Evening tutors can park on Stadium Drive ($4) after 5:oopm. No parking fines are issued after that 

time except during special events. Those who must report to work between 8:ooam and 5:oopm are 

subject to ticketing if they park in $4 spaces. The Ramshead Parking Deck is usually the best option 

for daytime appointments. 
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EDUCATION SESSION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MENTORS/MONITORS REGARDING 
NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/19/lO 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.o2.12): 

An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the 

athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the 

recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their 

families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are 
considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student 
(e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution 
for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he/she 
retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.o2.13) Others considered in this category are coaches, 
professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 

Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a 

prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an 

improper inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 
¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting 

between a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or 
advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the 
incident must be reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation 
of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly 
involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. 
Examples of this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student- 
athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, especially if the grade change was unearned, or 
typing a paper for a student-athlete; ~.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance 
from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an institutional staff 

member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes    in 
correspondence and/or online courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes 

involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit. An example of this would be if a student were to 
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purchase a term paper off the Internet and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. "Apex- 

Termpapers.com") Also if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught and it is later determined 

that he/she cheated. 

Other examples are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where 

participation]attendance is part of the final grade. 

Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of 

obtaining extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the 

extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term 

paper and gets caught) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not 

required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed 

through the University Honor Court system. An academic offense is considered academic fraud and 

must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the 

student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, 
we would like for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause 
huge problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report 
was made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind that cheating that does not provide 
enough assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the course does not lessen the 
violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically 
assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw ~6.o2.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 
institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend 
a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student- 
athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated 
that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s students or a particular segment 
of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to 

an Academic Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests]quizzes prior to using them in 

your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility 

purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a 

paper. 
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10. 

11. 

12, 

14. 

15. 

We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not 

include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not 

specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to 

help by providing them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them 

pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may certainly make a strong 

suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no 

matter what kind of a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with CDs and zip 

drives could come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a 

paper in to you on CD or through email and not a hard copy asking for you to proof it. 

Corrections may not be made directly on the document saved on the CD, Additionally, 

a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the 

counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

An institutional staff member may not provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, 

transportation etc.) for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he 

or she is enrolled. 

An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any 

circumstances. Tutors and mentors may not provide transportation to student-athletes for any 

reason, even if the student-athlete provides reimbursement of expenses. (A University student 

who is also a part-time employee of the athletic department and is an established family friend 

of a student-athlete may continue to provide transportation and occasional home meals to the 

student-athlete based on the individual’s preexisting relationship.) 

A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an 

institutional staff member or booster]representative of athletics interests under the following 

conditions: 

¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home, on campus or at 

a facility that is regularly used for home competition. It may, however be catered. 

¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must be in 

the locale of the institution. 

¯ In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local transportation 

to the student-athletes to attend the meal. 

¯ Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 

¯ Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance office, 

receive permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary paperwork. 

This must occur PRIOR to the meal. Failure to follow this policy could result in an 

NCAA extra benefits violation. 

A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a 

purchase or a service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without 

charge. 
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16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal 

reasons without charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member may not make a charge on their 

personal credit card for which a student-athlete will reimburse. 

17. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student- 

athlete with a loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

18. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an 

enrolled student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 

It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or 

prospective student-athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at 

UNC have an online component, in which students may attend class each week and take quizzes 

and exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a 

student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if 

the assignment will be graded before working with the student. A professor may authorize group 

work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working with the 

student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional 

staff members (tutors, mentors, etc.) are asked NOT to work with student-athletes outside of the 

Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 

Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring and mentoring should 

be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Student-athletes should not be contacting tutors 

and mentors vial phone call, email, social networking sites, or text messaging to arrange 

additional academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center, NO 

tutoring/mentoring sessions may be conducted outside of the Academic Center, 

Complimentary Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentary admissions per home and 

away contests to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. However, 

admissions shall be provided only through a pass list for individuals designated by the student- 

athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports 

wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of 

sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 

Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

How to begin without an idea 
¯ 50% of the paper is what you do before you write 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the 

assignment. 

¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what 3 points they want to make 

¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 

¯ Students should be taking notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than 

the tutor. Although the tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper (i.e. 

mapping, outlining), the tutor must keep the paper and the student should 

leave with their own written copy of the notes from the session, 

II, How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may go to the library with the student to teach him/her how to find 

research materials and point them in the right direction. 
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¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research 

materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the best 

articles rather than the first 3 on the list. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping 

them to come up with good search words. 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may 

discuss the material. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by 

teaching them strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze 

the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and experts within the area they are writing about 

to talk to. 

III. How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 

¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own 

words. 

¯ Have them talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Use a tape 

recorder if a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor 

should never be writing on a student’s paper during any stage of the paper to 

change its content. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and 

to listen for mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

IV. Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor/mentor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content 

that will ultimately turn a "D" paper into a "B" paper. 

¯ If you circle misspelled words or punctuation that Spell Check is unable to 

catch, use a colored pen and be sure to write your initials beside any 

markings on the paper. 

¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an 

hour. 

¯ Do not read papers from a student’s disks or laptops, only from printouts. 

¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an 

email with a paper attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to 

assist the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them 

to bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring 

hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and 

argument. 

¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 

¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she 

meant to say. 

¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 

When in doubt...."Editing becomes a violation when the thoughts on paper are no longer 

those of the student-athlete." 
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TUTORING TI~CllNIQUE~ 

TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and 
assignment deadlines. 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last- 
minute tutor sessions are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths 
and weaknesses in the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes. 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance 
preparation, effective note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly 
remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals 
are to guide rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin 

with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, 

inform the academic counselor for that student’s sport. 

~MPORTAST I)ATES~ 
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University Holidays 

During Fall Semester 2010 & 

Spring Semester 2011 

Labor Day 

Fall Break 

Thanksgiving Break 

Martin Luther King Day 

Spring Break 
Good Friday 

September 6, 2010 (Mon) 

October 21-22, 2010 (Thu, Fri) 

November 24-26, 2010 (Wed - Fri) 
January 17, 2011 (Mon) 

March 7-11, 2011 (Mon - Fri) 
April 22, 2011 (Fri) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 30, 2010 3:24 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 9/30 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 9_30.msg 

Today’s check list. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 30, 2010 3:36 PM 

Roberta Kelly <rakelly@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Additional Student-Athletes 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Roberta; that should be all for us. Take care, Brent 

>>> Roberta Kelly <rakelly@email.unc.edu> 9/29/2010 10:22 PM >>> 
Brent, 

I can accept these names and will add them to the lists. I cannot accept any further submissions for PRAC. 

Thanks, 
Roberta 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Roberta, 
We submitted our packet to you on Monday, but, unfortunately, one of our advisors was out sick the latter portion of last week and 
was not able to adjust her portion of the master listing of student-athletes. As a result, a few of the men’s basketballers and softballers 
were not included. Is it too late to submit their names? 

Just in case, I’ve attached them to this email in hopes they can still be considered. 

Thank you, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
ht~p : //tarhee ~b lue~ csJ~v, com! 
North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

Roberta A. Kelly, Ed.D. 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax- 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 30, 2010 3:40 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chemistry 

TEXT.htm; Chemistry.msg 

Another needing additional CHEM times. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 30, 2010 3:51 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: [student_records_advisory] Agenda for today’s feedback session 
TEXT.htm 

I’m guessing no one did... B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/29/2010 2:45 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 
Is anyone in your office going to this? Looks like it might be helpful. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 8:20 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Hours Report 

TEXT.htm; Weekly 10.1.pdf 

Good mon~ing, 
Attached are the hours and an appointment report for the week. Not sure what happened on these missed tutorials, but they show as 
misses according to our database. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 1, 2010 12:14 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.1.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for this week. I’ll see you tomorrow at 12:45! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 8:45 AM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 10/3/2010 

10 3 2010.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 8:48 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday Oct. 1 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday Oct. 1.msg 

Friday’s check list... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 10:27 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: APR - (Remaining Sports) Review Your Team 

TEXT.htm 

Susan B ! 
I hope you had a great weekend. Just wanted to say that all of mine look correct. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/30/2010 10:34 AM >>> 
Hi Guys, 
Here are the sports that I did not have in the email yesterday. Please call me once you have had a chance to go over everyone closely. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 11:56 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: APR - (Remaining Sports) Review Your Team 

TEXT.htm 

I did; looked good. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/4/2010 11:32 AM >>> 
Thank you. Did you happen to look over Softball as well? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/4/2010 10:27 AM >>> 
Susan B ! 
I hope you had a great weekend. Just wanted to say that all of mine look correct. 

Speak to you soon, 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/30/2010 10:34 AM >>> 
Hi Guys, 
Here are the sports that I did not have in the email yesterday. Please call me once you have had a chance to go over everyone closely. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 2:27 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Address File 

TEXT.htm; 10.4 Departing Tutors.xlsx 

Here is the source document for envelope mail merge... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 4:28 PM 

Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sport Export 

TEXT.htm; Sport Export for Shelley.xlsx 

Here it is... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 7:46 PM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder that we will meet tomorrow on the 3rd floor at 3. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 7:47 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 10/04 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 10_04.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 4:39 PM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: random wireless outage on campus 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kent, 
I am one of the ones that cannot save anything to the servers. While I was away today, something happened around 12:30-1 to the 
database and upon recovering it, maybe because of these saving issues, it turned the file into a version prior to Office 07. Can we get 
a restored version of the back end from this morning? I guess around noon actually. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/5/2010 3:44 PM >>> 

FROM ITS... 

At approximately 3PM on 10/5/2010, we lost contact with 109 of the 2159 wi-fi 
access points across campus; the locations with the non-responsive APs are 
random and not all APs in a given location are out (e.g. SOME, but not all, of 
the APs in House Library are out). The APs that are out are unable to 
communicate with their controller -- we are currently looking at this and 
trying to determine how to get these APs communicating again. 

At this time, we have no estimated up time for that 5% of the campus APs that 
are currently down 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 5, 2010 4:41 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 10/05 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 10_05.msg 

Today’s checks.., bad decisions on both days so far this week. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 5, 2010 4:48 PM 

Andrea L Caldwell <andreac@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Andrea, our next meeting is the 19th at 3. We go every first and third Tuesday of the month. 

See you in a few weeks, 
Brent 

>>> "Caldwell, Andrea L" <andreac@email.unc.edu> 10/4/2010 9:23 PM >>> 
Hello Brent, 

We have an academic advisor candidate on campus tomorrow so I will not be able to attend your staff meeting. So, is Tuesday, 
October 19 at 3pm your next staff meeting date? If so, I need to make sure these meetings are on my calendar. 

Information from Academic Advising: 
Last day to drop a course or declare a course pass/d+/d/fail is on Monday, October 18th. 
Please encourage students schedule an advising appointment to get their academic worksheet updated in preparation for spring course 
planning 

Best, 
Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 
Academic Advising Program, Senior Advisor 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
2018 Steele Building 
andreac@email.unc.edu 
V (919) 843 - 6052 
F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences and General College 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:iTadvising,unc~ed~ 

From: Brent Blanton [blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 04, 2010 7:46 PM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; Boxill, Jeanette M; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy 
kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yarbrough, Nathan John 
Subject: Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

Just a reminder that we will meet tomorrow on the 3rd floor at 3. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 4:49 PM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: random wireless outage on campus 

TEXT.htm 

Can we get it please. Thanks 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/5/2010 4:46 PM >>> 

only have backups from previous night 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/5/2010 4:39 PM >>> 

Hi Kent, 

I am one of the ones that cannot save anything to the servers. While I was away today, something happened around 12:30-1 to the 
database and upon recovering it, maybe because of these saving issues, it turned the file into a version prior to Office 07. Can we get 
a restored version of the back end from this morning? I guess around noon actually. 

Thanks, 

Brent 

>>> Kent Pennington 10/5/2010 3:44 PM >>> 

FROM ITS... 

At approximately 3PM on 10/5/2010, we lost contact with 109 of the 2159 wi-fi 
access points across campus; the locations with the non-responsive APs are 
random and not all APs in a given location are out (e.g. SOME, but not all, of 
the APs in House Library are out). The APs that are out are unable to 
communicate with their controller -- we are currently looking at this and 
trying to determine how to get these APs communicating again. 

At this time, we have no estimated up time for that 5% of the campus APs that 
are currently down 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 5, 2010 5:53 PM 

Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

RE: John Mosbach’s Access Issue 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Alan, 
You are correct; simply re-point the front end to the new location of the back end. You can go to Extemal Data!Link Table Manager 
and then choose the new location. If you want to set up a conference call, no problem. 

Sorry for the delay in responding, 
Brent 

>>> "Alan Hong" <alanhong@usc.edu> 10/4/2010 1:54 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 
Thanks! So to confirm about the ends, we only need to make changes on the front end to just point to where the new backend location 
is. We do that by opening the front end and going to the tab []Database Tools[] and go to Linked Table Manager or do we go to 
[]External Data[] and SharePoint List? Or should I schedule a time for John and I to call you so we can work on this together so we 
have a visual? Or could you just list out the quick steps for me here if you have the time. 
Sorry about the trouble. Still trying to understand the whole of Access 07 locations and reading up on the book to get familiar with it 
and I want to double check before making any changes. 
Thanks ! 
Alan 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton,%awc~ua.unc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, October 04, 2010 10:34 AM 
To: alan hong 
Subject: Re: John Mosbach’s Access Issue 

Hi Alan, 

That should only affect two relationships: the shortcut (as you’ve already mentioned) and the connection between the front and back 
ends. The front end is pointed to the current server location to access the data, and you would have to change it if you moved it all - 
easy fix, but one you cannot forget. 

Speak to you soon, 

B 

>>> alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 10/4/2010 1:23 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

How are you doing? So I finally figured out the issue with the "Could Not Lock File" problem that kept showing up on John’s 
computer a little while ago. It had something to do with mapping the network drive. Apparently we had to write out the name of the 
server instead of just putting its IP address to map it. So that’s the fix. 

I do have a question though. It’s regarding moving the access database to another directory in the shared drive. So currently the 
database front end is sitting in the root of the shared drive (in our case Y:\usc_db.accdb) along with all other shortcuts and Eligibility 
things (see attached picture). If we wanted to create a directory and just call it "Database" and move everything into this new 
directory except for the "shared" folder, what direction paths would we have to alter besides the shortcut? John mentioned something 
about configuring the paths in the back end and I just wanted to ask you to see what he meant. 

Thanks and hope you have a wonderful day! 
Alan 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 7, 2010 3:40 pm 
Subject: Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 
To: alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

It does unfortunately; it affects the target, although since he’s 
been able to get into sometimes, I am not hopeful that this is the 
solution. 
>>> alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 6:16 PM >>> 
I’m not completely sure because I didn’t check that, but I’ll take 
a look. Does it really make a difference though? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 7, 2010 2:44 pm 
Subject: Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 
To: alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

> Is his Microsoft running out of a different subfolder? Officel4 
> versus Office 12 within Microsoft Office for instance? 

>> 
> >>> alan hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 5:42 PM >>> 
> Hi Brent, 

>> 

> Yes, I made sure that on the new computer, it is using the same 
> shortcut as the others and it also has the "/runtime" command as 
> well. None of that works. 

>> 
> Thanks, 
> Alan 

>> 
Original Message ..... 

> From: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Tuesday, September 7, 2010 2:14 pm 
> Subject: Re: John Mosbach and Access Database 
> To: Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 

>> 
> > Hi Alan, 
> > I have not encountered that one before, but I am pretty sure I 
> > created the database using 7. I wonder if there is something 
wrong> > with his shortcut? Can you verify that the one he is 
using is 
> > identical to others? 

Brent 

>>> Alan Hong <alanhong@usc.edu> 9/7/2010 1:15 PM >>> 
Hello Brent, 

I’m Alan Hong from SAAS and John Mosbach introduced us over the 
phone about a month ago and you showed us how to backup our Access 
Database. How are you doing? Hope you had a wonderful labor day 
weekend. 

We bought John a new computer recently and got everything up and 
> > > going except for the database. For some reason whenever he 
> tries to 
> > > access the database he gets the error "Could not lock file" and it 
> > > can’t open. The only time when he CAN access the database is if he 
> > > is the first one to open it, but when he does, it locks everyone 
> > > else out. I’ve researched this problem and many people have been 
> > > savin~ that there is either a permission problem or there isn’t a 



> > front end or a back end to the database. I’ve confirmed that he 
has> > full read and write access to it and that we have a front 
end and a 
> > back end. My only suspicion is that because his new computer is 
> > running on Windows 7 maybe it isn’t working perfectly but that 
> > completely doesn’t make sense. Reason I claim this is because a 
few> > of the advisors are running Vista and they’re able to get on it 
> >just fine and because the two operating systems are pretty much 
the> > same thing. 

>>> 
> > Have you ever encountered this issue with the "Could Not Lock 
File"> > in Windows 7 and Access 2007? 

>>> 
> > Thanks so much! 
> > Alan 

>> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 112704bytes; 
Attachment Link: h~p:iiarchiveO2.~mcaa.tmc.edui4bOb9c~e29fSa2%(~OO18~V37630bOaa 
File Name: Current Shared drive.jpg 
Expiry Date: Sun, 02 Jan 2011 12:23:30 -0500 
Size: 112704bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 7, 2010 12:33 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 10/06 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 10_06.msg 

Wednesday’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 7, 2010 12:42 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Mentor/Tutor Listing 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2010 Monitors and Tutors.pdf 

Here it is... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 8, 2010 9:06 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 10/07 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 10_07.msg 

Yesterday’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 11, 2010 8:19 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday October 8th 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday October 8th.msg; Weekly Hours 10.8.pdf 

Also the weekly is attached... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 1 l, 2010 8:32 AM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor for Athletes 

TEXT.htm; Tutor for Athletes.msg 

If there is a need, go ahead and make contact with this person. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 11, 2010 2:58 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 10/11 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 10_11.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 11, 2010 2:59 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: check list for Spring 2010 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy; I recognize the one form from being on top of the stack of paperwork submissions. Now if I can just track down the 
documents... B 

>>> Amy kleissler 10/11/2010 2:54 PM >>> 
These are the two documents I have. I always make these types of check lists for myself as a way to double check when a task is done 
as opposed to an official record. I’ll keep that from now on though. I do have check lists from this fall for NCAA, writing center 
training, honor court, etc. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 12, 2010 5:37 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 10/12 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 10_12.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 13, 2010 8:42 AM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Nike Shoe Time 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.j pg; 2010 SHOE CATALOG. docx 

Hi Shane, 
Attached you should find my order; thanks 

Brent 

>>> Shane Parrish 10/11/2010 4:34 PM >>> 

Dear Athletic Dept Employee, 
It [] s time for you to order a pair of NIKES. All athletic department employees that do not have a personal Nike allotment or 
NIKEELITE, are eligible to order. ATTACHED, you will find the available shoes in categories by gender. Please REPLY to this 
email, with 3 choices and the SIZE. 
(Example. lst- E (11), 2nd- K(9.5), 3rd- A (11).) 
ALL ORDERS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15TH AT 5PM. 

B. SHANE PARRISH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



MEN 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 13, 2010 1:58 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 10/13 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 10_13.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 14, 2010 4:44 PM 

John Mosbach <mosbach@usc.edu> 
RE: database 

TEXT.htm 

Always a pleasure sir; hope you’re having a great day, B 

>>> "Johu Mosbach" <mosbach@usc.edu> 10/13/2010 7:24 PM >>> 

Staff, 

You can now use the database. HUGE thank you AGAIN to brent for saving the day. 

From: John Mosbach [mailto:mosbach ] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 3:48 PM 
To: ’Alan Hong’; ’Denise Kwok’; ’Gregg Millward’; ’Jason Pappas (jpappas@usc.edu)’; ’Jennifer Amran’; ’Jennifer Castro’; ’Kyle Ross’; 
’Magdi E1 Shahawy’; ’Mimi Bmler’; ’Monica Morita (mmorita@usc.edu)’; ’Susie Cognetta’; ’Toni Anderson’; ’Willie Brown 
(wfb@usc.edu)’ 
Subject: database 

Please stay off the database until alerted otherwise. We are having some technical difficulties. 

thanks 

John C. Mosbach 
Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
Phone: (213) 821-2057 
Fax: (213) 740-4407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 14, 2010 4:48 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 10/14 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 10_14.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 15, 2010 2:50 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 10/15 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 10_15.msg; Weekly Hours 10.15.pdf 

Today’s checks plus the weekly hours report. Have a great weekend! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 15, 2010 3:29 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.15.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; there were a few sore spots, but they were in the usual places. The grade report is also included. 
Hopefully we can get more progress reports in and have a clearer picture heading imo the break. 

Have a great weekend; I hope the guys enjoy the rest of the series and you guys see what you are hoping to see. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 15, 2010 3:33 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 10.15.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is this week’s report; we still have a few issues, but it was a much better week. Let me know if you have any questions, and 
have a great weekend! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 18, 2010 8:55 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Class Checks Friday 10/15 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 10_05.msg; Class Checks Monday 10_04.msg; Class 
Checks Friday Oct. 1.msg; Class Checks Thursday 9_30.msg; Class Checks Wednesday 
9_29.msg; Class Checks Monday 9_27.msg; Class Checks Friday 9_24.msg; Class 
Checks Thursday 9_23.msg; Class Checks Wednesday 9_22.msg; Class Checks Tuesday 
9_21.msg; Class Checks Friday 10_15.msg; Class Checks Monday 9_20.msg; Class 
Checks Friday 9_17.msg; Class Checks Thursday 9_16.msg; Class Checks Wed. 
9_15.msg; Class Checks Tuesday 9_14.msg; Class Checks Monday 9_13.msg; Class 
Checks Friday 9_10.msg; Class Checks Thursday 9_09.msg; Class Checks Wednesday 
9_08.msg; Class Checks Tuesday 9_07.msg; Class Checks Thursday 10_14.msg; Class 
Checks Friday 9_03.msg; Class Checks Thurs. 9 02 10.msg; Class Checks Wed. 
9 01 10.msg; Class Checks Tuesday 8_31.msg; Class Checks Monday 8_30.msg; Class 
Checks 8_27.msg; Class Checks 8_26.msg; Class Checks 8_25.msg; Class Check 
Women 8_24.msg; Class Checks Wednesday 10_13.msg; Class Checks Tuesday 
10_12.msg; Class Checks Monday 10_11.msg; Class Checks Friday October 8th.msg; 
Class Checks Thursday 10_07.msg; Class Checks Wednesday 10_06.msg 

Hi Andrew, 
I believe this covers it all. 

B 



Hi Andrew, 
I believe this covers it all. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 18, 2010 10:34 AM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Advisor Center in Connect Carolina 

TEXT.htm; Advisor Center in Connect Carolina.msg 

Let’s get this to her today; what she requests will take a while to receive, so the sooner the better. 

Thanks, 
B 



Let’s get this to her today; what she requests will take a while to receive, so the sooner the better. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 10:10 AM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Advisor Center in Connect Carolina 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Nate, 
Just checking in to see if you were able to find out who does not have Advisor Center in Connect Carolina. It 
would be helpful to me to know that status everyone on staff so that I can submit a request for all of them at the 
same time. If you can get back to me early this week, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



Let’s get this to her today; what she requests will take a while to receive, so the sooner the better. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 18, 2010 11:08 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Do we still want to meet since football is out of town? 



Do we still want to meet since football is out of town? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 18, 2010 11:53 AM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good morning, 
We will NOT meet tomorrow because of staff absences. Enjoy your Fall Break, and we will see you in a few weeks (November 2). 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p:ii~arheelbh~e.cs~v.comi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Good morning, 
We will NOT meet tomorrow because of staff absences. 
(November 2). 

Brent 

Enjoy your Fall Break, and we will see you in a few weeks 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 18, 2010 4:20 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 10/18 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 10_18.msg 

Today’s checks.., last ones until late next week. B 



Today’s checks.., last ones until late next week. B 



Absolutely! You should find it attached; let me know if something is amiss. Hope you’re enjoying my hometown and alma 
mater! B 

>>> Beth Bridger 10/16/2010 11:50 AM >>> 
Brent 

Could I get a "list" of those on the whole football team who have not had an elig meeting yet? 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(C) 919-619-88o9 
bri       m~caaom~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 4:47 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting with a recruit 

TEXT.htm 

Is 2 OK? 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 11:14 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have any time to meet with a recruit tomorrow? She is one of our top girls and just decided yesterday that she wants to come 
in tomorrow. 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



Is z OK? 

>>> Sara Anundsen lo/19/zolo 11:14 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have any time to meet with a recruit tomorrow? She is one of our top girls and just decided yesterday that she 
wants to come in tomorrow. 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

(919) 428-8796 
a~u~dse~@u~caa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 5:05 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with a recruit 

TEXT.htm 

I have student appointments every half-hour from 9 to 12:30. Is 12:30 any better? If not, let me know what time works best, and I’ll 
figure something out. 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 4:54 PM >>> 
Do you have any time earlier in the day? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2010 4:46:41 PM >>> 
Is 2 OK? 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 11:14 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have any time to meet with a recruit tomorrow? She is one of our top girls and just decided yesterday that she wants to come 
in tomorrow. 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen~uncaa.unc.edu 



I have student appointments every half-hour from 9 to 12:3o. Is 12:3o any better? If not, let me know what time works best, 
and I’ll figure something out. 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/:ZO10 4:54 PM >>> 

Do you have any time earlier in the day? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2010 4:46:41 PM >>> 

Is z OK? 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/:ZO10 11:14 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have any time to meet with a recruit tomorrow? She is one of our top girls and just decided yesterday that she 
wants to come in tomorrow. 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

(919) 4z8-8796 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 19, 2010 5:16 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting with a recruit 

TEXT.htm 

Sure thing! 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 5:10 PM >>> 
Can we plan for 1230? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2010 5:05:20 PM >>> 
I have student appointments every half-hour from 9 to 12:30. Is 12:30 any better? If not, let me know what time works best, and I’ll 
figure something out. 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 4:54 PM >>> 
Do you have any time earlier in the day? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2010 4:46:41 PM >>> 
Is 2 OK? 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 11:14 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have any time to meet with a recruit tomorrow? She is one of our top girls and just decided yesterday that she wants to come 
in tomorrow. 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sure thing! 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 5:10 PM >>> 

Can we plan for 1230? 

>>> Brent Blanton lO/19/2OlO 5:05:20 PM >>> 
I have student appointments every half-hour from 9 to 12:3o. Is 12:3o any better? If not, let me know what time works best, 

and I’ll figure something out. 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 4:54 PM >>> 
Do you have any time earlier in the day? 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/19/2010 4:46:41 PM >>> 

Is 2 OK? 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/19/2010 11:14 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have any time to meet with a recruit tomorrow? She is one of our top girls and just decided yesterday that she 

wants to come in tomorrow. 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

(919) 428-8796 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 20, 2010 12:16 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Advisor Center in ConnectCarolina 

TEXT.htm 

That Advisor Center is pretty sweet; they go that one right. If you can only designate on advisor, then we definitely defer to Steele. 
Too bad though; I’d love to be able to look up things in groups. 

Thanks 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/20/2010 11:15 AM >>> 
Hello All, 
Just wanted to let everyone know that you should now have access to Advisor Center under Self-Service in ConnectCarolina. Some of 
you may not have access to much information under the Advisee Academics tab within the section titled Institution/Career/Program. 
In this section, you should eventually be able to see Plan (major) and Sup-Plan etc. Rest assured that you will soon be able to see this. 
They are working out the securities right now. So let me know if you continue to not have this access by the end of the week. 

Also, we currently do not have the ability to tag our student-athletes under My Advisees. I spoke with Carolyn Covalt, and her 
thought is that this is not an impossibility, but it requires more discussion with Dean Stenross and staff since this is something new for 
all of us. PeopleSofl does allow a student to be tagged to several advisors, however. So this may be something for the future for us. 

Of great importance is that I have been told that there are possible errors to the historical grade data that you are now able to view in 
Advisee Academics. Therefore, you MAY NOT print any of this information off for students at this time. These errors should be 
fixed once they go live with the ability to generate transcripts from PeopleSofl which will be some time in December. So for now, 
still refer to SIS for historical data and please do not provide information from Connect to your students. 

Attached is an online tutorial for Advisor Center that may be helpful to you. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



That Advisor Center is pretty sweet; they go that one right. If you can only designate on advisor, then we definitely defer 
to Steele. Too bad though; I’d love to be able to look up things in groups. 

Thanks! 
B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/20/2010 11:15 AM >>> 

Hello All, 

Just wanted to let everyone know that you should now have access to Advisor Center under Self-Service in 

ConnectCarolina. Some of you may not have access to much information under the Advisee Academics tab within the 

section titled Institution/Career/Program. In this section, you should eventually be able to see Plan (major) and Sup-Plan 

etc. Rest assured that you will soon be able to see this. They are working out the securities right now. So let me know if 

you continue to not have this access by the end of the week. 

Also, we currently do not have the ability to tag our student-athletes under My Advisees. I spoke with Carolyn Covalt, and 

her thought is that this is not an impossibility, but it requires more discussion with Dean Stenross and staff since this is 
something new for all of us. PeopleSoft does allow a student to be tagged to several advisors, however. So this may be 
something for the future for us. 

Of great importance is that I have been told that there are possible errors to the historical grade data that you 

are now able to view in Advisee Academics. Therefore, you MAY NOT print any of this information offfor 

students at this time. These errors should be fixed once they go live with the ability to generate transcripts from 

PeopleSoft which will be some time in December. So for now, still refer to SIS for historical data and please do 

not provide information from Connect to your students. 

Attached is an online tutorial for Advisor Center that may be helpful to you. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thankyou, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6oo2 (fax) 
sbma~m3caa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 20, 2010 12:43 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Handbook 

TEXT.htm; 2010-2011 Tutor Handbook. docx 

Here it is... B 



Here it is... B 
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August 24, 2OlO 

Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of 

North Carolina. I am excited that you have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and high 

quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students run 

the full gamut in terms of ability, motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the 

students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that student-athletes neither gain 

special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the consequences, 

positive or negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their 

academic progress. The ethics and integrity which guide your own academic work fully apply here 

in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. 

Please read it thoroughly. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator or 

any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our 

success is having a staff of tutors committed to quality education. I appreciate your contributions 

to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is administratively part of the Academic 

Services unit of the College of Arts and Sciences. The program serves as an educational resource to 

students who participate in varsity athletics at the University. 

We are committed to the true student-athlete concept, applying the same principles that have made 

superior athletes to develop superior students. A superior athlete is dedicated, hardworking, 

committed, and never misses practice. A student with the same qualities who never misses class 

will achieve the same high level of academic success. 

Staff members include: 

Robert Mercer 

Brent Blanton 

Jenn Townsend 

Beth Bridger 

Kym Orr 

Spencer Welborn 

Tony Yount 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Beth Lyons 

Dr. Jan Boxill 

Nate Yarbrough 

Director 

Associate Director 

Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Women’s Soccer and Women’s Tennis 

Associate Director 

Men’s Basketball, Women’s Swimming and Diving and Softball 

Associate Director 

Football 

Academic Counselor 

Men’s and Women’s Track & Field and Cross Country, Men’s Tennis, 

Rowing and Fencing 

Academic Counselor 

Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Golf, Men’s Swimming & Diving and 

Wrestling 

Academic Counselor 

Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse, Field Hockey and Volleyball 

Academic Counselor 

Football 

Academic Counselor 

Football 

Learning Specialist 

Olympic Sports 

Academic Counselor 

Gymnastics 

Academic Counselor 

Women’s Basketball 

Office Manager 

Feel free to contact any of us if you have a question or concern about a student-athlete or the 
policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

ACADEMIC CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

8:ooam to 5:oopm & 7:oopm to lO:oopm 

8:ooam to 5:oopm 

7:oopm to lo:oopm 

TUTORING SESSIONS 
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Sunday-Thursdays 7:oopm - lO:oopm 

TUTOR INFORHA’I’10~~ 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Primary Responsibilities 

The primary goal of the tutoring program is to provide student-athletes with quality academic 

assistance beyond that which they receive in the classroom. In order to accomplish this goal, our 

tutors must be able to understand and clearly communicate course content to students. Tutors 

must also report concerns about students to the tutor coordinator or academic counselor. Areas of 

concern to report are: absenteeism, lack of class participation, emotional stress, or other indications 

of impediments to academic progress. When tutors report such concerns in a timely fashion, the 

full-time staff can more effectively provide the appropriate services. A daily tutoring summary on 

all students tutored is required at the end of each day, 

Desirable Knowledge and Abilities 

1. Thorough knowledge of the subject matter to be tutored 

2. The ability to communicate subject matter effectively 

3. The ability to motivate and provide study skills assistance 

4. The ability to act professionally at all times and serve as a positive role model 

5. The ability to know when to make referrals 

6. The ability to work as part of a team 

Requirements 

1. Must be a graduate student enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Exceptions: Exceptional seniors/juniors or non-students who have already 
graduated with a bachelor’s degree or advanced degree may be considered. 

2. Prospective tutors who have previously taken or taught the course at UNC or at another 
institution. 
Exceptions: Individuals who show competency in a specific course or area, 
such as math or languages. 

3. Tutors are required to maintain confidentiality regarding the student-athlete’s grades or 
progress with anyone other than the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes. 

4. Tutors must be available for scheduled night study hall hours, including extra hours during 
finals. Availability for special appointments is desirable but not required. 

RELEASE AND DISMISSAL 

Since tutoring demands vary from semester to semester, it is difficult to maintain a fixed number of 

tutors or to guarantee any tutoring work beyond a given semester. For that reason, you are 

encouraged not to depend on tutoring as your only source of income. 

A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including 

repeatedly failing to turn in daily tutoring summaries. 
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2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

3. Deficient academic skills. 

4. Falsification of time sheets. 

5. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

6. Violation of University policies regarding academic honesty. 

7. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of the 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, the student-athletes or the University. 

PAYMENT 

Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously 
tutoring a number of students during a given time period. No additional pay is granted for 
preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless an academic counselor has 
requested your services for a special assignment. 

2. M1 time for tutoring must be logged in the TIM system with the University. Your times 
must be consistent with the daily tutoring summary forms for that pay period; any 
irregularities in times will not be honored. 

3. Time sheets within the TIM system MUST be approved by the end of the final Sunday of the 

pay period. If you fail to approve your timesheet, the payroll manager will not approve 
your time and you will NOT be paid on time. 

4. Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis - two weeks following the day time 
sheets are approved. 

RULES AND POLICIES~ 

TUTOR DUTIES/REQUIREMENTS 

Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 

¯ M1 tutoring must be done at the Academics Center. 
¯ Arrive promptly for all sessions. 
¯ Be in the area assigned to you. If no student is with you, do not leave the area and be 

accessible. If you are doing some of your own work, remain ready to tutor. 
¯ In the event that you must miss a tutoring session, it is your responsibility to inform the 

tutor coordinator. 
¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The tutor coordinator assigns all tutor hours. 

Neither students nor tutors may make appointments for private sessions without 
the express approval of a counselor. 

¯ Wait 15 minutes for special appointments, and then ask a full-time counselor if you should 
leave. Document the no-show on the tutor report form online. 

¯ Properly complete daily tutoring summaries and your time sheet. 

NO SHOW POLICY 
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If a number of weeks go by and not many students have shown up to seek your tutoring services, we 

may reduce the number of nights/hours you work and/or make you an on-call tutor. An on-call 

tutor would be used on an appointment basis only when requested by the student through his/her 

counselor. 

TUTOR REPORT FORMS 

Fill out a daily tutoring summary for each tutoring session, even for no-shows. This form is online 
via tarheelblue.com and must be completed at the end of each work day. The hours on your time 
sheet are verified by these reports. All tutorials MUST be scheduled by the tutor coordinator if 

pay is expected! 

TIME SHEETS 

Properly punch in and out via the TIM system. If you have a missed punch, it is your responsibility 

to report that to the tutor coordinator so the situation can be rectified. If a pay period closes and 

the missed punch is still on record, your time sheet cannot be verified and approved - a delay in 

payment will result. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a 

student’s academic concerns only with the student and the academic counselors. You may not 

discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty or members of the media. This 

would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the Buckley Amendment. 

FACULTY CONTACT 

Tutors are not to contact a faculty member or graduate assistant regarding a student’s work unless 

prior approval is granted by the tutor coordinator. 

PLAGIARISM 

Tutors are not to prepare the student’s work or encourage plagiarism in any way. Should a student- 

athlete make such a request, or if it appears he]she may be involved in inappropriate activities, you 

MUST bring it to the immediate attention of the tutor coordinator. 

NCAA/UNC ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY FORM 

As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for student-athletes, you are required to carefully read, 

sign and date the NCAA/Academic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should 

be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support Center. It is a statement 

indicating that tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as articulated by the Academic 

Support Program for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will result in immediate termination of 

employment. 

TUTOR DEPENDENCY 

Tutor dependency is actively discouraged. Tutors should help the student learn for him/herself. 
This may involve working on study skills. 
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EVALUATIONS 

Tutors are not evaluated by the grades of their students, but rather by their own performances in 

teaching and directing students. You will be asked to complete an evaluation of our tutor program 

and likewise the students will have the opportunity to evaluate the tutoring program. The tutor 

coordinator also will occasionally drop in on tutor sessions to monitor the learning environment to 

ensure the integrity of the program. 

WEATHER POLICY 

If we are experiencing bad weather or may have the threat of bad weather, please call 962-9536 after 

5pm; a message regarding our plans for the evening operation of the building will be stated. 

PARKING POLICY 

Evening tutors can park on Stadium Drive ($4) after 5:oopm. No parking fines are issued after that 

time except during special events. Those who must report to work between 8:ooam and 5:oopm are 

subject to ticketing if they park in $4 spaces. The Ramshead Parking Deck is usually the best option 

for daytime appointments. 
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EDUCATION SESSION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MENTORS/MONITORS REGARDING 
NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/19/lO 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.o2.12): 

An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the 

athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the 

recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their 

families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are 
considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student 
(e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution 
for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he/she 
retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.o2.13) Others considered in this category are coaches, 
professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 

Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a 

prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an 

improper inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 
¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting 

between a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or 
advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the 
incident must be reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation 
of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly 
involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. 
Examples of this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student- 
athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, especially if the grade change was unearned, or 
typing a paper for a student-athlete; ~.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance 
from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an institutional staff 

member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes    in 
correspondence and/or online courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes 

involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit. An example of this would be if a student were to 
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purchase a term paper off the Internet and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. "Apex- 

Termpapers.com") Also if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught and it is later determined 

that he/she cheated. 

Other examples are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where 

participation]attendance is part of the final grade. 

Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of 

obtaining extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the 

extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term 

paper and gets caught) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not 

required to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed 

through the University Honor Court system. An academic offense is considered academic fraud and 

must be reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the 

student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, 
we would like for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause 
huge problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report 
was made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind that cheating that does not provide 
enough assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the course does not lessen the 
violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically 
assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw ~6.o2.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 
institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend 
a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student- 
athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated 
that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s students or a particular segment 
of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to 

an Academic Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests]quizzes prior to using them in 

your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility 

purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a 

paper. 
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10. 

11. 

12, 

14. 

15. 

We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not 

include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not 

specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to 

help by providing them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them 

pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may certainly make a strong 

suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no 

matter what kind of a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with CDs and zip 

drives could come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a 

paper in to you on CD or through email and not a hard copy asking for you to proof it. 

Corrections may not be made directly on the document saved on the CD, Additionally, 

a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the 

counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

An institutional staff member may not provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, 

transportation etc.) for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he 

or she is enrolled. 

An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any 

circumstances. Tutors and mentors may not provide transportation to student-athletes for any 

reason, even if the student-athlete provides reimbursement of expenses. (A University student 

who is also a part-time employee of the athletic department and is an established family friend 

of a student-athlete may continue to provide transportation and occasional home meals to the 

student-athlete based on the individual’s preexisting relationship.) 

A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an 

institutional staff member or booster]representative of athletics interests under the following 

conditions: 

¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home, on campus or at 

a facility that is regularly used for home competition. It may, however be catered. 

¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must be in 

the locale of the institution. 

¯ In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local transportation 

to the student-athletes to attend the meal. 

¯ Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 

¯ Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance office, 

receive permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary paperwork. 

This must occur PRIOR to the meal. Failure to follow this policy could result in an 

NCAA extra benefits violation. 

A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a 

purchase or a service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without 

charge. 
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16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal 

reasons without charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member may not make a charge on their 

personal credit card for which a student-athlete will reimburse. 

17. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student- 

athlete with a loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

18. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an 

enrolled student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 

It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or 

prospective student-athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at 

UNC have an online component, in which students may attend class each week and take quizzes 

and exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a 

student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if 

the assignment will be graded before working with the student. A professor may authorize group 

work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working with the 

student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional 

staff members (tutors, mentors, etc.) are asked NOT to work with student-athletes outside of the 

Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 

Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring and mentoring should 

be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Student-athletes should not be contacting tutors 

and mentors vial phone call, email, social networking sites, or text messaging to arrange 

additional academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center, NO 

tutoring/mentoring sessions may be conducted outside of the Academic Center, 

Complimentary Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentary admissions per home and 

away contests to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. However, 

admissions shall be provided only through a pass list for individuals designated by the student- 

athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports 

wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of 

sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 

Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

How to begin without an idea 
¯ 50% of the paper is what you do before you write 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the 

assignment. 

¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what 3 points they want to make 

¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 

¯ Students should be taking notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than 

the tutor. Although the tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper (i.e. 

mapping, outlining), the tutor must keep the paper and the student should 

leave with their own written copy of the notes from the session, 

II, How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may go to the library with the student to teach him/her how to find 

research materials and point them in the right direction. 
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¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research 

materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the best 

articles rather than the first 3 on the list. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping 

them to come up with good search words. 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may 

discuss the material. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 

¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by 

teaching them strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze 

the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and experts within the area they are writing about 

to talk to. 

III. How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 

¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own 

words. 

¯ Have them talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Use a tape 

recorder if a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor 

should never be writing on a student’s paper during any stage of the paper to 

change its content. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and 

to listen for mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

IV. Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 
¯ A tutor/mentor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content 

that will ultimately turn a "D" paper into a "B" paper. 

¯ If you circle misspelled words or punctuation that Spell Check is unable to 

catch, use a colored pen and be sure to write your initials beside any 

markings on the paper. 

¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an 

hour. 

¯ Do not read papers from a student’s disks or laptops, only from printouts. 

¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an 

email with a paper attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to 

assist the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them 

to bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring 

hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and 

argument. 

¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 

¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she 

meant to say. 

¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 

When in doubt...."Editing becomes a violation when the thoughts on paper are no longer 

those of the student-athlete." 
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TUTORING TI~CllNIQUE~ 

TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and 
assignment deadlines. 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last- 
minute tutor sessions are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths 
and weaknesses in the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes. 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance 
preparation, effective note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly 
remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals 
are to guide rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin 

with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, 

inform the academic counselor for that student’s sport. 

~MPORTAST I)ATES~ 
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University Holidays 

During Fall Semester 2010 & 

Spring Semester 2011 

Labor Day 

Fall Break 

Thanksgiving Break 

Martin Luther King Day 

Spring Break 
Good Friday 

September 6, 2010 (Mon) 

October 21-22, 2010 (Thu, Fri) 

November 24-26, 2010 (Wed - Fri) 
January 17, 2011 (Mon) 

March 7-11, 2011 (Mon - Fri) 
April 22, 2011 (Fri) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 20, 2010 4:21 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database question 

TEXT.htm 

what’s your question? 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 10/20/2010 4:17 PM >>> 
Hey, 

If you come back today, I need help with a database question. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



what’s your question? 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 10/20/2010 4:17 PM >>> 
Hey, 

If you come back today, I need help with a database question. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 25, 2010 1:57 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Access to Schedule Reports!!!!! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Susan, 
I was able to run one, but I then had access to some billing reports coming up "under my name". Does that make sense? 

B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/25/2010 1:47 PM >>> 
Hello All, 

Good News! 

You should now finally have access to your team’s schedule reports. Attached is an instruction sheet on how to access the report. 
Please give this a try and let me know if it does not work for you. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hi Susan, 
I was able to run one, but I then had access to some billing reports coming up "under my name". Does that make sense? 

B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/25/2010 1:47 PM >>> 
Hello All, 

Good News! 

You should now finally have access to your team’s schedule reports. Attached is an instruction sheet on how to access the 
report. Please give this a try and let me know if it does not work for you. 

Thankyou, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-96~-989~ (office) 

919-96~-6oo~ (fax) 

sbma~o~u~3caaou~coedu 



Good afternoon, 

With registration just a week away, I want to sit down for just a few minutes to go over your UNC eligibility status (NCAA 

indirectly) as well as your thoughts on your pending registration. Please let me know when you are available to meet. I am 

here tomorrow from 4-11, Wednesday from 8:30-5 and Thursday from 3-11. 

Let me know what times work best for you; THIS IS IMPORTANT! 

Thanks, and see you soon, 
Brent 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 



Good afternoon gentlemen, 

Ms. Lyons, our Learning Specialist, has reached out to each of you multiple times to set up meetings. You MUST meet 

with her by the end of this week, or I will be forced to go to outside measures (you know what I mean) in attempts to get 

you in here. 

This is important, so take care of it. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



Yes 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 10/:ZO/:ZO10 4:23 PM >>> 

Can we do this. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Dana Gelin 10/20/2010 lO:23 AM >>> 

Hi Spencer, 
So ... if you can pull them, I’m looking for current sophs and juniors who are at ... oh, let’s say, 3.2 and 
above cumulative GPA. Whenever you get a chance. 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.tarheelb~ueocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 25, 2010 2:33 PM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: GPAs 

TEXT.htm; Sophs-Junior 3.2s.xlsx 

attached... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 10/20/2010 4:23 PM >>> 
Can we do this. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Dana Gelin 10/20/2010 10:23 AM >>> 

Hi Spencer, 
So ... if you can pull them, I’m looking for current sophs and juniors who are at ... oh, let’s say, 3.2 and above cumulative GPA. 
Whenever you get a chance. 
Thanks, 
Dana 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



attached... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn lO/2O/2OlO 4:23 PM 

Can we do this. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Dana Gelin 10/20/2010 lO:23 AM >>> 

Hi Spencer, 
So ... if you can pull them, I’m looking for current sophs and juniors who are at ... oh, let’s say, 3.2 and 
above cumulative GPA. Whenever you get a chance. 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.tarheelb~ueocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 26, 2010 9:10 PM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Taking a class 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Eric, 
I am not familiar with the process for taking classes, although I know that is one of our "perks". As for the schedule of classes, it is 
located on ConnectCarolina; it takes your ONYEN and password to access. The link is ~:ilaccesscamlinaamc.edtdd~. Let me know 
if you need anything else. 

B 

>>> Eric Biener 10/26/2010 2:25 PM >>> 
Brent, 

I was thinking about maybe trying to take a class in the spring...not sure if you know how that process works or not for staff. If so, 
can you tell me what I need to do and where the listing of classes is (I’m assuming online somewhere)? 

Thanks. 
E 



Hi Eric, 
I am not familiar with the process for taking classes, although I know that is one of our "perks". As for the schedule of 
classes, it is located on ConnectCarolina; it takes your ONYEN and password to access. The link is 

~,’accesscaro~ina.tmc.edu~. Let me know if you need anything else. 

B 

>>> Eric Biener 10/26/2010 2:25 PM >>> 
Brent, 

I was thinking about maybe trying to take a class in the spring...not sure if you know how that process works or not for 

staff. If so, can you tell me what I need to do and where the listing of classes is (I’m assuming online somewhere)? 

Thanks. 
E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 27, 2010 10:08 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Grade Report fro Progress Reports 

TEXT.htm; WBB Grade Report 10.27.pdf 

Here is what I have so far... B 



Here is what I have so far... B 



Here they are... B 

>>> Shelley Johnson 10/27/2010 2:48 PM >>> 

Brent, 

Would you also be able to send the emails for wrestling? Thanks! Apparently, two emails and two voice messages in a 
week is not sufficient effort. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 28, 2010 4:16 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 10/28 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 10_28.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                4:30 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: DROP Day and Spring Registration Looming 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; MBA Reg Dates.xlsx 

Hi Mike, 
Attached is a spreadsheet with the dates/times sorted by date - lke times are the ones originally assigned. We did receive priority, so these times 
should all update prior to their date. I will also send emails out tomorrow morning reminding all of lkeir dates. 

Brent 

>>> Mike Fox ) 7:39 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Can you provide me exact dates when each class registers. I see Nov. 2 is for 5th year seniors it seems, etc. just want to keep my guys informed. 
Mike 

>>> Brent Blanton 9:18 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
I want to remind you all of two dates that are extremely important and looming large. The last day to drop is this MONDAY, OCTOBER 18. If 
you have any questions about making a drop, please let me know as soon as possible. It is also l~e last day to declare courses Pass/D+/D/Fail, but 
remember that you can only do so for courses l~at are true electives. Again, if you have any questions, contact me. Finally, if you have an 
incomplete, it expires on Monday as well. 

Regislxation is also coming quickly. The first day of regislxation is TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 and is based upon terms in residence as totaled 
by the University. For example, those students with 8 terms or more in residence register on the 2nd. For l~ose wil~ 7 terms in residence, your 
day is November 3rd. Each day, a new group gets to register. Please get in touch so we can sit down to go over your courses. If you have 
questions, I am glad to answer them. If you already know what you are registering for, let me know so I can make sure your degree worksheet is 
updated. 

Now is lke time to make sure this semester’s schedule and your spring schedule are set and secured respectively. PLEASE do not let your 
registration day come and go without getting a full load of courses. When you are pro-active, it helps lessen l~e pain of a new term and schedule - 
you know what I am referring to. NO ONE likes having to find classes during the first week of a semester. For any and all information on your 
registration, go to your Student Center on ConnectCarolina at MyUNC. Your holds, if any, are listed there as well - take care of them ASAP. 

Let me know if you have any questions about any of this information. I look forward to seeing you all soon. 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:~5itarl~eelblue.cs;:wcomi 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 28, 2010 4:32 PM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sarah, 
How does 2 on Wednesday work for you? I am booked in the morning but free all afternoon, as is Robert. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                4:33 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST 

TEXT.htm 

I will be doing reviews; probably on Monday and Thursday nights. 8 on Monday and 9 on Thursday. B 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 10:46 AM >>> 
Hey, 

I had a few students ask is you were planning on doing a review for Bamey’s HIST 
me know either way, that would be great! 

Thanks ! 

class which is next Friday. If you could just let 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                10:31 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm 

Good evening, 

I will be out of the office tomorrow but will return on Monday. At that time, I will compile this week’s report. It will, however, only 
concern hours logged in the building this week. Coming out of the break and getting into registration pretty heavily, this week has 
been a light one on the student meeting side. Those weekly meetings will resume next week along with continued registration 

assistance. Remember to remind your students that registration begins on Tuesday for seniors and new groups register each 

subsequent day. This weekend should be a good time for them to do some homework on that front and load up their shopping carts in 
the registration system. 

Have great weekends, and I’ll touch base on Monday. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 28, 2010 10:47 PM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

We can come to you. See you then. 

>>> Sarah Haney 10/28/2010 5:42 PM >>> 
2:00 sounds great! Do you have a place to meet there or do you guys want to come to my office in Carmichael? 
Sarah 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/28/2010 4:3 1:46 PM >>> 
Hi Sarah, 
How does 2 on Wednesday work for you’? I am booked in the morning but free all afternoon, as is Robert. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 28, 2010 10:54 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting with recruit 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sarah, 
Any time after 2:30 works for me. 

Brent 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/28/2010 4:45 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have time on Monday to meet with one of our top recruits? 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 1, 2010 9:13 AM 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: today 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Davian, 
We’ll go ahead and meet; I’ve got both Beth Lyons and Beth Bridger lined up to meet with us. 

See you this afternoon, 
Brent 

>>> Davian Clarke 11/1/2010 8:57 AM >>> 
Okay no problem on my end just let me know Brent what you would like to do. 
Davian 

>>> Kym N. Orr 11/1/2010 8:56 AM >>> 
I think we were set to meet today for the "Orientation", but I remembered that I had set up a registration workshop for 
2:15 PM. I really need to get in front of them today. So,you can either do it without me or we can reschedule. Let me know. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 9:42 AM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Students Submitted for PRAC 

TEXT.htm; Active Smdent-Athletes.xlsx 

Here they are... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 10:19 AM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting with recruit 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sara, 
I have a meeting that will mn through 2:30 at least. 

Brent 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/31/2010 3:10 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

The earliest I could get out there would be 3. Is that too late? 

We will be in practice at that time so is there any way you could come meet with her at the tennis center around 2:30? 

Sara 
UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 10/28/10 10:54 PM >>> 
Hi Sarah, 
Any time after 2:30 works for me. 

Brent 

>>> Sara Anundsen 10/28/2010 4:45 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Do you have time on Monday to meet with one of our top recruits? 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 1, 2010 10:28 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 10/29 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 10_29.msg; Weekly Hours 10.29.pdf 

Friday’s checks and last week’s hours report. Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 10:31 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HAPPY BIRTHDAY !! 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Beth; it was a great day with family! 

>>> Beth Miller 10/29/2010 11:10 AM >>> 

Brent, 

I want to wish you a slightly early very HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
best wishes for many, many more. 

all the best, 
-Beth Miller 

Hope you had a great weekend as well, Brent 

Sunday is your special day, so ENJOY it ......... and 



Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 

and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this 

testimonial as a way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty 

Policy, the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 

academic activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 

ask that you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank 

you for your investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 
to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations. __ ~:~ i~ 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in 
training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

NCAA Compliance 2010-2011 



A CADEIVIIC INTEGRITY STA TEIVIENT ADDENDUIVI 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our prol~ram for the future, so your candid responses to the followinl~ questions are I~reatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were I~iven adequate traininl~ on NCAA rules relatinl~ to academic intel~rity, extra benefits, I~amblinl~ and 

other applicable lel~islation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affectinl~ academic intel~rity, were you able to brinl~ your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any I~amblinl~ behaviors amonl~ student-athletes? If so, what types of I~amblinl~? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 1, 2010 10:36 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Birthday Message 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning sir, 
Just wanted to touch base and say thank you for the kind regards. It was a great day with family. I hope you had a great weekend as 
well. 

Brent 



Fro|n: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 1, 2010 10:53 AM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calendar 

TEXT.htm; Calendar of Responsibility. docx 

Here it is... B 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

A( AI)F MI(  SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI)I: NT-ATHLI: TF S 
CALENDAR OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Schedule of Responsibility for Olympic Sport Staff 

August 
Complete ALL eligibility profiles by the end of first week (BEFORE vacation, and you MUST be reachable) - 
necessary appeal paperwork should be on file at week’s end (typical deadline for Advising Office in Arts & Sciences, 
but this date is subject to change). M1 eligibility work should be completed on database as well as on student 
worksheets. 

¯ Beginning the first full week of the month, entering freshmen schedules are typically open for changes. 
Communicate with frosh about needed changes and help them secure the best schedule possible before their return 
to campus. 

¯ Have all team meetings scheduled before first day of classes (August 24). 
First Week of Classes 

¯ Be available to students to accommodate necessary schedule changes and book requisition form signing. 
¯ Begin scheduling appointments with study table students according to their assigned levels. Communicate with 

tutorial coordinator ALL tutorial needs as they are known at that time. Each day should bring new changes once 
original list is communicated until all needs are met. 

¯ Team Meetings 
Second Week of Classes 

¯ Begin meetings with students and compiling syllabi to be entered into database - enter when the opportunity arises. 
¯ Continue team meetings and book form signing. 
¯ Monitor the drop report daily for any changes in schedule with an eye on eligibility. 

September 
¯ Once online drop period is over (September 7), begin schedule audits - audits should be completed and degree- 

applicable numbers entered into database by September 14. 
¯ Once audits are complete, Eligibility Meetings are to commence. 

¢ Conduct meetings by class (best time is probably at 6:3o before your scheduled Study Table night) 
Make notes before meeting of all students on the cusp of losing or struggling to meet eligibility - have a 
follow-up meeting with these students to alleviate any ignorance of situation - DOCUMENT) 

¯ By late month, begin advising for Spring semester, returning to students their copies of Eligibility Statement AND 
major worksheet completed to that point. 

October 
¯ Continue with weekly meetings and advising for Spring semester. 
¯ By Fall Break (October 21), ALL eligibility meetings should be COMPLETE. 
¯ Compare schedule audits with numbers provided by Registrar and meet with Brent to go over all eligibility 

situations. 
¯ Document and communicate all previously-mentioned situations to coaches and copy Brent. 

November 
¯ Continue weekly meetings with students and begin preparing them for finals period. 
¯ Ensure that all students have schedules for Spring semester and document for coach review. 

December 
¯ Communicate finals review session to students. 
¯ Process eligibility as soon as grades post and enter data into database - ALL eligibility profiles should be complete 

in database by January 1. 
¯ Review Spring schedules and note all deficiencies to be addressed when students return in January. Contact each 

student via email as to any necessary changes brought about by eligibility situation. 

Januar~ 
¯ Review fall degree hours earned against numbers provided by Registrar and resolve all differences before Spring 

semester begins (January lO). 



¯ Have all team meetings scheduled before first day of classes (January lo). 

First Week of Classes 

¯ Be available to students to accommodate necessary schedule changes and book requisition form signing. 

¯ Begin scheduling appointments with study table students according to their assigned levels. Communicate with 

tutorial coordinator ALL tutorial needs as they are known at that time. Each day should bring new changes once 

original list is communicated until all needs are met. 

¯ Team Meetings 

Second Week of Classes 

¯ Begin meetings with students and compiling syllabi to be entered into database - enter when the opportunity arises. 

¯ Continue team meetings and book form signing. 

¯ Monitor the drop report daily for any changes in schedule with an eye on eligibility. 

February 

¯ Once online drop period is over (January ~4), begin schedule audits - audits should be completed and degree- 

applicable numbers entered into database by January 31. 

¯ Once audits are complete, Eligibility Meetings are to commence. 

v/ Conduct meetings by class (best time is probably at 6:3° before your scheduled Study Table night) 

Make notes before meeting of all students on the cusp of losing or struggling to meet eligibility - have a 

follow-up meeting with these students to alleviate any ignorance of situation - DOCUMENT) 

¯ By late month, begin advising for Fall semester, returning to students their copies of Eligibility Statement AND 

major worksheet completed to that point. 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Continue with weekly meetings and advising for Fall semester. 

By Spring Break (March 4), ALL eligibility meetings should be COMPLETE. 

Compare schedule audits with numbers provided by Registrar and meet with Brent to go over all eligibility 

situations. 

By the end of Spring Break (March n), meet with Brent to go over potential/definite summer eligibility needs. 

Notify coach IN WRITING of all summer eligibility issues. 

Continue weekly meetings with students and begin preparing them for finals period. 

Ensure that all students have schedule for Fall semester and document for coach review. 

Compile Incoming Student data sheet in preparation for CTOPS. 

Make contact with each incoming student to re-introduce yourself and go over all information needed as CTOPS 

approaches. 

Communicate finals review session to students. 

Process eligibility as soon as grades post and enter data into database - ALL eligibility profiles should be complete 

in database by June L 

Have Hot List for summer completed by the beginning of Summer Session 1 (May lo). 

Continue tracking all students on your Hot List. 

Advise incoming students as a part of CTOPS program. 

At summer session I’s end (June 14), re-calculate all outstanding eligibility and submit updated Hot List to Brent by 

June 30. 

Continue tracking all students on your Hot List. 

Advise incoming students as a part of CTOPS program. 

At summer session II’s end (July 22), re-calculate all outstanding eligibility and submit updated Hot List to Brent by 

August lo. 

ALL eligibility numbers should be entered into and finalized in database by August 15. 

Communicate all appeal needs to both students and coaches by the appropriate date as defined by Academic 

Advising in Arts & Sciences and coordinate submission of all appeal materials. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 1, 2010 11:45 AM 

sphillips@theacc.org 

Academic Highlights for UNC Soccer 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good morning sir, 
I serve as Associate Director of UNC’s academic support center and Dave Lohse asked that I forward a few highlights to you for 
announcing during the tournament. Just a few bullet points: 
We had last year’s Elite-88 Award Winner at the NCAA Championships 
15 were on the Dean’s List last year at some point 

We’ve had 20 selections for Academic All-America, 13 in the last five years 
TWO NCAA Top-Eight award winners in the last five years 
I hope that helps! 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~o,p:/i/tarhee~b~e.cs~-~colrL! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 1, 2010 5:15 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 11/01 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 1 l_01.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 5:16 PM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder that we have staff meeting tomorrow at 3 on the third floor. Have a great evening! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 2, 2010 6:30 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Work Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm; Work Tomorrow.msg 

about tomorrow night - coming in late. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 2, 2010 6:31 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 11/02 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 1 l_02.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 2, 2010 9:43 PM 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CLA Checklists 

TEXT.htm; Evaluation Numbers per Leader.pdf; Coach Evaluations by Smdent.pdf 

Here are the files by student evals and coach evals. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 3, 2010 3:25 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 11/03 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 1 l_03.msg; Weekly Hours 10.20.pdf; Weekly 
Hours 10.29.pdf 

Today’s checks... The previous week’s reports are also attached. Not sure what happened; I sent the emails out, but something 
happened out in cyberspace I guess. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 4, 2010 3:22 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 11/04 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 1 l_04.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 4, 2010 3:25 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Request to Hire Tutors 

TEXT.htm; Request to Hire Memorandum 11.4.docx 

Good afternoon, 
I hope this email finds you well. Attached is a memorandum requesting to hire two additional tutors. 

Let me know if you need anything else, and thanks! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 4, 2010 3:32 PM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Professor Hall, 
Thank you for returning the form. I will make sure her counselor receives it this afternoon so we can take the proper action in this 
matter. Hopefully you will at least see her in the coming days in class. 

Take care, 
Brent 

>>> Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 11/4/2010 9:36 AM >>> 
~:ilarchb~e02.uncaaamc.edui858cd82 ~d0d29ea586ddc39674aclf04 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 5, 2010 8:44 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting This Morning 

We ARE meeting this monfing on 3 at 9:30. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 10:36 AM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 11.5.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is the weekly for this week - no huge concerns right now. Hopefully this last month treats us well. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 5, 2010 10:39 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 11.5.pdf 

Hi Anson, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; there is a definite lack of commentary this week because many of them missed their meeting 
times. Good luck this weekend, and if you don’t mind, continue reminding everyone to get registered at their appointed times to avoid 
heartache come spring. 

Thanks 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 5, 2010 10:40 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Hours Report 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Hours 11.5.pdf 

This week’s numbers... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 5, 2010 12:46 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 11.5.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly for this week - back to business as usual. Please keep reminding the guys to register at the appointed time to 
relieve some heartache in the spring, and have a great weekend. 

Brent 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 8, 2010 2:41 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 11/08 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 1 l_08.msg 

Today’s checks... B 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 8, 2010 3:43 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial Cuts 

TEXT.htm 

Tell your studems that I am on a daily cutting rampage, and I don’t wait until three strikes... Thanks! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:06 PM 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday - Baseball Recruits 

TEXT.htm 

Shouldn’t be a problem. B 

>>> Scott Jackson 11/9/2010 9:08 AM >>> 
Brent/Greg: 

Will you all be available around 1:00 PM on Saturday to do the usual and speak with our recruits at Boshamer?? 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:11 PM 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday 

TEXT.htm 

Getting kicked out of the office at 1, so that wold be a perfect time. Is that OK? 

>>> Scott Jackson 11/9/2010 10:14 AM >>> 
Brent: 

One of our 2011 signees’ father will be here early on Friday and wanted to see if he could meet with you briefly. Would you be 

available on Friday to answer his questions???? 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:13 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: team meeting 

Fwd_ Re_ team meeting.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 10:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: team meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Record this as another possible "coach complaint". I talked to Roberta Kelly this morning and she said that she 
would like to help but she has told other groups ’NO" regarding late additions to the PRAC list. So I will be 
sending a response to Sarah and Mr. Frazier-Wong taking the hit for those novice rowers who didn’t get priority 
registration and also offering additional assistance(within limits) for those who did not get the schedule they 
wanted. I have talked to several of them already about classes and informed them of the situation. 

I believe that when I initially attempted to put the novice rowers in the database, the "blue screen incident" may 
have caused the records not to be saved. I tried to re-enter them and I got the duplicate value message. It looks 
as though their "active status" was not saved. Although I should have double checked, I realized later they were 
not included on the PRAC list you submitted. 

No excuses but I just wanted to give you a heads up in case, I am circumvented again when these coach 
concerns arise. Thanks again. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247>>> Stephen Frazier Wong 11/8/2010 2:31 PM >>> 
Kym, 
I have been hearing that and I am very concerned that my student/athletes will be able to the classes they need 
AND still be able to attend practice. 
What is their recourse if they have missed out on their time because of this "glitch"? 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kym N. Orr 
To: Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 11/8/2010 12:16:13 PM 
Subject: team meeting 

Sarah/Stephen: 

I would like to get in front of the team sometime before Thanksgiving Break to talk about the end of this 
semester/next semester (and also reacquaint myself with the team). Let me know what would be a good time to 
get both teams together. I will clear my schedule to be there. 

Also, you will hear some of the novices talk about registration times not being changed. It seems as though 
there was a glitch with inputting them in the database and I discovered that their names were not added to the 
list. I am working on fixing it. 

Kym 



Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:41 PM 

cderickson@unc.edu 
Novice Rowers 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Novice 2010-2011 Roster info.xlsx 

Hi Chris, 
Thank you for doing this for us; I know we put you in a bad spot. The number appears to be 42. 

Thanks again, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:43 PM 

Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 
<skhaney@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Novice Rowing and Priority 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Novice 2010-2011 Roster info.xlsx 

Hi Sarah, 
The registrar has agreed to change the times for all novice rowers according to the attached list. Could you send an email out to them 
all asking them to check their times later this evening? That way they will know their times were changed and they can register 
accordingly. 

Thanks, and I apologize for the error, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :i!tarhee~b~e. csJ~-~.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:55 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Questions 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
I have been making calls this afternoon trying to get an answer to the question of online courses prior to full-time enrollment. Once I 
get a response, I will let you know. As for the number that can count towards graduation, that number is 6 - they limit the students to 
18 hours of online coursework towards their 120. 

Also, Beth left a message on the cell number, so hopefully they will get in touch in the next day or two. 

Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 11/8/2010 8:49 PM >>> 
Brent, 
A few questions: 

Can you take on-line classes during the summer before you enroll as a freshmen? 
How many on-line classes can you take in your college career? Is there a limit. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:56 PM 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday 

TEXT.htm 

It’ll be the same deal, so if it works for the dad, I’m all for it. 

>>> Scott Jackson 11/9/2010 4:15 PM >>> 
I meant next Friday 11/19 ..... sorry! Will that day work? 

Scott Jackson 
UNC Baseball 

>>> Brent Blanton 11/9/2010 4:10:34 PM >>> 
Getting kicked out of the office at 1, so that wold be a perfect time. Is that OK? 

>>> Scott Jackson 11/9/2010 10:14 AM >>> 
Brent: 

One of our 2011 signees’ father will be here early on Friday and wanted to see if he could meet with you briefly. Would you be 
available on Friday to answer his questions???? 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 2010 6:35 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 11/09 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 1 l_09.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 10, 2010 4:37 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 11/10 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 1 l_10.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 5:34 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 11/11 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 11_11.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 12, 2010 12:38 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Hours Report 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Hours 11.12.pdf 

Good afternoon. Attached is the hours report for this week. Have a good weekend, Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 12, 2010 12:41 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 11.12.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is the weekly for this week. I’ll see you tomorrow at 1 ! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 12, 2010 2:51 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 11/12 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 1 l_12.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 15, 2010 2:48 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 11/15 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 11_15.msg 

Today’s checks... Congratulations on the opening win! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 4:08 PM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subj ect: Staff Meeting 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just a reminder that we WILL meet tomorrow at 3pm on the 3rd floor. 

Have a great evening, and we’ll see you tomorrow! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 15, 2010 4:20 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Questions 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
I spoke with Advising about whether or not an entering freshman can take onlines before enrolling full-time. Their policy is that 
freshman are not allowed to take online courses, so I doubt an appeal would work -just the feeling I got after speaking with the office. 

Sorry about the negative, 
Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 11/9/2010 6:59 PM >>> 
ok thanks Brent. 
Amy Herman says you can and that we could pay for them. 
just checking on all ends. 

>>> Brent Blanton 11/9/2010 4:54 PM >>> 
Hi Mike, 
I have been making calls this afternoon trying to get an answer to the question of online courses prior to full-time enrollment. Once I 
get a response, I will let you know. As for the number that can count towards graduation, that number is 6 - they limit the students to 
18 hours of online coursework towards their 120. 

Also, Beth left a message on the cell number, so hopefully they will get in touch in the next day or two. 

Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 11/8/2010 8:49 PM >>> 
Brent, 
A few questions: 

Can you take on-line classes during the summer before you enroll as a freshmen? 
How many on-line classes can you take in your college career? Is there a limit. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 9:29 AM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning all, 
We will meet today at 3:15 instead of 3. Sorry for the push-back. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 16, 2010 4:39 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 11/16 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Tuesday 1 l_16.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 16, 2010 4:41 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Can’t wait ! 

>>> Sara Anundsen 11/16/2010 11:26 AM >>> 
See you tomorrow at 3 ! 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Brent Blanton 11/10/2010 12:02 PM >>> 
3 next Wednesday the 17th. Got it! B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 11/10/2010 10:58 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Can you actually meet with her at 3? Brian just asked me to change the time. 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Brent Blanton 11/9/2010 4:09 PM >>> 
absolutely! 

>>> Sara Anundsen 11/9/2010 10:46 AM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Can you still meet with our recruit next Wednesday the 17th at 2:00? 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 
(919) 428-8796 
anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:56 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; j mboxill@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 11/17 

Text.htm; Mail.msg 

Yesterday’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:25 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 11/18 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Thursday 11_18.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 19, 2010 12:37 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 11/19 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 1 l_19.msg; Weekly Hours l 1.19.pdf 

Today’s checks and the hours report... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 19, 2010 12:47 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 11.19.pdf 

Hi Anson, 
First of all, good luck against the Irish! Attached is the weekly - kind of a weird week because I missed a day because of family 
illness. Let me know if you have any questions, and have a great weekend. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 23, 2010 3:19 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 380 tutor 

TEXT.htm 

no ma’am 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 11/23/2010 10:32 AM >>> 
Do we have a tutor for EXSS 380? 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 24, 2010 10:47 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Contact Information 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Legal - Tutor Contact Information.xlsx 

Here is the list with updates. Many of the people are graduate students, so they are protected. The others I either provided or left 
blank because I don’t have access to the information right now. 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
http:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~’.corr~~ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 29, 2010 12:12 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with recruits 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely; see you then, B 

>>> Sara Anundsen 11/29/2010 12:04 PM >>> 
Hi Brent, 

Would you be able to meet with two of our recruits this Friday around 2? 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 29, 2010 1:51 PM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Background check mandate 

TEXT.htm 

I’m on it! B 

>>> Tracy Hams 11/29/2010 1:18 PM >>> 
You’re receiving this email so that our office will be in compliance with the background investigation requirements mandated by the 
Office of Human Resources Employee and Management Relations unit. Employee(s) listed below are not in compliance because the 
criminal background check was either omitted in error or not processed correctly at the time of hire. In order to satisfy the University’s 
criminal convictions check policy and to continue their employment please have the employee(s) listed complete the attached criminal 
background check form and return to our office NO LATER THAN FRIDAY DECEMBER 3RD. I you have any questions contact 
myself or Joyce. 

Please note this non-negotiable and must be completed as directed. Failure to comply will result in the employee being removed from 
payroll. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[ AUTHORIZATION FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND CHECK I 

P 

FIRST MIDDLE MALDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY #* DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

* Your social security number is being requested by the University to conduct a residence historI and criminal conviction 

background check consistent with University policy. You are not required to disclose your social security number; however, if 

you do not disclose your social security number you will not be considered for employment. 

Please list all other names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used: 

NAME DATES USED NAME DATES USED 

NC DRIVERS LICENSE # I have held an out-of-State drivers license that has been [] YES 

(if required for position) valid within the last 12 months. [] NO 

If the answer is yes, provide the following information: License # [ [ Issuing State [ 

CURRENT RESIDENCE (street, state, zip): 

IF CURRENT RESIDENCE IS NOT PERMANENT, 
GIVE PERMANENT RESIDENCE (street, state, zip): 

[] Yes [] No 
[] Yes [] No 
[] Yes [] No 

Are you currently an employee of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

Have you ever lived or worked outside of North Carolina? If yes, complete page 2 of this form. 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense? If yes, list below the county, state, and date of the 

conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. Prayers for Judgment Continued (PJCs) and 

non-contested charges must be included, unless you have acted to expunge your record. If more space is 

needed, check here [] and attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be disqualified 
automatically from consideration for employment. I understand that false or misleading information or documentation, or an 
omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in rejection of my application, action up to and including 
termination if hired, and/or criminal prosecution. If hired, I understand the University complies with State law and is required to 
terminate me if false or misleading information is given in order to meet the requirements for the position involved. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature 

Rev (11-12-2010) 

Date 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

Candidate section continued on next page 

Page 1 of 3 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

I AUTHORIZATION FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND CHECK I 
P 

CANDIDATES: If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list the States, dates lived or worked in those 

locations, cities, counties, and the name(s) used during those times. 

FIRST MIDDLE LAST SSN (LAST 4 DIGITS) 

XXX-XX- 

LAST NAME(s) USED AT EACH 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR) CITY COUNTY 

LOCATION (if different from above) 
Example: 2001-2010 Chapel Hill Orange Smith 
NC 

OTHER LOCATIONS DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

LAST NAME(s) USED IN EACH STATE 
STATE DATES (YR TO: YR)            CITY             COUNTY 

(if different from above) 

Rev (11-12-2010) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 2 of 3 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
AUTHORIZATION FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND CHECK 

FIRST MIDDLE LAST SSN (LAST 4 DIGITS) 

XXX-XX- 

~ ~ ED H M 

[] YES 
Driving a motor vehicle is required by the hiring department for the employee to perform their assigned duties 

[] NO 
[] YES 

The employee will be expected to drive a University-owned vehicle in the performance of their duties 
[] NO 

[] FACULTY 
[] SPA PERMANENT 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TYPE: 
[] EPA NON-FACULTY 

[] SPA TEMP 
[] POST DOC 

[] OTHER 
[] EPA TEMP 

POS/APPT TITLE: Example: Admin. Support Spec. 

POS# (SPA ONLY): Example: 0055555 

CONTACT NAME: 

DEPT/SCHOOL NAME AND NUMBER: Example: Dept of H.R./2228 

CONTACT PHONE #: 

CB #: 

DATE SENT TO DPS: (ignore for faculty) 

ACCOUNT # FOR FEE 

OHR EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANT: 

¯ For SPA Permanent employees, please send this form to your Employment Consultant. 

¯ For Faculty, please send this form to the Dean’s Office. 

¯ For EPA-NF and temps, please send to: 

Background Investigator 
UNC Public Safety 

AOB, Suite 2300, CB# 1620 
Fax: 919-962-4279 

ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND INVESTIGATOR. 
INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

COMPLETED CHECKS: 

AOC        [] 

SEX OFFENDER [] 

JOURNAL ENTRY# 

DATE ENTERED 

NOTES: 

CASTLE BRANCH*[] COURT SEARCH [] 

NC DL CHECK    [] OUT OF STATE DL [] 

Date 

[] 

[] 
[] 

check performed: 

No criminal conviction(s) found. 

Criminal conviction(s) found; agrees with 

application. See attached. 

Criminal conviction(s) found; does not agree 

with application. See Attached. 

Valid Driver’s License Confirmed. 

Clear Driving Record 

Driving record contains possible issues, 

please review attached results for details 

Charge made to the listed account. 

FILE#: 

* Federal and Out of State included 

Rev (11-12-2010) Equal Opportunity Employer Page 3 of 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 2:59 PM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Malty 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Our Next Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Just a reminder that we will NOT have staff meeting tomorrow afternoon at 3. November is a month with five Tuesdays. We meet 
again as a staff next Tuesday, December 7 at 3 on the 3rd floor. 

Thanks 
Brent 



Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program and 

student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with ACC 
requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this testimonial as a 

way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty Policy, 

the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent academic 
activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We ask that 

you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank you for your 
investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according to 
NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations.__ 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of any extra 
benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in training procedures by 
the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ 

PrintName 

Signature Date 

Tutor Handbook 2OlO-2Oll 



A CADEIVIIC INTEGRITY STA TEIVIENT ADDENDUIVI 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our prol~ram for the future, so your candid responses to the followinl~ questions are I~reatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were I~iven adequate traininl~ on NCAA rules relatinl~ to academic intel~rity, extra benefits, I~amblinl~ and 

other applicable lel~islation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affectinl~ academic intel~rity, were you able to brinl~ your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any I~amblinl~ behaviors amonl~ student-athletes? If so, what types of I~amblinl~? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ~AROLINA 

A( ADEMI(  SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI I NT-ATllLI TES 
TUTOR INFOR~IATION SHEET 

We believe we have an effective tutorial program largely because of you, the tutors. Since we value your input in improving 

the program, we would like for you to respond to the following questions. Thank you in advance for your comments. 

NAME: 

SUI~JE(~T(S) TUTOREI): 

P~|RT 1. STUDENT ASSESS)lENT 

A. In your opinion, what academic skills do the students lack most? 

B. In what academic skills are the students most proficient? 

C. In general, during your tutor sessions, on what do you spend the most time? Review of course content? Study skills 

(test-taking, note-taking, reading, paper writing)? Building of academic confidence? Communication skills? Other? 

PART 2. PROGRA)I EVALUATION 

A. What was the most successful aspect of the program? 

B. What are the main problems you encounter with the program? How could we help to alleviate these problems? 

C. If you met regularly on an individual basis with a specific student, please comment on its effectiveness. 

PART 3. PERSONAL EVALUATION 

A. How many nights or hours do you work per week? Was your work schedule satisfactory? 

B. Are you interested in tutoring again next semester? 

C. Please add any additional comments here or on the back of this page, and thank you for your assistance! 



HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA) AUTHORIZATION 

I authorize any physician, team doctor, or other health care provider who is affiliated with my university and from 
whom I have received health care treatment to disclose the following health information to a Faculty 
Representative or other authorized representative of the Atlantic Coast Conference: 

All information contained in any of my medical, psychiatric, psychological or other health care 
services records, including, but not limited to, any treatment records, notes, charts, summaries, 
reports, diagnoses, films, photographs, x-rays, sketches, diagnostic information, prescriptions, 
reports to or from third parties relating to my treatment in any way, and dates of service. 

I understand that the information in my health record may include information relating to 
sexually transmitted disease, acquired immunodeficiency syndromes (AIDS), or human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). It may also include information about behavioral or mental health 
services, and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse. 

This health information may be disclosed to and used by the Atlantic Coast Conference for the purposes of 
determining my eligibility as a student-athlete under National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) guidelines 
and for processing and considering my petition for waivers of Atlantic Coast Conference rules and NCAA 
waivers delegated to the Atlantic Coast Conference to administer. 

This authorization shall be in force and effect until the completion of my eligibility as a student-athlete as 
determined under Atlantic Coast Conference rules and NCAA guidelines, at which time this authorization will 
expire. 

I understand that I have the right to revoke this authorization, in writing, at any time by sending my written 
revocation to the Commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference and to the specific physician, team doctor or 
other health care provider who is affiliated with my university and from whom I have received health care 
treatment. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been released in 
response to this authorization and that my revocation of this authorization may, depending on the circumstances 
of the revocation, prevent me from obtaining a waiver of Atlantic Coast Conference or NCAA rules. 

I understand that authorizing the disclosure of this health information is voluntary. I can refuse to sign this 
authorization. I also understand that the disclosure of this health information carries with it the potential for re- 
disclosure by the Atlantic Coast Conference or other recipients and may no longer be protected by federal or 
state law. However, I also understand that if I refuse to sign this authorization, my petition for waiver will not be 
processed. 

Student-Athlete Date 

Institutional Certification: The appropriate undersigned individual certifies that the information set forth is 
accurate and the requirements of the appropriate NCAA bylaw have been met: 

Athletics Director (or designee) 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Date 

Date 

Submit signed form and all required documentation to: 
Shamaree Brown, Director of SA Programs & Compfiance 

Fax: 336-369-0065 



Updated 7/27/09 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 1, 2010 2:08 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 12/01 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 12_01.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 4:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Finals Schedule.pdf 

Attached is the updated review schedule. Let the students know that the "coves" will be appropriately labeled on the third floor and 
there will be a staff/monitor presence to help them find the correct review. Also, this is just the 2nd edition; I fully anticipate there 
being more to come. 

Thanks; as always, let me know if you have any questions, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 2, 2010 3:31 PM 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Athlete Development Holiday Party 

TEXT.htm 

Bah! Humbug! 

>>> Sandy Restivo 12/2/2010 3:15 PM >>> 
Hello everyone, 

Cricket Lane and her Student Athlete Development staff would like to invite the Academic Support staff for a little holiday get- 
together here in our lovely office space on Weds., Dec. 15th in the afternoon (time TBA). Instead of a potluck and since the next day 
is the Department Holiday luncheon; we would like to propose a cookie/dessert!holiday finger foods potluck. Nothing fancy, but it 
would help to curb our 3:00 low sugar drop. And to make it interesting, we also would like to do a gift exchange (OK, no big sighs 
here!). Making this very simple....you would just get a $10. gift card from wherever and throw it in the pot. If you participate, then 
you get to pick out a card! Fun, huh? 

So let me know if you are interested in participating by either stopping by my cubicle or emailing me. So take the "BAH" out of the 
old HUMBUG and join us on the 15th for a rollicking Holiday party. Could be some singing/dancing going on (just kidding)! But 
hey, you never know with our group. 

Hope to hear from you soon, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo~uncaa.unc.edu 



Bah! Humbug! 

>>> Sandy Restivo l:Z/:z/:ZOlO 3:15 PM >>> 
Hello everyone, 

Cricket Lane and her Student Athlete Development staff would like to invite the Academic Support staff for a little holiday 
get-together here in our lovely office space on Weds., Dec. 15th in the afternoon (time TBA). Instead of a potluck and since 

the next day is the Department Holiday luncheon; we would like to propose a cookie/dessert/holiday finger foods potluck. 
Nothing fancy, but it would help to curb our 3:00 low sugar drop. And to make it interesting, we also would like to do a 
gift exchange (OK, no big sighs here!). Making this very simple....you would just get a $1o. gift card from wherever and 
throw it in the pot. If you participate, then you get to pick out a card! Fun, huh? 

So let me know if you are interested in participating by either stopping by my cubicle or emailing me. So take the "BAH" 

out of the old HUMBUG and join us on the 15th for a rollicking Holiday party. Could be some singing/dancing going on 

(just kidding)! But hey, you never know with our group. 

Hope to hear from you soon, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 2, 2010 3:39 PM 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Athlete Development Holiday Party 

TEXT.htm 

BAH! I’m in. HUMBUG! 

>>> S andy Restivo 12/2/2010 3: 32 PM >>> 
Does that mean you are not participating?? !! There will be NO "bah-humbugs" around here! 
Sandy 

>>> Brent Blanton 12/2/2010 3:31 PM >>> 
Bah! Humbug! 

>>> Sandy Restivo 12/2/2010 3:15 PM >>> 
Hello everyone, 

Cricket Lane and her Student Athlete Development staff would like to invite the Academic Support staff for a little holiday get- 
together here in our lovely office space on Weds., Dec. 15th in the afternoon (time TBA). Instead of a potluck and since the next day 
is the Department Holiday luncheon; we would like to propose a cookie/dessert!holiday finger foods potluck. Nothing fancy, but it 
would help to curb our 3:00 low sugar drop. And to make it interesting, we also would like to do a gift exchange (OK, no big sighs 
here!). Making this very simple....you would just get a $10. gift card from wherever and throw it in the pot. If you participate, then 
you get to pick out a card! Fun, huh? 

So let me know if you are interested in participating by either stopping by my cubicle or emailing me. So take the "BAH" out of the 
old HUMBUG and join us on the 15th for a rollicking Holiday party. Could be some singing/dancing going on (just kidding)! But 
hey, you never know with our group. 

Hope to hear from you soon, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday,                5:06 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 12.3.pdf 

Good evening, 
Attached is this week’s report. Most of the guys’ exam schedule is listed, but they need to check their syllabi to ensure that the dates, 
times and locations are correct. My biggest concerns are 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 5:11 PM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; SHR 12.3.pdf 

Good evening, 
I hope today’s recruiting went OK for you; sorry again I missed last time. Attached is the weekly for this week with a few exam 
schedules. Make sure to encourage them to check their syllabi for correct dates, times and locations. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 3, 2010 5:12 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 12/03 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 12_03.msg; Weekly Hours 12.3.pdf 

Today’s checks and the weekly hours report. Great job last night! 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 6, 2010 10:08 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Evaluations 

TEXT.htm; evaluation OF mtor.pdf 

Can you give this form to your students who utilize tutoring a lot so we can get some feedback on the tutors. Thanks; let me know if 
you have any questions. B 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ~AROLINA 

A  ADEMI   SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI I NT-ATllLI TES 
STUI~ENT FI~I~DBA~I~ FOR~I ON TUTORIAL PROGRA~I 

We want an effective tutorial program in place to support your academic needs. Since we value your input in improving the 

program, we would like for you to respond to the following questions. Thank you in advance for your comments. 

NAME: 

TUTOR: 

SUI~JE(~T TUTOREI): 

PART 1. TUTOR ASSESSMENT 

A. How friendly AND professional is your tutor? Do you think your tutor creates a good learning environment? 

B. Does your tutor possess the proper knowledge-base needed to conduct tutorials for this course? 

C. Does your tutor help create goals for each session? Do these goals guide the sessions and are they met by session’s end? 

D. Does your tutor communicate the information needed during each session or does he/she struggle to get points across? 

E. In general, on what do you spend the most time? Review of course content? Study skills (test-taking, note-taking, 

reading, paper writing)? Building of academic confidence? Communication skills? Other? 

PART 2. PROGRA)I EVALUATION 

A. Is the Academic Center a good learning environment? Why or why not? 

B. What are the main problems you encounter with the support program? How could we help alleviate these problems? 

C. Was your tutorial schedule communicated to you in a timely and professional manner? 

Please add any additional comments on the back of this page, and thank you for your assistance! 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, 2010-2011 



UNIVF, RSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPF, L HILL 
ACADF.MIC SUPPORT PROGIIAM FOR STUDF.NT-ATHLF.TF.S 

TUTOR HANI)BOOK 
2010-2011 

I’UI’OR IIANI)IIOOK, PAGE 1 



August 24, 2OlO 

Dear Tutor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of 
North Carolina. ! am excited that you have joined us in our efforts to provide professional and high 
quality academic support to our student-athletes. 

Your job as a tutor carries with it a great amount of responsibility and challenge. Our students run 

the full gamut in terms of ability, motivation, and areas of interest. As a tutor you can help the 

students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that student-athletes neither gain 

special privileges nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own work and reap the consequences, 

positive or negative. Likewise, they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their 

academic progress. The ethics and integrity which guide your own academic work fully apply here in 

the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our tutoring program and to clarify your role. 

Please read it thoroughly. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask our tutor coordinator or 

any full-time staff member. They are available to assist you at any time. 

Over the years our program has become one of the finest in the country. A key ingredient to our 

success is having a staff of tutors committed to quality education. I appreciate your contributions to 

improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
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The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is administratively part of the Academic 
Services unit of the College of Arts and Sciences. The program serves as an educational resource to 
students who participate in varsity athletics at the University. 

We are committed to the true student-athlete concept, applying the same principles that have made 
superior athletes to develop superior students. A superior athlete is dedicated, hardworking, 
committed, and never misses practice. A student with the same qualities who never misses class will 
achieve the same high level of academic success. 

Staff members include: 

Robert Mercer 
Brent Blanton 

Jenn Townsend 

Beth Bridger 

Kym Orr 

Spencer Welborn 

Tony Yount 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Beth Lyons 

Dr. Jan Boxill 

Nate Yarbrough 

Director 
Associate Director 
Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Women’s Soccer and Women’s Tennis 
Associate Director 
Men’s Basketball, Women’s Swimming and Diving and Softball 
Associate Director 
Football 
Academic Counselor 
Men’s and Women’s Track & Field and Cross Country, Men’s Tennis, 
Rowing and Fencing 
Academic Counselor 
Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Golf, Men’s Swimming & Diving and 
Wrestling 
Academic Counselor 
Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse, Field Hockey and Volleyball 
Academic Counselor 
Football 
Academic Counselor 
Football 
Learning Specialist 
Olympic Sports 
Academic Counselor 
Gymnastics 
Academic Counselor 
Women’s Basketball 
Office Manager 

Feel free to contact any of us if you have a question or concern about a student-athlete or the policies 
and procedures of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

ACADEMIC CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursdays 
Fridays 
Sundays 

8:ooam to 5:oopm & 7:oopm to lO:oopm 

8:ooam to 5:oopm 

7:oopm to lO:oopm 

TUTORING SESSIONS 



Sunday-Thursdays 7:oopm - lO:oopm 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Primary Responsibilities 

The primary goal of the tutoring program is to provide student-athletes with quality academic 

assistance beyond that which they receive in the classroom. In order to accomplish this goal, our 

tutors must be able to understand and clearly communicate course content to students. Tutors must 

also report concerns about students to the tutor coordinator or academic counselor. Areas of 

concern to report are: absenteeism, lack of class participation, emotional stress, or other indications 

of impediments to academic progress. When tutors report such concerns in a timely fashion, the 

full-time staff can more effectively provide the appropriate services. A daily tutoring summary on 

all students tutored is required at the end of each day. 

Desirable Knowledge and Abilities 

L Thorough knowledge of the subject matter to be tutored 

2. The ability to communicate subject matter effectively 

3. The ability to motivate and provide study skills assistance 

4. The ability to act professionally at all times and serve as a positive role model 

5. The ability to know when to make referrals 

6. The ability to work as part of a team 

Requirements 

L Must be a graduate student enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Exceptions: Exceptional seniors/juniors or non-students who have already 
graduated with a bachelor’s degree or advanced degree may be considered. 

2. Prospective tutors who have previously taken or taught the course at UNC or at another 
institution. 
Exceptions: Individuals who show competency in a specific course or area, 
such as math or languages. 

3. Tutors are required to maintain confidentiality regarding the student-athlete’s grades or 
progress with anyone other than the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes. 

4. Tutors must be available for scheduled night study hall hours, including extra hours during 
finals. Availability for special appointments is desirable but not required. 

RELEASE AND DISMISSAL 

Since tutoring demands vary from semester to semester, it is difficult to maintain a fixed number of 

tutors or to guarantee any tutoring work beyond a given semester. For that reason, you are 

encouraged not to depend on tutoring as your only source of income. 

A tutor may be terminated for any of the following reasons: 

Failure to uphold the general duties of a tutor as outlined in the handbook, including 
repeatedly failing to turn in daily tutoring summaries. 

TUT011 H~NI)II001~, P~GE 4 



2. Failure to observe the rules and regulations of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

3. Deficient academic skills. 

4. Falsification of time sheets. 

5. Failure to keep tutoring appointments. 

6. Violation of University policies regarding academic honesty. 

7. Disruptive behavior that calls unfavorable attention to the tutor as a representative of the 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, the student-athletes or the University. 

PAYMENT 

Pay rate is established on an hourly basis. No additional pay is granted for simultaneously 

tutoring a number of students during a given time period. No additional pay is granted for 

preparation time outside of your scheduled hours unless an academic counselor has 

requested your services for a special assignment. 

All time for tutoring must be logged in the TIM system with the University. Your times must 
be consistent with the daily tutoring summary forms for that pay period; any irregularities in 
times will not be honored. 

Time sheets within the TIM system MUST be approved by the end of the final Sunday of the 

pay period. If you fail to approve your timesheet, the payroll manager will not approve your 
time and you will NOT be paid on time. 

Paychecks will be issued only on a Direct Deposit basis - two weeks following the day time 
sheets are approved. 

TUTOR DUTIES/REQUIREMENTS 

Tutoring is similar to any other employment opportunity. As such, the following are required: 

¯ All tutoring must be done at the Academics Center. 

¯ Arrive promptly for all sessions. 

¯ Be in the area assigned to you. If no student is with you, do not leave the area and be 

accessible. If you are doing some of your own work, remain ready to tutor. 

¯ In the event that you must miss a tutoring session, it is your responsibility to inform the 

tutor coordinator. 

¯ Work only the hours assigned or requested. The tutor coordinator assigns all tutor hours. 

Neither students nor tutors may make appointments for private sessions without the 

express approval of a counselor. 

¯ Wait 15 minutes for special appointments, and then ask a full-time counselor if you should 

leave. Document the no-show on the tutor report form online. 

¯ Properly complete daily tutoring summaries and your time sheet. 

NO SHOW POLICY 
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If a number of weeks go by and not many students have shown up to seek your tutoring services, we 

may reduce the number of nights/hours you work and/or make you an on-call tutor. An on-call 

tutor would be used on an appointment basis only when requested by the student through his/her 

counselor. 

TUTOR REPORT FORMS 

Fill out a daily tutoring summary for each tutoring session, even for no-shows. This form is online 

via tarheelblue.com and must be completed at the end of each work day. The hours on your time 

sheet are verified by these reports. All tutorials MUST be scheduled by the tutor coordinator if 

pay is expected! 

TIME SHEETS 

Properly punch in and out via the TIM system. If you have a missed punch, it is your responsibility 

to report that to the tutor coordinator so the situation can be rectified. If a pay period closes and the 

missed punch is still on record, your time sheet cannot be verified and approved - a delay in 

payment will result. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Tutors are to maintain confidentiality in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a 

student’s academic concerns only with the student and the academic counselors. You may not 

discuss the student’s academic concerns with other students, faculty or members of the media. This 

would be a violation of the student’s right to privacy under the Buckley Amendment. 

FACULTY CONTACT 

Tutors are not to contact a faculty member or graduate assistant regarding a student’s work unless 

prior approval is granted by the tutor coordinator. 

PLAGIARISM 

Tutors are not to prepare the student’s work or encourage plagiarism in any way. Should a student- 

athlete make such a request, or if it appears he/she may be involved in inappropriate activities, you 

MUST bring it to the immediate attention of the tutor coordinator. 

NCAA/UNC ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY FORM 

As a tutor for the Academic Support Center for student-athletes, you are required to carefully read, 

sign and date the NCAA/Academic Honesty Policy Form. The form provides guidelines that should 

be followed throughout your employment with the Academic Support Center. It is a statement 

indicating that tutors will abide by all UNC and NCAA guidelines as articulated by the Academic 

Support Program for Student-Athletes. Failure to comply will result in immediate termination of 

employment. 

TUTOR DEPENDENCY 

Tutor dependency is actively discouraged. Tutors should help the student learn for him/herself. 

This may involve working on study skills. 
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EVALUATIONS 

Tutors are not evaluated by the grades of their students, but rather by their own performances in 

teaching and directing students. You will be asked to complete an evaluation of our tutor program 

and likewise the students will have the opportunity to evaluate the tutoring program. The tutor 

coordinator also will occasionally drop in on tutor sessions to monitor the learning environment to 

ensure the integrity of the program. 

WEATHER POLICY 

If we are experiencing bad weather or may have the threat of bad weather, please call 96~-9536 after 

5pm; a message regarding our plans for the evening operation of the building will be stated. 

PARKING POLICY 

Evening tutors can park on Stadium Drive ($4) after 5:oopm. No parking fines are issued after that 

time except during special events. Those who must report to work between 8:ooam and 5:oopm are 

subject to ticketing if they park in S4 spaces. The Ramshead Parking Deck is usually the best option 

for daytime appointments. 



EDUCATION SESSION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MENTORS/MONITORS REGARDING 
NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/19/lO 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.O2.12): 

An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the 
athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the 

recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are 
considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student (e.g. 
student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution for 
performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he/she retains 
this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.o2.13) Others considered in this category are coaches, professors, 

other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 

Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled student- 

athlete member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 

¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 

¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a 

prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 

¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an 

improper inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 

¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting 

between a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or 

advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 

The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the 

incident must be reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of 

Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc.) is knowingly 

involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. 

Examples of this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student- 

athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, especially if the grade change was unearned, or 

typing a paper for a student-athlete; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance 

from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an institutional staff 

member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence 

and/or online courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes 

involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit. An example of this would be if a student were to 

purchase a term paper off the Internet and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. "Apex- 



Termpapers.com") Also if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught and it is later determined 

that he/she cheated. 

Other examples are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where 

participation/attendance is part of the final grade. 

Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of 

obtaining extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the 

extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term paper 

and gets caught) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not required 

to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the 

University Honor Court system. An academic offense is considered academic fraud and must be 

reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the student- 

athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, we 

would like for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause huge 

problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report was 

made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind that cheating that does not provide enough 

assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the course does not lessen the violation. Also, 

improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically assigned to you 

does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.o2.3) 

An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 
institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend 
a benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student- 
athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated 
that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s students or a particular segment 
of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to 

an Academic Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in 

your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility 

purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a 

paper. 



10. 

11. 

12, 

14. 

15. 

We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not 

include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not 

specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to 

help by providing them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them 

pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may certainly make a strong 

suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no 
matter what kind of a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with CDs and zip 
drives could come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a 
paper in to you on CD or through email and not a hard copy asking for you to proof it. 
Corrections may not be made directly on the document saved on the CD. Additionally, a 
tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the 

counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

An institutional staff member may not provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, 

transportation etc.) for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he 

or she is enrolled. 

An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any 

circumstances. Tutors and mentors may not provide transportation to student-athletes for any 

reason, even if the student-athlete provides reimbursement of expenses. (A University student 

who is also a part-time employee of the athletic department and is an established family friend 

of a student-athlete may continue to provide transportation and occasional home meals to the 

student-athlete based on the individual’s preexisting relationship.) 

A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an 

institutional staff member or booster/representative of athletics interests under the following 

conditions: 

¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home, on campus or at 

a facility that is regularly used for home competition. It may, however be catered. 

¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must be in 

the locale of the institution. 

¯ In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local transportation 

to the student-athletes to attend the meal. 

¯ Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 

¯ Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance office, 

receive permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary paperwork. This 

must occur PRIOR to the meal. Failure to follow this policy could result in an NCAA 

extra benefits violation. 

A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a 

purchase or a service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without 
charge. 
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16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal 

reasons without charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member may not make a charge on their 

personal credit card for which a student-athlete will reimburse. 

17. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student- 

athlete with a loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

18. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an 

enrolled student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 

It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or 

prospective student-athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at 

UNC have an online component, in which students may attend class each week and take quizzes and 

exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a 

student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if 

the assignment will be graded before working with the student. A professor may authorize group 

work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working with the 

student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional 

staff members (tutors, mentors, etc.) are asked NOT to work with student-athletes outside of the 

Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring and mentoring should 
be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Student-athletes should not be contacting tutors 
and mentors vial phone call, email, social networking sites, or text messaging to arrange 
additional academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center. NO 
tutoring/mentoring sessions may be conducted outside of the Academic Center. 

Complimentary Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentary admissions per home and 

away contests to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. However, 

admissions shall be provided only through a pass list for individuals designated by the student- 

athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports 

wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of 

sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 

Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

How to begin without an idea 
¯ 5o% of the paper is what you do before you write 

¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the 

assignment. 

¯ Talk to the student about the main idea and what 3 points they want to make 

¯ Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 

¯ Students should be taking notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than 

the tutor. Although the tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper (i.e. 

mapping, outlining), the tutor must keep the paper and the student should 

leave with their own written copy of the notes from the session, 

II. How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may go to the library with the student to teach him/her how to find research 

materials and point them in the right direction. 



¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research 
materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the best 
articles rather than the first 3 on the list. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping them 
to come up with good search words. 

¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may 
discuss the material. 

¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 
¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by 

teaching them strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze 
the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and experts within the area they are writing about to 
talk to. 

III. How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own 

words. 
¯ Have them talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Use a tape recorder 

if a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never 
be writing on a student’s paper during any stage of the paper to change its 
content. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and 
to listen for mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 

IV. Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 

¯ A tutor/mentor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content 

that will ultimately turn a "D" paper into a "B" paper. 

¯ If you circle misspelled words or punctuation that Spell Check is unable to 

catch, use a colored pen and be sure to write your initials beside any 

markings on the paper. 

¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an 

hour. 

¯ Do not read papers from a student’s disks or laptops, only from printouts. 

¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an 

email with a paper attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to assist 

the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them to 

bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and 

argument. 

¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 

¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she 

meant to say. 

¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 

When in doubt...."Editing becomes a violation when the thoughts on paper are no longer 
those of the student-athlete." 



TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and 
assignment deadlines. 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last- 
minute tutor sessions are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths 

and weaknesses in the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 

¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 

¯ Help the student to read actively. 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes. 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance 
preparation, effective note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly 
remind students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals 
are to guide rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin 

with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, 

inform the academic counselor for that student’s sport. 



University Holidays 

During Fall Semester 2010 & 

Spring Semester 2011 

Labor Day September 6, 2010 (Mon) 

Fall Break October 21-22, 2010 (Thu, Fri) 

Thanksgiving Break November 24-26, 2010 (Wed - Fri) 

Martin Luther King Day January 17, 2011 (Mon) 

Spring Break March 7-11, 2011 (Mon - Fri) 

Good Friday April 22, 2011 (Fri) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 6, 2010 1:49 PM 

David J. Mattison <DM4@athletics.wisc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Handbook from UW 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks D J; I appreciate the time this morning and the email. I look forward to speaking to you again soon. 

Brent 

>>> "David J. Mattison" <DM4@athletics.wisc.edu> 12/6/2010 12:37 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 

Good talking to you this morning. 

Attached you will find the UW tutor handbook. I will try to get you a copy of the tutor quiz. 

Let me know if you need additional info. 

DJ 

David "DJ" Mattison 
Academic Advisor - Men’s Soccer 
Academic Advisor - Men’s Tennis 
Academic Advisor - Softball 
Tutorial Program Coordinator 

Phone: 608.262.9131 
Fax: 608.265.5334 
Email: DM4@athletics.wisc.edu 

University of Wisconsin - Madison 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
1440 Monroe Street 
Madison, WI 53711 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 433152bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
2010 Tutor Handbook2 (2).doc ( ~://arcl~iveO2amcaaxmc.edt~i464ad642e169c5dO133be3cb138147db )Sun, 06 Mar 2011 12:37:43 - 
0500433152bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 6, 2010 6:39 PM 

Toni Vaneck <antoniaa@usc.edu> 
Re: Tutorial Program 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Toni; I appreciate the time and information! Brent 

>>> "Toni Vaneck" <antoniaa@usc.edu> 12/6/2010 6:10 PM >>> 

Hi Brent, 
Here is the manual. On page 10 the training program is outlined and the 4 forms that need to be signed are at the end of the appendix 
section. Let me know if you need any additional information. I attached our first semester training agendas as well. 

Toni VanEck 

Assistant Director 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
University of Southern California 
(213) 821-0753 ph 
(213) 740-4407 fax 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 2450025bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

Tutotorial Manual.doc (~:iTarchiveO2.uncaa.~mc.ed~/7285e7916c400cdTedfb~a35b82a23b7)Stm, 06 Mar 2011 18:11:01 - 
05002426880bytes 

TUTORIAL ORIENTATION.docx ( ~:ilarchiveO2.ur~caa.unc.eduid349493 la3df53b 12bc3660ff7294749 )Sun, 06 Mar 2011 
18:11:01 -050012050bytes 

TUTORIAL TRAINING.docx ( ~:i/arcluve02.m~caa.m~c.ed~/9818ff3a23f3813c4063ccS00a737995 )Sun, 06 Mar 2011 18:11:01 - 
050011095bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 6, 2010 7:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Finals Schedule.pdf 

Updates are in orange - GEOL. Thanks, B 



Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program and 

student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with ACC 
requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this testimonial as a 

way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty Policy, 

the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent academic 
activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We ask that 

you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank you for your 
investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according to 
NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations.__ 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of any extra 
benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in training procedures by 
the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ 

PrintName 

Signature Date 

Tutor Handbook 2OlO-2Oll 



A CADEIVIIC INTEGRITY STA TEIVIENT ADDENDUIVI 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our prol~ram for the future, so your candid responses to the followinl~ questions are I~reatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were I~iven adequate traininl~ on NCAA rules relatinl~ to academic intel~rity, extra benefits, I~amblinl~ and 

other applicable lel~islation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affectinl~ academic intel~rity, were you able to brinl~ your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any I~amblinl~ behaviors amonl~ student-athletes? If so, what types of I~amblinl~? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ~AROLINA 

A( ADEMI(  SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI I NT-ATllLI TES 
TUTOR FI~I~DBA~I~ FOR~I ON TUTORIAL PROGRA~I 

We believe we have an effective tutorial program largely because of you, the tutors. Since we value your input in improving 

the program, we would like for you to respond to the following questions. Thank you in advance for your comments. 

NA~IE: 

SUI~JE(~T(S) TUTOREI): 

PART 1. STUI)ENT ASSESS~IENT 

A. In your opinion, what academic skills do the students lack most? 

B. In what academic skills are the students most proficient? 

C. In general, during your tutor sessions, on what do you spend the most time? Review of course content? Study skills 

(test-taking, note-taking, reading, paper writing)? Building of academic confidence? Communication skills? Other? 

PART 2. PROGRA)I EVALUATION 

A. What was the most successful aspect of the program? 

B. What are the main problems you encounter with the program? How could we help to alleviate these problems? 

C. If you met regularly on an individual basis with a specific student, please comment on its effectiveness. 

PART 3. PERSONAL EVALUATION 

A. How many nights or hours do you work per week? Was your work schedule satisfactory? 

B. Are you interested in tutoring again next semester? If so, what nights and hours would you prefer? 

Please add any additional comments on the back of this page, and thank you for your assistance! 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, 2mo-2ml 
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Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 
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PrintName 

Signature Date 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ~AROLINA 

A( ADEMI(  SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUI I NT-ATllLI TES 
TUTOR FI~I~DBA~I~ FOR~I ON TUTORIAL PROGRA~I 

We believe we have an effective tutorial program largely because of you, the tutors. Since we value your input in improving 

the program, we would like for you to respond to the following questions. Thank you in advance for your comments. 

NA~IE: 

SUI~JE(~T(S) TUTOREI): 

PART 1. STUI)ENT ASSESS~IENT 

A. In your opinion, what academic skills do the students lack most? 

B. In what academic skills are the students most proficient? 

C. In general, during your tutor sessions, on what do you spend the most time? Review of course content? Study skills 

(test-taking, note-taking, reading, paper writing)? Building of academic confidence? Communication skills? Other? 

PART 2. PROGRA)I EVALUATION 

A. What was the most successful aspect of the program? 

B. What are the main problems you encounter with the program? How could we help to alleviate these problems? 

C. If you met regularly on an individual basis with a specific student, please comment on its effectiveness. 

PART 3. PERSONAL EVALUATION 

A. How many nights or hours do you work per week? Was your work schedule satisfactory? 

B. Are you interested in tutoring again next semester? If so, what nights and hours would you prefer? 

Please add any additional comments on the back of this page, and thank you for your assistance! 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, 2mo-2ml 



We had 151~z tutorial appointments this semester NOT including Chris, Jack and drop-in writing appointments. Figuring 
for lOO of those per week for only lO weeks, that comprises the more than zSoo tutorial appointments this semester without 
including football or men’s basketball. B 



HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA) AUTHORIZATION 

I authorize any physician, team doctor, or other health care provider who is affiliated with my university and from 
whom I have received health care treatment to disclose the following health information to a Faculty 
Representative or other authorized representative of the Atlantic Coast Conference: 

All information contained in any of my medical, psychiatric, psychological or other health care 
services records, including, but not limited to, any treatment records, notes, charts, summaries, 
reports, diagnoses, films, photographs, x-rays, sketches, diagnostic information, prescriptions, 
reports to or from third parties relating to my treatment in any way, and dates of service. 

I understand that the information in my health record may include information relating to 
sexually transmitted disease, acquired immunodeficiency syndromes (AIDS), or human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). It may also include information about behavioral or mental health 
services, and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse. 

This health information may be disclosed to and used by the Atlantic Coast Conference for the purposes of 
determining my eligibility as a student-athlete under National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) guidelines 
and for processing and considering my petition for waivers of Atlantic Coast Conference rules and NCAA 
waivers delegated to the Atlantic Coast Conference to administer. 

This authorization shall be in force and effect until the completion of my eligibility as a student-athlete as 
determined under Atlantic Coast Conference rules and NCAA guidelines, at which time this authorization will 
expire. 

I understand that I have the right to revoke this authorization, in writing, at any time by sending my written 
revocation to the Commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference and to the specific physician, team doctor or 
other health care provider who is affiliated with my university and from whom I have received health care 
treatment. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been released in 
response to this authorization and that my revocation of this authorization may, depending on the circumstances 
of the revocation, prevent me from obtaining a waiver of Atlantic Coast Conference or NCAA rules. 

I understand that authorizing the disclosure of this health information is voluntary. I can refuse to sign this 
authorization. I also understand that the disclosure of this health information carries with it the potential for re- 
disclosure by the Atlantic Coast Conference or other recipients and may no longer be protected by federal or 
state law. However, I also understand that if I refuse to sign this authorization, my petition for waiver will not be 
processed. 

Student-Athlete Date 

Institutional Certification: The appropriate undersigned individual certifies that the information set forth is 
accurate and the requirements of the appropriate NCAA bylaw have been met: 

Athletics Director (or designee) 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Date 

Date 

Submit signed form and all required documentation to: 
Shamaree Brown, Director of SA Programs & Compfiance 

Fax: 336-369-0065 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 2:03 PM 

Sadie Royal <smr2h@cms.mail.virginia.edu> 

Re: Cavalier Academic Support Team Documents 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Thank you Sadie; I appreciate the time and the resources - VERY helpful in preparing for next week’s meeting. Have a great weekend! 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
.~gt;~:/Itar~.eelbl c~e. cst v.com! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
POBox 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

>>> "Sadie Royal" <smr2h@cms.mail.virginia.edu> 12/10/2010 1:36 PM >>> 

Brent, 

Nice to speak with you today. Please don[] t hesitate to contact me with additional questions. 

I have attached the following: 
CAST Staff Manual 
Tutor Evaluation Program: Procedures, Observation Form (our rubric) 
Orientation Schedule 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

All best, 

Sadie Royal 
Academic Coordinator/Tutor Coordinator 
University of Virginia Athletics 
434.982.5330 
royal@virginia.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 2635669bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
CASTManualF 10.pdf ( ~:/iarchive02.ancaa.c~c.ed~/aa0a257f~cc6f4d38338dSd23312858e )Thu, 10 Mar 2011 13:36:11 - 
05002581903bytes 
Observation Form for Tutoring SessionMANUALVersion.docx ( ~:/!archive02.tmcaa. ~mc.e&~/bd4c01 c 10[’58c5 !3 cfl c68el;’3eSdef6 ! )Thu, 
10 Mar 2011 13:36:11 -050022192bytes 
Procedures for Observations.docx ( ~:/!archJve02.~o~r~.caa.,,mc.ed,,~/7e9643dfdb19 lba646033ed5dTb21573 )Thu, 10 Mar 2011 13:36:11 - 
050017787bytes 
F10 Orientation Schedule.docx ( ~>:/iarcl-,Jve02.tmcaa.unc.e&~!b66calc677f6607ag068adgc9270d5 !0 )Thu, 10 Mar 2011 13:36:11 - 
050013787bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 13, 2010 1:32 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello, 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Beth, 
Glad all was quiet. Hope you are having a great day of!! 

B 

>>> Beth Lyons 12/12/2010 10:22 PM >>> 
Hello, 
A quiet night overall; light traffic on 5 and small review sessions on 3. I am taking tomorrow off (lots of errands to get done before 
the kids are off for 2 weeks - ugg). See you Tuesday. 

Beth 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 13, 2010 1:41 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Hire Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Request to Hire Memorandum 12.13.docx 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is a memorandmn requesting to hire an assistant for next semester. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:i/tarheerb~e.cst~.co~r~J 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 3:17 PM 

Ryan (rac8z) Carter <rac8z@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Re: Yo 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Ryan, 
I am. I work 3-11 on Thursday but a regular schedule on Friday. I look forward to speaking to you soon, 

Brent 

>>> "Carter, Ryan (mcSz)" <mcSz@eservices.virginia.edu> 12/14/2010 11:51 AM >>> 

Hey Brent [] Sorry I missed your call last week. Are you in this week? If so, I[]ll shoot you a call Thursday/Friday. 

Hope you and the fam are well! 

Ryan Carter 

Ath. Acad. Elig. Coord. 

Office of the University Registrar 
University of Virginia 
P. 434-989-6395 

F. 434-982-2627 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 14, 2010 3:41 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Mid-year Certs 

TEXT.htm; mid-years.pdf 

Here it is... B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12/14/2010 2:43 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 
I thought that I used to be able to run a report of those who are required to be certified at mid-year. 
again? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Can you show me how to do that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 14, 2010 3:52 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Mid-year Certs 

TEXT.htm 

Always a pleasure! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12/14/2010 3:49 PM >>> 
Thanks so much Brent. 

>>> Brent Blanton 12/14/2010 3:41 PM >>> 
Here it is... B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12/14/2010 2:43 PM >>> 
Hey Brent, 
I thought that I used to be able to run a report of those who are required to be certified at mid-year. 
again? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Can you show me how to do that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 10:52 AM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Grades 

TEXT.htm; wte 12.15.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is the first run of grades - still a great number outstanding obviously. Good, strong start though! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 15, 2010 1:31 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Carolina Leadership Academy: Spring Schedule of Workshops 

TEXT.htm 

Looks fine 

>>> Robert Mercer 12/15/2010 1:25 PM >>> 
any conflicts for tutoring or study hall? 

>>> Shelley Johnson 12/15/2010 10:17 AM >>> 

Hello all, 

Here is the spring schedule of workshops for the Carolina Leadership Academy. Please notify me about any potential conflicts from a 
participants or facilities perspective which you can foresee. Thanks for your help. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 17, 2010 1:33 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: any more grades 

TEXT.htm; mba.pdf 

yes, there are a few more. They are attached. 

>>> Mike Fox 12/17/2010 1:06 PM >>> 

any more this morning? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 17, 2010 1:39 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Grades 

TEXT.htm; wso.pdf 

Hi Anson, 
Attached is today’s update; still looking OK at this poim. Have a great weekend! 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, December 19, 2010 8:05 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: W&M Tix 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Cricket, 
If you still need them, I’ve got you covered. 

B 

>>> Cricket Lane 12/19/2010 2:39 PM >>> 
Hi there, 

Looking for two (2) tickets to the William and Mary game Tuesday night.., please let me know if you have any available. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 20, 2010 1:42 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Here it is... B 

TEXT.htm; Travel Letter SP09.docx 

Here it is... B 



Spring Semester - 2009 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This 
is to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters 
often change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities 
and who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 966-4102. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Shade Little 
Interim Associate Dean of Academic Services 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 20, 2010 1:44 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 2011 Travel Letter 

TEXT.htm 

We’re working in it; I’ll send it your way when it is completed. Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 12/18/2010 9:36 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Will you send me this please. I would like to have this ready to give players when they return. 
Thanks 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 20, 2010 2:27 PM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring 2011 Course Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Sure; how about Wednesday morning. Say 10:30? 

>>> Eric Biener 12/20/2010 1:59 PM >>> 
That option doesn’t come up when I log in....I don’t mean to be a pain, but any chance I can swing by at some point this week for a 
quick tutorial? 

>>> Brent Blanton 12/20/2010 12:19 PM >>> 
Hi Eric, 
The new system is called ConnectCarolina and requires just your ONYEN and password. Try the link 
~:ilaccesscarolma.unc.eduidt. Once on, simply go to Connect Carolina and try a Class Search. 

Hope that helps! 

B 

>>> Eric Biener 12/20/2010 11:24 AM >>> 
Brent, 

I was looking at trying to take a class this spring, but can’t figure out how to track down any kind of course schedule (the system has 
changed a bit since I finished school here)...how do I track that down? Is it online? 

Thanks... happy holiday s ! 
E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 20, 2010 3:37 PM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Term/CUM Calculations 

TEXT.htm; fal0 gpa calcs.xlsx 

Here is the template of sorts... Hope it helps! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 21, 2010 11:31 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calculation Spreadsheet 

TEXT.htm; fal0 gpa calcs.xlsx 

Here is my spreadsheet that is already coded for calculations. Don’t know if you will find it useful or not. I just look at their numbers 
on Advisor Center and manually input quality points and quality hours and the sheet does the rest. It has team calculations at the 
bottom of each sport. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 22, 2010 1:43 PM 

Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Sorry! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Eric; I can. How about 11? 

>>> Eric Biener 12/22/2010 11:30 AM >>> 
Just realized I missed 1030....sorry! Can you do tomorrow? 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 22, 2010 2:52 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: Grades Update 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Re_ Grades Update.msg 

Here it is... B 



Here is my list... B 



Hi Barbara, 
I spoke with Lisa LaMantia this morning, and she sent me the eligibility calculation "cheat sheet" of sorts. After looking it 
over and seeing some errors, she suggested that I email the list to you. Any assistance (or correction to logic if we made 
errors) will be greatly appreciated. 

Let me know if you have any questions or need any more information, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 23, 2010 12:11 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Anomalies 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Ineligibility Corrections Needed.docx 

Here is the list... Thanks! B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 tax 
~ : / itarhee lb bae. cstv. com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Here is the list... Thanks! B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box :Zl:Z6, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC z7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 3:23 PM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

List 

Eligibility Status Report - Post Term.docx 



Hi Brian, 
Attached is a spreadsheet with everyone’s numbers. The team’s numbers are calculated at the bottom. Call me if you have 
any questions; access to internet is spotty at best right now. 

Thanks and Merry Christmas! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 28, 2010 12:20 PM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: UNC Eligibility Status Report 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Susan! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12/28/2010 12:11 PM >>> 
Hello All, 
Hope you all had a nice Christmas! 

Attached is the latest UNC eligibility report that I ran at approx. 12:00 noon today. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



Thanks Susan! B 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12/28/2010 12:11 PM >>> 

Hello M1, 
Hope you all had a nice Christmas! 

Attached is the latest UNC eligibility report that I ran at approx. 12:oo noon today. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-96~-989~ (office) 

919-96~-6oo~ (fax) 

sbmalo~i~uncaa~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 28, 2010 12:34 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Grade Sheet 

TEXT.htm; wte final.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is the final grade sheet with the gpa calculation as well. Let me know if you have any questions. I am out until Monday, so 
call on the cell if you need anything. 

Brent 



Hi Brian, 

Attached is the final grade sheet with the gpa calculation as well. Let me know if you have any questions. I am out until 

Monday, so call on the cell if you need anything. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 3, 2011 3:02 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Book Dates 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy! B 

>>> Amy Herman 1/3/2011 12:45 PM >>> 
Brent, 

See below for the dates I think you need. Let me know if you need anything else. 

These dates will go out to student-athletes in an email from us, as well. 

Amy 

Last day to charge: 3.16.2011 
Last day to return without a drop slip: 1.26.2011 

Last day to return with a drop slip: 3.16.2011 
Between 1.25.2011 and 4.08.2011: Must return with 48 hours of purchase 

Anything returned after 4.10.2011 is NON-REFUNDABLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 3,2011 3:42 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: two things 

TEXT.htm; SP 11 Policy Handout.docx 

Hi Mike, 
We are still working on the travel letter; should be completed tomorrow. As for the information sheet, it is attached. Neither 
PeopleSofl nor the Registrar have built us a report with the grades and gpa listings as we had before the new system came into effect. 
As a result, we must deal with the current grade report and the spreadsheet that I built to calculate everything. 

When do you want to schedule the team meeting for next week? Wednesday afternoon? 
Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 1/3/2011 7:55 AM >>> 
Brent, 
Please provide me the 2011 travel letter this week and also 
the Academic Center’s spring, 2011 sheet regarding dates, etc. 
thanks 
Mike 

Are you not providing grades with GPA’s (semester and cum.) as in the past 
or is what you sent me (grades only and the last sheet hours, GPA’s, etc.) what we 
are using now. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Sprin8 Semester 2011 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Sunday - 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin Monday, January I0th 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Spring Break begins at 5pm 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"INs" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Holiday Recess 

Spring Classes End 

"ABs" changes to "F*" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Friday, January 14st 

Monday, January 17th 

Monday, January 24th 

Friday, February 1 lth 

Friday, March 4th 

Monday, March 14th 

Monday, March 14th 

Monday, March 14th 

Friday, April 22th 

Wednesday, April 27th 

Wednesday, April 27th 

Thur. April 28th/Wed. May 4th 

Friday, April 29th 

Friday, May 6th 

Sunday, May 8th 
Office Main Line 

Office Fax 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8635 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

966 -4102 

962 -8247 

DROPIADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enroLLment wiLL be aLLowed once the on- 
line dropladd period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 
SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATUREIAPPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program wiLL be required to complete a certain number of hours of structured study per week. 
Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to hislher coach’s guidelines. Structured Study starts on 
Sunday, January 23rd. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center traditionally offers tutoring services beginning at 6pm and runs until 10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 
sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Sunday, January 23rd. The tutor schedule 

will be communicated to you via your UNC email account (yourONYEN®email.unc.edu). This schedule is constantly changing so be sure to check it on 
a regular basis. If you need an individual tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and productive please arrive with 
proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 
on the premises. 

CLASS A3-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your academic counselor or coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors 
before you miss a class due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LE3-FERS 
All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 
by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 
possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 
Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 
SI is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained SI leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 



TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of $800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 
¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by March 10th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 
¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on April 8th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ I LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts Et Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hoursl2.0 cum 
¯ Apptication for I0th semester (if necessary) 
¯ Last day to file for Spring 2011 graduation - Friday, February 1 lth 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meetin~ with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

be~innin~ of each semester about schedulin~ your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

6th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 

FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 



IMPORTANT!!! 18 degree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned during the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and spring semester). Physicat education activity ctasses DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA eti~ibitity and therefore 

are not counted toward futt-time enrottment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for art students fottowin~ the new curricutum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 3,2011 3:45 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Spring Term Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
Now that we are a week from the beginning of the new term, can we schedule time for team meetings? My best times are MWF any 
time and TR after 3. I’d love to get in front of the team next week if possible. 

Hope you all had great holiday breaks and are having a good new year so far. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 3, 2011 5:03 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Term Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good to me. 3? 

>>> Brian Kalbas 1/3/2011 3:49 PM >>> 
Brent, 

How about monday afternoon? 

>>> Brent Blanton 01/03/11 3:44 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Now that we are a week from the beginning of the new term, can we schedule time for team meetings? My best times are MWF any 
time and TR after 3. I’d love to get in front of the team next week if possible. 

Hope you all had great holiday breaks and are having a good new year so far. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 3,2011 5:06 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Term Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Brian; I’ll see you next week. B 

>>> Brian Kalbas 1/3/2011 5:05 PM >>> 
Yes sounds good 
Brian kalbas 

>>> Brent Blanton 1/3/2011 5:02:35 PM >>> 
Sounds good to me. 3? 

>>> Brian Kalbas 1/3/2011 3:49 PM >>> 
Brent, 

How about monday afternoon? 

>>> Brent Blanton 01/03/11 3:44 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Now that we are a week from the beginning of the new term, can we schedule time for team meetings? My best times are MWF any 
time and TR after 3. I’d love to get in front of the team next week if possible. 

Hope you all had great holiday breaks and are having a good new year so far. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 4, 2011 4:42 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: two things 

Text.htm 

I’ll take care of it tomorrow; I’m not in today. 11 guys are still not full-time, so they have much work to do. Classes are sparse, but 
we’ll find things to get full-time - this is when schedules get ugly. 

>>> Mike Fox 01104/11 9:08 AM >>> 

Brent, 
Please send me current class schedules please. We would like to review what classes these guys are planning on taking this semester. 
will let you know on meeting as we finalize first week’s practice schedule. 
thanks 

>>> Brent Blanton 1/3/2011 3:42 PM >>> 

Hi Mike, 
We are still working on the travel letter; should be completed tomorrow. As for the information sheet, it is attached. Neither 
PeopleSofl nor the Registrar have built us a report with the grades and gpa listings as we had before the new system came into effect. 
As a result, we must deal with the current grade report and the spreadsheet that I built to calculate everything. 

When do you want to schedule the team meeting for next week? Wednesday afternoon? 
Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 1/3/2011 7:55 AM >>> 

Please provide me the 2011 travel letter this week and also 
the Academic Center’s spring, 2011 sheet regarding dates, etc. 
thanks 
Mike 

Are you not providing grades with GPA’s (semester and cum.) as in the past 
or is what you sent me (grades only and the last sheet hours, GPA’s, etc.) what we 
are using now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 5,2011 9:46 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Spreadsheet 

TEXT.htm; fal0 gpa calcs.xlsx 

Attached is the spreadsheet. Just type over the names and numbers so the formulas stay intact. Let me know if you have any 
questions. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 5, 2011 10:25 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Book Shifts Upstairs 

TEXT.htm 

Compliance will be in the building beginning Friday fro 10am - 2pro. They will return each day next week as well. So we can have a 
presence upstairs to print book lists, etc., I have created the schedule below. Let me know if you have any issues with your shift. 

Thanks, 
B 

DAY 10 - 2 12 - 2 
Friday Spencer Brent 
Monday Kym Beth 
Tuesday Tony Spencer 
Wednesday Brent Kym 
Thursday Beth Tony 
Friday Spencer Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               3:23 PM 

bknief@email.unc.edu; brechbue@email.unc.edu; cjstiles@email.unc.edu; 
clpenny@email.unc.edu; crmoran@email.unc.edu; csfrank@email.unc.edu; 
hoj o31 @email.unc. edu; leviburt@email.unc.edu; sethb35@email.unc.edu 

Less than 12 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good afternoon _ 
I hope you all had a great Christmas and are enjoying the new year. 

You are all below 12 hours with the term now upon us. I know you have a meeting with Coach on Sunday night, and he will want you 
at 15. Knowing that, go onto ConnectCarolina and look around for courses - I highly recommend using the "Advanced Search" 
function near the bottom of the class search portal. Contact me if you have any trouble, but without your help, I am at a loss. I will 
NOT simply drop you in a course; I will however be your sounding board. 

Get it done, because Sunday is looming large! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p:i/~arhcelb~e.cs~-v.colrvI 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 6, 2011 2:23 PM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Book Shifts Upstairs 

TEXT.htm 

yes... 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 1/6/2011 9:20 AM >>> 
I assume the first shift was 10-12. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Brent Blanton 1/5/2011 10:24 AM >>> 
Compliance will be in the building beginning Friday fro 10am - 2pm. They will return each day next week as well. So we can have a 
presence upstairs to print book lists, etc., I have created the schedule below. Let me know if you have any issues with your shift. 

Thanks, 
B 

DAY 10 - 2 12 - 2 
Friday Spencer Brent 
Monday Kym Beth 
Tuesday Tony Spencer 

Wednesday Brent Kym 
Thursday Beth Tony 
Friday Spencer Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 6, 2011 4:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry to Bother... 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 
Thanks for all of the information. Can you touch base with the golf coach, Karen and Joe and tell them to call Sandy to set up their 
team Honor Court presentations? 

We need to get those scheduled as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 
B 

Travel Safe 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/5/2011 11:35 AM >>> 
short version 
Team cumulative GPA Team fall 2010 GPA 
Women’s Lacrosse 2.888 2.988 

Field Hockey 2.938 3.019 

Women’s Golf 3.167 3.377 

Volleyball 2.972 2.839 

details are included below for each team if you need them: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 6, 2011 5:46 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: travel letter 

TEXT.htm; sp 11 travel letter.pdf 

This is the best I can do right now. We had to re-do it because there was an error on the original, but this is the cleanest copy I have at 

my disposal right now. Hopefully I can get a better one tomorrow. 

Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 1/6/2011 4:45 PM >>> 
brent, 
these ready yet? wanted to give them out Sunday evelaing and needed time tomorrow to copy, etc. 
Mike 



NORTH CAROLINA 

CAMPUS BOX 3ro7 T 919.966.41~z 

PO BO~ 21~6 F 919.962.8z47 

CIIAPEI_ HILL. NC 27599-z126 www.kllll:.Odll 

Spring Semester - 2011 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is 
to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule tbr the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings.and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly orgmiized and authorizedUniversity activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduIed absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 962-9534. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, lr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Academic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

" STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 7, 2011 8:35 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Inaccurate Cumulative Data in Connect 

TEXT.htm 

Can you run us one more grade report so we have an easy reference to check totals? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/7/2011 8:32 AM >>> 
Hello All, 
Just wanted to remind you to send me a list of your student-athletes whose cumulative totals are not correct in Connect. Beth found a 
number of freshman football players whose summer school 2010 hours were not adding in correctly. She sent me a list of who was 
effected and the Registrars Office was able to correct it within the day. So the sooner we can get this list the better. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 7, 2011 12:05 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Question: 

TEXT.htm 

duplicate, not triplicate, sorry about that... 

>>> Amy Herman 1/7/2011 11:49 AM >>> 
Any ideas on this? 

>>> "HortolL Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 1/7/2011 11:44 AM >>> 

Amy no big deal, just curious, the book forms [] have they been updated? The athletes use to come in w/two of the three copies (pink 
and yellow) I believe the white copy stayed w/athletic office; several have come in today and there seems to longer be a pink copy, 
just the yellow? Can you verify. We would use the extra copy for any books not yet available in the store; again, it[]s no big deal we 
can adjust accordingly, just curious that[] s all. 

thanks 

Toni Horton 
A!R Supervisor, Student Stores 

(919) 962-2412 

(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 7, 2011 4:31 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Scheduled and Eligibility Report 

TEXT.htm; post-term eligibility.pdf; mba schedules.pdf; Sp Travel Letter 2011 .pdf 

Hi Mike, 
Attached are both an updated schedules report as well as an eligibility report that states the number of degree-applicable hours each 
studem has earned. The latter report can be complicated, so if you have questions, feel free to touch base. The guys below 12 we will 
get straightened out next week. I am also attaching a clearer copy of the travel letter. 

Have a great weekend and let me know abom a team meeting time on Monday if possible. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 
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CAMPUS BOX 3~o7 T 919,966,41o~ 

PO BOX ~1~6 F 919.96~8247 

CHAPEL HILL. NC ;~7599-2,I26 www, unc.edlt 

Spring Semester - 2011 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is 
to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 962-9534.. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Acadenlic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 7, 2011 4:37 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Schedules 

TEXT.htm; Sp Travel Letter 2011.pdf; wte schedules.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is an updated schedules report as well as the spring travel letter. There is still work to be done on schedules, but we can 
address those things next week. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

~zt CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
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Spring Semester - 2011 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is 
to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 962-9534.. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Acadenlic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 10, 2011 12:00 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Spring Term Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Works for me. Over here or over there? 

>>> Tom Sander 1/10/2011 11:48 AM >>> 
Brent, 
We’re really crammed full this spring. Would this Fri (the 14th) at 9 am work? 

-Tom 

>>> On 1/7/2011 at 8:10 PM, in message <4D27B 96A.A7C ¯ 192 . 62596>, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Tom? 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Brent Blanton 1/3/2011 3:44 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Now that we are a week from the beginning of the new term, can we schedule time for team meetings? My best times are MWF any 
time and TR after 3. I’d love to get in front of the team next week if possible. 

Hope you all had great holiday breaks and are having a good new year so far. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 10, 2011 12:02 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Spring Term Team Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

See you a few minutes before to make sure I find the right room! 

>>> Tom Sander 1/10/2011 12:00 PM >>> 
Here would be great! 

-Tom 

>>> On 1/10/2011 at 12:00 PM, in message <4D2B3B23.C2F : 210 : 7211>, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Works for me. Over here or over there? 

>>> Tom Sander 1/10/2011 11:48 AM >>> 
Brent, 
We’re really crammed full this spring. Would this Fri (the 14th) at 9 am work? 

-Tom 

>>> On 1/7/2011 at 8:10 PM, in message <4D27B 96A.A7C : 192 : 62596>, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

Tom? 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Brent Blanton 1/3/2011 3:44 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Now that we are a week from the beginning of the new term, can we schedule time for team meetings? My best times are MWF any 
time and TR after 3. I’d love to get in front of the team next week if possible. 

Hope you all had great holiday breaks and are having a good new year so far. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 12, 2011 9:36 AM 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: TutorTrac Solution 

TEXT.htm 

It is, but the idea of them actually giving us money for this is hilarious... 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/12/2011 9:08 AM >>> 
Not sure if this is of interest to you or not. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 12, 2011 11:02 AM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All-ACC Academic Team 

TEXT.htm; fal0 gpa calcs.xlsx 

Here are all of mine... B 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 1/12/2011 10:43 AM >>> 
Guys: 

All-ACC Academic Nomination Forms were just delivered. 

Could you forward me your semester grade sheets (the spreadsheet Brent created) for the following: 

Kym - W. XC 
M. XC 

Tony: Volleyball, Field Hockey 

Brent: W. Soccer. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 13,2011 6:00 PM 

David Adamson <adamsond@email.unc.edu> 

Re: DRAM Tutor Needed 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Dr. Adamson; I appreciate your help. Brent 

>>> David Adamson <adamsond@email.tmc.edu> 1/13/2011 12:53 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Our current faculty and Grad Students are all busy. I’ve cc’d some former faculty that are still in the area and might be interested. 
David Adamson 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Dramatic Art 
CB #3230 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230adamsond@email.tmc.edu 
On 1/12/2011 2:10 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Good afternoon, 
I hope the new semester is beginning well for you. I serve as the tutorial coordinator for the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes and we are need of tutoring for dramas 115 and 116. I was given your name by Ms. Futrell. Do you know of a few good 
candidates for this position? 

I appreciate any assistance you can lend. 

Sincerely, 
Brent Blanton 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / /tarhee lb lue~ csJ~v, com! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 13,2011 6:34 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Hiring Request 

TEXT.htm; Hiring Memorandum 1.13. docx 

Hi John and Tracy, 
Attached is the latest request memorandum. 

Thanks 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 13, 2011 7:18 PM 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: POLl Tutorial 

TEXT.htm; Re_ POLl Tutorial.msg 

Put these on the requests please; that~ks! B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 5:41 PM 

andreac@email.unc.edu; Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting on Tuesday 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder that we will meet on Tuesday at 3 on the 3rd floor. Lissa Broome will be our guest. Have a great holiday weekend! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 18, 2011 10:34 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mike, 
Still need to set up the team meeting, and then we also have to sit down just the two of us in the next day-or-so. Now that schedules 
are set, we can go ahead and gameplan for the term. Let me know when you are free tomorrow and we can sit down. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:29 AM 

karenb@email.unc.edu 
Re: Our Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely; I’ll see you tomorrow. 
Brent 

>>> Karen Blansfield <karenb@email.unc.edu> 1/18/2011 9:11 PM >>> 
Hi, Brent-- 

Resting and napping much of today has done me a lot of good. I’m sure that I’ll improve more tomorrow and be up and running by 
Thursday ! 

Meeting at 2:30 is just fine with me. I’ll see you then--and thanks for the rah-rah thoughts! 

Karen 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Karen, 
Thursday works just fine, but can we bump it back to 2:30? I hope the improvement continues! 

Brent 

>>> Karen Blansfield <karenb@email.unc.edu> ( maHto:karenb~emaiLtmc.edt~ ) 1/18/2011 3:22 PM >>> 
Hi, Brent-- 

Thanks for your kind response. While I am improving, I think it’s probably best to wait until Thursday to meet, if that is okay with 
you. We can keep the 2:00 time if that works; if not, that day is pretty open, so just let me know what works best for you. 

Cheers, 
Karen 

Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Karen, 
No problem; definitely take care of yourself. I hope you feel better soon. We can meet tomorrow at 2 if you think you will be better 
by then. If not, just drop me another line and we can re-schedule to later in the week. 

Feel better, 
Brent 

>>> Karen Blansfield <karenb@email.unc.edu> ( maHto:karenb@emaiLtmc.edt~ ) 1/17/2011 7:28 PM >>> 
Hello, Brent-- 

I’m writing to enquire as to whether we can delay our meeting a day or 
two. Over the MLK weekend, I picked up some kind of virus that has kept 
me down and out for the past few days (i.e., temperature and such). 
Today has been better, but I fear that I will still be a bit ill 
tomorrow, Tuesday. 

Might we meet on Wednesday, or any other day this week? My schedule is 
open (except for a window early Friday afternoon, about 1-3). I do 
apologize for this delay, but I feel sure that by Wednesday I will be 
functional again. 



I will leave a message at your office as well. 

Thanks so much, 

Karen 

969-2628 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 2:50 PM 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Please Review 

TEXT.htm 

That is correct. 

>>> Spencer B. Welbom 1/13/2011 11:56 AM >>> 
Brent: 

Please review the sheet attached. Is this correct? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 20, 2011 12:11 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 
New Hire Request Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; Hiring Memorandum 1.20.docx 

Good afternoon! 
I hope this email finds you both well. Attached is another hiring request memorandum; thanks for your attention to the matter. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 20, 2011 1:35 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Letter 

TEXT.htm; Orr Documentation. docx 

Here is the first go... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 21,2011 10:26 AM 

allace@email.unc.edu 
HIST Tutorial Assistance Needed 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Wanda, 
I am looking for a solid HIST major who has taken and can tutor histories 127, 128 and 151. 
start them whenever possible. 

Thanks! They can contact me using the information below. 
Brent 

We begin tutoring on Stmday but I will 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:iitarheelNue.cs~v.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21, 2011 3:16 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: [academic-services-staff] [all-college-staff] ConnectCarolina Out Jan. 25, 6-11 pm 

TEXT.htm 

We did; thanks. B 

>>> Robert Mercer 1/21/2011 2:08 PM >>> 
Did you get this... 

>>> "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 1/21/2011 1:44 PM >>> 

The enclosed message from the University Registrar is being sent to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

### 

The census of student course enrollments will take place on t~e evening of Tuesday, Jan. 25. Due to t~e need to [~ freeze[~ l~e database to take 
l~e census snapshot, ConnectCarolina campus users will not be able to access ConnectCarolina pages from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Jan. 25. 

We request l~at all faculty and staff be logged out of ConnectCarolina by 6:00 p.m. on Jan. 25. 

Please let your faculty know about this. Faculty will not be able to access class rosters or perform graduate application evaluation during this 
time. 

Students will NOT be able to use self service for all functions during this time. 

NOTE: There is a possibility that census will be delayed by one day. General Administration (GA) has given system schools the option of 
delaying census due to last week[~s snow. We will keep you informed if l~ere are any changes in this plan. 

For questions, please email connectcarolina_info@unc.edu 

Thank you. 

Chris Derickson 
University Registrar 

Debra Beller 
Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
ERP, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 
Email: debra_beller@unc.edu 

Web: ~ :/!co~:~ectcarolina. aric~ ed L~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to 
all-college-staff as: academic-services-staff@listserv.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
academic-services-staff as: <a href= mail~o:rmercer,~uncaa.~c.edu >rmercer(~uncaa.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 21,2011 3:26 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 1/21 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 1_21 .msg 

Good day today! Have a great weekend, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 24, 2011 12:17 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: RE: Study Hall Tracker Invoice - 2010-2011 

TEXT.htm; RE_ Study Hall Tracker Invoice - 2010-2011.msg 

Here it is... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 24, 2011 2:04 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 1/24 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday l_24.msg 

Today"s checks... Another good day. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                2:59 PM 

Shelly Streett <sj green@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Re: Annual Report - 

TEXT.htm; ANNUALRP 1.doc 

Hi Shelly, 
Attached is an updated version. Trying to get the tutor program off the ground, so I lost track of your previous email. 

Sorry, 
Brent 

>>> Shelly Streett 2:12 PM >>> 
Brent, 

I’ve included the annual report form to be sere to Dr. Miller. I’ve noted the parts in yellow where I am missing information. 

Thanks, 

Shelly 

>>> Shelly Streett 4:20 PM >>> 
Brent, 

Working on my first annual report for 

Could you please pull together a list of the academic majors and academic awards (Dean’s List/ACC) for the S-A’s? 

Thanks ! 

Shelly "Delaine in training" Streett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 25,2011 5:09 PM 

Heather Bell <bellh@usc.edu> 
Re: Point System Agreement 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Thanks Heather; have a great week! Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
h~p :iitarhee~b~e. cs~-~.co~r~~ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

>>> "Heather Bell" <bellh@usc.edu> 1/25/2011 11:16 AM >>> 

Good Morning Brent, 

Attached is the Point System Agreement that they used to have the S-A[]s sign. Within the agreement there is a statement about 

charging for tutor misses. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Heather 

Heather Bell 
Academic Counselor 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 
USC Athletics Department 
office: (213) 740-0534 
fax: (213) 740-4407 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 28160bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
Point System Agreement .doc (~:ilarcNve02~m~caa.~c~edu/ada358cae2692605de59e4de82615352)Mon, 25 Apr 2011 12:17:14 - 
040028160bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 26, 2011 2:33 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: upgrade computers schedule 

TEXT.htm 

probably a Friday 

>>> Robert Mercer 1/26/2011 1:55 PM >>> 
what is a good day to do this? 

>>> Kent Pennington 1/26/2011 9:05 AM >>> 
Can you schedule a time I can visit your site and upgrade some apps on everyone’s computers. In early February. 

updates include the following: 

MS Office 2010 
Adobe X pro for those who need it 
security software update 

computer patches if needed 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 26, 2011 3:49 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: upgrade computers schedule 

TEXT.htm 

sounds like he’ll being going station-to-station and it shouldn’t take all that long. Fridays are better than other days when we are 
working with the students. 

>>> Robert Mercer 1/26/2011 3:29 PM >>> 
what about weekly reports? 

>>> Brent Blanton 1/26/2011 2:32 PM >>> 
probably a Friday 

>>> Robert Mercer 1/26/2011 1:55 PM >>> 
what is a good day to do this? 

>>> Kent Pennington 1/26/2011 9:05 AM >>> 
Can you schedule a time I can visit your site and upgrade some apps on everyone’s computers. In early February. 

updates include the following: 

MS Office 2010 
Adobe X pro for those who need it 
security software update 
computer patches if needed 

thanks 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

~zt CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

NORTII BOX, KENAN MEMORIAl, STADIUM 

CAMPUS BOX 3~o7 T 919,966,41o~ 

PO BOX ~1~6 F 919.96~8247 

CHAPEL HILL. NC ;~7599-2,I26 www, unc.edlt 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is 
to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 962-9534.. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Acadenlic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 28, 2011 7:50 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Hours Report 

TEXT.htm; Hours Report 1.28.pdf 

Good morning, 
Attached is the initial hours report for the young ladies. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend and good luck against the ’Hoos and HoNes! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 28, 2011 2:36 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hiring Request Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; Hiring Memorandum 1.28.docx 

Attached is the latest request. Thanks and have great weekends! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 31, 2011 1:38 PM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel Letter 

TEXT.htm; Sp Travel Letter 2011.pdf 

Her you go sir... B 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

~zt CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

NORTII BOX, KENAN MEMORIAl, STADIUM 

CAMPUS BOX 3~o7 T 919,966,41o~ 

PO BOX ~1~6 F 919.96~8247 

CHAPEL HILL. NC ;~7599-2,I26 www, unc.edlt 

Spring Semester - 2011 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is 
to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 962-9534.. I also welcome any questions or concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Acadenlic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 1, 2011 11:52 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NO Staff Meeting Today 

Text.htm 

There will not be a staff meeting today; we will meet again on the 15th. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 1,2011 4:06 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: Psyc 101 and tennis 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brian, 
That’s a tough one. That is why I stress that they take the travel letter by during first week and have that conversation; if there are 

issues, we can make the appropriate changes. How many days will the girls miss? 

Brent 

>>> Brian Kalbas 1/31/2011 12:23 PM >>> 
Brent, 

I am forwarding this email to you from a professor. Can you advise me how ot respond? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 3,2011 5:29 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: we can touch base and/or meet Friday if you want. 

TEXT.htm 

10:30 OK? I’ll pencil it in. 
Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 2/3/2011 11:56 AM >>> 

we can touch base and/or meet Friday if you want. 

am best for me. 

mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 3,2011 5:31 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

I think they seem to keep moving it forward by a week. They are completely inflexible when it comes to admissions situations and 
this seemingly arbitrary release of seats... 1 meet with Mike tomorrow and will find out that number. 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2/3/2011 l 1:33 AM >>> 
Hey, 

Can you get me your numbers and dates for CTOPS as soon as possible? They want the number of spots we want reserved by 
Monday. 

Also, they are trying to release all the spots on Monday, May 16th (last year they did it on the 24th). What do you think about this? It 
seems a little early to me. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 3,2011 8:08 PM 

Thomas Sensing <sensinta@wfu.edu> 

Re: Athlete Credit Inquiry 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Thomas, 
We do not have such a credfl!course. 

Take care, 
Brent 

Good luck on your survey; I know some are harder to get information out of than others. 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
http:iitarhee~b~ue.cs~v.corr~~ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

>>> "Sensing, Thomas" <sensinta@wfu.edu> 2/3/2011 6:08 PM >>> 

Dear Mr. Blanton, 

My name is Thomas Sensing and I work in the Wake Forest student-athlete services. I just have a quick question for you, if you 
wouldn’t mind answering it. 

Does UNC have any sort of credit or course that gives your student-athletes academic credit simply for being athletes? This would be 
essentially a "free" credit that they would earn - perhaps some sort of health or exercise class credit. Is that course graded or pass/fail? 

I appreciate your help. I’m asking all the other ACC schools and your response would be greatly appreciated. Have a wonderful day. 

Thomas Sensing 
Wake Forest University Athletics 
Athletics Assistant - CHAMPS/Life Skills/Academic Services 
Miller Center, Room 225 
w. 336-758-6464 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 3,2011 8:09 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: we can touch base and/or meet Friday if you want. 

TEXT.htm 

I can do that; see you tomorrow. B 

>>> Mike Fox 2/3/2011 7:36 PM >>> 
I have an appointment at 10am. How about 1 lam instead. 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/3/2011 5:29 PM >>> 
10:30 OK? I’ll pencil it in. 
Brent 

>>> Mike Fox 2/3/2011 11:56 AM >>> 
we can touch base and/or meet Friday if you want. 
am best for me. 

mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 4, 2011 12:22 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; weekly binder 2.4.pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Attached is the weekly report for this week, including a preliminary grade report and updated tutor schedule. Let me know if you 
need anything else before the weekend; otherwise, have a great one ! I hope the scrimmages and banquet go well. 

Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 4, 2011 3:05 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 2/04 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 2_04.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 4, 2011 4:40 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weeklies 

TEXT.htm 

His - and I do mean only his - computer won’t pull the reports from the database properly. It works fine on mine. I will prim them 
and email them to you. 

>>> Robert Mercer 2/4/2011 4:37 PM >>> 
Thanks - I still don’t have Kyms. RJM 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/4/2011 3:07 PM >>> 
Here you go... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 9:52 AM 

Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting TOMORROW 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
I know that tomorrow is not a normal Tuesday for meeting, bm Lissa Broome will be with us to speak abom her role, etc. We will 
meet at the usual time in the usual place. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 7, 2011 10:34 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Meeting w/New Advisors 

TEXT.htm 

9:30 works for me. 

>>> Robert Mercer 2/7/2011 10:23 AM >>> 
Will 9:30 on Friday, 2/18 work for ya’ll? RJM 

>>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 2/7/2011 8:15 AM >>> 

Good morning, Robert and Brent 

Hope you both had a great weekend (one of the first without work involved? !). I wanted to touch base with you about getting our new 
folks over to your place (which Robert and I have discussed, Brent). It looks like the best time when everyone is available is Friday, 
February 18, either 9 to 10 or 9:30 to 10:30. Naturally we~2d come to you so that they can see the facilities. What time works better 
for y~2all?? Please let me know asap so that we can get it on our calendars. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~]/advism~amc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 7, 2011 2:18 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 2/07 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 2_07.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 9, 2011 10:08 AM 

jeholmes@vt.edu 

Database Screenshots and Reports 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; VT Demo Binder.pdf 

Hi Jermaine, 
Attached is a quick preview of what the database looks like down here and some of its reporting capabilities. This is just the tip of the 
iceberg but it should give some insight into the way in which the system can be designed specifically for one school’s office. If you 
have any questions or anything is unclear, please let me know. I’d be more than happy to go into things more deeply. Also, just a 
reminder that anything I do for someone comes with one year’s support so your office can use the product and make adjustments at no 
further cost for the initial year. 

Take care; I hope to speak to you again soon, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:/i/tarheelbl~e.cs~-~colrL! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 9, 2011 1:54 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wed. 2/09 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wed. 2_09.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 9, 2011 3:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Two IMMEDIATE Needs 

Good afternoon, 
Two needs of the utmost importance: 
Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Registxation Request List and are NOT in the database by the end of the 
week. This means managers, etc. INCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE shot to give the PRAC names; if anyone is omitted, they will not 
receive priority. 
Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day tomorrow. I have the data from the 
Registrar’s Office, and I want to make sure the reports include the correct students. 
Thank you for your assistance with these items; let me know if you have any questions. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 9, 2011 4:32 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Two IMMEDIATE Needs 

TEXT.htm 

It’s right under the "Current DA Hours" field under Major Profile on the eligibility page. B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 2/9/2011 3:54 PM >>> 
Where is the Progress Report located? Under which screen? Beth normally does this but I just want to double check that all my guys 
have checked boxes by the deadline :-) Thanks! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/9/2011 3:11 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Two needs of the utmost importance: 
Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Registxation Request List and are NOT in the database by the end of the 
week. This means managers, etc. INCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE shot to give the PRAC names; if anyone is omitted, they will not 
receive priority. 
Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day tomorrow. I have the data from the 
Registrar’s Office, and I want to make sure the reports include the correct students. 
Thank you for your assistance with these items; let me know if you have any questions. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 10, 2011 3:36 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Two IMMEDIATE Needs 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tia! B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 2/9/2011 11:34 PM >>> 
Thanks Brent, I have taken care of all my guys. Have a great night and I’ll see you soon! 

TO 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/9/2011 4:32 PM >>> 
It’s right under the "Current DA Hours" field under Major Profile on the eligibility page. B 

>>> Tia Overstreet 2/9/2011 3:54 PM >>> 
Where is the Progress Report located? Under which screen? Beth normally does this but I just want to double check that all my guys 
have checked boxes by the deadline :-) Thanks! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/9/2011 3:11 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Two needs of the utmost importance: 
Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Registxation Request List and are NOT in the database by the end of the 
week. This means managers, etc. INCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE shot to give the PRAC names; if anyone is omitted, they will not 
receive priority. 
Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day tomorrow. I have the data from the 
Registrar’s Office, and I want to make sure the reports include the correct students. 
Thank you for your assistance with these items; let me know if you have any questions. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 10, 2011 6:26 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pens for "Grease" Boards 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Nate, 
We need new pens for the "grease" boards ASAP. Black and in bulk was the consensus amongst the tutors. 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 11, 2011 1:56 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutor Hire Memorandum 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Hiring Memorandum 2.11 .docx 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is a memorandum requesting to hire four additional tutors. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter! 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 11,2011 2:41 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 2/11 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 2_11 .msg; Hours Report 2.11 .pdf 

Today’s checks, plus the weekly hours report. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 11,2011 4:34 PM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 
Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; weekly 2.11 .pdf 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
Enjoy the weather this weekend; it should be a nice precursor to next week in California. Attached is the weekly with the grade report 
by individual. I also attached an updated tutorial schedule. 

Have a great weekend, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 11,2011 4:35 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; weekly 2.11 .pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is the weekly for this week; let me know if you have any questions. 

See you tomorrow! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 14, 2011 12:00 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Practice Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Andrew, 
I need to submit information to the Prior Registration Approval Committee in the next few days, so I need to know the practice 
schedule for the fall. Can you get that to me ASAP? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 14, 2011 3:27 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 2/14 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 2_14.msg 

Today’s checks... 

Thanks ! 
B 

Andrew, if you can advise me on the fall schedule as soon as possible, I’d appreciate it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 15,2011 5:22 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Staff Meeting and Other Updates 

TEXT.htm 

Center for Student Success and something or other... 

>>> Susan Maloy 2/15/2011 8:36 AM >>> 
I should know this I’m sure but what is CSSAC on Thursday? 

Susan 

>>> Brent Blanton 2/14/2011 4:23 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
I have a few housekeeping items for us all: 
There will be NO staff meeting tomorrow afternoon; we WILL, however, meet next Tuesday at 3. This will push us offby a week 
from our regular cycle, but I believe Spring Break will get us squared away again. 
We signed up for the Academic Integrity webinar being given by the N4A, so everyone needs to make plans to attend - it is scheduled 
for next Wednesday (the 23rd) at 2. Right now, we are planning to have it over in the EWAC conference room (we used it for the last 
one I believe). Should anything change on that front, I will let you know. 
There is a CSSAC meeting on Thursday morning at 8:30; it is scheduled to be in the Upendo Lounge in SASB North. Please make 
arrangements to be there. 
Nate has arranged for tours of the new building for us all. They are scheduled for Thursday and Friday during the lunch hour. The 
first group will go through at noon and the second at 12:30 each day. There are four scheduled because only five people can go 
through at any one time. Robert is maintaining the lists of who goes through and when, so if you are interested, contact him. 
Mark down on your calendars a meeting with Barbara Lucido and Steele staff April 28th at 10:30 re:CTOPS this summer. 
Progress Reports go out on Wednesday, so if there are any last-minute checks to be made, tonight is the night to do it. 
PRAC requires our information on Monday, so all sample schedules (which should look exactly like the one Jenn sent around - with 
altered times when applicable obviously) should be to me by Wednesday. I will float the list of names around for approval beginning 
Wednesday. 
That’s all for now; let me know if you have any questions, concerns or comments. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:25 PM 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Re: TIMS correction? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi~ 
Taken care of. 
B 

>>> <~ L@email.tmc.edu> 9:19 PM >>> 

Hi Brent! 
I meet some of s guys on Monday mornings at 10:00. I was in a rush 
this morning and completely forgot to clock in and didn’t do so until I got 
over to Kenan at 11:00. 

If you get a chance, can you fix my clock in time? I’m so sorry 
Thanks Brent! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:32 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CSSAC Meeting Update 

Good morning, 
CSSAC will now be held on the 4th floor of OUR building, and we will provide the food. It is no longer at Upendo Lounge, but here 
in the North Box tomorrow at 8:30 - make plans to attend and have good conversations with the other folks in our unit. 

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to call. 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 16, 2011 11:19 AM 

Raphael Levante <craphael@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: PSYC225 Tutorials 

TEXT.htm; PSYC225 Tutorials.msg 

Sample email to students/rotors... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 16, 2011 2:24 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

you are crazy... 

>>> Spencer Welborn 2/16/2011 2:18 PM >>> 
I know I am crazy for sending this email. I have a mutual friend that is thinking about coming from Cincinnati for the Duke game. 
He is an avid Carolina fan and has never been to a basketball game. 
He is willing to buy tickets but I am asking anyone if you have extra duke tickets or anyone looking to sell tickets. I am looking for 
people that are selling but I thought I would ask around as well. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 16, 2011 2:30 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 2/16 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 2_16.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 17, 2011 3:40 PM 

Reather Holbert <holberte@ohio.edu> 
Re: D ep artm ent inform ati on 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Hi Elizabeth, 
We service about 800 students and have a staff of 13, including counselors, learning specialists and support personnel. 

Take care, 
Brent 

>>> "Holbert, Reather" <holberte@ohio.edu> 2/17/2011 12:42 PM >>> 

Hello ! 

My name is Elizabeth Holbert and I work in athletic academics at Ohio University. We are in the process of collecting some 
information regarding the number of student-athletes at other institutions and was wondering if you could answer two questions: 

1) How many student-athletes are currently in your department? 
2) How many staff members do you currently having working in your academics department? 

Thank you for your time. Hope you have a good day ! 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Holbert 

Academic Services Assistant 
Ohio University Athletics 
Peden Stadium - 30lAW 
Ph: (740) 593-4685 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 17, 2011 5:18 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Good thing they haven’t put their hands on any of our kids’ poems! 

TEXT.htm 

Wow... I don’t know what to say about that one. 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2/17/2011 4:08 PM >>> 
Look at this story: 

88/nc-sta’tes-ci-~eslies-valen’tines-da~oem-abo~t-hookir~-is-a~ fa~-roman~ic 

Probably shouldn’t laugh--it might cause bad karma. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 18, 2011 2:24 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 2/18 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 2_18.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:30 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: N4A Mark Your Calendars 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 

N4A information... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:34 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your membership at nfoura.org - Password Reset 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:35 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your membership at nfoura.org - Username Retrieval 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:37 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: N4A Order #264120 from Peach New Media 

Text.htm; FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peach New Media <support@peachnewmedia.com> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 3:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

N4A Order #264120 from Peach New Media 

Order Number: 264120 
Brent Blanton 
blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you for purchasing or registering for this program from Peach New Media and The National Association 
of Academic Advisors for Athletics (Federal Tax ID#: 33-0222728) 

Your order includes streaming content that is not yet available. Please follow the instructions below to check 
availability dates based on your purchases. 

To access your content, visit http://nfoura.peachnewmedia.com and login to your account. Once logged in, 
select ’Classroom’ from the menu on the left and you will be presented with a list of the content you have 
purchased. Click a title to begin. 

Your order includes a live online event. You will receive an additional e-mail with event details. 

If you purchased a program for continuing education credit, you must view or listen to the program, then follow 
the instructions included to submit your credit. Visit http://nfoura.peachnewmedia.com to submit credit when 
you complete the seminar. If you have questions, please contact us at 
http://nfoura.peachnewmedia.com/support/contact.php 

QTY: 1 
Do the Right Thing - Academic Integrity: Webinar + Archive 
Do the Right Thing 5,�" Academic Integrity: Full Seminar(S49.00) 
Price Each: $49.00 

-Sub Total: $49.00 
-Tax: $0.00 

Total Amount: $49.00 

Thank you for your order! 

This site Powered by Freestone 
Operated by Peach New Media, Inc. 

http://nfoura.peachnewmedia.com/support/contact.php 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 25,2011 4:54 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Friday 2/25 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Friday 2_25.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 28, 2011 9:16 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: ASPSA Subcmt Mtg-Friday Feb 25 Reminder and Task 

TEXT.htm 

Ditto. It is a good group of folks that are beginning to realize that our plates are overflowing because of the breadth of our services 
and depth in numbers. 

>>> Susan Maloy 2/28/2011 8:34 AM >>> 
John, 

Brent and Beth provided a list of current staff and some sample job descriptions. They provided a list of services that we provide, a 
breakdown of our current tutors, as well as the numbers that currently make up the "At-Risk" population. Seems like the group spent a 
lot of time talking about training and the oversight of tutors and mentors. I think the group was able to see that we do a lot of great 
things, but staff members have too much on their plate. The areas of possible improvement or suggestions that I picked up on were 
training and monitoring of tutors and mentors, the need for a reading specialist and the need for a writing specialist and more learning 
specialists. 

John, I am happy to talk more about this with you at any time. Beth and Brent, feel free to chime in. 

Susan 

>>> John Blanchard 2/26/2011 4:27 PM >>> 
Folks, 

Could you give me a brief sum of this meeting? Thanks. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 2/23/2011 7:05 PM >>> 
Hi all, 

I hope you’re having an enjoyable week. 

I just wanted to remind you about the meeting scheduled for Friday, Feb. 25th from 2:30-4:00 in the conference room located on the 
3rd floor in Steele Building. Please review the first set of information gathered by the Athletics Department prior to the meeting. I 
attach it here. If you are unable to attend then please forward questions and comments to me--it’s important to have everyone’s 
feedback. 

Very detailed presentations have been provided in larger meetings but all the subcommittee members haven’t been present at all the 
presentations so each may have different pieces of the puzzle. So, for the first meeting, I would like to get more details on services 
and their delivery. Because I’m in that "high strung, newly tenured associate proP’ phase where I want every meeting to result in 
something indicative of time well spent, it would be great if each meeting ended with some declarative statements and 
recommendations on the information discussed at the meeting. We can always go back and revisit these statements and 
recommendations as needed in light of new information but I would like things to move forward at each meeting. I will try to 
facilitate this process by sending out summaries of what was discussed and any concluding statements so those who are unable to 
attend the meeting will be informed when they attend subsequent meetings. 

Please let me know if you would like to add any other business to Friday’s meeting. 

Again, if you can’t make Friday’s meeting then please forward your thoughts, questions, comments, etc. to me in advance of the 
meeting. 

Thanks for agreeing to serve in this capacity. 



Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Cumculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 28237bytes; 
Attachmem Link: ~:iiard:fiveO2.ur~caa.mac.edui57gabf(~dL26575022884d47832d40195 
File Name: committee report info set 1.xlsx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 24 May 2011 20:05:55 -0400 
Size: 28237bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 28, 2011 2:35 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 2/28 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 2_28.msg; Hours Report 2.18.pdf; Hours Report 
2.25.pdf 

Today’s checks plus last two weeks of hours. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 3:41 PM 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: MATH 119 SEC 001 TUTORING REQUEST [BASKETBALL] 

TEXT.htm; MATH 119 SEC 001 TUTORING REQUEST [BASKETBALL].msg 

Hi Jan, 
Attached are the appointments set up for the girls in math. 

Speak to you soon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 2, 2011 2:34 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 3/02 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 3_02.msg 

Today’s checks... B 



Counselor 

Brent Blanton 

Beth Bridget 

Jennifer Townsend 

Amy Kleissler 

Jaimie Lee 

Beth Lyons 

Kym Orr 

Tia Overstreet 

Spencer Welborn 

Tony Yount 

Phone 

xz-9536 

x3-5669 

xz-9538 

x3-8635 

x3-6566 

x3-6o~9 

x3-~4~5 

x3-44oo 

x3-~3~8 

x~-9535 

Email Adress - everyone has 

"@uncaa.unc.edu" suffix 

blanton 

bridgerb 

jtownsend 

kleissle 

jaimielee 

emlyons 

knott 

overstre 

welborn 

tonyyount 

Sport Coverage 

Baseball, Women’s Tennis, Women’s Soccer, Women’s Basketball 

Football 

Men’s Basketball, Women’s Swimming and Diving, Softball 

Football 

Football 

Gymnastics, Men’s Tennis 

Track and Field, Rowing, Fencing 

Football 

Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Golf, Men’s Swimming and Diving, Wrestling 

Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Golf, Field Hockey, Volleyball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 4, 2011 2:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Committee Question Answers 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Response to Committee Questions.docx 

Hi Beth, 
Attached is my portion of the answers. 

Thanks, 
B 

Add to it and then we can discuss who and how we will deliver. 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



LUl: 

LUz: 

LU3: 

LU4: 

LUs: 

LU6: 

LU7: 

LU8: 

LU9: 

LUlo: 

The Math Lab consists of three tables in the current facility where students come to ask questions. It is staffed by one of our 

longest-tenured tutors. He works best with "high-end" students in the upper-level courses who do not need as much 

direction. Like a chess-master, he simply floats around the area assisting with questions as they come up. When he is 

assisting a student, all others usually put into practice information the tutor gave direction on previously. 

The term "Olympic sports" is used to describe all non-revenue sports. Revenue-producing sports at UNC are Men’s 

Basketball and Football only; all others fall into the Olympic Sport category. 

"At-Risk" is used when describing incoming students who are committee cases or those students who scored sub-looo scores 

on the SAT. For returning students, it is for those on Academic Probation (AP) or those who are carrying sub2.3 GPAs. 

Tutor attendance monitored by the tutor coordinator and entered into the office’s database. Each counselor then checks the 

attendance each day and reports to coaches via either a Daily or Weekly Reports any concerns. It is important to note that 

all Associate Directors are also counselors, so this task falls to them just as it does the other counselors. 

Counselors do not assign mentors to students but they do request mentors for the students they feel would benefit from 

such a service. All students have access to mentoring, but because of budgeting and staffing, only those with the greatest 

needs are typically matched with mentors. The actual matching and scheduling is completed by Beth Bridget, who oversees 

the Mentor Program. 

Weekly Reports are for discussion of all students and their corresponding situations. The at-risk population is probably 

spoken of most in these reports, but it is not a report designed solely for those purposes. Any Progress Report information is 

detailed in these reports also, and they are requested for more than just the at-risk population. These reports are designed 

to keep the coach informed of any and all situations brought to the attention of the counselor. 

Academic counselors meet with the coaches of their respective sports. Again, it is important to note that all Associate 

Directors are also counselors, so this responsibility falls to them as well as the other counselors. 

Progress Reports are sent out for all students on which the academic counselor and]or coach wants information. For some 

sports, this may only be the at-risk population; for others, it may be the entire team. 

All prospective tutors must complete the internal application process and then interview with Beth Bridget, Jenn Townsend 

or Brent Blanton (currently serving as tutor coordinator), depending upon which student-athlete population the tutor will 

serve - football, men’s basketball or the Olympic sports. Whoever conducts the interview also controls the hire. 

Tutor preparation is two-fold. From a logistical and compliance standpoint, the tutor is prepared via the tutor orientation 

meeting at the beginning of each term. Preparation for the actual tutorial setting comes from both the orientation and their 

own respective backgrounds - they are the subject’s "expert" and are prepared to tutor from that standpoint. 

Tutoring has many shapes. For most subjects, it is conducted in a small group setting. For the sciences, math and foreign 

language, however, we also see the value of having one-on-one sessions so all focus is on the particular student’ needs. For 

those students who simply have issues remaining focused and learning in a small group setting, one-on-one is also offered. 

Appendix A is an example of our latest survey tool for the Olympic sport program. 

As smaller internal staffs, we meet periodically (weekly is optimal) to go over the current status of programming. Any issues 

brought to our attention during the week, if not already confronted, are taken up during these meetings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 4, 2011 3:24 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday Meeting after Spring Break 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
I know we are all ready to enjoy the break, but I want to get a meeting on your calendar for the day we get back. Would it be possible 
to meet at 9 that morning? We have several tutorial things to discuss as well as a few other matters. 

Let me know and thanks; have a great break! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 7, 2011 9:49 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly hours Report 

TEXT.htm; Hours Report 3.4.pdf 

Here is the hours report for last week. 
the big one. 

Have a great week of practice, 
Brent 

Sorry about yesterday, but it was still a successful tournament - nice momentum heading into 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 7, 2011 11:12 AM 

Micah Gilmer <gilmer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Athlete report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks Micah; I appreciate the feedback. We’ve tried doing online or email forms before, but they were not well-received. 
being said, this is probably the perfect time to float the idea again. 

Thanks 
Brent 

That 

>>> Micah Gilmer <gilmer@email.unc.edu> 3/4/2011 2:07 PM >>> 
Just dropped mine in campus mail. Can we please get a MS Word or other version we can fill in over email next time? That would be 
much easier with budget cuts on printing, etc. I am literally counting my envelopes right now :-). And much faster too 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 10, 2011 8:13 AM 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Re: ESPN.com:No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes 

Text.htm 

Don’t anyone tell John! 

>>> 03/09/11 3:54 PM >>> 
You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

The "No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes" story is located at .comi~caai~ew sistorv?id=6197050 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

MyESPN Today 
To receive a personalized daily (M-F) update on your favorite teams, sports, columnists and other great ESPN content, sign up here: 

.comimembersimodifvNews~etters?~eName=E SPNNewsletterPa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:11 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Monday 3/14 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Monday 3_14.msg 

Today’s checks. Please let me know once your travel plans are set; I will alert Charlie. 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:31 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: priority regis 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tom, 
Unforttmately, we sent the names of the kids in in mid-February. 

B 

>>> Tom Sander 3/9/2011 10:24 AM >>> 
Brent, 

I haven’t heard you mention anything about priority registration, but I’d like to get our managers and boyz on the list if possible. 
Hopefully it’s not too late. 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 14, 2011 4:29 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: priority regis 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry about that Tom. That was around the time my grandfather passed, so it slipped up on me. 
usual. 

B 

>>> Tom Sander 3/14/2011 2:35 PM >>> 
Brent, 
Can you please give me a heads up next year? I’ll also put it on my long range calendar. Thanks! 

-Tom 

I didn’t get to cast as wide a net as 

>>> On 3/14/2011 at 2:31 PM, in message <4D7E5EEC.EF9 : 210 : 7211>, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Hi Tom, 
Unfortunately, we sent the names of the kids in in mid-February. 

B 

>>> Tom Sander 3/9/2011 10:24 AM >>> 
Brent, 

I haven’t heard you mention anything about priority registration, but I’d like to get our managers and boyz on the list if possible. 
Hopefully it’s not too late. 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patricia Melton & Brett Hoover<apply@x-mester.com> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student Opportunities 

Greetings from Indianapolis, 

As an NCAA Silver Anniversary Award recipient and a former Ivy League athletics administrator, we are once again tapping into our former fields to find students 
with a desire to serve. This service opportunfly the X-Mester summer program (http://x-mester.com/) is ideal for students seeking options with Teach for 
America or other social justice organizations as well as those looking to strengthen applications for graduate and professional schools. Any outstanding student is 
encouraged to apply. Our strongest candidates came from referrals such as yourself last year and we are asking you to please help us spread the word again. 

X-Mester, which pays a $1,500 Fellow stipend plus room and board (as well as travel as necessary), is a three-week program which partners successful collegians 
and recent graduates with at-risk high school students for a residential university experience designed to improve college readiness and completion for the high 
school students. 

The Fellows have discovered the the experience scheduled for June 1-18, 2011, in Vincennes, Ind. has been particularly important, eye-opening and effective 
in helping them plan for their future. The Ivy League’s top wide receiver, Trey Peacock, who will graduate from Princeton in May, called the experience the "best 
thing I’ve ever done in my life so far." 

Two of last year’s Fellows were early selections for Teach for America and others are strongly considering options within education. With the unique experience of 
serving multiple roles as teacher, curriculum designer, leadership coach, tutor, college advisor, mentor and residential advisor, the Fellows gain valuable insight into 
urban education reform and earn a leg up in applying for selective graduate schools as well. 

The Fellowship is open to all rising college seniors and graduates not just athletes yet we have had particular success with those harboring the assets and 
character formed by collegiate competition. The NCAA profiled the program last August after eight of the 13 Fellows chosen were intercollegiate athletes. Here is 
the link: 
http://www, n caa. org/wp s/wcm/connect/pub lic/ncaa/re source s/1 ate st+news/2010 +news+ stori e s/augu st+ late st+ne ws/silver+winner+patrici a+m e lton+ pays+it+forward. 

For much more about the Fellowship as well as the application process, please visit http://x-mester.com/and thank you in advance for sending us your best. 

With much appreciation, 

Patricia Melton & Brett Hoover 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 15,2011 4:52 PM 

Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutoring on Monday 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Tutoring on Monday.msg 

Hi Tracy, 
Can you help me out with this one please? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / itarhee lb lue~ csJ~.,, com! 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:41 AM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Tutoring on Monday 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

He doesn’t show up under my name. How can we fix that? 

>>> Tracy Hams 3/16/2011 8:15 AM >>> 
His position number is 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/15/2011 4:52 PM >>> 
Hi Tracy, 
Can you help me out with this one please? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:i/tarheelNue.csJ~.,.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:34 AM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Tutoring on Monday 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Got it. Thanks! B 

>>> Tracy Hams 3/16/2011 9:25 AM >>> 
We are his secondary appointment. He will not show up on your list until he makes a transfer in TIMS when he time stamp. That’s 
why he needed his position number. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/16/2011 8:41 AM >>> 
He doesn’t show up under my name. How can we fix that? 

>>> Tracy Hams 3/16/2011 8:15 AM >>> 
His position number is ........ 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> Brent Blanton 3/15/2011 4:52 PM >>> 
Hi Tracy, 
Can you help me out with this one please? 

Thanks 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : i! tarl~ee ~b ~ue. cs~-v . com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:25 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 3/16 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 3_16.msg 

Today’s checks... I told Charlie class through tomorrow since you aren’t leaving until 2. Good luck, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:25 PM 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: University Email.. Please Read 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Christy, 
I would rather not use my onyen email, but unfortunately I have no choice. When campus folks email me, it goes there arbitrarily. If 
you can help me with that, I would greatly appreciate it! My onyen is 

B 

>>> Christy Suits 3/17/2011 11:10 AM >>> 
Good Morning All, 

Hope your having a good St. Paddy’s Day! 

You may have heard that the Campus email is changing and the University IMAP email server will be retired. The campus IMAP 
server is where all of the onyen@email.unc.edu email accounts are stored. 

I need to begin the process of transferring all of the onyen email accounts onto the new mail system and I will need your help to do 
that. Because everyone has a university ONYEN, everyone onyen will be affected; however you should not see any differences from 
the end user side. This will be a large project and can’t do this without your assistance. 

First, I need to know who uses their university email accounts, whether student or staff. If you still use the onyen email please, let me 
know as soon as you can I will want to work with those accounts first. I will also need your ONYEN id. 

If you only use our athletics (groupwise) email user@uncaa.unc.edu, I will still need to get your onyens as well. 

Please email me your ONYEN info to me by the end of next week. 

Thanks for your help. 

Christy Suits 
ITS-OSS Systems Analyst 
UNC Athletics 
cell: 
ofc: 919-843-5296 
email: christy_suits @unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 2:17 PM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Report 

TEXT.htm; weekly 3.18.pdf 

Hi Brian, 
Attached is the weekly plus updated grade information. I hope all is well; let me know if you have some time next week when I could 
come over to touch base about everything. 

Have a great weekend; good luck against Wake! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 18, 2011 2:33 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Hours Report for the Week 

TEXT.htm; Hours Report 3.18.pdf 

Attached is the report for this week. Have a great weekend and good luck! 

Brent 



Hi 
Hope you feel better this morning. 

Brent 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 

Hi, Brent-- 

6:~3 PM >>> 

I was at a function in Raleigh that ended later than I expected. I also 

have been a bit under the weather. Given these two things, I regret not 

being able to make it to tutoring tonight. 

I hope to see you guys soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 12:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
test 

Text.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~:JS~’tarhee~blue.cstv.comi ( maiF~o:blar~’~or~2~ur~c~.mac.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 12:10 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: test 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

Text.htm 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/( mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu ) 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 12:20 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Microsoft Outlook Test Message 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Microsoft Outlook <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:20 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Microsoft Outlook Test Message 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 1:21 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: POLl 195 Tutoring Scheduled... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 1:24 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: POLl 195 Tutoring Scheduled... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 1:29 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Tutoring Scheduled For Next Monday... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 3:50 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Meeting with recruit 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 3:50 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Meeting with recruit 

Hi Brent, 

Do you happen to have time to meet with one of our top recruits next Monday? Anytime between 9 and 12? If 
you could let me know, that would be great! 

Thanks! 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 4:01 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: (NYT) The Qua& Grant Hill’s Response to Jalen Rose 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 4:01 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Glynis Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; joy_renner@med.unc.edu; 
kathie_harris@unc.edu; Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
lensing@email.unc.edu; linnan@email.unc.edu; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Napoleon Byars <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Steve Reznick 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>; Eileen Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara 
Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; -Student-Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete 
Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: (NYT) The Qua& Grant Hill’s Response to Jalen Rose 

TEXT.htm 

Folks, 

Classy response from a class guy. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Brad Williams" <bradleyb@bradleyb88.com> 3/21/2011 2:07 PM >>> 
Great article. 

(NYT) The Quad: Grant Hill’s Response to Jalen Rose 

a must read 



The Qua& Grant Hill’s Response to Jalen Rose 
2011-03-16 17:50:58.402 GMT 

By GRANT HILL 
March 16 (New York Times) -- "The Fab Five," an ESPN film about the 
Michigan basketball careers of Jalen Rose, Juwan Howard, Chris Webber, Jimmy 
King and Ray Jackson from 1991 to 1993, was broadcast for the first time 
Sunday night. In the show, Rose, the show’s executive producer, stated that 
Duke recruited only black players he considered to be "Uncle Toms." Grant 
Hill, a player on the Duke team that beat Michigan in the 1992 Final Four, 
reflected on Rose’s comments. 
I am a fan, friend and longtime competitor of the Fab Five. 
I have competed against Jalen Rose and Chris Webber since the age of 13. At 
Michigan, the Fab Five represented a cultural phenomenon that impacted the 
country in a permanent and positive way. The very idea of the Fab Five 
elicited pride and promise in much the same way the Georgetown teams did in 
the mid-1980s when I was in high school and idolized them. Their journey 
from youthful icons to successful men today is a road map for so many young, 
black men (and women) who saw their j ourney through the powerful 
documentary, "The Fab Five." 
It was a sad and somewhat pathetic turn of events, therefore, to see 
friends narrating this interesting documentary about their moment in time 
and calling me a bitch and worse, calling all black players at Duke "Uncle 
Toms" and, to some degree, disparaging my parents for their education, work 
ethic and commitment to each other and to me. I should have guessed there 
was something regrettable in the documentary when I received a Twitter 
apology from Jalen before its premiere. I am aware Jalen has gone to some 
length to explain his remarks about my family in numerous interviews, so I 
believe he has some admiration for them. 
In his garbled but sweeping comment that Duke recruits only "black 
players that were ’Uncle Toms,’ " Jalen seems to change the usual meaning of 
those very vitriolic words into his own meaning, i.e., blacks from 
two-parent, middle-class families. He leaves us all guessing exactly what he 
believes today. 
I am beyond fortunate to have two parents who are still working well 
into their 60s. They received great educations and use them every day. My 
parents taught me a personal ethic I try to live by and pass on to my 
children. 
I come from a strong legacy of black Americans. My namesake, Henry 
Hill, my father’s father, was a day laborer in Baltimore. 
He could not read or write until he was taught to do so by my grandmother. 
His first present to my dad was a set of encyclopedias, which I now have. He 
wanted his only child, my father, to have a good education, so he made 
numerous sacrifices to see that he got an education, including attending 
Yale. 
This is part of our great tradition as black Americans. We aspire for 
the best or better for our children and work hard to make that happen for 



them. Jalen’s mother is part of our great black tradition and made the same 
sacrifices for him. 
My teammates at Duke - all of them, black and white - were a band of 
brothers who came together to play at the highest level for the best coach 
in basketball. I know most of the black players who preceded and followed me 
at Duke. They all contribute to our tradition of excellence on the court. 
It is insulting and ignorant to suggest that men like Johnny Dawkins 
(coach at Stanford), Tommy Amaker (coach at Harvard), Billy King (general 
manager of the Nets), Tony Lang (coach of the Mitsubishi Diamond Dolphins in 
Japan), Thomas Hill (small-business owner in Texas), Jeff Capel (former 
coach at Oklahoma and Virginia Commonwealth), Kenny Blakeney (assistant 
coach at Harvard), Jay Williams (ESPN analyst), Shane Battier (Memphis 
Grizzlies) and Chris Duhon (Orlando Magic) ever sold out their race. 
To hint that those who grew up in a household with a mother and father 
are somehow less black than those who did not is beyond ridiculous. All of 
us are extremely proud of the current Duke team, especially Nolan Smith. He 
was raised by his mother, plays in memory of his late father and carries 
himself with the pride and confidence that they instilled in him. 
The sacrifice, the effort, the education and the friendships I 
experienced in my four years are cherished. The many Duke graduates I have 
met around the world are also my "family," and they are a special group of 
people. A good education is a privilege. 
Just as Jalen has founded a charter school in Michigan, we are expected 
to use our education to help others, to improve life for those who need our 
assistance and to use the excellent education we have received to better the 
world. 

A highlight of my time at Duke was getting to know the great John Hope 

Franklin, John B. Duke Professor of History and the leading scholar of the 

last century on the total history of African-Americans in this country. His 

insights and perspectives contributed significantly to my overall 

development and helped me understand myself, my forefathers and my place in 

the world. 
Ad ingenium faciendum, toward the building of character, is a phrase I 
recently heard. To me, it is the essence of an educational experience. 

Struggling, succeeding, trying again and having fun within a nurturing but 
competitive environment built character in all of us, including every black 
graduate of Duke. 
My mother always says, "You can live without Chaucer and you can live 
without calculus, but you cannot make it in the wide, wide world without 
common sense." As we get older, we understand the importance of these words. 
Adulthood is nothing but a series of choices: you can say yes or no, but you 
cannot avoid saying one or the other. In the end, those who are successful 
are those who adjust and adapt to the decisions they have made and make the 
best of them. 
I caution my fabulous five friends to avoid stereotyping me and others 
they do not know in much the same way so many people stereotyped them back 
then for their appearance and swagger. I wish for you the restoration of the 
bond that made you friends, brothers and icons. 



I am proud of my family. I am proud of my Duke championships and all my 
Duke teammates. And, I am proud I never lost a game against the Fab Five. 
Grant Henry HillPhoenix SunsDuke ’94 

Copyright 2011 The New York Times Company 

-0- Mar/16/2011 18:02 GMT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 4:09 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: ACS Help Desk Hours - March 24th 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 21,2011 5:36 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Work on Thursday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:49 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: M+ Guardian Quarantine: 195-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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blanton@unc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:55 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Dept. newsletter for March 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:55 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Dept. newsletter for March 

TEXT.htm 

Hi all, 
Here’s the department newsletter for March: 
http://newsletters.athletics.unc.edu/DeptNewsletter March2011.pdf 

Thanks for reading, 
Dana 

p.s. Want to be a spotlight in an upcoming issue, or have a coworker to suggest? Let me know! 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:13 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: info for Wednesday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, __ _ _ ,     10:13 AM 

@email.unc.edu; L, = ~email.unc.edu. 
" }email.unc.edu ~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; }email.unc.edu; 
~bemail.unc.edu ~email.unc.edu; 

~unc.edu>; _ ~email.unc.edu; 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

~gmail.com; 
~email.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
info for Wednesday 

Hello, 
This message is to let you know I will not be in the office on Wednesday; if you have an appointment with me it 
will be canceled. I will also NOT be in for Study Table on Wednesday evening although you are expected to be 
here, see your tutors, etc. 
I am here until 4pm today and will be back on Thursday. I will be available by phone if you need 

anything tomorrow. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:16 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Recruiting Out-of-State Prospects 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Recruiting Out-of-State Prospects 

TEXT.him 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here ! 
hitp://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render?llr bwheqnbab&v 001QhuZciaLI3WEy4uhQOfPFOBFAbiE5GqGEXgmsXWZHdDne cNU- 
8nxm4KRqzFxgpNxMcd3xA3 swErw shu6N4FQu0xEZ4kZeKWNR51 ORe 541NjuylaHRAf5TTICc0FtyrVziKDE 1Hw8%3D 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

Please confirm 
hitp://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com!cdsp?llr~wheqnbab&t 1104915666266.56114.51939951.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscribe 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cEmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 001Qm0iXVjT3-RCDyY4rD-RpQ%3D% 

3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSCelVXAd9hB9fJZqtuGj-INEaIQvJXxNfSOoKU4OG- 
K6po 5gIDcdXyinqxFsKQ4OEhcrQ27RhKVfa JdQUsM2cUOi-jMZn68 lISP%ueiv62Rt4d89MkSZRQ] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICKHERE [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBJkyc157-inMVJQ6ZyURtl - 
tGSNFtJAIOxi9vg Aupw6iur6dEweX Sy42DvCfN7yfE5HgqDEPDYADQ5p4bjX7mGOch6dG2UH5ilnKIqgA ] 
TO GET ~ EDGE 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBrlBYYLM MMiECIByYhXUpMSQICxaT6SUiEs- 
FwlulUxCqw7KhOgyjaWlaeFOHpFFXR1Oy2Ta2bnldXXccUeTEYH-OP-bJV0 GDHL7xbJALng ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

March 22, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 12 

Recruiting Out-of-State Prospects 

Let me ask if you see yourself having this problem, Brent: 

You’re talking to a prospect for the second or third time, and you’re getting the 
feeling like they might be the perfect fit for your program. 

They’ve taken an unofficial visit. They’re friends on Facebook with a few of your 
players. They’ve turned in their application. And, what’s more, you really think 
they can make a positive impact on your program. 

The only problem? 

They live 600 miles away. 

Recruiting outofstateprospects [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBrlBYYLM MMiECIByYhXUpMSQICxaT6SUiEs- 
FwlulUxCqw7KhOgyjaWlaeFOHpFFXR1Oy2Ta2bnldXXccUeTEYH-OP-bJV0 GDHL7xbJALng ]Now, 
the situation I just described may have never got off the ground in the first place. 
Agoodnumberofcoacheswemeetwith[http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSA7q6YZqFWp7Oo9aJVdx30k13S4XqTc5gNd- 
Qww Q0UrUy-bVwyRmSsiRPUw~~yEvE~nceLCZqZq2BxSd-kNDEdQYGSThA2q9N~-~IWSY2C~upHfBjD8iBCkE9TBj5v~VMXLmAY~N0~aw ] 
and start [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSARd0QKguFVFFcNKTwC3LzLGHn2eXEN4ZknY2N- 
SVdusC 1Yx BtaQhjbnwRDNuQp2Sa~4~DQ~Q4VkCk~SKhNy~c7T~hzkHpRYM4zPYW4~GDjLNdgBdRdIG9qnVeh6Js78SAJGndNkSswAg~hgZfK3N]w~rk 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?ll~bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSARd0QKguFVFFcNKTwC3LzLGHn2eXEN4ZknY2N- 
SVdusC 1Yx BtaQhjbnwRDNuQp2Sa~4~DQ~Q4VkCk~SKhNy~c7T~hzkHpRYM4zPYW4~GDjLNdgBdRdIG9qnVeh6Js78SAJGndNkSswAg~hgZfK3N] 
with[http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSARd0QKguFVFFcNKTwC3LzLGHn2eXEN4ZknY2N- 
SVdusC 1Yx BtaQhjbnwRDNuQp2Sa~4~DQ~Q4VkCk~SKhNy~c7T~hzkHpRYM4zPYW4~GDjLNdgBdRdIG9qnVeh6Js78SAJGndNkSswAg~hgZfK3N] 
have general philosophy that they aren’t going to recruit out-of-state players. 

They don’t want to spend the time to convince them to leave home, or figure out 
a way that they can still afford to play at your school with the higher out-of-state 
tuition, or figure out how to pry mom and dad offtheir beloved child’s ankles as 
they get dragged against their will towards a future that doesn’t include their 
precious child within arms reach of their love and influence. 

Perfectly understandable. 

I think you’re making a mistake, but I understand the reasoning behind a decision 
like that. 

But in the off chance that you are one of those college coaches who Is recruiting 
(or wants to be recruiting) out of the area, and needs to figure out a better way 
to get the results you’re looking for, this week is for you... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSCMuY2XxPbHObQuwGqwaMez0Iz0aMf88rHSk2TB3Q3uYfNX1Pc9toLJtMHWKbg snX4b8Lk6Iljq4xEd2Eyue9A 
-YC5QAFhXO5ZWMrCvr3cvuYHJ60 AtOueEa9IeADA]2L0mKUEyH HZh] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~~~vBTEfK4rTSD978Se~rVgjQhiaNfWFw93ADPJes~byNhXiF~PhkUWwuBvw5p~MK-DiUkiQBPgc6WCZ2wYqn48za- 
MS JqZUMmnDu3 asr3 W9h61rnMxHZvOivIaXK6E -hl-bwuo4g30XmxA5j QrzuqA9j 8 lI8E3M6LrE96hvSOMVjwc2HZvuGKqX9j3eOpcCueQDDFPr6gS7vyY5eX98QWEKoCAnfZGk- 



Pztt46t5qaqNi8R8F5DpNNsGisnWPCoED9MqOJscZTd7NpQvWLpsf5XoQF5XaVWxUp8] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAeRPJaVDi- 
Sb4PAU7yIGR7tGREcNi9VivDY2umDw8ySBWdqqc 1GdPV5 lvdE9J4ebfvqUspJUBx0SVmegFLvlCxJoCXNn2aDGFsacBshJaPA ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSDjQ7j0TqCVRkyoVjoNgKV-PcRm7E dSx4LTg3B2XQPgH- 
BwXTAq2k7Gf3egYBpNpNn5DtIcpnfT9jnTxWsYrwCQV qp3ZWefR9QIQLZBKmBjafgvBDJtMYpm0-63tCQDE ] 

New Findings Show Why College Coaches Need to Incorporate Social Media Into Recruiting 
Plan 

Lodeston Social Media [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~1vBTEIK4rTSBE~gsTbeld~iRfCIc~tTkI~‘2ZE5yDZxe9udaYSTqIJ9UvNwqdXTAjbip-LV~WCbA~9~x-TrGylq1XnEjNEJqSNp~- 
mnH-sWwCBdyFTyHrHig ]A 
new study released just a few days ago show teenagers’ use of the Internet is changing. 
Not surprisingly, they’re swinging towards social media. 

The eMarketer study shows why so many athletic departments and coaches are talking 

to leading-edge companies like Lodestone Social Media [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~vBTEIK4rTSBE~gsTbe~d~iRfCIc~tTkI~‘2ZE5yDZxe9udaYSTqIJ9UvNwqdXTAjbip-LV~WCbA~9~x-TrGy~q~XnEjNEJqSNp~- 
mnH-sWwCBdyFTyHrHig ], 
who is starting to work with college athletic departments - like Texas Christian 
University, as well as many others - in helping them capture the attention of this 
growing segment of web users. 

Among the study’s [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAqb30NlgqSI-Ixv2iykq3xMQM3irVTGrnG- 
CiENtyomLQdL GQEHCzIz 1 Fv6R0mqGMFQUwjprcEs WuaJVeXDvqtINKE2FTiawG8F- 
2cKyjvY6Sr2c5gx8rLXARe5Zb7GSiU3KebgMR5qW8iQg2TsKujDK7eAB1XMSL6a5YR8P3pskVY lwbbLdcvXIHTaG214 ] 
findings: 

* More than four in five teens - roughtly 80% - will use social nelworks this year. 
* More than three in four will use Facebook in a typical month. 
* Nearly 70% of teens ages 13 to 17 have Facebook profiles and will use the social 
media giant weekly. 

Want to see what a focused, intelligent approach to social media looks like for 
college athletic programs and to coaches who want to use it to help build their 
brand image with recruits?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~1vBTEIK4rTSBE~gsTbeld~iRfCIc~tTkI~‘2ZE5yDZxe9udaYSTqIJ9UvNwqdXTAjbip-LV~WCbA~9~x-TrGylq1XnEjNEJqSNp~- 
mnH-sWwCBdyFTyHrHig ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~~1vBTEfK4rTSD978SelrVgjQhiaNfWFw93ADPJeslbyNhXiF~PhkUWwuBvw5p~MK-DiUkiQBPgc6WCZ2wYqn48za- 
MS JqZUMmnDu3 asr3 W9h61mIVLxHZvOivIaXK6E -hl-bwuo4g30XmxA5j QrzuqA9j 8 lI8E3M6LrL96hvSOMVjwc2HZvuGKqX9j3eOpcCueQDDFPr6gS7vyY5eX98QWEKoCAnfZGk- 
Pztt46t5qaqNi8R8F5DpNNsGisnWPCoED9MqOJscZTd7NpQvWLpsf5XoQF5XaVWxUp8] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAeRPJaVDi- 
Sb4PAU7yIGR7tGREcNi9VivDY2umDw8ySBWdqqc 1GdPV5 lwlE9J4ebfvqUspJUBx0SVmegFLvlCxJoCXNn2aDGFsacBshJaPA ] 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~1vBTEIK4rTSA8GUjkWMxR~j2IhYLWJPrb2S7l1fwbIR~YQ~vlrr~mIdt~4BSfWYt--uthX5~9zIS8GgQw2FvgRwhjqNAtQPT- 
~VpkGWn2tbDkBc6ZueSdrA~FYSIQ~-WYiabTyYZQTZVDv2sBGBMCV~hRPAWi~uNTj9Zdq~GJHnXQq8w9LZB7pRu-k2Gtc-jt 8058HU ]The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Winning Recruiting Techniques 
REGISTER FOR ]2HE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBLM8e9nPmqzmV- 

s640UVwJ29Kn 46t 8fPuSoHQUbuh6JVow50NiZsCtPLCUkVtNwIedEdcNF24N-nFkvecCEUF3rTGc 862A0gRfLOqfhc6ZULoFegKIYw] 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEIK4rTSBNKIIN7RKmmTUY- 
57c JfXJ5umdPTOXI2TWEPc 89karAxgsm0Z1Nsb881bF3qkLb 1 -KGJkSe9tCxPj7mi2TZnkl0Nqx4dn2sbJOfpbvB MHjQ25H3zo- 
NADVNvLdljmUU4ppuPrslAPocoPKqiAA7zwbCrhCvmozxAq2K0fhN4j0cMOL1NOrZ9tl 1QjG]WeV515J22eqdlXIzHVAQIr5H6f4A80-oO3iVO3EqeX-S9gg ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

BREAKING NEWS: Bruce Pearl Out at Tennessee Over Recruiting Questions 

As allegations about questionable recruiting grew, officials at the University of 
Tennessee have decided they will cut ties with men’s basketball coach Bruce Pearl. 
What was the final straw- for UT’s administration? And, what exactly were the allegations 
that lead to his firing? 

For that story, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well 
as training videos featuring Dan Tudor -just click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSCfeCC194DTwZr2IBOXOZTErVCEBI4v66oFcGpQgGankezlL- 
oKReru7ko4YhzkNoUJTQ9gqn7vxYYUVqQ JDGSHs JynDKJ35vHklauDyIW-ua6FwXc9akXGLkoqVOt2 S 8 zWqz7Ic 2n815hKj RDUd31Z sNzkhWvkGdxWM43gOlcKVg 8FU3tDxpT]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAiDNI- 

xNY ~~~~SeBV~Tw9h~8i9VQqLQ7NYQ~PTfA7YawUFYAPALQMeqEkn3wnLs9stzA~QDzIbAU5Y49I-EXxj~Uc9deYVT XaZ-mJDYxzrH1TQ G21FJQ] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~~1vBTEfK4rTSD978Se~rVgjQhiaNfWFw93ADPJes~byNhXiF~PhkUWwuBvw5p~MK-DiUkiQBPgc6WCZ2wYqn48za- 
MS JqZUMmnDu3 asr3 W9h61mIVLxHZvOivIaXK6E -hl-bwuo4g30XmxA5j QrzuqA9j 8 lI8E3M6LrL96hvSOMVjwc2HZvuGKqX9j3eOpcCueQDDFPr6gS7vyY5eX98QWEKoCAnfZGk- 
Pztt46t5qaqNi8R8F5DpNNsGisnWPCoED9MqOJscZTd7NpQvWLpsf5XoQF5XaVWxUp8] 



Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAeRPJaVDi- 
Sb4PAU7yIGR7tGREcNi9VivDY2umDw8ySBWdqqc 1GdPV5 lvdE9J4ebfvqUspJUBx0SVmegFLvlCxJoCXNn2aDGFsacBshJaPA ] 

Front Rush [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSD5PI4yYgU6U4BiRZepJycQQwKtaP81ILdo0- 
Ny JIi45 ALngRj e 5XcVGstxARbkN2Toek]PfNEIy3 aTHtL79 Jekbc41KL 1 mwEgn4g246uqBwvxm0XVmKI6Wo6G4gEgluhJuinbRB 5IyRg ] 

Why EVERY College Coach Should "Time Block" 

Time blockingcoach[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBrlBYYLM MMiECIByYhXUpMSQICxaT6SUiEs- 
FwlulUxCqw7KhOgyjaWlaeFOHpFFXR1Oy2Ta2bnldXXccUeTEYH-OP-bJV0 GDHL7xbJALng ]by 
Mandy Green, University of South Dakota 

After talking to all of the coaches that I have worked with since being able to 
be associated with Tudor Collegiate Strategies, I would say that the number one 
reason coaches do not reach their goals is because they did not allocate enough 
time in the office to accomplish the goal or goals that they set for their recruiting, 

team, staff, or for themselves. 

We all have the same 24 hours in a day - yet successful coaches manage to accomplish 
more in their days and weeks. 

How? Because successful coaches have prioritized their goals and have set aside 
blocks of time in their day where they do nothing else but focus on accomplishing 
one task. Coach, you will get more done, be more effective, and still have time 
left over when you "time-block" your day. 

You need to schedule time daily to send emails, to plan practice, to do administrative 
work, to return phone calls, to recruit, to manage your team, to meet with staff, 

etc. These activities should be... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSA- 
Z3dgapuhiebfcxlSdBYgSJBMNIFSg 1 s R53nl ScEHHea4vXV9zw0Z-Yf151 lhR1RwVyAdr9BEZQKYXaiGRcHUkAL8OcTOjffB 5RLvqBmIdCZVlemS3 S4Z81FeO7- 
Xw0B 8bg2j JUQ39IG8NnFF8Px8gYbCfQI0aY ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~1vBTEfK4rTSD978SelrVgjQhiaNfWFw93ADPJeslbyNhXiF~PhkUWwuBvw5p~MK-DiUkiQBPgc6WCZ2wYqn48za- 
MS JqZUMmnDu3 asr3 W9h61mIVLxHZvOivIaXK6E -hl-bwuo4g30XmxA5j QrzuqA9j 8 lI8E3M6LrL96hvSOMVjwc2HZvuGKqX9j3eOpcCueQDDFPr6gS7vyY5eX98QWEKoCAnfZGk- 
Pztt46t5qaqNi8R8F5DpNNsGisnWPCoED9MqOJscZTd7NpQvWLpsf5XoQF5XaVWxUp8] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAeRPJaVDi- 
Sb4PAU7yIGR7tGREcNi9VivDY2umDw8ySBWdqqc 1GdPV5 lwlE9J4ebfvqUspJUBx0SVmegFLvlCxJoCXNn2aDGFsacBshJaPA ] 

Lodestone Social Media [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~vBTEfK4rTSBE~gsTbe~d~iRfCIc~tTkI~‘2ZE5yDZxe9udaYSTqIJ9UvNwqdXTAjbip-LV~WCbA~9~x-TrGy~q~XnEjNEJqSNp~- 
mnH-sWwCBdyFTyHrHig ] 

Clickhere [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBE0gsTbeldOiRfCIc0tTkI~,2ZE5yDZxe9udaYSTqIJ9UvNwqdXTAjbip- 
LVoWCbA09ox-TrGyl q 1XnEjNE JqSNpo-mnH-s WwCB dyFTyHrHig ] 
to find your social media solution 

National Recruiting Conference for College Coaches and Planned for June 3-5 in Nashville 

NashvilleNCRC[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBrlBYYLM MMiECIByYhXUpMSQICxaT6SUiEs- 
FwlulUxCqw7KhOgyjaWlaeFOHpFFXR1Oy2Ta2bnldXXccUeTEYH-OP-bJV0 GDHL7xbJALng ]Final 
speaker and topic schedules are almost complete, as college coaches from around 
the country get ready for the 2011 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBLM8e9nPmqzmV-s640UVwJ29Kn 46t8fPuSoHQUbuh6JVow50NiZsCtPLCUkVtNwIedEdcNF24N- 
nFkvec CEUF3rTGc 862A0gRfLOqfhc 6ZULoFegKIYw] 
in Nashville, Tennessee this coming June 3-5. 

The line-up is set to feature several recruiting experts, college coaches, a former 
Dallas Cowboy turned successful businessman, a nationally renowned body language 
expert who can teach you to read your prospect, and Dan Tudor talking about the 
latest strategies coaches should know as they prepare for their next recruiting 
year. 

"Last year, our attendees gave us great ideas on how to make this next conference 
even better than before", says Dan Tudor, President of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
"As good as last year’s NCRC event was, I think this year is going to be even better." 

The early registration discount is still available for interested coaches, and this 
year features an incredible conference center setting and a block of special discounted 
hotel rooms for attendees... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSBLM8e9nPmqzmV- 
s640UVwJ29Kn 46t 8fPuSoHQUbuh6JVow50NiZsCtPLCUkVtNwIedEdcNF24N-nFkvecCEUF3rTGc 862A0gRfLOqfhc6ZULoFegKIYw] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e ~~~vBTEfK4rTSD978Se~rVgjQhiaNfWFw93ADPJes~byNhXiF~PhkUWwuBvw5p~MK-DiUkiQBPgc6WCZ2wYqn48za- 
MS JqZUMmnDu3 asr3 W9h61rnMxHZvOivIaXK6E -hl-bwuo4g30XmxA5j QrzuqA9j 8 lI8E3M6LrL96hvSOMVjwc2HZvuGKqX9j3eOpcCueQDDFPr6gS7vyY5eX98QWEKoCAnfZGk- 
Pztt46t5qaqNi8R8F5DpNNsGisnWPCoED9MqOJscZTd7NpQvWLpsf5XoQF5XaVWxUp8] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAeRPJaVDi- 
Sb4PAU7yIGR7tGREcNi9VivDY2umDw8ySBWdqqc 1GdPV5 lwlE9J4ebfvqUspJUBx0SVmegFLvlCxJoCXNn2aDGFsacBshJaPA ] 

Workbooks [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104915666266&s 56114&e 001vBTEfK4rTSAIGvjGGk62yD-V8oi7F36W2VnlzBsAAydepRcIikySUtPoS- 
1SsOt sbX5bka2bc2GFxlmmx 83nODWOquMrRzQ-A6U1H OIK-b TtOgaBnA ] 



Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward this email to other coaches! 
http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwff.jsp?llr=bwheqnbab&m=l 101038493377&ea=blanton@uncaa.unc.edu&a= 1104915666266 

This email was sent to blanton@uneaa.une.edu by dan@dantudor.eom. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:59 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Palmer 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:01 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:47 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Losing to Win: Discussion of Race and Intercollegiate Sports 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:56 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Summer School registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Summer School registration 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 
Please let me know as guys register. I have my list as they have told me but am only helping those who register 
properly. 
Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:11 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] FW: Much Ado About the N4A 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:53 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 3/22 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:11 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: CHEM 

FlLE.msg 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:13 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: [ackland-e-news] Arthur Dove, German Art, and Cleopatra 

FlLE.msg 



1 Lecture: "Arthur Dove’s 
Meteorology" 

Rachael DeLue 

Department of Art & Archaeology, Princeton University 

Thursday, March 24 

5:30 PM 

Hanes Art Center 

The American artist Arthur Dove (1880-1946)is well known for 

being one of the earliest abstract painters in America. Less 

known is his career-long preoccupation with the nature and 

properties of human expression and the sign systems used 

therein. In this talk, Professor Rachael DeLue of Princeton 

University discusses how Dove explored these matters in his art 

and developed a utopian vision of radical connection--a totalizing 

network of relationships among objects, phenomena, and 

beings--that took meteorology as its model. 

Free and open to the public. A reception at the Ackland Art 

Museum follows, with the Ackland’s galleries open until 8:00 PM. 

This talk is supported by the Frey Fund for American Art. 

( oming Soon: A Season of erman 
Art and Culture 

On Friday, April 8th, the Ackland opens two spectacular 

exhibitions of German art: Romantic Dreams I Rude 

Awakeninqs explores German prints and drawings informed by 

the tumultous century 1840-1940, while DE-NATURED presents 

a complex and compelling introduction to the art of post-war 

Germany. 

OPENING EVENTS 

Thursday, April 7 

5:00 PM I Exhibition Galleries Open to the Public 

5:30-7:30 PM I Panel Discussion 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

Makinq Sense in Eiqhteenth-Century 

Prints 

Art and the Natural World in Early 

Modern Europe 

Art and Reliqious Life in Early Modern 

Europe 

OPENING APRIL 8: 

DE-NATURED: German Art from 

Joseph Beuys to Martin Kippenberqer 

Romantic Dreams I Rude Awakeninqs: 

Northern European Prints and 

Drawinqs 1840-1940 

OPENING APRIL 15: 

New Currents in Contemporary Art: 

MFA 2011 

There is always somethinq new to 
see at the Ackland! 

UPCOMING EVENTS" 

March 31 

Think Thursday: 

"Literature and Architecture on the Silk 

Road" 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 



"Multiple Identities: New Thinking about Recent German Art" 

Seating is limited. RSVP 

7:00-9:00 PM I Public Reception 

Click here for details about April 7 Opening Events. 

Click here for a complete schedule of public programs. 

Art-Ventures for Kids 

Saturday, March 26 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Ackland Art-Ventures for Kids is a series of engaging 

Saturday morning classes in which 6-9 year olds explore art in 

the Museum’s galleries. They then put their newly-acquired 

ideas into practice by creating take-home treasures in an 

adjacent art studio. 

This week: "Fur or Feathers?" 

How do artists make birds and animals in their compositions look 

real? In this program, children will search for birds and animals 

in paintings on display and then create their own realistically 

textured drawings in the studio. 

Art-Ventures sessions are taught by National Board Certified Art 

Teacher Tamela Davis and other educators. 

Registration is required; call Caroline Culbert at 919-962-3342. 

$15 members I $25 non-members. Fee includes materials. 

Save by signing up now for 3 or more sessions: 

$12 membersI $23 non-members per session. 

Encounter Art Tour: 
"Cleopatra and the East" 

Sunday, March 27 

2:00 PM 

Get to know the Ackland Art Museum’s collections through 

conversational gallery tours led by university students. 

This Sunday, join Isabella Archer for a close look at one of the 



Ackland’s most famous paintings, Delacroix’s Cleopatra and the 

Peasant, and the theme of Orientalism in Western art. 

Free 

For more information on the Ackland visit www,acklan&orq. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Nuseum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www~acklan&o~oin for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor: acklandoeonews~unc~edu. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to baveo28887999o68410! &249aa ! 67959ea4206ad98789df692e6e@~listserv~unc~edu. 

Illustrations 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946. Tree Forms, 1932, oil on canvas, Ackland Fund. 

Richard Seewald, German, 1889-1976. Jericho, 1914, color woodcut, Burton Emmett Collection. 

Eugene Delacroix, French, 1798-1863. Cleopatra and the Peasant, 1838, oil on canvas, Ackland Fund. 

I X Ackland Art Museum l 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Work Thursday 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:35 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] FLAG Update - Pilot Groups, Second Module 

FlLE.msg 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:55 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:13 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: News & Updates from the Office of Human Resources 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:13 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

News & Updates from the Office of Human Resources 

TEXT.htm 

Below- and attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. Please share this with others in your area who may not have 
access to email. 

Joyce 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 
Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due (http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/CCM3 025548 ) 
Mar. 31: NCFlex reimbursement claims due ( http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/CCM3025771 ) 
Mar. 31: ULEAD applications due ( http://hr.unc.edu/training-development/specialized-programs/u-lead/index.htm ) (deadline extended) 
Apr. 15: Employee Forum’s peer recognition awaxd nominations due (http://fomm.unc.edu/) 
Apr. 15: UMA manager of the year award nominations due (http://uma.unc.edu/) 
Apr. 22: Spring holiday 
Information for Employees 
UMA Manager of the Year Award Nominations & Call for Members (Click here (http://uma.unc.edu/)) 
The University Managers Association (UMA) is now- accepting nominations for the 2011 Manager of the Year Award. Selection is based on University career 
accomplishments; both inside and outside normal job responsibilities or a specific accomplishment made within the past twelve months that has been of major 
significance. The specific accomplishment cited may be inside or outside of the nominee’s primary area of responsibility. Nominations will be accepted through 
Friday, Apr. 15. 

Employee Forum’s Peer Recognition Award Nomination (Contact Chris Meinecke ( mailto:meinecke@email.unc.edu )) 
The Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nomination forms axe due by 5 p.m. on Friday, Apr. 15. For further information please visit the Employee Forum’s 
website (http://fomm.unc.edu/) or email committee chair Chris Meinecke ( mailto:meinecke@email.unc.edu ). 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 518393bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

03.22.1 lInformation for Employees.pdf ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/127c042396f25a7a6ad932bab5a67763 )Mon, 20 Jun 2011 13:13:21 -0400242164bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:18 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Garnet Insider 3-22-11 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 3-22-11 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock FanFest Added to Spring Game 
Gamecock fans are encouraged to be a part of the first ever "Fan Fest" presented by the Gamecock 
Club, on Saturday, April 9, following the annual Garnet and Black game at Williams-Brice Stadium. 
Gamecock fans will enter the playing field through the player tunnel to the strains of "2001," 
participate in skills challenges, enjoy kids’ activities and listen to live music from the popular 
band "Tokyo Joe." Gamecock Fan Fest will begin approximately 30 minutes following the conclusion of 
the Garnet and Black Game and Coach Spurrier’s presentation of awards. Click here for more 
information. 

Baseball wins opening SEC series vs. Georgia 
Baseball won their opening SEC series vs. Georgia two games to one this past weekend. The Gamecocks 
host two midweek games this week before hitting the road to Gainesville for a weekend series at 
No. 1-ranked Florida. 

Football spring practice gets going 
Football opened spring practice last week and will continue this week with practices on Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday and a scrimmage on Saturday. All practices and scrimmages are free and open to 
the public. No autographs allowed and no photography allowed after the first 15 minutes. Click here 
for more information 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Gamecock FanFest Added to 
Spring Game 
Gamecock fans are encouraged to be a part of the first 
ever "Fan Fest" presented by the Gamecock Club, on 
Saturday, April 9, following the annual Garnet and Black 
game at Williams-Brice Stadium. Gamecock fans will enter 
the playing field through the player tunnel to the strains of 
"2001 ," participate in skills challenges, enjoy kids’ activities 
and listen to live music from the popular band "Tokyo Joe." 
Gamecock Fan Fest will begin approximately 30 minutes 
following the conclusion of the Garnet and Black Game 
and Coach Spurrier’s presentation of awards. Click here for 
more information. 

Baseball.& wins.& opening SEC 
series vs. Georgia 
Baseball won their opening SEC series vs. Georgia two 
games to one this past weekend (watch highlights from 
Game 3 in the top right of this newsletter). The Gamecocks 
host two midweek games this week before hitting the road 
to Gainesville for a weekend series at No.l-ranked Florida. 

Football spring practice gets 
going 
Football opened,& spring practice last week and will 
continue this week with practices on Tuesday, Thursday 
and Friday and a,& scrimmage on Saturday.A All practices 
and scrimmages are free and open to the public. No 
autographs allowed and no photography allowed after the 
first 15 minutes. Click here for more information 

Tues,&, Mar,&, 22 -,& BSB vs.,& College of Charleston,& - 
,& 7 PM,& 
TV: SportSouth 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Network,&- 107.5 FM,& 

Wed Mar,&, 23,& -,& MTN vs.,& Clemson -,& 2 PM 

Wed Mar,&, 23~, -,& BSB,& vs.,& Rhode Island,& - 7 PM 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Network,&- 107.5 FM,& 

Baseball:,& Coach Tanner Post=Game Comments 
Baseball: Matt Price Post-Game Comments 
Softball: CoachA Smith Weekly Press Conference 
Football: Marcus Lattimore Post=Practice Comments 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video I Enotos I RSS Feeds 

Baseball 
- R~a£ Tanner Show Debuts This Thursday: 
- South Carolina Baseball Hosts Colle~ of Charleston 

- South Carolina Baseball Notebook 
- Gamecock Baseball Earns Series VMn With 8°3 Victor~, 
Over Geor~ 
- Gamecock Baseball Bounces Back With 8~4 Win Over 
Woffo rd 
- Furman Knocks Off Carolina 4=2 At Fluor Field 
- ,~S#urs U:o B!o~q with Bdttan’~: Lane: The Stories Behind our 
Baseball and Softball WalkouASon~ 

Lane: Weekend Series 
Attendance at Baseball SecondoHig.hest Ever 

Softball 
- Gamecocks Take on Rival Coastal Carolina in Middle of 
Road Swinq 
- Coach Smith Weekly, Press Conference 
- Gamecocks Fall in Heartbreakin 
No. 23/24 Auburn 
- No. 1 Bulldoa& Power Past Gamecocks 5°0 in Game Two 

with Brittan’~: Lane: The Stories Behind our 
Baseball and Softball \Nalk~U[~ Son~s 

Women’s Basketball 
- Gamecocks Close Season With Loss to Charlotte in 
WN ITA 
- Gamecock Bench Commands WNIT Win Over ASU 
- Walker Earns Honorable Mention AIFSEC Nod frem AP 

Men’s Basketball 
- Gallowa inella Will Not Return To Men’s Basketball 



Thu Mar 24 - The Ray Tanner Show - 6:30 PM 
TV: SportSouth,& 

Thu Mar 24 - "Carolina Calls" (Football),& - 7 PM,& 
Wild Wing Cafe in the Vista 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~oorts Network - 107.5 FM,& 

Fri~, Mar,&, 25 -,& EQU vs.,& Georgia - 2 PM,& ,& ,& 

Sat Mar,&, 26,& -,& T&F,& Weems Baskin Invitational 
Events Start - 10AM 
Weems Baskin Invite Schedule 

Sat Mar,&, 26 -,& EQU (SC/GA Winner),& vs.,& Auburn - 
,& 10 AM,& 

Sun Mar 27 - ’¢~qN vs. Ole Miss - 1 PM 

Mon Mar 28 - "Inside the Roost" Radio Show 
Radio: Gamecock IMG ~orts Network- 107.5 FM,& ,& 

C~ick here for more information on this 
week’s home athletic events! 

Where to Find the Gamecocks on TM This Week 
This Week in Gamecock Countr£ Final Home Events for 

uestrian 
inks contract extension in CFL 

S~urs UB Daffy Round-U~ 3/21 Basebaf! w~ns SEC series 
~ Women’s Hoe~ps season ends with 18 W"s 
Weekend Series Attendance at Baseball Second-Hi~ 
Ever 
S~urs U£ Da~!~, Round-U~: 3/18 Baseba~! opens SEC 
Football S~rin~ practice continues 
New Coaches Settling. in at Carolina: John Butler 
(Football), Scott Swanson 

Single gameA tickets for 2011 Baseball and 
Softball are available now. Click here. 

Football season ticket invoices are now available 
online. Click here,& then log into your account for 
information.~ Paper applications have been,& sent in the 
mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
Football,& season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click here for information. 

Team 
- Coach Horn Press Conference 

Swimming & Diving 
- Coach Mood,t Press Conference 
- ~utqvist Fifth in 200 Breaststroke at NCAA Chamg~onshi£: 
- Rut¢vist Earns Aft-America Honor in 100 Breast 

Track & Field 
-Weems Baskin Invite Schedule 
- South Carolina Earns 12 Wins At Shamrock Invitational 

Equestrian 
- Gamecocks Ride Past New Mexico State on Senior Da~ 

Men’s Tennis 
- Mens Tennis Falls to No. 33 Mississi 
- Men’s Tennis Falters Ag~inst No. 56 VCUA 

Women’s Tennis 
- Seuth Carolina Downs Cofle~ of Charleston 7=0 
- South Carolina Comes Back to Overtake Vi~n~a 
Commonwealth 4o3A 

Named SEC Pla)fer of the Week 

Men’s Golf 
- Gamecocks Take Down ~lor at Match Pla~z 
Cham~onshhsA 
- Gamecock Golfers Dro~s Matches to UCLA, Georg~ 
A 
Volleyball 

- Swanson Gets First Look at Gamecocks at Duke Event 
with Brittam/Lane: New Coaches Settlino~ 

at Carolina: John Butler 

(Mo!~eyba~0 

Football 
- Gamecock Fan Fest Added to S~rin~ Game,& 
- Gamecocks Practice at W~lliamsoBrice Stadium Saturda~z 
- SEC Football Talk With ESPN.com’s Chris Low 
- Gamecocks Work Out Thursda’~’ 
- Annual South Carolina Football Coaching Clinic Set 
- Gamecocks 

extension in CFL 
- Alshon Jeffer,t Marcus Lattimore do cover shoot for Athlon 
S~orts 

General Athletics 
- From The Desk of Eric .~’man 

Workin~ Together to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Home~ 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets@.sc.ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
University of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To view a parking map of the area, see information 
on,& shuttle services and handicapped parking, 
here to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 

,& 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio_n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 



Question: Jenna has to complete a semester of student 
teaching at a high school located in Aiken, SC for her 
Education degree.,& Is the local high school allowed to 

assist Jenna with any expenses associated with her 
student teaching? 

Answer: According to NCAA bylaw 16.10.1.5, Jenna may 
accept actual and necessary travel expenses from a high 
school where she is student teaching (even if teaching or 
coaching a sport) if the high school is located in a city other 
than the one in which the collegiate institution is located.,& 
In order for Jenna to accept such expenses: 
¯ ,& Receipt of the expenses must be permitted by the 
established guidelines of the institution for other student 
teacher trainees; 
¯ ,& The assigned coaching responsibilities must be part of 
the supervised, evaluated teacher-training program in 
which the student-athlete is enrolled; and 
¯ ,& The high school must provide such expenses for all of 
its student teacher trainees. 

South Carolina Athletics Department 

801 Lincoln St. Co umbia~ SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:05 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Monitors Needed Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:45 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Monitors Needed Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:46 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Returned mail: see transcript for details 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 9:17 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Hi 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 9:30 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Carolina Women’s Basketball Sweet Sixteen Send-Off 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

wbbmarketing <wbbmarketing@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 9:30 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Carolina Women’s Basketball Sweet Sixteen Send-Off 

TEXT.htm 

The Carolina Women’s Basketball team will depart for the regional semifinals of the 2011 NCAA Tournament 
in Spokane, Wash., on Thursday, March 24, from Carmichael Arena at 4:45 p.m. Fans are encouraged to come 
out at 4:30 p.m. and cheer on the team as they head to Spokane to take on the Stanford Cardinal in the Sweet 
Sixteen. Parking is available at the metered spaces along South Road and in the Rams Head parking deck. 
Please stay tuned to TarHeelBlue.com for additional send-off times and details as the team advances in the 
tournament. 
Go Heels ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 9:59 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Monitors Needed Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:06 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: FW: progress report of a student 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:24 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:30 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] Stanford’s Coach VanDerveer Preaches the Joy of Victory - NYTimes.com 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:28 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Stanford’ s Coach VanDerveer Preaches the Joy of Victory - NYTimes.com 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/23/sports/ncaabasketball/23 coach.html? 
pagewanted= 1 &nl=today sheadlines& emc=tha27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:34 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Monitors Needed Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:42 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:49 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 11:05 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: FW: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 1:37 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Tutoring on Wednesday, March 23 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 1:44 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: FW: CHEM 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 2:56 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 3/23 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 3:04 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: IMPORTANT: TIM System Downtime TONIGHT 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 3:04 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

IMPORTANT: TIM System Downtime TONIGHT 

TEXT.htm 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS FOR SPA EMPLOYEES: 

Subj ect: TIM Scheduled Downtime 

TIM will be taken down for routine maintenance at 9:00 pm tonight, Wednesday, March 23,2011. During the 
downtime window, users will not be able to log in. We expect the system to be online again by 11:00 pm. 

* Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to login during the downtime period. Times in or out for work 
during the downtime should be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator for manual entry. 

* Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system during the downtime period. Times 
in or out for work during the downtime should be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator for manual 
entry. 

* SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt Employees will not be 
able to log into the TIM system during the downtime period. They will be able to enter data in TIM when the 
system is back online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 3:28 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: FW: CHEM 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 3:38 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: FW: CHEM 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 5:21 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Freshman Orientation 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 5:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Freshman Orientation 

TEXT.htm; Freshman Orientation.msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 6:00 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Three items 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 9:19 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: TIM Problems Tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 9:56 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Log Out Time Wed. 23rd 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:00 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Work Hours 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:27 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: TIM Clockout Time 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:27 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Clock-In/Clock-Out 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:53 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Weekend Rental Cars from $9.99/day 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Priceline PriceBreakers" <pricebreakers@emails.priceline.com> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekend Rental Cars from $9.99/day 

TEXT.htm 

Priceline PricebreakersRental Car Deals for Weekend Getaways 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348fld0e05bccalb6407c04666c06 le6430625ed9bdfc4572cd41 la9ad0bc4f0665c982c8a3e470926c 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348cdbddleffd0f282bb7e7a3df317659b52e0c802a18753f93703d3fea6762177 lffda05666cc5 f96d 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73484ceffb63baf4e0e5cd6f019020a09323d4ee7adcb994b32f4bbc32e9b8fa14dee8b6003917ca94d2 

http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73482d7d272cc941 lb6d274f7f302ea3d839efca6960cc 1397469a28cce0593b60a05695b6b9e758cf36 
flights] 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348fb81 acfa8b823 fd6 lb ladb 1 aafcc64da3df055366e 127340c6bab3632ad66e4cb34eefd997f758c2 

hotels I 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73488eb2b64092f53641 f9df30e47833c3d7de0057 la8f88ec359fd5 ld48bfa07ac578081 f44d0556eb5 

rental cars l 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348b2b8a7406355112eaa259f7d6da49f7220586737d78b9139904164c358888b82ef893b5a09ee7a4d 
packages I 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734809955d2 lb0ccea79199 lf80419f32ee323c594d80b96a0a3c4fb3806519b4ee0a144925cf840c3f4 

cruises I 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73487a0e3dff5cf2cd7a4cc 12bcc2db4293753455d 16ef9dc5d0985e0886aal fa5448f3d3089047ddd4f 

activities I 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348a2178ed4a5219d2eeb92156d8fSb5d 1 fe499b201 f90afeaf20f6de6686d 10a03788f4e5c95e4e36f 
pricebreakers ] 
http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348al fb90e660376fb02c09d854a7766897fa4deea20be2d7f459ale354af5143a81 fb83ad6345b lf47 
travel guides I 

http://click.emails. 9riceline.com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73481 c56a927d8448c4ed69d73fba5e2c66f419f9c9099da1695fb6c8c55b2d84d2d539823499f4cd0e6 

groups 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73481300da538c7b71clf0a200ad3c83daf753de4933fb88a9166 ld990a626a88bbb66cc2d50ac5b7d8f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73481 cc8d90053128af59da77c4fe41 laedb6664b lb36b6e54e26d3 f537d4147050dd35 fabba4ae34f03 
Rental cars from $15/day in tropical destinations! 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73481 cc8d90053128af59da77c4fe41 laedb6664b lb36b6e54e26d3 f537d4147050dd35 fabba4ae34f03 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73481 cc8d90053128af59da77c4fe41 laedb6664b lb36b6e54e26d3 f537d4147050dd35 fabba4ae34f03 
5 days left 

Rental cars from $15 per day - sunny getaways. 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73481 cc8d90053128af59da77c4fe41 laedb6664b lb36b6e54e26d3 f537d4147050dd35 fabba4ae34f03 

More about this deal 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73481 cc8d90053128af59da77c4fe41 laedb6664b lb36b6e54e26d3f537d4147050dd35 fabba4ae34f03 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734882f04f9a57a68e7bf414bd0d288b77e0747a24a27b 102480ab9ed8b3c214fee9bfafe7895d143858 
Enterprise Weekend Rentals from $9.99/day! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734882f04f9a57a68e7bf414bd0d288b77e0747a24a27b 102480ab9ed8b3c214fee9bfafe7895d143858 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734882f04f9a57a68e7bf414bd0d288b77e0747a24a27b 102480ab9ed8b3c214fee9bfafe7895d143858 
14 days left 

Weeekend rental car deals from $9.99 per day. 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734882f04f9a57a68e7bf414bd0d288b77e0747a24a27b 102480ab9ed8b3c214fee9bfafe7895d143858 

More about this deal 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734882f04f9a57a68e7bf414bd0d288b77e0747a24a27b 102480ab9ed8b3c214fee9bfafe7895d 143858 

More Last Minute Deals We Like 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348a618 ldbf0bb5e05516e5 f3600a88920172bc275b3d70c775d8abfcf306725ac093cc47f7d0269edd 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348a618 ldbf0bb5e05516e5 f3600a88920172bc275b3d70c775d8abfcf306725ac093cc47f7d0269edd 
5 night Tahiti Vacation Value from $1,459 incl. Air + Hotel! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 



qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348a618 ldbf0bb5e05516e5 f3600a88920172bc275b3d70c775d8abfcf306725ac093cc47f7d0269edd 
13 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348a618 ldbf0bb5e05516e5 f3600a88920172bc275b3d70c775d8abfcf306725ac093cc47f7d0269edd 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73480426b7dcd 111937895 fe44bff6ba06692c34de74b0d6329d0bd5ad4b4137b4714el30ec433accc45 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73480426b7dcd 111937895 fe44bff6ba06692c34de74b0d6329d0bd5ad4b4137b4714el30ec433accc45 
Oceanfront Hotel in Myrtle Beach from $59/night! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73480426b7dcd 111937895 fe44bff6ba06692c34de74b0d6329d0bd5ad4b4137b4714el30ec433accc45 
13 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73480426b7dcd 111937895 fe44bff6ba06692c34de74b0d6329d0bd5ad4b4137b4714el30ec433accc45 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73482f76fc707e987b7dada309ed9756521007eda6619beae5bb lc4f9387324cbb92fbb90flc4ec7f48e 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73482f76fc707e987b7dada309ed9756521007eda6619beae5bb lc4f9387324cbb92fbb90flc4ec7f48e 

Up to 50% Off Last Minute Flights! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73482f76fc707e987b7dada309ed9756521007eda6619beae5bb lc4f9387324cbb92fbb90flc4ec7f48e 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73482f76fc707e987b7dada309ed9756521007eda6619beae5bb lc4f9387324cbb92fbb90flc4ec7f48e 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 



qs=34~dcd3a98c7348aeff46~6~c~e4~3f~e2c864ee4a69635e~c954c7~b~79c7~7c55ba38b4~b8~6~745b46e594dc764 

h~p:~click.emails.pficeline.com/? 
qs=34~dcd3a98c7348aeff46~6~c~e4~3f~e2c864ee4a69635e~c954c7~b~79c7~7c55ba38b4~b8~6~745b46e594dc764 

Round Trip Flights-Lessthan$150 + No Booking Fees! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348aeff46fe60c 1 e413f0e2c864ee4a69635e lc954c70b079c717c55ba38b40b8160745b46e594dc764 
7 days left 

h~p:~click.emails.pficeline.com/? 
qs=34~dcd3a98c7348aeff46~6~cle4l3f~e2c864ee4a69635elc954c7~b~79c7l7c55ba38b4~b8l6~745b46e594dc764 

h~p:~click.emails.pficeline.com/? 
qs=34~dcd3a98c7348~76ed98398da3a6b76a3f87~aedb~fdc33ceebae3ad4~d6be3ecd~88l8299d9d536383b28cb7873 

h~p:~click.emails.pficeline.com/? 
qs=34~dcd3a98c7348l76ed98398da3a6b76a3f87~aedbl~fdc33ceebae3ad4~d6be3ecd~88l8299d9d536383b28cb7873 

Up to 30% off Starwood Hotels & Resorts! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348176ed98398da3a6b76a3f870aedb 10fdc33ceebae3ad40d6be3ecd08818299d9d536383b28cb7873 
12 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348176ed98398da3a6b76a3f870aedb 10fdc33ceebae3ad40d6be3ecd08818299d9d536383b28cb7873 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486d8097b7b833 ld3d39f648d4757ea27a3387f79869777 ld4d8b585a4960f1787aeab80cfca7ca775 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486d8097b7b833 ld3d39f648d4757ea27a3387f79869777 ld4d8b585a4960f1787aeab80cfca7ca775 

Hotel Freebies - 20,000+ FREE Breakfast Deals! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486d8097b7b833 ld3d39f648d4757ea27a3387f79869777 ld4d8b585a4960f1787aeab80cfca7ca775 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486d8097b7b833 ld3d39f648d4757ea27a3387f79869777 ld4d8b585a4960f1787aeab80cfca7ca775 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c734828eee5c933586b05 laf0169bee747ebd5608d074a6d2d3bcb039604e247eaal d36fdfb0d75 f66136 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c734828eee5c933586b05 laf0169bee747ebd5608d074a6d2d3bcb039604e247eaal d36fdfb0d75 f66136 

Score up to $500 off our Most Popular Vacation Package Getaways! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c734828eee5c933586b05 laf0169bee747ebd5608d074a6d2d3bcb039604e247eaal d36fdfb0d75 f66136 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c734828eee5c933586b05 laf0169bee747ebd5608d074a6d2d3bcb039604e247eaal d36fdfb0d75 f66136 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734843ac5b76ac9279d9bfSae3d39e919772ef565b57915badf6005fd3386c67fdb0794762953a6aa7be 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734843ac5b76ac9279d9bfSae3d39e919772ef565b57915badf6005fd3386c67fdb0794762953a6aa7be 

4 Night Caribbean Vacation Packages from $148/night per person! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734843ac5b76ac9279d9bfSae3d39e919772ef565b57915badf6005fd3386c67fdb0794762953a6aa7be 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734843ac5b76ac9279d9bfSae3d39e919772ef565b57915badf6005fd3386c67fdb0794762953a6aa7be 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485d6eb23d8c7e02a647c913e0694c5af0e9be987f7554bfd949b79f048ef2a50637d6015b9eae47ce 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485d6eb23d8c7e02a647c913e0694c5af0e9be987f7554bfd949b79f048ef2a50637d6015b9eae47ce 

Balcony & Suite Sale: from $8 l/Night + Air Savings & More! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 



qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485d6eb23d8c7eO2a647c913eO694c5afOe9be987f7554bfd949b79fO48ef2a50637d6015b9eae47ce 
3 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485d6eb23d8c7e02a647c913e0694c5af0e9be987f7554bfd949b79f048ef2a50637d6015b9eae47ce 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485bb976fab6d59dda297fe52f563861 f4f991 eff58c0fc977cd5cf5e2ff2c7aa8e0 laeacdfS0f69ec 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485bb976fab6d59dda297fe52f563861 f4f991 eff58c0fc977cd5cf5e2ff2c7aa8e0 laeacdfS0f69ec 

Carnival Cruises from $42/Night, FREE Spending & More! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485bb976fab6d59dda297fe52f563861 f4f991 eff58c0fc977cd5cf5e2ff2c7aa8e0 laeacdfS0f69ec 
3 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485bb976fab6d59dda297fe52f563861 f4f991 eff58c0fc977cd5cf5e2ff2c7aa8e0 laeacdfS0f69ec 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73484 lb0ed3c9602f224ac560f1408502f151 la4ab3c2e5e9f0fd7f4d8986027e3d73c74f9edlfaflf89 
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Hotel Freebies - 200+ FREE Nights Deals! 
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Hotel Freebies - Save 15% or More! 
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Up to 71% Off SPRING BREAK Week + Weekend Hotels! 
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4-Star Las Vegas Hotels from $87/night! 
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Receive a Free Upgrade on Your Budget Rental Car! 
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Escape to Aruba - Flight + Hotel Packages start at just $188/night! 
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Major Cities Week + Weekend Hotel Stays - Up to 54% Off! 
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Hotel Freebies - Extra Coupons, Vouchers & Perks! 
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Hotel Freebies - Resort Credits up to $200 in perks! 
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Final Call: 2-for-1 Cruise Blowout Deals from $42/night + Extras! 
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Sail from $169 on Norwegian, FREE Balcony Upgrade & More 
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BIG College Basketball Tournament 2 & 3 Night Vacation Packages from $137/night per person! 
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50% Off a 4-Star Chicago Hotel this March! 
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Score up to 23% off a London Hotel this Spring! 
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3-Star Reno Resort & Casino Just $57/night this Week! 
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3-Night Vacation Packages to Key West from $204/night when you fly American Airlines! 
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Retreat to Palm Springs with our Vacation Packages from $149/night! 
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Flight + Hotel Packages to Myrtle Beach from $93/night per person! 
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Flight + Hotel Packages to European Locales starting at $225/night! 
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Round-Trip Flight + Full Size Rental Car from $255!* 
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2-Days Free ! Walt Disney World&reg; Magic Your Way&reg; Tickets! 
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Save over 25% off an E1 Yunque Rainforest Hiking Trip from San Juan! 
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$249+/wk: 7-Night Last Minute Vacations on Sale! 
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$999 Barcelona Luxury Vacvation with 5-star Hotel & Airfare 
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qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348a4324fe 1760a6a4a34fb7 le749c8d86b4c160667ddf4e2f080197f35da9155354b957a5eac0d4 lca 

Fly to Korea from $1029’ on Korean Air* 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348a4324fe 1760a6a4a34fb7 le749c8d86b4c160667ddf4e2f080197f35da9155354b957a5eac0d4 lca 
8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348a4324fe 1760a6a4a34fb7 le749c8d86b4c160667ddf4e2f080197f35da9155354b957a5eac0d4 lca 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73487e3763d882c028ade08682b244fa130a3bf87dbaa1644 la206cab4eb6eaf3392aldd7d93e0eb3316 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73487e3763d882c028ade08682b244fa130a3bf87dbaa1644 la206cab4eb6eaf3392aldd7d93e0eb3316 

3.5 + 4 star New York City Hotels - Up to 51% Off! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73487e3763d882c028ade08682b244fa130a3bf87dbaa1644 la206cab4eb6eaf3392aldd7d93e0eb3316 
4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73487e3763d882c028ade08682b244fa130a3bf87dbaa1644 la206cab4eb6eaf3392aldd7d93e0eb3316 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348475cbe965c7e2b9c25264820aO9e lc673c94al 7efd2c96cbfO24d5a944f51 cb9ca73568f6a401 fce 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348475cbe965c7e2b9c25264820a09e lc673c94al 7efd2c96cbf024d5a944f5 lcb9ca73568f6a40 lfce 

Big Deals in Small Places! Save up to 48% off Hotels this Weekend! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348475cbe965c7e2b9c25264820a09e lc673c94al 7efd2c96cbf024d5a944f5 lcb9ca73568f6a40 lfce 
4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348475cbe965c7e2b9c25264820a09e lc673c94al 7efd2c96cbf024d5a944f5 lcb9ca73568f6a40 lfce 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348bb616f4300fSe91861 ff55 f0fc267be2de05707a88b2660970066344032d4c726187f97al fa77 ld8 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348bb616f4300fSe91861 ff55 f0fc267be2de05707a88b2660970066344032d4c726187f97al fa77 ld8 

Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with Avis! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348bb616f4300fSe91861 ff55 f0fc267be2de05707a88b2660970066344032d4c726187f97al fa77 ld8 
14 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348bb616f4300fSe91861 ff55 f0fc267be2de05707a88b2660970066344032d4c726187f97al fa77 ld8 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348b47d203867bb373955b2c764c6e8e94bf289110ebf217a8al 5bfe7188a5bc98dd11226953cfa08f2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348b47d203867bb373955b2c764c6e8e94bf289110ebf217a8al 5bfe7188a5bc98dd11226953cfa08f2 

Fly to India from $966* on Air India! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348b47d203867bb373955b2c764c6e8e94bf289110ebf217a8al 5bfe7188a5bc98dd11226953cfa08f2 
8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348b47d203867bb373955b2c764c6e8e94bf289110ebf217a8al 5bfe7188a5bc98dd11226953cfa08f2 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348ae06ff6e5e352bb27bd8a4c7b 15e47d3b670b90f02284fedf0aeef61 d30e23be2eadd5b82253aca5 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348ae06ff6e5e352bb27bd8a4c7b 15e47d3b670b90f02284fedf0aeef61 d30e23be2eadd5b82253aca5 

Fly from Los Angeles to Sao Paulo from $1,239’ on Korean Air! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348ae06ff6e5e352bb27bd8a4c7b 15e47d3b670b90f02284fedf0aeef6 ld30e23be2eadd5b82253aca5 
8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348ae06ff6e5e352bb27bd8a4c7b 15e47d3b670b90f02284fedf0aeef6 ld30e23be2eadd5b82253aca5 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e4flcce6ef5c443559aaaf68ee5~dcc977b33~c33a42fb9d~545c5a248399ff454~c62e648~~8df2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e4flcce6ef5c443559aaaf68ee5~dcc977b33~c33a42fb9d~545c5a248399ff454~c62e648~~8df2 

Virgin Australia sale from $978 round trip! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e4flcce6ef5c443559aaaf68ee5~dcc977b33~c33a42fb9d~545c5a248399ff454~c62e648~~8df2 
14 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e4flcce6ef5c443559aaaf68ee5~dcc977b33~c33a42fb9d~545c5a248399ff454~c62e648~~8df2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486ad282b9e0f4be lec lb 113d4a463c0afe53898cabbc24aa88 ld12b7a983775340cffe9e0549b04c5 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486ad282b9e0f4be lec lb 113d4a463c0afe53898cabbc24aa88 ld12b7a983775340cffe9e0549b04c5 

Cruise Celebrity from $279, FREE Pre-paid Gratuities & More! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486ad282b9e0f4be lec lb 113d4a463c0afe53898cabbc24aa881 d 12b7a983775340cffe9e0549b04c5 



4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486ad282b9e0f4be lec lb 113d4a463c0afe53898cabbc24aa88 ld12b7a983775340cffe9e0549b04c5 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348d9c437c984180d03d93198204737270da324d744de4af899f12 lee54e58d08489dle5413acdc2c98 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348d9c437c984180d03d93198204737270da324d744de4af899f12 lee54e58d08489dle5413acdc2c98 

Royal Caribbean Cruise Steals from $169: Air Savings & More! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348d9c437c984180d03d93198204737270da324d744de4af899f12 lee54e58d08489dle5413acdc2c98 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348d9c437c984180d03d93198204737270da324d744de4af899f12 lee54e58d08489dle5413acdc2c98 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486f520092fe2e5a85ed9 lfb76838ac491606dae3e7f970e90a3b964d86b61256fcld793038fbb58e4 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486f520092fe2e5a85ed9 lfb76838ac491606dae3e7f970e90a3b964d86b61256fcld793038fbb58e4 

40% off a Las Vegas Strip Nighttime Luxury Limousine Bus Tour! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486f520092fe2e5a85ed9 lfb76838ac491606dae3e7f970e90a3b964d86b61256fcld793038fbb58e4 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486f520092fe2e5a85ed9 lfb76838ac491606dae3e7f970e90a3b964d86b61256fcld793038fbb58e4 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348379f5bb7a7cal9a5d5963630a5a98eaf922814eadbd09ec 1 lc7e4e3848aae29de9fc4dc lfbc6b66b 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348379f5bb7a7cal9a5d5963630a5a98eaf922814eadbd09ec 1 lc7e4e3848aae29de9fc4dc lfbc6b66b 



Save 25% Off BeatleShow! at Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino & other great shows around the country! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348379f5bb7a7cal9a5d5963630a5a98eaf922814eadbd09ec 1 lc7e4e3848aae29de9fc4dc lfbc6b66b 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348379f5bb7a7cal9a5d5963630a5a98eaf922814eadbd09ec 1 lc7e4e3848aae29de9fc4dc lfbc6b66b 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e5b619dc445e670777930fb0df3e3343649dlcbf786abdc24db030d7b02afb4bad2200c23fe4 lc07 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e5b619dc445e670777930fb0df3e3343649dlcbf786abdc24db030d7b02afb4bad2200c23fe4 lc07 

Free Admission to Universal Studios&reg; Hollywood with Purchase of a 3, 5, or 7 Day Go Los Angeles&trade; Card! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e5b619dc445e670777930fb0df3e3343649dlcbf786abdc24db030d7b02afb4bad2200c23fe4 lc07 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e5b619dc445e670777930fb0df3e3343649dlcbf786abdc24db030d7b02afb4bad2200c23fe4 lc07 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73480acce02c9a2acf0d 17f4d64b7b5eff2ea63fl 6cb9ca5334e4b4dbb0563 f5e37a184b4e0 lf72ce9d6 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73480acce02c9a2acf0d 17f4d64b7b5eff2ea63fl 6cb9ca5334e4b4dbb0563 f5e37a184b4e0 lf72ce9d6 

New York City Hop-on Hop-off Tour with Ellis Island Ferry and Top of the Rock or Empire State Building! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73480acce02c9a2acf0d 17f4d64b7b5eff2ea63fl 6cb9ca5334e4b4dbb0563 f5e37a184b4e0 lf72ce9d6 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73480acce02c9a2acf0d 17f4d64b7b5eff2ea63fl 6cb9ca5334e4b4dbb0563 f5e37a184b4e0 lf72ce9d6 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734872a765383103a44628efa2e5d693653442ea70ab4ca773e32d625b 12 lc057fab54c610845c5c3bf2 
flights 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348c857ac8c lb3883a401 aa62d2d840a8ad6bdOe9e lfa24153cecfbd ld7713932567d3d8ddf50ccc291 
hotels 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734820a8aaldded 19ec95aOO4eOf168b8ba9fSb2f42ac3bbc5baa80742aaa9c4a3dfeea8ca7bd796bfl 0 

cars 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348ac4e358db 19a4bfObe7a683c5eed912e87b39289e32605e77c20f354f9aO3b9d41 c878459edO43d8 
vacations 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348f715674dcbacb33cd6ecd3120 lbbce6cf5 f303151495dO2bef9de9f8304a5c715ac3036834f8114d 

cruises 

pick-up location 

pick-up date 

pick-up time 

8:00 am 
12:05 am 
1:00 am 
2:00 am 
3:00 am 
4:00 am 
5:00 am 
6:00 am 
7:00 am 
8:00 am 
9:00 am 
10:00 am 
11:00 am 
12:00 pm 
1:00 pm 
2:00 pm 
3:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
5:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
8:00 pm 
9:00 pm 
10:00 pm 
11:00 pm 

drop-off date 

drop -off time 

8:00 am 
12:05 am 
1:00 am 
2:00 am 



3:00 am 
4:00 am 
5:00 am 
6:00 am 
7:00 am 
8:00 am 
9:00 am 
10:00 am 
11:00 am 
12:00 pm 
1:00 pm 
2:00 pm 
3:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
5:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
8:00 pm 
9:00 pm 
10:00 pm 
11:00 pm 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734862d6b44397905c8949f9d37d964a414fc28804b3967776f211 fa463e74a8adde83bc5dc5ff6c25cf 
search button not working? 

Car deals 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73481 cc8d90053128af59da77c4fe411 aedb6664b lb36b6e54e26d3f537d4147050dd35 fabba4ae34f03 
Rental cars from $15/day in tropical destinations! 5 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734882f04f9a57a68e7bf414bd0d288b77e0747a24a27b 102480ab9ed8b3c214fee9bfafe7895d 143858 
Enterprise Weekend Rentals from $9.99/day! 14 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734899ccfd55e9c242e417899d47ba0f84c37dbd82e72802f49d61268deb0aec188942fda34al2516245 
Receive a Free Upgrade on Your Budget Rental Car! 14 days left 





http//click.emails priceline.com/? 

qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348bb6 ! 6f4300f8e91861 ff55 f0fc267be2de05707a88b2660970066344032d4c726187f97al fa77 ld8 
Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with Avis! 14 days left 



Hotel deals 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348176ed98398da3a6b76a3f870aedb 10fdc33ceebae3ad40d6be3ecd08818299d9d536383b28cb7873 
Up to 30% off Starwood Hotels & Resorts! 12 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486d8097b7b8331 d3d39f648d4757ea27a3387f79869777 ld4d8b585a4960f1787aeab80cfca7ca775 
Hotel Freebies - 20,000+ FREE Breakfast Deals! 7 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73484 lb0ed3c9602f224ac560f1408502f151 la4ab3c2e5e9f0fd7f4d8986027e3d73c74f9edl faflf89 
Hotel Freebies - 200+ FREE Nights Deals! 6 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e5f7b5772dc86c27901704b0afc9d5f6a451 f54058e32fb207179ed21228e624e4ade08c 1338fbac 
Hotel Freebies - Save 15% or More! 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485cc3c 17fle7e 16fd6246020ea35e363eece34bdedffbef74ce69adl ld044bbbad73e7277263607f5 
Up to 71% Off SPRING BREAK Week + Weekend Hotels! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348e3b2303aee838aee6c 111544b54bd92de7d264efae569521843e77989e92548784f28489d7455026 
4-Star Las Vegas Hotels from $87/night! 4 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348983dd9a52d7bb 14a1086c5ce8560a44bdea5ddc97e7340f202993687f7b9f04678136d40fe9ee504 
Major Cities Week + Weekend Hotel Stays - Up to 54% Off! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485327a85b9 la45ddae63217fbaf87c3865aeb362da4254bc9d9678c2b94d06691508dec844566 le90 
Hotel Freebies - Extra Coupons, Vouchers & Perks! 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73488e 136d6995e 85 fe4a66037684877fa41 bb8acde2cddb0765977e6d3 f29ceec0af74e7b3c01848 lb2 
Hotel Freebies - Resort Credits up to $200 in perks! 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348849fe9d9988e047e65a44925b0956940cfbb717caaec08952ad913908e0fSa83202b04ac48 la0b3b 
50% Off a 4-Star Chicago Hotel this March! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e517deale2706b73636eba3c6458f7ed74c 1165037a8b4727afdd7263baeeeb6213595f42297eade 
Score up to 23% offa London Hotel this Spring! 4 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .corn/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348d9d4b63df421 a250cd9a448ae994e8fa2331343 lbc250600264c34a12062548d592a9dc3c 15fc29d 
3-Star Reno Resort & Casino Just $57/night this Week! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73487e3763d882c028ade08682b244fa130a3bf87dbaa1644 la206cab4eb6eaf3392aldd7d93e0eb3316 
3.5 + 4 star New York City Hotels - Up to 51% Off! 4 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348475cbe965c7e2b9c25264820a09e lc673c94al 7efd2c96cbf024d5a944f51 cb9ca73568f6a401 fce 
Big Deals in Small Places! Save up to 48% off Hotels this Weekend! 4 days left 

Flight deals 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73482f76fc707e987b7dada309ed9756521007eda6619beae5bb lc4f9387324cbb92fbb90fl c4ec7f48e 
Up to 50% Off Last Minute Flights! 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348aeff46fe60c 1 e413 f0e2c864ee4a69635e lc954c70b079c717c55ba38b40b 8160745b46e594dc764 

Round Trip Flights - Less than $150 + No Booking Fees! 7 days left 





http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348687c70b8c4cad4a3437f7fbaab2eb 1 lalf45fdl2586d5fa6ae0fe732 lc62c7de59f0699efdda2511 
Round-Trip Flight + Full Size Rental Car from $255!* 7 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .corn/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348b47d203867bb373955b2c764c6e8e94bf289110ebf217a8al 5bfe7188a5bc98dd11226953cfa08f2 
Fly to India from $966* on Air India! 8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348ae06ff6e5e352bb27bd8a4c7b 15e47d3b670b90f02284fedf0aeef61 d30e23be2eadd5b82253aca5 
Fly from Los Angeles to Sao Paulo from $1,239’ on Korean Air! 8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e4f~cce6ef5c443559aaaf68ee5~dcc977b33~c33a42fb9d~545c5a248399ff454~c62e648~~8df2 
Virgin Australia sale from $978 round trip! 14 days left 

Vacation deals 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c734828eee5c933586b05 laf0169bee747ebd5608d074a6d2d3bcb039604e247eaal d36fdfb0d75 f66136 
Score up to $500 off our Most Popular Vacation Package Getaways! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734843ac5b76ac9279d9bfSae3d39e919772ef565b57915badf6005fd3386c67fdb0794762953a6aa7be 
4 Night Caribbean Vacation Packages from $148/night per person! 5 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348 lcd799786d31118632bd54873dl2bc 13ba75a8e6dc4925db42635 lf22e57f5 ld752a645dfa5edfSe 
Escape to Aruba - Flight + Hotel Packages start at just $188/night! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c7348fe022810a53a0188276ff2b29770f75b06133 ldbe6416b3cd0d512c8990afc520c06b45817a5d546 
BIG College Basketball Tournament 2 & 3 Night Vacation Packages from $137/night per person! 2 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c73488bdf2 lb 198cf3e49118ea655d9546a5d527afe7d6 lca5 f0509ccc8bc0cfd2a01043e503682187e4c 
3-Night Vacation Packages to Key West from $204/night when you fly American Airlines! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3 a98c734808d21766fdaa6518a6f6c26e lcd7786308caecef7bd491 eb2313 lec2d7 lbda9c79be8699c0b7f0cf 
Retreat to Palm Springs with our Vacation Packages from $149/night! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734896baeb 1 lfl96d4c5c49f51386f7ac 177fSe 1494fa555206964caa29a6d58c4712549e4261074b5f3 
Flight + Hotel Packages to Myrtle Beach from $93/night per person! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73480040576a74d38463032 lc7affce5 lffbe2d090c395573584028ea128e08a9075d0acf088154f3919 
Flight + Hotel Packages to European Locales starting at $225/night! 5 days left 





Cruise deals 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485d6eb23d8c7e02a647c913e0694c5af0e9be987f7554bfd949b79f048ef2a50637d6015b9eae47ce 
Balcony & Suite Sale: from $81/Night + Air Savings & More! 3 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485bb976fab6d59dda297fe52f563861 f4f991 eff58c0fc977cd5cf5e2ff2c7aa8e0 laeacdfS0f69ec 
Carnival Cruises from $42/Night, FREE Spending & More! 3 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486e7d5a9f90743dd43e977712affe837da72891 al f4ebef139ca8e334a01705fec890e2053645142b 
Final Call: 2-for-1 Cruise Blowout Deals from $42/night + Extras! 8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734837140668429bfff8bb9fgaca8479db292d54330d23f525a8de63f926995af6ea941 f7c7bf74429ee 
Sail from $169 on Norwegian, FREE Balcony Upgrade & More 5 days left 





http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486ad282b9e0f4be lec lb 113d4a463c0afe53898cabbc24aa881 d 12b7a983775340cffe9e0549b04c5 
Cruise Celebrity from $279, FREE Pre-paid Gratuities & More! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348d9c437c984180d03d93198204737270da324d744de4af899f12 lee54e58d08489dle5413acdc2c98 
Royal Caribbean Cruise Steals from $169: Air Savings & More! 5 days left 



Activity deals 





http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348eeff04c4b659584d4a24e3eb6c7297dafeb435fced09834175393cca38634932dbabaefc82f88fc 1 
2-Days Free! Walt Disney World&reg; Magic Your Way&reg; Tickets! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c734832ff0fa38fe07938588fe9739266e25 fc7e74e42e40b80d703bf636cf3550ca3ec89e97413a3fea2 
Save over 25% off an E1 Yunque Rainforest Hiking Trip from San Juan! 5 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73486f520092fe2e5a85ed91 fb76838ac491606dae3e7f970e90a3b964d86b61256fc ld793038fbb58e4 
40% off a Las Vegas Strip Nighttime Luxury Limousine Bus Tour! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348379f5bb7a7cal9a5d5963630a5a98eaf922814eadbd09ec 1 lc7e4e3848aae29de9fc4dc lfbc6b66b 
Save 25% Off BeatleShow! at Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino & other great shows around the country! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c7348e5b619dc445e670777930fb0df3e3343649dlcbf786abdc24db030d7b02afb4bad2200c23fe4 lc07 
Free Admission to Universal Studios&reg; Hollywood with Purchase of a 3, 5, or 7 Day Go Los Angeles&trade; Card! 5 
days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=34f3dcd3a98c73480acce02c9a2acf0d 17f4d64b7b5eff2ea63fl 6cb9ca5334e4b4dbb0563 f5e37a184b4e0 lf72ce9d6 

New York City Hop-on Hop-off Tour with Ellis Island Ferry and Top of the Rock or Empire State Building! 5 days left 



Questions? Please do not reply to this email; responses are not monitored and will not go to a customer service 
representative. If you have questions about these promotions or a previous Priceline request, please visit our 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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qs=34f3dcd3a98c73485fb7 ldc92d7c4bb0ea2eadbeb87fdb49fa933606b4e8cbe lce386ala82124422 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 10:57 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: TIM Problems Tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 23,2011 11:29 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: TIM Problems Tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:59 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer School registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Summer School registration 

TEXT.htm 

thanks, let me know as guys sign up. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/23/2011 3:53 PM >>> 
Hi Mike, 
Attached are the schedules as of this afternoon. Not sure how much more to expect. 

Good luck tonight! 
B 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:56 AM 
To: blanton@unc.edu 
Subject: Summer School registration 

Brent, 
Please let me know as guys register. I have my list as they have told me but am only helping those who register 
properly. 
Thanks 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:27 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] Baylor Guard Sees a Title as She Regains Her Vision - NYTimes.com 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:25 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Poflier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] Baylor Guard Sees a Title as She Regains Her Vision - NYTimes.com 

http ://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/24/sports/ncaabasketball/24baylor.html?ref=sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:47 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Weekly Career Bulletin: The Little Secret to A Winning Resume 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:47 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: The Little Secret to A Winning Resume 

TEXT.htm 



To ensure prompt delivery, add newsletter@i obsi ournal.com to your safe senders list in your address book. 
If you are not able to view this email, click here. 
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Recommended Career 
Resources 

~ EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

Monster 

Do and Give More Than 
Expected of You 

By Harrison Barnes 

When I was 18 years old I 
spent three months 
working as a garbage man 
in Detroit. It was one of 
the more interesting 
experiences of my life. I 
had taken the j ob out of 
necessity because I had the 
good fortune of being cut 
off from any spending 
money by my parents. 
Facing my first year of 
college in a few months, I 
wanted to make sure that I 
had money for my books 
and other expenses. 

When I started the work I 
threw myself into it with a 

Workffxg in a Team 
Environment 

Do you consider yourself a 
team player? Do you work 
alone often and very rarely 
seek help or give advice to 
others? Many people 
prefer working alone and 
thus they never gain any 
additional knowledge from 
the experience of others. 
When you work in a team 
environment you have the 
opportunity to learn and 
help others. Therefore you 
will accomplish more. 

You do not necessarily 
have to work as a "team" 
in the sense that there are 
five basketball players on 
the court or 11 football 

The Little Secret to A 
Winning Resume: Avoid 
the Big Secrets! 

Well, that’s kind of funny 
as a title for a career 
article. And you are right, 
for the article that follows 
may seem funnier to most 
people who never landed 
an interview themselves 
but became self-professed 
career coaches! 

These are the people who 
made the Big Secrets 
popular. But they never 
preach about the little 
secrets without which the 
Big Secrets actually work 
against you. 

Let’s consider a well 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

Hound 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 



great deal of enthusiasm. I 
had not other choice, so I 
told myself I would make 
the most of it. If I did a 
good j ob collecting 
garbage there were all 
sorts of promotions I could 
receive. For example, I 
could be put in charge of 
mowing city grass on an 
automatic mower. 

+ read more 

players on each side of the 
ball on the field. When 
you are applying the 
"team" concept, you can 
work with as little as one 
other person. No matter 
how many people you 
work with, 100 or 1, the 
point is that you 
collaborate with them as 
often as possible when 
needed. 

+ read more 

known principle of 
clinching an interview. 

Big Secret of getting a 
job is a stellar resume, 
the little secret is a 
tailored resume. 

A resume is the first 
requirement of any j ob 
application... 

+ read more 

boards. 

~ Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

Preferred Resumes 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac2 Cor~tact Us 

*© 2011 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Ur~subscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:55 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: W COS 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:13 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Delays on @unc.edu mail 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:18 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Meeting with recruit 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:56 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 11 : 18 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: rotor adjustment 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:38 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 3/24 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:13 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: few questions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:14 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: TIMS 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:33 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Pre-NAB Webcast: Managing Digital Content Throughout its Lifecycle 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere" <updates@createasphere. com> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Pre-NAB Webcast: Managing Digital Content Throughout its Lifecycle 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 6:47 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: graduation status issue 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               6:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: graduation status issue 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ graduation status issue.msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:47 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: TIM Issues from Last Night 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 25, 2011 12:14 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 25, 2011 12:14 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: this monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 25,2011 4:02 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Weekly Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 25,2011 10:01 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: Baseball VIP Pre-Game Tour & Batting Practice Experiences - Bid Now! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Auctions" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Friday, March 25,2011 10:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball VIP Pre-Game Tour & Batting Practice Experiences - Bid Now! 

TEXT.htm 



To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our 
CBSSports.com College Network- 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, 4:19 PM 
blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: P90X Videos 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:50 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Updates from your contacts, week of 3/26/2011 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Plaxo" <plaxo@mx.plaxo.com> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updates from your contacts, week of 3/26/2011 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 Stream updates. <a href="http://www.plaxo.com/events? 
src=PulseWeeklyDigestV2&et=20&el=en_us&requiredUser=64426956833&loginEmail=blanton% 
40uncaa.unc.edu&forceSignin=l">Visit Pulse</a> to see all your updates! 



~ PIaxo Weekly Update fo~~ March 26, 2011 

Notifications 

~ You have connection requests from Junior Spivey and Mark 

O’Bden, View requests >> 

There is I person you haven’t connected with Connect with 

them now >> 

You may know these people: AJ Grube, Allison Margaret 

Bigelow Robbins, Amy Herman. See all 81 people you may 

know~ 

Address Book Updates Keep building your address book Import more contacts 

Work Phone Updated I day ago 

850o644oi 830 

These updates have automatically been added to your Plaxo address book, Backup or restore your valuable contacts with PBxo Platinum 
Sync. 

Stream Highlights See 2 stream events 

Joe Garcia updated Work on his profile 

Updated Assoc. Dir. of Ticket Oper.- 
companySystems, FSU Athletic Ticket 

Office (2010-Present) 

New    FSU Athletic Ticket Office (1994- 
company2010) 

Get the most out of your membership with P~axo P~atinum Syn¢. 
Sync your contacts with Outlook and Gmail (Google Contacts), send unlimited Premium eCards, and backup and restore your address 
book. Learn more. 

Control which emails you receive from Piaxo. http://www plaxo.com/settings/email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, March 27, 2011 2:31 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: (no subject) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, March 27, 2011 6:55 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Fw: recent pics 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, March 27, 2011 6:24 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Sessions rescheduled this week 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 7:54 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 9:15 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Fall Registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:57 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: cancellation for tutor on Monday 3/28 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 7:59 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

March 28, 2011 

Final 4 - Sale 

(Save $5 on e-book) 

Belween now and the final NCAA Division I basketball game on April 4th, save $5 

offthe price of the e-book. Regularly $24.95, now only $19.95. [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e ~~~uA5CCz~WctXd7V24uuv6BtG7XKgbt3TL7p~W2RS~5G87h~~ky9ZwrpQj~cwWYT~GInNQMDDHRpUIBwjvCbrCbkMy~P3- 
BjWz-FOnoKMww2dsgIJIyFWBp8pQDe4JrAcREQpspOHyN7 XM7UQgN-g ] 

"Your book and your jobs blog are great! I used the book to prepare for a job that 
was listed on your blog and got it!! Now we are doing well and employed, thanks 
for all you do Dr. G." 

-Sara Jones 

Rec Sports 

University of Washington 

$29.95 [https://www.paypal.com!cgi-bin!webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$19.95 [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 00~uA5CCz~WctXd7V24uuv6BtG7XKgbt3TL7p~W2RS~5G87h~0ky9ZvvrpQj~cwwYT~GInNQMDDHRpUIBwjvCbrCbkMy~P3- 
Bj Wz-FOnoKMww2dsgI JIyFWBp 8pQDe4 JrAcREQpspOHyN7 XM7UQgN-g ] 

- E-book 

(Regularly $24.95) 

Library Adoption 

Forward this e-newsletter to your librarian and suggest that they adopt this book 

so that your students have an opportunity to learn the latest techniques in sports 
career development. To receive a library order form Click Here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctU31 Oej228LuTdNHfYddWKWpbLZ qLzhhPQ2pMLWdQ8K5cLvknT55Rc39XvnQnNV3MwhuRRvlUHlmp9bfpt~ 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
Interviewing Image [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWObnPQh94u3jkJ7a5okZTpirDfJ9xKT3TRmNq6sAWB2005N97t0UlzIizXZjeON6 SMWedkR3PyebjzpfOjtw- 
UnPvvvGP1MCXZMmI JtI3IC47gwMtU1 WsXgU5Vc 1 qECjHLLwrPHXwXGFuUyMpF-VVcZKNAQ 1 c7GStWHy-ArLhYY1R 1UH8 z7 SdILFbUuPnX431 OByvmYGO8552HQdRFPC] 

$9.95 [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWObnPQh94u3jkJ7a5okZTpirDfJ9xKT3TRmNq6sAWB2005N97t0UlzIizXZjeON6 SMWedkR3PyebjzpfOjtw- 
UnPvvvGP1MCXZMmI JtI3IC47gwMtU1 WsXgU5Vc 1 qECjHLLwrPHXwXGFuUyMpF-VVcZKNAQ 1 c7GStWHy-ArLhYY1R 1UH8 z7 SdILFbUuPnX431 OByvmYGO8552HQdRFPC] 

(Instant Download) 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email dsp?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctUbQq3K2DeDOIC8EkltNsf2c24SZssJJWoZ3k0- 
hzSiXAGBIYunRNrxZkBK5IH5M7gGSWoRLmFfCN-OsHINrd85bdxoW IplmyJr5CYK8vBNPslips8heI] 
Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctXooFvHFZ8VCg7vGOMrNkGlhbRJLam- 
VxYaFLBw3 ejyfl EMmM4ugqbbMVQlpI1P Sj HMQDiQc aX 5EODc 70Eak7-CnWziPr4R7QF-rrau-WU5MikC S Gm 1 pGZ 1 hNOECcxYYMk2gdlxKqVhHOATbe 90XzIYvV] 
Sports Management DegreePrograms [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctXXMj0CooiB1QUxoiOojXZFkU7183 a- 
wSokaSRO1XINaqzPSnXQoPaZ4wUs9 1 w-crCt]MutiHAspcYU~KwfC~ACkUgfXZimxLAb-B8zUPS5SfzBNwUtcQh2YvDwkMDEh3exGcFFX~e6W60z0icX39Dk5RDdrQ ] 
Career Development Resources [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWK33aLPGYrnqsgm09K- 
a4NFPSFCV3kwmqqFXNQ9JGhcS9eTtNLUg3q0Ph8GQWRZ-NJ5xEN gpIqYOUmLICMHmiZbmugGZy4awnMC 8 Q3V 8 AM5rsyoUwGmE SIbtCx- 
lctyyz8GA3XXkXe4XSHP0v ilp6KBUyCnZotlKzmzHvVMRw ] 
Forward to a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.com!sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a l104967178253&ea blanton%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 00~uA5CCz~WctWwj9UX9Ur~0EhrYEf2U0DeDVFjRGjmMj~9ZexpSEGaIxpcWtG~L~C~6a4sp~WHApQJiiXn8yshvP2~Ea7xEC~ 



-T4ANsgilolnreuNXgu9CG4YGT-2Ho Lrq9tlLxFZ1Pj9Z-VGLvvj3rImylRDwzDPrpCSJbTfRPflV43iLmCknhQoOC-Ttpw ] 

Feature Article 

Building a World-Class TeamAlthough his record is unparalleled, Duke’s Coach Krzyzewski 
says successful leadership involves more than wins. 
By Don Yaeger 
Success Magazine 

Most coaches would consider leading a team to an Olympic gold medal a capper for 
a pretty good year. The same goes for winning an NCAA national championship. Or 
a FIBA world championship. Mike Krzyzewski, head coach of the Duke Blue Devils 
and Team USA, led teams to each of these honors.., within about 24 months. 

Arguably the best active coach in basketball, Coach K, as he is affectionately 
known, has maintained a reputation for fair play, clean programs and outstanding 

leadership. Not only has he achieved tremendous success at the collegiate level, 
winning a mind-blowing 880 games, but he has also mastered the art of coaching 
professional players for international competition-no small feat given the wide 
variety of personalities and playing styles that each "collection of individuals" 
presents. 

To hear Coach K describe it, there is no secret to his successful leadership, only 

the... (More) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctU6cLV986-p- 
Q1ZQCpQODxt0iwpJfmasOLxWEk 2QTIUf a3SP8PgibYi4nc2tCATwmW~S3i8~2FxQ~cLves3~Rdy8rdTTTZWUFvGiVGDAzQVcxwAs7RMmHa~qtG8fCN59tQJuzp~RyzC477z3JMR 
-sxYIEXTDGB S6g 10kacaGgWUdgFi C8ik0HYvttjhjCpxGSDezwBdkg8dDgbEPNoAvttHtc2BITek211XJPH1J7JQQeEavoPuViTTdZbeScONKBh0a0oNdFA4eo- 1SwFISRwYkWq- 
qkKnsaXt0 6T8GNmEvFiWII6ySDA ] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, March 28st, include positions as a high school athletic 
~firector, a sports management faculty member, a director of recreation, a graduate 
assistant, fitness coordinator, ticket sales, and much more. To view these positions 
and more, click on the individual links below or go to our website at www.sportscareersinstitute.com 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?ll~wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctUbQq3K2DeDOIC8EkltNsf2c24SZssJJWoZ3k0- 
hzSiXAGBIYunRNrxZkBK5IH5M7gGSWoRLmFfCN-OsHINrd85bdxoW IphnyJr5CYK8vBNPslips8heI]. 

Head Athletic Trainer for Recreation - Central Washington University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWCzA VmpkDzRvWHNV8reb7yrEWntD1Now5FdNVFnRtzLSHtqOnB CPKisIL2wlXWdPTfQf8vBo3suR8gFPMri 
- RwksuEBWb 42rqGtIKgqApTjkfklOuWIGVAbncbqesJQZG0xwsaHypbC6a4Tsu4h0bS9b3E1WttmOw 3ifXbLq?L60pIOLp24 aEsqbvPwhF14aJAaXA ] 

Athletic Director - Francis W. Parker School (Chicago) [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e ~uA5CCz~WctVdi4qhhsUtH~A4Lj8Hgz49g~reg6RkVrt8IuZ5i7cUL48aWhwVVQ8~QmYzVYYEcr3TNSNncGnBRUFun~v4iP9Ir3 

Marketing Assistant (2 positions) - Louisiana State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr~vjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctURR6smI7h6k- 
PIKPZPwD6WZ7nVk3tiwDPdL-2wSMEqfA5NenbqWVTjw916DqBLwB9rDk63gK8PPBNThok38Q5ZOYNd Kk98rUTychvVHaW9tmWWYabh9t4upEstsv0RjLQIgWceF Hg ] 

Fitness Center Coordinator - Quinnlpiac University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWbm8pYLtj- 
Q3vjtvlu5Kss6vpqtJTq0SJbMW 2qLmC- eEXokr2QtZP3KN3svwxHQY2m dxNfAR~vUupF0iQS5YAs7~vf57~iILxXwaH-SFa37eqdqhiHiAHSZN~kqZs3Ta4AYD~BVs7nlfupJ5M- 

Athletic Turf Specialist - Bryant University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctXx8RiZg0b2c5ghr5iYCMPV2x4AE4nSIUuxx2MrdwIeIqLAhij4wwa2CmWMLxW0zBm sh6dqH5CAAlys8VehOlk 
--QkK4L-Q~gkb26m5Yx4ZpNy~KYMge8y8~ec~jp8eS~XI9Hv26imU4Q9b~uSzueuZzYxivEdtSstiy~4siYBcQQq~MY] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - University of Akron [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWy5kT- 
Vr7JkNCrPsDsba89B5flfiH04qVVsCOsGUMOGH9GroPiHY8wlLMQ1 o3FhjlvbKIRUHvi6LNndYx2qP61FOOFVGfA0zoQFI5vIbBsLYonlNJNRwQppQD6JOiLgc8GMlc2j zvg ] 

After School Sports Coordinator - Stanford University [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctVo4ommlo3GSrK0hXK4OZBQlbcPjkgYS 6Z01ndQMKPplRwG8N1YJ2p8pnTCNUfHP1UAdIE3p5QdcckwZMgya 
-Ygk6eGi GIvN2KmB83n8C-zwHuBOCtmuMCX-bYQkffQigKYBmIDNaUihcsUbm6nSRzr-Ufe7mJfGWgGEhKRJQ ] 

Athletic Director - Shenandoah Community School (Des Moines, IA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 00~uA5CCz~WctVT4~j~MP7gmd~6NqN0ewatE~vq86E~USW6dBZVAUrvMvuHqPdw~4i64gkG5gVgMpT~N~SyREhLBdKM~sf6rg~ 
-JhM05R8D6jhThA6pe4MHR7VcD7qLWA7TjqED6mK9h3ha5aYpxkj dQv5eG5TkrsQRMGegNY9TrVhUEBbmSk-4A ] 

Director of Public Relations - National Hot Rod Association [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctVM-4s543Uxq- 
okdlNzpv7mTDZvbWQg-NUIFRnLmwG2087mhiXeWx9ml myejKnWyHppm5SvIeoZ3STxWvIrXrVGAciTR3Czla6riiHNoP J6RpNGI23wEbeHOS6CxCIc9gBpN3S60sw ] 

Department Chair, Sports Management - SUNY Cortland [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr~-jn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctVluViRpDvZ- 
noImGwrWAEAuF1PgScKDQAMS JW~DvCBpcNtZe~gQ9htmYVwU-2NaQi8sbimgdg8Yg2csaKgBEWg9f~K~ASf8W0iWnjgg~WiWTJ8q~em~ht 0G4kubvr4IPccp6NhWaD2j - 
E6v2GWX4WILx022z7fwLG9m5vTAfh6kBFCUaHBpcvenw9kxwJI lk3n0H03buxF0moITSabZ40xYQJIbvAGoNmla51Jmg3Bls21K-SSu-22WB4EqFOzFigJybASN1 crormkLgRo3] 

Head Coach for Cross Country and Outdoor Track - California State University, East 
Bay [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctUzRL3FvrMX3GhWxxdlybM0ug0rdycEVSGJInYAfXLK5CPk0T61YPoS KX3zRbVj4PJcNMmt2yuyCSZIFfYzLP 
-YBzpHeo6G6-Ddcrvd8L7B dicmyIIPw7R YdBo2G-rQiIJ0-nL9Q ] 

Interns for Operations/Communications, Monogram Club - University of Notre Dame 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?ll~wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctWANZgjENmq3IKteJA8AYE-FSVXwKG3wlT4bfZe5Vncr2LU- 
HRPKaxo8bZwrbUTDMeXRNv10uEbSbsYNMC4YZ2EpOkKGv9fQv8RzV51t5IJ743VKgH n iJo807AXCw4QV4RsiaIB0gtsPI6qwOXLgV0ob5oeUI ] 

Life Skills Coordinator - Iowa State University [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 00~uA5CCz~WctXWQIaEvFhUKYBqPb65sVwCngt]~x8~WcfX6xeakqa7BcXxdbmkqs-y7pM5IF8UIHXdc~dNUpLI- 
ub 5 zFhZ WknlZ 4gcmZwj Ea7kfA65tFB Twgsg JU-YGf6pohmrvM-z9hsl zLiCX4XtA ] 



Director of Athletics - McDaniel College [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctU0syFiKI1KYsj3zRolOvPee - 
KA1SaliZuwguC807OBlwjiiyB02bpHjQkFKkAcvlDXe85RgqdWT72WdajmkPU4bVIAV6YmJFyHKi6e0EBHrnuuIr4GrCE 1 oC ljtIAjMa6Jxw-sCMItabq30-H-BE] 

Graduate Assistants in Recreation - Ohio State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 00~uA5CCz~WctUieD3zkPZh0RA~J8aGVgZPwFt~tnRdJMqVCJRbW~KTW7BAqEw~imK9n~h5Rt6rw05z~KEPywBHIwAjp8dv 

Director of Academic Support Services - University of Central Florida [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctXF3BdyyDyStzixOgSe2chp7Ou2ryuOCRrAIfxn89xElmJ4xBKO2PVzS- 
22UkDnDYH6BYno5q9z8Euh7AAnNwpj450KD7-6FTu3HL-DiNAzPAw8R1RiKCo2Ni5NIzmw 5Wkfc4f9AoMDA ] 

Ticket Sales/Operations Internship - Arizona Rattlers (AFL) [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctUa8YELqMYKLe86swNBqrrpUPx6VCGHuWEMU2a- 
HJc5DqKq4SMycu0vTM5DUls 3Qisrzy9yyBEbx~aNGY96iWH2asivqj4U7FsxT4wuuiP~UtYIFCpZKAjxCK9xS~v~JQzXm~9bVw8dKcUTJGwEggEzAH74KU-8g ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Muskingum University [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctVHOKSUa- 
2nAENmQBzMowpUmXs 8ZhYsPZz4Vsl6Kp lgXbt60u13MUqe0Twi8et5aiKZ00224FHardqAV 1U7tpIJ1 ok2644suVv6H4CH834xXZEXEwo8JeoRY6VEXRelYL 1 qPeX8 SJLFjg ] 

Equipment Manager - US Merchant Marine Academy [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctUe 37rwlp KF2QGG2w5bJNKU7kj26XN229SrivW4ySBEyv17o- 
LGFDizyIdGwNVw4v3HQgM8MBtBnheOx7GB 5c STC-R6svjMqwg0hJSx2JGc939BTXZrM3k 1 aAdhrD87mXhu5ZxtQ3w ] 

Coordinator oflntramurals and Special Events - Portland State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 00~uA5CCz~WctU9JI~FiXcm~Z46VeHzR~Iy8K725EL36Ad~ItYSAPhrA~PEBtasYFJqwCTu~WQzgPz3L9Yppy AvLJyelYpcdKePal 
-RDB 50w9HJxOHAG91ZYc AWCTnf71QFijgiYA4dxxz] 

Benefits Coordinator- Cleveland Cavaliers (NBA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr~ccjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctVluViRpDvZ- 
noImGwrWAEAuF1PgScKDQAMS JW~DvCBpcNtZe~gQ9htmYVwU-2NaQi8sbimgdg8Yg2csaKgBEWg9f~K~ASf8W0iWnjgg~WiWTJ8q~em~ht 0G4kubvr4IPccp6NhWaD2j - 
E6v2GWX4WILx022z7fwEG9m5vTAfh6kBFCUaHBpcvenw9kxwJI lk3n0H03buxF0moITSabZ40xYQJIbvAGoNmla51Jmg3Bls21K-SSu-22WB4EqFOzFigJybASN1 crormkLgRo3] 

Ticket Sales - Denver Broncos [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctU-GKbszAesqwPRVEGPhXOGYVMLUy- 
uXiRAgMVyfCTYIEx~P4gwVPZvmjv7GkhS~MCH~7xhGfNXf~ixn~r~0bzuiXv3m6J-ZHEfJ0s3ZBezfK4PU HTxlQDbYdS5PevHEjJEm5JPZyl3wDPn5R2vBoMRzRvYC8Eno ] 

Aquatics Director- University of San Francisco [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104967178253&s 4132&e 001uA5CCzOWctX-jsqzFNeS2QE-INhwYOBr4omFY3jG- 
a84VuJhdB2PFn0LhszflLZj Q3YZID3R6~gPaAEDR~39dNsK~UD3W-sa6itqf-6ZIUmkbHAgRhD~nhMFRUbHHCUzZJt-kLzXQa3dNI9f-dmVhn0k~gn-bRar] 

Quote 

Coming together is a beginning. 

Keeping together is progress. 

Working together is success. 

- Henry Ford 
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(Save S5 on e-book) 

~arch 28~ 2011 

Feature Article 

Building a World-Class 
Team 

IN COLLEGE SPORTS 

Between now and the final 
NCAA Division I basketball 
game on April 4th, save $5 
off the price of the e-book. 
Regularly $24.95, now only 
$19.95. 

"Your book and your jobs 
b[og are great! I used the 
book to prepare for a job 
that was listed on your b[og 
and got it!! Now we are 
doing we[[ and employed, 
thanks for all you do Dr. G." 

-Sara Jones 
Rec Sports 
University of Washington 

$29.95 - Print Copy 

$19.95 - E-book 
(Regularly $24.95) 

Although his record is unparalleled, Duke’s Coach 
Krzyzewski says successful leadership involves 
more than wins. 

By Don Yaeger 
Success Magazine 

Most coaches would consider leading a team to an 
O~ympic gold medal a capper for a pretty good year. 
The same goes for winning an NCAA nadona~ 
championshipo Or a FIBA world championshipo ~4ike 
Krzyzewski, head coach of the Duke Blue Devils and 
Team USA, led teams to each of these honors°°. 
within about 24 months° 

Arguably the best active coach in basketball, Coach 
K, as he is affectionately known, has maintained a 
reputation for fair play, dean programs and 
outstanding [eadershipo Not only has he achieved 
tremendous success at the collegiate level, winning 
a mindoMowing 880 games, but he has also mastered 
the art of coaching professional players for 
international competitionono sma[~ feat given the 
wide variety of personalities and p~aying styles that 
each "collection of individuaB" presents° 

To hear Coach K describe it, there is no secret to his 
successfu~ ~eadership, only the... (More) 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, March 28st, include 
positions as a high school athletic director, a sports 
management faculty member, a director of 



Library Adoption 

Forward this e-newsletter to 
your librarian and suggest 
that they adopt this book so 
that your students have an 
opportunity to learn the 
latest techniques in sports 
career development. To 
receive a library order form 
Click Here. 

recreation, a graduate assistant, fitness 

coordinator, ticket sales, and much more. To view 
these positions and more, dick on the individual 
[inks below or go to our website at 
www. sportsca reersinstitute, com. 

Head Athletic Trainer for Recreation - Central 
Washington University 

Athletic Director - Francis W. Parker School (Chicago) 

8 Steps to Interviewing 
Success 

Marketing Assistant (2 positions) - Louisiana State 
University 

Fitness Center Coordinator - Quinnipiac University 

Athletic Turf Specialist - Bryant University 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - University of Akron 

After School Sports Coordinator - Stanford University 

Athletic Director - Shenandoah Community School (Des 
Moines, IA) 

Director of Public Relations - National Hot Rod 
Association 

$9.95 
(Instant Download) 

Quick Links... 

Our Website 

Job Listings 

Sports Management 
De~ree Programs 

Career Development 
Resources 

Forward to a F rJend 

Department Chair, Sports Management - SUNY Cortland 

Head Coach for Cross Country and Outdoor Track - 
California State University, East Bay 

Interns for Operations/Communications, Monogram Club 
- University of Notre Dame 

Life Skills Coordinator - Iowa State University 

Director of Athletics - McDaniel College 

Graduate Assistants in Recreation - Ohio State University 

Director of Academic Support Services - University of 
Central Florida 

Ticket Sales/Operations Internship - Arizona Rattlers 
(AFL) 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Muskingum University 

Equipment Manager - US Merchant Marine Academy 

Coordinator of Intramurals and Special Events - Portland 



State University 

Benefits Coordinator - Ctevetand Cavatiers (NBA) 

Ticket Sates - Denver Broncos 

Aquatics Director - University of San Francisco 

Quote 

Coming together is a beginning. 
Keeping together is progress. 
Working together is success. 

- Henry Ford 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by howard@sportscareersinstitute.com 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sports Leadership Publishing Company I P.O. Box 792 I Meridian I ID I 83680 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 8:42 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: cancellation for rotor on Monday 3/28 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 9:00 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 9:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

TEXT.htm; EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete.msg 

Can we pull this from the DB? 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"B onita L. Marks, Ph.D." <marks@email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:17 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

Mime.822 1 

Hi Spencer 
It’s time for my dept. to begin the "Scholar Athlete Award" selection 
process. I am requesting a list of all current senior athletes majoring 
in Exercise Science graduating this May 2011 as well as those who 
graduated this past December 2010. If you have their current GPA, that 
would be helpful as only those with GPAs at/above 3.6 are eligible for 
this award. 
> Thanks so much for your assistance. 
Best Regards, 
Bonnie 

Bonita L. Marks, Ph.D., FACSM, ACSM-CES 
Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 
Graduate Coordinator, Exercise Physiology Specialization 
Director, Exercise Science Teaching Lab 
311 Woollen Gym, CB 8605 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 USA 
Telephone: 919-962-2260 
Fax: 919-962-0489 
http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/faculty_staff/faculty_marks.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 9:31 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: NCAA Division I International Student-Athlete Survey 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 9:39 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: my schedule this week 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:1l AM 

Kern Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: my schedule this week 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Kent. My email shows as being forwarded to the exchange server but it hasn’t shown up all weekend. Any idea as to what may be 

happening? It wasn’t in my spam filter. 

>>> Kent Pelmington 3/28/2011 9:38 AM >>> 
I will be out of the office on Wednesday, March 30th. If you need assistance, please contact Christina Suits at 843-5296 or 

csuits@uncaa.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:13 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: my schedule this week 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:20 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: my schedule this week 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:23 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Tutor 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:30 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



Athletes’ Concussions Could Pose Legal Problems for Colleges 
March 27, 2011,2:09 pm 

By Libby Sander 

Cambridge, Mass.--As medical researchers learn more each year about the devastating long-term effects of sports- 

related brain injuries, thorny questions have emerged about who could be held liable for the damage in years to 

come. 

So far, it’s a debate that has played out in the professional-sports arena, mainly in the NFL. But those same 

questions could eventually dog the NCAA and collegiate athletic programs, legal experts said Friday during a 

symposium on sports law at Harvard Law School. 

Athletes who compete for NCAA programs do so in a gray area, legally speaking, said Chris Nowinski, president of 

the Sports Legacy Institute. Mr. Nowinski is also co-director of the Center for the Study of Traumatic 

Encephalopathy at Boston University School of Medicine, where researchers have been studying the brains of 

deceased professional and college athletes for signs of the degenerative brain disease, chronic traumatic 

encephalopathy, or CTE, that is caused by repetitive hits to the head. 

The crux for college athletes, he said, is whether they’re being told upfront about the long-term risks associated with 

competing in football, basketball, soccer, ice hockey, or any other sport in which concussions are common. With new 

medical-research findings every year about the diagnosis and treatment of concussions, let alone their lasting effects, 

it’s hard to gauge how much information is being passed along to college players about the lifelong consequences of 

head injuries before they suit up, he said. 

This question of "informed consent" lies at the heart of the legal debate over who should (or could) take the blame 

for the long-term fallout of repetitive hits to the head, Mr. Nowinski and others said. And it’s a particularly tricky 

one for colleges. 

Professional athletes, of course, are adults. High-school and youth athletes, on the other end, are minors and under 

the care of a parent or guardian. But when it comes to college athletes, the distinction isn’t so clear-cut: Most are 

over 18, but they are also under the care and oversight of the college athletic programs for which they compete. 

Dave Bergeron, a former linebacker at Stanford who played in the NFL for the Philadelphia Eagles and the Carolina 

Panthers, said he had no illusions about what he was getting into when he began playing for the Cardinal. 

"You know, going into any sort of college athletic program, that there’s inherent risk physically. I knew I could blow 

out my knee any day. I knew I could break my arm, or break a rib. I knew I could be paralyzed," he said during the 

panel discussion. "Everyone’s upfront and clear about that." 

The NCAA, for its part, has strengthened its policies on concussion in recent years. As I reported last fall, the 

association now advises colleges not to let athletes with the head injury return to play until cleared by a physician, 

and requires every athletics department to have a written protocol for handling concussions. The association has 

also instructed athletics departments to distribute educational materials to athletes and coaches on the dangers of 



concussions. And it requires programs to have athletes sign statements accepting responsibility for reporting 

symptoms of the injury to medical staff members at their institutions. 

But Mr. Nowinski said Friday that he was "extremely disappointed" in the NCAA’s response to the concussion issue. 

"They’ve been completely absent from this conversation," he said. 

Still, the liability question looms--for the lawyers, anyway. Boston University researchers have found CTE in the 

brain of a college football player who died last year. So how will the NCAA and college athletic programs fare in 

coming years if medical research reveals that former college athletes, not just the pros, are also suffering from the 

degenerative brain disease linked to their college playing days? What would the legal claims be, and how would 

judges and juries respond? 

Matt Henshon, a Boston lawyer and a former Princeton basketball player, predicted major legal challenges for the 

NFL--and for NCAA programs. "How many former NFL players have problems?" he said. "Multiply it by the 

[number of] people who play at lower levels, and it’s going to be a much bigger problem than the NFL can pay for or, 

frankly, the NCAA can pay for." 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 

Adult and Higher Education 

University of Oklahoma 

334 Cate Center Room 308 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

office: (405) 325-1522 

cell: (405) 249-5835 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:39 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 

Fwd: CTOPS list 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSexample.xlsx 

Hi, 

Could you please send me a list of all your incoming student-athletes who will be attending CTOPS this 
summer? 

We will need the students’ first and last names, Sports and PIDs. If you could send them to me in the excel 
format I am attaching, that would be great! 

I know that you won’t have all the names fight now, but please send me as complete a list as you can as soon as 
possible. As soon as we send the complete list to CTOPS, we can start getting reports of which sessions are 
students are signed up for. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:51 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Career Prep program tonight -- please forward to your teams ... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Career Prep program tonight -- please forward to your teams ... 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Academics friends, 
Could you all please forward the below info to your teams? (They should already have gotten it from their 
coaches and as an ACS email to all of them, but I figure one more reminder couldn’t hurt!) 
Thanks! 
--Dana 

Career Prep Program: Career Advice for Student-Athletes, from Student-Athletes 

March 28, 7-8 p.m. (That’s tonight!) 
Smith Center Memorabilia Room 
(Door faces Koury Natatorium, just off Bowles Drive) 

-- Come hear from a panel of former UNC student-athletes now working in a wide range of fields 
-- Also get info on resumes, cover letters and career preparation assistance offered by University Career 
Services 

Dress is casual -- come as you are! 

Questions: 
Dana Gelin 
dgelin@unc.edu 
(919)455-8289 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 11:02 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Emailing: rameses 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 11:16 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:26 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: Note for advising of CS majors/minors... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: Note for advising of CS majors/minors... 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Note for advising of CS majors_minors .... msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 11:49 AM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Schedule 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:49 AM 

Adrian Beros <beros-adrian@aramark.com>; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Holden Thorp <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Patti Thorp <patti@unc.edu> 

Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 12:04 PM 

bsblanto@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Test 

FlLE.msg 



icles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 12:31 PM 

bsblanto@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: HIST 127 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 12:51 PM 

bsblanto@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Coupon Madness 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"AAA" <aaa@email. aaacarolinas.com> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Coupon Madness 

TEXT.htm 



Coupon Madness -/s,~S,A Supe store~ Nolth New Hope Rd 

Vew as a we~£~ 

Coupon Madness AAA store 

X AAA store Coupon Madness 

We Are Car Care. We Are Insurance. We Are Vacations. 

I ~ Help uscelebrateournewSuperStore. I 

North New Hope Road, Raleigh, NC. 

Save upto 50% ofyour next vacation-AAA Vacations. 
I ~ Free personalized insurance quote-AAA Insurance. 

$16.95 member price: Oil change maintenance & TLC Inspection Package - AAA Car Care Centers. $10 off alignment - AAA Car Care Centers 

~ $20 off premium brakes- AAA Car Car Centers Free shipping from AAATireStore.com 

Need Directions? 1480 North New Hope Rd. Raleigh, NC 27604             ~ Car Care 919-706-4040. Travel and Insurance: 919-706-4030 

AAA Members receive a 10% discount on labor for repairs at AAA Car Care Centers!. 

AAA Car Care Center is owned and operated by AAA Carolinas a not for profit business. I 
1 

You ar~ subscr bed as BLANTON@UNCAJ~ UNC EDU Forward tSis newsle~e~ to a frier~d f you have a comment or quest on about the 

content of ths news etter~ please contact ou~ customer sept, ce de~oar-tment (~se ths nk to update your ema p~eferences ot to unsubsct be 
Read our ~c~: Prom se Ths promot ona e----mai s sent to you by AAA Caro ha% 6600 AAA Drve, Cha loire, NC 282 2 (800) 477----4222, 

(704) 569-3600 @20 AAAOao nasAl rightsrese~ved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 1:23 PM 

bsblanto@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: FW: BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: FW: BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

TEXT.htm; FW_ BIT- Biology Tutorial Center.msg 

If you have BIOL people! 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hodges, Amanda Ruth" <ahodges@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:08 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

FYI: Biology Tutoring 

From: Shuster, Elizabeth O [mailto:eshuster@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 3:14 PM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Cc: Austell, Todd L; Collins, Marcus L; Hogan, Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Maroni, Gustavo P; Page, Julie; 
Renner, Joy J; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: [advisingfulltime] FW: BIT-Biology Tutorial Center 

Colleagues, 

See message from Gidi Shemer below. 

Beth 

From: Gidi Shemer [mailto:bishemer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 2:26 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Shuster, Elizabeth O; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Subject: BIT-Biology Tutorial Center 

Marylin, Beth, Elizabeth, 

Please forward this email to anyone that interacts with students who are taking these courses. 

I am very happy to announce a new program offered by the Biology department. While I take pride in taking the 
initiative and in mentoring this program, the real stars here are our wonderful students. 

BIT, our new Biology peer tutorial center is up and running, starting next week. It is all free of charge. We have 
32 tutors for BIOL 201,202, 205, and 252. Tutoring will be section-specific, and as of now we are covering 8 
of the 9 sections being taught this semester. Students are welcome to enter the following link (found on the 
undergraduate Biology website) and to identify the relevant tutors and their office hours: 
http://www.bio.unc.edu/Undergraduate/PDF/Bio_tutor_center_schedule.pdf 

Please feel free to encourage students to use this program. Together with the Learning Center tutorial program, I 
believe we will be able to help many students who do need this help. 

Dr. Gidi Shemer 



Gidi Shemer, PhD 
Lecturer and advisor for undergraduate biology majors 
Biology Department 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: Wilson Hall G41 
Phone: (919) 9622436 
bishemer@email.unc.edu<mailto:bishemer@email.unc.edu> 
http :www.bio.unc.edu/Faculty/Shemer/ 

Walk-in office hours: 
Advising: Mon and Wed: 10-1 or by appointment 
Teaching: Mon and Wed: 1-4 or by appointment 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
advisingfulltime as: <a 
href=’’mai~t~:ah~dges@emai~.unc.edu’’>ah~dges@emai~.unc.edu</a>.T~<mai~t~:ah~dges@emai~.unc.edu% 
3c/a%3e.To> unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=35551640.0266ecbda599d 168d0930e51198246ea&n=T&l=advisingfulltime&o=28505386 or send a blank 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-28505386- 
35551640.0266ecbda599d 168d0930e51198246ea@1i stserv.unc, edu">leave-28505386- 
35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea@listserv.unc.edu</a<mailto:leave-28505386- 
35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea@listserv.unc.edu%3c/a>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 1:24 PM 

bsblanto@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Follow-up re_ level 4 of foreign language requirement.msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hodges, Amanda Ruth" <ahodges@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:10 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

FYI: Biology Foreign Language requirement reduced to Level 3. 

From: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:06 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Caldwell, Andrea L; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda 
Ruth; Howard, Sarah J; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; 
Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Subject: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

Dear all, 

On December 1, 2010 the Administrative Board did approve to eliminate the foreign language (FL) requirement 
through level 4 for the Biology BS degree, including the quantitative biology track. Thus, students only have to 
complete level 3 of a foreign language. 

By suggestion of Dean Stenross, I will email Dr. Ann Matthysse to determine if the effective date of fall 2011 is 
retroactive for current student (i.e. they do not have to take level 4 of FL), or does this change start with new 
incoming students. More to come ... 

Best, 
Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 
Senior Advisor, Academic Advising Program 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
2018 Steele Building 
andreac@email .unc. edu<mailto: andreac@email .unc. edu> 
V (919) 843- 6052 
F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences and General College 
Academic Advi sing’s webpage: http ://advi sing.unc, edu<http ://advi sing.unc, edu/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 1:44 PM 

blanton@unc.edu 
Fwd: Daily Compliance Item- 3/28/11-Declaration of Degree 

>>> Susan Maloy 03/28/11 13:44 >>> 

Hello All, 
Just a little eligibility legislation review for the day. Nothing new, but worth reviewing again. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 2:44 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 3:16 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 3:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Incoming Students 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 4:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Athletes Will Miss Tutoring... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: FW: Tutor 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 10:05 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: FW: cancellation for rotor on Monday 3/28 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:42 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Nice work if you can get it. 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:44 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:06 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fascinating New Research on How to Effectively Email Your Prospects 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:05 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fascinating New Research on How to Effectively Email Your Prospects 

TEXT.him 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here ! 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render?llr bwheqnbab&v 001AOTdCtwnZM-N BIjsM54GTtA90JnCtK6p nPz5TO7h4PJW2uv]Pf9xYKPG8hYmlLxU819YgBkbg52j6aV- 
QTe2hjpqCzoQ6Har7dNFUg6SGqlbtQXoiB-nNtU1 -WxvU14BLF6zwAn867w%3D 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

Please confirm 
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.corn!cdsp?llr~wheqnbab&t 1104987721948.56114.51939951.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscribe 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 00137nUbuiA2VqI9uCOYEo42Q%3D% 

3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

2010 NCRC in Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e ~gSL~Ur~ZPhvwQjuhNBtagmzj24AZJUqq~r9hFPd4dV6FW~k8WGsVIpL~Fdi~jPkeBDYWxQ7eJrw4wbdx~C~btsQI~m2ERdqNI 
-vl9GT4HYONtLdEIcR2WBPF bPEtoGfUJveGm9ELQJMtK-8mXEjXVSIhlrIb8pZOZdEe0XnqWOc4Ldzwf9fz-w ]The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Winning Recruiting Techniques 
REGISTER FOR ]2HE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 00~gSL0Ur~ZPhsLst3HBYu5Em~vk9R0mrWZv~f6d4A~2cKEfMmcxN7~99-XGGc-npp~m4aMhd4Ge0bU3~yRYiedb3c~cQ- 
kYLj bt4EWvwXAiky4LzqQ8rxEwxrfw4UHut T] 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhuiQQaBpbchS2LhIbeEODG98yUQ8H2M- 
QFiCNG7yWGVjt feKfuuiunDKrAzgwGuss s qaowALq4vgGT JP7mYmqSrKCqCyQKVDhl dwHzB QLsXuQ ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

March 29, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 13 

Fascinating New Research on How to Effectively Email Your Prospects 

Our latest round of research is in, and it contains some really fascinating details 
on how your prospects are now using email in their regular communication with the 
coaches who are recruiting them. 

Among the highlights of our most recent findings: 

* About 55% of today’s student-athletes that are actively being recruited by a college 
coach check their email daily, which is up by 20% compared to two years ago. 
* One of the key reasons for that increase? A rapidly growing number of college 
prospects now use web-enabled smart phones (iPhones, Androids, and others) that 
have their emails tied to their phones. So, it’s easier for them to answer your 
email message than it was just lwo years ago, when most of them would have to log-in 
to an email account from a home or school computer. 
* One of the most interesting aspects to this most recent study: While a clear 
majority found email to be the most convenient way to communicate with a college 

coach, a surprising 71% said that receiving a letter or personal note from a coach 
was seen as more influential and "important", in their eyes. That’s up by about 
20% than just a short time ago when we last tracked that question. 
* One thing was unchanged: 83% said that the number of contacts from a particular 
coach wasn’t as important as what they said in their message, and how consistently 
they sent that message. 

The rest of the study is reserved for our use in creating our clients’ messages 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 00~gSL0Ur~ZPhvNP66kdWfh7evC~CjCzkItyHnhXaI4~Xr7sftqkpzjXdXVPzHkxj82qcTpJF~7hZUv5xaex8zdBDImdnIZQCjQGBQ9w 
- DiS 8HRuStN1 sv9-AnBtxppcprIzvTExgxsiUTwu57nu21ZpDrFXM6hUT], 
but here’s what I see as a few of the practical applications that any coach, at 
almost any level, could use to communicate with their prospects given this most 
recent research that we’ve gathered... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhvmGsTI- 
hbkvwotT5vJNoN5rhfl6RHu5VJBi SCuDh01Lvcedg8QEFs0XD W61WVYv- 
3NetDdVcL11ZulmgwmLChPisY7B3GfQtJGxVp ll2GQ9zA51P4VA511F 1 q7yjnWtpsIevl ql SKmbicTagR41QwQEYOZ JHMbuSFYhVmr-64jeAnMcqq21SOZH80qslz0 ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
RQHz2eBM51 hlyE aMdwivNqxd07aZGbt2p 8 fxr6Nr01LxoDkKnLpq ox 8XyUZNLwXWFAnu7BYfii 6L 1 sbEgtRoWxgabtq ouxzB JSXt qyr6~iKH7~itgO7- 



3nGum8t sc qk Sfq~y JJwqJKiycKy 82M7RcXUf3Fh9z0ndD05 AoOGwb- 
NdjL7LOwAiAxUPL A618K4N8 GqOB dCy SxNE cwWUC 8b3gG1 uryBU8 QNimbaGZaKahDHtZj Airdynb21cVqNjRWga Jc 8EqITaRXH 1FRP, J=] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsiIpHLxlATFk~I~x4Y72LuCe8TuTS41E3FGlbJN sUQ8atlHLXLfAFx42 5qStbDXzg8vF6eoqsaefM9Jr9Bfuul0q~ 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 00~gSL0Ur~ZPhs3e2vmUsbBW9QChQHCKURPH2zz~yfJhuysaafm~M~kAkN8sZQ5cjiWzYRZzscIs2XGf~a- 
BHIv61 qWyNljrEDM-2GZf0Zi3 SouDioHFSp-6BOtXeu9RMOHtsHIwGH5mYU ] 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhukUo2Ct]12HuaQdyeQaZp5vi8q2dVokWYkQzdYFEepqm8oYDTTF7mMM9m3- 
0FJBjUXKMOAB%513nUZAhdkZbX JnoWtrM4BkRB Gs 1 fRpBK0tU7Mgn- 
wNZ4YPuv84~a2icFfHD80iiY~A6UDBLuENrmu~PS97L~DY29Mj4sXQ~R2~WbbKU~kdMEntPuBD4MtZ4HnI0Tw~ZSckw0f wu8FEYDFa69L64aWBv]PfKy28mA ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

More Advice on Emailing Your Prospects 

We’ve got a bonus tip on our Facebook page for college recruiters who want another 
important piece of advice on how to effectively email their prospects. And, it’s 
an important one ! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videos featuring Dan Tudor -just click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPht 3FGIV3aa0VZw7hN1XlakPxBDttlukfXe18E1FcwvKS7HAblb94aDac6dlwdg- 
Cwez0eYiwep7XzE5mcqB7TEgk7weVsuD9AMpBj4n423PGJxeN8Mou%vemu-ycJvZ 18-tYdhrb6zUxqvPRZjgOkKcVpHsUy0SyaLi136xfYQy 0mgXYwgA-]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhs4J DR15656rUSyTKzT7LWUflolDszo-0g9ktNWLAuLMZoOjb6k8tr4dxlhs3o4tiIJqMRpwkdf- 
Mqut S ec 2mbCf8 arxLfyzKSydB al JfdmFPMkMHVv4jV] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
RQHz2eBM51 hlyE aMdwivNqxd07aZGbt2p 8 fxr6Nr01LxoDkKnLp%ox 8XyUZNLwXWFAnu7BYsj 6L 1 s bEgtRoWxgabtqouxzB J SXt q~vr6zjKH7TjtgO7- 
3nGum8t sc qk Sfq~y JJwqJKiycKy 82M7RcXUf3Fh9z0ndD05 AoOGwb- 
NdjL7LOwAiAxUPL A618K4N8 GqOB dCy SxNE cwWUC 8b3gG1 uryBU8 QNimbaGZaKahDHtZj Airdynb21cVqNjRWga Jc 8EqITaRXH 1FRP, J=] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsiIpHLxlATFk~I~x4Y72LuCe8TuTS41E3FGlbJN sUQ8atlHLXLfAFx42 5qStbDXzg8vF6eoqsaelM9Jr9Bfuul0q~ 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhs5FVDfG6fBB8hm 8Rrvc0WAeV7X4KbR8C3b7q-IW-lr- 
hTFK3T2ZP2ILmtJfZWSepe 1 zNCtNrnOqBGUn UGj rAgz6IexNfo6FtHRmmepFaj evfhWX101] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICKHERE [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhvfndsxlhKQ8QUUON-tA69GoXH2r24GFJMywdB- 
y2mnDDWfn3mKVfr SkmoiYoDCIMj dCH1DOIKGtERezetvGw Jfm3H1 p 5 -Qsyihlj eKKb6F3g ] 

TO GET ~ EDGE 

Back to Basics: Do You REALLY Know How to Type? 

Front Rush: Expert typists! [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhuTQQHEVlnjLbCArFtQpBzEd5qTHCBw2LZGkyJ9pd4BTdk6VfCyTIwHiXqjSFs7aV- 
pV2893 QlhY61aovj Hr~xj khTZxQg JTMJYPbecOGaa-Lg ]by 
Sean Devlin, Front Rush [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsmB3BE32RHjlKmSkDKpbXZH5tFRG5RtemtaZD gopG3UqznQexilfcM- 
D1OaYC0vqDGmcrdhw30cLgi~imu6pU-nfJW 8DJUdJ7o79UafLjYgVQRyOb-o 1 g3DMMErWvtKbRrI1--bc 1Q ] 

The best skill that I ever learned was how to type. 

Recently, I have been thinking a lot about this idea of "always improving". You 
know, the new things that you can learn that will help you on a day to day. The 
one common theme I hear a lot is "I wish I had learned to type better". 

Maybe it’s my ignorance (being the son of a typing teacher) but for a long time 
I took this skill set for granted. As a typer watching someone who is not, you 
generally get the feeling that there is productivity loss occurring. Its simple 
math: What a fast typer can do in 10 minutes, it may take a slow typer 30. Without 
double checking my work, that’s 20 minutes. 

If your not an expert typer, I would strongly urge you to... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e ~gSL~Ur~ZPhtXPrHdp5iwMI~5VALhatYv~Adek2nSn5QGvitK2SwcGVrMAtdSqfL6HzHrA5aFa9QcXHFIRpDCnR~Dw2x8e~ 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
RQHz2eBM51 hlyE aMdwivNqxd07aZGbt2p 8 fxr6Nr01LxoDkKnLp%ox 8XyUZNLwXWFAnu7BYsj 6L 1 s bEgtRoWxgabtqouxzB J SXt q~vr6zjKH7TjtgO7- 
3nGum8t sc qk Sfq~y JJwqJKiycKy 82M7RcXUf3Fh9z0ndD05 AoOGwb- 



NdjL7LOwAiAxUPLA618K4N8OqOBdCySxNEcwWUC8b3gGluryBU8QNimbaGZaKahDHtZjAirdynb21cVqNjRWgaJc 8EqfTaRXH1FRRL] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsiIpHLxlATFk~Kx4Y72LuCeSTuTS41E3FOlbJN sUQSatlHLXLfAFx42 5qStbDXzgSvF6eoqsaefM9Jr9Bfuul0q~ 

Front Rush [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhwYScmzuNhuMj- 
P~hquB7XC~H3CS2tnp9GfvBit~4QGB~eLrEc~PPpbbSYQ6bU4VEuqG-zkc9Qir~6K6~GUzIvItxICxDC8~EvYAnyC2NzSh~IyLhzXb3c7I3qHR5SCiS~wd4NN RW3xHTA ] 

College Basketball Coaches Turning to Social Media Expert to Unlock the Secrets 
of Facebook and Twitter 

Lodestone SocialMedia [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsyslIaFR9Y8JUR88ZbAkgcf9tzuXE- 
ALMcd5OMYjppsdbX98IqS Slj4IiOLS63-5NLutM3Nvn29Cfky9iWmdqYViXJYFno6G-pE 1 szuQpDA ]In 
the coming days, men’s and women’s college basketball coaches will have ample opportunity 
to get the latest advice from one of the nation’s premier social media experts. 

Mark Drosos, President of Lodestone Social Media [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsyslIaFR9Y8JUR88ZbAkgcf9tzuXE- 
ALMcd5OMYjppsdbX98IqS Slj4IiOLS63-5NLutM3Nvn29Cfky9iWmdqYViXJYFno6G-pE 1 szuQpDA ], 
will be speaking this Thursday and Friday at the men’s Final Four convention in 
Houston, and then again on Sunday at the women’s Final Four in Indianapolis. 

Drosos knows what he’s talking about: He’s created a system for generating interest 
from fans and recruits at some of the nation’s largest college programs using Facebook 
and Twitter. It’s lead to a 30% increase in attendance at one athletic department, 
and other impressive gains on other campuses. 

So if you’re a college basketball coach, check your convention schedules and listen 
to what he can teach you about your program and using social media to promote your 
brand. If you’re not attending either convention in the coming days, take a look 
at what Lodestone Social Media can do for you and your program... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsysllaFR9Y8JUR88ZbAkgcf9tzuXE- 

ALMcd5OMYjppsdbX98IqS Slj4IiOLS63-5NLutM3Nvn29Cfky9iWmd]YViXJYFno6G-pE 1 szuQpDA ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
RQHz2eBM51 hlyE aMdwivNqxd07aZGbt2p 8 fxr6Nr01LxoDkKnLp%ox 8XyUZNLwXWFAnu7BYsj 6L 1 s bEgtRoWxgabtqouxzB J SXt q~vr6zjKH7TjtgO7- 
3nGum8t sc qk Sfq~y JJwqJKiycKy 82M7RcXUf3Fh9z0ndD05 AoOGwb- 
NdjL7LOwAiAxUPEA618K4N8GqOBdCySxNEcwWUC8b3gGluryBU8QNimbaGZaKahDHtZjAirdynb21cVqNjRWgaJc 8EqITaRXH1FRRL] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsiIpHLxlATFk~Kx4Y72EuCe8TuTS41E3FGlbJN sUQ8atlHLXLfAFx42 5qStbDXzg8vF6eoqsaefM9Jr9Bfuul0q~ 

Workbooks [htip://r20.rs6.net/tn,jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e ~gSL~Ur~ZPhu~dvfr7gE7M7s5wnz4~7xn4qAvFcFwWvpgrj8gH23SUB8tNmVX5c~LxsS2W4iyUGsgYdgKDK lmEqRSQb96jY171 

Last Week to Get Early Registration Discount for 2011 National Collegiate Recruiting 
Conference in Nashville 

NashvilleNCRC[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhuiQQaBpbchS2LhIbeEODG98yUQ8H2M- 
QFiCNG7yWGVjt feKfuuiunDKrAzgwGuss s qaowALq4vgGT JP7mYmqSrKCqCyQKVDhldwHzB QLsXuQ ] 

It’s your last week to get the early registration discount for the 2011 NCRC in 

Nashville! 

Final speaker and topic schedules are almost complete, as college coaches from around 
the country get ready for the 2011 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e ~gSL~Ur~ZPhsLst3HBYu5Em~vk9R~mrWZv~f6d4A~2cKEfMmcxN7~99-XGGc-npp~m4aMhd4Ge~bU3~yRYiedb3c~cQ- 
kYEj bt4EWvwXAiky4LzqQ8rxEwxrfw4UHut T] 
in Nashville, Tennessee this coming June 3-5. 

If you’re a serious recruiter, you need to be there! 

This year’s event will feature several recruiting experts, college coaches, a former 
Dallas Cowboy turned successful businessman, a nationally renowned body language 
expert who can teach you to read your prospect, and Dan Tudor talking about the 
latest strategies coaches should know as they prepare for their next recruiting 

year. 

"Last year, our attendees gave us great ideas on how to make this next conference 
even better than before", says Dan Tudor, President of Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
"As good as last year’s NCRC event was, I think this year is going to be even better." 

The early registration discount is still available for interested coaches through 
the end of this week, and this year features an incredible conference center setting 
and a block of special discounted hotel rooms for attendees... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e ~gSL~Ur~ZPhsLst3HBYu5Em~vk9R~mrWZv~f6d4A~2cKEfMmcxN7~99-XGGc-npp~m4aMhd4Ge~bU3~yRYiedb3c~cQ- 
kYLj bt4EWvwXAiky4LzqQ8rxEwxrfw4UHut T] 



Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
RQHz2eBM51 hlyE aMdwivNqxd07aZGbt2p 8 fxr6Nr01LxoDkKnLp%ox 8XyUZNLwXWFAnu7BYsj 6L 1 s bEgtRoWxgabtqouxzB J SXt cLvr6zjKH7TjtgO7- 
3nGum8t sc qk Sfq~y JJwqJKiycKy 82M7RcXUf3Fh9z0ndD05 AoOGwb- 
NdjL7LOwAiAxUPI= A618K4N8 GqOB dCy SxNE cwWUC 8b3gG1 uryBU8 QNimbaGZaKahDHtZj Airdynb21cVqNjRWga Jc 8EqITaRXH 1FP,2,J=] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsiIpHLxlATFk~Iv~4Y72LuCe8TuTS41E3FGlbJN sUQ8atlHLXLfAFx42 5qStbDXzg8vF6eoqsaelM9Jr9Bfuul0q~ 

Lodestone SocialMedia [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsyslIaFR9Y8JUR88ZbAkgcf9tzuXE- 
ALMcd5OMYjppsdbX98IqS Slj4IiOLS63-5NLutM3Nvn29Cfky9iWmdqWiXJYFno6G-pE 1 szuQpDA ] 

Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsyslIaFR9Y8JUR88ZbAkgcf9tzuXE-ALMcd5OMYjppsdbX98IqSSlj4IiOLS63- 
5NLntM3Nvn29Cfky9iWmdqWiX JYFno6G-pE 1 s zuQpDA ] 
to find your social media solution 

College’s Move to D1 - and Elimination of Two Sports - Highlight Current Challenges 
for Athletic Directors 

TrevAlberts, UNO Athletic Director [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhuiQQaBpbchS2LhIbeEODG98yUQ8H2M- 
QFiCNG7yWGVjt feKfuuiunDKrAzgwGuss s qaowALq4vgGT JP7mYmqSrKCqCyQKVDhldwHzB QLsXuQ ]The 
University of Nebraska-Omaha completed a long term goal recently by announcing their 
athletic department would be joining the Summit League and moving from Division 
11 to Division I. 

Along with that exciting news came an announcement by Athletic Director Trev Alberts 
(pictured) that stunned local supporters of UNO: Because of budget considerations, 
the school’s football and wrestling programs would be eliminated. 

The resulting outcry from the local community highlights one of the challenges that 
many athletic departments are struggling with: How to move their college sports 
programs forward, keep their fans and supporters happy, as well as balance the new 
economic realities that we live under. 

The University of Nebraska-Omaha is one small example of how athletic departments 
are dealing with the issue. Read about the feedback that this exciting - and difficult 
- decision is getting from a community of alumni and donors that loves their local 
college... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhuNZAk4DRk4IpECOXx20WFHrxADxn2nmltE8p7 uUIHpdRdbFDTln91q91P- 
qkrlNObFPNsgLvPfqWWClqO9j A8qHm4uhuGGanSE12sFlbyv7dFzFmhdcuiiO7Og2tk3YhMA 4qZenMM2TOfwmDQr] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhtbuPH- 
RQHz2eBM51 hlyE aMdwivNqxd07aZGbt2p 8 fxr6Nr01LxoDkKnLp%ox 8XyUZNLwXWFAnu7BYsj 6L 1 s bEgtRoWxgabtqouxzB J SXt q~vr6zjKH7TjtgO7- 
3nGum8t sc qk Sfq~y JJwqJKiycKy 82M7RcXUf3Fh9z0ndD05 AoOGwb- 
NdjL7LOwAiAxUPI= A618K4N8 GqOB dCy SxNE cwWUC 8b3gG1 uryBU8 QNimbaGZaKahDHtZj Airdynb21cVqNjRWga Jc 8EqITaRXH 1FP,2,J=] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhsiIpHExlATFk~I~x4Y72I=uCe8TuTS41E3FGlbJN sUQ8atlHEXLfAFx42 5qStbDXzg8vF6eoqsaefM9Jr9Bfuul0q~ 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1104987721948&s 56114&e 001gSLOUroZPhvfndsxlhKQ8QUUON-tA69GoXH2r24GFJMywdB- 
y2mnDDWfn3mKVfr SkmoiYoDCIMj dCH1DOIKGtERezetvGw Jfm3H1 p 5 -Qsyihlj eKKb6F3g ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward this email to other coaches! 
http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&m l101038493377&ea blanton@uncaa.unc.edu&a 1104987721948 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@danntdor.com. 

Update Profile/Email Address 

http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p oo&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 00137nUbuiA2VqI9uCOYEo42Q%3D% 
3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 00137nUbuiA2VqI9uCOYEo42Q%3D% 
3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 

Privacy Policy: 
http://ui.constantcontact.com/roving/CCPrivacyPolicyd sp 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:10 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: Incoming Students 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:24 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: John Lotz Award 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:30 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: McCaskill Award 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:33 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: psych 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:43 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] Frontline: Money and March Madness: NCAA’s in the money -- but athletes 
aren’t - The Washington Post 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:41 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Poflier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] Frontline: Money and March Madness: NCAA’s in the money -- but athletes 
aren’t - The Washington Post 

http ://www.washingt~np~st.c~m/~ifesty~e/sty~e/fr~nt~ine-m~ney-and-march-madness-ncaas-in-the-m~ney--but- 
athletes-arent/2011/03/28/AF20beqB_story.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: STOR 155 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: [n4a] Frontline: Money and March Madness: NCAA’s in the money -- but 
athletes aren’t - The Washington Post 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: FW: [n4a] Frontline: Money and March Madness: NCAA’s in the money - but 
athletes aren’t - The Washington Post 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: tutoring tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:50 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 3/29 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer School registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: quick question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reggie Hinton" <notification@email.studentvoice.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Student or Faculty / Staff Member, 

You have been randomly selected by UNC Chapel Hill to complete a survey about topics that are relevant to 
you and your peers. This national survey will provide Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill with feedback on 
your experiences. Data collected from this proj ect will be used by administrators to make informed decisions 
about programming and/or policies. 

The survey is voluntary and will take you less than 10 minutes to complete. Please note that all of your 
responses will be kept completely confidential and all resulting data will only be reported in the aggregate. By 
clicking on the link below you are indicating your willingness to participate in the survey. 

To access the survey please copy and paste the following link into your internet browser’s address bar: 

http ://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid=8787a9cc 15764af09fce7296d6bbb2ca 

Please note that you can close your survey and come back to the link above to pick up where you left off, if you 
get interrupted. 

Thank you in advance for your participation! If you have any specific questions about this survey, please 
contact Reggie Hinton at reggie.hinton@unc.edu. 

Best Regards, 
Reggie Hinton 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:09 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [ackland-e-news] This Week at the Ackland 

FlLE.msg 



1 Lecture: "Literature and 
Architecture on the Silk 
Road" 

With Dr. Sahar Amer (Asian Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Thursday, March 31 

6:00 PM 

Professor Sahar Amer of the Department of Asian Studies will 

speak about the Iranian Balustrade with Arabesque and Animal 

Decorations on view in Art and Cultural Exchange Along the Silk 

Road. Her talk will address connections between the imagery on 

the balustrade and the most important fable collection known to 

the medieval Far and Middle East. 

Free and open to the public. Galleries open until 8:00 PM. 

In 2010-2011 pubfic programming for Art and Cultural Exchange 

along the Silk Road is made possible by the generosity of Philip 

and Linda Carl. 

Art Now/Cinema Now 

"In the Shadow of Catastrophe: German Cinema 1977-1992" 

Four films sponsored by the Ackland Art Museum and the 

Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema, UNC-Chapel Hill 

What is the role of art in times of darkness? German artists, 

confronted with the urgency of this question during the second 

half of the twentieth century, saw art as a means to reflect upon 

catastrophic events. This series examines German filmmakers’ 

responses to the incomprehensibility of violence, terror, and self- 

destruction that was associated with their national identity. 

Free and open to the public. All screening to be held at the 

Varsity Theater on East Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel 

Hill. 

April 2J 7:00 PM: Germany, 
Pale Mother 
(Helma Sanders-Brahms, 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

Makinq Sense in Eiqhteenth-Century 

Prints 

Art and the Natural World in Early 

Modern Europe 

Art and Reliqious Life in Early Modern 

Europe 

OPENING APRIL 8: 

DE-NATURED: German Art from 

Joseph Beuys to Martin Kippenberqer 

Romantic Dreams I Rude Awakeninqs: 

Northern European Prints and 

Drawinqs 1840-1940 

OPENING APRIL 15: 

New Currents in Contemporary Art: 

MFA 2011 

UPCOMING EVENTS" 

April 5 

Yoqa in the Galleries 

12:00- 1:00 PM 

April 6 

Lunch With One: 

"Buddhist Art on the Silk Road" 

12:00- 1:00 PM 

April 7 

Openinq Events: 

A Season of German 

Art and Culture 

5:00- 9:00 PM 

April 9 



1980) 

Germany, Pale Mother takes an unflinching look at the post- 

World War II experience of German women and children, and at 

their unique difficulties in reconciling their national identities with 

the atrocities that had been committed. Through vivid and 

sometimes surreal cinematic imagery, combined with actual 

footage from the period, Sanders-Brahms’s investigates the 

origins of her adult sensibility--and that of a whole generation of 

other women--in the devastations of childhood memory. 

Upcoming: 

April 9: Our Hitler (Hans=Jurger~ Syberber.~, 

Pre-screen talk: 2:15 PM, Ackland Art Museum. Film: 3:00 PM 

April 16: 

Film: 7:00 PM 

April 30: Lessons of Darkness IWerner Herzog01992~ 

Film: 7:00 PM 

Check ackland.or~[ for descriptions of upcoming films. 

Opening Thursday, April 7: A 
Season of German Art and 
Culture 

On Friday, April 8, the Ackland opens two spectacular 

exhibitions of German art: Romantic Dreams I Rude 

Awakenings explores German prints and drawings informed by 

the tumultuous century 1840-1940, while DE-NATURED 

presents a complex and compelling introduction to the art of 

post-war Germany. 

OPENING EVENTS 

Thursday, April 7 

5:00 PM I Exhibition Galleries Open to the Public 

5:30-7:00 PM I Panel Discussion 

"Multiple Identities: New Thinking about Recent German Art" 

Seating is limited. 

7:00-9:00 PM I Public Reception 

Click here for details about April 7 Opening Events. 

Drawinq for Kids 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

April 9 

Drawinq in the Galleries 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

April 9 

Film: "Our Hitle¢’ 

3:00 PM 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 



Click here for a complete schedule of public programs. 

Away for the Day Bus Trip to 
Seagrove, NC 

With Terry Zug 

Saturday, April 16 

8:30 AM - 5:30 PM 

Ben Owen I 

Join Terry Zug, author of The Living Tradition: North Carofina 

Potters Speak, for a guided tour of the North Carolina Pottery 

Center and three of Seagrove’s most well-known and respected 

studios: Ben Owen III, Sid Luck, and Jugtown Pottery. 

Click here for more information and to register. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www.ackland.orq. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www ackland.or~ for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor: acklandoe=news@~nc~edu. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leaveo28926874o6841016.249aa 167959ea4206ad98789df692e6e~listserv.unc edu. 

Illustrations 

Unidentified Artist, Ba/ustrade with Arabesque and Anirna/Decorations, Iranian, Hamadan, ca. 1100 - 1350. Sandstone. Gift of 

Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Hauge. 

Richard Seewald, German, 1889-1976. Jericho, 1914, color woodcut, Burton Emmett Collection. 

I R Ackland Art Museum ] 

I X The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: tutor 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: AP scores 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:43 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: AP scores 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Garnet Insider 3-29-11 Baseball, Softball Host Four Games Each This Week 

FlLE.msg 



~ent: 

To: 

~ubje~t: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATI4LETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 3-29-11 Baseball, Softball Host Four Games Each This Week 

TEXT.htm 

Baseball beats #1, Softball to face another #1 
Gamecock Baseball won their series over No. 1-ranked Florida two games to one on the road in 
Gainesville this past weekend, continuing SC’s trend of beating #1’s. Softball will have to face the 
top-ranked team in the country for the second time this season when they host a three-game series 
vs. #1 Alabama this weekend after hosting then-#1 Georgia two weeks ago. Baseball hosts Kentucky 
this weekend in a three-game series. Both teams host in-state nonconference games this Wednesday - 
Softball vs. USC Upstate and Baseball vs. The Citadel. See the Garnet Planner events schedule below 
for more information on this week’s games. 

Michael Roth was named our AgSouth Athlete of the Week after his winning performance vs. the Gators 
last Friday. Roth worked a season-high 8.1 innings and did not allow a run until the ninth inning as 
the Gamecocks took the series opener 9-2. Roth allowed just two walks while striking out six 
batters. 

Gamecock Fan Fest set to Follow Garnet & Black Spring Game 
Gamecock fans are encouraged to be a part of the first ever "Fan Fest" presented by the Gamecock 
Club, on Saturday, April 9, following the annual Garnet and Black game at Williams-Brice Stadium. 
Gamecock fans will enter the playing field through the player tunnel to the strains of "2001," 
participate in skills challenges, enjoy kids’ activities and listen to live music from the popular 
band "Tokyo Joe." Gamecock Fan Fest will begin approximately 30 minutes following the conclusion of 
the Garnet and Black Game and Coach Spurrier’s presentation of awards. Click here for more 
information. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: http://app s. newsob s erver, com/know/uncga/index, php 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
http://apps.newsobserver.com/know/uncga/index.php 

TEXT.htm 

http ://apps.newsob server.com/know/uncga/index.php 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 6:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 2011 Inauguration Student Government Officers 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:49 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Stats tutor 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer School registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:38 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: STOR 155 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Tutoring Schedule Clean-Up 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 5:02 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Prototyping for Designers 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Newfangled" <chris@newfangled.com> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 5:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Prototyping for Designers 

TEXT.htm 

PROTOTYPING FOR DESIGNERS 

This email is best viewed in your web browser. Click the link 
below to see it: 
http://newfangled, cmail4.com/t/r/e/j rtrull/idttiij rr/t/ 

Prototyping for Designers 

Understanding the Role of Design in the Website Prototyping 
Process 

Over the past month, I’ve been conducting interviews with many of 
our agency partners, clients, and colleagues to gather their 
feedback and deepen our understanding of the industry we serve. 
The things I’ve been hearing are both affirming and challenging, 
and I’m excited to begin to apply their insights to a variety of 
things, from how we work to the kinds of content we create. While 
I’m naturally cautious and unlikely to rush into things, I don’t 
want to waste any time in acting upon feedback if there’s 
something I can do differently right now. So, I’m going to start 
with this article, which I’ve written in direct response to some 
particularly wonderful feedback I received from our friends at 
Callahan Creek. 

The gist of it was this: There is still come confusion about how 
designers should interpret prototypes, resulting in many 
unanswered questions up front. What, exactly, is the role of 
design in prototyping? Once a prototype is approved, which 
aspects of it should designers take literally and which are more 
flexible? As I listened to these questions, I realized that, 
despite having plenty of content about why we prototype and how 
the process works, we needed to answer them with material 
directly addressing the relationship between prototyping and 
design. 

So, without further delay, here it is. Just a heads-up: this 
article is quite long and includes many visual examples that I 
hope will clarify the prototyping and design relationship. It 
doesn’t need to be read in one sitting, but if you do want to 
tackle it all at once, you might want to top off your coffee and 



find a comfortable spot.What You’ll Learn this Month:* What a 
prototype is, 
* how prototypes communicate technical things without being 
overly technical, 
* how pages are structured in prototypes, and... 
* ...how designers should interpret them, 
* and many other details that tend to be confusing to designers. 

Ready to Dig In? 
[http ://www.newfangled.com/understanding_the_relationship_between_web site~orototyping_and_design] 

Register For Our Webinar 

Planning the Agency Website 
[http://www.newfangled.com/website_development webinars for marketers] 

We sent this email to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
If you no longer wish to hear from us, click the link below to 
instantly unsubscribe: 
http://newfangled, cmail4.com/t/r/u/j rtrull/idttiij rr/i/ 

Thanks, 
Newfangled 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:10 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: News & Updates from the Office of Human Resources 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:10 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc .e du> 

News & Updates from the Office of Human Resources 

TEXT.him 

Below and attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. Please share this with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Joyce 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 
Mar. 31: NCFlex reimbursement claims clue ( http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/CCM3 025771 ) 
Mar. 31: ULEAD applications clue ( http://hr.unc.edu/training-development/specialized-programs/u-lead/index.htm ) (deadline extended) 
Apr. 15: Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nominations clue (http://forum.unc.edu/) 
Apr. 15: UMA manager of the year award nominations clue (http://uma.unc.edu/) 
Apr. 22: Spring holiday 
Information for Employees 

Retirement Counseling (Click here ( http://hr.unc.edu/benefits/SSDATA HR BENEFITS EDUCAXlON )) 
The University’s optional retirement program providers and 403(b) supplemental retirement program providers are offering individual counseling sessions to Carolina employees to 
cfiscuss their retirement investments. A listing of available retirement counseling dates can be found on the Benefits Education 
( http://hr.unc.edu/benefits/SSDATA HR BENEFITSEDUCATION ) website. 
M+ SecureStor Stored: total 157293bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 
3-29-11 HR Employee Information.pdf ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/cae5a4f0d97c0f70ee88882baflbc8bl )Mon, 27 Jun 2011 17:08:18 -040065631bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:51 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:08 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Carolina CREED Meeting Monday April 4th 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:32 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] N4A convention list 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:58 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: TIM sign out and next Sunday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Absent and Excused 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Raphael Levante <craphael@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Absent and Excused 

Hello Advisors! 

Would you please take the time to look in your records and send me your log(s) reflecting the student- athlete’s 
attendance--primarily absences and excuses. Thank you! 

Raphael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:53 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] FW: Knight Commission - College Sports News Update 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." ~ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:49 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] FW: Knight Commission - College Sports News Update 

TEXT.him 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here ~attp://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr=8vdhzucab&v=001olNWE3yaJ- 
ppHc8w6aTvC7EjDb7goQ 1Hy618RM16Vm0KMNPo~6kY6HjfqsfvpZXNdZSQSqP{5V61FtvEprZ1-WEhXD7Hq9614MkI-yCExMlqg0R3hX94whU99oAiMWV 3o0kG- 
ds 1L6eFJHqt2vYqxXPg-YNQiZFO--ykuSyy0c3eEXt 1 afNOBop lrIyxvt lh5QoIRpciL2epkY78U25IqzbKk0Lls9bRzGPqicXHVw4rX3- 
KhL4jbEAPe 1C15jcM UstCzxSIHbUf4bUtEHzupOMgnflkC9fkPn2JdEEJ93xb2rfJg 1VT6-gEQcX9V~j3N2bwTwg0-OGEy8VgerWI52HNaFEV> 
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[http://img.constantcontact.com!ui/imagesl/shr btn like sm.png]~attp://myemai~.c~nstantc~ntact.c~m/Knight-C~mmissi~n---C~ege-Sp~rts-News-Update.htm~? 
soid l102356647611&aid EViRyG2ScBQ#fblike> 

[Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics]~attp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKd- 
X412gQ ~m~5Th6iiLyNUdLTpt92i~b7FNQdKFaL7~sprx2i~RBkGzBgV~EP3KPgHKcfTinuxEzwpInh~M~hdBG YwGX5TTvRyAyjKZkQ > 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

March 30, 2011 

Hello, 

Recently, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced his support for two Knight Commission recommendations to reward teams that make academics a priority: 1) require 
teams to be on track to graduate 50 percent of their players to be eligible for postseason play; and 2) change the NCAA’s revenue distribution system to provide financial rewards to teams 
that meet minimal academic standards. The Knight Commission made these recommendations in its report, Restoring the Balance: Dollars, Values and the Future of College 
Sports~attp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e ~n589X7U4BKcu~BTIFcq9~J9NJpPYmdV6~pDkXvU7aTHsMMCi3bau26eY5wK3KZu6aht~LViYF~Yb9~68xfVXpFh~5QZ~ 
-baP-YsKpZ - 8 TnLMBVvpYIzDqR40 >. 

Duncan highlighted his support in an op-ed, "What’s missing from March Madness? Better Academics~attp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e ~n589X7U4BKdgtZXM7UUwJ4y52UXFn2BKWuuu~CDi3Pa~qvcHJFge3jUUUhpe4SfCnirpY47~FvUAI~37 TffzcDbl8NhFvqPMw 
-BTdoHYxox6wkqioK13tMjBEpVHaHltW lmLw2TWOHzvycZt9qJgPAORta-xAjd-3 S2hTm~y-B9AdvuZvV4En5Q7HSPNlwE 5-zpPGolO mHq5wUqxGWQi72AyLzJsgbrql T97-- 
D8WwFWqXhZXL9PqKi>," published on March 17 by The Washington Post. In conjunction with Duncan’s endorsement, the Knight Commission issued a 
release~attp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKdowslwHK9UzeIoNF7qbZqMfvLTMYVsrmQJlyDhulpQQ9jFF5xw47VOjyYBT- 
mjMCWDCnJFSMWv9g6460uZV10Gfb0HVXGJJdpw0tCWgiZa4XUm5IDA9tu-raWJOzr6y--80pUx8y2X0 00zickM7Npl9-VHzSUqpSwSowQnbcm2wreom8d- 
ug7dyOLDhGdhUONT96CKolJMltnEDOybox-fHeNluJOSvhZ2MYU-QUm7C2BAP-bQ lnml 6NtYRbBW16vzc -8x0ndQlrH9enHtZ3t83F45tbfr7b- 
24401Xpzj 8fXXEJdlRqPowuWFAUuiXxroe 5QSRcG87WVEfXapmgflun61ITP8Fey-Bgz-RHv180 Ft]i75rYh2KzrzzBDnTu0LF- 
VwyjPxLxiGuT6FgVbNOL9tVtr66Dc4mAZihqzYQrEHs46mtOTs5J1FIvms > highlighting two issues: 

* 10 men’s basketball teams in the tournament would have been ineligible under the postseason eligibility benchmark recommended by the Knight Commission and backed by Secretary 
Duncan. This standard would require teams to be on track to graduate at least 50 percent of their players, which currently equates to a 925 Academic Progress Rate (APR). 

* The current NCAA revenue distribution formula allows teams to earn more than $1.4 million dollars for their conference for each game appearance in the tournament. The premium 

placed on tournament success means that teams failing to meet minimal academic benchmarks are richly rewarded. The Commission suggests cutting this amount by half and reallocating 
the new portion to institutions that meet minimal academic benchmarks, and demonstrate an appropriate balance between athletics and academic spending. 

Secretary Duncan wrote, "...it is time that the NCAA revenue distribution plan stopped handsomely rewarding success on the court with multimillion-dollar payouts to schools that fail to 

meet minimum academic standards." 

Institutional leaders who support the Knight Commission’s recommendations are encouraged to communicate such support to NCAA President Mark Emmert. If you have any questions 
or feedback about the recommendations, you can contact me directly at perko@knighffdn.org~mailto:perko@knightfdn.org>. 
Duncan was joined in his endorsement by Benjamin Jealous, president and CEO, NAACP, and Richard Lapchick, director, The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport. Links to a 

sampling of articles reporting on the recommendations and Duncan’s endorsement are listed below. For more information on the Knight Commission’s report, visit 



www.knightcommission.org<http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr 8vdhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKc5u- 
rhAEB OVfVRinEmCaom4bATbICxAl o SFvwbj S TONB zYPpKnc S sVtuQUnFEv0R93w 87u%VoZ aUti0 S 2evkNzw 8 ceuLKAXNCbsaOITvYpP7VouMiOMF6y> 

Sincerely, 

Amy Perko 

Executive Director 

The Washington Post -What’s missing from March Madness? Better academics.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 00~n589X7U4BKdgtZXM7UUwJ4y52UXFn2BKWuuu~CDi3Pa0qvcHJFge3jUUUhpe4SfCnirpY470FvUAI~37 TffzcDbl8NhFvqPMw 
-BTdoHYxox6wkqioKBtMjBEpVHaHltW lmLw2TWOHzvycZt9qJgPAORta-xAjd-3 S2hTm~y-B9AdvuZvV4En5Q7HSPNlwE 5-zpPGolO mHq5wUqxGWQi72AyLzJsgbrql T97-- 
D8WwFWqXhZXL9PqKi> 

USA TODAY -Education chiel~ Low grad rate should mean no tourney invite<http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 00~n589X7U4BKeUa7n5K9jbZyMj7r0Zm0NiqTfXxzAXEbJY77Bwu44R5j5EEzwnZkrmtUU~YPr3d6R~HHNSpgvuvxJB~wkJeH~wY 

Bloomberg - NCAA Should Alter Payout to Reward Academics, Knight Commission Study Says<http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKf5CV6JG1RY3vrEFZxF6Tv5kOhZGPBSi8qk5azkIMhBYMlx8CSYH16asl- 
y6mjjOF5jqTndxvSG x8MC3sPU50FiqGWZbTJIUQMi2te 5qhdQ6325rD8n48bF 1Hh- 
UWRQMTabyIbtLxl JT02yHY 5P4CZ 1 fAD JigCVnpsuw 5hj 5 JVLOMFkr~xn94YhukC1E dJtrXpkY SV1M2EUaywHtU72 S lYE 7KRCF JF QOv8 dL-hbwQ > 

The Wall Street Journal -Education Secretary Calls Foul on Teams’ Academics<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKllNWerPCwoqVuhQeSd8mpZTJlqRockfKSbkSpvdqtigjJwph- 
T0jFONUkVcgwA9dP6tauETwlzDNAvcCteRmFRi9idoylZzqT-dOktn-7J0aL6A7HjB6Q37GC rLeYant 52f3F2IqQbBkslwxbjsW-Su3tagAztX9d41v0vgSs0aTiplFAuJm8U> 

The Record (New Jersey) - Graduation rates of basketball players show NCAA’s good and bad<http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKeVZAVS5g0IvxlrX46wnbR1ONjYxMi4QIT9sRETqkmHwzaSIu5oPd 1PnFTdp5oOJuN2gQgFwxshiDSAAVTpailfk3( 
-a 1 xVwREy JdBEZ CWxAc S 7e6wy0FHkHeLY JZb- 5DjPffcYidCGCeINDWavs 6EReNnqPXiIzFyM8 ctczLE7GA2R-U5HhBj Ots> 

Diverse Issues in Higher Education - Education Secretary Arne Duncan: Improve Division I Basketball Graduation Rates<http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKd- 
GoRfwy6rxia4QsYLj 6znZKTMCki J4ThkriE6Quuk7LUgrhzJkODiPXOKvKdOI S J7bKLWwoFlj KK2aSETu3 dVpH6hI SdyEURq5IxTQcgjUKKqux3Fj QF5K 1 qYROLj d7E > 

Deseret News (Salt Lake City) Editorial - March madness and graduation<http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr 8wlhzucab&et 1104984150551&s 599&e 001n589X7U4BKeNBOlc7kO CojHTzU2r5dgiA3KcU-dNY5scI2DMUbPMIxxr4109-nylL- 
X498MxHrrymiwYgbUNGWrPE o 1 qrq31Eg J81XAFzgIFdIV 19Vvx2zDCzzfow-aJeFoa9XxIU1X-QCNqRB S A6t-FrnMNN3Pzf3 cr 5 AnZLxfLjFpus 0WD4yZuTzGu3Z ~> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:23 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: [n4a] Frontline: Money and March Madness: NCAA’s in the money -- but 
athletes aren’t - The Washington Post 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 3/30 

FlLE.msg 



Okay, thanks. 

I already have all your baseball guys on my list. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/30/2011 4:02 PM > > > 

I’m waiting on tennis before I respond with the list. That is the only group yet to respond... B 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:39 AM 
Subject: CTOPS list 

Hi, 

Could you please send me a list of all your incoming student-athletes who will be attending CTOPS this summer? 

We will need the students’ first and last names, Sports and PIDs. If you could send them to me in the excel format I am 

attaching, that would be great! 

I know that you won’t have all the names right now, but please send me as complete a list as you can as soon as 

possible. As soon as we send the complete list to CTOPS, we can start getting reports of which sessions are students are 

signed up for. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cary Nelson, AAUP President and Gary Rhoades, General Secretary" 
<aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 4:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AAUP Newsletter: Campaign for the Future of Higher Education 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

More than seventy faculty leaders from universities, four-year institutions, and community colleges in twenty- 
one states, including many AAUP leaders, met in Los Angeles in January at the invitation of the California 
Faculty Association. There were tenure-track and contingent faculty, faculty from collective bargaining units 
and those from settings without collective bargaining, and there were faculty from various national affiliates 
(AAUP, AFT, and NEA) and independents. The purpose was to hold a first-of-its-kind discussion on how to 
construct a positive counter-narrative in the national debate over the future of American higher education at a 
time when public higher education is at great risk. The mission of this grassroots campaign is twofold: to ensure 
that affordable quality higher education is accessible to all sectors of our society in the coming decades; and to 
ensure that faculty, students, and our communities, not just administrators, politicians, foundations, and think 
tanks, have a voice to guarantee that "reforms" to higher education are good for students, for the quality of 
education, and for the public good. Participants agreed on seven principles (below) that should guide the 
development and assessment of policy and practice in higher education. They also agreed to identify April 13 as 
a national day of taking class action in support of higher education, with faculty organizing various actions at 
the local level. A formal launch of the campaign will take place in a press conference at the National Press Club 
on May 17. 

What Can You Do? 
Although the campaign is in its early stages, we know already that its success depends on widespread 
participation by faculty and other constituencies (students, civil rights groups, community groups, organized 
labor) who care about the future of higher education. We need to build buzz about the campaign, its principles, 
and its formal launch. Please help by: 

¯ Planning an action on April 13, and letting us know the details so that we can help publicize and promote these 
events nationally. This can be as big as a campus demonstration or teach-in, or as small as hanging fliers with 
information about the situation in your state or on your campus. For more ideas, see the California Faculty 
Association website (http://lyris.eresources.com:81/t/5299422/4034459/2290/O/Please let us know what you 
have planned so we can get the word out: gbradley@aaup.org. 
¯ Talking to your friends and neighbors about the importance of higher education. The time to take action is 
now. Too often, a reluctance to engage in political conversation means that people outside the academy may not 
be aware of the work that happens on campus or of threats to quality higher education posed by political 
agendas. 
¯ Write to your local newspapers and legislators about the value of higher education, public funding for 
education, and the other principles listed below. 
¯ Let others on your campus know about this campaign. 

Campaign for the Future of Higher Education: Guiding Principles 

1. Higher education in the twenty-first century must be inclusive; it should be available to and affordable for all 
who can benefit from and want a college education. 
2. The curriculum for a quality twenty-first century higher education must be broad and diverse. 
3. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century will require a sufficient investment in excellent faculty 



who have the academic freedom, terms of employment, and institutional support needed to do state-of-the-art 
professional work. 
4. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century should incorporate technology in ways that expand 
opportunity and maintain quality. 
5. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century will require the pursuit of real efficiencies and the 
avoidance of false economies. 
6. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century will require substantially more public investment over 
current levels. 
7. Quality higher education in the twenty-first century cannot be measured by a standardized, simplistic set of 
metrics. 

What’ s Next 
The campaign will be launched formally May 17 at the National Press Club in Washington, DC, and we will 
keep you informed about further developments. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more 
information about the AAUP, visit http://lyris.eresources.com:81/t/5299422/4034459/470/O/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu.. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5299422- 
4034459.55902643fl 1745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists.aaup.org or simply hit reply and use "unsubscribe non- 
member newsletter" as the subj ect line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 7:47 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; 
Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus 
<ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 1 @ou.edu>; Bart Byrd 
<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer 
<Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou. edu>; briand@mail.utexas, edu; Annette I. Moran 
<bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger 
<carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw 
<ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; 
ChristineJackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson 
<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; 
Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. 
Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer 
<j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson <j amundson@ou.edu>; Jeffrey A. 
Bloomgarden <jbloom@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Jack 
Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen 
<katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. 
Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marlon Dechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu. edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou.edu>; Melissa 
Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim 
Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier 
<sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell 
<Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; ShaneM. 
Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom 
<wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins <Zachary.R.Hawkins-l@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

http ://www.usatoday. com/sports/college/mensb asketb all/2011-03-30-ncaa-coaches-salary-academic- 
bonus N.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 7:50 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Christian Dennie 
<CDennie@bgsfirm.com>; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. 
Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis 
Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman 
<ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman 
<hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer 
<jamie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge 
<jessi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; 
Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris 
Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy 
Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier 
<sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell 
<Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu>; ShaneM. Vernon 
<vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Maris Wisdom 
<wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins <Zachary.R.Hawkins-l@ou.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA president: Time to discuss players getting sliver of revenue pie - 
USATODAY.com 

http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/2011-03-29-ncaa-pay-for-play-final-four N.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 8:03 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b- 
burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham 
<bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; ChristineJackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol 
L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; 
Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. 
Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer 
<jamie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge 
<j essi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Jack Rivas <j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. 
Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes 
<lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marlon Dechausay <marlon.dechausay@ttu.edu>; Mary F. 
Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu>; ShaneM. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] USA TODAY database: What NCAA schools spend on athletics - 
USATODAY.com 

http ://www.usatoday. com/sports/college/ncaa-finances.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 10:07 AM 

Ashley’ ’Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Andy J.’ ’Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; 
Adam’ ’Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 1 @ou.edu>; Amber’ ’Demastus 
<ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber’ ’Flores <Amber.N.Flores-l@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ 
<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; ’Betsi Burns’ <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad’ ’Farmer 
<Brad.W.Farmer-l@ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I.’ ’Moran 
<bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D.’ ’Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; ’Carrie Leger’ 
<carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B.’ ’Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; ’Cayce Crenshaw’ 
<ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A.’ ’Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; ’Christine 
Jackson’ <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson 
<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M.’ ’Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; ’Curtis W. Jones’ 
<curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; ’Dan 
Brinkman’ <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; ’Doug Tiedt’ <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; 
’Dena Freeman-Patton’ <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; ’Dennis Leblanc’ 
<dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M.’ ’Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; ’Kim Durand’ 
<durand@u.washington.edu>; ’Eric Brey’ <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay’ ’Zeaman 
<ezeaman@ou.edu>; ’Felicia Martin’ <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S.’ ’Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; ’Jessica Hammond’ <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J.’ 
’Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Jamie’ ’Farmer 
<j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;.’ ’Amundson <j amundson@ou.edu>; Jeffrey A.’ 
’Bloomgarden <jbloom@ou.edu>; Jessica L.’ ’Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; ’Joe Luckey’ 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon’ ’Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B.’ ’Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W.’ ’Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; 
’Jack Rivas’ <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L.’ ’Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S.’ 
’Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; ’Kris Livingston’ <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M.’ ’Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy’ ’Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S.’ ’Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; ’Bryan Maggard’ <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; ’Marlon Dechausay’ 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu. edu>; Mary F.’ ’Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou.edu>; ’Melissa 
Dawson’ <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; ’Marilyn 
Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Jim 
Pignataro’ <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; ’Randa Ryan’ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy 
J.’ ’Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; ’Joe Scoggin’ <scoginj@missouri.edu>; ’Jill Shields’ 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen’ ’Porlier 
<sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy’ ’Timbers <tammy.timbers-l@ou.edu>; Tasha’ ’Campbell 
<Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Terri L.’ ’Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; ’Tommy Powell’ 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A.’ ’Turner <tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M.’ ’Vernon 
<vernon@ou.edu>; William’ ’Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Maris’ ’Wisdom 
<wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary’ ’Hawkins <Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou.edu> 

Re: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

I am curious to know how many of you academic advisors who work with MBB get 
any bonus from that coach’s bonus? My men’s coach has said he will be happy 
to share his bonus with me for a team GPA of 3.0 or better... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf 
Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 7:47 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.; Bloomgarden, Andy J.; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis 



Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); 
Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy 
Powell; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, Kathryn 
S.; Eldridge, Jessica L.; Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; 
Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; Hinton, Joshua 
W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, 
Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, Chad M.; 
Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; Winters, 
Carla A.; Wisdom, Maris; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay; Betsi Burns; 
Carrie Leger; Cayce Crenshaw; Christine Jackson; Dan Brinkman; Dena 
Freeman-Patton; Doug Tiedt; Eric Brey; Jack Rivas; Jessica Hammond; Jim 
Pignataro; Joe Luckey; Kim Durand; Marlon Dechausay; Melissa Dawson; Moran, 
Annette I.; Eider, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; 
Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; 
Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subj ect: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - 
USATODAY.com 

http ://www.usatoday. com/sports/college/mensb asketb all/2011-03 -30-ncaa-coache 
s-salary-academic-bonus_N.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 11:30 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; 
Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus 
<ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 1 @ou.edu>; Bart Byrd 
<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; BetsiBurns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer 
<Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou. edu>; briand@mail.utexas, edu; Annette I. Moran 
<bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger 
<carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; CayceCrenshaw 
<ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Christine 
Jackson <christine.j ackson@louisville.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; 
Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W.Jones <curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; 
Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; 
Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc. edu>; Dena Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu. edu>; 
Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim 
Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman 
<ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman 
<hinderman@ou.edu>; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Jamie Farmer 
<j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson <j amundson@ou.edu>; Jeffrey A. 
Bloomgarden <jbloom@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Jack 
Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen 
<katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. 
Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marlon Dechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu. edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou.edu>; Megan 
Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
<scoginj@missouri.edu>; Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Poflier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

Re: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

None of our academic staff are bonused on team academic performance. 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 
http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html 
(480) 965-8054 / FAX: (480) 727-7588/jean.boyd@asu.edu 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf Of Megan Watson 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 7:07 AM 
To: ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.’; 
’Bloomgarden, Andy J.’; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis 
Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris 
Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; 
’Tommy Powell’; ’Barnes, Lacy’; ’Campbell, Tasha’; ’Collins, Chelsey 
A.’; ’Drennen, Kathryn S.’; ’Eldridge, Jessica L.’; ’Farmer, Brad’; 
’Farmer, Jamie’; ’Flores, Amber’; ’Hagensick, Ashley’; ’Hawkins, 
Zachary’; ’Hinderman, Michael J.’; ’Hinton, Joshua W.’; ’Mantle, Mary 
F.’; ’Minks, Jon’; mselking@rcosolutions.com; ’Porlier, Stephen’; ’Race, 
Lindsay S.’; ’Rowe, William’; ’Sepulveda, Adam’; ’Terry, Chad M.’; 
’Terry, Kyle M.’; ’Timbers, Tammy’; ’Upham, Brent D.’; ’Vernon, Shane 

M.’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; ’Wisdom, Maris’; ’Wolverton, Josh B.’; 
’Zeaman, Jay’; ’Betsi Burns’; ’Carrie Leger’; ’Cayce Crenshaw’; 
’Christine Jackson’; ’Dan Brinkman’; ’Dena Freeman-Patton’; ’Doug 
Tiedt’; ’Eric Brey’; ’Jack Rivas’; ’Jessica Hammond’; ’Jim Pignataro’; 
’Joe Luckey’; ’Kim Durand’; ’Marlon Dechausay’; ’Melissa Dawson’; 
’Moran, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; 
’Demastus, Amber’; ’Taylor, Desiree M.’; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, 
Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; ’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; 
’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subj ect: Re: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches 
- USATODAY.com 

I am curious to know how many of you academic advisors who work with MBB 

get 
any bonus from that coach’s bonus? My men’s coach has said he will be 
happy 
to share his bonus with me for a team GPA of 3.0 or better... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf 
Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 7:47 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.; Bloomgarden, Andy J.; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis 
Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj@missouri.edu); 
Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy 
Powell; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, 
Kathryn 
S.; Eldridge, Jessica L.; Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; 
Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; Hinton, 
Joshua 
W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, 
Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, Chad 
M.; 
Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; 



Winters, 
Carla A.; Wisdom, Maris; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay; Betsi Burns; 
Carrie Leger; Cayce Crenshaw; Christine Jackson; Dan Brinkman; Dena 
Freeman-Patton; Doug Tiedt; Eric Brey; Jack Rivas; Jessica Hammond; Jim 
Pignataro; Joe Luckey; Kim Durand; Marlon Dechausay; Melissa Dawson; 
Moran, 
Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; 
Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye 
E.; 
Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subj ect: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - 
USATODAY.com 

http ://www.usatoday. com/sports/college/mensb asketb all/2011-03-30-ncaa-co 
ache 
s-salary-academic-bonus_N.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 11:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Trying to find you and where to deliver the Award Recommendations 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif 

Not sure where you are located .... 

Jane High 
UNC Women’s Basketball 
Admin Assistant 
919-962-5187 ofc 

919-962-2506 fax 



Not sure where you are located .... 

Jane High 
UNC Women’s Basketball 

Admin Assistant 

9!9-962-5!87 ofc 
919 -962-2506 fax 



Not sure where you are located .... 

Jane High 
UNC Women’s Basketball 

Admin Assistant 

9!9-962-5!87 ofc 
919 -962-2506 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 12:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: The Three Magic Words: You Are Right! 

TEXT.htm 



To ensure prompt delivery, add newsletter~i obsi ournal.com to your safe senders list in your address book. 
If you are not able to view this email, dick here. 
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N Jobs Journal N Recommended Career 
Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

Surround Yourself with 
Positive People 

By Harrison Barnes 

A few years ago I made 
friends with a guy I met at 
a self-improvement 
seminar. It was his second 
time attending the seminar; 
apparently he had gotten 
incredible results the first 
time around. 

According to this man, he 
had lost fifty pounds, had 
given up drinking and 
drugs, was cured of his 
ADD, stopped working 
fourteen hours a day every 
day of the week, started 
exercising daily, 
dramatically improved his 
marriage and family life, 
and started a successful 
new career-all after 
attending the seminar. He 
credited this massive and 
profound life turnaround to 

Maintaining’our Success 

Life is like a roller coaster 
because we experience 
highs and lows on a 
regular basis either from 
our personal life or 
professional life. If you are 
successful in your 
professional life then you 
will need to maintain your 
success to reach an even 
higher level of success. 
You should ask yourself 
what you have done to 
achieve you success. 

What put you over-the-top 
in your professional 
career? If you are always 
seeking to improve your 
productivity and get ahead 
at your j ob, then you will 
have continued success 
most certainly. 

When certain individuals 
reach a level of success, 

The Three Ma~ Words: 
You Are Right! 

Believe it or not, I have 
seen people glide 
gracefully through their 
family lives, become 
popular in society, and 
climb the rungs of career 
success by doing little 
more than chanting those 
three magic words: "You 
are right!" 

"David, this work should 
have been finished 
yesterday!" 

"You are absolutely right 
boss!" David doesn’t 
remind his boss about the 
huge workload that was 
there yesterday. He 
believes in the power of 
the magic words, and 
while others come and go, 
David’s j ob remains 
secure. The boss always 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority’ 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

Career Builder 

Comprehensive j ob 



going to the seminar. In 
fact, he had gone from a 
relatively depressed and 
financially non-notable life 
before attending the 
seminar... 

~- read more 

they become complacent 
and become lazy. For 
example, if you take a 
professional athlete and 
they just struck a huge 
contract with a team, 
perhaps the following 
season their production 
falls off. 

+ read more 

acts leniently with David 
and he can get off with 
doing less work. 

"Jacob, it’s your fault that 
we can’t provide our 
children properly!" 

+ read more 

search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 

X P~efe~ed Resumes 1 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac2 Comact Us 

2011 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Unsubscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"David Plouffe, The White House" <info@messages.whitehouse.gov> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 1:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gas Prices 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 

Surprised at how much it cost last time you filled up your gas tank? You’re not alone. Millions of families and 
businesses across the country are feeling the pinch of rising gas prices. 

Here’s the thing: as long as our economy relies on oil and as demand in countries like China and India continues 
to grow, we’ll be subject to these kinds of spikes in gas prices. 

We’ve been down this road before -- just three years ago, gas prices rose to their highest level ever. There was 
no quick fix to lower prices then, just as there isn’t one now. 

For decades, politicians here in Washington have talked a lot about the dangers of our dependence on foreign 



oil, but this talk hasn’t always been met with action. And today, Americans pay a price for that inaction every 
time they fill up their tanks. 

Yesterday, we unveiled a Blueprint for a Secure Energy Future that sets a goal of reducing our imports of 
foreign oil. By 2025 -- a little more than a decade from now -- we will have cut that reliance by one-third. 

Learn more about the Blueprint and watch President Obama’s speech on energy security: 

[http ://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2011/03/30/obama-administration-s-blueprint-secure-energy-future? 
utm_source=email 104&utm_medium=image&utm_campaign=energy] 

In his speech yesterday, President Obama outlined his plan to secure our energy future by developing and 
securing America’s energy resources, bringing energy costs down for consumers, and innovating our way to a 
clean energy future. 

* Increase domestic energy production. Last year, American oil production reached its highest level since 2003. 
And, because we can’t just drill our way out of this crisis, we’re reducing our dependence on oil by increasing 
fuel efficiency and increasing our production of natural gas and biofuels. 
* Reduce demand for oil. Transportation is responsible for 70 percent of our petroleum consumption, so one of 
the quickest and easiest ways to reduce our dependence on foreign oil is to make transportation more efficient. 
That’s why, in April of last year, the Obama Administration established a groundbreaking national fuel 
efficiency standard for cars and trucks that will save us 1.8 billion barrels of oil and save consumers thousands 
of dollars. We’re also making investments in electric vehicles and the advanced batteries that power them to 
ensure that high-quality, fuel-efficient cars and trucks are built right here in America. 
* Increase production of clean energy. In his State of the Union address, President Obama set a goal that by 
2035, 80 percent of our electricity should come from clean energy sources including renewables like wind and 
solar, nuclear energy, efficient natural gas, and clean coal. 

The concepts are straightforward, but the execution will be challenging. In order to make this happen, 
Republicans and Democrats in Congress must find common ground for a responsible and effective energy 
policy. 

But no matter your views on this issue, I think we can all agree that the United States simply can’t afford to 
leave this challenge for future generations to solve. 

Sincerely, 

David Plouffe 
Senior Advisor to the President 



P.S. Check out our new Advise the Advisor video featuring Secretary of Energy Steven Chu and give us your 
feedback on how we can meet the President’s goal of reducing imports of oil by one-third in a little over a 
decade: 

http ://www.WhiteHouse.gov/Advise [http ://www.whitehouse.gov/advise? 
utm_source=email 104&utm_medium=ps&utm_campaign=energy] 

[http ://www.whitehouse. gov?utm_source=email 104&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=energy] 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Unsubscribe blanton@uncaa.unc, edu 
[https://messages.whitehouse.gov/accounts/USEOPWH!sub scriber/one_click_unsub scribe? 
verification=3.9c9c6866171 ea 1 a8cdb49cc5214c492a&destination=blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] I Privacy Policy 
[http ://www.whitehouse. gov/privacy?utm_source=email 104&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=energy] 
Please do not reply to this email. Contact the White House [http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact? 
utm_source=email 104&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=energy] 

The White House ¯ 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW ¯ Washington, DC 20500 . 202-456-1111 





Coaches, 

I was notified by a parent today that CCI laptop purchasing opens up for incoming student-athletes tomorrow. Please 

make sure that your incoming student-athletes who qualify for one of our loaner laptops do NOT purchase a computer 
through this process! You can tell them that their loaner laptops will be ready for them to pick up at their CTOPS 

session. There is no need for them to do anything in advance. 

Thanks for your help with this! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~j scbae@~mcaa.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Meyer <skm2@psu.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 4:50 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Andy J. Bloomgarden <abloom@ou.edu>; 
Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus 
<ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 1 @ou.edu>; Bart Byrd 
<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer 
<Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou. edu>; briand@mail.utexas, edu; Annette I. Moran 
<bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger 
<carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw 
<ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; 
ChristineJackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; CarolL. Ludvigson 
<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
<curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; 
Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Jessica Hammond 
<hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
ingrid@athletics.tamu, edu; Jamie Farmer <j amie. farmer@ou, edu>; Jaye E. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jeffrey A. Bloomgarden <jbloom@ou.edu>; Jean Boyd 
<JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <jessi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Jack 
Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen 
<katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. 
Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marlon Dechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu. edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou.edu>; Megan 
Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; 
Marilyn Middlebrook <pyt@okstate.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; 
Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin <scoginj@missouri.edu>; Jill 
Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Tommy 
Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; ShaneM. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

Re: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

No one at Penn State gets a bonus for team academic performances. I don’t know if coaches get one for 
successful APR scores. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf OfMiddlebrook, Marilyn 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 4:43 PM 
To: Jean Boyd; Megan Watson; Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.; 
Bloomgarden, Andy J.; ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis 
W. Jones; Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin; Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, 
Kathryn S.; Eldridge, Jessica L.; Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, 



Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; Hinton, Joshua W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, 
Chad M.; Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; Winters, Carla A.; Wisdom, 
Maris; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay; Betsi Burns; Carrie Leger; Cayce Crenshaw; Christine Jackson; Dan 
Brinkman; Dena Freeman-Patton; Doug Tiedt; Eric Brey; Jack Rivas; Jessica Hammond; Jim Pignataro; Joe 
Luckey; Kim Durand; Marlon Dechausay; Melissa Dawson; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Ludvigson, 
Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; 
Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subj ect: Re: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

None of the Oklahoma State University academic staff is included in a bonus for academic performance. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jean Boyd [mailto:JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 10:30 AM 
To: Megan Watson; Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.; Bloomgarden, Andy J.; 
ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones; Dennis 
Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin; Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; 
Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, Kathryn S.; 
Eldridge, Jessica L.; Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; 
Hinderman, Michael J.; Hinton, Joshua W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, 
Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, Chad M.; Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, 
Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; Winters, Carla A.; Wisdom, Maris; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, 
Jay; Betsi Burns; Carrie Leger; Cayce Crenshaw; Christine Jackson; Dan Brinkman; Dena Freeman-Patton; 
Doug Tiedt; Eric Brey; Jack Rivas; Jessica Hammond; Jim Pignat! 
aro; Joe Luckey; Kim Durand; Marlon Dechausay; Melissa Dawson; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; 
Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garibay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, 
Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subj ect: RE: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

None of our academic staff are bonused on team academic performance. 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 
http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html 
(480) 965-8054 / FAX: (480) 727-7588/jean.boyd@asu.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf OfMegan Watson 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 7:07 AM 
To: ’Gurney, Gerald S.’; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; ’Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.’; ’Bloomgarden, Andy J.’; 
ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu; ’Bart Byrd’; briand@mail.utexas.edu; ’Bryan Maggard’; ’Curtis W. Jones’; ’Dennis 
Leblanc’; ’Felicia Martin’; ’Jill Shields’; ’Joe Scoggin’; ’Kris Livingston’; ’Marilyn Middlebrook’; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’; ’Tommy Powell’; ’Barnes, Lacy’; ’Campbell, Tasha’; ’Collins, Chelsey A.’; 
’Drennen, Kathryn S.’; ’Eldridge, Jessica L.’; ’Farmer, Brad’; ’Farmer, Jamie’; ’Flores, Amber’; ’Hagensick, 
Ashley’; ’Hawkins, Zachary’; ’Hinderman, Michael J.’; ’Hinton, Joshua W.’; ’Mantle, Mary F.’; ’Minks, Jon’; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; ’Porlier, Stephen’; ’Race, Lindsay S.’; ’Rowe, William’; ’Sepulveda, Adam’; ’Terry, 
Chad M.’; ’Terry, Kyle M.’; ’Timbers, Tammy’; ’Upham, Brent D.’; ’Vernon, Shane M.’; ’Winters, Carla A.’; 



’Wisdom, Marls’; ’Wolverton, Josh B.’; ’Zeaman, Jay’; ’Betsi Burns’; ’Carrie Leger’; ’Cayce Crenshaw’; ’Christine 
Jackson’; ’Dan Brinkman’; ’Dena! 
Freeman-Patton’; ’Doug Tiedt’; ’Eric Brey’; ’Jack Rivas’; ’Jessica Hammond’; ’Jim Pignataro’; ’Joe Luckey’; ’Kim 
Durand’; ’Marlon Dechausay’; ’Melissa Dawson’; ’Moran, Annette I.’; ’Elder, Charles B.’; ’Ludvigson, Carol L.’; 
’Demastus, Amber’; ’Taylor, Desiree M.’; ’Garibay, Randy J.’; ’Amundson, Jaye E.’; ’Tamayo, Kasie L.’; 
’Lemmert, Stacy L.’; ’Turner, Teresa A.’; ’Moyer, Terri L.’ 
Subj ect: Re: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches 
- USATODAY.com 

I am curious to know how many of you academic advisors who work with MBB get any bonus from that 
coach’s bonus? My men’s coach has said he will be happy to share his bonus with me for a team GPA of 3.0 or 
better... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 7:47 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Bloomgarden, Jeffrey A.; Bloomgarden, Andy J.; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart 
Byrd; brland@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis 
Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marllyn 
Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, 
Chelsey A.; Drennen, Kathryn S.; Eldrldge, Jessica L.; Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; 
Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; Hinton, Joshua W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, 
Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, 
Chad M.; Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; Winters, Carla A.; Wisdom, 
Marls; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay; Betsi Burns; Carrie Leger; Cayce Crenshaw; Christine Jackson; Dan 
Brlnkman; Dena Freeman-Patton; Doug Tiedt; Eric Brey; Jack Rivas;! 
Jessica Hammond; Jim Pignataro; Joe Luckey; Kim Durand; Marion Dechausay; Melissa Dawson; Moran, 
Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; 
Garlbay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri 
L. 
Subject: [n4a] Academic-related bonuses vary widely for NCAA coaches - USATODAY.com 

http ://www.usatoday. com/sports/college/mensb asketb all/2011-03-30-ncaa-co 
ache 
s-salary-academic-bonus_N.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 5:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Emailing: DSC_0444 

DSC_0444.jpg 



Hi Kym, 

Attached is the Spring schedule audit for women’s fencing that Crystal completed. Let me know what discrepancies you 

see. If everything looks right to you, please let me know that too. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmalo~v¢~uncaaou nc~edu 



Hi Kym, 

Attached is the Spring schedule audit for women’s fencing that Crystal completed. Let me know what discrepancies you 

see. If everything looks right to you, please let me know that too. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbm alo~(~-~ u ncaaou nc.ed u 



Hey Brent, 
Attached is the women’s soccer spring schedule audit that Rocky completed. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Please let me know how it looks to you. 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy~uncaaoU nc.edu 



INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 

Information Security Office 

Monthly Security Tips 

March 2011 Volume 6, Issue 3 

From the Desk of Stan Waddell 

Computers and the Internet have become an important part of our daily life, enabling a wide range of services to home 
users such as communicating with friends and family, shopping, paying bills, storing personal photos and music. This 
convenience and inter-connectivity does not come without risk however. Potential threats include viruses that could erase 
your entire system or hackers stealing your credit card information. 

By understanding the risks and combining some common sense rules with a little bit of technology, home users can 
safeguard their data from these threats and understand the needs for security controls at work. The following tips will help 
protect your data. 

Back Up Your Data 
Your hard drive may crash or you may find that an infection has affected your computer so much that the operating system 
and applications need to be reinstalled. In cases like this it is best to have your important data backed up so you can 
restore your system without fear of losing your data. Below are some important steps you can follow: 

¯ Use your computer’s backup tools. Most operating systems provide backup software designed to make the 
process easier. External hard drives and online backup services are two popular vehicles for backing up files. 

¯ Back up data at regular intervals. Weekly backups are recommended. 
¯ Verify the data has been backed up. Backup media needs to be reviewed periodically to determine if all of the 

data has been backed up accurately. 
¯ Verify the ability to restore. It is a best practice to periodically test that your backup data can be restored if loss 

Occurs. 

Use Stronq Passwords 
Passwords help protect your data. It is important to have a strong password for your computer, mobile device, and any 
other media used to store important and/or sensitive data. A strong password is at least eight characters that use a mix of 
upper case, lower case, and numeric or special characters. Each device should have its own strong password so that if 
one is compromised your others will stay secure. 

Be Safe Online 
Below are a few helpful tips on how to keep safe on the Internet: 

¯ Keep your operating system updated/patched. Set it to "auto update." 
¯ Use anti-virus and anti-spyware software and keep them updated. 
¯ Do not visit un-trusted websites or follow links provided by unknown or un-trusted sources. 
¯ Secure your transactions. Look for the "lock" icon on the browser’s status bar and be sure "https" appears in the 

website’s address bar before making an online purchase. The "s" stands for "secure" and indicates that the 
communication with the webpage is encrypted. 

¯ Keep your applications (programs) updated and patched, particularly if they work with your browser to run multi- 
media programs used for viewing videos. Set these programs to "auto update." 

¯ Block pop-up windows, some of which may be malicious and hide attacks. This may prevent malicious software 
from being downloaded to your computer. 

Encryption 
Encryption is a process whereby the data is scrambled and can only be read by someone with the "encryption key" to 
unscramble the data. Users should consider encrypting sensitive information. Some new operating systems include tools 
to encrypt data while others require the installation of encryption software. 



Dispose of Information Properly 
It is important to properly handle data erasure and disposal of electronic media (e.g. PCs, CDs, thumb drives) in order to 
protect confidential and sensitive data from accidental disclosure. Become familiar with the proper methods of sanitizing, 
destroying, or disposing of media containing sensitive information. 

Before discarding your computer or portable storage devices, you need to be sure that data has been erased or "wiped." 
Below are a few tips to assist in disposing your data: 

¯ Read/writable media (including your hard drive) should be "wiped" using Department of Defense (DOD) compliant 
software. Software that meets DOD compliance standards can be downloaded from the Internet at no cost. 

¯ Shred CDs and DVDs. This type of media should be physically destroyed. 
¯ Media that does not have a need to be re-used or contains sensitive or private data that cannot be "wiped" should 

be physically destroyed. 

Resources For More Information: 

US-CERT Tips for Safeguarding Your Data 
http ://www.us-cert.qov/cas/tips/S TO6-OO8.html 

MS-ISAC Guidelines for Backing Up Information 
http ://www. msisac, orq/awar eness/ 

MS-ISAC Newsletter - Backing Up Your Files 
http ://www.msisac.orq/awareness/news/2010-02.cfm 

MS-ISAC Newsletter- Using Encryption to Protect Data 
http://www, msisac.orq/awareness/news/2008-05.cfm 

MS-ISAC Tip - Surf Safe On The Internet 
http ://www.msisac.orq/daily-tips/Surf-Safe-on-the-lnternet.cfm 

MS-ISAC Newsletter- Erasing Information and Disposal of Media 
http://www, msisac.orq/awareness/news/2006-08.cfm 

For more monthly cyber security newsletter tips, visit: www.msisac.orq/awareness/news/ 

The information provided in the Monthly Security Tips Newsletters is intended to increase the security awareness of an 
organization’s end users and to help them behave in a more secure manner within their work environment. While some of 
the tips may relate to maintaining a home computer, the increased awareness is intended to help improve the 
organization’s overall cyber security posture. Organizations have permission and are encouraged to brand and 
redistribute this newsletter in whole for educational, non-commercial purposes. 

Brought to you by: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kenneth O Miles" <komiles@lsu.edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 3:02 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

Raising the cost of attendance will not minimize the illegal benefits 
given to players by agents or boosters. SA’s are thinking short-term 
opportunities while players and agents are thinking long term 
obligations. 

Kenneth O. Miles 

Executive Director 

100 Gym Armory 

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 

O: 225.578.5787 

F: 225.578.5790 

E: komiles@lsu.edu 

Web: http ://www.acsa.lsu. edu 

It starts NOW! 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf Of Brian Evans 
Sent: Friday, April 01,2011 9:55 AM 

To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subj ect: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

One more piece on this issue... 

Frontline has the facts wrong 

Once again, Frontline has the facts wrong. On its website, Frontline 
posted the following information: 



NCAA President Says He’s Ready To Explore Paying Athletes: Just 24 hours 
after the airing of a FRONTL1NE documentary investigating the role and 
distribution of money in college basketball, NCAA President Mark Emmert 
is changing his position. In contrast to his insistence 
<http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/money-and-march-madness/intervi 
ews/mark-emmert.html> that it would "be utterly unacceptable ... to 
convert students into employees," Emmert now says the idea of 
compensating student-athletes should be considered. 

Emmert told USA Today 
<http ://www.usatoday. com/sports/college/mensb asketb all/2011-03 -29-ncaa-p 
ay-for-play-final-four N.htm?sms_ss=gmail&at xt=4d93d876081f62dd,0%22%22 
%20%5Ct%20%221inks> that a conversation about the issue will likely 
happen at an April NCAA board meeting, at which he "’will make clear... 
that I want this to be a subject we explore.’" Changes in the rules 
<http://www.pb s. org/wgbh/pages/frontline/money-and-march-madness/etc/nca 
a-manual.html> might include small scholarship increases intended to 
help take care of normal college expenses and travel. The average 
scholarship falls about $3,000 short of covering these essential costs. 

President Emmert has not changed his position at all. "Absolutely not," 
he told reporters Thursday afternoon when asked about the erroneous 
posting during a press conference in Houston. 

Emmert has been consistent and clear on his position. Frontline is 
ignoring the facts to mislead the public into believing its so-called 
reporting had some result. If Frontline can’t get facts readily 
available online and reported by established maj or media outlets right, 
what does that say about the credibility of the rest of its "reporting." 

Indeed, had Frontline searched the web, they would have found several 
articles where President Emmert is quoted saying he wants to explore the 
subj ect of what a college scholarship covers. 

Last October, during his first week in office as president, Emmert told 
the Seattle Times: "There is an ongoing conversation about the nature of 
the student grants-in-aid and the desirability in some people’s minds of 
having a full grant-in-aid that wouldn’t be pay or compensation, but 
would potentially expand the grant-in-aid a little bit. Look across all 
of Division I, for example, and most of the grants-in-aid are a couple 
of thousand dollars short of the full cost of attendance of the 
institution." 

In November, Emmert was quoted in the Wall Street Journal on this issue: 
"Mark Emmert, the new president of the NCAA, said he’d be open to 
increasing the value of athletic grants-in-aid by perhaps $2,000 to 
$4,000, in order to cover the full cost of attending school. Doing so 
could help combat the problem of agents giving illegal benefits to 
players. ’It’s not paying players; it’s covering the full cost of 
attendance,’ he said in an interview. But he’s adamant about not paying 
players. ’They’re not employees; they’re students,’ he said." 

Later that same month, USA Today reported that President Emmert "left no 
doubt where he stands: " ’Student-athletes will never be paid as long as 



I’m president of the NCAA.’ ... Emmert has said he is not opposed to a 
discussion about making scholarships worth the cost of attendance, which 
would allow for some money above room, board, tuition, books and fees. 
But that issue has been talked about off and on for years and received 
little traction." 

Brian Evans, Ed.D. 

Associate Athletics Director 

Student-Athlete Services 

Utah State University 

435-797-1868 - p 435-797-1837 - f 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 3:27 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Advising Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks hombre. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/31/2011 6:27 PM >>> 
Here it is sir... I know the dates are passed on two of the sheets, but in case you want more than just the one 
week... Hope you had a great night, B 



Thanks hombre. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue,com 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/31/2011 6:27 PM > > > 
Here it is sir... I know the dates are passed on two of the sheets, but in case you want more than just the one week... 

Hope you had a great night, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Drew B arnette <drewb@uab.edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 3:22 PM 

Kenneth O Miles <komiles@lsu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

"Raising the cost of attendance will not minimize the illegal benefits given to players by agents or boosters. 
SA’s are thinking short-term opportunities while players and agents are thinking long term obligations." 

I completely agree with this. Using the logic that paying players will curb illegal benefits from agents and 
boosters is like saying that no one who is gainfully employed ever does anything illegal when it comes to 
money. They do. Even some of the wealthiest people do things that are illegal in order to get more money. 

Drew 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth O Miles 
Sent: Friday, April 01,2011 2:02 PM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

Raising the cost of attendance will not minimize the illegal benefits given to players by agents or boosters. SA’s 
are thinking short-term opportunities while players and agents are thinking long term obligations. 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CBF078.3A3E8A30] 
Kenneth O. Miles 
Executive Director 
100 Gym Armory 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
O: 225.578.5787 
F: 225.578.5790 
E: komiles@lsu.edu 
Web: http ://www.acsa.lsu. edu 

It starts NOW! 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Brian Evans 
Sent: Friday, April 01,2011 9:55 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subj ect: [n4a] Frontline, continued... 

One more piece on this issue... 
Frontline has the facts wrong 
Once again, Frontline has the facts wrong. On its website, Frontline posted the following information: 
NCAA President Says He’s Ready To Explore Paying Athletes: Just 24 hours after the airing of a FRONTL1NE 
documentary investigating the role and distribution of money in college basketball, NCAA President Mark 
Emmert i s changing his position. In contrast to hi s insi stence<http ://www.pb s. org/wgbh/pages/frontline/money- 
and-march-madness/interviews/mark-emmert.html> that it would "be utterly unacceptable ... to convert students 
into employees," Emmert now says the idea of compensating student-athletes should be considered. 
Emmert told USA Today<http ://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/mensbasketball/2011-03-29-ncaa-pay-for- 
play-final-four N.htm?sms_ss=gmail&at xt=4d93d876081f62dd,0%22%22%20%5Ct%20%221inks> that a 
conversation about the issue will likely happen at an April NCAA board meeting, at which he "’will make 



clear ... that I want this to be a subject we explore.’" Changes in the 
ru~es<http://www.pbs.~rg/wgbh/pages/fr~nt~ine/m~ney-and-march-madness/etc/ncaa-manua~.htm~> might 
include small scholarship increases intended to help take care of normal college expenses and travel. The 
average scholarship falls about $3,000 short of covering these essential costs. 
President Emmert has not changed his position at all. "Absolutely not," he told reporters Thursday afternoon 
when asked about the erroneous posting during a press conference in Houston. 
Emmert has been consistent and clear on his position. Frontline is ignoring the facts to mislead the public into 
believing its so-called reporting had some result. If Frontline can’t get facts readily available online and reported 
by established maj or media outlets right, what does that say about the credibility of the rest of its "reporting." 
Indeed, had Frontline searched the web, they would have found several articles where President Emmert is 
quoted saying he wants to explore the subj ect of what a college scholarship covers. 
Last October, during his first week in office as president, Emmert told the Seattle Times: "There is an ongoing 
conversation about the nature of the student grants-in-aid and the desirability in some people’s minds of having 
a full grant-in-aid that wouldn’t be pay or compensation, but would potentially expand the grant-in-aid a little 
bit. Look across all of Division I, for example, and most of the grants-in-aid are a couple of thousand dollars 
short of the full cost of attendance of the institution." 
In November, Emmert was quoted in the Wall Street Journal on this issue: "Mark Emmert, the new president of 
the NCAA, said he’d be open to increasing the value of athletic grants-in-aid by perhaps $2,000 to $4,000, in 
order to cover the full cost of attending school. Doing so could help combat the problem of agents giving illegal 
benefits to players. ’It’s not paying players; it’s covering the full cost of attendance,’ he said in an interview. But 
he’s adamant about not paying players. ’They’re not employees; they’re students,’ he said." 
Later that same month, USA Today reported that President Emmert "left no doubt where he stands: " ’Student- 
athletes will never be paid as long as I’m president of the NCAA.’ ... Emmert has said he is not opposed to a 
discussion about making scholarships worth the cost of attendance, which would allow for some money above 
room, board, tuition, books and fees. But that issue has been talked about off and on for years and received little 
traction." 

[cid:image002.jpg@01 CBF078.3A3E8A30] 
Brian Evans, Ed.D. 
Associate Athletics Director 
Student-Athlete Services 
Utah State University 
435-797-1868 - p 435-797-1837 - f 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 11 : 16 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hope all is well. When you get in Monday morning could you scratch out my calendar from 11:00 - 1:00? 

I just realized that my license expires Monday so upon my return I will be heading to the DMV. I do not want 
anyone to schedule an appointment before lpm. 

Thanks and see you Monday. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reggie Hinton" <notification@email.studentvoice.com> 

Sunday, April 3,2011 4:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Reminder: Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Student or Faculty / Staff Member, 

You have been randomly selected by UNC Chapel Hill to complete a survey about topics that are relevant to 
you and your peers. This national survey will provide Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill with feedback on 
your experiences. Data collected from this proj ect will be used by administrators to make informed decisions 
about programming and/or policies. 

The survey is voluntary and will take you less than 10 minutes to complete. Please note that all of your 
responses will be kept completely confidential and all resulting data will only be reported in the aggregate. By 
clicking on the link below you are indicating your willingness to participate in the survey. 

To access the survey please copy and paste the following link into your internet browser’s address bar: 

http ://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid=8787a9cc 15764af09fce7296d6bbb2ca 

Please note that you can close your survey and come back to the link above to pick up where you left off, if you 
get interrupted. 

Thank you in advance for your participation! If you have any specific questions about this survey, please 
contact Reggie Hinton at reggie.hinton@unc.edu. 

Best Regards, 
Reggie Hinton 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 8:50 AM 

Adrian Beros <beros-adrian@aramark.com>; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Holden Thorp <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Patti Thorp <patti@unc.edu> 

Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 10:06 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Holds Report 

TEXT.htm 

Oh, maybe ........... HA! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/4/2011 10:00 AM >>> 
Hi Susan, 
Can we get an updated one now that we are only a week out? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pete Watson <pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 9:38 AM 

Nadine Faustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm_I; Incoming freshman-lNFO-Everyone.xlsx_l 

I don’t have any PID’s 

Peter Watson 
Head Cross Country/Assistant Head Track and Field Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919 962-5215-Office 
pwatson@uncaa.unc, edu 
>>> Dennis Craddock 4/3/2011 7:42 PM >>> 
Work together on this as Pete you are Head recruiter so you may need to give Nadine the info to send over. 
DC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu~~ 

Monday, April 4,2011 10:44 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Annette I. Moran <brynto l 8@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Carol 
L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Holly L. 
Hartman-McCarty <hollyhartman@ou.edu>; JulieK. Owen <j.owen@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; 
Karen C. Wolf <karen.c.wolf@ou.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Jason D. Leonard <leonardjd@ou.edu>; Joseph 
M. Dantzler <marquesd@ou.edu>; Matthew-F. Ball <mball@ou.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Randy J. Garibay 
<rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Toby B. Baldwin 
<tobyb@ou,edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu> 

[n4a] News: Call to Action on Sexual Harassment - Inside Higher Ed 

http://~r~w~-.insidehighered.com/news/2Oll/O4/O4/education department~ivil rights~ffice~larifies colleges sexual~arassment~bligations title ix 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 12:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

TEXT.htm 

>>> "Wyrick, Marilyn J" <wyrick@email.unc.edu> 4/1/2011 4:05 PM >>> 

Our office has decided that we want to place the Dean’s Discretion service indicator on all new students 
accepted for Fall 11, but want to take classes during this upcoming summer. An email to me as each new 
student is admitted to summer term is fine. I will put on the SI and then take it off once I have had a 
conversation with each student about their plans. Students are free to email me, and we can also talk by phone 
or in person. What I do will not replace advisor workshops held during CTOPS; I just want to make sure these 
students have some feedback on their summer course choices. 

Thank you! 
Marilyn 

From: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Sent: Thursday, March 31,2011 1:00 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Lucido, Barbara E; Hamilton, Michael; Duncan, Heather M; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Lloyd, Gary R 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Marilyn, 

If your office wants to put the Dean’s Discretion Service Indicator on these students’ record for the summer 
term, that is fine. I’d like to ask that your office take responsibility for putting these on rather than the 
Registrar’s office as there are just a great number of moving parts right now with both Summer and Fall. 

Thanks! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Kelly, Ed.D. 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:47 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E; Hamilton, Michael; Duncan, Heather M; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Can we go ahead and put on the Dean’s Discretion service indicator for the summer term only? 
Marilyn 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:09 PM 
To: Hamilton, Michael; Duncan, Heather M; Wyrick, Marilyn J; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Michael 

This email address is fine. Thanks so much! 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Hamilton, Michael 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:48 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E; Duncan, Heather M; Wyrick, Marilyn J; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Hi Barbara, 

Is there a particular email address you would like these records to be sent? 

Michael Hamilton 
Student Services Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
CB#2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 



Email : mhamilton@admissions.unc.edu 
Phone: (919) 843-9803 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:16 AM 
To: Duncan, Heather M; Wyrick, Marilyn J; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne; Hamilton, Michael 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Heather, 

That would be VERY helpful! Thank you for thinking of us! 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:10 AM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Lucido, Barbara E; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne; Hamilton, Michael 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Marilyn, 

Admissions is sending us the PIDs of these new Fall 2011 students that are going to come for the Summer 2011 
term. 

When they send the names/PIDs of these new ASBCH students to our office, do you want to be copied on that 
as well, so you know who these individuals are? 

Michael, I’m assuming your office would be able to copy Advising on those emails as well, if they want to 
know who these students will be? 

Thanks, 
Heather 



Heather M. Duncan 
Registration Services Supervisor 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.8292 
Fax: 919.962.3349 

Website: http ://regweb.unc.edu 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:52 PM 
To: Duncan, Heather M; Lucido, Barbara E; Covalt, Carolyn S 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

We have asked all first years coming to summer to talk with an advisor, which is me, to go over their course 
plans. As always, we give advice and hope they listen. But I would like to talk with them to prevent potential 
problems and at least, have our discussions on record. This has always been done in the past with few problems, 
but unfortunately, it hasn’t been well discussed for ConnectCarolina. I talked with Dean May and Carolyn, and 
it looks like the dean’s discretion SI would work well. I should have access to that one. 

Marilyn 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:47 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E; Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Cc: Kelly, Roberta Anne 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Barbara and Marilyn, 

Yes, this is correct - new Fall first year students will not be able to register for Fall 2011 until their CTOPS 
session. 

For new Fall 2011 students that are not coming in the summer, Admissions is holding off on matriculating them 
until late May. Once they are matriculated they will have access to their shopping cart, but will not be able to 
register until their CTOPS registration session. 

For new Fall 2011 students that decide they want to take Summer classes, we receive their names from 
Admissions, and update their admit term to 2115. This allows them to be term activated and have an 
appointment for summer, but they won’t be able to register for Fall 2011 until their CTOPS registration session. 
In these cases, however, these students are able to use their Fall 2011 shopping cart once they are matriculated 
early for summer. 



For students coming in the summer, do they need to talk with an advisor prior to registering? 

Thanks! 
Heather 

Heather M. Duncan 
Registration Services Supervisor 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.8292 
Fax: 919.962.3349 

Website: http ://regweb.unc.edu 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:25 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Cc: Duncan, Heather M 
Subject: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Yes, I believe that they can’t register for fall until their reg date, which should correspond to their CTOPS 
session. I’ve cc’d Heather Duncan on this, however, so that she can confirm. In SIS this was the case, but I’m 
not sure for ConnectCarolina (since this is the first summer term with it). 

By the way, the student is PID 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:22 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subiect: RE: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 



One thing that is an issue is summer service indicators for these students. In the past we had a summer flag that 
I lifted after I talked with the student that was just applied for summer. Then when they came to CTOPS, fall 
enrollment opened for them. Will the CTOPS work in Connect the same way? If they are open for summer, will 
fall be blocked until their CTOPS registration date? 

Marilyn 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:16 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Subj ect: Admitted First-Yr for Sum Schl 

Marilyn 

I assume, as in the past, that you are the go-to person when an admitted first-year student wishes to enroll in 
summer school and needs academic advising... 

I got a call from a mother about this, and I referred the daughter to you. Said to make a phone appointment with 
you online. She’s on the women’s      team. 

Did I handle this correctly? Is this the procedure you’d like everyone to follow? 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 4, 2011 1:40 PM 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

All-Sports Dinner RSVP 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Stacey, 
I will be there. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 1:49 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All-Sports Dinner RSVP 

TEXT.htm 

ok, thanks 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/4/2011 1:40 PM >>> 
Hi Stacey, 
I will be there. 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 3:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 

Just a reminder that if you can get me a list of all your incoming students coming in for CTOPS by Wednesday, 
I would appreciate. I know it might not be a complete list at this point, but any names you have would be 
appreciated. 

I sent the Excel sheet that should be used for the format last week. Let me know if you need another copy of it. 

Thanks bunches! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright. edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 4:12 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Great article about a straight wrestler who stands up for gay rights 

TEXT.htm 

http ://www.insidehighered.com/news/2011/03/30/athlete_ally_takes_stand_again 
st homophobia_and_transphobia in college_athletics 

I just read this article and wanted to share with the group. Personally, I 
think the message can be stronger when it comes from someone straight. Also 
check out his website: www.athleteally.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 12:17 AM 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

I am just following up on Brent’s request to get a list of incoming students for CTOPS purposes. Please forward 
that list to me as soon as you can. Thanks. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/30/2011 4:27 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 
Knowing Kym is still on leave until Monday, I wanted to touch base with each of you in efforts to get your lists 
of incoming students. We are trying to determine what the summer will look like from a CTOPS standpoint and 
knowing the numbers and names will be helpful. If you can send me your list with their names, PIDs if known 
and hometowns, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you for your assistance, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 8:41 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Why Showing Your Cracks is a Great Recruiting Strategy 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@danludor.com> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 8:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why Showing Your Cracks is a Great Recruiting Strategy 

TEXT.him 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here ! 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render?llr bwheqnbab&v 001euir7dY8GMUllcEvVQhHiLrp03ZcWN7Ro8v2v86hHmtsGw0nGZwL3nYzkO-9vH6Nx -- 
wG4xePHSeARLtlW33k5agD4GJiq0J9KjhlODxr8tq0CVEYDdQHslmY9EoxdEjDgP8U1FJM%3D 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

Please confirm 
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com!c.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&t 1105057698361.56114.51939951.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscribe 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 001RSeLkhTk2ivhaGO8qr3Nig%3D% 
3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
WaB TRIep5H4CE7IB63KNJLAXd3gUM5rpsGxr78SKBSg7-u hOLOGkxvqdx9XusIKHfNOaoPDAaHXFh-lnilxiIFb8 d2c5E6GtLaA4zlNz72rOKFm0IZGit7VkYTXtrk ] 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-WssVWT2k27r03YCOUVZaTPwwDv9tBWrJkP2gQkSxfsP- 
2XyXv3hbR7UEEZIOVBij-YyLV2IMseNZbGTW1XEU0glbavwuJTdcNmap9j0Wr xw ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

April 5, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 14 

Why Showing Your Cracks is a Great Recruiting Strategy 

Showing your recruiting [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-WssVWT2k27r03YCOUVZaTPwwDv9tBWrJkP2gQkSxfsP- 
2XyXv3hbR7UEEZIOVBij-YyLV2IMseNZbGTW1XEU0glbavwuJTdcNmap9j0Wr xw ]Several 
years ago, my wife and I excitedly watched the cement being poured for the foundation 
of our new home. You don’t really realize just how much cement it takes to pour 
a foundation, not to mention a patio and a driveway, until you watch them do it 
over a full day. 

After that task was completed, we came back the following morning after the cement 
had hardened to check on the finished work. 

And that’s when we noticed something that peaked our curiosity: 

The same men that had been carefully pouring and smoothing the cement for our new 
home were now etching deep lines at various points in the foundation, and even cracking 
it in certain places! 

"What are they doing!?!?" I thought to mysel£ I wanted our foundation to be perfect. 
I was looking for smooth and beautiful, not cracked and etched. The control freak 
in me couldn’t resist pointing out this apparant problem to one of the men overseeing 
the operation. The answer he gave me was enlightening. 

"We do that because we want to be the ones to determine where the cracks are in 
the foundation", he explained. "It’s going to crack over time anyway. But if we 
establish the main crack lines now, and etching those deep lines in the driveway 
as we’re laying the concrete, we can make sure that no cracks show up later in 
places we don’t want them." 

All of a sudden, the cracks weren’t a bad thing. I understood their purpose, and 
the benefit to the overall structure. 

And that’s where the lesson for you, as a college coach and recruiter, comes in... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VfUYxhkXOjthwGOZvEVkvGzzdAdgwgL4p- 

Yfsh9CFOVqvBzM5NPE3pnVVyRAgno7LRS8qmvum8D5b716T2KH- 
OwBnanzI lmE28rDhtN46bna7m7JwpT851jIwAMUQmlyLXObJsxg4pZ404ddI2fuylpUIBQKx6ICSju9Fv0B7aoaa6bo9iZVwD] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONa JG78K7S4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9ToT8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Nsl 1NOhSKj0VJG61EohHLP84eEAdVsLT]PflVm2cDGQ6sFfCno s 3nWP1Mnb4EEs QgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVTn32ByWnQodMJk4feKZKnjX9Jzp0hhk9EKmTA6 lb w3SsNkSTIlfmGoQy] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnhab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
UtXexrQASnGYJMfvWO4dooQ1V9xtzBlygtIB Sk0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6INP19b8bobNzy8HIiSPqICfloIugKj 0aWj OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf4Q ] 

Lodestone SocialMedia [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-UvSEflqNKzBeOJ0-xEKXNUIw7moZVuUjOsIYfpQcUhZ- 
xgxIvCpTbXhFpG9XfcY5FhteUZ fkbYZbzI-L7menVZgc4N72NGj t-hrBBnGow6KQ ] 

Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-UvSEflqNKzBeOJ0-xEKXNUIw7moZVuUjOsIYfpQcUhZ- 
xgxIvCpTbXhFpG9XfcY5FhteUZ fkbYZbzI-L7menVZgc4N72NGj t-hrBBnGow6KQ ] 
to find your social media solution 



Dan Tudor on Facebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suII55- 
VB7EggTbS3K811YYa6hp 8 dC1LrU8RfxuOFwu3uM81NpvVbGdn9vPb9q-tfA- 
cVoLo 14ZWC6wwHnwmhCYbsBYILxxB S3TTZyYeswaVJSEZeiAPxQNjysNAWCLB JMs3DZsucmIEbYgTq8KnyQQJQvzW3n81Ky7wgFn7UvYgjDX- 
IB stPD JPbgUj JTuys sQFjEg JTfCxqd 1A 8 GB 4IfPOKdoKI6Qvhj 6ve JZVQbVGXZda]~fA ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Why Out-of-Area Prospects Might Be the Better Option for College Coaches 

Interesting question: Should you recruit locally or go for the athletes that are 
out-of-area? One coach says you should go outside your area...for reasons you 
may be surprised to hear. Do you agree with him? 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videos featuring Dan Tudor - just click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VN98nQBPBknaOgsNzxn- 

Te6wEoX0bWXWtQ8IpeaelE 15DQSbgqwMEzeNS882Zh7abJ9tgelPQ08zMTXhuaR5DwnC7eEOOR1 SxPUQI3hcU3KEAkZWuk4Zhb 862udvRdlDzRAAAral- 
j 5 oOUvSgPGTBvFE 5 TIVlITEF6rMEByfeqZ3bzKWNFwzmqX2]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-X-RrN6IzeIXsjglt8- 
UpX9uwucKou2xiel S Af-hYFPtLirIwToOL frEp71 EZ QqGX 5EYtagZuRTv2adp 5xaimErGnkAaJXhXWwM-gkvkNoXtKc S 5vPPz SCpy] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONa JG78K7S4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9ToT8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Nsl 1NOhSKj0VJG61EohHLP84eEAdVsLT]PflVm2cDGQ6sFfCno s 3nWP1Mnb4EEs QgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVTn32ByWnQodMJk4feKZKnjX9Jzp0hhk9EKmTA6 lb w3SsNkSTIlfmGoQy] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
UtXexrQASnGYJMfvWO4dooQ1V9xtzBlygtIB Sk0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6INP19b8bobNzy8HIiSPqICfloIugKj 0aWj OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf4Q ] 

Front Rush[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
WT2xSU rbEvNp S OjFnxuYFcj HBgXEOKstiHsuFCCeMqdIYGotaOWnCMgfp4Ayk9Ipia0 SREiCqz9EX 1DHKNFGBB q7MSsvRcVkYeEb 1 wLDWN0oEauOnUyX5ZYXDyNZ W7yO6’, 

The Difficult Art of Delegation 

Handingoffthebaton[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-WssVWT2k27r03YCOUVZaTPwwDv9tBWrJkP2gQkSxfsP- 
2XyXv3hbR7UEEZIOVBij-YyLV2IMseNZbGTW1XEU0glbavwuJTdcNmap9j0Wr xw ]by 
Mandy Green, Head Soccer Coach - University of South Dakota 

I am working with some coaches on managing their time better in the office. When 
I am on campus working with a coach, it is fun to see their eyes light up as we 
set recruiting, team, administrative, and personal goals and then come up with a 
plan on how accomplishing these goals to make it reality. Never fails, we always 
hit a snag when I mention the "D" word. 

That word that seems to hang up a lot of coaches is delegation. It’s hard to hand 
offthe baton to someone else and let them run with it, especially if you are a 
coach who tends to live by the adage, "If you want something done fight, do it yourselfl" 

"If it’s to be, it’s up to me." This seems to be another favorite saying of a lot 

of the coaches that I am working with. To me, it says a great deal about their willingness 
to delegate. These coaches work non-stop morning to night, and still do (although 
they are getting better), because they somehow can’t embrace the notion that it’s 
possible to get things done any other way. 

Beneath the many excuses for not delegating lays the reason why many of us coaches 
avoid... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-WI9u0y4eI-ynPrm7BiDBvGYuhVPp- 

FuemQWpAwSwdW7Ra0OOCyFm2TfmY9fwx54mIMv31we27KHYx5kY04XtIj6V5G5n2AnXTbBH6 3ZRXGQ ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONa JG78K7S4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9ToT8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Nsl 1NOhSKj0VJG61EohHLP84eEAdVsLT]PflVm2cDGQ6sFfCno s 3nWP1Mnb4EEs QgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVTn32ByWnQodMJk4feKZKnjX9Jzp0hhk9EKmTA6 lb w3SsNkSTIlfmGoQy] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
UtXexrQASnGYJMfvWO4dooQ1V9xtzBlygtIB Sk0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6INP19b8bobNzy8HIiSPqICfloIugKj 0aWj OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf4Q ] 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-XYGu YR3QpKEbbupJFx0EQaG3wRzaXfl- 
90a56RXJHN1Eck2ctNgueFHED24BY 1Ts 50t6eTODThe83xvJe6mnEAjEuwlKPY0o3ydkd wuhJ5aoH6F8XWz] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICKHERE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260sui155- 
Ur9Hcg~te~H~W0wFIBNfMRYNEhHSsGWMGp7KzZK~x4V2C66Qhri8~hLccb~~K~V-sMAv~2L2aHiEsxc43g36~MFPA~sxEuqmDWr753z0w8r0g ] 
TO GET ~ EDGE 

D3 Coaches: Do You Use Your Biggest Recruiting Advantage? 

NCSASports [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XYIYd4 2bYxGueGBVJANaLrkDJNh4Hrnur~xwyWCd8X4A9NQ~pbQZBPBh9Mr~rUT~e8H7yZE0275cwH~A~X5PJeYgQGWr4UxcBDcB~AVIiXEj ao06P RBslZglmgpqCwxW 
-thmg ]Courtesy 
NCSASports.org[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XYIYd4 2bYxGueGBVJANaLrkDJNh4Hrnur~xwyWCd8X4A9NQ~pbQZBPBh9Mr~rUT~e8H7yZE0275cwH~A~X5PJeYgQGWr4UxcBDcB~AVIiXEj ao06P RBslZglmgpqCwxW 
-thing ] 



From the lack of athletic scholarship dollars to being excluded in video games-it 
may seem D3 programs just can’t catch a break with recruiting prospects. 

However, there is a very fundamental but very important rule that not a lot of D3 
coaches are aware of: There are no Phone/Email contact regulations for D3 programs 
for ANY sport. 

That’s right! D3 schools can email and call potential prospects from the moment 
they enter high school. 

Please see the excerpt from the D3 Manual below: 

13.02.9.1 Timing of Telephone Calls. There are no restrictions on the timing of 
telephone calls to prospective student-athletes. See Bylaw- 13.1.3 for information 
on permissible callers. (Adopted: 4/20/09) 

13.02.10.1 Timing of E-mail and Facsimiles. There are no restrictions on the timing 
for sending e-mails and facsimiles to prospective student-athletes. (Adopted: 4/20/09) 

How does this apply to you? The National Collegiate Scouting Association has access 
to thousands of student-athletes through their Athletic Recruiting Network [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XYIYd4 2bYxGueGBVJANaLrkDJNh4HmunxwyWCd8X4A9NQ~pbQZBPBh9Mr~rUT~e8H7yZE~275cWH~A~X5PJeYgQGWr4UxcBDcB~AVIiXEj ao06P RBslZglmgpqCwxW 
-thmg ] 
and we took the opportunity to survey our athletes. The information was anything 
from what the prospect wants to do on visits, to how early they would like to be 

contacted. An overwhelming 57% of the student-athletes answered "As early as possible" 
to how early they would like a D3 program to contact them. 

The answer wasn’t nearly as shocking as... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-V8XILBSYa2513K3qaoQWk-HVAOZBTNSP0ePXbsIJYun- 
miF9CBj 0rcZhMgbhmgoq24K VUZDExTQz81V8LeJwlkBwg3tbPwUU37aZgVWMeRyUYEQcaYmoTwGACQDTCHw3xt- 
dE3JZvupFTwFT2pCCQPqNK006 72dDrtX 8~DPjdSJKgypCLadktyDdIkAytZxw32FsvwILxBdI5bz0G8UO751P3BuZo7fcrluR8oFlw ] 

Find us on Facebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONa JG78K7S4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9ToT8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Nsl 1NOhSKj0VJG61EohHLP84eEAdVsLT~lVm2cDGQ6sFfCno s 3nWP1Mnb4EEs QgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVTn32ByWnQodMJk4feKZKnjX9Jzp0hhk9EKmTA6 lb w3SsNkSTIlfmGoQy] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
UtXexrQASnGYJMfvWO4dooQ1V9xtzBlygtIB Sk0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6INP19b8bobNzy8HIiSPqICfIoIugKj 0aWj OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf4Q ] 

2010 NCRCin Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-U2sDReEZE83y61x9myNOL8c 4xQ7Znp6- 
irCYU8gKEUaFDSZA2HWxjwlWhZDXueG5Wi140YwLvsuRX6mQioZtqiVqcbyjMuI9XQ75M t aUOvn5rFj9b zLUdLP1WCZOI~xwSqocNqQukXuiEnf7F6RfeYN7M3rMIpXiF4N 

The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Winning Recruiting Techniques 
REGISTER FOR ~ 2011 NCRC TODAY! [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-UWS5W-OXL-meD-5Y6Sv7cTa- 
ims6CW3RCWgAsO8p9byR6wqZCUliMOzR2v2GteQ7bR9LlhEYWy6C8zpQGhh0KkceklwNqko NVJ82Ks9ypGs0W10zD4-y] 

Michigan State Rowing Using Dartlish to Train Team and Showcase Program to Recruits 
and Fans 

Dartfish features Michigan State rowing [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260sui155- 
Ur9Hcg~te~H~W0wFIBNfMRYNEhHSsGWMGp7KzZK~x4V2C66Qhri8~hLccb~~K~V-sMAv~2L2aHiEsxc43g36~MFPA~sxEuqmDWr753z0w8r0g ]Dartish 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?ll~bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-Ur9HcgoteoHOW0wFIBNfMRYNEhHSsGWMGp7KzZKlx4V2C66Qhri8ohLccbolKoV- 
sMAvTL2aHiEsxc43g36OMFPAosxEuqmDWr753z0w8r0g ] 
continues to develop a big following among college coaches who have discovered that 
the easy-to-use tools it offers makes coaching more effective. 

But the tools don’t end there... 

Using Darkfish.tv, programs like Michigan State rowing are able to creatively showcase 
their team, as well as use the video to train their athletes visually. 

Check out their public Dartfish.tv channel [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VQUBh7-fmDvBKDX6uhdJJOZOQlj- 
7yhYm2HK8wgZdiocf3eF8obhVnS0gkbvyNFuLIh6Y2vrKox 1 e-0bFaGLbg8ynzGqeB02xA1EeNRL8itI0kk3uYysLPN23QJ04NW2CMPAC8Xra4ovnHPMGjRPN], 
a venue that loudly proclaims they are a techologically advanced coaching staff 
that effectively publicizes their rowers... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VQUBh7-fmDvBKDX6uhdJJOZOQlj- 

7yhYm2HK8wgZdiocf3eF8obhVnS0gkbvyNFuLIh6Y2vrKox 1 e-0bFaGLbg8ynzGqeB02xA1EeNRL8itI0kk3uYysLPN23QJ04NW2CMPAC8Xra4ovnHPMGjRPN] 

Find us on Facebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONa JG78K7S4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9ToT8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Nsl 1NOhSKj0VJG61EohHLP84eEAdVsLT]PflVm2cDGQ6sFfCno s 3nWP1Mnb4EEs QgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVTn32ByWnQodMJk4feKZKnjX9Jzp0hhk9EKmTA6 lb w3SsNkSTIlfmGoQy] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
UtXexrQASnGYJMfvWO4dooQ1V9xtzBlygtIB Sk0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6INP19b8bobNzy8HIiSPqICfloIugKj 0aWj OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf4Q ] 

Workbooks [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155-VICxO-y- 
gbYnmrv7YMEwMvXuaVZ7cuyp46fw7y S AgZk2B 4NeMFQyEvI 1ZKV7Qyru8 JueD-2-aGI1WmRRJrRDkMAQ0 JprFeaZ QgrZ 8UShXNAug ] 

Final Four Buzz: Worth Over $600 Million to Butler? 

Butler cleans-up when it comes to publicity [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260sui155- 
WssVWT2k27r03YC~UVZaTPwwDv9tBWrJkP2gQkSxfsP-2XyXv3hbR7UEEZI0VBij-YyLV2IMseNZbGTW~XEU0g~bavwuJTdcNmap9j0Wr xw ]The 
University of Connecticut outmatched Butler University in last night’s men’s basketball 



championship game, but the Bulldogs may have still come out a winner when it comes 
to the value of their two big runs in 2010 and 2011. 

A study commissioned by the Butler athletic department found that last year’s NCAA 
Tournament run generated well in excess of $600 million dollars in publicity value. 
Utilizing media finns Borshoff and Meltwater, Butler’s athletic department tracked 
print, television and online publicity generated by the Bulldogs’ march to last 

year’s NCAA national championship game. The study covered the period from March 
to December, 2010. 
The results of the study showed that Butler’s 2010 NCAA Tournament bid resulted 
in $639,273,881.82 in publicity value for the University! That figure included 
$100,000,000 in publicity value from the CBS broadcast of Butler’s national title 
game against Duke. 
"The big story here is that the quality of Bntler University has been revealed to 
a nationwide audience through the success of our men’s basketball team," said Butler 
Athletic Director Barry Collier. "This incredible amount is exposure was earned 
on the court by our team and that is a credit to Coach Brad Stevens and the men’s 
basketball team." 
The lengthy study found that... 

CLICKHERE TO CONTINUE [http://r2~.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=bwheqnbab&et=11~5~57698361&s=56114&e=~~126~suIl55-WN~ML kF7Alo7AsJmjHXUrsMEk7y GpANeit- 
ncPxa8aN9XZ3Ke7DirpWN93vIVtKghtSbnCbr31RjX8NVN3mEW0eiCJueGz8wPtTU2CjMWo dHNgEdcPLf7 xOhhmZXuspKhQHavczCksETMLYs9FApqxel0OC- 

GtCTi2ff7XAOWkOnKwxIhie] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
XaH25nONa JG78K7S4sQUgAs48wrDJRRHysPL3ehtjLx2ivt0ZODwY99R kjmzY SYnWDmcnIsgZpTu8K2kYAzmY- 
58iawaB9ToT8v2KifegSdU6qTr2Nsl 1NOhSKj0VJG61EolffILP84eEAdVsLTq~lVm2cDGQ6sFfCno s 3nWP1Mnb4EEs QgnSupibduDKRHhXfyLAVuIDHBU9vpwz- 
CjM4CzzqVTn32ByWnQodMJk4feKZKnjX9Jzp0hhk9EKmTA6 lb w3SsNkSTIlfmGoQy] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105057698361&s 56114&e 001260suI155- 
UtXexrQASnGYJMfvWO4dooQ1V9xtzBlygtIB Sk0ZNmwX5uKY31ZCXa6INP19b8bobNzy8HIiSPqICfloIugKj 0aWj OPUPJB-4CYbvcN3pf4Q ] 

Dartfish [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp?llr=bwheqnbab&et= 1105057698361&s=56114&e=001260suI155- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 8:49 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5,2011 8:49 AM 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Davian: 

I would like to meet with you soon to discuss midterm grades, AP students, etc. sometime this week. I am 
meeting students about registration this week but maybe we can do lunch. Let me know what works for you. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 9:48 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Compliance Newsletter - April, 2011 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 9:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: More updates 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5, 2011 10:05 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Downed trees on campus/Roads closed! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 10:05 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Downed trees on campus/Roads closed! 

TEXT.htm 

Country Club Road near Paul Green Theater is temporarily blocked due to downed trees. UNC Building and 
Grounds staff are currently on location working to remove debris so that the road can reopen. 
Recommended detours to access main campus destinations are as follows: 
From Battle Lane: 
Use Cameron Drive to Raleigh St. or Columbia St. 
From the east: 
Use Raleigh Rd. to access Raleigh street or Columbia St. n Cameron Drive 
From the west: 
Use Cameron Dr. or South Rd. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 10:20 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Upcoming Signing Day and DEAD PERIOD (April, 2011) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5,2011 10:20 AM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc. edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Business Office <-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Communications <- 
Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Sports Marketing <-Sports 
Marketing@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Ticket Office <-Ticket Office@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Signing Day and DEAD PERIOD (April, 2011) 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches and Staff, 

This email applies to all sports except Field Hockey, Football, M/W Soccer, and Track and Field. 

Note the following information regarding the upcoming NLI Signing Period (next week!): 

The Dead Period is Monday, April 1 lth - Thursday, April 14th. 

Please remember that, during a dead period, you are not to have any contacts or evaluations with any prospects. 
This includes on-campus activity, such as official or unofficial visits, as well as off-campus recruiting, such as 
evaluations at games or visits to a high school. If a prospect wanders into your office during this time, you must 
tell them that it is a dead period and you cannot talk to them! 

It remains permissible to telephone or write prospects, as permitted in your sport by recruiting legislation 
(Bylaws 13.1.3 and 13.4.1). Unlimited phone calls may be made to prospects between Wednesday, April 13th 
and Friday, April 15th. 

Also, it is not permissible to offer complimentary admission to prospects for home events held during this time. 
Note that there is a Baseball game on Tuesday, April 12th versus East Carolina. Unfortunately, you are not 
permitted to provide complimentary admissions to prospects for this game. 

The NLI Initial Signing Day is Wednesday, April 13th. 

If you have not submitted your forms to me to have NLI packets prepared, please do so ASAP. Once I have 
these forms, I will prepare your NLI packets and return them to you to be mailed. 

Speaking of mailing... Remember that the ONLY items you can send via an express mail service (e.g., Fed Ex, 
UPS) are the NLI and accompanying ASA. It is permissible to include a letter or document with directions for 
completing and returning the NLI!ASA, but it is NOT permissible to include any other information (e.g., 
Admissions Application) in the packet. 

As a final reminder, the Compliance Office must validate a prospect’s NLI!ASA prior to his/her name being 
released on TarHeelBlue or through any other media outlet. If your staff wishes to release this information on 
signing day immediately upon receipt of a faxed NLI/ASA, you will need to hand-deliver or fax both 



documents to 962-6002, which is the Compliance Office fax. At that point, the Athletics Communication staff 
member responsible for your sport should email me and I will respond, via email, with official verification of 
the NLI!ASA. No release should be made public until this emailed verification is received by the Athletics 
Communication staff member! 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this information. Thanks and good luck on Signing Day! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5, 2011 11:10 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Summer Conditioning Regulations (2011) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 11:10 AM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc. edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <- 
Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Equipment Managers <-Equipment 
Managers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Keith Heckendorf <heckendo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell 
Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Buscemi <mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Thomas Myslinski <myslinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Norris McCleary 
<nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jared Powers <powersja@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Sisa 
<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Sports Medicine <-Sports Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Weight 
Room <-Weight Room@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Conditioning Regulations (2011) 

TEXT.htm; FB 2011 Summer Conditioning Period Regulations.doc; Summer 
Conditioning Regulations (Basketball) - 2011.doc; Summer Conditioning Regulations 
(not FB or BB) - 2011 .doc 

All, 

See attached for the Summer Conditioning memos for this summer. Please note that there are 3 attachments. 
You will need to read/print only the one that is applicable to your sport! 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this information. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5, 2011 11:39 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5, 2011 1:13 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Coffee for the Ladies-THIS SAT! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 1:50 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 4/05 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 4:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Get Noticed, Gorgeous! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5, 201 ! 4:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Athletic Department Family Picnic 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5,2011 4:24 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Athletics Administration <-Athletics 
Administration@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Baseball <-Baseball@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Basketball - 
Mens <-Basketball - Mens@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Basketball - Womens <-Basketball - 
Womens@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Business Office <-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <- 
Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Computing <-Computing@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Education 
Foundation <-Education Foundation@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Equipment Managers <- 
Equipment Managers@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Facilities <-Facilities@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Fencing <-Fencing@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Field Hockey <-Field Hockey@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Golf <-Golf@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Gymnastics <- 
Gymnastics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Human Resources <-Human Resources@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Lacrosee - Womens <- 
Lacrosee - Womens@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Lacrosse - Mens <-Lacrosse - 
Mens@uncaa.unc.edu>; -New Media <-New Media@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Olympic Sports 
<-Olympic Sports@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Operations <-Operations@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Rowing <-Rowing@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Smith Center Maintenance <-Smith Center 
Maintenance@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Soccer <-Soccer@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Softball <- 
Softball@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Sports Marketing <-Sports Marketing@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Sports Medicine <-Sports Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Strength Coaches <-Strength 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Student-Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete 
Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Swimming <-Swimming@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Tennis <- 
Tennis@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Ticket Office <-Ticket Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Track and 
Field <-Track and Field@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Travel Office <-Travel 
Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Volleyball <-Volleyball@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Weight Room <- 
Weight Room@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Wrestling <-Wrestling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athletic Department Family Picnic 

TEXT.htm 

I would like to invite you and your family to the Athletic Department Family Picnic on April 29, 2011. We will 
have the picnic in the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse. There will be plenty of food and inflatable games for kids. 

The picnic and fun will begin at 5:30 p.m. 

Please return the following RSVP to Beth Miller by April 20, 2011. 

Thank you and I look forward to seeing you at the picnic. 

P.S. If there is anyone in your department that does not have access to email, please make sure they receive this 
invitation. 

2011 Athletic Department Family Picnic 
April 29, 2011 

Number attending the picnic: 

Adults 



Children (over 5 years) 

Children (5 years or younger) 

Please return this form by April 20, 2011 to: 
Beth Miller, Carmichael Arena 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



I would like to invite you and your family to the Athletic Department Family Picnic on April 29, 2011. We 
will have the picnic in the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse. There will be plenty of food and inflatable games for kids. 

The picnic and fun will begin at 5:30 p.m. 

Please return the following RSVP to Beth Miller by April 20, 2011. 

Thank you and I look forward to seeing you at the picnic. 

P.S. If there is anyone in your department that does not have access to email, please make sure they receive 
this invitation. 

2011 Athletic Department Family Picnic 
April 29, 2011 

Number attending the picnic: 

Adults 

Children (over 5 years) 

Children (5 years or younger) 

Please return this form by April 20, 2011 to: 

Beth Miller, Carmichael Arena 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 5:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Two Important Reminders 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 5:33 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Garnet Insider 4-5-11 Garnet & Black Spring Game, Fan Fest this Saturday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 5:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 4-5-11 Garnet & Black Spring Game, Fan Fest this Saturday 

TEXT.htm 

Garnet & Black Spring Game, Fan Fest this Saturday 
Gamecock Football will host the annual Garnet & Black Spring Game this Saturday, April 9th, at 1:00 
PM. Admission is free and the gates open at 11:30 AM. Approximately 30 minutes after the end of the 
spring game, the first ever Gamecock Fan Fest, presented by the Gamecock Club, will begin on the 
field at Williams-Brice. Fans will enter the field through the players tunnel to participate in 
photo opportunities with trophies, Cocky and the cheerleaders, skills challenges, kids activities, 
live music from Tokyo Joe, a Comhole Tournament (registration is already full! !), and more. 

Parking Information for Spring Game: 
- Fairgrounds will open at 11 AM, $10 for parking 
- SCETV lot will open at 9 AM, $10 for parking 
- Key Road lot will open at 9 AM and will offer FREE parking 
- The Farmers Market will be CLOSED and will not offer parking for the game. 

Baseball and Softball hosting midweek, away this weekend 
Baseball will look to ride the momentum of their weekend sweep of Kentucky vs. USC Upstate tonight 
at 7:00 PM before heading to Tennessee for their next SEC series. The Gamecocks will play at 
Tennessee Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, with the Thursday game at 7:30 PM being the first of the 
new "SEC Baseball Game of the Week" series on ESPNU. Softball also hosts an in-state foe today, 
facing Charleston Southern at 5:00 PM. The Gamecocks will then take on border rival UNC at 4:00 PM 
on Wednesday at Beckham Field 

*Programming Note*: On Thursday, a football edition of our "Carolina Calls" radio call-in show will 
air at the regular 7:00 PM time on 107.5 FM The Game in Columbia and across the state on the 
Gamecock IMG Sports Network. Thursday’s radio broadcast of the baseball game at Tennessee will begin 
on 1320 AM in Columbia then will be picked up in progress on 107.5 FM and all other baseball 
affiliates at the conclusion of "Carolina Calls" at 8:00 PM. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 5:49 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 2011 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 9:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: test 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 10:09 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 5,2011 11:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: TIMS 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:20 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: AAUP Newsletter: Fall Governance Conference Call for Papers 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Larry Gerber, AAUP Committee on College and University Governance" 
<aaupnewsletters@aaup. org> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 1:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AAUP Newsletter: Fall Governance Conference Call for Papers 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 

News for the Higher Education Community 

Following the tremendous response to last year’s governance conference, and given the continuing challenges that 
faculty and administrators around the country are facing as a result of financial pressures, the AAUP will hold a second 
governance conference this November. The committee is soliciting papers on all topics relating to governance for 
presentation at this event. 

The conference will take place at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC, on November 11-13,2011. In 
addition to the presentation of papers accepted by the committee, the AAUP will sponsor a series of training 
workshops for current and future governance leaders that will be spread out over the three days of the conference. 

Submit a Proposal 

Proposals are sought from individuals or groups for presentation on topics relating to college and university 
govemance. 

Possible areas of focus: 
&#9679; Principles, structures, and best practices of shared governance 
&#9679; Governance and assessment, accountability, or accreditation 
&#9679; Faculty participation in budgeting, financial exigency, or strategic planning 
&#9679; Corporatization and challenges to governance 
&#9679; The role of faculty in hiring, promotion, and tenure 
&#9679; Faculty governance, pedagogy, and curriculum 
&#9679; Governance and collective bargaining 
&#9679; The relationship of faculty governance to central administrations & legislatures 
&#9679; Motivating faculty to participate in shared governance 
&#9679; The role of contingent faculty 
&#9679; Departmental governance issues 

Proposals of one to two pages should be sent by September 1 to Lenore Beaky, AAUP Committee on College and 
University Governance, at lbeaky@hotmail.com Proposals submitted before August 1 will receive notice of 
acceptance or rejection prior to the September 1 deadline. All accepted presenters must register for the conference. The 
early conference registration fee of $300, due by October 14, includes a reception on Friday evening, breakfast and 
lunch on Saturday, and a closing breakfast on Sunday. The late registration fee will be $350. Special room rates of 
$209 per night will be available for conference participants. 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more 
information about the AAUP, visit http://lyris.eresources.com:81/t/5299636/4034459/470/O/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaup as: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, send a blank email to leave-5299636-4034459.55902643fl 1745716e7d57d7e2f14448@lists. aaup. org 
or simply hit reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 7:38 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Out today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 8:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Banned Drugs and Nutritional Supplements Educational Document 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 8:55 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Banned Drugs and Nutritional Supplements Educational Document 

TEXT.htm; Banned Drugs and Nutritional Supplements.docx 

All, 

The NCAA has passed new legislation that requires the Department of Athletics, on an annual basis, to educate 
all departmental staff regarding banned drugs and nutritional supplements. 

Please see the attached document that has been developed to serve this purpose. Also, please note that, should 
you have any questions regarding this information, we have identified the following two individuals as our 
designated departmental resources to assist staff members and student-athletes. 

Banned Drugs: Dr. Mario Ciocca, Director of Sports Medicine (ciocca@email.unc.edu; 966-3655) 
Nutritional Supplements: Jennifer Kettefly, Director of Sports Nutrition (ketterly@email.unc. edu; 962-9356) 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

baseball GPAs 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent, 
Could you please let me know whether we have any baseball players with a cumulative 3.3 GPA or better to 
nominate for Academic A-A? 
Thanks, 
Dana 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [seanc] Wed. news + FW: workers/students/faculty/community sit-out at UNC-CH 
this Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] Wed. news + FW: workers/students/faculty/community sit-out at UNC-CH this 
Thursday! 

TEXT.htm 

SEANC District 25 supports the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building this 
Thursday. Everyone is encouraged to stop by South Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend 
will be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t make it at 
noon, please try to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand united with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 4 day, 10 hour work schedule which has 
allowed many of them to have second jobs to make ends meet during these difficult economic times. A change 
to their schedule now will be a maj or monetary hardship for their families. Management has not demonstrated a 
need for the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a source of lesser reliability] 

Perdue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 
http ://ncblogger.com/2011/04/05/perdue-expected-to-veto-state-health-plan. aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 million for athlete study center 
http ://www. newsob s erver, com/2011/04/06/1107836/athl ete - study -center-funded. html 

[A message to students] 
All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
This Thursday April 7 

9am: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in front of South Building! 
12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students! 

Join campus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on 
workers rights! There will be food, speakers, conversation, performances and community. 

...It’s important to be there all day, or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, rearrange appointments, ask off 
from professors. But, if you can only make part of the day, the most important part will be from 12 noon to 
lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak out to the media. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South 
Building next Thursday to protest unfair schedule changes by management. They and other workers are 
courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition hikes, and 
other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s essential that we as students support them and sit-out with them! With the climate of fear and intimidation 
that workers face constantly from management, it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this campus, let alone to 



protest publicly. These unfair schedule changes that workers are facing are just another example of the 
administration trying to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to 
fight these attacks. As workers, they face retaliation, increased health care costs, unfair schedule changes, 
intimidation, and decreased benefits. 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the j ob and dignity in the workplace for campus workers! 

Chelsea Earles 
HOPE Coalition Coordinator 
919-491-6936 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 
PO Box 12133 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at www.nchope.org<http://www.nchope.org>! 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28970284- 
9177075.234d8 cf74fb a91593 ee4c03 eb 3 d 1 f6ae@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:01 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Important Meeting, Leaving Work Early 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:40 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: News & Updates from the Office of Human Resources 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:40 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

News & Updates from the Office of Human Resources 

TEXT.htm 

Below and attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. Please 
share this information with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 

Mar. 31: ULEAD applications due ( http://hr.unc.edu/training-development/specialized-programs/u- 
lead/index.htm ) (deadline extended) 
Apr. 15: Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nominations due (http://forum.unc.edu/) 
Apr. 15: UMA manager of the year award nominations due (http://uma.unc.edu/) 
Apr. 22: Spring holiday 
Apr. 30: Extra mile award nominations due (http://finance.unc.edu/finance-division/finance-employees/extra- 
mile-award-program-emap.html ) 

Information for Employees 
Nominate a Finance Employee for the Extra Mile Award (Click here ( http://finance.unc.edu/finance- 
division/finance-employees/extra-mile-award-program-emap.html )) 
The Extra Mile Award was established to recognize the individual accomplishments of Finance Division 
employees who truly "go the extra mile" for you. Please take this opportunity to nominate a Finance Division 
employee who consistently provides you and your department with exceptional customer service. A total of five 
finance employees will be selected from your nominations and will be recognized at this year’s Finance 
Division employee appreciation event in May. 

Save the Date -- 23rd Annual Carolina Blood Drive (Contact: Benefits Services 962-6008) 
Mark your calendars and save the date for the 23rd Annual Carolina Blood Drive, Jun. 7 from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
in the Dean Smith Center. 

File NameExpiry DateSize 
04051 I_HR Employee Information.pdf 
( http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/3b 1 c921 ad850ad 1 f8798a68768acbdfe )Mon, 04 Jul 2011 17:17:04 - 
0400443752bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:08 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: TUTORIAL SCHEDULE CHANGE...FRENCH 203 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:10 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: TUTORIAL SCHEDULE CHANGE...FRENCH 101 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 12:19 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: CREED Program 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 12:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CREED Program 

TEXT.htm; CREED PROGRAM.docx 

Let me know if you need more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 12:21 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Exam 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blaaaton <blaaaton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 1:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Women Basketball Programs Lose Money as Salaries Break College Budgets 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fw: Hey coach.. 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: NOTICE: ePro Vendor Catalogs experiencing technical problems 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

TEXT.htm; EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete.msg 

Can we get this list? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"B onita L. Marks, Ph.D." <marks@email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:17 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

Mime.822 1 

Hi Spencer 
It’s time for my dept. to begin the "Scholar Athlete Award" selection 
process. I am requesting a list of all current senior athletes majoring 
in Exercise Science graduating this May 2011 as well as those who 
graduated this past December 2010. If you have their current GPA, that 
would be helpful as only those with GPAs at/above 3.6 are eligible for 
this award. 
> Thanks so much for your assistance. 
Best Regards, 
Bonnie 

Bonita L. Marks, Ph.D., FACSM, ACSM-CES 
Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 
Graduate Coordinator, Exercise Physiology Specialization 
Director, Exercise Science Teaching Lab 
311 Woollen Gym, CB 8605 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 USA 
Telephone: 919-962-2260 
Fax: 919-962-0489 
http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/faculty_staff/faculty_marks.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:38 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Updated Athletics List (4.6.11) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:38 PM 

April Mann <asmann@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland 
<jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shandol Hoover <schoover@email.unc.edu>; 
Scarlett Jordan <slj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Waldeck <swaldeck@email.unc.edu> 

Updated Athletics List (4.6.11) 

TEXT.htm; 4.6.11 .doc 

All, 

See attached for an updated list of student-athletes for whom we will cover CTOPS fees. Note that the names in 
yellow have been added since the last memo, and that the PIDs in yellow have been corrected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 4/06 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 6:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Additional Summer I GEOL 101L Offered 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Rental Cars Under $20/day in Sunny Destination!! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Priceline PriceBreakers" <pricebreakers@emails.priceline.com> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rental Cars Under $20/day in Sunny Destinations! 

TEXT.htm 

Priceline PricebreakersGreat Spring Getaway! 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee98b5abd75f3c8ae2aa~b8ef77236ed2fb67796~~3abf984239937~8cdea8~ea~ fScd3ebb30b2006b2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9l7cl9c5cade8c6f5c49cda~65aa448~8f~ae7b56~f53dl82~6c9bfe~68c7c5442bc3b~6lc3aed2a2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9c74a79aa2c32f506dcec8cc79946d6c92a154b5015027cf154e lece7e0f69be5faffc8d4a4738e4f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee94b52ce3320873040f0e3cba88 ld8d9c29fbd542d37beabfe 8 lc5b4abc2ad63d59967d789e64826cf 
flights] 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9cff4b0ba4 lec5a798e2b0db4aec3bc4be4b4f76e77467919b0b564ff6c5b492b5a8b6b36869f7c58 

hotels I 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee996e9d5cb29849796958995ad684b6034e68c5d4fdf6e43d8680b67 lcld7a5b855a14154 ld8791655 

rental cars l 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee97a3955e68eb34ceb06a9805667374906 ld460a146a613eb5247050236860ed6addl la911990dae5c 
packages I 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9c39757ede79adc6afde6bd684794860bbd le4d 18f5e7cdf234ef910777d5448fb lef0d 19b9d6b786 

cruises I 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9b61 lfS00a53ab526a8511462ab6863727b444add4e8dfc37c375338de4202cdf9b82e8aa98e2ae9e 

activities I 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee905f73c94812903b6a47cfl 7ea0e735c3642be ld lcf351 le76 ld9d565 lcbff793d54649acc0af9b90 
pricebreakers ] 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9 le5654ca8 ldc 13 lf6150 lbb63585e3456c4772e054f8370fe04ba80888 lc7524e603ffd9783dle5f 
travel guides I 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9ee50e 167871558cbae4cde80d 1 le 128clbf53468532ffb3b 168a85b32e3de6d559b09f7c4ee36422 
groups 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=635dac443ac6cee9fe5a75ea7adea6614ebd63390745d0335bf8985652aflaaf872f359fe58d65b9962d755e8d2d818a 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed632d9848b2 le6564613d873522d76e2d7cdcf21 e2ee4f4dad8b7861 aeeebd555ebefc3bdd5503b7 
Rental Cars Under $20/day in Sunny Destinations! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed632d9848b2 le6564613 d873522d76e2d7cdcf21 e2ee4f4dad8b786 laeeebd555ebefc3bdd5503b7 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed632d9848b2 le6564613 d873522d76e2d7cdcf21 e2ee4f4dad8b786 laeeebd555ebefc3bdd5503b7 
12 days left 

Great Spring Getaway! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed632d9848b2 le6564613 d873522d76e2d7cdcf21 e2ee4f4dad8b786 laeeebd555ebefc3bdd5503b7 
More about this deal 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed632d9848b2 le6564613d873522d76e2d7cdcf21 e2ee4f4dad8b7861 aeeebd555ebefc3bdd5503b7 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82eacbefb2af4f33 lc2d6e794b20d3a90d33bca65bd035da06 lcbbc4b8652902ffed9dc0f5ecc05c109 
Enterprise Weekend Rentals from $9.99/day! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82eacbefb2af4f33 lc2d6e794b20d3a90d33bca65bd035da06 lcbbc4b8652902ffed9dc0f5ecc05c109 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82eacbefb2af4f33 lc2d6e794b20d3a90d33bca65bd035da06 lcbbc4b8652902ffed9dc0f5ecc05c109 
14 days left 

Enterprise Weekend Rentals! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82eacbefb2af4f33 lc2d6e794b20d3a90d33bca65bd035da06 lcbbc4b8652902ffed9dc0f5ecc05c109 
More about this deal 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82eacbefb2af4f33 lc2d6e794b20d3a90d33bca65bd035da06 lcbbc4b8652902ffed9dc0f5ecc05c 109 

More Last Minute Deals We Like 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e2c lb358796762flddal fcOb89c555c429e 153ccb9b3dcb5722d20e5c92dOaf7a3140cc454de9c59b 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2c lb358796762flddalfc0b89c555c429e 153ccb9b3dcb5722d20e5c92d0af7a3140cc454de9c59b 
$499* or LESS - 7-Night Vacation Rentals Worldwide! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2c lb358796762flddalfc0b89c555c429e 153ccb9b3dcb5722d20e5c92d0af7a3140cc454de9c59b 
10 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2c lb358796762flddalfc0b89c555c429e 153ccb9b3dcb5722d20e5c92d0af7a3140cc454de9c59b 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed5a9a37c407c9b28 lded09220165164c7f84240028a387f84233d5de8ba4c6a47ae9d5514d5 lbd50 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed5a9a37c407c9b28 lded09220165164c7f84240028a387f84233d5de8ba4c6a47ae9d5514d5 lbd50 
Niagara Falls Flight + Hotel Packages starting at $141/night per person! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed5a9a37c407c9b28 lded09220165164c7f84240028a387f84233d5de8ba4c6a47ae9d5514d5 lbd50 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed5a9a37c407c9b28 lded09220165164c7f84240028a387f84233d5de8ba4c6a47ae9d5514d5 lbd50 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ee8d140352a4ble lb21f5d47934cb3e7ce4b86ab96c2e leba91d4190a3897341323aa875742013680 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ee8d140352a4ble lb21f5d47934cb3e7ce4b86ab96c2e leba91d4190a3897341323aa875742013680 



Virgin America sale from $74 one way! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ee8d140352a4ble lb21f5d47934cb3e7ce4b86ab96c2e leba91d4190a3897341323aa875742013680 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ee8d140352a4ble lb21f5d47934cb3e7ce4b86ab96c2e leba91d4190a3897341323aa875742013680 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e824fc84a8a4a3c032c005c21e0ce88538991789 lcld9960eb73c ldf588 le0add20alf68307ff86c2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e824fc84a8a4a3c032c005c21e0ce88538991789 lcld9960eb73c ldf588 le0add20alf68307ff86c2 

Round Trip Flights - Less than $150 + No Booking Fees! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e824fc84a8a4a3c032c005c21e0ce88538991789 lcld9960eb73c ldf588 le0add20alf68307ff86c2 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e824fc84a8a4a3c032c005c21e0ce88538991789 lcld9960eb73c ldf588 le0add20alf68307ff86c2 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e 154albf440dcc28c97550894d24a5880c707a6ee 10892c98856c09cdde2bb 103d697aeee00a45121 

Hotel Freebies - 200+ FREE Night Deals! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e 154albf440dcc28c97550894d24a5880c707a6ee 10892c98856c09cdde2bb 103d697aeee00a45121 
5 days left 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed027119 ledad94dlb74c le5f7d7357dd0a9677e96782310106813a44d2654b722bb398a62bda090c 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed027119 ledad94dlb74c le5f7d7357dd0a9677e96782310106813a44d2654b722bb398a62bda090c 

3.5 + 4 star New York City Hotels - Up to 51% Of P. 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed027119 ledad94dlb74c le5f7d7357dd0a9677e96782310106813a44d2654b722bb398a62bda090c 
4 days left 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783 cba82e97fSa4d 1 fd9e 83043b4c5ae lce4cb618c2b49b8 lb4624bd9cb8b559802daced02624e 175f0907697 

Score up to $500 off our Most Popular Vacation Package Getaways! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783 cba82e97fSa4d 1 fd9e 83043b4c5ae lce4cb618c2b49b8 lb4624bd9cb8b559802daced02624e 175f0907697 
5 days left 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2057830674cfa689392b7ad703 fSa93 fe5ef004 la86b4b446f02069bb310e3698b412cb4f59c59f2 



Hawaii Vacation Packages from $203/night per person when you fly American Airlines! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2057830674cfa689392b7ad703 fSa93 fe5ef0041 a86b4b446f02069bb310e3698b412cb4f59c59f2 
5 days left 
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qs=cad0666783cba82e6560c515bb79cbd00280f13b97f8668b3d82a56dd980a862e77e2455ca233f3c42f5ce6c239990fd 

Celebrity Cruise Steals from $70/Night, FREE Spending & More 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e6560c515bb79cbd00280f13b97f8668b3d82a56dd980a862e77e2455ca233f3c42f5ce6c239990fd 
5 days left 
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Sail Bermuda from $68/Night, FREE Hotel Stay + More 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ec5b84afdd565dabb7586fl 8970338127f4c4 lc142d6fe9306f85729b7acb ld6310d222ca35b7819c 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e 1356bb39b5ae43e 140 lef82e 84e92446809abe5dae59895db6a780704fb2623de471 le4be54cb217 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e 1356bb39b5ae43e 140 lef82e 84e92446809abe5dae59895db6a780704fb2623de471 le4be54cb217 

Mamott Hotels - Up to 40% off Sunny Destinations! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e 1356bb39b5ae43e 140 lef82e 84e92446809abe5dae59895db6a780704fb2623de471 le4be54cb217 
3 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e969c483ebe2582e la729b577f3f323fcbOO2f13alO55ddO799b4936aaef37290535ebb9b3fadf5e9 

Vacation Packages to Baseball Opening Day Games - from $124/night per person! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e969c483ebe2582e la729b577f3f323fcbOO2f13alO55ddO799b4936aaef37290535ebb9b3fadf5e9 
3 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e4512dl lb318a52efl299294caa75eefb74 lfdd87f9bOadlfd93c53a56f6fabOb6dld152b 1377466c 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 



qs=cad0666783cba82e4512dl lb318a52ef1299294caa75eefb741 fdd87f9b0ad 1 fd93c53a56f6fab0b6d ld 152b 1377466c 

Up to 52% Off Major Cities Week + Weekend Hotel Stays 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e4512dl lb318a52efl299294caa75eefb74 lfdd87f9b0adlfd93c53a56f6fab0b6dld152b 1377466c 
4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e5420b046fc0b6e40f7f2a27f599e8956638cffae285fb9eab500057463fb97256795f4b5a6062c2e 

Carnival Steals from $169, Up to $400 Savings + More! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e5420b046fc0b6e40f7f2a27f599e8956638cffae285fb9eab500057463fb97256795f4b5a6062c2e 
4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e45c15fe97ftg7430ffb75 le49b386e5a74ce42a57c2bfaaeb84444974fl653d844f4948b118bblbl 

Up to 54% Off SPRING BREAK Hotels! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e45c15fe97ftg7430ffb75 le49b386e5a74ce42a57c2bfaaeb84444974fl653d844f4948b118bblbl 
4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 



qs=cad0666783cba82e45c15fe97ff87430ffb75 le49b386e5a74ce42a57c2bfaaeb84444974fl653d844f4948b118bblbl 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e3e9c43a6809b84ae380417b340de43e645f689c 1 feeed347bdcfdc4bde39043c977b27df6020b598 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e3e9c43a6809b84ae380417b340de43e645f689c lfeeed347bdcfdc4bde39043c977b27df6020b598 

3 + 4 Star Las Vegas Hotels from $57/night! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e3e9c43a6809b84ae380417b340de43e645f689c 1 feeed347bdcfdc4bde39043c977b27df6020b598 
4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e3e9c43a6809b84ae380417b340de43e645f689c 1 feeed347bdcfdc4bde39043c977b27df6020b598 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82ec775c 13 fac965346b8b9faeac71 df6790651081481889d34eO2a4f6bd3d38a89c75110ffd8c896f4 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82ec775c 13 fac965346b8b9faeac71 df6790651081481889d34eO2a4f6bd3d38a89c75110ffd8c896f4 

Thousands of Hotels - Save Up to 30%! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82ec775c 13 fac965346b8b9faeac71 df6790651081481889d34eO2a4f6bd3d38a89c75110ffd8c896f4 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e 18654458321363693da48c7807adca3cd6be4aa2ea3eb95910e34e 1 c793c592412ab922a96a4657f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e 18654458321363693da48c7807adca3cd6be4aa2ea3eb95910e34e 1 c793c592412ab922a96a4657f 



Hotel Freebies - 20,000+ FREE Breakfast Deals! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e 18654458321363693da48c7807adca3cd6be4aa2ea3eb95910e34e 1 c793c592412ab922a96a4657f 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e 18654458321363693da48c7807adca3cd6be4aa2ea3eb95910e34e lc793c592412ab922a96a4657f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ef97836c8779c 132a9aa08ca632807580dd76183d0d8c26e5 f6e0ec4afl faf0bc90cabe9325 f64be f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ef97836c8779c 132a9aa08ca632807580dd76183d0d8c26e5 f6e0ec4afl faf0bc90cabe9325 f64be f 

Scottsdale Vacation Packages from $72/night per person when you fly American Airlines! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ef97836c8779c 132a9aa08ca632807580dd76183d0d8c26e5 f6e0ec4afl faf0bc90cabe9325 f64be f 
5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ef97836c8779c 132a9aa08ca632807580dd76183d0d8c26e5 f6e0ec4afl faf0bc90cabe9325 f64be f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2aab39e2abc8ed 146616c108fddee38e514c94074464505a425c0553d22d05122ba0f93d2fecda4f 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2aab39e2abc8ed 146616c108fddee38e514c94074464505a425c0553d22d05122ba0f93d2fecda4f 

AA LAX sale from $108 round trip* 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2aab39e2abc8ed 146616c108fddee38e514c94074464505a425c0553d22d05122ba0f93d2fecda4f 
6 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2aab39e2abc8ed 146616c108fddee38e514c94074464505a425c0553d22d05122ba0f93d2fecda4f 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e56aa34aef6cb7c574820437ddO 166fSf50965895a650effbead4b93945a3ae532333c70f7a9c6a62 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e56aa34aef6cb7c574820437dd0166fSf50965895a650effbead4b93945a3ae532333c70f7a9c6a62 

Up to 50% Off Last Minute Flights! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e56aa34aef6cb7c574820437dd0166fSf50965895a650effbead4b93945a3ae532333c70f7a9c6a62 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e56aa34aef6cb7c574820437dd0166fSf50965895a650effbead4b93945a3ae532333c70f7a9c6a62 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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qs=cad0666783cba82ebba0517f93737f79d7aa128612a3df55d872596939f28d692dfa5d999ce6d2d8908e693df48c40ab 

Round-Trip Flight + Full Size Rental Car from $255!* 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ebba0517f93737f79d7aa128612a3df55d872596939f28d692dfa5d999ce6d2d8908e693df48c40ab 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ebba0517f93737f79d7aa128612a3df55d872596939f28d692dfa5d999ce6d2d8908e693df48c40ab 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ea64590ad5f20851 laf630a36f55998fb96ec23df77aece203d46334f63e4cbef23f5b9b5604edl lc 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ea64590ad5f20851 laf630a36f55998fb96ec23df77aece203d46334f63e4cbef23f5b9b5604edl lc 



Hotel Freebies: Spa, Resort & Golf Credits! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ea64590ad5 f20851 laf630a36f55998fb96ec23df77aece203d46334f63e4cbef23f5b9b5604edl lc 
7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ea64590ad5 f20851 laf630a36f55998fb96ec23df77aece203d46334f63e4cbef23f5b9b5604edl lc 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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Airtran sale from $43 one way!* 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e5e4a22e3206c 173ea4f08647731477d2 lb6b5 fe527757 lcc9727f318260d733d53dd7e53bed03c67 
8 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e8cfe83 la4196d7720829a2131592f45df08a9463518ee9cf731 f392ee33 fb0983eeaea373 fd23456 

Spend Easter Week in Europe - Up to 43% Off Hotels! 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e8cfe83 la4196d7720829a2131592f45df08a9463518ee9cf731 f392ee33 fb0983eeaea373 fd23456 
4 days left 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
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http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e5e541658fc419aed56f52ca70c9324a38aa6bbb76e38be299ffe2f812ad197a392ea7cc54732b7ce 

Big Deals in Small Places! Save up to 59% off Hotels this Weekend! 
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$169/night for New York City Sunday Hotel Stays! 
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$57/night for a 3.5-Star Atlantic City Hotel this April! 
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46% offa 5-star Cancun Resort! Just $179/night! 
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$119/night for a 4-Star London Hotel this Spring! 
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Over 30% off Fort Lauderdale Mai-Kai Polynesian Dinner Show! 
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See and do more in Boston and other US Cities with a CityPass! 
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10% off Ultimate Hoover Dam Tour & Free Tickets to Mac King Comedy & Magic Show! 
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See Mamma Mia on Broadway and Save Over 20%! 
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Flight + Hotel Packages to St. Thomas from $203/night per person! 
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Philadelphia Vacation Package s from $146/night per person! 
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Las Vegas Vacation Packages from $107/night per person! 
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Flight + Hotel Packages to Virginia Beach from $145/night per person! 
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Receive a Free Upgrade on Your Budget Rental Car! 
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Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with National! 
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Save up to $50 on an SUV or Crossover Hertz Rental Perfect for Ski Season! 
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Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with Avis! 
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Car deals 
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Rental Cars Under $20/day in Sunny Destinations! 12 days left 
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Enterprise Weekend Rentals from $9.99/day! 14 days left 
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Receive a Free Upgrade on Your Budget Rental Car! 14 days left 
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Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with National! 14 days left 
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Save up to $50 on an SUV or Crossover Hertz Rental Perfect for Ski Season! 14 days left 
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Free Day on Weekend Car Rentals with Avis! 14 days left 

Ho~ldeNs 
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Hotel Freebies - 200+ FREE Night Deals! 5 days left 
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3.5 + 4 star New York City Hotels - Up to 51% Of~ 4 days left 
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Marriott Hotels - Up to 40% off Sunny Destinations! 3 days left 
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Up to 52% Off Major Cities Week + Weekend Hotel Stays 4 days left 
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Up to 54% Off SPRING BREAK Hotels! 4 days left 
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3 + 4 Star Las Vegas Hotels from $57/night! 4 days left 
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Thousands of Hotels - Save Up to 30%! 5 days left 
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Hotel Freebies - 20,000+ FREE Breakfast Deals! 5 days left 
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Hotel Freebies: Spa, Resort & Golf Credits! 7 days left 
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Spend Easter Week in Europe - Up to 43% Off Hotel!! 4 days left 
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Big Deals in Small Places! Save up to 59% off Hotels this Weekend! 4 days left 
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$169/night for New York City Sunday Hotel Stays! 4 days left 
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$57/night for a 3.5-Star Atlantic City Hotel this April! 4 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e503f5448d57426669914d400813156d0a6f09aa618 lbd124b54050aace6 lclddeb0622a2109b3d10 
46% offa 5-star Cancun Resort! Just $179/night! 4 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ee475d67cd6657659d24fd6cbfd lae909dd7a33b6fe4f95d44e65638d0ff46aad457a527a09a1577d 
$119/night for a 4-Star London Hotel this Spring! 4 days left 



Flight deals 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ee8d140352a4ble lb21f5d47934cb3e7ce4b86ab96c2e leba91d4190a3897341323aa875742013680 
Virgin America sale from $74 one way! * 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e824fc84a8a4a3c032c005c21e0ce88538991789 lcld9960eb73c ldf588 le0add20alf68307ff86c2 
Round Trip Flights - Less than $150 + No Booking Fees! 7 days left 





http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2aab39e2abc8ed 146616cl08fddee38e514c94074464505a425c0553d22d05122ba0f93d2fecda4f 
AA LAX sale from $108 round trip* 6 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e56aa34aef6cb7c574820437dd0166fSf50965895a650effbead4b93945a3ae532333c70f7a9c6a62 
Up to 50% Off Last Minute Flights! 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ebba0517f93737f79d7aa128612a3df55d872596939f28d692dfa5d999ce6d2d8908e693df48c40ab 
Round-Trip Flight + Full Size Rental Car from $255!* 7 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e5e4a22e3206c 173ea4f08647731477d2 lb6b5 fe527757 lcc9727f318260d733d53dd7e53bed03c67 
Airtran sale from $43 one way!* 8 days left 





Vacation deals 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e97fSa4d 1 fd9e 83043b4c5ae 1 ce4cb618c2b49b8 lb4624bd9cb8b559802daced02624e 175f0907697 
Score up to $500 off our Most Popular Vacation Package Getaways! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2057830674cfa689392b7ad703 fSa93 fe5ef0041 a86b4b446f02069bb310e3698b412cb4f59c59f2 
Hawaii Vacation Packages from $203/night per person when you fly American Airlines! 5 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e969c483ebe2582e la729b577f3f323fcb002fl 3a1055dd0799b4936aaef37290535ebb9b3fadf5e9 
Vacation Packages to Baseball Opening Day Games - from $124/night per person! 3 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ef97836c8779c 132a9aa08ca632807580dd76183d0d8c26e5 f6e0ec4afl faf0bc90cabe9325 f64bef 
Scottsdale Vacation Packages from $72/night per person when you fly American Airlines! 5 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad~666783cba82e9db44c3eaaed7326ac4c~8a889ef6d7f2ad7d269l4889b~4fe2l7adb772c~7fl3fc77~e9l847f3da 
Flight + Hotel Packages to St. Thomas from $203/night per person! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82eca4550ec6fb7 laa3cf49098b8f55b45bd6f79b2a44d5bc7f52b8b7b491120cae43d4b0d53994ea7e 
Philadelphia Vacation Packages from $146/night per person! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e95 f3ea8706e34e 18ca6095b2c6988c ld79797c7df3c9d0d 12d849e5 f063c6362c4c7d26afl474al 1 
Las Vegas Vacation Packages from $107/night per person! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e74825d4a788e64366d2d41 ledc0f44e 802b766e0cbcf47cf5da9f981507b354291 a0fd548 fa7bfcf 
Flight + Hotel Packages to Virginia Beach from $145/night per person! 5 days left 



Cruise deals 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e6560c515bb79cbd00280f13b97f8668b3d82a56dd980a862e77e2455ca233f3c42f5ce6c239990fd 
Celebrity Cruise Steals from $70/Night, FREE Spending & More 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ec5b84afdd565dabb7586fl 8970338127f4c4 lc142d6fe9306f85729b7acb ld6310d222ca35b7819c 
Sail Bermuda from $68/Night, FREE Hotel Stay + More 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82e5420bO46fcOb6e40f7f2a27f599e8956638cffae285fb9eab500057463fb97256795f4b5a6062c2e 
Carnival Steals from $169, Up to $400 Savings + More! 4 days left 







Activity deals 





http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e03072df9f88b4443eca52ede04b23553374d69e47b4173d0efebc28d7e6548c58bc3fdf9123505f8 
Over 30% off Fort Lauderdale Mai-Kai Polynesian Dinner Show! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783 cba82efl aa612bf1526 lfd0 la33ea95e40886650b 12a20605288defSa266343 d7a2df5 fSd2246ba333b5 f0 
See and do more in Boston and other US Cities with a CityPass! 5 days left 

http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad~666783cba82e333dl47l25~lb75d~9766b4af54l52b95795ff6866944ab7d~~3e~ef74l8a3d642b2dbf8ee34c397 
10% off Ultimate Hoover Dam Tour & Free Tickets to Mac King Comedy & Magic Show! 5 days left 



http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ef51037486e34b4c50b9ebffda9ccaa10dc19044465a3714113074c lff4f645ab85583dc255c9cec4 
See Mamma Mia on Broadway and Save Over 20%! 5 days left 

Questions? Please do not reply to this email; responses are not monitored and will not go to a customer service 
representative. If you have questions about these promotions or a previous Priceline request, please visit our 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cadO666783cba82ea27c7a8f4b27ea87422298 lb4f62 la7eca023 le7ca135a353300dOef959c12537460fb3ba8aabdf6 
Customer Service Center. 



When you made your Priceline request, you asked to receive future updates and news on our products and services. We 
hope you found this information useful. Use the following link to be removed from this email list: 
http ://click.emails.priceline .com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ec904f97497fe3fl 9e5f6f6e 13354ec22f4e5 fbdb449f702dcc9ce9f7dd8dfe34 
Unsubscribe 
* For published priced flights, additional taxes and airline fees apply. 
+ PRICEBREAKERS: Please note (i) that while the offers listed are valid as of the time of their posting and (ii) that we 

update our offers frequently, there can be no guarantee that the deals listed will be actually available at time of booking, 
as it is possible that such deals may have already been booked by other customers or have expired. Percent savings shown 
apply to Name Your Own Price(R) purchases. 
To ensure that the Priceline PriceBreakers newsletter is delivered to your inbox, please add " 
mailto :pricebreakers@email s .priceline. com 
pricebreakers@emails.priceline.com "to your address book. 
This is a promotional email from Priceline.com 

800 Connecticut Ave., Norwalk, CT 06854 

This email was sent by: 
Priceline.com 
800 Connecticut Ave. 
Norwalk, CT, 06854, USA 

We respect your right to privacy - visit the following URL to view our policy. 
( http ://click.emails.priceline.com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ed4dc89b52dda28dc0 le0a6c06fd74dcc350040dce 17c4ea0520bb6fd09e6ea69 ) 

Visit the following URL to manage your subscriptions. 
( http ://click.emails.priceline.com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e2e49e40beab65d9aeff9d02f08a480167ab430ce25d8908de8f6d48654ae45da ) 

Visit the following URL to update your profile. 
( http ://click.emails.priceline.com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82e7cf729c5ea4354f5e53de2d2ff0c29b2253026d4b876a3 fccc2f7af102fe4fee ) 

Visit the following URL to unsubscribe. 
( http ://click.emails.priceline.com/? 
qs=cad0666783cba82ec904f97497fe3fl 9e5f6f6e 13354ec22f4e5fbdb449f702dcc9ce9f7dd8dfe34 ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Please read important message about your e-mail address 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 8:25 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Hi from Myrtle Beach - UNC advising 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 9:09 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Final Reminder: Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reggie Hinton" <notification@email.studentvoice.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 9:08 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Reminder: Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Student or Faculty / Staff Member, 

You have been randomly selected by UNC Chapel Hill to complete a survey about topics that are relevant to 
you and your peers. This national survey will provide Campus Recreation at UNC Chapel Hill with feedback on 
your experiences. Data collected from this proj ect will be used by administrators to make informed decisions 
about programming and/or policies. 

The survey is voluntary and will take you less than 10 minutes to complete. Please note that all of your 
responses will be kept completely confidential and all resulting data will only be reported in the aggregate. By 
clicking on the link below you are indicating your willingness to participate in the survey. 

To access the survey please copy and paste the following link into your internet browser’s address bar: 

http ://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid=8787a9cc 15764af09fce7296d6bbb2ca 

Please note that you can close your survey and come back to the link above to pick up where you left off, if you 
get interrupted. 

Thank you in advance for your participation! If you have any specific questions about this survey, please 
contact Reggie Hinton at reggie.hinton@unc.edu. 

Best Regards, 
Reggie Hinton 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 10:35 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 11:57 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Open position at work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:14 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: final exams review sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Spring Computer List (2011) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:15 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Computer List (2011) 

TEXT.htm; Apr 11 Computer List (To Academics Staff).xls 

Academic Counselors, 

Please review the attached listing. For those that have a graduation date entered, please confirm that they are 
accurate. For those that don’t have a date entered, please enter one. I need a correct listing so that I can notify 
the student-athletes of when they will be required to return their computers. 

Please verify your sports and respond to me via email ASAP. 

Also, if you are aware of underclassmen in your sports that are departing UNC early (e.g., withdrawing, 
transferring, etc.), please email me their names so I can check to see if they have computers that need to be 
returned. This is critical, as this might be the last time that we can catch the student-athletes before they leave 
campus. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: updates 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 1:07 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 4/07 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 1:50 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Fw: orientation 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 2:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: N4A Convention Update - April 3 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 3:45 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 4/06 

TEXT.htm; Class Checks Wednesday 4_06.msg 

Checks from yesterday... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 3:46 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: EXSS SENIOR scholar athlete 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry, I was waiting to speak to you about it and then forgot... Speak to me about and we will see what we can do. B 

>>> Spencer Welbom 4/6/2011 2:32 PM >>> 
Can we get this list? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 3:47 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fw: Hey coach.. 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Fw_ Hey coach...msg 

Possible? 

Thanks, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 4:02 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CREED Program 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Cricket; sorry for the delay in responding, but our Groupwise server ahs not been forwarding my emails to the campus address 
- I just realized that I got it... 

B 

>>> Cricket Lane 4/6/2011 12:19 PM >>> 
Let me know if you need more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 4:53 PM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Mail Forwarding 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

What’s going on with this again? It hasn’t forwarded an email properly since yesterday around 11:45... 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / itarhee lb lue. cstv. com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Mail Forwarding 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:33 PM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Mail Forwarding 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

That’s a piss-poor response especially since she isn’t here. The other day, the issue was on the crappy athletics side of things. I fail to 
see how something works beautifully for days and then all of a sudden stops. 

>>> Kent Pennington 4/7/2011 5:31 PM >>> 

you need to work this out with christy. I know nothing about unc’s email and I can not support them. I also showed her how to set up 
forwarding correctly so you two need to work on it. It is the way you set it up incorrectly. 

good luck. 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/7/2011 4:53 PM >>> 

What’s going on with this again? It hasn’t forwarded an email properly since yesterday around 11:45... 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

~:i/tarheeiblue.cs’~-~7.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Mail Forwarding 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Mail Forwarding 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:37 PM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Mail Forwarding 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

>>> Kent Pennington 4/7/2011 5:36 PM >>> 

as I said christy supports unc email system and anything to do with it. work it out with her. 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/7/2011 5:35 PM >>> 
Why don’t you explain that since you are so confident in your response. You don’t even know how it is set up but I do know it was 
YOUR issue on Monday. 

>>> Kent Pennington 4/7/2011 5:34 PM >>> 

because you and christy set it up incorrectly. 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/7/2011 5:33 PM >>> 
That’s a piss-poor response especially since she isn’t here. The other day, the issue was on the crappy athletics side of things. I fail to 
see how something works beautifully for days and then all of a sudden stops. 

>>> Kent Pennington 4/7/2011 5:31 PM >>> 

you need to work this out with christy. I know nothing about unc’s email and I can not support them. I also showed her how to set up 
forwarding correctly so you two need to work on it. It is the way you set it up incorrectly. 

good luck. 

>>> Brent Blanton 4/7/2011 4:53 PM >>> 

What’s going on with this again? It hasn’t forwarded an email properly since yesterday around 11:45... 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 



PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:37 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Mail Forwarding 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 6:16 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Previous Email 

TEXT.htm 

The previous email was written to Larry Gallo originally, as I am sure you could tell by the formality. Something needs to go to him 
and I am more than happy to send it to him. I just wanted to go through you first. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 7:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: This Sunday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 11 : 10 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: mrtofing 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 11:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Registering for Classes 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 8, 2011 8:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 5th floor is closed today for cleaning 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 8, 2011 9:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
test 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 9:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 5th floor is closed today for cleaning 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; 5th floor is closed today for cleaning.msg 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Studem-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : /itarheelb lue. cs~v, com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 8, 2011 9:18 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: test 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 9:18 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

TEXT.htm 

hi :} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 8, 2011 9:18 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Shop today for the latest South Carolina baseball gear! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"gamecocksonline.com Update" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 9:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Shop today for the latest South Carolina baseball gear! 

TEXT.htm 



Champion® "Hit This" Carolina Baseball Lonqsleeve T- 
Shirt - Garnet 

Baden® South Carolina 
Autoqraph Baseball 

Champion® Carolina 
Gamecocks Baseball T-Shirt - 

Black 

2010 NCAA Baseball National 
Champions SC Muq 

2010 South Carolina Baseball 
National Champions Dove Tail 

Banner 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, click here. 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 

CSTV Online, [nc. - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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Thanks so much Brent. I had the 2 guys that I am responsible for fax it about 20 minutes ago. 
Yeeeeeeeeeeeah! ! ! 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/8/2011 12:48 PM >>> 

(919) 843-4775 - Ann’s direct fax line 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports--men’s basketball and football--the 2003 changes have failed 
to help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from 
college. Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics--even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 



In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported<http ://www. aj c. corn/sports/content/sports/stories//2008/12/28/acadmain_ 1228_3DOT. html> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions--including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure--for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes--burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to 
employ cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and 
graduation of their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional 
penalties imposed by the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 
2008 Chronicle report<http://chronicle.com/article/Pdse-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy 
Academic Centers for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic- 
support facilities and expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends 
more than $2-million annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading 
specialists, and tutors to ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom--holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution--that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much D1NERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 

Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 
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Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports--men’s basketball and football--the 2003 changes have failed 
to help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from 
college. Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 



sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics--even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported <http://www.ajc.c~m/sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~~8/~2/28/acadmain-~228-3D~T.htm~> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions--including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure--for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes--burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to 
employ cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and 
graduation of their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional 
penalties imposed by the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 
2008 Chronicle report <http://chronicle.com/article/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy 
Academic Centers for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic- 
support facilities and expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends 
more than $2-million annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading 
specialists, and tutors to ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 

result, intentional or not. 



The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom--holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution--that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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Jean, 

Thank you for saying what I and I’m sure 99% of us who work in the field of student-athlete support services 
wanted to say in response to the article. The frustration and overwhelming emotions that we feel sometimes 
especially when dealing with those student-athletes who truly have never been taught the important of education 
is often gone unnoticed. The days that I asked myself, "why do I do this?" I try to remember those student- 
athletes that have and are beating the odds. 

So again, thank you for being that voice. 

Carole Walker - LSU 
Carole A. Walker 

From: Jean Boyd [mailto:JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 07:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 



Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much D1NERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 

Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 

http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html <http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu- 
osad-body.html> 
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Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 



hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports--men’s basketball and football--the 2003 changes have failed 
to help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from 
college. Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics--even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported <http://www.ajc.c~m/sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~~8/~2/28/acadmain-~228-3D~T.htm~> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions--including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure--for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes--burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to 
employ cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and 



graduation of their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional 
penalties imposed by the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 
2008 Chronicle report <http://chronicle.com/article/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy 
Academic Centers for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic- 
support facilities and expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends 
more than $2-million annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading 
specialists, and tutors to ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 

result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom--holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution--that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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I apologize for having to send a 2nd post, but the questions about balance that Gerald discusses here are 
extremely important ones. This is actually more than a conversation about the NCAA and the institutions of 
higher education for that matter. There are difficult questions about how young people are socialized in the 
United States of America. How there are different playing fields in the classrooms depending on the property 
values that surround the public schools that our youth attend. How mass media and historical reality combine to 
create a mental and emotional oppression of some of the young men and women we are discussing. 

In a time period where education on every level is being assaulted rather than invested in, those who are furthest 
behind stay far behind. Being blunt, I would rather try to negotiate all of the madness of putting programs 
together, challenging coaches, pulling our hair out, constantly reminding everyone about the MUST for 
academic integrity, thinking outside of the box as to how to reshape MENTALITIES THAT HAVE BEEN 
CONSTRUCTED FOR 18 YEARS, than exclude these individuals from the opportunity to be a "part" of this 
level of formal education. 

Until we deal with THESE realities in a comprehensive manner, we can debate all day about sliding scales and 
admissions and there will be no lasting change. Let’s be real, this is mostly about FOOTBALL and MEN’S 
BASKETBALL. 

This is the very issue that I spend hours thinking about, talking about and trying to be a part of a lasting 
solutions, as do most of us. 

Respectfully and passionately, Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 

iean.boyd@asu.edu / 480-965-8054 / fax: 480-727-7588 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 



outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 

Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 

http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html <http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu- 
osad-body.html> 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to 
help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 



NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported <http://www.ajc.c~m/sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~~8/~2/28/acadmain-~228-3D~T.htm~> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure-for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to employ 
cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of 
their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by 
the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle report 
<http://chronicle.com/article/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers for 
Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and 
expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends more than $2-million 
annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to 
ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 9:32 PM 

Carole A Walker <cwalker@lsu.edu> 

JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.htm 

All, it had been my experience that most institutions adopt minimum standards. College presidents, influenced 
by celebrity coaches and rabid boosters, typically opt for minimum standards for fear of creating a competetive 
disadvantage. I have experienced this firsthand. Institutions often abdicate their responsibility in exchange for 
athletic talent. Yes, this is about big money and entertainment. It is reasonable to expect and demand students 
who are prepared with the minimum skills for college. I often lament at the pain students feel when they are 
over their heads and can’t compete in the classroom. We all have a few that beat the odds and many more that 
do not. 
G 

On Apr 10, 2011, at 8:00 PM, "Carole A Walker" <cwalker@lsu.edu<mailto:cwalker@lsu.edu>> wrote: 

Jean, 

Thank you for saying what I and I’m sure 99% of us who work in the field of student-athlete support services 
wanted to say in response to the article. The frustration and overwhelming emotions that we feel sometimes 
especially when dealing with those student-athletes who truly have never been taught the important of education 
is often gone unnoticed. The days that I asked myself, "why do I do this?" I try to remember those student- 
athletes that have and are beating the odds. 

So again, thank you for being that voice. 

Carole Walker - LSU 
Carole A. Walker 

From: Jean Boyd [mailto:JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 07:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu<mailto:ggurney@ou. edu>>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> <n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu>> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 



academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much D1NERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 
http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html 
(480) 965-8054 / FAX: (480) 727-7588 / <mailto:jean.boyd@asu.edu> 
iean.boyd@asu.edu<mailto:jean.boyd@asu.edu> 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu> [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 5:07 AM 
To: <mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Subj ect: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 



eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports--men’s basketball and football--the 2003 changes have failed 
to help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from 
college. Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics--even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported<http ://www. aj c. corn/sports/content/sports/stories/2008/12/28/acadmain_1228_3DOT.html> in 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions--including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure--for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes--burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to 
employ cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and 
graduation of their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional 
penalties imposed by the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 
2008 Chronicle report<http://chronicle.com/article/Pdse-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy 
Academic Centers for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic- 
support facilities and expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends 
more than $2-million annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading 
specialists, and tutors to ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 



Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom--holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution--that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jeffries, Chris" <CJeffries@elcamino.edu> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 11:48 PM 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.htm; -WRD000.jpg 

I so agree with Jean and coming from the community college where there is no money involved, it is those 
students who move on and get that degree that are my true heros. I am amazed at how many do that and I thank 
all of you at the 4-year school who don’t treat that student as an pawn in the money making scheme, but as a 
person who will benefit from what we have to offer them. We are the ones who can close our eyes at night and 
feel good about what we did that day. No one can take that feeling from us! EVER! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 



Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 

Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 

http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html <http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu- 
osad-body.html> 

(480) 965-8054 / FAX: (480) 727-7588/jean.boyd@asu.edu 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 



After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to 
help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported <http://www.ajc.c~m/sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~~8/~2/28/acadmain-~228-3D~T.htm~> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure-for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to employ 
cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of 
their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by 
the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle report 
<http://chronicle.com/article/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers for 
Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and 
expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends more than $2-million 
annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to 
ensure their success in the classroom. 



The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11, 2011 5:42 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 5:38 AM 

Chris Jeffries <CJeffries@elcamino.edu> 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.him 

Chiis, 
Don’t you think the community colleges are the best place to remediate academially deficient student athletes rather than four year colleges? 
G 

On Apt 10, 2011, at 10:56 PM, "Jeffries, Chris" <CJeffries@elcamino.edu<mailto:CJeffries@elcamino.edu>> wrote: 

I so agree with Jean and coming from the community college where there is no money involved, it is those students who move on and get that degree that are my true heros. I am amazed 
at how many do that and I thank all of you at the 4-year school who don’t treat that student as an pawn in the money making scheme, but as a person who will benefit from what we have 
to offer them. We are the ones who can close our eyes at night and feel good about what we did that day. No one can take that feeling from us! EVER! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu> on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; ~mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> n4a@lists.ncsu.edu~mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their 
university independent of any outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration the realities of history in this country as it 
relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial eligibility sliding scale "stufl~’ materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the institutions, who 
have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy 

and resources that we as "units" of academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on Sunday writing this in that vein - someone 
who is important to our football program has to get something done on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of having my 

staffhere giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to 
graduate from college walks that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work 
career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their opportunity to compete 
in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of 
higher education. Who is it for? The complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I don’t see that changing anytime soon. 
Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 

Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an 
acceptable level of precollegiate learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, seemingly unable to determine the correct 
balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized-exam 
requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while 
abandoning a minimum requirement of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial eligibility standards¯ The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both 
African-American participation and federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals 
of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college¯ Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, combined 
with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low test scores¯ Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, 
creating a greater need for academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties¯ 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college sports have been negligible¯ The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity 
Report" tracked the participation rates of self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change in initial eligibility standards, only 
a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test-score requirement¯ 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, 
from 55.0 to 57.9 percent¯ But it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was evident in football: African-American 
participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s reports on 
Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and 
football increased just one point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity 
of higher education. As Mike Knobler reported 
<<http://www.ajc.com/sports/content/sports/stories/2008/12/28/acadmain1228 3D~T.htm~>http://www.ajc.c~rr~sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~8/~2/28/acadmain ~228 3DOT.html> 

in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles 
of their athletes and their student bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for grades with their classmates, even though 
they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors¯ Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes from 
competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select majors of least resistance with an abundance of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, 
interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges¯ In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a 
team’s athletics-related financial aid, banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public censure-for institutions whose teams did 
not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staffmembers hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can 
ill afford¯ The need to employ cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of their most high-risk athletes in a massive 
remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle report 
<<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/artic~e/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/~3493/>http://chr~nic~e.c~m/artic~e/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/~3493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers for 
Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own 
university spends more than $2-million annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to ensure their success in the classroom¯ 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working¯ It announces its manufactured Academic Progress Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self- 
congratulation should be tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves¯ When higher graduation rates come at the expense of underprepared 
athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into majors with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are excessive¯ 
When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive¯ When athletic 
departments pressure admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are out of balance¯ 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the 
entertainment product? That has been the result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to compete in the classroom¯ In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test 

scores, incorporating an additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents must be certain that every athlete is equipped to 
take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an empty and unfulfilled offer¯ For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully underprepared 
athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of 
adult and higher education at the University of Oklahoma¯ 
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Here is last week’s report. B 
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Gerald S.’ ’Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; ’Jean Boyd’ <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; 
’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.htm 

The system is broken. Think of all the young people who do not have the opportunity to go to college who 
would sincerely benefit and "be somebody." Now think of those who we are working with who could care less 
about a college education and are ill prepared to understand the experience. Think of our colleagues who have 
lost their j obs over ineligible underprepared students who they did not recruit. Think of those who could care 
less about college and fight you. Sure some grow up but the system that keeps them there is broken. 

A few getting rich off the backs of pawns. The degree is not the answer for a kid who cannot read. If the buck 
truly stops here with us then the colleges should be forced to teach these young folks to read at the expense of 
their eligibility. Don’t let them step on the field or the court until they can read at a level that allows them to 
honestly compete in the classroom. Let coaches recruit anyone they want, but don’t let any coach utilize the 
athletic talents of a young person until that young person can actually reap the academic benefits of being on a 
college campus (i.e, read and comprehend college level work). This will force all of us to be on the same side as 
the coaches will want them to learn to read as badly as we do. 

Just a thought. This is a tough, damn profession (don’t ever call what we do a business). 
Bob 

Bob Bradley 
Associate Athletics Director/Student Services 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, KY 40506-0019 
(859)257-8799 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 9:28 PM 
To: Jean Boyd; Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

I apologize for having to send a 2nd post, but the questions about balance that Gerald discusses here are 
extremely important ones. This is actually more than a conversation about the NCAA and the institutions of 
higher education for that matter. There are difficult questions about how young people are socialized in the 
United States of America. How there are different playing fields in the classrooms depending on the property 
values that surround the public schools that our youth attend. How mass media and historical reality combine to 
create a mental and emotional oppression of some of the young men and women we are discussing. 

In a time period where education on every level is being assaulted rather than invested in, those who are furthest 
behind stay far behind. Being blunt, I would rather try to negotiate all of the madness of putting programs 
together, challenging coaches, pulling our hair out, constantly reminding everyone about the MUST for 
academic integrity, thinking outside of the box as to how to reshape MENTALITIES THAT HAVE BEEN 



CONSTRUCTED FOR 18 YEARS, than exclude these individuals from the opportunity to be a "part" of this 
level of formal education. 

Until we deal with THESE realities in a comprehensive manner, we can debate all day about sliding scales and 
admissions and there will be no lasting change. Let’s be real, this is mostly about FOOTBALL and MEN’S 
BASKETBALL. 

This is the very issue that I spend hours thinking about, talking about and trying to be a part of a lasting 
solutions, as do most of us. 

Respectfully and passionately, Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 

iean.boyd@asu.edu<mailto:jean.boyd@asu.edu> / 480-965-8054 / fax: 480-727-7588 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 
Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 



the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 
http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to 
help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 



Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported<http ://www. aj c. com/sports/content/sports/stories/2008/12/28/acadmain_1228_3DOT.html> in 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure-for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to employ 
cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of 
their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by 
the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle 
report<http://chronicle.com/article/Pdse-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers 
for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and 
expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends more than $2-million 
annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to 
ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 



tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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Friday’s class checks... B 
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TEXT.htm 

Whether we agree or disagree with Dr. Gurney’s commentary, I think we need to keep the dialogue going. 

Like Bob said, the system is broken; however, I am continually impressed with the hard work, dedication and 
passion of the folks who are in this "business" for the right reasons. 

Hang in there everyone and Happy Monday! 

When you come to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on. -Franklin D. Roosevelt J 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Monday, April 11,2011 4:38 AM 
To: Jeffries, Chris 
Cc: Jean Boyd; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Chris, 

Don’t you think the community colleges are the best place to remediate academially deficient student athletes 
rather than four year colleges? 

G 

On Apr 10, 2011, at 10:56 PM, "Jeffries, Chris" <CJeffries@elcamino.edu> wrote: 

I so agree with Jean and coming from the community college where there is no money involved, it is those 
students who move on and get that degree that are my true heros. I am amazed at how many do that and I thank 
all of you at the 4-year school who don’t treat that student as an pawn in the money making scheme, but as a 



person who will benefit from what we have to offer them. We are the ones who can close our eyes at night and 
feel good about what we did that day. No one can take that feeling from us! EVER! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 



Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 

Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 



After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to 
help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported <http://www.ajc.c~m/sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~~8/~2/28/acadmain-~228-3D~T.htm~> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure-for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to employ 
cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of 
their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by 



the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle report 
<http://chronicle.com/article/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers for 
Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and 
expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends more than $2-million 
annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to 
ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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To: 
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Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11, 2011 10:51 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: N4A Continuing Education Opportunity - Earn Two CEUs 
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Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11, 2011 11:42 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Durham Tech 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brady Rourke <bwrl 19@psu.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 11:56 AM 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Well said Jean. We may not help/graduate everyone, but we may help/graduate someone, who will 
help/graduate a million more. The "numbers" don’t tell us anything about LIVES CHANGED. Access to Higher 
Education gives young people access to role models. Role models who challenge them daily to look in the 
mirror and see potential. The potential to become role models to family, friends, community, youngsters who 
will follow their footsteps. 

If athletics is the vehicle that gets young people to our institutions, let’s continue to help these youngsters shape 
that deeply woven identity toward making the world a better place. Where young people rank on a "sliding 
scale" doesn’t tell us much about the potential locked inside, lacking only the OPPORTUNITY, to be realized 
and maximized. 

It’s like that student-athlete who a few years back needed to have paper - X turned in by Sunday. The one who 
returned recently to apologize for headaches caused and say thanks for lives changed. Not only does he now 
carry with him the distinction of Green Bay Packers Super Bowl Champion, but also "graduate" positively 
impacted by an opportunity to build relationships with role models who challenged him to maximize his 
potential. We must have faith he will now use his platform and position to help/graduate a million more. 

Let’s not let the numbers define our profession - remember what truly matters is LIVES CHANGED. 

Brady W. Rourke, M.Ed 
Academic Coordinator, Football 
The Pennsylvania State University 
122 Lasch Football Building 
University Park, PA 16802-1218 
P: (814)865-1946 F: (814)863-8447 

[cid:image001 .j pg@01 CBF 83F. 50832070] 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 9:28 PM 
To: Jean Boyd; Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

I apologize for having to send a 2nd post, but the questions about balance that Gerald discusses here are 
extremely important ones. This is actually more than a conversation about the NCAA and the institutions of 
higher education for that matter. There are difficult questions about how young people are socialized in the 
United States of America. How there are different playing fields in the classrooms depending on the property 
values that surround the public schools that our youth attend. How mass media and historical reality combine to 
create a mental and emotional oppression of some of the young men and women we are discussing. 

In a time period where education on every level is being assaulted rather than invested in, those who are furthest 
behind stay far behind. Being blunt, I would rather try to negotiate all of the madness of putting programs 
together, challenging coaches, pulling our hair out, constantly reminding everyone about the MUST for 
academic integrity, thinking outside of the box as to how to reshape MENTALITIES THAT HAVE BEEN 
CONSTRUCTED FOR 18 YEARS, than exclude these individuals from the opportunity to be a "part" of this 



level of formal education. 

Until we deal with THESE realities in a comprehensive manner, we can debate all day about sliding scales and 
admissions and there will be no lasting change. Let’s be real, this is mostly about FOOTBALL and MEN’S 
BASKETBALL. 

This is the very issue that I spend hours thinking about, talking about and trying to be a part of a lasting 
solutions, as do most of us. 

Respectfully and passionately, Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 

iean.boyd@asu.edu<mailto:jean.boyd@asu.edu> / 480-965-8054 / fax: 480-727-7588 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 
Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 



Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to 
help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 



between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported<http ://www. aj c. com/sports/content/sports/stories/2008/12/28/acadmain_1228_3DOT.html> in 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure-for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to employ 
cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of 
their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by 
the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle 
report<http://chronicle.com/article/Pdse-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers 
for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and 
expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends more than $2-million 
annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to 
ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 



Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11, 2011 2:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pamela Robenolt <proben@u.washington.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 2:12 PM 

Brady Rourke <bwrl 19@psu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Jean Boyd 
<JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

I don’t want to clog up your emails but I would like to add that I think we need to be careful about assumptions 
and word phrasing. 

Let’s be real for a minute - if you were a 2.5 high school student the chances of being able to get into a highly 
competitive major requiring a 3.2-3.5 at a highly competitive college isn’t likely. For some students there isn’t 
much of a choice for majors. Being stuck in a major that you don’t have much interest in because you can’t get 
into more competitive major that you want can lead to not caring as much about school. Not being able to get 
into your major is a big blow to motivation. 

Also there is a lot of talk about the lower end of the initial eligibility spectrum not graduating and being 
involved in academic integrity violations. Are there stats on these assumptions? I am analyzing data on our 
scholarship football players from 2003-5. It is too early to draw conclusion but I’m seeing that the football 
players who left the program due to academic reasons are not the lowest academic skilled student-athletes. Is 
there research showing that low academic skills is a major reason for student-athletes not graduating? I haven’t 
been able to find it. Are lower academic skilled student-athletes committing academic integrity violations at a 
higher rates than higher skilled student-athletes or the general student population? If anyone has data I would 
love to see it. 

I also couldn’t agree more with those who question that graduation rates being the main way to define success. 
The problems and issues we are dealing with are so complex. I get very nervous when we try to simplify them 
into raising a test score or GPA to fix the problems. I hope there is good research undertaken before changes are 
made that could exclude thousands of student-athletes capable of being "successful" in college. We need to 
make sure we are asking the right questions. 

I hope this discussion continues in Dallas! 
Pam Robenolt 

Pam Robenolt I Assistant Director of Learning Resources I University of Washington Athletics 1246 Conibear 
Shellhouse Box 354070 I Seattle, WA 98195-4070 I 206.616.2351 I proben@uw.edu<mailto:proben@uw.edu> 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may 
be illegal. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Brady Rourke <bwrl 19@psu.edu<mailto:bwrl 19@psu.edu>> 
Reply-To: Brady Rourke <bwrl 19@psu.edu<mailto:bwrl 19@psu.edu>> 
Date: Mon, 11 Apr 2011 08:55:52 -0700 
To: Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu<mailto:JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>>, "Gurney, Gerald S." 
<ggurney@ou.edu<mailto:ggurney@ou.edu>>, "n4a@lists.ncsu. edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu>" 



<n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu>> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Well said Jean. We may not help/graduate everyone, but we may help/graduate someone, who will 
help/graduate a million more. The "numbers" don’t tell us anything about LIVES CHANGED. Access to 
Higher Education gives young people access to role models. Role models who challenge them daily to look in 
the mirror and see potential. The potential to become role models to family, friends, community, youngsters 
who will follow their footsteps. 

If athletics is the vehicle that gets young people to our institutions, let’s continue to help these youngsters shape 
that deeply woven identity toward making the world a better place. Where young people rank on a "sliding 
scale" doesn’t tell us much about the potential locked inside, lacking only the OPPORTUNITY, to be realized 
and maximized. 

It’s like that student-athlete who a few years back needed to have paper - X turned in by Sunday. The one who 
returned recently to apologize for headaches caused and say thanks for lives changed. Not only does he now 
carry with him the distinction of Green Bay Packers Super Bowl Champion, but also "graduate" positively 
impacted by an opportunity to build relationships with role models who challenged him to maximize his 
potential. We must have faith he will now use his platform and position to help/graduate a million more. 

Let’s not let the numbers define our profession - remember what truly matters is LIVES CHANGED. 

Brady W. Rourke, M.Ed 
Academic Coordinator, Football 
The Pennsylvania State University 
122 Lasch Football Building 
University Park, PA 16802-1218 
P: (814)865-1946 F: (814)863-8447 

[cid:image001 .j pg@01 CBF 83F. 50832070] 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu> [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf Of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 9:28 PM 
To: Jean Boyd; Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

I apologize for having to send a 2nd post, but the questions about balance that Gerald discusses here are 
extremely important ones. This is actually more than a conversation about the NCAA and the institutions of 
higher education for that matter. There are difficult questions about how young people are socialized in the 
United States of America. How there are different playing fields in the classrooms depending on the property 
values that surround the public schools that our youth attend. How mass media and historical reality combine to 
create a mental and emotional oppression of some of the young men and women we are discussing. 

In a time period where education on every level is being assaulted rather than invested in, those who are furthest 
behind stay far behind. Being blunt, I would rather try to negotiate all of the madness of putting programs 
together, challenging coaches, pulling our hair out, constantly reminding everyone about the MUST for 
academic integrity, thinking outside of the box as to how to reshape MENTALITIES THAT HAVE BEEN 
CONSTRUCTED FOR 18 YEARS, than exclude these individuals from the opportunity to be a "part" of this 
level of formal education. 

Until we deal with THESE realities in a comprehensive manner, we can debate all day about sliding scales and 
admissions and there will be no lasting change. Let’s be real, this is mostly about FOOTBALL and MEN’S 
BASKETBALL. 



This is the very issue that I spend hours thinking about, talking about and trying to be a part of a lasting 
solutions, as do most of us. 

Respectfully and passionately, Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 

iean.boyd@asu.edu<mailto:jean.boyd@asu.edu> / 480-965-8054 / fax: 480-727-7588 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu> on behalf of Jean B oyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 
Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much D1NERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Office of Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University 
http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html 
(480) 965-8054 / FAX: (480) 727-7588 / j ean.boyd@asu.edu<mailto:j ean.boyd@asu.edu> 
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Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports--men’s basketball and football--the 2003 changes have failed 
to help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from 
college. Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 

Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics--even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 



In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported<http ://www. aj c. corn/sports/content/sports/stories/2008/12/28/acadmain_1228_3DOT.html> in 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions--including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure--for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes--burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to 
employ cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and 
graduation of their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional 
penalties imposed by the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 
2008 Chronicle report<http://chronicle.com/article/Pdse-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy 
Academic Centers for Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic- 
support facilities and expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends 
more than $2-million annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading 
specialists, and tutors to ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 

One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom--holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution--that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jeffries, Chris" <CJeffries@elcamino.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 5:14 PM 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Jean Boyd <JEAN.BOYD@asu.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

TEXT.htm 

I definitely agree that the community college is the place to remediate the academically deficient student athlete 
and being that a very high percentage of our student athletes are non-qualifiers we get the most remedial 
students. Our biggest challenge though is to not only to remediate them, but get them their AA degrees and 48 
transferable units all while having no clue as to where they may be transferring to since they are not recruited 
until their 2nd year. This by the way has to be done in 2 years or 4 semesters and unfortunately most community 
colleges do not have all the academic support centers that the 4-year schools have and the continuing budget 
crisis is making it worse. Many campus are also drastically reducing sections and many are cancelling summer 
completely, so now it’s almost impossible to get that all done in 2 years. Luckily the NCAA is looking at having 
what they call "a year of readiness" for those non-qualifiers who come to our campuses, because in reality we 
iust can’t get it done in 2 years any longer. They are actually awarding them a 6 year on their clock, but of 
course they cannot play, but can practice during that year of readiness. This is the best news I have heard from 
the NCAA in a long time and I know we at the 2-year college are very hopeful that this legislation will be 
enacted for any student athletes first entering a collegiate institution in 2013. Now to convince our coaches and 
incoming athletes that they need this year when everyone involved except for the counselors would rather see 
that student athlete play that first year because just like you, they want those wins! Oh the challenges of our 
iobs, but a job I wouldn’t give up for the world! 

Chris 

From: Gurney, Gerald S. [mailto:ggurney@ou.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 11,2011 2:38 AM 
To: Jeffries, Chris 
Cc: Jean Boyd; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Chris, 

Don’t you think the community colleges are the best place to remediate academially deficient student athletes 
rather than four year colleges? 

G 

On Apr 10, 2011, at 10:56 PM, "Jeffries, Chris" <CJeffries@elcamino.edu> wrote: 

I so agree with Jean and coming from the community college where there is no money involved, it is those 



students who move on and get that degree that are my true heros. I am amazed at how many do that and I thank 
all of you at the 4-year school who don’t treat that student as an pawn in the money making scheme, but as a 
person who will benefit from what we have to offer them. We are the ones who can close our eyes at night and 
feel good about what we did that day. No one can take that feeling from us! EVER! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu on behalf of Jean Boyd 
Sent: Sun 4/10/2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Chronicle commentary 

Gerald, 

One thing that I have not seen in your commentary over the past few years is the role of the institution in this 
dilemma. The fact of the matter is an institution ADMITS students to their university independent of any 
outside organization, NCAA or otherwise. You point the finger at the NCAA for taking into some consideration 
the realities of history in this country as it relates to race and culture (and let’s be real, all of that initial 
eligibility sliding scale "stuff" materialized after several lawsuits by black student-athletes). However, the 
institutions, who have just as much to gain in terms of exposure and revenue are admitting students who fall 
significantly below their profile. 

All of us live the frustration of trying to coerce, entice, trick and force student-athletes (regardless of their skin 
color) to in some cases "DO THE MINIMUM" to be eligible. The energy and resources that we as "units" of 
academic support must put forward to assist some of these students is at times - overwhelming. I’m here on 
Sunday writing this in that vein - someone who is important to our football program has to get something done 
on Sunday by X - o’clock and can’t be left to do it on his own or good chance won’t be done and instead of 
having my staff here giving up their Sunday, I’m taking the hit. But I tell you one thing; when a young African 
American male or female student-athlete - who is the first in his or her family to graduate from college walks 
that stage and grabs that "paper" and steps into the 27% of united states citizens who have a B.A. degree and 
cashes in on the $1,000,000 over their work career ($25,000 or so annually) I am ecstatic that they got to 
opportunity REGARDLESS of how they got "here" (the university, NCAA or any other entity). Their 
opportunity to compete in this crazy world we live in has been enhanced! 

Back to your article - You argue it’s the NCAA that lowers the bar, but the institutions admit the students, not 
the NCAA. These questions are fundamental questions about the role of higher education. Who is it for? The 
complexity of the "minor league" sports element (football, men’s hoop) is really what stresses the system and I 
don’t see that changing anytime soon. Too much DINERO involved for all the "stakeholders". 

Jean 

Mr. Jean Boyd 

Associate Athletic Director 



Office of Student Athlete Development 

Arizona State University 

http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu-osad-body.html <http ://thesundevils.cstv.com/sports/osad/asu- 
osad-body.html> 
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April 10, 2011 

Stop Lowering the Bar for College Athletes 

By Gerald S. Gurney 

For nearly 50 years, the NCAA has debated its minimum academic requirements for first-year students who 
hope to compete in big-time college sports. In its various attempts to ensure an acceptable level of precollegiate 
learning and skill competencies, the NCAA has vacillated between lowering and raising entrance standards, 
seemingly unable to determine the correct balance. In its most recent set of reforms, in 2003, it established new 
standards for initial eligibility. Responding to charges of the disparate impact on minorities of standardized- 
exam requirements, the new rules afforded minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a 
sliding scale for grade-point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement 
of a composite 17 on the ACT or 820 on the SAT. 

After more than seven years of trial and error, it is time to examine the outcomes of those relaxed initial 
eligibility standards. The verdict? Having led to only modest gains in both African-American participation and 
federal graduation rates in the most visible sports-men’s basketball and football-the 2003 changes have failed to 
help achieve the NCAA’s stated goals of increasing the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Even more important, the academy has been diminished in the process: The lower test-score standards, 
combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of athletes who qualify with very low 
test scores. Those students possess inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a greater need for 
academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and faculties. 



Since the onset of the program, in 2003, gains in minority access to higher education through big-time college 
sports have been negligible. The NCAA’s "Student-Athlete Ethnicity Report" tracked the participation rates of 
self-reported ethnicity classifications, by team, each year from 1999 to 2009, and showed that since the change 
in initial eligibility standards, only a slight increase has been realized in African-American participation in the 
sports of basketball and football in Division 1 athletics-even though in the four-year period leading up to 2003 
reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the higher standards of a minimum test- 
score requirement. 

During the several years before the NCAA’s academic reform, from 1999 to 2002, the African-American 
participation rate in Division 1 men’s basketball increased 2.9 percentage points, from 55.0 to 57.9 percent. But 
it rose only three points, to 60.9 percent, between 2003 and 2009, after the reforms. The same growth trend was 
evident in football: African-American participation increased steadily from 39.5 percent to 43.8 percent, 
between 1999 and 2002, but only two points, to 45.8 percent, from 2003 to 2009. According to the NCAA’s 
reports on Division I federal graduation rates of African-American student-athletes, the most recent data for 
men’s basketball revealed a one-point decline in the 2003 cohort, to 43 percent, and football increased just one 
point, to 48 percent, over the previous year. 

In addition to the failure to improve access to higher education or graduation rates to minority athletes, the 
NCAA’s relaxation of academic standards has challenged the academic integrity of higher education. As Mike 
Knobler reported <http://www.ajc.c~m/sp~rts/c~ntent/sp~rts/st~ries/2~~8/~2/28/acadmain-~228-3D~T.htm~> 
in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2008, a growing number of selective institutions in the NCAA 
have experienced a widening gap between the average academic profiles of their athletes and their student 
bodies. In the classroom, at-risk athletes with poor academic skills find it increasingly difficult to compete for 
grades with their classmates, even though they generally enroll in one of a narrow selection of academic majors. 
Because of the time demands of athletics and the deficiencies in academic skills that hinder high-risk athletes 
from competing in more-demanding curricula, they tend to select maj ors of least resistance with an abundance 
of elective coursework: general studies, multidisciplinary studies, interdisciplinary studies. They even resort to 
acts of academic dishonesty to maintain their athletic eligibility. 

Finally, there is the financial impact on colleges. In addition to the reduced academic requirements enacted in 
2003, the NCAA assigned punitive actions-including the elimination of a team’s athletics-related financial aid, 
banning from postseason championship participation, restrictions on NCAA membership rights, and public 
censure-for institutions whose teams did not meet retention, eligibility, and graduation thresholds. 

The measures prompted significant increases in budgets for academic support, as well as pressure on staff 
members hired to work with marginal athletes-burdens that most institutions can ill afford. The need to employ 
cadres of academic advisers, learning specialists, and tutors to ensure the eligibility, retention, and graduation of 
their most high-risk athletes in a massive remediation effort to avoid team and institutional penalties imposed by 
the NCAA is another unintended consequence of the 2003 reforms. Brad Wolverton’s 2008 Chronicle report 
<http://chronicle.com/article/Rise-in-Fancy-Academic-Centers/13493/> "Rise in Fancy Academic Centers for 
Athletes Raises Questions of Fairness" brought attention to the escalation of academic-support facilities and 
expenditures devoted to the remediation of high-risk athletes. My own university spends more than $2-million 
annually for academic services for athletes, employing learning specialists, reading specialists, and tutors to 
ensure their success in the classroom. 

The NCAA insists that its academic reforms are working. It announces its manufactured Academic Progress 
Rates and graduation-success rates each year with much fanfare. But that self-congratulation should be 
tempered by the very real costs to institutional integrity and to the athletes themselves. When higher graduation 
rates come at the expense of underprepared athletes, who squeak through college after being guided into maj ors 
with an abundance of elective hours and little discernible preparation for life after sports, the costs are 
excessive. When we admit athletes who cannot read or understand college textbooks and who lack the 
necessary skills to compete in the classroom, the costs are excessive. When athletic departments pressure 
admissions committees and routinely appeal denials to college presidents, the costs to institutional integrity are 
out of balance. 



One has to question the motives of those who designed the NCAA’s latest attempt at academic reform. Did the 
NCAA sacrifice academic integrity in the interest of improving the entertainment product? That has been the 
result, intentional or not. 

The NCAA must re-establish freshman eligibility standards for athletes that ensure a minimum skill set to 
compete in the classroom. In addition to reinstating minimum standardized-test scores, incorporating an 
additional measurement of reading and mathematics skills may be necessary. The NCAA and college presidents 
must be certain that every athlete is equipped to take advantage of a college education; to do otherwise is an 
empty and unfulfilled offer. For every time a college president caves to a coach’s appeal to admit a woefully 
underprepared athletic phenom-holding the winning aspirations of the coach over the well-being of a student 
who would be a better fit at another institution-that college suffers an irreparable blow. 

Gerald S. Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, is senior associate 
athletic director for academics and student life and an assistant professor of adult and higher education at the 
University of Oklahoma. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11,2011 6:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Lost Ink Pen This Sunday!!! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11,2011 9:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Writing 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 9:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Writing 

TEXT.htm 

From 

Hey Spencer, 

I was seeing if you could request a writing center spot for Wednesday from 
4:00 till close. The walk in is often busy so I just wanted to make sure I 
could have some time on lock. Thanks 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11,2011 9:56 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: transcript 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 11, 2011 ll:14PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Course Approval Letter 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 7:01 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Baseball VIP Pre-Game Tour & Batting Practice Experiences - Last Chance to Bid! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Auctions" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 7:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball VIP Pre-Game Tour & Batting Practice Experiences - Last Chance to Bid! 

TEXT.htm 



To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our 
CBSSports.com College Network- 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 8:04 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 8:33 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Class change 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 9:46 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 11:52 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [ackland-e-news] This Week at the Ackland 

FlLE.msg 



Tea at Two 

Wednesday, April 13 

2:00 PM 

The Ackland invites you to enjoy tea, refreshments, and 

conversation with Peter Nisbet, Chief Curator, who will be 

discussing art in the current exhibition DE-NATURED. 

Free to Ackland members I $10 non-members. 

Space is limited. RSVP: aportnow@email.unc.edu or 

919.843.3687. 

Ol ening Reception 
"New Currents in 
Contemporary Art: MFA 2011" 

Thursday, April 14 

6:00 - 8:00 PM 

Cutting-edge art by seven graduating MFA students at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill debuts in New 

Currents in Contemporary Art: MFA 2011. On view at the 

Ackland through May 8, the innovative works of photography, 

video, sculpture, and mixed media represent the culmination of 

two years of graduate study by featured artists Travis Donovan, 

Carolyn Janssen, Lydia Anne McCarthy, Jessye McDowell, John 

Hollin Kelse Norwood, Raymond Padr6n, and Tracy Spencer- 

Stonestreet. 

Join the Ackland for the Opening Reception, Thursday, April 14, 

6:00-8:00 PM. 

Music by mgl. Light refreshments. 

Reception Sponsors: Student Friends of the Ackland and The 

Class of2011. 

Exhibition Media Sponsor: North Carolina Public Radio WUNC. 

l X CuratoCsClinic J 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

DE-NATURED: German Art from 

Joseph Beuys to Martin Kippenberger 

Romantic Dreams I Rude Awakeninqs: 

Northern European Prints and 

Drawinqs 1840-1940 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

Makinq Sense in Eiqhteenth-Century 

Prints 

Art and the Natural World in Early 

Modern Europe 

Art and Reliqious Life in Early Modern 

Europe 

OPENING APRIL 15: 

New Currents in Contemporary Art: 

MFA 2011 

There is always somethincj new to 
see at the Ackland! 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

April 19 

Yoqa in the Galleries 

12:00- 1:00 PM 

April 21 

Guided Tour of MFA 2011 

with Amanda Hughes 

6:00 PM 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 



Curator’s Clinic 
Thursday, April 14 

1:00 - 4:00 PM 

Every other month, the Ackland invites members of the public 

to bring in a work of art for consideration by an Ackland 

expert. Curators may offer insight into the significance of the 

piece and its subject matter, as well as the techniques used 

by the artist and the work’s condition. Please note: the 

Ackland staff is unable to authenticate or financially appraise 

works of art. 

Guidelines: Limit one work of art per person. Registration 

required: please call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to Ackland members, $10 non-members. 

Art-Ventures for Kids 

Saturday, April 16 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Ackland Art-Ventures for Kids is a series of engaging 

Saturday morning classes in which 6-9 year olds explore art 

in the Museum’s galleries. They then put their newly-acquired 

ideas into practice by creating take-home treasures in an 

adjacent art studio. 

This week: "Bowled Over" 

People throughout the world use bowls every day. In this 

program, children will look at bowls found centuries ago 

along the Silk Road, identifying what makes each one 

special. In the studio, they will use patterns, images, or words 

to decorate their own bowl. 

This program is part of Ackland Art-ventures for Kids, a 

series of engaging Saturday morning classes for 6-9 year 

olds. Children will explore art in the museum galleries and 

then go next door to a studio. There, students practice the 

new ideas and techniques they saw in the galleries as they 

create their own take-home treasures. Each session offers 

children opportunities to investigate various art forms and 

experiment with different materials. 

Registration is required; call Caroline Culbert at 919-962- 



3342. 

$15 members I $25 non-members. Fee includes 

materials. 

Save by signing up now for 3 or more sessions: 

$12 membersI $23 non-members per session. 

X Music in the Ga!leries 

Sunday, April 17 

1:30 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland 

galleries. A wide variety of performers can be heard, from 

classical quartets to bluegrass, to enhance your Museum 

experience. 

This installation of "Music in the Galleries" presents seven 

advanced UNC-Chapel Hill student composers performing 

original works for various instrumentation inspired by art in 

the Ackland’s collection. 

Reservations and tickets are NOT REQUIRED, but please 

arrive early to find a spot. For more information contact 

Allison Portnow Events and Programs Coordinator. 

F ree 

Slam Poetry Workshop with 
Sacrificial Poets 

RSVP NOW! 

Saturday, April 30 

1:00 - 4:00 PM 

The Ackland welcomes back nationally-recognized and 

award-winning local organization Sacrificial Poets. Come 

explore the art of spoken word "slam" poetry and delve into 

both writing and performance techniques that will help you 

take your art from the page to the stage. 

Sacrificial Poets’s mission is to inspire, foster, and promote 

artistic expression, personal growth, and social justice for 

youth in our collective communities through the use of the 

spoken and written word. 



Teens and adults may register by contacting ff, J/~son Portnc÷w, 

Events and Programs Coordinator. 

Free to High School students / $25 Ackland members / 

$30 non-members. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www=ackland=or~g. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www,ackland,org/join for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor: acklandoemews~,~nc,edu. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leave=29003343o6841016,249aa 167959ea4206ad98789df692e6e@.listserv,unc,edu. 

Illustrations 

Sigmar Polke, German, 1941-2010; His Highness, or When do points count, 2002; color screenprint on commercially-printed 

fabric. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. © 2011 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New YorldVG Bild-Kunst, 

Bonn. 

Carolyn Janssen, Untitled, 2011, digital archival print. 

I X Ackland Art Museum ] 

X The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Why You Should Recruit Junior College Prospects Differently 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Why You Should Recruit Junior College Prospects Differently 

TEXT.him 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here ! 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render? 
llr bwheqnbab&v ~YF4hHNmhMZm4Xu8a~ZMJT5TpbnmZcLv~Ri~ruLaXJVB2ArVDRkRPMp53vSYjYhdxFFRMD~26sv4q3~pidm3GhqJ~KrtLE4~7ZXwhrNrWfkxDRkngEDdi~ 
3D 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
Please confirm 
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.corrffc.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&t 1105145194465.56114.51939951.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscribe 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 001pmYkk-p-0zpfJbTkm5apLQ%3D% 
3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Front Rush[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iNohkY5Iijlb8BNkfkOPMFBoYVDTL1UD znes6kkoOuZsvhEDvoXswJkmFAXN26ilPSdfAC6j 52kJ0j GEfPGm9IpPhQaOjTUS- 
Kk6yJoV2K33CiGdeRhOfGj 1 sX9De 1TWhVMQ4i3KoxZg ] 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoiPbhldTGnDC4oNLy4skJcfRD9nlmOqVzuXp- 
CW9M47s9BZsS wBTwakdLbt YMqlH6qj7wtaAYIxqJlfpZkd3t8wP3GSQRObpVNmzvyU9w ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

April 12, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 15 

Why You Should Recruit Junior College Prospects Differently 

Junior collegeathletes [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoiPbhldTGnDC4oNLy4skJcfRD9nlmOqVzuXp- 
CW9M47s9BZsS wBTwakdLbt YMqlH6qj7wtaAYIxqJlfpZkd3t8wP3GSQRObpVNmzvyU9w ]Sometimes, 
the best way to fill an immediate recruiting need is with a junior college prospect. 

The thing is, J.C. prospects are a completely different animal than your regular, 

garden variety high school prospect. Different needs, different motivations, and 
(fifferent objections. 

However, when we work with our eli [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB0iNohWhWYIXYLIoODTgpiy~vwdBkebtGV1MjHO8 6tlyLK gxwTgScR- 
tYGTEGWe0DA5Kbt8XxsLEPCTPXSXwmfPAilH4d5E5PTguLhzwhRwCgtQioGn83uMv51J moNBxbHSnr-f5IOHbW5qiIO0977e-]ents 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?ll~bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohWhWYIXYLIoODTgpiy~vwdBkebtGV1MjHO8 6tlyLK gxwTgScR- 
tYGTEGWe0DA5Kbt8XxsLEPCTPXSXwmfPAilH4d5E5PTguLhzwhRwCgtQioGn83uMv51J moNBxbHSnr-f5IOHbW5qiIO0977e-] 
on putting together a plan to recruit these unique prospects, we find that college 
coaches tend to want to use the same methodologies and techniques to try and close 
those junior college prospects and get them to their campus. 

So, what are some of the key differences in these lwo groups? And, how do you use 
those differences to your advantage against your competition who is looking to sign 
the same J.C. recruits? Here are three big things we think every coach should know: 

1. Unlike their high school counterparts, junior college prospects don’t rely on 
their parents’ opinion as they make their decision. After lwo years playing their 
sport at a junior college, we find that these prospects are largely independent 
in their decision making as they are recruited. In the sample testing we’ve done, 
84% of junior college prospects tell us that... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iNoj lvYmX JuZ arqcVLODFoF3vfuxVnm7w2Pyj 01Qd0yLHSxE Q5 qr4XzuIg92r 8Fv0x HDoX 5PGA7uIgZxVGZZGkklICxbrCIbGFygZ uEiqv0guS1J92PPrfyXhXcHIBmwj Jcjv9vnd 

Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmfaYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO - 
S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8 1HIohKQy6D6UB 93E0vDY9OT7TcpmMKUZ 4wfuj WpNEzZPC J7T3j bdYoV7ywCxNbKODjEO S 8 A70RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG71nOaz9e JZdmvgQzaU1JCCchji32~ 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohQKMeikeQOBuTknOGS8d8paCiGr2x FPvqPh5 8HezkUlr83v HBk- 
M2Gt7Yw9L 54kPtvj CGON-g-4s ThVUCzetr JbymokWx3Uv9UwTf6TKg ] 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB0iNojflgs5u5iQcg67ca70CamebVGTSio~5mMCAI5Haacv sACrcWMviEcYd8PMiphfAOsEeYA5fyYuOsLYVP3CJCgaZOtdA nTjaJUbodtEyOZ2RMVvq2mlmq] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICKHERE [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoiNhU3SVCnc3zAOCLkSQdN2ipC6Unxn8z7PXWbiNstKig e-c- 
HgisYhub70teqOD97sMqRF9r9ny4 lmh HROYMpMSWLjGRIKNyRFz-b9qg ] 
TO GET ]3tIE EDGE 

Dan Tudor onFacebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 

yB 0iNohqITs407BLmVyuMgY82yDVfXkekQ~oo9OcZueRdxglqsBgZsqUiZr84cjbcIsb0VKj lIrWFzqgM6nr 1XrwLRRGCWcRYZ99MWpec 84gql W Tkj J1JcQ7K1Y2gHEB 5 SJ3n~xJeIV 
-N5kzUnOdKqCqZLHZ1-WiLtdxYtDWK40AX P4 2Aawkp0aWKhCGav4tWOH9cNWXAc0enaPlhXO9IUifY5CdQJ-k8N61yMoqiCT7w ] 



The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

How This College Basketball Coach Went From Passing Out Candy to a Handful of Loyal 
Fans to Winning a National Title 

Gary Blair and the Texas A&M Aggies won the women’s basketball national championship 
a week ago today. How he built his program - and the heart and sole he put into 
it along the way - is a great example for other coaches looking to duplicate his 
success. (Hint: It was about a lot more than just the X’s and O’s) 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videos featuring Dan Tudor-just click here [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iNoglLxE 3 WX 8 e4UvddthOaihMS 5 f’g5 Ct ARbUCTeZYropANwy93PYOaV 5Ua 0~wt951HJwf9Tjmp6BENyZrfa 0XY0srMbr7 QXOcxw212P814Q7AAvTSS7XFIhFLzqSHHdaVE 
-Y9zGk81uUrEBkabfccGuQyOSB-vPWxLh7J5zRZ G9qJLgy]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Clickhere [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoghy]2tLxdNoubBoZN5Tq670- 
toJHeZCc9CKluEUnGitk-oaJR35Zrs3iBUp7ntCM6F0jlL5 at]gE6RbVsJS1 3NZhQRVHUSsIIJTqtuxKhNCSIDBidnPWv9] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Findus onFacebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmfaYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO - 
S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8 1HIohKQy6D6UB 93E0vDY9OT7TcpmMKUZ 4wfuj WpNEzZPC J7T3j bdYoV7ywCxNbKODjEO S 8 A70RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG71nOaz9e JZdmvgQzaU1JCCchji32t 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohQKMeikeQOBuTknOGS8d8paCiGr2x FPvqPh5 8HezkUlr83v HBk- 
M2Gt7Yw9L 54kPtvj CGON-g-4s ThVUCzetr JbymokWx3Uv9UwTf6TKg ] 

Lodestone SocialMedia [hltp://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB0iNog4npU P552eI8bR N60crluGiitucHXFjYI0ihhZipGfS1ZpTY0yfg3ag566QsepR7YtagAmPV0cS6cceKmBXVljpWglrdB G10yAuM3zCg ] 

Click here [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB0iNog4npU P552eI8bR N60crluGiitucHXFjYI0ihhZipGfS1ZpTY0yfg3ag566QsepR7YtagAmPV0cS6cceKmBXVljpWglrdB G10yAuM3zCg ] 
to find your social media solution 

Twitter as a Media Tool for College Coaches 

Twitter for college coaches [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoiTrlVuloCWdyW78bsyEEQKlnwzZ4zm56kqw37e- 
Q5BSAcNLiStTNYZMeJnhoGs9jDHXYe 8mt8 KV8ij61kZSliJV4iacgoWxt4OikLkbuQw ]by 
Mark Drosos, Lodestone Social Media [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB0iNog4npU P552eI8bR N60crluGiitucHXFjYI0ihhZipGfS1ZpTY0yfg3ag566QsepR7YtagAmPV0cS6cceKmBXVljpWglrdB G10yAuM3zCg ] 

The media business has been turned on its ear. 

With major newspapers failing, ]Y~ viewership is shrinking and the introduction of 
social media platforms every major media outlet, reporter, blogger, radio station 
and more have flocked to Twitter looking for content and an audience to help their 
current business downturn. 

This has provided you with an opportunity to seize some quality media airtime and 
get your local news outlets talking about your athletic program. 

So what should you do to take advantage this? Here are three simple things you 

can do... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 

yB 0iNogpVbetag3thHVrt0HTc 5 anXuCM7NSugFDDk SkIUOYP SzWxV 1 ezHqY SPcMymwiIVY-wzVHXygYWYC46-U tXIDmoV4WPDmM8ZTViPJ-y3Fkro0SPzy5TDc- 
ui0jFGYvRP 5iqJH2iadvyYpTB zpT4LPF8pmhJfA-k ] 

Findus onFacebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmfaYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO - 
S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8 1HIohKQy6D6UB 93E0vDY9OT7TcpmMKUZ 4wfuj WpNEzZPC J7T3j bdYoV7ywCxNbKODjEO S 8 A70RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG71nOaz9e JZdmvgQzaU1JCCchji32t 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohQKMeikeQOBuTknOGS8d8paCiGr2x FPvqPh5 8HezkUlr83v HBk- 
M2Gt7Yw9L 54kPtvj CGON-g-4s ThVUCzetr JbymokWx3Uv9UwTf6TKg ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [hltp://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB~iN~gJ~tBXjcAucdHauV8PE0~Dt38A~sZnZaqGQ~2mF3GNrqPQf~UexqJ7tNAnYCIAP4cLPw~N0Ka66DE~G~G6Rf3f~yg~Pw5es rKFTOLXq47Da0DlflddbmEY5iU-DJlIN0 ] 

6 Ways to Control the Consequences of Your Recruiting Efforts 

by Laurel Hayes, Tudor Collegiate Strategies - Senior National Recruiting Coordinator 

Many times in our day to day experiences, we can look at what someone else is telling 
us, than apply it to our day to day experiences. 

Much of the frustration in the recruiting process, centers around getting that "difference 
maker" recruit to look at you and your program as the answer to both of you have 
been looking for. Brian Tracy, one of the best motivators and thinkers from the 
world of big business, addressed that topic in one of his best selling books. As 
I read it again recently, I couldn’t help think how it could be extremely helpful 
not only for you as a coach, but to that recruit that you are asking to take part 
in your program. 

Let’s take what Brian Tracy said in his excellent piece "Consider the Consequences", 
and apply it to your day to day activities in the recruiting process as you begin 
to set your goals for this upcoming recruiting class: 



Decide What You Want 

Step number one: Decide exactly what it is you want in each part of your life. 
Become a "meaningful specific" rather than a "wandering generality." Ask yourself 
the question, "Do I really know what my recruit is looking for to be successful 
in his or her athletic career and education? Why are they considering my college 
and program? 

Write It Down 

Second, write it down,. Clearly and in detail. Always think on paper. A goal 
that is not in writing is not a goal at all. It is merely a wish and it has no energy 
behind it. Once you neglect to write it down you lose your... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoh7Vw8acwZxDc4UwATxPFiI=HbZ7IbIr9IFb4e45u2Gr- 

m QPm2fQVe38MtF3MF9jtQG-VhgIgz5ih4tL8c4~4Nh-I~hjhhA~Krf2~N9trnpK-pqqwab6sNbEiqAkzjpp5y0-dScRqvDK7e6FINvg8I-XFMZPBn~c~2r-hk7r3~YtYWxw2Kb] 

Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmfaYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO - 
S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8 1HIohKQy6D6UB 93E0vDY9OT7TcpmMKUZ 4wfuj WpNEzZPC J7T3j bdYoV7ywCxNbKODjEO S 8 A70RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG71nOaz9e JZdmvgQzaU1JCCchji32t 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohQKMeikeQOBuTknOGS8d8paCiGr2x FPvqPh5 8HezkUlr83v HBk- 
M2Gt7Yw9L 54kPtvj CGON-g-4s ThVUCzetr JbymokWx3Uv9UwTf6TKg ] 

2010 NCRCin Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB0iNoglLYSeIbdoUxC8OqIm6nQabqIhSohKXq8sSJRro6432r6sy 4ACx2SItayKMzMFFJg-6m lyTdWuPoihcMR02RFREm- 
exKCtL6XMeFHpXQlIszGqSnG28zxsH1T3YqwOKQJDVdYL4Cp-6DVbIsogM5i-uUp7bvo71 qlRyqBOKUZVeTXa0Bqto3YThXoIwTUCY ]The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Winning Recruiting Techniques 
REGISTER FOR ]2HE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNojHDoxhwcUFVByIF9vW-- 

8ZNAxhi5LWXQNb8CMFhbcIWXczy9Se9Y9JY6ML7cn6c9f6Gwlfz5x91HB633MZ3YL6Go 4j 5IWUxnZjmDHn4LuNvQa7bNy3 zB O] 

NCAA Bylaw Targets Questionable "Pay to View" Scouting Services 

One of the reasons we recommend the National Collegiate Scouting Association [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8- 
yB 0iNohwogXusxEwZ 3HIVIK9-ff2yDLv7NohO6 3zN92jkQFpD-haulnHIHSISHYbFD2T7AdzSysVnvV2TUTf9wCbq-KcOH556xq29bBVDPp2A7Jy- 
U hQkB4vEGnD ZneoHBKg ] 
is because of their ethical, student-centered approach to providing coaches around 
the country with accurate information about prospects that they may otherwise overlook 
in the recruiting process. Their staff is filled with former college coaches and 

student-athletes, and their mission to serve athletes and their families - as well 
as college coaches - is clear and well regarded. 

With other "scouting services", the ethical lines become a little blurry. 

Case in point: In the wake of the Willie Lyles pay-to-play scandal, the NCAA is 
reminding colleges of a bylaw- that was revised last year that prevents coaches from 
subscribing to recruiting services that charge for video showing athletes competing 
in nonscholastic events such as AAU basketball or 7-on-7 football competitions. 

How does this bylaw- affect you and your program? 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNojflgs5u5iQcgf9Q3RXkLokGuL27mJcJfSZhuYH- 

w ePpegjrpc8sqZ33- 
2QnYeP~uiR5tgh9GBFbewMu~dgNIQAA~UiHtvBeawi0igfRJtHq3T~eqMs3bZEdq~Uk56~fcVGNb~oIldXar~Q3LX44nPVbJrpdhf2wbmnmC~VM2MmcFyv~6SWfL~JhzGILYG7( 

-eGITVo ] 

Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoi4WusD8dLmfaYLOBkfpCllKgQvhVmwj zTWtEIfNXwS-izO - 
S39tcL5 lxZHn85DRA- 
ErMmVpRJWG8 1HIohKQy6D6UB 93E0vDY9OT7TcpmMKUZ 4wfuj WpNEzZPC J7T3j bdYoV7ywCxNbKODjEO S 8 A70RCMZeHuvCwL6qQhwvG71nOaz9e JZdmvgQzaU1JCCchji32t 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNohQKMeikeQOBuTknOGS8d8paCiGr2x FPvqPh5 8HezkUlr83v HBk- 
M2Gt7Yw9L 54kPtvj CGON-g-4s ThVUCzetr JbymokWx3Uv9UwTf6TKg ] 

Workbooks [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoivmSRWVWDxUgXjAQfkFGOc4CUVOb- 
HJ9fWuXCLHd8n2rF7DwggkXpB 4YbFsd-wj 8 T9GWE]~LFH2nZNc3 SXxrAkE AKZ1TX-oNJg2cwue3 JDAmQ ] 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105145194465&s 56114&e 001eE8-yB0iNoiNhU3SVCnc3zAOCLkSQdN2ipC6Unxn8z7PXWbiNstKig e-c- 
HgisYhub70teqOD97sMqRF9r9ny4 lmh HROYMpMSWLjGRIKNyRFz-b9qg ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward this email to other coaches! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 2:16 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 4/12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 2:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: work this week 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:05 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Work on Thursday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:47 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: TIMS snafu 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:55 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Outdoor Track - Women Change of Stares. 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:44 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Shift Pick-Ups Needed 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:10 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Garnet Insider 4-12-11: Baseball Facing Another No. 1 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 4-12-11: Baseball Facing Another No. 1 

TEXT.htm 

Baseball Hosting #1 Vandy 
No. 3 South Carolina Baseball will face the top-ranked team in the country for the second time this 
season as No. 1-ranked Vanderbilt comes to town for a three-game series this weekend. Game times are 
Friday at 7:00 PM, Saturday at 7:00 PM, and Sunday at 1:00 PM. The Gamecocks previously won a series 
against then-No. 1 Florida, two games to one. Baseball has won all eight three-game series it has 
played this year. The Gamecocks are currently tied with Vanderbilt for first place in the SEC 
Eastern Division. 

Ticket Information for Vanderbilt Series: 
- Friday (4/15): General Admission/Standing Room Only available 
- Saturday (4/16): General Admission/Standing Room Only available 
- Sunday (4/17): Outfield Bleachers & General Admission/Standing Room Only available 

- For Saturday’s (4/16) game, Suite 1 is available for rent. The cost is $1,660 and includes 16 
tickets and two (2) parking passes. Catering is available for an additional fee. Contact Elizabeth 
for suite interest (egibbons@mailbox.sc.edu or 803.777.9126). 

- You can also bid on GamecocksOnline.com Auctions for an experience at Saturday’s (4/16) game that 
includes a pre-game tour of the Carolina Stadium facility, the opportunity to watch batting practice 
from the field, and a game-used ball. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 7:38 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Shift Pick-Ups Needed 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 9:04 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: weekly report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13,2011 9:04 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

weekly report 

TEXT.htm; rowing4-8-11 .pdf; tutor report 4-8-11 .pdf 

Attached are the reports from last week. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 9:52 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: HOLDS AND REGISTRATION 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:05 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Hi from Disney Sports! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:37 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Student Athlete Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse" <klecciso@brainfuse.com> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:37 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Student Athlete Tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Mr. Blanton: 

I was wondering if your institution would be interested in providing online 
tutoring to student athletes? Our service compares favorably with 
Smarthinking and costs significantly less. Also, we’ve developed services 
which increase student retention, and help student-athletes find j obs after 
college. 

We’re nearby late-May and would love a brief sit-down. We’re also available 
for webinars throughout this month. Let me know if you’re interested. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Kris Lecciso 

Brainfuse, Inc. 

271 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

720.420.9115 

www.brainfuse.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 4/13 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:15 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Family Picnic 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

got it! thanks! 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/13/2011 11:58 AM >>> 

Hi Stacey, 
The invite for the picnic wouldn’t print out on one sheet for me so I am wondering if an email RSVP will do. 
My family and I (total of 5) will be in attendance. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 3:27 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 3:58 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Tonight’s 7pm Appt 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 4:16 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: work next Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 5:23 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Scheduling Issues 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 9:29 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 8:22 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:40 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

So you will need a hotel room one way or another, right? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/13/2011 4:59 PM >>> 
Yes on all counts for me! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13,2011 4:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy 
Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 
Importance: High 

Hello All, 
As I mentioned during the staff meeting last week, I need to find out from each of you what your plans are for 
attending the ACC Compliance Workshop in Greensboro on June 21-22, 2011. The agenda (that could be 
subject to change) is attached for your review. If you are unable to attend both days, I still would encourage you 
to attend the other day if possible. NCAA staff members will be participating in the presentations. 

The information that I need from each of you and will need to provide to the ACC very soon is as follows: 

1. Do you plan to attend the workshop on June 21, 2011 ? 

2. Do you plan to attend the workshop on the second day, June 22, 2011 ? 

3. Do you plan to stay in the hotel overnight on Tuesday, June 21, 2011 ? (We may have as many as 2 hotel 



rooms that the ACC will provide for Academics Staff members.) 

4. Do you plan to attend the Reception from 6:30-8:00pm on Tuesday evening, June 21,2011? 

5. Do you plan to attend the breakfast on Wednesday morning, June 22, 2011 ? 

I’d like to hear from each of you on this matter as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:22 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Academic Support Program Holds 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:39 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Class change 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:41 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Weekly Career Bulletin: Tips For Finding The Right Career Opportunities For 
Your Future 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"JobsJournal" <newsletter@j ob sj ournal.com> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly Career Bulletin: Tips For Finding The Right Career Opportunities For Your 
Furore 

TEXT.htm 



Home About us Articles IFAQ Contact Us 

Release the Lack That You 
Feel, and Reach Your Full 
Potential 

By Harrison Barnes 

Several years ago, I was 
working and living in a 
small, inexpensive city. At 
the time, I was renting a 
huge two-bedroom 
apartment that cost around 
$700 a month. I went out 
to dinner a few times a 
week, had lots of cable 
television channels, and 
drove a brand-new BMW. " 
I was making less than 
$50,000 a year, but I made 
enough to live well. I was 
paying off student loans 
and supporting my 
girlfriend. 

I knew another guy about 
my age who had a j ob 
making the same amount I 
did, and he lived close to 
me. Instead of living in a 
nice apartment, driving a 
new car, and so forth, he 

Tips For Finding The 
Right Career Opportunities 
For Your Future 

Career opportunities are 
available everywhere, if 
you just know how to find 
the j ob opportunities that 
lead into the most lucrative 
careers in the industry you 
are most interested in. Not 
all j ob search resources 
will have the perfect career 
listings obviously, so you 
have to search and 
investigate j ob listings 
carefully. 

The more employment 
listings you are qualified 
and educated for, the better 
your chances of finding 
the jobs you can make into 
a career. There are a few 
tips to help you decide 
which career paths might 
be the best avenues to 
pursue. 

The first thing to think 
about is your skills and 

Four Goals for Summer 
Employment 

By Bob Roth 

Most college students seek 
employment opportunities . 
during the summer. They 
do this for two primary 
reasons: to earn money for 
college, and to gain 
experience in their field of 
study. 

Because college is 
extremely expensive, 
finding work during the 
summer is a priority for 
students today. If the 
student attends a 
community college, the 
money earned from 
summer employment may 
go toward paying for 
significant portion of their 
tuition and books. The 
expense of attending a 
four-year college, either 
public or private, can be 
much higher. Summer 
earnings may only cover a 

2011/04/14 

Recommended Career 

Resources 

X EmploymentCrossing 

Connect with the 
largest aggregator of 
jobs worldwide across 
100+ industry 
segments. 

X Monster 

Sophisticated j ob 
search technology at 
work to get you the 
best j obs. 

X .oon~ 

Search for exclusive 
employer j obs by title, 
keywords or company 
names; all with a few 
simple clicks of the 
mouse! 

Hot Jobs 

The revolutionary 
approach to finding 
jobs and hiring 
candidates. 

X Employment Authority 

Tap into targeted 
mailing and apply for 
jobs that closely match 
your interests and 
abilities as researchers 
mine thousands of 
websites and j ob 
boards. 

Comprehensive j ob 
search tool to meet all 
your career needs. 



lived much differently. He 
rented a 300-square-foot 
room, with a very small 
bathroom and kitchen. 

+ read more 

education level, because in 
order to find the best 
career... 

+ read more 

small portion of the total 
cost. However, paying as 
much as possible when 
enrolled is always 
preferable to coming out 
of college with a larger 
debt than necessary. 

+ read more 

L X Preferred Resumes J 

The single-stop 
resume and cover 
letter-writing service 
for all professionals. 

Home About Us Subscribe to Our Newsletter Privac~ Co~ltact Us 

2011 JobsJournal. All rights reserved. Office: PO Box 704, Ephraim, UT 84627 
If you no longer wish to receive this mail in future: Unsubscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Work Monday 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Like It or Not - Ralph Nader has it Right I College Sports Business News - 
The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:14 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Poflier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu>; ShaneM. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] Like It or Not - Ralph Nader has it Right I College Sports Business News - The 
Publication for College Sports Administrators 

http ://collegesportsbusinessnews.com/issue/april-2011/article/like-it-or-not-ralph-nader-has-it-right 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:21 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Lost in Translation: From The Big Game to the Big Dance I College Sports 
Business News - The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:19 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Poflier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou. edu>; ShaneM. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] Lost in Translation: From The Big Game to the Big Dance I College Sports 
Business News - The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

http ://collegesportsbusinessnews.com/issue/april-2011/article/lost-in-translation-from-the-big-game-to-the-big- 
dance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] A Definite Marching Towards Madness: APR and the NCAA Tournament I 
College Sports Business News - The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:32 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b- 
burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham 
<bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; ChristineJackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol 
L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W.Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; 
DesireeM. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jessica Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. 
Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer 
<jamie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge 
<j essi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Jack Rivas <j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. 
Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes 
<lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB @missouri. edu>; MarlonDechausay <marlon. dechausay@ttu, edu>; Mary F. 
Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scogin 
<scoginj@missouri.edu>; Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] A Definite Marching Towards Madness: APR and the NCAA Tournament I 
College Sports Business News - The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

http ://collegesportsbusinessnews.com/issue/april-2011/article/a-definite-marching-towards-madness-apr-and- 
the-ncaa-tournament 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:44 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Re: Like It or Not - Ralph Nader has it Right I College Sports Business News 
- The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Drew Barnette <drewb@uab.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:41 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G.Sepulveda-l@ou.edu>; 
Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores-l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd 
<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer-l@ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; 
Annette I. Moran <bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson 
<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W.Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc 
<dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman 
<ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney 
<ggurney@ou.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrld@athletics.tamu.edu); 
Jamie Farmer <jamie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. 
Eldrldge <jessi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Kasie L. 
Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston 
<krls.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes 
<lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missourl.edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J. 
Garlbay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k- 
state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy 
Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou.edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Terri 
L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; ShaneM. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; 
Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins <Zachary.R.Hawkins-1 @ou.edu> 

[n4a] Re: Like It or Not - Ralph Nader has it Right I College Sports Business News - The 
Publication for College Sports Administrators 

Ralph Nader was interviewed on Outside the Lines regarding this issue... 

http://sports .espn.go .com/ncaa/news/story?id=6254572 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:14 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, Kathryn S.; Eldrldge, Jessica L.; 
Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; Hinton, 
Joshua W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, Stephen; Race, Lindsay S.; Rowe, 
William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, Chad M.; Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; Vernon, Shane M.; 
Winters, Carla A.; Wisdom, Marls; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, 
Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garlbay, Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, 
Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L.; (ingrld@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; 
brland@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia 
Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; 
Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell 
Subject: [n4a] Like It or Not - Ralph Nader has it Right ] College Sports Business News - The Publication for College 
Sports Administrators 

http://collegesportsbusinessnews.com/issue/april-2011/article/like-it-or-not-ralph-nader-has-it-rlght 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:09 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 4/14 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Top 10 Degrees in Demand 2011 - Majors Drawing Huge Starting Salaries 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:05 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Poflier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] Top 10 Degrees in Demand 2011 - Majors Drawing Huge Starting Salaries 

http ://www. darwinsfinance, com/top- 10-college-degrees-2010-b est-maj ors/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: M Track COS 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:28 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Re: A Definite Marching Towards Madness: APR and the NCAA 
Tournament I College Sports Business News - The Publication for College Sports 
Administrators 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Drew B arnette <drewb@uab.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:25 PM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b- 
burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol8@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham 
<bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Charles B. Elder 
<cbelder@ou.edu>; CayceCrenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Christine Jackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol 
L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W.Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; 
Desiree M. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Jessica Hammond 
<hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey 
<jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Jack 
Rivas <jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drennen 
<katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. 
Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marlon Dechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu. edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle- 1 @ou.edu>; Melissa 
Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim 
Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. 
Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scogin <scoginj@missouri.edu>; Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier 
<sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell 
<Tasha.B.Campbell- 1 @ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon 
<vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Maris Wisdom 
<wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins <Zachary.R.Hawkins-l@ou.edu> 

[n4a] Re: A Definite Marching Towards Madness: APR and the NCAA Tournament I 
College Sports Business News - The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

Like many articles, this guy points out that multiple schools that earn large NCAA Tournament shares have 
poor grad rates and APRs. Also like most articles, he offers no real solutions, but demands something should be 
done. 

I personally don’t like to see athletes get punished for something that someone else did. Every single player who 
plays in the NCAA Tournament is actually eligible to play, and therefore not a detriment to the APR or grad 
rates .... at least not at that point in time. Why should they not be allowed to participate because someone else 
who played before them screwed up academically?? 

So how about this?? Let the teams play, but don’t share the session revenue with them until their APR is where 
it needs to be. The 74% of the schools that are where they need to be (as referenced in the article), can all get a 
bigger share. That way, the players who are eligible still get to experience the NCAA Tournament. 



I’m in favor of said schools retaining the revenue that goes toward scholarships, just not what is earned from 
how many sessions they participated in. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:32 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; Bart Byrd; Betsi Burns; Carrie Leger; Cayce Crenshaw; Christine Jackson; Dan 
Brinkman; Dena Freeman-Patton; Doug Tiedt; Eric Brey; Jack Rivas; Jessica Hammond; Jim Pignataro; Joe 
Luckey; Joe Scogin; Kim Durand; Marlon Dechausay; Melissa Dawson; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; 
Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy 
Powell; Barnes, Lacy; Campbell, Tasha; Collins, Chelsey A.; Drennen, Kathryn S.; Eldridge, Jessica L.; 
Farmer, Brad; Farmer, Jamie; Flores, Amber; Hagensick, Ashley; Hawkins, Zachary; Hinderman, Michael J.; 
Hinton, Joshua W.; Mantle, Mary F.; Minks, Jon; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Porlier, Stephen; Race, Lindsay 
S.; Rowe, William; Sepulveda, Adam; Terry, Chad M.; Terry, Kyle M.; Timbers, Tammy; Upham, Brent D.; 
Vernon, Shane M.; Winters, Carla A.; Wisdom, Maris; Wolverton, Josh B.; Zeaman, Jay; Moran, Annette I.; 
Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; Taylor, Desiree M.; Garibay, 
Randy J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] A Definite Marching Towards Madness: APR and the NCAA Tournament ] College Sports 
Business News - The Publication for College Sports Administrators 

http ://collegesportsbusinessnews.com/issue/april-2011/article/a-definite-marching-towards-madness-apr-and- 
the-ncaa-tournament 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

Would you be willing to share with any of the other guys who want to stay? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/14/2011 4:31 PM >>> 
Yes ma’am. Gas is too expensive to make the trip twice! 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:40 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 

So you will need a hotel room one way or another, right? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>> 4/13/2011 4:59 PM >>> 
Yes on all counts for me! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu]<mailto:[mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu]> 



Sent: Wednesday, April 13,2011 4:57 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy 
Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: ACC Compliance Workshop - June 21-22, 2011 
Importance: High 

Hello All, 
As I mentioned during the staff meeting last week, I need to find out from each of you what your plans are for 
attending the ACC Compliance Workshop in Greensboro on June 21-22, 2011. The agenda (that could be 
subject to change) is attached for your review. If you are unable to attend both days, I still would encourage you 
to attend the other day if possible. NCAA staff members will be participating in the presentations. 

The information that I need from each of you and will need to provide to the ACC very soon is as follows: 

1. Do you plan to attend the workshop on June 21, 2011 ? 

2. Do you plan to attend the workshop on the second day, June 22, 2011 ? 

3. Do you plan to stay in the hotel overnight on Tuesday, June 21, 2011 ? (We may have as many as 2 hotel 
rooms that the ACC will provide for Academics Staff members.) 

4. Do you plan to attend the Reception from 6:30-8:00pm on Tuesday evening, June 21,2011? 

5. Do you plan to attend the breakfast on Wednesday morning, June 22, 2011 ? 

I’d like to hear from each of you on this matter as soon as you can. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu% 
3cmailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 8:13 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Final Review Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:08 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: RE: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 8:23 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: ECON    Tutor 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 8:58 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Great Mother’s Day gift ideas from South Carolina Athletics! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Great Mother’s Day gift ideas from South Carolina Athletics! 

TEXT.htm 



47 Brand Block C Women’s Fitted T- Champion@ Carolina Mom Gamecock 
Shirt - Charcoal Tee -Garnet 

Cutter & Buck® Women’s Gamecocks Polo - Garnet 
Rolled Sweatshirt Blanket - Hot Pink Block C Candle Holder 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, click here. 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 

CSTV Online, Inc. - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, 9:01 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Weekly Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 9:16 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: during finals 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, 9:39 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Weekly Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 9:58 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Academic Salaries 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 9:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Salaries 

TEXT.htm; Academic Salaries.xlsx; Tracy Harris.vcf 

:) 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 10:06 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Views: Ralph Nader and ’Pay for Play’ - Inside Higher Ed 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 10:02 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda-1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus 
<ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores-1 @ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <Bart_Byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi 

Bums <b-burns@northwestem.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette 
I. Moran <brynto 18@ou.edu>; Brent D. Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger <carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; 
Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Christine Jackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson 
<cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W.Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla 
A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt 
<DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dermis Leblanc 
<dleblanc@huskers.com>; DesireeM. Taylor <dtaylor@ou.edu>; Kim Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric 
Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jessica 
Hammond <hammond@umbc.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); 
Jamie Farmer <jamie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge 
<jessi222@ou.edu>; Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks <jminks03@ou.edu>; Josh B. Wolverton 
<Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou.edu>; Joshua W. Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou.edu>; Jack Rivas 
<jrivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. Drermen <katiedrermen@ou.edu>; Kris 
Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; 
Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; MarlonDechausay 
<marlon.dechausay@ttu.edu>; Mary F. Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-1 @ou.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa- 
dawson@utulsa.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Jim Pignataro <pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scogin <scoginj@missouri.edu>; Jill 
Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; 
Tammy Timbers <tammy.timbers-1 @ou.edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B.Campbell-l@ou.edu>; Terri L. Moyer 
<tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner <ttumer@ou.edu>; ShaneM. Vernon 
<vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe <willrowe@ou.edu>; Maris Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou.edu> 

[n4a] Views: Ralph Nader and ’Pay for Play’ - Inside Higher Ed 

http://www.insidehighered.com/views/2Oll/O4/15/sack_questions_wisdom of nader~roposal on ending_sports_scholarships#Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 10:11 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] Roommates for convention 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 10:15 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Region II Info 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 11:03 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: next ASPSA meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 11:03 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: next ASPSA meeting 

TEXT.htm; Agenda#6 4-19-2011. doc 

>>> "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 4/15/2011 10:45 AM >>> 
John Blanchard and Bobbi Owen look forward to seeing you at the next ASPSA meeting, Tuesday, April 19th 
at 2pm in the Steele conference room. Please see attached agenda. 

Paula A. Goodman 
Department Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
919-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 11:40 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: One more question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 12:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Academic Salaries 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 12:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Salaries 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Thank you u too!!! 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/15/2011 11:47 AM >>> 
Thank you! Have a great weekend! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Tracy Harris [mailto:tuh@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 9:58 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subj ect: Academic Salaries 

:) 

Tracy U. Harris 



Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:tuh@uncaa.unc, edu> 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 1:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Work Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday~ 2:51 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Class Checks 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, 5:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: One more question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 7:23 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Update 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, 11:56 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Spanish 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 8:36 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Baseball Summer School 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 9:58 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: quick question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 10:30 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: evaluations of the program 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 10:45 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Emailing: The NCAA and the Athletes It Fails - Commentary - The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 

FlLE.msg 



The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Commentary 

April 17, 2011 

The NCAA and the Athletes It Fails 
By Thomas G. Palaima 

How we treat the young people on our campuses whom we often euphemistically call "student athletes" is essentially a 

moral issue. Some of those students, after all, generate millions of dollars for their coaches, athletic directors, and 

institutions, yet we have failed, in turn, to make sure they have legitimate experiences as students. 

That is one of the concerns of the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics, on which I have served as the representative of the 

University of Texas at Austin for the last three years. So I welcomed the open and honest look at the NCAA’s role in big-time 

college sports by Gerald S. Gurney that recently appeared in The Chronicle. 

What would it entail to do better by those top athletes? 

They need to be placed at educational institutions suited to their academic preparation and be provided with the tools to play 

the most important game of their college careers: the competition with true peers in the classroom. 

They need to have time to study and to explore elective courses so as to choose a major and develop secondary interests that 

will serve them well the rest of their lives. And they need to do this, just like regular students, on their own initiative. 

They need to get their degrees before their aid runs out.Most of them need to be disabused of the dream that they will "go 

pro." 

As the president of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, Mark A. Emmert, told coalition members at a meeting in 

Chicago in January, only a tiny fraction of NCAA student athletes will have careers as professional athletes. There are about 

400,000 student athletes nationwide, and 99.5 percent of them will spend their lives doing something other than playing 

professional sports. Right now there are grave problems in all four of those areas. 

Gurney, who is president of the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics, rightly describes the NCAA’s two 

measures of how well college athletes are doing in the classroom--the Academic Progress Rate and the Graduation Success 

Rate--as manufactured. 

The Academic Progress Rate, or APR, is designed so that students can be fully compliant even if they complete only 80 

percent of the courses needed for a degree after four years. Moreover, year-to-year eligibility requirements are lax to the 

point of being farcical. Consider U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s complaint about the poor academic 

performances, especially in regard to athletes who belong to minority groups, by many teams in the NCAA March Madness 

basketball tournament. If the players are performing so poorly academically, how can they be eligible for the tournaments? 

As Duncan wrote last month in an opinion piece for The Washington Post, "Last year, out of more than 6,ooo NCAA 

intercollegiate sports teams, one squad in men’s basketball was banned from postseason play because of a poor academic 

record." 

There are three reasons so many poor academic performers squeaked through to be eligible to play. 

First, the APR makes it possible for students to maintain eligibility for a season or two with academic-achievement levels 

that do not prepare them to finish their degrees. For example, they may complete as few as two courses in a semester, 



average GPA’s of 1.8 at the end of their freshman year, 1.9 at the end of their sophomore year, and 2.0 at the end of three 

years. In this age of grade inflation, when the average GPA of all undergraduate students in all courses at the University of 

Texas at Austin, for instance, is 3.09, the sports GPA targets are hardly achievements. 

Second, colleges are not penalized for substandard APR performances. An APR of 925 works out to a 50 percent six-year 

graduation-success rate, but according to the results of a study by the NCAA’s Committee on Academic Performance 

released last fall, 72 of 327 Division I basketball teams failed to meet that standard. Still, almost no penalties were meted 

out. 

Third, programs can offload academically substandard students without statistical penalties by having them "transfer" to 

other programs or by registering them as having "gone pro." In truth, the Academic Progress Rate and the Graduation 

Success Rate serve as smoke screens for the big-time sports programs to keep exploiting student athletes without making it 

possible for many of them to be students. And the NCAA enables this kind of immoral treatment. 

The commissioner of the Big Ten Conference, Jim Delany, told coalition members in Chicago that the NCAA cannot impose 

continuing eligibility standards without considering admissions standards. By permitting student athletes to attend 

universities and colleges for which they are not truly academically prepared, the NCAA is setting many of them up for 

failure or for success only by sleight of hand and/or perversion of the whole notion of true education: through special 

conference courses, soft courses taught by sports-booster faculty, majors designed to be soft, special study centers and 

tutors, and simple online courses. And though the NCAA wisely mandates that student athletes put in no more than 20 

hours per week on sports so they have time to study, its own recent survey shows that student athletes in big-time sports 

put in nearly 45 hours per week. 

Gurney knows from long experience what he is talking about. What he did not say is that the NCAA leadership will never 

take action that will kill the golden geese that generate huge television revenues and support the high salaries of its 

executives. The greed at student athletes’ expense that we are witnessing now has been with us for at least 80 years. 

Emmert has said that student athletes in big-time sports are students and should not be compensated by sharing a portion 

of all the revenues they generate. His reasoning? They are no different from students in performance arts like theater and 

music. Yet that analogy is false because students in performing arts do not generate money that pays big salaries to their 

professors or pays for the buildings in which they study and perform. Such specious reasoning does little to defend what is 

after all an indefensible exploitation of many big-time student athletes, who, after six, five, four, or fewer years, are left 

without degrees, without money in their pockets, and with nowhere to go. 

Thomas G. Palaima is a professor of classics and director of the program in Aegean scripts and prehistorg at the 

Universitg of Texas at Austin. 
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Monday, April 18, 2011 11 : 16 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 11:57 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: RE: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 12:41 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Tutor Schedule for Tonight 

FlLE.msg 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 1 : 18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fencing COS 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 1:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Tutor Schedule for Tonight 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 1:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Monday 4/18 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 2:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: I think I did this correctly. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 2:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
I think I did this correctly. 

TEXT.htm; fal 1 incoming smdents.docx 

I think I did this correctly. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 4:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Student Athlete Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hi Brent: 

"Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse" <klecciso@brainfuse.com> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 4:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Student Athlete Tutoring 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks for your reply. Definitely keep us in mind if things change. 

Until then, take care and have a wonderful week as well! 

Kris Lecciso 

Brainfuse, Inc. 

271 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

720.420.9115 

www.brainfuse.com 

From: Blanton, Brent S [mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 2:11 PM 
To: Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse 
Subj ect: RE: Student Athlete Tutoring 

Hi Kris, 

I appreciate you touching base and your willingness to come by our offices 
but we are not interested in online tutorials at this point in time. 

Thank you again and have a great week, 



Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

<http ://tarheelblue. cstv. com/> http ://tarheelblue. cstv. com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

Description: smaller NC logo 

From: Kris Lecciso at Brainfuse [mailto:klecciso@brainfuse.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:37 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subj ect: Student Athlete Tutoring 

Hi Mr. Blanton: 

I was wondering if your institution would be interested in providing online 
tutoring to student athletes? Our service compares favorably with 
Smarthinking and costs significantly less. Also, we’ve developed services 
which increase student retention, and help student-athletes find j obs after 
college. 

We’re nearby late-May and would love a brief sit-down. We’re also available 
for webinars throughout this month. Let me know if you’re interested. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 



Kris Lecciso 

Brainfuse, Inc. 

271 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

720.420.9115 

www.brainfuse.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 5:11 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Schedule Changes 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 7:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: More Scheduling Stuff 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 9:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Internship 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 18, 2011 11:09 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: When do tutoring sessions end? 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:26 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:45 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: N4A Webinar Tomorrow - Register Today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:49 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Guess What? The Right Recruiting Letter Works! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:49 AM 

Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Guess What? The Right Recruiting Letter Works! 

TEXT.him 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here ! 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render? 
llr bwheqnbab&v 001YqL8bqhr7N6xw0ew ~zm~i3Qj2Jpz~kaQNzj~m258355Yc6FefJ~fCGvY8pI8C9v~TKj~DSNNHCDXphgU2BpUmWC6biNuifM9JT~7kqGKWgE4JZ8v2Z7ZJ~ 
-rCR401KmEq7GLMU4%3D 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 
Please confirm 
hitp://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com!c~jsp?llr~wheqnbab&t 1105209452425.56114.51939951.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscribe 
hitp://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 001OzEV49y5uJim JzUflc2MQ%3D% 
3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkVTmU1SBoBupQkBqaRtCu-wYYS- 
RigIgj aRL o7tj W9QWfBuYL Tbgd8QjEK9rrQaKksZ3TAroXOdbpntYavS 8COAEuxbMwdS1HjUyzDtsF808kp5XKTvRlg] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICKHERE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXp1702Dt nlwr-E6dQ5eCNOJwxEt]ARD127n9KFmGMw8- 
nFHMJAOvjikyWS7W1KtyFLxhsdnQQvUkwg~lQn8adO9XGmOH1BG87cvvL7ysAg ] 

TO GET q?HE EDGE 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkWKW09ZCrPSkpJD5pyKeIURcklldaVGW1MFbjfxK- 
VTEn8T5-81YN-TFsHQVHyYMBlfuxfuBShlSQQTwBKH7oRRItrnx-wykT2uaR8cPS7 WrQ ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

April 19, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 16 

Guess What? The Right Recruiting Letter Works! 

The mailman is delivering for recruits! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkWKW09ZCrPSkpJD5pyKeIURcklldaVGW1MFbjfxK-VTEn8T5-81YN- 
TFsHQVHyYMBlfuxfuBShlSQQTwBKH7oRRItrnx-wykT2uaR8cPS7 WrQ ]In 
this age ofFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXntkRHtcFYb2AeBjPHtia7WvBIBzGkjvG gCbAR2MyHkFUQGKiJDvqLXXPOUM4NGzvPlq0h0T- 
vuCFxHU5znm3NCtg4ii3gF4Fa 1 m-ifks CNY Jfww- 
vsN4T4W4KTfLVyXMBbMqb41D1BQLzuvTpluwskpsPThBpXCiyPJpjV ug6YErKy 6B0oBhfCu3ZDwbyTnlpfvNqwsEfaqDVOFzKwi6JFOHUjJ7rpMB1HyKkw ], 
Twitter[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkV20RLKHs7UwjOaludJagSOWsjm- 
mLmPoB 3 c4dQnBHb6NeNNUJ7VHZvWALYlgd2EMlu4TrlA6GPHdQpxHGNpQpihakIgREgLQNY2WO0nXT JDV7GD4sns Gs0] 
and emails [mailto:dan@dantudor.com], here’s something that you old school recruiters 
are going to love: 

The old fashioned recruiting letter looks like it’s making a comeback. 

No, really. The numbers tell the story: 

In tracking our client’s [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkW5VjJWW6g2gLz9o4dlTEIOOglwbTGJDra03qRvUvuqDhAOuPmX1BwBNrrrh mzjhd56Ze2J6-Vw- 
EAxO JAkirQ78B 5 qThPnFPDZ qgdGbj - Sj CQmy2rxB CoiTfE 0T4C 5 a6dr6FkKNt Qw ] 
letter response rate over the past nine months, we’ve seen nearly a 20% increase 
in the amount of replies they’re getting via phone, email and written mail than 

before. 

Given that the prevailing wisdom is that you can only really reach a prospect through 
electronic means, I think this change is proof that your good old-fashioned recruiting 

letter can indeed have an impact with your prospects. 

But there’s an "if’... 

A letter can make an impact if it contains some key traits that we see working well 
in getting the attention of today’s high school athlete. And since it’s good to 
get back to basics every once in a while, I wanted to review what some of those 
things should be. 

Here are six of our all-time best articles on writing effective letters to recruits. 
Read them, print them, pass them around the department. Now’s the time to take 
advantage of this up-tick in athlete interest in what the mailman brings them in 
the coming weeks... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkWr3Bm4JiLIN2Ac QxEWqoMGEOzIWV7gHtd4kdXVrfnjieEHO8LcWllnBZILxSjqxRGGEB3YLpq2Gz mwJmrTZ 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkUMEzHcy S 7rBL45eDoT7MtjORvcrROVD25ZXEk706q6GzoefSeTVwmSzf0X72q9NtagjwsCZbLVJ4nuEOpIFlu 
-wZ JgU 1QGG 1 ol6En0LNiPicWltKC 1 bQOA-zUSwM6M2RMuih-3bEDiN1AIa3 dMLNNxqmXvxFVHT-YV6zcflmLhDt aHYH9QYv3 1L0zGFID7dCW5DLSW9f] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXM7-5PcHdUwVGEbrjUQxM7029 3FxMaB1- 



DCORC6AwGP9UONnzdDM8OLy9uL18vGI4f0p067u30MqG1BXfSiGDt-cIHjb cg6QnDceNiChjQ ] 

Workbooks [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXWQZQD9dVHCzm7862P8L1FntFasY7YvAppDSVvp8juuY9yG- 
ThaMIFtaghKrug4qddvNmA LcL5sqflmngb-r31GtlrUsfnKhlP1Lx-mbxtig ] 

Dan Tudor on Facebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXntkRHtcFYb2AeBjPHtia7WvBIBzGkjvG gCbAR2MyHkFUQGKiJDvqLXXPOUM4NGzvPlq0h0T- 
vuCFxHU5znm3NCtg4ii3gF4Fa 1 m-ifks CNY Jfww- 
vsN4T4W4KTfLVyXMBbMqb41D1BQLzuvTpluwskpsPThBpXCiyPJpjV ug6YErKy 6B0oBhfCu3ZDwbyTnipfvNqwsEfaqDVOFzKwi6JFOHUjJ7rpMB1HyKkw ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Coach Invites Recruits to Campus, They Respond by Robbing the Locker Room 

The University of Georgia is dealing with a headache after some of their top recruits 
were caught stealing from the Bulldogs’ locker room. It’s the latest in a string 
of embarassing recruiting stories centered around college football recruits. 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videos featuring Dan Tudor -just click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkVhBkcVYILxf5vpNU8AqhSXNqw 5mBpQybkRrlZY9akvLbYyWK7HGXpqlUyV-p8zp- 
YNNU0vJmm~oPnDv FHkw8oPkSulapSdI9dmvE-KIVlF6IslTmE 1FbRHqhnLjv2s5xCEEsQ6pPC5jDOAkX4SQn4h-Ubg9DGhsV81UfeqcZdHO5NByN-sF6Fj]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkV20RLKHs7UwjOaludJagSOWsjm- 
mLmPoB 3 c4dQnBHb6NeNNUJ7VHZvWALYlgd2EMlu4TrlA6GPHdQpxHGNpQpihakIgREgLQNY2WO0nXT JDV7GD4sns Gs0] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkUMEzHcy S 7rBL45eDoT7MtjORvcrROVD25ZXEk706q6GzoefSeTVwmSzf0X72q9NtagjwsCZbLVJ4nuEOpIFlu 
-wZ JgU 1QGG 1 ol6En0LNiPicWltKC 1 bQOA-zUSwM6M2RMuih-3bEDiN1AIa3 dMLNNxqmXvxFVHT-YV6zc ftmLhDt aHYH9QYv3 1L0zGFID7dCW5DLSW9f] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXM7-5PcHdUwVGEbrjUQxM7029 3FxMaB1- 
DCORC6AwGP9UONnzdDM8OLy9uL18vGI4f0p067u30MqG1BXfSiGDt-cIHjb cg6QnDceNiChjQ ] 

Lodestone SocialMedia[http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkVv3c3G-yMrH4cLTymTo 92 QUTj3td- 
ilTjIfeOk as5pzi0etBLntNx6YToQjySpt]sLO5eHFvWwlN8bldWRJBBV6gWtoSGpaNDI8yPcQ ] 

Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkVv3c3G-yMrH4cLTymTo 92 QUTj3td- 
ilTjIfeOk as5pzi0etBLntNx6YToQjySpt]sLO5eHFvWwlN8bldWRJBBV6gWtoSGpaNDI8yPcQ ] 
to find your social media solution 

Compliance, Technology and College Recruiting 

Front Rush compliance [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkX9zPwanWV9jmsQ53crG7czoSveiea rIGsi fKlfA dSvgpXqjcPp4Lqlcedi7TYIplgpMORAE LUUv7J76qDzEYQ~ 
-ih8HbZ2W2yw ]by 
SeanDevlin, Front Rush [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkX41j8~y-Qvx4RGTfuXAvltbv5kSI34V- 
hY1F80y48Vzz2Aw9hR5gZf v8PU5CruzVCFj85KE~uztWekVqmpx6fptcCCYa8iYXAfR7JMu~g~4WGeTnifZGVLm9v~Ntm93E0p~vay2FdNg ] 

Its very interesting how technology has been associated with many compliance violations 
by college coaches during recruiting. A recruit is called too many times, or receives 
a text message, or has some info posted on their facebook wall, or gets an email 
too early. 

Its also interesting how technology is the fix [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkX41j8~v-Qvx4RGTfuXAvttbv5kSI34V- 
hY1F80y48Vzz2Aw9hR5gZf v8PU5CruzVCFj85KE~uztWekVqmpx6fptcCCYa8iYXAfR7JMu~g~4WGeTnifZGVLm9v~Ntm93E~p~vay2FdNg ]. 
A coach is warned prior to making a call, or rejected when trying to send an email 
before a certain date, or alerted during certain compliance periods. 

Its interesting how new consumer technologies disrupt the recruiting space. Text 
messaging was a non-issue in 2000 because nobody used it. The idea of mentioning 
a recruit in a Twitter feed was laughable in 2006 when nobody understood what Twitter 
even was. Oh, and let’s not forget instant messaging. And guess what...there will 
be more. Quora, Foursquare, Color, Yobongo, SCVNGR all could cause ripples in the 
recruiting world. 

On the surface, it appears that as technology advances, more policies and rules 
are implemented. As more policies and rules are written, technology improves. Its 
almost like a cycle compounding on itself that visually would look like a tornado 
or a cat and mouse game if you will. However, at the same time, there are some technologies 
that are going to stick around and have the lasting power of the pen. The phone 
in your pocket that you use to make a call is still going to be used to make a call 
and make a call specifically to one of your recruits. Oh, and even with the dramatic 

rise of social nelworks, email is far from dead. 

So let’s tie it all together: 

Savvy college coaches will utilize the disruptive technologies until new policies 
are written. However, for the long lasting technologies, the goal should be harmonization 
belween recruiting and compliance. Technology can be a tool that helps both sides 
of the table do their jobs more easily as opposed to a game of tag. 

It shouldn’t be about restriction but instead about coordination. By being an educated 
consumer, time can be saved, headaches alleviated and nightmares reduced. The idea 
of leveraging technology is not just about having a competitive advantage as an 



single team, but as an entire athletic department. 

Want to see how Front Rush is helping thousands of college coaches keep track of 
their compliance issues, easy and inexpensively? Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkX41j8~v- 
Qvx4RGTfuXAvttbv5kSI34V-hY1F80y48Vzz2Aw9hR5gZf v8PU5CruzVCFj85KE~uztWekVqmpx6fptcCCYa8iYXAIR7JMu~g~4WGeTnifZGVLm9v~Ntm93E~p~vay2FdNg ]. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkUMEzHcy S 7rBL45eDoT7MtjORvcrROVD25ZXEk706q6Gzoef8eTVwmSzf0X72q9NtagjwsCZbLVJ4nuEOpIFl~ 
-wZ JgU 1QGG 1 ol6En0LNiPicWltKC 1 bQOA-zUSwM6M2RMuih-3bEDiN1AIa3 dMLNNxqmXvxFVHT-YV6zcflmLhDt aHYH9QYv3 1L0zGFID7dCW5DLSW9f] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXM7-5PcHdUwVGEbrjUQxM7029 3FxMaB1- 
DCORC6AwGP9UONnzdDM8OEy9uE18vGI4f0p067u30MqG1BXfSiGDt-cIHjb cg6QnDceNiChjQ ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 00~50syZ86mkVcHsrMdCC~ruRyb~inEiDGnsX0xebr84QIJYKJ9E6CN59jcAzVU8vepeN~KJ44wYWccbmD7z7ZW8hVeYcB~Wyz 

-RRVOTE4IQllc ] 

Former D1 College Coach Learns to Recruit on a Budget at Division llI...and Shares 
His Secrets! 

AdamMartel, Emmanuel College [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkWKW09ZCrPSkpJD5pyKeIURcklldaVGW1MFbjfxK- 
VTEn8T5-81YN-TFsHQVHyYMBlfuxfuBShlSQQTwBKH7oRRItmx-wykT2uaR8cPS7 WrQ ]Adam 
Martel had all the resources he needed at Boston College, which helped him to become 

one of the hottest up-and-coming college volleyball coaches in the country. 

Since taking over as head coach at Division III Emmanuel College, he’s had to adjust 
his approach to recruiting: Lower budgets, reduced recruiting timelines, and other 
hurdles forced Martel to get creative. 

What did this creative, high-energy coach develop that lead him to overcome those 
hurdles and recruit a great class at Emmanuel? 

Make plans to attend the 2011 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e ~5~syZ86mkWAA9TJ54FCk6N9vradP~fhI~7IQJRRyw8~6V7zfI~i6AQWhMNJGpDji~FB6AP~rKaUxa9VF754QVUsAhL7Jpv2t 
and hear Martel share his secrets and outline his strategy to coaches who attend. 
He joins the most talented ensemble of recruiting experts and college recruiters 
that are making up this year’s panel of speakers. 

Join us for a great kick-offto your next recruiting year! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e ~5~syZ86mkWAA9TJ54FCk6N9vradP~fhI~7IQJRRyw8~6V7zfI~i6AQWhMNJGpDji~FB6AP~rKaUxa9VF754QVUsAhL7Jpv2t 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkUMEzHcy S 7rBL45eDoT7MtjORvcrROVD25ZXEk706q6GzoefSeTVwmSzf0X72q9NtagjwsCZbLVJ4nuEOpIFlu 
-wZ JgU 1QGG 1 ol6En0LNiPicWltKC 1 bQOA-zUSwM6M2RMuih-3bEDIN1AIa3 dMLNNxqmXvxFVHT-YV6zcflmLhDt aHYH9QYv3 1L0zGFID7dCW5DLSW9f] 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXM7-5PcHdUwVGEbrjUQxM7029 3FxMaB1- 
DCORC6AwGP9UONnzdDM8OLy9uL18vGI4f0p067u30MqG1BXfSiGDt-cIHjb cg6QnDceNiChjQ ] 

Front Rush [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXuypK6g4Y5B4NMgCkQVrD5ws8baXCghj44wdC qlctwgcofuGz4OfWsICxGxrnzezinWIa9YjI2cQhPDitdxfu6blol 
-iMCcsGtf6CMtZjV8 4HcU0zIUxS82R78Z-w ] 

New Decision by NCAA Sends Pay-to-View Recruiting Services Scrambling for Answers 

NCAA [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkWKW09ZCrPSkpJD5pyKeIURcklldaVGW1MFbjfxK-VTEn8T5-81YN- 
TFsHQVHyYMBlfuxfuBShlSQQTwBKH7oRRItmx-wykT2uaR8cPS7 WrQ ]Free 
recruiting websites, like the excellent resource provided to college coaches by 
the National Collegiate Scouting Association [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 00~~50syZ86mkXzhhUKJfysLCRbRA5s9kXcfXafx4UE47xG2Y5B7jKNjNgE~Gdc~~Hi0VEJaAPwRu~R30wPa~BFtGIeQb99EbZ- 
Nogi9DJ7eOAOjhU778LItnMM910PTQvltJ85vsGZC4 ], 
are a mainstay for many college recruiting coordinators around the country. 

However, some of the other more questionable online resources have been targeted 
by the NCAA recently. As a result, college coaches have been barred from using 
the pay services from such online websites like Scouts.com and Rivals.com. 

What is the implication for college coaches, and how will this change the way some 
college coaches recruit? Read this excellent article in Athletic Business magazine 

for the answers... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e ~5~syZ86mkXaNkED7qRN4p7sJrv4MxJ~Ij34gis~6LfhHs0j6fvCTzZTbun5JHMY~53EmkAAYyuJ- 
y4PAlsCa97Am ~eYxSmc7~JRGSj4Dka~wVvVwN8PLxVe8~d4Rgzt~fzA292p-KNXbgLAZrmEeqFJdW~DZYnLeUMP3J~WRpERys6HEUNiX~KY9FL3c-jf9NBMz5s ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkUMEzHcy S 7rBL45eDoT7MtjORvcrROVD25ZXEk706q6GzoefSeTVwmSzf0X72q9NtagjwsCZbLVJ4nuEOpIFlu 
-wZ JgU 1QGG 1 ol6En0LNiPicWltKC 1 bQOA-zUSwM6M2RMuih-3bEDIN1AIa3 dMLNNxqmXvxFVHT-YV6zcflmLhDt aHYH9QYv3 1L0zGFID7dCW5DLSW9f] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkXM7-5PcHdUwVGEbrjUQxM7029 3FxMaB1- 
DCORC6AwGP9UONnzdDM8OLy9uL18vGI4f0p067u30MqG1BXfSiGDt-cIHjb cg6QnDceNiChjQ ] 

2010 NCRCin Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105209452425&s 56114&e 001150syZ86mkUfl64y5Jp 6moBifNKRU- 
IKnmGmin5EIov xlMIKk6tSdw7RqK6k4JOsP8jQIpa9qtsJFwu MW8oUGJwb8fxUO2wdQNrrtJbxlP1RSoFKGKB4z441nk4h8azFx8KQtmY302J4eA30 NAOHYACBJhSs2p7XH51 
The 
Experts Teach YOU the Latest Winning Recruiting Techniques 



REGISTER FOR ~ 2011 NCRC TODAY! [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr=bwheqnbab&et= 1105209452425&s=56114&e=001150syZ 86mkWAA9TJ54FCk6N9vradPOOfhIo7IQJRRyw816V7zfIli6AQWhMNJGpDjilFB 6APlrKaUxa9VF754QVUs AhL7 Jpv2t 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 10:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 11:29 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] limit on in-season practices and contests 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 12:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [ackland-e-news] This Week at the Ackland 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 12:33 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] ETSU Survey for Concussion and Academic Accommodations 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 12:44 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Tuesday 4/19 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 4:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: More Scheduling Stuff 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 4:52 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Period 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 4:56 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Athletic Dept Play Day 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:21 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Late today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:33 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: CLOSED on Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:38 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Garnet Insider 4-19-11 Baseball Beats Vandy, Softball Hosts Five Home Games 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 4-19-11 Baseball Beats Vandy, Softball Hosts Five Home Games 

TEXT.htm 

Baseball Beats #1 Vandy 
Third-ranked Baseball beat top-ranked Vanderbilt on Friday and Sunday to win the three-game series 
and complete series wins against all of their SEC Eastern Division opponents. Only teams from the 
Western Divison remain to be played. South Carolina moved up one spot and are now ranked #2 in both 
the Baseball America poll and the Collegiate Baseball poll. South Carolina now sits in first place 
in the SEC, 28-7 overall with a 12-3 record in league play. Baseball has all away games this week, 
playing tonight at College of Charleston at Patriots Point at 6:00 PM and at Mississippi State for a 
three-game series this weekend. They return home next week with a make-up game vs. Liberty on 
Tuesday, April 26th, at 1:00 PM. 

Softball Hosts Five Home Games this Week 
Coming off a series win at Arkansas this past weekend, Softball leads the way in Columbia this week 
with five home games. The Gamecocks will host two non-conference opponents from North Carolina this 
week, facing N.C. State on Tuesday at 5:00 PM and Charlotte on Wednesday at 6:00 PM. Wednesday’s 
game vs. Charlotte will be our "Strike Out Cancer" day. Fans are encouraged to wear pink to the game 
and the first 250 fans in attendance will receive a Strike Out Cancer rally towel. The week 
concludes with a three-game SEC series vs. Kentucky, highlighted by $1 admission to Friday’s game 
and an Easter egg hunt on Sunday. 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:05 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Period 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Period 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: end of semester paperwork 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Stor 151 review session 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:47 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer Class 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 10:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Summer Class 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 9:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: CLOSED on Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:34 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Finals Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:36 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: CLOSED on Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: graduating sr’s 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

graduating sr’s 

TEXT.htm 

Folks - please send me a list of your graduating African American student-athletes - graduating either in the 
spring or summer. Thank you. 

Tia, Jaimie, Amy - please compile one list and include Beth’s students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:56 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: More Scheduling Stuff 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 12:01 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fall Schedules 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 12:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: CTOPS Registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 12:44 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] N4A Convention List 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 2:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: CLOSED on Thursday! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 2:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Wednesday 4/20 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 3:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: When do tutoring sessions end? 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 4:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 2011 Student-Athlete Graduation 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 6:27 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: ACS Holiday Notification 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:09 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Final exam schedules 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Human Physiology Final Exam Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 9:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Finals review sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: next week 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 8:59 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: info for Academic A-A nominations 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 8:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: info for Academic A-A nominations 

TEXT.htm; info for Academic A-A nominations.msg 

Brent: 

Can you pull a list via the database that will help Dana with this task? 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:55 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

info for Academic A-A nominations 

TEXT.htm 1 

Hi Spencer, 
It’s time once again time for the Academic All-America At-Large team nominations. Thus, time for me to bug 
you for a list of the student-athletes with GPA of 3.3 or better, sophomores and higher, from the following 
sports: 

Rowing, M/W Fencing, Field Hockey, M/W Golf, Gymnastics, M/W Lacrosse, M/W Swimming, M/W Tennis, 
Wrestling Any problems or questions, let me know.Thanks!--dg 
Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 10:25 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report with changes 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 10:25 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report with changes 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES-4.21.2011.xlsx 

Brent, 
Attached is the semester grade report that I ran for Fall 10. It took exactly 1 hour for it to finally post. WOW! 
But nonetheless, this report has the quality hours and points. Try working with this, if you will, to finalize the 
report that you created. 

Thank you, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 10:38 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 10:39 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer VACAY 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 10:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Summer VACAY 

TEXT.htm 

Brent: 

Thus far, here is what I am planning on taking for summer vacation. Do you mind looking at it to make sure I 
can do it on the dates listed below: 

June 17 
July 15 
August 
1 - August 5 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 10:46 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 2011 UNC Student-Athlete Graduation Reception - RSVP Reminder 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 11:21 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: We need your input 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 11:24 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: AAUP Newsletter: Anti-Semitism on Campus 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cary Nelson, AAUP President" <aaupnewsletters@aaup.org> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 10:57 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AAUP Newsletter: Anti-Semitism on Campus 

TEXT.htm 

BLUE BANNER 
The AAUP Online 
News for the Higher Education Community 

Anti-Semitism on Campus 

By Cary Nelson, AAUP President, and Kenneth Stern, American Jewish Committee 

Recently, there have been allegations of anti-Semitism at three universities--the University of California, 
Berkeley, the University of California, Santa Cruz, and Rutgers. Any claim of bigotry must be treated with the 
utmost seriousness, not only because hatred harms its victims, but also because it can undermine academic 
freedom: students become afraid to be who they are and thus to say what they think. Conversely, a climate 
which values academic freedom can unleash the best responses to bigotry, by promoting critical thinking and 
clear ideas. 

Yet some, in reaction to these recent incidents, are making the situation worse by distorting the provisions of 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and what has been called the "working definition of anti- 
Semitism" (http://lyris.eresources.com:81/t/5300368/4034459/2321/O/Opposing anti-Israel events, statements, 
and speakers, they believe the only way to "protect" Jewish students is by imposing censorship. 

Read more at http://lyris.eresources.com:81/t/5300368/4034459/2316/0/ 

The AAUP Online is an electronic newsletter of the American Association of University Professors. For more 
information ab out the AAUP, vi sit http ://lyri s. ere sources, com: 81/t/5300368/4034459/470/0/ 

To unsubscribe, simply hit reply and use "unsubscribe non-member newsletter" as the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 12:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Below 9 hours report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 12:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Below 9 hours report 

TEXT.htm; Below 9 Hours Report Fall 2010 4.21.2011 .xlsx 

Hey Brent, 
Here is the Probation Report (below 9hours and below 2.0) that I was able to run. I’m guessing if they are no 
longer active, they are not showing up on this report as of today. But it may give you something to work with. I 
am wondering if you are better off producing this same information through the semester grade report info 
anyway. 

Let me know if this is even helpful to you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 12:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: C Byrd-Time 4/11--4/21 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 12:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Class Checks Thursday 4/21 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 1:39 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Academic Support Meeting Agenda 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 1:54 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: You’re invited to the NHL Draft in Minnesota 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 3:23 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: graduating sr’s 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 3:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: graduating sr’s 

TEXT.htm 

pid? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/20/2011 12:01 PM >>> 
- Women’s Soccer 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Robert Mercer [mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:55 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy Kleissler; Orr, 
Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Bridger, Beth 
Subj ect: graduating sr’s 

Folks - please send me a list of your graduating African American student-athletes - graduating either in the 
spring or summer. Thank you. 

Tia, Jaimie, Amy - please compile one list and include Beth’s students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 3:47 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: CTOPS list 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 3:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1 .xlsx 

Hi, 

Here is the list as of today. Hopefully, we will have an update next week also. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 4:46 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 7:51 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fw: Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 21,2011 7:54 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fw: Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 1:01 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: BUSI 101 Final Exam Review- Sunday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 1:12 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Final Exam Review Times 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 12:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Template for Incoming Students 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tony.yount@gmail.com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 12:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Template for Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; TEXT.htm 1 

here they are 

On Apr 15,2011, at 11:53 AM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Here you go... Get them back to me as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http ://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

<image001 .jpg> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 38025bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 
fal 1 incoming students.docx Thu, 14 Jul 2011 11:53:11 -0400 38025bytes 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 35862bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/912c3acb4316a2fec54e4blbe246ce6a 
File Name: Tony’s fal 1 incoming students.docx 
Expiry Date: Thu, 21 Jul 2011 12:03:55 -0400 
Size: 35862bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 1:55 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: GradesFirst at the ACC Meeting on Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mario Moore <mario@gradesfirst.com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 1:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc, edu> 

GradesFirst at the ACC Meeting on Monday 

TEXT.htm 

Hi John and Brent, 

I hope this note finds you well. The ACC has been gracious enough to extend 
an invitation to GradesFirst to take part in the ACC meetings in Greensboro 
on Monday. I will provide a brief presentation on GradesFirst and some of 
the new features we have delivered or about to deliver including mobile 
apps, travel letters, and full Outlook integration. I have attached some 
information to this email for your review. 

I very much appreciate the ACC allowing us to be a part of your meeting and 
enj oy the lunch we are providing there. 

Hope to see you in Greensboro. 

Best regards, 

Mario Moore, CEO 
GradesFirst 

800.745.5180 x1020 
205.278.4503 - fax 

GradesFirst - The Next Generation Student Support System 
www.gradesfirst.com 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 625935bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/bc54d97b 5 d4ee504b012a730738dc3 cO 
File Name: GradesFirst Athletic Dept Info.pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 21 Jul 2011 13:54:49 -0400 
Size: 625935bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 2:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Period 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 2:45 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Working finals week 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 22, 2011 7:18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, April 23,2011 10:39 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 2011 Student-Athlete Graduation 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Student-Athlete Advisory Council <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 23,2011 10:38 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
2011 Student-Athlete Graduation 

TEXT.htm; envelope.jpeg 



UNC Student-Athlete Advisory Council sent you an invitation to "2011 Student-Athlete 
Graduation" for Wednesday, May 4th at 2:00 PM at 106 Stadium Drive, Chapel Hill 

Click the envelope below to view your Invitation or scroll down to view more information: 

If you click here to add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book, you will 
receive all mail from UNC Student-Athlete Advisory Council on time in the future. The delivery 
of this Paperless Mail may have been delayed due to your email and spam blocking settings 

View invitation: ost.com/events/659737-b0d9fe92/re.p, lies/18370696- 
2a022bd4 

Add this eventto your: Goog!e Calendar Outlook iCal 

Please join us for the: 
2011 Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

May 4, 2011 
2:00-5:00PM 

(Program will begin at 3:15PM) 

at The George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Sponsored by the: 
UNC Department of Athletics 

Student-Athlete Advisory Council 

Click this invitation to R.S.V.P. 

Create and send your own custom cards at http://www.paperlesspost.com. 

If you found this emait in your junWbulk fotder, please add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your 

address book to ensure that you’ll receive all future Papedess Mail in your inbox. 

Papedess Post respects your privacy To see how we treat your information, please review our Privacy 

Policy. 

Click here to stop receiving emaits from Papedess Post. 

@ 2011 Papedess Post 151 West 25th SL 9th Floor New York NY 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, April 23,2011 6:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Exam Review 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 6:07 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Work Wednesday, April 27 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 6:07 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Corrected - Re: Template for Incoming Students 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tony.yount@gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 24, 2011 6:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Corrected - Re: Template for Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; TEXT.htm 1 

This one corrects an ENGL 100 error on the first version that I sent you. 

On Apr 15,2011, at 11:53 AM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Here you go... Get them back to me as soon as you can. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http ://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

<image001 .jpg> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 38025bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 
fal 1 incoming students.docx Thu, 14 Jul 2011 11:53:11 -0400 38025bytes 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 36014bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/1943489d347ddbf889fe7a4ae 151733 c 
File Name: Tony’s fal 1 incoming students.docx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 23 Jul 2011 18:07:03 -0400 
Size: 36014bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 7:14 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Jury Duty 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 7:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 8:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: AP credits 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 9:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Jury Duty 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 24, 2011 9:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: end of semester paperwork 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25, 2011 9:51 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: tims 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 10:28 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: reschedule monday night 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25, 2011 11:02 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: work last night 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25, 2011 11:39 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Review Sessions & Monitor Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25, 2011 1:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Final Reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 2:05 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: HR Executives Online Workshop -Learn Talent and Technology Strategies 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 2:14 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 2011 UNC Student-Athlete Graduation Reception - RSVP Reminder!! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25, 2011 3:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 4:01 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: TIM... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 5:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 6:08 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Don’t Fire Me (continued) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25, 2011 6:18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Scholar All-America 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 6:18 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scholar All-America 

TEXT.htm; Scholar All-America.msg 

Did we not submit anything for this? 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 8:08 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Final Review 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 8:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Jury Duty 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 25,2011 10:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 2:04 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: biol 101 review sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:44 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:46 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: a question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:52 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Paralyzed Rutgers Player Returns Home With Hope for Recovery - 
NYTimes.com 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:48 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 
[n4a] Paralyzed Rutgers Player Returns Home With Hope for Recovery - NYTimes.com 

http ://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/26/sports/ncaafootball/261egrand.html?ref=ncaafootball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] Panel Members Attended Bowl-Sponsored Retreat - NYTimes.com 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:52 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 
<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn 
Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa 
Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 
<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

[n4a] Panel Members Attended Bowl-Sponsored Retreat - NYTimes.com 

http ://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/26/sports/ncaafootball/26sportsbriefs-PANELMEMBERS_BRF.html? 
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New On-Campus Workshop Developed for Athletic Departments Facing Budget Restraints 

Budgetcuts [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmMC7bMJfSkBaWCyHzyFXUt RpehAilRWoMn5e0CRM8C-PpimHjLPQe- 
RKPbCjNZZGaOowGmA3 Givpn4RJxqa6McspmV JXVAXBbARFIX6ILA ]For 
athletic departments around the country, budget cuts are becoming an all to familiar 
subject. And it’s not just athletic directors having to deal with the results of 
those cuts. College coaches are faced with recruiting top athletes with less money 
coming into the 2011-2012 recruiting year. 

To help with that challenge, Tudor Collegiate Strategies is developing a new On-Campus 
Workshop addressing this increasingly important topic. The workshop. "The Top 20 
Ways to Recruit BETTER Athletes on a Smaller Budget", will be offered for a limited 
time in the Fall of 2011 and will teach coaches proven strategies for recruiting 
to-tier prospects with less money. 

"The request for this type of training has been growing over the past year or two", 
says Dan Tudor. "We wanted to put together a no-nonsense, real world list of things 
we have seen leading college athletic departments do to address this issue creatively 
and effectively." 

The workshop will be offered during a limited time, August through October. It 
is designed to address the important things to do at the beginning of a recruiting 
year after new bugets are set. 

Two resident experts on staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies, Jason Maupin and Laurel 
Hayes, will lead these special sessions. Maupin is a former Dates are limited, 
and college athletic departments wishing to book their one-day session should do 
so soon. In the spirit of the budget reduction topic we will be dealing with, 
a special reduced cost for the workshop is also being offered. 

For more information, or to request a specific date for your staff, email Dan Tudor 
~hrectly at dan@dantudor.com [mailto:dan@dantudor.com] or contact Tudor Collegiate 
Strategies at 866-944-6732. 
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5 Ways to Use Your Recruiting Senses 



Recruiting senses [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmMC7bMJfSkBaWCyHzyFXUt RpehAilRWoMn5e0CRM8C- 
PpimHjLPQe-RKPbCjNZZGaOowGmA 3Cfivpn4RJxqa6McspmVJXVAXBbARFIX6ILA ]The 
coach I was visiting appeared to be slightly insane. At first glance, anyway. 

She was walking as we were discussing what she told visiting prospects in her new 
locker room. As she walked, she held up what looked like a perfume bottle and gave 
one little squirt every lwo or three steps. 

After seeing her continue this ritual into the hallway, I had to ask her why she 
was doing what she was doing. 

Her answer was borderline brilliant: She was using scent to add to the overall "experience" 
that their recruits would encounter later that morning. 

Think it’s a minor detail that is recruiting overkill? Maybe you should think again... 

Most recruiters focus on written messages and phone calls to get their message across 
and create a "feeling" that their program is going to be the right fit. That means 
that lwo primary senses, sight and sound, are used to make that connection. 

However, studies show that most "buyers" going through a decision making process 
(your recruit and his or her family) use other senses to make decisions, as well. 
Dan Hill, a marketing researcher and author, has some surprising data that shows... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmGMvU8Z9KPWXEKk0fNgGI8m814gq- 

aMISolTdpyFL28rxILxFqtI6HOE5TGTemwSKnGTwDI=exreF22 lx5XpI2jodF21M1RbCgRdid8ZhOOgbSEA4Bc 02OA8NXvMggjNBo0Ased0Yo4FFF]Y~rrw--nS] 
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qrnMI9GOs 5njfg4ReZCi4tAQMO7M3CIYIJ6OKwkcRBFAh0oes 5iY3Iko 1Vk0C79Jh3T0zKJWAmk0XI2mj 7quOKBuMMK7EWW1QDfBTPUI6TC25mbJu-ZR5 SWW- 

o8kI 1Urg3VB 0nmshzImgtHyb0TsFZcryCZ2P3XCr7orndBULyj MlaoCqE 8PQYupvd79On8XyXW19E cV 8 Wgheb4DMzxMJWx3 zI14mz7fuis 6GwD0qlb2~bIVb- 
eriC sVO7VqKfSOpKBVMr9bcK] 
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The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Want to Steal Recruiting Secrets from Current Successful College Coaches? 

You can! And, you don’t even have to "steal" them...they’re giving their secrets 
away. Several current college coaches are set to outline their strategies at this 
year’s National Collegiate Recruiting Conference in Nashville, TN this June 3-5. 
Want a sampling of what they’ll be talking about? Visit our Facebook page right 

now ! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videosfeaturingDanTudor-justclickhere [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHllpUe0PHucP- 
tsaicXxkZ4G0x s3hSTGYym2T8KPlqS3ye5J9GcRJx592mWcCDAnSxf2Vijif2KR RvQ3vockyolwwKDLvD5tgSGwrBL61siE7IIFUFtE18T07p9XYGhTxzJ2uS4b- 
mn3ROK]2KqTuyD9oR723r3 QXaAxcuTyyVujFjVo 5X7i3v]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmMtzZnLN wlLohHNeSEo0xtlnHTUcqpG4Ss0tdeC0nc6PePGhDwb4acZBXjL7HR5eqQYMiM1HY7wi aG0pEZM] 

-zsm05oMom 1 CKMk lwUfC] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmphbHdlXuK- 
qrnMI9GOs 5njfg4ReZCi4tAQMO7M3CIYIJ6OKwkcRBFAh0oes 5iY3Iko 1Vk0C79Jh3T0zKJWAmk0XI2mj 7quOKBuMMK7EWW1QDfBTPUI6TC25mbJu-ZR5 SWW- 

o8kI 1Urg3VB0nmshzImgtHyb0TsFZcryCZ2P3XCr7orndBULyjMlaoCqE 8PQYupvd79On8XyXW19EcV8Wgheb4DMzxMJWx3zI14mz7fuis6GwD0qlb2~bIVb- 
eriC sVO7VqKfSOpKBVMr9bcK] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlnbLkrE suhgULVOK- 
LOBevSpE rUCj JSXOYNKcqGtEEjCGdEN6CrMvXnvINdBj59Jk0YT2PA-YEkhHo -JpfmGgjqlQQGCgH2NFmIf9vXjA ] 
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TUrxlp4 JKcHpK5 CEZhj LHuw ] 
to find your social media solution 

CNBC Recognizes New Features from Leading College Coaching Software Tool 

Dartfish coaching solutions [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlkDHI7bYMcjdRIEhXQtz135KOUds7GdFQehrcAKsog Pu6e3gKXUzl7QRD- 
3xTYdzX7x 8tE2CW62UVsYZRry33bx8aO7IAj5ic9E 1Q9n5w ]Courtesy 



CNBC 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlkDHI7bYMcjdRffihXQtzl35KOUds7GdFQehrcAKsogPu6e3gKXUzl7QRD- 
3xTYdzX7x 8tE2CW62UVsYZRry33bx8aO7IAj5ic9E 1Q9n5w ], 
a video solutions provider used by college coaches around the country, today announced 
the commercial release of Dartfish.qW 3, the industry-leading video-sharing platform 
that enables organizations to educate, learn and improve communication. With the 
latest version of Dartfish.TV [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmNZ7DGgGqu9nyXvyYapc0xy lkeYliLP9ZTJ5FsTislr6kjKBfXEjOleelRJZzEXwIo7oL3fgaVRgSM9puY hk7fb6~ 
users can tag specific events online and organize the video content more efficiently. 

Tagging enables users to break-down videos into short segments, search through them 
quickly and review specific events without going through the entire video. 

As a result, users can identify specific events that are important, reduce the time 
to provide instant feedback and assimilate the information quickly for efficient 
communication. 

Dartfish provides a solution that enables users to create unique content enriched 
with comments and illustrations, analyze multiple games and performances, and selectively 
share the videos on Darkfish.qW. These unique capabilities have already made Dartlish.qW 

the choice of winning sports organizations, and now the platform is being adopted 
by groups in education and other industries. 

College Coaches can navigate a segment of a video to analyze multiple games/performances 
simply by tagging, search common events instantly, and filter and play only the 
selected events. Some of the new capabilities in Dartlish.qW 3 include: Navigate 
and Search Tags. This feature enables users to watch videos where key events are 
indexed for an even easier and quicker navigation. Indexing can be done through 
either the Easy Tag iPhone/iPad app or with customized panels, created in Darkfish 
sofiware. Users can now easily design powerful navigation menus for single-click 
searches of common events in long videos to filter and play just the selected events... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmlWORsKt20zU2BvWq- 

FkCUjQOXQhM 52OaNTDnfSwWNHTId-Qc88rCYY2jjyAZ83DT4Pg78HoWnpbSJBjSQtVdlP9QPCp scCUXBgAPdeOsVnosovVtNWuiybX Rpedg ] 
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Dartfish [http://r20.rs6.net/tnd sp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e ~KsZ~EQvH~nlia2~78Z8~5QTkzu~XmFbHT~R~j~Hw4nkzGVKqIDEpFvyZ5dZJCa~Y~eS94A~P8~h~t5S~adkWUPI7RGA24~r~ 
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3xTYdzX7x 8tE2CW62UVsYZRry33bx8aO7IAj5ic9E 1Q9n5w ] 
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Social Networking Expert Set to Teach College Coaches How to Turn Facebook & Twitter 
Into Fan Generator 

Lodestone Social Media [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 00~KsZ~EQvH~nbaDEGTX3fc6W9VdUxpFeFKENc0DTW3JKYGUYPdqS~Nj~nB2qF~XCqdwj9VBKHVFL2 ol- 

VdAP 13nbCn4i4m4FtcOGKTiUG77JXJ2VZLZ9w ]One 
of the nationally recognized experts taking part in the 2011 National Collegiate 
Recruiting Conference is Mark Drosos, the founder and technical guru behind Lodestone 
Social Media [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlko3QPqgLN 3M8ajSbWhqRrvNgVJRnp5p4tMw6w3SNzUlmk8uanqjz6qQht6gOsIbx72VkHXolWfriGpznlzm- 
TUrxlp4 JKcHpK5 CEZhj LHuw ]. 

The company is taking college programs looking for a leading-edge way to make social 
media websites like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube pay-offfor the coaches and athletic 
~firectors at those schools. 

"Social nelworking sites can be a huge marketing force for a coach and their program, 
if they are used correctly", says Drosos. "Part of what we want to teach coaches 
is now today’s student-athlete and fan use social networking sites to follow programs 
that they’re interested in, and what happens when they don’t find what they’re looking 

for." 

If you’d like some incredible insights on how to accelerate your social media relationships, 
make sure you register for the 2011 NCRC [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e ~KsZ~EQvH~n~Ju7K3eB2qh5czMSd~9rWpsGzbn4JAPh7VytEF~bJ8xXJyNd34xDeNQHwQCcem~ZGG5ypGnD5gMKC~wVS( 
-ohAKba3Li=iytAj 3V-40wHfZ A8 a9Rrio JDFyL8vA2zyuwg ]. 
Or, contact Mark directly [mailto:mark@lodestonesocial.com]. He’ll walk you through 
what he’s done for other college programs, and give you some ideas about what Lodestone 

Social Media could do for your program this coming season... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlko3QPqgLN 3M8ajSbWhqRrvNgVJRnp5p4tMw6w3SNzUlmk8uanqjz6qQht6gOsIbx72VkHXolWfriCrpznlzm- 
TUrxlp4 JKcHpK5 CEZhj LHuw ] 
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o8kI ~Urg3VB0nmshzImgtHyb0TsFZcryCZ2P3XCr7~rndBHEyjM~a~CqE8PQYupvd79On8XyXW~9EcV8Wgheb4DMzxMJWx3zI~4mz7fuis6GwD0qfb2 gbIVb- 



eHCsVO7VqKfSOpKBVMr9bcK] 
Follow us on Twitter [http~//r2~.rs6.net/tn~sp?~~r=bwheqnbab&et=~~~5272~55~3~&s=56~~4&e=~~~~KsZ~EQvH~nbLkrE suhgULVOK- 
LOBevSpE rUCj JSXOYNKcqGtEEjCGdEN6CrMvXnvINdBj59Jk0YT2PA-YEkhHo -JpfmGgjqlQQGCgH2NFmIf9vXjA==] 

Front Rush [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr=bwheqnbab&et=1105272055130&s=56114&e=0011KsZoEQvHlmNRKJzjdYoPE-ZoMjDqmxtBersVAw- 
wVscpeTG~aKNM3GFNkk5HzaPdWrAibPcNpxzd5ZrLTewY-fpQiKyPX~pm74k2adZgQiT~wyt7wVuv92BsPFBLiVsrpgW2JW~-A apOYJgTM3nA==] 

The Nick Saban Recruiting Plan Earns Loyal Followers 

Nick Saban, Master of Recruiting [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmMC7bMJfSkBaWCyHzyFXUt RpehAilRWoMn5e0CRM8C-PpimHjLPQe- 
RKPbCjNZZGaOowGmA3 Givpn4RJxqa6McspmV JXVAXBbARFIX6ILA ]Courtesy 
Jaime Newberg, ESPN 

Recruiting is far from a science, but Alabama coach Nick Sabanjust seems to have 
a method that works. 

Saban’s extremely disciplined and thorough approach worked at LSU, where he won 
a national championship, and is working for the Crimson Tide, which has had top-three 
recruiting classes since 2008 and won the national championship in 2010. However, 
maybe even more telling is the fact that coaches who have worked under and learned 
from Saban, such as Kevin Steele at Clemson, Derek Dooley at Tennessee, Will Muschamp 

at Florida and Jimbo Fisher at Florida State, are using his method and having success. 

"I base everything offwhat I did with Nick [Saban]," Muschamp said. "We really 
identify the critical factors of each position. We are looking for size and speed 
on film, character and work ethic. All of these intangibles are part of the evaluation 
process for each position. We know exactly what we want to fit into our scheme in 

that mold"... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr=bwheqnbab&et=1105272055130&s=56114&e=0011KsZoEQvHlmGPBJxv5Ogdr4bzV947tk- 
9cRFcX s5bcHHQtclMJoqZayUr~xSJO2XGoHezkceyWDtn2jVlISJmQmQuPhSgUYIbOtjo3YLzd4D 6qP31iyu6EXu- 
XV DfLKT JXwvO9NFztoCXvrj Gehp99pol ekHqLRfkgmalTSiDttKh3yg S -VLW9Ody J1 t fq] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlmphbHdlXuK- 
qrnMI9GOs 5njfg4ReZCi4tAQMO7M3CIYIJ6OKwkcRBFAh0oes 5iY3Iko 1Vk0C79Jh3T0zKJWAmk0XI2mj 7quOKBuMMK7EWW1QDfBTPUI6TC25mbJu-ZR5 SWW- 
o8kI 1Urg3VB 0nmshzImgtHyb0TsFZcryCZ2P3XCr7orndBHEyj MhoCqE 8PQYupvd79On8XyXW19E cV 8 Wgheb4DMzxMJWx3 zI14mz7fuis 6GwD0qlb2~bIVb- 
eriC sVO7VqKfSOpKBVMr9bcK] 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105272055130&s 56114&e 0011KsZoEQvHlnbLkrE suhgULVOK- 
LOBevSpE rUCj JSXOYNKcqGtEEjCGdEN6CrMvXnvINdBj59Jk0YT2PA-YEkhHo -JpfmGgjqlQQGCgH2NFmIf9vXjA ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward this email to other coaches! 
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This Week at the Ackland ] 

Out of the Studio 

Featuring: Sacrificial Poets 

Thursday, April 28 

6:00 PM 

The Ackland welcomes back nationally-recognized and award- 

winning spoken word poets and educators Kane Smego and 

Will Mclnerney, who will be performing original works of poetry 

and speaking on their experiences organizing Sacrificial Poets, 

a poetry-based youth movement in Chapel Hill and Durham. 

They will also discuss their goal of taking this art form to the 

international level -- they are planning to spend two months on 

the ground this summer in Egypt and Tunisia collecting oral 

histories, taking photographs, and creating poetic reflections 

that depict the sights, sounds, and emotions of life in both 

countries during this time of transformation. 

Free 

Art-Ventures for Kids 

Saturday, April 30 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Ackland Art-Ventures for Kids is a series of engaging 

Saturday morning classes in which 6-9 year olds explore art in 

the Museum’s galleries. They then put their newly-acquired 

ideas into practice by creating take-home treasures in an 

adjacent art studio. 

This week: "One of a Kind" 

Using works of art in the Ackland Art Museum’s galleries for 

inspiration, children will experiment with color, shape, and line 

to create their own monoprint or one-of-a-kind print to take 

home. 

IN THE GALLERIES: 

New Currents in Contemporary Art: 
MFA 2011 Through May 8 

DE-NATURED: German Art from 

Joseph Beuys to Martin Kippenberger 

Romantic Dreams I Rude Awakeninqs: 

Northern European Prints and 

Drawinqs 1840-1940 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

Makinq Sense in Eiqhteenth-Century 

Prints 

Art and the Natural World in Early 

Modern Europe 

Art and Reliqious Life in Early Modern 

Europe 

There is always something new to 
see at the Ackland! 

UPCOMING EVENTS" 

May 3 

Yoqa in the Galleries 

12:00- 1:00 PM 

May 4 

Lunch With One: 

DE-NATURED with Dr. Gabriel Trop 

12:00- 1:00 PM 

May 5 

Ackland Art Museum 

Sprinq Luncheon 

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM 

May 11 

Tea at Two 

with Timothy Riqqs 

2:00- 3:30 PM 



This program is part of Ackland Art-ventures for Kids, a series 

of engaging Saturday morning classes for 6-9 year olds. 

Children will explore art in the museum galleries and then go 

next door to a studio. There, students practice the new ideas 

and techniques they saw in the galleries as they create their 

own take-home treasures. Each session offers children 

opportunities to investigate various art forms and experiment 

with different materials. 

Registration is required; call Caroline Culbert at 919.962.3342. 

$15 members I $25 non-members. Fee includes materials. 

Save by signing up now for 3 or more sessions: 

$12 membersI $23 non-members per session. 

Slam Poetry Workshop with 
Sacrificial Poets 

RSVP NOW! 

Saturday, April 30 

1:00 - 4:00 PM 

The Ackland welcomes back nationally-recognized and award- 

winning local organization Sacrificial Poets. Come explore the 

art of spoken word "slam" poetry and delve into both writing 

and performance techniques that will help you take your art 

from the page to the stage. 

Sacrificial Poets’s mission is to inspire, foster, and promote 

artistic expression, personal growth, and social justice for youth 

in our collective communities through the use of the spoken 

and written word. 

Teens and adults may register by contacting Allison Portnow 

Events and Programs Coordinator. 

Free to High School students / $25 Ackland members / $30 

non-members. 

Art Now/Cinema Now 

"In the Shadow of Catastrophe: German Cinema 1977- 

1992" 

Four films sponsored by the Ackland Art Museum and the 

Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema, UNC-Chapel Hill 

What is the role of art in times of darkness? German artists, 

RSVP Now! 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 



confronted with the urgency of this question during the second 

half of the twentieth century, saw art as a means to reflect upon 

catastrophic events. This series examines German filmmakers’ 

responses to the incomprehensibility of violence, terror, and 

self-destruction that was associated with their national identity. 

Free and open to the public. 

Location: Varsity Theater, East Franklin Street, Downtown 

Chapel Hill. 

April 30, 7:00 PM: Lessons of 
Darkness 
(Werner Herzog, 1992) 

Lessons of Darkness unlocks both the terrifying beauty and the 

apocalyptic horror inscribed in the landscape in the wake of the 

first Gulf War (1990-91). Although Werner Herzog’s film 

ostensibly investigates the results of the United States’ 

intervention in Iraq, it touches on the aesthetic and ideological 

complexities involved in any attempt to represent the effects of 

war--a project that cannot be seen outside of the context of 

Germany’s own troubled past. 

Following the documentary, Christina Wegel (UNC-CH 

German), Gabriel Trop (UNC-CH German), Richard Cante 

(UNC-CH Communication Studies), and Richard Langston 

(UNC-CH German) will lead a discussion about the film. 

Ackland Art Museum Spring 
Luncheon 

Tickets Still Available! 

Thursday, May 5 

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM 

The Carolina Inn 

Held in conjunction with the Ackland’s annual 

Master of Fine Arts exhibition: New Currents in Contemporary 



Art 

15 April- 8 May 2011 

Guest Speaker: Jeff Whetstone 

Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Studies, Studio 

Art 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Hosted by The Friends of the Ackland 

Single Tickets: $50 

Following lunch, guests are invited to the Ackland to view the 

exhibition. 

MFA students will be available in the galleries to talk about 

their work. 

For ticket information, 

email Pat Hall or call 919.843.3676. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www.ackland.org. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www~sckland~or~ for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leave=29074327-6841016.249aal 67959ea4206ad98789df692e6e~listserv.unc.edu. 

Illustrations 

Lydia Anne McCarthy, Untitled, 2010, Digital C-print. 
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VIT Code Updates 

When calling our 24-hour emergency assistance line please use the new VIT 
(Very Important Traveler) Code: $715C. Updated after-hours cards are being 
produced and will be given to you soon! 

If you have any questions contact Mike or Cindi. 

Pre-Season Team Travel Meetings 

Pre-season meetings are a great time to discuss travel expectations and team 
roster updates. Schedule a meeting with Mike or Cindi today to talk about 
your approaching team travel and get your team ready for a winning season! 

=UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA = 
=ATHLETICS NEWSLETTER HIGHLIGHTS= 

[4]New Travel Itineraries 
[5]Take Your Team International 
[6]American Airlines Introduces Your Choice Program 
-NEW TRAVEL ITINERARIES- 
Links: 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Anthony Travel has changed computer reservation systems. In doing so, 
itineraries for new reservations will appear slightly different. 

Invoices for your trip will be sent to your email; however, if you need a 
copy of the electronic invoice (einvoice) or a more detailed itinerary, 



click the link on the top of your itinerary or the "virtually there" link 
on the bottom screen. Once you have accessed the "Virtually There" webpage, 
you can print or download einvoices for your records - the "view einvoice" 
link is located on the right hand side of the screen. 

Einvoices include: 

* Name(s) of traveler(s) 
* A detailed itinerary 
* Total amount billed 

If you have questions about how to access an einvoice or Anthony Travels 
updated reservation system, please contact Mike or Cindi with questions. 

[7]Back to Top 
Links: 
7. 

-TAKE YOUR TEAM INTERNATIONAL- 

Are you interested in taking your team or group overseas for the ultimate 
team building experience? When your goals grow beyond typical borders, let 
us help you find the right destination to challenge and excite your athletes 
for years to come. 

Our international travel experts will customize a program tailored to meet 
your requirements. Anthony Travel will create a tour for you to combine 
practice, competition and sight-seeing and give you and your athletes 
memories to treasure for a lifetime. 

For more information on international tour opportunities contact Mike or 
Cindi. 

[8]Back to Top 
Links: 
8. 

AMERICAN AIRLINES INTRODUCES YOUR CHOICESM 

American Airlines now offers travelers additional services and greater 
control. Customers traveling on American Airlines now have the choice to 
purchase a new group of services intended to make your travel experience 
even more convenient and personalized. 
Your Choice_~’SM_ package offered by American Airlines includes: 
* _Group One of General Boarding_- Be among the first to board the plane 
and gain more time to store carry-on luggage and to get comfortable in 
your seat. 
* _Standby for an Earlier Flight_- Provides you flexibility to standby for 
an earlier flight on your departure day at no additional charge. 
* _$75 Flight Change Discount_- Increase flexibility and save $75 off the 
regular $150 service charge, when applicable, when you need to change 
your travel itinerary. 

To purchase the Your Choice_~’SM ~oackage, contact Mike or Cindi or visit 

[9]AA.com. 



Links: 
9. http ://www. aa. com/i 18n/url s/yourChoice_bnfp.j sp 

[10]Back to Top 
Links: 
10. 
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V~T Code Updates 

When calling our 24-hour 
emergency assistance line please 
use the new VtT (Very tmpoRant 
Traveler) Code: $715C. Updated 
after-hours cards are being 
produced and will be given to you 
soon 

If you have any questions contact 
Mike or Cindi 

PreoSeason Team Trave~ 

Meetings 

Pre-season meetings are a great 
time to discuss travel expectations 
and team roster updates. 
Schedule a meeting with Mike or 
Cindi today to talk about your 
approaching team travel and get 
your team ready for a winning 
season 

University of North Carolina 
Athletics Newsletter Highlights 

New Travel Itineraries 

Take Your Team International 

American Airlines Introduces Your Choice Proqram 

NEW T~VEL ~T~NE~R~ES 

Anthony Travel has changed computer reservation systems. In 

doing so, itineraries for new reservations will appear slightly different. 

Invoices for your trip will be sent to your email; however, if you need 

a copy of the electronic invoice (einvoice) or a more detailed 

itinerary, click the link on the top of your itinerary or the "virtually 

there" link on the bottom screen. Once you have accessed the 

"Virtually There" webpage, you can print or download einvoices for 

your records - the "view einvoice" link is located on the right hand 

side of the screen. 

Einvoices include: 

Name(s) of traveler(s) 

A detailed itinerary 

Total amount billed 

If you have questions about how to access an einvoice or Anthony 

Travel’s updated reservation system, please contact Mike or Cindi 

with questions. 

Back to Top 

TAKE YOUR TEAM ~NTERNAT~ONAL 

Are you interested in taking your team or group overseas for the 

ultimate team building experience? When your goals grow beyond 

typical borders, let us help you find the right destination to challenge 



and excite your athletes for years to come. 

Our international travel experts will customize a program tailored to 

meet your requirements. Anthony Travel will create a tour for you to 

combine practice, competition and sight-seeing and give you and 

your athletes memories to treasure for a lifetime. 

For more information on international tour opportunities contact Mike 

or Cindi. 

Back to Top 

AMERICAN A~RUNES ~NTRODUCES YOUR CHO~CEs#~I 

American Airlines now offers travelers additional services and 

greater control. Customers traveling on American Airlines now have 

the choice to purchase a new group of services intended to make 

your travel experience even more convenient and personalized. 

Your ChoicesM package offered by American Airlines includes: 

Group One of General Boarding- Be among the first to 

board the plane and gain more time to store carry-on luggage 

and to get comfortable in your seat. 

Standby for an Earlier Flight- Provides you flexibility to 

standby for an earlier flight on your departure day at no 

additional charge. 

$75 Flight Change Discount- Increase flexibility and save 

$75 off the regular $150 service charge, when applicable, 

when you need to change your travel itinerary. 

To purchase the Your ChoicesM package, contact Mike or Cindi or 

visit AA.com. 

Back to Top 
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Gamecock Gala Honors Student-Athletes 
Various South Carolina student-athletes were honored at last night’s annual Gamecock Gala. Team 
MVP’s, Athletes of the Year, postgraduate scholarship winners and more were honored. Senior Women’s 
Soccer player Mollie Patton was awarded the evening’s highest honor, The President’s Award, 
presented by university president Dr. Harris Pastides. Click here to see the full list of award 
winners. 

Baseball and Softball Host SEC Weekend Series 
Baseball and Softball each host a three-game weekend series with Baseball taking on Auburn and 
Softball facing off with #7 Florida. All three baseball games are on TV and two of the softball 
games will be televised. Check the Garnet Planner below for TV information. 

Ticket availabilty for Baseball: 
Friday, April 29 - 7 PM - Outfield Bleachers and Standing Room tickets available 
Saturday, April 30 - 7 PM - Standing Room only tickets available 
Sunday, May 1 - 3 PM - Outfield Bleachers and Standing Room tickets available 

Click here to get tickets online. 

Check our Auctions page on GamecocksOnline.com to bid on an experience at Saturday’s game vs. Auburn 
including a pre-game facility tour and the opportunity to watch BP from the field. 

Football Season Ticket Renewals Due May 13th 
Reminder to current season ticket holders that your season ticket renewal and parking applications 
are due by May 13th! Click here then log into your account to renew online or be sure to mail in 
your paper application. 

Not already a season ticket holder? Click here for information on how to become one! 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tour presented by the Gamecock Club 
Fans will have several chances around the state of South Carolina to participate in a series of 
Gamecock Fan Fest events this May. Click here for more information and see the list of 
dates/locations below: 

Wednesday, May 11: Charlotte Knights Stadium 
Monday, May 16: Charleston RiverDogs Stadium (The Joe) 
Tuesday, May 17: USC Aiken Convocation Center 
Wednesday, May 18: Fluor Field (Greenville Drive stadium) 
Tuesday, May 24: USC Sumter Nettles Building 
Wednesday, May 25: Darlington Raceway 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 



To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



Gamecock Gala Honors 
Student-Ath letes 
Various South Carolina student-athletes were honored at 
last night’s annual Gamecock Gala. Team MVP’s, Athletes 
of the Year, postgraduate scholarship winners and more 
were honored. Senior Women’s Soccer player Mollie 
Patton was awarded the evening’s highest honor, The 
President’s Award, presented by university president Dr. 
Harris Pastides. Click here to see the full list of award 
winners, 

Baseball and Softball Host SEC 
Weekend Series 
Baseball and Softball each host a three-game weekend 
series with Baseball taking on Auburn and Softball facing 
off with #7 Florida. All three baseball games are on -IV and 
two of the softball games will be televised. Check the 
Garnet Planner below for TV information. 

Ticket availabilty for Baseball: 
Friday, April 29 - 7 PM - Outfield Bleachers and Standing 

Room tickets available 
Saturday, April 30 - 7 PM - Standing Room only tickets 
available 
Sunday, May 1 - 3 PM - Outfield Bleachers and Standing 

Room tickets available 

Baseball: Vanderbilt Siqhts & Sounds 

Softball: Coach Smith Weekbt P~ess Conference 
Men’s Soccer: Banquet FeatureA 
Women’s Basketball: La’Keisha Sutton Feature 

Gamecocks On Demand,& 
Free Video.I P’notos I RSS Feeds 

Click here to ~ tickets online, 

Check our Auctions gage on GamecocksOnline.com to bid 
on an experience at Saturday’s game vs. Auburn including 
a pre-game facility tour and the opportunity to watch BP 
from the field. 

Football Season Ticket 
Renewals Due May 13th 
Reminder to current season ticket holders that your season 
ticket renewal and parking applications are due by May 
13th!,& Click here,& then log into your account to renew 
online or be sure to mail in your paper application. 

Not already a season ticket holder? Click here for 
information on how to become one! 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tour 
presented by the Gamecock 
Club 
Fans will have several chances around the state of South 
Carolina to participate in a series of Gamecock Fan Fest 
events this May. Click here for more information and see the 
list of dates/locations below: 

Wednesday, May 11: Charlotte Knights Stadium 
Monday, May 16: Charleston RiverDogs Stadium (The Joe) 
Tuesday, May 17: USC Aiken Convocation Center 

Baseball,&, 
-,& ,& Christian Walker Named SEC Player Of The Week 

- South Carolina Baseball Notebook 
- Gamecock Baseball Defeats MSU 13-4 In Rubber Game 

- Gamecock Baseball Falls 5-3 To Mississi~i State 
- Gamecock Baseball Defeats Mississi~ State 8-2 
-A Gamecock Baseball Earns 8-3 Win At 
Charleston 

Softball 
- Olivia Lawrence Added to Gamecock Softball Freshman 
Class of 2012 
- SEC Softball Freshman of the Week Goes to Julie Sarratt 
for Third Time 
- Julie Sarratt Comes Through in 4-3 Win over No, 20/16 
Kentucky 
- Comeback Bid Comes up Short in 3-2 Game Two Loss to 
No, 20/16 Kentuck2: 
- No, 20/16 K~r~uck~£ Takes Game One Win over South 
Carolina 5-3A A 
- Softball Picks U~s Game vs. Winthro~ t,~ Fill 201 ! Schedule 
- Gamecocks Get Past Chadott% 2-1, on StrikeOut Cancer 
Da\~A 
- Gamecocks Dro~ 4-,2 Decision to North Carolina State 

Women’s Golf 
- Women’s Golf Selected to NCAA West 

Men’s Golf 
- Burcin to Hello Coach U,S, Palmer ~ Team,& 

Track & Field 



Wednesday, May 18: Fluor Field (Greenville Drive stadium) 
Tuesday, May 24: USC Sumter Nettles Building 
Wednesday, May 25: Darlington Raceway 

Tues’, Apr’, 26 -~, BSB vs.~, Liberty -~, 1 PM 

Thurs Apr 28 - "Carolina Calls" - Ray Tanner - 7 PM 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S~o~s Networ~ 

~ri Apt 29 - SFB vs. #7 Florida -A 7 PM 
Radio: GamecocksOnl~ne.com All-Access 

~ri Apt 29 -A BSB vs. Auburn -A 7 PM 
TV: Spo~South 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S~orts Network 

Sat Apt 30- SFB vs. #7A Florida -A 2 PMA *Senior Day* 
TV: Fox Spots Florida 
Radio: GamecocksOnl~ne.com All-Access 

Sat Apt 30 - BSB vs. Auburn - 7 PM 
TV: Spo~South 
Radio: Gamecock ~MG S~o~s Networ~ 

Sun May 1 -SFBvs.A#7 Florida- 12 PM 
TV: Spo~South 
Radio: GamecocksOn~ne.com All-Access 

Sun May 1 -A BSB vs.A Auburn -A 3 PM 
TV: ESPN 
Radio: Gamecock IMG S~orts Network 

C~ck here for more ~nformat~on on th~s 

week’s ho~e athletic events~ 

- Brookins Dutch Earn Best Athlete Honors At Gamecock 
Gala 
- Jeannelle Scheper Earns Bronze At CARIFTA GamesA 
-~K~,~ Brookins Named SEC Runner of the Week 

Equestrian 
- Eq.uestrian Team Holds End of Season Bano~ 

Men’s Tennis 
- Mens Tennis Falls to Auburn at SEC TournamentA 
- Men’s Tennis Senior Feature 

Women’s Tennis 
- South Carolina Exits SEC Tournament With 4=0 Loss to No. 
2 FIoridaA 
- Gamecocks Win Marathon Over Ole Miss 4-3 at SECs 

Men’s Basketball 
- Men’s Basketball Signs Williams To NLI 

Men’s Soccer 
-~, Gamecock Men’s Soccer Holds Annual Ban~et~ 

Volleyball 

-_Mo!le~’ball Head Coach Scott Swanson "VVired" 
-A Gamecock Volleyball Staff Offerinc~ Summer Campb 

Football 

Gamecock Fan Fest 
- Fan Photos from Gamecock Fan Fest 
- Gamecock Club Adds Six Fan Fest Dates 

Workin~ether to Build the South Carolina Gamecock 
Brand 
Look for the hologram & buy licensed product to help support 
the University of South Carolina 

Football 
Practice 

for Gamecocks 
This Week’s Home Events: Baseball & Softball Continue 

SEC Pla2~ 
Go Inside Volle)~ball Practice with Head Coach Scott 
Swanson 

Cancer Game 
S~#urs UA Da~ly Round-U£; 4/19 Baseba~! G~ MidZv~t’eek 

Win 

Single gameA tickets for 2011 Baseball and 
Softball are available now. Click here. 

Baseball Parking Info: 

To view a parking map of the area, see information 
one, shuttle services and handicapped parking, 

here to go to our Gameday Parking Information page 

Usher’s OMG TourA comes to 
Colonial Life Arena on May 1st with 
special guest Akon! Still time to ~ 
tickets or check out 
@Ga~e~ock~On~ine on Twitterfor a 
chanceA to win a pair of tickets to the 
show! 



Football season ticket invoices are available online. 
©lick hereA then log into your account for 
information.,& Paper applications have been,& sent in the 
mail to current 2011 Gamecock Club members. The 
deadline for renewing your tickets is May 13th, 2011. 

Interested in becoming a Gamecock 
Football,& season ticket holder for the first 
time? Click he~e fo~~ info~mation. 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office Homepa~]e 

Hours: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Phone: (803) 777-4274 or (800) 4SC-FANS or (800) 472- 
3267 
Email: athletictickets~sc~ed u 
Fax: (803)777-7971 
U niversity of South Carolina 
Athletics Ticket Office 
801 Lincoln Street 
Columbia, SC 29208 

You are receiving this email because you are a supporter 
of South Carolina Athletics through ticket purchases or 
subscriptio_n. If you would like to unsubscribe, please 
click here.A We may also be reached at 800-4SC-FANS 
and our physical address is 801 Lincoln St., Columbia, SC 
29208. 

Question: Is it permissible for an institution to have a 
prospective student-athlete’s name on a jersey in a locker 
in conjunction with the prospect’s unofficial visit? 

Answer: No.,& NCAA bylaw 13.7.3 [Activities During 
Unofficial Visit] states "an institution may not arrange 
miscellaneous, personalized recruiting aids (e.g., 
personalized jerseys, personalized audio/visual scoreboard 
presentations)...during an unofficial visit." 

South Carol na AtMet cs Department 

801 Lncoln St Columba SC29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Incoming Students 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:49 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Tutoring tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 6:43 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: New SMWW Agents experience success...and you can too! 

FlLE.msg 



This is SMV~.t~/s largest year heading into the NFL Draft. We have 21 Athlete Management 
graduates, (SMWW Agent Advisors), who represent 40 NFL prospects for this years draft. These 
40 prospects have all been called by at least one NFL team. Our graduates have been involved in 
every aspect of the process including recruiting, dra~ preparation, and contract negotiation. V~hen 
sta£ed this innovative concept I knew it would take time to build credibility within the industrT. 
SM~A&sJ has now matured both as an agency and as an accepted and ethical resource for teams. 
Whether you are interested in representing clients in the NFL NBA, NHL, MLB, EPL, MLS_.or 
MMA, Cricket or Rugby, we have a winning educational formula. VVe hope you choose to join us as 
we have a proven our success in helping people become SPORTS AGENTS! 

Dr. Lynn Lashbrook 
S M ~a&~d President 

out this quick form and Dr. Lashbrook wifl assist you vd£*} your career quesdonso 

Learn More About How to Become 
a Sports Agent 
Interested in becoming a Sporls Agent? Watch the video and 
learn how SMWW can help you achieve that goal. 

Want to be a 

Sports Agent? 

YouTube: Athlete ement Course Overview 

Sign up for the today and start 
representing professional athletes in 8 weeks! 

Need a Sports 

Agent? 

SM~o~a~ Agency is proud to 
offer an e£ensive list of 
trained and motivated Sporls 
Agent Advisors in Soccer, 
Basketball, Football, Hockey, 
Baseball, Rugby, Cricket 
Motorsports, MMA and more. 

At the SM\~s! Agency we 
strive to provide an 
unmatched level of personal 



SMWW Athlete Management Success Stories 

The is among the most popular of 
all of SMW~/~Ys courses. The reason for this is because the main 
focus of the course is to help those who are interested in 
starting a career as a sports agent get their foot in the door and 
begin representing professional athletes. This month, in honor 
of the NFL Draft, we bring you the success story of veteran 
alum, Grog Linton and first year Agent Advisor° Denny Jones. 

~nterview with SMWW A~umni Grog Linton: 
SM~JCJ: WSqen dd you complete the course wth SM~7? 
Linton: t completed the SM~W Athlete Management course 
the summer of 2006. 

service to each client. Sports 
Agent Advisors are located 
throughout the world. 

Join SMWW 
at the NHL Draft 

SM~¢¢Z W~sat was it like getting cerl fled after completing the 
COUrS@? 

Linton: l ~¢as certified in 2009 as an NFLPA contract Ad~4so£ ~1 
was a g~eat accompfishment ~or me. Usuafly about 300 people 
take the test ead~ year with about 60% ~ 70% of 
Lhose actuafly passing. So it shouM be a p-£e£y 
big dtea~ to anyone tsar succeeds in obtaining 
cow, cation ~h the NFLPA~ 

SM~6/: Hew did SM’~¢~s course prepare you 
for the agent business? 
Linton: ~e Athlete Management course gives NFLPA 
you a realistic introduction into the business of Cerlified 
being a sports agenL A lot of people th~S~k~ I Agent Grog 
know guys so Ym going to become an agent and 

Linton 
represent them° They do not fufly understanding 
every@ing that goes into being an effective 
agenL The course ou@}ses at the basic level, the number of 
players that actua@ play in the NFL. tt gives you a foundation 
on how to spot these players. It also dyes you a general 
understanding on cont,:act content, and ways to market £our 
player. ~ffe most if~Lso£ant thing t took £rom Dr. Lashbroo£ 
Msmus     ms, and Ma£ Brock was the impo£ance of ha~ing 
a strong ~<elationsh@ with your d~ent, and I ao~}e~<e to that befief 

SM~¢d: You are currently one of the ?~atured Agents in the film 
Late Rounders WSqat s that about? 

L/nton: "Late Rounders" is a film that stars me, ~chael 
Puterbaugh~ and 5 players as they train and prepare ~or the NFL 
drag It basically follows us aroun~ and inte5/iews us at 
@Tferent points of the process to dye fans an informative indght 
on what the process is actuatly like 
name first round guys. It also dyes a background of the p/ayers 
so fans can get an indght into them as people and not just on 
the ~ootbafl field. It was £eatured in the Washington DC 
International Film Festival and we ~dll be screening it in Adanta 
t~se end of the monti9 as 

Join us in Minnesota for the 
2011 NHL Draft Spo£s Career 
Conference. Fee includes 
conference sessions, 
Networking Lunch, Welcome 
Reception transportation to 
and from the Xcel Energy 
Center and tickets to both 
days of the NHL Draft. This is 
a fabulous neb~/orking 
weekend with Spods Business 
Executives. (college credit 

For more information .... 

NFL Lockout Lifted 

What Happens Now? 

SM~%#: Anything else you would like to say? 
Linton: ff you are interested in becomLng an agent~ l wou,td 
ad~Ase you to take the Athlete Management course~ L~e thing 
with this business is it is always chang@go There are many ways 
to become successful as an agent, and the more you kno~ the 
more effective you vdll be. Dr. Lashbrook and Mamus were and 
are always available to just chaL And even though we are now 

Sports Illustrated shares a 
details of what’s in store for 
the NFL, it’s owners and the 
players in the weeks and 
months ahead: 
Players Sit in Driver’s Seat 



rivals per so, I sdll consider them my ~iendso_ 
for’ Games 

~nterview with SMWW graduate Denny Jones: 
It’s not every month that we get to tell you about a graduate of 
our Athlete Management Course who is wrapping up a college 
degree while signing NFL prospects from 
maior Division 1 universities, but Denny 
Jones did iust that. Jones is one of many 
examples of the revolutionary vision of 
SM~o%~d and how it works. At the time of this 
story, Jones has been in talks with multiple 
NFL dubs with SM~6~ about his 2011 class 
of clients and is looking to have a very 
successful draft day later on this month. 

SM~¢@J: Thngs are moving fast How does Advisor Denny 
it feel to be right in the middle of the agent Jones 
business so quickly? 
Jones: It’s exc@}~£ ~o have the oRportunity to 
work vv~@ such talented athletes at such a young age° X@s is 
definitely an ex~i~}g jobo t never know m%o t’m going to get the 
opportunity to speak with. One day it could be a scout} coach~ 
or front office executive from an NFL~ CFL, UFL or AFL team. 

SM~/: VVhat players are you working with and what teams 
have contacted you about them? 
Jones: ~ am t~orking with the foflowing athletes: 
*Damefl aurks is a safety tram Fort Vafley State. He has 
numerous NFL teams speak&qg wL@ him including the NY 
Giants who worked him out eahqer t~/s year. 
*Brandon ~<dght is a safety £~om Arkansas ~ech and has had 
NFL teams such as tbe Rams and Colts contact him in the last 
Low weeks. 
*Malcolm Shepherd is a ~4~de Receiver from @e Uni,~rsity of 
Nevada ~,4ho has had numerous AFL teams contact me about 
him. SWalcolm aLso lead me to sign hLs roommate Jose Acuna 
an OS@nsive Tackle £rom tbe University of Nevada as wefl~ and 
he has had the S£eders, Falcons and Jaguars show interesL 
*Devin Newsome a ~de Receiver ~om San Jose State and Ed 
Kiser a Wide Receiver ~’om East Stmudsburg both are being 
brought L~ on 2 day waivers by d£erent AFL teams. 

SM~2SJ: How dd SM~/~/s counse prepare you for the agent 
business? 
Jones: The AL~lete Management course was very he@fuL l 
learned a lot ~om the great staff that they have teaching the 
course° The weekJy c~ats were very he@fu~ it was great to get 
ideas and/eam w~h other students who aft had the same goa~ 
as 

Sports Management 
Online Degrees 

Sports Management Masters & 
Doctorate Degrees: 

Have you always dreamed 
about getting your Masters or 

Doctoral Degree from an 
institution with a solid 

reputation, but do not have the 
time to attend classes or 

residencies? SMWW has the 
solution! 

SMWW has partnered with 
Concordia University Chicago 

(CUC) to offer you a regionally 
accredited, online and 

affordable opportunity to earn 
your MASL, Ed.D, or Ph.D in 
Education/Sports Management 

& Leadership. 

EdD 
Leadership/Sports 

÷ PhD Leaderst~i@Sports 
Marragemer~ 

÷ MASL (M.A ir~ Sports 
Leadcrst~ip} (morn. } 

Follow SMWW on 
Twitter and Facbook 

SM~4S~: ~qat type of supped have you rece ved from Dr 
Lashbrook and the SMV~Sw~ staff? 
Jones: the SMM4&’ staff has been great~ in particular TK and 
Mamus ~l~amso They are readily available to answer any 
questions that I have and have helped me through this dra£ 
process 

SM~¢d: Anything else you would like to say? 
Jones: ~ffis is a fun business and SM~A4/ is a great way to get 
sta£edo 

EAI~J~ 



If you are interested in becoming an ~gent Ads@or with 
SM~,4~t~{ you wifl need to co~£ete 
Cou~se~ 

UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE CREDIT 

For questions or to enrofl in our course, carl us today: 
US & Canada toll free: 888o95oAGE~T 
UK +44 (0)871 288 4799 

SMWW Agency Update 

SM~q¢o~ is proud to announce that 7 new Ag~8£ A@d~s have 
joined eur firm in the last month: 

÷ Noble Vincent o Texas 
÷ Cor,dero, Marvin o Florida 
÷ Hawkins, Reginald o Virginia 
÷ Hoss, Michab °Indiana 
÷ Sabonosh, Doug o Colorado 
÷ Mayo, Kyb o New York 
÷ V~111iams Daryl o Florida 

SMWW Soccer Agency Update 
SMV’@%~ client Andrew Marshall signs a 2 year deal with USL 
Harrisburg City Islanders 
Read more here: 

SM~/client Pascal Millien sta~l.s pre season with NASL 
Tampa Bay. Pascal is looking to build of a solid rookie season 
in which he was voted MVP by the suppo~lers. Pascal has also 
started his own foundation, A Millien Dreams Foundation, this 
year to help the children in his home countG, of Haiti through the 
sport of soccer. A Millien Dreams takes monetary donations as 
well as soccer item donations, to send to children in Haiti. 
Visit www. milli~ ~£~..~e~ ~ms.c~ £tS for information on the foundation 
and how you can help. Millien is represented by SM’~TsJ £gent 

Alex Miles. 

Are you a current college 
student? Do you want a job 
in sports upon graduation? 
Do you want to qualify for an 
internship with a 
professional team or well- 
know sports agency? 
Western Oregon University 
(WOU), a member of the 
Oregon University System, 
has put its stamp of approval 
on Sports Management 
Worldwide’s courses and 
offers a separate Credit 
Overlay Program. Students 
from all over the United 
States and Canada take 
SMWW courses, get college 
credit transferred to their 
university! 
~arn coll~g~ credit... 

SMV~24~~ worked recently with Sandy Gbandi in securing a 2 year 
deal with NASL NSC Minnesota. Sandy spent several yea[s 
with the Pued.o Rico Islanders before ioining Minnesota. Listen 
to Sandy’s thoughts on .ioining Minnesota below: 



Sandy Gbandi talks about joining the NSC Minnesota 
Stars 

SM~%AN also recently worked with Stephen Basso on securing 
his deal with USL Harrisburg City Islanders. Stephen is a 
young talented left back with some great experience. Joining 
Harrisburg will allow Stephen to continue and mature as a 
player and he is very excited about the sta£ of the season. 

If you are interested in representing professional soccer’ 
players,       for the Soccer Athlete Management Course 

SMWW Basketball Agency Update 

SM~W Client Tr~fae Pe~y is being evaluated as a potential 
candidate to fill a roster spot in the National Basketball League in 
China. The NBL is professional basketball minor league in the 
People’s Republic of China, previously called the Chinese 
Basketball League (before 2005). Tyrae, who was signed by 
Agent Advisor Kevin Marlin, is one of SMWW’s newest clients 
a~er signing to the agency on April 18th. You can check out 
Tyrae’s SM~>,~ bio here. 

.corr~’atMete         . 

SMWW Football Agency Update 

Good luck to Agent Advisors with clients who participated in the 
NFL Elite Combines in Detroit last weekend. Be sure to follow 
the success of all SMWW clients as they prepare for’ the 2011 
NFL Draft. ~,a~’e have high hopes for all of our graduates and we 
look forward to helping every new agent sign their first client! 

Congrats to SM~/W~J Agent Advisor Donte Robinson and his 
client J.T. Leggin. J.T. has made the training camp roster’ for’ the 
Calgary Stampeders of the Canadian Football League. 



SMWW°s Dontarrious Thomas °°Prot÷cted°° by the 
Sacramento B~ountain Lions of the UFL 

Each team will kick offtheir football calendar by planning to reo 
sign a maximum of 40 players who saw action for their 
respective teams in 2010. SMWW Agent Advisor’ Paul Sarratori 
has established a solid relationship with the UFL and is looking 
to build on the success of his clients in 2011 and beyond. 
Thomas was selected in the second round (48th overall) of the 
2004 NFL Draft by the Minnesota Vikings playing in 63 games 
with 10 starts from 2004°2008. After Leading the California 
Redwoods in tackles in 2009, Thomas signed with SM~AHV to 
help facilitate all future transactions with the UFL with the 
expectation getting one more look from an NFL club. 

Sports Management Worldwide 
1100 NW Glisan, Suite 2B 

Portland, OR 97209 

1-877-SMWW-NOW 

503 445 7105 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa,unc,edu by newsletter@smww.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Znstant removal with SafeUnsubscribd" I Privacy Policy, 

Sports Management Worldwide I 1100 NW Glisan Suite 2B I www.smww.com I Portland OR I OR I 97209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 6:54 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Finals Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Baseball VIP Pre-Game Tour & Batting Practice vs. Auburn - Last Chance to Bid! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Auctions" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball VIP Pre-Game Tour & Batting Practice vs. Auburn - Last Chance to Bid! 

TEXT.htm 



Justin Smoak Autoqraphed 
Official MLB Baseball 

CLICK HERE TO BID NOW! 

Lou Holtz Autoqraphed 8x10 Photo 
With Lar,qe Lo,qo Patch, En,qraved 
Plate And "Go Cocks" Cut In Matte 

CLICK HERE TO BID NOW! 

Steve Spurrier 4 in 1 8x10 Photo Set 

w/Team Patch & Enqraved Plate 
CLICK HERE TO BID NOW! 

George Rogers Autographed 8X10 
Photo, 20X16 Heisman Photo and 

Engraved Plate 
CLICK HERE TO BID NOW! 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from gamecocksonline.com, cc 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Pvcv Poor. 
CBSSports.com College Network- 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:39 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:47 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:59 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:11 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: final review 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:16 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Finals Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:38 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: final review 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:45 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Jack Myers Media Business Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Laura Wood" <laura.wood@researchandmarkets.org> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Jack Myers Media Business Report 

For nearly three decades, media economist Jack Myers has been among the media industry’s leading visionaries 
and economic forecasters. His weekly economic report, available only to corporate subscribers, delivers: 

- exclusive information on the impact of new media technologies and companies, 

- the advertising industry’s most accurate ad spending data and forecasts, 

- exclusive investment reports on media, advertising and marketing issues, 

- exclusive trade research on media company sales performance and growth prospects, 

- emerging company profiles, 

- investor guidance on economic events and corporate developments, 

- advance insights on industry developments and emerging trends. 

For more information please click on: 
http ://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/bc0d0d/j ack myers_media business_report 

Jack Myers Media Business Report is the advertising and media industry’s #1 rated subscription resource for 
exclusive insights to support day-to-day and long-term strategic decision-making. 

Your Annual Jack Myers Media Business Report Subscription includes: 

- Jack Myers Media Business Report, a weekly Proprietary Industry Economic Analysis and Commentary 
delivered via e-mail to your full executive team and staff 

- Jack Myers’ Exclusive Industry-Leading Economic Data and Forecasts on 55 Advertising and Marketing 
Categories 2000-2020 

- Surveys of Advertising Executives on Television Networks’ Sales Organization Performance 

- Surveys of Advertising Executives on Online Media Companies’ Sales Organization Performance 

- Investor Guidance on New Media Advances and Corporate Developments 

- Surveys of Advertising Executives on Magazine and Out-of-Home Sales Organization Performance 

- Advisories on Early Stage Companies that are Offering Services to Media Companies, Marketers and 
Agencies 

- Exclusive Insider Insights from Selected Industry Events 

- Full Passcode Access to Archives and Subscriber-only Sections 

- Opportunity to launch your company blog platform 



- Special Invitations and Discounts to selected industry events 

Your Annual Jack Myers Media Business Report ENTERPRISE Subscription includes: 

All of the above PLUS: 

- Two-Hour Seminar/One-Hour Presentation on your premises or at your event led by Jack Myers and 
customized to meet your obj ectives. (Travel costs are supplemental) 

- Proprietary advisories on special investment opportunities 

- Customized insights or introductions to up to six mutually targeted individuals/companies 

- Proprietary personnel advisories and recommendations to help identify and recruit executive team members 

- White papers focusing on major media and advertising industry issues 

For more information please click on: 
http ://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/bc0d0d/j ack myers_media business_report 

Pricing: 

Electronic (Single User) : EUR 12840 
Electronic (Enterprisewide) : EUR 51360 

Ordering - Three easy ways to place your order: 

1] Order online at http://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/bc0d0d/jack myers_media business_report 

2] Order by fax: Print an Order form from 
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/bc0d0d/j ack myers_media business_report and Fax to +353 1 
4100 980 

3] Order by mail: Print an Order form from 
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/bc0d0d/jack myers_media business_report and post to Research 
and Markets Ltd. Guinness Center, Taylors Lane, Dublin 8. Ireland. 

Related Titles also available from Research and Markets: 

United States: Media Industry Guide - 
http ://www.researchandmarkets. c~m/pr~duct/bc~d~d/united-states-media industry-gui de 

2011 Entertainment, Media & Advertising Market Research Handbook - 
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/bc0d0d/201 l_entertainment media_advertising_marke 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best Regards, 



Laura Wood 
Senior Manager 
Research and Markets Ltd 
laura.wood@researchandmarkets.com 

Subscribe: Click on http://www.researchandmarkets.com/register.asp You can subscribe free for regular details 
on new research in your sector. 

Please note you are currently subscribed as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you no longer wish to receive our market research updates, please reply to this message with Suppression 
Request as the subject line, or use the link below 

http ://www.researchandmarkets.com/u. asp?f=u&e=blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:41 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Enrollment Change from Fall 2011 to Summer 2011 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 26, 2011 11:21 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Review/Study Sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 8:59 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Study Hall Monday/Tuesday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:06 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Your Wife’s 101 Exam 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:24 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Study Hall Monday/Tuesday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:30 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:41 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Your Wife’s 101 Exam 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:07 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Hi from Disney Sports! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:43 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: for summer 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:01 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: http://www.highschoolot.com/content/video/9495744/#/vid9495744 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
http ://www.hi ghschoolot, com/content/vi deo/94 95 7 44/#/vi d94 95 7 44 

TEXT.htm 

http : //www.hi ghschool ot. com/content/vi deo/94 9 5 7 44/#/vi d 94 9 5 7 44 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www,tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11 : 15 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: for summer 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:24 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:45 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Wendy the Mentor 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 1:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: tomorrow 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: tomorrow 

FlLE.msg 



FYI regarding a demo of the changes to PeopleSoft with the new upgrade. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962-6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



The ConnectCarolina team is installing an upgrade of the behind-the-scenes PeopleSoft tools that will mean improvements to the front end software used by 

University faculty and staff. The change will go into effect over the weekend of May 14-15. 

This upgrade affects Campus Solutions (student systems) but not eProcurement. 

For end users, the upgrade will have a positive result by bringing a new look and feel, as well as faster and more efficient ways of navigating within PeopleSoft. 

It is important to note that the work actions (functionality) users take are not affected; however, this upgrade makes getting to those actions faster and more 

efficient. 

The PeopleTools upgrade has been demonstrated for a number of users on campus and the response has been very positive. These changes are designed to save 

users time and clicks, and improve how users navigate to pages in PeopleSoft. 

Online Demonstration Sessions 

Online demo!Q&A sessions will be conducted via the Elluminate web conferencing tool on: 

* Tuesday, May 3, 2:00 p.m. 

* Tuesday, May 10, 10:00a.m. 

* Monday, May 16, 10:00 a.m. 

Each session will be 30 minutes, including Q&A. The content for all three sessions will be the same. A recorded session will be made available in the near future. 

Users on campus can access the demo sessions at: http://tinyurl.com\ccupgrade 

Tips for using Elluminate: 

Sign on a few minutes before the demo start time to ensure you can access and use Elluminate; the UNC-Chapel Hill Help Desk can provide assistance with 

any access issues. 

o No special Iogin is required; just type your name to identify yourself in EIluminate. 

~ If you receive a security warning, simply click the "run" button. 

~ You need speakers or headphones to hear the audio portion of the demo. 

~ Q&A will take place via a chat in the Elluminate tool. 

Upgrade Improves Navigation 

Improvements for users will include: 

Navigation improvements to the main menu, such as menu "breadcrumbs," will help users keep track of where they are and return quickly to a previous 

page. From the breadcrumbs, users can also quickly navigate to sub-menus that appear as pop-up windows. 

~ The type-ahead or auto-suggest feature saves time and clicks, giving the user a pop-up menu of possible search solutions. 

~ In-context pop-up windows and mouse-over functionality will provide a big improvement in the time and number of clicks it takes users to complete tasks. 

~ Users will be able to limit search results which will decrease search times. 

~ The Favorites menu will display a list of recently used pages (the last six pages used). 

~ When a page is processing, a more user-friendly clock timer appears where the word "processing" used to flash. 

The upgrade from PeopleToNs version 8.49 to version 8.51 is provided by the vendor, Oracle, and is required to remain current with PeopleSoft technology and 

functionality, and to receive uninterrupted support and maintenance from Oracle. 

The ConnectCarolina team is thoroughly testing the upgrade, including more than 2,400 screens and functions, and is tapping the knowledge of other universities 

that have already implemented the upgrade. 

Questions about ConnectCarolina or the PeopleTools upgrade can be sent to connectcarolina info@unc.edu. 

Debra Belier 

In~bm~ation Communication Specialist 

ConnectCarolina 

ERP, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

211 Maaming Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Email: debra beller@unc.edu 

Web: http:/iconnectcarolina.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [orientationpresenters] New Student Orientation Information Fair Call for 
Participants 

FlLE.msg 



Greetings, 

In preparing to welcome our incoming first-year and transfer students, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent 
Programs invites University Offices/Departments to participate in the 2011 Summer Orientation Information Fair. This is a 
wonderful opportunity for your department to share information and answer new student and parent/family member 
questions. 

The Information Fair will take place on Day2 of First Year Orientation (June 3, 7, 14, 17, 21,24, 28; July 1,12, 15, 19, 22, 
26 August 19) from 1:00 pm to 2:15 pm, in the Great Hall, FPG Student Union. Please note that we ask to have your table 
set up by 12:45 pm. 

During Transfer Orientation (June 10 and August 17), the Information Fair will be hosted from 7:45 am to 9:00 am, and we 
ask that you have your table set up by 7:30 am. The Transfer Orientation Information Fair will be hosted in the Outdoor 
Union Breezeway, with the rain-location in Room 3206, FPG Student Union. 

To facilitate a smooth transition between sessions, storage will be available in the side closets located in the Great Hall. 
This space will be available starting after the first Information Fair on June 3. All materials must be removed by the end 
of the July 26th Fair. No storage is available between the July 26 and August 19th fairs. 

Please RSVP via email to newstudents@unc.edu by Friday, May 6,2011 to request a table. As space is limited, 
University Departments are limited to one table per department and tables will be assigned on a first-come, first-served 
basis. For questions, please contact newstudents@unc.edu or call 919-962-8304. Thanks so much for your support of our 
incoming students and their parents/families. 

Sincerely, 
New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
orientationpresenters as: <a href="mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu">blanton@uncaa.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-29082075- 
4648685.30985ad9f4b69b40ff012619b9afaal d@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29082075- 
4648685.30985ad9f4b69b40ff012619b9afaal d@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:29 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: [student records_advisory] Upgrade Means Improvements to ConnectCarolina 
Navigation 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: [student records_advisory] Upgrade Means Improvements to ConnectCarolina 
Navigation 

TEXT.htm 

Great! Looks like the fixed the problem. Thanks. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/27/2011 2:25 PM >>> 
I have access to HSFL now. Thanks! B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:21 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy 
Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: Fwd: [student records_advisory] Upgrade Means Improvements to ConnectCarolina Navigation 

FYI regarding a demo of the changes to PeopleSoft with the new upgrade. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu> 



Great! Looks like the fixed the problem. Thanks. 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/27/2011 2:25 PM > > > 
have access to HSFL now. Thanks! B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~.t....t...p://ta rhee lblu e.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:21 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Townsend, Jenn; Amy Kleissler; Orr, 

Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 

Subject: Fwd: [student_records_advisory] Upgrade Means improvements to ConnectCarolina Navigation 

regarding a demo of the changes to PeopleSoft with the new upgrade. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:33 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: CTOPS Presentation Sheet 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:36 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Meeting to discuss new positions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:36 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting to discuss new positions 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, 

Robert wants to confirm a meeting with all of you for Mon. May 2nd, @ 3:00 pm to discuss new positions. He 
would like to meet in his office. Please let me know if you can attend. 

Thank you, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:58 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:18 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nathan McCown <nmccown@betterworldbooks.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

Mr. Blanton, 

My name is Nathan McCown and I work for a company called Better World Books. We work with college 
campuses around the country helping them find new homes for their unwanted textbooks. Athletic departments 
are often overlooked when it comes to their academic impact on students. And many times the textbook 
scholarship programs are left with no outlet for their out of date textbooks after each semester. 

I’m curious how your athletic department handles its textbook scholarships. Do you have a working relationship 
with the bookstore to take back the extra books? Or are you left storing them yourself waiting for a storage 
room to fill up? 

Better World Books provides a free outlet for those books and even returns funding back to your department for 
the books. We’ll cover the cost of shipping and materials to ship the books to us at our warehouse. When they 
reach our warehouse we try and sell the books on one of our 25 online marketplaces including our own website 
and Amazon. As the books sell we return a commission back to you for funding, donations to a local group, or 
to use however you see fit. The end result is you’re not left with books collecting dust, but instead allowing 
them to be reused. 

Each sold book also sends a percentage of the net sale as funding to one of our non-profit literacy partners of 
your choosing. So your athletic department can be a part of the solution for illiteracy and undereducated people 
around the world! You can find more about us and our partners at www.betterworldbooks.com. 

It’d be great to speak with you or your representative who handles textbooks about your situation and how our 
program would be of benefit. Would there be a good time and number to reach you at? 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best Regards, 

Nathan McCown 

Account Representative, Better World Books 

888-510-7103 ext. 5111 
678-646-5111 (Direct) 
678-259-9308 (Fax) 

nmccown@betterworldbooks.com 

http ://www. facebook.com/BWBonCampus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fall 2011 practice times 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall 2011 practice times 

TEXT.htm 

Could you please send me the fall practice times for all of your sports? 

I am putting together the spreadsheet for the College of Arts and Sciences advisors for CTOPS. 

Muchas gracias, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 6:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Tutor Evaluations 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 6:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Evaluations 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Haven’t made one yet...let’s collaborate 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 27 Apr 2011 21:08:20 
To: Bridger, Beth<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: Tutor Evaluations 

What type of eval are you using here at term’s end? We need to compile those as well as begin preparing the 
letters for departing tutors. We can talk about it over the next few days. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 7:01 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 7:56 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 8:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 8:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Still Time to Shop for Mom at the GamecocksOnline.com Official Store! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 8:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Still Time to Shop for Morn at the GamecocksOnline.com Official Store! 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:59 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Tutoring tonight and final reviews 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:04 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc, edu 
Fwd: Join Createasphere & the NY Public Library for an Open Source Conversation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Createasphere" <updates@createasphere. com> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Join Createasphere & the NY Public Library for an Open Source Conversation 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:59 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Instflute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstflute.com> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.him 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
hitp://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render?llr wjn5dxdab&v 001SEg mP6bgKSepHZ2kPv5d60dnFRfoc- 
oBvqg4Abl47b8hQyH PFyXcafax443uONN4GJMU6djQnpVxFrpB44malB6bRlvSMjYTdrHT3AlIaBITCmv8y Q%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Instflute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

April 28, 2011 

Job Search Book 

"I love this book. The concepts that Howard outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 

-Dr. Kelly Higgins 

Athletics Director 

Ft. Lewis College 

$29.95 [https://www.paypal.com!cgi-bin!webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?ll~wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUPHVYwB6BUGuPIpUDJGak- 
i BhZxjHw4vE6DgPJR4z4j 4WKSACulRWtrlbQVrGrIhcyHELfQNro9Hh81VD6rI~xleLcEDAL6Aby~ ljwGvbn6if8 JVh7xj 0gY-ijV4vS8m22DL2c6rV 1EMzM8PBNQMV - 
cMF8nsHEODPrF6wP1C7G4ehHrPv3aUD6mt3XCIQ8sI3UFp45OfmOTqpokH1 WL] 

- E-book 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
Interviewing Image [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUM-YuJxCsAXgdzcsf0Wxak5o- 
yIiu xQdZrVqjZJ24QyUPzJcOrfCZfwNIJBbtjlHFs0ILxEMkTxE 45miPdgV0jDkLZCGN3gFTrrLl~R1TONtrlfgBQaqXde7vC13s-APmT8omMgfdaTPlwH- 
AZKSuAOddjLzwOTcZo7G9S38wuD0x-nwETTETMY2xohY5BgDIMP -Bs7JqvgOcdVHVA6] 

$9.95 [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?ll~wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUM-YuJxCsAXgdzcsf0Wxak5o- 
yIiu xQdZrVqjZJ24QyUPzJcOrfCZfwNIJBbtjlHFs0ILxEMkTxE 45miPdgV0jDkLZCGN3gFTrrLl~R1TONtrlfgBQaqXde7vC13s-APmT8omMgfdaTPlwH- 
AZKSuAOddjLzwOTcZo7G9S38wuD0x-nwETTETMY2xohY5BgDIMP -Bs7JqvgOcdVHVA6] 

(Instant Download) 

Resumes That Sell 

This 33-page booklet presents three styles of resumes - a chronological style resume, 
a functional style resume, and a curriculum vitae. Each section of the resume is 
broken down and explained in detail. Give yourself an opportunity to be successful 
in the job search by submitting a resume that sells. 

Instant Download 

$7.95 [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMQpGoRXnNwDOXVErQD7u PEKFUNTzAnM23CgoE81FQjuHgu9VEwsJg8NYGt2MkPllklwRwen uYFICxYgC 
-VcsPLBzGPS 1 ojlB 8AqcJdwM1A6ZcBqXf~sY6~7AZVYn~iAE~ufkJFFNv45G8sz7NgQQ59MzL6b~IpFQ~AMzfLkxMIeQZELyv9Bst] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email dsp?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNdpgcFWf6IA4VnDXvq-XXWe8itvvcleeKwIVsyNsUgasfYzWnw65fG- 
5RHWWFEh-2EkWqT3BbFyUQ05ua 1 h4iqEUidxjVtr qQbu9 J9iVpyXTdTvKUKQyn] 
Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUOHfmGsPZN2AmJAACrds9PtDoMoqCldaTKmRvaV8DmCi3P5X0yy6z3Jrv2bC8PPyqX hErLr8VHu4kLbEZLZ2D 
Sports Management DegreePrograms [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUOf5n3NDj87zbwWqtXYh- 
LxKSTsxSOJRmPsM0fly4Y1PQts 2WswGIewRM9PtdA1- 
waRSsdP6MIeEE06daEtamilA4Dh65xX4MkD319oYy996trggYq2E 7rprdAJBRGVZCdkuXOSdDhSsgcXMn8SY9evuSbTNK1Hc ] 
Career Development Resources [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUOiz5CdX7SeLoxIaK FldVl-zV5CkAjvg7aRiFdUO- 
TdhcouVBD1]~LA6g4Pn3EuCbs uRA -6b9-Uo9AaIDSiOwlQHb 9De8F71dPws JvvIBOZ7buq~vklXUSykAAS95T KwAS8sNL5Oy4caSbxwJ3-fNE3dYwtIP08dEgC3alAdw ] 
Forward to a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.corn!sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a l105315110409&ea blanton%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 00~yb~Xu4hzVUPeA~YS~G57xkmDqVjM8YykLws~6C4r~m8zF0G~dzL9wt2~X37RSFibaPqwvn~YkAD58UfJbXX570~yGs- 
o8cZSvWcmuIZCoDRh-cQD9cN5 qUB37vawAfd95W~D4IrVAsqVJI~qWWEdbpNQf4S7iM3qQ8BKJsx~8MX~Uhfvq~ImshH5V2V5U0qh~LxaN35w ] 

Feature Article 



What Employers Want from Job References 
Yahoo! HotJobs staff 

A great resume and solid interview skills may place job seekers in the running for 
a position, but a new survey conducted by OfficeTeam, a leading staffing service, 
finds that the results of a reference check can really be what makes-or breaks-a 
iob search. Hiring managers interviewed for the survey said they remove about 21 
percent of candidates from consideration after speaking to their professional contacts. 

Managers also were asked, "When speaking to an applicant’s job references, what 
is the most important information you hope to receive?" Their responses :... (More) 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 00~yb~Xu4hzVU~xZH~mkrr7AbFnJK8mVrewGuZYEAV0UMj5NjR5QZ~~74vT9HYRnwsGH27NZhyR~9CLrF~kGPfergf~JE9WV 
-DW8EmL 11WZT6nRBrM28pAYhCDcwfl zk71HWMr 1U24NyCqDywc 89MDdOv0Vu8hokbFIXFFzI-Lxte7NO6pt9FQNp7Wt 01GNBM98KibOITOA ] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, April 28th, include a faculty member in sports management, 
an athletic trainer, an athletic director, a coordinator of fitness and wellness, 
positions in compliance, communications, branding, and much more. To view these 
positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to our website at 
www.sportscareersinstitute.com [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNdpgcFWf6IA4VnDXvq- 
XXWe8itvvcleeKwIVsyNsUgasfYzWnw65fG-5RHWWFEh-2EkWqT3BbFyUQ05ualh4iqEUidxjVtr qQbu9 J9iVpyXTdTvKUKQyn]. 

Director of Broadcasting - CBS Corporation (Old Dominion University) [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNwupoeCstMGV 1BniB-iUuxDdksthja8NToQ3H2nbWkg- 
Olls9KYOSC2IpfGWBvMIFGa7BVDdTxAUnelWcdQN51zTUsLkUvec5Gjci-8vjpxi0nyri aMYJ8tN7clF3za5g8dADrZ4hlZnWG-I cUM14- 
nZaCXdU4TLxENKM3oRrSt9eTsupwzQzWFr7k8ZFrgVetyQak2cZb3hZDNVq22WuXmFvrI3F4j oHvQNxnGIwHYaATklHgmst2M9b5143I ] 

Athletics Director - Northwestern Oklahoma State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 00~yb~Xu4hzVUNbbRd~JgEmaHZipkMF~7nYZNdJ0ARXyy6ekDd7SXbAU2~gIDF3bmzFLWABU2f~5ehiGa8FbZTiwFH7CkG itlfl 
-iafHIlT4UFIFn6ogGEA ] 

Blue & Gold Fund Assistant - Marquette University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMb flvs DkvrJV-pqVklfX- 
3AqWS8NG9AbCS2u6CmV5h8v2 ewlnUWMr9pdnoxlkX-PdQCwEtH51mjDhVoSBpDIE0t6D8Na8W FUz36VZvtjpiUwc2ItctS tD047koZ8 ] 

Academic Advisor - University of Maryland, Baltimore County [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNKW wDUZgdZUCCGtWITnbTW7yOP1HwA5aQASSetYY1F4cZ TIqbonFVSxv- 
CfniYPkpfECLx 8mk3RXNj SQZXq6pnHrTyBbjXE378u 1RHJWq3j -yMN2iqF4BKK55j qFNTxDHhlEmiP6R5pl qaPAPhcc sW-W2pwn8 ] 

Coordinator of Fitness & Wellness - Prairie View A&M University [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 00~yb~Xu4hzVU~~bVd7~hRZ~8UcraH9RBTvzAkp8Srx~~6yx0zYQjamg~ZZ~V4W~VuU05XWqne~2fmChDtu0XMnPQEUzAkVb~ 

Sports Information Intern-University of Evansville [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUN-FNcwsMJIgzjV- 
xOrQqiDH7uLOOotywnEO hpGypAC~AIc~eiLhPxE~TzPhWnw9KeIFB2~7XTkNy5a8LTS5pZd5jF3~BePSA5z~rrpnNPiHraq4q54mQQMiyC8vrjfCCbf0f-2c9zYg ] 

Compliance Coordinator - The Citadel [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMOF2HGS6ErVMsyg17dw 61TILBTPTezhVuMtPziwpRIIMBjOPZ-eWMOhQixVlbR3deb-HmL EQBiCFmpvK- 
1W3Vt-CwRWdOCxANgoNOV 13 zvthuqsVV 1 JmbfzhoOoFf-p JrdZ9M1YYc 8E 1 k- 
k49LWKbdfx7NAzIUMdqYS 2OdMc AbZk6YKNqxiHTnEknNdrVWtqodwWHsu4CfmwFRhZ T7Ea208mwGutPb 58 dWTNM5 dYHR8VHelfuZxUU9rk 1 fxuU ] 

Assistant Director of Football Operations - Bowling Green State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUOZv3eELADSu3alCljjDOVKLuAuIF71BgKhpC 0FmSyBm0c2UFQR GPHjZNi7oAGhCmCojOy3eyoienu6- 
D1HmoP72J-sH8UNF6212E-s8LqMMsdCqOFFyxKYXb3xIOo Wbi2IhyOHhJal0wEVEsnddOibbBnJs2Qw ] 

Director of the Mocs Club - University of Tennessee at Chattanooga [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUN- 
uu8UhpQfXJixJYiD8UBAOASOKflygieEJXT6KCJLVQ6t 14ffiphlrfiNGedEmiWgdSlzCSe9R7y 1 zXbcGzpmEK4XLsxyTmKEaYHeSz7- 
TtZO45fLruqHjbBMdRZNXr2LrERvlENYq3gquaNeHStoc-Oui6jre 1VQ-0x51Jx-8LrP4X5u0FMilBv9NnhwH2Vq8WuEQrFxnujXB 19KOYOU0bp5ezy-cY 189QaJGA- 
WJ3Zzvy4zRiUjk PZk5YlxE ] 

Senior Administrator for Athletic Compliance - Baylor University [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNDa6bMFVDcCc2fZygXpAGOrG Pb4rCgEQrQbqlWJ0kUclNmeObc5LYw-LnMDwxt43jpdi5D5n0Y9C- 
lj44mtApTZcLMPjlWNhiZoAOLiJZaoruzzueK602QjYBj seC2aF6Q4LS4FtTQ ] 

Athletic Sales and Marketing Director - Valdosta State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMbEdZcnH3tahZVyElsuplsI- 
0NU23 d8rTQwlErQiWHwGwVXhXQuZRrBmf6j A5 GTiVlzfl d985 ArMFkHPXwlCKc72KGIP5H91- 
K66dqFDz21P8IUnR2cDFJEfDL1WQIxrXUR6y55oa luezQ08apfCKJRN8LwpmRr8sQA ] 

Intramural & Club Sports Intern - Colorado School of Mines [http://r20.rs6.net/ntdsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 00~yb~Xu4hzVUMKcGyVW~YYFPIEWiiPrE7RU~60GTFILkpb73EtaUnGdBtsQanCr63~sNmSLgsDGkkP2VWyIhj9CmCtsY3X49a9. 
-cFp4nROO 1 G81 Y4cbKiR2oQ7IRfXg-gKOg3 ] 

Director of Athletics - The University of West Alabama [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNtczI9oGOz6holKIEultYJoiZDdSkTgQn3ijrC7JEYx~HAwNvcHzV0o-0r wqUEVKZ4yXelhpqJ- 
WdeTm3aNAqMdNtj2cDt4q406tTQxUKNcycLveGy6mS 81h2UZdBo4bT310eZXbKQ ] 

Assistant Director of Athletic Communications - Pepperdine University [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUPCs0xOkc4FkJ8DiMAgbUg6y7DLDMG59YMzxvRJItVX-h6U8- 
vbol WYPwLcRV0eFsmGHNJLbMWMC67Vk9cbmsUFYeqg6KIRTmGCyB eDhI7HVgg9ZHaMRaEcVR-drKefCi6mTj S znZ -mlQN 1 uEMejg- 
ZeqAmIdEwZ8LvXOMR15BIcyCNZZnCZ2FuEi01bGrB5QwVsT29I dIOFQmy78kBCPffiFakoenaghlHMHXvT9fsQJqLtYmQQINN4KOHbwDWi74 ] 

Associate CommissionerforCommunications-BigTenConference [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMJuylx7Hggu- 

LxSsYS0QKj~uZYK~Hur~EiybrNykELmgAyI~Riw~jhDtac~WySdHRfyU2~EjX2q8EiDHsUbq~8tNRLvRwKRgd6U~Q4kIN-~w70r D1QntBTEsnVOdFljqnI:LxXewbZbg ] 

Men’s Basketball Video Coordinator - Virginia Commonwealth University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 



llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNWeedue81yTm85HF2oZQvLzERGHn4k5XxNTEZ2k2pyh2hiGCMWpU VubxQkAf6DhpvbeNcfrCa2J nCaJOIIIVi2 
-QOMJkfGQ ] 

Marketing Intern - University of Tulsa [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUP6vcTh952Xexgm5kXNsJdoZAEVPshXYLwYJ9G6BQnffMlrV MYu7YCNV98EVOA7cjPh6VB8RTiN2VEBV3q 

Director of Athletics - The University of Illinois Springfield [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMIR0rUkb SicpN8QCjzhZRMruXa5bnl bvLn4adHw7pLu8SfOICxlTWq4OeLIPkX JJEeCByxqwGgysgZInEB- 
hdsVWTZ3beDCghaHDjYWXR3OVoWAf9ueQgMpbeQGPqEd-MbIYj 8-88rwO3Kmt43Hvd-vyMqUy4LL 539 z8FYq7ArJlzTXZ] 

Sales Associate - Kansas University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUN7vkG9CM6S1G7s0DAN5jznWNeDCkzF PEne7UJ6xLCosHed8IfaebbJ17IbQOOP2MNm5ZehrYp5HA75sm49j8[ 

Head Athletic Trainer - Sweet Briar College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUNaLm0SIPWNkpZRPWkrnqVdBHiJaPLPyYHRSEveCtPJn Ts5SlgzI47- 
OqGBrbmrBE lyHTvTfwSvd20x3 ]2LRHpGXrg 1 wovj PIEUOWXFGRvS7NnQR76CVbBkf3 TCfihI SxackrIRLjFDRw ] 

Coordinator of Athletic Facilities - Penn State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~vjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUMvPNbItUjC- 
B~4eCuI4EnMYyWa~mDPrMjXUfb5HyZ-meWTgtKJ8EMg~bHKrzza3X45HsTqMpKi~Nrd6ZNcybM~2tYht7mnP9~auQZ9KShk4t3D~~~ngqTGqPYH2sLnra~qATUuqSjeRg ] 

Associate Director for Branding - Big Ten Conference [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e ~~~yb~Xu4hzVUN~7hhczfwmPKpHan6s~XxfH~i5GKyucJDkGuVE4u2G~t~XZ9ymxDPCbDMqH~~~7jh4WXbD8h~fR~SQpK6Ub~ 
-6rcN1C3ohYGNOgt-6NXPtysTlbcN8m0p-TVT67iPw ] 

Head Athletic Trainer - Bethany College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e ~yb~Xu4hzVU~cvKyYY~R9svr5qVEfxvK~hv5f68c~cRIZyZQgfu~ZLdKIRhkYW~IfpYRIwxTrfA~d89RVmDJN6bJIhDUq8ZkkL? 

Assistant/Associate Professor of Sports Management - University of Mary Hardin-Baylor 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?ll~wjn5dxdab&et 1105315110409&s 4132&e 001ybOXu4hzVUOEsfOnBporQDXcEaoGCSE8eSOEKm5JADFgIjy7- 
ix8pvOmJ3eDGMalkoxCoKJ3 5~XqU~DVj~GgFYWdPQpDbgZ678dH6hGC~taEks3s2IVJwJDAn3dn2tSqbQVGwr8qw~k2IPIS-cf74tIz3M54Ttw3- 
dge o4NpvRYXnffUPm7E JRwRZUj S 90-] 

Quote 

"Whenever a negative thought concerning your personal power comes to mind, deliberately 
voice a positive thought to cancel it out." 
-Norman Vincent Peale 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:09 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Americorps Program Application 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:19 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] College Teams, Relying on Deception, Undermine Gender Equity - 
NYTimes.com 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:17 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 
l@ou.edu>; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; Brad Farmer <Brad.W.Farmer- 
1 @ou.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran <bryntol 8@ou.edu>; Brent D. 
Upham <bupham@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelder@ou.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins 
<chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Chad M. Terry 
<cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters 
<cwinters@ou.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Desiree M. Taylor 
<dtaylor@ou.edu>; Jay Zeaman <ezeaman@ou.edu>; Felicia Martin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman <hinderman@ou.edu>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer <j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jaye 15;. Amundson 
<j amundson@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lindsay S. Race 
<lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Mary F. Mantle 
<Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook 
<msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan 
<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; RandyJ. Garibay <rjgaribay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj @missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert 
<slemmert@ou.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Terri L. 
Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 
<tturner@ou.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] College Teams, Relying on Deception, Undermine Gender Equity - NYTimes.com 

http ://www. nytime s. com/2011/04/26/sports/26titleix.html?_r= 1 &pagewanted= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:52 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:08 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:03 AM 

Ashley Hagensick <a.hagensick@ou.edu>; Adam Sepulveda <Adam.G. Sepulveda- 
1 @ou.edu>; Amber Flores <Amber.N.Flores- 1 @ou.edu>; Bart Byrd 
<Bart Byrd@baylor.edu>; Betsi Burns <b-burns@northwestern.edu>; Brad Farmer 
<Brad.W.Farmer-l@ou.edu>; BrianDavis (briand@mail.utexas.edu); Brent D. Upham 
<bupham@ou.edu>; Carrie Leger <caleger@gw.fis.ncsu.edu>; Carrie Leger 
<carrie_leger@ncsu.edu>; Cayce Crenshaw <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu>; CollenEvans 
<cevans@mail.sdsu.edu>; Chelsey A. Collins <chelsey.collins@ou.edu>; 
ChristineJackson <christine.jackson@louisville.edu>; Christine Jackson 
<christine@nfoura.org>; Chad M. Terry <cmt@ou.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Dan 
Brinkman <dan.brinkman@furman.edu>; Doug Tiedt <DAT@athletics.wisc.edu>; Dena 
Freeman-Patton <dfpatton@gsu.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Kim 
Durand <durand@u.washington.edu>; Eric Brey <ebrey@utk.edu>; FeliciaMartin 
<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Matt Geibel <geibelma@shu.edu>; Jessica Hammond 
<hammond@umbc.edu>; Alan Hauser <hauseraj@appstate.edu>; Michael J. Hinderman 
<hinderman@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Jamie Farmer 
<j amie.farmer@ou.edu>; Jessica L. Eldridge <j essi222@ou.edu>; James Rost 
<jkr0007@auburn.edu>; Joe Luckey <jluckey@memphis.edu>; Jon Minks 
<j minks03 @ou. edu>; Josh B. Wolverton <Josh.B.Wolverton- 1 @ou. edu>; Joshua W. 
Hinton <Joshua.W.Hinton- 1 @ou. edu>; Jack Rivas <j rivas@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Kathryn S. 
Drennen <katiedrennen@ou.edu>; KrisLivingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; 
Kyle M. Terry <kterry@ou.edu>; Lacy Barnes <lacyb@ou.edu>; Lisa Hibbs 
<lhhibbs@uncc.edu>; Lindsay S. Race <lsrl00@ou.edu>; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB @missouri. edu>; MarlonDechausay <marlon. dechausay@ttu, edu>; Mary F. 
Mantle <Mary.F.Mantle-l@ou.edu>; Melissa Dawson <melissa-dawson@utulsa.edu>; 
mselking@rcosolutions.com; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Ferna Phillips <phillips@bc.edu>; Jim Pignataro 
<pignataro@sass.msu.edu>; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Joe Scogin 
<scoginj@missouri.edu>; Shannon Stephens <sgstephe@calpoly.edu>; Susan Gutkind 
<sgutkind@csufresno.edu>; Jill Shields <shields@k-state.edu>; Sandy Meyer 
<skm2@psu.edu>; Scott Sloan <sloans@cookman.edu>; Sarabeth Pollock 
<spollock@sandiego.edu>; Stephen Porlier <sporlier@ou.edu>; Tammy Timbers 
<tammy.timbers- 1 @ou. edu>; Tasha Campbell <Tasha.B. Campbell- 1 @ou. edu>; Tommy 
Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Shane M. Vernon <vernon@ou.edu>; William Rowe 
<willrowe@ou.edu>; Marls Wisdom <wisdom@ou.edu>; Zachary Hawkins 
<Zachary.R.Hawkins- 1 @ou. edu> 

[n4a] 
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Players<http ://chronicle. com/blogs/players> 
Many Athletes Unknowingly Sign Away Rights to Profit From Their Images 
April 20, 2011, 11:44 pm 
By Brad Wolverton<http ://chronicle. com/blogs/players/author/bwolverton/> 
Chapel Hill, N.C.-Does the NCAA’s use of former athletes’ images and likenesses infringe upon their rights? 
That question, which is at the heart of a federal class-action lawsuit, has prompted a wave of recent academic 
studies, some of whose results were presented here on Wednesday at a conference sponsored by the College 
Sport Research Institute<http://www.csriconference.org/>. 
In one of the most interesting studies, researchers asked 3,000 football and men’s basketball players if they 
realized that, by signing a consent form the NCAA requires them to hand over before suiting up, they were 



giving the association and its licensees permission to profit from their image or likeness. Of the nearly 300 
players who responded to the survey, almost half said they didn’t understand what rights they were signing 
away. And four out of 10 said there should be additional information clarifying how the NCAA uses their 
images. 

DJ Looney, a former football player at Mississippi State University, recalls signing 30 or so forms at the 
beginning of the year, but not that one. "You hope they’re all in your best interest," he says, "but you just want 
to get out of that meeting in 15 minutes." 
The results could prove valuable for lawyers in Ed O’Bannon’s closely watched case against the 
NCAA<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~ayers/ed-~bann~n-takes-aim-at-the-ncaa/25737>, Michael McCann, a 
professor of law and director of the Sports Law Institute at Vermont Law School, said in an e-mail. Although 
the study concerns the views of current athletes while the O’Bannon lawsuit centers on the legal rights of former 
players, the study still goes to the issue of whether college athletes are adequately informed of their legal rights 
and of the implications of potentially waiving away identity rights in perpetuity, Mr. McCann said. 
The athletes’ confusion didn’t stop with the form. Fifty-four percent of the survey’s respondents thought that by 
appearing in video games bearing their images or likenesses, they were endorsing those commercial goods, said 
Anastasios Kaburakis, an assistant professor of management and sports business at Saint Louis University and 
the study’s lead author. 
"They weren’t getting any money, but they still felt they were actually endorsing the product," he said in a 
phone interview. 
Despite the confusion, 97 percent of respondents liked being featured in video games, and two-thirds believed 
that the way the NCAA and video-game companies used their image or likeness was fair. But only 33 percent 
believed that their athletic scholarship was sufficient payment for the use of their image or likeness. (Mr. 
O’Bannon’s lawyers would most likely focus on that last point, Mr. McCann said, as it is a core argument in his 

case.) 
Mr. Kaburakis and his fellow researchers-who include David Pierce, of Ball State University; Beth A. 
Cianfrone, of Georgia State University; and Amanda L. Paule, of Bowling Green State University-plan to 
submit their paper for publishing within the next few weeks. 
This entry was posted in Uncategorized<http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/category/uncategorized>. Bookmark 
the permalink<http ://chronicle. com/blogs/players/many-athletes-unknowingly-sign-away-rights-to-profit-from- 
their-images/28512>. 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Cate Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: (405) 249-5835 



Players 
Many Athletes Unknowingly Sign Away Rights to Profit From Their Images 
,~pri120, 2011, 11:44 pm 

By Brad Wolverton 

Chapel Hill, N.C.--Does the NCAA’s use of former athletes’ images and likenesses infringe upon their rights? That 

question, which is at the heart of a federal class-action lawsuit, has prompted a wave of recent academic studies, 

some of whose results were presented here on Wednesday at a conference sponsored by the College Sport Research 

Institute. 

In one of the most interesting studies, researchers asked 3,ooo football and men’s basketball players if they realized 

that, by signing a consent form the NCAA requires them to hand over before suiting up, they were giving the 

association and its licensees permission to profit from their image or likeness. Of the nearly 3oo players who 

responded to the survey, almost half said they didn’t understand what rights they were signing away. And four out of 

zo said there should be additional information clarifying how the NCAA uses their images. 

DJ Looney, a former football player at Mississippi State University, recalls signing 3o or so forms at the beginning of 

the year, but not that one. "You hope they’re all in your best interest," he says, "but you just want to get out of that 

meeting in 15 minutes." 

The results could prove valuable for lawyers in Ed O’Bannon’s closely watched case against the NCAA, Michael 

McCann, a professor of law and director of the Sports Law Institute at Vermont Law School, said in an e-mail. 

Mthough the study concerns the views of current athletes while the O’Bannon lawsuit centers on the legal rights of 

former players, the study still goes to the issue of whether college athletes are adequately informed of their legal 

rights and of the implications of potentially waiving away identity rights in perpetuity, Mr. McCann said. 

The athletes’ confusion didn’t stop with the form. Fifty-four percent of the survey’s respondents thought that by 

appearing in video games bearing their images or likenesses, they were endorsing those commercial goods, said 

Anastasios Kaburakis, an assistant professor of management and sports business at Saint Louis University and the 

study’s lead author. 

"They weren’t getting any money, but they still felt they were actually endorsing the product," he said in a phone 

interview. 

Despite the confusion, 97 percent of respondents liked being featured in video games, and two-thirds believed that 

the way the NCAA and video-game companies used their image or likeness was fair. But only 33 percent believed 

that their athletic scholarship was sufficient payment for the use of their image or likeness. (Mr. O’Bannon’s lawyers 

would most likely focus on that last point, Mr. McCann said, as it is a core argument in his case.) 

Mr. Kaburakis and his fellow researchers--who include David Pierce, of Ball State University; Beth A. Cianfrone, of 

Georgia State University; and Amanda L. Paule, of Bowling Green State University--plan to submit their paper for 

publishing within the next few weeks. 



This entry was posted in Uncategorized. Bookmark the permalink. 

Geralcl Gurne¥, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 

Adult and Higher Education 

University of Oklahoma 

334 Cate Center Room 308 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

office: (405) 325-1522 

cell: (405) 249-5835 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 10:30 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] "no homo" and "pause"...do you know these terms? 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 11:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Are You Ready for Interleague? 

FlLE.msg 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"YawkeyWayStore.com" <customerservice@yawkeywaystore.com> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 11:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Are You Ready for Interleague? 

TEXT.him 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 11:17 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: information request 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 11:17 AM 

-Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc, edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
information request 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches - Susan and I have been asked by Dean Owen to prepare a list of student-athletes who have 
participated in international competition for the years 2006 - 2011. The information will be part of a larger 
report given to the Chancellor to highlight our student-athletes international experiences. I will need your help 
in putting this list together. Please email me a list of your student-athletes who have participated on 
international teams in the fall, spring, or summer (ex: under 21 teams, under 20 teams, the Olympics, etc.) for 
the time period listed above. I realize this will be difficult for some of you as you likely have had several 
student-athletes participate over this time period. Your help in retrieving this information is important and very 
much appreciated. Thank you. 

Robert Mercer 
Director - Academic Support 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:01 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Entering Frosh Information 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:01 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Entering Frosh Information 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/28/2011 12:07 PM >>> 
Hi Robert, 
Attached is my incoming student information. 

See you this afternoon, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Track COS 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:23 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] HELP!!!!!!! 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sonya Hurt <shurt@rider.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:21 PM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] HELP!!!!!!! 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Colleagues, 

I need some assistance. I have been charged with designing a new study hall area & computer lab but I am not a 
home decor specialist so I am asking for your help. If anyone can give me the names of some companies that 
sell tables, chairs and study cubicles I would greatly appreciate it. Yes I thought we would have books/catalogs 
around here too but we don’t so I am starting from scratch. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. 

Ms. Sonya Hurt 
Rider University-Athletics 
2083 Lawrenceville Road 
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 
shurt@rider.edu 
609 896-5308 

"Make decisions in life because it’s right, not because you have to justify it to someone else" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 3:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fall 2011 Incoming 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 3:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fall 2011 Incoming 

TEXT.htm; orr fall 11 incoming students.docx 

Here are my incoming students for Fall with academic stats. Have not received anything from Fencing (which is 

not unusual). 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 3:49 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:33 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: GradesFirst at the ACC Meeting on Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mario Moore <mario@gradesfirst.com> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: GradesFirst at the ACC Meeting on Monday 

TEXT.htm 

We made it through with only our fence blown down. Others were not so 
lucky. Very sad. 

Thanks for the note and the good times in Greensboro. 

Talk to you soon, 

Mario 

On Thu, Apr 28, 2011 at 2:47 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Hi Mario, 

Just want to check on you and your family after all of the storms raged 
through Alabama. Is everything OK? 

>B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

http ://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[image: Description: smaller NC logo] 



*From:* Mario Moore [mailto:mario@gradesfirst.com] 
*Sent:* Friday, April 22, 2011 1:55 PM 
*To:* Blanton, Brent S; John Blanchard 
* Subj ect:* GradesFirst at the ACC Meeting on Monday 

Hi John and Brent, 

I hope this note finds you well. The ACC has been gracious enough to 
extend an invitation to GradesFirst to take part in the ACC meetings in 
Greensboro on Monday. I will provide a brief presentation on GradesFirst 
and some of the new features we have delivered or about to deliver including 
mobile apps, travel letters, and full Outlook integration. I have attached 
some information to this email for your review. 

I very much appreciate the ACC allowing us to be a part of your meeting and 
enjoy the lunch we are providing there. 

Hope to see you in Greensboro. 

Best regards, 

Mario Moore, CEO 
GradesFirst 

800.745.5180 x1020 
205.278.4503 - fax 

GradesFirst - The Next Generation Student Support System 
www.gradesfirst.com 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 625935bytes; 

File Name 

Expiry Date 

Size 



> 

> GradesFirst Athletic Dept Info.pdf<http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/bc54d97b5d4ee504b012a730738dc3c0> 
> 
> Thu, 21 Jul 2011 13:54:49 -0400 
> 

> 625935bytes 
> 

> 

> 

Mario Moore, CEO 
GradesFirst 

800.745.5180 x1020 
205.278.4503 -fax 

GradesFirst - The Next Generation Student Support System 
www.gradesfirst.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Tutor Evaluations 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Evaluations 

We are doing same evaluations as last semester...I thought you meant the evaluation of the mentors/tutors from 
our staff to them. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 28 Apr 2011 20:13:13 
To: Bridger, Beth<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: RE: Tutor Evaluations 

I’m passing these out this time around since I’ve already got a fair amount of qualitative feedback. I’ll cruch the 
numbers after this round and have some numeric grades. 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 6:35 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subj ect: Re: Tutor Evaluations 

Haven’t made one yet...let’s collaborate 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 27 Apr 2011 21:08:20 +0000 
To: Bridger, Beth<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 



Subj ect: Tutor Evaluations 

What type of eval are you using here at term’s end? We need to compile those as well as begin preparing the 
letters for departing tutors. We can talk about it over the next few days. 

Thanks, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Thanks! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Christopher P. Uchacz" <cuchacz@umd.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:59 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks! 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Hey Brent: 

Great to meet you in person earlier this week. I am really excited to be able to work with you all and to have 
such a supportive group. I hope your drive home was a good one. Talk to you soon buddy! 

Cheers, 

Chris Uchacz 
Associate Athletics Director ASCDUIMaryland Athletics 
Phone: 30l .405.2731 IFax: 301.314.99971Email: cuchacz@umd.edu<mailto:cuchacz@umd.edu> 

[cid:image001.png@01CC05C5.9AF33CB0] 
P Please consider the environment before printing this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; FA11 Incoming Students.docx 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:53 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: time sheet 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 6:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 6:19 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:14 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 28, 2011 8:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Updated Review Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 8:40 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Database Access 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 8:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Database Access 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

I can see the main initial screen, but when I clicked the sport down arrow, no sports appeared and the following 
message popped up 
"Invalid database object reference." 

Let me know if there is something that I need to do. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/28/2011 10:53 PM >>> 

Good evening, 
If you have trouble getting into the database tomorrow (please try even if you don’t need it for anything just 
yet), let me know. We were running two shadow versions of the system because of Kent’s "upgrades" in late 
February/early March. I have now brought us all back to the main system but your shortcuts may not work 
anymore. It’s a quick fix; I simply need to know if you are having trouble. 

Thanks, 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 9:21 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Tutoring Hours 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 9:26 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: PID numbers 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 9:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: PID numbers 

TEXT.htm 

Brent: 

Can u help me here? Thx 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Miller 4/29/2011 9:24 AM >>> 

Folks, 

Please send me the PID numbers for your incoming first year students. If you don’t have them, check with your 
academic counselor who can help you get them. Housing needs these so there are no issues identifying their 
online housing applications and matching them with our athletic housing assignments. 

thanks, 
-Beth 

Beth Miller 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 9:33 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 9:30 AM 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

[n4a] 

TEXT.htm; image001.gif; image002.jpg; image003.gif 

[Click here to find out more! ]<http://ad.doubleclick.net/click;h=v8/3 af8/0/0/%2a/x;240034973 ;0- 
0;0;47891043;3454-728/90;41721619/41739406/1 ;;-sscs=%3 fhttp :/chronicle. com/webinars/workday 1 > 
Players<http ://chronicle. com/blogs/players> 

* Home<http://chronicle.com/section/Home/5/> 
* News<http ://chronicle. com/section/News/6/> 
* Administration<http://chronicle.com/section/Administration/16/> 
* Athletics<http://chronicle.com/section/Athletics/22/> 
* Players<http ://chronicle.com/blogs/players> 
[Click here to find out more! ]<http://ad.doubleclick.net/click;h=v8/3af8/O/O/%2a/c;233394888;O- 
0;0;56625792;21-88/31 ;39717155/39734942/1 ;;-sscs=%3 fhttp:/www.case.edu/think/chronicle> 
Top of Form 
[search] 
Bottom of Form 
Previous 
~- On Some Women’s Teams, a Numbers Game Conceals the Truth<http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/on- 
some-womens-teams-a-numbers-game-conceals-the-truth/28527> 

Next 

Have Relaxed Admissions Standards Helped Minority Athletes? 
April 28, 2011, 6:02 pm 
By Brad Wolverton<http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/author/bwolverton/> 
Gerald S. Gurney’s provocative commentary<http://chronicle.com/article/Stop-Lowering-the-Bar-for/127058/> 
in last week’s Chronicle criticized the relaxed initial-eligibility standards the NCAA put in place nearly eight 
years ago as ineffective in boosting the number of minority athletes who graduate from college. 
Gurney, president of the National Association of Academic Advisers for Athletics, argues that lower test-score 
standards, combined with high-school grade inflation, have led to greater numbers of academically unprepared 
athletes. Those students, Gurney writes, possess "inadequate skills to manage college academics, creating a 
greater need for academic-support services at institutions already struggling with strained budgets, staffs, and 
faculties." 
The new rules give minority athletes greater access to higher education by creating a sliding scale for grade- 
point averages and standardized-test scores, while abandoning a minimum requirement of a composite 17 on the 
ACT or 820 on the SAT. Since the change, which happened in 2003, only a slight increase has been realized in 
African-American participation in the Division I basketball and football, Gurney writes, even though in the 
four-year period leading up to 2003 reforms, there was a steady increase of minority participants who met the 
higher standards of a minimum test-score requirement. 
After Gurney’s piece came out, John Infante, an assistant director of compliance at Colorado State University 
(and founder of the widely praised Bylaw Blog<http://www.ncaa.org/blog/category/bylawblog/>, one of the 
only reasons to visit the NCAA’s website) wrote a response<http://chronicle.com/article/Give-the-NCAA- 
Time-to- Show/127246/>, which The Chronicle publi shed thi s week. He di sagrees that the NCAA’ s emphasi s on 
core curriculum and GPA has failed to establish an acceptable baseline level of college preparedness. 
Gurney dismisses as "manufactured" the Academic Progress Rate, a metric that Division I adopted in 2004 that 
assesses a student-athlete’s eligibility, retention, and progress toward graduation each academic term, Infante 
writes. But the impact of the APR on graduation rates won’t not be known until late 2011, when the graduation 
rates for the 2005-6 freshmen are calculated, he says. 



In a letter to the editor to be published in next week’s Chronicle, Carolyn Callahan, the faculty athletics 
representative at the University of Virginia and chair of the NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet, says that since 
the 2003 changes were put into effect, average incoming profiles of student-athletes are equal to or higher than 
those at any time since 1994 when national data were first collected. NCAA athletes annually outperform their 
student-body counterparts in graduation rates, usually by several percentage points in almost all demographic 
categories. 
And although there is only one year of graduation data related to the initial eligibility changes of 2003, the 
outcomes for the 2003 cohort are very promising, she says: Looking specifically at African-American student- 
athletes in the 2003 cohort, there were 400 more African-American student-athletes and 300 more African- 
American graduates compared to the 2002 (or any previous) cohort. In addition, the graduation success rate for 
African-American student-athletes increased significantly in men’s basketball (three points) and FB S football 
(five points). 
If these trends continue, she says, "it will be difficult to argue that the 2003 reforms did not have exactly the 
impacts they were intended to have-to maximize graduation rates while minimizing adverse impacts on 
minority and low-income students." 
Of course, none of that diminishes the strain on academic services that many people say has come from the 
relaxed standards. As one commenter on Infante’s article put it, "I suggest that Mr. Infante ask his academic 
support people at CSU what they are finding and get to understand the impossible situation" they find 
themselves in. 
This entry was posted in Uncategorized<http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/category/uncategorized>. Bookmark 
the permalink<http ://chronicle. com/blogs/players/have-relaxed-admissions-standards-helped-minority- 
athletes/28525>. 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Cate Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: (405) 249-5835 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 10:03 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: PID numbers 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 10:03 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: PID numbers 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks a ton!!! Have great weekend! 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/29/2011 9:41 AM >>> 
Here is my master listing of them with the information I’m tracking so far. The pids are the second column. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Scott Jackson [mailto:sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 9:26 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: PID numbers 

Brent: 

Can u help me here? Thx 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> Beth Miller 4/29/2011 9:24 AM >>> 



Folks, 

Please send me the PID numbers for your incoming first year students. If you don’t have them, check with your 
academic counselor who can help you get them. Housing needs these so there are no issues identifying their 
online housing applications and matching them with our athletic housing assignments. 

thanks, 
-Beth 

Beth Miller 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 10:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Summer School - Incoming Players 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 10:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Summer School - Incoming Players 

TEXT.htm 

Brent: 

I am having our incoming guys email you to change their enrollment to SSII. I am hoping that they are starting 
to trickle in to you. 

What do I need to tell these guys about registering for classes? Do they wait until CTOPS or can you begin to 
start selecting classes for them? 

THX 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 10:17 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer School - Incoming Players 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 10:53 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] Transfer of convention fees 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 11:15 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Database Additions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 11:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Database Additions 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2009 Export Final.xlsx; Spring 2010 Export Final.xlsx; Fall 2009 Export 
with SSN and Majors.xlsx; Spring 2010 Export with SSN and Majors.xlsx 

Brent, 
I found it simpler to group the APR Import File Format sheet on the sheet itself with the following Group 
Headings: 

A = Demographic Data 
B = Incoming Transfer Data 
C = Eligibility Data 
Exceptions 
D = Retention Data 
Transfer from UNC Data 
Professional 
E = Competition Data 

I’ll bring that document to you. Some of the demo data may be added to the main screen as well, such as 
Foreign Student Flag, Gender, etc. The 2 APR files from last year are attached. I found the files with the column 
headings; so I attached that also. 

As for additions to the main screen in the database, please include the following under Transfer Status: 

Transferred From: 
2yr school / 4yr school (check box) 
Dates Attended: 
Total Transfer Credits: 
Total DA Transfer Credits: 
Cum GPA: 
AA Degree Earned: 
Transfer Exception Utilized: 
# of Terms of Full-Time Enrollment per NCAA 
# of Semesters in Residence per UNC 
6 Degree Hours Passed Previous Full-Time Semester 

This is as much as I can think of right now. Once everything is in, ifI think of something else, is it easy enough 
to add at that time? 

I know this is all going to be great. I really appreciate your help. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 12:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: frosh contact info 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 2:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: New CTOPS list 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 2:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerl 1.xlsx 

Here is the CTOPS registration list to date. Please check it over and let me know if there is anyone who has 
been left off the list. 

Also, if you have a student for whom we have requested a certain session but who is enrolled in a different 
session, please make sure they respond to any phone call or email they get from CTOPs asking to change their 
session to the one they requested. They are not automatically rolling them into the sessions we requested 
without speaking to them first. If you have an especially proactive student, you could always have him/her 
contact CTOPS themselves to make sure they are placed into their requested session. 

Hope this makes sense. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 2:43 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Incoming Students 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 2:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Incoming Students.msg 

Just FYI...meant to forward this to you yesterday. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 12:11 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Incoming Students 

TEXT.htm_I; Incoming freshman-lNFO-Everyone.xlsx_l 

Finally got list from track. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247>>> Pete Watson 4/4/2011 9:38 AM >>> 

I don’t have any PID’s 

Peter Watson 
Head Cross Country/Assistant Head Track and Field Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919 962-5215-Office 
pwatson@uncaa.unc, edu 
>>> Dennis Craddock 4/3/2011 7:42 PM >>> 
Work together on this as Pete you are Head recruiter so you may need to give Nadine the info to send over. 
DC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 2:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Paperwork 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 3:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nathan McCown <nmccown@betterworldbooks.com> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 3:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

TEXT.htm 

Brent, 

Thanks for your response. I’m glad to hear that you have a solid program in 
place with the bookstore that serves the department and students well. To be 
perfectly honest I expected nothing less at Chapel Hill. 

Thank you for your time, 

Nathan 

On Fri, Apr 29, 2011 at 2:00 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Mr. McCown, 
We do have a good relationship with our bookstore and it takes our returns 
off of our hands. Our students are allowed to keep their texts, so we only 
have to return a small portion of those purchased at any one time. 

Thank you for your work; sorry we cannot assist, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http ://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nathan McCown [mailto:nmccown@betterwofldbooks.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subj ect: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

Mr. Blanton, 

My name is Nathan McCown and I work for a company called Better World Books 
We work with college campuses around the country helping them find new homes 



for their unwanted textbooks. Athletic departments are often overlooked when 
it comes to their academic impact on students. And many times the textbook 
scholarship programs are left with no outlet for their out of date textbooks 
after each semester. 

I’m curious how your athletic department handles its textbook scholarships. 
Do you have a working relationship with the bookstore to take back the extra 
books? Or are you left storing them yourself waiting for a storage room to 
fill up? 

Better World Books provides a free outlet for those books and even returns 
funding back to your department for the books. We’ll cover the cost of 
shipping and materials to ship the books to us at our warehouse. When they 
reach our warehouse we try and sell the books on one of our 25 online 
marketplaces including our own website and Amazon. As the books sell we 
return a commission back to you for funding, donations to a local group, or 
to use however you see fit. The end result is you’re not left with books 
collecting dust, but instead allowing them to be reused. 

Each sold book also sends a percentage of the net sale as funding to one of 
our non-profit literacy partners of your choosing. So your athletic 
department can be a part of the solution for illiteracy and undereducated 
people around the world! You can find more about us and our partners at 
www.betterworldbooks.com. 

It’d be great to speak with you or your representative who handles 
textbooks about your situation and how our program would be of benefit. 
Would there be a good time and number to reach you at? 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best Regards, 

Nathan McCown 

Account Representative, Better World Books 

888-510-7103 ext. 5111 
678-646-5111 (Direct) 
678-259-9308 (Fax) 

nmccown@betterworldbooks, com 

http ://www.facebook.com/BWBonCampus 

Nathan McCown 
Account Representative, Better World Books 
nmccown@betterworldbooks.com 
678-646-5111 (Direct) 
888-510-7103 ext. 5111 



678-259-9308 (Fax) 

Better World Books is a global bookstore that harnesses the power of 
capitalism to bring literacy and opportunity to people around the world. 

Check out our Campus Blog - http://bwboncampus.com 



Brent, 

Thanks for your response. I’m glad to hear that you have a solid program in place with the bookstore that serves 
the department and students well. To be perfectly honest I expected nothing less at Chapel Hill. 

Thank you for your time, 

Nathan 

On Fri, Apr 29, 2011 at 2:00 PM, Blanton, Brent S <Nanton@uncaa.m~c.edu> wrote: 
Mr. McCown, 
We do have a good relationship with our bookstore and it takes our returns off of our hands. Our students are 
allowed to keep their texts, so we only have to return a small portion of those purchased at any one time. 

Thank you for your work; sorry we cannot assist, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ :i/tarheelblue. cs’tv, corr,/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nathan McCown [mailto:nmccowr~betterworldbooks.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subj ect: How Athletic Programs Can Impact Literacy 

Mr. Blanton, 

My name is Nathan McCown and I work for a company called Better World Books We work with college 
campuses around the country helping them find new homes for their unwanted textbooks. Athletic 
departments are often overlooked when it comes to their academic impact on students. And many times the 
textbook scholarship programs are left with no outlet for their out of date textbooks after each semester. 

I’m curious how your athletic department handles its textbook scholarships. Do you have a working 
relationship with the bookstore to take back the extra books? Or are you left storing them yourself waiting for 
a storage room to fill up? 

Better World Books provides a free outlet for those books and even returns funding back to your department 
for the books. We’ll cover the cost of shipping and materials to ship the books to us at our warehouse. When 
they reach our warehouse we try and sell the books on one of our 25 online marketplaces including our own 
website and Amazon. As the books sell we return a commission back to you for funding, donations to a local 



group, or to use however you see fit. The end result is you’re not left with books collecting dust, but instead 
allowing them to be reused. 

Each sold book also sends a percentage of the net sale as funding to one of our non-profit literacy partners of 
your choosing. So your athletic department can be a part of the solution for illiteracy and undereducated 
people around the world! You can find more about us and our partners at www.betterwofldbooks~com. 

It’d be great to speak with you or your representative who handles textbooks about your situation and how our 
program would be of benefit. Would there be a good time and number to reach you at? 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best Regards, 

Nathan McCown 

Account Representative, Better World Books 

888-510-7103 ext. 5111 
678-646-5111 (Direct) 
678-259-9308 (Fax) 

r~mccown@betterworldbooks.com 

~ :i/w~w. fa c eb o ok. c omiB WB on C arr~u s 

Nathan McCown 
Account Representative, Better World Books 
n mccown @bette two dd boo ks. co m 
~78-646-5111 (Direct) 
888-510-7103 ext. 5111 
~78-259-9308 (Fax) 

Better Wodd Books is a global bookstore that harnesses the power of capitalism to bring literacy and opportunity to people around the 
world, 

Check out our Campus Blog - http://bwboncampus.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 4:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Adam Griffin 2011 Baseball/school 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 4:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: ACC follow up meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 4:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 6:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Spanish Class 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 6:58 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 7:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 8:29 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 29, 2011 8:45 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, April 30, 2011 8:56 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Introducing NEW PowerDVD 11. 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CyberLink eNews" <Membership@cyberlinkmember.com> 

Saturday, April 30, 2011 8:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Introducing NEW PowerDVD 11. 

TEXT.htm 



Make sure you receive eomail from CyberLink eNews by adding Membership@cybedinkmember,com to your address book. 

f you are having troub e read ng this emal or participating in our poll 

In this issue: 

¯ I ntroducinq NEW PowerDVD 11 

¯ Video tutorials for PowerDVD 11 

¯ Take control with PowerDVD Remote 

¯ Download free trials & take our poll 

introducing NEW PowerDVD 11 
No. 1 Movie & Media Player 

What can PowerDVD 11 do for you? With its amazing new 

features it is more than just a movie player. Not only will you be 

able to enjoy Blu-ray movies, DVDs & video files in upscaled 

quality, you can also play 2D videos and photo slideshows in 

3D and access your social media on Youtube, Facebook and 

Flickr. Plus with the FREE PowerDVD Remote app, you can 

watch media saved on your portable device with PowerDVD. 

PowerDVD 11 truly delivers media entertainment anytime, 

anywhere. Learn more about NEW PowerDVD 1I 

Take your media experience to the highest level with PowerDVD 11 : 

Enjoy all your HD & 3D media - Blu-rays, DVDs, video files, music and photos 

Play your media from anywhere - PCs, smart devices, home/social cloud 

Experience your social media in a new light - Your hub for YouTube, Facebook & Flickr 

Enhance all your videos, YouTube, photos and music to HD quality 

Play PowerDVD from your iPhone, iPad and Android Devices with PowerDVD Remote 

Buy PowerDVD 11 Ultra nowwith BONUS MediaEspresso 6.5 and PowerDVD Remote: 

~ PowerDVD 11 Ultra with bonus sof[ware now for orfl 5qGgso.ge 

~qrade to PowerDVD 11 Ultra with bonus sol[ware from US$ 59°95 

Take control with PowerDVD Remote 

One of the great new features of PowerDVD 11 is the ability to 

turn your mobile devices into an incredible universal remote 



control and wireless mouse with PowerDVD Remote. This 

amazing app allows you to sit back, relax and effortlessly 

stream all your mobile media to your PC as well. PowerDVD 

Remote is a revolutionary new way to control your media, and 

is FREE when you purchase or upgrade to PowerDVD 11 Ultra 

and Deluxe versions. Learn more about PowerDVD Remote 

How to download and install PowerDVD Remote 

Video tutorials: Learn more about NEW PowerDVD 11 

PowerDVD 11 is packed full of great new features to give you the greatest media experience 

possible. To help you make the most of them, we have created a wide range of intuitive video 

tutorials to help you enhance the quality of your videos, stream media from mobile devices 

and much more. View all video tutorials for PowerDVD 11 

Enhance your media with TrueTheaterT Technology 

Enjoy all your media at their highest possible quality with 

CyberLink’s incredible TrueTheaterT Technologies that 

enhances your media and upscales them to brilliant HD quality. 

Easy streaming from your mobile devices 

Have your favorite movie on your smartphone or slate? There’s 

no need to break out the cables with PowerDVD 11. Stream 

media from your iPhone, iPad or Android device effortlessly. 

Experience incredible photo slideshows 

With all your photos (whether on your computer, devices or 

social cloud) now in one convenient place, create amazing 

slideshows with PowerDVD 1 l’s brilliant new photo functionality. 

~ PowerDVD 11 Ultra with bonus MediaEspresso 6.5 for only. US$ 99.95 $139799 



Download Free Trials 

Experience free 30-day trial versions of the most popular CyberLink software. 

NEW PowerDVD 11 
¯ 

No. 1 Movie & Media Player 

Media Suite 9 
¯ 

All-In-One Multimedia Software Suite 

PowerDirector 9 
¯ 

Award-winning HD video editing 

¯ View all free trial so~,~are 

Quick Poll March Poll Results 

Which new feature of PowerDVD 11 do 

you like the most? 

~ PowerDVD Remote app 

.C YouTube, Facebook, Flickrsupport 

’C Photo viewing and enhancement 

~ Stream media from DLNA server 

Send to a friend Share with Friends 

How do you like the new-look CyberLink 
eNews? 

¯ I like it 94.40% 

¯ I prefer the old eNews 5.60% 

Connect with ~berLink 

t Unsubscdbe t l t Contact Us 

Copyr 9ht ~" 2011 CyberLink Corp. AJ rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, April 30, 2011 3:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: littlefootl 6 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 1, 2011 11:28 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer School Enrollment 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 1,2011 9:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: tims and summer hours 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 1, 2011 11:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Newsletter 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

meadowmont dentistry <noreply@patientactivator.com> 

Sunday, May 1, 2011 11:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Newsletter 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 1, 2011 11:34 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Hello from Mario 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mario Moore <     @gradesfirst.com> 

Sunday, May 1, 2011 11:33 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tahara Evans < 

Hello from Mario 

TEXT.htm 

@gradesfirst.com> 

Robert, 

I hope you didn’t have any friends or family affected by the storms here in 
Alabama. At GradesFirst, we are ok. The power was out for us a while but 
nothing like what you are seeing on tv. 

On a brighter note, I’d like to continue our discussion from Greensboro 
about how we might could be of service to UNC. My schedule is pretty open 
this week if there’s a time that works for you. I enjoyed our time in 
Greensboro and hope to speak with you soon. 

All the best, 

Mario Moore, CEO 
GradesFirst 

800.745.5180 x1020 
205.278.4503 -fax 

GradesFirst - The Next Generation Student Support System 
www.gradesfirst.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 9:34 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Finals Schedule for Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 9:47 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Finals Schedule for Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 9:56 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Staff Meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:03 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Staff Meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:10 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Friday Clock-Out 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Friday Clock-Out 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:28 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Ok, this is perfect... I think 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 10:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Ok, this is perfect... I think 

TEXT.htm; fal 1 incoming smdents.docx 

Ok, this is perfect... I think 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:52 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: email 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 10:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

email 

TEXT.htm 

email 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:53 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: ACC follow up meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 11:08 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 12:56 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Grade Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 12:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg; NC_ATH_SEMESTER GRADES 5.2.11 .xlsx 

I hope this works on your end. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/2/2011 11:39 AM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Can we get a grade report today? 

Thanks! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 1:13 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Athletic Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 2:58 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Hi :) just me again 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 3:37 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: re: frosh classes 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 4:43 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Updated forms 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To." 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 4:58 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Review Session 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 8:05 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: work 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 9:17 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer School 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 9:39 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 2, 2011 10:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Evaluations 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 8:58 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Chronicle Letter to the Editor and response 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 9:20 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: [n4a] Chronicle Letter to the Editor and response 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 9:29 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: CTOPS for WBB Freshmen 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 9:49 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 4 Easy Ways to Get Your Recruiting Message Read 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 9:48 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

4 Easy Ways to Get Your Recruiting Message Read 

TEXT.him 

View this as a webpage... 
Click here ! 
hitp://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com!render?llr bwheqnbab&v ~e4MTcRpscGq~wWdaHqIIu~KsUNFJ5M6Q7qraiFbrNk4w-sBthyb-EdB~zkG7~IykpxUkEnvjF-BEbUaSw~eW8- 
uzCLbczvSRZb6hhbMuyIaUdj cCGFPwp2iDAMmKW1 crPf- SM8RfAeM%3D 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. 

Please confirm 
hitp://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com!cdsp?llr~wheqnbab&t 1105381064563.56114.51939951.2&m 1101038493377&wl F 
your continued interest in receiving email from us. You may unsubscribe 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com!do?p~n&m 001VWg3ci4cLmy7Q91wF4weFQ%3D%3D&se 001ub3tXTiVJM%3D&t 001WzArg6cETMYlcjP0ttFyPw%3D% 

3D&reason 001IqezpQbqEsU%3D&llr bwheqnbab 
if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

2010 NCRCin Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
Szu0j6xP08V~WX2p6aFUm~2cxR~bFk82~iiJZ8P~6IjbF~6yUT3NmWJjjRz6hhFdZN9M53DVKiWfnq7SMck8VUaLPhpDD~P6E~iFYr3~0QVZ~5xh~BSE~ihktC zzWAsxKeeb6Le JIAa3 
The 
One Recruiting Weekend You DON’T Want to Miss! 
REGISTER FOR ]2HE 2011 NCRC TODAY! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-Qj- 

cO iaDUuBKEb9566zL9 lggHwYzG2ZdGk9FjR5 Jr lk ltTMjoSxaLcid4YeaZrkGbFgSBWq9eaSfRG3to-LP6Zz4149AGZqtC-qhXkrdosLW%7dmQe SQ] 

Tudor Collegiate Strategies [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
Rd3FqkozfdPexdjcXlhlshtfSkjAKU4 wM fR7cdv6WezEbQseoUMDNHymn-k8hDDNal5mnQQwCBuEdNj9ohcuCiJwROtCjaxO W299sGlyA ] 

College Recruiting Weekly 

May 3, 2011 

Vol 7, Issue 18 

4 Easy Ways to Get Your Recruiting Message Read 

Hop on the keyboard and start makin’ changes! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
Rd3FqkozfdPexdjcXlhlshtfSkjAKU4 wM fR7cdv6WezEbQseoUMDNHymn-k8hDDNal5mnQQwCBuEdNj9ohcuCiJwROtCjaxO W299sGlyA ]Over 
the years, we’ve focused a lot on the negative aspects of recruiting. 

What not to do [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-RVE4-WdxEGAzbQi3vgiSw4Re0fSq5- 
6tuwblbdfuy4HUPiX6Zzwdz3faFPgvKBboMU7P51SoHjPqel 4-I5gYGtlJK7zDQNLhQoOeyDtetKXn04m80KqZXf9-kwhyXj7vOTalgQas PfxB2flTKZnKHnEAzUntCXo ]. 

Today, we’re staying positive. We’re focusing on your recruiting letters and emails, 
and how to get your prospects to pay more attention to them. Because the more effective 
you are in your writing, the better you’ll be able to tell your unique story to 
your recruits. 

Why? Like it or not, the first step in the entire recruiting process usually starts 
with a written message from a coach. So, it’s important for coaches to take the 
subject seriously. 

Even more compelling? Our studies [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-1LxZDZ69f UNy72D8d9ISvDuTPnJ51kmnwYb- 
WPICxnzuwzDqDswEsGXueFGW6N2ka-2cx-gKWBm 6-fR MrxvyQdls9CAAIjvLFjlQieyVOYQ ] 
show that a recruit will most often draw their initial picture of a coach and program 
that starts to recruit them through the letters and email messages that they receive. 

So, see if you can apply these proven tips to your recruiting messages to get more 
meaningful response from your recruits: 

1. Write your letter and email copy like a website. How do you look at a website? 
If you’re like nearly 80% of the country, according to a recent study, you ’scan’ 
websites for information. Do your letters and emails have the same look and feel 
of a website? If not, you’re not taking advantage oi2.. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-RTm-6tmfdybDr74j3JxMRtc21ylP8GULtP3iEVekx- 

kEZ~Br~6xPz7aZVTMIN~m3geU0ewnFQ5jdUQ9s~xrWQTM~XnCb2r-SKrxPkjT~rrDjh8Rv2KHmIXIyJY6R0KU2wbi7Mt-jb33IDsDBmNahRRkunJnTLLI-e O1SZuIIA ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-TG5j5WmGAdrnmnoEjslPvk 6z3m5D6uMhJ2Ik-IihZg9tm- 
aYszpkYW55GMrUJbLqgi6AM8d7dTTYj ep9cM9dUwsIrLwc9qkZXb60JxWQJZvm6sLAl-aqe-I7pxz38VKtOGiRXdHfPH4e- 
m3s4HDzlmqkBODevtoLg8oNaEXtZ3 c0MUuLMDwWHqrVmdip71pPsTXRJaJRXtqY1MJPT5XVsQRaDV5yI4C 6ClqfAwez0DI9D37FHst7YTySTR9XqW565IEgVrIp8h3wJQllqA~ 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-QpWgkQhw4- 
LnpqnLNZprEn ZdpnhhWwDemF5yiLMRiErfTn8G3tnI5B6JbGms~MwerLDqpNJf4UYGqUYpuAuaqtT3i~ZBm7A~wtsceih~Hw ] 

Lodestone SocialMedia [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-TasfLVuQa7IqYEpZJuGvfhJyZ7d6LgqGJ5ABTWeXZfB- 
ltKtCD3H4uBAPUyahglEv]~29xTzdWulR2r~xwO47nPz7k lcQoD1MnoJ-vw3cVbw ] 

Click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-TasfLVuQa7IqYEpZJuGvfhJyZ7d6LgqGJ5ABTWeXZfB- 
ltKtCD3H4uBAPUyahglEv]~29xTzdWulR2r~xwO47nPz7k lcQoD1MnoJ-vw3cVbw ] 
to find your social media solution 



Dan Tudor on Facebook! [http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-QYOw3X-h6J9RHOvI7GID1WpY2J2cewl-0-jKLxbaUlzRA- 
5NIiLaRs 17S5y- 1Hue5nNAHBTPVdW2gm-B- 
kjvyRniFyKXhFfGuLYrPFSTazErPdw0dhsaJAbXCEcvqL7arswe0EmMd5IWoflffRcAATpeJeri zMJyCwB4E8BohYVBepP9mM8b cW4QqZLVM3WD3ndc- 

kHoeF43b317xlVbubxSIICxLatag wjXNWwflsw ] 

The Latest on Our Facebook Page: 

Why is Recruiting Athletes on Facebook Becoming So Popular? 

More and more, Facebook is being used by college coaches to build relationships 
and communicate with their prospects. Why? It’s becoming the preferred communication 
tool for college prospects...and, more and more, savvy coaches are adjusting their 
approach! 

For that, plus a complete library of our past featured articles - as well as training 
videos featuring Dan Tudor-just click here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr4wheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
SCE7rBY~xPmD~gGU6guShYu95C6K~S~9pKF8KaIzh2sFUzrjVcnUR-~SXSIP~cGbDU49d6iebz6j5bXNr9PkTveWMqMIakdMpwnXb3DGfi5YgbmsexVg~TTMTd- 
YwxLIFzdJ59QaUdt -jiQ6dU5REi5H 1 hDN7UdeHaVqTrFiuh5EBglLxqSn5k]. 

And don’t forget about our daily Twitter updates!. Click here [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
R2tOg40IUGmWBuNz7dWNICbOuI7WnsmnOg9ziNFeVKn4y7wCanKIHWErc4ekDke-ud3 -iZLZOzOOKLJzYU883 a JbLdQbwH9RnEQEGmAGPrFGguGZMtPKt J] 
now to start following Dan on Twitter. 

Find us on Facebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-TG5j5WmGAdrnmnoEjslPvk 6z3m5D6uMhJ2Ik-IihZg9tm- 
aYszpkYW55GMrUJbLqgi6AM8d7dTTYj ep9cM9dUwsIrLwc9qkZXb60JxWQJZvm6sLAl-aqe-I7pxz38VKtOGiRXdHfPH4e- 
m3s4HDzlmqkBODevtoLg8oNaEXtZ3 c0MUuLMDwWHqrVmdip71pPsTXRJaJRXtqY1MJPT5XVsQRaDV5yI4C 6ClqfAwez0DI9D37FHst7YTySTR9XqW565IEgVrIp8h3wJQllqA~ 

Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-QpWgkQhw4- 
LnpqnLNZprEn ZdpnhhWwDemF5yi~MRiErfTn8G3tuI5B6JbGms~Mwer~DqpNJf4UYGqUYpuAuaqtT3i~ZBm7A~wtsceihlHw ] 

Front Rush [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-QGMYxecW54poWkvedGP32SvnL9z6GZWEMGG8vdqDZxhYrMtMxmC- 
A33Ez WSYGTQCp62WQ1SwHTym-YOQcA5 wR9Di8b3kPOGCMDvDxI623JYYMKmBD3Ou3LEkRRgeFDqDHvWcHnnjw ] 

Coaches Flock to Online Prospect Database for Last Minute Recruiting Class Needs 

NCSAAthleticRecruiting[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
RgqtmnPTJV9mbA2CqS Szl CqVsakhn a0GvsFCrN0zvZoyh8D3Zuhmbye-zb3 JrFeRWXvxowtXusFkOKA2UV5Ce4c4 Cvr6uWQ4eXI9nPLe-- 

xQpjqrD9sn5ibaZOANdvCYSbtKVn44V eNPK2rfU7fGdJYzQs lI ]Here 
we are at the beginning of May, and time is growing short for realy good, interested 
prospects. 

"This is the time of the year when you hold your breath, because there are always 
a few great recruits that seem to end up dropping offf, explained one Division II 
soccer coach. "I’ve learned over the years to always be supplementing my recruiting 
database with more names and more information about good, solid prospects." 

His solution? NCSA Athletic Recruiting [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
RgqtmnPTJV9mbA2CqS Szl CqVsaklm a0GvsFCrN0zvZoyh8D3Zuhmbye-zb3 JrFeRWXvxowtXusFkOKA2UV5Ce4c4 Cvr6uWQ4eXI9nPLe-- 
xQpjqrD9sn5ibaZOANdvCYSbtKVn44V eNPK2rfU7fGdJYzQs lI ]. 

Yes, it’s free for college coaches. But unlike most old-style "recruiting services", 
NCSA Athletic Recruiting allows coaches to view prospects’ verified transcripts, 
watch extended highlight videos in HD quality, and more. 

It’s the easiest, most effective way to recruit nationallly for college coaches...at 
the beginning of the recruiting season, or now (when you’re holding your breath 
wondering if you’re going to get everyone you’re hoping to get). 

Ready to register for free and join thousands of other college coaches who rely 
on this recruiting resource?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tn0sp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
RgqtmnPTJV9mbA2CqS Szl CqVsaklm a0GvsFCrN0zvZoyh8D3Zuhmbye-zb3 JrFeRWXvxowtXusFkOKA2UV5Ce4c4 Cvr6uWQ4eXI9nPLe-- 
xQpjqrD9sn5ibaZOANdvCYSbtKVn44V eNPK2rfU7fGdJYzQs fl ] 

Find us on Facebook [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-TG5j5WmGAdrnmnoEjslPvk 6z3m5D6uMhJ2Ik-IihZg9tm- 
aYszpkYW55GMrUJbLqgi6AM8d7dTTYj ep9cM9dUwsIrLwc9qkZXb60JxWQJZvm6sLAl-aqe-I7pxz38VKtOGiRXdHfPH4e- 
m3s4HDzlmqkBODevtoLg8oNaEXtZ3 c0MUuLMDwWHqrVmdip71pPsTXRJaJRXtqY1MJPT5XVsQRaDV5yI4C 6ClqfAwez0DI9D37FHst7YTySTR9XqW565IEgVrIp8h3wJQllqA~ 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-QpWgkQhw4- 
LnpqnLNZprEn ZdpnhhWwDemF5yiLMRiErfTn8G3tnI5B6JbGms~MwerLDqpNJf4UYGqUYpuAuaqtT3i~ZBm7A~wtsceihlHw ] 

Dartfish[http://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
TkJo5TiC1ERU8EhGD0kX2FeURa K3RJ1 mfQORIKtmsCcHahE4nH5TEG9Nr4yKH2 sePOAkld0Llm19pwalkwtlczLvc26CevELkPpSEVTXSN4H7Y1Yjq] 
The #1 Coaching Tool in the World 
CLICK HERE [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
T1EXW8ACqBOtG3bBor N iIBJRlhPsPIVgsoLMEiCeFZ8gBtlnHSsVfE76jmIn9gPKUtxuDIC38IV8hSrJXxazvE7IO8XJJ7 N0fEoB2ecg ] 
TO GET ~ EDGE 

Workbooks [hltp://r20.rs6.net/tndsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
RYV 13mjwo6eshQG3MGahGkBB G4QHu79oedtUbyaiWhlsjE CH5nqF1WtTKtQfMb 8b $36j s9AVasVKth-9dR-qOOj TKAPOXU50yE AKD2DShUiw ] 

Why Are College Coaches Suddenly Focusing on Fan Relations and Attendance? 

New Oklahoma men’s basketball coach Lon Kruger has been busy recruiting. 



Players and students. 

Kruger has signed three players. But in his first month on the job, Kruger also 
has made it a priority to improve attendance, which declined during Jeff Capel’s 
final two seasons. 

"We’ve heard over and over since we’ve been here the student interest hasn’t been 
what we need it to be," Kruger said. "So we set out with that being our No. 1 priority. 
Our No. 1 target is to get students in the building." 
Why are Division I college coaches suddenly focusing on increasing attendance and 
marketing their program to fans?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=bwheqnbab&et=1105381064563&s=56114&e=001TF7T9LopK-QhG8QDXkN5TA- 
t7QhtXe4x69UwyQaWM996Bpt%Def5Ieb 1P1 a3QayvUk3Cw0Ar0B6cjwzvSrUDVspdhrlL0a9kjRzCLh4IkS7z6w2fC llecxMt 1HEMNNusDnmo YMFLOzjwjyV 8 JYCVWNsMXQct4x’ 
-n7xXTyB Qql6ZPpuD4eBv0bvI~j ] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-TG5j5WmGAdmmnoEjslPvk 6z3m5D6uMhJ2Ik-IihZg9tm- 
aYszpkYW55GMrUJbLqgi6AM8d7dTTYj ep9cM9dUwsIrLwc9qkZXb60JxWQJZvm6sLAl-aqe-I7pxz38VKtOGiRXdHIPH4e- 
m3s4HDzlmqkBODevtoLg8oNaEXtZ3 c0MUuLMDwWHqrVmdip71pPsTXRJaJRXtqY1MJPT5XVsQRaDV5yI4C 6ClqfAwez0DI9D37FHst7YTySTR9XqW565IEgVrIp8h3wJQllqA~ 
Follow us on Twitter [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr bwheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK-QpWgkQhw4- 
LnpqnLNZprEn Zdpnhh~wDemF5yiLMRiErfTn8G3tnI5B6JbGms~MwerLDqpNJf4UYGqUYpuAuaqtT3i~ZBm7A~wtsceih~Hw ] 

Looking for more recruits? Visit www.ncsasports.org/college-coaches or call 866-495-7727 
to access more than 100,000 of the nation’s top prospects for free. [http://r20.rs6.net/tudsp?llr~wheqnbab&et 1105381064563&s 56114&e 001TF7T9LopK- 
RgqtmnPTJV9mbA2CqS Szl CqVsaklm a0GvsFCrN0zvZoyh8D3Zuhmbye-zb3 JrFeRWXvxowtXusFkOKA2UV5Ce4c4 Cvr6uWQ4eXI9nPLe-- 
xQpjqrD9sn5ibaZOANdvCYSbtKVn44V eNPK2rfU7fGdJYzQs lI ] 

Sign-up for the Newsletter! 

CLICK HERE 

Forward this email to other coaches! 
http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?llr=bwheqnbab&m=l 101038493377&ea=blanton@uncaa.unc.edu&a= 1105381064563 

This email was sent to blanton@uncaa.unc.edu by dan@dantudor.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 9:55 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: SUMMER SCHOOL 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 10:50 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Transfer of student registration fees 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 11:29 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [ackland-e-news] This Week at the Ackland 

FlLE.msg 



[ ~This Week at the Ackland 1 

Wednesday, May 4 

12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Add a little culture to your noon hour: bring a lunch and learn 

more about the art currently on view at the Ackland. 

This Month: 

"Joseph Beuys: Form, Power, 
Energy" 

An illustrated talk by Gabriel Trop, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures, UNC- 

Chapel Hill 

in conjunction with the Ackland’s current exhibition 

DE=NATURED: German Art from Jose to Martin 

Joseph Beuys uses the materials and forms of art to reveal how 

power is produced in social spaces and how art itself generates, 

impedes, and reorganizes energetic flows. Artistic forms are 

saturated with and surrounded by various metabolic processes: 

the exchange of commodities, the organization of public space, 

the circulation of blood, and the energy mobilized in political 

movements, for example. Gabriel Trop will put Beuys’ work in 

dialogue with that of Sigmar Polke in an attempt to examine the 

intersection of aesthetic form, political power, and bio-physical 

energy. 

No reservations required. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non- 

members 

For more information, call Allison Portnow, Events and 

Programs Coordinator, at 919.843.3687. 

l X Tea at Two ] 

Wednesday, May 11 

IN THE GALLERIES" 

New Currents in Contemporary Art: 
MFA 2011 Through THIS SUNDAY, 

May 8 

DE-NATURED: German Art from 

Joseph Beuys to Martin Kippenberqer 

Romantic Dreams I Rude Awakeninqs: 

Northern European Prints and 

Drawinqs 1840-1940 

Art and Cultural Exchanqe 

alonq the Silk Road 

Makinq Sense in Eiqhteenth-Century 

Prints 

Art and the Natural World in Early 

Modern Europe 

Art and Reliqious Life in Early Modern 

Europe 

There is always somethincj new to 
see at the Ackland! 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

May 11 

Tea at Two 

with Timothy Riqqs 

2:00- 3:30 PM 

RSVP Now! 

May 12 

Out of the Studio: 

Artist Carole Baker 

6:00 PM 

May 14 

Art-Ventures for Kids 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

May 14 

Drawinq for Kids 



2:00 PM 

The Ackland invites you to enjoy tea, refreshments, and 

conversation with Timothy Riggs, the Ackland’s curator of 

collections, for an illustrated talk related to the current exhibition 

Romantic Dreams J Rude Awakeninqs: Northern Euro#ean 

Prints and Draw,~n            . 

Riggs will be discussing primitivism in German art of this period, 

from Moritz von Schwind to Hermann Max Pechstein. 

Free to Ackland members I $10 non-members. 

Space is limited. RSVP: aportnow@email.unc.edu or 

919.843.3687. 

[ X MFA2011 I 

Don’t miss New Currents in 
Contemporary Art: MFA 2011 

Open through Sunday, May 8th! 

The innovative works of photography, video, sculpture, and mixed 

media on view represent the culmination of two years of graduate 

study by featured artists Travis Donovan, Carolyn Janssen, Lydia 

Anne McCarthy, Jessye McDowell, John Hollin Kelse Norwood, 

Raymond Padr6n, and Tracy Spencer-Stonestreet. 

Let’s Have a Bite! A Banquet 
of Beastly Rhymes 

A reading by children’s author Bob Forbes 

Saturday, May 7, 2011 

3:00 PM 

Wilson Special Collections Library, Pleasants Family 

Assembly Room 

Free and open to the public 

All ages are invited to "a banquet of beastly rhymes" with author 

Bob Forbes, as he reads from his newest collection of poetry for 

children, in the Wilson Special Collections Library. Let’s Have a 

Bite! A Banquet of Beastly Rhymes (Overlook Press) features 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

May 14 

Drawing in the Galleries 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

May 15 

Music in the Galleries 

2:00 PM 

Please visit our calendar 

for a full listing of special programming and 

events. 



thirty-three "delectable rhymes about animals naughty and nice" 

and characters such as a photogenic buffalo, a color-changing 

emu, and a well-dressed narwhal. 

The reading will take place as part of an open house in Wilson 

Library from 1:00 to 5:00 PM, during which visitors will be able to 

see treasures from the special collections, view an exhibition of 

38 original Searle illustrations for Forbes’s book Beastly Feasts! 

A Mischievous Menagerie in Rhyme, and enjoy refreshments. 

Forbes (UNC class of 1971) is the president of the magazine 

ForbesLife, the luxury lifestyle and culture publication of Forbes 

magazine. 

Books will be available for sale and signing by Forbes, courtesy 

of the Bull’s Head Bookshop. 

The event is sponsored by the Friends of the Library. 

The Ronald Searle illustrations will be on display in the 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room through July 31,2011, and 

available for public viewing as meeting schedules allow. 

For more information on the Ackland visit www.acklan&org. 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art Museum members and friends like 
you! 

Support the Museum 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum. Call 919.843.3676 or visit www~ackland~or~ for more information on the 
benefits of membership and how your membership dollars support our mission. 

Comments on Ackland e-news? 

Send an email to the editor. 

Thank you for subscribing to Ackland e-news! 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blank email to leaveo29108719=6841016.249aal 67959ea4206ad98789df692e6e~listserv.unc.edu. 

Illustrations 

Joseph Beuys, German, 1921 - 1986: Felt Postcard, 1985; printed felt. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Hermann Max Pechstein, German, 1881-1955: Portrait of a Young Black Woman- Nelly, ca. 1910; watercolor over graphite. 

Ackland Fund. 

Lydia Anne McCarthy, Untitled, 2010; digital chromogenic print. 

Ronald Searle, cover illustration for Let’s Have a Bite! A Banquet of Beastly Rhymes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 1:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: [n4a] Chronicle Letter to the Editor and response 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 2:52 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 2:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 

TEXT.htm;NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.3.11.xlsx 

Here is today’s ..... 



Here is today’s ..... 



Here is today’s ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 3:10 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: any word 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 3:24 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer 1 tutor? 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 4:29 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Extra Hours 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 6:13 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Garnet Insider 5-3-11 Fan Fest Tour Set to Kick Off 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Athletics" <ATHLETICTICKETS@SC.EDU> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 6:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Garnet Insider 5-3-11 Fan Fest Tour Set to Kick Off 

TEXT.htm 

Gamecock Fan Fest Tour Set to Kick Off 
We’re just one week away from the first of six stops on the Gamecock Fan Fest Tour presented by the 
Gamecock Club! Each event will last from 5:30 - 8 p.m. and will have kids’ activities, Cocky and the 
cheerleaders, photo opportunities with football and baseball trophies, and live music from Tokyo 
Joe. Several coaches including Coach Spurrier are scheduled to attend each event and current 
student-athletes from the local area will speak to the crowd and answer a few questions. Click here 
for more information 

Fan Fest Dates and Locations: 
Wednesday, May 11: Charlotte Knights Stadium 
Monday, May 16: Charleston RiverDogs Stadium (The Joe) 
Tuesday, May 17: USC Aiken Convocation Center 
Wednesday, May 18: Fluor Field (Greenville Drive stadium) 
Tuesday, May 24: USC Sumter Nettles Building 
Wednesday, May 25: Darlington Raceway 

Each location will also feature the popular cornhole tournament from the first Fan Fest at 
Williams-Brice. Team slots are still available! Those interested in participating should call 
Jordan Gardner at the Gamecock Club at 803-777- 4276 or email at gardnej5@mailbox.sc.edu 

Softball Prepares for Final Home Game of the Season 
Softball will play their final home game of the season this Wednesday vs. Winthrop at 7:00 PM. This 
is a make-up date for the March 30th game vs. USC Upstate canceled due to weather. It is also the 
only home event this week so come on out to Beckham Field and cheer on the Gamecocks in their final 
home game! 

Football Season Ticket Renewals Due May 13th 
Reminder to current season ticket holders that your season ticket renewal and parking applications 
are due by May 13th! Click here then log into your account to renew online or be sure to mail in 
your paper application. 

Not already a season ticket holder? Click here for information on how to become one! 

Go to GamecocksOnline.com for more information 

To unsubscribe from future mailings, email gamecocktickets@sc.edu 

South Carolina Athletics Ticket Office, 801 Lincoln Street, Columbia, SC 29208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 6:39 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Joseph P Luckey (jluckey)" <jluckey@memphis.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 6:36 PM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ 
[n4a] NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

TEXT.htm 

To view an online version of this email, click 
here<http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/17164313/620837894/54404741/0/? 
b44ed 14b=Zj IwNWEyZj JkOWY3Nzc0NWE2ZTdhYTJiN2Zj MDk4ZWQ%3 d&x= 16838891 >. 

MEMORANDUM 

May 3,2011 

TO: Chancellors/Presidents 
Directors of Athletics 
Senior Woman Administrators 
Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Senior Compliance Administrators 
Conference Commissioners 
Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators. 

FROM: Erik Christianson 
Director of Public and Media Relations. 

Jennifer Strawley 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement. 

The NCAA national office will make the following public releases regarding the NCAA Division I Academic 
Performance Program (APP): 

1. Tuesday, May 17. Release recognizing the top academically performing teams - those teams with NCAA 
Division I Academic Progress Rate(s) (APR) in the top 10 percent within their sport. This year’s release will 
include a searchable database that will allow member institutions, media and public to conduct searches by 
various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). 

2. Tuesday, May 24. Release the public version of the APR and penalty reports and aggregate data for all 
NCAA Division I institutions at 2 p.m. Eastern time. The NCAA will distribute and post online a press release 
with links to the APR data and penalty reports and will host a national telephonic press conference at 2 p.m. 
Eastern that day. In addition, this year’s release will include the Head Coaches APR Portfolio. 

As in past years, copies of the public APR data and penalty reports, along with aggregate data, will be available 
to institutions and conferences at least 48 hours prior to the public announcement. In the interim, institutions 
and conference offices will continue to have access to its institutional APR data and penalty reports through the 
password-protected APP data collection program and through Legislative Services Database for the Internet. 

As you prepare for the national announcement of APR and APP penalties, the NCAA public and media 



relations staff is available to respond to your institutional questions and to provide support for questions you 
may receive from the media. Please contact or direct such inquiries to: 

Erik Christianson 
Public and Media Relations 
317/917-6115 
echristianson@ncaa.org<mailto:echristianson@ncaa.org> 

In addition, please do not hesitate to contact the following staff member if you have any questions regarding the 
APP data or penalty reports and the Head Coaches APR Portfolio: 

Binh Nguyen 
Academic and Membership Affairs 
317/917-6613 
bnguyen@ncaa.org<mailto:bnguyen@ncaa.org> 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in supporting and implementing the 
NCAA’s academic reform efforts. 

Click here<http://content.ncaa.org/htmlEditor/redirectMessageID.asp?FileID=90f3d566- ld73-4231-8c27- 
dcf4 l f9f52db&memberid=620837894> to forward this mailing with your personal message. 

This email was sent to: hclary@ncaa.org 
This email was sent by: NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click here<http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/17164313/620837894/50172148/0/? 
3 e076d 18=aGNsYXJ5 QG5j YWEub 3 Jn& c73 c8 e04=bmNhYS 1 hbWE%3 d&x=9a93 fea8> to leave thi s mailing 
list. 

Click here<http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/17164313/620837894/54225195/0/> to view our privacy policy. 

[http ://content.ncaa.org/SHARED/emailfooterlogo.j pg] 
<http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/17164313/620837894/54290914/0/> 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3,2011 8:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Mixed Martial Arts business jobs start here 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 3, 2011 11:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 12:17 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: times 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 8:27 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Baseball Summer School Discrepancies 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 9:32 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Summer Class registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 9:45 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer Class registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 9:50 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Is you know who, the keeper of the grades? 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 9:50 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Is you know who, the keeper of the grades? 

TEXT.htm 

Is you know who, the keeper of the grades? 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



is you know who, the keeper of the grades? 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welbom@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 9:57 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer Class registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:04 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: No Cell Phone Today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:08 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Housing Information Part 2 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:54 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: book charges 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:34 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer School Enrollment 

FlLE.msg 



Coaches and Academic Counselors, 

PLEASE make sure your student-athletes know that they MUST be in the correct number of 1st session summer school 

hours by May 9, 2011. 

if a student-athlete waits until after this date to drop a course (even if they do so on 5/10, the first day of class), he/she 

will be responsible for 25% of tuition/fee charges! As a Department, we will NOT cover this percentaqe if a student- 

athlete simply waits too Ionq to drop a course! With our scholarship funding in the position it currently is, we have to 

put some responsibility on our student-athletes to get their schedules set in advance of the deadline. 

We will soon be cross-checking student-athlete enrollment information with the information you each provided us for 

scholarship purposes. While we hope this will catch any outstanding discrepancies, it is ultimately the student-athletes’ 

responsibility to make sure to keep each of you up-to-speed with their plans. 

I suggest that each of you look over your summer scholarship information and verify, once more, with your student- 

athletes that they are in the right number of courses, if changes need to be made, please pass them on to me ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~caa.u~xc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Amy Cole" <amy.cole@researchandmarkets.org> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Plunkett’s Sports Industry Almanac 2011: Sports Industry Market Research, Statistics, 
Trends & Leading Companies 

Plunkett’s Sports Industry Almanac covers the entire sports industry, providing competitive intelligence, market 
research and business analysis. In addition to maj or sporting leagues and teams, related sectors include sporting 
goods manufacturing, sports apparel, sporting events broadcasting and retailing. Sports and professional athletes 
attract companies interested in endorsements, advertising, merchandising and marketing opportunities. Our 
coverage includes sports business trends analysis and sports industry statistics. 

Topics include maj or leagues and their revenues, sports equipment and technologies, sports broadcasting, pay 
per view, Internet broadcasting, new stadiums, sports league expansion into China, and sports related 
advertising We also include a sports business glossary and a listing of sports industry contacts, such as industry 
associations. Next, we profile over of the world’s top 350 teams, leagues, sporting goods retailers, sporting 
equipment manufacturers, and sports sector companies. Profiles include business descriptions and up to 27 
executives by name and title. 

You’ll find industry analysis, an overview and market research report of sports, sporting goods, sports 
marketing, stadiums, teams, and leagues business in one value-priced package. 

For more information please click on: 
http ://www.researchandmarkets.c~m/pr~duct/ca6825/p~unketts-sp~rts~industry-a~manac~2~ 1 l_spor 

Title Index: 

Table of Contents 

- A Short Sports Industry Glossary 
- Introduction 
- How To Use This Book 

Chapter 1 : Maj or Trends in the Sports Industry 
1) Introduction to the Sports Industry 
2) NFL: The Biggest Money in U.S. Sports 
3) Revenue Sharing Boosts Maj or League Baseball 
4) NBA Team Values FalliNBA China Progresses 
5) NHL Ticket Sales Slow 
6) NASCAR Revenues Face Challenges/Best Teams Require Massive Investment 
7) Lucrative Television Rights Bring in Big Bucks 
8) World Soccer Faces Trouble Due to Lack of ParityiMLS Holds Its Own 
9) NCAA Sports Are Big Business 
10) Golf Tournaments Face Sponsorship Challenge 
11) Fantasy Sports Post Growth, Creating $800 Million in Revenue Online 
12) Equipment Manufacturers Scramble to Offer the Latest High-Tech Advantages 
13) Lacrosse May Be the Fastest-Growing Team Sport in America 
14) Sports Agents Become Indispensable/Sports Marketing Booms in China 
15) New Platforms Revolutionize Electronic Games/Microsoft’s New Kinect (Natal) Raises the Standard 
16) Bowling Looms Large/The Least Expensive Sports and Recreation Activities Draw the Most Participants 
17) Aging Baby Boomers Will Cause Significant Changes in the Leisure Sector, Including Sports and Activity- 
Based Travel 



18) Athletic Footwear Draws Big Names from Athletes to Designers 
19) The Vast Majority of Shoes Sold in the U.S. Are Now Made in China 
20) Exercise Apparel Sales Fall Slightly 
21) Nanotechnology Has a Growing Role in Sports Equipment 
22) High-Tech, Nanotech and Smart Fabrics Proliferate 

Chapter 2: Sports Industry Statistics 
- Sports Industry Overview 
- Selected U.S. Sports Industry Revenues: 2001-2008 
- Sports Industry Expenses & Sources of Revenue, U.S.: 2005-2008 
- U.S. Spectator Sports, Performing Arts & Related Industries, Breakdown of Expenses: 2005-2008 
- Estimated Annual Sporting Goods Stores Retail Sales, Inventories & Purchases: 2000-2008 
- Exports of Sporting & Athletic Equipment, U.S.: 2004-Q1 2010 
- Imports of Sporting & Athletic Equipment, U.S.: 2004-Q1 2010 
- Overview of the Media Contracts of the Four Big Sports 
- Sports Industry Employment by Business Type, U.S.: 2005-2009 

Chapter 3: Important Sports Industry Contacts 
- Addresses, Telephone Numbers and Internet Sites 

Chapter 4: THE SPORTS 350: Who They Are and How They Were Chosen 
- Industry List, With Codes 
- Index of Rankings Within Industry Groups 

Alphabetical Index 
- Index of U. S. Headquarters Location by State 
- Index of Non-U. S. Headquarters Location by Country 
- Index by Regions of the U.S. Where the Firms Have Locations 
- Index by Firms with International Operations 
- Individual Profiles on each of THE SPORTS 350 

Additional Indexes 
- Index of Hot Spots for Advancement for Women/Minorities 
- Index of Subsidiaries, Brand Names and Selected Affiliations 

Pricing: 

Electronic (Single User) : EUR 208 

Ordering - Three easy ways to place your order: 

1] Order online at 
http ://www.researchandmarkets.c~m/pr~duct/ca6825/p~unketts-sp~rts-industry-a~manac-2~ 1 l_spor 

2] Order by fax: Print an Order form from 
http://www.researchandmarkets.c~m/pr~duct/ca6825/p~unketts-sp~rts~industry-a~manac~2~~ l_spor and Fax to 
+353 1 4100 980 

3] Order by mail: Print an Order form from 
http://www.researchandmarkets.c~m/pr~duct/ca6825/p~unketts-sp~rts~industry-a~manac~2~~ l_spor and post 
to Research and Markets Ltd. Guinness Center, Taylors Lane, Dublin 8. Ireland 



Thank you for your consideration. 

Best Regards, 

Amy Cole 
Senior Manager 
Research and Markets Ltd 
amy. cole@researchandmarkets, com 

Subscribe: Click on http://www.researchandmarkets.com/register.asp You can subscribe free for regular details 
on new research in your sector. 

Please note you are currently subscribed as blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you no longer wish to receive our market research updates, please reply to this message with Suppression 
Request as the subject line, or use the link below 

http ://www.researchandmarkets.com/u. asp?f=u&e=blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:45 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: UNC needs your help 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Anderson <Susan_Anderson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC needs your help 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning UNC Printing Services Customer, 
UNC Printing Services wants to hear how well we are serving you. Our goal is to consistently meet all of your 
expectations, and that’s why it is extremely important to hear your opinion. The survey will take just a few 
minutes, but your feedback will be invaluable to serving you better in the future. This is an opportunity to 
contribute to UNC Printing Services’ "report card," as well as offer suggestions for improvement. 
On behalf of UNC Printing Services, we thank you for your feedback, and I promise to share with you what we 
learn after completing the study. I look forward to reading your feedback. If you have any questions or concerns 
about the survey, please email me at Susan_Anderson@unc.edu. 
Thank you again for all your help. Here is the survey: UNC Printing Services Customer Feedback Survey 
Sincerely, 
Susan Anderson 
Director, UNC Printing 
CB#1110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
P: 919-962-2400 
F: 919-358-4206 
In the event you are unable to click on the link above, please copy and paste the following url into your browser 
to access the survey: http://www.sa-surveys.com/survey/364807/2173 ace6/ 



Good morning UNC Printing Services Customer, 

UNC Printing Services wants to hear how well we are serving you. Our goal is to consistently meet all 
of your expectations, and that’s why it is extremely important to hear your opinion. The survey will 
take just a few minutes, but your feedback will be invaluable to serving you better in the future. This is 
an opportunity to contribute to UNC Printing Services’ "report card," as well as offer suggestions for 
improvement. 

On behalf of UNC Printing Services, we thank you for your feedback, and I promise to share with you 
what we learn after completing the study. I look forward to reading your feedback. If you have any 
questions or concerns about the survey, please email me at Susan Anderson@unc.edu. 

Thank you again for all your help. Here is the survey: UNC Pdntinq Services Customer Feedback 
Surve}L 

Sincerely, 

Susan Anderson 
Director, UNC Printing 
CB#1110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
P: 919-962-2400 
F: 919-358-4206 

In the event you are unable to click on the link above, please copy and paste the following url into your browser to access 
the survey: ~:i/www,saosurveys.com/surve~ti364807/2173ace6/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:51 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Hello 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 12:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Welcome to Oracle’s User Productivity Update 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Oracle UPK" <reply@oracle-mail.corn> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 12:0! PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welcome to Oracle’s User Productivity Update 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 12:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Human phys tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:30 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:30 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.4.11.xlsx 

Here you go ..... 



Here you go ..... 



Here you go ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:49 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: 2012 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship Tickets 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCAA Division I Men’sBasketball" <dimbkbtickets@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2012 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

CLICK BELOW to read this message in your browser: 
http://tracking.ncaa.org/t/17193934/724831572/54405365/0/? 
b44ed 14b=OWN1MmY2NWQ3 YmM5ZTQOM2F1MmZj YTUzMj E3ZWZ1ZDU%3 d&x=93967665 
If clicking doesn’t work, copy the line above and paste it into your browser window. 

To remove your name from this list, send a blank email to 

leave- 17193934-724831572. a4d995191 abd662ada33 afl a862b4370@1i sts.n-email2, net 
or click the link below 
http ://tracking. ncaa. org/t/17193934/724831572/50172148/0/? 
3e076d 18=YmxhbnRvbkB lbmNhYS5 lbmMuZWR1 &c73 c8e04=bmNhYS 1 tZW5zLWJhc2tldGJhbGw% 
3d&x=cccbafb4 

This email was sent to: blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
This email was sent by: NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:57 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Schedule for Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:08 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Finals Schedule for Monday 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:10 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Human phys tonight 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Updated Athletics List (5.4.11) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:25 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: No Cell Phone Today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:52 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:54 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:54 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Our office has several extra ink cartridges that work with HP photo printers. 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:54 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Our office has several extra ink cartridges that work with HP photo printers. 

TEXT.htm 

Our office has several extra ink cartridges that work with HP photo printers. 

They include HP ink cartridges #97, #99 and #100. 

If you can use these, please let Steve Kirschner (2-7258 or stevekirschner@unc.edu) know. 



Our office has several extra ink cartridges that work with HP photo printers. 

They include HI’ ink cartridges #97, #99 and #100. 

If you can use these, please let Steve Kirschner (2-7258 or stevekirschner@unc.edu) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 3:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: No Cell Phone Today 

FlLE.msg 



Hey Brent! I was wondering when I will be able to get the textbook forms for summer school? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 4, 2011, at 9:29 AM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 

Sorry to bother you for such a silly reason but I left my cell at home. Should you need me today, call me in the 
office or email. 

Thanks, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

?://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 

<image001jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 3:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: tutoring in the summer sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 4:39 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: ECON380 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 4:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: tutoring in the summer sessions 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 4:46 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 5:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: No Cell Phone Today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 5:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: No Cell Phone Today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 5:12 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: STOR Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 8:45 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: summer school 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 2:45 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, May 5,2011 6:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 4:36 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, May 5,2011 3:21 PM 

Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 5:52 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 5:52 AM 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 
Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <- 
Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

TEXT.htm; FW_ NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement.msg 

Steve - 

Just a heads up for you and your staff. As you are aware, Susan Maloy is our contact for this information. 

Thank you! 

Larry 



Steve ~ 

Just a heads up for you and your staff. As you are aware, Susan Maloy is our contact for this information. 

Thank you! 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 4:44 PM 

Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Carpenter(acarpenter@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato 
(adominato@fsu.edu); Anne Marie Rossi (adr08d@fsu.edu); Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bret Cowley(bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); BertLocklin 
(blocklin@vt. edu); Brandi Kerrigan(brandi.kerrigan@bc. edu); Carly Pariseau 
(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle(carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Brad Woody 
(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Craig Anderson(ceander4@gw.ncsu.edu); Cody Gambler 
(cgambler@umd.edu); Cindy Hartmann(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Christopher B. 
Kennedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cathy Jones(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); NC State 
Intern (cointem@gw.ncsu.edu); Courmey Vinson(cvinson@clemson.edu); Dan Raben 
(d.rabenl@miami.edu); DeborahFoley (dfoley@miami.edu); Dan Trump 
(dtrump@umd.edu); Kirsten Elleby(ellebykc@wfu.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); 
Heather Robertson(herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago(j asantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jody 
Smith (jlsmith@fsu.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@umd.edu); Julie Heyde 
(j ulie_heyde@ncsu.edu); Jim Booz(jwb8q@virginia.edu); Karen Kelly 
(k.kelly2@miami. edu); Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc. edu>; Bridget McSorley 
(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Mary Giardina (mgiardina@duaa.duke.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Natalie Lutz 
<nlutz@uncaa.unc. edu>; Paul Parker (pparker@at.gtaa.gatech. edu); JordanRedavid 
(redavid@miami.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); 
Robin Pate (robin~oate@ncsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Hemandez(themandez@miami.edu); Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc. edu>; Trever Wright(tkw09@fsu. edu); Todd Mesibov 
(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); 
Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Steve Flippen (wsf3h@virginia.edu) 

FW: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime. 822_1 

FYI - 

The attached memo contains information from the national office related to upcoming NCAA Division I Academic 
Progress Rate Public Announcement. 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Govemance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 27306bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/78e6a5436cafld0f86a8234b6c2091da 
File Name: May 2011 Memo.docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 02 Aug 2011 16:46:13 -0400 
Size: 27306bytes 
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The attached memo contains information from the national office related to upcoming NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 7:34 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5, 2011 8:15 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: [n4a] 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 8:50 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: State Health Plan Annual Enrollment Details 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 8:50 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: State Health Plan Annual Enrollment Details 

TEXT.htm 

This memo from the Office of Human Resources was issued last night, and 
it contains important information about the open enrollment process that 
everyone has been anxiously awaiting. Read carefully and please share this 
with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Joyce 

>>> <benefits@unc.edu> 5/4/2011 8:18 PM >>> 
TO: All Permanent Employees 

FROM:AshleyNicklis, IntefimSeniorDirector, Benefits Services 
Office ofHumanResources 

Annual enrollment for the State Health Plan begins May 9 and continues 
through June 8. The following email includes important coverage details 
and information that all State Health Plan members need to know. The 
annual enrollment materials have been mailed and should be arriving at 
your home address by week’s end, but you can download an advance copy at 
http ://shpnc.org/hbr-enrollment-matls/ae-kit-2011 .pdf. 

The University’s enrollment website will open May 9. While enrollment 
continues through June 8, employees are encouraged to make their changes 
prior to May 24; otherwise, retroactive payroll deductions may be 
incurred as a result of any changes between May 24 and June 8. 

ALL members with the State Health Plan as their primary health coverage 
will be moved to the 70/30 Basic plan, effective July 1. If members 
choose to remain on the Basic plan, no action is required unless members 
need to add or remove dependents. Access the University’s enrollment 
website from the OHR website at 
http ://hr.unc. edu/benefits/benefits-enrollment/CCM3_027450. 

Here are important points about this year’s enrollment: 
-- Enrollments must be completed online; no paper forms will be accepted 
-- You cannot enroll until May 9 
-- You may enroll adult dependents, up to age 26, who are not eligible 
for their own employer-sponsored health coverage; regardless of student 
status, marital status or residential status 
-- Employees must complete the questions concerning tobacco products and 
body mass index (BMI) to be eligible to re-enroll in the PPO Standard 
plan 
-- Effective July 1, there will no longer be any pre-existing condition 
waiting periods for subscribers and/or dependents under the age of 19 
enrolling in the State Health Plan for the 2011-2012 benefit year 
-- On July 1, the State Health Plan will begin covering hearing aids and 
fittings for members 22 years of age and younger. A member can receive 



one hearing aid per hearing-impaired ear up to $2,500 once every three 
years. This benefit is subj ect to your deductible and coinsurance 

The tobacco cessation component of the Comprehensive Wellness Initiative 
went into effect July 1, 2010, and the weight management component will 
go into effect July 1,2011. The State Health Plan requires that all 
members start in the 70/30 Basic plan and must qualify for the 80/20 
Standard plan. If members wish to enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan, 
they must complete an Attestation Form declaring that they and, if 
applicable, their covered dependents: 
-- do not use tobacco and have a Body Mass Index (BMI) less than 40 
-- qualify for exemption due to participation in a tobacco cessation 
program and/or weight management program 
-- have a medical condition that prevents the member from obtaining a 
healthy weight 

Please note this does not apply to Medicare primary subscribers and 
their dependents. 

A BMI calculator is available at the OHR website link above; you can use 
this to calculate your BMI prior to beginning the enrollment process. 

The Attestation Form is a legally binding document that all employees 
must complete to enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan. 

If a member does not take action during annual enrollment, they will 
remain in the 70/30 Basic plan for the 2011/2012 benefit year. 

Members claiming an exemption due to participation in a tobacco 
cessation program or weight management program, or due to a medical 
condition that prevents the member from obtaining a healthy weight must 
complete a physician certification form. The completed form must include 
a physician, nurse practitioner or physician assistant’s dated signature 
or be obtained through QuitlineNC. 

Members should keep the original, completed certification form for their 
records, as the Plan may request it at any time. The start date of the 
program on the physician certification form must be on or before July 1, 
2011. 

ENROLLMENT 
Like last year, all enrollments will be completed online. This year, 
however, you will use your Onyen and password to sign on to the 
enrollment website. This is different from the login instructions 
provided in the enrollment booklet. 

To obtain an Onyen, go to the following link: 
https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc_id/services. Call 962-HELP if you have 
login problems. For technical support once logged into the system, call 
866-822-8688. 

RETIREES (June 1 and July 1) 
Pre-Medicare employees scheduled to retire either June 1 or July 1 will 
need to take the following action: 



-- June 1 retiree -complete the Attestation process through the 
Retirement System’s ORBIT site, or download the form and mail it to 
Retirement System. 
-- July 1 retiree -follow the instructions given above to June 1 
retirees, as well as log into http://unc.hrintouch.com using your Onyen 
and password and complete your elections for July 1 
Additional retiree instructions can be found at the OHR website link 
above. 

COMPREHENSIVE WELLNESS INITIATIVE SUPPORTS 
NC HealthSmart, a State Health Plan initiative, offers a variety of 
resources to address concerns about tobacco use and weight management. 

QuitlineNC offers tobacco cessation coaching and free over-the-counter 
generic nicotine replacement therapy patches to members, subj ect to 
specific limitations. 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669). QuitlineNC is 
available 8 a.m. to 3 a.m., seven days a week, in English and Spanish. 
In addition, a completed Physician Certification Form can be obtained 
from QuitlineNC free of charge. 

Prescription medications for tobacco cessation, including patches, are 
covered. One-on-one counseling for tobacco use is also covered. 

For weight management concerns, the Plan covers four visits per year for 
an in-network dietitian for primary care copay. Members with diabetes 
receive six free visits per year. In addition, FDA-approved weight 
management medications and certain medical procedures, including 
bariatric surgery, are covered. Restrictions do apply. 

QUESTIONS 
For detailed information on annual enrollment, the Comprehensive 
Wellness Initiative and additional resources and supports available to 
members, please visit the Benefits website at 
http ://hr.unc. edu/benefits/benefit-plans/health-insurance/index.htm or 
call Benefit Services at 962-3071. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



This memo from the Office of Human Resources was issued last night, and 

it contains important information about the open enrollment process that 

everyone has been anxiously awaiting. Read carefully and please share this 

with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Joyce 

>>> <benefits@unc.edu> 5/4/2011 8:18 PM >>> 
TO: All Permanent Employees 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, interim Senior Director, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Annual enrollment for the State Health Plan begins May 9 and continues 

through June 8. The following email includes important coverage details 
and information that all State Health Plan members need to know. The 

annual enrollment materials have been mailed and should be arriving at 

your home address by week’s end, but you can download an advance copy at 

http://shpnc.org/hbr-enroll ment-matls/ae-kit-2011.pdf. 

The University’s enrollment website will open May 9. While enrollment 

continues through June 8, employees are encouraged to make their changes 
prior to May 24; otherwise, retroactive payroll deductions may be 

incurred as a result of any changes between May 24 and June 8. 

ALL members with the State Health Plan as their primary health coverage 
will be moved to the 70/30 Basic plan, effective July 1. if members 

choose to remain on the Basic plan, no action is required unless members 

need to add or remove dependents. Access the University’s enrollment 
website from the OHR website at 

~://hrounc.ed u/benefits/ber~efits-enro!lment/CCM3_027450o 

-- Enrollments must be completed online; no paper forms will be accepted 

-- You cannot enroll until May 9 

-- You may enroll adult dependents, up to age 26, who are not eligible 

for their own employer-sponsored health coverage; regardless of student 

status, marital status or residential status 
-- Employees must complete the questions concerning tobacco products and 

body mass index (BMI) to be eligible to re-enroll in the PPO Standard 

plan 
-- Effective July 1, there will no longer be any pre-existing condition 

waiting periods for subscribers and/or dependents under the age of 19 

enrolling in the State Health Plan for the 2011-2012 benefit year 

-- On July 1, the State Health Plan will begin covering hearing aids and 
fittings for members 22 years of age and younger. A member can receive 

one hearing aid per hearing-impaired ear up to $2,500 once every three 

years. This benefit is subject to your deductible and coinsurance 

The tobacco cessation component of the (:omprehensive Wellness Initiative 

went into effect July 1, 2010, and the weight management component will 

go into effect July 1, 2011. The State Health Plan requires that all 
members start in the 70/30 Basic plan and must qualify for the 80/20 



Standard plan. if members wish to enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan, 

they must complete an Attestation Form declaring that they and, if 

applicable, their covered dependents: 

-- do not use tobacco and have a Body Mass Index (BMI) less than 40 
-- qualify for exemption due to participation in a tobacco cessation 

program and/or weight management program 

-- have a medical condition that prevents the member from obtaining a 
healthy weight 

Please note this does not apply to Medicare primary subscribers and 
their dependents. 

A BMI calculator is available at the OHR website link above; you can use 

this to calculate your BMI prior to beginning the enrollment process. 

The Attestation Form is a legally binding document that all employees 

must complete to enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan. 

If a member does not take action during annual enrollment, they will 
remain in the 70/30 Basic plan for the 2011/2012 benefit year. 

Members claiming an exemption due to participation in a tobacco 
cessation program or weight management program, or due to a medical 

condition that prevents the member from obtaining a healthy weight must 

complete a physician certification form. The completed form must include 

a physician, nurse practitioner or physician assistant’s dated signature 
or be obtained through QuitlineNC. 

Members should keep the original, completed certification form for their 

records, as the Plan may request it at anytime. The start date of the 
program on the physician certification form must be on or before July 1, 

2011. 

ENROLLMENT 
Like last year, all enrollments will be completed online. This year, 

however, you will use your Onyen and password to sign on to the 

enrollment website. This is different from the Iogin instructions 
provided in the enrollment booklet° 

To obtain an Onyen, go to the following link: 

en.unc.ed Call 962-HELP if you have 
Iogin problems. For technical support once logged into the system, call 

866-822-8688. 

RETIREES (June i and July 1) 
Pre-Medicare employees scheduled to retire either June 1 or July i will 

need to take the following action: 

-- June 1 retiree -complete the Attestation process through the 
Retirement System’s ORBIT site, or download the form and mail it to 

Retirement System. 

-- July 1 retiree -follow the instructions given above to June 1 

retirees, as well as log into ~:!/unc.hrintouch.com using your Onyen 
and password and complete your elections for July i 



Additional retiree instructions can be found at the OHR website link 

above. 

COMPREHENSIVE WELLNESS INITIATIVE SUPPORTS 
NC HealthSmart, a State Health Plan initiative, offers a variety of 

resources to address concerns about tobacco use and weight management. 

QuitlineNC offers tobacco cessation coaching and free over-the-counter 

generic nicotine replacement therapy patches to members, subject to 

specific limitations. 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669). QuitlineNC is 

available 8 a.m. to 3 a.m., seven days a week, in English and Spanish. 
In addition, a completed Physician Certification Form can be obtained 

from QuitlineNC free of charge. 

Prescription medications for tobacco cessation, including patches, are 
covered. One-on-one counseling for tobacco use is also covered. 

For weight management concerns, the Plan covers four visits per year for 

an in-network dietitian for primary care copay. Members with diabetes 
receive six free visits per year. In addition, FDA-approved weight 

management medications and certain medical procedures, including 

bariatric surgery, are covered. Restrictions do apply. 

qUESTIONS 
For detailed information on annual enrollment, the Comprehensive 

Wellness initiative and additional resources and supports available to 
members, please visit the Benefits website at 

~zi/’hrouncoed u/benefits/benefit-lplans/healt h insu rance/indexohtm or 

call Benefit Services at 962-3071. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 9:59 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Hello All: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 10:26 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer Class registration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 10:37 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: New Baby Tar Heel 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5, 2011 11:37 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: ECON380 Review 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 12:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Grade Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 12:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm;NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.5.11.xlsx 

Ran the report this morning at 11:00. 

Hope Golf was fun. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 12:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Survey Reminder for Academic Accommodations Study 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 12:40 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Nathan Yarbrough 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5, 2011 12:43 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: GEOL tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 1:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: [n4a] Remedial Help 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 2:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Women’s Tennis Summer School Discrepancies 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 3:06 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: change was made 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 3:57 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: econ 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 4:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Summer School Enrollment 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 4:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Book List 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 4:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Book List 

TEXT.htm 

Hope to get a version out tomorrow. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5, 2011 4:46 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: econ 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 9:27 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 5,2011 9:54 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Myrtle Beach hello 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 6:48 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: M+ Guardian Quarantine: 124-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 9:22 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 9:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

TEXT.htm; Your Reservation Confirmation.msg 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is your hotel reservation confirmation at the Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons for the ACC 
Workshop on June 21-22, 2011. I reserved the room with my credit card, but upon arrival, you will need to 
switch to your credit card for incidental expenses. The ACC will ultimately be covering the cost of your lodging 
for the workshop. Let me know if you have any questions. 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 11 : 13 AM 

Your Reservation Confirmation 

Mime.822 1 

Please find attached your Reservation Confirmation. 

Sheraton Greensboro 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, 
confidential and/or privileged. 
The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be 
aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you 
have received 
this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the 
"From:" field. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 45142bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/b3 c48b 191 cd704c6a785fl cd7810d921 
File Name: 312207.tif 
Expiry Date: Wed, 03 Aug 2011 11:12:56 -0400 
Size: 45142bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 11 13 AM 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

Your Reservation Confirmation 

Please find attached your Reservation Confirmation. 

Sheraton Greensboro 

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Company that may be proprietary, confidential and/or privileged. 
The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be 
aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received 
this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to the address listed in the "From:" field. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 45142bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.~mcaa.tmc.edt~ib3c48b191cdTO4c6a785flcd7810d921 
File Name: 312207.tif 
Expiry Date: Wed, 03 Aug 2011 11:12:56 -0400 
Size: 45142bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Jackson <sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 9:45 AM 

Tim Maples <tmaples@firstbancorp.com> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: E-W Football 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thanks - good info - I will relay it to Brent so he knows the day he will miss class. 

Scott Jackson 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-0308 Office 
919-962-3865 Fax 
sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Maples, Tim" <tmaples@firstbancorp.com> 5/6/2011 9:41 AM >>> 

FYI see below- East West Football Game info 

Timothy S. Maples 
Executive Vice President 
First Bank 
P.O. Box 508 
341 N. Main St. 
Troy, NC 27371 
Phone: 910-576-6171 
800-548-9377 
Fax: 910-576-0662 
Email: tmaples@firstbancorp.com 

This e-mail may be priviledged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and 
obligations. Any distribution, use or copying of the e-mail or the information it contains by other than an 
intended recipient is unathorized. If you receive this e-mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or 
otherwise) immediately. 

From: Phil Weaver [mailto:pweaver@nccoach.org] 
Sent: Thursday, May 05,2011 9:01 AM 
To: Maples, Tim 
Subject: E-W 

Tim, 

We are close to completing the rosters. At that time I’ll send each player a letter (first of 3) with some details. 
He will report midday on Thurs, 7/14. The game will be 7/20 at night and Sunday night will be a banquet. Hope 
that’s sufficient for now. 



Phil Weaver 

Co-Executive Director 
North Carolina Coaches Association 
1101 Westover Terrace 
Greensboro, NC 27408 
pweaver@nccoach, org 
Phone: 336-379-9095 
Fax: 336-379-0874 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 9:54 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2011 9:53 AM 

To: Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subj ect: Grade Report 

Attach: TEXT.htm;NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.6.11.xlsx 

Here it is .... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 9:59 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Paperwork and Evaluations 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 10:04 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Cell Phone... Again 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 10:08 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Tutoring Next Week 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 10:11 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Summer 1 Econ tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 10:37 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Cell Phone... Again 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 11:09 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer Athletics Book List (5.6.11) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 11:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Athletics Book List (5.6.11) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (2011).xls 

All, 

See attached. Note that student-athletes are listed alphabetically by session. 

Student-athletes highlighted in yellow should NOT be approved for books without checking with me/Tom firs!! 

We will send updates as necessary. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 11:12 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: change was made 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 11:44 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: tims 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 12:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: The only sustainable hand drying solution for education 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dyson <airbladeinfo@dyson.com> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 12:05 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
The only sustainable hand drying solution for education 

TEXT.htm 

To view the HTML version of this email, go to http://www.responsetrack.net/viewemail/? 17JJP04JYF6% 
2D4aec41999131 ebd4ed0d0af3219b 1705 

The only sustainable hand drying solution for education 

The Dyson Airblade(TM) hand dryer works in just 12 seconds - literally scraping water from hands like a 
windshield wiper. It’s the fastest hand dryer - and it’s hygienic, too, cleaning the air before blowing it onto 
hands. The Dyson Airbladefi,,¢ has a 70% smaller carbon footprint than paper towels and costs 97% less than 
paper towels too. 

Oakland Community College 

"By eliminating paper towels, we~�~’Mve drastically reduced our contribution to landfill as well as the carbon 
footprint from transporting this waste. Cost-wise, by installing Dyson Airblade(TM) hand dryers we~�~’Mve 
made considerable savings on stock and labor. The college is always looking for ways to save money while 
simultaneously reducing its impact on the environment. The Dyson Airblade(TM) hand dryer does both". 

Dan Cherewick, Director of Facilities, 
Oakland Community College, MI 

For a cost and carbon savings report for your school or college, or to arrange a 4 week free trial please contact 
us or visit our website. 

From time to time, we would like to tell you more about new Dyson technology and services. If you~�’r~d 
prefer us not to keep in touch, please send an email with the subject ’Unsubscribe’ to airbladeinfo@dyson.com 

For a cost and carbon savings report for your school or college, or to arrange a 4 week free trial please contact 
us contact us or visit our website. 

From time to time, we would like to tell you more about new Dyson technology and services. If you~�’r~d 
prefer us not to keep in touch, please send an email with the subject ~�~’~Unsubscribe~�TM to 
airbladeinfo@dyson, com 

Dyson B2B, Inc. 600 W Chicago Ave, Ste 275 Chicago IL 60654. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 12:28 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Updated Grades 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 12:31 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Internet Explorer 9 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 12:56 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: tutor request 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 1:46 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Working from home today 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenny Browning <kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 1:46 PM 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Working from home today 

TEXT.htm 

Christy,I hope you can help me get my onyen. Thanks,KB 
>>> Christy Suits 4/20/2011 8:15 AM >>> 
Good Morning, 

I will be working from home today, please do not hesitate to call with any issues, I will be happy to assist 
remotely as I can. 

Thanks, 
Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 1:51 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 1:51PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

TEXT.htm 

No problem. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/6/2011 12:06 PM >>> 
Thanks Susan! For the grade report too. 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2011 9:22 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: Your Reservation Confirmation - ACC Workshop 

Hi Brent, 
Attached is your hotel reservation confirmation at the Sheraton Greensboro at Four Seasons for the ACC 
Workshop on June 21-22, 2011. I reserved the room with my credit card, but upon arrival, you will need to 
switch to your credit card for incidental expenses. The ACC will ultimately be covering the cost of your lodging 
for the workshop. Let me know if you have any questions. 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 1:52 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Clocked out at... 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 2:26 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Folks - off for a week. Contact Brent at 962-9536 or Beth Bridger (FB issues) at 
843-5669. Brent will have my hotel information. Likely my cell will not work (no int. 
plan) and I will not have email access. Brent will call the hotel to reach me if there is a 
significant issue. Take Care! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 2:26 PM 

HAROLD WOODARD <hwoodard@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Folks - off for a week. Contact Brent at 962-9536 or Beth Bridger (FB issues) at 843- 
5669. Brent will have my hotel information. Likely my cell will not work (no int. plan) 
and I will not have email access. Brent will call the hotel to reach me if there is a 
significant issue. Take Care! 

TEXT.htm 

Folks - off for a week. Contact Brent at 962-9536 or Beth Bridger (FB issues) at 843-5669. Brent will have my 
hotel information. Likely my cell will not work (no int. plan) and I will not have email access. Brent will call 
the hotel to reach me if there is a significant issue. Take Care! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 2:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Cell Phone... Again 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 3:11 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Cell Phone... Again 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 3:42 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Updated Athletics Book List (5.6.11, 3:30p) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 4:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: CHEM Tutoring This Summer 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 4:57 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Nate Yarbrough 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 5:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Important iPhone Operating System Update 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 5:22 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer Tutoring 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 8:02 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: TUtoring During Summer 1 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 6, 2011 10:46 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Show your South Carolina baseball pride with gear from our official store! 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"South Carolina Official Online Store" <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 9:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Show your South Carolina baseball pride with gear from our official store! 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, May 7, 2011 5:20 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer School 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 8, 2011 6:54 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Notes from last week 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 8, 2011 2:29 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Quick question 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, May 8, 2011 3:15 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: CHEM Tutoring This Summer 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 6:48 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: M+ Guardian Quarantine: 93-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 7:54 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: need to check 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 9:14 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 9:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report 

TEXT.htm;NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.9.11.xlsx 

Here you go ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 9:35 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Morning Update 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 9:54 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Register For Classes 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 10:01 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Register For Classes 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 10:03 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 10:03 AM 

Adrian Beros <beros-adrian@aramark.com>; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Holden Thorp <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Patti Thorp <patti@unc.edu> 

Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 10:07 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: URGENT - Student-Athlete Medical Insurance and Prescription Drug Information 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 10:07 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa Rawls Minshall 
<arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 
<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Sports Medicine -Sports Medicine <-Sports 
Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 
URGENT - Student-Athlete Medical Insurance and Prescription Drug Information 

TEXT.htm; Sports Medicine Info (2011-12).pdf 

Colleagues: 

Once again, we are requesting your assistance in obtaining medical insurance information from your respective 
sport’s student-athletes. Additionally, we ask for your help in making sure all student-athletes and their parents 
are aware of the new requirements regarding mandatory insurance for all UNC students. Finally, we ask for 
your assistance in obtaining required (by the NCAA) documentation from your student-athletes who might be 
taking prescription medications that include banned substances (e.g., stimulant medication for learning 
disabilities). 

Please note that these are required procedures, and it is imperative that they be completed before your student- 
athletes engage in any type of voluntary or mandatory team practices this fall!!! 

Mandatory Insurance Requirement 

1. Please take the time to review the enclosed letter to the parents regarding the mandatory insurance 
requirement. The answers to any questions you and/or the parents might have are likely found in the attached 
letter or on the referenced websites. 
2. Parents should be informed that, pursuant to NCAA regulations, this mandatory insurance IS NOT covered 
by athletics’ scholarships! The cost of the system-wide policy, should the parents choose to purchase the plan 
for their son/daughter, will be the family’s responsibility. 

Procedures for Medical Insurance Forms 

1. Print off the attached document: "Sports Medicine Info (2011-12)". 

2. Make the appropriate number of copies and mail the entire packet to the parents/legal guardians of each of 
your student-athletes that you are expecting to be on your squad list during the 2011-2012 year (i.e., returnees, 
transfers, incoming freshmen, 5th year non-counters, medical exempts - EVERYONE! !). 



3. As an alternative to mailing, please note that you can also email this packet to parents if you have email 
addresses for all of them - however, it will be your responsibility to follow-up with each of them to make sure 
that they have successfully received the email and are proceeding with completing the required documentation. 

4. The enclosed medical insurance forms are to be returned either to you or one of your coaching staff members. 

5. Once you receive the completed medical insurance forms from your 2011-2012 student-athletes, alphabetize 
the forms, attach a current 2011-2012 roster, and give the forms to your respective sport’s head athletic trainer. 
The athletic trainer will review the forms and then send them to the appropriate staff in the Sports Medicine 
Department of Campus Health Services. Every student-athlete must complete a form! 

6. NOTE: The athletic trainer assigned to your sport will review your roster to ascertain if every student-athlete 
on your roster has completed and returned the insurance form. A student-athlete who does not return the 
medical insurance form and does not complete the online insurance information will not be allowed to 
participate in any practice until these processes have been completed. 

This process should be completed in its entirety, with all forms returned to Sports Medicine, by Tuesday, May 
31, 2011. 

This email has been sent to each head coach, assistant coaches, administrative assistants/directors of operations 
of certain sports, the sports medicine staff, and to some team secretaries. 

Thank you for your immediate attention to this very important welfare issue concerning our student-athletes. 
Please be very diligent in obtaining this information in a timely fashion, and please feel free to share this 
information with your colleagues in your work unit. I appreciate your cooperation and assistance in advance. 

Take care, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 10:07 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Grade Reports 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            10:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Reports 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

Thank you. 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sorry; I forgot to hit send... B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

10:00 AM >>> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 190636bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

grade report.pdf ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/8d7c0b895abd70b3f09f5fdb4e9abfee )Sun: 
1 OO0:35 -040052444bytes 

grade report.pdf ( http ://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/a70a946cb 16931 d7e2ef5522e4d4333 e )Sun, 
10:00:35 -040030567bytes 

grade report.pdf ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/c09f455d3b05994c2af47e060ca8adb4 )Sun, I 
10:00:35 -040037074bytes 

grade report.pdf ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/33da44cdcbe6f9de275792a40e793eee )Sun, 
10:00:35 -040042209bytes 

grades w gpas.pdf ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/d74e593de97eac0946bc5b0074acea97 )Sun, 
10:00:35 -040028342bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 10:20 AM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Out of Office: Summer Regsitration 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 12:00 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Summer Books 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 12:11 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report as of 11:07 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 12:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report as of 11:07 

TEXT.htm; NC ATH SEMESTER GRADES 5.9.11 11.07am.xlsx 

Here it is ...... :) 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 12:46 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: TUtoring During Summer 1 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 1:32 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Updated Athletics (;TOPS List (5.9.11) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 2:48 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: TUtoring During Summer 1 

FlLE.msg 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 3:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: NCAA Women’s Tennis, Women’s Lacrosse and Men’s Lacrosse post-season 
Competition 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dick B addour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 3:03 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAA Women’s Tennis, Women’s Lacrosse and Men’s Lacrosse post-season Competition 

TEXT.htm 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Dick Baddour 

SUBJECT: NCAA Women’s Tennis, Women’s Lacrosse and Men’s Lacrosse 

We are excited to host NCAA Women’s Tennis, Women’s Lacrosse and Men’s Lacrosse post-season competition 
this weekend. 

Friday, May 13: Women’s Tennis 1st Round: UNC vs. East Tennessee State 1:00 pm 

Saturday, May 14: Women’s Tennis 2nd Round 11:00 am 
Women’s Lacrosse 1st Round: UNC vs. Virginia 1:00 pm 

Sunday, May 15: Men’s Lacrosse 1st Round: UNC vs. Maryland 1:00 pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest, or you and your immediate family to attend all three events. You are able to 
simply pick up and sign for the number of tickets needed at general will call before the game. At Cone-Kenfield 
Tennis Center, general will call is located in a white trailer outside the main entrance. Both lacrosse games are going 
to be played at Fetzer Field. General will call at Fetzer is located in the Carmichael Arena Ticket Office. When you 
arrive, please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

Congratulations and good luck to Coach Kalbas, Coach Levy and Coach Breschi and their teams! 

I hope you can attend! 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
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Attach: 
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Fwd: RE: Summer Books 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 3:35 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Tutoring needs 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            3:35 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring needs 

TEXT.htm 

Here are my tutoring needs for summer: 

ECON 101 
ECON 410 
ECON 423 
ENGL 101 
MATH 110 
MATH 119 
CHEM 102 
BIOL 101/L 

Thank you. 

KFO 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 3:57 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Morning Report 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 3:58 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer Tutoring 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 4:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Grade Report #3 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 4:03 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Grade Report #3 

TEXT.htm; NC_ATH_SEMESTER_GRADES 5.9.11 3.04pm.xlsx 

Here is another one ..... 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 4:03 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: Re: Summer I Tutoring 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 4:04 PM 

bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 

Fwd: section numbers 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            4:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

section numbers 

TEXT.htm 

ECON 
ECON 
ECON 
ENGL 
MATH 
MATH 
CHEM 
BIOL 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 
Fax (919) 962-8247 
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Attach: 
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bsblanto@ad.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: Summer I Tutoring 
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